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AUTHORS OF ARTICLES IN THIS VOLUME
Abrahams

M.A. (Lond. and Camb.).
Talmudic and liabbinic Literature
in the University of Cambridge
formerly
Senior Tutor in the Jews' College, London
(Israel),

Reader

in

;

;

editor of the Jewish Quarterly Ueview, 18881908.

Family (Jewish).

Baillie (James Black), M.A. (Edin. and Camb.).
D.Phil. (Edin.).
Professor of Moral Philosophy in the University
of Aberdeen
author of Hegel's Logic (1901),
The Idealistic Construction of Experience
Hegel's Phenoittenoloqy ot Mind
(1906),
;

(1910).

Ethical Idealism.

Adams

(John), M.A., B.Sc, LL.D.
Professor of Education in the University of

London.

Barker (Henry), M.A.
Lecturer in Moral Philosophy in the University
of Edinburgh.

Education.

Duty.

Alexander (Hartley Burr), Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy in the University of
Nebraslca.

Bateson (Joseph Harger), F.R.G.S.
Secretary, Wesleyan Army and Navy Board.

Ethics and Morality (American), Expediency, Expiation and Atonement
(American).

Festivals and Fasts (Buddhist, Chinese,
Nepalese).

Bennett

Anesaki (Masahar).
Professor of Religious Science in the Imperial
University of Tokyo.

(William Henry), M.A. (Lond.),
D.D. (Aber.), Litt.D. (Camb.).
Sometime Fellow of St. Jolin's College, Cambridge Professor of Old Testament Exegesis,
Hackney College and New College, London
author of The Religion of the Post-Exilic
;

Ethics and Morality (Buddhist).

Anwyl

(Sir Edward), M.A. (Oxon.).
Professor of Welsh and Comparative Philology, and Dean of the Faculty of Arts, in
the University College of Wales, Aberystwyth author of Celtic Religion, Grammar
of Old Welsh Poetry, Welsh Grammar,
;

Family

(Celtic).

;

Prophets.

Elder (Semitic), Eve.

Beveridge (William), M.A.
Minister of the United Free Church, New
Deer and Maud ; author of A Short History
nf the Westminster Assembly, Makers of the
Scottish Chiirch.

Armitage-Smith (George), M.A.,

Principal of Birkbeck College, London; formerly Dean of the Faculty of Economics in
the University of London ; Fellow of Statistical Society
Member of Council of Royal
Economic Society Lecturer on Economics
and Mental Science at Birkbeck College.
;

;

Employers.

Arnold (Edward Vernon),

Litt.D.
Professor of Latin in the University College
of

Ebionism.

D.Lit.

North Wales.

De Boer

(Tjitze), Philos. Dr.
Professor of Philosophy in the University of

Amsterdam.
Ethics and Morality (Muslim).

Bolling (George Melville), A.B., Ph.D.
Professor of Greek and Sanskrit Languages
and Literatures, and Assoc. Professor of
Comparative Philology, in the Catholic
University of America.

Epictetus.

Aston (William George), M.A.,

D.Litt., C.M.G.
Formerly Japanese Secretary of H.M. Legation, Tokyo ; author of History of Japanese
Literature, Shinto.

Fetishism (Introductory).

Dreams and Sleep

Brandt

(Dr.

(

Vedic).

Wilhelm).

Formerly Professor of Old and New Testament and the History of Religion in the
University of Amsterdam.
Elkesaites.

;

AUTHORS OP ARTICLES
Brown (William Adams),

Ph.D., D.D.
Roosevelt Professor of Systematic Theology
in Union Theological Seminary, New York
author of Christian Theology in Outline.
Expiation and Atonement (Christian).
;

Bullock (Thomas Lowndks), M.A.
Professor

Chinese

of

in
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Crawley (Alfred Ernest), M.A.

;

Cymbals, Eating the God.

Crooke (William), B.A.

O-xford.

Ethics and Morality (Chinese).

Burns (Islay Ferkier), M.A.
Tutor and Librarian in Westminster College,
Cambridge formerly Snell Exhibitioner at
;

Balliol College, O.xford.

Faith (Greek, Roman).

Campbell Smith (Mary), M.A.
Dundee.

Enemy.
Carleton (James George), D.D.

Ex-Scholar of Trinity College, Dublin ; Fellow
of the lloj'al Anthropological Institute
President of the Anthropological Section of
the British Association, 1910 ; President of
the Folklore Society, 1911-12; late of the
Bengal Civil Service.
Dravidians (North India), Dwarka, Edu(Hindu), Elephanta,
Ellora,
cation
Fatehpur-Sikri.

Davids

of St. Patrick's, Dublin, and I^ecturer
in Divinity, Trinity College, Dublin ; author

Canon

Membre

Rhys), LL.D., Ph.D., D.Sc.
Comparative Religion, Man-

of
;

President of the Pali Text Society

Academy

;

author of
Buddhism (1878), Questions of King Milinda
(1890-94), Buddhist India (1902), Early Bud-

dhism

Briti-sh

;

(1908).

Elder (Buddhist), Expiation and Atone-

(Christian).

ment (Buddhist), Family (Buddhist).

Carra de Vaux (Baron Bernard).
des Hautes Etudes ;
du Conseil de la Society asiatique
h.

W.

Fellow of the

The Part of Rheims in the Making of the
English Bible, The Prayer-Book Psalter with

Marginal Notes.
Festivals and Fasts

(T.

Professor
chester

of

Professeur

(Camb.).

Fellow of the Royal Anthropological Institute
and of the Sociological Socie^ author of
I'he Mystic Rose, The Tree of Life, The Idea
of the Soul.
Dress, Drinks and Drinking, Drums and

University of

the

VOLUME

I'jicole libre

de Paris.

Davids

(Mrs. Rhys),

M.A.

Lecturer on Indian Philosophy in the University of Manchester.

Family (Muslim), Al-Farabi, Fate (Mus-

Egoism

(Buddhist).

lim).

Carter (Jesse Benedict), Ph.D.

Davidson (William Leslie), M.A., LL.D.

(Halle).

Diiector of the American School of Classical
Studies in Rome.
Ethics and Morality (Roman), Family

(Roman).

Casartelli (Louis Charles), M.A. (Lond.), D. D.,
and D.Litt. Or. (Louvain), M.R.A.S.
Bishop of Salford Lecturer on Iranian Languages and Literature in the University of
Manchester; formerly Professor of Zend and
Pahlavi in the University of Louvain.
;

Dualism

Chamberlain

(Iranian).

Professor of Logic and Metaphysics in the
University of Aberdeen ; author of The
Logic of Definition, Theism, as grounded in
Human Nature, Christian Ethics, The Stoic
Creed.

Dualism (Greek), Envy and Emulation.

Denney

(James), D.D.
Professor of New Testament Language, Literature, and Theology, in the United Free
Church College, Glasgow ; author of Studies
in Theology, The Atonement and the Modem

Mind.

(Alexander

Francis),

M.A.

(Toronto), Ph.D. (Clark).
Professor of Anthropology

in Clark Unieditor of the
Worcester, Mass.
Journal of American Folklore (1900-1908);
author of The Child and Childhood in FolkThought, The Child: A Study in the Evolution of Man.
Education (American).
versity,

Fall (Biblical).

Dhalla (Dastur

Clodd (Edward).
Corresponding Memberof the Society d'Anthropologie de Paris, and Vice-President of the
Fellow of the Royal
Folklore Society
Anthropological Institute.
Evolution (Ethical), Execution of Ani-

Dr.

Maneckji Nusservanji),

M.A., Ph.D.

;

High

Priest of the Parsis of Sind, Panjab,

and

Baluchistan.

Expiation and Atonement

(Parsi).

Dorner (August),

Dr. Theol. iind Philos.
Ordentlicher Professor an der Universitat zu
Konigsberg.

Emancipation, Emotions, Fate (Introductory).

;

mals.

Cobh (William

F.),

D.D.

Rector of the Church of St. Ethelburga the
Virgin, London, E.G.

Driver (Samuel Bolles), D.D., Hon.

Litt.D.
(Dublin), Hon. D.D. (Glas. and Aber.).
Regius Professor of Hebrew, and Canon of
Christ Church, Oxford ; Fellow of the British
Academy ; Corresponding Member of the
Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences.

Expiation and Atonement (Hebrew).

Faith-healing.

Cook (Stanley Arthur), M.A.
Ex-Fellow and Lecturer in the Comparative
Study of Religion, in Gonville and Caius
College, Cambridge author of The Laws of
Moses and the Code of Hammurabi, The
Religion of Ancient Palestine.
Edomites.
;

Duff

(J.

Wight), M.A. (Aber.

et Oxon.), D.Litt.

(Durham), D.Litt. (Oxon.).
Professor of Classics, Armstrong College (in
the University of Durham), Newcastle-uponLiterary History of
Tyne author of
;

A

Rome.
Education (Roman).

;

;

AUTHORS OP ARTICLES
Dukes (Edwin

IN THIS

Gardinkk (Alan

J.).

Minister of St. Paul's Chapel, Kentish Town,
London formerly London Society Misnionary in China ; author of Everyday Life in
China,

Reader

(F. W.), M.A., Ph.D.
Minister at Annandale, Sydney, Au.stralia.
Essence.

Ehrhardt (Christian

EuoftNE).
honoraire de 1' University
Professeur k la Faculty libre de Thiologie
Pasteur it Bourg-laSrotestante de Paris
leine (Consistoire de Paris).
Equiprobabilism.

Professeur

;

;

Sub-editor of the Hieroglyphic Dictionary of
the German Academies at Berlin.
Ethics and Morality (Egyptian).

theol. u. philos.

Geheiiner Rat
ordentlicher Professor der
Philosophie an der Universitat zu Jena
Verfasser von Hauptprobleme der Beligionsphilosophie der Oegemvart.
Dualism.
;

Evans (John Young), M.A., B.D.

Upanishads.
Education (Buddhist), Fate (Buddhist).

Theological

Gerini (Colonel G.

Fairbanks (Arthur), Ph.D. (Freiburg

1.

B.),

Litt.D. (Dartmouth College).
Professor of Greek Literature and Greek
ArchiBology in the State University of Iowa,
1900-1906; in the University of Michisan,
1906-1907 Director of the Museum of Fine
Arts, Boston, 1907.
;

Expiation and Atonement (Greek), Family

Siam

Nicholas

Collingford),

B.A. (Oxon.).
Late King Charles Exhibitioner, Exeter College, Oxford
Recorder, Section H (Anthro-

R.

of the

Society.

(Ignaz), Ph.D., D.Litt., LL.D.
Professor of Semitic Philology in the Uni
versity of Budapest
Ord. Member and
Class-President of the Hungarian Academy
of Sciences; Foreign Member of the British
Academy, of the Imperial Academy of
Sciences, St. Petersburg, of the Royal
Academy of Sciences, Berlin, of the Indian
Institute, The Hague, of the Jewish Historical Society of England, of the Socidte
Asiatique, Paris.
;

Gray

of the Editorial Staff of the
International Encyclopedia, Orientaletc. ; Member of the
American and German Oriental Societies,

New

ische Bibliographie,

pology) of the British Association for the

Advancement of Science.
Family (Primitive).

author of Indo-Iranian Phonology
;
(1902); translator of Vasavadaita, a Sanskrit Romance by Siibandhu (1912).
etc.

Fortescue (Adrian), Ph.D., D.D. (Innsbruck).

Roman

Duelling, Education (Persian), Eskimos,
Ethics and Morality (Polynesian), Eunuch, Expiation and Atonement (Introductory), Family (Persian), Fate
(Iranian), Festivals and Fasts (Iranian).

Catholic Priest at Letchworth author
The Orthodox Eastern Church (1907),
The Mass: A Study of the Roman Liturgy
;

of

(1912).

Febronianism.
B.),

Gray
Docteur
;

tian).

I.C.S. (Retired).

Lecturer in Tamil and Telugu, University Col;

Principal Librarian,

London

Institution ; author of A Literary History
of India.
Dravidians (South India).

of the

[Ridley]).

American Oriental Society.

Easter Island.

Author

of Life of James Ferrier (1899), Life
of Descartes (1905), and joint-translator of
Hegel's History of Philosophy (1H92), and The
Philosophical Works of Descartes (1911-12).

(1912).

(Egyptian), Dualism
(Egyptian), Festivals and Fasts (Egyp-

Florence Lillian

Haldane (Elizabeth Sanderson), LL.D.

Encyclopaedists.

Dreams and Sleep

Frazer (Robert W.), LL.B.,

(Mrs.

Member

fes-Lettres.

Professeur d'Histoire des Religions k I'Universit6 d'Aix- Marseille
Professeur h, ITnstitut
Colonial de Marseille (Religions et coutumes
des peuples d'Afrique) ; Ancien Inspeoteur
en chef du Service des Antiquit^s de
I'figypte ; auteur de Histoire des Religions

Mithode Comparative^

(Louis Herbert), Ph.D.

Sometime Member

;

London

Education,

Member

Education (Muslim).

(Edwin

lege,

M.R.A.S.

Festivals and Fasts (Siamese).

(Greek).

et

E.),

Late Director of Military
Siamese Army Honorary

Goldziher

Erastianism.

FouCART (George

Johannes).

Gerig (John Lawrence), M.A., Ph.D.
Associate Professor of Romance Languages and
Celtic in Columbia University, New York.
Ethics and Morality (Celtic).

Patristic
College,

Aberystwyth.

Fallaize

(Dr.

;

Church History and
the

;

Euhemerism, Eumenides.

EucKEN (Rudolf Christoph), Dr.

at

S.), M.A. (Oxon.), D.D. (Abor.).
Professor of Old Testament Languages and
Literature, and of Comparative Religion, in
the Wesleyan College, Richmond, Surrey
autlior of Studies in Religions of the East,
Outlines of Introduction to the Hebrew Bible
translator of P. Deussen's Philosophy of the

Ordentlicher Professor der Klass. Philologie
an der Universitat zu Rostock.

The Evil Eye.
Evil Eye.
of

Professor of
Literature

Geden (Alfred

Geffcken

Elworthy (Frederick Thomas).

in

;

Fengf-shui.

DUNLOP

IIe-nuerson), D.Litl. (Oxon.).

Egyptology at Manclic.'<ter University
foniicrly Laycock Student of Egyptology at Worcester Coliej'e, Oxford, and

;

Author

VOLUME

Hall

(H. R.), M.A., F.S.A.
Assistant in the Department of Egyptian and
Assj'rian Antiquities in the British Museum.

and Atonement (Egyptian),
Family (Egyptian), Fate (Egyptian).

Expiation

Hannay (James Owen), M.A.
Rector of Westport, Co. Mayo.
Eustathius.

;

AUTHORS OF ARTICLES
Harada

(Tasuku), D.D., LL.D.

Professor des Sanskrit an der Universitat zu
Bonn ; Geheimer Regierungsrat.
Durg-a.

(Aber.), D.Litt.

(Durham).
Lecturer in Classics at Newnham College,
Corresponding Member of the
German Archjeological Society author of
Prolegomena to the Study of Greek Religion.

Jacobs (Joseph), B.A. (Camb. and Lond.), Litt.D.

Stall'

Cambridge

;

;

Fan.

Hbrbig

(Dr.

VOLUME

Jacobi (Hermann), Ph.D.

President of Doshisha University, Kyoto.
Family (Japanese).

Harrison (Jane Ellen), LL.D.

IN THIS

(Penn.).

Professor of English Literature at the Jewish
Theological Seminary of America formerly
President of the Jewish Historical Society
of England ; formerly editor of Folklore.
Fable.
;

GUSTAV).

Kgl. Bibliothekar an der Hof- und Staatsbibliothek ; Privatdozent fiir indogermanische Sprachwissenschaft und Etruskologie
an der Universitat zu Munchen.
Etruscan Religion.

Hicks (Robert Drew), M.A.
Fellow and formerly Classical Lecturer
Empedocles, Epicureans.
(A. F.

(Leipzig), Lie. Theol.
hon. c. (Leipzig).
Pfarrer in Leipzig und Dozent an der Universitat.

Ethics and Morality (Babylonian).

Jolly (Julius), Ph.D. (Munich), Hon. M.D.
of

Trinity College, Cambridge.

HiLLEBRANDT

Jeremias (Alfred), Ph.D.

ALFRED), Ph.D. (Munich),

LL.D.
Ord. Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative
Philology in the University of Breslau
Corresponding Member of the Konigliche
Gesellschaft der Wissenschaften zu Gottinfen, and of the Royal Bavarian Academy of
ciences ; Geheimer Regierungsrat.

University of Calcutta.
Ethics and Morality (Hindu), Expiation
and Atonement (Hindu), Family ( Hindu),
Fate (Hindu).

;

Dyaus.

J6NSS0N (FiNNUR), Dr. Phil.
Professor ordinarius of Northern Philology in
the University of Copenhagen.

Eddas.

Hopkins (Edward Washburn), Ph.D., LL.D.
Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative Philology in Yale University former President
of the American Oriental Society
author
of Religions of India.
Festivals and Fasts (Hindu).
;

;

Hughes (Henry Maldwyn),

B.A., D.D.

Author

of The Ethics of Jewish Apocryplial
Literature.

Joseph (Morris).
Senior Minister of the
gogue.

JuYNBOLL (Th. W.), Dr.

juris et phil.

Adjutor interpretis
Leyden.

'

Legati

Keane (Augustus Henry),

of the Irish Texts Society, London ;
Member of Council of the Folklore and Irish
Literary Societies ; author of The Cuchullin

Saga in Irish Literature (1898), Pagan
Ireland (1904), Early Christian Ireland
of Irish Literature

LL.D., F.R.G.S.,

F.R.A.L

Hon. Sec.

Text-book

Warneriani,'

Eunuch (Muslim).

Hull (Eleanor).

A

West London Syna-

Education (Jewish).

Experience (Religious).

(1905),

(Got-

Hon. D.Litt. (Oxford).
Ord. Professor of Sanskrit and Comparative
Philology and Director of the Linguistic
Seminary in the University of Wiirzburg
formerly Tagore Professor of Law in the
tingen),

Late Vice-President of the Royal Anthropological Institute
late Professor of Hindustani in University College, London ; author
Ethnology,
Man
Past and Present.
of
Ethnology, Europe.
;

(1907-8).

Fate

King

(Celtic).

Hyslop (James Hervey), Ph.D., LL.D.
Secretary of the American Society for Psychical Research
formerly Professor of Logic
and Ethics in Columbia University.
Energy, Equity.
;

Inge (William Ralph), D.D.

Dean

of St. Paul's; author of Faith and
Knowledge, Studies of English Mystics,
Personal Idealism and Mysticism.

(Irving), Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Education in the State
University of Iowa Fellow of the American
Association for the Advancement of Science.
Ethics and Morality (Australian).
;

King (Leonard William), M.A., F.S.A.
Assistant in the Department of Egyptian
and Assyrian Antiquities in the British
Museum Lecturer in Assyrian at King's
;

College, London.

Fate (Babylonian).

Ecstasy.

Knight
Iverach (James), M.A., D.D.
and Professor of New Testament
Language and Literature, in the United
Free Church College, Aberdeen author of
Is God Knowable ? (1887), Evolution and

Principal,

(G. A. Frank), M.A., F.R.S.E.
Minister of St. Leonard's United Free Church,
Perth.

Feet-washing.

;

Christianity (1894), Theism in tlie Light of
Present Science and Philosophy (1900),
Descartes and Spinoza (1904).

Epistemolog^.

Lake(Kirsopp), M.A. (Oxon.),D.D. (St Andrews).
Professor of New Testament Exegesis and the
History of Early Christian Literature in the
University of Leyden.
Epiphany.

AUTHORS OP ARTICLES
Lang (Andrew), M.A.,
Author

of

D.Litt., U.C.L.,

Custom and Myth

LL.D.
Myth,

(18S<t),

Ritual and Religion (1887), The Makin// of
Religion (1898), Magic and Religion (1!)01).

Dreams and Sleep
M.A.

(Oxon.).

Shillito

Reader

Mackenzie (Donald), M.A.
Minister of the United Free Church at Craigdam Assistant in Logic in the University
;

of Aberdeen, 1900-lUUi).

Ethics and Morality (Christian).

(Introductory).

Langdon (Stephen Herbert),

B.D., Ph.D., Hon.

Mackenzie (John Stuart),
Profes-sor of

Com-

and

Assyriology

in

VOLUME
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parative Semitic Philology in the University of Oxford
author of Neo-BabyIonian Royal Inscriptions (V.A.B. vol.

Litt.D.,

LL.D.

Philosophy in University College,

Cardift'.

Eternity.

;

iv.), Sumerian and Babylonian Psalms, A
Sumerian Grammar, Babylonian Liturgies.
Expiation and Atonement (Babylonian).

Leger

Maclagan

(P. J.), M.A., D.Phil.
Of the English Presbyterian Mission, Swatow.
Education (Chinese), Family (Chinese).

Maclean (Arthur

(Louis).

Menibre de I'Institut de France Professeur au
CoU^fje de France
Professeur honoraire k
;

D.D.

John), D.D. (Carab.), Hon.

(Glas.).

Bishop of Moray, Ross, and Caithness.

;

I'ficole

des langues orien tales.

Fasting (Christian).

Festivals and Fasts (Slavic).

Maclean (Magnus), M.A., D.Sc,

Lehmann (Edvaed),

D.Theol., D.Phil.
Ordentlicher Professor der Theologie (Religionsgeschichte und Philosophic) an der
Universitat zu Berlin.

in

the

Feinn Cycle.

Macler

Ethics and Morality (Parsi).

F.R.S.E.

Professor of Electrical Engineering
Royal Technical College, Glasgow.

(FriedAric).

Ancien Attach^ k la Bibliothfeque Nationale
Laur^at de I'Institut Professeur d'Arm6nien
h, rficole des Langues orientales vivantes.

;

Lodge (Rupert Clendon), B.A.

;

Late John Locke Scholar, Oxford ; late Junior
Lecturer in Philosophy in the University of
Manchester.

Festivals and Fasts (Armenian).

MacRitchie (David), F.S.A. (Scot, and
Member of the Royal Anthropological

Empiricism.

Loewe (Herbert Martin James), M.A.

Great Britain and Ireland
Andrew Society, Edinburgh author
of Ancient and Modern Britons; Fians,
Fairies and Picts ; Scottish Gypsies under
of

Curator of Oriental Literature in the University
Library ;
Oriental
Director of
Studies, St. Catharine's College, Cambridge.

;

the St.

;

the Stewarts.

Expiation and Atonement (Jewish).

MacCulloch (John Arnott), Hon. D.D.

Ireland).

Institute
President of

Dwarfs and Pygmies.
(St.

Andrews).
Rector of St. Saviour's, Bridge of Allan Hon.
Canon of the Cathedral of the Holy Spirit,
Cumbrae ; Examiner in Comparative Religion and Philosophy of Religion, Victoria
University, Manchester
Bell Lecturer,
Edinburgh Theological College author of
Comparative Theology; Religion: its Origin
and Forms ; The Childhood of Fiction ; The
Religion of the Ancient Celts; Early Christian Visions of the Other- World.
;

;

;

Dualism (Celtic), Earth and
Earth-Gods, Eschatology, Euphemism,
Fairy, Fall (Ethnic), Fasting (Introductory and non-Christian), Feasting
(Introductory), Festivals and Fasts

Druids,

Mair (Alexander), M.A.
Professor of Philosophy in the Univei-sity of
Liverpool.

End.

Marett (Robert Ranulph), M.A.,

F.R.A.I.
Fellow of Exeter College, and Reader in Social
Anthropology in the University of Oxford ;
author of The Threshold of Religion.

Ethics (Rudimentary).

Margoliouth (David Samuel), M.A.,

D.Litt.

Fellow of New College, and Laudian Professor
of Arabic in the University of Oxford author
of Mohammed and the Rise of Islam, Moham;

medanism,.

(Celtic).

Expiation and Atonement (Muslim), Fall

Macgregor (Annie Elizabeth Frances), B.A.
(Lond.).

Margoliouth (George), M.A.

Ethical Discipline.

MclNTYRE (James Lewis), M.A.

(Edin. and
Oxon.), D.Sc. (Edin.).
Anderson Lecturer in Comparative Psychology
to the University of Aberdeen ; Lecturer in
Psychology, Logic, and Ethics to the Aberdeen Provincial Committee for the Training
of Teachers
formerly Examiner in Philosophy to the University of Edinburgh;
;

author of Giordano Bruno
Fear, Fearlessness.

(Muslim).

(1903).

(Cantab.).

Senior Assistant in the Department of Oriental
Printed Books and MSS in the British

Museum.
Feasting (Hebrew and Jewish).

Martin (Alexander Stuart), M.A., B.D.
Formerly Pitt Scholar and Examiner in
Theology in the University of Edinburgh,
and Minister of the West Parish of St.
Nicholas, Aberdeen.
Election.

;

;

AUTHORS CP ARTICLES
Makvin (Walter Taylor), Ph.D.
Professor in Rutgers College,

New

Phillips (David), B.A. (Wales), M.A. (Cantab.).
Professor of the Philosophy and History of

Jersey.

Religion in the Theological College, Bala,
North Wales.

Equivocation (Logical).

Mavor

(James), Ph.D.
Professor of Political
versity of Toronto

;
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Economy in the Uniauthor of The Scottish

Raihvay Strike.
Employment.

MoFFATT

(James), D.D., D.Litt.
Yates Professor of New Testament Greek and
Exegesis, Manslield College, Oxford author
of Critical Introduction to New Testament
;

Literature.

Ego, Egoism.

Phillpotts (Bertha Surtees), M.A. (Dublin).
Fellow of the Royal Society of Northern Antiquaries (Copenhagen); formerly Librarian of
Girton College, CamlDridge.
Dreams and Sleep (Teutonic), Ethics and
Morality (Teutonic),
Festivals and
Fasts (Teutonic).

Pinches (Theophilus Goldridge), LL.D.
M.R.A.S.

Essenes.

MOGK

(EuGEN), Dr. Phil.
Professor der nordischen Philologie
Universitiit zu Leipzig.

an

der

Expiation and Atonement (Teutonic).

(Glas.),

Lecturer in Assyrian at University College,
London, and at the Institute of Archaeology,
Liverpool ; Hon. Member of the Sociite
Asiatique.

Elamites, Family (Assyro-Babylonian).

Moore (William), M.A.
Rector of Appleton, Berks

formerly Fellow
of Magdalen College, and Lecturer of St.
John's College, Oxford ; translator of the
Philosophical
Treatises
of
Gregory of
;

Porphyrios II. (Logothetes), Ph.D. (Leipzig),
Hon. LL.D. (Cantab.).
Archbishop of Sinai, Paran, and Raitho.
Eastern Church.

Nj'ssa.

Eunomianism.

Morgan

(William), D.D.
Professor of Systematic Theology in Queen's
College,
Kingston,
Canada ;
formerly
Minister of the United Free Church at Tarbolton.

PozNAiisKi (Samuel), Ph.D. (Heidelberg).
Rabbiner und Prediger in Warschau (Polen).
Festivals and Fasts (Jewish).

Punnett (Reginald Crundall), M.A.
Professor of Biology in the University of
bridge author of Mendelism.

Faith (Christian).

Environment

Professor of Philosophy in the University of
Birmingham ; author of Elements of Ethics,
The Service of the State.
Ethics.

MuRisoN (William), M.A.
Senior English Master in Aberdeen Grammar
School ; author of Education,' in A Com'

panion to Latin Studies.
Education (Greek).

Murray

(Gilbert), LL.D., D.Litt., F.B.A.
Regius Professor of Greek in the University
of Oxford.

Euripides.

Neilson (George), LL.D.
The Stipendiary Magistrate

(Biological),

Evolution (Bio-

logical).

Muirhead (John Henry), LL.D.

of

Glasgow

author of Trial by Combat.

Radermacher

LUDWIG).

(Dr.

Ordentlicher Professor der klassischen Philologie an der Universitat zu Wien.

Enthusiasm.

Radin (Paul), Ph.D.
Field

Geological

Ethnologist,

Survey

of

Canada.
Eskimos.

Rose (Herbert Jennings), M.A.

(Oxon.).

Associate Professor of Classics in McGill Uni-

Montreal
sometime Fellow of
Exeter College, Oxford.
Euthanasia, Festivals and Fasts (Greek).
versity,

Ross (John M.

;

E.),

M.A.

Minister of St. Ninian's Presbyterian Church,
Golders Green, London author of The SelfPortraiture of Jesus, The Christian Stand;

Duelling.

Oer

(James), M.A., D.D.
Professor of Systematic Theology and Apologetics in the United Free Church College,
Glasgow author of The Christian View of
God and the World, David Hume in the
;

'

Cam-

;

Epoch Makers

'

series.

Enhypostasis.

point.

Emerson.

RoYCE

(Josiah), Ph.D., LL.D.
Professor of the History of Philosophy in Harvard University
Giftbrd Lecturer at the
University of Aberdeen, 1898-1900.
;

Error and Truth.

Pearson

(A. C),

M.A.

Late Scholar of Christ's College, Cambridge
editor of Fragments of Zeno and Cleantlies,
Euripides' Helena, Heraclidm, and Phoenissce.

Ethics and Morality (Greek).

Petrie (William Matthew Flinders), D.C.L.
(Oxon.), LL.D. (Edin. and Aber.), Litt.D.
(Camb.), Ph.D. (Strassburg).
Fellow of the Royal Society and of the British
Academy Edwards Professor of Egyptology
in the University of London.
Egyptian Relig-ion.
;

Salmond (William), D.D.
Professor of Mental and Moral Science in the
University of Otago, Dunedin.
Feeling.

Sayce (Archibald

Henry), D.Litt. (Oxon.),
LL.D. (Dublin), D.D. (Edin. and Aber.).
Fellow of Queen's College and Professor of
Assyriology in the University of Oxford
President
of
Archaeology.

the

Dreams and Sleep

Society

of

(Babylonian).

Biblical

;

;

AUTHORS OF ARTICLES
SciiAFF (David Schlky), D.D. (Univ. of Geneva,
etc.).

Church History in the
Theological Soniinary, Pittshurgh,

Profes.sor of

Wentem
I'a.

Evangelical Alliance.

ScHRADER

(Otto), Or. phil. ct jur. h.c.
Ordentlicher
Professor
fiir
vergleichende
Sprachforschung an tier Uiiiversitiit zu Bre.slau ; author of Prehistoric Antiquities of
the

Aryan

Peoples.

Family (Teutonic and

Balto-Slavic).

SCHULHOF (John Maurice), M.A.

(Cantab, et
Oxon.).
Clare College
sometime Scholar of Trinity
College, Cambridge
late Fellow of St.
Augustine College, Canterbury.
;

;

Eudaemonism.

Scott (Charles Anderson), M.A. (Camb.), D.D.
(Aber.).
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(Mrs. Maeoaket Sinclaie), M.A.,
Sc.D.
Of the Irish Mi.ssion, Ilajkot, India; somelime .Scholar of Somerville Collepe, Oxford
author of Notes on Modern Jainism.
Festivals and Fasts (Jain).

Stevenson

;

Stock

(St. (Jeorge), M.A.
Lecturer in Greek in the University of Birmingham author of English Thought for
English Thinkers.
Fate (Greek and Roman).
;

Stone (Darwell), M.A., D.D.
Principal

Pusey Librarian, Oxford

A

History of the Doctrine of
Eucharist.
Episcopacy.
of

;

author

Holy

t/ie

Strahan

(James), M.A.
Edinburgli author of Hebrein Ideals.
Encratites, Euchites, Family (Biblical
;

Professor of New Testament in Westminster
College, Cambridge.

and Christian).

Eudoxianism.

Sell (Edward), B.D., D.D., M.R.A.S.
Fellow of the University of Madras
Hon.
Canon of St. George's Cathedral, Madras
Secretary of the Church Missionary Society,
Madras author of The Faith of Islam, The

SUFFRIN (Aaron Emmanuel), M.A.

;

Historical Development of the Qur'dn.
Faith (Muslim).

Shaw (Charles
Professor of

Gray), Pli.D.
Philosophy in the University of

New York

author of Christianity and
Modern Culture, The Precinct of Religion,
The Value and Dignity of Human Life.
Enlightenment.

(Oxon.).

Vicar of Waterlooville, Hants.

;

Dualism (Jewish), Fate (Jewish).

Sutherland (J.

F.), M.D., F.R.S.E., F.S.S.
Late Deputy Commissioner in Lunacy

for

Scotland.

Drunkenness.

Tachibana (Shundo).
Professor in the SotoSect College, Tokyo.

;

Ethics and Morality (Japanese).

Taylor (Alfred Edward), M.A.

(Oxon.), D.Litt.

Andrews).
Professor of Moral Philosophy in the United
College of SS. Salvator and Leonard, St.
Andrews ; late Fellow of Merton College,
Oxford ; Fellow of the British Academy
author of The Problem of Conduct (1901),
Elements of Metaphysics (1903), Varia
(St.

Speight (Harold Edwin Balme), M.A.
Fellow of Manchester College, Oxford

Junior
Minister of Essex Church, Kensington ; formerly Assistant Professor of Logic and
Metaphysics in the University of Aberdeen.
;

Fichte.

Socratica (1911).

Spence (Lewis).
Edinburgh; author of Mythologies of Ancient
Mexico and Peru, The Popol Vuh, A Dictionary of Mythology, The Civilisation of
Ancient Mexico.

Dualism (American), Fetishism (American).

Dreams and Sleep

General Secretary of the International Union
of Ethical Societies
Hon. Secretary of the
World Conferences for promoting Interrjicial Concord
Hon. Organizer of the First
International Moral Education Congi-ess.
Education (Moral), Ethical Movement.

Burma,

missioner,
missioner,

1894-1903

SPILLER (GUSTAV).

(Introductory).

(Lt.-Col. Sir Richard C, Bart.), CLE.
Hon. Fellow of Trinity Hall, Cambridge
late of the Indian Army ; Deputy Com-

Temple

1888-94

;

Chief

Com-

Andaman and
;

Nicobar Islands,
editor of the Indian Antiquary

since 1884.

Fetishism (Indian).

;

;

Srawley (James Herbert), D.D.
Tutor and Theological Lecturer

in

Selwyn

College, Cambridge ; Examining Chaplain
to the Bishop of Lichfield.

Thurston (Herbert), B.A.,

S.J.

Joint-Editor of the Westminster Library for
Priests and Students
author of Life of
St. Hugh of Lincoln, The Holy Year of
Jubilee, The Stations of the Cross.
Extreme Unction.
;

Turner (Stanley Horsfall), M.A.,

D.Litt.

Fellow of the Royal Economic Society Deputy
Chief Inspector for Scotland to the National
Health Insurance Commission ; formerly
Lecturer in Political Economy in the University of Aberdeen.
;

Eucharist (to end of Middle Ages).

Stalker (James), M.A., D.D.
Professor of Church History in the United
F'ree

Church College, Aberdeen.

Evangelicalism.

Starbuck (Edwin Diller), Ph.D.
Professor of Philosophy in the State University of Iowa author of The Psychology
of lieligion.
;

Female

Principle.

Economics, Fabian Society.

Vollers (Karl),

Dr.Phil.

Ehemals Professor der Semitischen Sprachen
an der Universitat, und Direktor des Gross
herzogl. Munzkabinets, Jena.

Festivals and Fasts (Muslim).

:

.

CROSS-RBFBRBNCBS
Waddell

(Lt. -Colonel L. Austine), C.B., C.I.E.,
LL.D., K.L.S., F.R.A.I., M.K.A.S., I.M.S.
Late Professor of Tibetan in University College, London ; author of The Buddhism of
Tibet, Tribes of the Brahmaputra Valley,

Lhasa and

its

London

(Hugh), M.A., B.D.

Minister of the United Free Church at Bearsden, Dumbartonshire Examiner in Church
History to the United Free Church.
Eucharist (Reformation and post-Reforma;

tion period).

Mysteries.

Festivals and Fasts (Tibetan).

Walshe (W.

Watt

Gilbert), M.A.
Secretary of Christian

Society for China

;

Whitley (William Thomas),
Literature

James Long LecConfucius and Con-

late

'

'

tvirer ;
author of
fucianism editor of China,
;

M.A.,

LL.D.,

F.R.Hist.S., F.T.S.
Secretary of the Baptist Historical Society;
formerly Principal of the Baptist College of
Victoria, and Secretary of the Victorian
Baptist Foreign Mission.
Enthusiasts (Religious).

WiSSOWA

Fate (Chinese).

Wahfield (Benjamin

Breckinridge), D.D.,
LL.D., Litt.D.
Charles Hodge Professor of Didactic and
Polemic Theology in the Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian Church in the
U.S.A. at Princeton, New Jersey.

(Geoeg), Dr. jur. et phil.
Ordentlicher Professor an der UniversitSt zu
Halle ; Geheimer Regierungsrat.

Expiation

sind

Atonement (Roman).

Woods

(Francis Henry), M.A., B.D.
Rector of Bainton, Yorksliire
late Fellow
and Theological Lecturer of St. John's
;

College, Oxford.

Edwards and the New England Theology.

Festivals and Fasts (Hebrew).

CROSS REFERENCES
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In addition to the cross-references throughout the volume, the following
minor references may be useful
Probable Title of Article.

Topic.

Probable Title of Articlk.

Topic.

Dutch East Indies
Indonesia.
Dutch Reformed Church Reformed Church.
Dyaks
Indonesia.

Elves

Dyophysitism

.

Monophysitism.

Ephod

Dyothelitism

.

Epilepsy
Erigena

.

Monothelitism.
Animals.
Earth, Earth-gods.

Eternal Life

.

Life

.

.

Orientation.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Easter

.

Eel
Effigy

.

.

Egg

.

.

Cosmogony and Cosmo-

.

.

.

logy-

Elephant

,.

.

Animals.

and

Spirits,

.

Csesarism, Deification.
Dress, Images (Heb.).

.

Disease and Medicine.

.

Scholasticism.

.

Ethiopian Church
Evangelical Association
Evangelical Counsels
Evangelical Union
Execration
False Witness
Familiar Spirit
Fanaticism
.
Fellowships
.
.

.

Anti-

Philosophy (Greek).
Animals.
Magic.

Eclecticism

Demons

and Death, Ethics

(Christian).

Calendar (Christian), Festivals and Fasts (ChrisClericalism
and
Clericalism.

.

Emperor-worship

tian).

Eeelesiasticism

.

Fairy.

.

Eagle
Earth-mother
East

list

.

.

.

.

.

Abyssinia.
Sects (Modern Christian).
Counsels and Precepts.
Presbyterianism.

.

Cursing and Blessing.

.

Oaths.

.

Demons and

Spirits.

Enthusiasts (Religious).
Brotherhoods, Communistic Societies,

ticism.

Monas-

.

LISTS OF ABBREVIxVTlONS
I.

A.H.

=Anno

Ilijrae (A.D. 622).

Isr.

Ak.:= Akkadian.
Alex. = Alexandrian.
Amor. = American.
Apoc. = Apocalypse, Apocalyptic.
Apocr. = Apocrypha.
Aq. =Aqui]a.
Arab. = Arabic.
Aram. = Aramaic.

=Mincean.
M.SS = Manuscripts.
Mill.

MT = Massoretic Text.

n.

Onlf.

= Onljelos.

0T = Old

Testament.

P = Priestly Narrative.
Pal. = Palestine, Palestinian.
Pent. = Pentateuch.
Pers. = Persian.

A Vm = Authorized Version margin.
A. Y. = Anno Yazdagird (A.D. 639).
Bab. = Babylonian.
v. = circa, about.
Can. = Canaanite.

Phil.

= Philistine.

Phoen. = Phcenician.
Pr. Bk. = Prayer Book.
= Redactor.

R
Rom. = Roman.
RV = Revised Version.
RVm = Revised Version

= compare.
ct.= contrast.
.

D = DeuteronoraLst.
E = Elohist.
edd. = editions or editors.

margin.

= SabiEan.
Sam. = Samaritan.
Sem. = Semitic.
Sept. = Septuagint.
Sin. = Sinai tic.
Sab.

Egyp. = Egyptian.
Eng. = English.

= Ethiopic.

EV = English

Version.
following verse or page as Ac lO"'ff. =:and following verses or pages
as Mt 11-"
l''r. = French.
f.

= note.

NT = New Testament.

As. = Asiatic.
Assyr. = Assyrian.
AT = Altes Testament.
A V = Authorized Version.

Eth.

= Israelite.

J=Jaliwiat.
J" = Jehovah.
Jems. = Jerusalem.
Jos. =Josephus.
LXX = Septuagint.

Arm. = Armenian.
Ary.= Aryan.

cf

General

= and

:

:

Germ. = German.

= Greek.
H = Law of Holiness.
Heb. = Hebrew.
Hel. = Hellenistic.

Skr.= Sanskrit.

Symm. = Symmachus.
Syr. = Syriac.
t. (following a

number) = times.

Gr.

Talm.= Talmud.

Hex. =Hexateuch.

Targ. = Targum.
Theod. =Theodotion.
TR = Textus Receptus.
tr. = translated or translation.
VSS = Versions.
Vulg. = Vulgate.
= Westcott and Hort's text.

Himy. = Himyaritic.
Ir.

= Irish.
= Iranian.

WH

Iran.

II.

Books of the Bible

Old Testament.

Gn = Genesis.
Ca = Canticles.
Ex = Exodus.
Is = Isaiah.
Lv = Leviticus.
.Ier = Jeremiah.
Nu = Numbers.
La = Lamentations.
Dt = Deuteronomy.
Ezk = Ezekiel.
Jos = Joshua.
Dn = Daniel.
Jg = Judges.
Hos = Hosea.
Ru = Ruth.
Jl = JoeL
1 S, 2S = 1 and 2 Samuel.
Am = Amos.
1 K, 2 K = l and 2 Kings.
Ob = Obadiah.
Ch, 2 Ch=l and 2 Jon = Jonah.
Chronicles.
Mic = Micah.
Ezr = Ezra.
Nah = Nahum.
Neh = Nehemiah.
Hab = Habakkuk.
Est = Esther.
Zeph = Zephaniali.
1

Hag=Haggai.
Zee = Zechariah.
Mal = Malachi.

Job.

Ps= Psalms.
Pr = Proverbs.
Ec = Ecclesiastes.

Apocrypha
1

Es, 2
Esdras.

Es = l

and

2

To = Tobit.
Jth = Judith.

Ad.

Est

=

Additions

to

Esther.

Sus=Susanna.
Bel = Bel
and

Wis = Wisdom.

=

Sirach or
Sir
asticus.

the

Dragon.
Ecclesi-

Bar=Baruch.
Three = Song of the Three

Pr.
1

Man =

Prayer

of

Manasses.
Mac, 2 Mac = l and 2
Maccabees.

Children.
j.Vew Testament.

Mt = Matthew.

1

Mk = Mark.
Lk = Luke.

1

Jn = John.

Th, 2 Th = l and 2
Thessalonians.
Ti, 2 Ti=l and 2

Timothy.
Tit = Titus.

Ac = Acts.
Ro = Romans.

Ph = Philippians.

Philem = Philemon.
He = Hebrews.
Ja= James.
1 P, 2 P= land 2 Peter.
1 Jn, 2 Jn, 3 Jn = l, 2,
and 3 John.

Col = Colossians.

Jude.

Co, 2 Co = 1 and
Corinthians.
Gal = Galatians.
Eph = Ephesians.
1

2

Kev = Revelation.

=

LISTS OF ABBREVIATIONS
For the Literature

III.

The following

authors' names, when unaccompanied by the title of a book, stand for
the works in the list below.

Baethgen = Beitrdge ztir sem. Religioiisgesch., 1888.
Baldwin = Uict. of Philosophy and Psychology,
3 vols. 1901-1905.

Basth = Nominalbildung

in

den sem.

Sprachen,

2 vols. 1889, 1891 (M894).
Benzinger = iTci. Arc/idologie, 1894.
Brockelniann = GftscA. d. arab. Litteratur, 2

vols.

1897-1902.
Brun.s - Sachau = Syr. - Bom. Bechtshuch aus dem
fiinften Jahrhundert, 1880.
Budge = (?orf.? of the Egyptians, 2 vols. 1903.
Darem berg !Saglio = Z)ic<. des ant. grec. et ram.,
1886-90.
L)elaSaus3aye = X8Ar6McArfe^^e/ig'^o;^s(7&scA^1905.
V>snzYDeei = Enchiridion Symbolorum^^ , Freiburg

im

Br., 1911.

Deus8en=Z)J« Philos.

d.

Doughty = ^rcf.68a Deserta, 2 vols. 1888.
Grimm= Deutsche Mythologie*, 3 vols.

187-5-1878,

ivoU

1S82-1888

tr. ,

Teutonic: Mythology,

H araburger = Realencyclopadiefiir Bibel u. Tnlmud,
i.

1870 (n892),

ii.

1883, suppl. 1886, 1891

}:loldeT=: Altreltischer

SprachscIuUz, 1891

f.,

1897.

ft'.

Holtzraann-Zoplfel=Xea;!(,'ore/. Theol. u. Kirchenwesen^, 1895.
Howitt=iVc(<ii)e Tribes of S.E. Australia, 1904.
Coi(r« de Litt. cellique, i.-xii., 1883 ft'.
Jubainville
l,a,gra,nge = El iidess^irlesreligionssimitiques^, 1904
=
Arabic-English Dictionary, 1863 ff.
L8,ne
ha,ng = Myth, Ritual and Religion'^, 2 vols. 1S99.
\je^si\\s = Denkmdler aus jEgypten u. Aithiupien,
1849-1860.
Lichtenberger=.ffw<'yc. d.es sciences religieuses, 1876.

=

An

Lidzbarski = ^anrfSwcA der nordsem. Epigraphik,
1898.

^kv'\\\e

= Religion des peuples

Riehm = tJandworterbuch

Altertuins ^, 1893-

^6hYason = Biblical Researclms in Prilestine'^, 1856
Roscher = Z.ex. d. gr. u. rbm. Mythologie, 1884.
Schafi"-Herzog = rAe New Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of Relig. Knowledge, 1908
ft'.

= Bibel-Lexicon,
SchUrer = G./K', 3 vols.
Siv,h^a\i.e\

1890

5 vols. 1869-1875.
1898-1901 [HJP, 5 vols.

ff.].

Schwally = /.«6cn. nach dem Tode, 1892.
Siegfried-Stade = 5^e6. Worterbuch sum AT, 1893.
fiinend = Lehrhuch der alttest. Reliqionsgesch.^, 189'.i
i^mith (G. A. = Historical Geography of the Holif
Land*, 1896.
Smith (W. R.) = Reliffion of the Semites^, 1894.
Spencer (R.) = Principles of Sociology^, 1885-1896.
Spencer-Gillen' Native Tribesof Central A ustralia,
)

1899.

Tribes of Central
Spencer-Gillen'' = Northern
Australia, 1904.
=
Swete rA« OT in Greek, 3 vols. 1893
Tylor (E. 'B.)=Primitive Culture^, 1891 [n903].
Ueberweg = £rw^ of Philosophy, Eng. tr., 2 vols.
1872-1874.
VieiheiT=Judische Theologie auf Grund des Talmud
u. verwandten Schriften', 1897.
Wiedemann = Die Religion der alien .lEgypter,
1890 [Eng. tr., revised, Religion of Ike Anc.
ft'.

Egyptians, 1897].

Assyrian

Eijyptians, 3 vols. 1878.
Znn/. = Die gottesdienstlichen Vortrdge der Juden'^,
1892.

Periodicals, Dictionaries, Encyclopsedias, and other standard

AA=K'c<Ai\\ fUr Anthropologic.
AAOJ = American Antiquarian
d.

works frequently

cited.

= Abhandlungen der Sachsischen Gesellschaft
der Wissenschaften.
^S<;c = L'Ann^e Sociologique.
.<4SG

and

Oriental

Journal.
Berliner

Akad.

d.

Wissenschaften.
.4jB= Archiv fiir Ethnographie.
AEG = AssyT. and Eng. Glossary (Johns Hopkins
University).

= Abhandlungen d. Gottinger Gesellschaft
der Wissenschaften.
AGPh = Aichiv fiir Geschichte der Philosophic.
/I //.S= American Historical Review.
.4 if 7"= Ancient Hebrew Tradition (Hommel).
.dJ^PA = American Journal of Philosophy.
.^,/P.9 = American .Journal of Psychology.
^J^iiP£ = American Journal of Religious Psychology and Education.
AJSL =:America,n Journal of Semitic Languages
/!(?(?

and Literature.
= American Journal of Theology.
.4 iW<? = Annales du Mus^e Guimet.
.4 J'rA

APES=AnieTicaa

non-civilisis, 1883.

d. bibl.

1894.

I894ff.

= Abhandlungen

vols.

Wilkinson = ilfamners and Customs of the Ancient

yL\ai = San.'!krit Texts, 1858-1872.
MnsB-Amolt = .(4 Concise Diet, of the

.45^4 fF

Anhdologie, 2

1881 ft'.
Preller = i?o»»Mc^ Mythologie, 1858.

,

2 vols. 1894-1896.

2.

heb.

Pauly-Wissowa=iJea^«nc2/';. der classisrhen Alter
tumsvissenschaft, 1893-1895.
Perrot-Chipiez = 5^M<. de I' Art dans VAntiquite,

yicCnr Ay = Hutory Prophecy, and the Monuments,

Language,

d.

1894.

Upanishads, 1899 [Eng.

tr., 1906].

Eng

Nowack = £eA.?-6McA

yl5fr/=Archaeological Survey of W. India.
./4Z=Allgemeine Zeitung.
P./1 G = Beitrage zur alten Geschichte.
BASS=BeitTage zur Assyriologie u. sem. Sprachwissenschaft (edd. Delitzsch and Haupt).
BGir:= Bulletin de Correspondance Hell^niqne.
i?£= Bureau of Ethnology.

BG = Bombay

BOR =Ba.h.

^iJfy=Archiv fiir Religionswissenschaft.
AS = Aet!i Sanctorum (BoUandus).

and Oriental Record.

B.ii'=Bibliotlieca Sacra.

BSA = Annual

of the British School at Athens.
de la Soc. archdologique k Alex

BSAA = Bulletin
andrie.

BjS.4i = BulletindelaSoc. d'Anthropologiede Lyon.
55^1 P = Bulletin de la Soc. d' Anthropologic, etc.,

Palestine Exploration Society.

APF=ATchiv fiir Papyrusforschung.
^iJ = Anthropological Review.

Gazetteer.

iJ/=Bellum Judaicum (Josephus).
BL = Bampton Lectures.
£/,£ = Bulletin de Litt^rature Eccl^siaatique.

Paris.

fiSG = Bulletin de la Soc. de Giographie.
.B'/'5=Buddhi8t Text Society.
P r= Biblical World.
I

B;?^=Bibli8che Zeitschrift.

LISTS OP ABBREVIATIONS
CA IB L=Com\itefi

rendiis de rAcad6mie des Inscriptions et Bellcs-Lettres.
CB7'i'=Cal('iitta IJuddliist Text Society.
C^ Catholic ICncyclopiedia.
C/'=Cliildliood of Fiction (MacCulloeh).
CGS=VullH of the Greek States (I'arneli).
t'/=Cen9U8of India.
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ENCYCLOPEDIA
OF

EELIGION AND ETHICS
D
DRAVIDIANS

(North India).— i. Meaning of
term Dravidian (Skr. Drdvida, the
adjectival form of Dravida) seems to have been
primarily an equivalent for Tamil,' but was extended by Cald well {Dravidian Grammar', 4 ) to
denote the family of languages formerly designated
Tamulian or Tamulic, practically including all
the languages of Southern India, Tamil, Telugu,
Malayalam, Canarese, and Tulu, which form a
group well defined and closely related one to
terra.

—The

'

'

'

fi'.

—
—

another. Manu {Institutes, x. 43, 44) speaks of
the Dravidas as a tribe of Ksatriyas, or warriors,
who had become out-castes and, as they are the
;

only southern tribe mentioned in his lists, Caldwell
supposed that in ancient times the name was loosely
applied to the whole of the South Indian peoples.
Whether or not this belief was well founded, his
invention of the word Dravidian as a generic
term for the South Indian group of languages is
convenient, and has been generally accepted. By
a natural, if not perfectly justifiable, extension the
term, primarily philological, has been widely used
in an ethnological sense, and we have become
accustomed to speak of the Dravidian peoples
when we really mean the races speaking the
Dravidian languages. Even in this slightly extended sense the term ' Dravidian is fairly exact
and little open to misunderstanding.
Risley,
however, in his report on the last Census of India
(i. 500), has used the term in a much wider sense.
He includes in it races extending from Ceylon to
the valley of the Ganges, and pervading the whole
of Madras, Hyderabad, the Central Provinces,
most of Central India, and Chota Nagpur ; and he
regards this as probably the original type of the
population of India, now modihed to a varying
extent by the admixture of Aryan, Scythian, and
Mongoloid elements.' Nearly all the other existing races of India, except the Indo-Aryans, such
as the Rajputs, Jats, and Khatris of the Panjab,
are classed by him as Scytho-Dravidians, AryoDravidians, or Mongolo-Dravidians.
In other
words, every element in the present population
which cannot be classed as Aryan, Scythian, or
Mongoloid, is designated Dravidian.' This terminology is, as Risley himself is aware, open
to mueii criticism.
Like 'Aryan,' 'Dravidian,'
originally a purely philological term, is wanting
'

'

'

'

'

'

'
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—

I

in precision

when used

in

an ethnological

sense.
be,
the writer of

But the name, however unsatisfactory

it

may

has now passed into popular use, and
the present article is unable to suggest a better
alternative.
Here it is taken to denote that form
of Animism which constitutes the belief of a body
of forest tribes occupying the line of hills which
forms the backbone of the Peninsula, extending
from the Indian Ocean into the lower course of
tlie Ganges.
Analogous forms of belief are found
among the agricultural, artisan, and menial population of the great northern Plains, and along the
lower slopes of the Himalaya. Beliefs and practices
of this type form the basis of popular Hinduism as
we now observe it. In fact, no clear line of distinction can be drawn between these forms of
Animism and much of what is known as orthodox
Hinduism.
Both have been in contact for an
enormous period of time, and each has reacted
on the other, Hinduism admitting many of the
Animistic beliefs and rites of the darker races,
while these in their turn have largely accepted the
outward observances of the Hindu faith, worshipping the Hindu gods, who are often only
modifications of their oAvn deities, and adopting
the rules of caste and the social restrictions concerning food and personal purity which caste
enforces.

—

2. Primitive Dravidian religion.
An attempt
has been made by Caldwell in Southern India to
investigate on the basis of philology the primitive
Dravidian beliefs.
'
They were,' he says (op. cit. 118), ' without hereditary
priests " and " idols," and appear to have had no idea
of "heaven" or "hell," of the "soul" or "sin"; but they
acknowledt;ed the existence of God, whom they styled K6,
or king a realistic title little known to orthodox Hinduism.
They erected to his honour a "temple," which they called
K6-il, " God's house "
but I cannot find any trace of the
" worship " which they offered to him.'

**

—

;

In another passage {ib. 580 if. he compares the
demonolatry of the Dravidians with the shamanism
of High Asia, noting as features of resemblance
the absence of a regular priesthood the acknowledgment of God's existence, combined with neglect
of His worship
the non-existence of belief in
metempsychosis the objects of worship being not
gods or heroes, but demons, which are oupposed to
be cruel, revengeful, and capricious, and are worshipped with blood sacrifices and wild dances.
)

;

;

;

—

—

:

DRA VIDIANS
'The officiatine magician or priest excites himself to frenzy,
and then pretends or supposes himself to he possessed by the
demon to which worship is being- offered and whilst in this
state he communicates to those who consult him the information he has received. The demonolatry practised in India by the
more primitive Dravidian tribes is not only similar to this, but
the same. Every word used in the foregoing description of
Shamanite worship would apply equally tx> the Dravidian
demonolatry
and in depicting the ceremonies of the one
;

;

race

we depict those

of the other also.'

It must, however, be

remarked that the

belief in

metempsychosis, unless Caldwell uses the term in
its technical sense, is found among the Northern
Dravidians.

Shamanism.—Thus,

according to Caldwell,
of the beliefs of the South Indian
Dravidian tribes is shamanism, and many instances of similar customs can be quoted among
those of the North ; e.g. the Kurs or Muasis of
3,

the

basis

Chota Nagpur communicate with the evil spirit
which they worship through their priest, the
haigd.
He assembles the people, music and
dancing commence, and an invocation of the spirit
chanted

is

—

:

until one or more of the performers manifest possession by
wild rolling of the eyes and involuntary spasmodic action of
The affection appears contagious, and old women
and others who have not been dancing become influenced by it
in a manner that is horrible to contemplate.
This certainly is the most thorough form of demon worship with which
we have met, and one that must appear to its votaries to testify
to its own reality each time it was resorted to ' (Dalton, 232 f.).
*

the muscles.

.

.

.

Similar practices employed for the exorcism of
diseases are widely spread among the people of the
northern Plains. But even among the tribes which
occupy the central range of hills this form of
shamanistic orgies seems never to have taken the
same hold among the people as has been the case
in Southern India, where what is known as Devil

Dancing may be observed much more frequently
than in the north. This has been described among
the Shanars of Tinnevelly by Caldwell {op. cit.
585 f.) and by Bumell (*The Devil Worship of the
Tulavas,' 7^, 1894)
and in Northern India, at
least, shamanism has played a quite unimportant
the
part in
development of the popular beliefs.
The religion of the Northern
4. Animism.
Dravidians is mainly a form of Animism, defined
by Tylor, who invented the term, as the belief in
;

—

*

(North India)
* the hypothesis
that the earliest beginnings of savage religion
are to be sought in the recognition of elemental forces to which,
in the first instance, no personal qualities are ascribed, may,
perhaps, afford an explanation of a problem which has exercised several inquirers of late the origin of the faineant un-

—

worshipped Supreme beings who figure in savage mythology
almost all over the world.
When the era of anthropomorphism sets in and personal gods come into fashion, the
active and passive powers of the earlier system are clothed in
appropriate attributes.
The former become departmental
spirits or gods, with shrines and temples of their own and
incessant offerings from apprehensive votaries.
The latter
receive sparing and infrequent worship, hut are recognized,
en revanche, as beings of a higher type, fathers and wellwishers of mankind, patrons of primitive ethics, makers of
things, who have done their work and earned their repose. The
Santal Marang Bum represents the one the Bongas or godlings
of disease are examples of the other.'
.

.

.

;

—

The character5. Animism in Northern India.
istics of Animism in Northern India have often
been described, and do not materially

difier

from

what we observe in other parts of the world.
Thus Gait writes of Assam {Census Report, 1891,
93)
There is a vague but very general belief in some one
omnipotent being, who is well-disposed towards men, and
whom therefore there is no necessity of propitiating. Then

i.

'

come a number

of evil spirits, who are ill-disposed towards
and to whose malevolent interference are
the woes which afflict mankind. To them, therefore, sacrifices must be offered.
These malevolent spirits are
sylvan deities, spirits of the trees, the rocks, and the streams,
and sometimes also of the tribal ancestors. There is no regular
priesthood, but some persons are supposed to be better endowed
with the power of divination than others. When a calamity
occurs, one or more of these diviners, shamans, or soothsayers
is called on to ascertain the particular demon who is offended,
and who requires to he pacified by a sacrifice. This is done
either by devil dancing, when the diviner works himself into a
paroxysm of drunkenness and excitement, and then holds
converse with the unseen spirits around him, or by the examination of omens eggs, grains of rice, or the entrails o( a
fowl.
There is a profound belief in omens of all sorts no
journey is undertaken unless it is ascertained that the fates are
propitious, while persons who have started on a journey will
turn back should adverse omens be met with on the way. One
peculiarity in connexion with their sacrifices may be mentioned.
On all necessary occasions, goats, fowls, and other
animals are offered to the gods but it is always assumed that
the latter will be content with Uie blood and entrails the flesh
is divided among the sacrificer and his friends, the presiding
soothsayer usually getting the lion's share.'

human

ascribed

beings,
all

—

;

;

;

From another point of view, dealing with the
case of persons gifted with the hereditary powers
of healing, Rose (i. 161) shows that
as primitive religions have no conception of the distinction
between the soul and the life, they reason, logically enough
from their standpoint, that, precisely as physical life is transmitted, so too is the soul transmitted from one generation to
another, and with the life transmigrate, as it were, all the
attributes and powers of the progenitor. On this theory it ia
quite easy to explain the transmitted hereditary power of
curing disease or causing evil by means which we may call
'

Spiritual Beings' {Prim. Cult.^, 1891, i. 424) ; or as
Jevons {Introd. to Hist, of Rel., 1896, p. 22) defines
'
it
All the many movements and changes which
are perpetually taking place in the world of things,
were explained by primitive man on the theory
that every object which had activity enough to
:

him in any way was animated by a life and
will like his own.* The term has been used by
some authors * to cover the various manifestations
of what is commonly but cumbrously styled the
afi'ect

"anthropomorphic" tendency

of savage thought'

(Marett, Thresh, of Uel., 1909, p. 6) ; and the same
author {ih. 11) urges that what he calls * Supernaturalism is not only logically, but also, in some
sense, chronologically prior to Animism. Following
the same line of argument, Kisley {Census Repoi-t^
1901, i. 352), while accepting the title Animism'
for the vague, amorphous conception which he is
discussing, endeavours to ascertain the ideas which
underlie it
What the Animist worships and seeks by all means to influence and conciliate is the shifting and shadowy company of
unknown powers or influences making for evil rather than for
'

'

'

*

•

good, which resides in the primeval forest, in the crumbling
hills, in the rushing river, in the spreading tree, which gives its
spring to the tiger, its venom to the snake, which generates
jungle fever, and walks abroad in the terrible guise of cholera,
smallpox, or murrain.
Closer than this he does not seek to
define the object to which he offers his victim, or whose symbol
he daubs with vermilion at the appointed season. Some sort of
power is there, and that is enough for him. Whether it is
associated with a spirit or an ancestral ghost, whether it proceeds from the mysterious thing itself, whether it is one power
or many, he does not stop to inquire.'

And

he goes on to suggest that

supernatural.

Animism, as we observe it in Northern India,
develops on various lines, according to the diverse
objects which are supposed to be occupied and
dominated by spirit agency. It wUl be convenient
to begin with the worsliip of the celestial bodies,
though, as a matter of fact, this type of worship
is probably later than the cult of tree-spirits or
of the village gods.
It is in an advanced stage
of religious belief, says Robertson Smith {Rel.
Se7n.^, 1894, p. 114), that celestial gods predominate.
Sun-worship prevails widely
6. Sun-worship.
among the forest tribes of the Central Hills.
When they are in trouble, the Kharwars appeal
to the sun
any open space on Avhich he shines
serves as an altar. When a sacrifice is needed, the
Kisans offer a white cock to him, according to the
laws of mimetic magic. The Bhuiyas and Oraons
worship him as Boram or Dharm Devata. The
Korwas reverence him as Bhagwan, * the wonderful, the divine one'— a term oorrowed from the

—

;

Hindus his service is done in an open space, where
an ant-hill is used as the altar.
The Kharrias
adore him under the name of Bero,
;

Every head of a family should during his lifetime make not
than five sacrifices to this deity the first of fowls, the
second of a pig, the third of a white goat, the fourth of a ram,
'

less

—

;

DRAVIDIANS
flfth of a biilTalo,
Ho
propitiated for that generation,

ia then conaidorod Hulflciuntly
and regarded ua an ungrateful
he doea not behave handsomely to hia votary.'

And the
god

if

Worsliip of a similar kind is done by the Kola
and Oraons (qq.v.) (Dalton, 130, 132, 133, 141, 157,
The Davars, a forest tribe in the
159, 186, 223).
Thana district on tlie west coast, worship the Sun
at the Divali, or feast of liglits, by throwing red
lead towards him, and ottering fowls, wliich are
not killed, but allowed to fly into the forest (BG
The Bhils of the Satpura Hills
xiii. pt. i. 157).

have a form of joint worship of the Sun and
Moon under the name of Sondal Deo (Luard, i.

Among

the village population of the Plains
of tlie Sun has been combined with the Aryan cult of Surya or SQraj
72).

this

non-Aryan worship

NarSyan.
7. Moon-worship.

— Moon-worship, though prob-

ably earlier in origin than that of the Sun, is
much less important. The Binjhias of Chota
N&gpur worship Nind-bonga as the Moon, in conjunction with Smg-bonga, or the Sun ; and in many
other cases the worship of both luminaries is combined, as with the Chandor of the Mundas, known
also as Chando Omol or Chanala, who is worshipped by women, and considered to be the wife
of Bing-bonga, the Sun-god, and mother of the
stars (Kisley, Tribes and Castes, i. 136, ii. 103 f.;
Dalton, 186). The most curious form is the Chauk
Chanda rite in Bihar. On that day the people fast
and employ a Brahman to worship the Moon with
an ofl'ering of flowers and sweetmeats. It is believed that, if any one looks upon the Moon that
day, calamity will befall him. Should any one be
unlucky enough to do this, he can repel the
dangerous influences by getting himself abused
by other people abuse, like mock fights, being
regarded as a means of protection against demons
(Frazer, GB^ iii. 93 f.).
He therefore, in order to
excite their abuse, flings stones on the roofs of his
neighbours' houses [NINQ v. 23 f.).
8. Planet- worship.
The worship of the other
planets is of much less importance. Their motions
are observed chiefly by astrologers, who calculate
the horoscopes of children, and examine the figures
with a view to determining whether a marriage will
or will not be auspicious. Eclipses are supposed
to be the work of spirit agency embodied in the
demon Rahu, who can be scared by noise, while the
suffering Sun or Moon can be restored to vitality by
sacrifice and fasting during the period of the eclipse
;

—

(see

DosADHS).

—

The spirits of water. According to the
theory of Animism, the flow of water in river,
stream, or well is considered to be due to spirit
action, and floods and whirlpools are the work of
a malignant spirit. In the Pan jab, when a village
is menaced by floods, the headman makes an ofl'ering of a coco-nut (which is probably a form of
commutation of an original human sacrifice) and a
rupee to the flood-demon. He holds the offering
in his hand, and stands in the water until the flood
rises high enough to wash it away.
Then it is
believed that the waters will abate.
Some offer
an animal victim, a buffalo, horse, or ram, which,
after blood has been drawn from its ear as a sign
that the offering has been made, is flung into the
water [NINQ i. 5). At a whirlpool on the Tapti
river the Gonds sacrifice a goat before daring to
cross the stream [Berar Gazetteer, 1870, p. 35). This
propitiation of the water-spirit develops in two
directions first, into the worship of rivers held
specially sacred, like the Ganges and Narbada, on
whose banks, when the sinner bathes, he enters
into communion with the spirit of the stream.
As
9.

—

his body is cleansed, so his soul is relieved from
pollution.
His idea of purification is not spiritual
r i,
in our sense of the word—-that is foreign to primi-

(North India)

—

tive habits of thought
but spiritual in the sense
of getting rid of evil spiritH and their danfjerouB
influence. In the second place, the vague spiritual
entity which animates the water is pcrKonified
into one or other of a host of water-godlings, like
Kwuja Khizr or Pir Bhadr, who are worshijjped by

fishermen and boatmen who-^e business is on the
great waters. Wells, in the same way, are sacred.
Some have underground connexion with a holy
river
others are appropriated to the cult of some
special god
others are oracular.
Hot springs, in
particular, indicate the presence of the fire-spirit;
of a demon which, if not propitiated, brings disease
of a Raki^asa or demon slain by a goddess whose
blood keeps the water warm (Waddell, Among the
Himalayas, 203 BG xiv. 373).
In the same way the fall of rain is due to spirit
agency which, if not conciliated, causes drought.
The curious nudity rite, by which women endeavour
to repel the evil influence by dragging a plough
through the soil a good instam of mimetic magic
—is familiar (Crooke,
i. 69
Frazer, GB - i. 98).
10. Wind-spirits.
On the same principle the
spirit which causes wind is personified in the
Panjab as Sendu Bir, the whistling god, whose
voice announces the approaching storm.
He has
now been adopted into Hinduism as an incarnation of Siva, and is regarded as a malignant
deity, causing madness, and burning houses, stealing crops, and otherwise immoral (Rose, i. 130).
When a whirlwind comes, the Ghasiya women in
Mirzapur hold the house thatch, and stick an iron
or wooden spoon into it as a charm against the
demon ; if a man were to touch it, the storm would
sweep the roof away (NINQ i. 68). In the Panjab,
Pheru is the deified saint who rides on the little
whirlwinds which blow in the hot weather, and an
appeal to him protects the worshipper from harm
(Crooke,
i. 81).
11. The hail-demon.
Hail also is the work of a
spirit, which, under the rules of sympathetic magic,
can be scared by cutting the hailstones with a
knife or the business of repelling it is entrusted
to a special magician, like the iildrl of eastern
Bengal, who, when a storm approaches, rushes
almost naked from his hut, with a rattan wand in
his right hand, invoking Paramesvara, the Supreme
God. He ascends a mound, -and, spreading aoroad
his hands and indicating by a motion of his wand
the direction in which he desires the hail to pass
away, he recites a series of doggerel incantations
(Wise, 368 f.).
The Garpagari of the Central
Provinces and the Woli or Olij'a of Kumaun
exercise similar functions {NINQ iii. 106 ; Central Provinces Gazetteer, 1870, p. 48).
;

;

;

—
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—
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The tree with its waving
12. Tree-spirits.
leaves and branches, apparently dying in the
autumn and waking to new life in the spring,
providing various medicines and intoxicants, is
naturally regarded as inhabited by a spirit. Such
spirits, impersonations of the vague terrors of the
jungle, the causers of death, accident, and disease
to those who intrude >vithin their domains, are
generally regarded as malignant. But, when the
tribe adopts a settled life, it is provided by the
tree-spirit with food and shelter.
Tribes like the
Mundas take care to preserve a patch of the primitive jungle in which the spirits disestablished by
the woodman's axe may repose. Here most of the
tribal religious worship is conducted (see Oeaons).
cult at a later period develops into reverence
for one or other of the special varieties of trees,
some of which, like those of the fig genus, are
regarded as the abode of the collective gods others
are appropriated to the service of individual gods,

The

;

as the Bel (jEgle marmelos) to Siva, or the Tulasi
(Ocymum sanctum) to Visnu. Under the shade
of the village tree, where the business of the

—
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community is conducted, are placed the rude stones
which collectively embody the Grama-devata, or
local

gods and godlings (see

These

§ 27).

most primitive conform a host of beings without special
names, and to whom no special functions are
assigned. But in process of time they tend to
become concentrated into one or more distinct
tree-spirits, in their

ception,

like the Silvanus of the Romans.
Barara, the forest deity of the Juangs of
Keunjhar, who stands at the head of their system,
and is regarded with great veneration (Kisley,
Tribes and Castes, i. 353).
find also, in Bengal,
Thanpati, one of the elder gods of the Savaras,
' lord of
the sacred grove (than) (ib. ii. 244). In
the same category is Sama Burhl, the old lady of
the grove (sarna) of the Oraons, who corresponds
to Deswali, the lady of the cleared land of the
Mundas (Bradley-Birt, Chota Nagpore, 39). In
the United Provinces her place is taken by
BansaptI Ma (Skr. vanaspati, 'ruler of the wood'),
who is known by the Musahars, a half-civilized
jungle tribe, as Bansati or Bansuri.
By her command the trees bear fruit, the bulbs grow in the
earth, the bees make honey, the tussar worm fattens on the
dean leaf, and lizards, wolves, and jackals (useful as food to
man) multiply their kind. She is the goddess of child-birth.
To her the childless wife makes prayers for the p^rant of offspring.
In her name and by her aid the medicine-man or
personalities,

Such

is

We

'

'

(North India)
The evidence from Northern India
present article.

One

peculiar custom connected with trees is that
marrying the bride and bridegroom to them
which numerous examples have been collected
The
Northern India (Crooke, PR ii. 115 ff.).
object of this custom is obscure. In some cases
the intention may possibly be to communicate to
the newly-wedded pair the vigorous reproductive
power of the tree.
In most cases, however, the
intention seems to be to transfer to the tree the
malignant spirit influence which menaces them,
and, in particular, endangers the fertility of the
union (Frazer, G£= i. 195 f.).

of
of
in
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'

'

'

sorcerer expels devils from the bodies of the possessed. In her
name and to her honour the village man kindles a new fire for
ligfhting a brick-kiln.
Woe to the man who takes a false oath
in the name of Bansati ' (Nesfield, Calcutta Rev. Ixxxvi. 264).
!

So with the Tharus of the sub-Himalayan Tarai.

They

fear the demons lurking in the forest trees,
especially the weird cotton tree (Bombax heptaphylla).
* Only
the terrible cry of fire will bring these poor fearstricken creatures to open their doors and remove the heavy
barriers from their huta at night ; and even in the daytime,
amid the hum of human life, the songs of the birds, and the
lowing of cattle, no Tharu, man, woman, or child, will ever
venture along a forest line without casting a leaf, a branch, or
a piece of old rag upon the Bansati formed at the entrance of
the deep woods, to save themselves from the many diseases and
accidents the goblins and malicious spirits of the forests can
bring upon and cause them. The Bansati, or "good spirit" of

the woods,

a square space cut in the ground, six feet by

is

and covered with pine branches (Knowles,
'

six,

214).

Another form of this cult, already alluded to in
the case of the Tharus, is that of attaching rags
to trees.
Trees thus decorated are to be found all
over Northern India, and are known as Chithariya
or Chithraiya Bhavani, 'Our Lady of Tatters,' or
in the Pan jab as Lingrl Pir, or the 'Rag Saint'
(Crooke,
i. 161).
The question of the motive
of these rag-offerings has been fully discussed by
Hartland (LP, ii. 175 ff.).
Discarding the two
most usual explanations either that they are
offerings to the god or presiding spirit, or that they
contain the disease of which one desires to be rid,
and transfer it to any one who touches or handles
them lie regards the rite as another application
of the same reasoning which underlies various
practices of witchcraft and folk-medicine.

PR

—

—

my

' If an article
of
clothing in a witch's hand may cause me
to suffer, the same article in contact with a beneficent power
may relieve my pain, restore me to health, or promote my
general prosperity.
pin that has pricked
wart, even if
not coverf^d with
blood, has by its contact, by the wound

A
my

my

has inflicted, acquired a peculiar bond with the wart the
ragthat has rubbed the wart has by that friction acquired a
similar bond so that, whatever is done to the pin or to the rag,
whatever influences the pin or rag may undergo, the same
influences are by that very act brought to bear upon the wart.
If, instead of using a rag, I rub my wart with raw meat and
then bury the meat, the wart will decay and disappear with the
decay and dissolution of the meat. In like manner my shirt or
stocking, or a rag to represent it, placed upon a sacred bush,
or thrust into a sacred well— mj' name written upon the wall of
a temple a stone or pellet from my hand cast upon a holy
image or a sacred cairn a remnant of my food cast into a
sacred waterfall or bound upon a sacred tree, or a nail from
my hand driven into the trunk of a tree is therefore in
continual contact \vith divinity and the effluence of divinity,
reaching and involving it, will reach and involve me. In this
way I may become permanently united with the god (Z»P ii. 214).
it

;

;

—

—

—

;

'

corroborates

this explanation, which throws much light on the
Animistic practices which are discussed in the

Worship

of

Mother

Earth.

— From

the

worship of the vague spiritual beings with whom
the Dravidian peoples the forests amidst which he
dwells, and in which he collects the game, roots,
and fruits which constitute his only food supply,
we pass on to the worship of the Earth-Mother,
which marks the adoption of a settled life and his
earliest experiments in agriculture. Among many
savage races the Earth-deity is spiritualized as
female (Tylor, i. 326) and it has been suggested
with some degree of probability that the predominance of Mother-worship in India and elsewhere
represents a survival from the matriarchate, the
prevalence of which has been attested in India by
;

a considerable amount of evidence (J. E. Harrison,
Proleg. to Gr. Religion, 1903, pp. 261, 499 ; RisleyGait, Censtts Report, i. 448). As in the case of the
Greek Thesmophoria, the gist of which was a
mimicking of Nature's processes, in a word, the
ritual of sympathetic or mimetic magic the
women fasting seated on the ground because
the earth was desolate, then rising and revelling
to stir the Megara to imitate the impulse of spring
the North Indian cult of Mother Earth is largely
Again, though we find
in the hands of women.
in the Rigveda the personification of Dyaus and

—

—

Prithivi as respectively gods of heaven and earth,
from whom the other deities and even the whole
universe were supposed to spring, this cult is quite
different from that of the Earth-Mother as we find it
among the Dra vidians ( Monier- Williams, Brahmanism and Hinduism*, 1891, p. 182 ; Oppert, 402).
14. Restoration of the fertility of the Earth-

Mother.— The theory

of the Dravidians, like that
primitive races, e.g. the Romans (Granger,
Worship of Romans, 1895, p. 208), is that the Earth
after bearing each successive harvest becomes
exhausted, and that if she is to continue to discharge her functions she must be periodically refreshed and roused to new activity. In one of the
dances of the Kol women of Chota Nagpur, they
all kneel and pat the ground with their hands in
time to the music, as if coaxing the earth to be
fertile ; and this also doubtless is the intention of
the Oraon dance when the performers all face in-

of

many

'

wards and simultaneously jumping up come down
on the ground with a resounding stamp that marks
the finale of the movement (Dalton, 198, 255).
The same rite was performed at the worship of
Demeter Cidaria in Arcadia, and it is found in
'

many

other parts of the world (Frazer, Pausan.,
Secondly, as among the Celts (Nutt,
Voy. of Bran, ii. [1897] 150), it was believed that
the Earth-spirit needed to be periodically refreshed
^^^th human blood.
This was one of the ideas
underlying the rite of meriah sacrifice among
the Kandis (q.v.). Thirdly, the fertility of the
soil was supposed to depend upon the periodical
marriage of Mother Earth with her male consort.
The cult of this divine pair meets us throughout
the whole range of Dravidian myth, belief, and
ritual.
Thus in Bengal we find Burha-Biirhit
1900, iv. 239).

—

;
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the old man and the old lady,' wliom the Kautia.s
regard as the ancestors of mankind ; they are in
Eastern Bengal invoked in times of sickness and
trouble ; they generally haunt a sacred tree,
but in their worship, if a perfect tree be not procurable, a branch of it will answer the purpose
(Wise, 132 f. ; Risley, op. cit. i. 270, 381, li. 203).
The Majhwars of Mirzapur worship the pair Dih
and Deoharin, the impersonated protectors of the
village site (dih), and they also recognize as cropguardians the pair Ningo Baghiya, the phallic
tiger, to whom, when the grain is ripe, the lirst
five handfuls, after being taken home and crushed,
are ofl'ered ; and Hariyari Mata, the mother of
greenery,' to whom a burnt sacrifice is made in the
field at sowing and harvest time (Crooke, Tribes
and Castes, iii. 435, 447). The Pavras, a forest
tribe in Khandesh, sacrifice, before harvest, goats
and fowls, and make an ottering of corn to a pair
called Bara Kumba and Kani Kajhal, who occupy
adjoining sacred trees ; the pair are invoked at
the marriage rites in a song which describes the
wedding of these deities of the forest (BG xii. 97 f.).
The divine pair worshipped by the Kharwars of
the Ceptral Hills are Chandol and Chanda, apparently moon-deities (the moon having a powerful influence over the fertility of the crops), who
correspond to the Munda Desauli and his wife,
Jharera or Maturu (Dalton, 130, 188 ; Frazer, GB''
ii. 154 fif.).
The Kharwars of Palamau reverence
in the same way a pair known as Darhar and
Dakln, a boar and country spirits being offered to
the male, and a sow and spirits to the female in
Mirzapur, their goddess Devi is associated with
the cult of the phallic Gansam (NINQ i. 40). In
the United Provinces and Bihar we meet a pair of
village sprites, Chordeva and his spouse Chordevi,
or Jak and Jakni, who are known as the thieving
deities, because husband and wife live in separate
villages, and, when the crops in one village are
more productive than those of another, the people
think that the Jak robs the fields of the barren
tract to support his wife.
This reminds us of the
law of the XII Tables, which 'forbade people to
spirit away the crops from a neighbour's field by
means of spells anci incantations (Crooke, TC iii.
447 ; Frazer, Pausanias, v. 57).
In a higher stage of culture among the people of
Bengal, SItala, a form of the Mother-goddess,
who presides over smallpox, has as her husband
Ghantakarana, who is now being adopted into the
cult of Siva ; and even the Sun-god is provided with
a partner (Gait, Bengal Ceiisus Report, i. 193).
The patron pair in Rajputana are Eklinga, whose
name betrays hk phallic origin, now known as
I^vara, the lord Siva, and Gauri, the yellow lady,
who is identified with Annapurna, she that is
filled with or possessed with food.'
At the opening of the year a deputation is sent outside the
city to provide earth for Gauri, thus typifying her
as the Earth-goddess. With this image is united
one of Isvara, and they are placed together ; a
small trench is then excavated, in which barley is
sown ; the ground is irrigated and artificial heat
supplied till the grain germinates, when the
females join hands and dance round it, invoking
the blessings of Gauri on their husbands. The
young corn is then taken up, distributed, and
presented by the females to the men, who wear it
their turbans (Tod, i. 603). This is one of the
Gardens of Adonis so fully illustrated by Frazer
(Adonis, Attis, Osiris", 1907, p. 194fl'.). In Southern
India even Visnu is associated with the Earthgoddess Bhumi-devi, as her consort (Oppert, 363)
and in a still later development Siva is represented
in his androgynous form as Ardhanarisa, with a
hermaphrodite body, uniting in himself the principles of male and female generation.
'

'

;

'

'

'

m

'
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15. Marriage of the Earth-goddess.— The ritee
of symbolic marriage of the iLarlli-Mother to her
partner are periodically performed by many of the
Dravidian tribes. Among the Kharwars of Choti

Nigpur she

is representeu by Muoliak Kiinl, whose
performed every third year with great
Somp and ceremony. The people assemble with
rums and horns, and sing wild songs in honour
of the bride and bridegroom.
The officiant enters
a cave, and returns bringing with him the li&ni,
who is represented by a small oblong-shajjed stone
daubed with red lead. This is dressed in wedding
garments and carried in a litter to a sacred tree,
under which it is placed.
The procession then
starts for another hill, where the bridegroom, supposed to belong to the Agariya, or iroB-smelter
caste, resides.
The stone of the goddess ia here
flung into a chasm ; but it is believed that the two
hills are connected by an underground passage,
by which the bride returns, always in the form of
the same stone, every third year to her father's
house (NINQ iii. 23 f.). Among the Musahars of
the United Provinces, Bansapti, the Forest Mother,
is married to Gansam or Bansgopal, who is represented by a mud pillar in phallic form (Crooke,
TO iv. 34 f.). In Biliar, Hara or Siva is combined with his female form in Hargauri, who is
worshipped at marriages (Buchanan, i. 420). In
Khandesh, Ranubai is a favourite family -goddess.
Her marriage and investiture with the sacred
thread are performed in a seven days' ceremony,
in which the goddess is represented by an image
made of wheat flour (BG xii. 51). The marriage
of Dharti, or Mother Earth, as performed by the
Oraons, is described in the article Oraons.
In
the Panjab, Darya Sahib, the god of the river
Indus, is married in great state to the goddess,
who is embodied in a pot of hemp ; and Devi, in
the form of Ganggor, represented by an image of
clay or cow-dung, is loaded with ornaments, and,
after her maniage is performed, is flung into a

marriage

is

well (Kose, i. 118, 128). When the tutelary deity
of Marwar fell into the hands of the prince of
Amber, he married him to his own female deity,
and then returned him to his original owner (Tod,
ii. 123).
As among many savage races, like the
Maoris, the legend is told of the severing of the
wedded pair. Heaven and Earth, so the Gonds
believe that
formerly the sky lay close down
upon the earth. One day an old woman happened
to be sweeping, and when she stood up she knocked
her head against the sky. Enraged, she put up
her broom and pushed the sky away, when it rose
up above the earth, and has ever since remained
there' (RusseU, i. 94; Lang, Custom and Myth",
It is perhaps possible that we have
1893, p. 45 fl'. ).
an echo of the same marriage rite in the tale of
the wedding of Ghazi Miyah, the Muhammadan
hero, who has been adopted from Musalman hagiology into the worship of the Dravidians of the
Plains, and whose career ends in untimely death
This is also
ii. 324).
(NINQ iv. 70 Crooke,
perhaps the origin of the myth of Dulha Deo, the
bridegroom god,' wedded and slain in the midst of
the marriage rites. He reminds us of Attis, god
of vegetation, married and periodically put to death
in order to promote the fertility of the soil (NINQ
With this, in
i. 119 fl.).
iii. 39, 93; Crooke,
the legend of Dulha Deo, is combined the worldwide myth of the disappearance of bride or bridegroom in consequence of the infringement of some
mystic rule of tabu (Lang, op. cit. 64 S. ).
16. Ritual of the worship of Mother Earth.
Among the forest tribes of the Central Hills, Mother
Earth is supposed to live Avith the other village
gods in a pile of stones collected round the sacred
Worship is done through the
tree of the hamlet.
baiga (q.v. ), or aboriginal priest, at the chief agri'
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ploughing, sowing, and harvesting with an offering of flowers and the sacrifice
of a goat, the flesh of which is eaten by the men,
boys, and unmarried girls, no grown-up girl or
married woman sharing in the rite. This is the
formal village - worship ; but, as we have seen
(§§ 9> 14). grown-up women have private services
of their own, which are distinct from the tribal
Other tribes worship her when tkey
celebrations.
begin wood-cutting or collecting thatching-grass,
or gleaning the petals of the mahua (Bassia latiWith some tribes the offering consists of
folia).
molasses, butter, cakes, a fowl, and some spirits.
According to the principles of mimetic magic, the
goat should be grey-coloured, and the fowl speckled
cultural seasons

—

(NINQ

i.

77).

—

Her benign and malevolent aspect. In fact,
character of the oflering marks the twofold

17.

the
conception of the goddess. In her benevolent form
she is Mother of all things, giver of corn, producer
of fertility in man and beast.
Accordingly she is
presented with offerings of flowers, milk, or the
fruits of the earth. In her malevolent and chthonic
aspect, which would naturally be recognized by
tribes which dispose of their dead by inhumation,
she is appeased by blood sacrifices of animals, or
even, as in the case of the Kandhs, with human
victims.
Macpherson, writing of this tribe (Calcutta Rev. V. 54), states that in her malevolent
form, as the supreme power,
when a tribe eng;age8 in war with enemies of another race, her
awful name is invoked, and vows of sacrifice are recorded in
the event of success. Her nature is purely malevolent but she
'

;

does not seem to interfere with the independent action of other
deities in their respective spheres, and she is nowhere peculiarly
present.'

On

the other hand, in her benign character she

'presides over the operations of nature. . . . Upon her depend
the fecundity of the soil and the growth of all rural produce,
the preservation of the patriarchal houses, the health and
increase of the people, and, in an especial manner, the safety
of the flocks and their attendants. She is worshipped by human
sacrifices. She has no fixed corporeal shape, form, image, symbol,
or temple.
But she, together with the other superior gods,
may temporarily assume any earthly form at pleasure ; as, for
instance, that of the tiger as convenient for purposes of
wrath.'

In her benign form, among the Kharwars of
Mirzapur she is honoured by sprinkling pulse and
on the ground, with the prayer ' Mother
Earth
Keep us in prosperity, and protect the
ploughman and oxen!' (NINQ i. 141); while the
orthodox Hindu, at the time of sowing and harrice

:

!

vest, prays
all desires,

the Earth, the realizer of
blessed with all kinds of
riches and creatures ; she who is contented, faithful, and virtuous, the giver of all that one asks
for the realization of desires' (ib. v. 76).
In the
eastern Panjab she takes the form of Shaod Mata,
Mother of fertility,' and she is represented by a
plough coulter placed between two round balls of
cow-dung, probably with a phallic significance.
Over these are laid leaves of holy trees, and the
peasant, as he measures the corn on the threshingfloor, prays
O Mother Shaod Give us increase,
and make our bankers and rulers contented (ib.
i.
Her malevolent nature appears in the
173).
Kandh prayer
We are not satisfied with our
wealth ; but what we do possess we owe to you,
and for the future we hope for the fulfilment of
our desires. We intend to go on such a day to
such a village, to bring human flesh for you. We
trust to attain our desires through this service.
Forget not the oblation
(Macpherson, Memorials,
1865, p. 117). Probably the idea of communicating
the fertility of the Mother is the object of the
curious Matmangara rite at the marriages of the
loTver castes, when the lucky earth is dug from
the village tank, and brought to form the marriage
altar and the fireplace at which the wedding feast
is cooked (Crooke, PR i. 27).
:

'

I salute

she

who

is

'

:

'

!

!

:

'

!

'

'

'

'
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18. The Mother identified with the snake.
In
her chthonic aspect the Mother-goddess and her
partner are naturally identified with the snake,
an animal which lives in holes and moves in the
darkness. This was the case at the Greek Thesmophoria, where the pigs' flesh thrown into the
chasms of the earth seems to have been regarded
as in some sort the due of the earth-powers as
represented by the guardian snakes the Erinya,
the offended ghost, was considered to be a snake,
and this was also the guise of the death hero (J. E.
Harrison, op. cit. 123, 232, 326 ff.). The Kurs of
Chota Nagpur claim descent from Naga Bhuiya
and Naga Bhuiain, the male and female earthserpents (Dalton, 231).
The Mother-goddess of
South India, EUamma, has images of snakes in her
temple ; and Durgamma, another form of the
deity, has her temple built over a snake -hole
beside a sacred Margosa tree, which, with the
snake, if there be one there, is held sacred, and
both are symbols of the goddess (Oppert, 469, 497).
The Danrfs of the United Provinces worship the
Earth-god, Bhumiya, as an old snake
and in
Bundelkhand snakes are worshipped under the
name of Bhiarani, a form of Devi, a title which
is said to mean
dweller in the earth (Luard, i.
From the same point of view, the snake is the
75).
guardian of underground treasure (Crooke,
ii.
134 ff.).
19. The cult of the Earth-Mother developing
into a general Mother-cult.
It seems probable
that from this primitive conception of the EarthMother as either kindly or malevolent has developed the worship of the Mother-goddesses,
which forms such an important element in the
beliefs of the people of Northern India.
As in
Greece, the close connexion of the Mother-goddess
with the earth is illustrated in sacred art. As in
the Greek vases she appears rising out of a mound,
;

;

'

'

PB

—

so

EUamma's image

a figure hewn

is

in stone,

fashioned so that only the head is visible, while the
body is concealed in the earth and the same conception appears in Buddhist bas-reliefs, where we
find the Earth-goddess, Mahapathavi or Prithivi,
rising out of the ground and supporting the horse
of the Master (J. E. Harrison, op. cit. 277 ff. ;
Oppert, 468 Griinwedel, Buddhist Art in India,
1901, p. 100 f.).
This conception of the Mother-goddess seems to
be the most important element in the Dravidian
cultus which has been Imported into Hinduism.
Like the Earth-Mother, the other Mothers appear
in a double manifestation, at once benignant and
malevolent. This is shown in the epithets of Devi,
who is the most common type of the class Kanya,
'the maiden'; Kanyakumari, 'the youthful virgin';
Sarvamaiigala, always auspicious ; Sakambhari,
nourisher of herbs ; and, on the other side,
Chamunda, ' the demon-slayer ; Kali, the black
Raktadanti, bloodyRajasi, ' the fierce
one
It is this contrariety of aspect which
toothed.'
Mother-goddesses
so percult
of
the
renders the
plexing.
In one contrasted and yet identical form
Thus in
they both cause and remove disease.
eastern Bengal the Mother is usually worshipped
under the form of Siddhi^vari, 'perfected queen,'
or Vrddhisvari, ' old queen ; but when epidemic
diseases break out she is appealed to with an
euphemistic epithet as Rakhya or Bhadra Kali,
'Kali the protector, the auspicious' (Wise, 135).
In this benignant form she is one of the favourite
objects of worship in Bihar as KsemakarnI, she
who confers blessings (Buchanan, ii. 49). In the
Central Provinces the village-goddess Devi represhe can cause or avert
sents the Earth-goddess
smallpox and cholera, and is incarnate in the body
of any one sufl'ering from the former disease ; so
much so that those who enter the room where the
;

;

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

;

'

'

'

;

—

'
;

;
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patient lies take off their slioesaH a mark of respect
to her (KusHeil, i. 79).
20. Varied manifestations of the Mothers.
Hence the manifestations of the Mothers are inlinitely varied.
Bahucharaji, who has a shrine at
Anjar in Kachchh, is the looking-glass goddess,'
before whom the votary worships iiis own image
on a sheet of silvered glass ; bnt, to illustrate the
elasticity of the cult, in Baroda she is said to
have been originally a Cliaran woman, who when
'

attacked by robbers committed suicide, and was
elevated to the rank of a manifestation of the
divinity

[BG v.

212).

Another group of

six

Mothers

Kathiawar are also said to be the daughters of
a Charan who was dismissed from court as unlucky
in

because he was childless. He practised austerities
at a shrine of Kali, and his six daughters, who
were bom in response to a prayer addressed to the
goddess, became Mothers (ib. viii. 642 f.). The cult,
in fact, is vague in the extreme.
The worship of
Ekvira, the Mother of the Karli Caves, is mixed
up with the original Buddhism, of which this place
was a centre, part of the cultus being the circumambulation of a dagoba, or Buddhist relic shrine
and the temple of the Turturia Mother is served
by women, who are supposed to be modem representatives of the original Buddhist nuns {ib. xi. 383
;

Cunningham, Archceological Reports, xiii. 147). It
Western India that the Mother-cult most widely
prevails.
Each Kajput clan in Kathiawar has a
patron Mother all Kajputs visit the Mata with
their brides immediately after marriage, and the
mint at Navanagar is presided over by the Mother
is in

;

(North India)
afterwards throw them into the water. The popular explanation is that this rite commemoralfB the
suicide of a woman married to a boy husband.
* But II different
explanation has been suggested. The deities
and I'iirvati are conceived as spirits oi vegetation, beeuuee
their images arc placed in branches over a heap of lloweni and
graas ; but this theory leaves many pointii unexplained, and
until we have full details of the rites observed at all the festivals
of Devi we cannot hope to discover the ideas underlying theM

Sivft

local rites" (Rose,

22.

I.

12ii).

The Disease-Mothers. — Mention

already

mover

made

19) of

(§

of disease.

has been
Kali as the cau.ser and re-

The

control of

di.sea.se

is

in

the hands of a host of these Mothers, to each of
whom the power over a certain malady is assigned
6itala, for instance, controlling smallpox, Mari
Mata cholera, and so on (see Bengal, § 13
Crooke,
i.
123 tf.). These functions are not,
however, clearly fixed, and are often attributed
to the Mothers of orthodox Hinduism.
Thus the
;
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Gangota cultivators in Bihar worship Jagadamba,
Mother of the world,' twice or three times a
month, with ott'erings of husked rice and Incense
'

;

while under the

title of

Bhagavati,

'

the worshipful

one,' Devi is propitiated at weddings and in times
of sickness, by otterings of kids, butter, basil leaves,
and vermilion (Risley, Tribes and Castes, i. 269).
Shamanism is an important agency in the cure
of disease.
The kaphrl, as Buchanan (ii. 131)
calls the exorcist in Bihar, makes an offering to
the deity of disease, and becomes violently agitated

he announces the treatment which he
recommends. When a person is bitten by a snake
he is carried to the shrine of Bisahari, 'she
who removes venom,' and the practitioner foretells the event by staring into a vessel of water,
the troubling of the water indicating the arrival
before

Asapuri, ' hope-fulfiUer ' ; but peculation goes on
under her very eyes.
21. Ritual of Mother-worship.
The worship at
the famous shrine of Becharaji in Baroda may be
taken as an example of the ritual of the Mothercult, which here is almost purely Animistic. Every
morning the head officiant, after ablution, enters
the adytum and pours a mixture of milk, curds,
clarified butter, sugar, and honey
known collectively a,a panchdmfita, ' the five divine foods
over
the image, and drops water over it through a perforated metal pot, while a Brahman chants hymns
from the Veda. Coloured powder and flowers are
placed upon the image, incense and camphor are
burnt, and silver lamps are kept lighted day and
night. After the worship, the children's food
(balabhojya), consisting of wheat-flour, sugar, and
clarified butter, is ofl'ered with a coco-nut (a survival of human sacrifice), and the morning service
ends with the waving of lamps (arti), burning of
camphor, ringing of bells, and beating of gongs.
Another meal of sugar and mUk is ottered to the
goddess about 10 a.m., a little being sprinkled over
the image, and the rest consumed by the priests.
In the evening a passage of the sacred book telling
of the exploits of the DevJ is read, the figure is
washed and worshipped, and more cooked food is

the cure. In the
is here called
worshipper,' builds a shrine to his
bhagat,
whom
familiar, before
he dances. When he is to
be consulted, which should be at night, the inquirer provides tobacco and music. The former is
waved over the person of the invalid and given to
the bhagat to smoke. While the music plays and
a butter lamp is lighted, the bhagat sometimes
lashes himself with a whip, under which treatment
he is seized with the afflatus, and, in a paroxysm
of dancing and head-wagging, states the name of
the malignant influence, the manner in which it
may be propitiated, and the time when the disease
may be expected to abate. Or he waves com over
the sick man and counts out the grains into heaps,
one grain for each spirit which is likely to be at
the bottom of the trouble, and that one on whose
heap the last grain falls is the one to be attended
In Jalandhar a scape-animal
to (NINQ i. 127 f.).
a goat or young bufialo is selected, blood
is used

presented {BG vii. 611 f.).
More usually the Devi or Kali receives a blood
ofiering, some of which is sprinkled upon the altar

An

—

—

'

—

'

Devi Patan).
Of all the orthodox Hindu cults that of Devi is
most akin to Animism, and hence many of the
(see

forest tribes of the Central Hills accept as representatives of her many village-goddesses, such as

Khermata, primarily an Earth-goddess ; the Desahai
Devi, or goddess of the four quarters of the hamlet
the Chithraiya Devi, or goddess of rags (§12), besides
various local incarnations like the Vindhyabasini
Devi, the goddess of the Vindhyan range (Kussell,
i.
In the Panjab we find unmarried girls
83).
••ecognized as representatives of Devi, to whom,
as to the goddess, offerings are made twice a year.
Here, also, girls make images of ^iva and his
spouse Parvati, Devi in her mountain form, and

of the deity to take part in
eastern Panjab, the exorcist,

who

'

;

is

drawn from its
Then

and its face is smeared with
taken round and outside the
bearing the malady with it.
It finally

vermilion.
village,

ear,

it is

becomes the perquisite of the exorcist (ib. ii. 191).
important part of the treatment is the muttering of spells and the waving of peacock feathers
to scare the spirit

—

(ib. iii. 74).

'Like the Baal of the
Semites, the local Jupiter was commonly worshipped on high places. Wooded heights, round
which the rain-clouds gather, were indeed the
natural sanctuaries for a god of the sky, the rain,
and the oak (Frazer, Led. Kingship, 1905, p. 208 ;
cf. Farnell, CGS i. 4, 51 ; Fowler, Roman Festi23.

Mountain-worship.

'

vals, 1899, pp. 222, 261).

The same

ideas,

com-

bined with the awe and mystery which surround
them, doubtless commended the worship of mountains to the Dravidian tribes. Those of the Central
Hills imagine each peak to be the haunt of an evil
spirit, which they are careful to propitiate before
they make an ascent and it is a common belief
,-

;
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that mountains were formed by rival divine or evil
powers warring with each other and using the
rocks as missiles (NINQ i. 47). The cult of mountains has been regarded as purely Dravidian ; but
this is very doubtful, and at any rate the reverence
paid by the Aryans to the mighty Himalayan
peaks must have dated from the time when they

came under observation. Many of them
became seats of the Hindu gods, and one title of
first

Siva is Giri^a, while that of his consort is ParvatI,
both meaning 'mountain-dweller.'
In Bengal the Mundas, Santals, Mahills, and
other tribes of Chota Nagpur revere a mountaingod called Marang Buru or Bar Pahar, great
mountain,' to whom their tribal priest makes
sacrifice of buflFaloes and other animals.
These
sacrifices are made at the chief visible habitation
of the deity, a blufi' near Lodhma (Gait, i. 191).
In the Hoshangabad district of the Central Provinces, Suryabhan, or Sun-rays,' is a common name
for isolated, round-peaked hills, on which the SunSod is believed to dwell and among the Kurkus,
.(ungar Deo, the mountain-god,' resides on the
nearest hill outside the village, where yearly at the
Dasahra festival he is worshipped with an offering
'

'

;

'

of

two coco-nuts,

five dates,

and a

ball of ver-

milion paste. They regard him as their tribal
god {Elliott, Settlement Report, 1867, pp. 121, 254).
24.

Animal-worship.

—The Northern Dravidians

share with other primitive races the belief that
animal intelligence is identical with that of man
that animals can, as in the folk-tale world, talk
and act precisely as men do ; that men and animals
may for a time resume the forms which had once
been theirs, or, for that matter, take any other.
Hence shape-shifting, as it has been called, is
widely accepted, and it may even take place by
means of death and a new birth, the powers and
qualities or even the actual form of a deceased
ancestor being reproduced in his descendants.
Hence various animals are worshipped within the
Dravidian area, of which a few instances will be
given here to illustrate the local cults as a supplement to the facts collected in art. ANIMALS.
(a) The horse.
Some of the Rajput tribes of
Gujarat worship Ghora Deva, 'the horse-god,' in
the form of a horse of stone, at their main festivals
and on the sixth day after a birth the Ojha Kumhar potters of Kaohchh form a horse of clay and
make the child worship it (Campbell, Notes, 292).
One of the chief gods of the Gonds is Kodapen,
the horse-god, a stone which is worshipped on the
outskirts of the village at the commencement of
the rainy season. Only men join in the worship,
women being excluded. The bhumak priest besmears the stone with red lead, presents a horse
made of pottery, then a heifer, on the head of
which he pours spirits and prays
Thou art the
guardian of the village we have come and offered
to thee according to our ability.
If in anything
we have failed to please thee, forgive us. Protect
our oxen and cows ; keep us in safety let there
be no fear in the jungle.
After this the victim is
slain and boiled, some of the meat is laid with flour
before the god, and the worshippers eat the remainder of the food (Hislop, App. i. p. iii). The
Gonds and other Central Indian tribes place
earthenware horses on the tombs of ancestors and
on the village shrines, which serve as steeds for
the sainted dead and for the local gods.
The tiger is naturally worshipped
(6) The tiger.
by the forest tribes. Baghlsvar, the tiger lord,'
is
a favourite deity along the Vindhyan and
Kaimur ranges. The Santals and Kisans worship
him as Banraja, 'forest king,' will not kill him,
and believe that he spares them in return for their
devotion.
Even those who do not actually worship
him swear by his name or on his skin, as is the
;

—

:

'

;

;

—

'
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case

among

1.33,

158, 214).

Hos and Juangs (Dalton, 132,
The tribes further west, like the
Kurkus, worship Bagh or Vagh Deo, and a female
Waghai Devi, served by a ohumak priest, who
pretends to know spells by which he can protect
the

himself and his parishioners from the beast (Berar
Gazetteer, 191 f.
Elliott, op. cit. 255 f.).
The
belief in tiger-men, or men who are really metamorphosed tigers, is common, the man-eater being
often a person of evU life changed into that form
(Gait, Assam Census, i. 250 f.
Crooke,
ii.
216 ff.).
Cow-worship, which appears to
(c) The cow.
arise among pastoral tribes which have attained
some degree of culture, is naturally not found
highly developed among the Dravidians, and the
life of the animal is not protected by the effective
tabu enforced by orthodox Hindus. The Gonds,
for instance, kill a cow at the funeral rites and
hang the tail of the victim on the gravestone as a
sign that the obsequies have been duly performed
and the Kurkus sprinkle the blood of a cow on the
grave, believing that if this rite be omitted the
ghost refuses to rest and returns to earth to plague
the survivors (Dalton, 283 ; IA i. 348 f.). See art.
Cow (Hindu).
It is only among the semi-Hinduized forest
tribes that the cult of the cow has made much progress.
In Nepal, where under the present dynasty
the rules of Hinduism are rigidly enforced, it is
deemed the highest sacrilege to approach the image
of the sacred animal, except in a position of adoration, 'insomuch that a malicious person, wishing
to suspend the agricultural operations of his neighbour, would be sure to effect his purpose by placing
a stone or wooden figure of a cow in the midst of a
field' (Kirkpatrick, 100).
Further west the cult
of the cow is closely connected with that of Krsna,
and in Central India we have the curious rite of the
silent tendance of cattle, in which the performers,
drawn from the highest classes of the community,
bathe, anoint themselves, put on garlands of
flowers, and walk in procession through the grazing grounds, holding bunches of peacock feathers
(NINQi. 154 f.).
Special godlings are also worshipped to secure
the safety of cattle. Nagar Deo in Garhwal on
the lower Himalaya is supposed to have the cattle
in his charge, and he is represented by a trident
fixed on a platform to which the first milk given by
the animals is dedicated. In Kumaun his place is
taken by Chaumu or Baudhan, who recovers stray
beasts, receives offerings of milk, and, when a missing animal is found, is honoured by the sacrifice
Among the Kharwars of
of a goat (NINQ i. 56).
the Central Hills, Goraiya or Gauraiya, properly a
god of boundaries, presides over the herds (Crooke,
Tribes and Castes, iii. 251).
(c?) The dog.
In common with the Kunbis of
Khandesh, the Bhils of that district show extreme
reverence to the dog and horse and the dog is
respected by all Marathas, who figure the animal
as the companion of their god Bhairoba ; and by
many Hindus in Western India, who worship the
dog of their god Kala Bhairava (Campbell, Notes,
At the shrine of Malhari in Dharwar the
276).
Vaggaiyya ministrants dress in blue woollen coats,
tie bells and skins round their waists, and meet
the pilgrims barking and howling like dogs. They
endeavour, in fact, to assimilate their appearance
to that of the god whom they serve (Robertson
Smith, Rel. Semite^, 437). Each Vaggaiyya has
the
a bowl into which the pilgrims put food.
Vaggaiyyas lay these down, fight with each other
like dogs, and then lying on the ground put their
mouths, as animals do, into the bowls and eat the
contents (BG xxii. 212). The cults of Bhairoba
or Bhairava, and of Khande Rao, Khandoba, or
;

;

PR

—

;

—

;

;

;
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Khandoji (now promoted to be an incarnation of
Siva), wliicli are widely wpread in Western India,
have dog-«orship as tlieir basis. The Bauris of
Bengal will on no account touch a dog, and the
water of a tank in which a dog has been drowned
cannot be used until an entire rainy season has
purified

it.

they have
themselves
it

right to

Under the

influence of the Hindus
invented a legend that, as they
cows and other animals, they deem
regard as sacred some beast which is as

now
kill

holy to them as the cow is to Brahmans; this, as
Risley remarks {Tribes and Castes, i. 79 f.), being
a neat reconciliation of the twinges of conscience
and cravings of appetite.' But it seems clear that
this is an afterthought, and that, the dog being
really the sacred animal of the tribe, its uncleanness resulted from its sanctity, as in the case of
the pig among the Semites and other races (Frazer,
Pausanias, iv. 137 f.).
In general it may be said
that all so-called unclean animals were originally
sacred the reason for not eating them was that
they were divine (GB'^ ii. 315).
(e) Birds.
Many birds are regarded as sacred
by the Northern Uravidians and the sanctity of
others, like the crow, the pigeon, and the wagtail,
is suggested by the respect paid to omens taken
from them. The skin of a species of Buceros or
hombill, known as the 'bird of wealth' (dhanchifya), is hung up in houses by wizards in the
Central Provinces, and the thigh bones are attached
to the wrists of children as a charm against evil
spirits (Hislop, 6).
The peacock seems among the
Kandhs to impersonate the Earth-Mother, because
they placed an effigy of the bird on the top of the
meriah, or human sacrifice-post (Maltby-Leman,
Manual of Ganjam, 1882, p. 84).
Fish are regarded in many places as
(/) Fish.
sacred.
Some are believed to contain the souls of
the dead ; all varieties are emblems of fertility, and
are therefore used in the marriage rites. At most
of the sacred places in Northern India along the
sacred rivers, such as Hardwar, Mathura, and
Benares, the fish in that portion of the stream
adjoining the bathing places are carefully preserved, and any attempt to catch them is fiercely
resented by the Brahmans.
The tabu here enforced is partly due to the sanctity of the holy
place which makes things connected with it sacred
(Jevons, Introd. 63)
they are also popularly
regarded as impersonations of the divine energy
of the stream, and as connected with the dead
whose ashes are consigned to its waters. They
have now been adopted into the cults of the Hindu
gods, and pious people write the name of Rama on
thousands of pieces of bark or paper, which they
enclose in little packets and throw to the fish.
Once Sita, wife of Kama, was bathing in a Deccan
stream, when one of the fish bit her leg. If one be
now caught and its palate examined, in it will be
found a ball of butter (BG xviii. pt. i. 93). The
crocodile is worshipped as an object of terror.
In
Baroda the crocodile god, Magar Deo, is worshipped
once a year to protect men and animals from the
attacks of these monsters, and also as a preventive against illness.
The deity is represented by a
piece of wood in the form of the animal, supported
'

'

'

;

—

'

;

—

;

on two posts (Dalai, i. 157).
'The respect paid to some of
25. Totemism.
these animals may rest upon a totemistic basis
but it is difficult to say where, in Northern India,
the line can be drawn between animal- worship and
totemism. In any case the connexion of totemism
with the current beliefs of the Dravidians is
obscure ; and totemism, as we find it at present,
generally appears as a mode of defining the exogamous groups, many of which trace their descent
from some animal, plant, or other thing which the
members of the group regard as sacred and will

—

(North India)
not eat or injure. The totemistic exogamous groups
have been discuHsed Vjy Ki.sley (Tribes and Vastet,
i., Introd. xliiff.) and
Dalton (254).
The latter
states that among the Orions ' the family or tribal
names are usually those of animals and plants,
and when this is the case the tlesh of some part of
the animal or fruit of the tree is tabued to the
tribe called after it.' This respect for the totem
seems now hardly to exist among the totemistic
tribes of the Central Provinces, the sacred plants
and animals having generally been adopted into
the cult of some Hindu deity (Russell, i. 189 f.).
The feeling of reverence is still strong in Central
India, where the totem tree is never cut or injured ;
men make obeisance to it, and women veil their
faces when they pass it (Luard, i. 198 f.).
26. Local village-godlings.
Writing more particularly of the Semites, Robertson Smith {Bel.

—

remarks that the activity, power,
and dominion of the gods were conceived as
bounded by certain local limits, and, in the second
place, they were conceived as having their residences and homes at certain fixed sanctuaries.'
Semites^', 92)

'

In order of time the worship of the village-deities
is probably later than that of celestial gods, as
they can hardly exist under the conditions of a

nomadic life, and their worship probably marks
an early stage of tribal settlement. The worship
of these gods, as appears from the character of the
priesthood (§ 49), has no connexion with Brahmanical Hinduism. They vary in name, character,
and functions all over the country. But all have
one distinguishing mark their influence is confined to a particular area, and it is only when some
shrine has, by cures and wonders performed within
its precincts, acquired a more than local reputation that it attracts the worship of persons residing beyond its special domain. When this stage
is reached, it leads to the establishment of a local
cult, which, as it develops and becomes important,
is generally annexed by some priest drawn from
the orthodox ranks of Brahmanism, and the local
god is gradually promoted to a seat in the regular

—

Hindu pantheon.

—

The general name for
27. The village shrine.
these gods is Grama- or Gramya-devata, the godlings of the village,' or in the modem vernacular
Gahv-devata or Gahv-devi, the last title marking
connexion with the Mother - cult.
Sometimes,
again, they are known as Dih, the village,' and
the shrine is called Deohar, holy place
a term
which is also applied to the whole body of villagegods.
In its simplest form the village shrine is a
collection of water-worn stones placed under the
sacred tree of the settlement. In the Plains,
where all stones are scarce, pieces of old carving
from a ruined Buddhist or Hindu religious building are often used for this purpose, and occasionally
the desecrated image of the Buddha may be seen
doing service as the representative of the village
Devi or her consort.
Sometimes ancient stone
axes, looked on with awe by people who now use
none but metal implements, have been found in
such places. In the more prosperous villages a
small square building of brick masonry, with a
bulbous head and perhaps an iron spike as a finial,
serves as a shrine. Its position is marked by a red
flag hung from the adjoining sacred tree ; or a
bamboo pole is erected close by to serve as a perch
for the deity when he deigns to visit the shrine to
receive the ofierings and attend to the prayers of his
votaries.
In the hill villages occupied by the purer
Dravidian tribes, such as the Kols or Oraons, the
shrine is usually a rude mud hut roofed with bamboos and straw, which is often allowed to fall into
disrepair until the godling reminds his votaries of
his displeasure by bringing sickness or some other
calamity upon them. Inside is a small mud plat*
'

'

'

'

—
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form, on which a jar of water
offerings are made.

is

usually placed and

No clear distinction is made between the various
kinds of spirits which occupy such a shrine. First,
there are the purely elementary deities, like the
Earth-Mother and her consort ; secondly, those
spirits which are regarded as generally benignant,
like the Sati, the spirit of a woman who died on
the pyre of her husband, or those which are actively
malignant. Thus on the borders of the hill country
where Dravidian and Aryan intermix, may be seen
what is called a brahm, a shrine in honour of some
deified Brahman, where the worshipper makes aUbation of mUk or curds, lights a lamp, and offers the
fire-service (homa)
and in an adjoining Dravidian
;

village a baghaut, a rude shrine or cairn erected
on the spot where a man was killed by a tiger, at

which a Kol makes an occasional sacrifice (NINQ
In the eastern Panjab the fusion of cults
19).
is equally obvious. Wilson (op. cit. ii. 147) describes
at Kangra a shrine erected by the Chamars, or
menial Hindu leather-dressers, inside which they
light a lamp twice a month, and

ii.

*when they were tU or in trouble they would come to thia
Bhrine and bow down before it, and promise that if their
troubles were removed, or their wish gratified, they would
present some offering, such as bread, or a coco-nut, or a flag;.
If the saint fulfilled his part of the bargain, the worshipper
fulfilled his vow ; if not, the vow was void.
Thus I was told
that a small flag waving over the shrine had been presented by
a Chamar, who had been ill, and who had vowed to offer a flag
on his recovery. Often a shrine may be seen outside the
village to the village god, or to the smallpox goddess, or some
other deity, where at set times the women make offerings
of water or grain ; and a small lamp may be often seen burning
on a Thursday evening at the tomb of a Muhammadan saint.
These practices are said to be forbidden in the Koran ; but
the women especially place some faith in them, and a Rain
is said to have divorced his wife because she persisted in lighting lamps at a Fakir's tomb, in hope of being blessed with a
son.'

This concrete instance admirably illustrates the
of the low-class Musalman population,
who are in the main converts from Dravidian
tribes, and whose faith in the tenets of the
Prophet is only a thin veneer over their primitive
Animistic creed. In the same part of the country
we often find the worship of Bhilmiya, the earthgod, combined with that of one of the great Muhammadan saints ; and in one village it appeared
that the Hindu Jats distributed their worship
beliefs

between the saint Shaikh Ahmad Chishti of Ajmer
(q.v.), Brahmans, and the Pipal, or sacred fig-tree.
In many places, again, in tne hill country where
caves are found, they are utilized as local shrines.
They are places of mystery, the fitting abode of
the gods, and it is believed that they form an
entrance to the nether world. Such cave shrines
are numerous in the lower Himalaya, and many
of them have been appropriated by the orthodox
Hindu gods {NINQ iii. 147). They are the prototypes of the great cave-teinples of the Buddhists
and Hindus, like Ajanta or Elephanta (qq.v.).
28. General characteristics of the Graraa-devata
worship. It is obviously impossible to attempt
any precise definition of vague, amorphous beliefs
such as these. The creed of the lower classes of
the population is, on the one hand, purely Animistic, a cult of the powers of Nature.
On the
other hand, to it has been added a belief in the
necessity of propitiating sundry goblins and evil
spirits, many of the latter being the angry ghosts
of persons who have perished by a tragical or
untimely death. This has, again, absorbed from
Hinduism the worship of Brahmans, and from
Muhammadanism the cult of the saints or martyrs

—

of Islam.

Further,

we

occasionally find

more

than one element united in a single cult. It is,
therefore, unnecessary to attempt to compile a
list of these village-godlings.
A few examples
may be given to indicate the general character
of this form of worship.

(North India)
29.

Worship of Gan^am Deo.

—Gansam

Deo

is

an important god of the Gonds, Kols, and kindred
races.
An attempt is now being made to give
him a place in Hinduism as a form of Krsna
but his Dravidian origin is apparent. In Mirzapur he is protector of the crops, and the baigd
;

priest propitiates him, when the rice is ripening,
with the sacrifice of a fowl, goat, or suckmg-pig,
and an oblation of liquor. He generally resides
a tree, and near his shrine is usually placed a

m

rude stone representing Devi.
We have here
another instance of the cult of the male and female
element performed to stimulate the growth of
the crops (Crooke, Tribes and Castes, iii. 312).
But Gansam has another side, being by some
supposed to be a chieftain of the Gongs who was
killed by a tiger.
His legend tells that after
his death he visited his wife, and she conceived
by him.
Descendants of this ghostly embrace are, it is said, living to
day at Amoda, in the Central Provinces. He, about the
same time, appeared to many of bia old friends, and persuaded
them that he could save them from the maws of tigers and other
calamities, if his worship were duly inaugurated and regularly
performed and, in consequence of this, two festivals in the
year were established in his honour but he may be worshipped
at any time, and in all sickness and misfortune his votaries
confidently appeal to him (Dalton, 232).
*

this

;

;

*

—

Bhairou, another
30. Worship of Bhairon.
favourite Dravidian god, is often confounded with
Bhiimiya, who is one form of the consort of the

He

Mother-goddess.

has been partially adopted

into Hinduism as Kala Bhairava, who is often
depicted with eighteen arms, ornamented with a
garland of skulls, with ear-rings and armlets
formed of snakes, a serpent coiled round his head,
in his hands a sword and a bowl of blood.
He is thus a fitting partner to the blood-stained
Mother, Kali.
But it seems clear that in the
primitive conception he is one of the divine pair
to whose union the fertility of the soil, cattle, and
Even in his Hinduized form
people is due.
as Kala Bhairava he retains the characters of
Animism. As worshipped by the Kunbi cultivators in the Deccan, he is represented as a man
standing
in one hand a trident, in the other
a drum shaped like an hour-glass, while he is
encircled by a serpent, a mark of his chthonic
origin.
He lives
an unhewn stone smeared
with oil and vermilion, and he remains kindly
so long as he is supplied with offerings of butter.
He cures snake-bites, and tells whether an undertaking will
do well or will fail. In the chest of the rough figure of Bhairav
are two small boles. The person who wishes to consult the
oracle places a betel-nut in each of the holes, and explains to
Bhairav that if the right betel-nut falls first it will mean that
the undertaking will prosper, and that if the left betel-nut
falls first it will mean that the undertaking will fail.
He asks
;

m

*

is to be, to let the lucky or the
unlucky nut fall first. He tells the god that if be will drop the
lucky nut, and if flis undertaking prospers, he will give the
god a cock or a goat. Twice a year, before they begin to sow
and before they begin to reap, the villagers come in procession
and worship Bhairav {BG xviii. pt. i. 289).

the god, according as the event

'

Bhairon or Bhumiya is also known as Khetrpal,
or ' field-guardian.' In the Panjab, when the crop
is nearly ripe, Brahmans are consulted to fix an
auspicious time for reaping and, before the work
is begun, five or seven loaves of bread, a pitcher
of water, and a small quantity of the crop are
set aside in the name of Khetrpal (Rose, i. 126).
Bhiimiya, again, at times changes sex, and is
identified with the Earth-Mother, and provided
with a consort in Chandwand or Khera, the per;

sonification of the village site {NINQ v. 160).
Like his consort, Bhumiya has a malignant aspect.
He is said to visit with sickness those who show
him disrespect, as, for instance, by cleaning their
teeth near his shrine.
'Those Bhiamiyas who thus bear the reputation of being
revengeful and vicious in temper are respected, and offerings
to them are often made while those who have the character
of easy, good-tempered fellows are nesflected (NT^Q iii. 107).
;

*

—
;

'
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31. Worship of Hanuman, the monkey-god.
In the same grade is the monkey-g<Jii, Uanuman,
Hanumat, he with the jaws, also known as
Maruti or Mahabir, the great hero,' wlio haa
become fully adopted into Hinduism as the helper
of the god Kama in his war against the demon
Ravana, which forms the subject of the epic of
the Ram&yann.
He is, however, plainly a survival from the old theriolatry.
He is represented
by a rude image, combining human and monkey
characteristics, the animal^ tail being specially
prominent, and the whole smeared with vermilion.
He is an especial favourite with the Marathas
but most villages in Northern India have a slirine
dedicated to Hanuman, and the establishment
of his image is one of the first formal acts performed at the settlement of a new hamlet. In
every fort, built or re-built by Sivajl, the Maratha
hero, he placed inside the main gate a small
shrine with an image of Hanuman (BG x. 3.35).
Even now this god has hardly gained full franchise
in the Hindu pantheon, and in the greater shrines
he acts as warden (dwarapala) to the higher gods.
His virile attributes make him a fitting partner
oi the Mother-goddess, and he is essentially a
Dravidian god, bearing in his representation among
the Dravidian Sulris of Mirzapur little of the
monkey character except his long tail ; and he
is identified with Boram, or the sun-god, by the
wild Bhuiyas of Keunjhar (Buchanan, i. 467
Dalton, 147). Some years ago, when an epidemic
broke out among the forest Kathkaris of Nasik,
they believed that it was a judgment upon them
because they used to kill and eat the sacred
Hanuman monkeys. They fled the country for a
time in order to escape his vengeance (BG xvi. 65).
Besides local gods of this
32. Spirit-worship.
class, most of whom are associated with the fertility
of the land, cattle, and people, the Dravidian is
beset by a host of spirits of another kind.
First come the vague terrific forms, the impersonations of awe and terror, spirits of the waste or
of the darkness, like the jinn of Semitic folk-lore
the Raksasa, the Bir or Vira, the Dano,
the Daitya. These are now all known by Aryan
names, but their representatives were also doubtless found among the Dravidians.
Some account
of these, and other like vague potentialities, wiU
be found under BENGAL, § 8, DOMS, § 2, and
'

'

;

—

—

Demons and

Spirits (Indian).
Secondly, there is the host of Bhilts or Bhutas,
the restless spirits of those who have perished by
an untimely death, or have failed to reach their
longed-for rest, because they have not been
honoured with due obsequial rites. They are
generally malignant, and if not regularly propitiated bring disease or other suffering on those
who neglect their service. Such are Raja Lakhan,
worshipped by the Kols with his sister Bela, and
Raja Chandol, the tutelary god of the Korwas.
Most of these seem to be historical personages.
Raja Lakhan apparently having been a leader
of the Hindus against the Muhammadan conquerors.

They have now been

deified

and receive

constant worship (Crooke, PB i. 198 ff.). In the
same class are Hardaur Lala, the cholera godling,
and Haridas Baba, the patron deity of the Ahirs

This process of

deification of persons,
stUl goes on actively.
So far as I have been able to trace back the origin of the
best-known minor provincial deities, they are usually men of
past generations who have earned special promotion and brevet
rank among disembodied ghosts by some peculiar acts or
accident of their lives or deaths, especially among the rude
and rough classes' (Lyall, Asiatic Studies:^, 1907, i. 24 ff.).
(q.v.).

famous or notorious in

life,

'

Thus Hanju (Divan, or Minister, of the Charkari
State in Central India) died in A.D. 1768. Though
he was not specially famous during his life, a
platform was erected at the site of his cremation.

(North India)

U

vinit to it is now supposed to cure fever.
Lai was killed by robbers some eighty years
ago his decapitated trunk ran three miles to the
creniation ground
a cairn was raised ou the spot,
which is now used as a place of prayer, where
boons are granted (Luarcf, i. 75f.). Shrines like
these are found in all parts of the country.

and a
Hirii

;

;

It is quite Impossible to prepare a full catalot^ue of these
Dravidian village-gods. Their names and attributes vary from
village to village, and those of any district are unknown even
at a short distance from their place of worship.
An account
of some of the most remarkable deities of this class will be
found in Crooke, PR i. 83 fl. Some list* of them are given

in

Elliot,

Supplementary

Census Report Bengal, 1901,
312 a.

;

Ibbetson, 113

ff. ;

Glossary,
i.

192(1.

JUINQ

iii.

t.v.

'Deewar';

Gait,

; Dalai, i. 160; Campbell
88 B., 65, 128, 200. iv. 110

148, 181.

33. Boundary-worship.— The local character of
the worship of the village-gods is shown by the
respect paid to boundaries, and in the cuJt of
the deities presiding over them. The Roman worship of Terminus, with the sanctity attached by
the Latins to boundary-stones, is one of the most
familiar examples of this class of beliefs (Smith,
Diet. Antiq.^ i. 90 f.).
Among the Gonds the
village boundaries are placed in charge of the
ancestral ghosts (Sleeman, i. 269 f.). In its most
Erimitive form the cult is found among the
iravidians of the Vindhyan and Kaimur ranges,
who employ their baigd, priest to perambulate the
village annually, and to mark it out with a line
of the common liquor, distilled from rice or other
grains, in order to prevent the inroad of foreign
spirits, who are regarded as necessarily hostile.
The boundary, again, is often defined by making
a goat walk along the disputed line, and watching
it till it gives a shiver, which is regarded as an
indication of the wishes of the spirit, whose adjudication is at once accepted (NINQ i. 202). The
boundary-spirit naturally develops into a deity
in whose charge the line is placed.
Thus, according to Macpherson, the Kandhs recognized Sundi
Pennu as the boundary-god
particular points
upon the boundaries of districts, fixed by ancient
usage, and generally upon highways, are his altars,
and these demand each an annual victim, who
is either an unsuspecting traveller struck down
by the priests, or a sacrifice provided by purchase
(Memorials, 90
Calcutta Bev. v. 55).
Among
other tribes, like the Rautias of Bengal, Goraiya
is regarded as a sort of rural Terminus ; the Teli
oilmen otter a sucking-pig in the rainy season
before the lump of dried mud which symbolizes
the presence of the god, the victim after sacrifice
being either buried in the ground or given to a
Dosadh (q.v.), who seems to act as priest of the
more primitive deities, and claims the offerings
as his legitimate perquisite (Risley, Tribes and
Castes, ii. 309).
Another deity of the same type,
Sewahriya, is the tribal god of the Bhuiyars
and Ghasiyas of the United Provinces, who
sacrifice a goat and offer some spirits and a thick
cake, the head of the animal and the cake being
the perquisite of the mahto, or headman, who
performs the rite (Crooke, Tribes and Castes, ii.
Among the Santals his place is taken
93, 418).
by the sima-bonga, the collective boundary-gods,
who are propitiated twice a year with sacrifices of
fowls ottered on the boundary of the village where
these deities are supposed to dwell (Risley, Tribes
and Castes, ii. 234). Under the title of simantapuja, 'boundary- worship,' this has become part
of the Hindu marriage-rites, the youth when he
comes to fetch his bride being obliged to free
himself from the foreign and hostile spirits which
have accompanied him, by a rite of worship
performed at the boundary of the village of his
:

'

;

bride.

—

The worship paid to
34. Implement-worship.
the implements used by the husbandman and the

—
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artisan falls into a different class,
which has sometimes been included under the
head of Fetishism a term which possesses no
value.
In various forms it appears
scientific
among the rural classes of Northern India. The
Bhandari barbers of Orissa, on the fourth day of
the feast to Durga, lay their razors, scissors, and
mirror before the image of Visvakarma, their
patron deity, with offerings of sweetmeats and
tools of the

—

flowers (Risley,

Tribes

and

Castes,

i.

93).

The

Kaibartta fishermen of Bengal Proper celebrate
the feast of Jalpalani in the early spring, on the
last day of which they lay their net, smeared with
The
red lead, on the river bank {ib. i. 380).
Kumhar potters arrange their trade implements
kiln,
and specimens of their manufactures on the
ornament them with leaves of the Bel tree (Mgle
marmelos), and present oblations ; while the PasS
palm-tappers set up their sickles and present ofl'erings of flower and gi-ain (ib. i. 525, ii. 167). Perhaps the most remarkable of these so-called
fetishes is the gurdd, or sacred chain of the baigd
priest, which is kept in the hut dedicated to the
god. With this the baigd lashes himself into a
state of ecstatic frenzy, and hysterical girls are
thrashed with it to drive the devil out of them.
This chain, under the name of Sakla Pen, 'the
chain god,' is worshipped by the priests of the
Gonds, carried in procession, and solemnly deposited in the shrine (Hislop, App. p. 8 Crooke,
Tribes and Castes, iii. 441). Among purely agricultural implements, honour is especially paid to
the plough, the corn-sieve, basket, and broom used
in cleaning and measuring grain, and the ricepounder, to which a phallic significance naturally
attaches (Crooke,
ii. 187 ff.).
;

PB

35.

Stone-worship.

— Stonesthroughout Northern

India are recognized as the abode of spirits and
deities.
One form of this worship, that of the
lihgam, or phallus, now appropriated to the cult of
Siva, was formerly believed to have been adopted
from the Dravidian tribes of the south by the
Aryans (Oppert, 372 f.). This view is now generally rejected (Hopkins, Mel. of India, 1896, p. 471).
It is said to be alluded to by the writers of the
Veda in the Hsna-deva, 'tail-gods,' but the cult
was not openly acknowledged until the rise of Sivaworship in the Epic period (ib. 150, 462). The
growth of this form of worship has been attributed
to Greek influence, while Fergusson suggests that
the liiigam is in origin a miniature Buddhist
dagoba, or relic-shrine (Hist, of East. an4 Ind.
Architecture, 1899, p. 167). The worship of Siva in
this form probably spread throughout India at
least as early as the 5tn or 6th cent. A.D. (Wilson,
Essays, 1862-77, i. 224). Siva, again, is associated
with the bull Nandi, and in this form may be compared with the Greek Dionysus in his bull form, as

god of fertility, with which his phallic emblem is
perhaps associated (J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena,
432
Oppert (378 f. ) asserts that the Dravidians
).
were originally adherents of the Sakti-, or Motherworship, and that there exists hardly any evidence
to show that these same people worshipped the
lihga, or the organ of generation ; and even at the
present day we cannot point out any aboriginal
tribe, which has retained intact its national
customs, as revering the Phallus.'
This assertion
is probably an over-statement of the facts.
As we
have seen, most of the Dravidian tribes combine
with the worship of the Mother-goddess that of
fl'.

'

her male consort, and the mimic celebration of the
union of the divine pair suggests erotic rites.
Hislop has collected a long Gond epic which tells
of the creation and adventures of their hero. Lingo.
But, as Dalton (282) remarks, this has obviously
been compiled under Hindu influence, and cannot
be regarded as embodying the real traditional lore

(North India)
At the same time, it suggests that
lihgam-v/orship was familiar to this tribe, and
with them, in the form of the tiger, it was combined with animal-worship in the personification of
their deity. Lingo or Ningo Baghiya (Forsyth,
With this may be compared the worship by
188).
the Sudhas of Bengal of their goddess Khambeswari, who is represented by a peg (Risley, Tribes

of the Gonds.

and

Castes,

36.

ii.

268).

Other stone-worship

among the

Dravidians.

— Stone-worship appears in other forms among the
Northern Dravidians. Thus we find the worship
of cairns.
The Bhils of Bajputana erect on the
hill-tops, to the memory of the spirits of deceased
relatives, cairns of stone, on which they place
small oil lamps,
rude images of the horse,
and sometimes hang pieces of cloth. Goats or
male bufi'aloes are ofi'ered here, and the pottery
horse-figures are made with holes through which
the spirits of the dead are supposed to enter, and
then travel up to heaven, when the horse is pre-

bum

sented to the deity (Bannerman, i. 53). Conical
piles of stone are worshipped in Nepal as residences
of the local gods, and are known as Deorali, a title
also applied to one of the Himalayan peaks (Kirkpatrick, 60).
In Mirzapur, in the United Provinces,
Anktaha Blr is the hero impersonated by a pile
of rude stones, to which every traveller adds one
as he passes by. The hero is now on the way to
promotion, as the otierings at his shrine are taKen
by a family of Brahman priests (NINQ i. 40).
Secondly, we find special worship of particular
stones.
In all the villages of Central India are
stones known by the names of Moti Mata, ' pearl
Mother,' or Lalbai-Phulbai, the red flower Mother,'
which are worshipped when cholera appears. The
Bhil barwd, or medicine-man, officiates ; he cuts off
the head of a goat, and offers it with some lemons,
copper coins, eggs, flowers, etc., in a piece of a
broken earthen pot, while a toy cart, apparently
used as a vehicle for the goddess, is placed beside
the stones. When the head of the goat has been
ottered, the barwd takes up the potsherd and
watchman takes a living
places it on his head.
goat, an attendant carrying a pot full of country
slowly
out of a small hole in
spirits, which drops
the bottom of the jar. Behind this the car of the
goddess is dragged by a third officiant. The procession is directed towards the famous shrine of
Onkamatha, until they reach a village, the home
of another goddess, Sat Matra, Mother of truth.'
Here the jar and carriage are left, and by this
means the spirit of cholera is supposed to be enticed away beyond the limits of the town, by the
aid of her chariot, and attracted by the goat and
This primispirits presented to her (Luard, i. 78).
tive method of disease-transference illustrates the
Animistic character of the cultus. In some cases
the stone, which is the home of the deity, is replaced by pillars of wood, blackened by constant
Such are the repreofferings of oil and butter.
sentatives of Birnath, hero lord,' worshipped by
the Ahir cowherds as a protector of their cattle
a worship apparently identical with the cultus of
the group of deities known as Bangaramai, Bangara Bai, or, in her Hinduized form, as Devi, who
are worshipped in various parts of the Central Provinces (Hislop, 15 f. ; Crooke, Tribes and Castes,
This pUlar- worship takes various forms.
i. 63 f. ).
Sometimes we fand a stone pillar (lat) appropriated
to the hero Bhimsen, who is probably in origin a
Dravidian deity, but is now associated with the
burly hero of the Mahdbh-drata epic. The Gonds
worship him in the form of a shapeless stone
covered with vermilion, or of two pieces of wood
standing three or four feet above the ground,
Among the Naikude^
like those of Bangaramai.
one of the Gond septs, he is represented by a huge
'

A

'

'

;;
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stone rising out of the ground and covered with
vermilion.
In front of this, NalkudS aoQ<}s mingle with R&J Oop^s and
in acte of adoration.
The order of the reli^^iouH service
to be as follows. At 6 p.m., having coolted a little rice,
the worshippers place it before the god, and add a little sugar.
They then besmear the stone with vermilion, and burn resin as
Incense in its honour ; after which all the parties offer their
victims, consisting of sheep, hogs, fowls, with the usual libations of arractc. The god is now supposed to inspire tJie I'ujari
[priest], who rolls about his head, leaps frantically round and
round, and finally falls down in a trance, when he declares
whether Hbimsen has accepted the service or not. At night all
join in drinking, dancing, and beating tom-toms [drums]'
(Hlslop, 24 f.).
'

Kol&ms

eems

Passing to the Plains, we find the deity represented by stone pillars, some of those erected by
the Buddhist Emperor A^oka and bearing copies
of his edicts being appropriated by the menial
Dravidian tribes for this form of worship.
In
Baroda the forest tribes worship several deities

who have their abode in stones. Kavadio Dev,
their principal deity, lives in the hollow of a ravine,
which, it is believed, will open to receive worshippers of holy life and will reject those who are

Gohamaya Madi, the Mother-goddess, is
merely a huge boulder which has fallen from the
summit of a hill. Before it are placed clay images
of men and animals, probably substitutes for the
wicked.

original sacrifice (Dalai,

i.

156).

Finally come the pillar stones erected as a home
for the spirits of ancestors.
Some account of these
has been given in connexion with ANCESTOR-WORSHIP (vol. i. p. 431). Such are the^a/iya, or guardian
stones, of Western India, the heroes inhabiting
which are believed to scour the fields and gardens
at night, and are consequently much dreaded
{BG xi. 307 f., xvi. 647). The custom of erecting
such stones has probably been borrowed from the
Dravidians, because they are erected by the Bhils,
and are common among the Mundas and Khasis
(Bajputana Gazetteer, i. 122 Dalton, 55, 203).
The
37. The development of the pantheon.
earliest conception of the Dravidian deities whom
we have been discussing represents them as gods
of all work, to whom no definite functions are
assigned. The formation of a pantheon, in which
the duties of each god are clearly limited, is a much
;

—

development (Robertson Smith, Rel. Semites^,
The current accounts of some of these Dravidian pantheons must be received with some
caution, as in the case of Macpherson's account of
the Kandh deities. But it seems certain that
later
39).

among some of the wilder tribes this stage of
development has been reached, though we may
it may be traced to
the Male or Maler
Paharias, according to Shaw (Dalton, 268 if.), are
said to have eight gods Eaxie, abiding in a black

suspect that in some cases

Hindu

influence.

Thus
:

atone, invoked when a man-eating tiger or an
ej)idemic atta<:ks the village ; Chal or Chalnad,
with a similar representation and functions ; Pow
or Pan Gosain, god of highways ; Dwara Gosain,
protective deity of the viflage ; Kul Gosain, deity
of the sowing season ; Autga, god of hunting
Gumu Gosain, sometimes associated with Kul
Gosain ; and Chamda Gosain, most important of all,
who needs such a great propitiatory offering that
only chiefs and men of wealth can provide it.
Later inquirers supply a different list, containing
Dharmer or Bedo Gosain, the Sun-god, who rules

the world ; Bara Duarl, ' he that has a temple
with twelve doors,' the tutelary village - god ;
GumS Gosain, at whose shrine ancestor- worship is
performed, and who is represented by the pillars
that support the rafters of the shed-like temple
Chalnad, who presides over groups of ten villages
Pau Gosain (the Pow of Shaw), god of highways
and Chamda Gosain, most exacting of all (BradleyBirt, Story of an Indian Upland, 297 if.).
Even
;
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here the development of the pantheon is only embryonic, and the duties of the several deiticH are
but imperfectly distributed. The Santal pantheon
is equally vague, having,
as some authorities
believe, in the background a fainiant Supreme
Being, known as Thakur, who is occasionally
identified with the Sun
deities of Nature, like
Marang Buru, the mountain-god, and Jair or
Jahir Era, goddess of the sacred grove besides
a separate group of family-gods, arranged in two
divisions the Orak-bonga, or regular family-deity,
and the Abge-bonga, or secret god (Risley, Tribes
and Castes, ii. 232). The other more Hinduized
tribes have in the same way developed deities
with special functions, like Darapat Deo with his
wife Angarmati, the war-gods of the Kharwars of
the Kaimur range, and Zorbad Deota, a god of
;

;

—

hunting

(NINQ iv.

36, 77).

38. Theogonies.— Some of the North Dravidian
tribes have framed elaborate theogonies with
legendary accounts of the creation of man and of
the dispersal of the tribes. Thus the Mundas tell
how the self-existent primeval deities, Ote Boram

and Sing-bonga, created a boy and girl, taught
them the art of love, and placed them in a cave to
people the world (Dalton, 185). The Kandh legend
of the struggle between Biirha Pennu, the Supreme
Being, god of light, and his consort, Tari, the
Earth-goddess, which ends in the creation of man
and all other living things, is more elaborate, and
has probably been embellished by the vivid imagination of the natives who supplied Macpherson
with his information (Memorials, 84 If. ). The Gond
legend of the birth and adventures of Lingo has
already been noticed (§ 35). Among the more
advanced and Hinduized tribes, legends of this
kind seem to have almost entirely disappeared,
overlaid by the traditions connected with the
Hindu gods, who have gradually displaced or
absorbed the tribal deities.
The theory underlying the prac39. Sacrifice.
tice of sacrifice is, according to the well-known
but not universally accepted theory of Robertson
Smith, the desire to attain communion with the
god by joining with him in the consumption of the
flesh of the victim or the fruits of the earth
offered at his shrine.
In the modern view of the
Dravidians, however, it is purely a business transaction, do ut des, an arrangement that, if the god
fulfils the desires of the worshipper, he will receive
a sacrifice in return. Totemism, as we have seen
(§ 25), has almost completely ceased to influence
the popular beliefs, and it is thus impossible to
trace the steps by which, if it was ever the
general rule among this people, the slaughter of
the totem animal developed into the methods of
sacrifice which are in use at present.
Here, too,
as is the case with all their beliefs and rites, there
is no literary evidence of any kind to assist us.
There is, however, some scanty evidence to prove
that the modern custom may have a totemistio
basis.
Thus the Parahiyas of the Kaimur range
hold the goat in great respect a feeling which
among the Bengal branch of the tribe applies to
sheep and deer. There is a current tradition that,
as a means of purification, they in former times
used the dung of these animals to smear the floors
of their huts ; this substance has now been replaced by cow-dung (Dalton, 131). If this be a
case of a survival of totemism, not of the ordinary
worship of animals, it is noteworthy that in Mirzapur they propitiate the mountain-goddess, whom
they now call Devi, with the sacrifice of a goat.
Before the animal is slain, it is fed on a few grains
of rice, and water is poured upon its head.
This
they call, not sacrifice, but goat-worship
and
sometimes, when the Devi is worshipped to avert
an epidemic of cholera, the goat is not sacrificed,

—

—

'

'

'

;
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but released as a scape-animal (Crooke, Tribes and
Castes, iv. 130).
More significant than this is the
rule that after sacrifice the flesh of the animal
must be consumed by the worshipper and his clansmen, then and there, in the immediate presence
of the deity a rule which is characteristic of totem

—

sacrifices (Jevons, Introd. 145 f.).
In fact, as was
the case in ancient Israel, all slaughter is equivalent to sacrifice (Robertson Smith, Bel. Semites'',
This, it
241).
be noted, is also the Hindu
rule, and many of those who indulge in meat use

may

only that of sacrificed animals, following the rule
Manu (Institutes, v. 31) that meat must be eaten
only on occasion of sacrifice. The Dravidians are
specially careful not to share the sacred meat with
strangers, or even with members of their own tribe
outside the inner circle of relationship.
of

40.

—

Methods of sacrifice. The methods of sacriamong the various tribes. In the more

fice difter

form the ritual is cruel
the Goalas
of Bengal turn a pig loose amidst a herd of
buffaloes, which are encouraged to gore it to death
primitive

:

We

(Risley, Tribes and Castes, i. 290).
occasionally find among the northern tribes the habit of
tearing the victim in pieces, as in the Gond sacrifice to Baghesvar, the tiger-god (Dalton, 280).
This points to an original habit of eating the flesh
of the victim raw, which survived in some of the
Greek mysteries and the practices of the Baechse,
and appears among the southern branches of the
tribe, where a lamb is torn to pieces by a man with
his teeth (Bulletin Madras Museum, lii. 265). At
a Devi shrine in Gorakhpur the pigs to be ofiered
are brought to the temple with their hind legs
tied ; and, the throats of the animals being half cut
with a blunt knife, they are allowed to bleed to
death before the altar (NINQ v. 202). The Tiyars
of Bengal, like many of the other menial castes,
when they offer a goat to Kali at the Divali, or
feast of lights, do not decapitate the victim, but
stab it in the throat with a sharp piece of wood

(Wise, 393).
decapitation.

The ordinary method, however,

is

by

In Northern Bengal the usual shrine of Kali cona heap of earth, generally placed under a
tree, with a stake to which the head of the victim
is fastened, so that the neck may be stretched out
for decapitation (Buchanan, ii. 749).
The Gorkha
custom of sacrificing buftaloes, by one, or at most
two blows, is a humane rite but that of the
Newars, or aborigines of the country, who allow
the animal to bleed slowly to death, is veiy cruel
and very disgusting (Oldfield, Sketches, ii. 346 tf.).
Such was also the custom of the Bhumij of Chota
Nagpur at the Binda-parab feast. Two male
bufl'aloes were driven into an enclosure, and on a
raised stage adjoining and overlooking it the Kaja
and his suite used to take their places. After
some ceremonies, the Raja and his family priest
discharged arrows at the victims.
sists of

;

* Others follow their
example, and the tormented and enraged
beasts fall to and gore each other, while arrow after arrow ig
discharged.
When the animals are past doing very much
mischief, the people rush in and hack at them with battleaxes till they are dead. The Santals and wild Kharrias, it is
said, tool! great delight in this festival ; but I have not heard a
murmur at its discontinuance, and this shows that it had no
great hold on the minds of the people (Dalton, 176).
'

It is the general rule that the victim should die

from the effects of a single stroke. At the worship
of Mari Mata, the cholera goddess, at Kangra, one
of the hill districts of the Panjab, the animal, a ram,
he-goat, or cock, must be decapitated with a sharp
sword at a single blow. If more than one stroke
be needed, it is believed that the goddess has not
been duly propitiated and that the ceremony has
failed
laid

is

(PNQ

i.

1).

Much

importance, therefore,

on the act of striking the

Introd. 291).

In

Kumaun,

blow (Jevons,
lower Himalaya,

first

in the

(North India)
bull bufl'aloes are ofiered to Kali in the event of

drought.
' Each buffalo
is successively led to the door of the temple for
decapitation ; the first stroke is inflicted by the principal
zemindar [land-owner], and, il not immediately fatal, is followed
up by repeated blows from the surrounding crowd, until the
animal is despatched, or rather hacked in pieces' (Traill,
Statistical Sketch of Kumaun, 1828, p. 68).

When

a fowl is being sacrificed by the Santals
the mountain-god, Marang Buru, the sharp
national axe is held securely on the ground with
the blade pointing upwards, and the priest, taking
the bird in both hands, presses its neck heavily
upon the upturned edge, severing the head from
the body the blood is then scattered over the
stones which form the altar of the god (BradleyBirt, Story of an Indian Upland, 258, with a
photograph of a kid sacrifice).
In Baroda the
ritual of the Animistic worship consists in burning,
as incense, some clarified butter before the god,
and then sprinkling spirits on small heaps of rice.
After this the worshipper kills a cock by cutting
its throat, plucks out the feathers, and places
bundles of them before the god
he then cooks
the fowl, and lays some of the cooked meat on the
altar, paints the idol with vermilion, and hangs
flags over it.
WhUe these rites are going on, the
tribal musical instruments are played.
When the
ceremony is over, the worshippers consume the
remainder of the food (Dalai, i. 156).
41. The times of sacrifice.
No special time is
appointed for the Dravidian sacrifices.
At the
more important festivals of the Mother-goddess
the victims are slaughtered throughout the day
and night.
In some Greek shrines it was the
custom to slay the victim at night and consume
the flesh before the dawn (Pausanias, II. xxvii. 1,
X. xxxviii. 4).
This was also the rule among the
Arabs (Robertson Smith, Eel. Semites'', 282). For
the Hindu hilagava sacrifice, in which the victim,
as the name implies, seems to have been pierced
with a spike or lance, the time was fixed after
midnight
but some authorities preferred the
dawn (Rajendralala Mitra, Indo-Aryans, i. 364;
Jevons, Introd. 146).
This rule still prevails
among the Prabhus of western India, who at
marriages sacrifice a goat to the famUy-goddess.
In some families the rite is done at midnight on
the day before the marriage. The goat is brought
into the room and made to stand before the image.
One of the married women of the family comes
forward, washes the victim's feet, sprinkles red
powder on its head, and, after waving a lighted
to

;

;

—

;

lamp round

its face, retires.

The

eldest

man

in

the household lays a bamboo winnowing-fan with
a handful or two of rice in it before the goat, and,
taking a sword, stands on one side. While the
animal is eating the rice, he cuts ott' the head with
one stroke, holds up the head, lets a few drops of
blood trickle over the image of the goddess, and
then places the head on a metal plate under the
seat of the deity (BG xviii. pt. i. 195).
At the
shrine of Bechraji in Baroda the victims are slain
at dead of night, in order not to ofiend the feelings
of Brahmans and others (ib. vii. 614).
42. The self-surrender of the victim.
The
feeding of the victim before sacrifice is probably
a means of propitiating it, and suggesting that it
is a willing victim.
When the Rautias of Bengal
sacrifice an animal to Bar Pahar, the mountainfod, the victim is given rice to chew, and is
ecked with fiowers before being slain (Risley,
Tribes and Castes, ii. 203).
At the worship of
the Mother-goddess, Bechraji, when a buttafo is
brought for sacrifice, red powder and flowers are
sprinkled over the animal, and it is worshipped.
A white cloth is thrown over the back of the
beast, and a garland of flowers, removed from the
image of the goddess, is hung round its neck. A
'

'

—

'
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lA

from one of thosp burning in the nhrine
from the inner room and [daeed

the deity in whose honour the sacrifice \f> being
made, but more usuallj it is the portion of the

atone altar in front of the temple. Tlie
then let loose, and if it goes and smells
the lamp it is considered to be acceptable to the
Devi, and is slain at once, if possible by a single
stroke of a sword.
blood-stained flower is presented to the deity, and the bystanders apply some
of the blood to their foreheads.
The biood is believed to bring health and prosperity, and even
Brahmans preserve cloths dipped in the blood, as
charms against disease. If the buffalo refuses to
smell the lamp placed on the stone altar, it is taken
away, after one of its ears has been cut and a drop
of the blood offered to the goddess on a flower {BG

Crooke, 'I'ribes and Castes,
United Provinces, who
pretend to be orthodox Hindus, practise the curious
rite of sacrificing a pig to the village-god, Birtiya,
this being done by a low caste Chamir ojhd, or
medicine-man, who cuts off the head, buries it deep
in the ground, and appropriates the remainder of
the flesh (Crooke, TC ii. 26).
The ani45. Commutation of animal sacrifice.
mal sacrifice is occasionally commuted in deference
to the humanitarian ideas of the Vaisnava and
Jain sectaries. In one form of the rite, slaughter
of the animal is replaced by merely cutting the ear,
letting a few drops of blood fall on the ground or
upon the altar, and then allowing the animal to
escape (Rose, i. 120). The same custom probably
in part explains the rite of letting loose a bull
(vfi^otsar^a), when devotees release an animal in
sacred cities like Benares or Gaya, or when a young
animal is branded with the trident of Siva, and
released in the course of the ^rdddha, or mind-rite

filled

brought

is

on

liglited

tlie

bufi'alo is

A

vii.

614).

A

more common method is to test the victim by
pouring water on it, which was a custom in Greece
(J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena, 502).
When the
Thags did sacrifice to Devi, their patron goddess,
they used to place on a white sheet the consecrated
pickaxe and knives used in their murders, with the
spirits provided for the feast.
Two goats were
selected, black and perfect in all their parts. They
were bathed and made to face the west and, if they
shook themselves lustily to throw off the moisture
from their bodies, they were considered acceptable
to the goddess. If only one shook itself, both were
accepted. If neither did so, it was a sign that Devi
had rejected both, and the party ate the rice and
drank the spirits. But this was regarded in the
light of a simple meal, and the sacrifice was postponed to another occasion. When the sacrificial
feast took place, the skins, bones, and offal of the
victims were thrown into a pit, and they were regarded as so sacred that none but a Thag was
allowed to see them (Thornton, Illibstrations of the
History and Practices of the Thugs, 1837, p. 68 f.).
The rule that the victim must shake its head in
token of acceptance is also found in the Panjab
;

(Rose, i. 118).
The
43. Variety, sex, and colour of the victim.
rules as to the variety, sex, and colour of the victim
are not very clearly defined. The animals most
commonly sacriticea are bufl'aloes, goats, pigs, and
fowls. The Bhils of Khandesh show their complete
divorce from Hinduism by sacrificing a bullock to
their gods Hatipawa and Vaghacha Kuiivar, 'the
tiger lord,' while their other deities receive a hegoat or a fowl a cock for the god, a hen for the
goddess (BG xii. 93). The Kaniar gypsies of the
United Provinces offer a pig to Nathiya a lizard
to Mana Gurii
a goat to Devi a pig to Jakhiya
a fowl to Madar (Crooke, Tribes and Castes, iii.
147). The Mundas offer a male buffalo to Deswall,
their village-god, and fowls to his consort, Jahir
Burhl (Risley, Tribes and Castes, ii. 103). But this
distinction of victims seems to be exceptional.
The colour of the victim offered to the chthonic
and malignant powers (like the Greek aipayiov [J. E.
Harrison, Prolegomena, 68]) ought to be black.
When the forest tribes of the Kaimiir range offer
sacrifice to Churel, a malignant female deity, it
should consist of a black she-goat and a black
fowl ; Bansapti, the forest-goddess, is less actively
malignant, and is honoured with a grey or spotted
goat (NINQ i. 57). Among the Marathas, fowls
with ruffled feathers are peculiarly acceptable
offerings in cases of disease, and if a cock be sacrificed it should be able to crow (BG xi. 34).
Following the same laws of symbolic magic, the Kisans
and Bhuiyas of Bengal offer a white cock to Boram,
the Sun-god (Dalton, 132, 141).
The head of the
44. The head of the victim.
victim is universally regarded as sacrosanct, as was
the case with the Semites (Robertson Smith, Bel.
Semites^, 379). Among the Dravidian tribes it is
sometimes, when severed, laid upon the altar of

—

—

;

;

;

—

;

priest (Dalton,
1.

142

The Bhats

8).

;

of the

—

(see

Ancestor-worship,

vol.

i.

p. 452"').

The more

primitive form of the rite was to slay the animal,
with the object of providing food for the spirit of
the deceased. This rule is still in force among the
more secluded tribes, like the Gonds, who kill a
cow after the burial, sprinkle its blood upon the
grave, and hang up the tail of the victim on the
gravestone, as evidence that the funeral rites have
been duly performed. In default of this, it is supposed that the spirit is unable to rest, and returns
to haunt the survivors (IA i. 348 ff.).

—

The animal sacrifice,
46. The scape-animal.
again, is commuted into the scape-animal, with
the addition of the belief, common among the
Dravidians, that it is the vehicle which carries
away the collected demons or ills of a whole
community' (Frazer, GB^ iii. 101). This rite is
most commonly performed as a means of removing epidemic disease ; e.g., in the United Provinces
during an epidemic of cholera, a buffalo bull is
marked with vermUion and driven beyond the
village boundary, thus taking away the disease
with him. When the idea is still further worked
out by Brahmans, it develops by painting the
beast all over with lampblack and smearing its
forehead with vermilion, to represent the vehicle
on which Yama, the god of death, rides. To make
the charm more effective, the scape-animal is loaded
with pieces of iron, as a potent protective against
'

'

evU

(NINQ 102, v. 116).
Human sacrifice. — Human

spirits

i.

sacrifice was, as
well knovni, common among the Dravidians,
and the best illustration of it is derived from the

47.

is

Kandh

(q.v.) rite of meriah sacrifice.
Probably
of the rites of the same kind performed by
the allied tribes were done with the same intenii. 167 ff'.).
tion (Crooke,
As was the case in
Greece, we find survivals which probably indicate
a commutation of the rite (Lang, Myth, Jiitual,
and Religion [ed. 1899], i. 261 ff'.). Thus, at Nasik
in the Deccan, when cholera appears, a woman of
the Mang, a menial tribe, is solemnly led out of
the city as a scape-victim.
She remains outside
the city limits till the next day, when she bathes
and returns. The ceremonial, which closely resembles that of bringing a victim to a shrine,
doubtless implies an earlier rite of human sacrifice
(BG xvi. 521). Another rite resembles that of the
self-immolation of pilgrims, who used in former
times to fling themselves, in the name of Siva,

most

PE

over the clift' known as Bhairava Jhamp, near the
famous shrine of Kedarnath in the lower Himalaya
this rite seems to have prevailed farther west in
the hills of the Panjab (Atkinson, ii. 773 Rose,
;

;

i.

133).

It

has now been commuted into paying

—

;
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a badi, or rope-dancer, who slides
on a wooden saddle upon a cable hung from a precipitous cliff, as a means of propitiating ^iva in
for the services of

some Kumaun

villages (NINQ i. 55, 74 f., 128,
In the form of the Bihunda rite the same
custom prevails in the Panjab on the river Sutlej
(Rose, i. 133).
In Baroda, at the worship of Vagh
Deo, the tiger-god, a man is covered with a blanket,
bows to the image, and walks round it seven times.
During this performance the worshippers slap him
on the back. He then tries to escape to the forest,
pursued by the children, who fling balls of clay at
him, and finally bring him back, the rite ending
with feasting and drinking (Dalai, i. 156).
The main tribal sacri48. Periodical sacrifices.
fices of the Dra vidians are not, as a rule, performed
annually, and the victims sometimes vary from year
to year.
The Mundas sacrifice every second year
a fowl, every third year a ram, every fourth year
a buffalo, to their mountain-god, Marang Buru
and the main object is to induce him to send favourable rain (Daltonj^l99). The Tipperas have a legend
that their king, Sri Dharma, enjoined that human
sacrifices in honour of Siva should be offered only
triennially (ib. 111). This rule of triennial sacrifices is followed by the Kharwars, Cheros, and
Nagbansis, while the Kanrs oS'er a fowl yearly to
the tribal Sati, and a black goat every third year
(Buchanan, i. 493 Dalton, 129, 135, 138). There
are other instances of feasts celebrated at intervals
of more than a year, such as the Theban DaphnepAoT-ia and the Boeotian Z)£EC?aZa(Frazer,Pa«sa«.ia«,
V. 41 f., GB^ i. 225 f., iii. 328 n.).
Those which
recur at intervals of eight years seem to be based
on an attempt to harmonize lunar and solar time,
just as the twelve years' feasts in South India may
roughly represent Jupiter's period of revolution
round the sun (Frazer, Kingship, 294 f.).
But it
is difficult to suppose that considerations such as
these could have influenced people in the state of
culture possessed by the Northern Dravidian tribes.
It is possible that, in some cases, considerations of
economy and the cost of providing the necessary
victims may have suggested the rule that the
sacrifices should take place at intervals longer
than that of a year.
It is said of the Kurkus
49. The priesthood.
of the Central Provinces that they have no priesthood, by class or profession, and their ceremonies
are performed by the elders of the famOy {Central
Pr. Gaz. Nagpur, 1870, p. 49). It is true that among
many of the North Dravidian tribes the domestic
worship, including that of deceased ancestors, is
performed by the senior member of the household,
or by the house father. But practically all these
tribes have reached the stage of possessing priests.
The term ' priest,' however, does not usually define
with accuracy the functions of this officiant, the
duties of medicine-man, sorcerer, exorcist, or witchfinder being generally combined in a single individual or class. Thus, at the Munda rites in honour
of Desauli, the village patron god, the sacrifice and
offerings are made by the village priest, if there
be one or, if not, by any elder of the village who
possesses the necessary legendary lore' (Dalton,
Among the Males of Bengal the village
196).
headman acts as priest in the worship of Dharmer
iii.

'

205).

—

;

—

'

'

,

'

;

Gosain (Risley, Tribes and Castes,

The

priest, again,

among

the

ii.

57).

Kandhs

is

often

identified with the shaman.
The priesthood may be assumed by any one who chooses to
assert a call to the ministry of any god, such call needing: to be
authenticated only by the claimant's remaining for a period
varjing from one night to ten or fourteen days in a languid,
dreamy, confused state, the consequence of the absence of his
third soul in the divine presence.
And the ministry which may
be thus assumed may, with few exceptions, be laid down at
'

pleasure

'

(Macpherson,

103).

Their jannis, or priests, he goes on to say, are
divided into two classes

(North India)
one which haa given up the world, and devotes itself excluand one which may still engage in
every occupation excepting war. The former class are disposed
to hold that they alone are qualiSed to perform the rites of the
greater deities but the two classes pass insensibly into one
another, and many of both are seen to perform every ceremonial, with two exceptions, namely, the rite of human sacrifice, at which a great and fully instructed priest alone can
officiate
and the worship of the god of war, which bis own
priesthood alone can conduct. And this god, it is to be observed, requires that his priest shall serve him only, while all
the other deities accept divided service from their ministers
'

Bively to religious offices

;

;

—
;

(ift.

104).

The ' great jannl,' or ascetic
the world,

who has

given up

can possess no property of any kind, nor money, nor, according
to his rules, even look upon a woman and he must generally
appear and act as unlike other men as possible. He must live
in a filthy hut, a wonder of abomination.
He must not wash
but with spittle ; nor leave his door, save when sent for except,
perhaps, when he wanders to draw liquor from some neglected
palm-tree, at the foot of which he may be found, if required,
Ijing half drunk. He scarcely ever wears a decent cloth or
blanket. He commonly carries in his hand a broken axe or
bow, and has an excited, sottish, sleepy look but his ready wit
never fails him in his office. He eata such choice morsels as a
piece of the grilled skin and the feet of the sacrificial buffaloes,
and the heads of the sacrificed fowls ; and, when a deer is cut
up, he gets for bis share perhaps half the skin of the head with
an ear on, and some of the hairy skimmings of the pot.'
The layman priest, on the other hand, has a wife
*

;

;

;

and family, and may accumulate wealth.

He eats

apart from other lajrmen, but may drink with
them (ib. 104 f.). These statements must be accepted with some amount of caution, as Macpherson, relying on information received from his
native subordinates, was inclined to attribute a
more elaborate system of beliefs and ritual to the
Kandhs than the tribe probably ever possessed.
Among the other tribes of the same family this
ascetic class of priest does not seem to exist, though,
of course, the diviner or witch-finder often adopts
the shamanistic tricks which are the common property of his kind. Macpherson also records the
singular fact that some Hindus were employed by
the Kandhs to assist in the service of the minor
deities.
This alone would indicate that there has been a great change
'

in their religion ; but it is probable that the low Hindus alluded
to are but the Ojhas or sorcerers
the witchcraft superstition has called into existence (Dalton, 296).

whom

'

—

Priestly titles. Along the Kaimur range
and in Chota Nagpur the tribal priest is known
as the baiga (q.v.).
Among the more Hinduized tribes he is known by the titles of pdhan (Skr.
pradhana, leader ') or pUjarl, one who does the
service of the gods,' both titles being bonowed
from the Hindus of the Plains.
No vUlage is
without a baiga, and such is the superstition of
the people, that they would rather leave a village
50.

'

than

live

'

without him.

Usually he

is

a member

of one of the non-Aryan tribes, and is generally
selected from those who live in the more remote

and who, not being contaminated by Hindu
and culture, are supposed to have the most
accurate knowledge of the evil spirits, and the
modes of placating and repelling them. In the
more civilized villages in Palamau, Forbes found
that even Brahmans and Rajputs were being occatracts,
beliefs

—

sionally appointed to this office a sign of the progressive process of bringing the tribes under the
Hindu yoke. The baiga is looked up to with awe
by all the residents, is responsible for the appearance of disease in man or beast, and is bound to
offer up the sacrifices necessary to repel it.

He is supposed to be better informed on all that concerns
the village than any one else, and to be able to point out each
man's tenure. Among the jungle tribes he is invariably the
arbitrator in all disputes as regards land or rent, and is the
oracle in all discussions afTecting the ancient customs and rites
of the village, with all of which he is supposed to be intimately
acquainted. He is bound at the commencement of each harvest
to offer up sacrifices and perform certain ceremonies to propitiate the spirits.
For this purpose he levies contributions of
money, grain, cloth, fowls, and goats from all villagers. Until
these sacrifices have been performed, no one would think of
yoking a plough and the Baiga often takes advantage of the
'

;

delay to increase his

demands (NINQ
'

iv. 5).

2

—

;

'
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official

among

the Gonda bears the

name

name.
and Bimllar oeremoniea are performed
But generally in every village
there Ib a man who is supposed to have the power of nharniiiig
tigers and preventing by spells (manlra) such calamities as
He is called a IBaiga' (J A SB, 1890,
drought, cholera, etc.
'

The

nuptial, funeral,

under the lead of aged

relations.

p. 282).

The pahan of the Cheros and Kharwars, and
the Idya or naya (apparently a corruption of Skr.
ndyaka, leader ') of the Koras, exercise similar
functions (Dalton, 129 Risley, Tribes and Castes,
'

;

i.

509).

51.

Appointment of priests.— In Chota Nagpur,

according to Forbes
priest is hereditary

(NINQ

iv. 5), the office of

but in the event of ite becoming necessary to appoint a new
Baiga, a meeting of the entire community is held, and the successor is appointed by vote ; the individual selected is then
called on to accept the post, and, in the event of his doing so, a
day is fixed for the ceremony of installation. On the appointed
day the whole village community meets in solemn conclave :
the village headman presides, and the proceedings commence
by his calling upon the candidate to state publicly whether he
is willing to accept the office, and the duties he will have to
perform are explained to him. He is then conducted round
the boundaries of the village, the different landmarks of which
are explained to him. The whole party then returns to the
place of meeting, when the president, taking up the Baiga's
mstruments of office, which are known as ** the knife and
dagger," solemnly hands them to the new incumbent, and the
installation is complete. These are the sacrificiHl instruments,
and are heirlooms of the village ; they are presented in the
formal manner above described to each successive Baiga, and
are used solely in sacrifice.' In the villages more under Hindu
influence these hereditary implements of the Baiga seem to
have fallen into disuse.
In other cases a special ceremony is performed to ascertain
the will of the local deity regarding the appointment of his
In Kunawar, on the lower slopes of the Himalaya, at
priest.
one of the greater Hindu festivals, the villagers bathe, and,
putting some water in the drinking-cups at the shrine of the
'
He who is chosen is miraculously rapt
local god, invoke him.
or inspired by the god, and, taking up the cup, he is able to
distribute grain from it, although it contained nothing but
water. The Deota [podling] may also declare his pleasure in
this matter by imbumg one of his votaries with the power of
thrusting, unharmed or unmarked, an iron rod through some
portion of his flesh. It is the custom in one village to ask the
Deota from time to time after the death of his priest whether
he wishes a successor appointed. The image is raised upon the
shoulders of the people, and, if the god presses heavily to the
left, he wishes the election postponed ; if to the right, he wishes
it to take place without delay ' (Pl/Q i. 12).
'

Similar ceremonies are performed by the other
Dravidian tribes. Among the Mundas the pdhan
is always selected from among the descendants of
the earliest settlers in the village, who alone
understand how to propitiate the local gods. He
is always selected from one family, but the actual
pdhan is changed at intervals of from three to five
years, by the rite of the sacred winnowing-fan
mystica vannus lacchi. This is taken from house
to house by the village boys, and the man at whose
house it halts is elected ; the same method of selection prevails among the Oraons (Risley, Tribes and
Castes, ii. 106 f.; Dalton, 247).
Priestly tabus. Among the Malers the
52.
demano is appointed by Divine election. After
his call he must spend a certain time in the
wilderness, in intimate communication, as his
From
flock believes, with the deity, Bedo Gosain.
the time that any one devotes himself to the
priestly profession, his hair is allowed to grow like
that of a Nazirite, because his powers of divination entirely disappear if he cuts it.
The cutting
of the hair of a holy man is, as Frazer shows GB ^
i. 368), dangerous for two reasons
first, there is
the danger of disturbing the spirit of the head,
which may be injured in the process, and may
revenge itself upon the person who molests him ;
secondly, the difficulty of disposing of the shorn
locks, which may be accidentally injured, and
thus, on the principles of sympathetic magic, may
endanger the original owner, or may be used by
some evil-minded person to work black magic
against him. After admission to full orders the

—

(

;
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Maler prieHt must establish his ability to foretell
events, and
he must prove by the perfonnance of some stupendous work
beyond the strength of one man, that he is supematurally aided
by the Supreme Being. The priest may be a married man. but
after entering holy orders he nmst refrain from associating
with or touching any woman except his wife. Having undergone all the tests, his nomination is finally conflrmcu by the
llanjhi [headnmnl of the village, who ties a red silk thread to
which cowries are attached round his neck, and binds a turban
on his head. He is then allowed to appear at the periodica]
sacrifice of buffaloes celebrated by the Manjhi in the month of
January, and must drink some of the blood of the victim
*

(Dalton, 270).

Another interesting tabu of the Dravidian priests
that enforced at Zinda Kaliana in the Panjab,
where they are required always to sleep on the
ground or on a square bed of grass made on the
ground between four posts. This reminds us of
is

tlie Helloi or Selloi, priests of the Pelasgian Zeus
of Dodona, who sleep upon the ground and have
their feet unwashed, and of the Prussian priests
who sleep in tents near tlie sacred oak (Hom. II.
xvi. 234 f.; Sophocles, Track. 1167 ; Rose, i. 118 f.;

JAIxxx.

36).

—

Remuneration of priests. The methods of
remunerating the Dravidian priest vary. Usually
he supports himself on the head of the victims
and portions of the other offerings which are his
Among the Mundas he has a glebe
perquisite.
of rent-free land, and among the other tribes he
receives gifts of grain and other produce at harvest
time, and food at the chief tribal feasts.
54. The sister's son as priest.— The fact that
inheritance among many of the people in North
53.

India

is

traced througli the female has been held

to indicate the prevalence of polyandry in ancient
'
times.
It was probably wide-spread amongst
many tribes in other parts of India who at the
present day retain no tradition of the practice
(Risley-Gait, Census Report, 1901, i. 448). This is
specially shown in the case of those tribes among
whom the sister's son does sacrifice to appease the
Thus among the Harls of
spirit of the deceased.
Bengal a pig is sacrificed on the tenth day after
a death to appease the spirit of the departed, the
flesh being eaten by the relatives, whUe the
nephew (sister's son) of the dead man officiates
as priest ; and the same is the case among the
Doms (q.v.), Musahars, Pasis, and Tantis of
the same province (Risley, Tribes and Castes, i.
Among the Arakhs of the
316, ii. 167, 300).
United Provinces, if the services of a Brahman
cannot be secured, the sister's son of the deceased
can officiate ; the Bhuiyars hold him in great
honour, and make periodical presents to him as
the Hindus do to a Brahman ; among the Doms,
as in Bengal, he is the funeral priest ; among the
Kols the marriage rites are performed by the same
relative (Crooke, Tribes and Castes, i. 83, ii. 95,

Dalton, 63). This primitive form
almost certainly a survival of the
record of the struggle between
matriarchate.
the matriarchate and the patriarchate has been
traced in the Kandh legend, which tells how Tarl,
the Earth-goddess, contends with her consort,
325

f.,

iii.

309

of priesthood

;

is

A

The latter is finally victorious,
of Tari's discomfiture imposes, as In
the Semitic story, the cares of childbirth upon her
Burba Pennu.
and as a sign

sex (Macpherson, 84 ff.).
55. The aboriginal priest adopted into Hinduism. The process of adoption of these aboriginal
priests into Hinduism has been clearly traced in
the Central Provinces by Russell (i. 176 f.). Here
the class of village priests or astrologers, the
joshl, jogi, jangani, and his fellows, occupy for
the lower castes the position which Brahmans hold
in the higher strata.
They are the ministrants of the more primitive form of

—

'

—

that of the village gods. In many cases their ritual
has probably been derived from a Dravidian source, and they
religion
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themselves may be the promoted descendants of the tribal
priests, medicine-men, or witch-finders.
It is true that they
are now for the most part employed in the service of the Hindu
gods, but this is probably a kind of religious evolution, of a
nature akin to the social elevation into Hinduism of the casteless tribes
and, moreover, different authorities have held that
many features of the cult of Siva and Kali, which represent a
great retrogression from the purer nature gods of the Vedas,
have been derived from Dravidian sources.'

from that of the Dra^ddians, and hence the acceptance of the local cults presented no difficulty. The
spirit of Hinduism has always been catholic, and
it has always been ready to give shelter to foreign
beliefs, provided it was permitted to assimilate

;

56.

in its own fashion.
The homely jungle hero," says Lyall (Asiatic Studies^, i. 60),
comes eventually to get brevet rank among regular divinities,
whenever his tribe is promoted into Hinduism. The upper
class of Brahmans are prone to deny the existence of this process, and to profess that the proselytizing which goes on should
be understood aa involuntary on their part, and merely superficial
they would be willing to keep their Olympus classic and
above the heads of their low-bom intruders. But the local
Brahman has to live, and is not troubled by any such fine
scruples, so he initiates the rude Gopd and Mina fnon-Aryana

them
'

The priestly castes. — Further, we find among

'

some

of the Dravidian tribes that certain castes,
possibly in imitation of the Brahman levites of
Hinduism, have become specialized for religious
purposes, and furnish priests to the lower orders.

:

of Manbhum and Western
Bengal act as priests of the meaner tribes.
Their offices as priests of the various spiritual powers who
haunt the forests, rocka, and fields and bring disease upon
man and beast are in great request. A Bhumij or a Kurmi
who wishes to propitiate these dimly-conceived but potent
influences will send for a Maulik to offer the necessary sacrifices in preference to a Laya or priest of his own caste
a fact
which speaks strongly for the antiquity of the settlement of the
former m the country (Risley, Tribes and Castes, ii. 83).

Thus the Mauliks

of the jungle) as fast as they come to him for spiritual advice,
sets them up with a few decent caste prejudices, and gives to
their rough unfinished superstitions some Brahmanic shape
and varnish. This is vexatious to the refined Vedantist of the
towns, but the same thing goes on everywhere for a lofty and
refined orthodoxy will not attract ignorant outsiders, nor will it
keep the mass of a people within a common outline of belief.
So the high and mignty deities of Brahmanism would never

'

;

—

'

The baiga

the same way provide
and in the United Provinces
the Patarl branch of the Majhwars, who perhaps
take their name from the pat, or sacred plateau,
which gives a deity to the Kurs, Kurkus, or
Muasis, act as priests of the whole tribe, and take,
like the Hindu inahabrdhTnan, the clothes and other
goods of the dead man, by wearing or using which
they are supposed to pass them on to the next
world for his comfort. Hence they are held in
such contempt that their parishioners will neither
eat with them nor drink water from their hands
priests for the

Gonds

(Crooke, Tribes

;

and

Castes, iv. 153 ff.).
in the Plains.—
Among the menial tribes and castes of the Plains
the worship of the village-gods is performed by
priests drawn from the very lowest ranks, Bhangi,
57.

The menial

priesthood

Dosadh, Mali, or barber

;

while the semi-Hinduized

tribes of the Kaimur range generally employ a
Chero or Bhuiyar. Nor are their services confined
to members of the tribes which generally employ
them. Women even of high caste use their services
in worshipping those local gods, whom the innate
conservatism of their sex inclines them to propitiate side by side with the higher Hindu divinities.
In time of stress, when famine, disease, or
other trouble besets the village, all classes of the
community employ them to perform the blood
sacrifices and rude ceremonies of propitiation
which they themselves do not understand or are
nn^villing to perform.
58. Promotion of DraTidian gods into Hinduism.
Writing of Greek religion, Campbell (Religion in Gr. Lit., 1898, p. 46) remarks that the reaction of primeval local ceremonies upon the Aryan
religious deposit is one of the many causes of the
infinite variety in the popular cults of deities

—

reverenced

throughout Greece

under the

same

name.
People at an early stage of culture,' he says, ' are too
entirely steeped in the awe and reverence which has descended to
fchem from their forefathers to adopt heartily or entirUy a system
of worship coming from abroad. The imitative facuUy may be
active in grafting foreign features on native religion, but the
inherent force of that reIi|rion will always prevail over such
adjuncts, which to begin with are but imperfectly understood."
They remain, as he remarks elsewhere (p. 119), as an undergrowth when the tall trees of the forest were felled.'
'

'

The survival of these deities among a race of
higher knowledge than that which originally worshipped them is further encouraged by the fact
that they are to a large extent the impersonations
of the awe and mystery of the forest, or the malign
manifestations of the primitive Mother-goddess.
new race occupying an unknown land is naturally inclined to insist on the conciliation of those
local powers, which, if neglected, are likely to
visit them with their displeasure.
The Aryan
form of Animism was not in its nature different

A

draw upward the peasant and the woodlander if he were not
invited to bring with him his fetish, his local hero or sage, his
werewolf and his vampires, all to be dressed up and interpreted
into orthodox emanations. In one part of Rajputana the Minaa
(an aboriginal tribe) used to worship the pig. When they took
a turn towards Islam, they changed their pig into a saint called
Father Adam, and worshipped him as such when the Brahmanfl
got a turn at them, the pig became identified as the famous
Boar Avatar of Vishnu, whose name is Varaha.'

(q.v.) caste in

;

This account admirably explains the process by
which these local gods are adopted into Hinduism.
A few examples may be given of Dravidian gods
promoted in this way.
The cases of Bhairoii,
Gan^am, and Hanuman have been already referred
to (§ 29 ff. ). Tod (i. 292 n. describes how the primitive goddess of the Bhils, who under Hindu guidance was re-named Laksmi, goddess of prosperity,
gained the title of Sitala Mata, the smallpox
goddess, whom the women of the tribe invoke in
times of danger. Macpherson tells how, when the
Hindus occupied the Kandh country, they took
over the local goddess, Kandhini, and, joining in
the aboriginal worship at her shrine, her worship
becomes practically confused with that of Durga,
but it is still discharged with regularity and pomp
by this joint ministry' {Calcutta Rev. v. 58).
The adoption by the Hindus of these aboriginal
gods is often masked by a legend which tells that
)

'

an image was accidentally found, and the agency
by which it is said to have been recovered is often
that of a member of one of the non- Aryan tribes.
This tale is told of the famous image of Jagannath,
which is said to have been recovered by one of the
aboriginal tribe of Savaras. Ball (580) describes

how

a Kandh found an image said to resemble that of a
cat, which is now recognized as that of Narasinha,
the man-lion incarnation of Visnu. Often the
image or lihgam is said to have been discovered as
the result of a dream. One of the most famous
lihgams in the Central Provinces was recovered in
this way, and the same tale is told of an image of
Krsna in western India, of the great lihgam at
Mewar, and quite recently of an image thrown up
on the seashore near Bombay (BG v. 81 ; Tod, 1.
The same inference may
242 ; NINQ i. 175).
perhaps be drawn from the fact that the images
most valued by modern Hindus are those known as
svayambhu,
'

'

that is, existing spontaneously and of their own nature pervaded
by the essence of deity. They are merely rough stones or rocks
supposed to have descended direct from heaven, or to have
appeared miraculously on the soil. They are the most sacred
*

when discovered, temples are
buUt over them. The most usual i^ds of this kind are atones
supposed to represent the Lihga of Siva and when shrines are
built round them, a Yoni (to represent the female organ) ia
usually added (Monier- Williams, Brahmanism and Hinduism *,
of all objects of adoration, and,

;

'

69).

local gods seem to have supplied
of the coarser elements of modern Hinduism the lavish blood sacrifices of animals, the
occasional immolation of human beings, the use of

These Dravidian

much

—

—

'
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spiritnons liquor in the service of the gods all of
which appear in the Siikta cult, the inoat degrailed
form of the current belief. The same waa the cane
in Greece, where 'it must be remembered that the

were
cruder and wilder sacrifices and legends
that they were attached to these
strictly local
ancient temples, old altars, barbarous xoana, or
wooden idols, and rough fetish stones in which
Pausanios found the most ancient relics of Hellenic
theology' (Lang, Myth, Biiual, and Religion, i.
252 f.).
W. Dravidian feasts and festivals. The Draviaian feasts may bo roughly divided into two
classes
1 ) those celebrated at tne chief agricultural
eeasons ploughing, sovring, harvesting the object
which
IS to promote the fertility of the soil and
of
the growth of the crops (2) those intended as a
means of purgation, the periodical expulsion of the
malign spiritual powers which menace the community. The line, however, between these two
classes of festivals cannot be clearly drawn, and
the ceremonies of one occasionally merge in those
of the other.
When the hot weather has passed, with the first
fall of rain the Santal performs at seed-time the
Erok Sim feast, when he craves the blessing of the
Mother-goddess who presides over the crops, by
making a sacrifice of chickens in her sacred grove.
This is followed by the Uariar Sim, the feast of
greenery,' when a sacrifice is again made to secure
the favour of the gods (Bradley-Birt, Indian Upland, 278 f.). At the transplanting of the rice the
Kain-god is again invoked and at the critical
period later on, when the success of the crop
depends upon abundant rain, the Chhat-parab, or
'umbrella feast,' is held. It is a form of rude
mimetic magic.
'A lon(? lithe sal tree shorn of its branches supports the
smallest of umbrellas roughly made of gaudy tinsel, and to.

.

.

;

—

:

(

—

—

;

'

;

gether, amidst the excited shouts of the celebrants, they are
raised aloft until, standing perpendicularly, the sal trunk is
As it slowly settles into place,
fixed firmly in the ground.
the people, gathering up handfuls of dust and earth, pelt the
umbrella with loud cries and much laughter, dancing round it
the while as round a maypole, while the men turn somersaults
and perform wonders of athletics and acrobatic skill. Copious
drinking of rice beer brings the feast to a close ' (i&. 280 f.).

Finally, when the rice is in ear and the season
of harvest approaches, the Janthar feast, or offering of first-fruits, is performed. Tiny sheaves of
the half-ripe com are placed in the sacred grove
upon the sacrificial stone, and prayers are made to
the gods that they will permit the crop to be safely
reaped and garnered. The sacrifice of a pig, the
flesh of which is cooked and eaten in the grove, is
an essential part of this feast (ib. 281). Tne corn,
as Frazer suggests, is eaten eacramentally ' as the
body of the corn-spirit' (GB^ ii. 318 ff.). This
round of Santal feasts may be taken as specimens
of those performed by the Northern Dravidian
tribes, further accounts being reserved for the
articles on Mundas, Oraons, and others.
An example of the second class of festivals
the purgation feasts is to be found in the Mdghsacrifice
parab or Desaullbonga of the Mundas.
18 made to the village-protecting deity, Desauli.
'At this period an evil spirit is supposed to infest the locality ;
and, to get rid of it, the men, women, and children go in
procession round and through every part of the village, with
sticks in their hands as if beating for game, singing a wild
chant and vociferating violently till they feel assured that the
bad spirit must have fied and they make noise enough to

—

A

;

frighten a legion' (Dalton, 280

We

f.,

196 f.).

find the same custom amongst the menial
castes of the Plains, among whom, after the Divall,
or feast of lights, the house-mother takes a sieve
and a broom, and beats them in every corner of the

house, exclaiming,

'

God abide and Poverty depart

!

These feasts have been exhaustively discussed by
Frazer

The

(G£ a

iii.

39

if.).

lights used at the Divdli feast are probably
intended as a means of expelling evil spirits.
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Among the Pfivri-s,

an aboriginal tribe of KliandeBh,
at this fcaat four or five stoiica are brought from a
neighbouring river-bed and placed outside the
houses but witliin the village lands. They are
painted red, liquor is sprinkled on the ground and
freely drunk, and goats and fowls are sacrificed.
Dancing begins at nightfall, and two men, holding
lighted torches, go from house to house followed
by the villagers. Every housewife comes out with
a lighted lamp in her hands, waves it before them,
marks their foreheads with the lamp oil, and gives
In this way every house in the vUlage is
beer.
Further south it resolves
purified {BG xii. 100).
After
itself into a means of purifying the cattle.
feasting, a figure of Balindra, god of cattle, is
made and hung up in the cowshed, with rice and
The cattle are
coco-nuts tied round its neck.
decorated with splashes of colour and garlands.
The fiercest bull and the swiftest heifer in the herd
are covered with flowers, and driven through the
village, followed by a crowd of shouting youths.
The lad who can snatch a garland from the bull or
heifer as it rushes along is loudly applauded, and
is considered a fit match for the best girl in the
neighbourhood [ib. xv. pt. i. 207).
The most interesting of these
6o. The Holi.
Dravidian festivals in North India is that of the
The
Holi, known further south as the Shimga.
chief part of the rite is the burning of the Holi
fire, the primary intention of which is apparently
by a sort of sympathetic magic to ensure a due
supply of sunshine for the crops (Frazer, GB^ iii.
313 fl'.). But there are other incidents which suggest that the rite in its present form is complex, and
that more than one train of thought has led to its
observance. Returning to that primitive tribe, the

—

Pavias of Khandesh, we find that a pit is dug, and
a wooden stake thrust into it, and lighted at night.
Every one brings a piece of bread, some rice, and
a cock, portions of which are thrown into the fire
and the rest consumed on the spot. Drinking and
dancing go on till dawn (BG xii. 100). In Kumaun
each clan erects a tree covered with rags which are
begged by the young men from the people of the
Near the tree a fire is kindled and the tree
tribe.
While it is being burned there is a
is burned.
contest between the clans, each trying to carry off
a shred of cloth from the tree of another clan.

When the tree is consumed the people leap over
the ashes, believing that in this way they get rid
The analogy with the
of itch and other diseases.
custom of hanging rags on trees is here obvious (§12).
In Gwalior, again, two phallic figures are conOne, made of wood, is preserved from
structed.
year to year ; the other, of bricks, after the fire is
lighted is broken to pieces with blows of shoes and
The wooden figure is placed beside
bludgeons.
the wedding couch as a fertility charm [NINQ iii.
similar rite is the Khatarhuva of Kumaun,
92 f ).
when a fire of dry grass and weeds is burned round
a pole. Obscene songs are sung, and the purport
of one is that the cattle are now safe from demons
Among the Dravidian Biyars, again,
(ib. iii. 135).
a stake of the sacred cotton tree is driven into the
ground, and a time is fixed for the Burning of the
Old Year. The fire is lit by the village baiga, and
the people after parching ears of barley at it eat
They sprinkle the ashes about, and with
them.
them mark their foreheads (Crooke, Tribes and
An important part of these rites
Castes, ii. 137).
is the leaping over the tire and the driving of the
cattle through it, which Frazer (GB^ iii. 312)
thinks may be intended, on the one hand, to
secure for man and beast a share of the vital
energy of the sun, and, on the other hand, to purge
them of all evU influences for to the primitive
mind fire is the most powerful of all purificatory
agents.' Further than this, we find that, in the
.

A

'

;

;
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ceremony as performed in the Mathura district of
the United Provinces, the important portion of the

observer (5^ir«a Settlement Rep., 1883, p. 133), holds
that the ordinary Hindu peasant of the Panjab

that the village priest, apparently as a
representative of the community, should walk
through the fire not in a perfunctory way, but in
a manner which seems to imply that he was
expected actually to expose himself to the flames.
similar rite practised oy the king of Tyre seems
to represent the commutation of an actual fire
sacrifice (Frazer, Adonis, Attis, Osiris, 38 ; Crooke,
ii.
The Holi, then, appears to be a
317).
complex rite, the chief intention being to promote

has practically no belief in the transmigration of souls, but has
a vague idea that there is a future Ufe, in which those who are
good in this world will be happy in a heaven, while those who
are bad will be wretched in a hell. His devotional offerings to
demons, saints, and godlings are meant rather to avert temporal
evils or to secure temporal blessings than to improve his
prospects in the world to come. He has an idea that sin will
bring evil on himself and his fellows in this life as well as after
death. His instincts as to good and evil are much the same as
the ordinary European moral distinctions, only they do not
take so wide a range instead of extending to the whole human
race, or to the whole nation or sect, they extend only to his
own tribe, or village, or family. He thinks it wrong to tell a lie
unless perhaps to benefit a relative or friend
he thinks it
wicked to injure a man unless he has been injured by him, or
to cheat another unless he thinks that that other would cheat
him if he got a chance or to take a bribe without giving the
promised consideration for it.' He has a vague idea that it is
good for him to meditate on the deity ; and, to show that he has
not forgotten him, he mutters the name of Rama, or of some
other Hindu god, when he rises in the morning, and, if he is
piously inclined, at all times also. In season and out of season.
Notwithstanding all the numerous saints and deities whom he
endeavours to propitiate, he has a vague belief that above all
there is one Supreme God whom he calls Narayan [Narayapa]
or Parmeshar [ParamesSvara], who knows all things and by
whom all things were made, and who will reward the good and
punish the bad both in this life and in the life to come.'
Fagan, writing of the neighbouring district of

rite is

A

PR

fertility and dispel evil influences.
6i. The Saturnalia.
It will have been noticed
that in connexion with festivals of this kind there
is a period of licence, which may be compared to

—

that of the Roman Saturnalia. The Mdgh-parab,
or spring feast of the Mundas, is held in January,
'when the granaries are

full of grain, and the people, to use
expression, full of devilry. They have a strange
notion that at this period men and women are so overcharged
with vicious propensities that it is absolutely necessary for the
safety of the person to let off steam by allowing for a time
full vent to the passions.
The festival, therefore, becomes a
saturnale, during which servants forget their duty to their
masters, children their reverence for parents, men their respect
for women, and women all notions of modesty, delicacy, and
gentleness ; they become raging bacchantes (Dalton, 196).

their

own

'

In the same way the rites of the Holi festival
are accompanied by indecency of word and gesture,
the singing of ribald songs, and the flinging of filth
or coloured water on passers-by. Such orgies are
commonly associated with the rites of the spring
festival or the garnering of the crops (Frazer, GB ^
iii. 118 f., 138).
It seems more probable that these
acts of indecency are intended as a piece of
sympathetic magic to induce fertility, than, as
Crawley (Mystic Rose, 1902, p. 278 tt'.) suggests, a
means of purification and breaking with the past
by a complete inversion of the normal, decent
course of ordinary life.
62. Hunting-festivals.
The last group of the
Dravidian festivals which can be considered here
is that of the general hunt.
In Chota Nagpur the
Hos, as well as most of the other non- Aryan tribes
of the district, have a great national huntingfestival in May.
Immense crowds assemble, beat
the forests, and kill enormous quantities of game
(Bradley-Birt, Chota Nagpore, 107 ff. ).
Among
the Rajputs this is represented by the annual
spring rite of the Afiairia, when the boar, the
enemy of the Mother-goddess, Gauri, is slain (Tod,
1. 598 f ).
Frazer connects this slaying of the boar
with the killing of the corn-spirit {GB^ ii. 284).
This general hunting - festival, again, seems to
develop into the Munda rite, when all the girls of
the village arm themselves and make a descent
upon a neighbouring village, whence they carry ofi
all the live stock, in the shape of fowls, kids, pigs,
and lambs, which they can secure, the village thus
raided retaliating by a similar raid upon another ;
and in the Plains, in Bihar, at the Jur Sital feast
in honour of Sitala, the smallpox goddess, the
people in the forenoon cover themselves with mud,
which they shower on every one they meet, and in
the afternoon go out with clubs and hunt hares,
jackals, and any other animal they can find in the
village {NINQ iii. 98 ; Grierson, Bihar Peasant

—

.

Life, 401).

The import

—

;

;

;

'

Hissar, remarks (NINQ, iii. 129) that the peasant
He feeds and
in no sense an orthodox Hindu.
venerates, though he does not respect, the Brahman
and he acknowledges the existence and power of the
three great Hindu gods, Siva, Visnu, Krsna. Of the
more strictly orthodox, but inferior gods, perhaps
is

Narayan, the Sun-god, is the one most
His worship consists in
bathing at the tanlc adjoining one of the Hindu
temples, obeisance, and pouring water over the
lihgam of ^iva. He worships Suraj Narayan on
Sundays ; and the more pious fast on that day in his
honour, eating only one meal, and abstaining from
But these gods are too great for
the use of salt.
everyday use. ' He lives, as it were, in an atmosphere charged with the spirits of departed
saints, heroes, demons, and others who are in a
position to, and as a matter of fact do, exercise a
Silraj

commonly worshipped.

benevolent or malevolent influence in the aff'airs of
mankind, and it is from them that he selects those
who are to be the recipients of his every-day
devotion. It is not so much perhaps the case that
he worships them with fixed ceremonies as he does
6iva or Suraj Narayan ; but they are always
consciously almost present to him as the beings
who have the most immediate connexion with his
destinies.' In this class Bhilmiya or Khetrpal, the
Earth-god, and Sitala, the goddess of smallpox, are
most commonly worshipped. Fire he adores by
dropping butter into it he worships the Pipal, or
sacred fig-tree, at dawn, after bathing, by pouring
water at its root and making obeisance.
Bum (i. 73 ) corroborates the existence in the
United Provinces of belief in a Supreme God, called
Bhagvan, Paramesvara, Isvara, or Narayana.
;

fi'.

'
It must not be forgotten, however, that, to the Hindu, religion
includes matters which to other people are merely social
concerns ; and, while he has no idea of congregational worship,
such as is usual for instance in Christianity or Islam, ritual
enters into his daily life probably to a greater extent than into
that of a Christian or Musalman.'

A

cultivator in Bundelkhand thus described his
religion to Luard (i. 64) ' All I know about religion
morning and night.
is that every day I call
time is taken up in work. I do not do
All
things which would outcaste me, associate with
the low, or eat forbidden things. This is all
In other words, religion amounts to
religion.'
observance of the laws of caste.
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—

;

;

•
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DRAVIDIANS (South India).— i. Introductory.

— The

Southern Dravidians, numbering about 57
millions of people, occupy the portion of India
that is bordered on the north by a line which,
starting about 100 miles south of Goa, runs along
the Western Ghats to Kolhapur and Hyderabad,
then passes south of Berar to the Bay of Bengal
on the east. The term ' Dravidian,' irrespective of
boundary, is generally used in the sense applied to
it

by Kumarila Bhatta

in

the 8th cent, (about

A.D. 725 [Hoernle, Bisi. of India, 1905, p. 76]) to
include those southern peoples who then spoke

languages he termed Andhra Dravida,' or ' Telugu
'

Tamil,' among which are now included, as chief
languages, Telugu, Tamil, Kanarese, Malayalam,
and Tulu. Many attempts have been made to
connect this group with other outside families of
languages, such as Scythian, Ural-Altaic, and
Australian ; but, so far as any conclusive evidence
is concerned,
the attempt is now generally regarded as a failure' {Linguistic Survey of India,
vol. iv. p. 282).
The same conclusion seems to
have been arrived at with regard to efforts made
to connect the Southern Dravidians with other
known races of the world, or even with those of
'

North

India.

Recent head-measurements

in

South

India have led Thurston {Castes and Tribes of
Houthern India, vol. i. p. xli) to the conclusion that
whatever may have been the influence which has brought
about the existing 8ub-brachycephalic or mesaticephalic type
in the northern areas, this influence has not extended southward into the Tamil and Malayalam countries, where Dravidian
man remains dolicho- or sub-dolichocephalic.'
It follows that there is no reliable evidence
'

whether the Southern Dravidians are autochthones,
or whether in some primitive time they reached
their present habitats from some outside country.
In South India they were preserved, almost down
to historic times, from the outside social and
ethnical influences of Aryan, Scythian, or Mongoloid invaders, which Ln the north submerged
the proto-Dravidian races, who spoke some protoDravidian language. The barrier of the Vindhya
range of mountains warded oil for long the pressure of these more vigorous races and of their more
advanced civilization. The Southern Dravidians
have, therefore, preserved their

own indigenous

(South India)
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language, diver-silied in course of time intu diHtinct
groups of separate langiuigeH. In these languagea
Telugu, Kanarese, Malayiilam, and especially
Tamil a literature was developed in a pec'ulinr
classical form, so archaic and different from the
spoken language of today that even an educated
Southern Indian would now be unable to read or
understand this early literature, unless he made it
a special study. It enshrines somewliat of the
earlj^ history of the social
organizations and
religious conceptions of the pre-Aryan period.
To the east and west of the Vindhyas lay the
low coastlands, through which, in due course,

—

—

Aryan and other newcomers penetrated, settled
and thence advanced
through the more accessilile passes to the central

in the richer river-valleys,

These incursions were comparatively

table-land.

late in the lifetime of Dravidian peoples.
It is not
until the 4th cent. B.C. that mention is made in
Aryan literature of the Southern Dravidians. The
grammarian Panini in the 5tli cent. B.C. merely
notes the existence of the Andhras, who ruled in
the Telugu country in the north-east of Dravidian

and who, from the account of Megasthenes,
an extensive sway south of the Maurya
empire as early as 300 B.C. Katyayana, the commentator of Panini, in the 4th cent. B.C., also
mentions the ancient Dravidian Pandya and Chola
kingdoms, which had their capitals at Mudur and
Uraiyur {ur being Dravidian for
village
or
lands,

held

'

'

town '). The Edicts of Asoka in the 3rd cent.
B.C. show that the south was then well known, as
were the kingdoms mentioned above, and that of
the Cheras on the east.
Asoka records in these
Edicts that he had conquered the Kalirigas as far
south as the Kistna River, and killed 100,000 of
the inhabitants which he regretted because 'in
such a country dwell Brahmans and ascetics, men
'

—

of different sects' (V.

A. Smith,

^.^ofot,

Oxf. 1901,

The publication of these Edicts as far south
as Mysore presupposes a widely diffused knowledge
p. 16).

'

of the art of writing ' (V. A. Smith, Early Hist, of
India ", do. 1908, p. 154). Inter-communication had
so increased by the time of Mahendra, a relative of
Asoka, that he is said to have implanted Buddhism
as far south as Ceylon (see Ceylon Buddhism).
In the history of religious life so far as it is of permanent interest of the Southern Dravidians, it is
almost impossible to discriminate exactly between
what was the result of the influence of Aryan conceptions and what was of purely indigenous origin.
Thought in India loves to work through analogies,
and an analogy may be found in the Aryan influence in the south on race and on religion, so far as
it affected the higher classes and their literature.
The aboriginal Dravidian was of short stature,
of dark skin, with a short broad nose.
The Aryan
at least the early Aryan ethnically uninfluenced by the aboriginal races, of whom the pure
Brahman is the best type in India to-day was of

—

—

—

—

complexion and had typical Aryan features.

fair

In South India of to-day
between a Brahman of high culture, with

'

fair

complexion and

long narrow nose, on the one hand, and a less highly civilized
Brahman, on the other, there is a vast difference, which can
only be reasonably explained on the assumption of racial admixture and it is no insult to the higher members of the Brahman
community to trace, in their more lowly brethren, the result
of crossing with a dark-skinned and broad-nosed race of short
stature (Thurston, op. cit. vol. i. p. liv).
;

'

This racial mixture of Dravidian and Aryan can
be traced all over the south, more marked as one
goes northward, where the Aryan influence was
more predominant. The same mixture of Aryan
and Dravidian can be traced in the literature of
the religious life of the people, so far as it is a
record of their best thought. There is through-

out

it

an underlying Dravidian substratum,

inter-

woven and covered over with, sometimes almost

—

—

DRAVIDIANS
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concealed by, accretions from Aryan culture.
Just as Dravidian languages, from their contact
with Aryan languages, were enlarged with a new
vocabulary and their literature enriched by new
modes of expression, so, in a similar manner,
Dravidian primitive religious conceptions were
refined from dark superstitions and Animism, until
they finally reached a living faith ' in the saving
grace of a Supreme Deity. The primitive Dravidian
substratum has been described as a form of shamanism (see preced. art. §§ 2, 3). This phase of
thought still exists in South India among the
wilder tribes and simpler rural folk, who have

own peculiar ecstatic frenzied dances, amid
which the votaries, drugged and foaming at the
mouth, are held to be in communion with some
demon or goddess, and to become soothsayers of the
deity thirsting for unholy rites and blood sacrifice.
Out of some such phase of thought emerges the

is not further touched on for want of definite evidenc«
it must suffice to say that, throughout Tamil literafrom the 8th or 9th century, there are to be found ideaa
and sometimes totally unexpected forma of expression sugges-

influence
or proof :
ture,

tive of

2.

pre-historic primitive Dravidian religioii known as
of Saivism, or worship of Siva.
The
attributes and rites of this deity were gradually
brought into conformity, by a process of compromise, with those of some Aryan deity or deities.
This was due to the necessity under which an invading race lie of compromising with the people amid
whom they make their new homes. There are
evidences which tend to show that the Aryans
adopted somewhat of the pronunciation of
Dravidian languages {Linguistic Survey, vol. iv.

Dravidian languages, on the other hand,
north and south, enlarged the vocabulary of the
Aryan languages and influenced their inflexions.
In a similar manner Dravidian religious conceptions reacted on Aryan modes of thought.
The attributes of the Dravidian deity Siva were
found to be most in conformity with tiriose of the
Vedic god Rudra, the wielder of the thunderbolt
and father of the Storm-gods. The conception
thus grgw of a half-Dravidian half- Aryan deity
Rudra-Siva, the Destroyer of the Universe— who
p. 279).

became the Supreme Deity,

Siva, of tlie great mass
of the Dravidian people.
The term Uva is even
=
used in the Vedas as ' auspicious
an epithet of
'

the god Rudra.

The word Hva

—

however, the
Dravidian word for 'red,' and the word rudra in
the Rig Veda 'often seems to mean red.' Therefore, at a very early period,
it seems probable
that the conception of the god Rudra had a tinge
of Dravidian ideas {Linguistic Survey, iv. 279).
This
tinge of Dravidian
runs through all
Dravidian literature of post-Aryan periods in
which the religious ideals of the people were
expressed, giving it a distinctive and often perplexing individuality of its own. Aryan influences
had, no doubt, a predominating effect alike on
the literature, the religious conceptions, and the
philosophic modes of reasoning of the Dravidian.
Nevertheless, Dravidian genius, roused by contact
with an advanced civilization, developed a distinctive religious literature worthy not only to
stand side by side with the best of the literature
of India, but also to take a place in history as
a contribution to the records of the efforts and
aspirations of mankind towards the truth.
is,

'

'

'

'

Evidence for the influence of early Christian beliefs (see
ERE ii. 548 ff.) on later Dravidian religious conceptions belongs
more to the region of feeling than to that of absolute proof. This
feeling seems to have impressed itself most strongly on European scholars, who may be said, by their intimate acquaintance
with Indian languages and literature, to be almost saturated
with the spirit and thought of India (see Grierson, Modern
'

its Debt to the Nestorians,' in JRAS, April
Pope, Introd. to Tiru Vdchakam'). The theory of this

Hinduism and
1907

;

1 There is no .pure
Dravidian word for * faith.' The Skr.
is used (=TamiI patti) in Tamil literature as early
aa the 8th or 9th century.
2 Sanskrit forms of Tamil words are used throughout, as
being more generally known.
Tim the Tamil method of
pronouncing the Skr. iri, * blessed ' is retained, as it is of common occurrence.

word bhakti

—

—

influences

on the poetry

of the period.

—Tra-

dition ascribes the earliest Aryan influences on
Dravidian religious literature to the Jains, whose
writings were usually in Sanskrit, and were translated into the vernaculars for the use of the common people. The Kural, a collection of couplets,
in the Vemba metre, on ethical subjects, is especially claimed by the Jains as their contribution to
the earliest efforts to provide the Dravidian cultivators of the soil with moral teachings.
This

their

some form

some Christian

Early history of Dravidian religion.

claim seems improbable the work is more usually
ascribed to a weaver named Tiru Valluvar, who
lived at St. Thom6, near Madras.
It is said to
have been accepted by the 3rd Sahgha, or Tamil
Academy, at Madura, through miraculous intervention of the god Siva to establish the revealed
character of its stanzas. Divided into three books,
on Virtue, Wealth, and Enjoyment, it is still considered by Tamil-speaking people as a masterpiece
of literary structure and of profundity of thought,
and has received similar praise from many European scholars. It has been ascribed to the 2nd or
3rd cent. (Bamett, Catalogue, p. Ill), but its style
is simple
far more so than works ascribed to a
;

—

much later period.
The same famed Tamil Academy

is also traditionally held to have been responsible for the
gathering together, at the court of the king of
Madura, of 800 Jain ascetics, who issued a collection of 400 quatrains known as the Ndladiyar, to
serve as a Tamil Veda, or Book of Wisdom, for the
daily use of the people. These quatrains are said
to have been composed 4000 years ago, but, as a
matter of fact, date back, at the furthest period
to which they can be assigned, to the 2nd or 3rd
cent. A.D.
In the outpourings of the soul tossed
from birth to re-birth through the evil of deeds
over the weariness of life and the joy of release
from ceaseless transmigrations, there is no evidence
of any distinctive school of belief, either Jain,
Buddhist, or Saiva, and no mention of a deity.
One quatrain alone (243) gives a faint clue to the
existence of a difference between northern and
southern faiths, by stating that
many of the southern people have entered heaven (svargam),

—

'

while many of the northern have lived in vain
every one depends on his own deeds.'

;

the future of

In these early centuries Jainism and Buddhism
flourished throughout South India side by side
with the rising claims of Saivism to gather the
southern people into one common national faith,
founded on the belief in a personal deity able to
enter into communion with his votaries. From
the beginning of the 1st cent. (A.D. 23) to the
beginning of the 3rd (A.D. 218), the Buddhist faith
flourished vigorously, especially in the Telugu
country.
Here, under the rule of the Andhra-

Bhrtyas, the famed Buddhist tope at AmaravatI,
This great
near the Kistna River, was built.
Buddhist memorial is now in ruins, and the surrounding country desolate but in the neighbouring hills are cut out rock-hewn caves, once the
abodes of ascetic monks, who must have wandered
far and wide, inculcating the faith of their founder
and begging alms.
The Jainist negation of the belief in a soul and
Buddhist nescience as to the existence of a personal Deity were doomed to failure, removed aa
these doctrines were in the south from the sources
of their birth in far-away Kapilavastu, 200 miles
north of Benares. The great revolt of the Dravidian races against both Jainism and Buddhism arose
in the 5th and 6th centuries, and continued until
the indigenous deity Siva was left supreme. The
land of the Dravidians became henceforth the land
;

:

DRA VIDIANS
of a belief in a First Cause, who by His f;race
created a cosmos wherein souls might work out the
fatality of karma, or deeds, and so gain release
from the haunting terrors of endless births and
re-births, the uncertainties of awards in heavens
or terrors in hells.
An account of South India, seemingly authentic,
at this period is given by Hiuen Taiang, a Chinese
pilgrim, who travelled all over India to trace the
footsteps of Buddha and to learn the condition of
the Buddhist faith. It is recorded that this visit
took place in A.D. 640, in the reign of the Western
Chalukyan monarch, Pulikesin II. (A.D. 608 to
642), wlio ruled at Vatapi, and is said to have
conquered the Southern Pallava monarch, Narasimha Varma, who ruled (A.D. 625 to 645) at
The Chinese pilgrim
Kafichi (Conjeeveram).
describes Kafichi as a city five miles round, containing many Jains, 10,000 Buddhist monks, and
80 Braliman temples. At Malakuta (country south
of the Cauvery) he records that the people did not
care for learning, but were given to commercial
gain.
He says that the country possessed many
ruins of old monasteries, but that only the walls
were preserved. There were many hundred Deva
temples, and a multitude of heretics, mostly Jains.
He also describes one Buddhist stupa, or burialmound, in the Chola country, and another in the
Dravida or Pandya kingdoms, as ascribed to
A^oka (V. A. Smith, Aioka, p. 47). From this
be
it is clear that the coming struggle was to
between the advancing power of Saivism as opposed to the Jain belief and the fading influence
of Buddhism. There is further internal evidence
in the great classical Tamil romances the Manimekhalai, and SiUapp'adhikaram of the 2nd
cent, that at that period Buddhists, Jains, and
^aivas lived in harmony, whereas the third great
Tamil classic the Jmaga Chintamani of the 10th
gives evidence of the hostility of both Jains
cent.
and feaivas to the Buddhist faith.
The revival
3. Sacred hymns of the Saivas.
of the Dravidian worship of Siva led to the collection of all the early Saiva hymns, composed for
singing in the temples to Siva during worship, into
what is known as the Tiru Murai, or Holy Sayings.
The first three books of this collection contain
the poems of the most renowned sage and saint of
the Tamils, Tiru Jnana Sambandhar, of the middle
of the 7th cent. A.D. (V. Venkayya, Tamil Anti-

The

collection of early devotional literature, together with the poems of fourteen later bantuna
teachers, are sometimes called the Sacred SQtraa
of the Saivas.'
The 10th cent, in noted for the sacred Saiva
poems of Pattanattu I'illai, while in the 16th or
17th cent, all the floating legends concerning the
many manifestations of the energies of iiiva were
collected together as
The Sacred Sports of Siva,'
'

'

or Tiru Vilai ddal

scriptions, vol.

—

He is said to have converted the ruling Pandya
monarch at Madura from Jainism back to the
ancient faith in Siva, to which the monarch's wife
and prime minister had adhered. The Periya

—

Puranam

records that not only did he convince
the king of the truths of Saivism, and defeat all
the arguments brought forward in support of Jain
doctrines, but that he afterwards took care that
8000 Jains should be massacred a massacre which
The second
is still commemorated at Madura.
greatest of these early poets was Manikka Vachakar,
the author of the T. V., who in the 9th cent. A.D.
is recorded, in the Vdthav urar Purdnam, to have
totally defeated the Buddhists, and to have finally
established the Saiva faith in the Chola kingdom.
The king of Ceylon is said to have arrived with his
surrounding Buddhist missionaries at the court of
the Chola monarch, who vowed to exterminate
them if Manikka Vachakar could establish the
truths of the Saiva faith in opposition to the arguments of the Buddhists.
It is strange that at this early period one of the
keenest philosophical arguments against the whole
underlying basis of Buddhism and idealism was
The Buddhists, in their
raised by the Tamil sage.
arguments before the Chola king, stated the cardiknowledge
nal doctrine of their belief that all
appears and in an instant of time disappears all
The answer of Dravidian India
is ceaseless flux.'
came in the retort of Manikka Vachakar, that in all
all
perception,
there must persist a
thought, in
momentary consciousness, a moment of apprehension, which persistence was in itself evidence

—

quary, No. 3 [1909]), whose image is still worshipped
in Saiva temples of the south. The next three were
the poems of Appar, or Tiru Navukk'arasu and the
seventh the last those of Sundarar, of the 8th
and 9th centuries. The poems of this collection,
or Devaram, are held to be Divine revelation, and
are daily recited, in Tamil lands in the Saiva
To this
temples, by a special class of priests.
collection are further added, as the 8th part of the
Tiru Murai, the poems of Manikka Vachakar,
known as the Tiru Vdchakam,^ or Holy Sayings,
which date from A.D. 800 to 900 (J. Vinson, Siddhanta Dlpika,^ Aug. 1908 ; V. Venkayya, Tamil
Antiquary, No. 3, p. vi). A ninth collection, by
nine minor poets, is known as the Tiru Isaipd, one
hymn of which relates to a temple built by Rajendra Chola I. (A.D. 1012) {lA xxxvi [1907] 288).
The 10th is by a mystic, Tiru Mular and an 11th
contains some poems by Nakkirar Devar of the
5th or 6th cent. A.D. The lastten poems of this
11th collection are by Nambi Andar Nambi the
last three form the basis of a legendary History of
Saints, which is known as the Periya Purdnam,
composed by Sekkirar, under the patronage of
Kulottuiiga Chola II. (A.D. 1070-1118) (Sundaram
;

'

:

The argument was urged by Manikka
Vachakar, who asked how he could reply to a
Buddhist who uttered madness, for,

of reality.

'
before thou didst finish uttering forth thy words and meanings,
since thine understanding must have passed away, what revelation of truth and virtue can there be ? (Pope, T. V. p. Ixix).

;

'

The Buddhists,

had

to

:

be found in the T. V. of

PUlai, Milestones, p. 3
see Barnett, Catalogue,
for a nine-fold collection of the Tiru Murai).
;

S.D.

after long disputations,

confess and in despair cry
'Thou sayest that we possess neither God nor salvation.
What, then, is your God and your salvation?'
The best non-doctrinal answer to this question is to

;

^ Hereafter cited as

p. 112).

'
to have looked upon the overthrow of the Jains and Buddhists
as the one object of his life of every one of his numerous hymns
the tenth verse is uniformly devoted to their condemnation'
(Sundaram Pillai, Milestones, p. 79J.

—

Hereafter cited as T. V.

i.

The most revered of all these early poets was
Tiru Jnana Sambandhar, who is said

—

1

The

This neriod of revival of the adoration and worship of Siva exhibits, as an outward expression of
the inward devotion of the people to their Deity,
the bestowal of an almost incredible amount of
labour and skill on the erection in A.D. 985 of the
famed temple at Tanjore, the walls of which were
covered with inscriptions telling of the gi'eat victories of the Chola king, Kaia Raja Deva (A.D. 985).
In the time of the earlier Cjiola king, Parantaka I.
(A.D. 907), the temple to Siva at Cliidambaram is
recorded to have been covered with gold (S.I. In-

—

—

jAti.

1650.

'

—

Purdnam, by Paran

most popular and sweetest singer of Saiva mystic
raptures was Tayumfinavar, who wrote about a.d.

'

—

a

(South India)

'

I

Manikka Vachakar, now

available for English readers in the versified tr. by
Pope. These Holy Sayings are, in the words of
the translator (p. ix, preface)
'

—
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orders.
The present c/uru, or spiritual head
thirty-third in succession from Sahkara of the
monastery he founded at Srihgeri, in Mysore, is
the acknowledged head of the Tulu-speaking
Smarta Brajimans who adhere to the advaita
doctrine of Saiikara, which is still taught among
Smarta Brahmans in every considerable village in

'd»ily recited in all the great Saiva temples of South India,
are on every one's lips, and are as dear to the hearts of vast
multitudes of excellent people there as the Psalms of David are
to Jews and Ohristians.'

South India the influence

It is held that in

these

hymns was such

—

of

that

by the close of the 9th century both Buddhism and Jainism had
become inert and dead (5.i)., July 1909 ; Nallaswami Filial,
Saiva Religion).
In these hymns, or devotional songs of mystic
rapture over the works and grace of 6iva, and telling of the ecstatic joy of release from the bondage
of ignorance and deeds, Pope saw everywhere the
Influence of the Bhagavad-Gita, the deity 6iva
taking the place of Krsiia, the heroic deity of the
Sanskrit poem (dating in its earliest form from 400
B.C. to A.D. 200).
The doctrine of bhakti, or faith
of the Bhagavad-Gita, finds expression in the Saiva
doctrine of the love and devotion of the sou! to the
belief and hope that ^iva mil, through his grace,
grant knowledge of the soul's true nature, by
which revelation of knowledge the soul would
obtain release {7nukti)iroxa transmigrations. According to the Saiva Agamdnta, either the position
of the soul with regard to the grace of the Deity is
helpless, in the position of a kitten towards its
mother, until the grace of the Deity seizes it and
brings it into salvation a doctrine known as
mdrjari-bhakti, or cat-like faith ; and this has
been described as the lowest (sa bhakti adhamah)
form of faith. Or, the soul may co-operate in
securing salvation, being in the position of a young
'

'

the south.
The spread of the worship of Siva was in the
10th cent, further fostered by the conquests by
the Chola Saiva monarch, Raja Raja Deva (A.D.
985), of the ancient Chera and Pandya kingdoms
and Ceylon, until finally the whole east coast became a united Chola and Eastern Chalukyan
empire by matrimonial alliances between the two
kingdoms.
In the Deccan a great revival of
Saivism is recorded to have taken place in the
time of Bijjala, a Jain who had usurped the
throne of the last of the later Chalukyan monarchs,

Somesvara

its

mother

as markatatmaja-bhakti,

which

is

commended (.S.i).,

—a

doctrine

There

an incarnation
associated with Siva as a
form of his energy— was sent to earth in order to
restore the worship of Siva, and that this incarnation appeared as a Kanarese Brahman, born near

or monkey-like faith,
Oct. 1910, Agamic note,

The flame

of revolt against Jainism and Budsaid to have been fanned to a fiery
persecution in the 8th cent, by Kumarila Bhatta
is

—

maya, conjuring up an unreal cosmos of dream life,
with an abstract subject of thought as ultimate
entity, was too vague and idealistic to form a basis
for a religion sufficient to satisfy the demands of
the non-Brahmanical Dravidians for realism and
personal worship and love for a Deity. Sahkara,
therefore, admitted, as a preliminary to full knowledge of his advaita doctrines, the worship of
various manifestations of Siva as forms of the AllGod, inculcating a more refined form of the worship,
AS opposed to the popular worship of the iaktis, or
female divinities. He founded throughout India
four monasteries, and his immediate disciplee
established ten orders of Saiva ascetics to carry on
the attack against the rival Buddhist monastic

—always

—

p. Ixvii).

qf monistic idealism.
The monistic doctrine of
Sarikara, with its underlying principle of a fictitious

further, a tradition that

Bijapur and called Sasava (Kanarese for 'bull')
(Fleet, lA v. [1876] 239).
Basava in due course
had the usurping Jain, Bijjala, assassinated, after
which Chenna i5asava, the nejjhew of Basava,
established the Saiva religion in the Kanarese
country.
The Saivas there are known as Vira
Saiva, 'champions of Siva,' or Saiva Bhaktas,
forming the sect of Lihgayats, who wear the lihgam
and worship Nandi, the bull of Siva.
The wor4. Vaisnavisra and Hindu reformers.
ship of Visnu, as opposed to that of Siva, was taught
by Ramanujacharya, a Brahman born in the 12th
cent. [Bamett, Bhagavadgita, 1905, p. 55, says A.D.
Faith in, and worship of, a
1017], near Madras.
Supreme Being, Visnu or Vasudeva, as Cause and
Creator of the world as a real objective existing
cosmos, were inculcated, with the belief in soul as
The doctrine
different from the Universal Soul.
taught respecting the Deity is that known as

known

(a Brahman from Behar), who preached all over
India antagonism to Buddhists and Jains alike, and
mculcated a purer Brahmanisra. It was left to
Sankaracharya, towards the end of the 8th or beginning of the 9th cent., to give the death-blow to
Buddhism in the south, and to lay the foundations
of a wider and more philosophic Saivism than its
earlier forms. Born a Nambutiri Brahman, in South
India, at Malabar, he died at the early age of 32 in
the Himalaya mountains, having crowded into a
short life an enormous outpouring of his genius
and learning in commentaries on the Upanisads,
Brahma-sutras, and Bhagavad-Gita, while a vast
number of revivalist short poems, still recited in
the south, are ascribed to him.
In these commentaries India saw its culminating
point, in philosophic reasoning, in the doctrine he
taught of advaita, or non-duality the Indian form

is,

the bull

of

the fervent self-negating love and worship of Siva is represented
all religion and transcending every kind of religious

dhism

about A.D. 1200,

the deity Siva

'

as including
'

inscription, of

how

specially created a man in order to put a stop to the hostile
observances of the Jains and Buddhists' (Thurston, op. cit,

Pope held that this doctrine of bhakti, or faith,
permeated the whole after-history of ^aivism in a
form in which
observance {T. V.

An

iv. 239).

p. 192).

•

IV.

gives an account of

—

monkey grasping

(South India)

viHstadvaita, or qualified non-duality, in opposition to the earlier advaita doctrine of Sankara.
The Supreme Deity, according to this doctrine,
is both the cause of the material world and the
substance out of which it was created. Faith in
this Deity became the centre of a revived Bhagavatism. The persecution of Ramanuja by the
Chola monarch, Kulottunga or Rajendra Chola II.
(A.D. 1070 to 1118), led eventually to the spread of
these new Bhagavat doctrines all over India. This
was not finally accomplished until the 14th cent.,
when a new southern teacher, Ramananda, brought
up at St. Thome, near Madras, became a convert
to

Bhagavatism

in

a worship of

Rama Chandra,

an

incarnation of Visnu, which he preached as a faith
The contact of Aryan
for the mass of the people.
learning and Dravidian religious feeling thus led
to a revival of Hinduism all over India, for from
Ramanuja in the 12th century
were spiritually descended Ramananda in the 14th, and Vidya'

—

and Chaitanya in the 15th the three apostles of Vaishnavism in Hindustan, Behar, and Bengal' (Hoemie, HUt, 0/
pati

India,

92).

The chief followers of Ramanuja, known as &ri
Vaisnavas, are divided into two schools or sects
those of the North and those of the South, or
Vada galai, and Ten galai. Both schools hold to
the Vedas and Vedantas, the Northern school being
more orthodox in holding them as authoritative re-

—

velations. The Northern school, further, recognizes
a male and a female energy in the Deity, and
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'strongly inatsts on the concomitancy of the human will for
tiecuriiit; salvation, whereas the South School inaiutaina the
Irreeiutihilitv of Divine grace in human ealvation' (Kennet,

IA

ili.

[1874J).

—

The two

schools are thus like the Saiva Agamic
on the subject of catlike and
monkey-like faith. The Southern school, in place
of the Vedas, use their own canonical books of
scripture, consisting of 4000 verses in Tamil, known
as tlie Nalayira Frabandham. These verses are
ascribed to saints called ulvdrs, held to have been
incarnations of the Deity.
These dlvurs are described as those drowned in or maddened with
God love (A. Govindacharya, Lives of the Aj^ars,
Mysore, 1902).
The modern Bhagayata doctrine
of faith of the South school of the Sri Vaisnavas
has been raised to sublime heights in the Artha
Panchaka of Pillai Lokacharya (A.D. 1213), untU
schools

— divided

'

'

this faith
*
in its outward progress becomes more and more intense and
rapturous. Instead of compelling it becomes inviting, instead
of repelling it becomes bewitching. Effort is merged in craving.
Self-assertion gives place to setf-abandon. The heart has become poured mto the intellect, or rather, the intellect has

become fused with the heart'
July

(tr.

A. Govindacharya, yiJ.^^,

1910).

The

Southern apostle of Vaisnavism
was Madhvacharya, born 1331 as a Saiva follower
of Sankara, who became a fierce opponent of the
Saivas and of the advaita philosophy. He preached,
in opposition, pure duality, or dvaxta, holding that
the Supreme Being and the soul are different from
matter, maya, which he held to be real and eternal.
The Supreme Soul of Being was by him held to be
Visnu or Narayana, incarnated as Krsna, and
salvation was held to be gained by bhakii, or love
last great

Vayu the son of Visnu.
In the South Kanarese country most of the Tuluspeaking Brahmans are followers of Madhva, and,
as might be expected, most of the Dravidian Hindu
classes are Saivas.
At present a wide-spread revival of interest in Saivisra is taking place in
South India, which demands the close attention of
all those interested in the future religious life of
India, which seems destined to be influenced by
the principle underlying the formulated doctrines
of the Saivas.
At a recent Saiva conference, held
in 1909, at Trichinopoly, attended by Saivas from
most of the Southern districts and even from Ceylon
and Jaffna, it is reported that the proceedings were
opened by the recitation of some verses of the
Devaram and T.V.,' which the Saivites like to call
their Psalms.' The report further states that the
Saiva Siddhdnta has been from the beginning
chiefly the philosophy of the Sudras.' The spirit
of the present revival may be seen from the comments made on the report by the learned editor
of the S.D., V. V. Ramanan first, to the effect
that there were as many Brahmans present as
could possibly be expected in such strictly religious functions ; and, second, that the greatest
Apostles of God whose teachings constitute the
Saivddvaita Siddhdnta were for the most part
Brahmans, and they threw open the flood-gates of
true spiritual life for all children of God.'
further significant fact in connexion '^vith this
revival of interest in the history of the Saiva religion is the increasing use made by Saiva writers
of Scripi/Uial phrases and analogies.
knowledge
of the formulated doctrines of the Saiva Siddhdnta
will, therefore, become an increasing necessity for
all those anxious to understand, or who are brought
into contact with, the religious life of South India,
which seems to tend towards a change in the direction of greater tolerance for surrounding religious
beliefs, and in the direction of purifying Saivism
from the degrading elements contained in the
grosser forms of Sakti-worship.
The
S. Formulated doctrines of the Saivas.
scholastic theological doctrines of the Saivas were
for

'

—

(South India)

26

in niediieval times set forth in metrical stun/jin,
with necessary eonimentariea for their proper interiirelation, by a series of poet-philosophers held
to liavo been spiritually descended from tlie lir.st
of these poets who received the earliest form in
which they exist in South India, as a revelation
from the Deity. This first form is known a.s the
Siva Jfldna Bud/ucm,^ or Enlightenment in iiivaknowledge.'
It was composed
or arranged by
Mey-kandar Devar, the Divine Seer of the Truth,
in or about A.D. 1223.
Mey-kandar was followed
by Marai Jnana Sam band liar, who wrote the Saiva
samayd-neri, and wljose disciple, the famed Kottavaiigudi Umapati Sivacharyar, composed, in or
about A.D. 1313, the ^iva-prakdiam.,'' or 'Light of
Siva,' the Tim Arut Payan,' or Fruit of Divine
Grace,' and the Sahkarpa Nirdlcaranam.
The
S.J.B. of Mey-kandar is held to be the most authoritative of ajl these works, as being a direct revelation from Siva,
'

—

—

'

for the purpose of pointing out the way to proceed from the
knowledge of the body full of sorrow to the knowledge of the
soul and thence to the knowledge of the Supreme Spirit '(tr.
Nallaswami Pillai, Madras, 1895).
'

It is a free translation into Tamil— in
metre with a commentary in Vemba

Asiriyam
metre of
twelve Sanskrit stanzas said to have formed part
of Raurava Agama, of which Agamas, or early
works in Sanskrit inculcating the mystic worship
of Siva and Sakti, there are said to be 28, now
gradually coming to light, of which two have been
translated.''
The Tamil stanzas of Mey-kandar

—

are of such
extreme terseness of diction and brevity of expression that
even the ordinary Pundits are not able to understand them
without proper commentaries, and very few Pundits can be
found in Southern India who are able to expound the text
properly even now (Nallaswami Pillai, op. cit. p. viii).
'

'

Barnett has recently contended (JBAS, July
1910) and his view has been accepted in ^aiva
centres in Madras that the formulated doctrines
of the Saivas, as they first appear in the S.J.B.,
reached the Southern Dravidians from the north.
His contention is therefore that the

—

—

' living faith
of the majority of living Tamils is almost in every
respect, and certainly in all essentials, the same doctrine that
was taught in Kashmir about the beginning of the 11th cent,

by Abhinava Gupta.'

Both of the schools he traces to the ^vetdivatara
Upanisad, and points out that
'the elements of

the Tamil Saiva Siddhdnta, the Sanskrit
of Kashmir are all contained
the Svetdivatara U-paid^ad, which was canonical long
before the days of Sankara' {S.D., June 1910).
,

Agamas, and the Saiva theology

in

These ideas of the Svetdivatara Upanisad were
in Kashmir formulated into the Spanda and Pratyabhijna schools, and, according to Barnett,
' meanwhile
filtered down through various channels into the
lands of the Dravidians, for whose ancient cults it supplied a

theological basis.'

'

'

'

A

A

—

Whatever may be the

final conclusion on this
whether the formulated doctrines of
the Saivas descended from north to south or
ascended from south to north for ihe Svetdivatara
Upanisad and the various current schools of
Indian philosophy, such as the Saiikhya, Yoga,
and Vedanta, were in the 5th cent, equally well
known in the south and in the north, and Sanskrit

point, as to

—

was used

for literary purposes in the south as well
as in the north all the technical terms of the
system and its essential features are contained in
Saiva devotional literature of South India from
the 7th and 8th centuries. These technical terms
and essential features are as set forth, towards
the end of the 8th or beginning of the 9th cent.,
in Sahkara's Commentary on the Brahma Sutras

—

—

(ii.

2.

37)— that

a Hereafter cited as S.P.
Hereafter cited as S.J.B.
3 Hereafter cited as T.A.P.
* A full account of the Agatruis is given by V. V. Ramai^an in
his tr. of Appaya's Commentary on Vedanta-sutras (Madras;
now being printed in parts).
1

—

—

;
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*
the Lord (Pati) was the operative cause of the world, and that
the bonds ijtdiam) of the soul (po^, or animal) were broken by
the teachings of the Lord.*

The formulated doctrines, as they first appear in
the S.J.B., merely give the scholastic explanation
of these terms, and teach the means whereby the
middle term (in pati paiam pahi), the bond,' or
paiam, may be sublimated, and how the soul, or
powfa, free from the fetter, may then unite with
its Master, the Lord.
These formulated doctrines, so far as it has been
found possible to extract a consistent account from
conflicting interpretations, are as follows
i. Siva, the efficient cause of creation.
First Cause is postulated from a principle of
eflect and cause.
According to the S.J.B., because the Universe is seen differentiated into forms
known as he, she, and it,' and undergoes changes
of devolution, continuation, and involution, it requires a First Cause ; just as, when one sees a pot,
a cause the potter— is required. This First Cause
is not, however, reduced to the advaita, or nonduality of Sankara One only without a Second
where the cosmos is a delusion conjured up as a
dream by an unreal maya. The Saiva system is,
nevertheless, held to be advaita, and to be founded
on strict non-duality.
Siva is, accordingly, the
Sole Cause, without any other co-operating deity
such as Brahma or Visnu, the Brahmanic Creator
and Preserver, for 'we cannot find out cause for
ultimate cause {Siva Jndna Ratnavali ' [a modern
catechism]).
Siva stands supreme all the deities
of later Brahmanism are merely of the nature of
highest souls, dependent on Siva to carry out his
disposition or energy.
He alone is the source
from which the cosmos is energized throughout
its course of creation, preservation, and involution.
He is never the object of thought, he remains eternally pure Subject.
He is neither
spiritual form, nor is he formless [S.P. xiv.).
'

—

:

A

'

—

—

'

;

Almost the
declares

—

:

'

—

—

the ever repeated verse of the Kural
has neither likes nor dislikes (desires nor non-

first

He

To the question, Has God form or no form, or is He
both form and formless ? we find the answer, He has all
the above three and none of these
{S.J,R.).
It is also
declared that He is form and not form, but to those who
desires).*

*

'

(South India)
The worship of the lihgam and liii^i is explained
by intellectual Saivas to be the worship not of phallia
emblems, but of the representatives of the pillar
or temple of the Deity, and various other ideas
told of
the Puranas, such as the pillar of lire in
which the energy of Siva appeared before Brahma
and Vi?nu, to show his supremacy, so that thence-

m

forth
'

the worship of the liiigam has been inaugurated in the world.
{liiigi) is Mahadevi, and the liiigam itself is the
MaheSvara (Pope, T. V. 152).

The pedestal
visible

'

—

The necessity for creation. There exists, it
is held, an eternal necessity that a cosmos must
be created, because souls, which never vary in
number and are eternal, require a cosmos wherein
to work out the result of karma, or deeds, which
(a)

also eternal.
S.P., therefore, says that
Creation is an act of grace in the world alone souls are able
to eat their karma and to rid themselves of impurity and
attain mukti, union with God* (Goodwill, S.D., March 1903,
is

The

'

;

p. 148).

The underlying principle of this doctrine is that
karma, must be ripened before they can
be eaten or consumed and, as a place for this
process of ripening is necessary, a cosmos must of
necessity be evolved, and this evolution can take
deeds, or

;

place only through the grace, or love, of Siva. It
is not until deeds of the past births, deeds of the
present birth, and deeds of the enlightened done
between enlightenment and final release .are
'
balanced that final union of the soul with Siva
ensues. The T.A.P. (vi. 1) clearly states that it
is not possible for release to take place until
the
unequal good and evil become balanced.' AH deed
being an evil, as merely leading to re-births, it
becomes necessary that Siva, through his grace,
should evolve a Universe, at the end of each seon,
for the benefit of the flock of souls who have not
attained the balancing of their deeds and release
in previous existences of the phenomenal Universe.
At the commencement of each ajon
'

'

'
the unconscious souls shrouded in that primeval darkness are
responsible in some inexplicable fashion for the old, eternal
deeds, the fruit of which must be consumed by each at the time
of its maturity (Pope, Ndladiydr, p. 67).

—

—

'

*

know Him he has the form

of knowledge {T.A.P. i. iv.).
He
incomprehensible by His greatness, by His
minuteness, by His great grace, and in the benefits He confers
{S.J,B. i. 3). Being neither spirit nor form, but 'being Absolute Being (or sad) or pure Subject, he can never be the object
of cognition' (Hoisington, S.P. xiii.). The full definition of
Siva, considered to be the true and only full One, is
That
which is perceived by the senses is asat (not-Being or Changeable).
That which is not so perceived does not exist. God is
neither the one nor the other, and hence called Siva Sat (pure
Being) by the wise, chit (pure Intelligence) or Siva, when not
understood by the human intelligence, and Sat (Being) when
perceived by divine intelligence' (S.J.B. vi.). He is, as transcendent Being, in inseparable connexion with dispositions or
higher energies, the pard iaktis, of Being, Intelligence, and
BHss, or Sat, chit, dnanda.
is

also said to be

'

'

'

:

'

Notwithstanding these fundamental doctrines of
the advaita nature of Siva as Final Cause and
Abstract Subject of Thought, he is, in one form or
another, represented in the many Saiva temples.
It is contended, by the modern Saiva reformer,
who sees that tne worst feature of modern
Hinduism is its idolatry' (Nallaswami, op. cit..
Preface), that all these forms in temples are merely
symbolical of some idea or thought respecting a
Deity who eternally remains formless. In popular
imagination these temple-forms are viewed as the
very abode of a deity, to whom food and offerings
are presented for material enjoyment. The two
idols to which popular Saivism pays peculiar
adoration are,
'

first, the liiigam and liiigi
and, secondly, the image of 6iva
accompanied with Unia. whose form is generally combine^ into
one with his. These really represent one idea, 6iva and Sakti,
the god and the energy which is inseparable from him, which
combine to create, sustain, and destroy the Universe (Pope,
'

•

'

T. V. p. xxxv).
1

Hereafter cited as S.J.R.

The

S.P., which of all the texts gives the clearest
exposition of this Dravidian method of dealing
with the soul's state of 'original sin,' does so by
merely saying that it is the soul's natural state
that,
that there is no assignable cause for it
while the Deity is pure, the soul is impure in the
natural state, just as the coat of rust is natural to
copper (Hoisington, p. 149).
Absolute
(0) Method and soiirce of creation.
Being having been accepted by the Dravidians as
the highest philosophic truth that could be extracted from surrounding current Yoga, Saukhya,
and Vedanta philosophies, it became a necessity
to bring this philosophic conception into conformity with the religious wants of the people.
The ordinary intelligence of the Dravidian folk
whom it was necessary to enfold in Hinduism
demanded a beneficent Deity, all-powerful and
all-gracious, willing and able to save the soul from
the haunting terrors of transmigrations in higher
and lower forms, the awards of deed, and a real
Bealism the banner of the revolt
Universe.
under which the Dravidian intellect fought
against Aryan non-duality— finally conquered,
and, as a result, the so-called advaita, or nonduality, of the philosophic conception of Siva had
;

—

—

to become graduated down till it became what is
virtually a form of dvaita, or duality.
The stages of reasoning by which this transition
is graduated could hardly ever have appealed to
popular imagination, or even to common intelligence.
Saiva philosophy, loth to hold the cosmos
as unreal, as the dream product of unreal maya,
and still keen to call its system advaita, or non-

—
:
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duality, had, neverthejeas, to frame a theory to
explain Klleet from Siva, Ultimate CauHe. To
postulate matter (see SaiJkhya) would have at once
reduced the system to pure duality, inconsistent
with the conception of Siva
accordingly there
waa postulated merely the existence of an underlying basis of creation, an essence, a form of
matter, elemental matter which was called pure
(iuddha) mdya.
This pure maya, or elemeptal
abstract matter, is held to co-exist with Siva
eternally,
producing differentiated spheres of
action for souls.
Pure maya has, however, no
connexion with souls, which are associated with
an impure form of elemental matter (akin to the
Sankhya prakfti) known as impure (ahiddha)
maya. In this impure mAya inhere the malas, or
impurities of souls those of karma, or deed, and
dnavam, ignorance, the state or condition of the
soul [anu) (Tattva Kattalei, p. 14).
Siva, co-existing with pure maya as an efficient
;

—

cause of creation, is pure thought (chit), pure bliss
(ananda), as dispositions or energies, as well as

having the dispositions or energies of desire or
will (iccha), action (kriyd), sjad knowledge (jViareflt).
These are the highest of Siva's energies, his para
iaktis, essentially connected with him, but over
which he stands aloof and supreme. From the
first two of these para iaktis, thought and bliss,
are successively developed the^am iaktis of desire,
action, and wisdom.
All existence, from Absolute Being to earth,
differentiated as possessing essential natures,
categories, or properties called tattvas.
Of these
tattvas there are 36 primary, which produce a
cosmos of 60 subordinate tattvas.
The 36 primary tattvas contain 5 pure tattvas, which spring
into being by the grace of Siva's para iaktis.
Of
the 5 pure tattvas the 1st is Nadam, the male
energy of Deity, developed from pure mdya ; the
2nd is Vindu, the female energy of Deity, developed
from Nadam ; the 3rd, developed from Vindu, is
Sada Siva, or the state of Siva before assuming
forms for the enlightenment of souls ; the 4th
is Isvara, developed from Sada Siva, which is the
obscuring element ; and the 5th, developed from
is

pure knowledge, the pure element which
Tattva Kattalei,'
enlightens souls (Hoisington,
JAOS, 1854). The Sada Siva tattva is that in
which the two energies of action and knowledge
are equal, the Isvara tattva is that in which
action predominates over knowledge, and the
pure knowledge tattva is that in which the energy
of knowledge predominates oyer that of action.
It follows from this that Siva may be taken as
the efficient cause of creation, the para sdktis being
the instrumental cause, and mdyd the material

Kvara,

is

'

cause.
The process

is explained, perhaps more clearly than elsewhere, in S.P. (xxii.). Here it is stated that the Nadam, or
6ivam, or male energy, the first of the Siva tattvas, is developed
from hu^ilei, or germ, or pure mdyd, by the operation of Siva's
para ^akti, knowledge and that, by the co-operation of the
para iakti of action, Vindu, or separately organized female
energy, is developed from Nadam
thence Sada Siva, I6vara,
and pure knowledge.
;

;

These 5 pure tattvas pertain only to the highest
order of souls, the vijndna kalars, who have only
the single mala of dnavam ; for souls associated
with the impure form of elemental matter impure
m&yd there is a five-fold investment, or pancha
kanchuka, developed, by the grace of Sada Siva,
of 5 impure tattvas
Kalam (time), Niyati (necessity), Kala (determination), and
developed from
Kala Vidya (finite knowledge), and Ragam or
Iccha (desire). In addition to the above five-fold
investment, there is developed by the grace of
pure knowledge first, m,ula prakriti,^ the source

—

—

:

—

—

—

—

1

'

The Sankhyas maintain that

is
not correct
claMee of souls,

;

for,
it is

as

it is

Prakriti is eternal. But that
multifariously varied among all
(is perishable) like an earthen

not eternal

(South India)
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(material) of all the Bubsequent developments
(I) ckitlam (the will), (2) Ituddid (the jucfgmeiit),
(3) ahamkdram (the individuality or the I-makcr),
and (4) manas (mind or understanding) thence
very much after the manner of all Sahkhyan and
other Indian metaphysics the 20 primary elemental natures, tattvas, or categories, earth, water,
fire, and ether ; ears, skin, eyes, tongue, nose
tanmdtras, or the rudimentary elements of sound,
touch, form, smell
and organs of actions, hands,
feet, mouth, excretion, and generation.
From
these primary tattvas are developed, in the usual
manner of Indian philosophy, the subordinate 60
tattvas, or visible physical external organs (Hoisington, loc. cit.).
ii. The soul.— The soul is held to be enclosed
from eternity in a tine or subtle body, or sulcsvia
iarlra.
This is an inherent covering which persists with the soul through all its transmigrations.
It passes with the soul to the various
heavens or hells, where rewards or penalties for
good and evil deeds are experienced, and it also
envelops it during re-birth. The soul is called
anu—a. word derived from anu, ' atom,' because it
is exceedingly small
and it is so called because,
when associated with ignorance or anavam, the
state of the atom is very small, although it is a
Vindu (cosmic germ) in its natural state (Nallaswami, S.J.B. p. 4). It is also said that the soul
(Skr. dtma) is called anu (' atom ' ),
;

—

;

;

;

*

because the

all-pervading

become limited to an atom by

nature of the soul {dtma) baa
its

bondage {S.J.R.).
'

—

The

soul from eternity being associated with
the impurities, or malas, of dnavam, mdyd, and
karma has first to arouse the grace (arul) of the
Deity to appear as an obscuring energy or tirodha
iakti, before the soul, freed from its malas, can
gain knowledge and ' see the truth of its oneness
wiith^iva,' (S.J.B. vi.).
The soul is defined in the S.J.B. (i.) as ' mdyam
yantra tanuvinul dnmd (dtma),' or as existing
within the body as a mdya-ma.de instrument. All
souls are divided into (1) vijndnakalars, (2) pralaydkalars, and (3) sakalars.
The first, or highest,
order of souls the vijndnakalars are freed from
maya and karma (matter and deeds), and have
only one mala, or impurity, of dnavam, or nature
of the soul.
These souls have reached the sphere
of the 5 pure tattvas, and, being freed from future
births and re-births, merely await final union with
Siva. The second class of souls the pralaydhalars
are under the influence of the two malas of dnavam and karma, which condition them to renewed
births and re-births. The third class— the sakalars
which includes all human beings and the ordinary gods or devas, have the three malas of dnavam,
karma, and mdyd, and are subject to sense perception, having corporeal existences, wherein
karma has to be balanced. The soul which has
corporeal existences is described as proceeding at
death from its physical body, or sthula iarira, to
undergo its experiences in heaven or hell, and forgetting
such experiences, just as a dreamer forgets his experiences of
the waking state, passes as an atom in its Sukshma ^arira
state into a suitable womb at conception, impelled thereto by
the desire created by its previous karma* (Nallaswami FiUai,

—

—

—

—

—

—

*

S.J.B.
iii.

p. 13).

The bond and the release of the

—The pdsam,

soux..

the bond, which fetters the soul's
intelligence is a rope of three strands made up of
dnavam, two-fold deeds, and mdyd. Anavam, or
state or character of the soul (anu, ' atom '), is
the first strand of the rope which fetters the
soul, and it persists beyond the other two strands.
This dnavam is an essentially inherent mala, or
defilement, which darkens the soul's light or
vessel. Hence its source or cause is Maya, {S.J.B. xli. [Hoisingjton]). This is opposed to the Sankhya theory that mula prakfiti,
'

primordial matter, can self-develop the cosmos.

—

—

:
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intelligence, so that it cannot understand its true
nature (S.J.B. iv.), its oneness with Siva.
This ignorance or darkness of the soul must
receive enlightenment, two-fold deeds must be
balanced, and mayo, sublimated, before the soul
gains its final release (m/ukti, Skr. ; mutti or mdu,
Tamil). The soul was, by the grace of Siva, sent
into sense-perception with a cosmos,
in order that, the effect of deeds (a parta ante) being removed or cancelled, the soul might at leno;th be enlightened by
special grace and so become gradually disentangled and purified the consummation of which is mutti, or final emancipation
and mystic ineffable eternal union with Siva* (Pope, T.V.
'

;

p. xlvi).

The Final Cause, Siva, being pure Subject of
thought, could never be an object of knowledge to
the soul. Soul being associated with sense-perception cannot rise above itself in intelligence.'
The soul can daily become more contemplative
more conscious that there must be some final
solution of its unrest; more spiritual (1) by performing all the usual devotional altruistic practices
'

;

(charyd), (2) by practice of religious ritual and
worship of the Deity and Divine teachers as
symbolized in the temples (kriyd), and (3) by
practices {yoga) of a physical nature to aid in the
contemplation of the Deity (see Yoga). All these
three charya, kriyd, yoga can only add to karma
further
transmigrations.
They,
however, so
spiritualize the soul that it becomes fit for final
leading to enlightenment.
The S.P. (sutra Ixxvi.) sums up the final doctrine of release by declaring that the triple bond
of dnavam, karma, and mdyd can be destroyed
only by the grace of Siva, which is the same as
the para iakti of pure knowledge ; this alone
will ' cause the soul to unite with the Divine feet
of Siva.' The S.J,B. (sutra viii.) shows how the
grace (or ami) of Siva supplies a Divine teacher,
or guru, to enlighten the soul
'The Lord, appearing as guru to the soul, which has
advanced in charyd, kriyd, and yoga, instructs him that he is
wasting himself by hving among the savage five senses and
the soul, unders^nding its real nature, leaves its former
associates, and, not being different from Him, becomes united

—

;

(Introductory)

'the tirodkd, "energy" (Skr. (trodAa = * conceal'), in them will
herself remove the 7n,a^as and cause a7-u2 to appear' (S.P. xciii.).

There are ten imperfect forms of emancipation,
including that of the gainin" of supernatural
powers so commonly professed in India as the
result of acquiring the nature and powers of the
Divinity. This power over supernatural cowers
has been described as the teaching of some Saivaa
who profess that

—

—

the soul acquires mystic miraculous powers that, in fact, the
emancipated one is so made partaker of the Divine nature and
attributes that he ia able to gain possession of and exercise
miraculous powers, which are caUed the eight ^^siddhis."
Persons professing to wield such ma^cal powers are not infrequently found m India, and there is in them a bewildering
mixture of enthusiasm and fraud* (Pope, T. V. p. xliii).
In the recognized form of emancipation, or union
with the Deity, an essential feature of the Saiva
religion is that there is
no annihilation of the soul, but its individuality or egoism is
lost,
its karma having been eaten.
Its identity is lost but not
'

;

'

—

itself

'

(Nallaswami, S.J.B. p.

69).

The

soul has, as the result of release, this conscious
immortality in a separate existence ; for, although
' sharing
the blessedness and wisdom of the supreme, it is
unmingled with His essence (Pope, T. V. p. Ixv).
S.P. (Ixxxi.) says that the soul, when freed,
* is
closely united with the higher knowledge, the para 4akti, by
whom it is illuminated, and in whom it has a firm footing and
the soul becomes so intimately united with Siva that they
constitute advaita, non-duahty, and thus it rests in him as the
air rests in space, and as salt dissolved in water."
T.A.P. says (viii. 75) distinctly that, if the soul and Siva
become one, there is nothing if there is duality, no release, or
*

—

;

; therefore, in the mystic union of the soul
neither duality nor non-duality. The union
*
is to be held similar to that seen when the words tdl, ' foot
(soul), and talai, ' head (Siva), are joined ; according to the rules
of Tamil phonetics, the combined word becomes td^alai, the
I and £ becoming united into (^ ; * so consider the union of soul

mtikt^, could arise

and Siva there

is

'

and Siva*
it

(viii. 77).

,

Before the soul passes to its eternal rest in Siva,
is a jlvan muttar,
freed from life,' but living
'

in the body still for a little while, but is one in feeling, soul,
and power, and faculty, with the Infinite Eternal. He has put
off his rich garments and adornments, is besmeared with white
ashes, and wears the peculiar habiliment of the ascetic. From
his head depends the braided lock of the Saiva ascetic one
hand grasps the staff, and the other the mendicant's bowj ; he
'

;

—

—

has for ever renounced the world all the worlds save Siva's
self (Pope from Vdthavurar Purdv^am [T. V. p. xiii]).
'

—

to His fee^.'

The Siva system thus

ascribes the self-illumination of the soul, as pure subject of thought
identical with the supreme subject of thought, to
the grace, or highest disposition or energy, of the
Deity energizing the soul to this self-illumination
by means of a Divine teacher. This knowledge is
said to spring up spontaneously to vijndnakalars,
or highest order of souls ; to the pralaydkalars it
comes through a guru, or teacher in Divine form ;
and for the sakalars the Deity conceals Himself as
a guru, or teacher, in human form, and imparts

knowledge.

;

The soul, while awaiting

final release,

must (1) listen with desire to the guru's teaching,
and must practise (2) meditation, (3) understanding,
and (4) abstraction from all objects of sense [S.P.
xxxiii.).
These and the constant inaudible repetition of the five mystic syllables H-vd-ya-na-ma
('salutation to Siva') will have the result that

LiTBRATDRE. L. D. BsLmett, Catalogue o/ Tamil Books in t^
Brit. Mu,s. London, 1909, artt. in JRA^ and Siddhdnta Dipika ;
Linguistic Survey of India, vol. iv.
Muijf^a and Dravidian
,

'

Languages

*

J.

;

M. Nallaswami

PiUai,

Religion,

i^aiua

Madras, 1909 tr. of Siva JUdna Bodkam, Madras, 1895, Light
of Grace {Tiru Aruf Payan), pamphlet, Madras, 1S96 (for
critical purposes the original must be referred to) G. U. Pope,
trr. (London), with valuable notes, of Rural, 1886, Ndlar^iyar,
1893, Tiru Vdchakam, 1900 (original Tamil should always be
referred to) V. V. Ramanan, Notes and trr. in Siddhdnta
Dipika, tr. of Veddnta-Sutra-Saiva-Bha^ya, with notes and
commentarips, Madras (now being issued in parts)
M.
Seshagiri Sastri, Essay in Tamil Literature, Madras, 1S97
Siddhdnta Dipika, monthly journal, Madras (early parts
difficult to obtain
British Museum has copies)
Sundaram
Filial, Some Milestones in Tamil Literature, Madras, 1895,
reprinted with postscript in Tamil Antiquary, 1909 (with
valuable preface by V. Venkaj'ya) Tamil Antiquary publications of Tamil Archsological Society (established 1903), Madras
E, Thurston, assisted by K. Rangachari, Castes and Tribes
of Southern India, 7 vols., Madras, 1909 J. Vinson, L^gendes
;

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

;

bouddhistes et djainas, Paris, 1900 (containing summaries of
three Tamil classics Ckintdmaj^i, Sillapp'adhikdrain, and

Ma^imekhalai).
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General.— From

the point of view of psycho-physiology, dreaming
is only a part of the more general phenomenon of
sleep, and cannot be fully treated except in connexion with the wider topic. The physiology of
sleep and dreams is still very little understood, as

—
—
—

Greek. See Introd. art., p. 30.
Japanese. See Divination (Japanese).
Jewish. See Divination (Jewish).
Teutonic (B. S. Phillpotts), p. 37.
Vedic (G. M. Bolling), p. 38.
will be seen by comparing the earliest scientific
treatment of the subject, that of Aristotle, with
the latest hypotheses of
physiological

modem

psychology.

According to Aristotle {de Somno, de Somniis,
and de Divinatione per Somnum), sleep is a

DREAMS AND SLEEP
phenomenon found

periodical

animals only.
It
that phase of mental

in

is

life

in all animals, and
an alluction of

thus

which

common and

is

peculiar to animals,

the faculty of presentation
(rd <paiiTaaTiK6v).
Its raison d'etre is the need for
periodical recovery of the organs of presentation
from the fatigue attendant on long-continued exerSince this state of fatigue attacks the whole
cise.
presentative machinery simultaneou.sly, the conditions characteristic of sleep must be sought
principally, not in any of the special sense-organs,
out in the Koivby alaBrp-qpioy, or central seat of presentation, the heart. More precisely the recurrence
of sleep is due to changes in the blood consequent
on the taking of food. Food, when taken into the
blood, evolves heat and evaporation the evaporation is suddenly cooled on reaching the brain, and
a movement of antiperistasis is set up, in which
most of the vaporized matter is repelled again
downwards. It is to this that the muscular relaxation and sensory inactivity of sleep are due.
Aristotle thus anticipates both the views that the
immediate cause of sleep is a changed condition of
the highest centres,' and that the change is due
to the temporary presence of toxic substances in
the blood. Dreams are atfections of the central
organ of consciousness (koivJv alaBrjT-fipioi'), which
must be carefully distinguished from actual senseIn perception the affection is originated
Eercepts.
y a real physical stimulus in sleep such actual
perceptions occur sporadically, but they are not
the main stuff which dreams are made of. The
direct cause of the dream is the persistence in the
'
common or central sensorium of faint relics of
the motions formerly aroused by actual stimuThese residual motions are equally prelation.
sent in waking life, but are not attended to
because they are obscured by the more violent
motions due to actual present stimulus. In sleep,
where actual stimulation is excluded, the more
minute affections of the system due to these miniHence we
mal disturbances become apparent.
are enabled to give a rationalistic explanation of
genuine prophetic or
veridical
dreams, when
they are not due, as most of them are, to mere
coincidence. Veridical dreams of impending illindications of
ness, or recovery, or death are
the coming event, due to the dreamer's sensibility
to minute organic disturbances which are imperIn other cases a dream
ceptible in waking life.
may actually be the cause of its own fulfilment,
by providing the first suggestion of an action
which is afterwards dwelt on and carried out in
the waking state. Veridical dreams about the
condition of our intimate friends are accounted
for on the ground of our special preoccupation
with their concerns, which renders the sleeping
soul exceptionally sensitive to those minimal disturbances in its surroundings which originate in
the friend's organism. It is never permissible to
ascribe such dreams to the direct agency of God ;
;

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

they came from God, they should be specially
vouchsafed to the wisest and best men (which is
not the case), and their occurrence should exhibit
marks of intelligent design instead of being, as it
if

sporadic and casual.
The best modem accounts of the subject as a
part of general psychology are perhaps those of
Volkmann von volkmar (especially good on the
descriptive side) and Wundt (see Lit. below).
The
following summary is taken from Wundt.
The causes of sleep, as of other periodical functions of the organism, must be looked for in the
central nervous system. It is probably a condition
due to the temporary exhaustion of the available
energies of the nervous system, and has for its
purpose the accumulation of fresh
tensional
forces,' which is favoured by muscular inactivity
is,

'

(Introductory)

it)

of heat.
A second
condition in the complete or partial abolition of
(Animals regularly fall a.sleep if deattention.
prived of their usual sensory stimuli, and so do
men of low mental capacity.) It is probable that
this nervous exhaustion is merely a general condition favourable to sleep, its direct exciting cause
being a specific alteration of condition in the
central nervous system which is normally accomjianied with the relaxation of attention.
It is
most likely that narcotics produce their elfect by
inducing this central change.
Hence Purkinje
and others have held that the direct cause of sleep
is to be found in the partial using up of the oxygen
of the nervous system effected by the accumulation of carbonic acid, the final product of respiration.
In what region of the brain the assumed
sleep-centre
lies is not known.
The physiological changes induced are in general of the
nature of inhibitions, e.g. diminution of the activity of heart and respiratory apparatus, probably
due to contraction of the smallest cerebral bloodvessels.
The period of deepest sleep appears to
begin about three-quarters of an hour after its
commencement, and to last about half an hour.
Then follows a period of lighter slumber of several
hours' duration, which forms a preparation for
waking. The period of deepest sleep is probably,
as a rule, one of complete, or all but complete, unconsciousness. Dreaming, on this view, is an accompaniment of the gradual transition from sleep
Similarly, Volkmann divides the proto waking.
cesses into five stages
(1) drowsiness; (2) falling
asleep ; (3) complete sleep
(4) lighter sleep, at-

and diminished production

'

'

:

;

The dream has
two chief characteristics (a) the memory images
of which it is largely composed are hallucinatory,
i.e. they are mistaken for real and present physical
tended by dreams

;

(5)

waking.
:

things (6) the process of apperception is altered,
so that the actual percepts which enter into the
dream are interpreted in an illusory fashion.
Dream-appearances, which Volkmann classes as
hallucinations, are more accurately regarded by
Wundt as generally, if not always, based on illusion
i.e. they are misinterpretations of actual
minimal sense-impressions, such as those due to
slight noises, to the position of the sleeper's limbs,
to trifling pains, slight difficulties in breathing,
slight intercostal
palpitations, and the like.
pain is mistaken for the stab of an enemy's
dagger, a movement of the foot for a fall from a
tower, the rhythm of our own breathing for the
rhythmical motions of flying, etc.
The visual
dream is based on erroneous interpretation of
internal retinal stimulations, which appear to the
dreamer as flights of birds, butterflies, fishes, etc.
(The present writer does not believe that he ever
has dreams of this kind, which Wundt regards as
remarkably common.) Dreams of water are explained by Wundt as due to Urindrang in the
Hence again the exceptional fresleeper's body.
quency of dreams of fishes. (The present writer,
in general a constant and vivid dreamer, never
dreams of fishes at all, nor do several persons
;

;

A

of

whom

he has made inquiries.)

which we hunt

The common

an object that can
never be found, or start on a journey and have
repeatedly to return for something that has been
forgotten, is explained as due to disturbances of
the Gemeingefiihl, the general mass of organic
sensations.
The successive illusions of the dream
are woven into a continuous story by association

dream

in

for

with memory -images. Wundt attaches special importance to memories from the immediate past,
particularly those connected with deep emotional
excitement. Thus he accounts for our dreams of
the recently dead by the emotion with which we
watched their last moments and attended their
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(This explanation is clearly insufficient.
of those for whom we have

burial.

We

dream regularly

cared the most, though their death may not have
been recent, and may have taken place at the
other end of the world. Wundt also omits to
take account of the common tendency to dream of
events from our early childhood, even when they
are of a trivial kind and not likely ever to have
been attended with any special degree of emotional excitement.)
In general this account would seem to lay too
much stress on the element of illusion and too
little on that of hallucination.
It is probably
true that actual minimal sensations form points
de repire in all our dreams, but there is no reason
to confine the element of genuine hallucination
to the one function of establishing links of connexion. Nor is association by itself a sufficient
principle to explain the way in which the dreamer
interprets his minimal percepts. The individual's
habits of diet, no doubt, largely determine the
type of his dreams.
man who eats a heavy
meal just before going to bed is likely to dream
very differently from one whose meals are light
and who eats and drinks nothing for several hours
before going to sleep. But, in the main, the cue
for our interpretation of our dream-sensations is
given by our emotional interests : we dream most
about the things and persons wherein we are
interested.
Hence dreams often exhibit a more
rigidly logical sequence of events than the facts of
waking life. Since the ordinary avenues of intercourse with the extra-subjective world are all but
cut off in sleep, the dream can follow its course
without interruption, whereas in waking life we
have constantly to suspend the working-out of a
course of thought or action to attend to wholly
irrelevant issues.
In much the same way we may
explain two of the most famUiar peculiarities of
dreams their extraordinary vividness, and the
curious foreshortening of time which seems to
occur in them. The vividness seems to be due
to the absence of the mass of complex and uninteresting detail in which the really interesting
experiences of waking life are framed. The interesting presentation stands out alone, or almost
alone, and thus engrosses the whole available attention of the sleeper ; if we see a sunlit meadow,
we see also the shadows that sweep across it, but
in a dream we may be aware of the light without

A

—

the shadow. So with the apparent shortening of
time. The dream is wholly made up of the interesting moments, without the uninteresting detail
which would form their setting in real life.
may dream, e.g., of eating a dinner, but we do
not dream each bite separately, though we should
have to perform each separately in real life. Or
we dream of an important interview, without
dreaming of all the uninteresting and irrelevant
' padding
which would really spin it out. Hence
the apparent contraction of events which would
really fill hours or days into a dream which occupies a few seconds of real time.
The question whether sleep is always accompanied by dreams or not is one which there seems
no means of answering. The general opinion of
psychologists appears to be that the deepest sleep
is entirely unconscious, and that all our dreams
belong to the phase of gradual return to the

We

'

waking

This

not, however, proved by
only to remember dreams
which immediately precede waking. For it is a
common experience to wake, like >febuchadnezzar
(Dn 2), with the firm conviction that we have had
a striking dream which we are totally unable to
recall.
In such cases, it often happens that the
lost dream is suddenly remembered towards the
evening. The cognate facts of hypnotism also show
state.

the fact that

is

we seem

(Introductory)

the fallacy of arguing that an interval from which
we can recall nothing must have been one in which
we were aware of nothing. Whether the mind
thinks always,' as Descartes and Leibniz maintain
and Locke denies, must, for want of evidence, be
left an open question.
One of the most curious features of the dream
is the modification of the central personality of
the dreamer which not infrequently occurs. We
dream that we are committing, with a light heart,
misdemeanours or even crimes which would be
impossible to us in waking life. Or a man may
dream that he is a woman (or vice versa), and the
assumed r61e may be kept up throughout the
'

dream with remarkable dramatic verisimilitude.
Or one may assume, for the purposes of the dream,
the personality of some familiar historical char-

Mary Stuart or Oliver Cromwell.
Or, again, if the present writer can trust his
analysis of his own dreams, the sense of individual
personality may be temporarily completely submerged ; the dreamer may drop out of the list of
dramatis personw of his dream, which then apf)roximates very closely to Schopenhauer's ' willess intuition.' The reverse process seems also to
occur.
One may begin by dreaming that he is
reading or hearing a story of adventure, and may
then unconsciously become the hero of the incidents dreamed of. Similarly, in the common type
of dream in which we are transported back into
the time of our childhood, we usually assume a
suitable personality.
think and feel as children, not as our adult selves. Presumably these
shif tings of personality, which may fairly be called
examples of alternating personality,' are immediately due to a passing change in the mass of
Gemeingefiihl, or general organic sensation. They
may be compared mth simOar modifications instituted by hypnotic suggestion or by the direct
introduction of toxic substances into the nervous
acter, such as

We

'

system.
2. In Greek literature.
The belief in the Divine
and prophetic character of dreams is universal
throughout Greek literature.
In the classical
language the exposition of dreams is regularly subunder
one
sumed
irnvTiK-fi, as
special province of the
art of the iiAmis, or seer. Aeschylus, writing early
in the 5th cent., when the rise of Sophistic was
giving a special impetus to the glorification of
culture heroes,' includes the discovery of the rules
of oneiromancy among the chief things for which
mankind are indebted to Prometheus (Prom.
xAKpiva Trpurros ^| ivaparwv & xpv Sirap
Vinct. 485
yeviadai, kt\.).
In Homer the sender of dreams
it is, e.g., he who directly dispatches the
is Zeus
lying dream to Agamemnon in Iliad, ii. 5 ff.
[Homer regards dreams as actual beings ; there is
a people of dreams on the dim path to the land
In the case of Agaof the dead (Od. xxiv. 12).
memnon's false dream, Nestor says
Had any
Achseans
other of the
told us this dream, we might
deem it a false thing and rather turn away therefrom but now he hath seen it who of all Achaeans
avoweth himself the greatest' {II. ii. 80-83). As
the over-lord, in Homer, is lord by the will of
Zeus, he is apparently supposed (mthout much
positiveness) to receive from Zeus counsel in
dreams, while other men's dreams are of no
account, unless, indeed, some accepted 6v(ipoTr6\os,
or dealer in dreams, accredits them. The word
occurs but once in Homer (iZ. i. 63 ' some soothsayer or interpreter of dreams, for dream, too, is
from Zeus '). In parts of Australia the natives
believe that a supernatural being, Kutchi of the
Dieri, Bunjil of the Wurunjerri, or Daramulun of
the Coast Murring,' may visit the medicine-man
in dream or vision and reveal to him matters of
importance (Howitt, Natvoe Tribes of S.E. Aug-

—

'

'

'

:

|

;

'

'

:

;

:

'

'

:

:
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London, 1904, p. 89). The dream-visitant
also be a ghost ; the dreamer then consults

tralia,

may

the medicine-man,
of the vision

(ib.

who pronounces on

434).

— A.

the merits

Lang.]

Elsewhere in Greece we find traces of a cruder
and more primitive belief. In Hesiod'a Thcogony
(211-213), Night gives birth, without father, to
Doom and black Weird and Death and Sleep
elsewhere it is Earth
and the family of Dreams
'

'

;

who produces

prophetic visions of the future
(Eurip. Iphig. in Tauris, 1261 f. v/rx^a xDi^v ireKviicaro (pia/xaT 6vclpuv).
This suggests that the
original view was that the prophetic character of
fhe dreams got at certain spots, such as Delphi,
was due to the inherent virtues of the locality
itself ; the later and more refined theory was that
the dreams are directly inspired by trie god to
whom the seat of prophecy is consecrated. Thus
the oracle of Delphi came into the possession of
Apollo, and Apollo, besides revealing the future
through the mouth of his ' inspired prophetess,
is the great sender of veridical visions and dreams.
It is he who in Aeschylus hounds Orestes on to
his revenge by threats conveyed perhaps in horrible dreams, and prepares the way for the enterprise by sending the dream which Clytaemnestra
misinterprets as signifying her son's death. Similarly the practice of obtaining prescriptions for
:

'

ailments by incubation (i.e. by dreaming on a spot
of special and proved prophetic virtue) is, in historical times, peculiarly under the patronage of
Asclepins, and his great temple at Epidaurus is
the most famous of the sanctuaries at which such
dream prescriptions could be received. It was
appear in a
usual for the god in person to
dream to the patient and dictate the remedy, or
even leave it behind him. When we remember
that there was a widely circulated popular scientific literature of medical works addressed to the
lay-public and containing directions for diet and
'

'

and prescriptions

exercise,

common

for

disorders,

we

can readily understand the considerable repute
obtained by sanatoria of this kind. Apart from
these great sanctuaries, there were also private
professional exponents of the science of interpreting dreams (SveipoKpirai), who were regularly at
the service of the credulous. Thus Theophrastus
(Charact. xvi. 11) notes it as characteristic of the
when he sees a dream,
Seu!i.Sa,iii.u)v, or divot., that,
he goes to the dyeipoKpirai, the iidyreis, or the augurs
{dptn9o(rK6iroi), to ask to what god, male or female,
There were also, as with
he should offer prayer.
ourselves, handbooks of the science, for private
use, one of which, that of Artemidorus, belonging
to the 2nd cent. A.D., has come down to us. Even
apart from the performance of special ritual purifications (dTToSioTo/iir^irets) to avert the fulfilment of
evil dreams, it was held an effectual method of
banishing them, as of baulking the effect of evil
forebodings generally, to come out into the open
air and
tell them to the sky,' as Iphigenia does
with her sinister dream in Euripides {Iphig. in
Tauris 42 & Kaivd. 5' rj/cei vii^ <p4povcFa. ipAapiaTa \4^w
rpds aWip' ft n S-i; rbS' kar' S.ko%).
The same remedy
could be practised against presages of evil of any
kind, as is done, e.g., by the nurse of Medea in
the prologue to that play (Eurip. Med. 57 f.
'

'

'

f

:

\

:

ifiepis

fi'

i^irijXde yTJi

Seanolvr]! Ti>xas)-

rk Koipavwi.

The

X^^at fioXoOatji devpo
complete ritual further in\

volved purification of the bedroom and the dreamer
with torches and hot water (cf. the burlesque of
the performance in Aristophanes, Frogs, 1338
dXXii HOI d^^iTToXoi Xi>x''o;' Sb^are
fiwv 5p6ffov dpaTG, 64p/x€T€ 5' iiSwp,
dTroK\6aoj).

r' iK varadelov bvetpov

KiXinal

|

|

lis B.V

The belief in the Divine and prophetic nature of
dreams plays an important part in the Orphic
religion and its descendant, the Pythagorean philo-

(Introductory)

SI

The familiar Orphic doctrineH, that tha
the 'grave' of the soul, and lliat it is only
when free from the body that the soul awakes to
its true life, led naturally to the view that in sleep
the soul converses with eternal things and receives
communications from Heaven to which it is no»
accessible by day.
This doctrine is specially prominent in I'indar and Aeschylus poets who stood
in specially close connexion with Sicily, one of the
sophy.

body

is

—

chief homes of Orphicism and Pythagoreanism.
Thus Pindar says in a well-known passage from

the BmvoL (fr. 131, ed. Schroder) that the soul
slumbers while the body is active but, when the
body slumbers, she shows forth in many a vision
the approaching issues of woe and weal {^r jroXXois
'

;

'

S^Uvvai

dvelpoLS

repirvuv

itj^^piroujav

^^aXeTrdJ;'

I

re

and Aeschylus (Eumen. 104) declares that
in slumber the eye of the soul waxes bright, but
by daytime man's doom goes unforeseen (eiiSowa

Kpiatv)

;

'

'

ylip

6tip.a(nv Xa/iTr/swerai,

<ppriii

|

^v i]p.ipai Si ixoXp airpd-

Diotima in
demonstrably Orphic
in its origin) we are told that it is through the
agency of Eros (himself an Orphic figure) that the
communion and converse of gods with men is
effected, for the sleeping as well as the waking'
(Symp. 203 A). In Aeschylus we further find in
several passages a sort of simple naive psychological theory of the machinery of these prophetic
dreams, which is apparently based on the doctrine
of the physicist and Orphic prophet Empedocles,
that the blood surrounding the heart is tnat with
which we think' (ai/ia yap avSpuiirois TrepiKapStdv ian
ppoTwy).

(TKOTTos

So

in the speech of

Symposium (which

Plato's

is

'

'

The soul is represented as sitting in the
heart, like a hAvtis in the prophetic chair, and
reading off the visions presented in the blood that
drips before it, Just as the modem 'scryer' reads
off the pictures in his crystal {Agamem. 178 : a-rd^ei
virniia).

5'

^v

d'

Tiirre

ihrifuti

t65'

fiot

wpd Kapdias
4fj.7r45oi^

TepauKotrov irorarat,
TTucrai]

dUav

\

|

.

SvtXKpiriijp

|

fj.VTjffLir'/jfj.wv

Setfia

|

.

irovos

Trpoara.T'qpiov

\

;

975

Kapdias

.
ou5' diroiTTvaas [v.l. dirodfecpdruv,
Odpuos evtridi^ ti^et.
\

[where (?) read dTroTn-ua-ac and
render
Confidence dares not spit it away like a
riddling dream and take its wonted seat in my
soul '] ; the dp6voi is not, as in the curiously
parallel line of Shakespeare, 'My bosom's lord
sits lightly in his throne
[Romeo and Juliet^
V. i. 3], that of a monarch, but that of a seer or
prophet).
Presumably the reason why the soul
can scry in nightly dreams only, is that by day
its attention is diverted from the figures formed
in the or;tui vepiKapSiov by the sights of the outer
world.
"The Orphic doctrine of prophetic dreams
was apparently, like the rest of Orphicism, refined
and spiritualized in Pythagoreanism. lamblichns
refers more than once to the moral discipline exercised by Pythagoras over the sleeping and dream
life of the Order.
In particular, he tells us that
it was the custom of the Society to prepare for
listening
sleep by
to tranquillizing music, with the
effect that their unruly passions were stilled, their
sleep light, their dreams few and happy and prophetic (Vita Pythag. §§ 65, 114). Some writers
regarded the famous tabu on beans as intended to
banish bad dreams.
A similar theory re-appears in Plate, Republic,
571 C ff. where Socrates maintains that the dreams
of the good man are pure and prophetic, because
even in sleep the lower elements inliis soul retain
their subjection and leave the noblest element to
lead a free and unfettered life of its own. Since
the Timaeus (71 Dff.) sets a much lower value on
dreams, maintaining that in them revelations are
made only to the lower and irrational nature, and
that the revelation requires subsequent interpretation by reason to be properly understood, the
theory of the Republic is presumably one held by
ippends

(pCKov

Bpovov

'

:

'

'

'

,

:

'

''
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the actual Socrates but not shared by Plato.
Even the account of the Timaeus may possibly
represent views current among the Pythagoreans
of the late 5th cent., to which Plato would not
have wholly subscribed. It should be noted that
the famous dreams ascribed to Socrates in the Crito
and the Phaedo are clearly of Orphic- Pythagorean
provenance. The vision which warned Socrates
that the trireme had left Delos and would reach
Athens on the morrow is manifestly the fetch of
the boat itself, which is just leaving the island,
and is sent therefore by Apollo of Delos, the great
god of Pythagoreanism. The other vision, which
bade Socrates practise music,' clearly comes from
the same source, as he obeyed it by composing a
pEPan to the Delian Apollo (Diog. Laert. ii. 42).
From the Academy the doctrine of Pythagoreanism
about prophetic dreams would appear to have
passed to the Stoics ; hence we find Zeno advising
his followers to use their dreams as a test of
their advance towards virtue (Plutarch, de Profect.
in Virt. 12
von Amim, Fragmenta Stoicorum,
Leipzig, 1905, i. 56 ri^lov yap airi tCiv 6velpioi> iKaarov
'

(Introductory)

philosopher of St. Augustine's tale, Mr. B. answered, *I did
not do it, but I dreamt I did.' Sir John B. was dead when the
written narrative signed by Mr. B. and Lady B. was com.
municated to the writer. Other cases, equally well attested
(by five witnesses on one occasion, and by the dreamer) might
be given, but enough has been said to illustrate this mutual
type of experience.

It is clear that primitive thinkers could explain
dream experiences only by the belief in an
indwelling spirit of each man ; and, when the
dream proved to be 'clairvoyant' (as of a place not

their

'

'

;

previously seen, but later found), or mutual,' the
theory would be corroborated. Persons with such
experiences must inevitably arrive at the conception of spirits, both incarnate and discarnate,
and manifestly this belief has been one of the most
potent influences in the evolution of religion. As
Tylor says {op. cit. p. 445), speculation passed
'
from the earlier conviction that a disembodied
soul really comes into the presence of the sleeper
(or of persons wide-awake)
toward the later
opinion that such a phantasm is produced in the
dreamer's mind (or in the mind of the wide-awake
observer) without the perception of any external
'

'

'

'

:

iiiToV trvvacaddpeffdai irpoKOTTOVTOSf ktX.

).

A. E. Taylor.
These Greek
3. Savage and modern dreams.
beliefs or theories, like most of our theories on
such matters, are only more artificial statements
of the conclusions of savage reasoners.
'The
Narrang-ga think that the human spirit can leave
the body in sleep, and communicate with the
spirits of others [telepathy] or of the dead (Howitt,
The sleep of the body is the holiday of the
434).
spirit, which, in sleep, as after death, can ascend
to the spiritual place above the sky, and is free
from the bonds of time and space.
Among ourselves, people tell us that they have
seen unknown places in dreams, and have later
come to and recognized them in scenes which they
had never before visited in the body. In the same

—

'

way Howitt

writes

(p.
told

436)

A Mukjarawaint man
me that his father came to him in
a dream, and said that he must loolc out for himself, else he
would be killed. This saved him, because he afterwards came
to the place which he had seen in the dream, and turned back
to where his friends lived, so that his enemies, who might have
been waiting for him, did not catch him (p. 435). One of the
Eurnai tribe, being asked whether he really thought that his
Tambo [spiritj could "go out" when he was asleep
. said,
" It must be so, for when I sleep 1 go to distant places, I see
distant people, I even see and speak with those who are dead."
'

'

'

.

.

These experiences and this philosophy of the
experiences are common to most races in the lower
culture (see E. B. Tylor, Prim. Cult.*, 1903, vol. i.
The belief in the interpretation is,
pp. 397-400).
of course, reinforced by what Tylor calls 'double
narratives,' namely those in which the experience
is mutual.
dreams of B, B (awake or asleep)
sees
in the circumstances of the dream.

A

A

Tylor quotes St. Augustine (de Civ. Dei, xviii. 18) for a story
This gentleman, before going to
Bleep, saw a philosopher of his acquaintance, who came to him
and expounded certain Platonic passages which he had previously declined to elucidate.
I did not do it,* said the philosopher, when questioned, but I dreamt I did.' In another case
a student in Africa was 'coached' in some Latin diflBculties by
Augustine, who was in Italy. But Augustine did not dream, or
did not remember dreaming, anything about the matter (de
Cura pro Mortuis, x-xii Ep. clviii.).
told to the saint by a friend.

'

'

;

There are many modern
experience.

tales of this

'

mutual

One may be mentioned which was

written out and signed by the dreamer and his
mother, who was in the house at the time of the
events
:

The Eev. Mr. B. fell asleep in his club, in Princes Street,
Edinburgh. He dreamed that he was late for dinner, and that
he went home to the house of his father, Sir John B., in Abercromby Place. He could not open the door with his latch-key,
but it was opened by his father. He then ran upstairs, and,
looking down, from the first landing, saw his father below gazing
after him.
He then awoke, found that he was in his club, and
that the hour was ten minutes to midnight. He hurried home,
and found the front door bolted. His father opened it and said,
Where have you been ? You came in ten minutes ago and
ran upstairs; where have you been since?' Like the Platonic
'

objective figure.'

There are, practically, the two hypotheses
an astral body,' a real space-filling entity
:

(1)

'

;

of

and

of ' telepathic impact.' But rationalistic, if not
reasonable, thinkers will dismiss both hypotheses
as figments made to account for events which never
occurred. These varieties of opinion, however, do
(2)

we merely remark that dreams
(with other psychical experiences) account for the
animistic or spiritual element in religion.
man's dream ' comes true
he finds that
what he saw in dream was, though he had no
normal means of knowing it, true in reality ; he
therefore infers
something within me can go out
of me and wander into places where I have never
been.'
modern instance, narrated to the writer
by the dreamer, may be given
At a ball in Stirling, some fifteen years ago, several persons
not concern us

;

A

'

:

;

'

A

:

were poisoned by eating ill-conditioned oysters, and some died.
The husband of the narrator was among the sufferers. On
becoming aware of his condition, he wrote and fastened up two
letters to two different firms of stockbrokers in Glasgow, which
his wife posted. On the night of his funeral she dreamed, and
told the dream to a sieter-in.law who slept with her, that she
went to two diilerent offices in Glasgow, and in each saw an
open ledger, and on a page in each her husband's name at the
head of a long list of curious names, of which she mentioned a
few. They were the designations of mines in the Transvaal.
At the foot of each page figures were written showing the state
of the account.
In one the loss was smaller, in the other
larger the amount was something over £3000. The lady had
no idea that her husband was speculating till she saw the
;

addresses of his letters to the stockbrokers, and, on seeing
these, before his death she wrote to them, asking them to
wind up affairs. To abbreviate her dream, unhappily, proved
exactly correct.
The interpretation by a professor of psj'chology in a Scottish
University is that the speculator had often told his wife all
about his dealings in gold mines, but that she had never
listened, and the information, till revived in a dream, slumbered
unknown in her sub-consciousness. But a primitive thinker
could not possibly hit on this theory, which, in fact, did not
commend itself as possible to the dreamer.

—

When a dream A\sc\osesfuture events, it produces
a great impression on many minds, and in unscientific ages is explained as a Divine revelation.
The Homeric explanation, that true dreams come
through the gate of horn, false dreams through
the ivory gate, is based merely on a pun in the
Greek. We now account for prophetic dreams in
the mass by saying that, out of so many shots as
our dream-selves make, it would be a miracle if
none hit the bull's eye. Moreover, even if a dream,
later fulfilled, is recorded contemporaneously, or
impels to action taken on the moment, the theory
of

mere fortuitous coincidence

is

applied

;

whUe

every one knows that, in telling a dream, we
almost inevitably give rational shaping to what
was not rational, and, generally, decorate the
anecdote. The number of dreams about winners
of

any great horse race

is

so great that

some must

3

'
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coincide \vith the result.
explanation is easy.

An Eton

In one curious case the
'

wind?"

remember.

Another explanation of a fulfilled dream is that
the dream was never dreamt, but was an illusion
of memory.
Thus Mr. F. W. Greenwood published and apoke to the writer
at}0ut a dream of going into a strange house, and finding a
human hand on a chimney-piece. He did, next day, visit at
a house in which he had never been before he had forgotten
about his dream till he noticed the hand of a mummy on the
chimney-piece.
When told that, in all probability, he had
never dreamed the dream, but only had a sense of the dijA vu
when he saw the hand, and supposed that the previously seen
had been seen in a dream, Mr. Greenwood, a man of sturdy
;

'

common

sense, revolted against the metliods of science.

This

was not unnatural.
It frequently happens that, in the course of the
day, some trivial incident reminds us, by associa-

tion of ideas, of

some

trivial last night's

dream

which we had temporarily forgotten.

In such
cases science does not say that we are under the
sense of the dSjd vu : that explanation is given
only in cases where, if it is not given, a dream
must be recognized as premonitory.
An interesting essay on premonitions in dreams,

with examples, by Mrs. Henry Sidgwick, may be
read in Proceedings of the Society for Psychical
Research, vol. v. pp. 311-351. The objections are
firmly stated in general terms ; especially the
objection that memory, if no record be instantly
made, improves the case, while the memory of
any person to whom the dream was narrated
before the coincidence of dream with fact was
known is as subject to error as that of the
narrator.
It will be observed that perhaps the
best authenticated premonitory dreams are concerned with quite trivial matters, for example
(this case is not given by Mrs. Sidgwick), a series
of in( idents in a golf match played on links and
with an opponent both entirely strange to the
dreamer at the time of the dream. (For examples,
see Mrs. Sidgwick's essay, pp. 338, 339, 343, 346351.)
A dream, communicated to the writer at first hand, is
Sicturesque, and may be briefly told. The dreamer one night
reamed that she was in Piccadilly. The street was covered
with snow, and a black sleigh was driven quickly past. Looking
round, she saw the late Duke of Edinburgh, with whom she
was acquainted. He said, They are taking the news to Clarence
House.* The following day she read in the newspaper the news
of the murder of the Duke's father-in-law, Alexander n. of
'

Russia.

This aspect of dreams (if the facts are accepted)
of course, be viewed from the side of MTyers'
theory of 'the subliminal self,' as stated in his
book, Human Personality (1903). By those who
accept, more or less, Myers' hypothesis some
dreams are taken to be 'supernormal,' and bear
witness to unexplained ranges of human faculty.
In other cases they merely show that incidents
which have left no trace on the ordinary memory
are none the less treasured in the subconscious
memory, and may be communicated to the upper
consciousness through the mechanism of remembered dreams. If no men dreamed, it is probable
that religion and philosophy might never have
evolved the conception of spirit; while, if only
five per cent of mankind dreamed, it is fairly
certain that the other ninety-five per cent would
regard them as merely mendacious.
LiTERATURK.— For a full bibliography, sec Baldwin's DPhP,

may,
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de Somniig, de Divitialitme per Somnum, by J. I. Bcare),
Oxford, 1908 : J. I. Beare, Gr. Theories o/ KUmmlary Cojtnition
from Alcmaeon to AristotU. Oxford, 1006; Mary Hamilton,
Incubation, or the Cure of Disease in Pagan Teinples and
:

;

What is tlie Latin name
'FavoniuB,' was the answer. 'I
dreamed that a horse with the Latin name of the south-west
wind won the Derby, but, when I walcened, I could not re.
member the Latin name.' The friends found no Favonius in
the betting, and none, on the Derby day, was coloured on tiie
card. But it was announced that 'the Zephyr colt' bad just
been named Favonius. The friends naturaily baclted Favonius,
which won. It is clear that the well-known Zephyr (west
wind) colt had, in the dream, suggested the south-west wind
by its Latin name, which, when awake, the dreamer couJd not
friend asked Colonel A. D.,

for tiie Bouth'West

(Babylonian)

cf.

also

W.

Volk-

der Psyehol.3, Cothen, 2 vols.

Christian Churches, London, 1906.

A. LaNQ.
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(Babylonian).— The

dream played an important part

in the life and
the Babylonians. In the dream tlie
deity was believed to reveal himself in a special
way to the individual, declaring the will of heaven
and predicting the future. The bdr-d, or seers,'
constituted a particular class of priests, and one
of the titles of the Sun-god was odrH tereti, tlie
seer of the revealed law.' Prophetic dreams, however, might be sent to the ordinary layman as well
as to the professional seer,' and there were books
for interpreting their meaning.
It would seem
that answers to prayer could be obtained tlirough
sleeping in a temple and invoking Makhir, the
goddess (or god) of dreams. At all events, in a
penitential psalm {WAI, iv. 66. 2) we read:
Reveal thyself to me and let me behold a favourable dream. May the dream that I dream be
favourable ; may the dream that I dream be true.
May Makhir, the god(de8s) of dreams, stand at my
head. Let me enter E-Saggila, the temple of the
gods, the house of life.' 'The little temple discovered by Mr. Hormuzd Rassani at Balawat (15
miles E. of Mosul) was specially dedicated to
Makhir, and may have been frequented by those
who thus sought ' favourable dreams.
In the Epic of Gilgames dreams play a conspicuous part. In the struggle of the Babylonian
hero with Khumbaba three dreams are needed to
assure him of success. The loss of his friend Eabani is foretold in a vision of fire and lightning,
and in the story of the Deluge the impending
destruction of mankind was said to have been
revealed to Utu-napistim in a dream. The historical inscriptions are equally full of references

religion of

'

'

'

'

'

to dreams.
The will of heaven was made kno\vn
to Gudea of Lagas through a dream, and the army
of Assur-bani-pal was encouraged to cross a river
by the appearance in a vision of the goddess Istar,
who declared ' I march before Assur-bani-pal the
king, who is the creation of
hands.' Assurbani-pal himself, when overwhelmed with despair at
the outbreak of the war with Elam, was similarly
reassured with a promise of victory. He prayed
to Istar, and on the self-same night ' a seer (sabrH)
slept and dreamed a dream,' wherein Istar of
Arbela appeared with a quiver on either shoulder
and a bow in her hand, and bade the dreamer
announce to the king : ' Eat food, drink wine,
divinity until I have gone
enjoy music, exalt
to accomplish this deed : I will give thee thy heart's
desire ; thy face shall not grow pale, thy feet shall
not totter, thy strength shall not fail in the battle.'
It was In a dream that Assur commanded Gyges
of Lydia to pay homage to the Assyrian king and
so obtain help against his Cimmerian enemies, and
the prediction that the power of the Manda would
be overthrown, as well as the order to rebuild
the temple of the Moon-god at Harran, was revealed to Nabonidos in a dream. In the historical
framework of the Book of Daniel the dreams of
Nebuchadrezzar occupy a leading place, and in one
instance the wise men of Babylon were required
not only to interpret the dream, but even to recall
it to the memory of the king.
:

my

my

Oneiromancy was studied by the Babylonians
with that exaggerated devotion to details which
otherwise characterized them. The official texts
relating to the interpretation of dreams took note
of everything, however bizarre or unlikely, which
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might occur to the imagination of the sleeper.
These texts or Dream-books,' which were probably
collected in a single work, were naturally included
by Assur-bani-pal in his library at Nineveh, and
formed the quarry from which Artemidorus drew
the materials for his five books of the Oneirocritica.
The nature of them may be gathered from the
following quotations
If a date appears on a man's
head, it means woe. If a fish appears on his head,
that man will be strong. If a mountain appears
on his head, it means that he will have no rival.
If salt appears on his head, it means that he will
'

:

'

apply himself to build his house.' Or, again
If
a man dreams that he goes to a pleasure-garden,
it means that he will gain his freedom.
If he goes
to a market-garden, his dwelling-place will be uncomfortable. If he goes to kindle a firebrand, he
will see woe during (his) days.
If he goes to sow
a field, he will escape from a ruined place. If he
goes to hunt in the country, he will be eminent (?).
If he goes to an ox-stall, [he will have] safety.
If
he goes to the sheepfold, he will rise to the first
rank.' Could a pseudo-science end in greater
:

puerilities

'

?

—
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(Egyptian).—!.

Introduction. Although dreams were not considered of such importance in Egypt as in
Chaldaea, Phcenicia, or the Hellenic world, the
r61e allocated to them was much larger than is
generally thought ; they occupied a constant place
Egyptian life. The relative scarcity of information is a result of the nature of the monuments
at present published. While the epigraphy of the
temples furnishes only a very few official examples

m

of dreams,

we

find (1) that, in spite of this scarcity,

dreams are of constant occurrence in the literary
papyri
and (2) that the instances of Egyptian
dreams mentioned by late authors are proved by
a correct exegesis to be of Egyptian origin. These
two points give us ground for thinking that the
deciphering of the still unpublished papyri and
ostraca will yield an unknown wealth of informa;

tion.
Further, the study of unpublished ex voto
stelse ought, to all appearance, to furnish large
additions to the list of cases of miraculous healing
obtained by the medium of dreams. If to all this
we add the passages in our sources in which dreams

are not expressly mentioned, but are implied by the
fact that formulae are employed similar to those
used in cases of dreams related expressly as -such,
we are forced to the conclusion that the current
ideas as to the frequency and importance of dreams
in Egypt stand in need of considerable modification.
2. Classification of material.
Dreams in which
the gods intervene directly may be divided into
three groups (a) unsolicited dreams in which they
appear in order to demand some act of piety towards
themselves (b) dreams in which they give warnings
of various kinds spontaneously and (c) dreams in
which they grant their worshippers an answer to a
question definitely stated. The cases of unofficial
magic forcing dreams into its service form a separate

—

:

;

;

class.
This classification has the advantage of arranging^ the facts in
a fixed number of groups, which bring into greater prominence
the essentially Egyptian characteristics, and so help to decide
whether a certain number of dreams mentioned in the Greek
and Roman classics can be regarded as reaUy Egyptian. This
Is an important question to settle for the general theory of
dreams.

—

Of this first class the
3. Unsolicited dreams.
well-known dream of Thothmes IV. is the best
specimen contained in our sources. Falling asleep,
during the chase, at the foot of the statue of the

(Egyptian)

Great Sphinx, the young prince heard the voice of
a god. It promised him the throne of Egypt, and
required him to repair the god's temple, which was
threatened with ruin. This story leaves no doubt
that the dream of Nectanebo, though handed down
to us in Greek form (cf. Leemans, Papyri Grmci,
Leyden, 1838, p. 122), is an adaptation of an Egyptian document. As in the case of Thothmes IV.,
the god (under the form Anhuri) appeared to the
king, and complained of the failure to complete
certain works at his temple. On waking, the Icing
was greatly perturbed, and gave the necessary
orders to have the works completed with all expedition.
It is quite certain that this Hellenized
legend sprang from the remains of a stela, like
that of the Sphinx of Gizeh, on which the priests
had had an account engraved of the marvellous
incident that caused the repairing of the temple.
The case reported by Plutarch (de Is. et Osir. 28)
of the dream of Ptolemy Soter belongs to the same
category. The king dreams of a colossal statue
which orders him to take it back to Alexandria,
where it was formerly situated.
He makes inquiries on awaking, and finds that Sosebius had
once seen an image at Sinope like the one described
by the king as seen in his dream. The statue, in
short, is found there, and brought back to Alexandria and Timotheus, as well as Manetho, recognizes it as one of Serapis. Here we see a Hellenized
adaptation of Egyptian legends relating to the
repair of monuments and the restoration of cults
of Divine statues
and this is in complete harmony
with the historical fact that the Ptolemys took
a great deal of trouble to bring back the national
sacred statues which had been carried ofi' from the
Nile Valley by Asiatic conquerors.
;

;

The question

of the absolute authenticity of these

documents

cannot be discussed here. It was proved long ago that the
majority of these stels devoted to dreams, miracles, and gifts
made after Divine intervention bear inscriptions of a much
later date than is attributed to them (e.g., the Stela of Cheops
the
at Gizeh, the Stela 'of the Famine,' Stela of Eakhtan, etc.
Stela of the Sphinx, in particular, has been shown by Erman to
be a new version of an analogous legend attributing an identical
dream to another prince). It still remains to be proved, how;

ever, that these
forged ' documents are not adaptations of
ancient inscriptions or transcriptions on stone of ancient papyri.
The only important facts to be kept in view here are (1) that
official Egypt admitted as a regular process this method of
Divine warnings by dreams (2) that numerous restorations of
temples and cults were really the outcome of dreams actually
experienced, and accepted by the king, on awaking, as certain
signs of the will of the gods. An examination of the official
texts relating to the restorations of monuments would show, by
the parallelism of formulae, that these cases are much more
numerous in Egypt than is usually supposed.
'

:

;

Besides cases like the above, in which the gods

may be said to have been working primarily in their
own

interests, unsolicited dreams were granted also
The revelation by a
for the benefit of humanity.
dream of the hiding-place of some wonderful chapter, for use in funerary or medical magic, seems to
have been the traditional origin of a number of
formulse or groups of formulae inserted later in the
great compilations which became the ' Books of

the Dead and the first medical papjrri. All that
the gods of Egypt did in such circumstances was
to show the continuity of their legendary r61e of
Their
'beneficent masters of this whole earth.'
intervention sometimes took an even more direct
warnings
being
given
by
dreams
to
the
form,
kings, who were the Divine heirs, or to important
personages, princes, or even simple mortals loved
by the gods. Sometimes they revealed the action
It is, e.g.,
to be taken in the man's own interest.
in obedience to a dream that Shabaka (Sabacos)
Sometimes
retires into Ethiopia (Herod, ii. 139).
they foretell final success, without requiring, as
in the case of Thothmes IV., a personal service in
exchange.
The famous Ethiopian Stela of the Dream is the typical
example of this class. We are told bow Tonutamon sees in a
dream in the night two serpents, one on the left, one on the
'

'

'

*

'

'

'
;
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riKht/ and how it was explained on hia awakini^ tiiat tiiese
two aerpents Bi(,miflcd the heraldic enibleniH of the two Kgypta
(North and South) of which he would eoon be mabter.

In other cases the gods do not scorn to foretell

happy events to certain persons in whom or in
whose descendants they are particularly inter-

—

ested perhaps with a view to the good that will
result for the whole of Egypt. The story of Satni,
father of the great magician Senosiris, is an ex-

ample
Now

:

Satni went to sleep and dreamed a dream. Some one
epoke to hira, saying "Thy wife hath conceived, and the child
she will bear will be called Senosiris, and many are the miracles
that will be done by him in the land of Egypt."
'

:

Sometimes, again, a dream directly reveals the
wish of a god. Thus the prince of Bakhtan saw in
his sleep a hawk flying away towards Egypt this
was a sign that he had to send back to Thebes the
miraculous statue of the god Khonsu, which had
formerly exorcized a demon from his daughter.
Sometimes, also, the Divine spirit warns the king
in a dream to avoid certain projects, either immediate or far ahead, which would turn out harmful
However adapted they may
to the kingdom.
be in non-Egyptian compositions, the dream of
Menander and Pharaoh's dream (interpreted by
Joseph [Gn 41]) are two good examples, the constituent elements of which are similar to those of
Egyptian accounts of such Divine warnings.
;

The first of these stories has come down to us in fragments
romance — the fabulous Life of Alexander
Then
Menander had the following dream, and saw this vision he saw
a lion loaded with chains and cast into a pit. A man spolte to
him: "Menander, why dost thou not descend with this lion,
since his purple is fallen ? Get thee up now, and seize him by
the neck of his purple." Menander's grief at this dream, and his
of a Coptic

:

'

;

conviction that the lion signified his master, were not mistaken
in the morning a messenger announced the death of Alexander
at treacherous hands.' It is highly probable that, if the legend
is of late Egyptian date, it borrowed its general form from the
ordinary tj'pe of historical dreams attributed to the Pharaohs of
national legend.
The same remark applies to the Scripture story of the dream
of Pharaoh, and the part played by Joseph. In the present
state of our knowledge, we cannot assert that this episode
belongs to any particular reign in the Egyptian dynasties, nor
even tliat it belongs, for a fact, to some authentic fragment of
the national lolk-lore relating to the legend of the Pharaohs of
the romantic cycle. But Egyptology is in a position to state
with assurance that none of the elements of the story is a priori
in conflict with the Egyptian data relating to dreams. We know
from history that the subject itself (the periods of drought and
fertility resulting from the annual overflowing of the Nile) was
one of the chief interests of the Egyptian monarchy ; the famous
stela of the island of Sehel (the ' Famine Stela '), e.g. , is evidence
that facts of this kind were of great importance in monumental
religious history, where the gods and the kings both witnessed
to the vital importance of this matter the former by warnings,
the latter by acts of piety. The symbolic method of warning,
in the figures of fat and lean kine or ears of corn, is analogous
to that of the serpents in the Ethiopian * Dream Stela.' Finally,
the calling in of Joseph to interpret the dream, after all the
magicians and wise men had been consulted in vain (Gn 419), is
likewise in agreement with Egyptian usage ; the popular tales
relate that, on the failure of the regular interpreters, the king
applied at will to private persons noted for their wisdom, as,
c.^., in the case of the wise old man consulted by the Pharaoh
in the Story of Cheops and the Magicians.'

—

—

'

The

interpretation of symbolical dreams was the
business of special persons the Masters of the
Secret Things,' or the
Scribes of the Double
House of Life (a very poor modem translation
the real meaning of the title is rather the Learned
Men of the Magic Library '). At no time do these
'official dreamers seem to have had the prominence
they enjoyed in other civilizations.
As regards
mantic codification of the signification of beings,
things, and phenomena seen in dreams, it is hardly
likely that Egypt did not possess lists of this kind
in the temples ; but, as a matter of fact, we do not
possess at the present moment a single papyrus of
the same kind as the collections of omen tablets
of the Chaldaian civilization.
It is not a question,
of course, of looking for a theoretical work or anything approaching the Oneirocritica of Artemidorus all we could expect would be lists of facts
and interpretations conceived on the model, e.g. of
the horoscopic calendars.

—

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

;

,

U
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—

Solicited dreams.
Of more frequent occuris Divine intervention by means of dreams
sought and obtained, either in exceptional circumstances or in regular arranged form.
Good examples of the first class are furnished by the
historical cases of kings finding themselves in a
difficult situation, and imploring a god to grant
them some light on the future or on the course
they should follow.
The classical inscription of
4.

rence

Merenptah (Great temple
example

of

Kamak)

a good

is

:

•Then

majesty saw in a dream as if a statue of Ptah were
standing before Pharaoh. He was like the height of.
He
spake to him, "Take thou (it)," wiiile he extended to him the
sword, " and banish thou the fearful heart from tiiee." Pharaoh
"
spake to him, " Lo
.
(Breasted, Ancient Records 0/ Egypt,
his

.

.

Chicago, 1006,

iii.

.

.

.

'

682).

This passage throws li"ht upon Herodotus' stoiy
(ii. 141) of the dream or Sethos, a prieiSt of Hephduring his struggle against Sennacherib

Eestus,

:

'The monarch . . . entered into the inner sanctuary, and,
before the image of the god, bewailed the fate which impended
over him. As he wept, he fell asleep, and dreamed that the
god came and stood at his side, bidding him be of good cheer,
and go boldly forth to meet the Arabian host, which would do
him no hurt, as he himself would send those who should help
him.' Of., on Sennacherib, 2 K 1935f..
This is a faithful account though Hellenized of

—

—

what the classical Pharaoh did. He did not bewail
his fate,' as the Greek author thought, but he stated
'

his case in a prayer, the model of which is given in
Maspero, Contespop. (see Lit.); and the appearance
of the god in a dream was not an unexpected phenomenon, but a necessary consequence of the prayer.
The rest of the story the entering of the temple,
speaking before the statue, incubation, and, lastly,
the response of the god are pure Egyptian characteristics, and are in complete agreement with
what we learn on this point from the inscriptions

—

—

and popular

tales.

The various sources of information that have
come down to us prove that incubation in the
temple in order to obtain a remedy or a niantie
response was a current practice, not only among
princes, but also among private individuals.
It is
wonderful to find, once more, and in this connexion,
that the Graeco-Roraan authors were often more
accurately informed than is usually believed. Before
Egyptological knowledge had supplied the necessary proof, the accuracy of Diodovus (i. 28) was
contested (Wilkinson, Manners and Customs, Lond.
1878, ii. 356), when he says that in Egypt, dreams
are regarded with religious reverence, especially as
means of indicating remedies in illnesses'; and that
the prayers of worshippers are often rewarded by
the indication of a remedy in a dream.'
'

'

The story of Satni tells of Mahituaskhit going to the temple
of Imuthes ( = Asklepios) in Memphis, praymg to the god, then
falling asleep in the temple, and receiving from the god in a
dream a cure for her sterility: 'When to-morrow morning breaks,
go thou to the fountain of Satni, thy husband ; there thou shalt
find growing a plant of colocasia pull it up, leaves and all, and
;

with it make a potion which thou shalt give to thy husband
then shalt thou sleep with him, and that very night ahalt thou
conceive.'

This story is not simply a literary fabrication for we have
the famous Memphite Stela of Psherenptah, of the Augustan
period, giving epigraphical evidence of another case of sterility
being similarly cured by a remedy revealed in a dream by the
same god Imuthes.
;

By

piecing the various texts together,

we gradu-

ally arrive at a re-construction of the ' processus
of the Egyptian dream by incubation in the temple.
The patient entered one of the sanctuaries where
the gods were reported to give responses to those
who came to sleep within the sacred enclosure.
Our information is fully verified by the texts, at least for the
temples of Imuthes in Memphis, and of Thoth in Khimunu. All
indications of a scientific nature lead to the same conclusion for
the temple of Thoth Teds at Medinet-Habu, near Thebes (see
Disease and Medicine [Esvp.]), and for the celebrated sanctuarj'

PSBA

of Isis at PhiliB (cf. Reviilout, in
x. [1887] 68).
Finally,
we are assured by Petrie that there were special places in the
temple of Sarbut el-Qadem, in Sinai, for people who desired
dreams from the goddess Haithar (Hathor) relating to the
locality of turquoise mines (cf. Egypt and Israel, London, 1911,

:
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and Personal Religion, do. 1909, pp. 27, 81). But the
same author is probably wrong in thinking that tiiis practice

p. 49,

represents a borrowing from ancient Semitic religion.

When inside the temple, the worshipper prayed
Turn thy face tothe deity to reveal himself
:

me

'

and besought him by his well-known
'Tis thou who dost accomplish miracles
virtues
and art benevolent in all thy doings 'tis thou
wards

:

'

;

'

;

who givest children to him that hath none,' or 'Tis
thou who hast created magic, and established the
'

heavens and the earth and the lower world 'tis
thou who canst grant me the means of saving all.'
The god was adjured to 'hear the prayer' (and
this formula is, in the present writer's opinion,
decisive proof that the various stelse on which ears
[sotmu] are found are, after all the discussion on
this point, votive offerings of the worshippers
whose supplications the god had heard Isotmu] in
cases of dreams by incubation). After these invocations, the inquirer waited for the god to come
and answer him in sleep.
There is one important point still obscure. We do not know
whether, as in so many other savage and semi.savage religions,
;

the coming of the dream was facilitated by the swallowing of
some narcotic or intoxicating substance (see Tylor, PC^,
London, 1891, ii. 416 f.). Of the two other equally frequent conditions—prayer and fasting the former has been discussed.
As regards fasting, it is almost certain, from a number of evidences and parallelisms, that it was an essential duty of the
worshipper desiring a dream. It was originally based, as in
uncivilized races, on magical notions which gave a pseudoscientific interpretation to the hypersensibility to dreams

—

caused by fastmg ; therefore it developed into the idea of
moral purification, as has happened in so many other cases
The Ascetics,' p. 70, for the
(see Petrie, Personal Religion,
'

idea of fasting in general in the Egypt of the later period).

The god next appeared in a dream. The usual
formula is: 'The god N [or 'some one,' instead of
the Divine name honoris causa] spake to him, say.'
The deity begins, as a rule, by specifying.
ing the identity of the person he is addressing
Art thou not such an one, son (or father, or wife,
etc.) of so andsoV (cf. Maspero, Contes populaires^,
Paris, 1905, p. 137, for the dream of Mahituaskhit, and p. 147 for the dream of Horus, son of
Panishi).
When this is settled, the god next tells
what should be done when morning comes,' and
he uses no dark or symbolic language ; indeed, it
is with most exact details that he tells, e.g., at
what place a sealed naos will be found, or a certain kind of box, containing a certain book, which
must be copied and replaced, to be followed by a
certain result, etc.
The divinatory dream of an
ordinary Egyptian type for incubation is thus a
case of oneiromancy, not requiring a metaphysical
interpretation, but with the direct instructions of
the gods in clear terms. It is by these examples
also that the sense of the passage of Hermes
Trismegistus is established, referring to ' these
.

.

'

'

prophetic statues which foretell the future by
dreams and otherwise.'
^.Dreams evoked by mag-icians. Besides these
oflbcial methods of soliciting dreams from the
gods, private magic taught means of obtaining
dreams without recourse to the loftier temple
procedure.
The papyri of later centuries have
preserved the pitiable mixture of material details
and barbarous jingles of words that form the

—

clearest of those methods.
Papyrus 122 in the British Museum, I. 359 ff., says 'Take a
clean linen bag and write upon it the names given below. Fold
it up and make it into a lamp-wick, and set it alight, pouring
pure oil over it. The words to be written are •• Armiuth,
Lailamchouoh, Arsenophrephren, Phtha, Archentechtha." Then
in the evening, when you are gomg to bed, which you must do
without touching food, do thus Approach the lamp and repeat
seven times the formula given below, then extinguish it and
lie down to sleep.'
[The formula is too long to give, but ends
:

:

:

thus
that

:

I

' I require, O lords
of the Gods, give me the information
desire ' ; cf. Budge, Egyp, Magic, London, 1901, p. 216.]

Magic also taught analogous means of getting
dreams on unspecified subjects from the popular
god of dreams, Bes, whose figure is carved or
engraved on numerous pUlows on which Egyptian
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With these formulae we enter
heads reclined.
imperceptibly the domain of pure and simple
superstition and the current practices of Egyptian society.
The same British Museum papyrus gives, in 1. 64 ff., the
method of drawing 'on the left hand' a figure of Bes, then
writing on a piece of cloth, with ink made of special ingredients, a formula of adjuration ; this cloth is then wrapped round
the hand, and its end is rolled round the patient's neck. The
god of dreams is summoned to come * this very night.'

doubtful whether the more enlightened
of Egyptian society admitted that the
gods lent themselves so readily to the commands
and threats of men. It is universally admitted,
on the other hand, that the dead, who always had
power to come and give dreams to the living on
It

is

members

their

own

initiative,

were capable,

in certain cir-

cumstances, of being called into the service of
private magic.
Cases of direct intervention by the dead are not of great
frequency in the literature at present known to us. The \iew
of Pierret (Diet, d'arch. igyp., Paris, 1876, s.v. 'Songe'), that
the famous papyrus of 'The Teaching of Amenemhat' has
reference to an appearance of the king's father, who came in a
dream to instruct his son, is nothing more than hypothesis.
The same is true of the interview of Khonsu-m-habi with a

dead

man

(this

may have

been a waking

vision).

The most

certain cases are those indicated by the formulas found by
Erman in the Berlin magic papyrus, to be employed for driving
off the ghosts that torment children in sleep (see art. CHlia)RKH
[Egyptian]). The well-known Leyden papyrus is the type par
excellence of cases of a dead woman coming to torment her
husband in dreams. The way to get rid of this torment was to
make a statuette of the dead wife and tie upon its wrist a list
of the husband's good deeds during his wedded life, and then a
summons to the ghost to stop her persecution, under the threat
of proceedings before the god of the dead.

The magicians took full advantage of this
They
readiness of the dead to evoke dreams.
did not employ all ghosts, but only those whose
wretched condition had deprived them of their
habitations, family-cult, or tomb, and who had consequently to beg assistance of the living and to
put themselves at their service in order to exist
(see Demons and Spirits [Egyp.]); hence the
importance attached in necromancy to the spirits
of shipwrecked people, suicides, executed criminals,
Most of the Egyptian books of magic include
etc.
private formulae for sending dreams in this way
(cf. the Louvre papyrus 3229, the Gnostic papyrus of Leyden, and the late incantations in Greek).
The dreams thus sent belong to two general categories (a) dreams which torment and devour by
witchcraft
and (b) dreams sent to inspire some
one with an ardent love, to encourage a loved one's
fidelity, or to bring hostility to a rival or make
him physically impotent. In all such cases the
sending of the dream is usually complicated by a
casting of spells through the medium of a figure
of the person to whom the dream is sent (see
:

;

Maspero, Histoire, Paris, 1895, i. 213 ; and the
given by Budge in his
love figures
Egyptian Magic, p. 94 S. ). The whole combines,
later on, with Chaldaean, Jewish, and Greek
magic to form the involved processes of tabell(B
devotionis, where dream, incantation, and necromancy are all confused, the dream-sending, however, remaining the chief element (cf., on this
difficult question, Maspero, £liudes de myth, et
cases of

'

'

d'archiol. igyp., Paris, 1893, pp. 297, 311 ; and the
fine studies of Revillout, ' Ajnatoria,' in Bevue
papyrus in the
igyptologique, i. [1881] 69 ff.).
British Museum commends the sending of lovedreams by the method of tracing words with a
nail ' taken from a wrecked ship ' and then throwing them into the sea ; or by making this declaration before a lamp filled with oil of a special
composition : ' I desire to appear in the dream of
the daughter of N. . . .' By gradual stages the
magician adds to these spirits of the dead in his
service spirits of demons or of ill-disposed gods,
and we see developing the system of black magic
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which lasted throuf;hout the centuries in the
Mediterranean world and in Christian Europe.
This general theory of the dreams sent by magiciaiia fits in
exactly with tiie accounts of pseudo-Cailisthenes relating to
the leifendary birth of Alexander, and proves the K^jyptian
nature mistal^enly contested of tlie dreams that were sent to
Olympias and to Philip, The Urst dream, sent to the queen,

—

—

accompanied by a ceremony of spell-casting with a wax
figure and unctions of magic herbs analogous to all the
practices mentioned above. The dream-visit of Anion to the
queen's room is purely Egyptian, and falls in with the theory
of Divine conceptions by dreams described at Luxor and Deir
el-Bahari for the Thebans of the XVIIIth Dynasty. Finally,
the dream in which the hawk is sent from Kgypt to announce to
Philip the miraculous birth of Alexander is equally in agreement with the mechanism employed by the magicians of the
is

Nile Valley.

—

6. General.
It will be observed that in none of
the cases mentioned as yet do we see an ordinary
living person taking any part at all in a dream
(giving a warning, coming from a distance, announcing an approaching death, etc.) there is
nothing of the nature of tne interview of Patroclus
and Achilles {11. xxiii. 65 ff. ). And, on the other
hand, we have no Egyptian examples of the
dreamer going to a distant land in his dream,
living the past over again, seeing future events,
or, in a word, playing any of the parts that are so
frequent in dreams of other religions. Besides
the dreams already mentioned, in which the dead
appear, the only other apparitions seem to have
been of gods speaking on definite questions in the
clear language of earth, and, sometimes, but more
rarely, calling the attention of the sleeper to
certain symbolical figures that must be inter;

preted.

We now come to the final question of what theory
was probably held

in Egypt as to the mechanism of
the dream. No formal explanation has ever been
given of this in any Egyptian text known to us,
and there is little chance that there ever existed
an oneirocritical work analogous to those possessed by the Mediterranean world.
The Egyptian dream is not connected rationally either with
the mechanism of omens, or with the theory of
'influences,' or with the process of 'intersigns.'
It is a tangible reality and is regarded as such,
without mysticism and, as a rule, without symbolism.
There is not even any allusion, as by
Penelope in the Odyssey (xix. 500 flf.), to the possibility of a fallacious dream.
On the other hand,
the absence of dreams in which the soul goes
away or in which living persons appear is signifieant.
As it is evident that the Egyptians, like
other men, must have had dreams of this type,
the fact that they omit to mention them in the
texts proves that they did not consider them of
importance. Now, if we admit, with Tylor {Prim.
Cuit.', i. 121, 440, ii. 24, 49, 75, 416), that these
types of dreams are included in the list of the
fundamental elements of primitive religious phenomena, it must be concluded that Egypt was already
far beyond these conceptions, and had travelled
far, in this connexion, from the ideas as to the
r61e and nature of dreams cherished by the majority of contemporary African peoples.
In the
last place, the theory of the dream seems to the
present writer, after a careful examination of the
Egyptian ideas, to be based not upon the separation or the journey of one of the souls of a human
being during sleep, but upon the hypersensitiveness of the sleeping man. This fact may be of
great interest for the history of comparative religion.
There would seem to correspond, in short,
to the sleeping state a special sensitiveness enabling the individual to see and hear beings that
are always in existence, but cannot be perceived in
a waking state because the senses are too gross.
This would agree with the belief that on certain
occasions or by certain processes man can actually
acquire this lucidity, by way of exception, in a

(Teutonic)

waking
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state {e.g.
to see inviHible spirits
by
rubbing the eyes with a magic subKlance or to
read sealed writing through the matter of the
case, etc.).
The whole hypothesis agrees, however, with the practice that we have established
as fact or suspected as preliminary conditions in
Egypt of obtaining a dream prayer (i.e. an attenuated form of incantation), fasting, etc. The
whole question would thus come under the general
theory of the ecstatic process. Far from being,
as in other religions, a sort of death, sleep in
Egypt was a state of lucid supersensitiveness of
the various souls contained in the individual.
In
support of this view, there is a very important
phenomenon to be noted, viz. the ecstatic sleep of
the sam, so often described or represented in the
'

'

'

;

'

:

in the scenes of the famous ceremony
as the ' Opening of the Mouth of the dead.
It is during this sleep that the sam acquires the
power of seeing and hearing the soul of the dead
in all the forms which it takes,' as the dreamer
declares on awaking.
ritual

and

known

'

'

—
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George Foucart.

DREAMS AND SLEEP (Teutonic).— Dreams
played a considerable part in the lives of the
Teutons, but their significance was only prophetic.
They were thought to foreshadow events in the
future of the dreamer or his immediate surroundings, but there is no hint that they played any
part in religion. The idea that revelations as to
the nature of the gods could be made through the
agency of dreams seems to have been foreign to
Teutonic conceptions, and the later mystical
dreams of the Middle Ages must, therefore, be
held to be a Christian growth. In Scandinavia,
whence almost all our information for heathen
times is obtained, dreams were not only divorced
from religion, but also to a great extent from
magic.
The art of interpreting dreams was in
no way connected with magical powers, but was
usually found in combination with a philosophical
attitude towards life, and a wide knowledge of the
world. Thus, in the Laxdale Saga, Gudrun appeals to no witch-wife, but to Gest the Wise, a
chief universally

esteemed

for his ripe

wisdom,

for

the interpretation of her dream and in the Heimskringla we find King Halfdan the Black consulting his wisest counsellor about his dream.
Every one, however, was acquainted with the
rudiments of the art of interpretation, and there
seems to have been a general consensus of opinion
as to the significance of certain phenomena in
dreams thus Gudrun, in the Lay of Atli, says
that dreaming of iron portends fire and Hogni, in
the same poem, declares that his wife's dream of a
polar bear only foretells a storm from the east.
The fact that most of the recorded Scandinavian
dreams are of ominous import must be ascribed to
the selective process exercised by the authors of
Saga or poem. The value of dreams, used as a
literary clevice to deepen the atmosphere of doom
which surrounds a fated house, was fully appreciated by them. So, before the catastrophic ending
of the Atli (Attila) poems, the wives of Hbgni and
Gunnar in vain strive to stay their husbands by
;

:

;

:;
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the recital of their dark dreams ; and the unsuspecting Atli wakes Gudrun to tell her the dream
which foreshadows his own death at her avenging
hands. In many of the Sagas the suspense before

a tragic happening is enhanced by dreams woven
into the story, notably in the Saga of GisU the
Outlaw. However, Snorri Sturluson makes good
use of a more cheerful type of dream in his histories of the Norwegian kings, shadowing forth
the glory of the royal line in the dream of a lofty
tree, many-branched, spreading all over Norway
and beyond it. Saxo Grammaticus, in his Gesta
DanoruTfi, tells us of a dream of King Gorm of
Denmark which has a similar significance, and one
is also recorded from Sweden.
It is worth while to examine a little more
closely the various classes of foreboding dreams.
The simplest type is merely a dream vision of
what is to come ; thus a great blaze indicates the
burning of a house, and so on. But the dreams
most frequently mentioned in the old Scandinavian
sources image forth the persons involved under
animal form, showing how deeply rooted was the
idea of the fylgja, the materialization, as it were,
in animal form, of a man's spirit, which attended
him through life, and could be seen in dreams, or
by waking persons before the death of its owner
Thus, in Njdls Saga, a dream
(see Soul [Tent.]).
of a bear followed by two dogs is at once read as
showing the presence, in the neighbourhood, of the
warlike Gunnar, with two companions. Thorstein
Egilsson, in the Gunnlaugs Saga, dreams of two
eagles fighting over the possession of a swan the
eagles are the fylgjur of the two rivals for the love
of his daughter, whose fylgja is the swan.
There
:

a remarkable similarity between this dream and
that in the Nibelungenlied, where Kriemhild sees
two eagles tear her pet falcon to pieces. Charlemagne's dream of the meeting of a bear and a
leopard, recorded in the Song of Boland, evidently
is

belongs to this class. In other dreams, again, it
is the guardian spirit, or a deceased member of the
family, who appears to the living representative to
warn him of danger or death in two stories the
warning conveyed is of a landslip, from which the
dreamer is thereby enabled to escape.
In later
Christian times we find St. Olaf or one of the popular Icelandic bishops fulfilling this warning function. In the short Icelandic tale entitled the Dream
of Thorstein, three female guardian spirits come
weeping to "Thorstein, imploring him to be wary,
for that his thrall Gilli seeks to murder him ; but
their warning is in vain. Similar is the last dream
of Glaumvor, in the Lay of Atli, in which she sees
dead women, clothed in sad-coloured weeds, come
to call her husband Gunnar to the realms of the
dead. It is characteristic of the stern Teutonic
conception of the workings of Fate that dreams
are only seldom warnings to be profited by of tener
they are foreshadowings of an inevitable doom.
The gods never appear in dreams until faith in
their divinity has been extinguished by Christianity.
On the other hand, we must note that evU
dreams beset the god Balder before his death
(VegtamskviSa, in the Older Edda). Nightmares
were not classed as dreams among the Teutonic
people, but were (and indeed frequently are) attributed to the actual presence on the bed of a
supernatural being, a mara, alp, or trude, or to
the witchcraft of an ill-disposed neighbour.
In Scandinavia, where the interpretation of
dreams was a secular art, unassociated with either
magic or religion, the introduction of Christianity
did not lessen the esteem in which it was held.
Thus it is evidently no disgrace to the Icelandic
bishop St. Thorldk that he took great pleasure in
the recital of dreams. In England, however, the
study of dreams is denounced by an early arch-

—

;

(Vedio)

bishop, together with magical practices, soothsaying, and the like. That it held a lower place
in England than in Scandinavia seems also clear
from the absence of dreams as a literary device in
Old English poems. In Germany, as we have seen,
the Nibelungenlied affords evidence for the same
views on dreaming as prevailed in Scandinavia
but, on the other hand, we find Walther von der

Vogelweide making fun both of dreams and of the
wise women who professed to interpret them.
At the present day, however, Germany is full of
'
Traumbiicher,' giving rules for the interpretation
of dreams, and especially as to the methods of
detecting, in some detail of a dream, a lucky
number in the State lotteries. These books have
an immense sale, and it is a significant fact that
in some parts of Germany the lottery agents themselves sell 'Traumbiicher,' and that in Austria
they have been forbidden by law to do so. In
Franconia, the interpretation of dreams for lottery
purposes is a kind of secret knowledge, very profitable to its professors.
It is a firm belief in most Teutonic countries
that to sleep in a new house, or at least in a new
bed, is the best method of securing a dream ; it
was the method known in the Middle Ages, and
was recommended to King Gorm of Denmark in
heathen times.
curious variant of this practice

A

was adopted by King Halfdan the Black. This
Norwegian king slept in a pig-sty in order to cure
himself of the habit of dreamless sleep, which was
considered a disquieting mental disease. In some

Germany

it is thought that, if the dreamer
from telling a bad dream until after midaccomplishment
will be prevented.
The
day, its
frequent refusal of persons in the Icelandic Sagas

parts of
refrains

to relate their dreams, or their protests of disbelief in dreams, may possibly be due to a similar
Without parallel in Teutonic sources is the
idea.
death-bringing dream mentioned in the Icelandic
Ljtisvetning Saga, where the dream had such power

that the first person who heard it must die.
Certain nights, whose significance dates from
heathen times, are considered the most important
for dreams almost all over Teutonic Europe,
especially the Twelve Nights (the heathen Yule),
and Midsummer Night. Both in Sweden and in
Germany it is the custom to lay a bunch of nine
different varieties of flowers under the pillow on
Midsummer Eve, to ensure that the dreams of the
night shall come true.
Literature. — W. Henzen, Vber die Trdume in der altnordiscken Sacfatitteratur, Leipzig, 1890 A. Wuttke, Der deutsche
Volksaberglaube der Gegenwart^, ed. Berlin, 1900; J. Grimm,
;

Deutsche Mythologies, Berlin, 1876-78 O. Schrader, Reallexikon
der indogerm. Altertumskunde, Strassburg, 1901, s.v. 'Traum.'
B. S. Phillpotts.
;
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(Vedic).— The chief
passage in Vedic literature for the explanation of
the psychology of dreams is Brhaddranyaka Upanisad, iv. 3. 9-14. Two theories are advanced
(1) in dreams the soul takes its material from the
world and constructs for itself by its own light the
objects which it sees ; (2) in sleep the soul abandons
the body and roams where it will, hence the
injunction not to awaken suddenly one who is
sleeping, for in that case the soul may not find its
way back to the body an evil which is hard to
cure.
For the later workings over of this passage
in the attempt to harmonize these theories, see
Deussen, Allgem, Gesch. der Philos., 1894 ff., I. ii.
271-274.
For the present purpose the second
hypothesis is the more important. Its difference
from the first theory is ascribed by Deussen to
the poetic form in which it is presented. More
probably the ditt'erence is deeper, and we have in
these verses a poetic version of an extremely old
belief frequently found among peoples at a low
stage of civilization, the existence of which among

—
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the Vedic peoples must be posited to explain the
made, from the Rigveaa onwards, to remove
the fancied effects of evil dreams.
number of stanzas both in the Rigveda and
in the Atharvaveda speak of an evil dream (dullavapna, du/ixvapnya) as a calamity comparable with
sin, disease, and witchcraft, or are employed in the
From tlie
ritual for the expiation of evil dreams.
efforts

A

Rigveda may be cited:

i. 89. 8-9, 99.
1, 114.
1,
120. 12, ii. 28. 10, v. 82. 4-5, viii. 47. 14-18, x.
36. 4, 37. 4, 127. 1 (the Ratrisukta, or rather its
The thirty-third Pariiis(a of
khila), and 164. 1.

the Atharvaveda gives as the duhsvapnandiana(list of hymns that destroy the effects of evil
dreams) Atharv. iv. 17. 5, vi. 45. 1, 46. 1, vii.
100. 1, 108. 1-2, ix. 2. 2-3, x. 3. 6, xvi. 5. 1, and,
as far as the subject-matter is concerned, might
have included also: vi. 121. l = vii. 83. 4, xvi.
The last two hymns are
6. 2, 8-9, xix. 56. 1, 57. 1.
employed at a ceremony called svastyayana, permorning
secure
good fortune for the
to
formed each
king (of. Atharv. Par. viii. 1. 3). For the most
part these stanzas contain little that is distinctive.
O Surya, with that
Typical is Rigveda x. 37. 4
light with which thou dost conquer darkness, with
that sun with which thou dost rise over all living
creatures, with that drive away from us all weakness, impiety, disease, and evil dreams.'
In the hieratic literature the manipulation of
these stanzas in the ritual is also quite common-

gana

:

:

'

Thus at Aitareya Aranyaka, iii. 2. 4. 18,
one who has had an evil dream is ordered to fast,
cook a pot of rice in milk, make oblations of it,
each accompanied by a verse of the Mdtrisukta,
place.

Brahmans, and eat the leavings of the
Similar directions are given in Sankhdyana Gfhya Sutra v. 5. 3-13, with the additional
requirement that the milk must be from a cow
that is not black and that has a calf of the same
colour. Furthermore, Rigveda i. 89. 8-9 must also
be recited. In Aivalayana Gfhya Sutra iii. 6.
5-6 the oblation is of rice grains, and is made to
feast the
oblation.

the sun with Rigv. v. 82. 4-5, viii. 47. 14-18, or ii.
With the first of these verses Samaveda i.
28. 10.
Its muttering is prescribed at
141 is identical.
Gobhila Gfhya Sutra iii. 3. 32 (cf Sdmavidhana i.
Eiranyakeiin Grhya
8. 7) in case of bad dreams.
Sutra i. 17. 4 orders in a similar case a sacrifice of
.

sesame and ajya, accompanied by verses, one of
which is equivalent to Atnarv. vii. 101. Similar is
the practice of Manava Grhya Sutra ii. 15. Katy ay ana Srauta Siitra xxv. 11. 20 in the same case
directs that a dlksita (one who has taken the bath
that consecrates him for the performance of a
sacrifice) must mutter a verse practically equivalent
to Atharv. vii. 100. 1 (cf. also Apastamblya Srauta
Sutra X. 13. 11). The Rigvidhdna i. 23. 2, 24. 1,
25.

1,

30.

1,

ii.

33.

2,

iv. 20.

1

also enjoin the

muttering of a number of verses to destroy the
consequences of evil dreams. Noteworthy also is
the fact that Sdiikhdyana Gfhya Siitra i. 7. 2 includes most of the verses from the Rigveda in the
list of verses to be recited each morning.
In the Atharvan ritual the practices are more
striking ; of them KatiHka xlvi. 9-13 gives a list.
While reciting Atharv. vi. 45 and 46, the person
a bad dream washes his face. When
the dream was very bad, he offers with these hymns
a cake of mixed grains, or deposits, while reciting
the hymns, such a cake in the land of an enemy.
Or after a bad dream one may recite Atharv. vii.
100. 1 and turn on the other side. Whenever any one
dreams that he has eaten, he must recite Atharv.
vii. 101 and look round about him.
Atharv. vi.
46. 2-3 may be substituted for any of the above
mantras. Among the Pariiistas, the Ghftdveksana
viii. 2. 5 comprises in its effects the destruction of
evil dreams, and in Atharv. Par. xxxiii. 1. 3 it

who has had
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stated that Indra formerly suffered from such
until the Ghftakambala atlcirded him relief.
The ceremonies show that their purpose is not to
secure immunity from the actual discomforts of
nightmare, and also that the dream is not looked
upon merely as a bad omen, but rather as an actual
contamination. This view is but the logical result
of combining the theory that in dreams the soul
leaves the body and actually undergoes the
experiences which the waking mind remembers
with the Vedic belief that sin is not only a moral
delinquency, but much more, a jtwii- physical
Under these circumstances an
contamination.
excursion into dreamland must have appeared to
the Vedic mind as fraught with possible dangers.
The methods taken to remove them naturally
resemble the attempts to remove actual impurities,
physical or spiritual viz. ablutions and the transThe latter
ferring of tlie burden to another.
means, which is symbolized in the Atharvan ritual
by the depositing of the cake in the enemy's land,
is

dreams

—

expressed in the Rigveda itself, viii. 47. 14 ff., by
the prayer to Usas (Dawn) to transfer the evil
dream to Trita Aptya, the scape-goat of the gods.
For this mythological concept the Atharvaveda
characteristically shows in its re-modelling of the
stanzas a human enemy. In some cases apparently
the contamination arises from association with
spirits of the dead. Thus at Satapatha Brdhmana
xiii. 8. 4. 4, persons returning from a funeral,
among other precautions to escape the uncanny
influences, wipe themselves with an apamdrga
plant, imploring it to drive away, among other
The association with the world
evils, bad dreams.
of Yama may also be seen in Atharv. vi. 46, xix.
56 ; and it is most probable that the ' friend of
Rigv. ii. 28. 10 ( = Mditrdyani Samhitd iv. 229. 3)
who speaks to one of danger in sleep, and against
whom Varuna's protection is implored, is a
departed spirit.
Auspicious dreams naturally appear much less
frequently in the ritual. At Chhanaogya Upanisad
V. 2. 8-9 it is stated that if, during the progress of
a sacrifice intended to procure the fulfilment of a
wish, the sacrificer sees in his dreams a woman, he
may infer the success of his sacrifice.
Divination by means of dreams is attested by
Sdmavidhana iii. 4. 1-2, where two ceremonies are
described that ensure prophetic dreams.
Dreams as omens. That the interpretation of
dreams must have begun to occupy the attention
of the Brahmans at a very early period is implied
in the very fact of the recognition of the evil
character of some dreams. It is also corroborated
by the mention at an early time of certain minute
Thus
particulars as constituting evU dreams.
Rigv. viii. 47. 15 mentions as ominous the making
of an ornament, or the weaving of a garland (for
explanation of these omens from the later literature,
is

'

—

cf.

Pischel,

yaka

iii.

ZDMG

2. 4.

16

ff.

The Aitareya Arannumber of dreams that

xl. 111).

gives a

forebode death e.g. if a person sees a black man
with black teeth and that man kills him, if a
boar kills him, if a monkey jumps on him, if he
is carried swiftly by the wind, if he swallows gold
(emblematic of life) and vomits it, if he eats
:

,

honey or chews stalks, or wears a single (red)
lotus, or drives a chariot harnessed with asses or
boars, or, wearing a wreath of red flowers, drives a
black cow with a black calf towards the south (cf.

ZDMG

The explanation
xxxii. 573 fl".).
Aufreoht,
of the requirement (see above) that dreaming of
eating shall be followed by an expiation is
doubtful. Caland regards it as an omen of lack of
food, on the principle that dreams go by contraries.
But dreaming of eating is in itself a good omen
(cf. Pischel, Album-Kern, Leyden,1903, p. 115 fl'.).
Pischel's explanation, that it is the failure to find

2
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conin the morning the food dreamed of which
The commentastitutes the omen, seems forced.
vu. 101
tor's remark, that while reciting Atharv.
a
he looks around as if he had eaten food, suggests
His soul has incautiously
different explanation.
eaten food— an act surrounded by superstitious
the
practices because of the supposed danger of

entrance of a demon (see DISEASE AND MEDICINE
Vedic]),— and the dreamer no\t seeks to take the
precautions which his soul omitted in the dream.

LiTERATUKB.—The minuteness 0( the omens cited pomto to a
early period. In
full development of this pseudo-science at an
the
agreement with them are the systematic expositions of
much later date.
of
a
are
works
surviving
the
although
subject,
FanSim
sixty-eighth
First among these is to be mentioned the

chapter
the Atharvaveda, entitled Svajmadhydya (the
ed.
Cf. The PariHitas of the Atharvaveda^
on dreams).
Leipzig, 1909-10.
vol.
i.
Negelein,
v.
and
J.
Boiling
Q. M.
Pirj^as
the
in
Certain phases of the subject are treated
Vayu P. 19, Agm
(cf. Matsya P. 242, Markav4'va' P- 43,
and the astrological
P 228 14, Brahmavaivarta P. iv. 76)
dreams; cf.
prophetic
of
tales
contain
Epics
also
The
works.

of

interaction and in certain directions of structure,
which are just coming to be recognized. The
British settlers in North America have assumed
the aboriginal type of the Indian face and head;
migrants from lowlands to uplands develop roundheadedness ; from the temperate zone to the tropics
man develops frizzly hair, and so on. The most
of these natural adaptations, physio-

obvious

pigmentalogically produced, to the environment is
colour from
The skin of man is graded
tion.
the Equator to the Pole. The deeper pigmentation
against the
of the tropical skin is a protection
northern
actinic rays of the sun ; the blondness of
animals,
races, like the white colour of Arctic

m

retains the heat of the body.

.

followed the analogy of the animal, we
a
should have to take into account the fact that
mechanical intelligence enables it to obviate certain
disadvantages of its natural covering. The animal
in
never exposes itself unnecessarily; its work,
27.
v.
(Schlegel),
not
Mahabharata v. 143. 30 ff. Bam. ii. 69. IB
the case of the larger animals, is done at night,
Indian
mentioned
m
visions
of
instances
The
(Gorresio).
14 ff
Matmahen in the glare of the sun. Automatically it acquires
Uterature have been collected by L. Scberm^a,
If
also
zur Gesch. der ind. Visionstitteratur, Leipzng, 1892 cf.
an artificial covering in the form of shelter.
galcuna,ao.
Vasantaraja
principle,
E Hultzsch, Prolegomena zu des of
in a natural state followed a similar
man
superstitions
dream
the
treatment
detailed
16fl
A
1879 p
is the
v Negelein.
he would be at no more disadvantage than
of the Hindus is about to be published by J.
similar argument applies to the other
animal.
G. M. BOLLING.
decoration.
mentioned above, namely, sexual
DRESS.—An analysis of the relations of man's use
man was
What these considerations suggest is that reason
clothing with his development in social evolution
is
to invent. The
necessity
by
forced
not
psychowill naturally be chiefly concerned with
simpler. Again, we get the
and
deeper
once
at
for
instituted,
When once
logical categories.
meaning ot
conclusion that one primary use and
whatever reasons or by whatever process, dress beto provide an adaptation to a
much
so
not
dress
is
complex,
often
came a source of psychical reactions,
weather ;
climate as to enable man to be superior to
to a greater extent (owing to its more intimate
words, to enable him to move and be
other
in
material
other
than
any
connexion with personality)
where animals seek shelter.
Some outline of the active in circumstances in the frequent proverbial
product of intelligence.
principle is imfilicit
The
suggested,
will
be
dress
of
historical development
comparison of clothing to a house.
rather than drawn, as a guide to the main inquiry.
character,
Dress, in fact, as a secondary human
the
term,
the
use
may
one
if
or,
practical
The
must be treated, as regards its origins, in the same
biological uses and meaning of dress, are simple
machines.
as human weapons, tools, and
enough and agreed upon. These form the first way increases the static resisting power ot tfie
Dress
state of the material to be employed by the social
increase the
surface of the body, just as tools
consciousness. Its secondary states are a subject
dynamic capacity of the limbs. It is an extension
in themselves.
intension) of the passive area of
of dress (and thereby an
I. Origins.—The primary significance
as
a tool is of the active mechanism
lust
person,
the
pass
becomes a difficult question as soon as we
other is a
is a second skin, as the
It
arm.
the
of
stages
from the institution in being to its earliest
hand.
second
,
possible
is
and its origin. For speculation alone
evolution,
Further, if we take an inclusive view of
when dealing with the genesis of dress. Its con- admitting no break between the natural and the
clusions will be probable, in proportion as they
as a sequence to
artificial, but regarding the latter
satisfactorily bridge the gulf between the natural
accept
former, we shall be in a position to
the
The
evolution.
human
of
and the artificial stages
the former
indications that both stages, and not
that
latter
the
those
of
by
supplied
information
of the same
only, are subject to the operation
are presumably nearest to the natural state, to
mechanical laws, and show (with the necessary
origin
the
key
to
itself
a
in
is
not
Protanthropus,
belong to
limitations) similar results. These laws
of clothing, but, on the other hand, the mere
the environthe interaction of the organism and
analogy of animal-life is still less helpful. An
is called
ment, and the results are found in what
animal has a natural covering more efficient for
of equilibrium, a balanced
optimum
an
adaptation,
the two uses of protection against the environment
In this connexion
interaction, between the two.
and of ornamentation as a sexual stimulus. An
from two well-marked
examples
take
may
we
animal may become adapted to a change, for
subject, the one
stages in the evolution of our
instance to an Arctic climate, by growing a thick
ot the
deficiency, the other a sufhciency,
a
showing
to
fur which is white. It may be supposed that,
good observer
of the body.
covering
artificial
of
use
meet a similar change, man invents the
Indians of Guiana, not as a result
But this old argument is remarks of the but as a first impression of their
artificial coverings.
habituation,
of
contradicted by all the facts.
contrast the naked forms, that
point

we

If

;

;

A

.

.

A

It

may

serve, however, to

by

actual continuity of the natural and the artificial
stages, the physical and the psychical stages, of
our evolution. If we say that man is the only
animal that uses an artificial covering for the body,
we are apt to forget that even when clothed he is
subject to the same environmental influences as in
the ages before dress. Again, there is no hint that
the approach of a glacial epoch inaugurated the
invention of dress. But it is an established fact
that the survivors of immigrants to changed
conditions of climate and geological environment
become physically adapted by some means of

•it

is

a

fact that these people,
do not
in the streets of Georgetown,

most curious but certain

even as they wander
appear naked."'

case is that of the Chaco Indians
environment ; even his
•The Indian is perfectly suited to his
painting with which
nicturesaue costume and the ornamental
:

The other

with his surroundings.
Ee adorn's hisbod" s in perfect harmony
The colours blend^o be'autifuUy that '»"«.?„"<•
""""'i^^^^S
idea ol
in a very great degree, the
Indian
ever that the

has,

and harmony.'
jcj„„i
sentence the word idea
If we qualify in the last
194.
1883, p.
1 E F Im Thurn, Indians of Guiana,
An Unknown People in an (Tnlmoum Land'

fitness

W

2
B Grubb,
Chaco,
The Indians of the Paraguayan

1911, p. 65.

'

DRESS
by the adjective 'automatic' or 'unconscious,'
we siiall Iiave a sound explanation of a very
remarkable phenomenon. The point of the pheno-

menon

is that the evolution of man's artificial
covering maintains a balance or harmony with the
environment, particularly in respect to light, jiist
as was the case with the naked Indian skins,
arrived at just as mechanically, but through the
Thus, there
unconscious reaction of the retina.
is a real continuity between the adaptive colour of
the chameleon, and similar cases of so-called
protective coloration (which is primarily merely a
mechanical attuning to the environment), and
the harmony which numan dress may show with
The selective process has not
its surroundings.
been conscious, but neither has it been accidental.
Equally unconscious in
It is the result of law.
its first stages was the aclaptation of dress to
temperature.
This brings us no nearer to the origins of dress,
though it clears the ground. Still further to
simplify speculation, we may notice some prevalent
hypotheses on the subject. Dress being a covering,
it assumes, when instituted, all the applicable
meanings which the idea of covering involves. But
it by no means follows that all of these, or even
any, were responsible for its original institution.
'fhere is, first, the hypothesis that clothing
originated in the decorative impulse. This has the
merit of providing a cause which could operate
through unconscious intelligence, automatic feeling. Stanley Hall found that of the three functions
of clothing whose realization and expression he
investigated in a questionnaire— ^TiOtGction, ornament, and Lotzean self-feeling the second is by
The child
far the most conspicuous in childhood.
is unconscious of sex, otherwise this statistical
result might be brought into line with the sexual
And, though it is
ornamentation of animals.
unsafe to press any analogy between the civilized
child and the savage, the savages known to science
are, as a rule, very fond of finery, absolutely, and
not always in relation to the other sex.
The natural man,' says Ratzel,i will undergo any trouble,

—

'

'

any discomfort,

in order to beautify himself to the best of his

power.'

Dandies, Im Thum ^ remarks, are about as frequent
among the Indians as in civilized communities. At
Port Moresby, in New Guinea, young men actually
practise tight-lacing, to be smart and fashionable.^
In these spheres, indeed, it is chiefly the young, if
not mere children, who express the impulse to
Of the Dayaks of Borneo a good
decoration.
observer has remarked that a
'love of finery is inherent in the young of both sexes; the
elderly 'are less fond of it and often dress very shabbily, and
up their good clothes for their offspring.' *

save

It is in accordance with the rule

among animals

among

primitive peoples the male sex chiefly
assumes decoration. Ornaments among the Indians
of Guiana are more worn by men than by women.
The stock ornamentation is paint ; scented oils are
used as vehicles.
A man, when he wants to dress well, perhaps entirely coats
both his feet up to the ankles with a crust of red his whole
trunk he sometimes stains uniformly with blue-black, more

that

*

;

rarely with red, or he covers it with an intricate pattern of lines
of either colour ; he puts a streak of red along the bridge of his
nose where his eyebrows were till he pulled them out he puts
two red lines ; at the top of the arch of his forehead he puts a
big lump of red paint, and probably he scatters other spots and
Down is often used with red
lines somewhere on his face.'
paint.5
;

not to be pressed, though it
It applies, that is, up to
is sound as far as it goes.
a certain point in social evolution. Beyond that
point the balance inclines the other way, and for
the last five hundred years of European civilization

But

this

analogy

is

«
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decorative dress has been confined to women. During a previous period of some cenluries— to l.e
regarded as one of unstable equilibrium not only
did the curve of luxury in dress reach its highest
point, but there were attempts spasmodic, it is
true to put down any tendency towards such
luxury on the part of women, prostitutes being
excepted.
The previous stage one of very considerable length is still that of Islam
its significance and origin will concern us later. Its chief
feature was the principle that female dress should
be not ornamental, but protective of the rights of
the husband.
Thus we may infer that, in tlio
latest stage, woman as a sex has not only gained
freedom, and the right to fascinate, previously possessed by the courtesan alone, but has also shifted
the equilibrium of sex to a more permanent and
efficient position.
The story of woman's unconscious struggle for a monopoly of beauty in dress
thus illustrates an important social movement.
In practical investigation it is difficult, as Katzel
observes, to say
where clothing ends and ornament begins,' or, on the previous hypothesis, where
clothing springs out of ornament.
Since either
may obviously develop into the other when both
are instituted, it is idle to examine such cases.
Cases where one or the other is absolutely unknown might serve, but there are no examples of
this.
If an instance, moreover, of the presence
of clothing and entire absence of ornament were
observed, it would be impossible to argue that
clothing cannot be subject to the decorative impulse.
In any case, there is the self-feeling, satisfaction in individuality, to be reckoned with, for
the imijulse to finery is only one phase of it.
The supporters of the ornamentation hypothesis
of the origin of dress have an apparently strong
argument in the Brazilians and the Central Australians.
These recently studied peoples possess
no clothing in the ordinary sense of the term. But
they wear ornament, and on special occasions a
great deal of it.
Brazilian men wear a string
round the lower abdomen, the women a strip of
bark-cloth along the perineum, tied to a similar
abdominal thread. This is sometimes varied by
a small decorative enlargement. The Central
Australian man wears a waist-string, to which is
Corresponding to the last in
tied a pubic tassel.
the case of the women is a very small apron.
Leaving the waist-string out of account, we have
remaining the question of the erogenous centre.
In both the decoration hypothesis and the concealment hypothesis this centre is the focus of speculation.
If the Australian tassel of the male sex and
the leaf-like enlargement of the Brazilian woman's
perineal thread are considered superficially, they
may appear to be, if not ornaments, at least
But if this be granted, it does not
attractions.
follow that we have here the first application of
the idea of dress.
It would be impossible to make out a case to
prove that these appurtenances can ever have
satisfied the idea of concealment, as on the next
hypothesis is assumed. This hypothesis is to the
effect that male jealousy instituted clothing for
married women. Ratzel ^ observes that, if clothing
was originally instituted for purposes of protection
only, the feet and ankles would have been protected first.
Clothing, he holds, stands in unmistakable relation to the sexual life.
The first to
wear complete clothes is not the man, who has to
dash through the forest, but the married woman.'
The primary function of her dress is to render her
unattractive to others, to conceal her body from
other men's eyes. In the lower strata of human
evolution he considers that dress as a protection
from rain and cold is far less common.

—

—

—

—

—

;

—

'

'
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But, If we may argue from the practice of existing savages, this hypothesis cannot hold even of
the origin of female clothing. Only by straining
can it be applied to that of men. It is certainly a
vera causa, at a certain stage in barbarism (the
stage when wives became property '), of the customs of shrouding and veiling women, and of
confiacating all a maiden's ornaments and finery
when she became a wife. But it does not explain
the origin of the small apron worn in very early
stages, or of the mere thread in the earliest, and
we cannot deny these articles a place in the category
'

of dress.

A

frequent corollary of such views is that
is a result, not a cause, of clothing (so
Sergi).
But, as Havelock Ellis observes,
*many races which go absolutely naked possess a highly deAndamanese women 'are so
veloped sense of modesty.*!

modesty

modest that they will not renew their leaf aprons in the presence of one another, but retire to a secluded spot for tkis purpose even when parting with one of their ftod-appendages
[tails of leaves suspended from the back ot the girdle] to a
female friend the delicacy they manifest for the feelings of the
bystanders in their mode of removing it almost amounts to
prudishness' yet they wear no clothing in the ordinary sense.s
The Guiana Indians, when they want to change their single garment, either retire from sight or put the new over the old, and
then withdraw the latter.s Modesty is 'in its origins indephysiological modesty takes prependent of clothing
cedence of anatomical modesty ; and the primary factors of
modesty were probably developed long before the discovery of
either ornaments or garments. The rise of clothing probably
had its first psychic basis on an emotion of modesty already
compositely formed of these elements.'*
;

;

:

.

.

.

'

This last statement, of course, cannot hold of
the ultimate genesis of clothing. But, once instituted, it was sure to coincide with emotions ot
modesty. The general connexion between modesty
and dress is a subject of little importance, except
in so far as it has involved the creation of false
modesty, both individually and socially. Modesty,
where there is dress, tends to be concentrated upon
When clothing is once estabit mechanically.
lished, the gro>vth of the conception of women as
property emphasizes its importance, and increases
the anatomical modesty of women. Waitz held
that male jealousy is the primary origin of clothDiderot had held
ing, and therefore of modesty.
this view. Often married women alone are clothed.
woman
was free and
It is as if ibefore marriage a
naked after marriage, clothed and a slave.
;

—

illogically, though naturally— amoral
' The garment appears
and physical protection against any attack on his [the husband's]

property.' ^

But the fact of dress serving as concealment
involved the possibility of attraction by mystery.
Even when other emotions than modesty, emphasized by male jealousy, intervene, they may
work together for sexual attraction.
*
The social fear of arousing disgust combines easOy and perfectly with any new development in the invention of ornament
or clothing as sexual lures. Even among the most civilized
races it has often been noted that the fashion of feminine garments (as also sometimes the use of scents) has the double object of concealing and attracting. It is so with the little apron
of the young savage belle.
The heightening of the attraction is
indeed a logical outcome of the fear of evoking disgust.* 6

Similarly

we

find in the

most primitive clothing

a curious interchange of concealment, protection,
decoration, and advertisement. As has been hinted,
when an appurtenance has come to be attached to
the sexual area, the resulting psychical reactions
In the previous natural stage
are significant.
there is no artificial stimulus now, there is such
an addition to the natural stimulus, first by mere
attraction or signification, and later by decoration
In the mind of the subject also there
or veiling.
comes, first, the consciousness of sex, and later the
enhancing of self-feeling, which in the case of dress
generally, and not merely sexual, is distributed
throughout the personality. The subject's material
;

1
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personality is increased by clothing, and his psychiThe result is
cal reaction is proportional to this.

a rich complex of self-consciousness, modesty, and
self-feeling generally, the balance between them
But it is
varying according to circumstances.
highly improbable that such impulses could have
led to the invention of dress,

much

less of

mere

attachments and appurtenances. Their only means
of expression would have been ornament.
Finally, there is the protection-hypothesis. Sudden falls in the temperature, rains and winds and
burning sunshine, the danger of injuring the feet
and the skin of the body generally when in the
forest, and the need of body-armour against the
attacks of insects and of dangerous animals seem
obvious reasons for the invention of dress. But
they do not explain the process of invention, which
The cloak, the skirt, the
is the main problem.
apron, cannot have been invented in answer to a
need, directly, without any stages. The inven-

was first necessary, and this was suggested by some natural covering. The only line
tion of cloth

of development which seems possible is from protective ligatures. There are numerous facts which
apparently point to such an origin of clothing.
One of the most characteristic ' ornaments ' of
savages all over the world is the armlet. It is
quite probable that this has an independent origin
But
in the decorative impulse, like the necklace.
here and there we find bands worn round the
ankles, knees, wrists, and elbows, the object of
which is clearly to protect the sinews and muscles
from strains. The pain of a strained muscle being
eased by the grip of the hand, the suggestion of
an artificial grip might naturally follow, and a
system of ligatures would be the result.
The Nagas wear black rings of cane round the knee as some
say, to give strength for climbing.l The Malays wear bands and
ligatures to protect the muscles and prevent strains, as, for instance, round the wrists and below the knee.- Ratzel observes
that arm-rings may be useful in striking and warding off blows.
But the idea of a cestus is unhkely to be the primary motive for
ligatures.8 The Chacos wear anklets of feathers, chiefly to pro-

—

tect their feet against snake-bites.-*

Wild peoples, in fact, understand quite well the
limitations and the capacity of the human organmay
ism in respect to the environment.
credit them with an adequate system of supplying natural deficiencies, and of assisting natural
advantages also. For instance, the Malays explain the object of the papoose for infants as being
to prevent the child from starting and so straining
itself.' And it seems probable that there is a connexion between the earlier use of the ligature
and the prevalent custom of wearing metal rings
or wire as a decoration. Men and women of the
Watusi wear round the ankles innumerable coils of
iron wire, representing a weight of many pounds.
The women wear heavy bracelets of brass.* It is
possible, also, that in certain cases dress itself
might have been developed from the same source.
Thus, when we compare the following type of
body -dress with the frequent use, in earlier stages,
of a pliant bough or cane as a girdle, we can

We

imagine the possibility that the invention of the
sheet-form of covering might have been delayed
by the extension of the bandage-form.
The garment, termed lumiet, of the Sakarang women, is a
series of cane hoops covered with innumerable small brass links.
The series encasing the waist fita close. It sometimes extends
right up to the breasts. The Ulu Ai and Ngkari women wear
eight to ten parallel rows of large brass rings round the waist.
They are strung on rattans, and fixed to a cane network inside
them. Dense coils of thick brass wire are also worn on the
legs.?

i.
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But the ligature as a primary stage of sheetclothing miglit liave developed merely by adding to its breadth. Given a girdle, we might
suppose a natural enlargement of its depth. And
among the various bands used by tlie lowest
peoples there is a gradation of the kind. The
armlets of the Indians of Guiana are broad cotton
bands or string.' Yet there is no evidence to show
that such a development, from the belt to the
kilt, has been the main origin of the skirt-form of
dress.
skirt supplying its own belt is generally
a late modification.
Examination of the earliest peoples inevitably
leads to a rejection of the ligature-hypothesis.
Every consideration goes to show that the earliest
ligature was not intended to support the muscles.
It is inconceivable that the use of string in the
Guiana example can be intended for such a purpose.
In the next place, it must be borne in mind
that the chief area of the organism with which
dress proper is concerned is the central part of the
body, the trunk. Now, the great majority of the
Shelter
lowest peoples known wear no clothes.
But there is very commonly a
is used instead.

A

and it is more used by men than by
assume that the girdle is the point
of departure for the evolution of dress, and the
mechanism of that departure will be presently discussed.
But for the origin of body-clothing it is
waist-string,

women.

We

The
necessary to find the origin of the girdle.
civilized idea of a girdle is to bind up a skirt or
among
trousers.
This is certainly not its object
the earliest peoples, who have nothing to tie up.
It might be supposed that the original purpose of
the girdle was tnat of the abdominal belt, useful
both as a muscle-ligature and to alleviate the
But the earliest girdles are
pangs of hunger.
merely strings, and string is useless for such purposes.
String, moreover, made of grass or vegetable fibre, or animal sinew or human hair, is an
Its first form
earlier invention than the bandage.
was actually natural, the pliant bough or stem.
It is significant that this waist-string is chiefiy
a male appendage, and that it is worn neither
tight nor very loose. Both facts are explained by
the purpose for which the string is worn. It is
neither a bandage nor a suspender, but a continuous pocket. The savage finds it indispensable
for carrying articles which he constantly needs,
and which otherwise would encumber his hands.
Once fitted with a waist-string, the body, as a
machine, is enormously improved, being able to
carry the artificial aids of manual operations
ready for use as occasion requires, without hampering the work of that universal lever, the hand.
We can only speculate vaguely as to the series
accidents which led to the idea of the waistof
string.
It was, no doubt, analogous to the series
which ended in the invention of artificial hands in
the shape of weapons and tools, but it was cerThe varied uncontainly much later in time.
'

'

scious ideas of holding, gripping, and encircling,
which the muscular experience of the hand imprinted on the brain, might have evolved the
principle and practice of a hold-all round the
trunk, without the occurrence of any fortunate
accidents whatever. The natural position of the
hands when at rest would be rejected by unconscious reasoning in favour of a more convenient
spot, slightly higher, which would not interfere
with the movements of the legs. The downward
tapering of the thigh, moreover, renders it imIn this
possible to keep a string in position.
connexion it is worth noting that knee- and anklebands are commonly used in various stages of
culture for the purpose of holding implements.
The waist-string, therefore, being earlier than
1
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clothing proper, and being, as we have suggested,
the point of departure for the wearing ot coverings, we have next to examine the me<;hani«m of
the connexion between them.
The use of the
string as a holder being given, it would serve not
only as a pocket, but as a suspender for leaves or
bunches of grass, if for any reason these were
required.
The point to be enipiiasized here ia
that the presence of a suspender would suggest
the suspension and therefore the regular use of
articles for which there had been no original demand. If, for occasional purposes, a decoration
or covering was desired, there was the waist-string
ready for use. Central as it was, the decoration
or covering would fall below it and be thus applied
Similarly,
automatically to the perineal region.
the hair of the head is a natural holder, though
much less efficient, and it is used to support leafcoverings or flower-decorations.
It is unnecessary to enter upon a description of
the various zones of the body which require protection, such as the spine at the neck and in the
small of the back, against sun and cold, or the
mucous membranes of the perineal region, against
The use of clothing of certain textures
insects.
and colours to maintain a layer of air about the
skin at a temperature adapted to that of the body,
and to neutralize those rays of light which are
deleterious to the nervous system and destructive
may
of protoplasm, is also out of place here.
note, however, that by unconscious selection the
evolution of dresshas probably followed a thoroughly
hygienic course. But no principles of such hygiene,
except the very simplest, can have occuiTed to
primitive man. One of the simplest, however, we
may admit for tropical races the use of a proThe perineal region is
tection against insects.
most subject to their attacks when man is naked,
owing to the sebaceous character of the surface

We

—

and its relatively higher temperature. These facts,
no doubt, more than anything else, are the explanation of primitive habits of depilation. But
depilation is not a complete protection. Something
positive is required. The use of bunches of grass
or leaves is natural and inevitable, as soon as there
is something to hold them, namely, the waiststring.
A parallel method is the use of a second
string depending from the waist-string in front
and behind, and passing between the legs. The
Brazilian strip of bast used by women, and the red
thread which takes its place in the Trumai tribe,
though they attract attention like ornaments
instead of drawing attention away,' yet, as Von
den Steinen ' also satisfied himself, provide a pro'

tection against insects, a serious pest in the forests
These inter-crural strings protect the
of Brazil.

mucous membrane, without, however, concealing
the parts, as do leaves and grass. In the present
is the use made of
the waist-string. When cloth was invented, the
first form of the loin-cloth was an extension of the
It may be illustrated from
inter-crural thread.
the Indians of British Guiana, though it is prac-

connexion their chief interest

tically universal, significantly enough, among
tropical and sub-tropical peoples.
The Guiana man weara a narrow strip, called lap it is passed
between the legs, and the ends are brought up at back and front
and suspended on a rope-like belt. The women wear an apron,
Very young
called qneyu, hung from a string round the waist.
children before wearing a cloth have a string round the waist.
The lap is often made of bark, beaten till soft.2 The lap
method is employed by the Veddas of Ceylon.s and by numerous
early races throughout the world.
As the various methods of draping and tying
;

developed with man's familiarity with sheet-dress,
1
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the later form of loin-cloth naturally superseded the
earlier.
length of cloth passed round the waist
and between the legs, the ends depending, was
both more convenient and more comfortable. In
the first place it supplied a broader bandage, and,
being two articles in one, was more easily kept in
position.
This is the familiar and widely prevalent
loin-cloth.'
Secondly, it supplied a more efficient
method of binding the male organs. There is no
doubt that the naked male often finds it desirable,
for obvious anatomical reasons which do not
trouble the animal (whose organs are practically
withdrawn into the perineal surface), to confine
these parts.
Hence, it may be conjectured, the
use of a perineal cloth for men and of a mere
apron or skirt for women a distinction of the
earliest date and generally maintained. As showing
the practice of such confinement, it is enough to
point to a common use of the earlier waist-string.
The end of the organ is placed under the string,
made tight enough to hold it flat against the

A

'

—

abdomen.'
The development of the apron and skirt

is

a

simple extension (given the suspensory string and
the invention of cloth) of the use of leaves hung
from the waist.
The frequent use of a rear-apron
as a sitting-mat is a later detail, having no influence upon the skirt, which developed independently.
frequent variation is the fringe.
combination of front- and rear-aprons no doubt
preceded the complete skirt.
When the latter
was developed, new methods of suspension were
adopted, among them being one similar to that of
the loin-cloth, the upper edge serving as a bandage.
The use of the waist-string by women, for keeping
an inter-crural cloth or tampon in place during the
periods, may be referred to but it did not lead
to the development of any article of attire.
One
example of its use, however, is instructive, as
showing how a temporary protection may pass
into a regular appendage.

A

A

;

Among the majority of the Nyasa tribes a woman during
her periods wears a small piece of calico corresponding to a
diaper. The same is worn after childbirth. This is the case
generally in Nyasaland.
But Angoni women 'always wear
tfaem. '

The protection-hypothesis

of the origin of dress
thus be adopted, if we qualify it by a scheme
of development as suggested above.
When once
instituted as a custom, the wearing of leaves or
bark-cloth upon the abdominal region served to
focus various psychical reactions.
One of the
earliest of these was the impulse to emphasize the
primary sexual characters. It is an impulse shown
among the great majority of early races in their
observances at the attainment of puberty, and it
is, as a rule, at that period that sexual dress or
ornament is assumed.
Among civilized peoples,
in the Middle Ages and in modern times, the
impulse is well marked by various fashions the
phallocrypt and the tail of the savage having their
European analogues.
less direct but even more
constant instance of the same recognition is the
assigning of the skirt to women as the more seden-

may

—

A

tary,

and trousers to men as the more active

The suggestion sometimes met with, that the

sex.

skirt

an adaptation for sexual protection, need only be
mentioned to be dismissed. The Central Australian
pubic tassel and similar appendages will here find
significance, but it is improbable that such accenis

tuation was their original purpose. Once instituted
for protection, the other ideas followed.
Another
of these, which at once received an artificial focus,
was the emotion of modesty. It has been observed

among the higher animals that the female by
various postures guards the sexual centres from
the undesired advances of the male. The assump1

2

See Wilken-Pleyte, 38.
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tion of a waist-cloth does not actually serve the
it constitutes a permanent
psychical suggestion of inviolability.
Similarly,
the use of any appendage or covering involves the
possibility of attraction, either by mere notification,
by the addition of decoration, or, later, by the
suggestion of mystery.
Further than this speculation as to origins need
not be carried. The various forms and fashions
of dress, and the customs connected with it, will
supply examples of the material as well as of the
psychological evolution of the subject.
2. Material and form.
It is proposed to describe
the types of human dress and the materials of
which it has been composed only so far as is
necessary to illustrate the religious and social
significance of dress as an index to psychological
evolution.
If dress be taken to include anything worn on
the person other than offensive and defensive
armour, there is hardly a single known substance,
from iron to air, which has not for one reason or
another been employed ; while for purposes of
decoration or protection against the supernatural,
the very utmost use has been made of the natural
covering of the organism, in the way of hair-dress,
skin-painting, and tatuing, and the wearing of
ornaments and amulets on or in the projecting
points of the body, particularly various orifices.
In the earlier stages two features are prominent
the savage is apt to regard anything he wears as
an ornament, though it may be actually a protection.
Also, the less body-covering there is, the
greater tendency to painting, scarification, and
'
Having,' as Gautier said, ' no clothes
tatuing.
to embroider, they embroider themselves.'
As
examples of the earliest stages the following are
typical
The Niam-Niam negress wears a single leaf only, suspended
by a string from the waist.l The Indians of Central Brazil
wear a string round the lower abdomen. It is worn after
puberty, but it conceals nothing, of course. The women wear
a little strip of bast passing between the legs in some tribes

same purpose, but

—

;

the tduri, a triangular decorative piece of bark bast, is wom.2
Except for waist-bands, forehead-laands, necklets, armlets, and
a conventional pubic tassel, shell, or, in the case of the women,
a small apron, the Central Australian native is naked,' The
waist-string is made of human hair. The pubic tassel is a fanshaped structure of fur-strings, about the size of a five shilling
piece. Being covered at corrobboree times with gypsum, it
serves as a decoration rather than a covering. The Arunta and
Luritcha women do not wear even an apron. 3 In the Western
islands of Torres Straits the men are naked the women wear
a tuft of grass or split pandanus leaves for dancing, a short
petticoat of shred pandanus leaves is worn over this,* In
Samoa the only necessary garment was for men and women
'

;

;

an apron

of leaves,^

The New Ireland men ' go absolutely naked ' ; the women wear
aprons of grass, suspended from cinctures made of beads
strung on threads of aloe-leaves, A bonnet of palm leaves is
also worn by the women,6 The Australians of the South show
an advance on those of the Centre, The Euahlayi woman's
goomillah is a waist-string of opossum-sinew, with strands of
hair in front. The Central Australian woman has not even a
string. The Euahlayi man's uaywah is a belt, six inches wide,
of sinews and hair, with four tufts.
Opossum-skin rugs are
worn

in winter.^
Among the Curetu of the Amazons, the men wore a girdle of
woollen thread, but the women were entirely naked.
The
neighbouring Guaycurus reversed the custom, the men being
naked and the women wearing a short petticoat,^ In other
tribes of the same region both sexes were quite nude,
The costume and ornamentation prevalent with the Lower
Congo men is principally confined to a grass loin-cloth, and
mutilation of the two incisor teeth of the upper jaw the women
wear a small apron in front and behind,' and ear decorations
of wood and metal, lo The Garo petticoat was less than a foot
in depth.
To allow freedom of movement it was fastened
only at the upper corners. n The Wankonda men wear nothing
'

;
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but a ring of brass wire round the abdomen. The women wear
a tiny bead-work apron, exactly resetiiblinij that of the Kaflira.i
at Upoto wear no clothes whatever.- In the Shortlands the men are nalted the women wear leaves in a waistBtring:.
In Now Dritain both sexes are nude. 8 Of Central
the more naked the
Africa, Angus gives as his experience
people and the more to us obscene and shanielesa their manners
and customs, the more moral and strict they are in the matter
The fact should be noted, in leaving
of sexual intercourse.*
the subject of the scantiest form of dress, as being a regular
concomitant of nakedness.

The women

;

;

Variations of tlie most opposite character in the
same stage of culture are a frequent problem. In
some cases they may be accounted for by foreign
influence.
But any accident may institute a
fashion.
Thus, the Upoto women are entirely
nude ' but among the Akikuyu the smallest girl
;

wears an apron."
In tropical countries the use of leaves as occaSeveral
sional or permanent garments is regular.
peoples, such as the East Indian islanders, in Ceram,
for example, and the Polynesians, elevated the
Noticeable details are the
practice into an art.
single-leaf head-dress, and leaves fixed in armbands.
The Samoana wore girdles of fi-leaves {Cordyline terminalisX
gathered when turning yellow.7
Adorned with flowers, their
were a notable example

of adaptation to island scenery.
leaf tied to a girdle. 8 Paliyan
leaf-girdle only.
GopcJ
the waist. The Jud-ngs
When dry
of Chota Nagpur are famous for their leaf-dresses.
and crackly, they are changed for fresh leaves.^ The Semangs
of the Malay Peninsula wear girdles of leaves. On festive occasions, ligatures of Licttala leaf were used to hold flowers on the
arms ; flowers were also fastened in the girdle and the headfillet, both made of this leaf.
The Sakai wear a waist-cord
from which leaves depend in a fringe.io This is retained under
the cloth sarong.
At feasts their dress is like that of the
Semang, a wreath of leaves or a turban of cloth being indifferently used. The dancing-dress of the Jakun is made of the
leaves of the serdang palm, and consists of an elaborate fringed
head-dress, a bandolier, and belt. Leaf-aprons are still worn by

figures

The Niam-Niam negress wears a

women are sometimes dressed in a
women wear bunches of twigs round

Eoragar women.

Another natural covering

is

bark.

In tropical regions'of both hemispheres, where scanty clothing is needed, certain trees weave their inner bark into an
excellent cloth, the climax of which is the celebrated tapa of
Polynesia.' 12 Taken from the wauki, or paper-mulberry i^Morus
papyriferaX^^ the bark was beaten to a soft consistency. In
tropical Africa a species of Brachystegia (Order LeguminoscB) is
generally used as a source of bark-cloth. The bark is made into
kilts, cloths, band-boxes, canoes, roofing, and various useful
articles.14 The Guiana Indian wears sandals of the leaf stalk of
the aeta palm (Mauriiia jlexuosa). They are made in a few
minutes, and careful measurements are taken. They wear out
in a few hours.iB
The Kayans use bark-cloth, which they dye red and yellow.is
Throughout Eastern Asia, the Malay Archipelago, and Polynesia,
the girdle of bark-cloth is widely diffused. The Sakai hammer
the bark of the ipoh tree (Antiaris toxicaria) and of the wild
breadfruit (Artocarpus) so as to expel the sap.
It is then
washed and dried. The loin-cloth made of this by the Semang
is the loin-cloth proper, folded round the waist, and tucked
through the front after passing between the legs. Both this
and the women's fringe of leaves are worn under the Malay
sarong, where this has been introduced. 17
The Woolwa Indians make their clothes, the tounoo and the
sleeping-sheet, from the bark of trees. The women beat this
on a smooth log with a mallet shaped like a club and having
grooves which give to the bark-cloth the texture and appearance of a mesh. The better sort of garments are made of
stout cotton, of many colours and mixed with the down and
feathers of birds. 18
Watusi women wear bark-cloth fastened
above the breasts and falling below the knees.l9 Formerly the
Veddas of Ceylon made bark-cloth from the riti {Antiaris
innoxia),^
'

H. H. Johnston, British Central Africa, 1897, p. 408 fl.
H. Parke, Equatorial Africa, 1891, p. 61.
Brown, Melanesians and Polynesians, 1910, pp. 202, 310.
5 H. Ward, I.e.
ZE vi. (1898) 479.
« Eoutledge, With a Prehistoric People, 1910, p. 139.
7 G. Brown, 315.
8 Ratzel, i. 94.
9 W. Crooke, Things Indian, 1906, p. 156 f.
10 Skeat-BIagden, i. 63, 142, 364, ii. 118, 124, 136 f.
11 J. M. Campbell, in lA xxiv. (1895) 164.
13 O. T. Mason, in Amer. Anthropologist, vii. (1894) 144,
13 E. Tregear, Maori Comparative Dictionary (Wellington,
N.Z., 1891), s.v.
tapa is the kapa of the Hawaiians.
14 JAl xxii. (1892) 146, reprint from the Kew Bulletin.
18 Hose, in JAI xxiii. (1893) 165.
« Im Thurn, 195.
17 Skeat-BIagden, i. 140 ff., 161.
18 H. A. Wickham, in JAI xxiv. (1894) 203f.
19 L. Decle, in J A I xxiii. (1894) 426.
» 0. G. and B. Z. Seligmann, 93.
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The Hhirt-tree of Brazil ii a Lfct/thi». lUt pliant bark U
easily stripped.
From a h:ij(,'Lh of the trunk a ';ylinder of bark
is taken, and beaten aoft.
Two arm-holes are cut, and it is
ready for wear.l The bark of the 'sackitig-tree Is still used
for clothes in Western India.
The men of the Abora of Aiwam
wear loin-cloths of bark. Bark-cloth was worn by the ancient
'

'

'

Hindu

ascetics.'-^

Various circumstances, which need not be detailed, make certain people.s adopt leather or fur
garments. Against cold and rain these are still
unsurpassed.
The men of the Akamba wore cloaks of ox-hide before the
introduction of trade-blankets.^ The Masai wore dressed skins
before cotton cloth was introduced.* The only garment of a
Chaco Indian woman is a skin petticoat, t)ut in cold weather a
mantle of skins is worn.s The Ainus use bear-skins for clolhing.8 Arctic and sub-Arctic peoples, like the Eskimo, have made
fur-dress into a very perfect covering.

Such ready-made articles of early dress contained both the suggestion and the material of
cloth.
The animal, insect, and
vegetable worlds were gradually exploited for the
purpose. Animals like the sheep and the llama,
trees like the palm, have both supported man and
inspired his invention. Thus from the Mauritia
Ealm the natives of the Orinoco derived wood for
uilding ; from its leaf they made clothing, fishing
nets, and hammocks. Its sap supplied a fermented
drink.' Materials which have complex possibilities
are more likely to encourage the inventive impulse
than is sheer necessity.
Weaving is the next art,
after agriculture and building, to acquire economi*
cal importance.'
The hair of domesticated animals
superseded skins ; cotton and linen superseded
leaves, grass-matting, and the rougher vegetable
fibres, palm, aloe, hemp, and the like.
With the
introduction of an artificial dress-material the
savage stage of the evolution comes to an end.
But for various reasons many barbarian peoples
draw at times upon the old natural fabrics. In
some cases, like that of the Sakai leaf-girdle,' it
is regularly used in combination with woven material.
The earliest stages of the barbarian period
are illustrated by the following typical account of
home-made fabric, dye, and dress.
The dress of the Fulaa is universally the cotton cloths made
by themselves out of the plants grown in almost every village

manufactured

'

'

;

carded by an instrument, probably imported, which is
much like a wire brush about 8 inches by 9 inches, and
woven on an ingenious loom.' The cotton is dyed blue with
indigo, cultivated by the natives, and is marked by a white
pattern produced by tying portions of the cloth together before
dipping it.io
It is significant that in these stages the form of
the material leads to actualization of its possiit is

very

and emphasizes simultaneously covering,
concealment, and decoration. The third type of
the perineal garment becomes regular namely, for
men, the loin and inter-crural cloth combined in
one length, and for women the folded petticoat.
For example, the ordinary garment of Fula women
bilities,

:

a single cloth, either folded round and tucked in
under the arms or wound round the waist, leaving
is

the breast exposed.^' This type has been largely
used by both sexes. In an extended form it is the
sarong of the Malays. The loin-cloth of men is
the maro of the Polynesians. Both garments have
the same method of fastening a double or treble
wrapping round the waist. From it have developed
the suspended or belted skirts of women and kilts
combination of this principle with that
of men.
of the shoulder-wrap leads to the tunic and robes
generally.
The toga-form of the outer robe is
an echo, in its method of wrapping, of the earliest
folded garment for the lower body.
The loin-

—

A
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cloth proper of the male sex has an extremely
wide prevalence.'
As an example, the tounoo of the Woolwa Indians, or palpra
o( the Mosquitos, ia a cloth, 24 inches wide, worn by men round
the waiat, the ends being passed between the legs, and hanging
down in front to below the knee.2 The tjawat of the East
Indian Islands is a bark cloth or manufactured cloth twice
wound round the waist and then passed between the legs from
back to front, the end hanging over centrally. It sometimes
survives into early civilization, as among the Hindus.

With improvement

in cloth and consequent
and folding capacity, a modiwas made hj many peoples, namely, in

increase in lightness
fication

the omission of the mter-crural method. Externally there is little difference in appearance except
for the greater volume of the newer fashion.
The two styles are often confused under the
term loin-cloth.' The second is the kain of the
Indonesians, developing into the sarong of the
*

Malays.

From the loin cloth proper were developed
drawers and trousers, a type of garment not seldom
found among women instead of the petticoat. In
all these later extensions of the idea of a loose and
modifiable artificial skin, the earliest addition to
the natural surface, the primitive waist-string, is
As a girdle and belt it supports
still visible.
various garments ; by creating folds it supplies
once more its original purpose as a pocket.
Mantles, cloaks, and caps in the barbarian stages
are confined to their particular purpose, protection
against rain, wind, and sun. In the latest civilizations their use becomes regular for outdoor life
the barbarian cloak is duplicated into the coat and
the overcoat the cap into the hat and the umbrella.
Of the tribes of Nyasaland it is reported that
the amount of clothing worn varies very considerably, from nothing to European garments.'
Such a case will serve to combine in one short
view some of the contrasts of the various stages
and some of the principles of dress.
The young children of the Yao and Angoni run
naked. Sometimes one has a strip of cloth susman wears a
pended from the waist-string.
similar loin-cloth, and a woman an apron, eighteen
inches deep. Both are suspended from the waiststring.
The more prosperous men wear calico
from the waist to the knee, wrapped round the
body and held by a belt. Sometimes it is extended
Women wear a cloth
to fold across the chest.
folded across the upper part of the chest.
Often
men and women have two cloths, one for the waist,
the other for the chest. The Angoni wear the
latter toga-fashion, a fold being carried on the
chief wears three such togas blue,
left arm.
European calico is now
white, and another colour.
Men now
used formerly bark-cloth and skins.
wear a turban, introduced by Arabs. In the house
a woman still wears only a bead apron.*
In spite of the underlying similarity of principles,
universally found, dress more than any external
feature distinguishes race from race and tribe from
tribe.
While distinguishing a social unit it emIn this latter
phasizes its internal solidarity.
sphere there is, again, room for individual distypes
racial
tmction.
Some
of
and communal
costume may be sketched.
;

*

A

A

—

;

'The ordinary male attire [of the Dayaks of Borneo] consists of a
sirat or waist-cloth, a labong or head-dress, and a takai hiriet or
seat-mat ; the full dress consists of the above with the addition of
a klambi or jacket, and a dangdong or shawl.' The female attire
is a bidang or short petticoat ; when out of doors, a klambi or
jacket is added.^ The sirat (chawat of the Malays) 6 is six yards
long, but young men wear it as long as twelve or fourteen
yards, twisting and coiling it ' with great precision round and
round their body until the waist and stomach are fully enveloped in its folds. ... A practised eye can tell in a moment
2 h. A. Wickham, J AT xxiv. 203.
See Wilken-Pleyte, 39.
4 lb. 320fl:.
Stannus, in JAI xl. (1910) 320.
40.
The jacket is probably
It is laid aside for work.
^ This is the loin-cloth proper, not the kain.
1
3
6

'

Brooke Low, JAI xxii. 36,
derived from the Muhammadans.

what tribe or section of a tribe an individual belongs, not
merely by the length of his waist-cloth and the way in which it
is wound on, but also by its colour and the fashion in which it
is decorated at its extremities.'
The labong is a cloth a yard or
two in length, and worn as a turban, but one end stands up
straight from the forehead. Some wear a cap, selapok, made of
plaited rush or cane. The takai buriet is a small mat tied with
string round the waist so as to cover the hindquarters and
serve as a portable seat. It is made of split cane. The klambi
(baju of Malays) is of home-^rown cotton. The sleeves are open
under the armpits. There is a great variety ol fashions in the
cut and colour of the klambi. The dangdong is slung over one
shoulder. The bidang is a petticoat reaching from waist to
knee, folded over in front and tucked in on one side. The
klambi is like that of the men, but larger. Marriageable girls

to

wear chaplets of odoriferous berries.!
The Kayan petticoat is open on one side to enable the wearer
to walk with freedom. 2 This ia a general result of the natural
petticoat folded round the hips.
The skin garments of North American Indians comprise a
'

skirt of buckskin with a belt, leggings attached to the belt,
moccasins, socks of sa^re-brush, and the skin robe or shawl,
generally superseded by the blanket.8 The only difference
between the dress of the two sexes is that the women's skirt
reaches below the knee, the men's to the middle of the thigh,
and that the coiffure is not the same.
The male Samoyed wears ' a tunic with the hair inside, which
is called the m,ilitza.
It is an ample garment reaching below
the knee, but in cold weather the Samoyed girds it up round
his waist with a leathern girdle of an unusually decorative
character, and thus, leaving it baggy round the upper part of
his body, secures to himself a layer of warm air.' He wears
breeches of deerskin and boots (jpimm.ies) of deerskin. This is
*
undoubtedly the best form of Arctic boot that we know.' In
severe weather he wears over all a sovik^ a larger tunic, with
the hair outside, and a hood.*
Among the Malagasy the salaka of the men corresponds to
the m.aro of Polynesia, the loin-cloth which is inter-crural the
kitam.by of the women corresponds to the paru of Polynesia,
the short apron. The upper garment is very distinctive. This
is the lamba, a toga-like mantle, hung over the left arm by
men, over the right by women. The women wear also an upper
garment or blouse. o The Morocco Berbers wear ' a piece of oblong
white blanket or dark blue cotton with a longitudinal slit in
;

—

the centre for the head like the Mexican poncho.' The women
fasten a skirt-cloth over this on the left hip.
'A toga-like
of a light blanket serves as overall.' The khaiiee/j
a thick black waterproof cloak of goat-hair, with a hood, is the
most characteristic garment. On the back is an assegai-shaped
yellow patch denotmg the clan. Round the shaven head is
worn a band of flannel, cotton, or camel-hair.6
The dress of Korean women is a pair of very full white cotton
trousers, almost a divided skirt, and over these a very full
skirt, tied under the arras.
In summer, basket-work frames are
worn on the arms, back, and chest, under the robes, to keep
the latter clean and also for the sake of coolness.'
The
trousers of Korean, Turkish, and the women of various other
peoples is probably, as the term 'divided skirt' sugo;ests, not
lineally descended from the trews, but a later application of the
principle to the skirt.
The basis of men's dress in India is the dhoti. It is a loincloth passed round the loins and between the legs in the
universal manner. The typical garment for women is the sari.
It may be worn round the shoulders and draped over the head.8
Ten or fifteen yards long, it is wound round the waist first, and
then brought gracefully over the shoulder. A bodice is worn
underneath the sari, and some women have adopted the
Muhanimadan fashion of wearing drawers. The men's upper
garment, the iittariyay is worn somewhat like a toga. Generally
an under-jacket, atigarak^a (body-protector), is worn underneath. A scarf for cold weather is carried on the arm. The
long coat of calico, usually worn by servants, apparently is a
compromise, like the frock coat elsewhere, between the jacket
and the toga. The turban was borrowed from the Muhammadans.9 In fact, throughout parte of India *all external distinctions have been effaced between Hindus and Musalmans,'
the only mark often being that the former buttons his tunic
on the right hand, and the latter on the side of his heart.' 10
The characteristic male attire in Islam consists of the turban,
white cotton drawers or full trousers, the qamis, or shirt, the
kaftan, or coat, the lungi, or scarf. The qamis corresponds to
the kaftan to the
the Greek x'-^'^* ^^^ ^^^ Heb. k^tdneth

arrangement

'

;

1
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Heb. m''UJ The turban, generally of munlin, may be
from sixty to eevcnly yards long. The tarbush and the fez are
other forms of head-gear.
Pollux gives a classic account of ancient Greek,
and Varro of ancient Italian dress." It is signifiifxaTiov,

cant, sociologically, that the classic type, characterized by the loose tunic and toga, which with
some ditlerences was that chiefly atl'ected by the
great Oriental races, and is adapted both to the
Oriental ideal of repose and to the clas.sic ideal
of aristocratic contemplation, was discarded, as
the Empire developed mto the States of Europe,
in favour of what the Greeks styled barbarian
dress, chiefly characterized by trousers a dress
Trousers, the Sanskrit
adapted to activity.
chatana, had been connected in India, as now in the
East Indian Archipelago, with the dress of warriors

—

and

chiefs.*

The

early Hebrews, like the Egyptians, wore the
loin-cloth, originally, according to monuments of
the latter, of the lap form. Drawers developing
from this were first used as a priestly garment.
Together with all Semitic peoples and the barbarians of Europe, they differed from Greek peoples
in this one garment, though becoming assimilated
The sadin was a shirt.
in the tunic and mantle.
Generally it was of the Greek type, and formed
indoor dress. Overlapping by means of the girdle,
it provided a pocket ; it was slit at each side for
ease in walking. The outer garment had two types,
the long coat, corresponding to the l/idrLov, and
the full-dress cloak, the m' il, worn by wealthy
persons and the priests. Both deserted the toga
type in possessing sleeves. It was similar, generally, to the Chinese and Muhammadan long coat.*
The early Christians wore the ordinary dress of
the country. They always evinced a strong feeling
against luxury, display, and immodesty in dress."
This is to be attributed not merely to their revolt

against Imperial paganism and its luxury and vice,
but to their own class-feeling and class-prejudice,
an impulse of the pride in lower class conditions of
simplicity and poverty. This impulse is paralleled
in modem labour and socialist psychology, where
the workman's garb becomes a fetish of caste.
Early Christian literature contains stories of
Christians being tortured for refusing to put on
garments indicative of idolatry.* All colour was
avoided in dress, except the natural colours of the
cloth.
Under the Prankish Emperors a prohibition
was enacted against the wearing of a combination
of wool and linen.' Such ideas giadually gave way,
and the dress of the country, more and more of the
barbarian type, even in the South, was still worn
by Christian Europeans without any limitations,
country and creed being now identical. Among
details to be noted are the following
In Germany and Europe generally, till the 16th and 17th
'

'

'

'

centuries, night garments were not worn ; every one slept nude.8
Sixty years ago in England the use of drawers was ahnost unknown, and was regarded as immodest and unfeminine.9 The
tight-fitting hose were the men's characteristic garment. The
doublet or jacket was replaced among the academic class by the
long coat. An extraordinary variety of fashions prevailed from

the Middle Ages onwards. Knee-breeches later replaced the
long-hose, and the longer jacket the doublet. The peasant's
overall, smock, or blouse goes back to early European times.
Finally, the modern trousers superseded the knee-breeches.

The evolution of material includes some abnormalities of special interest. Some extreme cases
may be selected to illustrate these. Among the
1 Hughes, DI, s.v.
Dress
see E, W. Lane, Modem Egyp'

'

tians, ed. 1846,
2
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;
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Central Australians, human hair in used for various
purposes, especially for llie manufacture of girdlea.
The giving and receiving of it constitute an immarried man's chief
portant right and duty.
supply is obtained from his mother-in-law.' The
mcaiteval use of the hair-shirt as a mode of penance
depended on the coarseness of the fabric for the
mortification of the flesh. Similar is the uhb of
hempen fabric, sack-cloth, in mourning. In footgear an analogy is seen in the use of dried peas to

A

make walking painful.
The famous feather-fabric of the Nahua nations,
who lived in a paradise of gorgeously coloured birds,
was made by skilled artists, termed amantecas.
This feather-cloth, with

'

;

'

;

land, 1897, pp. 67, 399.
9 E. J. TUt, Elements

;

A

:

;

the sacred books were clothed in blue. At a certain feast, all
instruments used in all occupations, and all children, were
painted blue. 6 The Yezidis hate blue. Their strongest curse
May you die in blue garments 7 In the following example
is
a tabu against mixtures may be involved. According to the
Atharvaveda a combination of blue and red savoured of witchcraft.**
Blue and red, however, were worn in the Hebrew high
priest's ephod, which was employed for divination (Ex 28^ et at.).
The special colours of Hindus and Buddhists in Northern India
are red and saflron. The Hindu abominates indigo. The Sikh
wears blue or white, and abominates saffron. The Llusalman
wears indigo, or, if a descendant of the Prophet, green never
red.l*
Tradition, social inertia, and race-feeling perpetuate
such preferences when once established.
!

'

'

;

Superstitious reasons for wearing a particular
colour are probably always secondary, as, for
instance, in the following cases from India
For six days before marriage the Indian Musalman bride wears
old tattered yellow clothes, to drive away evil spirits. A wife
meeting her husband after a long absence is dressed in yellow.
Most Hindus of the West explain the custom of rubbing the body
with turmeric in the same way. Among most high-class Hindus
the bride's cloth, vadhuvastra, is yellow.io The Saimyasi wears
yellow clothes.!' The Lamas of Tibet wear yellow, and yellow
IB the colour of Buddhist priestly dress universally.

A

constant tendency may be observed for the
colour, as well as the form, of the dress of the
sacred world to be the precise opposite of that of
the profane. In later stages, asceticism is also in1 Spencer-Gillena, 435.
2 Bancroft, Native Races, 1876-6, ii. 488 ff., who gives the
authorities on the feather-mosaic art and its monuments.
'

i Payne, ii. 432.
Feather-cloaks and collars were mode by
the Hawaiians (Frobenius, Childhood oj Man, 1909, p. 62).
s Cf. Gray, China, 1878, L 201.
K. L. Parker, 136.
6 Bancroft, ii. 697, 700.
' Millingen, Among the Koords, 1870, p. 277.
•>

8

9 lb.
Crooke, 166.
M. Campbell, I A xxiv. 166 f.
T. Maurice. Indian Antiquities, 1806,

10 J.

o/HeaUh,

1882, p. 193.

hued and

tendency to gaudiness becomes marked subdued
tones are preferred by inhabitants of the temperate
zone.
Conversely, there is adaptation to racial
and individual skin-colour.
The Euahlayi Australians think red to be a
'devil's colour.'* Such cases show an unconscious
appreciation of the powerful stimulus of red. Its
erotic connexion no doubt explains its frequent
natural associause in marriage ceremonies.'
tion of ideas connects white with the purity of
virgins and priests. The following are typical cases
of doubtful origin
Blue was a sacred colour among the Mayas the priests and

'

BDB

* a. M. Mackie, art.
I. Abrahams and S. A.
Dress,' in
Cook, art. Dress,' in EBi.
5 Smith-Cheetham, DCA, 1876, s.v. 'Dress.'
6 Acts of Perpetua and Felicitas, 18.
7 Smith-Cheetham, ^c.
see Capitularium, vi. 46.
8 W. Rudeck, Gesch. der offentlichen Sittlichkeit in Deutsch-

its brilliantly

patterns was used for mantles and
dresses by the nobles and the wealthy, as well ae
for tapestry and similar drapery." The most
skilled nation was the Toltec.°
The interweaving of precious metal with dressfabric is a luxurious custom, often merging in
Thus Hindus and Chinese consider
superstition.
it lucky to wear gold, however minute the quantity,
in some form on the person.
Colour in dress involves many problems of
sesthetic, psychological, and biological importance.
Behind fashion in colour there seems generally to
be a principle of unconscious adaptation to environment. .(Esthetic principles, originally unThe
conscious, were superimposed upon this.
varied symbolism of colour in dress has a psychotropics
the
Towards the
logical foundation.
scintillating

n
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and simplicity of form is combined with
absence of colour in the ordinary priestly garb.
The purple of the Greek world, as worn by the

volved,

and particularly by royal persons,

great,

is

an

expression of super-personality, as distinguished
from the abnormal or the contradictory. Royalty
among most races wears special colours as well as
special dress. For example, the Malay rajas have a
monopoly of saffron, for the Malay royal colour is
yellow. "White is regarded as ' more exalted and
sacred
it is used to conciliate spirits.
It is
believed at the same time that the blood of kings
is white.'
As absence of colour, or the 'natural'
colour of a fabric, implies negation or contraction
of personality, so splendour as in the various
shades of crimson used by the ancient world under
the one term of 'purple' implies expansion of
personality, and is suitable for festal occasions,
both sacred and profane.
The negation of splendour is often expressed by
black or dark blue.
Superstition, when using
these, relies upon their minimum of attraction
rather than upon any optical adaptation. According to the Rds Mala, dark clothes are a protection
against the evil eye.'' The Gujarat Musalman
believes that black or indigo clothes keep spirits
away.' In Boman Catholicism, as elsewhere, blue
or violet is a colour symbolic of death. Blue is also
connected with the external attributes of the
Virgin Mary, possibly as mourning her dead Son.
Such facts show a sentimental adaptation to
circumstances. Ked and yellow, being connected
with organic growth, are the colours of well-being,
and of the affirmation of energy and expanded
personality ; the blue end of the spectrum represents the negation of these, in proportion to its
deleterious influence on the organic world. Where
mythological speculation has coloured theology,
adaptations in priestly and other garb may occur
blue may represent the sky ; yellow the sun silver
the moon red the sacrificial blood, and so on. In
social life, colour no less than dress or uniform
becomes a distinguishing mark, either by accident
or by design. The gild, the club, the social state (as
in the case of the blue blouse and similar statusgarb), even the seasons of a Church, are represented
'

;

—

—

:

;

;

by colours.
The follomng adaptations to sacred circumstances have much the same meaning as the
injunction to wear 'decent apparel' on solemn
occasions. Among the various tabus affecting tinminers in Malaysia is one forbidding the wearing
of black coats, except for the pawang, engineer-incliief.*
Local accidents have much to do with the
fixing of such rules.
In the above it is possible

that a sympathetic

harmony with the white colour

of the sacred metal is alone intended.
In the next
case, purity alone may be intended.
The Druid
wore a white robe when cutting the mistletoe. For
a similar function the Cambodian priest wears
white.'
The following is an excellent example of the
principle of adaptation.
The state to which
the person is to be assimilated is, no doubt, the
succeeding state of cessation of the blood-flow,
white being used by way of contrast with red.
A ceremonial system, termed beroemboeng, ig followed by some
Dayaks in the case of girls at puberty. The girl is washed, and
dressed in white. Then she is incarcerated for a year. During
this period she eats only white food the hutch in which she
lives is of white wood ; at the end she is white herself.
A feast
;

given to celebrate her release at this she sucks the blood of
a young man through a bamboo.3
is

;

1

Skeat, 61, 18.

A
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agriculture rites and spring ceremonies. Aa
a contrast there is the Black Demeter ; this is
' plainly
a mythical expression for the bare wintry
earth stripped of its summer mantle of green.''
The use of green is also known to express the nonfestal seasons of a religious year.
Occasionally
green figures as expressive of corruption.
The
association of green with certain forms of organic
decay may explain this.
Foot-geai and
3. Dress of head and feet.
head-dress show an evolution as varied, cmteris

—

paribus, as dress in general. The constant ideas of
dress are seen here, even that of decency. Thus,
where special attention is paid to clothing the foot,
as among Chinese women, or the face, as among
Musalman women, the resulting modesty is real,
but not primary. Decency is a secondai-y and
artificial idea, and there is no biological or psychological difference between its application to the
foot or the face and its application to the primary
sexual characters. But in the former there is not,
while in the latter there is, a primary impulse of
modesty, the instinct to protect, though not
necessarily to conceal, the sexual centres.
Most natives in India never wear shoes. Even
the rich dispense at least with stockings. Leather
is avoided for reasons of ceremonial purity.'
The
impulse towards physical cleanliness finds particular
expression in foot-gear. It is not so obvious in the
case of dress covering the passive areas of the body.
The religious rule of removing the shoes before
entering a sacred place is identical with that
observed in social custom, and the original motive
is no doubt merely to avoid carrying dirt or dust
into the house either of God or of man.
Head-dress and coift'ure involve ideas of ornament
and distinction in a more marked degree than any
other forms of dress. In so far as these illustrate
the principles of dress generally, they are here in
point.
The Karens wear a head-dress in order to
please the tso, the soul which resides in the head.'
The Javanese wear nothing on the head, which is
regarded as holy.*
Zambesi rain-maker never
cuts his hair, for fear the familiar spirits may
desert him.' Fashions and superstitions are equally
innumerable in the matter of coiffure. No part of
the external surface of the body has been more
variously manipulated than the hair. The coiffure

A

marks

differences of race, tribe, clan, sex, age, and
social status.
Flowers in the hair are worn by Dayak women ; the hair is in
a knot at the back of the head. Among Dayak men it is a
common practice to grow the back hair long and shave the
front hair.6 The Kayans of Borneo shave all the scalp except
a large tuft of long hair which hangs down the back. Hose
considers this to be a Mast remnant of the Chinese pigtail.'?
The latter and the Amerindian tuft are the converse of the
priestly tonsure. The hair is either emphasized by concentration or negated by central denudation. Similar principles have
been applied in the varying fashions of wearing the beard.

Where the hair is emphasized as a human, or as
a masculine or feminine, character, its testhetic
appeal is parallel to that of dress, which also
emphasizes by various harmonies of colour and
form the aesthetic value of the body. Especially
in woman long hair is regarded as beautiful, as her
glory (cf. 1 Co 11"). From savagery up to modern
civilization this attribute has been emphasized by
addition, no less than by decoration.
False hair is regularly worn by the Veddas, who
never brush, or oil, or wash their heads.^ The
latter fashion, though nearer to the animal, may
1
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DRESS

tribution of property, such as blankets, undf-rtakon by each
nieniher of society in turn, according' to liis slattis or opportunity. The system is essentially financial gambling. .Similar
is the frequent obligation of the king in early culture to redistribute the gifts which his subjcctx make to hiin.l A pftttatch,
distribution of property, accompanied initiation to the Hear
Totem of the Carrier Indians. The candidate gave presents of
clothes to all concerned.'-^

be an expression of personal pride in the organism,
lesB than is scrupulous cleanliness.
The use of the fillet has two purposes to confine
the hair, and to prevent sweat from reaching the
eyes.
The protection of the eyes and the spine of
the neck from the deleterious rays of the sun has
been understood in very early stages. The general
tendency is towards ornament in female, protection
in male, head-gear.
Korean bead-gear ie remarkable. The men's hats are like

DO

—

inverted flower-pots, with broad, straight brims, similar to the
Welsh tall hat. The brims measure two feet across. The hats
are made of horsehair, and are varnished.
They are stained
black, except in half-mourning, when they are string-colour.
The court officials wear hats so fantastic that * it is perfectly
impossible to describe them.' The women wear no bead-gear,
except fur-caps in winter.! Such hats as the Korean and the
modern European tall hat are the expression of ideas of the
disrnity of the head, just as was the crown.

—

Though dress of
4. Ornaments and amulets.
the simplest description has an ornamental value,
there has always been a precise distinction between
dress and ornament. There is little possibility of
confusion between them, whether the ornament is
directly applied to the body or is actually an addition to the dress, meant to decorate this rather
than the wearer. Ornament is often de rigueur.
No Hindu woman ' would dare to hold up her head
unless well provided with eight kinds of ornaments
'

—nose-rings,

ear-rings, necklaces, bracelets, armanklets, and toe-rings.'
Lower races are fond of the necklace-method,
using shells, seeds, and beads threaded on string.
The women of Guiana load themselves with seeds
and beads in great ropes.' Almost as prevalent is
the use of metal cinctures, which subsequently
acquire the value of protective armour or amulets.
Originally they seem to have been an extension of
the ligature-principle.
Amulets are practically innumerable in their
They may be worn on the body or on
variety.
the dress, and are usually abnormal in material.
Dress itself may acquire the virtue of an amulet.
The Malays write cnarms on paper or cloth, and
wear them next the skin.* The Musalman and
Hebrew amulets of sacred texts are familiar examples. The principle employed is that of assimilation of the sacred force by contact. The people
of Surinam wear the ' strong metal,' iron, on their
bodies, to acquire its strength.* In armour dress
reaches the climax of its protective functions.
In the absence of coinage,
5. Dress as currency.
commercial transactions often take the form of
mutual gifts, especially in the case of transactions
which are more or less purely financial. At such
stages any article representing work and intrinsic
value, such as clothing, is an obvious medium for
presentation or exchange. In savagery, gifts of
clothing are less frequent than gifts of food ; in
lets, finger-rings,

—

barbarism they are more frequent.
The Trojans placed a robe on the knees of the goddess to
induce her to save their city.s In the East Indian Islands
clothes are a frequent offering to the spirits.' Blankets were a
common gift among the N. American Indians.^ To show appreciation of an actor's playing, the Japanese used to throw their
clothes on the stage. At the end they were purchased by the
donors, and the actor took the money. 9 Blankets form the chief
property of the Kwakiutl and Haidas.
They are treated as
money, and lent at interest.io A large proportion of the taxes
paid by the Nahuas was in the form of cloths and made-up
clothes. The labour involved in providing the tribute was one
main aspect of the Sahua, Rule of Life,' which gave the people
their name. Also a considerable amount of dress was annually
expended in sacrifices.il xhe remarkable institution of the
Indians of British Columbia, known aa the pottatck, is a dis'
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Ornament and currency are interchangeable,
Ratzel points out, in eariy times.
There is no
safer place for property than the owner's person.
But clothing proper is a parallel form of currency,
either as made up into garments, or as prepared
material.

Among the Tlingits, seal and other skins are both worn and
circulated as mone^-. The fine mat-garments of the Sanioana
were their most valuable property, and were used as currency.
The Wa-ganda use unbleached calico for the purpose, measuring the unit by the length of the forearm. 3 The Garos use
cotton cloth as a medium of exchange. < Mat-money is used in
the Northern New Hebrides. The mats, which are plaited by
women, are called by the same term malo as women's matThey are long, narrow pieces, and the value increases
cloths.
with the folds, which are usually counted in tens. In the Banks
Islands, crimson-dyed feathers, the favourite decoration, are
used as currency. ^ Formerly braid was so used in the Loyaltj
Islands. In Florida and Saa, disks of shells are used both aa
ornaments and as money. 6 In Africa, New Britain, Melanesia,
among the Oalifornians, Tlingits, and Eskimo, beads, shells,
and the like decorations are used for exchange. The Khalkas
discontinued the wearing of their valuable silk scarves, and
retained them solely as a form of money.
The famous New Britain shell ornaments, termed dewarra,
were chiefly in the form of extended collars. The wearing of
d^warra was abandoned as soon as it was found, on the arrival
of Europeans, to have commercial value. The shells were tabu.
A man's greatest object in life was to collect as large a board
as possible. * With dewarra they buy their ornaments and their
wives ; with dewarra they buy themselves free from all troubles
and complications ; with dewarra the.v appease their bitterest
enemy, even though they may have killed his nearest relative.'
For daily expenses a man carries about with him a yard or a few
fathoms of this money. *The rest is deposited in the dewarrahouse, a hut specially' set apart for keeping the property of all
the villagers, the thousands of fathoms belonging to the rich,
as well as the smallest savings of the poor. From fifty to a
hundred or even two hundred and fifty fathoms are rolled up
in a bundle, which is wrapped in bright-coloured leaves. . . .
The dewarra bank is always guarded by several sentinels.' At
the death of a capitalist, bis dewarra is distributed among the
depositors. When a man deposits a large amount, the drum is
beaten to summon an audience. 7 Shell arm-ornaments are used
as currency by the Southern Massim of New Guinea.^

—

—

Dress acquires ideal
Dress symbolism.
6.
valuations from its various uses, materials, and
All languages are full of metaphors
associations.
recording such ideas. According to the ^atapatha
Brdhmana, ' the priests' fee consists of a hundred
garments, for that to wit, the garment is man's
outward appearance, whence people (on seeing) any
well-clad man ask, "Who can this be?" for he is
perfect in his outward appearance ; with outward
appearance he thus endows him.'" This example
well illustrates the idea that dress is both an
expression and an extension of personality, in its

—

—

;

superficial aspect.

The symbolism of the virgin zone, the girdle,
the royal robe and crown, needs no illustration.
In rare cases, an article of value used in exchange
acquires the virtue of such objects as regalia and
The wampum, of the
the Australian churinga.
North American Indians
has, BO doubt, grown out of the cords on which were strung
'

shell-beads of divers colours for adorning the neck and arms,
and which first served as ornaments, but later circulated in the
land as real money. . . . Exchange may have taken place to
cement a friendship or a treaty. . . . The lifffimpum-belt acquired
an extraordinary measure of importance ; in it was evolved a
certain kind of documentary script.' The speaker at meetings
held a wainpuTTi-belt in his hand. * Brothers,' he might say,
*
with this belt I open your ears that you may hear ; I take care
and sorrow from your hearts.' At the conclusion of a treaty,
tribes exchanged wampums, which had a representation of the
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The Iroquois supported the ofBce of
event woven into them.
hereditary wampum-keeper^ who was more or lees a depositary
Every year the whole collection
of the history of the people.
was exhibited and explained to the whole tribe.
of American warriors' headtheir numbers and particular
marks the achievements of the wearer. Similar
marks of honour were made on their garments.^
It is, however, misleading to characterize such
phenomena as dress-language.
Out of the extensive list of metaphors from dress
only one or two types can be included in illustraproverbial saying of 16th cent, knighttion.

The eagle-plumes

dress signified

by

A

hood contained the phrase, Mon harnois ma
maison.'^ Besides implying the homelessness of
'

the knight-errant, this also involves the application of dress and armour as external shelter no
The most prevalent
less than as bodily covering.
metaphor in all languages, that of dress as a
covering, often loses its force as a species of
covering, and comes to be a synonym for the
In proverbs,
genus, owing to its constant use.
the wisdom of many and the wit of one employs
the simplest and the most complex ideas of dress.
In Masailand the Suahili proverb is used, 'to cut out the
tunic before the child is born," equivalent to the EngUsh
'counting your chickens before they are hatched.' 4 A popular
Brothers are Uke
Chinese book of moral instruction says
hands and feet. A wife is like one's clothes. When clothes
are
new.'Q
are worn out, we can substitute those that
'

:

The metaphorical wealth
suggests two points.
more than covering

of Indian literature
In the first place, dress is

;

imparts an anthropomor-

it

phic value to the object. According to the Vedic
texts on Soma,' the mixture of soma with milk,
sour mUk, and barley is a 'garment.'* Water,
say the Upanisads, is 'the dress of breath.'' In
the second place, there is no doubt that a good
deal of mythological creation is due to metaphor,
not as a disease of language, but as a deliberate
use of association of ideas for the purpose of
Metaphors, like
artistic and religious invention.
those of dress, serve, first, to personalize an object,
and then to humanize it. There need be no confusion between the two uses ; they are simply two
methods of viewing one thing. Nor need there be
any fetishism behind such cases.
On the other hand, the OT and NT use is purely
abstract and literary. But there is no ground for
supposing that this is a secondary stage, and that
such metaphors were originally material identifications. The lowest savages, for instance, use metaShors merely as such. The pastures clothed with
ocks ; the heavens ' clothed with blackness
a woman clothed with the sun ; clothed with
with drowsiness,'
with vengeance,'
cursing,'
'
with strength and honour ; and flowers clothing
'
the grass of the field ' these are examples of
Dress - metaphors may be
Biblical metaphor.
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

'

'

Clothed with salvation,' with
'with humility'* is a pure
In Zoroastrian texts it is said that
metaphor.
the garments of the soul in the life to come are
made from acts of almsgiving.'" A beautiful
metaphor like this is not degraded if it becomes
concrete it is merely translated into materiality.

morally applied.
righteousness,'

'

'

or

;

The great bifurcation

of dress is sexual. Besides
the obvious symbolism and metaphor which this
involves (as in phrases like petticoat government
and 'wearing the trousers'), there may be mentioned an attempt on the part of asceticism to
'
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The attempt is
express the non-sexual idea.
made both in ideal pictures and in actual priestly
the
long tunic, which
garb. The garment selected is
survived here for other reasons, and the colour is
white.
Thus all indication of primary sexual
characters is veiled ; the dress not only covers but
replaces the body. White is at once pure, free
from 'mixture,' as a mixture of all colours, and
neutral, between splendour and shame.
It has been suggested that the Egyptian crux
ansata, the symbol of life, is a picture of the loincloth. In the Hervey Islands a frequent name for a
similar notion
god is tatua manava, loin-belt. "
is that of the girdle, symbolic of eternity, as the
'

A

'

circle is of infinity.
The relation of soul and body is often expressed
The expression may be merely
in terms of dress.
metaphorical ; it may also be real. The body is
not only a house or a tomb, as in some early

Christian literature ; more aptly is it an exactly
Thus, the
covering the soul.
body, according to Malay psychology, is the
sarong of the soul. Conversely, the Gnostics spoke
of the soul as a 'garment.' In the one case the
inner soul, in the other the outer or filmy soul,
seems to be intended.* In a famous passage St.
Paul combines the metaphors of house and dress
with
in reference to the super-terrestrial body
clothed upon,' ' not for
this man desires to be
that we would be unclothed, but clothed upon,
that mortality might be swallowed up of life.' At
the same time the body terrestrial is a house,'
The Den6 Indian when sick
a 'tabernacle.'*
His
regains his soul by the following method.
moccasins are stufl'ed with down and hung up. If
the down is warm next morning the soul has
entered the shoes, and it may be reunited with
the body if the patient puts them on.' Here the
presence of personal warmth, associated with
actual wearing, represents the presence of the
soul in the dress.
The metaphorical and symbolical applications of
the idea of dress thus show an oscillation between
very distant extremes, which may be summarized
as on the one hand a sheltering house, and on the
other hand an almost organic skin.
The social psychology of dress.— (1) The
7.
dress of mystery. The results of the free play of
the social mind on the subject of dress in magical,
religious, and moral opinion and ritual may be
introduced by some such observation as that
early folklore regards weaving as a mystical art.*
In other words, the operation has significance,
fitting duplicate,

:

'

'

—

and may inspire wonder. But
the ultimate reason is merely that it is outside
the normal plane of ordinary human or, more
It is not because there
exactly, animal activity.
is any reference either to dress or to magic.
Tlie invention of fairy tales illustrates, by extravagant emphasis, various ideas connected with
dress, but overlaid with that secondary form of
magical belief which is merely aesthetic, literary,
'
or generally fanciful. Stories of magical dresses
The motif illustrates either the
are numerous.
connexion of dress with personality or the use of
dress as a protection, disguise, or honour. There
instance, the shirt of snowy whiteness
is, for
which turns black when the owner dies.* The
emphasis on sympathetic connexion is constant.
The shirt which never needs mending while the
attracts attention,

in March, I.e.).
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wearer remains faithful

'

is

a contrast to the shirt

of Nessus.

In German folklore a shirt spun and stitched
by a maiden who has kept silence for seven years
can undo spells and render the wearer spell-proof.''
St. Theresa was presented by the Virgin with an
invisible cope which guarded her from sin." The
clothes and caps which make invisible were familiar
subjects of mediajval lore.
Malay folklore tells of the cloth, acmaistah kallah, which
weaves itself, and adds one thread yearly of fine pearls, and
*

when that cloth shall be finished the world will be no more.'*
An old-time raja *woro the trousers called beraduwatiffgi,
also a waistmiraculously made without letting in pieces
'

;

band of flowered cloth, which thrice a day changed colour—* in
the morning transparent as dew, at mid-day of the colour of
lembayong [purple], and in the evening of the hue of oil.' His
sarong was a robe of muslin of the finest kind ... it hod
been woven in a jar in the middle of the ocean by people with
no sooner was it finished
gills, relieved by others with beaks
than the maker was put to death, so that no one might be able
If it were put in the sun it got
to make one like it.
damper, if it were soaked in water it became drier. '6
The idea that dress is a secondary skin, an outer
bodily surface, has a connexion with many stories
of metamorphosis.
A Javanese magician transforms himself into a tiger by
means of a miraculous sarong, the Malay garment, half robe
and half shirt. This is believed to have such marvellous
'

;

;

.

.

.

elasticity that at first it will only cover his great toes, but it
stretches till it covers the whole body. It resembles in texture
and colour the hide of the Bengal tiger. When it is on, a few
muttered charms complete the transformation of the magician
into a tiger.6

—

One of the simplest
(2) Dress and personality.
cases of association is the idea that a person may
be represented by his dress. Dress is here analogous to the name, the effigy, and the image.
In Obina, when a man dies in a foreign land, he is buried
in the form of his clothes. The soui is summoned, and then
'
the burial of the evoked soul ' takes place. In the case, for
instance, of an empress in ancient times, her soul was to be
evoked ' with the aid of her sacrificial robe ; then this robe must
then the dress must be taken
be placed on a soul-carriage . .
to the sacrificial hall ... be covered with a corpse-pall, and
finally be buried.' 7 If the son of a dead Chinese cannot attend
the funeral, he is represented by a suit of sackcloth garments
carried on a tray in the procession. 8 At a Celebes festival, a
woman's and a man's dress represent deceased ancestors.^
.Among the Eskimo the first child born after a death * represents ' the dead man. These namesakes eat and drink the
provisions and wear the clothes offered to the dead at feasts,
on their behalf. At the end the shades are sent back wearing
the spiritual essence of the clothes, while the gross substance
When the office of high priest in
is kept by the namesake3.10
Tonga was vacant, the priestly dress was placed on a chair,
and yams were offered to it. It was regarded as an equivalent
for the person. ^1 If a Zulu lightning-doctor is unable to attend
a case, he sends his blanket to be placed in front of the storm
as an equivalent for himself. 12
.

Bathing in clothes" is a form of ceremonial
purification which shows the connexion of dress and
person. If dress is a part of personality, it follows
that it must share in the duties imposed on the
natural body. Similarly, if the soul of a dead
person is a replica of his ordinary personality in
life, the soul after the death of the body is regarded as wearing clothes. This was, for instance,
the case with the Egyptian ka.
The anointing of garments is a practice found
in fashion, ritual, and ordinary life (see art.
Anointing). As a detail of full dress, the wedding garments of the Masai bride are oiled before
being put on.'* The robes of the Hebrew high
priest, no less than his head and person, were
anointed with the sacred oil." The hygienic purpose of oiling the skin is also fulfilled by oiling
the garments worn.
In many cases the dress
1

Crooke,

FL

is

not merely a repre-

ix. ISO.

Grimm, Teut. Mythol., 1880-8, iii. 1098 f.
4 Skeat, 29.
Qxmrt. Rev., 1883, p. 413.
6/6. 29 f.
6/6.161.
' De Groot, Bel. Syst. of China, 1892 ff., iii. 847, 863.
»
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8 76.
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193.

* E. F. Matthes, Binnenlanden van Celebes, 1856, p. 5.
10 E. W. Nelson, in 18
(1899), pt. i. pp. 363-379, 424 f.
11 S. S. Farmer, Tonga, 1856, p. 134.
12 H. Callaway, Religious System 0/ the Amazulu, 1868, p. 278.
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seiitative symbol of the perhon, hut a usalde substitute for a more or less sacred and therefore
unusable reality.
Masai man swears to the
truth of a statement ' by
sister's garment,' a
'
woman by
father's garment.' ' The converse
of this idea may be seen when regalia or royal
robes are more sacred than the per.son of the
monarch. These associations, in connexion witli
the innate love of finery, are concerned in certain

A

my

my

observances during sickness and at

deatli.

In serious illness, a ftlongol's best clotlies and ornaments are
spread round him in order to tempt the absent soul to return.
A similar practice is recorded of the Greenlaiiders and the
Todas.3 In China 'a coat belonging to the sick man, and very
recently worn, is suspended on a bamboo.* Incantations are
performed to induce the errant soul to enter the coat. When
the pole turns round in the hands of the holder, the soul has
arrived, and the coat is placed on the sick man's body.*
For the Chinese ceremony of * calling back the dead,' the dead
man's favourite costume is employed. The idea is to entice the
soul into it, for it should be * inclined to slip into such of its garments as it had been proud to wear during life.' The dress is
held out by a mourner, crying * Ho come back.' Then, the
soul being supposed to have entered, it is placed on the body
of the dead man. 5 The Mongols try to persuade the soul of a
sick man to return by putting out his best clothes, washed and
perfumed.
The Maoris enticed the soul of a dead chief by the
bait of a piece of its body or its clothes, in order to instal it in
the Wahi Tapu.^ Souls are commonly charmed into a cloth
or caught in the same receptacle.
I

The custom of dressing the dead in his best
clothes may often be based on similar associations
(see below).
The principle of impersonation is easily applied to dress.
Particular cases are assimilation
to totemic or other animals, and may be regarded
as a fusion of personalities, or rather the assumption of a secondary personality.
The natives of the Upper Congo blacken their faces with oil
and charcoal in resemblance of a species of monkey the.v ex;

plain that by so doing they derive * monkey cunning." 9 Bechuana warriors wear the hair of a hornless ox in their hair and
the skin of a frog on their cloak, that they may be as hard to
hold as are these aninials.io The Bororo of Brazil regard themselves as being identical with red-plumaged birds. They decorate themselves \vith their feathers.n All African tribes, says

Schweinfurth (but the statement needs considerable qualifica-

some animal, especially those for
In this way it frequently happens
that their superstition indirectly influences the habits of their
daily life, and that their animal-worship finds expression in
their dress.* 12 Among the Vaydas of Cutch the bridegroom is
dressed as a monkey when he goes to the house of the bride. 13
tion), imitate in their attire

which they have reverence.'
'

'

The purposes of impersonation are naturally
manifold, and require no general illustration.

When a sick Eskimo child is made to wear a
dog's harness, and is consecrated as a dog to the
goddess Sedna," the idea is, no doubt, change of
condition as resulting from change of personality.
On a similar principle, the Galelareese, concluding that a barren tree is a male, turn it into a
female by placing a woman's petticoat upon it.
Assimilation of dress to person has innumerable
fradations, passing ultimately into identity 01
uplication.
The principle is complicated by the
There
belief that inanimate objects have souls.
is an Irish belief that the clothes of a dead man
wear out more quickly than those of a living man.'*
The Hindus hold that the dress and ornaments of
the gods and deified mortals do not decay." Garments, like other inanimate articles, have souls,
as in Fijian and Tongan belief.
All the ideas and
(3) Magical associations.

—

2 Bastian, IHe Seele, 1860, p. 36.
Hollis, 345.
Crantz, Greenland, 1820, i. 237
Marshall, A Phrenologist
anumgst the Todas, 1873, p. 171.
4 Doolittle, Social Life of the Chinese, New York, 1866, i. 160 f.
« Bastian, 30.
ODeGroot, i. 246ff.
' R. Taylor, Te ika a Maui'', 1870, p. 101.
8 Crawley, Idea of the Soul, 126, 136 f.
5 H. Ward, in JAI xxiv. 293.
10 E. Casalis, The Basutos, Eng. tr., 1861, p. 272
u K. von den Steinen, 352, 612.
12 Heart of Africa'^, 1874, i. 406.
13 Crooke, P&'i, ii. 154.
14 Frazer, Totemism and Exogamy, iv. (1910) 208, quoting Boas.
16 M. J. van Baarda, in Bijdragen tot de Taal-, Land-, en Volkenbimde van J^ederL-Indie, xlv. (1895) 489.
16
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practices of sympathetic magic are abundantly
illustrated by dress.
few typical cases may be
cited.
Araongf the Toradjas of Celebes, when the men are on cam.
paign, those remaining behind may not put off their garments
or head-dress, lest the warrior's armour may fall off.l The
principle of like producing like is frequently applied. A Malay
woman explained that her reason for stripping the upper part
of her body when reaping rice was in order to make the ricehusks thinner.2 Durmg the festival of the Mexican 'longhaired mother,' the maize-goddess, women danced with their
long hair unbound, that the tassel of the maize might grow in
equal profusion. 3 In a Kashmir story, a weaver offers the king
some cloth for a shroud. The king held that the man wished
his death.4 A rain-maker in Mabuiag paints himself white and
black, with the explanation All along same as clouds, black
behind, white he go first.' A woman's petticoat also is put on

A

*

In ancient India, the Brahman rain-maker
wore black garments and ate black food. He had to touch
water thrice a day.6 Generally it is a rule that to make rain
the operator must himself be wet, to make dry weather he
must be dry.
Who drives fat oxen should himself be fat.'

and the general idea is concretely realized from
the mere fact that the object expressive of personality possesses and may retain the material
impress of the person.
These ideas enter into

many

of the superstitious uses of dress.
One or
cited :
The Kayans believe that to touch a woman's clothes would
enervate them and make them unsuccessful in hunting and
war.l The Siamese consider it unlucky to pass under women's

two types may be

hung out to dry.
The Queensland natives would take

clothes

off the skin of a slain
sick man with it, in the hope of curing
In this and similar cases, as in the practice of blooddrinking, merely the application of organic activity and strength
ia intended.

enemy and cover a
him. 3

It is

to signify clouds.*

'

Magical injury

is effected upon a person by
of his dress, as having been in contact with
or as representing him. The practice of injuring
or slaying a man by burning or otherwise destroying fragments of his clothes or food, and the like,

means

world-wide.'

is

A rejected lover in Burma gets an image of the lady, containing a piece of her clothes or of something she has worn. This
is then hanged or drowned.8
A Wotjobaluk wizard would roast
a man's opossum-skin rug before a fire, in order to make him
ill or die.
The only cure was to soak the rug in water, when
the sick felt cooler and recovered.^ The Tannese wizard practised a similar method with a cloth which contained the sweat.io
Prussian folklore has it that if you cannot catch a thief you
may get hold of a garment he has dropped in his flight. If
this is beaten soundly, the thief falls sick." The last case suggests that the dress is regarded as a part of personality, or
an exterior and superficial layer of personality. The practices
illustrated above are perhaps better explained on this principle
than on the hypothesis that things once in contact retain a
magical continuity.

The converse method of enforced assimilation produces intimacy and identity by means of dress.
To obtain a favour or to conciliate feeling, a Zulu
gets some article or fragment from the person he
has in mind, and wears it next his skin.''
More numerous are cases of actual transmission
of properties by

means

A

of dress.
South Slavonian woman who desires a child puts a chemise
on a fruitful tree. Next morning she places it on
her own person." According to Swiss folklore, the
dress of a dead child will kill any child who wears
it." Such examples need not be multiplied, but
their interpretation cannot be found merely in the
idea of contagion of physical or magical properties.
For early thought it is an obvious inference that a

man's nature
inheres not only in all parts of his body, but in his dress. . .
Probably the interpretation of odour has led to this belief. If
the breath is the spirit or other-self, is not this invisible emanation which permeates a man's clothing and by which he may
be traced, also a part of his other self? '15
'

.

But

inference from odour does not, any more than
the idea of contagion, satisfy all the conditions.
There is also, as already suggested, to be taken
into account the general ideas derived from the
specific idea of dress.
garment is an expression
of personality, and, as such, its significance is enforced by its application to other personalities,
while this application receives a concrete meaning

A
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doubtful if cases like the following imply
as they seem to do. The desire to have

much

as

and new is irreducible, but upon it
be developed habits and beliefs of a mystical
nature. The people of Nias, after buying clothes,
an

article clean

may

scrub them carefully in order to rid them of all
contagion of the original owners.*
The irradiation of ideas of contact has remarkable

power and extension, as

is

shown by

beliefs con-

cerning the dress of members of the sacred world.
Such garments are impregnated with the mana of
the wearer, as was Elijah's mantle. But, as pointed
out before, metaphors like 'impregnated' cannot
always be elevated into reasons. The idea that
'sanctity,' for instance, may inhere in garments
as an effluvium or a force is possibly a late
explanation, and not the original reason for the
practices and beliefs concerned.
The Mikado's clothes, by reason of their 'sanctity,' caused
pain and swellings if worn by other persons.
Similarly, to
avoid injuring others, his eating and drinking vessels were
destroyed, immediately after use.^^
The garments of a Maori chief would kill any man who wore
them. In other words, the chief's tapu, inherent in them, had
the power of destroying.6 In Fiji there was a special disease,
kana lama, caused by wearing the clothes of a chief.''

The principles of ceremonial purity and defilement have produced some remarkable forms of
dress and rules of toilette.
Among the Mekeo of New Guinea, a woman after childbirth
must wear gloves made of coco-nut fibre when pouring
water.8 The Tinn6 or D6n6 girl during her first period wears
a skin bonnet with fringes reaching to the breast, because the
sight of her is dangerous to society.9
(4)

Personality

and

state.

— For

the psychology

of dress a class of facts relating to murderers and
menstruous women, and illustrated by the Eskimo
theory of tabu, have an important significance.
It is a frequent rule that persons who have shed
blood, or emit blood, shall indicate their state in
a peculiar way. Thus, the homicide among the
Northern Indians of America had to paint his
mouth red before eating.'" The original intention
was probably not protective, but merely an unconscious impulse to adapt the person to the particular
state.
The idea of protection may be superposed

upon

this.

The Omaha murderer was not allowed

to let his robe fly open ; it was to be pulled close
about his body, and kept tied at the neck, even in
hot weather." Such cases, if their meaning is protective, are perhaps better explained as reactions
to a vague and indeterminate impulse to concealment rather than as direct attempts to evade the
ghost of the murderer's victim.
The smearing of the blood-shedder with blood as
a means of adaptation to the state of bloodshed is
exactly parallel with any investiture with a sacred
1

W. Nieuwenhuis, Quer durch Borneo, 1904, i. 350.
Die Volker des ostlichen Asien, 1S66-71, iii. 230.
Fison-Howitt, Kamilaroi and Kumai, 1880, p. 223.
Nieuwenhuis-Rosenberg, in Verh. Batav. Genootsch. xxx.
A.

2 Bastian,
3
*

(Batavia, 1863) 26.
6 B. Taylor, 164.
6 Frazer, GB3, pt. ii. p. 131.
7 Fison, quoted by Frazer, GB^, pt. ii. p. 131.
8 Guis, Missions catholiques, xxx. (1898) 119.
9 A. G. Morice, in Annual Archoeological Report, Toronta
1905, p. 218.
10 S. Hearne, Journey to the Northern Ocean, 1795, p. 204.
" Dorsey, in S
(1884), p. 369.
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a means of adaptation to a sacred

dress, as

The

state.

dressing' is a frame to tlie picture.
Kskitiio theory of tabu brinf^B tliis out. Both personality
in general, and particular etatea of a given personality, form
round themselvea un exprCBSion of their esaence. The Kakinio
hold that a man who has transgrenaed tabu appears to aniinala
to be of a dark colour or surrounded by a vapour; for example,
the hands of a nieiistruous woman appear to be red. This colour
becomes attached not only to the soul of the agent, but to the
souls of the animals with which he has to do ; in fact, of everything with which he may establish contact. If a child is sick,
the angekuk removes a black attachment from its soul, caused
'

The

perhaps by the child having taken oil-drippings from the lamp.
dead man's clothes may not be worn, for a hunter wearing

A

them would appear dark and the seals would avoid him.^
Behind all this is the instinct against incongruity,
mal-adaptation.
hunter must not wear the
dress of a dead man or of a mourner equally a
mourner must not wear the dress of a hunter.
The passage from one state to the other, or the
transgression of tabu, is not the primary notion.
The spiritual garb, resulting from a particular
state, is not originally the result of any transgression it is an automatic effect of the state, a
psychological echo of the adaptation, assimilation,
or identification of the individual with his particular condition.
Again, it is believed by the Greenlanders that, if a whale-

A

;

;

wears a dirty dress, or one contanunated b^' contact with
a dead man, the whales will desert the fiahing-grounds.^
fisher

In such cases it is probable that there is
originally no notion of contamination or contagion
at all
there is merely the incongruity between
;

the full-dress, and complimentary circumstances

—

of the hunt,
the quarry being approached respectfully and regardfully,
and the undress slovenliness
of dirty clothes or the ill-omened and tactless
reference to death contained in any connexion
with a corpse.
The garment of a particular state must be discarded when that state is past. By this means
and by bodily 'cleansing' transition to the new
state or to the normal is effected.
The Hebrew high priest after offering the sin-offering had to
wash himself and put off the garments he had worn. 3 Similarly
the Greek worshipper after an expiation might not enter a city
or his house until he had washed himself and his clothes.**
Such rules are of world-wide extension. The
principle of contamination in its secondary and

—

ordinary meaning cannot cover

all

The

the facts.

meaning of 'mixture,' and conversely the
meaning of 'purity,' as an unmixed state,
supply an adequate explanation, in the principle

63

which they have killed a

in

done with
therefore its exterior
is over and
adaptation mu.st likewi.se be removed. Ideas of
removing the sacred and dangerous influence are
probably secondary.
These considerations, in connexion with the
principle that solemnity in dress must accompany
solemnity of circumstance and function, may explain the following types of these customs.
;

For the harvest festival the two officiating elders of the Nagaa
wash carefully and put on new clothes.- The Greeks put on
clean clothea before worahip.3
Before otficiating the Shinto
priests of Japan put on clean garments.*
It is a precept of
Islam that the clothes and person of a worshipner shall be
clean. 5 A Muhammadan would remove any detiled garment
before he commences his prayer, or otherwise abstain from
praying altogether.' 6 In ancient Christian baptism the novices
put off their garments, and clothed themselves in new white
robes. 7
At the consecration of a CathoUc virgin the novice
puts off her ordinary clothes, and puts on the habit and the
veil ; also the ring on the linger
the ceremony being actually
a marriage to Christ.** The putting away of the skin dress of
the noviciate and the assumption of new clothes were part of
the ' ordination of the ancient Briihman.9
'

—

'

Whether the new

state is the extraordinary
state of sacredness or the ordinary state of common
life, adaptation to it equally involves change of
assimilative costume, preceded by removal of that

previously worn.
In order to assume the crest of the Lulem, the Bear, the
Carrier Indian took off all his clothes, and spent some days and
nights in the woods.
On his return he joined in the Bear
Dance, in which he was dressed as a bear. During initiation to
secret societies in the Congo States the candidate is naked.io
In British Central Africa, boys during initiation wear barkcloth.
At the conclusion new clothes are put on. Entrance to
the various 'gilds' is marked by a change of costume. Girls
after initiation put on new calico. 1^ When their initiation ceremonies were over, Kaffir boys were chased to the river, where
they washed off the white clay with which their bodies had

They
been painted.
Everything about them was burned.
were smeared with the ordinary unguent and were given new
karosses.12

Frazer has suggested that the practices of deand painting the body white or red, at
puberty, are in view of the belief in re-birth." The
Kikuyu, for instance, hold that a boy is born
again at circumcision, and he pretends so to be."
pilation,

But

this idea is ex post facto.
her period is over, a

When

woman puts on new
This is the ordinance of the Shdyast IdShdyast, of the Mosaic and Hindu law, and of the
vast majority of savage and barbarian customary

original
original

clothes.

a psychical (and, as expressed in action, a
material) adaptation to state. In customs such as
the following the original motive is obscure, but
the secondary idea of removal of a dangerous
effluvium is suggested.

social codes.
Thus, the Kharwar

of

Among

the Berbers of South Morocco, 'persons

who have

been wrongly accused of a crime sometimes entirely undress
themselves in the sainthouse, when going to swear.
They
believe that, if they do so, the saint will punish the accuser
and I conclude,' observes Westermarck, who reports the custom,
*
that at the bottom of this belief there is a vague idea that the
Absence of all clothes will prevent the oath from clinging to
themselves." 6

Secondary also is the principle that sacred appurtenances may only be used once when emptied
of their force, they must be destroyed.^ Nor can
we regard as primary the principle that change or
removal of dress is a rite of separation from the
previous state.
The important thing is not the
moment of transition (and there is no evidence that
any danger is attached to this), but the state
itself.
Passage from one state to another is
marked frequently by change of apparel, but it is
unnecessary to labour the point of transition. It
is clear that the principle of adaptation to state or
circumstance has, as a corollary, the principle of
change, which may be more or less emphasized.
Thus, the Lapps strip themselves of the garments
;
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bear,' just as after

any sacred ceremony the participants put off their
ceremonial ajipurtenances.
The particular state

woman after her period bathes and washes
her clothes. 15 The Thompson Indian girl has the special dress
she wore during her seclusion at puberty burnt on her re-entry
into society. 16
At the end of the Airt, the annual trading expedition, which
partakes of the nature of a solemn pilgrimage, the Koita of
New Guinea bathes, anoints himself, and puts on a new sihi,
loin-cloth.
His wife, who has stayed at home, also bathes and

puts on new garments. 1^

A sort of mechanical link between purification
by lustration and the assumption of new clothes
After childbirth the Kaffir
is made by anointing.
mother is anointed ceremonially with the ordinary
fat and red clay.'* This is equivalent to the resumption of decent apparel.
New clothes express a new state or condition.
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There

an impulse to rhythmical

is

change

in

human life, coinciding with later ideas of morality.
The Incas, at a purifacatory festival which was to
banish all evil, shook their clothes, crying ' Let the
evils be gone
In such cases the idea of newness,
'
owing to the contrast between the old state and
the new and to the impulsive belief in change as
!

'

producing good fortune, tends to predominate over
the principle of adaptation to the new state. In
other words, the important thing is not the succeeding state but the riddance of the old.
At the Creek festival of new fruits, the busk, new clothes and
new utensils were provided by each person the old clothes
;

were burned.2

At the Tongan festival of first-fruits all were
The Hindus wear new clothes at the
year, sarhvatsarddi.* The Chinese ceremony
the head is the putting on of special clothes for

new

clad in

festival of the

of

*

raising

clothes.3

new

*

marriage. A suit of white body-clothes of linen is made for
both bride and groom. Brand-new they are, and are worn
during the marriage-ceremonies, for on this occasion they
themselves become brand-new people.' The suits are then put
away, only to be worn again in the tomb. 5 In Korea, on the
14th day of the first month, any one entering upon a critical
year of his life dresses an etfigy of straw in his own clothes and
casts it away. Fate is believed to look upon the individual in
'

'

'

his

new

clothes as another man.6

Here the secondary principle of disguise intrudes.
Ideas of disguise by change of dress have been

many cases.
Thus, in the seventh month of pregnancy, a Cerameae woman
rubbed with dough of seven colours. A new ornamental
sarong is placed on her. This the husband sUces in two with
a sword and immediately runs away. She is dressed seven
times in seven colours.? The Bulgarian, to cure scrofula, will
creep naked through an arch of boughs, and then hang his
clothes on a tree, donning other garments.8 In Uganda a sick
man is made to jump over a stick, and let his bark-cloth fall off.
The priest takes the cloth and runs in the opposite direction.9
developed in
is

Often it is enough to follow the principle of the
fantastic as a strong contrast to the previous state
which has suffered misfortune.
Thus, in South Guinea a sick woman is dressed in a fantastic
and her body is painted with streaks of red and white.
She then stands in front of her hut brandishing a sword.i'^ The
last detail is a later stratum.
The Mosquito Indians believe
that the devil ( Wtdasha) tries to seize the corpse. It is hurried
to the grave by four men who have disguised themselves with
paint.'li A Siberian shaman will paint his face red when about
garb,

'

to accompany a soul to the spirit-land, expressly to disguise
himself from devils.i2 The Tongans, when at war, changed their
costume before every battle by way of disguising themselves. 13
Similarly, the king of Israel disguised himself at Ramoth.
Gilead.i^

Disguise may take the form of impersonation, and
the agent may be a person or a thing.
The people of Minahassa delude the evil spirit by placing on
the sick man's bed a dummy dressed in his clothes. 15 Abyssinian
kings had a sort of small bodyguard who dressed exactly like
their royal master.
So that the enemy may not distinguish
him was the reason assigned.i6
'

'

The

protective value of dress is often expressed
merely as that of a covering.
Thus, when the angel appeared to Muhammad, he hastened
to his house, crying, Cover me with cloth
Then God spoke
to him
O thou, enwrapped in thy mantle, arise and warn
From this point the prophet commenced his composition of the
Qur'an.i7 A Hindu mother passing a haunted place draws her
robe over her child. In old Bengal there was a prayer for the
'

:

1 '

'

1

protection of children tUl they were dressed in clothes. 18

sexual and supernatural uses alike the
both the face or head from sight and
the eyes from seeing the forbidden or dangerous
object.
To see and to be seen are often interchangeable, and often combined as media of
dangerous influences. In early Arabia handsome
men veiled their faces to preserve themselves from

In

its

veil protects
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the evil eye.' Here there is no doubt a combination of subjective and objective methods.
The
veiling of women and the consequent artificial
modesty concerning the exposure of the face are a

remarkable characteristic of Musalman social life,
and illustrate the secondary habits induced by
dress.
Ceremonial veiling of a temporary nature
is found in the case of puberty, marriage, and
widowhood. The novice during initiation to the
Ko'tikili of the Zuiii wears a veu, and is supposed
to see nothing." Similar practices attend initiation
to many forms of secret society. The veiling of
the bride is more or less universal.
Musalman
woman takes the veil, just as does a nun. Momentary veiling occurs in the presence of death
and in approaching a deity. Socrates and Julius
Ceesar veiling their faces at the moment of death
typified the Greek and Italian national custom. To
interpret, as Van Gennep does, these latter cases
as rites of passage, with the purpose of separating
one's self from the profane world, is fanciful.' The
habit is more probably a motor reaction to the
impulse for concealment before an object of fear.
The veil of the bride is a ritual concession to, and
a material accentuation of, the sexual character of
modesty, rather than a rite of separation from the
previous state. To apply the idea of separation
from the previous state to the habit of veiling at
the moment of death is clearly impossible. In the
case of many secret societies veiling is probably
intended merely to accentuate the sense of mystery.
In connexion with marriage there are customs of
stripping or forcible removal of dress. In some
cases these seem to point to a diminution of personality, in others they are preparatory to the
assumption of a new dress, often presented by the
bridegroom.
Among the Roro tribes of New
Guinea a nubile girl is tatued, and wears ornaments every day. After marriage, for a few weeks
she decorates herself every afternoon. She may
not visit her father's village until after a ceremony
in which she is stripped of all her finery.^ The
idea, no doubt, is to affirm her subjection to her
father's family.
The exchange of presents of dress, a prevalent

A

custom at marriage, may be extended.
Thus, the Koita of New Guinea hold the heiii ceremony when
a first-bom child is three weeks old. The infant is decked with
various finery, and is carried by the mother, also dressed up, to
her mother's house. Her husband follows her with an empty
pot, a spear, a petticoat, and a firestick. After smoking and
betel-chewing, the wife of the child's maternal uncle strips the

ornaments and clothes from the mother and the child. These
and the articles carried by the father become the property of
the raimu and the wahia, the grandfather and grandmother on

A return present is given.
Customs which prescribe the wearing of best
clothes or of rags illustrate the most important
the maternal side.

psychological result of the invention of dress. This
IS a secondary human character, the feeling for
dress, and is one aspect (consisting in extension of
self-consciousness) of the reaction to extension of
personality.
It is really distinct from the feeling
for ornament and the impulse to protection, but is
correlated with the more physical impulse to
cleanliness, and the dermal and nervous refinement which dress has introduced into the humae
organism. Connected with the latter development
are various reactions in the spheres of art and
etiquette.
Stanley Hall finds tnat of the three
functions of clothes protection, ornament, and
Lotze's self- feeling' the second is by far the most
conspicuous in childhood.^ But the sense of personal dignity and physical pride is only latent in
childhood. Of the psychical resultants of dress this
adult character is the most significant. As Lotze
'
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DRESS
put it, clothes extend the limits of self and enable
the wearer to feel himself to the extremity of each
precise analogy is found in the
garment.
psychology of tools. Add the sexual factor, and

A

the mere presence or possession of the article [of clottiinK]
gives the renuircd sense of self-respect, of human dignity, of
sexual desirabilit}'. Thus it is that to unclothe a peruou is to
humiliate him this was so even in Homeric times, for we may
recall the threat of Ulysses to strip Thorsites.'l
Similarly, to foul a person s garments is a second;

When

the sense of well-being
an expression of it
and an adaptation to it. Also, on momentous
occasions a man of any period will dress very
carefully, unconsciously intending to affirm and
emphasize his personality. Conversely, to express
misery, the negation of well-being, or humility, a
negative form of dress is employed ; value, colour,
and style are at a minimum. The diminution of
personality is echoed by wearing rags, sackcloth,
or colourless or torn or dirty clothes, which act as
Momentary
adaptations to the negative state.
diminutions of personality can only be expressed
by partial unclothing or by fouling or tearing the
dress.
In both cases the dress or its treatment has
a reaction on the psychical state of the individual.
On these foundations luxury and superstition
have erected a mass of fashions. Two typical
arily direct insult.
is

at a

maximum,

fine dress is

cases follow.
Great personages in Siam used to wear clothes of a different
colour for each day of the week. As an example, white was
worn on Sunda}', yellow on Monday, green on Tuesday, red on
Wednesday, blue on Thursday, black on Friday, violet on
Saturday.
The primary meaning of the dress next cited is not talismanic,
but a suggestion of well-being. Its magical content is secondary,
and it is therefore considered here particularly. The Chinese
siu i, the garment for a long life,' is a long gown of valuable
It is emsilk, blue or red-brown, with a lining of bright blue.
broidered all over with gold-thread characters, representing the
word longevity.' * It purports in the first place to prolong the
life of the owner, who therefore frequently wears it, especially
on festive occasions, in order to allow the influences of longevity,
created by the many characters wherewith it is decorated, to
work their full effect upon his person. On the anniversary of
his birch he will scarcely ever neglect doing so, it being generally
acknowledged among the Chinese that it is extremely useful and
necessary then to absorb a good amount of vital energy, in order
to remain hale and healthy during the ensuing; year. Friends and
kinsmen who throng the house to take part in the festivities will
then, as a rule, greatly admire the dress and tender their reiterated congratulations to the happy wearer, whose children have
been so filial, and so blessed by fate as to have bestowed a present
of such delicate and precious description.' The longevity garment is generally the gift of children who are filial enough to wish
their parent to live long. There Is considerable ceremony about
the presentation. The garment should be made if possible in a
year which has an intercalary month ; such a year naturally has
an influence on length. In accordance with Chinese ideas about
sympathy between ascendants and descendants, the garment
also ensures long life to its wearer's posterity.
•i

'

'
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As is the rule with all peoples, the Guiana Indian, 'when expecting guests, grooms (liniHelf carefully and jiuU on hifi b«iat
dress and ornunients, lliL'se often, as in this caae, consisting
only of a narrow wuiHL-cloth by way of dress and of a neck]ac«
and armlets of white beads by way of ornament.''

A few types of festal dress may be cited from
a variety wliich exceeds all other forms of human
inventiveness a fact which illustrates l>oth man's
physical pride and his tendency to shift its focus
to an artificial and variable substitute.

—

head-dress is remarkable.
A wbit«
round the bead, and over the top and
in front is wound round a shumzil, a horn-shaped construction
of cane bound over with cloth or gold braid, and ending above
in a loop and below in three flat loops which are concealed
under the turban. The ahumzU is over a foot high, and curves
slightly backwards from the loop at its end hangs an embroidered streamer. On each side of the head a plume made of
peacocks' feathers and the tail feathers of the hornbill are
mserted in the turban.
The whole structure is bound together by a narrow band of red and white embroidery, wound
round and round and tied, under the chin, with ends hanging
down nearly to the waist.' 2 On high days Tangkhul men wear
a kilt, and the luhup head-dress adorned with toucan feathers
and tresses of hair.3 The Woolwa Indians wear on festal occasions coronets made of the curly head-feathers of the curassow,
and on the arms, feathers of the macaw, or yellow tail-feathers
of the Ostinops montzuma.* The women wear great masses of
beads round the neck, sometimes occupying the whole space
from the bosom to the chin. A petticoat of bark-cloth extends
below the knee it is wrapped round the loins, and the end is
tucked in over the hip. The exposed parts of the skin are dyed
a deep vermilion, the colour being extracted from the pod of
the arnotto shrub.^
The Ackawoi wear for festivals a dress made of the bright,
greenish yellow, young leaves of the Acta palm (Mauritia
Jlexuosa). The Macusi wears a head-dress of bright parrot and
macaw feathers, a rufl of black curassow and white egret
feathers, and a strip of waist-cloth, as a dancing dress. 6 At
the feasts of the dead, Quoireng men wear a glory.' This consists of bands of yellow and red thread, one and a half inches
wide, hound round the head.
In them are fixed rays of
bamboo with feathers inserted, the structure being eighteen
inches in height.'

The Manipuri
is bound

turban

festAl

*

tightly

;

.

.

.

;

'

The dance is a social language, a motor expresAs a rule, best
sion of individuality in society.
Various circumstances often
clothes are worn.
impose different fashions. For ceremonial dancing the Vedda puts on the hangala, a white cloth
Formerly leaf -girdles were
tied round the waist.
Probably such costumes are merely for
used.*
In other cases
the facilitation of movement.
regard is paid to the dance as such. The female
dancing dress of the Fulas is elaborate, made of
velvet or ornamental cloth, sometimes decked
with bells which sound in time to the music'
Meetings of society in its magical or spiritual
character are no less marked by fine clothes. The
Qur'an says
repair to

:

'

Wear your

goodly apparel when ye

my mosque.' '" The

all religions,

injunction applies to

with the limitation (due to the

differ-

•*

In hunting, as in war, the human impulse is to
emphasize personality.
This is more powerful
than the impulse to protection, though the two
may be combined.
The Dayaks wear as war-dress a basket-work hat, katapu, and
a jacket of skin or quilted cotton. The crown of the helmet is
full plumes.
The gagang, or war
jacket of skin, has the animal's face on the wearer's stomach,
and it^ back hanging over his shoulders. It is little defence,
though the head is covered with a plate or shell to protect the
pit of the stomach.4
adorned with feathers or

The mere fact that in all periods social meetings
are the occasion for the wearing of best clothes
indicates the social significance of dress.
Dress
loses half its meaning except in relation to society.
The principle of extension of personality refers to
the individualistic aspect of dress the principle of
adaptation to state is its social side. The vaguely
termed festival of lower cultures is expressive of
mutual well-wishing and of common well-being."
At festivals the Ainus dress in their best clothes.
The statement applies to all peoples. The
;

'

'

individualistic

form of

the

social

meeting

is

amphitryonic.
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ence between well- willing and well-being, and later
to the distinction between worshippers and deity)
that excess of luxury is forbidden or discouraged.
Cleanliness of attire is regularly enjoined, originally, perhaps, for the avoidance not of defilement,
material or supernatural, but of mixture of states.
Just as all sacrifice should be precious, so should
The
a dress - wearing victim be well dressed.
human victim sacrificed by the Pawnees was
dressed in the richest raiment. '' The meriah of
the Khonds was dressed in a new garment before
the sacrifice, anointed, and adorned with flowers.''
For scapegoats the case may be different. When
the image of the god is clothed it necessarily wears
the richest raiment (see below).
The connexion of tine dress with well-being, and
the estimate of clothing as a necessary of existence," are combined in the Hebrew belief that
1 Im Thurn, in JAI xxii. (1893) 190.
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Jahweh was the ultimate donor of food and raiment.' The teaching of Christ against 'taking
thought

for raiment, illustrated by the natural
dress of the lilies of the field,^ was a wise protest
against extravagance in the cult of this secondary
body, and a timely rehabilitation of the body
itself, no less than of the higher claims of per-

tion, and the fact perhaps aufiScea as an explanation for the following cases.
The ancient Huns and Mongols, and the modern Ealmuks,

'

sonality.

Diminution of personality is symbolized by
various customs of removing part of the dress.
In India a low-caste man passing through a highcaste street must take off shoes and turban.^ That
the reason for such uncovering is not the assumption
of an unprotected state, by removing a garment
of defence, is shown by such a case as the following.
All persons when interviewing Montezuma
put off their usual costume and appeared in plain
coarse dresses and barefooted.'^
The modern
European fashion of removing the hat is a salutation of respect of a similar order, and not a
removal of defence.
permanent inferiority of person or status is
expressed by inferiority of dress.
'

A

* In
Flores the eons
slaves at public feasts,
funeral.
This ... is
patria potestas, which

even of rich families are dressed like
so long as the father lives, as also at his
apparently the external sign of a strict
remains in force till the funeral ; until
then the son is the father's slave.' 5 It is a very marked
custom of the Mpongwe for the young to show deference to the
old. ' They must never come into the presence of aged persons
or pass by their dwellings without taking off their hats, and

—

are reported to avoid the washing of their clothe? in the last
case, apparently, for religious reasons.i
The Siidras of the
Carnatic never leave off a suit of clothes when once it has been
put on. It drops off as it rots. The custom is said to have
been religiously observed, and persons transgressing it and
found changing garments before the old set was thoroughly
decayed were excluded from the caste.^ Jenghiz Khan ordered
clothes to be worn till they dropped off in tatters. The wearing
of clothes in this way is recorded of several peoples. Cold
climates encourage such habits.3
Poverty,' says Westermarck,
is for obvious reasons a cause of uncleanliness
"a starving
vulture neglects to polish his feathers, and a famished dog has
a ragged coat." '4
Cleanliness, again, is frequently *a class
distinction.'
Among the Point Barrow Eskimo, as amongst
many modern European nations, the poorer people are often
careless about their clothes and persons, whereas most of the
wealthier people appear to take pride in being neatly clad.'
Peoples who are much addicted to bathing are not on that
account necessarily cleanly in habits of toilet and dress. The
Californian Indians are fond of bathing, but are very uncleanly
about their lodges and their clothes.^ The case of the Australian native, who never takes off his girdle of hair, is rather
different 7 the analogy here is the non-removal of such articles
as rings. Thus, while her husband is alive, no Masai woman
dares to take off her ear-rings, which are part of the symbols of
marriage.^
'

*

;

'

;

Ideas of ceremonial cleanliness have probably
collateral influence upon the
evolution of habits of cleanliness. Some such idea
as the avoidance of mixture of condition and environment may account for the origin of ceremonial
purity, whereas during the early stages of the
assuming a crouching gait.' 6
evolution of dress there seems to be no a priori
An artificial assumption of humility may be reason why clothes, as such, should be periodically
employed to emphasize the succeeding magnifi- cleaned. The case of the Sabaeans illustrates the
cence, or to deprecate the ill-luck which may connexion between cleanliness of dress and of
follow pride.
For some days before marriage the person. The candidate for the priestly office is inbride and bridegroom amon" the Musalmans of structed not to dirty himself ; and he must change
the N.W. Provinces wear dirty clothes.' Such his dress daily.' Given the existence of a natural
practices may soon take on the ideas connected impulse to personal and other cleanliness, its
with disguise and protection from the evil eye. foundation being similar to that of ceremonial
Similar, though of more obscure origin, is the purity an unconscious preference for clearness and
custom, found in old English coronation cere- distinctness in objects, a preference for the thing
monies, that the king shall appear in poor gar- itself in its essential, specific, and individual, or
ments before he is invested with the royal robes. unmixed, purity of character asceticism, when, as
German peasants dress a child in mean clothes to is often the case, encouraging uncleanliness, is a
protect it against the evil eye.
In Egypt the biological perversion and a social danger.
Early
children who are most beloved are the worst clad. Christianity was largely tainted with this.'" St.
fine lady may often be seen in a magnificent
Jerome approves the observation of Paula, that
dress, with a boy or girl, her own child, by her side,
the purity of the body and its garments means
with its face smeared with dirt, and wearing clothes the impurity of the soul.'"
which look as if they had not been washed for
The ritual and emotional removal or tearing of
months. The intention is to avoid attracting the dress is apparently derived from several motives.
evil eye.
The method employed is not disguise, The Hebrew widow repudiating the levirate takes
but humiliation, negation of well-being, either oft' her sandal and spits on the ground.'^ In Van
deprecatory or to escape notice. The evil eye is Gennep's terminology this is a rite of separation
stimulated by finery and splendour, and its constant from the husband's family. Among the ancient
emotion is envy.'
Arabs, women when mourning not only uncovered
Penance and asceticism often coincide in method. the face and bosom, but also tore all their garSackcloth is in this connexion the analogue of ments.
The messenger who brought bad news
fasting and humiliation.
tore his garments.
mother desiring to bring
For penance, Manu prescribes clothes of cow-hair, with the
pressure to bear on her son took oft' her clothes.
wearer's own hair in braids. 9 Among the rules of penance in
man to whom vengeance was forbidden showed
raedijeval Christendom was the wearing of dirty clothes. 'o An
ancient rule for Buddhist monks was that their dress should
his despair and disapproval ... by raising his
be made of rags taken from a dust-heap." Early Christian
garment and covering his head with it, as wa?
ascetics disdained clothes, and crawled abroad
like animals
done in fulfilling natural necessities.' '' Among
covered only by their matted hair.' 12 Hindu ascetics similarly
the Chuwashes, Cheremiss, and Wotyaks, the huspractised nudity as the least of their mortifications,
until
British law interposed to prevent the continuance of the
band efiects divorce by tearing his wife's veU."
nuisance.' 13
Similar customs, especially the rending of the
curious question is raised by certain fashions
garments to express indignation or repudiation,
of cleanliness in connexion with dress.
Physical were prevalent among the Hebrews. The British
cleanliness is a habit which has undergone evoluK. F. Neumann, Die Volker des siidlichen Russlands,
1 Gn 2820f-.
s Mt ff»if.
Leipzig, 1847, p. 27 J. Georgi, Russia, London, 1780-3, iv. 37.
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DRESS
Columbian expresses inclif,mation a^^ainst a wrori*^'
by destroying a number of blankets, the native
currency.
an equal

His adversary

number

is

to satisfy

expected to destroy

honour and heat the

quarrel.

The rending of garments is perhaps a development from the reflex impulse to destruction generated by anger, indignation, or despair. When it
becomes symbolic it may take on the character of
a rite of separation, the rending of the garment
indicating the severance of a tie or the isolation of
the person from calamity or injury.
In the
Hebrew custom the latter seems to be the prevailing meaning of the rite a meaning which might
naturally be superposed upon an original unconscious reaction to emotions of resentment or
sorrow. Stripping, as an indignity or penance, is
applied to any person. Thus, when his guardianspirit fails to please him, the Eskimo wiD strip it of
its garments.^
Like other states, death
(5) Dress of the dead.
is marked and solemnized by a change of dress.
In modern civilization, the corpse, whether embalmed or not, is swathed or loosely wrapped in
linen or cotton cloths, and covered with the garment, if any, most typical of the dead person's
official position.
In particular cases, customs like
that of placing the busby on the coffin involve
the idea that official dress is more than individual
personality, a special covering representing specialized social functions, whereas lay garments represent generalized.
Among earlier peoples it is the general rule to
dress the dead person in his best clothes. Typical
cases are the American Indians, Burmans, Tongkingese, Maoris, Greeks, and Chinese.^ Careful
washing and scrupulous toilette are no less significant and prevalent parts of the more or less
ceremonial investiture of the dead.

—

—

Among the Tehi and Ewe peoples the dead body is washed,
dressed in the richest clotheSj and adorned.s The Yorubas
dress the corpse in the best raiment. The exposed parts of a
woman's body are dyed red. The body is wrapped not in
clothes, but in grass mats.* Among the Koita of New Guinea
the dead man is washed, oiled, and painted a new loin-cloth
and ornaments are put on him.5 The Greenlanders undress a
man when at the point of death, and put his best clothes upon
hira.6 This detail recurs in China.
The Hindus wash, shave,
and dress the corpse in rich garments.^
According to Homer, the corpse was covered with a soft
cloth, over which a white robe was placed.S The Greek dead
were shrouded in the handsomest garments the family could
afford there was an idea of keeping them warm on the passage
to Hades, and of preventing Cerberus from seeing them naked.
The modern Greeks dress the dead in best clothes, but these
are rendered useless by being snipped with scissors or drenched
with oil. 10
The grave-clothes of a Chinese are arranged round his dying
bed. His boots are by his feet, his hat by his head, and so on.
He rejoices, in his last moments of consciousness, that he will
be fashionably attired in the regions beyond the grave.' It was
the old custom to strip the man of his clothes just before
expiring, and to put the new clothes on, if possible, before
death actually occurred. n The Chinese ritual of dressing the
dead is most elaborate. The curious point is that the corpse is
swathed almost as thickly as an Egyptian mummy, but in suits
of clothes, not bands of cloth.
A distinction is made between
inner and outer garments, the former being specially prepared
for wear in the grave, the latter being, as a rule, a person's best
or favourite clothes.
Five suits of garments are forbidden, because the number five is a synonym of evil. 12 Nine and thirteen
are usual numbers. Even numbers symbolize the Yin part of
Nature, cold, darkness, and evil; they are therefore avoided
and odd numbers typifying the opposite blessings are used.i3
Confucius was buried in eleven suits and one court dress on
;

;

'

;

;
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his head was a chamj-fu cap.
But, In accordance with the
(JiviBion of the drcHhing into three HUiKfH, the hodyclothes, the HlighU-r drensinif, and tlie Mull' dre»niriK,> the
eleven suits comprised the (Irfjt Btane only, and over thcrn were
the 'slighter 'and the fuller' dressings. *• The clothea are exhibited to those present before each Huit is put on, and the very
elaborate rules of the hi-ki about the dressing of the dead are
followed. 3 Previously the best or favourite suit is placed round
uiicit'iit

'

'

'

the dying man. Before being placed on the corpse, the clothes
are put on the chief mourner. He is stripned, and stands on a
tray resting on a chair, 'so as not to polluie the earth'; he
wears a large round hat, 'so as not to pollute heaven.' Then
each garment is put upon him in its proper order, and after*
wards taken off and put on the corpse. In the case of a woman,
the eldest son, as chief mourner, still has to put the clothes
on.-*
The Li-ki explains the custom by the analogy of a dutiful
son testing a medicine before his father drinks it."
As the
dressing proceeds the mourners wail and 'howl.' A Wide drawers,
hned, for comfort, with silk, are first put on.
Stockings and a
jacket follow. An ordinary jacket of linen, cotton, or silk, and
trousers of the same material come next. A second Jacket or
even a third the more there are the more devotion ia ex-

—

pressed—may be added.

When

put on, the outer suits follow.
middle class is a common type.
buttoned at the side. Over this

the body-clothes have been
The long blue gown of the

It overlaps to the right,

and

is

is a jacket with short sleeves,
extending, that is, only to the finger-tips; it is the kind of
jacket used in winter as an overcoat. A common skuU-cap of
silk or horse hair, ordinary shoes and stockings, complete the
suit.
The costly silk clothes used on festive occasions are
preferred by those who possess them. They represent the true
sacerdotal attire of the paterfamilias, as high priest of the
family.7
These include an outer and an inner cloak, neither
having a collar the sleeves of the inner cloak project, and are
of a horse-hoof shape.
The inner is dark blue for summer
wear, white or yellow the outer is dark blue or brown. A sash
is worn round the waist.
The boots are of silk. The winter
suit alone is used for the dead, even in summer.
Women wear
their best embroidered clothes, such as the official dress of
mandarins' wives, which is the regular bridal costume. It
includes a dragon petticoat of green silk, a dragon mantle of
red silk, a mantilla of black silk, and boots of red silk. The
bride's hood, or phojnix cap, is a quarter-globe of thin twined
wire, covered with butterflies, leaves and flowers of thin gilt
copper, and symbols of felicity, jov, wealth, and longevity.
Great care is taken with the coiffure.^
Such is the tho phao, atiire of the dead. Women, as a rule,
wear the 'longevity garment,' but men prefer the true
'sacrificial' robes, the tho phao.^
One prepares them, 'the
clothing laid out for old age,' at about the age of 50 or 60.
They are preferably cut out and sewn by a very young woman,
such a person being likely to live long, and part of her capacity
to live must surely pass into the clothes, and thus put off for
many years the moment when they shall be required for use.' 10
If these clothes have ever been lent to a friend, not of one's
own clan, they may not be used for their chief purpose.
Another suit must be prepared. However it may happen, it is
a curious fact that the grave-clothes are often cut carelessly,
and merely pasted, not sewn.n Quite poor people use cheap
mats. It is probably Buddhist influence that forbids the use of
leather.
Metal buttons may not be used, because metal ia
supposed to injure the body during decomposition. 12
Malays
The
shroud the dead body in fine new sarongs, sometimes as many as seven. 13
The bandages of the mummy are a development (for a
particular purpose) from the use of the ordinary garments of
life.
In ancient Egypt the gods were invoked to grant clothing
to the dead. The bandaging of the mummy corresponds in its
ritualism very much, for example, with the Chinese dressing of
the corpse.
For instance, a sorrowing husband reproaching
his wife for haunting him says: 'I have given clothes and
bandages for thy burial.
I have given
to be made for thee
many clothes.' The application of the swathes was 'a divine
In funeral rituals there are the chapters 'of putting on
task.'
the white bandages,' 'of putting on the green,' and 'of the
light red and dark red bandages.' The quantity used was a
measure of the affection of the relatives. l^
;

;

;

'

*

'

As a type

simpler customs

the following
explains itself, and is significant for the whole
theory of the subject
The Samoyeds dress the corpse in the clothes he was wearing
at death, and wrap the whole in birch bark or deer skins. is
Rare cases occur where derogatory garments are
applied.
The Avestan horror of death and its
dehlenient sufficiently explains the following rule
of

:
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When preservatives are not applied to the graveclothes some peoples periodically renew them.
The bodies of the Ccapac-Incas were preserved and clothed,
new clothes being supplied as required.1 At stated periods the
Malagasy open the tombs of their ancestors, removing the
rotten lajnbas and rolling the bones in new ones.^
simpler method is to place changes of raiment
in the grave, just as other articles of use are there
deposited.
In Vedic times, clothing and ornaments were placed with the
dead for their use in the life to come.3 The Chinese place
clothes and silk in the grave, besides the numerous suits in
which the dead man is clothed. 4 Clothing, according to
Pahlavi texts, was to be put upon the sacred cake of the right-

A

'

—

eous guardian spirit' both for its use in the other world.6
The clothing and weapons deposited in the Kayan ^rave are of
the highest value, no Droken or damaged article bemg deemed
worthy of a place.6 On the other hand, many peoples render
such articles useless by cutting or breaking them before deposition
and a prineiple commonly occurs that in this way the
souls of the articles are released (as is the soul from the broken
body of the dead man), and are thus able to accompany him to
the place of the departed.
;

There is naturally some doubt as to the condition of the soul in its super-terrestrial home.
Thus the soul of the Mexican, at death, entered the new life
naked ' whereas the soul of the dead Iroquois wears a beauti;

*

mantle ' when it departs towards the other world in the
west.8
The ghost is believed by Africans to wear the white
cloth in which the body was buried.9
But, as has been seen,
the person in the life to come wears similar dress to what he
wore on earth. There are refinements ; Christian eschatology
in its popular aspects is inclined to invest the blessed with fine
ful

raiment and crowns of gold.

for the meaning behind these customs, there
seems to be, as usual, a series of moral strata or
psychological layers. Various emotions might be
supposed to be in competition as soon as attention
was directed to the dress of a man just dead.
Other things being equal, and before ideas of
contagion on the one hand and of a future life on
the other had been developed, principles of property and feelings of sorrow would first come into
play, together with the principle of dress as an
adaptation to state.
Thus the Samoyed tj'pe may be one of the earliest. The
corpse retains the garments he wore at death. He is prepared
for the new state by the protective (both of external and of
internal direction) covering of bark or sirnUar substance, which
collin.

Sorrow and afiection would make the stripping
of the corpse an act impossible for relatives. As
the various ideas relating to the state of the dead
became clearer, regard would be had to the comfort of the dead. No less than the living they must
have the two great necessaries, food and raiment.
Naive examples of the idea are numerous.
For instance, the natives of New South Wales wrapped the
corpse in a rug, for the purpose, expressed, of keeping the dead
man warm. 10 in Voigtland peasants have been known to put an
umbrella and goloshes in the coffin, as a protection against the
rainy skies of the other world.n
there would supervene the idea, of
origin, that articles in the house of death
must be, like the occupant, broken and soulless.
One component of this idea is perhaps as early as
any, namely, the realization that articles of value,
permanently deposited in a place by no means
secure, and practically known to be unused, should
be rendered useless, to avoid robbery and the
attendant distressing results of exhumation.
With the custom of dressing the dead in his
richest raiment, and in many suits, the problem
becomes less simple. First of all, as soon as the
social consciousness realizes that death is a social
state, and therefore to be solemnized, a change of
garb is necessary. What are significantly termed in
1 Payne, ii. 620 f.
2 Matthews, Thirty Years in Madagascar^ 1904, p. 202.
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mankind.
The dead man is still a member of
society and the most personal and most distinctive of his property fittingly remains with him
his personal attire.
Equally fitting is it that this
item should be of the best, as representing him in
the last of his social functions. By a pathetic
paradox he is arrayed in his best clothes, as if
to assert his personality and to express it in its
highest terms, for the last time, though actually
that personality is no more.
;

It IS

not likely that the dressing in

fine clothes

tempt the departing or absent soul to return
has any reference in this connexion. The custom

to

many suits of raiment, carried to logical
absurdity by the Chinese, is one of those problems
that elude all rationalism. There is the analogy
of the mummy-swathings, which suggests that
the suits may be intended as a protection there
is also an idea of placing on or with the corpse all
his available assets.
The custom of dressing the
dead in their best clothes, as of placing food with
them, has been explained by Frazer as originating
in the selfish but not unkindly desire to induce
the perturbed spirit to rest in the grave and not
come plaguing the living for food and raiment.'
But the intellectual atmosphere which the explanation assumes is far from primitive or even from
early thought. It represents a late, and somewhat
of using

;

As

takes the place of the

various languages 'the last offices express this principle, as well as the feelings of sorrow and afiection,
and the desire to do honour to the dead, as for the
In such conditions it is inevitable that
last time.
the best of everything should be accorded to him.
But another factor perhaps is included in the com plex psychosis, at least in the earlier stages. This
IS economic.
In early culture, clothes are property.
Just as a man's property is called in and realized
at his death, so a similar process is universal in

'

abnormal or excessive, development of spiritualistic
belief uncontrolled by social custom or dogma, in
fact, an anarchic period of individualistic spiritualist licence.
The dress of the dead seems to preserve only in
two or three details the principle of adaptation to
state.
The reason, no doubt, is that affection and

other emotions naturally repudiate the physical
actuality of that state, and substitute a moral
ideal.
But the binding of the corpse, or of its
limbs, with cords or ropes, and the later swathing
with bandages, accentuate the fact that the body
is motionless and the limbs quiescent.
At a later
stage tliere might intervene the notion that by
these means the possibly dangerous activity of the
ghost would be checked. But social habits do not
originate from such clear-cut rationalistic motives.
Some sporadic customs have probably an original intention that is not dissimilar. The Koreans
fasten blinkers over the eyes of the corpse.^ Various objects, coins and the like, are placed on the
eyes of the dead by various peoples. Such habits,
no doubt, were in origin intended unconsciously to
emphasize, to realize by accentuation, the sightless state of the dead. With this intention is combined the necessity both from subjective reasons
of vague fear of the staring eyes, and from the
natural though sympathetic impulse to close them
of mechanically depressing the eyelids after death.
Possibly the custom of placing a mask over the
face of the dead has a connected origin, as supplying, so to speak, like the swathings of the mummy,
a permanent dermal surface over that which is
destined to decay.

—

The ancient Aztecs, the earliest Greek peoples, the Aleuts,
Shans, and Siamese, masked the faces of the dead, particularly
of kings and chiefs.-* In some cases, as those of the Greeks and
the Shans, the mask is of gold or silver.
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dress.
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brought out
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mouniint,' customs,

most prominent.

the

is

social significance of

in

The

variations are innumerable, but the principles in-

volved are fairly clear.

A

few types only can be

mentioned here.
Among the Masai, as mourning the wife puts off hor ornaments, and the sons shave their hcads.i As mourning, the
Andanianeue smear themselves with clay ancient and modern
Egyptians throw mud on their heads. 2 In Cliina the near
relatives wear a mourning dress of brown coarse sackcloth.
As regards other clothes, white is the colour of mourning. The
Kinahs of Borneo wear bark cloth round their caps (as we wear
crape round our hats) to show they are in mourning.' ^ In
New Guinea, women in mourning wear a net over the shoulders
and breast. In some parts men wear netted vests in others,
when in deep mourning, they envelop themselves with a very
tight kind of wicker-work dress, extending from the neck to the
knees in such a way that they are not able to walk well.'
The
Koita widow wears fragments of her dead husband's loin-cloth,
;

*

;

*

looks of his hair, and bits of his tools, as a necklace. She is
painted black, and wears a petticoat reaching to the ankles.
Over the upper body she has two netted vests, the outer ornamented with seeds and feathers. A network cap is on her head.
This costume is worn for six months, after which she is relieved
of her mourning b^' the robv, momomo ceremony, and the petticoat is burnt.
The widower is also painted black all over.6
Among the Roros, a neighbouring people of New Guinea, bones
of the dead are worn by the mourners. A dead man's jaw is
often worn as a bracelet.?

The principle of adaptation in colour is well exemplified. The most frequent colours used are
black, white, dark blue, and the natural colours
of, as a rule, cheap and common fabrics.
The mourning colour in Korea is that of raw hemp or string.
For a year the mourner wears the well-known mourner's hat.
Its shape is that of an enormous toadstool, and the face is completely hidden. 8 Among the Dayaksof Borneo, white, *as being
the plainest and most unpretending, is worn in mourning and
during out-door labour it is cheap and will wash.' Dark
blue is the commonest colour for ordinary wear. A white headdress is often worn in mourning.9 Women wear as mourning
a deep indigo blue bidang petticoat. lo Among the Tlingits,
mourners blacken their faces, and cover their heads with ragged
mats. 11 Caiabrian women put on a black veil at the moment
when a death occurs. At sunset it is taken off. 12 Roman
women put on black pallce after a funeral. Black clothes as
mourning are the fashion in ancient Greece and Italy, modern
Greece, and modern Europe generally.l^' White mourning is
;

recorded for Korea, Tongking, China, Siam, in Imperial Rome
women, and in various parts of modern Europe. i* In old
England, white scarves, hatbands and gloves were worn at the
funerals of infants and the unmarried.io At Singapore a white
sash is worn, but apart from this there is no mourning costume
for

in Malaysia.

Mourners among the Tshi people wear dark blue clothes, which
they assume as soon as the burial is over.16 Among the Yorubas a dark blue head-cloth is worn. 17 Among the Ewes of
Dahomey blue baft is worn, or merely a blue thread is placed
round the arm. 18 This fashion is paralleled by the modern
European custom of wearing a black band round the sleeve.
In parts of Germany blue is worn as mourning by women, and
in ancient and modern Egypt a strip of blue is worn round the
head by women at funerals. Widows on the Slave Coast wear
black or dark blue. Anne Boleyn wore yellow for Catherine of
198, 219-223, 311 f. ; Benndorf, Antike Gesichtshelme und Sepulcrahnasker, Vienna, 1878, passim A. R. Colquhoun, Amongst
the Shans, 1885, p. 279 Pallegoix, Siam, i. 247.
;

;
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Aragon.
Guatemalan widowers dyed themselvea yellow.i
Sopliocles wore grey or dark blue clothes In mourning for
Euripides. Grey was the mourning colour of the Ganihrciotai.s

Simultaneous with change of dress are changes
bodily appearance, especially of the coill'ure.
practice of cutting the hair short as a sign of
mourning is extremely common. On the other
hand, some peoples allow the hair to grow long, as
the ancient Egyptians, the Hindus, the Chinese,
and the Jews.'
Mourning as a social state is pre-eminently a
suspension of social life ; society is avoided, work
is discontinued, and the mourner generally is under
a ban. The degrees of mourning depend on the
degrees of nearness to the dead. The period of
mourning is frequently synchronous with the state
of death ; that is to say, it ends when the corpse
is
thoroughly decomposed.
Throughout early
thought there runs the idea that a person is not
absolutely dead until every fragment of the viscera
has disappeared. At the end of the time the state
of ordinary life is re-entered in the usual way.
Thus, the Ewe people burn their mourning clothes and put
on new raiment when mourning ends.** A widow among the
Koossas, at the end of her month of mourning, threw away her
clothes, washed her whole body, and scratched it with stones.*
The last detail is probably merely an extraordinary method of
purification. The period of tabu undergone by murderers
among the Omahas might be ended by the kindred of the victim.
The formula employed was, It is enough. Begone, and walk
among the crowd. Put on moccasins and wear a good robe.' ^
The prevalent explanations of mourning dress
are based on the fear of the ghost and of the contagion of death. Frazer has suggested that the
painting of the body and the wearing of special
costumes by mourners are attempts to disguise
themselves so as to escape the notice of the ghost.'
Westermarck is of opinion that the latter custom
may also have originated in the idea that a
mourner is more or less polluted for a certain
jieriod, and that therefore a dress worn by him
then, being a seat of contagion, could not be used
afterwards.'* But such customs originate in unconscious motivation.
Of course, concealment
may be aimed at, unconsciously. But several
considerations place the theory of disguise out of
court.
Savage philosophies seldom hit on correct
explanations ; being ex post facto, they are out of
touch with origins. But they do refer to present
conscious motives, which again may not be the
underlying primary reason. The motive of disguise may often be superposed on some original
unconscious motive, but the following case shows
that the opposite may exist. In some of the Central Australian tribes it is said that the object of
painting the body of a mourner is to render him
or her more conspicuous, and so to allow the spirit
to see that it is being properly mourned for.'^
Again, the prevalent custom of wearing the clothes
or the bones of the dead is an absolute negation of
the principle of concealment. On animistic theory
these appurtenances should attract the ghost.
Frazer notes that the customs of blackening the
face and of cutting the hair after a death are observed not only for friends but for slain foes, and
suggests that
the latter case the explanation of
their use as being a mark of sorrow cannot apply.
They may therefore, he adds, be explained as intended to disguise the slayer from the angry ghost
of the slain.'" The practice of blackening the oody
1 Rochholz, Deutscher Glaube und Erauch, Berlin, 1867, i.
of
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and the like is found in America,
Guinea, Samoa, and very generally
throughout the world.' The precise reason for
the choice of this medium is obscure.
When spiritualism has once become a part of
social belief, such views may enter into the complex of current motives without cancelling the
deep-seated original motive of the unconscious
mind. Mourning dress, for example, may take
on the character of a spiritual armour, as a defence against the evil spirits who often act as a
syndicate of death, removing and devouring the
souls of the living.

with ashes,

soot,

New

Africa,

At a Chinese funeral the grave-diggers and coffin-hearers tie
their shadows to themselves by tying a cloth round their
waist3.2 A Northern Indian murderer wraps himself up tightly.
The Thompson Indian widow wears breeches of grass to prevent
attempts at intercourse on the part of her husband's ghost.3

Similarly the principle of contagion may be
superposed on the primary meaning of mourning
costume.
Maoris who had handled a corpse were tabued, and threw
away the

special rags they had worn, lest they should contaminate others.^ It is stated of the Greenlanders that, ' if
they have happened to touch a corpse, they immediately cast
away the clothes they have then on ; and for this reason they
always put on their old clothes when they go to a burying. In
Navaho who has touched
this they agree with the Jews.' 5
a corpse talces off his clothes and bathes.^
Such cases fall
into line with other extensive groups of ceremonial observances. For example, at an annual festival the Cherokees flung
their old clothes into a river, 'supposing then their own impurities to be removed.' A Maori, before entering a sacred
place, which would tapu him, took off his clothes.7
But the
earliest peoples, like the Australians, actually cover themselves
with, and otherwise assimilate, the contagion of death.

A

On the other hand, de Groot holds that mourning costume in China originated in the custom of
sacrificing to the dead the clothes worn by the
mourner. In the time of Confucius it was the
custom

for

mourners to throw

off their clothes
dressed.*
But this

while the corpse was being
view cannot be seriously entertained.
There are several considerations to be adduced
by way of leading up to a more probable explanation.
The complex of emotions produced by the
death of a near relative may be supposed to be in
the primitive mind composed of awe, sorrow, and,
In later culture the
to some extent, indignation.
chief component is sorrowful affection, and mourning costume is regarded as a respectful symbol
of this feeling.
In the next place, the dead and
the living together form a special society intermediate between the world of existence and the
world of nothingness.' Again, the principle of
adaptation to state has to be taken into account.
This particular social state calls for particular
solemnization.
'Mourning customs' (and, in particular, costumes), says
are always as far as possible the reverse of those of
ordinary life. Thus at a Roman funeral the sons of the deceased walked with their heads covered, the daughters with
their heads uncovered, thus exactly reversing the ordinary
usage, which was that women wore coverings on their heads
while men did not. Plutarch, who notes this, observes that
similarly in Greece men and women during a period of mourning exactly inverted their usual habits of wearing the hair
the ordinary practice of men being to cut it short, that of
women to wear it long.' lo The Mpongwes are very fond of
dress, but when in mourning a woman wears as few clothes as
possible and a man none at all.^^
Frazer,

'

This reversal of habit is better explained on the
principles we have assumed than on the principle
Death is a violent break of social
of disguise.
life
sympathetic adaptation to it necessitates an
;
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equally violent suspension or reversal of ordinary
costume. Such adaptation coincides with sorrow
and indignation on the one hand, and with diminution or negation of personality on the other. A
number of customs, of which the following is a
type, confirms this.
When a death jccurs, Tshi
women tear their hair and rend their clothes.'
From this it is but a step to the assumption of torn
or ragged clothes and a shorn coiffure.
Sorrow
and indignation prompt the mourner to tear and
lacerate both his body and his external coverings
sympathy with the state so violently induced
prompts him to deny or humiliate his personality
this motive is helped by sorrow.
Absence of
colour, as in the hue of black, or apparent absence,
as in white, and variations of these, as dark blue
or self-colour in fabrics, are material reflexes of
this motive of self-negation, which also coincide
with the symbolism of colour as light and life, and
of absence of colour as darkness and death.
particular case is the adoption of an uncleanly
habit.
Dirty clothes, dirty skin, and unshaven
face were the mourning characters of the Romans.
The custom of blackening the face with ashes has
perhaps the same meaning. In the primitive camp
the most obvious medium for dirtying the person
is, not the earth, but the ashes of the camp-fire,
which with water form, as does coal-dust in coalcountries, a dye as well as a defilement.
paradox similar to one already noted is the
result of this adaptation to state ; and sorrow,
and with it an equally praiseworthy intention to
honour the dead, are the feelings which produce
it.
The dead man is dressed in his best, arrayed
like Solomon in all his glory
for the last time
his personality is augmented to superhumanity,
while his kin temporarily assimilate themselves
to his actual state, socially substitute themselves for him, and practically negate and cancel
their living personality and abrogate their social

A

A

;

functions.

—

When clothing is firmly
8. Nudity and dress.
established as a permanent social habit, temporary
nudity is the most violent negation possible of the
clothed state. Ceremonial nudity is a complex
problem, but the idea of contrast, of an abnormal
as contrasted with a normal state, may go far to
explain many of its forms.
At ceremonies of
fumigation the Malay takes off his sarong.^ Such
cases are no doubt to he explained in the obvious
way ; the purificatory influence has more efiect
when the body is stripped of all coverings. But
other examples of the practice are more obscure.
In time of drought, Transylvanian girls strip naked when
performing the

ritual

for rain.3

In India the practice

is

To make rain, Kabul men go on the roof of a house
and strip themselves of all clothes. Obscene language
To induce rain to fall, Ba-Thonga women
is interchanged.^
strip themselves naked. 6 Baronga women, to make rain, strip
themselves of their clothes, and put on instead leaf-girdles or
At a festival of
leaf-petticoats and head-dresses of grass.7
Sarasvati, Bengali students danced naked. A Gujarat mother
whose child is ill goes to the goddess's temple at night, naked,
regular.^
at night,

or with only a girdle of

nim

(Melia) or asopato {Polyaltkea)

leaves.8

The principle in the above seems to be that a
violent change in the course of Nature may be
assisted by a violent change of habit on the part
of those concerned. It is adaptation to the desired
contrast by instituting a contrast in the officiators.
The use of obscene language is, like nudity, a break
with the habits of normal life. The use of leafgirdles is probably no survival of a primitive
covering, but merely a method of toning down the
2 Skeat, 269.
1 A. B. Ellis, Tshi-speaking Peoples, 237.
3 E. Gerard, The Land beyoTid the Forest, Edin. 1888, ii. 40.
4
i. 98 t.
iii. 41, 116 ;
JV/A'Q i. 210 ; Frazer,
6 T. C. Hodson, 172.
6 H. A. Junod, in RSth i. (1910) 140.
' H. A. Junod, Les Ba-ranga, Neuchatel, 1898, p. 412 ff.
8 Ward, Hindoos^, 1817, i. 72, cf. 130; J. M. Campbell, in I
xxiv, 266.
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clothes in the lover'H eyes is, no doubt, a complex phenomenon,
but in part it rests on the aptltudL's of a woman's garmentfl to

Similarly,
violence of the extraordinary state.
the idea of nakedness is often satisfied by the
Ideas of
removal of the upper garment only.
fertility and outpouring as connected with leaves
and with the genital organs are probably later.
The whole subject is illustrated by the following:
The headman of certain New Guinea tribes becomes holy

exprcHs vaguely a dynamic

The

principle of assimilation to special circumstances is here conspicuous. Possibly in the New
Guinea example the later extension of the principle to assimilation by contact is involved.
Dress being, as will be more fully illustrated
below, not only essentially a social habit, but one
of the most distinctly social habits that have been
evolved, the public removal of garments and nudity
generally come under the regulation of custom and
law. Dress, like other habits, is a second nature,
and social inertia may fix it more securely hence
such curiosities of legalism as the pronouncement
of Zoroastrian law, that it is a sin to walk with
only one boot on.'
The sexual instincts of modesty and attraction
give life to the idea of dress, and a balance is
;

seldom exactly attained between them and legalism.
In modern times the missionary movement
has practically corrupted many a wild race by
imposing upon them, as the most essential feature
of Christian profession, the regard for clothing
developed in a cold climate among peoples inclined to prudery and ascetic ideals ; hence a
In
factitious sentiment of hypocritical decency.
other races, legalism has evolved similar conditions.
In Uganda it is a capital offence to strip naked. ^ In most
European countries exposure of the person is a criminal
offence. The Roman Catholic Church taught, and still teaches
in convent schools, that it is wrong to expose the body even
Moslem modesty was carried to great
to one's own eyes.^
The Sunna
lengths, insufficient clothing being forbidden.
'

*

.

.

.

shall not uncover himself even to himnot wash naked from fear of God, and of spirits
Job did so, and atoned for it heavily. When in Arab antiquity
grown-up persons showed themselves naked, it was only under
extraordmary circumstances and to attain unusual ends.'^
These latter have been illustrated above.
self,

and

—

shall

;

Such excess of the idea of decency renders still
more powerful both the magical and the superstitious use of nudity and also its sexual appestl. In
the sphere of art

it

may

be the case that peoples

accustomed to nakedness, like the Greeks, employ
it as a regular subject for artistic treatment, but
does not necessarily follow that it is better
understood than among peoples not so accustomed.
Similarly in the
It lacks the force of contrast.
sexual sphere, both natural modesty and natural
expansion may be enhanced by the artificial limitations of decency.
In this respect dress plays an
important part in social biology. By way of showing the contrast, the African and the European
conditions may be sketched.
it

Of the Wa-taveita, Johnston remarks * Both sexes have little
notion or conception of decency, the men especially seeming
to be unconscious of any impropriety in exposing themselves.
What clothing they have is worn either as an adornment or
for warmth at night and early morning.' Of the Wa-chaga
he observes 'With them indecency does not exist, for they
make no effort to be decent, but walk about as Nature made
them, except when it is chilly, or if they wish to look unusually
smart, in which cases they throw cloth or skins around their
shoulders. '7
Among Englishmen, a race very observant of the decencies
of civilization, Herrick is fairly typical. His attitude to sexual
dress is thus described by Havelock Ellis
The fascination of
:

:

:

1

'

R. E. Guise, in JAI xxviiL (1899) 218.
Boas, Sixth Report on N. W. Tribes of Canada, 1888,

2 F.

p. 684.
3 ' Pahlavi Texts,'
5

6

i.,

in

SEE v.

i Ratzel,

287.

H. Ellis, iv. 32, quoting authorities.
Wellhausen, Reste"^, 173, 196.

'

.'AI

L

must olwayi

mind.

The

man

which

indelliiite

;

m

prescribes that a

syniliolisni

and elusive, and on that account always
fascination.
No one has so acutely described thia
symbolism aa Herrick, often an admirable psychologist In
matters of sexual attractiveness. P^pecially instructive in this
respect are his poems, "Delight in Disorder," "Upon Julia's
Clothes," and notably " Julia's Petticoat." " A sweet clisorder
in the dress," he tells us, "kindles in clothes a wantonness" ;
it is not on the garment itself, but on the character of its
movement that he insists on the " erring lace," the " winning
wave" of the "tempestuous petticoat." '1 Herrick, of course,
is dealing with the dynamic quality of dress, but its static
meaning is hardly less explicit in the English and European
ri-main

I)0sHess

before the fishing season. Every evening he strips himself of
all his decorations, a proceeding not otherwise allowed, and
bathes near the location of the dugongs.* An Eskimo may
not eat venison and walrus on the same day, unless he strips
naked, or puts on a reindeer skin that has never been worn
hunting the walrus. Otherwise his eating gives pain to the
souls of the walrus. Similarly, after eating walrus he must
strip himself before eating seal.^

'

61

94.

XV. (1886) 9, 11.

body

significance of dress as an expre-ssion of the
will be referred to below in the sexual con-

nexion. Meanwhile the general idea thus illustrated may be regarded as the norm in modern
Its opposite or complementary is the
civilization.
increased value given to legitimate nudity.
movement is even proceeding, particularly in Germany, for an extension of this individual privilege
into a restricted and occasional social habit— the

A

movement.
Such tendencies coincide with the twofold attitude towards the human organism which dress has
emphasized regard for the body in itself and reso-called Nacktheit

—

gard for

its artificial

extension.

Periodic social

phenomena accentuate one or the other aspect.
The Spartan practice of nudity in athletics was
based on a reasoned theory of health from exposure and of purity from knowledge. The Papuans
have been said to ' glory in their nudeness, and consider clothing fit only for women.'' Temporary
nudity, when in obedience to natural impulse,
should be regarded not as a reversion,' stiU less
as a survival of a primitive state, but as a rhythmical movement. The point is well illustrated by
the use of nudity as a love-charm.*
Dress is the most
9. Dress and social grade.
distinctive expression in a material form of the
various grades of social life. The biological period
thus becomes a social period of existence, and the
individual is merged in a functional section of the
community. The assumption of a grade-dress is,
whether explicitly or implicitly, ipso facto a social
in Van Gennep's term, a rite of aggregation.'
rite
The swaddling-clothes of infants
(1) Childhood.
have their analogue in the earliest cultures, in
the form of various modifications of the papoosesystem. In this the reasons of protection and
After earliest infancy
cleanliness are obvious.
the children of primitive peoples are quite naked
Clothing proper is first
in the warmer climates.
assumed either at puberty or at the age of six or
seven. Probably the former date represents an
Children, whether first
earlier stratum of fashion.
clothed at the earlier age or not, assume adult costume at puberty.

—

—

—

In the

New Hebrides, girls and

boys are naked

till

five

years of

age. 6 Among the Veddas dress is assumed at the age of six or
seven.' Children of well-to-do Hindus are naked till the third
year, those of the poor till about six or seven.* Running about
uncovered, say the Zoroastrian texts, is no sin, up to the age of
16 : and it is no sin to be without the sacred girdle till that age.

In cold climates, where the constant purpose of
is protection, differences of juvenile and adult
costume may be reduced. For example, Samoyed
dress

are dressed precisely as their parents,
children
sex for sex.''"
There is little to notice in the matter of coiffure
Cases like the following are
in the child-stage.
exceptional
Young Naga children have the hair shaved. When a girl ia
of marriageable age it is allowed to grow long.H
'

:

^i
2
s
4

H.

Ellis, V.

46

f.

Westermarck, Human Marriage"^, 1894, p. 118.
As Schurtz argues, Philos. der Traeht, Stuttgart, 1891, p.
6 Van Gennep,
Floss, Das Weib, Leipzig, 1886, i. 352.
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8 Monier- Williams, 397
7 C. G. and B. Z. Seligmann, 90 f.
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v. 287.
10 Monteflore, in
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Maturity.

— Examples
may

tion of the adult garb
types.

assumpbe confined to a few

of the ritual

In Florida (Melanesia) the male 'wrapper' is assumed with
In Santa Cruz the
of six or seven.
adult male dress is ample. Its assumption is celebrated by a
Big boys whose parents are too poor to
feast and pig-killing.
give a (east may be seen going about naked. The custom in
the New Hebrides is the same, and after assumption the boy
begins to be reserved towards his mother and sisters.^ The
Koita boy of British New Guinea receives his sihi, loin-cloth,
from his maternal uncle, raimu, to whom in return he owes
certain services, such as a share of any fish or animal he kills.
The raimu makes the cloth, and puts it on the boy in the presence of the relatives on both sides of the family, who then eat
together.2 A similar ceremony of investiture at puberty is
The last initiation of a New
practised by the Roro tribes.3
Hebrides boy is the investing of the belt. This is a broad
band of nutmeg bark about six inches wide, encircling the
An
waist twice and confined by a small strip of plaited grass.
underneath strip of grass cloth or calico supports the very
therefore
an
ornabelt
is
scanty clothing of the natives. The
ment, corresponding to the toga viriliSy but usually' not attained
(from inability to provide pigs for the feast) until a man is
twenty or older.4 The old Japanese made a ceremony for the
breeching of boys and the girdling of girls.5
The Hindu upanayana is the investiture with the sacred
thread, which renders a man twice-born,' and before which
he is not, in religion, a person,' not, as it were, individualized,
not even named. The thread is of three slender cotton filaments,
white, and tied in a sacred knot, brahma-granthi, each of the
three consisting of three finer filaments. It is consecrated by
mantras, and holy water is sprinkled upon it. The wearer
never parts with it. As the Catholic priest changes his vestments, so the Brahman altera the position of the thread. When
he worships the gods he puts it over his left and under his right
shoulder when he worships ancestors, the position is reversed
when he worships saints, it is worn like a necklace.6 The earliest mention of this sacred cord, yaj^pavita, of the Brahman,
Worn over the left shoulder, its
is perhai)s in the Upani?ads.7
position is altered according to the particular act in which the
wearer is engaged. This yajUdpavita is of one skein when put
on the youth when he is married it must have three, and may
have five skeins. An imitation cord is put on first, then taken
Then the father covers
ofii and the real one placed in position.
his own head and that of bis son under one cloth and whispers
the Gayatri prayer. A new cord is put on every year at the
festival in »$raua^a.
If one touches a Pariah, the cord must
be replaced. The Sannyasi, having entered the fourth or last
stage of the Brahman's life, does not wear the yajflopavita.^
Manu says that the first birth of a Hindu is from his natural
mother, the second happens on the tying of the girdle of
Munja grass, and the third on the initiation to the performance of a Srauta sacrifice.' 9 'Birth' in such contexts as the
assumption of the adult state is an almost universal metaphor.
In many well-known instances the metaphor itself has been
translated into ritual, as being a convenient and impressive
mode of affirming the change. But neither the metaphor nor
the idea of re-birth is the ultimate reason of initiation ceremonies.
The sacred thread-girdle, the kosti, worn by every member,
male and female, of the Zoroastrian faith, after the age of 16,
is a badge of the faithful, a girdle uniting him or her to
Ormazd and his fellows. Bread and water were to be refused
to all who did not wear it. It must be made not of silk, but
of goat or camel hair of 72 interwoven filaments and it should
'three times circumvent the waist.'
The other garment
necessary to salvation was the sudara, or sacred shirt, a muslin
tunic with short sleeves, worn high, not lower than the hips.
At its 'opening in front' is a pocket, 'the pocket for good
deeds.' When putting it on the faithful looks at the pocket,
asking himself whether it is full. Both shirt and girdle are
to be kept on during the night, for they are more protecting
for the body, and good for the soul.' To wear the girdle is to
gird one's loins 'with the Religion.* i**
The distinctive garb of the Athenian epkebos was the chlamys.
It was ceremonially assumed. The Roman boy at sixteen laid
aside the bulla and the toga prcetexta, and assumed the white
toga of manhood, toga pura or virilis. The page in medisval
chivalry was made a squire at fourteen. At twenty-one
knighthood followed, and new white robes were ceremonially
assumed, with a satin vest and a leather collar, over the suit of
mail. The Naga kilt is not assumed till puberty.^! At puberty
the Chaco girl is decorated, and for the first time wears the
longer skirt of the women.i2

some ceremony at the age

*

'

'

'

'

'

*

*

;

;

'

;

;

'

There are, of course, exceptions to the rule that
the assumption of social dress is a rite. Thus the
Mekeo tribes have no ceremony in connexion with
the assumption of the male band or the female

Elsewhere the rite involves such usual
complications as the following. Before a boy is
circumcised, the Masai father puts on a special
dress, and lives secluded in a special hut.
(Jn his
return he drinks wine and is called father of Soand-so.* Then the operation takes place. ^ The
designation of the father points to the fact,
expressed by the dress, that fatherhood, as elsewhere, is a special social grade.
In many examples there is a distinctive dress
worn during the marginal stage of initiation, and
discarded at the end for the adult dress proper.
petticoat.^

*

Thus, during the initiation of a Kamilaroi youth he was
invested with a kilt of wallaby skin, suspended in front by a
girdle.
It is described as a badge.' 8 The West African boy
at initiation is naked and smeared with clay. He may wear a
cap of bark, hiding his face. Often he pretends at the conclusion
of the sequestration to have forgotten everything and to know
nothing.^ At initiation A-kamba girls wear goat-skins.^ The
D6n6 girl at puberty wore a sort of head-dress combining in
It was
itself the purposes of a veil, a bonnet, and a mantlet.
made of tanned skin, its forepart was shaped like a long fringe,
then it
completely hiding from view the face and breasts
formed on the head a close-fitting cap or bonnet, and finally
This head-dress was
fell in a broad band almost to the heels.
made and publicly placed on her head by a paternal aunt, who
received at once some present from the girl's father. When,
three or four years later, the period of sequestration ceased,
only this same aunt had the right to take off her niece's
ceremonial head-dress. Furthermore, the girl's fingers, wrists,
and legs at the ankles and immediately below the knees were
encircled with ornamental rings and bracelets of sinew intended
as a protection against the malign influences she was supposed
to be possessed with. '6
Entrance into the grade of social puberty is
'

*

;

generally equivalent to nubility.

Among the Tshi-people a girl announces her eligibility for
marriage by dressing up and wearing ornaments. She is
escorted through the streets, under an umbrella.? Infant
betrothal complicates this. In the Northern New Hebrides a
girl betrothed in childhood wears nothing except on great
occasions. When growing up she is clothed, but in the house
wears only the para, or fringe. In the New Hebrides generally
clothing and tatuing are a step towards the marriage of a girl.8
The Naga youth, however, is nude until marriage. Only then
does he assume the loin-cloth. ^
Frequently a special dress or modification of the
adult dress marks a distinction between maturity

and nubility.
Among the Koita

JAI

SBE

SBE

"

New

marriage the V-shaped gado

Guinea tatuing

is

confined to the

is

tatued between the breasts.^o

The passage from childhood to youth, and from
youth to nubility, is often marked by a change in
the mode of wearing the hair.
As an example, among Naga women the coiffure is a mark
When children, Reharuna girls have their heads

of status.ii

at
shaved, except for the front and a tuft on the crown
puberty, the hair is allowed to grow, and is worn in chignonform when married, they divide the hair into two large plaits
hanging down the back when theyibecome mothers, they wear
these plaits over the breast.
;

;

;

—

The assumption of dress to
dress.
initiate the social grade of matunt;^ is the assumpThe most
tion of a social sexual differentiation.
distinctive social division is the permanent division
of sex.
to puberty this is more or less ignored,
and the neutral quality of the previous stage is
often indicated by the neutral connotation of the
term 'child,' and by a neutral fashion of childSexual

(3)

Up

It is natural that the growth and maturity
primary sexual characters should give these
prominent
place in the principles of the disa
tinguishing garb, and that they should, as it were,

dress.
of the

mould the dress into adaptive forms. The idea of
social sexuality is well brought out in the stories of
2 HoUis, 294 f.
1 Seligmann, 491.
3 R. H. Mathews, in JAI xxiv. 421.
4 Dapper, Description de I'Afrique, Amsterdam, 1670, p. 2SS f
M. H. Kingsley, Travels in West Africa, 1897, p. 531; G. Dale,
.

in
J Oodrington, 231 ff.
2 Seligmann, 67 f., 73.
3 Jt. 256.
4 B. T. Somerville, in
xxiii. (1893) 6.
B C. Pfoundes,i6. xii. 224.
6 Monier- Williams, 361) f., S79.
7 ' Upanishads.' in
i, 285.
8 Padfield, 76-80.
9 Manu, ii. 169.
10 • Zendavesta," i. 2, in
iv. 193, 72 ; ' Pahlavi Texts,' L, in
ib. V. 287, 289.
12 Qnibb, 177.
T. 0. Hodson, 24.
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women. When a girl is engaged, the region between the navel
and the neck, hitherto untouched, is tatued. Just before
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DRESS
children failing to distingnish girls from boys when
nude. The adaptation of the distinctive feminine
and masculine garments, skirt and trousers, to the
activity of the respective sexes has already been
Tlie main idea of dress as a material
referred to.
expression in a social form of the psychical reflexes
from personality, and, in this case, sexuality, has
here particular prominence. To regard the aflirmation, by means of dress, of primary sexual
characters as intended to attract the attention of
the other sex by adorning them is a superficial
view. Such intention is secondary, though, of
course, it has an important social bearing. Goethe's
remark is in point for the consideration of dress as an
exclaim, "What
affirmation of personality:
a beautiful little foot " when we have merely seen
a pretty shoe we admire the lovely waist, when
nothing has met our eyes but an elegant girdle.'
Special cases of an intensification of se.\ual
characters may be illustrated by the following
A type of female beauty in the Middle Ages represents forcDS
Clothed in broad flowing skirts, and with the characteristic
'

We

!

;

:

which
It is the maternal function, .
.
shape of pregnancy.
marks the whole type.'i The type possibly survived in 'that
class of garments which involved an immense amount of expansion below the waist, and secured such expansion by the
use of whalebone hoops and similar devices. The Elizabethan
farthingale was such a garment. This was originally a Spanish
invention, as indicated by the name (from verdugardo, provided
with hoops') and reached England through France. We find
the fashion at its most extreme point in the fashionable dress
of Spain in the seventeenth century, such as it has been immortalized by Velasquez. In England, hoops died out during
the reign of George llL, but were revived, for a time, half a
century later, in the Victorian crinoline.' 2 It is curious, but
not exceptional to the view here expressed it is, in fact, corroborative of it, because of the necessity of emphasizing feminine
characters which is characteristic of the class that this,
like most other feminine fashions in dress, was invented by
courtesans. The crinoline or farthingale is the culmination of
the distinctive feminine garment, the skirt, as a protection and
'

.

'

—

—

affirmation of the pelvic character.

Augmentation of the mammary character is similar. In
mediaeval Europe an exception is found in a tendency to the
use of compressing garments. The tightenhig of the waist girth
is a remarkable adaptation, which emphasizes at one and the
same time the feminine characters of expansion both of the
Not only
breasts and of the abdominal and gluteal regions.
does the corset render the breasts more prominent ; it has the
further effect of displacing the breathing activity of the lungs
in an upward direction, the advantage from the point of sexual
allurement thus gained being that additional attention is drawn
to the bosom from the respiratory movement thus imparted
to it's The development of the corset in modern Europe has
been traced from the bands, or fascice, of Greek and Italian
women. The tight bodices of the Middle Ages were replaced in
the 17th and 18th centuries by whalebone bodices. The modem
corset is a combination of the/ofcid and the girdle.^
*

In the sphere of masculine dress and the
mation by its means of sexual characters,
sufficient to note two medieeval fashions

afiBr-

it

is

:

The long-hose which superseded the barbarian trews and preceded the modern trousers emphasized most effectively the
male attribute and social quality of energy and activity as
represented by the lower limbs, the organs of locomotion. The
hragiLette, or codpiece, of the 15th and 16th centuries is an
example of a protective article of dress, originally used in war,
which became an article of fashionable apparel, often made of
silk and adorned with ribbons, even witn gold and jewels." ^
Its history supplies a modem repetition of the savage phallocrypt, and throws light on the evolution of the ideas of dress.
'

With regard to secondary sexual characters,
sexual dress, itself an artificial secondary sexual
character, carries on various adaptations.
'The
man must be strong, vigorous, energetic, hairy,
even rough
the woman must be smooth,
rounded, and gentle.' * These characters are echoed
iu the greater relative coarseness and strength of
fabric of masculine dress, and the softness and
flimsiness of feminine.
somewhat greater
sexual
darkness of women is a secondary
character ; ' in this connexion a harmony is unconsciously aimed at the tendency is for men to
.

.

.

'

A

.

.

.

;

1

2
4
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wear darker, and women lighter
tend to

Women

clotlies.

cultivate pallor of the face, to use powder,'
and 'to emphasize the white underlinen.'' The
attraction of sexual disparity, bo important in
sexual selection, reaches its culmination in the
matter of clothing, and
it has constantly happened that men have even called in the
aid of religion to enforce a distinction which seemed to thera so
urgent. One of the greatest of sex allurements would be lost
'

'

and the extreme importance of clothes would disappear at once
if the two sexes were to dress alike
such identity of dress has,
however, never come about among any people.' ^
The assumption of sexual dress at maturity
raises the (question of the original meaning of
special coverings for the primary sexual characters.
'Their probable origin in an impulse towards pro;

tection against the natural environment has been
suggested! When dress becomes more than a mere
appendage and produces the reaction of an aflirmation of personality, its meaning inevitably becomes richer. The decorative impulse and sexual
allurement take their place in the complex. But
the chief, and the distinctively social, factor is
always that of affirming by a secondary and artificial integument the particular physiological stage
which society transforms into a human grade of
communal life. This is well illustrated by such
facts as the frequent absence of the skirt, for
example, until marriage, and, more significantly,
until pregnancy or motherhood.
In other cases,
as in the frequent confinement of sexual covering
to the mammary region, the principle is stiD
logically followed.
Thus, among many negro
peoples, as the natives of Loango, women cover
Naga women cover the
the breasts especially.'
breasts only. They say it is absurd to cover those
parts of the body which every one has been able
to see from their birth, but that it is different with
the breasts, which appear later. *
The evolution of sexual dress involves some sideissues of thought and custom which are not without
significance.

The harmony between the

ideas of sexual dress

temporary disuse for natural functions is
brought out in many customs and aspects of
thought. The following is an instance
The Mekeo tribes of New Guinea have folk-tales of which
the motive is that a man surprising a girl without her

and

its

:

marry her. After any marriage it is
the custom for the husband to fasten ceremonially the
petticoat.^
The
ceremonial
loosing of the virgin zone
bride's
petticoat has the right to
still

embodies similar ideas.
Savage folklore is full of stories connected with
disparity of sexual dress. Difi'erence of custom in
difierent peoples leads to comment when coinci-

The Dinka

dences occur.

call

the Bongo, Mittoo,

and Niam-Niam women because the men wear
an apron, whUe the women wear no clothes whatever, getting, however, daily a supple bough for
a girdle.^ Sexual disparity, natural and artificial,
'

'

has often led to speculation.
Repudiating the sexual element, Clement of Alexandria
argued that, the object of dress being merely to cover the body
and protect it from cold, there is no reason why men's dress
should differ from women's.7 The Nagas of Manipur say that
The first
originally men and women wore identical clothes.
By way of
human beings were seven men and seven women.
making a distinction the man made his hair into a knot or horn
in front the woman behind. The woman also lengthened her
waist-cloth, while the man shortened his.' As a fact the dhoti^
loin-cloth, is still the same for both sexes though worn in
'

;

The waist-cloth differentiates in evolution
different ways.8
very simply into either dhoti or skirt, both being fastened in
the same way, and differing only in length. 9 It is probably a
similar accident of national fashion that makes the 'longevity
garment' of the Chinese identical for both sexes. ^0

Spinning, weaving, dress-making, and connected
have been the work of women until modern

arts
^

H.

quoting Kistemaecicer.
the phenomenon of interchange of sexual drees,

Ellis, I.e.,
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Before the rise of organized industry, every
family was self-sufficing in the production of

Magnificence, generally,

times.

clothes for its members. Washing and repairing
have been also women's work, equally with cookery.
In barbarism, as among the Chaco Indians,
all the making of clothes is done by the women.
The men's large and cumbersome blankets each
take four months to weave.'
In the lowest stages each adult prepared and
looked after his or her attire. As soon as manufacture began with bark-cloth, the preparation of
the material devolved upon women, like other
sedentary and domestic arts but, since the style
of the dress depended not upon measurement and
cut, but upon folds and draping, women were not
In the ancient
actually the makers of dress.
civilizations the slave-system of industry was
Skilled male artists
applied in two directions.
were employed irregularly by the luxurious ; while
the regular method of domestic manufacture came
Among
to include dress-making and tailoring.
the ancient Greeks and Italians the making of
clothes was carried on in the house by the female
slaves under the superintendence of the lady of
the house. This system gradually gave way to
external production, though female attire still
retained its claims upon domestic art up to modern
times.
In modern civilization the broad distinction of
sexual dress has reasserted itself in the sphere of
occupation. The dress of men is prepared by men,
Special knowledge
that of women by women.
rendered this inevitable, as soon as cut and shape
;

superseded draping in both female and male attire.
But, as in other arts, the male sex is the more
creative, and the luxurious women of modern
society are largely catered for by male dressmakers.
In the majority of modem nations the care and
repair of the clothes of the family is part of the
domestic work of women. The washing of clothes
is usually women's work.
Yet in Abyssinia it is
the man who washes the clothes of both sexes, and
'
in this function the women cannot help him.' ^ In
the sphere of industry Chinese men provide another
exception.

—

The sexual dress is at
(4) Wedding garments.
marriage intensified by the principle of affirmation,
It is an
not of sexuality, but of personality.
occasion of expansion, of augmentation ; as the
social expression of the crisis of love (the culmination of human energy and well-being), it is precisely
adapted.
Often, for example, the pair assume
super-humanity, and are treated as royal persons.
A special and distinctive dress for the bride is a
widely spread fashion. As a rule, the bride herself
With marriage,
is supposed to make the dress.
housekeeping begins, and, as in Norway, Scotland,
India, and elsewhere, the bride supplies the household linen, often including the personal linen of the
husband. The variety of wedding dress is endless.
Frequently each family supplies the other.

—

In North India the bride's dress is yellow, or red colours
which repel demons.' The Majhwar pair wear white, hut after
the anointing put on coloured clothes.3
Enjrlish brides wear a white dress.
So did Hebrew brides.
Old English folklore directed that a bride must wear Something old, something new, something borrowed, something
'

is

the characteristic of

wedding garments throughout the world white is
frequent, as an expression of virginity. Red is
often used, as an unconscious adaptation to the
;

circumstances of expansion.
Special garments or specialized forms of garbest clothes ' and
less common than

ments are

'

ornament.
The Korean bridegroom elect, often betrothed at the age of
wears a red jacket as a mark of engagement i On the day
before marriage the Roman bride put off the toga prmtextat
which was deposited before the Lares, and put on_ the tunica
recta or regitla. This was woven in one piece in the oldfashioned way. It was fastened with a woollen girdle tied in
the knot of Hercules, nodus HercrUeus.' In European folklore
an analogue is to he found in the true lovers* knot, the idea
being a magical and later a symbolical knitting together of the
wedded pair. The hair of the bride was arranged in six locks,
and was ceremonially parted with the ccelibaris hasta. She
wore a wreath of flowers, gathered by her own hands.3
five,

Some

cases of investiture follow.

On the wedding night the bride of the Koita people is decorated. Coco-nut oil is put on her thighs. She wears a new
petticoat. Red lines are painted on her face, and her armleta
are painted. Her hair is combed and anointed with oil, and in
her locks are scarlet hibiscus flowers. The groom wears a headdress of cassowary feathers ; his face is painted with red and
yellow streaks, and his ears are decorated with dried tails of
pigs.< The Hindu at marriage is invested by the bride's parents
with the two additional skeins necessary to make the full complement of the yajllopavita, the sacred thread, of the married
man. 5 The Javanese bridegroom is dressed in the garments of
a chief. The idea i» ' to represent him as of exalted rank." 6 The
Malays term the bridegroom rajasahari, the ' one-day king.' 7
The dressing up of both bride and groom and all parties present,
for the bridial procession of the Minangkabauers, is very remarkable.

The bridal veU, originally concealing the face,
occurs in China, Korea, Manchuria, Burma, Persia,
Russia, Bulgaria, and in various modified forms
throughout European and the majority of great
In ancient
civilizations, ancient and modern.
Greece the bride wore a long veil and a garland.
The Druse bride wears a long red veil, which her
husband removes in the bridal chamber. An
Egyptian veil, boorko, conceals all the face except
the eyes, and reaches to the feet. It is of black
married and white for unmarried women.^
Various considerations suggest that the veil is in
origin rather an affirmation of the face, as a human
and particularly a sexual glory, than a concealment, though the emphasizing of maidenly modesty
comes in as a secondary and still more prominent

silk for

The veil also serves as an expression of
the head and the hair. These are also augmented
by various decorations.
The wedding dress often coincides with, or is
equivalent to, the grade-dress of the married.
The stola as a badge of lawful wedlock was the distinctive
factor.

garment of ancient Roman wives.9 It was an ample outer tunic
m design, and possibly is to be identified with the bridal tunica
Among the Hereros, after the wedding meal, the bride's
recta.
mother puts upon the bride the cap and the dress of married
women. 1^ The big garment,' ear-rings, and the iron necklace
distinguish Masai married women from girls.n
Further social stages are marked by distinctive
dress, such as pregnancy, motherhood, and, more
rarely, fatherhood.
As soon as aWa-taveita bride becomes pregnant, ' she is dressed
with much display of beads, and over her eyes a deep fringe of
tiny iron chains is hung, which hides her and also prevents her
from seeing clearly.' An old woman attends her, to screen her
from all excitement and danger until the expected event has
taken place.' 12 Among Cameroon tribes is found the custom of
'

*

*

The Hindu bridegroom supplies the cloth for the
wedding robes of the bride. The fact la (see below) that there
blue.'4

among

the Hindus, not merely a dowry, but an interchange
of gifts furniture and clothes being the principal components.
When presented, the clothes are put on this forms a preliminary marriage-ceremony.s The gorgeous flowered embroidery, pkulkdri, of the Jats is prominent in their wedding dress.
is

;
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DRESS
reinaininK' naked until the birth of the firBt child ^ (sf-o
above). Tho liride in South Hluvoniu uyed to wcur a veil until
the birth of the llrut child. ^ When tho birth of twins taken
place, tho llerero parents are ininiediuU'ly undressed, previously
to bein^ specially attired. The detail shows the importance of
immediate assimilation to the new state.
llfirls

After childbirth the mother passes through a
stage of recovery, of isolation, with her babe, often
expressed by a costume. At its end she assumes
the costume of normal life whicli has been temporarily suspended, or a special costume of her new
grade of maternity.

—

The distinction of
(5) Secondary social grades.
dress is carried into all divisions of society that are
secondary to the biological. In India the various
castes wear clothes differing both in colour and in
cut.' In ancient times the law was that the Sudra
should use the cast-off garments, shoes, sittingmats, and umbrellas of the higher castes.* All
Brahmans, as all members of each caste, dress
alike, except as regards the quality of material."
The turban in India, borrowed from the Musalmans, is folded differently according to caste."
The chief epochs in military uniform are marked
by metal-armour, which, when rendered obsolete
by fire-arms, gave place to the other component,
splendour or gaudiness and lastly, in recent years,
by adaptation, for concealment, to the colour of
the country.' Amongst the Nahuas the standing
of warriors was marked by distinctive costumes.
The sole test for promotion was the capture of so
;

A

many prisoners.'

secondary motive of splendour
illustrated by the grotesque costumes
often worn in barbarism, in order to strike terror
into the enemy.
The Nagas wear tails of hair,
which they wag in defiance of the foe. The hair
of the head is long and flowing, and is supposed
to be useful in distracting the aim.'
The investiture of a knight in the period of
chivalry was practically a sacrament, and the arms
were delivered to him by the priest.'" Even in
the mimic warfare of the tournament, the armour
was placed in a monastery before the jousting
in

uniform

is

began."

The so-called secret societies of the lower cultures have their closest parallel in the masonic
institutions.
Mediaeval gilds and similar corporations, together with the modern club, are, apart from
special purposes, examples of the free play of the
social impulse.
At the initiation to the Duk-Duk
secret society of New Britain the novice receives a
ceremonial dress ; this terminates the process.'^
Throughout barbarian and civilized history professions and offices of every kind have followed the
rule of a distinctive costume.
Various factors in
social evolution tend to reduce these ditierences in
Western civilization by an increasing use of mufti
on official occasions, but the inertia of such professions as the legal resists this.
In the East, on
the other hand, European dress invades the ancient
culture, but the assimilation is still problematic.
To the Mandarin, for instance, his dress is a
second nature.
One of the longest
(6) The dress of sanctity.
and most varied chapters in the history of dress is
that dealing with the garb of permanent sacred
grades, priestly, royal, and the like, and of tem-

—
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porary Hacredne.ss, as in the case of worshippers,
[jilfj'riiiiH, and victims.
Some examples liave been
incidentally noticed ; a brief reference to certain

types must suffice here.
In ancient India the ascetic hod to wear coarse, worn-out
garments, and his hair was clipped. The hermit wore skins or
tattered garments the term may include bark- or grass-cloth
and his hair was braided. The .Smttaka wore clothes not old or
dirty.
He wore the sacred string. He was forbidden to use
garments, shoes, or string which had been worn by others.
The student for his upper dress wore the skin of an ant«lope or
other animal, for his lower garment a cloth of hemp, or flax, or
wool. He wore the girdle of a Brahman, a triple cord of Muiija
grass.
A Ksatriya wore as his cord a ijow-striiig a Vaiiya a
cord of hemp.i The religious character of this tULStc-systetn
renders the inclusion of the four last grades convenient.

—

;

Temporarily, in worship and on pilgiiniage, tho
ordinary member of an organized faith assumes a
quasi-sacerdotal character.
For the liaj) to Mecca the Musalman must wear no other garments than the Hirdm., consisting of two seamless wrappers,
one passed round the loins, the other over the slioulders, the
head being uncovered. The ceremony of putting them on at
a pilgrims
station
is at-ilirfim,
the making unlawful (of
ordinary garments and behaviour and occupations). The cere*

mony

pp. 682-6.

'

taking them off is al-i]ildl, 'the making lawful.' The
hajji shaves his head when the pilgrimage is over.2 According
to some, the ifirdin is the shroud prepared in the event of the
hajji'B death. 3 More likely it is preserved and used as a shroud

when he

dies.

The most important item in the costume of Japanese pilgrims
the oizunty & jacket which is stamped with the seal of each
shrine visited.
The three breadths of material used in the
sewing of this holy garment typify the three great Buddhist
deities Amida, Kwannon, and Seishi.
The garment itself is
always carefully preserved after the return home, and when the
owner dies he is clad in it for burial.'*
The dress of worshippers varies between ' decent
apparel ' and garments of assimilation to the god
or the victim or the priest. As in the case of Baalworship,' the garments were often kept in the
shrine, and assumed on entrance.
In certain rites
both Dionysus and his worshippers wore fawnskins.
The Bacchanals wore the skins of goats."
The veil of the worshipper has been referred to.
is

'

—

In the

earliest Christian period a controversy
seems to have taken place with regard to female
head-dress during worship.' In the modern custom
the male head-dress is removed, the female is
retained.
Academies sometimes preserve the rule
of a special vestment for worshippers, whether lay

or priestly.
It has been noted that the dress of jogleors,
troubadours, and trouvires was an assimilation to
the sacerdotal.' From the same mediaeval period
comes the record of singing robes.
The dress of the
(7) Priestly and royal robes.
sacred world tends to be the reverse of the profane.
Apart from the impulse to be traced in
the mentality of medicine-men to impress one's
personality upon the audience by the fantastic and
the grotesque, there is here the expression of the
fundamental opposition between natural and supernatural social functions.
'

—
—
—

The garb of Tshi priests and priestesses differs from ordinary
dress. Their hair is long and unkempt, while the lay fashion is
to wear it short. The layman, if well-to-do, wears bright cloth ;
the priest may wear only plain cloth, which is dyed red-brown
with mangrove-tan.
Priests and priestesses, when about to
communicate with the god, wear a white linen cap. On holy
days they wear white cloth, and on certain occasions, nob
explained, their bodies are painted with white clay. White
and black beads are generally worn round the neck.9 The Ewe
priests wear white caps. The priestesses wear steeple-crowned
hats with wide brims. Priests wear white clothes. Priestesses
wear gay cloths reaching to the feet, and a kerchief over the
*

'

breast.lo

The survival

of some antique mode often suffices,
through various accidents and modifications, for
the priestly garb, other than sacerdotal vestments.
Thus, the ricinium, a small antique mantle, was
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DRESS
worn by the magister of the Fratres Arvales and by

perhaps a reverse assimilation of virtue from the

camilli generally.
The history of the dress of the Christian priesthood is a striking example of this. Here also we
find the principle of opposition to the lay-garb.
The democratic and non-professional character of
primitive Christianity may be seen in the fact
that in A.D. 428 Pope Celestinus censured Galilean
bishops who wore dress different from that of the
They had been monks, and retained the
laity.
pallium and girdle instead of assuming the tunic
and toga of the superior layman.' It is curious
that the social instinct towards differentiation of
dress to mark differentiation of social function
was resisted so long. But in the 6th cent, the
civil dress of the clergy automatically became different from the dress of the country, since, while
the laity departed from the ancient type, the
clergy withstood all such evolution. Thus, in the
Western Empire the clergy retained the toga and
long tunic, while the laity wore the short tunic,

sacred person.
Royal dress in civilization tends to combine the
principles of mUitary dress and the tradition of the
long robes of ancient autocracy. The subject
needs a special analysis. The distinctive headdress, the crown, probably is an accidental survival
of a military fillet, confining the long hair which
among the Franks was a mark of royalty.' But its
significance is in line with the general principle,
and it is eventually an affirmation of the dignity
of the head, the crown of the human organism.
Among the earliest cultures, social authority
tends to adopt a specific garb.
The headmen of the Nagas wear a special dress.2 The priestking of the Habb6s wears a distinctive costume.*' The Nyasa-

and cloak of the Teutons, the gens
Gregory the Great would have no person
about him clad in the barbarian dress. He enforced on his entourage the garb of old Rome,
trabeata Latinitas. This cleavage was gradually
enforced, and from the 6th cent, onwards the
clergy were forbidden by various canons to wear
trousers,

bracata.

'

'

long hair, arms, or purple, and, generally, the
secular dress.
The characteristic garb of the Christian clergy,
both civil and ecclesiastic, was the long tunic.
Originally it appears to have been white. Then
the alb derived from it on
its evolution divided
the one side, the civil tunic in sober colours on the
other.
For the civil dress the dignified toga was
added to constitute full dress for use in inclement
weather the casula or cappa, an overcoat (phiviale)
with a cowl, was adopted. The last-named garment similarly divided into the ecclesiastic cope,
and the civil over-cloak. The long tunic still survives in three forms the surplice, the cassock, and
the frock coat. Its fashion in the last instance
superseded the toga, which again survives in the
academic goAvn.
The evolution of vestments is in harmony with
the psychology of dress generally, and in many
aspects illustrates it forcibly. With the vestment
the priest puts on a character of divinity. By
change of vestments he multiplies the Divine force
;

;

—

'

'

while showing its different aspects. The changing
of vestments has a powerful psychical appeal.
The dress is a material link between his person
and the supernatural it absorbs, as it were, the
rays of Deity, and thus at the same time inspires
the human wearer. The dress is accordingly regarded not as an expression of the personality of
the wearer, but as imposing upon nim a superThis idea is implicit in every form of
personality.
dress.
Dress is a social body-surface, and even in
sexual dress, military uniform, professional and
official dress the idea that the dress has the properties of the state inherent in it is often quite
explicit. Further, the dress gives admission to the
grade.
In particular cases of solemnity a dress
Thus the
serves to render the person sacrosanct.
Australian messenger is sacred by reason of his
red cap.'
temporary sacred garment may even be used
sacrificially.
At the Zulu festival of the new
fruits, the king danced in a mantle of grass or of
herbs and corn leaves, which was then torn up and
trodden into the fields.^ In such cases there is
;

A

DCA,

s.v. 'Dress.'
Cheetham, in Smith-Cheetham's
2 J. Fraser, 31.
3 J. Shooter, 27 ; N. Isaacs, ii. 293.
Frazer, who cites the
custom, suggests that in earlier times the king himself was
The suggestion is
Blain and placed on the fields (,GB 2 ii. 328).
1

unnecessary.

land tribes commission the man who buried the dead chief to
This he does, at the
cover the new chief with a red blanket.
same time hitting him hard on the head.' *
'

Ideas of purity readily attach themselves to
In the following
priestly and royal garments.
case there seems to be some survival from Zoroastrianism.
Among the Kafirs of the Hindu Kush, men preparing for the
office of headman wear a semi-sacred uniform which may on no
account be defiled by coming into contact with dogs. These
men, kaneash, were nervously afraid of dogs, which had to be
fastened up whenever one of these august personages was seen
to approach. The dressing has to be performed with the
greatest care in a place which cannot be defiled with dogs.'S
Other less prevalent details of royal raiment are
'

such as the girdle and the

veil.
In ancient Tahiti the king at his investiture was girded with
a sacred girdle of red feathers, which was a symbol of the
gods, 6 In Africa veiling the face is a general custom of royalty.'
pall of European monarchs, originally bestowed bv the
Pope, typifies their sacerdotal function.

The

There is a tendency for each article of a royal
panoply to carry a special symbolism, significant
of the kinglj' duties and powers, just as the articles
of the sacerdotal dress express Divine functions
and attributes.
Frazer has sho>vn
(8) The dress of the gods.
reason for believing that the costume of the Roman
god and of the Roman king was the same. Probably
the king was dressed in the garments of Juppiter,
borrowed from the Capitoline temple.' In the.
earlier theory of society the gods are a special
Their dress
class or grade in the community.
has not infrequently been an important detail
in the social imagination, and has even formed
a considerable item in the national budget. In so
far as they stand for super-humanity, it goes without saying that their raiment is the costliest and
finest that can be obtained.

—

Amongst the Nahuas, clothes were not the least important
The
material both of sacrifice and of ministration to the gods.
finest cotton and woollen stuffs are not only employed in their
clothing, but are lavishly burnt in their sacrifices. '^ The gods
of Peru had their own herds of llamas and paces, whose wool
*

was woven for their robes,io and virgin-priestesses spun and
wove it and made it up into dress." The Vedic gods wore
The Egyptian and Chaldsean priests dressed their
gods and performed their toilet,i3 as Hindu priests do now. The
clothes. 12

ancient Arabs clothed idols with garments.'* In Samoa sacred
stones were clothed ; '^ and the images of the ancient Peruvians

wore garments.i'J
The most artistic of races preserved for a long time the nonBBsthetic but anthropomorphic custom of clothing statues with
The image of Apollo at Amyolse had a new coat
real clothes.
woven for him every year by women secluded for the work in a
Every fourth year a robe woven by a college
chamber.l'
special
of sixteen women was placed on the image of Hera at Olympia.
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Bcforn startinpr work they purified thenisclvefl with water and
the blood of piffs.' The himtfe of Aaklepioa at Titane wore a
mantle and a shirt of white wool. 2
Zeua in an oracle commanded the Athenians to g^ive Dione at Dodona new clothes.
The Itnaife of Hera at Samoa posBesacd a wardrobe of (farnienta,
white, blue, and purple some the worse for wear.* The bronze
statue at Elio of a man leaning on his spear, called the Satrap,

There are cases of a reverse impersonation
After killing a bear, the Korlaks dress a man In it» skin, and
dance round him, saying that thoy had not »lain the bear.'
When Nutkaa had kllh^d a bear, they put a chief's bonnet on
its heiid and offered it food.'-^

wore a garment of fine linen. ^ The iniope of Brauronian
Artemis on the Acropolis was covered with many robes, offered
by devout women. The same was the case with the image of
Ilithyia at iEgiura.B The magnificent robe, flrst used as a sail
for the sacred ship and then presented to the image of
Athene at the Panathenma, Is famous. The image was the old
wooden Athene Polias of the Ereehtheum. It was clothed in the
robe. This was woven every fourth year by two Arrhephoroi.7

Russian peasants dress up a birch tree in woman's clothes.^
Little Dicdala the Platieans drewsed a wooden image
made rouglily from a tree, and decorated it aa a bride.-* The lost
sheaf of corn and similar repreHcntJitions of the corn-spirit are
dressed in women's clothes at European harvests.^
The old
Peruvians had a similar rite, and dressed a bunch of maize in
women's clothes.e The ettij^'y called Death,' torn in pieces by
Sileaian villagers, is dressed m their beat clothes. 7 The image
of Death in Transylvania is dre-saed in the holiday attire of
a young peasant woman, with a red hood, silver brooches, and a
profusion of ribbons at the arms and breast. '** The Iroquois
sacrificed two white dogs, decorated with red paint, wampum,
feathers, and ribbons.^
The human scapegoat of Tliuringia
was dressed in mourning garb.iO The scapegoat of Masailiawas
dressed in sacred garments.!'
The human victims of the
Mexicans were dressed in the ornaments of the god, in gorgeous
attire. In some cases when the body was flayed, a priest dressed
himself in the skin to represent the deity. 12 The human victim
of Durostolum was clothed in royal attire to represent Saturn.
The mock-king in various lands is dressed in royal robea, actual
or sham. 13 The reasons for the various dresses just enumerated

:

;

The dress of the god not seldom becomes a tiling
in itself, just as the dress of a priest or a king may
itself be his substitute.
The Polynesians employed tapa in many ritualistic ways.
Idols were robed in choice cloths.
Every three months they
were brought out, exposed to the sun (the term for this being
tnehea), re-anointed with oil, and returned to their wrappings.
The god Oro was supposed to be contained in a bundle of
cloths.*'
Matting and ainnet were similarly used.
Papo, the
Savaian god of war, was 'nothing more than a piece of old
rotten matting about 3 yards long and 4 inches in width.' Idols
were covered with 'curiously netted ainnet,' just as was the
In Mangaia the gods were 'well wrapped
ofi<f>aX6^ at Delphi,
in native cloth
one god was made entirely of ainnet.' ^ The
Tahitian word for ainnet is a/ia, and the first enemy killed was
called aha, because a piece of ainnet was tied to him. 10
The term ephod in the OT apparently bears three meanings.
'

'

;

*

'

part of the high priest's dress. Worn over the robe of
the ephod,' it was made of gold, threads of blue and scarlet, and
fine hnen.
Its shape and character are doubtful.
Held at the
shoulders by two clasps, it was bound round the waist with a
curious girdle. (2) The term seems to be used for a garment
set apart for priestly use only. (3) There is the ephod which is
an ima^e or its equivalent. Passages like JgS'^ make it ditflcult to mterpret it aa a garment.
But, apart from questions of
verbal interpretation which in some cases are very obscure, " it
is possible to regard the ephod as a worshipped garment, the
practice being found elsewhere, or as a garment enclosing or
covering an image. 12
(1) It ia

*

'

'

Various Divine objects, symbols, or emblems
be clothed.
In Uganda a jar swathed in
bark-cloth, and decorated so as to look like a man,
represented the dead king.^^ The Bhagats make
an image of wood and put clothes and ornaments
upon it. It is then sacrificed. ^^ Such cases involve
impersonation. Even an emblem like the Cross,
when veiled on Good Friday, or sacred centres like
the Ka'ba and the d/ji4>a\6s, when clothed, decorated, or veiled, acquire a certain personal quality.
The line is not always easily drawn between covering and clothing.
In the highest stages of theistic imagination the
dress of a god tends to be metaphorical.
He is
clothed with the blue sky,^^ with light, with
clouds, or with thunder, with majesty, power, and
splendour.
(9) The dress of victims.
By dressing an inanimate object, an animal, or a plant, a human
quality is placed upon it.
It thus becomes a
member of society, by which capacity its saving
force is enhanced.
It does not follow that being
so garbed it is a substitute for a previous human
sacrifice.
Even gifts may be so personalized. The
Malays dress and decorate butt'aloes which are
presented as a gift.^^
But the principle is remarkably dominant in the case of sacrifices and

may

—

effigies.
I

3
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strips.

Ordinary impersonation

is

more

frequent.

At the

'

'

'

'

are sufficiently clear.

Dress, by personalizing a victim, provides a convenient method of substitution. Wnen the oracle
ordered the sacrifice of a maiden, a goat was
dressed as a girl and slain instead.*^ Such cases
may be setiological myths, but they may well have
actually occurred. It does not follow, however, as
has already been urged, that all cases of a humanly
clothed animal or vegetable victim represent substitution for an originally human sacrifice.
The principle of assimilation to a particular environment, which is the focus of the ceremony,
has striking illustrations.
In ft folk-drama of Moravia, Winter is represented by an old
man multied in furs, and wearing a bearskin cap. Girls in
greeti danced round a May-tree.ic
A common practice in
Eviropean and other folk-custom is to dress a person representing the spirit of vegetation in flowers or leaves. 'In time of
drought the Servians strip a girl to her skin and clothe her from
head to foot in grass, herbs, and flowers, even her face being
hidden behind a veil of living green. 'Thus disguised she ia
called the Dodola, and goes through the village with a troop of
girls.' 16
A remarkable case is seen in Sab^ean ritual. When a
sacrifice was offered to
the red planet Mars,' as Longfellow
calls it, the priest wore red, the temple was draped with red,
and the victim was a red-haired, red-cheeked man.i7 The girlvictim sacriflced by the Mexicans to the spirit of the maize was
painted red and yellow, and dressed to resemble the plant.
Her blood being supposed to recruit the soil, she was termed
Xalaquia, 'she who is clothed with the sand.' it* The similar
victim of the Earth-goddess occupied her last days in making
clothes of aloe fibre. These were to be the ritual dress of the
maize-god. The next victim, a man, wore the female victim's
skin, or rather a jiortion of it. as a lining for the dress she had
woven.i9 The victim of Tezcatl ipoca was invested for a year with
the dress of the ^od. Sleeping in the daytime, he went forth
the god's robes, with bells of bronze upon
at night attired
them. 20 At the festival of Toxcatl, Tezcatlipoca's image was
dressed in new robes, and all the congregation wore new
'

m

clothes.2i

—

10. Social control of dress.
Dress expresses
every social moment, as well as every social grade.
It also expresses family, municipal, provincial,
regional, tribal, and national character.
At the
same time it gives full play to the individual.
complete psychology of the subject would analyze
all such cases with reference to the principle of
adaptation.
The least reducible of all distinctive costumes
are the racial and the sexual.
For instance, the
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Hindu

fastens his jacket to the right ; the MusaiIn European dress the male
to the left.'
fashion is to fasten buttons on the right, the female
on the left. Where a division is central, the former
still has the buttons on the right side, the latter on
the left, the respective garments thus folding over
in opposite directions.
The larger differences are
obvious, and need not be repeated.
remarkable tendency is observable at the
present day, which is due to increased facilities of
travel and inter-oommunication, towards a cosmopolitan type of dress, European in form.
The sense of solidarity distinguishing social from
individual life is sometimes expressed, as culture
advances, in laws referring not only to the preservation of social grades as such, but to their economic
delimitations.
Various particular reasons which
do not call for examination here have been the
immediate inspiration of sumptuary laws in various
races and nations. The sumptuary law proper is
often combined with regulations of grade-fashion.
One of the earlieat lawa of the kind is to be found in the

man

A

'

'

lA-iA of the Chinese.2
laws relating to dress.

The Koreans have
'The actual design

strict sumptuary
of the dress is the
*

same for all classes but it is the material of which it is made
and its colour that are affected by the law. The lower and
middle classes may wear none but garments of cotton or hemp
;

;

the prerogative of the officials, who have the right
violet, which is a sign of good birth or officialdom.' The dress itself, usually white, consists of an enormous
pair of trousers, tied under the armpits, and two or more coats
reaching to the ankles.
The sleeves of these are large, like
those of the Japanese kiw/mo.
The poor wear sandals, the
rich leather-lined shoes. In wet weather work-people wear
wooden clogs in shape like the French S(lbot&.^
Silk," according to Zoroastrian law, ' is good for the body, and cotton for the
soul.' The former is derived from a ' noxious creature ; the
latter acquires from earth and water, which when personified
are angels, part of their own sacredneas.^ The Qur'an forbids
men to wear silk or gold ornaments. The Prophet forbade
also the wearing of long trousers ' from pride.' His injunction
was : ' Wear white clothes . . . and bury your dead in white
clothes. . . . They are the cleanest, and the most agreeable. 'B
The military Dorian State passed lawa against luxury in
female dress. The Solonian legislation apparently followed its
example. The lex Oppia of the Romans forbade, inter alia, the
wearing by women of a dress dyed in more than one colour,
except at religious ceremonies. The Emperor Tiberius forbade
the wearing of silk by the male sex. Philip the Fourth enacted
a law against luxury in dresa. The law of the Westminster
Parliament of 1363 was concerned chiefly with regulating the
fashion of dress of the social orders. The law passed in 1463
(3 Edw. IV. c. 5) regulated dress generally, on the lines of the
Mercantile Theory of Economics, as had been the case, though
less explicitly, in the previous English sumptuary legislation.
Luxury in dress (so the theory was applied) merely increased
the wealth of other countries. A Scottish law of 1621 was the
last of the kind.

while silk

also of

is

wearing

'

'

It is natural that social resentment should follow
breaches of the most characteristic of all social
conventions.
The mere fact of strangeness as
disturbing the normal environment is enough.
Thus, in children and uneducated persons, anger
may be aroused by the sight of a black skin or an
oriental dress or the sounds of a strange language.
In accordance with this essentially social instinct,
the Ll-ki denounces the wearing of ' strange garments as a sin, adding that it 'raises doubts
among the multitudes. The offence was punishable
with death. ^
Various ideas of personal dignity are apt to be
outraged by such breaches. Even in low cultures,
carelessness in dress reflects upon both subject and
object. Unless a Masai girl is well dressed according to native ideas, and anoints herself with oU,
she is not admitted into the warriors' kraals,—
social privilege,— and is regarded as outcast.'
In
view of such social feeling, it is not surprising that
1 W. Crooke, Things Indian, 163.
For the mistake of Dubois
'

'

'

'

(p. 326) on this point, see above, p. 46'>, note 10.
' ' Li-ki ' (tr. J. Legge), in
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s H. S. SauTiderson, in
xxiv. 302 f.
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xxiv. (1885) 49.
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237.

ii.

in countries like India there is no liberty of the
Nor is there actually
subject as regards dress.
any more liberty in the matter for members of
European or American societies. Decency, essentially a social idea, has here its widest meaning
to contravene any unwritten law of dress is an
offence against decency in itself an adaptation to

—

environment and

II. Inversion of sexual dress.— The remarks of
Frazer may introduce this part of the subject,
The religious or superwhich is curiously large
stitious interchange of dress between men and
women is an obscure and complex problem, and
it is unlikely that any single solution would apply
to all the cases.' He suggests that the custom of
the bride dressing as a male might be a magical
mode of ensuring a male heir,' and that the wearing by the wife of her husband's garments might
be a magical mode of transferring her pains to the
man.'' The latter mode would thus be the converse
may also note the importof the former.
ance assigned to the principle of transference or
Such ideas, it may be premised, are
contagion.
perhaps secondary, the conscious reactions to an
unconscious impulsive action, whose motivation
may be entirely different. The whole subject falls
simply into clear divisions, which may be explained
as they come. The Zulu Black Ox Sacrifice produces rain. The oificiators, chief men, wear the
firdles of young girls for the occasion.' To prouce a change in nature, it is necessary for man to
change himself. The idea is unconscious, but its
meaning is adaptation. Its reverse aspect is a
change of luck by a change of self. The most
obvious change is change of sex, the sexual demarcation being the strongest known to society, dividing it into two halves. The following shows this

We

more

clearly

In order to avert disease from their cattle, the Zulus perform
the umkiiba. This is the custom of allowing the girls to herd
the oxen for a day. All the young women rise early, dresa
themselves entirely in their brothers' clothes, and, taking their
brothers' knobkerries and sticks, open the cattle-pen and drive
the cattle to pasture, returning at sunset. No one of the male
sex may go near them or speak to them meanwhile. 4 Here a
change of officiators, sexually different, produces a change of
Similarly, among the old Arabs, a man
luck and of nature.
stung by a scorpion would try the cure of wearing a woman's
bracelets and ear-rings.5 In Central Australia a man will cure
his headache by wearing his wife's head-dress.

On this principle, as a primary reason, a large
group of birth customs may be explained.
\Vhen a Guatemalan woman was lying in, her husband placed
his clothes upon her, and both confessed their sins.6 Here and
in the next three cases the intention seems to be a change of
personality to induce a change of state. A German peasant
woman will wear her husband's coat from birth till churching,
'
in order to delude the evil spirits.* When delivery is difficult,
a Watubella man puts his clothes under his wife's body, and a
Central Australian ties his own hair-girdle round her head. In
China the father's trousers are hung up in the room, * ao that
all evil influences may enter into them instead of into the child.'
In the last case the dress itself acts as a warning notice, representative of the father's person.

In the following is to be seen the principle of
impersonation, the reverse method of change of
personality, combined, no doubt, with an impulsive
sympathetic reaction, equivalent to a desire to
share the pain.
In Southern India the wandering Erukalavandhu have this
custom — directly the woman feels the birth-pangs, she informs
her husband, who immediately takes some of her clothes, puts
them on, places on his forehead the mark which the women
covering
usually place on theirs, retires into a dark room,
himself up with a long cloth.' 8 In Thuringia the man's shirt
In South Germany and Hungary
is hung before the window.
the father's smock is worn by the child, to protect it from fairies.
In Kbnigsberg a mother puts her clothes over the child, to pre'

.
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DRESS
vent the

evil

Dntd carrying

it off,

and to dress a ohiM

In ita

father's smock bririf^'H it luck.
Anion^ the BoHutoo, when a
child is sick the medicine-man puts a piece of his own sctniba
garment upon it.
In Uilcsla a sick child is wrapped In its
mother's bridal apron. A Bohemian mother puts a piece of
her own dress on a sick child. At Bern it is beheveci that to
wrap a boy in his father's shirt will make him strong. Conversely, in some parts of Germany it is unlucky to wrap a boy
In his mother's dreas.i

In the above cases, secondary ideas are clearly
present.
In particular, the influence of a person s
dress, as part of or impregnated with his personality, is to be seen.
holiday being a suspension of normal life, it
tends to be accompanied oy eveiy kind of reversal
of the usual order.
Commonly all laws and
customs are broken. An obvious mode of reversal
is the adoption of the garments of the other sex.

A

In the mediEBval Feast of Fools the priests dressed as clowns

women. In Carnival festivities men have dressed up as
women, and women as men. In the Arrive ""i^aumKo. festival
men wore women's robes and veils, and women dressed as men.
At the Saturnalia, slaves exchanged positions and dress with
their masters, and men with women.
In Alsace, as elsewhere
at vintage festivals and the like, men and women exchange the
or

dress of their sex. 2 In the mediieval feasts of Purim, the Jewish
Bacchanalia, men dressed as women, and women as men.

The

result,

and

some degree the motive, of

in

such interchange is purely social, expressive of
the desire for good-fellowship and union.
Numerous cases fall under the heading of sympathetic assimilation.
Magical results may be
combined with an instinctive adaptation, or may
follow

it.

In Korea, soldiers' wives are compelled to wear their husbands' green regimental coats thrown over their heads like
shawls.
The object of this law was to make sure that the
soldiers should have their coats in good order, in case of war
suddenly breaking out. The soldiera have long ceased to wear
green coats, but the custom is still observed.' * The explanation
is obviously ex post facto.
It seems more probable that the
fashion corresponds to the European custom of women wearing
their husbands' or lovers' colours. Every autumn the Ngente
of Assam celebrate a festival in honour of all children born
during the year. During this, men disguised as women or as
members of a neighbouring tribe visit all the mothers and dance
in return for presents.^
In the Hervey Islands a widow wears
the dress of her dead husband. A widower may be seen walking
about in his dead wife's gown.
Instead of her shawl, a mother
will wear on her back a pair of trousers belonging to a little son
just laid in his grave.' » In Timorlaut, widows and widowers
wear a piece of the clothing of the dead in the hair.7
'

if a girl.
At the festival celebrating a birth, Fijian
paint on their bodies the tatu-niarka of women, l
Jn
tribes have the custom of the groom wearing liis wife's pettic:oat for some time after marriage.In
ancient Cos, the groom wore women's clothes when receiving
the bride. Plutarch connects the custom with the story of
Heracles serving Omi>haIc and wearing a female dress. The
Argive bride wore a beard ' when she slept with her husband,'
presumably on the bridal night only. The Spartan bride wore
a man's cloak and slioea when she awaited the coming of the
bridegroom. In Engliuh and Welsh folklore there are cases
of dressing the bride in men's clothes.^

sarotiyH

men

West Africa certain

The custom of inversion of sexual dress is
common at wedding feasts among European

very

peasantry.
AH these are cases of eympatlietic
assimilation to the other sex. The principle is
brought out by such customs as that mentioned
by Spix and Martins, of Brazilian youtlis at dances
with the girls wearing girls' ornaments.*
Many cases of the custom at feasts are complicated by various accidents.
Sometimes it is
meaningless except as a necessity.

Among
monies.

women

women's

very frequent at pubertal ceremonies and at marriage festivities.
is

At the ceremony of poltof connected with the puberty of
women acted like mad people.
They
went about performing curious mummeries, wearing men's
clothes and carrying weapons, and were very saucy to men
they met.' 8 The Masai boy is termed sipolio at his circumcision.
The candidates appear as women,* and wear the
surutya ear-rings and long garment reaching to the ground,
worn by married women. When the wound is healed they
don the warrior's skins and ornaments, and when the hair has
grown long enough to plait they are styled il-muran, or warriors.^ When an Egyptian boy is circumcised, at the age of 5
their girls, Basuto

'

.

.

.

*

or

he parades the streets, dressed as a

female clothes
friend walks in
writing-tablet. To
avert the evil eye a woman sprinkles salt behind.^o In the old
Greek story the boy Achilles lived in Scyros as a girl, dressed as
a girl, to avoid being sent against Troy. He bore a maiden
name, Issa or Pyrrha.ii
6,

girl in

and ornaments borrowed for the occasion.
front, wearing round his neck the boy's own

A

In such cases we may see, at the initiation to the
sexual life and state, an adaptation to it in the
form of an assimilation to the other sex.
The principle of sympathetic assimilation is
clearly brought out in the following two ex-

amples

:

At the ceremonial burying of the placenta, Babar women who
wear men's girdles if the child is a boy, but women's

otBciate
1

"Thus, at harvest ceremonies in Bavaria, the officiating reaper
dressed in women's clothes or, if a woman be selected for
the otfice, she is dressed as a man. 6 At the vernal festival of
Heracles at Rome men dressed as women. The choir at the
Athenian Osckophoria was led by two youths dressed as girls.7
is

ii.

40; Griitzner, in

ZE,

1877, p. 78; Ploss,

;

Cases occur of change of sexual dress bj way
it is more frequent in civilization
than in barbarism.
A Bangala man troubled by a bad mongoli, evil spirit, left hia
house secretly.
He donned a woman's dress and assumed a
of disguise

;

'

female voice, and pretended to be other than he was in order
to deceive the mongoli. This failed to cure him, and in time
he returned to his town, but continued to act as a woman.'
The last detail and the psychological analysis
*^

modem

cases suggest that a congenital tendency
towards some form of inversion is piesent in such
cases.
On the face of them, we have to account
for the choice of a sexual change of dress.
of

A
The

Koita homicide wears special ornaments and is tatued.
latter practice is otherwise limited to the female sex.

Women's

dress

may

involve the assumption of

women's weakness and similar

properties.

The king of Burma suggested to the king of Aracan to dress
his soldiers as women. "They consequently became effeminate
and weak. 10

The Lycians, when in mourning, dressed as
women. Plutarch explains this rationalistically,
as a way of showing that mourning is efieminate,
that it is womanly and weak to mourn.
For
women are more prone to mourning than are men,
barbarians than Greeks, and inferior persons than
superior.' ^1 If the document is genuine, we may
'

apply to the Lycians the principle adopted in
regard to mourning costume generally. The state
of mourning is an absolute suspension, and it may
come to be regarded as an absolute reversal or
inversion of the normal state of life.
Death, the negative of life, has taken place and
made a violent break with the tenor of existence
hence such an adaptation as an inversion of sexual
dress.
Occasions might well be conceived when,

change of attire was desired, the only obvious
attire presenting itself would be that of the other
sex.
One of the most complex cases, at first appearance, is that of the adoption of feminine dress by
priests, shamans, and medicine-men.
Where for
if

i.

various mythological reasons an androgynous deity
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36, 66; Plutarch, Mul. Virt. 245 E
Mannhardt, Der Baum-

Riedel, 355 ; Williams, Fiji, 1858, i. 175.
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In other cases the data are insufficient for an
explanation.
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it is natural that the attendant priests
be sympathetically made two-sexed in their
garb, and even that the worshippers should invert

exists,
fihould

their dress.
Sacrifice was made to the Bearded
Venus of Cyprus by men dressed as women, and
by women dressed as men.^

As a rule, however, the deity is an invention
intended, unconsciously enough, to harmonize with
a traditional habit of priestly life. This particular
habit is of wide extension, and involves a whole
genus of psychoses. Some examples may precede
analysis
Chukchi shamans commonly dress as women.2 The basir of
the Dayaks make their living by witchcraft, and are dreased as
women.s The priestesses, balianSf of the Dayaks dressed as
men. Sometimes a Dayak priest marries simultaneously a man
and a woman.* Among both the Northern Asiatic peoples and
the Dayaks it frequently happens that a double inversion takes
place, 80 that of the wedded priestly pair the husband is a
woman and the wife a man. It is said by the Koryaks that
shamans who had changed their sex were very powerful.^ The
Illinois and Naudowessie Indians regarded such men as had
'changed their sex' as manitous or eupernaturally gifted
persons.6 But it is unnecessary to assume that the practice is
intended to acquire special magical powers attributed to women.
This idea

may

supervene.

Possibly the fantastic nature of the

change itself, as mere change, has had some influence.
Patagonian sorcerers, chosen from children afflicted with St.
Vitus' dance, wore women's clothes. Priests among the Indians
of Louisiana dressed as women. 7 In the Pelew Islands a
remarkable change of sex was observed.
A goddess often
chose a man, instead of a woman, to be her mouthpiece. In
such cases the man, dressed as a woman, was regarded and
treated as a woman. One significance of this is in connexion
with the Pelewan social system. Frazer regards this inspiration
by a female spirit as explaining other cases when sex is exchanged, as with the priesthoods of the Dayaks, Bugis, Patagonians, Aleuts, and other Indian tribes.8 It is stated of some
North American cases that the man dreamed he was inspired by
a female spirit, and that his medicine was to live as a woman.9
In Uganda JIukasa gave oracles through a woman, who when
she prophesied wore clothes knotted in the masculine style. 10
The legends of Sardanapalus (Assur-bani-pal) and Heracles, as
well as the cases of the priests of Cybele and the Syrian goddess,
would come under the explanation. li Heracles' priest at
Cos wore'a woman's raiment when he sacrificed. The story of
Heracles himself may be a reminiscence of such effeminate
priests, who were priest-gods.
Dionysus Pseudanor is a similar
'

'

embodiment of the principle.
Eunuchs in India are sometimes dedicated to the goddess
Huligamma, and wear female dress. Men who believe themselves to be impotent serve this goddess, and dress as women in
order to recover their virility. ^2 a festival was given among
the Sioux Indians to a man dressed and living as a woman, the
berdashe or i-coo-coo-a.
For extraordinary privileges which
he is known to possess, he is driven to the most servile and
degrading duties, which he is not allowed to escape and he,
being the only one of the tribe submitting to this disgraceful
degradation, is looked upon as "medicine" and sacred, and a
feast is given to him annually.' is
Among the iron-workers of Manipur, the god Khumlangba is
attended by priestesses, maibi. But a man is sometimes taken
possession of by the god. He is then known as rnaiba, and
wears at ceremonies the dress of a maibi, viz. white cloth round
the body from below the arms, a white jacket, and a sash. A
fine muslin veil covers the head.
The rnaibi is looked on as
superior to any man, by reason of her communion with the god
and therefore if a man is honoured in the same way he assumes
the dress of the maibi as an honour. If a man marries a maibi,
he sleeps on the right of her. whereas the ordinary place of a
woman is the right, as being the inferior side. It appears that
women are more liable to be possessed by the god, and the same
may be observed among all the hill tribes of these parts.' i*
The nganga, medicine-men, of the Bangala, in certain
ceremonies after a death, for the purpose of discovering the
slayer dress up as women. 15
Oflt the coast of Arracan there
'

;

'

;

were 'conjurers' who dressed and

lived as

women.
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Congo a priest dressed as a woman and was called Grandmother.!
The Nahanarvals, a tribe of ancient Germany, had a priest
dressed as a woman. Men of the Vallabha sect win the favour
of Krspa by wearing their hair long and generally assimilating themselves to women. The practice is even followed by
rajas.2 Candidates for the areoi society of Tahiti were invested
with the dress of women.

There is no doubt that these phenomena are cases
of sexual inversion, congenital or acquired, partial
or complete. Any idea of inspiration by female
deities or the reverse is secondary, as also the
notions of assimilation of priest to goddess, or of
marriage of a priest to a god. The significant fact
is that throughout history the priestiiood has had
a tendency towards effemination. The discussion
of this belongs elsewhere.
Sexual inversion has especially obtained among
the connected races of North Asia and America,
It is marked by inversion of dress.
*In nearly every part of the continent fof America] there

seem to have been, since ancient times, men dressing themselves
in the clothes and performing the functions of women.' 4 Thus
in Kadiak 'it was the custom for parents who had a girl-like
son to dress and rear him as a girl, teaching him only domestic
duties, keeping him at woman's work, and letting him associate
only with women and girls.' ^
A Chukchi boy at the age of
sixteen will often relinquish his sex. He adopts a woman's
dress, and lets his hair grow.
It frequently happens that in
such cases the husband is a woman and the wife a man.
These
abnormal changes of sex
appear to be strongly encouraged
by the shamans, who interpret such cases as an injunction of
their individual deity.' 6
A similar practice is found among the
'

.

.

.

Koryaks. 7

Among the Sacs there were men dressed as women.8 So
among the Lushais and Caucasians.^ Among the former,
women sometimes become men. When asked the reason, a
woman so changed said 'her khuavang was not good, and so
she became a man.' lO In Tahiti there were men, called makoos.
who assumed 'the dress, attitude, and manners of women.' il
So among the Malagasy (the men called tsecats), the Ondonga
in South-West (German) Africa, and the Diakit6-Sarracolese
in the French Sudan. 12
Of the Aleut Rchupans Langsdorff
wrote
Boys, if thej' happen to be very handsome, are often
brought up entirely in the manner of girls, and instructed in
the arts women use to please men their beards are carefully
plucked out as soon as they begin to appear, and their chins
tattooed like those of women
they wear ornaments of glass
beads upon their legs and arms, bind and cut their hair in the
same manner as the women.' 13 Lisiansky described them also
and those of the Koniagas 'They even assume the manner
and dress of the women so nearly that a stranger would naturally
take them for what they are not.
. The residence of one of
these in a house was considered as fortunate.' Apparently the
effemination is developed chiefly by suggestion beginning in
childhood. I'* In Mexico and Brazil there was the same custom.
In the latter these men not only dressed as women, but devoted
themselves solely to feminine occupations, and were despised.
They were called cwrftnas, which means 'circumcised. '15 Holder
has studied the bot^ (' not man, not woman ') or burdask (' half
man, half woman ') of the N.W. American tribes. The woman's
dress and manners are assumed in childhood. Some of his
evidence suggests that the greater number are cases of congenital
sexual inversion.
One little fellow, while in the Agency
boarding-school, was found frequently surreptitiously wearing
female attire. He was punished, but finally escaped from school
and became a bot4, which vocation he has since followed.' i*" The
i-wa-musp, man-woman, of the Indians of California formed a
regular social grade.
Dressed as women, they performed
women's tasks. 'When an Indian shows a desire to shirk his
manly duties, they make him take his position in a circle of
then a bow and a " woman-stick " are offered to him, and
fire
he is solemnly enjoined ... to choose which he will, and ever
afterward to abide by his choice.' 17 Something analogous is
recorded of the ancient Scythians and the occurrence of a
:

*

;

;

:

.

.

'

;

6-qKeia vova-oi;

Some

among them. 18

above cases, difficult to disentangle
accurately, are not so much cases of congenital
inversion as of general physical M^eakness. It is a
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remarkable aspect of certain types of barl)arou8
society that the weak malea are forced into tlie
grade of women, and made to assume female dress
and duties. Such a practice may, of course, induce
some amount of acquired inversion. Payne ' has
suggested that their survival was due to advancement in civilization, and that later they formed a
nucleus for the slave-class.
The occurrence of a masculine temperament in
A'omen is not uncommon in early culture. In some
tribes of Brazil there were women who dressed and
lived as men, hunting and going to war.^
The
same practice is found in Zanzibar and among the
Eastern Eskimo.' Shinga, who became queen of
Congo in 1640, kept 50 or 60 male concubines.
She always dressed as a man, and compelled them
to take the names and dress of women.' Classical
antiquity has many similar cases of queens wearing
men's armour in war, and of women fighting in the
ranks, either temporarily, or permanently, as the
Amazons. The last case, on the analogy of the
West African eases of women's regiments, may be
based on fact.'
In modem civilization the practice of women
dressing as men and following masculine vocations
is no less frequent than was in barbarism the
custom of eifemination of men.' Women of masculine temperament are by no means a rare
phenomenon to-day, and the balance of sexual
reversal has thus changed.
There remain to be considered two classes who

form more or

less definite social grades, and in
some cases are distinguished by dress. These are
old men and women.' After the menopause, women,
as the Zulus say, become men,' and the customs
of hlonipa, or sexual tabu, do not apply to them
any longer.' Often, instead of the dress of matrons,
savage and barbarous women after the menopause
dress as men.
For instance, in Uripiv (New
Hebrides) an old widow of a chief lived independently, and at the dances painted her face like a
man and danced with the best of them. " Often
they engage in war, consult with the old men, as
'

'

'

well as having great influence over their own sex.
Various enactments both in semi-civilized custom and in civilized law have been made against
inversion of dress.
typical decision is that of
the Council of Gangra (A.D. 370)
If any woman,
under pretence of leading an ascetic life, change
her apparel, and instead of the accustomed habit
of women take that of men, let her be anathema.' '"
The point is noticeable that asceticism here, in the
absence of a neutral garb, has recourse to the male
dress.
Such enactments and the modern laws on
the. subject are based on the Heb. law of Dt 22°,
and the Christian of 1 Co 11', but they embody a

A

:

sound

'

principle.
12. Exchange of dress.
This custom is frequent
between friends, lovers, betrothed, and as a marIt is analogous to an exchange of any
riage rite.
scientifically

—

objects serving as mutual gifts, and its ultimate
origin is to be found in this natural and obvious
practice.
Originally, therefore, it is outside the
sphere of the psychology of dress proper but it at
once assumes various ideas of dress, often in an
intensified form.
In Homer's story Glaucus and Diomed exchanged armour and
became brothers-in-arms.^l Among the Khamptis an exchange
;

Iflise.

ii.

16

f.

71

to or is a Hljfn of amity.' '
In Anilxjyna
oliier iHlands, lovers exehange cIothcH in ordvr,
reported, to liave the odour of the beloved pcmon with
thcin.'^
In European folklore It is a very frequent custom that
brido and bridexrooni exchange head-dress.' The Ainu youth
and girl after betrothal wear each other's clothes.* In South
Celebes the bridegroom at a certain stage of the ceremonies put4
on the garments which the bride has put off.6 Among the
medieval Jews of Egypt a custom is recorded of the bride wearing helmet and sword, and the groom a female dress.* At a
Brahman marriage in South India the bride is dressed as a boy,
ond another girl is dressed to represent the bride.
of clolhf'fl

'

n'tvi'H l)irth

and Wut^r and

as

it is

The secondary idea which is prominent in these
customs is that of union by means of mutual
assimilation.
This is shown by such cases as the
following

:

Bum

In
a family quarrel is terminated by a feast. The father
of the injured woman puts on the shoulders of her husband
some of his own family's clothes ; the husband puts on him a
cloth he has brought for the purpose.**
Among the Ma.sai

murder maybe 'arranged' and peace made between the two
families by the offices of the elders.
'The family of the murdered man takes the murderer's garment, and the latter [the
family of the murderer] takes the garment of one of the dead
man's brothers.'
later stage of development is marked by ideas
of contagion of ill-will, or of the conditional curse.
By way of making a guarantee of peace, Tahitian tribes wove
a wreath of green boughs furnished by both parties, and a band
of cloth manufactured in common, and offered both to the gods,
with curses on the violator of the treaty. 10 To establish that
contact with a person which serves as a 'conductor' of conditional curses,
the Moorish institution of l-'ar, it is enough
to touch him with the turban or the dress.n The Biblical story
is not a case of indignity by mutilation of garments, but a
magical act of guarantee. When Hanun, king of Ammon, cut
off half the beard and half the clothes of David's ambassadors
when he sent them back, he wanted a guarantee of friendly relations.
His wise men, Frazer observes, would be muttering
spells over these personal guarantees while David was on his

A

m

way.i2

Similarly, possession or contact ensures sympathy,
of injury.
In the Mentawey Islands, if a stranger enters a house where
children are, the father or some member of the family present
takes the ornament with which the children decorate their hair,
and hands it to the stranger, who holds it in his hands for a
while and then returns it.' The procedure protects the children

whether by mere union or by the threat
'

from the possibly evil eye of the visitor.i3
Union in marriage and other rites is commonly
effected by enveloping the pair in one robe, or by
joining their garments together.
In South Celebes the ceremony of ridjala sampu consists in
enveloping them in one saronfj, which the priest casts over
them like a net.i4 The Tahitians and the Hovas of Madagascar
have the same custom. is The Dayak balian throws one cloth
over the pair. Among the Toba-Bataks the mother places a
garment over them. A similar ceremony among the Nufoora
of Doreh is explained as a s>Tobol of the marriage ' tie.' 16 In
north Nias the pair are enveloped in one garment. 17
Among the Todas, the man who ceremonially sleeps with a
girl before puberty covers her and himself with one raantle.l8

The Hindu bride and groom are tied together b}' their clothes,
Brahma knot.' It is the same knot as is used in the
in the
sacred thread. The tying is repeated at various points in the
ceremonies. The mafigalasutra, or tali, is a cord with a gold
ornament, worn round the married woman's neck, as a
European wears a wedding-ring and its tying is a binding
rite.
The bride and groom both don wedding clothes during
the ceremonies.19 The Bhillalas tie the garments of the bride
and groom together. 20 Previously to the ceremony of ridjala
sampu the clothes of the Celebes pair are sewn together the
'

;

—

rite of
1

ridjai'kamma parukusennaM
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In connexion with marriage the custom is hardly
intended to unite the woman to the man's family
and the man to the woman's.' More probably it
merely assimilates the two individuals; while,
from the social point of view, it unites their
respective sexual grades.
It is remarkable that many ceremonies of
initiation, particularly those in which a spiritual
fatherhood and sonshipis established, are analogous
in method to a marriage rite.
Thus the guru of
the Deccan Mhars, when initiating a child, covers
the child and himself with one blanket.'
Cases where the rite has one side only are natural,
but are apt to take on the character of an act of
acquisition and possession.
In the Sandwich
Islands the bridegroom casts a piece of tapa over
the bride, this constituting marriage.'
It is
analogous to the Hindu giving cloth.' In Arabian
times to cast a garment over a woman was to claim
her.
This explains the words of Kuth (Ru 3'). In
Mai 2'^ 'garment' is equivalent to 'wife.''' A
similar idea obtains in other circumstances, the
dress having the force of a personal representative.
The Southern Massira have a custom that a woman
may save a man's life when struck down if she
throws her diripa, grass-petticoat, over him.'
'

LlTERATURE.^ThiB

is

fully given in the footnotes.

A. E. Crawley.

DRINKS, DRINKING. — The

sensation of
thirst is the psychological correlate of the metabolic functions of water.
In direct importance
drink comes next to air and before food. Thus in
social psychology drink has played a more important part than food, especially since the primitive discoveries of fermentation and distillation
made alcohol a constituent of drinkables. After
being weaned from his mother's milk a drink
which is also a complete food
man finds a
'natural' drink in water. But, as experimentation in food-material proceeded, the sensation of
thirst was supplemented by the sense of taste.
The resulting complex sense of drink was satisfied by a series of discoveries which gave to drinkables certain properties both of food and of drugs.
Before they were corrupted by European spirit, the Eskimo
drank chiefly iced water, which they kept in wooden tubs outside their houses.
But on occasion tiiey drank hot blood,
and melted fat. An observer states of the New Hebrideans

—

—

'

'

t>

have never seen a native drink water (or indeed use it for
any purpose). When thirsty, a young coco-nut is split, and
then with the head thrown back the whole of the milk is
literally poured down the throat without so much as one gulp.
The avoidance of the most obvious [drink], fresh running
. .
water, which is in great abundance, and generally excellent, is
'

I

.

very curious.'

Fermented drinks.

—

—

{a) Beers.
It is imposwith precision the order of discovery
and invention. Probably one of the earliest steps
was the use and storage of fruit-juices. In time
I.

sible to trace

the practice of storage would lead to the discovery of fermentation. The use of corn for the
preparation of fermented liquor is perhaps almost
as early as its use for food.
Cereal agriculture
itself
'

received a powerful stimulus from the discovery that infusions

of corn, like drinks made from the juices of fruits and the sap
of trees, acquire an intoxicating quality by fermentation. . .
In most parts of the Old and the New World the produce of
.

was from an early period largely consumed
in the manufacture of some species of beer . .
the early
cultivators drank it to excess.' 8
cereal agriculture

.

1 As Van Gennep holds (p. 246).
On the whole subject of
exchange of dress and similar practices, see Crawley, Mystic
Rose, 1902, passijn and for marriage, Q. A. Wilken, in Bijdragen
tot de Taat; Land-, en Volkenkunde van Nederl. -Indie, xxxviii.
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The use of malted grain is probably later than
the simpler principle of infusion.
The term
' beer
is generally employed to include the products of both. In the majority of early beers,
such as the Mexican and Peruvian chicha. Infusion
only is used.
In Eastern Asia an intoxicant made from rice is
very general. Oryza glutinosa is frequently used
for it.
The manufacture among the Dayaks is as
follows
The rice is boiled, placed in pots with yeast, ragi. This stands
for some days exposed to the sun.
Then water is added, and
'

:

the mixture is allowed to ferment for two days. It is then
strained through a cloth.
This drink is the tuwak of the
Dayaks, the tapai of the Malays, the badag of Java.
A
similar drink is made by the Buginese and Makassars, called
brojn. These drinks are extremely intoxicating.! The ricebeer, zu, of the Nagas is said to be soporific rather than intoxicating.2 This is also largely the case with barley-beers in
ail their varieties.
The liquor which plays so important a
part in the daily life of the Garo is always brewed and never
distilled.
It may be prepared from rice, millet, maize, or
Job's tears.' 3 Many aboriginal tribes of India drink rice-beer.*
The term samshoo, or sam^hee, in China includes rice-beer.
Sak^ or Baki, the national drink of the Japanese, is made from
the best rice-grain by fermentation. It has a slightly acid
'

and is of the colour of pale sherry. Inferior varieties are
shiro-zaki (white sak6), and a muddy sort, nigori-zaki. There
a sweet variety, mirin.
taste,

is

Beer made from varieties of millet (Andropogon
sorghum vulgaris) is the chief African drink. Its
use extends from the Kaffirs to the Egyptians.
Under the name of pombe it is familiar throughout
Central Africa.^ In Egypt it is known as durrabeer.
Besides c^Mrra-beer, the Nubians and Abyssinians make a sour beer from oats.*
Where barley is the staple grain for beer manufacture, rye is sometimes used to make a coarser
variety.
Wheat is occasionally used. In Germany it was once largely employed in what was

known as Weisshier.
grain as important regionally as rice and
millet for the manufacture of beer is maize {Zea
mais).
Occasionally used in the Old World, as in
parts of Africa, it is the staple grain for beer in

A

use extending from the Chaco Indians
The latter made
in the North.
much use of it in their ceremonial life. They
called it tizwin, and flavoured it with various
spices.' The Southern and Central America maizebeer is known as chicha a name as familiar as is

America,
to the

its

Apaches

—

pombe

in Africa.
The fermented liquor, chicha,

is an infusion of cooked maize
Its use was universal
in water. This is allowed to ferment.
throughout ancient Mexico and Peru. 8 Chicha boiled down
with other ingredients was a particularl}' strong intoxicant,
used only at the huacas- To-day the Iquitos of the Amazons
brew very excellent chicha, flavouring it with the young shoots
of a plant which has the e£feots of an opiate.^

In Mediterranean and north European culture,
barley has been the staple of beer.
The ancient Egyptians made a beer, zj/thum, from barley.
Dioscorides mentions ^udo^, KoGp/xi, and Ppvroy as being used in
the Greek world. The Hebrews seem to have included beer in
the term shekhdr (EV strong drink '). Spanish beer {celia or
ceria), Gallic beer (cerevisia), and an Illyrian beer were known
to the Romans.io Germany and England have always been
famous for their beers, and in modern times their output is the
most important. There was an old distinction between ale
(heer without hops) and beer (the hopped liquor). Climate and
water, as in the case of wine, have much to do with the production of varieties. English beer is quite a distinct variety
The
from either the light or the dark beer of Germany.
Russian kvass is a beer of barley and rye, or of rye alone.
'

The geographical range of beer, including rice,
maize, and millet, as well as barley and rye-beer,
1 Wilken-Pleyte, Eandleiding voor de vergelijkende Volkenkunde van Nederlandsch- Indie, Leyden, 1893, p. 9,
2T. O. Hodson, A'dga Tribes of Manipur, London, 1911, p. 7.
3 Playfair, The Gams, London, 1909, p. 62.

• Sherring, Mem. As. Soc. Beng., 1906, p. 101.
5 Decle, in
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under the term, is precisely that of the respective
cereals, coveriii" the globe, except the Arctic and
Antarctic paraUels, and a narrow belt where the
vine L'rows. In this belt, wine has always had
precedence over beer and spirits, and it is not a
luxury. In northern Europe, beer is more or less a
national drink, and everywhere it is a comparatively cheap beverage.
Its general characteristic
as opposed to wine
that it has greater power of
refreshment. Improved methods of storage have
increased this since the time when beer had to be
drunk as soon as it fermented.
There is no reason why the term
(6) Wines.
' wine
should not be retained to include the many
varieties of liquor made by savage and senncivilized races from the sap of trees.
The latex
of vegetable stems is sufficiently homologous with
the juice of fruits, as that of the grape, to be
classified with it in a genus distinct from fermented grain. It should be noted, however, that
observers sometimes use the terms
beer and
wine indiscriminately, and do not always distinguish between fermented and distilled liquors.
As soon as vegetable juices, as distinguished
from decoctions of grain on the one hand and infusions of leaves and berries on the other, are in
question, the difierence between the taste of grapesugar, maltose, and thein is conspicuous.
The
character of wines may be described as sweet, that
of teas as bitter, and that of beers as bitter-sweet.
This permanent character is, as will be noted below, generally modihed by art.
The discovery of the drink value of the sap of
certain trees was not difficult. Those chiefly used
are palms, sugar-canes, and agaves.
'

'

—

'

'

'

'

'

In West Africa, palm-wine is the universal drink,l and it is
commonly used all over the continent. The tree used is the Raphia
vinifera, a bamboo-palm. The same tree is used for the purpose in Madag:ascar.2 Palm-wine is the chief drink in most of
the East Indian islands, Celebes, and especially the Moluccas
it is used to some extent in Java, Sumatra, Malaysia, and
India. In the Moluccas the chief tree used is the Areiifia saccharifera. The flower-stalk is tapped and the juice is fermented. Sweetness is sometimes corrected by adding bark.
This drink, a typical form of palm-wine, is known as sagero in
;

the Moluccas, tuwak in Malaysia and among the Bataks and
Dayaks, and tegen in Java. 3 It is the toddy of India, which is
also made from the coco-palm and date-palm."* The Borassus
fiabetli/ormis is used in Leti, Moa, and Lakor.5 This palm is
the Palmyra of India and Africa. In view of the principle that
adaptation to climatic conditions is partly effected by diet, it
is noteworthy that the people of Tenimber and Timorlaut say
that it is impossible to live in these islands without drinking a
sufficiency of palm-wine. 6 The Guaraunos of the Orinoco made
a fermented drink from the Mauritia palm. 7 The gwy of
British Guiana is from the CBta palm.8 The not distant relative
of these palms, the sugar-cane {Saccharum ojjlcinarum), is an
obvious source of drinkables. In Burma, Assam, and Tongking, a fermented drink is made from it together with pineapple juice.9 The A-kamba make a fermented liquor from the
sugar-cane and dried fruits. ^0 The A-kikuyu ferment the juice
of the sugar-cane. 11
The ancient Mexicans were very skilful in the preparation
of fermented liquors. The chief source of material was the
maguey, the false or American aloe {Agave Americana), the
fermented sap of which forms pulque. Like palm-wine, pulque
is obtained by tapping the flowering stalk of the aloe.
The
sap can be drawn ofi three times a day for several months, one
plant yielding perhaps several hogsheads. To increase its intoxicating qualities, various roots are added. In appearance
it resembles milk and water, or soapsuds, and it tastes and
smells like rotten eggs. In 1890, 75,000 tons of pulque were
carried on the main line of the Mexican railway twice as
much as the weight of any other commodity.i2
The North American Indians made a fermented liquor from
maple- and birch-3ugar.l3 In England the sap of these trees,
as also of the ash and spruce, has been used for the same pur-

—
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of the grape-vine

makes

two narrow belts round the world, extending,
roughly, from parallel 30° to 50° N. and S. But
various conditions have limited

its successful exploitation even here, and its most cflective range
confined
18
to southern and central Europe and
parts of western Asia.
In Italy, .Spain, Portugal,

Cireece, and southern Europe generally the vine
easily.
In northern France and (Germany
it needs very careful culture.
The southern wines,

grows

it has been noted, possess a larger proportion of
sugar, but often are inferior in Douquet to those
of the north.
France, the Rhine districts of Germany, Spain, Portugal, Italy, Sicily, parts of
Austria-Hungary, and Madeira produce tlie best
wines of the world. Xeres and Oporto have given
their names to famous wines of Spain and Portugal.
The sack drunk in old England was a sherry.
The Johannisberg vintages of Germany and the
Tokay vintages of Hungary are particularly famous.
The once famous Canary is still produced in the
Canary Islands. Greece, Algeria, and Russia make
fair wines, and wine is now increasingly grown in
Australia, South Africa, and America.
In Persia
the wines of Shiraz, the produce of an excellent
variety of vine, are still famous.- In the GraecoRoman world the vines of the Greek Islands, such
as Chios, Lesbos, and Cos, produced the most
valued wines. The Italian wines never attained
their standard of excellence.
good deal of must
was used by peasants, and wine turned sour was
a favourite drink, and formed part of the rations
of troops.
The various Grseco-Koman drinks were
used in Palestine.
2. Distilled drinks.
Distillation, the process of
evaporating a fermented liquor, and thus separating alcohol, has been known in the East, especially
in China, from the remotest antiquity.' It is an
invention difficult to trace to its source, but it
seems to be attested for a few peoples at the stage
of the lower barbarism, and in the higher stages
of barbarism it is very generally known.
Some
of the more primitive American Indians seem to
have been acquainted with the process.*
primitive form of distillation was found by Cook in the
Pacific Islands.
It was known to, but little used
in, the ancient Mediterranean civilization.

A

—

A

It is recorded that in the 12th cent, the Irish distilled
whisky, uisge-beatha — agua vitce, 'the water of life.' 5
In
British Central Africa
spirits used to be made by distilling
from beer and banana- and palm-juice by means of a pot and
a gun-barrel.' 6 But the process is rare in Africa. In the East
it is very common.
The Korean native spirits are distilled
from rice or millet, and vary in colour, from that of beer to
that of pale sherry.' The Chinese distil spirits from millet and
maize, 8 but chiefly from rice. Bice-spirit and distilled palmwine are largely drunk in the East. In Sumatra rice-beer is
distilled into a spirit.ii
In South India this is also used.
Arrack proper is a spirit distilled from palm-wine. In the
Moluccas it is termed fco^i-water. Sagero from the Arenga
saccharifera, or Borassus Jiubelliformis, is distifled in a primitive fasliion.io Arrack, distilled from toddy, or from nee, is
largely drunk in India by the lower classes. It is the surd ol
the ancient Hindus. Various peoples, such as the Malagasy,
distil spirits from the juice of the sugar-cane, n a primitive form
'

of

rum.

In modern European civilization the use of spirits has increased, relatively, more than that of beers and wines.
The
Russian vodka is distilled from rye, an inferior sort from
potatoes. Scotland and Ireland are famous for their whiskies,
France for its brandy of Cognac, Holland for its schnapps, or

hoUands, a form of gin.
1

2
3

4
5
6

8
9

1"
11

i.

—

Spruce-* beer ' is common in northern Europe 1 a decoction of tile young leaves of the spruce-fir.
Cider is ft
fermented liquor made from apples.
pose.

;
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Portugal and Spain produce a true brandy, known as
aguardiente. Brandy proper is chiefly made in France. It
Factitious or
British
is distilled from jjrape-juice alone.
brandy is, like gin, made from silent," or unflavoured, whisky.
Whisky is made from a fermented infusion of grain, chiefly
barley, sometimes rye, malted or unmalted. Rum in its varieties is made from molasses, and can be produced wherever
sugar-cane grows. Its chief seat of manufacture is the West
Indies. Germany and Russia produce potato brandy from the
'

*

'

fecitla of potatoes.i

Mediaeval Europe was rich in the lore of making
and essences. To the earliest period of
the Middle Ages belong the terms aqua vitce and
elixir vitce.
The search of alchemy for elixirs of
life and youth probably gave some impetus to
cordials

industrial invention.
Civilized taste has

declared against

the fer'

'

merely a sweet fermented liquor but true honeywine is reported for the Hottentots, Feloops, and
A-kamba.' Certain peoples have made fermented
liquors from saccharine substances produced from
;

plant juices by evaporation.
Such are recorded for ancient Syria, made from wine and
In Yucatan a fermented liquor was made from
metl, * honey,' and in Peru from that obtained by boiling the
berries of Schinus molle.
Honey-mead, madhu (=Gr. ij.f6v),
whatever its nature, is recorded for ancient India. It is said to

palm-wine.

have been superseded by soma.^

—

Tea, cott'ee, and cocoa are stimuwithout the specific efl'ects of alcoholic
drinks. Their properties are due respectively to
the alkaloids thein, eaft'ein, and theobromin. The
use of these infusions and decoctions has increased
enormously in modern times.
It is significant
that China has never been addicted to the use of
alcoholic liquor, and that coft'ee is chiefly grown
in Muhammadan countries. Ancient Mexico seems
to have had a hard struggle against the national
abuse of intoxicants, and its successful crusade
was largely due to the presence of cocoa.
The tea-plant (Thea chinensis) is a native of
Infusions.

lants,

China and Assam.
Ceylon is only very

Its cultivation in India and
recent, but has assumed enormous proportions, chiefly in N. E. India and Assam,
and S. India, as in Travancore.
Used for centuries in Russia, which derived good tea from
China since its connexion with the East, tea is now drunk
practically all over the world. Even a people like the savages
of the New Hebrides are fond of tea, coffee, and cocoa, provided there is plenty of sugar. But the wilder natives still
g refer the milk of the coco-nut.^ The distinction between
lack and green tea is due to different methods of drying the
leaf.
The use of tea among European peoples is relatively
recent, while for China it has been traced back to the beginning of the third millennium B.C.
Tradition assigns the discovery of coffee to
Abyssinia. It was introduced into Arabia in the
15tn cent., and into Turkey in the 16th. In the
17th cent, its use gained a footing in England and
France. The coffee of the New World, deriving
from one plant sent to Surinam from Amsterdam
in 1718, is now the largest production, Brazil supplying the greater part. Arabia, North Africa,
and the East Indies are the other great coffeeregysns.
It is grown also in Southern India.
The best Arabian coffee is grown in Yemen. Besides the
infusion of the roasted berry, there is a coffee prepared from
the leaves. The green shoots are dried in the sun, and then
roasted and powdered. The resulting beverage is the kishr of
Yemen, the wedang kopie of Java, and the kawah of Sumatra.
The aroma is regarded as being superior to that of ordinary
coffee from the berry.**
The tree from which cocoa and chocolate are
made is indigenous to Central and South America.
It
1

was cultivated by the Mexicans, and from them
Dittmar-Paton,

2 Ratzel,
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The Mexioan cocoa was prepared by mixing the cacao-seed
into a paste with maize. Diluted with hot water, and churned
into a thick froth, which was the actual beverage, it was drunk
when cold only. The Spaniards introduced the practice of
drinking it hot. Vanilla was usually added as a flavouring.
Chocolate, as thus drunk by the ancient Mexicans, was successful owing both to its aroma and to its fatty constituents. It
was known to be a nerve stimulant.^ In modern times the
fat is removed by the screw-press
this and the addition of
sugar render it more palatable. Benzoni (1519-1566) describes
it as a drink more fit for pigs than for human beings ; Linnaeus
named it Theobroma (' food of the gods '), Theobroma cacao. It
contains the same powerful alkaloid as the kola-nut. As a
;

beverage

and

coffee

mead.'
mented drinks included in the term
Fermented liquors made from honey have been
barbarism.
The
largely used from the earliest
Bogos and Abyssinians make a variety of mead.^
What is commonly styled honey-' beer often is

3.

the beverage was introduced to Europe by the
Spaniards.

382.
i. 433,

Ratzel,

iii.

211, 334.

in Western civilization it is
tea.

only less important than

—

Drinks prepared from roots
4. Other drinks.
are not numerous. Some have been incidentally
referred to ; others are the kava of Polynesia, the
paiwari of Guiana, and the mishla of the Mosquitos.
The root of the sweet potato (Batatas
edulis) is occasionally used.^ Paiwari and mishla
are made from cassava (manioc), the root, or bread
made therefrom, of the Manihot utilissima, which
in another form is the tapioca of commerce.
With mishla we approach a class of drinks which
become pre-eminently social both in preparation
and in use. One noteworthy detail reflects the
characteristics of communal life, and also illustrates the stage of culture in which the preparation
of commodities is ad hoc, and storage and artificial
production are at a minimum. This is the fact

that the conmiunal drink is prepared only for
special feasts, which are, however, frequent, and
is all

consumed.

The mishla of the Mosquito region includes all kinds of strong
drink, but particularly that prepared from cassava or manioc.3
The famous kava of Polynesia and Melanesia is in man.v regions
becoming obsolete, owing to the introduction of European
drinks. The soma of the ancient Indians, and the identical
haoma of the ancient Parsis, are the most conspicuous examples
of the communal drink becoming religious, and being apotheosized.4
AmTta, the nectar conferring immortality, was produced, along with thirteen other valuable entities, from the
churning of the milky ocean. It was, however, an unguent
rather than a drink (see Anointins [Hindu]).^ The Homeric
aTnbrosia was the food of immortality ; the nectar was the drink
of the gods.
Sappho and Anaxandrides speak of ambrosia as a
drink ; it is also employed as an unguent like the Vedic aTtifta.
Alcraan speaks of nectar as a food. Later, it was a synonym
for wine, and acquired the special connotation of fragrance.
The Homeric nectar conferred immortality ; hence it was forbidden to men. It was described as ipvSpov, and, like Greek
wine, was mixed with water. Apparently by etymology (r»j and
root of KretVoj) its meaning is the same as that of ambrosia.6

—

The evolution of
5. Tendencies of evolution.
taste is perhaps not altogether a sociological, but
partly an ontogenic process. It is correlated with
the evolution of manufacture. One or two tenFor example, man's
dencies may be observed.
Thus,
drinks tend to the condition of water.
many beverages of primitive peoples are prepared
Chocolate, for example,
in a thick soup-like form.
was drunk very thick.' In Tibet and many
Mongol districts tea is prepared with butter.
Turkish coffee is characterized by the inclusion of
grounds. English beer has passed from a muddy
consistency to a sparkling clearness. The thick
sweet character of pulque resembles the inspissated
must of Grseco-Roman wine production. The
ancient wine itself in its ordinary form was very
thick, almost of the consistency of treacle, and
probably for that reason it was generally drunk
diluted with water. The sparkling nature of the
best water has during the last century been suggested both in wines and in water by the method
First applied to the wines of
of eflervescence.
Champagne, it was adopted for certain of the Rhine
2 im Thurn, 263, 268.
1 Pajme, i. 380.
SSeeH. A. Wiokham, in J'il/ xxiv. 203 f., 206 f.
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vintages.
The production of artificial mineral
waters, in which an access of carbonic acid gas
causes sparkling, is characteristic of the last halfcentury. One result of fermentation is thus obtained, without, in the case of mineral waters, any
fermentation at all.
Another tendency is towards the reduction of
sweetness. Old wines in which no sugar is left
have been preferred in recent centuries. Such,
however, have a corresponding excess of alcohol.
Dryness in modern wines is increasingly sought
after.
Thick, sweet drinks, like mead and malmsey, are typical in barbarism, and in ancient and
mediieval culture. Malmsey, the French malvoisie,
was originally a Greek wine, and carried on the
tradition of the thick wines of ancient Greece.
The Greeks themselves corrected sweetness by
various methods, among them being the use of salt
water. Savagery and barbarism had no lack of
experiments in the production of varied flavours,
if not of the correction of sweetness.
The rice-beer ot the Nagaa i3 flavoured with jungle herbs, auch
as Datura,'^ while the nei},'hl»onrin)f Garos dilute theirs with
water.2 The natives of the Moluccas correct the sweetness of
their sagero by adding barks of a bitter flavour.
The addition
of hops to barley-beer gives it a tonic and more refreshing
character. In old Enjjlish life spices were largely used in both
ale and wine.
Mulled drinks were taken hot.

A

similar tendency, found very early in culture,
to be noted in the preference for sour milk.
6. Animal drinks.
Drinks, other than milk
and blood, produced from animal substance, are
in the lower cultures not merely soups or broths,
but actual beverages. The credit of the invention
and use of the only animal spirit known to the
world belongs to the Tatar tribes of Asia. Their
koumiss, distilled from the milk of their mares,
has been known since Greek times.
Human milk is the natural food of the human
infant.
Though diil'ering in some important respects, the milk yielded by various animals is a
satisfactory diet for cliildren, and, especially in its
products, a valuable food for adults. The use of
milch-aniinais was a great step towards civilizais

—

tion.^

When Dayaks kill a pig or an ox, which is done to music and
singing, they scramble for the blood. Men, women, and children
drink of

it

;

they smear themselves

all

over with

it,

and behave

like maddened animals, burying their faces in the bleeding carcasse3.4 Blood, In fact, is to the savage ' a perfectly natural
food ; scarcely less so, perhaps, than milk, which is nothing but
blood filtered through a gland.' 6

—

The natural
7. Drinking customs and ideas.
care bestowed upon the preparation of drinkables
guided and developed by growing intelligence,

is

and inspired at certain stages of culture by

religious

emotion.
The Hindu is very particular as to the water he drinks. It
must be ceremonially pure, though not necessarily chemically
*

It has to be very carefully fetched.
If the carrier
touches or comes near an out-cjiste or anything impure, the
water is thrown away, and the vessel broken, or scoured with
sand and water.6 The kings of ancient Persia had their drinking-water brought from particular rivers, especially the Zab.7
Water, in Zoroastrianism, is sacred. It is a dress for breath,*
physiologically and physically. It is a sin to drink water in the
dark, or to pour it away.8 Water is the dark spirit ; tor
sacrifice it is more valuable than spirituous liquors.^

pure.'

*

'

'

A

good deal of myth has gathered about the
palm-wine tree {Arenga sacchari/era) in the East
Indies.

Many

stories are told of

the dead to

life

how

again.w

the juice of the nut has brought
of South-East Borneo

The Dayaks
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figure palm-wine aa milk, flowing

from the tree as If from a
woman.' The Niasers hold that a palm-tree planted by a woman
more sap than one planted by u raon. A folk-tale run«
that a woman after delivery, feeling she was about to die and
not wishing her babe to starve, cut off one of her breasts. Out
of this grow the palm-wine tree.2 In Angkola a woman prayed
to bo turned into a tree.
When she died, iMe Arenga tree came
from her navel, the opium plant from her forehead, the pivang
from her feet, milk from her breaste.3
yields

Besides the stimulating and expansive properties
and spirits, the process of fermentation has
naturally engaged tlie popular mind.
good deal
of superstition is, no doubt, to be referred to speculation upon this mysterious change.
Among the Masai, 'when honey-wine is to be brewed, a man
of wine

A

and a woman are selected for the purpose, neither of whom has
had sexual intercourse for two days. A tent is set apart for
to live in until the honey-wine is ready for drinking (six
days), during which time they may not sleep together.
As soon
as the honey-wine is nearly ready they receive payment, and go
to their respective homes.
Were they to have sexual intercourse during the six days that the honey-wine is brewing, it is
believed that the wine would be uiidrinkable, and the bees that
made the honey would fly away.**
The ultimate reason for such a rule is probably

them

merely an unconscious impulse towards concentration of purpose and avoidance of anything that
might divert attention. The prohibition is particularly enforced in delicate operations.
From
tlie original impulse would develop ideas about the
danger of mixing interests, no less than material ;
and, later on, ideas of sympathetic influence, among
which may be some comparison of the sexual
function with the process of fermentation.
In old Mexico the men who prepared pulque might not touch
women for four days previously otherwise the wine would
go sour and putrid. 5 The brewing of beer (sheroo) is regarded
by the Kachins as a serious, almost sacred, task the women
while engaged in it having to live in almost vestal seclusion.'
'

;

'

*

;

In the Mexican example may be seen a possible
explanation of the way in which a comparison of
the processes of fermentation and of sex was
applied.
Mixing of personality has attached to
itself various terms and ideas of impurity.'
Similarly the ingestion of leaven has been regarded as
resulting in an impure condition of the material
acted upon. Leaven itself is a symbol of corruption.
Thus, an impure state in the persons engaged
may induce a similar impurity in the object of their
labours.
Conversely, in other circumstances, it
may expedite a desired change, as from barrenness
'

to fertility.
similar objection to mixture

A

may

be seen in

an Australian custom. If we compare with it the
rule of the Timorese priest' which forbids him
in war-time to drink cold water, and orders him
to drink hot water only, so as not to cool the
ardour of the warriors, we may see how a rule
arising naturally from an aversion to anything
exciting or disturbing, when important operations
are in progress, may be sophisticated subsequently.
The Australian case shows an earlier stratum of
psychosis.
'The

Euahlayi people believe that, if a medicine-man have
in him, he must not drink hot or heating drinks.

many spirits

These would drive them away. Also, spirits would never enter
a person defiled by the white man's grog. '8 The Zambesi rainmaker, in order to keep his spirits with him, never touches
'

alcohol.

When

the savage has reached the idea of a
informing his own organism, he has usually
also reached the idea that heating or spirituous
liquor is itself possessed of a spirit. Thus, if he
wishes to concentrate the attention of his own
spirit, he must, in sober earnest, refrain from mixing it with others.
The care bestowed on the preparation of liquors
spirit

1 Kruij't, 153.
3 Kruijt, loc. Hit.
6 Sahagun, Rist.

p. 45.
6 J.

Anderson,

2
4

Sundemiann,

p. 412.

A. C. Hollis, in JAI x\. 4S1.
g&nirale (Jourdanet-Simeon), Paris, 1891

From Mandalay

to

Momien, London, 1876

p. 138.
7

H. O. Forbes,

in

JAI xiii.

(1884) 414.
8 K. L. Parker, The Euahlayi Tribe, London, 1906, p. 46.
9 Missions catholiques, xxvi. (1893) 266.
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is

'

also evidenced in the ceremonial handselling of

the

new

wine.

the Mexicans, the priest of the god Ixtlilton, a
healer of children, invested with the god's robes, opened the
new wine annually in the houses of the people, and ceremonially
tasted it.l New liquor is made hy the Nagas at the feast of
Reengnai in January. This is a genua, or occasion of tabu, and
men carry their own water for the rice-beer, and during the
manufacture men and women eat separately.^

From

tasting develops the sacrifice of the
the vine. The Romans sacrificed the
to Liber until this was done,
the new wine might not be generally drunk.'
The mechanism of drinking as practised by
Europeans is more or less identical with that of
eating.
The liquid does not fall down the pharynx
and oesophagus, but each gulp is grasped by the
tongue and passed down. Thus a man is able to
drink while standing on his head. Many peoples,
however, either have not reached this method or
have modified it."*
The wild men of Malaysia drink by throwing the water from
the hand into the mouth. The Orang Laut do this with unthis

'

'

first-fruits of

first of

the

new wine

;

erring aim, at a distance of more than a foot, without splashing.
Even children are expert. A mother gives her infant water by
dripping it from her hand. A New Hebrides native throws his
head back, and literally pours the liquid down his throat without
glilping.
The ordinary drink in Oceania is the juice of the halfripe coco-nut. The nut is held up and the juice allowed to fall
into the mouth. It is unmannerly to touch the shell with the
lips.
The Lake Victoria tribes drink their beer through a tube.5
In the Hindu ritual of meals, food is eaten with the right hand,
but water is drunk with the left the vessel is taken up with the
left hand.
The vessel must not touch the lips. It is held a little
way above the upturned mouth, and the water is poured from
it into the mouth.
To allow the vessel to touch the lips would
beindecent. The Fijians never put a vessel to the lips when
drinking. They regard it also as objectionable for several persons to drink out of the same vessel. A Maori chief would not
touch a calabash with his hands when drinking he held his
hands close to his mouth, and another man, a slave, poured the
water into them. It was a grave crime to let anyone use a cup
rendered sacred by having touched his lips.
Muhammad forbade drinking water in a standing posture.
Three breaths are to be taken before a draught, for the reason
that thus the stomach is cooled, thirst is quenched, and health
and vigour are imparted. Drinking from the mouth of a leather
bag was forbidden.
He who drinks out of a silver cup drinks
of hell-fire.' The faithful may not drink out of green vessels,
large gourds, or vessels covered with pitch, the last being used
for wine.
During the fast of Ramadan it is held that even to
swallow saliva between sunrise and sunset is a sin.7
;

;

'

The natural tendency against mixing re-appears
custom

in the

of not eating

and drinking at the

same time.

This is onlj' partially identical with
physiological law, since certain foods require
a liquid vehicle, and certain drinks stimulate
digestion.
When eating rice the Malagasy drink water. But otherwise
they rarely drink at meals.8 The Hindu does not drink until
the meal is finished." The natives of Borneo usually drink only
after they have finished eating.
'They contend that by abstaining from taking liquid with their food they prevent
indigestion.' 10
In British Central Africa the native drinks
between meals, but chiefly water." The A-kikuyu never drink
at meals, but drink at any time when thirsty.l2 The Abyssinians
drink nothing at meals. 13

Eating, especially in the somewhat rapid method
used by early peoples, is hardly compatible with
conversation ; hence many rules against eating
and talking at the same time.
Drinking does
not labour under this disability. When drink is
alcoholic, there is still less restraint of the tongue.
In 15th cent. England people did not hold con1 Bancroft, NR, San Francisco, 1882, iii. 410.
2 Hodson, 171.
'

8 Festus, s.v.

'

Sacrima

'

;

Pliny,

HN xviii.

8.

The lapping method of Gideon's three hundred (Jg 75f.)
was not as a dog lappeth,' but consisted merely in using the
hand as a cup.
<

'

'

'

Skeat-Blagden, Pagan Races, London, 1906, i. 110 f. ; SomerJAI xxiii. 382 Ratzel, i. 269 ; Hobley, 31.
Padfield 2, 41 ; Dubois - Beauchamp, 1S3 ; Wilkes, U.S.
Exped., 1845-68, iii. 116; Shortland, Southern Districts of New
Zealand, London, 1861, p. 293 ; Colenso, in I'rans. New Zealand
6

ville, in

;

6

Institute, 1SG8, p. 43.

'T.

P.

Hughes, DI,

s.v.

'Drinkables'; A. Leared, Morocco

and the Moors, London, 1876, p. 204.
8 W. Ellis, Madagascar, i. 190-210.
8 Dubois-Beauchamp, 183.
10 Hose, in
xxiii. 160.
12 W. S. Eoutledge, With a
13 Ratzel, iii. 228.

JAI

versation while eating, but the talk and mirth

began with the

among

Thus,

11 Stannus, JAIai. 322
Pre-Historic People, 61.

liquor.

'

i

When

existence, as in the middle stages of social
evolution, is threaded with superstition, methods
of drinking and habits associated with drinking
are either emphasized or inverted on special occasions which call for peculiar regard. As already
suggested, it is jprobable that the ultimate psychological reason for these tabus is merely the instinct for concentration and the exclusion of
foreign and disturbing interests. Ideas of super-

natural danger are developed later, in order to
give an explanation of the instinctive rule. Possibly the arbitrary prohibitions of
individual
tabus are due to the same instinct at any rate,
the observance of such prohibitions helps to form
the sense of responsibility.
On the Gold Coast, among individual tabus is the prohibition
'

;

against drinking palm-wine on certain days of the week.2
During a genna in January the Eabuis forbid young men to
drink anything outside the house.
On the occasion of the
erection of a village monument the villagers may not use
drinking-cups, but have to drink from leaves.3 Among individual tabus of the Bangala are, You must not drink native
wine except through a reed, and never straight out of a vessel
of any kind.'^ The cook of the party on the hiri, or trading
expedition of the Massim, may not drink water, but only coconut mUk.5 A Massim sorceress drinks no water, but coco-nut
milk only for eight days, by which time she is sacred and able
to heal the sick. 6 In Celebes the priest who is responsible for
the growth of the rice may not drink with any one or out of any
person's cup.' In S.E. Australia a visitor to another tribe was
under certain restrictions for a time. He was allowed to drink
muddy water, three mouthfuls on each occasion. He had to drink
these very slowly, or his throat would swell up.8 The Thompson
Indian girl, during the first four days of her seclusion at puberty,
drank water, while otherwise fasting, from a birch-bark cup
painted red. She sucked up the liquid through a tube made of
the leg of a crane or swan her lips were not allowed to touch
the surface of the water. Subsequently she was permitted to
drink from streams and springs, but even here she had still to
use her tube, otherwise the spring or stream would dry up.s
The Tlingit girl in the same condition had to drink through
the bone of a white-headed eagle. 10
On his first campaign the North American brave was very
sacred. Especially was it essential that no one should touch
his eating and drinking vessels. When on the outward journey
warriors drank from one side only of the bowl on the return,
from the other.
When within a day's march of home they
hung their vessels on trees or threw them away.n In another
account a functionary named elissu is mentioned. His duty
was to hand to the warriors everything that they ate or drank
they were not allowed to touch these themselves.i'-^
Among the Tring Dayaks mourners may not drink ordinary
water, but only water collected in the leaves of creepers. This
is called 'soul-water. '13
Before setting out on a trapping
expedition, the Carrier Indian abstains from drinking out of
the same vessel as his wife. 14 In Chota Nagpur and the Central
Provinces of India men abstain from alcohol and women when
rearing silkworms. 16
'

;

;

;

The last case may be compared with the Masai
tabu during the making of wine. There chastity
is observed in order that the wine may not be
spoiled.
If the reason be that by magical
sympathy a sexual process may taint the wine, that
reason and any idea of the sympathetic action of
'

'

1
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DRINKS. DRINKING
alcohol on the laiviB can hardly apply to the Oiotfl,
Nagpur tabu. Some explanation more in accordance with the evolution of mind seems to be
required.
In tlie following} ideas of sympathetic adaptation

appear
l)uring- the preliminary ceremonies (or making rain among
the Arunta no water Qiay be drunk, elae tiie nm^-ic would fail ^
no doubt becauee of the premature uae of liquid. So in Java,
when proceedinps are taken to prevent tlie fall of rain, the
person IntL-rested may not drink anything while the coremoniea
are in progress," otherwise the rain would at once commence.
Conversel.N medicine-men sometimes drink, and generally cultivate wetness, when making rain.

—

,

Permanent caution in the act of drinking is
often found in the case of important persons, and
sometimes

it is

a

social habit,

Africa

is

remark-

able for such observances.
In the Congo State 'there is hardly a

native who would dare
to swallow a liquid without first conjuring the spirits. One o(
them rings a bell all the time he is drinking ; another crouches
down and places his left hand on the earth another veils his
head; another puts a stalk of grass or a leaf in hia hair, or
;

marks

'

'

;

;

*i

;

see

When the Indian of Cape Flattery falls 111, he often as^jrlbci
it to a demon which entered his body when he was drinking at
a stream. 1
Bulgarians before drinking make the sign of the
Cross, to prevent the devil entering the body with the drink.
Devout Russians used to blow on the glau) to drive Satan from
the liquor.^ Conversely, the bouI may be tempted to remain,
though the mouth is dangerously open, by offering it a sliare
in the beverage.
When the hair of the Siamese noy is cut,
there Is a danger lest the hwun, the guardian spirit of the
head, may depart. It is enticed and captured ; then coco-nut
milk ia presented to it. This is drunk by the boy, and thus by
absorbing the drink of the kwun he retama the kimin itself.*

Rules of drinking, more or less impregnated with
superstition, occur all over the world.
In Wetar it is a serious oCTence to uae a chiefa drinking-cup.*
A Maori who drank from the cup of a man who wished him ill
became bewitched.** The Niara-niam, who are said to be
'particular at their meals,' that is, to observe alimentary
decency, wipe the rim of a cup before passing it on. 7 Great
care was taken by the Fijians that no one should touch the
king's cupbearer. They regarded it as objectionable for several
persons to drink out of the same vessel, and held that pollution was carried by saliva.** The civihzed man has the same
instinct of isolation and of excluding foreign elements from hia
drinks.

Contact with particular persons

with a line of clay.

This fetish custom
assumes very varied forms. To explain them, the black ia
satisfied to say that they are an energetic mode of conjuring
spirits.'
When a chief drinks he rings a bell at each draught
and at the same moment a boy brandishes a spear in front of
him, to keep at bay the spirits which might try to sneak into
the old chief's body by the same road as the ynassanga (beer).' 3
When the king of Loango has a mind to drink, he has a cup
of wine brought he that brings it has a bell in his hand, and,
as Boon as he has delivered the cup to the king, he turns hia
face from him and rings the bell, on which all present fall
down with their faces to the ground, and continue so till the
king has drunk.' The king would die if he were seen in the
act of drinking.4
When Winwood Reade offered the king of
Canna a glass of rum, the monarch hid his face and the glass
under a towel. ^ When the king of Dahomey drinks in public,
a curtain is held up to conceal him. Bowdich describes the
scene when the king of Ashanti drank wine
music played,
and the soldiers, brandishing their swords with the right hand,
covered their noses with the left, singing meanwhile the
monarch's victories and titles, as he drank behind an extemporized curtain. A man of consequence never drinks before his
inferiors without hiding his face.
It is said in Ashanti that an
enemy can most easily impose a spell on the faculties of his
victim when drinking. A son of the king of Congo was put to
death for having accidentally seen hia father drink. A Pongo
chief never drinks in the presence of others except behind a
screen.
When the king of Unyoro in Central Africa went to
the royal dairy to drink milk, the men dispersed and the
women covered their heads. No one might see him drink. A
wife handed him the milk-bowl, but turned her face away.?
The Thompson Indians believe that enemies can injure a man
by magic when he drinks.^ A Warua when drinking holds a
cloth before his face. The habit is particularly strong in the
presence of a woman. * I had,' says Cameron, 'to pay a man
to let me see him drink I could not make a man let a woman
his forehead

him drink. '^

In these cases the development takes the form of
a real, though secondary, sense of modesty. Von
den Steinen found in Central Brazilian tribes a
sense of modesty, attended by shyness and blushing, exhibited when alimentary functions were in
progress, a sense as keen as that shown by the
majority of tlie human race in the matter of
sexual functions.
In similar rules cited below
there may be seen not merely habits of etiquette,
but a sense of modesty and a law of decency,
involving the fear of exciting disgust. The idea
that such practices hinder the entrance of evil
influences, or prevent the soul from escaping,^^ is
a later sophistication, and cannot explain their
1**

origin.

6 W. Reade, Savage Africa, London, 1863, pp. 184, 543.
6 J. L. Wilson, Western Africa, London and N.Y. 1856,

pp.

Mission to Dahome, London, 1864, i.
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244 ; Reade, 53 ;
pp. 438, 382.
7 Frazer, GB^, pt.

consumed her own purchase. After a
whom she brings a goat or an ox, the
removed. The animal is slain, and the defilement
passes from the milk into the animal. She has cleaned her
tabu

p. 119,

Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist. i. (1900) 360.
Cameron, in JAI vi. (1876) 173.
K. V. den Steinen, Unter den Naturv6lkem Zentral-Bra-

8 Teit, in

9
10

siliens, Berlin, 1894.

"

quoting Roscoe.

Frazer, GB'^, pt.

ii.

p. 120.

is

'

*

spoon.'

In the above case we have probably little more
than a phase of etiquette. In others there is a
distinct fear of contamination resulting in various
conceptions of real or imaginary injury.
In Tonga, inferior persons might not drink in the presence of
and the various * ranks' could not drink together.il
In India, water cannot be accepted by high-caste from lowcaste persons. 12 Even Pahariahs will not drink with Keriahs.18
Among the Nagas, with whom village feuds are frequent, one
village may often be found refusing to drink from a running
stream which supplies another, i* New Guinea natives refused
to drink water offered to them by Europeans.!!*
superiors,!*'

In cases like the last there is perhaps no definite
conception, merely a vague uneasiness about the
unfamiliar.
similar sensitiveness occurs in the
case of unfamiliar or untested drinks.
When the Eskimo find a new spring, an angckok, or the

A

man present, drinks of it first to rid the water of any
tomgarsuk, or malignant quality which might make them ill.16
Similar ideas are connected with the hospitable practice of
tasting,' though it is not clear that they are the primary
reason of the custom. 17 At palm-wine drinkings the Kruman
hostess takes the first and last drink herself, in order to ' take
off the fetish." 18 The same notion may be involved in the ceremonial tasting by an official of the new wine and the new
fruits. 19 In Eastern Central Africa, at beer-drinkings given by
the chief, the priest or ' captain ' of the chief tastes the liquor,
to show the guests that it is not poisoned. 20 New Guinea natives
taste the water they offer to a stranger, to prove chat it is free
from poison.2i Among the Zulus it is not etiquette to offer beer
to any one without first tasting it.22
oldest

'

Drinking with a woman is avoided by many
peoples in various stages of evolution. The BeniHarith would not take drink from the hands of a
1
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insila ('defiled') if she
visit to her father, from

11

202, 308, 310; R. Burton,

is

According' to the rules of Kaffir hlonipa, relatives of a husband
will not drmk milk at any kraal connected with the wife, nor
will the wife's relatives at a kraal connected with the husband.
For some time after marriage the wife will not use milk. The
principle is that she was paid for with cattle, and would be
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woman on any consideration.' An

artificial

horror

generated in such cases.
The Muskhogeans
held it equivalent to adultery that a man should
take a pitcher of water from the head of a married
woman. It was permissible for him to drink if
the woman removed the pitcher herself, and retired after setting it on the ground.'' Following
another line of thought, the Arunta hold that a
draught of woman's blood will kill the strongest

is

man."
Among the Kaffirs and the Bahima a menstruating woman
may not drink milk if she does, the cows will be injured.
;

She

is restricted to beer.4
At his daughter's first period, however, a Kaffir father sets apart an old cow for her exclusive use,
and its milk constitutes her only food. 5 After being delivered,
the Greenland mother observes tabus. She has a water-pail
for her own use ; if any one else drinks from this, the rest must
be thrown away.6
Pliny mentions the belief that, if a menstruous woman touches wine, it turns to vinegar.? ' In various
parts of Europe it is still believed that if a woman in her courses
enters a brewery the beer will turn sour; if she touches beer,
wine, vinegar, or milk, it will go bad.' In Calymnos a menstruous woman * may not go to the well to draw water, nor
cross a running stream, nor enter the sea. Her presence in a
boat is said to raise storms.'S

On the face of these customs and ideas there is a
regard both for the woman's own safety and for
that of others. She is rendered harmless by being
insulated, and at the same time is removed from
danger.'
It has been further suggested, for the
explanation of similar cases, that any taint of
sexual functions may injure the milk of cows, and
that the sympathetic link between the milk and
the cow may be snapped by any process which
converts the milk into another substance, such as
curds.
Members of the sacred world may therefore use these substances without injuring their
source.'"
On this principle the Wanyamwesi
practice of mixing vaccine or human urine with
milk has for its object the safeguarding of the
source."
The Jbala of Northern Morocco believe that a
murderer is permanently unclean.
Poison oozes
out from underneath his nails
hence anybody
who drinks the water in which he has washed his
hands will fall dangerously ill.''' Among the
Zulus a wounded man may not touch mUk till a
ceremony has been performed.'*
The sources of contamination dangerous to
drinkables are almost universally the same. There
are some variations, as perhaps the law of Muhammad that a vessel from which a dog has drunk is
to be washed seven times before it is used by human
'

'

'

man to be disliked ; the latter gives him
'brightness,' and produces liking and admiration
in others.
The former is emetic in its operation.
The ejected matter is placed in the fire ; thus the
'badness' is consumed. The white drink, when
used, for instance, to command the affections of a
girl, or to conciliate a great man, should contain
some object that the person referred to has worn
next the skin.i
Drinks of the first class have the properties of
liquids when used for washing ; those of the second
have the positive qualities, stimulant or nutritive,
which drinks share with food and drugs.
distinction is clearly to be drawn between the
latter class and drinks which have been contaminated by alien or dangerous substances.
Just as mythology developed the generic idea of
drink into a water of life or of immortality, so it
has developed the idea of cleansing into a water of
oblivion.
The 'Drink of Forgetf ulness ' is found
in Greek, Hindu, Norse, and other mythologies.''
In Fijian mythology the spirit of the dead man on his way to
the other world drinks of a spring. As soon as he tastes the
water, he ceases weeping, and bis friends at home cease weeping, forgetting their sorrows. This savage Water of Lethe is
The Fijian
called the Wai-ni-dula, the 'Water of Solace. '3
idea is significant when compared with certain ceremonial
drinking which terminates mourning. Among the Kacharis of
Assam an elder distributes to the mourners 'the water of peace,'
santi jal; the drinking of this terminates the mouming.** The
Kathkars effect purification after birth or death by means of
water touched by a Brahman.^ In South India holy water is
drunk to terminate mourning. In Roman Catholic ritual a sick
man drinks water in which the priest has washed his hands.6
At the end of mourning the Kaffir widow rinses her mouth with
fresh milk. 7 Chaco Indians purify themselves after a funeral
by drinking hot water and washing themselves,** cleansing thus
both the outer and the inner man. In Central Africa the
possessing spirit isdrivenoutofaman by drinking an intoxicant.
The Goi.i(^s believe they purify themselves by drinking spirits.9
causes a

A

'

'

'

'

the Oraons a man is re-admitted to caste after he has
of a goat to wash away his sin.io When the
Bijapur Bedars re-admit an adulteress, they touch her lips with
a red-hot twig of Asclepias gigantea, and give her liquor to
drink. 11 In Mexico during the bad days,' which recurred every
four years, children were made to drink spirits. 12

Among

drunk the blood

'

;

beings.'''

A

universal source of contamination

is

death.

After a death the Zulus drink no milk for a day the mourners
not for some time. Widows and widowers apparently are
permanently forbidden its use.15 A Nandi who has handled a
corpse may not drink milk until he has been purified. 16 The
D6n6 who has touched a corpse has to drink out of a special
gourd. 17 In the same circumstances the Thompson Indian has
to spit out the first four mouthfuls whenever he drinks. 18
;

For the

classification

the various

of

magical

properties of drinks the Zulu theory is instructive.
But neither here nor elsewhere can a line be drawn

between inherent and acquired characteristics.
The Zulus logically distinguish between two
complementary species of magical drinks. These
are black and white,' negative and positive.
The former removes, for instance, everything that

In these and similar cases there is a preference
strong water, whether it be hot or spirituous,
It is
or blood, or containing some added virtue.
difficult, therefore, always to distinguish purification from the ingestion of virtue or mana. Many
magical drinks certainly have both negative and
This is the case, whethel
positive properties.
literally by acquisition or metaphorically by
imagination, with water itself.
The Musalraan Nawab of Savanur drank Ganges water only,
not from piety, but because of its medicinal properties. The
water of which a Brahman sips thrice before a meal is Vishnu's
for

'

'

'

The Kenaras drink water in which the priest has
washed his feet.i3 In early England a cure for demoniac
possession was water drunk out of a church-bell. i^
From this aspect drinks are suitable for purposes
of consecration and institution. Their virtue gives
a vigorous set-off in the new state.
feet- water,'

In old Scandinavia the new kin"; drank a horn of liquor before
taking his seat on the throne.is European monarchs after
coronation take the Sacrament. So in Catholicism do married
Interesting variants are the following. In Avestan
couples.
times the first food given to the new-born child was the/iao7nojuice.l6 Among the Tshi peoples the father ^ives his son a name

by squirting rum from his mouth upon hira. Rum is poured
out on the ground for the ancestors on the same occasion. 17

'
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DRINKS, DRINKINQ
When a child is received intx) the Kolc-ko of the- Zuni, his
'godfather' drinks 'holy water' and gives it to the child to
drink. This godfather acts as a sponsor, and takes the vows
These custoinM explain themselves.
in place of the child. i
As part of his initiation the Southern Massiin boy drinks salt
water mixed with unripe man^o-flesli. He bathes in the sea,
and drinks some sea-water. Then he drinks some coco-nut
Whatever the meaning of these drinks, they play a
milk.
In savage
considerable part in the process of man-making.pubertal ceremonies milk is sometimes drunk in connexion
with a pretended new birth. Ancient religion had this fiction.
After the new birth of the taxtTobalium {q.v.) the initiate was
fed on milk, like a new-born babe.

Ideas of invigoration are one of the most obvious
Dutch
reactions to the effect of strong drinks.
courage has been an important factor in liistory.
At a ceremony previous to war the Tobelorese give
their headmen palm-wine outside the temple.
After drinking the wine the generals run seven
times round the temple.'' This custom is possibly
a naive way of inspiring the leaders of the people.
Ancient classical authors give several account.s of
races whose practice it was to go into battle drunk.
'

'

extremely probable that the funeral sacrifice of men
in many cases involves an intention to vivify the
spirits of the deceased with the warm, red sap of life.' 6 The
The ofTershades in Hades renew their life by drinking blood.
ing of a drink is a frequent method of animating a fetish, and
is thus analogous to the use of drink as an institutional rite.
The Tshi negro squeezes rum upon his new-made suhman,
saying Eat this and speak.' ^
'It is

and animals

'

In metaphor and mythology drink plays a more
considerable part than food. From similes like
'
as cold water to a thirsty soul * to the metaphorical description of Spinoza as 'a God-intoxicated
man,' all the psychical reactions of drinks are
expressed in language.
In religion the story of wine constitutes a
distinctly ideal element, and it is here that the
function of drink receives not only a sort of
apotheosis, but perhaps a sound physiological
explanation.
'

The Vedic gods were originally mortal immortality was
acquired by, among other methods, the drinking of soma.^
Similarly the Homeric gods attained immortality by drinking
nectar and eating ambrosia. lo In the mythology of ancient
Babylonia, Hasisadra brought into the ark a supply both of
beer and of wine.ii According to the Mexicans, the first human
beings created by the gods fed on pulqueA^
;

The

sociological significance of orgiasticism has

not yet been studied.

'Wine or spirituous liquor inspires mysterious
The abnormal mental state which it produces

fear.

suggests the idea that there is something supernatural in it, that it contains a spirit, or is perhaps
The Siamese, intoxicated by the
itself a spirit.''^
spirit arrack, says he is possessed by the spirit,'
in the Animistic sense, of the liquor." Thus the
juice of the grape is the blood of the vine, its soul
The drinking of wine in the rites of a
or life.
vine-god like Dionysus is not an act of revelry, it
is a solemn sacrament.'"'
Some typical cases of the religious and social
uses of strong drink remain to be mentioned. No
attempt is made to define stages of evolution.
The earliest Brahmanism used spirituous liquors
in acts of worship. Arrack was offered to the gods.
'

'

The Sautrdmani and Vajapeya

were typical

rites

for the drinking of sura, and the
celebration of the soma itself.

soma rite was in
The later Vedas

prohibited the worshipper from drinking the
ceremonial liquor for a sensual purpose. The
Saktas to-day have actually the same principle,
The
and purify the liquors before worship.'^
followers of Zarathushtra have clung to the old
1

3
<
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way more consi.stently than the Hindus. Liquordrinking forms part of almost all I'arsi ceremonies
to-day.
Liquor is specially consecrated on New
Year s Day.'
The Eucliarist in its early form ha8 the mark of
a periodic wine-drinking, breaking up the 'fast'
of work-a-day life. It was necessary for organizers
like St. Paul to prohibit excess = a fact which

—

shows

that wine was freely taken. The wine
represented the blood of (jhrist and conferred
immortality. In the cour.se of history the use of
wine has been denied to others than the celebrant,
and in Churches which allow all worshippers to
partake of the chalice the wine is not drunk but
tasted. The Hebrew Cup of Blessing is an analogue
of the Christian wine of the Eucharist.
The early
Christians made a free communal use of the sacred
drink it was given to the dead vials of it were
placed in the grave, with cups inscribed with toasts,
such as Drink and long life
For very special oH'erings to a god the Bhils
make Imvari, 'virgin liquor.' The distillers in
this case must bathe and wear newly washed
clothes before commencing operations.*
For special purposes, other than inspiration, a
priest may become intoxicated.
On certain days
the high priest of the Zapotecs was obliged to be
drunk. (Jn one of these he cohabited with a
Virgin of the Sun.'
Gods reflect in an intensified form the ideals and
habits of their worshippers.
If a god is housed,
clothed, and fed, he is also sujiplied with drinks.
difficult problem is presented by various
customs of eating the dead. Their discussion
belongs elsewhere but they show variation even
in the case of drinking.
The Cocomas of the Amazons ground the bones of their dead
to powder and drank this in their beer. They said 'it was
;

Peoples, 100 f.
10

II

pr

'

A

;

better to be inside a friend than to be swallowed up by the cold
earth. '1 The Ximanas mingled the ashes of the dead with their
drink. 7 Here there can be no survival of cannibalism. The
Angoni make the ashes of the dead into a broth. This must be
lapped up with the hand, and not drunk in the ordinary waj'.^
The native practice, generally confined to the women, of drinking some of the fluids drawn from the decaying body of a dead
relative is a commonplace of Australian anthropology.

As a preliminary to the problem
mentioned the frequent occurrence of

may

be
morbid

perversions of appetite in cases of strong emotion.
If such perversion be applied to a psychosis of
affection or respect, the Australian and similar
practices are more easy to understand.
The Irish wake is a familiar example of the practice of drinking to celebrate death. In West Africa the "rshi people drink
heavily during the fast which follows a death, and the mourners
are generally intoxicated.** The same is the case among the
Yorubas.io But it is chiefly after the funeral that drinking is
the rule of the feast.
At funerals among the Woolwa Indians there is much drinking of mishla. A long line of cotton is stretched, like a telegraph
wire, from the house of the dead, where the drinking takes
place, to the burial-ground where the body has been deposited.
'
I have seen the white thread following the course of the river
for many miles, crossing and re-crossing the stream several
times.'" As soon as a Bangala man dies, the family gets in
large supplies of sugar-cane wine. Dancing and drinking are
carried on for three or four days and nights, or until the wine
is finished. 12 The Guiana Indians drink and dance at the funeral
feast. 13

Among the Tshinyai of the Zambesi the native beer, pombe,
plays a considerable part in post-funeral rites. For the ceremony
of Bona, a large quantity is prepared.
Holes are bored above
the grave and pombe is poured in. In one hole, in front of the
house where the grave is, the mourners wash their hands with
pombe. As the procession retires, a widow of the deceased (she
is called musiTno, the spirit), her head covered with calico,
constantly calls out for pombe, which she drinks beneath the
1
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covering. At the house of the bead widow a large hole is dug
and well cemented. This is filled with pombe, and every one
lies down and drinks it without help of spoon or vesseL A feast
follows, consisting of pombe and meat.i

Various considerations, some of which are supplied in the above-cited cases, suggest that drinking
at funerals and their anniversaries is motivated by
a double impulse, or rather by two complementary
impulses, namely, the desire to stifle sorrow, and
the desire to give the dead a share in the good
things of the world to which they still belong,
though absent in the body. These two expressions
of feeling, coupled with the ' sympathy sho^vn by
the community, render funeral drinking a typical
case of social instinct. Secondary ideas necessarily
'

supervene.
The universal employment of a drink of fellowship to institute and also to terminate a social
process is found in the case of pubertal ceremonies,
though rarely. The reason is that, in this case,
the process does not include a pair of persons. In
the case of marriage and covenants this essential
condition of a social act is patent. It may be said
that the reciprocal process in the former class is
betAveen the novice and the members of the social
state to which he is admitted.
And in many
analogous cases this is recognized, though the mind
in its more primitive stages is slow to recognize by
concrete expression such abstract ideas as that of
commimity. But in these stages the other member
of the couple may be found in the godfather or
sponsor, on the one hand, and individual members
either of the same or of the other sex, the latter
being the indirect objective of the initiation. Thus
among many early peoples the boys after initiation
drink with the girls. Similar ceremonies are performed in connexion with the sponsor. After initiation the A-kamba youth makes honey-beer, and
gives it to the elder who looked after him during
the ceremonies.'' At the end of the ntonjane, the
'

'

Kaffir ceremony performed to celebrate a girl's
arrival at puberty, the girl's nearest female relative
drinks milk, and then hands the bowl to the girl
to drink.^ From such practices there may easily
develop ideas of tabu, which is to be ended by
drinking or other rite of passage. Thus, in Central
Australia the man whose blood has been taken to
supply another with health or strength is tabu to
him until he releases him from the ' ban of silence

by singing over

'
his mouth. *
Marriage is universally the occasion of a social
feast, and the rite in which the bridal pair drink
together is one of the most prevalent methods of
tying the knot. There is thus both individual and
social drinking at weddings. Sometimes the latter
is not shared by the marrying parties
sometimes
the individual drinking rite is extended to relatives
and sometimes it is carried out by them as
sponsors for the bride and bridegroom. Naturally
'

;

;

there is considerable variation in the ritual of the
act of union.
At Tipperah weddings the bride receives a glass of liquor
from her mother.

She takes this to the bridegroom, sits on his
knee, and, after drinking some of the liquor, gives the rest to
bim.B Among the Kaffirs, milk from the bridegroom's cows is
presented to the bride. Her drinking of this milk renders the
marriage complete, and the tie indissoluble. The guests exclaim,
'She drinks the milk! She has drunk the milkl'6 Among
the Nakri Kunbis of Thana, liquor is given to the pair when
the wedding ceremony is completed.' The girl relatives of the
Khyoungtha bride bar the entrance to the village against e
1

bridegroom with a bamboo.

Across this he has to drink with

them a loving-cup of fraternity before he is allowed to enter.!
At weddings in Morocco the priest hands to the pair a oup of
'

'

wine which he has blessed. Vi^hen both have drunk of it, the
glass is dashed to the ground by the bridegroom, with a covert
meaning that he wishes they may never be parted until the glass
apain becomes perfect. '2 In the Manuahiki Islands the priest
'

man a coco-nut containing its milk. The man drinks,
after him. 3 Among the Larkas, a cup of beer
given to each of the two parties they mix the beer, and
then drink it. This completes the marriage.4 In the Moluccas,
Japan, Bengal, Brazil, Russia, Scandinavia, and many districts
of Europe, the bridal pair drink, as the marriage ceremony or
part of it, wine or beer from one vesgel.^ At Beni-Israil weddings the bridegroom pours wine into the bride's mouth.6 In
Korea and China the pair drink wine from two cups, which are
tied together by a red thread.7 In Christian countries the rite
is separated from the marriage ceremonial proper, hut is carrea
out indirectly when the pair receive together the wine of tne
Communion, which is to be partaken of immediately or SDon
after the marriage itself. Among the Goijtjs, the respective
fathers of the bridal pair drink together.**

gives the

and the woman
is

;

Drinking together at marriage

is

a

rite

which

applies to two parties the principles of social
drinking.
Sharing in an act is a sort of reciprocity, and together with interchange of gifts
constitutes the fundamental principle of society.
The more abstract ideas of similarity, union, and
identity follow, and the simple ritual of sharing
has a corresponding development. From the beginning there are also involved in the process, but
unconsciously, the reactions to the physiological
feelings of refreshment, and in particular to the
effects of alcohol, which increase both self-feeling
and altruism.
Pure altruism is the primary motive of many a
custom which involves a simple sharing of drink.
Here is the virtue of the man who gives a cup of
cold water to a little one (Mt lO''^).
The natives
of India have the custom of erecting sheds for the
giving of water or butter-milk to poor wayfarers.'
Secondary motives, such as a general desire to
conciliate or a wish to avoid the injury of a curse
or an evil eye, come to obscure the primary. In the
procession preceding the circumcision of an Egyptian boy is a servant carrying a skin of water and
brass cups. Now and then he fills a cup and offers
it to a passer-by.
Another servant carries a tray
with materials for coffee. It is his business, when
they pass a well-dressed person, to fill and present
him with a cup ; the person gives him something,
perhaps a half -piastre.'"
The analogy of other
Egyptian customs suggests here the avoidance of
the evil eye.
Even towards slain animals and the human
objects of social resentment pure altruism is
shown. Indians of the Orinoco, after killing an
animal, pour into its mouth some liquor, ' in order
that the soul of the dead beast may inform its
fellows of the welcome it has met with, and that
they, too, cheered by the prospect of the same
kind reception, may come witn alacrity to be
killed. '^ One may take leave to assign a worthier
motive as the origin of this custom. Similarly,
though primitive peoples share their drink with
the dead, some have learnt to explain the custom
of placing such things in the grave as a method of
inducing the dead to be quiet, and not to come and
pester the living for anything they want.
The co-operative totems of Australia are perhaps
the earliest instance known of the principle of co'
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operative industry elevated into a system. Among
the totems of the Central Australians is a watertotera.
A memher of this may drink water when
alone but, if he is in company, it is necessary for
receive
it, or the permission to take it, from
hira to
an individual who belongs not to that totera, but
to a moiety of the tribe of which the water-man is
not a member a complementary moiety.
The
principle, according to Spencer-Gillen, is that of
;

—

mutual obligation between complementary foodtotems, regulating the supply of rood and drink.'
But the principle of reciprocal service is at the
root of all social phenomena. Some of its forms
are curious others seem totally unlike the original
Secondary ideas, once more, are responsible
type.
for these fluctuations.
An African wife drank the
;

medicine intended for her husband, in the belief
that he would be cured.' A similar notion is seen
in the belief that what a man drinks may atl'ect
the child whose birth is expected. A further development is reached in such customs as that of
the Kwakiutl Indian, who, after biting a piece of
flesh from the arm of a foe, drinks hot water in
order to inflame the wound.^
At this stage of
sophistication there is often a choice of absurdities.
The Indian might be supposed anxious for his own
digestion rather than for the increase of suffering
on the part of his foe.
Another case of the intrusion of a secondary idea
is to be seen in the Australian custom of drinking
human blood before starting on an atninga(a,venging
expedition).
* Every man
of the party drinks some blood, and also has
some spurted over his body, so as to make him what is called
uchuilima, that is, lithe and active. The elder men indicate
from whom the blood is to be drawn and the men so selected
must not decline, though the amount drawn from a single indi;

vidual

is

often very great

;

indeed,

we have known

of a case in

which blood was taken from a young and strong man until he
dropped from sheer exhaustion.'*
The beginning of a venture or expedition is universally celebrated by drinking, on the principle of
invigoration, as in the old English 'stirrup-cup.'
But in the Australian example a further notion

on such an occasion a man joined
who had some connexion with the tribe to be
visited, he was forced to drink blood with the
Earty, and, 'having partaken of it, would be
ound not to aid his friends by giving them
warning of their danger.''
The Indians of the Cordilleras drink of the water
of a river, and pray the god to let them pass over.
So did the old Peruvians.^ Dingan's army at the
banks of the Ubulinganto strewed charcoal on the
water, and then drank of it, the object perhaps
being to deprecate some evil power possessed by
the river.'' More probably the aim is to adapt
one's self to the object by contact,, to produce
fellow-feeling and sympathy by communion.
Ideas of union similar to those concerned in
marriage ceremonies of drinking, but involving
from the outset, or at least producing, ipso facto,
the secondary ideas of mutual responsibility by
has come

in.

If

'

means

of inoculation, or ingestion of the other's
substance, or a conditional cursa, iave built up

what may be described as the legal forms of social
drinking.
The drinking of human blood, or of
wine mixed with such blood, has been a form of
covenant among various ancient and mediseval
peoples, as well as among certain savages.' *
He
who has drunk a clansman's blood is no longer a
'

'

stranger but a brother, and included in the mystic
circle of those who have a share in the life-blood
that is common to all the clan.' ' Robertson Smith's
induction is actually a tertiary stage of thought
Spencer-Gillen>>, 160.
2 E. Moffat, Mission. Labours, London, 1842, p. 591.
3 F. Boas, in Rep. U.S. Nat. J/m., 1895, p. 440.
* Spencer-Gillen «, 461.
6 /(,.
6 Tylor, PCS
1
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pre.'ient and powerful in the
social consciousness of Arabs and other peoples.
other details in point is the fact that blood-

on the subject, but

Among

brotherhood

il.

produced by drinking

itself is often

blood.
See BrothkrHOOD (artificial).
The ordeal, often termed drinking the oath,' is

any substance other than

'

a legal application of a secondary idea.
To extract the truth from a man, the Negro dips a bohsum
rum. This rum is then offered to the man, and, if he lies,
his belly swell. A man claiming a debt due to a deceased
person drinks the water in which he has washed the corpse. In
legal actions before the chief, the odum drink is drunk as an
oath and ordeal. It is a poisonous emetic.i A Masai accused of a
crime drinks blood, and repeats these words
If 1 have done
this deed, may God kill me.'
Hospitality, a virtue of universal occurrence, is
often complicated by superstitious accretions due
to fear of the stranger within the gates.
As soon as a stranger enters the house of aJivaro
or Canelo Indian, each of the women offers him a
calabash of chicha.
guest is welcomed by the
Herero with a cup of milk.' These are simple acts
of fellow-feeling.
It is particularly among Arab
races that the custom attains complexity.
Among the nomadic Arabs of Morocco, as soon as a stranger
appears in the village, some water, or, if he be a person of distinction, some milk, is presented to him. Should he refuse to
in

makes

;

*

A

*

partake of it, he is not allowed to go freely about, but has to
stay in the village mosque. On asking for an explanation of
this custom, I was told that it was a precaution against the
stranger should he steal or otherwise misbehave himself, the
drink would cause his knees to swell so that he could not escape.
In other words, he has drunk a conditional curse.' 4 Zaid-alKhail refused to slay a thief who had surreptitiously drunk from
his father's milk-bowl.
;

Health-drinking, the propinatio of the Latins,
has some variations. One form is the sharing of
a drink ; the person doing honour drinks first, and
hands the cup (in Greek life this became the property of the person honoured) to the other. Another
is drinking alone, with a look or a sentiment of
goodwill towards the person honoured. The projection outwards of the drinker's will is typified in
many languages, as in most of the customs, by
emphasizing the fact that he drinks first.

Among the Ba-Yaka and Ba-Huana, the host drinks first, and
the guest after him.6 At Abyssinian mead-drinkings the host
drinlis first, by way of showing that the liquor is not poisoned.
He notifies a servant which guests need their cups replenished.
On receiving the drink, the guest rises and bows.' Among the
Kaffirs, it is not etiquette to give beer to a guest without first
tasting it. This, according to the account given, is intended to
safeguard the guest against poison.8

Terms like pledge connote the idea of guaranteeing goodwill. The poison-test is obviously not
the origin of the custom of the host or pledger
drinking first. When that custom took on secondary ideas, one of these would be the affirmation
that what the host offers is his own, and that it is
'

'

of his best.

In barbarism the drinking-bout so called is
often the form of political discussion. The chief
of the A-kikuyu gives his people the news at beerdrinkings, to which he invites them.'
With agricultural drinking-feasts we return to
man's immediate relations to intoxicating or refreshing drink. Drinking is a social rite in connexion with the ceremonial eating of the new
crops.
Lithuanian peasants observe a festival called Sabarios, 'the

mixing or throwing together,' when the sowing of the new com
has taken place. The Cheremiss celebrate the baking of the
first bread from the new corn by a ceremonial drinking of beer.
'The whole ceremony looks almost like a caricature of the
Eucharist.'
At the cutting of the rice the Coorgs of South
India drink a liquor of milk, honey, and sugar.io
1 A. B. Ellis, Tshi-speaking Peoples, 197 f.
2 Hollis, The Masai, Oxford, 1905, p. 345.
3 Simson, in
Ix. (1880) 391 ; Ratzel, ii. 480.
4 Westermarck,
i. 590.
6 W. K. Smith, Kinship, London, 1885, p. 149 f.
6 Tordav-Joyce, in
xxxvi. 42. '279.
' Ratzel, iii. 228, 329.
8 d. Leslie, 205.
9 Routledge, 63.
10 Frazer, GB~ii. 319-323, quoting Prjetorius, Delicim PntssiciB,
Berlin, 1S71, pp. 60-64, and Georgi, Beschreibung aUer Nationen
des russischen Reichs, St. Petersburg, 1776, p. 37.
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210.
7 Callaway, Nursery Tales o/the Zulus, London, 1868, i. 90.
8 Westermarck,
9 W. B. Smith, Rel. Sem.^ 315.
ii. 667.
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In such rites there

is

the social consecration, im-

plicit or explicit, of wine itself and its sources.
It is perhaps merely an abnormality that fasting

among many

peoples does not exclude drinking

strong liquor. This is notably the case in West
Africa.
Spirits are largely drunk during the fast
after a death, and mourners are generally intoxicated.
During the fast-days of the yam harvest
the people drink hard, and tlie king and chief distribute orandy and rum.'
For various obscure reasons, great personages of
the sacred world are often restricted to pure water.
The ancient kings of Egypt were restricted to a prescribed
quantity of wine per diem. Plutarch says they never drank it
at all, because it is the blood of beings who fought against the
goda.2 The chief of the Karennis of Burma attains his position
not by hereditary right, but on account of his habit of abstaining
from rice and liquor. The mother, too, of a candidate for the
chieftainship must have eschewed these thinfjs ... so long as
she was with child. During that time she might not
drink
.
water from a common well.' 3 The Bodia, or Bodio, the pontiil
of the Grebo people of West Africa, may not drink water on the
highway.-* Here there is clearly a reference to 'purity.* Priests
in Abyssinia drink neither wine nor mead.B Wine might not be
taken into the temple at Heliopolis, and no one might enter the
temple at Delos unless his system were free from wine.6
'

.

.

Asceticism naturally would interdict stimulating
drinks, as it interdicts all tendency to expansion.
Water was the pure and innocent beverage of the primitive
monks and the founder of the Benedictines regrets the daily
portion of half a pint of wine, which had been extorted from
him by the intemperance of the age.'
Many peoples low in the scale of culture emphasize by law the natural aversion of childhood,
not to speak of womanhood, to intoxicants. The
A-kikuyu, for instance, allow no one to drink beer
until he has reached the status of ' elder. '^ The
Chaco Indians forbid women and children, even
youths, the use of intoxicants.'
'

;

"^

Literature.

—This

is fully

given in the footnotes.

A. E. Crawley.
elaborate system of theology
and philosophy ascribed to the Druids by the older
school of writers, and the esoteric doctrines supposed to have been handed down from pagan times
in the bardic schools of Wales, have no foundation
in fact, though they still have a hold upon the popular fancy, which loves to think of the Druids as
a mysterious Celtic priesthood, guardians of pure
doctrines the relics of a primitive revelation.
Much of this is due to the classical writers themselves, who had strange notions about the Druids.
strictly scientific examination of the evidence
proves that there was little that was mysterious
or esoteric about them nor, though we may regret
the paucity of the evidence, is it likely that, had
it been fuller, it would have given any support to
those unscientific opinions. Our knowledge of the
Druids rests mainly upon what Csesar, in a passage
of some length (rfe Bell. Gall. vi. 13 f.), and Pliny
and other writers in shorter notices, have handed
down, and upon occasional references in the Irish
texts.
The monumental and epigraphic evidence
is practically nil, although Dom Martin (Ret. des
Gaulois, Paris, 1727) and others insisted that the
figures on various bas-reliefs in Gaul were Druids

DRUIDS. —The

—

A

;

engaged

in ritual acts.

—

I. Origin of the Druids.
Opinion is still divided
regarding the origin of the Druids, whether they
arose in Gaul or in Britain, and whether they
formed a preCeltic or simply a Celtic priesthood.
Nothing was known definitely by the classical observers.
WhUe Pliny {HN xxx. 1) seems to think
that Druidism passed from Gaul to Britain, Ctesar
1

A. B.

Tshi-speaking Peoples, 229, 239, Ewe-speaking

Ellis,

Peoples, London, 1890, p. 152.
s Diod. Sic. i. 70 ; Plutarch, de Is. et Osir.
s

lA

6.

xxi. 317.

4 H. H. Johnston, Liberia, London, 1906, ii. 1077.
6 Ratzel, ii. 329.
6 Plutarch, de Is. et Osir. 6; Dittenberger, Sj/U. Inscr. GrcBC.^,

Leipzig, 1898-1901, no. 664.
7 Gibbon, Decline and Fall, ch. xxxvii.
8

Boutledge,

62.

s

Grubb,

184.

(vi. 13) says
The system is thought to have been
devised in Britain and brought thence into Gaul
and at the present time they who desire to know
it more accurately generally go thither for the
purpose of studying it.' Possibly, however, Csesar
is relating what was a current opinion rather than
an actual fact, since he says is thought {existimatur). This opinion may have been based on
the fact that the system was held to be purer in
Britain than in Gaul, where, in the south at least,
it had perhaps come in contact with other influences, e.g. Greek philosophy, through the colonies
at Marseilles. Taking Csesar's words as a statement of fact, D'Arbois de Jubainville (Les Druides,
Paris, 1906, p. 23 f.) and others (Desjardins, G^og.
de la Gatile rom., Paris, 1876-85, ii. 518 Deloche,
iJZ)ilf xxxiv. 446) hold that Druidism originated in
Britain.
The former maintains that the Druids
were the priests of the Goidels, who, when conquered by the Celts from Gaul, in turn imposed
their priesthood upon their conquerors.
The
Druidic system then passed over into Gaul about
200 B.C., where it was equally triumphant. All
this is based upon no other evidence than Csesar's
statement. Valroger (Les Celtes, Paris, 1879, p.
158) further derives British Druidism from the
Phoenicians, for reasons which are purely fantastic
and equally fantastic is its derivation from Buddhistic sources (Wise, Hist, of Paganism, in Caledonia, London, 1884).
growing school of writers has on various
grounds adopted the theory that Druidism was
pre-Celtio in origin, and imposed itself upon the
Celtic conquerors in Gaul and Britain. The Druids
are not found in the Danube area, in Cisalpine
regions, or in Transalpine Gaul outside the region
occupied by the Celtse,' i.e. the short, brachycephalic race of the anthropologists (Holmes,
Cmsar's Conquest of Gaul, London, 1899, p. 15).
But the references to the Druids are so casual,
especially as no classical writer professed to write
a complete account of this priesthood, that this
negative evidence cannot be taken as conclusive.
Moreover, it cuts both ways, since there is no
reference to Druids in Aquitania a non-Celtic
region (Desjardins, ii. 519). On the other hand,
the earliest reference to the Druids in two Greek
writers c. 200 B.C., cited by Diogenes Laertius
(i. 1), seems to testify to their existence outside
Gaul whOe Celtic priests, though not formally
called Druids, were known in Cisalpine Gaul
(Livy, xxiii. 24). Professor Kh^s postulates Druidism as the common religion of tne aboriginal inhabitants from the Baltic to Gibraltar,' from whom
the incoming Celts adopted it (Celt. Brit.-, London,
and in this he is followed by Gomme,
1884, p. 72)
wlio finds many of the Druidic beliefs and practices
the redemption of one life by another, magical
spells, shape-shifting, the customs of the Druids
in settling property succession, boundaries, and
controversies, and
adjudging crimes opposed
to Aryan sentiment (Ethnology in Folk-lore, London, 1892, p. 58, Village Community, London,
This begs the whole question of
1890, p. 104).
what was Arj'an and what was non- Aryan and,
indeed, there is every reason to believe that Aryan
sentiment was as backward, if not more so, in such
matters as that of the pre-Aryan folk. Nor is it
easy to understand why the Aryan Celts were conquered by the Druidic priesthood, if their sentiment was so opposed to the beliefs and practices
On the otiier hand, the arguments
of the Druids.
used by Reinach (iJCeZ xiii. 189, 'L'Art plastique
en Gaule et le druidisme ') in support of the preCeltic origin of the Druids suggest a higher religious outlook on the part of the pre-Celtic people.
The Celts, he says, had no images, and this argues
that images weie forbidden, and only a powerful
:

'

'

'

;

A
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—

;

'

;

—
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—

;

'

'
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priesthood could have forbidden them. But the
pre-Celtie peoples in Gaul had equally no images,
while, on the other hand, they had vast mcfjalithic structures. Therefore, again, only a powerful
priesthood could have forbidden the one and forced
the people to erect the other. The same priesthood, the Druids, continued to exercise tliat power
over the Celts which they had exercised over the
aboriginal race. The Celts adopted the Druidic
religion en bloc ; but, when the Celts appear in
history, Druidism is in its decline, the military
caste rebelling against the foreign priesthood and
taking its place. In answer to these arguments
it may be pointed out that the Celts do not appear
to have had a religious prejudice against images
(see Celts, § XIV.); again, the adoption of the
aboriginal religion en bloc would he credible only
if the Celts had no religion and no priests of their
own, while it leaves unexplained the fact that
they did noc adopt the custom of erecting megafinally, the opposition of the
lithic structures
military to the priestly caste is no argument for
the foreign origin of the latter, since such an opposition has been found wherever these two castes,
existing side by side, have each desired supremacy.
Besides the Druids, the Celts
2. The gutuatri.'
had certain priests, called gutuatri, attached to
D'Arbois
certain cults like the Roman flamens.
(p. 2 tf. ) argues that the gutuatri were the only
native Celtic priesthood, and that, when the Druids,
whose functions were more general, were adopted
by the Celts, the gutuatri assumed a lower place.
It is much more likely that they were a special
branch of the Druidic priesthood, attached to the
Ausonius calls Phoecult of some particular god.
bitius Beleni mdituus (perhaps the Latin equivalent
of gutuatros), while he was of a Druidic stock like
another servant of Belenus mentioned elsewhere
{Prof. V. 7, xi. 24) ; and this suggests a connexion
between the two. Livy distinguishes the sacerdotes from the antistites of the temple of the
Boii (xxiii. 24), and this may refer to Druids and
gutuatri.
Classical evidence tends to show that
the Druids were a great inclusive priesthood, with
priestly, prophetic, magical, medical, legal, and
Most of these functions are
poetical functions.
ascribed to the Druids by Csesar. Elsewhere we
hear of diflerent classes Druids (philosophers and
theologians), diviners, and bards (Diod. Sic. v. 31
Strabo, IV. iv. 4 [p. 197] Amm. Marc. xv. 9). Strabo
gives in Greek form the native name of the diviners
as oi&Tm, which was probably in Celtic v&tis (Irish
The bards in all three writers are a class
fdith).
by themselves, who sing the deeds of renowned
warriors but since vdtis means both prophet
and 'poet,' the diviners may not have been quite
Tne connexion between
distinct from the bards.
Druids and diviners is still closer. No sacrifice
was complete without a philosopher or Druid,
according to Diodorus and Strabo, yet both speak
of the sacrificial functions of the diviners while,
though the Druids were of a higher intellectual
grade and studied moral philosophy as well as
Nature (Timagenes), according to the same writer
and Strabo, the diviners also studied Nature.
Augury was a specialty of the diviners, yet the
Druids also made use of this art (Cic. de Divin.
Tac. Hist. iv. 54), while Pliny refers to
i. 41, 90
'Druids and this race of prophets and physicians'
(vatum medicorumque, xxx. 1). Thus tiie diviners
seem to have been a Druidic class, drawing auguries from the sacrifices performed by Druids,
while standing in relation to the bards, whom we
may regard as another Druidic class. In Ireland we
trace the same three classes. There are the Druids
who appear in the texts mainly as magicians,
though their former priestly functions can here
and there be traced. There were the filid (from
;

'

—

—

;

;

;

'

;
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'I see' [Stokes,

Urkelt. Spracluti:hatz, Gttt-

learned poets wlio occupied
a higher rank than the third class, the bards. The
filid were also diviners and propliets, while some
of their methods of divination implied a sacrifice.
The Druids, who likewise were certainly sacrificial
priests, were also diviners and prophets in Ireland.
Hence the two classes stood in close relation, like
the Druid and v0.tis of Gaul. With the overthrow
of the Druids as a priestly class, tha filid remained
D'Arbois (p. 108) assumes
as the learned class.
that there had been a rivalry between the two
classes, and that the filid, making common cause
with the Christian missionaries, gained their
support.
But this is unlikely. The filid, less
markedly associated with pagan priestly functions,
were less obnoxious, and may willingly have renounced purely pagan practices. At an earlier time
they may have been known as fdt hi {=vates), or
prophets a name applied later to the OT prophets
and sages (Windisch, Tdin bd Cualnge, Leipzig, 1905,
Introd. p. xliv)
but, as they now applied themselves mainly to poetic science, thus apparently
reducing the bards to a lower position, the name
filid designated them more aptly.
The connexion of the filid with the Druids is
further witnessed to by the fact that the former
had an Ardfile, or chief-poet, and tliat, when the
office was vacant, election was made to it, and
rival candidates strove for it (Stokes, Trip. Life,
London, 1887, i. 52, ii. 402 Windisch and Stokes,
Ir. Texte, Leipzig, 1880 If., i. 373; 'Colloquy of
the Two Sages,' Book of Leinster, 187). This resembles what Csesar tells of election to the office
of chief-Druid (vi. 13), while there was probably
a chief-Druid in Ireland (§8). The ^/I'rf acted as
judges, as did also the Druids, while both had a
long novitiate to serve, lasting over several years,
before they were admitted to either class.
The gutuatri are known mainly from inscriptions, but Hirtius
tinjjen, 1894, p. 277]),

—

;

;

{de Beil. Gall. viii. 38) speaks of one put to death by Csesar.
An inscription at Macon speaks of a gutuater Marlis, i.e. of
some Celtic god identifled with Mars (Rev. Epig., 1900, p. 230) ;
two gutuatri of the ^od Anualos occur in inscriptions from
Autun, and another in one from Puy-en-Valay (see Holder,
The antistites
Altcelt. Sprachschatz, Leipzig, 1891 ff., i. 2046).
templi mentioned by Livy, xxiii. 24, as found among the Boii,
may have been gutuatri, like Ausonius' cedituus. Gutuatri
may mean ' the speakers,' i.e. they who invoked the gods
(D'Arbois, p. 3), and it is derived from gutu, ' voice (Zeuss,
followed by Holder, i. 2046 for another explanation, see Loth,
RCel xxviii. 120), the Gaulish gutuatros being Latinized as
'

;

gutuater.

—

The Druids a native Celtic priesthood. There
therefore, little ground for the theory that the
Druids were a pre-Celtic priesthood imposed upon
or adopted by the Celtic conquerors. With it is
connected the theory that the Druids had a definite theological system and worshipped only a
few gods, while they merely gave their sanction to
the Celtic cults of many gods or of various natural
objects wells, trees, etc. (Bertrand, Bel. des Gaul.,
Paris, 1897, pp. 192 f., 268 f.; Holmes, op. cit. p.
All this is purely hypothetical, and we con17).
3.

is,

—

clude that the Druids were a native priesthood
common to both branches of the Celtic people, and
that they had grown up side by side with the
growth of the native religion. On the other hand,
it is far from unlikely that many of the pre-Celtic
cults were adopted by the Celts because they resembled their own native cults, and that the aboriginal priesthood may, in time, have been incorporated with the Druidic priesthood, just as the
pre-Celtic people themselves were Celticized.
detailed examination of the functions of the Druids
leaves little doubt that they took part in the cult
of natural objects, and that they were much
Possibly in the
addicted to magical practices.
south of Gaul, where they felt the influence of
Greek civilization, and employed Greek characters
in writing (Ctesar, vi. 14), some of these cults and

A
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may have been abandoned, and the writers, without any inquiry whether there was
may have become more definitely a learned any real ground in fact for their opinion.
The facts upon which what may be called the
But as a class the Druids were not a

practices

Drnids
class.

'

philosophic priesthood, possessed of secret knowledge, while the people were given over to superstition and magic.
Some of the cults of Celtic
of its magic may have been
the sense that any one could perform
them, just as a Christian can pray without the
intervention of priestly help.
But the Druids
themselves probably practised those cults and
used that magic, and doubtless the people themselves knew that greater success was likely to be
obtained if a Druid were called in to help on
these unofficial occasions. The Druids never lost
the magical character which is found in all
primitive priesthoods.
Hence it is a mistake to
regard Druidism as an entity outside of Celtic
religion in general, and, on the whole, opposed to
it.
The Celtic religion, in effect, was Druidism.
The native Celtic name for Druid was probably drUis, gen.

and much

religion

unofficial, in

'

'

drTlidos.
In Irish it is dnli, dr&i, or draoi (cf. Gaelic draoi^
'sorcerer').
The etymology is obscure. Pliny, connecting it
with the Celtic oak-cults, derived it from Gr. fipO?, *oak,' an

Impossible derivation. Thurneysen (Keltoromanisches, Halle,
1884, s. u.) analyzes 'Druid' into dru-uids, regarding the first
part of the word, dnt-, as an intensive, and connecting uids
with uid, to see or know.' The resulting meaning would be
'greatly or highly knowing,' a meaning consonant with the
position of the medicine-man or priest everywhere as one who
*

knows more than

his fellows (see also OsthofT, Ety-mol. Parerga,
Leipzig, 1901, i. 133 tf., 163). Stokes [Urkelt. Sprachschatz, p.
167) regards the etymology as uncertain, but compares epeofjiat,
'
to cry aloud,' i^pe'etc, 'to look,' although the etj'mology of the
latter Gr. word is still very uncertain (cf. Boisacq, Diet. Hyinol.
de la langue grecque, Heidelberg, 1907 ff., p. 18 f.). For ogham
inscriptions in which the name Druid occurs, see Holder, s.v.
'Druida,' i. 1330.

Were

the Druids a philosophic priesthood?
the Druids by name is
found in a passage of Diogenes Laertius (i. 1),
who, when referring to the philosophic character
of barbaric priesthoods, cites Sotion and pseudoAristotle (c. 2nd cent. B. c. ) as saying, There are
among the Celtae and Galatfe those who are called
Druids and Seranotheoi.' Caesar, Strabo, Diodorus
4.

— The earliest reference to

'

Siculus, Timagenes, Luoan, Pomponius Mela, and
many other later writers speak of the philosophic
science of the Druida, their schools of learning,
and their political power ; but, on the other hand,
most of tnese writers refer to the cruel human
sacrifices of the Druids, Mela characterizing these
as savagery (iii. 18), while Suetonius also describes
their religion as cruel and savage {Claud. 25).
Pliny does not regard them as philosophers, but
his description of the mistletoe rite suggests their
priestly functions, though here and in other
passages he associates them with magico-medical
rites
xxiv. 63, xxix. 12, xxx. 1).
The difference in these opinions shows that a closer practical
acquaintance with the Druids revealed their true
nature to the Roman Government, which found
them more cruel and bloodthirsty and superstitious
than philosophical. For these reasons, and on account of their hostility to Rome, the latter broke
their power systematically (see below, § 12). Thus,

(HN

unlikely that the Druids were reduced to a
kind of medicine-men to gain a livelihood (D'Arbois,
Pliny's phrase, Druidas
77).
et hoc genus
vatum medicorumgue, appears to refer rather to
their position before the Roman edicts and to the
fact that there were different grades among them
some priests, some diviners, and some practising a
primitive medical science.
Pliny's acquaintance
with the Druids seems to have been superficial,
but he evidently realized that their magical practices belonged to them from the first, and were
not the result of Roman suppression.
On the
other hand, it is probable that the Druids were
not all at the same level over the whole Celtic
area.
But the opinion that they were lofty philosophers seems to have been repeated by a series of
it is

.

.

.

—

Druidic legend,' as it appealed to the classical
the Druids were
world, was based were these
teachers, unlike the Greek and Roman priests {e.g.
they taught the doctrine of immortality), they
were highly organized, they were skilled magicians,
and their knowledge was supposed to be Divinely
conveyed (they 'speak the language of the gods,'
Diod. Sic. V. xxxi. 4). On the other hand, we must
beware of exaggerating the descriptions, themselves probably exaggerated, in classical writers.
:

Csesar (vi. 14) and Mela (iii. 19) say,
to know the motions of the heavens

'

They

profess

and tne stars
a knowledge which need not imply more than
the primitive astronomy of barbaric races every-

—

Thus

where.

Cicero's Druid, Divitiacus {de Div.
of Nature,
Strabo (IV. iv. 4 [p.
used it to divine the future.
197]) and Mela (iii. 19) tell of their knowledge of
'
the magnitude and form of the earth and the
world,' of their belief in successive transformations
of an eternal matter, and in the alternate triumph
This need have
of two elements, fire and water.
been no more than a series of cosmogonic myths,
the crude science of speculative minds wherever
found.
Similarly, the Druidic doctrine of metempsychosis had certainly no ethical bearing, and,
from what may be gathered of it from Irish texts,
did not differ from similar beliefs found, e.g., among
i.

41, 90),

though professing a knowledge

American Indians and Negroes. The philosophy
of the Druids, if it existed, was elusive no classical
writer ever discovered it fully it exerted no inFor the same
fluence upon classical thought.
reason the theory of a connexion between Druidism
and the Pythagorean system must be rejected,
though again we must not overlook the fact that
Greek philosophic teachings may have penetrated
to some of the Druids via the Massilian colonies.
:

;

Probably the origin of this fabled connexion is to
be found in the fact that the Druids taught a
future existence in the body, and that they had
myths, such as are found in the Irish texts (see
Celts, § XVI.), regarding transmigration. It was
at once assumed that there must be a link between
these Celtic beliefs and the Pythagorean doctrine
of metempsychosis. There are, however, very real
The Druidic doctrine of immortality
differences.
was not necessarily one of metempsychosis properly
so called, for the myths of transmigration mainly
concerned gods and not men ; and in neither case
was there any ethical content such as the Pythagorean doctrine insists on. But, the belief in this
connexion once started, other apparent resemblances were exaggerated and made much of.
Hence such statements as those of Timagenes,
that the Druids conformed to the doctrines and
rules of the discipline instituted by Pythagoras'
cf. Diod. Sic. v. 28)
or of
{ap. Amm. Mare. xv. 9
Ammianus, that they lived in communities, tlieir
lofty
directed
to
the
search
after
always
minds
things or of Hippolytus, long after Druidism had
disappeared in Gaul, that Zamolxis, a disciple of
Pythagoras, had taught his doctrines to the Celts
soon after his death {Philos. ii. 17). There is no
evidence that the Druids lived in communities
thej' certainly did not do so in Ireland, and probably
the fact that they were a more or less organized
priesthood with different grades and functions (see
have
above, § 2) gave rise to this opinion.
seen how far their philosophic researches probably
extended, and Hippolytus' statement is obviously
fabulous, especially as it stands alone and refers to
a period eight centuries before his time. On the
other hand, there is no reason to doubt that the
Druids sought after knowledge, but it was of an
entirely empiric kind, and must have been closely
'

;

;

;

We

—
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connected with their practice of divination and
magic, their human sacrifices, and tlieir belief in
the power of ritual.
To the Druids, says
S. The Druids as teachers.
Ctesar (vi. 13), 'a great number of the young men
fiock for the sake of instruction ; but the next
paragraph (14) suggests that it was the privilege
of exemption from military service and from
tribute tliat encouraged many to go to them of
their own accord for instruction, or to be sent to
Whatever the
them by parents and relatives.
reason, the fact that the Druids were teachers
cannot be doubted but, since their course of instruction lasted 20 years, some of their pupils
were probably under training for the priestly life
rather than for general instruction.
The Irish
texts show that the insular Druids were also
teachers, imparting 'the science of Druidisra'
(druidecht) to as many as 100 pupils at one time,
while they also taught the daughters of kings, as
well as the fabulous heroes of the past like Ciichulainn (Leabhar na hUidhre, 61
Trip. Life, 99).
Csesar writes that the subjects of knowledge were
the doctrine of immortality,
many things regarding the stars and their motions, the extent of
the universe and the earth, the nature of things,
and the power and might of the immortal gods'
(vi. 14)
and verses, never committed to writing,
were also learned. Strabo (loc. cit.) also speaks of
their teachings in 'moral science.' The teaching
of immortality had a practical end, for it was
intended to rouse men to valour and make them
fearless of death.
Their scientific teaching was
probably connected with magic and divination,
and doubtless included many cosmogonic myths
and speculations their theology was no doubt
mythological stories about the gods such as are
found in the Irish texts their moral teaching was
such as is found in most barbaric communities.

—

'

;

;

'

;

—

;

;

An

example

handed down by Diogenes

of it is

The Druids philosophize senLaertius (proem. 5)
tentiously and obscurely to worship the gods, to
evil,
exercise
courage.' Ritual formula;,
do no
to
incantations, and runes would also be imparted.
These last may be the verses to which Csesar refers, but they probably also included many myths
They were taught orally, in order
in poetic form.
to keep them from the common people (a curious
reason, as the common people comd not read), and
in order to exercise the memory. The oral transmission of the Vedas is a parallel with this.
Writing, however, was known, and the Greek
characters were used but this can hardly apply
to a wide region.
Perhaps there was also a native
script, and the ogham system may have been known
:

'

—

;

Gaul as well as in Ireland, if we may judge by
the existence of the god called Ogmios (see CELTS,
§ V. ). The Irish Druids appear to have had written
books, to judge from an incident in the life of St.
Patrick (Trip. Life, 284).
Beyond what Csesar
says of the verses kept secret from the common
people, and consisting of incantations and myths,
there is no evidence that the Druids taught some
lofty esoteric knowledge, some noble philosophy,
or some monotheistic or pantheistic doctrine.
The secret formulae were kept secret save to the
initiated, lest they should lose their magical power
by becoming too common, as in the parallel cases
of savage and barbaric mysteries elsewhere.
6. Religious functions of the Druids.
The
Druids take part in sacred matters, attend to
public and private sacrifices, and expound the principles of religion' (Csesar, vi. 13).
Their priestly
power being so great, the Druids would let no
part
important
of the cult pass out of their hands.
All details of ritual the chanting of runes, the
formulse of prayers, and the ottering of sacrifices
were in their hands in a word, they were mediin

—

'

—
;
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ators between the gods and men.
Kvery known
kind of divination was observed by them, and
before all matters of importance their help in scanning tlie future was sought (see CELTS, § XIII.).
As to sacrifices, none was complete ' witliout the
intervention of a Druid' (Diod. Sic. v. xxxi. 4 ; cf.
Cicsar, vi. 16).
This was probably also the ca.se
in Ireland, though little is said of sacrilices in the
texts; we do, however, find IJruids taking part in
the sacrifices at Tara (D'Arbois, C'ours ac litt.
celt., Paris, 1883, i. 15.5) and at the Beltane festival
(Cormac, Gloss., ed. Stokes, in Three Irith Glossaries, London, 1862, s.v.).
The cruel sacrilices of
the Druids horrified the Romans, and this largely
discounts the statements about their philosophic
doctrines.
An instance of their power is seen in
the fact that those who refused to obey their
decrees were interdicted from all sacrifices
severe punishment in the case of so religious a
people as the Gauls (Csesar, vi. 13 and 16). The
Druids played an important part in the native

—

name-giving rites (see Baptism
and also in all funeral ceremonies.
runes were chanted, and sacrifices were

baptismal and
[Ethnic], §

At

7),

burial,
ottered by the Druid,

who

also arranged all the

and pronounced a discourse over the dead.
The Druids would also regulate all myths regarding the gods. Many of these would be composed
or arranged by them, but, save on Irish ground,
all trace of them is lost.
They also composed and
arranged the various magic formulse, incantations,
and prayers. Besides this, they who knew the
language of the gods (Diod. Sic. v. xxxi. 4) probably
rites

claimed to be incarnations of these gods, in this
occupying the place of those earlier priest-kings
upon whom the order of the universe depended.
With the differentiation of king and priest some
of the Druids may have been invested with such
divinity, although in Ireland it was still apparently
attributed to kings (see Celts, § VIII.) but this
may not have debarred the Druids from claiming
similar powers.
Such divine pretensions would
accord with the claim of the Druids to have created
heaven, earth, sea, and sun (Antient Laws of Ireland, Dublin, 1865-1901, i. 22), while it would also
explain the superiority of their rank over that of
kings as alleged by Dio Chrysostom and discovered
;

in Irish instances (see § 9).
Pliny's
7. Medical and magical practices.
words, Druidas et hoc genus vatum medicorumque,

—

may

suggest that the Druids practised the healing art, or that a special class attached to them
did so. In Ireland, Druids had also medical skUl,
and some who are not called Druids, but may
have been associated with them, practised this profession (O'Curry,
Mat., Dublin, 1861, pp. 221,
641 Windisch, Ir. Texte, i. 215). And, as there
were gods of healing in Gaul, so in Ireland the god
Dianeecht was supreme in this art. But, in so far
as the Druids were doctors, it was probably the
magical aspect of medicine with which they dealt.
Thus the plants which Pliny mentions as in use by
the Druids, or the use of which they recommended
(HN xxiv. II, XXV. 9), may have had healing properties, but it was apparently the magical ritual
with which they were gathered, quite as much as
their own powers, that counted, while the use of
them was in some cases magical. The gatherer
must be clothed in white, he must have his feet
naked, must make a sacrifice, and must cull the
plant in a particular way and at a certain time.
The mistletoe was also used for healing, but it is
evident that the plucking of it had a much wider
importance (for the ritual, see Celts, § X.). The
classical observers were so dominated by their preconceptions of the Gaulish Druids that we hear
little from them regarding their magical practices.
The Irish Druids, however, were quite evidently

MS

;

'
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magicians, and their

practices

included

shape-

and

invisibility, control of the elements
and the weather, the producing of fertility, the
use of all kinds of spells, and the causing of sleep,
illness, or death by magical means (see Celts,
Though it is possible that the Druids of
§ XV.).
Gaul may have been more advanced than those of
the islands, it is most unlikely that they did not

shifting

also pose as magicians, and it is more than likely
that it is this side of their functions to which
Suetonius refers when he speaks of the savage
nature of the Druidic religion ; or Pliny, when he
calls the Druids magi (xvi. 44, xxiv. 11) or genus
vatum medicorumque (xxx. 1) ; or Posidonius, when
'

(in Diod. Sic. V. xxxi. 5) that they tamed
the people as wild beasts are tamed.' How far is
this from the attributing of a lofty philosophy to
the Druids
Moreover, the wide-spread use of
human sacrifices among the Druids of Gaul makes
it extremely probable a priori that they were also
wielders of magic, while, as we have seen, they
certainly used the art of divination.
8. Druidic organization.
The enormous power
wielded by the Druids both in religion and in
politics, as well as the privileges which they
claimed, makes it evident that they were a more
or less closely organized priestly corporation ; and
this conclusion receives support from the fact that
they had fixed annual meetings in Gaul (see below,
§ 9), and that, as Caesar says (vi. 13), there was one
chief-Druid wielding authority over all the others.
On the death of the chief-Druid, he who had preeminent dignity among the others succeeded to
the office but, if there were several of equal rank,
the selection was made by vote, while sometimes
they even contended in arms for the presidency.
Though there were Druidic families, the priesthood was not necessarily hereditary, since, as has
been seen, entrance to it was permitted after a
long novitiate. There is no direct evidence that
the insular Druids were similarly organized but,
in spite of the denials of some recent writers, the
fact that there were chief-Druids in Ireland is seen
from the texts, and such a chief-Druid, primus
m.agus, summoned the others together when necessary, e.g. against St. Patrick (Trip. Life, ii. 325).
passage of Timagenes, cited by Ammianus Marcellinus (XV. ix. 8), and connecting the Druidic organization with the authority of Pythagoras, speaks
of the Druids as sodaliciis adstricti consortiis.
This points to them as a religious corporation
{sodalicium), and perhaps as dwelling in coenobitic
communities, if consortium is to be taken in that
sense, which is not certain.
Csesar, on the other
hand, who gives the fullest account of them, says
nothing of communities of Druids, and the passage
of Timagenes may simply be an exaggeration due
to the fact that they had some kind of organization or that there were Druidic families, and to a
supposed following of the Pythagorean associations
by them. The theory has, however, been revived
by Bertrand {Bel. des Gaul., p. 280), who maintains
that the Druids lived in communities like the
Tibetan or Christian monks, devoted to abstruse
studies, and that the Irish monastic system was
simply a Christian transformation of this Druidic
community life. The Irish texts give no support
to this view on the contrary, there are numerous
references to the wife and children of the Druid j
nor is it likely that the Druids, in all cases hostile
to the Christian faith, would be transformed into
Christian monks. The Irish monastic system was
formed on Continental models, and owed nothing
to paganism.
9. Political and judicial functions of the Druids.
The political power of the Druids would certainly be augmented by their position as teachers ;
and, though in individual cases it may have owed

he says

'

]

—

;

;

A

;

—

much

to

a commanding personality, the evidence

leaves little doubt that

it

was exercised

officially.

Rulers and chiefs were apparently elected by their
choice, and Ciesar (vii. 33) speaks of the magistrate
Convictolitanis who, on a vacancy occurring in the
office, had been elected by the priests
according
to the custom of the State.' It was evidently a
customary power which was thus exercised. In
Ireland the Druids also intervened in the choice of
a king. They sang runes over a sleeping man who
had been fed with the flesh of a white bull slain
perhaps as a sacrifice, the runes being 'to render
his witness truthful.' The man then dreamt of
the person who was to be king, and saw where he
was and what he was doing at the time. When the
man awoke, the subject of his vision was elected
king (Windisch, Ir. Texte, i. 213). Perhaps the
Druids hypnotized the man and suggested to him
the person whom they desired to be elected.
have no evidence as to the method of election in
Gaul. Dio Chrysostom (Orat. xlix.) says of the
Druids that kings were their ministers and servants of their thought, and could do nothing apart
from them and, although his witness is late and
may be exaggerated, it receives corroboration from
the Irish texts, in which the king is always accompanied by his Druid, and is influenced by him.
Moreover, a singular passage in the TAin bd Cualnge (Windisch's ed. p. 672 f. ) shows King Conchobar giving no response to the bringer of important
tidings untU the Druid Cathbad had spoken to
For such was the rule in Ulster. The men
him.
of Ulster must not speak before the king, and the
king must not speak before his Druids (Antient
Laws of Ireland, i. 22). The political power of the
Druids, though great, is exactly paralleled by that
of other priesthoods, and may have served to keep
They
in check the position of the warrior class.
frequently intervened in combats, and by their
exhortations made peace (Diod. Sic. v. 31. 5), even
when two armies were about to join battle. This
probably refers to inter-tribal warfare. As to their
'

We

;

'

judicial functions, Csesar writes (vi. 13) : ' They are
held in great honour, for they decide generally
regarding all disputes, public and private ; and, if
any crime has been perpetrated, or a murder comif there be a dispute about property or
about a boundary, they decide it. It any one,
whether a public or private individual, has not
submitted to their decrees, they interdict him from
the sacrifices.' Such interdicted persons were regarded as criminals, and all shunned contact with
them in effect they were tabu. Caesar also adds
that they met together yearly in a consecrated

mitted, or

;

spot in the territory of the Carnutes, the central
district of all Gaul, and thither came all who had
disputes and submitted to their judgments. Ctesar
may be referring to a bygone past rather than to
existing practice, since he himself mentions disputes not settled by Druids, while nothing is said
regarding any obligation to refer to Druidic judicature.
That judicature was, however, far-reaching,
and its judgments were upheld on magico-religious
grounds. It is possible that the immolation of
criminals taken in theft and other crimes was a
punishment ordered by the Druids (Csesar, vi. 16),
who would thus obtain a supply of sacrificial
victims.
If, as is here contended, the Druids were
a purely Celtic priesthood, the existence among
the Galatian Celts of a council of 300 men who
met in a place called drunemeton, and judged
crimes of murder, may mean that this was a council

Druids (Strabo, XII. v. i. [p. 567]). Nemston
a sacred place like that in which the
is conGaulish Druids sat as judges, whether
nected with the first term of dru-uidos or not. It
should here be observed that Diogenes Laertius
quotes a fragment of Aristotle in which the exof

means

'

'

dm

;
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istence of Druids among the Galatians is asserted
and there i« also a later reference to this by
Clement of Alexandria, who may, however, be
simply echoing this passage.
U he Irish tiexts

;

functions to the Jilid, not to the
Druids and, unless this is due to Christian influence desirous of slighting the importance of the
Druids, they may not have acted there as judges.
If this be so, it is not easy to understand why, if
Druidism came to Gaul from Britain, the Druids
were able to assume judicial functions there.
D'Arbois (p. 103) thinks, however, tliat the exercise of such functions by early Christian clergy in
Ireland may be due to the fact that the pagan
priests had a judicial position, and, if the Jilid were
a Druidic class, they would then be carrying on
the judicial functions of the Irish Druids.
assij^n judicial
;

Supposed

10.

differences

—

between

and

Irish

The often-quoted differences
Druids.
between the Druids of Gaul ana those of Ireland
are perhaps more apparent than real.
know
the former only from pagan observers the latter
only from Christian observers, or from documents
which have passed through Christian hands and
it is probable that Christian influences may have
endeavoured to reduce the Druids to the lowest
Gaulish

We

;

;

possible level.
Stress is sometimes laid upon the supposed lacl£ of judicial
functions and of organization among the Irish Druids, but it
has been seen that it is possible to account for this discrepancy.
More vital still is the assertion that the Irish Druids were only
magicians and not priests (Hyde, Lit. Hist, of Ireland, London,
1899, p. 88; Joyce, Soc. Hist, of Anc. Ireland, London, 1903, i.
239). It is true that in the Irish texts they have the appearance
of mere wizards, but they are also teachers and possess political
influence like the Druids of Gaul. The probability is, therefore,
that they were also priests, as the Druids of Britain certainly
were (Tac. Ann. xiv. 30, where the sacred grove, the human
sacrifices, the altars, and the rites of divination of the Druids of
Mona are mentioned). Why, then, are they not more frequently
represented in that aspect? Probably for the same reason that
there are such scanty references to ritual and religion in the
texts, and where these do exist they have evidently been
tampered with. That reason appears to be that there was a
deliberate suppression of all that related to religion or to the
exercise of priestly functions. Thus, where in connexion with
some rite there is recorded the slaughter of animals, it is
most probable that the slaughter implies a sacrifice, though
nothing is said of it. In such cases (e.g. that of the election of
a king, above, § 9) the Druids take a considerable part hence,
if there was a sacrifice, we can hardly doubt that they were the
sacrificers, and were, therefore, priests.
In other notices of
ritual which may have escaped being tampered with, the Druids
at least take part in sacrifice and in other ritual acts. Finally,
if the Druids were not priests, what other body of men exercised
that function (for it is incredible that the Irish Celts were
priestless)? The opposition of the Christian missionaries to the
Druids shows that they were opposing not mere magicians, but
men who were the determined upholders of the old religion,
;

viz. its priests.

Possibly the insistence on the magical powers of the Druids
for the somewhat loose way in which the word
Druid is used in the texts. It is applied to kings and heroes,
not merely to the strictly Druidic class, because they had learned

may account
*

'

and practised Druidic magic, while

it is also applied to the
priests or medicine-men of the successive colonists of Ireland.
It is also said that the Tuatha D^ Danann, the euhemerized
gods, were masters of Druidism ; in other words, those gods
possessed in a full degree one of the functions of the priests
who served them, viz. magic. Priests and gods were confounded
together. Another difference between the Druids of Gaul and
those of Ireland is that the former absented themselves from
war (Casar, vi. 14), while the latter certainly took part in it
yet we find the Gaulish Druids on the battle-field exercising
priestly or magical functions, while Caesar refers to the warlike
prowess of the Druid Divitiacus.

—

Towards the beginning of the
11. Druidesses.
4th cent. A.D., Lampridius {Alex. Sev. 60) and
Vopiscus {Aur. 44, Numer. 14) speak of certain
women called Druis, usually translated 'Druidess,'
who, as prophetesses or wise women, foretold events
in the lives of the emperors or were consulted by
them. As this is the first occurrence of the name,
it is likely that such wise women assumed the
Druidic name when the Druids as a class had died
out. There is no evidence in earlier classical texts
of the existence of a class of women called
Druidesses with functions corresponding to those
of the Druids, and such women as are here referred
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were

apparently

divineresHes, those Celtic
desired to arbitrate in
certain matters being probably an earlier example
of this class (Plutarcn, Mul. Virt. 246). In Ireland
divineresses seem to have l)een associated with the
fdthi OT Jilid, and were called banjilid or ban-fdlhi,

to

women whom Hannibal

while they were consulted on important occasions
(Windisch, Tdin, 31 Meyer, Contributions to Irish
They are probably
Lexicog., Halle, 1906, p. 176).
pythonesses
against whom the Vatrician
the
canons utter a warning (Joyce, Soc. Hist, of Anc.
Ireland, i. 238), and whose spells the saint prays
against in his hymn (Windisch, Ir. Texte, i. 56).
Solinus (xxxv.) says women as well as men in
and the
Ireland had a knowledge of futurity
women whose fury, along with the prayers of
Druids, was directed against the Bonians in Mona
may have been of the same class. Others, called
ban-tuathaig in the tale of the battle of Magtured,
had magical powers of transformation (RCel xii.
Possibly all such women may later have been
93).
;

'

'

;

called

'

Druidesses,' since this

name

is

occasionally

in the texts, usually where the woman
(in one case the goddess Brigit) is also called banfili, or 'poetess,' unless they were wives of Druids
(Windisch, Tdin, p. 331 ; Book of Leinster, 75b ;
RCel XV. 326, xvi. 34, 277). But in Ireland women
also seem to have had certain priestly functions,

met with

who guarded tne sacred lire at
Kildare had evidently succeeded to virgin guardians
of a sacred fire, the priestesses of a cult which was
tabu to men (Gir. Camb. Top. Hib. ii. 34 ft'.
Stokes, Three Irish Glossaries, p. 33), while other
guardians of sacred fires existed elsewhere in Ireland (G. Keating, Hist, of Ireland, ed. Ir. Texts
Soc, 1908, p. 331). In Britain, Boudicca performed
priestly functions, invoking the gods and divining
(Dio Cass. Ixii. 6). Inscriptions in Gaul show the
existence of priestesses called antistes or antistita
and flaminica sacerdos (at Aries and Le Prugnon
[Jullian, Recherches sur la rel. gaul., Bordeaux,
Holder, s.v. Thucolis ']), who, like
1903, p. 100
the priestess of Artemis among the Galatian Celts,
whose priesthood was hereditary (Plutarch, Mul.
On the
Virt. 20), were attendants on a goddess.
other hand, the Metz inscription referring to a
Druis antistita is spurious (Orelli, 2200; Robert,
Epig. de la Moselle, Paris, 1883, i. 89). The nine
virgin priestesses of a Gaulish god on the Isle of
Sena foretold the future, raised storms, and healed
diseases, while they were said to transform themOther women,
selves into animals (Mela, iii. 48).
who practised an orgiastic cult on an island in the
priestesses
among
their numprobably
had
Loire,
ber who directed the cult, as perhaps did also the
since the nuns

;

'

;

virgins of Sena (Strabo, rv. iv. 6 [p. 198]). Though
perhaps pre-Celtic in origin, these cults were
acceptable to Celtic women, who must have had
Reinach regards the
similar rites of their own.
references to these island cults as based on the
myth of Circe's isle (RCel xviii. Iff'.); but there is
no reason to believe that they had not been actually
observed, even though the accounts are somewhat
vague. If, as is likely, Celtic divinities were at
first female, and agricultural rites were first in the

hands of women, even when a strong priesthood
had arisen, conservatism would here and there

and its priestesses intact, while
goddesses with a more or less strong personality
may still have been served at local shrines by
women. In the magical powers of witches we may
further see the survival both of Druidic magic and
of the priestly, prophetic, and magical powers of
such priestesses.
The fact that Cffisar speaks of priestesses among the Germans
but not among the Celts is sometimes regarded as proving that
there were no Celtic priestesses. But we cannot suppose that
leave the ritual

CsBsar gave a full account of Celtic religion, while the notices
above referred to and the improbability that women had no

;

;
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religiouB functions among the Oelts must be set a^inst bis
silence. Thougb the Druids may faave been an organization of
Eriests, and, thoug^h there were no 'Druidesses,' there may yet
ave been priestesses for some particular purposes, just as there
certainly were divineresses.

—

The extinc12. Disappearance of the Druids.
tion of the Druids was due to two causes : (1) in
Gaul and S. Britain, to Roman opposition and the
Romanizing of the native religion, and perhaps in
some degree to Christian influences ; (2) in Britain
beyond the Roman pale and in Ireland, entirely to
the introduction of Christianity and the opposition
of tlie Christian priesthood.
Rome did not attack
the Druids on religious grounds, strictly speaking,
but (a) on political grounds, because the Druids
had such power in polities and in the administration
of justice, and opposed the majesty of Rome ; (6) on
grounds of humanity, because the Druids offered
human sacrifices ; and, finally, (c) because of their
magical superstitions. But this opposition implied
little more at first than the application of existing
laws against these things. Augustus prohibited
Roman citizens from taking part in the religio
Druidarum (Suet. Claud. 25); and Pliny (xxx. 1)
asserts that Tiberius interdicted ' the Druids and
that race of prophets and doctors,' though it is
probable that this was no more than putting into
force the existing law against human sacrifices. If
it meant a suppression of the Druids as such, it
entirely failed of its object ; for they were still
active in the reign of Claudius, who completely
abolished the cruel religion of the Druids ('Druid-

arum religionem apud

Gallos dirae immanitatis,

et tantum eivibus sub Augusto interdictam, penitus
abolevit,' Suet. Claud. 25).
Here it is doubtful
whether more than an abolition of human sacrifices
and magical practices was intended, for Claudius
put to death a Roman citizen of Gaul for appearing
in court with a Druidic amulet, the so-called serpent's egg (Pliny, xxix. 3), and Aurelius Victor

says that Claudius merely abolished the notorious
superstitions' of the Druids (de Ccesar. 4).
The
Druids were still in existence at a later time, the
native religion still went on, and Mela (iii. 18)
expressly says that human sacrifice was commuted
to a little harmless blood-letting.
The actual
disappearance of the Druids was undoubtedly due
less to such laws than to the Romanizing of Gaulish
religion begun under Augustus, and to the institution of the State religion, with its own priesthood.
Whether the Druids were still allowed to assemble
yearly at the consecrated place in the territory of
the Carnutes (Cses. vi. 13) is doubtful, but they
would certainly not be allowed to act as judges
and the annual assembly of deputies from the
towns of the three Gauls at Lugdunum (Lyons)
round the altar of Augustus, with its obviously
religious character, was probably intended to take
the place of that assembly.
A flamen of the
province was elected by the deputies, and there
were flamens for each town. If the Druids wished
to be recognized as priests, they would have to
become priests of the new Gallo-Roman religion.
Their position as teachers was also attacked by
the establishment of schools, as at Autun, where
sons of noble Gauls are found receiving instruction
as early as A.D. 21 (Tac. Ann. iii. 43). Thus, by
an adroit ignoring of the Druids, as well as by the
direct attack upon certain of their functions, the
Roman power gradually took away from them their
occupation as native priests.
D'Arbois (p. 73),
however, maintains that there was a steady persecution of the Druids, and, citing passages of
Lucan and Mela, says that this caused them to
retreat to caverns and forests, where they hid
themselves, and still continued to teach the sons
of noble Gaulish patriots.
Lucan (Phar. i. 453),
however, makes no reference to such a flight, and
refers merely to the resumption by the Druids of
'

their rites and teaching in forest glades where they
dwelt, not where they hid themselves, after Caesar's
war, and he makes no reference to what took place
after the laws against the Druids had been passed.
Mela (iii. 19), though writing in Claudius' reign,
does not appear to refer to secret teaching as a
result of the laws, but, either amplifying Caesar's
words or citing Posidonius, says that the Druids
taught the sons of noble Gauls during a period of
twenty years secretly in caverns or forest depths.
He has obviously confused the twenty years'
novitiate of those who intended to become Druids
with the teaching given to others. The secret
forest recesses were simply the consecrated groves
where Druidic rites were carried on. There the
Druids may have continued to teach, but probably
the sons of noble Gauls took advantage of the
Roman schools. This teaching would be permitted
by Rome, so long as the Druids did not interfere
in politics or practise human sacrifices.
Moreover,
Mela does not appear to hint that the commutation
of human saerihce was a secret rite
it was rather
part of the still permissible Druidic religion. Those
who practised the forbidden rites would certainly
be liable to punishment, but probably the bulk of
the Druids succumbed to the new order of things.
But Druids were still active after Nero's death, and
took a prominent part in the revolt against Rome,
while some prophesied a world dominion for the
Celts at the time of the burning of the Capitol at
Rome in A.D. 70 (Tac. Hist. iv. 54). The mistletoe
and herb rites of the Druids described by Pliny
may have still existed in his day ; but he may be
referring, like Lucan, to a former state of things.
After this date the Druids seem gradually to have
disappeared in Gaul and S. Britain, and were
remembered only as philosophers. But even in
the 4th cent., as the verses of Ausonius show
;

(Prof. V. 12, xi. 17), men counted it an honour to
have a Druid for an ancestor.
In independent Britain, Druidism remained as it
had been (cf Pliny, xxx. 1), and after the evacuation of Britain by the Romans the Druids seem
to have re-appeared south of the Roman wall.
Nennius (Hist. Brit. 40) describes how Vortigern,
after being excommunicated for incest, called
together his ' wise men ' (magi, tr. ' Druids in the
Irish Nennius), who advised him to otter a human
sacrifice at the building of a fortress.
But neither
in Christian nor in pagan Britain could the Druids
withstand the growing powers of the Christian
clergy.
The lives of Celtic saints show how the
Druidic magic arts were equalled and surpassed by
the miracles of the saints, and how they were
inevitably overcome, as is vividly seen in the
encounters of Columba with the Druids in the
north of Scotland, described by Adamnan. Similarly in Ireland, Christianity also destroyed the
Druids ; and the Lives of St. Patrick, who com.

'

bated 'the hard-hearted Druids' (Windisch,

Ir.

Texte, i. 23), and other Lives of saints, are full of
the magical or miraculous deeds by which the
heathen priests were discomfited. The victory of
Christianity over the Draidswas, in popular belief,
accomplished by a more powerful magic but, at
the same time, though the Druids passed away,
many of their beliefs remained among the people
as superstitions to which, perhaps, they attached
as great importance as to Christianity (cf. Reeves'
ed. of Adamnan, Vita S. Columbce, Dublin, 1857
Stokes, Three Middle-Irish Homilies, Calcutta,
Antient Laws of Ireland, i. 15).
1877, p. 24 f.
;

;

—

LiTBRATURK. The older writers, J. Toland, Hiet. of the
Druids, London, 1726; J. Martin, Rel. des Gauloi:i, Paris, 1727;
E. Davies, Myth, and Rites of the British Druids, London,
1809 G. Higgins, The Celtic Druids, London, 1829, nrast be
used with caution. More useful are D'Arbois de Jubainville,
Cours de lilt, celtique, i., Paris, 1883, Les Druides, Paris, 1906;
T. Mommsen, Rom. Betch.^, Leipzig, 1889, iii. 237, v. 94 ff. A.
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CYMBALS.—The drum is 'a
J.

DRUMS AND

A.

musical instrument of the percu.ssive class, consisting of a hollow cylindrical or hemispherical frame of
wood or metal, with a " head " of tightly stretched
membrane at one or both ends, by the striking of
which and the resonance of the cavity the sound is
produced.' ' This definition hardly includes two
types of drum which have played a more important
part in social and religious evolution than any
other the incision-drum and the tambourine.
The ordinary membrane-drum is composite in
principle, combining in one structure the chief
characteristics of both the tambourine and the
homogeneous incision-drum. Tlie actual genesis
of the membrane-drum cannot be traced, though
some speculations have been made on the suggestions supplied by various temporary drums and
drum-substitutes. Clearly, like its two components,
it has been independently invented by a fair proportion of the races of mankind.
Methods directly or indirectly suggestive of
drumming are either obvious or recondite to

—

civilized experience.
The Veddas have no musical instruments of any kind. In
their dances they mark the rhythm by beating; with the hands
their chests, flanks, or bellies.s The Andamanese women beat
time for the dancers by slapping the hollow between the thighs,
as they sit squatting on the heels, with the palm of the right
hand, which is held at the wrist by the left.3 The same method
is employed among the Australian aborigines, whose women
invariably form the orchestra.* This method is analogous to
that of cymbals, as the Vedda method of beating the belly or
chest is to that of the membrane-drum. Another method is
common to several races. Thus, for an extemporized drum,
the Chaco Indians, who also employ a far more highly developed
drum, sometimes use a bundle of skins tied into a package.
This they beat with a stick.^ In Australia the instrument,
being the native rug or cloak of opossum-skin stretched across
the hollow of the thighs, is analogous to the membrane of a
drum. The women are said to keep faultless time.6 At
Australian corrobborees the women of the tribe, who take the
part of musicians, are seated in a semicircle, a short distance
from the large fire lit on these occasions, holding on their knees
opossum rugs tightly rolled and stretched out. These are
struck by the right hand, in time with the action of the master
He carries in
of the ceremonies, usually one of the old men.
each hand a corrobboree stick, and these are struck together.
This use of the opossum cloak and clanking of the sticks
appears to be the most primitive form of musical instrument,
Mitchell
if it can be so termed, amongst our aborigines.' 7
speaks of the rolled opossum-skin rug as the tympanum in its
rudest form.'** In Western Victoria the rolled rug contained
Bhells, producing a jingling sound.
The Samoans at their dances used stretched mats, which were
beaten with sticks, as well as the drum.10 This method may or
may not involve the ideas of a resounding cavity or vibrating
membrane. For there may be no cavity, or the mat may be
spread on a hard surface. But either cavity or membrane may
be supplied by the accident of imitating the making of cloth.
For beating bark into cloth the Polynesians used a beam of
wood with a groove on the lower side. This rested on the
ground, and a wooden mallet was used to strike the bark.
Owing to the groove, made for the purpose of steadiness, every
stroke produces a loud sound.
.
Heard at a distance, the
sound of cloth-beating is not disagreeable.* n In Mangaia, of
the Hervey Islands, the cloth-beating mallet was used for
drums, and mimic cloth-boards were beaten as drums at certain
'

.

.

.

*

'

.

1

Murray,

2 C.

OED,

s.v.

.

'Drum.'

O. and B. Z. Seligmann, The Veddas, Cambridge, 1911,

pp. 214, 217.
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The Bechuanoa, who are the

fcasts.i

finest

leather-makers

In

Africa, use at initiation feasts the method of the free nienibruno
An oX'hide is held and tightly atretched by aeveral men. This
is beaten with sticks.^
The process ia a repetition of one used
in akin-preparation, here etiiployud to produce ceremonial
muaic.
In old d.aya the Chippewa mode their war-druma by
stretching a hide over etakea driven in the ground, and bitiding
it in place by means of atrong hoops. 3
Covering a pot or clay
cylinder with a head of akin is a cotnmon method of making

both permanent and temporary drums.*

Among historical peoples the drum is of very
great antiquity. Its invention belongs to their
pre-history
its forms are the membrane-drum,
tambourine, and kettle-drum. It was known in
Vedic India, and a hymn in the Atliarvavtda
celebrates its praises." The earliest records of
China are familiar with the drum.' The tambourine
and double-headed drum were used by the Assyrians
and Egyptians. The latter was supported against
the drummer's body and played with both hands.
Such an instrument is represented in a relief of
Ashurbanipal (668-626 B.C.), in which women and
children are clapping their hands."
Certain peoples representing the lowest stages
of culture knovra have failed to invent the drum,
but in savagery generally, in all the stages of
barbarism, and in civilizations like that of India,
its use corresponds with its importance as the chief,
and sometimes the only, instrument of music'
The structural variations presented by the instrument are endless, but the types are clearly marked.
These are eight in number.
cylinder,
(1) The incision-drum is a hollow
varying in length from a few inches to twelve or
more feet, and in diameter proportionally. Made
from a bamboo internode or hollow tree, the ends
are closed by the nodes or by the trunk sections.
narrow longitudinal slit, of varying length, but
generally nearly as long as the cavity, is made on
one side of the drum. Its width in the larger
instruments is about three inches. The tapering
of the lips is important, for the drumstick is
applied to them, and the tones vary according to
the thickness of the substance struck. This drum
may be placed either in a vertical or in a horizontal
position.
The best results are produced from the
;

A

latter.
(2) The stamping-drum ia a long hollow cylinder,
one end of which is closed and the other left open.
The heading of the closed end is either natural,
as the node of a bamboo, or artificial, as a
membrane
of skin.
This instrument usually has a
handle, by which the closed end is struck on the
hard ground.
'

'

'

'

(3)

The

single-headed

whose length

cylinder,

membrane-drum .s a wooden
is not much more than its

diameter.
The tightly stretched membrane of
hide is beaten with the fingers, the hand, or a stick.
The stick, usually knobbed, sometimes of a hammershape, becomes a heavy-headed club for the larger
drums. The other end of the drum is closed.
double-headed
membrane-drum iS the
(4) The
single-headed with the closed end removed and
converted into a head.' This drum is placed in a
horizontal position and both heads are used.
(5) The friction-drum is (3) or (4) with a thong
or cord stretched across the diameter of the head
(one head in the case of the double-headed drum),
or along its radius, being fixed in the centre.
A
1 W. W. GiU, Myths and Songs from the South Pacific, 1876,
'

pp. 262, 259.
2 P. Eatzel, Hist, of Mankind, 1896-98,
3

F. Densmore,

1

See 20

'

RBEW

Chippewa Music,'
(1903), p. 34

f.

;

ii. 329.
Butt. 45 BE, 1910, p. ll.|
L. Frobenius, Childhood of

s E.
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H. Man, in JAI xii. (1883) 131.
W. Howitt, in JAI xiv. (1886) 304.

Man, 1909, pp. 95-98 W. B. Grubb, An Unknoum People in
an Unknown Land, 1911, p. 178 Ratzel, il. 329.
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W. Fewkes,

A. A. Macdonell, Vedic Mythology {01
iii. [Strassbuig,
1897] 155, quotmg Atharv. 20).
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T. 0. Hodson, The
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small piece or splinter of wood
beneath the thong.
(6)

'Vhe pot-drum

is

may

be inserted

an earthenware vessel headed

with a membrane.
(7) The kettle-drum is a metal vessel headed with
a membrane. Both (6) and (7) are single-headed
Type (6) tends towards the hemiclosed drums.
spherical shape of body
(7) in its developed form
is quite hemispherical.
;

(8) The tambourine is a head of membrane
attached to a cylindrical rim. On this are generally
hung pieces of metal, according to the sistrum
principle.
The membrane is struck by a stick,
more usually with the hand.
The drum,' says Codrington, in many forms, may be said
'

'

to be the characteristic instrument of Melanesia.' It is, however, absent from Florida and Santa Cruz. The incision-type
is employed.
A joint or internode of bamboo, or a tree-trunk
of suitable size, for the largest, is selected, and a longitudinal

varying degrees of narrowness is made along one side.
lips of this slit are very carefully tapered ; apparently the
tone of the drum depends largely upon this detail. Small
drums are held in the hands by dancers, but the large bamboo
drums are held by an assistant. Most of these big drums have
a special hut in which they are stored. They are valued very
highly and certainly are in a sense sacred. They are described
as very resonant and well toned, and can be heard at a great
slit of

The

'

distance.'

i

Big drums were made from hollowed trees throughout
Polynesia, "rbe lips being thick, and the whole instrument
more or less a mere dug-out,' a heavy club was used by the
'

drummer.
The canoe-drum is a remarkable type, used in the Fiji Islands,
Java, and Assam. A hollowed tree-trunk, often twenty-five or
thirty feet in length, with closed ends tapering upwards, and
an orifice along its upper length just wide enough to admit the
body, is obviously both a canoe and an incision-drum of a large
type. With two wooden mallets the operator beat on the lips
incision, which were curved inwards.
In Fiji these
drum-canoes are the lali, and are kept in sacred houses.3
The signal drums of New Poraerania and South Congo are
identical.
They are small, being not more than two feet in
length."* The Malay peoples use a bamboo-stem with several
internodes, each of which has the incision. As the diameter
of the internodes increases, the scale, as with organ-pipes,

of the

descends.

The Maori war-drum was of the incision type, but fiat. It
was hung from a cross-bar on a high scaffold, with the slit side
underneath, and played from a platform half-way up the scaffold. 6 This pahu, hung in a sort of watch-tower, approximates
in a fashion to the bell. In the Philippines the Jesuits have not
only used old signal-drums of incised bamboo as church-bells,
but have reproduced them in wood for the same purpose.7 In
the Tongan drums, from two to four feet in length, the chink
ran nearlj' the whole length and was about three inches in
breadth. The drum being made from a solid tree-trunk, all
the hollowing-out was done through the incision a long and
difficult operation.
In playing this drum, the drummer with
his stick, a foot long and as thick as his wrist, varied the force
and rate of his beats, and changed the tones by beating towards
the end or middle of the instrument.' This drum was the na^a,
the kaara of the Hervey Islands.
In Tahiti the drum used was the upright one-headed closed
drum. A tree-trunk section was hollowed out, leaving a closed
base. Shark's skin was stretched over the open top. This was
the pahu its sacred form was the pahu ra. One in Tahiti was
eight feet high, and was beaten with two sticks.
The thrilling
sound of the large drum at midnight, indicating a human
sacrifice, was most terrific.
Every individual trembled with
apprehension of being seized.' 8 'The kendang or gendang of
Indonesia, as used by Dayaks, Bataks, Macassars, Buginese,
and Javanese, in Borneo, and throughout the countries east of
India, is of the Hindu type, a single-headed closed wooden
drum, played with the fingers.9 The American drum was either
the pot-drum or the wooden single-headed membrane-drum, lo
There is more variety of drums in Africa than

—

*

;

*

elsewhere. Practically every form is found, and
variations occur which are in some cases unique
or extremely rare.''
1 R. H. Codrington, The MelaiKsians, Oxford, 1891,
pp. 336 f.,
176, 332, 340.
2 G. Brown, Metatiesians and PolyTiesmns, 1910, p. 419.
3 S. E. Peal, in
xxii. 252 ; Frobenius, 83, 91
Brown,
419.
•*
Frobenius, 84.
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;

Skeat-Blagden. Pagan Races of Malay Penin., 1906, ii. 140.
7 /6. 90 f.
Frobenius, 92 f.
Cook, Voyages, 1790, p. 1419 W. Ellis, i. 193, 195.
See Ratzel, i. 194 Playfair, The Garos, 1909, p. 42 WUkenPleyte, Handteiding voor de vergelijkende Volkenkunde van
Nedertandsch- Indie, Leyden, 1893, p. 111.
10 See E. F. Im Thurn, Ajnong the Indians of Guiana, 1883,
(1904), pt. ii. p. 257 F.
&309 ; A. C. Fletcher, in 22
ensmore, 12.
11 For various African drums, see Hobley, Ethnology
of A6
6
8
9

;

;
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The Baganda drum was made from a section of tree-trunk,
conical in form ; the base of the cone alone was open. This was
headed with a cow-hide, and this was the end kept uppermost.
Some were ten inches high, others five feet, and four in g:reatest
diameter. Some were beautifully decorated with cowries and
l3eads.
Except in the case of the very large drums, they were
hung on posts, so as to get the full benefit of the sound. The
skins were kept soft and elastic by being rubbed with butter.l

The essential character of the snare-drum and
friction-drum is the presence of a string or thong
of leather across the membrane or drum-head.
fine double
simple form is from British Guiana.
thread, with a slip-knot in the centre, is stretched
Before it is drawn tight,
across the membrane.
an exceedingly slender splinter of wood is secured
in the slip-knot, so as to rest on the membrane at
The other
right angles to the line of the thread.
head of the drum being unaltered, the instrument
gives two difi'erent sounds.
The friction-head
produces, by the vibration of the splinter against
the skin, a 'metallic sound.'* In another form
the string extends along a radius only of the
membrane.^ Such drums, besides producing different tones from the two heads, can be muBled by
placing a wad beneath the string.
Small hand-drums are commonly used by various

A

peoples.*
The old English tabor is a type of these.
kettle-drum is not frequent. In the East the
is preferred.*

A

The
gong

The Greek and Eoman drum {Ti/ivavov, tympanum,)
comprised two varieties of the tambourine type.
Tlie one was the flat tambourine the circumference
was hung with bells. The other resembled the
Lapp form, the under side being closed by a convex
This variety was also
hemispherical bottom.
played with the hand like a tambourine.*
(Gr.
TiiiTrapov,
EV 'tabret,'
toph
The Heb.
'timbrel') was a simple tambourine, probably
without bells or rattles.' The same Heb. word
represents both the English, and probably there
was only one form.
The tambourine, ' which was once among the
chief instruments of the Lapland wizards, is now a
Two types were in use. One
great curiosity.'
was a wooden hoop strengthened with two crosspieces and covered on one side with reindeer-skin
the other was an oval box with a convex under
side, hewn out of a tree-trunk, and with a reindeerskin head. In some there was a slit serving as
Each tambourine had an ' indicator
a handle.
(arpa) consisting of a large iron ring, on which
smaller rings were linked, for the purpose of divination by means of pointing to the symbols on the
;

;

The hammer was made of reindeerhorn. The Lopars treated their tambourines with
great respect, and kept them, with the indicator
No woman
and hammer, wrapped up in fur.
dared to touch them.*
The cymbal varies in form, from a disk of metal
to a shallow hemispherical or half-oval cup, with
Cymbals were known in
or without a flange.
early India, and are still used by the Hindus in
ordinary and temple orchestras.* The Garos use
two sorts of cymbals the Icakwa, like the Euromembrane.

:

Eamba, Cambridge,

1910, p. 32 f. ; A. Werner, British Central
Africa, 1906, p. 226 ; A. B. Ellis, Tshi-speaking Peoples, 1887,
p. 326, Yoniba-speaking Peoples, 1894, p. 115.
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2 Im Thurn, 308.
3 See H. Balfour, 'The Friction-Drum,' in
xxivii. (1907)
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pean, and the nenqilsi, a smaller kind resembling
shape two small cups of brass.' The European
lliese
type IS derived from the Grajoo-Roman.
were quarter- or half-globes of metal with a flange.
An older form is possibly indicated by the bronze
vessels used in the ceremonial dismissal of family
manes by the lioniiin pater/amilvis.'' The Koman
cymbals were either without handles or provided
with a knob or ring or metal handle others had a
hole for the insertion of a cord. The unilauged,
early Semitic type was also known.' The Khasias
use cymbals in combination with drums.' Tlie
Chinese drummer usually employs one pair of
in

'

'

;

The Abyssinians nave tambourines,
cymbals."
cymbals, and various drums.*
In modern European orchestras they hold a not
unimportant place.
Only in the case of one people, the Hebrews,
have cymbals attained independent importance.
They were employed in dances and singing with
the topk, but in the Temple were used alone.
The cymbals of the Hebrews {m^^iliayim, ^el^'lim, Kvfj.fia\a)
were used in the temple-worship to mark time for chants.
They were bronze disks,' held, one in each hand, and clashed
together. $elf'llm is used only in 2 S 6' and Ps ISC. In the
latter passage the epithets loud and high-sounding are ap.
It has been supposed, therefore, that the ^etif^lim were
plied.
the conical flangeless cymbals, as used by the Assyrians, giving
a highly-pitched note. In 1 S 18* shdiishlm, KuV^oAa, cannot
refer to cymbals. According to the Mishna and Josephus, one
pair only was used in the Temple. It is not likely that «peV^oAa, sistra, castanets, are ever connoted bj' the terms m'^iltayim a-rnXselflim. It is possible that in the case of the Temple
cymbals one disk was fixed, and was beaten by the other like a
clapper. In later Mishnaic the noun used is in the singular
number. The cymbalists were Levites. In the Second Temple
a special officer iiad the charge of the cymbals, which are stated
to have been of great antiquity. Their sound is described as
high, loud, and far-carrying. It has been suggested that the
tmkling cymbal of St. Paul's simile implies the metallic
spheres worn on bridles and by courtesans on their belts. This
agrees better with the epithet aXaXa^ov,^
The use of the drum as an instrument of society,
and probably the art itself of drum-playing, have
The only
their highest development in Africa.
*

'

'

'

*

'

'

national instrument that can approach the drum
But the
of the African is the pipes of the Scot.
skill with the drum is more widely diffused among
the Africans. Uganda in the old days supplies a
typical example of a drum-conducted community.
The chief drums of the Baganda were the royal, called mujaguzo, ninety-three in number. Fifty-one of these were small.
They were guarded by a chief, kawuka^ and his assistant
wakimwmnera. Drummers took their turn of a month's residence each year in the royal court for beating the drums. A
particular drum belonged to each chieftainship. The numerous totem-clans had each special drums the leading members
defrayed the expense. Every chief, besides his drum of office,
had his private drum. This was beaten from time to time to
ensure his permanent holding of office. Each clan had a special
rhythm which was recognized.^
;

for considerable executive
skill, particularly on account of the rebound of
the membrane. It is in the utilization of this rebound that the essence of the drummer's art con-

Drum-playing

sists.

calls

Even with the heaviest drums no great

The weight of the blow varies
force is required.
as the thickness of the membrane. In the case of
large incision-drums, where the body serves as a
membrane, the lips are finely tapered, and very
resonant notes are produced by the use of a light
stick.
Various forms of drum-stick have been
mentioned incidentally.
The Baganda drummer used two short but heavy sticks,
club-shaped.
The vibration from the large drums was so great
that a man who did not understand how to beat them might
have his shoulder dislocated by the rebound of the leather when
'

1
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2 Frazer,
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Music could be got from these drums, so much 00
that any one a mile away would scarcely believe that a drum,
In the
and not some other Instrument, was being played.'
New Hebrides big wooden billets are used for beating the
concertt-d
music,
are
largest incision-drums.
High notes, in
supplied by small horizontal incision-drums. These are beaten
of
the
bigger
in Drisk syncopated time, to the loud boomings
drums.'
struck.

'

'

For the psychological study of music by which
the social and religious importance of the artistry
of sound is destined to be explained, the music of
drums and cymbals supplies unique data, and the
drum-music of such races as the Central African,
the American Indian, and his congener the Northern Asiatic (the Melanesians are, artistically, in a
lower class) forms one of the most indispensable
documents.'
The fact is that the music of the drum is more
closely connected with the foundations of aurally
generated emotion than that of any other instrument.
It is complete enough in itself to cover
the whole range of human feeling, which is not
the case with its subordinate, the cymbals, while
it is near enough to the origins of musical invention to appeal most strongly to the primitive side
The investigator will need a
of man's nature.
long experience and adaptation to the atmosphere
in whicn the vibrations of drum and tambourine
To compare,
produce their emotional waves.
as an early explorer did, the orchestral drummusic of negroes to the raging of the elements
let loose,'* is no longer an explanation of primitive
music. To put it briefly the emotional appeal
of music is to a very large extent muscular.
Rhythm is practically a neuro-muscular quality,
and it is the fundamental form of musical sound.
Most of our emotions tend to produce moveHarmonious rhythm in movement and
ment.*
action is the soul of society, as it is the soul of
the dance.
'

—

In all primitive music, rhythm is strongly developed. The pulsations of the drum and the sharp crash of the rattles are thrown
against each other and against the voice, so that it would seem
that the pleasure derived by the performers lay not so much in
the tonality of the song as in the measured sounds arranged in
contesting rhythm, and which by their clash start the nerves
and spur the body to action, for the voice which alone carries
the tone is often subordinated and treated as an additional
instrument.* 6 Helmholtz observed * All melodies are motions.
Graceful rapidity, grave procession, quiet advance, wild leaping, all these different characters of motion and a thousand
others can be represented by successions of tones. And, as
music expresses these motions, it gives an expression also to
those mental conditions which naturally evoke similar motions,
whether of the body and the voice, or of the thinking and feeling principle itself.' 7
'

:

To increase muscular power the strongest stimulus is muscular movement ; to produce emotional
intoxication the combination of muscular moveis rhythmical with rhythmical sound
motion translated into music) is the most
One great sphere of drum-music has
efficient.
been the social emotions. Not only military, religious, and sexual excitement, but every possible
form of social orgiasticism has been fostered and
developed by its influence. It is a significant coincidence that the boom of the modern cannon
and the boom of a primitive drum mean war. In
contrast to this large, impressive sound, which is
so essentially organic in its nature and its production, may be placed the exclusively religious
use of cymbals by the Hebrews, and the prominence of cymbal-music in the perverted sexualism

ment that
(or

1

lb. 26

f

JAI

2 B. T. Somerville, in
xxiii. 11 f., 384.
3 See F. Densmore, 6, 137.
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5 See J. B. Miner, ' Motor, Visual, and Applied Rhythms
(Psychological Review, Monograph Supplements, v. 4 [1903])
S. Wilks, in Medical Magazine, Jan. 1894 ; Wundt, Volkerpsychologic, Leipzig, 1904 t., i. 265 ; R. Wallaschek, Primitive
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of the cult of Attis.'
isolated phenomena.

These two

The music
more completely human.

last cases are
of the drum is

Lastly, the muscular appeal of the drum is made
powerful by the verj^ limitations of the instrument.
The player is practically confined to rhythm, and
the influential manipulation of this depends on his
personality.
He is one with his drum. It is this

human meaning and

into
sound that explains the so-called 'drum- language.'
Further, the player's muscular skill and muscular
life are at their highest efficiency ; he is for his
hearers an inspirer, a leader, and a prophet, the individual representative of the social body in movement and in emotion. It is on this principle that
the drum in so many races gives the summons for
The blow of the drum-stick
aJl social functions.
translates itself not merely into sound, but into a
spiritual reverberation, an impulsive stroke upon
the social consciousness.
The meaning of drum-sounds is thus of a universal, undifferentiated character ; they appeal
primarily to the muscular sense, and secondarily
An
to all that is built up on that foundation.
instance of the simplest possible application may
be contrasted with others more or less elaborate :
Explaining the route to Spirit-land to the soul of a dead
chief, the Chippewa punctuates his words with sharp drumtaps. 2
To a European,' says Ellis, the rhythm of a drum
expresses nothing beyond a repetition of the same note at

translation

of

will

*

'

different intervals of time

;

but to a native

it

expresses

much

more. To him the drum can and does speak, the sounds produced from it forming words, and the whole measure or rhythm
a sense. In this way, when company drums are being played
at an ehsudu, they are made to express and convey to the bystanders a variety of meanings. In one measure they abuse
the men of another company, stigmatising them as fools and
cowards then the rhythm changes, and the gallant deeds of
their own company are extolled. All this, and much more, is
conveyed by the beating of drums, and the native ear and mind,
trained to detect and interpret each beat, is never at fault.
The language of the drum is as well understood as that which
they use in their daily life. Each chief has his own call or
motto Bounded by a particular beat of his drums.' 3
Klark declares that the sound of the tambourine, the convulsive antics of the shaman, his fierce screams, his wild stare
;

'

dim

in the

light,

all

strike terror into the hearts of semi-

savage people, and powerfully affect their nerves.'
The character of this tambourine-music has been thus described
After some preliminary sounds such as that of a falcon or a
sea-mew, which concentrate attention, the tambourine begins
to make a slight rolling noise, like the buzzing of mosquitoes
the shaman has begun his music. At first it is tender, soft,
vague, then nervous and irregular like the noise of an approaching storm
it becomes louder and more decided.
Now and
then it is broken by wild cries ravens croak, grebes laugh,
sea-mews wail, snipes whistle, falcons and eagles scream. The
music becomes louder, the strokes on the tambourine become
confused in one continuous rumble the bells, rattles, and small
tabors sound ceaselessly. It is a deluge of sounds capable of
driving away the wits of the audience. Suddenly everything
stops one or two powerful blows on the tambourine, and then
it falls on the shaman's lap.' ^
"*

'

:

know of the happy event of the birth of children,
It gave the
it announced the mourning for the dead.
alarm for war, and announced the return of the triumphant
warriors who had conquered in war. It had its place in the
most solemn and in the most joyous ceremonies of the nation.'
The royal drums were beaten to announce the coronation of a
king, and his entry into a new house, and also at the new
moon. Drums were carried on journeys and beaten to encourage the walkers. A young man would beat the drum with his
The people when carrying loads,
hands and sing meanwhile.
or when on a march, loved to be accompanied by the drum,
and, if they had no drum, they Bang songs, and set the time for
marching by the song.' i
Its co-operative and socializing importance is here well suggested. Its most spectacular use Ls that of a postal, telegraphic,
to let people

and

'

and telephonic

of these fine instruments
renders communication very rapid. The big drum
of the Anyanja can be heard at a distance of six
miles. ^ The Chippewa drum, which is not two
feet high, can be heard at a distance of ten miles.'
As the drum-telephone is used to-day in Central
Africa, it depends on an elaborate code, which to
one reared in the atmosphere is perhaps more desocial understanding and mutual recognition of ' tone- variations ' than on a colourless
At any rate,
translation of sounds into letters.
throughout a very large tract of Central Africa,
daily by means of the drum two or more villages
exchange their news. Travellers, even Europeans,

pendent on

have obtained food and lodgings by its means.
notes used can be imitated by tapping the
cheek when the mouth is open.* An apt method

The

here implied for native practice, since it is the
aperture- or incision-drum that is used for the
Dennett's account of actual
sound-messages.
messages sent by drum is all the more valuable
is

because it is free from any attempt to heighten
the effect.' He notes that this system gives the
key to a perennial puzzle, revived during the Boer
War, How does news travel among the natives in
the speedy way it does ? The drum-message system is found in New Guinea, and among the
Jivaros of South America, the old Mexicans, and
some Indians of the North-West. It is particularly
developed in Oceania, the countries north-west
and north-east of New Guinea, especially New
Pomerania. Signalling by means of the incisiondrum, but without any higlily developed code,
was used in Borneo, Java, the Philippines, New
Zealand, the New Hebrides, Fiji, and the Hervey
Islands.^

:

Throughout Melanesia, drums are part of a rich
The top of these drums is

;

;

;

To

peoples like the Central Africans, the drum,
apart from its directly emotional use in social
gatherings, as an instrument of social intoxication, plays the part of the church-bell, the clock,
the town-crier, and the daily newspaper, besides
being used for religious music and the exhortation
of the sick.
In Africa (Lake Nyasa) the drum is used at dances, at feasts
religious and secular, at wakes, by doctors at the sick-bed, by
boatmen to time the paddles, and to send messages over the
country. 6 Among the Woolwa Indians the drum is played
when drink is offered to the guests at miskta-drinkm^sJ Of
the Baganda drums, Roscoe writes * The drum was indeed put
to a multitude of uses, quite apart from music
it was the
instrument which announced both joy and sorrow it was used
;

:

;

1 The general use of cymbals in the worship of Dionysus and
in the Eleusinian Mysteries belongs rather to the category of
the impressiveness of noise, as such.

2 Densmore, 54.
' Tshi-speaking Peoples, 326 f.
* Mikhailovskii, in
xxiv. 65.

Anonymous

writer in the Sibirskii Sbornik, quoted

by Mik-

hailovskii, 94.
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H.

S.

Stannus, in
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297, 333

402, 404.
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H. A. Wickham, In

JAI xxiv.

204.

man's establishment.

fashioned into a grinning face. When the drum
is an image of a venerated ancestor, the taps are
made on the stomach.' In Melanesia, ancestorworship is linked to the civil and military authority by these instruments, half-drum and halfimage. It is natural also for rulers and important
persons to collect round them as many sources of
inana as possible, though they may leave the more
recondite applications of supernatural power to
In the Upper Nile regions the
the shamans.
'
sacred official drums hang in front of the chief's
house, or under the sacred tree of the village.
They are regarded with awe.* The regalia of a
chief are, as it were, his sacra. These may come
to be identified with the mysterious power of his
In other cases, the drum may be regarded
office.
as the mouthpiece of a god or spirit, as containing
This
the voice of the god or the god himself.
voice, in the lower cultures, derives impressiveness not from stillness or smallness, but from
loudness and resonant power.
Some miscellaneous examples are appended of
'

1 J.
2 A.

JAI

B

f.;

J.

H. Weeks,

ih.

380,

service.
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DRUMS AND CYMBALS
the beliefs and ritual connected with the nacrednes3 of drums.
The regalia of Malay States includes the court and otilcial
drumfl, which are sacred. The royal drums of Jelebu are said
to be 'headed' with the skins of Uce, and to emit a chord of
twelve different sounds the royal trumpet and the royal gong
also emit the chord of twelve notes. The Sultan of Minangkabau wakes daily to the sound of the royal drum (gandang
nobaty These drums are regarded as having come into existRain could not rot them nor sun
ence by their own will.
any person who even brushed post them
blister them
would be felled to the ground by their magic power. In the
;

'

'

'

'

;

drum of Selangor resided the jin karaja'an, or 'State
and powerful jinn dwelt in the other royal drums.i
demon
State

'

;

Each temple and house

of a chief in West Africa has a tali
(gbfdu) covered with carvings. This drum had a protecting spirit, that, namely, of the slave who was sacrificed on
It is beaten only at religious ceremonies.
it when it was made.
Before being struck, it receives an offering of blood and palmwine, which is poured on the carvings.2
Tane, the Polynesian god, was more or less represented by
his sacred drum. These drums were often surmounted by
carved heads and possibly the evolution here is from drum
to idol. While the drum retained its membrane, a connexion
would be traced between its sound and the voice of the god.3
When the special royal drum, kaula, of the Baganda received a
new skin, the blood of the cow whose skin wag used was run
into the drum. Also a man was beheaded, and his blood was
run into it. The idea was that, when the drum was beaten,
the life of the man added fresh life and vigour to the king.
When any drum was fitted with a new skin, the ox killed for
the purpose also supplied the blood for pouring into the drum.
Every drum contained its fetish. Renewing the fetish was
as necessary as renewing the skin, and the two operations were
These fetishes were concrete objects of the
simultaneous.
familiar African tj^ie. It was not every man who knew how
to make a drum-fetish. A characteristic drum-fetish was that
of the drum of Dungu, god of hunting. It was composed of
portions of every kind of animal and bird hunted ; all kinds
of medicines used in making charms for hunting ; miniature
weapons, and pieces of cord used in making traps. This fetish
was fixed upright in the drum.*
The clan Gomba of the Baganda had a drum, nakanguzi. A
runaway slave, if he reached its shrine, became the servant of
the drum, and could not be removed. Any animal straying
thither became the property of the drum, a sacred animal, free
A criminal among the Marotse of Africa escapes
to roam. 5
punishment if he can reach and touch the drums of the king.6

drum

;

In Vedic India the drum was not only beaten,
but invoked, to drive away danger, demons, and
enemies. It was used in sacrifices, and in battle

;

Before being
the warrior offered it worship.
played, a mantra^ or charm, was spoken into it.^
The analogy between thunder and the boom of
the drum is obvious. Russian peasants used the
drum to imitate thunder, by way of a charm for
the production of rain.^ The natives of Guiana
prefer the skin of the baboon or howling monkey
tor the heads of their drums, believing that a drum
so fitted possesses the power of emitting the rolling, roaring sounds for which this monkey is celebrated.'^ The Timorese regard cymbals as the
home of spirits.^** Such beliefs are found with all
musical instruments.
The essential instrument of Christian templeworship has been, from a very early period, the
organ.
No doubt an impulse of antagonism to
pagan ritual prevented the early Christians from
Only perhaps in
adopting pagan instruments.
Abyssinia, and in the modern Salvation Army,
has the drum found a place. Drums do not appear
to have been used by the Hebrews in templeworship. The usual drum, toph^ of the tambourine type, was used in processions, at weddings,
*

'

feasts, and to accompany religious music of
a joyous and popular character. ^^ But in the great

and

93

the temple-worship
nor in it unknown in the
worship of Islam. In lower cultH the drum Bervea
as a church-bell, an organ, and a direct vehicle of
supernatural power.
;

^

The Uaganda temple-drums were next in ln)portanc« aft«r
Lach had its particular rhythm and particular fetish.
They were beaten at feasU and at the time of
the new moon, warning the people of the monthly rest from
work.^ In New Guinea, drums are beaten to drive away the
the royal drums.

ghosts of men slain in battle
in New IJritain, to Btop tarthquakes.s Demons are expelled by South African drummers.
In the Moluccas the drum ia employed against evil spirita
causing difllcult child-birth."
In Central Africa demons are
driven away with guns and drums at funerals and before
death.
Dayak women and shamans alike use the drum to
cure the sick.? in China, scapegoats are driven away to the
music of drums.s Greek historians record the disinfecting of
ambassadors by Turkish shamans by means of the drum ;« and
the use of it to drown the cries of children offered to Molech.^O
The ska-ga, or shaman, of the Haidas undertakes to drive
away the evil spirit which possesses the sick. His chief implements are the drum and the rattle.H The exorcism of an evil
spirit causing disease is carried out by the Wanika medicineman in the centre of a band, playing drums and shouting.is
The Patagonian doctor beats a drum by the sick man's bed to
drive out the spirit. 13 Xhe Asiatic shamans use the drum to
cause spirits both to appear and to disappear.i^
;

'

There

'

always something very human about
drum-music, even when applied to
spiritualities.
At an Eskimo feast the drums are
beaten softly when the traders' goods are brought
in
loudly when the guns are brought, so that the
shades of animals present may not be alarmed.^"
For induction of spirits, the principle may be that
of a summons or of an invitation. ^^
An old Motu-motu man observed to Chalmers
No drums
is

the use of

;

:

are beaten uselessly

*

there are no dances that are merely
useless.' The young men, for instance, are bidden to beat the
drum and dance that there may be a large harvest, i? The
Papuan's remark applies universally. Tshi priests work themselves into an inspired state by dancing to the music of the
drums. Each god has a special hymn accompanied by a special
beat of the drum.is in ancient Israel the priests prophesied to
the music of harps, psalteries, and cymbals. 19
Among the
Chaco Indians the boys during initiation are called 'drums,'
from the fact that during this period the village drums are
beaten incessantly day and night by relays of men. 20 Among
the Port Moresby natives (New Guinea) the hoys at initiation
have only one serious duty, which is for each to make his
drum. They are tabu, and live in the forest until the drums
are completed this maybe a week or a month. Several boys
go together.
'A straight branch is selected and cut to the
requisite size this is next scraped with shells till the orthodox
shape is arrived at finally, the cavity is carefully and laboriously burnt out.' During the whole period they observe minute
rules if they were seen by a woman the drum would have to
be destroyed, otherwise it would be certain to split, and would
sound like an old cracked pot.' If they eat fish the skin of the
drum will burst red bananas cause a dull tone. They may
not touch fresh water, but only that found in the stems of
bananas, or coco-nut milk.
Should they touch water inadvertently before the drum is hollowed out, they break it,
crying: *I have touched water, my firebrand is extinguished,
and I can never hollow out my drum.' The sorcerers instruct
them that water extinguishes the fire of the music a fish;

;

;

;

'

:

;

'

*

;
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bone tears the tympanum
the tone.i

The basket-drum

;

and the sight

of

of a

woman

some American

destroys

tribes re-

not only primitive substitutes for the drum,
but certain features of agricultural rituals.

calls

In their sacred rites the Navahos use an inverted basket in
It is finely made by the women from twigs of
in helix form, and when inverted the basket is
nearly hemispherical. During ceremonies it is beaten with the
sacred drum-stick.
This is made according to elaborate rules
from the leaves of Yucca baccata. The Navahos say, We turn
down the basket,' when they refer to the commencement of a
We turn up the basket,' when a song is finished. As it
song
is raised, hands are waved in the same direction, to drive out
the evil influence which the sacred songs have collected and
imprisoned under the basket.2

lieu of a drum.
sumach, wound

*

'

;

no sacrilege to serve food in this sacred
To do so is common enough, but without
ceremonial meaning. In Grseco-Koman cults, such
as the mysteries of Attis, eating sacred food from
the sacred drum and cymbal was probably a reversion to primitive times, when platter, drum,
basket, and winnowing-fan were interchangeable.
The use of the tambourine by the shamans of
Northern Europe and Asia is remarkable. This
instrument and its shamanistic manipulation are
found in a belt which almost completely surrounds
the world in northern parallels, through Asiatic
Kussia, Greenland, Northern America, and Lapland, and among Amerindians, Mongols, Tatars,
and Lapps.' The structure of this hand-drum has
already been described. Those used by Americans,
Tatars, and Mongols have pictorial designs on the
drum-head. The designs are supposed to produce
or modify the sounds, and each, being thus a sort
of word or sentence accompanied by pure sound,
has its particular influence on the spirits who are
invoked by the music' The Lapp shaman's drum
has small brass rings fastened loosely on the head.
These move and dance over the designs inscribed
when the head is beaten with the hammer and,
It is

drum.

;

according to their movements in relation to the
magic signs of sun, moon, and planets, the shaman predicts the future." The origin of this
method, which, it is to be noted, is always secondary to the musical or suggestive use of the
instrument, may be from the following practice
the Yakut shaman places a ring or coin on the
palm of the inquirer's hand, moving it about in
various directions, and then foretells the future.'
The Votyak tuno moved beans on a table for the
same purpose.'
It IS suggestive of hypnotism rather than of
music to find that the drum is tuned up by holding
it in front of the fire.
drumstick or the hand
is used in playing.
The tambourine plays the
main part in the kamlanie, the invocation of
spirits and subsequent prophesying. The Chukchi
shaman in his kamlanie taps the tambourine with
a piece of thin whalebone. The kam uses the
tambourine in various ways, and produces the
most varied sounds.
The spectators recognize
the various rhythms, such as the tramping of
horses' feet, during which the kam is supposed to
be riding with his guards. As he taps, he collects
spirits in the tambourine.
Sometimes during the
collection of spirits the tambourine becomes so
heavy that the kam bows under the weight.*
'

'

:
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—This fully given in the footnotes.
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almost exclusively with the ethical aspect of
Full information as to its geographical distribu-

legal or ethical sense.
In any attempt to define it
legally, difficulties at once present themselves, and
the judge has to reach his conclusions from the
evidence.
Drunkenness might in general, if not
in scientific, terms be defined as that condition
of mind and body produced by a sufficient quantity
of alcohol (varying according to the susceptibility of
the individual to the toxic agent) to bring about
distinct changes in the intellect, the emotions, the
will (volition), the motor mechanism, and the functions of the cerebellum, or small brain, indispensable to the accurate execution of any movement.
On the various stages and symptoms of intoxication, and forms of alcoholism, see art. Alcohol
(vol. i. p. 300).
The definition of habitual drunkard ' first appeared in the Habitual Drunkards Act
of 1879.
It runs as follows :
'

*a person who, not being amenable to any jurisdiction in
lunacy, is, notwithstanding, by reason of habitual intemperate
drinking of intoxicating liquors, at times dangerous to himself
or herself, or to others, or is incapable of managing himself or
herself, and his or her affairs.'
2.

Racial degeneration

:

heredity.

— Of as great

moment as individual and family wreckage wrought
by drunkenness is the degeneracy of the innocent
offspring.
About this degeneracy, until quite recently, there has never existed a doubt.
The all
but universal testimony of competent observers and
of the medical profession all over the world,

based

upon extensive experiments, and the general impressions of the profession on the question remain
to this hour unshaken.
And it may be said at
once that these impressions as to bodily, nervous,
and mental degeneration are not to be lightly set
aside by any conclusion or opinion based upon
the very restricted investigation by one or two
authorities, however eminent. In 1910 the Galton
Eugenics Laboratory issued two papers by Professor Karl Pearson on the influence of parental
alcoholism on the physical health and mentality of
the oflfspring. These papers were supposed to set
forth lax and subversive views on the subject of
temperance— views which, if capable of proof and
acceptance, would indisputably have given a decided set-back to the believed and accepted doctrines of clinicians, and of scientific men and of
social reformers in every land, as to the undoubted
racial degeneration of the alcoholic individual and
his or her oflspring.
If the first dictum of these
observers, to the efl'ect that on the whole in regard
to degeneration the balance turns as often in favour
of the alcoholic as of the non-alcoholic parentage,
could be upheld, the outlook for the nation could

not be otherwise than ominous. These opinions,
apart from their calamitous effect on the race,
shocked orthodox believers in the classical view
hitherto held, and Sir Victor Horsley and others
entered the lists in its support. If Professor Pearson and his collaborateurs could have established
their proposition to anything like the extent to

which their opponents have established theirs, it
would have to be seriously entertained, no matter
what might be the consequences to society and the
race.
But they have not done so, and it is not

much

to the point for them to impugn the investigations of their opponents on the ground that
no trouble was taken to ascertain whether the
alcoholism or the parentage came first. Indeed, the
same charge of laxity of methods of investigation
must be brought against Professor Pearson's own
inquiry, for the ' Preliminary Study of Extreme
Alcoholism in Adults ' is based on reports made in
connexion with a very restricted investigation. In
any study, whether for or against, some fixed and
definite standards are needed by which all cases
can be tested. Such would have averted the contion, the intoxicants used by different races, etc., will be
in the art. Drinks, Drinking.
Of. also the art. Alcohol.

found
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attached to the terms drinking'
sober applied to masses of the population.
Many excessive drinkers are never 'drunk,' and
many have a reputation for sobriety who consume
in one debauch as much as the man called a
drinker' would in months without apparent injury to themselves and others. Hence the need for
rigid delinitions and limitations applied to investigations which, to be of value, would require to be
of a comprehensive character, and extended over a
series of years. The eflfect of the Study,' however,
is to demonstrate the close connexion between
alcoholism and mental defectiveness, but the question is left unsolved whether this large proportion
of mental and physical defectives, which is much
greater than is found in the general population, is
attributable to alcohol, or to the pre-existing
flicting meaninf;8

and

'

'

'

'

'

mental

defect.

—

—

can be answered satisfactorily, one must come full
circle to the original standpoint, and be confronted
by the old problem. The Pearsonites have abandoned the position that the balance turns as often
in favour of the alcoholic as of the non-alcoholic
parentage,' and practically admit that alcoholism
and mental defectiveness are associated ; but
whether the one precedes the other, and which
precedes the other, they do not know. As far as
the controversy has gone, there can be no doubt
that the authorities who believe that alcoholism, not
gross alcoholism^about that no doubt exists but
that fairly general kind of free indulgence which
takes place daily, with frequent ' week-end bouts,
does lead to the physical and mental impairment of
the offspring, are in the right, and can produce
unquestioned evidence in support of their view.
'

—

'

moment in reTo make the

Than

this no controversy of greater
gard to alcoholism has been started.

investigation referred to of the least value, a statistical and clinical research into the comparative
physique and capacity of the descendants of alcoholic and non-alcoholic parents respectively in
several carefully chosen districts would be required,
and it is not too much to anticipate what the conclusion would be.
It would finally determine
•whether there is any marked correlation between
parental alcoholism and inferiority of offspring

manifesting itself not only in childhood but in
adolescence ; and it would dissipate views calculated to do infinite harm to the race and to the

commonwealth.

The degeneracy of alcoholic offspring is attested
by such authorities as Magnan, Morel, Lancereaux,
Crichton-Browne, Legrand du Saulle, John Macetc.,

when the

motlicr is the offender the males perpetuate the parental failing (hiriditi croisie). If
IS thought, and there are strong grounds for the
presumption, that the female progenitor is the
surer and more general transmitter of the hereditary alcoholic taint and of the neuroses which
eventuate in insanity, imbecility, and nervous
diseases.
The prepotency of the alcoholic mother,
in handing on to her offspring a constitution not
only physically defective but mentally unstable,
caimot be gainsaid. This view accords with common
sense, even if exact statistical records are wanting,
for not only is her condition at conception of
moment, but so also is the fact that during uterogestation and lactation the blood is charged with
the toxic agent, specially so during pregnancy.
The heredity may be immediate from one or both
parents, or mediate from grandparents, the immediates having been free from the taint. And
the heredity may be homogeneous or heterogeneous in the one group inebriety begets neurotic
children in the other the inebriety of members of
a family springs from neurotic parentage, which
may not, and frequently does not, owe its existence
'

'

In the second paper, the theory of the first that
there is no close relation between mental defect in
the children and alcoholism in the parents has
been abandoned, and a close relationship is admitted, while segregation is called for on the
Nothing
ground of its hereditary character.
specific, it will be observed, is said with reference
to the undoubted physical stigmata of such degenerates.
Professor Pearson contends that mental defect is
antecedent to alcoholism. But what, it may be
asked, antecedes the mental defect? Unless this

pherson,
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and

it

comes about
is a soaker

The male parent who

'

in
'

many ways.

—we

need not

consider the physical state of the progenitor suffering from the effects of an occasional bout at the
time of conception undoubtedly begets a weak
offspring, made surer if his habits worry and impoverish the sober mother during pregnancy and
lactation.
When both parents are 'swUlers,' the
bad effects are still more marked.
It has been
alleged, although little evidence has been adduced
in support of it, that when fathers are addicted to
drunkenness the female offspring are more likely
to be the subjects of hereditary alcoholism, and

—

'

'

'

'

:

;

to alcoholic excess.
Four of the foremost advocates of the non-transmission of personally acquired characters are

Galton, Weissman, J. A. Tnomson, and Archdall
Reid recognized authorities on the principles and
laws of heredity. In their view environmental influences play a secondary part ; heredity is everything.
One may ask the question in this connexion. Are
the bad mental effects of vicious habits and alcoholic excess passed on to descendants, thus setting
up racial degeneration ? Dr. Ford Robertson, following Darwin, Maudsley, and Hartwig, traverses
Dr. A. Reid's proposition that inborn characters
are known to be transmissible from parent to offspring,' and postulates for himself the remarkable
doctrine and dogma that offspring, as far as can
at present be determined, inherit no character
whatever from their parents.
The distinction
between inborn and acquired characters has really
.' Alno justification in modern scientific fact.
though there is no inheritance of parental characters, there is of environmental influences, to which
all that is of any importance in human ontogenetic
evolution (i.e. the development of the individual) is
directly due.
There is here evidence of acute dialectic diversity, as well as of uncertainty.
The following statistics, which
3. Statistics.
have a profound significance, are submitted in
order to give some idea of (1) the annual mortality,

—

'

'

.

.

.

.

.

—

sickness, and unemployment consequent upon excessive indulgence ; and (2) the prevalence and cost
of pauperism, pauper lunacy, criminality, and
delinquency due to the same cause.
(a) Mortality.
It was calculated twenty years
ago (Dr. Norman Kerr) that 40,000 persons die
annually in the United Kingdom from drunkenness

—

and habitual drunkenness and Dr. Wakley, Editor
of the Lancet and Coroner for Middlesex, not only
Of
confirmed this estimate, but put it higher.
;

1500 inquests he attributed 900 at least to hard
drinking, and he believed that from 10,000 to
15,000 persons died annually in the Metropolis
from drink, upon whom no inquest was held. For
the United Kingdom this calculation would easily
of 50,000.
Deaths from suicide,
drowning, and exposure totalled 7372 in one year
in Great Britain and Ireland, and of these one may
safely reckon that alcohol was responsible for 50
per cent. Of deaths from accidents and negligence
(13,386), 15 per cent may be attributed to the same

justify a total

cause.

is

—

Infant mortality. For the declining birth-rate
and other lands, to which of late attention
constantly drawn, many causes are assigned, but

in this

:

'
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we are concerned only
with the great wastage occurring in the depleted
birth-rates through overlaying by drunken parents,
especially mothers, parental neglect arising from
over-indulgence and improper feeding, no cognizance being here taken of premature births attributable to drunkenness, and to accidents arising
therefrom. In regard to the suckling of infants,
the milk of the alcoholic mother is both deficient
in quantity and inferior in quality, in spite of the
popular belief to the contrary in favour of stout
and wines and, further, there is defective ovulation

in the present connexion

;

and

.

sterility.

Comparative mortality for various trades and
occupations, including the Licensed Trade itself.
According to Dr. Newsholme, if the comparative
mortality figure for all men equals 1000, an equal
number of gardeners would yield only 568 deaths,
teachers 571, grocers 664, doctors 957 (midway),
while at the other end of the scale are brewers 1407,
innkeepers and men-servants 1665, and file-makers
1682.
Comparing employees in inns, etc. with all
other occupied males, it is found that, out of a
given number in each group, 8 times as many die
from alcoholism, 5 times as many from gout, 1^
times as many from nervous diseases, 1|^ times as
many from suicide, and 2J times as many from
consumption. Regarding the liability of drunkards
to consumption, Prof. Brouardel (Paris) observes
' Alcoholism is, in fact, the most powerful factor in
the propagation of tuberculosis,' and Dr. R. W.
Philip (Edinburgh) agrees
The most vigorous
man who becomes alcoholic is without resistance

—

,

:

'

before it.
Actuarial calculations made with great care and
exactitude by insurance offices are significant. The
best offices increase the premium as much as 50 per
cent, and a few absolutely decline proposals of
persons in the drink trade. And, as regards abstainers and non-abstainers, the chances of life are
no less than 2 to 1 in favour of the former. The
ratio is much the same in regard to sickness, recovery being speedier among the former.
The
moral clearly is that he who desires to live long,
wisely, and well should either be a total abstainer
or exceedingly temperate. For many persons total
abstinence is a necessity of their being if they are
not to make early shipwreck of their lives.
In the United
(6) Crimes and petty offences.
Kingdom there were 636,340 apprehensions in the
year 1903. These figures do not represent so many
individuals as is often concluded, the same individual figuring more than once in returns.
total
of 318,000 persons who have been in the hands of
the police for homicide, assaults, petty thefts, prostitution, drunkenness, disorderly conduct, etc.,
would be nearer the mark. The total admits of a
further reduction to 273,000 as the number in which
alcohol plays a chief part
but, as many persons
commit petty offences without being oHicially
listed, it would be safe to put the number requiring, although not receiving, the attention of the
police at 80,000— in all 353,000, or 1 to 128 of the
population.
In Scotland it is reckoned that there
are 4700 recidivists, both of the criminal and of the
petty offender classes, waging (especially the
former) an aggressive war against society, of whom
2500 are feeble-minded, debauched, parasitic, petty
offenders, or 5 per 1000 of population a ratio
somewhat similar to that estimated by Mr. C. S.
Loch, C.B., for England.
The sex-ratio of these parasitic offenders is
remarkable as the frequency of convictions advances. Thus from 11 to 20 convictions, males are
to females 100 70 21 to 50 convictions, 100 90 ;
51 to 100 convictions, 100 180 ; 101 and upwards,
100 330.
In Scotland, 2500 have been convicted and sent

—

A

;

—

:

;

:

:

:

to prison 20 times, and 1330 more than 50 times.
Referring to the 1330, Dr. John Macpherson, Commissioner in Lunacy, makes the following trite
observations as to the mental irresponsibility of
such cases
It is only the shortness of human life which limits the
:

'

number.* Chronic drunkenness, habitual or periodic, he Bays,
is
a neurosis closely allied in its symptomatology and heredity
and the true cause is
to the other neuroses and to insanity
a defective heredity which (1) induces the subject to crave for
state
for
alcohol,
but for the state
a particular mental
not
which alcohol most conveniently produces (2) which provides
the subject with a constitution which is particularly susceptible
to the influence of such poisons as alcohol and (3) which is in
many cases the cause of a mental unsoundness independent of
'

'

;

'

—

;

;

alcohol.'

—

In the year 1909 the cost of
(c) Cost of prisons.
prisons was
in England, £720,340 ; Scotland,
being a total of
£95,790; Ireland, £114,660
£930,790. It is safe to assume that, but for alcohol,
not one-third of the whole cost, or £310,000, would
The daily prison
be required for this purpose.
population amounts to 26,000, of whom 17,000 are
interned for crimes and offences directly connected
with casual and habitual drunkenness.
{d) Pauperism.— The number of paupers in England, Scotland, and Ireland, and the cost to the
country locally and imperially, may be roughly
cost,
paupers, 1,083,470
expressed as follows
It is no exaggeration to say that 50
£7,389,000.
per cent of pauperism and its cost may be ascribed
to drunkenness and habitual drunkenness in other
words, 541,700 paupers and dependents are maintained at a cost of £3,695,000.
Maintenance of the police force in
(e) Police.
England, Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, numbering
62,400 picked men (England and Wales 46,000,
Scotland 5670, Ireland 10,740), falls little short of
Of this enormous sum,
£6,000,000 per annum.
drunkenness, and offences and crimes connected
directly with drunkenness, may be credited at least
with one-third, £2,000,000, met from local taxation
and imperial subventions. But this is not all. From
the Civil Service Estimates (Class iii., 'Law and
Justice,' pp. 229-353), consideration must be given
to another set of heavy imperial charges under this
head, amounting in all to £1,600,000 for County
Courts, Supreme Court of Judicature, Reformatories and Industrial Schools, Criminal Asylums,
If to this enormous imperial total under the
etc.
head of Law and Justice be added the burdens
falling upon local authorities under the same head,
the total would not fall short of £2,600,000, of
which drunkenness and allied offences may be
debited with 33 per cent, or £860,000.
In the year 1910 these
(/) Pauper lunatics.
were: England 130,550, Scotland 18,340, Ireland
The annual (approxitotal
of
173,030.
24,140— a
mate) cost of maintenance, inclusive of interest on
Assuming
buildings and land, was £6,000,000.
that alcohol directly and indirectly is responsible
for 20 per cent of the insane poor, it follows that
£1,200,000 per annum from rates and Government
grants are required to meet the burden of providing for a daily population of 34,000 lunatics.
ig) Excise and Customs Revenue for one year.
On the other side of the ledger must be placed the
revenue raised by the duties on spirits, beer, wines,
brandy, rum, etc., which may be put down at
£35,000,000. When over against this revenue is
put the cost and loss to the nation of £27,200,000
:

—

;

:

—

—

'

'

—

—

Summary) in consequence of intemperance,
the benefit of the enormous revenue sinks into insignificance.
£170,000,000 is spent annually on
drink by the nation. In the light of the facts and
statistics submitted it is hardly possible to contemplate a graver ethical problem than this one of
drunkenness, aflfecting as it does so prejudicially
the individual, the family, the community, and the
(see

commonwealth

7

;
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4. Responsibility in drunkenness : anomalies of
the Civil and Criminal Law. There would be
no responsibility if intoxication following one bout
were recognized as temporary insanity, or, after
many boutJs, with resultant organic disease of the
brain, nervous system, and the bodily viscera (liver,
lungs, kidneys, etc. ), as something more than temporary insanity. The civil law is inclined to throw
its shield over the drunkard ; the criminal law,
while not now in practice considering drunkenness
an aggravation, does not consider it an excuse, in
spite of the fact that the sale of drink is unfettered
it will step in to save the drunkard only when
grave crimes are committed, and then (until quite
recently) only to punish him with the view of reforming him and deterring others the latter a
vain delusion, as people do not drink to commit
crimes.
Crime is an accident of the intoxicated
crime of violence is not in the drunkard's
state.
thoughts at the start, and, after inhibition has gone
and intoxication is established, the idea of deterrence for him is as absurd as the notion that he had
any true conception of his condnct. In 1843 the
Bench of Judges laid down the law for England in
regard to all forms of insanity, to the eflect that
to establish a defence it must be proved that, at
the time of committing the act, the accused was
labouring under such a defect of reason of the mind
as not to know the nature and quality of his act,
or, in other words, as not to know that he was
doing wrong.
Accepting in relation to responsibility the test thus laid down, it must be apparent
to the most ordinary observer that the intoxicated
authors of crime (especially homicide, serious
assaults, cruelty to children, etc. ), and therefore of
80 per cent of all crimes (minor and petty offences
due to drink are excluded in this connexion) implying violence and recklessness, would not be held
responsible, and would either be dealt with as
persons insane at the time of committal, or in
the public interest would be detained in prison for
long periods because of the drunkenness which led
to the injury. In either case society would be protected against such potentially dangerous elements
detected in its midst, and justice would be fully
satisfied.
But what of the drunkards in posse ?
Do they take warning from those in esse ? Not at
all.
Later, in 1886, Justice Day said
Whatever
the cause of the unconsciousness, a person not
knowing the nature and quality of his act is irresponsible for it.' The existing law recognizes that,
if the drunkenness has not been voluntarily induced, responsibility has not been incurred. But
who is to decide when drunkenness is voluntary ?
ruling which has been viewed with much satisfaction was that given by Lord Low at Glasgow in
1891.
He expressed his willingness to give the
accused the benefit of the belief that there was no
malice and no deliberation, but that he committed
the crime while maddened by strong drink. While
that was sufficient to take the case out of the category of murder, it still left the charge of culpable
homicide. There have been several recent rulings
of quite another kind in the United Kingdom and
VOL. v.

—

;

—

A

:

'

A

—

;

'

put by an eminent

New York

jurist,

Clark

when he

states that
'the bettor rule of law undoubtedly now is that If the person
at the time of the commission of the act was unconscious and
incapable of reflection or memory by intoxication, he could not
be convicted. There must be motive and intention.'
Before leaving the 'wilful' nature of the crime
and the ' voluntarily ' induced state of mind, it
may with reason be asked. Do such cases admit of
other interpretations?
Might it not be argued,
both on its own merits and in the light of more
enlightened judicial rulings, (1) whether a man
drunk can legally do a wilful act ; (2) whether at
any stage of a habitual or periodic drunkard's
bout the drinking was ' voluntary,' for that would
imply the certainty of the absence of latent or
patent physical and mental degeneration and (3)
whether, admitting, as in the case of the occasional
Bell,

£7,389,000
£l,aiO,000

117,000

'

'

is vi-oll

£2,000,000

=34,000

the wilful nature of the crime, as well as the
voluntarily
induced state of mind, has been
much dwelt upon. The United States legal view
'
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drunkard, that the imbibing of a moderate quantity was ' voluntary,' the moment inb bition is
sufficiently impaired— sooner in some thai in others,
by reason of temperament and habit, b; a partial
paralysis of the higher nerve centres bj the toxic
agents further drinking, leading up to the paroxysmal and frenzied states revealed ad nauseam
in our criminal courts, becomes 'involuntary.' And
these seem cases where a plea of insane at the
time ' would be a good and valid one, or the result-

—

'

ant crime would be reduced from murder of the
first

degree.

The anomalies which emerge when the

civil

and

criminal laws are examined in regard to drunkenness are remarkable. As the capacity to perform
intelligently an important act is liable to be seriously impaired, the plea of intoxication is admissible
to vitiate civil acts.
Witnesses in civil as well as
in criminal trials, when visibly under the influence
of drink, have been asked by judges to stand down
or, if they are permitted to give evidence, it is
properly discounted. In Scotland an intoxicated
prisoner's declaration is considered invalid.
In
England, the Lord Chancellor acting in Lunacy
may, if an inquiry in lunacy has established that
any one has oeen unable to manage his aifairs
through confirmed intoxication, take the person
and property into his custody. Wills are voidable
if made when the testator is drunk, whether the bout
indulged in be by a casual or a habitual drunkard.
Property sold or disposed of under such conditions
may be followed by restitution when sobriety is
attained.
Contracts are now also voidable when
the law discovers that the drunkennest was connived at by the other party for purpose! of fraud.
They become valid if ratified when sober. Intoxication implies incapacity to consent, and a contract
involves the mutual agreement of two minds, so
that, if one party has no mind to agree, he cannot
make a valid contract. It is not a question of two
sober persons differing in bargaining astuteness.
This will always be; but it is ditterent when one of
the two is drunk. In the United States it is held
that, if the bargaining is fair and free from fraud
and not over-reaching, it will stand, even although
one of the parties was intoxicated. The Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council, in a Canadian
case, held that the present view taken of drunkenness rendered habitual drunkenness a sufficient
g-ound for setting aside paternal rights.
In
ritish law it has been ruled that, if either party
to a marriage had been so far under the influence
of drink as not to understand the nature and consequences of the act, proof of this would render
the act invalid. It is presumed in such a case that
there was no consummation. Thus, to all intents
and purposes, the civil law shields the drunkard
from the consequences of civil acts, testamentary
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and contracts made in a state of intoxication thus practically admitting the condition as one of non compos mentis for the time
being.
5. Legislation affecting- drunkenness.
(1) Great
In Great Britain, the Legislature, stimuBritain.
lated by Reports of Royal and Departmental CommissionsonLicensing, Poor Law, the Feeble-minded,
and Habitual Offenders and Inebriates, has in recent
years done a good deal with the object of removing
temptation in congested slum areas. For the casual
drunkard, the laws provide slight penal treatment
Involving a few days in prison or a small fine, for
the payment of which time may be allowed by the
Stipendiary, Justice, or Magistrate before imprisonment takes effect or the offender may be liberated
after imprisonment by part payment of the fine
equivalent to the time still to be served in prison,
the partial fine being provided by friends or by his
own labour. For the reformation and protection
of habitual drunkards, many of whom are feebleminded, mentally unstable, and degenerate, the
punishment meted out to casuals is, in the vast
majority of cases, applied to them, and only in a
very few cases after conviction are the habituals
sent to Certified or State Reformatories.
The
latter, maintained solely by the State, receive the
worst, although not necessarily less reformable (the
refractory and intractable), cases; the former, with
its semi-penal atmosphere, the quieter and more
hopeful cases, who for misconduct and insubordination may be transferred to tlie latter. The inmates,
on cause shown, may be transferred from one to the
other by order of the Secretary of State.
The
State Reformatories are supported by Government
grants, the Certified by local rates and Treasury
subventions but, down to the time of writing,
neither has been the success anticipated, or anything like it, owing to the working of the Acts.
Stipendiaries and Magistrates have taken little
advantage of the Act of 1898 as to Certified Reformatories, and, when they have taken advantage of it, they have hitherto selected wholly
unpromising material in many cases. As regards
cases suitable for the State Reformatories, Sheriffs
and County Court Judges have not availed themselves of the power conferred upon them.
There
is also a reluctance, on rating grounds, on the part
of local authorities, singly or in combination, to
build Certified Reformatories, or to contribute to
the support of those in existence. To the Legislature the public must look for amendments of the
Acts of 1879, 1888, and 1898, the serious defects of
which experience has shown to exist.
change
is clamantly urged, so that the law may become
effective, and not, what it is, practically a dead
letter.
Further compulsion is also required in
regard to well-to-do habitual and periodic drunkards (dipsomaniacs), under the Acts of 1879 and
1888, who do not come under the notice of the
police, in order that they may enter licensed Retreats.
The effect of compulsion would certainly
be that many such habituals now fully qualified
for segregation and treatment would enter these
Retreats voluntarily in terms of the law as it is at
present, and would thus be saved from themselves,
while their families and substance would be protected against folly and prodigality of the worst
kind, which a century ago could be promptly met
by interdiction. The Act of 1898 makes voluntary
entrance easier, in so far as the signature of the
applicant need only be attested by one Justice
instead of two, as formerly. The insiittU of the
family council, known to French, Canadian, and
Jersey laws, would be, for Great Britain, a step in
the right direction.
(2) ^mej-ioa.— The United States passed the first
Inebriate Act in 1854, under which patients could
dispositions,

—
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enter a Retreat either voluntarily or by order of
the Committee of the Habitual Drunkard.
In
1867, King's County, N.Y., established a Home.
Entrance was voluntary or by order of the Trustees of the Home, who were empowered to visit
the County jail and select fit subjects. Further,
on the report of a Commission of Inquiry to the
effect that any person was a habitual drunkard,
and incapable of managing his or her affairs, a
Justice could commit to the Home such person for
one year.
The Home received 12 per cent of
licence monies. In 1892 a Home for alcoholic and
drug females was set up in Manhattan Island,
The victims of either habit were admitted voluntarily or under compulsion. When compulsion was
resorted to, two medical certificates were necessary
and the order of a Judge, who could call for affidavits or take proof.
In 1867 the Washington
Home, Chicago, was erected. This Home received,
till expiry of original sentence, any person convicted of drunkenness or any misdemeanour occasioned thereby. In the same year the Pennsylvania
Sanitorium opened its doors. When there was no
Committee of the Habitual Drunkard, the institution could receive him on presentation, by his
guardian or friend, of the certificates of two doctors attested by a judicial officer.
In Connecticut,
in 1874, the Court of Probate, on the application of
a majority of the Select men of the town, could
order an inquiry as to the allegation of habitual
drunkenness arising from drink or drugs. This is
the first reference to the need for investigating
judicially the pernicious drug habit unfortunately
a growing one in every civilized country.
If
habitual drunkenness was proved, the patient was
conveyed to an inebriate asylum for a period of
from 4 to 12 months if dipsomania, for 3 years.
The dipsomaniac was thus viewed in a worse light
than the other. Superior courts had the right to
interfere and discharge at any time.
In New
Jersey the application of a 'voluntary' requires
to be attested by one Justice, or the applicant
may present himself at the Home, and fill up a
form, which is as binding as when attested by a
Justice.
person drunk when received may, on
becoming sober, sign a valid and binding application.
The Massachusetts Home has accommodation for 200 patients.
If one is unable to pay for
maintenance, the Municipality may be called upon
to meet the cost. Fort Hamilton Home, Brooklyn,
is the principal institution receiving pauper inebriates.
Although there is, on the whole, fairly good
legislation in the United States in the interests of
inebriates who are either well or comfortably ofl
in the matter of resources, there is, as in Great
Britain, practically no provision made for the impecunious, except for those falling into the hands
of the police, and for them the provision is miserably inadequate.
Nearly all
(a) Canada.
(3) British Colonies.
the Provincial Legislatures have enacted effective
measures for habitual inebriety. Ontario in 1873
passed an Act to set up a Home for voluntary and
involuntary inmates the term of stay not to expetition is presented to the
ceed 12 months.
Judge by relatives or, in default, by friends, to the
effect that the patient cannot control himself or his
affairs
the Judge grants a hearing a copy of the
petition is served on the habitual drunkard ; the
he can interrogate
Judge summons witnesses
the drunkard, who has the right to call as well
as to examine witnesses the Judge forwards his
decision and a copy of the evidence to the Provincial Secretary, who directs removal to a Home.
In Quebec, in 1870, an Act was passed to provide
for the interdiction and cure of habitual drunkards.
Any Judge of the Superior Court of Lower
Canada can pronounce interdiction, and can appoint
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to manage the drunkard's affairs, and
control his person as in interdiction for insanity.
family council is called by the Judge to investigate the truth of allegations, and a petition is
served on the alleged 'liabitual,' who may he relieved of interdiction after one year's sobriety and
regain civil rights. Wilful and knowing sale of
drink to the interdicted is finable and punishable.
The curator, sometimes termed the guardian, may
place his charge or ward in any licensed Home,
and may remove him at any time. The Quebec
Province law of interdiction closely resembles what
obtained in Scotland 100 years ago, but fell into
desuetude, although there are competent authorities who say it could, without statutory enactment,
be revived again. In Manitoba the petition is presented by a public officer. There is much to be
said for the creation of such an official, as relatives
are often placed in an invidious position, and will
not move.
Relatives and neighbours are summoned and put on oath. The interdicted may be
conKned in any place the Judge may think proper,
and be visited once a month by a County Sheriff.
While interdiction lasts, bargains, sales, and contracts made are null and void.
The interdicted
may be discharged and re-vested after proof of 12
months' abstinence.
(b) Australia.
In 1874 the Legislature of South
Australia set up a Home at Adelaide, and voted

a curator

A

—

£3000. Voluntary admission could be obtained for
12 months on application of the habitual to any
Justice.
For involuntary admission, application
was made by relatives or friends. The inebriate could be summoned before a Judge or special
Magistrate or two Justices, and requested to show
cause why he should not be committed to a Retreat
for 12 months.
Whether present at, or absent
from, the trial to which he has been invited, if it
is proved that he is an inebriate, he can be sent to
the Retreat. Two medical certificates are necessary.
In Victoria, the legal machinery, like the
provision made, is much the same, except that for
voluntary entrants only one Justice is required.
In New South Wales there are two kinds of
Homes one for those who can pay, the other a
mixed penitentiary and inebriate asylum for quasicriminal offenders.
'

'

—

(c)

New Zealand. —Admission is either voluntary

or involuntary. Residence is in a ward or division
of a lunatic asylum, quite apart from the insane.
Great difficulties, as might be looked for, have
been experienced in complying with this part of
statutory requirement, and special accommodation
has long been considered urgent.
One of the
6. Prophylaxis and therapeutics.
few hopeful features of the drink problem is the
gradual diminution in the use of alcohol in society
and in the treatment of disease in hospitals and in
private practice, until now it is at the vanishing
point as a drug, stimulant, or tissue-builder. In
7 of the principal London Hospitals from 1872 to
1902, although She daily resident population has
varied little, the expenditure on alcohol has fallen
6S per cent. No less striking and satisfactory are
the figures for the Wandsworth Union, in which
the number of inmates, inclusive of the sick, has
increased 288 per cent, while the spirit bill has
Equally interesting
fallen from £371 to £2, 7s.
are the figures for the Hospitals of the Metropolitan Asylum Board for 1894 to 1905. The total
under treatment for 'fevers' rose from 19,900 to
27,160, or 36 per cent, while the cost of stimulants
The same
fell 63 per cent, from £1388 to £515.
tale could be told of every hospital in the land
and it is especially significant, since the fall is the
outcome of the best clinical experience and scienIn surgical wards of hospitals and
tific research.
in maternities, patients operated upon rarely get

—
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alcohol, except for 'shock' and severe hiemorrhage,
ea]>ec\aX\y post-partum (Dr. W. L. Reid, Glasgow),
and in these directions alcohol is being superseded

by other and better substitutes.
During a drinking bout numerous untoward

oi

fatal accidents may occur, viz. gastritis (inflammation of stomach, which is perhaps the least to
be feared, as the poison may be rejected), retention
of urine, suffocation resulting from the position of

the body (head resting on the chest), coma (when
death takes place from deep toxic narcosis), exposure, drowning, or bodily injuries. Apoplexy is
frequently mistaken for drunken coma, the person
with the apoplectic seizure, it may be, smelling of
alcohol.

In regard to treatment, something requires to
be said of what one might term orthodox medical
treatment, and of the many puffed 'secret cures,'
freely advertised, regardless of expense, of which
only the rich can avail themselves. Before admittance into any of the Homes in which the 'secret'
cure is practised, a bargain is struck, and a big
sum of money is paid down. Benevolence or
philanthropy does not enter into the matter. The
nature of the remedy, so far as the vendor is
concerned, is kept 'secret.' But there is no secret
about it, as nearly all such remedies have been
analyzed by competent chemists, and their contents
are known. As a rule, the composition of the best
of them in no way differs from the composition of
those prescribed by physicians who act for the good
of the drunkard, and have no interest in the profits
from the sale of the remedies.
Strychnine, atropine, nux-vomica, hyoscine, bromides, quinine, digitalis, capsicum, and apomorphia
for sleeplessness, in very minute doses, are the chief
ingredients of the physician's prescription, as they
are of many of the 'secret' remedies ; and they are
said to create a distaste for alcohol by restoring
and bracing up the tissues to a healthy state. If
by any of the remedies that are really quack a
cure is said to have been effected, the cure is by
'

'

'suggestion,' which sometimes
abstinence,

is

'

'

of good effect

when aided by long
luded

by the tonics aland by healthy regimen, employment,

to,

and recreation.

—
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DUALISM.
Greek (W.

Introductory (K. Eucken), p. 100.
American (L. Spence), p. 101.
Celtic (J. A. MacCulloch), p. 102.

Egyptian (6. Foucart),

term 'dualism' appears for
the first time in Thomas Hyde's Hist, religionis
veterum Persarum (e.g. cap. 9, p. 164), published
in 1700, and is there applied to a system of thought
according to which there exists an Evil Being coordinate and co-eternal with the primal Good. The
word was employed in the same sense by Bayle (cf.
art. 'Zoroastre,' in his Diet., ed. Paris, 1820) and
(in his

Thiodic^e

;

cf.

Erdraann's ed., Ber-

1839-40, pp. 5476, 565a).
It was then transferred from the sphere of ethics and religion to
that of metaphysics by Christian Wolff (1679-1754).
Wolff applies the term ' dualists ' to those who
regard body and soul as mutually independent
substances,' and contrasts such thinkers with the
monists, who would derive the totality of the real
either from matter alone or from spirit alone. The

lin,

Wolffian usage of the terra is now by far the most
fenerally recognized, although we still sometimes
nd the word applied to certain theories in ethics,
epistemology, and the philosophy of religion.
In its application to the relation between soul
and body, spirit and Nature, the term dualism
recalls a problem which goes back to a very early
period, and which has received various solutions
in the evolution of human thought.
Among the
ancient Greeks the tendency was to bring the
physical and the psychical into very close relations
with each other.
Thus their philosophy begins
with a naive monism hylozoism and, in particular, their artistic achievement reveals a marvellous harmony of the spiritual and the sensuous.
But dualistic tendencies like>vise began to manifest themselves at an early stage, as, e.g., in the
teaching of the Orphics and Pythagoreans regarding the transmigration of souls a doctrine which
implies that the soul is independent of the body.
In philosophy, however, it was Anaxagoras (q.v.)
who first explicitlj^ disengaged spirit or mind (roCs)
from matter, setting the former, as the simple,
the pure, the unmixed, in opposition to the latter;^
and we may, therefore, speak of Anaxagoras as the
first philosophical dualist.
But the dualistic mode
of thought finds its most magnificent expression in
the philosophy of Plato, with its ri^d separation
of the world of Ideas from the manifold of sense.
Aristotle, on the other hand, inclines rather towards
monism, as appears from his definition of the soul
as the entelechy of the body.' But his conception
of the spirit (vom) as something added to the process
'

—

;

—

Psychologic Rationalis, Frankfort, 1732, § 39 * Dualistae
sunt, qui et substantiarum materialium et immaterialium exifltentiara admittunt.'
2 Cf. e.g. Aristotle, Metaph. i. 8 (Bekker, p. 989i, 14) ifnjirl
6' eifai iJ.efjLLyfj.dva irarTa tt\t]v tov vov, tovtov 6e afJ-Lyrf fjovov «ol
Ka3ap6v Phl/s. viii. 5 (2566, 24) Slo koI 'Afo^ayopaq op6uii Ae'yei,
TOV vovv 0LTra6-n, i^ao-Kuf «al e^ityi) elcai, eTreiSTJjrep KLvrftrem^ apx^jv
avTOV TTOLel etvof ovTut yan av fidvuji; KLVoirf aKLV-rfTO^ uiv Kal
Kparoif] afjLyrj^ loV. de AnivUl, i. 2 (405a, 13): 'Ava^ayopa^ 5'
eoLKe fjev erepov \eyeLV ipvx^v re kol vovv, xP^^aL &' CLfj<itoLV w? fiL^
^ikret, ir\riv apxifv ye tov vovv TiflcTai jUoAioTO naVTiov fjovov vovv
4>r](rLV avTOV T<iiv ovrtav awKovv etvat Kal iftiy^ re Kal Ka9ap6v.
1

:

:

:

:

3

De Anima,

\eyetv,

eijj

av

1 (4126, 4) : ei Sij tl koivov IttI ttootj? i//vX7)S 5et
ecTeAe'x^'* ^ irpMrr] iTtj>fj.aTOS (fiVLTLKOv bpyaVLKov.
ii.

Davidson),

p. 107.

p. 104.
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Leibniz

L.

Iranian (L. C. Casartelli), p. 111.
Jewish (A. E. Suffrin), p. 112.
of Nature from without, and separable from the
body, bears an unmistakably dualistic character.'
It is certainly true that in the later period of the
ancient world the Stoics advocated a monistic
hypothesis, bringing force and matter {SpcuxTiKiv
Kai v\lk6v) into close connexion with each other,
and affirming the material nature of all reality
but when, in the further evolution of ancient social
life, the old ideals began to lose their fervour, and
the dark and painful aspects of experience more
and more engaged the minds of men, and when,
above all, dire moral perplexities began to be felt,
matter gradually came to be regarded as something
obstructive and evil something from which the

—

individual must try his best to deliver himself.
Thus arose the ascetic ideal of life, and, hand in
hand with it, a rigid dualism. Accordingly we
find that the last great system of ancient thought,
that of Plotinus, is pervaded by a vehement disparagement of sensuous matter, while the intelligible world and the world of sense are set in
rigorous opposition to each other. See, further,
the Greek section of this article.
Christianity, in its essential principles, has no
Looking
affinity with a dualism of this kind.
upon all that exists as the handiwork of God, it
cannot regard matter as something unworthy. Its
firm contention is that the source of evil lies, not
in matter, but in voluntary action, in the apostasy
Another element
of spiritual beings from God.
which militates against the dualistic tendency is
the fact that in Christianity the body ranks as an
essential constituent of human nature, as is shown,
in particular, by the doctrine of a bodily resurNotwithstanding these facts, however,
rection.
Greek and Oriental dualism forced their way into
the early Church on a wide scale, and, as appears
from the prevalence of asceticism (see Asceticism
[Christian]), gained a vast influence over the Christian mind.
As we might expect, its grasp was
still further strengthened by the Platonism which
prevailed in the first half of the mediaeval period.
On the other hand, the ascendancy of the Aristotelian philosophy in the culminating stages of
mediaeval thought was, in the domain of natural
science, rather favourable to monism, since it did
'

'

not permit of any hard and fast antagonism between body and soul. But the Aristotelian view
at length underwent a certain modification, in so

champions of mediaeval Aristotelianism,
Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas, held that
the vegetative and animal faculties of the soul,
which Aristotle himself assigned wholly to the
body, are conditioned by the bodOy organs only
in their temporal functions, and therefore also
share in the immortality of the spirit. This view
was officially recognized as the doctrine of the
far as the

1 Cf. d« Animal. Gen. ii. 3 (7366, 27) : AetVercu 5^ rot- vovv fjovov
6vpa6ev eTTenTLEVaL Kal 6eLov eXvai fjovov ov^ev -yap avTOu rp evep-

evepyeia ; dfi Anima, ii. 2 (4136, 25) eoLKt
vov^) ipvXTJ'i yeVo? erepov eivai, Kal tovto fi6vov ivSexeraf
Xiopi^eadoL KoBdnep to atSuiv tov tjjdapTOv.
yei'a KOLVtijveL aiofjaTLKTf

(scil. 6

:

;

'
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Catholic Church by the Council of Vienne (A.u.
1311).

Modern philosophy,

as inauKurated by Descartes
opened with an unqualified dualism. The
conceptions of matter and mind were now for the
first time precisely delined, and clearly distinguished from each other. Descartes' dehnition of
body and soul respectively as substantia exlcnsa
(q.v.),

and substantia cogitans obviously made it impossible to bring the two under a single concept, since
the 'thinking substance' is stated to be absolutely
indivisible, while the spatially extended substance
Body and soul
is capable of infinite division.
have thus no internal principle of unity, but are
dissimply joined together by the will of God.
tinction so absolute could not, of course, remain
permanently unchallenged, but it sufficed at least
to put an end to the hitherto prevailing confusion
between the physical and the psychological interpretation of phenomena, and made it nenceforth
necessary to explain Nature by Nature, and the
psychical by the psychical. The natural sciences,
in particular, had suttered serious detriment from
a theory which explained physical and physiological processes-— more especially the formation,
growth, and nutriment of organic bodies as immediately due to the workings of the soul for, of
course, the practice of tracing natural phenomena
to psychical causes stood in the way of all advance
in exact science, and it was the dualism of Descartes, with its precise delimitation of concepts,
that first brought such advance within the range

A

—
;

(American)
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temporary tliinker as VVundt, tliis nionihm is in
uascijce Hiiiiply a reversion to tlie hylozoisni of the
Ionic philosopliers

whether

tlie

:

and

question

certainly open to doubt
quite as simple as monists

it is

is

make out, and whether the entire intellectual
movement of centuries has, in so fundamental a
problem, been barren of all result, as monists must
perforce maintain. This point will be further dealt
with, however, in the article Monism ; and it need
only be said meanwhile that it is one thing to think
of the world as in the last resort sundered into
absolutely diverse provinces, and quite another to
regard human experience as embracing dill'erent
starting-points and dilierent movements, which can
be brought into closer relations only by degrees
and in virtue of progressive intellectual ettbrt. It
is impossible that dualism should constitute the
final phase of human thought ; but, in view of such
consummation, it has an important function to perform, viz. to put obstacles in the way of a premature
synthesis, and to insist upon a full recognition of
the antitheses actually present in human experience.
Dualism, in virtue of its precise definition
of concepts, acts as a corrective to that confusion
into which monism so easily lapses; and, to realize
the value of such a r61e, we need but recall the
' Veritas
aphorism of Bacon
potius emergit ex
errore quam ex confusione.'
:

— R.

Eisler, Worterbuch der philos. Begri/e^,
'Dualisraus'; L. Stein, Duaiismus oder
iiber die doppelte Wahrheitf
Berlin, 1909 R. Knci^ea, Geistige- Strmnungen der Gegenwart*,
Leipzig, 1909, p. 170 ff. (an English translation wUl appear
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Berlin, 1909,

MmUsmTisi

8. v.

Eine Unlersuchung

;

K. EUCKEN.

shortly).

of possibility.

This dualism maintained its ground as the dominant hypothesis of the period of Illumination, and
WolflF himself claimed unequivocally to be a dualist.
But Descartes' accentuation of the antithesis between mind and matter evoked an endeavour to
bridge the gulf in some way, and to find some
explanation of the connexion that actually obtains.
Descartes himself manifests this striving in his
doctrine that the physical and the psychical have
their point of contact in the pineal gland ; and further instances are found in occasionalism, with
its belief that material and spiritual processes are
maintained in mutual harmony by Divine agency ;
in the system of Spinoza, who regarded the two
great divisions of pnenomena as the attributes of
a single substance ; and in Leibniz's doctrine of

DUALISM

—The view

which has
obtained in several quarters, that an ethical dualism
exists in the religions of many of the American
Indian tribes, is a wholly mistaken one. No ethical
contrast existed in the native mind between those
deities who assisted man and those who were
actively hostile to him ; and it hats been made
abundantly clear that such dualistic ideas as have
been found connected with other religious conceptions of American Indian peoples owe their origin
to contact with the whites. The view that dualism
did exist arose from the misconceptions of early
missionaries, assisted in many instances by the
mistranslation of native words.
'The idea that the Creeks know anything of a devil is an
(American).

invention of the missionaries (Gatschet, op. cit. infra, i. 216).
The Hidatsa believe neither in a hell nor a devil (Matthews,
'

monads, which derives all reality from spirit, and
explains the body as simply a congeries of souls.
A defection from the prevailing belief in dualism,
however, ensued only with the break-up of the
Illumination and the emergence of new currents
Various factors combined to make a
of thought.
stand against

wards an

it.

First of all, the

movement toand a more

artistic interpretation of life

—

natural conception of refelity as found alike in
the neo-humanism represented by Goethe and in
romanticism intensified the need of an inherent
connexion between Nature and spirit, the sensuous
and the non-sensuous. Then came the speculative
philosophy of Germany, with its interpretation of
all reality as but the evolution of spiritual life.^
But the most potent factor of all was modem
science, which demonstrated in countless ways the
dependence of psychical life upon the body and
bodily conditions, alike in the experience of the
individuaJ and throughout the entire range of organic being. This forms the starting-point of the
theory which with special emphasis now claims
the name of monism, and rejects everything in the
nature of a self-sustained psychical life. Nevertheless, as has been well said by so eminent a con-

—

'

op,

'

cit, i7\fra, p. xxii).

In some cases the same word which the missionhave employed to translate devil they have
been compelled to use to render spirit.
The
early missionaries regarded the gods of the Indians
as devils, and taught their converts to look upon
them as such, but in some cases the natives disagreed with their teachers, attempting to explain
to them that their deities were the bringers of all
good things, and by no means evil. This, of course,
implied not that their gods were good in the
ethical sense, that they loved righteousness and
hated iniquity, but that they conferred on man
the merely material blessings necessary to savage
Winslow,
existence.
his Good News from Ne%u
England (1622), says that the Indians worship a
good power called Kiehtan, and another who, as
farre as wee can conceive, is the Devill,' named
Hobbamock, or Hobbkmoqui.
The former of
those names is merely the word 'great' in the
Algonquin language, and is probably an abbreviation of Kittanitowit, the Great Manitou
a vague
term mentioned by Williams and other early

aries

Cf., e.g., Fichte,

:

'

—

philosopher.

'

'

'

'

m

'

'

'

—

manufactured by
Duponceau, Langues de VAmirique du
Nord). On the other hand, the god whom Winslow
likens to the power of evil was, in fact, a deity
whose special function was the cure of diseases
writers, and in all probability

them

Werke, iv. 373
One who in any wise
admits the existence of a material world, though only along
with and beside the spiritual—dualism as they call it is no
1

'

(see

'
;
;
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he was also a protector in dreams, and

and

by Jarvis as

reveal

'

is explained
the Oke, or tutelary deity, which

each Indian worships.'
In the religious conceptions of some tribes the
same god is both 'good and 'evil,' in the sense
that he distributes equally joy and sorrow. Thus
Jurupari, worshipped by the Uapes of Brazil, is
the name for the supernatural in general, from
which all things come, good and evil. In the
majority of American religions, however, the
supreme deity is good in a purely material sense.
Thus Aka-Kanet, sometimes mentioned as the
father of evil in the mythology of the Araucans of
Chile, is, in reality, a benign power throned in the
Pleiades, who sends fruits and flowers to the earth.
In the same way the Supay of the Peruvians and
the Mictla of the Nahuatlacans were not embodiments of the evil principle, but simply gods of the
dead, corresponding to the classical Pluto. The
Jesuit missionaries rarely distinguish between good
and evil deities, when speaking of the religions of
the northern tribes ; and the Moravian Brethren,
writing of the Algonquins and Iroquois, state that
' the
idea of a devil, a prince of darkness, they
first received in later times through the Europeans.
'

'

' I
have never been able to discover from the Dakotaa themthe Rev. G. H. Pond, a missionary to them for
eighteen years, the least degree of evidence that they divide
the gods into classes of good and evil, and am persuaded that
those persons who represent them as doing so do it inconsiderately, and because it is so natural to subscribe to a longcherished popular opinion' ^ap. Schoolcraft, Indian Tribes^

selves,' writes

'

p. 642).

Myths have arisen in several Indian mythologies
since the tribes in whose religions they occur have
come into contact with Europeans. In these
myths the concepts of good and evil, as known to
civilized nations, are introduced ; and several
myths have been altered to bring the older
conceptions into line with the newly-introduced
idea of dualism. The comparatively late introduction of such views finds remarkable confirmation
in the myths of the Kiohe (Quich6) of Guatemala,
which are recorded in the Popol Vuh, a compilation
of native myths made by a Christianized Kiche
scribe of the 17th century. Dimly conscious,
perhaps, that his version of these myths was
coloured by the opinions of a lately-adopted
Christianity, he says of the Lords of Xibalba, the
'
rulers of the Kiche Hades
In the old times they
:

did not have much power. They were but annoyers
and opposers of men, and, in truth, they were
not regarded as gods.' Speaking of the Mayas,
CogoUudo says
The devil is called by them
Xibilba,' the derivation of which name is from a
root meaning
to fear ; it relates to the fear
inseparable from the idea of death, and has no
connexion in any way with the idea of evil in the
abstract.
The gods of the American Indians, like
those of other savages, are too anthropomorphic in
their nature, too entirely savage themselves, to
partake of higher ethical qualities. Personal spite
or tribal feuds may render some more inimical than
others, but always purely from self-interest, and
not through a love of evil for evil's sake. Some,
again, favour man, but always from similar motives,
and not from any purely ethical sense of virtue.
:

'

'

'

LiTEEATDRB.— D. G. BrintoH, Myths of the New World (3rd
A. S. Gatschet, Migration

ed. revised), Philadelphia, 1905 ;
Legend of the Creek Indians,

Philadelphia,

P. S.
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LEWIS SpENCE.

DUALISM (Celtic).—Little or nothing is known
to us of the religion of the ancient Celts as an
ethical religion.
The references to it in classical
writers, the evidence of inscriptions, the Welsh

and the witness of folk-survivals
almost wholly as a Nature-religion. To
some extent the dualism which is more or less
Irish texts,
it

present in all Nature-religions characterized Celtic

mythology, but how far it was also an ethical
dualism is quite obscure.
As the religion of a
people who were largely engaged in agriculture,
there was a cult of divinities and spirits of growth
and fertility whose power and influence might be
aided by magical ritual. Opposed to growth and
fertility were blight, disease, and death, the evidence of which was seen in pestilence, in bad
seasons, and in the desolation of winter.
As
growth and fertility were the work of beneficent
deities, so those evils were probably regarded as
brought about by personal agencies of a supernatural and evil character. The drama of Nature
showed that the sun was sometimes vanquished by
cloud and storm, though it soon renewed its vigour;
that summer with all its exuberant life died at the
coming of winter, but that it returned again full of
vitality that vegetation perished, but that it revived annually in ample plenitude. But what was
true of Nature was true also, in mythology, of the
personal and supernatural forces behind it. Beneficent and evil powers were in conflict.
Year by
year the struggle went on, year by year the gods
of growth sutt'ered deadly harm, but appeared
again as triumphant conquerors to renew the
struggle once more. Myth came to speak of this
perennial conflict as having happened once for all,
as if some gods had perished in spite of their im;

But the struggle, nevertheless, went
The gods might perish, but only
for a time.
They were immortal they only
seemed to be wounded and to die.
Such a dualistic my thology as this seems to be
represented by the euhemerized account of the
battles between Fomorians and Tuatha De Danann
Whatever the Fomorians were
in the Irish texts.
mortality.

on year by year.

;

in origin, whether the gods of aboriginal tribes in
Ireland, or of a group of Celtic tribes at war with
another group, it is evident that they had come to

be regarded as evil and malicious, and could thus
be equated with the baneful personages already
known to Celtic mythology as hostile to the gods
It is evident that the
of growth and fertility.
Irish Celts possessed a somewhat elaborate mythical rendering of the dualism of Nature, and this
seems to survive in the account of the battle or
battles of Magtured. But, after the Christianizing
of Ireland, the old gods had gradually come to be regarded as kings and warriors, and this euhemerizing
process was completed by the annalists. Hence in
the account of the battles, while it is evident that
in some aspects the hostile forces are more than
human, the gods are described as kings and great
warriors or as craftsmen. The Fomorians appear
as the baneful race, more or less demoniac, inhabiting Ireland before the arrival of the Tuatha
D6 Danann. But we also hear of the Firbolgs and
other peoples, who are clearly the aboriginal races
of Ireland, and whose gods the Fomorians are someThe Tuatha D6 Danann are
times said to be.
certainly the gods of the Irish Celts or of some
large group of them.
Early Irish literature knew only one battle of Magtured, in
which Firbolgs and Fomorians were overthrown together. But
in later accounts the battle is duplicated, and the first fight
takes place at JMagtured in Mayo, and the second at Magtured
In the first battle
in Sligo, twenty-seven years after the first.
the leader of the 'Tuatha D6 Danann, Nuada, loses his hand, and
for this reason the kingdom is temporarily taken from him
and given to Bres, the son of a Fomorian by a woman of the
Tuatha D6 Danann. There is the usual inconsistency of myth
here and elsewhere in these notices. The Tuatha D6 Danann
have just landed in Ireland, but already some of them have
This inconsistency
united with the Fomorians in marriage.
escaped the euhemerizing chroniclers, but it clearly points to

the fact that Fomorians and Tuatha D6 Danann were supernatural and Divine, not human races successively arrivine in
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Iroland, and, though in confllot, yet, like conflicting liarbarouB
trlljea, occasionally uniting in niarriaj^e. The aeconu battle took
place on Sainhain (Nov. Ibt), the featival which began the Celtic

Meanwhile the Tuatha D6
winter (see Fkhtivals [Celtic]).
Danann had been forced to pay tribute to the Fomoriana and
to perform menial duties for them, in spite of their havinK been
conquerors. This shows that the euhemerieta probably misunderstood the old myths, which may have been known to thera
only in a garbled form. Myths must have told of the temporary
defeat and subjection of the beneficent Nature-gods, followed
by their final triumph, not of a subjection after a victory.
Following the annalistic account, we lind that the exactions
demanded by Bres led to discontent. For his niggardliness he
was satirized by a poet, and 'nought bub decay was on him
from that hour.' Meanwhile Nuada had recovered his hand,
and Bres was forced to abandon the throne. In grief and anger
be went to collect an army from his father, who sent him to
Bolor and to Indech. These assembled their forces and prepared to attack the Tuatha D6 Danann. In the course of the
battle which followed, Indech wounded Ogma (probably a
culture-god), and Balor(a personification of the evil eye) slew
Nuada, out himself received a mortal wound from Lug (perhaps
a sun-god). This put an end to the battle the Fomorians were
routed, and fled to their own part of the country.
Another inconsistency in the euhemerized account is that,
while the first battle is fought on Beltane, the beginning of
summer, the second is fought on Samhain. One would naturalli' expect that powers of blight would be represented as
vanquished not on a winter but on a summer festival. Perhaps
the old myths told of the defeat and subjection of the gods on
Samhain, and of their victory over the powers of blight on
;

Beltane.

It is clear that the

Fomorians, in their opposition

Tuatha D6 Danann, and from the sinister
character assigned to them in folk-tradition, had
come to be regarded in mythology as identical with
to the

(Celtic)
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has pointed out the similarity of March to More, a Fomori&n
king who levied a tax of two-thirds of their children, corn,
and milk on the Nemediana every Manihain ove, and has aUo
shown that Malaen is perhaps connected with worda denoting

something demoniac

(op. cit. (J09).

The incidents of the WeUh story mav he baaed on earlier
myths oron ritual customs embodying the oelicf in powera hostile
to growth and fertility and to their goda. LlCidd, like Nuada,
is probably a god of growtli, and this may be referred to in the
tale, not only In the fact that he overcomes beings who cause
dearth and barrenness, but in the fact that his generosity and
liberality in giving meat and drink to all who sou^cbt them are
It ia not clear, however, why the
have been most active on May-day, but thij

particularly mentioned.
hostility should

may

be a misunderstanding, as in the Irish story, and
that the dragons are overcome on May-eve.

to his gods. Blight, disease, fog, winter, the raging
sea, and all influences of evil are personitied in the

Fomorians. Before them men trembled, yet they
were not wholly cast down, for they knew that
the bright immortal gods, who gave light and
caused growth, were on their side and fought
against their enemies.^

A similar euhemerized version of old dualistic
myths, though presented in a more romantic form,
is perhaps to be found in the Welsh story of LMdd
and

Llevelys,
LlOdd is an old divinity (perhaps the equivalent of the Irish
Nuada) who, in this story, figures as a king of Britain. His
country is subjected to three plagues that of the race of the
Coranians, who hear every whisper wherever it is spoken that
of a shriek heard all over the island on May Eve, which scares
every one, and leaves animals, trees, earth, and water barren
and that of the mysterious disappearance of a year's supply of
food. From these three plagues Llevelya by his advice releases
LlOdd and his people. He gives him insects which he must
bruise in water. Then, having called together his people and
the Coranians, he is to throw the water over them. It will poison
the Coranians, but do no harm to the men of his own race.
The second plague is caused by the attack made on the dragon
of the land by a foreign dragon, and Llevelys instructs LlQdd
how to capture both. This is done, and LlOdd buries them in a
kistvaen at Dinas Emreis in Snowdon.
The third plague is
caused by a mighty magician who, while every one is lulled to
sleep by his magic, carries off the store of provisions. LlDdd
must, therefore, watch, and, whenever he feels a desire to
sleep, must plunge into a cauldron of cold water.
Following
this advice, he captures and overpowers the magician, who becomes his vassal (Loth, Mabinoaion, Paris, 1889, i. 173). The
:

;

;

Coranians are described in the Triads as a hostile race of invaders, and, contrary to this story, they are said never to have
left the island (Loth, ii. 256, 274).
But the method of getting
rid of thera, as well as the incidents of the dragons and the
ma^cian, shows that we are not dealing with actual tribes. As
Rhys has shown, they may be a race of dwarfs, their name probably being derived from ccJtt, 'dwarf.' They also survive in
Welsh folk-belief as a kind of mischievous fairies (Celtic Heathendom, London, 1888, p. 606 cf. the Breton dwarf fairies, the
Corr and Corrigan).
The question arises whether there is not here something
analogous to the strife of Fomorians and Tuatha D6 Danann.
In all three incidents we have a whole realm suffering from
plagues
in the last two, fertility and plenty are destroyed,
women lose their hope of offspring, animals and vegetation are
blighted, and food ia stolen away. The dragon plague occurs
on May-day (Beltane), and in a Triad the plague of the Coranians has its place taken by that of March Malaen from beyond
the sea, and is called the oppression of the 1st of May.' Rhys
;

;

'

battles, see Harl. MS 52S0, text and
Cf. d'Arbois de Jubainville, Cours
delitt. celt., vol. ii. [Paris, 1884] passim; and for the probable
original character of the Fomorians, see art. Celts in vol. iii.
p. 282*.
1

tr.

For the account of the
in RCel xii. [1891] 59 ff.

said

It is not unlikely that these dualistic myths were
connected with ritual acts.
Another romantic
Welsh story, based upon an earlier myth, is
strongly suggestive of this.
LlOdd had a daughter Creidylad, who was to wed Gw^hur,
but before the wedding Gwyn abducted her. A fight ensued,
in which Gwyn was victorious, forcing one of his antagonists to
eat his dead father's heart. On this. King Arthur interlered,
and commanded that Creidylad should stay at her father's
house, while Gwyn and Gwythur were to fight for her every
year on the lat of May until the Day of Judgment. Then the
victor should gain her hand (Loth, i. 269 f.).
The myth on which this story is based may have
arisen as explanatory of actual ritual combats in
which the beneficent and hurtful powers were represented dramatically.
Traces of these ritual
combats survived in folk-custom.
Thus, in the Isle of Man on May-day a young girl was made
Queen of the May, and was attended by a captain and several
other persons. There was also a Queen of Winter and her company.
Both parties were symbolically arrayed, and met in
mimic combat on the May festival. If the Queen of the May
was captured, she was ransomed by her men for a sum of money,
which was then spent on a feast in which all joined (Train, Isle
*

beings who, to the Celts of Ireland, represented the
powers of Nature which were hostile to man and

it ia

of Man, Douglas, 1845,

ii.

'

118).

between human representaare common in European folk-custom, and are survivals from primitive
ritual, which was intended magically to assist the
beneficent powers of growth in their combat with
those of blight and death, while at the same time

Such mimic

tives of

tights

Summer and Winter

auguries of the probable fertility of the season
were no doubt drawn from the course of the fight
(for examples, see Grimm, Teut. Myth., Eng. tr.,
London, 1880-8, ii. 764 f. ; Frazer, GB"^, 1900,
ii. 99 f.).
The ritual was connected with the dualistic idea of
'a quarrel or

war between the two powers

of the year.

.

.

,

Summer and Winter are at war with one another, exactly like
Day and Night Day and Summer gladden, as Night and
Winter vex the world.'
In the ritual 'Summer comes off
;

and Winter is defeated the people supply, as it
were, the chorus of spectators, and break out into praises of the
conqueror' (Grimm, 762, 764).
victorious,

;

But, as the true meaning and purpose of the
were gradually forgotten, the mythical ideas
which they dramatized would be expressed differently in some cases, perhaps, more elaborately.
Both myth and ritual of a dualistic kind probably
gave rise to the story of Creidylad, the daughter of
a god of growth. Nor, indeed, is it impossible that
the stories of the battle of Magtured may have
owed something to the suggestiveness of those
These took place at the beginritual combats.
ning of summer, when the vigour of the powers of
growth had increased, and that of the powers of
ritual

—

blight had as clearly decreased. This, which was
regarded as the result of a long combat, was so
represented in the ritual and described in myth.
In general the ritual of the Celtic festivals was
largely directed to aiding the sun and other powers
by which fertility was increased.
The bonfire
which had so prominent a place on these occasions

was a kind

of sun-charm (see Festivals [Celtic]).
It is probable also that the human victims slain at
earlier
an
time at these festivals, as representatives
of the spirit or god of vegetation, were later regarded as sacrifices offered to propitiate the evil

powers which arrayed themselves against man and
his beneficent deities, unless they were simply
regarded as propitiating the latter.

—
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The activity of hostile powers of blight was
naturally greater in winter, and this appears to be
referred to both in tales in Irish texts which are
the debris of old myths, and in popular traditional
beliefs.
In these, demoniac beings of all kinds are
regarded as peculiarly active and malevolent at
Samhain (the beginning of winter). 'Malignant
bird-flocks' issue from the hell-gate of Ireland
every SsmhaLn-eve, to blight the crops and to

Demon women always appear on
and they resemble the Samhanach, a
November demon believed in the Highlands to
steal ch'ldren and work other mischief.
The
activity of witches and other evil beings, of fairies
who abduct human beings, and of the dead at that
kill aniir lis.

that ni^

'

'

.t,

time is also suggestive in this connexion (see Joyce,
Social Hist, of Anc. Ireland, 1903, ii. 556 ; BCel x.
[1889] 214, 225, xxiv. [1903] 172
Celtic Magazine,
ix. [1883] 209).
Nor is it unlikely that some of the
demoniac beings of later Celtic superstition were
not simply older beneficent gods or spirits to whom
an evil character had been assigned as the result of
the adoption of a new religion ; it is probable that
already in pagan times they represented the powers
;

Nature

of

in its

more

hostile aspects.

Thus, though the evidence for Celtic dualism is
not extensive, and is largely inferential, there is no
reason to doubt that a certain belief in opposing
powers, such as is a necessary part of all Naturereligions, did exist.
How far that ever became a
more ethical dualism is quite unknown.
LiTBRATDRE.—This 19 sufficiently given in the article. See
MacCulloch, Seligion of the Ancient Celts, Edin., 1911.

also
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J. A. MacCulloch.
(Egyptian).— I. General.— Egyp-

tian religion exhibits, ' fossilized ' in the different
stratifications of its various religious periods, the
whole series of dualistic notions that we find to-day
in all the other religions.
Thus, in a good many
of the chapters of the different ' Books of the
Dead,' we find traces of a pre-historic period when
dualisn , in the humblest sense of the term, may
be seen in process of formation, and in a form
analogo'is in many respects to what exists at present among numerous black tribes of the African
continent. Every good or bad incident experienced or observed by the individual is the work of
' spirits,'
visible or invisible (see Demons and
Spirits [Egyp.]) ; every occurrence of which man
feels the counter-blow is the result of these encounters.
In this Egyptian realm of primitive
religion, as In every other part of creation, no
single spirit is specifically good or bad (generally

speaking, however, the tendency is towards the
pessimistic side, as is the case with the majority
of savage notions) ; all spirits are irritable, and
hungry, and simply try to gratify their instincts,
which are the same as those of all other beings of
the visible world. But the personal experiences
gathered from generations of Egyptians, and collected by sorcerer-priests, led to the notion that
these spirits were under the command of stronger
spirits, who were their masters.
It is not even
said that these masters are good
they are simply
the controllers of beings whose attacks are feared
;

by man.
Men's business

is

to try to steal

from the most

powerful spirits the knowledge of the means employed by them, to seize their arms, and, above
all, to disguise themselves as these very spirits
themselves.
Men, therefore, always pretend to
' be
sn Dh and such spirits or gods, in order to
'
have m^re power ; but such substitution does not
involve any conclusion as to a permanent character of good- will or even of protection so far as
the spirit is concerned in whose name they act or
claim to act. Fugitive traits of dualism appear.
Alliance or identification with the most powerful

(Egyptian)
an attempt at classification
and the attributing to a certain number of them
of the permanent characteristics of beings useful,
or even to a certain extent favourable, to man.
spirits necessitates

A

They

are not yet called beneficent.
tacit
alliance is formed between certain spirits and certain men, with a tendency to mutual obligations,
based on experimental utility. At the same time,
the classification of ' spirits (and of the good and
bad forces controlled by them) ceases to be an
individual appreciation. The knowledge acquired,
by traditional teaching, of the means (formulae,
talismans, mimetic disguises, etc. ) of working upon
these spirits brings into existence, for the advantage of the initiated, a list of the powers that are
generally hostile or sympathetic. The use of this
seems to have been reserved at first to a social class
or tribal group.
In certain chapters of the Book of the Dead,
which are evidently of less remote composition,
we see the properly so-called dualistic notion of a
permanent conflict between the different kinds of
important spirits very nearly taking definite separate shape, with an idea of an earthly/ opposition
(giving, of course, the word ' earth,' or ' universe,'
the very narrow sense of that patch of ground inhabited by the group in question). The observation of the actions of animate beings, and of natural
incidents and phenomena, and the efforts to connect cause and effect, lead to a more or less
laboured adjustment of this elementary co-ordination.
Light and darkness, health and sickness,

calm and storm, abundance and want, range themtwo armies, into whose ranks step the
various visible beings (fauna and flora), then the
terrestrial invisible beings, then the beings of the
' regions,'
and of the winds and the stars (these last
three classes having a tendency to assume the
selves in

characteristics of ordinary beings well- or illdisposed to men ; the Cat of the Ashdu-tree in
Heliopolis, the Ibis, and the cow-goddesses, e.g.,

opposing the reptUes and lizards, who are the constant enemies of man).
Gods analogous to the
Mo-acha and Shi-acha of the Ainu (gods of calm
and of the tempest, and mutual enemies ; see
AiNUS, § i6, vol. i. p. 242), or to the South-West
Wind of Chaldsea, appear in the Nile Valley.
This dualism, crude as it is, may reach a rough
grouping of opposed deities, with a relative hierarchy of spirite or secondary beings enrolled in the
ranks of the two armies. The first attempts at
cosmogonical explanations lead to the appearpnce
in the texts of the same quasi-necessary grouping,
on the side of the good army, of the beings who
preside over the creation and the preservation
of light, of the fertilizing waters, and the supply of
nourishment and necessary things. The notion
still obscure, but in existence
presents itself of a
state of things, an order,' over which these beings

—

'

which is their work ; and, as life and the
continuation of species depend upon this order,
an alliance necessarily springs up between the
Divine beings controlling it and the man of
Egypt.!
Of course this dualism is exclusively naturalistic, and there can be no question of a moral
element. All that we have as yet is certain permanent beneficent functions associated with
certain gods, and continuous hostile energies
preside,

'

'

associated with certain others. The hierarchies
are confused and badly organized, because of the
widely dissimilar sources from which the difierent
combatants come a number of Divine beings were
neutral, or only intermittently active; and, as a
:

1

This curious process

— necessarily a

long one

—may be seen

fairly well in the efforts of the successive commentators on
ch. 17 of the Book of the Dead, or in certain ancient parte
of the Pyramid texts.

;
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more general rule still, their character of good or bad
aroBe from what they had accompliahed by their
energy (killing, stinging, devouring, tearing, etc.)
in the service of a good or bad god
not by their
free choice, but by the fact that they were slaves,
or forcibly detained spirits, in the service of such
and such a master. This is the condition of most
of the
spirits
bequeathed by prehistoric times
to the Theban descriptions (paintings or writings)
of the Other-world ; and likewise of nearly all tne
genii and demons of animal aspect.
Poor as a dualistic classification based on such
processes may appear to UB, nevertheless, once this
point is reached, the system already contains the
fundamental element the antagonism of the forces
upon which the world's progress depends. Though
it seems at hrst a difficult thing to admit, still it
may be affirmed that the mastery of the idea of
a moral dualism is much less difficult to attain
from this point than was the original comprehension of the idea of the antagonism of purely
material order and disorder.
2. Conditions peculiar to Egypt.
system of
cosmogonic dualism like the above, generally
achieved through the creation of myths, has been
formed nearly everywhere by different religions.
But it has stopped, as a rule, among savage peoples,
at the limits of ascertained knowledge, and has
usually tended to end in pessimistic inaction. The
future of a dualism which has reached this point
in development lies in the idea of the possible,
then necessary, co-operation of man and that
without assuming any idea of a moral element
it is the much simpler ease of the conviction that
man can help the superior beings to maintain
order in the material world, and even, in a more
humble way, that he can render material aid to
the useful beings in their struggle against their
enemies.
This idea, though instinctive, cannot

—

'

'

—

—A

—

be crystallized without important preliminary indications supplied by Nature. These enable even
elementary religions to abstract from the tumult
and chaos of the innumerable phenomena of
Nature a relatively clear vision of the great strug-

and geographical.
In this.,respect Egypt has been truly a privileged

gles of the elements, climatic

country (see

§ 3,

and Calendar [Egyptian]).

—

If we now turn to in3. Principal elements.
vestigate the separate elements that united to
form a dualistic system in Egypt, we find (leaving

out of account the innumerable secondary formative elements) three chief groups
(1) the Nile
and its valley as opposed to the desert ; (2) the
supposed strife of the stars in the vault of heaven
or in the invisible sky of the ' lower world ; and
(3) the struggle between the sun and the powers
of darkness, taking the place of the struggle of
the stars. The whole becomes gradually more
:

'

closely

bound together.

It is difficult to

decide whether the

first

group

is

the most

A negative evidence seems to follow from the positive
fact that the antagonism of the desert and the verdant soil of
the valley is not mentioned in the ritual texts, legends, or
iconography down to a verj' late date. Even the assimilation,
aSirnied throughout Egyptology, of Osiris with the valley, and
of h's enemy Set with the lonely destructive desert, is found, on
thorough examination, to be an assertion of very late date,
due to naturalistic symbolism ; and Plutarch is still the best
authority to refer to in this matter.
ancient.

Whatever its actual date, this 'naturalistic'
division of dualism never came into the complete
body of doctrine except in the form of a complementary explanation.
goodly proportion of the
pre-historic texts preserved in the Pyramid versions is, on the other hand, devoted to the motions
and supposed struggles in the firmament, and their
direct influence upon the rest of the world can be
clearly deduced from an examination of Egyptian
beliefs.
The positions of the planets and constellations, the sudden appearance of such bodies as

A

(Egyptian)
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meteors, shooting stars, and comets, are regarded
as manifestations of opposing sliocks, of struggles
to maintain or to destroy the order of the universe.
It is worth observing that, at this stage of development, the sun has very little importance in itself ;
its beneficent influence is hardly mentioned in the
oldest beliefs, and there is, of course, no question
of its filling any creative rOle whatever.
This fact
can be explained, partly at lea.st, by the small
importance, in a country like Egypt, of the gradual
disappearance of the heating force, or of the period
of its stay, light being as yet the sun's chief
beneficent activity. The Egyptian hstd not yet
connected its visible course with the succession of
the various seasons of the year these were the
work of the stars, of Sothis, the Great Bear, etc.
The moon seems early to have attained a more
definite character; its name of Ahi ('the Combatant ') is a relic of a time when this planet held
an important place in the Egyptian's studies.
On a close examination of the dualistic organization based upon the orbits and influences of the
heavenly bodies, two periods can be distinguished
in these times at once so remote and yet so far
in advance of the starting-point.
In one of these
periods, the principal r6le is still in the hands
of groups of demons and spirits who control
a certain part of the celestial world a region,
a constellation, etc. (see Demons [Egyp.]) and
ensure the safe journey of the sun, moon, and
planets, constantly guarding them from the various
monsters lying in wait throughout the whole firmament. (About a fifth of the Pyramid texts relate
to this subject.) Groups of secondary spirits or
vassals, with no individual personality, are ranged
around the combatants in each encounter, or are
localized in a certain spot (bands of jackal spirits,
monkey spirits, etc. ) ; others, such as the hunmamit,
form a bodyguard for the sun ; and their importance decreases proportionately as the sun assumes
a personality and importance for itself. These

—

—

—

spirits gradually become groups of angels with no
definite function, and in the end are practically
confounded with the rays, or vital forces, of the

sun.

In the second period, the antagonism of the
world becomes accentuated, and the sun's beneficent
protective role is defined over against a certain
number of stars. These play a more active part,
while the spirits of the regions fall into the background. These stars are early deified and regarded
as figures or images of the gods rather than as the
dwellings of groups of spirits. They are described
in the texts as accompanying the sun, preparing
the way for it, defending it, battling unceasingly.
Several deities of the Nile Valley, who were not
stellar deities originally, show a tendency to become
confused with these gods of the sky, and take a
position on board the sun's barque.
They all
employ their time guiding the barque, reciting incantations, and pointing out dangers. The paintings of the Theban period, though of very much
later date, contain an exact picture of that period,
and on the whole agree in essentials with the
Pyramid texts. A steady succession of dangers
(in which the pikes, harpoons, arrows, and lances
of the gods play as important a part as the magic
formulae) is painfully surmounted by virtue of
untiring eflbrts. The sun is guided, protected, and
sustained, but never directs anything itself. It is
not a chief ; it simply submits passively to attacks
and defences. The cosmogonic order and well-

being always win the day, but never decisively.
For, although the army of the good gods is steadily
getting into better order, so also is that of the bad
gods. The conception is not yet formed that the
Kbufioi is the personal work of the sun, but the
fundamental idea is already there that the /ciSo-uoi

—
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(Egyptian)

(maait) depends upon the maintenance of the sun's necessity of a counterpart gives rise to the romance
action.
On the other hand, Apopi, the single of his struggle against Set. The slaying of Osiris,
giant adversary of the sun, to begin with, gathers his resurrection, and his departure to the Otherround him as his helpers all the isolated spirits world at once connect this myth with that of the
who had been warring on their own account in the sun's journey into the lower world, and also make
primitive struggle. These were the serpent gods it possible to continue the r61e and reign of Osiris
of every kind, the boa (e.g., Book of tne Dead,
beyond the terrestrial life. At the same time, the
cb. 40) or serpent naja, and all those serpents so legend of Horus succeeding his father Osiris on
vividly portrayed in the group of curious texts of this earth, after avenging him, shows that the
the Pyramid of Unas against serpents ; also a work once begun does not come to an end. In
whole section of the crocodile gods of the marshes short, the fact that Set is not destroyed, but only
of the sky ; and, finally, the earliest adversaries of conquered, is the solution of what is perhaps our
the good stars the ass who tried to destroy the most difficult problem the present existence of
sun in the heavenly deserts, the sow who tried to evil in the worfi
dualism which is confined to
devour the moon, the giant tortoise, the fantastic the origin of the world, with a struggle completed
monsters of the Theban frescoes, the gazelles with at the world's inception, cannot explain the perserpents' heads, etc.
Thus narrowed down into sistence of evil. This becomes clear only when
a duel between light and darkness, the struggle we admit that the struggle goes on indefinitely ;
between good and evil is imagined and described and the conception of tne battle of Osiris's sucas taking place during the hours of the night, when cessors against Set and his followers fits in with
the sun was invisible to the eyes of the Egyptians. the parallel continuity of the ancient solar struggle
The lower world is peopled with 'friends' and in the celestial regions.
' enemies,'
under the form of thousands of spirits
This parallelism gradually leads to a fusion of
helping or attacking the groups of gods who pro- the characters of Osiris and Ra, which, we might
tect the sun in its course.
The upper and lower almost say, was fated from the beginning. Osiris
heavens are thus peopled, like the earth, by repre- becomes one of the aspects of the struggling sun,
sentatives of the two great opposing forces.
apparently dying and coming to life again every
The evolution of this originally stellar dualism day ; and his work on the earth gets confused with
ends, after several thousands of years, in solar the creative function of the sun. On the side of
dualism. The sun Ra gradually ceases to be a the evil forces there is even greater confusion
protected god, and becomes a protector. The between Set and Apopi, chief of the powers of
Kba/ioz is no longer merely the result of his existdarkness.
Ra-Osiris, chief of all good forces,
ence ; it is his work. He becomes the type of becomes more and more clearly opposed, as the
every beneficent energy ; he becomes the creator
centuries pass, to Set-Typhon- Apopi, chief of evil.
he is, therefore, the natural chief of everything that The picture is completed in the last period by the
contributes to confirm his work. The magnificence assimilation of Osiris to the beneficent Nile and of
of the hymns of the Theban period, when describ- Set to the hostile desert.
ing Ra (the classic sun) or Aten (the sun of Amama
From
^. Final aspect of Egjrptian dualism.
religion), gives a good idea of the conception
this stage it is a comparatively easy step to the
then formed of the r61e of the sun, the supreme relative realization of a dualism with moral elegod. The fresco of Siphtah and the paintings of ments. The king of Egypt, grandson of Osiris
Seti I. in the royal hypogees of Thebes, show very and successor of Horus, in whom there lives, in
well, though with too much mysticism at times,
virtue of his coronation, a portion of the soul of
the very strenuous struggle which the sun carries Ra, is strictly required to continue everything
on without a break against the disturbers of his his ancestors have done on the earth and are
work and in the world of darkness, where the still doing in the sky. The enemies of Ra and
'enemies of Ra' are undergoing all sorts of Osiris are his enemies, and, inversely, the enemies
punishments, the notion already appears that hos- of the king are the enemies of Ra and Osiris.
tility to Ra could consist not only in a struggle
The gods and men of Egypt owe each other strict
against material light and order, but also in the allegiance at every moment against the opposing
combat with everything that is in any way what- forces.
By force of circumstances the purely
ever a consequence or necessary complement of this human enemies of the king of Egypt, one of
light and order.
This step, which was of the whose titles is the Good God (Notir Nofir), are
highest importance for the broadening of the assimilated to the evil and destructive gods and
nature of dualism, was due to the combination of spirits, as adversaries, of the very same kind, of
solar dualism with the idea that the demiurgical one and the same k6<tij.os cosmogonic as mncli as
work of the sun went on after the creation, through political or administrative. The foreign enemy of
the descendants placed by the sun on this earth. the Egyptian becomes ' cursed,' a plague,' a son
If the Egyptian Ra, Lord of Order, was developed
of rebellion,' a child of darkness,' whom gods and
by means similar to those producing the earthly men must reduce to impotence along with the
rdle of the Chaldaean Shamash, and if the disturbers enemies of Ra and Osiris ; and the pictures of the
of the Egyptian K6(r/j,os are the same essentially as lower world show the former confounded with the
those of the Delta of the Euphrates, this new and latter. Two mighty armies of good and evU appear
final element would appear to be peculiar to the
before Egyptian thought, which, however, never
Nile Valley. It rests upon the fundamental legend arrived at a clear determination of the separate
of Osiris, son of Ra, a god with human shape, and characters of this vast picture.
On one side we
the first king of the Egypt which Ra organized have Ra-Osiris, Horus, the kin", and along with
and civilized. Osiris, continued in Horus, left the them the product of all periods and of all the
carrying on of his task to the Divine continuations stages of formation the ancient stellar spirits,
placed ' upon the throne of Horus
the Pharaohs, the heavenly gods befriending light, the earthly
' sons of the sun.'
See Egyptian Religion.
gods proceeding from beings friendly to man, the
Osiris, organizer of the Nile Valley, originator
followers of Horus, the initiated worshippers of
of the first institutions of civilization, inventor of the Osirian teaching, the faithful accompanying
the chief things that are good and useful for man or representing the living king, all upright and
(agriculture, trades, etc.), becomes the archetype trusty functionaries, and down to the lowest
of the good being [uonnofir), round whom gradu- peasant every man who carries on the task asally gather all the elements and creatures who do signed to him in the maintenance of a country
any good and salutary work in the world. The organized (like the world) according to normal
:

A

—

;

—

;

'

'

'

'

—

'

'

—

'

—

—

—

—

'

;
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order (madit).
his followers,

On the other side are ApOiii and
monster? and demons, Set with his

human

Divine and

partisans, the spirits of evil,
of darkness, the troublesome dead,
and the millions of hostile spirits of the other
world, and, lastly, amalgamated with these (or
of disease,

and

sometimes even confused with them), there are
the tribes of the desert and frontiers which prehistoric Kgypt had to drive back at the beginning

The Egyptian's
her political organization.
enemies have naturally become the enemies of
good, the natural allies of Set-Apopi ; and, in
the Other-world, Ra continues to destroy them,
delivering over their shades to heat, the sword,
of

and the

commanding

tire,

his spirits to

'

proceed to

their destruction.'

A less savage conception of the place of foreign races in the
world appears later. In the famous sarcophagus of Seti I., e.g.,
the sun discourses with a noble beni^^nity to the four races of
the world (Egyptians, Libyans, Asiatics, and Blacks), and the
only condition necessary in order to have a claim upon his
protection seems to be to acltnowledge the uncontestable
supremacy of Egypt. The classification of foreigners in the
army of evil forces seems now to become confined to the traditions of legendary ware, in which there is no longer any clear
distinction between the human and demoniac character of the
ancient enemies of Egypt of legendary times.
'

'

'

'

The inclusion of the nation's human adversaries
among the forces of evil has, as a symmetrically
necessary counterpart, the notion that the internal
enemies of Egyptian order are equally adherents
of the evil forces. Just as the sun Ra cannot
maintain the order he created without discipline,
the hierarchy, and the submission and co-operation
of all ranks of his collaborators, in the same way
the king requires identical conditions before he
san carry on in Egypt the work of Osiris, 'the
Good Being,' and that of Horns ; the duties expected of the Egyptian of every degree, proportioned according to his circumstances, are thus
based upon the idea of this ever-present and necessary task. The imperative and more and more
minute duties of the good chief or the good administrator presuppose a tirm authority, prudence,
and equity, then a love of justice and truth, pity for
the weak, charity, and an ever-increasing number
of social virtues.
These obligations, confined at
first to those in power, are soon extended to the
Any violation of these
more humble citizens.
duties means a blemish upon the order {madit),
which is already partially an administrative order,

then becomes a social, and finally a moral, order.
In mimetic processions and dramas we undoubtedly see magic battles going on just as among
primitive peoples ; but symbolism attaches a more

and more esoteric significance to these representations—the significance of a victory of good over
evil which could not be attained by magic pure
and simple or the significance of a commemoration of the initial work accomplished by the gods
in days gone by which it is man's duty to carry
on (individually or in groups) by the struggle
;

against everything evil. Figures as early as those
of the ' Stelae of Horus,' in which the god crushes,
tramples upon, or destroys crocodiles, serpents,
and monsters, are significant, to the thinker, of
the beneficent rule of a god who abhors evil, and
whom every man ought both to assist and to
imitate.
When Ptolemy Soter, at his coronation
in a papyrus barque, captures the water-fowl in
the marshes, he means by this to symbolize that,
under his sway, he guarantees the destruction of all
evil things, in the highest meaning of the words.

—

Literature. There is no monograph on the subject. The
opposition of Osiris and Set, or of Ra and Apopi, is, of course,
mentioned in all works dealing with Egypt and Egyptian religion.
A number of useful observations may be found in
E. A. W. Budgie, Osiris and the Resurrection, London, 1911.
The question is briefly treated in G. Foucart, Mithode comparative'i, Paris, 1912, p. 310 ff.

George Foucart.
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(Greek).— I. The pre-Socratic pluview of the universe taken by the

pre-Socratic philo.sophers was for the most part
This
monistic, and materialistically monistic.
applies to the Ionian hylozoists (Milesian and
Ephesian alike) to Heraclitus as much as to
Tnales, Anaximander, and the others for, though
Heraclitus laid stress on logos as well as on primitive
fire,' since the explanatory term logos was
to him merely an aspect of fire, it was only one
side of the primary stull or material out of which
the world was formed. It applies also, although
with a diU'erence, to the Eleatic School for, although Parraenides and his followers emphasized
Unity and denied Change, making the one Being
and the other Non-being, the teaching is still
materialistic and monistic (for the unity of Parmenides is corporeal '), but the monism rests on
the intellectual apprehension of Unity, not on the
manipulation of a primary substance. It is the
result of the philosophical intellect exercised on
the world of our experience, as distinguished both
from the scientific intellect and from the poetic
imagination, as well as from mere sense-perception.
In
the Many the intellect perceives only the
illusory and a path that none can learn of at all
the One alone is true, and it alone exists. Dualism
emerges first with the early pluralists Erapedocles,
Anaxagoras, and Democritus and it indicates the
fact that a more scientific view of the world was
now being reached, and that the conception was
clearly growing of the distinction between man as
a thinking subject and the world as the object of
thought.
It has, therefore, both a cosmological
and a psychological significance.
The first great principle on
(1) Empedocles.

—

;

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

;

—

which Empedocles based his philosopny was that
bodies in the universe, and the universe itself, conthe four elements (he called them roots of
things ') fire, air, water, earth ; and that these
are held together or kept in separation, as the case
may be, by the two contrary forces Love and Hate.
Regarded as a completed Sphere, this world is conceived as broken up by degrees, through the interference of Hate or Discord, till the moment comes
when Discord is supreme and chaos reigns, out of
which order is again produced by the gradual influence and alternate dominance of Love, to be again
succeeded by the disintegrating agency of Strife ;
and this alternate process goes on time without
Here explicit expression is given to the
end.
dualistic conception of existence ; for, as the world
is composed of elements, these need to be moved ;
sist of

'

—

but they have no power of movement in themselves ; consequently, they must be moved from
without that is. Love and Hate are needed as

—

movent
(2)

forces.

See, further, art.

Anaxagoras.

Empedocles.

— The reputation of Anaxagoras

philosophy rests mainly on two
his physical doctrine of homoiomeria ;
enunciation
of the seemingly spiritualand (2) his
istic position that coDs, or intellect, is the interpreting factor in the universe. In place of four
elements, out of which everything was formed,
as Empedocles had taught, Anaxagoras posits an
infinite number of primitive substances, each composed of homogeneous particles,
which neither
come into being nor perish, but persist eternally.'
These Aristotle designated 6fjLoioij.€pij ; whence the
substantive 6/xoio/i^peia was formed (though not by
him) to designate existence by d/ioio/j.epTj and the
doctrine thereof as set forth by Anaxagoras. Each
homoeomery is unique and unlike every other yet
none can exist apart from the others each is mixed
with each. Consequently, if everything is mixed
with everything {wav iv iravri), a body is what it is
simply because of the elements that are predomiin the history of

things

:

(1)

'

—

nant

in its structure.

;

:

:
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But the world is not explained by these conrequire also to take account
ceptions alone.
of foOs, or intelligence.
At the beginning,' Anaxaall
things
goras says,
were together ; then came
mind (coOi i\6iiv) and set them in order (aiVa
SLeK/xr/jiTia-e).'
It is evident that, if we interpret
yois spiritualistically, we have here the assertion
of a non-materialistic principle in the universe
ruling and guiding all, operative both in the whole
and in the individual a presentation of a teleological view of the world that anticipated Plato
and Aristotle. It is the first clear statement in
Greek thought that there is a plan and purpose in
existence, that Nature has a meaning and is interpretable, and that physics is subordinate to metaphysics.

We

'

'

—

How

Anaxagoras himself realized the true import of hie
own doctrine is disputable. Oa the one hand, notwithstanding
the tact that he himself designates vovi as absolutely pure and
unmixed, and ascribes to it the function of imparting motion
originally to things and of acting though itself incapable of being
acted upon, it is doubtful whether f ou? to him is really a spiritual substance.
Many interpreters, supported by implications
in his own phraseology, read it materialistically, though they
allow that the noetic matter is not gross, but subtle and refined
they say that, though it may be taken after the analogy of what
we find in human consciousness, it was only, after all, a natural
force simply on the line of the spiritual conception, but not
yet itself spiritual.
On the other hand, there can be little
question that Anaxagoras did not use his conception to the full,
far

:

—

either in his cosmological or in his psychological teaching. It
is the complaint both of Plato and of Aristotle that, in his
philosophy, it simply occupies the place of a dfiU5 ex machina ;
or, otherwise, that he uses it as a kind of impressive badge or
motto, and accords it a position of otiuTn cum dignitate. At all
events, the principle of mind (vov?) is present in the Anaxagorean philosophy as something distinct from matter, thereby
bringing into view a dualistic interpretation of the universe
that was to influence Western thought for all time.

Dualism is further apparent in Anaxagoras's
doctrine of sense- perception. Accepting the principle that 'everything is mixed with everything,'
he proceeds to explain perception by the additional
principle that ' unlike is recognized by unlike (the
exact opposite of what Empedocles had laid down)
contraries are the indispensable condition of sensuous cognition. Take sight, for example. This is
efi'ected, according to Anaxagoras,
by reflexion of
an image in the pupil of the eye, but this image is
not reflected in a part of the pupil of like colour
with the object, but in one of a dilierent colour.
The colour which predominates in the object seen
is, when reflected, made to fall on the part of the
eye which is of the opposite colour (Theophrastus,
de Sensu, § 27). Cf. also art. Anaxagoeas.
The grandest attempt in early
(3) Democritus.
Greek thought to give a thoroughgoing account of
the universe on the basis of purely materialistic
and mechanical principles was the Atomic Theory,
associated chiefly with the name of Democritus.
It was essentially scientific, but it Is also philosophical.
It so far reproduced the teaching of
Parmenides that it allowed that there can be no
motion or becoming without Non-being ; but, in
order to conserve motion and becoming, it further
maintained that Non-being (the Void) is equally
real with Being (the Plenum).
On the other hand,
it owed much to Empedocles, whose doctrine of
effluvia it adopted, though not without important
modifications. For a full exposition of Democritus's
theory, see art. Democritus.
2. The Pythagoreans.
The kinds of dualism
that we have been dealing with are distinctly
philosophical and scientific.
ditterent type confronts us when we turn to the Pythagoreans.
'

'

.

.

.

'

—

—

A

We

have now a dualism of an ethical and religious
stamp, based on the contrast of soul and body, and
of the principles of good and evil.
The body was
regarded by the Pythagoreans, not as the auxiliary
and instrument of the soul, but as its sepulchre and
prison-house, even as the seat and source of sin.
'Mortify the body then' became the great injunction ; and a religious order was instituted, and a

—

(Greek)

system of abstinence devised for the purification of
the soul and the development of its higher life.
This was conjoined with the doctrine of metempsychosis, which taught that life here in the body
is a penance for sin committed in a previous state
of existence, and that only by successive incarnations can the soul be restored to purity and bliss.
This view of the body as essentially 'vile,' and a
hindrance, not a help, to the soul, had great influence in Greek philosophy it was in large measure
accepted bj' Plato, and it was the basis of the
teaching of the mystical Greek Schools of later
:

times

—especially the neo-Platonists. See, further,
—
of Plato centres in his

Pythagoreans.
Plato. The dualism

art.
3.

Theory of Ideas, but assumes various aspects according to the context or the point of view from
which that theory is regarded.
Besides its dissignificance, it has a
well-marked psychological bearing, depending on
Plato's sharp-cut distinction between the soul and
the body, conjoined with his doctrine of the soul
as pre-existent as well as immortal, and of the
necessity of its gradual purification and ultimate
return to its original home through re-incarnations
or metempsychoses.
It has also a cosmological
reference, both in connexion with the creation of
the world, where Necessity or Fate plays a part as
well as design or purpose, and in connexion with
the creation of the Soul of the World and the
creation of Man, whose composite nature presents

tinctively epistemological

special difficulties.
(1) If, as Aristotle tells us, and as may very well
be seen from a perusal of the Platonic Dialogues
themselves, the three great influences that told on
Plato in the formation of his philosophy were the
Heraclitean doctrine of the perpetual flux of sensible things, the Parmenidean insistence on Unity
as the key to truth, and the Socratic unyielding
demand for definitions and clear concepts pursued
on a dialectic method that almost inevitably gave
permanence to the concepts attained, the Platonic

Ideology naturally takes the following shape

—

There are two worlds the world of sense and the world of
intelligence.
The first is the sphere of change, of the fleeting
and the fallacious ; the second is the sphere of the permanent
and the true. It is to the second of these worlds that Ideas
belong; and they are not mere subjective representations, but
transcendent self-subsistent entities, immutable and eternal
real independent objective existences, though the existence is
timeless and spaceless, and so noumenal. l^ing the universal,
they are not derived from experience, but are presupposed
in it
they are the only true and knowable realities, all else
being but show and appearance objects of opinion,' but not
of 'knowledge.'
Yet sense is, and the Ideas must have a relation to it. What
is the relation ?
Speaking generally, the answer is that Ideas
are the cause-s of what reality sense-objects possess or, in
other words, sense-objects
participate
in Ideas.
This is
Plato's famous doctrine of participation.' (/iie'eef is or to /xerexet*'),
which is intended to express the immanence of Ideas known
also as communion {Kotvuvia.) and presence (n-apoi/o-ia). If,
further, it be asked how sense-objects participate in the selfexistent and eternal Ideas, the answer is given in the Philebits,
that the One is manifested in the Many in a graded system
of knowledge. This does not explain the/aci of participation,
but it throws light upon the mode. More suggestive still is the
figure of 'the Lme,' as representative of the cognitive process,
in the sixth book of the Republic.
Knowledge proper is thus
shown to be absolutely distinct from opinion, which is the
highest that sense in any of its forms can achieve. The Idea of
the Good is all-pervasive ; while transcendent, it is also inunanent although itself above intellect and above sense, it is the
cause of both (like the sun in the heavens) and permeates both.
But how this should be is not shown.
:

—

'

;

*

'

*

—

'

*

'

*

'

'

'

'

;

(2)

we

The

Platonic dualism

is

further seen

when

How

raise the question with regard to Ideas,
do we come to know them ? The answer to this is
given in the Phcedo and the Phoedrti^, and, again,
in the Meno, viz. by reminiscence (dva/iKj/cris).
In
a previous state of existence, the mind viewed the
eternal Ideas ; and, after its descent to earth and
its union with the body, it is able to revive them
in part.
Only thus, it appeared to Plato, could
we explain the facts that truth is attainable by

;:

'
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at all, tliat learning is j)ossiUe, and that
There is metumpsyclioHis
virtue can be taught.
(so, too, Pythagoras had said) ; and the explanaBut our birth into this
tion of knowledge is here.
world, the union of the soul with the body, is a

descent and tlie full ascent is made only when
the union is di.ssolved. Although the body is not
regarded by Plato, except in the Tiinceus, as
essentially vile (sin, to Plato, was simply a disease,
arising either from ignorance or from madness),
yet it is the prison-house of the soul a clog and
hindrance to its complete development and highest
perfection.
It is mortal and, therefore, a restraint
to the immortal, obstructing its clear vision and
retarding its perfect acquisition of virtue. On the
side of intellectual knowledge, it drags down the
soul to the fleeting and transitory, for the body
operates through the senses, and these deal with
the fleeting and the changeful only. On the side
of ethical achievement, it is apt to lower morality
and to replace virtue by pleasure, and so to render
the perception of ethical ideas faint.
That there is truth in this conception of the
body is obvious, but it is clearly not the whole
truth.
There is another side to it, namely, that
which Browning has so finely expressed in Rabbi
Ben Ezra, where it is maintained that
;

—

All good things
more, now, than flesh helps soul
'

Are ours, nor soul helps

flesh

1

Nor does the

doctrine of metempsychosis meet the
real difficulty.
It does not explain how the mind
that has had pre-natal sight of the eternal Ideas
should come to be joined to a body at all how the
clear vision of the pre-existent state should come
to be lost. As to how the soul of man came to fall
from its pristine condition, Plato simply says,
metaphorically, that some pre-existent souls are
unable to keep up with the gods in the pursuit of
reality,
and through some ill-hap sink beneath
the double load of forgetfulness and vice, and
their wings fall from them, and they drop to the
ground (see the Myth of the Charioteer in the
Phcedrus). But what rational necessity there is
in this, making a fundamental difference among
pre-existent souls, is not obvious. Once metempsychosis gets a start, then the fact of a partially
impure life here may explain the necessity of a
return, for purposes of purification and of spiritual
progress, to earthly life ; but how metempsychosis
should ever begin, or, in other words, how the
state of matters necessitating metempsychosis
originates, is not shown.
Yet this should be
shown, if Plato's theory is to be rational through-

—

'

'

out.
(3) Into the details of the Platonic cosmology as
elaborated in the Tirrusus, it is impossible here to
enter.
The problem is Given the Platonic Forms
or Ideas as eternal immutable existences, and given
also the eternal existence of Matter (matter orderless, chaotic, ruled by necessity), how were the
order and the beauty of the former to be imparted
to the latter ? The answer is that the Divine
Reason, the Demiurge or Creator, produced the
marvellous effect that we know as the world by
working upon matter according to an eternal
archetype or pattern existing in the Divine mind.
According to this intelligible archetype the visible
universe was formed, and it owes its existence
simply to the goodness of the Creator. The result
is that the Universe is an animated rational existence, a God ; having a Body (o-iD/ua), a Soul [^vxri),
and a Mind (vous). Yet, the cosmos is not perfect.
This arose from the fact that the Demiurge, in
working upon matter, met with the pre-cosmical
and extra-cosmical resistance of Necessity ('kviyKri).
how
Necessity ruled Matter (the irpurov cQim)
could it be vanquished ? Not, according to Plato,
by coercion, but by persuasion. In so far, then,

—

:
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Creator could gain NeccHhily by persuanion,
he freely execute hia de.sign
but, at the point where Necessity
on matter
resisted and refused to be persuaded, the Demiurge was powerless
hence the imperfection tf
However metaphorical this is, it is
the cosmos.
the acknowledgment of a radical dualism in Plato's
thinking.
Similarly, the dualistic conception comes out in
Plato's account of the creation of man.
The
mortal part of him is the workmanship of the
gods,' but the rational and immortal part is supThis division of
plied by the Demiurge himself.
functions was necessary because nothing mortal
could be created by the Demiurge, and, had man
been wholly his creation, it might have been possible to cast the blame of man's sin and folly upon
As formed by the gods, man is a
the Creator.
miniature of the cosmos a microcosmos but, as
his constructors had only mortal elements to work
with, their handiwork had flaws and imperfections
in it peculiar to the situation.
It was theirs simply
to create the body and the two mortal souls, the
spirited and the appetitive (rd Bv/ioetSd and t6
iin6vij.riTi.K6v), and to ett'ect the junction of these
with the immortal soul, or koCs.
As the mortal
and immortal souls were antagonistic to each
other, the best that the formative gods could do
was to place them in such positions within the
body (the skull, the breast, the belly) that the
action of each upon the others should be as conducive as possible to good. This is pictorially
attractive, out it does not remove the difficulty.
The curious relation of the Demiurge to matter
and to man, as represented in the Tinueus, is
as

tlie

to that extent could
;

;

'

—

;

practically an acknowledgment of inability to
solve the riddle of the universe.
The greatest critic of the Platonic
4. Aristotle.
Theory of Ideas in ancient times was Aristotle.
His criticisms are many and various, but they all
centre in the objection that the two worlds the
world of sense and the world of intellect are left
by Plato apart, and that no real explanation is
given of change in the world of phenomena.
Either the Ideas are an unnecessary duplicate of
the facts of experience, or they are useless, inoperative.
Nevertheless, Aristotle had been the
pupil of Plato, and the doctrine of Ideas left its

—

—

—

permanent mark upon him. Hence, a metaphysical dualism, no less real than, though not quite so
obvious as, that of Plato, permeates the Aristotelian
philosophy it is the dualism of Form and Matter,
of Actuality and Potentiality.
To Plato and
Aristotle alike, knowledge lay in the Universal
;

but, while the Universal was to Plato outside of
and prior to experience, it was to Aristotle immanent in experience universal there is, yet it is
not transcendentally existent, but is realized in
individuals, in the concrete particulars of sense it
is the Form (essence), which Matter (the sense
:

—

element) embodies.
This dualism assumes various aspects as the
ditterent parts of Aristotle's philosophy are passed
in review.
It is specially prominent in his Psychology, in that part of it which deals with the
metaphysics of the soul (for psychology was by
no means all empirical to Aristotle), and in his
Theology or First Philosophy his treatment of
the relation of God to the Universe.
(1) The psychological dualism appears in the
very definition that Aristotle gives of the soul
itself, and in the distinction that he makes between soul and body. Soul he defines as the
first entelechy [the earlier or implicit realization]
of a natural body possessing life potentially

—

'

'

evTe\4x€ta t] Tpdn-q atb^aro^ (ftvaLKoO dwdfiet ^unjv ^xo*'^**^
{de An. 412a, 27).
The body here is regarded as
matter, to which soul stands in the relation of

:
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form

'
;'

as Spenser puts
Beauty, line 132),
:

(Hymn

it

in

Honour of

For of the Boul the body form doth take,
For soul is form, and doth the body make.'
Life is the power of the body to nourish itself,
to grow of itself, and to decay of itself ; so that,
if for
matter and form ' we substitute ' potentiality ' and
actuality,' and distinguish the first
stage of actuality from the second, as we distinguish knowledge from the exercise of knowledge, or the visual power of the eye from actual
seeing i.e. if we distinguish between power or
faculty and actual use, of which the second
must be preceded by the first then we get the
foregoing definition. As applied to the soul of
man, the conception that underlies the definition is that the human body is the specific organ
whereby the human soul or mind realizes itself.
This clearly distinguishes Aristotle's view from
Plato's.
Plato opposed soul to body, regarding
the latter as the prison-house of the former, and
allowed only that the body could be trained by
*

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

—

(Greek)

of separation, as the eternal from the perishable'
{KaSdirep r6 dtdLOf tov ipdaprod).
Still further, the dualism of form and matter
enters into Aristotle's theory of sense-perception.
(2) The theological aspect of the Aristotelian
dualism has been brought out in the art. Desirb
(Greek), and need only be referred to here.
On the
one side is God, who is the prime unmoved movent,
to whom the universe evermore looks desiringly ;
and on the other side is the universe, which,

though dependent on the Deity and derived from

Him, is, nevertheless, regarded as not created at
one particular time but as eternally existent.
This might be interpreted as simply Aristotle's
way of indicating his belief in impersonal reason
as permeating the universe, and yet he at times
has glimpses of a personal God, apart from the
universe and ruling it, as a general does his army.

gymnastic

We must consider also,' he says, in which of two ways the
nature of the universe contains the good or the highest good,
whether as something separate and by itself, or as the order of
the parts. Probably in both ways, as an army does. For the
good is found both in the order and in the leader, and more in
the latter for he does not depend on the order, but it depends

Aristotle,

on him

To
and music to obey the soul.
on the other hand, the body is the
natural instrument of the soul, and so is preadapted to it. The two are necessary to form
the concrete particular which we know as the
individual human being. Yet, Aristotle adds
It is, however, perfectly conceivable that there may be some
*

it [the soul] which are separable [from the body], and
because they are not the expression or realization of any
particular body.
And, indeed, it is further matter of doubt
whether soul as the perfect realization of the body may not
stand to it in the same separable relation as a sailor to his boat
(de An. 413a, 6).

parts of
this

Dualism comes out sharply when Aristotle
reaches the handling of the highest function of
the soul, viz. intellect or voOs, where he discriminates between the active and the passive vovs, and
between yoOs generally and the other psychic
His scheme of functions, beginning
with the lowest, is nutritive or vegetative soul
functions.

:

sentient soul {Tiala-B-qnKdv), including
the conative soul (ri dpcKTiKdf), which he sometimes
makes a separate function and intellectual or
noetic soul [yoOs or t6 poriTLK6v), divided, as above,
into passive foOs {voOs TradijTiKds) and active voO^
{voOs iroiiiTiKds).
Each higher function presupposes
the lower, though the lower does not presuppose
the higher. Thus, the sentient soul presupposes
the vegetative soul, and both sentient and vegetative souls are presupposed by the noetic soul
but
the vegetative does not presuppose the sentient
soul, nor does the sentient presuppose the noetic.
It is characteristic of j-oOs that it is eternal and
immortal at any rate, this applies to the active
or poietic voOs it is introduced into the individual
human being ab extra, and the difficulty is to find
what connexion it has, on the one hand, with the
passive voSs and with the other functions of the
soul generally, and, on the other hand, with the
body. As has been said above, it is distinctive of
Aristotle that he recognizes the intimate and indissoluble relation of soul to body, and the necessity
of taking account of the physiological as well as of
the psychical aspect of mental facts and processes.
His great objection to the Pythagorean doctrine
of the transmigration of souls was that it assumes
that any body is suitable to any soul, whereas the
human body is specially fitted for the soul. To
maintain the opposite, he says, is like maintaining that the carpenter's art clothes itself in flutes
the truth being that, just as art makes use of its
appropriate instruments, so the soul must make
use of its fitting body [de An. 4076, 25). But,
when he comes to treat of the active voCs, this intimate relationship is ignored and the conclusion
is reached that this higher soul can exist altogetlier
apart from the body— it is a different kind of soul
(V^vos frepoi') from the others, and it alone admits
(t6 ffpeirriKdv)

;

;

;

—

:

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

;

'

(J/eJ. xii. 10. 1076a, 10).

Moreover, God is in Himself conceived by Aristotle as Thought, and God's Thought is defined
as the thinking upon thought (/cal (stiv t) i/iijo-is
'

'

Personality
involved in this.
Besides the dualisms
5. In later Greek systems.
that have been now considered, it is to be observed
that there is frequently a dualistic note in Greek
monism, which need not, however, be more than
adverted to here. This applies particularly to the
post- Aristotelian schools.
For example, the Stoics
found a difficultj' in adjusting their doctrine of the
primitive material substance fire to the requirements of man's rationality ; and, in especial, the
neo-Platonists disclosed a distinct dualism in their
system of the Absolute when they came to evolve
their famous Triad of Absolute Unity, Absolute
po^creois v&rjcns

[Met.

is

xii. 9.

10746, 30]).

—

'

Intelligence,

matter and

'

and Absolute Soul, and therefrom

all

that

is finite (see

the neo-Platonic

section in art. DESIRE [Greek]).
The problem of
how to derive Matter from Mind on a mystical
basis is a difficulty that is inherent in every doctrine
of Emanation and seems to be insurmountable.
Summary. The foregoing are the leading types
The term 'dualof dualism in Greek philosophy.
ism is one, but it has diverse significations. (1) It
has a cosmological application, as is seen in the
attempts of the pre-Socratic Pluralists to explain
existence dualistically. (2) It is applied (a) in
connexion with empirical psychology in explanations of the relation of subject and object in senseperception, such as we find in Erapedocles on the
one hand, and in Aristotle on the other ; and (6)
in connexion with rational psychology in such a
doctrine as that of the vovs in Aristotle. (3) It
has [a) a metaphysical application, as expressive
of the doctrine which maintains the absolute disparity between Mind and Matter and the impossibility of reducing the one to the other, and
designates the opposite of monism ; and (6) an
epistemological application, as in Plato's grand
attempt to explain the possibility of knowledge in
his Theory of Ideas and in Aristotle's doctrine of
Form and Matter. (4) There is an application of
the term that is ethical and religious, which has
reference to the sharp-cut distinction between soul
and body, and to the view that the body is a clog
or hindrance to the development of the soul and
may be the seat of sin and degradation. (5)
Lastly, there is a theological application, when
(as by Plato in the Timceas) the worki is set forth
as the product of opposing principles God and
necessity and an explanation is offered of the
seeming defects in creation which shall minimize

—

'

—

—

the difficulty of a purely teleological rendering of

DUALISM
Tliese various meanings, though
not mutually exclusive, are distinct, and they
should be kept distinct, if the positions of the
Greek thinkers are to he understood.

the universe.

—

LlTERATURB. Practically all the books upecifled under Literain the art. Desikb (Greek), to the end of the list on
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'

'
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;
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(Iranian).
tendency towards
dualistic conceptions, or, perhaps we may say,
towards bilateral symmetry, seems to be an essenThis is to
tial characteristic of the Iranian mind.
be seen in the constantly recurring distinction of
the two worlds,' the world of Spirit and the world
the Gathas {e.g.
of Matter a common concept
Yasna xxix. 5) ; or, again, in the two lives, the
'

—

m

ahubya,'
present and the future (cf. 'uvaeibya
lb. Ivii. 25
uboyo ahhvo,' ib. xli. 2). This symmetrical dualism, or polarity,' as S. Laing would
probably style it, finds quaint expression in a
curious diagram, attributed to the celebrated
minister of Yazdagird I., Atropat, preserved in
the Dlnkart (iv. 137, ed. Peshotan, Bombay, 1883),
which is represented thus
.

.

.

'

;

'
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It will be seen that this curious table divides the

But

it is particularly the religious
ordinarily considered to be the
chief characteristic of the Zoroastrian religion.
Yet there is no point in connexion with that faith
which has given rise to so much controversy among
both native and Western scholars. The modern
Parsis stoutly deny that their faith is, or ever
was, dualistic ; and a similar view is held by
more than one distinguished European authority.
E. W. West attempted to defend Mazdaeism from
the accusation of dualism, 'made in good faith

dualism which

by

is

Muhammadan

writers,

and echoed more

in-

cautiously by Christians,' though he blames the
Parsis themselves for having admitted it, at least
during the Middle Ages (see Pahlavi Texts,' pt. i.
'

SBE,

vol. v. p. Ixviiif., also pt. ii. ib. vol. xviii.
Quite recently J. H. Moulton, in a lecp. xxiv).

in

ture on Mazdieism, asserted that,
*if we judg:ed Parsiism bj' Zoroaster, there was nothing that
could be called dualism. There were two powers, it was true.
We were told that in the beginning one of them chose good and
the other chose evil. They began a long, continuous struggle,
which was to go on to the end of tinie, but the end was to be
the final victory of the power of good and the final destruction
That was not dualism. If it was, Chrisof the power of evil.
tianity would be about equally open to the charge.*

It appears to the present writer that the

111

question is one of terms.
It cannot, of course, be
denied tliat the Supreme God of the Avesta is
Ahura Mazda, conceived as essentially good, and
the author and creator of all that is good, who
is also repeatedly spoken of as Spenta Mainyu
(the Holy Spirit), and that in opposition to him
is Ahra Mainyu (the Destroying Spirit).
These
two opposing principles are, of course, the Ormazd
and Ahriman {qy.v.) respectively of later Persian
literature.
As is well known, the whole religious
system of Mazdajism may be said to consist in
the perennial warfare between these two powers.
Certainly the mere fact of antagonism between
a good and an evil spirit and their respective
followers would not of itself constitute a real
dualism in the Avestau, any more than in the
Christian, system.
But the real point of the
matter is that, according to the Avestan system,
(1) there exists a Being, evil by his own nature,
and the author of evil, who does not owe his origin
to the creator of good, but who exists independently
of him
and (2) this Being is an actual creator,
who calls into being creatures opposed to those
of the Good Spirit and contrary to his will.
Here is seen the fundamental difierence between
the Avestan and the Christian (or Muhammadan)
theology. In the latter the evil spirit, so far from
having an origin independent of the God of good,
is actually His creature, though fallen and rebellious, and certainly is never conceived as creating
any beings whatsoever. The distinction seems to
be decisive. So far is the idea of the creative
power of the evil spirit carried in the Avesta, that
not only is Anra Mainyu represented as creator
of a vast host of demons {daeva), but even this
physical world and its inhabitants are divided into
creatures of the good and the evil spirits respectively to the latter being attributed cold, sickness, and even noxious animals, such as wolves,
poisonous snakes, etc. The very beginning of the
Vendiddd is an enumeration of the various plagues
created by Ahra Mainyu in opposition to the
various good lands and countries created by Ahura
Mazda, a special verb [fra-keret, translated by
Darmesteter as counter-create ') being employed
in opposition to the verb dd, attributed to the good
spirit.
This conception of a double creation was
continued, and even enhanced, during the postAvestan, or Patristic period, as it has been termed.
Even among the heavenly bodies, the planets are
considered as creatures of the evil spirit and opponents of the constellations and the stars created
by the good spirit. Similarly in some of the Pahlavi treatises, such as the Bundahish, lists are
given of the animals, arranged in two hostile
armies, among those of the good creation being
the falcon, magpie, crow, kite, mountain-ox and
goat, wild ass, dog, fox, etc., whilst the serpent,
locust, wolf, and intestinal worms are of the evil
creation.
There can, we think, be no doubt that
all through the Zoroastrian system, from the
Avesta down to the Pahlavi theologians, the evil
spirit is considered as a real creator, and for this
reason, even apart from the question of his origin,
the system may justly be termed dualistic. It is
quite true that, according to the general teaching,
Anra Mainyu and his hosts are to be entirely and
utterly destroyed at the last day ; but it can
scarcely be denied that, at least in the original
system, his origin is quite distinct from that of
Ahura Mazda, and that the two spirits are cohave thus a monoexistent from eternity.
theism limited and modified by dualism, as well
as a dualism modified by an ultimate monotheism.
These theories may seem to us inconsistent. No
doubt the origin of evil has been in all ages the
principal difficulty which all religions have had to
face, and the form given to this solution character;

—

'

^0

whole notion of Being into two correlative worlds
of Spirit and Matter, with terms relatively con-esponding to one another on opposite sides of the
central notion.

(Iranian)

whole

We

—
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the divergences which distinguish them from
one another. The Mazdaeism of every age has
sought this solution in the doctrine of two independent hostile and diametrically opposite princi^es the principle or sjjirit of Good, and the
izes

—

principle or spirit of Evil.
The inconsistency
which we readily see in such a solution did not
fail to present itself to the Iranian mind, and from
early times we find that theories were devised as
a means of escaping from the difficulties of this
dnalistic solution. These may be grouped generally under two hypotheses : (1) that the two spirits
have sprung from a single, indifferent, pre-existing
source ; (2) that the Evil Spirit proceeds from the
Good Spirit, by generation or creation. The former
is the doctrine of the Zervanists, the latter that of
the Gayomarthians. The Zervanists, according to
the descriptions preserved by the Armenian historians, went back to a primeval being, Zervan

Akarana,

lit.
Unlimited Time,' sometimes apparently identified with Destiny and this primordial
'

;

being was supposed to have generated both Ormazd
and Ahriman. The second school, the Gayomarthians, seem to have held that the Evil Spirit was
produced by an evil thought in the mind of the
Good Spirit. This is practically the solution of
the modem Parsis, who make a sharp distinction
between the names Ahura Mazda and Spenta
Mainyu. They point out that, especially in the
Gathas, Aura Mainyu is constantly opposed, not
to Ahura Mazda, but to Spenta Mainyu.
Ahura
Mazda, they hold, is the one supreme and primordial spirit and sole creator.
He is, however,

—

possessed of two ' faculties ' Spenta Mainyu, or
the faculty whose function is beneficent, and Anra
Mainyu, whose function is destructive. One cannot but suspect that this modern Parsi solution
has been unconsciously suggested by the Hindu
doctrine of the functions of Visnu and Siva in
the Hindu triad.
quite recent Parsi theologian
has advanced a new theory, holding that Spenta
Mainyu and Aura Mainyu denote the good and
evil spirits respectively of man, and not of the
Divinity (Rastamji Edulji, Zarathushtra and
Zarathiishtrianism in the Avesta, Leipzig, 1906,
pp. 140-159) ; but we are not aware that this is
anything more than a peculiar view of the author.
It is an approximation to the Christian doctrine of
the origin of evil in the free mil of the creature.

A

—

W.

LiTERATURB. E.
West, ' Pahlavi Texts, 'ptg.i. ii. in SBE,
vols. V. [1880], xviii. [1882]; C. de Harlez, ^iiesia^, Paris, 1881,
Introd. pp. Ixxxiv-lxxxvii ; A. V. Williams Jackson, ' Die
Iran. Religion,' in GIrP ii. [1900] 627-631 (Dualism is a
characteristic trait of Zoroaster's faith, and in its widest sense
whatever its ultimate source was doubtless the product of
his own genius. This dualism is monotheistic and optimistic,
in that it postulates the final triumph of Ormazd and the
destruction of all evil) ; L. C. Casartelli, Phil, of the Mazdayasiiian ReL under the Sassanids, Eng. tr., Bombay, 1889,
pp. 60-54 ; ' The Zoroastrian Theology of the Present Day,'
Babylonian and Oriental Record, viii. (1900) 222-229, embodying a * nineteenth century rivAyaZ ' by a modern Parsi
theologian ; and all the writers on the Avesta and ZoroastrianIsm. Of. Literature at end of art. Avesta.

—

m

L. C.

Casartelli.

DUALISM (Jewish). —Traces of a belief in two
conflicting supernatural

beings striving for the
mastery are nowhere found in the pre-exilic
writings of the OT. In the oldest religious belief
of the Israelites, Jahweh's jurisdiction extended
over Palestine, and He was not at war with any
neighbouring god or demon. There was no evil
spiritual being endeavouring to subvert His moral

government.

While dualism

ascribes evil to a
diabolic agent, the ancient pre-exilic writers found

no difficulty in making it emanate from Jahweh
Himself (cf. Am 3*). No doubt the Israelite was
subject to the same psychological laws which raise
a horror of the dark and of unfrequented and
desert places, and he peopled them with more
hurtful beings than are recorded in the OT but
:

(Jewish)
mythology was of his own creation and associated

his

with his surroundings. Observing a multiplicity
of wild life on the edge of the desert, such as
monstrous serpents, jerboas, and wild goats, his
imagination endowed them with superhuman
intelligence, and assigned them a habitation in the
interior of the desert.
There arose the s" 'irtm,
the 'alUka, the lilith. It is doubtful, however,
how far he considered them possessed, or only, like
the serpent of Gn 3^ subtil. They were physically
injurious to man when he entered their domain,
but did not come into his religious and cosmic
views. The monotheism of the OT writers kept
the popular belief in demonology entirely in the
background. The solitary mention of Azazel (q.v. ),
to whom a goat was sent out on the Day of
Atonement, is too obscure to justify any conclusions
as to the origin of that rite or the person of 'Azazel.
In Lv 16 the act is viewed as symbolic of a transference of the nation's sins to another land.
The
nature and habitation of 'Azazel are left undefined,
'

'

'

unknown or of no consequence. Nor is the
Satan an independent Divinity. The root ]Qa
to oppose (by standing in the way), not
necessarily in a bad cause. In Nu 22'^''- ^ the angel
of Jahweh was a satan to Balaam.
A personal
Satan occurs first in passages of post-exilic date,
but even in these he is not yet an independent
being.
See Demons and Spirits (Heb.), in vol.
iv. p. 597 f
The host of the high ones of Is 24^1
are not spiritual beings, but astral bodies to the
worship of which the Israelites were addicted.
How far Babylonism affected Jewish belief
before the Exile is difficult to decide. Although
the history of Israel and Judah was closely
connected with Assyria and Babylon, it had not
contaminated the strong monotheism of the preexilic Prophets and Psalms.
It is not likely that
the theomachy of Marduk-Tiamat was so widely
as

if

OT

signifies

'

'

.

'

'

known

as to penetrate into the popular faith of
the Israelite peasantry, who were a people who
dwelt alone,' and who as late as the reign of
Hezekiah were ignorant of Aramaic (2
18™).
The ubiquitous arch-Satan of later Jewish
theology, with his diabolic subordinates standing
in hostile array against God and good, and planning
man's temporal and eternal destruction, is a postexilic development, evolved primarily from foreign,
chiefly Persian, sources, and grafted on Jahwism.
Thus early Judaism became tinged with a tendency
to dualism. The Jewish conception of the nature
and work of Satan, and the hope and manner of his
overthrow, leave no doubt that Ahriraan was the
original model. The place of contact between
Judaism and Parsiism was Babylon, whither
Mazdasism had already penetrated, and where
probably it received accretions from Babylonism
'

K

Cheyne, Jewish Relig. Life, N.Y. and London,
This would account for the Bab.
1898, p. 259).
element in Jewish Satanology and eschatology.
Since, however, Judaism absorbed only so much of
foreign religions as it could assimilate and invest
with a Jewish colouring, ancient allusions to
were resuscitated and applied
defiant evil in the
to the newly developed ideas of a Satan.
He was
crystallized in Jewish literature under various
appellations.
He is connected with the ' evil
imagination ' of Gn 8^'. As Tiamat he had his
prototype in Gn 3 and in the obscure passage Is
(see

OT

in the Qabbala
em. For the Bab. Bel Dababi, the accusing
God, the Enemy (Aram, k^:)^ Syj), a voucher and
a name were found in Pr 28*'. The Egyptian
Typhon suggested his designation of 'jis^ in Jl 2™,
although in Suk. 52a derived from [ss, hidden.'
In analogy with Jahweh's angels he was supplied
with subordinates to execute his will, the connecting link with the OT being the n'philtm of Gn 6*.
27',

as

and plays an important part

'jto-ig'n

'

8

'

'

DUALISM
—

(3")
an early pre-Maccabiuan
spirit, no longer, according to
idiom,
'from
Jahweh
Hebrew
(1 S 16'^), but of
foreign origin, slew seven innocent men.
Asmodaeus was banished by fumigation into the
wilderness of Egypt, but survived in Jewish tradition as king of the shedim.
It must, however, be remembered that, whereas
the growing belief in the transcendence of God
created the demand for a solution of the problem
of the origin of evil, the new conception of a Satan
after the model of Ahriman entered Judaism, not
by means of literature (for there are no traces of
Jewish acquaintance with the Avesta), but through

Already in Tobit
romance — an evil

'

and much of it remained folk-lore
and private opinion, and was not shared by the

popular belief

;

sober practical legalist. This renders it impossible
to systematize Jewish Satanology.
Nevertheless,
dualistic views existed in popular belief, and
came strongly to the surface in the Apocalyj)tic
literature.
In the Book of Enoch the introduction
of evil into the world is ascribed to the n'philim
under their leaders, Shem'aza and 'Azael (see
Demons and Spirits [Heb.], vol. iv. p. 600''). In
the Book of Jubilees, Mastema is the head of the
fallen angels. At the request of Noah, nine-tenths
are imprisoned, and the remainder are the Satans
at large, the authors of idolatry, of every kind of
evil, of destruction and bloodshed (ll"-).
In none
of the Apocalyptic writings is Persian influence so
prominent as in the Testaments of the Twelve
Patriarchs. There the source of all evil is Beliar
and his seven spirits (see Demons and Spirits
[Heb.], vol. iv. pp. 599', 601").
The political commotions of the age, the scanty
resources of the nation, the repeated disappointments on numerous occasions when the realization
of cherished hope seemed near, the success and
prosperity of surrounding nations, and the power
of evil intensified the spirit of pessimism which had
already commenced in the Exile. The pious looked
forward to a compensation in another seen, and
assigned this world to the author of evil, which
the pious must hate (Enoch 48'). God and Satan,
good and evil angels, the upper and the lower
world {ib. 25 ff.), heaven and hell (Abr. 21 If.),
children of light and children of darkness (En.
108'* ''), are contrasted.
In human nature itself
there are antitheses spirit and flesh, soul and
9'°,
body (Wis
En. 108'). Satan and his angels
have sown the seed of evil in the world and in man.
There lies in man the propensity to sin, the jrin i^;
Even in the Ezra Apocalypse,
of Rabbinism.
where Satan is not mentioned, the flesh is made to
be the source and seat of sin (Volz, Jiid. Eschatol.

—

7, 60, 77, 82).

Prayers for protection from Satan occur in
Jewish liturgy in collects of ancient date, and are
quoted in Ber. 606 as well known
May it be thy
will ... to deliver me this day, and every day,
from a bad man
from Satan the destroyer
The popular tendency to dualism met with
opposition from early times. According to La 3^,
good and evil alike proceed from God. The
repeated assertion of the unity of God in Is 45
sounds like a polemic against Zoroastrianism. The
7th verse, I form light and create darkness ; I
make peace and create all,' ' is the Yozer Or
in the Jewish liturgy and the creed of normal
Judaism. The practice of uttering a blessing on
every occasion is an institution referred to Ezra
(Maim. Ker. Sh. i. 7), or to the men of the Great
Synagogue {Ber. 33), but is in reality a pious
imitation of Zoroastrians. Yet no prayer is valid
without a DE* and ruiJ^D, i.e., it must be said in the
:

.

.

'

!

.

'

1 The
substitution of
all
for
evil
is
for the sake of
euphony (Ber. lib), probably also from an aversion to terminate
anything with a word of evil omen.
VOL. V.
'

'

—

'

'

'

'
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name of Jahweh, and His Sovereignty must be
acknowledged {Ber. 40). Surie), the Prince of the
Countenance, who taught K. iHhniael throe charms
against the power of evil spirits {Ber. 51), has been
conjectured to be the Sraosba of the Avesta, who
contends with the Devs night and day Vasna
(

Ivii. 10-23; cf. Rel.-gesch. Leschuch, ed. Bertholet,
Tiibingen, 1908, p. 339).
Hut it is not he who
causes the cock to herald the approaching light,
but Blessed art Thou, O Lord our God, King of
the Universe, who liast given tothecock intelligence
to distinguish between day and night' (Daily
'

Morn.

Pr.).

The

contest in favour of monotljcism was carried
on by the Rabbis in their combats with Magianism,
Gnosticism, and the Minim who believed in 'n;^
nVieh,
two powers,' a duality in the Godhead
(Friedlander, Die relig. Bewegungen, Berlin, 1905,
pp. 169-234 Bergmann, Jiid. Apologetik, Berlin,
The Mishna enacts that God shoald be
1908).
blessed for evil no less than for good (Ber. ix. 5).
reader in the synagogue should be silenced if he
says, Thy name be remembered concerning good,'
praise Thee,
praise Thee {ib. v. 3).
or
Whosoever associates the name of heaven with
another object is rooted out of the world' (Suk.
In the Passover service the redemption from
456).
Egypt and the slaying of the tirst-born are
emphatically stated as accomplished by God in
person
I and not an angel, 1 and not a saraph,
I and not a messenger.'
The strong assertions of the Divine unity and
the all-importance of legalism left no room in the
Halakha for Satanology. Hence the Mishna is
Where Satan does occur in the
free from it.
Haggada of the Talmud and Midrash, the description is coarse, puerile, and inconsistent.
At one
time he is a fallen angel. When God threw him
from heaven, he caught hold of Michael's wing,
but the Holy One, blessed be He, rescued Michael'
(Yalk. Shim. 68; see Kohut, Angelologie, 1866, p.
Then he is the Great Prince in Heaven
63).
(Pirke d. E. Eliezcr, 13).
He is nbajj, Michael
being lijjp. He is '^x'jp, the poison of God,' because
of his identity with the angel of death.
The Qabbala and the mediseval Mystics restored
Satan to his Ahrimanic dignity. The piut nin' 'D
Ipm, still said by some Jewish communitie-'< on the
Day of Atonement, reads like a chapter f om the
Avesta.
If the person of Satan is undefined in Jewish
theology, the existence of the yeser ha-rd' (in Baba
bathra, 16a, identical with Satan and the angel of
death) is a Jewish dogma. This theologoumenon
is based on the yeser of Gn 6° 8'^', rendered in the
'imagination,' and connoting that faculty of
the soul which is the cause of rebellion against
God. The yeser became very early hypostatized in
Jewish theology (cf. the antithesis in n^vp -\ 'iN
ns'p '^ '^Ml, Woe to me because of my Creator, woe
He is
to me because of my tempter' [Ber. 61a]).
strange god of Ps 81^ dwelling in man
the
(Shabb. 1056). As the source of sin, he was already
known to Sirach as iwb-nixa (21"), ivdviiriit.a. (37^),
Sia^ovKiov (15").
In these passages, as well as in
others in the Apocrvpha, where human dichotomy
a.o
Wis 9'^, an approach was made
is asserted, such
towards metaphysical dualism ; yet the spirit of
legalism checked its further development. Whereas the very virtues of the wicked ( = Gentiles) are
vices in the eyes of the righteous {Yeb. 103a), a
Blessed
Jew can keep the Law and be sinless.
are Israelites. When they are occupied with the
study of the Law and the performance of good
works, the yeser is delivered into their hards, and
not they into the hands of the yeser {'Aboi 'a zara,
56 Kid. 30a ; cf. Sir 21")- He is not t human
faculty and therefore not ante-natal, but ar djunct
'

;

A

'

'

We

We

'

'

:

'

'

'

'
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'

'

'
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at birth (Sanh. 916). He is situated at the left,'
the other deus ex machina, the yeser tdb, being at
the right (Taan. 11a). According to Ber. 616, he
resembles a fly,^ and is placed between the valves
of the heart.
He was Divinely created for a
benevolent purpose. Unless he existed, 'no man
would build a house, or marry or beget children,
or transact any business' (Oen. B. 89'). At the
end of the world God will slay him in the presence
of the righteous and wicked (Suk. Sib).
Literature.
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Under

though early Schoolmen

civilization.
Aldeclared that the judicial

duel was Divinely instituted when David fought
Goliath (1 S 17), the point never ceased to trouble
the conscience of Christendom.
Invested witli
sanctions of the highest antiquity, the origins of
the duel elude definite ascertainment as completely
as do the various ordeals among the oldest peoples,
of both East and West.
Found in various forms,
from Japan to Ireland, and from the Mediterranean
to the northern latitudes, it was yet no universal
practice, but mainly European
where the hazel
'

grew,' and its traces are scattered. The solemnities preceding the single combat of Menelaus and
Paris (II. iii. 38 ff.) are marked indications of
ancient custom and ceremonial in Homeric times.
Historic Greek examples fail, but the usage existed
among the ancient Umbrians and among the Slavs
(Nicolaus Damascenus [Didot, Frag. Hist. Grcecorum, iii. 457] Kelly, Hist, of Russia, London,
1878, pp. 33, 53
Lea, Superstition and Force*,
Philadelphia, 1892, pp. 108, 110).
While the
legendary battle of the Horatii and Curiatii (Livy,
I. xxi V. f ) may point to an archaic practice among
the Romans, the system of trial by battle has
neither any tradition in the fragments of early
Koman law nor any countenance from the jurists
or the code. Roman civilization knew the duel
as a Barbarian institution. Scipio Africanus (206
B.C.) met it in Spain (Livy, xxviii. xxi.); it
flourished among the Celtic and Germanic tribes
(Velleius Paterculus, ij. 117 f. ; Tacitus, Germ. 10)
and a particular tradition, unusually circumstantial, associates it with the Burgundians, and
ascribes its revival to king Gundobald (A.D. 501)
as an antidote to forsworn oaths induced by Christian compurgation (Leges Burgundionum, tit. xlv. ).
Wide diversity of application and form existed;
but, with the overthrow of the Empire, the duel as
part of the Barbarian codes became a sort of common law of Europe, fostered by the martial
traditions which were developing into feudalism
and were to culminate in chivalry.
Norse sagas have many records of hdlmgang (as
the duel was called in Iceland— from the islet
[h6lmr\ its customary arena) or hazle-field (as it is
called in Norway— from the posts demarking the
ground) ; there were champions who made it a
profession ; the saga of Kormak, at once poet and
champion, contains regulations of battle in which
there are traces of sacrificial rites or incantations.
Orrostuhdlmr, Kormak's name for the place of
combat, may be compared with eornst or orreste,
the term for the duel in Anglo-Saxon and early
1 Hence his name in the Zohar, Kinif N'lap,
the other side,'
;

;

.

'

'sinister.'

2

—

'

Like Ahriman in the Avesta.

Welsh

laws.

Ireland

knew the

institution as
battle against one
man' ; cf. Joyce, Soc. Hist, of Anc. Ireland, London, 1903, i. 152-54). Singularly enough, the evidence for the duel in England prior to the Norman
conquest has failed to satisfy the historians. Thus,
while elsewhere, through the influence of Christianity, the duel was being abolished early (e.g. in
Iceland in A.D. 1006, and in Norway in 1012), in
England there is the anomaly of its not becoming
an undoubtedly national mode of trial till half a
century later. The Conquest certainly established

comrac or comrac fri denfer

('

that it was unpopular with the English is a
current inference without a very solid foundation.
The laws of William the Conqueror gave an accused
person, whether Norman or Englishman, the option
between ordeal and duel, reserving a third choice
compurgation (q.-o. )— to the Norman. The earliest
English instance recorded is dated 1077 ; Norman
examples occur forty years earlier. In that epoch
it had a very wide application, both in civil matters
and in charges of crime. In character it was, by
its essential feature of self-help, not really an
ordeal.
How elaborate was the tradition for the
forms of the duel as well as for ttie substantial law
administered by its agency, can be seen from the
Assises of Jerusalem, drawn up by Godfrey of
Bouillon in 1099 for the Latin kingdom established
by the First Crusade. This ordinance is equally
full and precise regarding the modes of battle, the
causes and conditions, the oaths against magic,
and the distinctions of rank, whereby only knights
it

;

fought in mail on horseback with helm and lance,
while common folk fought in jackets (hliant), on
foot, and with batons.
Before the close of the 12th cent, the jurisdiction
of the duel was considerably restricted in England
by Glanvil's great assise,' a sort of magnified jury.
The tendency expanded ; gradually the duel was
superseded in civil causes except land-rights
burghal charters from Henry I. to Henry III.
gave numerous exemptions ; and by the time of
Edward I. the practice was largely confined to trials
on the writ of right to land and to appeals for
'

'

'

manslaughter and serious crime. Although trial
by jury grew fast, the duel was long to remain.
The importance of land litigations explains the
origin of the professional ' pugil,' or champion,
kept sometimes at a regular retaining fee by a
' From
religious house.
the quhilk consuetude,'
said Sir John Skene (.Bxaosiiioji ofDifflcill Wordes,
1597, s.v.
Campiones ), ' cummis the common
'

saying.

" Do thou

richt,

do thou wrang,

Cheis thou a champion Strang."

In criminal causes a kindred but more corrupt
product was the approver,' an informer, frequently
infamous, who in making his charge underwent the
risk of a challenge to battle.
The loser in appeals
of battle, being convicted of perjury by the fact of
defeat, was hanged
and there is extant a contemporary picture of an approver who thus came
to the bad end he had earned (Maitland, Select
Pleas of Crown, Selden Soc, London, 1888).
From the 9th cent, the Church was continuously
denouncing the duel, and as continuously giving it
countenance. The latter process took many forms,
one being the acquisition of jurisdiction by ecclesiastical dignitaries over trials by combat.
Perquisites of court deflected even clerical minds
from the true path. Sometimes clerics themselves
fought duels in person, and it was as hard to stop
the practice as to keep churchmen from bearing
arms in war.
Glasgow pontifical in 1180 includes the liturgical common form for blessing the
shield and baton for a duel, and some saints were
esteemed especially efficacious to be invoked for
success in such combats. In the First Crusade,
'

;

A

;

''
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Peter the Hermit himself bore a challenge for a
duel of ten, six, or three crusaders against an
equal number of Saracens (Tancredi, cap. 81). As
usual, practice belied precept, and anathema was
useless.
Indeed, an old French authority on the
duel in the 15th cent. (Olivier de La Marche,
in TraiU du duel judiciaire, ed. Prost, Paris, 1872,
p. 44) declares that ecclesiastics, like other people,
were bound to fight if the case was treason or
involved a point of the faith. The sanctions of the
duel occa.sioned much deep discussion.
Nicolas de
Lyra wrote a treatise on the classic precedent of
Cain and Abel admittedly
David and Goliath
furnished a less satisfactory example.
Until the end of the 13th cent, the duel was a
duel of law, but in the 14th it blossomed anew
as a duel of chivalry, once more emphasizing its
The duel,
aristocratic and military impulses.
rapidly decaying in other matters, became the
fashion for appeals of treason, and this newer
chivalric duel took on fresh splendour, especially
An imin the courts of England and France.
portant ordinance of King Philip the Fair in 1306
was a characteristic code, containing regulations
most of which passed into general use in chivalric
Notable editions of such duel codes were
courts.
the ordinance drawn up by the Constable of England under Richard II., and the reproduction of it
in the Order of Combats preserved by the Constable
belonging to James I. The
of Scotland from a
formalities were evidently known to Chaucer, who
reproduced them in the Knight's Tale.
Mere tilting matches, diflerent as they were in
principle from duels, are easily confounded with
them, especially when they were jousts of war,'
Some of
in which the combat was a outrance.
these are historic, such as the Combat des Trente
EnglishBretons
and
thirty
in 1351 between thirty
men. It is the subject of a French chanson de geste,
and its interest is the greater from its having
supplied a model for the clan duel (in 1396) of
thirty Highlanders of Clan Chattan against thirty
Not a few fruitless challenges of
of Clan Kay.
100 knights against 100 are extant, and there were
many actual duels of numbers, such as of 13 Frenchmen against 13 Italians, and of 7 Frenchmen against
The duel, strictly construed as a com7 English.
bat of two, adjudged by and fought before a court
invariably noble and usually royal, had long a
distinct place, chiefly for trials on charges of treason
where legal proofs were inadequate. It suited the
Fourteenth century England devised a
times.
Court of Chivalry in which the historical importance of the duel culminates in the wager of battle
between the Dukes of Hereford and Norfolk in
This duel was stopped at the outset by
1398.
Richard II., who arbitrarily and illegally exiled
Hereford returned from his
both combatants.
exile next year to depose Richard and take the
throne as Henry IV., and it was he who at his
coronation jocularly assured his champion that he
would himself see to the defence of his right to the
crown. The champion of England was one of
the institutional inventions of English chivalry in
the 14th century.
Meanwhile, alongside of chivalry the old duel
of law was taking an unconscionable time to die.
Law in the 13th and 14th cent, had no shudder for
its brutality, and Bracton could calmly record (de
Legibus Anglice, ed. 1640, fol. 145) that the loss of a
front tooth maimed a man and gave him an excuse
from the duel, for such teeth help much to victory.
Pitiful records in the 15th cent, show this, gruesomely enough, to have been literal fact, for graces
attendant on chivalry encountering before kings
;

MS

'

'

'

'

'

were absent when humble combatants
courts mauled each other with baton or
and tore each other with their teeth.

in inferior
' biscorne,'

One does
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not marvel that Pojje Nicholas, in 8G7, had denied
the Divine institution of the duel, but one does
marvel that nearly seven centuries afterwards, John
Major's protest, that God did not settle questions
in tliat bad way,' was a mere voice in the wilderness.
Yet humane opinion was ripening, and in
1549 the Council of Trent (Se.s.s. xxv. cap. 19)
denounced the duel, and decreed excommunication
against all participators, even including seconds,
spectators, and the lords temporal who assigned a
place for a duel.
The property of duellists and
seconds was to be sequestrated, and they were to
be delivered to the secular arm as murderers, whUe
the funeral rites of the Church were to be denied
to those who fell.' This denunciation had had
innumerable predecessors, and was to be as little
regarded, for tlie detestable use had then entered
on a new phase and was raging in Europe, as if to
show that the Reformation of creed wrought little
'

'

'

to reform humanity.
There had arisen in that new epoch the private
duel, as distinguished from the duel under form of
law or chivalry. Its vogue is usually ascribed to
the consequences of the personal quarrel in 1528
between Francis I. of France and Charles v. of
Spain.
The constitutional interest of the new
type was that it dispensed with the intervention of
a judge or a court, and the great prevalence of this
private duel for about two centuries in Europe was
doubtless in part a consequence of the fashion of
carrying light side-arms. Just as the two-handed
sword of mediseval warfare was succeeded by the
rapier, so the formal wager of battle with all its
ceremonial procedure gave place to the lighter,
easier form more apt for the sudden and quick in
quarrel.' So there was bred the gauntlet-gatherer,
the duellist, who inherited and developed all the
pretensions of class privilege and other bad points
of chivalry.
Thus by additions was constructed a
new code of the ' point of honour,' largely of Italian
manufacture, which was a constant menace to
domestic peace in Europe. The ' bons docteurs
duellistes, as Brantdme called them (Mimoires,
p. 183), devised the pestiferous doctrine of the
satisfaction of a gentleman,' which for three
hundred years exacted a heavy toll of human life.
If it fostered courage, it also fostered the bully.
'
Men may account a duello,' said Bacon (Letters
and Life, ed. Spedding, London, 1872, vi. 108), ' an
honourable kind of satisfaction, yet it is but a
scarlet or a grained kind of murdering.'
One stage of the duel, half-way between the old
judicial combat and the new private duel, was the
duel by licence, permitted in France and practised
Later, as James I.,
in Scotland under James VI.
he issued his edict against the duel in 1613, seconded
by Bacon, who insisted that by the law of England
the killing of a man in a duel was murder, however fair the duel might have been. Bacon saw
the root of the matter in the point that the law
gave no sufficient reparation for insult and libel—
a consideration which weighs heavily still in estimating the place of the duel in modern Europe.
Wager of battle, dramatically resurrected in an
appeal of murder in England in 1818, was repealed
by statute in the following year. In all its forms,
both judicial and unjudicial, the duel is now
extinct in Great Britain and in the United States
in the latter for a time it was one of the most
curious importations and survivals of European
feudalism. Arising under military conditions, it
naturally persists the longer where militarism
'

'

1 Cf. also the unqualified condemnation of duelling by Benedict
xrv. (Const. Detestabilem, 10 Nov. 1762), the punishment of
surgeons and confessors intentionally administering to duellists
(excomraunication, by response of the Holy Office, 31 May 1884),
and the renewed disapproval of the whole system, including
even student duels, by Leo xiu. (Brief Pastoralis officii, 22 Sept

1891).
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is a determinant of public life.
Among German
students it has sunk to a rather savage athletic
sport and in Europe generally it has run, and is
running, a course parallel to tiiat of private wars
possibly prophetic of that of national wars. Its
endurance is determined, not by enactment of law,
but by the spirit of society. It is bound up with
ideas of private revenge and family blood-feud,
not with the conceptions of a State with justice
;

—

as its primary function.
It is instructive, therefore, to compare briefly the law in Britain and in
Europe, and to diagnose certain causes of contrast.
In Great Britain the duel has in general, since
King James's edict, and more particularly during
the last century and a half, been treated with far
greater severity than was shown to it elsewhere.
In this country practically alone is it now the law
that to kill in duel is murder, involving the capital
penalty.
In almost all the rest of Europe this
stringency holds only when traditional rules have
been infringed, or when there has been some unfairness in the combat.
Challenges, preliminary
steps, and wounding in duel are, in like manner,
much less heavily punished on the Continent than
in Britain.
On the other hand, exponents of the
honour-code of Europe themselves declare that
British courts make far more effective provision
than Continental courts for the primary pecuniary
protection for wrongs to personal honour, this
scale being, for instance, contrasted with the
slight reparation made in France.
Bentham
( Works, London, 1843, i. 379, 543), soberly balancing the merits and demerits of penal policies in
general and
honorary satisfaction in special,
points out tlie partiality, uncertainty, and inconvenience of the duel considered as a punishment,
although he thought it might be proper to be
indulgent to it if the alternative was revenge
by poison or the bravo. Duels, he pointed out,
were less common in Italy than in France and
England, but poisoning and assassinations were
much commoner. Like the historian Robertson,
Bentham as a moralist thought that duelling
tended to preserve 'politeness and peace,' and
seems to have had little foresight of its swift
decline.
In recent times, the conditions, e.g. in
France, often appeared to ensure immunity from
injury but not from ridicule.
The facts seem
to justify the inference that for once British laws
have doubly by repression of the duel and by
adequate civil reparation for injured honour
tended to suppress the duel and to make it
unnecessary.
Frapper fort sur la bourse, c'est
frapper juste is the dictum of a modern docteur
duelliste (Croabbon, op. cit. infra, 399). In Britain
the spirit of trial by jury has proved a better
'

'

—

'

'

guardian even of honour than the sword. Perhaps
it is not among the things they manage better
in Germany and France that men continue, in
however restricted a degree, to countenance the
duel, which ranks as probably the oldest barbaric
inheritance among the institutions of Europe.
Probably Bentham himself did not sufficiently
reflect that what had so long been abandoned by
Europe as an utterly capricious and irrational
mode of justice, where substantial interests were
concerned, stood thereby already grotesquely out

by intervention of such Councils and Courta, however, was,
and still is, declared permissible only when not forbidden by
the honour of the class to which the officer belongs or by good
morals. At first hailed as an abolition of the duel, the order
was soon found not to warrant any such hopes. Critics in
1897, and since, have pointed out that the Kaiser had never
departed from recognition of the duel as the ultima ratio
in aSairs of honour
they bluntly stated that the so-called
scandal of duelling would not be ended, that the order would
entirely depend for its efficiency on the spirit of its enforcement,
and that it was puerile to anticipate the eradication of so deeprooted a practice at one stroke. Yet on the whole the order
was recognized as a very considerable attempt at restriction
in the army.
It was subsequently made applicable also to
;

naval officers.
The critical forecast was justified by events. Scandals continued to arise periodically over duelB under painful circumstances and with fatal consequences. In 1901 sharp controversy
sprang from the discovery that, in violation of an Imperial
order, candidates for choice as officers in the reserve had been
subjected to questions regarding their opinions on duelling, and
had suffered prejudice for answers opposed to the practice.
The Minister of War declared in the Reichstag that, while duels
were justifiable for such cases as charges of cowardice, insult
by violence, or imputation upon an officer's moral integrity or
family honour, everything was done to prevent the duelling
abuse. These explanations did not satisfy friends of reform,
who protested that every officer punished for taking part in a
duel should be dismissed from the army. Afterwards, in the
same year, a manifesto was influentially signed demanding the
prohibition of all duels and the institution of Courts of Honour
^

in their stead.
It was expressly urged that the best means of
prevention was to afford more effective legal protection against
attacks on the honour of individuals. Direct legislative action
does not seem to have followed, but the agitation has served a
useful purpose in elevating public opinion in Europe.

du duel

Traits

judiciaire [by Olivier de La
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Among

primitive peoples.

NEILS0^f.

— However

much

has degenerated from its once high
estate, as has just been shown, it must yet be
adjudged to have been once one of the numerous
forms of ordeal [q.v.), although still another factor
the duel

—

plainly contributed to its rise and tenacity the
frequent failure of primitive jurisprudence to
secure in any other way the ends at which it
aimed.
The purely religious side of the duel,
which, from this point of view, is more commonly
termed 'the wager of battle,' may be reserved
for art. Ordeal, but certain primitive forms of
legal duels, as summarized by Post (Grundriss
der ethnolog. Jurisprudenz, Oldenburg, 1894-5, ii.
236, 351 f., 504-506), may be briefly mentioned
here.

In the simplest type, as

among

the S. American

of court for the finer task, in modern civilization,
of healing the sores of honour.

Charruas and Botocudos, the duellists pommel
each other with fists or sticks, with scant danger
to life or limb, this being the case even in old

Sig:nificant indications of current tendencies, illustrating
of the foregoing views, have appeared in Germany,
the centre of modern militarism, especially since 1897, when
Eaiser Wilhelm ll. issued a Cabinet order declaring his will
that duels among officers should be more effectively prevented
by remitting private quarrels to Councils of Honour with appeal
to Courts of Honour, commanding officers, and the Kaiser
himself. These Councils of Honour for a regiment consist of
three officers, while the Courts of Honour comprise all the
officers.
This order by its terms did not prohibit duelling, but
it enlarged the province of Courts of Honour.
Reconciliation

that in which, as among the Australians,
the parties strike each other alternately
and
the liighest is that in which deadly weapons are
employed with intent to kill, as among the
Californian Korusi, the Dayaks, the Bataks, the
Australians, the Tunguses, the Grusinians, and in
Europe generally. An interesting instance of the
duel as a proof of guilt is to be found in Nias.

some

Bohemian and Polish
form

law.

A

more

interesting

is

;

DURO-A
girl is found to be pregnant and the man
she accuses denies his share in her guilt,
each of the pair is given a knife, the one first
wounded in the ensuing duel being adjudged in the
wrong. In this case it is, moreover, interesting
to see that the girl may be represented, quite as
was the case in Europe, by a cliampion, this being
in Nias one of her kinsmen.
Elsewhere, where
women are allowed to participate in duels (a
privilege normally reserved for the male sex),
their opponents may be compelled to have some
handicap, as when, in old Bohemian law, they
were obliged to stand in a pit dug in the ground.
Elsewhere, however, as among the Slavs and
Bohemians, the services of a champion were
expressly forbidden, on the "round that a man
really innocent might be killed.
The cycle of development of the duel would
seem to be somewhat as follows : in its ultimate
origin it is simply a fight, more or less serious,
between two men concerning some real or fancied
injury.
From this point of view it is precisely
like any modern fight between two men for the
settlement of some difficulty between them, or
even for mere revenge. But at an early time
these fights become hedged about, for the welfare
of society, with various restrictions
e.g. formal
witnesses (the later ' seconds ') may be required to
see fair play, or certain cases alone may be settled
by the duel, or certain formalities are required
by the authorities before a duel may be fought.
There is also doubtless present, even in the most
primitive form of duel or mere fight the conviction, on the part of at least one of the combatants, that he has been wronged, and he feels
that the victory will decide which of the two has
been right. Though the methods emploj-ed are
far different, the underlying principle is the same
as in the most highly polished modern controversy
of any sort whatever.
From this feeling that
'truth is mighty, and will prevail,' comes the
concept that the duel has a religious sanction,
that Divine powers aid the party in the right, and
that it is, indeed, an ordeal, in the technical sense
of the terra.
On the other hand, the increasing
scope of law imposes ever narrowing bounds upon
the duel, and, as other modes of redress are
evolved, the duel becomes more and more needless,
especially as it is felt that it involves a useless
waste of valuable lives, besides interfering with
the majesty of the law. Thus the duel finally
decays as an institution, and comes to be treated
as a crime, even a challenge, except in time of
war, being punished with death among the Aztecs.
Yet the duel dies hard, for there lingers a persistent belief among many of fine fibre that there
are wrongs for which no court of law can give
redress, and it must be confessed that pecuniary
damages or even imprisonment of an opponent
is thin salve for wounded honour.
Church and
State have alike condemned the duel, and justly
yet perhaps the duellist's side of the argument
should not, in fairness, be utterly ignored.
The peculiar nature of the duel from the point
of view of early jurisprudence is well illustrated
by its relation to the blood- feud (q.v.), to which
a man killing another in a duel is rarely liable,
this being probably due to the fact that both
parties were held to be fighting in self-defence,
while, where the duel was a recognized form of
procedure, there would be no room for blood-feud.
The extreme degeneration of the duel is almost
ludicrously illustrated by the 'nith-songs' of the

wit, and HftLire, supported by their parliBiine, until at laat one
is at his wits' end, when the au(li);nce, who are the Jury, make
their deciwion. The matter is now settled for K^oti, and
the contestants must be friends again and not recall the Diatt«r
which was in dispute' (Chamberlain, !n Handbook 0/ Amer.
Intiiaiis, 11. 77 [Hull. SO BE, Wonhinglon, 1910)).

Wlien a

whom

;

—

—

;

Greenland Eskimo.
*When a Greenlander considers himself injured in any wajby another person, he composes about him a satirical song,
which he rehearses with the help of his intimates. He then
challenges the offending one to a duel of song. One after
another the two disputants sing at each other their wisdom.
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Lastly, it may be noted that any attempt to
trace the duel to a single people is hopeless.
It
had its origin in the fighting spirit of tlie human
race, and that spirit is as universal as mankind.

Louis H. Gkav.

DUNKARDS.— See Sects (Christian).
DUNS SCOTUS.—See Scholasticism.
DURGA. — Durga

is one of the commonest
Other names are Devi,
of Siva's consort.
Gaur!, Parvati, Chandi, Chumunda, Kali,
Kapalini, Bhavani, Vijaya, etc. (for a very full
list, see Dowson, Classical Diet, of Hindu Mylhol.*,

names

Uma,

London, 1903, s.v. 'Devi'). The name Durga originally designated that goddess in her terrific charin art. BrXhmanism
like her husband Siva, a
combination of several deities and local varieties
of similar mythological conceptions.
It is, there-

As has been shown

acter.

813), she

(vol.

ii.

fore,

natural that she should present very difl'erent

p.

is,

aspects.
auch goddesses as ultimately were combined
and made up, as it were, the great goddess Dur^a, seems to
have become more popular about the end of the \edic period,
for some of their names occur already in Vedic literature, espeAmbika ia called
cially in the latest works belonging to it.
Rudra's sister in the Vdjasaneyi SaTiihitd, but in Taittiriya
Arai^yaka, x. 18, she has already become the spouse of Rudra,
just as in later times.
In the same work, x. 1 (p. 7S8 of the
Bibl. Indica ed., Calcutta, 1864-72), we find an invocation of
Durga devi. who is there styled Vairochani, daughter of the
Sun or Fire and in x. 1, 7, among verses addressed to Agni,
we meet with two more names of Durga (here called Durgi), viz.
Katyayani (the text has the masculine form, Katyayana) and
Kanyakumari.l Uma, daughter of Himavat, is mentioned in
the Kena Upani^ad, iii. 26, as a heavenly woman conversant
with Brahman, on which account the commentator re^rds her
but in Taitt, Ar. x. 18
as a personification of Brahmavidya
(according to the Dravida text) Rudra is invoked as Umapati,
husband of Umii.' Kaliand Karali, two names of Durga, occur
in the Munf^aka Upani^ad, i. 2, 4, among the names of the seven
tongues of Agni. Finally, it may be mentioned that, in Weber's
opinion, there is some connexion between Durga and Sarasvati,
since the epithets Varada, Mahadevi, and Sandhyavidya, given
to Sarasvati in Taitt. Ar. x. ^6, 30, belong, at a later period,
"The worship of

in,

;

;

'

exclusively to the consort of Siva
1858-72, iv. 428 f.).

(ct.

Muir, Orig. Skr. Texts,

From the testimonies adduced, it seems certain
that about the end of the Vedic period several
goddesses had come to be acknowledged who then
or later were promoted to the rank of wives of
Kudra-Siva and that some of them may, with
more or less probability, be connected with mounThey have all
tains and with the element of fire.
been blended in the one consort of Siva, whose
character obviously betrays the diversity of her
origin.
In her terrible aspect she seems to represent fire as the devouring and, at the same time,
expiating element ; and in her more benign character we seem to catch sight of a goddess of the
mountains. But there were probably other goddesses or female demons, belonging to difi'erent
parts of India and worshipped by different classes
of people, who in the course of time were combined
Yet
into one great goddess, the spouse of Siva.
this coalescence of various elements in the one
great goddess does not seem ever to have been
complete, since a kind of consciousness of their
disparity appears to have lingered in the mind of
her worshippers as late as the composition of the
Devimahatmya (assigned by Pargiter to the 6th or
perhaps 5th cent. A.D.). In the story of her victory over Sumbha and Nisumbha, related below,
Chandika (here identified with Ambika and Chamunda) as well as Kali is said to be an emanation
from Durga ; through them, and not in her own
1 From Kumarl, Cape Comorin, the southernmost point of
India, is supposed to have got its name, which we find already
;

in the Periphis

Maris Erythrcei (Kw^ap, cap.

58).

:
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person, she performed those deeds for which she
IS chietiy celebrated.
This syncretistic process, begun in the Vedic
period, is all but complete in the Epics, which,
however, do not contain explicit accounts of
Durga's deeds. The divinity of Siva's spouse was
then generally acknowledged, and the ideas concerning her were very much the same as, though
less extravagant than, in later times.
What they
were will best be seen from a hymn of Arjuna to
Durga in Mahdbharata, vi. 23, which is here transscribed (tr. Muir, iv. 432)
*
Reverence to thee, SiddhasenanT [generaless of the Siddhas],!
the noble, the dweller on Mandara, Kuraari, Kali, Kapali, Kapila,
Krsnapingala.
Reverence to Bhadrakali reverence to thee,
Mahakali reverence to thee, Chapdi, Chanda reverence to
thee, O Tarini [deliveress], O Varavafpini [beautiful-coloured],
O fortunate Katyayani, O Karali, O Vijaya, O Jaya [victory],
who bearest a peacock's tail for thy banner, adorned with various
jewels, armed with many spears, wielding sword and shield,
younger sister of the chief of cowherds [Kr?na], eldest born in
the family of the cowherd Nanda, delighting always in Mahisa's
blood, Kau^iki, wearing yellow garments, loud-laughing, wolfmouthed reverence to thee, thou delighter in battle, Uma,
Sakambhari, thou white one [or Sveta], thou black one [or
Krsi?a], O destroyer of Kaifabha. Reverence to thee, O Hiranyaksi, Virupaksi, Dhumraksi [golden-, distorted-, dark-eyed],
O Veda^ruti [tradition of tlie Veda] most pure, devout, Jatavedasi [female Agni], who dwellest continually near to Jambu,
mountain-precipices, and sepulchres. Of sciences, thou art the
science of Brahman [or of the Veda], the great sleep of embodied
beings, O mother of Skanda, divine Durga, dweller in wildernesses. Thou art called Svaha, Svadha, Kala, Kastha [minute
divisions of time], Saraavati, Savitri, mother of the Vedas, and
the Vedanta [or end of the Vedas].
Thou, great goddess
[Mahadevi], art praised with a pure heart. By thy favour let
me he ever victorious in battle. In deserts, fears, and difficulties, and in the preservation of thy devout servants, and in
Fatala, thou constantly abidest, and conquerest the Danavaa in
battle. Thou art Jambhani [destroyer], Mohini, Maya, Hri, Sri,
Sandhya, the luminous, Savitri, the mother, Tusti [contentment], Pusti [fatness], Dhfti [constancy], Dipti [liglit], increaser
of the sun and moon, the power of the powerful in battle,
[all
this] thou art seen by the Siddhas and Chdrwr^as [to be].' The
translator adds that in Mahdbhdrata, iv. 6, there is another
hymn addressed by Tudhisthira to Durga, very similar to the
preceding. Among other things, she is there said to have her
perpetual abode on the Vindhya mountains, and to dehght In
spirituous liquor, flesh, and sacrificial victims.' In the sequel,
Muir quotes a remarkable line from the Earivaihia (v. 3274),
accprding to which Durga was worshipped by the savage tribes
of Sabaras, Barbaras, and Pulindas.
;

;

;

:

—

'

We now proceed to relate the chief mythological
data and the deeds of Durga which are found in
Sanskrit literature. Usually she is stated to be
the daughter of Himavat (Uma Haimavati already
in the Kena Upanisad) by Mena.
The latter is,
according to Eamayana, I. xxxv. 14, the daughter
of Mem, and, according to thePuranas,^ the mental
daughter of the Manes. According to Ramayana,
I. xxxv. 15, Uma was the younger sister of Gaiiga,
but, according to Earivamia, 943 ff. (where she is
called Aparna), she was the eldest daughter of
Himavat, and had two

sisters,

Ekaparna and

Ekapatala, wives of Jaiglsavya and Asita Devala
respectively.
Sometimes, however, Durga is addressed as sistereof Vi§nu ' and of Indra,* whence
she is said to be called Kausikl.
Her epithet
Vairochanl, in Taitt. Ar. x. 1. 7, seems to make
her a daughter of the Sun or perhaps of Fire, while
the epithet GautamS would connect her with one
Some of these statements were
perhaps prompted by a desire on the part of the
worshippers of Siva to provide their supreme and
primeval god with a consort of more equal rank
than belonged to a daughter of the Himalaya.
Such a tendency almost certainly gave rise to the
Pauranic story that Siva's wife originally was Sati,
daughter of Daksa, the creator, and that in her
wrath she abandoned her bodily existence through
yoga, when Daksa slighted her husband by not
of the seven Rsis.

1 The form in the original is siddkasendni, not siddhasendnifj.^
* generaless of the Siddhas,'
the interpretation given by Muir,
following Nilakaijtha. The name might be explained as ' wife
of Sidrihasena ' ; Siddhaaena, however, is a name of Eumara,

not of Siva.
2

Eumdrasa-mbhava,

s

Earivttihta, 10236.

inviting

him

to his sacrifice.'

For this accident

not yet alluded to in the earliest account of
Daksa's sacrifice in Mahdbharata, xii. 284, where

is

Siva's wife is called Devi and Uma.
The story of Uma's marriage with Siva forms
the subject of Kalidasa's famous poem, Kiimdrasam.hhava.'^
The gods, defeated by the Asura

Taraka, consulted

Brahma

;

he

predicted that

by Uma, who was not yet betrothed to
him, would vanquish their enemy. In order to
cause Siva, who was practising austerities on the
Siva's son

Himalaya, to fall in love with Uma, Indra dispatched Manmatha, the god of love, to the spot,
where just then the beautiful daughter of the
Himalaya, Siva's host, was offering flowers to the
Manmatha drew his bow at him,
his mind from contemplation.
Siva
waxed wroth, and reduced the god of love to
ashes but afterwards he was moved by Uma's
constancy as she submitted to the severest austerities in order to win him, and wooed her.
The
product of their love was Kumara, who on his
birthday killed the Asura.^
It may be added
that the Pauranic etymology of Uma is based on
this story
when she engaged in austerities, her
mother dissuaded her from this course, saying,
u md, 'no, no.'
Another son of Durga is Gane^a, the god with
the elephantine head. His miraculous birth has
been related in art. Brahmanism.*
The most famous deeds of Durga are her victories over several Asuras ; they form the subject
of the Demmdhatmya, an episode of the Markandeya Purana,^ which has become the text-book of
divine ascetic.

and detached
;

:

her worshippers. In this work Durga is said to
have been formed, under the name Chandika, by
the combined energies of the gods, which they put
forth in their wrath when the Asura Mahi^a had
vanquished the gods, and had set himself up as the
Indra of the heavenly dominions. The goddess did
battle with the host of Asuras, and killed them
wholesale.
Then ensued a single combat between
Chandika and Mahisasura, who assumed many
forms, especially his buffalo shape, from which he
derived his name. At last Chandika stood on the
demon, and cut off his head ; but out of the trunk
grew the Asura in his natural shape, and then he
was kOled by the goddess. It is in this act of
dealing the last blow to the Asura who comes out
of the beheaded buffalo that Durga is usually represented in Indian art, not only in numberless
pictures and sculptures, but also in poetry ; for the
great poet Bana, who lived in the 7th cent. A.D.,
describes this scene in nearly every verse of his
ChandUataka, a hymn to that goddess (ed. Durgaprasada and Parab^, Bombay, 1899 ; a newed. and
tr. forthcoming by G. Payn Quackenbos, in the
Columbia University Indo-Iranian Series).
Besides the killing of Mahisasura, the Demmahatmya celebrates the victory of Chandika over
the Asuras Sumbha and Nisumbha. These two
demons had routed the gods, and had usurped the
government of the three worlds. The gods implored the aid of Parvati, who had come to bathe
the water of the Gaiiga ; from her body issued
another goddess who is called Ambika or Chandika.
Now, it happened that Chanda and Munda, two

m

servants of Sumbha and Nisumbha, had seen this
goddess, and had been struck by her beauty. They,
therefore, advised Sumbha to take her as his wife,
1 Fifriu Purdita, tr. Wilson, i. 117, 127, n. 1
of. Kumara;

satnbhava,

i.

21.

also told in the Siva Purdxta and the Sivarahasya of the SkaTida Purd^La. For references, see
xxvii. (1873) 178 fi.
2

The same story

3

See ERE

4 It

may

ii.

is

2DM0

807.

be added here that Ga^e^a is first mentioned in
where a mantra is addressed to him undet

Taitt. Ar. x. 1, 5,
i.

18,

com.

the
* lb.

and 3260.

°

name
Eng.

Danti.

tr.

Gf. also art.

by Eden

Ganapatyas.

Fargiter, Bibl Ind., 1904.

1

;

DUTY
upon which the latter sent a messenger to invite
her to marry him. She consented, on condition
that he should vanquish her. Thereupon iSumhlia
sent Dhumralochana with a host of Asuras to seize
her but she destroyed them all. Then Chanda
and Munda were dispatched with another army.
When Amhika saw them, she waxed exceedingly
;

119

in whirli the goddtss questions the god as to the mode of performing various ceremonies, and the prayers and incanUitiooA
to be used in them.'
They furnish the rites and formulae in a new form

of worship, which has largely superseded the older

one based on the Veda.
There was yet another cause at work to give the
worship of Durga its present form, viz. the theory
of .iafcti. ^akti is the energy of a god, especially of
Visnu and Siva it is personified as his female partner, and is identified with the prakfti of Sahkhya
philosophy, whereby a mystical and speculative
foundation is given to the .iakti-theory, which is
already taught in several Purdnas. By far the
most popular ^-akti is that of Siva as Parvati,
Bhavani, or Durga ; and the majority of the
Saktas, or followers of these doctrines, worship

wroth, BO that from her forehead issued a terrible
goddess Kali, of emaciated body, clad in a tiger's
skin, with a garland of skulls hanging from her
neck, and her tongue lolling out from her wide
mouth. After a frightful battle, she killed both
Chanda and Munda, from which feat she received
the name Chamunda.' Now sunibha himself, at
the head of an enormous army of Asuras, went to
meet Ambika, on whose side fought the energies
of all gods, which had taken bodily form.
Among this goddess.
the Asuras was Raktabija ; when a drop of his
We have seen above that already, in the Mahdblood fell on the ground, it was at once changed bfidrata, Durga is said to delight in spirituous
into an Asura of his form.
Thus innumerable liquor, flesh, and sacrificial victims. These have
Asuras soon came into existence, and increased always been characteristic of the worship of Durga.
the army of the enemies of the gods. Chandika
In Bengal,' says Colebrooke,! and the contiguous provinces,
then ordered Chamunda to drink up the blood of thousands of kids and buffalo calves are sacrificed before the
idol,
at every celebrated temple and opulent persons make a
Raktabija before it fell to the ground, and at last
destruction of animals at their private chapels. The sect
killed the exhausted and bloodless Asura.
Now similar
which has adopted this system is prevalent in Bengal,2 and in
Ni^umbha attacked the goddess, while her lion many other provinces of India.
But the practice is not
caused great havoc in the army of the demons. approved by other sects of Hindus.'
Even
human
sacrifices
were
offered to the godThe battle was terrible, but at last Nisumbha fell,
dess in some places. Bana (7th cent. ), in a lengthy
and Surabha also was killed by Chandika.
There is yet another form of Durga as Yoga- description of a temple of Chandika," alludes to
nidra or Nidra KalarupinI, which connects her human sacrifices; Bhavabhiiti {8th cent.) introworship with that of Vi§nu-Krsna, and is appar- duces, in the 5th act of his play, Mdlatl and Mdently intended to bring it under the protection dhavd, a temple of Chamunda and her votaries, who
try to sacrifice a human victim in the Samardichand patronage of Visnu.''
cha Kahd, by Haribhadra (9th cent.), a temple of
In the Harivajh^a, 3236 S., it is related by VaiSampayana
Chandika and the ottering of a human sacrifice by
that, with the view of defeating the designs of Kamsa in regard
to the destruction of Devaki'e offspring, Vi§pu descended into
Sabaras are described (p. 435 tf., Bibl. Ind. ed.) in
F&tala, where he sought the aid of Nidra Kalarupigi [Sleep in
the Kdlikd Purdna, minute directions are given
the form of Time] and promised her in return that through
his favour she should be a goddess adored in all the world.
He for the ottering of a human victim to Kali, whom
desired her to be born as the ninth child of Yaioda on the same
it is said his blood satisfies for a thousand years.*
night on which he was to be born as the eighth child of Devaki,
Finally, mention must be made of the most dewhen he would be carried to Ya^oda, and she to Devaki. He,
graded worship of Durga and other iaktis by the
told her that she would be taken by the foot, and cast upon a
Vamis, or left hand worshippers ; in it debauchery
rock, but would then obtain an eternal place in the sky, becoming assimilated to himself in glory would be installed by Indra
and gross immorality are admitted, so that the woramong the gods, received by him as his sister under the name
ship is perverted into a most scandalous orgy.'
of Kau^iki, and would obtain from him (Indra) a perpetual
;

'

'

;

.

.

.

;

;

'

;

'

'

;

abode on the Vindhya mountains where, thinking upon him
she would kill the two demons, Sumbha and NiSumbha,
and would be worshipped with animal sacrifices.3

(Viaiju),

The same

story

is

told in several

Purdnas,

e.g.

Purdna, v. 1 (tr. Wilson, iv. 260 ff.).
In another myth the goddess is made to share
the glory of Visnu.* When this god, at the end of
the kalpa, wooed the sleep of contemplation on
the universal ocean, the two demons, Madhu and
Kaitabha, approached him, with the intention of
killing Brahma, who stood on the lotus that grew
out of the navel of Visnu ; but the latter cut them
asunder with his discus.
The part played by
Yoganidra in this transaction was this that she
left Vi?nu's eyes on being invoked by Brahma
thus the god was awakened, and could slay the
demons.
In the hymn quoted above from the
Mahdbfidrata she is styled 'destroyer of Kaitabha,'
which seems to attribute the victory entirely to her.
From the quotations given above, it is evident
that in the period of the Epics, probably towards
the end, the worship of Durga was already firmly
established and that it was further developed in
the time of the Harivamia and the Purdnas. But
it is in another branch of later Sanskrit literature,
the Tantras, that her worship is at its height. The
Tantras, says Wilson,"
in the Visnu

'

'

:

;

'

always assume the form of a dialogue between ^iva and his
many forms, but mostly as Uma and Parvati,

bride, in one of her

Literature.

This

name occurs first here and
named Chaupd^ appears

2

Muir,

iv. 4S4.

in the Mdlatimadliava,
in Pauma, v. 263.
a lb. 433 f.

4 Mdrkanieya Purdifa, tr. Pargiter, p. 469
» Select Works (1861), i. 248.

and

has been sufficiently indicated in the
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DUTY. — If

taken in a wide sense, the notion
of duty is essentially implied in every system of
morality and every ethical theory. For all morality
and all ethics turn upon the contrast between the
inclinations of the individual and some objective
and authoritative standard to which these inclinations must be subordinated ; and it is just this
objective control that is emphasized in the notion
of duty.
Duty comes to us with a claim ; it is a
thing laid upon us to do whether we like it or not.
But, although the element of objective authority is
necessarily implied in every moral standard, the
notion of duty is far less prominent and exclusive
in some systems of morality than in others ; and,
of course, is also far less distinctly abstracted and
analyzed, and occupies a far less fundamental
place, in some types of ethical theory than in
others.
I. In Greek ethics, for instance, the moral life
is, for the most part, presented as a good to be
realized or a type of virtue or excellence to be
attained. Man's good or true happiness, the health
of the soul, is shown to lie in the life of virtue, the
performance of the work or function which his o\vn
nature and the part he has to play in the general
life of the community mark out for him.
To see
1

1

a rdkfasi

— This

article.

2

AfisccUaneotts Essays, 1873, i. 101, n.
A full description of the festival of

1.

Durga

as celebrated in

Bengal is given by Pratapchandra Ghosha, Durga Pujd, 1S71.
3 Kaddjnbari, ed. Peterson 2, Bombay Sanskrit Series, 1889,
p. 223 ff.
4 Wilson, Select

Works, u. 268.

' lb.

i.

254.

—
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good is
man's true wisdom, whereas the scepticism which
sees in it only a burden and a restraint imposed for
the advantage of others is short-sighted folly. The
in this life of virtue his real happiness or

restraints of the virtuous life are only the restraints

which any man must exercise who would be master
of himself and would live a truly human life among
his fellows.
So long as this mode of presenting the
moral life prevailed, the element of duty was completely absorbed into, and subordinated to, the
thought of good or achievement. A man must be
courageous, temperate, and just, because in no
other ivay can he achieve his good or true happiness.
It T as only when, in Stoicism, this good was
concei' ed to be determined by, and to be realized
in obe; ing, a cosmical law of universal reason that
the notion of duty emerged into a new distinctness
and prominence. Not that the Stoics could not, or
did not, use the same general formulae as the older
schools had done. The change, apart from details,
is rather one in the whole philosophical atmosphere.

The same

formulse might be used, but they were

used with a

difl'erent

meaning.

Everything was

coloured by the pantheistic necessity of the Stoic
system. The life which it behoved the good or
wise man to lead was one determined for him by
the law or reason of the universe, which prescribed
to man his place in the system of things and the
duties pertaining to that place. It was for man to
recognize the place and duties assigned to him, and
thus consciously to live in accordance with nature,
or the immanent reason of the universe. Hence the
notion of duty entered into the Stoic system in a
double sense, expressed by the two terms KaffijKoi'
and KaTdpSa/ia,. The former term was applied to
right actions regarded simply as fitting or prescribed by nature, the latter to the same actions
when consciously done for this reason by the good
or wise man ' hence only an action which deserveo. the latter epithet was completely good or
virtue s.
;

2. 1 lus it was when morality came to be regardec mainly in the light of conformity to a law
that t le notion of duty became prominent. The
Stoic aw of nature, however, was also a law of
reason, which the same reason in man enabled him
to recognize.
And this conception of the law of
nature, as the law which reason affirms, continued
even after the law of nature had come to be, in a
manner, identified with positive law in the shape
of the jus gentium, or equity of Roman jurisprudence. Now, Christianity, like Stoicism, represented morality in the light of obedience to a
law, but the Christian law was the revealed commandments of God not a law which man's reason
had to discover, but one which was given to man
by Divine revelation, and had simply to be obeyed.
Hence the strictly authoritative aspect of duty
stands out much more prominently in Christian
than in Stoic morality. Of course, it did not
follow that, because the Moral Law was thus
authoritative, it was in any sense arbitrary
this
mistaken inference was a product of later reflexion.
The natural assumption was that, being God's law,
it could not but be a wise and good law.
But the
law was to be obeyed by man because it was laid
upon bim by God, not because man himself saw his
good c r true happiness to consist in obedience to
such ( law. Man's eternal welfare his entrance
into tl J Kingdom of God, as the primitive Christiana would have said was bound up with his
obedience to God's law, but so bound by God's own
ordinance, not by any sort of connexion which
man's own reason discovered to him.
1

—

;

—

—

These terms were also used, however, to express a distincbetween absolute and conditional duty (see Zeller, Stoics,
Eng. tr., pp. 287-290, and notes).
1

_

tion

Now,

this kind of separation between duty and
this reference of the connexion between
to a hidden Divine source, remains characteristic of the Christian morality and ethics

good,

them

throughout, whereas it was quite absent from
Stoicism.
The Stoic, in fact, simply identified the
good or happiness with the virtuous life. Christianity makes the former depend upon and involve
the latter, but does not identify them ; it rather
represents man's eternal good or happiness as the
Divine seal or reward of obedience to God's commandments. In this sense, then, the performance
of duty remains, on the Christian view, always a
matter of obedience rather than of insight ; the
good of obedience is not our concern. On the
other hand, as regards the actual contents of the
law which is to be obeyed and the mere Tightness
of obeying it, the tendency of the more philosophical expositions of Christian ethics has usually
been to assert that man's own reason or conscience
not merely assents to, but itself also affirms, the
fundamental precepts of revealed morality. 'That
is to say, God has not only revealed the Moral Law
by express conmiandment, but has also implanted
it in man's conscience, or made him capable of discovering it by the due use of his natural reason.
Revelation only reinforces or amplifies the dictates
of conscience or the natural reason.' On this view,
therefore, the authority of duty is by no means a
matter of merely external command ; it is no less
a matter of internal perception and recognition.
see the rules of duty to oe in themselves right,
or such as we ought toobey (Intuitionism) without
needing to know wherein the good of obedience
consists ; conscience has an intrinsic authority
which makes itself immediately felt. The coarser
expositions of Christian ethics, on the other hand,
have tended to represent the rules of duty, even

We

when it was acknowledged that they may be
known by tlie light of nature, as depending for
their authority on rewards and punishments {e.g.
Paley).
The same tendency in secular ethics leads
to the representation of morality as good policy,
and seeks to back up the claims of duty by an
appeal to the enlightened self-interest, or at best
to the finer sensibilities, of the individual.
The
prevalence of this type of ethics in the 18th cent,
partly accounts, by way of reaction, for the severity
of the classical exposition of the conception of duty
which we owe to Kant.
with which
3. Kant.— The rigid distinction,
Kant's exposition opens, between action done from
duty and action done from inclination is one which,
no doubt, lends itself to such caricatures as that

drawn

in Schiller's

well-known

lines,

but

it

was

really necessary for Kant's purpose.
This was
to make absolutely clear the objectivity of duty.
What is right is right whether we like it or not,
and, were it not that the right thus stands out as
something objective and authoritative over against
our private inclinations, the notion of duty would
have no meaning. Morality does not begin to
exist until this contrast is felt and takes effect.
As Kant puts it, an action has no moral worth
unless it is done from duty, i.e. in the consciousness of its Tightness.
Paradoxical as this proposition has often been found for good actions surely
are often done without any thought of duty— it is,
from the point of view of i<ant's analysis, a truism.
An action that expresses nothing but the present
inclination of the agent tells us nothing about his
character.
What he does from inclination to-day,
he may likewise from inclination refuse to do tomorrow. The commands of duty do not wait upon

—

' So, e.g., Butler, Analogy, pt. ii. ch. i.
The conception of &
law written in the heart and conscience is already present in
Paul (Ro 215), who ma}' owe it indirectly to the diffused

St,

influence of Stoical ideas.

'

'

DUTY
our inclinations, or strike a liargain with us the
imperative of duty, in Kant's terminology, is a
Categorical Imperative.
Some other features of Kant's ethical doctrine
which are closely connected with his analysis of
the notion of duty may be noted. (1) He regards
the Moral Law, or Categorical Imperative of duty,
as a formal law, that is to say, as a law which
prescribes the spirit in which actions are to be
done rather than the objects at which they are to
aim, or, at any rate, prescribes the latter no further
than is involved in prescribing the former. (2) He
regards the conception of the Moral Law as the
first and fundamental conception of ethical theory,
and that of the good as subsequent to and dependent upon it in fact, the good is for him, one
might say, a religious rather than a strictly ethical
conception.
From all this it is evident that Kant
was not far wrong in supposing himself entitled to
look upon his ethical theory as a philosophical
version of the Christian morality.
(3) He lays
great stress upon what he calls the autonomy of
the will,' i.e. the necessity that we should be able
to see in the command of morality, not a foreign
compulsion, but that self-constraint of our own
spiritual nature which is our true freedom.
And
;

;

'

this conception, again, if less directly related to
the ethics of the Gospels, is closely parallel to
St. Paul's conception of Christian freedom.
of ethical problem which
4. The one kind
interested Kant was to find an abstract formula or
expression for the moral consciousness, and to

determine what were the ultimate conditions inThe genetic inquiries,
volved in this formula.
psychological and sociological, which have become
so prominent in our time were beyond his horizon.
It IS not surprising, then, that one of the facts
about duty which are most obvious to the j)resentday moralist, viz. its social origin and basis, does
not figure with quite the same kind of prominence
in Kant's abstract analysis of the conception.
What Kant is concerned to show is that the consciousness of duty is the consciousness of an
objective law of conduct, which is, of course, a
social law, because it is equally binding upon all
men, and pays no regard to the private inclinations
or selfish interests of individuals. It does not enter
into the scope of his inquiries, however, to ask how
this consciousness of a law of conduct grew up,
what forces maintain such a law in its actual power
over men's minds and actions, and how the individual is brought to a consciousness of his duty
to observe it. And it is from the point of view of
these questions that an appeal to the social factor
becomes so obvious and indispensable. Whatever
capacities we may suppose the child needs to be
endowed with, in order that he may develop a
moral consciousness, it is at all events clear that
this consciousness is actually developed by means
of the constant commands and instructions of his
elders, backed up by punishments and other milder
forms of suasion. 'The sense of duty is, to this
extent, at any rate, and so far as the individual
Nor
is concerned, a product of the social factor.
is it less clear that the rules of duty depend, to a
very considerable extent, for their actual efficacy
over men's minds and actions, on the pressure of
law and social opinion. The good man, of course,
will need this pressure less than others, but every
man is made to feel that society expects from him
the performance of certain duties, and resents any
'

conspicuous failure to perform them. It is, further,
clear enough that the particular requirements of
duty, so far as they have varied from age to age
and from people to people, have depended on the
historical conditions of social progress, while, so
far as in other and more fundamental respects they
have remained constant, they have depended on
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the essential conditions of all social life so that
the rcuuirements of duty have an unquestionable relation to some kind of social utility, if we
use this term in a sufliciently wide sense. And,
finally, an attempt has been muile to show that
the very existence and origin of a mural consciousness or sense of duty in the race can be
traced, along similar lines, to the operation of the
;

social factor.
One of the best known of these attempts is
that of Herbert Spencer, which traces the origin
of the sense of duty in large measure to primitive
man's experiences of fear of the vengeance of his
fellow-savages, his chief, and his gods. This, however, is to invoke the social factor in a rather
inadequate form, for we are not really shown how
such a fear of the vengeance either of particular
individuals or even of unseen powers can generate
any sense of duty properly so called. To recognize
that we are likely to sutler for doing an action is
not just the same as, however closely connected it
be with, recognizing that the action itself is
wrong. Referring the sense of duty in this too

may

easy way to the experience of external coercion,
Spencer was led to his very startling conclusion,
that with complete adaptation to the social state
that is to say, in the future golden age when man
will spontaneously do actions that benefit himself
without injuring his neighbour, or, still better,
actions that benefit both, and will never feel inclined to do any actions that would injure others
and so call forth coercion
the sense of duty
will diminish as fast as moralization increases,' and
will eventually disappear altogether (ZJatao/j^iAtcs,
This paradise of evolution, it need hardly
§ 46).
be said, has as little relation to scientific ethics as
the paradises of mythology have to scientific history.
But the imperfections of Spencer's social
psychology and the extravagances of his prophetic
ardour do not affect the genuineness of the problem
of origins which he endeavoured to solve, or the
right of scientific thought to look for a solution of
it in some such direction as he took.
5. It makes a great difi'erence whether we take,
on the one hand, the objective, social, and historical point of view appropriate to the inquiries just
outlined, or, on the other, the point of view of
Kant's abstract analysis of the moral consciousness
of the individual. Statements which are significant
and even obvious from the one point of view become paradoxical or untenable from the other.
When we regard duty from the point of view of
social expectation, it is evident that there is a more
or less clefinite sum of duties to be performed by
any person, a certain minimum requirement the
'

'

'

—

—

'

.

.

.

performance of which
spectability.
possible, not

is sufficient for social rein this sense it is perfectly
merely to do one's duty, but to go

And

We

beyond

it.
call Grace Darling a heroine
because she did more than we could possibly have
said it was her duty to do.
There are, in fact,
counsels of perfection which the average person
From the Kantian point
is not obliged to follow.
of view, on the other hand, this naturally appears
to be a pernicious doctrine, and Kant is never
tired of inveighing against the moral fanaticism
and exaggerated self-conceit that is infused into
the mind by exhortation to actions as noble,
sublime, and magnanimous,' as if the actions could
be done as pure merit, and not from duty [Critique of Practical Reason, bk. i. ch. iii., Abbott's
If Grace Darling's conscience laid it
tr. p. 178).
upon her to undertake her perilous task, then for
her it was duty, from which it would have been
'

'

'

'

'

cowardly and wrong to shrink. Yet we may
safely assume that trie moral judgment of common sense' would not liave accused her of wrongdoing if she had shrunk from the attempt, and
'

)
'
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have regarded remorse for such a
shrinking as fantastic and overstrained.
6. When the various duties are regarded in an
objective way, it is natural to seek for some kind
of classification of them in order to make a systematic survey of the field. But it is difficult or
impossible to find any quite satisfactory scheme of
division.
Perhaps the most common and obvious
division is that between self-regarding and social
duties.
But, unless we understand very clearly
what we are about in using it, it may easily involve
us in somewhat gross confusion and error. Both
terms used in the division are treacherous. The
term self -regarding duties is apt to be taken in
the sense of duties to oneself, and this was, in
fact, one of the heads under which duties were
ranged in the threefold scheme favoured by the

would even

'

'

older moralists, viz. duties to oneself, to one's
neighbours, and to God. But it is evident that, in
any sense in which we can owe it to ourselves to
perform some of our duties, we owe it to ourselves
while, in the more literal
to perform them all
sense, in which a debt or obligation is owed from
to B and involves two parties, we cannot properly be said to owe any one of our duties to ourselves.
The term social duties,' again, is apt to
suggest that there are other duties which are nonsocial or concern only the individual, and we may
even be led to infer, with J. S. Mill, that the
only part of the conduct of any one for which he is
amenable to society is that which concerns others,'
while in the part which merely concerns himself,
his independence is, of right, absolute (Liberty,
People's ed. 1865, p. 6").
But such a view is really
contrary to the actual tenor of our moral judgments, which condemn, and assert a right to condemn, extravagance, and drunkenness, and idleness
in themselves, without waiting to see their directly
or indirectly harmful consequences for other persons than the agent.
Moreover, it assumes a
discrimination between injury to self and injury to
others, which, in the case of habits so important
as the moral habits, cannot really be made. The
spendthrift, drunkard, and idler are inefficient
members of society, and as such cannot but do
;

A

'

'

'

'

social

harm which

is

much more than contingent
'

or constructive.
And, finally, any supposed right
to an absolute independence, however limited, on the
part of the individual is contradicted by the very
meaning of a right, which, of course, implies social
recognition and social value. But, in spite of the
misunderstandings to which the division into selfregarding and other-regarding duties is exposed, it
does point to a jjalpable enough distinction between
the objects or spheres of the respective duties.
can practise the duty of temperance by ourselves
the duty of truth-speaking can be practised only in
relation to others. This distinction between what
we might call immanent and transeunt duties is
clearly valid enough
but it is not a distinction in
the source or basis of the obligation. The performance of both duties alike is owed (metaphorically) to ourselves and (literally) to the moral
community of which we are members. The duties
which are practised in relation to others may be
subdivided into those which are of a more general
kind, such as veracity or promise-keeping or
honesty, and those which depend upon some more
specific relationship or institution, such as parental
or filial duty, which depends on relationship
within the family.
(The distinction between
duties of strict or perfect, and duties of imperfect,
obligation can hardly be regarded as a distinction of
principle, except in so far as it is identified with
the distinction of legal obligation and moral duty.
from the
^. When they are thus classified
objective point of view, we can hardly deny the
'

'

We
;

—

—

;

possibility of

a real conflict between duties.

The

individual, of course, can do only one thing at a
time, and, in face of warring claims, has for his
one duty to make the best he can of the situation
before him. What this best will be must clearly
depend on the particular nature of the situation in
question, and, therefore, no general solution of the
problem of the conflict of duties is possible. But
not merely is no general solution possible. When
we look at the conflict of duties from the objective
point lof view, we have no right to assume that
every such problem is capable even of a particular
solution, at all events of one which will be final
and complete. From the fact that the individual
has to satisfy the claims upon him as best he can,
i.e. has to find out what is the solution of the
problem for him, it does not by any means follow
that he can reconcile the rival claims completely,
or can find a solution of the problem which will
The problems of conduct are practisatisfy them.
cal problems, and we have no right to assume
a priori that any practical problem can be solved

without remainder.

—

LiTERATDRE. W. Wallace's Natural Theology arid Ethics,
Oxford, 1898, contains a characteristic general essay on Duty.'
As specimens of the treatment of Duty in the textbooks the
following may suffice
Dewey-Tufts, Ethics (London, 1908),
ch. xvii.; F. Paulsen, St/stem of Ethics (Eng. tr., London, 1S99),
bk. ii. ch. V. For the Stoic conception, see E. Zeller's Stoics,
Epicureans, andSceptics (Eng. tr., London, 1892), pt. ii. chs. x.
and xi. For a comparison of Stoic and Christian ideas, see
E. Hatch's Eibbert Lectures of 1838 on The Injluence of Greek
Ideas and Usages upon the Christian Church (5th ed., London,
Kant's analysis of the conception of Duty is
1895), Lect. vi.
contained in the First Section of his Grundlegung zur Metaphysik der Sittcn, along with which work must be used Kritik
der praktischen Vemun/t (both translated in T. K. Abbott's
Kant's Theory of Ethics^, London, 1879). With Kant's own exposition may be compared pt. i. of the Ethik^ (in GrundrisK d.
theoL Wissenschaften series, Tubingen, 1901) by W. Herrmann.
For a representative account of the sense of Duty as a product
of social influences see Bain's Emotion and WiU(London, 1859),
ch. X. § 7 ff.
H. Spencer's account is given in Data of Ethics,
'

:

T. H. Green's Prolegomena to Ethics,
1879, §§ 44-46.
(3 1890), bk. iv. oh. ii., deals with the question of
conflict of duties.

London,

Oxford, 1883

HenRY BaeKER.

DWARFS AND PYGMIES.—These

terms

are nowadays interchangeable in the diction of
ethnology,' and are indiiferently applied to those
undersized races which exist, or have existed, in
various parts of the world. In addition to tribes
or nations of dwarfs, there are also small-statured
individuals, occurring sporadically among the taller
Their low
races, who may fitly be styled dwarfs.
stature is often attributable, however, to morbid
physical conditions although it might be regarded,
in the case of healthy persons, as an inheritance
from a line of ancestors of dwarfish type. The
present inquiry is limited to those who are indubitably dwarfs by race.
In the Teutonic languages, the word dwarf can be traced
;

'

'

back for at least twelve centuries, appearing under such forma
as O.N. dvergr, Anglo-Sax. dweorh, O.H.G. tioerg. Germ. Zwerg.
It occurs also in Gaelic as droich and troich, but these are
probably borrowed from Teutonic sources. The other Gaelic
synonyms, e.g. O.Ir. abacc, have quite a different etymology, as
The word
have also the Cymric terms, e.g. Welsh pegor.
pygmy is recognized at much earlier dates, being derived from
the Gr. pygme, a measure of length from the elbow to the knuckle
'

'

—

Similar in connotation is the
(TTvy/i^)
or
13i inches.
O.Pruss. parstuck. etymologically connected with Lith. pirsztas,
•finger'; and a like idea maybe present in Lat. pumilio (ct.
Walde, Etymolog. Worterb. der tat. Sprache 2, Heidelberg, 1910,
p. 625), while Lat. pusilio is a formation from pusus, boy.' In
Gr. vdvvo?, Lat. nantis (whence Fr. nain, etc.), a Lallname is
auntie ').
The Balto-Slavic group,
present (cf. Gr. vavvij,
represented by Russ. karla, Lith. karld, is doubtless borrowed
fist

'

'

'

'

from O.H.G. karal,

'man'

(cf.

Eng. churl).

Cf.,

further,

Schrader, Reallez. der indogerm. Altertumskunde, Strassburg,
1901, pp. 1000-1002.

was originally
fact that the term ' pygmy
held to denote a people of tne preposterously small
stature of ISJ inches renders that term not so
acceptable as dwarf in any serious discussion.

The

'

'

'

1 The present art. deals with the subject mainly from the
anthropological side. A fuller treatment of dwarfs in folkbelief will be found in the ' Teutonic ' and ' Slavic ' sections o*
art. Demons akd Spirits, and in the art. Fairy.

'
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It is to be noted, however, that ' pygmy has now
lost its first meaning, and merely denotes the
members of a race visibly below the stature of the
ordinary races of man. Windle, who has made a
careful study of the facts relating to those people,
allows a somewhat high level as the upward limit,
laying down the definition that any race in which
the average male stature does not exceed 4 feet
9 inches may fairly be described as pygmy (Introd.
to Tyson's Pygmies, reprint of 1894, Londfon). This
is the height of the West African Obongos of the
'

'

'

Gaboon

region, described fifty years ago by Paul
du Chaillu, and quite recently by Poutrin (V Anthropologic, 1910, pp. 435-504), who places the average
stature of the men at 4 ft. 8 in. (1'43 m.), and of the
women at 4 ft. 6 in. (1-37 m.). This indicates a
much taller race than the Akkas encountered by
Sir H. M. Stanley, who estimated their adult height
at from 3 ft. to 4 ft. 6 in. (In Darkest Africa,
London, 1890, ii. 92). A. B. Lloyd (In Dwarf
Land, London, 1899, pp. 310, 323) gives a similar
report of those whom he met.
Even lower is
the stature of a race, presumably Eskimo, inhabiting the north-western shores of Hudson's Bay
in the 17th cent., for Captain Foxe records (1631)
the finding of a native cemetery in that region in
which the longest corpse did not exceed 4 feet.'
Windle (op. cit. p. xxxiii) cites the case of a Bushman woman, the mother of several children, who
was only 3 ft. 8 in., while another woman of her
race measured 3 ft. 3 inches.
The distribution of dwarf races seems to have
been at one time world-wide ; but at the present
day they are found chiefiy in the equatorial regions
of Africa and Malaysia. Classic writers, such as
Pliny, Pomponius Mela, Aristotle, Ctesias, Herodotus, and Homer, make several references to
African pygmies, and they also figure prominently
in the records of Ancient Egypt.
The most imgortant of the tombs at Assuan explored by E. A. W.
ludge is that of a provincial governor, Her-Kheef,
who lived in the reign of Pepi, in the Vlth dynasty

3300 B.C.), and who was sent on an expedition
to the Sudan to bring back a dwarf for the king.
'Bingae\i(Hungersnoth,'Leipzig, 1891, p. 141)citesan
inscription at Karnak, belonging to the Ptolemaic
epoch, the three centuries before Christ,^which
states that the dwarfs of the southern countries
come to him [the reigning Ptolemy], bringing their
tributes to bis treasury.'
Ed. Naville, in his
account of the festival-hall of Osorkon II. in the
great temple of Bubastis (10 EEFM, 1892, p. 30),
refers to a picture which seems to show that racial
dwarfs were specially selected as the vergers of the
temple. A very interesting and suggestive comparison between the pygmies of the classic writers
and existing dwarf races has been made by Paul
Monceaux in his treatise on ' La L^gende des
pygmies et les nains de I'Afrique 6quatoriale'
(Revue Historique, xlvii. [1891] 1-64), the inference
drawn being that the pygmies of the Greek and
(c.

—

'

Roman

and painters are memories of actual dwarfs seen by their forefathers
in Africa and India.
He further points to the
resemblance between the modern Akkas of Africa
and the dwarfs portrayed at Pompeii, Rhodes, and
Cyprus, and to the
Patakas placed as figureheads on Phoenician ships. The supposition that
the Jews as well as the Egyptians were acquainted
with dwarf races underlies more than one tr. of
the term Garmnddlm which occurs in Ezk 27". In
the Vulgate this term is rendered by Pygmcei, in
writers, sculptors,

'

'

J Lafitau (A/cewrs des sauvages am4r., 12n>o
ed., Paris, 1724,
1. 55) records that an Eskimo girl, captured on the Labrador
coast in 1717, declared that in her country were entire tribes of
men three feet hifh, the slaves of those of taller statuire. On
American Indians of low stature (160-165 cm.), see HrtMicka. in
Bidl, SO BE, i, 55 and on popular fallacies concerning Indian
pys^mies, Holmes, ib. ii. 285.
;
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Aquila by tnryijiauoi, and the 'Bishops' Bible' of
1572 and 1575 translates it as
Pygmenians.'
'

for this identification of ' Gamniadim
with dwarfs appears to be so far unexplained,
though it may well be due to folk-etymology with
gomed, ' cubit (.Jg 3"). (For other interpretations,
see
and EBi, art. 'Gammadim.') According
to the later Jewish Gen. liabba (xxxvii. 5), the
Caphtorira of Gn 10" were dwarfs, and in Rabbinical literature Nebuchadnezzar is often called
'
the dwarf of Babel,' or the little one-ell dwarf
(with reference to Dn 4"
for further data, see
v. 22 f.).
Kohler, in
One of the earliest modem descriptions of African
pygmies is that given in 1625 (see Purchas his
Pilgrimes) by Andrew Battel, an English sailor
who had spent nearly eighteen years in the Congo

The reason

'

'

UDB

'

;

JE

and they have been subsequently described
by many travellers. Those living on the eastern
border of the Congo State are distinguished by
their long, shaggy beards and hirsute skins. E. S.
Grogan, who encountered many of these pygmies
region

;

in 1898, in the volcanic region of Mushari, near
Lake Kivu, thus pictures one of them :
He was a typical pygmy as found on the volcanoes squat,
gnarled, proud, and easy of carriage. His beard hung down
over his chest, and his thighs and chest were covered with wiry
hair.
He carried the usual pygmy bow made of two pieces of
cane spliced together with grass, and with a string made of a
single strand of a rush that grows in the forests (From the Cape
to Cairo, London, 1900, p. 194).
The same writer speaks of their amazing swiftness
of foot, and of their ' combination of immense
strength necessary for the precarious hunting life
they lead, and of compactness, indispensable to
rapid movements in dense forest' (op. cit. p. 178).
According to Sir H. Johnston (The Uganda Protectorate, London, 1902, pp. 473, 513, 530), the
Congo pygmies are often very ape-like in appearance, this eft'ect being, no doubt, partly produced
by their hairy skins, their long arms, the strength
of their thick-set frames, their furtive ways, and

—

*

'

the rapidity with which they
branches of the forest trees.

move among the

A. B. Lloyd actually mistook his first pygmy for a monkey,
and was about to shoot him as such when his native guide
arrested his arm. The dwarf was perched high up in a lofty tree
in the equatorial forest and, when he saw he was observed, he
swung^himself from branch to branch with the ease and swiftness
of an ape. This arboreal pygmy was equipped with bow and
arrow, and had been himself hunting at the time.
In spite of some outward simian traits, however,
the African pygmies seem to be intellectually not
inferior to their taller neighbours.
This is the
testimony of Poutrin with regard to the Obongo
;

dwarfs and the neighbouring Bantus ; and another
French writer, Breschin, employs even more favourable terms in referring to the Congo pygmies
:

' Far
from being; degenerates, they are, on the contrary,
superior to the neighbouring negroes in acuteness of sense,
agility, courage, sociability, and family aflection " (La Gio.
graphie, Paris, 1902, p. 443).

Sir

Edwin Ray Lankester, speaking

pygmy

of the whole

race

collectively, observes (Daily Telegraph, Aug. 1910)
'They have all short, round skulls of full average brain
capacity. To a great extent their corporeal features suggest an
infantile or child-like stage of development, and the same is true
of their intellectual condition and of their productions.'
It must be understood, of course, that this is a
:

general statement, not necessarily applicable to
every division of the race.
In his Hisioire naturelle (Paris, 1778, v. 505)
Buffon reports the existence of a hill-tribe in
Madagascar, known as Kimos, whom he describes

nains blancs,' although this term is subsequently modified by the statement that their complexion is lighter than that of the neighbouring
blacks ; probably a light brown colour is indicated.
Their arms are said to have been so long as to reach
below the knee when they stood erect. They are
characterized as vivacious in mind and body, and
as very brave, using assegais and darts or arrows
as

'

—

:

,

—
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They reared cattle and sheep, and lived
traits ').
vifoman of this
also upon vegetables and fruits.
tribe, seen at Fort Dauphin, measured about
Windle, in referring to these
3 ft. 8 inches.
accounts (I.e. p. xxxvi), adds : ' It is stated that
people of diminutive size still exist on the banks
of a certain river to the south-virest.'
The existence of a pygmy race in New Guinea
has been known for a considerable time.
The
Italian traveller Beccari encountered them in 1876,
and they have been seen by d'Albertis, Lawes,

under 3 ft. in height, dark-skinned, pot-bellied,
and powerfully built, with large arms and legs
this last statement being scarcely consistent with
dwarfish stature. They were expert trackers, very
nimble and fleet of foot, and of a low order of
intelligence.
The Crow Indians of Montana have

travellers.
But much
in the summer of 1910 by the

it is true, are only traditions, and the last
statement cannot be accepted literally, although
it testifies to the quality of great bodily strength
But, in view
so often attributed to dwarf races.
of the wide-spread distribution of the dwarf type,
the traditions may rest upon a sound basis. It is
certain that Arctic Araeiica can show many undoubted evidences of a race whose stature was well
below the maximum limit of dwarfism. Buflbn,
indeed, ascribes to the most of the Arctic races a
stature not exceeding 4 ft. 6 in. ; but this is too
sweeping a statement, although much of his information is derived from good authorities. He
includes the Lapps in this category, whereas their
average stature is from 5 ft. to 5 ft. 2 inches. They
may, however, be held to represent a crossing with
an earlier and truly pygmy race.
Of pygmy races in Europe, the skeletons dis-

('

A

Cayley Webster, and other

was aroused

interest

information sent home by a British exploring expedition with regard to a tribe of dwarfs whom
they found inhabiting the Charles Louis Mountains
in New Guinea, at an elevation of about 2000 feet
above sea-level. Four of the men were temporarily
captured by Captain Kawling's party, and on being
measured they proved to be respectively 4 ft. 6 in.
4 ft. 4 in., 4 ft. 3 in., and 4 ft. 2 in. in height. They
were naked, except for a grass helmet, a bag, and
a tiny strip round the waist. They are described
as good-looking and well-proportioned, and of a
lighter complexion than the natives of the low^nds. The general average stature of these Tapiro
pygmies is 4 ft. Sj in. while that of their lowland
neighbours is 5 ft. 6| inches.
In several other parts of Eastern Asia there are,
or have been, dwarf races. In ancient Chinese
records there is mention of black or brown dwarfs
in the province of Shan-tung in the 23rd cent. B.C.
At the present day, the Pulas, a people whose
stature varies from 4 ft. to 4 ft. 9 in., are found
living beside the tall Lolo race, in Western China.
The northern parts of Japan were at one time
inhabited by a pygmy race, from whom the existing
Ainus (q.v.) of Yezo may be in part descended.
The accounts from India, Ceylon, and Persia all
point to former dwarf peoples, represented to-day,
in a modified form, by races of low stature,
although taller than actual dwarfs. It is reasonable to infer that the tall races have frequently
intermarried with those of dwarfish type, producing
a hybrid race combining the qualities of both lines
,

of ancestry.
[An interesting instance here in point is tiie description of the
Pygmies of Central India, as given by Ctesias, i. 11 (in Pliotius,
Eibl. Ixxii. 144 ff.). Swarthy in colour, and speaking the same
language as the other Indians. they are very diminutive, the
tallest of them being but two cubits in height, while the majority
are only one and a half. They let their hair grow very long
down to their knees, and even lower. They have the largest
beards anywhere to be seen, and, when these have grown sufficiently long and copious, they no longer wear clothing, but,
instead, let the hair of the head fall down their backs far below
'

'

'

the knee, while in front are their beards trailing down to their
very feet. When their hair has thus thickly enveloped their
whole body, they bind it round them with a zone, and so make
it serve for a garment.
Their privates are thick, and so large
that they depend even to their ankles. They are, moreover,
snub-nosed, and otherwise ill-favoured.
They are eminently
just, and have the same laws as the Indians.
They hunt hares
and foxes, not with dogs, but with ravens and kites and crows
and vultures (tr. McCrindle, Ancient India as Described by
KUsias the Knidian, Calcutta, 1882, p. 16 f.). To this Megasthenes (in Strabo, p. 711, and PHny,
vii. 2) adds that they
are the men of three spans' against whom the war of the cranes,
mentioned in 11. iii. 3-6, was waged. These accounts have
been carefully analyzed by Lassen {Ind. Alterthumskunde, ii.2,
Leipzig, 1874, pp. 661-664), who comes to the conclusion that
these pygmies represent the Kiratas, a race of dwarfs as compared with the Aryan invaders, long-haired (though beardless),
flat-nosed (though light in colour), brave hunters, and exposed
to the constant enmity of the mythical bird Garucja. Moreover,
in Sanskrit Kirdla, their national name, is one of the terms
for 'dwarf.*— L, H. Gray.]
.

.

.

'

UN

'

'

'

The accounts from America are not so definite
as those furnished by the Old World, but dwarf
types are reported from Argentina, Peru, the
Amazon basin, and Central America. In North
America, the Arapaho Indians of Oklahoma and
of Wyoming have many traditions of a fierce
race of cannibal dwarfs with whom their forefathers fought.
They are described as a little

similar traditions.
'A long time ago,' they say, 'there lived a very dwarfish
people who lived in cliffs and had no fire. Their bows were
made of deer antlers, and their arrow-heads of flint. Their aim
was true and unerring. They were so powerful that they could
carry buffalo on their backs.' ^

These,

covered at Schaffhausen, in Switzerland, and
described by Virchow and Kollmann, the numerous specimens found in cemeteries in Silesia and
France, described by Thilenius and others, and
the Mentone skeletons described by Verneau and
de Villeneuve all afibrd tangible evidence. An
early Mediterranean race of pygmy stature has
also been deduced from a study of existing types
by the Italian anthropologists Sergi, Mantia, and
Pulle.
All these results are obtained from anatomical research during the past quarter of a
century, and the effect has been to create new
views of European anthropology. In this study,
Kollmann has played a leading part. His earlier
'

'

'

[1894] 189

230

ff.,

in Europa (in ZE xxvi.
was followed by several others

Pygmaen

monograph,

tf. ),

'

on the same subject, one of which,

'

Die Pygmaen

ihre systemat. Stellung innerhalb des Menschengeschlechts (in Verhandl. d. naturforsch.
Gesellsch. in Basel, xvi. [1902]), sums up his conclusions.
These are as follows, in the words of
W. L. H. Duckworth [Man, 1903, no. 62)

und

'

*
Their
(1) Pygmy races can be recognized in all continents.
stature varies from 120 to 150 cm., and their cranial capacity is
between 900 and 1200 c.c. (2) The material collected in Peru
by Princess Theresa of Bavaria yielded evidence of pygmies in
the New World. (3) The number of localities in Europe whence
evidence of the existence of pygmy races in prehistoric times
France and Germany must
is available, is still increasing.
now be added to the list of countries whence such evidence has
been obtained. (4) The view which regards the pygmy races as
originating through the degeneration of races of normal size is
combated.
(5) The author regards the pygmy races as representative of the primitive stock whence all the human races
have been evolved. (6) The occurrence of the remains of pygmy
peoples in interments of the epoch of the first dynasty in Egypt
adds a new interest to the historic references made by the
ancients to the existence of pygmy races in Africa.'

The rapid development of thought, since 1903,
in relation to the pygmy races, is well illustrated
by several of the sentences just quoted perhaps
even by all. That these races can be recognized
in all continents is no longer a matter for discus-

—

any more than the statement that there are,
or were, pygmies in the New World. That France
and Germany furnish evidence of pygmy peoples
within their borders is a fact that no one would
now dispute. And combated is a verb that would
sion,

'

'

For these various American Indian traditions, see accounts
by S. Culin, in the SHtmi^e and Art Bulletin, Philadelphia,
Jan. 1901, vol. iii. no. 1 and by G. A. Dorsey, A. L. Kroeber, and
S. 0. Simms, in Publications 81 and 85 of the Field ColurnMav
1

;

Museum, Chicago,

1903.

i

'
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not now be employed to express a protest af^ainst
a tlieory that liealthy living dwarf races have originated through the degeneration of races of normal
size.
The very adjective normal would be ruled
out of court in this connexion. On the other hand,
KoUmann's conclusion, that the pygmy races represent the primitive normal stock of mankind, is an
idea which is received with increasing favour.
It is, of course, too soon for such idea.s to have
obtained complete recognition, especially among
those whose mental bias is innately conservative.
In a recent number (April 1911) of Petcrmanns
Mitteilunqen, K. Andree refers to certain expressions of dissent aroused by Schmidt's new work.
Die Stcllung der Pygmdenvolker in der Entivicklungsgesch. des Menschen (Stuttgart, 1910), which
follows the lines laid down by Kollmann. Among
the opponents of the new ideas, Schwalbe, Keith,
and Czekanowski are specially named by Andree.
The leading arguments in Schmidt's book are thus
referred to by a reviewer in the Times, Literary
Supplement, 16th June 1910
'

'

'

'

:

Dr. Schmidt's long and careful study of the physique, the
language, and the culture of the dwarf races of mankind
.
is certainly one of the most interesting works of nnthropological
investigation that have appeared in recent years.
Its conclusions are nothing less than revolutionary they are arrived at
over the graves of many current theories, and, if confirmed,
they place the question of the physical and spiritual origin of
man
a new light. Dr. Schmidt's minute investigation of all
the pygmy races known when his book was being written, has
led him to support, with some modifications, the view maintained by the well-known anatomist of Basle, J. Kollmann, who
holds the pygmies to be the oldest of peoples on the earth the
ohild-race of mankind. The child-race, not a half-bestial race.
The distinction is shown very clearly when one regards as a
whole the characteristics of the pygmy races. They are entirely
men, but undeveloped men. Their mind is a human, a thinking
mind ; they possess human feeling, and a distinct ethical will.
Morally, although, like children, they are a prey to many fleeting impulses and wanting in perseverance, they stand often
much higher than many of the tall races, and they have a religion which stands in close relation to their ethics. The}' are
anything but vicious or malignant. Their intellectual attainments are very low, but they are capable of responding to
demands made upon them, and the mental powers they have
evolved are adequate for their way of life. ... In physical
indications, there are, of course, many marks of a non-human
ancestry, but the upright or projecting forehead and the frequently large and expressive eyes mark a distinction which
cannot be overlooked. . . . Spiritually, the pygmies "stand in
no way nearer to the beast than any other race of man " ; they
"do not give us the smallest encouragement to suppose that in
and by them a bridge can be thrown across the gulf between the
human and the beast soul." . . We may close by expressing
our hearty concurrence with Dr. Schmidt in one sentence at
least of his interesting work : ** It is my firm conviction that the
investigation of the pygmy races is, at the present moment, one
of the weightiest and most urgent, if not the most weighty and
most urgent, of the tasks of ethnological and anthropological
'

.

.

:

m

—

.

science."

The conclusion

arrived at by Kollmann, Schmidt,
and others has been steadily gaining ground during
recent years. It is interesting to note, although
the circumstance will have no value in the domain
of science, that the same belief was held by the
early Scandinavians, who asserted that the dwarfs
were created before men. The late Charles Godfrey Leland, by an intuitive process, had arrived

same

'
conclusion.
I believe mankind was
originally a dwarf,' he observed many years ago, in
a letter to the present writer. But the assertions
of tradition, and the intuition of a man of genius,
are negligible quantities in scientific controversy.
The opposite contention is that the taller races
represent normal man, of whom the pygmy type

at the

merely a stunted Ku-mmerform, degraded in
body and mind by certain accidents of environment. Those who take this view will find strong
support in the statements made by E. Torday in
Ids paper on The Land and Peoples of the Kasai
Basm (Belgian Congo), which appeared in the
Geographical Journal (London) for July 1910.
Torday and his party visited a village of pygmies
near Misumba, in the country of the Bu Shongo.
These pygmies, instead of leading the wandering.

is

'

'

—

I2B

forest life of their ancefltors, are settled agriculturists, and have been so for the la.st two or three
Now, it seems that a result of this
generations.
alteration in environment and habits is that the
sedentary pygmies are considerably taller than
their kindred who still lead the nomadic life of
the forest.
It has been suggested that their
superior stature, and their readiness to take to
agriculture, are both due to a possible admixture
of blood in a previous generation, and that the
settled pygmies are not typical pygmies.
This
may be so, and the facts of the case must be
strictly ascertained before any satisfactory deduction can be made.
There is one conclusion, however, that seems inevitable
if these pygmies
are of pure, undiluted stock, and have gnjwn in
stature oyaljandoning the forest, then the converse
would hold, and the tall Bu Shongo among whom
they live would, if driven into the forest by a
stronger race, begin to approximate in stature and
physique to the forest pygmies, should they be
forced to live their life for a similar period of time.
The question of environment cannot be overlooked,
but it may be doubted whether its potency is so
great as to produce such results.
One or two other facts connected with the Bu
Shongo and the nomadic pygmies of their region
must be noticed here. Each Bu Shongo kinglet
has a group of pygmies under his suzerainty, who
:

supply him with game in exchange for vegetable
food.
But, although the Bu Shongo utilize the
pygmies in this way, they regard them as beings
of a different nature from themselves.
They are
held in awe as 'half-ghosts'
spirits bom from
trees.
This attitude is by no means confined to
the Bu Shongo ; there is a wide-spread dread of
the pygmies among other African tribes. When
a pygmy arrow is found in a bunch of growing
bananas, no man, even the owner, would be bold
enough to take away either the arrow or the
bananas.
These facts lead naturally to the subject of the
reverence paid to dwarfs in many lands. In passing, it may be observed that this reverence tends
to support the idea that mankind generally regarded the dwarf races as in some sense beings of
a special order. Mention has already been made
of tne Kimos of Madagascar, a race of long-armed
dwarfs. They are known also as Vazimbas, and
under this name E. B. Tylor refers to them (Prim.
Cult.', 1891, ii. 114 f.) in the following connexion

—

:

In Madagascar, the worship of the spirits of the dead is
remarkably associated with the Vazimbas, the aborigines of the
'

island, who are said still to survive as a distinct race in the
interior, and whose peculiar graves testify to their former occupancy of other districts. These graves, small in size and dis-

tinguished by a cairn and an upright stone slab or altar, are
places which the Malagasy regard with equal fear and veneration. ... To take a stone or pluck a twig from one of these
graves, to stumble against one in the dark, would be resented
by the angry Vazimba inflicting disease, or coming in the night
to carry off the offender to the region of ghosts.'

In Southern India a similar attitude is observed
towards the dwarfish Kurumbas of theNilgiri hills.
Popular tradition asserts that the megalithic cromlechs of the district were reared by the ancestors of

the Kurumbas.
Though thej' are regarded with

'
fear and hatred as sorcerers
by the agricultural Badagas of the table-land, one of them must.

1 [A similar belief existed among the pagan Lithuanians regarding the kaukai (Lith. kaukas, 'dwarf,' 'elf'), concerning whom
Lasicius (de Diis Samagitarum, Basel, 1616, p. 61 [new ed.
Mannhardt, Riga, 1868] cf. also Solmsen, in Usener, Gotternamen, Bonn, 1896, p. 92) writes; 'Sunt lemures quos Russi
Uboze ['mannikins, goblins'] appellant; barbatuli, altitudine
unius palmi extensi, lis qui illos esse credunt conspicui, aliis
minime ; his cibi omnis edulii apponuntur, quod nisi fiat, ea
sunt opinione ut ideo suas fortunas, id quod accidit, amittant'
(quoted by Schrader, I.e.).
For further allusions to BaltoSlavic beliefs on dwarfs, reference may be made to Hanusch,
Wissenschaft des slaw. Mythus, Leraberg, 1842, pp. 229, 327330, although the work must be used with extreme caution.
;

L. H. Gray.]

;
'
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nevertheless, at sowing-time be called to guide the first plough
for two or three yards, and ^o through a mystic pantomime of
propitiation to the earth deity, without which the crop would
When so summoned, the Kurumba must pass
certainly fail.

the night by the dolmens alone (Windle, p. xxvi).
'

Here we have the recognition

dwarfs as a kind
of Levite caste, possessed of a peculiar supernatural
power. Possibly the idea of employing dwarfs as
temple-vergers in Ancient Egypt may be due to a
similar belief. In view of the association between
dwarfs and megalithic structures in Southern India,
it is of interest to record Captain Meadows Taylor's
statement CairjM, etc., in the Dekkan, Dublin, 1865,
p. 1) that the cromlechs of the Deccan
of

(

were called by the people, in the Canarese language, MoriMories' Houses and these Mories were believed to
have been a dwarf race of great strength, who inhabited the
country in very remote ages.'
'

Munni, or

;

A

very full account of the Kurumbas, with copious
references, will be found in Gustav Oppert's Original Inhabitants of India, Madras, 1893, ch. xii.
Mention has already been made of the resemblance, pointed out by Paul Moneeaux, between
the modern Akkas and the dwarfs portrayed at
Pompeii, Rhodes, and Cyprus, as well as the
'
Patakas ' of the Phoenicians.
In most of the negrillo races,' he further says (loc. ciL), 'are
'

Btrongly accented the characteristic traits of the classic pygmies,
as of the dwarf gods of Egypt or of PhfBnicia, the huge head, the
thick hanging lips, the prominent belly, the excessively long
arms, the excessively short legs, twisted and bowed.'
doubt there is exaggeration in all this ; but

No

the significance of the comparison lies in the indication that the dwarf gods of Egypt and Phoenicia had their origin in a veneration paid to living
dwarfs of a similar nature to that accorded in

Madagascar and Southern India.
The question of dwarf races is manifestly more
circumscribed in Europe than it is in countries
where there are living specimens to be studied.
Osseous remains there

are, certainly, as well as
references in tradition but the field of conjecture is confessedly wide. Many observers of the
African pygmy races have been reminded of European traditions which seem to point to a similar
race in Europe.
'Other dwarf races of humanity belonging to the white or
the Mongolian species may have inhabited Northern Europe in

many

;

ancient times, or it is just possible that this type of Pygmy
Negro, which survives to-day in the recesses of Inner Africa,
may even have overspread Europe in remote times. If it did,
then the conclusion is irresistible, that it gave rise to most of the
myths and beliefs connected with gnomes, kobolds, and fairies.
The demeanour and actions of the little Congo dwarfs at the
present day remind one, over and over again, of the traita attributed to the brownies and goblins of our fairy stories. "Their
remarkable power of becoming invisible by adroit hiding in
herbage and behind rocks, their probable habits, in sterile or
open countries, of making their homes in holes and caverns,
their mischievousness and their prankish good-nature, all seem
to suggest that it was some race like this which inspired most
of the stories of Teuton and Celt regarding a dwarfish people of
quasi-supernatural attributes' (Sir H. Johnston, in Pall Mall
Mem., Feb. 1902, p. 17S).

Of the dwarf skeletons found in Europe, scienaccounts are furnished in the works of Koll-

tific

mann and Schmidt, already cited. Special mention
may also be made of an article on Prahistor. Pygmaen in Schlesien,' by G. Thilenius, which appeared
'

in the Brunswick journal Globus in 1902 (Bd. Ixxxi.
no. 17).
recent addition to the list of European
dwarf skeletons is that of a young woman, 4 ft. 6 in.
in height, which was found in Scotland in 1907, at
the bottom of a pit in the Roman fort at Newstead,
Roxburghshire. The skeleton is thus referred to
by James Curie, who conducted the excavations of
the fort during the period 1905-1910
* The
most curious of all these human relics was the nearly

A

:

complete skeleton of a dwarf, found in one of the pits. Professor Bryce estimates the age at from twenty-two to twentythree years, and yet the height cannot have exceeded four feet
six inches.
Though the creature must have been a dwarf, the
bones show no signs of rickets or other bone disease, being well
formed, but slight and slender to a remarkable degree. How it
came to lie in the pit beneath the bones of nine horses is a
problem of which no solution can be hoped for' {A Roman
Frontier Post and its People, Glasgow, 1911, p. 111).

—

Literature. In addition to the works mentioned in the text,
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Africa, and Country of Dwarfs, London, 1890 G. Schweinfurth. The Heart of Africa (Eng. tr., do. 1874); Stuhlmann,
Barrow, and Junker, Travels (Eng. tr., do. 1890) A. Werner,
'The African Pygmies' (Pop. Science Monthly, xxxvii. [1890]
668-671); Broca, 'Akkas' (RAnth, 1874); Cornalia, 'Akkas'
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For America, see KoUmann, Pygmaen in Europa und Amerika (Globus, Brunswick, 1902, no. 21) Clements Markham,
in JAI xxiv. (Feb. 1895); R. G. Haliburton, in Proc. Amer.
Assoc, .for Advancement of Science, xliii. (1894). Other works,
in which the subject is largely treated from the standpoint of
popular tradition, are D. MacRitchie, Testimony of Tradition,
London, 1890, Fians, Fairies, and Picts, do. 1893, and Zwer^e
in Geschichte und Uberlieferung (1902 [Globus, Ixxxii. no. 7J)
Gath Whitley, Present Dwarf Races and Prehistoric Pigmies
(London Quart. Rev. xii. [1904] 139) Mackenzie, The Picts
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Andrews, Ulster Fairies, Danes, and Pechts (ib. Aug. 1906),
and Traditions of Dwarfs in Ireland and in Switzerland (ib.
Oct. 1909) A. S. Herbert, The Fairy Mythology of Europe
in its Relation to Early History' (JVC, Feb. 1908); W. Y. E.
Wentz, The Fairy Faith, Rennes, 1909, 2nd ed. London, 1911.
The Tapiro pygmies of New Guinea are described by C. G.
Rawling in The Geographical Journal, xxxviii. 3 (London,
Sept. 1911), 245-247. An account of pygmy remains found in a
cave in Southern Spain is contributed by Willoughby Vemer
to the Saturday Review, London, Sept. 30 and Oct. 21, 1911.
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David MacRitchie.

DWARKA (Skr. Dvdrakd, Dvaravati,
of many gates'). — The famous city and

'

the city
place of

associated with the life of Krsna,
situated in lat. 22° 14' 20" N., long. 87° 21' E.",m
the native State of Okhamandal in the peninsula
of Kathiawar in Western India.
In the usual
form of the legend, Krsna is said to have been
assailed by the hosts of Raja Jarasandha, whom
he repulsed seventeen times. Jarasandha, finding
it vain to continue the struggle alone, called in
the aid of Raja Kalayavana, who with his hordes
from the far west bore down upon the doomed
On that very night
city of Mathura (q.v.).
Krsna bade arise on the remote shore of the Bay
of Kachh (Cutch) the stately city of Dwarka, and
thither in a moment of time transferred the whole
The first intimation that
of his faithful people.
reached them of their changed abode was the
sound of the surf beating on the shore when they
awoke the next morning. The legend probably
represents some attack by forces from the west on
the people of the Jumna valley, and their retreat
before their enemies southwards in the direction
of the sea. Krsna, it is said, reigned in splendour
in his new city, and there, by his wife, Jarabavati,
daughter of the king of the bears, had a son named
6amba. The latter, by an indecent prank, insulted
the Rsis, or saints, who cursed him and his family.
To remove the curse they went on a pUgrimage
to Somnath (q.v.), and there Krsna was accidentally slain by the arrow of a Bhil hunter.
Hearing of his death, the Gopi milkmaids, the
companions of his revels, buried themselves alive
at a place called the Gopi Talav, or mUkmaids'
tank.
Their ashes, it is believed, turned into the
white clay still found at the place, which is called
gopichandan, the sandal wood of the milkmaids,'
and used by members of the Vaisnava sect to
make their forehead marks. J. Kennedy (JBAS,
October 1907, p. 951 £f.) distinguishes the more
ancient Krsna of Dwarka from the Mathura

pilgrimage

'

'

deity.

Two

places are specially venerated in connexion
life of Krsna
the first, Mul Dwarka,
the 'original Dwarka,' a little mound on the seashore between the mouths of the rivers Somat and

with the

—

—

—

;;

—
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Singavra, surmounted by the ruina of a temple,
which popular belief declares to be the original
Dwfirka where Kr^na reigned, and whence he transferred himself to the new Dwarka in OkhimanHere are many sacred spots which have tlieir
counterparts at modern Dwarka. The temple at
the latter place is situated on the north bank of
the Gomati creek, and its erection is ascribed by
some to Vajranabha, grandson of Krsna ; while
others assert that it was built in a single night by
supernatural agency. It is on the plan of all ancient
Hindu temples, containing a shrine, a spacious
audience-hall, the roof of which is supported by
sixty columns of granite and sandstone, and a
conical spire 150 feet in height.
The body of the
temple and the spire are elaborately carved from
base to pinnacle, but internally they are characterized by excessive plainness and simplicity of style.
The figure of Ganapati, or Ganesa, carved over
the entrance door, indicates a dedication to 6iva,
which makes it difficult to assign the original
building to the Vaisnava cult of Krsna.
LiTERATUEE.— F. S. Growse, Mathura, a District Memoir^,

serted in the Dyavaprthiviya hymns, which form
part of the Vaiivadeva.sastra of tlie soma sacrifices, they are called father and mother, bull and
cow \\p, the dyaus, beinf; rich in seed, she in
milk (Sdhkh. Srauta S. viii. I'J). The small importance attached to him in the hymns is reflected
by the ritual, which rarely mentions oll'erings
bestowed on him apart from his female partner.
Togetlier with her he receives his share in the
animal and soma and other sacrifices (cf. &. i'r. S.

dal.

Allahabad, 1883, p. 66 I.
Bombay Gazetteer, viii. 267 ff., 652
Vishxm Purdtj.a.hk. v. ch. 23 fl., tr. H. H. Wilson, 1840, v. 53 £f.
;

W. Crooke.

DYAUS. —Dyaus

plays no r61e of importance
in Vedic mythology.
The more intensively felt
activity of gods like Agni and Indra probably
threw into shade the personification of the heavenly
vault.
All that the Rigveda says of him has been
collected

by Macdonell

Though he

is

in his Ved. Myth. § 11.
often mentioned and styled 'father,'

the father of Agni, Parjanya, Surya, and especially of the goddess of Dawn, there is no single
hymn addressed to him. He is generally invoked
along with Prthivi as Dydvaprthlvl or Dyavdksdmd, etc. In the Nivid, or solemn formula in-

1S7

12. 3, vi. U. 7, viii. 3. 11, xiv. 6. 3, etc.).
It is well kno^vn that Dyaus as name and as
deity goes back to the Aryan period, and is related
to the Zeuj of the Greeks, the Latin Juppiter, and
also to the German Zio-T^r, if the latter word is
iii.

not better combined with deva, as some scholars
assert.
Though, for want of proofs, he cannot be
said to have been a very important or characteristic god of the Aryan pantheon, the mere fact
that there was such a god in those times of remotest antiquity is a striking argument against
the exaggerations of the one-sided ancestor theory.
It was formerly generally supposed that Varuna
was a synonym of Dyaus, or developed from an
epithet of Dyaus into an independent deity of
Heaven.
This opinion, though still upheld by
scholars of distinction, has fallen under suspicion,
as it does not answer all objections brought forward
against it
and in its place Oldenberg (Religion
des Veda, Berlin, 1894, pp. 48-50, 193, 287) and the
:

present writer [Ved. Mythologie, Breslau, 18911902, iii. 45-52 so also Hardy, Vedisch-hrahmanische Periode, Miinster, 1893, pp. 47 ff.) have put
forward the moon theory for Varuna.
;

—

LiTERATDEE. A. A. Macdonell, Vedic' Mythology, Strassburg, 1897, § 11 (where the reader will find all the earlier
literature) L. v. Schroder,
xix. [1905] 1 fl.

WZEM

;

A. HiLLEBKANDT.

E
EARTH, EARTH-GODS.— Man's ideas concerning the earth may be divided into three ciasses
cosmological, mythical, and religious. In some
cases these mingle strangely ; and, while man thinks
of the earth as a created or artificially formed
thing, he also regards it as more or less alive.
The cosmological ideas
1. Form of the earth.
entertained by various peoples were a mythicoscientiiic deduction from man's observation of what
he saw around him. In no case had he any
conception of the extent of the earth. To him it
was merely the district in which he lived. He
saw the sea, and believed that it encircled the
earth like a vast river. Earth was usually thought
of as a flat disk or oblong box floating on the ocean,
while the heavens were regarded as a kind of dome,
stretching above the earth and resting upon it or
upon the waters, or propped up by poles or pillars.
Such beliefs are found among lower races
Australians, Eskimo, the wild tribes of the Malay
Peninsula, the Ewe of W. Africa, and others.' In
some cases the surface of the earth covers an under
world, accessible from various points.'' Frequently,
too, the earth is supposed to rest on pillars, or on
a tree, or on the body of a giant or hero, or a god
or gods, or on a huge animal.^ Such primitive

—

—

ideas as these survive in higher mythologies
Semitic, Egyptian, Greek, Hindu though parallel
with these more philosophic views prevailed.'
2. Origin of the earth.
Man's speculations did
not limit themselves to the form of the earth ; he
busied himself also with the problem of its origin,
and the various solutions of that problem are
found with wonderful similarity amongst widely
separated peoples. In some cases direct creation
by a divinity seems to be asserted.
Thus in the sacred myths of the Quiches, preserved in the

—

—

Popol Vuh,

it is said that in the beginning there existed Divine
called 'they that give life.' They spoke the word
Earth,' and earth came into existence. An old hymn of the
Dinka of the Upper Nile tells how, 'at the beginning," Dengdit
(on whom see
iv. 707 f.), a god dwelling in heaven, made
all things. 2
Similarly a native hymn from the Leeward Islands
tells of Toivi who
abode in the void. No earth, no sky, no
men. He became the universe.* s So, too, a hymn of the
Zuiiis describes Awonawilona, the Creator, forming everything

beings
'

ERE

'

by thinking 'outward

1

'

Howitt, 426 f

.

Rink, Tales and Traditions of the Eskimo,
37; Skeat-Blagden, Pagan Races of the Malay
;

London, 1875, p.
Peninsula, London, 1906,

ii.

239, 293, 355

;

Ellis,

Ewe-speaking

Peoples of the Slave Coa^t, London, 1890, p. 30.
2 Eink, 37
Man, JAI xii. (1882] 101 (Andaman Islanders).
s Keane, Slan Past and Present, Cambridge, 1899, p. 431
cf.
i. 491'>.
lylor, PCI, 1903, i. 364 f.
;

;

ERE

in space.'"*

But, generally speaking, where the making of
the earth by a god is refened to, it is rather the
framing of existing matter than creation that is
meant. Thus some Australian tribes speak of
Bunjil going over the earth, cutting it with his
knife in many places, and thus forming creeks,
rivers, valleys, and hills.^ As man himself shaped
See

artt.

on Cosmogoht and Cosmology

;

Warren, The

Earliest Cosmologies, New York, 1909 ; Jensen, Eosnwlogie der
Babylonier, Strassburg, 1890.
2 Lejean, RDM, 1862, p. 760.
3 Lang, Making of Religion, London, 1898, p. 276.
4 Gushing, IS RBEW, 1896, p. 379.
Brough Smyth, Aborigines of Victoria, Melbourne, 1878, L
f*

1

;

;
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things out of clay or wood, so he imagined the
Creator to have acted, and lience the native word
for 'Creator' often means 'cutter-out,' 'moulder,'
'
builder,' or forger.' ' In a whole series of myths
from different parts of the world, but very common
among American Indian tribes, the earth is formed
out of a little mud or clay fished up out of
the waters by a Divine being, often in animal
form. This mud or clay is formed or grows into
the earth. Of this myth there are Vogul, American
Indian, and Hindu versions.^ In many cases the
waters are those which have overwhelmed a previously existing world, and sometimes it is the earth
itself which is fished up or rises out of the deep.
This is found in an Athapascan myth in which the raven flies
down to the sea and bids earth rise out of the waters.s In a
Polynesian myth the god Tangaroa fished up the world, but his
line broke and it was again submerged, save a few portions now
forming the South Sea Islands.'' Ct. the Japanese myth of
'

Izanagi and Izanami thrusting a spear from heaven into the
ocean, the brine dropping from which coagulated and formed
an island on which they now dwelt.5
In another series of myths the earth is formed

out of part of the body of a gigantic being, who is
sometimes hostile to the gods and is slain by them,
as in the Bab. myth of Tiamat, out of whose body,
cut in two, Marduk made heaven and (apparently)
earth.
Cf. the account preserved by Berosus of the gigantic woman
Belos cut in two, making heaven of one part
of the other ; ^ and the Scandinavian myth of the
giant Ymir, from whose flesh Odin, Vili, and Ve made the
earth.' In the Hindu parallel to these myths the gods offered
in sacrifice the gigantic first man Purusa, and out of him made
earth, as well as sky, sun, moon, etc.H

Omoroka whom
and earth

—

The
3. Heaven and Earth as a Divine pair.
expanse of heaven and the broad earth were early
regarded as personal beings, and also as husband
and wife Earth, from which so many living things
sprang, being thought of as female. Their union
was the source of all things in Nature, and, when
t-he gods of departments of Nature were evolved,
these were regarded as their children. Generally
also they are parents of gods and men.
In most
cosmogonies Earth is the fruitful mother impregnated by Heaven, though in some cases the
Sun or the ' Great Spirit is her husband, and they
;

'

are universal parents. Mythology also solved the
problem of their separation by saying that it had
been forcible, and (in many instances) brought
about by their children.
Myths of Earth and Heaven as a Divine pair are found among
African tribes, and, as among the Yorubas, they are represented
by the male and female organs of generation, the symbolism
pointing to the mj'thic origin of all things from them.9 Similar
myths are found among the American Indians, though with
them the Great Spirit sometimes takes the place of Heaven.
In one myth the hero god Mateito causes the removal of Heaven
from Earth by magic.io Similar ideas are wide-spread among
the Polynesians, and in the Maori myth of Rangi and Papa it is
their children, especially the father of forest-trees, who cause
their separation. In other islands, gods, a sea-serpent, plants,
or the first human beings, bring this about.^1 Occasionally the

Sun

is Earth's husband, and, as in Timor, his union with her is
the source of fertility.
In Egypt, Seb (Earth) was male, and Nut (Heaven) was his
wife, united with him in the primordial waters before creation.
Shu separated them, but the hands and feet of Nut still rest on
Seb, and her legs and arms thus correspond to the sky-supporting pillars of another myth. In some myths they were re-united
at niofht, and conceived the sun, which was bom of Nut every
morning and swallowed by her at night.2 In Vedic mythology
Dyaus and Pj-thivi are parents of gods and men, but are
separated by Indra, their chUd.3 Hesiod has preserved the
well-known myth of Uranus and Gaia, of Gala visited by Uranus
from a distance, and of the mutilation of Uranus by his son
Kronos. Gods and men are their children, and this is recalled
in the Orphic conception of man as the child of Earth and
starry sky.^
Zeus and Gaia may have been regarded as a
Divine pair, and they were invoked in a liturgy at Dodona.
But^sually Hera, in some aspects an Earth-goddess, or Demeter,
goddess of the fruitful earth, takes her place. A Chinese myth
tells of Puang-ku separating T'ien and Ti, the universal parents.'^
G£. Aston, 84, for a Japanese myth.

—

The movements of the animal
4. Earthquakes.
supports or exists within the earth are supposed to cause earthquakes (cf. Animals, § 10).
Where a god or giant is the supporter, they are
similarly produced,' or a god or giant within the
earth or an earthquake deity causes them.' In
other cases the dead are supposed to cause them,
e.g. by shaking the palm on which the earth rests,'
or by struggling to reach the earth's surface.'
According to Pythagoras, the dead fought and
shook the earth. '" In the naive belief of the Caribs,
an earthquake was held to be Mother Earth
dancing and signifying to her children that they
also should dance."
5. Disturbing the Earth.— The idea that it is
dangerous to disturb the Earth or to intrude into
her domain, and that, when this is done. Earth
must be appeased by sacrifice, is seen in the
common custom of foundation sacrifices (see
Foundation), in which a human or animal victim
is placed below the foundation when the earth is
dug out. Frequently this is done to provide a
spirit-guardian for the building ; but there is no
doubt that the propitiatory aspect came first.
The analogous custom of sacrificing to rivers when

who

them makes

crossing

this certain (cf.

also art.

Bridge), and reference may be made to the
Japanese ji-chin-sai, or 'earth-calming-festival,'
for propitiating the site of a new building.'^
Similarly the sacrificial ritual before ploughing,
though it has the intention of assisting fertility,
doubtless was connected with this idea, and is
expressly implied in such rites as those of the
Chams, in which ploughing is begun secretly, and

then carefully atoned for with sacrificial and
which it may be proceeded with."
The thought is expressed in Sophocles' Antigone
man wears away.' In India,
(339 f.), 'Earth
ploughing does not take place on certain days when
Mother Earth is asleep." We find the same idea in

is

lustral rites, after
.

.

.

myths of lakes which burst forth when a
grave was dug " and in India, Earth is worshipped
Celtic

1 See Brinton, Relig. of Primitive Peoples, N.Y., 1897, p. 123.
2 de Charencey, Une Ligende cosmogonique, Havre, 1884
Lang, Myth, Ritual, and Religion^, London, 1899, i. 176f. ;
Muir, Orig. Skr. Texts, i. (London, 1868] 52
for a modern
Bulgarian folk-version, see Chodzko, Contes des paysans slaves,
;

Paris, 1864, p. S74.
3

Brinton, Myths of the

New

.

R^ville,

ReL des peuples non

civilise, Paris, 1883, ii. 46 ; for
other versions in which an island is fished up, see Grey, Polynesian Myth., ed. London, 1909, p. 29 f. ; Taylor, Te Ika a
Maui, London, 1855, p. 115 f.
5 Aston, Shinto, London, 1905, p. 87.
6 Lenormant, Origines de I'histoire, Paris, 1880-4, t 42, and
•1

appendix.
'

Edda,

chs. 2,

S.

8 Rigveda, x. 90
cf. the remarks of Bousset, Hauptprobleme
der Gnosis, Gottingen, 1907, p. 211 f.
;

9 Ellis, Yoruba-speaking Peoples, London, 1894, p. 41 ; see
also Taylor, African Aphorisms, London, 1891, p. 140 •
xi. [1908] 403 {.
10 «
1881, p. 26 ; Gushing, 379 ; Gregg, Commerce of
the Prairies,
York, 1894, ii. 237.

AR W
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"

New

1 f.
Turner, Samoa, London, 1884, p. 286 f.
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Thomson, Savage Island, London, 1902, p. 85.

Grey,

;

;
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Gill,
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Frazer,

;
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Worlds, Philadelphia,
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(J^, 1900, ii. 206 see 5 7, below.
2 Maspero, Etwdes de myth, et arch, ig., Paris, 1893, i. 160,
Budge, Papyrus of Ani, London, 1891,
330, 340, ii. 216, 227
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ciii.
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Muir,
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before a well ib dug.'
Propitiatory sacrifices
were frequently offered before gathering various
plants.
6.

Earth as Divinity.

— Earth

is

known

generally

Mother Earth,' depicted by tiie Aztecs as a
many-breasted woman,* like the Ephesian Artemis,
who was in origin an Earth-goddess. Hesiod spoke
of broad-bosomed Gaia,^ and the Zuiiis of Earth
with her 'four-fold womb.'* In primitive agricultural communities Mother Earth was propitias

'

'

'

ated with sacrifices, or worshipped with orgiastic
rites, or her processes were assisted by magic.
Among many tribes of W. Africa she is the object
of an extensive cult.' Such titles as
Mother,'
'the good Mother from whom all things come,' as
well as a cult of the Earth, were wide-spread
among American Indian tribes, who also had many
myths of man's origin from the Earth. Offerings
from those of food to human victims were
usually buried in the ground, and, as among the
Algonquins, roots, medicines, and animals were
supposed to be in the care of Mother Earth.'
Among the aborigines of India, Mother Earth is
worshipped mainly in connexion with agricultural
seasons. Sacrifices are offered, and she is begged
to be propitious, while she has often a special
festival, or, as among the Oraons, a spring festival
celebrates her marriage with Heaven.'
A typical instance of Earth-worehip is found among the
'

—

—

Khonds,

witli their cult of Tari

god.

Her cult

For

this purpose,

Pennu, the spouse

of the

Sun-

and is intended to promote fertility.
and in order to recruit her energies, a victim
representing her was slain at a great festival and hacked in
pieces, and portions of the flesh were buried or placed on the
is

orgiastic

flelds.8

Among the Teutons, Nerthus = Terra Mater) was
(

by certain tribes in spring, her
waggon being drawn about the land by cows, and
attended by her priest, probably in order to make
the land fertile." Other goddesses worshipped
elsewhere Frija, Tamfana, and Nehalennia
were pi'obably in origin Earth-goddesses, while
the giantess Jordh, mother of Thor, is simply the
Eartn. Freyr, in some aspects a god of fruitfulness," had also a procession in spring, attended by
specially worshipped

—

his priestess, regarded as his wife.
After this procession a fruitful year was looked for.
Freyr was
the son of Niordhr, perhaps a male double of
Nerthus, who would thus be his mother. Both
Niordhr and Freyr may be regarded as later male
forms of an earlier Earth-goddess."
Traces of the cult of an Earth-mother among
the Celts are probably to be found in such goddesses
as the consort of the Celtic Dispater, Stanna,

Divona, Domnu, Berecynthia, and others ; while
the Matres with their symbols fruit, flowers, and
a child are threefold extensions of the primitive
Earth-mother. But, in accordance with a tendency
for gods to take the place of goddesses which is
not confined to Celtic religion, certain gods,
primarily Earth-gods those equated with Dispater,
and Dagda in Ireland are prominent. They are

—

—

—

—

a Brinton, 267.
Crooke, i. 49.
3 Theog. 117.
* Gushing, 379.
5 Struck,
xi. [1908] 403; Waitz, Anthrop., Leipzig,
1860, ii. 170; Leonard, Lower Aiger and Its Tribes, London,
I

ARW

1906, p. 349

f.

SMuller, 66, 110, 221; Brinton, 2681.; de Smet,
Missions, New York, 1847, pp. 341, 369; Dorsey, 11
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RBSW

(1894), pp. 438, 634.

'Orooke,

i.

30 f.;

Hopkins, Rel. of India, Boston, 1895, p.

632.

Campbell, Thirteen Years' Service amongst Wild Tribes of
Ehondistan, Loudon, 1864, p. 62 f ; MacPherson, Stemor. of
Service in India, London, 1866, ch. 6.
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of Bremen, iv. 26.
II Erohn,
Finn. Beitr. zur germ. Myth.* [Sonderabdruck aus
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Mogk, Germanische Mythologie 2, Strassburg,
1906, p. 244 f.
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also under-earth gods.
The older goddess now
generally ajipears as the consort of one of these.'
The Vedic Earth-mother Pj-thivi was usually
worshipped along with Dyaus.'and their epithets
show their greatness and productivity, as well as
their moral and spiritual character.
But she ia

sometimes referred to alone, and one hymn is
devoted to her." The cult of Dyaus and Prthivl
is recalled in the present Indian marriage ritual,
and Earth is still revered in the morning ritual,
before sowing, ploughing, at milking, etc., while
she is worshipped by some tribes as a household
goddess. Bliumi, the soil, has a place in village
cults, and to tliis divinity
now male, now female
cakes, sweetmeats, and fruits are ofl'ered.'
In Babylon, En-lil was god of the eartli, but it
is probable that an Earth-goddess had been first
worshipped. Such a goddess may be seen in his
consort Nin-lil, or in Damkina, lady of the earth,'
consort of Ea. Probably the great mother-goddesses
of the Semitic area Ashtart {q.v.) in Canaan,
Atargatis {q.v.) in Syria, Ishtar {q.v.) in Babylonia,
etc.
had been Earth-goddesses. They are connected with fertility, maternity, and the giving of
children (hence they are often represented holding
a child), and are called mother of men.'
Ishtar, at whose descent to Hades fertility ceases, in part

—

—

'

—

—

'

symbolizes the death of earth in winter. But, since Earth and
under-Earth are closely connected, Allatu, goddess of Hades,
may also have been an Earth-goddess, one name of Hades being
Irsitu, 'the earth.'
From earth sprang man, according to an
old Semitic belief, and thither he returned. Ishtar, mother of
men, and Allatu, receiver of men, are thus different aspects of
one lieing.4 Earth is called E-sharra, house of fertility.'^ In
popular view the gods had sprung from the Earth, and Ishtar
IS also the mother of the gods.
'

The cult of Earth was primitive in Greece. Ge
or Gaia was the Mother who sent up fruits.' She
had local cults and temples, and the fruits of the
earth, as well as animal and perhaps human victims,
were offered

F^

to

KapirotpSpos.

The

title KovpoTp6(pos,

an otherwise unnamed goddess,' is
connected with ri),^ and recalls the belief that
children or the first men come from the earth.
Other goddesses were derived from or associated
with the old Earth-goddess— Aphrodite, Semele,
Artemis, Pandora, Aglauros, etc. and in some
applied to

—

instances an epithet of Vij {KovpoTp64>os, Bifus) was
separated from her and became a new goddess.
Demeter, 'Earth-mother' (A7;=r^), or 'Grainmother {drial, barley ')," is certainly also a form of
the Earth-goddess, but now rather of the cultivated
earth.
She is specifically a corn-goddess, but also,
more generally, Kap-jrocpdpos, as well as she who
sends up gifts' {'Apritnduipa),'" while her functions
concern vegetation and the fruits of the earth as
well as flocks and herds. She is also equated with
Rhea-Cybele, herself a primitive Earth-mother.
'

'

'

Tlio ritual of the Thesnwpkoria points to Demeter, with
Kore, as Earth-goddess. Live pigs, along with dough images
of serpents and of the c^oAAd?, were thrown into underground
sanctuaries, and the rite was intended to promote the growth
of fruits and of human offspring.il The flesh of the pigs was
afterwards mixed with the seed-corn, to promote an abundant
harvest. All these offerings symbolized fertility, and the
throwing of them into underground places resembles the
custom of burying offerings to the Earth-goddess.

Kore has also characteristics of an Earth -goddess,
and was once probably one with Demeter. She,
too, is Kapwo(f>6po^, and in the representations of her
return from Hades, the return of an Earth-goddess,
1 MacCulloch, Rel. of the Ancient Celts, Edinburgh, 1912
pp.
31, 37, 40f., 57, 68; cf.
iii. 80^, 280, 283>', 287».
2 Rigveda, v. 84.
s Crooke, i. 29, 105 ; Colebrooke, Essays, London, 1873, I. 220.
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See Jastrow, Rel. of Bab. and Assyr., Boston, 1898, p. 687.
Jensen, Eosinol. der Bab. p. 199.
Paus. X. xii. 10.
7 Aristoph. Thegm. 296.
Paus.
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xii. 3.

Mannhardt, Myth. Farsch., Strassburg, 1884, p. 292 cf.,
on the meaning and the various forms of the name,
Gruppe, Gr. Mythol. v.. Religionsgesch., Munich, 1906. p. 1164 1.
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on Lucian
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the awakening of the Earth in Spring, evoked by
ritual actions, e.g. striking the earth with hammers,
may be seen.' WhUe Demeter is said to have
visited the earth with dearth, in anger at Pluto's
rape of Kore, an older myth may have explained
this as the result of her own disappearance, as in
the case of Ishtar. The Phigaleian myth of her
retirement to a cave because of Poseidon s violence,
and the consequent death of vegetation, points
also in this direction.'
The great goddess of the old Cretan religion was
probably an Earth-mother, the prototype of the
Great Mother of the gods, the goddess identified

with the Cretan Rhea and the Phrygian Cybele,

and who is primarily the fruitful earth, mother of
gods and men. The Great Mother is often identified
with Demeter and Gaia.

Among the Romans the primitive Earth-spirit,
who was personified as Terra Mater, or Tellus,
may also be seen behind such female divinities as
Ops, Ceres (the equivalent of Demeter), Bona Dea,
At the Fordicidia pregnant cows
were sacrificed to Tellus, the unborn calves being
torn from them and burnt, while the ashes were
used at the Parilia along with the blood of the
'October horse.'* This savage piece of ritual, in
which the Vestals were concerned, is clearly of
ancient date and intended to assist Earth's fertility,
or to procure the fertility of the corn now growing
in the womb of Mother Earth.'* Tellus was also
invoked with Ceres at the Sementivai to protect
the seed, and offerings of cakes and a pregnant
sow were made.' Tellus was associated with the
under world and the manes, as Demeter was with
the dead, and she was invoked in the marriage
ritual.^
Earth was thus to the early Romans, as
to the Greeks, the giver of fruits, as well as of
children, while to her, as to a kind mother, men
returned at death (see the grave-inscriptions).
The cult of Tellus and other divinities connected
with the Earth was carried far and wide by the

and Dea Dia.

'

Romans, who assimilated them

to

local earth-

divinities of other lands.'

The

ancient Mexicans knew Earth as ' Mother
and invoked her at oath-taking, eating
some earth sacraraentally. Centeotl, goddess of
the maize, must be regarded as an Earth-goddess.
She was ' nourisher of men,' as well as ' our revered
mother,' and was sometimes represented as a frog,
the symbol of the moist earth, with many mouths
and breasts. She was also the bringer of children,
and was represented bearing a child. Her festivals
fell in sprmg and summer, and at the latter a
woman representing her was slain." In Peru,
where, as in Mexico, myth told how the first men
came out of the earth, Pachamama, Mother Earth,
was worshipped, e.g. at harvest, when corn and
chicha were offered to her.
cult of Earth was
also carried on in grottos and caves, and oracles
of

all,'
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were sought there.'
Sacrifices to earth-deities are laid on the ground, buried, or
hole. 1*1 Human victims were often slain in
agricultural ritual ; the earth or seed was watered with their
blood, or their flesh was buried, to promote fertility, whether
the victim was a propitiatory offering or, as Frazer 11 maintains,
a representative of the deity of vegetation. Examples from
N. America, Mexico, Africa, Indo-China, and India are cited

thrown into a

' See Harrison, Prol. to the Study of Greek Rel.',
1909, p. 2761. ; Hellenic Joum., 1900, p. 106 f.
» Paua. VTii. XXV. 42 ; see below, § 8.

Cambridge,

Ovid, Fasti, iv. 631 f., 733 f.
* Fowler, Roman Fest., London, 1899, p. 71.
» Ovid, Fasti, i. 668 f.
6 Servius on Aen. iv. 166.
TToutain, Les Cultes paiens dans I'empire romain, Paris,
1907, i. 338 f.
8 Miiller, 491
Eiville, Rel. of Hex. and Peru, London, 1884,
pp. 73, 95.
» Miiller, 312, 369 ESville, 197.
10 Besides the examples referred to, see also Ling Roth, Nal,.
of Sarawak, London, 1896, i. 190 de Smet, 361 Lang, Jlyth,
Ritual and Rel.' ii. 281 : TOor, ii. 273 (Germany, Gipsies).
»

;

;

;

"e£2ii.

246.

;

is also of opinion that the myth of Osirifl'
scattered over Egypt may point to a similar custom
there, 2 as suggested by the scattering of the ashes of red-haired

by him,i and he

members

victims over the flelds.3

—

The belief in the earth as
7. Earth as Mother.
the mother of men may be seen in the myth which
told how the first men came out of the earth, of
which there are many N. and S. American, Zulu,
Eskimo, aboriginal Indian, Mexican, and Peruvian
instances.* Greece also had myths of earth-born
tribes (airixOoves), as well as of Eriohthonius, the
son of Earth. In other myths, men emerge from
stones, trees, plants, etc., or, again, the creator
moulds them from earth or clay. These are
divergent forms of the same myth.
Cf. the Bab. myth of Ea-bani created from clay, and the
suggestion of similar myths in Gn 27 319. In Pa 13915 and Job
1^^ there appear to be traces of the myth of man's emergence

from

earth.fi

The

belief is further seen in the idea that children
buried in the Earth may be re-bom,' and a connexion between the two ideas is found in the
custom of barren women resorting to the place
whence men first emerged from earth.' Dieterich
has shown* that the Roman and Hindu custom of
cremating children arose from the belief that Earth
could give to the child's soul a new birth, and that
the common folk-answer to the question, Where
do the children come from?' viz. 'Out of stones,
holes,' etc.
may be a relic of the myth of Earth
as mother of men. But Earth is not only the
womb but the tomb of all, and men return to her
'

—

—

womb, from which they may be

re-born.

Hence

the belief in the restlessness of the shade whose
body is left unburied may be connected with the
idea that burial in the womb of Earth is necessary
to re-blrth.
Hence also it is often sufficient to
throw a little earth on the corpse to ensure rest to
the spirit. Men were often buried in the position
in which the child rests in the womb ; or, again,
the dying were laid on the earth, or a little earth
was placed on them to facilitate the passage of the
soul to its true home. Analogous is the custom of
laying the newly-born child on the ground
probably as a consecration to Mother Earth, or to
obtain her protection and strength.*
All these beliefs and customs, and the myth of
Heaven and Earth as a Divine pair, are the result
of the analogy which man saw between the processes
of conception and birth, and those by which the
earth brings forth. Hence in many languages the
words for begetting, sowing, and ploughing, for
semen and the seed sown in the earth, for woman
or the female organ of generation and the field or
furrow, for the male organ and the ploughshare,
are the same, or are used metaphorically one for
the other (ip6o), trrelpu, Heb. terd, Bab. zSru, etc.).'"
Hence Earth was regarded as fertilized by Heaven,
or by the rain (cf. the Eleusinian formula Oe,
'
Rain,' addressed to Heaven, and Kiie, ' Be fruitful,'
to Earth) ; hence, too, the myth of Earth sown
with stones which spring up as men, or of plants
growing from human semen spilt on the ground.
Earth, as a fruitful mother impregnated like a
female, was easily regarded as mother of men and
For this reason the process or symbols
Kovf)orp6t/>ot.
of begetting are believed to react magically on
Earths productive powers, and conversely the
The
rites for Earth's fruitfulness on that of man.
lOBSii. 238 f.

'/i. ii. 142.
de Is. et Osir. 73 Diod. Sic. i. 88.
Brinton, 261 f. Lang, Myth, Rit. and Rel.' i. 174 ; FL xx.
vii. (1904] 234; Balboa,
[1909) 377, 391, 892 f.; Preuss,
Hist, du PfToru, 4 (in vol. vii. of Temaux-Compans, Foyagei,
3 Plut.
*

;

;

ARW

Paris, 1837-41).
' See ^IfilFviii. (1905) 161 f., 660 f.
8 See
iv. 331, and Spencer-Gillen', 336.
« Mutter Erde, Leipzig, 1906, p. 21 1.
7 Brinton, 268.
9 Dieterich, 6f. ; ^RIF x. (1907) 168, xi. (1908) 402 (African);
ii. 640», 662" (Teutons), 649'' (Romans).
x. 168 f. ; Lucret. iv. 1266-7; Vergil, Oeorg. iii.
10 Cf.

ERE

ERE
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136; Shakespeare, Antony
223 ; Dieterich, 47, 109.

ii.

and Cleopatra,

n.

ii.

233; Qut'da,
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rites of the 'Appyiro^opla helped the fruitfulness of

Earth and man, and during them 0a\XoI of dough
were flung into the earth. Symbolic sexual acta,
as well as sexual union, often performed on the
fields, are held to assist fertility, and the myth of
the union of lasion and Demeter on a thriceploughed field probably arose out of such ritual
acts.' The marriage of Heaven and Earth is sometimes celebrated ntually, as in the Leti Islands,
is
supposed to come down and
fertilize Earth at the rainy season, this being made
the occasion of a festival in which the sexes unite."
Women, because of the analogy of their fruitfulness with that of Earth, or because they first
practised agriculture, have usually a prominent
place in agricultural ritual. And, again, because
of Earth's influence on human productiveness, or
because children were supposed to come from earth,
Earth is sometimes invoked in marriage rites.
8. Earth and under-Earth.
Earth as the tomb
of all became the abode of the dead
and hence
many Earth-divinities are associated with the

where the sun

—

;

between Earth
and under-Earth, things growing on it springing
from below the surface. Traces of this are found
in Celtic religion and in Greece, Gaia was associated
with festivals of the dead, and was also called
r^ xiovla an epithet also shared by Demeter,
whose cult at Phigaleia proves her connexion with
the under world
while the dead were called
latter, since there is little difference

;

—

;

More obvious

Ai)jn^T/)ioi.

still is

the connexion of

Kore with Pluto, lord of Hades and giver of all
blessings which come from the earth, just as
Trophonios, an under- world deity, was the nourishing god. Most Greek Earth-divinities have this
twofold character.' The Roman Tellus was also
'

associated with the under world. Allatu, the Bab.
lady of Hades, may have been an Earth-goddess
(§ 6), and, contrariwise, Ishtar may have been a
foddess of the under world. Her images have

een found in Phoenician graves and Aphrodite,
her counterpart in Greece, was occasionally associated with the under world.* The death of Earth
in winter would also help to suggest a connexion
of the Earth-goddess with the region of the dead.
Mythology, however, tended to separate Earth
from under-Earth, and the death of vegetation was
explained by saying that the Earth-goddess was
detained in the under world by its ruler Ishtar
;

—

by

Allatu, Kore by Pluto.
The connexion is further seen

in the similar

methods of
and the

evoking the return of the Earth-goddess in spring
spirits of the dead, i.e. by striking the ground.

LiTBRATDRE.

—This

is

indicated in the article.

A. MacCulloch.
and Por-

J.

EARTHQUAKES.—See Prodigies
tents.

EASTER ISLAND.— I.

Name, geography,

—

and ethnology. Easter Island is the most easterly
inhabited island of the Polynesian group, situated
in the Pacific Ocean about 1100 miles south-east of
Pitcairn Island, and forming an irregular triangle
with an area of about 34 sq. miles. Its name is
derived from the current belief that it was discovered by Roggeveen on Easter Day (6th April),
1722.
The natives call it ' Te Pito te Henua,' or
' the navel
and uterus,' from a seeming resemblance of the volcanoes Rana Roraka to the navel
[pito) and Rana Kao to the uterus (henua).
In
1770 the Spaniards named the island San Carlos,
and throughout southern Polynesia it is known as
Rapa Nui, though this name dates back only to the
1 See Dieterioh, 94
Mannhardt, Wald- und FetdkiUte, Berlin,
;

1877,
2
8

i.

469 f., 480

GB 2

ii.

f. ;

Frazer,

GBi

ii.

206.

206.

Eohde, Psyche*, Tubingen, 1907,

206.
* Perrot-Chipiez, iii. 202 ; Farnell, CGS, 1896 ff., ii. 627.
6 Cf. Harrison, Hellenic Journal, 1900, p. 106 f. ; Paus. vni.
T. 1

;

CF, 207

;

TS

ii.

3. 89.

i.
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seventh decade of the nineteenth century. It \m\m
Teapy and Waihu by the natives.
Many explorers have visited the island, but none
stayed long enough to make a thorough investigation, previous to the expedition of the United
States Steamship Mohican, which remained there
from IStli to 31st Dec. 18S6.
The natives of
Easter Island are of comparatively small stature,
the largest skeleton measured on the Mohican expedition being somewhat less than six feet in
length.
The women are smaller-boned, shorter,
and fairer than the men. The children have somewhat the complexion of Europeans, but grow
darker with age from constant exposure to sun
and trade-winds, although the covered portions of
the body retain their Tight colour. The coarse
black hair is straight, or wavy, but never kinky,
the nose straight, eyes dark-brown with thin dark
brows and lashes, cheek-bones prominent, lips thin,
and beard scanty. The general facial appearance
thus corresponds (making due allowance for sculptural exaggerations) with the physiognomy of the
statues.
The breasts of the women are round,
rather large, well up on the chest, and with small
nipples but large areolas, though neither so great
nor so dark as in many other Polynesian islands.
In the oldest adult males the pilage on the body is
often very thick.
2. Tatuing, which was introduced by immigrants
from the Marquesas Islands some two centuries
ago, is not practised at the present time, but the
older natives are thus decorated, chiefly on the
face, neck, waist, and legs, although no special
design is adhered to, and its object is solely ornamental. The women are more elaborately and
extensively tatued than the men.
The bodies
were also painted in early times, while the clothing consisted of scant garments, chiefly of lappa
cloth, over the shoulders and about the loins.
Feather hats were worn on various occasions, but
without apparent religious significance, except
possibly in cases of marriage-feasts, and when the
chiefs used them as insignia of office.
3. The early population of Easter Island is unknown, but it IS practically certain that it was
never very great. It is known, however, that their
numbers have suffered serious depletion in consequence of the brutal deportation of the islanders
by Peru in 1863. In 1868 there were 900, but
500 were removed to Tahiti in 1875, and three
years later 300 more emigrated to the Gambler
Archipelago. At the time of the Mohiean's visit
in 1886 the natives still on the island numbered 165.
4. The general ethical status of the Rapa Nuis,
at least in modern times, is relatively high. The
women are modest and of a higher moral standard
than almost any of the other Polynesians. In
disposition the natives are cheerful, contented, and
hospitable.
Intoxicating drinks, even kava, are
wholly unknown. Thieving was common, but was
not regarded as immoral. The thief was under
the protection of a special divinity, and was believed to be detected only when the theft did not
meet with the deity's approval.
system of retaliation existed, by which the person wronged
might regain the property plundered, the thief in
no wise forfeiting social respect or position. A
darker side of their ethics, however, is presented
by the cruelty which was meted out to uieir conquered foes after the conclusion of their wars.
Pre-nuptial unchastity was common, and after
marriage the husband was at liberty to lend or sell
his wife to another for as long a time as he wished,
receiving her back without detriment to the selfrespect of any concerned. Adultery, on the other
hand, was punished with death.
Divorce depended on the will of the married pair. Suicide
was extremely common, infanticide was rare, and
also been called

A
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puberty

rites

were unknown.

The aged found

respect or consideration. Despite Christian
influences, there are obvious traces of an earlier
custom of marriage by purchase, the price, which
generally consisted of sugar-cane and other edibles,
being consumed in honour of the betrothal.
5. Amusements to-day, except at a marriagefeast or on the arrival of a vessel, are very rare ;
but the ancient dances are still retained. These
are essentially pantomimic, and in them the arms
are employed more than the legs.
small
dancing-paddle, or wand, is a prominent feature
of the posturing.
There are also hula-hula dances
of an erotic type, but the sexes seldom dance together.
The hula-hula seems to have been danced
chiefly at the annual election of a military chief,
the celebration in honour of it Isisting a month.
6. In ancient times the g'overnment of Easter
Island was an arbitrary monarchy. The supreme
authority, which was gjiowi-priestly, was vested in a
king, and was hereditary in his family.
He ruled
over the entire island, which was divided into
districts, each named and presided over by a chief.
There was no special code of laws, custom defining
the rights of the natives. Each tribe was entirely
independent of any other, and in the continual
conflicts which took place the king and his family
were held sacred and were not troubled by either
victory or defeat.
Since the kidnapping of the
principal chiefs and of Maurata, the last of a long
line of kings, by the Peruvians in 1863, and their
subsequent death in slavery, there has been no
little

A

acknowledged authority among the Rapa Nuis.
7. In vyar the only weapons known to the
natives were obsidian-pointed spears, short clubs,
and stones, all of which were used with great
skUl.
Shields were unknown, and there was no
class of trained warriors.
8. The ancient islanders buried their dead lying
at full length, usually with the head towards the
sea.
The bodies were wrapped in dried grass
bound together by a sedge mat ; but later lappa, or
native cloth, was used instead of the mat. There
seems to have been no special place of burial,
although the platforms and the caves were favourite depositories for the dead.
The bodies are
now frequently exposed to animals and the elements, and are later thrust into their final places
of interment without ceremony.
The skulls of
chiefs seem to have been marked with special
clan-tokens, and numbers of such crania have been
found.
9. Cannibalism was practised untU a recent date,
and an old legend states that childrea were sometimes devoured by their parents to satisfy the
craving for human flesh. There is no evidence,

however, that cannibalism was a ritual ceremony.
10. The general style of architecture seems to
have been of two kinds. The more temporary form
was that of the rectangular house built of bark or
reeds and supported by posts set in the interstices of
the stone foundation. These structures were from
10 ft. to 15 ft. in length and 6 ft. to 8 ft. in width.
They had a thatched gable roof and nearly straight
sides, one of which contained the door.
In constructing the stone hut, which formed the second
type, a convenient hill or rock was generally taken
for the back wall.
From this were laid side walls
varying in thickness from 3 ft. to 7 ft., the shape
beln^ determined in great part by topographical
conditions, and no definite plan was adopted. The
front wall was constructed in the same way as the
side, with the exception of the door, which was
formed of two stone posts over which was laid a
slab of stone, the entrance averaging a height of
20 inches and a width of 19 inches. In some
houses two doors are found. The material used
was basaltic rock. The average proportions of

these dwellings are as follows height from flooi
to ceiling, 4 ft. 6 in.
thickness of walls, 4 ft.
10 in.
width and length of rooms, 4 ft. 6 in. and
12 ft. 9 in. respectively.
The ceiling was made of
slabs reaching from wall to wall. This was topped
by a mound of earth, which was covered with
sod, making the hut effectually rainproof.
In a
few instances there are dwellings having one or
more rooms opening from the main one.
small
place was hollowed out of the wall of every dwelling, to hold the household gods and any valuables which the inhabitants might possess. This
quasi-closex, is remarkable in that it is frequently
roofed by a true arch of lava with a keystone.
Near Anahoirangaro Point there is a round tower
12 ft. in diameter and 20 ft. in height, siipposed to
have been used as a look-out to observe the movements of turtles. Another such tower, whose
shaft measures 24 J ft., may be seen near Ahuakapu. It stands in the centre of a narrow platform
67 ft. long.
In Easter Island, as elsewhere in the Polynesian
Islands, an important form of architecture was the
construction of long, narrow platforms which correspond to the Polynesian tnarais. The platforms
are usually near the beach on high ground, and
are built with parallel walls of squared stones laid
together, but uncemented.
Inside these walls, at
irregular intervals, were built small tombs.
Between these, and extending to the top of the retaining walls, were thrown small stones until the
horizontal plane of the platform was completed.
Into this rubble were set the rectangular stones
upon which the images stand. Finally, wings
were built sloping from the horizontal plane to the
ground. There are 113 platforms in all on Easter
Island, each with a name.
The largest, Tongariki,
is 150 ft. long, 9 ft. wide, and 8 ft. high, excluding
the wings, but with these it measures 540 ft., and
the platforms vary in character and condition from
this to mere shapeless masses of stone.
Tongariki
was adorned with fifteen statues, all but one of
which have fallen face downward on the inshore side
and are mostly broken. Another platform, named
Vinapu, has six wings. Behind this is a round
area 225 ft. in diameter. There is evidence to
suggest that this was the ancient place of assembly
for feasts and native ceremonies, and other platforms show similar spaces, the platform of Aiaoraka having behind it a large triangle paved with
cobbles.
Altars, which are said to have been erected for
sacrifice, are found in the rear of some of the platforms. They are built of a single shaft, generally
of vesicular lava, or sometimes of the material
:

;

;
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from which the images and crowns were made, and
vary in height from 5 ft. to 10 ft., squared from
3J ft. to 4 ft. on each face. They stand in the
centre of a smoothly-paved terrace, and the sides
and plinth are covered with figures sculptured in
low relief, which, unfortunately, are too worn to
be determined. There are traces of fire on the top
of these stones, but no charred human bones have
been found, so that the idea that they were used
for human sacrifice may be discarded, especially as
they are unlike the altars used in the other Polynesian islands for this purpose.

The

art seems to have been of a crude and
Slabs painted white, red, and black
Some of the figures upon
them resemble birds, whOe others are remarkable
reproductions of European ships. Sculptured rocks,
some of which seem to be prior to all remains except a ruined village west of Kotateke Mountain,
have also been found. Tliese are covered with
fishes, turtles, and a bird-like figure which probably represents Meke Meke. On the wooden
clubs and wide-bladed paddles designs of heads
II.

simple type.

have been discovered.
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may

lio
plainly seen. Carved necklaces, which
were worn during the dances, also exist.
All the stone for the monoliths of Easter Island
was quarried either in the soutliern i)art of the
crater of liana Roraka or else on the western slope
of the mountain.
The workshops of the imagebuilders were situated in both of these places.
The workman first chose an appropriate rock,
then made a rough drawing of his subject in a
recumbent position, and finally carved and completed the statue with the exception of cutting it
loose from the rock.
This was done last of all,
and with caution, to avoid breakage. There are
about 248 statues in, or very near, the crater of
Rana Roraka, in various states of preservation.
Their weight varies from ten to forty tons. An
anfinished image, the largest on the island, measures 70 ft. in length and 144 ft. across the body.
The head itself is 284 ft- long. The faces of these
images, which alone are finished with any degree
of care, have receding foreheads, high cheek-bones,
straight noses, firm lips, long orthognathous chins,
and ears of an exaggerated oval shape, possibly representing an early custom of elongating the lobes
by means of pendants. The backs of the heads
are square, on account of the way in which the
statues were freed from the living rock. Little care,
if any, was given to finishing the body, which in no
case extended below the hips.
The heads were
invariably flat on the top, to allow for the adjustment of the red tufa crowns with which all the
images were originally adorned. Of these crowns

the largest is 124 f*- in diameter. In three or four
instances female statues occur.
In feature the
images correspond closely with the household gods
already mentioned, except that the latter are made
of wood, with eyes of bone and obsidian
and, unlike
the images, they have the body entirely finished.
They range from 2 ft. to 8 ft. in length, and are
more modem than the stone household gods. The
usual view is that they were images of noted persons ; but from the analogy of Polynesian religion
in general they seem originally to have been closely
connected with the cult of deceased chiefs, or, in
other words, were the outgrowth of ancestorworship.
12. The language of Te Pito te Henua is unmistakably Polynesian, being most closely akin
to the Maori of New Zealand, and this is the only
island of the group which heis an alphabet.
There
are numerous wooden tablets in the possession of
the natives, each of which is believed to contain a
different tradition.
The characters on them are
pictorial symbols, and were incised with obsidian
points in straight lines on a sunken channel. Some
of these tablets seem to have been made of driftwood, very possibly parts of a canoe. They vary
in size from 54 in. by 4 in. to 54 ft. by 7 inches. The
art of reading them was hereditary in the families
of the kings and chiefs, although in isolated cases
a priest or teacher might decipher them. Ure
Vaeiko, an old inhabitant of Easter Island, related
the traditions contained in the tablets, and his
version was afterwards corroborated by another
man, Kaitae by name, who claimed to be directly
descended from the last king, Maurata. At least
approximate translations of these are given by
Thompson and Geiseler (opp. citt. infra).
13. The early religion of Rapa Nui was distinctly
Polynesian in type. The chief god was Meke
Meke, who was the creator of all, and who is represented in the sculptures of Orongo, and in the
paintings, as a bird -like figure.
In his honour a
feast was held annually in July, at Orongo, when
sea-birds
were
brought
eggs of
from the rocky islets
of Mutu Rau Kau and Mutu Nui, a few hundred
;

—

yards from Rapa Nui itself he who first brought
an egg unbroken having certain rights to food and
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other privileges, as being especially honoured of
Meke Meke. This god is evidently the Polynesian
Tangaloa, the sky-god, who i.s repre.sented in many
Polynesian cosniogonic myths as a bird, originally
imprisoned in a gigantic egg (see CosMOGONV
[Polynesian]).
There were numerous other gods
and goddesses, to whose conjugal union wa-s ascribed the origin of all existing things, as told by
one of the tablets. Unfortunately the account is
too brief for any reconstruction of the mythology,
since it is merely a list of such statements as God
Agekai and goddess Hepeue produced obsidian.'
It is known, however, that there was a god of fish
named Mea Ika. There was also a god of birds
'

Era Nuku, whose wife was Manana, and
the shape of a fish. Another bird -god
was Mea Moa, while the bonito lish had a distinct
deity, Mea Kahi.
The god of theft has already
been mentioned. Legend traces the coming of the
Rapa Nuis, under their king Hotu-Matua, in two
called

who had

proas from the west, and Ukewise tells of a conflict
between the Vinapu and Tongariki clans which resulted in the destruction of platforms and the overthrow of statues, so that the fallen images are still
called
dead,' while those yet standing are
aUve,'
and are beUeved to have slain their prostrate foes.
This tradition may well represent an actual internecine war, which would not be unprecedented in
Easter Island, although some explorers prefer to
explain the desolation of Te Pito te Henua by the
hypothesis of a seismic disturbance. The date of
this destruction, whatever its cause, seems to have
been about the middle of the 17th century.
The exact import of the statues is a matter of
doubt. They are acknowledged to represent chiefs
and men of prominence yet, on the other hand, it
is said that they, like the household gods, received
no worship. A priori, however, this is extremely
doubtful, especially as the platforms where they
are placed are favourite places of burial.
It is
more probable that the statues and, at least to
some extent, the household gods, through whom
communication was held with the spirits, represent
the ancestor-cult of the early Rapa Nuis, and that
they thus find their analogue in the Melanesian
images erected as memorials of tindahs, although
having in themselves no mana, or supernatural
power (cf. Codrington, The Melanesians, Oxford,
The statues are still objects
1891, pp. 173-174).
of veneration to the natives of Easter Island, and
are even believed to possess mana.
They are
protected by tabu (called rahui in this island),
which is indicated in Rapa Nui by a white stone
set on three common stones.
The household gods
seem to have received some sort of homage at the
principal feasts, especially at the time of the
ripening of the fruits, the fishing season, and the
gathering of eggs. Temples were unknown, and
'

'

;

worship was performed in the open air. The
problem of altars has already been discussed.
Fetishism was also part of the religious belief of
the island.

The

timoika, or fetish-board,

was a

whalebone paddle, 30 in. long by 14 in. wide,
which was waved to the accompaniment of incantations to injure an enemy, while the rapa, or
potato-fetish, a double-bladed paddle some 2 ft.
long, was employed in similar fashion to protect
the potato crops against drought or insects. Still
more interesting are the atua mangaro, or fetish
stones, small pebbles, either rough or fashioned,
which were buried beneath the houses to ensure
good fortune.
In early times the Easter Islanders had many
superstitions, and had recourse to prayers, charms,
incantations, and amulets to ward off evil and to
bring good luck. They believed in a future life,
to which, after death, the soul departed, there to
be rewarded or punished as it deserved. For this

;
;
'
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reason a small hole was left near the top of the
burial-place, so that the spirit of the dead might
pass forth. Deified spirits were supposed to be
constantly roaming about the earth and to influence

human

affairs.
They appeared to, and communicated with, sleeping persons in visions or
dreams. Gnomes, goblins, and ghouls were said
to live in inaccessible caves and to prowl around
The islanders of to-day are extremely
aiter dark.
superstitious, and live in constant dread of the
Daneful power of demons and supernatural beings.
Circumcision is unknown to the Kapa Nuis, and
there is no word equivalent to it in their language.
14. The antiquities of Rapa Nui are not without
their parallels in other Polynesian islands, although
the monuments decrease in importance as one
advances eastward. Thus the island of Eapa,
some 2000 mUes west of Easter Island, contains
terraces of massive turretted stone forts, while the
tombs of the Tui-Tongas in Tongatabu, the chief
island of the Tonga group, form nineteen truncated
pyramids, each about 100 ft. square at the base and

high, many of the coral concrete blocks
measuring 18 ft. in length by 54 ft. in height, and
3 ft. in width, and weighing over twenty tons.
megalithic dolmen, each of whose sides weighs

25

ft.

A

fifteen tons, and with a top, brought, according to
tradition, by boat from Wallis Island, more than
600 miles distant, is also found in the same island.
In Tinian, one of the Ladrones, are two rows of
columns resembling the uprights of the dolmen in

Tongatabu, each capped with a hemisphere, flat
side up, and weighing four tons.
Ponape, in the
Caroline group, contains marvellous cyclopsean
ruins of basaltic prisms brought from a quarry ten
miles distant, and ruins are also found in various
other islands of the same group (see Guillenard,
Australasia, ii., London, 1894, pp. 452, 500, 515,
519, 522, 527, 549, 554).

—
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Gray.

L.

Church which

believes herself to be the canonical heir of the
ancient undivided Church, remaining in the Faith
and Orders of the first ages of Christianity, is called
'Orthodox' or 'Eastern.' Both these names distinguish her from, and contrast her with, her sister,
the Western Church, which has excommunicated
her, as well as from all the Protestant communities
which have seceded from the latter. The name
Orthodox Church,' on the one hand, expresses
the idea that she is the Church of Christ which
maintains the correct belief ; the appellation
Eastern Church,' on the other hand, in connexion
with the division of the ancient Roman Empire,
points primarily to the Eastern half in contrast
with the Western, of which the centre is the
Church of Rome. Yet, inasmuch as tlie Western
Church, under the Pope, by introducing innovations regarding the foundations of government
and regarding faith, at length separated herself
from the Eastern Church, the name Eastern
acquired a moral significance, pointing to the
Church as the possessor and champion of the
ancient traditional faith, in contrast with the
deviating Western Church. Thus also, though she
'

'

'

1 Besides this general article, there will be separate articles
titles Greek Church and Russian Church, to which
this article is intended to be an introduction.

ander the

has long ago extended greatly towards the North
and includes the Russians, she continues none the
less to give herself the title of 'Eastern,' and thus
to recall, on the one hand, the former eminence of
the Orthodox Church of the East, and to bind herself, on the other hand, to the ancient Church of
which she claims to be the canonical and genuine
heir.

Besides the Christians of those ancient lands in

which the Orthodox Church prematurely extended
her bounds, she numbers now about a hundred
million believers, including, since the 9th cent.,
the Russians.
She consists of fourteen self-

governing Churches, that is. Churches completely
independent and autocephalous in regard to internal administration. These are as follows :
1.
2.
8.

4.
6.
6.
7.

8.
9.

10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The
The

Ecumenical Patriarchate

of

Constantinople.

Patriarchate of Alexandria.
Patriarchate of Antioch.
Patriarchate of Jerusalem.
Archiepiscopate of Cyprus.
Church of Russia.
Church of Greece.
Metropolis of Carlovics.

Church
Church

of Roumania.
of Servia.

Archiepiscopate of Montenegro.
Metropolis of Hermannstadt.
Metropolis of Bukowina and Dalmatia.
Holy Monastery of Sinai, of which the Archbishop,
whilst independent as Abbot, is as Archbishop attached for
spiritual matters to the Patriarchate of Jerusalem.

All these Churches, though separate and independent, yet constitute one body, inasmuch as they
possess (1) the same Faith, (2) the same principles
of government, and (3) the same bases of worship.
The common Faith of
I. The common Faith.
the Orthodox Churches is drawn from the two
sources of revelation, according as the infallible
Church has understood and interpreted them
through her hierarchy, either assembled in Synods,
or by themselves teaching each the same doctrine.
The founts and the rule of dogmatic instruction
are the dogmatic decisions of the Ecumenical
CouncUs, or those of local Synods confirmed by
As secondary sources.
an Ecumenical Council.
Expositions of the Faith are used, such as have
been ecclesiastically accepted, inasmuch as they
agree with ecclesiastical doctrine. Such are the
so-called Symbolical Books of the Eastern Church,
especially the Orthodox Confession of Mogilas and
that of Dositheos. The chief points of Orthodox
doctrine are as follows : Man, having transgressed the commandment of God, fell from his
original righteousness, on the one hand throwing
off the true knowledge of God, on the other hand
leaning generally towards evil. But the Son of

—

—

God, having become incarnate, and having been
sacrificed ou Golgotha, reconciles sinful mankind
with God, and establishes His Church for the continual supply of the benefits of the Cross. Thus the

Church is the storehouse of truth and of sanctithrough her the believer is taught
fying grace
the genuine contents of the Faith, and by means
of her seven Sacraments (Baptism, Anointing, the
Eucharist, Repentance, Ordination, Marriage, Extreme Unction) he is both justified and edified,
through faith working by love, in the work of
sanctification and in advancement towards aU that
The Saints are honoured as models of
is good.
faith and virtue (by feasts, pictures, and relics),
and their intercession with God is requested (cf.
the Symbolical Books of the Eastern Church,
published by Kimmel in two vols., Jena, 1843).
The reader may further consult the numerous
Orthodox Catechisms, of which the principal is
that of the Russian Plato ; and the dogmatical
works of the Russians Antonios, Makarios, and
Sylvester, and in Greek those of Rossi's System of
Dogmatics of the Orthodox Eastern Catholic Church
(vol. i., Athens, 1903), and Androutso's Symbolics
;

:

;

EASTERN CHURCH
from an Orthodox Point of View (Atliens, 1901),
and Dogmatic of the Orthodox Eastern Church
(Athens, 1907).
2.

Church government.

— The second chain bind-

ing the autocephaloua Churches into one whole is
ihe common principles of government. These principles are supported by the holy Canons, by the
Fathers, and oy the administrative laws of the
Emperors, referring to the Church and completing
the Canons.
Among these canonical collections,
entitled Nomocanon, the most important is the
Code given to Photius, which was sanctioned in
920 by a great Council in Constantinople, and proclaimed as having authority over all the Eastern
Church, constituting the fundamental collection of
her laws. More modern collections are, on the one
hand, the so-called Rudder of the Intelligent Ship
of the one Holy Catholic and Apostolic Church of
the Orthodox, published first at Leipzig in 1800
and, on the other hand, the Constitution of the
Divine and Holy Canons, published by Ralli and
Potli at Athens, in six volumes, in 1852 (Greek).
According to the principles of Orthodox government, the head of the Church is Jesus Christ but
believers are distinguished into clergy, consisting
of three grades (arcnpriests, priests, and deacons),
;

and

Monastic life, without any division into
a single organism resting upon the monastic arrangements of Basil the Great, reduced to
laity.

grades,

is

order by

and

means

of legal

commands

of ecclesiastical

political legislation.

The monks (whose first and second orders wear
cassocks) are spiritually subject to their local
bishops, excepting the monks of the stauropegia '
and of the Imperial monasteries. The monasteries
are distinguislied, according to their regimen, into
cenobitic and idiorythmic.^
The centre of each Church is the bishop, but
the basis of administration of the autocepbalous
Churches is the Synodical system, all questions of
ecclesiastical administration and discipline being
solved in regular or periodically convoked Synods.
Not only spiritual questions aftecting ecclesiastical

and hierarchical organization are regulated by
Church law, but partly also many relations of social
life, which are bound up closely with that of the
life

Church, such as questions of marriage, divorce, etc.
In spite of all the differences which, owing to their
relations towards the civil government, Canon Law
presents from this point of view in the various
antocephalous Churches, the common spirit of administration appears everywhere.
Many Canon
Laws have been published among the Orthodox,
the best of them being Ecclesiastical Law, composed by Milasch at Zara in 1902, of which a second
edition has appeared.
The third mark of the unity of
3. Worship.
the Orthodox Churches is the common basis of
worship.
No one liturgical language holds the
place in the Orthodox Church that Latin does
amongst the Koman Catholics ; every race performs its service in its own tongue.
The Table
of Feasts of the Orthodox Church rests on the
Julian Calendar, which has thus an ecclesiastical
significance ; hence a reform of it, bound up as it is
with ecclesiastical life among the Orthodox, cannot
take place by means of a political enactment.
The churches are nearly all built on the same
plan the holy place is separated from the rest of
the temple by the shrine for pictures.

—

;

The

feasts are distinguished either as 'great,'

because they relate to the Lord Jesus or to the
Mother of God, or as Saints' days ; but the central
one is the Paschal feast (Easter). Easter, Christ1 "SixavfitmTjytov is a monastery in foreign lands depending on
the Ecumenical Patriarchate of Constantinople.
2 Monks of the former class have common meals and a common
purse in the latter each dwells apart from his fellows, but is
under the spiritual direction of his Abbot.
;
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mas, the A8suiii])tion of tlie Virgin, and the annitlie death of tlie Holy ApoBtles are
preceded by fasts of many days other fast^days
being also Wednesdays and tridays, the 14th of
September, the 29th of August, and the Eve of the
versaries of

;

Epiphany.

The stronghold and centre

of the whole worship
the Liturgy, of which two types are used that
of Basil the Great, recited on fixed days, and that
of Chrysostom, which is usual throughout the year.
The Liturgy of the Pre-sanctilied, called, after
the nomenclature of Gregory, the Dialogos, is recited only in Lent. Preaching of the Divine word,
for the explanation and imparting of Christian
truth, which was anciently an inseparable part of
public worship, has now clisappeared, and only in
Russia does it show some signs of life. Common
to all the Churclies are certain books for the offices
of the Feasts and the Sacraments.
(1) Tim-i/ciJi'.
The Typicon is a book which fixes the canonical
psalms and hymns to be used, as well as the mode
of conducting the services of the Church on the
different festivals.
The Eucho(2) ErJxo^iviov.
logion contains the order of prayers for the seven
Sacraments, and other prayers for different occasions.
The Horologion contains
(3) 'ilpoXdyiov.
the seven kinds of petition for the seven hours of
prayer, that is, the first, the third, the sixth, the
ninth, "Vespers, Midnight, and Dawn. (4) IpidSiov.
The Triodion contains the hymns to be sung during
the whole of the forty days which precede Easter.
The Pentecostarion contains
(5) JlevTeKoaTipiov.
the hymns to be sung from Easter to Whitsunis

—

The Paracletice contains
(6) napaKKrp-iKi).
the hymns of John of Damascus and others, which
are sung from Whitsuntide onwards. (7) M-rivaXa.
The MencBa contains hymns for all the Saints' days
and festivals of the year which are not contained
in the Triodion and the Pentecostarion.
(8) The
Psalter, the Gospel, and the 'Apostle.' The music
is vocal and idiorythmic, and is pleasing when it is
well performed. Instrumental music and graven
images are forbidden (cf., for the Table of Feasts,
the Calendar of Nilles, and for the music the Literature of Krumbacher, in Byzantinische Litteratur ',
Munich, 1897, p. 599 ff.).
The
4. Character of the Orthodox Church.
essential features of the Orthodox Church are two
(a) theoretical, that she preserves and keeps unchanged doctrine handed down by her (Traditionalism) ; and (b) practical, that she avoids excess or
The first
bias in external ceremonies (Ritualism).
of these marks is generally in agreement with the
marvellous beginning of Christianity, because this,
according to the Orthodox, is not something empty
and invisible, but a revelation having a firm and
definite content in regard to faith and the bases of
worsliip and administration ; and the Orthodox
Church, tolerating no innovation, claims to preserve and exhibit as much as possible the supernatural essence of Christianity. From her point
of view, the Western Church came to a rupture
with ancient tradition, and Protestantism is a
subversion of traditional foundations, whereas she
herself claims to teach essentially what was taught
by the Church of the first ages. Certainly, that
keeping of the traditional Faith does not exclude
theological development and the many.sided invesAnd if, from the 8th
tigation of Divine truth.
cent, onwards, treatises about Christian truth are
lacking in life and independent thought, this must
be attributed not to the principles of Orthodoxy
being insusceptible of development, for in the first
period of the Church they were shown to be the
inexhaustible source of rich theological research,
but to external causes, to well-known political
circumstances.
All who visit the Churches of the East are
tide.

—

;
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His heart was offered to the sun. His
and arms were served up at the tables of the
The blessed food was chopped up small.'
At the feast of Xipe, prisoners of war were eaten.
They were termed tototecti, dying in honour of
Totec' A thigh was sent to the king's table. The
dish was called tlacatlaolli. The giver of each

by the attention to external forms.
Whereas the main aspect of the Western Church

festival.

that of an administrative institution, having a
well-formed system of obedience to the authority
of the Church, and whilst among Protestants
Christianity is principally a matter of teaching
and preaching, the Orthodox Church, having on
the one hand a loose administrative system, and
on the other hand a lifeless preaching, appears
now to be chiefly a society for worship. Thus
dogma is put aside or hidden in the external forms
of adoration
the whole reUgious being of the
Orthodox appears generally in reverence and subBut surely reUmission to her numerous rites.
gious ceremonies are the necessary expression of
the internal spirit ; and is it not reasonable that
the Orthodox Church, having been distinguished
of old by her rich religious life, should afterwards
have turned to create appropriate rites to express
the living Faith ? And if, since the 8th cent, sacred
ceremonies multiplied and then came to be incomprehensible to the common understanding, so that
their performance by the lips and the simple listening to them are now assumed to be the fulfilment of religious duties, such a zeal for ritual is
not a product of the Orthodox spirit, but shows the
unfavourable circumstances of which the Orthodox
Church was formerly the victim, and under whose
power she still remains. The lack of missionary
work among the Orthodox must also be attributed
to the same unfavourable circumstances, and not
to 'the self-complacency of the Orthodox Church
or the satisfaction of a glutted possessor,' or the
sense of her own weakness, as some modern theologians declare without examinatian {e.g. Loofs,
Symbolik, Ttibingen, 1902, i. 167, and Boulgaris,
eeo\oyi.Kol, Vienna, 1872, p. 25.
LiTBRATDRE. — See lists appended to artt. Greek Chdrch and
RnssiiN Church.
Porphyeios, Archbishop.

lords.

forcibly struck
is

;

EATING THE GOD. —The
properties of

idea that the

an organism are acquired by eating

is widely spread among semi-civilized
forms a prevalent explanation of ceremonial cannibalism (q.v.), and is probably the chief
among the reasons given for the correlated rite
This rite is not frequent, though
of theophagy.
the history of religion and magic teems with examples which just fall short of the definition.
The vague and indeterminate conception of deity
in the lower religions helps to explain both of

substance

its

peoples.'

It

these facts.

Communion in the flesh or blood of a god is
Even when the man, animal,
necessarily indirect.
or plant, sacrificed for the purpose, is divine, only
the individual is used ; the species remains. The
nearest approach to actual theophagy is in the
employment of a man-god.
The sacrificial form of cannibalism obviously springs from
*

the idea that a victim offered to a supernatural being participates in his sanctity, and from the wish of the worshipper to
transfer to himself something of its benign virtue.' 2
Sacrificial cannibalism has been a regular institu-

tion among the peoples of Central America, in
parts of Peru, in Nigeria and various tracts of
Equatorial Africa, and in certain islands of Polynesia and Melanesia.^

The most remarkable development was in Mexico.
At every sacrifice the victim bore the name and
filled

the r61e of the god.

Aoosta observes
they gave hira the name
:

of the
'Afore they did sacrifice him,
whom he should be sacrificed, and apparelled him with
the same ornaments like their idol, saying that he did represent

Idol to

the same idol.'*

The annual

representative of Tezcatlipoca, after
a year's luxurious living, was sacrificed at the great
1

Frazer, GJS2, London, 1900,

ii.

363-361.

legs

'

'

'

feast did not eat of his own captive, but of those of
others.^ In Cholula a slave of fine physique was
sacrificed as the representative of Quetzalcoatl, and
eaten.' The Mayas ate the flesh of human victims
In
a holy thing.' *
sacrificed to the gods, as
'

Caranque, a province of Peru, it was the custom
to eat the flesh of persons sacrificed to the gods.'
In Nigeria, human victims offered to gods are eaten
by both priests and people ; the flesh is distributed
throughout the country.* Traces of the rite are

found in Vedic India.'
Where the god is a deity of the corn, he may be
eaten in his anthropomorphic substance or in the
form of grain or bread. The Mexican theophagy
of Huitzilopochtli is an important example of the
rite, though the cult is apparently composite.
A colossal statue of the god Huitzilopochtli in dough wa8
broken up and distributed among the worshippers. The ceremony was described as killing the god Huitzilopochtli so that
god is
his body might be eaten,' and was termed teoqualo,
eaten.' Women were not allowed to partake. 8 The dough was
made of all kinds of seeds and the blood of children. After being
exhibited in the temple, the image was slain' by the priest, who
pierced it with a dart. The heart was eaten by the king. The
flesh was broken up small, and all males received
rest- of the
a portion."* Smaller images of dough were eaten at other feasts.
Reasons assigned were to secure good health, and, in the case of
*

'

*

*

'

warriors, to increase their strength. lo

Analogous cases of the offering of images of
beings made of bread are adduced by
Holy cakes are often in the form of
Frazer."
wafers on which the divine image is stamped in
relief.
This method may clearly arise without
divine

reference to the principle of substitution, as may
be seen in the case of the Christian Eucharist,
where it is unnecessary to assume that the stamped
wafer is a substitute for an actual lamb.
In so far as the fruits of the earth are conceived
as the embodiments of divine beings, the sacramental eating of the new fruits is a form of the
rite of eating the god.'^ In some cases this solemn
act of assimilation is preceded by a purgation, both
physical and moral. The intention in the former
aspect is to prevent the sacred food from being
polluted by contact with common food in the
For the same reason
stomach of the eater.
Catholics partake of the Eucharist fasting.' '' It is
unlawful to partake of it after a meal. Lent was
originally regarded as the fast preparatory to the
Easter communion. Continence, often associated
with fasting, was also prescribed before comtransition from sacrament to sacrifice
munion.'*
in this connexion has been suggested.
At a later age, when the fruits of the earth are conceived as
created rather than as animated by a divinity, the new fruits
are no longer partaken of sacramentally as the body and blood
'

A

*

1 Sahagun, Hist. g^n. des choses de la Nouvelle Espagne, Paris,
1880, pp. 61 f., 96-9, 103 ; Bancroft, ii. 319 f. ; Brasseurde Bourbourg. Hist, des nations civilis^es du Mexique, etc., Paris,
1857-69, iii. 531 ff.
3 Bancroft, 11. 397.
2 Sahagun. 534 f. ; Bancroft, ii. 309.
4 lb. ii. 689 ; for other examples, see Sahagun, 75, 116, 123,

168, 164, 685.
6 J. Ranking, Hist. Researches on Conquest of Peru, Mexico,
etc., London, 1827, p. 89.
8 C. Partridge, Cross River Natives, London, 1905, p. 69 ; A. F.

Mockler-Ferryman, British Nigeria, London, 1902, p. 261.
7 A. Weber, Indische Streifen, Berlin and Leipzig, 186S-79,
i.

72 f.
8 Bancroft,

iii. 297 S.
440, quoting Torquemada.
See also art. Deicide.
Clavigero, Hist, of Mexico (Eng. tr., London, 1807), i. 311
Sahagun, 33, 74, 166 f. ; Bancroft, iii. 316 ; Br. de Bourbourg,

9

,

Sahagun, 203 f.

10

iii.

639.

See examples in

2

11

*

13

GB^ ii. 344.
n. "•. 336 f.

14

Car. nf Council of Trent,

3 lb. ii. 662 f.
Westermarok, MI, London, 1906-S, ii. 563.
Bancroft, Native Races of the Pacific States, New York,
1876-6, ii. 307, iii. 267, 278, 342, 353, 356 Acosta, History of the
Indies (Hakluyt Soo. 1880), ii. 323.
;

also

Epp.

xlviii. $ 16,

12

GB^

ii.

318-336.

Jerome, in Jonam,
quoted by Westermarck, ii. 296.
ii.

4,

6

;

§

S

9

'
;

EiATING
of a cod
but a [Mirtiim nf'llicm h rmHr-ntcd ns a tlmnk-otrprlni;
to thf divine lu'lnRs who nrf ln-llcvrd fo liuvi- iirnduiTd Ihciii,
Sometimes the flrHt-fruit.i nrr' presc-iilerl (o the khiL'. iiniliably In
his character of a Rod. Till the flr.tt-frulta have heen oll(Ted to
the deity or the king, people are not at liberty to eat of the dcw
;

crops.'

1

In Wermland (Sweden), the peasants eat
made from the grain of the last sheaf. The
in the

shape of a

loaves
loaf

is

girl, and
reproaonts,' according
to Frazer,
the corn-spirit conceived as a maiden.'
Similarly in France, at La Palisse, a man of dough
'

'

broken

is

and

pieces

in

at the end of
festival
of Sabarios
the eating of loaves ceremonially made
from all kinds of seeds. One little loaf was given
to each member of the household.
'Inonepartof Yorkshire it is atill customary for the clergyman
to cut the first corn
and my informant believes that the corn

harvest.-

The

eaten,

Lithuanian

included

;

BO cut is used to make the communion bread.
If the latter part
of the custom is correctly reported (and analogy is all in its
favour), it .^hows how the Christian communion has absorbed

within

itself a sacrament
Christianity. *a

which

is

doubtless far older than

In Buro, at the end of rice-harvest, each clan
holds a sacramental meal to which each member
contributes some of the new rice.
It is termed
eating the soul of the rice.' ^ Similar rites are
observed in Celebes, among the Hindus, Burghers,
and Coorgs of South India, in the Hindu Kush,
and among the Chanis of China." In Scotland,
grain from the Old Wife, the last sheaf cut at
harvest, is given to the horses, in order to secure
a good harvest next year.'
Such worship as the Ainus of Japan paid to the
bear appears to be paid only to the dead animal.' '
Though, whether aUve or dead it is described as,
kamui a term similar to the ngai of the Masai,
the orenda and wakan of the North Americans,
and the mana of the Melanesians it is slain whenever possible its flesh is a staple food, and its skin
furnishes clothing.
But at the annual bear-festival
a bear was
worshipped and then ceremonially
s'ain.
Its blood was drunk by the male members
of the family.
The liver was eaten raw by women
and children as well as by men. The brain was
eaten witli salt. The heart also was eaten. The
rest of the ilesh was kept for a day, and then
divided among all who had been present at the
feast.*
Similarly the Gilyaks of Siberia pay a
'

'

—

—

;

'

'

certain measure of

'

worship

'

to

a bear, prior to

its

solemn

sacrifice.
After being shot to death with arrows, it is prepared for food.
flesh ' is roasted and eaten in special vessels of wood finely
carved. They do not eat the flesh raw or drink the blood, as the
Ainos do. The brain and entrails are eaten last ; and the skull
... is placed on a tree near the house. Then the people sing,
and both sexes dance in ranks, as bears.'

The

A

more detailed account supplies
type of such theopliagous ceremonies

ri

valuable

:

The broth obtained by boiling the meat had already been
partaken of. The wooden bowls, platters, and spoons out of
which the Gilyaks eat the broth and flesh of the bears on these
occasions are always made specially for the purpose at the
festival, and only then
they are elaborately ornamented
with carved figures of bears and other devices that refer to
the animal or the festival, and the people have a strong superstitious scruple against parting with them.
While the festival
lasts, no salt may be used in cooking the bear's flesh, or indeed
any other food and no flesh of any kind may be roasted, for
the bear would hear the hissing and sputtering of the roasting
flesh, and would be very angry.
After the bones had been
picked clean they were put back in the kettle in which the
flesh had been boiled.
And when the festal meal was over,
an old man took his stand at the door of the house with a
branch of fir in his hand, with which, as the people passed
out, he gave a light blow to every one who had eaten of the
bear's flesh or fat, perhaps as a punishment for their treatment
'

;

;

of the

worshipful animal.'

lo
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in ancient (Irceco the worship nt Dionysus wems
have included thcophagy. Bulls, calves, goats,
and fawns were torn to pieces and devoured raw
by the vvorKhippera. 'J'hey beheved, Frazer infers,
' that
they were killing the god, eating his flesh,
and drinking his blood.''
At the Athenian Bouphonia the flesh of the
slain ox was eaten by the participants in the ceremony.' The oxen slain at Great JJassam in Guinea
annually to secure a good harvest are eaten by the
chiefs.^
Similarly, at a spring festival in China,
the flesh of a sacrificed buH'alo is eaten by the
mandarins.''
It is possible that at the Thesmophoria, Athenian priestesses ate the fle.sh of sacrificed swine as a communion of the body of the
god." Near Grenoble the harvest supper is made
from the flesh of a goat killed ceremonially.
Similarly, in the case of a slain ox near Dijon."
The ancient Egyptians partook of the flesh of a
pig sacriliced to Osiris.
Instead of the pig, poor
persons ottered a cake of dough.'
The Kalmuks consecrate a ram as ' the ram of
heaven or the ram of the spirit.' The animal
is tended carefully and never shorn.
When it is
old, and the owner bethinks him of consecrating a
young ram, the ram of heaven is slain, and its
flesh eaten.'
The Todas, by whom the buffalo ' is
to a certain degree held sacred,' and is treated
with a degree of adoration,' never eat its flesh,
except at a sacred meal celebrated once a year.
A calf is killed in a secret place of the jungle, and
its flesh roasted on a sacred fire.
Women are not
allowed to be present.'
Frazer distinguishes two types of ' sacramental
kUling
of the
animal god
the Ainu and the
Egyptian types.
In the former the animal is
one which is habitually killed, and the special
sacrifice is a ' special annual atonement
for the
habitual slaughter, the individual ' god
of the
species ' deity
being ' slain with extraordinary
marks of respect and devotion.''" The Toda
ceremony is an example of the Egyptian type.
The prohibition against the use of salt or of leav en,
or other modifying constituents, is noteworthy in
the case of the ceremonial consumption of ' strong,'
or sacred,' foods. The bread of the Passover and
the Catholic host are unleavened.
Sacred foods
generally may not be mixed, and the prohibition
of salt and leaven is no doubt a result of the same
principle.
Strong ' foods, again, are as a rule forbidden to women, various reasons being assigned.
Male selfishness, ideas of male superiority, connected with the androcentric structure of society,
are sufficient reasons for the prohibition, taken
together with woman's natural aversion to such
foods, and, in particular, to strong drink.
In the
6th cent, the Council of Auxerre forbade women
to receive the Eucharist with the naked hands."
to

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Here a complication
prevailing

notion

of

introduced by the then
the natural impurity of

is

woman.
As sacred bread

is to the flesh of the god, so is
sacred wine to his blood.
As the worshipper
in the hunting stage of social evolution acquired
strength and inspiration by drinking the fresh
blood of slain animals, so in the agricultural stage
the process is repeated by drinking wine.
'

'

'
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'Whoever drinks the blood of an animal is inspired with
the soul of the animal or of the god, who ... is often supSosed to enter into the animal before it is slain and whoever
rinks wine drinks the blood, and so receives into himself the
Boul or spirit of the god of the vine.' 1
;

In ancient Brahnianism and Zoroastrianism the
worshipper drinking the soma or haoma was in
communion with deity. In the former case, as in
the case of the Greek Dionysus, the wine itself
had come to be anthropomorphized into a god.
Among totemic peoples it is a general rule that
the totem may not be slain or iU-treated in any
way. But there are a few exceptions. The Narrinyeri of South Australia were in the habit of
killing and eating their totemic animals.' In the
Euahlayi tribe it is lawful to kill and eat the
hereditary totem, which is derived from the mother
but it is forbidden to treat the individual totem,
yunbeai, in this way.' Among the Arunta and
other tribes of Central Australia the totem animals
are eaten by the members of the totem group at
the Intichiuma ceremonies, but at no other time,
except sparingly. This ceremonial eating is connected with the purpose of multiplying the numbers
of the totem animal which forms a staple food for
other totem groups.* There seems to be no a priori
reason why a totem animal regularly killed should
not on occasion serve as a mystic food. At the
Intichiuma of the kangaroo totem the members
eat a small portion of tlie flesh of a kangaroo, and
anoint their bodies with the fat.
*
Doubtless the intention alike of the eating and of the
anointing is to impart to the man the qualities of his totem
animal, and thus to enable him to perform the ceremonies for
the multiplication of the breed.'

But these Australian sacraments, so called, are not
only in the magical stage, but, to all appearance,
devoid of any sentiment of loyalty to the totem or
of solidarity in the clan.
They seem to show the
mechanical and business-like aspect of magic rather
than its emotional aspect.
There is no evidence of any rite of sacramental
communion with the totem by eating its flesh, in
cases where the totem may be regarded as a divinity.
The 'mystic meal' of the Australian Intichiuma
is not a mode of religious communion, but merely
an application of sympathetic magic, both in the
mechanism and in the results of the ceremony. All
that can be said is that it may be a case of theophagy in the making.
*

The totemic animal or plant

ia

not regarded exactly as a
Wolf
from

close relative, whom it would be wrong to kill.' 6 The
clan of the Tlingits hunts wolves, but, when in danger
them, prays to them as * relatives.'?

The principles on which theophagy rests are apparently simple, when we consider the early views
as to the transmissibility of supernatural power
and the meaning of the assimilation of nutriment.
' The divine qualities of a man-god are supposed to be assimiby the person who eats his flesh or drinks his blood.
This was the idea of the early Christians concerning the
Eucharist. In the holy food they assumed a real bestowal of
heavenly gifts, a bodily self-communication of Christ, a miraculous implanting of divine life. The partaking of the consecrated
elements had no special relation to the forgiveness of sins but
it strengthened faith and knowledge, and, especially, it was the
guarantee of eternal life, because the body of Christ was eternal.
The holy food was described as the "medicine of immortality." 8

lated

;

'

But, even in the early stages of human thought,
the distinction between substance and accidents is
clearly held. The soul of man is nourished (hence
the strength and life of his body) by the soul of
the food.' The accidents on both sides are either
iGB2i. 360.
2 Taplin, in Woods, Native Tribes of S. AttstrcUia^ Adelaide,
1879, p. 63.
3 K. L. Parker, The EuaWuyi Tribe, London, 1906, p. 20.
* Spencer-GUlena, ch. vi.j^^ch. ix. f.
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" Spencer-Gillen", 207.

Boas, Fifth Report N.W. Tribes of Canada (1889), 23.
Ml ii. 663 f., quoting Harnack, Hist, of Dogma (Eng. tr.,
London, 1894-99), i. 211, ii. 144 fl., iv. 286, 291, 294, 296 £f.
8 See A. O. Kruijt, Ret Animisme in den ind. Arckipel, The
Hague, 1906, pp. 60-60.
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^

As materialism and

ignored or explained away.

spiritualism or animism become separated, the
necessity is felt of bridging the gulf between substance and accidents ; hence theories of transubstantiation. Along other lines of thought come
the ideas of symbolism and commemoration. The
rite is symbolic of spiritual assimilation ; or it is
done in memory of a divine being.
In spite of meagre data, not likely to be augmented, the rite is a very logical corollary of several
series of ideas.
It is a case of convergence; the
patent results of the assimilation of food are the
basis of the homology. The animism and vitalism
so deeply ingrained in religious thought and emotion seem to have a permanent warrant in the
facts of nutrition.
It is quite natural that the
primitive mind should attach magical and animistic
ideas to food, as such, and in particular to flesh.
Raw flesh is ' living flesh • warm blood is inFrom the point of view
stinct with life and soul.
of the magical assimilation of properties, human
flesh and blood are the most valuable nutriment
possible.
But, in spite of occasional lapses into
cannibalism, man has generally shown an instinctive repulsion to the habit or the perversion. And,
if there is some mystery about flesh and blood
generally, there is still more about the flesh and
blood of men. Hence sacrificial cannibalism is an
act fraught with supernatural crisis. Probably all
such acts are a form of orgiasticism. So much is
'

;

suggested by the psychology of cannibalism dictated by revenge, or even by love. Popular expressions such as '1 could eat you' show that a normal
tendency of this kind may exist.
Besides the fascination derived from mystery
and even from repulsion, there is no doubt that
human flesh is preferred by cannibals to any
other. Moreover, man being the lord of creation,
his flesh is regarded as correspondingly 'strong,'
and hence more nutritious and strengthening than
any other. The Euahlayi Australians hold that
what strengthens them more than anything, both
physically and mentally, is the flesh of men.^
'It ia easy to understand why a savage should desire to
partake of the flesh of an animal or man whom he regards as
divine. By eating the body of the god he shares in the god's
attributes and powers. And when the god is a corn-god, the
corn is his proper body when he is a vine-god, the juice of the
;

grape is his blood ; and so by eating the bread and drinking
the wine the worshipper partakes of the real body and blood of
his god. 'Thus the drinking of wine in the rites of a vine-god
like Dionysus is not an act of revelry, it is a solemn sacrament.
Yet a time comes when reasonable men find it hard to understand how any one in bis senses can suppose that by eating
bread or drinking wine he consumes the body or blood of a
"When we call corn Ceres and wine Bacchus," says
deity.
but do you
Cicero, " we uae a common figure of speech
imagine that anybody is so insane as to believe that the thing
he feeds upon is a god ?"'
It has been suggested that the killing of divine
;

animals may itself be due expressly to
a desire for assimilating, by eating, the divine
properties. In order to assimilate these properties
the surest method is that of physiological absorption, and slaughter is a necessary preliminary.*
On this view certain difficulties, such as that noted
by Cicero, are apparently lessened.

men and

• It is not the spirit of the corn and vine, as
such, but the
life-giving virtue of bread and wine that is the essence of the

aacrament.'^

Among early agricultural peoples, strong meat,
such as flesh, is eaten but rarely. Often it is
eaten only, as strong drink is drunk only, at feasts.
Similarly, the ancient Hindus allowed pregnant
women the use of beef by way of strengthening
the chUd.' But not all theophagy is of the flesh of
1 W. R, Smith, Rel. Sem.\ London, 1894, p. 339.
a

K. L. Parker,
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animals or men. It was in the case of bread and
wine that Cicero noted a difficulty.
While, therefore, by stretching the idea of godbead to include victims to tlie god, many animal
and human sacrifices may be regarded as theopha"0U8 rites, in which there may ije a belief that
'
god is eaten,' it requires an effort of imagination
to hold such belief in the case of eating bread.
But a comparison of the facts, both of spirit-belief
and of the psychology of eating, shows that the
custom is a development rather of the latter than
of the former set of ideas and practices. All the
ideas of eating, but few of theism, are found in
theophagy. For instance, as Westermarck shows,'
it includes the conception of the conditional curse.

A

significant case

is

the ordeal of the Eucharist,

which the swearer, after communicating in the
body of Christ, prayed that in case of perjury the
bread might choice and slay him.' By the nature
of the case, on the other hand, there must be
either substitution, transubstantiation, symbolism,
or analogy, in order to identify the food with the
god. In the greater number of instances it would
seem that tliis identification is rather with the
divinity of the god than with the god himself.
The two most important instances, the Christian
Eucharist and the Mexican sacrifices, are in strong
contrast. The latter is evidently a development
from human sacrifice to ceremonial cannibalism,
unless it was that a habit of cannibalism developed
along with a habit of slaughter. It can hardly be
regarded as a survival of cannibalism. Much
less can the Eucharist be so regarded, in spite of
such analogies as may be hinted at in West Asian
religions. On the face of it, and in view of parallel
sacraments with bread and wine, it began in the
form of analogy. The words, This is my body,'
'
This is my blood,' are no survival of earlier and
cruder rubrics, but an imaginative direction to
identify the sources of physical with those of

in

'

'

'

spiritual nutriment.
LiTBRATURE.
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EBIONISM.— I. Nature

and

origin.—

Ebionism,' taken generally, is the name given to
certain tendencies of thought, which crystallized
into sects, within Judseo- Christian circles, in the
early centuries of Christianity. The sects could
have arisen only on Jewish soil, and apart from
Judaism it is impossible to understand them.
When we remember that Judaism was a national
religion, holding within itself a special revelation
and a Law enshrined in the sacred treasure of its
past when, further, we recall with what tenacity
Judaism had clung to its Law, and what sacrifices
it had made to preserve its historic identity and
nationality it will be understood what a ferment
the new ideas of Christianity set up, and what
a reaction of strenuous opposition they were
calculated to raise. Ebionism, looked at historically, takes its place as one of the resultants of tlie
fierce antagonism of Judaism to the simplicity and
The
universality of the religion of Jesus Christ.
Ebionites had moved out of strict Judaism, but
they had not moved into the Catholic faith. In
but their
a sense they were Jewish Christians
Christianity was nominal, and held by such a
feeble thread that the slightest tension might snap
So nominal was their hold of Christianity in
it.
its essence that the tendency of Ebionism was
away from the Catholic faith. As the years went
'

;

—

;

became more and more heretical, until by
it had become practically extinct.
Name and general interest of the sect. As

on, it

the 5th cent,
I.
1

J//ii. 622ff.
Dahn, Sausteinf,, Berlin, 1879,

2 F.

marck,

ii.

690.

—

ii.

16,

quoted by Wester-

we
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shall see, the

name 'Ebionism' was

more than one tendency

given to

thought witliin Juda.-oChristian circles. Some Ebionites were hardly
distinguishable from the first Jewish Christians,
from men like St. Peter and St. James, who
endeavoured to combine the faith of Christ with
the obligations of the Law and their national
Others became strenuously antagonistic
hopes.
to the

of

Catholic faith, and, while retaining the

'Christian,' became really hostile to the
Finally, there were others who
spirit of Christ.
held a faith of a mixed or syncretistic character.
While they accepted Christ, they accepted Him
only as a revived Moses; and they combined in
their creed elements of a heterogeneous character,
in which Essenism and Gnosticism are plainly
But, amid all the elements whicn
recognizable.
we describe as Ebionitic, and notwithstanding the

name

heterogeneous teachings which gather round the
there were two points common to all
Ebionites. The first had regard to the Law, the
second to Christ. Ebionites were at one in exalting the Law and in depreciating Christ. The first
point of agreement betrays the Judaism in which
they had been reared ; the second explains how
they drifted outside the current of the Catholic
faith and were at last stranded.
the name ' Ebionites was given to those
Judaeo-Christian sects is not very clear. The
tendency of the Church Fathers was to trace back
such sects as the Ebionites to a personal founder.
Tertullian {de Proescr. Hoer.) in the 3rd cent,
appears to have been the first to give currency to
this view, which was held also by Epiphanius

name,

Why

'

(Hmr. XXX. 1. 17), who, without much critical
judgment, regards Ebion ('callidus ille serpens
animoque mendicus') as the author of the heresy.
This explanation, which is without foundation, has
been abandoned in modem times, though Hilgenfeld
advocated it (Ketzergesch. 422 f.). There can be
little doubt that the name is derived from the Heb.
]V2«, 'poor.'
But, while this is clear, it is not
equally clear on what ground the Ebionites were
so designated. The name gave scope for ' Patristic
scorn,' and its bearers were denounced for poverty
of intellect, poverty of faith, or poverty of Christology (Origen, c. Celsum, ii. 1 cf. de Princip. iv. 22,
and in Matth. I. xvi. 12, ry 'E^Lojvaiui Kal TTTwx^OovTt
Though the designation
repl rtiv els 'Ir](ToOv TrlaTiv).
gave a convenient handle for Patristic sarcasms,
It
it is improbable that its origin was so subtle.
is much more likely that it was originally a nickname given by the Jews to describe those who
attached themselves to the religion of Jesus Christ,
and who actually were among the poorer classes.
The epithet, given originally in contempt, came to
be used by Jewish Christians themselves, and
gloried in, as describing sufficiently a characteristic
;

of their order. By and by it lost its original
signitiance, as names do ; and in course of time it
came to describe the sections of Jewish Christians
who either failed to advance towards Catholicity
or receded into more or less of antagonism to it.
When we endeavour to
sect.
2. Origin of
account historically for the pseudo-Jewish-Christians known as Ebionites, we are brought face to
face with well-known facts in the nature and
history of Judaism. Judaism, with its inheritance
from the past, and its altogether unique appreciation of the Mosaic Law, was essentially a national
religion.
It might become the soU in which there
should gi'ow a Catholic faith, but in itself the
religion of the Jews was intensely particularistic
we see
and national. From the records of the
how there arose a form of faith, known as Jewish
endeavour
this
was
an
Christianity.
In substance
to combine what was characteristic in Judaism
with a faith in Jesus as the Messiah, the Son of

—

NT

—

—

;
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God, and the Saviour of the world. To begin with,
this Jewish Christianity must have held, as one of
presuppositions, that the observance of the
its
Mosaic Law was necessary to Christianity (cf.
and,
Hamack, Hist, of Dogma, Eng. tr., i. 289)
so far as we can trace its history, this remained
one of its characteristics, though, as we shall see,
some Jewish Christians were much more tolerant
How, then, did this Jewish Christhan others.
tianity develop in contact with the facts of history ?
If we read aright the history of the ApostoUo
age, we see in it the gradual process whereby
Christianity freed itself from the swaddling bands
of Judaism a process which was not achieved
without a struggle.
To the first leaders of the
Jerusalem Church the truth was not always clear
that the Christian religion was independent of
Mosaism. The first concession wrung from Jewish
Christians was that, while the Law was binding on
themselves as Jews bom, it was not essential for
;

—

observe its enactments.
Gentile Christianity to
That concession was the emancipating act of the
Jerusalem conference, and it was due in large
measure to the labours and propaganda of St. Paul.
While the work and the teaching of the latter were
inteUigible to the spiritually-minded men at the
head of the Jerusalem Church, and, however
revolutionary, were accepted by them, it by no
means followed that they were intelligible or
acceptable to the mass of the Jews who had become
converts to the Messiahship of Jesus. This is clear
from the hostility which dogged St. Paul's footsteps from city to city ; and it becomes clearer in
after-history, when that hostility developed into
Ebionism, which is simply the residuum of the
struggles and heart-burnings of the age when the
religion of Jesus Christ shook off the trammels of

inquire narrowly into the divisions of the sect, we
encounter considerable difficulties.
These arise
from the fact that the Fathers on whom we rely
for our information are not agreed as to who were
or were not Ebionites, and as to what precisely
constituted the heresy of Ebionism.
Probably
at one period the nicknames ' Ebionites
and
Nazarenes ' were given indiscriminately to JudseoChristiaus.
When the names lost their original
significance, and when Jewish Christianity in the
Apostolic sense passed away, it was not always
easy to say what or where were the heretics to
whom the designation Ebionites ' had come to be
applied. Moreover, when it is remembered that
these obscure sects were found in places as far
apart as Syria and Rome, and that writers had few
'

'

'

exact verification, it can be understood
that divergences in description were liable to creep
in. At the same time, it will be seen that, as a
whole, the testimony is singularly consistent.
facilities for

We

may begin with a passage from Justin Martyr in the
cent., who, in his Dialogue with Try-pho, tells
us that in his day there were two distinct classes of Jewish
Christiana. The one observed the Mosaic Law themselves, but
associated with the believing Gentiles, and did not insist on the
observance of the Law by them. The other class refused to have
fellowship with Gentile Christians until they had complied with
the requirements of the Mosaic Law [Dial. c. Trypk. cfa. xlvii.).
Thus, we find the antagonism, already apparent in the NT,
perpetuated and intensified in the middle of the 2nd century.
One section of Judseo-Christianity had a tendency towards a
Catholic faith, the other had a tendency bacli to Judaism
and
in following this tendency the second class fell out of the
Catholic movement and became heretical.
Probably Justin
had in view the developed tendency of the second class when,
in ch. xlviii. of the Dialogue, he refers to some of the Jewish
race who
admit that He [our Lord] is Christ, while holding
Him to be man of men.' Subsequent writers describe these
Jewish Christians of Justin as
Ebionites,' and give to the
tolerant section the name ' Nazarenes.'
The distinction was
clear in the 4th cent, to Epiphanius (Eaer. xxts.), and to
Jerome.
The
latter
found
dweUing in Persea
the
Nazarenes
Judaism.
beyond Jordan, and classed them with the Ebionites,
At this point we are able to estimate the they held to the Virgin Birth and the Divine Sonshipalthough
'
dtmi
influence of the national upheaval which ended in volunt et Judaei esse et Christiani, nee Judaei sunt, nee Christhe fall of Jerusalem in a.d. 70. It was an age of tiani ' (Ep. 112 ad August, c. 13).
It is remarkable that tiie writers who follow Justin, towards
passion, perplexity, and agitation ; an age when
the end of the 2nd cent, and the first half of the 3rd,
Irenaeus,
clamoured for extreme views ; an age Hippoiytus, and TertuiUan, there is only one section of Ebionextreme
which naturally gave birth to sectarianism. After ites known, viz. those wlio deny the Divinity of our Lord.
the fall of Jerusalem, the Christian Church was IreUEeus, in the end of the 2nd cent., is the first to use the name
Ebiontei (1. xxvi. 2, m. xi. 7, m. XV. 1, xxi. 1, iv. xxxiii. 4, v.
re-constituted at PeUa ;
but it was a changed i. 3). He is closely followed by Hippolytus (Hcer. vii. 34 ; cf.
The Jewish element in it had ceased to 'Tert. de Prcescr. Hoer. 33), while Origen in the middle of the
Church.
be predominant. The passing away of the Temple, 3rd cent, has several references to the Ebionites. In one he
Those Jews who have received Jesus as Christ are called
the rude triumph of the Gentile, and the cruel says
by the name of Ebionites (c. Cels. ii. 1). In another he makes
hands that had been laid on the sacred memorials reference to the Ebionites as 'deriving their name from the
of the past combined to cause a shock under which poverty of their intellect ' {de Princip. iv. 22). In a third referFurther, at Pella the ence, he writes of *the twofold sect of Ebionites [oi SittoI
Mosaic ritual staggered.
•EjSioii'aroi], who either acknowledge with us that Jesus was
Church was recruited from the Essenes, and an born of a virgin, or deny this, and maintain that He was beand by gotten like other human beings (c. Cels. v. 61). This is so far
Essene element began to penetrate it.
the Church came back to Jerusalem ; and then clear, and Origen's distinction is entirely in agreement with
But in a
of Jerome, to which we have already referred.
Under Hadrian the Jews that
came a final crash.
subsequent passage (c, Cets. v. 65) Origen says that ' both classes
rebelled ; Bar Cochba led a forlorn hope (a.d. 132)
Epistles
of St.
of Ebionites' ('E/Stw^atoi a/i<^oTepoO reject the
the Jews were expelled from Jerusalem ; sacrifices Paul. It is probable that he is somewhat confused here, because
Nazarenes,
who
held
sources
that
the
the
Capitolina was founded it is clear from other
were prohibited ;
Virgin Birth, did not reject the Pauline Epistles. A simple ex(a.d. 138) ; and in place of the old Judaism, which planation would be that Origen had not the same opportunity
in turn had yielded to Judseo-Christianity, there as Jerome of ascertaining the distinctive tenets of the Nazarenes
(cf. Ritschl, Entstehung der altkath. Eirche, 1857, p. 156 f.).
was a Church presided over by a Gentile bishop
Lightfoot {Com. on Galatians. p. 318) approves of the further
a Church in which Jews and Gentiles had become suggestion that, if originally the names * Nazarenes and
Jewish Christianity had passed ; and those
one.
Ebionites' were applied to Jewish Christians, it was inevitable
that some confusion should enter into the Patristic narratives
still clung to their national forms, and tried
middle of the 2nd

;

*

'

:

—

—

men

:

'

'

By

'

^Ua

'

'

who

to combine them with a belief in the Messiahship
When the
of Jesus, were driven into heresy.
Church discards a belief which it has outgrown,
who
retain
belief
is to
that
the tendency of those

(cf.

Ritschl, op.

cit.

p. 168).

If, then, we are to accept Origen's distinction (in which he is
iii. 27), we find that the Ebionites
followed by Eusebius,
fall into two classes, the first acknowledging the Virgin Birth,
the other holding that Jesus was simply the son of Joseph and
the
'To the first alone is the name 'Nazarenes' given
The Church having outgrown Mary.
become heretical.
second class are never known except by the name ' Ebionites.'
Jewish Christianity, Judso-Christians tended to There is another form of Ebionism described to us by Epiphanius
return to Judaism. The time came when Judaism {Ecer. XXX.). It is sometimes kno\vn as Essene or Gnostic
sometimes as syncretistic Judseo-Christianity. Apart
simply masqueraded in the guise of Christianity. Ebionism,
from Gnostic influences, therefore, pseudo-Jewish Christianity
'
Orthodoxy, when left behind by the culture of appears in various shades and forms, tolerant or otherwise
the age, and deserted by public opinion, becomes forms known as Nazarenism ' and Ebionism.' In Nazarenism,
became stationary (Uhlhorn, PRE^, art.
heresy ' (Hase ; see Hagenbach, Hist, of Doctrines, Jewish Christianity
in Ebionism, as distinct from Nazarenism, it beEbioniten ')
i. 68).
heretical,
and this aspect of Ebionism may be
highly
came
OF Ebionism.
we begin to described as Pharisaic. Under Gnostic and Essene influences
II.
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;

'

'

'

:
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'
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whom

Jewish Christianity became highly syncretietlc, at well as
heretical.
We may group the characteristicB of all the Kbionitee under the three (iiviaions 'Nazarente,'
Pharisaic Ebionites,' and 'Gnostic Ebionitea.'
The relations between the
different parties may be outlined in a table, uuch as tho foUow-

ing to

ing:

In a sense Cerinthus

A, Gentiles

{{I2)
'(1)

the viewHof the Ehionites corresponded

closely with the teaehiiiga of Cerinthus, whose personality and influence, an we shall afterwards see,
were of great significance in the history of heresy.

*

{q.v.)

may be

....

Non-Christian = Heathenism.
Christian

.

)

described as the
Merged

in

YChriHtian Church
rNon-hereticaI=Jud[eo-Chri8tianity
J
afttr a.u. 138.
((a) Those wlio accepted supernatural birth of Jesus, 1
„
JVazaren«».
LHerotical
with undeveloped Christolog-y
J- =
I (&) Those who accepted Messiahship of Jesus, denied
^Pharisaic
Virtfin Birth, and hated tit. Paul
.
, /
Ehionites.
\'=lia«emiotanoitic
Those who became snostioized
.

Christian

.

.

.

I

B. Jews

.

.

JCc)

(2)

—

I. Nazarenes.
The authorities for our knowledge of the Nazarenes are mainly Epiphanius
{Hier. xxix.) and Jei'ome {de Vir. lUus. § 3, and
various passages in his commentaries). Epiphanius
includes the Nazarenes in his list of heretics, but
his account is confused
and in regard to their
Christology in particular he confesses that he does
not know much (Hcer. xxix. 7). He is aware, however, that the Nazarenes were execrated by the
Jews, and that they used the Gospel of Matthew
;

complete (eiiayyfKiov vX-qpiiTTaTov) in Hebrew (i6. 9).
According to Epiphanius and Jerome, these Nazarenes were to be found in the 4th cent, mainly
about Pella beyond Jordan. Jerome had unusual
facilities for knowing about them, and, when we
Eiece together the various passages in which we
ave any account of them (cf. Schliemann, Clement,
p. 445 S. ), we learn that they entertained the following beliefs.
They accepted the Divinity of
Christ, holding that He was bom of the Virgin
Mary. They admitted the Apostleship of St. Paul
(cf. Jerome, in Is. III. ix. 1,
qui novissimus Apostolorum omnium fuit'). Although they wished to
remain Jews themselves and to retain the obligation of the Mosaic Law, they did not desire to bind
these obligations on Gentile Christians, nor did
they refuse to have fellowship with them. They
mourned over the unbelief of the Jewish nation,
and eagerly looked for the time when the Jews
who loved them not should believe in Christ. It is
difficult to describe their Christology, except that,
as compared with the Catholic doctrine of Christ,
it was primitive and undeveloped.
They held to
the supernatural birth of Christ. They described
Him as the lirst-born of the Holy Spirit.' The
Holy Spirit was the ii-rp-qp'lriaov from the hour of
His birth. At His baptism the 'omnis fons Spiritus
Sancti descended on Jesus (Jerome, Com. in Is.
IV. xi. 1).
It is difficult to describe such an indefinite Christology, but probably Domer is right
when he says
They did not hold a pre-existing
hypostasis of the Divine in Christ, but only His
pre-existence in God generally and His Spirit'
{Person of Christ, I. i. 193). Anyhow, it is clear
that, while their view of Christ had risen far above
Judaism and had not degenerated into Pharisaic
Ebionism, it had not developed into the Catholic
doctrine.
It was an arrested belief.
It may be
added that there is a strong probability that the
work called The Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs,
written not long after the fall of Jerusalem, and
while the memory of that event was fresh, belongs
'

'

'

:

,

Non-Christian = Judaism.

'

to the circle of the Nazarenes.
This is the view of
Ritschl {Entsteh. d. altknth. Kirche, p. 172) and of
Lightfoot (Gal. p. 319 ff.); Ritschl, indeed, holds

that the author was a Nazarene (op. cit. p. 173).
2. Pharisaic (non-Gnostic) Ebionism.— (1) Our
authorities for this form of Ebionism are chiefly
the following Irenasus (adv. Hcer. I. xxvi.. III. xv.,
V. iii.); Hippolytus (Hmr. vii. 22, x. 18); Epiphanius (Hcer. XXX.) Eusebius (HE iii. 27) ; Ter:

;

tuUian (de Prcescr. xlviii.); and Theodoret (jy<Er.
Fab. ii. 2). Our first authority is Irenseus, accord-

father of heresy.
stated by Irenjeus

The views of Cerinthus

are thus

He

represented Jesus as having not been born of a virgin,
but as being the son of Joseph and Mary according to the
ordinary course of human generation, while he nevertheless was
more righteous, prudent, and wise than other men. Moreover,
after his baptism, Christ descended upon him in the form of
n dove from the Supreme Ruler, and then he proclaimed the
unlinown Father, and performed miracles. But at last Christ
departed from Jesus, and then Jesus suffered and rose again,
while Christ remained impassible, inasmuch as he was a spiritual
being' (Iren. I. xxvi. Hipp. vii. 21).
*

;

With these views of Cerinthus the Pharisaic
Ehionites agreed. In their Christology they further
taught that 'Jesus was justified by fulfilling the
Law. And therefore it was that he was named
Christ of God, and Jesus, since not one of the rest
[of mankind] had observed completely the Law.
For, if any other had fulfilled the commandments
in the Law, he would have been that Clirist (Hipp,
vii. 22).
Further, according to Hippolytus, they
alleged 'that they themselves also, when in like
manner they fulfil [the Law], are able to become
Christs for they assert that our Lord Himself was
a man in a like sense with all' (Hipp. vii. 22).
Apart from their Christology, we learn that the
Pharisaic Ehionites rigorously adhered to the
Mosaic Law ; that they used the Gospel according
to St. Matthew only ; that they repudiated the
Apostle Paul ; and, indeed, that they were so
Judaic in their style of life that they even adored
Jerusalem as if it were the house of God (Iren.
'

;

I.

xxvi.).

From what is thus told us by Irenseus and
Hippolytus we can gather an accurate conception
of the general character of Pharisaic Ebionism.
It was a mutilated Christianity, false to the spirit
(2)

of the Christ in whom it professed to believe.
Its
adherents were true to the monotheism of the OT,
but, when they refused to harmonize the Person of
Christ with historical monotheism, they became
false both to the spirit of Christianity and to the
true spirit of the OT. They betrayed the soil in
which their teaching was bred by their clinging to
the Law, their exclusion of the Gentiles, their
ostracism of St. Paul, and their reverence for Jerusalem. They showed also their Pharisaism in their
denial of the supernatural birth of Christ, in place
of which they put His baptism. Their Christology
contains certain speculative elements which show
influences outside Judaism.
Indeed, this form of
Ebionism, as a whole, shows a certain vitality and
power of progress, though the progress was in the
wrong direction— away from the Catholic faith,
not towards it.
Not much need be added from subsequent writers to complete the picture as

it is given us by Irenaeus and Hippolytus.
Epiphanius, however, gives a few details which may be referred
We learn from him that Pharisaic Ehionites were much
to.
more widely scattered than the Nazarenes, who were found
mainly in the neighbourhood of Pella. Pharisaic Ebionism had

Rome (U<bt. x.xx. 18). We learn, also, from
Epiphanius something of the silly scurrilities in which the
Ehionites indulged about the Apostle Paul. They circulated
the story that he was really a Gentile by birth,' who, after
coming to Jerusalem, endeavoured to marry the high priest's
daughter, but failed, even though he had become a proselyte.
His wounded vanity, according to the Ehionites, drove him int«
travelled as far as

;'

We

have seen
bitter hostility to the Jewa (Hcer. xxx. 18, 26).
that these Pharisaic Ebionites used a Gospel of Matthew, and
Epiphanius gives us an interesting; glimpse of the Baptism narrative in the recension of the Gospel used by them.
The most
striking point is the account of the voices heard from heaven at
the baptism of Jesus : ' Thou art my beloved son ; in thee I am
well pleased ; and again : * I have this day begotten thee
(Hcer, xxx. 13). Thus, the Baptism narrative, as given in the
Ebionitic recension of Matthew's Gospel, was clearly meant to
show that the day of the Ghrist-birth dated only from the
'

(of.

;
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baptism.

—

'

Then only did Jesus reach the dignity

Justin, Dial.

c.

Tryph. oh.

of Messiahship

xlix.).

Certainly the most characteristic feature of
Pharisaic Ebionism was its Christology. The life
of the Jesus whom it recognized as the Christ fell
into two distinct and clearly defined parts. At the
point of cleavage stood the baptism. Up to the
moment of His baptism Jesus was a man, on
the level of common humanity, and inheriting the
tendency of human nature to sin. His sonship up
to the point of His baptism was purely ethical, and
along the line of that ethical sonship it was possible,
so the Ebionites said, for any man to be a Christ.
Jesus was pre-eminent, in that first part of His life,
for virtue.
He was, like other men, justified
through the Law, but so pre-eminent was He in
justice, prudence, and wisdom' that He became
worthy to be the Messiah, and at His baptism that
It was His
seal of worthiness was placed on Him.
birthday as Messiah. Then did He become worthy
to be the Messiah, and then only did He Himself
become conscious that He was tne Messiah ; for,
at that moment when the voice from heaven said,
'This day have I begotten tliee,' there descended
on Jesus, and entered into Him, a new power, viz.
the Christ. This power was not God, and could
not be God, for God was infinitely supreme and
could not stoop to union with a man. Ebionism
at this point returns to the monotheism, in all its
rigidity, which it conceived to be the masterthought of Judaism. What then was this power ?
It was not God, but, though created, it had 'a
proper pre-existing hypostasis.' This power was
the Christ, who entered into union with Jesus, not
to redeem the world, but to be the prophet of a
new order, and to make known the Father. Then
only, after the Christ had united with, and entered
into, the man Jesus, was He able to perform
miracles.
It ought, therefore, to be kept clear, in
connexion with Pharisaic Ebionism, that the office
of the Christ, so united with Jesus, was not redemptive, but prophetic. The union of the Christ,
who was no mere impersonal power, with the man
Jesus was not an indissoluble union, for the Christ
before the death of Jesus departed from Him.
Only Jesus suffered and rose again ; the Christ had
re-ascended and returned to ' His own Pleroma
(Iren. III. xi. 1 ; and cf. Lightfoot, Colossians, p.
264 f.).
It is clear that Gnosticism had already be^un its
work in connexion with the doctrine of the Cnurch.
If, according to Gnostic speculation, matter was
essentially evil, it was impossible that a spiritual
Being, such as God, could come into union with it
and therefore the way must be found by the indwelling for a time in Jesus of One who was above
the angels and a created power. Thus Gnosticism
passed over into Jewish Christianity in the form of
Ebionism, the link being Cerinthus.
This form of
3. Gnostic or Essene Ebionism.
Ebionism may be described (as by Harnack) as
(3)

'

—

syncretistic

Jewish Christianity.

It is differenti-

ated from Pharisaic Ebionism by the fact that it
has incorporated in it elements which were not
indigenous to Jewish soil. But the problem is
not altogether simple to trace, either as to their
origin or as to their character, the speculative elements which are found in this type of Ebionism.
The chief authority for a knowledge of these
Gnostic Ebionites is Epiphanius (.Effsr, xix., xxx.).

—

Characteristics of their teaching are found also in
Hippolytus (Hcer. ix. 8-12, Clark's tr.), Origen
(Euseb.
vi. 38), and the pseudo-Clementines.
may best approach Gnostic Ebionism
(1)
through the teaching of Cerinthus, to whom reference has already been made. This heresiarch was
a Jew, disciplined in the teaching of the Egyptians '(Hipp. Hcer. vii. 21, x. 17), and the sphere
of his activity was in proconsular Asia (Iren. I.
XX vi. ; Epiph. Hcer. xx viii. 1 ). From what we have
already seen of his teaching, it is clear that it was
Ebionitic.
He held the obligation of the Law
he repudiated the teaching of St. Paul; he rejected
the pre-existence of Jesus Christ and he taught
the millennial reign of the Messiah in Jerusalem.
The one point in which his teaching departed from ti'pical
Pharisaic Ebionism was in regard to his doctrine of creation.
Cerinthus taught that the world was not made by the primary
God, but by a certain power far separated
from that
Principality who is supreme over the universe, and ignorant of
him who is above all (Iren. I. xxvi.). According to Cerinthus,
an immense gulf yawned between God and this world. He
bridged it by the conception of a power, inferior to God and
ignorant of Him, the world-maker or demiurge (cf. Lightfoot,

HE
We
'

;

'

.

.

.

'

Col. p. 107 ft. ; Neander, Ch. Mist. ii. 42 fl., Bohn's ed. 1850-68).
affinity of this conception of a demiurge with Gnostic
speculations on the evil inherent in the physical world is apparent. In Cerinthus we have the first historical representative
of Gnostic speculation linked with Judeeo-Christianity. He sets
forth a teaching which is certainly heretical Jewish Christianilgor Pharisaic Ebionism ; but on that teaching he has grafted a
speculation which is certainly not Jewish. When the tendency
thus shown in Cerinthus the tendency, namely, to incorporate
with Jewish Christianity speculative elements not indigenous to
Jewish soil is further developed, we have Gnostic Ebionism.

The

—

—

(2) The character of Gnostic Ebionism may be
ascertained from Epiphanius, though his account
learn, however, that
is somewhat confused.
these Ebionites agreed with those of the Pharisaic
type in holding the validity of the Law, especially
of circumcision and the Sabbath, in repudiating
St. Paul, and in denying the Virgin Birth of Jesus
Christ (Epiph. Hcer. xxx. 2, 4, 16). Their Christology was not uniform, and is somewhat indefinite.
Some of them affirmed that Adam and Christ were
one.
Others regarded Christ as a spiritual Being,
created before all things, and higher than the

We

This spiritual Being descended in Adam,
visible in the patriarchs, and at last,
clothed with Adam's body, came to earth, suffered
on the cross, rose again, and ascended back to
heaven (Hcer. xxx. 3, 16). We learn, further, that
they spoke of Christ as the successor of Moses
the only prophet whom they recognized.
Christ
was the Prophet of Truth. Jesus himself was a
mere man, who, because of super-excellent virtue,
deserved to be described as Son of God (Hcer. xxx.
angels.

was made

'

'

'

18

;

cf.

Dogma,

Eitschl, op. cit. p. 211 ; Harnack, Hist, of
Christianity, therefore, with these
i. 309).

Ebionites was simply true Mosaism, and Christ was
the successor of the prophet of Sinai. The only
part of the OT which they accepted was the Pentateuch, and even it only in part. Perhaps the most
remarkable feature of their treatment of the OT
was their rejection of the whole sacrificial system.
In their recension of Matthew's Gospel (which
Gospel alone they accepted) they made Christ give,
as one of the objects of His coming, the abrogation
of the sacrificial system (Hcer. xxx. 16 ^\6ov Kara:
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Further, they were
vegetarians and ascetics. They refused to partake
of flesh or wine, taking as their pattern St. Peter,
whose food, they said, was bread and olives (Hcer.
They also
xxx. 15 cf. Clem. Homilies, xii. 6).
followed St. Peter in his custom of daily lustraThe Lord's Supper they
tions (Hcer. xxx. 15, 21).
partook of with bread and water (ib. 16). Their
asceticism on the point of marriage was originally
strict, but it had been modified so much in course
of time that the majority of them esteemed marriage highly (ii. 2 ; cf. Clem. Horn. iii. 68).
TraOasTaL
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If, then, we take the picture of thene Ebionites,
as given us by Epiphanius, we note at once that
they have departed from the Pharisaic type in
three pronounced directions
(a) their Cnristology, while fundamentally alike, is mixed with
elements of Gnostic speculation ; (6) their asceticism is rigid, except on the point of marriage ; (c)
for their abandonment of the sacrificial system
the annals of Pharisaism contain neither precedent
nor preparation.
(3) How, then, are we to account for these diver:

gences from Pharisaic Ebioniam ? The problem is
intricate, but the solution seems clear.
There can
be little doubt that the influences incorporated in
the form of Ebioniam we are considering come
through Essenism. In this article it is not necessary to enter into a detailed description of the
characteristics, origin, or history of the Essenes
(see art. EsSENES), nor need we concern ourselves
with the perplexing questions arising round this
sect, so well described as
the great enigma of
'

Hebrew

history'

(Lightfoot, Colossians, p. 82).
It will be sufiicient to point out a few of the
characteristics of the Essenes, as these are indicated by our primary authorities (mainly Philo,
Quod omnis probus liber, § 12 f. ; Josephus,
II.
viii. 2-13, Ant. xyill. i. 5; and Pliny,
v. 17).
These characteristics may be given in the words of
Josephus, which are followed closely by Hippolytus
(E(er. ix. 13-22)
These Essenes reject pleasures as an evil, but esteem continence and the conquest over our passions to be virtue. They

HN

BJ

'

nej^lect wedlock, but
they are pliable and

choose out other persons' children while
lit for learning (BJ ll. viii. § 2).
These
persons are despisers of riches.
. There is, as it were, one
patrimony among: all the brethren '(§ 3). *Ab for their piety
toward God, ft is very extraordinary ; for before sun-rising they
speak not a word about profane matters, but put up certain
prayers, which they have received from their forefathers, as if
they made a supplication for its rising (§ &). After describing
their daily bath
cold water, and their measured eating and
drinking, Josephus says: 'They dispense their anger after a
*

.

'

.

'

m

just manner, and restrain their passion ' (§ 6). * They inquire
after such roots and medicinal stones as may cure their distempers' (§ 6). He further says that novices are tried for
three years. * If he [the novice] appear to be worthy, they then
admit him into their society. And before he is allowed to
touch their common food, he is obliged to take tremendous
oaths . . . and that he will neither conceal anything from
those of his own sect, nor discover any of their doctrines to
others, no not though any one should compel him so to do at
the hazard of his life . . . and will equally preserve the books
belonging to their sect, and the names of the angels' (§ 7).
* What they most of all honour, after God
Himself, is the name
of their legislator [Moses], whom if any one blaspheme he is
punished capitally ' (§ 9). ' They are stricter than any other of
the Jews in resting from their labours on the seventh day ' (§ 9).
* They contemn the miseries of life, and are
above pain by the
generosity of their mind (§ 10). Their doctrine of anthropology,
according to Josephus, is that bodies are corruptible, and that
the matter they are made of is not permanent, fjut that the
Bouls are immortal, and continue for ever' (5 11). Josephus,
further, tells us that 'there is another order of Essenes who
agree with the rest as to their way of living, and customs, and
laws, but differ from them in the point of marriage' (§ 13). In
another passage he makes this remark : ' 'The doctrine of the
Essenes is this, that all things are best ascribed to God. They
teach the immortality of souls, and esteem that the rewards of
righteousness are to be earnestly striven for, and when they
send what they have dedicated to God into the temple, they do
not offer sacrifices, because they have more pure lustrations of
their own * (Ant. xviii. i. 5).
'
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side, thoy were true to their .lewish faith, for,
in their regard for Moses and the Law and the
Sabbath, they were simply ' Pharisees in a superlative degree (SchUrer, lHjP il. ii. 210).
But, on
the other side, in the secrecy of their monastic life,
in their scorn of marriage, in their incipient sunworship, in their magical arts, in their rejection
of animal sacrifice, and in their anthropology and
doctrine of immortality tliey show remarkable and

one

'

emphatic divergences from the Pharisaic type of
Judaism, and such an influence from extraneous
tendencies of thought that Essenism may deservedly be called Gnostic Judaism and one has difficulty in believing that it could be wholly a growth
from Jewish soil (as Frankel), although it may be
that it was the carrying out of the idea of a universal Jewish priesthood {aa Ritschl).
It is not
;

material for us to inquire here as to the sources of
these foreign customs and tendencies of thought
whether from Pythagorean sources (as Zeller), or
from Parsi influences (as Lightfoot), or from both
(as Schiirer).
One point, however, must be kept
in view that the Essenes, in their withdrawal from
worldly pursuits, and in their doctrine of the immortality of the soul, show the influence of the
speculative idea that matter is essentially evil
an idea which reached a full development in
Gnosticism.
may conclude, then, that Gnostic Ebionism,
in the form we have described, and as given in
Epiphanius, has assimilated elements from Essenism.
Its asceticism in meat and in drink, its persistent rejection of sacrifice, and its speculative
elements have come through Essenism.
In the
matter of marriage the Ebionites of Epiphanius
go back to Pharisaism, or to that milder party of
:

—

We

Essenes to which Josephus refers. If it be asked
the combination could have taken place, the
answer is clear. Before the fall of Jerusalem a
filtering down of Christian thought must have
taken place.
After the fall of Jerusalem the
Essenes disappear as a separate party, and it is
reasonable to believe that many of them attached
themselves to the Judeeo-Christian Church at Pella,
observing, as they must have done, the fulfilment
before their eyes of prophecies uttered by Christ
in regard to the doom of Jerusalem (cf. Ritschl,
op. cit. p. 223).
When they took this step, it
would be hard to imagine that they left their
Essenism behind them ; and it would be incredible that an order and a system of thought so
definite and so masterful as Essenism should have
been without influence in the development of Jewish

when

'

Much

of what Josephus records is confirmed
Philo, and a single remark may be quoted
from Pliny : ' There flock to them from afar many
who, wearied of battling with the rough sea of life,
drift into their system ' {HN v. 17).
are able,
without further detail, to understand the leading
characteristics of the Essenes. They were brethren
of a common order an order characterized by a
rigid asceticism, more especially in regard to food
and marriage.
They cultivated medicinal and
magical knowledge. They preserved their books
with absolute secrecy. Their devotion to Mosaism
was fervent. They practised a rudimentary sunworship. They rejected animal sacrifices. They
believed in the immortality of the soul only. On

by

We

—

Christianity.
(4) The form of Ebionism which we have described
may be illustrated further from the Book of Elkesai

and the pseudo-Clementine literature. In the one
we see not merely the essential features of Essene
Ebionism, but the indications of an effort to propagate the system westwards in the other we see
Essene Ebionism assuming a literary dress. In regard to both, while we have the features of Essene
or Gnostic Ebionism, as we have already described
them, we seem to be standing at an advanced stage
of non-Christian and syncretistic Judaism, in which
an effort is made to eliminate from Mosaism its
more national and limited elements, and to commend it to the world as a universal religion. While
the book of Elkesai and the pseudo-Clementine
literature have their distinctive peculiarities, yet
in both we discern, with some modifications, the
features of the Essene Ebionism presented to us
by Epiphanius. It will not be necessary here to
do more than to indicate generally the system of
thought in the book of Elkesai and in the pseudoClementines, with their differences and agreements
one with the other, and with Essene Ebionism as
a whole. See, further, art. Elkesaites.
;

'
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The chief authority for our knowledge of the book of Elkesai
Hippolytus {Hcer. ix. 8-12, x. 26), whose account is in the
main confirmed by Epiphaniua (Hcet. xix., xxx., liii.) and Origen
(Eua. HE vi. 38). Hippolytus came into personal contact with
the Elkesaites, met them point by point in argument, and felt
no little satisfaction with himself over the issue. He tells us

three works
one containing twenty Homilies
another generally known as the Recognitions, and
preserved in a translation by Rufinus; and, thirdly,
an Epitome of the Homilies a work of little significance.
The literature, which is spurious but of
great importance, goes under the name of the wellknown Clement of Rome. The problems connected
with this literature are varied and intricate, while
the uncertainties associated with it are among the

18

—

that in the time of Callistus (that is, about the year 222) there
came to Rome from Syria one called Alcibiades, a cunning
man, and full of desperation {Hcer. ix. 8), who brought with
him a book, Elkesai, the contents of which had been the subject
of direct revelation by an angel. Alcibiades asserted that the
angel was Son of God,' and with the angel went a female called
Holy Spirit.' He also declared that there was preached unto
men a new remission of sins, in the third year of Trajan's reign
{i.e. A.D. 100).
Hippolytus characterizes this as the operation
of a spurious spirit, and the invention of a heart inflated with
pride,* The book, according to Hippolytus, insisted on circumcision and the Law.
Its doctrine of Christ was partly Judaistic
and partly Gnostic. It taught that Christ was born as other
men, 'but that both previously a nd that frequently again He
had been born and would be born (ix. 9).
[Christ] would thus
appear and exist, undergoing alternations of birth, and having
His aoul transferred from body to body.' Hippolytus further
tells us that the Ellkesaites devote themselves to [the] tenets of
mathematicians, and astrologers, and magicians, as if they were
true (ix. 9). The chief point in the system of Elhenai was its
doctrine of the forgiveness of sins. Hippolytus gives us a clear
account of its teaching on that point. The book taught forgiveness of sins on renewed baptism in [the] name of the Great and
Most High God, and in [the] name of His Son, the Mighty King,'
provided, further, that the person being baptized 'adjure for
himself those seven witnesses that have been described in this
book the heaven, and the water, and the holy spirits, and the
angels of prayer, and the oil, and the salt, and the earth '(ix. 10).
Such a renewed baptism, Along with the magical incantations of
Elkesai, was effectual, not for sins only, but for sickness, such as
consumption, or for accidents, such as a dog-bite. The book,
'
finally, enjoined that its mysteries should be kept secret
Do
not recite this account to all men, and guard carefully these
precepts, because all men are not faithful, nor are all women
straightforward (ix. 12),
'

'

'

most numerous

in Church history and doctrine.
Indeed, the only statements which may be made
with certainty are that the literature is not from
the hand of Clement of Rome, and that it is the
literary dress of a Gnostic Ebionism.
It may, further, be said that the Ebionism is not so strmgent
as in Elkesaism, and that much greater stress is
laid on Christian elements. The pseudo-Clementine
literature cannot be ignored by any historian of the
early Church, though we may rightly refuse to
agree with the extravagant claims of Baur, and
may doubt if it gives such brilliant disclosures'
(Hilgenfeld) as some criticr^ imagine.
The problems connected with the pseudo-Clementine literature may be briefly stated, though a discussion of them cannot

*

'

*

'

'

*

'

*

*

:

'
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;

of the Elkesaites thus given

by Hippolytus an account confirmed by Epipnanius and Origen it is clear that there were
the strongest affinities between their tenets and

;

—

those of the Essene Ebionites. Indeed, it may be
said that the Elkesaites were a step in the develop-

ment

of Essene Ebionism

(cf.

Ritschl, op.

cit.

p.

The

Christology, which is the surest test of
most respects alike. In both, Adam
and Christ are identified, and there is the same
belief in successive incarnations.
The Elkesaites
also agreed with the Essene Ebionites in holding
the obligation of the Law, in rejection of sacrifices
(with a consequent free handling of the OT), hatred
of St. Paul, abstinence from flesh and wine, frequent
lustrations, approval of marriage, and secrecy in
regard to their books, customs, invocations, and
magical rites. The peculiar element in the book
and in the beliefs of the Elkesaites is the doctrine of
forgiveness through renewed baptisms and magical
invocations.
Undoubtedly, there is present here a
heathen influence, foreign to Jewish soil. Uhlhom
has correctly described it as 'a strong heathen
naturalistic element' (art. Elkesaiten,' in PRE^).
Probably this doctrine of forgiveness through renewed baptism was meant to take the place of the
OT sacrifices (cf. Clem. Recog. i. 39).
On the whole, then, we may conclude that the
differences between the Essene Ebionites and the
Elkesaites were small, practically the only point
of divergence being the new doctrine of forgiveness.
The roots of Elkesaism, as of Essene Ebionism, go
back to that period after the fall of Jerusalem
which, according to Hegesippus, was the birthday
of sectarianism (Eus.
iii. 32).
In Elkesai,
Essene Ebionism in the beginning of the 3rd cent.,
and under strong heathen influences, took a step
222).
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—

;
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in a direction away both from Judaism and from
Catholic Christianity, the impelling influence probably being a desire to commend its tenets to the
world by the fiction of a new revelation. In the
pseudo- Clementine literature, as we shall see,
Essene Ebionism developed in other directions,
equally removed from Judaism, but less out of
touch with the spirit of Catholic Christianity.
(6) The pseudo-Clementine literature consists of

There is, for one, the problem as to whether
the pseudo-Clementines or the book of Elkesai has the priority
in time. The conclusion accepted generally (though not by
Ritschl) is that the pseudo-Clementines presuppose the book
and doctrine of the ""-Ikesaites. Connected with this is the
problem of date, whicj it is impossible to solve until the further
problem is settled as to the priority of the parts. How difficult
and intricate the latter problem is becomes at once clear when
it is seen bow divided opinion is among 'the most eminent
critics.'
Baur, Schliemann, Uhlhorn (at first), and Lightfoot
give the priority to the Homilies Ritschl, Lechler, Hilgenfeld,
and Salmon, to the Recognitions. If the Recognitions is first
in point of time, its date may be as early as a.d. 140 if second
in point of time, the date may be towards the middle of the
3rd century. On the whole the position may be assumed here
that the literature, at least in the present form, belongs to the
earlier part of the 3rd century.
The trend of opinion is in
favour of the view that both the Horn, and the Recog. are
based on a common source such as the Kerygma of Peter, the
historical contents of which may be best seen in the Recog., the
doctrinal in the Homilies. There is a further problem as to
the aim of the writer or writers. It is conceded that the literature is coloured throughout by Ebionism, but it is not clear if
it was meant solely as an Ebionitic propaganda.
On this point
very diverse views are held, as Harnack's, that in the Homilien
we have a Catholic revision of a heterodox original, or Bigg's,
that we have an Ebionitic revision of an older Catholic origmal.
There is, finally, the problem of the place of writing whether
Rome or Syria, or both.
In this welter of opinions and tangle of problems, one hesitates to express any opinion but it seems to the present writer,
on the whole, most probable that the Recognitions is prior in
time, as it is certainly nearer to Catholic sentiment, and less
anti-Pauline, than the Homilies. Further, it is probable that
the literature, as a whole, hails from Syria, that it belongs to
the earlier part of the 3rd cent., and that it bears a close
relation to Essene Ebionism, whether the Ebionism was in
the original or engrafted on it. Probablj-, also, the pseudoClementines have some connexion, but by way of repulsion,
with the Marcionites, with their developed dualism, and their
extravagant ultra-Pauline tendencies. To the authors of the
pseudo-Clementine literature Christianity was not the sudden
and unhistorical thing Marcion supposed it to be Christianity
was purified Mosaism, and Adam and Christ were one.
When we consider the teaching of the pseudo-Clementines,
apart from questions of origin and apart from the literary form
in which the teaching is dressed (* Tendenz-roman '), we cannot
fail to observe the Ebionism in which the literature ia steeped.
Certainly its parts are not all equally Ebionitic, for it is plain
that in the Recognitions the stamp of Ebionism is much less
marked than in the Homilies. The writer of the Recognitions
is, on the one hand, much less Judaistic, as in his practical
ignoring of circumcision ; and, on the other, much nearer the
Catholic standpoint, as in his rejection of the anti-Pauline
passages which he probably found in the original of his work.
But, as a whole, the literature presents us with the features
already familiar to us in Essene Ebionism.
Compared, for
instance, with the book of Elkesai, the pseudo-Clementines
hold substantially the same Christology. They view Jewish
law and custom from the same standpoint. In their rejection
of sacrifice, in their refusal to accept St. Paul's teaching, in
their encouragement of marriage, in their abstinence from
animal food, and in the concealment and secrecy enjoined on
their adherents, they attach themselves to the same syncretistic
and JudBBO-Cliristian type of thought which we have seen to he
characteristic of the Elkesaites and of Essene Ebionism generally.
As a whole, the system departs from the book of Elkesai
mainly on two points (a) in the toning down of the rigid
demand for circumcision, and (&) in its silence with regard to
the peculiar doctrine of Elkenai on far^iveness.
find a place here.

—
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In the Cliristology of the pseudo-ClementineH,
the most Btrikinj; feature is the doctrine of the
True Prophet. If the aim of life ia to obtain tlie
highest good, knowledge is essential. Uod has,
indeed, revealed Himself at the beginning, but sin
has intervened. The True Prophet, therefore, becomes necessary. He has come again and again.
the seven pillars of the world
He has come
Adam, Enoch, Noah, Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, and
Moses and finally, he has come in Christ. Christ,
Moses, and Adam are incarnations of the True
Prophet (i/om. ii. 6, iii. 11, 20, 49; Recog. i. 16,
cf. Becog. i. 45,
a man over men, who is
40, 41
Christ Jesus '). Thus to follow Moses or to believe
Christ leads equally to salvation, for, there being
one teaching by both, God accepts him who has
believed either of these {Horn. viii. 6). According
to the pseudo-Clementines, therefore, Christianity
is simply reformed Judaism' (Baur, Do^mengesch.
vol. i. ), or, as Niedner puts it, Christianity is only a
restoration of the primitive religion in time, and an
enlargement of it in space {Kirchengesch.', Berlin,
1866, p. 246). Clearly, liowever, in the Christology
thus presented there is no room for the Deity of
Christ.
He is simply a created being. On the
point of Christ's Ueity, the pseudo-Clementines
leave no doubt, for Peter is made to say
Our
Lord neither asserted that there were gods except
the Creator of all, nor did He proclaim Himself to
be God, but He with reason pronounced blessed
him who called Him the Son of that God who has
arranged the universe' (Horn. xvi. 15).

m

;

'

;

'

'

'
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Reference has already been made in this article to * the
brilliant disclosures which Baur and the Tiibingen school have
found in the pseudo-Clementine literature.
With Baur it
holds a pre-eminent place. The theory of the development of
'

Catholicity, so earnestly advocated by Baur and so candidly
Ritschl, gives a central place to this literature.
Baur's theory was that the early Church was profoundly EbionBetween Jewish Christianity and Ebionism there was * a
itic.
very close identity,' and 'Jewish Christianity in general was a
kind of Ebionitism ' (Kirchengesch. i. 1S2 [Eng. tr.]). Baur postulated a conflict in the early Church between Ebionism, i.e.
Jewish Christianity, and Paulinism. Catholicity at the close of
the 2nd cent, was intelligible only as the result of a conflict
between two opposing forces Ebionism on the one hand, and
Paulinism on the other ; iftid through this conflict the particularism of Judaism (* the aristocratic claims of Jewish
particularism ' [op. cit. p. 113]) developed into the universalism
of Christianity. To Baur the conflict was clearly discernible in
the pseudo-Clementines, and in the controversy between Simon
Peter and Simon Magus. The one was a representative of
Jewish Christianity (i.e. Ebionism) ; the other was the representative of Paulinism (i.e. Gentile Christianity).
Simon
Magus was unmistakably a pseudonym for St. Paul (op. cit.
Simon Magus was nothing but a caricature of the
p. 86).
Apostle Paul. Such was Baur's theory, which it is needless to
criticize at length.
It will be suflicient here to say that such
a theory destroys the historical personality of Simon Magus,
who is regarded in the pseudo-Clementines as the historic
embodiment of all heresy. It is not denied here that this literature, as a whole, rejects St. Paul, and one passage in the
Homilies (xvii. 19) has an unmistakable reference to the Apostle
Nothing else could have been expected from
of the Gentiles.

abandoned by

—

the Ebionism in which the pseudo-Clementines are soaked.
Further, it is absolutely clear that Ebionism was something
more than Jewish Christianity, and the Ebionites, instead of
being co-extensive with Jewish Christiana, were really confined
to a small area, and had little influence west of Syria.

—

Our inquiry is almost over.
as a sect continued into the 5th
cent. and gradually disappeared (Theodoret, Hcer.
Fab. ii. 11). Nothing else could have been looked
They had taken a false direction, which led
for.
them more and more away from the channel in
which the Church's life flowed full and free.
They
Catholic Christianity swept past them.
moved further and further away until all progress
was barred against them. While the Church's life
and doctrine developed into Catholicity, strong
III.

Conclusion.

The Ebionites
,

and

Ebionism more and more degenerated,
elements were absorbed either in bitter

clear,

until its

Judaism or

Catholic
in truculent heathenism.
Christianity gained nothing from Ebionism, unless in that reflex way which heresy often has of
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causing the Church to

make

sure of

its

ground and

mature its Christology.
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ECONOMICS.— I. Connotation of the term.—
Economics originally meant the administration of
household resources, being the English form of
Aristotle, in the first book
oUofofiiK-fi {sc. T^vri).
of the Politics, thus defines it as household management, including the treatment of slaves. The
word economy is, however, now used in a much
wider sense, being applicable to the prudent
management of all Kinds of resources and posses'

'

—

sions the utilization of material goods, of time,
of thought, or of labour, in such a manner as to
avoid waste. It is not confined to a special department of human activity, but denotes a feature
To Aristotle
that may appear in any branch.
'
Political Economy,' which is now synonymous
with Economics, would have appeared to be a contradiction in terms ; and even in the present usage
of the word ' economy,' the prefixing of ' political
is apt to suggest the science or art of managing
the resources, and especially the finances, of a
This would lead to quite an inadequate
State.
conception of the subject, for, though Economics
includes the management of State resources in
such directions as taxation, and is intimately con-'
cemed with State regulation of industrial and

commercial activities by factory legislation, tariff
policies, land laws, and the like, it considers also
the ways in which individuals, groups, and organizations within the State establish relations with
one another for the purpose of increasing their
means and administering their resources. As the
resources of the community are managed far more
by the spontaneous activities of individuals and
groups than by the direct intervention of Governments, Economics is concerned chiefly with the
former. It inquires how man obtains the goods
which satisfy his wants, explains the causes
upon which the material well-being of mankind
depends, and treats of all activities by which goods
are produced, exchanged, and distributed among
the individuals and classes of which society is
Economics has frequently been decomposed.
scribed as the science of wealth, but this, like
most brief definitions, is apt to mislead ; and
indeed, economists themselves have sometimes
carelessly written as if mankind existed for the
purpose of increasing the quantity of material
wealth. This over-emphasis on one hpase of the
dubbed
being
study was responsible for its
by Carlyle the dismal science,' and for the view
But
sordid.'
stilj. sometimes expressed that it is
the economist, of all men, should most clearly
imderstand that wealth is subservient to a further
purpose, and is not in itself the final goal of man's
Thus, while in one aspect it is true to
activity.
'

'
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say that Economics is the science of wealth, in
another, and more important, aspect it is a part
of the study of man.
Wealth is for his consumption, is a necessary basis of his activities
but it
is only in so far as it becomes subservient to man's
interests that it is of importance in economic
;

study.

—

2. The social and political aspects.
The change
of standpoint which accounts for the preference
for the broader term ' Economics ' is due to the
increasing emphasis upon social rather than upon
political activities.
At first economic literature
was distinctively political, its aim being the
attainment of a sound system of public finance,
and even the increase of the wealth of the citizens
was considered a matter for State regulation as
a means to the replenishment of the public exchequer and the provision of the sinews of war.
Gradually, however, the promoting of the material
welfare of the people began to be considered less
from the point of view of politics and public
finance, a great impetus being given to this movement by the French Physiocrats in the latter half
of the 18th cent., who insisted that the network
of State regulations for the enrichment of the

people defeated its own end, and that it was not
the business of the statesman to make laws for
the increase of wealth, but to discover the laws of
Nature which themselves operate for the highest
welfare of the people, and to guard these laws
from violation and encroachment.
Hence to
Quesnay (Droit naturel, in E. Daire, Physiocrates,
Paris, 1846)

and

his followers,

Economics became

the theory of how natural laws worked in an
orderly sequence for the establishment of the
greatest well-being of the people ; and the chief
object of the science was the understanding of the
conditions imposed by Nature upon human action
in the promoting of material welfare.
Under this
mode of thought, freedom of industry and trade
became the dominant doctrine as against the detailed regulation of every branch of economic
activity by the State ; and in its most extreme
form it led to the maxim of laissez-faire (q.v.).
The influence of these Physiocratic preconceptions upon Adam Smith was very considerable,
for, although it is a great exaggeration to say that
he was completely under the dominance of the

French speculations, he also formulated much of
his teaching in terms of the ' system of natural
liberty,' and urged that if Nature were only left
alone it would enrich the people much more
effectually than did the method of governmental
interference.
However defective this view may
subsequently have proved (cf. Competition), the
immediate result was that Economics became a
study of the processes of production, distribution,
and exchange of wealth as accomplished by the
spontaneous co-operation of men rather than by
the action of Governments.
Indeed, the revolt
from State regulation tended to pass towards the
opposite extreme of non-interference in matters
of industry and commerce, save for the provision
of the necessary revenue to the public exchequer
and the prevention of fraud. Economics became
a social science, and, despite important changes
during the last century, it is still more concerned
with social than with political or private activities.
This by no means implies that economic
writings had less eftect upon politics
they had
more.
Pitt, Huskisson, Peel, and Cobden took
Adam Smith as their authority in the abolition
of restrictions on foreign commerce, on domestic
trade, and on freedom of combination.
Ricardo
exercised a profound influence upon banking legislation and the abolition of the corn laws
Malthus
upon the reform of the poor laws. Nevertheless,
in the early stages of the development of Econo;

;

mics as a social science there was a certain narrowness that arose partly from the simplified
presupposition of the beneficence of natural
forces, and partly from the fact that the economists were so few in number and so closely agreed
that adequate criticism was lacking. The industrial conditions of England in the early years of
the 19th cent, were also somewhat exceptional,
peculiar both to the time and to the country, so
that doctrines derived from the study of them
were found to be defective when applied to other
times and places.

During the latter half of the 19th cent., criticism and opposition arose both within and without
the ranks of professed economists, and the development of fuller analysis has led to changes in
both the mental and the moral attitude. There has
been an abandonment of inelastic dogmas, so that
it is no longer possible to formulate brief economic
creeds and catechisms ; the modifications due to
changes of conditions have shown that the application of principles is relative to time and place.
Modern economists could no longer be appealed to
against all forms of State interference, as politicians appealed to economic writings in the early
19th cent, as a weapon against factory legislation.
Economics, too, had come to be traditionally regarded as concerned with the increase of riches,
and there was some warrant for the complaints of
Carlyle and Ruskin that, while abundant attention was devoted to the production of wealth, too
little thought was given to its distribution in such
ways as to improve the condition of the poorer
To-day there is a perceptible shifting of
classes.
emphasis from the acquisition of wealth to the
abolition of poverty, from production to distribution ; and the most recent text-books treat the
subject-matter throughout with constant reference
to the material and moral welfare of humanity.
Though his primary business is the scientific study
and interpretation of facts, the economist never
loses

sight

of

this

practical

aim

of

affording

guidance for social life and reform.
3. Relation of Economics to Ethics.— As a
social science. Economics is concerned with the
intricate and complex actions and motives of man,

and therefore

closely related to Ethics.

it is

It is

true that it is no part of the function of a positive
science to pronounce ethical judgments, but even
the positive science cannot neglect the fact that
moral considerations often aSect man's conduct in
business life, and must be given a place in the same
manner as the facts of physical Nature which also
condition economic activity. But the relation is
much closer in passing to applied Economics, and
the increased attention devoted to the problem of
distribution of wealth has brought questions of
justice into greater prominence, as in the demand
Some have denied that Ecofor a
fair wage.
nomics is at all concerned with this ethical aspect
of problems, and would confine it rigidly to the
positive science. Others, indeed, have carried abstraction still further by excluding even those
moral factors which admittedly influence man's
conduct in business life, thus creating a purely
fictitious person, ' the economic man,' who pursues
wealth along the line of least resistance, and is not
deflected from this course by any other motive
than aversion to labour and the desire for enjoyment. No such man exists, and no social science
worthy of the name can confine itself to the study
Yet even those who
of such an abstraction.
readily admit that man must be dealt with as
he is sometimes deny that questions of justice
can be treated by the economist, so that the
result for a long time was that many of the most
vital problems of social welfare were treated
neither by Ethics nor by Economics. There was
'

'
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even a prevalent idea that the two were in conflict, and that an elastic conscience was an economic virtue.
Clearly, however, such a sharp
division cannot be maintained.
It cannot be a
matter of indifference to the economist whether
capitalistic combinations and trusts adopt immoral practices, or whether the adoption of a
protective policy leads to corruption.

Still

less

can he ignore the question whether a more equal
diffusion of wealth is conducive to the hignest
welfare, even though it should involve a slight
check to wealth production.
This intermixture of ethical and economic considerations need not lead the economist into the
deeper controversies that lie entirely beyond the
scope of his science. For his practical purposes
the precise meaning of the good' is less important
than the fact that among moralists of different
schools there is a general consensus of opinion
regarding the desirability of such and such a
change in social life. A problem relating to mone'

tary media or banking practice may present little
or no ethical aspect, but labour problems which
are claiming an increasing share of public attention cannot be regarded as adequately treated
without due consideration of ethical factors, and
those who speak with authority in the name of
Economics now fully recognize the necessity for
this wider outlook.
Whether, indeed, ethical and economic considerations may come into conflict in particular cases is
doubtful.
Honesty is not necessarily the best
policy for a particular individual from the standpoint of the acquisition of wealth ; illustrations to
the contrary are too numerous to admit of doubt.
But for society as a whole, honesty is an economic
as well as a moral virtue.
No doubt, too, a community may sometimes gain immediately in material wealth by actions that the moralist would

condemn, and it is surely true that an act which
marks a moral gain to society may result in immediate material loss. But in the long run it is
doubtful whether the conflict can subsist and, as
a rule, if not universally, that which is from the
;

standpoint of society economically injurious is
likely to be ethically wrong, while that which is
ethically good is likely to be economically advantageous. This consideration suggests that it is
quite as important for the moralist to give due
weight to the economic forces as it is for the
economist to recognize the ethical aspects of social
problems. The former is probably sufiering from
greater neglect than the latter.
Disputes regarding
Economic method.
4.
method at one time threatened to divide economists into different schools, but they have now
almost ceased. There is no peculiarly economic
method of study, and, though the relative importance of analysis and the search for facts varies
with the problem under discussion, each is as ineffective alone as is a single blade of a pair of
scissors.
The controversies about the inductive

—

and deductive, historical and analytical, concrete
and abstract methods have yielded place to a
general agreement that every method is correct in
proportion to its fruitfulness in solving the particular problem, and that in most cases a combination of methods proves most valuable. Thus,
while generalization from historical or statistical
data is predominantly employed in most of the
problems of production, deduction is relatively
more important in dealing with the complexities
of distribution or such related matters as the incidence of taxation, where the plurality of causes
and intermixture of effects baffle purely inductive
treatment. There was unquestionably a tendency
among the economists of the first half of the 19th
cent, to employ the abstract method too exclu-
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sively, and to apply tlie resulting generalizationn
too hastily, and the protests of the historical
school, combined with the advance of statistical
science, have led to the fuller application of quantitative and comparative tests.
Much progress
has still to be made in such quantitative aniuysia
before a thorough estimate can be made of the
relative strength of various economic forces, but
the economist is frequently handicapped on this
side by the inadequacy of existing statistical data.

Nevertheless, there has been a marked advance in
this direction, which might well be illustrated by
a comparison of the English Poor Law Keport of
1834, proceeding almost exclusively on a priori
methods of reasoning, with the Keport of the
Royal Commission on the same subject in 1909, in
which quantitative analysis plays a much larger
part.
The same feature is evident in comparing
the Free Trade controversy of to-day with that of
Cobden's time.
In other directions economic method has been
influenced by psychological analysis. Jevons in
England, Walras in Switzerland, and Menger in
Austria simultaneously worked out a theory of
value from the side of demand, on the basis of the
psychology of choice, which proved complementary
to the older theory that started from the side of
cost of production.
It supplied the fundamental
principles of a theory of consumption.
Hitherto
the economist has generally been compelled to
establish his own psychological principles, since
they were not sufficiently prepared for nis use by
the psychologist but it seems probable that the
future development of Experimental Psychology
will have an important bearing upon deductive
Economics.
Even more fruitful has been the application of
biological conceptions to social and economic life,
though their uncritical use has sometimes been
mischievous by pushing analogies so far that
they become untrue. Formerly economists had
attempted to explain man's actions by the categories of Physics, and society was treated as if it
were a machine. The interactions of men's wills
and motives in economic life were explained in
terms of stress and strain, attraction and repulsion.
The principle of the composition of forces
was thought by J. S. Mill (Autobiography, London,
1873, p. 159 f.) to afford a key to economic method
by adding the separate effect of one force to the
But, while this
separate effect of the other.'
method is frequently useful as a first approximation, it generally makes the invalid assumption
that economic problems are concerned with external forces operating upon objects which themselves remain unchanged.
This was felt to be
much too external a conception for a social science.
Thus, the efiects of an increase of wages in a trade
might be studied on the mechanical method by
showing how relative wa^es and profits act as
forces attracting or driving away labour and
capital but this would not yield a complete analysis, because the increased wage would tend to
affect the efficiency of the worker and possibly of
the business organization, so that there is an obvious analogy to functional adaptation in Biology.
The step from physical to biological analogies has
thus marked a great advance, emphasizing the
mutual dependence of the welfare of the whole
and the parts, of differentiation and integration,
and humanizing economic study. But it has also
led to much inaccurate thought, the difference be;

'

;

tween biological and economic phenomena having
frequently been ignored in the first enthusiasm of

The ' struggle for existence' in economic life has been treated in a
narrowly individualistic way, and the survival
of the fittest' has been said to necessitate unrethe discovery of analogies.

'

;
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stricted competition, wliile it was forgotten that
morally inferior men sometimes display greater
ability in obtaining for themselves advantages

from the environment, and that

many

competi-

tors are favoured, while others are irrationally

handicapped, before they enter upon the economic
'struggle.' These crude uses of biological categories, however, are confined to the minor writers,
and intelligently construed biological methods
have contributed greatly to economic advance, for
the two sciences have a subject-matter which is
similar, in respect that the internal structure and
nature change as well as the external conditions

and outward form.

—

Economic laws. Two circumstances have
5.
combined to create much popular misunderstanding regarding the nature of economic laws. On
the one hand, the close relation of Economic
Science to Ethics and Politics has frequently given
rise to the erroneous impression that economic
laws prescribe or forbid certain courses of conOn the other hand, the old association of
duct.
the science M'ith the 18th cent, beliefs regarding
the natural and with the policy of laissez-faire led
to the idea that, if only economic forces were left
alone, they would work for the highest social wel-

Once it was understood, however, that the
beneficence which was claimed for the natural and
unfettered action of economic forces presumed that
most of the institutions of the time, like rights
of property, inheritance, and a criminal law, were
'natural,' while only certain ill-defined kinds of
regulations were violations of Nature, this conception was abandoned.
For the economist is no
longer under the impression that, with the exception of a few details which he does not like, the
institutions of the present day are natural, so
that economic forces may safely remain unchecked
within the limits of the existing social system.
On the contrary, the social problem is very largely
one of regulating and directing the economic forces
so that they may work more surely towards social
well-being, and this may involve considerable
changes in the institutions which were formerly
regarded as natural and taken for granted. Economic laws are, like the laws of Physics, merely
statements of the relations between phenomena
expressed in the indicative mood, as contrasted
with laws in the moral and juristic senses of the
word. When, therefore, a proposal is condemned
as violating economic laws, the speaker is almost
certainly confusing the different meanings of the
word 'law.' It is true that no Government can
change or destroy an economic law, though it may
change the economic conditions that give significance to it.
All that it asserts is that given
causes will, ceteris paribus, lead to certain results
and in that sense the law is inviolable. Yet the
statesman may get rid of the causes or introduce
other forces which counteract the effect.
But,
whether it is desired to strengthen or to check
the action of economic laws, it is obviously important first to understand their working, since it
IS usually far easier to accomplish a desired result
by harnessing and directing them into proper
channels than by struggling against them.
6. Development of economic thought.
In the
foregoing remarks upon its meaning, scope, and
method, reference has been made to some of the
more prominent changes in economic thought.
Although used by Aristotle, it remains true that
in the present sense of the term
Economics is
essentially a modern science.
It is, indeed, usual
to refer to. Adam Smith as its founder, but this
does not mean that he was the first to write
upon economic subjects. On nearly every part of
Economics there had been previous writers, and
some topics, such as foreign trade, money, and
fare.

—

'

'

taxation, had quite a considerable literature of
their own.
But he so entirely recast the subject,
combining the English and French doctrines and
weaving them into a connected scientific whole,
that the Wealth of Nations (1776) marks as
great a departure in Economics as the system
of Copernicus did in Astronomy.
The industrial life of Greece and Rome was
based upon slavery, domestic manufacture, and
petty commerce. Discussions on the principle of
private property are found, division of labour had
been utilized to a moderate degree, but the chief
feature of modem industry was lacking, for industrial capital played no large part in production.
Public finance and the nature of money certainly
occupied the attention of writers of antiquity ; but,
apart from an occasional anticipation of modem
theories, there is little in Greek and Roman literature that has any direct significance for modern
economic life. The industrial conditions were not
such as to direct attention to the problems which
present themselves most acutely at the present
day. In mediaeval times the slave was disappearing before the free labourer, but industry was still
on a petty scale and there was little industrial
capital.
Economic speculation was intermingled
with theological and moral questions the determination of a just price, usury doctrines, and
luxury exemplifying trie topics discussed. On the

—

whole it became little more than a casuistical
system of rules for business conduct. After the
Reformation, the introduction of printing, the
discovery of trade routes to the East, and the influx of precious metals from the New "World, there

were hundreds

of

books and pamphlets on economic

subjects before the middle of the 18th cent.,
usually relating to particular controversies connected with monetary matters and foreign trade.
As local industrial regulation gave place to
national, the Mercantile Theory (cf. Commerce)

became dominant, with its demand for freedom
of exportation and its doctrine of the balance of
trade.
There was a great advance in the analysis
of problems of production and exchange, but the
separation of a wage-earning class and the rise of
capital were only beginning to turn attention to
problems of profit, wa^es, and labour.
It was when the old industrial order was thus
passing away and capitalism was in its infancy
that Adam Smith's Inquiry into the Nature and
Causes of the Wealth of Nations appeared. Much
of it is polemical, being aimed against the innumerable rules and regulations for the conduct
of trade which had lost any justification they may
formerly have had in the conditions of the time.
The Physiocratic writers in France had already
laid stress upon the natural law of freedom before
the publication of the Wealth of Nations, but it
has now been made clear, by the publication of
the notes of his lectures taken by a student, that
Adam Smith was teaching very similar ideas in
the University of Glasgow as early as 1763
{Lectures on Jiistice, Police, Revenue, and Arms,
delivered in the University of Olasgow, reported by
a Student in 1763, and edited by Edwin Cannan,
Oxford, 1896). Despite an occasional confusion of
economic laws with ethical precepts, which arose
from the preconceptions regarding the natural, his
exposition of the principles of freedom of trade was
so forcible and so opportune that it profoundly
affected legislation.
But the Wealth of Nations also contained a
scientific treatise on value and the distribution of
wealth, and here the French economists had anticipated him and exercised a strong influence upon
him.
Turgot, in his Reflexions sur la formation
el
la distribution des richesses (1770 ;
Eng. tr.
edited by W. J. AsUey, New York, 1898), gave a
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theory of wages, profits, interest, and rent which
was largely coloured by the Physiocratio doctrine
that agriculture alone yielded a net product over
the expenses of production, while manufacture
merely changed the shape of materials already
produced, adding a value corresponding strictly
with the useful materials consumed by the artisans during the period of labour and commerce
merely changed the place of materials without
increasing the wealth of the country. The theory
of distribution received fuller development at the
hands of Adam Smith, and, though he did not
accept the view that agriculture alone was productive, but extended the conception to manufacture and commerce, he still thought that the
first was productive in a special sense.
;

*
In agriculture nature labours along with man and, though
her labour costs no expense, its produce has its value, as well
that of the most expensive workmen
while no equal
quantity of productive labour employed in manufactures can
ever occasion so great a reproduction. In them nature does
nothing man does all ( Wealth of Nations, blc. ii. ch. v.).
;

as

'

'

;

'

;

The

basis of this assertion appears to be that
land yields a surplus in the shape of rent in
addition to wages and profits yet this fact is not
due to the greater bounty of Nature in work on
the soil than in other industrial pursuits, but
rather to the limitations and variations of that
bounty.
Now, when natural forces have been
exploited on a large scale for manufacturing and
mercantile purposes, it is futile to ask whether
Nature contributes more to production on the
land than to other forms of production. The main
doctrines of Smith regarding the distribution of
wealth did not differ essentially from those of
Turgot, though he departed further from the
Physiocratic theory and gave more emphasis to
the industrial, as distinguished from the agriFrancis Hutcheson, Hume,
cultural, system.
Steuart, and other Englisli writers had also made
important contributions to economic theory before
1776, but, as Marshall (Principles of Economics^,
;

London, 1907, i. 757) says,
Adam Smith's breadth was sufficient

to include all that was
all his contemporaries, French and English and, though
he undoubtedly borrowed much from others, yet, the more one
compares him with those who went before and those who came
'

best in

;

after him, the finer does his genius appear, the broader his
knowledge, and the more well-balanced his judgment.
.
.
Wherever he differs from his predecessors, he is more nearly
right than they ; while there is scarcely an economic truth now
known of which he did not get some glimpse. And, since he
was the first to write a treatise on wealth in all its chief social
aspects, he might on this ground alone have a claim to be regarded as the founder of modern economics.' His highest
claim to have made an epoch in thought, according to the
same authority, is that ' he was the first to make a careful and
.

the manner in which value measures
theory which gave a common centre and

scientific inquiry into

human motive' —a

unity to the science.

The

Industrial Revolution, which was only beAdam Smith's time, soon proceeded
apace, for Watt discovered the steam-engine in
the same year that the Wealth of Nations was
published. New problems arose as the factory
system superseded the domestic system of production, and, as England was industrially far in
advance of any other nation, the discussion of them
took place chiefly in that country. In the hands
of Ricardo and Malthus, therefore, the development and extension of Adam Smith's principles
had the directly practical aim of contributing towards the solution of the special problems of the
early years of the 19th cent., and this work they
did very eflfectively.
Freedom of trade was now
more necessary than ever ; questions of distribution became more acute with the growth of the
business unit and the increased number of wageearners, so that the relation of wages to profit was
a prominent feature of discussion ; the condition
of the poor and the influence of the poor-laws were
seen in the contributions of Malthus the effects
of the restrictions upon importation of corn led to

ginning in

;

I4(j

an elucidation of the theory

iiml nalun; of rent
while the financial dillicultics of the period of the
French war and the Huspension of K|iucii; payment
by the Bank of England caused a development in
monetary theory. Tlie Malthusian theory seemed
to warrant the view that the poor condition of the
labouring classes was due to the fact that when
wages rose above the level of subsistence there was
a tendency for population to increase and force
them down again.
Kicardo strengthened this
view in one way by his theory of rent, which
showed the tendency to diminishing returns from
increased applications of labour to land, and also
that the surplus produce above the margin of
cultivation went to the owners of the soil.
By a
careless expression to the efl'ect that wages could
not rise above the level of necessaries he also provided the basis for the Socialistic doctrine which
represented the margin of cultivation as the margin
of necessary wages, generalized it to the whole of
industrial life, and held that capitalists and landowners swept oft' all surplus produce.
Later economic doctrine
7. Recent development.
has been mainly an amplification and modification
of that which flourished in England under Kicardo,
Malthus, MacCulloch, and Mill. But, since the
middle of the 19th cent., other countries have been
overtaking England in industrialism, and have
begun to contribute also to the development of
economic thought. Prior to that time France and
England were almost the only countries which had
contributed anything of importance, but during
the last half-century American, German, Austrian,
and other -svriters have applied themselves to the
science with such skill and success that they have
rid it of much of its former insularity and widened
its outlook.
The increased concentration of capital
and the immense growth of commerce, following
upon improvements in railways and steamships,
have brought about newer conditions, so that problems of transport, international trade, monopoly,
and speculation have assumed a larger place in economic treatises. The doctrine of non-interference
has been greatly modified, and the latest phase of
this movement of thought, which promises to be
the most important for some time to come, is the
use of the machinery of the State for social amelioration, partly by means of restrictive legislation
regarding the conditions of employment, partly by
the utilization of the system of taxation for improving the condition of the labourers, and partly
by extending the collective ownership and operation

;

—

of industrial enterprises.
The subject of distribution of wealth is claiming
fuller investigation, and the desire for raising the
economic condition of the less fortunate members
of the community is tending to overshadow all
minor controversies. The economists of the first
half of the 19th cent, treated distribution from the
standpoint rather of abstract classes like capitalists
and labourers than of individuals, and did admirable work in explaining the nature and variations
of each category of income rent, profits, and
wages.
But to-day the emphasis of popular discussion is upon the great inequalities of incomes
which arise largely from inequalities of inherited
property and inequalities of opportunity, and
economic inquiry has tended to follow the same
direction.
Consequently, greater stress has been
laid upon the fact that the increase of aggregate
wealth is not the same thing as the increiase of
material well-being ; and, through the work of
Jevons and the Austrian school, the theory of value
has been re-stated from the side of consumption
and utility in such a way that no modern economist
can fall into the common error of earlier authorities
of confounding the two conceptions.
It is now
of fundamental importance, not only in general

—

—
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economic theory but also in
principles of taxation

and

its

application to the

socialistic proposals, to

recognize the simple psychological fact that the
relative urgency of wants depends largely upon
the extent to which they have already been satisfied, so that it cannot be a matter of indift'erence
in estimating the amount of well-being whether a
particular quantity of material goods accrues to
the rich or to the poor. No doubt recent economists in elaborating this profoundly significant
principle have sometimes attempted to give it an
air of mathematical precision which it cannot
sustain, and such calculations of pleasure or utility
are apt to raise the suspicions of the philosopher.
But, while it is impossible to give absolute proof
that a particular poor man suflers more from the
loss of a shilling tnan does a particular rich man,
and it may even be quite untrue in special cases,
yet in dealing with large numbers any scruple refarding the matter vanishes, for no one would
nd much comfort in the fact that the aggregate
of material wealth was the same whether a million
sterling went to the working-classes or to the
payers of super-tax.
The earlier economists,
partly under a false impression regarding the
relation of capital to wages as expressed in the
doctrine of the wages-fund,' partly from lack of
'

an adequate theory of demand and consumption,
usually thought that if a policy increased or diminished what is now called the national dividend,'
the quantity of goods produced in a year, it was
ipso facto good or bad, economical or wasteful.
But the principle that the utility of a good depends
upon the quantity possessed makes it clear that
even a policy which injures the national dividend
may yet promote material welfare if it modifies
the distribution of wealth to the advantage of the
poorer sections of the community
and a policy
that increases the dividend may likewise foil to
promote material welfare if it alters the distribution of wealth to the disadvantage of the poorer
classes.
Hence among economists, as well as by
socialists, a more even distribution of wealth is
considered to be desirable, and modern controversy
turns rather upon the advisability of particular
methods of achieving it, and upon the magnitude
of their effects on productive efficiency and the like,
than upon the desirability of the end.
This conception of utility or psychic significance
'

—

;

has affected not only the standpoint from which
the distribution of wealth is regarded, but also
many of the aspects of the production of wealth.
The fuller recognition of the distinction between
material wealth and material welfare has made it
necessary to take account of the disutility involved
in excessive and uninteresting toil as a deduction
from the material gain. Consequently, it is no
longer considered a sufficient answer to claims for
the reduction of hours of labour in particular
employments merely to assert that the national
dividend will be injured thereby. Often, of course,
such an injury does not result from curtailing the
hours of labour ; but, even though it should be so,
the economic aim is the maximizing not of material
goods, but of material welfare, and it is possible
that the latter may be achieved by means which
slightly injure the former.
On the other hand,
everything that increases the interest in, and
satisfaction directly derived from, an occupation is
a gain of material welfare, even though it may not
similarly increase the output of goods.
Apart from this elaboration of the principles of
utility and demand, which has exercised a larger
influence upon recent Economics than is commonly
realized, there have been a number of other changes
of a more limited nature in general economic theory.
The distinction between capital and land was too
sharply drawn by the older writers, not merely

because capital becomes incorporated with the soU,
that they knew, but oecause the incomes
yielded by the two are not so strictly distinguishable as they thought. Marshall has shown that
the rent of land is not a thing by itself, but a leading species of a larger genus, and to the other
species he gives the name of 'quasi-rent.' The
distinction between rent and quasi-rent depends
chiefly upon the possibility of increasing or diminishing the supply of the article, but economically
they are otherwise similar. The doctrine of the
pressure of population upon the available means of
subsistence from land has also been modified since
the time of J. S. Mill, partly by a clearer understanding of the influence of a rising standard of
life upon the birth-rate and upon the efficiency of
labour, partly by a more complete analysis of the
factors which may counteract the tendency to
diminishing returns from land, and partly also by
the opening up of new countries and the consequent
increase of the area of food supply. The wagesfund theory that some rather ill-defined fund of
capital constituted the source of wages, and that if
one workman obtained more of it another must
get less flourished with slight modifications do^vn
to 1870, and was frequently set up as a barrier
against any pretence on the part of a Trade Union
that it could increase wages without equally injuring those employed in other trades. It was, however, directly attacked by Longe (A Refutation of
the Wage Fund Theory of Modern Political Economy, London, 1866) and by Thornton (On Labour,
London, 1869), so that Mill himself abandoned it.
The increasing differentiation between the capitalist and the entrepreneur in business life has been
coincident with a clearer distinction of their respective functions and gains. In Germany and
America careful work of a similar nature has been

—for

—

—

—

done by a number of brilliant scholars who have
produced thorough analyses of particular branches,
added greatly to the available historical and statistical material, and widened the boundaries of the

The names and works of the more important of these recent writers will be found in the
'
Literature at the end of this article. Suffice it to
say here that modern economic theory has not only
been brought more closely into touch with the
facts of industrial life, and thrown aside the insular
narrowness which characterized the first half of
the 19th cent., but has become, partly through
the influence of socialistic criticism, though chiefly
by development from within, more closely associated with social reform.
science.

'

—A

summary of all
8. Problems of Economics.
the various subjects that are treated in a textbook on Economics would yield but a dry table
What is here proposed is rather to
of contents.
explain, without unnecessary technicalities, the
essential features of the science at its present stage
of development, dealing first with the more general
principles upon which the material welfare depends,
and secondly with their application to particular
policies for the furtherance of material welfare
through the action of the State.
(a) The primary requisites of material welfare
are labour and natural agents without the cooperation of these no production of any kind is
possible.
In a secondary place come capital and
organization
meaning by secondary not that
thej' are less important in the process of production
as now carried on, but that production of some sort
is possible without them and they become important at a later stage of industrial development.
Labour cannot create material things but, by
operating upon the materials which Nature gives,
changing their form, place, or qualities, it adapts
them to man's needs. In Nature there is remarkably little suitable for human provision until it
;

—

'

'

;
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has thus been re-made according to man's own
Down to the second lialf of the 18th cent,
plan.
this adaptation, which is called the production process, had to be performed almost wholly by man's
muscular force aided by that of domesticated
animals. There were tools, but, the motive-power
being muscular, their range of operation was
definitely limited by the physical and nervous
energy of man. In a very few directions, wliich
now seem by comparison almost negligible, the
earlier period had attempted to progress beyond
the merely muscular, as in utilizing the wind for
ocean traffic and for small mills but since the
advent of the age of inventions we have looked
more and more to the intelligence of man curbing
and directing the forces of Nature in such forms as
steam and electricity to perform most of the heavier
;

work.
This perfecting of the agencies of production,
which IS still proceeding rapidly, removes the
former limit of physical endurance, and the only
bounds to the increase of material goods are the
far-distant one when all natural forces shall have
been economically exploited, and the improbable
one that man's inventive capacity will come to a
halt.
This rapid adaptation of the world to man's
requirements, by which natural forces are made to
work for us, should, if rightly directed, result in a
much higher general level of living. A community
ig not, however, well-off merely because of the increase of the aggregate output of goods these are
only instruments that may contribute much or
little to welfare and to the raising of the standard
of living according to the manner in which they
are divided and utilized, and to the number of people
embraced in the community. As man's wants are
never fully satisfied, or likely to be, the first principle of production is that a people should strive to
obtain the goods it requires with the minimum
expenditure of effort. This is sometimes questioned by those who are painfully conscious of the
fact that people are often to be found who have no
;

to do, and projects for 'making work' are
sometimes advocated. Yet there can be no such
thing as a general scarcity of work until mankind
Defective
is supplied with everything it desires.
organization of industry shows itself in maladjustments of the labour force between different
trades in the inability to predict with certainty
the future supply of raw produce or food, and the
character of future demand for goods in the
spasms and reactions of credit, as well as in the
temporary displacements that accompany all progress and change. Such causes as these lead to
unemployment ; but there is no lack of work to be
done, and it is wasteful to spend more effort upon
making any class of goods than is absolutely

work

;

;

necessary.

The efiecti veness of labour in production is greatly
increased by the advance of science, which teaches
men how to make the most of the natural environment by applications of chemical and physical
discoveries, and by the general raising of the level
It is also increased by
of skill and intelligence.
the fact that the stock of appliances for production
is growing faster than the population, so that
every generation bequeaths to its successor a much
larger quantity of the products of past effort, in
the shape of machinery and other forms of capital,
than it received from the preceding generation.
And the effectiveness of labour depends, too, upon
the manner in which individuals co-operate for
the supply of their wants through the separation
of employments and division of labour, allowing
each to perform the work for which he is most
suited by nature or training through the combination of labour, which can perform what would be
quite impossible to any single individual through
;

;
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the localization of industries in the placc!< Ijest
the particular branch of production. If
one man can weave more cloth in a day than can
another, while the second can produce more or
better boots than the first, the productivity of tlieir
labour will be increased when they specialize their
work and exchange their products. Similarly if,
for climatic or other reasons, one district can
produce cotton goods more easily than another,
while the second can produce coal or granite more
easily than the first, it is economical that the
districts should specialize their production and
exchange their products. Indeed, even if a man
possessed such excellent abilities that he could do
a dozen things better than most other people, it
would still be most beneficial to production that
he should devote himself to the occupation in
which his superiority was most marked, for it is
not economical for a successful lawyer to do his
own typewriting, even though, with practice, he
might be able to do it expertly.
These commonplaces are seldom directly denied,
but it is often forgotten that they are not changed
suiteil to

by

political

boundaries and lines of latitude, and

that the advantages of territorial division of labour
are not essentially different in comparing two
nations from what they are in comparing two
towns or counties. If, by hindrances to exchange,
a community is compelled to make for itself the
goods in which it has little or no superiority, it
must make fewer of the goods in which its relative
superiority is great ; and such hindrances, by
impeding the territorial division of labour, lower
the productivity of industry. No doubt there
are some incidental disadvantages in all forms of
localization of industry, as there certainly are when
labour becomes so specialized that it is difficult to
readjust the amount of it in different lines of
but on the
production as the demand changes
whole the productivity of industry increases when
the localization of industry is unimpeded, for much
the same reasons as when each man is performing the work for which he has the highest aptitude.
It follows from this conception of localization
also that the effectiveness of labour depends upon
the condition of the land or other natural agent
with which it operates. Different areas are very
unequally fitted for assisting labour, because of
their variations of fertility, climate, geological
formation, or geographical position and, though
some of these natural circumstances may be altered
by man's action through the incorporation of
capital with the soil, others admit of no great
modification. In any case, the labour required for
producing a ^ven quantity of goods in a favourable locality is less than in an unfavourable one,
so that labour is more productive when applied
under the former circumstances than under the
This gives rise to variations of rent, for
latter.
those who control the superior sources will naturally
reap higher gains than those who control the
Besides variations in natural endowinferior.
ments affecting the productivity of labour applied
to land, it is also affected by the response that land
makes to intensive cultivation, so that there was
at one time a fear that the number of people would
increase to such a point that the supply of food
and other products of the land would not keep pace
with the growth of population. In other words,
the efi'ectiveness of labour depends on the amount
of land available, for after a certain point, as
cultivation becomes more intensive, there is a
lower and lower return of produce to the successive
increments of labour, unless changes have meantime occurred in the arts of agriculture. If it
were not so, there would be no limit to the intensity
of the cultivation that could be profitably carried
The earlier economists may have given too
on.
;

;

;
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weight to the possible improvements in
agricultural methods, facilities of transport from
abroad, and the like ; but it remains true that, if
population increases in an old country while no
change occurs in these respects, greater difficulty
must be experienced in producing the food required
for the additional numbers, and therefore it is
quite possible that there may be too many people in
comparison with the area of land available, though
the limit may bepushed back by various kinds of
improvements. There may also be the opposite
phenomenon of under-popmation, where the addition of every immigrant tends to increase the
productivity per head of the community.
(6) Specialization and localization are obviously
dependent upon the facilities for exchange of
products, and the problem arises why a quantity
of one commodity exchanges for another quantity
of a difTerent commodity.
If each person worked
little

with his own land and instruments, producing only
those goods which he directly consumed, there
would be no exchange, and the income of each
would be merely the goods he made. The complexities of exchange and of the distribution of
wealth arise because a man's income depends not
only upon what he personally produces, but also on
the ratio of exchange of his produce with that of
other people, and on the payments that must be
made for the use of factors of production like land

and capital lent to him by others. To facilitate
exchange a monetary system is required, both as a
standard of value and as a means of transfer from
one person to another, and, though a host of
commodities, such as furs, feathers, cattle, grain,

and tobacco, have in

communities
performed the functions of money, these have all
tended to give way to the precious metals, especially
to gold, which is peculiarly suited to the purpose
because of its portability, homogeneity, divisibility,
and similar qualities. But such a medium as gold
can only serve as a means of comparing the values
of ditt'erent commodities at one particular time,
and not at difl'erent times, because the value of
gold itself clianges from period to period for the
same reasons as ordinary goods change in value,
viz. from circumstances affecting the supply or
shells,

different

the demand for it. One of these circumstances in
the case of gold is the extent to which exchange
takes place without the intervention of actual
metal.
The most important forms of credit
documents are connected with banking, which
assists production further by facilitating the
transfer of capital from those who can make little
or no use of it, to those who can employ it to great
advantage, and by affording credit on the security
of future repayment.
The problem of value is not, however, settled by
the adoption of a monetary medium ; for, when
the question is asked why six difl'erent commodities
all sell for a shilling, it is futile to answer that
money balances them, since money is merely one
of the seven things balanced. Some socialists have
asserted that goods are of equal value because they
embody equal amounts of labour but that is not
only untrue of goods the supply of which is
definitely fixed, as its upholders often admit ; it
does not apply even to those goods which are being
constantly produced for meeting the demands of
the market. To explain value by means of labour
it is necessary to rnsolve all kinds and qualities
of labour to some common unit, and, when any
attempt is thus made to weigh difl'erent forms of
labour against one another, the onlj' way of doing
it is by the price paid for their results, and this
involves a petitio principii. The true answer is
that the value of goods depends, from the side of
demand, upon the relative estimate of their utility
or significance in the satisfaction of human desires
;

and, from the side of supply, upon their relative
abundance, which again depends upon the cost oi
production. As regards the demand side, the
fundamental factor is that, the greater the quantity
of a good we possess, the lower is the signilicance
to us of any further addition to the stock of it,
until, when superfluity is reached, no satisfaction
is dependent upon any one item of the good, and
therefore its value is zero, as in the case of air.
There can be no value in the absence of utility,
and the value of any good depends upon the
marginal utility that is, upon the utility of the
final increment of the commodity which we are
just induced to purchase.
Cf. art. CONSUMPTION.
Thus, the nearer the quantity of the commoditj
approaches to the amount required for complete
satiety of the wants dependent upon it, the smaller
will be the marginal utility and the lower the value

—

of any single increment of it.
Hence it may be
briefly stated that, other things being equal, the
demand price of a commodity decreases with every
increase of supply, because the marginal utUity
falls.
It is by analysis of the conditions affecting
the supply of the goods that the complementary
truth is explained, viz. that the price reacts upon
the amount produced and determines the extent to
which labour and capital will be devoted to the
production of the particular article. Goods will
not permanently be produced unless they ' pay,'
and so account must be taken of the cost of production as well as of utility. Cost of production,
in the sense of an irrevocable fact that capital and

labour have been devoted to producing an article,
has no real influence on the value nevertheless,
there is a constant tendency for value to conform
to cost of production, because capital and labour
will turn to the production of those goods which
Instead of making
offer the best remuneration.
more of a good when the price of it is below the
cost, industrial resources will be shifted to other
lines of production where the price is above the
cost, thus lowering the supply and raising the
marginal utility of the former, while increasing
the supply and lowering the marginal utility of
the latter until they balance. The fact that under
competitive conditions the value of a good is
normally very near its cost of production has led
many to assert that it is the cost of production
that causes value. But this is a confusion of mind.
;

Value depends upon

utility

and

scarcity,

whUe

important insismuch as it
affects tne degree of scarcity, but in no other
manner. 'Values change when either of these
factors changes, unless, perchance, both change in
such directions as to neutralize one another. An
increase in the supply, while the demand remains
the same, will lower the value of each unit of the
commodity a diminution of the supply will raise
the value. An increase in the demand, while the
supply is unchanged, will raise the value of each
unit ; a fall in the demand will lower it.
(c) The problem of the distribution of income in
the form of wages, rent, interest, and profits is
an application of these principles of value. The
relative incomes of different people depend upon
the value of the produce of their labour and the
value of the use of their property, so that a full
explanation of the fact of wide differences of income
would involve a statement of all the reasons why
some own more property than others, why some
properties yield a higher return than others, and
why different forms of exertion, from unskilled
labour to the organization of a huge industry, are
This can only be here inso variously valued.
dicated in the broadest outline. In existing conditions there is no pretence to reward moral worth
or even intellectuaJ merit as such : what is rewai'ded is simply an economic service. Many are
cost of production

;

is
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Eaid not for any work that they personally perform,
ut for the service of factors of production which
they own.
The variations in the magnitude of
incomes from the possession of such property dethe
amount and the efficiency of the
pend upon
property possessed, and these again depend upon
individual providence, judicious choice of investments, luck, and the quantity inherited, as well as
upon the magnitude of the individual's earnings,
which largely determine the possibility of saving.
Within any one class of property incomes there are
variations one landed estate yields a higher income
than another of equal size, because of its superior
situation, natural endowments, and the improve:

ments made upon

by expenditure of

it

capital

and

one use of capital yields a
liigher income than another because the difierent
uses to which capital is put vary in their productiveness, in their security, and in their marketability and people are willing to accept a lower
return on an investment which has a high security
and is easily marketed. Similarly, the wages of
labour depend upon the value which the public
attaches to the goods or services produced by it,
and consequently upon the number of workers
ready to perform the tasks. In each trade the
wages will be fixed by the value of the product of
the marginal worker the worker, that is, whose
presence or absence makes little appreciable difference to the employer. If the number of labourers
increases while other things remain the same, the
remuneration of each will be lowered, because the
value of the marginal product will fall as more of
it is placed upon the market, unless the industry
happens to be one in which the addition of workers
labour in the past

;

;

—

so much more efficient that the
increased output per head is more than sufficient
to counterbalance the fall in the price of each
unit of produce. In this way it emerges that the
importance of an occupation to society is no test
of the wages that will he paid in it, any more than
the relative value of corn, air, and diamonds is

makes production

by their importance to human wellPrecisely as goods rise in value if there are
being.
few in the market when many are wanted, so the
value of a particular kind of labour rises when
there are few labourers in comparison with the
demand for their work. Hence the reason why
wages in one trade are higher than in another
depends upon the number of people and the demand
for their produce in each case. If all workers were
equal and all trades equally desirable, there could
be no such differences of wages. But not only do
explained

occupations vary in the advantages, other than
money wages, which they afford ; the workers are
also differentiated into classes who can rarely do
each other's work, and the main reasons for the
relative over-supplj' of labour in some occupations
as compared with others are therefore to be sought
in the circumstances that render labour

immobile,

and that prevent workers from entering the more
highly paid trades. For some temporary reason,
aach as a change in the nature of demand, too
many people may have become specialized to a
particular trade and too few to another, but the
error cannot be quickly rectified, because of the
time required to train new workers. In the course
of time it may be expected that the higher wages
will attract to the one occupation, and the lower
wages will repel workmen from the other but in
the meantime the maladjustment of the labour
force between the trades will cause a corresponding
variation of wages.
Of more permanent and serious import is the
The
fact that the choice of a trade is not free.
people become distributed between different occupations in a rather unsatisfactory manner, and it
would promote welfare if more people followed
;

1&3

some, and fewer other, occupationH than at ijre«enl.
Since many employments call for lengthy and
expensive training, it depends upon the number of
parents who are both willing and able to undertake
this preliminary expenditure for their children,
whether the supply of labour of that kind will be
great or small. 1 he chief rea-son why those kinds of
work that any ordinary person can perform are at
present paid for on a very low or miserable scale is
that there is a very large number of parents who
either have not the power or have not the will to
bear the expense involved in training their children.
Customs of various kinds also limit the freedom of
choice in some cases, and this is particularly important in fixing women's wages, for women are by
custom excluded from many employments, and so
relatively overcrowd others.
The dilliculty of
gauging in advance the comparative advantages of
employments when conditions are rapidly changing,
the differences of physique and mental
strength, also give rise to differences of wages from
trade to trade, while the last-mentioned factor also
causes variations of earnings within the same
trade.
Besides competition of workers and the relative
supply of them in difierent trades, there is still
another factor tending to fix the limits of wages,
viz. the principle of substitution.
Men compete
with machinery, and different combinations of
labour and capital with other combinations. It is
the employer's function and interest to keep down
the expenses of production by choosing those
factors and groupings which are most economical.
Thus land, labour, and capital are all needed in
farming, and no one of them can be wholly substituted for the others ; but they can be substituted
for one another at their margins. The farmer may

conceivably produce the same crop from a given
area with more labour but less machinery or
manure, with less labour and more machinery or
manure or he may produce the same crop from a
smaller area of land by still further increasing the
labour and machinery. Land, labour, and capital
are here being balanced against one another as
factors of production, and, if the price of one rises
considerably, the others may be chosen to take its
place in some measure. So it is in every industry.
Each factor and subfactor, however necessary to
production, may find a substitute at the margin
and in this fact
in some other factor or subfactor
there is found some justification for the hard and
misleading saying that most men earn just about
what they are worth,' that being calculated as
their economic factor- worth. The wages in a trade
tend to equal the marginal worth of the labour in
that trade, and that marginal worth is fixed both
by the number of workers in the occupation relatively to the demand for their produce and by the
competition of other factors capable of performing
similar work. Unfortunately, however, the saying
just quoted is often used to support the very
difierent idea that a man's income measures his
personal efficiency. That is by no means justified
by economic analysis. Through the method of
substitution the portion of the aggregate produce
of the community which goes to remunerate any
particular agent or factor of production tends to
be adjusted to the efficiency of that factor in
supplying the wants of mankind, so that distribution depends upon factor-worth. But, besides labour
and organizing ability, capital and land are factors
and, though these earn in proporof production
tion to their efficiency in the supply of wants, they
cannot be said to acquire incomes their owners
receive the reward whether personally efficient or
the reverse. Moreover, the theory of distribution
takes the wants of mankind as they are, not as
they ought to be so that, if the popular demand
;

;

'

;

;

;
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requires successive editions of a sensational novel,
while a book embodying the profound researches
of the scholar will not sell, the author of the
former is the more efficient in supplying the wants
of mankind, and accordingly obtains a greater share
of income.
In a deeper sense, no doubt, a man
may be so very efficient that the people are unable
to appreciate his wares
but that is only to reiterate that intellectual merit and moral worth do
not, as such, constitute a claim upon the national
dividend under existing conditions.
9. State action for the promotion of material
welfare. After this survey of the general principles, it remains to exemplify their application to
particular proposals for State action in furtherance
of material welfare. This section cannot pretend
to systematic completeness, and selection can only
be made of two samples from the multiplicity of
projects and activities.
The subjects chosen as
sufficiently representative and widely debated are
the raising of the economic condition of the worstpaid labour, and the imposition of import duties for
the protection of home industries
(a) The problem of very low earnings.
The subject of low earnings connects itself with the general
principles of wages already enunciated. The tendency of economic forces, in so far as they are not
impeded, is to pay to workers their marginal worth
Clearliy they cannot perin the particular trade.
manently get more than this, because, if the marginal worth of a class of men were 20s. a week
while the wages were 2l8., it would be to the
advantage of an employer to dismiss men up to
the point at which the gain resulting from a further
dismissal would be equalled by the loss.
On the
other hand, competition for labour amongemployers
;

—

—

should normally prevent wages from falling below
the marginal worth of the labour.
Hence, when a large class of work-people is found
to obtain very low earnings, two questions arise
to the mind of the economist
Are the low wages
to be accounted for by the low marginal worth in
that occupation, or are they due to special circumstances which prevent the general economic forces
from operating properly in the trade in question ?
more briefly, Are the workers not obtaining as
much as their marginal worth? In some cases
both questions may admit of an affirmative answer.
Thus, in the case of sweated home-work among
women, the supply of labour relatively to the demand for it is very high, so that its marginal
worth is low. Much of the work is of a kind that
can be performed with the aid of machinery in
factories, and the cost of production in the factory
fixes a limit to the wages that can be paid in the
home. Many of the articles may be made by the
consumers themselves, and, if their price rises,
this method of production will be stimulated.
There is thus an excessive supply and a limited
demand, and these facts alone warrant the conclusion that the marginal worth of the labour
must be low. At the same time there are also
reasons for believing that the wages, in some cases
at least, fall below the marginal worth, because
the bargaining power of the home-workers is very
weak ; they know little of one another, and cannot
take combined action in resistance to a fall of
wages. So far the conditions of a true market are
:

absent, and in practice different piece-rates are
sometimes paid for precisely the same work by
different employers.
It is chiefly in this latter
fact that the institution of minimum wages by
law for such industries may be expected to have a

good

eflect

;

for, if

the home-workers were already

in all cases obtaining their marginal worth, any
raising of the wage must inevitably displace some
of them, unless, indeed, their worth immediately
rose in proportion to their higher wages. But in

the case of unskilled men there is little reason to
believe that the payment of wages below their
marginal worth is very common or important.
The main cause of their low earnings is that their
marginal worth is low on account of the magnitude
of the supply of such labour relatively to the
demand for it. The idea that the prescription
of a minimum wage by law will in such circumstances suffice to remove the evil cannot be sustained, for it is impossible to force employers to
give more for labour than it is worth, and a man
is not worth more simply because the Government
declares that he must not be employed for less
than a given sum. The result of a minimum wage
in these circumstances must be to throw a large
Connumber of men out of work altogether.
ceivably this may be desirable as an incident in a
larger scheme of reform where the gain is more
than sufficient to counterbalance this loss, but the
legislative prescription of a minimum wage alone
is

no remedy.

make

Far more hope

lies in

an attempt

men worth more by

raising some of
the members of the overcrowded class to a higher
level of efficiency, or by checking the degradation
The economic
of members of the higher grades.
reason for the deplorable state of things is that
there is a maladjustment of supply to demand,
and the best course to pursue is to rectify this, for
economic forces will then work with us in raising
the wages of the poorer classes. This means that
some of the sources of the over-supply of such
labour must be stopped up, and in particular that
at the adolescent age boys must be trained to fill
some positive function in industrial life, instead of
being allowed to drift into any uneducative job
that offers good wages at the moment but leads to
nothing in the future.
serious objection is frequently raised to this
course by the skilled workman, who asserts that
the drafting of boys from unskilled and casual to
skilled and regular trades can do no real good,
because the skiBed trades are already over-stocked ;
and a number of anti-social policies by Trade
Unions and others have been dictated by this
view.
It arises largely from the practice of
thinking about values and wages only in terms of
money ; as soon as one goes behind the money
expressions, it is seen to be fallacious. The bootmaker's objection to the training of more boys for
his trade, instead of allowing tnem to drift into
casual and unskilled labour, is that the want he
exists to satisfy wUl be more fully met while the
other wants that he himself feels will not be more
fully met, so that society gives him less of general
commodities for a week's work than before. The
objection would be partially valid if all the boys
were diverted into this one skilled trade, though
it might still be said that, when a set of men who
would otherwise be doing little work, or casual
work of very low worth, are making boots that
are much needed instead, society as a whole will
be enriched by the change, despite the fact that
the price of boots and the wages of boot operatives
would fall. But it is not proposed to draft all the
boys into any single skilled industry ; they would
be distributed over industries of all kinds, so that
all wants would be somewhat more fully met in
due proportion. Then, despite the fact that boots

to

the

A

are rather less urgently required than before when
tlie supply increases, the bootmaker will not suffer
because the same is true of the things he wants in
exchange for boots. The only qualification to this
is that by withdrawing labour to a large extent
from casual occupations the price of such unskilled
labour would rise, and, unless it increased in efficiency fully in proportion, or unless there were
progress and invention in the work performed by
the unskilled, their produce would rise in price

;
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and they would be relatively favoured by obtaining
a greater command of general commodities for each
unit of their labour. But in any case the economist
will not quarrel with this result ; it makes real
wages more equal as between skilled and unskilled
trades by raising the earnings of the latter, and
welfare is thereby promoted.
The function of
State action in this matter is, therefore, to carry

educational policy further into the more adequate training of youths, the suppression and
regulation of undesirable forms of boy labour, and
the more thorough direction of the labour force
into the most desirable channels by the diflusion
of information regarding occupations and the like.
In such ways it can raise the marginal worth of
the workers in unskilled trades, by reducing the
supply and by raising the efficiency, so that economic forces themselves will then raise the wages.
The State may also bring pressure to bear upon
employers in order to regulate work as far as
possible, instead of offering it in a casual fashion,
and this will likewise tend to diminish the supply,
as people will see that the chances of picking up a
living by odd jobs are reduced, and they will have
a stronger inducement to prepare themselves and
their children for regular occupations.
The surest
means that the State can employ for improving the
position of the poorest classes are those which
directly or indirectly increase the efficiency of the
workers, and distribute them more evenly among
ditt'erent trades in comparison with the demand,
so that their marginal worth is at least sufficiently
high to give them command over the necessaries
for decent living.
The object of
(6) Free Trade and Protection.
foreign trade is to render it possible for the people
of a country to obtain goods more easily than they
could otherwise do. That exchange is a gain to
both parties, and that it realizes the economies of
division of labour and localization of industries,
is always admitted in regard to domestic trade
consequently no one questions the advantages of a
policy of free exchange within the limits of a
single country.
The doctrine of freedom in international trade rests upon the same elementary
facts. If each nation devotes its resources to those
forms of production for which it has a relative
superiority, and exchanges such goods for those
which it cannot produce with equal facility, the
income of its people will be higher than if they
were compelled to produce for themselves all the
goods consumed within the country.
The idea
that one country gains at the expense of another
is absurd, and a country that will not buy cannot
sell.
Hence impediments to trade diminish the
productivity of labour and capital within the protected area by nullifying the advantages of territorial division of labour.
There is a prima facie
presumption that it pays Britain better to produce
the goods she is producing and exporting rather
than to divert some of her productive forces from
these to making the goods she is now importing.
The burden of proof, therefore, lies upon the protectionist to demonstrate the falsity of this simple
general principle, or its inapplicability to some
particular circumstances.
Broadly, protectionist
arguments may be divided into two classes those
which urge that impediments to trade will increase
the wealth, employment, or productivity of the
country imposing them ; and those which appeal
to wider considerations such as national defence
or imperial sentiment.
The oldest and the crudest of the arguments
arises from the conception that foreign trade benefits
a nation only when the value of the exports exceeds
that of the imports, because it is then supposed
that the difl'erence must come in gold and so enrich
the country. The refutation of the argument is
its

—
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manifold. The excess of inijiortH or of exports is
u.sually fully explicable without the passing of
gold, by taking account of such items as shipping
services and interest on investments abroad.
It is
impossible to obtain a surplus of exports by the
imposition of import duties ; and, even if the
balance did come in gold, it does not follow that the
is richer.
No economist to-day advances
the balance of trade argument.
One of the strongest economic arguments is that
temporary protection may encourage the development of infant industries. Under free importation an industry for which a new country is
naturally adapted might not be able to obtain a
footing, but once sufficiently protected it would
grow up, obtain the economies of production on a
large scale, and after an
apprenticeship period
be able to stand without tarifl' support.
The
validity of this argument has been allowed by many
free traders.
Its best exponents grant that the
immediate effect of the restrictions will be to lower
the income of the community, but they look to a
gieater gain in the future from the more rapid
development of the industries. The limitations to
its validity, however, are that the industries to be
fostered must be such as are likely to become selfsupporting after a limited period, otherwise the
loss is permanent and that the protective support
must be withdrawn after the apprenticeship. In
practice these two conditions are seldom fulfilled.
The new country gives protection indiscriminately
instead of to a few well-chosen industries ; and, as
the industries become important, they come to
have a vested interest in the maintenance of the
tariff, using the political machinery rather to
increase than to lower the duties.
Hence, while it
is quite possible that temporary protection of this
sort, if wisely administered, might yield a net
advantage in the long run to a new country, it is
doubtful whether it has in practice ever achieved
as much good as harm. What strength it possesses
lies in its being strictly limited both in scope and
in duration.
The argument upon which the greatest stress is
generally placed is the benefit of protection to the
working classes by increasing the quantity of
employment or of wages. For this various reasons
are assigned.
The first consists in pointing to
specific instances in which a trade could be made
to employ more people if the competing foreign
goods were excluded.
But the free trader has
never denied that the amount of employment in a
particular industry may be contracted by allowing
imports to compete with it, and charges the protectionist with the fallacy of ignoratio elenchi.
The position of the free trader is that those industries that would gain by a tariff would do so at
the expense of a greater aggregate loss to other
trades by diverting productive forces from more to
less remunerative channels. In political campaigns,
however, this argument for protection is one of the
most eflective. It appeals to the economic truth
that it is to my interest that the goods I make
should be scarce while everything else is plentiful,
and if a tarifl' will bring about that state of things
I shall gain. But, as soon as the promise of making
goods scarce by a tariff ceases to be confined to a
articular trade and is generalized to all trades, it
E
ecomes flagrantly absurd.
Another form of the same method of argument
is to point to the efl'ects of a tariff in leading to the
investment of capital sometimes foreign capital
in the protected industry.
Even granting that
the cases cited were always attributable to the
tariff, it does not follow that protection
has
attracted more capital to the industries of the
country as a whole. On the contrary, it causes a
diversion of capital to an equal or greater extent

country

'

'
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from other trades which are directly and indirectly
injured by the tariff.
A dillerent kind of argument in support of the
protectionist view is that workmen in particular
may be benefited by such a tariff as would exclude
manufactured goods while permitting importation

raw materials, because the factor of labour is
more important in the former than in the latter.

of

Quite apart from the difficulty of distinguishing

raw materials from manufactures in a state of
industry where the product of one trade becomes
the raw material of another, the argument appears
to rest on a confusion of thought.
More labour
has, of course, gone to the production of a ton of
than to the production of a ton of coal ; but,
then, nobody exchanges a ton of the one for a ton
of the other.
The question is whether labour has
played a greater part in producing £100 worth of
steel than in producing £100 worth of coal, and in
point of fact a higher proportion of the value of
coal goes to remunerate labour than in the case of
steel.
The comparison of values alone is relevant
here ; and, value for value, it is not the case that
steel

manufactured goods embody more labour than raw
materials.

The most recent plea under this head is that
protection might steady employment by lessening
the fluctuations of industry. Statistical comparison
of countries in regard to unemployment is very
difficult to make at present, and, even if it were
not so, it would faU to be convincing, because at
most the fiscal policy can be but one among many
factors influencing the intensity or recurrence of
depressions of trade. The protectionist, however,
asserts that the
dumping of surplus goods by
foreign countries into a free trade country at veiy
low prices is a cause of instability. Cf. art. Commerce. The extent of such operations by foreign
trusts and kartels has been greatly exaggerated,
but they do occur ; and on the one side is the gain
to the industries that use the cheap imports, which
are almost always half-finished goods, while on the
other side is the injury to the industries with which
the dumped goods compete. The free trader tends
to emphasize the former, the protectionist the
latter, but the net gain or loss to the importing
country depends on the circumstances of the particular time at which the dumping takes place.
It
is possible that on the whole the loss may predominate, inasmuch as dumping is intermittent
if it were steady and calculable, the gain would be
greater. But the burden lies upon the protectionist
to show that a tariff would cure the evil by preventing any unsteadiness of employment that it
may occasion, and he is apt rather to take this for
granted than to prove it. It is quite untrue to
say that a free trade country alone is subject to
dumping, for similar complaints have been frequently made in protected areas. Moreover, if the
price of the goods in a protected country is higher
by about the amount of the tariff than in a free
trade country, there is no more inducement to
dump into the latter than into the former. Indeed,
if a country
habitually sends goods of a certain
class to B, a free trade counti"y, and to C, a country
with a ten per cent tariff, and
now finds itself
with a temporary surplus to get rid of without
lowering prices at home, dumping will be slightly
easier into C than into B, because in C the tax per
ton falls as the price falls, and so stimulates sales
the more. Further, low protection of about ten
per cent, which is all that the Tariff Reform
Commission in Britain has suggested, would not
check dumping, because, on the authority of that
unofficial Commission itself, the dumping prices
are already dropped by a much larger percentage.
Very high protection that stopped imports of that
class altogether would, of course, prevent dumping
'

'
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from securing stability of employment,
would increase instability by raising new causes
of fluctuations which free trade prevents.
It is a
but, so far

it

steadying influence that, when the price of iron in
a free trade country falls, importation is cheeked,
and when the price rises more is sent. If this
influence is removed, every industry dependent
upon iron mil be subject to greater disorganization
and fluctuation of employment, so that a tariff
sufficiently high to prevent dumping would create
much worse conditions for the workers, quite apart
from the other injuries of high protection.
The wages argument, especially in the United
otates, takes the form of ascribing high wages to
the tariff, and appeals for the exclusion or taxation
of the products of low-waged European labour.
That some fallacy is here involved is suggested by
the facts that the countries with low wages are
among those which adopt protection, and indeed
sometimes urge the necessity for tariff" aid against
their highly paid competitors, and that no country
in the world has ever differentiated in its tariff by
favouring imports from countries where wages are
high as against those from countries where wages
are low. The argument does not allow for the
difference between money wages and real wages,
and generally in a protected country the cost of
living is relatively high.
Also, low wages do not
mean low cost of production, for commonly, where
high wages are found, the output per worker is at
least as high in proportion. The true economic
relation has thus been inverted.
High real wages
are due to the high productivity of labour, and
that in turn depends chiefly on the superior natural
resources of a country, the efficiency of its workers,
and its business organization. It also depends upon
foreign trade to the extent that productivity is
increased by the exchange of goods between countries, but this point would favour free exchange.
In fine, wages are dependent upon the effectiveness
of labour ; and, since the artificial inducement of
industries in which labour is not sufficiently effective to render them profitable without a tariff
results in lowering the general effectiveness of the
labour force of the country, the average level of
real wages will be thereby reduced.
It is occasionally proposed that a nation should
adopt free trade only towards the countries granting to it the same privilege. In so far as this
arises from the belief that trade must be free on
both sides if it is to be at all advantageous to both,
it is fallacious ; but, in so far as it is based on the
view that a tariff may be used for purposes of
bargaining, and thus may lower or remove foreign
restrictions, it was admitted by Adam Smith as a
possible exception to the general free trade doctrine.
It involves immediate loss in the hope of
future compensation through freer trade.
Its
validity depends upon the probability of success,
as it can be justified only when it removes the
hindrances to trade and
estimating this probability the nature and conditions of the export
and import trade of the particular country must
Experience has generally shown
be considered.
that retaliation creates animosities which lead
to still higher protection, so that a balance of
injury commonly results to the country using the
weapon as well as to those retaliated upon.
It may be urged that, even though the wealth
of the nation is diminished by protection, this loss
may be off-set by political considerations, increased
Such arguments
national security, or the like.
were at one time urged in favour of the Corn
Laws and Navigation Acts in Britain, and each
particular case can be treated only on its own
On general gronnds it may be said,
merits.
however, that, while a loss to the aggregata
wealth does not alone suffice to condemn a policy
;

m
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now

is
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Ashley, London, 1910); J. B. Say, Traiti d'icon. polit., Paris,
of ecOTioiiiists

:

;

;

.

As representing the reaction of the Historical School, the
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and Moral Philosophy, Dublin, 1879 A. Toynbee, 7'he Industrial Revolution, London, 18S4
G. SchmoUer, Grundriss
Z803.

:

:

;

der aUg. Volkmvirtschaftslehre,2vo}&., Leipzig, iaoo-4.
The best works of tlie Austrian School are E. von BdhmBaweric, Capital and Interest (tr. by W. Smart), Lonrion,
1890, and Positive Theory of Capital (tr. Smart), do. 1891
F. von Wieser, Natural Value (tr. C. A. Malloch), London,
1893. Knylish writers who have emphasized the same doctrines
are
W. S. Jevons, Theory of Polit. Econ., London, 1871
W. Smart, Introd. to the Theory of Value, London, 1891
P. H. Wicksteed, The Comnumsense of Polit. Econ., London,
:

;

:
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On the subject of logical method the best work is J. N.
Keynes, The Scope and Method of Polit. Econ., London, 1891.
On the history of economic theorj' the chief works are
E. Cannan, Hist, of Theories of Production and Distribution'^,
London, 1903; J. Bonar, Philosophy and Polit. Econ. in their
Historical Relations, London, 1893
L. Cossa, Introd. to the
Study of Polit. Econ., London, 1893 J. K. Ingram, Hist, of
Polit. Econ., London, 1907. The following are among the best
recent treatises A. Marshall, Principles of Economics, vol. i.
(last ed. Lond. 1910)
H. Sidgwick, Principles of Polit. Econ.,
London, 1883 A. W. Flux, Economic Principles, London,
;

;

:

;

;

J. S. Nicholson, Principles of Polit. Econ., 3 vols.,
London, 1S93-1901 M, Pantaleoni, Pure Economics, London,
1898 ; H. R. Seager, Introd. to Economics, New York, 1909
E. R. A. Seligman, Principles of Economics, New York,
1905
J. B. Clark, Distribution of Wc/flth, New York, 1899
A. Wagner, Grundlegung der polit. Okon., 3 vols., Leipzig,
1892-4
G. Cohn, System der Nationalokonomie, 3 vols.,
Stuttgart, 1885-98; P. Leroy-Beaulieu, Traite theorigue et
pratique d'^con. politique, 4 vols., Paris, 1896 V. Pareto,
Cours d'Scon. pOlit., 2 vols., Lausanne, 1S9G-7.
The subjects of Free Trade and Protection are treated in
most of the foregoing general works the following deal specifically with the problem from various standpoints
C. F.
Bastable, Theory of International Traded, London, 1900;
W. Smart, Return to Protection, London, 1904 P. Ashley,
Modem Tariff History, London, 1904 W. J. Ashley, The
Tariff Problem, London, 1903 F. W. Taussig, Tariff History
of the United States, New York, 1883; J. A. Hobson, International Trade, London, 1904.
On Poverty in its economic aspects, the Reports of the
English Poor Law Commission, 1909, with their voluminous
appendixes, are the amplest source of information.
The
special phases touched upon in this article are treated more
fullv in
W. H. Beveridge, Unemployment, London, 1909
R. A. Bray, Tlie Toum Child, London, 1907; E. Cadbury,
Women's Work and Wages [in Birmingham], London, 1906;
and the Report on Home Work (no. 246 of 1908), issued by a
Committee of the House of Commons.
It is impossible to indicate here the vast literature on other
parts of the field of Economics, such as Taxation, Monetary
Problems, Trusts, Socialism, Trade Unions, Industrial History,
etc. A good bibliography, entitled What to Read on Social and
Economic Subjects, compiled by the Fabian Society and published by King, London, 1910, may be recommended for those
desirous of guidance on particular topics.
The two best
Cyclopedias are: R. H. I. Palgrave's Diet, of Polit. Econ.,
3 vols., London, 1894-99, Appendix 1908 ; and Conrad's Handwbrterbuch der Staatswissenschaften"^, 6 vols., Jena, 1898-1901.
Among' the leading periodicals devoted exclusively to Economics, and in which much of the contemporary literature
appears, may be mentioned The Economic Journal, London,
quarterly from 1891
The Quarterly Journal of Economics,
Boston, from 1886
The Journal of Polit. Econ., Chicago,
quarterly from 1892 Journal des Economistes, Paris, monthly
since 1843 Jahrbiicher fiir Nationalokonomie, Jena, monthly
Revue Economique Internationale, Brussels,
since 1863
monthly since 1904.
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ECSTASY. — I.

—

Definition and forms.
' Ecstasy' (fKO-Toirts) may be defined as an abnormal
state of consciousness, in which the reaction of
the mind to external stimuli is either inhibited or
In its more restricted sense,
altered in character.
as used in mystical theology, it is almost equivalent to 'trance.' During ecstasy, the visionary is
impervious to messages from without, and can
even feel no pain. In the wider sense, all selfinduced excitement may be called a kind of
ecstasy.
Among human beings in every sfage of culture
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there is a natural tendency to seek some means
of exalting the consciousne.s8 above the ordinary
level of daily experience.
The satisfaction which
is souglit from this heightening of the consciousness may be of a senHuou.s, or of an intellectual,
or of an sesthetic kind.
It is generally, but not
always, a.ssociated with religion, since the experience is most easily explained by supposing

that the soul has been brought into communication
with higher powers. The means ased to induce
this mental rapture are very various, and have all
been discovered empirically. The /cawt-drinking
of the Polynesians, the inhalation of tobaccosmoke by the North American Indians, the use
of hashish (Indian hemp) by some two hundred
millions of Asiatics and Africans, and the use or
abuse of alcohol the favourite medium of intoxication among the white races— and of opium by
the Chinese, are all expedients for artificially
altering the state of consciousness in such a way
as to produce pleasurable sensations
and most
of them are usee! to induce quasi-religious ecstasy.
Very different methods of liberating the mind
from the trammels of ordinary sensation are
protracted fasts, flagellation, orgiastic dancing,
whirling, or jumping, and self-hypnotization by
the mechanical repetition of words, such as '
by the Buddhists, Jlasan flusain by Muhammadan Shi'ites, and the Paternoster or Ave Maria
by Roman Catholics, or by gazing steadily at some
bright object (see Crystal-GAZING), or at some
part of one's own body (the tip of the nose, by
some Indian contemplatives ; the navel, by the
monks of Mount Athos). It is difficult to describe
the generic type of ecstasy, especially in what may
be called its lower forms, since its manifestations
are determined partly by the nature of the means
employed and partly by the mental state and
character of the experimenter. The phenomena
of drunkenness differ from those of opium intoxication
the dancing dervish works himself into
a different state from the howling dervish
the
dreams of the Persian mystic, inspired partly by
wine and strongly tinged with sensuality, are very
unlike the raptures and torments of the Roman
Catholic ecstatica ; and these again difier widely
from the vision of the all-embracing and alltranscending unity which gave to the neo-Platonic
philosopher the assurance that his quest of the

—

;

Om

'

'

;

;

Absolute had not been in vain.

The

'yogi

in

ecstasy feels the blissful void of Nirvana
the
celibate ascetic experiences the indescribable mysteries of les noces spirituelles ; Swedenborg saw
heaven and hell opened to his view the Roman
Catholic fanatic sees heretics torn with hot pincers
the Platonist sees the forms of earthly beauty
transfigured into their eternal and more lovely
archetypes. In every case the dominant interest
and aspirations of the inner life are heightened
and intensified, and in every case the enhanced
force of auto-suggestion seems to project itself outside the personality, and to acquire the mysterious
strength and authority of an inspiration from
without.
History. The historical manifestations of
2.
ecstasy fill so large a place in the records of
religious experience that only a few typical
examples can be given. The ancient Greeks were
no strangers to what Plato calls Bela fiauta. ; but
orgiastic religion was scarcely indigenous in Hellas,
and was especially associated in the minds of the
Greeks with the barbarous land of Thrace. The
Bacchw of Euripides is a magnificent study of the
sinister aspects of religious ecstasy.
Under the
Roman Empire, Oriental cults of an ecstatic type
were widely diffused but by this time the population even of the European provinces was largely
of Asiatic or African origin.
Descriptions oi
;

;

—

;

:

'

;

:
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frenzy are to be foxmd in Lucretius,
Catullus (the Aitis), and Apuleius. The mysterycults of the Empire were designed to induce both
higher and lower forms of ecstatic feeling. Meanwhile a sober and deeply religious use of the
mystical state was encouraged by the later Platonism. Ecstasy was for Plotinus the culminating
point of religious experience, whereby the union
religious

with God and perfect knowledge of Divine truth,
which are the conclusion and achievement of the
dialectical process and the ultimate goal of the
moral will, are realized also in direct, though ineffable, experience. Plotinus enjoyed this supreme
initiation four times during the period when

Porphyry was with him

Porphyry himself only
when he was in his 68th year.
;

once, he tells us,
It was a vision of the Absolute, ' the One,' wnich,
being above even intuitive thought, can only be
apprehended passively by a sort of Divine Ulapse
into the expectant soul.
It is not properly a
vision, for the seer no longer distinguishes himself
from that which he sees ; indeed, it is impossible
to speak of them as two, for the spirit, during the
ecstasy, has been completely one with the One.
This 'flight of the alone to the Alone' is a rare
and transient privilege, even for the greatest

He who

enjoys it 'can only say that he
and that he would not exchange
his bliss for all the heaven of heavens
(Enn.
vi. 7. 34, vi. 9 passim).
From neo-Platonism
this philosophic rapture passed into Christianity,
though we seldom again find it in such a pure
and elevated form. We trace the succession of
metaphysical mystics from pseudo-Dionysius to
Erigena, Eckhart, Boehme, and Swedenborg. Some
modern poets have described an experience similar
to that of Plotinus. Wordsworth, for instance,
speaks of being led on
saint.

has

all his desire,

'

•Until, the breath of this corporeal frame
And even the motion of our human blood
AlmoBt suspended, we are laid asleep
In body, and become a living soul
While with an eye made quiet by the power
Of harmony, and the deep power of joy,
see into the life of things

Tintem

of

waking trance

from boyhood, when

I

my own name

thro' repeating

silently, till all at once, as it

two or three

were out

of the

intensity of the consciousness of individuality, the individuality
itself seemed to dissolve and fade awa^' into boundless being,
and this not a confused state, but the clearest of the clearest,
the surest of the surest, the weirdest of the weirdest, utterly
beyond words, where death was an almost laughable impossibility, the loss of personality (if so it were) seeming no extinction, but the only true life ' (H. Tennyson, Tennyson :
Memoir, 1897, i. 320).

A

This experience is utilized by the poet in his
'Ancient Sage.'
In his case, though not in
Wordsworth's, acknowledged methods of selfhypnotism are recorded as inducing the trance.
Boehme, too, prepared for his visions by gazing
intently at some bright object. The mystics of
the cloister often spent hours before a crucifix (so
St. Francis of Assisi and Julian of Norwich) or an
image of the Virgin, till they were half-hypnotized.

When

'

these artificial methods are resorted to,
ecstasy is a much more frequent phenomenon than
Plotinus would lead us to expect. So far from
being the crown and goal of the contemplative
journey, an experience hardly to be looked for in
this life, it came to be regarded, by the directors
of Roman Catholic piety, as an act of grace
accorded by God as an encouragement to beginners.
Aspirants after holiness are bidden not to
be disquieted by the cessation of such favours,
since this is the normal course of education in the
inward life. It should be added that the best
directors deprecate any great importance being
attached to ecstasy as a sign of progress in

revival.

cases, ecstasy produces complete
'Sch wester Katrei,' who is spoken
of as a pupil of Eckhart, is said to have been
carried oat for burial when in a cataleptic trance.
the
Anaesthesia of the skin is very common
ecstatic feels nothing when pins are driven into
his flesh,
A poor girl in Germany persuaded her
friends to crucify her, and expressed only pleasure
when the nails were driven through her hands.
Here there was no loss of consciousness, but only
extreme spiritual exaltation, inhibiting the sensation of pain. It is almost certain that many of
the martyrs endured their terrible tortures with
but little suffering ; and even so base a criminal as
the assassin of William the Silent bore his cruel
punishment with the same unnatural fortitude.
In the account of the martjrrdom of St. Perpetua
we read that a catechumen named Rusticus, who
suffered with her, asked when they_ were going
to be gored by the wild cow of which they had
heard, and could hardly be convinced, by the
sight of his own wounds, that he had just undergone this ordeal.
The duration of ecstasy is extremely various.
Half an hour is frequently mentioned by the
Roman Catholic mystics but St. Teresa on several
occasions remained for the space of above six
hours as if dead
and of one of the ' Friends of
God,' Ellina von Crevelsheim, we read that, after
remaining dumb for seven years, absorbed in the
thought of the Divine love, she fell into an ecstasy
which lasted five days, during which she had a
revelation of pure truth,' and was exalted to an
immediate experience of the Absolute. She ' saw

In

have frequently had, quite up
have been all alone. This has generally

come upon me

individual is rather the patient than the creator
of psychical storms, which sweep over whole
populations. Ecstasy is communicated by direct
contagion, just as panic invades whole crowds.
Salient examples are the waves of religious excitement which produced the Crusades, in which
millions of ignorant folk met with their death
the outbrealS of the dancing mania (St. Vitus'
Dance), which in Central Europe followed the
devastating pestilence called the Black Death
the tarantula epidemics in Italy in the 14th and
15th centuries, which were attributed to the bite
of a spider, but were certainly due to psychical
contagion the convulsionists in France at the
beginning of the 18th century; the 'Jumpers'
among the English Methodists ; and the trances
which were not uncommon during the recent

Welsh

Ahhey).

I

times to myself

We

'

Tennyson records
*A kind

—

;

We

(Lines composed above

holiness, and disoountenanoe recourse to mechanical methods of inducing it.
There are two periods in the history of Christianity in which the mystical experience was
unusually frequent and intense. These are the
14th and 17th centuries. In both cases the great
ecstatics came soon after a great spiritual and
intellectual awakening in the earlier period the
culmination of the scholastic theology and the
revival of mental activity which accompanied it,
and in the later the Renaissance and the Reformation. Unless at exceptional epochs like these,
ecstasy seems to be more common in the lower
levels of culture.
find it at present very
common in Russia ; while in Western Europe
and America it appears from time to time as a
phenomenon of 'revivals,' which spread chiefly
among the semi-illiterate peasantry. Individual
ecstatics are often men and women of high cultivation, though with unusual and partly abnormal
psychical endowments. But, as a social phenomenon, ecstasy breaks out like an epidemic among
normal people, chiefly belonging to the lower
The study of psychical epidemics is still
classes.
in its infancy, and is a subject of great interest
and importance. From this point of view, the

extreme

insensibility.

;

;

'

'

'

;

:

'
;

:
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the interior of the Father's heart,' was 'bound
chains of love, envelo|je(i in light, and
filled with peace and joy' (Uuderliill, Mysticism,

eternity? We behold that which we are, and we are that whi'.-b
we behold, because our beinc, without lotting anything of it«
own personality, Is united with the Divine truth which includfcf

p. 441).

unnecessary to be sceptical about such
Ecsta.sy can never bo reproduced in
testimony.
description, because it could be described only by
one who was at the same time inside and outside
and this is impossible. But
the mystical state
the fact of intuition into Divine truth, during
states of spiritual exaltation, seems to the present
writer incontrovertible, and the admission can
cause no difficulty to a theist. We can, however,
maintain that the saner forms of ecstasy, which
are not propagated by contagion, and which contain a strong moral and intellectual as well as
emotional element, are at once the rarest and the

with

Although there is a natural tendency to ascribe
these abnormal states to Divine iniluence, the
experts in this strange science were constrained
to admit the frequency of diabolical counterfeits,'
and to caution the aspirant against the wiles of
It was observed that unour ghostly enemy.
wholesome ecstasy was generally the result of
'

too impatient craving for supernatural favours,
though it might assail even the truest saint,
especially after too rigorous self-discipline.
It
was also a matter of common observation that
were
frequently
followed
self-induced trances
by
intense mental depression, and by that sense of
abandonment by God which was called the dark
night of the soul.' These reactions were, indeed,
expected by all mystics, and were explained as the
last death-pangs of the lower nature, before the
They were frequently merely
final illumination.
the result of nervous exhaustion, caused by too
intense concentration of the mind, ecstasy being
(from the psychological point of view) an extreme
variety of mono-ideism.
In conclusion, we must ask a question which to
the religious mind is of the greatest importance.
What is the value of ecstasy as a revelation of
objective truth ? Has it any of the transcendent
value which has so long been claimed for it!
Two opinions may be hazarded. First, the notion
that the emptiness of the trance is a sign that the
subject is in contact with absolute truth may
probably be dismissed as an error, though it has
the sanction of many great mystics. The doctrine
implied may be stated in the words of Aquinas
'The higher our mind is raised to the contemplation o(
spiritual things, the more it is abstracted from sensible thinj^s.
But the final term at which contemplation can possibly arrive
Therefore the mind that sees the
is the Divine substance.
Divine substance must be wholly divorced from the bodily
senses, either by death or by some rapture (Summa contra
'

:

'

Gentiles,

iii.

47).

The argument is that, since we can see only
what we are, we cannot apprehend the Absolute
without

first being divested of all that belongs to
particular individual existence.
must sink
into the abyss of nothingness in order to behold

We

all

diversity

It

'

(de Contemplalione).

is

;

The I'oOs ipCif (Plotinus) sees
healthier visions than the excited and half-morbid
imagination of the cloistered devotee. Cf. also artt.
Enthusiasts (Religious), Mysticism, SufIism.
LiTKRATUBK. T. Achelis, Die Ekstase, Berlin, 1902 E. D.
Starbuclc, Psychology of Itelffjion, London, 1899 F, Granger,
The Soul of a Christian, London, 190D T, Ribot, Les Maladies
de la trUmoire, Paris, 1881, and other works; E, Underbill,
most trustworth}'.

—

;

;

;

W, R, Inge, ChHstian My^^ticisia
Mysticism, London, 1911
E. R6c6jac, Essai sur Us Jondements de la connaissance mystique, Paris, 1897.
"W". R. InGE.
;

(BL, 1899)

;

EDDAS. — I. The
'Edda'is the subject

—

The meaning of
much dispute. Accordthe name is identical with
name.

of

ing to the older view,
edda, great-grandmother,' and was bestowed on
account of the supposed high antiquity of the Eddie
songs.
But, this being considered somewhat farfetched, modem scholars have proposed other explanations.
Konrdd Gislason tried to show that
the name is derived from dSr, 'song,' 'poem,' so
that the proper meaning of ' Edda would be
'Manual of Poetics,' assuming, as we shall see,
very justly, that the name really was the title of
the work of Snorri Sturluson. Eirikr Magniisson
has sought to connect the word with Oddi, the old
seat of learning in Iceland, and the place where
Snorri himself was educated. Both these explanations are, indeed, exposed to philological objections,
but the former is the better and more natural.
Originally Edda was only the title of the didactic
work of Snorri, in one of the chief manuscripts of
which we read ' This book is called Edda ; it was
composed by Snorri Sturluson, and in this arrangement' (Cod. Upsaliensis). 'This manuscript was
discovered by the famous bishop of Skdlholt, Brynj61fr Sveinsson (t 1675), who was also the possessor
The
of the chief manuscript of the Eddie poems.
discovery of these manuscripts led to the theory,
based upon the intimate relation of their contents,
that the two books were closely connected, and the
manuscript of poems was also called 'Edda,' without any sufficient reason. The manuscripts came
to be spoken of as the Elder and the Younger
Edda, the former of those appellations being given
to the manuscript containing the ancient poems
'

'

:

that which

than

determinations.
The warning of Plotinus, to seek to rise above
intelligence is to fall outside it,' is very pertinent
here.
And, secondly, the apparent externality
of a revelation is no guarantee of its truth. The
subliminal consciousness has no peculiar sacredness ; it may be evil as well as good, and probably,
as a rule, echoes racial memories of mixed value.
Malaval, the author of La Pratique de la vraye
tMologie mystique (Paris, 1709, i. 89, quoted by
Underbill, op. cit. p. 431), distinguishes true from
false ecstasy as follows
is

deeper

all

'

The great doctors of the mystical life teach that there are
two sorts of rapture which must be carefully distinguished.
The first is produced in persons but little advanced in the way,
who are still full of selfhood either by the force of a heated
imagination which vividly apprehends a sensible object, or by
the artifice of the devil.
The other sort of rapture is, on
'

;

.

.

.

the contrary, the effect of pure intellectual vision in those who
have a great and generous love for God, To generous souls
who have utterly renounced themselves God never fails in these
raptures to communicate high things,'

A

very typical statement of the mystical doctrine of ecstasy is the following from Ruysbroek,
a writer who lived in the richest flowering-time
of mysticism, the 14th cent., and who is perhaps
the most characteristic of all the Roman Catholic
mystics
When love has carried us above all things, above the light
into the Divine darkness, we are transformed by the eternal
Word who is the image of the Father and, as the air is penetrated by the sun, we receive in peace the light incomprehensible, embracing and penetrating us. What is this light, if
'

;

it

be not a contemplation of the infinite and an intuition of

'

'

'

this manuscript was also called Scemundar Edda,
as the songs were erroneously supposed to have
been collected by the famous priest Ssemundr fr65i
This last name has come into general
(tll33).
use, but in our own times the poems are mostly
and, as these are the
called the Eddie poems
chief source of Snorri's work, the appellation is
not altogether incorrect.
This work
2. The Edda of Snorri Sturluson.
was composed by the famous Icelandic historian
and chieftain Snorri Sturluson (1178-1241), one of
the most cultured and highly gifted men of his
Besides his chief historical work, the
time.
Heimshringla, he left another, the Edda, a manual
In the
for young beginners in the art of poetry.
poetry of all the old Teutonic peoples there had
consist-.
developed
special
poetic
language,
been
a
'

'

;

—

—
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ing of simple or composite words, wliich either
had become obsolete in prose or never had belonged to the spoken language (cf. in A.S. such
words as b6aggyfa, ' a munificent prince,' hringedstefna, 'a ship,' etc.).
In Norway and Iceland this peculiar poetic language, especially
in the matter of the intricacies of the metrical
art, attained its highest development, and was
elaborated systematically at an early period. The
composite appellations called kennmgar were derived from many different sources, partly from
everyday life, and partly from Nature; and a
great many of them were founded on the old
mythology and its legends. Thus gold was called
'Sif's hair' because the goddess Sif, according to a
myth, had her hair made of gold. Another appellation of gold was the bed of Fifnir (the serpent),
on account of the legend of the serpent Fifnir and
his bed of gold.
In order to form and use these
kenningar, a certain amount of knowledge was
indispensable ; we also meet Avith certain cases
indicating that the younger scalds learned from
their older colleagues the mysteries of their art.
Snorri, himself a poet, felt called on to write a
manual of the art of poetry, his Edda. That work
consists of tliree parts.'
The middle part is called
SkdldskaparmAl ('the Language of Poetry'), and
gives General rules for poetic denominations of
living beings and dead things.
First there are the
composite denominations of Odin and poetry, gods
and goddesses and the appellations of heaven,
earth, sea, sun, wind, fire, winter, summer, man,
gold, battle, weapons, ships, God (of the Christians), kings.
Then follows a list of the simple
'

'

;

and uncomposite names in a similar order, all accompanied by scaldic verses, serving as examples.
Lastly, there is a third list of appellations (synonyms from everyday language). Two manuscripts
add some lists of names (in verse), but they are
interpolations and did not originally belong to
Snorri's work.
The author sometimes inserts
longer stories to explain the origin of some of these

names

;

but, as already mentioned, the old

myths

were the basis of the whole, and so Snorri found it
convenient to write as an introduction to the work
a complete survey of the old mythology, based on
the best sources the ancient poems relating to the
gods (the Eddie poems '), and various living traditions.
In those times this was a bold thing to do,
but he succeeded in giving such a view of the whole
subject that his work could hardly have been done

—

'

He proceeds
systematically, beginning with the cosmogony, and
its accessaries
then follows a description of the
oldest times of the gods, the golden age, and the
Ash of Yggdrasil (the world-tree). This is followed
by an account of the gods and goddesses, their place
of abode, Valhalla, and everything connected with
it ; he then relates more fully two myths of Thor's
exploits, and proceeds with the story of the death
of Balder, the imprisonment of Loki, the wonderful
things foreboding the approach of Kagnarok and,
finally, he gives a wonderful description of that last
fight of the gods and the regeneration of the world.
All these things are presented in a dialogue between a Swedish king, Gylfi, and the trinity of
Odin. The name Gylfaginning {' the "DeiMsioa of
Gylfi ') alludes to this, as Gylfi does not know with
whom he is speaking.
Snorri's sources were principally the three important Eddie poems, Vdluspd, vaf^ruSnismdl,
and Grimnismdl, and a few of the other poems he
chiefly used the Vdluspd, from which he probably
got the idea of the arrangement of the whole. He
1 The form varies in the chief MSS
Codex Re^us 2367, 4'
In the Old Royal CoIIectioo io the Royal Library, Copenhagen
Codex ArDamagnsaims 242, fol., in the University Library,
Copenhagen
and Codex Upsaliensis. Delagardie 11, in the
tJniversity Library, Upsala and partly in some other MSS.
better, considering the circumstances.
;

;

;

—

;

;

—

often quotes verses from these poems, but not so
frequently as he might have done. Snorri treats

the myths critically, sometimes in a somewhat
arbitrary fashion, and he has not escaped the influence of Christian ideas, especially at the beginning.
His greatest fault is that the punishments, which
in the Vdluspd come before Ragnarok, are placed
by him after that event a total misconception.
Another source was the oral tradition, so strong
and vigorous in Iceland. The style is magnificent,
everywhere adapted to the varying contents
earnest and solemn, or playful and jocose, always
full of life.
The author reveals himself as the
great master of Icelandic prose.
Between the first and the second part as an
introduction to the latter there is a very interesting chapter on the origin of the 'drink of the

—

—

—

and how Odin became the owner of it.
Thus Odin, alone of all gods and men, was the
owner and giver of the poetic faculty, and he was
poets,'

said to give ' the drink of the poets ' to his
favourites.
The third chief part of the Edda is Snorri's
own poem, the Edttatal, consisting of 102 strophes
in praise of Hakon the Old, king of Norway
The peculiarity of this
(t 1263), and Earl Skiili.
poem is that it is written in various kinds of
metre, arranged systematically ; Snorri has, however, missed the true historical development of
Icelandic metrics ; he begins with the ' most perfect' kind of metre (drdttkvceSr hdttr), which in
reality is the youngest, and places at the end the
oldest kinds of metre, those used in the Eddie
poems, and some other metres closely related to
them.
Of course, Snorri everywhere uses the
scaldic phraseology.
The reason why he placed
his own poem at the end of his work was that he
desired to show how his theories looked when
carried out in practice. The poem exhibits the
technical finish of Snorri, and his complete mastery
of the language and the difficult metres.
This poem gives us a hint regarding the time of
the composition of the work, but only a terminus
ad quern. It cannot have been composed earlier
than the winter of 1222-23, and certainly not very
much later. Snorri had lived between 1218 and
1220 at the courts of the princes he praised. The
poem is a thanksgiving for the honours bestowed
on hira. It is most probable that the two earlier
parts of the work were written, partly at least,
before 1218, although the whole may have been
written in the years 1221-23.
The Edda of Snorri is one of the principal works
of Icelandic literature, admirable both in form and
in contents, and quite unique in the latter regard.
Of course, it does not give us a perfectly accurate
picture of the old heathendom which had then been
practically extinct for 200 years ; but, on the other
hand, it is certain that it always must remain one
of our principal sources of information regarding
that faith, as the old traditions were preserved in
Iceland with a singular tenacity and faithfulness,
owin" to the remoteness of that country and its
very limited intercourse with the outside world.
In one
(A. M. 242) there are added four grammatical treatises, of which the second is found also
in the Upsala MS, and the third also in two fragments. Their contents are linguistic, rhetorical,
and didactic, but they have nothing to do with
Snorri or his Edda. The first of these treatises is
on the phonetical system of the Icelandic language
The
in the 12th cent., and is of extreme value.
third treatise is written by Snorri's nephew, Olifr
J)6rSarson.
LrrEEATCRB.—<1) Editions The great Amamagnsean ed.,
special ed. of
3 vols., Copenhagen, 1848-87, with Latin tr.
Cod. Upsaliensis and other fragments (in vol. ii.), and an ed. of
the so-called Skdldatal with the biographies of the poets and a
sur-'ey of their poems; critical «i. of the text by Finrnr

MS

:

;

;

;

BDDAS
J6n8aon, Oopenhnffen, 1900, and Reykjavik, 1907.—<2) TRAKSr.ATI0N3\: Danish fJi/lifaginniruj^by I Jdneaon^Copenhagen, 1902;
German, by H. Qerin^, Leipzig; and Vienna, 1&92 Kn|>liah, by
G. W. Dasent, Stockliolm, 1842.—(3) CRITICAL Treatises: E.
.

:

;

Moglt, Untersuchungen
'

Braune, Beitmge,

iiber die Oylfapinninjf,

vi.-vii. [Haiie,

AUertumskunde,

boff, Deutitche

i.-ii.,' in Paul1879-«0J see aieo K. Miillenv. [Berlin, 1883J ; E. Wilken,
;

Unterstcchungen zur Snorra FAda, Paderborn, 1878 ; F.
J6nsson, Edda Snorra SturluBonar,' in AarbOfierfor nordisk
OUtkyndighed og Uistorie, Copenhagen, 1898; K. Uislason, in
Aarbiiger, 1884; Eirikr MagnijssoD, 'Edda,* ia Sagabook of
the Viking Club, London, 1896.
'

3. The Eddie poems (the 'Elder Edda,' 'Ssemundar Edda'). Tliese famous poems are for the most
part found in a single MS, 2365, 4°, in the Old Royal
Collection in the Royal Library in Copenhagen
(Codex Regius). The MS consists of 45 leaves,
but a whole sheet (8 leaves) is wanting, thereby
causing a deplorable lacuna. The MS dates from
about 1270, and it was discovered shortly before
the middle of the 17th centuiy. It is a very fine
one ; a phototype edition, with the text printed on
opposite pages, was published by L. Wimmer and
The first known owner of the
F. J6n8Son in 1891.
MS, Bishop Brynj61fr Sveinsson, presented it to
the king of Denmark.
We have now only six
leaves of another MS, A. M. 748, 4° (Univ. Libr.
Copenh.), containing some of the same poems as
Codex Regius, with one addition, but partly

—

defective.

may be divided into
mythical and (2) heroic poems, arranged in a certain, but imperfect, chronological
order, which could more easily be applied to the last
group of the legendary poems, as the persons described there are all genealogically connected. In
the mythical group this was generally impossible,
except in one case. Here the interest of the poems
centres in the two principal gods, Odin and Thor.
One heroic poem, the VolundarkviSa, has been incorrectly inserted in this group.
In each group
there may be observed a tendency to subdivisions,
beginning with certain important poems of a more
general character.
The collector has in many
places, especially in the last group of poems, given
explanatory and connecting prose pieces. The MS
is a copy, not the original collection, which must
have been compiled in the end of the 12th century.
The MS A. M. 748 is another copy of the original
collection, with some additions. A third collection
(or copy) was in the possession of Snorri.
The collection begins with the Voluspd, a grand
poem, a kind of world drama having for its subject
the mythical life of gods and men from the beg'nning of the world to Ragnarok ; the death of
alder is the central event.
The dominating
thought of the author is that all evU deeds breed
fighting and death. The poem is written throughout in a tone of stem morality. It was composed
about the middle of the 10th century. The next
in order is the Hdvamdl (' The Song of the High
One '), a collection of several fragments of poems,
all of a more or less ethical and moral character.
The first poem is the principal one ; in it Odin
gives counsels to the human race, as to what is
best for man, and how to behave in the different
conditions of life, ending with pointing out that
after death a good name is the best.
Another
poem contains the magical songs of Odin ; and a
third has counsels to a young man, of a similar
character to the first. Then follow some poems,
which are pre-eminently Odin lays
Vaf\>ruSnismdl (' Lay of Vafthriidhnir '), describing a trial
of intellectual strength between Odin and a giant
the giant is defeated, and loses his life ; in Grimnismdl (' Lay of Grlmnir '), Odin reveals his terrible
character to a blind and hard-hearted mortal king,
his ovra foster son ; in SdrbartSsljdQ (' Lay of
Hdrbardh '), Thor quarrels with the disguised
Odin, whom he does not know a struggle between
The contents

two groups

:

of Cod. Regius

(1)

:

VOL. V.

—

—
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wisdom and mere strength, where wisdom prevails.
Thor is the special hero of l[>rymskvii5a ('.Song of

Thrym '), which

how he

hammer and
Hymir') tells
how Thor got a brewing cauldron large enough for
the gods, and records other instances of hi.s trials of
strength Alvismdl ('Lay of All-wise') is the story
of a word-duel between Thor and a dwarf.
The
recovered

it.

tells of

lost his

HymiskviZa ('Song

of

;

beautiful poem Skirnismdl ('Song of Skirnir ') describes Kreyr's vehement love for the giant maiden
GerSr while in the io/^cwennaC Scolding of Loki'),
Loki, the enemy of the gods, scolds all the gods
and goddesses, but is obliged to fly before '1 hor
and his hammer. In Baldrs draumar (' Dreams of
Balder ' [found only in A. M. 748]), the dreams of
Balder are related, and the ride of Odin to the
under world to consult a dead sibyl.
To these lays of the goda there are generally added some
poems found in other MSS HpndlutjiSiS (' Song of liyndla ')
;

:

(from the Flatey Codex), relating how Freyja procures information from a giantesa regarding the family of her favourite,
Ottar. Here ia found inserted a fragment of a mythical poem,
Voluspd in skamma (' The Short Voluspd '). Bigspula ('Song
of Kigr' [found in A. M. 242]) ia a philosophical poem on the
origin of the different aocial orders of men, and the supposed
development of social life. The poem, which enda by mentioning kingship, was poaaibly composed in honour of Harald
Fairhair. OrdgaXdr (' Magical Song of Gr6a ') and Fjiilsvin-nsmdl
Song of Fjolsvinnr ') go together and treat of a young man,
Svipda^r (probably a mythical person), who geta good advice
from his dead mother Qrda., and then starts on a dangerous
journey in purauit of his ladylove MengloS.
('

To the second group

of Eddie poems, the heroic
belongs first of all the important poem,
mentioned above, VolundarkviSa ( Lay of
ayland '), describing the smith Volund, his imprisonment by king NiSu3, and his revenge on the king
and his family. Then there follows a group of
Helgakvi'Sur ('Helg^ Lays'), two poems about
Helgi Hundingsbani, and one treating of Helgi
HjorvarSsson, two different heroes, chiefly describing their revenging their fathers, their martial
deeds, and specially their love afi'airs with the
Valkyries (Svdfa, Sigriin). Next comes the long
cycle of poems about the Volsung family, especially SigurtSr Fdfnisbani a kind of verified historical narrative ; Gripisspd {' Pioipbecj of Gripir'),
a comparatively young poem, giving a view of
Sigurd s life in the form of a prophecy ; Beginsmdl
{' Lay of Regin '), fragments of two poems— on the
first great deed of Sigurd; Fdfnismdl ('Lay of
Fifnir ), on the slaying of the serpent Fdfnir
Sigrdrifumdl (' Lay of Sigrdrifa '), on Sigurd's
meeting with the Valkyrie Sigrdrif, and the good
counsels which she gives him. Here comes the
lacuna mentioned above ; there must be at least
two long poems wanting (cf. the Volsungasaga).
The text begins again with a poem relating the
murder of Sigurd ; he had been married to GuSriin,
daughter of king Gjiiki, and had been brought (by
magical means) to forget the Valkyrie Sigrdrif
(Brynhildr), a sister of Atli BuSlason (AttUa),
who had been treacherously married to Gunnar
Gjiikason.
In a following poem the characters
of these two ladies, the principal female actors of
the story, are contrasted psychologically. SigurtSarkvUSa in skamma ('Short Lay of Sigurd') relates briefly the death of Sigurd ; then follows a
long monologue by BrynhUd, who kills herself
and in Helrem (' Brynhud's Ride to Hel ') she goes
to Hel and defends her deeds against the censure
In the second and third GuSninof a giantess.
arAmSa (' Songs of GufSnin ') GuSnin surveys her
own tragical fate ; she is now married to king
Atli ; and the poem closes with dark dreams of
their future relations ; in the last poem GuSnin,
by a kind of ordeal, proves her conjugal fidelity
There follows a poem with an entirely
to Atli.
new heroine, Oddrunargrdtr ( Lament of Oddriin ').
Oddriin, Atli's sister, has loved Gunnar, but a
union between them has never been brought about
lays,

'

—

'

'

W

—

;
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she gives a survey of her tragical story. The next
two parallel poems, Atlakvi'Sa and Atlamdl ('Songs
of Atli [the latter called the Greenlandic, because
composed in the Icelandic colony in Greenland]),
describe, each in a slightly different way from the
other, the relations between Atli and GutSnin and
her brothers
the brothers are killed at Atli's
command, and GuSnin in revenge causes his
death. Now, one would think the tragedy would
be at an end, but the last act remains. GuSriin
contracts a third marriage with J6nakr, and bears
to him three sons, Sorli, HamSir, and Erpr.
Her
daughter by Sigurd, Svanhildr, has been given in
marriage to King jormunrekr, who has accused
her of infidelity, and at his command she is
trampled to death by horses ; she is revenged by
her brothers, who also are killed. Such are the
contents of the two last poems in Cod. Reg.,
'

:

('The Urgings of GuSrdn') and
Ham'Sismdl ('Lay of HamSir').
Grdttasongr
('Song of the Gr6tti') must also be reckoned
with the heroic lays ; it is found in a MS of
Snorri's Edda, and treats of the giant maidens
grinding gold, peace, and, at last, death to Fr65i,
king of Denmark.
The legends of the heroic poems were originally,
for the most part, German importations into Scandinavia, where they have been transformed and imbued with the true Northern spirit, and combined
with each other without regard to original times
or places. They are of primary importance for
German and Teutonic legendary history. The
Eersons are idealized ; they are typical heroes and
eroines, a quintessence of the people of the Viking
age.
Some of the minor characters are, however,
dra'™ <roiii »omiuon life.
The descriptions of
^rsons ana events are exceedingly clear and racy
Ind strictly logical, and the language is correspondingly so. The sentences are short and pithy,
everything superfluous is banished; «till, the poems
differ in this, tnat some are more wordy than others
difference in a^e may be inferred from this.
The age of the poems is, on the whole, the period
from A.D. 900 to 1050. This may now be regarded
as beyond all doubt. But within the limits of this
period there may be discerned older and younger
groups of poems, when we consider the more or
GuJSriinarhvot

elaborate descriptions, stories, the persons
etc.
Thus y>rymskviSa, VolundarkviSa, and Bigs]>ula are among the oldest SigurtSarkvi^a in skamma, Atlamdl, and Oddninargrdtr
among the youngest. Only a few are very young,
from the 12th cent. {Gripisspd, Voluspd in skamma),
and belong to a late renaissance of Icelandic
poetry.
The home of the poems has been the subject of
much dispute. Some maintain that they are all
Icelandic, others think they are all Norwegian, or
composed in the Norwegian colonies in the British
less

mentioned,

;

One poem can definitely be proved to be
Greenlandic {Atlamdl). The truth is that everything of value for deciding the question of the
home of the poems points decidedly to Norway,
Islands.

Norwegian life, Norwegian

culture,

and Norwegian

nature. The poems must, therefore, be Norwegian
for the most part.
have no certain way of
deciding what is Norwegian and what possibly
may be Icelandic. It is not right to consider
poems as Icelandic merely because they lack outward signs pointing to a Norwegian origin ; all
these poems are on the same level there is, on the
whole, the same way of considering life, and the
same manner of thinking ; one might say they are
all of the same school in spite of their different age.
The metres of the poems are chiefly the three
oldest fomyt6islag, verses of four syllables, in the
epic poems
IjdlSahdttr, strophes of six verses of
different length, in the moral and didactic poems ;

We

;

:

;

mdlahdttr, verses of five syllables, in epic poems.
One poem, ndrbar'Sslj(fiS, is very irregular in its
metre. AU the poems are strophical, each strophe
as a rule consisting of eight verses six in Ij'dSa^
hdttr ; when strophes of more or less than eight
verses are found, this is probably due to corruptions of the text.
The tradition was only oral for
perhaps more than 200 years, and, of course, as
might be expected, rather bad. Strophes or verses
are often lacking, or words are so corrupted that
it is very difficult, sometimes impossible, to emend
them critically, metrically, or lin^istically. Some
verses are in the tradition given in duplicate form,
and the collectors have written down both without
choosing between them.
The poems are all anonymous, probably because
the authors considered themselves only as renarrators of known subjects. It may, however,
be considered as certain that they gave the poems
certain individual colours, and moulded the characters with their psychological peculiarities. How
far they invented new persons or events has not
been decided conclusively. On the other hand, it
is certain that they were very independent in their
combinations of the old legends.

—

LiTERATDBE.-^l) EDITIoi/s : S. Bugge, Norrcen fomkvceSi,
Christiania, 1867 (of fundamental value); phototjTie ed. of the
Cod. Re^., with the abbreviation in italics, by L. Wimmer and
F. J6n9son (Copenhagen, 1891), of A. M. 748 by F. Jbnsson
(Copenhagen, 1896) ; ed. of the text by K. Hildebrand (Paderborn, 1873 and 1904), with a dictionary by H. Gering (3rd ed.,
Halle, 1907) ; editions with commentary by H. Liining (Stuttgart, 1869), R, Heinzel and F. Detter (Leipzig, 1903), and.
above all, B. Sijmons (Halle, 1888-1906, vol. i., text with
variants; voL Hi., a complete dictionary by Gering; vol. ii.,
commentaries, has not yet been edited ; vol. i. contains a long
and excellently written introduction, treating critically the
MSS, the age and home of the poems, etc.). (2) Tkansla Tioifs :
Danish, by O. Hansen (Copenhagen, 1911); Dano-Norwegian, by
G. Qjessing (Christiania, 1899); Swedish, by P. A. Godeoke
(Stockholm, 1881)
German, by H. Gering (Leipzig, 1892)
English, by B. Thorpe (London, 1865) ; a« ed. with an Eng. tr. is
also found in G. Vigfusson's Corpus poeticttm boreale, Oxford,
1883 (tr. in prose, bad text). Besides the dictionary by Gering,
already mentioned, Sveinbjorn Egilsson's Lexicon antiqutx
tingwB septentrionalis (Copenhagen, 1860) deserves to be noted.
(3) Of other works useful to the student may be mentioned
E. Jessen, ' Uber die Eddalieder, Heimat, Alter, Character,' in
Ztschr, /. deutsche Philologie, iii. (Halle, 1871, of fundamental
value) ; K. MUUenboS*, Deutsche Altertumskunde, v, (with an
analysis of several of tlie mythical poems and a critical survey
of the heroic lays) ; F. Jonsson, Den norske og islandske litteratura historiCf i. (Copenhagen, 1897), and polemics between tdm
and B. M. Olsen, in Timarit hins islenzka Bdkmenta/jelags, xv,xvi. (Reykjavik, 1894-95) ; E. Mogk, * Norwegisch-islandische
Litteratur,' in Paul's Grujidms, ii.^ (1902); E. H. Meyer, German, ilythol. (Berlin, 1391), pp. 36-46, 61-53 ; Chantepie de la
Saussaye, Religion of the Teutons (Boston, 1902), p. 194 fl.
A. Heusler, Die Lieder der Lucke in Cod, reg. (Strassbur^,
1902), also * Heimat und Alter der eddischen Gedichte {Archxv
f. neuer. Sjprachen^ xvi. [Brunswick, 1905]) ; S. Bugge, Hoim of
the Eddie Poems (London, 1899)
G. Neckel, Beitrdge xur
;

'

:

Eddaforschung (Dortmund, 1908i. On syntax : Wis^n, Orc^
fogningen i den dldre Eddan (Lund, 1865); M. Nygaard,
Eddasprogets syntax, i.-ii. (Bergen, 1866-67).
On metrics
E. Sievers, Beitrage zur Skaldenmetrik,' ii. Hn Beitrdge, vi.
[Halle, 1879]), and Altgermanische iletrik (Halle, 1893).
Regarding the great number of treatises on special subjects the
reader may be referred to Sijmons" edition.
F. J(5nsson.
*

ED0MITES.--1.
name

Introductory.

— 'Edom'

is

a people frequently mentioned in the
OT, and generally located to the south of the
Dead Sea. They are regarded as a ' brother of
the

of

'

and

this relationship is vividly expressed in
the popular stories in Gn 25, 27, 32 f., which re-

Israel,

—

present Esau i.e. Edom as the elder twin-brother
of Jacob, who is otherwise known as ' Israel.' Apart
from the direct and indirect evidence for Edomito
culture and religion, there is good reason to believe
that the Edomites and allied peoples of the area
lying outside Israelite territory, and especially in
N.W. Arabia, played a somewhat prominent part in
Israelite religion and history.
This has often been
emphasized since the earlier observations of Wellhausen, Kuenen, Stade, and Robertson Smith
and in recent years has come more to the front in
Biblical research.
In discussions of the origin of
;

;'

BDOMITE8
the Israelite Jahweh, the tribes of Israel, the rise
of the kingdom of Judah, the locale of the patriarchal stories, the extension of the term ' Egyi;''
(Heb. Mip-ayim, Aasyr. Mu^ri) outside the limits
of Egypt—in these and other questions the Edomite
area, its population and history, and its relations
with Israel invariably enter into the field of inquiry ; and it is therefore necessary to premise
that a treatment of the religion of the Edomitea
unavoidably raises certain problems of the OT
which cannot be discussed in these pages.

are otherwise knovni as Esau,'
father
sons of Esau,' after their reputed
and as sons of Seir,' after the district of Mt. Seir.
Their land may be described as the district between
the Dead Sea and the Gulf of A\:abah, bordered by
Moab, Judah, S. Palestine, the Sinaitic peninsula,
N. Arabia, and the Syrian desert the more precise
boundaries varied from time to time according to
the larger political circumstances affecting the
Thus, for
surrounding States or confederations.
purely geographical reasons, it was entirely exposed to the political, social, and religious move-

The Edomites

or

'

'

'

'

'

"

;

ments in Western Asia and its vicissitudes cannot
be understood apart from the history and thought
;

An important fact is
of the old Oriental world.
the very close relationship which, as the Horite
and Edomite genealogies in Gn 36 represent, was
felt to subsist between the Edomites and their
neighbours ; Edom, Midian, and Ishmael are intimately connected, and names of Edomite origin
or affinity can even be traced in the Israelite
It has long
tribes of Judah, Dan, and Benjamin.
been recognized that the tribe of Judah as constituted in 1 Ch 2 and 4 was half Arab,' and of its
two main divisions Caleb and Jerahmeel the
former is explicitly connected with the Edomite
Kenaz (Gn 36", Jg P^ 1 Ch 4"), while Edomite or
'
Horite elements are somewhat strong in the
latter (see Meyer and Luther, Die'Israeliten u. ihre
'

—

—

'

The whole
1906, p. 406).
carefully studied, is such
as to suggest that a closely inter-related group
(which may be called Horite, Seirite, or Edomite-

Nachbarstamme, Halle,
body of evidence, when

Ishmaelite) extended westwards into S. Palestine,
and that some portion separated and was ultimately incorporated in Judah, thus becoming truly
Israelite

(see ib.

p.

This relationship, to

446).

which the genealogies testify, is to be supplemented by numerous features of Edomitic influence in the OT, the full significance of which can
'

as yet be only imperfectly understood.
Although there is little direct
2. The gods.
evidence for Edomite culture and religion, there is
much that is indirectly valuable, and, even though
it is often of a somewhat hypothetical character, it
cannotproperly be ignored.
(a) Edom itself may be the name of a deity.
This is suggested partly by the name of the Gittite
Obed-Edom in the OT (2 S 6""', 1 Ch 15"-^ 2 Ch
25''*, et al.), who becomes prominent as a Levitical
singer and doorkeeper. The interpretation ' servant of [the god] Edom is not to be rejected,
although it is open to dispute whether the deity in
question is necessarily identical with the familiar
Edom. Further, Egyptian evidence for a placename Shemesh-Edom in the Lebanon district (time
of Thothmes III. and Amen-hotep II.) seems to
equate Edom with the sun-god and the deity reappears in an obscure Egyp. passage, together
with Resheph, the warrior-god of fire and light-

—

'

;

ning (W. M. Miiller, Asien u. Europa nach altdgypt. Denkmdlern, heifzig, 1893, p. 315 f.). This
would suggest a deity of the Hadad-type, fairly
well distributed, who became the god of a group
or people which called itself by his name.'
1

See Meyer, Gesch. d. AlteHum^^ Stuttgart, 1909, i. § 343.
appears elsewhere as a place-name, and as a personal

Edom
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—

This obscure name, perhaps found in
(4) Esau.
an old Arabian inscription (Hommel, SiUlarab.
Chrestomathie, Munich, 1893, p. 30 f.), has l>een
plausibly connected with that of the goJidess
A-si-ti, represented on Egyp. monuments as a
wild, warlike rider of the desert (Miiller, 316 f.).
The Biblical story of Esau, the wild hunter, is
commonly associated with the Phoenician mj'th of
Usoos and his brother Sani6mrum or tfovp6.ino%
('high heaven').' The strife between the more
civilized brother and the hunter U.soos naturally
recalls the account of the twin-brothers Jacob ana
Esau, and the various points of resemblunce between the late euhemeristic Greek record and the
older, simpler, and more primitive story in Gen.
are sufficiently close to suggest some common
Canaanite cycle of tradition. In its present form,
the story of Esau and Jacob clearly shows the
influence of other elements, and Gressniann has
drawn attention to features in Esau which are
suggestive of some satyr-like figure (ZATW, 1900,
a considerable modification of the
p. 22, n. 3)
original tradition must in any case be recognized.
There is other evidence for some survival of old
Canaanite myth in the Cainite genealogy (see J.
Skinner, Gen., 1910, p. 123 f.); and consequently,
both here and again in the stories which the
Danites told of their hero Samson, the present
forms are the outcome of a very intricate development. Hence, although the above evidence may
be used to prove that primarily Esau was not a dis'

;

tinctively Edomite figure, it is clear, nevertheless,
that the Biblical story in its present form belongs
to a time when Esau stood for some section (at
least) of Edom, and that this fact alone explains
its preservation in the Biblical history.
(c) The Edomite king ^t(AN.AA)-rommw (* Ai is high '), mentioned by Sennacherib, has a name compounded with a deity
who may possilaly be identified with Jahweh (cf. in this case the
Biblical name Jeht/ram). But the equation is very uncertain
(Zimmern, KAT^, 1903, p. 467), although on other grounds the
appearance of Jahweh in Edom might be expected.
(d) More specifically Edomite is the god ^aush, in the names
of two Edomite lyings: ^.-malaka {' %.. is king or reigns'), in
the time of Tiglath-Pileser iv. (after the middle of the 8th cent.
and ^.-gabri {* K. is mighty or a hero' Icf. the name
GabrUl]), in the 7th century. Nothmg is known of the god.
The name may be identified with the common Arab. Ipais, ' lord,
'
husband ' (cf. the appellative ia'at^.'^ It is conjecturally connected with the Biblical ^iaA (Benjaraite and Levitical), with
the place-names ^ishion and ^ishon,^ and with El-lfosbt the
home of Nahum (according to one old tradition, in Judah).
More interesting are the Levitical ^ishi or ^ushaiah, if the
latter may be interpreted 'Jah[weh] is K.' on the analogy of
Bealiah, Jah[weh] is Baal ' ; but this interpretation is not cerIn the form c^p (with vocalic endings) it occurs in Nabatain.
tsean names, and also as a deity (together with other gods) at
el-Hejra (in N. Arabia, south of TSma). It is doubtless the Kua
in Assyr. contract-tablets of the reigns of Darius i. and Arta
xerxes l., where we meet with E.-yada' (' K. knows '), K.-yaliMbi
With the
(* K. gives '), and bar-K. (' son of [an Aram, form] K.').
last it is natural to compare Barlfos, one of the temple Nethinim
(Ezr 2^3^ Neh 766), whose names often betray a foreign origin.*
These formscan scarcely be severed from Kos, met with in Greek
sources, especially among a family of Sidonian origin settled in
the Idumaean Marissa or Mareshah (close of 3rd cent. B.C.) ; and
in a rather later inscription from Memphis, remarkable for the
variety of foreign names and the prominence of Kos.* The
names comprise Kotr/jLoAaxo?, KocrTo^apos (Jos. Ant. xv. vii. 9,
XX. ix. 4, probably for KoiryoPopos) ; ct. the two Edomite compounds of Kaush ^bove) ; Koffafio^oy (' K. helps,' an Aram, form)
and Koffvararos (' K. gives,' explicitly not Aram.), both also in
B.C.),

'

Nabataean and Sinaitic inscriptions (spelt Dp and Dip) ; Kdo-p.xi'ot
('K. builds'), Kao-^tv^K" ('K. blesses' [C/G 6149)), K(>(rp(ifio;
('K. is high'), Kdiryiipot (!'K. a sojourner"), and perhaps
K.6iTair>t (doubtful [Peters and Thiersch, op. cit. p. 48 f.]).
is found in Phoenician and the Safa inscriptions (cf. perhaps also Lidzbarski, Ephemeris f. semit. Epigraphih, Giessen,

name

i. 41 f.).
Philo Byb., in Euseb. Prcep. Ev. i. 10 ; see esp. Lagrange,
lea rdig. stm.'^, Paris, 1905, p. 416 f.
2 W. R. Smith, Rel. Sem.', London, 1894, p. 170, n. 4, and J.
Wellhausen, Reste arab. Eeid.', Berlin, 1897, p. 67.
s See R. J. H. GottheU, JBL xvii. [1898] 199-202.

1901,
1

Etudes sur

See Zimmern, op. cit. 473.
For the former, see J. P. Peters and H. Thiersch, Painted
and for the latter,
the Necropolis of Marissa, 1905
E. Miller, Rev. arcMol., 1870, pp. 109-126, 170-183; and of.
4
6

Tombs in

Lidzbarski,

;

Ephtm.

ii.

(1003) 339.
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(e) Quite distinct, on the other band.^s the Idumaean Eozeh,
whose hereditary priesthood the ancestors of the patriot
Costobaros (see above) belonj^ed (Jos. Ant, xv. vii. 9, Ko^e ed.
Niese, Kio^aQ. The god is identified with the Arab l^ozaii, who
was venerated in the vicinity of Mecca and, since the rainbow
bow of K.' (cf. Jahweh's words my bow,' Gn 918),
is called the
he was apparently the head-deity of the district. It is tempting
to suppose that Kozeh was the Idumgean Apollo of Jos. c. Ap.
ii. 10 (see W. E. Smith, Kinship 2, 1903, p. 302).
(/) Some indirect evidence is furnished by the Edomite
proper names in the OT, where the common Kaush or Kos is
conspicuously absent. On the other hand, Hadad occurs thrice
as the name of a king ; and this at least points to a knowledge of
tke well-known god of storm, rain, etc.
(g) BMad, the father of Hadad i. (Gn 36*>), may represent
Bir-dadda (also the father of the Arab. Uaite, 7th cent.), in
which case Hadad is again involved (see Zimmern, op. cit.
443 f.).
(h) Acquaintance with Baal appears in the king Baal-hanan
(' B. is gracious
[Gn 3638]), as also in the inscription from
Memphis (<f>a<raj3aAof, B. has opened or saved '?) and in a Nabat£Ban inscription from Petra. This throws no light upon the
particular deity intended by the appellative 'lord,' although
there is some evidence that the Baal of Western Asia was a god
of battle of the Hadad-type. 1
(i) Equally vague is El^ 'god,' in the names Eliphaz and
Reuel, and later at Memphis (where, however, others than Idumsans may be meant).
(j) Uz (py), connected with Edom (Gn 362», La 42'), may be
conjecturally identified with the Arab, god 'Aui} (see W. R.
Smith, Kinship^, 61, and his defence, against the criticisms of
Noldeke, in Rel. Semfi, 43 n.).
(t) Jeush (IJ)!;;), identified by W. E. Smith with the Arab,
lion-god Yaghuth (' he protects '), is found also in NabatBsan and
Tamud inscriptions, and is doubtless represented by i«'you5o5 at
Memphis.2 Purely conjectural is the identification with lauta',
a king of Kedar in the 7th century. See, further, W. R. Smith,
Kinship^, 224 f. Wellhausen, Rente arab. Eeid.'i 17-19; Noldeke,
xviii. 869.3

to

;

;

*

'

'

'

;

ZDMG

Miscellaneous evidence for Edomite religion.
of another sort is furnished by those
Edomite (and allied) names which may be interpreted, with more or less probability, as animalnames.'' Here are to be included 'Achbdr{' mouse),
3.

— Evidence

Aran

(perhaps

'wild-goat'),

Ayyah

('falcon'),

Dishdn, Dishon, and Ja7am (' mountain-goat'), ShobaZ ('young lion,' though phonetically difficult), Zibeon (' hyaena'), and others. The
animal-names found in the OT are connected
especially with people (or clans) and places with
Judsean, S. Palestinian, and Edomitic connexions
(note, e.g., the Midianite 'Or e6 and Zeeb, 'raven'
and wolf '). It is disputed whether they point to
the former existence of totemism (so W. R. Smith),
or whether they may be explained mereljr as
natural poetry (Noldeke ; see Gray's discussion,
On the whole, it may be said
pp. 98 if., 113 ft'.).
that a more detinite explanation is needed than the
latter, but that the former is not proved by the
evidence alone.
The question turns upon the
meaning and development of totemism (q.v.), and
in the meanwhile it is enough to notice that a priori
objections based alike upon low ideas of totemism
Caleb

('

dog

'),

'

'

'

and upon elevated conceptions of Oriental religious
thought and practice are untenable. As bearing
on the sociological aspect of the inquiry, it may be
remarked that J. G. Frazer, observing that the
eight kings of Edom are not hereditary, infers that
in Edom, as elsewhere, the blood royal was traced
in the female line, and that the kings were men of
other families, or even foreigners, who succeeded to
the throne by marrying the hereditary princesses.' °
It is probable, also, that the Edomites practised
'

1 S. A. Cook, Ret of Ancient Palestine, 1908, pp. 84, 89-91.
2 The LXX ieovy for Jeush does not prove that the translators
were acquainted with a Semitic pronunciation of the name
which distinguished it from the form which the Greeks at

Memphis

transliterated with y.
Smith's suggestion that Ji'dlfan (1 Ch 1<2 ; cf. Gn 3627) may
be identified with the Arab god Ya'uJc (Kijiship^, 242, 254) is too
doubtful to be included in the above list.
4 See. in the first insUnce, W. R. Smith, JPh ix. [1879] 76-100,
with the qualification in Kinship^, 253 f. For criticisms, see
Noldeke, ZDMG, 1886, pp. 148-187 J. Jacobs, Studies in Bibl.
ArchcEoL, 1894, p. 64 fit. Zapletal, Totemismus, Freiburg, 1901,
Kautzsch, in HDB, vol. v. p. 613 n. ; and the clear and
p. 29 ff.
convenient analysis by G. B. Gray, Heb. Proper Names, 1896,
p. 86 ff.
s Adonis, Attii, Osiris^, 1907, p. 12, n. 6.
3

:

;

;

circumcision. It is true that, according to Jos.
{Ant. XIII. ix. 1), the Idumseans were circumcised
by John Hyrcanus, but the custom could hardly

have been introduced then for the first time (see
Jer 9"'', cf. Ezk 32^, and the circumcision of
Ishmael in Gn 17^'*'). It is more likely, therefore,
that, as Noldeke suggests {EBi ii. 1188), ' the
Jewish rite of circumcision shortly after birth was
substituted for the rite in use among the kindred
peoples, namely,
circumcision shortly before
puberty, the former alone being recognised as real
circumcision by the Jews.'
On a priori grounds it is reasonable to assume
that Edomite religion was not isolated from that
of the surrounding peoples.
The traces of EgyptoSemitic cult found by Petrie in the south of the
Sinaitic peninsula date before the age of the
Israelite monarchy, but point to the antiquity of
definite religious ideas in the desert region outside
Palestine.' It is interesting to notice that about
the 6th cent. B.C., in an Aramaic inscription from
Tema (Ishmaelite, Gn 25", named with Dedan,
Is 21'"-, Jer 25^^), contact with Egypt is shown by
the name Pet-Osiris, the father of a priest who
ministers to Salm of M-h-r-m (evidently a local
form of a more prominent deity), Shingala (n'?::!?,
perhaps a form of Astarte), and Ashira (apparently
the well-known Ashirat, Ashiita). But the inscription also shows linguistic and art indications
of Bab.-Assyr. influence.
Moreover, Edomite contact with Arabia, the presence of a Minsean colony
in N. Arabia at el-Ola, and the fact that the name
j^endn (Gn 5', son of Enosh, and correspondiug to
(Dain) is that of an old S. Arabian deity afford
ground for further speculation. Although there is
no trace in Edom of the deity Sin, the name is
familiar both in ancient Arabia and in the Edomite
area (the wilderness of Sin, Mt. Sinai). So also
there is no trace of the cult of Ishtar- Astarte ; but
the male Athtar or 'Attar is found in Arabia, and
is joined with Chemosh in Moab ; and Atar-Samain
('Ishtar of the heavens') was venerated by the
Kedar tribes in the 7th century. The corresponding
'
lord of the heavens,' found in Palestine and later
among the Nabataeans, and with an equivalent in
ancient Arabia, may also have been familiar in
Edom, though perhaps under one of the more
definite names (e.ff. Hadad, ^aush) already noticed.
Finally, some indirect evidence is aflbrded by the
points of contact between Israelite and old Arabian
religion, a noteworthy example of which is the
These terms apMinsean title m'7, fem. nm'?.
'

mean

and, with
explain the words
Levi,'
Levite ("iS). If so, the word probably
entered into Israel through the ' Edomitic connexions which the genealogies represent, and it is
significant that the Levitical traditions and personal names agree in manifesting a peculiar relationship with S. Palestine, ^adesh, and that
area which is connected more closely with the
Edomites generally than with Israel. °
Suggestive hints for the
4. Edom and Israel.
older religion of the Edomite area may be gleaned
from the Nabatsean evidence, notably in the cults
at Petra, which obviously were not entirely novel
growths (see, further, Nabat.«;ans on the later
evidence for Idumaean cultus at Adora, see Biichler,
more intricate inquiry
ZATW, 1909, p. 224 f.).
is involved in Hebron and Mamre, the persistent
heathenism of which is proved by the statements

parently

Hommel and
'

'

'

priest,'

others,

'

priestess,'

may

'

'

—

;

A

Sozomen (HE ii. i). The practices were presumably Idumaian but such is the vitality and
of

;

See W. M. F. Petrie, Researches in Sinai, 1906, ch. xiii.
(Eng. tr.,
the old Arabian data, F. Hommel,
1897), and his study in Hilprecht's Explorations in Bible Lands,
Edinburgh, 1903, pp. 735 f., 746 £(. ; also art. Arabs (Ancient);
for the Levitical relationships, see S. A. Cook, Critical Notes on
1

AST

2 See, for

OT History,

1907, p. 84 a.
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persistence of religious observance that some of
thera may have gone back to Israelite times (cf.

Moreover, Hebron had
Noldeke, EBi ii. 1188).
not always belonged to Israel it had been taken
by Caleb (Jos \5^^"-), who, though subsequently
reckoned to Judah-Israel, was originally a Keniz;

and therefore of Edomite affinity. It is also
evident from the Biblical narrative that the Edomites could reckon the ancestors of Esau as their
Abraham and Sarah at Hebron and
ancestors
Mamre, or Isaac at Beersheba. Have any of their
legends persisted ? Meyer has suggested that some
features in the stories of Abraham point to a heroic
figure who was Calebite before his adoption into
the common Judsean-Israelite tradition (Die Israeliten, p. 262 f.), and both Isaac and Ishmael are
more naturally located outside Israel and Judah,
in the ordinary sense of the terms.
Hence, while
elements of myth and legend of wide distribution
appear in Genesis in a localized form, attached to
definite figures and places, it is very noteworthy
that much of the material is S. Palestinian. As
Meyer and Luther have emphasized, the true popular Israelite tradition is scanty, whereas many traditions concern S. Palestine or could only have
arisen there (pp. 227, 259, 279, 305, 478) to call
them Judaean is too restrictive (pp. 386, 443) ; the
interests are those of the Seirite and Edomite connexions (as illustrated by the genealogies) rather
than of the Israelites.'
This tendency to discover in the OT data which
primarily were 'Edomitic' rather than Israelite
involves the recognition that their presence is not
fortuitous ; they have stamped themselves upon
Biblical (i.e. Israelite) tradition as surely as certain
'Edomitic' groups became as is seen in 1 Ch 2
and 4 Israelite. The process may be illustrated
by Gn i^'"'-, the account of the aboriginal patriarchs and the beginning of civilization. This is evidently a piece of distinctively Cainite (i.e. Kenite)
lore, and the natural inference is that it was brought
into the common stock of Israelite tradition by the
Kenites when they entered Judah ; so, A. R. Gordon
(Early Trad, of Genesis, Edinburgh, 1907, pp. 74 f.,
168, 188), who ascribes to them also the account of
the origin of the world (Gn 2'^-)- These fragments
testify to some larger and more organic body of
tradition, which, in its present modified form, has
points of contact with old Canaanite or Phoenician
culture-myths (see Skinner, Gen. p. 123 f ) ; and,
since the invocation of Jahweh is dated from
Adam's grandson finosh ('man '[Gn 4^']), its view
of Jahwism ran upon lines quite different from the
prevailing Biblical view.
But, as comparative
research has shown, divers peoples or tribes have
their own beliefs of origins, and consequently the
Kenite lore not only illustrates material brought
into the Israelite stock from a S. Palestinian
('Edomitic') area, but also shows, by its very
presence, that through certain vicissitudes the
Kenites were able to impress their tradition upon
the literature.'
Edom and the desert peoples enjoy a reputation
for wisdom (Ob ', Jer 49', Bar 3^), and the superlative wisdom of Solomon is emphasized by placing
him above certain sages whose names have Edomite
4'^
connexions (1
Ethan the Ezrahite, Heman,
Mahol). The names recur in 1 Ch 2' as sons of
Zerah (an Edomite clan affiliated to Judah [Meyer,
350]) and thus, quite apart from the question of
value, the claim of a Judsean relationship is unmis1 See, further, Meyer, pp. 83, 306
Luther^. 107 ff., and esp.
zite,

:

;

—

—

.

K

—

;

;

129 ff., 1681. ; cJ. also H. Gressmann, ZATW, 1910, pp. 16, 26,
29.
N. Schmidt {HJ, 1908, p. 339) does not hesitate to regard
Aaron as originally 'an Edomitish divinity, having his shrines
on Mosera and Hor,' the traditional scenes of his death.
2 1 Ch 255 refers to families of scribes connected with the
Kenites. With the tracing of matikind to Adam, 'man,' compare the suggestion that the name Edom is a dialectical form of
dddm (Noldeke, EBi ii. 1181).
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takable. This, however, is not more striking tlian
the presence of other Edomitic' Judujans in 1 Ch
The un-Israelite names in Pr 30' 31' are
2 and 4.
too doubtful for the conjecture that these chapters
On the
contain specimens of Edomite wisdom.
other hand, the background of the grand book of
Job lies outside Israel and Judah, po».sibly in the
Edomite area,' and there is no a priori reason why
the thought of the book should be regarded as
Further, Israelite tradition
exclusively Israelite.
itself explicitly ascribes to the Midianite Jethro
the inauguration of the judicial system (Ex 18),
and the father-in-law of Moses subsequently appears in Israel (Jg V-^, cf. 4"). The Levites also
have connexions with S. Palestine, and it is noteworthy that such names as Obed-edom, Korah,
Ethan, Heman, etc., link the temple of Jerusalem,
its officers and its singers, with features which
'

take us away from Judah and

Israel.

Edom and Jahweh. —That

Israel and Edom
were very closely connected at certain periods is
In later times
clear from the history of Palestine.
the Idumaeans bear such names as Jacob (the rival
of their ancestor !), Phinehas, Simon, and Saul
S.

—

in Israelite tradition. On the other
hand, the repeated occurrence of names in l^ansh
from
the
8th cent, onwards points to traand Kos
dition more distinctively Edomite ; and it is noteworthy that, while the district and clan-division
of Edom would favour local and minor cults, the
names of the kings include such more prominent
and widely distributed deities as Hadad (thrice),
Kaush (twice), and Baal (once, in B.-hanan, son
of ' the Mouse ').
It is a striking fact that, although the Edomites, like the other peoples, had
their gods, they are placed by Israel apart from

names familiar

other heathen neighbours. Tne third generation
after inter-marriage had full Israelite privileges,
whereas Ammon and Moab were banned for ever
(Dt 23''"-); these two lands are regarded as
stumbling-blocks, but there is no warning against
Edomite idolatry except in relatively late passages.

Nor

is

allusion

made

national deity corresponding to

to

any Edomite

MUcom, Chemosh,

and Jahweh, in Ammon, Moab, and Israel. Although the gods Hadad, Baal, and possibly !^aush
were or had been known in Israel, Jahweh could
be worshipped by the Edomite Doeg (1 S 21'), and
was, no doubt, known in Edom, as He also was
to judge from personal names in N. Syria.
In-

—

deed, according to one very favourite view, Jahweh
was the god of the Kenites ' and, since Gn 4^
refers to His immemorial worship, it would seem
that their clan claimed to possess the cult from
the earliest times. But the evidence does not confine Jahweh to the Kenites.
His rise is connected
;

with Sinai, Mt. Paran, Seir, Teman, and probably
¥:adesh (Dt 33', Jg 5«-, Hab 3') ; and the persistence
is shown partly by the tradition that
Elijah was impelled to visit Horeb, the mount of
God, in search of the true Jahweh (1
IQ'"'-), and
partly by the lateness of the reference in Habakkuk.
It is clear that the Edomite area was, in some very
special sense, regarded as the home of Jahweh. In
addition to this, with the Kenites are associated
the Rechabites (1 Ch 2="; Calebite in 4'= [reading
'Rechab' for 'Rechah,' with LXX]), and these
certainly held that desert conditions were proper
to the religion of Jahweh (Jer 35).
Their uncomSromising zeal, as suggested in the account of
10''^), illustrates a reforming
ehu's revolt (2
spirit, which finds a parallel when the Levites take
their stand for Jahweh and put their brethren to
the sword (Ex SH^"). Thus, with S. Palestine are
connected, directly or indirectly, traditions of the
1 Uz is named with Edom in La 4^^
and, for Eliphaz of
Teman, cf. the names in Gn 36^^.

of this belief

K

K

;

Stade, Budde, Guthe, Moore, H. P. Smith, and other* •
see Paton, BW, Aug. 1906, p. 116 ff.
2 Tiele,

:

'
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origin of Jahweh and certain impetuous reforms
wliich are bound up with Rechabitea and Levitea,
both of whom have S. Palestinian relationsliip.
It is very difficult to find an adequate explanation
The Jahweh of the south, from
of all the data.
the Edomite area, became the Jahweh of the
Israelites ; and, since the deities Hadad (or Addu)
and Sheraesh (the sun-god) are most conspicuous in
Palestine in the age of the
Letters (c. 1400
B.C.),' it may be inferred that only some sweeping
change in the history of the land can account for
the subsequent appearance of Jahweh as the sole
recognized god of Israel.
But there is no good

Amama

evidence for any early wide-spread movement from
the south, such as is represented in the Israelite
conquest, nor is there any reference to apostasy to
Hadad or Shemesh. The evidence suggests rather
that the south was responsible for a new era in
Jahwism, for the inauguration of a new stage
in the development of conceptions of Jahweh's
nature. It is intelligible that, just as a new stage
may be inaugurated by a new name (Abraham for
Abram, Hebron for Kirjath-arba, etc. ), the adherents of a purer worship of Jahweh might regard
Him as a new god ; and, in point of fact, the
reformers of Israel view the heathenish worship of
Jahweh as Baal-worship. It is another question
whether Jahweh had actually been a recognized
god in Edom. If, for example, the cult of Jahweh
in Palestine had been enforced over S. Palestine,
it might have existed in a purer form among the
wild but simpler desert tribes. It is also possible
that allowance must be made for reflexion, and
that southern groups, afterwards incorporated in
Israel, held the belief that their purer worship of

Jahweh had been brought with tnem from
earlier seats.

Finally, the traditions

may

their

imply

:

(Introduotoiy)
that certain Edomite groups separated themselves
from their brethren, and ranged themselves under
the banner of Jahweh
and, if Jahweh was not
originally Edomite, the relations between Him and
these new adherents would be without naturalistic
traits
they would be rather a matter of free
choice.
The relationship in such a case would be
;

—

more

an ethical character.

of

is a very close relationship
between Esau (Edom) and his twin-brother Jacob
(Israel)
this is enhanced by the genealogical data
in Gn 36, and by the evidence linking Israel with
an area which is Edomite rather than Israelite.
Certain clans in Israel appear to have come direct
from Ifadesh, on the Edomite frontier, and with
such a movement as this may be associated the

In conclusion, there
;

presence of specifically S. Palestinian traditions,
which are now Israelite in the ordinary sense.
There is no reference to a national Edomite god,
no condemnation of the cults or of the people in
the earlier literature ; the Edomite area appears
to have influenced Israelite legal and ecclesiastical
institutions ; and Jahweh Himself, or perhaps rather
the purer form of Jahwism, is closely connected
with this district. The bearing of this Edomite
evidence upon the wider questions of OT criticism
has yet to be worked out.'

—
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EDUCATION

(Introductory).— I. The meaning
attached to the word ' Education varies greatly.
According to some writers it includes all the forces
that influence human development. According to
others it is limited to somethmg so narrow as to be
equivalent to nothing more than teaching. The
widest meaning is well expressed in the words of
John Stuart Mill, who tells us that education
includes whatever we do for ourselves, and whatever is done
'

'

by others for the express purpose of bringing us nearer to
the perfection of our nature in its largest acceptation it comprehends/teven the indirect effects produced on character, and
on the human faculties, by things of which the direct purposes
are different by laws, by forms of government, by the industrial
arts, by modes of social life ; nay, even by physical facts not
for UB

;

;

dependent on human
(Rectorial Address, St.

by climate,
Andrews, 1867).

will

;

soil,

and

local position

He

himself seems to feel that this is rather too
wide a view to be of practical application, so he
restricts it in the same address to
'the culture which each generation purposely gives to those
who are to be its successors, in order to qualify them for at
least keeping up_, and, if possible, for raising, the level of the
improvement wliich has been attained.'

In both definitions it will be observed that the
idea of Purpose is involved in the process of education.
'To have loved her' may have been 'a
liberal education,' but the epigram owes its point
to the very omission of this idea of purpose, which
is always felt to be essential in education.
1

See

S.

A. Cook, Rel. of Anc. Pal., p. 88

ft.

If we examine a large number of the definitions
supplied by eminent writers, we shall find that
there is one term present in almost all of them.

This term la 'Development.' The word itself is
aeldom absent, and the idea implied by it is always
Thua Peatalozzi states his views in the
present.
familiar plant metaphor
Sound Education stands before me symbolized by a tree
planted near fertilizing water. A little seed, which contains
the design of the tree, its form and proportion, is placed in the
soil.
See how it germinates and expands into trunk, branches,
The whole tree is an uninterrupted
leaves, flowers, and fruit
chain of organic parts, the plan of which existed in its seed and
root.
Man is similar to the tree. In the newiwrn child are
hidden those faculties which are to unfold during life' (see
Address on Birthday, 1818).
*

I

Froebel as a loyal disciple naturally follows
So the man must be viewed not as already become perfect,
not as fixed and stationary, but as constant yet always progresalways advancing from one stage of desively developing, .
velopment to another (Menschenerziehung, Vienna, 1883, § 16).
'

.

.

'

Besides the ideas of development and deliberate
purpose, there are always present in some form or
other two additional ideas, those of System and
In a certain sense a
of Knowledge or Culture.
child is educated by the process of living, even
when there is no purpose of educating him, and no
system in the process ; but, in so far as Education
1 On some of the questions involved, the writer may be permitted to refer to the articles 'Genesis,' 'Jews,* 'Levites,' and
' Palestine,' in EBr n, and the Introduction to 1 Esdras, in R. H
Charles' edition of the Apocrypha (1912).
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treated as an art or as a science, it must be
carried on with the deliberate purpose of modifying development by means of knowledge systeia

matically imparted.
Of the four ideas that we have found to be
essential to the connotation of the term Education,' that of Development applies to the pupil,
and must be accepted as a datum in the problem
the other three are more or less under the control
of the educator.
The idea of Development involves the correlative
idea of organism, and organism implies the existence of an inherent law that is brought to li"ht in
the development of the organism. The idea of
life, literally or figuratively, is always implied
when we speak of an organism. This, indeed,
would compel us to hunt for the meaning of this
mysterious thing called Life, but we must here
assume a knowledge of the general meaning of the
vital principle.
Whatever it is, it pervades the
whole of the structure in which it is found. Of
it is all
it may be said, as is said of the soul,
in the whole, and all in every part.' This distinction, indeed, is of great value in marking off an
organism from a machine. Only an organism can
develop. As we discriminate between an organism
and a machine, so we must discriminate between
development and growth. Growth may take two
forms accretion and multiplication but neither
increase in bulk nor increase in number of parts
Increase in comof itself implies development.
plexity of structure must be added to adaptation
to function, before we have genuine development.
Development, then, ia a process of diflFerentiation
correlated with adaptation to function.
This brings us to the third essential element in
It
the connotation of the term 'Development.'
always implies self-determination on the part of
the developing organism. This, indeed, is implied
It begins, flourishes,
in the idea of an organism.
and decays, all according to laws that are inherent
in its own nature. The laws of its development
are indeed part of itself. Its life is simply the
exemplification of these laws.
The question may
be asked, in fact. Which is the butterfly ; is it the
larva,
chrysalis,
the
or the imago ? The
egg, the
answer clearly is that it is all four. The idea of
the butterfly ia incomplete unless it includes all
the stages through which the creature passes in
cannot define
the process of its development.
a developing being unlesa we take into account
what it has been and what it is going to be.
frog both is and is not a tadpole. The acorn, the
seedling, the sapling, and the full-grown tree are
all essential to the true idea of the full-grown oak.
The oak is implicit in the acorn ; the acorn is explicit in the oak.
The acorn realizes itself only
by becoming an oak.
2. Theories and problems of education.
The
true fundamental aim of every individual is selfrealization in the widest and truest sense of the
term ; but here at the very threshold a serious difliculty arises. The mere phrase 'self-realization'
suggests an objection of the first importance in
Education. If true development ia self-development
development from within in accordance with the
laws of our nature, is there room in the process
for an educator? Does it not seem almost selfevident that an educator, so far from aiding in
true development, must of neceaaity hinder it by
imposing on the developing self an influence other
than that of the developing ego ? This difficulty
is at the bottom of the popular saying that all
true education is self-education. But even Jacotot,
an ingenious French teacher who, in his writings,
took great pains to depreciate the work of
teachers, does not go to the root of the matter.
It is a strange demonstration of the uselessness of
'

;

'

—

—
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teachers that results in perhaps the most absurd
of all methodologies, as Jacotot's system turns out
Tlie same difficulty is felt in Rousseau's
to be.
scheme, but ia evaded by the inept plan of overt
inaction.
write a volume on Education, as
Rousseau does, to prove that the teacher figures
as a practically negligible element?
The radical difficulty shows itself to be what it
is in Pestalozzi, and BtUl more clearly in Froebel.
The cause of this recognition of the difliculty and
the attempt to meet it is to be found in tlie fact
that these writers baaed their theory of education
upon more or leas clearly conceived Idealistic
principles.
It is true that Rousseau usually gets the credit
of being the philosopher who won Pestalozzi for
Education. But Pestalozzi lived a long life, and
the force that impelled him to Education was not
Kant
the only one that modified his thought.
was just finishing his University studies when
Pestalozzi was bom, and by the time the educator
had found his vocation, and was actually engaged
in it, the Kantian thought was beginning to make
itself felt.
The germs of Idealism were in the air
Pestalozzi could not hope to escape the infection.
The plant metaphor, which has since been so overworked, appears to have had considerable influence
in modifying his principles ; but the metaphor was,
after all, only a concrete statement of the Idealist
position.
As Kant was followed by Hegel, so Pestalozzi
was followed by Froebel, and in both cases an
For our
advance in Idealism has been made.
present purpose, principles, not persons, interest
us.
are not specially concerned with either

Why

We

the Peatalozzian or the Froebelian development.
The important thing is that the development of
the whole school has given a clear demonstration
of the educational effect of the theory of selfrealization.
There exists at this moment a large and important
school of educationista who ground their opinions
on a more or less intelligent interpretation of the
They
life and works of Pestalozzi and Froebel.

have outlived the phUosophical

difficulties that
troubled their later master. They have a system
which experience has proved to be valuable, and
they are inclined to rest content without going
into uncomfortable details. It was otherwise with
Froebel.
He felt keenly the initial difficulty of
his aystem, and throughout the whole of his
Education of Man he struggles with more or less
aucceaa to justify the educator in interfering in the
work of education at all. The ordinary Kindergarteners dabble in the mechanism of Idealism
without in the least understanding the nature and
necessity of the primary assumption that gives it
Naturally, as soon as they set
life and meaning.
themselves to think at all, they come to a dead-

The

is like a plant, it can grow and
growing, but only in a determinate
way. True education, therefore, must aim at permitting and encouraging the child to develop in
the greatest poaaible freedom. Froebel aeea this
very clearly

lock.

develop

:

child

it is

* Therefore
Education, instruction, and teaching should in
the first characteristic necessarily be passive, watchfully and
protectively following, not dictatorial, not invariable, not
visibly interfering.' Further, in the following section we are
The still j^oung being, even though aa yet unconscitold
ously, like a product of nature, precisely and surely wills that
which is best for himself, and, moreover, in a form which is
3uite suitable to him, and which be feels within himself the
isposition, power, and means to represent' (pp. cit. § 7f.).
:

*

If, then, the child thua makes for what ia for his
good as certainly as a duckling makes for water,
it ia obvioua that the occupation of the teacher is
in a parlous state.
Why employ a man to make
a child do what the chUd cannot help doing ? The
usual reply is botanical. A given seed can pro-

;
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duce nothing but a particular plant, and yet there
may be work for a gardener. The very elaborate
scheme of gifts and occupations that characterizes
the Kindergarten system shows that Froebel regarded education as at least possible, and, by in-

We

ference, desirable.

are therefore entitled to

a better argument than a mere analogy.
The
problem is how to find a place for a teacher between a developing nature, with a determination
towards good, and a world that is by hypothesis
good, inasmuch as all has proceeded from God,
'

limited by God alone.'
Froebel's answer rises above Botany.
The
educator, he tells us, is himself a part of the
world in question : he has, therefore, a place.
That this place is consistent with the rest of the
theory is manifest, because the teacher who is

and

is

found imposing laws and restrictions on thel child
himself is strictly and inevitably subjected to a
perpetually governing law ; to an unavoidable perpetual necessity ; thus all arbitrariness is banished.'
The educator must at every moment act under
two difl'erent influences, which yet lead him to the
same line of conduct. He must guide and be
guided. His consistency as governed and governor
is guaranteed by the continual reference of himself
'

and

his pupil to an invisible and invariable third.
teacher, while seeking to enable the pupil to
attain to self-realization, must seek at the same
time to realize himself. Only by rightly guiding
the pupil can the master himself be right. If the

The

and the master's are each developing
then their actions must of necessity fit mto
each other, and produce a harmony which is the
invisible and invariable third, in other words, the
inherent rationality of the universe.
In Education, as in some other directions, the
Idealist position has been accepted timidly and
incompletely.
Instead of boldly accepting the
whole of the doctrine thus enunciated in the
Education of Man, later Froebelians have selected
for special emphasis the principle, ' Find what
Nature intends for the children, and follow that.'
A passivity, a following,' has become their watchword ; and so true are they, in theory at least, to
this view-point that it is hardly to be wondered
at that a sort of general paralysis is the result.
So passive must the Froebelians become, if they
are true to their theory, that they must cease to
have any influence over their pupils at all.
When we consider the bewildering paraphernalia
of gifts and occupations in the Kindergarten, we
are inclined to think that the Froebelians have
hardly been loyal to their principle of non-interboy's nature
freely,

'

The justification usually offered is that
the various exercises have been discovered by experiment to be exactly the sort of thing that
Nature demands, and that the teacher in applying
his methods is, after all, only ' passive, following.'
It would be unfair to the system, and not to our
present purpose, to argue from the fact that anything more unnatural than many of the practical
applications of the principle, it would be impossible
to find.
The principle can hardly be held responsible for the rigid, and, therefore, irrational
application made by unsympathetic teachers. Yet
it is surely not unreasonable to maintain that a
benevolent superintendence is too modest a name
for the complicated system the Froebelians have
now elaborated. The value of the Kindergarten
is not the point at issue.
The question is Can
the 'passive, following' theory be held to be consistent with the system as now developed ?
By observation it is found that children are fond
of making things, of expressing thus their own
ideas, of 'making the inner outer.' When the
teacher gives them the opportunity of exercising
this power or gift, he feels that he is 'passive,
ference.

—

(Introductory?

He is but the jackal that provides the
meat. The eating is the part of the child. If the
teacher is content with this function, nothing
more need be said. Education is recognized as a
mystery. Given a child and certain materials, it
is found that a certain result is produced.
This
may be interesting as a fact in Natural History
it cannot be held to explain anything.
The
educator does not educate ; the child is his own
following.'

educator.

There
that

all

is obviously a sense in which it is true
education is self-education. No man can

learn for another ; no man can be moral for
another. -Jacotot's definition of teaching, 'causing
another to learn,' has been discredited. Can the
definition of Education, 'causing another to develop himself according to the laws of his own
nature,' be defended? By the conditions of the
case, the subject must develop somehow
the only
point left for consideration, therefore, is. Can we
modify this development so as to produce the best
result possible in the given case?
This again
involves two distinct problems First, we have to
discover what the highest form of development
possible in the given case reaUy is. Secondly, we
have to discover some means of attaining this
form.
The first problem, as it is stated above, is insoluble.
No doubt, were all the conditions of the
case known, the highest form of development
possible for the given subject would be at once
evident. But such knowledge is absolutely beyond
:

:

our finite minds. Viewed sub specie ceternitatis,
the problem ceases to be a problem, and becomes a
mere statement of fact. Unfortunately, this point
of view is not attainable.
The case is not yet altogether hopeless. The
second problem, which seems to depend upon the
first for its very conditions, may itself supply the
solution of the first. In working out its own
development, the ego may indicate its own ideal,
indeed must indicate that ideal. The important
question that now arises is. Does it indicate that
ideal soon enough for the educator to profit by the
indication ? Even if this question be satisfactorily
answered, there remains the final problem, Can an
external mind have any share in determining the
development of a self -determining organism 1 To
face tne question fairly, we must give up all
Above all, we
metaphors, however convenient.
must give up that wearisome acorn with its resulting tree. It has to be admitted that the tree is
implicit in the acorn, and that certain laws can be
discovered which aid us in furthering the development of the oak ; but a chUd is not an acorn a
man is not a tree. We may endow an acorn with
life—organic life ; we may, if we will, endow it
with a sort of generalized consciousness ; but in the
case of the chud there is something quite new, and
much higher than the highest we can possibly
attribute to the tree. The oak is, no doubt, as
absolutely self-determined as is the child, but it is
not consciously self-determined. The developing
human being is not only self-determined, he is
:

self-conscious.

How

does this new element affect the case?
external influences modify self-development
characterized by self-consciousness in the same
way as they modify self - development not so
characterized ? Manifestly they can, in a negative
sense at least.
The environment, conscious or
unconscious, can and does interfere with the full
self-realization.
force that
free
process
of
and
can hinder may reasonably be assumed to be able
By merely
to help, if only in a negative way.
withholding its action, the environment may be

Can

A

said to produce a positive efiect ; nature is clearly
dependent on nurture. It must not be forgotten

—
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that in the process of development there are two
forces an outer and an inner the nature of the
developing ego, and the nurture supplied
and
any iniluence must dift'er according as it ia allied
to the inner nature or to the outer nurture.
have the antagonism between two forces
the self-developing ego on the one hand, and the
environment against which it strives on the other.
It is in and through this strife that the ego realizes
itself, so far as it rises above the antagonism, and
attains an ever higher and higher unity.
If the
educator is to exercise any influence at all, he
must throw in his force either with the ego or
with the environment.
The natural thing is to throw in his influence
with the struggling ego but what is the result ?
Suppose that by his help a higher unity is obtained how does the self-realizing ego fare? The
unity thus attained may be real for the educator
it is empty for the struggling ego. This mistake in
moral traming is exactly parallel with the popular
blunder in intellectual education. The blunder in
question is the supplying of cut and dry definitions
and rules, which certainly introduce order among
the confused mass of presented ideas, but an order
that is meaningless. The chUd, for example, is
struggling to understand the meaning of the
concept 'Abstract Noun.' There is a manifold
of presented ideas.
The teacher may give his
cut and dry definition which produces an appearance of order. This definition, which imposes a
mechanical unity on the hitherto rebellious manifold, may be perfectly accurate, and may represent
a real unity to the teacher. To the child it is a
hindrance. No general principle can be of use to
a child till he has worked for it, that is, till he has
made it his own by rising above the antagonism
of the particulars it combines.
To seek to aid the ego, then, by directly helping
Even if we understand the
it, is to weaken it.
ideal the ego seeks to attain, we cannot directly
aid it in its efforts, for in so doing we reduce the
development below the level of conscious self-

—

—
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:

:

realization.

The place of the educator is, therefore, limited
to the environment.
He is but one element of the
manifold against which the ego reacts. We must
influence the ego by means of its limitations.
If
we can so modify the environment that the ego
must react upon it in a determinate way, we seem
to be able to influence the ego directly, and to
restrict its power of self-development.
Yet the
very power thus exercised is possible only because
of the laws according to which the organism develops itself. If the developing organism responded
capriciously to given forces, it could not be said to
be self-determined.
A perfectly unlimited self
ceases to be a self at aU, and loses all meaning.
If, then, the child answers the educator's stimulus
exactly as the educator expects, it is because the
nature of the child demands that this reaction and

no other

shall follow this stimulus.
be here objected that, if this be so, manmaking is really possible. The child is clay in the
hands of the potter. All the educator has to do
It

may

to discover the laws according to which the
child develops, and apply this knowledge. To
this a cheerful assent may be given.
So far as the
educator knows the laws according to which a
child develops, so far is that child clay in his
hands, to make of him what he will. Nor does
this admission in the least endanger the independence of the child as a self-determining
organism. The educator can make of the child

is

what he wUl only by obeying the laws of the
development. The very freedom that marks

child's

the self-development of the child is the necessity
which impels him to act as the educator leads him

;
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Tlio cliild realizes himself fully and freely
environment that has been modified by
No less freely and fully does the
educator realize himself in the environment which
to act.
in the

the educator.

he has modified.

Viewed from too close a standpoint, there seems
here to be a distinct contradiction.
How can a
child be at the same time self-determined and
determined by another? Viewed from a higher
level, the contradiction disappears, and the two
forces the child ego and the educator ego are
seen to form parts of a wider organism in which
each finds its only possible freedom in attaining a
harmony with its surroundings in acting thus
and thus and not otherwise. If this be so, it may
be asked, Why do educators as a matter of fact so
often fail to obtain that determining power over
their pupils ? It is generally admitted that within
certain narrow limits the educator does mould the
character of the pupil as a potter does the clay
and, when the matter is looked into with any
degree of care, those limits are found to be constituted by the bounds of the educator's knowledge
of the laws according to which the pupU's ego is

—

—

—

self-determined.
The objection of the loss of freedom of the child,
whose nature is guided by the skilful teacher,
may be met by the correlative objection of the
loss of freedom on the part of the teacher.
If the
child must react in a fixed way to certain stimuli,
he seems to lose his freedom ; but what of the
freedom of the educator? In order to modify
in a given direction the development of a given
organism, the educator must modify his o^vn
energies in a definite direction must, in short, to
some extent give up the freedom of his own
development. There is here no fatalism. Educator
and educated develop alike according to the laws
of their being.
The fact that a complete knowledge of the nature of the educated would enable
the educator to modify the development in no
way interferes with the free self-development of the
educated. Such complete knowledge is admittedly
unattainable. But, supposing it to be attained by
the educator, he would by that very knowledge
have ceased to be an educator. He would have
risen to a point of view from which he could look
with full comprehension upon both parties in the
work of education. He would see that master
and pupil in their action and reaction upon each
other are gradually working out their differences,
and are attaining ever higher and higher levels at
which certain antagonisms of the process disappear. What causes it to appear that the ego of
the educator is dominating the ego of the educated

—

that the former always works from a slightly
higher level. He cannot, indeed, rise to such a
height as to be able to envisage at one sweep all
the antagonisms and reconciliations that make up
the entire sphere of education, but he is always
working from a level high enough to resolve the
immediate antagonism that makes up the now of
education at any given moment.
Underlying all this is the great assumption of
Idealism which we must be content to receive and
to acknowledge as an assumption.
We cannot
transcend thought ; we cannot prove the organic
unity of the universe but, if the universe be not
an organism, if there be no reason underlying the
manifold of experience, then philosophy has no
meaning for us. All the same, it must be admitted
that these wide generalities, while showing that
explanation is possible, that a system of education
is within the grasp of complete knowledge, give
little help in the practical work of education.
Within this rounded whole that makes up the
Idealist's universe, we must begin our work somewhere. We must have a system that fits into the
is

;

;
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limited area within which we live. Our practical
method does not require to supply a complete
explanation of its principles. The essential thing
is that it shall not contradict any of the findings
of the more general theory set forth above.
To come down from the clouds let us see how
the thing works out. Given a newly-born chUd,

not have got beyond the idea of virtue as a bundle
of good habits. Many writers, among them Locke,
are content to accept this view of moral training,
at any rate in the earlier years. At this stage the
young mind is regarded as incapable of reasoning
there can be no real thought about morals ; the
practice of virtue must precede the principles. It
need not, of course, be denied that there is in life
room for automatic virtue, not merely in bodily
habits, but in those intangible influences that
make up so great a part of moral and intellectual
life.
But such a virtue is a terminus ad quern.
It explains nothing, and indeed increases the need
for explanation.
No system of moral training can
recognize mere habit as the ultimate moral aim.
If the soul becomes a mere self-acting machine,
morality is impossible. We attach no blame to
the dynamiter's clockwork.
Are we then driven back upon the Socratic
' Virtue
is knowledge ?
Can we not be moral
without being consciously moral ? The answer is
Yes or No according to the time element involved.
An act that is purely a reflex act is in itself
unmoral, neither moral nor immoral ; but the
process by which a deliberate act has been changed
into a reflex one is a moral process.
Without
making too much of the distinction, it may be
maintained that all acts that are originated in the
cerebrum are moral ; those that can trace their
origin no further back than the cerebeUiun are in
themselves unmoral. Botanists tell us that at the
tip of each budding twig there is a point at which
all the cells that are generated come into being
undiflerentiated.
In all the other parts of the
Elant the cells begin their existence with a definite
ias they are bast cells, or sap cells, or fibre cells,
or cambium cells ; they are that and can be
nothing else.
Only the undifferentiated cells at
the growing point are fitted to become any sort of
cell that the plant stands most in need of at the
time. The part of our being that deals with new
cases is our moral growing point.
Most of our
nature soon gets a set which is moral only from
what it implies in the past the real living
morality must be looked for in the application of
principles to new cases.
In ordinary life, every
time a drunkard gives way to his craving we
believe that he is guilty of an immoral act, and
hold him responsible for it yet our condemnation
should in fairness fall not upon the individual act,
but upon the series of acts that rendered this
individual act inevitable.
It is true that the
drinking habit hardly reaches the purely reflex
stage, but in some cases it comes extremely close
to it, and the closer it comes to this point the less
the responsibility of the subject for each individual
:

—

how can

the educator bring his influence to bear
The faculty psychologist is at once busy
with talk about exercising the faculty of discrimination by changes of light and temperature. This

upon

it ?

exercise demands, he tells ns, a rudimentary form
of memory and judgment. And thus the building
up of the ego proceeds. The whole process may be
summed up in the one word ' training.' In modem
educational works this word has acquired a sort of
sacred meaninglessness. Few words labour under

such a weight of assumptions. Naturally its use
marked by a great deal of vagueness ; but, as
often as it occurs, it appears to connote a process
that is peculiarly philosophical yet practical.
Despite its ordinary vagueness it is not left without a fairly well defined special meaning. R. H.
Quick, for example, would divide all educators
into the three great classes Realists, Humanists,
and Trainers and the school of educators who
follow David Stow claim to form what they call
'the training school.' If we have regard to the
results of the process of education, this classification obviously implies a cross-division ; for each of
the schools claims to train its pupils, though they
difier regarding the means to be used to accomplish
the training.
Without pressing the distinction
too closely, it may be said that teaching lays
stress on the knowledge to be conveyed, training
rather on the process of conveying it, and particularly on the efi'ect of this process upon the
mind of the pupil.
Sometimes, indeed, a lower view of training is
held.
It is regarded as more or less physical.
In
his Introduction to the Pedagogy of Herhart
(London, 1895), p. ix, we find Ufer saying
is

'

:

;

:

' Animals cannot in any
true Hense be educated : tliey can only
be trained. Education is an influence upon man.
When a
person is s^roken of as well-educated, we do not think of
bodily qualities. The educating: influence has reference to the
soul, and concerns itself with the body only in so far as the care
of the latter is immediately serviceable to the former.'
The very existence of the training school of
educators proves that this comparatively low view

;

;

of training is not imiversal ; yet there is clearly
an element of truth in it. At college there are
trainers for the river, and tutors for the schools.
As usual, whatever difficulty there is arises from
a metaphor. The process represented by the word
is carried over from the body to the mind.
For-

tunately there is more than the usual attenuated
connexion between the two terms of the metaphor.
In the last resort physical training consists in
teaching an animal to perform certain acts easily
by making it do them frequently. Here it is the
first step that costs.
After the act has been performed once, there is little difficulty in having it
repeated, till it can be done perfectly.
Faber
fabricando is the trainer's motto.
In physical
training this first step causes no real difficulty.
A dog is taught to pretend to smoke a pipe by
having the pipe placed in his mouth the rest of
the training resolves itself into biscuits and blows.
In the region of morals the same thing may be
applied to a limited extent.
We may make a

act.

Underlying all the theories of training is the
fundamental assumption of capacity.
We can
train only within the limits of this assumed
capacity.
The relative importance of capacity
and training, however, varies considerably in the
theories of different writers.
On the one side we
have the Idealists, with their theory of development which places capacity in the very forefront
on the other we have the Atomistic school, which
all but eliminates faculty in favour of training.
According to Herbart, ' The soul has no capacity

;

ways by sheer physical force,
and then by rewards and punishments transform
child act in certain

isolated acts into habits. This is probably all that
is implied in the aphorism adopted by the training
' Train
school
up a child in the way he should
go : and when he is old, he will not depart from

;

it.'

this is not enough.

If it were,

we should

or faculty whatever, either to receive or to produce anything' (Lehrbuch zur Psychologie, Leipzig, 1851, § 152).
This startling statement does
not block the way of the educator so completely
as at first sight appears for what Herbart takes
from the soul he gives to the ideas and whatever
may be the metaphysical and psychological rights
of the matter, the educational process does not
suffer.
It is sometimes objected to Herbart that
his educational theories cannot be deduced from
:

:

But
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but as a matter of fact his educawere elaborated before his psyclioand there can be little doubt that the
needs of education had a creat deal to do with
the peculiar form his psycliology took. Carried
out to its logical issue, the Herbartian system of
his psychology
tional theories

;

logical,

education implies the possibility of man-making
not only on the intellectual but also on the moral
side.
As Locke demolished the theory of innate
ideas, so Herbart demolished the theory of innate
faculties. His educational system may not unfairly
be said to be a process by which faculties can be
supplied.
His evolution of the will from the
conflict of ideas really amounts to the creation
of the will by circumstances if no educator deliberately interferes, or by the educator if there be one
who cares to modify the interaction of the conflicting ideas.
If, as Herbart maintains, 'Action
generates the \vill out of desire,' there is evidently
room in education for a more effective application
of the maieutic art than even Socrates ever
imagined.
The positions of the Herbartian metaphysic and
psychology are untenable, but the educational
applications are in themselves very useful, and are
really not involved in the condemnation that their
supposed foundation deserves.
Herbart distinguished between mere instruction and 'educative
instruction,' the distinction depending upon the
nature of the connexions involved in the subjects
taught. Those subjects that touch human life at
the greatest number of points form the best kind
of Gesinnungsstoff, as he names the material for
educative instruction. In estimating the value of
the Herbartian system, the mistake is commonly
made of attaching too much importance to the
purely intellectual aspect, sometimes even to the
exclusion of the moral, though, as a matter of
fact, the moral side bulked very largely in Herbart's mind.
No doubt Herbart does attach verygreat importance to Knowledge as an educational
organon, but no competent critic can read his
educational work without at once seeing the
moral implications of the system. The whole
value of instruction, indeed, from Herbart's point
of view, consists in its moral bearings.
So far
does he go in this direction that he has given rise
to a great deal of indignation by his well-known
saying, The stupid man cannot be virtuous.'
view of the Herbartian system as a whole makes it
clear that he did not mean the word stumpfsinnig
to be understood as referring to capacity, but rather
to the use made of capacity, though it has to be
admitted that the word is not the best he could
have chosen to convey this meaning. He is continually emphasizing the need of supplying the
mind with healthy ideas in order that a full life
may be possible. We are too apt to set up a purely
negative ideal of virtue.
Our favourite moral

A

'

axioms consist of prohibitions.
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lacking tliat such a syiithcHis is well within sight.
Kach supplies the defects of the other, each
corrects the other's errors.
History of education.
From a certain
3.
point of view, the history of Education is the
liistory of the development of civilization.
Ail
moral and intellectual progress results from educational processes that need not, however, be conscious
processes.
At the earliest stages of civilization,
Education is confined to the ordinary influences of
intercourse.
The child is educated by the mere
process of living.
He learns by the reactions on
his environment, and particularly by imitation,
both in its positive and in its negative form. It is
true that parents and other adults do at this stage
give a certain amount of instruction to the growing
child ; but all this instruction is given with an
immediate and definite aim, and has no intentional
relation to the development of the character of the
child. True education begins when the community
attains to a sort of collective self-consciousness,
and, as it were, turns itself back upon itself and
takes itself in hand, with the deliberate intention
of guiding development.
The mere existence of
schools is no proof that there is any attempt at
education.
These may exist only as a means of
imparting a certain dexterity that will increase
the value of the children to the community, or to
some section of the community.
Since religion was the first of the social forces
that led to a special organization, it is very natural
that it should be the first to see the need of education.
To secure the proper observance of religious
rites, it was essential that there should be a body
of skilled priests, and this body could be maintained
only by a system of carefully selecting and training
young men to take the place of those who succumbed
to age or disease. Experience would show that the
earlier the training began, the more effective it
proved, so what began as a professional college
gradually developed a sort of preparatory department. ITwo influences would at once begin to act
in such a way as to keep the school and the college
distinct.
First, the priests would come to regard
the school as an excellent means of sifting out all
the characters that gave promise of proving good
subjects for the religious life. It was obviously
desirable, therefore, to mark off the school from
the college by means of certain rites that came to
be essential to full admission into the religious

—

community.

In the second place, it would soon
be found that pupils who had gone through the
school had benefited by the training, even though
they had not been deemed worthy to enter the
college.
desire would accordingly arise among
the more ambitious parents that their children
should share in the advantages of the school, even
though there was no desire that they should take

A

up the

religious

life.

This tendency would be

Herbart is more
inclined to demand positive goodness.
His advice
is not so much Avoid evil 'as 'Do good.' The dull
untutored man cannot be virtuous because he has
not made the most of himself. He is not what he
might have been. Ignoti nulla cupido, quotes
Herbart, and the remark applies to good as well
as to evil. All temptation in the last resort comes
from within.
We have here the psychological
explanation of the saying, To the pure all things
are pure.'
The 'circle of thought,' by which
Herbart means the organized content of the mind,
determines the character of a man. If all Herbartianism could be gathered up into one sentence,
that sentence would be: 'The will has its root in

strongest where the Church was most powerful, and
where the lay nobility was weakest. The connexion
between the Church and Education is maintained
throughout the ages, though the nature of the
connexion varies according to the spiritual state
of the Church.
When the Church was predominantly a political organization, the schools
became little better than technical colleges, preparatory to the clerical profession.
When the
Church reached a high spiritual level, the schools
gave their attention to human beings in general,
and became places to fashion the raw material of
humanity into its noblest forms, literally officince

the circle of thought.'
At the present moment the great need of the
Science of Education is a synthesis of the Herbartian and Froebelian systems, and signs are not

races we know very little with certainty.
'The
only point that is quite clear is that Education has
taken a form in each case determined by the
prevailing ideals of the race.
Caste in India,

'

'

hominum.
Of the history of Education among the primitive

;

;
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Tradition and Ancestor-Worship in China, Dualism
in Persia, Practical Common Sense in Egypt, all
leave their mark on the kind of education adopted,
and the lines along which it was developed. The
Theocracy among the Jews, with its consequent
enhancement of the value of the individual,
resulted in a wide-spread popular education, which
was fundamentally moral and religious, but did
not neglect the purely literary side.
From the
Old Testament record we gather that among the
Hebrews as a nation a knowledge of reading and
writing was wide-spread, and in this respect they
stand out in a most favourable light compared mth
their contemporaries.
See Education (Jewish).
With the Greek States, we enter upon a new
phase of the history of Education. Not only do
we have written records of the actual state of
education at the time, but we have more or less
detailed discussions of the theory of education and
of educational ideals.
Among the Greeks generally, the individual was entirely subordinated to
the State, the man was lost in the citizen. The
subjects taught were classed under the two heads.
Music and Gymnastics, corresponding generally to
literary and physical training.
For it must be
remembered that Music among the Greeks included
not only what we understand by that term, but
also poetry, which in due course involved a knowledge of reading and writing and the literary arts
generally, though, of course, those arts were cultivated in very different degrees in the different
Greek States. Among the Thebans, for example.
Gymnastics meant mainly the training necessary
for war, and Music was limited to the attainments that gave a charm to the orgies they loved.
The Spartans had higher ideals ; but even among
them the aim of Gymnastics was to give skill and
endurance in warfare. The literary training was
confined to the three K's, and some warlike Music.
It is difficult to say under which head the peculiar
educational subject of larceny is to be placed.
Probably this form of training in dexterity and
cunning is most fitly classed as Gymnastic. The
training of citizens fell naturally into four periods
childhood at the mother's knee up to 7 years of age ;
hoyhood up to 18, during which period the boys
were at public training schools, but each had to
have some grown man as his special friend and
trainer ; youth up to 30, during which time the
young men were trained in the practice of war
manhood, during which they practised what they
had been trained to do. It is to the credit of the
Spartans that female education was fairly well
organized in their State. Among the Athenians,
the literary side received more attention, though
Gymnastic retained its prominence, the recognized
physical exercises being now grouped together in
the peritathlon running, leaping, quoit-throwing,
wrestling, and boxing. The wider life of Athens,
and the influence of the foreign element there,
favoured the development of individualism. In
his great educational work. The Republic, Plato
sets himself to combat this individualism, and
constructs an ideal scheme of Education in which
the best elements of the actual Spartan and
Athenian education are worked up into a system
in which the individual is again overshadowed by
the State. The Sophists, against whom Socrates
was never tired of girding, were teachers rather
than educators. They professed to communicate a
certain amount of valuable knowledge rather than
:

:

to

form character. See Education (Greek).
This class of teacher became popular in Home,

of its culture to Greece. Among
the Roman teachers were some notable men who
deserve to rank as genuine educators.
Chief of
these is QuintLLian, who, though his book professes
to limit itself to the training of an orator, gives

which owed most

(Introductory)
us a treatise on Education which Professor Laurie
is inclined to regard as the best ever written.
The Public Schools of Rome were secular and
political, rather than religious ; but with the introduction of Christianity a new system of education was established among the early believers,
the main object of which was to enable converts
to understand the new religion, and, if occasion
favoured, to promulgate it.
Hence arose the
Catechetical Schools of the early Cliristians. Ry
and by, the establishment of permanent places of
worship led to the appearance of Monastery and
Cathedral Schools, which were able to carry on the
work of education after the fall of the Roman
Empire. In the time of Charlemagne we find the
value of Education recognized in the existence of a
famous institution kno^vn as the Palace School.
This was an itinerant institution which accompanied the Court in its wanderings, for the purpose
of providing a suitable education for the sons of
the nobility. Though probably not founded by
him, it certainly attained its fame mainly through
To
the intelligent patronage of Charlemagne.
him is also due the honour of issuing the famous
Capitulary of 787, probably drawn up by Alcuin,
then Master of the Palace School. This is a sort
of general order sent to all the abbots of the
monasteries under the great king, giving them his
views on education, and his instructions regarding
it.
It has been described by Mullinger as perhaps
the most important document of the Middle Ages,'
and by Ampere as the charter of modern thought.'
The subjects taught in the mediaeval schools
formed the seven ' liberal arts.'
They were
divided into two groups, named respectively the
Trivium and the Quadrimum, The trivial arts
were Grammar, Rhetoric, and Dialectics (the last
corresponding to what we usually caU Logic).
The quadrivial ' arts were Geometn?, Arithmetic,
Astronomy, and Music. These seven arts were
held to include aU that was worth kno^ving in the
mediaeval world. The first reference to the seven
liberal arts, as matter of study or discipline, has
been traced to Varro, but the credit of dividing
them into the two groups is claimed for each of
two writers Augustine, and a certain Carthaginian named Martianus Capella. The truth probably is that Augustine made the distinction, whUe
CapeUa, by his more picturesque style, called
attention to and perpetuated it.
Universities as institutions were not founded
they really founded themselves ; they grew out of
the nature of things. The tendency of learned
men to gather together for mutual help led to a
process of segregation in suitable districts. No
doubt in many cases favourable centres were found
at certain schools connected with Cathedrals or
Abbeys.
In most cases the Cathedral School
proved more attractive to learned men in search of
mtelleetual freedom than did the Abbey School.
University was originally known as a stadium
publicum vet generale, but this phrase does not
occur frequently till about the end of the 12th
The studia generalia differed from
century.
schools inasmuch as they were meant for men.
They were further distinguished by claiming and
exercising the right of free teaching and free selfThe teaching was not limited to
government.
students from one district or one country, hence
the charter of a University had to come from one
who had an authority recognized in different kingdoms. The only two such authorities in Europe
were the Pope and the Emperor. To these, therefore, it became customary to apply for a charter to
establish a new University, though some of the
oldest and most famous Universities never had any
charter, but claimed and exercised the privilege of
granting to their graduates the jits ubique docendi
'

'

'

'

—
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by right of old custom. The studia generalia were
very early identified with specialized instruction.
Indeed, the idea of a studium generate very soon
included the possession of at least one of the hifrhur
faculties in addition to the Arts faculty, whitOi in
those early times corresponded really to a preparatory course for one of the three higher
Theologyi Law, and Medicine.
Parallel with the education of the Monastery, the
and the University, was that of the Castle,
where, instead of the seven liberal arts, were
taught the seven 'free' arts those of Riding,
Shooting, Hawking, Swimming, Boxing, Chessplaying, and Verse-making. The contrast between
the free and the liberal arts emphasizes the
weakness of the Trivium and the Quadrivium
their unwholesome aloofness from the afl'airs of
everyday life. The mediaeval scholars, as scholars,
held themselves jealously apart from the common
things of life ; they Uvea in a world of their own,
When we consider
in a world of abstractions.
that for nearly five centuries the finest intellects of
Europe were applied to the discussion of the question of the relation of the general to the particular,
we can understand the peculiar intellectual atmosphere in which mediaeval scholars lived. On its
educational side the Renaissance manifested itself
The
in a revolt against this arid scholasticism.
charge of booKishness is sometimes made against
the Renaissance education, and it must be confessed that in some of its developments it afterwards yielded to the tendency towards abstraction
which is inherent in most forms of teaching. But
on its first appearance the Renaissance education
valued books mainly for their contents and their
general style. It was a later generation that fell
into the slough of ' scholarship and grammatical
pedantry.
By the time of the Renaissance the -writers and
thinkers on educational questions had developed
their subject so much that different schools of
thought have to be recognized among them.
triple classification is frequently made, the divisions being into Humanists, Realists, and NaturalThe distinction is based largely upon the
ists.
nature of the material upon which the mind is
School,

'

—

'

—
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exercised as a means of training. The Humanists
are those who prefer language and other specially
human functions on which to nurture their pupils.
They did not, as a matter of fact, at first confine
themselves to language, but rather treated language as one means among many of expressing
human aspirations. Painting, Music, Sculpture,
Literature, and aU that had a direct bearing on
hiuoan life and action formed the materials with
which the Humanists dealt. It is only when the
Humanistic view is carried to excess that it leads
to the pedantry associated with the mere language
drill condemned by Carlyle under the name of

gerund-grinding.
(1) Among the most distinguished Humanistic
educators was Vittorino da Feltre (1378-1446), a
schoolmaster at Mantua, who exercised a very considerable influence on education in Italy. John
Sturm (1507-1589) was the master for many years of
a famous grammar school at Strassburg, where he
elaborated a procrustean system of instruction, in
which the amount of work for each year was
absolutely regulated, so that to exceed the amount
prescribed was as great an oifence as to fall short
By his pedantry Sturm did a great deal
of it.
to obscure the real merits of Humanism.
The
English Humanists, Roger Ascham (1515-1568)
and Richard Mulcaster (1531-1611), exemplify a
better form of Humanism, and it has been remarked that it would have greatly benefited the
education of Europe if the example of Mulcaster
had been followed instead of that of Sturm. When
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the Jesuits saw the political importance of education, and deliberately set themselves to become
the teachers of the governing classes of Europe,
they founded their teaching on a Humani.ttic
basis.
Their work has been variously estimated.
Religious prejudice no doubt plays a considerable
part in the criticism to which the Order has been
subjected, but the general view appears to be that
their teachers more or less deliberately sacrificed
matter in favour of form. This did a good deal
to bring Humanism into disrepute, since it was
regarded as an elegant but useless basis of educaThe little schools of the Port-Royalists
tion.
'

'

France adojpted a more satisfactory form of
Humanism. Their main contribution to Education
was an excellent series of text-books, some of
which have only recently become obsolete. It is
in

well known that the eaucation supplied at the
present day in our great Public Schools in England
IS

mainly Humanistic.

The Bealists prefer things to words. They
maintain that the Humanists spend their time in a
mere vapouring with signs, while neglecting the
things signified. Underlying the Realistic reaction
was the educational principle, now universally recognized, that in learning we pass from the concrete to the abstract, and that we must learn by
direct contact with the material of our study. The
saying of the old schoolmen. Nihil in intellectu
quod non prius fuerit in sensu, is nowhere better
exemplified than in the work of a Moravian bishop,
John Amos Comenius (1592-1671), who gave his
long life almost entirely to the cause of education,
though his basal interest lay in a scheme of pansophy which he never found time to develop.
Some of his ideas were anticipated by a peculiar
personage called Wolfgang- Ratke (1571-1635),
who in those early days believed he had made discoveries in Education that had a great commercial
(2)

value,

and who

tried to

make money by

selling his

educational secrets. Probably the best work of
Comenius consisted in his introduction of the vernacular as a means of teaching, and his recognition of the national importance of Education.
He
proclaimed the importance of all kinds of schools,
from the village school up to the University, and
maintained that no educational system could be
complete which provided merely for one class of the
community. Comenius -wrote and published many
class-books.
Although these exemplify many
breaches of educational principle, they were much
ahead of anything then available ; and one book in
particular, the Orbis Pictus a small picture-book
in which the exercises in speech are founded upon
the pictures supplied had a phenomenal success,
being indeed the first illustrated book for children.
In direct succession from Comenius comes the
Swiss educational enthusiast, Pestalozzi (17461827), whose self-denying labours have done wonders for educational theory and practice. He
succeeded more by his intense human sympathy
than by either his knowledge or his intellectual
capacity.
His great principle was, as he maintained, to psychologize education ; but his writings

—

—

his practice have done little towards this end.
His follower, Froebel (1782-1852), extended and

and

elaborated the Pestalozzian principles. He carried
the plant metaphor of his master to its legitimate
conclusion by establishing the Kindergarten system,
in which the school is treated as a garden, and the
children as the plants.
Among quite modem
-writers the most prominent realist was Herbert
Spencer (sometimes, however, classed as a
Naturalist), whose little book on Education,
though decidedly weak in certain directions
(clearly indicated by Professor Laurie in a criticism
to be found in his Educational Opinion from the
Renaissance, 1903), has probably had more effect in

:
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modifying public opinion on Education than any
other publication of the Victorian period.
(3) The Naturalists lay less stress on the mere
subjects to be taught, and more upon the training
supplied by life itself. Their aim is not so much
to teach this, that, or the other subject as to bring
the pupU into direct contact with life at the proper
points, and thus enable him to work out his
own education. Instruction is not lacking in the
Naturalistic system, but it is not the only thing,
The first
nor even the most essential thing.
Naturalist may be said to be Rabelais (1483-1553),
who, as soon as he had escaped from his monastery, set himself in his more serious moments
to the study of the possibilities of education in
producing the kind of man that the world requires.
His attitude is largely destructive, though in his
EudoB-mon (a well-endowed and well-trained youth
used as a contrast to Gargantua) we find the ideal
at which we ought to aim ; and in certain passages
we get fairly clear hints towards the method of
The second Naturalist is
attaining that ideal.
Montaigne (1533-1592), who in the learned leisure
of an easy life set himself to develop his theories
Locke (1632-1704),
of what education should be.
on the other hand, went out of his way to publish
a somewhat unmethodical and easy-going essay
under the title of Thoughts concerning Education.
In this we have the fruits of the observation of
the medical man, the private tutor, and the philosopher. What the book lacks in system is more

than made up for by

and by

its

its practical

suggestiveness.

J. J.

common

sense

Rousseau (1713-

1778), in his pedagogical story of Emile, presents
probably the most influential work on Education
that has been written in modern times. He believes that man is by nature good and has been
corrupted by civilization. The cry of the book is

therefore back to Nature.' The educator must
learn to lose time wisely, and to keep himself in
the background, letting the educand develop in his
own way. All initiative is to come from the pupil.
Fichte (1762-1814), so far as he can be classified
at all, must be ranked with the Naturalists. His
claim to special notice is his famous Reden an die
deutsche Nation, in which he deliberately set forth
the claims of education as a regenerator of nations.
Goethe (1749-1832) treated of Education as he
treated of almost everything else. His contribution is to be found in the section on the educational
province in Wilhelm Meister. This marks him
out as Naturalistic. It was formerly customary
for every German professor of Philosophy to deliver
a course on Education, so most of the best known
German writers on Philosophy have written something on the subject, Kant among others. At the
present moment there is a prolific literature on
educational subjects.
While each country contributes to the general problem, each has acquired
a specific character by emphasizing some aspect.
Thus in the United States, Child Study and the
relation of education to social life have received
their fullest development. France has done exceptionally good work in tracing out the relations of
temperament to education. In France, too, the
educational applications of ' Suggestion are best
developed. Germany is specially strong in dealing
with the philosophical bases of education, but has
also given a great deal of attention to the methodology of the subject, particularly in connexion
with the relation between the Froebelian and the
Herbartian Systems. In Great Britain there is less
interest in the philosophical bases, and the subject
is usually treated in a more or less empirical way.
LlTERATnRE.— G. Stanley Hall and John M. Mansfield,
Bints towards a select and descriptive Bibliography of Educa,tion (Boston, 1886) W. S. Monroe, Bibliography of Education (New York, 1897). These have naturally a strong American
'

'

;

reference.

E. P. Cubberley's Syllabus 0/ Lectures on

the

(American)

Eistory of Education (N.T., 1902) is useful. In National Education (London, 1901), Laurie Magnus gives a very useful BibUographical,Note.' Reference may,also be made to the catalogues
of the various Educational Libraries, such as the Board of
Education Library at the \Vhitehall Office, the Library of the
College of Preceptors, the Teachers' Guild Library. There are
some more or less commercial publications, such as the Filhrer
durch die pddagogische Literatur (Vienna, 1879), that are not
of much general utility.
Of Educational EncyclopEsdias the
following are the most important
Kiddle and Schem, Cyclopmdia of Education (New York, 1877); Sonnenschein, Cyclopcedia of Education (London, 1892) F. Buisson, Dictionnaire
de pMagsgie (Paris, 1882) Wilhelm Rein, Encyklopddischei
Handbuch der Pddagogik (Langensalza, 1902). [This great work
in seven large volumes is excellent.]
Paul Monroe's fivevolume Cyclopedia of Education published its first volume In
1911.
On the development of Education, Letourneau writes
well in his L'Evolution de I'iducation fParis, 1898). The two
most comprehensive Histories of Education are the Geschicht*
der Pddagogik of K. v. Raumer (Giitersloh, 1902), and the
Qeschichte der Pddagogik of K. Schmidt (Kothen, 1876).
Of
a more popular character is the Eistoire de la pidagogit of
Gabriel Compayrtf (Paris, 1883). Both Raumer and Compayr6
appear in English translations. Friedrich Paulsen's Geschichte
des gelehrten l/nterrichts (Leipzig, 1896) is now a standard
work. The Herbartian controversy is admirably treated by
F. H. Hayward in his The Critics of Eerbartianism (London, 1903).
The chief writers on the Herbartian side are
F. W. Dorpfeld, Denken und Gedaehtnis (Giitersloh, 1904)
T. Ziller, Grundlegung zur Lehre vom erziehenden Untcrricht
(Leipzig, 1884) W. Rein, Outlines of Pedagogics (Eng. tr., new
cd., London, 1899).
The 'critics' of Herbartianism are represented by H. Wesendonck, Die Schule Eerbart- Ziller und ihre
Jiinger (Vienna, 1885) ; E. v. Sallwiirk, Gesinnungsunterricht
und Kulturgeschiehte (Langensalza, 1887); O. Hubatsch,
Gesprdche iiber die Eerbart-Ziller'sche Pddagogik (Wiesbaden,
1888) August Vogel, Eerbart Oder PestaloZ2i{UB.nomT, 1893)
P. Natorp, Eerbart, Pestalozzi, und die heutigen Aufgaben der
Erziehungslehre (Stuttgart, 1899). A good g:eneral book is P.
Monroe's Text-book in the Eistory of Education (London, 1906).
French writers deal less specifically with Education ; the
'

:

;

;

;

;

;

following are typical works : M. J. Guyau, Education et
tr., London, 1901); P. F. Thomas, L' Education
des sentiments (Paris, 1898), and La Suggestion (Paris, 1898);

hirMiK (Eng.

Fr^d^ric Queyrat, L'lmagiTiation (Paris, 1896), and L'Abstraction (Paris, 1894); J. Payot, L'Education de la volenti
(Paris, 1894) ; C. A. Laisant, L'Education fondie sur la science
(Paris, 1904).
"Three French writers who have most profoundly
affected the Science of Education, without directly writing

upon it, are
Alfred Fouill^e, Temperament et caract^re
Fr. Paulhan, L' Activity merUate (Paris, 1889),
and Les Caractires (Paris, 1902); G. Tarda, Les Lois de
I'imitation (Paris, 1895).
In English there is a large and
rapidly increasing literature on the subject. Herbert Spencer's
Education (1861) A. F. Leach's English Schools at the Reforination (London, 1896) W. T, Harris's Psychologic Founda:

(Paris, 1896):

;

;

tions of Education (New York, 1898); S. S. Laurie's Institutes of Education (Edin. 1900), and H. G. Wells's Mankind
in the Making (London, 1903), are probably the works that
have produced most eSect on educational opinion. Educational theory is now becoming consolidated, and the results
appear in such works as E. N. Henderson's Text-book in the

Principles of Education (1910), and F. E. Bolton's Principles
of Education (1911). The Great Educator Series (Heinemann)
and the International Education Series (Appleton) contain
some excellent contributions.
J, AdAMS.
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(American).

i.

Primitive

teachers. As elsewhere throughout the world,
the teachers of children among the American
Indians include the father, who early instructs his
sons in the arts and activities which more especially
concern the male half of the tribe and the mother,
who in like manner teaches her daughter the
domestic activities and industrial arts belonging
The grandfather and the grandmother
to women.
are also teachers, particularly of the mythic lore,
tribal legends, wealth of story and proverb
and
often certain other aged men and women devote
themselves more or less completely to giving such
instruction, so that they are practically professional
teachers, such as we have among ourselves to-day.
The medicine-man, or shaman, appears likewise as
teacher, often in connexion with secret societies,
for admission into which children are prepared at
an early age. Other interesting phases of teaching
in aboriginal America are the following, where in
some cases a high appreciation of the value of the
' profession
is involved in the actions indicated.
(a) The captive.
It is a great mistake to suppose, as some writers have done, that in their wars
savage and barbarous peoples refrain from killing
;

;

'

—
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priBoners only to enslave or to debauch them.
as
The great Emathian conqueror bid spare
The houBe of Flndarus, when temple and tower

Even

*

Went

ground' (Milton, Sonnet viii.),
uncivilized tribe spared the teacher
amid the wild turbulence of strife. Woman's rOle
as the mother and disseminator of eo many forms
of primitive culture, from ceramic art to the
mysteries of religion, caused her, even in very
remote ages of human history, to be thus spared ;
sometimes, too, when she was the apostle of the
darker side of knowledge, she was feared rather
J. W.
than loved for her skill and cunning.
Fewkes tells us that, when, in 1700, the Indians of
the Pueblo of Oraibi, in New Mexico, took and
destroyed the Pueblo of Awatobi (both settlements
of the Tusayan people), the conquerors spared all
the women who had song-prayers and were willing
to teach them.' Among those saved was the Mazrau-mon-ivi, or chief of the Ma-zrau society, who
declared her readiness to 'initiate the women of
Walpi in the rites of the Ma-zrau ' ; and it was in
this way that the observance of the ceremonial
learn
known aa the Ma-zrau came to Walpi.
further that ' some of the other Awatobi women
knew how to bring rain, and such of them as were
willing to teach their songs were spared and went
to different villages.'' The learning of men, too,
made them safe amid the horrors of war, though
not always so conspicuously as was the case with
women. At the same conquest of Awatobi,
*
the Oraibi chief saved a man who knew how to cause the peach
to grow, and that is why Oraibi has such an abundance of
peaches now. The Mi-^oii-in-o-vi chief saved a prisoner who
to the

many an

80
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We

make the sweet so-vn-wa (small-eared corn) grow,
why it is more abundant here than elsewhere.'*
Captive women who married their captors have
often been not merely teachers of individuals, but
They have in
of families, clans, and even tribes.
not a few cases influenced the social customs and
the religion of the peoples among whom their new

knew how
and

this is

lot

was

to

cast.

—The

pedlar, who survives now
only in the more backward of our modern civilizations or on the fringes of the more advanced cultures
of to-day, still retains traces of his former importance as an educator. He has often been quite as
noted for his dissemination of intellectual wares as
for the distribution of creature comforts or other
material things. As O. T. Mason well says,
'itinerants and peddlers and tramps have marched about the
world over, and men and women have been enslaved and
wrecked. These have transported things and ideas and words.
They have set up a kind of internationalism from place to
(d)

The pedlar.

place.'

These itinerant primitive tradesmen are to be
found among the American aborigines, where they
served as dispensers of knowlege, distributors of
tales and legends in fact, as teachers of a great
'

—

variety of
(c)

human

'

'

'

lore.

The stranger and the foreigner.

—Among

primitive peoples the stranger is often welcome,
not because he brings with him good luck, fine
weather, and the like, although such things also
cause him to be happily greeted, but because he is
a bringer of news. "This characteristic is noted
also among civilized races, particularly where they
inhabit regions more or less cut off from the culHere the stranger really
ture-centres of the world.
takes rank as an educator, being an important
channel for the dissemination of knowledge of all
Westermarck says 'During my wanderings
sorts.
in the remote forests of Northern Finland I was con?'"'
stantly welcomed with the phrase, "What news
:

by no means true, as is often believed, that
primitive or uncivilized peoples are utterly
averse to receiving knowledge from outside their
' li.
1 Amer. Anthrop. vi. (1893) 866.
It is

all

s

ill

i.

681.
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tribal bounds,

and look with disfavour on any

practical recruiting of their own intellectual resources from foreigners or strangers within their
gates.
In all probability, however, races, like
individuals, have dill'ered widely in their sense of
receptivity, and in their attitude towards the
exotic in all fields of human activity mental,
moral, social, and religious. What is true to-day
of civilized races in this respect is true of the
uncivilized peoples now existing, and we are
justified in believing the same of their ancestors
Heterophilia and
of the earliest human times.
heterophobia find their representatives at all stages
of man's progress, from pre-historic ' savagery to
the culture of the twentieth century. Nor has the
most progressive of modern nations exceeded some
primitive peoples in eagerness to receive and absorb
the new, the strange, and the foreign. Indeed,
the same people, race, or even tribe may contain
within itself these two diverse types, the neophobes

—

'

—

those who hate and those who
Uncivilized peoples, likewise, are
love the new.
well acquainted with the condition of mind indicated by the famous couplet of Pope
Be not the first by whom the new are tried,
Nor yet the last to lay the old aside

and the neophiles

'

{Essay on Criticism,

pt. 2, line 133(.).

Among

the American Indians, for example, all
varieties of attitude towards the new and the
reception of exotic objects and exotic knowledge
can be found. Some of the Athapascan tribes of
north-western Canada are extremely neophile.
Some ethnologists (e.g. F. Boas) attribute this
receptive attitude to lack of intensity of culture
rather than to race.
2. Social institutions in relation to education.
Some Indian tribes, like the Kutenai, e.g., have
few, if any, secret societies and kindred social
institutions; but with many other aboriginal
peoples of America these abound, and children are
carefully prepared for membership in them. These
societies are of various sorts social, political, reIn many of the tribal ceremonies and
ligious, etc.
dramatic performances of the Indians, children
have their regular r61es, for which they receive due
training at the hands of their elders. As in some
other parts of the globe, the advent of manhood
and womanhood (see art. PUBERTY) is prepared for
by much instruction of the young in special ways,
among various American Indian peoples. Marriage, likewise, among many tribes has certain educational pre-requisites. Concerning the Omaha, one
of the principal tribes of the Siouan stock. Miss
[IQW], p. 330)
Fletcher informs us (27

—

—

RBEW

In olden times no ^rl was considered marriageable until she
to dress skins, fashion and sew garments, embroider,
and cook. Nor was a young man a desirable husband until he
had proved his skill as a hunter and shown himself alert and
courageous.'
'

knew how

3.

Educational processes,

institutions,

etc.—

The scope and general character of education
among the American aborigines are thus described
by Mason (Uandb. Amer. Ind. i. [1907] 414)
:

The aborigines of North America had their own systems of
education, through which the young were instructed in their
coming labours and obligations, embracing not only the whole
round of economic pursuits hunting, fishing, handicraft, agriculture, and household work but speech, fine art, customs,
'

—

—

By unconscious
etiquette, social obligations, and tribal lore.
absorption and by constant inculcation the boy and girl became
the accomplished man and woman. Motives of pride or shame,
the stimulus of flattery or disparagement, wrought constantly
upon the child, male or female, who was the charge, not of
the parents and grandparents alone, but of the whole tribe.
Loskiel (Mission of VniUi Brethren, Lond. 1794, p. 139) says
the Iroquois are particularly attentive to the education of the
young people for the future government of the state, and for
this purpose admit a boy, generally the nephewof the principal
chief, to the council and solemn feast following it.
The Eskimo were most careful in teaching their garls and
boys, setting them difficult problems in canoeing, sledding, and
hunting, showing them how to solve them, and asking boys how
they would meet a given emergency.

Everjwhere there was the

—

—
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elosest association, for education, of parents with children, who
learned the names and uses of things in nature. At a tender
age they played at serious business, girls attending to household
duties, boys following men's pursuits. Children were furnished
with appropriate toys ; they became little basket makers,
weavers, potters, water carriers, cooks, archers, stone workers,
watchers of crops and flocks, the range of instruction being
limited only by tribal custom, l^ersonal responsibilities were
laid on them, and they were stimulated by the tribal law of
personal property, which was inviolable. Amon^ the Puebloa,
cult images and paraphernalia were their playthmgs, and they
early joined the fraternities, looking forward to social duties
and initiation. The Apache boy bad for pedagogues his father
and grandfather, who began early to teach him counting, to

nm

level ground, then up and down hill, to break branches from
trees, to jump into cold water, and to race, the whole training
tending to make him skilful, strong, and fearless. The girl was
trained in part by her mother, but chiefly by the grandmother,

on

the disciphne beginning as soon as the child could control her
movements, but never becoming regular or severe. It consisted
in rising early, carrying water, helping about the home, cooking, and minding children. At six the little girl took her first
lesson in basketry with yucca leaves. Later on decorated
baskets, saddle-bags, bead work, and dress were her care.'

Miss Fletcher informs us that among the Omahas
of olden times no baby talk was in vogue ; and
special attention was given to the grammatical
use of language. The Twana Indian children ' are
taught continually, from youth until grown, to
mimic the occupations of their elders' (Eells, Bull.
U.S. Geol. ana Geogr. Survey, iii. [Washington,
Among the Seminoles of Florida,
1877] 90).
' no small
amount of the labor in a . . household is done by children, even as young as four
years of age ' (MacCauley, ' Seminole Indians of
Florida,' in 5
With some of
[1887], p. 498).
the Indian tribes of Guiana, ' while the women
are shaping the clay, their children, imitating
'

'

.

BBE W

make

small pots and goglets' (Im Thurn,
A?nong the Indians of Guiana, 1883, p. 278).
Among the Kato Pomo Indians of California, ' the
chiefs, especially, devote no little care to the
training of their sons as polyglot diplomatists,'
and sometimes send them away from home to
leaiTi foreign dialects (Powers, Indian Tribes of
California, 1877) ; the Mattole of California were
reputed to give their children careful lessons in
topography and geography of a primitive sort,
resembling the excursion lessons now in vogue
since the currency of Nature-study in the schools
of to-day in civilized lands.
Among the Algonquians and other peoples of N. and S. America,
professional story-tellers existed, whose business
it was to instruct both adults and children in
the mythic lore of the race. Forms of education
corresponding somewhat to those in use among
European peoples of the Middle Ages, including
schools for special professions, existed among the
more or less civilized peoples of Ancient Mexico,
especially in connexion with the training of priests
and nuns and attaches of the temples and similar

them,

'

'

Here we can speak of
Mason Woman's Share in Prim. Cult.,

institutions.

'schools'

even
states that ' annexed to the temples were large buUdings used as seminaries for girls, a sort of aboriginal
Wellesley or Vassar.' There were seminaries for
boys also. Barnes (op. cit. infra, p. 79) says
(

p. 208)

:

In ancient Mexico, the instructors were the priests, parents,
the schools, the temples of the gods the curriculum, careful courses in manners and morals.' Moreover,
' the method of instruction
was didactic precept, and its aim
the formation of an obedient, kind, submissive character.'
*

and elders

;

;

For several Indian tribes we have now interesting
sketches of child-life (often of an autobiographic^
nature), which give many details as to the early
education of the young of both sexes.
In Jenks' Childhood of Jishib is to be found a sympathetic
account of the progress of an Ojibwa boy from birth to manhood,
treating especially of his association with the animal world.
For Indians of the Siouan stock (here the child's growth in
primitive religious relationship with the wakanda or manitous
IB more or less emphasized) we have various writings of C. A.
Eastman, himself of Indian descent, including his Indian Boyhood and The Soul of the Indian ; also F. La Flesohe's The
Middle Five, and the writings of Miss A. C. Fletcher. The
educational literature concerning the Pueblo Indians (with

(American)

these peoples the efifects of conservative sacerdotalism
are much
.._...
idence) is represented
represi
in evidence)
by -Mrs. Stevenson's
Religious Life
of the Zuni Child (1887), and Spencer's ' Education of the
Pueblo Child (1889). The ceremonial education of the ancient
Mexicans and the ritual of infancy, as recorded in some of the
hieroglyphic manuscripts, have been treated by Hagar in his
•Four Seasons of the Mexican Ritual of Infancy' (1911), and
Dr. and Mrs. Barnes in their brief article on Education as seen
in Aztec Records,' based on Clavigero, Sahagun, etc.

-*

*

'

'

'

Proverbs and sayings of pedagogical import.
few American Indian proverbs
are upon record (see Mrs. O. Morison, op. cit.
infra, and Cushing's Zuiii Folk-Tales, N.Y., 1901).
Instruction by wise proverbs was practised by
4.

—Comparatively

'

'

many

Indian tribes, as, e.g., the Omaha, amongst
whom the old men of the tribe had long talks
with boys and girls, emphasizing the need of good
manners, consideration for others, industry, etc.
These talks were illustrated with proverbs condensing and strengthening their significance.
5. Song and story as pedagogical material.
Amongst American Indians there are numerous
instances of the more or less direct employment
of song and story as pedagogical material for the
young of both sexes. The great ritual songs and
ceremonies of primitive peoples often contain
sections that are directly pedagogical.
Such, e.g.,
are the parables of the Pawnee Indians, concerning which Miss Fletcher, who has penetrated
some of the deepest secrets of these American
aborigines, says (Indian Story and Song, p. 30)
'

'

:

Scattered through an elaborate ritual and religious ceremony
Pawnee tribe are little parables, in which some natural
scene or occurrence serves as a teaching to guide man in hia
daily life. . .
The words of the song are purposely few, so as
to guard the full meaning from the careless, and to enable the
priest to bold the interpretation as a part of his sacred treasure.
They are sufficient, however, to attract the attention of the
thoughtful and such a one who desired to know the teaching
of the sacred song could first perform certain initiatory rites,
and then learn its full meaning from the priest.' In the Eako,
which is *a pra}'er for children, in order that the tribe may
increase and be strong, and also that the people may have long
life, enjoy plenty, and be happy and at peace,' a Pawnee
ceremony celebrated in the spring when the birds are mating,
or in the summer when the birds are nesting and caring for
their young, or in the fall when the birds are flocking, but not in
the winter when all things are a8leep'(A. C.Fletcher, in 22 iJB^lT,
pt. 2, pp. 26, 23 f.), there are a number of these 'parables.'
In these parables,' or brief-worded songs, as interpreted by
the kurahu, the genius of the Pawnee Indians, as we may term
the high-minded and thoroughly human priest of this tribe,
who revealed to Miss Fletcher the true religion professed by
his fathers, we get a glimpse into the mind of the aboriginal
'

of the

.

;

'

'

'

American

in

one of

its

'

most didactic moments.

Among the

things condemned in Indian stories
(as recorded by G. A. Dorsey, Paitmee Mythology)
are
making fun of poor children by rich ones,
making fun of or maltreating animals, betraying friendship, meddling with ceremonial objects,
quarrelling of children (especially brothers and
sisters), wandering away from home, too great
pride, needless sacrifices to the gods, false reports
:

of

'

bufifalo in sight,' etc.

recommended are

Things approved and

respect for poor boys on the
part of rich girls, belief in success through continued efl'ort, hope of greatness and power being
attained, obedience to and reverence for the gods,
taking care of one's clothing, attention to things
while travelling, friendship among young men,
high aims in life, marriage of the maiden of one's
choice, kindness to birds, listening courteously to
everything but not believing all one hears, recognition of the fact that a chief is not, by the mere
fact of being such, a great man, and that a prophet
is without honour in his own country.
It was upon such devices rather than upon
corporal punishment (see Children [American])
that the American aborigines relied for the ethical
results of manhood and womanhood.

—

:

Literature. Besides the material on the American Indian
and education to be found in the monographs on
various tribes published in the Annual Reports, Bulletins, etc.,
of the Bureau of Ethnology at Washington, the Memoirs of the
American Museum of Natural Histor}' (New York), and in the
numerous ethnological publications of the Field Museum of
child-life

—
;;
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Ohicitgo, the Univoniity of Pennsylvania, Harvard University,
the University of Calllornla, etc., the toUowing may bo cited
E. and M. S. Barnes, Education as seen in Aztec Records,*
F. Boas, Tlte Mind
In Studies in Edticatim, 1896-7, pp. 7S-80
of Primitive Man, N.Y. 1911, Jnd. Sagen von der nord-pacif.
Kiiste, Amerikaa, Berlin, 1896; D. G. Brinton, ltd. o/ Fritn.
Peoples, N.Y. 1897, Amer. Uero-Uytlis, Philad. 1882; D. I.
BushneU, Jr., 'The Choctaw of Bayou Ijicomb (Bull. IS BE,
1909) A. F. Chamberlain, The Child and Childhood in FolkIndians, North American,' in ££r'l
Thought, N.Y. 1896,
G. A. Dorsey, Pavmee Mythology^ pt. i., Wasliington, 1906
(Carneg, Inet. Publ., no. 59); C. A. Kastman, Indian Boyhood,
N.Y. 1002, The Soul of the Indian, Boston, 1910; A. C.
Fletcher, Indian Story and Song from North America, Boston,
W, 1904, pt. 2)
1900, The Hako a Pawnee ceremony (IS
S. Haear, The Four Seasons of the Mexican Ritual ot Infancy,'
Amer. Anthrop., N.S. xiij. [1911J 229-234; G. W. James,
Indian Basketry, Pasadena, Cal., 1902 A. E. Jenks, Childhood
o/Jishib, the Ojibwa, Madison, Wis., 1900; F. La Flesche, The
Middle Five, Cambridge, 1901 O. T. Mason, Woman's Share
in Primitive Culture, N.Y. 1894, Origins of Invention, Loud.
and N.Y. 1896, 'Primitive Travel and Transportation' {Rep.
U.S. Nat. Mus., Washington, 1894, 1896), also art. Education,'
In Handb. of Amer. Indians, pt. I. [1907) pp. 414-418; O.
Morison, Tsimshian Proverbs' (JAFL ii. [1890] 286-286);
F. C. Spencer, EkJucation of the Pueblo Child (Contrib. to
Philos., Psychol, and Educ., Columb. Univ., N.Y., vol. vii.,
no. 1, 1899); S. R. Steinmetz, Ethnol. Studien zur ersten
Entwiekl. der Strafe, 2 vols., Leyden, 1894 T. E. Stevenson,
'The Religious Lite of the Zufti Child' (5 RBEW, 1887); E.
Westermarck, MI, Lond. 1906 ff.
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Chamberlain.

EDUCATION

(Buddhist).— To present a consecutive history of educational theory or practice
among Buddhist peoples is hardly possible in the
It is
absence of historical records or material.
probable that the practice, if not the theory, has
varied much in difl'erent countries and at different
periods of time. There is, moreover, no evidence
at how early a date, or under what circumstances,
the monasteries of Buddhism became in general
centres of instruction and training, not only in
the precepts and observances of religion confined
to those who had entered upon the religious life,
but in more secular branches of education and
And, if the training offered has been
study.
within all recent years of the, most elementary
description, there is reason to believe that limitations of this nature have not always ruled certainly in India and Ceylon, and also in the lands
of the Further East. The eagerness with which
the Chinese pilgrims and students during many
centuries sought access to the great Indian schools
of learning, and, for the sake of the advantages
which they offered, were prepared to faee the
dangers and endure the privations of long and
distant journeyings, is proof not only of the reputation, but of the real worth of these schools.
They were in all probability carrying on an educational practice which they had inherited from
Hindu ancestiy and precedent. They worthily
maintained, however, the legacy of regard for
learning and zeal in its pursuit and they seem to
have extended its scope if a safe inference may
be made from the practice of later centuries
beyond the confines of the purely religious or
philosophical to subjects of a more general and

—

;

—

popular interest.

however, is silent with
such practices and developments.
Wholly dominated by the religious interest, and
occupied with matters of doctrine and philosophical
speculation, it is even less informing than is the
Hindu with regard to matters of historical detail,
of the constitution and condition of the lay community, and of the opportunities open to all to
obtain the training in knowledge or the arts which
would suffice for the needs of daily life. Independently of the monasteries, such educational
opportunities did not exist.
Nor indeed, so far
as is known, have they ever existed in Buddhist

Buddhist

regard to

literature,

all

countries until recent times, unless in isolated and
exceptional instances. Secular as well as religious
education was in the hands of the monks, who
alone possessed, and had the leisure to impart,
VOL. V.
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It was the duty of the senior monks
to teach ; the subject-matter of their teaching was
for the most part religious faith and doctrine ;
and in cases in which it went beyond these subjects it is not probable that the curriculum

knowledge.

embraced at any time much more than the rudiments of general knowledge.
There are traces
also of the beginning of an industrial training on
a small scale. Manual toil was honourable to the
layman, and was an obvious necessity if he was to
mmister to the support of the numerous inmates
of the monasteries.
I. Early records.— The writings of the Chinese Buddhist monks and pilgrims who visited
India afford abundant proof of the active pursuit
of learning there carried on, and the many opporThe purpose of their travels
tunities for study.
was to secure copies of Buddhist sacred books,
which on their return to China were translated
into Chinese and for several centuries a close and
active intercourse appears to have been maintained
between the two countries with this object. The
earliest of these students whose narrative has been
preserved, Fa-Hian, was absent from home in
the early part of the 5th cent, for a period of
fifteen years, visiting the sacred sites of Buddhiim.
He remained for two or three years at a time at
monasteries in Pataliputra (Patna) and Tamralipti
(Tamluk), and spent two years also in Ceylon.
In all these places he occupied himself in study,
and secured copies of Sanskrit and other sacred
Many of the monasteries were large, contexts.
taining 600 or 700 monks ; and he describes how
students resorted to these centres of piety and
learning in search of truth. In Northern India,
by which is meant the Panjab and adjacent districts, Fa-Hian found that all the instruction was
oral, and the rules of the various Buddhist schools
were transmitted only by word of mouth. Further to the east, however, the monasteries preserved written copies of the Vinaya, the Sutras
The
of the schools, and also the Abhidharma.
utmost freedom appears to have been permitted to
him in every place, every facility being afforded
for study and the copying of the manuscripts.
Some of the Buddhist books he is said to have
himself translated into Chinese after his return to
China. There is also in his narrative a single passing
reference to Nala or Nalanda, the site near Gaya
of the Buddhist monastery or university which in
In Fa-Hian's
later years was so widely renowned.
time the place had apparently not yet attained
the greatness or importance which subsequently
He refers to it as a village a
belonged to it.
yojana east of Kajagriha, and the birth-place of
Sariputta, where also he died and was buried ; but
he makes no mention of the presence of monks or
a monastery.'
About two centuries after Fa-Hian a second and
more famous Buddhist monk from China, Hiuen
Tsiang-, visited India, and during a period of
sixteen years (c. A.D. 629-645) travelled widely in
Central Asia and the northern parts of India,
returning home, at the close of his wanderings,
by land across the continent without seeing the
monasteries of Ceylon or the south, of which he
During the
gives a merely hearsay account.
interval of two centuries there had been frequent
intercourse and exchange of visits between India
and China, but no record of the experiences of the
The
travellers appears to have been preserved.
most striking feature of Indian religious life, as
Hiuen Tsiang found it, was the revival of Brahmanism, and the growth and extension of the
;

1 Record of Buddhistic Kingdoms, ch. xxviii.
Beal identifies
Nala or Na-lo not with Nalanda, but with Kalapinaka, on the
Tsiang
to have been
ground that the latter is stated by Hiuen
the name of the place where Sariputta was born (see Bttddhiet
Iviii,
Records of the Western World, i. p.
ii. 177).

'
;
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Mahayana

school of

Buddhism accompanied with

a decline in numbers and influence of the Hinayana. Numerous monasteries of both sects, how-

some with as many as a thousand
resident monks, engaged in the study of the law
and the discussion of questions of religion and
philosophy. For example, at the Golden Hill
(Hirahyaparvata), a city on the Ganges, there
ever, existed,

'

were ten sahgharamas, with about 4000 priests,
belonging for the most part to the Sammatiya
school of the Hinayana.
At Tamralipti, also,
there were about ten monasteries with 1000 monks
and similarly in many towns of which he makes
mention.
Hiuen Tsiang further records, as FaHian had done, the continual movement of students
from all parts of India to these centres of learning
and interest.
The most important and flourishing school of
Buddhist learning, however, was at Nalanda,
identified by Cunningham with the modem village
of Baragaon near Gaya,' about nine miles from
Rajgir.
Here there existed an ancient sahghdrama, or monastery, built in memory of the Buddha,
who had made the place his capital in a former
existence and numerous monasteries and temples,
maintained out of the royal revenues, in which
were several thousands of monks, of great distinction and fame, belonging to the eighteen principal
Buddhist sects, engaged from morning to night in
the study of the sacred books and the discussion
of religious questions. Learned men from different
cities resorted in large numbers to the schools of
Nalanda for study and the resolution of their
doubts and questionings.
And the name itself
was held in honour far and wide.
It is a proof of the intensive character of this
love of learning, as well as of the power and influence of Buddhism, that Hiuen Tsiang reports the
existence of a great monastery only about twenty
miles west of Nalanda, with a thousand priests
studying the Mahayana, the resort of scholars and
learned men from distant countries.
In Central Asia also, Buddhism was possessed
of a wide-spread influence.
The devotion to learning and to the copying and study of the sacred
books seems to have maintained itself for a con;

In his recent travels in the disbordering upon China on the west, M. Aurel
Stein found that the name and memory of the
Chinese monk were still known and revered as of

siderable period.
tricts

a scholar and

saint.

In the latter part of the 7th cent, a testimony
to the extension of Buddhist learning to Malaysia
is given by a third Chinese traveller and monk,
I-Tsing, who spent more than six years in Srlbhoja, or Sumatra, engaged in the study of the law
and the collection and translation of manuscripts,
Sanskrit and Pali.
I-Taing made his way to
Sumatra and India by sea, sailing from a southern
Chinese port in or about the year A.D. 671. His
absence from home extended over a quarter of
a century, during which time he is said to have
travelled in more than thirty different countries,
and to have brought or sent home to China four
hundred Buddhist texts, of which after his return he himself, with the help of native Indian
scholars who accompanied him to China, published
translations of more than two hundred.
I-Tsing
gives a more detailed account of the manner of
Efe in the monasteries and the doctrines of the
1

Annent Geography,

1870, p. 468; see

IGI,

s.v.

'Baragaon.'

The Bite has been marked for excavation by order of the
Government of India. It is perhaps hardly probable that
remains exist dating from as early a time as the visit of Hiuen
Tsiang. In a note on the name and site {JRAS, 1909, p. 440 ff.),
Bloch describes a statue of the Buddha still standmg, with
attendant Bodhisattvas, and writes that the modern name of
the place would be more correctly spelt, as pronounced,
Bwcgdv. The origin and meaning of the name KaJanda are
uncertain.

(Buddhist)

difierent schools than either of his predecessors.
And his narrative conveys the same impression of
great activity of discussion and thought, and a
wide-spread interest in knowledge, both religious
and secular.
Within the boundaries of India itself the travels
of I-Tsing were not so extensive as those of either
Fa-Hian or Hiuen Tsiang. He spent, however,
ten years at the university of Nalanda, which
he describes as possessed of considerable wealth,
receiving the revenues of land with more than two
hundred villages an endowment for which the
monasteries were indebted to the generosity of the
rulers of many venerations. The monastic regulations at Nalanda were more strict than in other

—

monasteries that I-Tsing visited, and the time
and habits of the monks were all subject to
rule.
The hours of worship and work were deterWithin the monastery
mined by a clepsydra.
itself there were more than 3000 resident priests,
and the building contained eight halls and three
Besides the ordinary rehundred apartments.
ligious services of the monastery, the time of the
monks was occupied in reading and study, and in
the composition of religious poems and of expositions and commentaries on the sacred texts.
The course of instruction for boys began at the
age of ten with the study of grammar, to which
three years were devoted. This was followed by
the reading of commentaries and works of a more
advanced character on grammatical science, logic,
and philosophy, which were all committed to
memory. Thus far the course of study was alike
for priests and laymen ; and no one could claim to
be well educated who had not made progress to
at least this extent. The priests further studied
works on the Vina^a, with tne Sutras and Sastras.
More than once I-Tsing compares the stages or
attainments of the student with the several degrees
of the Confucian scholar, and enforces the duty of
unremitting study by the example of Confucius
The treatises of the Aibhidharma were
himself.
also made subjects of study ; and public discussions were held, at which heretical opinions were
considered and refuted.
It is evident that I-Tsing was imbued with a
great respect for the learning, ability, and devotion
Of one to whom he was indebted
of his teachers.
in his early years he writes that he was equally
learned in both Confucianism and Buddhism, and
was well versed in astronomy, geography, mathematics, and other sciences ; and that he took the
greatest pains in giving instruction, whether his
pupil were a child or a full-grown and capable
second teacher was never wearied of
man.
teaching from morning to night. The personal
attention and counsel which I-Tsing himself received from these and other men elicited his

A

warmest gratitude.
the cessation of intercourse between India
in the absence at least of written
records of such intercourse, direct evidence of the
prosecution of Buddhist learning and of the study
of the sacred books in the monasteries and at the
courts of Northern India fails. There is no reason to
believe, however, that the monasteries in any sense
ceased to be centres of education and discipline,
where facilities were to be found for literary study,
and where the mind and habit were trained in the
discussion of the theological and philosophical questions of the time. With the gradual decay and dis-

With

and China, or

appearance of Buddhism from India, its influence
on literary culture and the thought and life of the
people also passed away. To some extent, however, and in some centres, at least, it is probable
that there were maintained to the end the tradition
and practice of learning, and the devotion to study,
which made the monasteries influential in forming
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the character and giving direction to the thought
of Bucceasive generations of students.
It is true
that of the long lists of Buddhist authors and
teachers which are recorded many of the names
cannot be identified, and the date or even the
existence of the writers is problematical ; but the
lists are nevertheless proof of the respect in which
learning was held, and of the prevalence of a
manner of life which gave opportunity for the
cultivation of knowledge and rewarded its possessors.
There is sufficient evidence also that in Ceylon
and Burma, no less than in India and China, and
probably in other Buddhist countries, the literary
In Ceylon, in partradition was well maintained.
ticular, the life and labours of Buddhagho^a (5th
cent.) would have been impossible except on the
basis of a well-established and long-continued
practice and tradition of learning, which held literary pursuits in esteem, tested literary worth, and

gathered together and carefully preserved the
materials for literary study.
How far during
these early centuries of intense and fruitful monastic life tlie education and culture of the monasteries were in touch with, or influenced, the
common people, it is impossible to determine.
Perhaps not to any very great extent. The usage
of later times, however, would indicate that, in
some Buddhist countries at least, education was
not confined to those whose lives were spent, or intended to be spent, in the comparative seclusion
and leisure of the monasteries ; that these last
were in a real sense schools of general learning;
and that in some instances, and possibly universally, where Buddhist control was sufficiently strong
to enforce the rule, the entire population received
a measure of education at the hands of the monks,
all the boys being required by law or custom to
pass a certain length of time within the walls of a
monastery, and to submit to the discipline of a
training in the elementary principles of knowledge.
That the consequences of Buddhist zeal for knowledge, freedom of thought, and speculation were
very great and beneficial, it is impossible to doubt.
Alone of the great religions of the East, Buddhism
stood for liberty of individual thought and action.
To a high appreciation of knowledge for its own
sake and to principles of generous tolerance the
Buddhist faith owed in large part the influential
position which it held so long among the nations
of the East, and the attraction which it has never
ceased to exercise upon minds of a more reserved
and contemplative character.
In some Buddhist
II. In modern times.
countries, notably in Japan and Burma, the tradition of scholastic learning and educational practice
has been maintained in connexion with the monasteries down to the present time ; and it is reasonable to suppose, although detailed proof cannot in
the nature of the case be forthcoming, that the
tradition has never been broken. Until the revival
of interest in recent years, however, the education
given had become increasingly perfunctory, greatly
degenerate both in form and substance from what
has been shown to be the zeal and habit of early
days. The revival of interest in the sacred books
and in Buddhist literature and teaching generally,
which the closing years of the 19th and the beginning of the 20th cent, have witnessed in Ceylon and
other countries, can hardly be counted altogether
to the credit of Buddhism itself. In many, perhaps
most, instances, it has been stimulated by external
influence and example, and has often been inspired
by a polemical aim, to counteract the growth and
progress of Christianity as an alien religion.
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have been fostered and extended by native industry
and research. These movements, at their present
stage at least, hardly enter into consideration as
contributions to the history or practice of Buddhist
education.
Where, as in Ceylon, they are under
Buddhist and priestly control, they are imitative
of Christian procedure in missionary and other
schools, and have as their primary and avowed aim
the counteracting of Christian propaganda, which
they seek to meet with its own weapons. Elsewhere, as in Japan, the education is national in
the fullest sense of the term, and Buddhism shares
in it only as it has become and remains part of the
national life. The following brief survey, therefore,
of modem practice and achievement in regard to
education in Buddhist countries takes account as
far as is possible of what has been or is being done
by native effort alone, independently of suggestion
or pressure from the outside.' It should be added
that there is nowhere any trace in Buddhism of a
secular system of education, that is, of one independent of the monasteries or conducted by lay-

The monks have apparently always been
the sole teachers, as they have been without exception the sole custodians, of sacred learning.
I. Ceylon.
In Ceylon systematic instruction is
given in the monasteries to both monks and laymen.
There are, further, two native Buddhist
societies, the Theosophical and the Mahabodhi,
which possess schools at which children receive instruction ; and others have been established under
local or private management.
The stimulus to
this extra-monastic educational work, which is all
of recent date, has undoubtedly been given by
European incentive and example.
To the same
cause, and to the desire to retain in their own
hands the religious control of their children, are
due the numerous Buddhist Sunday schools in the
island, at which the subjects of instruction are, of
course, purely religious. In the monastery schools
the senior monks undertake the office of teacher,
not necessarily but of choice.
They receive no
stipend, but in many instances gain a wide reputation and influence.
In the other schools salaried
lay teachers are employed. Both monks and laymen teach in the Sunday schools, but the latter
are always understood to be men of proved knowledge of the Buddhist scriptures.
The ordinary
men.

—

schools come under Government control, and receive
a grant-in-aid. In the latest year for which statistics are available, about 30,000 children were thus
being trained in Buddhist aided schools. In these
the subjects of instruction are necessarily those of
the Government Code but in addition a catechism
of Buddhist doctrine is taught, and the life-history
of Gautama Buddha himself is studied.
In the
monastery schools the education is, as a rule,
entirely religious, but includes a knowledge of
the sacred languages, Pali and Sanskrit, and also
classical Sinhalese (Elu) ; in some instances astrology is included in the curriculum, and the elements of a science of medicine. Attendance at the
Sunday schools is entirely voluntary and, in addition to Buddhist doctrine, ethical teaching of a
more general character is given.
Apart from
Government aid the Buddhist schools are supported by the gifts and liberality of the Buddhists
themselves.
The Government of Ceylon has recently adopted
a system of compulsory elementary education, but
as yet (1911) it has hardly had time to become completely effective.
Probably it is correct to state
that about 60 per cent of the children of schoolgoing age are in actual attendance at school. It
1 Grateful acknowledgment is here made of information and
;

;

many correspondents in the different lands
prevails. Without such aid, freely and generously afforded, the following account could not have been
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has proved less difficult in general to carry out the
ordinance in the country districts than in the
towns and greater progress in this direction has
been made in the Southern Province than in the
Northern.
The system tends, and will increas;

ingly tend, to eliminate private schools, whether
belonging to the Buddhist or to any other com-

munity.

The general estimate of the moral influence of
the education given does not seem to be high,
especially of that in the monasteries.
The deficiency is ascribed to the character of the teachers
employed, in many of whom a lack of moral fibre
and strength communicates itself with injurious
ett'ect to their scholars.
With the monastic schools
under present circumstances it would be impossible
to interfere ; but elsewhere it would seem that it
ought not to be difficult to apply a remedy. The
pride and power of Buddhism have been in her
ethical system.
And a practical failure in this
direction would be a confession of failure in the
whole.
The education of the girls, as in Eastern countries generally, is greatly deficient as compared
with that of the boys. In the monasteries, of
course, only boys and young men are received and
taught. To the other schools and to the Sunday
schools both boys and girls are admitted, but the
latter form a small minority.
Nor do any nunneries exist, as in other Buddhist lands, with the
exception of a recent establishment near the centre
of the island, in which an education and training
might be given to Buddhist girls, parallel with
that which is offered freely to all the male population in the monasteries.
2. Burma.
Buddhist educational practice in
Burma has been more systematic and complete
than in Ceylon, although perhaps hardly more
advanced. Instruction is given in connexion with
all the monasteries by the senior monk hpongyi,
a title frequently given by courtesy to all monks
in Burma, but properly restricted to the senior
monks of more than ten years' standing ; from
among these the abbot or head of the monastery is
selected, and is known as sayadaw, ' royal teacher
and he is assisted usually by one or more probationers, upasins, unordained monks who are
still in
their novitiate.
Before the country
came under British control, with the consequent
establishment of a system of independent vernacular schools under lay teachers, the whole
male population of Burma passed through the
monasteries, and for a longer or shorter period of
time received instruction at the hands of the
monks. Every Burmese boy entered the kyaung,
or monastic school, at an early age, and remained
for some years resident in the monastery.
If it
was intended that he should return to the life of
a layman, he left school at the age of twelve or
earlier, having, In addition to religious instruction,
been taught reading and writing and the elementary rules of arithmetic.
The boys who were
designed for a monastic life remained permanently
in the monasteries, and received further instruction in the Vinaya and Abhidharma, and later
also in the Suttas.
In the ordinary curriculum
the religious teaching was confined to the lite and
sayings of Gautama and the stories of his previous
existences (Zats, Jatakas ') ; the latter were committed to memory, and also a few simple prayers

—

'

'

and hymns of praise in

Pali.

The establishment of Government and mission
schools has had the effect of withdrawing the boys
to a great extent from the monastery schools
of those who have never been resident in the
kyaungs, but have received their entire education in other institutions, it is generally true that
through life their knowledge of, and attachment

and

;

(Buddhist)

to,

Buddhist rule and doctrine are of a much less
is the case with most of

marked character than

their fellow-countrymen.
In some instances also
the kyaung serves the purpose of a preparatory
discipline, and after three or four years at the
monastery the boys pass on to complete their
education at a school under Government or mission
control.
It is still true, however, that the great
majority of the people owe their training and

knowledge to the monasteries. The last Census
Report states that 95 per cent of the whole male
population of the country is literate, and this
result must be ascribed almost entirely to the monastic teaching.
Within recent years attempts
have been made from without to raise the standard
of the monastic schools, and those that have been
willing to submit themselves to Government inspection and accept the Government conditions
and code have been placed on the list for a grantin-aid.
These overtures, however, have been received with a measure of reluctance and suspicion
As in
and no great progress has been made.
Ceylon, and under the influence of similar motives,
a few independent Buddhist schools have been
founded on native initiative, where instruction in
Buddhist doctrine and practice takes the place of
the Christian teaching in the schools established
by missionary agencies.
That the general effect upon the Burmese nation
of the monastic instruction in the past has been
The results
beneficial there can be little doubt.
Although the teachof the system were twofold.
ing was very elementary, and, as regards the lay
portion of the population, ceased at an early age,
it nevertheless imparted a character and tone of
literacy, and placed the whole people on a higher
level of interest and knowledge. No Burman need
He was at
be, or as a rule was, entirely ignorant.
And thereby, both by
least able to read and write.
the mental discipline and by the stimulus to sympathy and thought, his outlook was widened and
opportunities were afforded of further development
of mind and character. The cumulative eft'ect of a
universal training in the elements of knowledge,
perpetuated and enforced by custom and religious

sanction through many generations, although it
might not carry the individual very far, could not
but exercise a broadening and elevating influence
upon the nation as a whole. The Burman stands,
and has stood, on a high level as compared with
most of the surrounding peoples who are probably
of the same origin and kin. And it is reasonable to
place a part at least of his progress and superiority
to the credit of his schools.
The second result has been on the side of ethics
and religion. The teaching of the monastic schools
has tended powerfully to the support of the national
Buddhist faith. Every Burmese boy was instructed
in the history and doctrines of Buddhism, and left
school with a more or less intelligent knowledge of
the principles of his religion, and a reverence for
its ideals.
The 'three jewels' the Buddha, the
Law, and the Community (Buddha, Dharma,
represented a reality to him ; and his
Saiigha)
sympathies and interest were enlisted at the most
impressionable age in favour of the interpretation
The hold
of life and duty which Buddhism offered.
of the Buddhist religion upon the heart and thought
of the people has been very greatly strengthened
thereby, and the faith itself preserved in comparative purity. Morally the teaching has not perhaps
exercised the restraining influence that might have
been expected. At the present day the evil example and the low standard of living of many of
the monks counteract the good effects which might
have been anticipated from the lofty theory and
precepts of ethics which Buddhism inculcates. It
is probable that in early times the moral power of

—
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the religious teacliing of the schoola was greater,
less embarrassed and thwarted by the inconsistent
lives of tlie monks themselves.
It has, more-

much that is good in
the national life, and through all has declared a
standard of correct living, and has promoted and
maintained a national consciousness of right and
wrong.
Until the establishment of British rule no systematic instruction was provided for Burmese
girls, as for the boys in the monastic schools.
Nunneries, however, existed, and an order of
nuns, methilah, but they were comparatively few
over, been preservative of

number and

of little knowledge or influence.
Part of their duty was to visit the women in their
homes and give religious teaching. In a few instances also schools on a small scale were established in connexion with the nunneries, where an
elementary education was offered on similar lines
to that of the monasteries.
There was no regular

in

system, however, and it appears to have depended
on the inclination or caprice of the nuns themselves whether any teaching work was undertaken.
Little is done in this direction at the present
time. Since the introduction of British Government, lay schools for girls as well as for boys have
been established in considerable numbers under
native Buddhist auspices, and these are found
frequently in competition with the Government or
mission schools. The work done in them is of a
similar character, and the curriculum is the same
as in the schools for boys. The standard also of
effectiveness is being raised under the stimulus of
competition and the influence of example, and
in larger numbers the teachers employed are of
certificated rank.
3. In Annam and Cochin China native schools
are found widely distributed in some instances,
but apparently they have had no direct relation
to Buddhism. In Sikkim also and the Buddhist
States on the north and north-east border of India
the monks occasionally undertake the duty of
giving instruction, or gather around them a few
pupils as opportunity offers. There exists, however, no system or rule, and the occasional practice can hardly be regarded as having exercised
any appreciable influence on the character or
capacity of the people.
The Buddhist zeal for learning, which
4, China.
was dominant in China in the early centuries, appears to have been entirely lost at the present
time. The monks themselves are almost without
exception uneducated and ignorant men, who are
not held in any respect by the people, and are
incapable of giving mstruction in any real sense
of the term, even if they possessed the will. There
are, therefore, no native Buddhist schools in which
a directed and definite attempt might be made to
inculcate the principles of religion or to spread
knowledge. The education of the country is entirely Confucian and based upon Confucian ideals
(see Education [Chinese]), with which the Buddhist monks have no concern ; and the children
trained in the national schools learn to regard
the monks with indifference and even contempt.
Within recent years large numbers of the monasteries have been reclaimed by the Chinese Government, to be used as secular schools on modem
lines, and the monks have been ejected.
Within the monasteries also the training given
to the novices has been of the scantiest description, and confined to almost elementary necessities.
For the most part the pupils who entered the
monasteries with a view to the monastic life were
drawn from the lowest classes of the population.
They were, therefore, as a rule possessed of little
aptitude or desire for learning. The usual vows
are imposed, and the pupils are then taught by
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the abbot or senior monk sufficient to enable them
to take their part in the general services and ritual
of the monastery and in the recitation of masses.
Beyond this the training seems never to jjo.
The result has been, and is, that among a nation

by whom learning is held in hi"h honour the Buddhist monks as a class are despised, and they
exercise no influence for good.
Buddhist nunneries also exist ; but the nuns no more command
the respect of the people in general than do the
monks. Novices are received in the temples and
undergo the usual ceremonies of initiation, with
shaving of the head but no schools for girls are
found in connexion with them, nor are any of the
nuns definitely engaged in teaching.
The revival of interest in Chinese Buddhist
literature on the part of some native scholars is
due almost entirely, as in Ceylon, to example and
incentive from the West. The literature is very
extensive, and consists of translations of sacred
books made from the Sanskrit or Pali, of many of
which the originals are no longer extant. It is,
therefore, of the greatest value from the point of
view of Buddhist doctrine but it has been almost
entirely neglected by the Chinese people themselves in favour of the Confucian Classics, and has
exercised no educative influence upon the nation
at large, or been a source of moral or religious
Buddhism in China, in
progress of any kind.
contrast to its attitude and standing in some other
countries, seems to have been overcome by mental
and spiritual inertness and lethargy, and to have
long ceased to be an element of account in the
intellectual life and history of the nation.
It is not without interest, also, to note that the
defective condition of Buddhism in China has
aroused the sympathy of some of the more active
and spiritually minded Buddhist churches of Japan.
Proposals have been made to send Buddhist missionaries from Japan to open Buddhist mission
schools in China, where a free training should be
given to the children of the poor, with the object
not only of extending a true knowledge of Buddhist principles and teaching, but of promoting
civilization and education in general.
It is very
probable that thus, and in other ways, the newly
China
to
admit
Western
awakened readiness in
learning and instruction from without will show
itself in a revived interest in and appreciation of
a faith to which the people and land have owed
much in the past, and the present atrophy and
neglect be followed by a period of awakening and
;

;

activity.
5.

Japan.

— In

the larger sense

of

the

term,

Japan owes more educationally to Buddhist influence and instruction than perhaps any other
nation, with the possible exception of the Burand the Japanese have shown greater
mese
power of assimilation of teaching and example,
both intellectual and moral. B. H. Chamberlain,
;

whose knowledge

of

'

Things Japanese

was un-

'

rivalled, writes

was for centuries in Buddhist hands; Budart, introduced medicine, moulded the folkthe country, created its dramatic poetry, deeply
influenced politics and every sphere of social and intellectual
activity.
In a word. Buddhism was the teacher under whose
instruction the nation grew up.' 1
*

All education

dhism introduced
lore

of

The same writer adds that Japanese scholars
are usually forgetful of the fact of the paramount
influence of Buddhism during the early and formaThat influtive centuries of the national life.
ence has been deep and strong and lasting. And,
although Buddhism as a religion was disestablished and disendowed in Japan forty years ago
in favour of Shintoism, its moral teaching and
ideals, which are those of the Mahayana school,
remain efl'ective, and are probably increasing their
1

ThxTigs Japanese

3,

London, 1898,

p. 71
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hold upon a large proj)ortion of the more thoughtful minds of the nation.
As a formal religion,
Buddhism is now to a considerable extent ignored
in Japan, and is not likely to re-assert an extended
sway. During the twelve or thirteen centuries,
however, of her more or less continuous ascendancy, the Buddhist missionaries were the instructors of the nation in every department of
learning, and the leaders in all progress and they
have left a deep and permanent mark upon almost
every department of the national life.
In no
country, not even in Ceylon or Burma, has Buddhism had a greater opportunity, or made a more
effective and, on the whole, beneficent use of the
opportunity put into her hands.
The details of the educational history it is impossible to trace in the absence of direct evidence
;

or of documentary records. Buddhism was introduced into Japan from Korea in the middle of the
6th cent. ; and it is probable, therefore, that
Korean monks took a large part in the preaching

and dissemination of Buddhist principles. Korean
civilization was itself, however, of Chinese origin,
and was wholly, or almost wholly, exotic. Although it entered Japan by way of Korea, it was
essentially Chinese in method and character, and
Chinese teachers took the lead in conveying to the
people both the Buddhist religion and a knowledge of the arts and sciences which it had made
its own in the land from which it was derived.
What might have been the effect of the introduction of Chinese civilization apart from the refining
and gentle influence of Buddhist teaching it is impossible to determine. The two were intimately
conjoined.
And the latter was the agent or
medium through which the former reached the
hearts of the people, and moulded their habits

and

lives.

Before the opening of Japan there existed
schools taught by the monks, known as ttrakoya,
temple-huts.' They were not universal,
or in connexion with every monastery ; but that
they were to be found in ettective working in most
parts of the country is proved by the fact that
nearly all the male population were able to read.
Attendance at these schools was entirely voluntary, and it is probable that the education given
did not, in the country districts at least, go much
beyond the elements of reading and writing.
There were also schools open for girls, which
were, it may be assumed, always under the direction of nuns.
As a result of these schools a large
proportion of the women under the old regime in
Japan were literate in the sense of being able
to read.
In more recent times the system of
national education, with compulsory attendance
in the primary grade schools from the age of six
to the age of twelve years, has for the most part
superseded these schools, which find it difficult
to maintain themselves in competition with the
Government institutions. A few remain, chiefly
for the benefit of the poorer classes ; and some
Buddhist schools of a higher grade have been
established, supported by private interest and
contributions. In these lay teachers are employed
as well as monks. The total number, however,
is small, and their influence upon the general education of the country is very restricted for the
Government system is so complete in its provision
for education, from the lowest grade to the highest
University and post-graduate requirements, that
there is little room or opportunity for private
enterprise.
The curriculum of the schools in
secular subjects conforms to that of the Government regulations. In addition, Buddhist doctrine
is taught
probably in no instance to any great
extent and the principles of Buddhist morality
ire inculcated.
There are also a few girls' schools
'

;

——
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but they have little or nothing to do
with the nunneries, and the nuns do not teach in
them.
In all the monasteries, provision is made for the
training of the younger monks in Buddhist doctrine and practice.
The sacred books are studied
and expounded, and the principles of the faith ex-

of this class,

plained and enforced. Many of the monks are
men of considerable learning as well as of piety.
An increasing interest also is taken in the history
and tenets of the various sects and in no direction has the tendency to a religious revival shown
itself more clearly than in the emphasis laid upon
the devotional and spiritual element in the teaching of the Buddhist books. In the country districts there has been little movement or awakening
of interest.
In the larger towns, however, partly
no doubt with the polemical aim of counterworking
Christian teaching and the influence of Christian
missionary schools, a considerable increase of zeal
and activity has been manifest, which endeavours
by direct instruction, as well as by the Press, to
confirm the principles of the faith in the minds of
the people. And the monasteries have become,
at least in some instances, centres of religious
;

thought and of a real literary culture, which
cannot fail to be of influence on the nation.
Buddhist Kindergarten schools also exist, but in
no great numbers. The suggestion of these has
been adopted from the Christian missionary institutions, and both in form and methods the model
Within the limits
of the latter has been followed.
of age and training there is naturally hardly any
opportunity for distinctively Buddhist teaching,
although the schools are under Buddhist control.
In some instances Christian instructors have been
employed, in view of their superior technical
capacity and knowledge.
6. Korea, etc.
In countries where Buddhism
has been a secondary influence, at least in recent
times, as in Tibet, Korea, Manchuria, and Mongolia, it is not easy to determine how much of
educational practice and the teaching of the young,
where this has been carried out at all, has been due
Training in docto Buddhist example and efibrt.
trine and ritual is always given in the monasteries
to the younger monks and novices, and usually
includes a knowledge of at least the elements of
reading and writing. It is hardly probable that in
any of these lands the education was carried beyond
During the most
the most elementary stage.
flourishing period of Buddhism in Korea, from the
beginning of the 10th to the end of the 14th cent,
of our era, all learning was concentrated in the
hands of the monks, and politically, as well as
ecclesiastically, their influence was dominant.
They cultivated the sciences and shared in the
government of the country, using the power and
prestige of knowledge to secure temporal advancement. There was no attempt, however, to extend
the advantages of learning to the laity, or any
evidence that the schools of the monasteries were
open to others than the resident monks and

—

novices.
In Siam also learning was cultivated,
in recent years has revived under royal patronIt was confined, however, to a minority
age.
and its influence upon the nation as a whole was
small, although it undoubtedly tended, as in
Burma, to the preservation of Buddhism as the
national religion and a permanent force in the
national life. Astrology and magic also in some
instances, especially in Tibet, have entered into
the curriculum. But the introduction of these has
been due not to Buddhism but to the primitive
Nature or other worship upon which Buddhist

and

forms and doctrine were imposed.
Under ordinary circumstances there did not
exist in any of these countries a system of educa-
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Buddhist

laity.

Individual

monks

might, and probably did, gather around them a
few pupils, to whom of their own free will they
imparted elementary instruction, teaching them
out of the limited store of their own knowledge.
The practice, however, was infrequent, and seems
The almost universal
to have entirely died out.
condition of comparative ignorance and neglect is,
indeed, in striking and not pleasant contrast to the
habit and life of the early centuries, when, in
Central Asia at least, the Chinese travellers make
reference to a stirring intellectual life in the large
cities, and monastic establisliments on a considerable scale with eager students of the Buddhist
writings.
It is evident that the influence of
Buddhism was at that time much greater than at
the present day, and was exerted in the direction
of literary culture and pursuits. Recent discoveries
by M. Aurel Stein and others have tended to corroborate the Chinese accounts of the flourishing
condition of the Buddhist faith.
The conclusion to be drawn from a survey of the
whole is that, with the exception perhaps of Burma,
the early efforts of Buddhism for the promotion of

educational training and advancement have not

Japan ranks next to Burma in
regard to the degree in which Buddhist discipline
and intellectual training have continued to exercise
a real influence upon the general population ; and
it is far in advance of Burma in the richness and
variety of its intellectual interest. Ceylon is overshadowed by the antagonistic influence of the
but partly for that reason,
religions of India
partly in opposition to the religion of the West,
Buddhism is there making a great effort to free
itself from foreign admixture, to re-establish the
purity of its own teaching, and to keep and
strengthen its hold upon the thought and training
of the young.
It is, indeed, too early as yet to
determine, or even to forecast, what the effect will
be of the religious revival within Buddhism. It is
not a little remarkable that after a long period of
stagnation and decay there is an almost universal
awakening on the part of Buddhists themselves to
been maintained.

;

an

interest in their

own

history and doctrines, and

a zeal for the maintenance of the

faith,

and even

amongst foreign peoples. Nor
movement by any means confined in the
East to Buddhism alone. The efforts of the latter,

for its extension
is

the

however, are more markedly on the lines of a
literary culture and the education of the mind
and thought. Such an appeal, made on behalf
of an ancient faith with a widely renowned and
honourable past, cannot fail to command sympathy and respect, even among those who believe
that the practice and discipline of the faith are
inconsistent with the best interests of mankind,
and its teaching out of harmony with the highest
Literature.

—There

is

not

much

literature that can be cited

upon the subject of education in Buddhism, and there
work that attempts to give a connected view of the whole.
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and Japan

Issue annual reports on education, which art^ thfl
authoritative statements in the several countries. Bee also the

on UuauA and Asuau (Buddhism
CuiNA (Buddhism in), etc.
artt.

Cevloh liuDDUum,

In),

A.

S.

GEDEN.
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EDUCATION

(Chinese).
As no nation can
vie with China in the alleged antiquity of her
literary origins, so perhaps no nation surpasses her
in the importance attached throughout her history
to education.
If he (a ruler] wish to transform the people and to perfect
their manners and customs, must he not start from the lessons
of the school? The Jade uncut will not form a vessel for use ;
and, if men do not learn, they do not know the way (in which
On this account the ancient kings, when
they should ro).
establishing states and governing the people, made instruction
and schools a primary object' (Li Chi, xvl. If. [.SBE xxviil.
Without education the nature deteriorates.'
If in youth
82]).
one does not learn, how will he do when he is old?' (Three
Character Classic).
'

*

'

From these quotations it is already evident that,
as is right, education is taken to mean more than
the imparting of knowledge. Its aim is the formation of character so as to fit a man to play his part
in society, and more particularly in Stat« employment. Previous to the T'ang dynasty (a.d. 618),
'letters were valued solely as an aid to politics,
and scholarship as a proof of qualification for civU
employment
and, if in later times letters began
to assume the position of a final cause,' still civil
employment was the incentive proposed. Of the
four classes into which Chinese society is divided
scholars, agriculturists, artisans, and traders
scholars take precedence. But for the word trans'

'

;

—

the dictionaries give the meanings
learned man, scholar,
gentleman ; and ' gentleman perhaps best covers
all that a Chinese scholar should be.
The ideal
scholar is thus described
lated
'

'

scholar

officer,

'

soldier, minister,
'

'

:

'

Early and late he [the scholar] studies with energy, waiting
The scholar's garments and cap are all
.

to be questioned.
fitting

.

.

and becoming; he

is

careful in his

undertakmgs and

... he seems

to have a difficulty in advancing, but
with ease and readiness and he has a shrinking appearance, as it wanting in power.' He guards against death, that
he may be in waiting for whatever he may be called to he
attends well to his person, that he may be ready for action.
With the scholar friendly relations may be cultivated, but no
attempt must be made to constrain him ; ... he may be killed,
but he cannot be disgraced ... he may be gently admonished
of his errors and failmgs, but he should not have them enumerated to him to his face. The scholar considers leal-heartedness
and ^ood faith to be his coat-of-mail and helmet propriety
and righteousness to be his shield and buckler ; he walks along,
bearing aloft over his head benevolence ; he dwells, holding
righteousness in his arms before him ; the government may be
violently oppressive, but he does not change his course such
is the way in which he maintains himself. ... If the ruler
respond to him, he does not dare to have any hesitation (in
accepting office)
if be do not respond, he does not have
recourse to flattery.
. The scholar lives and has his associations with men of the present day, but the men of antiquity
The scholar leams extenare the subjects of his study. .
sively, but never allows bis researches to come to an end ; he
does what he does with all his might, but he is never weary.
The scholar, when be hears what is good, tells it to (his
friends) and, when he sees what is good, shows it to them.
Gentleness and goodness, respect and attention, generosity
and large-mindedness, humility and courtesy, the rules of ceremony, sin^ng, and music, these are the qualifications and
manifestations of humanity.
The scholar possesses all these
qualities in union, and has them, and still be will not venture
to claim a perfect humanity on account of them such is the
honour (he feels for its ideal), and the humility (with which) he
declines it (for himself). The scholar is not cast down, or cut
from his root, by poverty and mean condition ; he is not elated
or exhausted by riches and noble condition.
Hence he is
styled a scholar (Li Chi, xxxviii. 8-19 [SBE xxviii. 403-109]).

doings

;

retires

;

;

'

;

;

—

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

truth.

(Chinese)

.

.

'

*

is

no

The

narratives of the Chinese monies have all been translated into
English as follows Fa-Hien, Record of Buddhistic Ei-ngdmns,
tr. J. Legge, Oxford, 1886 ; Hiuen Tsiang:, Si-yu-ki, Buddhist
Records 0/ the Western World, tr. S. Beal, 2 vols., London,
1906, also Yiuin Chwa^ig's Travels in India, tr. T. Watters,
2 vols., Lordon, 1904-1906 ; I-Tsing-, A Record of the Buddhist
Religion, tr. J. Takakusu, Oxford, 1896. Works on Buddhism
in the various countries usually contain more or less detailed
reference to the training of the monks, e.g., R. S. Copleston,
:

Buddhism in Magadha and Ceylon 2, London, 1908, pts. v. and
vi.
H. Kern, manual of Indian Buddhism, Strassburg, 1896,
73-86 Shway Yoe, The Burman, his Life and yotions^,
ondon, 1910, chs. iv., xii., xiii. H. Hackmann, Buddhism as
Ep.
a Religion, London, 1910, passim; W. E. GrifSs, Corea, the
Hermit NaiionT, London, 1905; J. H. Langford, Story of
;

;

;

Korea, London, 1911 ; M. Aurel Stein, Ancient Khotan,
Oxford, 1907, and Ruins of Desert Cathay, London, 1912. The
recent policy and practice of education in Japan are most fully
expounded by Baron Kikuchi, Japanese Education, London,
1909, where will be found also references to earlier practice,
p. 33, chs. z., xiii., etc. The Governments of Ceylon, Burma,

—

.

.

.

'

Such a sketch shows us the ethos of Chinese education, and is the more interesting as purporting
to come from Confucius himself.
In very ancient times there was an official whose
has been translated Minister of Instruction.'
His functions, as summarized by J. Legge, were
teach
to
the multitudes all moral and social duties,
title

'

'

how

to discharge their obligations to men living
and dead, and to spiritual beings' {SBE xxvii.
231 n.).
It is not easy, however, to discover

through
functions.

what machinery he discharged these
The most vivid glimpse we get of
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ancient education is in the Analects, which records
the intercourse between Confucius and his disciples.
In his 22nd year Confucius came forward as a public
teacher.
He taught all who, attracted by his
reputation, were willing and able to receive his
instructions, however small the fee they could
JIp school was peripatetic, and the teachaftbrd.
ing conversational. Its note is struck in the opening sentences of the Analects
The Master said.
Is it not ^pleasant to learn with a constant perseverance and application ? Is it not delightful to
have friends (fellow-students) coming from distant
quarters ?
His themes were the Book of Poetry,
the Book of History, and the maintenance of the
Rules of Propriety. He taught ethics, devotion of
soul, and truthfulness.
He attached great importance to the ancient poetry as an instrument for
stimulating the mind and assisting in self-contemplation, and to music, which, in his opinion,
as in that of Plato, could, according to its kind,
either deprave or correct the mind (cf. Shun Tien,
:

'

'

eh. v.).

Such instruction as that given by Confucius to
his disciples may be compared with tutorial instruction of University students, and implies some preliminary opportunities of learning.
find surviving from ancient times the names of schools of
various grades, but little definite can be learned of
their organization and scope.
Perhaps they were
only for the children of men of rank, though they

We

may

have been imitated by the non-oificial classes.
Probably in those early times education was left
largely to private enterprise, as it has been in later
periods.
The Sacred Edict expressly commends
the founding of a family school. A wealthy man
may invite a teacher and start a school for the
children of himself and his friends, perhaps even
for all the children of his clan or village ; or a
whole village may unite and open a school, the
expenses of which are met by fees or by a contribution from the public funds of the village. In
the larger towns colleges may be started pretty
much in the same way. Such schools, not otherwise graded than by the ability of their teachers,
have been the nursery of all China's scholars.
Home education, in the narrower sense of the imSarting of book-lore by parents to their children,
as never counted for much in China. The mothers
of China are for the most part too ignorant to give
instruction, and, even where the same reason does
not hold good for the fathers, still, opinion is
rather against a parent acting also as teacher
(Mencius, bk. iv. pt. i. ch. 18). Home influence,
however, does count, and to tell a ehUd that he has
had no home training is reckoned a severe rebuke
by reason of its oblique reflexion on his parents.
One of the Odes contains the lament of a father
over his indocile son ; in another it is said, Our
mother is wise and good ; but among us there is
'

'

'

none good.'

A

well-known anecdote ol Mencius' mother both exhibits her
Bolicitude to exert a right influence on her son's character, and
dates the beginning of that influence in his pre-natal days. One
day Mencius asked his mother what the butcher was killing pigs
for, and was told that it was to feed him.
Her conscience
immediately reproved her for the answer. She said to herself,
* While
I was carrying this boy in my womb, I would not sit
down if the mat was not placed square, and I ate no meat which
was not cut properly so I taught him when he was yet unborn.
And now, when his intelligence is opening, I am deceiving him
this is to teach him untruthfulness.' Accordingly she went
to the butcher's and bought a piece of pork for Mencius.

—

—

The education of a Chinese youth was thus left to
the home, and to what schools, of this unofficial
sort, might be accessible to him. But, though there
have been no Government schools, it would ill
become one who writes from the Chao-Chow Prefecture, which still remembers the great debt it
owes to

how

Han WSn-kung

(A.D. 768-824), to forget

powerfully education in any district

may

be

(Chinese)

by an intelligent and energetic official.
Moreover, it must not be supposed that the influence of the Chinese Government has not ever been
That influence
efl'ectively in favour of education.
has been brought to bear on the nation through
the great system of competitive examinations.
The germ of the system may be found in the postofficial examinations already in existence in the
time of Shun (2255 B.C.), who every three years
examined into the merits of those holding office
under him, degrading the undeserving and promoting the deserving (Shun Tien, ch. v.).
But
in its development this post-official examination
system has been overshadowed by the pre-official.
The system may be said to have reached its full
development in the Ming period, and was until
recently continued under the Manchu rule. The
whole Empire was knit together in a great network of examinations for an ascending scale of
fostered

degrees, hsiu-tsai, chu-jen, chin-shih, held periodically in each county, prefecture, and province, and
culminating in an examination for admission to
the Imperial Academy (Hanlin), held in the capital
under the immediate supervision of the Emperor.
To the lower examinations all subjects of respectable birth were admissible, and to the higher
examinations all who had passed the lower. Indeed, once a student had, by passing his examination, got his name on the register of scholars, he
was bound to present himself periodically at the
examinations for the degrees he held, even though
he did not aspire to a higher.'
The primary object of this system of examinations was to obtain able men for State service.
While securing this, it gave a great stimulus to
education, but at the same time reduced it, latterly
at least, to a narrow uniformity. In more ancient
times, candidates were examined in the rules of
propriety, music, archery, horsemanship, writing,
and arithmetic, to which were afterwards added
such subjects as law and military science. But
latterly, however the ancient names have been
what has been sought is neither varied
accomplishment nor a mass of acquired knowledge,
but rather an intimate acquaintance with the
classical books and an exquisite facility in Wen-li
(the literary language) both in prose and verse,
together with skill in penmanship.
A boy who begins to attend school usually at
the age of 7 or 8 enters on a new epoch of his life,
marked by the bestowal on him of a new name
chosen by his teacher. He starts at once, with
loud-voiced repetition, to memorize the books
which are the scholar's equipment, beginning with
the Thousand Character Primer or the Three
Character Classic, and passing on to the more

retained,

—

—

Not till the memory has
strictly classical books.
been well drilled is a beginning made in explaining
the meaning of the books memorized, the explanation being a midrash founded, in the case of the
classical books, on the commentaries of Chu Hsi
(A.D. 1130-1200).
The necessity of such ejcplanation is obvious if it is borne in mind that Wen-li,
in which the books studied are composed, never
has been a vernacular medium anywhere in China
at any time of her history. Pari passu with his
reading, the pupil is taught penmanship and composition in all the approved rhetorical forms,
specially with a view to excelling in the famous
'Eight-legged Essay.' The result of years of such
training is the production of a ripe Chinese scholar,
in knowledge a child, in intellectual force a giant,
his memory prodigious, his apprehension quick,
and his taste in literary matters exquisite (Martin,
Hanlin Papers, 1st ser., p. 38). The fact already
mentioned, that Wen-li is not the mother-tongue
'

'

1

A somewhat

parallel

system

of

examinations for degrees

military subjects needs only to be mentioned.

in

—
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of any Chinaman, helps to explain why, in spite of mentioned the constant issue of old and new tracts,
all the iuiportanco attached to education, tlie perhortatory and deliortatory, some of which, such as
centage of illiteracy in China is so high. Martin the Family Instructions of Cliu TzQ, are accepted
estimated that the proportion of tliose who can as standard works. One would like to include
read understandingly is not more than 1 in 20 for that solitary example of Chinese preaching, the
the male sex, and 1
10,000 for the female.
Not official expositions of the Sacred Edict on the 1st
even in China are all boys sent to school still, in and 15th of each month
but the exposition is a
deference to the maxim that it is culpable for a formality, and its influence nil. Of the Sacred
father to bring up a son without education, even Edict itself it is said (Martin, Ilanlin Papers, 2nd
very poor parents will make shift to send their ser., p. 325) that 'nothing, since the discourses of
sons to school for a year or two. Unfortunately, Mencius, gives us a better view of the kind of
what is acquired in that time is, for the most part, morals inculcated by the head of the nation.' Of
merely the ability to recognize and pronounce, but incalculable, but doubtless great, effect in mouldnot to understand, a number of characters ; and to ing character are the numerous proverbs, with
repeat verbatim, but equally without understand- their pithy statements of morality and prudence.
ing, some portion of the oooks studied.
If poverty
The present condition of education
China is
then compels the withdrawal of the boy from very different from that outlined above. Under
school, the knowledge acquired is apt to be evanthe new regime, which may be conveniently dated
escent, and is in any case useless.
As might be from 1902 (establishment of Ministry of Education ;
expected, however, among a people so painstaking note also decree of Oct. 1905 abolishing the old
as the Chinese, and attaching so much importance system of examination for degrees), the Governto education, there are not wanting examples of ment has issued an educational programme, with
learning successfully pursued under the severest schools of all grades up to a University. The pubstress of poverty.
lished code is interesting as showing what is aimed
In considering Chinese psedagogics we must never at, but has less in it that is peculiarly Chinese,
forget the underlying psychology. According to being based on Western systems.
One notes with
the orthodox view, human nature is radically good, satisfaction the wider range of studies, the place
and is corrupted, not by the breaking out of an given to ethics and to physical drill, and the recoginternal taint, but by external infection. This nition of female education. The approved lessonfailure to reach the deep root of evil explains the books also indicate an advance in educational
exaggerated view which meets us everywhere of methods.
The working of the scheme varies
the power of example and of instruction. Kefer- according to the interest of the officials in each
ence may also be made to Mencius' interesting locality. There is an inevitable shortage in the
discussion of the passion nature (bk. ii. pt. i. ch. 2), supply of competent teachers, so that we find
and to the account given by Confucius of his own schools well equipped with apparatus which no one
intellectual and moral development (Anal. ii. 4).
can use ; and further obstacles easily arise from
In educational method what is most noticeable the fact that each locality has to bear the financial
is the prominence given to memory discipline, the
burden of its own schools. But, if there are diffieffects of which are seen not only in the frequent culties at present, stUl, with all drawbacks, the
apt quotation of classical phrases, but in a perfect situation is full of promise ; and one may hope
plague of recondite allusions. Some suggestive that, when things have settled down under the
hints as to method are found in Li Chi, xvi. 13 republican regime, more rapid advance will be
He [the skilful teacher] leads made in organizing a system of national education.
iSBE xxviii. 87)
and does not drag, so producing harmony
he In view of the importance in education of the
strengthens and does not discourage, so making religious element, which is ill provided for by the
attainment easy ; he opens the way but does not teaching of ethics supplemented by a perfunctory
conduct to the end, so making (the learner) thought- worship of Confucius, much may depend on the
ful.'
The catechetical method is reversed, the attitude that the educational authorities take
pupil questioning the teacher, who, as he skilfully up towards Christian pupils and teachers, and
waits to be questioned, is compared to a bell which towards schools under Mission auspices which
gives a sound, great or small, corresponding to the have shown the way and are still in the front rank.
hammer -svith which it is struck. If the pupils are Existing Mission schools of all grades (if they are
not able to put questions, the master should put educationally efficient) and the projected Christian
subjects before them ; and, if then they do not show University may be most useful, directly and inany knowledge of the subject, he may let them directly, even though they fail to secure recognialone.
So we find Confucius saying, When I have tion as part of the Government educational system.
presented one corner of a subject to any one, and And, indeed, in complaining of the non-recognition
he cannot from it learn the other three, I do not of educational institutions under foreign control,
repeat my lesson [Anal. vii. 8).
and teaching a religion the foreign associations of
teacher's position is regarded with respect, and which are stOl prominent, it is easy to become
gives him great authority over his pupils
and the unreasonably forgetful of the point of view naturlatter are supposed to cherish a life-long deferential ally taken by the rulers of an ancient and proud
regard for their teachers.
well-known line in people inspired by a lately awakened patriotism.
the Three Character Classic gives the Chinese
LiTERATnuE. The Chinese Classics (tr. by Legge, SBE iii.,
dominie sufficient warrant for severity, and the xvi., xxvii., xxviii., Oxford, 1861-85) Morrison, Diet., ed. 1815,
i.
746, s.v. *Hefi'; Variites sinologiques, no. 6: 'Pratique dea
cane and the thorns are noted as part of the aweexaraens litteraires,' Imprimerie de la Mission Catholique, Shanginspiring apparatus of ancient schools.
liai, 1894
Martin, Eanlin Papers, Ist ser., London, 1880, 2nd
What has been said has reference almost exclus- ser., Shanghai, 1894; Graybill, The Educational Reform
in
ively to boys.
China, Hongkong, 1911.
girl has always been at a disp. J. MACLAGAN.
count Odes, II. iv. 5), and is not supposed to require
{Greek).— Introductory.— What
book-lore. According to the Li Chi, it was sufficient if she learned pleasing speech and manners,
form education took in the first period of Greek
to be docile and obedient, and to deal with hemp history, we have no means of knowing and, even
and sUk and viands.
The Chinese have ever been when we come to later times, our information is
imitators of the ancients, and female literary edu- often without precise dates. But, making allowance
cation has therefore been neglected, though, of for that, we have a considerable body of ascertained
facts to rely on for the latter part of the 6th cent.
course, literary ladies are by no means unknown.
Of more informal educational influences may be B.C., for the whole of the 5th, and for the 4th till
'

m

;

;

m

:

'

;

'

'

A

;

A

'

'

'

;

'

;

A
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about 322, the year of Aristotle's death.

With

him ancient Greek thought and

ideals ended;
though the spirit of the Athenian system of
education did not die, but was destined to spread
and to exercise a powerful influence in Rome and
in other cities of the Mediterranean region.
Attempts have been made
1. Homeric times.
to picture Greek education during the period when

—

the Homeric poems arose (850-750 B.C.). The
evidence in Homer, however, is meagre, and any
inferences must be very uncertain. The speeches
of Achilles, Nestor, Odysseus, and other heroes,
with their perspicuous argument, their repartee,
irony, and pathos, imply that, while the Iliad was
taking shape, orators existed who could speak,
and audiences existed who could appreciate the
spoken word. Phoenix claims (II. ix. 443) to have
taught Achilles to be a speaker of words and a
/iiiSav re pv^p' l/ievai npTjicrypi re
doer of deeds
ipywv.
In those days, however, mental culture
came mostly from singing and lyre-playing. Bodily
training consisted of dancing, wrestling, swimming,
running, and such like ; and these would be
acquired chiefly through practice with comrades.
By precept and example, the father would instil
religion and morality into his boys ; while the girls
would learn household duties and the rules of an
upright life from their mother.
(a) Crete.
'In the normal Greek
2. Dorian.
conception,' says Jebb (Attic Orators, 1893, ii. 14),
Society and the State were one. The man had
no existence apart from the citizen.' And, as an
indigenous type of education inevitably harmonizes
with the national ideal, Greek education is closely
related to the Greek idea of citizenship. Hence,
to take one aspect, we find education restricted to
the free population possessing full civic rights.
Among the Dorians, whether in Crete or in
:

—

—

'

aU whose birth entitled them to
citizenship were bound to undergo the complete
course of training. In Crete the males of a certain
number of families shared the common meals
(dv5pe'ia=(Tv<r<TtTla) in a common dining-hall (ArisThere the boys of those
totle, Pol. ii. 10. 3).
families lived, and received an education from
observing the conduct and listening to the conversation of their elders, one of whom was the
TraidofSfioi, or superintendent of the boys of that
house (Athenaeus, 143 E). Scantily clad both
summer and winter, they passed through a hard
training to teach them skill and endurance. They
were exercised in gymnastics, in handling the bow
and other weapons, and in fighting sometimes
single combats, sometimes house with house.
They learned also to read ; to sing hymns in
honour of the gods, and songs to the fame of the
brave ; and to chant the laws, which were set to
music (Strabo, x. 480, 482, 483 ; .(Elian, Var. Hist.
ii. 39).
At the age of seventeen, having sworn to
serve the State loyally and to hate its enemies,
they were freed from the supervision of their elders
and gathered in iy^ai., or droves. They remained
members of these till marriage. Each drove was
under a captain (d7cXdT7)s), who had full powers to
punish. He led them to the gymnasium for
practice, and to the open country on hunting
expeditions. One drove fought mimic battles with
another. The sole aim of the Cretan training was
military.
The military ideal was still more
(6) Sparta.
prominent in Sparta, where the Dorians tenaciously
clung to a traditional system which had arisen
when they were a comparatively small band of
invaders in the Peloponnese, keeping men of alien
race in subjection by main force. In Sparta, the
Dorians possessed of full citizenship were outnumbered by the irtpioiKoi, who were personally free
but politically unenfranchised, and by the helots.
Lacedsemon,

—

—

(Greek)

who were

serfs attached to the land ; and it was,
therefore, necessary that the citizens should be
made, as far as training could make them, men of

courage and endurance.
As soon as a child was bom, it was inspected by
the elders of the tribe. If weakly, it was exposed
art. Childeen [Greek], in vol. iii. p. 540)
strong, it was handed to the mother to remain
in her care tUl the age of seven. Spartan discipline
began early. The child was taught to fast, to
keep from screaming, and to overcome the fear of
being alone in the dark. The boys were taken to
the public dinners ((piSlria), where they learned to
be Spartans like their fathers.
When they reached the age of seven, the State
intervened and carried them ofi' to be educated in
public boarding-houses. They were arranged in
J8oi)ai, droves, and fXat, troops, under the strict
(cf.

if

charge of a State official, the iraiSovbixo^. Sleeping
on beds of straw or reeds, with no blankets, going
about barefooted, clad in a single garment, and
stinted in regard to food, they became inured to
hardship. Food they were encouraged to steal
but, if caught in the act, they were punished, to
make them cunning foragers in war. The boys in
each house were under a ^ovdyop, who was one of
the etpeyes, or men over twenty years of age. It
was his duty to superintend their mimic battles,
to stimulate them to smartness in foraging, and to
train them in concise answering of problems on
behaviour and conduct. Severe punishment was
Floggers (/ui<rTiyo(f)6pot) attended
all-pervading.
the iraidofSfios ; any citizen might inflict a beating
Floggingthe poviyop punished disobedience.
competitions were held to decide who could stand
the greatest number of strokes (Xenoph. Besp.
Laced, ii.). The chief means of education was
gymnastics, which aimed solely at developing
warlike qualities, such as bodily activity and
powers of endurance. The boys learned to run,
leap, play ball, swim, throw the javelin and the
discus,

ride,

and

Some

dancing.

They

hunt.

also

practised

were religious but
rhythmical marchings

of the dances

;

most were war-dances, i.e.
and evolutions (Lucian, de Saltatione, 10-12;
Athenseus, 630 E, 631 A). The gymnastic training
hardened, but it brutalized (Aristotle, Pol. v. [viii.]
4 Xenoph. op. cit. v. 9). Yet the Spartans were
not without humanizing influences, though these
had not free play. Their music was meant to form
character and the Dorian mode was regarded as
inspiring the hearer with firm and deliberate
resolution which kept the mean between pusUlanimity and fool-hardiness (cf. Milton, Par. Lost, i.
550 ff.). "They sang hymns in praise of the gods,
and chanted the laws of Lycurgus. Their other
poetry, designed mainly to stir up bravery and
;

;

patriotism, consisted of songs eulogizing their
heroic ancestors and jeering at cowards. Reading,
writing, and arithmetic were not in great reputo,
and seem to have been introduced comparatively
Even in the 4th cent. B.C. many Spartan
late.
citizens were declared to be unable to read or write
(Isocr.

Panathen. 276 D, 285

But, apart from

C).

reading, the Spartans possessed literary equipment,

acquired by memory ; nor were they without a
turn for pithy and terse speech what Plato calls
In
/SpaxuXoyia t(s Aaicmj'iK^ (Protag. 342 E, 343 Bl.
addition to their national songs and hymns, they
knew and valued Homer (Plato, Laws, 680 C).
In their eighteenth year, the youths left the
boys' houses, and, for the next two years, were
styled /teXXffpeves, i.e. those who were to be elpeves.

—

They were

still

under

strict discipline.

They were

in
trained in arms and in military evolutions
organized battles, toam against team ; in hunting
They were
in musical drill and choral dancing.
also dispatched on secret service (/cpuirrefa), when
;

—
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they prowled about the country, scouting, and, if
On this service
necessary, slaughtering helots.
they learned to rough it, and had opportunity to
display courage and resource { Plato, Laws, 633 B, C).
In Sparta the girls had a training similar to that
They practised
of the boys (Xenoph. op. cit. i. 4).
dancing, running, wrestling,
physical exercises
leaping, throwing the javefin and the discus to

—

—

make them worthy mothers of a sturdy race.
They were instructed in music. Youths and
maidens joined in choral songs and dances. The
other Greeks remarked that, in spite of this training. Spartan girls were not less modest or well
benaved. In the capacity of sisters, wives, and
mothers, their opinion was respected, their censure
dreaded, their commendation sought.
This system of education, with the stem discipline that pervaded Spartan life as a whole,
created a nation of soldiers brave, self-sacrificing,
reverencing old age, devoted to the State, ready
with a jest and a smile to die for their country.
But their morality was of the State, not in the
individual.
When the Spartan was free from
public constraint, e.g. when he went abroad, he
The system failed to
was apt to degenerate.
develop the intellect and the imagination, and
personal power of initiative (see, for various points,
Plutarch, Lycurgus, xiv-xxviii).
Athenian
3. Athenian.
(1) Aim and scope.
education can be treated in detail, for the sources
This is fortunate, for
of information are fuller.
two reasons. First, the Athenian type was, with
modifications, the general Hellenic type, except
among tho Dorians. Then, it is of greater intrinsic worth
it gave more play to the individual
nature, and sought to efi'ect a full and harmonious
development of the man. Its aim, especially at
The different branches
first, was distinctly ethical.
of education were designed not to produce scholars
or
but
to develoj) and build
musicians
athletes,
or
up moral qualities. It is true that this goal was
not always reached. Sometimes balance was upset by too much devotion to one or other of the
branches, sometimes the end was lost sight of in
the means. No better statement in brief of the
Athenian aim can be found than a passage from
When the
Plato's Protagoras (325 C-326 E).
problem Can virtue be taught ? is started, Protagoras declares the teaching of virtue to be the
main intention in education, and man's life, from
the cradle to the grave, to be one round of
Then follows the
instruction and admonition.
description of the Athenian training of the

—

—

—

:

'

'

young:
*As soon as a bo^ understands what is said to him, his
nurse, his mother, his p<edagogu3t and even his father, spare
no pains for the sole purpose of malting him as good as
possible.
At the very moment when he does any act or
speaks any word, they point out to him that one thing is
just, another is unjust ; this is beautiful, that is ugly ; this
is holy, that is unholy; and they say "Do this," "Do not do
If he obeys willingly, well and good ; if not, they
that."
correct him with threats and with blows, like one straightening
a piece of wood that is bent and warped. Then, when it is
time for boys to go to school, their parents enjoin upon the
masters to pay far more attention to training in proper behaviour {eiiKoania) than to teaching letters and lyre-playing.
The masters attend to this ; and, when the boys have learned
their letters and are sure to understand what is written, just
as formerly they understood what was said, the master places
beside them on the benches the works of good poets for them
to read poems abounding in moral admonitions and in narratives, eulogies and panegyrics of the brave men of old.
These
the boys are forced to learn by heart, that they may zealously
imitate those heroes and desire to be like them. The musicmaster, in turn, does exactly the same. He gives heed to
inculcating self-control (a-utfipQtTvtn]), and sees to it that the boys
do no evil. In addition, when they have learned to play the
lyre, he teaches them the works of other poets lyric poets
and sets the verses to music. Hecausesthe rhythms
liiistime
and harmonies to dwell as familiar friends in the souls of the
boys, that they may be more refined, and, becoming more

—

—

—

permeated with good rhythms and good harmonies, may be
more effective for speech and for action. Further, the boys

—

;
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may b« strengthened
to do yeoman service to their elflcient intellect, and that a bad
condition of body may not force thetn to play tne coward either
In war or In any other of life's uclivites.
This Is what ij done
by the parents who can best afford it, that hi to say, by the
wealthy, whose sons are the earliest to go to school and the
are sent to the palnstra that their bodies

latest to leave.'

With this cf. Aristophanes, Ctoudi, 961 ff., where tho old
system is eulogized as the nurse of the men of Marathon ; and
Lucian, Aitacharsis give (U Qyrfinaeiia, 20 ff.

It should be noted that in Athens, as in Greece
generally, the priest as priest had nothing to do
with education, and that tliere was no direct
What religious training there
religious teaching.
was came through learning hymns to the gods,
through the ritual of worship at home and in the
temples, and through the public festivals.
In

Athenian education it was the poet, not the priest,
that exercised a paramount influence. This enables us to understand Plato's attack upon poets
and dramatists for the pernicious effect of their
works on young and growing minds (Republic,
377-397).

In Athens, as in Sparta, education was not for
but, since Athenian citizensliip had come to
be on another and a wider basis than Spartan, a
larger proportion of the male inhabitants were
educated.
It was the
(2) Mothers, nurses, pcedagogi.
father, and not the tribal elders, that in Athens
decided whether or not the child should be reared.
Till the age of seven, children were cared for by
mothers and nurses, who imparted the rudiments
of learning in the form of lullabies and nursery
rhymes, myths about the gods, and tales of
heroes, beast fables, as well as stories of ghosts and
goblins fiopfiiv, ^fjLTTovira, icptdXrjjs, \dfita (Xenoph.
Hellen. iv. 4. 17 ; Lucian, Philops. 31. 2 Theocr.
Theorists like Plato (Bep.
XV. 40 Strabo, i. 19).
377 A) had much to say about the ethical danger
lurking in the myths and stories. To interest the
child at this stage as well as later, there were
the usual toys, amusements, and games rattles,'
dolls, dolls' houses, boats, tops, hoops, swings,
hobby-horses, balls, leap-frog, ducks and drakes,
blindman's buff {/Mvlvda, x'I'^kv A'"'"), beetle-flying
(ljt.ri\oK6vBr)), balancing on an inflated wineskin well
greased (dir/cwXiao-/i6s), knucklebones, hide-and-seek
(Pollux, ix. 99 ff.). About the age of seven, the
boy had assigned to him an elderly slave as his
moral supervisor iraiSayorybi. It was the attendant's duty to accompany the boy to school, to
the gymnasium, or elsewhere ; to look after his
manners ; and to beat him if necessaiy. At times,
the slaves selected were those who from age or
physical disablement were unfit for other tasks
or they were boorish and spoke with a bad accent.
Such disqualifications made them incompetent to
manage the older lads. The supervision lasted till
the boys reached the age of sixteen or even eighteen
(Plato, Lysis, 208 C, Laws, 808 0; Plutarch, de
all

;

—

;

;

—

Educ. Puer.

vii.).

(3) Schools,

The

schoolmasters,

State supervision.

rise of schools followed the

employment

We

—
of

hear of school
writing for literary purposes.
buildings in the beginning of the 5th cent. (Herod,
and they existed a
vi. 27 ; Plutarch, Themis, x.)
hundred years earlier, if we may trust the statements of iEschines (c. Timarch. 9 ff. ) and Diodorus
(xii. 12). In Athens, schools were private ventures
and varied in kind, being sometimes very inferior
Teaching
(Demosth. de Coron. 257 ff.=312ff.).
might be conducted in the open air in some convenient nook of street or temple. Even the best
schoolrooms were not grand structures or elaborately furnished. The head master sat in a highbacked chair, the other masters and the boys on
stools and benches.
The walls were hung with
;

—

1

The renowned Archytas invented a
ad init.).

totle, Pol. v. (viii.] 6

rattle, irXarayq (Aris-

;;
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writing- tablets, rulers, cases for manuscripts, and
lyres {see, for example, the vase-paintings).
The
room might at times be adorned with statues of
gods, muses, and heroes, and with pictures illustrating scenes from Homer. The Tabula lliaca,
now in the Capitoline Museum at Rome, is regarded as part of a series of these illustrations.
The school day began soon after sunrise, not such
a variable hour in Athens as in our northern latitudes, and, with a break at midday, continued till
just before sunset.
How the day was portioned
out among the various subjects is unknown. Nor
can the number of holidays be precisely stated.
Schools would not open on public festivals and
other general holidays.
fand fugitive records
of prizes given after public competition, chiefly for
athletics, but also for music and letters.
The teacher of letters (ypa/j./iaTi(rTris) was not
highly honoured, and consequently the best type
'
of man was not always obtainable.
He is dead,
or he is teaching letters,' was a byword of any one
who had unaccountably vanished. The presence
in schools of pet leopards and dogs belonging to
pupils (see vase-paintings) indicates laxity of discipline or general contempt for teachers.
Lucian
(Necyom. xvii.), speaking of what poverty drives
kings and satraps to, classes elementary teaching
{to.
irpwra. StddaKovras ypdfifiaTa) along with the

—

—

We

hawking

of

smoked

fish.

According to Plato (Crito, 50 D), parents were
ordered by law to educate their sons in music and
gymnastics ; but the method of enforcing this is
not on record. The Areopagus would exercise a
general oversight a function which the officials
called <yw(ppovLffTaL seem to have performed in later
times.
Custom, however, if not law, made a cer-

—

tain tincture of literary education general in
Athens. How much that was would vary with
the standing and the desire of the parent. Though
the Spartan severity of flogging did not exist in
Athens, punishment was common and severe in
all departments of education.
In the home, too,
the rod was not spared.
The general opinion
agreed with Menander's saying, '
man unwhipped is a man untrained' (Xenoph. Anab. ii.
6. 12 ; Herondas, Mimes, iii.).
(4) Early education : letters.
For many generations the complete Athenian course consisted of
letters, music, and gymnastics.
At different
periods and according to the boy's social position,
these branches occupied a varying number of
years of his life. Whether the three began simultaneously or not, we cannot teU. In later times,
for those who were able and willing, a more or
less definite curriculum of higher education ' filled
the years immediately preceding manhood at

A

—

eighteen.

The Athenian boy learned, first of all, to read
intelligently
a considerable mental discipline,
since in Greek writing the words were continuous
as well as without punctuation.
Next, he was
taught to read with proper articulation and accent, and to bring out the melody and rhythm of
the sentence.
He also learned to write. The
scarcity of books in early times necessitated much
oral work.
It was not till the age of Pericles
(469-429) that books became common.
Slave
labour made them tolerably cheap, and they
speedily came into school use. In spite of Plato's

—

outcry (Protag. 329 A, Phcedrus, 275 ff.) against
the written word as lifeless compared with the
spoken word, books played an important part in

Greek education. A good memory, then,
was very important, particularly in the earlier

later

1

To distin^ish the higher subjects from the others, the
secondary and primary have sometimes been emWe should, however, remember that, if used, the

terms

'

'

*

'

ployed.

terms cannot bear their present-day precision

of

meaning.

(Greek)
and a great amount

of poetry was learned
Besides strengthening the memory,
this roused the imagination, cultivated literary
taste, stored the mind with moral maxims and
homely wisdom, and stirred the boy to emulate
the brave deeds of heroes. In poetry, Homer stood
supreme, reverenced as the educator of Greece, the
matchless guide in all affairs of life (Xenoph.
Sympos. iii. 5, iv. 6 ; Plato, Bap. 606 E). Other
poets were Hesiod, Theognis, Phocylides, Solon,
Mimnermus, and Tyrtaeus. jEsop's prose fables
were also popular.
At first arithmetic was not taught as a mental
discipline, but was learned as of practical utility.
The Greek symbols for counting were clumsy to
manipulate, and calculation was performed on
the fingers, or with pebbles, or by means of the
abacus. Later, when the educational value of
mathematics was better appreciated, geometry as
well as arithmetic was taught. Drawing did not
become a school subject till the 4th century.
Aristotle approved of it, because it trained the
eye to appreciate beauty and enabled one to judge
the money value of statuary, and thus escape
cheating (Aristotle, Pol. v. [viii.] 3 ; Plato, Laws,

Eeriod

y

;

heart.

818).
(5)

Music.

— Originally

/toixrim)

had a wide mean-

ing, and was often used to include literature
(Plato, Rep. 376 E) as well as music, the narrower sense to which the word came later to be
restricted. In Greek schools, music was both vocal

and instrumental.

Though the music-master was

—

called KiSapccTTT^s, it was not on the KiBapa a professional instrument but on the Mpa that boys
learned to play. After the Persian War the aiXis,
or pipe, was in vogue, but later it fell into disfavour.
It distorted the player's face (Plutarch, Alcibiad.

—

he could not sing while playing ; and its
;
music was held to be exciting. The last reason
is the strongest, and harmonizes with the Greek
conception that music should be studied, not
merely as an accomplishment to occupy leisure
moments or entertain a social circle, but mainly
as the chief developer of character. For music did
more than stir tne feelings, it created ethical
The different modes of music produced
qualities.
each a particular type of character. The Dorian,
for example, was manly, strong, and dignified
the Lydian, soft and effeminate ; the Phrygian,
passionate and exciting. The Greeks, however,
did not love instrumental music by itself. Sounds
without words never appealed to them as the
highest art. The boys diligently learned by heart
the verses of the lyric poets for the purpose of
singing. They were carefully instructed in rhythm
and metre, and in enunciation. It is this belief in
the ethical importance of music that explains
Plato's and Aristotle's demand for the State to
regulate music in the schools, since only thus would
proper rhythm and harmony be produced in the
soul (Aristotle, Pol. v. [viii.] 3 and 5-7 ; Plato,
Bep. 398^01, Laws, 654, 812 ; Polybius, iv. 20. 4).
The Greeks attached particular
(6) Gymnastics.
importance to physical education. It began at an
early age exactly when, we do not know.
From
about the age of fifteen on to eighteen, a very large
amount of time was devoted to gymnastic exercises
and all through life a citizen was expected to keep
himself in training. It was his duty to be fit for
war (Xenoph. Memor. iii. 12; Plato, Phcedrus,
239 C) ; and it was an object of ambition, especially for the leisured, to possess a fine physical
ii.)

—

:

frame. Perfect bodQy condition, also, was necessary for good health, and as a basis for a sound
and vigorous mind (Lucian, Anacharsis, 15).
While using the term yvp.vairri.K-^, we must disThe
tinguish the waXala-Tpa from the yvfivdaiei'.
former means, regularly, a private school for train-

—

;
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ing boys ; the latter was a public resort for practice
by the epiiebi and older men, as well as a trainingplace for competitors in tlie games and for professionals.
In later days we find the words used inyviiviaiov being also applied to the
difl'erently
boys' training-school, and iraXaicTpa to part of the
yvfiKi<noii.
Ihe latter name indicates that those
:

exercising were

yv/ivol,

naked or lightly

The

clad.

paliEstra, in charge of a iraidoTpipri!, was an enclosure with a floor of sand, open to the sky to
inure the boys to the sun and, if possible, near a
running stream. A plunge in the stream or a cold
bath concluded the exercises, after the sweat and
dust had been scraped off by the o-TXeyyd especially needful for wrestlers, whose bodies were

—

—

—

always oiled.
We do not know the exercises for different ages,
but they would be graduated from easy to difficult.
Wherever possible, the movements were performed
Among the earliest exerto the sound of music.
cises were ball-playing, swimming, and deportment. Boys, for example, were carefully trained
to sit properly and to walk gracefully (Pollux, ix.
103

ff.

;

Lucian, Lexiph.

The course included

5).

also x"P<"'<'M'o, or rhythmic movementjof the arms,
leap-frog, rope-climbing, running, jumping, throwing the discus and the javelin, wrestling and boxTo the
ing ( AthenaBus, 629 B ; vase-paintings).
Greeks, dancing meant the measured motion of the
whole body, often mimetic of some action or scene.
In Athens, dancing fell into disfavour in the education of boys, except for those who took part in the
chorus at some public festival (Xenoph. Sympos.
ii. 15 ff.).
The last years of the boy's training were very
hard in regard to diet as well as exercises. And it
became clear to the wisest thinkers that this severe
physical strain militated against intellectual work.
The idolizing, also, of the athlete led to profesPure athleticism, instead of creating
sionalism.
brave and strong warriors, merely brutalized ; and
the result was a body useless to the State, because
disproportionately developed (Aristotle, Pol. v.
[viii.]4; Eurip.

ir.Autolycus; Xenophanes,

£/egrigj,

ii.).

While the Athenians sought to foster the exerwould develop pluck and intelligence,
we miss among them what is considered an invaluable part of our school games the forming of clubs,
the members of which discipline themselves in selfcises that

—

government.
In early
(7) Higher edueation: the Sophists.
days, as we have seen, instruction in ypa/iiiaTa and
lj.ov<rtKTi generally ceased when the boy was about
The sons of the wealthy
the age of fourteen.
might then do as they pleased others must think
We should
of fitting themselves to earn a living.
remember, however, that Athenians of all ages and
always
under
school,
were
ranks, though not at

—

;

the inteUectual and

common

—

aesthetic influences of their

influences emanating from rhaplife
and orators, from statues and architecture,
from dramas and festivals. But about 450 B.C.
the feeling arose that ability to read and write, to
sing and play the lyre, to recite poetry, was not a
complete education. The demand for a wider and
more advanced course called forth a supply of instructors in all kinds of subjects mathematics
(comprising the science of number, geometry,
sodists

—

astronomy, theory of music) rhetoric, political
and forensic ; the art of disputation literary criticism grammar ; etymology correct diction disgeography ; natural
crimination of synonyms
rhythm and metre dialectic ; ethics.
history
lecturers
on these subjects
For a century the
collectively designated the Sophists dominated
the general or liberal education of Greece. Some
of the best known Sophists were Protagoras, Pro;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

—
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Gorgias, Polus,
Hippias, and Isocrates.

dicus,

Evenus,

Tlirasymaclius,

Tlie liearers who flocked
to tfiem were of all ages, and many of the lectures
must liave been beyond the comprehension of
younger minds. But much was suitable for boys,
and came to be part of the ordinary scliool curri-

culum. The Sophists sometimes claimed not only
to supply knowledge, but also to prejjare a man for
civic life, besides imparting accomplishments and
Prolan.
general culture (Plato, Bep. 518 C, 600 C
Plato and Aristotle
314, 318, 349; Apol. 20 B).
vigorously assailed the Sophists on the score of
superficiality and for believing education to be
identical with the absorbing of intellectual results.
But what the Sophists taught especially grammar,
had
style, interpretation of poetry, and oratory
positive merits.'
Their method, however, was
often marred by their preference of style to matter
and of dazzling ett'ect to accurate statement or
reasoning (Plato, Protagoras, Gorgias, Hop/tist
Aristotle, Soph. Elench. i., xi., xxxiv. ; Aristoph.
Clouds cf. H. Jackson, art. Sophists,' in EBr").
In the 4th cent, the philosophers ousted the
Sophists from their domination over the higher
learning. Plato lectured in the Academy at Athens,
where he was succeeded first by Speusippus and
then by Xenocrates. In the Lyceum, Aristotle was
head of a seminary of universal knowledge.
The deep interest in education at that period, as
well as the searchlngs of heart amid the conflicting
subjects and methods, may be gathered from the
theories of education then set forth Plato's in the
Republic and the Laws ; Xenophon's in the Cyropmdia ; Aristotle's in the Politics and the Nicom.
Ethics.
Though it belongs to much later times
(c. A.D.
100), we may here mention Plutarch's
sketch, de Educatione Puerorum.
On reaching the age of eighteen,
(8) The ephebi.the Athenian boy, though he did not yet receive
full rights of citizenship, was no longer a minor.
The State took complete charge of his training for
He had first to pass the scrutiny
two years.
(SoKi.iJ.a(xla) of his township (6^|Uos), to see if he was
of flawless descent and of mature age (Aristotle,
Athen. Constit. xlii.). If he passed, he was regis;

—

—

'

;

—

—

tered in the roll (KTj^iapxtKdv ypafifiareiov), and

now

was

((pifPos.

Though this custom must be ancient, its origin is buried in
The word ef^ijiSos does not seem to occur in literaobscurity
ture before Xenophon (c. 370 B.C.); and the earliest of the
inscriptions the chief sources of information about the ephebi
—belongs to 334-3 {CIA rp. ii. 674 d).

—

In the temple of Aglaurus the youth swore never
to disgrace his arms or desert a comrade ; to fight
for home and temple ; to leave his country better
than he found it to obey the magistrates and the
laws ; to oppose any violation of the constitution
and to honour the national temples and religion
Plutarch, Alcibiad. xv. ;
(Pollux, viii. 105 f.
Demosth. Fal. Leg. 346 = 303). The ephebi of each
tribe were under a superintendent (cruuppovisT-li^),
who looked after their discipline and morality.
Over all the ephebi was the Kofjinp-qi, or president.
The a-oKppovKjTal were paid by the State, which also
provided money for the maintenance of the youths
As uniform, these wore a cloak, or
in training.
xXa/iiJs, and a broad-brimmed hat, or tt^oo-oj (Pollux,
They were sent to do garrison duty at
x. 163 f ).
Munychia and Piraeus. They had now much harder
gymnastic exercises, and began regular military
Their heavy
training under military officers.
duties, however, were lightened by the festivals
and games, in which they took a prominent part,
and by visits to the theatre, where special seats
were allotted to them. At the end of the first year
of training, the ephebi displayed their proficiency
at the Great Dionysia, when each was presented
;

;

;

.

Notably the work of Isocrates (see Jebb, Attic Orators,

1
ii.

36

ff.).

;;

:
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(Hindu)

L1TEK4T0EE.— L. Grasberger, Brziehung und UnterrhM im
with a shield and a spear. Abj one whose father klassischen Alterthum, Wurzburg, 1864-1881 A. S. WUkins,
had died on the field of battle received a complete National Education in Greece, London, 1873 art. Education,'
1906 BeckerThey now acted as patrols in A Companion to Greek Studies, Cambridge,
suit of armour.
G611, Charikks, Berlin, 1877 J. P. MahaHy, Old Greek Educa(TrepiTToXoi), patrolling the frontiers (Xenoph. de
P. Girard, UEducation athin. au rfi el
tion''; London, 1883
Vect. iv. 52), and occupying the guard-houses au iv' sUcle avant Jims-Christ, Paria, 1889 S. H. Butcher,
The ephebi of each tribe were in suc- Some Aspects of the Greek Genius, London, 1891 R. L. Nettle(•n-fpnr6Xia).
in Plato's Republic,' in Betlenica^,
cession stationed at the various points, and thus ship, Theory of Education
London, 1898 S. S. Laurie, Historical Survey of Pre-Chrisbecame familiar with the different localities. At tian Education'^, London, 1900; T. Davidson, A History of
the end of the two years, they were available for Education, Westminster, 1900 P. Monroe, Source Book of the
History of Education for the Greek and Roman Period, London,
military duty at home and abroad.
Schools of Hellas, London, 1907.
Toward the close of the 4th cent, this service 1902 K. J. Freeman,
W. MURISON.
consea
and,
as
voluntary,
seems to have become
(Hindu).— I. Hindu education
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of
number
The
wealthy.
to
the
restricted
quence,
with religion. From the earliest period
Foreigners were admitted, and associated
ephebi decreased.
of their history the Hindus have been accustomed
there was no age-limit. As time went on, intelto associate education, like all the other departlectual studies were added,— literature, rhetoric,
ments of their social life, with religion. As we
philosophy,— which by and by displaced the military
shall see (§ 6), the youth of the twice-born classes
"We find a staff of professors, numerous
training.
were prepared for admission into the Hindu ranks
students and students' clubs, a library— in fact,
by a solemn rite of initiation, which was imwhat has been termed the University of Athens, mediately followed by a course of instruction in
drawing its members from all quarters of the
the sacred literature, dogmas, and ritual of the
civilized world (see W. W. Capes, University Life
national religion ; and they were thus trained to
in Ancient Athens, 1877).
share with their brethren the privileges and obliAthenians
(9) GiWs.— Unlike the Spartans, the
gations of the caste to which they belonged. This
girls.
for
education
public
permitted no kind of
practice, sanctified by that devotion to usage and
almost
seclusion,
the
with
This was in keeping
custom which is one of the predominating influof
women
Athenian
which
in
character,
Oriental in
ences that guide the course of the Hindu's life,
the upper classes were kept a seclusion more or
has persisted down to the present day ; and,
the
among
except
Greece
throughout
common
less
the people have now readily accepted the
A girl-wife, fifteen years of age, is though
Dorians.
system of national education which the British
described by Xenophon (Oeconom. vii. 5) as having
Government, pledged to an attitude of neutrality
been very carefully brought up to see and to hear
towards the multitudinous beliefs and usages of
as little as possible, and to ask as few questions as
the native population, has organized, the duty of
possible.
In Athens, then, what girls learned they
the parent to carry out the religious rites of educalearned at home. Though some could read and
tion and moral training remains unaffected. The
write, very few received any intellectual training.
difliculty of reconciling the wide-spread desire of
They were taught to sing, to play the lyre, and to the people for the religious and moral training of
But
dance ; bands of girls danced at the festivals.
the child with the danger of State interference
it was chiefly in household duties that the Athenian
with the divergent religious beliefs of its subjects,
spin
and
able
to
be
She must
girl was drilled.
is one which the Government of India shares with
the
superintend
to
to
cook,
weave, to knit and sew,
those of many other peoples in the West.
generally
to
sick,
and
the
nurse
female slaves, to
2. Education during the Vedic and Brahmana
vii.
ff.
).
cit.
(Xenoph.
op.
6
household
the
manage
periods.— The Vedic literature, composed or comdaughtheir
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to
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piled by various poets, naturally involved a course
;

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

:

—

'

'

—

ters in purity of life

and propriety

of behaviour.

of training in the due recitation of the hymns
and, as these formulse came to be adopted in
religious and magical rites, where every word was
momentous, each gesture and movement of the
reciter fraught with mystery, the need of training
to fit the priest or medicine-man for the due performance of his office became increasingly apthus find in the Veda records of the
parent.
meetings of priests to discuss religious topics, and
of the issue of diplomas to students qualifying
them for admission to the sacrificial rites, while
those who failed to attain the necessary standard
of knowledge were degraded to the rank of ploughmen {Eigv. X. 71, vii. 103. 5 ; M. M. Kunte, Vicissitudes of Aryan Civilization, 1880, p. 129 f ). This
form of instruction, as the contents of the Veda
underwent the criticism of interpreters, developed
into the establishment of various schools of commentators (A. Weber, 3ist. oflnd. Lit., 1882, p. 88
H. T. Colebrooke, Essays on the Bel. and Philos.
of the Hindus, 1858, p. 189 ; Vishnu Purana, cap.

Neither in private nor in public had Athenian
women the status or the influence of their Spartan

Plato's proposal {Hep. 451 If.), that women
should be educated along with men, was extremely
audacious. No less audacious was his admission
of women to his lectures in the Academy (Diog.
sisters.

Laert. iii. 31). What provision was made in later
centuries for female education, we cannot tell.
An inscription from Teos, of late but uncertain
date, records the selection of three masters to teach
That the higher learning
girls as well as boys.
was unusual for Greek girls c. A.D. 100 may be
inferred from Plutarch's emphatic recommendation
(Conjug. PrcBcept. xlviii.) that they should study
geometry and philosophy, to preserve their minds

from

frivolity

(10)

and

and

We

.

superstition.

—

Athens and Sparta. Contrasted with Sparta
narrow but definite aim of creating a

its

nation of sturdy warriors, Athens, while ever keeping in view the needs of the State and rounding
ofl' the boy's education with a military training,
The Spartans
sought to develop the whole man.
learned reading and writing because of their
practical utOity ; the Athenians held that to hunt
everywhere after the useful is, as Aristotle re-

marks

(Pol. v. [viii.] 3

ad Jin.), by no means

This
iv., tr. H. H. Wilson, 1840, p. 272 ff.).
tendency increased, with the advancing developiii.

ment

became

be-

In Sparta
fitting the high-souled and the free.
nothing was relied on but continual espionage
Spartan boys, writes Xenophon (-Kera. Laced, ii.
The Athenians
11), could never evade a ruler's eye.
allowed the utmost liberty, and trusted to the
restraining influence of their common civic life
(Pericles' speech [Thucyd. ii. 37 ff.]).

Brahmana period, when the
Brahman student (brahmachari)

of ritual in the

education of the

fully organized.

'Instruction

is

no longer merely concerned with domestic

The student traveU to a distance, and att^ihe*
traditions.
himself to now one, now another teacher of renown ; and the
not a
itinerant habits thus produced must have contributed
that they formed
little to imbue the Brahmans with the feeling
people
a class by themselves, in the midst of the small tribes of

Aryan India was at the time divided. This apprenwhich was at the time a noviciate in morals, was a yery
is infinite
protracted one, for " science," they used to say,

into which
ticeship,

'

I

;

EDUCATION
(A. Barth, Relirjiona of India, 1882, p. 4C ; for tho Wanderjahre
of Brfihman students, see O. H. Tawney, Kathd-nari,t-Hiiiiara,
1880, i. 106, quoting G. Buhlor, Introd. to the VikHnuhikadevacharita). Ainonj;; these schools, thoseatXaxilaor Takshai^ila,
the modern Shdhdheri, Kurukshetra in the E. Panjiib, and the

famous schools of lo^^ic in the East were the most important
Early Hint, of India^, 1908. p. 57, n. 1 J. W.
M'Orindle, Anc. India as described in Classical Lit,, 1001, p. S3,
(V. A. Smith,

;

n. 4
T. W. Ilhvs Davids, Buddhittt India, 1903, pp, 8, 203
R. W. Frazer, Lit. Uist, of India, 1898, pp. 4, 67).
Bud3. Education in Buddhist times.
dhism became fully organized in N. India, the
;

;

— When

establishment of the monastic communities gave
a powerful influence to education. One of the
most important of these seats of learning was the
monastery (sahghdrdma) at Nalanda, near Rajagriha, the modern Rajgirin the Patna District, the
headquarters of Indian Buddhism, founded bvAsoka
(V. A. Smith, ^50^a,ed. 1909, p. 110; IGIxxi. [1908]
72), the system of training at which is described by
the Chinese pilgrim, Hiuen Tsiang {S. Beal, Btiadhist Records of the Western World, 1884, ii. 170 ff'.).
Cf. the account of the monastery at Benares [ib. ii.
Hindu and Buddhist learning attracted
45 f.).
the attention of Megasthenes during his mission
(302 B.C.) to the court of Chandragupta (Strabo,
XV. 58-60, in J. W. M'Crindle, Anc. India as described by Megasthenes and Arrian, 1877, p. 97 ff.).
This system of Buddhist education survives to
the present day in the monasteries of Ceylon,
See,
Tibet, and other parts of Eastern Asia.
further, art.

EDUCATION

(Buddhist).

—

The modem
Hindu monastic education.
Hindu monasteries {math), such as those of the
Jains and the ascetic orders like the Yogis, Sann4.

yasis, or Udasis, are so carefully

guarded from

intrusion by European observers that little is
known of the monastic organization or of the
system under which the novices are trained. For
a general sketch, see H. H. Wilson, Essays and
Lectures on the Religions of the Hindus^ 1861, i.
48 ff. BG XV. pt. i. 147 ff. The training, such as
High
it is, is supervised by the prior (mahant).
;

Tambirans, of monasteries (mattam)
the Tamil country lecture to students {Comm.
Rep. Educ. Madras, 1884, p. 67).
When
5. Education under neo-Br^manism.
Brahmanism revived in a new and more vigorous
form after the decay of Buddhism, the education
of the youth was regulated by the code of social
legislation which has come down to us in the
Institutes of Manu and the other law literature,
the former being originally a local code which
assumed its present shape not later than A.D. 200,
and is now generally accepted as the rule of religious and social life among all the higher classes
of Hindus (A. Macdonell, Skr, Lit., 1900, p. 428).
The restoration of Brahmanism to popular favour,
and the associated revival of Sanskrit learning
during the Gupta period, first became noticeable in
the 2nd cent. A.D., were fostered by the Western
satraps in the 3rd, and made successful by the
Gupta emperors in the 4th cent. (V. A, Smith,
Early Hist, of India ^, 287).
priests, called

m

—

•The systematic cultivation of the Bacred Bciencea of the
for a long time had its centre in the
ancient Sutrakarapaa, the schools which first collected the
fragmentary doctrines, scattered in the older Vedic works, and
arranged them for the convenience of oral instruction in Sutras
or strmgs of aphorisms. To the subjects which these schools
chiefly cultivated belongs, besides the ritual, grammar, phonetics, and the other so-called Angas of the Veda, the sacred
law also. The latter includes not only the precepts for the
moral duties of all Aryaa, but also the special rules re^rding
the conduct of kings and the administration of justice (G,
Buhler, 'The Laws of Manu,' SBE xxv., Introd^ xviii. cf. the
same author's Introd. Sacred Books of the Sryas,* SBE ii.

Brahmans began and

'

;

*

and

xiv.).

6.

—It

Education according to the Laws of Manu.
must be remembered that this legislation

Aryan

or 'twice-born' man,
the Sudra being forbidden to fulfil the sacred law,
except certain portions of it (x. 126, 127) ; to hear,

applies only to the

(Hindu)

;
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learn, recite, or teach tlie Veda (iii. 156, iv. 99, x.
127) ; to receive spiritual advice from a Brfihman ;
in times of distress a student may learn the

bub

Veda from one who

is

not a Brahman.

The student who devotes himself

to eocred learning should
initiation (tipandi/atia), i.e. investiture with the
first
sacred thread (i/ajflrrpavita), in the fifth year after conception
(ii. 87); he should wear the skin of a block antelope, spotted
deer, or he-goat as an upper garment, while his under dresa
should bo of hemp, flax, or wool (ii. 41) ; he should procure hie
food by begging under strict regulations, and cat It with special
precautions (ii. 49 ff.); after the rite of initiation, the teacher
Y'lchdrya, guru, his assistant being called upddhydya) should
mstruct his pupil in the rules of personal purification, conduct,
flre-worsbip, and twilight devotions ; but, before the student
begins the study of the Veda, he must sip water in accordance
with the sacred law, join his hands {brahmuiXjali), clasp the
feet of his teacher, and touch his right and left foot with his
hands (ii. 71 f.) ; he must begin and end the lesson when ordered
to do so, and he must at the beginning and end recite the
mystic syllable Oih, because, unless this precedes and follows,
his learning will slip or fade away (ii. 73 f.).
The rules of
behaviour of the pupil towards his teacher are carefully prescribed. He must, during the period of instruction, i.e. until

undergo

he is allowed to return home {samdvartana) after completing
his course of instruction, do what is beneficial to hia teacher
never offend him; fetch water, firewood, flowers, cowdung,
earth, and the sacred fcu^o-grass for his use; controlling his
body, speech, organs, and mind, he must stand before him with
joined hands he must eat less than usual in his presence, wear
less fine garments and ornaments, rise earlier, and go to bed
later; he must not converse with his teacher while reclining,
sitting, eating, or with averted face
he must observe strict
rules of meetmg and addressing him (ii. 108, 144, 182, 192 flf.);
whenever persons justly censure or falsely defame his teacher,
he must cover his ears, or leave the place, and he who defames
a teacher shall be amerced in a heavy fine (ii. 200 f., viii. 275).
He is subject to various tabus, all things savouring of a luxurious
life being specially prohibited (ii. 175 ff.).
'A Brahmapa who
serves his teacher till the dissolution of his body, reaches forthwith the eternal mansion of Brahman (ii. 244). During the
course of instruction he must study the whole Veda with the
Rahasyas, or secret explanations of the Veda, that is to say,
the Upani^ads, and perform at the same time various prescribed austerities and vows (ii. 165). He must give no fee to
his teacher while under instruction, but provide a suitable
reward for the venerable man when his course is complete
(ii. 246).
The vow of studying the Veda under a teacher must
be kept for thirty-six years, or for a half or a quarter of that
period, or until the student is proficient (iii. 1). Elsewhere it is
ordained that the pupil shall live with his teacher for the
fourth part of his life, and the second quarter at home as a
married householder (iv. 1). Casting off a teacher is one of the
most deadly sins (xi. 60) and the penalties for violation of the
bed of the teacher by his pupil are of the most stringent kind
(ix. 236, 237, xi. 49, 55, 104 f.).
Such an offender is liable to
numerous transmigrations into grasses, trees, creepers, or
but a form of penance secures purification
noxious animals
(xii. 68, xi. 252).
Brahman students on the completion of their
course are to be honoured, for money given to Brahmapas is
'an imperishable treasure for kings' (vii. 82). The king shall
protect the property of a pupil while he is under instruction ;
the pupil is incapable of being a witness in a court of justice,
and he is relieved from the payment of ferry tolls (viii. 27, 65,
Education was thus reg^arded as the first of the four
407).
stages id&rama) into which the life of the Hindu was divided
(M. Monier-Williams, Brahmanism and Hinduism*, 1891, p.
362 f.).
An interesting survival of this rule is found in the
custom at a modern Hindu marriage, when the bridegroom
makes a formal attempt to start for Benares to undergo a
period of study (JcdHydtra), from which he is with difficulty
dissuaded by his relations. (See a more detailed analysis of
these regulations in Calcutta Review, iii. [1845] 216 ff.)
;

;

*

;

;

Hindu education

—

in later times.
(a) Under
effect of the Muhammadan conquest was disastrous to the Brahman
caste ; the springs of princely liberality were dried
up, many of the sacred texts were destroyed, and
the great periodical festivals were in a great
7.

Muhammadan

rule.

—The

measure discontinued (A. Barth, 89 ff. ).
Their
sacred places, temples, monasteries, and colleges
were in many places destroyed. As an example,
when Bakhtiyar Khilji captured Bihar about a.d.
1297,
'most of the inhabitants of the place were Brahmans with
shaven heads. They were put to death. Large numbers of
books were found there, and, when the Muhamraadans saw
them, they called for some persons to explain their contents,
but all the men had been killed. It was discovered that the
whole fort and city was a place of study' (Sir H. M. Elliot,
Hist, of India, 1867-77, ii. S06).

The enlightened emperor Akbar, however, was a
patron of learning, and directed that translations
of several of the sacred books of the Hindus should
be prepared (G. B. Malleson, Akbar, 1890, p. 166f.

:
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H. Blochm&nUt Am-i'Akbariy
103

ff.).

1873,

i.

Introd.

vii. f.,

—

When the British, by
(6) Under British rule,
virtue of a grant from the emperor Shah 'Alam, in
A.D. 1765, obtained the civil authority {dlvdni) of
Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa, they found classical
education in a depressed condition, the result of
the long period of anarchy which prevailed during
the decay of the Mughal Empire.
number of
scattered institutions (tot) were devoted to Sanskrit
instruction according to the ancient system. Colleges of this type still survive in the Tols of Nadiya
or Nabadwlp, which are finishing - schools for
Brahman students of logic, as Karhi or Bardwan
is for grammar, and Krishnagarh for law, receiving
many students of middle age who come from places
as far distant as Assam {Calcutta Review vi. [1846]
421 ff.
Keport of Prof. E. B. Cowell, Calcutta,
The Governor1867; /(?/ xviu. [1908] 281).

A

^

;

General, Lord Minto, in his Minute of 6th March
1811, proposed that Sanskrit Colleges should be
opened at Nadiya and Tirhut, a project to which
sanction was refused (Calc, Rev, iii. [1845] 257).
An instructive account of the state of classical
learning in W. Bengal, which proved that the
instruction was feeble and unscientific, ^vill be
found in the survey of that portion of the province
carried out by F. Buchanan Hamilton between A.D.
1807 and 1814 (M. Martin, Eastern India, 1838, i.
ii. 101 ff., 428 ff., 705 ff. ; iii. 128 ff.).
134f., 485 ff.
The controversy between classical and Western
education was finally closed by the celebrated
;

Minute by Macaulay in 1835, in which he wrote
* The question before us is simply whether, when it is in our
power to teach this language, we Bhall teach languages in
which, by universal confession, there are no books on any
subject which deserve to be compared to our own ; whether,
when we can teach European science, we shall teach systems
which, by universal confession, wherever they differ from those
of Europe, differ for the worse
and whether, when we can
patronize sound philosophy and true history, we shall countenance, at the public expense, medical doctrines which would
disgrace an English farrier, astronomy which would move
laughter in girls at an English boarding-school, history abounding in kings thirty feet high and reigns thirty thousand years
long, and geography made of seas of treacle and seas of
;

butter.'

During the last century these Vedic schools have
steadily lost ground.
For instance, in Bombay 'the main object of the Veda schools
of the Hindus is to teach youn^ Brahmans to recite mantras
[mystical verses, spells] and portions of the Vedas, and thus to
fit them in after-life to assist at the various rites and ceremonies
of the Hindu household. The instruction given in these schools
is limited to the correct recitation of the Sanskrit text.
The
pupil reads each passage aloud to the guru [teacher], who
carefully corrects his mistakes, and when the youth has
accurately apprehended the words, he commits them to memory.
No detailed explanation is given of the subject-matter; and
much of what is learnt is not understood by the pupil. .
The Vedic schools, which were almost purely religious institutions, have lost ground from causes which are only remotely
due to the operations of the Educational Department. An
increasing carelessness in the performance of the complex rites
and ceremonies of the Hindu religion is generally admitted on
all sides
and by Hindus themselves it is believed to point to
.

.

;

a time not very remote, when the services of a priest, well
acquainted with the sacred mysteries, will no longer be in any
great demand. Already the employments to which pupils in
these schools used to aspire are much fewer and less lucrative
than they once were {Rep. Educ. Comm. 59
ib. Bombay
Appendix, i. 1884, 71, 75
ib. Panjab, 35).
The course at
Sanskrit schools in Benares at the present day consists of
grammar, philosophy, and logic {nydya), the Vedanta, law,
rhetoric, literature, the beliefs of the Mimamsa, Saukhya, and
Yoga philosophies, medicine, astronomy, and astrology {ib.
North- West Provinces, 86 cf. ib. Bombay, i. 72).
'

;

;

;

The study of Sanskrit received an impetus in
Bengal by the recognition by the State during the
Permanent Settlement of 1793 of rent-free grants
made by the older Government for their support
{ib. Bengal, 3).
With a view to improving the
indigenous system of classical education, various
institutions were founded by the British Govern-

ment.
The Benares College was founded by Jonathan Duncan in
and under the direction of a succession of scholars, such
as J. Muir, J. R. Ballantyne, and G. Thibaut, has secured a
1791,

(Hindu)

large measure of success in the study of Sanskrit according t«
Western methods {ib. North-West Provinces, i. ff.). The same
may be said of the Poona, now the Deccan, College, founded in
1821 {ib. Bombay, i. 5, ii. 22), and of similar institutions in
other parts of the country. But, on the whole, the study of
Sanskrit, though in some provinces, Bengal for instance, it has
been to a certain extent stimulated by the establishment of
examinations in the indigenous schools and by the conferment
of titles of honour upon the most proficient pupils, remains in
an unsatisfactory condition. The five Universities those of
Calcutta, Madras, and Bombay founded in 1857, that of the
Panjab in 1882, of Ailahabad in 1887 provide courses for the
classical languages, and encourage the study of them by
scientific methods.
But the attractions of Western learning
surpass those of the classical %ypQ. At the more important
centres of Hindu religious life, Benares, Mathura, Nasik,
Madura, learned Brahmans still pursue the study of the Veda
on Oriental lines. But the average town or village Brahman
Papdiit knows little more Sanskrit than a few verses, which
without understanding them he recites at the domestic ceremonies of his clients. The use of English is at once more
fashionable and lucrative, and the ambitious student devotes
himself to it in preference to Sanskrit.
'With the Hindus the decline of their higher institutions is
due in a great measure to the natural quickness and practical
instincts of the Brahmans, who have realized the altered
circumstances which surround them, and have voluntarily
abandoned a classical education for one more suited to produce
conditions of success ' {Rep. Educ. Comm. 60).

—

—

It is, of course, possible that the growth of a spirit
of nationality among the Hindus may tend to arrest
the decay of the classical teaching. Already increased attention is being given to the study of
the Vedanta, and some enthusiastic believers in
it have endeavoured to popularize it in Europe and
America as a substitute for the out-worn faiths of
few younger scholars are
the Western world.
investigating with enthusiasm the history, antiquities, and ancient languages of the country.
Projects have recently been announced for the
establishment of a Hindu University in connexion
with, and in extension of, the Hindu College at
Benares, of which the leading spirit is Mrs. A.

A

The Association known as the Bharata
Dharma Mahamandala proposes to found a UniBesant.

versity on more strictly orthodox lines, with
Colleges and schools at Benares, Nadiya, Mathura,
Poona, and Conjeevaram, in which no fixed textbooks are to be used, all courses of study are to be
optional, and diplomas will be granted by boards
The ultimate result of these
of local Pandits.
projects must for the present remain uncertain

{The Pioneer Mail, 25th Aug. 1911).
When the
8. Indigenous primary education.
British occupied the country, primary education
was represented by the schools known in N. India
as pathkala (from Skr. path, 'instruction,' &ald,
*hall'), in the Panjab as kaX or ^ala, in Southern
India as^iaZ, the last term being taken from the
raised platform used for sitting in front of a house
on which the school is held ; the word is ultimately
*
derived from Port, 'poyo, poyal, a seat or bench
(Yule-Bumell, Hobson-Jobson, 1903, p. 703).
In Bombay the ordinary daUy routine of a Hindu indigenous

—

*

*

Each
is nearly the same in ail parts of the Presidency.
morning at about 6 o'clock the Pantoji, who is in some cases a
Brahman and the priest of many of the families whose children
attend the school, goes round the village and collects his pupil?
This process usually occupies some time. At one house the
school

pupil has to be persuaded to come to school ; at another, the
parents have some special instructions to give the master regarding the refractoriness of their son ; at a third, he is asked
As soon as he has
to administer chastisement on the spot.
collected a suflBcient number of the pupils, he takes them to
the school. For the first half-hour a Bhupali or invocation to
the Sun, Saraswati, Gappati, or some other deity, is chanted by
the whole school. After this the boya who can write trace the
letters of their kittas with a dry pen, the object of this exercise
being to give free play to the fingers and wrist, and to accustom
them to the sweep of the letters. When the tracing lesson is
over, the boys begin to write copies ; and the youngest children,
who have been hitherto merely looking on, are taken in hand
either by the master's son or by one of the elder pupils. The
master himself generally confines his attention to one or two of
the oldest pupils, and to those whose instruction he has stipulated to finish vrithin a given time. All the pupils are seated in
one small room or verandah, and the contusion of sounds which
arises from three or four sets of boys reading and shouting out
their tables all at the same moment, almost baffles description.
One of the Educational Inspectors writes " Each pupil recites
:

,
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at the top of his voice, and the encoaragement to noise Is found
In the fact that the parents ofteu compute the enerfcy of the
master from the voiiinie of sound procccdinf; from the school.
This is no exagt^eration. 1 have niyscif heard viliagers complain
that our Gorernment schools lacli the swing and enorjjy of the
indi(,'enDU8 schooia." The school breults up about 9 or 10 o'clock,
and re-assembles at 2 in the afternoon. The concluding lesson
For this the hoys are ranged in two rows
Is given at 4 p.m.
facing each other, while two of the older pupils are stationed at
one end between the two rows, and dictate the multiplication
tables, step by step, for the rest of the boys to shout after thcra
In chorus.
When this is over, the school is dismissed, and the
master personally conducts the younger children to their
homes. The school nominally meets every day of the week,
Sundays included. But the frequent holidays on account of the
Hindu feasts and fasts, and the closure of the school twice a
month on Amiiviisya or new-moon day and Paurnimii or fullmoon day fairly take the place of the weekly and other holidays
in English schools.
In harvest-time, also, many of the rural indigenous schools are entirely closed. It is still the practice in
some indigenous schools, though the custom is rapidly dying
out, for the pupils on the eve of Amiiviisya and Paurnima to
perform the ceremony of Pajipuja or slate-worship. A quarter
of an anna [one farthing], a betel-nut, half a seer [the regulation 8ir = 2'057 lbs. avoirdupois] of grain, a little saffron and
turmeric, and a few flowers are laid upon the slate of each pupil
as offerings to Saraswati, the goddess of learning. Before these
each boy reverently bows down, and then places the slate for a
few minutes on his head. The master afterwards appropriates
the offerings. Crowded, noisy, and ill-regulated as the schoolroom is, the majority of these schools fairly accomplish their
main object, which is to teach reading, writing, and the native
multiplication tables. Our return shows that nearly one-third
of the pupils are able to read and write, and that about onesixth know their tables. These statistics, however, are not
based on any actual examination of the pupils, but on the
opinions of the Pantojis themselves. It appears to be generally
agreed that the punishments inflicted upon the pupils of indigenous schools are less barbarous and severe than they were
twenty years ago. There is still, however, room for improvement in this respect' (iJep. Educ, Comm,^ Bombay,!. 73£.). For
similar accounts of the methods of instruction, see ib. Northwest Provinces, 278; Catc. Rev. xiv. (1850) 193. An early
account of a Pial school in S. India will be found in the Travels
of V. della Valle in 1623 (ed. Hakluyt Society, 1892, ii. 227 f.);
for modern accounts, E. C. Glover, I A ii. (1873) 52 Rep. Edvx.
Cmnm., Madras, 68 S. Mateer, The Land of Charity, 1871, p. 154.
;

;

Origin and development of indigenous primary education, The question of the origin of this
indigenous system of education has been much
debated. Though, as we have seen (§ 6), the
Sudras were excluded from the education provided
for the twice-born classes, it is possible that some
kind of elementary education was organized by the
village communities and some authorities, arguing
from the character of the instruction provided and
the methods by which the teacher is appointed,
controlled, and remunerated, accept this view,
which, however, is disputed by Mr. J. C. Nesfield
as regards the United Provinces (Bep. Educ. Comm.
Bengal, 363 ; ib. Panjab, 497 ; ib. North-West Provinces, 85 f., 256).
In Bengal the origin of the
village school is connected with the worship of the
village tutelary idol, in charge of a Brahman, who
added to his priestly duties that of education.
9.

—

'

'

;

The

early history of the schools in Bengal is fully
detailed in the report by W. Adam (1838 summarized in Calc. Rev. ii. [1844] 301 ff.). In this
province the policy has been to win the confidence
of the indigenous schools, to aim at amalgamating
them into the State system, and cautiously and
gradually to introduce necessary improvements
(Rep. Educ. Comm. 103 f.). In the United Provinces and other parts of N. India they have been
generally replaced by the circle (lialqabandi) school,
which provides for the wants of a group of villages
;

;

;

;

—

whether Urdu, a language which largely combines
Perso- Arabic words with those derived from Sanskrit, is to be adopted in N. India as the medium
of instruction in place of Hindi or other languages
of Sanskrit origin (Rep. Educ. Comm. 69 ; ib.
f., 276 f., 398 £f.; ib. Panjab, 549).
Special education of chiefs and nobles. The
special education of native chiefs and nobles is
an ancient problem, Manu (vii. 43) directing that
the king should learn the threefold sacred science
from those versed in the three Vedas the primeval
science of government, dialectics, and the knowledge of the Supreme Soul while from the people
he should acquire the theory of the various trades
and professions. Teaching such as this was imparted by the sage Drona to the Pandava princes
Under the British
in the epic of the Mahabharata.
Government, Chiefs' Colleges, of which the most
important are those at Ajmer, Rajkot, and Lahore,
have been established, where some of the features
of the English public school system have been reproduced, with the object of fitting young chiefs
and nobles, physically, morally, and intellectually,
for the responsibilities that lie before them (IGI
iv. [1907] 435; Rep. Educ. Comm. 480 ff.).
(d) Education of forest tribes and menial classes
of Hindus. The education of the non-Aryan forest
tribes and the depressed classes of the Hindu population presents special dilficulties. The migratory,
semi-savage habits of the former render the establishment of special schools difficult ; but some progress has been made in this direction (Rep. Educ.
Comm. 507 ff. ; ib. Central Provinces, 3, 191 f. ; ib.
Bengal, 53 ff.). In the case of the depressed classes
and menial castes special arrangements are needed,
on account of the refusal of the higher classes to
associate with them in a common school (Rep.
Educ. Comm. 513ff.). For instance, only a few
years ago the Chanda school was closed because
nearly £ul the masters resigned on account of the
admission of a few Dher boys (ib. Central Pro-

Bengal, 47

—

(c)

—

—

'

'

—

vinces, 2).

—

diffi-

of schools and colleges (IGI iv. [1907] 409 f.). The
older missionaries were strongly opposed to the

It is exhaustively discussed in the Report of the
Education Commission. It may be well to indicate some of the more pressing problems of education in India which still in a great measure await
solution.

General
is

a large amount of illiteracy among the HinOf the total population only 63 persons per
1000 are literate in the limited sense in which tnia
term was used at the Census of 1901 in the case
of Hindus the average is 50 per 1000 (94 males, 5
females) (CI, 1901, pp. 158, 177). The causes which
have contributed to this failure are exhaustively
discussed by Sir H. Risley and Sir W. Hunter (ib.
162 ff.
Rep. Educ. Comm. 112ff.). This specially
applies to female education (CI 163 f.; Eej>, Educ.
Comm. 52111'.). In 1911 a bill was introduced in
the Legislative Council of India by Mr. Gokale
for the gradual introduction of free and compulsory
education. This proposal was sympathetically received by the Secretary of State (The 'I'imes, 25th
July 1911) but the state of the finances and the
economic situation, which renders the employment
of child labour necessary among the agricultural
and pastoral tribes, prevent it from becoming, for
the present at least, a practicable policy.
(b) Jealousy between Hindus and Muhammadans.
The process of education is at present
much hampered by the jealousy between Hindus
and Muhamraadans, as shown by the controversy
still

dus.

that, in spite of the efibrts made to prolast century, there is

—

Problems of Indian education. The question
of the extension of Western knowledge among the
Hindu population is beyond the scope of this article.
10.

(a)

193

Since the
(6) Missionary and secuiar education.
time of the Portuguese government, and more
especially during the British occupation, the various missionary bodies have taken an active and
honourable share in the work of education. Mr.
W. Carey at Serampore, Dr. Duff at Calcutta, and
Dr. Wilson at Bombay are among the many names
of those who were conspicuously engaged in translating the Scriptures and other valuable literature
into the Indian dialects, and in the general control

(ib. 106).

culty

(Hindu)

illiteracy.

—The most

mote education during the
VOL. V.

— 13

pressing

:
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native systems of education (Abb6 J. A. Dubois,
Hindu Manners^ Customs and Ceremonies^, 1906,
W. Ward, A View of the History,
p. 376 ff.
Literature, and Religion of the Hindoos^, i. [1818]
583 ff.). The attitude of the modem missionary
is more tolerant, because he finds that a knowledge
of native modes of thought is essential to the success of his work.
The question of the withdrawal
of the State from the control of the higher education was raised before the Commission presided
over by Sir W- Hunter ; and a tendency was sho>vn
by the orthodox Hindu party to advocate the dissociation of the State from the higher missionary
schools, on the ground that the support of them
by Government was inconsistent with the policy
of neutrality which is the basis of the Indian
educational system {Rep. Educ. Comm., Madras,
Summary of Evidence, 176). The missionary view
is defined in a series of memorials addressed to
the Commission {ib. 303 ff. ). The Commission observed {ih. 454)
j

;

* Missionary institutions may serve the great purpose of showing what private effort can accomplish, and thus of inducing
other agencies to come forward. They should be allowed to
follow their own independent course under the general supervision of the State and so long as there are room and need
for every variety of agency in the field of education, they should
receive all the encouragement and aid that private effort can
le^timately claim. But it must not be forgotten that the
private effort which it is mainly intended to evoke is that of
the people themselves. Natives of India must constitute the
most important of all agencies it educational means are ever
to be co-extensive with educational wants.'
LiTBRATURK. The history of Hindu education still remains to
be written. The leading authorities have been fully quoted in
the course of this article. For the present aspects of the subject much material will be found in the Report of the Education Commission, with Sir W. Hunter as president, which was
issued at Calcutta in 1883, with appendixes dealing with provincial details published in the following year.
Each of the
Provincial Governments issues an annual Educational Report,
and these are periodically reviewed by the Government of India.
The Reports of the Census of 1901 give full statistical details of
the progress of literacy. The CcUcutta Review (1844 ff.) contains numerous important articles on the subject, those in the
earlier volumes generally reflecting the views of the Serampore
missionaries. The official view of the subject is given in the
article on Education,' /G/iv. (1907) 407 ff., with a bibliography.
;

—

*
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(Jewish).— I. In
and Apocrypha.
(1) The child is a conspicuous figure
in the Old Testament.
No systematic provision
for his education and general training is mentioned ; but the importance of his personality, and
the need of safeguarding his higher welfare and,
with it, that of the community, by wisely planned
discipline, is fully recognized.
Of secular teaching
there is scarcely a trace ; all the ordinances relating to education deal with it in its larger aspects
as a preparation for the moral and religious life,
as a means of developing character.
Similarly,
while both teacher and scholar are mentioned
connexion with the musical training of the Levites
(see 1 Ch 25'), the professional teacher, as an instructor of the young generally, has no place in
the Hebrew Scriptures, unless we are to see a
reference to him in such passages as Pa U9™ and
Pr 5'^ the teacher is the father. In the exceptional case of a child being dedicated from birth
to the Divine service, he was made over, at an
early age, to the care of the chief priest, and lived
with him in or close by the sanctuary (1 S 3").
Princes of the royal house likewise had their
guardians, who possibly were their tutors (2
There is allusion, moreover, to schools of
lO'"-).
the prophets,' in which youths were trained for
the prophetical office, probably by religious teaching and by instruction in music (1 S W). The
moral and religious training of his children became
one of the most weighty of the father's obligations ; and, though no system is prescribed for the
discharge of this duty, thoroughness in its performance is attained by the injunction to make
religious teaching an integral constituent of the

—

m

:

K

'

(Jewish)

life.
The father is exhorted to teach the
Divine commands diligently to his children, and
when he sits in his
to speak of them at all times
house, when he walks by the way, when he lies
down, and when he rises up (Dt 6' W). Great
events, moreover, in the national life and their
anniversaries are to be used as opportunities for
impressing the great verities of religion upon the
child's mind (4^).
The Passover is indicated as
such an opportunity (Ex 13™-, Dt G"""-)- But the
entire history of Israel seems to have been utilized
The father
as a basis for religious teaching.
would recount the wondrous works of God, that
'
the generations to come might know them, even
the children which should be bom, who should
arise and tell them to their children, that they
might set their hope in God and keep His commandments' (Ps 78*"-, cf. Dt 32'). Josephus
especially instances this study of history as an
element in the education of the child in his time
If, as H. Gunkel holds (see
(c. Apion. ii. 25).
the Introd. to his Com. on Gen.', 1902), the stories
in Genesis are saga which were originally told to
delight and move the primitive Hebrews, we must
imagine the wondering children as among the
listeners, sharing the pride of race and the consciousness of the Divine providence aroused by the

daily

'

'

'

'

—

'

'

recitals.

On the other hand, the maxims of the Wisdom
Literature are examples of more formal teaching,
not a few of which are addressed directly to the
young. Wisdom is declared to be 'the principal
thing'; 'therefore,' exhorts the Sage, 'get wisdom (Pr 4'). And for him wisdom is moral
science, the knowledge of right methods of living.
But in his view, too, the moral life is stable only
the beginning of
when it is rooted in religion
wisdom is the fear of the Lord (Pr g'", cf. Job 28=«,
Sir 19-°).
It is this higher wisdom which is commended to the young, for their own sake and for
the sake of their parents. Wisdom is life (Pr 9"),
:

'

'

win it to their own profit (v.'^j,
And parents
to the joy of their parents (10').
son,' says a Sage, ' hear
include the mother. '
the instruction of thy father, and forsake not the
doctrine of thy mother (Pr 1* &") ; and the last
chapter of Proverbs contains a string of moral
Erecepts of King Lemuel ' which his mother taught
im.' The parental doctrine, moreover, must have
the child's true well-being for its aim ; it must not
be subordinated to other considerations, even to
the child's immediate comfort. If necessary, disEven corporal punishcipline must be severe.
ment is legitimate ; to eschew it is cruelty. ' He
that spareth his rod hateth his son ' (13'''). The
Biblical maxims on this matter reflect the tone
and temper of contemporary thought. None the
less, the superiority of moral suasion as a disciplinary influence was fully recognized (see 17'°).
(2) The educational ideas of the Bible receive
some development in the Apocrypha. Wisdom is
bonum, though with
again lauded as the
greater exuberance of phrase ; but it connotes
' Tlie
intellectual, as well as ethical, excellence.
fruits of wisdom's labour are virtues, for she
and
and

its possessors

My
'

summum

teacheth soberness and understanding, righteousness and courage ; but ' she understandeth also
subtilties of speeches and interpretations of dark
sayings ; she foreseeth signs and wonders, and the
Astroissues of seasons and times' (Wis 8'*-).
nomy, meteorology, natural history, botany, and
(7"^').
Educamedicine are all parts of wisdom
tion, then, must have included those branches of
period,
among
post-Biblical
learning in the early
the Greek Jews at any rate. Again, since Ben
Sira has some maxims about behaviour at a concert of music (Sir 32*), it is probable that music
during that period was a subject of study among
'

'

'

'

'

'
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It was certainly taught
the well-to-do classes.
Bystematieally to the choristers of the Temple,
and a certain Chenaniah is named as one of their

instructors
2. In the

Ch

(1

I5-").

Talmud.

— Education looms large in the

The solemnity and sanctity
of training children for the duties of life receive
the amplest recognition. The Kabbinic ideas on
The
the subject echo the Biblical teachings.
formation of character is still the supreme aim of
training the fear of God, or, as it is usually expressed, the study of the Torah,' directed towards
the fashioning of the good life, is still the foundation of wisdom. The child's nature is receptive,
like wax in the hands of the teacher he may make
of it what he will. The child, when learning, writes,
as it were, on clean paper.' Hence the responsibility of the teacher's office and the necessity for
beginning instruction early, when receptivity is at
its best.
Indeed, a passage in the Talmud (Niddah,
306) would seem to imply that the Rabbis were
not unfamiliar with the conception of education as
a process of drawing out the child's latent capacities, rather than the mechanical implanting of
knowledge ab extra. Before a child is born, they
say, he is taught the whole body of religious lore
but at the moment of birth an angel touches his
lips, and he forgets everything.
The child should
begin to learn as soon as he is capable of being
'
taught.
Our principal care of all,' Josephus remarks, ' is to educate our children well (c. Apion.
i. 12), and he adds that ' the teaching is to begin
PhUo, too, boasts
in infancy' (Ant. IV. viii. 12).
that Jewish children are taught religion in their
very swaddling clothes (ad Gaium, 16, cf 31 ). The
child's incipient powers of speech were consecrated
by his being taught to utter simple verses from
Scripture.
Two such verses are mentioned in the
Talmud
Hear, O Israel, the Lord is one' (DtB*),
Moses
commanded us a law, an inheritance
and
The age prefor the congregation of Jacob (33'').
scribed for beginning systematic instruction is the
fifth or sixth year ; at ten the Mishna was studied,
at fifteen the Gemara (Talmud) (see Aboth, v. 24 ;
Talmudic

literature.

;

'

;

'

;

'

'

'

:

.

'

'

'

Kethuboth, 50a).
The value attached to education by the Tal-

mudic Rabbis

The world

is

exemplified by

many

utterances.

upheld by the breath of the children
in the school-house ; their instruction must not
be interrupted even for the re-building of the
Temple (Shab. 1196). The monition, 'Touch not
mine anointed ones' (1 Ch 16*-), is allegorically
interpreted as signifying the school-children ; the
exhortation, Do my prophets no harm (ib.), as an
allusion to the teachers.
Dearer to Me, God is
pictured as saying, is the breath of the schoolchildren than the savour of sacrifices (^oh. Sab. ).
'
So long as there are children in the schools
Israel's enemies cannot prevail against them (Ber.
Bab. 65). Of a great Rabbi it is told that he
would never break his fast until he had taken
his child to school in the morning {^id. 30a).
The teacher's office is regarded with the utmost
veneration.
Rabbi Judah, the Prince,' when on
a pastoral visit, asks for the watchmen of the
city ; they bring him the beadles and the to'wnguard. He rebukes them ; Not these,' he says,
'
but the school-teachers are the city's watchmen
{Jer. Hag. i. 7). Teachers must be married, males,
and of unblemished character. They must not
hesitate in speech, and must be painstaking. One
teacher is named who would go over the lesson
hundreds of times until the pupil had mastered it
(Erubin, 546).
A teacher who knows a little
thoroughly is to be preferred to one who knows
'

is

'

'

'

'

'

'

'
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parents, and also against bad temper (Twtnith,
An irritable man cannot teach (A both, ii. 5).
The teacher, moreover, is to beware of compromising his dignity before his pui>il8 ; he should not
jest, nor siiould he eat or drink in their presence
( Kore Z)eaA, cxlv.
11).
Systematic provision for the education of the
young seems to have existed in Palestine at the
Ijcginning of the Christian era. Simeon ben Shetali,
the president of the Sanhedrin, is said to have
decreed that children should be taught at school
instead of being instructed at home by their
parents as hitherto. The inadequacy of the father's
instruction, and regard for the educational needs
A century
of orphans, necessitated the ordinance.
or two later this school system had extended from
Jerusalem to all parts of the country. The credit
for the extension is given to one Joshua ben
Gamla, a high priest (i?a6. bath. 21a). The Greek
terms ffxo\^ and 7ra(5a7(iJ76s often meet us in the
Rabbinic literature. Whether the school in the
Talmudic age was anything more than a religious
school is very doubtful. 1 he ' three R's and, it
would seem, foreign languages, geography, history,
mathematics, astronomy, and gymntustics were
but all, or most of them,
also learnt by children
at home. Among foreign languages the Talmud
(Meg. 18a) gives the preference to Greek ; it is the
beauty of Japhet (the Aryan races a reference to
Gn 9'^), ' the language of song.' The parent was
further enjoined to teach his boys swimming and
' He who does
also a cleanly trade (^id. 96, 29a).
not teach his son a trade virtually teaches him to
steal (ib.). In the schools, however, the Bible and
its Rabbinical interpretations were the chief, if not
the exclusive, subjects of instruction. Mention is
made of tablets on which the letters of the alphabet
were \vritten for beginners. These tablets were of
two sizes, corresponding to the modern slate and
blackboard. The elder children learnt from scrolls.
Home tasks appear to have been set (^id. 30a).
The school was held either in the synagogue itself
or in some adjoining building. It was kept open
all day and long after nightfall ; even on the
Sabbath it was closed for only a small part of
the day. The scholars were taught in unsystematic relays an unpractical arrangement which
necessarily led to confusion and to needless labour
Rabbi of the 4th
on the part of the teacher.
cent, directed attention to the evil, and the hours
of instruction were limited to five daily, and were
fixed for the early morning and the evening
An average class consisted of
(Erubin, 546).
twenty-five children ; if the number reached forty,
an assistant teacher was appointed. The pupus
sat on benches arranged in a semicircle, so that
each child might see and hear the teacher. The
teacher was sometimes the reader (hazzan) of the
ricli

24a).

'

'

'

;

'

—

'

'

—

A

synagogue, sometimes a Rabbi, who might be very
eminent indeed. Discipline was to be maintained,
but punishments should be mild. For physical
chastisement a light strap only was to be used.
Persistent insubordination was not to be visited
with expulsion ; the otfender was rather to be
subjected to the salutary influence of his more
tractable school-fellows. Lenity was preferred to
Repulse the child with the left
rough measures.
hand draw him to thee with the right (Soiah, 47a).
The stimulus of rewards was also recognized. One
Rabbi is said to have distributed sweetmeats as an
incentive to the smaller chUdren. In the earlier
"Talmudic period teachers received no fixed payment for their work its performance was regarded
as a pious duty. By the 2nd or 3rd cent, payment
was made for instruction in reading, but it was
much superficially (Bab. bath. 21a). The teacher still deemed improper to accept a salary for reLater on this self-denying
ligious instruction.
is warned against favouritism, especially against
making a distinction in favour of the children of rule had to be relaxed. The teacher, when un'

'

'

'

'

;

;
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was exempt from public service and from
Systematic provision for higher religtaxation.
ious study also existed in the Talmudic period,
notably in Babylonia. The academies of Sura and
paid,

Pumbeditha were famous.
3.

In the post-Talmudic period Jewish educa-

tional ideals and methods varied with the fortunes
of the Jews themselves. Tolerant treatment and
a civilized environment yielded fruit after their
kind in Jewish culture, of which a liberal education was the necessary condition. In North Africa
and in Spain, under Muslim rule, the Jews evinced
a marked enthusiasm for secular learning, without, however, losing their traditional love for
Hebraic and religious studies. It was otherwise
in Christian countries.
In France, which, 'so far as

the Jews are concerned, included England during
the centuries immediately previous to the expulsion under

Edward

I.,

and

in

Germany, Jewish

education was, generally speaking, at a low ebb.
The Jews, proscribed or ostracized by their neighbours, were thrown back upon themselves, and
forced to seek their intellectual sustenance ex-

Nor would
clusively in their religious literature.
the example of the general population, even if
accessible
its
influence,
have
they had been
to
enlarged their educational outlook. When even
elementary learning was confined to the clergy of
the Church, it is not surprising that, with some
rare exceptions, the Jews of Northern Europe
should have shown no ardour for profane knowledge.
On the other hand, their zeal for the one
possible study was intensified ; the stream was all
the deeper because it was shut up in a narrow
channel. Nor was this limitation of intellectual
Immersion in the study of
ideals unmixed loss.
the Talmud, with its keen dialectic, sharpened the
Jewish mind and fitted it to take full advantage
of social and intellectual enfranchisement when its
hour struck. Every congregation had its com-

munal school supported by the contributions of the
members. Instruction was also given by private
teachers either in their own homes or at the houses
of the pupils.
The act of bringing the child to school for the
first time was elevated into a solemn rite.
It took
place when the child was five or six years old, and

preferably on Pentecost, the Feast commemorative
of the giving of the Law at Sinai, the prototype
of the child's induction into the knowledge of
the Torah.
Attired in holy vestments, he was
brought into the synagogue, where the Decalogue
was recited as the lesson for the day. Thence he
was taken to the teacher, who thereupon began
to teach him the Hebrew alphabet from a tablet
smeared with honey which the child ate as he
pronounced the letters, so that the sacred lore

might be sweet in his mouth. The solemnity of
the ceremony foreshadowed the character of the
entire course of instruction, which was made a
very momentous business, rarely interrupted by
holidays or games.
For there was no greater
disgrace than that of being called an 'am ha-ares
(an ignoramus)
Having mastered the Hebrew
alphabet, the child was taught to spell and to
read.
Thus three months passed, at the end of
which he was taught passages from the Bible and
the Prayer Book, which took up a second three
months. The first Scripture lessons were supplied
'

'

!

by the three introductory chapters
which treat of the

of Leviticus,

whose purity matched
But a merely superficial famili-

sacrifices,

that of the child.
arity with the sacred text did not suffice for six
months the pupil was exercised in the translation
both of the Pentateuch and of the Prayer Book
into the vernacular.
A knowledge of \vriting the
vernacular would also seem to have been imparted,
but this was probably acquired privately. It was
;

(Jewish)

called the 'Christian script.' Hebrew grammar
was usually neglected. The pupil, when reciting
his lesson, swayed his body to and fro as oldfashioned Jews stiU do at prayer, and used a
peculiar sing-song or cantillation. At the end of

the first year he was taken from the Pentateuch
to the Prophets and the Hagiographa, in the
fourth year to the Mishna, and thence to the Talmud. Lessons began at an early hour of the day
in the winter while it was still dark and continued till the time of morning prayer, when the
children would either go to the synagogue or
attend service in the teacher's house.
After
breakfast at home they returned to school, and
lessons went on again until eleven o'clock. Then
came the midday meal, and at noon the instruction was resumed once more, to last, with a short
interval in the afternoon, till the time of evening
prayer, which closed the school day. At the age
of sixteen, if the pupil decided to make religious
study his vocation, his Wanderjahre began, during
which he visited various towns in turn, in order to
This extended
sit at the feet of famous teachers.
course of study was not undertaken only by
those who intended to become Rabbis ; love for the
Torah would fire many a youth who could hope to
gain nothing from his study save the knowledge
Even the Kabbis would scorn all pecuniary
itself.
remuneration for the exercise of their office, deeming it shameful to use the Torah, in Talmudic
phrase, ' as a spade to dig withal.' They relied
for a meagre livelihood upon some secular occupation, often the humble calling of the artisan.
QudemaiiD ipp. cit. infra, vol. i. p. 92ff.) reproduces from an

—

—

Oxford MS an interesting scheme, dating from the 13th cent., for
founding a systematic course of Jewish instruction in the north
of France. The scheme contemplates the establishment of an
upper and a lower school, suggested respectively, perhaps, by
the cathedral seminaries and the parochial schools which
The document mentions an
existed in France at that period.
order of students which it styles the separatists or the
'
dedicated,* because they have made religious study the chief
or sole occupation of their lives. For these the upper or
'
greater school is to be instituted. * That,' echoing the Talmud,
the scheme premises, Ms the true learning for which a man
slays himself
so the student must ^ive himself wholly to
study, taking up his abode in the semmary so as not to lose
time in coming and going, and remaining there seven years.
It is the duty of every Jew, the document continues, to dedicate
one of his sons to this holy vocation, just as he would set apart
a portion of his property to the service of Heaven. The lower
school was intended for day-scholars. The institution is to be
supported by the community, each member of which is to subscribe twelve deniers half-yearly. These contributions are to be
supplemented by the fees of the pupils. The staff is to consist
of a rector and tutors, of whom the former is to lecture to the
students, and the latter to coach them. Each tutor is to be
'

'

'

'

;

*

'

limited to ten pupils, in contradistinction to the twenty-five
prescribed by the Talmud, ' which was intended only for Palestine, where the climate favours mental development, and for
times when Jews were free ' ; for, the author of the scheme
adds pathetically, ' the free are strong and clear of brain, and
absorb knowledge more readily than do the downtrodden, whose
higher energies are sapped by service of cruel masters.' The
pupils are to be taught from a book, not woo, voce, and they
are to be encouraged to hear each other's lessons every evening as a means of sharpening their intelligence. Systematic
In winter only a fourth of the
repetition is recommended.
night is to be devoted to the instruction, for lights are dear.
The student, however, is at liberty, when he so desires, to spend
the entire night in private study. Only promising pupils are
to be retained in the school. If a boy proves to be dull, the
rector should send for the father and discreetly say : ' God aid
thy son to do good deeds ; for study he has no aptitude.' The
teachers are not to follow any other occupation ; they are to
live in the upper school all the week, returning home for the
Sabbath only. They must have a special suit of clothes for
school hours, so that they may teach in unsoiled garments, as
befits the sanctity of their task.

As in the Talmud, so in the mediaeval literature
generally, much stress is laid upon moral and religious training as the final aim of education. The
'Book of the Pious' {Sepher ffasidim [13th cent.])
is full of maxims illustrative of this fact.
' Children
copy their parents if the latter are dishonest,
they will be dishonest too, and all study of the Torah is
useless. ... It is not good to give children much money.
A wealthy father, whose children do not heed his moral and
religious precepts, should see that they work for a living;
;

.

.

.

'
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perhaps they will be brought back thereby to the right
Even if a child can only read, ho should be made
path.
to understand what he reads. When he reads the Bible, the
teacher should strive to arouse his piety. Ue should toll hira
that it is God who gives him food later on, be should be told
of everlasting rewards and punishments. ... In choosing an
occupation for his son, the father should have regard to the
boy's character.
If he is disposed to take the study of religion
seriously, let him be dedicated to it
but it he would study
from sordid motives, let him rather he taught some secular
occupation.*
Then some rules about education generally meet
us; *A teacher must not encourage a sneak, or gossip either
He must not say, " As I have to
In school or in the street.
teach all day, I will rise early and study for myself " for he
may be drowsy whilst teaching and so neglect his duty. What
one teacher forbids another should not allow. The child should
be taught the subjects for which he has most aptitude if he
makes good progress in Bible, do not force him to the Talmud.
If a child stammers, be should be told to bring his questions to
the teacher after the other pupils have gone away, or to bring
them in writing, so that he may not be mocked at by iiis
.

.

.

;

;

;

;

school-fellows.

Maxims of similar import are to be found in all
the mediieval moralists, and they are given a prominent place in the ethical wills which pious
Jews were accustomed to leave not seldom it was
all they had to leave
for the edification of their
children.
Most teachers, moved doubtless by the
doctrine of Proverbs and the Talmud, put in a
plea for corporal punishment but they are careful
to add that it must be used with discrimination.
On the other hand, a famous Rabbi of comparatively
modern times (Elijah Wilna [18th cent.]) left word
in his ethical will that those of his children who were
addicted to scandal-mongering or untruthfulness
Another ethical
should be unsparingly chastised.
^vill, to which we may here refer, though its origin
was Spain, is that of Judah ibn Tibbon (12th cent.).
'

—

—

'

;

Judah reminds hia son that be travelled to the * ends of the
earth' to find teachers for him in science and other profane
studies. He exhorts him to read every Sabbath the weekly
lesson from the Pentateuch in Arabic in order to perfect himHe is to take great care of his books, so
self in that language.
that they may not be lost or damaged. ' Make thy books,' he
says, ' thy companions, and thy library thy garden. Pluck the
fruit that grows therein ; gather the roses, the spices, and the
myrrh. If thy soul be satiate and weary, roam from one bed
to another, and desire will renew itself.'

Knowledge, however understood, was a precious
father would deny himself
thing for every Jew.
the common necessaries of life in order to secure
This self-denying
for his son a good education.
zeal still characterizes the Jewish poor to-day.
standard
of education for
On the other hand, the
girls was decidedly lower than it was in the case
of boys. In this respect the mediaeval Jews fell
below the level of their Christian neighbours. The
Talmud (Sotah, 216) deprecates the study of the
Torah by women, and the mediseval Rabbis fully
It was the custom to marry
shared this attitude.
girls at a very early age, and there was, therefore,
little time, as well as small inclination, to give
them more than a mere smattering of religious
Attention was concentrated upon
knowledge.
their domestic training and upon instructing them
in those precepts of the ritual law which would
especially concern them as wives and mothers.
The average Jewish girl in the Middle Ages knew
little or nothing of Hebrew ; and, even if she was
able to read the Prayer Book, she did not understand it. Thus we find Jewish women generally,
in common with illiterate males, recommended by
the authorities to pray in the vernacular. Later
on (about the 15th cent. ) the vernacular took the
form of a jargon, in which devotional and religious books were written for their especial benefit.

A

Jewish women suffered from
these narrow educational ideals, their morale remained unharmed. Female excellence was maintained at a high level. The Jewish woman vied
with her husband in an admiration for a religious
culture which she was not permitted to share ; her
greatest pride was to have sons learned in the
She was, above everything, modest and
Torah.

While

intellectually

(Jewish)
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and she could immolate herself as a martyr
the need arose. Occasionally, too, she could
break her traditional bonds, and give herself to
Jewish history tells of learned women,
study.
later Huldahs, to whose knowledge and opinions
distinguished Rabbis did not disdain on occasion
to appeal, and even of women who taught boys
and preached in the synagogues. In the ethical
wills already mentioned the testators' daughters
receive the same attention as their sons in the
chaste,

when

matter of moral training.
the Jews in Muhammadan Spain, educahas already been said, received a wider
interpretation than it enjoyed among their brethren
Joseph ibn Aknin of Barof Northern Europe.
celona (12th cent.) recommends the following
subjects of instruction to be studied in the order
named reading, writing, Torah, Mishna, Hebrew
grammar, poetry, Talmud, religious philosophy,
logic, mathematics, astronomy, music, mechanics,
medicine, and metaphysics. Jewish literature of
the Spanish period Avitnesses to the liberal culture
of its authors, and therefore to a high educational
standard. Whether Rabbi or man of business, the
Spanish Jew was often a poet or a philosopher,
In Italian Jewry,
sometimes a physician also.
which was largely influenced by Spanish ideas and
secular
learning manipractice, a strong desire for
It was discernible before the Refested itself.
naissance, and when, in the 16th cent., intellectual
darkness had descended upon the Jews of Germany
and Russia, a sketch of a curriculum was framed
by David Provenzale in Mantua which, besides
the usual Hebrew and theological subjects, includes
Latin and Italian philosophy, medicine and mathe-

Among

tion, as

:

matics.

As time went on, the general standard of education among the Jews in Northern Europe deBy the 15th
teriorated rather than improved.
Young children
cent, it reached its lowest point.
were handed over more frequently than before to
the private teacher, who was often only a little
less Ignorant than his pupils, and who taught his
class, without method or discipline, in an overcrowded and stuffy room (heder) an arrangement
which still obtains in Russia, and is favoured by
the Jewish immigrant from that country into
England.
boy remained in the heder until he
reached the age of thirteen, the age of religious
responsibility (bar-mitzvah), the advent of which
was marked by his publicly reading a passage from
the Pentateuch in the synagogue, and by his delivery of an address upon some Talmudic subject
With the
to an assembly of his friends at home.
age of Moses Mendelssohn (18th cent.), however,
a new intellectual era dawned for the Jews of
Germany and of Europe generally. Mendelssohn's
great aim and work was the rescue of the Jewish

—

A

mind from medisevalism, and among the first fruits
of his influence was the foundation in 1778 of the
Jewish Free School in Berlin, where the instruction embraced Hebrew, German, French, and the
About the same time
usual commercial subjects.
a movement aiming at the improvement of Jewish
education, favoured by the tolerant policy of the
Emperor Joseph II., was initiated in Austria. The
the reformers in all countries had a twosecular teaching was to go hand in
hand with Jewish instruction, but the scope of the

efforts of

fold direction

;

was also to be enlarged. The tuition,
more or less mechanical, in Bible and Talmud, to
which it had hitherto, as a rule, been restricted,
was to be supplemented by systematic instruction
Text-books on
in Jewish history and theology.
these subjects, previously almost unknown, now
appeared in rapid succession. Greater regard was

latter itself

likewise

Hebrew.

paid to grammar in the teaching of
Technical schools, moreover, began to
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'

;

;

(Muslim)

Since that time Jewish educational
gradually widened in all countries
where civilization co-exists with religious liberty.
In Russia and Roumania and Turkey, those ideas,
except where they are leavened by salutary influences from without by those, for example, of
the Anglo-Jewish Association in England and the
Alliance Israelite in France are still antiquated ;
but elsewhere there is nothing to differentiate
Jewish educational aims and methods from those
of other religious bodies. Even Palestine, hitherto
the home of reactionary tendencies, gives evidence
of an educational awakening.
Enlightened conceptions of teaching and a liberal curriculum are
becoming the order of the day ; secondary schools
are springing up, and, in Jerusalem, there are to
be found an arts and crafts school and a normal
school for teachers. In Europe the latest tendency
is to entrust the secular teaching of Jewish children
to the State or to the municipality, and to restrict
voluntary education to instruction in Hebrew
and religion and cognate subjects.
The Jews,
taxed as citizens for the maintenance of general
elementary and secondary teaching, deem themselves discharged from the duty of making special
provision for the secular instruction of the children
of their poor. They are concentrating their efforts
in an increased degree upon the provision of religious training.
This tendency is especially
marked in England, where the first Jewish school
was founded in London about the middle of the
17th cent. though nearly a hundred years had to

character ' to educate a slave-girl well, then set
her free, and give her to a husband.'
It may be safely said that Islam raised the
Arabs to a higher level of civilization, and at the
same time introduced amongst them the elements
of education, in which they had hitherto been
rather deficient."
That Muhammad himself
partly, it may be, on utilitarian grounds attached
considerable importance to the acquisition of the
most indispensable elements of knowledge, may be
inferred from the conditions on which he released
prisoners of war after his victory at Badr.
He
employed several Quraish captives to teach the

elapse before any attempt was made to add some
rudimentary secular teaching to the ordinary
elements of Jewish instruction. At the present
time there are eight Jewish denominational
schools, including the great Free School in Bell

but this group did not include the youthwho, though she had the advantage
over her companions in being able to read, yet had
never learned writing.' We may, therefore, infer

spring up.
ideas have

—

—

,

'

Lane, Spitalfields, with

'

3000 scholars, in the
metropolis.
State-aided, they provide secular as
well as religious instruction ; but, while they are
supported with hardly relaxed generosity by the
Jewish community, no disposition is manifested to
increase their number. The religious education of
the many thousands of Jewish children who now
attend the public elementary schools is undertaken by the Synagogue, with its religious classes
connected with the various places of worship,
and, in London, in addition, by the Jewish
Religious Education Board, which maintains an
organized system of religious teaching at certain
County Council schools, mainly in the East End,
where Jewish children form the great majority of
the scholars.
Literature. — I. Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle Ages,
London, 1896 M. GUdemann, Gesch. des Erziehungswesens
der abendldnd. Juden, 4 vols., Vienna, 1873-^8; Hamburger,
its

;

Erziehung,' Lehrer,' Lehrhaus,' Unterrioht," Schule,'
' Sohuler
Jl!, artt.
Education,'
Heder,"
Pedagoffics
JQR ix. [1896-971 631 ft. S. Maybaum, Melhedik des jud.
Religionsunterrichts, Breslau, 1896 J. Picciotto, Anglo-Jeviish
History, London, 1876; S. Schechter, Studies in Judaism,
London, 1396 B. Strassburger, Gesch. der Erziehung hei den
IsraeliUn, Stuttpirt, 1885.
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artt.

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

;

;

(Muslim).— I. Education in the
early history of Islam. The value set upon education in Islam is indicated by certain hadith
sayings which, though they may have no claim to
rank as authentic, yet undoubtedly reflect the
educational ideals of Islam in its early days, and
may be taken as representing the prevailing views
of the first generations. Thus it is handed down
as a saying of the Prophet himself, that
father
can confer upon his child no more valuable gift
than a good education
and, again, It is better
that a man should secure an education for his
child than that he bestow a sa in charity.' ' The

—

'

'

A

'

;

boon thus commended extends also to slaves. It
is regarded as a work of specially meritorious
'

Tirmidhi, SatyUt, Cairo, i.H. 1292.

boys of Medina to write, and this service counted
as their ransom. Twelve boys were assigned to
each of the Meccan prisoners who were capable of
giving the required instruction, and, as soon as
the pupils had attained the stipulated degree of
progress, their teachers were set at liberty." The
Quraish, as a people largely engaged in commerce,

had naturally more occasion to practise writing
than the date-planters and husbandmen of Medina,* and it was, therefore, easier to find penmen
among them than in Yathrib a consideration
which may perhaps also dispose us to accept the
view held by certain Muslim theologians," though
condemned as heresy by the orthodox school, viz.
that Muhammad was not the 'illiterate' that
Muslim orthodoxy, with its mistaken interpreta-

—

tion of the epithet umTni,

tries to

i.

364.

make

out.'

Mention is even made of a list of contemporary
Meccan women who were familiar with the art of
writing
ful

'

A

;

isha,

among the men

of Mecca the ability to write
of the common.* Mu'awiya
distinguished himself as the Prophet's secretary.
Penmanship was not quite so common among the
Arabs of Medina. To the Khazrayite Ubaiy b.
Ka'b, who made a name for himself by recording
the revelations of the Prophet, is ascribed the
exceptional distinction of having been skilled in
penmanship before the rise of Muhammad.' In
Medina, those who, in addition to certain other
accomplishments, possessed also the art of writing

that

was nothing out

—acquired
— were

perhaps from the Jews resident there *'
of the title of kamil

deemed worthy

('perfect')."
It would also appear that, once the young
Muslim community had been constituted, a primi-

system of education, embracing at least the
bare elements of knowledge, was set on foot. In
no long time we begin to meet with references to
the kuttab (' elementary school ').
would certive

We

'

'

;
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—

Bukhari, Kitdb al-'atq, no. 16 ; Jahi?, Kitab al-liayawan,
Cairo, A.H. 1323, i. 2S, mentions a slave-girl who was conversant
with Euclid.
2 Cf. the present writer's Muh. Studien, i. (Halle, 1889) 112.
3 Sprenger, Mohammad, Berlin, 1861-9, iii. 131
D. S. Mar.
goliouth, Mohammed and the Rise of Islam, London, 1906, p.
1

;

270, at foot.
* Cf. Caetani,

Annali deW Islam, Milan, 1907, ii. 702 fl.
the Andalusian Abu-l-Walid al-Baji (f a.h. 474=a.d.
incurred great hostility in consequence ; cf. the
present writer's ^dhiriten, Leipzig, 1884, p. 171, note 1
' e,g.

who

1081),

Dhahabi, Mizdn at-i'tiddl, Lucknow, a.h. 1301, ii. 41, s.u.
• "Abdallah b. Sahl of Murcia
' Between
(t a.h. 480=a.d. 1087)
al-Baji there were great disputes over the
'

;

him and Abu-1-Walid
writing question.'

s On this question, see Ndldeke-Schwally, Gesch. d. QOrans^,
(Leipzig, 1909) 12.
7 Baladhori, ed. de Goeje, Leyden, 1870, p. 472.
8

Cf Lammens,
.

'

La R6publique marchande de

la

i.

M6cque,' p.

24 {Bull, de Vinst. (gyp., 1910, p. 46, note 7).
9 Ibn Sa'd, lil, ii. 59 ; Caetani, op. cit. iv. 201.
1»
11

du

Baladhori, 473.
Cf. the passages

quoted by Lammens, Etudes

ffur le rkgTie

Calife Mo'aunya, Beirut, 1906, p. 630 also Aghdni, ii. 169,
at foot; TabarJ, Annales (ed. Leyden, 1879 ff.), i. 1207, where
the reference is not to Arabs in general, but to natives of
Medina. For the full connotation of kdmil, see Ibr Sa'd, v
309, line7ff.
:

—
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much stress upon the mention of
a 'companion' called Mirdas,' and surnamed almu'allim {'the teacher'),' as there is but little
evidence to show that such a person ever existed.'
Even in the early period, however, we find better
attested notices of the kuttdbs and the mu'allitns
Salim, mother of
who taught in them.
Anas b. Malik, the Prophet's attendant (or,
Salama, one
according to other accounts,
tainly not lay

Umm

Umm

of the Prophet's wives), asks a rnu'allim kuUab to
send her some schoolboys preferably of the slave
'Amr b.
class to assist her in wool-carding.*
Maimfln al-'Audi (t c. A.H. 74-77 = A.D. 693-6)
gives the text of an apotropajic formula which
the 'companion' Sa'd b. abi Waqqil^ taught his
children, as the teacher instructs his scholars in
writing.'" Another reference tells how Abu Huraira, Ibn 'Omar, and Abu Usaid (who fought at
Badr) on one occasion passed by a kuttab, and
attracted the attention of the boys.* There is
also evidence to show that the lauh (tablet for
practice in reading and writing) was in use at a
very early period ; the female 'companion'
al-Darda writes on such a tablet some wise
sentences as reading lessons for a boy ( Abd Rabbihi

—

—

'

Umm

'

b.

Sulaiman b. 'Omar).'
Elementary education

seems to have been
Islam by the early
Umayyad period." It is true that we cannot
decide whether sound evidence on this point can
be drawn from an anecdote telling how the facethoroughly established

in

tious grammarian Sa'd b. Shaddad jocularly sold
the pupils of his elementary school as slaves to
'Ubaidallah b. Ziyad, governor of 'Iraa.'
are on surer ground when we read that the

We

Kumait and the formidable vicegerent and
commander l^'i'jj'ij ^- Jusuf were schoolmasters
poet

the last-named, of course, in the years before his
remarkable political career. Just before the time
of Pajjaj, again, Jubair b. ^ayya taught in a
school at Ta'if, and likewise rose afterwards in
"Iraq to high rank, being promoted by Ziyad
from the position of a clerk to that of administrator
Dahhaq b. Muzahim (t A.H. 105 =
of Isfahan.'"
A.D. 723) kept a kuttab in Kufa, making no charge
the date
for instruction.'' In the 2nd cent. A.H.
cannot be fixed more precisely we even hear of
a Bedawi of the tribe of Riyah who settled as a
mu'allim in Basra, and conducted a school for

—

—

—

—

payment (bU-m'ra).^' There is, of course, nothing
surprising in the fact that in the lands conquered
by Islam, such as 'Iraq, a Muslim system of education should take root and develop in the centres
but the foregoing referof an older civilization
ences to schools in Arabia proper are more pertiin
hand.
nent to the subject
Even in the early Umayyad period the education
of the young princes at court had reached a high
standard of excellence, but It is not necessary here
spirited account of it,
to describe it in detail.
dealing with all its phases, and furnished with
cepious references to sources, has been given by
H. Lammens, and we need only call the reader's
;

A

Ibn Pajar, Ifata, no. 2008, iii. 818 (Calcutta ed.).
2 This title might also, as in Ibn Sa'd, lli. ii. 103, lines 7-9,
Bigfnify one who instructed the people in the citation of the
1

Qur'an.
y

The doubtful

Suyu^i, At'La'dli
A.H. 1317,

i.

traditions

to him are given by
fi-l-ahadith al-maui}u'a, Cairo,

referring^

al-ma^u'a

107.

' lb. no. 24.
Bukhari, Diydt, no. 27.
Ibn Sa'd, iv. i. 133, line 4 cf. the present writer's Vorle^ungen iiber d. Islam, Heidelberg, 1910, p. 148, at top.
7 Nawawi, Tahdhlb, ed. Wiistenleld, Gottingen, 1842-47, p.
•>

ti

;

from toot.
Kremer, Culturgesch.

860, line 6
8

1876-7,

ii.

d.

Orients unter d. Chali/en, Vienna,

132.

In Suvflti, Bughjat al-tiru'at, Cairo, a.h. 1326, p. 263.
Ibn liajar, Ifdba, i. 460.
Ibn Sa'd, vi. 210, line 12
12 Yaqfit, Diet, of Learned Men, ed. Margoliouth, 1909
{6ibb Memorial Series, vi.), ii. 239.
8
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attention to his work.' The muaddib ('instructor') was a standing figure at the Umayyad court,
and was admirably supported in his work by the
fathers of the princes.
"Omar ll. took hia children severely to task when they
violated the rules of grammar.2 Ho had, in his own youth, a
most lugubrious mu'addib, and the ascetic character of the
future khalif might perhaps have been anticipated from the
fact that this tutor is described as a person ut;gligent of externals
he wore a coat that reached to his heels, and his
moustache hung down over his lips^ a trait at variance with
Arabic ideas of elegance, which, in accordance with a prunitive
eunna. enjoined the trimming of the moustache {qa^n aishdrib).*
;

—

The development

of scientific

knowledge under

the Abbasids in the 2nd cent. a.h. naturally
carried with it a corresponding advance in preparatory education. There is also evidence of the
fact that the younger generation were encouraged,
by the prospect of public recognition, to give
themselves heart and soul to the task of acquiring
the elements of learning. It is recorded that in
the early years of this period deserving pupils of
the elementary schools in Baghdad were rewarded
by being carried through the streets on camels
and having almonds thrown to them. It was on
an occasion of this kind that the poet 'Akawwak
lost his sight, his eyes having been seriously ini'ured by the almonds meant for the clever scholars,
n this period, moreover, we find mention of institutions for higher education (majalis al-adab).'
About the same time the Fatimid administration,
now established in Egypt, took steps towards
founding academies {ddr al-hikma or al-'ilm) in
Cairo, where the theological tenets of the ShI'ite
school, as also in eclectic fashion the rich stores
of learning inherited from the Greeks and the
When tlie Fatimid dynPersians, were studied.
asty was overthrown, the Ayyubids superseded
their academies by high schools conducted on Sunnite principles, and the wide spaces of the mosques
were utilized for teaching purposes. This use of
the mosque as a madrasa had a notable influence
upon the architecture of the mosque itself.' The
sultanates under the sway of the Abbasids continued to vie with one another in the promotion
of higher education^largely confined, it is true,
to theology and its subsidiary sciences' as also
in the erection of suitable madrasas,' which find
mention from the 4th cent, onwards. An epochmaking advance in the development of the higher
school was made by the enlightened Selju^ vizier
Ni?am al-mulk (middle of 5th cent. A.H. = llth
cent. A.D.), whose institutions the Nizdmit/yaacademies in various parts of the empire were
devoted chiefly to the higher theological studies."
In the same period, however, we note a growing
tendency to free the studies of the madrasas from
Separate institutheir theological onesidedness.
tions were founded, and became famous, for the
sciences.
The observatories
study of the exact
which sprang up everywhere became centres for
the teaching of astronomy, whUe the numerous
1 Etudes sur le r^gne du Calife Mo'dwiya, p. 331 fl.

—

—

—

—

—

2 Yaqiit, ed. Margoliouth, i. 25, at the foot.
3 Ibn Qutaiba, 'llyun al-akhbdr, ed. Brockelmann, Berlin,
1900 ff. (in the series Semiiische Studien, ed. C. Bezold), p. 361,

line 16.
1

Bukhari, Libds, no.

5

Aghdni,

Max

63.
xviii. 101.
v. Berchem, art.

' Architecture,* in Spicimen d'une
also artt.
Leyden, 1899, col. 16
Architsctdrb (Muhammadan in Syria and Egypt), above, vol. i.
ti

See

encyclopedic mus^tlman^,

;

p. 757 f., and Art (Muhammadan), p. 878 f.
7 For Muslim higher education in the periods referred to, cf.

Haneberg, Uber d. Schut- u. Lehrwesen d. MuhamviedanerJ-m
Mittelalter. Munich, 1866 Kremer, ii. 479 ff.; Winand Fell, l/ber
d. Ursprung u. d. Entwickelung d. hbhem Unterrichtswesens
bei d. MuhammedaTiem {Program d. Marzetten-Gprnnasiumt
in Koln, for the year 1882-83).
8 Important data regarding the older types of madrasa which
preceded the A^i^amij/ya-schools are found in Subki, fabaqdt
;

al'SkdJi'iyya, Cairo, a.h. )324, iii. 137.
9 Julian 'itibera, 'Origen del Colegio

Nidami de Bagdad,'
Homcnaje a Francisco Codera, Saragossa. 1904.
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800
hospitals

now being

instituted

—served

were by the most renowned physicians

as

of the

they

day

attracted students of medical science, as is shown
by numerous references in Ibn abi Usaibi'a's Biographies of the Physicians. In the present article,
however, we propose to confine our discussion
largely to elementary education.
2. The subjects of primary education ; forbidden
books.— In a series of sayings showing no trace of
theological influence, advice is given regarding the
subjects which should have a place in the education
of children.
Khalif 'Omar I., for instance, is said
to have counselled parents in these words 'Teach
your children to swim and to throw darts ; charge
them that they must be able to mount a horse
securely, and make them recite appropriate verses.'
"Omar was himself a renowned horseman, and is
said, in picturesque phrase, to have sat in the
saddle 'as if he had been created on the horse's
back.' 2 Amongst these attainments the art of
svmnming was specially prized. Khalif Abdalmalik
gave his sons' tutor the following injunction
• Teach them to swim,
and accustom them to sleep
little.'' Uajjaj (who, according to another report,
laid most emphasis upon the religious training of
his children, and therefore refused to engage a
Christian teacher)* gave a similar charge to the
preceptor whom he had selected for his sons:
' Instruct them
in swimming before you teach them
writing, for they can at any time easily find one
who wUl write for them, but not one who will
swim for them.' Jahi?, to whom we owe this item
of iuformation about Uajjaj, supplies further
details indicative of the importance attached to
the art of swimming in the educational practice
of the higher ranks.
saying of Ibn al-Tau'am
commends writing, arithmetic, and swimming as
:

'

A

the accomplishments which, above all others, a
prudent father should seek to procure for his
children.
As between writing and arithmetic, the
latter should have precedence, since it is not only
of more value in business, but is actually more
easily learned, while its eventual advantages are
also greater.' The traditional view, with a slight
variation, finds expression in a modern Arabic
proverb current in 'Iraq ' Learn to write, to make
the calamus, and to swim in the river.'*
It would, of course, be absurd to suppose that
the educational maxims which assign so prominent
a place to swimming had their origin in Arabia,
as that country could provide but few opportunities
:

for practising the art.' The present writer is of
opinion that— as is suggested by the grouping
together of riding, dart-throwing, and swimming
such educational ideals were largely influenced
by foreign, and especially Persian and Greek,

—

views; and, indeed, the pedagogic maxims in
question are but the echoes of such views." In
especial, the importance ascribed to swimming is
doubtless to be traced to Greek ideas to be able
'neither to swim nor to read' (/i^re vciv ixrp-e
ypilj.fi.aTa [Plato, Leg. iii. 689 D]) was a Greek
equivalent for the absolute lack of culture. It was
likewise under the same influence that swimming
found a place in the educational maxims of the
:

Talmud. 9

The subjects recommended in the sayings just
quoted form no part of the distinctively Muslim
theory of education, which was governed by
principles of an entirely different character.
1 Mubarrad, Eamil, ed. Wright, Leipzig,
1874, p. 160.
2 Jahi?, Bayan, ii. 54, line 8 from foot,
s Mubarrad,
p. 77, line 6.
* Aghdni, xvjii. 37, line 20 B.
o Jaljij!, Bayan, i.

The

'

general course of training for young males
forth in the hadith as follows
On the seventh day after the child's birth, the 'aqiqa

is set

:

'

('

'

hair-

cutting," together with the sacrifice of an animal) is performed,
and he receives his name and is made secure against all barm ;
when he_ is six years old, his education begins ; at the age of
nine, he is given a separate sleeping-place ; at thirteen years of
age, he receives corporal punishment when he omits his prayers ;
at sixteen, his father gives him in marriage, then grasps him
by the hand and says ; " My son, I have trained you and had
you taught, and I have given you in marriage ; now I beseech
God for help against your temptations in this world, and
against your being punished in the Last Judgment." ' 1

As regards the elementary curriculum in particular, the relevant sources furnish us with the
following details.
the child begins to speak,
he should be taught to repeat the Muslim article
of belief. La ilaha ill' Allah ; he must then learn
the words of Qur'an, xxiii. 1176: 'Exalted is
Allah, the king in truth ; there is no god but Him,
the Lord of the stately throne of Heaven ' ; then
the ' throne-verse ' {ayat al-kursl, ii. 256), and the
last two verses of sura lix. (surat al-hashr) : ' He

When

Allah ; there is no deity but Him, the Holy
King,' etc. Those who teach their children so will
not be brought to judgment by God.'' At the age
of seven, when the child becomes responsible for
thesalat, he is to be sent to school, and the teacher
must begin to instruct him systematically in the
Qur'an itself. Children should not be sent to
school before the age of seven, as is the practice of
some parents, who wish merely to spare themselves
the trouble of looking after their offspring.' The
teaching of the Qur'an should be combined with
instruction in the more important religious precepts
and usages the proper response to the ddhan, the
diflTerent kinds of washings, the prayers in the
mosque to which children should be taken whenever possible ; they must without fail be familiarized
with the practice of joint-prayer (salat al-jamaa),
even in the school, where one of the older boys
acts for the time as leader in prayer (imam).
Instruction in reading and writing, of course, must
also be proceeded with.
The children practised
writing on tablets {lauh, pi. alwdh) ; the words
employed were usually taken from passages in the
Qur'an.
is

:

Ibn Jubair (t A.H. 614=A.D. 1217), in his sketch of the state of
education in Damascus, says that in the elementary schools of
that city where writing {taktii)) and recitation {talqin) of the
Qur'an were taught by different masters the passages f«r
exercise in reading and writing were taken, not from the Qur'an,
but from poetic^ texts of secular character, as the act of
wiping inspired words from the tablets seemed to cast dishonour
upon the sacred book.* The cleansing {malyw) of the tablets
marked the close of the first period of morning school : the
allotted hour for this was eight o'clock a.m., and the teacher
must then grant a short pause {tasrili, * leave ').' For the act
of wiping the alwdli, when they contained verses of the Qur'an,
various precautions are recommended by the more straitlaced theologians. It must be performed in a clean and wellguarded place, not open to be trodden upon, so that the water
used in wiping out the sacred words shall not subsequently
suffer any desecration.
The best way to dispose of the water
is to pour it into a river or a pit, or to collect it in a vessel for
those who wish to use it medicinally,^ as it ia believed to
possess magical virtues. A pious resident of Cairo, Muhammad
Taj al-din (t A.H. 707 = A.D. 1307), who founded a school in the
Qarafa, inserted in the deed of foundation a clause to the effect
that the water used in that institution for cleansing the alwalf,
was to be poured upon his grave.7 Even the pieces of rag with
which the tablets were wiped must be wrung out with the
greatest care, lest the water that dripped from them should be

—

—

profaned.**

Concurrently with exercises in reading and
writing from the Qur'an, the pupils were taught
the rudiments of arithmetic. To these were added
1

2

In Ghazali, IJiyd 'ulum al-din, Bulaq, A.H. 1289, ii. 198.
the Ducal library of Gotha (Arab.), no. 1001, fol. 34a.
Madkhal al-shar' ai-nharif, Alexandria, a.h. 1293,

MS in

3 'Abdari,

213.

Weissbach, 'Iralt-arab. Sprichworter,' no. 121, in Leipziger
Semitistische Studien, iv. (Leipzig, 1908).
' Lammens, Etudes, p. 330.
8 The like holds good of the kSmil ideal current in Medina
(flee above, p. 198b).
* Bab. Qidd-aah. fol. 29a.
8

(Muslim)

ii. 164, line 7.
* Ibn Jubair, Travels, ed. Wright and de Qoeje, Gibb
Series, v. [1907] 272, line 17.
5 Revtie africaine, xli. [1897] 283, at the toot.

6
'

Memorial

Madkhal, ii. 166.
Ibn pajar al-'Asqalani, al-Durar al-kdmina (MS in Vlemia

Hofbibliotbek, Mixt. 246), iii
8 Madkhal, loc. at.

fol.

360i.

——

;

'
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also legends of tlie prophets {ahddith al-anhiya)
lives of godly men (hikdyat
al-salihin).^ In early times the parts of the luidilh
most in favour for educational purposes were the

and anecdotes from the

legends about the Dajjdl (Antichrist),''' by which
are probably meant the traditions regarding the
Mahdi period and the Last Things. Finally, the
children had to learn selections from the poets
and with these the elementary curriculum seems
In an ordinance regardto have reached its term.
ing the education of the young, 'Omar I. enjoined
that popular proverbs (al-amthal al-sd'ira) and
beautiful poems should form subjectsof instruction.'
As regards the kind of poetry to be selected for
children, the writers who discuss the course of
elementary education are all most emphatic in
demanding that moral pieces alone snould be
allowed, and that verse of an erotic character
should be strictly excluded. It is Interesting to
read what the philosophers to leave the theologians
out of account have to say on this subject.

—

—

Ibn SIna (Avicenna) recommends the following course ol
Instruction : When the boy's limbs have become firm and he
has attained to some readiness of speech, when he is able to
assimilate the coherent materials of language and his ear baa
become perceptive, he should begin to receive instruction in
the Qur'an, the letters of the alphabet should be drawn for him
As
to copy, and he should be taught the precepts of religion.
regards poetry, it is desirable that the boy should acquire the
rajaz poems to begin with, and only afterwards the qa^idat, for
the recitation of the rajaz is easier and its retention in thememory
more certain, as its verses are shorter and its metre simpler.
The teaching of poetry should commence with pieces which
find themes in the advantage of good morals, the praise of
science, the reproof of ignorance, and the rebuke of stupidity,
and which enforce the honouring of one's parents, the practice
of good deeds, and other noble qualities,*
Ibn Miskawaih reproaches parents for teaching their children
to recite licentious poetry, to repeat the lies found in such
poems, and to take pleasure in what they tell of vicious things
and the pursuit of lewdness, as, e.g,, the poems of Imru-ulQais, al-Nabigha, and others like them ; one so taught will go
to live with princes, who summon him to their presence in
order that he maj' recite such poems, and even compose in a
similar strain.' 6 And in the directions drawn up for the
muJitasib (' chief of police '), as recorded by Ibn Bassam (13th
cent. A.D.), that official is charged to see that schoolboys do not
learn the poems of Ibn Hajjaj or the Diwdn of §ari* al-dila,
while boys who read such poems by stealth must be deterred
by corporal punishment.^
'

'

(Muslim)

201

There is also luidith
books of the Christians
likewise to the class of writings that must not be
taught to the young.'
The im3. Status of the elementary teacher.
portance attached to the work of the elementary
teacher the person from whom the young received
their earliest knowledge of Allah is by no means
their fortunes elsewhere.'

ii.

'

saying which assigns the

'

—

—

—

The prevailing attireflected in his social status.
tude of Muslim society towards the teacher of
called
children (usually
Jiqi ; in the Maghrib also
ddrrdr, 'little child,' from dhurriyya, pi. dhararl)
is represented in Arabic literature as one of extreme disrespect. His position is on a level with
that of weavers, blood-letters, and other despised
trades.' Teachers were universally spoken of as a
stupid and brainless class. ' Seek no advice from
teachers, shepherds, or those who sit much among
women * an adage which, as applied to teachers
and weavers, and with the addition of the explanatory clause, for God has deprived them of reason
and withheld His blessing from their trade,' is
quoted as a saying of the Prophet." The phrase
'ahmaq min muallim kutidb ('stupider than a
schoolmaster') with variations in the wording
has passed into a proverb.*
'

—

'

—

There is also a group of anecdotes, forming a permanent elein the Adab literature, which turn on the same point the
How should we look for sagacity in one
teacher aa dunce.7
who is beside his wife in the evening, and in the early morning
goes back to the society of little children ? 8 This contemptuous
attitude found expression in the epigram
Eafa-1-mar'a naqsan an juqala bi'annabu
Mu'allimu ^ibyan'Q wa'in kana fadila,**
be h6
i.e. 'It is a sufficient indication of a man's inferiority
never so eminent to say that he is a teacher of children.' The
teacher's occupation, in fact, works almost like a specific for
generating stupidity. Ibn al-Jauzi (tA.H. 597 = a.d. 1200), who
wrote two books, treating respectively of ' the shrewd and the
stupid,' sets forth in the second of these the relative stupidity
of various classes of people according to the following table
The rationality of women [who are universally regarded as
ndqi^dt al-'aql wal-din,^'' i.e. 'deficient in rationality and religion '] equals that of seventy weavers that of a weaver equals
that of seventy schoolmasters.' n When 'Abdallah b. al-MuqafTa'
was asked to give a weekly lesson to the son of Isma'il b. 'Ali, a
dignitary of State, he refused the engagement, with the remark,
*
Do you really wish me to have a place on the register (diwan)
of numskulls ? 12 It is not surprising, therefore, that the satirical
poems directed against 9ajjaj b. Jiisuf take full advantage of
the fact that he, as well as his brother, was once a schoolmaster
at Ja'if and remind him of the time when he was still a humble
slave, who early and late kept company with the village boys ; 13
a person whose loaves were always of different shapes 'one
without any visible rounding, another round as the full moon
because he received them as payment from the parents ol the
children whom he primed with the eurat dt-kaulKar.^*

—

ment

'

'

:

—

—

'

'

;

*

;

'

young were
guarded from the influence of erotic poetry wUl
attitude of
remember
the
not surprise us when we

The

strictness

with which

the

the Sunnite theologians towards narrative literature of a secular stamp. In the extant/aititfa of a
fanatically orthodox theologian of the 11th cent.
A.D., people are warned against the possession not
only of metaphysico-theological and philosophical
works, but also of poetic and entertaining writings,
and especially of certain frivolous books of the day.
Contracts relating to such literary products are
Writings of this character should
null and void.
rather be destroyed by fire and water.' Muhammad
al-'Abdari goes so far as to maintain that a paper
merchant sliould not sell his wares to one who, to
the best of his belief, will use the paper for reproducing the stories of "An tar or Sidi Battal, and
similar tales, as the diffusion of such writings falls
under the category of makruhat ('reprehensible
things').*

There were, however, other grounds upon which
certain kinds of poetry were withheld from the
Thus 'Abdallah b. Ja'far b. Abi Talib
young.
forbade his children's tutor to read with them the
qasidas of 'Urwa b. al-Ward, as they might thereby be incited to leave their native soil and seek
Ibn al-'Arabi, in 'Abdari, iii. 311, line 15.
« Nawawi, Tahdhib, ed. Wiistenfeld, p. 239, line 6 from
1

foot.
3 Jahi?, Bayan, i. 213, 3
* Risdlat al-siyasa,
5

«

fol.

7 Cf.

•

from

foot.

MS in Leyden University Library,
61a= jVashnq, ix. 1074.
Tahdhib al-akhldq, p. 44, foot.
Nihdyat at-rutba/l talab al-Jiisbay in Mashriqt x. 1086.

1020,

ZDMO Iviii. (1904)684.

Madkhal,

iii.

127, 131, line 1.

no.

'

,

—

'

—

This literary mockery of the elementary teacher,
however, was not so damaging as the scorn which
found its way into the hadtth in the form of sayings
ascribed to the Prophet ; for here the criticism was
no longer confined to humorous sallies against the
1 Aghdnl, ii. 191, 9.
The reference is probably to such verses
as are found in the Diwdn, ed. Noldeke, Gbttingen, 1863, iii.
verse 5 ff., V. 1 flf., vi. 7 ff., xxxii. 4.
2 Lisdn al-'arab, s. v. ' Bkr,' v. 145, line 3 : latu 'allimu abkdra

aulddikum kutuba-i-na§drd.
3 Cf . the present writer's art.
in Globus, Ixvii. (1894), no. 13.
4 Jahi?, Baydn, i. 180, line 1.

'

Die Handwerke bei d. Arabem,

Dhahabi, Mizdn al-i'tiddl, i. 66.
Burton, Unexpl&red Syria, London, 1872, i. 286, no. 132.
Ibn Qutaiba, Uyun al-akhbdr, p. 442 ; Ibn al-'Adim, \n
Thaldth rasd'il, ed. Stambul, p. 33 the same anecdote, as told
Unof moUdhs in Turkestan, appears in F. Duckmeyer,
befangene Beobachtungen aus Russisch-Turkestan,' in the
Beilage zur Munchener AUgem. Zeitung, 1901, no. 250.
5

6
7

'

;

'

8

9
10

Jahi?, toe.

cit.

Mulid^ardt al-udabd, Cairo, 1287, i. 29.
Shisnad Alymed, ii. 67, at top ^''Wt Muslim,

i. 169 ; d.
;
Goldziher, Muh. Studien, ii. 296 the idea is elaborated, in a
poem ascribed to 'Ali, and found in Baha al-din al-'Amili,
Mikhldt, Cairo, a.h. 1317, p. 72.
11 Thamardt al-aurdq (ed. in margin of Mufyai^ardt al-udabd),
i. 194 (with many anecdotes about teachers).
;

12 Muhdd. udabd, i. 29.
13 Malik b. al-Raib, in Ibn Qutaiba, Poesis, ed. de Goeje,
Leyden, 1904, p. 206, line 14 ; cf. Lammens, p. 360, note 2.
14 Jurjani, al-Muntakhdb min kindydt al-udaba, Cairo, 1908,

p. 118.
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SOS

intellectual poverty of teachers, but fastened with
special keenness on their moral shortcomings.
'The teachers of our children are the vileat among you the
most deficient in pity for the orphan, the most churlish towards
the poor.'
'What thinltest thou of teachers?* asked Ahu
Huraira of the Prophet, whose answer was
Their dirham is
;

:

forbidden property, their livelihood
hypocrisy.'

is

'

unjust gain, their speech

1

The odium thus expressed made itself felt also
treatment meted out to teachers. Yahya b.

in the

Aktham

243 = A.D. 857), judge under Khalif
Ma'mun, even refused to accept teachers as satisfactory witnesses in a court of law." This disqualification has been explained on the ground that the
profession taught the Qur'an for hire.
But the
teacher could, of course, make the retort that
the judge himself takes a reward for dispensing
Divine justice.' The hapless pedagogue gave further oflence by drawing attention to the better
treatment accorded to his calling among other
peoples.
Such comparisons evoked severe strictures from the religious standpoint, and were actually declared by the Meccan theologian, Ibn ^ajar
al-Haitami (t A.H. 973= A.D. 1565) on the authority of earlier writers to be one of the recognized
(t A.H.

—

—

criteria of unbelief

*
:

'
When a teacher of children says, "The Jews are a great deal
better than we Muslims, for they fulfil the obligations due to the
teachers of their children," any one who so speaks is to be
regarded as a kdfir.*^

—

It is possible, of course, that this depreciation of
the indispensable profession of teacher may be due
simply to the haughtiness inherent in the Arabic
race.* In passing judgment upon it, however, we
must not forget that analogous features appear
in the educational annals of Greece and Rome.'
Moreover, it may be said in favour of Muslim
society as a whole that this far from creditable
attitude towards the elementary teacher was by

no means universal.
of unbiased

We

know

of

Muhammadans

mind who made a stand against the

hackneyed judgments of the populace, and attained
to a more appreciative estimate of an undeservedly
maligned vocation. As the representative of this
point of view, we may single out Jahi? (t A.H. 255
= A.D. 869), who in this, as in other matters, criticized the prejudices of the masses in an independent
spirit.
Jahi? maintains that the traditional estimate of the schoolmaster held ^ood only of those in the lowest ranks of the profession the Ignorant /eWaj^ teachers ; and he points to the men
of high intellectual distinction who had taught in schools, and
had in some cases exercised great influence as the instructors

—

of priiices.3 He also cites animposing list of illustrious scholars,
poets,, and theologians (Kisa'x, Qufrub, Kumait, etc.) who had
adorned the profession, and he sets beside them a number of
contemporary teachers. ' Here in Basra we have never had
men of greater learning in various branches of science, or of
more lucidity in the expression of thought, than the two

teachers, Abu-1-Wazir and Abu-l-'Adnan.' Hence it was sheer
foUy and crying injustice to reproach the profession as a whole
with stupidity.9
1 In Zurqani, on Muwatta, Cairo, A.H. 1279-80,
2 Thamardt at-aurdq, loc. cit.
3

'Uytm al-akhbdr,

p. 91, line 9

;

ct.

Bukhari,

iii. 7.

Ahkdm,

no. 17

(Muslim)

In order to gain the prestige of authority for
more favourable view of the teacher's calling,
attempts were made to trace it likewise to utterances of the Prophet himself. Al-Qui'tubl (t A.H.
671 = A.D. 1272), the great commentator on the
Qur'an, gives his imprimatur to one such deliverthis

ance, viz.
The best
'

men, and the best

of

of all

who walk

the earth, are

When

the teachers.

religion falls into decay, it is the teachers
Give unto them, therefore, their just recompense ; yet use them not as hirelings, lest you wound their
spirit.
For, as often as the teacher bids the boy say, " In the
name of Allah, the merciful, the compassionate," and the boy
repeats the words after him, God writes for the teacher, and for
the boy and his parents, a record which shall surely save tiiem
from the Fire.' 1

who

restore

it.

It is true that the scholar who thus lent his
sanction to a hadlth ^ usually branded as apocryphal was an Andalusian.
In Andalusian Islam,
no doubt, a higher value was placed upon the
function of the teacher than was the case in the
East a result due in great measure to the flourishing system of elementary education that had grown
up in the Western khalifate.' Here, therefore, the
alleged utterances of the Prophet in honour of
teachers would tend to be more favourably received.
The same thing holds good of Islam in

—

Sicily.
Speaking of Palermo, the Arab traveller Ibn Hauqal (t A.H.
367=A.D. 977) puts on record that he found over three hundred
elementary schools in that city, and that the inhabitants regarded
teachers

their

'

as

their

most excellent and distinguished

speaking of them as the people of Allah, their witand their trusty friends.' It is true that
Hauqal,
in explanation of the scornful attitude towards
Ibn
the intellectual capacities of teachers prevalent elsewhere, adds
that they choose this profession in order to evade enrolment
in the army,'*
citizens,'

*

nesses Ebefore God],

'

4.

Payment

of teachers.

in the foregoing, the

—As has been indicated

gravamen

of the strictures
urged against the teaching profession from the
religious side was the fact that teachers asked and
took payment for giving instruction in the Qur'an.
The moral propriety of taking wages for religions
teaching was a question frequently debated among
Muslim jurists. It is to be presumed that in
Islam, as in other religions,' the devout were
in favour of gratuitous religious instruction.
In
spreading the knowledge of Divine things the
teacher should have no other design (niyya) than
that of doing a work well-pleasing to God, and
thereby attaining nearness to Him. No financial
consideration should attach to such ' near-bringing
works (qurdb), any more than on similar grounds
to the adhan,^ the salat, the diffusion of the
hadlth, etc.
All such acts must be done only
ihtisaban ('for God's sake'), not iktisdban ('for
gain '). In support of this view, and in evidence
of its being the only legitimate one, there were
numerous traditions to hand ; ' nor were typical
examples lacking to commend its acceptance.

—

'

—

One such example was found in 'Abd al-Rahman al-SuUami,
a man of devout spirit, who had actually heard hadiths from
the lips of "Othman and 'Ali, and who, at the time of his death
(during the khalifate of 'Abdalmalik), was imam of a mosque in

(Qastallani, x. 263).

Al-I'ldm bi-qawdti' at-isldm
Zawdjir, Cairo, a.h. 1312, ii. 74).
4

(ed. in

margin

of this writer's

:

1

2

As illustrating the reverse side of the matter, we may quote
what Wilhelm Burchard, a native of Saxony, who was held captive by the Turks in the 17th cent., says with regard to the
position of teachers in Turkey
Man halt die Schulmeister in
Tiirckey sehr wehrt und thun kein Uberlast, lassen auch nicht
'

'

geschehen, dass ihnen ein eintzig Leid wiederfahre, worinnen
sie uns Teutschen hefftig beschamen, als da viele gar Fuszschemel
aUB ihren Schuldinern machen und alles Hertzeleid den armen
Leuten zufiigen' (W. B., Eines in die 19 Jahr von Tiircken
gefangen gewesenen Sachsen auffs n«u eroffnete Tiirckey,

Quoted by 'Abdari, Madkhal, ii. 158.
Ibn al-JauzI pronounces the following verdict on this
It is not permissible to use this saying as an argu-

T^adith

:

*

ment

[in the question as to payment of teachers], for it is a
concoction of Ahmed b. 'Abdallah al-Harawi al-jijyibari, who
was a liar, and fabricated liadiths a matter in which all critics
of tradition agree (MS in Leyden Univ. Library, no. 1772, fol.
132a). In Suyuti's work on spurious traditional sayings likewise,
this and other similar utterances reg;arding mu'allima.TQ marked
with a warning rubric (Al-La'dli al-nia^nu'a Ji-t-afyadUh al-

—

'

mav4u'a,

p. 103 ff.).

Goldziher, Muh. Studien, i. 110.
Ussing, Darstetlung d. Erziehungs- u, Unterricht^wesens bei
Griechen u. Romern, Altona, 1870, p. 102.
8 The tutor sometimes took his nisba from a family of repute
in which he had served: thus the philologist, Abii 'Amr alShaibani, who taught the son of Yazid b. Mansur, adopted the
surname Yazidi (Suyiiti, Bvghjat al-imi'dt, p. 192).
» Jatii;, Baydn, i. 100 fl. = Khams rasd'it, Stambul, i.H. 1801,

s Cf. Schack, Poesie u. Ewnst der Araber in Spanien u.
Sicilien, Berlin, 1865, i. 62 ; Dozy, Gesch. d. Mauren in Spanien,
Leipzig, 1874, ii. 68.
• Bibl. Geogr. Arab., ed. de Goeje, Leyden, 1870 fl., ii. 87, top.
B Cf. Manu, xi. 63, where the act of teaching the Veda for
hire, or learning it under a paid teacher, is declared to be a sin
of the second degree.
6 Goldziher, iluh. Studien, ii. 390.
7 These traditional testimonies were collected by the 5anhalite Ibn al-Jauzi (MS in Leyden Univ. Library, no. 1772, foL

p

131i)).

Magdeburg,
6 Of.
7

d.

1S7.

1688, 21691. cap. ix.).

—
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Kufa, and in that canaoity had devoted hiriiHelf to teaching tho
It is recorded that once, on coming home, ho (ound
a number of cattle wiiich a Rratefui fatiier had sent liim aa a
honorarium for itiHtructing bia son in the sacred volume. Ho
We talte no payat once returned the gift, with the message
ment for tlie liooli of Bod.' ' Other teachers of the Qur'in gave
Bimilar practical expression to this point of view ;2 and, in support of the theory that religious instruction should be given
majjdnan (' gratuitously '), appeal was made also to an admonition from tne ancient books' which, in point of fact, may be
Identified as a Talmudic maxira.3
Qur'fin.

:

'

'

But, while the demand for free religious teaching might be good enough as an ideal, and while
some even tried to carry it into eflect, it was naturIt
ally left behind in the march of practical life.
was, after all, necessary that the wretched beings
who, without much moral support from their
fellows, engaged in the work of teaching should at
In this,
least make a bare subsistence out of it.
as in many other things, the religious injunction,
practice
with its ascetic ideal, could not be put in
so ruthlessly as to maintain a universal interdict
against the merest pittance of payment.* As a
matter of fact, besides the more austere hadiihs,
there are others of a more humane character, and
more favourable to the practice of taking wages
for religious instruction ; and the teacher who was
not in a position to prosecute his calling for a
purely spiritual reward could always derive comfort from these."
Kven Bukhari himself finds a place in his Corpui Traditicmum
Nothing has a better right
for a saying ascribed to Ibn 'Abbas
to be rewarded than [instruction in] the Book of God.' It is
true that he appends to this the condition laid down by Sha'bi,
viz. that the teacher may on no account negotiate for his
wages, but may accept what is voluntarily given him. Bukhari
I have never
finally cites the testimony of Flakam b. 'Uyaina
beard it said of any of the fugahd that he disapproved of the
teacher's remuneration. Even Hasan Basri paid a teacher ten
dirhams.'fi From Malik b. Anas comes the still more decisive
statement that in the holy city of Medina none has ever taken
umbrage at the teacher's receiving a reward even in this world
and that not merely as a voluntary honorarium from the
parents, but as a fixed monthly fee (m,u3hdhara)J
Accordingly the payment of teachers became the
rule actually recognized in practice by Muslim
law,' and was vindicated, with the support of the
sources quoted above, by authorities of the highest
repute."
The adherents of the more rigid -view, in giving
their consent to the practice of paying teachers
this payment, however, they preferred to call 'iwad
('recompense') sought to solace their feelings by
qualifying the teacher's right by certain pia desiaeria, which, it is true, made very little dift'erence.
They appealed to the moral sense of the teacher.
He must look upon his wages, not as professional
emoluments, but as a gift {fath)^" Divinely bestowed upon him in order that he may pursue a
The all-important
calling well-pleasing to God."
thing is the inward purpose (niyya) ; he must
devote himself to the work from purely spiritual
:

*

;

*

—

—

any worldly considerations
whatever. To this Abdari adds the naive admonition that the teacher should make no public profession of his motives, as it is quite like the people
motives, and without
"

'

Ibn Sa'd,

120, line 3 ff.
! lb. p. 210, line 12 ; 213, line 14.
I

vi.

3 Goldziher, Muh. Studien, ii. 181 f.
also quoted as from
ancient writings,' in MawardI, Adab al-dunyd wal-din, Stambul,
;

'

i.H. 1304, p. 71.
4

Cf Lammens, Etudes, 360.
.

6 The Tiadlths pro and con are brought together in the Ahlwardt MSS, Berlin Royal Library, no. 145.
8 Bukhari, Ijdra, no. 16.
That giving instruction in the
Qur'an might have a pecuniary equivalent is shown by a story
which relates how a man who was too poor to give his bride
money or money's worth as a wedding-present (mahr) was
allowed by the Prophet to teach her several siiras of the Qur'an
in lieu thereof (Bukhari, Nikdh, no. 40 cf. Zurqani on Muwa{{a,
;

iii. 7).

7

The present writer has not succeeded
by Malik, in the Muwa^a.

in tracing this regula-

tion, as cited

Revue africaine, xli. 281.
9 Kama] Pashahzadah wrote a special risdUl /i jawaz aliitijdr 'aid ta'lim al-Qur'dn (Ahlwardt, Berlin MSS, no. 439).
10 For this term, see WZKM xiii. (1899) 49.
8

II

'Abdari. iladkhal.

ii.

153, line 13.

(Muslim)
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of our time to take him at his word, and deprive
Further, he
him of his material recompense.'
must not let his continuance at work depend
Should his
rigidly upon his being paid regularly.
allowance cease in any particular case, he must
attend all the more zealously to the children of
parents who, owing to their poverty, have fallen
behind in their payments.' From the children
themselves he mu.st not receive presents without
the knowledge of their parents or guardians.' In
general, he must be satisfied that the money tendered him is above suspicion as to its source, and
that it has not been gained dishonestly, or bv
methods obnoxious to religious precept ; he should.,
for instance, have nothing to do with the money of
a tax-gatherer. With respect to this counsel it
was, of course, simply a wish it is interesting to
note the qualifying clause annexed to it, viz. tliat
in such cases the teacher need not refuse money
from the hands of the mother or grandmother of
his pupil, so long as he can assure himself that the
immecliate source has the warrant of religious law.*
But he must avoid all intercourse with fathers
whose occupation is at variance with the strict demands of religion ; and, as long as they make their
living in that way, he must not greet them, or hold
himself accountable to them.'
Stories of the exorbitant charges made by eminent teachers come down from every period, though
it must be admitted that this applies only to those
branches of learning which were not in the strict
sense religious.
The grammarian Muhammad b. 'All al-Mabraman (t A.H. 345
= A.D. 956), pupil of Mubarrad, had a name for excessive avarice
He would not give instruction in the kitdb of Sibiiyah under a
fee of one hundred dinars.6 Muhammad Shams al-din al-Suyu^i
(fA.H. 808 = A.D. 1405) charged a dirham for every line of the
grammatical poem Aljiyya^ which comprises about a thousand
'

—

—

fines.

—

Muslim literature
5. School administration.
treats in great detail of the teacher's demeanour
towards his scholars,* and the conditions applying
As regards the reto the conducting of schools.
lation of teacher to pupil, the fundamental principle
is the just and equal treatment of all scholars.
Laith b. Mujahid affirms that at the Day of Judgment God will subject the schoolmaster to a special
interrogation as to whether he maintained strict
impartiality between pupil and pupil, and that, If
he lis found guilty in this respect, he will be set
whole series
beside the workers of iniquity.'
of apparently trivial points relating to the chUd's
presence in school are brought by 'Abdari under
the principle that no distinction shall be made
between children of the rich and children of the
poor.'" Nor must the scholars be employed in the
private service of the teacher's household, without
the express sanction of their parents ; " and from

A

was argued that the teacher must not make
use of orphan children for such work under any
circumstances.^
It is the law in Islam that all teachers should be
married ; '' a similar requirement is found in the
typical indication of the ethical standTalmud. "
point of Eastern peoples is seen in the regulations
designed to obviate the very suspicion of evU communications. The rule that the work of elementary
teaching must be done, not at the teacher's own
this it

A

I

Madkhal,

3 lb.

ii.

2 ib,

ii. 159.
161, line 17.

i.

4

min wajhin musturin bil-'Um' (Madkhal,

<•

lb. 160, line 2.

6 Suyiiti,
7 lb. 37.
8 Ghazali

Bughyat

345, line 14
ii.

ff.

159, at the foot).

al-teu'dt, p. 74.

has a short paragraph on the dddb mu'aUim al-$ibyan
('manners of the teacher of children ') in his Al-dddb ji-l-din
litajmuat, ed. §abri al-Kurdi, Cairo, A.H. 1328, p. 67).
9 Ibn Qutaiba, 'Uyun al-akhbdr, p. 98, line 6.
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Madkhal, ii.
Ibn Bassam,
Madkhal, ii.

•i

Mishn. Qiddush.
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158, 162, 167.
in Mashriq, x. 1084
166, line 19.
iv. 13.

;
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residence, but in a specially appointed public place
{hanut, pi. hawdnit) within sight of the people was
intended to prevent every suggestion of scandal.^
Nor could the halls of the mosques be used for this
purpose, as little children might unwittingly defile
the walls and flooring of the sacred edifice. This
prohibition was supported by a saying of the
Prophet : ' Keep your boys and your lunatics a,way

but the precept was not strictly
observed in practice. It has been a favourite custom from olden times to conjoin the elementary
school and the public fountain [sabil) the institution of the latter is often combined with that of a
school in the upper storey (maktab sabll). It is
interesting to note 'Ahdari's criticism of certain

from your mosques

;
'

;

common among teachers in his day. He
holds it unworthy of the profession that a teacher,
at the inauguration of his school or afterwards, if
practices

—

undertaking insufficiently supported—
should try to draw the attention and invite the
patronage of the public by setting up placards

he

finds his

unbecoming

It is likewise

before the school-gate.
that a teacher, in requesting the parents to attend
the school-festivals {afrdh), should in his letters of
invitation {aurdq isti' dhdnat) flatter them with
high-flown epithets and titles, or compose the
invitations in verse.*
The pupils must also have their off-days. The
school must be closed for two days of every week,
viz. Thursday and Friday, and also for a period of
from one to three days before and after the 'Id
festival." The Thursday holiday gave occasion to
the proverbial phrase, to be as happy as a teacher

(Muslim)

too drastic use of the ferule. On one occasion he chastised
Prince Amin so severely as to make his arm black and blue. The
prince complained to his father, and showed him the maimed
arm. The Khalif invited the stern pedagogue to dinner ; and
when the latter, in no little apprehension, specified the otfenca
for which the prince had been so sharply dealt with, the father
reassured him with the words : ' You are at Uberty even to kill
him : it were better that he die than remain a fooL' i

A

form of punishment was ' keeping
but, in the one instance of this known to us,
it is the father, not the teacher, who administers
further

in'

;

the correction.''
It was to be expected that, in order to protect
the children against the undue severity of irascible
masters, Muslim jurisprudence would endeavour to
regulate the penalties applied, both as to their
form and as to their degree. It sanctioned corporal
punishment, especially for religious ofl'ences,' but
only in the case of children over ten years of age ;
while, as to the amount of punishment, the extreme
*
limit was variously laid down as between three
and ten light strokes.' Nor must the teacher
resort to any instrument used by the judge in
administering legal penalties (hadd). The Madkhal speaks severely of contemporary teachers who
chastise with 'dry almond rods, bushy palmbranches, Nubian switches, and even the instrument
called the falaqa" ('stocks'), and used for the
bastinado. The supervision of the teacher in this,
as in other matters, was assigned to the chief of
In the directions drawn up for this officer
police.
he is instructed to be observant of the way in
which children are treated at school, and to protect them from maltreatment by hot-tempered
'

'

Thursdays' (kama fariha al-mu'addih bilkhamis).* The scholars are also granted a whole
or partial holiday whenever any one of them has
finally mastered a section of the Quran. ^ The
parents of a boy who has succeeded in doing this
celebrate the event by a festivity (israfa)^ and
bestow upon the teacher a special gift, the acceptance of which is not frowned upon even by the
When a youth completes his study of
precisians.
the Qur'an, the occasion is celebrated in a feast
called (in Mecca) iqldba, or (in the Maghrib)
takhrlja.'' 'Ahdari's minute account of the more
extravagant and to him obnoxious forms sometimes assumed by these functions reveals an
interesting phase of contemporary life.
The question of corporal punishment was also
discussed among those with whose educational
methods we are now dealing. The rod is regarded as a valuable auxiliary of the teacher's art.
quite characteristically becomes an
The strap
object of comparison : In the Prophet's hand was
a whip, like that used in school' (ka-dirrat alkuttab)—& simile often employed.^ The teacher is
sometimes held up to derision by being described
as ' one who brandishes the whip (hdmil dirra)
and takes reward for the book of God.' Even the
philosopher Ibn Sina, in his treatise on the education of children, speaks of the assistance of the
hand (al-isti'ana bil-yad) as a useful adjunct of

on

—

—

'

'

'

'

—

—

'

tfifliChcrs

6.

^

Education of girls.— It must be borne in mind

that the maxims relating to the training and
instruction of the young apply only to boys {sabl).
The education of girls did not fall under these
rules except in one single particular, viz. that, as
set forth in the police directions recorded by Ibn
Bassam, the female teachers of girls (mu'alUmat
al-banat) are to be more strictly looked after in
regard to the poetical pieces which they set before
their pupils.' While it was deemed necessary to
instruct girls in moral and religious things, there
was no desire to lead them through the portals of
Woman's proper sphere
intellectual development.
centres in the spindle,* and this requires no training
in letters. Even the philosophic thinker and poet
Abu-l-"Ala al-Ma'arri (t A.H. 449 = A.D. 1057) enthis maxim,' which became a veritable
household word in the ancient Muslim world.
The following utterance of the Prophet regarding
females— said to rest on the authority of 'A'isha—
Do not let them frequent
is frequently quoted
the roofs ; do not teach them the art of writing
teach them spinning and the sural al-nur.' ]" But
regard this sura
it were surely preposterous to

dorses

:

'

'

'

'

The tutors of the young sons of
instruction."
khalifs did not spare the rod," nor did the fathers
disapprove.
Al-Mubarrad describes a scene in which the EhalU! "Abdalmalik
leads by the hand Prince Marwan, ' crying because of the whipping his teacher had given him.' 12 Abu Maryain, preceptor of the
and Ma'miin, was apparently given to a
Abbasid princes

Amm

1

Ibn Bassam, in Mashriq,

africaine,

xli.

i.

1084

;

lladkhal, u. 163

;

Rev.

281.
" Tb. 168.
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Madkhal, ii. 169 J.
Balawi, Kitab Alif-ba, Cairo,

6
8

Rev. africaine^ xli. 284, at top.
We 6nd also the term iiu<J.kdqa (Madkhal,

a.h. 1287,

179, line 16).

Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka, Hague, 1889, ii. 146 Marfais,
Le Dialecte arabe parli d Tlemcen, Paris, 1902, p. 246.
a Usd al-ghdba, iii. 60, line 6
iv. 234, line 9 ; v. 653, line 1.
;

;

*

Yaqut, ed. Margoliouth, L
ifashriq,

H Kdmil, p.

ix. 1074.

673, line 11.

60, line 7

"

from

Yaqiit,

al-udaba,

i.

30.

foot.
i.

223.

.

traming of children it is
for
usually stated that ' they shall receive corporal punishment
Ghazali, as
neglecting prayer from the age of thirteen (.e.g.
the
u.
tidal,
364)
above) ; in other versions (e.g. Mizdn o^•^
Urminui a quo is given as ten years.
i.j-,i k„
4 The maximum of three was deduced from the lyadith By
line 12 (on
certain MaUkitc theologians ; see QastaUani, x. 40,
Bukhari, Mulidrahun, no. 29).
.
.
^
,.
.
6 Madkhal, ii. 166. Regarding the instruments of punishment
employed in Oriental schools, cf. the interesting notes, with
mmde musulillustrations (including the falaqa), in the Rev. du
man, xiii. [1910] 420-423, and xiv. (1911) 67, from which we learn
various penalties
the
another
or
country
Muslim
one
in
that
mentioned bv 'Abdari were all in actual use.
6 Ibn Khaldiin, in Mashriq, %. 963 ; of. t6. 966 ; Ibn Bassam,
'

Mashriq, x. 1086.
.,
j
.j
Mubarrad, Eamil, 160. An almost verbaUy identical saying
'oj- ™». o?
the Rabbis occurs in the Bab. Talmud, Yoma,
(Leipzig,
1910) 65S,
l.
which cf. S. Krauss, Talmud. Archdol.
note 260.
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2 Aghdni, rx. Ill, line 6 from foot.
s In the instructions regarding the
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Kremer, Cidturgeschichte, u.

133.
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This lioiith IB reproduced in the
10 Mizan at-i'tiddl, ii. 836.
Mustadrak of ^akim as an authentic saying ol the Prophet.
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(xxiv.) as suitable for the training of young girls,
containing as it does the revelations which refer to
women of known or suspected immoral life. The
most emphatic warnings of all are uttered against
teaching women to write. Ibn Miskawaih (t A.H.
421 = A. D. 1030), in spite of all his schooling in philosophy, finds nothing strange in this prohibition. In
his Jdwiddn Khirad he auo|)ts a pronouncement of
'Omar I. which, in counselling the stringent control
of women, lays an interdict upon their being taught
to write.'
It is told of tiuqm&n the sap:e that, when on one occasion be
passed a school, and noticed that a girl was being taught, he
asked, For whom is this sword being polished ? implying, of
course, that the girl would be her future husband's ruin.!^ It is
'

'

not surprising to find this view reflected in the police instrucHe [the teacher] must not
tions handed down by Ibn Bassam
instruct any woman or female slave in the art of writing, for
thereby would accrue to them only an increase of depravity.*
a woman who is taught to write is
It is a current saying that
like a serpent which is given poison to drink.'
;

*

'

Girls must be kept from the study of poetical
literature ; here there is no concession whatever,
such as is made in the literary education of boys.*
These views, however, belong rather to the
sphere of ethnology than to that of religion, and
it would be absurd to regard them as expressing
principles inseparable from the fundamental teachings of Islam. The history of Muslim civilization,
even in periods which show no deviation from the
line of strict orthodoxy, would supply many a
When we bear in
refutation of such a theory.
mind how many women had a share in the transmission of hadith works," we see the untenability
of the view that in religious circles the art of
writing was withheld from women on principle.
The daughter of Malik b. Anas was able to correct
the errors of those who recited and transmitted
her father's Muwatta.^ That the rule against
teaching women to write was of universal validity
is disproved by the very name of a learned lady
of Damascus, viz. Sitt al-kataba ( ' mistress of the
Visiters ') bint abi-l-J'arh, who supplied Jusuf b.
'Abdal-mu'min of Nabulus with traditions.' The
learned woman is found even among remote tribes
in the heart of the Southern Sahara, where women
are apparently not prohibited from cultivating
Muslim learning.^
The nomads of this region of the Sahara possess books, prenor do they abandon them even in
cisely as do the settlers
their wanderings their migratory habits do not prevent their
•

;

;

devoting themselves to intellectual activities, or allowing their
children, even girls, to share in such studies.' ^

Above all, however, it is the position of women
in the learned life of Andalusian Islam, as portrayed by such writers as al-MarrakushT," and
verified by the facts of literary history, that
shows to what a small extent the prohibitory
maxims were applied in actual religious practice.
1 MS in Leyden Univ. Library, no. 640, p. 202.
2 Ibn Mas'iid, in Ibn lEIajar al-Haitami, Fatdwi l^aditMyya,
among other warnings

Cairo, 1307, p. 63,

girls.
3 Maskriq, x. 1086.

Of.

Muhammad

against educating

ben Cheneb, Proverbes

I'Alg&rie et du Maghreb, u. (Paris, 1906) 246 f.,
no. 1686.
4 Jahi?, Bayan, i. 214, line 1 ; Ibn Bassam, loc. cit.
s The instances given in the present writer's Muh. Stltdien,
We take occasion to
ii. 405-407, might be largely added to.
refer only to the many women mentioned by Taj al-din al-Subki
(f A.H. 771=A.D. 1370) among the sources of his knowledge of
tradition; see, e.g., fabaqdt al-Shdfi'iyya, i. 49, lines 16, 17;
51. 16 ; 69. 7 ; 72. 16 ; 74. 12 ; 76. 6 ; 80. 3 from foot ; 82. 3 ; 107.
from foot, etc. The number of women referred to as sources of
tradition by al-Suyii^i (t A.H. 911 = a.d. 1606) in the list of his
Isndds (in appendix to his Bvghyat al-iou'dt, pp. 440-461) is
surprisingly large.

arabes de
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Madkhal,

i.

179.

Ibn Rajab, J'abaqat at-Handbila (MS in Leipzig Univ.
Library, Toilers, no. 708), fol. i49a.
8 For a notable example from the 17th cent, see Rev. du

nwnde musutman, xiv. [1911] 7.
9 Isma'il Hamet,
La Civilisation arabe en Afrique Centrale
(ib. 11).
The author contrasts the ignorance prevalent among
'

women

in the Northern Sahara with the culture which
widely difiused among those of the Southern tribes (ib, 22).
10 Hist, of the Almohades^, ed. Dozy, Leyden, 1881, p. 270.

is

(Muslim)

Besides

£05

women who

the

attained

eminence

in

various branches of science and literature, and
especially in poetry, we lind several who were
active in civic service, as, e.i/., Muzna (secretary
to the Emir al-Na^ir li-diii-Aliuh [t A.H. 358 =
A.D. 960]), the learned, gifted with a beautiful
handwriting.'' Such examples show at least that
the prohibitive sayings referred to were a dead
letter in practical life ; and they also prove that
the education of women actually attained a very
high standard, and went far beyond the prescribed
limit of the surat al-nur.
Hence the endeavours
made within recent times in various parts of the
Muslim world to raise female education to the
level of Western civilization may be justified by an
appeal to the past history of orthodox Islam.
7. Education in ethical and political writings.
The problem of elementary education has not been
ignored in the literature of ethics and politics.
The somewhat mechanical precepts of the older
theological writings have been furnished with a
deeper foundation in ethics and philosophy, and
enriched with the ideas of a more worthy conception of life. As in ethics and philosophy
generally, so also in education, we must recognize
the powerful effects of that Hellenistic influence
which we have already noted in some matters of
detail.
Reference was made above to an educational excursus which Avicenna (t A.H. 428=
A.D. 1037) incorporated in his tractate on government {risdlat al-siydsa).' But Avicenna dealt
with little more than the formal elements of the
question, and it was really al-Ghazali (t A.H. 505 =
A.D. nil) who first brought the problem of
education into organic relation with a profound
ethical system.
Starting from the Hellenistic
idea of the infant mind as a tabula rasa susceptive
of objective impressions,' he urges upon parents
and teachers their solemn responsibility for the
principles which they may stamp permanently
upon the young soul. The child is given them as
a trust, and it is their part to guard it well and
faithfully.
They must not only fill the young
mind with knowledge, but and Ghazali lays
special emphasis upon this must seek to stimulate
the child's moral consciousness, and train him to
the proprieties of social life.''
It is somewhat remarkable that in the discussion
of problems in the theory and practice of education the literature of Western Islam (the Maghrib)
takes the lead. In the East, it is true, Ghazali's
vigorous dissertation makes up for the more
abundant products of the West, and has, moreover, had a great influence upon the latter.
As
early as the 4th cent. A.H., however, we find a
reference to a work called Kitdb al-tafdila fi
ta'dib al-muta' allimin ('On the Education of
Pupils '), by 'All b. Muhammad b. Khalaf al-Qabisi
(tA.H. 403 = A.D. 1012), of Gabes in Southern
Tunis," who enjoyed a high repute as one of the
Malikite traditional school.' 'The present writer
has, however, sought in vain for any further
mention of this presumably pedagogical work of
al-Qabisi.
In regard to the legal provisions bearing upon education, again, the great authority
'

—

—

Al-Dabbi, ed. Codera, no. 1590 (Bibl. Arab. Hisp. vol. iii.).
Published in the Arab magazine Mashriq, ix.
Cf. the Arabic proverb Al-ta'allum fi-l-^ghar kal-naqsh
fi'l-hajar (' Learning in youth is like engraving upon stone '),
1

2
3

Jalii?,

Baydn,

i.

102, line 10

from

foot.

This most important treatise by Ghazali has been translated
into English and appreciatively criticized by D. B. Macdonald.
•The Moral Education of the Young among the Muslims,' in
IJB XV. [1906] 286-304 cf. also al-Ghazali, Lettre sur I'iducation des enfants, tr. by Muhammad ben Cheneb, in Bev.
4'

;

a/ricaine, xlv. [1901] 241 f.
5 Balawi (likewise a native of the Maghrib), Eitdb Alif-ba,
i.

76, line 6.
6 Ibn Khallikin, ed.

(tr.

Wustenfeld, Gottingen, 1835-40, no. 457
de Slane, London, 1343 -71, ii. 263) : Abu Bakr ibn Etaail
Arab. Hisp. ix. x.), p. 296.
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Abu-1-Walid ibn Kushd the elder (t A.H. 520 =
A.D. 1126), qadi of Cordova, and grandfather of
the famous philosopher of the same name {i.e.
Averroes). Abu Bakr ibn al-'Arabi (tA.H. 543 =
A.D. 1148), qadi of Seville, Avho expounded his
educational ideas in a work entitled Mardql
al-zulfa (' Stages of approach,' i.e. to God), is also
frequently indebted even in his language to
Ghazall's treatise. The Maraqi is apparently lost,
but numerous excerpts are quoted in a -work by
another Maghrib writer, the Madkhal al-shar
al-shanf ('Introduction to the Sublime Law' of
Muhammad ibn al-^ajj al-'Abdari (t A.H. 737 =
A.D. 1336-7). This work, which has in view the
reform of Muslim life on the basis of the ancient
Sunna, devotes a number of sections to the subject
of education and training, and has on this account
been used as one of the sources of the present
article.
It is worthy of remark that in the scheme
of education set forth in 'Abdari's quotations from
the Maraqi of Ibn al-'Arabi, the latter lays great
stress upon hardening the body the young should
sleep in hard beds, and be trained in physical
exercise ; they should be urged to bodUy activity,
and inured to pain by corporal punishment. He
also pleads strongly for games and hours of

is

—

—

:

recreation.
II a child is kept from play, and forced to work at his tasks
without intermission, his spirit will be depressed his power of
thought anu his freshness of mind will be destroyed he will
become sick of study, and his life will be overclouded, so that
he will try all possible shifts to evade hia lessons.' i
_'

;

;

Ghazali likewise had spoken emphatically on
the evils of overpressure. Next in order after
'Abdarl comes another Maghrib authority, Ibn
Khaldun (tA.H. 808 = A.D. 1405), renowned as a
writer on the philosophy of history, who devoted
great attention to educational problems, and
especially to the spirit of primary education, its
gradation, the methodics of teaching the Qur'an
and philological subjects, and even the question
of school-books [mutun) ; ^ a lucid account of his
educational ideas will be found in D. B. Macdonald's Aspects of Islam.'
work treating of
married life (muqni' al-muhtaj fl ddab al-ziivdj)
by the Maghrib writer Abu-1- Abbas b. Ardun
al-Zajli (tA.H. 992 = A.D. 1584) contains a long
chapter on the education of children
this was
published recently by Paul Paquignon.* Reference
may also be made to a compendium of the maxims
relating to education, the work of a Maghrib
author whose name is not given ; it is based largely
on the treatise of 'Abdari, and has been published
in the original, together with a French translation, by the Algerian professor, Muhammad ben
Cheneb."

A

;

A word may

be added, for fullness' sake, regarding the eduBurh&n al-din al-Zarniiii (c. a.r. 600 =
introduced into Europe under the title of Enchiridion
Studiosi.^ This work, the author of which was a native of the
East, deals, not with primary education, but with the study of
theology, and gives pious counsels for the successful prosecution
thereof. From the educational standpoint the sixth chapter is
worthy of attention, as it contains suggestions regarding the
first steps in study, the amounts to be mastered in the early
stages, the repetition of what has been learned, etc. The
author, conformably to time-honoured maxims, advises students
to begin a study so far as possible on a Wednesday, as it was
on that day that God created light.7

cational 'guide' of
A.D. 1203),

8.

Modern movements towards reform.— So

long as the social life of Islam remained impervious to Western influence, and even to-day
in circles that are still unaffected by it, the
1

In Madkhal,

iii.

812 ff.

2 Proligomines, ed. Quatremfere, Paris, 1868, iii. 248
Slane, Paris, 1862-68, iii. 271 f.
» New Tork, 1911, pp. 309-316.
4 Revue du monde musidman, xv. [1911] 118-123.
"

'Notions, de

p^dagogie

musulmane,' Rev.

;

tr.

de

africaitie. xli.

[1897] 269-286.
8 ed. Caspari, Leipzig, 1838.
^ Ta'lim al-muta'aUim ^ariq al-ta'allmn,
with a commentary
by Shaikh ibn Isma'il 'Ali (dedicated to Sultan Murad ill. [167416961), Maimaniyya Printing Office, Oairo, i.H. 1311, p. 31.

(MusUm)

instruction of the

young proceeded mainly on the

lines laid down in the older theological writings
(see above, § 2).
The best descriptions of this tra-

works of E. Lane
and Snouck Hurgronje'' (for Arabic countries),
and H. VAmb^ry ' (for Turkey proper).'' But,
while this primitive and patriarchal form of instruction .itill holds its place even amid the iniiuences of foreign culture with which it will have
nothing to do there has meanwhile arisen in
various Muslim countries a system of education
which comes more and more into harmony with
modem requirements. The new movement was
initiated by the Egyptian pasha Muhammad All,
the founder of modern Egypt, whose educational
reforms, begun in 1811, were at first, it is true,
of a somewhat circumscribed character. A further
advance was made in 1824 by the erection of training schools in various departments, and the movement was partially organized and consolidated in
ditional stage are found in the

—

—

'

1836.°

On

this basis all branches of education

have made rapid progress in Egypt. In Turkey,
the reform of primary education was inaugurated
in 1845, under Sultan 'Abdulmajid, by the institution of the so-called Rtishdiyya schools, while in 1868
his successor, 'Abdul "Aziz, established a lyceum
in Galata-Serai.' But, in spite of ceaseless efforts
to raise the standard and widen the scope of education throughout Turkey, the results still fall far
short of a general difi'usion of knowledge, and in
many parts of the Ottoman Empire there has been
no advance whatever upon the crude institutions
of primitive times.
It should be added, however,
that in Turkey and elsewhere the more liberalminded Mubammadans, in default of adequate
institutions of their own, send their children of
either sex to non-Muslim schools established by
European and American agencies.
It will be readily understood that, in countries
under European rule having a Muslim population,

the various Governments have greatly promoted
the cause of education by the establishment of
distinctively Muslim schools, as, e.g., in India,'
and, since the English occupation, also in Egypt
In the Muslim colonies of France and Holland
likewise,* the respective administrations have devoted great efforts to the task of bringing the
native educational methods nearer to the standards
It is a remarkable fact that
of modem culture.
the Muhammadan subjects of the Russian empire
(Tatars) are spontaneously and independently making strenuous and successful efforts to develop a
modern system of education,' and, under the leadership of enlightened co-religionists, are able, in all
social and intellectual concerns, to combine an
unswerving loyalty to their faith with an earnest
striving after progress on modern lines.
The advance thus being made in various branches of
education embraces also the instruction of girls,
which is coming to be recognized more and more
1 Marmers and Customs of the Modem Egyptians^, i. (LondoQi
ii. (' Early Education '), p. 73 fl.
2 Mekka, u. 143 ff.
For East India, cf the same writer's De
Atjihers, Leyden, 1894, ii. Iff.
s Sittenbilder aus dem Morgenlandi, Berlin, 1876, p. 120 ff.
* Cf also Voyages du Chevalier Chardin en Perse, ed. Langl^,
Paris, 1811, iv. 224 ff.
6 Cf Dor, L' Instruction publique en Egypte, , Paris, 1872 ;
Takoub Artin Pasha, L' Instruction publique en Egypte, Paris,

1871) ch.

.

.

.

The latest statistical information regarding Muslim and
Coptic education in Egypt is given in a little work entitled
Al'ta'limfi Mi^r, Cairo, A.H. 1329, by Shaikh 'Ali Jusuf.
6 The main particulars are given by Carra de Vaux, La
Doctrine de V Islam, Paris, 1909, p. 210 ff.
7 On the present state of Muslim education in India, see RAVue
1890.

du monde musulTnan,

xv. [1911] 118-123.
8 J. G. Hockman, ' L'Enseignement aux Indes Orientales
N6erlandaises,' in Bibliothigue Coloniale Internationale (Instituc Colon. Intern., Brussels), 9th ser., vol. i.

See Molla Aminoff, Les Progres de I'instruction publique
Chez ies Musulmans russes,' in Rev. du monde mitsulman, ix.
247-263, 295 Sophie Bobrovnikoff, 'Moslems in Russia,' in Ths
Moslem World, ed. Zwemar, i. (1911) 16 ff.
'

fi

;
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as a matter of vital moment for the Muhammadan
world. The more important phases and incidents
of the whole movement are chronicled in the lievue
du monde musulman (Paris, since 1906), which
deals with all Muslim countries, and has now
completed its sixteenth volume.
Among specifically Muhammadan tendencies
making for educational reform, we may mention
the Babi movement, which arose in Persia in 1844
(see art. Bab, BabIs, vol. ii. p. 299 ff.), and which,
as Baha'ism, has since then been constantly extending its influence. From the outset the principles of this sect have embraced an endeavour to
raise primary education to a higher level and
to relieve it of its long legacy of prejudice

aims which have been most strenuously pursued
by the Baha'i. Their more exalted conception of
woman and of her function in family life, and
their abolition of the restraints placed upon the
female sex by ancient convention, are naturally
coupled with efforts to improve the education of
girls.

With the progress of primary education the
development of the higher grades of instruction
goes hand in hand. In many parts of the Muslim
world, indeed, the latter has outstripped the
considerable number of colleges for
former.
the study of special subjects military, medical,
and designed primarily to
legal, and technical
meet economic and political requirements, have
been established, ana in some centres these are
combined to form a kind of university (dar allarge institution, designed to perform
funun).^
the function of a university, was quite recently
erected in Cairo' (President-Rector, Prince Ahmed
Fu'ad Pasha, great grandson of Muhammad 'All).
In Aligarh, India, the endeavour to form the
academy founded there in 1875 into a university
a movement which,
is within sight of success
with Agha Khan at its head, finds generous support among adherents of Islam throughout India.^
Teheran likewise has a college which does its work
under the style of a dar al-funun. By way of
providing stepping-stones towards such higher institutions, effective progress is being made in
Turkey and Egypt with the system of preparatory
or i'dadi schools.
These institutions are all conducted according
to detailed instructions of the respective Governments, and the instructions are printed and made
Various reforms, especially in regard to
public.
the system of examination and granting diplomas,
have been recently effected by the Government in
the great madrasa of the Azhar mosque in Cairo,
in which the study of the various branches of
theology is pursued on traditional lines ; as also
in the schools associated with that madrasa at
Tanta (the Ahmediyya mosque), Damietta, and
Alexandria.* The need for reform in higher theological education has asserted itself also in more
Among other agencies
sequestered localities.'
aiming at the diffusion of culture among Muhammadans, mention may be made of the Khalduniyya
institution at Tunis,' which takes its name from
All these
tlie Ibn Khaldun referred to above.
manifold activities are but so many endeavours

A

—

—

A

—

1 As reearda Turkey, cf. M, Hartmann, Unpolitische Briefe
aus der Turkei, Leipzig, 1910, p. 127 S.
2 Rev. du monde musulman, xiii. [1911] 1-29.
The courses
given in Cairo University by native and European scholars
(Guidi, Littmann, Nallino, etc.) in Arabic have now been

published.
s lb. xiii.

670-573

;

as to the objects ol the university,

cf. ib.

xiv. [1911] lOOff.

Arminjon, L'Sriseigncment, la doctrine,
univenitis musuimanes d'Egypte, Paris, 1907.
* P.

B As, e.g., in

Bukhara

;

cf.

Rev.

et

lavie dans

du monde musulman,

les

xiv.

[1911] 143.
6

The

official

organ of this establishment

is

Al-madrasa,

edited by 'Abdalrazzaq al-Nifasi ; it contains reports of the
courses in the various subjects taught in the Institution.

(Persian)
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to arouse, strengthen, and amily in practice, anion),'
the Muhammadan peoples, tiie conviction that their
religion does not prohibit them from rising to the
demands of a progressive civilization, or pursuing
the intellectual life.
LlTBRATURB.— This has been given fully In the footnotes.
I.

EDUCATION

GOLDZIHER.

(Persian).— The Persians, like
all other Orientals, attached high value to education, so that Horraazd (afterwards Hormisdas IV.)
could reply to his teacher, the sage Buzurjmihr,
tliat wisdom is the best thing, for the sage is the
freatest among the great (Shdh-ndmak, tr. Mohl,
arLs, 1876-78, vi. 425), and the Pahlavi Pandndmak-i Vajorg-Mitro (ed. and tr. Peshotan Behramji
Sanjana [under the title Ganjeshdyagdn], Bombay,
Education
1885, p. 11) makes the same sage say :
education is a corrector of
makes man noble,
man ; while the 9th cent. Dinkarf (ed. and tr.
Sanjana, Bombay, 1874 ff., p. 585) declares that
men ought to raise themselves to illustrious
positions by worldly knowledge and by education,
(which enables them) to read and write.' So vital
was this matter, especially as regards religion, that
even an adult was aiivised by Buzurjmihr (Pareafjia•mak, p. 21) to spend a third of every day and
night in getting religious training and in asking
sensible questions of pious men,' the second third
being devoted to agriculture, and the remainder to
eating, sleeping, and recreation. The legal code
of the Avesta, in like manner, enjoins that the
holy word {mdOra spenta) be pronounced to those
who come seeking (religious) instruction {xratu'

'

'

.

.

.

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

cinah[Vend. iv. 44]), and it is especially mentioned
as a desirable characteristic of children that they
be ' of good understanding {hvira [ Yasna, Ixii. 5
'

YaSt,

;

xiii. 134]).

Thus far there is the unity of all generalities
but, when we turn to the data concerning the
;

actual training of children, much confusion confronts us. The reason doubtless is that, just as in
modem times, education was not absolutely uniform and, in addition, the passages on which we
must rely are largely concerned (especially in the
classical authors) with the early training of royal
children ; while some accounts, notably those of
Xenophon's Cyropcedia, are not free from the suspicion of exaggeration in the interests of political
;

romance.

The Vendiddd states (xv. 45) that the care
(Bradra) of the child should last seven years. UntU
the age of four (Bahram Gur, Shah-ndmah, v. 400),
five (Herod, i. 136), or seven (Valer. Max. ii. 6), the
infant passed his time in the women's apartments,
and his first training was received from women
cf. the pseudoand eunuchs (Plato, Legg. 695
;
Pla,tomc A Icibiades Primus, 121 D). From five until
seven the chUd should be under its father's tuition

A

(Shayast id-SMijast, v. 1 [West, SBE v. 290]),
although, as in the case of Bahram Gur, who was
sent to Arabia in infancy {S/idh-tidmah, loc. cit.),
this rule was not always observed. Real instruction
began about the age of seven (.Bahram Gflr), or
even as early as five (Herod, i. 136 Strabo, p. 733),
and lasted until the age of twelve (Bahram Gur,
who, however, seems to have been exceptionally
brilliant), fifteen (Artaxshir Papakan, the founder
of the Sasanian empire [Kdrndmak-i Artaxshir-i
Papakan, ed. and tr. Darab Peshotan Sanjana, Bombay, 1896, p. 5]), sixteen or seventeen (Xenophon,
Cyroposd. I. ii. 8), twenty (Herod, i. 136), or even
twenty-four (Strabo, p. 733) but all essential instruction should be given by parents to their
children by the age of fifteen (Pandndmak, p. 25).
It was a man's duty to instruct his child, for thus
it might rise to some superior station in life (Dink.
ed. Sanjana, p. 263) ; and he should teach not only
his child, but his wife, his countrymen, and himself
;

;

;
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;

:

(Roman)

probably refers especially, as Sanjana remarks, to religious rather than secular knowledge
see Andarj-i Aturpat, ed. and tr. Peshotan Behramji Sanjana, Bombay, 1885, p. 2) ; whUe it is
enjoined upon him ' If you have a son, send him
to school from his early years, for education is the
light-giving eye of man [ib. p. 5). The Pandndmak
(p. 25) adds a further inducement for a parent to
teach his child to practise virtue and to shun vice
' Those
parents that give a certain amount of
education of this kind to their children obtain their
recompense from whatever good deeds their children
do but those that do not give it draw upon their
own heads whatever iniquities their children, devoid

Persian children of noble and princely families
were often educated at court (Xenoph. Anab. I.
ix. 3, Cyropced. VIII. vi. 10), although it was by
no means unusual for high-bom children to be sent

of the strength it affords, commit.' It is also especially recommended to marry one's daughter ' to
an intelligent and learned man ; for her union with
such a person is like the seed sown in a fertile soil
and producing grain of a superior quality (Andarj,

pedagogues (/SatrfXeioi 7raiSa7M7o£), who, four in
number, were chosen from all the Persians by the
king and placed in charge of the instruction of his

(this

;

:

'

:

;

p. 7).

In its original extent the Avesta contained
accounts of the subjects and methods of education,
but these records have now vanished, and the sole
information regarding them is contained in the
Dlnkart (VIII. xxii. 2 ; xxxvii. 4 [tr. West, SBE
xxxvii. 77, 114]).
The former of these Dinkar^ passages

—

;

—

According to a famous passage of Herodotus
136 ; cf. Strabo, p. 733), Persian boys were taught
three things only— to ride, to shoot, and to speak
the truth ' ; and it is clear from Strabo's account
that their training was physical rather than mental.
The Iranian sources imply (as was doubtless the
case) that intellectual instruction was carried to a
far higher degree.
Thus Artaxshir Papakan became so proficient in literary knowledge, riding,
and other arts, that he was renowned throughout
(i.
'

'

Pars [Kamamak, p. 5) ; and for Bahram Gur were
chosen three teachers one for the prince's instruc'

:

tion in letters ; the second to teach him falconry,
battledore, archery, swordsmanship, vaulting, and
'
to hold his head high among the brave ' ; and the
third to acquaint him with euI royal and administrative duties (Shah - namah, v. 401 f ).
Some
idea of the mental attainments which the beau
ideal of a Persian prince was supposed to possess
may be gleaned from the examination of Hormazd,
on the completion of his education, by Buzurjmihr
(ib. vi. 425-430).
Strabo states {loc. cit.) that the Persian boys
were trained in companies of fifty each ; and
Xenophon (Cyropced. I. ii. 2 ff.) ascribes to the
Persians an elaborate system of education, which
however, is probably far from being historic.
.

According to him, the Persians were the only nation who
taught their future citizens from the very first to abstain from
evil and to do good.
They had a free market,' from which all
trading was excluded as causing a confusion inimical to good
training ; and of its four parts one was occupied by children, and
another by youths. Both classes were divided into twelve parts,
aged men directing the children, and men of mature years the
youths. The children studied justice as the Greek schoolboys
studied their letters, and the most of their time was passed in
holding mock courts. Besides this, the children learned selfcontrol (<r(i)«f>po(ru'inj), and to all this training they were subject
until the age of sixteen or seventeen, when they were graduated
into the number of the youths, their duties now being of a more
practical nature, such as mounting guard, hunting, warlike
exercises, and tests of endurance, this period of their lives lasting twenty-five years. The whole account seems to be a thinlyveiled picture of what Xenophon would gladly have seen carried
'

into actual effect in Greece.

awarded to two sages from the country last-named
{ib. p. 398 f.).
Besides this, we are told by Clemens
Alex. {Peed. i. 7) that the Persians had
royal
'

'

The pseudo-Platonic

children.

Alcibiades Primus

adds that these men were appointed when
the princes had reached the age of fourteen, and
{loc. cit.)

details their duties as follows :
The first, who was *the most wise,' taught the 'magic'
which is the service of the gods,' and
(fiayei'a) of Zoroaster,
royal duties ; the second, who was the most just,' taught the
child to practise truthfulness throughout life the third, who
was 'the most prudent,' taught control of all passions and contempt of bodily pleasure and the fourth, who was * the most
manly," taught the prince to be fearless and brave (cf. the three
teachers of Bahram Gijr, though their branches of instruction,
as noted above, were quite different from those detailed in the
Greek source).
Of the personal relations between teacher and
pupU there is little record in the extant Iranian
texts, although, from the respectful and affectionate
attitude maintained towards the instructor in the
Shah-namah, it is to be inferred that the feeling
between the two was one of tenderness and devotion.
It has already been observed that a section
of the lost Avesta Rnsparam Nask devoted attention to ' the association of priestly instructor and
pupil, and their meritoriousness together' {Dink.
VIII. xxxvii. 4) ; and the Avesta, as now preserved,
itself has a significant indication of the closeness of
this relation {YaSt, x. 116 f.)
•
Twentyfold is Midra [here the godling of alliance and fidelity]
between two friends from the same district thirtyfold between
two from the same community fortyfold between two from the
same house fiftyfold between two from the same room sixtyfold between two from the same priestly gild ; seventy/old be'

'

;

;

on the second section
of the Ganabd-sar-nijat Nask contained information * about
arrival at the period for the teaching of children by a guardian
or father, and the mode of his teaching . . . the sin due to
not teaching a child who is to be taught, and whatever is on
the same subject.' The other passage on one of the concluding sections of the Huspdram Nask— touches on matters
pertaining to * the association of priestly instructor and pupil,
and their meritoriousness together ; the fame of the priestly
instructor for priestly instruction, and that of the disciple for
every kind of learning derived from the priestly instructor, and
every kind that the priestly instructor imparts to the pupil
and the happy effects of the priestly instructor, of every kmd,
in similar matters.'

—

for their training to other families of rank, as was
the case with Zames (Jam), the second son of Qubad
(Procopius, de Bell. Pers. i. 23), and with Bahram
Gur, the latter being educated in Arabia (Shahnamah, v. 400). Tutors for the latter prince were
sought from all civilized countries, including Greece,
India, China, and Arabia, the choice being finally

;

;

;

tween

priestij/

;

pupil and priestly teacher (ae&rya aedra-paiti)

;

eightyfold between son-in-law and father-in-law ; ninetyfold
between two brothers ; hundredfold between parents and child
thousandfold between two countries ; ten thousandfold is Midra
to him who is of the Mazdayasnian religion.'

—

LrrBRATURK. Brisson, de Regio Persarum Principatu, ed.
Lederlein, Strassburg, 1710, pp. 165 ff., 429 ff., 610; Rapp, in
ZD3IG XX. (1866) 103-107 ; Modi. Education among t?ie Ancient
Iranians, Bombay, 1905 : Karaka, Hist, of the Parsis, London,
1884, vol. i. ch. vi. ; Jackson, Persia Past and Present, New
York, 1906, pp. 379 f., 427.
LOUIS H. GRAY.

EDUCATI0;N

(Roman).— The history of
that of an evolution from a
simple to a complex and comparatively encyclopsedic kind of instruction ; from what we should
primary education through a stage when
call
'secondary' education was gradually combined
tJniversity stamp;
with higher learning of a
from the ancient discipline of the home to an Imperial system of officials appointed under the cognizance of the Emperor ; from an unpaid instruction
by parent or slave to an organization where, at
least in the higher grades, large salaries were paid ;
and from a narrowly Roman training to a cosmopolitan culture. To illustrate the development in
biological terms, there was an original Roman
strain, there was subsequent crossing with Greek
influences, accompanied by vigorous adaptation to
environment, and followed gradually by a fixing
of the type, which became more and more effete.
So practical a people as that of Rome was certain
to have its own way of fitting each new generation
for the struggle and duties of life, and the equip-

Roman
'

education

is

'

'

'

—

—

:

EDUCATION
ment which was sufficient for the burgher of a cityState needed wide expansion liefore it could suit
the citizen or civil servant of a world-Empire.
The altering aims and methods of Roman education are easily discernible in a chronological survey
of the subject, which may be conveniently examined in three stages
(1) Earlier

period— Republican

times, to the age of the

Funic Wftra,
(2)

Middle period

(8)

Final period

a.

240

B.C. to

c. 240 B.o.
the reign of Hadrian,

A.D. 120.

— from a.d. 120 to the end of the Empire.

One may at once point out

that, amidst the
ferment of the fresh ideas of Hellenic culture,

Roman

education was most

progie.ssive in the

middle period, while in the later period the rhetorical training, on the contrary, became stereotyped ;
that is to say, education in the end ceased to secure
so well the practical aims which it previously had
in view, and the acceptance of traditional culture
and methods as absolute rendered the system impervious to health-giving conceptions of change

and advance.

—

I. Earlier period— to the Punic Wars.
For the
earlier centuries of the city, evidence regarding

education

is

scanty and untrustworthy.

Not much value can be attached to statements of a later age
about the school attendance of Romulus and Remus at Oabii
(Plut. RomuL vi.), about Numa's Sabine training, or about the
education, partly in Greek, given to Servius Tullius (Oic. de
Rep. II. xxi.). The advanced culture of Etruria, we know,
influenced Roman religion and customs ; but the probability
of its having influenced Roman education (Cic. cU Div. I. xli. 92 ;
Jullien,Zf«5 Professeurs de Hit. etc., pp. 29-33), and, in fact, the
state of general education in regal times, are matters beyond
our ken. It is true that Mommsen considers reading and writing to have been widely spread in Rome at an early period
{Rom. Geach. i. 211 f. [Eng. tr., 1875, i. 224]); but even so one
cannot positively assert the existence in the 5th cent. b.o. of
schools at Rome regularl}' attended by girls of mature years,
although that would be the literal inference from Livy's account
of Virginia ^oing to school among the shops of the forum (Liv.
m. xliv. ; Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom, xi. xxviii.) nor can one on
similar evidence positively assert the existence of schools at
Falerii and Tusculum in tdie times of Comillus (Liv. v. xxvii.,

The

character of education, however, during
generations of the older Republic can be
readily grasped. The clearest conception of it is
to be obtained from what Plutarch tells us (Cat.
Maj. XX. ) of the way in which Cato brought up his
son.
Although this applies to the period of the
Punic Wars, yet Cato s rigid attachment to traditional usage impels one to take it as representative of the education after the ancestral fashion
which preceded the Punic Wars. Cato kept a
slave to teach the elements to the young people in
his establishment
but he disliked the notion of
having his own son scolded or reprimanded by an
inferior ; so he himself undertook the training of
his boy in literature, law, and gymnastics (auris

many

;

IJiiv

fjv

ypafi/xaTUTT'^s,

airriis

di voiiodiSdKTris, airrbs di

The

physical education was in riding
boxing, and exercises
likely to test endurance. With his own hand and
in large letters he wrote out historical narratives
for the boy's use, and showed such scrupulous regard for decency of behaviour and language in the
interests of the youth's moral welfare that Plutarch
expressly alludes to the noble work of moulding a

yvixvaaTT)^),

and the use

young

of weapons,

life to virtue.

This practical, physical, and moral trainin" was
long in vogue. The younger Pliny regretfully recalls those happy ages when instruction was more
a matter of the eye than of the ear, and his concise
formula expresses a central feature of the primitive
training
suus cuique parens pro magistro (Ep.
Tin. xiv. 6), as does Seneca's allusion to the
'domestic magistrates' (de Ben. iii. 11) as agents
of education.
Close companionship of parent and
son characterized the manners of times which encouraged youths to listen to a father's discussion
VOL. V.
14

—

'

'

—
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legal questions raised by his clients in the
atrium, to take part in his religious observance*
as camilli, to attend him to tlie senate (as was the
usage at one period), to hear momentous speeches
delivered, and even to accompany seniors to dinnerparties, where they might sometimes chant the
praises of bygone heroes (Cic. Brvt. \ix. 75, Tutc.
Disp. IV. ii. 3
Val. Max. il. i. 10
Varro ap.
Non. 77, s.v. ' .issa voce'), and where their very
f)re8ence might prove a salutary check upon
icence (Plut. Q. Bom. xxxiii.), on the principle
worthily formulated by Juvenal
maxima debetur
puero reverentia' (xiv. 47).
In the Latin sense educatio wag applied to the
process of training a child how to live how to
confront the problems of material existence (Varr.
of

;

;

—

'

—

'
ap. Non. 447, 33, s.v. ' Educere '
educit obstetrix, educat nutrix, inatituit paedagogus, docet
magister').
In this sense, education began with
the father's recognition of the newly-born infant's
right to live, which was conceded if he formally
raised it in his arms ; and most of this early care
for the young fell to the mother or to near kinswomen, or, in an increasing degree as society developed, to nurses.
In the time of the Empire,
Tacitus could still use the phrase ' in sinu matris
:

and

should be remembered that a
well equipped to impart sound
and often intellectual training to
sons and daughters.
Her position was one of
greater dignity than that of the Athenian wife,
and some have ventured to think that the whole
social fabric was moulded by the forceful character
of house-mothers in the serene atmosphere of the
educari

'

;

it

Roman matron was
physical, moral,

'

home

'

(C.

W.

L. Launspach, State

and Family

in

This is but a modem
1908, p. 199).
version of that ' regiment of women (ywaiKOKpaTla)
which so alarmed Cato (Plut. Cat. Maj. viii.).

Early Borne,

'

Although primitive usage preferred that mothers should
own babes, there is good evidence for the early

;

VI. XXV.).

(Roman)

suckle their

employment of both foster-mothers and dry nurses. At a later
period the number of nurses employed can be gauged from the
records of inscriptions (see 'Monumenta columbariorum,* in

CIL vi. 4352,

4467, 6323, 6324, 8941-43 of. occurrences of nulrix
similar words in Indexes of the CIL ix. and x., under
Parentelae et necessitudines'). Their importance was not
restricted to questions of the proper feeding of infants, although
this was not overlooked by the Romans (Varro, Cato [for ol(fer
readings Catus or Capyg], aut de liberie educandis, cited Aul.
Gell. IV. xix. ; Nonius, 201, s.v. Cepe '). It was recognized that
they had much power in shaping the character for better or
worse, and in securing the avoidance of many bad habits, foolish
beliefs, and objectionable pronunciations.
This is the reason
for the stress laid upon the choice of a nurse in Quintilian and
in the de Educations Fuerorum, ascribed to Plutarch.
;

and
*

*

About the age of seven a Roman boy in the
earlier period came more definitely under his
father's tuition, to be taught on the lines which

we have seen were followed by the elder Cato
namely, the elements of reading, writing, and
reckoning, and such bodily exercises as would best
fit him for military service.
Boys belonging to the
simpler and more agricultural times of Rome aJso
took part in farm-work and in the rural religious
ceremonials while girls learned, under their
mother, spinning and other domestic accomplishments, except the menial tasks of corn-grinding
and cookery. The two main careers were war
and politics and the object was to train a man of
action, with no claims to rival the intellectual and
aesthetic accomplishments of an Athenian, but
well-developed in body, reverential towards the
gods, mindful of ancestral custom (mos maiorum),
regardful of the laws which he learned as a boy
by rote from the Twelve Tables (Cic. de Leg. II.
;

;

by the force of precept and example to follow virtues like obedience,
temperance, bravery, and industry, which may
always be inculcated independently of an organized
system of education, if parents can be relied upon
to perform their duty.
There was nothing more
xxiii. 59), inclined, therefore,
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distinctive of the native Roman education than its
training of character, and the store set by morality
e.g. modesty (ra S' awxpo tuv prifidrtav oix firrov
eiXa/Seitr^ai toS irai&bs TrapivTos ij tQv Icpuv TrapBivoi"
fis
'EffTidSas /coXoDcri [Pint. Cat. Maj. xx.] j cf.
Cicero's terms of praise ' adulescenti pudentissimo
et in primis honesto [pro Cluent. Ix. 165]) ; or obedience (Dion. Hal. Ant. Rom. ii. 26). In fact, the
outstanding qualities in a model young Roman
may be taken, as summarized in Cicero's words, as
'
self-control combined with dutiful affection to
parents and kindliness towards kindred ' (' modestia
cum pietate in parentes, in suos beueuolentia [de
Such were the moral results
Off. II. xiii. 46]).
attained by an education entrusted without reserve
to the/amtiia, in consonance with a characteristically Roman regard for the patria potestas.
By the
time that a youth reached the age of 20, a training
deemed adequate for all likely calls upon him had
been given through the home, through exercise,
through the companionship and experience of
seniors, and through observation of the ways of
men in the forum. The formal training of the
mind, at first often undertaken by a father himself,
tended, as claims on time became more insistent,
to be delegated to a cultured slave, acting under
the parental supervision.
While robust frames, disciplined minds, stolid
gravity, and unyielding courage bore testimony to
the strength of the ancient upbringing, it had its
defects.
It provided little to induce refinement,
artistic tastes, or kindlier emotions.
It produced
a Cato, ready to recommend the prompt sale of a
slave worn out by faithful service, or a Mummius,

—

'

'

who sacked

Corinth without compunction, and saw
nothing extraordinary in laying down a stringent
condition that his contractors for transporting unrivalled masterpieces of Greek art to Rome should
replace any lost or damaged en route
Yet, despite
limitations, it was an admirable method of training
patriotic warriors
and it yielded the constancy
and energy requisite for the victors in the Punic
Wars.
Leaving such liberty to the family, and
eschewing State infringement upon private instruction, the older Rome succeeded in drawing the
bonds of citizenship closer than Greece had done
through theories of systematized education.
2. Middle period— 240 B.C.-A.D. 120.— The most
momentous alien factor in the development of
Roman education was the influence of Greece.
The whole action of Hellenic culture upon Rome
was of high significance j but its details cannot be
considered here (see The Invasion of Hellenism,'
in J. W. DufiPa Lit. Hist, of Rorne^, pp. 92-117).
Some salient facts, however, must be given. Relations between Rome and Magna Graecia led to
contact with Greek civilization at an early but not
exactly determinable date. The borrowing of the
alphabet is a well-known instance ; and commerce
and diplomacy obviously ensured acquaintance
with Greek, at any rate in its spoken form. Thus
Postumius in 282 B.C., as Roman envoy at Tarentum. could make a speech in the language, even if
it was a ludicrously bad one ; and Cineas, the
representative of Pyrrhus, seems to have addressed
the Roman Senate in Greek without an interpreter.
But this does not necessarily imply acquaintance
with Greek literature, or presuppose a highly
developed literary education and it is fully a
centurj; later when we find the father of the
Gracchi (consul in 177 and 163 B.C.) addressing the
Rhodians in good Greek. Certainly, the literary
education had long been in operation before the
days of Licinius Crassus, who, as proconsul of Asia
in 131, proved his command of no fewer than five
Greek dialects.
A date of lasting import for
education, as it was for literature, was the year
240 B.C., when Livius Androniuus realized and
!

;

'

;

(Roman)

supplied the need of a literary text for Roman
schools by translating the Odyssey into Latin
saturnians.
It remained in use till the days of
Horace. The period of Livius was evidently one
of educational activity ; for he and Ennius, Suetonius says, were poets and half -Greeks,' but at
the same time teachers who gave instruction in
both languages {de Gram. i.). Another sign of the
times was the opening, about 231 B.C., by Sp.
Carvilius, of the first school where regular fees
were charged.
Apparently as early as 173 B.C.
the teaching of Epicuiean philosophy had excited
so much attention that the Government, alarmed
at its seductive plausibility, banished two of its
'

Soon

professors.

after,

Aemilius Paulus brought

the royal library from Macedon to Rome (Plut.
Aem. Paul, xxviii. ; Isid. Orig. VI. v. 1), and the
access of the
Scipionic Circle to its volumes
must have influenced education, as it did literature.
The residence of the thousand Achaean
hostages in Italy for sixteen years after 167 B.C.
is memorable, not only for the intellectual stimulus
so given, but also for the recorded advice tendered
by the most famous of the hostages, Polybius, to
the younger Scipio that he should take advantage
of the educational facilities obtainable owing to
the number of Greek teachers in Rome (Polyb.
XXXII. X.). Nearly at the same date Crates, the
'

'

—

renowned librarian of Pergamum, came on an
errand of state from King Attains, and, being
detained in Rome owing to a broken leg, spent
some time in lecturing. A man of broad scholarship, he so improved the method of teaching by
his lectures on Greek literature that Suetonius
declares him to have been the introducer of grammar (de Gram. ii. ). Meanwhile Greek philosophy
too
and rhetoric were making great headway
much headway in the eyes of many patriotic
Romans for in 161 the philosophi and rhetores
were banished, probably for reasons similar to
those which in 92 B.C. prompted the censors
Ahenobarbus and Crassus to interdict the rhetores
Latini, namely that, in handling rhetoric, they
did not lecture in Greek and according to genuine
Greek methods, but transferred their attention to
Latin, and reared students in a cheap school of
impudence.'
A similar distrust animated Cato's
'

'

—

;

'

to letting the dangjerously brilliant
philosopher Cameades prolong his diplomatic visit
155 B.C. In fine,
and continue his discourses
what we discover before the middle of the 2nd
with the
acquaintance
cent. B.C. at Rome is an
principles of Greek rhetoric on the part of the
upper classes, and the emergence of three grades
of education in the hands of the litterator, the
grammaticus, and the rhetor respectively. Roughly,
they correspond to our elementary, secondary, and
prima
University standards (Apul. Flor. xx.
craterra litteratoris ruditatem eximit, secunda
grammatici doctrina instruit, tertia rhetoris eloThe consideration of these
quentia armat').
hostility

m

—

'

must now occupy us.
(1) Elementary education.

—

The litterator was
in charge of the education in reading, writing, and
ciphering. He was the teacher of the rudiments
and must not be confused with the
more advanced grammaticus, who was sometimes,
(ypaiiiianaTris),

in virtue of his fuller learning, called litteratus

(OrbUius, quoted by Suet, de Gram. iv.). St. Augustine draws a clear distinction between these
elementary letters' and the belles /eWres which once
attracted him so powerfully ' adamaueram latinas
(litteras), non quas primi magistri, sed quas docent
In
qui grammatici uocantur' (Conf. I. xiii. 1).
private houses, failing the parent, a trained slave,
or in some cases the child's own attendant ( paedabut elementary
gogus), taught the rudiments
schools kept by a ludi magister (who was usually
'

—

;

—a
;
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a freedman) were, despite the unconcern of tlie
Government, on the increase. The percentage of
illiteracy tvas less than raiglit be supposed
for
primary education must have been pretty widely
diflused, to admit of the circulation of military
orders in writing by the time of Polybius. The
scribblings on the walls of Pompeii, too, argue a
wide-spread faculty of reading and writing in the
Ist cent. A.D.
The methods of elementary teaching are discussed in Quintilian's work, the fullest
educational treatise wliich has come down from
antiquity. The lack of literary te,\ts had vanished
long before his day, and he counsels early lessons
on good authors (he prefers Greek [I. i. 12]), even
before pupils can grasp the entire meaning. Simple
fables and extracts from authors made convenient

;

;

'

Conf. I. xiii. unum et unum duo, duo et duo
quatuor, odiosa cantio raihi erat '). Harder sums
were done with the help of the abacus and its
calculi, the board being marked out into columns
etc.

'

(

for units, fives, tens, fifties, hundreds, etc.
The
difficulties due to the awkwardness of the Roman
figures were considerable (Marquardt, Das Privatleben der Bbmer', 97-104, or Fr. tr. La Vie privie
des Eomains, 1892, i. 115-123) ; but this fact did
not prevent the attainment of high arithmetical
skill by the capitalists, tax-farmers, money-lenders,
and traders of a shrewd, hardheaded, and frequently covetous race, which had largely diverted
its attention from farming to money -getting.

—

(2) Grammar School' education.
Training under
the grammaticus succeeded to elementary instruction commonly when the pupil was 12 or 13 and
lasted until he passed at about 16 into the liands of
the rhetor. It should be noted that age-limits for
the different grades of study cannot be regarded
as constant ; for undoubtedly there was overlapping between the grades ; then, as now, pupils of
the same age exhibited marked disparity in mental
capacity ; and the abandonment of the bulla of
boyhood and the assumption of the toga uirilis
varied, with individuals and at diflFerent times,
from 14 to 17, when military service usually began.
At the Grammar School the aim was to teach
intelligent and effective reading of standard authors
in both Latin and Greek.
Of the series of gram,matici mentioned by Suetonius, most were of Hel'

;

'

'

lenic origin, and many were freedmen (de Gram.
XV., xvi., xix., XX.) ; but there wore Romans who
applied the methods of Crates' lectures on Greek
literature to their o^vn poets, so that Naevius,

Ennius, and Lucilius soon became school authors
ii.).
On the whole, the profession received
scant honour and scant pay.
The magistrates'
officer (as in the case of Horace's master Orbilius),
the pantomime actor, and the boxer might all
{op. cit.
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turn teacher (Suet. o/j. ci(. ix., xviii., xxii.); and
yet there were instances of Koinan knights taking
up tlie work and the educational demands must
have been considerable when the city had over

;

reading - books.
The initial recognition of the
shapes of letters can be, he points out, aided by
ivory models given to children to play with (I. i.
26
for instruction in reading, see Grasberger,
Erziehung, etc., ii. 256-300). Writing was started
by guiding the pupil's hand, as he followed with
the stilus characters traced on wax-covered tablets,
or by a sort of stencil process in which the letters
were cut on wood (Quint. I. i. 27
Vopisc. Tac.
vi,).
Later came the copying of specimen letters,
and more advanced pupils would use a calamus
with atramentum to write upon vellum from Pergamum, or charta manufactured from the papyrus
plant of the Nile (for instruction in writing, see
Grasberger, op. cit. ii. 300 fl'.). The dictata magistri, selections for dictation, gave practice in
writing, and could be used afterwards to train the
memory.
In arithmetic many references show
that the fingers were freely used for calculations.
As at all times, tables had to be got up by rote,
and St. Augustine recalls with an evident shudder
of dislike the refrain of one and one make two,'

(Roman)

;

twenty flourishing Grammar Scliools (on. cit. iii.).
Under tlie Empire, good schools hat] a grammaticus Latinus and a grammaticus Graccus
special teacher for each language, one lecturing in

—

Though their subjectthe method was the same

toga, the other in pallijim.

matter was

difl'erent,

for both (Quint.

I.

iv. 1).

This specialization and style of description are abundantly
from inscriptions found in Italy and the provinces (e.g.
the Graecue in OIL ii. 22a0 [CordubaJ, vi, 0163, 9464, x. 3981
[Capua] the Lalinue, ii. 2892 [Tricio in Spain], iii. 406 (Thyatira in Asia Minor, POMAIKO], 3433 [Verona], 6278 [Como], vi.
9466 [Rome], Ix. 6646).
clear

;

Greek grammatici, who taught in Rome towards
the end of the Republic, understood and wrote
Latin also. The freedman Ateius Philologus, a
native of Athens, was described by Asinius Pollio
as nobilis grammaticus Latinus (Suet, de Gram.
X.), and Gnipho, Cicero's teacher, was
non minus
'

'

'

Graece

quam Latine doctus'
who took the simple

(op.

cit.

vii.).

Pro-

fessors
title of grammatici
were usually grammatici Latini {e.g. OIL ii. 5U79
[cf 3872,
magistro artis grammaticae '], vi. 9444.

'

9452, ix. 1654).

Grammar {grammatica) covered a wider field
than in our acceptation. Its two functions were
recti loquendi scientia
and
poetarum enarratio,' in other words, the knowledge of the correct employment of language and the appreciation
'

'

'

'

'

of literature (Quint. I. iv.-ix.).
The first division
involved study of the parts of speech, accidence,
metric, and discussed faults in use of words, in
idiom, pronunciation, spelling. The second division, wnich aimed at elucidation of the poets,
involved far more than literary study. Besides
the geographical, historical, or mythological implications of the matter, subsidiary subjects, like

music, geometry with astronomy, and philosophy,
were necessary for successful teaching or study
(Quint. I. iv. 4, I. x.). Prose was much less lectured upon than verse so that Cicero with reason
complains of the comparative neglect of history
{de Leg. I. ii.).
For linguistic study, pupils used
the Latin grammar of Reramius Palaemon, or the
Greek handbook by Dionysius of Thrace, a work
wliich held its ground at Constantinople till the
13th cent. A.D. Inquiry into the phenomena of
language appealed to generations of eminent
Romans, to savants like Varro, to statesmen like
Caesar, and to some of the Emperors
while the
Corpus of the grammarians (ed. Keil), taken along
with such representative commentators upon Virgu
as Macrobius and Servius, will suffice to indicate
the range and methods of Roman grammar.
The tasks set included the re-telling of ^sop's
fables as an oral and a written exercise, paraphrasing, training in sententiae (moral maxims),
chriae (anecdotes with moral bearing), ethologiae
(personal character-descriptions), narratiunculae
(short stories on poetic themes, to teach matter
rather than style [Quint. I. ix. 6]). The study of
literature the coping-stone of ancient grammar
involved lectio (expressive reading without singsong or provincial accent [Quint. I. viii. 2, vill.
enarratio (erudite explanation of
i. 3, XI. iii. 30])
the subject-matter) ; emendatio (textual criticism)
;

;

—

;

iudicium (literary criticism).
The authors prescribed by the grammaticus were
largely identical with those prescribed by the rhetor
at a later stage, as handled by Quintilian in his
tenth book only, the standpoint of study ultimately altered to oratorical efl'ectiveness. In Greek
the rule was to begin with Homer, as in Latin
with Virgil. Homer was approved as an indispensable text for the study of language, historv.
;

—

;
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myth, religion, manners, geography
and wide
knowledge with sometimes the most meticulous
recollection of details was demanded from a lecOther Greek authors popular in schools
turer.
were Hesiod, for his practical maxims the lyric
poets in selections, excluding or minimizing the
erotic
the great tragedians and the comic poets,
especially Menander.
Among Latin texts which
had a prolonged vogue were Andronieus' verse
;

—

—

;

;

;

translation of the Odyssey, the older epic poets
Naevius and Ennius, and the dramatists Plautus,
Caecilius, Terence, Paeuvius, Accius, Afranius.
Virgil was introduced into the school course by
Caecilius Epirota, a freedman of Atticus, not long
after the poet's death, and took among Koman
authors a^place parallel with Homer's among the
Greeks. Horace, too, was soon found in the schools ;
and a desire to escape from archaic models accounts
for the lectures which were given on the poems of
Lucan, Statins, and Nero himself, during the lifetime of the authors. The literary reaction of the
2nd cent. A.D. led to a revival of interest in anteAu^ustan poets.
This predominance of poetic
study, which is so marked a feature of the course
in grammar, had great effects upon Latin style.
But prose authors received more attention from
the rhetor. Cicero became a model in his own
day, and QuintUian holds him up as iucundus
Among hisincipientibus quoque et apertus.
torians he recommends Livy in preference to
SaUust, who, he maintains, needs a more advanced
intelligence but here QuintUian is thinking more
especially of the training for declamation.
In the final stage of
(3) The highest education.
formal education, namely, under the rhetor, the
training was designed to fit directly for the duties
of public life for deliberative and forensic oratory ; and, its faults notwithstanding, rhetoric
turned out, in the time of the Empire, men of
affairs, magistrates, civil servants, and advocates,
'

;

—

—

equipped with an admirable power of effective
speech. The Koman turn for oratory ensured an
early and favourable attention to the practice and
theory of Greek rhetoric, which inherited old traditions from Sicily, Athens, and Asia Minor. The
Greek rhetor was, therefore, heard gladly, and
his lessons were acceptable to an extent not
always conceded to rhetores Latini, who had been
viewed with suspicion by the authorities in 92
B.C., and who did not in QuintUian's time do their

work

so well as their Greek colleagues (I. ix. 6).
Referring to the relation between grammar and
rhetoric, QuintUian touches on the constantly recurrent phenomenon of overlapping in education
(n. i.).
In this case it was nothing new, for
Suetonius tells us that in ancient times the same
teacher often taught both departments {de Gram.
iv. ' ueteres grammatici et rhetoricam docebant') ;
and QuintUian says that boys were often kept too
long by the grammarian before being sent on to the
rhetorician.
With his usual good sense he recognizes that the time for passing into the rhetor's

hands should depend on capacity rather than on
years (n. i. 7). The secondary teachers, however,
were tempted to trench on the superior province,
and to give boys practice in what were really rhetorical exercises, so that pupils might go on to the
professor of rhetoric creditably equipped (Suet.
de Gram. iv. ' ne scilicet sicei omniuo atque aridi
pueri rhetoribus traderentur ').
By the middle of the 2nd cent. B.C., as has been
seen, the principles of Greek rhetoric were familiar
to the upper classes at Rome but a new departure
was the introduction of declamations on imaginary themes perhaps by iSIolon of Rhodes about
84 B.C., as Bomecque thinks {Les Declamations et
les diclamateurs, p. 42).
This hypothesis is not
at variance with the probable date of the earliest
;

'

—

'

(Roman)

systematic treatise in Latin upon rhetoric, ad
Herennium (86 to 82 B.C.), or with the fact that it
touched on declamation, and furnished subjects
It was only,
for debate of the suasoria type.
however, towards the end of Cicero's life that
declamatio came to be transferred from its old
sense of vehement delivery of a speech to the sense
of an oratorical exercise upon an invented subject.
Declamation subsequently became the crowning
exercise in rhetoric, and spread from Rome through
Italy to the schools of Gaul and Spain.
To lead up to declamation the rhetorician prescribed a definite series of preliminary exercises,
and for effective educational results QuintUian
insists that the professor must be of excellent
character, as weU as of the highest possible intellectual ability, and tact in dealing with a class
(n. ii.-iii.).
'The preliminary exercises (II. iv.)
include composing narratives of a less poetic
stamp than in the Grammar School,' discussion
of matters of historic doubt, panegyric and in'

comparison of characters, communes loci
of character useful for attacking vices),
theses (questions of a general type for deliberation,
e.g. 'Is town or country life preferable?' 'Is the
glory of law or of warfare the greater ? '), coniecturales causae, which QuintUian remembered as
a pleasant exercise of his own student days (e.g.
vective,
(traits

Why

Cupid winged and armed with arrows
and criticism of laws. Prose models
in oratory and history are to be lectured on, and
here Cicero and Livy can be used with most profit.
For repetition, select passages from great authors
should be got up by heart, rather than the student's
own show-pieces, which the proud parent, to the
'

and

is

torch?'),

detriment of true oratory, was only too anxious to
have declaimed over and over again (Quint, n.
vii. 1).

The two culminating exercises were the suasoria
and the still more dilBcult controuersia, the former
deliberative, the latter forensic in its bearing.
Their character ia beat illustrated by the seven suas&riae and
five complete books of controuersiae which survive from the collection of Seneca the elder there exist also excerpts from these
five and from the five lost books, along; with the declamations
of the pseudo-Quintihan and excerpts from Calpumius Flaccns.
The suasoria was a fictitious soliloquy by some historic personAlexander debates whether he should
age at a crisis in his hf e
cross the Ocean,' The three hundred at Thermopylag consider
whether they should retreat,' 'Cicero deliberates whether he
should beg his life from Antony.' The most familiar instance
;

—

'

'

of all

is

Juvenal's recollection of the cane in the rhetorical
his exercise purporting to advise

academy where he declaimed

the dictator Sulla to abdicate {Sat.

i.

16-17).

For complete success such exercises demanded
historical knowledge of circumstances and character, with considerable gifts of imagination and
style.
An interesting fact is recorded about Ovid,
that as a student he enjoyed the suasoria but
The latter was an
disliked the controuersia.

—

exercise in arguing for or against sometimes, to
attain versatility, for and then against the claims
put forward in an invented case. The cases, the
laws, and the types of person introduced came very
often from a sphere of imagination which certainly
provoked ingenuity in treatment, but called forth

—

the strictures of QuintUian for their remoteness

from practical

life.

Suetonius (de Rhet. i.) quotes two examples of the less
extravagant cordrouersiae the one concerning the disputed
ownership of gold found in a fiishin^-net aft€r the particular
cast which certain youths have purchased from the fishermen
the other concerning the disputed freedom of a
in advance
valuable slave who had been disguised and declared as a free
man by his importers to cheat the Customs officers at Brindisi
(similar to cccxl. in the Quintilianean Dedamationes, ed. Ritter,
But many were much more unreal, and involved
18S4).
incredible situations in which a great part was played by
tyrants, pirates, unnatural fathers, and so on. Take a case
**A kidnapped youth writes asking his father to ransom him
when the father declines, the daughter of the pirate^:hief offers
to free the prisoner, if he will swear to marry her. Be consents,
The
is set free, goes back to his father, and marries the girt
father afterwards sees an heiress who would make a desirable

—

;
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and orders him to divorce the pirute-chicfa
refuses, and ia disinherited' (Sen. Contr. I.

for his son,

daughter.

The son

Yi.).

This kind of exercise sharpened the wits hy a
sort of mental gymnastic ; it produced marvellous
subtlety of argument, and great readiness and
finish of speech.
But it had serious drawbacks.
Its range was narrow and artificial ; its subjects
were hackneyed so that the dreary round of
declamation on the same subject by youth after
youth rising in turn from the bench was, as Juvenal
remarks, enough to kill teachers with boredom
('Occidit miseros crambe repetita magistros' [vii.
154]). Old material had to be dressed in apparently
fresh form ; and this caused an excessive concentration upon style and expression, to the inevitable detriment of subject-matter and sound sense.
The system was calculated to produce an inditterence to truth, to the rights or wrongs of a case,
and so was morally deleterious ; it fostered, too,
that glibness of speech which seemed so detestable
to the sensible author of the de Educatione

—

Puerorum

— most

notorious and most widereaching of all in effect it accounted for a large
amount of the tinsel, staginess, and artificiality of
the Roman literature of the Silver Age.
It was a complaint with good judges, like
Quintilian and Tacitus, that the licence and
ignorance of declaimers had corrupted true
eloquence. Like Cicero before him, Quintilian
contemplated an ideal oratory on a basis morally
and intellectually sound (Quint. XII. i. 1), and he
cites Cicero's requirement of wide knowledge as
an indispensable equipment ( omnium rerum
magnarum atque artium scientiam' [II. xxi. 14]).
QuintUian's requirements are stated more modestly
when he says that the orator must at least study
sed mihi
the subject on which he is to speak
satis est eius esse oratorem rei de qua dicet non
inscium.' But he does desiderate acquaintance
with many subjects outside the professional
training e.jr. ethics, physics, and dialectic (I.
prooem. 16; XII. ii. 10), law (XII. iii.), and history
(XII. iv.).
It was, indeed, largely in philosophy
that Roman students of ability followed their
'
post-graduate course, either in the capital itself,
where Epicurean, Academic, and Stoic thought
had long been represented, or in Athens as the
traditional headquarters of the schools. The
education of great authors must not be taken as
absolutely typical ; yet it proves the educational
facilities available for leisured people of some
means. Thus Virgil added to literature the study
of philosophy, rhetoric, medicine, mathematics,
and law. Cicero had able Epicurean and Academic
teaching in Rome ; but at the age of 27, partly
for health, partly for culture, he went abroad and
studied under eminent Greeks in Athens, Asia
Minor, and Rhodes. Csesar was 25 when he visited
;

and

—

'

—

'

—

'

Rhodes, mainly for advanced rhetoric. The age
for study at a foreign ' University,' however, was
usually earlier. The younger Cicero and Ovid were
20 when they went to Athens ; Horace was studying philosopny there at 18.

(Roman)
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with the trivium, or elementary course of
the Middle Ages, and the four succeeding subjects
with the quadrivium, or advanced course pursued
from the time of Martianus Capella.
The practical outlook of the Roman developed
an education different in conception from tiiat
harmonious training of the faculties of mind and
body contemplated by the Greek liovaiK-q and
yv/xyaaTiKTi.
Literature came slowly to the Roman,
and, even when it had entered the schools, it was
subservient to rhetoric, which, in turn, was taught
Cicero
at first as an instrument of success in life.
makes a suggestive remark, in noting certain
contrasts between Greek and Roman education,
when he adds that the Greeks held geometry in
the highest honour, while his own countrymen
studied it only as far as it was useful {Tusc. Disp.
The gymnastics, music, and dancing of
I. ii. 4).
the Greeks became known to Rome only in their
decadence, and so missed their chance of full
influence. Physical exercise the Romans preferred
to them the idleness
to limit by practical aims
of the palaestra was a thing suspect, and nudity
immodest.
As for music and dancing, they
remained, to the mass of the Romans, accomplishments which clever performers might be paid to
learn, but which formed no essential part of a free
count against a Catilinarian
man's education.
lady-conspirator was that she danced too well for
reputation
(Sail. Cat. xxv.)
and
a woman of good
the associations of the term saltator are plain in
nemo fere saltat
the light of Cicero's declaration
sobrius nisi forte insanit' (pro Mur. vi. 13; cf.
Hor. Od. III. vi. 21).
Women of good family
(4) Education of women.
were often highly educated. The mother of the
Gracchi was well able to superintend her boys'
education (Cic. Brut. Iviii. 211); and Pompey's
wife was expert in literature, geometry, philosophy,
and lyre-playing (Plut. Pomp. Iv.). There were
ladies in the time of Lucretius, as in the time of
Juvenal, who liked interlarding their Latin with
Greek expressions (Lucr. iv. 1160-1170; Juv. vi.
Ovid's gay set contained women with pre195).
tensions, if not claims, to literary tastes {de Arte
Am. ii. 282). Seneca considered feminine capacity
for mental training equal to masculine (ad Helv.
xvii. ad Marc, x vi. ) ; and Quintilian favours the
intellectual development of women for the sake of
their children (I. i. 6 ; for ancient frescoes from
Herculaneum and elsewhere illustrating girls at
study, see references in art. ' Educatio,' in Daremberg-Saglio). The mark made by women in authorship testifies to emancipation from, or expansion
of, the ancient ideal of the Roman matron who
was lanifica and domiseda. Agrippina's memoirs,
Sulpicia s poems, and the literary tastes of Pliny's
wife are among the proofs and fruits of this higher
But it is disputed
education among women.
siioikI

;

A

;

'

:

—

,

girls and boys were educated in mixed
classes in ancient Rome.
According to some authorities, both sexes got the same
training from the grammarian, and studied their Homer and
Ennius together (Friedlander, Darstellungen, I. v. Die Frauen,*
Marquardt citea several
Boiasier, Rel. rom. ii. 215).
p. 246
passages in support of this view {Das Privatleben^^ i. 110, n. 8 ;

whether

'

;

Encyclopsedic learning became obviously less
attainable as knowledge advanced, and distinct
progress in education between the 2nd cent. B.C.
and the close of the Republic is evident on a
comparison of Cato's list of subjects of general
culture and Varro's list in his DiscipUnarum libri
ix.
In the Roman gentleman's education, Cato
included oratory, agriculture, law, war, and
medicine ; while Varro's nine were ^ammar,
dialectic, rhetoric, geometry, arithmetic, astronomy, music, medicine, and architecture. The
significant point is that war, law, and agriculture
had become professional studies.
It will be
observed that the first three in Varro's list corre-

Hor. Sat.

I.

X. 91

;

Mart.

viii.

iii.

15-16, ix. Ixviii.

2).

But

it is

cit. pp. 147-150 cf. Hulsebos, Be educ.
holds that the passages relied upon do not
refer to training under the gramrnaticua. It ia, however,
significant that Livy aeea nothing uncommon in representing
Virginia, a girl of mature j'eara, as attending school. Many
girls were, of course, taught at home, like the daughter of
Atticus (Suet, de Gram. xvi. Cic. ad Att. xii. xxxiii. 2), by a
private tutor, or in some cases by a governess {CIL v. 3897,
cf. Ovid, Tr. ii. 369-370 ; Juv. vi. 185 fli.).
vi. 0331

combated by Jullien (op.
et instil, p. 9S),

;

who

;

;

(5)

Schools

and equipment.

—The

more concrete

side of education, such as schools, equipment, pay
of teachers, can receive only brief treatment here.
school (ludus) was often simply in a room on
the ground-floor of a building, separated from the

A

—
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street by a curtain, or in a room above, open on
one side like a veranda or Italian loggia (pergula).
Thus, if there was no inspection, there was
publicity ; and the noise of school lessons, which
be^n at an early hour, was a subject of complaint
in Rome (Ovid, Amores, I. xiii. 13-14; Mart. IX.
Ixviii. 1-4).
There is evidence for the educational
use of models, maps, and busts. The tabula Iliaca,
now in the Capitoline Museum at Bome, was a
sort of concrete aid to study for a class working

upon Homer

;

it

may have

We

when a

been used by Augustus

boy.
hear surprisingly little of the
buildings used in higher work
ualls, porticoes,
theatres, baths, and wrestling-schools could be
used for largely attended declamations.
read,
too, of 'roomy exedrae furnished with seats,
whereon philosophers, rhetoricians, and the rest
of the study-loving world may sit and debate'
(Vitruv. V. xi.
exedrae spatiosae in quibus
philosophi rhetoresque reliquique qui studiis delectantur sedentes disputare possint '). Hadrian's
Athenseum was a noble edifice, in the amphitheatres of which Greek and Latin rhetors could
lecture to crowded audiences (Aurel. Victor, de
Caesaribus, xiv. ; Lamprid. Alex. Sev. xxxv. ;
Capitol. Pert, xi., Gord. Tres, iii.). As to fees,
the eight asses per month of the country school
mentioned by Horace {Sat. I. vi. 75) show that
elementary education was not handsomely paid.
Masters seem in early days to have depended
chiefly on freewill offerings from pupils or their
parents at times of festivals like the Quinquatrus
in March (when the Minerval was presented to the
teacher), or the Saturnalia in December. Carvilius,
towards the end of the 3rd cent. B. C. seems to have
introduced the innovation of regularly charging
school fees ; but probably many adhered to the
old custom of trusting to the gratitude and
generosity of patrons. Thus Gnipho, Cicero's
master, never stipulated for a fee (Suet, de Gram.
vii.).
Suetonius records the extreme poverty of
some famous grammarians ; e.g. OrbUius, Valerius
Cato, and Hj-ginus the freedman of Augustus and
librarian of the Palatine (Suet, de Gram, ix., xi.,
XX.).
On the other hand, some were fortunate
enough to secure favour in high places thus,
Verrius Flaccus was nominated by Augustus
preceptor to his grandsons, had his school housed
in the Palatium under the condition that he would
accept no new pupils, and received a salary of
100,000 sesterces a year (op. cit. xvii.). Remmius
Palaemon made 400,000 sesterces annually from
his school {op. cit. xxiii.).
In Imperial times,
especially in the later period still to be considered,
with the emergence of municipal schools there
appears the feature of local endowment of education ; and, where the municipality did not act, it
was possible for a few private individuals to
guarantee the salary of a master, as the younger
Pliny suggested when he found that boys had to
be sent from Como to Milan for their education.
The first Emperor to appoint State-paid professors
of rhetoric was Vespasian (Suet. Vesp. xviii.) and
thenceforward, in the higher teaching of rhetoric
or philosophy, especially if directly encouraged by
Imperial favour, men like Quintilian could count
on making a good income.
(6) Punishments and holidays.
The Roman
schoolmaster was a severe disciplinarian, and unsatisfactory pupils were punished with the rod
{ferula [Juv. i. 15]) or with the severer scutica.
famous fresco from Heroulaneum represents a
pupil horsed by another, while a thirci holds his
feet and the master flogs him.
Quintilian expresses his objection to corporal punishment (I. iii.
14).
As to holidays, climatic conditions must
have necessitated a considerable break in the
hottest time of the year and during harvest and

(Roman)

vintage there can have been
at country schools.
which apparently dies hard
leberiy

'

,

;

;

—

A

'

'

;

no attendance

(e.g.

Leipzig, X908, in section

A. Meissner, Altrbm. KtUturp. 77 ff.
Daa

on education,

:

*

Schulgeld wurde, da wahrend der Monate Juli bis Oktober
Ferien gegeben warden, nur f iir acht Monate berechnet ').

The nundinae and the greater public festivals
brought a cessation of school-work. Apart from
minor feasts and extraordinary occasions for rejoicing and shows, the more important festivals
alone accounted for over sixty holidays eveiy
year.

:

We

little or

of a four months' aummer holiday, based on a
false reading in Horace (Sat. l. vi. 75), is an error, but one

The old notion

From Hadrian

3.

end of the

to the

—

Roman

Empire. The State, which had concerned itself
with morality by repeatedly enacted sumptuary
laws and by encouraging marriage, was much
slower to take education under its direct cognizance. Yet it is the Imperial concern for education which makes the distinctive feature of this
closing period ; for neither in East nor in West did
the substance or method of education alter much.
Tlius, in the Greek portions of the Roman world
the Second Sophistic was represented by travelling rhetoricians, who found critical audiences
indicative of a wide diflusion of the old intellectual culture (Dill, Bom. Soc. from Nero to
'

'

Marcus Aurelius, 1905, p. 372 Mommsen, ProBom. Emp., Eng. tr., 1886, i. 362-367 ;
j

vinces of

cf. PhUostr. Apoll. Tyan. i. 7, Vit. Soph. i. 220).
Again, in the M'est, Africa (especially at Carthage),
Spain, and the Gallic seats of learning maintained

grammar and rhetoric.
Autun, Lyons, Bordeaux, and, later,
Toulouse, Narbonne, and Trfeves were representative centres.
It was the continuance of an old
movement. Agricola had in early life realized
the benefits of a good education at Marseilles, and
about A.D. 80 established schools in Britain for
chieftains' sons.
In the 2nd cent. J uvenal glances
at the craze for culture signified by the influence
of Gallic eloquence on British lawyers, and by the
talk in the 'Farthest North about appointing a
professor of rhetoric (Sat. xv. 111-112).
Marcus
Aurelius went through the normal three stages
with certain additions lessons from his litterator
were amplified by others from an actor and a tutor
who was both musician and geometer at the next
stage he had one Greek and three Latin grammatici ; at the third stage he had three Greek
masters of eloquence (including Herodes Atticus),
and one Latin master, Fronto. He studied under
many philosophers, and worked hard at law. He
the ancient training in
Marseilles,

'

:

;

declamations (Capitol. M.
broadly similar course,
though less full, was followed early in the 3rd
cent, by Alexander Severus, first in the East, and
afterwards at Bome (Lamprid. Alex. Sev. iii.).

also attended public
Ant. Phil, ii.-iii.).

A

The persistence of the ancient pagan learning meets us in an
interesting way when we note the coarse of training followed
by Christian Fathers and well represented in the Confessions
of St. Augustine, which, as the utterances of one who had been
a student in Africa and a professor at Milan, place vividly before
us at once the ssthetic attractions and the moral defects of
classical literature.

The characteristics of Roman education in Gaul
during the 4th and 5th cents, are best known to us
through the works of Ausonius and Apollinaris
Sidonius (Dill, Bom. Soc. in last Cent, of W.
Empire^, pp. 385-451).
The rhetorical training
had suffered inevitable degeneration, thanks to ifS
extravagant display of conventional cleverness in
handling unrealities ; but one pleasant feature in
the literary education is its tendency to form a
of common interest between Christian and
non-Christian friends. Another and a less pleasant
feature, suggestive of the coming disruption of the
Empire, and anticipative of the training of the
Middle Ages, is the gradual decline of the study
of GrHpIc in the West.
This is quite noticeable

ground

—

:'
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both in Gaul and in Africa, where, in the time of
Apuleius and Tertullian, educated men liad known

Greek as

proliciently as Latin.

St. Aujjustine, for

example, had little hold upon or atlection for
Greek, and studied Plato chiefly in Latin translations {Conf.

1.

xiii.-xiv., VII. ix., vill.

ii.).

The

attitude of the central authorities towards
education, which is the salient feature of tliis
period, had been foreshadowed from the very
DeginninK of the Empire. Julius Coesar granted
the francnise to medical men and teachers of the
liberal arts (Suet. Div. lul. xlii.)
a great testimony to the dignity of learning as a passport for
similar spirit
foreigners to Koman citizenship.
prompted Augustus' exemption of teachers from
a decree banishing foreigners (Suet. Div. Aug.
xlii.); and his establishment of Verrius Flaccus
in the Palatium has been mentioned.
Tiberius
and Claudius were interested in schools and in
grammatical learnin" but the next practical step
in the direction of Imperial patronage was Vespasian's fixing of an annual stipend of 100,000
sesterces for Greek and Latin rhetors (Suet. Vesp.
xviii.).
This stipend of about £800 a year pro!)ably would not hold good outside the capital
itself, and it may not have been till the reign of
Domitian that Vespasian's arrangements came into
actual force ; for one of Jerome's entries under
Domitian's reign {Euseb. Chron. ad ann. 2104) is
Quintilianus Calagurritanus ex Hispania primus
Romae publicam acholam et salarium e fisco accepit
et claruit.' Trajan's decision to confer education
upon 5000 poor boys was a recognition of the gain
to the community from having its future citizens
trained (Plin. Paneg. xxvi.-xxviii.). Then, under
Hadrian, came that expansion of educational policy
from Rome to the Empire at large which marks
his reign as the opening of a new era.
Himself
a widely read s'judent, accomplished in painting
and music, with a taste for declaiming, and fond
of having learned men in his entourage, he showed

—

A

;

'

liberality to all professors,

teachers

and he superannuated
their work (Spart.

who were beyond

Hadr. xvi.). Besides giving rhetoric a home at his
Athenseum in the capital, he established schools
in the provinces, granted them subventions, and
appointed teachers.
Hadrian's policy was continued and extended by
Antoninus Pius (Capitol. Ant. Pius, xi. 'rhetoribus et philosophis per omnes prouincias et honores
:

et salaria detulit ), who also exempted rhetors,
philosophers, grammarians, and doctors from certain State imposts, laying down the number of
professors to be thus favoured in each town e.g.
in the smallest within the scope of the decree,
5 doctors, 3 sophists, 3 grammarians (Digest.
xxvii. 1, 6).
This measure proves the relationship of municipal and central authorities with the
personnel of the teaching body. In reality, the
expense of such schools fell on the municipalities,
and the Emperors by special benefits simply encouraged and supported the towns in their educational policy. As Pottier remarks ' C'est vraiment
:

line organisation municipale de I'enseignement
(art. 'Educatio,' in Daremberg-Saglio; cf. Boissier,
'

L'lustruction publique,'

loc.

cit.

infra, pp. 331-

335).

In A.D. 176, Marcus Aurelius made payments to
establish professorships at Athens (Dio Cass. Ixxi.
31. 3, ed. Bekker ; Lucian, Eun. iii.).
In
cent, with Alexander Severus appeared a

system

the 3id
bursary

for, while increasing the schools and fixing salaries for rhetors, grammarians, and others,
he arranged that their lectures should be attended
by poor students aided by exhibitions (Lamprid.
Alex. Sev. xliv.
discipulos cum annonis, pauperum
filios, modo ingenues, dari iussit ').
The recurrence
enactments
of
in the 4th cent, proves the tendency
;

:

'

(Roman)

SIS

of municipalities to be mean or dilatory in paying
salaries to teachers, education always appearing to
oiler a tempting field for economy.
In 301, montlily
payments were fixed by edict of Diocletian ; e.g.
50 denarii per pupil for a magister institutor, 75
for a calculator, 200 for a grammaticus Graxcus
sine Latinus and for a geometres.
Constantine
ordained the regular payment of salaries, and by
edicts of A.D. 321, 326, and 333 he granted indulgences to teachers 'quo facilius liberalibus
studiis multos instituant.'
Constantius
Chlorus appointed Eumenius to be principal of

When

the resuscitated school at Autun about A.u. 297,
the town had accepted the Emperor's right to
choose as quite natural and in 362, Julian claimed
the nomination of professors throughout the Empire
as a prerogative of the Emperor, but delegated the
sifting of candidates to the local bodies {Cod.
Tkeod. xiii. 3. 5). His forbidding of Christians to
teach in schools was the first definite restriction
imposed by the Emperor upon the freedom of local
choice. Diiferent rescripts of Gratian and of Theodosius regulated the stipends and the number of
chairs (Cod. xiii. 3. 11, xiv. 9. 3).
Gratian's
policy possesses a special interest, because it was
probably guided by his adviser and former tutor,
Ausonius
his edict left the appointments of
teachers to the municipalities, ibut fixed the emoluments ; e.g. a rhetor was to have twice the amount
due to a grammarian. Now, this was equivalent
to ear-marking money in the municipal budgets
;

;

for professorial salaries.
Tne last notable advance in the Imperial organization of public instruction is the foundation by
Theodosius II. at Constantinople in 425 (little over
a century before its dissolution by Justinian) of a
University staffed by 31 professors, viz. 3 Latin
rhetors, 10 Latin grammarians, 5 Greek rhetors,
10 Greek grammarians, 1 philosopher, 2 jurisconsults.

The

functionaries,

were treated as Stateand a monopoly in public teaching

professors

was secured

to the University.
The staffing is
significant for its omissions.
Neither science nor
medicine figures in the list, and philosophy is

poorly represented ; yet Constantinople had a
wider curriculum than most other institutions,
which in the main concentrated their work, as

Bordeaux

did,

upon grammar and

Thus

rhetoric.

philosophy, never truly a passion with the Romans,
and certainly losing ground in the Gallic schools
of the 4th cent., came to be fully represented only
at Athens, which in this respect outshone MassUia,
Naples, Alexandria, Antioch, Seleucia, Smyrna,
Ephesus, Rhodes, Tarsus, and Rome itself while
law, though not forgotten in centres like Csesarea,
Antioch, Alexandria, Carthage, Aries, and Narbonne, was most efl'ectively taught at Berytus,
outside the two capitals of the Empire and medicine a separate branch of study which had only
by degrees risen out of the hands of slaves and
freedmen, and could be best learned by assisting a
practising doctor of repute was specially professed
in the schools of Rome, Alexandria, and Athens.
;

;

—

—

A

law

of Valentinian I. (A.D. 370) illustrates the
concern of the Government for another aspect of
education. It lays down rules for the supervision
On arrival, they were reof students at Rome.
?uired to deliver to the magister census a passport
rom the governor of their own province, stating
their antecedents ; they must declare their intended
course of study ; misconduct might render them
liable to public chastisement and expulsion ; and
permission to reside in Rome up to the age of 20

was made conditional on good behaviour and diliSuch regulations were necessary for
idlers and rowdies, like the euersores of St. Augustine's Confessions, could and did make themselves
terrors to professors and to fellow-pupUs in the

gent study.

;

—
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schools of Europe, Africa, and Asia Minor. The
amenities and the troubles of student life in the
4th cent., both in West and in East, are brought
home to us in the pages of Ansonius, Augustine,
read of a cultured
Eunapius, and Libanius.
society looking back with pleasure and gratitude
to college lectures and companionships ; students
flocking to the lectures of a famous professor,
especially, as Eunapius shows, if he came from
their own part of the world ; professorial schemes
to attract students, or timidity in rebuking them,
or jealousy over a rival's reputation ; corporations
of students formed, as Libanius discovered, to
further the interests of a favourite professor, to
waylay new-comers, and by rough ordeals initiate
them into membership, under oath that they
would take no lessons except from sophists recognized by their worshipful association (see A.

We

*

'

Miiller, loc. cit. infra).
If we take Gaul as typical of the survival of the
old Roman education, we find in the 5th cent, that

studies have ceased to make any advance, and
that the classical tradition is on the eve of disappearance before irruptions of barbarism and
the distrustful attitude of the Christian monastic
schools.
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EDUCATION, MORAL.—

I. Definition and
scope. The concept moral education recjuiies
to be clearly defined ; otherwise much confusion is

—

'

'

bound to arise in discussion. We shall consider
first what the definition should exclude, then what
should include.
Religious and denominational duties, The
differences between the members of the human
race are altogether insignificant compared with
the differences between a man and his Deity. We
may, therefore, profitably distinguish, at least for

it

—

(a)

practical purposes, between moral and religious
duties ; and, since a man's duties to his Church
are corollaries to his duties to his Deity, it would
be well also to include denominational under
the head of religious duties. Moreover, neither a
man's relation to his Deity nor that to his fellows
is a purely ethical one ; therefore, just as we do
not look upon every human question as an ethical
one, so we must bear in mind that eveiy religious
are
problem is not necessarily a moral one.
thus justified in distinguishing between theological
and moral duties, and in confining, for all intents
and purposes, theological duties to the religious
lesson, and moral duties to the moral lesson.^
Both religious and moral education would be
gainers by such a separation, since the duties
towards our fellows and those towards the Deity,
which differ in several respects, could be more
exhaustively and more fruitfully treated. This

We

would be all the more important because opinions
on theology vary so widely in the 20th century.
The objection that morality is connected with, and dependent
is beside the point, for a similar connexion exists
between theology and most other subjects in the curriculum
Accordingly
history, science, and literature, for instance.
there ia no compelling reason why morality, any more than
history or science, should form part of the religious lesson.
on, theology

To the particular extent that the objection is justifiable,
be met by occasional references in the religious lesson to
and

science, as the case

may be, and,

in

it

may

ethics,

denominational

history,
schools, by occasional references to theology when treating of
the same subjects. For example, one chapter in the official
Portuguese Moral Instruction Manual for Primary Schools is
devoted to theological duties, including duties to the Church,
while, conversely, the Portuguese Catechism treats to some
extent of moral duties. Each, morality and theology, comes
in this way to its own. For the common school, however, it
would be sufficient for the teacher to make it plain that the
religious lesson will deal with religious and denominational
duties. If it is argued that the principal motives to right conduct are theological, the reply must be that the trend of
modern times is to appeal to human motives in conduct, and
that an ethics which is primarily other-worldly is on that
account out of place in education. Our literature, our press,
our social and political life, and the whole spiritual structure
of our schools imply the sufficiency of human motives for right
action. The argument ia further weakened by the fact that
non • theological moral lessons of one kind or another are
all over the world.
Finally, it is held by some that the Bible alone (or the Catechism) is the proper text-book of moral instruction, and that
true morality is one with Bible morality. The remarks in the

becoming frequent

paragraph partly dispose of this objection. In addition, it
be stated that the books comprising the Bible reflect a
certain civilization which is widely removed from ours : e.g.
our political and social life vastly differs from that of Judsa,
and men live now not as in that period of history on an
international plane. Our scheme of virtues and our moral
teaching must, therefore, be based on the conditions of modern
existence. Let any one compare, for this purpose, the Portuguese Catechism with the Portuguese Ethical Manual, or the
syllabuses of the English Moral Instruction League with an
ordinary religious instruction syllabus, or the Ten Commandments, as they stand in the Bible, wibh the explanations of
last

may

—

—

them given in most Protestant and Roman Catholic catechisms, and the difference between Bible morality and modern
morality will be obvious. This is not a question as to whether
the Bible is abstractly correct in its morals (though even this is
disputed by recognized theologians). 2 Dijfferent civilizations
1
Religion itself I take to mean a body of truths or beliefs
and flowing from
respecting God and our relation to Him
these a collection of duties which have God as their primary
object. These are, in the main, functions of the wall in the
Out of
form of exercises of internal and external worship.
these beliefs and volitions there emerge feelings and emotions
which we call religious sentiments. They include love, gratitude, sorrow, fear, joy, hope, awe, veneration, and allied forma
of consciousness* (Father Michael Maher. S.J., in Papers on
M<yral Education communicated lo the First International
Moral Education Congress, 1908, p. 178).
2 If the Jehovah who instructed Jacob to cheat Laban, bade
Joshua to massacre the women and children of Canaan, sent
bears to kill the children who mocked Elisba, or accepted such
'

;

*

;
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The closer study of educational
problems demonstrates more and more that the
concept education has various aspects which can
be separated with comparative ease. Moral education has consequently come to be regarded as a
To this the objecdistinct branch of education.
tion is still sometimes offered, that since, as is

and the ignorant are in no way morally enlightened by the recollection of such teachings, but
rather tend to be confirmed in their respective
courses of conduct by an accommodating conscience.
The moral education of the present has
no sympatliy with such an abstract theory.
(e) The aim of moral education.
Moral education, as conceived to-day, aims in the main at
communicating a deep sense of personal, social,
civic, and international responsibility.
Tlie duties
implied in this responsibility may be comprehended
in twelve categories of social relationship
(1)
home and family (including relatives, guests, near
neighbours, household helps, and domestic animals) ; (2) companionship (including sociability,

alleged, intellectual education tends to make children truth-loving and true, or physical education

acquaintances, friends, and courtship)
(3) the
school (including love of knowledge and science)

interpretotl in difTerent moral terms, and a person
strictly on Biblo morality would be fitted only for
The Bible,
Bible times and not at all adapted for our age.
therefore, may be used by the teacher of morals as one only
insight
and
inspiration.
out of many sources of moral

must be

brought up

We conclude,
poses moral
education.

therefore, tliat for all practical purmust be separated from religious

(6) Intellectual, physir.al,

sional education.
'

—

cesthetic,

and

profes-

'

makes them courageous and

upright, therefore
careful
separate moral education is superfluous.
examination, for which we have no space here,
would show that there is little truth in these contentions, and that, on the whole, each branch of
education has to look to perfecting itself, if it is
to achieve solid results, although it may justly
rely on some support being given to it by each of
the other branches.

A

It might further be argued that ethics should not be treated
as a special subject, but should permeate the whole of education.
To this the reply is that these two means are nonexclusive. Just as the teacher in every_ class promotes the
physical education of the children by insisting on proper postures and movements, and by touching on aspects in his subject
connected with physical culture, even though there be a separate gymnastic class, so discipline and indirect moral instrucThey are
tion do not exclude systematic moral teaching.
complementary and interdependent. As to the fact that the
formation of character is generally judged to be the chief aim
in education, this can make no difference to the need of separate teaching for the purpose of conveying clear and connected
impressions on the way of life.

We have

seen that moral education is to be distinguished from religious, intellectual, physical,
sesthetic, and professional education.
must
inquire now what this form of education aims to
compass.
If moral edu(c) Support of the present regime.
cation demanded obedience solely, its purport
would be readily divined, for children would
simply be taught to do what they are commanded
by parents, teachers, masters, and magistrates,
and to be satisfied with the economic and social

We

—

may happen to find themThis code of morals is not by any means

position in which they
selves.

a rarity to-day, and its inculcation, in part at
favoured in many quarters. For instance,
the large majority of French text-books on moral
instruction were, until recently, emphatic on the
point that the Great Revolution had achieved
everything of moment for the good of France,
and that dissatisfaction with present conditions
argued, therefore, an unethical state of mind.
There is no future in the schools for such a nonleast, is

progressive morality.
{d) Abstract moral conceptions.
It is also easy
to define moral education In abstract moral terms.
Obedience to the commands of duty, hearkening
to the voice of conscience, belief that our will is
free, the heinousness of sin, the hauntings of
remorse, and the necessity for repentance are such
abstract moral conceptions. Even general references to truthfulness, kindness, or courage do not
alter materially the effect of the teaching, for in
all these cases the moral lessons do not tell the
young what to do and what to leave undone. The
bigot, the oppressor, the pleasure-hunter, the idler,
homage as is offered in the 69th Psalm, were to be regarded

—

not as a conception relative to a barbarous age, but as an
authoritative picture of the one true God, then it would inevitably follow that the ruler of the world was not, in the
modem sense, a moral being (Canon Glazebrook, in Papers on
Moral Education communicated to the First International
'

Moral Education Congress,

p. 156

(.).

—

:

;

(4) social life

;

(5)

animal

life

(6)

;

self-respect (in-

cluding regard for moral, intellectual, and physical
health)
(7) the ethics of work ; (8) leisure and
pleasure; (9) love of nature (10) love of art; (11)
citizenship and internationalism ; (12) respect for the
Courage, prupast, the present, and the future.
dence, temperance, and justice would be regarded as
the general virtues which guide and inspire personal
and social endeavour, and the teacher would sum
up, with the Stoics, all the duties and virtues in
the one duty and virtue of manliness, that is, of
being a man or woman guided by careful reflexion
and wide sympathies. The features peculiar to
such instruction are : it should be positive rather
than negative in its injunctions, and draw its
material from reality rather than from fiction ; it
should concern itself with motives as well as with
acts it should keep in view both the desirability
and the danger of cultivating habits of thought
and action ; it should not restrict itself to inculcating duties suitable to the child stage ; it should
not consist of mere analysis or strict logical treatment ; it should cultivate the active side, and
enforce the importance of example ; it should lay
stress on complete faithfulness to the ideal, and
the rejection of even the faintest compromise with
sin
and its prime test should be its effect on the
character and the conduct of the taught.
It is almost
2. The place of moral education.
universally agreed that the supreme object of
education is the formation of character, and this
agreement is due to the common conviction that
morality is the unifying bond of society, without
which social harmony and happiness are impossible.
Moral education is, consequently, held to
be of supreme importance.
Moral
3. Departments of moral education.
education may be divided into home education,
self-education.
education,
and
school
The problem
(a) Moral education in the home.
of moral education in the home is more complicated than that of moral education in the school.
In the home there are, besides assistant teachers,
two teachers the parents (who often do not agree
there are usually
in their views on education)
several children of difierent ages ; the children
have no set tasks to perform as at school ; the
home schooling extends practically over the
twenty-four hours at first the parents have not
usually been prepared for their duties, and they
have other than educational duties to fulfil and
there are no authoritative manuals to inform them
how to educate their children morally. Under
these circumstances it is only the general pressure
and influence of the environment which guide and
correct the education given.
One striking exception alone exists up to the present that
;

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

;

;

;

—

referring to the education of infants.
Here a multitude of
definite rules are followed which simplify the problem and
almost solve it.
Perfect cleanliness, proper food, plenty of
fresh air, prescribed regularity and proportion in everything,
and never-failing gentleness remove nearly all educational

—

:;
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obstacles, to the great relief and benefit of both parents and
infant. Accordingly it is wisely suggested that every young
woman (and perhaps every young man) should visit for a few
weeks a cr6cne (or other scientifically conducted nursery) for
second sigthe purpose of learning the * trade of parent.
nificant step is being already taken. Young women, trained in
kindergartens, learn how to amuse and employ young children,
and how to depend completely, in the exercise of their profession, on intelligent anticipation, cheerfulness, serenity,
loving care, courtesy, and respect for the child's love of liberty.
No corporal punishment, no pushing or pulling, no scolding,
shouting, or argumentation, no harshness, teasing, or bribing,
no alternation between forbidding and granting everything, no
appeals to low motives, no false promises or excuses are resorted to, and yet the educational results are far more satisfactory than they used to be. The evident conclusion is that
prospective parents should train themselves or be trained as
are kindergarten nurses and teachers ; and, considering the
simplicity of the training and the thoroughly unwise education

A

'

is only too common, opinion should not be divided on
the matter. The only drawback which is, however, a serious
one is that this education, as now given, does not prepare for
any high calling. A positive scheme of ethics, such as we have
sketched, must supplement the mere training in cheerfulness
and correct behaviour for the building up of a strong character bent on playing a worthy part in life must be the

which

—

—

;

objective.

The above method of dealing with infants and young children
indicates the general lines of a sound system of moral education.
The children, at all stages of development, must have
something to do both in the way of amusement and employment, and the parents must know how to treat them. The
children should be trained in self-help, in helping in the home,
and in helpfulness generally. Devotion to the right, love of
justice and tolerance, courage, perseverance, courtesy, modesty,
exactitude in observation and in giving accounts or making
statements, independent thought, carefulness in generalizing,
love of truth and of learning, of nature and of art, strenuousness and love of work, temperance in the classic sense, and
simplicity of living shoiild be, among other virtues, inculcated
in the home according to the stage of development of the
young. Children should learn, too, to do what is right and
reasonable unhesitatingly, intelligently, perseveringly, cheerily,
and rapidly. In the adolescent period the parent should be the
trusted friend of the youth or maiden and purity, sobriety,
industry, desirable companions, love of nature, art, and learning, and devotion to good causes should be particularly
encouraged.
;

military service, and prepare men and women for
the duties of adult life.
(3) The general organization of the home requires
attention. The treatment of the children will be
consistent, and show neither rigidity nor weakness.
The children should be supplied with everything
necessary for their moral, intellectual, and physical
welfare. They will have convenient rooms and
places to be in and to play in. Things will be so
arranged in the home that the children are not
tempted into mischief. The songs, the toys, the
games, the picture-books, the stories told, the
readings, the amusements, the employments, and
the domestic animals should, as is becoming increasingly the case, largely promote the moral aim
of home education.
In short, an ethical spirit
should determine the whole organization.
(4) Example is of far-reaching importance with
the young. Dependent on their environment, they
adopt the ideas of those surrounding them ; they
imitate their actions, their bodily attitudes, their
tone of voice, and, what is sometimes not recognized, their feelings.
Overflowing with energy
and living in the present, the young child possesses,
it is true, little self-control

;

but Intelligent antici-

pation and organization, and unvarying serenity,
consistency, and cheerfulness on the parents' part
prevent passionateness and vacillation from becoming permanent in the child, and thus pave the
way for the acquisition of whatever virtues his
guardians possess.
(5) Incidental moral teaching was almost continuous under the old conditions. The child is
eager to act, and also soon gets tired of any particular course of action ; therefore, when his
amusements are not scientifically regulated, he
appears to be thinking of nothing but mischief,

onwards. In the first period, when the child cannot as yet be easily reasoned with, we consider
more especially the formation of good habits in
the second, when the child possesses just about
sufficient understanding to comprehend commands,
his character is to be moulded chiefly by obedience ;
in the third, when the mental powers and self-

and remonstrances become incessant. Still, even
under the most favourable conditions, many an
occasion presents itself for pointing a moral. We
can thus, by noting the moral successes and failures
in conduct, impress the need for doing what is
right and reasonable unhesitatingly, intelligently,
and so forth.
(6) Indirect moral teaching should not be left
Various personal and social
entirely to chance.
problems should be discussed (with due regard to
the age of the chUd) from an ethical point of view,
and provision should be made in order that such

are more developed, commendation
should be the principal means of moral training ;
and, naturally, self-direction is the main motive
fitting the last period.
Yet the formation of good
habits must be continued throughout the second,
third, and fourth stages ; the appeal to obedience
throughout the third and fourth stages; the method
of commendation throughout the fourth stage
and, indeed, the four methods are applicable, in
varying degrees, to all the four stages.
The following aspects are discernible in a wellconsidered system of moral education
(1) The nature of the morality taught and the
Erincipal methods employed have to be fixed, as we
ave done above.
(2) Since the child has two teachers in his
parents, and since harmony and efficiency in the
teachers are essential, two conditions at least require to be satisfied. In thinking of marriage, the
suitability of the contemplated partner should be
weighed from this point of view. Secondly, husband and wife must seek to eliminate any points
of differences in educational conceptions which
may exist between them. The parents must also
do their utmost to prepare themselves for the task
of educating their oft'spring.
Perhaps in time a
voluntary and afterwards a compulsory oervice
for about a year or more, probably divided into
separate periods, will take the place of the present

opportunities should not be lacking. Occurrences
in the home, public events, the reading of a story,
and the learning of a lesson may all be made
occasions for indirect moral teaching.
(7) Direct moral teaching should also be given.
The young are interested in issues concerned with
conduct, and, if we approach them intelligently
and sympathetically sentimentality and sermonizing Deing excluded we can talk over with them
their own conduct, the conduct of others, and
moral ideas and ideals generally. In this way,
a lively sense of their duties and of their strong
points and failings may be generated in them, and
their character to a large extent determined. This
would make superfluous many rebukes, and prevent the child from forgetting what he is to do
and what he is to leave undone. How to do better
than weU rather than how not to do ill should be
the burden of incidental, indirect, and direct moral
teaching.
(8) Systematic moral teaching would be implied
in the above so far as special instruction in morals
is concerned, but systematic teaching proper involves teaching where the various ideas are, so far
as possible, co-ordinated and comprehended in a
system. Systematic teaching in the home, taking
for granted rising stages of development, would
mean that one important problem after another
would be approached, and its bearing on present

We may divide moral education into four periods
from birth to the age of two-and-a-half; (ii.)
from two-and-a-half to seven (iii.) from seven to
about twenty-one ; and (iv. ) from twenty-one
(i.)

;

;

possession

:

—
—

—

;;
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life

and conduct

inveatitjated.

The aim

the attaining ot clear and comprehensive moral ideas, and the communication of
a general enthusiasm for the right. Given a
reasonable family life and a simple ideal, this
should not prove unattainable. Systematic teaching being the rule in every subject, there can be no
objection to systematic moral teaching.
of such set talks

is

Environmental factors have important bearIn (1) and (8) we have tacitly assumed a
certain economic affluence in the family, and a
certain social environment favourable to right
conduct. These assumptions fall wide of the mark
if the average family is considered, where the
income is generally so meagre that scarcely anything beyond the barest necessities can be procured,
while bad economic conditions and low moral
standards lead to much misery and unrighteous
(9)

ings.

—

Owing to these and other causes not
absence of efficient moral education
impurity, intemperance, idleness, ignorance, lack
of sympathy and economic exploitation are widespread. Consequently, the average family is almost
bound to fail to a considerable extent in the task
of moral education, whilst the un propitious social
conditions create further obstacles.
The moral
educator is thus commonly also a social reformer.
The problems of
(6) Moral education in schools.
school and home are largely the same, and we
have, therefore, implicitly dealt to some extent
with the school in speaking of the home and of
moral education in general. Let us summarize the
points.
(1) There must be a system of morals
which the teacher can utilize
(2) the teacher
must be efficiently trained ; (3) he should have a
strong personality (4) the school should be effectively organized for ethical purposes there should
be (5) incidental, (6) indirect, (7) direct, and (8)
systematic ethical teaching (9) the environment
must not be decidedly unfavourable to right
conduct ; and (10) school and home must be properly correlated. We shall deal with these points
dealings.

least the

—

;

;

;

;

separately.
(1) The nature of the ethics to be taught at
school will naturally be the same as that inculcated
in the home, only that the school life lends itself
better to the practice of the social virtues. The
principles governing the discipline will also be
precisely the same, except that greater care will
be requisite to do justice to the sensibilities and
individuality of children who come from various
homes, and that special care is necessary since the
children are usually massed together for nearly an
hour at a time. To ensure adequate attention to
the pupils' needs, the teachers should preferably be
class- teachers, and should remain some three years
with the same set of children.
(2) The moral training of the young must be
undertaken by efficient teachers. Moral education
demands, therefore, that the teaching profession
should be sufficiently respected and remunerated
to attract men and women of character and ability,
and that prospective teachers should be thoroughly
prepared in training colleges and otherwise. This
preparation should include special training and
teaching in morals, in order that teachers should
be familiar with the meaning and the task of moral
education.
(3) The personality of the teacher, and particularly that of the headmaster, is of importance,
especially where the school, as used to be the case,
makes no organized provision for moral training.
In the latter case almost everything depends on
the influence of the headmaster, and to this is due
the altogether exaggerated estimate of the teacher's
personality which still largely survives. The personality of the teaching staff, however, has no
small significance even to-day, considering that the

810

teachers are to the child the living embodiment of
the purpose for which the school exists.
need not enumerate here the various
(4)
factors which go to the making of a well-organized
These are well known. We lay »tre.s8 on
school.
only a few points, assuming that the moral training of the pupils is the school's chief aim. The
average number of children in a class should not
exceed twenty-five no more in the way of teaching results is to be expected than is consistent with
thoroughness in training and teaching the teacher
should have sufficient leisure to continue his education the teaching staff should be actively interested
in the welfare of the pupils, and should also organize
games and amusements self-reliance and co-operation among the pupils should be encouraged ; and
a decided ethical tone should be traceable in the
school decorations. Following the practice of the
American School Republics, many tasks should
devolve upon the pupus, and a strong and healthy
corporate spirit should be cultivated among them.
The school should be in close touch with the home,
and it should introduce the pupils to the larger
world by visits and excursions of various kinds.
The ethical atmosphere of the class-room needs,
however, special mention. Just as every teacher
is at all times expected to watch over the pronunciation of his pupils, and to make sure that
they express themselves clearly, intelligently,
fluently, and concisely, so the ethical purpose of
the school demands that at least the following
moral qualities be kept constantly and consciously
in view by the teacher
courtesy, love of truth,
broad-mindedness, strenuousness, courage, orderliness, kindliness, uprightness, and simplicity of

We

;

;

;

;

:

living.
(5) Incidents are uncommon to-day in a good
school, and consequently little room is found for
incidental moral teaching.
Even where an ' incident ' occurs, the good teacher usually finds it far
more effective to confer privately with the culprit
than to play to the gallery. It is inconceivable
that in a well-conducted school the moral teaching
should be confined to incidental moral instruction,
though it can be easily understood why in former
days, when the teaching methods were iU-devised
and the disciplinary measures harsh, incidental
moral teaching had a large scope.
(6) Indirect moral instruction is moral instruction arising out of the treatment of one subject or
another of the curriculum. The history and the
literature lessons are peculiarly suited to this.
In
addition, the physiology lessons are sometimes
made the channel for inculcating general rules of
health, the natural history lessons for kindness to
animals, and the domestic science lessons for the
household virtues.
Until recently such indirect moral instruction was rare, and
there were many warnings uttered against it e.g. educationists
urged that one must not introduce an irrelevant subject ; that
it IS not practical to attempt to kill two birds with one stone
that one must beware of falsifying facta to suit ethical ends
and that the class is not the place for moralizing and sermonizing.
There used to be legitimate grounds for this objectioo,
the chief one being that the school was at that time inteUectualistic and opportunistic in aim, and that the recognized way
of treating a subject and the matter itself almost precluded
indirect ethical teaching. This is rapidly changing. The Belgian
history-syllabuses, the attitude towards history of the English
and Scottish Boards of Kducation, and that of many historians
and educationists imply that history must be conceived as a
record of the growth of civilization, and not merely as an
account of military exploits. Illustrative of this fundamental
change is also the fact that the New York City Education
:

;

Authority conceives of geographical teaching as tending primarily to

show the

solidarity of the

human

race and

its

inter-

dependence. Similarly, German and French School Readers
now supply plentiful material of an ethical character, while
frequently one of the main tests of a piece of literature to-day is
whether or not an ethical spirit pervades it. Even arithmetic
will soon be looked upon as a training in exact and cautious
thinking rather than as a meaningless juggling with figures
and in high educational quarters the permeation of eesthetic
culture music, einging, drawing, painting, modelling with an

—

—

—

—
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is coining to be taken for granted.
In a word, tlie
whole curriculum is about to be ethicized, and in a generation
or two we may expect every subject to be primarily ethical in
character, with signal advantage to the particular subject (since
ethics is life, and life is interesting) and to the race (since conduct, 83 Matthew Arnold said, covers three-fourths of life). It
was because the school was narrowly patriotic, because it waa
too much concerned about turning out factory heads and hands,
because its text-booirs were often written by near-sighted specialists who did not perceive the social meaning and bearing of
the several school subjects, and because there was no strenuous
attempt to make it serve its chief aim character-building that
indirect moral instruction was rare, and frequently out of place.
With educational advance, genuine opportunities for indirect
moral instruction are multiplying and such indirect instruction will appear more and more important, until every subject
will ultimately prepare the pupil for promoting the cause of
progress and well-being individual, social, and racial. Ethics
will be taught as the leading fact in history and life, and largely
take the place of the facts favoured by militarism, commercialism, specialism, and intellectuaUsm.
The recent Education
Oodes of most countries illustrate this trend.
(7) Direct moral instruction in special subjects
is now not infrequently given.
Hygiene, with
special reference to the drink question and to non-

ethical spirit

—

—

;

—

smoking,
separate

is a popular subject ; temperance is a
subject widely favoured ; patriotism,

citizenship, purity, good manners, and kindness
to animals are also subjects to be met with in
curricula.
Such courses are of recent origin, and
are rapidly multiplying in the school systems of
the civilized world. It is, however, already felt

that these separate courses require co-ordination
and correlation, and that individually they do not
supply the requisite ethical momentum to make
the lessons effective for character-forming.
(8) Systematic moral instruction means direct
or separate teaching, where the whole subject is
treated in a comprehensive manner.
This, however, does not exclude systematic treatment of
selected subjects ; it rather presupposes it, just as
it assumes indirect moral instruction and the
proper organization of the school for ethical ends.
Such systematic instruction common to all school
subjects from the beginning of school life alone
provides clear and comprehensive ethical ideas, and
covers the whole field of right doing. The other
kinds of instruction
incidental, indirect, and
direct favour particular virtues instead of virtue,
and cannot do justice to many aspects of conduct
which may require detailed treatment. The ethics
of home, of work, of the proper use of leisure, of
friendship, and of much else could only in this
sjTstematic way be adequately and usefully dealt
with. Sole reliance on the other methods which
is never the case with any other school subject
argues an unpedagogical procedure because the
children do not correlate what they hear on the
various occasions, and consequently soon forget it.
Accordingly, systematic moral teaching, for the
whole of the school period and in agreement with
the ordinary pedagogic principles, is bound to
come.

—

—

—

—

—

Already France,

Italy, Portugal, and Japan possess such
the English Board of Education strongly recomCode many British colonies and over fifty
English Local Education Authorities provide it ; and individual
schools and systems of schools in the United States and
elsewhere also supply such teaching.
The Ethical Societies
have done much to popularize the idea of courses in general
morals for the young, and the English Moral Instruction League
is almost wholly responsible for the rapid advance made in this
direction in England. ^ See Moral Eddcation Leagub.

teaching

mends

;

It

;

in its

;

The content of this instruction we have already
outlined in speaking of the aim of education and
of home education.
Its tendency, as indicated in
those passages, will be to produce men and women
whose wills are good, strong, firm, and enlightened,
men and women inspired by the widest sympathies.
1 For full details regarding Moral Instruction (theological and
non-theological) in eighteen countries, with complete syllabuses
in use and an exhaustive bibliography, see Gustav Spiller, Repart on Moral Instruction and on Moral Traininri, 1909. See
also Moral Instruction in Elementary Schools in England and
Wales, A Return compiled from Official Documents by H.
Johnson, Secretary of the Moral Instruction League, 1908.

(9)

what

The

school

must prepare

to be done

for social life

;

but

the social life of the present
in many ways discourages right conduct ?
The
answer that every man must rise above circumstance has led to much preaching and little doing,
and is, therefore, to be ruled out of court. On the
contrary, we are bound to recognize that for one
person whom nothing daunts, nineteen are, for
good or evil, sensibly affected by their environment.
Accordingly, we must admit that home
and school to-day are not all-powerful, and cannot
send out into the world ideal men and women, or
ensure that their charges will not morally suffer
when plunged into the whirling stream of social
life.
There is need, therefore, for the social reformer, and the school must create him. Much,
indeed, in the school itself depends on the spirit
which pervades society e.g. scholars are herded
together 50, 60, or 70 in a class and leave school
several years before they should, and teachers are
poorly trained and ill paid. Probably, until the
national expenditure on education is at least
doubled, the school wUl not be able to grapple
effectively with the problems it has to face, nor
untU then will it yield a high rate of interest.'
child well brought np
(10) School and home.
at home is, as educationists testify,' an excellent
scholar, for such a child eagerly and easily learns.
If the home does its duty, the task of the teacher
is, therefore, incalculably simplified.
In fact, if
home education approached perfection, school
education would either be superfluous or follow
Well-bred
lines different from the present ones.
children would possess the intellectual virtues (so
far as the stage of development they had reached
permitted) which the school is now inculcating
with infinite pains and with relatively smaQ
careful observing, judging, and
success
e.g.
generalizing, a good memory, and vigorous independent thinking
and conciseness, readiness,
polish, and clearness in speech and writing. They
would also possess in a high degree the school
virtues of punctuality, regularity, orderliness,
neatness, attentiveness, industry, and courtesy
and, accordingly, the educational methods might
demand much more of the child working without
supervision, co-operating with other children
making the influence of the school co-terminous
Under these circumwith waking existence.
stances the school would not feel obliged to cram
necessary ' knowledge ; it
the children with
would chiefly teach them how to learn, and the
school's work it would mostly leave to the conis

if

:

—

—

'

—A

:

;

—

'

dictionaries, encyclopaedias, maps,
statistics at home and at school ; to
observation, experiments, private reflexion, art
galleries, museums, travel ; and, not least, to the
reading and the study of the great literary,

sultation

of

and books of

and philosophical classics. This being
the relation between school and home, it is essential that the two should come into close contact,
scientific,

and even be co-ordinated.
At present, in spite of various efforts, the school hag succeeded
an insignificant degree in keeping in touch with the

onlj- to

Parents may call on the teacher ; they are occasionally
invited to attend lessons, examinations, and festive functions ;
they receive periodical accounts of the children's progress and
conduct ; they are asked to assist the children with their
* home ' work, and to interest themselves in the children's school
life ; occasional parents' evenings are organized ; in a few instances teachers visit the parents and the children, and also
organize the children's amusements outside school ; and in rare
cases the parents of the scholars are asked to be represented on
the school's committee of management. The subject of the
relation between school and home is of sufficient importance to
warrant a special investigation being undertaken with a view to
making far-reaching proposals, since scarcely anything could be
of such advantage to the school as that the pupils should have

home.

1
Little difficulty is felt in securing good work from boya
who have had the invaluable advantage of a good home training (Collar and Crook, School Management and Methods oj
Instruction, 1900, p. 63).
'

'

';

'

:

;
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Anioiif; the ohjecta more particuflrBt-rftte home education.
be realized is the professional encouragement of home
education by the preparation of manuals, by the holding of
classes and courses of lectures, and by full readiness to fjive
counsel and assistance to parents. Ultimately the Education
Authorities will concern themselves probably with homo as well
as with school education.

a

j)fiiral

larly to

A

—

Moral education of adults. Adult life offers
a number of special moral problems the question
(e)

—

of gaining a hveliliood, the relation of superior to
subordinate, of partner in marriage, and of parent,
of civic responsimlity, of influencing others by our
ideas and activities, and so forth. The home and
the school may develop a good character in those
of, but this character is liltely
to deteriorate markedly when, adult life being
reached, there is no inclination to continue the
education received. The teat of the moral man as
well as of the business man is success in his particular sphere, and therefore the good man must
ask himself ' Does every one who knows me, near

they have charge

:

think that I am all that I should be ? Is
my influence on all those I come in contact with,
near and far, a beneficial one? Do I succeed as
partner in marriage, as parent, as employer or
employed, in friendship, in social intercourse, and
in civic life ? And to what extent do I succeed ?
Experience proves that these searching questions
are more easily put than satisfactorily answered.
Certain reasons for this relative non-success in
We do not fully
life are not difficult to discover.
passing imunderstand and appreciate others
pressions and feelings dominate us instead of the
broadest considerations ; we are unaware of the
priceless value of simple living and cheerfulness,
of uprightness and devotion to the common good
and we make innumerable distinctions between
to assist all
men, when one undeviating rule
according to their need should be followed. Yet
the mere being conscious and convinced of these
reasons will avail little. They must be expanded
in a series of works which show the way to act in
We shall not,
the various relationships of life.
for instance, understand others by earnestly wishing to understand them, or live the simple life
without knowing in what it consists. Unfortunately, writers on ethics have not generally appreciated the moral difficulties which are due to
painful ig-norance of details. No man will think
Be forthwith a musician or
of telling a man,
poet'
but the writings of ethical thinkers only
too often imply the command, ' Be forthwith a
food man.' The truth is that the good life is a
ne art which requires unceasing study and pracThe Church, Ethical Societies, and similar
tice.
organizations have sought, with comparatively

and

far,

;

;

—

—

'

;

little success, to

act as ethical schools for adults,

and the reading of the great moralists, essayists,
and devotional writers (of whom we cite some
below) has been recommended for the same reason,
and wisely but what would render the most signal service would be scientific manuals on right
;

conduct, dealing fully with the various relationships of life, especially if these manuals were used
in connexion with classes, where views could be
exchanged and definite advice might be received.
The 20th century needs Doctors of Morals as well
as Doctors of Medicine. Cf ETHICAL DISCIPLINE.
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Education Coiuircss, lyondoii, 1!)08 A. J. Waldcgrrave,
II andhooK af Moral Lensonn, London, IIJIH.
;

Teacher's

Xenojihon's Meiuitraltilta.; Plato's Republic Aristotle's Nicomachcan Ethics the Greek dramatists
Cicero's de
the Aiiaif.cts of CJonfucius the lluddhist Suttas
Ojjlciis
AugusSt. Paul, Seneca, Epictetus, Marcus AureliuB
Boethms' Consntations of I'hitonophy
tine's Confesnions
k Kempis' The Imitation of Chriat Luther's Table Talk and
Large Catechism; Essays of Montaigne, Bacon, Emerson,
Carlyle, Ruskin Taylor's Holy Living Sceley's Ecce Uomo
Gizycki's Moral-phitosophie, etc.
GUSTAV SPILLEH.
(2) Sitl.i--EnucArioN

:

:

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

EDWARDS AND THE NEW ENGLAND

THEOLOGY. — Jonatlian

Edwards, saint

and

metaphysician, revivalist and tlieologian, stands
out as the one figure of real greatness in the
Born, bred,
intellectual life of colonial America.
Eassing his whole life on the verge of civilization,
e has made his voice heard wherever men have
busied themselves with those two greatest topics
which can engage human thought-— God and the
French philosopher of scant sympathy
soul.
with Edwards' chief concernment writes

A

:

There are few names of the eighteenth century which have
obtained such celebrity as that of Jonathan Edwards. Critics
and historians down to our own day have praised in dithyrambic terms the logical vigour and the constructive powers of
a writer whom they hold (as is done by Mackintosh, Dugald
Stewart, Robert Hall, even Fichte) to be the greatest metaphysician America has yet produced. Who knows, they have
asked themselves, to what heights this original genius might
have risen, if, instead of being born in a half-savage country,
far from the traditions of philosophy and science, he had
appeared rather in our old world, and there received the direct
impulse of the modern mind. Perhaps he would have taken a
place between Leibniz and Kant among the founders of immortal systems, instead of the work he has left reducing itself
to a sublime and barbarous theology, which astonishes our
reason and outrages our heart, the object of at once our horror
and admiration.'
'

Edwards' greatness is not, however, thus merely
He was no mute, inglorious Milton,'
but the most articulate of men. Nor is it as a
metaphysician that he makes his largest claim
upon our admiration, subtle metaphysician as he
showed himself to be. His ontological speculations, on which his title to recognition as a metaphysician mainly rests, belong to his extreme
youth, and had been definitely put behind him
at an age when most men first begin to probe such
conjectural.

'

problems. It was, as Lyon indeed suggests, to
theology that he gave his mature years and his
most prolonged and searching thought, especially
to the problems of sin and salvation. And these
problems were approached by him not as purely
theoretical, but as intensely practical ones. Therefore he was a man of action as truly as a man of
thought, and powerfully wrought on his age, setting at work energies which have not yet spent
their force. He is much more accurately characterized, therefore, by a philosopher of our own, who
is as little in sympathy, however, with his main
interests as

Lyon

himself.

F. J. E.

Woodbridge

says '
He was

man. He did not merely express
meet it simply in the spirit of his
and moulded it. New England
thought was already making towards that colorless theology
That
he checked. It was decidedly
marked
it
later.
which
His time does not
.
Anninian. He made it Calvinistic .
distinctly a great
the thought of his time or
He stemmed it
tradition.
'

.

explain him.'

LrrEEATHRB.—<1) SCBOOL Educatiox: Felix Adler, Moral
Instruction of Children, New York, 1895 ; Sophie Bryant,
The Teaching of Morality in t?ie Famnily and the School, Lon-

Edwards had a remarkable philosophical bent
but he had an even more remarkable sense and
taste for Divine things ; and, therefore (so Woodbridge concludes, with at least relative justice),
'
we remember him not as the greatest of American
philosophers, but as the greatest of American

don, 1897; F.

Calvinists.'

.

W. Foerster, Jugendlehre, Berlin, 1904-6;
Edward
Gould, Life and Manners, London, 1906
Griggs, Moral Education (with bibliography), New
York, 1904 J. N. Larned, A Primer of Right and Wrong,
New York, 1902 Jules Payot, Cours de morale, Paris, 1906
Rudolph Penzig, Ernste Antworten auf Kinderfragen, Berlin,
1904 M. E. Sadler (editor). Moral Instruction arid Training
in Schools (with bibliography), London, 1908 Gustav Spiller,
Report on Moral Instruction and Moral Training in Eighteen
Countries (with full bibliography), London, 1909, also Papers on
Moral Education communicated to the First International
F.

J.

;

Howard

;

;

;

I.

The

period of Edwards' preparation.

— It was

a very decadent New England into which Edwards
was born, on 5th Oct. 1703. The religious fervour
which the Puritan immigrants had brought with
them into the New World had not been able to

;

1

Georges Lyon, L'Idialisme en Angleterre au

Paris, 1888, p. 406
2

f.

The Philosophical Review,

xiii.

[1904] 406.

xviii'^ siicle,

—

'
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propagate

itself unimpaired to the third and fourth
generation. Already in 1678, Increase Mather had
bewaUed that the body of the rising generation
is a poor, perishing, unconverted, and (except the
Lord pour down His Spirit) an undone generation.' '
There were general influences operative
throughout Christendom at this epoch, depressing
to the life of the spirit, which were not unfelt in
New England ; and these were reinforced there by
the hardness of the conditions of existence in a
raw land. Everywhere thinking and living alike
'

were moving on a lowered plane
not merely
spirituality but plain morality was suffering some
;

The churches

eclipse.

felt

compelled to recede

from the high ideals which had been their heritage, and were introducing into their membership
and admitting to their mysteries men who, though
decent in life, made no profession of a change of
heart.
If only they had been themselves baptized, they were encouraged to offer their children
for baptism (under the so-called ' Half- Way Covenant'), and to come themselves to the Table of
the Lord (conceived as a converting ordinance ').
The household into which Edwards was bom,
however, not only protected him from much of
the evil which was pervading the community,
but powerfully stimulated his spiritual and intellectual life.
He began the study of Latin at the
age of six, and by thirteen had acquired a respectable knowledge of the three learned languages
which at the time formed part of the curricula of
the colleges Latin, Greek, and Hebrew. Before
he had completed his thirteenth year [Sept. 1716),
he entered the Collegiate School of Connecticut
(afterwards Yale College). During his second
year at college he fell in \nth. Locke's Essay concerning Human Understanding, and
had more
satisfaction and pleasme in studying it,' he tells
us himself,^ than the most greedy miser in gathering up handfuls of silver and gold from some newdiscovered treasure.' He graduated at the head
of his class in 1720, when he was just short of
seventeen years of age, but remained at college
(as the custom of the time was) two years longer
(to the summer of 1722) for the study of Divinity.
In the summer of 1722 he was approbated to
preach, and from Aug. 1722 until April 1723 he
supplied the pulpit of a little knot of Presbyterians in New York City.^ Ketuming home, he
was appointed tutor at Yale in June 1724, and
filled this post with distinguished ability, during
a most trying period in the life of the college, for
the next two years (untO Sept. 1726). His resignation of his tutorship was occasioned by an invitation to become the colleague and successor of
his grandfather, Solomon Stoddard, in the pastorate of the church at Northampton, Mass., where,
accordingly, he was ordained and installed on 15th
'

'

—

'

'

'

'

'

Feb. 1727.

By his installation at Northampton, Edwards'
period of preparation was brought to a close. His
preparation had been remarkable, both intensively
and extensively. Bom with a drop of ink in his
veins, Edwards had almost from mfancy held a
pen in his hand. From his earliest youth he had
been accustomed to trace out on paper to its last
consequence every fertile thought which came to
him.
number of the early products of his
observation and reflexion have been preserved,
revealing a precocity which is almost beyond

A

belief.

On this tfround, indeed, Lyon, for example, refuses to believe
in their genuineness.
It is futile to adduce the parallel of a
* H. M. Dexter, CtmgregatioTULliSin in its Literature,
New
York, 1880, p. 476, n, 36.
2 Dwight's llemoir, prefixed to his ed. of Edwards' Works
1.

30.
3

;

See E. H. Gillett, Hist, of the Presbyterian Church^

adelphia, 1S64, p. 38.

Phil-

; such a comparison is much too modest
the youn^ Edwards united in himself many Pascals, and, by a
double miracle, combined with them gifts by virtue of which
he far surpassed a Galileo and a New^n what we are asked
to believe is not merely that as a boy in his teens he worked
out independently a system of metaphysics closely similar to
that of Berkeley, but that he anticipated most of the scientific
discoveries wtuch constitute the glory of the succeeding;
century.
It is well to recognize that Lyon has permitted himself some
shght exaggeration in stating his case, for the renewed examination of the MSS which he, and, following him, A. V. O.
Allen asked for, has fully vindicated the youthful origin of
these discussions.l There is, for instance, a bantering letter
on the immateriality of the soul, full of marks of immaturity,
no doubt, but equally full of the signs of promise, which was
written in 1714-1715, when Edwards was ten years old. There
are some very acute observations on the behaviour of spiders
in spinning their webs which anticipate the results of modern
investigation, 2 and which cannot have been written later than
his thirteenth year. There are, above all, metaphysical discussions of ' Being,' Atoms,' and Prejudices of Imagination,'
written at least as early as his junior year at college, that is to
say, his sixteenth year, in which the fundamental principles
of his Idealistic philosophy are fully set out.
And, besides
numerous other discussions following out these views, there is
a long series of notes on natural science, filled with acute suggestions, which must belong to his Yale period. It is all, no
doubt, very remarkable. But this only shows that Edwards
was a very remarkable youth.
It is in these youthful writings that Edwards
propounds his spiritualistic metaphysics, and it is

Pascal, he declares

;

'

'

chiefly on the strength of them that he holds a
place in our histories of philosophy. His whole
system is already present in substance in the

essay
Of Being,' which was written before he
was sixteen years of age. And, though there is
'

no reason to believe that he ever renounced the
opinions set forth in these youthful discussions
there are, on the contrary, occasional suggestions,
even in his latest writings, that they stUl lurked
at the back of his brain he never formally reverts
to them subsequently to his Yale period (up to
1727).'
His engagement with such topics belongs,
therefore, distinctively to his formative period,
before he became engrossed with the duties of the
active ministry and the lines of thought more immediately called into exercise by them. In these
early years, certainly independently of Berkeley,*
and apparently with no suggestion from outside
beyond what might be derived from Newton's
explanations of light and colour, and Locke's
treatment of sensation as the source of ideas, he
worked out for himself a complete system of
Idealism, which trembled indeed on the brink of

—

mere phenomenalism, and might have betrayed
him into Pantheism save for the intensity of his
Speaking most
perception of the living God.
strictly,' he declares,
there is no proper substance
but God Himself.' The universe exists nowhere
'

'

'

but in the Divine mind.' Whether this is true
with respect to bodies only,' or of finite spirits as
well, he seems at first to have wavered ; ultimately
he came to the more inclusive opinion.
He could write of the rise of a new thought If we mean
'

:

'

that there is some substance besides that thought, that brings
that thought forth if it be God, I acknowledge it, but if there
be meant some thing else that has no properties, it seems to me
absurd.' 6 Of *all dependent existence whatever' he comes at
renewed every
last to affirm that it is in a constant fiux,'
moment, as the colours of bodies are every moment by the
light that shines upon them and all is constantly proceeding
from God, as light from the sun.' 6 He did not mean by this,
however, to sublimate the universe into shadows.' He was
only attempting to declare that it has no other substrate but
God : that its reality and persistence are grounded, not in
;

*

'

;

'

1 See esp. Egbert G. Smyth, Froc. Amer. Antiq. Soc, '2Srd
Oct. 1905, ' Some Early Writings of Jonathan Edwards, 17141726 ' ; also AJTh i. [1897] 951 ; cf. H. N. Gardiner, Jonathan
Edwards : a Retrospect, 1901.
2 On these observations, see Egbert G. Smvth, The Andover
Review, Jan. 1890 ; and Henry C. McCook, PRR. July 1S90.
3 Of. President T. D. Woolsey, Edwards Memorial, Boston,
1870, pp. 32-33 ; and E. G. Smyth, Proc. Amer. Antiq. Soc,
23rd Oct. 1905, p. 23 ; H. N. Gardiner, p. 117.
1 So E. G. Smyth and H. N. Gardiner, locc. dtt. ; it is now
known that he had not read Berkeley before 1730 (Dexter,
Some MSS of Jmiatkan Edwards, as below).
5 Dwighfs Memoir, i. 713, 48 ; AJTh i. 957.

6

Original Sin (Worhs, 4

vol. ed..

New

York, 1886,

li.

490).
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eubstance underlying the properbut in the 'infinitely exact and preciae Divine idea,
together with an answerable, perfectly exact, precise, and
stable will, with reflpect to corresjionding coiumunicationB to
created minds and eflfects on their luinda.' ^ He is engaged, in
other words, in a purely ontological investigation, ana his contention is merely that (Jod is the cvntmuum of all finite existHe is as far as possible from denying the reality or
ence.
persistence of these finite existences ; they are to him real
'creations,' because tliey represent a fixed purpose and an
established constitution of God.^

Bome myBturious created

'

'

tiee,

Edwards was not so absorbed in such speculations as to neglect the needs of his spirit. Throughout all these formative years he remained first of
He had been the subject
all a man of religion.
of deep religious impressions from his earliest boyhood, and he gave nimself, during this period of
preparation, to the most assiduous and intense
I made seekcultivation of his religious nature.
ing my salvation,' he himself tells us, the main
business of my life.' " But about the time of his
graduation (1720) a change came over him, which
From
relieved the strain of his inward distress.
his childhood, his mind had revolted against the
it used to appear like a
sovereignty of God
Now all this passed
horrible doctrine to me.'
unobservedly away ; and gradually, by a process
he could not trace, this very doctrine came to be
not merely a matter of course to him but a matter
The doctrine has often appeared
of rejoicing
exceedingly pleasant, bright, and sweet ; absolute
sovereignty is what I love to ascribe to God.' One
day he was reading 1 Ti 1" Now unto the King,
eternal, immortal, invisible, the only wise God,
be honour and glory, for ever and ever. Amen,'
and, as he read, a sense of the glory of the Divine
Being took possession of him, a new sense, quite
dilierent from anything he ever experienced before.' He longed to be rapt up to Him in heaven,
*
and be, as it were, swallowed up in Him for ever.'
From that moment his understanding of Divine
things increased, and his enjoyment of God grew.
There were, no doubt, intervals of depression.
But, on the whole, his progress was steadily upwards and his consecration more and more comIt was this devout young man, with the
plete.
joy of the Lord in his heart, who turned his back
in the early months of 1727 on his brilliant
academic life and laid aside for ever his philosophical speculations, to take up the -work of a
pastor at Northampton.
Edwards was ordained
2. Edwards the pastor.
co-pastor with his grandfather on 15th Feb. 1727,
and on the latter's death, two years later, succeeded to the sole charge of the parish. North'

'

:

'

'

:

'

'

'

'

'

—

ampton was relatively a very important place. It
was the county town, and nearly half of the area
of the province lay within the county. It was,
therefore, a sort of little local capital, and its
people prided themselves on their culture, energy,
and independence of mind. There was but the
one church in the town, and it was probably the
largest and most influential in the province, outIt was not united in sentiment,
side of Boston.
being often torn with factional disputes. But,
under the strong preaching of Solomon Stoddard,
been repeatedly visited with revivals.
it had
These periods of awakenmg continued at intervals

the church became
during Edwards' pastorate
famous for them, and its membership was tilled
up by them. At one time the membership numbered 620, and included nearly the entire adult
population of the town. Stoddard had been the
;

Dwight, i. 674.
On Edwards' early Idealism, see esp. Egbert C. Smyth,
G. P. Fisher, Discussions in Hist, and Theol.
i. 969-960
229-30; H. N. Gardiner, 116-160; J. H. MacOracken, 'The
Sources of Jonathan Edwards' idealism,' in the Philosophical
Review, xi. [1902] 26 ff.; also G. Lyon, U>c. cit.; and I. W.
Riley, American Philosophy : The early Schools, New York,
1

2

AJTh

;

1907.
s

Dwight,

i.

59.

* lb. 60.
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protagonist for the la.xer views of admiB.sion to
Church-ordinances, and early in the century had
introduced into the Northampton church the
practice of opening the Lord's Supper to those who

made no

profession of conversion.
In this practice
first acquiesced ; but, becoming conit was wrong, sought after a while to
correct it, with disastrous consequences to himMeanwhile it had given to the membership
self.
of the church something of the character of a

Edwards at
vinced that

mixed multitude, which the circumstance that
large numbers of them had been introduced in
the religious excitement of revivals had tended to
increase.
To the pastoral care of this important congregation, Edwards gave himself with single-hearted
devotion. Assiduous house-to-house visitation did
not, it is true, form part of his plan of work ; but
this did not argue carelessness or neglect ; it was
in accordance with his deliberate judgment of his
And, if he did not go
special gifts and fitnesses.
to his people in their homes, save at the call of
illness or special need, he encouraged them to
come freely to him, and grudged neither time nor
labour in meeting their individual requirements.
He remained, of course, also a student, spending
ordinarily from thirteen to fourteen hours daUy in
his study.
This work did not separate itself from,
but was kept strictly subsidiary to, his pastoral
service.
Not only had he turned his back definitely on the purely academic speculations which
had engaged him so deeply at Yale, but he produced no purely theological works during the
whole of his twenty-three years' pastorate at
Northampton. His publications during this period,
besides sermons, consisted only of treatises in
practical Divinity.
They deal principally with
problems raised by the great religious awakenings
in

which

his preaching

was

fruitful.

Such, for instance, are the Narrative of Surprising Conversions, published in 1736, the Thoughts on the Revival o/
Religion in New England in 17kO, published in 1742, and that
very searching study of the movements of the human soul
under the excitement of religious motives called A Treatise
Then
concerning Religious Affections, published in 1746.
there is the Humble Attempt to Promote Explicit Agreement
and Visible Union of God's People in Extraordinary Prayer
for the Revival of Religion, etc., published in 1749, which
belongs to the same class, and the brief Account of the Life of
the Rev. David Brainerd, published in the same year. There
remains only the Humble Imjairy into the Rules of the Word
of God, concerning the Qualifications requisite to a Complete
Standing in Full Communion in the Visible Church of God,
published in 1749, along with which should be mentioned the
defence of its positions against Solomon Williams, entitled
Misrepresentations Corrected and Truth Vindicated, although
this was not published until somewhat later (1762). No douDt
there was much more than this written during these score or
more of years, for Edwards was continually adding to the mass

manuscript treasures ; and some of these voluminous
observations ' have since been put into print, although the
greater part of them remain yet in the note-books where he
of his
•

wrote them.
It was in his sermons that Edwards' studies bore
He did not spare himself in
their richest fruit.
He not only faithfully
his public instruction.

the regular appointments of the church, but
freely undertook special discourses and lectures,
and during times of ' attention to religion went
frequently to the aid of the neighbouring churches.
From the first he was recognized as a remarkable
preacher, as arresting ana awakening as he was
instructive.
Filled himself with the profotmdest
sense of the heinousness of sin, as an ofi'ence
against the majesty of God and an outrage of His
love, he set himself to arouse his hearers to some
realization of the hoiTor of their condition as objects of the Divine displeasure, and of the incredible goodness of God in intervening for their
salvation.
Side by side with the most moving
portrayal of God's love in Christ, and of the
blessedness of communion with Him, he therefore
set, with the most startling eflect, equally vivid
filled

'
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pictures of the dangers of unforgiven sin and the
terrors of the lost estate.
The effect of such
preaching, delivered with the force of the sincerest
conviction, was overwhelming.
great awakening hegan in the church at the end of 1735, in
which more than 300 converts were gathered in,'
and which extended throughout the churches of
the Connecticut valley. In connexion with a visit
from Whitefield in 1740 another wave of religious
fervour was started, which did not spend its force
until it covered the whole land.
No one could
recognize more fully than Edwards the evil that
mixes with the good in such seasons of religious
excitement.
He diligently sought to curb excesses, and earnestly endeavoured to separate the
chaff from the wheat. But no one could protest
more strongly against casting out the wheat with
the chaff. He subjected all the phenomena of the
revivals in which he participated to the most
searching analytical study ; and, while sadly
acknowledging that much self-deception was possible, and that the rein could only too readily be
given to false ' enthusiasm,' he earnestly contended
that a genuine work of grace might find expression
in mental and even physical excitement.
It was
one of the incidental fruits of these revivals
that, as we have seen, he gave to the world in
a series of studies perhaps the most thorough
examination of the phenomena of religious excitement it has yet received, and certainly, in his
great treatise on the Religious Affections, one of
the most complete systems of what has been strikingly called spiritual diagnostics it possesses.
For twenty-three years Edwards pursued his
fruitful ministry at Northampton ; under his guidance the church became a city set on a hill to which
all eyes were turned.
But in the reaction from the
revival of 1740-1742 conditions arose which caused
him great searchings of heart, and led ultimately
to his separation from his congregation.
In this
revival, practically the whole adult population
of the town was "brought into the church ; they
were admitted under the excitement of the time
and under a ruling introduced as long before as

A

'

'

1704 by Stoddard, which looked upon all the
ordinances of the church, including the Lord's
Supper, as
converting ordinances,' not presupposing, but adapted to bring about, a change of
heart.
As time passed, it became evident enough
that a considerable body of the existing membership of the church had not experienced that change
of heart by which alone they could be constituted
Christians, and indeed they made no claim to have
done so. On giving serious study to the question
for himself, Edwards became convinced that participation in the Lord's Supper could properly be
allowed only to those professing real ' conversion.'
It was his duty as pastor and guide of his people
to guard the Lord's Table from profanation, and
he was not a man to leave unperformed a duty
clearly perceived. Two obvious measures presented
themselves to him unworthy members of the
church must be exscinded by discipline, and greater
care must be exercised in receiving new applicants
'

—

for membership.

No doubt

discipline

was among

the functions which the Church claimed to exercise ; but the practice of it had fallen much into
decay as a sequence to the lowered conception
which had come to be entertained of the requirements for church membership. The door of admission to the Lord's Supper, on the other hand,
had been formally set wide open ; and this loose
policy had been persisted in for half a century,

was a return

in theory and practice to the original
platform of the Congregational churches, which
conceived the Church to be, in the strictest sense
of the words,
a company of saints by calling,'
among whom there should be permitted to enter
nothing that was not clean.' This, which should
have been his strength, and which ultimately gave
the victory to the movement which he inaugurated
throughout the churches of New England,^ was in
his own personal case his weakness.
It gave a
radical appearance to the reforms which he advocated, which he himself was far from giving to
them. It is not necessary to go into the details
of the controversy regarding a ease of discipline,
which emerged in 1744, or the subsequent difficulties (1748-9) regarding the conditions of admission
to the Lord's Supper.
The result was that, after a
sharp contest running through two years, Edwards
was dismissed from his pastorate on 22nd June 1750.
3. Edwards the theologian.
By his dismissal
from his church at Northampton, in his fortyseventh year, the second period of Edwards' life
the period of strenuous pastoral labour was
brought to an abrupt close. After a few months
he removed to the little frontier hamlet (there
were only twelve white families resident there)
of Stockbridge, as missionary of the 'Society in
London for Propagating the Gospel in New England and the Parts Adjacent' to the Housatonic
Indians gathered there, and as pastor of the little
church of white settlers. In this exile he hoped to
find leisure to write, in defence of the Calvinistic
system against the rampant Arminianism of the
day, the works which he had long had in contem'

—

—

—

'

'

and for which he had made large preparaPeace and quiet he did not find; he was
embroiled from the first in a trying struggle
against the greed and corruption of the administrators of the funds designed for the benefit of the
Indians. But he made, if he could not find, the
It was at Stockbridge that he
requisite leisure.
wrote the treatises on which his fame as a theologian chiefly rests the great works on the Will
(written in 1753, published in 1754), and Original
Sin (in the press when he died, 1758), the striking
essays on The End for which God created the World,
and the Nature of True Virtue (published 1768,
after his death), and the unfinished History of
Redemption (publ. 1772). No doubt he utilized
plation,
tion.

:

for these works material previously collected.
He
lived practically with his pen in his hand, and
accumulated an immense amount of written matter
his 'best thoughts,' as it has been felicitously
The work on the Will, indeed, had itself
called.
find him making
been long on the stocks.
diligent studies for it already at the opening of
1747 ; * and, thoughj his work on it was repeatedly
interrupted for long intervals,* he tells us that

—

We

before he left Northampton he ' had made considerable preparation and was deeply engaged in
the prosecution of this design. ' " The rapid completion of the book in the course of a few months
in 1753 was not, therefore, so wonderful a feat as
Nevertheless, it is the
it might otherwise appear.
seven years at Stockbridge which deserve to be
called the fruitful years of Edwards' theological

be seen,

' According to the organic law of the Congregational churches
Cambridge Platform), saints by calling are such as have
not only attained the linowledge of the principles of religion,
and are free from gross and open scandals, but also do, together
with the profession of their faith and repentance, walk in
blameless obedience to the word.'
2 Cf. H. N. Gardiner, Selected Sermons, p. xii.
8 Letter to Joseph Bellamy, 16th Jan. 1747, printed by F. B.
Dexter, The 3ISS of Jonathan Edwards (reprinted from the
Proc. of Mass. Hist. Soc, Mar. 1901), p. 13 Letter to John
Erskine, 22nd Jan. 1747, reconstructed by Dwight, i. 249-260,

1 More than 550 members were added tx) the church at Northampton during Edwards' pastorate (see Solomon Clark, Histor.
CtUatogue of Sortkampton First Church, 1891, pp. 40-47).

but since come to light (Exercises Commemorating the TwoHundredth Anniversary of Jonathan Edwards, held at Andover Theological Seminary, p. 63 of the Appendix).
6 lb. 506, 532, 637.
« Dwight, 1. 251, 270, 411.

and had become

traditional.

What Edwards

himself compelled to undertake,

it will

felt

(the

'

'

'

;

—

'

EDWARDS AND THE NEW ENGLAND THEOLOGY
Thej were interrupted in the autumn of
1757 by an invitation to liira to become the President of the College of New Jersey, at Princeton,
It
in succession to his son-in-law, Aaron Burr.
was with great reluctance that he accepted this
call
it seemed to him to threaten the prevention
of what he had thought to make his life-work
the preparation, to wit, of a series of volumes on
all the several parts of the Arniinian controversy.'
But the college at Princeton, which had been
founded and thus far carried on by men whose
sympathies were with the warm-hearted, revivalistic piety to which his own life had been dedicated, had claims upon him which he could not
disown. On the advice of a council of his friends,'
therefore, he accepted the call and removed to
Princeton to take up his new duties, in January
There he was inoculated for smallpox on
1758.
13th Feb., and died of this disease on 27th March
in the fifty-fifth year of his age.
The peculiarity of Edwards' theological work is
due to the union in it of the richest religious sentiment with the highest intellectual powers. He
was first of all a man of faith, and it is this that
gives its character to his whole life and all its
products ; but his strong religious feeling had at
its disposal a mental force and logical acuteness of
the first order he was at once deeply emotional,
and, as Ezra Stiles called him, a strong reasoner.'
His analytical subtlety has probably never been
surpassed but with it was combined a broad grasp
of religious truth which enabled him to see it n- a
whole, and to deal with its several parts without
exaggeration and with a sense of their relations in
the system. The system to which he gave his
sincere adhesion, and to the defence of which,
against the tendencies which were in his day
threatening to undermine it, he consecrated all his
powers, was simply Calvinism. From this system
as it had been expounded by its chief representatives he did not consciously depart in any of its
constitutive elements. The breadth and particularity of his acquaintance with it in its classical
expounders, and the completeness of his adoption
of it in his own thought, are frequently underestimated. There is a true sense in which he was
a man of thought rather than of learning. There
were no great libraries accessible in Western
Massachusetts in the middle of the 18th century.
His native disposition to reason out for himself the
subjects which were presented to his thought was
reinforced by his habits of study ; it waa his
custom to develop on paper, to its furthest logical
consequences, every topic of importance to which
his attention was directed.
He lived in the age
of reason,' and was in this respect a true child of
his time.'
In the task which he undertook,
furthermore, an appeal to authority would have
been useless ; it was uniquely to the court of reason
that he could hale the adversaries of the Calvinistic system.
Accordingly it is only in his more
didactic as distinguished from controversial
treatise on Religious Affections, that Edwards cites
with any frequency earlier writers in support of
his positions.
The reader must guard himself,
however, from the illusion that Edwards was not
himself conscious of the support of earlier writers
beneath him.* His acquaintance with the masters
of the system of thought he was defending, for
work.

;

;

'

;

'

—

1

Dwight,

2

Dwight (i.

i.

261.
576)

example, was wide and minute.
Ainesius and
Wollobius had been his text-books at college. The
well-selected library at Yale, we may be sure, had
been thoroughly explored by him ; at the close of
his divinity studies, he speaks of the reading; of
doctrinal Dooks or books of controversy' as if it
were part of his daily business.' As would have
been expected, he fed himself on the great Puritan
divines, and formed not merely his thought but his
We find him in his youth, for
life upon them.
instance, diligently using Manton's Sermons on the
and in his rare
lltith Psalm as a spiritual guide
allusions to authorities in his works, he betrays
familiarity with such writers as William Perkins,
John Preston, Thomas Blake, Anthony Burgess,
Stephen Charnock, John Flavel, Theophilus Gale,
Thomas Goodwin, John Owen, Samuel Rutherford, Thomas Shephard, Richard Sibbes, John
Smith the Platonist, and Samuel Clark the Arian.
Even his contemporaries he knew and estimated at
'

;

their true values Isaac Watts and Philip Doddridge as a matter of course ; and also Thomas
Boston, the scheme of thought of whose View of the
Covenant of Grace he confessed he did not understand, but whose Fourfold State of Man he liked
exceedingly well.'^ His Calvin he certainly knew
thoroughly, though he would not swear in his
words ' and also his Turretin, whom he speaks of
as the great Turretine
' while van Mastricht he
declares 'much better' than even Turretin, 'or,'
he adds with some fervour, than any other book
in the world excepting the Bible, in my opinion.' °
The close agreement of his teaching with that of
the best esteemed Calvinistic divines is, therefore,
both conscious and deliberate ; his omission to
appeal to them does not argue either ignorance or
contempt it is incident to his habitual manner
and to the special task he was prosecuting. In
point of fact, what he teaches is just the standard
Calvinism in its completeness.
As an independent thinker, he is, of course, not
without his individualisms, and that in conception
no less than in expression. His explanation of the
identity of the human race with its Head, founded
as it is on a doctrine of personal identity which
reduces it to an 'arbitrary constitution' of God,
binding its successive moments together, is pecuIn answering objections to the
liar to himself.'
doctrine of Original Sin, he appeals at one point to
Stapfer, and speaks, after him, in the language of
that form of doctrine known as ' mediate imputation.''
But this is only in order to illustrate his
own view that all mankind are one as truly as and
by the same kind of Divine constitution that an
individual life is one in its consecutive moments.
Even in this immediate context he does not teach
the doctrine of 'mediate imputation,' insisting
rather that, Adam and his posterity being in the
strictest sense one, in them no less than in him
*
the guilt arising from the first existing of a depraved disposition cannot at all be distinguished
from the guilt of Adam's first sin ; and elsewhere
throughout the treatise he speaks in the terms of
the common Calvinistic doctrine. His most marked
individualism, however, lay in the region of philosophy rather than of theology. In an essay on
The Nature of True Virtue, he develops, in opposition to the view that all virtue may be reduced
ultimately to self-love, an eccentric theory of virtue
:

'

;

;

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

he disliked a display of learning. In his earliest maxims,
by the side of Let much modesty be seen in the style,' he sets
*
other
Let it not look as if I was much read, or was conthis
versant with books, or with the learned world (Dwight, i. 41 f.),
2 lb. '2A2.
1 Dwight, i. 93.
3 Preface to the treatise on the Will, Dwight, ii. 13.

ever,

was not able to ascertain

all

the facts con-

Ezra Stiles, Diary, New York, 1901,
;
supplies interesting details.
3 Cf. the discussion of Edwards* ' rationalism,' by Jan Ridderbos, De Theologie van Jonathan Edwards, 310-313.
4 Hopkins tells us that ' he had an enormous thirst for knowledge, in the pursuit of which he spared no cost or pains. He
read all the books, especially books treating of theology, that
he could procure, from which he could hope to derive any
assistance in the discovery of truth.' Frorn his youth up, howcerning this council
iii. 4,

VOL. V.

S25
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'

:

'

Works, New York ed. 1866, iii. 123.
5 Letter to Joseph Bellamy, 16th Jan. 1747, printed by F. B.
Dexter, 13.
6 Works, i vol. ed., ii. 486fl. ; Dwight, ii. 666 f.
7 Works, 4 vol. ed., ii. 483 f.
Dwight, ii. 644.
•»

;

—
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as consisting in love to being in general. But of
this again we hear nothing elsewhere in his works,
though it became germinal for the New England
theology of the next age. Such individualisms in
any case are in no way characteristic of his teaching.
He strove after no show of originality. An
independent thinker he certainly claimed to be,
and utterly disclaimed a dependence,' say, on
Calvin, in the sense of believing the doctrines he
held because Calvin believed and taught them.''
This very disclaimer is, however, a proclamation
of agreement with Calvin, though not as if he
' believed everything just as Calvin taught
he is
only solicitous that he should be understood to be
not a blind follower of Calvin, but a convinced
defender of Calvinism. His one concern was, accordingly, not to improve on the Calvinism of the
great expounders of the system, but to place the
main elements of the Calvinistio system, as commonly understood, beyond cavU. His marvellous
invention was employed, therefore, only in the
discovery and development of the fullest and most
convincing possible array of arguments in their
favour. This is true even of his great treatise on
the Will. This is, in the common judgment, the
greatest of all his treatises, and the common
judgment here is right.'' But the doctrine of this
treatise is precisely the doctrine of the Calvinistic
schoolmen. ' The novelty of the treatise,' we have
been well told long ago,' lies not in the position
it takes and defends, but in the multitude of proofs,
the fecundity and urgency of the arguments by
'

'

'

'

'

;

'

which he maintains

it.
Edwards' originality thus
consists less in the content of his thought than in
his manner of thinking.
He enters into the great
tradition which had come down to him, and ' infuses it with his personality and makes it live,'
and the vitality of his thought gives to its product
the value of a unique creation.* The effect of
Edwards' labours was quite in the line of his purpose, and not disproportionate to his greatness.
The movement against Calvinism which was overspreading the land was in a great measure checked,
and the elimination of Calvinism as a determining
factor in the thought of New England, which
seemed to be imminent as he wrote, was postponed
for more than a hundred years. °
England theology. It was Edwards'
4. The
misfortune that he gave his name to a party ; and
to a party which, never in perfect agreement with
him in its doctrinal ideas, finished by becoming
the earnest advocate of (as it has been sharply expressed') 'a set of opinions which he gained his
chief celebrity by demolishing.'
The affiliation of
this party with Edwards was very direct. ' Bellamy
and Hopkins,' says G. P. Fisher,' tracing the
descent, ' were pupils of Edwards ; from Hopkins
West derived his theology ; Smalley studied with

—

New

Emmons with Smalley.' But the
inheritance of the party from Edwards showed
itself much more strongly on the practical than on
the doctrinal side. Its members were the heirs of
his revivalist zeal and of his awakening preaching ;
they also imitated his attempt to purify the
Church by discipline and strict guarding of the
Lord's Table in a word, to restore the Church to
Bellamy, and

—

Puritan ideal of a congregation

its
1

Dwight,

ii.

of

saints.'

13.

2 Cf. F. J. E. Woodbridge, in The Phiiosophical Review, xiii.
(1904] 398 ; and G. Lyon, op. cit. 412.
8 Lyman H. Atv/a,tetyBibtic<U Repertory andPrmceUmReview,
XXX. [1868] 697.
* H. N. Gardiner, Selected Sermoits, p. xvii.
» Of. Williston Walker, Ten
England Leaders, 232.
« Lyman H. Atwater, 689 ; cf J. RidderboB, 320 f.

New
.

A

Discourse Commemorative of tfie History of the Church of
Christ in Yale College during the First Century of its Existence,
7

1868, p. 36.

On the ripdi^ of the New Divinity men in Church
administration' and 'discipline,' see the interesting details in
£zia Stiles' JHary, iiL 273 1., 843 f., 368 f.
8

*

'

'

Pressing to extremes in both matters, aa followers
will, the
Edwardeans or New Divinity men
became a ferment in the churches of New England, and, creating discussion and disturbances
every^vhere, grEtdusQly won their way to dominance.
Meanwhile their doctrinal teaching was continually
suffering change. As Fisher (p. 7) puts it, in the
process of defending the established faith, they
'

'

'

'

'

were led to re-cast
its aspect.'

Only,

it

it

in new forms and to change
was not merely the form and

aspect of their inherited faith, but its substance,
Accordthat they were steadily transforming.
ingly, Fisher proceeds to explain that what on this
side constituted their common character was not
so much a common doctrine as a common method :
the fact that their views were the result of inde'

pendent reflection and were maintained on philosophical grounds.'
Here, too, they were followers
of Edwards ; but in their exaggeration of his
rational method, without his solid grounding in the
history of thought, they lost continuity with the
past and became the creators of a New England
theology which it is only right frankly to describe
'

'

as provincial.'
the men who worlied out

this theological transmutation
were men of high character, great intellectual gifts, immense
energy of thought, and what may almost be called fatal logical
facibty. Any people might be proud to have produced in the
course of a century such a series of 'strong reasoners' on
religious themes as Joseph Bellamy (1719-1790), Samuel Hopltins
(1720-1803), Stephen West (1769-1818), John Smalley (1739-1820),
Jonathan Edwards, Jr. (1746-1801), Nathaniel Emmons (17461840), Timothy Dwight (1762-1817), EleazarT. Fitch (1791-1871),
and Nathaniel W. Taylor (1786-1858)— all, with the single exception of the younger Edwards, graduates of Yale College
not
;

to spealc of yet others of equal powers, lying more off the line of
direct development, lilce Leonard Woods (1774-1864), Bennet
Tyler (1783-1868), Edward D. Griffin (1770-1837), Moses Stuart
(1780-1862), Lyman Beeoher (1776-1863), Charles G. Finney
(1792-1876), Leonard Bacon (1802-1881), Horace Bushnell (16021876), and Edwards A. Park (1808-1900).

It is a far cry from Jonathan
Calvinist, defending with all the

Edwards the
force of

his

unsurpassed reasoning powers the doctrine of a
determined will, and commending a theory of
virtue which identified it with general benevolence,
to Nathaniel W. Taylor the Pelagianizer, building
his system upon the doctrine of the power to the
contrary as its foundation stone, and reducing
Taylor's teachall virtue ultimately to self-love.
ing, in point of fact, was in many respects the
exact antipodes of Edwards', and very fairly
reproduced the congeries of tendencies which the
latter considered it his life-work to withstand.
Yet Taylor looked upon himself as an Edwardean,'
though in him the outcome of the long development received its first appropriate designation
'

Its several successive
the ' New Haven Divinity.
phases were bound together by the no doubt
external circumstance that they were taught in
general by men who had received their training at

New

Haven.

of the New Divinity to that dominance in the theological thought of New England
from which it derives its claim to be called the
New England Theology' was gradual, though

The growth

'

rapid.
Samuel Hopkins tells us that at
the begianing in 1756 there were not more than
four or five who espoused the sentiments which

somewhat

—

—

'

since have been called " Edwardean " and " New
Divinity " ; and since, after some improvement
was made upon them, " Hopkintonian " or

" Hopkinsian "sentiments. ^ The younger Edwards
spoke of them in 1777 as a small party.' In
1787, Ezra Stiles, chafing under their growing
'

still

influence
of views

and marking the increasing divergence
themselves, fancied he saw their

among

end approaching.
Woodbridge,

1

Cf.

2

Park, Life of Hopkins, Boston, 1864, p. 23; Fisher, Dit-

394.

eussions, etc, 80.
8 Ezra Stiles, ii. 227

;

Fisher, loe.

cit.

''

;;'

BQO
It has been the Ton,' he writes,
to direct Students of
divinity these thirty yeura past or a ^'Cneration to read tiie
Bible, President tklwards', Or. Bellamy's, and Mr. liopkina'
writing-8— and that was a good eurtlciency of reading'.' But
now, 'the New Divinity gentlemen are getting into confusion
and running into different stateraentB.' 'The younger Class,
but yet in full vigor, suppose they see further than those
Oracles, and are disposed to become Oracles themselves, and
wish to write Theology and have their own books come into
vogue.' He thought these ' confusions the beginning of the
^

'

:

originally set in opposition.
We note Hopkins already conscious of divergence from
Edwards' teachmg a divergence which he calls an improve-

—

*

ment.' Ezra Btiles telle us that in 1787 the New Divinity men
were beginning to deny a real vicarious Suffering in Christ's
Atonement,' and were 'generally giving up the Doctrine of
Imputation both in Original Sin and in Justification
and
fiome of them, 'receding from disinterested Benevolence, are
giving in to the Idea that all holy Motive operates as terminating in personal happiness,' s a very fair statement of the actual
*

'

;

—

dnft.

The younger Edwards drew up a careful account
of what he deemed the (ten)
Improvements in
Theology made by President Edwards and those
who have followed his. course of thought.'* Three
'

most cardinal of these he does not pretend
were introduced by Edwards, attributing them
simply to those whom he calls Edwards' followers.
These are the substitution of the Governmental
of the

'

for the Satisfaction doctrine of the
Atonement, in the accomplishment of which he
himself, with partial forerunners in Bellamy and
AVest, was the chief agent ; the discarding of the
doctrine of the imputation of sin in favour of the
view that men are condemned for their own
personal sin only a contention which was made

(Grotian)

m

—

an extreme form by Nathaniel Emmons, who

confined all moral quality to acts of volition, and
afterwards became a leading element in Nathaniel
W. Taylor's system ; and the perversion of
Edwards' distinction between 'natural' and
' moral
inability so as to ground on the natural
ability of the unregenerate, after the fashion
introduced by Samuel Hopkins' a theory of the
capacities and duties of men without the Spirit,
which afterwards, in the hands of Nathaniel
W. Taylor, became the core of a new Pelagianizing
system.
The external victory of the New Divinity in
New England was marked doubtless by the election
of Timothy Dwight to the Presidency of Yale
College (1797) ; and certainly it could have found
no one better fitted to commend it to moderate
men ; probably no written system of theology has
ever enjoyed wider acceptance than Dwight's
Sermons.' But after Dwight came Taylor, and in
the teaching of the latter the downward movement
of the New Divinity ran out into a system which
turned, as on its hinge, upon the Pelagianizing
doctrines of the native sinlessness of the race, the
plenary ability of the sinner to renovate his o^vn
soul, and self-love or the desire for happiness as
'

'

—

1

Ezra

Stiles,

iii.

273-6.

D. Woolsey in 1822 can speak of Hopkinsianism as a sort of net which catches all but the Presbyterian
It had become, be says, * a general
eels, who slip through.'
term which comprehends all who are not Armlnians and disagree
with Turretin on the Atonement ' {Yale Review, Jan. 1912 [1. 2],
2

Young Theodore
*

'

'

p. S46).
• Published in Dwight, i. 613 ff.
s iii. 273 f.
5 Cf. G. N. Boardman, Hist, of
England Theology, 50.
6 Cf. G. P. Fisher,
Sermon, etc., 67 : ' No work in systematic
divinity has had such currency and authority in Great Britain,

New

A

at least outside the Established Church of England, as the
Sermons of Dr. Dwight. In that country they have passed
through not less than forty editions.'

From

this

;

'

;

voluntary action.

all

extreme some reaction was inevitable, and the
history of the so-called 'New England Theology'
closes with the moderate reaction of the teaching
of Edwards A. Park.
Park was of that line of
theological descent wliich came through Hopkins,
Woods
Emmons, and
but he sought to incorporate
into his system all that seemed to liim to he the
results of New England thinking for the century
which preceded him, not excepting the extreme
positions of Taylor himself. Reverting so far from
Taylor as to return to perhaps a somewhat more

end.

In this he -was mistaken the New Divinity, in the
person of Timothy Dwight, succeeded him as
President of Yale College, and through a long
series of years was infused into generation after
generation of students." The 'confusions' Stiles
observed were, however, real
or, rather, the
progressive giving way of the so-called Edwardeans
to tnose tendencies of thought to which they were
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the spring of

*

deterministic doctrine of the will, he was able to
rise above Taylor in his doctrines of election and
regeneration, and to give to the general type of
thought which he represented a lease of life for
another generation. But, with the death of Park
in 1900, the history of
New England Theology
seems to come to an end.'
Lfterature. (^) A list of Edwards' works is given by Dwight,
'

—

ff.
S. Miller, 264 fj., and Ridderbos, 327 £t. (opp. citl. infra).
brief bibliography will be found in Allen, op. cit. infra, 391 ff.
The first edition of Edwards' Works was in 8 vols., ed. S.

766

i.

;

A

Austin, Worcester, Mass. 1808-1809. This edition has been
frequently reproduced in 4 vols. New York, 1844, 1862, 1866,
1863, 18S1. A new and enlarged edition in 10 vols., ed. S. E.
Dwight, vol. i. bein^ a Memoir, appeared at New York, 1829.
An edition was published at London in 8 vols., 1837, to which
2 supplementary vols, were added, Edinburgli, 1847. Later
British editions are London, 1840, with Dwight's Memoir and
an Essay by H. Rogers
London, 1866 (Bohn), in 2 vols.
Additional writings of Edwards have been published Charity
and Its Fruits, ed. Tryon Edwards, London, 1852 (subsequently
re-issued under the title Christian Love in the Heart and Life °,
Philadelphia, 1876) ; Selections from the Unpublished Writings
of Jonathan Edwards, edited with an introduction by A. B.
Grosart, Edinburgh, 1865 Observations concerning the Scripture
Economy of the Trinity, edited with an introduction by Egbert
Smyth, New York, 1880 An Unpublished Essay of Edwards
on the Trinity, edited with an introduction by George P.
Fisher, New York, 1904 ; Selected Sermons of Jonathan
Edwards, edited with an introduction and notes by H. N.
Gardiner, New York and London, 1904 (contains one new
:

;

;

:

;

C

;

sermonX
(B) For

life, etc., see S. Hopkins, Life and Character of the
Rev. Mr. Jonathan Edwards, Boston, 1765, Northampton,
S.
E.
Dwight, Memoir, being vol. i. of his edition of the
;
Works (see above). New York, 1829 S. Miller, Life of Jonathan
Edwards, Boston, 1837 and 1848 (vol. viii. of first series of
Jared Sparks' The Library of American Biography); A. V. G.
Allen, Jonathan Edwards, Boston, 1889 Williston Walker,
Ten New England Leaders, Boston and New York, 1901, pp.
216-263, also Hist, of the Congregational Churches in the ll.S.f
New York, 1894, chs. vii. viii, ix. Joseph Tracey, The Great
Awakening, etc., Boston, 1842.
(C) The most comprehensive survey of Edwards' theological
teaching is given oy Jan Ridderbos, De Theologie van
Jonathan Edwards, The Ha^ue, 1907 see also G. P. Fisher,
Discussions in History and Theology, New York, 1880, pp. 227262; Noah Porter, 'Edwards' Peculiarity as a Theologian,' in
The New Englander, xviii. 737 f. ; H. N. Gardiner, Jonathan
Edwards: a Retrospect,^ etc., Boston and New York, 1901
Exercises Commemorating the Two-Hundredth Anniversary
of the Birth of Jonathan Edwards, held at Andover Theological
Seminary, Andover, 1904.
(/)) "The New England Theology should be studied in the
works of its chief exponents. Lives of many of them are also
accessible. See also F. H. Foster, Genetic Hist, of New
England Theol., Chicago, 1907; G. N. Boardman, Hist, of
New Eng. Theol, New York. 1899: C. Hodge, Princeton
Theological Essays, first series, 1846, pp. 285-307, second series,
1847, pp. 206-235, Essays and Reviews, 1856, pp. 639-633
Lyman H. Atwater, Biblical Repertory and Princeton Review.
xxvi, (1854) 217-246, xxx. (1868) 686-620, xxii. (1869) 489-538,
il. (18S8) 368-398- Edwards A. Park, The Atonement, etc.,
Boston, 1659; G. P. Fisher, Discussions, etc., 285-364; H. B.
Smith, Faith and Philosophy, New York, 1877, pp. 215-264.

late

1804

;

;

;

;

BENJAMIN

EGO

B.

WAEFIELD.

term [Lat. 1st personal pronoun = 'I']
The concepfor self,' used in various languages).
It is difBcult
tion of the Ego is very perplexing.
to describe its content, and to discover a fundamental principle which will serve to distinguish it
If, starting from
satisfactorily from the non-Ego.
its etymology, we say an Ego is a self-conscious
being, one who knows himself and is able to say
I,' and proceed to ask what the Ego so defined is,
(a

'

—

'

we get

different answers.

Descartes called

it

a

H. Foster, Genetic History, etc., Chicago, 1907,
'Conclusion,' pp. 543-563, where the fact is fully recognized,
though the reasons assigned for it are questionable.
1

Cf.

P.

EGO
'thinking thing,' including, under the term 'thinkunderstanding, affirming, denying, willing,
refusing, imagining, perceiving {Meditation II.).
Thinking is a quality ; qualities inhere in substances ; for it cannot be that a quality is a quality
of nothing.
By substance is meant a thing
existing in such a way as to stand in need of
nothing else in order to its existence (Principles,
There is only one absolutely independent
% 51).
being, namely, God.
finite mind, however, is
dependent on nothing but the concurrence of
God.' It is not dependent on body ; for, Descartes
contends, it can be thought to exist when the
existence of body is doubted ; and it does not need
a place in order that it may exist. Its existence
is involved in thinking
' as long as I think, I am
(Med. II.). Yet Descartes has to recognize that
bodily and mental substances are so intimately
related in man that some of the experiences of the
Ego pain, hunger, thirst, etc., which he calls
confused modes of thinking arise from this union.
He tends to deny mind to animals.
An examination of the content of self-consciousness, however, shows that the line drawn between
the self and the not-self is not always drawn by
Egos themselves in the way Descartes draws it.
At times some of our inner states are excluded
from our conception of ourselves.
identify
ourselves, e.g., with what we want to be, with the
ideals we have taken as our own.
When we
forget these and act on other motives, we say that
we have forgotten ourselves. At other times the
body and even objects outside the body are included in the conception of self.
Between what a man calls me and what he simply calls mine

ing,'

'

'

A

'

—

'

—

—

We

*

the line is difficult to draw. We feel and act about certain
things that are ours very much as we feel and act about ourselves.
Our fame, our children, the work of our hands, may be
as dear to us as our bodies are, and arouse the same feelings and
the same acts of reprisal if attacked. And our bodies themselves, are they simply ours, or are they us ? Certainly men have
been known to disown their very bodies, and to regard them as
mere vestures, or even as prisons of clay from which they should
some day be glad to escape.
We see, then, that we are dealing with a fluctuating material,
the same object being sometimes treated as a part of me, at
other times as simply mine, and then again as if I had nothing
to do with it at all. In its widest possible sense, however, a man's
UE is the sinn-total of all that he CAN call his, not only his body
and his psychic powers, but his clothes, and his house, his wife
and children, his ancestors and friends, his reputation and
works, his lands and horses, and yacht and bank account. All
these things give him the same emotions. If they wax and prosper, he feels triumphant if they dwindle and die away, he feels
cast down not necessarily in the same degree for each thing,
but in much the same way for all (W. James, Text-book of Psychology, 1892, ch. xii. p. 176 f.).

—

;

'

Philosophical reflexion seems to confirm the
conclusion drawn from a psychological analysis of
the content of self -consciousness. The self cannot
be separated from what it knows, feels, and reacts
upon, without being destroyed. If it knew nothing
of the world, it would apparently be empty of content.
It lives and grows by the dual process of
appropriating all things related to it, and at once
distinguishing itself from them. Its nature, as
MacTaggart observes, is very paradoxical.

What does it include 1 he asks.
Everything of which it is
What does it exclude? Equally —everything of
which it is conscious. What can it say is not inside it ? Nothing.
What can it say is not outside it? A single abstraotion. And
'

any attempt to remove the paradox destroys the self. For the
two sides are inevitably connected. If we try to make it a distinct individual by separating it from all other things, it loses
all content of which it can be conscious, and so loses the very
individuality which we started by trying to preserve. If, on the
other hand, we try to save its content by emphasising the Incluexclusion, then the consciousness
has no contents but the objects of
contents vanish also' (Studies in
27).

Descartes' assertion that the Ego, as

now,

we know

it

a thinking substance independent of its
other bodies cannot therefore be justified
by an appeal to immediate consciousness, psychological analysis, or philosophical reflexion.
That
;is

own and

We

the Ego.
'I have no inunediate intuition [of matter],' said Berkeley;
*
neither can I immediately from
sensations, ideas, notions,
actions, or passions infer an unthinking, unperceiving, inactire
Substance either by probable deduction, or necessary consequence.' The phj'sical world is nothing but a floating system of
ideas (Third Dialogue between Hylas and Fhiltmous).
*
For my part,* said Hume, ' when I enter most intimately into
what I call myself, 1 always stumble on some particular perception or other, of heat or cold, light or shade, love or hatred, pain
or pleasure. I never can catch myself at any time without a
perception, and never can observe anything but the perception."
mind is ' nothing but a bundle or collection of different perceptions, which succeed each other with an inconceivable
rapidity, and are in a perpetual flux and movement * (Human
Nature, bk. i. pt. iv. sec. 6).
'
The final result of Hume's reasoning,' says Huxley, ' comes to
this : As we use the name of body for the sum of the phenomena
which make up our corporeal existence, so we employ the name
of soul for the sum of the phenomena which constitute our mental
existence ; and we have no more reason, in the latter case, than
in the former, to suppose that there is anything beyond the
phenomena which answers to the name. In the case of the soul,
as in that of the body, the idea of substance is a mere fiction of

my

—

A

the imagination. This conclusion is nothing but a rigorous
application of Berkeley's reasoningconcerning matter and mind,

and

it is

fully

adopted by Kant (Hume, 1879, p. 171 1).
'

The last quotation represents Huxley's own opinion
also.
The individual mind is held to be a series of
mental phenomena parallel with the series of
material phenomena which compose the corresponding individual body.
The series do not
In place of Descartes' dualism of subof material and mental
phenomena.
(For an adverse criticism of this
theory, see J. Ward, Naturalism and Agnosticism^,

interact.

stances

we have a dualism

1903, vol. ii. pt. iii. ;
1911, cla. xii.)

and McDougall, Body and

Mind,

Reflexion on Descartes' conception of substance
led Spinoza also to deny the substantial existence
His method was different from that of
of the Ego.
the English Empiricists. Emphasizing the idea
is conceived through itself and
he concluded that there is only one
Minds and bodies are but modes
two attributes thought and extension—

that substance
exists in itself,

Substance
of

its

'

'

conscious.

sion at the expense of the
vanishes, and, since the self
which it is conscious, the
Hegelian Cositwlogy, 1901, §

after death other objects take the place of bodies
may, of course, be quite possible. But dependent
relation to objects seems an inexpugnable element
of our conception of it.
Whether bodies have
themselves substantial existence is a question which
will concern us again.
At present we have to consider the question whether the Ego can be intelligibly called a substance.
Substance is represented
by Descartes as that in which qualities inhere. It
is, in Locke's words, their ' unknown support.'
do not know, Locke says, what a substance is. It
cannot be perceived by the outer or inner sense.
There is no idea of it in the mind, and so we can
give no intelligible account of its relation to the
qualities which it is supposed to support.
Hence,
to say that qualities inhere in substances is,
according to Locke, to say nothing more than that
they exist together.' Why, then, assume the
existence of substances ? Berkeley, following after
Locke, asked this question regarding material
substance, and denied its existence. Hume asked
it of mental substance, and denied the existence of

— God.

—

respectively (Ethics, ii. prop. 10).
The substantial nature of the

Ego has been
maintained by other thinkers holding more adequate notions of substance than that held by
Descartes.
The universe, according to Leibniz,
consists entirely of indivisible, mutually exclusive
substances, or monads,' as he calls them. The
content of these monads consists of their perception
of the universe.
They difier according to their
point of view and the clearness of their perception.
The rank of a monad in the scale of being depends
on the clearness of its perception, on the degree of
adequacy with which it mirrors or reflects the
universe. What appears to us as inert matter is an
'

1

Essay concerning

{102.

Human

Understanding, bk.

ii.

ch. xxiii

'

EGO
aggregate of monads whose perceptions are faint
and obscure. The bodies of men and animals are
orderly aggregates of monads belonging to various
grades of being, dominated by one monad the self
or soul. Extended bodies have no existence as
such. Their extension is but an appearance to

—

conscious beings. These do not, therefore, interact
with matter ; neither do they interact with one
another. They develop from within. The order
of the world is due to the pre-established harmony
in which they were created by the supreme monad,
God (Leibniz, Monadoloqy). In G. H. Howison
(cf. his Limits of Evolution, N.Y., 1905) we have a
modem disciple of Leibniz. For Lotze also the
universe consists of Egos. They are not mutually
They are related to
exclusive, as with Leibniz.
one another through inclusion in the one absolute
Person, God. God is the only absolute Substance,
but finite Egos have relative independence. They
are not mere modes of the being of another, or
The latter do
of others, as material things are.
not exist in themselves, because they do not exist
for themselves. Only beings that exist/or themselves have self-existence. What is essential for
self-existence is feeling. Thought is not essential,
although it is necessary in order to develop the full
meaning of selfhood, to enable an Ego to know
itself and to say I.'
But whatever has a feeling
of self, the worm, e.g., writhing in pain, has the
fundamental characteristic on which substantial
or self existence depends.
For it undoubtedly
distinguishes its own suflering from the rest of the
'

'

world, though it can understand neither its own
Ego nor the nature of the external world ' (Microcosmus, Ene. tr., 1885, vol. i. bk. ii. ch. v. § 3). J.
Ward develops a theory along lines suggested by
Leibniz and Lotze (cf. his Realm, of Ends, Cambridge, 1911, ^amm).
have so far discussed the term ' Ego as
applied to the complete conscious individual, or to
what psychologists call the total self.' But it has
Since
another application which is important.
Kant wrote, many have recognized within the Ego
so conceived a duality, variously described as a
duality of subject and object, of subject-consciousness and object-consciousness, of the ' I and the
'
Me,' of the pure Ego and the empirical Ego not
a dualism of essentially different substances, be it
understood, but a duality of such a nature as to
form together one individual conscious being.

We

'

'

'

—

bundle of perceptions,' Huxley's ' sum
of phenomena,' are capable of being analyzed,
described, and related to one another. They are

Hume's

'

constituents of the Ego as object-consciousness, the
Me, the empirical Ego ; not, however, the only
constituents of the object Ego. As already noted,

a line cannot be drawn between what
in the

Ego and what

man

included by a

is

mcluded

The body

is often
in his consciousness of himself,

is not.

A mystic may
one with the universe, or consciously identify
himself with God.'
But distinct from the self as known and possessed
is the self or subject which knows and possesses it.
Knowing implies two terms in relation. An idea
or perception which is perceived by no one is a
and even objects outside the body.
feel at

contradiction. The centraJity and organization of
experience is unintelligible apart from the synthetic
act of an interested subject (Ward).'' Simple ideas
1 Cf. Deussen, The Philosophy o/ the Upanishads, Eng. tr.,
Edin. 1906, p. 39 Brahman, the eternal infinite divine power
is identical with the dtman, with that which, after stripping off
everything external, we discover in ourselves as our real most
essential being, our individual self, the soul. This identity of
the Brahman and the dtman ... is the fundamental thought
of the entire doctrine of the Upanishads. It is briefly expressed
by the "great saying": "thou art thou" and "I am Brahman."
To know self as Brahman is to achieve salvation.
2 Art.
Psychology,' in EBr n xxii. 550, Naturalism and
Agnosticism^ vol. ii. bk. iv. lect. xiv. f. passim.
:

'

*

'
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combined into complex ideas by mere assoa combining is necessary (James).' A
bundle of perceptions' or a sum of phenomena'
cannot know itself as a bundle or sum respectively.
How is that which is, ex hypothesi, a series to
know itself as a series? (J. S. Mill).' Experience
is not a mere series of perceptions.
It is a unity.
That the different kinds of empirical consciousness
must be connected in one self-consciousness is the
very first and synthetical foundation of all our
thinking,' whether of ourselves as individuals or of

are not
ciation

;

'

'

'

the world as systematically connected according to
law.' And the unity of self-consciousness depends
on the synthetic activity of the Ego, the I think
which accompanies each of its synthetic acts.*
'

In Kant's philosophy three Egos may be distinguished the pure Ego (the subject of knowledge), the empirical Ego (the succession of our
conscious states, Hume's flux of perception), and
the noumenal Ego (the subject of moral action).
The first is needed to account for the objective
the second
unity and necessity of knowledge
the third is postulated to
is a verifiable fact
make morality possible. The pure Ego is a
logical principle, and the source of all theoretical
principles the empirical Ego is a part of the order
of Nature, and all its states are determined according to the scientific law of causation which, with
other theoretical principles, has its source in the
pure Ego. The noumenal Ego does not belong to
the world of sense, and is not subject to the order
of Nature ; it is free, and must be so if morality is
to be possible.
For morality implies the categorical imperative 'Thou oughtest,' and 'ought'
can.'
The categorical imperative is a
implies
command of the Practical Reason, or of reason in
its practical application.
Hence the freedom of
the Ego is a postulate of the Practical Keason.
And, since freedom is impossible in a world determined throughout according to the law of causation, as the world of sense-experience is thought
by Kant to be, the ethical Ego belongs to the
noumenal or intelligible world a world which
transcends the phenomenal.' The ethical Ego is
the same as the logical Ego, but its transcendent
existence can be asserted only by the Practical
Reason. For the theoretical reason the Ego is an
utterly empty idea. Nothing more can be said
about it than that it is self-consciousness in general, the bare form of consciousness
the I think
which accompanies all knowledge of objects, and
is the possibility of the knowledge of objects, but
which nas itself no content to distinguish it, and
is not separable from the consciousness of objects.'
One obvious objection to Kant's conception of
the Ego in its logical and ethical form is that it is
too abstract to account for the concrete unity and
organization of experience. Sentiency is excluded
from it. Perceptions and sense-impulses must be
Kant made this
assumed as somehow given.
assumption at first. He saw later that synthesis
was implied in simple apprehension. But the conception of the Ego was not modified by him. He
did much to overcome the opposition between
sensibility and reason which had been developed
by previous thinkers. One of his main purposes
was to show that both were necessary for knowBut the dualism persists in his philosophy
ledge.
as two elements of opposite nature that had to be
brought together. Later thinkers have carried
out more thoroughly what Kant attempted. J.
Ward maintains that the subject of sense-ex_

—

;

;

;

'

—

—

J

'

'

Text-hook of Psychology, p. 198.

2 Examination of Sir
s Kant's Critique of

W. Hamilton's Philosophy, 1872, p. 248.
Pure Reason, Max Muller's tr.2, 1896,

p. 96 n.
> lb. 745-751.
6
6

Critique of the Practical Reason, Abbot's
Critique of Pure Reason, 278 fl.

tr.,

1879, p. 131

ff
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itself

Egos.

is

—

—

The

strongest objection to Ward's theory is that
based on the ability of the mind to reflect on its
own conations and feelings, thus apparently transferring them to the object Ego.
But a subject,
it may be urged, is implied even in reflexion.
True. Is it, however, the same object I
May
there not be several Egos ? W. James maintains
is

the case.

Oonsciousness,' he says, * may be represented as a stream ;
thmg;s which are known together are known in single piilses of
that stream. The puise of the present moment is the real
subject. It is not an enduring being ; each subject lasts but
for a moment ; its place is immediately taken by another which
exercises its function, that is, to act as the medium of unity.
The subject for the time being knows and adopts its predecessor, and by so doin^ appropriates what its predecessor adopted.'
' It is this trick which the nascent thought has of immediately
taking up the expiring thought and adopting it which leads to
the appropriation of most of the remoter constituents of the
Who owns the last self owns the self before the last, for
self.
what possesses the possessor possesses the possessed ' (Text-booh
of Psychology^ 205). * If there were no passing states of consciousness, then indeed we might suppose an abiding principle
absolutely one with itself to be the ceaseless thinker in each
But, if states of consciousness be accorded as
one of us.
realities, no such " substantial " identity of the thinker need be
Yesterday's and to-day's states of consciousness
supposed.
have no substantial identity. For when one is here the other
is irrevocably dead and gone.
But they have a functional
identity, for both know the same objects, and so far as the
by-gone me is one of those objects they react upon it in an
identical way, greeting it and calling it miTie, and opposing it
to all the other things they know.
This functional identity
seems really the only sort of identity in the thinker which the
facts require us to suppose. Successive thinkers numerically
distinct, but all aware of the same past in the same way, form
an adequate vehicle for all the experience of personal unity
and sameness which we actually have. And just such a stream
of successive thinkers is the stream of mental states . . .' (ib.
202 f.).
*

This theory is not open to the objection made
to that of Ward.
But another difficulty presents
1 Naturalism and Agnoaticimi, Leot. xv., Tht Realm of
Ends, 191B.

Assuming that the present pulse

'

—

—

'

'

'

what it knows, and remains one and the same over against the flux of
experience.
But his statements do not simply
deny such a subject. They affirm also that the
successive subjects are different beings, and that
there is no continuity of existence between them
when one is here the other is irrevocably dead
and gone. That the past conditions the present
he would not deny. Yet how can this be if there
is no identity between past and present states?
And how can a past state which is irrevocably
dead and gone be known and welcomed by the
exists independently of

;

subject as

tions.

that this

when we

consider the relation between the
of the
stream is able to exercise all the functions attributed to the Ego at any moment, the question
arises, How are we to account for its special characteristics, and for the selection made out of the
total complex presented at any moment, and thus
account for the concrete unity or unities then
manifested ? The present Ego, according to the account given, is not derived from its predecessors ;
the past, but possesses it by
it does not ' inherit
an act of appropriation. An Ego is not continued
in its successor, for it has no substantial identity
with it. Each Ego is described as an isolated
individual, which appears for a moment as a
medium of unity, and then vanishes, leaving its
complex object and conative and reactive accompaniments why have these not vanished ? to be
appropriated by another, and this in turn gives
place to still another which appropriates it.
Does this theory enable us to understand the
relative permanence and unity of experience ?
Perhaps we should not take James's words too
literally when he says that there is no substantial
identity between yesterday's and to-day's states
The words ' substantial and
of consciousness.
identical are ambiguous. James is here refuting
the theory that the Ego is a substance which

one and continuous with the subject

So also the subject of simple imof knowledge.
pulsive actions is one and continuous with that of
purposive actions.
Because experience at all levels depends on active
as well as on passive factors, and because the conception of an object without a subject is a contradiction, Ward believes that the duality of subject
and object in unity is a fundamental and underivative characteristic of experience, present
It is
alike in cognition, conation, and feeling.
true even of the experience of God the Supreme
recognize
that
exPerson.^ Other thinkers who
perience shows this duality deny its fundamental
character. Bradley, e.^., says that the distinction
There is no ground for asserting
is derivative.
that it is true of experience at all levels the
The consciousness of
highest and the lowest.
'The perception of acactivity is not primary.
tivity comes from the expansion of the self against
the not-self.' There is no consciousness of activity
as distinguished from mere change apart from the
Moreover, subject and object
idea of change.
have contents and are actual psychical groups.
The contents of subject and object are interchangeable. Ideally, every conation and the most
inner feelings may be made objects ; we can, e.g.,
think of changing them (Appearance and Reality^,
1897, chs. ix. and x. ; cf. also A. E. Taylor, Elements of Metaphysics, 1903, bk. iv. ch. iii.).
Ward replies that Bradley confounds reality
with the perception of it, experience with a reflective knowledge of it.
The relation subjectobject must exist before it can be perceived. To
show how the idea of activity arose is not to show
that the consciousness of activity itself is derivative.
The so-called ' expansion of the self ' is the
activity of the subject, and is presupposed in the
perception of it.
The relation subject - object
cannot be reduced to relation between presenta-

perience

its

own

James seems

to

?

make

too

much

of his metaphor.

A stream is not adequate to represent conscious life.
continuity, and over-emphasizes
Our experience contains relaThe past endures in
tively permanent elements.
state of consciousness is not a mothe present.
mentary existence merely. As a passing phase,
of course, it endures only for a moment. But its
whole being is not summed up in the term passing phase.' Experience is process so is all else.
'
All things flow.' No state of the existence of a
But the stone
tree or stone ever, as such, recurs.
or the tree does not cease to exist, and every mode
it has assumed shows itself in a more or less persubject which
manent modification of being.
knows a tree as an enduring thing must itself be
a relatively permanent being.
But we are not obliged to attribute absolute
unchanging permanence to the subject, and define
It
it as a simple indivisible principle or entity.
must have at least as much concreteness and
variety of character and as much complexity of
Moreover,
structure, so to speak, as its objects.
the character of the Ego is a changing one. The
fabric or material of experience is undergoing
frequent transformation, and we cannot but suppose that the Ego is similarly transformed. Indeed, it is obvious that our capacity for knowing,
feeling, and doing is being continually modified.
What appeals to us and compels attention, what
It

emphasizes

its

its transitoriness.

A

'

;

A

we choose and reject, our conception of the world
and our estimate of the things in it, change from
day to day. The unity and identity of the subject

Why

should
cannot, therefore, exclude change.
a simple and indivisible element be asserted to
exist in us ? One motive is the desire to give to
the Ego characteristics quite opposite to those

;

';
'

EGOISM
possessed by body. MacTaggart argues, on metaphysical grounds, that such an element gives to
finite experience its peculiar centrality or unitj
of centre.' But, if this simple element exists, it
cannot be the subject which knows, feels, and
does.

Once we recognize that the subject is not simple
and indivisible and that it can change, it is no
insuperable objection to Ward's theory to say that
the subject may reflect on its activities and may
desire to change them, thus transferring them for
the time to the object consciousness, tor subject
and object are not two substances entities differThey enter into the unity of one
ent in kind.
experience and are inseparable.

—

'
What a subject without obJectB, or what objects without a
subject, would be, is Indeed, as we are often told, unknowable ;
for
truth the knowledge of either apart ia a contradiction

m

Lot what may be
(Ward, Naturalism and Agnosticism, ii. 112).
outside experience, if there can be anything, and the supposicannot
be
bare subjects
tion is not nonsense, at least there
lying in wait for objects, nor objects that by definition never
'

ore positively objects

'

(ib.

128

f.).

See also artt. Consciousness, Personality,
Self-existence.

—
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;
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EGOISM. —A distinction may be drawn between
(a) Theoretical
theoretical and practical egoism,
egoism, usually called Subjective Idealism or
Solipsism (q.v.), is the theory which maintains that
his own individual Ego is the only being that a

man can logically assert to exist. For he can know
only what is in his own mind ; and, since his knowledge does not extend beyond the states of his own
being, he has no valid ground for asserting the
existence of other beings. Of course, it is absurd
for any one to think that he is the only being in
existence ; and, in order to escape the absurdity
and to make it intelligible how we know beings
other than ourselves, we must assume, it is maintained, that our experience is not of our own states
merely.
The escape is simple once we recognize that experience from
*

the outset involves both subject and object, both self and other
and that the diflferentiation of both factors proceeds pari passu
(J. Ward, The Realm of Ends, 1911, p. 129 ; of. also F. H.
Bradley, Appearance and Reality^, 1897, ch. xxi.).
(6) Practical Egoism, according to Kant [Anthropologie, % 2), has three forms logical, aesthetic,
and moral respectively. The logical egoist considers it unnecessary to bring his own judgment to
the test of another s understanding. Protagoras,
for example, is said to have taught that ' man is
the measure of all things, of the existence of things
that are, and of the non-existence of things that
are not ' ; that ' things are te you such as they
appear to you, and are to me such as they appear
to me, for you and I are men ' (Plato, Thewtetus,

—

152 A,

Jowett's

tr.).

The (Esthetic egoist is
own taste (cf. the saying,
diaputandum'). The moral

fully satisfied with his

'De gustihus non est
makes himself the end of all his activities.
Nothing is valuable unless it benefits him. Its
moral application is what we have usually in mind
when we speak of egoism. In ethical works it is
contrasted with altruism {q.v.), concern for the
good of others.
Egoism, as an ethical theory, maintains that the
egoist

standard of conduct for the individual is his own
good on the whole. It should be distinguished
ftom the directly egoistic or egotistic attitude of
1

Studies in Hegelian Cosmology,

§ 86

ft.
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A

to life = mere selfishness.
man is usually
called egoistic or egotistic in so far as his inclinations and purposes are immediately and exclusively
directed towards himself (cf. Meredith's Egoist).
Such egoism may be independent of any tlieory as
It may be exemplito what is right or reasonable.
fied by a child or by a thoughtless man ; and may
take the form of choosing what is most agreeable
or least painful at the time of action, without any
thought of life as a whole. On the other hand, it
may be the result of cool deliberation and concentrated purpose. Thoroughgoing egoism of this
kind is seldom or never met with. ' Selfishness ' is
not, indeed, a lo^cal consequence of ethical
egoism. It is not inconsistent with the latter to
cultivate a disinterested ' regard for others and
For too great and direct regard
for their welfare.
for self-interest may lead to a narrowing of the
scope of life which is incompatible with the ^eatest
individual well-being. The hedonistic egoist who
seeks his own happiness too keenly is in danger of
man concerned to save
defeating his own end.'
his soul may attain his end most effectively by
trying to save others, and by forgetting that he
has a soul to save : losing interest in himself, he
finds himself.
By dying he lives. Hence Ethical
Egoism, or Egoism as a theory of the good or of
what is right and reasonable, does not necessarily

mind

'

A

imply

'selfishness.'

Ethical egoists are generally dogmatic ; i.e. they
do not seek to justify the individual's right to make
his own good the standard of life, or, in other
words, to show that such a view is a reasonable
one for him to take. Such justification is not,
perhaps, thought to be necessary. The reasonableness of seeking our own good is taken for granted.
reason is supposed to be needed for considering
the good of others when inclination does not induce, or necessity compel, a man to do so. Even
Butler says

A

that our ideas of happiness and misery are of all our ideas the
that, though virtue or
nearest and most important to us
moral rectitude does indeed consist in affection to and pursuit
of what is right and good, as such yet, when we sit down in a
cool hour, we can neither justify to ourselves this or any other
pursuit, till we are convinced that it will be for our happiness,
or at least not contrary to it (Sermon xi.).
'

.

.

.

;

'

egoist should seek his own good as one
Every justifiof his ends requires no justification.
cation is secondary and derivative ; whereas the
appeal for his own good is to each one immediate,
and it is intuitively evident that he should seek it.
The appeal of the good of others is not so direct
nor is it so immediately evident that one should
Eromote it except when others are bound to him
y such intimate ties as make their welfare interesting to him in the same way as his own is.
Consequently, when, from any cause, natural and
social claims are weak or repudiated, egoistic
The
theories of life tend to win recognition.
Cynics, e.g., lived during the decline of the Greek
city-State, and Hobbes (1588-1679) during the
social disorganization attending the Revolution in
England.
Spinoza was ostracized for his theo-

That the

views

logical

;

Schopenhauer and Nietzsche were

constitutionally Ishmaelites.
Egoism is based, explicitly or implicitly, on an
'
atomistic ' conception of society ; every social
whole is composed of individuals, the nature of
each one of whom is to preserve his own life, to
seek his own good, to satisfy his own desires and
good and evil are relative to the individual. There
Both preIS nothing good or evil absolutely.
suppositions are explicit in Hobbes :
The object of the voluntary acts of every man is " some good
' Whatsoever is the object
to himself '" (Leviathan, ch. xiv.).
of any man's appetite or desire, that is it which he for his part
"
"
good
and the object of his hate and aversion " evil "
calleth
and of his contempt "vile" and "inconsiderable." For these
;

'

;

;

1

Cf. Sidgwick,

Methods of Ethics, 1893,

p. 49.

:
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words of good,

evil, and contemptible are ever used with relation
to the person that useth them ; there being nothing simply and
absolutely so ; nor any common rule of good and evil, to be
taken from the nature of the objects themselves ; but from the
person of the man . . .' (i6. oh. vi.). 'The "right of nature,"
which writers commonly call jus naturale, is the liberty each
man hath, to use his own power, as he will himself, for the preservation of his own nature ; that is to say, of his own life ; and
consequently, of doing anything which in his own judgment
and reason he shall conceive to be the aptest means thereunto.'
Whensoever a man transferreth his right, or renounceth it, it
is either in consideration of some right reciprocally transferred
to himself or for some other good he hopeth for thereby ' (ib.
_'

ch. xiv.).

was impossible while men exercised this
Consequently they divested themselves of
the right of doing what they liked in consideration
of the fact that others did the same. This social
Social life
liberty.

'

the basis of community life. Through
it men passed from the natural state, in which
every man was at war with every other man, to a
state of peace. The obligation to obey laws rests
on this contract and on the authority and power
which the Government possesses in virtue of it to
enforce them.
Obedience to Divine ordinances
(whether learned from Nature or Revelation) likewise depends on a recognition of the Divine
authority and power to enforce them by pains and
contract

'

is

penalties.
The relativity of

good and

evil to desire

and

aversion respectively is taught by Bentham and
his followers.
They maintain, moreover, that each
one desires pleasure only and freedom from pain.'
Thus J. S. Mill writes
:

• I believe
that these sources of evidence [practised self -consciousness and self-observation, assisted by observation of
others], impartially consulted, will declare that desiring a thing
and finding it pleasant, aversion to it and tiiinking of it as painful, are phenomena entirely inseparable, or rather two parts of
the same phenomenon ; in strictness of language, two different
modes of naming the same psychological fact : that to think of
an objectas desirable (unless for the sake of its consequences),
and to think of it as pleasant, are one and the same thing ; and
that to desire anything, except in proportion as the idea of it is
pleasant, is a physical and metaphysical impossibility' (Utilitarianism, ed. 1901, ch. iv. p. 68).

Nietzsche's account of the good aimed at
individual differs from the accounts both of
and of the Hedonists

by the
Hobbes

:

'Psychologists should bethink themselves before putting
down the instinct of self-preservation as the cardinal mstinct
of an organic being. A livmg thing seeks above all to discharge
its strength—life itself is the Will to Power ; self-preservation is
only one of the indirect and most frequent results thereof'

(Beyond Good and EvU, Eng.

tr.,

Edinburgh, 1907, §

13).

On comparing

(Buddhist)
For men
aim consistently at their own good, to the extent
that they have definite conceptions of themselves
and of the nature of the good which will satisfy
them. Ethics is the systematic study of this good ;
and its teaching ynR acquire scientific exactness
egoism is based on psychological egoism.

only when the nature of the individual man in
relation to his fellows and the rest of the universe
is clearly understood.
If the egoist's attitude is dogmatic, his ethics ia
fundamentally merely a statement of his own convictions, and he cannot be reasoned with.
But,
when he tries to justify his conviction, he may be
reasoned with, and, possibly, convinced of error.
The egoist is trying to give a reasonable basis to
his theory when he rests it on a psychological
analysis of the nature of desire.
His attempt is,
as we have seen, not successful. He might yet
maintain that he has an immediate and ultimate
intuition that he should seek his own good whether
he actually does so or not. It may be safely said,
in reply to this, that other men would not recognize the validity of the egoist's intuition, especially
if his good is to be obtained at their expense.
Further, he ought consistently to admit that every
other individual's good is an ultimate end for himself, and that it should be recognized as such by all.
And, if this be admitted, does it not follow that the
good of all should be respected by each, and that,
therefore, a limit is set to individual self-seeking ?
The egoist's contention would then be qualified
into the statement that he should seek his own
good, but in such a way as not to interfere with
similar self-seeking on the part of others.
Further, it may be urged that the atomistic conception of human life is false. Human societies
are not mere aggregates.
man is not self-contained ; no sharp line of division can be drawn
between his life and interests and those of others
(cf. art. Ego).
He is a member of an organic
whole. The complete good is the good of the whole

A

of which he is a member. The full realization of
his interests is at the same time the full realization
of the interests of others.
Hence his good is no
purely private and personal matter. It is true
that sometimes there is an appearance of conflict.
Whether the conflict is necessary is a large question which cannot be discussed here.
In an ideal
state, as H. Spencer (Data of Ethics^, 1879, ch. xi.)
points out, there would be no conflict. And even
now men exist who seem to find that they more
nearly realize their true good by denying what
appear to be their private interests and acting for
the sake of others. They so identify themselves
with their State or Church that they are content
to die in order that the institution may live and
flourish. The surrender of life is not felt to be selfsacrifice but self-realization, and it is often made
with no thought of recompense in a future life.
LiTERATDitB. Most modem writers on Ethics discuss Egoism.
In addition to the works already cited the reader may consult
F. H. Bradley, Ethical Studies, London, 1876; Felix le
Dantec, UEgdisme base de tout* soci^tA, Paris, 1912 G. E.
Moore, Principia Ethica, Cambridge, 1903 F. Paulsen, A
System of Ethics, London, 1899 H. Kashdall, The Theory oj
Good and Evil, Oxford, 1907 Max Stimer, Der Einzige und
sein Eigenthum, Leipzig, 1892
A. E. Taylor, The Problem
of Conduct, London, 1901 artt. Cnncs, Nietzsche, Schopen-

the representative opinions given
above, it becomes evident that Egoism is not
necessarily associated with any particular theory
of the nature of the good ; and that, moreover, in
any of its forms it cannot be established by a
psychological analysis of the nature of desire, or
by an examination of the ends that men actually
seek. Modern psychological investigations have,
Indeed, made it increasingly evident that the
human consciousness is not under the control of
any one principle except at a highly reflective
stage of intellectual life. Men have various im—
pulses directed to different objects, and they are not
reduced to the unity of a system, or subordinated
as means to one end.
And, even when such unity
exists, the governing principle is regulative only in
a general way. It does not enter as a constituent
element into all purposive actions and directly
subordinate them as means to itself. Unity of aim hauer.
David Phillips.
is an ideal rather than an actual principle
a fact
(Buddhist).— The inquiry whether the
to which the conception ought ' bears witness. It
would be a more correct account of what actually motives, sources, or springs of action are or are not
happens to sajr that psychological egoism, when- exclusively egoistic, or self-interested, whether or
ever it exists, is a consequence of a more or less not altruism may rank as a twin in such springs,
conscious ethical egoism, than to say that ethical or whether there are yet other sources, is so characteristic of modern ethics that it is not strange
1 Hobbes also says that desire is always accompanied by some
pleasure more or less pleasure is the appearance or sense of
if no corresponding discussion be found in early
good^* and 'displeasure' the 'appearance or sense of evil'
Buddhism, any more than in other early philoso(Leviathan, ch. vi.).
Spinoza's view is similar.
But both
;

;

;

;

;

;

—

'

EGOISM
'

'

'

;

writers lay stress on
impulse.

self-preservation

as

the

fundamental

phical and religious traditions. Such discussions
are the corollaries of a synthesis which belongs

a

;
;

EGOISM
more essentially to the past two centuries than to
any others we can name— that of individuals and
of peoples as solidaires one of another.
They have
sprung from a time, when, in George Eliot's words,
making fresh armies of themselves, and the univerkinship was declaring itself fiercely
when the soul of
to pulses which had for centuries been beating
in him unheard, until their full sun made a new life of terror or
of joy {Daniel Dcronda).
'

ideaa wero

sal

;

.

.

.

man was waking
'

Herein may possibly lie a sounder basis of historical division in ethical theory than, with Martineau, to find in a psychological basis the true
dichotomizing principle of the ethical systems of
pre-Christian and post-Christian thought.
His
generalization is sound only as long as we turn our
back on not only one part of pre-Christian ethical
thought, but on by far the most considerable part.
In his strange statement,
It is curious that
psychological ethics are altogetlier peculiar to
Christendom' (italics his), the whole world of
Oriental thought is ignored.' To take India only
in Vedantist ethics, the ethical ideal, growing up
with the evolution of thought, is emphatically
subjective.
The creative and presiding power of
the universe became identified with the psychical
principle in man ; salvation lay in the personal
recognition of this identity
the finding self to be
Atman (Deussen) ; and the ethical value of actions
was reckoned less according to an objective scale
of utility than according to a subjective calculus of
their significance, in cost and result, to the doer.^
Buddhist ethic is no less strongly and consciously
psycholo^cal (see Desiek [Buddhist]). Its views
on the self were difi'erent from those of Vedantism.
It denied any immanence, in the wholly and constantly changing living organism, physical and
mental, of an eternal, unchanging, impassive (i.e.
super-passive) principle. The '1 (ego, aham) of
agency was a convenient abstraction of thought, a
convention of popular speech, as when we say it
rains.'
As a metaphysical, rather than an ethical,
subject, but one of cardinal importance in Buddhist
doctrine, the Ego is dealt with under Self, Soul.
Under the present title we are concerned with the
attitude of its ethical doctrine towards that which,
in theory or practice, is called 'egoism.' AU the
materials, in fact, for our modern ethical discussion
of egoism and altruism are present in Buddhism
and, since the sources of those materials are still
so imperfectly accessible, and so inadequately exploited, it is by no means impossible that we may
yet discover, or come upon, such discussion.
may nevertheless affirm this much that it forms
no such predominant feature as is the case in
modem ethical works. It is as if the pulses of
that full social consciousness to which we have
referred above were beating latent and unheard.
The struggle of early culture was for the individual to find himself,' even as it is to-day. The
intervening struggle has been to find one's brother.
In a brief provisional inquiry like the present, the
best course suggesting itself is to indicate
(1) the
presence in Buddhist scriptures of the materials
aforesaid, or, let us say, of channels in ethical
thought on the lines of the modem cleavage
(2) any modification in that thought due to the
a-psychic or anti-animistic standpoint ; (3) any
evolution in Buddhism with respect to egoistic and
altruistic theory.
I.
find in the Pali Pitakas a definite theory
with respect to the ' springs of action.' These are
termed Aeitt (' condition,' cause '), or mula (' root'),
or nidana ('source'). They are six in number,
three being 'roots' of good, three of bad action.'
'

:

—

'

'

'

We

:

'

:

We

'

1

Martineau, Types of Ethical Theory, Oxford, 1885, i. 14.
Allgem. Gesch. d. Philosophic, i.2 (Leipzig, 1907),

2 P. Deussen,
p. 827 ff.

3 Aiiguttara Nikaya, i. 134 f. ; O. A. P. Ehys Davids, Buddhist
Psychological Ethics, London, 1900, p. 274 ff. ; S. Z. Aung,
Compend. of Philosophy, London, 1910, p. 279 ff.
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And, though bad and good actions are bo termed
in virtue of the painful or pleasurable resultH they
entail respectively on the agent, yet they arc
shown actually to consist in immoral and moi&l

—

actions respectively that is to say, in actions considered as afl'ecting others.
The three bad roots are greed, hate, and want
of intelligence the other three are their opposites
detachment, love, and intelligence. In Pali they
read lobha, dosa, moha alobha, adosa, amolia.
frequent synonym for the first is raga ('lust,'
passion,' understood very generally)
for the
third, avijja ('ignorance'); for the fifth, mttta
,'^
('love,' charity
'amity'); for the sixth, ipanna
('insight,' 'wisdom').
So radical and inclusive,
as sources of all human faults and follies and consequent suffering, are the first three held to be,
that the extinction of them, that is to say, letting
action proceed solely from their three opposites, is
one of the few positive definitions given of nibbdna
'

'

;

—

A

;

'

;

'

(nirvana [j.'W.]).
No reduction is attempted of either triplet to
any more ultimate grotmd of action. But the
first-named of the six approximates closely to that
manifestation of organic life, so significant in
Buddhist ethics, called tanhd, unregenerate desire,
want, appetite, craving (see Desire [Buddhist]).
Tanhd is by the great scholastic, Buddhaghosa
(q.v.)
termed mula also, but it is of the whole
round of re-birth that it is called the root (vattaTnulabhutd tanhd). It is itself rooted in, or the
effect of, sensuous contact
'because of contact,
sensation, because of sensation, craving.'
The
result of craving is grasping (updddna)—a, term
which, in its double sense of the act just named,
and the fact of requisite stuff or fuel, becomes a
mental hieroglyphic or word-picture, to indicate
how the teMAa-prompted will and action serve to
re-kindle once more, in a new ' becoming
or
coming-to-be (bhava), the fires of life. This tanhd
is fairly approximate to egoism, considered as the
instinct and Impulse of self-preservation.
But in
that one form of it as vibhavatanha, described by
the commentators as the lust of self-annihilation,
its connotation is wider than that of the lust of
life, and it is perhaps better to consider its meaning as wanting, lusting, or craving in general ; the
lust of life and the pleasures of life, earthly or
celestial, being its predominant manifestation.
Now, if the hundred equivalent terms and metaphors describing lobha in the Dhamma-sahgani ' be
consulted, it will be seen that lobha and tanhd are
practically coincident in meaning.
Still, the latter
term is not used in describing the three roots or
conditions of bad kamma or action, as is lobha or
rdga. In parables drawn from plant-life, tanha
functions not as root, but as the moisture which is,
together with suitable soil, an essential condition of
growth.' As related to the other two roots, lobha or
tanhd is itself a root or condition of inimical actions.
Thus it is, Ananda,' the Buddha is described as saying, that

—

—

—

'

*

'

craving comes into being because of sensation, pursuit because
of craving, gain because of pursuit, decision because of gain,
desire and passion {chhandardga) because of decision, tenacity
because of desire and passion, possession because of tenacity,
avarice because of possession, watch and ward because of
avarice, and many a bad and wicked state of things arising
from keeping watch and ward over possessions— blows and
wounds, strife, contradiction and retort, quarrelling, slander
and lies' (Ehya Davids, Dialogties, Oxford, 1899, ii. 66)—
passage that was a few centuries later paralleled by St. James's
account of the relation between ia?iAa and strife (Ja 4lf').

But the

root-principle of dosa, here shown as cooperating with that of lobha, is deeper seated than
such hostile acts, and is the temperamental state
or disposition of natural aversion, misanthropy,
anti-social feeling, expressed in Buddhist psycnology by patigha, resistance, opposition, aversion.'
1 Tr. in C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Bud. Psychol. Ethics.
2 Sarhyutta Nikaya, iii. 64
s S. Z. Aung, op. cit. 83.

;

Aiig. Nik.

i.
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insight to know his own good, others' good,
or both ; he who has cleared them away knows
what is the good of both even as it really is.'
Generally speaking, the balance of ends is stated
in such words as the verse, He seeketh both his
own and others' good ; ^ and in the Buddha's
words ' Contemplating either one's own good, or
that of others, or both, is sufficient motive for
But, while the
setting about it strenuously.'*
early Buddhist held that morality was the basis of
'

'

:

'

!

:

.

(Therigatha, 167f.)i

—

amoha,'

etc.

(DuTca-patthdna,

1)

j

We may trace self-interested and other-interested
motives in acts conditioned by one or more of these
six, but the six are not reducible to the one principle
or the other. The good of self and that of others,
as the end and result of action, are frequently met
with in the Pitakas, but not as basic principles.
For instance, the two form part of a fourfold
cleavage in classifying human beings
:

There are four classes of persons in the world : those,
namely, who live neither for their own good, nor for that of
others ; those who live for the good of others, not for their own
good those who live for their own good only ; those who live
lor the good both of themselves and of others.*
'

;

Of these four, the first are compared to a charred
and rotton log, good for nothing. Of the rest, the

The second, or
noteworthy.
altruist, is better than the first ; the third, or
The fourth,
egoist, is better than the altruist.
whom H. Sidgwiek would have called a universalWhen, however,
istic hedonist, is the best of all.
we read further, the explanation of living for, or
being concerned with, one's own and others' good
shows that we are not dealing with egoists as we
should understand them. The class who study
their own good only are those persons who, while
seeking to extirpate rdga, dosa, moha in themselves, do not haMtually exhort others to do the
same. Those who study others' good only are
such as exhort others to extirpate the conditions
of bad acts, while not themselves trying to do so.
similar distinction is drawn with respect to
other moods of ethical endeavour, showing tnat the
Dhamma contained no encouragement for Jinenscale of

value

is

A

lightened, worldly, or sensual self-interest.'
Another classification in self- and other-regard,
occurring several times, is that of persons who
inflict pain or hardship on self and their fellowmen. The same fourfold division is followed, but
only the doubly negative class is commended. To
these belong the self-conquerors, the saints, those
who have won nibbana.* Especially is the dual
regard for self and others put forward as conduct
conditioned by the sixth 'root,' amoha {or pannd).
One who is mastered by greed, etc., devises what
One
is injurious to himself, to others, to both.
who has not cleared away the five hindrances
sensual desire, ill will, ignorance, etc. has too
'

'

—

Tr. in O. A. F. Rhys Davids,
London, 1909, i. 89.
a S. Z. Aung, op. cit. 279 f.
< For instance, ib. 205 ff.
'

Psalms of the Early BuddhisU,
3 Aflg. Nik.

ii.

95

fl.

spiritual growth, and that benevolence was
essential to the increase of one's own happiness, he
did not, as Sidgwiek says of Comte, 'seriously
trouble himself to argue with egoism, or to weigh
carefully the amount of happiness that might be
generally attained by the satisfaction of egoistic
propensities duly regulated' (History of Ethics,
London, 1887, p. 257). Thus the Buddha is represented as giving ethical advice to questioners perplexed by rival doctrines, as follows
'Let your verdict not be ruided by tradition, precedent,

all

2. Taking next the three causes of good or moral
action, it is not possible to reduce them to simpler
terms.
They are at least as ultimate as conation,
feeling, and cognition.
Alobha, or detachment, is
not so negative as it sounds. Essentially a state
of mind and heart which does not grasp at, or cling
to, it is the condition of all generous and disinterested action." Such a state is likened to the
free mobility of a dewdrop on the glaucous surface
of a lotus-leaf.
Adosa is sympathy, altruistic
tenderness, care, and forbearance, the d.y6.vri of
Amoha is the clarity of mind affirmed
St. Paul.
Any one of these three,
in the foregoing verses.
according to the Patthdna, may condition, involve,
and lead to the other two ' Because of alobha,

[arises] adosa,
but this is all.

''

weak

related to moha, lobha, or lusting after false
goods and ends, is aided by the errant groping and
dim vision, denoted by the former term. Thus
the verses ascribed to Mahapajapati (aunt and
foster-mother of the Buddha) run
Oh but 'tis long I've wandered down all time,
Not knowing how and what things really were,
And never finding what I needed sore.
But now mine eyes have seen th' Exalted One,
Now have I understood how ill doth come.
.*
Craving, the cause, in me is dri^d up.
.

—

:

(Buddhist)

As

'

:

Test the doctrines, each for himself,
custom, or dialectic.
whether they will conduce to happiness or the reverse. For
you know well that the conduct conducive to happiness is the
conduct that is conditioned by detachment, by love, by intelligence and that the conduct conducive to sorrow is conditioned
by greed, hate, and illusion. These impel men to take life,
steal, live unchastely, tell lies, and stir others up to do the like.
Those impel men to avoid doing these tilings.' *
;

In more detailed expositions of ethical disposiand conduct, the term nearest to our ' selfishness is perhaps macchariya. The derivation is
from a stem signifying madness or infatuation,
but the dominant feature in the disposition so
called seems to be meanness, the opposite of magnanimity, a grudging spirit. The content of the
term is, however, expounded in part by other
terms indicative of a selfish nature, of one that,
spreading itself over all its own gettings, says
'Mine be it, not another's,' and of one that womd
hinder generosity in others. Another such ancillary term signifies a styptic or contracted state
with regard to others' needs.'
Other aspects of egoism self-interest, self-conare all repreceit, self-seeking, self-reference
sented in Buddhist doctrine. The term sadattha,
is used
or
interest,
one's own good, advantage,
invariably, we believe, in the approved sense of
enlightened self-interest, including ' personal
salvation. Thus, in one of the usual descriptions
of the elect or perfected, it is said
They who are arahants, who have destroyed the intoncanta
(dsavas), who have lived the life, have done that which was to
be done, have laid aside the burden, have won their own salvation

'

—

'

—

'

:

'

tion (anuppalta-sadait?ia),' eta^
'

Self-conceit, or mdna, is thus described :
Conceit at the thought " I am the better man," " I am as
"I am lowly" all such fancies, overween[as they],"

—

—

good

—

mg vanity, arrogance, pride, flag-flaunting, assumption, desire
this is called mana.' 7
of the heart for self-advertisement
:

—

Now, mana was

quite incompatible with sadattha.
Self-conceit did not arise in the bosom of him who
had won his highest gain. As with some phases
of evangelical Christianity, so with Buddhism, it
was customary for one attaining to the consciousness of salvation to testify to the same. Two disciples thus attaining are related to have waited on
the Buddha, and repeated the formula quoted

above
.
won salvation, who
Lord, he who is arahant, who has
has utterly destroyed the fetters of becoming (re-birth), who is
by perfect knowledge emancipated, to him it does not occur
"There is that is better than I, equal to me, inferior to me."
And, they saluting and passing out of the congregation, the
Buddha speaks " Even so do men of true breed declare ailfia
(gnosis): they tell of their salvation lattha), but they do not
bring in the ego {attd)" 8
*

.

.

;

'

Two

other disciples, more notable than these,

2 Saihy. Nik. i. 222.
1 Afig. Nik. i. 158, 216, etc.
* Atig. Nik. i. 188 fl.
3 Ib. ii. 29 ; AAg. Nik. iv. 134.
6 O. A. F. Ehys Davids, Bud. Psychel. Ethics, 299 1.
6 Samy. Nik. v. 146.
7 O. A. F. Ehys Davids, Bud. Psychol. Ethics, 299.
8 Aftg. Nik. iii. 869.

:

:

;

:

:

:
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testify in their talk to this contrast
ship and eelf-referenoe. Ananda

between

saint-

comments on
expression and demeanour,

Sariputta's beautiful

and asks
Whot have you been occupied with to-day ? * I have been
dweliing apart, practiBlng jhdna, brother, and there arose in
me never the thought, " It is / who attain or / who emerge."
That is because all egoistic tendencies in the venerable Sari*
putta have long been rooted out,' responds Ananda.^
•

'

'

•

Not only do we find this nnobtrusion of the ego
commended, but we also read of the Buddha, wlien
the self had been obtruded, diverting the point of
the episode to altruistic regard. The story is told
Uddna, a little manual of short episodes
framing a metrical logion, how the king of Kosala
and his wife discuss the possibly current Vedantist
text, that the self, the immanent deity, is dearer
than all else.^ It is possible that the metaphysic
implied is more in line with that of the Christian
text, What shall a man give In exchange for his
Anyhow, the king mentions
soul?' (Mt 16'").
the conversation to the Buddha, who thereupon
in the

'

replies
•

The whole wide world we traverse with our thought.
Nor come on aught more dear to each than Self.
Since aye so dear the Self to other men.

Let the Self-lover harm no other man.* »
Etymologically speaking, ego-ism is more than
paralleled in Indian linguistic. The oblique cases

of the personal pronoun yield derivatives as well
Thus we have aham-kdra,
as the nominative.
'
I-maker,' and also mamankara, 'mine-maker,'

mamattam,

'mine-ness,'

a-mama, 'having nought

of " mine",' i.e. calling nothing, or wishing nothing to be, mine, etc. It is in connexion with
these last terms that we find egoism as selfseeking dealt with, that is to say, with that larger
self which has annexed and identified with itself
the things a man possesses (W. James, Princ.
Psychology'', London, 1905, i. 292 if.).
* Unlike, these two, and far apart they dwell
The goodman keeping wife, and he who naught
Doth call his own (aniartw), the saint. Unchecked
The layman hurteth other lives, the sage
In self-restraint protecteth

all

that

Nor

lives.

never think " Tis mine "
Others have gotten something " ; thlnketh thus

He who doth
**

I

1

There's naught for

me

t

no " mineness" (.mamatiAm) being

found
In him, he hath no cause to suffer

grief.' *

equivalent to the Atman, or soul conceived as the
immanent Divinity. Put into our metaphysical
idiom, the one passage referring to it runs thus
'
Under the aspect of a plenum, the sum total of
our perceptions is Self, is I-making.' ' In several
later Upanisads the term recurs, bat in the psychological sense attached to it in the Sankhya
philosophy. That is to say, it is a mental organ,
or function, evolved from matter, and mediating
between the material and the spiritual, or preintelsenting external experience as so many
ligibles ' to the soul or self.* Its occurrence in the
Buddhist scriptures Is confined practically to one
phrase repeated in a few suttas of two Nikayas.
The meaning of the phrase is invariably that of
the older Upanisad. It has two slightly varying
mind involved in I-making-mine-making
forms
conceit (mdna),' and the bias of I-making-minemakiug conceit.' The context is concerned with
the problem of practical philosophy and religion
how, given the recipient organism and the world
of external impressions, to attain spiritual freedom, and not to suffer the conceit of self-reference
to arise. All assumption of a self, soul, or ego
'

'

'

:

1

Saifiy. Nik.

2
4
•

Brhad^ratyyaka,

;

(BuddMst)
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aham), as any part of the organism or ita
impressions, is to be extruded.'
It is possible that the function assigned to
aham-kdra in animistic psychology was contemporary with the foregoing. But there is no allusion to it, as a psycliological fallacy or otherwise,
in Buddhist psychology.
But anti-egoistical teaching nowhere resolves
itself into a positive doctrine of altruism.
The
solvents applied, in Buddhism, to the animistic
creed of immortal, unchanging Divine soul within
one body after another have been described as the
destruction of individuality.
The object, however, was not expressly the breaking down of
spiritual barriers between one individuality and
may, again, apply to
those of its fellow-men.
the Buddha Sidg^vick's description of Comte's
{atta,

We

views (op. cit. p. 257)
A supreme unquestioning self-devotion, in which all personal calculations are suppressed, is an essential feature of his
'

moral

ideal.'

The

self-devotion, however, is not altruistic, but
to the highest good, for self and others, as he conceived it : the good that lay in the perfecting and
the perfection (and thereby the completion) of
life.
And this was ultimately a task to be carried
out by each man for himself.
'

1

only

may

achieve the task

;

herein

None other may accomplish aught for me.' 3
the other hand, the accomplishing lay essentially in a life based on other-regarding virtues,
and, in all cases where temperament or infirmities
did not forbid, in ministering to the spiritual and
temporal needs of others. Combined, moreover,
with moral conduct and service was the altruistic
side of the contemplative disciplines, on which
considerable emphasis is laid. This consisted in a
systematic irradiation or mental suffusion [pharana) of other beings, starting from one person or
group and expandmg the range, with love, then
pity (or sympathy with sorrow and pain), then
sympathy wth the happy, finally equanimity, each
emotion to be realized as practically elastic to
an infinite degree. Lastly, the rejection by the
Buddha of all validity in rank, caste, or birth,
as standards of personal value, was conducive to
fraternity in general.
discourse on the altruistic duties of the layman has this peroration

On

A

:

3. The first-named term of these derivatives,
aham-kdra, undergoes an interesting evolution in
Indian thought, but the ethical part it plays is
slight.
In the (older) Chhandogya Upanisad, it is

:

—

:

:

iii. 236 f.
3 jjddna, 47.
1. 4, 8.
5 Chh. Up. 7. 26.
Sutta-Nipata, verse 961.
R. Ga'be, Die Sdrpkhya-Phihysophie, Leipzig, 1S94, p. 7 ff.

'
Liberality, courtesy, benevolence, unselfishness, under all
circumstances and towards all these (Qualities are to the world
what the linchpin is to the rolling chanot.' 3

—

And

the fraternal affection among members of the
is frequently mentioned.
Behold the company who learn of him

Order

*

In happy concord of fraternity
The noblest homage this to Buddhas paid.' *
One of the most elevated and best known of
Pitakan expressions of universal benevolence is
that inculcating mother-love to all beings perhaps the finest outburst of altruism in all ancient
.

.

.

—

literature
*

E'en as a mother watcheth o'er her child,
Her only child, as long as life doth last,
So let us, for all creatures, great or small,
Develop such a boundless heart and mind.
Ay, let us practise love for all the world.
Upward, and downward, yonder, hence,
Uncramped, free from ill will and enmity.'

5

Those among modem Buddhists who caU themselves Mahayanists claim that, in developing
and progressing beyond original Buddhism, the
sentiment of altruism as opposed to egoism
takes a more prominent position in their teaching, notably in what is termed the Bodhisattva
{q.v.) theory.
In this the goal of nirvana becomes
one not of personal salvation but of transferred
1 Saihy. Nik. ii. 253, etc.; iii. SO, etc.
2 0. A. F. Rhys Davids, Psalms of the Early Buddhists, IL
verse 542,

s Dlgha Nik. iii. 192.
* C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Psalms of the Early Buddhists, L
89
Majjhima Nik. ii. 103, iii. 166.
6 Sutta Nip., verses 148-150
Khuddakapatha.
;

;;
'
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merit, saintly aspiration being for the salvation
Negatively, writes Daisetz Suzuki,
of all beings.
nirvana is the annihilation of [the belief in] the
notion of ego-substance, and of all the desires
.
that arise from this erroneous conception.
Its positive side consists in universal love or sympathy for all beings.' ^
'

.

—This given in the footnotes.
C. A. F. Rhys
EGOTISM.— See Vanity.

Literature.

.

is

EGYPTIAN RELIGION.—I.

Davids.

Conditions.—

I.
Length of time.— The very long history of
Egypt is traceable through more than 7000 years
in writing, and it has a pre-history of which details

can be recovered from 1000 or 2000 years before
writing hence the changes of religious thought
can be followed over a wider range than in classical
lands. In place of a very full account, covering a
few centuries, as in Greece and Italy, we have a
scattered and fragmentary account of as many
The scope and the treatment,
thousand years.
therefore, must be very diflerent from that applied
;

to other religions.
The peculiar nature
2. Character of the land.
of the country reacted on the religion, as upon all
other interests of man. The continuous contrast
of desert and of cultivation impressed the whole
Egyptian character. It produced those contrasts
which seem so contradictory a people who had
the reputation of gloomy stubbornness, and who
yet covered their tombs with scenes of banquets,

—

—

a people to whom the
and gaiety
grandeur of the tomb was one of the great objects
The constant presence of the dead
during life.

dancing,

:

in the cliffs and desert overlooking the scenes of
their lives, or, in later times, more familiarly
kept surrounding the family life in the atrium of
the house, preserved a sense of the continuity with
the Other- world which made a far more contrasted
As opposed to the
life than we see elsewhere.
luxuriance and fatness of the rich plain, there
was always visible on either hand the desert,
little known, dreaded, the region of malevolent
gods, of strange monsters, of blinding, suffocating
storms, of parching thirst and heat.
The form of the country
3. Form of the land.
also acted on the religion by favouring isolated
communities, which preserved distinct beliefs.

—

Not only was the long, narrow valley readily
cut up into distinct principalities, which warred
on one another and promoted separate forms of
worship, but there was also a strong antipathy
between the two sections of the population, east
and west of the river. To this day a man of one
side will dislike those just opposite to him more
than those ten times as far away on his own side.
The Nile valley not only holds a streak of population a hundred times as long as it is wide, but
even two incompatible streaks side by side all the
length of it. Thus there was every facUity for
the isolation of local worships. Before a strong
continuous monarchy existed, or whenever it was
eclipsed, there appeared a long row of antagonistic
tribes and cults, each of which defended its local
worship as the bond of its union. To kill and eat
their neighbour's sacred animal was the regular
a.ssertion of independence and vigour.
Whatever
antagonisms we now see remaining beneath the
unification of Islam are mere shadows of the intense antipathies between the partisans of rival
cults in ancient times.
Religion was
4. Political rivalry and fusion.
thus essentially a part of politics.
Fanatical
fervour is the product of the political necessity of
union. Small bodies, which are liable to be broken
up, need a test of true membership, and a moral
1 Outlines 0/ Mahdydna Buddhism^ London, 1907, p. 61.

—

consciousness that they are in the right and their
enemies are in the wrong, foul, miserable, and
despicable.
All this is given by a religious
antipathy.
The god is the rallying cry ; the
triumph of his followers is his triumph. Hence
the mythic victories of the gods, one over another,
are the records of the victories of their worshippers ;
and even the marriages of the gods are in many
eases the expression of the marriages of the tribes

who upheld them.
Besides the violent conquest of one god or tribe
over another, there was the peaceful fusion of
tribes, who became blended both in blood and in
religion.
This led to the fusion of gods who
were alike, and who henceforward bore compoimd names, as Ptah-Sokar-Osiris, or OsirisKhentamenti.
This fusion also led to the acceptance of several gods and the uniting of them
in groups, triads, or enneads. Thus Horus was
originally an independent god, known later as
the elder Horus or ' greater Horus,' son of Hathor and not of Isis (Lanzone, Diz. di mitol. 603)
from whom Hat-hor, ' the dwelling of Horus,' took
her name. Isis was an independent deity
she had neither husband nor lover' (Maspero,
Dawn, 131). Thus the best known triad of Egypt
was compounded of the gods of three independent
tribes, Osiris, Isis, and Horus, who were linked
as a family when the tribes became fused together.
Not only was the theo5. Resulting mixture.
logy thus compounded by multiple names for a
of
connected gods, but
god, and forming groups
the fusion also led to the acceptance of incompatible beliefs, particularly about the future life.
The interaction and combination of these formed
a chaotic mass of contradictions, which were continually in flux, and accepted differently by each
age, each district, and even each person. There
the Egyptian Religion
is no such thing as
during thousands of years there were ever-varjring
mixtures of theologies and eschatologies in the
'

'

'

.

.

.

—

'

'

land.
Such may

far more exclusive dominance
Pictish Bucca Gvndden, or ' bright
spirit,' is still named among us as 'Puck,' while the BtLcca, Dhu,
or ' dark spirit,' has become the familiar ' Bogey Bo.' If we
even retain these in London at present, much more were they
They are
realities in the West country during past centuries.
as totally incompatible with Christianity as one theology in
Egypt was irreconcilable with another; yet here they have
co-existed for eighteen centuries.

exist even

of Christianity.

under the

The old

—

and publicaknowlege of the rethe ten books on
worship, and ten on the laws and the gods, have
disappeared since the days of Clement. Taken in
the order of age, the materials may be classed, with
II.

Sources.

—

6.

Classifications

The sources of our
tions.
ligion are but fragmentary

;

the chief modem publications, thus :
1. FiaUBES OF SACRED A.lflMALS OF PSE-BISTORIO AGE:

J.

Capart, Primitive Art in Egypt. Eng. tr., London, 1905, figa.
126-139 W. M. F. Petrie, Naqada, do. 1896, Diospolis Peana,
;

do. 1901.
2. AMULETS. ANIMATE AND INANIMATE: Petrie, Deuhr
asheh, London, 1897, Dendereh, do. 1900, xxvi., Abydos I.,
1902, xxxviii. ; G. A. Reisner, Cairo Catalogue, ixxv. [1907]
'Amulets.'
3.

TITLES OF PRIESTLY OFFICES

:

M. A. Murray, Namet

Titles of Old Kingdom, London, 1908; H. Brugsch,
Diet, giogr., Leipzig, 1877-80 ; G. Legrain, R^rtoire, Cairo,
1908 ; J. D. C. Lieblein, Diet, de noms, Leipzig, 1871, i.-iv.;
Petrie, Royal Tombs, London, 1900, i. and U.

and

4. NAMES OF PERSONS, SHOVINO TEE USUAL OODS AND
IDEAS same sources as for Titles.'
6. DEATS-SPELLS TO ENSURE SAFETY FOR THE BODY AND
SOUL P. le Page Renouf, Book of the Dead, London, 1907
G. Maspero, Inscr. des pyr. de- Saqqarah, Paris, 1894;
E. A. W. Budge, Book of Gates,' and * Book of Am-Duat
(Under World), in The Egyp. Heaven and Hell, London, 1906
G. J^quier, Livre de et qu'il y a dans VHadis, Paris, 1894
H. Schack-Schackenburg, Das Buck von den zwei Wegen,
Leipzig, 1903 R. V. Lanzone, Le Domicile des esprits, Paris,
1879; Brugsch, 'Sai an Sinsin' (,RP iv. [1906] 121); Ed.
Naville, Tomb of Sety I., Paris, 1886; F. Guilmant, Le
Tombeau de Ramsls IX., Paris, 1908; E. Lefibure, Hypogiet
*

:

:

'

;

royaux, Paris, 1886-9.
6.

Temple scenes of relioious

service,

and

temi'i.s

EGYPTIAN RELIGION
WRTTINas A. Moret, Du CaracUre rcligUux de ta rnyauti
pharatmique, Paris, 1003 C. R. Lepsius, DenlcindUT, Hcrlin,
1807 R.; A. Mariette, Abydos, Paris, ISUO-SO, Uendirah, do.
:

;

1880

au

;

A. Gayet, Le Temple de Louxor

(^itdm. itiaeian Archiot.

Caire, xv.).

HYMNS:

Petrie, History, i. (1894) 182, II. (1890) 216-8;
[1003] 129, iv. [1906J 99, 107, vi. [1907) 97, viu. (1900J 129
Narille, Litany of Ra (RP viii, 106).
8. POrnLA.It FIOURES OF OODS, UAINL7 OF ROUAN AOEl A.
Erman, Egyp. Religion, Ene. tr., London, 1907, pp. 218-227;
Petrie, Roman Ehnasya, London, 1904
V. Schmidt, De
graeah-aefjuptiske Terrakotter i ny CarUberg glyplothck, 1911.
9. General works: Lanzone, Diz. di mitol. egiz,, Turin,
1881-^ A. Wiedemann, ReL of the Anc. Egyptians, London,
1897; Maspero, Dawn of Civilization^, London, 1896, Etudes
de mythoL, Paris, 1893 fl.; Budge, Gods o/ the Egyptians,
7.

RP

li.

;

'

'

;

;

London, 1904

;

Erman,

op.

eit.

Popular religion.

III.

—The

—

7.

Pre

-

historic

popular religion is tlie earliest
form that we can trace in the remains of the
In the graves and town-ruins
pre-historic ages.
are found various animal figures which seem to
show the adoration of different species. The
human figures of the same age seem to be distinctly servitors to satisfy the wants of the dead,
and not to represent higher beings. The lion is
the most usual of such animals, and the figures are
distinguished from those of later ages by the tail
turning up the back, with a small hook at the end.
The bull's head was often carved, but rather of a
small size, as an amulet. The hawk is the next
commonest sacred animal. The hippopotamus is
rarely found. The frog is usual, of various sizes.
Serpents were specially honoured ; the more usual
form is coiled round, with the head in the centre,
and was made of limestone or glaze nearly a foot
across, to hang up in the house, and of a small
Two intertwined
size to wear on the person.
serpents as on a caduceus are also represented,
and a serpent coiled closely to fit on a stick. The
scorpion occurs as a large separate figure, and also
the locust. Among animals represented, but perhaps not regarded as religious, are the elephant,
The baboon may not be prestag, bull, and hare.
historic, but is one of the commonest figures in the
The dog is not represented in carv1st dynasty.
It is
ing, but was frefjuently buried in tombs.
notable that some of the most usual sacred animals of later times never appear in the pre-historic
period, such as the cat, jackal, vulture, and crocofigures.

—

—

dile.

That there were

common

definite religious beliefs,

is indicated by the
constant posture of burial, and the regularity of
the offerings buried, as we shall notice further on.
8. Magic.
Magic apparently began in the prehistoric age.
small box was found containing
three little flat carvings in slate tied together,
and itwo carved ivory tusks, none of which had
any use for work. Such ivory tusks were carved
with a human head at the pointed end, and kept
in pairs, one solid, one hollow. They are probably
connected with the present African belief in charming a man's soul into a tusk. Many small amulets
were in use not only the figures of sacred animals,
but also such as a fly, a claw, a lance-head, or a

fixed in

—

acceptance,

A

—

vase.

In the early historic age magic appears as the
basis of the popular tales the forming of a crocodile of wax and then throwing it into the water to
:

pursue a victim the bringing together the head
and body of a decapitated goose and restoring it
to life
the turning back of the waters and descending to the river-bed to find a lost jewel such
are the pivots of the earliest tales.
There appears to have always been a strong belief in the
virtue of words and names. Creation was attributed to the word or speech of the Creator, as
among the Hebrews. Even animals and objects
had names given to them, to render them effective
without a name there could hardly be existence.
In the close of Egyptian literature there is a pro;

;

—

;
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Greek
out of
the solemn, strong, energetic speech of names
we do not use words, but we use sounds full filled
with deeds.' In the later magic writings and inscriptions, names generally corrupted and mistaken are the moving power of the spells. In the
later Ramesside times a conspiracy turned upon
making wax figures, and sending them into the
harim, to compass the death of the king.
The
latest tales, or the Ptolemaic age, turn entirely
upon the use of magic. It seems not too much to
say that an Egyptian was dominated throughout
his life by the belief in the magical control exercised upon the gods, upon spirits in life and in death,
and upon material objects. Cf. Magic (Egyp.).
test against its translation into

'

:

.

—

.

.

—

—

The customs of domestic
9. Domestic worship.
worship can only be gleaned from some occasional
remains. In the pre-historic age the larger disks,
carved with a coiled serpent, are pierced with a
hole for suspension, showing that they were
probably hung up in the houses and in the 1st
dynasty the usual border to the hearth was a pottery fender in the form of a serpent, doubtless
copied from the serpent which they would find
at dawn coiled round the ashes for the sake of
warmth. In the XVIIIth dynasty there was usually a recess in the haU of the house, coloured red ;
and in one case, where it is preserved to the top,
it had a scene of adoration of the tree-goddess
above it. This was, doubtless, the focus of the
domestic worship, probably having different deities
painted over it according to the devotion of the
master. On reaching Roman times, we have many
interesting details preserved by the terra-cotta
figures which were then so widely developed. The
domestic shrine is represented as a wooden cupboard containing the figure of the household god,
with a lamp burning before it. For poorer families,
figures were made to hang up by a hole in the
back to fit on a nail in the wall. The figure often
had at its feet a small lamp, made all in one piece.
Such figures are found by the thousand in towns
of the Roman age, showing that they were probably in use in every house, or every room, like
;

among Roman Catholic
populations.
Of the prayers to the gods there is
evidence in the epithets of Amon, 'who cometh
quickly to him who calls on him'; and of Ptah,
who hears petitions,' and whose tablets have ears
figures of saints at present

'

carved on them.
The ceremonies
10. Birth, marriage, and death.
at birth have not been recorded ; but, as the names

—

are often compounded from those of gods, it is probable that some religious ceremony attended the
naming of the child, as in Egypt at present (see
Birth and Circumcision [Egyp.]). Of marriages
we know scarcely any more. The settlements of the
Xllth dynasty are purely business documents. The
demotic marriage- contracts are without any religious reference. The terms in the XXVIth dynasty
agreed on for divorce by the man are confirmation
to the wife of her marriage portion, and control of
her children's share of paternal property, also a
third of all property acquired by the pair during
marriage ; but in one case the divorce terms were
For divorce by the
five times the marriage gift.
woman, she must return one-half of the marriage
portion given to her. Divorce simply consisted in
renouncing claims, and authorizing the woman to
In Ptolemaic times the
live with another man.
terms were very similar. The only trace of religious terms is in one case, beginning the divorce
clause by swearing by Amon and Pharaoh (Griffith,

Demotic Papyri, Bylands, London, 1909,

p.

115).

Since God willeth that
In Coptic times it is said
we should unite one ivith the other ; but either
party could divorce freely on paying seven times
the marriage gift, and no provision was stipulated
:

'

'

—

—

EGYPTIAN BBLIGION
The religious sanction of marfor the children.
riage seems, therefore, unknown in the pagan and
scarcely named in the Christian contracts, which
accords with the temporary view of the deed, and
the constant provision for divorce.
The great religious event to an Egyptian was
There is no trace of spiritual preparahis death.
tion or viaticum. The body was simply handed to
the embalmers, and they prepared it without the
slightest reverence or sentiment. After the seventy
days came the greatest ceremony of private life
the funeral ; the procession, the wallers, the recitation, the incense, the ceremony of opening the
mouth of the mummy ; and, after the burial, the
ritual service of funeral offerings, for which endowments were left, like those for masses in Europe.
See, further, art. Death (Egyptian).
Another development of popular
11. Dancing.
In the earliest royal monureligion was dancing.
ments the dance of men in the festival of Osirificathis took place,
tion of the king is represented
apparently, in an enclosure formed by cloth hangfigure
conventional
on
poles,
and
the
ings placed
of this was represented behind the prince, down to
the latest times. Dances of the servants are often
represented in the tombs of the Pyramid age but
such were probably only festive, and not religious.
In the Xllth dynasty the princesses are described
as dancing with their ornaments before the king,
and singing his praises. The sculptures and paintings of the XVIIIth-XXth dynasties show many
scenes of funeral dances ; usually one woman held
a tambourine aloft and beat out a rhythm on it,
Exactly this dance
while others danced round.
may he seen now when parties of women go up
to the cemetery a fortnight or a month after a
funeral ; an old negress is often the drummer, and
the party stop every few hundred yards along the
road for a dance. The dances are mentioned by
Herodotus (ii. 60) among the parties going to the
great festival at Bubastis. Dancing was a considerable part of the public worship of the ascetic
At their great
Therapeutse in the Roman age.
gatherings, held everjr seven weeks, they 'keep
one band beating
the holy all-night festival
.
time to the answering chant of the other, dancing
turning aad returning in the
to its music
dance' (Philo, de Vita Contemplativa see G. R. S.
Mead, Fragments of a Faith Forgotten, London,
This must have been much like an
1900, p. 80 f ).
orgiastic modem zikr, only performed by men and
women in opposite companies. That so scrupulous
and ascetic a community, generally devoted to
solitude, should make religious dancing so important and so mixed points to a much freer use
of dancing hj the unrestrained public.
The individual worship
12. Wayside shrines.
took place not only in the house, but also in the
wayside shrines.
The open-air shrines common
now in Italy are represented in Egypt by covered
shrines, where shelter from the heat may be enjoyed by the devotee. These shrines, or welys,
at present abound in Egypt, being small cubical
chambers of brick covered with a domed roof, and
usually containing a cenotaph of some local holy
man. The native passing them will utter a short
ejaculation, or will stop for a recitation, or, further, will walk round the cenotaph either inside or
outside of the building. Similar shrines are frequently reproduced in the Roman terra-cotta figures,
and were evidently as familiar in ancient times as
now. The simplest was a low dwarf wall with a
a
little entrance on one side, enclosing a square
column placed at each corner supported an arched
similar form, entirely of wood, was
roof over it.
mounted on wheels for the purpose of carrying
an image. The more solid shrines were built up

—

;

;

.

.

.

.

.

;

.

—

;

in brickwork

and covered by a double-sloping roof, with gable in
front.
When a village or town extended round an
earlier shrine, and enveloped it, the little sanctuary
became richer, and needed a dwelling f oi the priest
and a storeroom. But the site could not be enlarged around so the building was carried upward,
as shown by another model. Here the open shrine
was raised by two or three steps, and lamps burned
on either side of the door ; above it were two rooms,
one over the other, and at the top was inserted a
large panel bearing the figure of the god. Thus
the little hovel had grown into a four-storey building, on a level with the houses around it.
Some;

times the priests used to carry a portable shrine
through the streets, to collect the alms of the devout this was a small cupboard shrine about two
;

feet high, carried

between two priests side by

side,

probably on a yoke resting on the shoulders. From
Lucian's account of the wandering devotees of the
Syrian goddess, and the prevalence of wandering
dervishes in Egypt at present, doubtless the almscollecting was carried on from viDage to village.
A figure of Horus sitting in a low-wheeled basketchair perhaps personified by a living boy with the
attributes snows what was taken to perambulate
the country.

— —

13.

Festivals

of

fertility

and harvest.

— The

popular worship on a collective scale was seen in
How large and important
the great festivals.
they might be, we know from the size of the
gathering at the festivals of the present day. The
great feast at Tanta is estimated to attract 200,000
people. That it is an occasion for general licence
to the loose-living part of the population doubtless
descends from the customs of the ancient festivals,
as shown by the accounts of Herodotus. The two
great festivals kept everywhere were the fertility
At the first the
feast and the harvest feast.
'gardens of Osiris,' like the 'gardens of Adonis'
in Syria, ornamented the house. These are sometimes found preserved, as bowls full of Nile mud,
and pierced with the holes left by innumerable
Another method was to make
sprouts of com.
clay figures of Osiris, stuffed with corn, as sometimes found ; on wetting these, the com would
Still larger
sprout from the body of the god.
figures are represented, doubtless from the official
feast, where the statue of Osiris is lying on a bier
surrounded by a large bed of sprouting com. As
the planting in Upper Egypt is stated in the calendar to begin on the 14th Oct., millet on the 18th,
and barley on the 19th, this feast of the growing
corn was probably that named on the 21st Oct.
(Choiak 11) in the SaUier calendar as the dajr of
the panegyry of Osiris at Abydos ; the following
day was the day when he transformed himself
into a bennu bird,' probably a bird liberated from the
green couch of Osiris to represent his resurrection.
The second general festival that of harvest
fell during April, as the harvest is reckoned to
begin with this month in the south, and end with
This was celebrated by offerings
it in the north.
to Rannut, the serpent-goddess of harvest. After
the threshing the grain was piled up, as it may
now be seen in immense heaps lying in the open
air at the large stores ; the winnowing shovels
were stuck upright with the handles buried in the
heap, the tossing boards or scoops were held on
high before it, the corn-measure crowned the heap,
and Rannut was adored (stele in Bologna Museum).
14. Great temple feasts.— The details of provision for the great Theban festivals to Amon
have been preserved to us in the Harris papyrus
'

'

'

—

A

From
(see Petrie, Hist. Studies, London, 1911).
that we gather the details of a festival of 20 days

on

March, and another of 27 days in August. In the
feast 10,000 persons were present on the
great day, and 4000 on other days ; in the August

all sides,

with latticed windows.

in

March

,;

;
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feast 4800 on the great day, and 1000 on otliera.
The great hall, or temple-court, was decorated with
tamarisk branches, reed -grass, and hundreds of
Tables of probouquets and chains of flowers.
visions of meat and cakes were set out for the
Large quantities of
priesthood and the nobles.
food were provided for the people, mainly various
breads, cakes, and fruit. Flowers for each person,
Such was
to be offered by each, were supplied.
the general character of the great temple-festivals
in honour of the local gods.
The festival of the New Year has a remarkable
feature in the appointing of a mock king and his
This is not referred to in the
being sacrificed.
ancient calendars, as it was a popular rather than
a religious anniversary ; but, happily, an account
Klunof the survival of it has been preserved.
zinger records (Upper Egypt, Eng. tr., 1878, p.
184):
*
For those daye it is all up with the rule of the Turks ; every
little town chooses for itself ... a ruler who has a towering
fool's-cap set upon his bead, and a lon^ spectral heard of flax
fastened to his chin, and is clothed m a peculiar ^rment.
With a long sceptre in his hand ... he promenades.
Every one bends before him, the guards at the door make way,
.

.

.

lets himself be ousted, while
the governor of the province
the new dignitary seats himself on his throne. ... At length
he, that is, his new dress, is condemned to death by burning,
and from the ashes creeps out the slavish Fellah.'
.

.

.

The modern copy of the crown of Upper Egypt,
the false beard worn by kings, and the sceptre
point to the descent of this custom.
In connexion with this
15. 'Sed' festival.
skould be noticed the great Sed festival.
It
appears to have been normally celebrated every
30 years, and to have been on the occasion of the
king being deified as Osiris, and the Crown Prince
being appointed and married to the heiress of
Such a usage appears to be the
the Kingdom.
amelioration of a custom of killing the king after
a fixed interval, in order that his royal maintenance of the public life and prosperity should not
deteriorate.
Such a custom of king-killing was
usual in Ethiopia, until abolished in the 3rd cent.
B.C.
It is still practised by the Shilluks in the

—

Sudan

;

also in

Unyoro, in Kibanga, in Sofala,

and formerly among the Zulus. Thus it is strongly
an African custom. Nor is it peculiar to Africa,
as it occurred in Prussia, and at fixed intervals
There is thus
of 12 years in Southern India.
abundant parallel for such a feast in pre-historic
Egypt but, before the use of records, this custom
gave place to the deification of the king, who lived
on with his successor. The king became Osiris,
was clad as the god, held the Divine emblems,
and was enthroned in a shrine at the top of a
Before him danced the Crown
flight of steps.
Prince, and at a different point in the ceremony
the assembled men danced in the same enclosure
of hangings upon poles. Sacred standards were
carried in procession. In some connexion with
;

the festival there

is

the record of 400,000 oxen,

1,422,000 goats, and 120,000 captives. These numbers show the national character of the ceremony,
whether they were dedicated or sacrificed. In
the late times of the XlXth dynasty this festival
of Osirification was performed much oftener, and
after his 30th year Ramses II. repeated it every
third year (Petrie, Stud. Hist. iii. 69). See, further,

Festivals and Fasts (Egyptian).
The religious calendar
16. Religious calendar.
of Egypt has never been studied, or even collected
art.

—

The materials

together.

are

:

(1)

early

lists

of

which were seasonal, and which usuaOy
do not exceed half a dozen occasions for funeral
offerings
(2) the Ramesside papyrus Sallier iv.
of which two-thirds of the year remains, stating
the luck and the mythical or legendary events of
each day (F. Chabas, Le Calendrier, Paris, 1870)
feasts,

;

(3)

the Ptolemaic temple-calendars of Edfu, Esneh,
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etc., tranBJated by Brugsch (Drei FestLeipzig, 1877); (4) a few feasts noted by
Plutarch (de Is. et Osir.); and (5) the modern Coptic
calendar (imblished by R. N. L. Michell ana E.
Tissot).
Cf. art. Calendar (Egyptian).
The ancient calendars are strongly local, those
of the temples referring mainly to the festivals
held in the temples on which they were recorded.
On comparing the lists of Edfu and Esneh, which
were of the same age and region, we find but six
feasts identical, out of about a hundred entries.
When we try to connect calendars of different
periods, the shifting of the month-names through
Owing
all the seasons presents the first difficulty.
to not observing leap-year, the nominal calendar
rotated through the year in about 1460 years.
Hence the question arises, which of the religious
anniversaries were attached to the nominal month
and day, and which to a day in the fixed year, both
The seasonal
classes being named in inscriptions.
anniversaries must necessarily belong to the fixed
year. On comparing the Sallier papyrus (of the
age of Ramses II. or a little earlier) with the
Ptolemaic lists, we find not a single festival or
event attached to the same day in these earlier
and later calendars.
That the festivals were attached to the fixed
year is shown by six entries in the earlier and
later calendars.
here denote the months by
Roman numerals, I. to XII. for Thoth to Mesore,
so as to read the intervals more readily :

Dendereh,

KaUnder,

We

Ptolemaic. InterraL
10 L
302
191.
sua

Sallier.

Going forth of Isis
Feast of Shu
Isis and Nebhat weeping
Osiris slain (Plutarch)
Feast of Sokar .

Smiting the wicked
Feast of the Strong
Feast of Horus

.

13 in.

2111L
14 V.

27 VL
22 VIIL

17 III. }
26 IV.
21

.

ivn.

IIX.

.

VI.}

308
304

304
305

Excepting in Plutarch, who wrote later than the
Ptolemaic calendars, the interval between the
early and late lists is 304 days and this shift of
the calendar on the seasons would occupy about
1255 years. The date on which the Esneh calendar
was compiled is fixed by the New Year feast, of
the fixed year by Sothis, falling on 26 X., which
;

occurred in 138 B.C. The date of the Sallier calendar is, therefore, 1255 years earlier, or 1393 B.C.
and this agrees well with its having the name
of Ramses II. scribbled on the back of it, as he
began to reign 1300 B.C. Hence for any connected
view of the calendars it is needful to translate the
dates of the shifting months into fixed days of
the year, corresponding with the epoch of the
calendar. To compile a detailed religious calendar
would be beyond the scope of this article, but the
principle of fixed dates is here stated, as it has not
yet been published.
will now state the nature of the religious
events which were notified in the calendars. The
principal classes are

We

9S
37
37
8

Ptolemaic.
72
4
30
69

180

175

Sallier.

...
...

myths of great gods
war of Set
Minor gods and myths
Festivals and
Events of the

.

Local worships

17.

Lucky and unlucky

days.

— Personal

direc-

tions are given only in the Sallier papyrus.
Originally every day was noted as favourable,
cautionary, or evil, with some days of mixed
Of these 223 remain, and there are
character.
also applied to these days 96 general directions
going
out or beholding things, 54 specific
as to
directions as to acts, and 15 prognostications of
the course of life or manner of death, from birth

on a given day.

As Chabas

shows, these direc-

;
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tions are similar to the directions for action on
different days of tiie month given by Hesiod, the
list of unlucky ' Egyptian days ' observed in Home
in the time of Constantine 25 in all -and the
list of unlucky Jewish days stated by Salmasius
24 in all. It might be expected that the bad
'
Egyptian days of the Romans would be the
same as among the Egyptians. On a comparison of
the lists, the only adjustment of calendars which
yields continuous connexion is from 18 Makhir
to 25 Pharmuthi, coinciding with the unlucky
days 25th Feb. to 3rd May. This also is exactly

—

—

—

'

the connexion between the calendars when the
vague year was finally fixed, as stated by Chabas.
Hence these 7 of the unlucky days retained their
character from the time of Ramses to that of
Constantine.
The break between Paganism and Christianity
has swept away nearly all traces of connexion
between the calendars. The Coptic calendar is
mainly seasonal, and very seldom mentions the
luck of a day. There are, however, a few days
when marriage is prohibited, in both the Ramesand the intervals
side and the Coptic calendars
between these appear to be connected.
;

Coptic

Sallier.

6 11.

26 IX.

7V.

24X11.

17 V.
19 V.

Interval
231
227

230
228

2 1.
21.

As

these days in the Sallier calendar are connected with other evU events, they must have
belonged to the fixed year, like the rest ; hence it
is difficult to see how a shifting calendar could
have transported them 229 days. If it be so, then
these fixed seasons must have become attached to
the shifting calendar in 434 B.C. and have been
carried on with it till its arrest in 30 B.C.
since
that date it has shifted only by the difference
between old and new style. The dates mentioned
in the myth of Horus of Edfu do not in any way
agree with the Edfu or other calendars.
i8. General feasts. ^The seasonal dates of the
;

which are found in any two calendars, and
which were, therefore, general, may be taken as
within a day of the following
feasts

:

Feast of Sokar
Setting up the Dad
Feast of the Strong
Feast of Ptah
Feast of Horus .
Feast of Horus .
Birth of Horus .

Going forth of

Isis

Feast of Shu
Feast of Isis
Isis

and Nebhat weeping

Jan. 15

„ 19
Mar. 11

„
„

21
21

Apr. 21

May
Oct.
..

„
Dec.

21
1
11
27
3.

IV. Funerary religion.— ig. Cause of its
prominence. The funerary branch of the religion
has become better known than any other, owing
to the prominence of the tombs among the other
remains. This is merely a casual prominence due
to the Nile deposits. The laying down of ten to
twenty feet of mud over the river-valley since the
flourishing ages of history has buried the remains
of daOy life almost entirely ; only a few small
towns on the desert, or the later parts of the
cities which were built high up on their mounds,
have remained exposed. By far the greater part
of the dwellings and buildings have passed under
the Nile soil and the advancmg water-level, whUe
the cemeteries, being on the desert edge, have
mostly remained as accessible as at first. Hence
the disproportion in which we view the Egyptians,
as being more concerned with death than with
life.
Probably the Egyptian saw and thought

—

the house of the dead, where the soul would
and the intrinsic fact which has made the
;
Egyptian tombs so important to us is the custom
of representing the ordinary course of life in
sculpture and painting on the walls of the funerary
chapel, in order to gratify the deceased with the
pleasures of life.
No other people except the
Etruscans and the early Chinese have thus recorded their civilization.
The magnificence of
some of this work must not, however, be put
down as entirely for the dead. The great halls
cut in the rock which astonish us at Syut or Beni
Hasan were the quarries whence stone was taken
to build the palaces of the living down in the
NUe plain. It needed but little more labour and
device to cut the quarry so as to serve for the
tomb, and the painting of its walls was a trifling
work compared with the excavation.
21. Reason of offerings.
An essential question
is whether the provision for the dead depended
on fear or on love was it to prevent the ghost's
returning or to gratify it in its new life? Can
we view Egyptian customs as akin to those of
the Troglodytes, who bound the body round from
neck to legs, and then threw stones on it with
laughter and rejoicing (Strabo, xvi. 4. 17)? On
the contrary, we see, ifrom the earliest times
onward, that weapons were placed by the dead,
which would arm them if they attacked the
living ; we find in the pre-historic times the skull
frequently removed and subsequently placed with
honour in the grave, as if it had been kept with
affection, as it is among some races at present
the successors frequently visited the tomb and
held feasts there ; in Roman times the mummies
were kept around the hall of the house ; and to
this day a widow may be seen going to her
husband's tomb, removing a tile, and talking
down a hole into the chamber. "The treatment
of the body, and the provision for it, all show no
trace of repugnance or fear, but rather a continued
are bound, therefore,
respect and affection.
to look at the other offerings, of food and drink,
of model houses and furniture, of concubines and
slaves, as equally dictated by a wish for the future
happiness or the deceased.
In the pre-historic age
22. Pre-historic ritual.
there was a fixed ritual of burial, which implies
an equally wide-spread group of beliefs as to the
use and efficacy of the funerary provision. The
body was placed in a contracted position on the
left side, the hips and knees bent, with the hands
together before the face. The direction was with
the head to the south and the face to the west.
The main classes of provision had each their
regular place. The weapons were usually behind
the back the bag of malachite, and the slate and
pebble for grinding it to paint the face, were
before the face ; the wavy-handled jar of ointment was at the head end ; a small pointed jar
stood at the feet at either end of the grave beyond the body, or in a row along the side, stood
the group of great jars full of ashes of the burning of offerings made at the funeral.
live

—

;

We

—

;

;

There was also an entirely different treatment
of the body, often referred to in the oldest religious
formulas of the Pyramid texts. The head was
removed, the flesh taken off, the bones separated
and cleaned, and then re-composed in right order,
and the whole body put together again. This was
supposed to purity the dead so that he should
be fit to associate with the gods (see Gerzeh,
The traces
the Labyrinth, and Mazghuneh, 1912).
of these customs, which probably belonged to the
worshippers
very
remote
times,
are
Osirian
at
found in a small proportion of bodies down to

much less about his forefathers' graves, mUes
away in the desert, than an Englisn rustic does
who walks through the graveyard every Sunday.
historic times.
The latest clear group,
20. Its importance. — The tomb was essentially
dynasty, had one-third of the bodies

in the Vth
partly dis-

—

'

'
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membered, with the hands and feet cut oil' and
laid on the stomach beneath the swathing of ttie
oody, or with every bone cleaned and wrapped
separately (Petrie, Deshasheh, 1897, p. 20, pis.
XXXV., xxxvii.).
In almo.st all ages, from the pre-historio to the
present, the Egyptians were equally averse to
throwing earth on the dead. The earliest graves
were pits roofed over with poles and bru.slnvood,
60 as to leave a chamber. Later a recess was made
in the side of the pit to hold the body, and fenced
across the front by a row of jars.
In the early
dynasties a rock chamber was xisual, later a brick
shaft with a chamber at one side of it. Only in
Christian times does the chamber seem to have
been abandoned, and the open grave preferred.
Under Islam, the chamber, with room for the corpse
to sit up in it, is considered essential. Cf. artt.
Ancestor-Worship (Egyptian) and Death and
Disposal of the Dead (Egyptian).
Before we can follow the differ23. The 'ka.'
ent views of the future life, we must look at the
beliefs on the nature of man.
The earliest tombstones, those of the Ist dynasty, show the khu
bird between the ka arms
thus there was then
recognized the khu, the
glorious
or
shining
intelligence, as dwelling in the ka, the activities
of sense and perception ; both of these were the
immaterial entities in the khat, or material body.
The idea of the ka is difficult to define, as we have
no equivalent. It was closely associated with the
material body, as it had parts and feelings like the
body. All funeral ofi'erings were made to the ka.
If opportunities of satisfaction in life were missed
or neglected, it was said to be grievous to the ka
also the ka must not be needlessly annoyed.
Here it seems to stand for the bodily perceptions
and powers of enjoyment. The ka could not resist
the least physical force after death, although it
retained consciousness and could visit other kas
and converse with them. The ka could also enjoy
the offerings and objects of life in representation ;
hence the great variety of funeral offerings, and
the detail of the sculptures and paintings representing all the actions of daily life, the hunting in
the desert, fishing on the river, beholding all the
farm-yard, and the service of retainers, dancers,
and musicians.
recent discovery adds to the
complexity. Not only is the ka of the king represented as born as an infant at the same time,
being nursed and growing up, and following the
king holding a standard of the king's ka,' but we
even see the ka holding the feather fan and fanning the king on his throne. This suggests that
the king's ka may have had a separate physical
body ; and, as the Egyptian believed
horoscopes, so a child born at the same hour as the
king would have the same fate, partake of the
same soul, and was perhaps selected to accompany
the king as his double and serve him for life. One
being might have many kas; Ea had 14 ka^,
Tahutmes I. was the first king to have more than
one ka, and Bamses 11. had 30.
The ka being
BO far separate could be taken by the Semitic mind
as the equivalent of the Semitic guardian angel
an idea entirely foreign to the Egyptian and
thus it comes that we find the Semitic king Khyan
with the title
beloved by his ka.' Later this
deification of the ka proceeded, and on the sarcophagus of Panahemisis we read, Thy ka is thy
god, he parted not from thee, and so thy soul lived
eternally (Bissing, Versuck .
des Ka'i, 1911).
Here the ka has become a Divine principle, indwelling, and saving the soul. This comes fully
into touch with the doctrine of the Logos in its
' They
developments.
possess Logos only and
not Mind (Pers. Bel. in Eg., London, 1909, p. 92)
is the stage of the purely human soul as the ka.
VOL. V.
16

—

;

'

'

'

;

A

'

m

:

'

'

'

.

'

—
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Next, ' Thou art being purified for the articulation of the Logos shows the Logos aa a saving
Divine principle, like the last view of the ka (ib.
The later growth was The Logos is God's
93).
likeness,' and ' The Logos that appeared from
Mind is Son of God.'
An entirely different pnouma24. The ' ba.'
tology is that of the ba, which is the disembodied
soul figured as a human-headed bird.
This is
associated with the tree-goddess of the cemetery ;
out of her great sycamore tree she pours drink and
gives cakes to the ba, who receives the food on the
'

'

—

ground before the tree. Thus the ba is the entity
that wanders about the cemetery requiring food,
whereas the ka was thought to be satisfied with
the model foods placed in the tomb. The ba is
associated with the sahu, or mummy, as the ka is
connected with the k?uit, or body. Some beautiful
figures of the XlXth dynasty represent the mummy
on its bier, with the ba resting on its side and
seeking to re-enter its former habitation. Other
figures in papyri show the ba flying down the
tomb-shaft to reach the mximmy lying in the
The actual source of the idea of
the bird-like soul was doubtless in the great white
owls which haunt the tomb-pits, and fly noiselessly
out, their large round faces looking with a
human expression. As to the difl'erent sources of
these ideas, the ba belongs to the tree-goddess and
the cemetery apparently the earliest and most
primitive kind of oelief the ka is always said to
go to Osiris, or to the iDoat of the sun, or to the
company of the gods, and belongs, therefore, to
the more theologic views.
Other concepts were also associab.'
25. The
ated with man, though seldom with any further
religious views.
The most important of these was
the ab, the will and intentions symbolized by the
heart.
It was used much as we use the term
'
hearthearty,' or
good-hearted,'
heart in
felt
BO the Egyptians said that a man was in
'
the heart of his lord,' or spoke of wideness of
heart ' for satisfaction, or ' washing of the heart
as expressing plain speaking or relieving the feelings by saying what was thought. The idea of
the heart was prominent in later times, as it
enters into all the throne names of the Saite
Besides the metaphorical term of the
Eeriod.
eart for the will, the physical heart was also
named as hati, the chief organ of the body, mentioned most frequently on the heart scarabs which
were put in the place of the heart in the mummy,
and inscribed with ch. xxx. of the Book of the
Dead, called the Chapter of the Heart.'
The ruling power of man, decision and determination, was separated by the theorists, who
multiplied these divisions, and was called sekhem,
the sign for which was a baton or sceptre. The
shadow was also named a khaybet, for which
the sign was a large fan used to shade the
head.
The essence of a name (ran) was
26. The ran.'
very important, being the essential for true existence, both for animate and inanimate bodies. To
possess the true name of a person gave power over
its owner ; without the name no magic or spell
great myth, found in New
could affect him.
Zealand as well as Egypt, is the gaining of the
true name of the sun -god by stratagem, and so
compelling him. Isis thus gained the two eyes of
Ea the sun and moon for her son Horus. This
importance of the name led in Egypt, as elsewhere,
to the real name being avoided and kept secret,
while some trivial name was currently used. On
monuments it is usual, especially in the IVth and
XXVIth dynasties, to find the great name given,
the great
and also the common or ' little name
name is often formed from that of a god or a king,

chamber below.

—

;

—
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80 as to place the person under divine protection
in his future life.

—

27. The under world. The under world (Erman,
Eg^p. Bel., London, 1907, pp. 109-114), through
which the dead had to pass, was divided into the

The

soul then

was thought of as a human-headed
and out of the tomb. It
to the food provided for it, which

bird, the ba, flying in

required access

was stored

around, the chamber. In the
the offerings were placed close
twelve hours of night, so entirely was it associated round the body. When the larger tombs of the
with the sun's course. These twelve spaces are vari- earliest kings were developed, the body was enclosed
ously called ' fields or ' caverns,' the latter idea in a wooden chamber of beams, and the offerings
obviously because of the sun going under the solid were placed round it. The space was afterwards
earth.
Each space has a large population of gods, subdivided into a line of store chambers, which were
of spirits, and of the dead. The special goddess later buUt of brick. Jars of water, wine, corn,
of each hour acted as guide, through that hour, to grapes, and other food were provided by the hunKa and his company of gods. The first hour is dred ; haunches and heads of oxen, trussed geese,
said to be 800 miles long, till Ra reaches the gods cakes, dates, pomegranates, all abounded ; chamof the under world. The second hour is 2600 miles bers full of knives and weapons, for hunting and
long.
The third is as long, and here Osiris and for fighting, succeeded to the flint-knife and macehis followers dwell.
In the fourth and fifth hours head of the earlier years ; while finely wrought
dwells the ancient god of the dead, Sokar, and stone dishes and bowls of the most beautiful
his darkness cannot be broken by Ra, the later materials, including also the rare copper, were
god.
'Ra does not see who is therein.' Ra has stored for the table service. The servitors were all
his boat changed into a serpent, to crawl through quickly buried to go with their king to the under
the earth. In the sixth hour is the body of Osiris. world ; there was not even time for their dozens of
In the seventh is the great serpent Apap a tra- tomb-chambers to dry before they were sacrificed
dition of the boa-constrictor. The flesh of Osiris and placed in rows around the great tomb.
is here enthroned, and his enemies lie beheaded
The soul required a way of access to its provision
or bound before him. Here also are the burial and to the outer air. In some large tombs of the
mounds of the gods ^Atmu, Ra, Khepera, Shu, Ilnd dynasty a model gallery was made on the
Tefnut, and others. In the ninth hour the rowers ground surface covered over by the mastaba ; in
of the sun-boat land and rest.
In the tenth a this was placed a row of model granaries of mud,
beetle alights by Ra. In the eleventh hour the extending for ten or fifteen feet, and a little passage
ship's rope becomes a serpent, and the ship is a few inches square led from the tomb-pit to this
dragged through a serpent nearly half a mile long, gallery of provisions. In tombs of the Vth dynasty
and, as it emerges, Ra becomes the beetle, the god a similar little opening is provided from the tombof the morning Khepera.
In later times
It is notable that the shaft out to the funeral chapel.
Egyptian had even an exaggerated idea of the other provision was portrayed, though the idea was
size of the earth, as that is only 1000 miles to each
probably older than that described. The great
hour on the equator, while the hours of the under shady sycamore trees which stood over the cemetery
world are reckoned as 2600 mUes each.
were looked on as the house of a kindly goddess,
Another version of these ideas imposed great who was later identified as a Hathor. She provided
gates between the hours, each guarded by watchers food and drink for the wandering souls, and ia
and fiery serpents. Another form was that of the shown looking out of her tree, pouring from her
fields of Aalu, which had 15 or 21 gates, each guarded
vase and dropping cakes from her tray to feed the
by evil genii, with long knives in their hands ba before her.
different and
(Petrie, Gizeh andBifeh, 1907, pis. xxxvi. D, E, F).
29. The ' ka and its imagery.
Yet an earlier idea was that 01 a great variety of less material view of the soul arose, and in place of
roads, which had to be known to the soul, and for a human-headed bird it was thought of as the ka,
which an account of sixteen roads was placed or will and consciousness of the person, coinciding
upon the sarcophagus. Another chapter concerns with the sensations of the body, and therefore filleight nets or snares which have to be avoided. ing exactly the same form, but incorporeal. As the
There was also a chapter for ensuring that the body had a ka, so all animals had kas, as they also
head should be restored to the body after it had felt then everything that existed was by a feeling
been cut off in the early dismemberment usage. of Animism endowed likewise with a ka. ProceedThe earliest form of these texts is in the Vllth ing from this, the ka world was held to be selfdynasty (see Petrie, Dendereh, 57 f.).
contained, and in the full sense a duplicate of the
The Egyptian corporeal world in which it resided. Hence the
28. The <ba' in the cemetery.
beliefs regarding the future life were very incon- ka could enjoy the models of food which contained
gruous, and various elements were mingled, regard- the ka of the food ; it could enjoy the figures of
men and animals, as it had enjoyed the corporeal
leas of their consistency or relative possibility,
whole world of imagery
much as present beliefs in England mix together forms when in the body.
the Old and New Testament, Milton, and folk- could thus be provided for the life of the ka and
To have any that it was intended for this conception is shown
lore, the paganism of our ancestors.
intelligible view of the subject we need to disen- by every part of it being stated to be for the ka of
tangle the complex, and regard each system of so-and-so. The life-like statues were for the ka to
dwell in, that it might not wander disembodied ;
belief apart.
The most simple view was that of the continued the more closely like life, and the more the clear
of
the
soul
in
the
tomb
and
about
existence
the eye glittered and the mouth seemed ready to speak,
The
it.
cemetery. This belief still survives in Egypt, in the happier the ka would be residing
In Middle Egypt doctrine of the ka was, therefore, the great inspiraspite of Christianity and Islam.
there is still a custom of placing jars of water and tion of Egyptian art.
Both of those views of the future life are so
plates of food in the tomb, though it is considered
so unorthodox that only by casual inquiry can this entirely free from any theological touch, or conbe learned. In one case a mattress was put be- nexion with any god, that it seems difiBcult tc
neath the dead ; but it was said that on no account suppose that they arose along with belief in any
was any metal put in the tomb. This survival of great Divinity. They seem to belong entirely to
the primitive loelief and custom shows us how an animistic world, and to be, therefore, probably
easily it continued to be held throughout, along older than any of the theologies which entered
with the later dogmas of the kingdom of Osiris Egypt. The idea of the immortality of the soul
seems older than any belief in a Superior Being
and company of Ra.
in, or

pre-historic age

'

—

—

—

—A

'

;

—

A

;

m

—
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30.

The kingdom of Osiris. — The oldest theolo^

that of the kingdom of Osiris.
of as going down to the
cool and misty north, to the realm or Osiris, in the
Delta. After that region became familiar the scene
was moved to Byblos, in Syria and lastly, it became the heavenly kingdom in tlie north-east of
the sky, and the Milky Way was looked on as the
heavenly Nile which watered it. In every respect
it was thought of as a double of the life in the Nile
valley.
Agriculture was the main occupation the
souls ploughed the land with a yoke of oxen as
here ; they sowed the grain broad-cast, reaped the
harvest of com or gigantic maize, and threshed it
out by the oxen treading the threshing-floor. All
this labour was done by the dependents of the
great man, who meanwhile sat at ease in the
shade, and played draughts with his wife, or rowed
in a skifl' on the meandering canals.
Before the dead could be
31. The Judgment
of the future

life is

The dead were thought

;

:

—

admitted to this kingdom, some examination was
needful
it was not supposed to render the evil
good, but the wicked required to be set aside, and
only the good might enter. This examination was
the Judgment of Osiris, which is a familiar scene
in the funeral papyri.
The dead were brought in
by the jackal-headed Anubis before the presence of
Osiris enthroned, with Isis and Nebhat standing
behind him. The protestation of innocence was
then made by the dead, each one denying that he
had committed any one of 42 crimes. This list is
commonly but strangely called the Negative Confession (see, for details, artt. Confession [Egyp.]
and Ethics [Egyp.]). Then came the ' weighing
of the heart in a great balance which the ibisheaded Thoth read and recorded. The heart was
placed in one pan, and the feather of Maat
;

'

'

'

—

Truth in the other. As the ostrich feather was
the emblem of lightness (being also an emblem of
Shu, god of space, or the atmosphere), it is evident
that the heart needed to be light, and not weighed
down by sins. The ideal of innocence was being
'light-hearted,' as we say.
Those who could not
bear the test were condemned. Their fate was to
be devoured by a female hippopotamus, which
stood waiting at the feet of Thoth in these scenes.
Another fate of the wicked in the Ra theology
was to be beheaded and burnt in a lake of fire ; but
that does not seem to belong to the Osiris system.
Whether the serfs
32. The ' ushabti servants.
and servants of an estate were supposed to be so
often bad that the supply of labour would be short,
or whether each justihed person was necessarily a
master in the future, it was thought needful to
supply images of servants to do the agricultural
worK. Whether these originated in the figures of
servants engaged in domestic work, found in tombs
of the Vth and Vlth dynasties, is not clear. In the
Xllth dynasty single figures of a mummy form are
rarely found, engraved with the name of the dead.
These do not seem to descend from the servant
figures ; but by their forms they appear to originate
the serfs for the Osiris kingdom of the XVIIIthXXXth dynasties. It would appear, then, that in
the Xllth dynasty the mummiform figure was for
the ka of the person himself, and was supposed to
act in the future. Then, to save him labour, a
'

—

group of figures of serfs was substituted. These
serfs have a chapter of the Book of the Dead as a
spell to vivify them into action. They were furnished
with bronze models of baskets and hoes at first,
which soon after were carved or painted, held in the
hands of the figures or resting on their shoulders.
The water-pot was added rather later. The spell
on the figures commanded them to carry the sand
and the water when ordered, and to do the cultiva-
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To accompany women there are sometimes
pottery figures of girls without tools, not mummy
forms like those of men, but nude. These have an
older woman robed to oversee them, as the male
figures have often an overseer dressed in a waistcloth or robe.
The number of the figures varies,
but in the most complete tombs of the Saite age
400 was the regular supply sometimes there is one
overseer to each ten workers. The name iishabti
is usually understood as an
answerer who responds to the demand for service it has also to be
explained, in the shorter form shabti, aa referring
to the figures being made of sycamore wood.
The
history of the changes of form and material hardly
belongs to the religion.
In Greek times, after these figures ceased to be
made, it was usual to write that a deceased man
had gone to Osiris in such a year of his age.
Another complete
33. The fellowship of Ra.
theology of the future was connected Nvith the sunworship of Ra and the gods associated with him.
This was bound up with the soul's going to the west ;
and probably Khentamenti,
he who is in the
west, was a god of the dead in this system. Certainly he was the god of Abydos for ages before
Osiris was worshipped there, and Abydos was the
place specially where the desert valley in the west
led to the abode of the dead.
In the dark world of
the dead there were innumerable perils to be
avoided
and the necessary protection could be
obtained by joining the boat of the sun, and so
being safely led through the successive gates of the
tion.

j

'

'

;

'

'

—
'

;

hours guarded by their evil spirits. The dead is
figured sometimes as just entering the boat and
approaching the company of the gods who sail with
Ra through the hours of day and night. In order
to enable the dead to reach the boat of the sun, it
was needful that he should have a boat to go forth
and intercept it in its daily round. Hence a model
boat with a crew upon it was provided in the tomb,
especially in the Vth-XIIth dynasties.
It had all
the fittings a sail for going up the Nile, and oars
for rowing down or sometimes two boats were
differently rigged according to their direction ; a
peg for tying up at the shore, a mallet to drive the
peg, and a landing plank were also provided.
and amulets. In none of these
34. The
views—of the 6a, the ka, the Osirian or the Ra

—

company

—

mummy
—
—has the material body any part.

These

views were probably all formed before historic
times, and after the earliest dynasties we find
arising, about the end of the Ilird dynasty, a
system of mummifying. Before that the body was
often perfectly dried in the soU, but not artificially
preserved. This embalming, therefore, was apart
from all the views which we have described. It
developed another system that of protective amuIn the Vth dynasty we find strings of amulets
lets.
of camelian or ivory placed around the wrists and
the neck. The most usual forms are the jackal
head, lion head, frog, bee, clenched hand, open
hand, leg, uza eye, and scarab. After this age the
amulets diminish, and in the XVIIIth-XXIIIrd
dynasties only one or two glazed figures of gods
were used.
With the XXVIth dynasty there
burst out an enormous development of the system.
Figures of the gods in glazed pottery or lazuli, uza

—

eyes, and scarabs in all stones and materials, rarely
gold ba birds with inlaid wings, and gold seal rings,
were arranged in rows upon the body, often fifty or
more figures in all. By Ptolemaic times the amulets
were larger and coarsely made in blue pottery, and
they seem to disappear entirely before Roman
times (cf. art. CHARMS AND Amulets [Egyptian]).
This elaborate armoury of amulets was designed
to preserve the body from being attacked or broken
up, and to ensure that it should remain complete
This preservation of
for the habitation of the ka.

;

;
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the body led to an entire reversal of the older
ideas.
In all the dynastic ages the construction of
a costly tomb for the dead was quite as needful as
the preparation of the corpse ; in the Roman age,

however, the corpse was embalmed and very elaborately wrapped, often with a portrait over the face,
and then Kept for many years in the house, after
which it was roughly buried, without any care, in
the cemetery.
V. Theology.—$$. Animal-worship.— In considering the worship of the gods, we shall endeavour
to separate the successive stages which have ruled
in Egypt. Maspero has pointed out how the jackalworship predominated at Thinis before the rise of
the jackal-headed Khentamenti, or the still later
Osiris-worship, at Abydos.
He notes also how the
Osirian conception of the fields of Aalu is earlier
than the solar view in the Book of Knowing Duat,
or the under world. From such traces of the growth
of the theology, and the proofs of independence of
the sources of the gods, shown by their compounded
names, we arrive at the historical view of the successive strata of the theology. We have : (1) the
pure animal-worship ; (2) the animal-headed gods
with human bodies ; (3) the human gods of the
Osiris cycle ; (4) the cosmic gods of the Ra cycle
(5) the abstract gods of principles ; (6) the gods
brought in from foreign sources, and not originally
belonging to a part of the Egyptian population.
The animal-worship is based on two main ideas :
(1) the sacredness of one species of animal to one
tribe (2) the sacramental eating of an example of
the sacred animal at stated intervals. That the
whole of a species was sacred among a tribe is
shown by the penalties for killing any animal of
the species, by the wholesale burial and even the
mummifying of every example, and by the plural
form of the names of the gods who were later
connected with the animals, such as Heru, ' hawks
Khnumu, 'rams'; Bau, 'birds.'
The sacramental slaying or eating is known in
the case of the bull at Memphis (Mariette, Ze
Sirapium de Memphis, Paris, 1882, pp. 11, 14,
16) and the ram at Thebes (Herodotus, ii. 42).
From that appears to have sprung the keeping
of an example of the sacred animal.
It is well
;

'

known that, in countries where human sacrifices
were ofl'ered, it was usual as a compensatory
measure to keep the victim for a long time as
much as a year in the greatest indulgence and
luxury, and to deny him no pleasures.
This

—

—

principle naturally resulted in keeping the sacred
animal which was destined to be sacramentally
eaten, and feeding and honouring it in every way.
The keeping of a sacred animal wUl not account
for its being consumed, rather the contrary ; but
the intended sacrament on the animal will be
ample reason for keeping it with all honour.
Hence we seem bound to accept the sacrament as
the primary idea: the tribe needed at intervals
to unify itself with its sacred species by absorbing
the substance of one example, like the Norse burial
of portions of a king in the fields to ensure their

prosperity and fertility.
The sacred animals whose
36. Sacred animals.
local worships are known have obvious qualities
for which they might have been venerated ; but
whether those qualities were the sole cause of
their celebrity or whether the tribe had a totemistic belief in its connexion with the animals is
difficult to determine.
That only one species
was honoured by one tribe does not prove a belief
in a connexion, because the earliest stage of
theologic belief has similarly only one god for one
tribe.
So far as this evidence goes, the animal
species was just in the position of the later god
Nor does the use of the figure of an
to the tribe.
animal as a standard prove a totemistic connexion,

—

as many of the nomes had standards which were
reverenced such as the crook and flaU at Heliopolis, or the mace at Memphis but which could
hardly be regarded as totems of the people. The
principle of reverence sufficiently accounts for the

—

—

standards without supposing any closer connexion

some

in

cases.

The baboon was adored

as the emblem of wisdom,
of Tahuti, the god of wisdom. The appearance and ways of the baboon naturally originated
this belief.
Four baboons were kept as sacred in
the temple at Hermopolis ; they are often represented as adoring the sun, from their habit of chattering at sunrise. Figures of the baboon abound
in the 1st dynasty at Abydos.
The lion and lioness are found in the pre-historic
figures, and in later amulets, but are not shown
on monuments or with names. The goddesses
with the head of a lioness are named as Sekhmet
of Memphis and Nubia ; Bast of Bubastis, Leontopolis, Tell el-Yehudiyeh, and Letopolis ; Mabes
of Nubia ; and Tefnut of Dendereh, el-Kab,
Elephantine, and Nubia. The spirit of the peak
of Thebes or Mert-seker is also said to 'strike

and

—

—

The destructive power
as a fascinating lion.'
of Ra, the sun, was personified as the honesa
Sekhmet, who destroyed mankind from Herakleopolis to Heliopolis, at the bidding of Ra.
The lesser felidce were also reverenced. In
Sinai the cheetah and serval are figured as being
sacred to Hathor. The cat was sacred to Bast,
especially at Bubastis and Speos Artemidos, where
Bast was equated with Artemis the hunter. The
cat was also sacred to Mut, probably reverenced
as a maternal emblem, at Thebes. The intensity
of the popular worship of animals, even in the
latest times, is shown by the well-known story of
the fanatical mob tearing a Roman soldier to
pieces for killing a cat.
The bull was worshipped mainly in the Delta,
where four nomes used it as a standard. The four
bull-gods most recorded are : (1) Hapi, or Apis, of
Memphis, whose temple lay south of that of Ptah
(2) Ur-mer, or Mnevis, of Heliopolis, which was
a more massive breed ; (3) Ka-nub, or Kanobos,
from whom the city was named ; and (4) Bakh,
or Balds, of Hermonthis. These bulls were later

connected with the gods who were worshipped at
those cities. Hapi was the incarnation of Ptah,
and also of Osiris as Osir-hapi Ra was incarnate
in Mnevis, and Mentu in Bakis; but these are
evidently syncretic adaptations of rival worships.
The cow was apparently not worshipped (unlike
India) except as an emblem of Hathor, probably
from her source as the cow-goddess, the horned
Ashtaroth, the Ishtar of Sumerian origin.
The ram was also worshipped as a procreative
god ; at Mendes in the Delta ne was later identified
with Osiris; both there and at Herakleopolis he
became Hershefi the strong chief ; at Thebes he
became Amon, and was specially the emblem of
Amon to the Ethiopians; at the cataract he
was Khnumu the creator. This diversity of connexions of the ram proves how his earlier worship
was independent of the later gods. The burialplaces and sarcophagi of the sacred rams have
been found at Mendes and at Elephantine.
The hippopotam,us was called the great one,' Taurt, and always remained an entirely animal-god,
never partly humanized. She was the patroness
of pregnancy.
Rarely the hippopotamus also
appears in connexion with Set, probably from its
devastation of crops, and thus it was theologized
as Taurt, wife of Set. No local worship or temple
;

—

'

of Taurt

is

known.

The jackal was the god

of the dead,

owing

to

haunting the cemeteries and the Western
desert where the soul was supposed to pass. At
his

;
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Memphis he was

described as on his hill of the
later the name of Anpu, and
a place in the Osirian family. At Asyut he was
regarded as the maker of tracks in the desert,
for the jackal-paths are the best guides, avoiding
the valleys and precipices ; thus he could guide
the soul to the blessed West, and was called the
'opener of ways,' Up-uat, and also entitled 'ho
who is in the Oasis. At Abydos he was called
he who is in the West,' Khentamenti ; and is
later shown as a jackal-headed human figure
seated on the judgment-seat of the future world.
The dog was honoured in the pre-historic age,
buried with the dead, and sometimes in special
desert,

'

'

and received

'

tombs of dogs but we cannot say how far this
was a part of the general canine worship, which
was later confined to the wild species.
The ichneumon, or mongoose, was sacred at
Herakleopolis
and was in antagonism to the
neighbouring worship of the Fayyuni crocodile, as
fed
on
the
beast's
eggs.
it
The shrew-Tnouse was sacred at Buto and AthTibis, and also embalmed at Thebes.
Of birds, the hawk was that mainly adored,
The hawk
almost entirely in Upper Egypt.
Behudet was worshipped at Edfu another hawk
at Hierakonpolis near el-Kab; two hawks were
the standard of Koptos, and the nome of Hierakonpolis just south of Tehneh and opposite Asyut
shows other centres. These hawks were later
identified with Horus and with Ka, who are shown
in that form. The hawk was also a god of the
dead in a mummified form, as the god Sokar of
Memphis. It ia shown in a boat which is rowed
by small hawks
these may perhaps be the
deceased kings, as the king's soul was believed
The
to fly up as a hawk to heaven {Sanehat).
;

;

;

;

mummy hawk

was also venerated in the region
of Suez, being the emblem of Sojpdu, god of the
East, found in Goshen and in Sinai.
The vulture was the emblem of maternity,
worshipped mainly at Thebes, where the idea was
The
later embodied as a mother-goddess, Mut.
vulture head-dress was worn by the queen-mother
and the vulture is represented spread out for protection over the king, and across the passages of the
tombs to protect the soul. The vulture Nekhebt
was also the goddess of the southern kingdom
centred at Hierakonpolis, and was used to the latest
times as the emblem of the southern dominion, as
the serpent of Uazet was of the northern.
The goose and the wagtail continued to be
adored at Thebes down to the XVIIIth dynasty,
as is shown on tablets; the goose was then con-

nected with

The

Amon.

was

identified with Tahuti, the god of
wisdom, at Hermopolis, probably from its habit
of searching and examinmg the ground for food.
It was also mummified at Memphis, Abydos, and
ibis

Thebes.

The crocodile flourished especially in the marshy
levels of the great lake of the Fayyum, and was
worshipped as the god of the province. In later
times it was here united with Osiris and with Ra.
It was also worshipped at Onuphis in the Delta,
and at Nubti, or Ombos, where

The men

it

was united with

of the neighbouring city of Tentyra
carried on a tribal warfare against this god of the
next nome, as described by Juvenal (Sat. xv. 35 ff'.).
The frog was an emblem of multitudes or reproduction, and of Heqt, the goddess who assisted
at birth ; but there is no trace of its being worshipped, though it was a frequent amulet in the prehistoric age and the XVIIIth-XXIInd dynasties.
The cobra serpent was much reverenced in prehistoric times, when it appears coiled up as a
house amulet to hang up, or as a necklace amulet,
01 coiled round a stick, or in pairs twisted toSet.
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gether, or curled round the hearth as a pottery
lender.
The great pythons are shown in the
mythological serpent Apap, and combined in the
serpent-necked monsters upon the slate carvings.
The uraeus, or cobra with expanded hood, became
the emblem of judgment and death, and appears
on the cornice of the judgment-hall and on the
royal head-dress. An iuimense serpent was carved
as the guardian of the temple of Athribis in
the XVllIth dynasty. Serpents were commonly
mummified, and even a bone or two were encased
in bronze, with a serpent figure on the top, in
the XXVIth-XXXth dynasties. The serpent was
looked on as the Agathodaimon of the Louse in
Ptolemaic and Gnostic beliefs. Serapis and Isis
were identified with serpents, and bracelets or
finger-rings ending in two uraei were the commonest ornament. Serapis also is figured as a
human-headed uraeus on the popular terra-cottas
Three goddesses were in the
for domestic use.
form of the uraeus
Uazet, worshipped at Buto
in the Delta, and the symbol of tne northern
kingdom Mert-seker, ' the lover of silence,' the
goddess of the dead at Thebes, supposed to reside
on the peak of Thebes and Rannut, the harvestgoddess, doubtless originating from the serpents
'

'

:

;

;

the last patch of com in the harvest-field.
Several Jish were sacred
the Oxyrhynkhos at
the city named after it, now Behnesa ; the eel, or
Phagrus, at Phagroriopolis and Syene ; the Latus
at Latopolis ; the Maeotes at Elephantine ; the
Lepidottis at various places.
left in

:

—
—

The animal-headed
37. Animal-headed gods.
gods form a distinct class, as with the exception
of Horus they are found only in this form and
never with human heads. They appear to belong
to the earliest theologic stage, when gods with
human qualities were introduced, and blended
with the earlier animal-worship. The habit of
combination of forms was already usual in the
close of the pre-historic age, before any figures
of gods that we know.
On the slate palettes
are compound animal figures and human-animal
figures, with habitual symbolism of standards of
tribes acting as the tribes, in fighting or holding
captives. The animal-headed gods are less violent
in symbolism than the figures which were already
The earliest figure of such a god is on the
usual.
seals of the Ilnd dynasty.
Khnumu, the creator, bears the head of the
ram ; and the long twisted horns of the ram are
often attached to the head-dresses of Osiris, and
of the kings who became Osiris, as showing their
creative functions. Khnumu was especially the
god of the cataract ; he is represented seated as a
potter and framing man on the potter's wheel.
Besides his local importance he was greatly
thought of in later times, when the amulets of
his standing figure are often found on mummies.
Hersheji, another ram-headed god, was purely
local, and is not found outside of the region of
Herakleopolis, except at Mendes.
Sekhmet, the lioness-goddess, represented the
fierceness of the sun's heat ; she is the agent of
the wrath of Ra in the myth of the destruction of
mankind. Her statues are common, especially at
Thebes, where hundreds of them adorned the temShe was worshipped at Memphis, where she
ples.
became the consort of Ptah.
Bastet had the head of a cat ; but it is difficult,
without names, to distinguish her figures from
Sekhmet. She represented the ardour not of heat,
but of animal passion, and her festivals at her city
of Bubastis were very popular and licentious. Her
name is found in priesthoods of the early Pyramid
age, but her great period was during the political
ascendancy of her city under the Shishaks. As a
cat-goddess, she was also the patroness of hunt-

—

—
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ing,

and so became identified by the Greeks with

Artemis.

Anpu, or Anubis, was the jackal-guardian of the
cemetery, and the guide of the dead. His figures
when acting are always human, with a jackal head,
and he is most often shown as leading the dead
into the judgment of Osiris, or bending over the
His statuettes
bier attending to the mummy.
were often placed on mummies.
On the other
hand, no temples or local worships of Anubis are
known ; but he passed into the Roman adaptations
from Egypt, and is figured on the Gnostic gems.
Set, or Setesh, was the god of the pre-historie
inhabitants, and probably one with the Asiatic
god who appears as Sutekh of the Hittites an
Ulustration of the Asiatic origin of the second prehistoric culture in Egypt.
He is shown in the
Ilnd dynasty and at various later times in an entirely animal form, but, when associated with other
gods, in a human figure with animal head. What
animal is intended is uncertain ; the body form is
most like a greyhound, but the peculiar upright
tail with a tuft at the end is like that of the warthog when excited ; other comparisons with the
okapi, etc., have also been made. Probably the
original form was lost to the Egyptians, and conventional changes hide it. At first the god of the
Egyptians, his worshippers were conquered, after
a long struggle, by the followers of Horus. Set
yet retained some adoration in the Book of the
Dead and in calendar feasts. The two worships
were put on an equal footing by the last king of
the Ilnd dynasty. After suppression. Set appears
again favoured
the early XVIIIth dynasty ; and
in the XlXth the kings Seti I. and II. were even
named after him. In later times the great popularity of Horus led to Set being entirely suppressed,
and looked on solely as the evil spirit.
Sebek, or Sobk, or Soukhis, rarely appears, being
only a local god. Statues of the human figure
with a crocodile head were in the Labyrinth of the
Fayyum in the Xllth dynasty. Earely the converse is shown, and a crocodile with a human head,
as Sebek-Osiris, appears as the Fayyum god of the
dead.
Tahuti, or Thoth, appears with the head of the
ibis, never that of the baboon ; but both animals
were equally used as his emblems in all periods.
He is seldom figured alone, but is usual in groups
of gods as the recorder of the judgment, and as performing rites over the king. As the god of learning, he was specially the patron of scribes, but was
not worshipped in temples, except at his cities of
Hermopolis in Upper Egypt and in the Delta.
Mentu was the hawk-god of the region from Kus

—

m

by other ideas. In the Book of the Dead, the
Osirian portions are earlier than the solar portions,
yet both are so early that they are mingled in the
Pyramid texts. We cannot doubt that the Osiris
worship arose in the pre-historic age; the oldest
list of Osiris centres does not include Memphis.
In the early Pyramid age, Anubis only is named in
the funeral-formula, but in the Vth dynasty Osiris
takes his place. In the earlier dynasties only kings
are entitled ' Osiris,' having undergone apotheosis
in the Sed festival ; but in the XVIIIth dynasty,
and later, every deceased person was entitled the
'
Osiris,' as having been united to the god. Neither
at Abydos nor at Philse is Osiris named on the
earlier monuments, although in later times he was
It seems that
specially the god of both places.
the extent of Osiris-worship was growing throughout the historic period ; this may be due to Osiris
gradually regaining an earlier position, from which
he had been ousted by the new gods of invaders.
The myth of Osiris is preserved in its late form
by Plutarch ; the main outlines, which may be
Osiris was a civilizing
primitive, are as follows.
king of Egypt, who was murdered by his brother
seventy-two
conspirators.
Isis, his wife,
Set and
found the coffin of Osiris at Byblos in Syria, and
brought it to Egypt. Set then tore up the body of
Isis sought the fragments,
Osiris and scattered it.
and built a shrine over each of them. Isis and
Horus then attacked Set and drove him from Egypt,
and finally down the Red Sea.
fied

Another view of Osiris

is

that of a god of

fer-

tility (see Frazer, Adortis, Attis, Osiris', 1907, p.
is represented as lying surrounded with
268).

He

green plants and sprouting corn, and his figures
were made full of com. This was probably a view
resulting from his being the ever-living god of the
dead, who might be regarded as the source of returning life. The division of his body into fourteen
or more parts, each buried in a difierent nome,
appears to belong to the idea of dividing a body
of a king or great man, and burying portions in
various places to ensure the fertility of the land.
For lists of the Osiris relics and places, see Petrie,
Historical Studies, pi. vii.
Aset, or Isis, was originally an independent goddess, but by political changes she became united
with the Osiris myth, as the sister and wife of

Osiris.
Her worship was far more popular than
that of Osiris. Persons were more often named
after her, and she appears more usually in affairs.
Her devotion to Osiris appealed to the feelings,
and her combination with Horus, as her son, led
to a great devotion to her as the mother-goddess.
She is seldom shown as the nursing mother tUl the
to Gebalayn, but was later restricted to Hermon- XXVIth dynasty ; but from that time the worthis when Amon became the god of Thebes.
ship of the mother and child became increasingly
Hor, or Horus, was the hawk -god of Upper general, and spread to Italy and over the whole
Egypt, especially of Edfu and Hierakonpolis. Roman Empire. The temples of Isis, like those of
This form, with a human body and hawk head, Osiris, are of late date ; the principal one was the
was that of the conqueror of Set the entirely great red granite Isaeum, now known as Behbit elhawk form is not found associated with other hagar, in the east of the Delta. Generally Isis
gods, and the purely human form appears only was more a divinity of the home and person than
as the son of Isis.
The hawk-headed form was of the temple and priest, until in Roman times her
popular tiU very late times, as Horus is so repre- worship spread immensely through the world, and
sented as a Roman warrior on horseback slaying a temples and priests of Isis are found in most lands
dragon the prototype of St. George. The figure of the West.
of Horus apart from the Osiris cycle is that of
Nebhat, or Nephthys, is placed as the sister of
Hor-ur, Horus the elder, as a tribal god before Osiris and Isis, but is figured as only a complebeing merged in the Osiris family.
mentary second to Isis. Yet she was worshipped
38. Human gods: Osiris cycle: Theban triad.
at Letopolis, Edfu, Diospolis Parva, Dendereh, and
—The entirely human gods belong to two great the Isaeum. This worship and her name Neb-hat,
the Osiris family and the Amon family, 'mistress of the palace' seem to show that she
froups
esides the goddess Neit.
These are marked off was originally a more important consort of Osiris,
by not adopting animal forms, or being cosmic or who was pushed aside by the amalgamation of the
Nature gods, or representing single abstract ideas, Isis-worship in the group.
She usually appears
(a) Asar, or Osiris, though so familiar to us, is
opposite to Isis, in the same attitude, mourning
mainly known from late sources, which were modi- over Osiris.
;

—

—

—
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Horn, orHeru, Horus, is a most complex divinity,
in the various worships that were mixed together,
and in the different aspects under wliich lie became
popular. The dilTerent alliances of tribes at various times led to three human forms : (1) the greater
HoruB, Uor-ur, brother of Osiris, and older than
the rest of the group ; (2) Horus, son of Osiris,
avenger of his father; (3) Horus, the child, Harpe-khroti, Harpocrates, son of Isis.
(1) Hor-ur was the son of Hathor, whose name,
'
the dwelling of Horus,' shows that she derives her
position largely from her son.
He was specially
the god of Letopolis, north of Memphis, also worupper
centre
of
Hathor-cult, the
shipped at an
cities of Dendereh, Qus, and Nubti, and in the
Fayyum. (2) Horus, son of Osiris, is the 'avenger
of his father,' usually hawk-headed, spearing the
evil crocodile, trampling on Set, driving his party
out of Egypt, establishing smithies of his band
of shemsu, or followers, and, lastly, attendant on
Osiris in the judgment. He was also Hor-sam-taui,
'
Horus, uniter of both lands,' as conquering Egypt
from the Set party. (3) The most jiopular form of
Horus was that of the child of Isis. Figures of

and Horus are known from the Vlth dynasty,
but the great spread of this form was in the later
times of the XXVIth dynasty, and on to Christian
changes.
A cognate form was the boy Horus,
trampling on crocodiles, and grasping serpents,
scorpions, and noxious animals. This was a type
commonly carved in relief on tablets to be placed
as amulets in the house, and covered with long
magical texts.
The infant Horus also appears
seated on a lotus-flower ; but it is doubtful if this
arose in Egypt before the type of Buddha, jewel in
the lotus, might have been imported. Figures of
Horus the chUd, seated in Indian attitudes, point
Horus, as an infant carried by
to a connexion.
Isis, or being suckled by her, is the most general
late type, continued till the 4th or 5th century.
The absorption of this type, as an entirely new
motif, into Christian art and thought took place
under the influence of Cyril of Alexandria, by whom
Mary was proclaimed as Mother of God in A.D. 431.
Henceforward these figures are not of Isis and
Horus, but of the Madonna and Child.
(6) The Theban triad were also entirely human,
without any animal connexion until later times.
Amon was the local god of Karnak. He was
probably closely connected with Min, the god of
the neighbouring desert of Koptos ; and a late
legend points to Min being the earlier and Amon
being a variant, as Isis is said to have divided the
legs of Amon, who could not walk before, but had
his legs growing together (Plutarch, Is. et Os. Ixii.).
Min is always shown with the legs joined, Amon
with the legs parted. Moreover, Amon is often
shown in the ithyphallic form of Min. Had the
princes of Thebes not risen to general dominion,
probably Amon would have been as little known
as many other local gods ; but the rise of the
Xlth and Xllth dynasties brought Amon forward
as a national god ; and the XVIIth dynasty from
Nubia, holding Thebes as its capital, entailed that
Amon became the great god of the most important age of Egypt the XVIIIth-XXth dynasties.
He thus became united with Ra of Heliopolis, the
greatest god of the Delta and Amon-Ra became
the figure-head of Egyptian religion, king of the
gods, and lord of the thrones of the earth.' Important as Amon was, he was never intruded upon
the worships of older cities, and his temples are
Of aU the territorial titles which he has,
rare.
only those of Memphis as the capital, Asfun, and
Habenan touch other worships. The rest are in
the new cities of the Delta marshes, in the desert,
or in Nubia. A special feature of his worship was
the devotion of the queens of the XVIIIth dynasty
Isis

—

;

'
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to the XXVIth.
The queen was his
high priestess and, as such, Amon (perHonated by
the king) was her husband, and father of her children, who were consecrated from birth by this
The temple of Deir el-Bahri
divine paternity.
Eortrays the divine birth of Hatshepsut, that of
luqsor the divine birth of Amenhotep III.
The
family of high priests next married the royal heiress, and became the priest-kings of the XXIst
dynasty.
In the XXVIth dynasty the line of
high priestesses of the Ethiopian family was kept
in possession of Thebes, but the Memphis kings
never married them, but required them to adopt a
daughter of the king. Thus the high priesthood

and onward

;

was carried on in a fictitious line. In Ethiopia,
where Amon was the national god, the high priestess was always the daughter of one king, and wife
of the next in unbroken female succession
daring
;

the Ethiopian rule of Egypt, a second high priestess
The ram, which was the
also ruled at Thebes.
sacred animal of Thebes, was worshipped in combination with Amon by the Ethiopians, and Amon
appears with a ram's head at Napata and Naga.
The ram was specially adored by the Ethiopian
dynasty (XXVth), and ram -headed scarabs are
usual at that time.
Mut was the goddess of Thebes, probably even
before Amon was localized from his desert form of
Min. Her greatest temple was that in the quarter
of Thebes called Asheru, and she is always named
'lady of Asheru.' She was also worshipped in the
desert of Hammamat, and at Mendes and Sebennytos, but not imposed on the general adoration.
She is shown as leading and protecting the kings,
and queens often appear in her character, and
with the vulture head-dress of the goddess.

Khonsu

is

closely parallel with

Tahuti in his

character as a god of time, a moon-god, and the
executor of plans,' or god of knowledge. He is
identified witn Tahuti, as Khonsu-Tahuti, at Edfu,
and so obtains the head of the hawk of Edfu.
Otherwise Khonsu is always a human child, while
Tahuti is a man with the ibis head. His place at
Thebes is as the son of Amon and Mut, and a large
'

temple was built to him by Ramses ill. at Karnak,
to which Euergetes added the immense gateway
so well known.
This goddess was always represented
(c) Neit.
in entirely human form, holding bow and arrows,
and bearing on the head crossed arrows or shuttle.
There is, however, no trace of her being con-

—

nected with weaving, and it has been supposed
that the shuttle was only a mistake of the Egyptians in later times, the primitive form being a long

package crossed by two arrows (see Petrie, Royal
Tombs, 1900, i. front.). The package might well
be the skin of an animal rolled up, as in the sign
shed, and so the whole might belong to a goddess
of hunting. In later times the shuttle with thread
it is clearly used for the name of the goddess.
Neit was the most popular divinity in the 1st
dynasty, queens being named Neit-hotep and Merneit, and many private persons also used the
name. She was probably a goddess of the primitive
Libyan population, and was the special divinity of
the later Libyan invaders of the XXVIth dynasty
at their capital Sais. During the Pyramid period
the priesthood of Neit was the most usual ; and in
the XlXth dynasty her emblem is shown as the
tatu mark on the Libyan figures. She was worshipped only in the Delta, at Sais Athribis and
Zar (Sebennytos), except in the Ptolemaic temple
of Esneh.
The cosmic gods were ap39. Cosmic gfods.
parently a later stratum of theology than those
already described. They belong mainly to the
Eastern Delta, and probably are due to an Asiatic
immigration.

upon

—
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Ea, the sun-god, was specially worshipped at

when

Heliopolis, and,

that older centre rose again
above the invasion of the earlier dynasties and
gave the Vth dynasty to rule Egypt, each king
took a name on accession which embodied a quality
of Ra, in much the same Semitic style as the 99
names of Allah. Every king of Egypt afterwards
had a Ba-name, such as Ba-men-kau, Ra establishes the kas
Ba-sehotep-ab, ' Ra satisfies the
heart
Bd-neb-maat, Ba is the lord of truth.'
Ra was thus more constantly recognized than any
other god, yet he has no temples in the great
centres ; beyond his own city of Heliopolis he is
named only in connexion with Babylon in the
same nome, at Xois in the Delta, and at Edfu,
owing to his union with the hawk-god. He was,
however, united with Amon, as the compound god
Amon-Bd, in universal honour; and thus shared
in the great worship of Amon.
The need of
uniting these two names shows that these gods
originally belonged to different races.
Ra was not the primitive god, even of Heliopolis,
as the worship of another sun-god, Atmu, underlay that of Ra. The collateral facts point to Ra
having come in as the god of Asiatics ; the title of
the ruler there was heg^, the Eastern title known
later through the Semitic invaders ; the heq sceptre
was the sacred treasure of the temple ; the spirits
of Heliopolis' are more akin to Babylon than to
Egypt; and tlie city was always a centre of
literary learning.
The obelisk of the sun seems
connected with the Syrian worship of conical stones
and stone pillars; and the 'city of the sun,'
Baalbek, shows a similar worship.
Ba is shown as a purely human figure as in his
union with Amon ; or as a hawk-headed figure
owing to his union with the hawk-god of Edfu;
or simply as the disk of the sun, especially when
in his boat for floating on the celestial ocean. The
disk has various emblems usually associated with
it
the cobra in front, as king of the gods ; two
cobras, one on each side, which may refer to the
double kingdom of day and night, or both banks
of the Nile ; two ram's horns as the creation-god ;
two vulture wings as the protecting god, or sometimes only one. The disk is often placed on the
head of the hawk-god or the hawk-headed human
'

'

'

;

'

;

'

—

:

figure.

Atmu, or Turn, was the god of the Eastern Delta,
from Heliopolis round to the gulf of Suez. Whether
he was a sun-god originally, or only became so by
ymion with Ea, is not known. He is always shown
in a purely human form.
He was regarded as the
petting sun, in some connexion with the Semitic
origin of his name, the completed, or finished, or
closed.'
His special place was Pa-tum (Pithom,
'

the city of Ramses).
Khepera is the rising sun, ' he who becomes or
arrives
only secondarily, from this name written
with the scarab, was the sun represented as a
scarab.
He is shown mainly about the XlXth
dynasty, and was otherwise scarcely known.
Aten was the radiant disk of the sun, entirely
separate from the theology of Ea. It is never
represented by any human or animal figure, and
the worship of Ba was proscribed by the devotee
of Aten.
The object of worship was not so much
the disk of the sun as its rays, or radiant energies
these are shown each ending in hands, which give
life and dominion and accept ofl'erings.
This
worship was restricted within half a century or
less, traces of it appearing under Amenhotep III.,
the full development under his son Akhenaten,
and the end of it under Tut-ankh-amon. As it
appears when Syrian influence was at its height,
the connexion of the name with Adon (Sem.
'

;

;

Lord ') seems clear, especially as Adonis was
worshipped in Syria. From the hymns to the
'

Aten, the worship appears to be that of the solar
energy, and to have been a scientific idea apart
from the usual type of Egyptian religion. Aten
was regarded as a jealous god, who would not
tolerate any other worship or figure of a divinity.
Aten is the source of all life and action ; all lands

and peoples are subject to it, and owe to it their
existence and allegiance.
Anher, 'he who leads heaven,' was the god of
Thinis in Upper Egypt and Sebennytos in the
Delta. He is always m human form, and carries
a sceptre. His name shows that he was a sun-god,
and he was later identified with Shu, son of Ea.
He does not appear to have been regarded at all
beyond his own centres of worship.
Sopdu was identified with the cone of light of
the zodiacal glow, which is very clearly seen in
Egypt. He represented the light before the rising
sun, and was specially worshipped in the eastern
desert, at Goshen, and Serabit in Sinai.
Nut was the embodiment of heaven, represented
as a female figure, dotted over with stars. She
was said to dwell at Diospolis Parva and near
Heliopolis, but there are no temples to her, and
she is usually not worshipped but grouped in a
cosmic scene. She bends over, resting on her
hands and feet, usually supported by Shu, the god
below lies the
of space, on his uplifted hands
earth, Seb, as a man. This seems to show the
lifting of heaven from the embrace of the earth
by the power of space.
Seb, or Geb, was the embodiment of the earth.
He is called 'the prince of the gods,' as going
;

before all the later gods. He thus is analogous to
Saturn ; and, like him, doubtless Seb and Nut
belong to a primitive cosmic theology earlier than
any other in Egypt. Seb is called the 'great
cackler,' and the goose is placed upon his head.
There seems in this the idea of the egg (named in
Book of the Dead, liv.) of the sun being produced
from the horizon by the earth. He is called ' lord
He was
of food,' as being provided by the earth.
honoured at Memphis and Heliopolis, but no
temples of his are known. It seems that Seb, Nut,
Shu, and Tefnut remained as the cosmogony of
Egypt, but had long ceased to be worshipped or to
have any ofl'erings or temples in their honour.
Shu, the god of space, was symbolized by an
ostrich feather, the lightest object for its bulk that
was known. His function was the lifting of the
heaven from the earth ; and as a separate figure
he is usually shown kneeling on one knee with
uplifted arms. He was honoured in the south of
Egypt, at Pselcis, Bigeh, Esneh, and Dendereh,
and also at Memphis ; but no temples were built
to him.
Shu is often grouped with his sister
Tefnut, and sometimes both appear together as
lions.

Tefnut was also honoured in the South, in
Nubia, Elephantine, el-Kab, Erment, andDendereh,
as well as at Memphis. She appears in human
form, like Shu, but is often lion-headed.
After the sun-, sky-, and earth-gods must be
added the Nile-god, Hapi. He is always shown in
human form, a man, but with female breasts, and
often barred all over with wavy blue water-lines.
Owing to the division of Upper and Lower Egypt,
the Nile was similarly divided into two entities.
Figures of the Upper and Lower Nile, distinguished
by papyrus and lotus plants, are commonly shown
as holding those plants entwined around Sma, the
hieroglyph of union, as an emblem of the union of
the whole country. Hapi was worshipped at
Nilopolis and at the 106 little river-side shrines
which marked the towing stages on the Nile. The
dates of inscriptions in honour of the Nile at
Silsileh do not refer to the lestivals, except that
of Merenptah on 5 Paophi, = 19 July, in 1230 B.C.,

:
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which might be at the rising

hymn

of the Nile.
long
Nile does not throw light on the
but praises the productiveness of the

to the

worship,
river {liP

iv. 107).
:

history or legends like Osiris and lla ; and, as
abstractions, they stand at a higher level than the
Nature-gods of the simpler ages. There are no
great festivals connected with them, or any
customary celebrations.
Some were probably
tribal gods, but on a difi'erent plane from those
already noticed, and seem to be of a late and
advanced character.

Ptah was the great god of Memphis, and became
the head of the Memphite triad, and later of the
ennead.
He has two apparently contradictory
characters that of the creator acting by moulding
everything from primeval mud, and that of the
mummiform god. Whether these are not two
separate beliefs fused together we cannot yet
discern. The mummy form strongly implies a aeified human being, and one of the dynastic race,
as all the earlier peoples buried in a contracted
position.
There is also the duplicate belief of
ttah creating by the spoken word.
further
complication arises from his fusion with the old
animal
-worship
of the bull Apis at
Primitive
lemphis. He was also united to the primitive
Memphite god of the dead, Sokar, in the form of
a mummified hawk ; and was likewise associated
with the later human god of the dead, Osiris,
appearing as Ptah-Sokar-Osiris.
As a further
complication, the late figures of this fused god as
a bandy-legged dwarf are entirely difi'erent from
the mummiform Ptah and from the figures of the
other two gods.
If we were to analyze these
incongruities so far as our present information

—

A

goes, they

might be arranged thus

—primitive.
— pre-historic.

Sokar, hawk-god of dead

+
+

Osiris,

later

god of dead

mummy—

Ptah, therefore a
dynastic,
pataikoi of Phmnioia—dwarf.

-t-

—

-f

Apis, the bull creator primitive,
Ptah, creator by the word— dynastic.

-I-

Khnumu, the ram-creator primitive.
Ptah, creator by moulding, as Khnumu at Dendereh

—

and

Philae.

Hence Ptah the

artificer

was simply a creator-god

of the djmastic race, who became assimilated to
the earlier gods of various kinds. It is impossible
to dissociate from Ptah the pataikoi, dwarf figures

which were worshipped

bjr

the Phcenician sailors

with Ptah, and given the
same name.
These, again, have some relation
to the bandy-legged or lame god of artificers,
Hephaistos.
Ptah was worshipped mainly at
Memphis, and also at the next nome, Letopolis, as
well as at Bubastis and Mendes.
Min, or Amsu, as the name is sometimes trans(Herod,

iii.

literated,

37), identified

was the abstract father-god.

we have shown,

He appears,

to be the earlier form of Amon.
Like Ptah, he is enveloped in bandages ; and, as
Ptah has his hands projecting and holding a sceptre,
so Min has his right arm raised holding a flail,
and his left hand holding the phallus. The origin
of this god is indicated in a late text, where the
form of a sanctuary in the land of Punt is exactly
that associated with the god (Athribis, 8, xviii,
xx).
This shrine is a conical hut, like those of
Punt, and the god has a black face (Deir el-Bahari,
Ixix-lxxi).
These details point to Min having
been introduced by immigrants from there. The
oldest figures of
are three colossi of limestone
found in the bottom level of the temple of Koptos,
with designs upon them, including Bed Sea shells

as

Mm

and sword-fish, agreeing with the source stated
above. He was particularly the god of the desert,
worshipped at Hamniamat, at the end of the
desert road at Koptos
at Eklimin, which was
probably the end of the other desert road from
Myos Hormos j at Dendereh opposite Koptos ; and
at Edfu, Thebes, and Saqqareh.
His figures are
common in the Xllth and Xlllth dynasties in
the XlXth he was united with Amon-Ka, but in
Ptolemaic times he again became important.
Hat-hor was the abstract mother-god, probably
introduced as a correlative deity with Mm. Her
head is seen on the column in front of the shrine
of Min (Athribis, xxiii).
Her peculiar position,
as being worshipped over the wnole country and
identified with other goddesses, points to her belonging to the latest immigrants. The myth of
Horus striking oti' the head of his mother Isis, and
replacing it by a cow's head, points to the Horus
clan accepting Hathor of the dynastic people and
uniting her with Isis. Hathor's head appears as
the favourite emblem of the dynastic people
{palette of Narmer, top, and kilt of king [Hierakonpolis, xxix]), and the priesthood of Hathor and
the love of Hathor are often named in the early
dynasties. The Hathor head appears as a capital
to columns at Deir el-Bahri, and in Nubia in the
XVIIIth dynasty.
It formed the base of the
sistrum used in ner worship, and the whole sistrum and head were used as the model for capitals
of columns in the XXVIth dynasty down to Ptolemaic times (see esp. Denderen). Hathor was fused
with other deities, particularly Isis as the mother,
and she appears in most sites of Egypt. The fates
presiding over birth and destiny were called the
;

Abstract g-ods Ptah, Min, etc.— The abstract gods stand quite apart in character from
those whom we have noticed. They have no
40.
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;

seven Hathors.
Maat was the goddess of truth.

She had no

temples, and received no offerings. On the contrary, the image of Maat is often shown as being
oflered to the other gods by the king.
There is
also a double form, the two Maats presiding over
justice and truth (Maspero, Dawn, 187). These
were shown usually one at each end of the shrines
of the gods ; and they appear to be the source of
the cherubic figures, one at each end of the mercyseat, known apparently as 'Mercy' and 'Truth'
(Ps 25'« 61' 85'" 86'», Pr 3» 14^ 16« 20^).
Maat
appears in the judgment scenes of weighing the
heart, as a pledge of truth, and she is linked with
Ra and Thoth, and especially with Ptah, who is
' the
lord of truth.'
So little personality was
attached to this abstraction of ' truth that, when
Akhenaten proscribed the names of all the gods
in favour of the Aten, he stUl kept the name
of Maat associated with his own in placing his
'

'

'

motto after his name, ankh em maat,

'

living in

truth.'

NefertuTn is a youthful god in human form,
with a lotus flower on his head. He appears to be
god
of vegetation and growth, and was associated
a
as sou of Ptah and Sekhmet at Memphis.
He
appears only from the XXIInd dynasty and onwards, when bronze statuettes of him and relief
figures on situlw are common.
No temple of his
is known, or any ofi'erings to him.
Safekht was the goddess of writing.
She is
named as early as the Pyramid tijmes, and often
appears in the XlXth dynasty recording the festivals of the king, and holding a scribe's outfit.
Her emblem was a seven-pointed star on the head,
with a pair of horns inverted above it. This has
some connexion with sa/ekh, ' seven,' and the
seven-pointed star which appears as one of the
earliest emblems of divinity (Hierakonpolis, xxvi
B, C, xxix). The group may well read upt sa/ekh,
' she who has the
seven upon her head ; if so, she
was an early goddess marked by the early sign of
divinity, and hence crowned with the seven came
'

'

'

;
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to be her title.

Her true name thus appears

to be

lost.

Cosmogonic pairs of elemental gods were venerated at Hermopolis, each pair male (with frog
heads) and female (with serpent heads) ; the male
names were Heh, eternity ; Kaku, darkness
Nu, the heavenly ocean ; Nenu, ' the inundation.' The female names were merely the feminine
of these. Maspero regards them as the equivalents
of Seb and Nut, Osiris and Isis, Shu and Tefnut,
Set and Nebhat, respectively (Dawn, 149). There
are various views of the meaning of the eight ; but
their names seem to harmonize with the 'majesty
of light,' the succession of ages, the water used in
modelling creation, named in the Kore Kosmou,
the earliest of the Hermetic books, which retains
most of Egyptian thought. These elements were
called the eight,' khmunu and Tahuti made the
ninth, the god who dominated the elements. They
gave the name to the city Khmunu, now modified
to Eshmuneyn.
Other abstractions are occasionally named, the
more usual of which are Hu, the god of taste, and
Sa, the god of perception. The rarer abstractions
remind us of the Koman personifications of Favor,
'

'

'

'

'

'

;

Pallor, etc.

—

The foreign gods are those
41. Foreign gods.
which were Drought into Egypt apart from an immigration of their worshippers, and which always
remained exotic.
Bes, or Besa, was originally a dancing figure of
Sudanese type, dressed in the skin of the bes animal,
the Cyncelurus guttatus. He is often shown beating a tambourine. How such a figure came to be
associated with the protection of infants and with
birth is not known but this connexion is seen in
the XVIIIth dynasty (Deir el-Bahari, li) and on
to the Ptolemaic age (Birth-house, Dendereh).
The earliest example of the figure is female, in the
Xllth dynasty (Petrie, Kahun, viii. 14, 27) it is
male in later times, but in the Eoman age a
Bes had no
female Bes appears as a consort.
temples or offerings, but in Roman times there
was an oracle of Besa at Abydos. A curious
intimation of this worship by the Phoenicians is
the figure of Besa on the coins of Ai-besa, the
;

;

'

island of Besa,' the

modem

Ivi^a.

Dedun was another African god, worshipped in
Nubia. He was apparently a creation-god, since
he was fused with Ptah, the combination PtahDedun being often worshipped in the XlXth
dynasty. He is always in human form.
Sati seems to have been the goddess of a tribe at
the cataract. She is similar to Hathor, with cows'
horns, and was called the queen of the gods.
Anqet was the local goddess of Seheyl, the island
in the cataract, and is shown wearing a high crown
of feathers.

Turning now to the Asiatic gods, the principal
one was Sutekh, who may originally have oeen one
with the Set or Setesh of the Egyptians, but the
separation was pre-historic. When we meet with
Sutekh in the XlXth dynasty, he is the national
god of the Kheta, and has many cities devoted to
him on the Upper Euphrates in Armenia (Petrie,
Student's History, iii. 66). The Egyptians represented him with a taU pointed cap bearing two
horns projecting in front and a long streamer from
the peak descending to his heels (Petrie, Sinai,
Similar figures of Sutekh, standing on
fig. 134).
the back of a lion, are found on some scarabs.
Baal was also sometimes identified with Set,
Names
or combined with Mentu as a war-god.
compounded with Baal are sometimes found, as

Baal-mahar ('Hasten,

Baal'), the "Pximc

Maharbal

(Pap.jud. ii. 2, v. 3-6).
Beshpu, or Beseph, appears on some steles,
wearing a pointed cap with a gazelle head bound

front.
He was a god of war, armed with
spear and shield in the left hand, brandishing a
halbert, and with a full quiver on his back
(Wilkinson, Manners and Customs, 1878, iii. 235).
Anta, or Anaitis, was a goddess of the Kheta

on in

Aryan Anahita, imported like Mitra and
Varuna), represented as seated on a throne or on
horseback, holding a spear and shield, and brandishing a halbert. Her name appears in that of a
favourite daughter of Ramses II., Bant-antha,
daughter of Anaitis.'
Astharth, or Ashtaroth (Ishtar), was worshipped
at Memphis, where is a tomb of a priestess of ners.
She is represented at Edfu as lion-neaded and drivRamses called a son Merastrot,
ing a chariot.
loved of Ashtaroth.'
Qedesh appears as a nude goddess standing on a
lion, her hair like the wig of Hathor, and lotusflowers and serpents in her hands. She is placed
with Min, and therefore seems to be a form of the
Mother-god or Hathor ; she has no weapons like
Anaitis and Ishtar.
42. Tribal history in the myths.— Owing to the
early age at which sculpture and writing began in
Egypt, it is possible to trace the tribal history
The war of the
passing into religious myth.
worshippers of Horns expelling those of Set was
recordeti as history, and places retained the name
samhud as united to the Hud or Behudet, hawkgod of Edfu, allies of the Horns tribe. Yet the
whole of this also appears as mythology Horns
warring on Set and driving him out of Egypt. As
we see, on the earliest slate carvings, the standards
of the tribes represented acting as the emblem of
the tribe, breaking down fortresses, holding the
bonds of captives, or driving the prisoners, so, by
the same habit of symbolism, the god of a tribe
was said to conquer another god when his tribe
overcame another tribe. The contest of Poseidon
TOth Athene for Attica and Troezene, with Helios
for Corinth, with Hera for Argolis, with Zeus for
Aegina, -svith Dionysos for Naxos, and with Apollo
for Delphi, seems equally to mark the yielding of
the worshippers of Poseidon to the followers of the
other gods. This is an important principle for the
understanding of religious myths, but it belongs
to history rather than to the present subject.
The nature of divinity
43. Nature of the gods.
was perhaps even more limited in the Egyptian
mind than it was to the Greek. The gods were
not immortal Ra grew old and decrepit ; Osiris
was slain. In the Pyramid texts, Orion is stated
to hunt and slay the gods and to feed upon them.
The gods can suffer, for Ra was in torment from
the bite of a magic serpent. The gods are not
omniscient ; they walk on earth to see what is
done it takes time for them to learn what has
happened ; Thoth has to inform Ra about what he
has heard, and cannot punish men without Ra's
Nor can a god act directly on earth ;
Eermission.
e sends ' a power from heaven to do his bidding.
The gods, therefore, have no divine superiority
over man in conditions or limitations they can
be described only as pre-existent, as acting intelligences, with scarcely greater powers than man
might hope to gain by magic and witchcraft of his
(the

'

'

'

'

—

—

:

;

'

;

own

(cf.

GoD [Egyptian]).
Worship (Egyptian).
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PbTRIE.

Introductory.— YXe.m, in Gn lO",
The
said to have been the eldest son of Shem.
tract occupied by the nation descended from him
separating
is a portion of the mountainous country
the Mesopotamian plain from the highland district
of Iran, including tne fertile country at the foot of
the hills. It is the Susis or Susiana of classical
is

'

ELAMITBS
joographers

(Stral)0, xv. 3, § 12

;

Ptol. vL 3, etc.),

and was so called from ite capital, Susa (Assyr.Bab. &uSu or iiuSan, Heb. Shushari). The country
itself was called in Assyr.-Bab. lilamtu or (without the case-ending) Itlarmnat (Heb. Elam). The
native name is given by the Assyr. inscriptions as
AnSan or Anzan, also ASSan {Anzlian, Azhzhan),
and in the native Elamite texts the kings call
themselves of Anzan-SuSun' (Auzan and Susa, or
Susian Anzan). Another name for the country
was ffapirti. In early times two languages were
current in the country Semitic Babylonian, and
Elamite, the affinities of which have still to be
determined, though, from the vocabulary, Aryan
roots may be suspected. As far as we can at
present judge, Semitic Bab. ceased to be used
officially at a comparatively early date.
Though numerous Elamite and Bab.-Elamite
inscriptions have been found, it cannot as yet be
said that we know much of Elamite religion.
There is hardly any doubt, however, that it resembled closely that of Babylonia, infiuenced as it was
not only by the Semitic-speaking inhabitants of
Elam, but also by their Assyro-Bab. neighbours.
The connexion of Elam with Babylonia probably
foes back to pre-historic times, as witness the conict of the Erechite Gilgames 'with the Elamite
^umbaba, guardian of the stolen statue of Istar
(see
ii. 315'').
From time to time, also, not
only did Bab. kings rule in Elam, but Elamite
rulers extended their sway over Babylonia and all
its dependencies, as is stated in the Biblical account
'

'

—

MBE

of

Chedorlaomer (Gn

14).

From what has been

stated, a true history of
practically impossible.
In
all probability, like that of Babylonia, it was animistic in its origin, and gradually developed into a
polytheistic creed. As in Babylonia, each city had
its special jprotective deity, who, however, was
honoured all over the land, and in many cases had
been received into the pantheon of the neighbouring countries of Babylonia and Assyria. Thus,
the patron-deity of Susa was In-Suiinak, identified by the Babylonians with their Ninip {ERE ii.
312''); ^a-^Mpiare was the deity of gupsan; Tiipak
(also identified with Ninip) was the deity of DungiNannar ; Bel was lord of the neighbouring State of
Esnunnak ; Armannu was worshipped in Bapiqa,
Lagamal (Lagamar, La'omer) in Maur ; and
Aamiltu was 'queen of Parsi' or Marza. Gods
worshipped at other Elamite cities will be referred
to farther on.
2. (a) The chief figures of the Sem. -Elamite
pantheon were naturally those of the Babylonians
Anu and Anatu, Enlil (Ellil, Illil), and Ninlil,
Ea and Damkina, Sin, Samas and Aa, Istar, Mero1.

the Elamite religion

is

—

dach and Zerpanltu, Nebo and TasmStu, Ninip,
Nergal, Nusku, Girru, Addu or Adad (Rammanu)
and Sala, Tammuz (Istar's spouse), the Igygi and
the Anunnaki, etc. {ERE ii. 310-313). To these
probably be added such minor Bab. deities as
the son of Samas, Kittu ('righteousness'), and his
minister MUaru ('justice'); Zagaga, one of the
gods of war ISum, the glorious sacrificer ; Lugalgirra and MeSlamta-Sa, aspects of Nergal ; Ma'inetu,
the goddess of fate ; Gu-silim, ' the pronouncer of
well-being'; UraS, Ninip as god of planting;
Suqamuna, explained by the Babylonians as
'
Merodach of water-channels ; and many others.
Though little real information concerning the
Elamite gods is available, it is practically certain
that many of them had their equivalents in the
Babylonian pantheon, to which we owe valuable
details concerning them.'
(6) The principal deity of the non-Semitic Ela-

may

;

'

'

'

1 The boundary-BtoncB found at Susa, which mention many
Babylonian gods, were probably carried off from Babylonia by
Sutruk'Na)}^unte at the end of the 12th cent. b.c.
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mites was In-SuS{i)nak, called by the Babylijnian»
En-Suiinak, possibly = the Susian Lord par
excellence.
To all appearance he was originally
the local deity of Susa. The Assyro-Babylonians
identified him with Ninip, regarded as the son
of Enlil, and one of the most important deities
of their pantheon indeed, he was worshipped as
far west as Beth-Ninip, apparently near Jerusalem.
Silhak-In-Susinak (c. 1060 B.C.) calls him
'

'

—

'

the great lord, ruler

(?)

of the divinities,'

lord of

'

heaven and earth,' 'creator of the entire universe.'
Other Elamite names of this deity quoted by the
Babylonians are Lahuratil, Simes, Adaene, Susinak,
and Dagbak.
Another of the great gods of the Elamites is he
whose name is written with the Suraerian character

GAL. Scheil suggests that this deity is the Bfil
of the Babylonians, and associated with BUti-ya,
'
lady, in which case this divine pair would

my

represent Merodach' and Zer-panltu, worshipped
at Babylon. From the great inscription of SilhakIn-Susinak, it appears that her Elamite name was
KiririSa, described as the lady who dominates the
goddesses. This, in the Bab. pantheon, is a title
of Istar, who, however, was identified with Zerpanltu (ERE ii. 643"). The etymology of Kiririsa
IS interesting, being apparently from the Elam.
kirir, Istar or goddess in general, combined with
Usa(n), seemingly standing for Istar in particular
(Cun. Texts, xxv. 18, rev. 17, 18). Zer-panitu, called
by the Babylonians 'the lady of the gods,' has,
with the name of Nin-siS, the explanation ' the
lady of the gods, the lady of Susa.' The principal
passages for the identification of the Sumerian Gala
with Merodach are Cun. Texts, xxiv. pi. 50, 47406,
obv. 12, where he is explained as Merodach of
kirzizi ; but, as the document is only the mono'

'

'

'

theistic list'

{ExpT

xxii. [1911] 166), this identifi-

cation has apparently but little value.
On pi. 36 of
Cun. Texts, xxiv. he appears as one of the utukku,
or spirits of Bau the goddess of healing, so that
there, at least. Gala was one of the minor deities.
Important as being, apparently, one of the components of the name Chedorlaomer (Gn 14') la the
name Lagamar, Laqamar, or Lagamal. Except
in Assurbanipal's account of his 3rd Elamite campaign, this name always appears in Assyro-Bab.
texts under the form of Lagamal, and his principal
place of worship was Dallem near Babylon. If line
15 of
ii. 60 be rightly arranged, he was ' king
of Maur,' a district probably on the Elamite border.
He is described as the son (not the daughter) of fia,
and this agrees with the form, which, accepting
Scheil's suggestion that it is of Sem. -Bab. origin,
and means the unsparing,' is masculine. The hiel
of Lagamal at Susa was restored by the Elamite king
Kutir-Nahhunte (Scheil, Textes ilam. -anzan. [ = vol.
iii. of Mimoires de la diligation en Perse, Paris,
1901], p. 49), who calls upon In-Susinak to protect it.
Nahhunte or Na'hunte was identified with the
Assyro-Bab. Samas, the sun-god, and was probably
regarded, like the Bab. Samas, as the god of
judgment, righteousness, and justice, as well as the
god of the light of day. The Assyro-Bab. scribes
mention him under the name Nahhundi or Nanhundi, implying a nasal sound before the second
syllable.
In the list of the seven Elamite gods in

WAI

'

Cun. Texts, xxv. pi. 24, Nahundi appears last but
and after the summation comes that of
one
Narundi, their (the 7 gods') sister, and Zammahundi was alam dua-nene, possibly = their announcing image.' If Scheil's suggestion that Nahhunte-utu means ' Nahhunte brings forth (from
the Sumerian utu, to beget ') is right, Nahhunte
may have been an Elamite god of generation.
Probably, however, the name simply identified him
with the Sumer. Uiu=Sama3.
;

'

'

'

'

Sea fa«low,

§ 3.

:

ELDER
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(Buddhist)

Eadad

(Assyr. Adad, Bab. Addu, also called
or Rimmon) seems to have been known
to the Elamites chiefly by his Mitannian (Hittite)
name of TeSup, but the Assyr. list (Gun. Texts,
XXV. pi. 16, 1. 20) gives the Elamite equivalent as
Kunzibami, compared by Scheil with the Bab.
Kuzzubu or Kunzubu, abundant,' or the like.
With the Assyro-Babylonians he was not only the
god of wind, thunder, and lightning, but also of

Bammanu

'

fertilizing rain.

the same text

Another Elamite name given by

is S(l)il^hai {ib. pi. 17,

As

ffumban, ffuman, t/mman.

obv. 40).
this is

a very

common

deity in the composition of men's names,
he must have been one of the most popular of
the Elamite pantheon. According to Scheil, this

name

is, like others, of Sem.-Bab. origin, being
composed of the name Hum, and ban (from banil,
g.nm is a creator.' ' @!anni
to form or create ')
of Aiapir speaks of Quban the great, god of the
gods' (Scheil, iii. 103), and the same inscription has
the divine name Qiban-sunkik, Huban the king.'
The Elamite Simut is identified by Scheil with
Sumudu, who appears first on the list given by
Assurbanipal of Assyria, and is immediately followed by Lagamaru. As Nin-uru precedes Lagamal (Lagamaru) in Cun. Texts, xxiv. 49, 1. 4, and
XXV. 1, 1. 14, Scheil suggests that Simut or Sumudu
and Nin-uru are the same. If this be the case,
Simut was a goddess, spouse of Guanna-si-Ua or
UraS, the god of plantmg [ExpT, 1911, p. 165),

—

'

'

'

'

among

the Sumero-Babylonians.

RiSmedik and Buhurater. These are apparently
two male deities, not a male and a female (Scheil,

The variant limetik leads Scheil to sug19).
gest that the former may be a corruption of the
Sem. IStemik, ' (the god who) hears thee.' Similar
names occur in Babylonia, and another in Sem.Elamite is ISni- (for limi-) qarab, 'he has heard
the prayer.' Scheil points out that Buhurater is
probably the Lahuratil of
ii.
57, 43 ed,
where it appears as one of the names of Ninip in
Elam, as stated above.'
Noteworthy among the goddesses is Belala, who,
as Scheil points out, is the Bilala of Assurbanipal,
vi. 41.
She is possibly the Bulala of WAIii. pi.
60, 1. 27, where the city which stands opposite her
name is Ubasu. The nearest name in Sumer. -Bab.
is Belili or Belili-alam, spouse of Alala or Alalaalam, two of the numerous male and female personifications of the heavens (Anu and Anatu).
Belili appears as the sister of the sun-god Tammuz,
who was probably as well known to the Elamites
as to the Babylonians.
iii.

WAI

The common Elamite name

for god ' was nap,
appearance, by the
Assyro-Babylonians. Whether there is any significance in the fact that nap is the character for
god doubled, is uncertain, but, if admitted, its
fundamental principle would seem to be dualistic
probably male and female. In Gun. Texts, xxiv.
pi. 39, 1. 10, Nap, as the name of a deity, is explained as Enlil Sami, ' Enlil of the heavens,' the
name of Enlil being written with the character for
' old
as though ' the ancient.'
Whether this root has anything to do with the

which was borrowed, to

'

'

all

'

—

—

'

Napratip, a group of deities (Scheil) to

whom

a

temple, restored by Untas-G^i, was dedicated, is
uncertain. Scheil regards Napratip as being the
Napirtu of Assurbanipal, vi. 43, and prefers a Sem.
etymology, namely, napiru, 'covering,' 'protecting,' or the like.
The occurrence of Napiram, in
the same text with Sadi, my (protecting) mountain
names which he quotes seems to bear upon
1 The Ass.vTO-Bab. lists contain a god ^umba or ^umma,
who, with HadaniS (possibly Elamite), is described as one of the
'

'

—

—

spirits (utukkti) of the Nippurite temple E-kura.
2 In
the
proper name SamM-Ruf^urater, ' my sun is
Bul>urater,' there is probably no identification of this deity

with &amaj, the Bab. sun-god.

the Median mountain of Nipur, where the ark was
regarded as having rested, and suggests a reason
for the temple named £l-kura, ' the house of the
mountain at the Bab. Nippur. In the Assyrian
list of native and foreign deities (WAI iii. pi. 66,
rev. Wd) the apparently Elamite NapriS occurs,
and is immediately followed by ' Nergal of ffupSal'
which is, as Scheil states, the Elamite B.upSan.
3. Noteworthy among the figures of deities derived from Elam are the reliefs on the Babylonian
boundary-stones of the Kassite period, by means of
which the emblems on those monuments have been
identified.
It is now known that the emblem of
Merodach was a spear -perhaps that with which
he slew the dragon of Chaos ; that Nusku was
represented by a lighted lamp, similar to the
Koman ; that a stock terminating in an eagle's
head was the god Zagaga (Zamama) ; that a seated
female figure represented Gula ; and that a thunderbolt stood for Addu or Hadad.
variant showing
Merodach's spear-head surmounting a kind of house
set on a dragon is described as Merodach combined,
apparently, with the name of the god GAL, confirming what has been said (p. 251*') as to the identification of these two deities.
The above, with
other emblems, were probably used by the Elamites
as well as by the Babylonians.
4. Concerning the Elamite gods, Assurbanipal,
the Assyrian king, in his cylinder-inscription above
quoted (Rm. 1, col. vi. lines 27 £f.), gives some
interesting details. The ziqqurat, or temple-tower,
of Susa was built of enamelled brick imitating
lapis-lazuli, the
sacred stone of the AssyroBabylonians, and evidently also of the Elamites.
This his soldiers destroyed, as well as the pinnacles
of bright bronze apparently attached to it.
Susinak, the god of their oracle, dwelt (he states)
in a secret place, and no one ever saw the work
(workmanship, form) of his divinity. Six deities,
'

—

A

Sumudu, Lagamaru, Fartikira, Amman-kasipar,
Uduran, and Sapak, were worshipped only by the
Elamite kings, and (the statues of) these, together

—

with 12 others Ragiba, Sungam-sarft, Karsa, Kirsamas, Sudanu, Aapaksina, Bilala, Panin-timri,
Sila-gara, Napsft, Napirtu, and Kindakarpu with
their priests and property, were carried oflF to
Assyria. After this come references to the winged
bulls and genii of the temples, and the guardian
wild bulls {rSme) protecting the gates of the
shrines.
There were also sacred groves secret
places into which no stranger penetrated, and the
burial-places of the kings. That the Elamite kings
should have had their own deities presupposes a
dynasty in early times which did not belong to the
same district as the people over whom they ruled,
resulting in the establishment of two pantheons,
afterwards more or less united.

—

—

—

—

Literature. See especially V, Scheil, Textes Elamitessimitiques {anzanites}, 1900 ff. vols, ii.-vi,, ix. etc., of de
Morgan, MUmcrires de la diUgation en Perse) and cf also A. H.
Sayce in EaspT xfi. (1900-01) 165 f. and xui. (1901-02) 65 and
and EBi.
art. Elam,' in
T. G. PINCHES.
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ELDER (Buddhist).— Certain members of the
Buddhist Order took rank as elders, and, as such,
had considerable weight in the management of its
business, and in the preservation of the doctrine.
It was not, by any means, all the seniors in the
Order who were technically so called, though the
word 'elder' {thera) is occasionally used in its
ordinary sense of such members of the Order as
were of longest standing in it (Ahguttara, i. 78,
Four qualities are mentioned as making a
247).
man an elder, in the technical sense. These are
(1) virtue ; (2) memory and intelligence ; (3) the
practice of ecstasy ; (4) the possession of that emancipation of heart and mind which results from the
rooting out of the mental intoxication arising from
cravings, love of future life, wrong views, and

ELDER
ignorance (Ahg. ii. 22; no. 4 in this list, it should
be noticed, is the stock description of an araluit).^
The number of those who were thus entitled to
be called elders is not given as very large.' There
is a frequently repeated short list of the most distinguished amongst them, the elders who are dis'

ciples {therd savaka).
The full number is twelve,
and their names usually follow one another in tlie
same order. They are (1) SSriputta, (2) Moggal'

(4) Kachchana, (5) Kotthita, (6)
Cnunda, (8) Anuruddha, (9) Revata,
(10) Upali, (11) Ananda, (12) Rahula.
But the
lists are not consistent.
Sometimes one, sometimes
another name, especially of those at the bottom of
the list, is omitted and there are slight variations

lana,

(3)

Kappina,

Kassapa,
(7)

;

in the order.

number nor

It is quite clear that neither the
the names were fixed at the time of

the earliest tradition Vinaya, i. 354-55, ii. 15, iv.
66 ; Ang. iii. 299 ; cf. Majjhima, i. 212, 462).
In one passage (Ahg. i. 23-25) we have a much
longer and very interesting list of those members
of the Order who were disciples {bhikkhu savaka),
specifying after each name the good quality or
mental expertness in which the Buddha had declared him pre-eminent.
Forty-seven men and
thirteen women are mentioned, and Buddhagho^a
(q.v.), in his commentary on the passage, calls them
sQl 'elders.'
All the twelve disciples except no. 7
recur in this list, and are said to be pre-eminent
respectively in the following ways that is, according to the order of the names given above : (1) in
great wisdom; (2) in the powers of iddhi (q.v.);
(3) in discussions as to extra (optional) duties ; (4)
in power of expanding that which has been stated
concisely ; (5) in the fourfold knowledge of the
texts the knowledge of their philological meaning, of the doctrine they contam, of the derivation of words and ideas, and, finally, in the power
of extemporary exposition of them (6) in ability
in exhorting the brethren ; (7) not mentioned ; (8)
in inward vision (9) pre-eminent among those who
dwell in the forest ; (10) the best of those who knew
the canon law ; (11) the most distinguished among
those who learned the texts, who were self-possessed,
whose conduct was right, who had moral courage,
and who were of service to others ; (12) the best
among those of the brethren who were willing to
(

—

—

;

;

learn.

There is a touch of historical probability in the
fact that no better distinction could be found for
no. 12, who was the Buddha's only son, than that
he was willing to learn. And, when we notice that
only one or two of the whole sixty in this list were
among the first disciples to be admitted to the
Order, so that there were many others senior to
them, we must conclude that the title ' elder ' was
more dependent on other qualities such qualities
as are given in the list, and in the passage quoted
above than on the mere fact of seniority
the
community. Even in the Vinaya (the Rules of the
Order), in which, as a general rule, so much weight
is laid on precedence by seniority, we find the word
' elder
' (thera) used in this technical sense
Vinaya
(
Texts, i. 228, ii. 17, 61, 237 [SBE xui., xvii.]).
It is sufficiently clear how this happened.
In
the ordinary meetings of the local chapters administering the affairs of the Order, the senior bhikkhu
present (reckoning not by age, but by the date of
ordination) presided, and the members present were
seated in order of such seniority.
But, when it
came to talking over questions of ethics and philo-

—

—

1

m

So at DhammapacUi, verse 261, an elder is defined as a man
and religion, kindness, self-command,

whom

in
there is truth
ai^d training;.

2 There is an anthology of verses ascribed to elders, both men
and women, included in the canon under the title, Therd-therigathd. It contains poems of 263 male and 74 female poets.
Therds are also often mentioned in the various episodes in the
other books, but most of them occur among the above 337.

(Semitic)

263

sopliy, or discussing details in the system of self
training based on psychology and ethics, something
more than seniority was required.'
certain num-

A

ber of the brethren became acknowledged as leaders
and masters in these subjects. Their brethren called
them elders as a courtesy title. There was no
formal appointment by tlie Order itself, or by any
external autliority nor is there any evidence that
a bhikkhu became a thera, merely by age, or by
'

'

;

seniority in the Order.
So far had this secondary and special meaning
of 'elder' driven out the etymological meaning
that it is the only one dealt with in Dhammapala's
exposition of the word at the beginning of his com-

mentary on the Thera-gathd and the unkno^vn
commentator on the Dhammapada, in his explanation of the word at verse 261 (see above, note 1),
actually derives thera, by a fanciful and exegetical,
not philological, argument, from dhlra in the sense
of 'having moral courage.' The canonical Buddhism contained in the Pali texts was called, in
;

the tradition, the Thera-vada, that is, 'the opinion
of the theras,' where the word is an;ain used in the
secondary sense, and refers especially to the therds
who held the First Council (see ChUders, Pali Diet.,
1815, s.v. 'Vada').
In one passage we find the phrase Sahgha-therd,
that is,
the elder of the Order.
The present
writer has translated this { Vinaya Texts, iii. 404)
by 'the eldest Thera (then alive) in the world.'
This is probably right, as the number of years of
his standing in the Order is immediately added.
But it may also mean ' the most distinguished and
venerable of the then living Theras.'
The Buddhist elders had no more authority in
the Order than such as followed from the natural
deference paid them for their character and accomplishments and they had no other authority over
laymen. Such slight discipline as was customary
was carried out, not by the therds, but hy the local
chapters (see Discipline [Buddhist]). The therds,
as such, had no special duties or privileges in connexion with the temporalities of the Order.
In mediaeval and modern times, the kings of
Ceylon, Burma, and Siam have from time to time
recognized some distinguished bhikkhu as Sanghathera ; and quite recently the English Government
in Burma has followed their precedent, though it
left the choice of the bhikkhu to be so distinguished
to the local Order in chapter assembled. The title
therd is still used, in these three countries, of any
bhikkhu of distinction. There is still, as in olden
times, no formal grant of the title. In other Buddhist countries it has fallen out of use, and even
in these three it is used mainly, though not exclusively, when ^vriting or speaking in Pali.
Tha
modem native languages have other terms, such
as ndyaka, ' leader, which tend to take its place.
Literature. —The references to the texts are given in the
article.
The question has not been hitherto discussed by
European scholars.
T. W. EhYS DaVIDS.
'

'

;

ELDER (Semitic).—

Connotation of the term.

I.

—The importance of the

old men or elders was
a natural development of the authority of the head
of the family, and of the reverence felt for parents
and for the aged in primitive times. Note the
position assigned to Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in
all the documents of the Hexateuch.
The reverence due to parents and to the aged is a favourite
theme of both the OT and the NT ; e.g., Eliphaz the
Temanite is conlident, because 'with us are both
the grayheaded and very aged men (Job 15'") ;
and in Sir 3' He that honoureth his father maketh
'

'

(cf.

Pr 30",

'

'

'

'

atonement for sins'

Mk

7"*- etc.).

The same difficulty was felt when the bhikkhu presiding at
a chapter had to recite the Patimokkha. If he could not do
so, a junior bhikkhu, who could, took his place (ViTiava Texts.
1

i.

267).

'
;

'

ELDER
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Similarly in the Code of Hammurabi (e.g. § 195)
severe penalties are prescribed for those who fail in
respect and duty towards parents.
Here, therefore, we have one of the many cases
where a word in common use acquires a technical
meaning while its ordinary meaning still persists,
so that a difficulty may arise as to whether it
simply means an old man or an elder in the
techmcal sense. Very early there must have been
many old men who were not elders,' although all
'

'

'

elders ' would be old. Later on, an ' elder came
to mean simply a chief, usually mature or elderly,
not necessarily old. There might be shaikhs, just
as there are aldermen, in the prime of life ; Presbyterian elders are not always old.
'

'

Amongst the nomad Arabs there

one supreme
shaikh for a tribe, but there is also a Diwan, or
'
counoU of shaikhs. In the OT, the elders almost
always, if not invariably, appear as a group or
council ; and the Heb. term zaken in the technical
sense is used in the plural. ^ Is 3- 9'' are not real
exceptions even if zaken means elder in these
passages, for the word in each case is collective.
Gn 24- (cf. below) sesms a real exception ; but
possibly zaken here means senior and not elder.'
Gn 43", taken alone, might be your father, the
shaikh, but this is unlikely in view of the stress
laid in 44^ etc. on the advanced age of Jacob.
In primitive society the head of a family or clan,
like the captain of a ship, would discharge many
is

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

functions which are assigned to separat-e individuals

He

a more advanced

civilization.
would be
leader in wax and peace, priest, judge, often the
repository of, and chief authority on, tribal tradition, and possibh' doctor.
It is natural, therefore,

in

as society developed, the title 'elder' or
shaikh was sometimes borne by various people in
authority and by the members of different professions.
Thus in the OT we read not only of
that,
'

'

elders of cities, tribes, etc., but also of Eliezer as
the elder of Abraham's household (Gn 24=), of
the elders of Pharaoh's household (Gn 50"), of the
elders of David's household (2 S 12i"),2 of the
elders of the priests (2 K 19^ Is 37=, Jer 19^).
In later Judaism, zaken, is a scholar or teacher of
Rabbinical law, and the synonym sihh is used in
the same sense.'
Amount the modem Arabs
shaikh,' or ' elder,' is used with a wide variety of
meaning.* It has, of course, the familiar meaning
of leader of a tribe the name is also applied to the
heads of the great Muslim sects, to the magistrates
set over districts of a city, and to the chiefs of
various trades and industries, and even of thieves.
professional devotee, or ' saint,' is also called a
shaikh, and the title is also borne by priests ' and
schoolmasters, the title shaykah being given to
a female teacher.
Thus the elders or shaikhs ' would be of very
different degrees of importance.
In the OT, where
we nearly always find them acting in groups, and
not as individuals, we have the elders of a district
or city (1
218), of ^ tribe (GUead, Jg 11= ; Judah,
2 S 19", 2
23'), and of Israel (1 S
ek-c).
If we
may regard Succoth as typical, the elders of a
country toAvn were fairly numerous, and probably
included the heads of all families of any standing,
for we read that in Succoth there were 77 princes
'

'

'

;

A

'

'

'

'

'

K
K

^

and elders (Jg S").
Both the name and the institution of elder or
shaikh were wide-spread we find them not only
in Israel, but in Egypt (Gn 50')
amongst the
'

'

'

'

;

;

iBenzmger, art.
2 Seesemann {op.

'

Aelt«ste,' in

(Semitic)
Canaanites (Jos 9")

Moabites and Slidianites
and at the Phcenician town of Gebal
(Ezk 27^).
According to Winckler, one of the
Amama letters ' is from Irkata, a Phoenician city,
and its elders.'

(Nu

22")

;

;

'

The available evidence suggests that the quasipatriarchal authority or influence associated with
the term elder usually existed at an early stage
'

'

of social development.
Robertson Smith, for
instance, speaks of ' the senates of elders found in
the ancient states of Semitic and Aryan antiquity
alike. '
Probably in some cases persons corresponding to elders or shaikhs bore titles not derived
from a root meaning ' old,' more especially later,
when ' elder had become a technical term equivalent to ' chief
or ' counsellor.' Thus it is often
suggested ' that the Canaanitc noble, met with in
Egyptian inscriptions, and referred to as mama,
our lord,' corresponded to the Israelite elder.
Nevertheless, the title ' elder for a person of
authority, learning, or other distinction continues
to this day.
The Gr. yepovala and the Rom. senatus
are stUl represented by the 'senates' of modem
States and Universities. The elders can be traced
through the whole history of Israel and Judaism ;
the title and the office were taken over by Christianity, and are still found in priests, presbyters,
and elders ; and
Semites still have theii
'

'

'

'

modem

shaikhs.

On the other hand, it seems probable that various
other titles are synonyms of
elder ; we have
already referred to the Syr. mama, and may note
In Hebrew
also the N. Sem. malh (see below).
there are many titles more or less synonymous
with zaqen. The interchange of terms in the narratives of Gideon and of the relief of Jabesh-Gilead
by Saul suggests that 'Uh in the sense of householder
or
head of a family may be such a
synonym.* Then there are m'.5^ A«'a6A<5<A, 'chief
fathers,' heads of the clans (Nu 36') ; the prince
or captain,' nasi', the head of the tribe (Nu 2*)
the chiefs or, Ut., 'comer-stones' of the people,
pinnith ha am (Jg 20', 1 S 14=8) ; and, in Ex 24"
only, the 'AsUim,
nobles,' of the Israelites.'
Other terms for chiefs, rulers, officials, such as
sdrtm, horim, s'gantm, seem sometimes equivalent
to 'elders.' Z'kenim is also coupled with ra'sktm,
'heads,' shdph'iim, ]-adges,' skot'rlm, officers,' to
make up a description of the leaders (Dt 29"" 31^,
Jos S^). Probably these t-erms are partly synonymous.
But father in such phrases as father of
Tekoa' (1 Ch 2^) means 'founder' rather than
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

•

eit. infra) holds that zdken=* senior in these
three passages.
3 Harcus Jastrow, Diet, of the Targumim, etc., London and
N.T. 1S36-1903, s. vn.
* Lane, Manners and Customs of the Modem Egyptians, London, 1846, pp. 74, 132, 139, 146, 23S.
s CoTtics, drsem. BeL, Leipzig, 1903, p. 16S
'

'

'

chief. '«

—

History of the institution. In early times,
in Israel in the nomadic and pre-monarchical
periods, the position of the elder corresponded with
that of the shaikh amongst the modem Bedawin,
He was the head, or one of the heads, of his famUy,
clan, village, or district ; the leader in war ; the
chief counsellor in war and peace ; the arbitrator
in disputes ; but his power was moral, and depended
on the force of his personality ; he could advise
but not command, persuade but not coerce.' As
Doughty says, ' The sheykh of a nomad tribe is no
tyrant ' ; ' the dignity of a sheykh in free Arabia
*
is commonly more than his authority.
According to Doughty, the office of supreme
shaikh descends by inheritance. McCurdy,* however, quotes authorities to show that the office was
rather elective, seldom remaining in the same
2.

e.g.,

'

1

Tea-el-Amama

Letters, 1S96, p. 122.

2 Eel. Sem.^, London, 1894, p. 33.
s For instance, by Isowack, Lehrb.

PRE^.

'

'

der heb. Arch.

Seesemann, 25 fi., 82 ff.
'^fti may also mean 'corner,' 'side,
6 Cf. Ewald, p. 245.

i.

304.

4
6

'

snpport.*

McCurdy, L 38 Benzinger, Heb. Arch. 296.
Doaghtv. Travels in Arabia Deserta, Cambridge, 1887-88,
;

8

'

L 251,
9 ii.

662.
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family for four Reneratione.
No doubt customs and supplementing of the elders, or how far this
meant to be an independent, parallel set of officials.
; the application of the hereditary principle
would depend on the qualifications of the heir, and In Nu H"'"-'" [from an early source not certainly
it would sometimes be modified by election within
identified], seventy elders are associated with Moses
a given circle. Thus, amongst primitive nomads, in his prophetic inspiration. There i« no mention
the elders or shaikhs represented three different of elders in E's code, the Book of the Covenant
kinds of influence or authority that of the father (Ex 20-23), but there are judges (21"). We meet
or head of the family patriarchal ; that of age or with the elders of Israel or of Judah at intervals
reputed wisdom
personal that of a legitimate tliroughout the history (Jos 7
S 4», 1 K 8' in D,
government official. These three were not neces- Dt 27' ' Ezk 14' [during the ExUe], Ezr 6'-'«, 1 Mac
12° yepovala, 14™ tois irpcaSirripois), associated with
sarily associated in the same persons in the more
advanced and complex social order of agricultural the high priest (cf. Mt 21^). The members of the
and city life the title elder attached itself often Sanhedrin were called elders,' zfkentm.'
to the office apart from age or hereditary right.
This body of elders of Israel exercised great
At the same time, the status and character of the influence in the early monarchy they command
elders were not always or altogether changed by the the army (1 S 4'), demand a king from Samuel (8*),
abandonment of nomad life.
McCurdy states' and confer the kingdom (2 S 5'). They are less
that the habits and relations of the old patriarchal prominent in the later monarchy, power falling
life were not discarded in the permanent institumore and more into the hands of the royal ministers
tions of the fixed settlements. The influence of and officials (1 K 4), but become important again in
the patriarchal system can be traced in the estab- and after the Exile ; and, finally, the Sanhedrin
lishment and regulation of the Semitic cities ; and claimed to represent the 'elders of Israel,' more
we may find there a reproduction in type, if not in especially the ' seventy elders associated with
name or in detail, of the essential elements of the Moses. In the 3rd cent. A.D., R. Johanan says
old tribal government. Throughout the N. Sera,
that the members of the later Jewish council, the
realm the simple constitution of the city or State BSth-din, must be tall, of imposing appearance,
included a head, malk a name corresponding with and of advanced age and they must be learned,
the Heb. melek, ' king ; a circle of nobles or great and must understand foreign languages as well as
men ; and the general body of the common some of the arts of the necromancer.'^
people.
The malk and the 'great men' were
We have seen that, over against the ' elders of
usually hereditary. As the word malk in Aramaic Israel we have the local elders of a city or district,
who are the local authorities of whom we hear
is lit. ' counsellor,' McCurdy suggests that the
malk was originally the chief elder of the clan most. For instance, the elders act on behalf of
Succoth (Jg 8'*) and Gilead (IP). In the legislawhich founded the settlement.
We have already pointed out that the title tion of t) the elders are prominent as the local
'elder' persisted through the whole course of authorities
they deliver up the murderer for
Jewish history and it is a familiar fact that, punishment (Dt 19'°) ; they represent their city in
within certain limits, the paternal authority was the ritual for the expiation of murder by an unknown hand (21™) ; the disobedient son, the wife
equally persistent.
Nevertheless, the changed conditions gradually charged with infidelity, and the man who refuses
modified the social life. The family remained the to marry his deceased brother's widow are brought
unit, but the gi'oup of families, the kindred, the before them (21'9t- 22"'»- 25™-, cf. Ru i^-). After
clan more or less gave place to the community of the Exile we have the ' elders of every city,' in
the district, village, or town.'' The fixed home, the Ezr 10'<.
regular cycle of agriculture, involved a more stereoOn many points we have no express information
typed social life, a greater authority on the part of as to the elders.
are told nothing as to their
the local chiefs. In Israel, for instance, as we have qualifications, and very little as to their rights,
privileges, authority, or duties.
said, the elders appear in groups, each group formProbably throughing the ruling council of a district, city, tribe, or out the history the local elders were the heads of
even of the nation. Apparently, local government the leading families but it is not clear who the
always remained largely in the hands of the elders,' ' elders of Israel were. They may have been in
though, with the development of society, there was theory a gathering of all the local elders, and in
a diflerentiation of oflices ; and other notables
practice a gathering of such as were able or inclined
priests, judges, military leaders shared the authorto be present on a given occasion.
If so, the elders
ity of the elders. In Arabia there is sometimes the of a district would usually be represented in prohadi, or judge, side by side with the shaikh.
portion to their proximity to the place of meeting.
The rise and increase of the royal power further If we read anj^where of the elder or shaikh of a
limited the authority of the elders, by the inter- town or district, we might think of the elders of
ference of the financial, military, and judicial Israel as being made up of such district elders,
activity of the king, his ministers and representa- but the latter do not appear in our documents.
It
tives.
We may summarize what can be gathered is, nevertheless, possible that the ' elders of Israel
council
from the earlier documents as to the elders in formed a national
with a comparatively
Israel under the judges and the monarchy.
small number of members, each with a definite
In the history of the Exodus in JE,^ we fre- official status, acquired by inheritance, or some
quently meet with the ' elders of Israel or ' of the principle of selection or election.
people,' as associated with Moses in the leadership
As to number, the Sanhedrin {q.v.) comprised
of the people, or as intermediaries between him and
about seventy, perhaps because seventy elders are
the people (Ex 3»«-i8 4™ \2^ \T-^ 19' etc.). In Ex mentioned in the account of the Exodus but these
J812-& [E]^ Moses, Aaron, and all the elders of Israel
are seventy out of the elders (hK-fif. ':ij»p), implj'ing
entertain Jethro ; and Moses by his advice appoints that the total was much greater (Ex 24', Nu 11'°).
' heads over
the people, rulers of thousands, rulers Seventy-seven ' princes and elders are mentioned
of hundreds, rulers of fifties, and rulers of tens.' It at Succoth.
is not clear how far we have here an organization
Probably the authority of the body of elders,
whether local or national, was largely of the same
M. 36 f.
2 Cf. the present writer's eesay in Christ mid Civilization^
undefined character as that of the shaikh of an
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London, 1910, p. 49 ff.
3 McCurdy, u. 124.
4 According to Benzinger,
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ELECTION
tribe (see above). It was liable to be set
by that of the king or any leader of an armed
force, and it depended largely on the personality of
the elders and the extent to which they represented

gious consciousness, expressing its certitude of the
Divine, and therefore objectively valid, foundation
It meets the interior
of its religious experience.
anxieties of the soul for saving grace. The discussion of predestination belongs to theodicy, of
election to dogmatics.
Further, the doctrine of
election is Biblical and theistic.
It occupies a
foremost place in the Scriptures of both the OT
and the NT. It derives its meaning and force
solely from the system of revelation they record.
It is grounded in the insistent conviction of the
saved soul that salvation is derived from God. It
is inconsistent with any view of the Divine Being
which denies His personality and the beneficent
character of His relation to men. It implies the
reality of man's alienation from God, his sinful-

Arab

aside

public feeling.

A

combination of our various pieces of evidence,
Babylonian, Israelite, Arab, etc. , suggests lines of
development which are probably typical for the
have first the
Semitic peoples generally.
shaikh or shaikhs of a nomad tribe, then the elders
of a town or district in a settled community. These
furnish in some way a council of elders for an entire
In a more advanced stage of social developState.
ment the influence of the elder is subordinated to
that of royal and other officials, but the elders long
persist as a local institution, and recover much of
their importance in such crises as the Captivity of
Israel.
On the other hand, the term ' elder or
'
shaikh sometimes lost its original meaning, and
came to be used for a chief of any kind.
Law and Justice,'
LiTEEtATURE. — Artfc.
Elder,' in HDB
Elder,' Elder, Rebellious,' Family,"
Government,' in EBi
'Judge,' 'Sanhedrin,' in JE; 'Aelteste,' in PRE^; 'Shaikh,'
in Hughes' Dl
I. Benzingrer, Heb. Arch., Freiburg, 1894, pp.

We

ness, his inability to

'

'

;

'

'

;

;

G. H. A.

London, 1876,

p. 245

Ewald, Antiquities of

v.
fl.

;

J.

Israel,

§§ 36, 443, 486, 560, 1092, 1310t.;
i. 161, 301-324;

W. Nowack, Lehrb. d. heb. 4rcA., Freiburg, 1894,

O, Seesemann, Die Aeltesten im AT, Leipzig, 1895.

W. H. Bennett.

ELEATICS.—See Philosophy (Greek).

—

ELECTION. I. Definition.— Election is a
purely religious idea, originating in an interior
necessity of the spiritual life, as the natural explanation of the source of its saving impulses.
The movement in the soul against sin is directly
traced to a cause supernatural to the sinner.
Righteousness is never an ordinary thing, or a
common privilege that may be ranked beside
others.
It is laid to the responsibility of God,
whose peculiar work it is. And, as it is of His
inception, its continuance and successful fruition
likewise are by His agency. It began with Him,
and He will perfect it, by that faithfulness which,
if it be too strong to describe it as
irresistible
grace''
the compulsion of sovereign might
is
indeed the pertinacity of unwearied love, of strong,
wise, unerring Fatherhood over erring, weak, and
foolish childhood.
This is the very nerve of the
doctrine in all the stages of its growth. The free
return of man to God springs from the passionate
communication of God to man. Election is the
antecedent to revelation.
Election is to be distinguished from predestination (q.v.), with which it is at times confounded.
The terms are not synonymous (for election, Heb.

'

—

m

—

'

—

—

no?, Gr. iK\oy^ ; for predestination, ch;, ns;,
irpoopifu), nor is their connotation identical.

Gr.

The

idea of predestination runs through Scripture, if
that idea be understood in the sense of the allcreating, all-controlling activity of God over and
in and through all things, but it is in no respect
so central and essential to the revelation of His
redemptive purpose as the idea of election. They
are, however, closely related.
Predestination has
reference to the all-embracing, comprehensive design of the Divine will in all its work creation,
providence, salvation ; election refers to the special
application in redemption. Again, while predestination and election embrace speculative and
religious contents, they retain them in diflerent
proportions ; predestination being the more speculative, election the more religious.
The problems
of tha former arise first in the reflecting stages of
religious development, when an answer is required
to the question, ' How is the individual related to
the universe?' Election is not due to the philosophical instinct ; it is an aSirmation of the reli1 Calvin's phrase, as it was Augustine's.

salvation,

ing its result. Its definition can be gathered only
inductively from the Scriptural data and believing
experience, where alone we have the actual facts
as they are presented in the history of His elect
Few doctrines have sufl'ered so much
servants.
from neglect of this consideration. Its treatment
has been constantly vitiated by the intrusion of
associations extraneous to its vital character and
the Biblical premisses, and prejudicial to its truthful exposition.
What these last are must be discovered in accordance with the canons and principles
applicable in all doctrinal formulation, viz. the
gradual evolution of the idea, the close connexion
with the history of events, the emergence into everincreasing punty and universality, and the fulfilment with self -consistent and complete form in
Christ, ' the Elect One ' (Lk 9^).
{a) The systematic
2. Systematic statement.
presentation of election may begin with its source
the Divine love.
God is Love. Love is His
nature. It is to be viewed not so much as one of
His attributes it is the one quality concerning
which it is predicated of Grod that He is (\Jn 4^)- but rather as the Divine constitution in which all
the attributes are combined. It is the substance of
His character, reflating the relationships within
the Godhead. It is also regulative of His relation
towards His creatures, including mankind. It is
possible to trace God's righteousness, faithfulness,
mercy, and justice to love as their foundation and
essence. But, even where this conception of the
Divine nature appears imtenable and love is viewed
as an attribute, all other attributes must be regarded as reconcilable with love. Whether essence
or attribute, the love of God is the fountain of His
electing grace.
On the former hypothesis, it is
more manifestly so on the latter, God's love is
liable to be subordinated to His glory identified
with His righteousness or holiness, and a moral
severity, inspired by ideas of earthly sovereignty
and justice, is infused into His gracious acts, so
absolute as to rob them of tenderness, compassion,
and beneficent efficacy. Where this procedure is
followed, election is, as a rule, described as an act
of the Divine sovereignty the Calvinist tendency.'

Eng. tr.,
F. McCurdy, Hist., Proph., and the

Monuments, London, 1894-1901,

own

It is thus also the presupposition
of His ^acious operation in the hearts of those
who believe, prescribing its method and determin-

'

;

29ft-320

his

reconciliation.

'

'

work out

and looks to the mercy of God to manifest a way
of escape from sin and of return to Himself in

;

—

—

Although, under stress of criticism, every suggestion of capricv
or arbitrariness is properlj' excluded from the idea of sovereignty, and its exercise is asserted to be conditioned by the
Divine Attributes, it is, nevertheless, the case that love is conceived by Calvinism as a constituent of holiness, possessing but
slight constraining force, and powerless to furnish those motives
of the most persuasive sort that are requisite to enable sinful
men to succeed in the work of salvation, i.e., in exercise, sover.
This is usually regarded as the genuine reading.
Shedd, Dogmat. TheoL, 1889-94, i. 424 Cunningham,
ii. ch. 25 (where also the sphere of Divine
sovereignty is argued for as the sphere of Divine mercy);
Candlish, Fatherhood of God », 1870.
1

a Cf.

Hist. Theol., 1863,

I

;

—

;

ELECTION
ifl more judicial and retributive
than ^raciouB and RaluNor, on this view, has philosophic Catviniuin yet ofTcred
an adequate rationale of the origin of election. It seeks refuge
in myntery.
It Is forced to loolc for Qod's ultimate reasons for
His acts in a sphere inaccessible to human understanding
lie
has sulHcient reasons secret to us.'
Doubtless
but that is
reasoning on abstract principles, and not from His actual procedure, llis manifested nature and character. The Scriptures
give no hint of such secret resort. There the goodness of God
IS exhibited as revealed in its highest exemptiflcation in redemption, wherein He seeks to win uinners from their depravity to
His own life of holiness and happiness, and Himself supplies the
means whereby they attain those blessed ends. In that work
mere justice has no concern. God is just; and, while the
punishment of the sinner who clings to his sin is in accordance
with justice, the notion of distributing to every transgressor
exactly what be deserves Is a different matter the notion that
the justice of God, or the claims of His law, must needs he
satisfied by the sinner's endurance of punishment, is an unScriptural notion. God is not a Shylock, The punishment for
sin administered by His righteous love has quite other motives.
It is a means to an end.
His holiness is a constituent of His
love not love a constituent of His holiness. His righteous love
desires for the sinner his highest good, the Divine life itself, a
holy displeasure against siu, a sincere penitence (or participation
in sin, a separation from its unholy influences, and liberation
from the penalties incurred by yielding to them. This desire
is the permanent condition of the heart of Qod towards sinful
man. His attitude towards men and His activity on their behalf
are directed by Uiis desire. It prompts Him to His methods for
its satisfaction.
It precedes and creates the evil-doer's repentance. It provides the means enabling God to surrender His
resentment. It leads to His self -sacrificing effort to regain men,
and restore them to a better state of mind and heart. The
desire issues from love. "That love is conditioned by nothing
in God that can act as a restraint on its exercise or hinder it«

eignty
tary.

—

*

;

;

—

operation. Holiness is its centre.
But holiness enters in to
hold it to the right thought of what is to he imparted, and to
the right means of imparting it. The Divine mercy and righteousness are not antitheses, and need no reconciliation ; they
spring from the same root in the Divine love. Calvinism has
high merit in ha\ing vindicated God's nature, as the source of
election, against the claims of man's works or faith ; for ^race
is the free and undeserved gift of God's love.
But Calvmism
fails in its analysis of the Divme nature.
Modern theology here
abandons its guidance ; sees in the dispensation of ^ace something higher than a dispensation of justice ; and,
the glory
of Qod for which it works, the good of His creatures; and
ascribes to the Divine Personality, as its most essential and
fundamental content, a holy compassion, whose most imperative
necessity is to seek the salvation of all meni (Jn 3^^, Ro 3^,
1 Ti 24 etc.).

m

(6) The idea of election is progressively unfolded
in the history of redemption.
It pervades both
the histoiy and tne prophecy of the OT. The story
of the Hebrews is the story of Divine grace striving
against hnman sin. It begins with the promise of
restoration made to primitive man after his fall
(Gn 3''), the appreciation of Abel's sacrifice over
Cain's (4*), and the rescue of Noah from the Flood
(ch. 6).
It takes more definite shape in the calling
of the patriarchs, Abraham (12'-^ 13""" W), Isaac

Jacob (28"i-ie 46^), Jndah (49"), and Joseph
a calling which detached them from
their heathen surroundings, and impressed upon
them, and, through them, on the race that was to
spring from their loins, the ineffaceable stamp of
their separateness. In the promises made to them,
and in the so-called Blessing of Jacob (Gn 49), we
(262-»),

(45' etc.)

—

Eossess the earliest testimony to the nature of the
opes inspired by the Divine choice. It was an
election to blessing and influence
I will bless thee,
and in thee shall all the families of the earth be
blessed (Gn 122- »).
The patriarchs were mode to understand that God was with
them, directing their destiny, and through their instrumentality
fulfilling His purpose of goodwill to the peoples.
The blessing
they were to receive and bestow was of material good. 'The
:

'

'

warrant for their conviction rested in the Divine covenant,
whose corroboration was recognized at once in outward event
and inner assurance. To the minds of the patriarchs the facts
of their lives pointed plainly to this one unmistakable inference.
A Divine order is discerned in their troubled lives, wherein even
the eril was made subservient to the Divine plan. Their narratdvefl close with the intensest faith in God's goodness to their
race. All their experience was solely of God's favour and in
pursuance of His own counsel. His counsel, however, is not
inscrutable ; it is a counsel of blessing (32^ 43^4 4g4) and help
(481B 4928 5020), firgt to the chosen people and, through them, to
all

peoples.

1 Cf. Fairbaim, Christ in Hod. Theolfi, 1894, p. 406 : ' the
essential graciousness of His Being and the necessary grace
of all His acts.'
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fresh stage was introduced by Moses. He laid
the foundations of a civic and religious polity creative of a sense of corporate or natioTial individuality, based on the election of Israel by Juhweh to
be His chosen people.
new covenant was established, with the object of nurturing a new spirit,
under a new and more exalted concei)tion of God's
name. The ritual and moral ordinances were designed to educate this consciousness. They imparted
a unity of feeling and sense of benefit and of responsibility but not in themselves, for they were
merely the institutions of the neighbouring peoples
the new enrichments were to be traced to the new
name of Jahweh (Ex 3"). Israel's God was never a
reflexion of the national spirit the national spirit
received its impress from His image. Jahweh was
the framer of Israel, and the mould in which He
cast it was that of His own nature.
Its institutions had little in them that was peculiar what
gave them meaning, transfiguring them and rendering them serviceable media for conveying Israel's
formative influence, was anterior to them
the
revealed name of their God.
Corresponding to
Jahweh must be His people ; that was the substance of Mosaism. To produce that correspondence, and to realize its specific obligations, was the
task of Mosaism. Henceforth the idea of election
comprises both concepts. With the Divine goodness rests the credit. The signal proof of it was
the deliverance from Egypt. Jahweh sends His
servant Moses. He is compassionate. He spares
the people and averts His judgments. His chastisements witness to the same ; they are the inflictions of solicitous care and guidance.
Individual
election to specific service is not lost sight of, as,
e.g., in the consecration of one tribe to discharge
priestly duties, and in the nomination of persons
extraordinarily gifted to exercise their gifts in the
common interest. It is, however, national and
political election for which Mosaism stands.
Throughout the monarchical period significant
modifications appear. They are associated, first,
with the foundation of the theocratic kingdom, and,
next, with the progress of prophecy. The conception of the king as the ' Lord's anointed '(IS 16^^)
powerfully influenced expectation in the direction
of a more personal, spiritual, and universalist interpretation. The anointing set forth the visible
embodiment of the true relation between the chosen
and God. The true king was God Himself ; but
He appointed another to rule for Him. He stood
to His substitute in the most intimate connexion.
Nothing less was involved in the solemn transference of the title ' son from Israel to Israel's

A

—

;

;

—

'

king than the assumption that henceforth the
holder of the promised sovereignty was to be an
individual of the reigning house.
It is not easy to fill up the outline of the

*
son ' with its Jost
content. But, under the teaching of the prophets, it may be
held to include similarity of nature, closeness of fellowship,
identity of aim, unity of honour, and heirship. * Thou art my
Son ' lilieness ; ' Ask of me, and I will give thee the heathen for
thine inheritance ' universal sway (Ps 27f-). Both ideas are
embodied in material form, to begin with, in the king ; and
become the starting-point of what is sometimes termed * figurative prophecy,' in which they are presented as existing in him,
not as he then was, but ideally a process consummate in the
picture of the perfect Servant of Jahweh (Is 63-66), in whom
election is to the graces of the Spirit (61^-3), by a new covenant
(5921), embracing all hearts and lives filled by the Spirit (ch. 60,
Jer 11, etc.) who fulfil the one condition of repentance and whose
names are written in the book of life (Ezk 139, Dn 121, Mai 3*6)
a process not substantially altered, if in detail enriched, until the

—

—

—

baptism of John.

—

Thus from Adam to Christ first in a man, then
in a family, then in a nation, then Ln a kingly
dynasty within the nation, then in prophets, and
finally in Christ the Divine choice runs.
There
is an evolution of stages that set forward a continuous progress, each prognostic of the next, and
all in organic line, from ideas material and political to an idea more ethical and spiritual, whereby

—

a:

;
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the hope of earthly prosperity is transformed into
vearning for the blessings of the inner life of love
and suft'ering an evolution palpitating throughout
Trith the truth of human experience and feeling as
well as with the impulse of supernatural movement. Everywhere these two factors converge in
election the Divine will and the nation's conformity to it. The election is never absolute or
unconditioned. Jahweh is a moral ruler, and deals
with the elect as with all, on moral principles, the

—

—

Nor is it
eternal principles of His own nature.
conceived in theoretical interests ; it is not a mere
revelation
to piety,
satisfaction to intellect ; it is a
the simple setting of practical facts in their proper
relation to God.
(c) Election comes to its perfect expression in
Historical in Israel, it becomes personal
Christ.
teaching derives its specific
in Christ.
The
features from His, and His teaching founds itself
may summarize it
on the OT development.
The Jewish nation had been the
as follows.
recipients of special privilege, and were truly the
elect people of God (Jn i'^; cf. Mt 152«, Lk V, Ro
94- 16, Gal 3*"', Ac 7), exhibiting a stage in the realization of the Divine purpose. Their election was
purely of His grace (Jn 1" 17»-», Ro 9", Ac 13"),
and was forfeitable through unfaithfulness to its
conditions. By them its blessings were to be extended to all peoples. The official religious leaders
had been unfaithful, and had failed to retain the
Election now
nation in its privileged position.
centres in Christ and in all who, through Him, are
the true ' seed of Abraham,' not by physical descent
simply, but by doing His works and following after
the righteousness that is of faith. The association
of the benefits of salvation with Christ entails new
positions of great interest, prompting new affirmations of faith and hinting at new problems of
With Him the type yields to the
speculation.
reality.
He establishes a new covenant founded
on a new relation the Kingdom of God, which for
•

NT

We

—

the elects' sake has been prepared before. He, the
Elect One, also has been prepared before from the
foundation of the world (1 P po, He 7).= The
nature of election is in conformity with the nature
of the Kingdom, viz. election into a common life
under one rule. It is a universal Kingdom ; the
choice is made by God's love of humanity, not by
favour to any particular nation. It is boundless in
extent and everlasting, being for man as man.
There is therefore a universal call, the manifestation of God in Christ coming into contact with the
minds of men. It is also a spiritual Kingdom.
The call to enter it can be complied with only by
fulfilling its spiritual conditions
repentance and
Christ is the pattern and exemplar of it.
faith.
g^*
235"), with whom, the
He is the Elect One (Lk
Servant of the Lord, He explicitly identifies Him4"-**),
and who is upheld in His election by
self (Lk
the Father. The call is addressed to all men Ro 1°,
2 Th 2" etc. ), but all do not continue in it (Mt 20i»
Those who do are the true elect {kXtjtoL,
etc.).
iKXcKTot), for whom the Kingdom was prepared
from before the foundation of the world (25" etc. )
for whose sake God shortens the sufferings of the
last times ; whose prayers He hears, whom He
knows, and who are to rejoice because their names
are written in heaven. To give the Kingdom to
them is the Father's good pleasure. They prove
themselves the elect of God in that they are
obedient to the call of Christ. The origin of their
faith is carried back to the eternal counsel of God.
This faith itself originates not so much in their own
receptivity as in the work of Christ and power of

—

(

1 In the well-kaown chapter of Jeremiah (IS), Israel is not mere
nor is God a mere potter the heart of the parable is the
Divine desire to secure the Divine impress on the clay.
^ These are points in which the NT teaching is in direct affinity
^ith latar Jewish apocalyptic ; ct. Book of Enoch.

clay,

;

God. The process of their election is their continuous
uons discipleship, referred, like its inception, to
the^will of God. Not only in purpose, but in fact,
<

!

are these in election.
In all the foregoing no attempt is made to solve
the implicit difficulties; the knots are there, not
In St. John we
for solution, but for combination.
find that the result of Christ's work is due to Divine
cause those come whom the Father gives, those
who do not come to Christ are the children of the
devil.
Again, those who come are those who love
the truth and light, those who come not love
darkness. All, i.e., that happens here happens
in human freedom, yet under Divine causality.
According to St. Peter, election fulfils itself in
sanctification of spirit (1 P !'•' [in 1 P 2' reprobation seems indicated ; the ethical condition of
disobedience is not to be excluded]). St. James
sees Christians to be what they are by God's election, begetting by the word of truth, and working
St. Paul's doctrine comin them faith (Ja l'^-2°).
prises so many elements that very divergent views
On close examination it
of it have been taken.
:

'

'

found to add nothing radically new. The
Thessalonians (1 Th 1*) know themselves elected of
God, because they have accepted the message of
salvation (with 2 Th 2"' etc., cf. 1 P P- »• 2» etc. ).
The kernel of the Apostle's teaching is to be found
will be

in

Ro

8^-'°(rather than in 9-11),'

where election

is

the strongest assertion of assurance. Amid the
anxieties of the age, the believer is not to be dismayed, since to those whom God loves, and who
are His elect, all things work together for good—
certainty which opens out a broad prospect into
the deepest thoughts of God, who foreknows and
foreordains ; and whom He foreknows and foreordains He calls, justifies, and glorifies. It is a
pure triumph-song of faith, declaring its own eternal salvation for its own comfort and strengthening.
In the other locus classicus, Eph 1^"', the ground of
election is God's good pleasure and free grace its
aim the holiness of the elect and their standing in
the adoption of children. According to Eph 4*,
election accomplishes itself by incorporation into
the one body, the believing community, which is
In the
effected by the acceptance of the Gospel.
Pastorals the Apostolate is ordained to work faith
In other Epistles the assurance of
in the elect.
election is confirmed in the conceptions of it as a
irpb6e(Ti.i rdv aluvav, and as being bound up with the
world-plan. The ideas throughout are moral, not
theoretical, expository rather than explanatory
the statement of present experience and undeniable
personal conviction that the action of God, the
protection of God, and the purpose of God are upon
the believer, within him, and around him, going
before him and preparing him unto the eternal
It is a thought in entire harmony with the
issue.
general doctrine of the NT. Humanity is fallen,
is incapable of saving itself by its own forces, and
can be redeemed only by an act of pure grace.
Election has followed a course of evolution, the
realization of God's plan, since the call of Abraham,
in the history of his nation, culminating in Christ.
St. Paul clearly formulates the intention of the
Jews' election, that all may be saved.' There is
no mention of the exclusion of any by Divine
He, indeed, never suggests that men may
decree.
not resist God's wUl nor does he ever allow us to
suppose that they may not defeat God's purpose.
But salvation is offered to all. Its determining
cause is the free decision of the individual. Its
condition is faith in the gospel. God confers on
man the power to believe through the presentation
Unbelief arises from neglect of the
of the gospel.
use of the means of ^ace. There is, at this point,
a moment of determmism in the Pauline docp^rine.
;

'

;

I

See p.
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small print.
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'
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bondage of sin, so turned
that God's Spirit must accompany
the word to produce saving faith. The Apostle
thus asserts both election and man's liberty. He
makes no attempt to reconcile them. Was the
necessity urgent? St. Paul was a mystic in the
higher reaches of his thought. The religious life
to him was, in its last ansilysis, a rhythm of life
within life, in which desire determined the flow of
gifts from the including greater to the included
less.
So God meets man in the many phases of his
shadowed mind, and gives Himself or what is His
as man will receive j and, as He gives, the inner
springs of man's self are touched, yielding the secrets
of freedom and faith. The God-possessed life is the
self-possessing life.
Of the mechanism of the soul
that sets itself against God, St. Paul had no exEerience he could not describe it. Still less could
e posit a decree of reprobation to explain it.
In
the case of the sole rejection he knew that of the
Jews the casting away was temporary, and to be
wrought against. Even so it miglit fare with evU,
when its meaning should be taken up into the
master-meaning of good, and its whole history,
while playing a real part, should be known as but
an episode in the history of good.
From the foregoing we deduce these three assured
positions (1) the ideal Son, who is the Mediator
of the Divine life, the bestower of the Divine
Spirit, the express image of the Divine Person
(2) the ideal community, the elect race, the chosen
body, which is to exhibit the virtues and graces of
the Son ; (3) Jesus, pre-ordained in the eternal
counsel to be the agent of its election, its Head,
Lord, and Christ, through whom God calls, begets,
and sanctifies the elect. In the Person, Work, and
Church of Christ the many-sided foreshadowings
and hopes of the OT find fulfilment. The correspondence of the fulfilment with the prophecy is
not forced.
see the great lines of thought of
the history and prophecy proceeding to an unknown, unimaginable end, and in the
meeting
in Christ in a wholly new combination, the spring
of fresh forces and larger hopes for mankind.
It
is the consummation in Life of what was prepared
is

so fast in tlie

towards

evil,

:

—

—

:

;

We

NT

in life.
If

the Divine purpose

is

to be read in the light

we justly speak of non-elect ?
The term has no warrant in Scripture. Has the
of its evolution, can

In answer, the following considerations may
?
be deemed relevant (1) Election is always of some
with the benefit of ail in view, the special /eM) for
idea

:

the universal many. (2) Election is neither in the
OT nor in the NT rigorously restricted to the elect
body other nations besides Israel do work for
Jahweh in the execution of His redemptive purpose
—as, e.g., Egypt, Cyrus, etc. ; similarly in the NT
' in every nation
he that feareth God (Ac 10^) and
'all nations of men on all the face of the earth,'
concerning whom God hath determined the times
before appointed, that they should seek the Lord,
:

'

'

if

haply they might

feel after

him and

find

him

Eph 3«). (3) The Christian hope is
not for us only, but also for the whole
Worid (1 Jn 22 cf. 1 Ti 2< 4", Tit 2"). (4) The
prophecy of ' a dispensation of the fulness of the
times' (Eph
cf. Ph 2"'-", Col i^'-^), when
whatever shall ultimately exist shall be reconciled
to God, is an idea including the redemption of
physical nature, with the destruction of sufiering
and death the redemption of human nature, with
the destruction of sin and the redemption of the
world of angels, with the destruction of the spiritual
forces opposing themselves now to the Kingdom.
(5) Although there is a limit to absolute universality
of salvation, the cause of limitation is not in God or
His counsel. Intimations of impossibilities occur,
but these are not referred back to God's ordain(17f-^;

cf.

universal,

'

;

'

V

;

;

;

ment

2S9
they arise from the condition of the

;

spirit

men themselves. To the wicked God shown
mercy— giving time and place for repentance. All
shall be made alive who can be.
If it should be
of

that God's judgments pass from a disciplinary
stage to a penal, it is through the impenitence of
those who are the subjects of them.
decree of
non-election is unthought of (in Ko 8, Eph 1, the
reference is to believers only). Election is to life.
And the life of the elect is tne leaven of all. Yes,
but all are not receptive what then ? The problem is not solved. God wills all men to be saved.
But all are not saved. Is the Divine will then
frustrated ? An intractable residuum in human

A

;

nature

is

contemplated.

of all

things.

Before it does God's
will be a restitution
tolerate on its borders a

There

resourcefulness fail?

Can

it

—

quenchless Gehenna?
The antinomy is left
position acceptable perhaps to the practical religions mind, but perplexing to the reason. The final
relation between the elect and the reprobate, and
between the reprobate and God, is unknown. There
is no experiential material on which to construct
and God s procedure is hid. Conscience, not intellect, adjusts the problem.
The well-known chapters 9-11 of RomanB are best understood
as a parenthesis, treating of a very special objection.
Its theme
was a burning problem to the Apostle, hence the length at
which he treats it. Its argument is wholly apart from hie
central experience, and in line with the current Judaic scholastic
teaching. It reminds us that St. Paul was a Jew, learned in
the traditions '—as well as a Christian. Its principal elements
are these ; (1) The recognition of the absolute sovereignty of
'

God

the Jews who rejected Christ and those who accepted
both made their respective choices in subjection to the
Divine appointment. (2) This Divine election was for a certain
definite purpose the unbelieving Jews were blinded in order
that the Gentiles might obtain the salvation that was through
Christ. (3) The blinding thus inflicted upon a portion of the
Jews was temporary, and, when the purpose was accomplished
for which this Divine appointment had been made, the ban
would be removed
through the ministry of the Gentile
Christians the unbelieving Jews would be converted to the true
faith and all Israel would be saved.
The absolute result was
sure if any failed it was because they did not make their calling
;

Him

;

;

:

sure.

That

this line of

thought on election had

exponents

its

in

the Jewish schools may be felt in the Book of Wisdom (cf. the
interesting essay by Eduard Grafe in Theol. Abha7idUingen Carl
von Weizsdcker gewidmet. Freiburg, 1892).
Double predestination is affirmed, but whether in the Augustinian or in the
Calvinistic sense is another question. The Apostle's object is to
set forth a wider election-doctrine than that of the Pharisees
(cf. Gore, Romans. 1899, ii. Sanday-Headlam, Romans,' in ICC,
1895, ad toe.), and to reduce every motive for Judaic pride. He
has not in view either the relation of God's causality and man's
freedom or the double predestination.*
'

'

*

;

'

—

Subsequent theological reflexion. Until the
time of St. Augustine this is neither profound nor
precise.
Patristic thought is unspeculative.
It is
pervaded by a strong practical sense which shrinks
from theoretical problems suggested, but not
solved, by the Apostolic teaching.
The mental
attitude of the Fathers is determined by a close
adherence to the received sacred pronouncements,
and by the endeavour to repel whatever in contemporary cults appeared plainly contrary to them.
In their view the unit of election tends to be not
the individual destiny, but the redeemed race.
Again, their point of departure is not the decree
of God, but the believing experience of the saved.
Moreover, personal election being a moment of
3.

—

faith's assurance of its own eternal
cannot conjoin with itself any assertion
of reprobation, since that can be no element of
That Jesus is the Elect of God, that His
faith.
election has no other object than the election of
His Church, that the Church lives to bring the
world to God these are the primary contentions.
Both the Greek and Latin doctors maintain the
Divine sovereignty, man's liberty and responsibility, and the reconciliation of both in God's
foreknowledge.'
Differences first appear in the
meanings attached to those doctrines
and the

personal faith

worth

—

it

'

'

—

;

1

Not necessarilj' foreknowledge

was not seriously discussed.

of

man's merit.

The question

;; '
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meanings emerge in their particular cast from
alien prepossessions, e.g. in the East from philoThe Greek
sophy, in the West from law.
divines, influenced hy the universalist strain in St.
Paul's teaching, formulate a more genial concept
the Latins, appealing to his
of man's freedom
determinist strain, dominate man's will by God's
;

sovereignty.

TertuUian ' is an exception. He unites with the
Alexandrians in a view of the will which erects it
into an independent faculty, having 'freedom in
both directions,' knowing both good and evU, and
able to choose between them. This is not St.
he asserts of the will simply
Paul's doctrine
freedom from conflicting motives. East and West
:

alike inculcate a doctrine of synergism, according
to which the renewal of the soul is the result of
two factors Divine grace and man's freedom.
But what is the part taken by each factor ? Does
the mercy of God take the initiative, or the will of
man ? Does the exertion of man's will precede the
Divine aid 1 In what sense is the will free 1 Increasingly the West exalts the Divine goodness
the East enlarges the range of human freedom, and
accords saving merit to man's efibrt. In harmony
with such positions, election is a pre-ordination of
blessings and rewards for such as are foreseen to
be worthy of them. There is no predestination to
Justin
sin, although there is foreknowledge of it.
Martyr is strenuous in repudiating Stoic fatalism.
Men, he affirms, have it in their power to cast off
With IreniEus sin in
sin by exerting their will.
some fall and
men and angels is a free act.
others do not is a mystery. There is no interference with human freedom. The blindness in
those who reject the Gospel is the result of their
own character. It is the same with the Greeks
Methodius expresses this common conviction when
he writes that 'sin is an act of personal freedom.'
Of special interest is Victorinus the Rhetor, who
pushes the logic of the West to its extreme limit,
short of Augustine's, of whom he is the direct precursor.
Much varying comment is made on isolated statements'' in St. Paul's Epistles, which
often assume a greater importance than in the
original context, and are usually discussed less in
relation to the Apostle's system of doctrine than
under personal predilections.
With Augustine the whole subject assumed new
and front-rank prominence. His doctrine has little

—

Why

historical background.

It

was mostly a new

crea-

tion from a new standpoint, drawn not from earlier
Christian sources, but from the ideas which he
had imbibed from his philosophical studies operating on the convictions of an intensely awakened
conscience. The secret of Augustine lies in his
inner growth. To appreciate aright his contribution to Christian philosophy, two considerations
must be kept in view his peculiar spiritual discipline, and the subordination of his reason to his
His philosophy, if he has one, is ancillary
faith.
to his religion, which is real, positive, and profound. It was gradually, as polemical occasion
incited, worked out
it cannot be presented as a
systematized whole, bristles with unreconciled antitheses, offers unceasing suggestion, and is to be
interpreted in its spirit and method rather than in
Amidst the enervation
its immediate conclusions.
and confusion which resulted from his doubt and
despondency, and from the secular catastrophes of
his age, there were two truths that continued to
cast an absorbing image on his mind a conviction
that the human mind was a thing apart in the
universe, and that a Divine mind embraced the

—

;

—

1

The phrase liberum arbitrium
'

'

is

due to TertuUian.

Whom be did foreknow he also did predestinate
Whom he will he hardeneth (918) Jacob have I

2 As, e.g.,
(Ro 829) ; •

lOTed,

*

Esau have

'

I

hated

'

(9i3).

;

•

whole in an all-seeing

vision.

How reconcile this

incarnate perversity of a world with the being of
God ? The two foci of his ' system are a monistic
doctrine of unity and the theory of original or
The world is but the expression of
racial sin.
God ; God's own immediate will is the sole cause
of all things. In the view of God's eternal knowledge the natural man is evil, wholly depraved,
morally insufficient, and helpless, from the identity
of the race and Adam (so tremendous an effect is
attributed to the Fall) ' the will has power indeed
for evil but not for good, except as helped by the
Infinite Good.' Original sin is the basis of predestinating election. The whole human mass was
so justly condemned in the apostate root that,
were none rescued from that damnation, none
could blame God's justice. Those who are rescued
are rescued gratuitously ; those who are not only
show what the whole lump, even the rescued
themselves, deserved, had not undeserved mercy
succoured them (Enchiridion, 99 ; cf. Ep. cxciv.
If the will of man turns to good, that is due
6, 8).
Man's regeneration
to gracious Divine efficiency.
Grace is efficacious
is entirely the work of grace.
and irresistible ; its action on the soul is the result
Only those predestinated
of direct Divine agency.
to eternal life are regenerated ; they are also endowed with the gift of perseverance. Grace is
They are the elect. The elect are
indefectible.
few in comparison with the non-elect (a doctrine
attributed to Scripture, and confirmed by observation) ; yet the latter are somehow created for the
benefit of the former. Election is not grounded on
foreknowledge of human faith or conduct ; no
account is given as to why some are elected and
others not ; there must be two classes to manifest
the Divine mercy and justice. ' Over the mass of
corruption there passed two acts of the will of God
an act of favour and grace, choosing part to be
partakers of everlasting glory ; and an act of
justice, forsaking the rest and adjudging them to
endless perdition ; these, vessels of wrath, those, of
mercy.' There was no positive and efficient decree
the decree of God was
of any to etemal deatn
simply to leave the wicked in the state of perdition
to which they had come. Augustine teaches pre'

:

—

;

terition.
The Augustinian doctrine depressed several positions hitherto unquestioned, and initiated a controversy which proved o(
unequalled influence throughout the mediaeval period, and
which at the Reformation still interested the intellectual world.
God as Will, not Mind man's free will as dependent on Divine
causation and not inalienable in its own constitution grace as
controlling, not assisting, human effort ; and all the logical consequences of the conceptions of absolutism in God and determinism in man— these ideas fill the horizon of the Middle Ages,
The strict
partly by way of attraction, partly of repulsion.
Augustinian argument is well sustained by such theologians as
Oottschalk, Aquinas, Bradwardine, and others, who exalt the
Divine grace, and at times teach the twofold predestination.
The doctrine of merit is represented in such commanding minds
as Rabanus Maurus, John Scotus Erigena, Duns Scotus, etc.
The dominant point of view, however, is seen in Aquinas, who
looked upon merit in the strict sense of the term as the effect
He argues
of grace, and grace as the effect of predestination.
with Augustine that the reason why grace is rejected is man's
own fault not on the ground of the existence of man's free will,
but on account of his disinclination to grace by reason of
;

;

—

He places the rejection in the faulty will of the
race and not in the choice of the individual.
Throughout the period the controversy shifts its

original sin.

base from the sound facts of experience ; and its
net results are of less value for the idea of election than for that of predestination. Logical considerations are the determining factors. Little
of practical import accrues. The modem world
tacitly settled down to a modified Augustinianism.

In the Roman communion strict Augustinianism,
while not formally repudiated, has, under the
influence of Jesuit ascendancy, not been favoured.
The Council of Trent made no further definitions.
Various hypotheses as to the connexion between
electing grace and man's free will have been ad-

;

BLBPHANTA
vanced by Roman divines, and only those of the
Jansenists have been condemned. The general
current of opinion has been against unconditional
In the Reformaelection, in favour of synergism.
tion teaching the general spirit of Augustinianism
has been mamtained at first more faithfully with
Luther and the Lutheran Church in its subjective
value
with Zwingli and Calvin in its objective
worth more recently with both Lutheran and
Reformed unconditional election has been abandoned. Yet synergism has not won fresh credit.
Pelagianism, it is universally felt, has been finally
refuted.
God is sovereign, and man is free both
truths are to be retained, as Augustine blunderingly argued. The path to their reconciliation,
according to modem thought, is to be found in a
less juristic and more moral conception of Divine
sovereignty, and in a less indifferent and more
determinate theory of the human will. Presentday mental science, even with the help of the
doctrines of heredity and environment, has not
succeeded in rendering any form of materialistic
determinism cogent to the modem mind. In so far
it helps to confirm the belief of the bulk of the
Christian Church in all ages that man's destiny is
in his own hands. It prevents us equally from
any assertion of predestination in its extreme
personal sense. Election in the sense of our circumstances and surroundings being made for us
and not by us this is simple and obvious enough.
But that we are not the necessary result of our
circumstances and surroundings is the plain testimony of our conscious life. That conscious life
which speaks saying, Thou oughtest,' wakes a no
Because I
less certain echo within, which says,
ought, I can.' That 'can' abides for ever, however enfeebled it may become.' The social pressure
may as a matter of fact be made subservient to its
increase since social coercion, if it be reasonable,
Similarly
of moral robustness.
is a condition
man's independence is secured in dependence on
self
-surrender
The
essence
of
freedom
is
to
God.
the Divine will.^
;

;

;

;

—

'

'

:

LrraRATDBE.—There is a very large literature on the subject,
predestination are
in the major part of which election and
used interchangeably. A copious bibliography will be found at
the end of W. A. Copinger, Treatise on Predestination^ Election,
and Grace, London, 1889. Every modern writer on NT theology
and every commentator on Romans and Ephesians deals
with the subject— largely by way of simple exposition. The
*

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

two most notable writings of the modem period are Thomas
Erskine of Linlathen, The Doctrine of Election, London,
1837, and Schleiermacher, Lehre von der Erwdhlung, Berlin,

A.

1836.

S.

Martin.

ELEMENT.—See Atomic Theoky.
ELEPHANTA. — Elephanta is an island on the
W.

long. 73° E. ;
coast of India ; lat. 18° 58' N.
about 6 miles from the city of Bombay, and 4 from
the mainland. The native name of the island is
Gharapuri, which has been interpreted to mean
city of purification,' or, in the form Gdrapuri,
'
city of excavations,' of which Pun was probably
the earlier form.
The Portuguese gave it the
name of Elephanta, from a life-sized figure of an
elephant, hewn from an isolated mass of trap-rock,
which formerly stood in the lower part of the
This
island, not far from the usual landing-place.
figure fell down many years ago, and was supposed
to have disappeared
but it was discovered in
1864-5, and was removed to the Victoria Gardens,
Bombay, where all that remains of it now stands.
The elephant had originally a small figure on its
back, called by some a young elephant, by others
1 Cf. Henley, I am the master of my fate
I am the captain of my soul.'
;

'

;

'

For a splendid assertion

of the

same from the

side of mysticism.
Bee Maeterlinck's Wisdom and Destiny, Lond. 1902.
3 Cf. Tennyson, * Our wills are ours, we know not how ;
Our wills are ours, to make them thine.
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a tiger (Yule-Burnell, Anglo-Indian Gloss,, s.v.
Elephanta '). Another image, that of a horse,
whicli once stood S.E. of the Great Cave, has disappeared. The inland is famous for a splendid
series of rock-cave temples, which, according to
local tradition, vfere excavated by the Pandava
heroes of the Mahabhurata epic, while a still
wilder legend attributes them to Alexander the
Great, to whom popular tradition ascribes many
great and ancient structures, even in parts of the
country which he never reached in the course of
Fergusson, comparing them with
his invasion.
other works of the same type, assigns their construction to the 10th cent. A.D.
Burgess dates
them earlier in the latter part of the 8th or the
beginning of the 9th century. There is said to
have been an inscription over the entrance of the
Great Cave, which, if discovered, would probably
decide the date and the name of the king under
whom they were excavated. This slab, according
to Diogo do Couto, the Portuguese annalist, was
removed by his countrymen ; but, if it ever existed,
it has now disappeared.
The temple in the Great Cave is, like all Brahmanical rock-temples in W. India, dedicated to
^iva and, according to Stevenson, it belongs to
the Smartta school of that sect. Burgess, however, is inclined to believe that it may be older
than the present sectarial divisions, and that it
was excavated when all the Saivas held nearly the
'

;

—

:

same

doctrines.

In all there are six caves, of which four are fully
or nearly complete
the fifth is almost entirely
filled up, and the sixth is supposed to have been
intended merely to provide cells for anchorites.
The most important of all is the Great Cave,
which, excluding the porticoes and back aisle,
forms an irregular square of about 91 ft. in both
directions.
This contains that striking piece of
sculpture, a colossal bust, known as the Trimurti,
or triad (' trinity being an inappropriate expression for this Hindu combination of gods), which
stands at the back of the cave, facing the entrance.
It undoubtedly represents Siva as the supreme
deity ; but there has been much difference of
opinion as to the designation of the three faces.
That in the centre is probably Siva, the creator of
the universe ; or, as some say, Brahma, who, according to the legend, sprang from the left side of
Siva to create the world. That on the left of the
spectator is believed to be the Vedic Budra, in later
times identified with Siva, the Destroyer. The third
face of the triad, that on the right of the spectator,
has a gentle, placid, almost feminine look and,
though generally, and perhaps rightly, regarded
as that of Siva in the character of Visnu, has by
some been identified with Parvati, the iakti, or
consort, of Siva. Like many of the Elephanta
sculptures, this group has been sadly mutilated,
even in recent times, by thoughtless or mischievous visitors. It has now been placed under the
protection of a guard. Enough, however, remains
to show the wonderful beauty and dignity of the
sculpture. On each side of the recess in which the
Trimurti stands are figures of the giant warders,
minor gods on their promotion, who act as protectors (dvdrapala) of the god. The shrine [garbha)
of the temple contains in the centre a base, or
altar, in the middle of which is the lingam, or
phallic emblem, of ^iva, cut from a stone of harder
and closer grain than that out of which the temple
has been excavated.
;

'

'

'

;

'This plain stone, the mysterious symbol representative of
Siva aa the male energy or production, or source of the generative power in nature as the yoni, or circle in which it stands,
is the idol of the temple, the
is of the passive or female power
central object of worship, to which everything else is only accessory or subsidiary (Burgess, p. 9).

—

—

'

In the compartment east of the Trimurti

is

a

;
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many figures surrounding a representation of the androgynous Siva, an image half male
and half female, known as Arddhanarisvara, accompanied by Visnu riding on the bird Garuda
group of

(whom Fergusson would connect with Assyrian
beliefs), Indra, and Brahma, who are here represented as in attendance upon Siva. The sinylar
compartment on the west side is occupied by Siva
and Parvati, the mountain-goddess, his consort.
The figures are not really nude (which is a Jaina
rather than a Brahmanical habit), the drapery
being carved in the conventional style, which represents only the thicker folds and hems.
Passing to the west porch, we come to the famous
group of the marriage of Siva and Parvati, who
here represent the primordial pair from whose
union the fertility of the soil and the increase of
the human race, cattle, and crops are assured. The
scene, unfortunately now much damaged, seems to
depict the meeting of the bridal pair, accompanied
by Brahma, Visnu, or Surya, the sun-god, the
mother of the bride, and Sarasvati, the goddess of
eloquence, who blesses the union. Following this
scene come representations of Siva and Parvati in
Kailasa, the paradise of the god
and under it
the ten-faced Ravana, king of Lanka or Ceylon,
whose exploits are recorded in the Rainayana.
Opposite the marriage of Siva is one of the most
remarkable sculptures in the cave the face of the
principal figure mdicative of rage, the lips set, with
tusks projecting from the corners of the mouth.
This has usually been considered to represent Vlrabhadra, one of the Saiva incarnations (avatara).
It is more probably Bhairava, an incarnation of
Rudra, who seems to be derived from the nonAryan demonolatry one of the most common
objects of worship among the Maratha people, by
whom he is also known as Kapalabhrt, 'skullwearer,' or Mahakala, Time personified as the
Great Destroyer. In this aspect Siva was worshipped by the Kapalika sect, naked mendicants
who wore skulls round their necks, and drank from
a cup formei out of a human skull (see AghorI).
Farther on, Siva is depicted performing the Tandava dance, which he does in the character of
Bhutesvara, lord of ghosts and goblins,' haunting
cemeteries and places of cremation, attended by
troops of imps, trampling on rebellious demons,
heated by drink, and followed in the dance by his
spouse Devi another example of the absorption,
in the cult of the god, of much of the non-Aryan
devil-worship. Here he also appears as Mahayogi,
the 'great ascetic,' his image closely resembling
that of Buddha, with whom this side of his cultus
was doubtless closely associated. Burgess (p. 41)
explains this resemblance as
due in part to the circumstance that the Brabmans excavated
;

—

—

'

—

*

their cave temples in imitation and rivalry of the Bauddhas.
The Bhikshus or Bauddha ascetics wore yellow robes, and in
imitation of them probably the Shaiva Yogis and mendicants
adopted tawny-coloured clothes. Buddha was regarded by his
followers as the Great Ascetic, and this may have tempted the
early Shaivas to give prominence to a similar characteriatic in
the representation of their favourite object of worship.'

The second rock-temple has been
little of

injured,

and

the sculpture remains capable of descrip-

tion or identification. The third temple is stQl
more dilapidated. In the fourth there were, according to Diogo do Couto, two images of Vetala,
lord of demons, and of Chandl, or Durga in her
malevolent aspect ; but these have long since
disappeared.
The Great Cave is still used at
Saiva festivals, and a fair is held at the feast of
the Sivardtri, or ' Siva's night,' on the 14th of the
dark half of Magha (about the middle or end of

February),
vigil

when a

by night, and

lingam.

fast is observed by day and a
there is special worship of the

article is largely based, is that of J.
;

:

;

;

;

.

—

;

;

;

;

;

A

;

W.

ELKESAITES.—

The adherents of a form of
religion having baptism as its leading feature,
which arose c. A.D. 100, probably in trans- Jordanic
Palestine.
It was intended to mark a renewal in
Judaism, and was originally a Jewish sect.
The
I. The
literary tradition.
(1) Sources.
sources of our information regarding the Elkesaites and their founder are far from abundant.

—

Eusebius

{HE vi.

38) speaks of the

'

—

perversion of the Elke-

as something quite ephemeral in character, and quotes
from a homily of Origen on Ps 82 a passage which refers to the
proceedings of Elkesalte missionaries, to their sacred book, and
to their offer of remission of sins. For any more deflnite
knowledge regarding the sect, as well as for light upon its not
wholly insignificant history, we are entirely dependent upon
the heresiologists Hippolytus and Epiphanius.
The former
saites

'

narrates the doings of the Elkesaite Alcibiades in Rome, while
the latter recounts the results of the Elkesaite propaganda in
Syria but to both writers we are even more indebted for their
extracts from the Elkesaite book of revelation. This document
was known to them only in its Greek form in a passage containing references to dimensions which is quoted by both,
the reduction of the Oriental measures to Roman miles
is ^iven by each in identical terms.
The copy of the book
which Hippolytus used was that which Alcibiades had taken
to Rome. It contained some lines referring to Elkesai as a
righteous man, who had received the book (see below, § 3) and
delivered it to others. These lines, and other two or three
passages of which we shall speak below, were wanting in the
copy used by Epiphanius, and were, in fact, written by Alcibiades himself in Rome. The style of the Gr. translation, or
else the condition of the MS, was such that both Hippolytus
and Epiphanius were now and again compelled simply to guess
at the construction, with the result that mistakes have crept
into their accounts. But their references and quotations are
in the main of such a character as to give us the impression that
the book was not a large one, and that hardly anything of real
importance in Its contents has been wholly overlooked. Aa
yet, however, the task of using the fragments as materials for
a connected history of Elkesai and his work has never been
taken in band, and it is the aim of the present article to make
;

;

good this defect.
In connexion with the various points dealt with in what
follows, cf. Hippolytus, Philosophoum£na {Refutatia omnium
haeresium), ix. 13-17, x. 29 (MiUer, pp. 292-297, 330); Epiphanius, Hoer. xix. xxx. 17, liii. (pp. 40-44, 141, 397, 461 f.).
Epitome, xix. xxx. (ed. Dindorf, i. 362, 369). "The account given
by Theodoret (HcBr. Fab. ii. 7) is wholly dependent upon these
older authorities, and contributes nothing to the emendation
of their texts.
The Arabic records of the Mughtasila (see
below) are ^ven in the original, with a German tr., by D,
Chwolsohn, Die Ssabier u. der Ssdbismus, ii. 543 f., and by G.
Fliigel, Mani, seine Lehre u, seine Schriften, Leipzig, 1862, pp.
48, 83f., 133 f.

—

The Elkesaites are so named
(2) The name.
from an Aram, formation which the Gr. tradition
(Hipp.) or 7)Xfai (Epiph.).
of this word may quite likely
be a transliteration of Aram. '03, hidden.' The
first syllable, according to Epiphanius, corresponds
to S'n, power.' The name as a whole would thus
mean ' hidden power,' and one may quite reasonably believe that the founder of the sect if, let
us say, he was, like the Apostle Paul (2 Co 10'°),
a man of insignificant presence was so designated
by his followers the epithet applied to Simon
Magus (Ac 8'") would furnish an analogy. But
the Arab, form of the name borne by the founder

represents as

7;Xxa<rai

The second element

'

'

—

—

;

LlTERATORB.
The literature connected with Elephanta is
voluminous. The best account of the place, on which this

Burgess, The Rock-Temples

of Elephanta or Ghdrdpuri, with excellent photographs by
D. H. Sykes (Bombay, 1871 reprintedj without_iUu8tration8,
in 1875).
This is supplemented by Pandit Bhagvanlal Indrajl,
in BO xiv. 69 ff.
The earliest traveller's account is that of Van
Linschoten (1698), ed. A. C. Bumell, Hakluyt Society, L 291.
This was followed by Diogo do Couto (1616), Do muito notavel
e espantoso Pagode do Ele/ante, quoted by Yule-Bumell, AngleIndian Gloss., p. 341. Among accounts by other travellers may
be noted Fryer, New Account of E. India and Persia (1698),
Ovington, Voyage to Suratt (1696), p. 165 f. ; Grose,
p. 76
Voyage to E. Indies (1757), i. 69 ff. Ives, Voyage from England
to India (1773), p. 45
Niebuhr, Voyage en Arabic et en d'autrei
pays circonvoisons (1774), ii. 26 ff Macneil, Archaeolo^ia (1783),
viii. 270 ff.
Goldingham, Asiatick Researches (179b}, iv. 409 fl.
Lord Valentia, Voyages and Travels (1809), ii. 169 fl. Forbes,
Oriental Memoirs (1813), i. 423, 462 ff., 441 fl. (2nd ed. 1834, i.
266 fl.); Erskine, TraTU. Literary Society (1818), i. 189 ff.;
Maria Graham, Journal of a Residence in India (1812, 2nd
ed. 1813), p. 45 ff.
Fergusson, Rock Temples of India (1846),
Fergusson-Burgess, Cave Temples of India (1880),
p. 54 f.
V. A. Smith,
Hist, of Fine Art in India and
p. 465 fl.
Ceylon (1911), p. 216 f.
CrOOKE.

:
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of the Mughtaeila (baptists of the Euphrates), viz.
,^A».*^I, as read in the mamisoripts of

Kitab

al-

Fihrist, precludes the aspiration of the first letter,
and therefore also the derivation of rjK from S'n,
' power.'
The Arab, spelling, in fact, seems rather
to suggest that the original expression was "03 ';k,

•hidden God.' Still, as the Arab, name bears no
vowel-signs, and also lacks the diacritical points
without which the last three consonants cannot

be exactly determined, it may be pronounced in
various ways, and its real meaning may have been
something quite difterent. The conventional form
' Elkesai
makes its appearance for the first time
in Theodoret, who derived it from Origen's EXitecrotToi
this, again, is a variation of EX(te<raioi, and
the form EXfcetratos gained currency only through a
confusion between the name of the sect and the
surname of the prophet Nahum, "ifpSK.i, of which
it is the regular Gr. transliteration in the LXX.
view that has received considerable support
is that the name
Elkesai applies to the sacred
book itself, and not to its author at all. But
there are no good grounds for accepting this
theory, which, moreover, involves a quite useless
distinction.
As we shall see presently, there was
a real personality behind the book.
Tradition aflBrms that
(3) The Book of Elkesai.
Elkesai was in possession of the volume as a book
of revelation from the very outset of his career,
but it gives widely varying accounts of the means
by which he obtained it. The Elkesaite missionaries with whom Origen was acquainted are said
to have held that it fell down from heaven.
Another account or perhaps two—was inserted
by the above-mentioned AJcibiades in his own
copy of the work, immediately before the text,
which began with the chapter describing a vision
vouchsafed to Elkesai. Hippolytus deciphered as
much of this inserted note as he was able, and
reproduces it thus
;

A

'

'

—

—

—

—

*

The righteous man Elcbasai received the book from Sera

[or Serai

(?

a city or

'

the Serea,'

i.e.

the Chinese)] in Parthia,

and entrusted it to one named Sobiai, as having been revealed
by an angel who was twenty-four <rxoii'oi in height, six in
breadth,' etc.

On

this we would remark that the original writer
of the note obviously did not know how the book
had come into existence, and that his fictitious
statement was really designed to stimulate interest
in the work, on the principle that curiosity plays
most assiduously around things of remote origin ;
while, again, the phrase ' revealed by an angel,'
80 far as regards the words iirb (£77^011 merely
represents an idea in the mind of Hippolytus
himself, who thus sought unwarrantably and
wrongly to connect the statement of AJcibiades
with the vision recorded in the text of the book
probably a few words at the end of the note were

—

—

:

illegible.

Apart from these prefatory lines, and a few
passages subsequently interjiolated or recast, the
book undoubtedly owes its existence to the founder
of the sect.
But it would, of course, be altogether
wrong to suppose that the founder delivered no
oracles (commandments, directions about
ritual, predictions, etc.) while engaged in disseminatmg his teachings and governing his adherents.
The deep veneration accorded to his
descendants at a later day goes to show that in
his lifetime he had acquitted himself among his
intimate disciples as a man of God, while many
features of his book point so clearly to the
speaker's conviction regarding his Divine call as
a prophet that it is impossible to believe otherwise.
Now, if we examine the extant passages of
his work in the light of this idea, and take into
account not only their diction but also the diversifresh
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character of their matter, we come inevitably
to the concluBion tliat llie Book of Elkenai came
into existence by some such process as subsequently
took place in the case of the Qur'an, i.e. by piecing
togetlier the separate sheets on which the prophet's utterances had from time to time been transcribed.
After Elkesai's death his followers could
fall back upon the written record, and could promise salvation to all sinners ' as soon as ye
hearken unto this book ' ; but, while he still lived,
he must assuredly have insisted as did, of course,
also his disciples upon submission to himself as
Divinely inspired. The theory that the prophet,
as occasion arose, uttered his oracles, commandments, decisions, etc., which were then written
fied

—

—

down upon separate

sheets and circulated

his followers, is that which best accords
contents of the extant texts.

among

with the

—

Personality and work of Elkesai. As regards
and personality of Elkesai, all that the
literary tradition tells us is that he was a product of Judaism, was regarded as a righteous
man, and announced the new means of obtaining
remission of sins in the third year of the Emperor
Trajan.
learn, further, that the Essenes and
Ebionites accepted him, i.e. either the man himself as a prophet, or, at a later period, his distinctive teaching.
But the surviving extracts
and other citations from the sacred book give us
so definite an impression not only of his doctrines,
but also of his personality and his labours, that
we are able in many cases to reconstruct the
attendant circumstances without great risk of
2.

the

life

We

error.

—

Elkesai required his
(1) Doctrine and ritual.
adherents to practise circumcision, to observe the
Sabbath, and, in general, to live according to the
Jewish Law. He also sanctioned marriage. It
is probable that the prohibition of flesh-eating
ascribed to him, perhaps erroneously, by Epiphanius extended only to participation in tne
sacrificial meals of the heathen.
He insisted
strongly on the practice of turning towards Jerusalem in prayer, and forbade that of praying
towards the East an injunction meant, no doubt,
for the heathen, and perhaps also the Essenes,
among his followers. He believed in the One God
of Judaism and in the Last Judgment.
He also
shared the Jewish belief in various classes of
angels, and he identified the evil angels with the
stars in the northern region of the sky.
Elkesai was not a learned man. The extant
fragments of his book show not the slightest evidence of his having studied the Jewish Scriptures.
He imagined that he was proficient in astrology,
and he had heard of the elements of which the
world is composed ; but in these things likewise
his knowledge was of the scantiest.
In an astrological passage of his book the days 'when the
moon travels past, or in the same path with them
[the stars of the north],' are designated days of
the dominion of the evil stars,' on which accordingly no task should be begun. One of these days
was the Sabbath. But the third day was also
' when
evil
another three years of the Emperor
.' war would break out
Trajan have elapsed
among the ungodly angels of the north, and a con-

—

'

:

.

.

vulsion of all ungodly kingdoms would ensue. The
prophet had, of course, the Boman Empire in his
mind, and, as the catastrophe did not take place,
this unfulfilled prediction is a positive corroboration of the tradition that Elkesai lived and taught
before the end of the reign of Trajan.
The principal feature of the Elkesaite form of
religion was its practice of baptism. Elkesai proclaimed that total immersion of the body the
garments being retained in the waters of a river
or a spring was the means whereby the Divine

—

—

—
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remission of all sin was to be appropriated. Tliat
which other forms of reli^on sought to secure bysacrifice on altars was eftected here by the waters
of baptism.
The rite must be performed in the
name of the great and most high God,' or [? conjectural reading] with adoration of Him and the
candidate had to declare, immediately before his
immersion, that he would henceforth abstain from
all sin and all improbity in life and conduct.
Precisely the same ceremonial was to be observed
when immersion was resorted to for the cure of
disease and similar troubles, as, e.g., the bite of a
mad dog or of a venomous animal. Those who
Buffered from phthisis and those who were possessed
with demons were ordered to immerse themselves
in cold water, i.e. in a river or a well, forty times
in the course of seven days
and, if they were
unable to do this for themselves, the immersion
had to be performed, and the requisite vows uttered,
on their behalf, by others.
This sacramental
bath, as we interpret it, was designed to expel the
demons and disease-spirits who seek to destroy the
body. In all religions, no doubt, certain sacramental ceremonies, such as baptism, laying on of
hands, anointing, communion, are believed to work
similar effects on the bodily condition, but among
the Elkesaites the belief was an officially formu'

;

;

lated

One

doctrine.

of

formularies for
But, as it contains a
reference to this book,' i.e. the Book of Elkesai,
and also gives the series of the Elkesaite witnesses
to the oath (see below) in a later transcript dating
from a time when the Greek translation was about
to appear, the rubric in question has not come
down to us in its original form.

immersion survives in

their

full.

'

'

'

We

do not venture to affirm that the use of the sacrament
set forth in this fragment was not appointed by Elkesai himself
and first arose in the community at a later date (see 2
514).

K

Elkesai must have instituted still another sacramental ceremony of which, however, we hear
only indirectly (see below) viz. a communion with
bread and salt.
ceremony of this kind, designed
to ratify a covenant, was known among the Jews
(cf.
Lv 2", Nu 18", 2 Ch 13») it betokened
fellowship at the same table, and thus expressed
a solidarity of life or interest amongst the parties.
In the Elkesaite celebrations, however, the bread
and salt must have been credited with magical
virtues beneficent in their nature, of course, yet
capable of producing the opposite efiects in the
case of faithless or otherwise unworthy participants,
i'nst as is said with regard to the Christian
Sucharist (1 Co ll^-)The precise nature of the
beneficent effects in the case before us remains
unknown ; the Contestatio lacobi (in the [pseudo-]
Clementine Homilies), cap. 4, reads like a reminiscence of the Elkesaite practice.
(2) The 'witnesses to the oath.'
The Elkesaite
practice of invoking the elements as witnesses of
the baptismal vow presupposes the belief that the
saving effects of sacramental rites might be changed
into the opposite effects ; it was supposed tnat
they would prove fatal to those who took the oath
falsely.
Elkesai enjoined that such an invocation
should be made at the ceremonial bathings, the
elements being called to witness the vow of a holy
and upright life that had to be uttered, before
immersion, by all desirous of securing the promised
boon.
With the ceremonial elements (bread and salt)
he here associated those of the cosmos, to which
mankind must likewise look as the source not only
of blessing but also of the worst of evils.
Elkesai
kuew of the pentad of elements earth, water, fire,
air, and jether, as enumerated in the teaching of
the Greek schools from Aristotle's day. In his
ignorance, however, he substituted for 'air' its
most palpable manifestation, viz. wind, or the

—

A
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winds.
earth,'

'

Earth,'

again,

he interpreted as

'

the

and maintained accordingly that the heaven

likewise should have a place among the elements ;
while, to balance this addition, he rejected fire,
which, from its association with sacrifice, he was
unwilling to admit into his scheme. The ceremonial and cosmic elements, as thus elucidated,
formed the series of the seven witnesses to which
the Elkesaites made appeal when they performed
the rite of immersion. The underlying idea, as
we may surmise, was that those who did not keep
their vow became liable to all the evUs which these
elements might produce. Hence, if an Elkesaite
fell again into sin, it was a matter of the utmost
moment that he should repeat the ceremony without delay.
The baptism of
(3) Personality of Elkesai.
Elkesai alike in its object the remission of sins
and its preliminary condition— the pledge of a
changed life reminds us of the mission of John
the Baptist. But there was little in common
between the two men. It is true that, in the
earlier period of his career, Elkesai, like John,
believed in an impending convulsion which would
dissolve the existing world-order.
But tradition
furnishes no ground for believing that he expressly
set before himself the task of preaching repentance
to his own people and arousing their conscience.
The general tone of his admonitions (as, e.g., when
he gives a reason why fire should not be trusted,
and why water is better) scarcely suggests the
impassioned propagandist. With perfect composure
of spirit he enjoins that proselytes his converts
from heathendom had first of all to embrace
Judaism shall not be baptized on the Sabbath.
He looked for success not to some sudden thrill
of emotion which predictions of woe would excite
among the people, but to the approval which those
who believed in a Divine retribution would accord
to his teaching. He thus counted upon the convincing power with which his declarations and
arguments, instinct as they were with the note of
assurance, would impress all who were prepared to
listen to them with a serious mind.
As one who
received revelations, he musthave been an ecstatic,'
but he was no less a man of practical judgment,
'

'

—

—

—

—

—

'

with a clear eye for ways and means.
On the other hand, Elkesai did not lack that
inner experience which forms the dynamic of all
outstanding personalities in the religious sphere.
We have an evidence of this in his secret watchword, which, it is true, he communicated to hia
disciples for use in their prayers, though in the
wholly unintelligible form obtained by reversing the
sounds of each several word. The proper form of
the saying was K3T Kin ova \\y^s nnoD kin, i.e. 'I
am a witness over you in the day of the Great
Judgment.' He thus cherished the expectation
that at the Last Day his personal testimony would
be accepted as decisive before the great tribunal
an idea which reveals the intensity of his religioua
conviction.
The prophet
(4) His converts and followers.
found disciples not only among the Jews, but also
among the heathen whom the Jews called 'Godfearing' ((po^oi/ievoi Tbv SeSv).
He laid upon hia
heathen converts the obligations of circumcision,
Sabbath-keeping, turning towards Jerusalem in
prayer, and abstinence from the flesh of pagan
When, after having given hini their
sacrifices.
allegiance, they were tempted by their relatives to
return again to the sacrificial feasts, he cautioned
them kindly with the words, 'Children, go not
unto the gleam of fire, but follow rather the voice
of water.'
There is reason to believe
(a) The baptized.
that Elkesai at first directed his attention mainly
to the ' God-fearing,' or, at least, that he drew the

—

—

;
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majority of his followers from their ranks. This
seems to be implied by the concluding words of
the lines prefixed to the copy of his book used by
Hippolytus words to the etfect that the author
had entrusted the work, as a revelation, to a
:

—

Sobiai.' Now, this name (2o/3ia() is apart
from the terminal vowel, which is wanting an
exact transliteration of the Aram. ^bVaiyd, which
is the passive participle of a verb signifying
to
stain,' 'to wash,' and also 'to bathe'; and, as a

certain

'

—
'

definite plural, it would in this case mean ' the
bathed,' 'the baptized.'
This term, then, as
found in the prefatory note regarding the book,
i.e. regarding its actual contents, the utterances
of Elkesai himself, may be taken as indicating
that his earliest adherents were not of Jewish race,
but heathens who had submitted to the proselyte
baptism of Judaism only in order to secure the

salvation proclaimed by him.
His injunction
against baptizing proselytes on the Sabbath proves
beyond question, indeed, that he not seldom gained
accessions from the ranks of heathenism.
(b) The Essenes.
Among the Jews the sect of
the Essenes (g.v.) accepted the teaching of Elkesai.
From the time of the Jewish war this group of
zealous baptists had settled in the district to the
east of the Jordan, where they had opportunity to
follow their practice of ritual bathing in streams
and wells. Elkesai's teaching was in many points
akin to their own. Bumt-oflerings had already
been discarded by their fathers, even while the
altars of the true God were still burning at
Jerusalem. It is likely enough, too, that a belief
in astral deities would prevail in a community
which worshipped the sun at his rising. Whether
the Essenes abandoned that worship in compliance
with Elkesai's general injunction against turning
to the East in prayer, we do not know. That in
their other prayers they observed the fl'iiZa towards
Jerusalem may be inferred from the fact that they
had been in the habit of sending dedicated offerings
to the Temple.* Nevertheless, they must have in
some degree maintained their distinctive character
and their separate existence as a community, else
Epiphanius could not have spoken of the remnant
of their adherents in his day as a definite group
among the Elkesaites.

—

—

(c) The Jevnsh
Christians.
The teaching of
Elkesai found an open door also among the
Jewish-Christian communities whose language
was Aramaic. Amongst these the existing representatives of the earliest churches founded by
the Apostles of Jesus and their associates the
recollection of the baptism preached by the forerunner of Jesus would still be of some Infiuence
and, moreover, their long-protracted waiting for
the Saviour's return from heaven, as well as their
disappointment that one sign of the time after
another had proved abortive, must inevitably have
tended to predispose them to welcome a new
revelation.
With a view to winning their wholehearted allegiance, Elkesai circulated among them
a document in which he related how there had
appeared to him two figures of monstrous size, a
male and a female, facing each other like a pair of
statues ; the male was the Son of God, the female
was the Holy Spirit.^ In order to gain credence
for this story, he averred that the figures of equal
magnitude stood between two mountains, and
that he was thus enabled to ascertain their
dimensions
they were twenty-four axoTvoi high
(ninety-six Roman mUes), etc.
He also took care
to represent the vision as a token of God's approval
of himself and his work, stating that these beings

—

—

'

'

—

—
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are invisible to man, and had manifested themselves to him only by way of exception. The story
was quite in keeping with the religious notions of
these Jewish Christians. The ' Gospel
of the
Nazareeans in Beroea, according to Origen and
Jerome, contained a reputed saying of Jesus in
these words : '
mother, the Holy Spirit, took
me by one of my hairs, and conveyed me to the top
of the lofty mount Tabor.' In any case the imposture we can call it nothing else was successful.
Epiphanius asserts that the Ebionites and the
' Nasoraeans,' like the Essenes
and the Nazarseans,'
were imposed upon by the heresy of Elkesai, and,
while this statement does not apply to all Nazarenes
or Jewish Christians, we can quite well believe
that a large proportion of the pre-Catholic
Christians of Syria, and especially those occupying
the district to the east of the Jordan probably it
was the latter only who as yet called themselves
'Ebyontm, ' the poor
yielded their allegiance to
Elkesai. In a later age the Catholic Christianity
of the East surrendered in similar fashion to Islam,
'

My

—

—

'

—

'

—

and with less excuse. Cf. art. Ebionism.
(5) The presumptive close of Elkesai's career.
Elkesai had thus become the hierarch of a con-

—

fraternity which, if it did not count its members
by tens of thousands, had nevertheless a considerable influence, and enjoyed a fairly wide expansion.
Presently he had, of course, to deal with the cares
and troubles incident to a position like his. The
members of his communities came to him with
their grievances.
As Jews, they were subject to
the tyranny and chicanery of special taxation ; as
monotheists, who would not bow to the gods of
the State or the statues of the Emperor, they were
exposed to persecution of all sorts. Elkesai, willing
to save them from the worst possibilities of these
oppressions, issued a further document to his faithful followers, permitting them in the last resort to
deny their faith with the lips, whUe still loyal to
it in their hearts.
So long as they withheld their
inward assent, it was no sin, in times of persecution,
to worship idols, to take part in the sacrificial
meals associated with such worship, and, in short,
to renounce their religion in words.
Elkesai
vindicated this policy by adducing the example of
a Jewish priest called Phinehas. who, during the
Babylonian captivity under King Darius in Susa
was saved from death by an act of homage to

—

—

Artemis.

When we

bear in mind that this was a case

where a religious leader

of strongly self-reliant
character granted to others an indulgence which
promised no personal advantage to himself, we
cannot but see in the action a certain humane consideration and a high degree of tolerant kindliness.
But leniency in rSigious things is not what we
look to find in the founder of a sect not, at least,
until the closing stages of his career, when the
fires of enthusiasm are quenched and the mind has
attained to peace.
We may thus venture to
surmise that this dispensation was Elkesai's last
proclamation the message of a man no longer
young, whose sole remaining wish was to prove an
attentive shepherd to his flocks, and leave among
them a legacy of gracious memory. Are his people
persecuted ?
Be it so let them hoodwinlc the
ungodly, and the devU.
In the great Day of
Judgment it is their leader's testimony that wiU
count.
He, Elkesai, will then bear witness, on
behalf of his faithful ones, that their denial was
but make-believe, not the expression of their
inmost thought. It must have been in some such
frame of mind and with some such conviction that
he issued his permission to deny their faith.

—

—

;

5.

We muBt remember that the

Semitic mind quite naturally
represented the Holy Spirit as female, the Semitic equivalentg
of 'spirit* being feminine.
3
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It is probable that this dispensation in its original form in*
eluded an instruction which Hippolytus wrongly interprets as
referring to the whole book. The Instruction Is in these words

I

—

:
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from which he quoted a commandment requiring
that after cohabitation a man shall bathe often,
and in his clothes,' as also a prescription for sick
people and those who had been bitten by a venomous
animal, directing them to bathe in water and invoke
four pairs of names, these being compiled from the
two lists of the seven Elkesaite witnesses (Hcer.
XXX. 2. 17, pp. 126 A, B, 141 B).
About
(3) The Elkesaite mission to the West.
the year 220 of our era a group of Elkesaites in the
Syrian littoral who possessed the Greek version
of their sacred book were of a spirit so vigorous
and enterprising that they sought scope for it in
an attempt to propagate their doctrines in other
parts of the Roman Empire. They proposed to
send missionaries to the West, and that these
should appeal to the Catholic Churches and show
their book to the members, asking them to hearken
to its message and assent to it, and should then,
on condition of their doing this, invite them to
undergo immersion for the remission of sins. Upon
one chapter of the book in particular they placed
no small reliance, as it seemed to be precisely of
such a character as would dispose the Christians
This
to look favourably on the book as a whole.
was the Christological section, which probably does
not go further back than the Greek version, and
which contained the doctrine that Christ had
appeared often in the course of the world's history.

Read not this discourse before all persons, and guard these
precepts carefully ; for not all men are trustworthy, nor are all
women upright.' The phrase all persons,' as we think, was
meant to be restricted to the Ellcesaite fellowship ; since, if it
be talten unconditionally, the reminder that not all are trustworthy or upright would be a pointless truism. The message
which thus sanctioned, under special pressure, a feigned denial
of the faith was intended only for those members of the sect
whose loyalty and uprightness were beyond question. To have
delivered it to all the members without discrimination would
have been to risli such a misapplication as might in no long
time have brought Elkesai's whole life-work to nought.
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

The silence of tradition as to tlie
Elkesai's life may be taken as an evidence that he
cannot so much as guess
died a natural death.
when he died, nor would it be of any great moment
even if we knew the exact date. Suffice it to know
that he ended his days with his faith unperplexed,
and at peace with his followers, as may be inferred
from the fact that the veneration accorded to him
as a religious leader was still maintained towards
The form of religion associated
his descendants.
with his name continued to flourish for centuries
after his death.
3. Elkesaism after the death of its founder.—(1)
have
The translation of the sacred book.
already seen how the separate sheets issued by
Elkesai, so far as they could be recovered, were
gathered together to form a book. Now, at that
'
period many people in the larger towns of Syria
'
understood and spoke Greek as well as Aramaic,
the
understand
and in this way the teaching of Elkesai must have
did
not
fully
Epiphanius confesses that he
make
become known also to Syrians who spoke Greek passage in question, and that, in particular, he could not
another.
Jesus
or
was
the
Lord
whether the Christ spoken of
only.
Among these, i.e. in the more cultured out
Finally, or rather by way of supplement, in EcBr, Hii. he adds
circles of the cities, it found friends and adherents,
a short note connecting on quite fallacious grounds-r-the
who at length began to express a desire for a Greek figment of the two gigantic forms with a certain doctrine of
Jewish-Christian gnosis, according to which Christ was the
rendering of the highly-revered document.
created in Paradise, and in his several advents simply
The Greek version of the Book of Elkesai, as Adam
assumed for the time the body of Adam. Hippolytus, on the
Epiphanius records, enumerated the seven witnesses other hand, says explicitly that the Elkesaite Christology proThe series given ceeds upon the Pythagorean idea of transmigration, and actually
to the oath in two diverse forms.
quotes in this connexion a word (jiteTa-y-yt^etreat) associated wiUi
in the surviving directions for immersion we that doctrine. But, when he tells us that in the Christological
recognize as the later. In this list, omug to the teaching of the Elkesaites Christ was said to have been born of
twofold meaning of the Semitic word O'l, we find the Virgin this time,' we feel that he is supplementing from his
-own creed for, had this been expressly stated in the document,
' spirits,' and even ' holy spirits,' instead of ' the
Epiphanius could scarcely have had any dubiety in the matter,
winds ; for ' the sether we have the inhabitants but would have known that by ' Christ the Elkesaites meant
'
receive
prayer,'
who
thereof, angels, the angels of
the Lord Jesus.
From the remaining data of the two heresiothe prayers of men and convey them to the throne
logists, so far as they agree, we infer that the later
of God a Jewish as well as a Christian belief.
Instead of 'bread,' again, we have ' the oil,' which Elkesaite Christology was somewhat as follows
may have been meant to suggest a sacrament of Christ is a higher being ; was fashioned in Paradise
onction, but probably denotes here together with as Adam, and since then has been bom not
the salt— simply the material used in the prepara- merely once, as now, but repeatedly in the course
tion of nearly all foods, for it is evident that the of previous ages in various personalities as a man
Elkesaites amongst whom these changes had been like other men, or has appeared as a phantom. It
effected were not aware that the series of witnesses is hardly open to doubt that in the fragment under
ought to include only cosmical and ceremonial consideration it was implied that not only Jesus,
elements, and did not know what the practice of but also Elkesai, was an incarnation of the Christ,
invoking them had originally signified. ' Holy and, indeed, that the latest and most notable
manifestation of the great being was none other
spirits ' and ' angels of prayer ' are not elements, nor
are they the sort of beings who would wreak injury than Elkesai, not Jesus of Nazareth. Now Elkesai
on perjured souls. Hence the fact that Epiphanius, himself cannot have believed this, as he had made
in the other passage which dealt specially with the it known that the Son of God had appeared to him
seven witnesses, and which has not survived, still in a form of enormous proportions ; and it is much
found the original designations the winds, the more likely that this fact was overlooked by the
The Christolater generation of his adherents.
need not surprise us
it can
aether, the bread
mean only that the translator felt what was there logical section, as the present writer thinks, first
said about these things to be quite inapplicable to saw the light at the time when the Elkesaites in
Apameia or elsewhere were preparing copies of
holy spirits, angels, and oil.
The period
their book for their Western mission.
(2) Progress among Greek-speaking Jewish ChrisThe Elkesaite faith, thus equipped with andjthe locality both tended to favour the delusion
tians.
the Greek version of its sacred book, exercised an that the Catholic communities would be satisfied
influence also in certain circles which did not accept with such a Christology. It seems to have been at
this time also that an addition was made to the
it fully, and this influence was by no means slight.
considerable number of the Greek-speaking directions for the sin-purging rite of immersion,
Jewish Christians of Syria felt attracted by the the formula ' in the name of the great and most
close
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strange work, and appropriated many things
ideas as weU as practices they found in it. Now,
Epiphanius possessed a volume which, as he supposed, contamed the teachings of a certain Ebion
and
it was, of course, simply an Ebionite work

—

'

'

—

—

high God being supplemented by the words ' and
in the name of his son, the Great King.' The
smaller interpolation was meant, of course, to serve
the same purpose as the larger.
The apostles of the Elkesaite faith, thus fur'
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nished with a revised edition of tlieir book, then
set forth to the conquest of Catholic Christendom.
Origen, in a discourse directed against thcin, says
that they ventured to approacli ' the Cliurches.'
But they were quite unaUe to win a firm footing
anywhere. Nor is this to be wondered at, as the
enterprise rested upon a wholly defective apprehension of the doctrines, the rites, and the general
conditions of the Catholic world.
Our further knowledge of the undertaking is
restricted to the efforts of Alcibiades, a citizen of
the important town of Apameia on tlie Orontes,
who directed the Elkesaite mission in Rome. He
found the Roman Church in a condition that
seemed aJtogether favourable to his designs, and
he determined to take full advantage of the fact.
Bishop Callistus (A.D. 217-222) had shown himself
unwilling to exclude sinners from the fellowship of
the Church, even for sins of the flesh, the usual

penalty of which had been excommunication.

It

was asserted by his opponents that this leniency
had caused the prevalence of precisely that kind of
but Calhstus maintained that Christ forwhose intentions were good, and so would
he forgive all.
The learned Hippolytus, who is
our informant here, and who was chosen bishop by
the dissatisfied party, deplores that the sinners were
now arrogating to themselves the name Catholic
Church ; he also states that the attempt to introduce a second baptism was first made in the time
of Callistus (Philosophoumena, ix. 8, p. 290 f.).
The circumstances thus noted by Hippolytus find
a striking echo in two of his quotations from the
Greek book of Elkesai the only passages with
which we have not yet dealt. They are as follows
sins

;

gave

all

'

'

—

:

My children if one haa lain with any kind of beast, or with
a male, or with his sister, or his daughter, or has committed
adultery or fornication, and desireth forgiveness of his sins, ho
let him, as soon as he has hearkened to this book, be baptized
the second time in the name of the great and most hi^b Qod,
and in the name of his Son the great king, and purify and
cleanse himself, and take to witness the seven witnesses recorded
in this book the heaven and the water and the holy spirits and
the angels of prayer and the oil and the salt and the earth.'
Again I say, O adulterers and adulteresses and false prophets
[t.e. heretical teachers], if ye will be converted, that thereby
your sins may be forgiven, so ye likewise shall have peace and a
portion with the just, as soon as ye have hearkened to this book
and are baptized the second time, in your clothes {Philos. ix. 10,
'

!

;

'

'

p. 294

f.).

Here we recognize at a glance the hand of the
the reference to this book,' the name of
the Son of God added to that of the most high
God, the list of witnesses in its later form. But
we also note, as something altogether new, the
passive use of ' baptize ; the sinner is to let himself be baptized,' or ' be baptized,' and, moreover,
' for the second
time.'
cannot well imagine
that the latter changes in the two texts had been
made in Syria in anticipation of the projected mission to the Christians of the West.
For one thing,
it is quite incredible that any missionary religion
would from the outset entertain the thought of
finding its converts in a class of persons that could
only cover it with odium. For another, it is certain
that the text used by Epiphanius either did not
contain these particular directions for the sincancelling ablution at all, or, at least, did not
contain them in the form which Hippolytus found
in the copy originally belonging to Alcibiades the
form, that is to say, providing expressly for sinners
usually regarded asof the grossest type, and containing the summons to the second baptism. Neither
of these f eaturescould have escaped Epiphanius, nor
would he have failed to denounce them. In point
of fact, the two passages or, so far as regards the
first, its extant version
must have been composed
by Alcibiades himself, after he had made approaches
to the dominant party, the Callistians.
He addresses the Christians in exactly the same manner
as their own teachers, viz. as 'children' (a form
reviser

'

:

'

'
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which, it is true, had been used also by Elkesai),
seeking thus to coax them to his side, and keep
them there for he had but one end in view the
formation among them of a community that should
hold the Book of Elkesai in reverence. The idea
of the second baptism must have struck him as full
of promise for his purposes ; and so, with a view to
its adoption, he composed the two verses quoted
above, containing respectively the ritual for gross
sinners and the invitation or summons to the second
baptism. For the former he found a pattern in
Eltcesai's prescription for the bite of a mad dog, and
the style of the original is cleverly imitated in the

—

;

.' of the interpolation.
or
a beating of the air these accommodations to Roman Christianity were of no avail.
Under Bishop Callistus, sinners were sure of lenience and remission without exorbitant penances,
and this, moreover, within the pale of their anceswhat further end could be served by
tral Church
their becoming Elkesaites?
The sole remaining expedient of the Syrian
missionaries was to make a prodigy of the Book
of Elkesai, which, as a matter of fact, they themselves no longer fully understood.
It is possible
that some inexperienced or uneducated or unintelligent Christians were drawn to them by a liking
for the occult and the fantastic, and here and there
formed a little Elkesaite group. But any such
community must have been short-lived, for there
was no practical interest to bind the members
together.
In short, the result of the Elkesaite
propaganda in Catholic Christianity was such that
Eusebius could speak of the movement as having
arisen, and then presently died away.
In
(4) Later fortunes of the sect in the East.
those parts of Syria where Catholic Christianity
supplanted Jewish Christianity Elkesaism gradually dwindled away, and in the Hellenized section
of the inhabitants it became completely extinct.
But in that district of the country which lay at a
distance from the main highways, and in which it
won its earliest victories among a population
speaking Aramaic exclusively it stood its ground,
and even made a further advance.
(a) The Sampsmans.
Before Epiphanius left
Palestine (A.D. 367), he heard of a sect living in the
country eastwards from the Jordan and the Dead
Sea, viz. the Sampsasans (Sampsenes, Samjpsites),
who believed in one God, and worshipped Him by
ablutions. They held that life arose from water.
They vaunted Elkesai as their teacher, and in their
midst lived two women, sisters, who were descended
from him. The members were accustomed to bend
the knee to these women, and even to follow behind
them for the purpose of securing their spittle and
the dust from their feet, preserving these in capsules, which they carried as amulets.
In most
matters of creed and ritual they were at one with
Judaism nevertheless they were not Jews. Their
distinguishing peculiarity was their reverence for
the Book of Elkesai, and they did not o^vn the
authority of either the Old or the New Testament.
Incorporated with them were the Ebionites, the
Nasorseans, the Nazarseans, and the Ossseans.
With reference to this point, Epiphanius states
that the last-named sect, i.e. the Essenes, had
now renounced Judaism, and no longer lived in
the manner of the Jews.
The only conclusion we can draw from these data
is that the Elkesaites had given up that particular
feature of Judaism which formed at once a bond of
union and a principle of isolation for the Jewish
people, i.e. their observance of legal purity in food
and drink, and their consequent refusal to eat with
the heathen. Now the coincidence of this defection
with the occurrence of a new name of a decidedly
heathen cast forms a sufficient ground for thinking

successive
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probable that a group of Syrians of non-Jewish
race had united with the Elkesaite baptists, and
accepted their sacred book, but did not observe
the Jewish regulations about food.
The name
' Sampsseans,' if we may
trust the accuracy of its
traditional form, means ' the sunny ones,' or ' the
sunlike,' not 'sun-worshippers' or the like.
It
prompts the conjecture that the ' Sampsseans were
really a family, and indeed one of high standing.
They would seem likewise to have been well-to-do,
perhaps also on a good footing with the civil
authorities, and on these grounds to have rapidly
risen to great influence in the Elkesaite fellowship.
The two great-granddaughters of the prophet willingly accepted their obeisance, while the Elkesaites
by birth did not refrain from sitting with their new
associates at meals ; and it was for the sake of the
latter that the former discarded the Jewish laws
regarding food, and thus broke away from the community to which they as a somewhat unacceptable
party, it is true had hitherto belonged. Socially,
therefore, the older group may be said to have
united with the newer, rather than the newer with
the older, and this circumstance took effect also
upon the nomenclature. The Sampsaeans did not
surrender their high-sounding name. They were
the most eminent section of the order ; they
became its leading group, and, when outsiders
occasionally spoke of the whole community as the
'sun-like ones,' the older Elkesaites actually felt
flattered, and, indeed, soon began to apply the
new name to themselves.
The Elkesaite baptists may have maintained for
centuries their tranquil existence in the littlevisited district watered by the Eastern tributaries
of the Jordan, but the voice of tradition is henceforth silent with regard to them.
(b) The Mughtasila.—The name of Elkesai
but
only the name crops out once more in an ethnographic note in the Kitab al-Fihrist by Ibn Abi
Ja'qub al-Nadim (ed. Fliigel, Leipzig, 1871-72, p.
The note refers to a religious community
340).
whose adherents inhabited the wide-spreading
swampy region traversed by the Euphrates in its
lower course, and were locally known to the Arabs
as al-Mughtasila, i.e. those who wash themselves.'
are informed that ' these people are numerous
in the marsh-lands, and they are, in fact, the
Sabseans of the marshes.' They must accordingly
be regarded as identical with the Sabians (also
meaning baptists') mentioned in three passages of
the Qur'an (li. 59, v. 73, xxii. 17) as a people who,
together with Jews and Christians, are to have
liberty in the exercise of their religion. This
privilege was accorded to them in virtue of their
monotheism and their possession of sacred writings.
The note continues ' They maintain that people
it

'

—

—

—

—

'

We

'

:

should wash [often], and they also wash

Their leader

is

called

who founded their
name as al-Hasaih,

<*!''*ujs}!' ;

faith.*

he

all

they eat.

the person

is

Chwolsohn reads the

Fliigel as al-Hasih

;

but, as

we

have already seen, this transliteration can rest
upon conjecture only. The note also ascribes a
dualistic cosmology to the sect, stating that they
believed in a male and a female order of beings, and
asserts that at an earlier time, as regards the two
original principles, they agreed with the Manichoeans.
On this point al-Nadim makes another
interesting statement (Chwolsohn, i. 125 f.), viz.
that the father of Mani (who founded ManichEeisni
in the 3rd cent. A.D.) joined the Mughtasila, and
educated his son in their faith, and that the latter
began to proclaim his own doctrine at the age of
twenty-four. The baptists of the Euphrates can
thus be traced back to the end of the 2nd century.
They were known to Muhammad as monotheists

and possessors of sacred writings ; and some time
afterwards an inquirer learned from them that their
founder and lord was called Elkesai or some such
name. Now, not every religion has a lord and
founder. Islam, however, tolerated only such forms

—

were like itself in this respect.
in meeting inquiries regarding their origin, had the most cogent of reasons for
putting forward some name that might stand as
co-ordinate with names like Moses, Jesus, and
Muhammad, and accordingly the reference in the
Kitdb al-Fihrist cannot rank as historical evidence.

of religious belief as

Thus the Mughtasila,

All that the note proves is that the priestly or
learned class among the Mughtasila had heard of
the name of Elkesai as that of a religious leader, or
teacher, while this again may signify nothing more
than that a copy of the Book of Elkesai, inscribed
with his name, had fallen into their hands. If,
moreover, the volume was for a considerable period
their sole possession of the kind, they would come
to honour it as their oldest document ; and in this
way might arise the tradition that the book contained doctrines which its author had delivered to
their ancestors at the birth of their religion.
religious document of that kind, even when its
possessors do not follow it in practice and almost,
indeed, in proportion to their inability to understand
it
tends to become a holy thing, whose very name
inspires reverence.
Thus we need not assume that
the MughtasUa ever really lived as Jews, observing
circumcision, the Sabbath, or the qibla towards
Jerusalem.
The monotheism of the Mughtasila was, with
some of them, only a pretext ; ' to this day,' says
the Arabic writer, ' they have among them some
who worship the stars ; besides, it was combined
with dualistic tenets, and accordingly, like that of
Mani, must have been derived, not from Judaism,
but either by means of actual contact, or through
the studies of the priests from Parsiism. That
the Mughtasila performed their ablutions by bathing may be presumed from the fact that they lived
in a marshy district ; but on the same grounds it
seems unlikely that they deemed it essential to
use river or spring water.
cannot say whether
or not they practised immersion.
That Elkesai
himself had proclaimed his doctrine among them
is a priori improbable, even if it should be thought
possible that in his day they were Jews, or had
provisionally become Jews. Success among them
would have induced him to remain in their midst,
just as his success in the district to the east of the
Jordan kept him there ; and, moreover, it was in
the latter locality that his descendants lived.
4. Origin of Elkesaism and its place in the history of religion. With reference to the historical
connexion of Elkesaism with other religions of
similar character, the main question turns upon its
practice of baptism.
Let us state at once that
what we have to deal with is not the mere fact of
religious washing or bathing, but the requirement
of total immersion in a river or spring, with the
garments on, as a necessary condition of remission
of sins or bodily healing.
Judaism never at any time made such a demand,
although the Essenes, it is true, bathed in loinsheets, and must in cis-Jordanic Palestine have
had to content themselves with the water of ponds.
meet with the practice in Southern Babylonia,
among the Mandseans, and also in the far East,
among the Hindus. As regards the latter, we
find Manu enjoining that those guilty of certain
sexual sins must expiate them by bathing in their
clothes (Laws, xi. 175 {SBE xxv. 466]); and the
Hindus, from similar motives, practise immersion
in rivers.
The Mandaeans likewise bathe in the
river Euphrates for remission of sins, being
clothed in white for the occasion, just as they

A

—

—

'

—

—

We

—

We

'

'

BLLORA
formerly wore white garments in tlieir daily life
(see W. Brandt, Manddisclie Religion, Leipzig,
1889, pp. 91, 92, 224).
That this religious rite was brought to Palestine
by way of the Euphrates from India we cannot
believe, if for no other reason tlian that it is not
again alluded to in the code of Manu, which probably attained its present form c. A.D. 1000, so that
the practice can hardly liave been at that date a
lon^-established or popular one in India. The
probability is rather, indeed, that it migrated

from the Euphrates towards the East, just as the
Mandieans themselves spread eastwards from that
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development of any religion that survived
their own.
It has been asserted that their doctrines had an influence upon the system of ideac
embodied in Islam, but this has never been proved.
LiTKRATCRK. D. Chwolsohii, DU Snahitr u. der SeaMsmut^
St. Petersburg, 1866,
10(1-138; A. Hil^enfeld, Sov. Teat,
extra canonem receptuin, fasc. Hi. (' Ilermae Pastor'), Leipzig,
1807, pp. 15S-107 P1881, pp. 227^0); E. Renan, Uistmre dei
rise or

—

i.

origirws du cltriaiianisme, v. (Puriw, 1877)454-461 ; W. Bousset,
li auptprobleme der Gnosis, Oottinijen, 1907, passim ;
Brandt, 'Die jud. BaptUmen' (Ileihejte zur
xviii. [1910J
99 If.), Elchasai ; ein lieligionsstijter und sein Werk, Leipzig,
1912 (contains also a survey of former studies of KUcesaisni).
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ELLORA. — Ellora

a town in the dominions
river into the interior of Persia.
of the Nizam of Haidarabad lat. 20° 21' N. long.
The resemblance between the practice of the 75° 13' E. ; famous for its rock-caves and temples.
Mandseans and that of Elkesai is striking. But There is some doubt as to the true form and deriin the former we do not find anything to correvation of the name. The form accepted by Burgess
spond with the vow which Elkesai demanded from is Veruld or Elura, which has been identified with
his adherents at their immersion, or with the a place called Vellura in the Bfhat Samhita of
invocation of the seven witnesses. Nor did the Varahamihira (xiv. 14 lA xxii. 193) ; or with Elasacramental elements of the Mandseans consist of pura, which may mean cardamom town ; while
bread and salt. Their oldest sacred writings were others connect it with Tamil Elu-uru, rule village
composed in the period of the Sasanians, or even (see Fleet, BG i. pt. ii. 391). Fleet writes the
earlier, but they contain no mention of Elkesai.
name Ellora. The place is still considered sacred,
The Mandseans "believed that their deity dwelt in and is the site of a shrine of GrsneSvara, one of
the North, beyond the mountains whence the the twelve sacred /ing'aOT-temples of India. This
great rivers come, and it was towards that point was probably connected originally with the caves,
that they turned in prayer. These facts forbid but, when these were desecrated by Aurangzib
the assumption that they owed their religious (q.v.), it was transferred to the neighbouring
ritual to Ellcesai.
village.
The caves, according to Burgess (p. 4),
Nor are we able to affirm that, contrariwise, are about half a mile E. of the village, and lie
the Elkesaite ritual was derived from Babylonia. nearly N. and S. along the W. face of the hill, on
We may, indeed, regard it as possible, and even the summit of which the modem village of Rozah
probable, that the Mandaean cult was the older, stands. They extend a little over a mile in a
For his doc- straight line. The caves at the S. end are Budbut this does not admit of proof.
Baby- dhist those at the N. end Jaina ; whUe those
trines Elkesai did not need to go so far.
lonia was the cradle of astrology, but this science
between these groups are Brahmanical.
had already spread over a great part of the world.
I. The Buddhist caves.
The Buddhist group
In conformity with the belief that water is the at the S. end consists of twelve excavations, which
source of life and health, the Parsi theologians were constructed in the period between A.D. 450
fancied that the two trees All-seed and All- and 650 or 700. Of this group three caves are
heal germinated from the sea, or from the waters especially important.
That numbered X in the
of a wnolesome spring. A similar idea, however, list of Burgess is the great chaitya, or rock-temple,
had long found a footing on Jewish soil, where it the only one of the kind at fillora, and locally
can be traced back to the passage in Ezk 47 de- attributed to ViSvakarma, the architect of the gods.
is

;

;

;

'

'

'

;

'

—

'

'

'

'

scribing the future glory of the land.
Do we find any light from Bab. antiquity upon

the Elkesaite immersion? In the ancient Babylonian texts hitherto published, though we there
find mention in a religious connexion
of such acts
as drinking clear water, suffusing, laving, washing,
cleansing, and sprinkling with the waters of wells
or springs, of the Euphrates, the Tigris, or the
sea, we have as yet discovered no definitely attested instance of immersion. The earliest known
reference to the practice in the Semitic world is
stUl the case of Naaman the Syrian, who dipped
himself seven times in the Jordan in order to be
5").
healed of his leprosy (2
In the civilized belt of country around the
Mediterranean Sea, which extended on the East
beyond the Jordan, we find the religious rite of
immersion associated with that conception of the
new birth which enters largely into the mysteries.
With that idea, therefore, it is no doubt genetically connected, and, like the mysteries generally,
is to be traced to the esoteric doctrines of priests.
The association of immersion with the vow and
the seven witnesses, as found among the Elkesaites, seems to imply that their founder had become
acquainted with the ceremonial of one or other of
the mystery-cults practised by a priesthood or a

—

—

K

religious association.
His own ritual is modelled
after some such solemnity, and he may well have
taken the practice of immersion the central feature of the ceremony from the same source.
So far as we can judge, it did not fall to the lot
of the Elkesaites to have an active share in the

—

—

'It is a splendid temple, with a fine facade and large opea
court in front, surrounded by a corridor, and worthUy concludes tlie series of Buddhist Chaitya caves, which, t&ketx
together, are perhaps the most interesting group of buildings
or caves in India. We can now trace the sequence of these,
from the early wood-fronted examples at Pitalkhora, Kondane,
and Bhaja, through the stone-fronted caves of Bedsa and Karle
(q.v.) to the elaborately decorated facades of the two latest at
Ajanta (g-v,), till at last it loses nearly all its characteristic
external features in this one at EUora (Burgess, p. 9).
'

It contains a great ddgoba, or relic-shrine, and
on the front of it an immense mass of rock is
carved into a large image of Buddha, attended by

the Bodhisattvas, Avalokite^vara and Manjusrl.
The second is the Don fhdl cave, so called
because it was long supposed to consist of only
two storeys. In 1876, however, the lower storey
was cleared of the earth which had completely
This cave seems to have been left
buried it.
partially incomplete, and was intended to serve
both as a temple and as a monastery.
The third gieat Buddhist cave, known as the
Tin fhal, or three-storeyed cave-temple, was suited
rather for worship than for use as a monastery.
This is of its class,* writes Burgess (p. 16), one of the most
important and interesting caves at Elura. In no other series
do we find a three-storeyed Vihara carried out with the same consistency of design and the like magnificence as in this example,
and from these circumstances there is a grandeur and propriety
in its appearance that it would be difficult to surjjass in cave
architecture. The greatest interest, however, lies in its being
a transitional example between the styles of the two great
*

*

religions which divide between them the architectural magnificence of the place.
On comparing it with the Das Avatara
cave, that all but immediately succeeds, it seems almost as if thb
builders of this cave had been persuaded to change their faith,
and by gentle means to adopt the new religion, ^nd not that
they had been converted by persecution, as has been very

;

;
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generally supposed. So gently, indeed, does the change seem
to take place, that we can hardly detect it in the architecture,
though the sculptures announce it with sufficient distinctness.
But the mode in which sculpture is substituted in the upper
story of the cave for the arrangement of cells in the older and
genuine Viharas shows that a change was creeping over the
form of the religion long before it pronounced itself by the
acceptance and adoration of the new gods.'

—

The Brahmanical

caves. The Deis Avatara
the Ten Incarnations,' implies,
It contains sculptured
is purely Brahmanical.
images of all the greater gods. An inscription
indicates that it was finished, or was at least in an
advanced condition, in the middle of the 8th cent.
A.D. The other chief Brahmanical caves are the
Bdme^ara and the Dumar Lena, the latter one
of the finest of its kind, and interesting as being
almost a duplicate of that of Elephanta {q.v.).
But of all the Brahmanical monuments none is
more remarkable than the Kailasa, named after
the paradise of Siva, also known as Bang Mahal,
'
painted hall,' which was constructed in the reign
of Krishna (Kr^na) I., the Rastrakuta king of
Malk'hed'(c. A.D. 760-783; see" Architecture
[Hindu], vol. i. p. 742"). The Kailasa is an undoubted copy of the old structural temple of
ViiTipaksa at Pattadakal in the Bijapur District,
and this again, a temple in the Dravidian style
of S. India, is strikingly like the old temple of
Kailasanatha at Conjeeveram (J. H. Marshall,
Arch. Survey Report, 1905-«, p. 112; Smith,
Early Hist.^ p. 386 f.). 'It is,' says Burgess (op.
by far the most extensive and elaborate
cit. p. 26),
rock-cut temple in India, and the most interesting
as well £L3 most magnificent of all the architectural
objects which that country possesses.' Fergusson
[Indian and Eastern Arch. [1899], p. 334, ed. 1910,
i. 342 ff. ), says
In it we have a perfect Dravidian temple, as complete in all
its parts as at any future period, and so advanced that we
2.

cave, as its

name,

'

'

:

'

might have some

difficulty in tracing the parts back to their
originals without the fortunate possession of the examples on
the Madras shore. Independently, however, of its historical or
ethnographical value, the Kylas is in itself one of the most
singular and interesting monuments of architectural art in
India.
Its beauty and smgularity always excited the astonishment of travellers, and in consequence it is better known than
almost any other structure in that country, from the numerous
views and sketches of it that have been published.'

And

he goes on to show that it reverses the
methods of the Buddhist caves which adjoin it,
being not a mere chamber cut in the rock, but a
model of a complete temple, such as might have
been erected on the plain. In other words, the
rock has been cut away both externally and internally, leaving the structure completely isolated
from the cliff, of which it once formed a part. The
disadvantage of this mode of construction naturally is that the building stands in a pit.
But it
remains an example, probably unique, of unsparing
labour devoted to the construction of a religious
Among the important groups of sculpture
edifice.
which it contains are that of the destruction of
Mahisasura, or the bufialo-headed demon (which
gives its name to Mysore), slain by Chandi or

Durga those
;

of Siva in his various manifestations

and the shrines of the river-goddesses
Sarasvati, and YamI or Yamuna.
3.

The

caves.

— Ganga,

—

Jaina caves. Lastly come the Jaina
Of these the two principal are

very extensive works, superior both in extent and elaboration
to any of the Brahmanical caves, excepting, of course, the
Kailasa, and the Vi^vakarma among the Buddhist ones.
Though two storeys in height and extremely rich in decoration,
the Indra and Jagannath Sabhas are entirely deficient in that
purpose-like architectural expression which characterized the
works of the two earlier religions. They have no cells, like the
Viharas, and are nothing like the Chaitya halls of the Buddhists, nor do they suggest the Chavatjis, like the Dumar Lena
of the Hindus.
Rich and elaborate though they certainly are,
the plan is compressed, and all their arrangements seem to
result more from accident than from any well-conceived design,
so that they los^ half the effect that might have been produced
with far less elaboration of detail (Burgess, p. 44).
'

'

They are much

later in date

than either the

It seems that
the Jainas occupied the place after the decadence
of the Rathod dynasty in the 9th or 10th cent.
A.D., and their only desire was to mark the superiority of their religion, then becoming important,
by rivalling the works of their predecessors.

Buddhist or the Brahmanical caves.

—

This article is based on the excellent monoReport on the Elura Cave Temples and the Brahmanand Jaina Caves in Western India,' by J. Burgess, forming
v. of the ASWI, 1883, which is fully illustrated with
photographs, drawings, and plans. This is in continuation of
r ergfUSSon-Burgess, Cave Temples of India (1880), in which
see pp. 367-384 for the Buddhist caves 431-463 for the Brahmanical 495-502 for the Jaina. Also see J. Fergusson, Hist.
0/ Indian and Eastern Architecture (1899), pp. 127, 334-337, 445,
ed. 1910, i. 120a., 127 f., 169, 201 ff., 342 fl., ii. 19 f. V. A. Smith,
A Hist, of Fine Art in India and Ceylon (1911), p. 210 ff.
The place is fully described by Syed Hossain Bilgrami and
LiTERATiTRB.

graph,

'

ical
vol.

;

;

;

C.

WiUmott,

Historical

and

Descriptive Sketch of

H.H.

the

Nizam's Dominimis (1883), li. 440 ff. For illustrations also see
W. H. Workman, Through Town and Jungle (1904), p. 168 ff.
The earlier account by J. B. Seely, The Wonders of Slora
(1st ed. 1824), has been superseded by later investigation.

ELYSIUM. — See

W. Crooke.
Blest (Abode of the).

State of the Dead.

EMANCIPATION. — De^miiion. —Emancipation in its more general sense signifies the liberation
of the individual from the yoke of the community
and its institutions, or from that of tradition and
custom ; or, again, the liberation of a smaller and
weaker community from the coercion of a larger
and more powerful. As the restrictions in question
may vary greatly in kind, and may relate to various aspects of life, emancipation, too, may assume
Before we discuss the moral
difierent forms.
character of the movement towards freedom, we
shall make a general survey of the whole field.
may distinguish between the emancipation of
thought and emancipation in the sphere of action,
though for the most part the two have proceeded
hand in hand.

We

—

Thought becomes
I. Emancipation of thought.
emancipated when it casts aside the traditional
views and prejudices which have impeded its free
movement Jin the past. We do not, of course,
apply the term emancipation to every case where
erroneous traditions are abandoned, but only to
cases where the general consciousness of a com'

'

munity is concerned, and where the restrictions
upon thought had the sanction of some coercive
authority. Thus, in particular, the moral consciousness may become emancipated from ethical
conceptions hitherto hallowed by tradition and
established by public opinion ; religious thought
may similarly pass from under the bondage of
sacred traditions and ecclesiastical authority
there may also be an emancipation of science, as
when it frees itself from the fossilized prejudices
that have erewhile hampered its progress ; or of
art, as when it is delivered from some hoary religious tradition, or from the incubus of an antiquated
Emancipation of this sort is
school or style.
always allied with the spirit of criticism, as in
Greece, for instance, where the Sophists impugned
the morality of tradition and of popular religion,
and the philosophers sought to undermine current
beliefs regarding the gods, and where hieratic art
was at length overthrown by the great artists.
Similarly Buddhism brought about an emancipation from the ascendancy and authority of the
Brahmans by proclaiming a universal redemption
from suffering while Christianity broke the yoke
of the OT legalism by imbuing the mind with the
life-giving spirit, in place of the dead letter. Thus,
too, the sciences freed themselves from the despotism of mediseval theology by the device, first of
all, of a twofold truth, and then by the growing
conviction that they must pursue truth by their
own methods, and must treat this pursuit as an
;

—

;
;

EMANCIPATION
itself.
Finally, the human mind attained
to the conception of complete liberty of thought
in all its phases, and in course of time this was
claimed as a right. The prerogative of freedom in
religious belief, in scientific inquiry, in the utterance of one's convictions, came to be regarded as
inalienable, and the State was called upon to
preserve it inviolate. True, a certain liberty of
thought had been conceded in the Greek world
nevertheless, charges of impiety (do-^/3eia) were not
unknown, as in the case of Protagoras, Diagoras,
Ana.\agoras, Stilpo to say nothing of Socrates
and at length the Athenian schools were closed by
Complete emancipation of thought
Justinian.
was first claimed as a legal right by the modern
champions of Natural Law, and has been won only
Only in modem
after the severest conflicts.
times, too, lias eesthetic thought sought to deliver
national
influences, by
itself from ecclesiastical and
insisting upon a free secular art.
The process
3. Emancipation in practical life.
of emancipation, however, bears not only upon
thought but upon practical life, and its progress in
this sphere seems to accelerate as we approach the
present day. To begin with, the individual has

end in

—

—

become more and more independent.
(a) In ancient times slavery was defended even
by Aristotle it was viewed with disfavour by the
Stoics, while in the Roman Empire it was greatly
mitigated by law it was still recognized, as, e.^.,
by Aquinas, in the Middle Ages, and was maintained even in the 19th cent, by the Southern
States of N. America now, however, it is entirely
;

;

;

abolished in Christian lands, and, outside Christendom, prevails only amongst the Muhammadans.
But the caste system of India is for the lower
classes almost worse than slavery, and in the
United States, where slavery no longer exists,
there still remains the negro question, as aJso
the problem of conferring civil rights upon the
liberated race under conditions which will ensure
a proper exercise of the privilege. In fact, the
general policy of the higher races in regard to the
lower is one of the most formidable questions of the
day, as it can hardly be denied that the developed
civilization of the former, allied as it is with
superior physical resources, has often been employed in oppressing the latter. In these respects
the process of emancipation still lags far behind.
(6) The emancipation movement embraces also
the question of women's rights. Among ancient
peoples the position of woman was a very limited
one.
In China her subordination to man is in line
with the principles underlying the entire social
order.
Women, according to Confucius, are not

easily dealt with.'
*
if you are intimate with them, they will not obey ; if you
keep at too great a distance, they are angry with you. Woman
l3 always dependent
as a daughter, upon her father or elder
brother as a widow, upon her son. She is under tuition and
discipline to her husband.'
She ought to keep within the
house her duty lies there. * On the higher side, she must give
due homage to her father-in-law on the lower, she must serve
her husband, and nurture her child.'

—

;

;

;

Nevertheless, Confucius holds that marriage is
the be-all and the end-all of mankind ; that woman
the paramount person in the sphere of love, and
that reverence is her due. Certainly divorce is
easily procured by the husband infectious disease,
antipathy, excessive loquacity, form sufficient
grounds. But the man may not disown his wife
if her parents be dead, or if, though now rich, she
was originally poor and of mean extraction. Confucius also enjoins the care of widows.
Nor did Buddhism, in spite of its universalism,
place women on a level with men ; its highest
morality demands entire abstinence from sexual
intercourse.
Nuns, by the rules of their order,
is

:

1 Cf. SBE ili. 26, 27, 28; Plath, in Ablumd. bayr. Akad. d.
Wissensch., bist.-phil. El., esp. xiii. (1876)l
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rank lower than monks.
Inscrutable as the way
a fish in water is the nature of women, those
thieves of many devices, with whom truth is hard
to find' (ChuUavagga
cf. Olden berg, Budd/ia',
'

of

;

1906, pp. 169

In

f.,

385

f.).

Brahmanism, again, marriage

is

made much

of : every one ought to marry.
Still, according to the Laws of Manu, the husband is the head
of the wife ; she must do nothing to displease him,
even if he give himself to other loves ; and, should
he die, she must never utter the name of another

more

man. If she marry again, she is excluded from
the heaven where her first husband dwells. Unfaithfulness on the ynie's part
woman
the utmost rigour.

punished with
never independent.'
She cannot inherit, and after her husband's
death she is subject to their eldest son. The husband may even chastise her with the bamboo-rod.
It is Brahmanism, nevertheless, which gives us the
saying
If the wife be made unhappy, the sacred
if she execrates her home, its
fire soon dies out
end is at hand (Laws of Manu).
Among the Persians the recognized necessity of
preserving the germ of life is in full harmony with
their views of life in general.
Marriage is, therefore, reckoned a duty ; and every marriageable
young woman must ask her parents to give her a
husband. Chastity is well guarded, but, as in the
Laws of Manu, the woman is subject to the man.
Every morning the wife must nine times ask her
husband what he wishes her to do ; she must
honour him as the pure honours the pure. In the
later Gatha period, however, women are more on
an equality with men they are not to be excluded
from communion with Ahura Mazda, but are to
rank along with men in every respect.
In Muhammadanism, women are secluded in the
They are denied all freedom of action,
harim.
and all participation in matters intellectual. Certainly the Prophet raised the status of women
above that assigned to them in ancient Arabia ; in
particular, the woman was no longer a mere heritable chattel of her deceased husband's estate, but
was herself capable of inheriting ; while, again, a
free woman could not now be forced into marriage,
and, in cases of divorce, the husband was required
to let the wife retain what he gave her at marriage.
Moreover, women of the upper classes might occupy
themselves with poetry and science, and even act
as teachers, while those of lower rank not seldom
shared the joys and sorrows of their husbands, as
mistresses of their households. The mother likewise must be treated with respect. Nevertheless,
the seclusion of the harim tends to keep women in
a subordinate position ; their intercourse with one
another is limited, and their education is neglected,
though in the higher orders of society their existence is not devoid of comfort. The compulsory
practice of veiling shows how little they are

A
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:

is

is

'

;

'

;

trusted.

Among

the ancient Jews polygamy

still perdivorce, more especially in the later
period,
easily procured.
The wife was placed
in subjection to her husband ; stUl, marriage was

sisted,

and
was

reckoned honourable, and a virtuous wife was
deemed of more value than rubies (Pr SP'^^'). The
mother was highly esteemed, and the widow was
regarded as a worthy object of benevolence.

While polygamy was the rule among Oriental
the case was otherwise in Greece and
Kome. Among the Greeks women were certainly
confined to their own apartments, and they did
peoples,

not share in the education given to men ; the only
exception to this is found in the hetcerce of a later
time. Yet Greece was not without cultured women,
such as Sappho, while Penelope's constancy and
Antigone's sisterly affection were proverbial. The
EcclesiazuscB of Aristophanes depicts women as so

—

;
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far emancipated that they became a ruling power
In the Republic Plato would have
in the State.
the State assume the task of distributing the

women amongst

the men, but at the same time he
puts them in a j)Osition of perfect equality, insisting
Notwithonly upon their physical inferiority.
standing all this, however, it remains true that in
Greece genuine intellectual intercourse was sought
not in married life, but in friendship amongst men.
In Eome, according to the law of the XII Tables,
the wife was under the absolute control of the
husband like a daughter, in fact. At a subsequent period, however, the matron was accorded
a higher homage ; witness, e.g., the definition of

—

marriage

:

Matrimonium

est

maris

et

feminae

coniunctio, omnis vitae consortium, iuris humani et
divini communicatio ('Marriage is the union of
man and woman, complete community of life,
joint-participation in Divine and human law ').
The growing independence of women is also indicated in the laws regarding inheritance. According to the XII Tables, women could not inherit at
all ; by the Praetorian law they inherited in the
third class ; Justinian placed them on an equal
footing with men in cases of intestacy. Further,
the right to dispose of property by will, at first
denied to women, was at length granted, in the
event of their having detached themselves from
their own family in due legal form. But the institution of marriage was much impaired by the
egoistic tendencies of Roman law.
Celibacy became common. Women were allowed no choice in
the matter of marriage, and they had no effective

safeguards against being repudiated. Even Cicero
put away his first wife, in order to pay his debts
with the inherited property of a second. But it
was always possible for women to evade their legal
disabilities by underhand means, and even to intermeddle with political affairs a state of things
attended with the direst moral results.
Christianity, emphasizing from the outset the
value of personality in the sight of God, proclaimed
the equality of the sexes. This is shown by the

—

injunction regarding divorce, which, recognizing
no justification for that proceeding save porneia
(Mt 5*^ 19'), left nothing to the man's caprice.
The fact that the principle of equality was not
pushed forthwith to its full consequences is due to
the ascetic temper of the Early Church. While
marriage was regarded as a symbol of the relation
between Christ and the Church (Eph S^^ir. sii.)_ gt_
Paul also views it as a safeguard against immorality (1 Co 7°' ').
Widows took a prominent part in the life of the Early Church, and
an order of deaconesses was instituted, but the
idea of man and woman as complementary to each
other was not urged so strongly as their equality.
It was but natural, therefore, when the moral
factor was at length overridden by that of religion
in the narrower sense, that monks and nuns should
be placed on a level, and that, in particular, as
marriage was counted inferior to the celibacy of the
religiosi, the distinctive character of women should
be ignored. When, further, the less estimable
estate of marriage was made a sacrament, and
declared to be indissoluble, the effect was, on the
one hand, to subordinate the individual to the institution and, on the other, to extrude the ethical
element altogether. As it was the special prerogative of the mediaeval monks to make methodi-

pronouncements upon moral questions, this
theory of marriage continued to hold its own
though Aquinas laid stress upon the element of
cal

friendship between man and wife, and upon the
woman's freedom to marry or to remain single,
even against the will of her parents ; and though
Duns Scotus declared that matrimony was a more
exacting state than monachism. While woman's

place in the marriage relation was thus one which
consorted with her distinctive nature, a kind of
counterpoise was provided by the romantic and
enthusiastic love which inspired the chivalry of the
Middle Ages, though its object was not the wedded
wife. Chivalry, however, was in part an expression
of the ancient Teutonic idea that women have a mysterious power of prescience denied to men.
virginity and maternity were combined in the homage
paid to Mary, who represents the love and grace of
God. Such conceptions of the female nature, however, were not carried into the sphere of moral
practice ; they existed only in the imagination of
knights-errant and monks or of poets, such as
Dante, whose Beatrice becomes his guide to heaven
(cf. also the Vita nuova), and Petrarch, whose
Laura forms the theme of his muse. This pseudospiritual severance of the visionary ideal from
moral reality has a merely aesthetic value, and
fails to bring the true dignity of women into
definite and practical recognition.
The two disparate views regarding women are just what might
be expected from the dualistic spirit of the Middle
Ages—a period in which religion and morality
were not as yet in harmony, and solicitude regarding the other world led to disparagement of the
ill

—

present.

A

change in the position of women was ushered
Married life now came to
in at the Beformation.
be looked upon as the sphere in which their true
vocation was to be realized, and its proper realization, moreover, was regarded as a mode of serving
God. Further, divorce was sanctioned in cases of
adultery, and the innocent party was permitted to
marry again. But, while it was fully recognized
that woman, as a moral personality, had a right to

a sphere of active service, yet her distinctive value
was no better appreciated than the value of individuality in general. Her real independence, as

upon her peculiar nature, was explicitly
enunciated for the first time by J. G. Fichte, who
gave prominence to the idea that, in virtue of her
emotional temperament, her function is to give
herself freely for others, and that to love and to be
loved are necessities of her nature. Schiller likewise extols the dignity of women, holding that their
peculiar gift lies in their ability to combine the
moral and the gracious in a natural harmony of
spirit denied to men. Schleiermacher, too, attaches
special importance to the female character, regarding it as designed both to enrich and be enriched
by the male, so that a true marriage is the only
means of making good the defects of each, and of
It was
developing an all-round human being.
Schleiermacher in particular, who, after the example of Goethe, pointed to the refining influence
of women die Virtuosin der Geselligkeit upon
It is beyond question that
social life and morals.
the vindication of women's rightful status, and of
their proper vocation in the home and in society,
was due to these writers. No doubt, the distinctive character of woman was urged by the Romanticists in such a one-sided way as to imply that for
any given individual there is one, and only one,
definite partner, and the institution of marriage
was sapped by romantic subjectivity the theme
of Goethe's Wahlverwandtschaften though Goethe
does not pander to inconstancy. Others followed
with philippics against compulsory marriage, which,
as was alleged, frequently results in the moral and
physical ruin of the woman while, on the other
side, Schopenhauer contended that women should
be put under restriction, on the ground that in
their very nature they require a guardian, and are
resting

—

—

—

—

;

made

for obedience.

In the process of the emancipation of women,
however, the problem of the wife eventually gave
place to that of the unmarried, and in recent tunes
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this question has been taken in hand by women
themselves. In Germany married life was until
lately regarded as the normal vocation of women,
but this view was obviously irrelevant in regard to
those who remained single simply because there

are more

women than men.

In England the
began with Mary Wollstonecraft's Vindication of the Mights of Woman' (1792)
a work which drew its inspiration largely from
France ; but it is rather to the whole-hearted advocacy of J. S. Mill, half a century later, that we
must trace recent advances in the cause of female
emancipation, as also perhaps the present agitation

modem movement

—

for full political rights.

More

particularly in the

United States the stage has been reached where
women no longer look upon marriage as their
specific calling, but seek complete equality with
men as a matter of principle. Endeavours are
accordingly being made to give them access to aU
the various professions, in order that they may
gain an independent footing in society ; and even
to grant them the franchise, as a step to public
life in State and Church
in a word, to remove
every disability of sex. When this state of things
is appealed against by pointing to the physical
difference between the sexes a difference which
reveals itself also on the mental side the theory
of evolution is brought into court for the purpose
of showing that by habit, heredity, etc., women
may in time develop those particmar qualities of
which their circumscribed position has till now
impeded the cultivation. But in truth the differentiating tendencies of Nature herself may well be
regarded as depreciating such factitious development.
dare not disregard the inherent
heterogeneity of the sexes. After all, marriage
is grounded in the natural order, and any other
career for women is but an expedient which, as
adapted to her individual capacity, will, in default
of marriage, secure for her a position of economic
and moral independence such as a moral personality requires.
The ' free love which some propose
to substitute for marriage would differ from prostitution only in degree.
Marriage reform still
lacks clear definition. The true method of emancipation is that which assigns to each sex the task
adapted to its peculiar character and gifts, thereby investing it with its own moral dignity and
honour; and which, in particular, places women
in a position to understand the distinctive life of
men, and to share their interests, while men on
their part undergo the correlative discipline. Marriage must continue to rest upon the intimate
friendship which gains moral stability in fulfilling
the common task of maintaining the home and
rearing children.
learn from the above outline that there has
been a gradual advance in the emancipation of
women, an advance which is based upon a proper
estimate of their personality, but which also tends
to assume debased and unnatural forms when
the distinctive qualities of the sex are ignored.
The probable result of disregarding these qualities
would be a recrudescence of the ancient view of
women, viz. that they are essentially equal to
men, though of weaker mould and, accordingly,
of lower status a view which was discarded only
by allowing for the specific characteristics of
womanhood, and by conceding to women a position of equality in keeping with their special

—

—

—

We

'

'

'

We

—

gifts.

We

see a corresponding development of freein the relation of the individual to the family.
In Kome, the law of the XII Tables invested the
father with authority to sell his children, and even
with the power of life and death ; and in the era
of the Kepublic a son of full age was still under
paternal jurisdiction in domestic matters, though
VOL. V.
18
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otherwise a free citizen.
So strongly waa the
unity of the family insisted ujMjn, that a son could
neither possess nor acquire independent property
during his father's lifetime.
The procedure in
connexion with a son's emancipation (here we have
the original usage of the word) was, according to
the Xlf Tables, that the father sold his son three
times to the so-called pater fiduciarius, who had
promised not to take the contract in earnest. But
the power of the paterfamilias was circumscribed
In the event of a capital
by use and wont.
sentence, the father invoked a family assize and
eventually, in the Imperial period, even this right
was annulled, and tlie father was compelled to
carry the case to the authorities.
The legal
authority of the father over his descendants, and
the amenability of the individual to family jurisdiction were still further modified by Christianity, which paid higher regard to the individual,
making him more and more independent of the
family while it based the family on a moral and
emotional, rather than on a purely legal, foundation, the legal aspect being now attended to by
the State. The Christian principle that spiritual
qualities are of more value than corporeal, and
that even children, as souls in the making, are of
infinite worth, was a condemnation of the savage
custom of exposing weak infants a practice defended even by the most enlightened Greek philosophers.
The Christian view necessarily led to a
restriction of the right to punish children, and to
the civU protection of their life and health, even
against their parents. With this we may compare
the modem law, which prevents careless parents
from standing in the way of their children's
education.
The ideal of education upheld by the great
thinkers of Greece was that the famUy should
transfer its responsibilities to the State a position
natural enough in view of the defective condition
of family life in Greece. Among Christian peoples
the place of the State was in a measure assumed
by the Church, which took in hand the work of
education an arrangement which stUl to some
extent prevails in Roman Catholic countries. The
family thus became subordinate to the Church and
the religiosi, and education was handed over to
the monastery and the convent. The countries of
the Reformation, however, where the family had
maintained its independence in a markedly higher
degree, recognized the educative value of home
life, as specially adapted to train the heart and
Provision was made, however,
the disposition.
both for attaining knowledge and for developing
talent and intelligence by the Institution of public
schools, the maintenance of which fell upon the
State ; though in England private education was
The augmented
stUl recommended by Locke.
;

;

—

—

—

demands

for intellectual culture,

and

for its dis-

semination (within limits) amongst the people at
large as even Luther had desiderated practically
made it incumbent upon the State to undertake
the development of natural talent, and more parIn some counticularly of the mental faculties.
tries school-attendance was made compulsory, the
children's right to be educated being thus enforced
even against the parents, while reformatories and
industrial schools were provided by the State in
the interests of children whose moral training was
criminally neglected at home.
In all this we discern a progressive liberation of
the individual from the ascendancy of the family,
though the latter by no means ceases to operate as
a genuine educative factor. Similar progress has
been made in regard to the aim of education.
The conviction that a man's education should be
directed towards making him an independent
personality has become more and more explicit.

—

—

;

;
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Eecent educational science pays special attention
to the transition stage between youth and full
manhood, and regards it as the definitive task of
education that the pupil, once he has outgrown
the discipline of home and school, should be trained
with a view to the attainment of his ethical
majority.
In this connexion Schleiermacher draws a distinction bearistocratic and democratic families, pointing out that
the family relationship is much more effectively maintained in
the former than in the latter. But he specially urges that
parental authority on its moral side should gradually pass into
friendship, while the filial respect he insists upon is not meant
to exclude freedom of decision on the part of those who have
reached maturity ; the parents, in short, shall then be no more

tween

than counsellors.

Thus the family, once a legal institution, has
become the moral community of the home, enjoying, nevertheless, the protection of the law the
rights of the individual members, especially of
those under age, are protected by the State, even
against the family itself ; while, in a moral and
;

legal respect, increasing regard

is paid to those
attained maturity and independence,
more particularly with a view to their becoming
founders of new families.
(rf) The emancipation of the individual has also
a social reference. In India a man is bound to his
In China, where
caste, and cannot rise above it.
the system of caste does not prevail, the individual's position in the social organism is defined by
religion and by a most elaborate ceremonialism,
which tend to impede the spontaneity of social
life.
In regard to property, nowever, the conditions are more favourable, and land can be tilled
In ancient
or sold as the proprietor pleases.
Greece social life had not as yet freed itself from
national life ; the individual, as Aristotle expresses it, was primarily a fuoc 7roXtr»c6v, while the
theory and practice of the State set forth in the
Dorian system of Plato's Republic hardly left room
for personal independence in social and economic
relations.
Nevertheless, in regard to social life,
Greece shows a certain advance upon Brahmanic
India, since it no longer made birth the criterion
for participation in public life a reform explicitly
decreed in the laws of Solon, which, however, still
countenanced slavery. In the period after Alexander the Great interest in the State began to
wane before social life and friendshij), which had
been extolled by Aristotle, and especially by Epicurus, in whose opinion the State was simply a
contract for the attainment of mutual secmity.
This social fellowship, however, did not embrace
family life
it was friendship amongst men, or
occasionally, with hetmrce.
Kevertheless, the interests of the individual came gradually to the front.
In Muhammadanism the Qur'an is the great
authority in matters not only of religion, but of
morality, law, and social order as well. The Prophet, or his vice-gerent, the Khalif, is invested
with power to regulate the tenure of property
the system, more particularly as regards the land,
may be called socio-theocratic. Social life is at a
low level, resting as it does on the separation of
the sexes and, wherever a better state of things
prevails, it is not due to Islam.
The theocratic standpoint likewise dominated
social life among the Jews.
But, while the land
was regarded as belonging to God, yet the social
and religious legislation, though not always carried
out in practice, served to strengthen the family on
its economic side, as is shown, for instance, by the
regulations regarding the jubilee, the Sabbatical
year, gleaning, etc., which were designed to avert
utter impoverishment. With some exceptions the
various crafts, such as tillage and cattle-rearing,
were held in high respect. The consciousness of
being the chosen people of God bound the Israelites
more closely together, while the simultaneous

who have

—

:

;

the observance of the Passover, and the
Sabbath, with its mandate of rest for man and
beast, tended to promote the social side of famUy
life.
The moral import of the social and economic
independence of the family and its head is set
festivals,

Law, and it was in view of this ethicai
end that statutory barriers were raised against
forth in the

impoverishment.
In Borne, again,

we see a certain progress in the
realization of social independence.
The long-continued conflict between plebeians and patricians,
the outcome of which was to equalize the two
parties, bore rather upon political than upon social
life ; yet it was not without significance for the
latter, as it made clear that social privileges were
no longer to be the appanage of birth, but the
reward of meritorious public service. The later
period of Koman history, however, was marked by
the formation of numerous associations, which, on
the whole, were an expression of the desire for
freedom in social matters; in fact, Julius Csesar
recognized not only the ancient gUds and the
autonomous societies, but also the independence of
municipalities.

By making

life

secure,

and by

giving the paterfamilias the right to dispose of his
nerty, Roman law maintained a formal freedom
so guarded the right of association for social
and religious ends. But, as those liberties were
without ethical character, the relative enactments
simply led to an increase of selfishness, enabling
the privileged few to reduce the rest to penury.
In Christianity, which so strongly emphasized
the ethical value of personality, even property was

viewed in a moral light, and men became aware
that they were responsible to God in the manage-

ment thereof. The conception of Christian equality
in social and economic relations found expression
a magnificent benevolence, and the
great end of riches was believed to be relief of the
But the idea of equality in the sight of God
Eoor.
ad also a vast influence upon the social life of
Christian communities. Certainly distinctions of
first of all in

were not done away with nevertheless, all
were equal in the eyes of religion a thought which
had found expression in Stoicism, though without
any practical issue. Christianity also effected a
class

;

—

deliverance in the sphere of custom, Christians
either breaking away from heathen practices, or
else, as was often the case, transforming them, and
feeling themselves individually responsible for the
reform a line of action urged especially by Tertullian in the one-sided, but all the more powerful,
appeals of his shorter ethical works, and also by
Clement of Alexandria, who, however, treated
ancient usages with a more tender hand. Doubtless men were then so profoundly concerned with
the world to come that they retained but little
interest in earthly goods, and social life was largely
Even in the
confined to religious intercourse.
primitive Church we find warnings against wealth

—

its perils, and in no long time it came to be
believed that property was grounded in selfislmess
(Ambrose), and that voluntary poverty was a mark
while, similarly, those who
of superior sanctity
abancfoned the world and the family for the desert
or the cloister were held in high repute. Be it
remarked, however, that the endeavour to escape
from the world and to be inwardly free from its

and

;

enticements was itself the outgrowth of a genuine
emancipative movement.
Even in the medieeval feudal system with its
class divisions, and in the system of trade gilds
which prevailed in the cities, there grew up a
renewed interest in social life, the general trend
of which was likewise favourable to individual

Notwithstanding a man's class disand his dependence upon his gild, and in
of frequent conflicts between the various

security.
abilities

spite

a

;
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ranks of society, his economic freedom was proof agriculture, commerce,
The peasantry, too, had
established
on their behalf
access to tribunals
while
gilds
frequently
imposed restricthe
and,
tions upon freedom of action, they also afforded

moted by tlie expansion
and the industrial arts.

protection and security.
As against the Church's authority over the
individual, the Reformation asserted the freedom
of a Christian man as the watchword of personal
liberty, thereby universalizing, on religious ground,
'

'

the advantages which, on social and political
ground, the powerful had arrogated to themselves
Moreover, the Reformain the previous century.
tion, affirming on principle the moral dignity of
labour and of the secular calling, laid the foundation of a new organization of society, which was
wrought out in subsequent centuries. Luther's
contention that wages should be proportionate to
work has a wonderfully modem ring. Then the
Mercantile System, laying stress upon manufactures, commerce, and tne use of money (in place of
barter), helped to facilitate the transport or goods,
the process being furthered also by the Physiocrats,
who, notwithstanding the importance they assigned
to agriculture, yet contended for complete freedom

made war upon
and the burdens

of trade,
cessions,

gilds.

Government con-

of the peasantry, and
thereby helped to forward the liberty of the subject.
Finally,
Smith and his school, repudiating
the compulsory element in the gilds, andT advocating open competition, set the seal upon individual

Adam

freedom, and their investigations were doubly important from the fact that, as regards both the
acquisition of property and the liberty of the
subject matters in which they had the support of
the philosophy of Natural Law from the time of
Locke they "bore upon the natural foundations
of society, and served to assign to the individual
his rightful place in the larger system of national
and international life. In the French Revolution,
the principles of freedom and equality advocated
by Natural Law brought about the abrogation of
innumerable privileges, and the emancipation of
the 'third estate.' But the weak point in the
movement was the people's lack of moral preparation, and the failure to recognize natural differences
among men. The general rights of man, which
from the religious point of view are based upon the
equality of
before God, but which were traced
by the Revolutionists to men's equality in the eyes

—

—

M

of moral and civil law, were urged so ruthlessly,
that the actual disparity of men in their moral,
mental, and physical qualities was ignored.
While the principle of open competition freed
the individual from the limitations of his class and
his trade, yet the new system of production, with
the requirement of capital, introduced fresh difficulties, the solution of which has been undertaken
by Socialism. Socialism {q.v.) begins by recognizing the actual inequalities of men, tracing these
not to diversities of natural gift this being assumed
rather to be equal in all ^but to disparities in the
possession of productive capital. Though an open
door has been set before the individual, and the
obstacles to the development of his faculties cleared
away though equal political rights have been
conceded to all, and the class distinctions which

—

—

;

way of social advancement removed ;
avail is it all, asks the Socialist, if men

stood in the
of

what

have no choice but to enter the lists of competition
with unequal resources ? The individual's dependence upon capital must, therefore, be brought to
an end if his emancipation is ever to be complete ;
and this object is to be attained by making productive capital a national asset. In order to give
practical effect to the idea, it is proposed to turn
the State into a great industrial company, which
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would guarantee
tion of

liis

man the due remuneraIn point of fact, however, such

to every

labour.

an emancipation would result in the loss of personal
freedom and, as the worker would then possess
no capital, but gain at most sufficient wu^'os in
the form of work-certificates to procure him the
means of enjoyment, the system would but pander
to the selfish desire for happiness, and check the
impulse to produce, which thrives only where it is
;

—

—

We

must, nevertheless, recognize that both
the policy of open competition, which emanated
from England, and the Socialistic movement, which
first arose in France, were prompted by the spirit
only, these movements are conof emancipation
cerned with the material rather than with the
moral side of man's nature, and with what is common to all rather than with the peculiar qualities
higher respect is, therefore,
of the individual.
due to those who emphasize the ethical aspect of
problem
and
the ethical significance of
the social
property, and who desiderate a true personal
independence, guaranteed by such a system of
ownership as would enable each to discharge his
proper function in the social organism, and, so far
as possible, remove that financial servitude which
keeps him from fulfilling his vocation as a man and
similar object is aimed at by
as an individual.
the renascent tendency to form corporate societies
standing midway between the individual and the
free.

;

A

A

State— societies in which a man may act as a
voluntary member, and from which he derives a
certain support and security. A practical attempt
to deliver the working man from the power of
capital is made by the Trade Unions, which secure
a proper representation of his interests, and treat
with capitalists and their combinations upon equal
terms. Again, provision is made in Germany for
old age and sickness by compulsory insurance,
while in Great Britain old age pensions are now
paid by the State, and there and in America the
same purpose is served in part by funds accumulated independently of the State.
The emancipation of factory- workers, miners, and rural labourers
is sought in ameliorative legislation.
The emancipation movement makes itself felt in
the sphere of social intercourse precisely as in that
of economics. Social intercourse is regulated by
custom and here also a beginning has been made
with that levelling process which looks to the worth
of personality as such. While formerly distinctions
of rank were rigorously observed, in modern times
the sense of equality has been intensified by international intercourse, by the recognition of human
rights and of the ethical value of labour in
general ; and this manifests itself in the respect
and courtesy shown even to social inferiors. It is,
of course, true that this tendency towards the
democratization of society is counteracted by a
tendency towards differentiation, which is constantly splitting society into new and mutually
exclusive groups. But, as the various ranks are
arranged no longer according to birth, but according to occupation or profession, there may grow up
in the professions themselves an ethic and etiquette
which do away with the distinction of birth, while,
again, the equal respect paid to the several professions the moral value set upon work in general
practically opens to every man the door of any
calling for whicn he may be qualified, and so breaks
down the rigidity of professional caste. Both of
these modifications may have an effect upon custom,
and in this respect, too, modern society exhibits a
movement towards the emancipation of the lower
classes from the thraldom of their position
;

—

—

—

movement which has made most headway in the
United States. Recent ethics has made it increasingly clear, however, that custom is not a thing
fixed and stable, but is ever being moulded afresh

;
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action of individuals, and that every man
shares in the responsibility for its right develop-

by the
ment.

Coming now to the larger communities, the State
and the Church, we find the process of emancipation at work in various forms.
It may manifest
itself in the relation between the individual and
either of these communities, or, again, in the
relation of these communities to each other.
(e) First of all, as regards the tie between the
individual and the Church, we must distinguish
between countries like Judaea and Persia, where
there was a national religion established by law,
and where every citizen was bound to conform to
its authority, alike in belief and in practice, and
countries like Greece and Kome, where religion
was, indeed, a matter of the State, but where no
pressure was put upon a man so long as he did not
overtly violate the sacred institutions. In Rome,
the devotees of the religiones licitcB were allowed
absolute liberty, on condition that they observed
the worship of the Emperor ; while in Greece it
was possible for a free philosophical religion to
develop from the popular cults. Christianity was
at first a voluntary association of believers, in
which every man could act a part congenial to his
gifts ; but in process of time it was transformed
into an infallible school of doctrine, a sanctuary
through which salvation flowed, a seminary which
prepared men for heaven. The Roman Church, in
particular, insisted upon the spiritual incapacity of
the people, and held all its members in thrall to its
dogma and its discipline alike. The emancipation
of the individual really began with the Reformation, which made the personal assurance of salvation, the testimonium Spiritus Sancti internum, a
matter of superlative moment, and regarded the
Church asprincipaliter the community of believers.
But the Churches of the Reformation had their
own fixed Confessions and Liturgies, and presently
came to take their stand upon the infallibility of
Scripture. In no long time, therefore, personal
liberty fell again into abeyance, and all the more
completely that the task of maintaining doctrinal
purity was practically handed over to the State.
At length, however, under the influence of modem

philosophy, and of natural and historical science,
the religious spirit wrenched itself free from ecclesiastical authority ; the Church itself became the
subject of critical inquiry, and the system of
National Churches was partly superseded by the
policy of public tolerance for all religious communities. It is, again, the United States which
has made most progress in the latter direction, for
there the individual may choose at will among the
various denominations, and move as he pleases
from one to another though, on the other hand,
diverse tendencies within the various communities
themselves are less willingly tolerated. In Europe
the system of privileged Established Churches is
still very general
Churches which more or less
strenuously maintain their traditional worship,
doctrine, and usage, and hold their members in a
position of dependence. Yet within these Churches
we find various types of thought existing side by
side, more especially in the Protestant communities
of Germany and Switzerland, and in the Church of
England ; and religious freedom broadens out more
and more, though not altogether without opposition.
It is worthy of special note that the right of
the individual to take part according to his abilities
in reforming the Church from within is more and
;

—

more reco^ized.
(/) Again, the sphere of individual participation
in the national life has been gradually enlarged.
The great monarchies of the East Babylon and
Egypt gave the mass of the people no voice in
the control of public affairs.
True, the Greek

—

—

Roman Republic obliged their
citizens to take part in the government, but the
enfranchised classes were small in number, and
their privileges were subject to the condition that
the State should superintend their moral training.
As a matter of fact, it was the feudal State of the
States and the

Middle Ages that made a beginning with personal
enfranchisement with respect to the law, and with

—

the people's right to vote supplies witness the
English Magna Charta of 1215 to the same period
we must also trace a weakening of the central
authority by the growing independence of territorial and local rulers a state of matters exempliTo these signs of
fied by the condottieri of Italy.
progress we must add the nascent theories of
Natural Law, according to which the State derived
its authority from the people, as was held by
Occam and others. The severance between social
and national life which is gradually being effected
in the modem world is an index of the increasing
prestige of the individual and the class in relation
to the State.
Finally, comparing the views of
Natural Law held by a man like Locke with
ancient theories of the State, we see how great an
advance has been made in the matter of personal
interests ; for, according to Locke, the function of
the State is merely a legal one, viz. to protect the
individual and the family in life and property.
Reference must also be made to the view that
the State is based upon a contract of its citizens,
and that, accordingly, its part is to act in their
interests. The French Revolution was an attempt
to carry out the principles of liberty, equaUty, and
fraternity, and to abolish the privileges of the
favoured classes ; and since then most European
countries have adopted constitutions which not
merely compel the citizen to obey and to pay taxes,
but also enable him to take a greater or smaller
share in the national life by the exercise of his
vote.
Schleiermacher in his Politik puts the
matter thus government on the one hand and
subordination on the other should be shared by
aU, every man being in one aspect a ruler, and
in another a subject while W. von Humboldt, in
his work entitled Veber die Grenzen der Wirksamkeit eines Staates, makes it incumbent upon the
State to furnish the strongest possible guarantee
of the citizen's right to free self-development.
When we consider the expansion of the leading
States of to-day, and the share in their government which is nevertheless guaranteed in varying
;

—

:

;

measure to their inhabitants, we see what an
advance has been made upon ancient conditions
aU, the democracies of old correspond
rather with the oligarchies of modern times.
Once more, it is the United States which has gone
furthest in applying the principle of personal
liberty, inasmuch as, on the one hand, the Government has its functions circumscribed, no longer
holding the citizen in tutelage, while, on the other,
every citizen is free to take a part in public life.
At the same time, the experience of that country
shows that civU emancipation requires a certain
standard of education in the citizens, and that its
necessary complement is compulsory school attendance.
In Europe, on the other hand, more
especially in countries where the monarchy still
bears a despotic and autocratic character, we find
a growing tendency to Anarchy {q.v.), manifesting
itself either in a nihilistic onslaught upon the
existing organization of society, or in the subversive
theoriesof thinkers like Tolstoi, who would abrogate
all State authority in favour of the freely rendered
love of one's fellow-man. Certainly the warrant
for personal participation in the government of
one's country, to which at the same time obedience
must be rendered, is to be found alone in the right
in fact, the growth
of moral self-determination
for, after

:

;
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of the sense of moral responsibility amoncst the
people, and of their respect for the constitution
and the law, forms an accurate index of their
capacity for a responsible share in the national
administration. Accordingly, in reference to the
French Revolution, Schiller and other German

writers maintained that the nation which would
take its destiny into its own hands must possess
an inwrought moral character, lest liberty of action
should degenerate into pure caprice and unreason.
Similarly, it was Kant's conviction of the ethical
value of personality the idea of moral autonomy
which led him to urge that free moral action
was based upon law, and that a legally constituted
State was essential to the realization of moral
freedom. Since in the modern State the first
principle of legal administration is the equality of
all before the law since punishment has lost much
of its former barbarity, and is designed mainly to
preserve law and order since the State makes it
its task to protect the common rights of man, and
since this protection covers not only life and
property, but also liberty of conscience, of thought,
of inquiry, and the freedom of the press ; we may
regard it as certain that the law-abiding citizen
may claim public protection for his most sacred
interests, whether material or spiritual, and may
look upon the law as the sponsor of his absolute
right to cultivate his mental and physical faculties
to the best of his ability.
Perhaps the South
American Republics afford the most striking
illustration of how little is gained by a purely
formal freedom, i.e. a freedom unsupported by
that moral responsibility which manifests itself in
unconditional reverence for the law not that the
law need be regarded as incapable of improvement
or as unalterably and finally fixed, but it ought to
be obeyed so long as it stands. This aspect of the
matter was admirably set forth by Schleiermacher
when he said that the most perfect form of national
life is that in which freedom as such is never

—

—

;

;
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sought after.
{g) The emancipation of the State from the Church
comes into consideration only in cases where the
former has been dominated by the latter. In
antiquity the two communities, the political and
the religious, were as a rule too closely identified
for any attempt on the part of the former to free
itself from the latter.
In Kgypt the State passed
under the ascendancy of the priesthood in the
period of the Theban domination.
Amenhotep
If. transferred his court from Thebes to Tell efAmama, and sought to throw off the priestly
power and even to introduce, on his own initiative,
a solar monotheism, letting himself be worshipped
as the reflexion of the sun. This drastic proceeding, however, proved inefi'ective, and gave place to
an absolute theocracy, the priesthood again gaining
the upper hand in the Ethiopian dynasty. A
similar movement manifests itself in the Jewish
theocracy, as when Saul set himself in opposition
to Samuel, while David came to the throne as the
true theocratic king. In Greece the State was in
no way subject to the hierarchy, save at Delphi,
where for a time the constitution was theocratic,
while in Rome the religious interest was really
subordinate to the political. Once the Christian
Church in the Western Empire had become a
power co-ordinate with the State, Augustine laid
the foundations of a theory which actually exalted
the theocratic community above the civU, and the
Middle Ages witnessed an attempt to carry the
theory into practice.
The Church, it waa declared, fulfils a higher function than
the State the latter has to do with the terrena felicitas, the
former with eternal salvation. The secular purpose of the
State can, therefore, be consecrated only when the civil power
places itself at the disposal of the religious. Views of this
tenor, aiming at the ascendancy of the Church, come more and
:
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into vogue until the rise of Jesuitism.
Indications of the
to show themselvcH in the pseudo-Isidorian
lircTttals, at the Synod of Paris (a.o. 8J9), Ihe dr huiitulione
lUiiia of John of Orleans, and the Conntitutio of Odo of Canterbury. While Aquinas, In his de Itegimine I'rincijjtiin, apparently

more

movement had begun

ashigns on indcuendent position to the State, he nevertheless
holdb that, 08 the Church hos the superior function, the civil
power must give way wlienever the Church so enjoins, and also
that the Church itself must in all cases decide when its own
higher intercHts justify such a demand. In fact, the prevailing
idea of the Middle Ages was that the Church ond the State were
OS sun and moon, the latter deriving its light from the former.
In the reign of Ludwig of Bavaria tnis view was mnlntained in
the Summa de Potentate EccUsiai of AuguBtinus Triuniphus, as
also in the Summa de Ptanctu EceUt^iai of Alvarus Pelagius,
the Spanish FranclHcan.
The Jesuits contended that all
authority belongs primordially to the Church, which receives
the same directly from God, whereas the power of the State is
wholly derived from the people. Endeavours to carry out these
theories in face of the Imperial authority were made by
Gregory vii., who was filled with the ideals of the Clu^^niac
order, and also by Innocent ill., while Boniface vill. even claimed
the right to parcel out territory by a stroke of the pen. The
State was gravely imperilled in its own domain by the spiritual
Jurisdiction and the sway of the priests as exercised in the
confessional. Above all, the Church's claim to release the
subject from an oath given to an unbeliever some refractory
ruler, let us say and even to depose princes, was a standing
menace to the sovereignty of the State.
Such views, however, did not even then pass unchallenged.
For one thing, the Saxon and Salic emperors, down to Henry rv.,
deemed themselves the guardians of the Church, while the
Hohenstaufens, especially Frederick I. and Frederick ll. the
latter in his Sicilian Laws tried to emancipate the State from
the Church ; for another, writer after writer took up the
controversy in defence of the State's rights. Early in the 9th
cent., for instance, Abbot Smaragdus of Verdun, in his de Via
Regia, spoke of the king as the earthly counterpart of God
Henry iv. found a champion in the Italian Jurist Petrus Crassus ;
while Frederick ll. in his own Letters upheld the national
prerogative, and had the support of Peter of Vineis and Thaddeeus
of Suessa.
Dante's de Monarchia had a similar end in view.
In the time of Ludwig of Bavaria the independence of the
State was still more strenuously advocated by the Franciscan
William of Occam, by Marsilius of Padua in his Defensor Pads,

—

—

—

—

by Leopold of Babenburg in hia Tractatus de luribus Regni et
Imperii and in France, in the time of Philip rv., the cause
was maintained by Dubois in his d« RecuperatioTie Terrce Sanctis.
As against the assumptions of the Church, Machiavelli asserted
the absolute independence of the State ; as against the idea of
the universal empire, he advocated the unity of the Italian
nation, though all he claimed for the State was its supremacy
in regard to its finance and its external power and prosperity.
The emancipation of the State from the Church
in countries dominated by Roman Catholicism can
come about only through conflict with the Church
itself. Even to the present day the Roman Catholic
Church claims to be absolutely supreme in all
;

questions which it regards as bearing upon its
interests a contention which finds frank expression
in the Syllabus of Pius IX.
The result is that,
whenever a Roman Catholic State unfetters itself

—

from ecclesiastical bondage, it assumes an openly
irreligious character
the views of Machiavelli
aflbrd a typical illustration. But, as it is impossible
that a people can live permanently without religion,
Roman Catholic nations tend to pursue a policy of
vacillation between the two extremes on the one
hand, an irreligious and secular standpoint, where
there is no concern for anything but material
prosperity, and, on the other, a position of subjection
to the Church Spain and France furnish instances
(cf. Concordat).
The liberation of the political
from the ecclesiastical interest can in fact attain a
permanent footing only when the State aims at
something higher than material prosperity and
enjoyment, and when at the same time the Church
confines itself to spiritual afi'airs, and is concerned
solely with the fostering of the religious life. The
numerous tentative statements of this conception
made in the Middle Ages, as, e.g. by Frederick I.
of Hohenstaufen, Dante, William of Occam and
his allies, could win no real acceptance while the
Church remained unreformed, as was shown in the
case of France, which had to renounce the ancient
Galilean liberties of Louis IX. in favour of modem
Ultramontanism, and is now endeavouring to free
itself from the latter.
Cf. art. Erastianism.
In the process of emancipation of State from
Church, a crucial and epoch-making stage was
:

:

;

,
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reached at the Reformation. The Church's function
was now in principle limited to the religious
nurture of the soul ; the Church itself was viewed
as the community of faith.
It was, therefore,
impossible for the Church to obstruct the State, as
the latter too had a Divine commission to foster
justice, to maintain order, to ensure liberty of
moral action on the basis of law. In point of fact,
as the individual depended no longer upon the
Church's mediation, but could win the assurance
of salvation for himself, and as he recognized that
he had been elected to realize himself as a free
moral agent, and thus to become something more
than a passive unit in the national life, his new-born
conviction was really an augury not only of his
own personal liberty as a citizen, but also of the
emancipation of the State itself. Calvinism, which
interpreted the consciousness of election to life as
an incitement to moral practice, was marvellously
adapted to endow the nations with a freedom based
upon personal responsibility, and thereby to procure
the liberation of the State from the Church, as is
well shown in the history of Calvinistic lands.
{h) Finally, we must consider the emancipation
of the Church from the State. In ancient Greece
and Rome the civil power was paramount in
religious things ; religion was, in fact, an affair of
the State. This is still the case in China, where
the machinery of government is regarded as a
Divine manifestation, and where the moral and
religious training of the people is in the hands of
public officials. Within Christendom, too, the
Eastern Church was subject to the State ; doctrine
was a State concern, and was frequently enforced
by Government authority. The Donatist controversy turned not only upon the idea of the
Church, but upon the Church's liberation from
State control (see Donatists). While the mediaeval
Roman Church claimed the rig:ht to dominate the
State, it was rather the Byzantian principle which
re-emerged in Lutheran countries at the Reformation
it was held that the State, as a Christian
entity, ought to concern itself even with the defence
of the faith ; and the territorial principle cujus
regio ejus religio held its own for a time.
Once
more, however, it was Calvinism that upheld
religious liberty against the usurpations of the
witness the history of Holland, Scotland,
State
and the United States. These countries actually
carried out the idea that religion, being a matter
of the inmost heart, should in no way be constrained
by the civil power a principle which, it is true,
had been strongly advocated in Reformation times
by dissenters like Denk and Sebastian Frank.
Even the system of Established Churches was set
aside, notably in the United States.
It was held
that the Churches should be quite independent of
the State, requiring nothing from it save legal
only on these conditions could the
protection
freedom of the Church as a societasJidei be realized.
Certainly, were the Churches to attempt to suppress
freedom, and to dragoon the people to accept their
formulae, the civU power would be called upon to
safeguard the liberty of the subject, since it is of
the very essence of a free Church that the members
should belong to it voluntarily, and should not be
coerced in any way. The outcome of such a freedom is that the religious spirit unfolds itself in the
most varied forms. State Churches, in fact, can
compete in this respect with voluntary Churches
only by admitting a wide variety in their doctrine

—
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—
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and

Cf. art.

practice.

Erastianism.

may

also be made of the fact
understood by some in an
absolute sense, i.e. as personal liberty without any
Such freedom is conceded
qualification whatever.

Bare mention
that emancipation
(t)

is

to the man of genius, as, e.g., by Romantic writers
like Schlegel in his theory of Irony ; or to the

—

man

Eerrenm^rcd. But
amounts to an emancipation from
a condition 'beyond good and evil.'

of power, as in Nietzsche's

all this really

morality

—

Such an emancipation, like the Solipsism of
Stirner's

Der Einzige und sein Eigentum,

Max

(Leipzig,

1893), is sheer delusion.

Moral and

religious bearings of emancipathe foregoing survey we see how
emancipation has broadened out more and more,
manifesting itself now as the liberation of thought,
now as the deliverance of the individual from the
bondage of society and of organized communities,
and again as the liberation of one community from
another, each exhibiting a growing sense of its
peculiar function, and striving to fulfil the same
in its own way.
It is admitted by the various
schools of thought whether as a subject for blame
or for praise that the process of emancipation is
in the last resort the supersession of authority by
autonomy. In this striving after freedom manyread hostility to religion, a tendency to break
away from the Divine government, the atomizing
and levelling of society, the growth of the notion
that justice is to be determined solely by the individual (who appropriates what rights he can),
the imminent dissolution of discipline and order^
all ending at length in moral chaos.
To others,
however, as to J. G. Fichte for instance, the real
tenor of the process seems to consist in the transmutation of authority into liberty, of natural gifts
into qualities personally acquired and developed,
_

3.

tion.

— From

—

—

of tradition into freedom of thought and act ; in
the ceaseless renovation of communities not as
dead institutions but as living organisms by the
unobstructed effort of their members ; and in the
growing capacity of each separate community to

—
—

undertake and execute its
alien interference, but with

specific
its

own

work, without
resources,

and

—

according to the principles of its constitution no
community having authority over any other, but
each being supreme within its own domain, and
each in reality best serving the interests of the rest
by attending to its own affairs.
It is a fact beyond question that the human
personality must possess the moral right to express
itself in action, and is, therefore, entitled to a
measure of emancipation adequate thereto. Moral
personality has two sides. There is first of all the
universal side, in virtue of which every man ought
to have an equal right to practical self-expression,
and upon this postulate rest the general rights of
man asserted by the advocates of Natural Law
including not merely protection of life and property,
but freedom of conscience and thought as well.
Then there is the individual side, which postulates
that each person, as such, should possess the right
to develop his special talents in his own way j nor
is he to be levelled to the general average of society,
as is demanded by certain schools of Socialism. It
is clear, nevertheless, that an emancipation of the
individual issuing in a ruthless self-assertion at the
cost of others would subvert the real rights of the
latter, while, as a matter of fact, men are meant
It is,
to work as complementary to one another.
therefore, of capital importance that an adjustment be made between tne general rights of moral
personality and the right of the individual to act
for himself.
Every human being must be free to
act in his proper vocation, and must at the same
time pay due regard to the corresponding right of
others.
The relation subsisting between the individual
and the various groups -the family, the corporate
body, the class, civic society, the State, the Church,
custom is conditioned by the postulate that as a
moral personality he shall have the right to act
spontaneously, and according to his abilities, in
these several relationships, and hence also to assist

—

—

;
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in the continuous renovation of tlie communitieB
themselves ; emancipation is, therefore, necessary
as a means to that end. Again, however, the

must preserve a certain conmust demand that recognition be given by
the individual to the constitution and order without
which they could not exist. Hence there emerges
once more the need of an adjustment, the condition
of which is that, while the existent economy of
various communities

tinuity,

these communities is treated with respect, it shall
leave room for development and reform, and consequently for efforts directed thereto, such progress
shaping its course according to the distinctive
character of the several communities.
Finally, as regards the interrelations of the
various communities, it is required that each of
these shall possess such a measure of freedom as
wUl enable it to develop according to its own prin-

and

ciples,

to

do justice to

aim and

its specific

object.
But, since none of these communities is
absolutely independent, since, in fact, they circumscribe one another, they must enter into mutual
relations.
So far as their external activities are
concerned, the province of each must be delimited
in such a way as to obviate the possibility of
collision with any other.
This end is secured by
the law, the guardian of which is the State, while
it is the State likewise which must guarantee the
complete liberty required by each community in
the working out of its peculiar task.
In a word, emancipation is a necessary moment
in that liberation of the moral personality and the
moral community without which they cannot adequately realize their appropriate moral end. But
this fact also indicates the limit of the process, viz.
that the individual and the community alike must
regard themselves as each having a place in the
whole moral organism, and as working towards
the Highest Good, or in terms of religion the
Kingdom of God. Emancipation taken as an endin-itself, and as the repudiation of moral respon-

—

—

sibility, is worse than useless, and results in moral
chaos ; but, if we regard it as a means of setting
the moral powers free for action, so that they may
most efiiciently contribute their special quota to
the realization of the whole ethical process, then
emancipation is seen to be a demand of the moral

law

and gracious character. Emerson took a (genuine
pride in his descent from a long line of Christian
ministers.
It gave him 'a certain normal piety,
education
he counted himself happy
having a star which rained on him influences of
ancestral religion.
His aunt, Mary Moody Emerson, did much to shape his character and thought
the kind aunt whose cares instructed my youth,
and whom may God reward
He was educated at the Boston Grammar School
and Latin School, and then at Harvard, where he
graduated without any great distinction in 1821,
two of his brothers proving much more brilliant
than he. The family circumstances being straitened by his father's early death, he had to teach
in a school in order to help himself through college,
and again after graduation j but it was a task in
which he was not happy, feeling himself shy and
awkward, ' toiling through this miserable employment without even the poor satisfaction of discharging it well.' His thoughts turned towards
the Christian ministry. A month before he came
of age he wrote
I deliberately dedicate my time,
my talents, and my hopes to the Church.' He

a

levitical
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writings. — Ralph

r. Life and
essayist, poet, and the most
famous representative of the Transcendentalist
school of thought in New England, was bom, the
third of seven children, in Boston, Mass., on 25th
May 1803. His fatlier, William Emerson, was

Waldo Emerson,

'

;

in

—

'

!

:

'

studied theology at the Harvard Divinity School,
was approved as a preacher in 1826, and in 1829
was settled as coUeague-minister of the Second
Church in Boston. This chapter in his history
was not to be a long one. He gradually conquered
the chest weakness which at first made public
speaking difficult.
But in 1832 he resigned his
charge, feeling that he could no longer conscientiously administer the Lord's Supper in the accustomed form. His grounds were partly those of
criticism and interpretation he did not think that
Christ designed a perpetual commemoration with
the help of symbols ; and partly those of personal
taste and experience
'This mode of commemorating Christ is not suitable to me.
That is reason enough why I should abandon it. ... I will love
him as a glorified friend, after the free way of friendship, and
not pay him a stiff sign of respect, as men do those whom they

—

fear.'

In other ways he felt that in the pulpit, and amid
the accepted traditions of worship, his wings were
bound. This year he wrote in his Journal
have sometimes thought that, in order to be a good

minister,

— H.
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minister of the First Church (Unitarian) in Boston ;
his mother, Ruth Haskins, was a woman of strong

*I

itself.
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:

fession

is

was necessary to leave the ministry. The proIn an altered age we worship in the
antiquated.

it

dead forms

of

our forefathers.'

The same year there occurred the death, from
consumption, of his young wife, Ellen Louisa
Tucker, whom he had married in 1829. Thus set
from all ties, he paid his first visit to Europe
(described in the beginning of English Traits), and
returned to America to write and lecture, sometimes also preaching as occasion offered. In 1834
he settled at Concord, occupying first for some
free

years the Old Manse,' made famous by Hawthorne,
and in 1835 married Lidian Jackson {d. 1892). For
a time he preached on Sundays to the Church in
East Lexington, but more and more he felt that
the lecture-platform was his real pulpit, and in
1838 he gave up preaching. None of his sermons
has been published except that on the Lord's
Supper, preached at the time of his resignation
from his Boston charge ; but we may judge of the
tone and quality of his preaching from many passages in his essays and lectures, in which the
preacher reappears scarcely disguised. There are
many testimonies to the sweetness of his voice,
the dignity and sincerity of his manner, and the
beauty of his language in preaching and in prayer.
But probably his preaclmig, like his poetry, appealed to a select circle.
The clearest light on these earlier years, and
indeed one of the most valuable means we possess
for the knowledge of the essential Emerson, has
'

—
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recently been given in the long-delayed publication of his private Journal, edited by his son and
grandson. Four volumes have, so far, been issued,
covering the years 182U-38. Early in life he began
a notebook system, one chief purpose of which
was, apparently, to enrich his conversation and
deliver him from cheap, extemporaneous, draggletail dialogue.'
He included quotations which
had impressed him ; his own comments on these
and other matters; extracts from letters written
by him and to him, especially from his correspondence with his aunt Mary ; and all the spontaneous
overflow of his mind according to the outlook and
feeling of the moment. It was, in part, a deliberate
literary exercise as well as a storehouse of memories
and seed-thoughts, as when he took a fancy to imitate for a time the Rambler or Spectator.
This
Journal was the foundation of his published writings, and contains the rough-hewn outlines of some
of his most famous utterances.
The whole is of
the most intense interest as a revelation of the
man. The lover of Nature is here continually
and the indomitable optimist, except at a certain
youthful period of ill-health and depression. Here
are the gravity and dignity that gave to so many
of his later utterances an oracular and prophetic
tone
Why has my motley diary no jokes 1 Because it is a soliloquy, and every man is grave
alone.'
Here are hints of the remoteness and
reserve which were characteristic to the end
'Aristocracy is a good sign ... no man would
consent to live in society if he was obliged to admit
everybody to his house that chose to come.' Here
is his own confession of the wayward and disconnected thinking which some of his critics have
regarded as his chief defect '
wayward Imagination. ... I have come to the close of the
sheets which I dedicated to the Genius of America,
and notice that I have devoted nothing in my book
to any peculiar topics which concern my country.'
Here may be traced the beginning of the Sweden'

:

'

:

My

borg influence, which left so deep a mark upon
him, especially in its feeling for the unity of
Nature and its foreshadowing of the idea of Evolution ; it reached him first through a 44-page
pamphlet, entitled The Growth of Mind (Boston,
1826), by Sampson Reed, a young apothecary. The
pamphlet does not contain much that would now
arrest attention, but to Emerson it had the aspect
of a revelation.' But the most interesting ingredient in the Journal is the youthful anticipation of
doctrines of which, in later years, he was to be the
prophet. The Essay on Compensation is here in
germ. When he was 22 he wrote
'

:

I say that sin is ignorance, that the thief steals from himself,
that he who practises fraud is himself the dupe of the fraud he
practises : that whoso borrows runs in his own debt, and whoso
gives to another benefits himself to the same amount.' ^
'

The

doctrine of self-reliance is equally prominent
this (mt. 20) : ' I see no reason why I should
head to man, or cringe in
bow
demeanour.'
This, again, in a letter to his aunt, anticipates his
frequent championship of the individual soul, its
rights and dignities
cf.

my

my

' I
hold last to my old faith, that to each soul is a solitary
law, a several universe.
The colours to our eyes may be
your red may be my green. My innocence to one of
more opportunity shall be guilt'

different,

—

So we watch

in these volumes the gradual unfolding of the thinker and the man. At 17 he dreams
of standing in the fair assembly of the chosen, the
brave and the beautiful
at 20 he writes ' I bum
after the aliquid immensum infinitumque which
Cicero desired.' And, as we turn these pages, we
feel that he is already far upon the way.
From the time of his settling in Concord his life
ran a comparatively easy and peaceful course, not
1 There is a passage to the same effect written when he was
'

'

19.

^oy

—

:;

:

Of. the
,

.

.•

;

opening of the Essay

:

itself

:

'

Ever since

I

was a

without its financial struggles and its private sorrows, such as the death of his eldest boy in 1842
(commemorated in Threnody). His second visit to
Europe was in 1847, when the lectures on Representative Men were delivered, and his third in 1872.
rest is summed up in his lecturing tours his
correspondence, notably with Carlyle; his recep-

The

;

tion of innumerable visitors ; his happy communion
with his family and with Nature ; and the publication of his various works. The first of these
Nature, published in 1836— deserves special notice
because of its relation to the movement of which

Emerson became the principal seer. Though the
book was greatly admired by a few, twelve

little

years passed before 500 copies were sold.' Its value
lies not only in its intrinsic beauty and suggestiveness it contains some of the most poetic prose
that Emerson ever wrote but also in that we
look back upon it now as a kind of preface to aU
that is covered by the word Transcendentalism.'
It is diflicult to frame this movement in any exact
definition ; it was more a spirit that could be felt
than a set of doctrines which might be tabulated.
It had links of connexion with Kantian idealism ;
it owed much to the influence of Coleridge, Carlyle,
Goethe also to Edward Everett, who popularized
in Boston the newer stirrings of European thought.
But there was at least as much in it of New England
as of Europe it was a reaction against the intellectual conventionality that reigned in Unitarian
as in Calvinistic circles it was a cry for new life,
or partly a cry and partly a breath that came in
answer to the cry. The movement gathered to
itself supporters, some that were notable, such as

—

—

'

;

:

;

Margaret Fuller, some eccentrics and extremists,
that were obscure in name but lofty and

many

eager in spirit.
To get the essence of the Transcendentalist spirit,
one might take this sentence from The Dial
They [the Editors] have obeyed, though with great joy, the
:

*

strong current of thought and feeling which, for a few years
past, has led many sincere persons in New England to make
new demands on literature, and to reprobate that rigor of our
conventions of rehgion and education which is turning us to
stone, which renounces hope, which looks only backward, which
asks only such a future as the past, which suspects improvement,
and holds nothing 80 much in horror as new views and the
dreams of youth. With these terrors the conductors of the
present journal have nothing to do.'

The same

spirit is

pressed in the

first

more briefly and positively exparagraph of Nature
:

'The foregoing generations beheld God and Nature face to

Why

should not
face ; we, through their eyes.
an original relation to the Universe?*

we

also enjoy

It is obvious

that this relates itself closely to
Emerson's favourite gospel of self-reliance the
Transcendentalist is one who trusts the deepest
voices of his own being, and holds himself gladly
free to follow the new light that new days bring to
him. Yet he, of all men, is most truly loyal to the
past ; he is but doing what great souls of all ages
have done before him.
This way of thinking, falling on Roman times, made Stoic
philosophers
falling on superstitious times, made prophets
and apostles
and, falling on Unitarian and commercial
times, makes the peculiar shades of Idealism which we know.'
This sentence from the lecture on The Transcendentalist hints at the way in which Emerson reconciled
to his own mind his reverence for the past with his
still greater reverence for the intuitions and revelations of the living present.
Nature was followed by two public utterances,
:

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

which were also significant and prophetic. The
oration on The American Scholar was delivered at
Cambridge in 1837 an event, Lowell says, without parallel in our literary annals.' It has been
described as an intellectual declaration of independence for America " it was a call to the sluggard

—

'

;

a sentence in the Journal, when he was 18 'Greatness
a property for which no man gets credit too soon ; it must be
possessed long before it is acknowledged.'
2Cf. Emerson, in The Dial, April 1843: 'The American
Academy, the Historical Society, and Harvard University
1 Cf.

is

;

a

'

'

'
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intellect of the American continent to loolc
under its iron lids
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temper

and criticism might carry men

of negation

too tar.

:

have listened too long to the courtly muses of Europe;
we will work with our own
will walk on our own feet
hands we will speak our own minds.'

much precision and emphasis
that we are encroached upon by the claims of Jesus in the
current theology it brings us into a cold, denying, unreligious
state of mind.'

The

That state of mind was never Emertion's own.
His positive assertions were always so eMBentially
religious and believing that they have lent wings
to many who have small sympathy with the more
negative side of his position.
Emerson's wribinfcs appeared in the following sequence : In
1841, i'>aa//.s (including 'History,' '8elf-fteliancc,' 'CompensaFriendship," 'The Oversoul,' etc.); in
tion,' 'Spiritual Laws,'
1844, Essays, 2nd Series (includinp 'The Poet,' 'Experience,'
•Character,' 'Manners,' 'Nominalist and Realist.' 'New Eng-

'

We

... we

;

;

influence of this address in calling forth an
American literary consciousness can scarcely be

the mind of a nation challenged
the younger
itself through the voice of a man
thinkers of the time heard it as a call to courage
and self-respect the Stand upright of the angel
This
in Daniel (10") repeated for modern ears.
was followed the next year by the Address to the
Divinity Class in Cambridge an utterance which
caused much controversy, in which Emerson took
no part. Its significance for us lies in its revelaIt was the doctrine
tion of his religious position.
of self-reliance applied to the loftiest things
Obey
re-assertion of the great Stoical doctrine,
thyself; a prescription, 'first soul, and second
and
evermore
soul,'
for
the
deadness
of
consoul,
ventional thoughts and forms ; a call to rise to
Christ's conception of the greatness of a man.
The address shocked the orthodox by seeming to
belittle the historic basis of Christianity and
the accumulated witness of the past it alarmed
some who did not count themselves specially
orthodox, by its sheer courage of reliance upon
Many things here are
instinct and intuition.
characteristic, and the reader who knows this
utterance well knows much that came after.
There is the deep and passionate moral sense,
which to Emerson was the very nerve of religion ;
when a man attains to say, Virtue, I am thine,
then is the end of creation
save me, use me
.
answered and God is well jjleased.' There is a

over-estimated

;

;

—

'

'

—

—

'

;

'

.

.

glimpse of his critical and independent relation
to historical Christianity, his feeling that he has
hold of something larger than the Churches were
giving, his conviction that the best method of
honouring Jesus was to show the same courage as

—

—

to live as He did, by intuition and
conscience, and faith in the grandeur of the soul.
There is also a note which may almost be called
Messianic : ' I look for the new Teacher, that shall
follow so far those shining laws, that he shall see

He showed and

them come full circle.'
But Emerson's religious

position as a whole is
best summarized in a phrase from one of his
I belong to the good
letters to his aunt Mary
sect of the Seekers ; and his relation to all the
dogmas is in one sentence in his Journal (1830)
'Alii disputent, ego mirabor, said Augustine: it
shall be my speech to the Calvinist and the Unitarian.' Perhaps he read a little of himself into
the bright boys and girls in New England,' when
•
They are all rein 1842 he wrote to Carlyle
ligious, but they hate the Churches.' It is evident from the Address and from other utterances
that the historical element in Christianity never
'
shall look back,
appealed much to him
peradventure, to Christianity as to a rosary on
of existence, we learned to
which, in the
count our prayers.' It was this which enabled
him to delight in Swedenborgian interpretations
of Scripture, which were utterly inaccurate and
nnhistorical
it was enough for him that the
Apparently,
sentiment was true and eternal.
however, even he was sometimes afraid lest the
:

'

'

:

'

:

We

:

mom

;

would do well to make the Cunard steamers the subject of
examination in regard to their literary and ethical influence.
.
We go to school to Europe. We imbibe a European
.
.
Our education, so-called our drilling at college and
taste.
our reading since has been European, and we write on the
English Cloture and to an English public, in America and in

—

—

Europe.'

by W. Robertson Nicoll, mentioned under
Literature. Of. the passage at the end of ' Worship {Conduct
church
the
new
to be founded on moral science, at
of Li/e) on
first cold and naked, a babe in a maoger again.'
1

On

this, see art.

'

*

'

It is

not good to say with too
:

'

land Reformers,' etc.); in 1849, 31 isce/ianies (including Nature,'
'The American Scholar,' the 'Address to the Divinity Class,'
'Man the Reformer,' "The Times,' 'The Conservative,' 'The
Transcendentalist,* etc.), and in the same year Repreeentativt
Iten.
In 1861 he united with W. H. Channing and J. F.
Clarke in the Memoirs of Margaret Fuller Ossoti, In 1856,
English Traits appeared in 1860, Conduct of Life ; in 1870,
Society and Solitude
In 1876, Letters and Social Aims
in
His first volume of Poems was
1878, Fortune of the Republic.
published in 1846
May-day and other Pieces appeared in
Selected Poems in 1876. After bis death the following
1867
'

;

;

;

;

;

appeared in 1884, Poems (new and revised edition), another
volume of Miscellanies, and one of Lectures and Biographical
Sketches in 1893, The Natural History o/ Intellect, and other
papers. In 1903, the re-issue of the Complete Works began in
the Centenary edition and in 1909-10 the first four vols, of the
Journal were published.
Emerson died at Concord, where his peaceful
home had been for nearly half a century, on 27tb
April 1882.
;

;

;

Characteristics.

2.

—Emerson's works

are a col-

lection of miscellaneous counsels and oracles, and
not the logical working out of any system of
thought.
But a few things stand out visibly

through the whole.
(a) One is his immense and inexhaustible value
as an ethical teacher. Even those whose religious
position is diflerent from his owe him in the
ethical realm a vast debt of gratitude not least
for his gospel of self-reliance, his insistence on the
duty of self-respect and the obligation to listen to
the imperial voice of one's own soul. Linked with
this there is his deep sense of the worth of the

—

individual.
'God enters by a private door into every individual. . .
Everybody knows as much as the savant. The walls of rude
minds are scrawled over with facts, with thoughts. They
shall one day bring a lantern and read the inscription'
.

(Intellect).

this

If

emphasis on self-trust has

its

dangers,

Emerson guards against them by instilling a sense
he
of responsibility and of the greatness of life
shows us in prose and poetry the scorn that is in
;

the eyes of the passing days if we do not
good use of their gifts
Truly it demands something godlike in him who has

make

:

'

the

common

cast off

motives of humanity and has ventured to trust

himself for a taskmaster {Self- Reliance),
'

Two

qualities make him an ethical teacher most
One is his
bracing and helpful to the young.
note of good cheer his sense of the ethical value
Here comes in the doctrine of comof hope.
Eensation ; his sense of the utility of scepticisms ;
is vision of the glory of living in the present age.
There is the
I rejoice that I live when the world is so old.

—

*

living with Adam and living with
as in going into a new house, unfinished, damp, and empty,
and goin^ into a long-occupied house where the time and
taste of its inhabitants has accumulated a thousand useful

same difference between

me

contrivances, has furnished the chambers, stocked the cellars,
and filled the library. ... O ye lovers of the past, judge

between
(Journal,

my
ii.

houses

I

I

would not be elsewhere than

I

am

71).l

The other is

his general manliness and closeness to
his insistence on concentration, on thoroughness, on discipline ; this is even clearer in the later
writings, where there is perhaps less mysticism
and more guidance for the highway his head is
1 Cf. The Problem, the poem in which, after his praise of the
Shakespeare of Divines,' he concludes

life,

—

'

:

*

And yet,
I

would

for all his faith could see,
not the good bishop be.

:

:

—

;
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and his feet are more upon the
can be very searching, this sage of the

less in the clouds

He

earth.

highway
A day 13

a more magnificent cloth than any muslin the
mechanism that makes it is infinitely cunnin^er and you shall
not conceal the sleez^', fraudulent, rotten hours you have slipped
into the piece, nor fear that any honest thread, or straighter
Bteel, or more inflexible shaft, will not testify in the web'
•

;

;

(Power).
(b) Along with this ethic there goes a something
that is not quite a theology
let us call it an
almost theology a firmament that is not fashioned
according to the ancient star-maps, but is real
enough to provide a sky for the earth and a dew
for the tender grass.
The typical piece here is
the Oversoul. Why should I so boldly trust my
:

—

intuitions ?
Because intuition is reception one
chief part of our business in this world is to receive.
Emerson had been a critic of the accepted
theologies from his youth up :
It seemed to me when very young that on this subject
(Compensation) life was ahead of theology, and the people knew
more than the preachers taught.'
The critic in his turn has often been criticized
for his theological indifferentism and for his leanings towards Pantheism.
Yet, if he leaves God
vague and undefined, readers of different standpoints can read their own beliefs into his large
conceptions and get great help from his essentially' Shall
religious spirit.
I not call God the Beautiful, who daily showeth Himself so to me in His
?
gifts ' That is almost enough theological definition for him. If a Christian preacher were turning
Emerson's pages in search of illustrations for Scripture texts, there are two texts that would draw
to themselves a special number of thoughts and
phrases.
One is St. Paul's counsel, ' Let each man
be fully assured in his own mind ' (Ro 14') ; the
other is the Psalmist's prayer, ' Let the beauty
of the Lord our God be upon us ' (Ps 90").
Here
at least is much to live by a glory in the heavens
and a firm path upon the earth. In regard to the
doctrine of immortality, he was also lacking in
definition, though he was optimistic throughout.
Sometimes he spoke vaguely and impersonally,
sometimes more warmly and in terms of a personal
hope.

shadow of sin, he did not leave behind the shadow
of sorrow ; and his journals give hints of a life not
all complacency, with veiled depths of brooding
and pain. But through it all there breathes the
spirit of a singularly lofty character the man
who is more than all his words. His later years
were surrounded by a reverence such as is given to
few men while they are stUl alive. Lowell wrote
in 1868
For us the whole life of the man is distilled in the clear drop
of every sentence, and behind each word we divine the force of
a noble character, the weight of a large capital of thinking and

—

'

being.'

to those who are much further removed, that
force and weight still make themselves felt ; to
few writers are they bound by so strong a tie of

Even

:

'

—

All the comfort

•

shall

not have

I

less in

have found teaches me to confide that I
times and places that 1 do not yet know.'

In his later years he is said to have spoken
sometimes of reunion with those who had gone

on

before.

(c)

Through

all

the writings there appears most

vividly the man. The very limitations and defects
of the teaching, which are plain enough, are the
limitations of the man. He had not the gift of

ordered and consecutive thinking : he wrote once
to a friend
I do not know what arguments are in reference to any ex-

personal admiration.
3. Poetical eenius.

—Widely different estimates

have been made

Emerson's worth as a poet.

Some

us

tell

pression of a thought. I delight in telling: what I think
if you ask me how I dare say so, or why it is so, I am the
helpless of mortal men.'

;

but

most

the

is

Emerson who
:

adopted by Matthew Arnold. Appreciation will
always vary according to the value placed by the
critic upon melody or upon thought
some will
despise the ship because she labours in making
:

others will prize her because of the
wealthy freight she bears. Emerson's description
of one of the Persian poets who influenced him
so greatly might be applied to himself 'a river
which makes its own shores
when the river is
doing that, it may break through the ordinary
channels of expression, and cut across the conventional and ordered beauties of the lyric landscape but he who has eyes for force and fullness
will find something here to study and to admire.
Yet even the critic who seeks form and melody
might find something to haunt his heart in the
slow undulations of the poem beginning

progress;

—

' :

;

I heard or seemed to hear the chiding Sea
Say, Pilgrim, why so late and slow to comeT*
or in the severe dignity of Days and Terminus,
or in the tenderness of Threnody, or in the lyric
simplicity of Thine eyes still shined, and If my
darling should depart. Lord Morley's estimate is
just
Taken as a whole, Emerson's poetry is of
that kind which springs, not from excitement of
passion or feeling, but ft-om an intellectual demand
for intense and sublimated expression.' It will,
therefore, have its appeal to a limited number.
*

:

'

The Muse

is

who

here
*

ransacks mines and ledges

And quarries every rock,
To hew the famous adamant
For each eternal block

and, though there

is

'

at least a little of the kindred

Muse who
'

lays her

beams

in

Music,

In music every one,

A

good deal of criticism is disarmed by this
frank confession.
Beside his avoidance of life's
more tragic and terrible themes in his teaching,

may

be placed the fact that in common life
he hated to hear people speak of their ailments.
Some may regard this as a virtue and others as
a defect ; but most people who speak of their
distempers weaken themselves by so doing, and he
may have deliberately chosen in his writings to
leave the shadows to others and to point the
sunlit path where men could have the maximum
There are indications in
of courage and strength.
the earlier pages of the Journal that he was by no
means without a sense of personal sin, especially
at the time when his life was first enriched by
love, and humbled by his call to the ministry.
Did he outgrow these feelings as if they were the
soul's mumps and measles and whooping-coughs ' ?
One thing ts sure, that, even if he left behind the
there

that here

counts, and that all else is nothing by comparison
others again are offended by his comparative lack
of form and music, and deal with his poetry in the
somewhat condescending and ungracious fashion

:

•

of

'

To the cadence of the whirling world
Which dances round the sun,'
left on the whole is one of grave
severity which will always find a fit audience,
though never a large one.
Few writers of the 19th, or indeed
4. Influence.
of any century, have exerted a wider influence
strain as new and moving and
than Emerson. '
unforgettable as the strain of Newman or Carlyle
so M. Arnold describes the impression
or Goethe

the impression

—

A

'

—

England when Emerson's message first
began to sound across the sea. That influence has
grown steadily, and has left its mark on many
notable lives of varying type it would be easy to
gather testimonies from many biographies (e.g.

made

in

;

those of Tyndall, R. W. Dale, Henry Drummond)
where this indebtedness is confessed. And, though
there are some who feel that he did not do complete justice to certain great happenings of long

—
;;

;;

EMOTIONS
ago which are still towering o'er the wreckn of
time,* they will join with ottiers in their gratitude
for an influence ao high, so pure, and so helpful.
And they will put Emerson among the most accessible of tlie books which are able to lead them
'

away from the shallows and

the common-places,
into the heart of sacred cities, into palaces and
temples.'
IjItrraturb.— The Journal alluded to above, 4 vols. lDOO-10
the authorized Life by J. E. Cabot, Boston, 1887; the monofrraph by O. W. Holmes (American Men o/ Letters series,
Bnaton, 18H6) Correspondence of Carlyle and Emerson, 1834'

;

1872, ed. C. E. Norton, Boston 1883. There is an excellent
bibliocraphy of Emerson by G. W. Cooke (Boston, 1908). The
following are also useful O. B. Frothingham, Transcendentaliam in New England, Boston, 1876 Moncuro D. Conway,
Emerson at Home and Abroad^ Boston, 1883 A. Bronsoa
Alcott, R, W. Emerson^ Philosopher and Seer, Boston, 1882.
Of articles, lectures, etc., the following may be mentioned
Lecture by A. Birrell, 1903 art. by W. Robertson NicoU in
A'. Amer. Review, clxxvi. (May 1903)
J, M. Robertson in
Modem Humanists, London, 1895 Morley's preface to Collected Works, London, 1883; M. Arnold in Discourses in
America, London, 1835
Lowell in My Study Windows,
Boston, 1871, and subsequent editions. The works have been
published in the Riverside ed. (12 vols., Boston, 1883-94); and
the Centenary ed., Boston and New York, 1903, etc.; also in
England, 6 vols. ed. Motley (1883).
J. M. E. RoSS.
:

;

;

:

;

;

;

;

EMOTIONS. — The

present article will deal

with the emotions in their ethical bearings, i.e. conFor the more
sidered as springs of moral action.
strictly psychological aspect, see art. MiND. Emotion may be regarded as a compound of feeling and
impulse. It belongs to the natural constitution of
man, and is distinguished from both intelligence
and moral volition. The significance we assign to
the emotions in Ethics will vary according to our
view of the foundations of morality.
I. Historical sketch.— i. The emotions in
Greek ethics. Greek ethics from the time of
Socrates was essentially based upon knowledge ;
and as this intellectual conception more and
more prevailed, the place of the emotions tended
of necessity to become correspondingly less.
(1) Plato enumerates three faculties of the soul, viz. the

—

appetitive {iTTLBvjj.-tiTiK6v), the impulsive or spirited (0u^to<tfie'«),
and the rational (A.oyioTticoi'), each having its appropriate virtue
and these three re-appear in the State (which is but a magnified
personality) as the several ranks of artisans, warriors, and
philosophers. This view gives due recognition to the emotions,
since each faculty has Its own virtue, and the harmony of all
is justice, defined as tA aurou TrpdrTetc (' each doing its part ').
In accordance with hie theory of ' goods,' which does not exclude
pleasure, Plato aims at the harmony of all the faculties, declining to suppress either desire or courage. Thus the virtue of the
appetitive faculty is its obedience to and service of the rational
the same holds good of the spirited part, whose independence,
however, is to some extent recognized in Plato's demand that it
shall Bide with reason. Just as in the individual the supremacy
must belong to reason the charioteer of the two steeds so is
it in the human macrocosm, the State, which ought to embody
the Idea of the Good. Here, then, neither pleasure, nor desire,
nor courage is discarded ; they are but subordinated to the
harmonizing rule of the rational faculty. Again, however, since
Plato really regards the latter alone as authoritative, and since
in the State the classes corresponding to the ktTLBvtx-rYriKov and
the flvfxoeiie'i, more especially the former, exist only to obey,
the philosophers having within themselves a sufficiency of light,
and being, in fact, the only true men, desire and emotion now
appear as something supplementary, having no concern with
the pure Idea or with virtue as such. Thus Plato's estimate of
the emotions varies according as the ideal he contemplates is
absolute, or one accommodate to the actual world. In relation
to the former, the emotions have no value ; in relation to the
latter, they fill a necessary place in a harmonious earthly life,
80 long as they discharge their function under the control of
reason, and thereby contribute to the harmonious activity of
the good man and of the State. Plato's sincere concern for the
realization of such a harmony is seen in his theory of education,
w^hich prescribes Gymnastic, that valour may be braced for the
task of keeping desire in leash ; and Music, that it may be preserved from truculence. Yet he is equally emphatic in holding
that Music must not enervate, as the strains of the Phrygian
mode are wont to do, and that, in particular, the drama must
not inflame the emotions, which ought rather to be restrained
by reason.
(2) A still greater influence is assigned to the emotions by
Aristotle.
For him, as for Plato, the highest virtue consists in
knowledge, which in its perfection is Divine ; but he differenethical
from the dianoetic virtues, and associates
tiates the
morality with the natural life. Just as he finds true happiness
activity,
and yet recognizes other sources of hapin a virtuous
;

—

—

—
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pincHB,— the organic appetites, or, at all ovcnUi. wealth, honour,
frIendMhip. absence from pain, BOhc-uLta-liuM ',hi:*-ttii(yil virtues
to the natural Impulses and the iro/hj.
Tin- wdt/»j ht-long to the
good side of human nature, but rt-iiuiro Iruining. The emotions
are, therefore, not to bo BUpproHNird, but to be kept within
In this way he dislinguiahoH between frrjpi^rw
firoper bounds.
Bub-human grossness) and virtue. The intermediate sta^e is
eelf-denial, in which the desires, not yet overcome and still
active, are bein^ fought against while true virtue is first attained
in the *mcan,' m which the desires are reduced to due proportions, and thereby brought under the eway of reaaon.
Thus,
according to Aristotle, none of the n-o^, i.e. the affective states
of the soul, which give rise to pleasure or pain covetousness,
anger, fear, love, bate, desire, sympathy, envy are in themselves bad: they are simply natural but, in order to become
ethitml, they must be duly restrained.
He thus recognizes
certain psychical states which are capable of virtue, but not
fully virtuous, e.g. modesty, which stands midway between
shamelessness and bashfulness. They are all. In fact, natural
emotions, which provide the requisite raw material for morality,
but are not themselves moral. As contrasted with the dianoetic

—

;

—
—

;

virtues, the ethical consist in the restraining of desire and emotion within the limits of the mean through rational intelligence
and discipline an end partly subserved by Art, whose function
Aristotle simply proceeds upon
It is to purify from passion.
the theory that, as human beings, we require the goods of the
means
happiness,
and that human virtue can
body OS the
of
rest only upon the measured control of our natural endowhuman
nature itself there issues
ments and impulses. From
a sort of n on- purposive, instinctive action, but this is marked
by instability. Virtue, on the other hand, is a stable and permanent condition, a proficiency based upon conscious volition
(ef i? TrpoaipeTtioj iv fMetrorrfTi. ovcra. 77J Trpb? T/xas» topic/ieVrj \6yta) ;
as ethical virtue, therefore, in contrast to dianoetic, it is the
facility with which the irdOTj&nd desires are brought within
rational measure by habit. The particular virtues are then set
in relation to such goods as pleasure, wealth, honour, society.
Thus, valour baa to do with pain, temperance with pleasure
in social intercourse, liberality stands midway between avarice

—

and prodigality

meekness stands in the mean with respect
;
to anger, as does the love of honour with respect to glory.
Nevertheless, even Aristotle ranks the dianoetic virtues higher
than the ethical, and follows Plato in regarding knowledge as
the supreme good.
(3) This characteristic attitude to knowledge is adopted also
in the later Greek systems, viz. Stoicism and Epicureanism.
(a) The Epicureans, indeed, base their ethics on pleasure, but
with them the supreme end is not, as with Aristippus, the
mere momentary enjoyment, but ataraxia, which is not so
very remote from the apathia of the Stoics. It is remarkable
that, while, after the age of Phidias, Art tends to become more
emotional, philosophy seeks salvation in freeing itself from
the irddT). Though Epicurus rejects sensual pleasure, he is still
concerned with pleasure of a kind, namely, that which lasts
beyond the momentary thrill. Smce, however, the goods which
yield pleasure are liable to change, he lays great emphasis upon
the feeling of security, which is partly supplied, and indeed
guaranteed, by the State ; and also upon the ataraxia which
can be maintained in the face of death itself. Epicurus desires
to eliminate the transient factor in the emotions, to guard
against both pain and fear, to oust the passions as being the
source of suffering. In the condition of ataraxia the emotions
are really restrained by knowledge, though pleasure is not excluded when unattended by pain. Rational intelligence must
teach us how to live content with little, and without such
This assumes a certain
pleasures as are not indispensable.
antagonism between the world and the pleasure-seeking man
and thus the latter must pass from all momentary excitement
to the mood of ataraxia, which lasts, and is to be won by means
of intelligence. Here we have a restriction of emotion which
contrasts with the views not only of the Cyrenaics, but also of
Aristotle the idea of an actual mastery of the passions, or of
using them as a means of self-realization, is alien to Epicurus
but, as his criterion of judgment is simply pleasure or pain,
and since pleasure is not to be had, the sole aim of virtue
is the utmost possible avoidance of pain, i.e. the independence of outward circumstances guaranteed by ataraona. It is
specially noteworthy that emancipation from (ear is here regarded as the aim of the vrise. The more timid the Epicureans
are, and the more inclined they are, as eudEemonists, to shrink
from the perturbations of pleasure and pain, the more eagerly
do they shun every occasion of fear and press towards ataraxia.
(b) In this negative aim the Epicureans are at one with the
Stoics.
The moral problem of the Stoics is how to attain to
apathia. They set the emotions at the very heart of individual
morality in fact, as their cosmopolitanism is no more than an
ideal, their morality is simply the morality of the individual.
The Stoic wise man is one who is free from all sorrow, engaged
in purely rational action, and perfectly blessed therein.
Moreover, a man must either be entirely wise, or else a fool. The
passions constitute for the latter a false form of judgment,
which springs from suffering, from dependence upon earthly
things, for, under passion, everything Is judged from a transient
and limited point of view. The wise man, on the contrary,
places himself in the articulate system of nature, and lives in
harmony with nature's order. Thus, according to the Stoics, the
passions are pleasure and pain, and, in regard to the future,
fear and desire. Their grand aim is the attainment of apathia,
i.e. complete freedom from the emotions.
But the perfect
happiness which the Stoics find in the perfect knowledge of the
wise man is a stable condition of mind, which does not depend
;

;

;
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suffering, but is rather the a^eeable sensation that accompanies freedom and energy, while even the pleasure yielded by
the external world is unwarranted, being a kind of suffering.
It is true that the Stoics did not carry their view of the exclusive value of virtue, any more than their theory of apathiay to
its logical issues. After all, there do exist certain minor objects
of human desire, such as health, riches, friendship, eta ; and,
though happiness does not depend upon these, yet there is a
certain gratification in possessing them hence the doctrine of
apathia cannot be fully carried out. Nevertheless, the Stoics
hold that the wise man will not become the slave of such things.
In reality, virtue is sufficient for happiness, and, though the
wise man cannot evade the feelings of pleasure and pain, he can
Like the Epicureans, the Stoics stand at the
rise above them.
culmination of Greek thought they withdraw from the external
world to the internal, and find the life according to nature in
that life alone which is In harmony at once with the law of
nature and with that of reason. They set a high value upon

upon

—

;

'

'

—

self-preservation an end which, bein^ in full accord with
perfect freedom, manifests itself in indifference to painful experiences, and permits the wise man to evince bis oneness with
the supreme, all-pervading Deity.
main trend of Greek ethics is towards the

The

supremacy of reason, and, while in Plato and
Aristotle reason appears as the harmonizing principle that controls emotion, it is for the Stoics
and Epicureans the sole principle, since all natural
enjoyment of the world and its goods has ceased,
and a mood of pessimism dominates everything.
There had been, as the Stoics believed, but few
wise men in the past, and a multitude of fools.
Their ideal is to be whoUy free from all painful
experiences whatsoever in a word, from the -rrddri.

—

Thus, wherever knowledge is regarded as the formative ethical force, and the will is associated with
the process of judgment, the emotions can have no
roper place in Ethics at all, and, in fact, must
e assigned finally, as in the Stoa, to defective
understanding.
2. In Jewish and Esirly Christian ethics.— The
emotions perform a very diflerent function in a
sphere where morality is an affair of the will, as,
In Jewish ethics the wUl is
e.g., in Judaism.
determined by the emotions of fear and hope fear
of punishment and hope of reward. The commandments are given by God's absolute will, and, as
it is the same authoritative Will, and no mere
natural nexus, which determines alike the penalty
of transgression and the recompense of obedience,
it is clear that the moral dynamic of volition cannot
be knowledge of the Good as something in itself
It is true that
valuable, but only fear and hope.
trust in God and love to God had also a place in
subordinate
one, and they
Judaism ; but it was a
were much obscured by the other two.
The emotions had a recognized place also in the
primitive Christian ethic, and have retained this
sundry forms till the present day. Despite the
ascetic, pessimistic strain intermittently heard in
the
ethic, the emotions fill an important rdle.
For one thing, love is looked upon as the supreme
ethical motive love, as an amalgamation of feeling with a definite and permanent direction of the
wul, is the emotion whien in Christianity is exalted
Love
to the grand creative affection of the soul.
to God is the standing motive of the moral and
religious life.
The natural impulses and feelings
are, indeed, reckoned sinful not, however, because
intrinsically
they are
corrupt, but because they
have assumed the command and taken the wrong
Self-seeking and love of the world have
way.
Emotion, accordsupplanted the love of God.
ingly, is not to be eradicated, but simply turned
to its proper use, and this is achieved when it
becomes the support and inspiration of good volition.
But such volition is directed towards God,
and love to God embraces love to man, since all
men are called to become the children of God,
while, on His part, God is the Father of all. Thus,
according to the Fourth Gospel, the Christian is
filled with an enduring joy, a happiness that
cannot be taken away. His besetting emotion is
a permanent and blessed spirit of love, which

E

—

m

NT

:

—

him to good works.
ment and hope of reward may

Fear of punishstill remain
vesperfect love driveth
out fear. Nevertheless, the pre-eminence of love
in primitive Christianity does not involve the
suppression of other emotions ; they, too, are to
be made auxiliaries of the spiritual life. St. Paul
is a man of singularly fervid emotion
one in whom
even anger is made to subserve his great task. And
although, inter alia, the expectation of the Parousia
was a specially potent factor in causing men to set
less store than they now do by such earthly boons
as marriage, social position, property, art, etc., and
so to repress the natural feelings that cluster around
these things, yet, as a compensation, the peculiar
heritage of the individual was placed upon a new
basis, inasmuch as every man had a vocation of
infinite value, and every condition of life could be
consecrated by the operation of a right spirit within.
Here, then, provision was made for a deepening of
spirit and a refinement of feeling such as are possible only where so high an estimate is placed upon
personality.
In its further development, Christian morality presently shows
a tendency to coalesce with Greek ideas, at least on the native
soil of the latter.
In Clement of Alexandria the Stoic apathia
coalesces with the Christian principle of love. Along with the
distinction between gnosis and putis, between the esoteric,
intellectual religion and the popular, there emerges the demand
that the Christian Gnostic must be eU arradeiay Seou^eyoy
{* deified unto apathia '), i.e. delivered from all passion— from
the irdBT] which originate in the distractions of sense. He must
and, while not
rise to the sphere of calm, clear knowledge
spurning the goods of the natural life, he must be independent of them. Nevertheless, he does not show himself
apathetic towards his fellow-man ; he, too, has a heart. Thus
predisposes
tiges of

Jewish

ethics,

—

— but

—

;

the possessor of gnosis does not repudiate his relations with
the natural, and his apathia is toned down to something not
unlike the Platonic temperance.'
In the West, the challenge of Christianity to the older
civilization is much more emphatic. True, we find TertuUian
nevertheless,
speaking of the aniina naturaliter Christiana
his ethical teaching particularly in his Montanistic period is
hostile to all culture, and is directed towards the complete
excision of desire, so that he might almost be called a Christian
Cynic.
Personally, however, he is highly emotional and
passionate, and, especially as a Montanist, prone to let himself
be carried away even to the point of ecstasy by feelings
commonly thought to be symptomatic of inspiration. As a
protest against the moral degeneracy of his age, he demands
that Christians shall withdraw themselves from the public life
of heathendom, which fosters the passions the Christian must
eschew. Theatrical performances and second marriages are
special perils. Tertullian advocates a stringent penitential
disciphne, and revives the opposition to all aesthetic culture of
one's natural powers. He aims, not at the regulation, but at
the complete exclusion, of all that culture bestows, even the
culture of the emotions. Hence, too, the impassioned character
His fervour conof his renunciation of the heathen world.
centrates itself upon moral reform of a Christian, i.e. first of
In the white heat of his enthusiasm,
all, an anti-pagan type.
conformity to nature,' which he regards as also in line with
Christianity, appears to him to consist in perfect simplicity of
Pagan
life, in the repression of cupiditas and concupiscentia.
civilization has fanned the flames of passion and desire, and has
taken man away from his natural and simple condition.
As this antagonism to heathen culture develops, however, it
eventually becomes an antagonism to all that is natural, which
Ambrose desiderates a complete
is declared to be corrupt.
non in passione esse
independence of earthly joy and sorrow
sed victorem passionis esse beatum est.* Property is grounded
in selfishness: 'pecuniae contentus est iustitiae forma." Our
possessions are to be placed at the disposal of love by works of
beneficence. Augustine knows only of a human nature that is
entirely corrupt with original sin a massa perditionis. With
him, emotion has no standing save in religion, in man's ardent
love of God, which at its highest he combines with the endsmonistic anticipation of future reward and the fear of future
punishment.
'

;

—

—

—

—

'

:

'

—

—

Monasti3. In monastic and medieval ethics.
cism rejects all earthly goods as a condition of
Since the
entire consecration to the love of God.
natural is here regarded as wholly alien to the
Divine, or at least as of no concern in religion, all
natural propensities and feelings die away in love
to God. Morality being in itself inadequate, all the
more decisively is emotion transferred to the sphere
and the monastic mysticism of the
of religion
West {Slows a much greater scope to the emotional
element in that sphere than does that of the Ea? t,

—

;

;
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just because the West lays the main empliasis
upon a will wholly surrendered to God, and the
Even the ecstatic love
East upon knowledge.
of God spoken of by Dionysius the Areopagite is
much less emotional than the Divine furor of
many a mediajval mystic, and the subjective factor
comes out still more forcibly when the enjoyment
of God, the exuberant bliss of Divine intercourse,
According to Plato, it was a
is emphasized.
blessed thing to gaze upon the Idea ; but Augustine
and the mystics of the Middle Aces lay yet more
stress upon the will which is zealous for God and
brings beatitude to man. But while religious emotion thus threatens to absorb every other concern of
life
just as the fervent zeal of the Church counted
earthly interests as nothing in comparison with
religious interests, and so sent the heretic to the

—

stake

mediaeval
—yet aspect,
as

mundane

morality is not without a
appears in the ethics of

Abelard and Aquinas.
(a) Abelard, indeed, lays all emphaais upon the disposition,
but he sees in Christianity the assertion of that law of nature
which was recognized and obeyed by the philosophers of old.
The good is to be willed tor its own sake hence penitence
must be something more than external works, and must have,
not fear of punishment, hut love to God, for its motive.
Abelard accepts the ancient cardinal virtues
in short, he
does not propose to set up an antithesis between natural and
Christian morality, and so he traces all the virtues to their one
source in character to love while he also regards sin as issuing from the heart, and holds that even penitence must spring
from love. But this deriving of morality from love does not
involve a contradiction between love and human nature, for he
gives no recognition to original sin.
(6) We find a different estimate of natural morality and the
emotions in Aquinas with him, indeed, gratia in/usa and love
accepts the
still, he
are supernatural gifts of the Spirit
;

;

—

—

:

;

cardinal, as well as the theological, virtues ; and, since in his
doctrine of goods he is ready to do justice to the State (though
ultimately subordinating it to the Church), he discerns various
stages in the cardinal virtues themselves. Nevertheless, even
the highest of these stages only serves to accentuate his
antagonism to the natural. The cardinal virtues are exemplariter
in God ; the lowest grade is political virtue ; and, as it is the
duty of man to turn to God, so far as in him lies, there are,

between the exemptares and the politicce, intermediate forms,
the purgatorkB and those of the purgatus animus. Whereas
the political stage is bound up with earthly things, and chastens
the natural emotions, the purgatories work negatively towards
making man Hke God, so that, e.g., temperantia relinquishes
earthly things, so far as nature permits while, again, temperantia at the level of the purgatus animus has done with
Aquinas's doctrine of the several
earthly cares altogether.
grades of virtue amounts, then, to this the political virtues are
genuine virtues ; the higher species curb desire and feehng as far
as possible, while the highest of all do away with them entirely.
Nevertheless, he still thinks in terms of dualism, for, according to him, true perfection consists in withdrawing from the
world : * Nutrimentura caritatis imminutio cupiditatis.' Thus,
on the one hand, the ancient virtues, even in the political
sphere, are recognized, and the natural affections not proscribed
yet, on the other, both are in the end construed ascetically,
under the idea of grace, so that there remains at last only love
to God in contradistinction to all that is of the world, and the
cardinal virtues are merged in the grace that is poured from
above.
viz.

;

;

Not only, however, was it impossible in mediaeval
ethics to suppress the affections, or deny their claims
on a lower stage of virtue ; they were actually made
subservient to religion and the Church.
supernatural love to God, annulling every earth-born
affection, was, of course, the ideal ; but, when this
ideal failed the Church in her capacity of teacher,
she appealed to fear, menacing the transgressor
with penalty in hell or purgatory or the present
world and so engendering a spirit not so much
of hostility to evil as of mere abject terror. Such
emotions as love, fear, hope, and repentance in
the ecclesiastical sense, operated with tremendous
power in the Middle Ages, while the actual moral
practice of life was but little regarded.

A

—

—
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upon human reason, and is thus akin to the classical
the Naturalistic, which would find a
view
foundation in impulHC and feeling the Synthetic,
which aims at combining the other two. Alongside of these has existed since the Reformation
a Theological ethics, in both a Protestant and a
;

;

Roman

Catholic form.

We commence

with

this.

the bilateral view
of a fully-developed monastic morality and a
virtue that is political and earthly has been not
only maintained but strengthened. On the one
hand, in the monastic system all the natural
affections are repressed ; tne Jesuits, in fact, demand the obedience of a corpse, and so train the
whole man that, deprived of all personal volition,
he hears his conscience in the command of his
superior, in face of which every desire and emotion
must be still. On the other hand, just because
such a vocation is not possible for all, and because
a morality of that type is uncontrolled by any
unifying principle, the widest possible scope is
given to casuistry ; and this likewise has been
carried to its furthest limits by the Jesuits.
(6) Protestant ethics, it is true, started from the
assumption of the radical corruption of human
nature, not, however, as seeing in religion something alien to man, but actually conceding a certain intrinsic value to the goods of this life. Thus,
Melanchthon, in the first edition of his Loci, holds
that selfishness, as contrary to the love of God, is
the cardinal propensity of man in his state of
original sin, and that the unchastened affections
are but the various aspects of this selfishness,
constantly repressing or modifying one another
according to tneir several degrees of intensity, yet
never attaining to any moral worth
still, we
cannot fairly infer from his words that the emotions are incapable of being utilized in the service
of love. Above all, the Christian has assurance
of his salvation ; he has the internal testimony of
the Holy Spirit, with the attendant feeling of
security and blessedness from which he acts just
as, according to Calvin, the motive of moral
conduct is found in the consciousness of election,
since the indwelling Spirit manifests Himself in
a man's will and feeling, and he acts from courage,
as one assured of final triumph.
Christian's
activity, however, is not confined to the Church,
or wholly directed to religious ends, for every
calling is sacred, and love to one's neighbour, as
Luther maintained, can be practised in every
sphere of life.
Now, all this might have led to an ethic which
would touch the character to its noblest issues,
which would do justice to the earthly life, and
which, accordingly, far from crushing the natural
(a) In Jionian Catholic ethics

;

—

A

promptings of feeling and desire, would enlist
them in the service of love a consummation ex-

—

emplified, for instance, in the Protestant estimate
But as man's inherent corrupu
of conjugal love.
tion came to be increasingly emphasized, and as
his relation to God gradually came to dwarf every
other relation, it became more and more difficult
to vindicate the natural, emotional, impulsive life,
or to see anything but sin in its spontaneous manifestations. This tendency is exemplified in Pietism
iq.v.), which, in its timid scrupulosity, looked upon
the natural life as full of temptations and obstacles
to religion. All that is bright and genial in life was

trammels of theology, and we

frowned upon courage and joy were crushed by
fear and repentance though these, it is true, had
to do with sin rather than with punishment.
Protestantism, in fact, with its emphatic assertion
of man's native corruption and its all-absorbing
interest in the Divine, on the one hand, and with
its lofty estimate of the earthly calling and of the

three

culture of the Christian's natural disposition, his

4. In modern ethics.— In tne modem period
down-trodden humaji nature comes to its own, so
that morality is now based entirely upon it.
Philosophical ethics has at length cast off the

may distinguish
in its development, viz. the
Rationalistic, which in sundry forms bases morality
tendencies

;

feelings, affections,

—

and

desires,

on the other, had

—

;
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not even yet emancipated itself from an inner conflict
the antinomy which strilcingly re-appears in
the most recent expositions of Protestant etliics
(cf. Luthardt, Franck, H. Weiss, and others).
(c) Naturalistic ethics, having freed itself from
theology, finds its starting-point in the instinctive
feelings themselves. This school has found its main
expansion in England and France.

—

Agrippa of Nettesheim had called attention to the function ol
hate and love in the realm of nature generally, as also to their
upon human nature, and the mfluence of passion upon
conduct.
Thomas More, in hie Utopia, had promised the
highest possible degree of unruffled gratification lor one and
all.
The sensualistic Telesius had drawn attention to the
impulse of self-preservation, to which he traced the emotions,
thus recognizing their function in the interests of life itself, and
finding virtue in the rational perception of what ia useful or
injurious. The Aristotelian Cremonmi, too, had asserted that
the dynamic of life was not the intelligence simpliciter, but
rather the soul which knows and loves, and that, the emotions
being rooted in the bodily frame, morality must needs rest upon
a natural science of the soul ; conduct, in fact, is connected with
matter, and is dependent upon the natural warmth of the temperament, and the feelings arising from it. Montaigjie also would
connect morality with nature, and insists that it is tied to the
complexions et inclinations naturelUs.

effects

It was Bacon who first tried, by the scientific
method of historical and psychological induction,
to derive morality from experience, who combined

with the natural impulses, with the lex suitatis
lex communionis, and maintained that the
emotions must be taken into consideration as being
the stimuli of the Avill, which is the grand factor in
morality. According to Bacon, the proper function
of ethics is so to regulate the emotions as to secure
their obedience to reason, that is, to the laws won
from experience, which enable us to harmonize the
interests of self-preservation with the interests of
social life.
He thus discriminates the two fundamental impulses, the self-regarding and the ' otherregarding,' whicli have continued to play their part
it

and the

in Naturalistic ethics till the present day.
Hobbes, with his ' homo homini lupus,' emphasized
the impulse of self-preservation in its most extreme
form, making it the rationale of the State, whose
function it is to keep the self-directed impulse
within bounds. The social motive, he holds, is not

primordial, but springs from fear, which, begotten
by the individual's desire to protect himself, and
by his sense of weakness, compels him to compromise with society. The State exists for the

sake of peace and security, which enable the individual to live according to nature within the
limits prescribed by the law ; in other words, the
individual, in virtue of that security, should have

the enjoyment the State can allow. Hobbes's
politics and ethics are thus based upon the desire
of self-preservation and fear the necessary results
of the war of each against all others.
The doctrines of Hobbes form a standing element
in English Utilitarianism, though the latter lays a
stronger emphasis upon the idea of political liberty.
all

—

Utilitarianism received its classical expression from
the hands of Bentham its cardinal principle is the
greatest possible good for each and all.
It bases
morality upon the pursuit of happiness, and its
sole aim is the greatest happiness of the greatest
;

number.
In support of his thesis, Bentham appeals to psychology
he tests pleasure and pain by reference to differences among
individuals, as a means of discovering rules by which pleasure
may be most effectively secured and pain avoided, and thereby
the highest possible amount of happiness obtained. These rules
attain to universal validity by means of the various sanctions
the natural, that of public opinion, the political, and the
religious— the authority of which, again, is derived from the
pleasures or pains associated respectively with obedience or disobedience to the rules themselves. Thus pleasure and pain,
hope and fear, are made the motives for the observance of the
very rules of conduct which are designed to secure the greatest
pleasure. Here morality becomes a doctrine of prudence the
art of calculating the greatest happiness.

—

—

A

simpler and less artificial form of the theory
that the ethical motive is formed by the pleasures
and pains connected with the instinct of self-

preservation is found in the doctrine that unrestricted competition always gives the victory to
the fittest, and that, accordingly, moral progress
is the result of natural selection.
For, after all,
it is the instinct of self-preservation which produces that struggle for existence in which the
strongest survive. The dynamic of social progress
is thus found in the desire for power.

Another form

of naturalistic ethics

would found

morality uj)on a combination of self-love with the
social instinct a favourite resource with the
Scottish School, who, after the example of Cumberland and others, put natural benevolence on a
level with selfishness.
According to the Scottish
School, moral goodness springs from benevolence
the sympathetic impulse which produces the
immediate reflex-feeling of approbation.

—

—

—

This principle holds a special place in the theories of Hutcheson,
Smith. Morality rests upon sympathy
first of all with one's own motives
it is really the
retributive impulse whether in the form of gratitude or of revenge that we commend. Similarly, the sympathetic emotion has to do with those who come into active relations with
us. The immediate emotional judgment assumes in particular
cases an ethical character, and is formulated in general rules.
Of decisive importance for morality are those 8ym[)athetic
emotions which are designed to temper the others, particularly
hope and fear. Sume traces national character, love of fame,
and the imitative faculty to sympathy, and he likewise regards
custom and tradition as expressions of the sympathy that subsists between successive generations.
The State, too, owes its
existence to sympathy to the sense of a common weal
and
to custom, in the form of loyalty to the laws and the authoritieSi

Hume, and Adam
sjTnpathy

—

;

—

—

;

But, just as Hobbes was unable to ignore the
social factor in morality, so those who ground
their ethics upon sympathy cannot leave the purely
individual interest out of account ; and thus, while
sympathy with what produces the good or evil of
others is the determinative factor, stress is also laid
upon the satisfaction experienced by the individual
wno yields himself to that sympathy.
Herbert Spencer, too, places altruism, which rests upon the
social impulse, above egoism, though from a somewhat different
point of view, asserting that man, after long experience and
by means of the discipline which connects pleasure and pain
with the growth of the social and sympathetic propensities,
finally comes to see that, by aiming at the good of others and
the common good, he really serves his own ends better than by
indulging his egoistic impulses. J. S, Mill also makes happiness the leading principle of his ethics, and lays the chief
emphasis upon the adjustment of the individual interest to
the social. Helvetius, one of the French representatives of the
ethics of emotion, called attention to the fact that in the last
resort it ia self-love which prompts us to act for the common
good though in such manner that we combine private with
public ends. Man, indolent by nature, is roused to a sense of
personal interest only by passion, and it is, therefore, of importance that the higher passions be regulated by habit, and that,
in particular, the State, by its appeal to pleasure and pain, shall
mould them, and by its discipline counteract the work of chance.
Holbach {Systime de la nature, 1821) beUeves that reason is
nothing but the capacity for selecting the passions which conduce
to happiness. At a later period Comte, Taine, and Littri based
ethics upon the principle that the sympathetic impulse of
altruism ought to prevail over egoism, thus emphasizing, in
contrast to the English view, the ascendancy of the social over
the individual factor. Feuerbach likewise held that morality
reposes upon the desire of happiness, upon a reconciliation of the
claims of the / and the Thoit (' Tuism '). The pessimistically
tinged theory of Schopenhauer practically that of Buddhism
also which regards pity as the source of morality, may be
classed as a variety of the * sympathetic ' hypothesis.

—

—

—

(d) In sharp antithesis to the foregoing views
stands Rationalistic ethics, which would reduce
the emotions to their lowest level.
But if the
ethics of emotion cannot entirely dispense vrith
the intellect, neither can the Rationalistic school
disregard feeling ; for it is a fact of everyday
observation that emotion is controlled only by
emotion, and that the will is never moved by pure
reason aione.
Spinoza and Kant may betaken as representatives
of this Rationalistic view.
Spinoza sets out from
self-conservation.
The absolute Substance, with

attributes of thought and extension, is something active, and the various modes share, and
maintain their existence, in this activity ; in so
its

;
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however, as these modes are finite, they are
wroufjht upon by others, and suli'er. To this
sufl'ering correspond confused ideas, imaginations
and from these proceed the perverted emotions that
rest upon the errors of an understanding subject
to suilering.
The primary affections are pleasure,
pain, and, in relation to the future, desire.
Pain
we associate with some external arrest of power
pleasure, with an increment. But we judge things
wrongly, in so far as we regard them from our own
restricted pointof view. Spinoza gives a magnificent
exposition of the way in which the various aU'ections
are derived from the primary forms by their
far,
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rationally Instituted laws of rlghtcousnesil, equity, goodneas,
and truth, which, like Kant, he combincB with the Idea of lutura
retribution.

;

;

—

relations either to time, to their respective objects,
or to each other. The characteristic idea oi this
deduction is that, when man is under the inexorable control of the affections which may co-exist
in a state of strife, he is in a condition of serviAccordingly, these affections are without
tude.
value for moral ends, and must be cast aside.

This is accomplished when we regard all things
sub specie cetemitatis, by means of the amor
Dei intellectualis, the adequate ideas which dissolve the imaginations, and the activity of our
rational essence, as directed upon the passions.
The true good does not war against happiness ; it
shares in the active self-conservation of God, and
reveals itself as creative intelligence. In this
activity man is satisfied and blessed ; he has the
acquiescentia in seipso, and its concomitant
hitaritas.
Spinoza thus excludes the affections in
so far as they rest on suffering, and will recognize

only the happy consciousness that is bound up
with the soul's own pure activity. So long as man
is subject to the domination of the affections, it is
well for him, in the interests of society, to let the
more harmful be kept in check by the less harmful
as, for instance, when the State resorts to the fear
of punishment, or concedes a partial indulgence
to the less noxious affections, in order to counterThe ethical view,
act a greater danger by a less.
however, goes deeper it has regard only to the
pure activity of the soul, with its attendant blessedness. According to Spinoza, therefore, the essential
constituent of morality is the subjection of the
affections to the authority of reason, which frees
itself from the imaginations and keeps watch upon
their inner movements. It is unnecessary to point
out how closely he is allied to the Stoics.
The ethics of Kant, based upon the autonomy
of the a priori practical reason, sets aside every
motive which springs from inclination and passion.
The only true ethical motive is reverence for the
moral law. Kant's aversion to desire is such as
lays him open to the charge of dualism, and gives
an ascetic character to his ethical teaching. On
analysis of this reverence for the law, however, we
find that the element of feeling is by no means
ignored. For, according to Kant, the moral law
ought to kindle our hearts to a nobler pleasure,
imbuing us with a true pride in the majesty of our
practical reason, while also humbling us for onr
shortcomings. It is, in fact, this inner discord
which gives rise to the sense of reverence for the
law. Further, in the Critique of Judgment, Kant
assigns an even more important function to emotion,
basing the aesthetic judgment upon a spontaneous
feeling, which he holds to be purely intellectual in
character. This aesthetic judgment of emotion,
again, with its claim to universality, he regards as
preparatory to morality, as it habituates us to the
love of the beautiful apart from any sensuous interest, and even to admire the sublime in opposition
to any such interest.
;

A

correeponding intellectual interpretation of morality was
upheld in England by Cudtet/rth and Clarke, who take their
stand upon the intrinsic necessity of the moral relationships.
According to Clarke, there exist eternal, unchangeable, and

—

(e) Synthetic or Mediating ethics.
In England,
however, the representatives of an a priori Ma.-

tional

ethics are

eclipsed

by those who would

combine reason and emotion, of whom the most
outstanding is Sluiftesbury.
Shaftesbury goes
back to a moral sense
a feeling of self-approval
which attaches to the equipoise between selfish'

'

—

ness and benevolence.
When this equipoise, this
inner adjustment, with its accompanying sense of
satisfaction, becomes the object of thought, a judgment of approval is the result. In tiie harmony
of our being, therefore, we discover an ideal of
perfection, which, as appropriate to our nature,
also involves a state of happiness.
Religion, too,
is estimated according to its capacity of strengthening or weakening our moral feelings. The Deity,
being immanent in Nature, is the source of that

cosmic harmony which finds an echo in our
moral constitution.
In fact, phUosophy itself,
according to Shaftesbury, is a passion for all that
is good and beautiful.
We are always seeking
for unity and articulation amidst the manifold,
and it is likewise these that we aspire to in the
moral field especially in the sphere of our emotions.
We ought never to be moved to action
save by inclinations that are worthy of the good
disposition, and are at the same time in narmony with the system of which we form a part.
Hence the propensities which make for the good
of the whole should restrain those that are selfcentred, since our individual good is involved in
the general good. It is love, it is enthusiasm for
the good, that elevates man ; the enjoyment of
love and friendship is really a participation in
the harmony of the universe. Shaftesbury was
wholly optimistic, believing, as he did, in a worldsoul that works towards universal harmony and
animates mankind. As against the sensualistic
tendencies of his time, he speaks in the name
of the rational, insisting upon harmony and unity,
and yet not repudiating the affections, without
which a moral life is, as he thinks, impossible.
While Shaftesbury holds strongly to the conviction that virtue is the manifestation of what
is good in us, Price would rather emphasize the
idea of duty. The latter derives morality from
the primordial consciousness of obligation, and thus
makes it its own support ; it is not to be traced

—

to states of feeling, since these are always controlled by reason.
But though the ethical rests
upon the rational, yet its operation is so far
conditioned by emotion by a lively spontaneous
feeling that gives intensity to the process of
rational intuition.
The intuitive Scottish School likewise founds morality upon immediate rational perception.
Thus
Dugald Stewart defines the ethical as a tendency
now become a principle to act under the authority of conscience.
The moral can be apprehended only by a direct intuition in conscience.
Pity and sympathy lend support to this intuition,
and beget an inclination to follow the lead of
conscience.
similar attempt to conjoin rational
intuition with emotion was made by James Mackintosh, who held that feelings of pleasure and
displeasure in matters of character, so far as these
feelings become springs of action, are given in
conscience, which contains the norm for our conduct, and which is perfected by a process of reflexion that clarifies these immediate judgments
of feeling
while, again, the natural altruistic
tendencies urge us to obey the behests of the inner

—

—

—

A

;

monitor.
In Germany the endeavour to bring the emotions within the scope of ethical rationalism has
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been made in various ways by Leibniz, Schiller,
J. G. Fichte, Herbart, Schleiermacher, and others.
Like Shaftesbury, Leibniz is an optimist, and has a very
He believes in the pre-established harmild view of evil.
mony of the monads, the highest of which, since they can
increase the intelligence which constitutes their nature, are
capable of development.
Each intelligent monad aims at
perfection, at becoming an increasingly clear and rich reflexion of the world. Moreover, each will have regard to the
;
each will rejoice in its own self-preservation only as
the craving for the uniit yields itself to the social impulse
versal, for the all, for the harmony of love. This longing exists
in every rational being, and is rooted in the nature ol the
universe.
In this way Leibniz combines the natural and
rational desire for perfection with the desire for happiness.
The two are not at variance, for the intelligent monads cannot
attain happiness save in harmony with all. Reason is thus in

others

—

full accord with the natural impulses, and both work into each
other's hands in the ethical sphere. Even the endeavour after
perfection, belonging, as it does, to the very nature of spiritual
The feeling of perfecbeings, is bound up with pleasure.
tion, or rather of advance towards perfection for we never
get beyond the process is the highest pleasure ; it is the joy
of enhancing our own being ; but along with this personal
progress must always go a development of our interest in the
good of others, since that is the only way in which we can
become clear and truthful mirrors of the world. Self-love and
love to others are quite compatible, and each is rooted in our
Clearness of knowledge gives us inrational constitution.
sight into our own nature, and teaches us how to set our
various emotions in right and natural relations by cultivating
a stable disposition of heart appropriate to our nature, and by
subordinating the momentary promptings of feeling to that
permanent quality of soul which lays hold upon the highest.
The possibility of this is given in our nature, which ever presses
towards a universal harmony ; and it is the part of religion, as
faith in the pre-established harmony of the world, to reduce
the discordant elements to unity.
Schiller also, following the lead of the ancients, intones the
Obedience to reason
inner harmony of reason and sense.
must be amalgamated with joy. Sensuous desire must retain
its function in the moral field ; sense adds to the intensity of
the ethical factor.
Here, in fact, emotion is utilized as a
means of deepening the moral law ; reason exercises her authority so infallibly that she can safely admit the feelings to a
subsidiary place in the ethical life. This condition is realized
in the refined soul, while the truly noble spirit can adjust the
claims of the sensuous and the moral in such a way as to make
manifest the absolute superiority of reason to sense.
Of Fichte also it may be said that, though his ethics is of an
entirely rationalistic cast, be does not take up so rigid an
He insists upon the
attitude towards desire as did Kant.
free activity of reason, and the transformation of authority
into liberty, into the spontaneity of intelligence. By treating
our nature, however, as the material of duty, he is able not
only to set forth a profusion of goods as the fruit of human
activity, but also, by bringing into prominence the creative
aspect of the moral character— its iwwer of original producHe
tion to find a place lor emotion in the moral realm.
recognizes a feeling of freedom and love, which, with the
impulse of reason, furnishes a motive for conduct. Although

—

—

—

we cannot on any account let pleasure have the last word,
yet the complex of impulse and feeling in our nature forms
the 'materiaJ of duty." In point of fact, Nature herself has
made provision for the ethical life ; thus, the distinction of sex
is the necessary antecedent of the family, and the hereditary
resemblance between child and parent is the postulate of all
fruitful education. Fichte does justice to individuality and
its aspirations by his demand that every one should take up
his peculiar ethical call with the insight of genius, and choose
his profession freely as also by tracm^ conjugal love, especially on the woman's side, to an act of willing surrender.
To begin with,
Herbartf too, unites emotion and reason.
he deduces five ethical ideas i from our judgments of pleasure
These five are
or displeasure regarding relations of will.
inner freedom, perfection, benevolence, justice, and equity.
He does not regard these relations of will as being even
qualitatively free from emotion.
But in the same way the
ideas which are connected with the relations of individual
wills have as their correlatives the various * systems' of
society ; for example, the administrative system corresponds
to benevolence, the system of culture to perfection— the
highest possible development of every capacity and spiritualized society— as presenting a great harmonious whole in
which the individual as well as the various systems are articulated in perfect unity to inner freedom. Here Herbart formulates, in contrast with Kant, an ideal doctrine of goods which
has in view the highest good of each and all in its harmonious
If he thus gives prominence to the eesthetic
embodiment.
view, he also explains that other pleasurable feelings may be
enjoyed in the spiritualized society. He is not so far from the
Scottish School. Moreover, he is at pains to show how the
psychological mechanism may be enlisted in the service of these
ideas, namely, by so utilizing all educational resources in their
favour as to enable them to expel the antagonistic states of
mind feelings or motives and permanently to maintain the
upper hand.
;

;

—

—

—

1 Herbart'a five ideas are connected with Whewell's
axioms.'

'
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We come, finally, to Schleiermacher, who still more pointedly
combines the rational theory of ethics, as a speculative science,
with the natural life as a whole and with the emotions. We
see this in his general definition of ethics as the science whose
task it is to exhibit the action of reason upon man's nature in
his derivation of all the natural endowments, all the psychical
faculties of man, from that action ; in the emphasis he lays
upon natural individuality and in his doctrine of goods,
which makes human nature the symbol or organ of reason.
In particular, we see it in the position which he concedes to
feeling and the emotions witness the fact that, in the main,
he traces rehgion itself to feeling. Nevertheless, he too lays
it down that the emotions must not of themselves stimulate to action the feelings must be controlled by reason, and
should act merely as indicators (Anzeiger) for our knowledge
of particular moral tasks. After all, however, he is as little disposed to repress the emotions as to repress human nature itself.
Emotion itself must become the organ of the ethical. Schleiermacher expressly opposes the Stoic apathia, and holds with
Schiller that virtue shows itself in the facility with which
the emotions are put into requisition. Thus he refuses to
identify chastity with apathia, and maintains that, while
sensual gratification should never be a motive per se, it is not
to be discarded it comes to its natural right when permeated
by the spiritual. Patience, too, is something more than
Such experiences
apathia towards impleasant experiences.
cannot be allowed to stimulate the senses to independent
action, but ought rather to prompt men to manifest their moral
refinement. In a word, Schleiermacher desiderates the moral
beauty which appears when the emotions are brought into
harmony with the moral character, and work congenially in
Again, while he will not
the service of the moral reason.
allow the attainment of pleasure and the avoidance of pain
to rank as an independent moral end, yet more i)articularly
in his Christian Ethics— he regards serenity of soul, the bliss
that attaches to the Christian consciousness of God, as yielding
a motive for conduct. This quite accords, moreover, with
the standpoint of his Philosophical Ethics, in which he even
describes reason as a creative energy which is combined with
In his Monologues he had
pleasure with a view to action.
already spoken with enthusiasm of the ethical genius of the
individual who spends himself and all he has in the service of
the community.
;

;

;

;

;

—

—The

antithesis between rational
is of outstanding importance for the development of ethical theories.
Those who find the basis of morality in reason

Summary.

and emotional ethics

alone insist most strenuously upon the immutaSuch is the case
bility of ethical principles.
with Greek intellectualist ethics throughout, as
well as with the modern rationalistic schools of
Spinoza, Clarke, and Kant. The same holds good
of those who find the ethical foundation in the
Deity, and who place the emotions of hope and
fear in the service of His established laws. But
the case is completely altered when morality is
Here, in place of
founded upon the emotions.
immutable norms fixed in reason, we lind the
psychological investigation of the origin of mo-

To speak of an unchangeable moral law
now becomes a mere irrelevancy, since moral law
rality.

has no unconditional validity, out merely shows
how the desire for happiness may best be satisfied,
and how private or public good may be most efiectively furthered. The emotions depend upon the
external ever-changing world, finding their satisfaction in it alone, or, at least, not apart from it.
An ethical doctrine which is founded upon emotion has, therefore, never more than a relative
validity, and such injunctions as it gives apply
only to particular circumstances. The naturalistic
theory must, accordingly, have regard to the various forms of the moral consciousness, and must investigate that consciousness psychologically and
historically both in its origin and in its variations,
yet without ever reaching an absolutely valid moral
law. For happiness can never get beyond the relative, as is shown by English and French Eudae-

monism, and, most clearly

of all,

by Bentham's

Utilitarianism.
It is a difierent matter when rational ethics gives
recognition also to the emotional side of human
nature. Here, on the one hand, the unconditional
character of morality is upheld ; while, on the
other, the way in which the moral law is actually
and concretely realized is not always the same.
This suggests the idea of a historical progress.

;
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and thus arises the problem of how to harmonize,
by a process of moral development, the whole
natural endowment of impulse and feeling >vith
reason.
Accordingly, we find Schleierraacher
maintaining that ethics must lay down the baselines of the philosophy of history
but it was
pre-eminently Hegel who gave currency to the
idea of development, viewing the whole process
;

of history as the evolution of reason.
Though
he gave, it is true, an intellectual interpretation
of Nature, regarding it merely as a stadium
of the Idea (a view which, of course, does not
concern us here), he nevertheless distinguishes
between Nature and Spirit in concrete, and sees
the consummation of ethics neither in a natural
Eudoemonism nor in the Kantian Rationalism, but
in Sittlichkeit, ' established observance,' in which
the antithesis between Nature and Spirit is reconciled, i.e. raised to a higher unity.
If, according
to Hegel, reason realizes itself in the State, yet he
does not regard civic life as incompatible with the
community of feeling, i.e. marriage ; or with the
community of interests and its complex of needs
or with the community of citizenship, or, in fact,
with any particular relationship of tne individual
;

life that is partly conditioned by emotion ; on the
contrary, he finds a place for all of these, just as
he finds the characteristic feature of the Christian
period in the fact that it gives due recognition to
the interests of the individual and his desire for
happiness. The course of history shows us that
the tendency to combine the rational and the
emotional aspects of morality is constantly gain-

ing ground.
II. Analysis and exposition.— It remains
to consider the nature of the emotions and their
varieties, as a step towards inquiring how we are
to estimate them ethically and to utilize them in
practice.

—

I. Nature and structure of the emotions.
What
are the emotions ? It is safe to say, for one thing,
that they belong not to the theoretical but to the
practical, side of our psychical life
not to thought
or imagination,' but to feeling and volition.
In
what respects, then, do they differ from feelings
and volitions, seeing that they are not identical
with either, but rather form a connecting link
between them? The emotions often arise as immediate reactions upon particular feelings. But
such immediate and instantaneous reactions may,
by dint of repetition, superinduce a permanent
Anger, for instance, is a transitory
condition.
state, but there is also an irascible disposition, i.e.
propensity
to react in an angry way. Accorda
ingly, the manner in which the subject reacts
;

his feelings will be determined by his peculiar
nature, his temperament, or his peculiar blend of
temperaments, by character, sex, etc. in a word,
by his individuality, which, again, is modified by
his family, national, or racial type.
Moreover,
this individual disposition is by no means limited
to one's natural constitution ; it may be acquired
a fact that underlies the plasticity of the emoBut, while the emotions are thus reactions
tions.
upon feeling, we must not forget that there are
also moods of feeling, involving a permanent
tendency towards certain forms of action ; and
these moods must likewise be reckoned amongst
the emotions.
The emotions have often been called passions,
and traced back to ' suffering {passio) ; here,
again, we must bear in mind that such suffering is
not always momentary, and that the influence of
an object may last beyond the period of direct
Here the influence is really that of
stimulus.
the representation of the object ; and in this case

upon

—

—

'
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ImaeinatioQ, of course,

indirectly.
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the imagination works towards the expanHion and
intensification of the emotion ; and, indeed, may
become so habituated to represent certain objects
£18 to produce fixed ideas, which, again, by becoming fused together with the feelings that evoke
them and the volitions that issue from tliem, may
act as a permanent stimulus to the emotions.
The emotions have also been frequently identified with the impulses ; but impulse is really a
mode of the will, and may either spring from the
nature common to man or be the resultant of a
long series of volitions, which, gathering strength

by hereditary transmission, at length become
established in the later generation.
ThuB, for
instance, the desire of fame and of power, in their
nobler forms at least, seems to presuppo*a a social
life of some permanence, and a certam degree of
culture.
Impulse as such, however, ii not emotion
rather it becomes emotion only when the
object to which it is directed affects the feeling,
and prompts the will to act. This is what takes
place in particular instances ; but, aq has been said,
the object may be so persistently present to the
mind as to give a sustained tone to the feelings,
which, again, gives a definite bias to the wfll.
The emotions, then, are distinguished from spontaneous impulses by the fact tnat they are traceable to some impression, or feeling, and emerge
as a tendency to react upon this stimulus.
may say, therefore, that the emotions are combinations of feeling with movements or acts of
will, and that they may have either a transitorj
or a lasting character, according as they are immediate reactions upon a definite object, or upon
habitual states of the soul which rest upon a more
or less persistent combination of feeling and volition ; these, in turn, depending upon the object
afl'ecting the soul.
Moreover, it goes without saying that these habitual states may find vent in
momentary outbursts.
Then we must also distinguish between the
momentary strength of an emotion and its durableness.
An emotion may be strong for the
;

We

moment, but have no persistence, as, e.g., when it
is evoked by a merely passing stimulus from the
and, conversely, an emotion may never
manifest anything like intensity, and may yet
work all the more pertinaciously ; compare, for
instance, an angry outbreak with cool, calculated
object

;

hate.
2.

Varieties of emotion.

—The emotions exhibit

a multitude of variations, quite apart from the
distinction between transience and permanence.
Thus, the feeling and its accompanjring tendency
to react may, as called forth by the object, be one
either of pleasure or of pain. If pleasurable, the
motive will be one of sympathy with the object
if painful, one of antipathy.
Then the emotions
may be classified with reference to time according
as they are related to the past, the present, or the
future.
In connexion with the past, pain produces
repentance, while pleasure brings satisfaction,
with a wish for renewal of the conditions ; and
either of these, again, may be transitory or enduring.
Pleasure in regard to the present calls forth
desire ; while pain arouses aversion, or, in a more
intense form, anger. Pleasure in regard to the
future becomes hope, with the inclination to make
the thing hoped for a reality ; pain in relation to
the future becomes fear, with the inclination to
obviate or ward off' the thing feared. Obviously
these emotions may also vary In intensity, i.e.
they are susceptible of quantitative differentiation.
But these quantitative differences must not
be confounded with differences which depend upon
whether a man is by the bent of his mind stronger
in feeling than in will-power, or vice versa. Should
feeling predominate, then, e.g., repentance will be

—
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not so much a motive prompting a change of will
for the better as a sentimental regret, which, as
it inhibits the will, has an enfeebling effect ; similarly, contentment will degenerate into luxurious
remembrance, instead of inciting the will to hold
fast in the present by what the past has given.
If volition, however, be the stronger, the reverse
will be the case.
Moreover, pleasure and pain
may, so far as their influence on the will is concerned, become quite neutral, and less dependent
upon time-diflferences desire will then become
love, and aversion hate.
Again, all these modifications of emotion may be further differentiated
by reference to the kind of object that excites
them. Thus, feeling in passing over to volition
will always be initially a feeling of self, a feeling
of excitation ; but this feeling of self may be of
very different kinds. In the first place, one may
be affected either in body or in soul. But the
bodily frame itself has different aspects there is
the need, for instance, of self-preservation, or of
preserving one's peculiar type.
Should it be
affected by a corresponding body, a fresh group of
emotions displays itself, associated with food or
sex.
When reflexion has been sulBciently developed to raise a man above mere momentary
sensations, he will desire permanently satisfying
objects ; the sexual impulse will become love, and
hunger wUl be transformed into the desire for
;

:

possessions sufficient to satisfy permanently his
bodily needs. The latter emotion may likewise
vary as one wishes to use, to preserve, or to
augment one's property. Prodigality, niggardliness, and avarice have their source here ; but also
liberality, thrift, and diligence. It is personal differences alone which prompt one man to liberality
or prodigality, another to thrift or niggardliness,
and a third to avarice or diligence.
Again, the affective state of the mind has to do
with its relations to other minds. The fundamental
fact is that the mind is influenced by others in such
a way as to experience pleasure or pain, and thus
arises sympathy or antipathy.
Sympathy and
antipathy also involve the feeling of self, springing respectively from the sense of being attracted
or repelled by others, according as the impressions which are received work upon the will in a
pleasurable or a painful manner. Here, also, of
course, individuality counts for much.
Further,
we must take into consideration whether sympathy or antipathy in regard to another is aroused
by his personality as a whole or only by certain
aspects thereof some being attractive, others
repellent ; in the latter case we have an unstable
emotion, one vacillating between sympathy and
antipathy. Once more, from the sympathetic emotion, so far, at least, as it rests upon the consciousness of others' equality with ourselves, springs
the desire to recompense. Should another afford
us pleasure, we incline to return the favour this
is gratitude.
But should he pain us by doing us
a disadvantage, the result is the feeling of revenge.
further principle of division might be found in
the question whether our sympathy and antipathy
relate to individuals or to communities.
Finally, a man's sympathy or antipathy may
either be such that his thoughts dwell most upon
his own pleasure or pain ; or such that the feenng
for others predominates in his mind. In the former
instance, he will be sympathetically moved towards another only in so far as the experience is
absolutely free of pain, and, in fact, when the
sympathy itself affords pleasure. In the second
case, he is so much at one with the other as to
enter into his feelings. The former kind of sympathy goes no further than a man's own advantage,
changing even to antipathy when that disappears.
He really seeks his own advancement in his recog-

—

:
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nition of the other ; his authority over the other
will enhance his sense of his own power.
The
desire for glory or power rests upon a sympathy
of this sort, which vanishes whenever the other
ceases duly to respond. Such sympathy may in
an extreme case manifest itself as compassion,
for this is, of course, directed upon suffering,
which, however, should properly arouse antipathy.
Compassion is, in fact, a sympathetic antipathy.
But the sympathy will at once become something
else if the other's feeling causes me discomfort.
Indeed, if I am pained in any way while another ia
pleased, there may emerge antipathy towards him
in the form of ill-will and envy ; and, if I am in
any degree inferior to him,
antipathy may
show itself in a desire to disparage ; while, again,
if I am conscious of my merits in comparison with
him, the result will be pride.
It is otherwise if I can enter into the feelings
of another. I then recognize his superior merits
(should these exist), and in the frank admission
of them I have a feeling of admiration something
higher, that is to say, than a recognition whose
aim is merely to have oneself recognized, to use
another as a means to one's own glory. Similarly, I can now regard another's defects or misfortunes with pity, which disposes me to help in
amending his defects or alleviating his misfortunes.
These two kinds of sympathy may also manifest
themselves when two individuals fix upon a single
If the feeling
object, which one alone can have.
of self prevails, jealousy will arise if sympathy
predommates, the one individual will be ready to
renounce for the other's sake. Again, however,
one may have a very weak or a very strong feeling of self-reliance.
If the former, there will
emerge a tendency to belittle one's own merits
in comparison with another's the sympathetic
emotion of self-abasement, which often appears as
sensitiveness. Very different is the emotion which
arises when sympathy is associated with selfconfidence. In this association the self-confidence
may be by no means insignificant in itself, as, e.g.,
in benevolence, which in no way implies uncertainty as to one's own merits, or any inclination
to self-disparagement. Similarly, a self-esteem in
reference to others may not lead to conceit and
ambition, when a man desires to convince others
of his own merits without seeking to underrate

my

—

;

—

theirs.

There may thus be an extraordinary variety
amongst the emotions. For the sake of complete-

we may also note that one emotion may
restrain another, either for a time or permanently.
Desire of power or of fame, for example, may keep
the appetites in abeyance. Similarly, certain emotions may coalesce and thereby strengthen each
other ; thus, revenge may join hands with envy,
domineering with pride, or greed with ill-will.
What ethical
3. Moral value of the emotions.
value shall we set upon the emotions ? Are they
simply evil, or partly good and partly evil, or,
again, are they in themselves morally colourless,
but, like other faculties of the mind, capable of
being made subservient to the moral life ? These
questions find various answers. Naturalistic ethics
must necessarily regard the emotions as morally indifferent : they exist before morality. On this view,
ness,

—

the psychological mechanism which gradually
secures an adjustment among the conflicting emotions.
learn by experience, it is said, even in
our own interests, to prefer the other-regarding impulses to the self-regarding, the permanent to the
By
transient, the spiritual to the corporeal.
formulating rules in virtue of our faculty ot absit is

We

traction, it is said, we set up a standard by which
the emotions are consciously valued, and a choice

amongst them consciously made

;

all

this,

how-

—

EMOTIONS
has meanwhile been done, unconsciously,
by our psychological mechanism. The result is
called the moral standard though, in point of fact,
what we so designate is only a fingerpost pointing to the greatest possible advantage. But this
theory, according to which the choice amongst our
ever,

;

—

emotions is really made for ub in experience the
understanding merely deducing the laws from the
facts is founded upon error.
For, if the psychological mechanism establishes a certain hierarchy among the emotions by natural selection,
we have not really transcended egoism at all.
For, even if the egoistic emotion is overpowered
by the altruistic, it is simply because, as a matter
01 experience, the former fares all the better
thereby.
In reality, therefore, it is not so
overpowered ; on the contrary, the psychological
mechanism is actually guided by it. Along this
line, therefore, no genuine adjustment can ever
be arrived at. The truth is, moral life begins only
when the understanding forms universal laws,
when the difference between the ideal, the
ought,' the law, on the one hand, and, on the

—

'

other, the actual condition of things
ized.

is first real-

Then there appears something new,

viz.

the craving of our nature for unity, which the
adjustment made by our psychological mechanism
cannot satisfy. Such adjustment, in fact, will
always be precarious, as the egoistic emotions will
ever and anon break out in spite of all our altruism. The desire for unity, however, spontaneously
presses towards harmony and activity
while, on
the contrary, the emotions are unstable, and, being
stimulated by external objects, have no true spontaneity, and always end in mere enjoyment, mere
;

passivity.

Hence we need not wonder that the naturalistic
theory has been challenged again and again by
a rigid and one-sided rationalism, which will countenance no rule in the moral realm except that of
reason alone, and spurns the emotions as something irrational. But this standpoint is shown
The Stoics were
by history to be rmtenable.
compelled to abandon the rigorism of their apathia,
and to concede that in some degree even the wise
man feels pain though he does not allow himself
to be mastered by it— and that he too may have
Further, the
tiiriBua, such as good-will and joy.
Stoics doubted \vnether the life of the wise man
were meanwhile possible, and spoke of an approximation merely, in which a man should be immune from diseases of the spirit, but not free from
emotion. Spinoza also, whue discarding the emotions, was unable to regard them as other than a
necessary product of the natura naturata
and
Kant came at length to the conclusion that the
propensities are not evil in themselves, just as in
the sphere of the beautiful and the sublime he
recognizes a certain mutual relationship between
the sensuous and the spiritual.
If the moral reason, then, cannot be merely the
inductive reading of our psychological mechanism on its emotional side, and if it does not
necessarily involve a rigid exclusion of the emotions, or, in other words, if we can neither identify
it with the formulated results of our psychological mechanism nor concede a dualism between
it and emotion, the only course open to us is
to grant an independent, co-ordinate position to
both reason and emotion with the proviso, however, that reason be always credited with the
power of harmonizing and unifying the emotions
for its o'svn ends. As we have seen, this view
is held by a large number of modern thinkers.
They regard the emotions as the data and material which reason has to elaborate.
If the emotion arises from a movement of the will combined
with feeling and prompted by an object, it is the

—

;

—
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function of reason to examine and regulate the
process.
Tlie question as to the moral character of the
emotions is, therefore, to be answered generally
by asserting that in themselves they are neither
good nor evil, but become so only as they respectively submit to or repudiate the supervision
This holds good of
and guidance of reason.
Reason must assign the
all kmds of emotion.
limit of their momentary intensity, and likewise
regulate their duration and persi.stence, for it
tolerates the continuance of such kinds only as
coincide with its own fundamental aims. Emotions
of pleasure are no more proscribed as such than
those of pain. What is alone of moment is, on
the one hand, to determine their measure, and,
on the other, to take account of their object.
Anger, for example, as excited volition, is not to

be summarily condemned ; only it must be made
subservient to reason, and be directed against that
which is truly reprehensible. Again, neither the
impulse of self-preservation nor that of sympathy
is per se
blameworthy ; they require only to
have their respective scope and their mutual reUnder such conlationship defined by reason.
ditions the emotions will not become demoralized.
Love of power rests upon an exaggerated, but in
envy,
itself perfectly innocent, desire for influence
upon the complete subjection of the altruistic
impulse to the in itself quite legitimate impulse
of self-preservation all sympathy being crushed
by the selfish wish to possess what is another's.
Similarly, the organic emotions have their rightful place, requiring only that adjustment which
reason must make in view of organic needs ; they
must be brought into proper relations with one
The
another and with the spiritual emotions.
emotion attaching to property, as regards both
its preservation and its use, must be reduced
in
conformity with the function which reason assigns
to property in the moral sphere to its due proportions in the desire to earn.
In short, the emotions as such are not evil when
subject to the guidance of reason, but, just as
;

—

—

—

human nature must be brought
with reason, so must they be made

into

harmony

to minister to
the ends of reason. If left to themselves, they
tend to degenerate, since they cannot then be kept
within due measure, or be nilly harmonized with
one another.
Rational control of the emotions. Finally,
j|.
if it be asked how reason acquires dominion over
the emotions, we look first of all to its power of
framing ideals. Its task, alike as regards the
guidance of the several emotions with due allowance for their individual modifications and as
regards their mutual relations, must be clearly
defined in the light of actual, concrete ethical
It is obvious that a proper comprehenideals.
sion of the meaning and value of emotion for
moral life is the necessary condition of right
conduct. Such comprehension, however, does not
It is
guarantee its being realized in practice.
often asserted that emotion is modified only by
emotion, that reason without emotion remains
a dead letter ; and this is certainly the case. The
dictates of reason, therefore, must he combined
with love, which we may call the positive norm of
emotion ; then will reason become effective. The
ideal must become the object of love ; then will
this supreme affection enthusiasm for the ideal
work its effect upon the other forms. Such enthusiasm cannot, of course, be manufactured. It
is something free
the unforced persistent glow of
love for perfection, the practical interest in the
ideal of reason.
To generate this archetypal affection is the business of education, which, however, would be all in

—

—

—

—

—

;
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vain unless human nature provided something for
But reason and its ideal are not
it to work upon.
alien to man. It is man's own reason which exhorts
him to follow its behests. So long as he refuses to
identify himself with this consummate affection
with his own ideal he feels an inner discord.
Education may prompt towards this enthusiasm,

—

—

it cannot furnish, still less force it.
If we appeal to such motives as fear of punishment or
hope of reward, we may succeed in curbing certain emotions, and even in partially establishing a
habit of restraint in others, and thus prepare the
way for real moral conduct by removing obstacles to
the attainment of the good will ; but enthusiasm
for the ideal is not to be acquired in this way ; for,
if we confine ourselves to such motives, we have
not passed beyond selfishness after all. The ideal
must be loved for its own sake. This supreme

but

affection is engendered only through the individual's own act, for which education provides but
the stimulus. Like devotion to the beautiful, or
ardent love to the Divine, enthusiasm for the good

Ought we,

then, to caU it an
always springs from
some impression on the mind, which feeling transmutes into a motive ? We must remember, however, that such an impression has a place even in the
affection we speak of. For one thing, the educator
may hold up the example of those who, possessed by
is

absolutely free.

emotion at

all,

since emotion

this enthusiasm, are capable of moving our hearts.
For another, while we recognize the ideal as our
own, yet it always towers above our actual attainment, as if to impress us with love for our better
part.
Finally, the ideal comes to us in the impressions wrought by God within the soul. The
mental impression in question, therefore, results,
not from any external object, but from our being
apprehended by our reason's own ideal or by the
Divine spirit within us. The same thing lies at
the root of what is called moral passion, though
this is likemse a free motive to action.
Without moral passion the moral ideal cannot
be realized. But it is far from adequate in itself.

When

the emotions, excited by the various experiences of life, are asserting themselves in their
full strength, to attempt to oppose them by moral
passion alone is futile. But enthusiasm for the
moral ideal has undoubtedly a restraining effect
upon the urgency of emotion ; and, this being so,
such restraint makes it possible for reflexion to
intervene before the response to stimulus takes
Thus reason, which both determines the
place.
end to be attained and apprehends the actual conditions, can assign the measure and the course of
the emotion, and, taking advantage of the congenial enthusiasm for the ideal, can carry its purposes into effect. But even something more than
this is required in the task of controlling the emotions, namely, a certain psycho-physical habituaWith these resources, then, it is possible for
tion.
reason to subject impulse to its own all-embracing
ideal, to attain, by habit, ever nearer to a complete harmony of the emotions amongst themselves and to the right proportion of each, and so
to utilize them in practical life as to give them
the place which, in the light of the moral ideal,
is rightly theirs.
note, in closing, the recent spread of a
romanticism which would base morality upon the
instincts, and declares war upon all intellectual
which yields the ascendancy to
interpretations
spontaneous feeling, and would exclude aU ratio
in favour of the Unconscious that is revealed In
emotion a new form of ethical and sesthetic
naturalism. Such a theory, however, cannot possibly discover the proper measure of the emotions,
as it really keeps the moral reason out of its rights.
See also Feeling, Mind.

We

;

—

TM
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EMPEDOCLES. —Empedocles
philosopher

A. DOENER.

was a Sicilian
also as a statesman,

who was famous

and wonder-worker.
and writings. Empedocles belonged to
a wealthy and distinguished family of Agrigentum
{the Greek Akragas). His grandfather, also called
Empedocles, won a victory with a racehorse at
Olympia in 496 B.C. The philosopher himself took

poet, orator, physician,
1.

Life

—

politics of his native
expulsion of its tyrants (Diog. Laert.
viii. 63-67 ; cf. Pint. adv. Col. 32. 4, p. 1126 B).
He was a resolute democrat, and is said to have
refused an offer of royal power ; yet we read that
in later years his enemies caused this champion of
the people to be banished. There is much that is
marvellous, much that is vague and contradictory,
in the accounts of his life which have come down
The
to us, principally in Diog. Laert. viii. ch. 2.
Sicilian historian Timseus, who lived in the 3rd
cent. B.C., and preserved many such notices, did
not know for certain the place or the manner of
his death. Even his date is not exactly determined.
Aristotle {Met. i. 3. 984a, 11) speaks of him as

an active part in the troublous
city, after the

a younger contemporary of Anaxagoras {g.v.);
Gorgias is said to have been his pupil (Diog. Laert.
58 ; Quint, iii. 1). ApoUodorus fixed his birth
in 484 ; and his death, at the age of 60, in 424.
'Ra.tZe\\et(Pre-SocraticPhil. ii. 117 ff. ) has adduced
grounds for placing his birth from eight to ten
years earlier, i.e. in 492 or 494.
The chief works of Empedocles were two poems
with the titles ircpl $i)(rews ray ivrav and KaSap/iol.
The former, dealing with physical science, was in
two books, if, with Diels, we prefer the reading
/SfjSXia /S' in Suidas s.v., although Tzetzes {Chil. vii.
Of these
522) erroneously makes them three.
poems we have fragments extending to 440 lines.
Aristotle, who in a lost dialogue ^ave Empedocles
full credit for Homeric inspiration and forcible
diction (Diog. Laert. viii. 57), nevertheless took
him for his illustration when maintaining, in the
Poetics (i. 14476, 17), that metrical form does not
convert prose into poetry. Empedocles was the
last to use verse as the vehicle of philosophic
exposition ; and Anaxagoras reverted to prose,
with which the Milesians had started.
2. The four 'roots.'
In his physical theories
viii.

—

Empedocles was an eclectic. Like Leucippus, he
had studied the Eleatic philosophers but he
rejected their chief doctrine, that of the One, and
reverted to pluralism. He assumed four primary
matters Fire, Air, Earth, and Water or, mythologically expressed, Zeus, Hera, Aidoneus, and
Nestis.
These primary matters, which are as
indestructible and unchangeable as the Sphere of
Pannenides, he called the roots {l>it^u)/iaTa) of all
that exists. The term 'element' ((rroixt'o") did not
come into use until later, but it is clear that
Empedocles had grasped the conception of an
;

—

;

'

'

element, in the sense of modem chemistry, as
opposed to a compound body for by the mingling
and separation of these four roots the world of
particular things is produced. Thus he made bone,
which last is the seat of intelligence
flesh, and blood
;

—

)
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—consist

severally of air, earth, fire, and water
united in determinate proportions.
Besides the four roots tnere were two otlier constituents of the universe, called Love or Friendship
<l>CKlm)i, 'A^podlTTj) and Strife {neiKOi, /tiros).
These were moving causes answering to attraction
and repulsion respectively ; but also, it would
seem, corporeal substances which rush into and out
of the Sphere (Diels, 21 B, 35 [i.= 185], Ar. Met.

{<pi\la,

'

'

Alternately predominating, they
govern the rhythmical evolution of the world,
which passes from a state of complete aggregation
of the elements to the opposite state of their utter
disintegration, and back again in an unending
cycle.
When Love has succeeded in expelling
Strife, the four roots are entirely aggregated in a
chaotic medley, termed, from its shape, the Sphere ;
but at this epoch all particular existence is extinct.
Again, particular existence is just as impossible
when Love is expelled by Strife, and the four roots
so completely severed that there is no mingling.
But in the intervals between these epochs Love and
Strife work together, and a world of particular
things results from their joint action.
The formation of our world, it
3. Cosmogony.
xii. 10,

10756,

3).

—

would seem from Aristotle {de Ccelo, ii. 301a, 15),
began when Strife forced its way into the Sphere,
and brought about its disruption by creating a
vortex motion which successively separated oft' 1
air, (2) fire, and (3) earth saturated with moisture.
(

Thus

first of all 'bright ether' (air) flew off to
the extremity, and became a crystal vault or encircling shell, to which the fixed stars are attached.
Within this again was formed a sphere consisting
of two hemispheres, the one filled with fire, the
other, which is dark, with a mixture of fire and
air.
The revolution of these two hemispheres
round the earth produces at each point on its
surface the succession of day and night, and also
keeps the earth in its place in the centre, in the
same way as a cup with water in it may be swung
round and round at the end of a string without the
water being spilled. The analogy is at fault, for
it is centrifugal force which keeps the water in the
revolving cup, whereas the earth is presumably at

rest.

According to Empedocles, there are two suns, or,
rather, he held the apparent sun to be a sort of
burning-glass, equal in size to the earth, wherein
are collected those fiery rays which come from the
true source of light, the fiery hemisphere. These
rays first strike the earth, and are thence reflected
on the hemisphere opposite, if the text of Aetius
(ii. 20. 13 ; Diels, 21 A, 56 [i.^ 162]) be sound.
Empedocles thus wrongly extended to the sun the

moon

shines by borrowed
he held to be mainly
composed of ' air ' condensed or congealed, obviously
assuming that its phases correspond with actual
changes in its shape. One great achievement of
modem astronomy he certamly anticipated ; for
he held that light travels, and takes time to travel,
from one point to another (Ar. de An. ii. 7. 4186,
20 ; de Sensu, 6. 446a, 26). He thought that the
recent discovery that the

light.

The moon

itself

axis of the universe, originally perpendicular so
that the north pole was in the zenith, had been
displaced by the pressure of the air.

—

Empedocles also had his views
4. Organic life.
on the origin of life. Plants and animals alike
of
spring out
the earth, and grow because the
terrestrial heat tends upwards.
Existing species,
however, in no way resemble the crude and shapeless structures first evolved, such as men with
oxen's faces, which were incapable of maintaining
or reproducing themselves. 'This vrild fancy differs
from the modem doctrine of evolution in overlooking modification by inheritance, and in assuming separate organs to have been evolved before
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the wholes tliey combined to form. Its single
point of agreement is tlio truism that no species
has survived which was not adapted in some degree
to its environment. Empedocles scientific imagination may also be seen in his mechanical theory of
respiration, on the analogy of the water-c/ock
(Diels, 21 B, 100 [i.» 200]), and of the spinal vertebra;
(Ar. de Part. An. i. 1. 640a, 19) but more particularly in a theory of sense-perception based upon
the entrance, through symmetrical pas-sagea or
pores (irApoi), of films (iirdppoai) emanating from
external objects. This account of the mechanism
of sensation best suits taste and smell
it may
have been, as Diels thinks, derived from Leucippus
the application to vision (though adopted in great
part by Plato) is beset with difficulties. The
unique fact of perception proper Empedocles
sought to explain by means of another principle,
that like moves towards, and is recognized by,
like.
The sentient subject knows earth, water,
air, and fire because these elemental substances
are found in his own composition. This principle
must be carefully distinguished from the attraction
of like to unlike personified in ipCKia, or Love.
Thouglit, again, is a corporeal process (Ar. de An.
iii. 3. 427a, 26) ; there is no such gulf as Parmenides
presumed between sense and reason. The value
of the senses as sources of knowledge is implied
throughout the poems, and the passage (Diels, 21 B,
4 [i.2 174]) which, as interpreted by Karsten and
Zeller, would concede superior claims to reason
has been set right by Stein's punctuation.
In the cosmos as here
5. Religion and Ethics.
set forth there would seem to be no place for
religion; yet Empedocles speaks of gods.
(1)
There are the long-lived gods, greatest in honour,'
who are products of the mingling of his four
elements, and, as such, are set down side by side
with ' trees and men and women, beasts and oirds,
and fishes bred in the waters' (Diels, 21 B, 21 [i.*
These, be it remarked, are not deathless,
180]).
but merely long-lived it is not impossible that
they are what he elsewhere calls tne daemons.
(2) As already noted, he also deifies the four
elements and the two efficient causes. (3) Further,
we find the Sphere spoken of as a ' blessed god,'
but this again may be merely a poetic description.
It need not imply monotheism, any more than the
parallel expressions of the pantheist Xenophanes.
In his other poem, the Purifications (KaBapiiol),
Empedocles poses as a moral teacher and religious
reformer. He is the favourite of heaven, and the
inspired votary of Apollo ; he lays claim to a
Divine origin and superhuman powers.
He recounts his successive transmigrations. The tone
of the whole poem is mystic, as opposed to the
scientific spirit of the irepi iiaeias, and bears many
;

;

;

—

'

;

resemblances to Orphic and Pythagorean doctrines.
There is one passage where a god is described in
terms perhaps borrowed from Xenophanes : ' He
is not provided with a human head upon his limbs ;
two branches do not spring from his shoulders ; he
has no feet, no swift knees, no hairy members ; he
is only a sacred and unutterable mind shooting
with swift thoughts through aU the world (Diels,
21 B, 134 [i.2 212]). This god has been by some
identified with the Sphere; but how could the
Sphere be said to shoot with swift thoughts through
all the world?
It would seem, therefore, more
reasonable to follow Zeller and Diels, who think
that Apollo is meant for from an early date, as
J. Adam remarks (Religious Teachers of Greece,
Edinburgh, 1908, p. 249), ' Greek religious thought
naturally tended to spiritualise Apollo.'
Empedocles also tells us of demons, who,
having
polluted their hands with blood,' are condemned
to wander for thrice ten thousand seasons in all
manner of mortal forms through the universe until
'

;

'

—

;
'

'
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their sin

is

expiated

;

'

and one of

he says,

these,'

now am, an exile and a wanderer from

the gods
(Diels, 21 B, 115 [i.= 207]).
Here is the doctrine of
retribution for guUt, and here, too, that of metem'

I

psychosis.

The moral teaching of the KaBap/jiol consists
mainly of tabus based upon the belief in transmigration, and its corollary, the kinship of aU
animate and inanimate things.
Empedocles describes a period when men lived at peace with each
other and all the world, and bids his followers
abstain from all animal food, and from beans and
laurel-leaves.
It is an interesting, though perhaps insoluble,
problem to determine how the Purifications is re-

lated to the poem upon Nature. Are we to suppose,
with Diels, that in the one Empedocles taught
science to a circle of students, and afterwards in

the

other

addressed a popular

audience with

religious fervour ? Or is Bidez right in assuming
that the KaBap/iol was the work of his youth, and
the Ttepl H(Teo>s the fruit of riper study in mature

That the same thinker should at the same
time have endorsed the apparently contradictory
doctrines of both poems is advocated by Burnet
[Early Greek Philosophy', p. 269 if.). Such a view
is possible only tothosewho recognize inEmpedocles
not so much a philosophic mind as an enthusiastic
life ?

poet and seer, careless of logical consistency.
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EMPIRICISM.—Empiricism denotes primarily
the scientific investigation of the world which we
experience through our senses. In the world so
experienced we are continually apprehending uniformities of different kinds ; scientific empiricism
brings together groups of sense-phenomena apprehended as exhibiting the same uniformities, and
endeavours, by further observation and experiment,
to apprehend more clearly the special nature of the
uniformities within each group, and the precise
conditions on which their presence depends.
Thus, to study the nature of two-dimensional
space, we bring together figures in two dimensions,
and by a further process of minute sub-grouping
obtain figures in which we apprehend more distinctly
the nature of the triangle, the circle, etc., and from
the mutual relations of their parts in definite figures
apprehend as necessary certain further conclusions
with regard to the nature of those figures. In aU
cases it is through the construction that we come
to apprehend the nature of the figure we apprehend,
e.g., the universal truth 'Things which are equal
to the same thing are equal to one another only
by considering a particular instance. But in some
eases the construction is more elaborate e.g. , in
Euclid i. 47 the figure is extremely complex, and
presupposes the construction of triangles, etc.
Empiricism, therefore, aims at re-grouping the
phenomena studied, according to their uniformities,
in continuous series, beginning with the relatively
simple and passing to the progressively complex.
;

'

;

Progress in Mathematics and the other empirical
sciences depends on finding the right ' construction,'
in discovering a method which will enable us to
apprehend more definitely the way in which the
elementary parts are connected in any given case.
What is aimed at is precise formulation, such as,
e.g., the exact reciprocal relation between the sides
and angles of the equilateral triangle ; but in the
present state of aU the sciences this exact formulation is rare, and it is only by the examination of
fresh groups of problems that we are enabled
gradually to reform our present inexact formulations.

By proceeding, then, in these two ways (1) by
continually attacking fresh problems, and (2) by
perpetually revising the stock of acquired formulations. Empiricism hopes to obtain an ever wider
and deeper knowledge of the world which we come
to experience through our senses ; it admits that
the uniformities hitherto studied have very rarely
received adequate formulation, and that its laws
are only relatively true ; but it hopes to advance,
within this sphere of relative truth, to laws which
ever more adequately express the nature of the
:

'

which it studies.
In one direction this ideal of ever-improving, but
ever-relative, knowledge is definitely limited.
There is one main presupposition of Empiricism
which, as such, it cannot question or even examine,
but must simply accept. This presupposition is
expressed, on the objective side, as the ' Law of the
Uniformity of Nature ' ; this means that the
apprehensible world, as such, has a definite nature
of its own, and works according to laws which
remain universally valid, though only partially
apprehended by us, through unstable sense-organs
and at particular moments of time ; the stars continue to revolve in definite orbits through all the
advances of science, from Aristotle to Copernicus,
reality

from Copernicus to the present day; the stream
pours forth its waters into the sea, the sea still
dashes upon its rocky strand, though every living
eye is closed in slumber.

From the

side of the subject, this presupposition
expressed by saying that the mind is a tabula
rasa, a waxen tablet upon which the external
world imprints its forms. Its esse is percipere
more than that we cannot say. There can be no
scientific
theory of knowledge ; for Empiricism
maintains that our apprehensions appear to contain uniformities only because they are apprehensions of objective uniformities ; that the so-called
is

'

'

—

'Necessities of Apprehension' causation, substance, etc.
are so only because they are apprehensions of necessities in the Object ; that the ' Laws
of Thought' are laws for thought only because
they are laws of the things which thought apprehends. In short, the uniformities and necessities
belong wholly to the apprehended Object ; on the
side of the Subject we have simply apprehension
apprehension of just those objective uniformities

—

and

necessities.

The main

principle of Empiricism being, then,

that through sense-experience wecome to apprehend
the universal laws which express the nature of the
apprehensible world, it follows that error, or false
thinking, is impossible.
may fail to apprehend
we cannot misapprehend. Where we have not yet
found the right construction, the right method for
observing the nature of a certain uniformity, we
fail so far to apprehend its full nature. But, when
we say, e.g. ,'2 + 2 = 5,' the possibility of self-correction shows that we did not really think so, that we
were simply not attending, and so failed to apprehend. When we attend and have the features of
the problem clearly before us, we cannot fail to
apprehend the correct conclusion. In fact, error

We

is

always due to some sort of inattention,

;

i.e.

to

'
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Empiricism has

A

causes,
against which
its special safeguards.

scientific
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of demand and supply the demand being
that of the consumer for goods, and the supply
that of the various kinds of labour necessary to
satisfy tliat demand.
The employer is thus an
essential factor in the refined and intricate system
of modem industry.
In earlier times, and under simpler conditions of
life, wlien the market was quite local and small,
the employer provided the capital for the undertaking
under modem conditions, with wide
markets and large production, he very frequently
conducts the enterprise with the aid of borrowed
capital.
The facilities afforded by a widely diffused
system of (banking and a highly organized money
market, together with the method of combining
many different capitals on the joint-stock principle
of enterprise, have enabled large amounts of capital
to be placed under the direction of men who have
special ability for controlling it for purposes of
business.
Under such circumstances the employer
becomes mainly the manager of capital or the
agent of its owners ; he is entrusted with its command because he possesses in a peculiar degree the
special faculty of business management, together
with technical knowledge of the mdustry of business in which the capital is embarked. The
separation of the functions of capitalist and employer is the outcome of an economic evolution
which has introduced greater complexity and subdivision into the methods of production and exchange. It has proved a highly efficient form of
differentiation, firstly in securing the direction of
affairs by specialisfa, and secondly by utilizing
much capital which might otherwise only be
hoarded and would therefore be idle, or which
indeed might not have been saved at all, did not

tion

proposition is proved 'when we havediscovered
the right construction, the method which enables
us to apprehend clearly the connexion of the
elements within the given problem the statement
of the conclusion so apprehended is said to be
' true.'
In the present state of tlie sciences, many
propositions are held to be provisionally true if
a few advanced scientists confirm each other's
observations but the aim of science is always to
present its results in such a form that the observations can be verified by any inteUi"ent student.
This aim is most clearly attained in the text-books
of Mathematics and Phjsrsics.
A statement, then,
is true when we find the right construction and
observe its truth directly. It follows that the
claims of the 'Law of Contradiction' or of the
Principle of the Inconceivability of the Opposite
to present us with a 'formal criterion of truth'
are inadmissible. These so-called 'criteria' are,
in fact, virtual re-statements of the general principle
of Empiricism, viz. that the apprehensible world
has certain definite characteristics
but truth
consists just in particular truths, in apprehension
of just these particular definite characteristics.
Consequently, in order to apply to particular cases,
the 'criteria' have to become particularized, in
which case there is no longer one criterion, but as
many criteria as there are problems to which they
are to be applied. Moreover, Empiricism insists
that a particular statement is not true because its
opposite is inconceivable, but that its opposite is
inconceivable because the statement is true. There
can thus be no formal criterion of truth, and
progress in knowledge depends always on our
possessing insight into the particular nature of such openings for its employment arise.
particular scientific problems.
The function of the employer has become so imOwing to a number of historical causes, these portant in modern industry that he is often regarded
main outlines of Empiricism have been seriously as a fourth factor in production ; land, labour, and
misunderstood by Empiricists themselves, as well capital being the three factors formerly recognized
as by their opponents.
Hume's separation of the as the requisites of wealth-production. The huge
particular sense-experience from the universality scale on which manufactures, commerce, and
and necessity apprehended through that experience transport are now organized has created a demand
makes these appear mere fictions of our imagina- for great financial and technical skill, and as a
tion ; a too mechanical adherence to the tabula consequence single individuals of exceptional talent
rasa metaphor has misled many into supposing now control a vast number of financial interests
that they can apply physical laws to the explana- and determine the employment of multitudes of
tion of apprehension itself ; and J. S. Mill attempted labourers.
On their good management depend
to prove empirically the presupposition of Empiri- the success of the venture, the return to the savings
cism itself the Uniformity of Nature. But these invested in it, and the earnings of a host of emand similar vagaries in the writings of the Empirical ployees.
These 'captains of industry' receive
School are to be regarded as aberrations from the very high remuneration, and many of them, from
simple tenets of scientific Empiricism.
their superior ability, derive a surplus profit of a
See, further, such artt. as EpistemoloGY, Hume,
kind which has some of the chief economic characLocke, Mill, Idealism, Philosophy, and the teristics of rent.
Literature cited under them.
R. C. Lodge.
Many important problems arise out of the relations of employer and employed.
In the Middle
Theterm'employers'isarela- Ages the apprentice to a craft duly became a
tive term ; it connotes employees and a relation journeyman, and in course of time generally
of contract between the two parties ; correspond- evolved into a master on a small scale ; that is, he
ing terms in common use are masters ' and men,' became an independent producer and an employer
capitalists and ' labourers,' though the latter are of other apprentices and journeymen.
Under
not now exact equivalents. The fundamental facts modem conditions only a small percentage of workfrom which the relation springs are that one set men can ever become employers, and, indeed, the
provides work and pays for it, the other performs employer class tends to be confined to specially
the work and receives payment. The classification trained men drawn from those ranks which enjoy
is a result of an economic division of labour acunique opportunities for acquiring the wide and
cording to function in the operations of wealth- varied knowledge and experience which are reproduction or conduct of business ; and it gives quisite for successful organization. The employees
rise to a parallel distribution or division of the
constitute a large and distinctive class, whose
proceeds of production as profits and wages. To common interests as wage-receivers lead them to
be more precise, the function of the employer is to combine in special organizations. Trade Unions
find out the work to be done, to plan, to organize,
have been devised in order to secure for the emand direct it ; he takes the risk contingent upon ployees greater power by bargaining collectively
its performance, and on this account is often called
for their share of the product other functions are
the entrepreneur, or undertaker ; he becomes a to provide mutual help in times of sickness or want
kind of middleman or go-between in the equaliza- of employment, and a machinery for regulating
'

;

'

'

;

;

'

;

—

EMPLOYERS.—

'

'

'

'

;

;
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the conditions which affect their safety, comfort,
and health, and determine the hours of labour in
their several industries. Trade Unions obtained
legal recognition only in 1825 ; they have advanced
gradually in power and influence, and are now a
very potent instrument in determining the economic
conditions of industry. Their evolution has been
attended with many struggles and disastrous
strikes, which have at times paralyzed the activities of industry and entailed much suffering and
economic loss. They are, however, now a recognized and important institution in the negotiations
between employers and employees.
The perfect co-operation of capital and labour in
production is a matter of universal interest, since
on it depends the supply of wealth. It is to the
advantage of both capital and labour that each
should be highly efficient ; divergence of interests
arises in the division of the proceeds, and it is in
the determination of the shares that the conflicts
of capital and labour arise.
At the period of the
Industrial Revolution, and for a long time after
the introduction of machinery and power into
industry, the exploitation of labour oy capital
worked very unjustly for the employee. Trade
Unionism introduced a new principle in collective
bargaining, and strengthened laoour in its attempts to secure its fair proportion. Meanwhile
many economic reforms have taken place, and a
century of factory legislation, the spread of education, and the increase of skill have all contributed
to advance the position of labour, and have enabled
the employees in organized industries to compete
on equal terms with the employer. At the bottom
of the scale of workers there is still a class whose
wages are abnormally low and whose industry is
often described as 'sweated.' Their condition is
due to the low efficiency of their labour, the extreme ignorance and weakness of the employees
themselves, and their inability to organize and
combine. Social investigation has been active in
exposing the circumstances of these labourers, and
legislative action has been adopted for amending
their position. This is, however, a problem which
cannot be considered here.
Various schemes have been devised to diminish
the friction between employers and employed, and
to provide means for fair distribution of the product.
The system of co-operation {q.v.) originated in an
attempt to free labour from the control of capital,
and to combine the interests of employer and employed in the same set of individuals, the labourers
themselves providing the capital for their own employment. The weak point, however, resides in
the difficulty of management. Experience has
shown that no large industry can be successfully
conducted without the guidance and direction of
highly qualified managers. The kind of ability
which they possess is relatively scarce and always
commands a high price. Thus, though co-operation does in some respects curtail the functions of
the employer, it does not dispense with his services
a price has to be paid for efficient management,
and to the manager must be entrusted authority
and discretion. Thus the employer as organizer
becomes inevitable in co-operation of any kind,
but most of all in productive industry where the
commodity has to compete in the open market
with the produce of rival firms.
The profit-sharing system is another method for
reconciling the conflicting interests of intelligent
workers and employers. It makes for higher
efficiency by a combination of good feeling with
an assurance of fuller reward, yet it is dependent
upon the excellence of management and the sldll
and ability of the employer. No better instance
of the economic working of this more fraternal
system of production can be adduced than the case

South Metropolitan Gas Company, so admirably conducted for many years by Sir George
of the

Livesey.
Socialism, again, seeks to replace private enterprise by State-production and to substitute for
competition the principle of public control of
capital and the means of production ; it also encounters the same economic necessity for skilled
management. The employer may be theoretically
the State, but actually business of every kind is
dependent for its success upon the organizing skill
of individuals, and the problem of efficient management will become very serious if the position,
direction, and control of State employees becomes
dependent upon political influence or a bureaucracy. The equivalent of the employer must be
found, and in the absence of the test of competition other avenues to the appointment of the
directing staff would endanger the economic success
of the proceedings.
AU organization involves
grading, and officers are as essential to an industrial army as to a military force.
Work must be
organized
some persons must have authority to
direct and command ; their class becomes virtually
an employing class as regards discipline and
management ; and, if it does not determine absolutely the rate of wages, neither can it guarantee
that degree of efficiency which must ultimately
determine the wages in amount.
From this brief review of the chief modes of conducting industrial enterprises, it will be obvious
that the employer plays a vital part in the system
of large industry, and that its success depends in a
great degree upon his specialized skUl. Competition for the rank of employer in business concerns
which are conducted on a huge scale is exceedingly
acute.
The successful employer is a case of the
survival of the fittest in a contest where no quarter
is given.
large proportion of those who start as
employers in smaller businesses fail in the struggle
and disappear, their places being taken by others
more able, or, in some instances, less scrupulous.
The magnitude of modem industrial concerns offers
to men of extraordinary business faculty great
opportunities it has also led to a jading of employers.
Much of the work of direction is relegated
by the chief to subordinates and heads of departments. The highest controllers of industry resemble a great general or chief engineer. In some
cases this faculty amounts to genius ; success
depends upon the combination of many attributes
judgment, foresight, grasp of circumstances,
promptitude, decision, firmness, and resourcefulness.
The reward of success is proportionally
high, and consists of wages plus a high rent of
ability.
The share of profits which recoups capital
and risk will go as gross interest to the shareholders who provide the capital ; the share which
passes to the chief organizer is determined by his
talent.
This analysis reduces the employer in
large production to a wage and rent receiver he
is really a worker of exceptional capacity receiving
a high monopoly rate of pay for his services, like
an eminent physician or a distinguished barrister.
Thus the conflict in sharing is not merely between
;

A

;

—

;

labour and capital, but also between groups of
labourers of different degrees of ability; capital,
as such, getting a return which covers interest and
risks, the remainder being distributed between
ordinary labours and the special labour of organization and control all under the play of competition.
It is evident that many of the problems of
modern industry cluster round the functions of the
employer and the relations they involve ; their
fuller analysis and discussion, however, would go
much beyond the proper limits of the present
article, which is mainly descriptive and suggestive of the field of inquiry.
See, further, artt.

—
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Production and Distribution
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discussed under the divisions of
s^stenmtic treutiaeB on Poli-

in all

Ttie Worlts of J. S. Mill, Walker, Marshall,
tical Economy.
Sidgrwick, and Nicholson should bo consulted. W. Baerehot,
Economic Studieg^ (ISSS), A. Toynbee, Indtutrial Rtvolution^
(1890), W. S. Jevons, The StaU in relation to ta^<mr3(1882),
and S. Webb, Industrial Democracy (new cd. 1002), throw
valuable light on the relations of capital and labour.
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G. Armitaoe-Smith.
I.

Connotation of the term.

' Employment
may be held to mean the exercise
of a function of any kind. The function in quesexercised
by a person on his own
be
tion may
initiative and to his own advantage, or it may be
exercised voluntarily or obligatorily by one person
for the advantage of others or for mutual advanFor the purposes of the present article
tage.
'
employment ' may be considered as the rendering
of service through the exercise of a function in
accordance with mutual obligations implied, imposed, or voluntarily assumed.
'

—

In
2. Relation of employer and employed.
primitive slavery there is an implied obligation
of protection and of opportunity to acquire maintenance on the part of the slave-owner, in correspondence with an obligation of service imposed
upon the slave. In modem serfdom there is at
least a similarly implied obligation on the part of
the serf-owner, and in some cases an obligation of

maintenance of the serf is imposed upon him by
the State, when the opportunity in question has
not been productive. (Thus for a long period in
Russia the serf-owner was obliged by Taw to provide his serfs with grain when harvests were deficient. ) In voluntary employment of free labourers
by employers, there is an implied obligation of civil
treatment and facility for the rendering of the
service agreed upon ; there are the obligations imposed upon both master and servant by customary
and by statute law ; and there are the explicit
obligations in respect to hours of labour, remuneration, and notice of quittance, which form the subject
of a written or veroal contract.
The incidents of the transition from voluntary
or quasi- voluntary employment to personal bondage, and from that condition, through land bondage
or otherwise, to hereditary serfdom and back to the
system of voluntary employment, have no doubt
varied in different countries and according to the
different periods over which the process extended.
The economic history of Russia affords by far the most
luminous details of the course of development, chiefly because
the main incidents of it occurred during a comparatively recent
period, and because they have been indicated in a large number
From that history it may be gathered
of formal documents.
that the debt dependence of the free hired labourer arising
from advances for the building of his dwelling, or for expenses
during sickness or other incidents involving absence of earnings,
led to a contract by which he obliged himself to work for his
creditor, the wages otherwise due for his work being placed
against the interest only, or against the principal of the debt
and the interest together; or, alternatively, wages and loan
and the debtor entering formally into
serfdom.
The immobility of the propertyless debtor was
secured by police measures, and the peasant was thus tied to
the soil, while the piling upon him of obligations and taxes
completed his ruin. This process was in effect fully worked
out in the 18th cent., and the decay of the system followed.
The introduction of mechanical industry on the large scale
rendered the employment of skilled labourers necessary, and
although, in the early stages of Russian industrial enterprise,
forced labour was largely employed by ascription of peasants
to factories, there was, from the beginning of the 18th cent.,
some employment of free hired labourers in industrial establishments. The presence, in the same factory or mill, of free
and of obligatory labourers was anomalous, and from this and
The system of
other causes the decay of serfdom began.
factory employment was subjected, in the end of the 18th and
the beginning of the 19th cent., to the competition of the
isolated industry of the cottage (kustami ezba), under which
the cottage craftsman manufactured for sale to the merchant,
who offered an immediate market for his product. The profitable character of the business, together with the absence of
large accumulated capitals, prevented the merchants from becoming also employers. The exploitation of the independent
and isolated craftsman was simpler and less exposed to risk
alike being cancelled
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than the exploitation of grouped workmen In a factory. The
advent of steam power threw the economical advantage on the
other Bide, and gradually the facf>ry gaiiiL-d at the expense; of
the cottage. In the factories to which pcosanU were oacribed,
wages were credited to them against tiitir taxes, and against
their obligations where these were defined
where the latter
were not defined, nothing was usually paid. The practice of
defining obligations having increased, and in some ca«es the
practice of paying taxes directly to the State having been introduced, a class of free hired labourers seeking employment
gradually emerged. The emancipation of the serfs in 1801 did
not at once throw the whole of the peasant masses into this
class, but it greatly reinforced it.
When this event occurred,
large numbers of the peaeants who had been ascribed to
factories immediately abandoned their employment and returned to their villages, creating a temporary scarcity of
artisan labour and an advance of industrial wages.
;

The system of serfdom, with its attendant industrial ascription, was undoubtedly subversive of

human

dignity but it involved employment for
every one.
Where there were few or no free
labourers, and where every one was either master
or servant, there could be no unemployment.
;

This at all events was the theory. Flights of peasants, howfrom estates (in Russia) when, owing to deficient
harvests or mismanagement, the peasants were unable to subsist on their own earnings and their proprietors were unable or
unwilling to support them and these fleeing peasants were of
course landless and unemployed.
ever, occurred

;

The phenomenon of unemployment may be regarded as coincident with the development of free
hiring.

—occasional, periodical, or

Unemployment

—

permanent may be considered as the price which
the working masses have paid for the abolition of
obligatory labour. The conditions of employment
have historically been subjected to determination
by the State, by the municipality, by justices of
the peace, by the gilds, by unions of the employers,
and by trade unions— as regards hygienic conditions and protection from machinery in factories,
as regards safety of mines and ships, and as regards
the amount of wages either by way of fixing a

—

a maximum wage, or, in respect to the
periods and methods of payment, to tne attachment of wages for debt, or to the security for their
payment in case of the bankruptcy of the employer.
The policy of
3. The State and employment.
the modern State with reference to factory legislation was in general opposed by the advocates of
laissez-faire in the first half of the 19th century.
The expediency of sanitary legislation for factories,
etc. can no longer be regarded as matter of controversy, so far as the general principle is concerned,
although every extension of it is necessarily subjected to criticism. The expediency of the control
of the State over the terms of the contract which
is made between the employer and his workpeople
is by no means so universally acknowledged, although the State does, as a rule, prevent by law
the payment of wages in the form of goods (under
the Truck Act) or in public-houses. It does not
now prescribe the rate of wages.' An argument for
a national minimum has, however, been advanced
by Mr. Sidney Webb {Industrial Democracy,
He considers such a
London, 1897, ii. 766 ff.).
measure as the only means of putting an end to
industrial parasitism,' and as a natural complement to the national hygienic minimum which he
thinks has already been carried into effect in factory
legislation (see, however, Zwiedineck-Siidenhorst,
The principle of a minimum wage for
384-385).
the mining industry obtained legislative sanction
from the British Parliament on the occasion of the
great coal strike of March 1912.
The policy of an authoritative fixation of a
minimum wage is open to the criticism that such
a measure would tend to the non-employment
of those whose labour might be insufficient to
justify the minimum payment, unless the minimum
were fixed at a very low point yet such persons
might be able to earn a part at least of their sub-

minimum or

—

,

'

;

Justices of the Peace are, e.g., forbidden to fix wages by
6 Oeo. rv. c. 96.
1

—

;
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wages.

by being permitted to work for inferior
Mr. Webb might answer that such cases

industrial parasitism ' should be otherwise profor, because their presence in the labour
market tends to depress the wages of the group to
which they belong.' The reactions of a minimum
wage would, however, be extremely difficult to forecast even if much more numerous data than now
exist were available (cf. Zwiedineck-Siidenhorst,
I.e.).
The policy of fixing a minimum wage by a
trade union is open to the objection that the miniis also a maximum, and that the highly
efficient workman is obliged to work at the same
rate as the less efficient.
Even when the wages

of

'

vided

mum

are paid by piecework, the workman who works
harder than nis fellows and makes more money
finds it difficult to continue to do so because of the
opposition of his comrades, who conceive that his
proceeding may tend to bring down the piecework
rate (see, however, on the whole subject, 'The
Device of the Common Kule,' in Webb, op. cit. ii.
715 fi'.). The policy of fixing a maximum wage
by the public authority is open to the objection
that, unless the maximum is placed at or above
the rates current in other districts to which workmen may migrate, there will be a tendency for
workmen to go where there is no legal maximum.
In the 14th cent, the monicipal governments of some of the
towns fixed, in the assumed interests of the employers,
maximum race of wages. Venice did not do so, with the
result that labourers flocked there, and wages in that city
Italian

a

became lower than elsewhere.
On its ethical side, the
4. The ethical aspect
relation between employers and employed appears
at present to he passing through important phases,
although the direction of the movement is not
always obvious. The principle known in Scotland
as ca' canny, involving the performance by the
workman of as little work as possible, may not be
widely or freijuently, but is certainly in some industries occasionally, applied both in Europe and
in America.
On the other hand, remorseless exploitation of the workers probably still exists in
both industrial continents and in Japan, especially
with regard to unskilled or inferior skilled labour.

—

Apart from the possibility of improvement, from
an ethical point of view, on both sides, of the
be considered the certainty of
economic deterioration which must follow in the
event of these tendencies going far, with consequent
reaction towards a relation sounder alike from an
economic and from an ethical point of view. The
relation, there is to

'
class conscious working mass, which, according
to the Marxist doctrine, must eventually completely overcome its antagonist, the 'class conscious employing class, may carry the process to
the bitter end, or the confuct of classes may be
arrested by a sense of la solidariti humaine arising
Particular schemes like those of
in both classes.
Godin and Leclaire, the movement for co-operative
production, and the like, must be regarded as of
'

'

less

importance than the mass movement. Whether

or not this movement is making for increased social,
as opposed to class, consciousness, is at present
extremely hard to determine. There appears, however, to be a certain general tendency in that
direction the ethical relations of the classes being
probably somewhat improved by the gross increase
in production, and by the consequent mitigation
check to this
of the struggle for existence.
increase, considered in relation to the gro'wth of
the population, would undoubtedly involve a check
to the ethical advance.
The
5. Concentration of capital and industry.
r61e of the employer in modem industry becomes
more important, and his corresponding responsi1 The employment of pensioners, of persons of independent
means, and of women and children who do not require to earn

—

A

—

the whole of their subsistence,
of their groups.

undoubtedly depresses the wages

become greater, with the accumulation and
concentration of industrial capital. The employer
Although very
also becomes more impersonal.
large enterprises are frequently associated with
the name of one individual (especially in the
United States), the actual share of that individual
in the management of the enterprise is usually
confined to the determination of some matter of
wide policy, and even in this his course is generally
influenced by his partners. The ultimate control
of all large enterprises must rest with the body of
In many
its stock-holders at a particular moment.
large industrial concerns the number of stockholders is at least as numerous as the number of
employees. Both are highly fluctuating bodies,
one body changes its personnel daily in the bourses,
and the other changes daily in the workshops.
The concentration of industry, which has gone far
in the United States, has been accompanied by
grave difficulties of management, the bold financier
being rarely patient enough in respect to detail to
secure the economies which have been anticipated
from the concentration. The mere fact of concentration does not, however, appear to have been
adverse to the interests of employees ; the chief
antagonism to it has arisen from the small trader,
whose profits have been reduced by the competition
of the large joint-stock company or group of comFrom a
panies combined in a merger or trust.
theoretical point of view, the function of the employer, as sueh, is to administer his business in
such a way as to secure its continuity by the creation of a sufficient reserve against the accidents
of trade, and to secure the goodwill of his employees in such a way as to retain an efficient
working personnel. The increasingly impersonal
character of employment may not improbably
mitigate the class struggle, because of the difiusion of the capitalistic interest, and even its transfusion into the working class itself.

bUities

In the United States and Canada, for example, the relatively
high wages in some industries enable certain groups of workmen
to accumulate considerable sums of money. These sums are
invested by them not merely in houses or in land, but also
sometimes in industrial securities, probably rarely in the industries to which they themselves belong, generally rather in others.

Four important recent incidents in the evolution
employment demand mention in this place
these are {a) the appointment of Arbitration and
Conciliation Boards, either by the Government or
voluntarily by agreement between the parties
(6) collective bargaining between groups of employers and groups of workmen (c) the establishment of Labour Exchanges and (d) the project of
insurance against unemployment.
(a) Arbitration Boards in England probably
owed their existence to the conseils des prudhommes of France and Belgium, which were organized early in the 19th century (cf. H. Crompton,
The first Board of this kind in England
p. 19 S.).
appears to have been formed in 1849, for the purpose of dealing with a dispute in the sUk trade
of

:

;

;

at Macclesfield (ib. 124); another followed in 1853
in the printing trade [ib. 131) but the most important early Arbitration Board was that formed
1860 for the purpose of dealing with disputes in
The
the hosiery traxie at Nottingham (ib. 19).
practice has been widely adopted in Great Britain,
qualified
in New Zealand, and in Canada with
In none of these countries has it altosuccess.
gether prevented strikes; but it has in some
measure diminished their number. The various
inquiries which have followed the appointment of
arbitrators or the action of a permanent Conciliation Board have shown conclusively the impossiThe decision of
bility of arriving at a just wage.
the Board must, therefore, invariably involve either
a compromise, in which both sides give way somewhat, or a victory for one party or the other. In
;

m

_

—

;;
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neither party is wholly satislied
in the second case, if one is eatistied, the
other is not. This is true of all litigation ; but in

the

first case,

and

industrial disputes arbitration is expected to conduce to peaceful settlement in a sphere in which
positive law and even precedent anord no guide,
which in litigation they do. The decision of the
arbitrators has not, and cannot have, the force of
law, becauae, under present industrial conditions,
a large body of men cannot be forced against their
will to work for a particular employer for wages
determined by a third party (see, however, Labour
Laws of New Zealand [as cited in Lit.] and New
Zealand Year-Book). The history of the great
strikes in England in 1911 and 1912 is significant in
this connexion.
(6) Collective bargaining grew out of the practice
It has been strenuously objected
of arbitration.
to by employers, but in most of the staple trades
it has come to be recognized.
It is frequently
accompanied either by periodical fixation of rates
of wages, or by an automatic sliding scale (as in
the coal and iron trades).
(c) Labour Exchanges,
Labour Registries, or
Labour Bureaux of a private character are of long
standing, and 30 is their regulation by law. Of
late years there has been an increasing hostility
to such agencies, especially those which concern
themselves chiefly with the employment of sailors.
In order to replace private agencies and to extend
the functions of Labour Exchanges, public institutions have been established in Germany, France,
Belgium, and Great Britain. In aU these countries
the operations of such institutions have now become very extensive. (Cf. Board of Trade Reports,
cited in the Lit.)
(d) Insurance against unemployment has existed,
in fact, for many years in the unemployed benefit
funds of the Trade Unions. Local Unemployment
Insurance Offices were established in Berne in 1893,
in Cologne in 1896, in Leipzig in 1903, and elsewhere. (Cf. Board of Trade Reports, as above.)
Insurance against unemployment was included in
the National Insurance Bill (cd. 5989, London,
1911).
In certain trades, insurance against un-

employment

is,

under the Insurance Act, compul-

Unemployed Insurance Fund is
provided partly from contributions by the workmen, partly from contributions by employers, and
partly from moneys voted by Parliament.
The
effects of the new Act will not be observable earlier
sory.

The

total

than the end of the year 1912.
The emergence of
6. Causes of unemployment.
a class of free hired labourers, or of persons voluntarily seeking employment, usually makes itself
manifest by the migration of numbers of such
labourers to periodical or permanent centres of
employment.

—

Instances of such periodical migrationB are to be found in the
of hop-picfcers to Kent in that of Irish harvesters
from Ireland to the Lowlands of Scotland ; in that of Italian
contadini from Lombardy and Piedmont to the south of France
in the immense migration (annually about one million) of harvest labourers from various parts of northern and central
Russia to the Black Soil Region in the "harvesters' excursions'
from Ontario and Quebec to the Prairie provinces of Canada
and in the annual migration, which now assumes considerable proportions, of workmen from Scotland and from Italy to
America in the spring, and to Scotland and Italy in the autumn.
The colonization of America and of Australia, the partial colonization of Africa by Europeans, and the colonization of the Straits
Settlements by Ohinese, afford instances of permanent settle-

movement

;

;

;

ment

of migrants.

Migration from the rural districts to the towns
is a phenomenon common to all regions where no
insurmountable obstacles exist against the mobility
of labour.
The relatively higher scale of nominal
wages in the towns, as compared with the scale of
wages in the country, and the relatively greater
attraction of social centres, in general, conduce
to this movement.
This process customarily de-
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nudes the small towns, diminishing in them the
demand for labour, and then denudes the villages.
The stream of labourers seeking employment in
the industrial centres under conditions of free
mobility is uncontrolled, and is sometimes in excess of the demand for them.
An excess of
labourers seeking employment may of itself produce, through a series of reactions, the phenomenon of unemployment. This result is reached
in two ways
the reduction of population in the
country towns and villages diminishes the demand
for commodities there ; and the surplus of labourers
in the industrial towns tends to reduce wages, and
thus to reduce efi'ective demand in them. Migration of labourers, in the absence of means of organizing their labour or the labour of others whom
they displace, may, therefore, if conducted on a
considerable scale, result in depression of trade,
in so far as that is due to diminished capacity for
:

consumption caused by diminished employment.
Diminution of employment may also result from
the rise of the rate of interest upon capital devoted
to industrial enterprises.
Such a rise in the rate
of interest may be caused by an increase in the
demand for industrial capital over the supply of
such capital in the market ; or by increase of demand
for funds in the market for commercial capital, or
in the market for public funds ; or the rise may
be due to restriction of credit from any one or all
of very numerous causes, such as over-speculation
in land, in buildings, in industry, commerce, or
otherwise, over-production of certain important
commodities ; or to disproportionate investment in
enterprises which do not immediately yield a return adequate to meet the normal rate of interest

upon the invested funds.
Examples of unemployment resulting from reactions of this
kind are to be found m the depression in Great Britain in 1878
and subsequent years, which arose in part from the over-investment of capital in railways in the United States and in New
Zealand.

Unemployment may

also occur,

upon an extended

through the cutting off of the supply of raw
material which is necessary for the production of
scale,

an important commodity.
Such a phenomenon may be caused by a war, as in the case of
the Gotten Famine or by a strike, as in industrial suspension
due to a strike of coal miners.
;

Unemployment may also result from the falling
off of demand for commodities, due to deficient
resulting in advance in the price of
;
necessaries of life, and in consequent diminishing
general purchasing power as applied to commodities other than necessaries, so tar as concerns the
industrial centres ; and, if the advance in price of
agricultural produce does not offset the deficiency,
in diminished purchasing power in the rural districts.
Unemployment may also be caused by
changes in tariffs, in technical processes (as in the

harvests

displacement of hand labour by machinery, and
the substitution of one machine for another), or in
transportation routes, or by the opening up of new
ports.
Instances of the latter are to be found in the creation of a new
port of entry at Montreal in 1832, which immediately diminished
by about one-half the port trade of Quebec and the extension
of the docks at Antwerp, Hamburg, and Havre, which more
recently diminished the entrepdt trade of the port of London.
;

Periodical unemployment is also produced by seasonal trades, and by the interference of weather
conditions with the normal course of outdoor labour.
The causes which have been enumerated are of
a general character ; and they affect, directly or
indirectly, large numbers of men who, but for
their operation, would be in constant employment.
There are, however, two series of causes of unemployment in addition to these general causes one
series relates to the efficiency of the directive power
of the employing class, and the other to the efficiency of the labouriBg power of the working class.
:
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noticed that from the socialist point of view (promulgated especially by Saint Simon) all private
employment is exploitative ; and that from the
anarchist point of view State and private employment are alike exploitative. The growth of the
former idea has led to a propaganda of collectivism
in which the principal point is that a democratic
State should be sole employer and the growth of
the latter has led to the idea that the exploitative
element in State and private employment alike
should be checked by Paction directe, expressing
itself in general strikes repeated as often as may
be considered necessary.

Competent management may, through the creation
and intelligent nse of reserves, distrihute labour
force in such a way as to secure continuity of employment under any but long-continued abnormal
conditions whereas incompetent management may
result in the idleness of large groups of men, even
;

in a period of brisk trade. Similarly, the efficient
worker is, in general, likely to secure employment,
while the inefficient, dissolute, or ill-tempered
workman may find it difficult to procure employment at any time.
7. Recent attempts to solve the problem of unemployment. The steps which have been taken
during recent years to deal with the problem of
unemployment have, in general, been characterized
by the policy of separating those who are unemployed owing to causes over which they have no
control from those whose unemployment is caused
by personal deficiency. Temporary relief, accompanied by employment upon public or private work
not otherwise demanded at the time, has been devised for the relief of workmen temporarily out of
employment (as in Distress Committees and like
organizations).
more difficult problem is presented by the casual labourer who has lost the
faculty of continuous labour, and whose employment by private employers is for that reason discontinuous. Very frequently, physical and mental
deficiencies combine to make the labour of such

;

—

It

satisfaction of the leaders of

—

;

references in the Lit.).

Contemporaneously with the efforts which have
been made by the public authorities (in England
by the Local Government Board and by the municipalities) to grapple with the question of relief of
the unemployed, certain steps of a positive character have also been taken.
In Germany, the enrolment of every workman in a society of
his trade is practically compulsory. He is also under obligation
to make periodical pa^Tnents. Should he be sick or unemployed,
In Great Britain, a scheme
fee is entitled to certain benefits.
of insurance against unemployment is now before the country.

The right to work. — Such positive steps may
may not involve the recognition by the public

8.

authority of the right of the labourer to the opportunity for labour. Where such a right is recognized, and where machinery is provided for rendering
it effective, it is difficult to see how the corollary of
obligatory labour can be evaded.

doubtful.

See also artt. ECONOMICS, Socialism.

An

interesting e."5periment in this connexion ia at present in
progress. An Employment Committee has been appointed in
Glasgow, under the auspices of the Board of Trade. The functions of this Committee involve the examination of every young
person who is brought before it, and the provision of employment, after the manner of Plato's guardians. Should this plan
be widely adopted, it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that
there ia a risk of fixing, by such means, hereditary occupations
to an even greater extent than is now the case.

—

T.mrptTTTPR
The subject of Employment is treated in all
systematic treatises on Pohtical Economy. The emergence of a
dass of free labourers seeking employment may be studied, for
ohoWestern Europe, in the following: M. Kowalewsky,
nom. Ejittdckeitmg Europas Hs zum Eeginn der kapitalist.
Wirtschaftsft^rm (tr. from the Russian), Berlin. 6 vols., 1901 ff.,
and, for Russia, V. O. Klnchevsky, Hist. 0/ Russia (tr. 0. J.
HogarthX London, 1911, vol. i., Course of Russian Hirtcry,
vols. Li-iv. (Russian), Moscow, 1908-10.
For the economics of employment, see J. A. Hobson, Evolution of ilodem Capitalism : J. Study of Machine Production,
London, 1894 ; L. Breatano, Tfie Relation of Labor to the Law
of To-dai/ (Eng. tr.). New York and London, 1891 ; E. v. BohmBawerk, Ca^ntai and Interest : A Critical Hist, of Economical
Theory (Eng. tr.V London, 1890 ; E. v. Philippovich, Grundriss der polit. Okonomie, 2 vols., Freiburg i. B., iS93 and
1S99 ; J. Conrad, Handworterb. d. Staatsurissensclwften, Jena,
1901, art. ' tJnternehmer und Untemehmergewinn,' etc, vol

Dw

under existing police
usually pos-

compel young persons to work,
whether they desire to do so or not. The extension of these powers to the obligatory employment
of adults, excepting where they are sentenced by
law to penal servitude, does not appear to have
been carried out in practice.
The Unemployed Workmen BUI of 1907, promoted by the Indesible in practice to

vii.2pp. S38-361.

pendent Labour Party, contained an obligatory clause by which
unemployed men might be sentenced to work under the control
of

the local authority for six months (d.
9.

—It remains to be

For wages, see A. Marshall, Elements of Economics of Indu^n/, London, 1892, p. 267 ff., and Principles of Economics, do
O. V. Zwiedineck-Siidenhorst, Lahn1907, Vol. i.5 p. 605 ff.
politUc und Lohntheorie mit besonderer Berucksichtigung del
Minimallchnes, Leipzig, 1900.
:

7, sec. 3).

Socialism and emplo3nnent.

—

A

;

it is

it.

A

for them.
The Labour Colonies of Gennany, Holland, and Belgium have
been de\-ised for such cases and siinilar institutions have more
recently been established in Scotland (in Ayrshire), and in England (at HoUesley Bay). The Labour Colony is an expensive,
and not wholly satisfactory, form of poor relief but it does,
undoubtedly, present a means of preventing begging, and of
avoiding the waste of indiscriminate charity (see, however,

It is important to notice that,

a

the socialist point of view also it should be
observed that the labourer has a right to the whole
method of division
of the produce of his labour.
which should be devised with a view to secure this
condition, under modem circumstances of division
of labour, and the eventual evaluation of the product frequently at a long distant time and in
widely distant places presents cardinal difficulties.
Such a plan appears to be applicable only to a
limited and self-contained society. It might be
held that the strenuous competition of modem
commerce and industry tends to the elimination of
unearned increments of value, although it is open
to doubt whether any system would eliminate the
possibility of adventitious gains due either to
chance or to shrewd anticipation of economic
careful analysis of the phenomena of
reactions.
employment and of unemployment must show that
mere alteration in the system or in the amount of
the taxation of land, as is proposed in the Single
Tax propaganda, or even the nationalization of the
land, would not necessarily solve, or even seriously
influence, so complex a problem as that of unemployment. Even in an agricultural country, not
merely is access to land requisite, but a sufficient
endowment of agricultural capital and skill are
necessary to enable the landless unemployed to
avail themselves of the land which might even
be freely placed at their disposal. The phenomenon of near proximity of unemployed men and
of land which may be cultivated rent-free is not
unknown.
It must be allowed, however, that,
where scarcity of land really exists, peasants who
might prefer to remain cultivators are driven into
the towns because they have insufficient or no land.
(This condition exists undoubtedly in some parts of
Russia.) Whether even confiscatory taxation or
immediate nationalization of the land would in any
country necessarily result in increased cultivation,
either extensively or intensively, is at least

unemployed unproductive.
The very measures
which have been taken for the employment of the
have
employable unemployed
probably rendered it
more difficult for the unemployable unemployed to
obtain the charity which is, after all, what they
need, since work in any serious sense is not possible

administration in Great Britain,

is

From

A

or

should be observed, however, that the general strike

weapon with a double edge, and that the edge which is turned
away from the striker is likely to be blunted before the other.
The so-called third general strike in Kussia proved this to the

I

:

BNCRATITBS
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For unemployment, see Board of Trade Labour Department
Report on Agencies and Methods for Dealing with the Unemployed (Pari. Paper O.— 7182), I-ondon, 18f)3 (contoins Bibliography of Labour Colonies) continuation of above (cd. 2304],
London, 1904 ; La Disoccupazume, Relazioni e discuftsimli del
10 Congresso Intemaziomitc per la lolta contro la disoccupazione
tS Ottobre 1901), Milan, 1000 A. Agnelli, 11 J'roblema eamirmico
della disoccypazwne operaia, Milan, 1909 Unemployed Workmen Act, 1000 (5 Edw. VII. ch. 18) Circulare, etc., connected
therewith, London, 1906, Orders, nos. 48,677-79 London Unemployed Fund, 1904-6 Report of Central Executive Committee, Ijondon, 1906 Report upon the Work of the Central
(Unemployed) Body for London (Unemployed Workmen Act,
Report of the Queen's Unemployed Fund,
1905), do. 1906
1905-6, do. 1906 J. Bums, speech in House of Commons on
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

vote for Local Gov. Board, 19th July 1906.

For arbitration and conciliation, see H. Crompton, Industrial
Conciliation, London, 1876
L, L. F. R. Price, Industrial
Peace : its Advantages, Methods, and Difficulties, London, 1887
Reports by Board of Trade of Proceedings under the Conciliation
(Trade Disputes) Act, 1896 (69 & 60 Vict. c. 30), 7th Report,
London, 1910 and Report on Collective Agreements between
Employers and Workpeople (ib.), do. 1910.
For Labour Exchanges Report on Agencies and Methods for
Dealing with the Unemployed iib.'), London, 1904 Abstract of
Labour Statistics iib. annually) The Labour Laws of New Zealand"^, compiled by direction of the Hon. the Minister of Labour,
Wellin^n, N.Z., 1896; New Zealand Official Year-Book and
Dominion of Canada, The Labour Gazette (issued monthly).
For the socialist point of view, see esp. W. Thompson, An Inquiry into the Principles of the Distribution of Wealth, London,
1824, and Labour Rewarded : the Claims of Labour and Capital
Conciliated; or. How to secure to Labour the whole Products of its
Exertions, do, 1827 K. Marx, Das Eapital : Eritik der polit.
Ok<momie\ Hamburg, 1909, vol. i. passim, vol. iii., 1st and 2nd
pt., 19042, passim, also Theorien ilber den Mehrwert, vol. ii. 1st
pt., Stuttgart, 19102, pp. 1-159, and vol. ii. 2nd pt., do., 1906,
pp. 23S-319 ; A. Menger, The Right to the Whole Produce of
Labour, London, 1899 K. Vorlander, Die Neukantische Bewe;

;

;

:

;

;

;
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great merit of being logical.
Having grasped a
principle, they applied it with the utmost rigour
and vigour. They rejected the prevalent distinction between a higher and a lower, though sufficient, morality.
The Church, which applauded
their counsel of perfection in the few, resolutely
declared war against their principle when they
sought to make it an inflexible law for all. Therefore they refused to follow the ChunOi, scorning
the weaK compromise slie ofl'ered. Tliey insisted
that, if iyKpAreia was right at all, it was riglit universally. To be a Christian was to be an Encratite.
(2) Ihe Encratites pointed to the example of
our Lord. They made the 'evangelic' life their
standard, urging that the Christian system of
morals must be founded on the actions of Christ,
and take its laws from Him. The life of celibacy
and the renunciation of all worldly goods, after
His pattern, was the essential mark of Christian
perfection.
Tatian wrote a book, Ilepi toO /tori
rbv 'Zwrripa KarapTiff/ioO (Clem. Alex. Strom, iii. 12),
in which he showed tliat the Christian ideal can
be attained only by the imitation of Christ, and
rallied the Church to the duty of walking in His
steps.
The writer forgot, as Clement wisely observes, that Christ was ' not a common man {o6Si
'

;

;

gung im Sozialismus,

J MAVOE.

Berlin, 1902.

EMULATION.—See Envy
ENCRATITES {"EyKpareti [Iren.
[Clem. Alex.],

''&yKpaTl(X)TaL

'E-y/cparirraf

[Hippol., Epiph.]).—

Christiana of the early Church who made ahstiflesh, wine, marriage, and possessions
From the middle of the 2nd
their rule of life.
cent, they 'stood midway between the larger
Chiistendom and the Marcionite Church as well
as the Gnostic schools' (Harnack, Hist, of Dogma,
Eng. tr., London, 1894-99, ii. 43). Without holding one form of creed, or being organized as a
body, they practised everywhere the same kind of
asceticism. Their spirit was widely diffused. Epiphanius, in his chapter, KaTk"E-YKpaTlToiv (Hmr. 47),
names seven countries, mostly of Asia Minor, in
which they abounded (T\r\6ivoviTi.). Irenaeus (i. 28)
says that some of the earliest of them were followers of Saturninus and Marcion. Eusebius [HE
iv. 28) appears to be mistaken in calling Tatian,
the eminent Apologist, their founder (^s irapeKTpoirTJi
i.pxvyl"'), and Epiphanius {loc. cit.), in placing the
Encratites after the Tatianites. What Tatian did
was to join the sect, and to give it a more complete
canon, including the Epistles of St. Paul, whose
teaching other leaders, especially Severus, rejected.
There must have been a considerable Encratite
Several writers, both for and against
literature.
the principles of the sect, are now little more than

nence from

names.
In the time of Marcus Aurelius, *Mu8anus ... is said to
hare written a very elegant work (eTria-TpeTmKwTdTos Adyos),
addressed to certain brethren who had swerved from the truth
to the heresy of the Encratites, which had even then made its
appearance, and which introduced a sin£:ular and pernicious
iv. 28). Theodoret (Ecer. Fab.
error into the world (Euseb.
i. 21) mentions Apollinaris, another writer of the same period,
who wrote against the Severian Encratites. Macarius Magnes
(iii. 43) states that an Encratite leader, Dositheus, a Cilician,
wrote a defence in eight books, contending that *by sexual
intercourse the world liad had its beginning, and by continence
would receive its end.' Clement, in whose Stronvita (bk. iii.)
Encratism can best be studied, states that Julius Cassianus,
whom he calls the founder of the Docetic heresy, wrote IIcpl
iyKpareia^ t) Trepl evvouxtas, and quotes tliree Encratite passages
from this work (iii. 13, 91, 92).
'

HE

influence of the Encratites may be ascribed
to three causes.
(1) Their renunciation of the
world was strikingly complete.
They had the

The

dvdpojiros

fjv

K0iv6s).

•He was deficient in a right understanding of the life of
Christ in its completeness, and in its relation to His mission aa
the redeemer of mankind, and the author of a new creation of
Divine life, which, in the further course of its development
from Him, was designed to embrace and pervade
relations' (Neander, Church Hist., ed. London, 1884,

human

all
ii.

127).

Tatian wrongly regarded Paul as teaching ( 1 Co 7°)
that marriage and unchastity are one and the same
thing both equally the service of Satan.
With
Marcion and Saturninus he asserted that wedlock
was only corruption and fornication' ((pBopav koX
TTopytlav [Eus.
iv. 29]).
In forming his opinions,
it is probable that he made use not only of the
canonical Gospels, but of apocryphal histories, in
which the delineation of the Person of Christ had
been modified under the influence of theosophical
and ascetic principles. Epiphanius states that the
Encratites used the Acts of Andrew, John, and
Thomas ; and the fragments of Cassianus found in

—

'

UE

Clement seem to

reflect the

Gospel according to

the Egyptians.
(3) Encratism generally based itself on the same
prevalent doctrine of God and the world as Gnosticism.
Some Encratites, indeed, professed to be
orthodox. Those whom Hippoly tus describes (Phil.
viii. 20) are admitted by him to have been sound in
their teaching regarding God and Christ, diflering
from the Church only in their manner of life. But
most Encratites were philosophical dualists. Taking
the gloomy view that matter is essentially evil, and
the body the cause as well as the occasion of sin,
they denied the identity of the supreme God with
the Creator of the world. Tatian learned a kind
of dualism from his master, Justin Martyr, and
afterwards developed it into the ordinary fullblown Gnostic doctrine of jEons (Euseb. loc. cit.).
He then felt logically bound to connect himself with
the Encratites, seeing no way of redemption except
the subjugation of all the natural impulses and
appetites.
Tertullian would have become an Encratite, if this mode of life had not been associated
with heresy (Harnack, Hist. ii. 103).
form of
this morbid error is already combated in 1 Ti
43-11
When men were forbidding to marry, and
commanding to abstain from meats,' the healthyminded viriter of the Epistle refuted them by denying the first principle of Gnosticism and Encratism.
God is the Creator of the world, and none of His
work is to be despised.
Every creature of God is
good, and nothing is to be rejected, if it be received
with thanksgiving for it is sanctified through the
word of God and prayer' (4<- •). Christianity is

A

'

'

:

;
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not the eradication but the consecration of nature.
In the right sense of the word, every Christian
must, of course, be iyxpar-fis (used only once in NT,
Paul reasoned of iyKpireia till the
viz. Tit 1').
Boman governor trembled (Ac 24'"') ; he names it
as part of the fruit of the Spirit (Gal 5^) and
another writer mentions it as one of the graces
which are to be added to faith (2 P 1«). But true
self-control (^/cpdreio ^oirroO [Plato, Mep. 390 B],
iyKpireia iiSov&y Kal iin.0u/uui> [lb. 430 E]) is not to be
attained by an otherworldliness which shirks life's
duties, and shuns its pleasures as temptations of
the devil. This ' fugitive and cloistered virtue ' is
far from according with the mind of Christ, who
wished His followers to be the leaven of society,
the salt of the earth, the light of the world (Mt 5'™- ).
Sozomen (v. 11) mentions the Encratites as a sect
existing in Galatia in the time of Julian, when
One of the
Busiris, one of their number, suffered.
laws of the Theodosian Code (A.D. 381) was directed
against the Manichjeans, who sheltered themselves
under the name of Encratites. But the Encratite
controversy was, on the one hand, swallowed up by
the Gnostic, and, on the other hand, replaced by
the Montanistic (Harnack, Hist. i. 238).
;

'

'

—

LiTERATTniB.
In addition to books already named, see A.
Hilg:enfeld, Ketzergesch. des Urchristentums, Leipzig, 1884,
esp. p. 543 ff. ; cf. also art. * Encratites,* in Smith-Wace,
;
and Kriiger, ' Enkratiten,' in PRE^.

DCB

James Steahan.

ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THEOLOGY.—See
Theology.

ENCYCLOPAEDISTS.— I. Rise of the Encymovement. It may truthfully be said
that the appearance of Hume's Treatise of Human
Nature (1739—40) was the starting-point of a new
school of thought. Locke had devoted himself to
the explanation of the origin of our ideas ; he told
us that we owe our conception of substance to the
long-continued habit of seeing certain modes in
association one with the other ; or to put it in a
word Locke denied the existence of innate ideas,
and declared that all our knowledge springs from
experience. But Hume asked the question. How
do we know that two things stand to one another
in the relation of causality ? Because we usually
see one thing follow another thing, we simply come
to the conclusion that it must so follow.
Self
is merely a complex of swiftly succeeding ideas,
under which we imagine an illusory soul or self to
clopaedic

—

—

—

Soul, this complex of ideas, must hence
ideas cease, and when bodily movement comes to an end. Thus it was that Hume's
scepticism naturally followed Locke's empiricism
in the order of thought, and all our knowledge
was reduced to perception of sense, leaving us
with sensation alone to take the place of the old
determination of universality and necessity. The
point of view arrived at had a close affinity with
the philosophy of the 18th cent, in France. Of the
school of thought known as the Illumination, or the
Philosophy of the Enlightenment (see ENLIGHTENMENT), the Encyclopaedists form a noteworthy part,
inasmuch as they represent its spirit in its most
characteristic form.
In France this attitude of
exist.

cease

when the

mind was unaccompanied by the

pietistic tendency, wherein inward spiritual experiences were
given a value as distinguished from the literal
teaching of authority. This tendency was a feature
in the movement towards intellectual liberation in

the Aufkldrung in Germany, even while it seemed
to be in opposition to its conclusions.
The Enlightenment of the Understanding there concluded
its period of clear intellectual conceptions, by means
of reason alone, by giving place to a period of sentimentality. In France, as we shall see, this concentration on the value of feeling, as advocated by

Rousseau, ended in momentous results on the practical side of politics ; while in Germany, where the
call for action was not in the same way demanded, it
found vent in intellectual and aesthetic interests,

in the period of Sturm und Drang, and in Romanticism in literature.
It was in France, however, that the empirical or
Lockian school of thought was carried to its ultimate and logical consequence of sensualism and
materialism. Empiricism developed in France as
it never did in England, despite its being derived
so largely from the writings of Englishmen. The
French relentlessly faced the practical consequences
of the speculative position which they adopted with
the clearness and logic characteristic of their race
and this resulted in a thoroughly materialistic
conception of the system of the world, and in an
egoistic morality.
But the growth of the speculative and sceptical
attitude of mind that took the place of the

idealism which had proceeded from Cartesianism
gives us but one aspect from which the rise of the
new school of the ' Illumination can be explained.
Along with the speculative side, there were two
other influences at work which had as great an
effect on contemporary thought as that which was
purely intellectual, and which was complementary
to it. The first was the rise of the scientific spirit,
which, though it may have begun in France with
Descartes, was developed in a remarkable way by
Newton made men realize that
Isaac Newton.
the ' physical laws which hold good on the surface
of the earth are valid throughout the Universe.'
The mechanical conception of Nature formulated
by Kepler, Galileo, and Descartes became, through
Newton, intelligible to all. Men were shown how
the machine works, while it was also demonstrated
to them how it is held together by means of the
law of gravitation. Newton's philosophy, on its
speculative side, did not have much influence on
contemporary thought, but practically his teaching
and method had an effect which can hardly be
overestimated. He popularized the so-called scien'

view of Nature and made it intelligible, and
this scientific outlook had the efiect of making the
world around of immense interest and importance
in every one of its aspects, and presentea infinite
possibilities for those who were prepared to open
their eyes, and have unveDed to them the things
tific

that had hitherto seemed hidden or mysterious.
It also held up before them the hope of attaining
the happiness sought by all, through knowledge of
a kind that was free to every seeker after truth.
It was Voltaire, in his Lettres sur les Anglais, who
introduced his countrymen at large to this new
way of looking at the world ; it was he who con
trasted the old learning and the old religion with
the new; it was he who popularized the views
which he had adopted, applying scientific methods
to supernatural and superstitious beliefs. The light
of day was to shine out unobscured by the accreVoltaire expounded Newton's
tions of the ages.
theory of Physics, and wrote a Dictionnaire philosophique portatif [1764), which set forth his views
on these and similar subjects from the standpoint
(though officially contradicted on occasion) of a
sceptic in religion and a materialist in philosophy.
The visits of Voltaire and Montesquieu to England
had ^eat results, for they brought home with them
new ideas in religion, philosophy, and the relations
of

man

to

man.

But there was still another cause in operation
which made for the new empirical point of view.
It is to be found in the general social and political
dissolute court
condition of France at the time.
and a despotic government, on the one hand, and
tyrannical,
on the
Church
both
hypocritical
and
a
other, had, each in its respective sphere, alienated
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not only the poor and suffering, but all thinking
men, such as were the philosoplics of the 18th cenThe impulse on their part was to resist the
tury.
tyranny and corruption that everywhere abounded.
When they applied their clear reasoning powers to
the corrupt order of things that obtained at the
time, there

was

little

doubt of the

The

result.

unjustifiable condition of matters then existing
was to them the order of things established by
authority, and, if they were to vindicate for rational
mankind the possession of its reason, the first thing
to be done was to show forth the irrationality of a
state of affairs whose existence was a disgrace to
a nation, and revolting to every intellectual prinThe philosophes did their
ciple and moral feeling.
part effectually, and possibly prepared the way
for the nation to do the rest in a manner as yet

undreamed

of.

The

'

:

—

—

'

'

:

—

able conditions.

Helvetius expressed their point

view when he said
The good law-giver makes
the good citizen.'
The task of producing a complete exposition of
all the scientific knowledge of the day was, indeed,
a difficult one it was one that occupied twenty
years, and it comprehended, in the first edition
of the work, seventeen volumes of text, eleven
volumes of plates, four volumes of supplement,
and two volumes of index, while a further supplement of five volumes appeared in 1776. There
had, of course, been many encyclopaedias of various
sorts before this time the most ancient extant is
usually stated to be Pliny's Natural History, in
thirty-seven books.
In 1727, Ephraim Chambers,
a Quaker bom in Kendal, published his Cyclopcedia : or an Universal Dictionary of Arts and
Sciences, in two volumes and this, which resembled a Dictionary more than what we understand
by a Cyclopaedia, ran through many editions. The
famous French Encyclopidie really originated in
a French translation of Chambers's Cyclopcedia,
begun in 1743 and completed in 1745 by John
MUls, an Englishman settled in France, assisted
by Gottfried SeUius, a native of Dantzig. This
work was termed the Encyclopidie ou dictionnaire
universel des arts et des sciences a work in four
volumes of '.ext and one of plates. Owing to the
unscrupulous action of his publisher, Mills was
despoiled of the work he had carried out, and he
returned to England. Jean Paul de Gua de Malves,
an abb6, was then engaged as editor, and, in order
to revise the work in a thorough fashion, he called
of

'

:

;

;

;

—

Encyclopaedic spirit. Thus had the way
been paved, and men had now reached a frame of
mind in which they were ready to accept the scientific and sceptical doctrines as expounded by the
new philosophers. It had at last come home to
them what was the significance of the point of view
from which it is recognized that law governs everything, and consequently that a knowledge of this
law is what is most desirable for the welfare of
mankind ; and they apprehended the notion in the
somewhat abstract fasnion in which it was presented, for it was undoubtedly presented in a way
which fell far short of being completely true. The
'
law which was well-nigh exalted to the place of
the Deitj of former days, arbitrary enough though
that Deity might have seemed, was regarded too
much as a power working outside of us, and independently of any ideal or developing force which
might guide its operations and bring with it a
unifying influence. The way was perhaps made
too plain and clear to be accepted as the way of
Truth, so evasive to those who search after it as
an end. The mysteries remained mysteries even
after the artificial wrappings were removed, and
the very superstitions were found to conceal certain aspects of truth, in addition to the falsehood
that could not be overlooked. Nevertheless, the
wrappings had to be removed, and it was rightly
thought that an organized systematization of all
known knowledge in the arts and sciences would
help in bringing about this end in the most effectual
and practical way possible. Goethe says in his
Dichtung und Wahrheit ' If we heard the encyclopsedists mentioned, or opened a volume of their
monstrous work, we felt as if we were going between
the innumerable moving spools or looms in a great
factory.' But, though the knowledge of the process by which his coat was made at length disgusted Goethe with the coat itself, that knowledge
nad to be acquired along with the rest of the scientific and systematic knowledge of the day.
What, then, was this
3. The Encyclopaedia.
work which gave a name to a whole group of
thinkers in the middle of the 18th century that
time of which d'Alembert remarked that the
middle of the century was apparently destined to
form an epoch in the history of the human mind
by the revolution in ideas which appeared to prepare for this event ? The first volume of the
Encyclopiiedia appeared in 1751, and at this time
the philosophes wno took part in it were considerable in number. They were also, as a matter of
there were among them
fact, not all of one mind
atheists and deists, and the personal jealousies
and antipathies that existed among them were
not small. But a splendid optimism carried them
along in their great work an optimism which
meant belief in the best elements of humanity, in
natural goodness instead of natural depravity, and
in the possibility of human perfection under suit2.
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—

in certain learned men as assistants, amongst whom
were Condillac, Diderot, and d'Alembert. Disputes
followed with the publishers, and de Gua resigned
the editorship. Consequently, in 1745, the editorship was offered to Diderot, who had edited the
Dictionnaire universel de midecine, and, curiously
enough, had also issued a translation of an English
work. Diderot (1713-1784) had much larger views
of what the compass of the work should be than
that first contemplated by the publishers, le Breton
and his associates, for he aimed at making it a
complete compendium of the whole of human knowledge, while at the same time it was to be the manifesto of a great philosophic party.
D'Alembert
(1717-1783) was associated with Diderot in this
undertaking, and to him the portion relative to
Mathematics was more especially assigned.
Of other writers there were twenty-one, each of
whom received the original article on his subject
in Mills' translation to serve as a guide for his
work. But these articles were found to be useless
for the purpose, and the work was done in most
cases independently. D'Alembert wrote the Discours prihminaire to the book, explaining therein
the origin and succession of the different branches
of human knowledge, and classifying, after the
Baconian method, the various arts and sciences
according as they depended on memory, reason,
or imagination the three principal human faculties.
This Preface was much admired at the time
as a great effort after system, and it was delivered
before the Academy on the author's reception,
which was itself regarded as a triumph. Diderot
undertook most of the articles on the Arts and
Trades, to which he gave a large place in the Encyclopaedia, revising what he did not absolutely
write ; indeed, this portion of the work was perhaps the most original of the whole.
He was
assisted by the Chevalier de Jaueourt, a modest
writer, who rejoiced in the drudgery entailed in
such an undertaking, and himself ^vrote nearly
half the Encyclopaedia ; many specialists were also
brought in, such as Daubenton for Natural History,
Barthfez and Tronchin for Medicine, du Marsais and
Beauz^e for Grammar, Marmontel for Literature,

—

a

'
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and Ronsseaa for Music. Bnt all the contemporary
grands esprits of the time were called upon to assist
in some way or other Voltaire, Euler, Morellet,
Montesquieu, d'Anville, d'Holbach, Quesnai, and

—

Turgot, the leader of the new school of economists
whose teaching was first proclaimed in the Encyclopaedia.
In the supplementary volumes, Haller,
the great physiologist, took part, and Condorcet,
whose fate was to be so tragic in the days of the
Terror.
History and Biography were excluded
except when they came in incidentally, and, the
oDJect of the book being frankly utilitarian, knowledge was held to be worthy of the name only if it
led to some useful invention or discovery.
The prospectus describing the work as one which
would form 8 volumes, with at least 600 plates,
appeared in November 1750, but before that time
Diderot had had much trouble with his pledged
contributors,
their articles.

who were mostly in arrears with
To make his difficulties greater, he

himself was imprisoned at Vincennes on 29th July
1749 for 28 days, and then kept for three months
and ten days a prisoner on parole at the castle, on
account of his book entitled Lettre sur les aveugles.
This, however, did not stop the printing, though,
of course, it caused delay.
The clerical party was not long in realizing the
dangers that threatened it through a work which
preached the negation of the doctrine of innate
ideas, and gave a new outlook on the world.
It
saw that a powerful influence was coming into
being with the view of attacking its preserves, and
the Jesuits especially were jealous of the fact that
they had not been consulted regarding the articles
on Theology or Eeligion. They were not appeased by the fact that Diderot and d'Alembert
themselves signed articles most orthodox in character.
The more cautious amongst the Encyclopaedists likewise became alarmed as time went on.
Montesquieu declined the articles
Democracy
and ' Despotism ; BuiFon, though he wi'ote on
'
Nature in 1765, did not love the Encyclopaedists ;
Voltaire, Duclos, Rousseau, and Turgot gradually
separated themselves from the atheistical party,
though they had been identified ^vith the new
movement at the beginning. The first volume of
the Encyclopaedia appeared in 1751, and the second
Jansenists vied with Jesuits in
in January 1752.
attacking it. The Abb6 de Prades, one of the
collaborators, was the first to suffer.
He had sustained a thesis in which he was supposed to
'

'

.

'

criticize miracles,

comparing certain

of

them with

the cures of .(Esculapius. Diderot was suspected
of being its true author.
It was found to be
materialistic and atheistic by the authorities, and
the Abb6 was condemned by the Sorbonne, without
a hearing, by 82 votes against 54. He was degraded,
and fled to Germany to escape further punishment.

—

Diderot wrote an 'Apology' in his favour^
moderate and well-argued document but the two
volumes of the Encyclopaedia that had so far appeared were ordered to be destroyed, by a decree
of the King's Council on 7th Feb. 1752.
As a matter of fact, the real effect was to advertise the work.
Indeed, the freethinkers were
evidently gaining ground. Jansenist and Jesuit
were alike reproached for the intestine rivalries
which made the Church and its ceremonies fall
The Government did not long
into contempt.
maintain its rigorous attitude, and tried to support
first one side, then the other.
But the incompetence of the Church favoured the growth of the
liberal spirit.
Malesherbes, Director-General of
the Librairie, almost openly favoured the philosophers, and it was reluctantly that he was forced
to issue the decree of 1752. This decree, however,
contained no prohibition of the continued publication of the Encyclopaedia, or of carrying on an

—

active propaganda by means of brochures warmly
accepted by the public, who delighted in finding
the Episcopal mandates denounced. The publication of the Encyclopaedia itself was regularly
continued from 1753 (when vol. iii. appeared) until
vol. vii. was reached in 1757.
In the meantime
Diderot had a remarkable triumph. Just after the
decree he was compelled to hand over his papers to
the Jesuit cabal, who thought they could themselves have carried on the work.
In this they soon

found themselves mistaken, and the Government
to make application in May 1752 to
Diderot to continue the work which his genius was
alone able to accomplish.
With the publication of the seventh volume the
ferment was renewed, and storms arose which
brought the whole agitation to a crisis.
The
popularity of the book was extending. The subscribers had increased from barely two thousand
for the first volume to double that number for
the seventh, and the indignation of the clerical
party grew in proportion. Diderot, d'Alembert,
Voltaire, Rousseau, and Buffon were all supposed
to be united in the desire to form a conspiracy
to overthrow the existing society. D'Alembert,
after being the guest of Voltaire at Ferney and
visiting Geneva, wrote an article in which he
praised the Genevan ministers for the purity
of their lives and supposed heterodoxy of their
opinions, in a way which was held to reflect
on the Jesuits and Jansenists. Thus a flood of
passion was let loose, which was, if possible, increased by the publication by Helvetius of his
book De VEsprit in 1758. Helvetius, a generous
protector of the philosophes, set forth, in four

was forced

dissertations, opinions often stated in his hearing,
his book was published under royal privilege.

and

The Sorbonne condemned

it
it was regarded as an
abridgment of the Encyclopaedia, and was said to
Helvetius finally
be scandalous and licentious.
retracted his statements and left the country, and
the philosophes themselves felt that harm had been
done to their cause by the book. The Council of
;

State suppressed the privilege conceded to the
Encyclopaedia in 1746, prohibited the sale of the
seven volumes already printed, and on 8th March
1759 disallowed the publication of any further
volumes. This was after a commission of theologians and lawyers had been appointed by the
court to examine the work, but before they had
reported. Yet, curiously enough, the Government
did not wish actually to destroy the movement, but
merely to adopt such a policy of encouragement or
repression as was most convenient to the politics of
the time, or possibly such as the caprices of a royal
mistress might dictate. An enormous amount of
money was involved in the concern, which was an
additional complication. The 4000 subscribers had
paid in advance their subscriptions of 114 livres
apiece.
Diderot had prepared 3000 plates, for
which, by an absurd anomaly, a privilege was
given, as though they could be of value without
the text.
The printing, however, went on as
before, 50 compositors being constantly engaged
upon the work.
It was in 1758 that Rousseau severed his connexion with the Encyclopaedists by his celebrated
letter to d'Alembert on 'Stage Plays,' in reply to
the latter's article on ' Geneva,' wherein he had
assailed the doctrine that the theatre is an invenBut this was, of course, only
tion of the devU.
the reason assigned for what implied a real break
between the emotional school and that of pure
reason. The beginning had been reached of that
reign of sentimentalism which, while maintaining
the cult of the primitive man as against the product of civilization and reason, introduced the
theory of government by means of the sovereign
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' general will,' which was soon to be carried to its extreme conaequenceB with such momentous results.
KouBseau'a secession was, indeed, a severe blow
to Diderot, who had struggled so bravely against
continual difficulties and adversity. But a harder
blow still was to follow. D'Alenibert, his fellowworker, exhausted by continuous persecution, at

last declared his intention of resigning his task,

'1 am worn
to do the same.
he says, with the aft'ronts and vexations of
every kind that this work draws down upon us.'
Even Voltaire was persuaded that d'Alemhert was
right, but it was in vain that he pressed his views
on Diderot. The latter felt that to abandon a
work so begun would be to play into the hands of
his opponents and to show a pusillanimous and
feeble spirit. Weary as he was of insults from the
enemies of reason, be resolved to ' go back to the

and advised Diderot
out,'

'

Encyclopffidia.'
It was seven years more before the enormous
task was brought to a close, and this consummation
was made possible only by the protection of Mme
de Pompadour, de Choiseul, and Malesherbes.
And it was to Diderot himself that the labour of
carrying it to a conclusion fell. Not only had he
to write articles on every sort of subject, to edit
the articles, and to make explanations of the
engravings as well as supervise their production,
but he had to do aU this in constant fear of interruption by the police. And in the end the production of this immense enterprise, which enriched
three or four publishers, left him who had done so
much for it a poor man. He himself asks if it is
not strange that this is so, but characteristically
adds that, after all, he is ' too happy to have lived.'
And vmdoubtedly his reputation spread throughout
civilized Europe, along with that of his stupendous
work. It was towards the close of it that one of
the hardest trials of the many that he had suffered
had to be endured. After the delay of 1759, le
Breton was entrusted with the printing of the ten
remaining volumes in a single issue. Instead of
carrying out his orders, he altered the articles in
such a way as to delete every reference or statement that might be provocative to the Government,
and consequently he mutilated the whole so that it
was deprived of all that was most valuable in it.
To make matters worse, the original manuscripts
were put into the fire. Diderot's wrath and indignation knew no bounds, and for weeks he could
neither eat nor sleep. Yet, though his first impulse
was to ^ve up his task, he resolutely persevered in
it, and in 1765 the last ten volumes of letterpress
were issued, though the eleven volumes of plates
were not completed till 1772. The general assembly
of the clergy on 20th June 1765 condemned the
book. This sentence was quashed by the Parliament from hatred to the clergy, but all who owned
the Encyclopaedia were called on to deliver it to
the police, by whom, however, it was eventually returned after some small alterations had been made.
As
4. The contributors to the Encyclopaedia.
regards those who took part in this great work,
we must always place Diderot at the head. He
was the man amongst the rest who thought out
not only his plan of operation, but the scientific
method of which the book was the exponent. He
was, indeed, the great Encyclopsedist, he of whom
Goethe says that ' whoever holds him or his doings
cheaply is a Philistine,' for it would be to show a
truly limited understanding not to appreciate at
its just value the great idea which Diderot tried to
expound that we must rise not only above the
artificialities of the stately classic school of literature associated with the great French dramatists
of the previous century, but also above the artificialities of an arbitrary standard of orthodoxy in
religion and an untenable theory of government.
VOL. v.— 20
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Enliglitonment of the understanding
meant,
above all, the clear vision tliat penetrated ihrough
these mists and condemned all that could not be
distinctly comprehended as unworthy of further
notice.
It was Diderot, with his very manifest
faults of life and modes of expression, wno brought
unity into a plan in which many men of very
dill'erent outlook took part.
His articles fill 4132
the greater number of
pages, and number 1139
them appear in the last ten volumes of the EncycloHis special department in the work was
paedia.
supposed to be Philosophy and the Arts and
Trades, but he undertook articles on a miscellaneous number of subjects besides. The minutest
care was expended by him in the reproduction of
the plates, and it is said that in the chief departments of industry these would serve for practical
Diderot
specifications and working drawings.
himself visited the workshops, examined the machines, had them taken to pieces and put together
In the
again, and even learned to work them.
'

'

;

Encyclopaedia attention was, of course, specially
concentrated on the physical sciences and the
Things which can be seen and
Eractical arts.
andled, ideas which do not indicate mere verbal
distinctions, as with the schoolmen, or whose essence
is found in form rather than in matter, as in some
of the great writers of the age just preceding,
are the subjects which most attracted the famous
Encyclopaedist.

D'Alembert (Jean

Rond), 1717-1783, Diderot's

le

fellow-editor, wrote mainly on scientific subjects ;
and his works on Mechanics and on Natural Science
placed him in the front rank amongst the savants
Moreover, though to us he may
of his time.
seem heavy and dry in his style, he was said to
have the gift of making interesting all that he
said.
In any case he obtained great
popularity in the salons of the day, more especially in that of Mile de Lespinasse.
But intolerance was his bane, and the anti-religious bent of
his mind became a real passion within him.
His
loss, however, when he retired, disgusted with the
difficulties of his work, was a very serious one.
Of the other writers besides Diderot and d' Alembert, Voltaire comes first to our mind ; he was
incessant in his industry and ready to accept any
article submitted to him, of whatever kind, and
he grumbled at no editorial modification, while he
was honest and helpful in telling his friends where
he thought they had erred either in taste or in fact.
He had the good sense to maintain his objections
to the unfortunate policy which the editors sometimes adopted, of allowmg statements which they
could not justify to appear because of the exiTime will enable people to
gencies of the time.
distinguish what we have thought from what we
have said,' d'Alembert had to confess. But, before
condemning this attitude of trimming the sails
to suit the wind, we must recollect the courage
that had been already required to say what had
been said in face even of physical danger, in days
when, as in the time of Louis XV., the Government
claimed the right to direct not only the conduct
but also the opinions of the subject. The existence of this right, still maintained by him, was
one of the causes of the breach which took place
with another of the original contributors, Jean
Jacques Rousseau. He upheld the right of suppressing, by means of the secular arm, opinions
that were anti-social.
But what really distinguished Kousseau from the Encyclopaeclists was
the fact that his ideas were determined by feeling,
while the philosophy of the Enlightenment declared that they ought to be determined by reason
only. The artistic renaissance called Romanticism was to come as a reaction from, and at the
same time as a comprehensible development of, the

wrote or

'
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rationalistic doctrines of the French philosophers.
Rousseau had the power of sympathizing with the

unenlightened, the outside people whom Voltaire
designated as la canaille,' because he rested his
philosophy on those elemental sentiments which
were common to all ; and the intellectualists consequently failed to comprehend him, as he certainly
did not understand them.
Among the other notable Encyclopaedists, Helvetius must be mentioned.
Of his book De I Esprit
we have spoken ; it roused keener resentment
than perhaps any other book of the time, as
tending, in the minds of the orthodox, to engender
hatred against Christianity.
Even the Mends
who, like Diderot, admired his work most declined to support the principles on which he rested
his judgment.
Helvetius' diatribes against the
existing Government and the Roman Catholic religion made for revolution rather than for reform,
and self-interest and pleasure were frankly advocated as the basis of justice and morality. His
philosophy, if philosophy it may be called, was
founded on sensationalism in its extremest form.
'

But

it is interesting to know that, if his arguments
are not profound or convincing, without being the
author of a thought-out doctrine of Utilitarianism
he helped to inspire Bentham, its great advocate.
Holbach, the author of the SysUme de la nature
(1770), which was often ascribed to his intimate
friend Diderot, and part of which the latter probably composed, or at least inspired, was the prosperous and hospitable friend of the poorer Encyclopaedists, while he also entertained friends from
every part of Europe, including Hume, Priestley,
and other Englishmen.
He gave vent in no
stinted terms to his indignation at the existing
form of government.
Indeed, institutions that
had grown up through centuries were alike condemned by him without any effort on his part to
determine their real meaning or value ; and, unlike some of the other Encyclopaedists, he did not
restrict his attacks to superstitions or mere sentiments, but boldly advocated war between the
governors and the governed. Intellectual deliverance was to him but the first step to converting
thoughts Into deeds. In reading Holbach now we
come to understand how, when these doctrines
were drunk in with avidity, the revolutionary
maxims so soon became converted into facts.

But Helvetius and Holbach were but one type

We have, on the other hand,
Turgot, who wrote anonymously some of the most
valuable and weighty articles in the book, which
he regarded, until he came to distrust its sectarian
spirit, as a great instrument for the enlightenment of mankind. Then there was Montesquieu,
who died in 1755 and left behind him an unprinted
article on ' Taste ; and there were others who,
of Encyclopaedists.

'

until division arose, contributed to give dignity
to the undertaking.

Value of the Encyclopsedia.— The Encyclowas unequal, as mi^ht be expected
from the difficulties under which it was composed
and from the scarcity of money with which to pay
contributors some articles were inferior, and, as
Voltaire pointed out, they constantly suffered
from verbosity and dogmatic modes of expression.
D'Alembert himself confessed that this was the
case, and Diderot was dissatisfied with the work.
The attitude adopted to religion is not by any
means consistent any more than the rest.
It
would be untrue to say that dogmatic atheism was
preached, though on the whole the attitude of the
book is, of course, critical of orthodox beliefs.
The main attack is, however, against Sacerdotalism, against a Church that was corrupt, and
against priests who were enemies to society. The
object was to teach the value of Science and the
S.

paedia itself

;

reign of Law, and, thereby, to take away interest
from the miraculous. The Encyclopaedists found
such continual occupation in the world as it revealed itself to them that they were content to
leave alone what was beyond. The goodness of
human nature was taken for granted, and, as was

developed in a

way more thorough by Rousseau

and

his followers later on, bad education was held
to be responsible for social failure, as bad laws and
bad government were blamed for a corrupt State.
The earth in which we Uve is of more interest than
a heaven of which we can know nothing surely.
Francis Bacon's idea of the systematic classification of knowledge made it seem possible that such
claissification

should be made, and Bacon

may

be

said to have inspired the idea of the Encyclopaedia.
Diderot himself said that he had ' taught his fellowcitizens to read Bacon.' Newton and Bacon were
in the ascendant in the century which produced

what Carlyle

calls

the

'

Polemic of a Mechanical

Era.'
It is interesting to reflect that from the Encyclopaedists proceeds much of the social spirit of
days.
Diderot teaches us to prevent misery rather than supply refuges for the
miserable, he is preaching the latest aootrine-s in
social economics.
This, indeed, implies more than

modem

When

at first appears, because it means a oreak from the
churchly doctrine of merely helping the weak and
poor because it is a Christian duty, and setting to
work instead to see where the ' machine is working badly and producing these sad and suffering
mortals. The one attitude is perhaps as abstract
as the other, because, just as we think the machine
is being brought into perfect working order, we
are pulled up sharply by finding that the individual
rebels at having himself regarded as only a part
of a beautiful mechanical contrivance, and insists
on asserting his individuality. Still, on the whole,
the new science is the more hopeful and inspiring
of the two, especially to those whose minds require
some logical reason for their actions, and who do
not want to be controlled simply by sentiment or
by the ascetic spirit of religion.
All who played their part in this • Encyclopedic
workshop,' as Comte named it, were bound together in a common fellowship by their work on a
'

common

book, in a

way probably

never

known

But

their failing was doubtless that of
being abstract in their views of life and the world.
The Liberalism of the Enlightenment had the
faults as well as the virtues of certain forms of
Liberalism in a later age. It freed itself from
shackles that were impeding progress in the search
for truth.
It faOed, however, to see that there
were in the old rejected forms certain elements of
before.

truth that had been overlooked.
The Encyclopaedists did not consider that, even if knowledge
of the useful arts and sciences were brought to
perfection and the abuses that menaced society
swept away, there would still be the eternal desire
for some further explanation of the how and why,
some fresh effort to comprehend the mind that
understands and gives a unity to the conglomeration of facts presented to it.
LlTERATURB. EncyclopMie : Discours prilijninuire, vol. i.,
John Morley, Diderot and the Eneyclopcsdists,
;
2 vols., London, 1878 ; K. Rosenkranz, Diderot's Leben und
Werke, 2 vols., Leipzig, 1866 ; L. Ducros, Diderot, Paris, 1894,
also Les Encyclopedist's, Paris, 1900 ; J. L. F. Bertrand,
D*Alemnbert, Paris, 1889 ; E. Lavisse, Hist, de France, vol.
viii., Paris, 1909 ; D. Diderot, (Euvres completes, Paris, 18751877 ; T. Carlyle, Essaj- on ' Diderot ' ; F. M. Grimm, Correspondance littiraire, Paris, 1829 ; E. J. F. Barbier, Journal,
Paris, 1849-56; F. Brunetifere, Etudes sur le xviii^ si^le,
Paris, 1911 ; J. F, Marmontel, M&moires, ed. Tourneux, Paris,
1891 ; C. A. Sainte-Beuve, Causeries, Paris, 1857-62 ; C. P.
Duclos, Memoires secrets sur le rlgne de Louis XV., Paris, 1846;
M. Roustan, Les Pkilosophes et la sociH^ fran<;aise au xviii^
silcle, Paris, 1906 ; the works of Rousseau, Voltaire, d'Alem*
bert, Helvetius, Holbach, etc.
E. S.
Paris, 1751
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END-ENEMY
END

(Gerin. Zweck, Zicl, Ende [primarily
Fr. Jin, but).
The point towardH wliioli
a process or act is directed ; the object of a desire
or purpose ; the completion or culmination of a
process or act. The concept of end is one which
enters specially, though not exclusively, into the
interpretation of human action. Thus, the scientific
worker is said to he aiming at the accurate determination of some aspect of reality, the artist to be
striving after a satisfactory form of expression, the
moral agent to be attempting to adjust his conduct
to certain standards of right living in each case,
that is to say, there is an end in view which is a
determinant of action, just as the artificer's operations are determined by the kind of mechanical
construction which it is in his mind to produce.
The efi'orts made to express the content of these ends
and to relate those in each move to one another in a
systematic manner are referred to as constituting
a normative or a regulative science. Thus, Logic,
which deals with the ends or ideals of scientific
activity, ^Esthetics, which deals with those of
artistic production, and Ethics, which deals with
those relating to moral action or conduct, are
spoken of as essentially normative sciences. Aristotle made the conception of end familiar to
philosophy through his well-known doctrine of the
tour causes (dpx<'')> in which he distinguishes the
to give it its scholastic name '
' the
'final cause
purpose or goal,' from the formal cause, the maThe final
terial cause, and the efiBcient cause.
cause,' he says, ' operates like a loved object
He applies this conception
(Metaph. 10726, 3).
not merely to the interpretation of organic process
and moral behaviour, but to the interpretation
of the whole of reality, including the physical
universe.
Material causes are only intermediate merely the means and
indispensable conditions of phenomena. Above them stand final
Bpatiul]

—

;

—

—

—

'

—

*

causes above material necessity, the design of the universe
above the physical explanations of nature, the teleological
(Zeller's Aristotle, Eng. tr., 1897, i. 468 f.).
;

We

;

have the arduous debate between
explicitly opened
continues to our own time, and to
which
debate
which the most recent interesting contributions are
those of the Neo-Vitalists and H. Bergson (see
Teleology).
A distinction may be made between an end which
can be consciously presented or envisaged as the
object of voluntary process and an end which is not
so presented, but is inferred from the facts of
thus

—

Mechanism and Teleology

experience. The ' final purpose of Nature, the
goal of progress, the Summum, Bonum, would
be instances of this type. Sidgwick has this distinction in view when he contrasts the Good attainable by human efibrt and the notion of an Ultimate
Good (Methods of Ethics^, p. 3). These two types
of end are distinguished by Baldwin respectively
as 'subjective end' and 'objective end' a distinction which is not to be confused with Kant's
distinction of subjective and objective finality in
the Critique of the Judgment. This terminology
is liable to misinterpretation under the ordinary
Subacceptation of subjective and objective.'
generally implies an element of continjective
gency and arbitrariness, and these characteristics
are not necessarily attached to ends of the first type
these ends may satisfy all the tests of objectivity.
It would seem to be closer to the facts to distinguish
them as explicit and implicit ends.
It is the explicit end of which we have direct
experience. Tbis is a cognizable element in the
conscious process. In purposeful activity we are
aware, on introspection, of an idea or image of
some situation or object which is controlling the
are conscious of an orientation of the
process.
'

'

'

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

We

1

end

He speaks of the
that on account of which (rb ov eveKo).

Aristotle himself does not use the term.
'

(rb Te'Aos), or

'

'

'
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conscious stream in that direction, of a desire for
it, of a striving towards it.
Tliis conative tendency, as it is called, ia maintained and furthered
by the presence, in consciousness, of the end and
the striving will continue, through hindrances and
difficulties, until the idea is realized,' i.e. until it
becomes literally (or, more precisely, temporally)
the end-state or terminus. ' The end after which
consciousness strives is, when attained, the termination of the striving' (Stout, Manual of Psychology,
It has to be borne in mind that, while we
p. 66).
may say that the striving ceases when the end is
reached, it would be injudicious to say that the end
is reached because the striving ceases.
The striving
may cease because the end is reached it may also
cease before the end is reached. The end, the
attractive idea, may lose its attractiveness and be
abandoned, and ipso facto we cease to aim at it.
On the other hand, there are ends so extensive and
complex that we never completely attain them.
The striving may not terminate while life continues, but we do not refuse the name of end to
the idea which keeps this tendency alive, though
in current speech the term generally employed in
this case is 'ideal.'
It has
Ethical theory is always theory of ends.
to do with ends of both the types referred to above.
Motived actions, i.e. actions into which reference
Its conto an explicit end enters, are its data.
man
clusions have reference to implicit ends.
need not be a moral philosopher in order to be
moral. Even the moral philosopher in his daily
;

'

;

'

'

A

details of conduct may safely be said to make no
The
explicit reference to the Siimmum Bonum.
ends which regulate the specific acts, however, may
appear as the constituents of that system of ends
which we call the moral ideal. The acts are valued
according to the nature of the explicit end, which
is valued in turn by reference to the total system.
The reality of this Moral Ideal is not affected by
the fact that it is implicit and is not and cannot be
an element of immediate experience. See, further,
artt.

on Ethics

and Morality.

LiTEEATDiiE.—Aristotle, Physics, ii. 3. 1946, 23, Metaphyskt,
i. 3
P. Janet, Final Causes, Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1878 J. M.
Baldwin, Handbook of Psychology, Feeling and Will,' New
York, 1891, ch. ix. § 7 G. F. Stout, Manual of Psychology,
London, 1898-99, bk. i. ch. i. 5 4, ch. ii. } 3 H. Sidgrwick,
Methods of Ethics^, London, 1884 [6 1906], oh. i. § 2. See also
;

;

'

;

;

A. MaiR.

Literature appended to art. TeijEoloqy.

ENEMY. —The significance of the term

'enemy'
has altered with the course of centuries. From
being ill-defined, it has become highly technical
from being wide of application, it has been confined to the designation of States at war.'
sentence in Cicero tells us what was the history
of the word in the period within his knowledge
'
Hostis enim apud majores nostros is dicebatur
quem nunc peregrinum dicimus {de Off. i. 12).
The word hostis, that is to say, originally meant a
stranger, whence it may be inferred that strangers
and enemies were at one time practically classed

A

'

together.
In the earliest times, when there was no such
thing as political society, strictly so-called, primienemy to every one
tive man gave the name
who was not connected with him by ties of blood.
Every such alien to the family or tribe he pursued
with tireless hatred ; he regarded him as lawful
prey to be plundered or slain. The tribe was thus
a union, on the basis of consanguinity, for purposes of defence and attack. The instinct of cooperation, of which it was partly the expression,
gave place only very slowly to a spirit of union of
a wider kind. Men became conscious of interests
binding together those who worked on a common
soil and made it their own by their labour.
1 For
enemy in the private sense, see Hatred, Love, etc.
'

'

A

'

'

''

ENERGY
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emerged in which they stood to
one another not as kinsmen, but as fellow-citizens.
The tribe became the nation, and the ties of kinship lost much of their compelling and restraining
power. But the old feeling against aliens persisted
under the new determining principle of the spirit

state of society

Among the ancient States, especiof nationality.
ally in the East, all foreign nations were regarded
practically as enemies. In the case of some peoples,
as, for instance, the Jews in post-exilic times, this
animosity towards strangers was partly due to
religious reasons, the
monolatry of Judaism
stamping all outsiders as heathen and idolaters,
enemies of Jahweh, the one God. But the feeling
was not very different both in the Greek cityStates and at Rome, where a stranger, unless
specially commended to protection, was regarded
as having no rights at all. In Greece he was
everywhere distrusted, and from Sparta excluded
altogether.
In Rome he could obtain justice only
by the friendly offices of a citizen.
In considering the writings of Plato and Aristotle, so far as they bear upon this question, we
have to keep in mind that the precept Love your
enemies' has no place in Greek ethics. In the
PhiUbus (49), we find Socrates remarking that it
is not wrong to feel joy in the woes of enemies,
while it would be very unjust to rejoice in the
misfortunes of friends. He also describes barbarians, that is, foreigners, as natural enemies of
the Greeks, and condemns war (and the common
methods of warfare) only when waged between
the Hellenic tribes, which were bound together by
the ties of race and religion (Republic, v. 470). In
the Laws (v. 729; ix. 879; xii. 949 f., 9521), Plato
goes on to discuss the treatment of strangers in
'

Greece, and makes several suggestions of reform.
But the high-water mark of Greek thinking on
this subject is perhaps attained by Aristotle in his
criticism of the guardian class in Plato's ideal

State (Repub. ii. 375 f.). He complains that the
guardians are to be savage to strangers, although
affectionate towards their friends, and he uses
these words ' It is not right to be fierce towards
any one, nor are magnanimous natures ever savage, except towards persons who injure them
Aristotle presumably is thinking of
(Pol. iv. 7).
direct personal injury, or of the feeling of enmity
which Socrates regards as justifiable between the
inhabitants of the ideal Republic and the individuals in a foreign State who are responsible
for initiating war against them (Plato, Repub. v.
:

471).

In these and earlier times the utmost cruelty
was permissible towards enemies. Ferocity and
lawless savagery characterized all phases of primitive society.
Revolting customs were sanctioned
by highly civilized States. Hence, even in Aristotle, whose views on war were far in advance of
his time, inasmuch as he disapproved of it as an
end in itself, we find no criticism of methods of
warfare and conquest which we should describe as
barbarous. He saw the land of the conquered
pillaged and devastated, and non-combatants subjected to slaughter and outrage or sold with their
children to slavery ; but he seems to have found a
sufficiently satisfactory explanation in the consideration that these atrocities were committed
against barbarians,' people who were ' by nature
slaves.
Plato, too, found such practices revolting only between Hellenic tribes, and he makes
Socrates express the wish that in the ideal Republic the Hellenes should reserve for war with
'

barbarians the treatment which Greeks now mete
out to each other (Repub. v. 471).
The responsibility of beginning and conducting
war has not long been the prerogative of States.
Under the feudal system of the Middle Ages it

was

common

war to be declared by
or provinces. Gentilis,
the predecessor of Grotius, was the first publicist
who defined war, much as we should define it now,
as the just or unjust conflict between States. In
Roman law the term enemy was applied to
States or individuals between whom had passed a
formal declaration of war. But the Roman jurists,
except for certain rules regarding the person of
ambassadors, hostages, the keeping of treaties,
and the like, laid down few regulations as to the
treatment of a foe. Ideas of justice to an enemy
and humanity to the conquered appear for the first
time in Cicero (de Off. i. 11). But not vmtil the
16th cent., when Grotius laid the foundation of the
modem law of nations in his work de Jure Belli ac
Pacis, did more humane principles influence the
practice of States. At the present day, a traveller
or resident in foreign territory is protected by, and
answerable to, the law of the land. If, when he is
abroad, war arises between his own nation and the
country whose hospitality he is enjoying, he is
generally allowed to remain where he is, so long
as he conducts himself peaceably and loyally. An
individual, indeed, is not usually accounted the
enemy of the State with which the government to
which he owes allegiance is at war. War is understood by the law of nations to be between States,
not between individuals as such, although an indiespecially

powerful lords, by

for

cities,

'

vidual

may

'

during war acquire what

is

termed

enemy

character, either as the owner of property
or because of acts done by him as a private person.
On the other hand, in so far as busmess relations
are concerned, the subjects of belligerent States
are enemies. All ordinary intercourse must cease
until the war is at an end.
Hostilities are now carried on subject to a code
of general rules which combatants cannot violate
without exciting the reprobation and risking the
interference of the civilized world. Prisoners and
non-combatants alike are free from the severities
of warfare, and in defeat their persons can be
subjected neither to slaughter nor to outrage.
Only such methods are legitimate as are absolutely
necessary to weaken the forces of the enemy and
compel him to seek peace ; and all such as inflict
Rules reuseless suflering are rigidly excluded.
lating to the practices of assassination and devaspoison
and
of
arms
and
tation, and to the use of
projectiles which inflict needless torture, were laid
down by the Brussels Conference of 1874. The
Brussels code has not yet been made law, but
nations which have since that date engaged in war
have adhered to the principles embodied in it. See,
further, art. Wae.
Literature.

—^Text-books

on International Law; Aristotle's

Politics ; Plato's Republic and Laws. A very interesting account of what in early times constituted a relation of hostility
is found in Sir Henry Maine, Early History of Institutions^
London, 1875 and reference may also be made to O. Schrader,
Reallex. der indofjerm. Altertumskunde, Strassburg, 1901, p.
256, and A. H. Post, Grundriss der ethnolog. Jurisprudenz,
Oldenburg, 1894-96, i. 448 f.
M. CAMPBELL SMITH.
;

ENERGY.—A

term borrowed from the Greek
power to do
etymological import is something in

to express the mechanical idea of the

'

Its
work.'
action or a name for action itself. It is thus the
equivalent of matter in motion.' Sometimes it
force (q.v.), which has the same
is a synonym for
definition, and so means to denote the fact that
effects do not take place without causal action, and
this causal action for Mechanics is substance or
matter in action or motion. But energy also, as
denoting 'power,' implies capacity to do work
without representing the 'force' or matter as
actually in motion. Hence it was divided into
potential and kinetic energy. Potential energy
is force or matter in a static condition, one which
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

—

BNHYPOSTASIS
represents the mere capacity of producing work,
but not the actual fact of producinf,' it. Kinetic
energy is 'force' in action or actually producing
work.
Thus snow lying on the mountain side
may be conceived as potential energy. But when
melted into water and flowing down the stream it
spring resting without strain
is kinetic energy.
is potential energy ; the same spring bent or
pressed down and exerting strain is kinetic energy.
Hence any matter or force in a passive or static
condition is potential energy the same substance
in motion or exerting pressure, strain or pulling
power, is kinetic or dynamic energy.
In the practical problems of Mechanics it becomes important to measure energy, and some
standard for the purpose had to be obtained. The
first step in the direction of obtaining such a
standard was to assume some constant form of

A

;

energy and measure it in some way.
It was
known that it took a certain amount of ener^,
not measured, to raise 1 lb. a foot high, and twice
this amount of energy to raise 2 lb. the same
distance, or 1 lb. two feet high.
This relation
served as a means of determining some criterion
to measure the amount of energy doing work, and
this criterion could be found in the amount of
work done. This unit of work done is called the
'foot-pound.' Gravity is the constant by which
we may determine this ; hence we may take the
energy employed in moving an object a given distance vertically as the equivalent of gravity, and
so obtain a standard for its measurement.
Id fixing this standard we must choose our unit of work,'
says Balfour Stewart, but in order to do so we must first of all
choose our units of weight and of length, and for these we will
'

*

take the kilogramme and the Ttietre, these being the units of the
metrical system. Thekilogrammecorresponds toaboutl5,432*35
English grains, being rather more than two pounds avoirdupois,
and the metre to about 39'371 English inches. Now, if we raise
a kilogramme weight one metre
vertical height, we are conscious of putting forth an effort to do so, and of being resisted
in the act by the force of gravity. In other words, we spend
energy and do work in the process of raising this weight. Let
us agree to consider the energy spent, or the work done in this
operation, as one unit of work, and let us call it the kilogrammetre. In the next place, it is obvious that if we raise the
kilogramme two metres in height, we do two units of work, if
three metres, three units, and so on. And again, it is equally
obvious that if we raise a weight of two kilogrammes one metre
high we likewise do two units of work, while if we raise it two
metres high we do four units of work. From these examples
we are entitled to derive the following rule
Multiply the
weight raised (in kilogrammes) by the vertical height (in metres)
through which it is raised, and the result will he the work done
{in kuogrammetres).'

m

:

'
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At any

between the initial
sum of the potential
be equal to the kinetic
energy at the outset, the potential energy being
nil at that point.
This is what is meant by a
conservative system of forces, and the expression
Conservation of Energy expresses the fact.
Anotlier import has been given to this doctrine
in the idea that the kinetic energy of a system
remains the same in all transformations, and it
gives rise to some difficulties in accounting for the
phenomena of change, especially of change from
kinetic to potential, from dynamic to static conditions.
The best conception of this situation is
Correlation rather than Conservation of Force or
Energy.
The former suggests a conception of
identity which seems not to be a fact in the transformations. Hence, in consequence of this equivocation in the doctrine of the Conservation of
Energy, a controversy arises between philosophy
and mechanical science. But, with the correction
of the phrase suitable to the different problems
involved, there is no occasion to do more than
insist upon the equivocation, and so question the
relevance of the physicist's inference from his
mechanical use of conservation to the denial of
the philosopher's doctrine of change, especially of
facts that involve (Qualitative change.
Recently a doctrme of energy has arisen which
regards it as a substance.
The mechanic treated
it as a property or quality of matter for doing
work. But certain metaphysical propensities, on
the one hand, and the implications lying at the
basis of the distinction between kinetic and potential energy, on the other hand, created the need
of a term for something which the scientific metaphysician for that is what he was wanted to
distinguish from matter, on the one hand, and its
properties, on the other.
Energy was thus made
distinct from 'force' and 'matter.' It might lie
at the basis of both, but it was distinct from them.
Ostwald is perhaps the leading representative of
this school. It does not express anything different,
however, from that of those physicists who conceive the ultimate basis of material phenomena in
terms of matter or ether, and only serves to eliminate the idea of inertia where 'matter' seems to
imply it.
see, therefore, no reason for attaching any special importance to the doctrine.
potential.

motion and

point

stoppage

its

and kinetic energies

tlie

will

'

'

'

'

—

—

'

'

We
—

By a process based upon the velocity which
gravity gives falling bodies it is possible to calcu-

Literature. Balfonr Ste-wart,TheConservationo/Energy\
Lond. 1874 A. Daniell, Principles of Physics, do. 1884 Lord
Kelvin, Elements of Natural Philosophy^, Camb. 1879 EBrii,

late this ener^, and so to determine a formula for
practical use in mechanical operations. This calculation shows that energy is proportional to the
square of the velocity of objects.
Taking
to
stand for the mass and
for the velocity, this
formula is
gravity accelerates the
velocity of falling bodies at a certain constant
rate.
One half of this divided into this formula
gives the actual amount of energy expended in the
operation.
Hence J
represents the formula
for measuring the amount of energy in any special
case.
The total amount of energy in the world is
supposed to remain the same at all times. This
conception has given rise to the doctrine of the
Conservation of Energy.
The sense in which
Mechanics or Physics asserts this doctrine is that
the sum of potential and kinetic energies remains
the same in all operations, and not that there ma^
be no increase or decrease of either of them. If
a ball is propelled upwards at a certain velocity
its energy will be measured by the formula above
given, and it will come to rest when gravity has
overcome the energy of propulsion.
Its initial
velocity represents energy of the kinetic sort.
When completely airested its energy will be

art.
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M

;

;

;
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'Energy.'

The
ENHYPOSTASIS.—
—

term is one of a
hypostatical union' anhypostasis,' enhypostasis
used to cast light on the constitution
The Christology of the
of the Person of Christ.
Council of Chalcedon (A.d. 451) postulates in
Christ the unity of two distinct natures -the
Divine and the human in a single person. This
hypostatical union.
is called in theology the
Since, however, the personality is assumed to
belong exclusively to the side of the Divine i.e.
it is the eternal, pre-existeut Son who has entered
humanity it would seem to follow that the
humanity of Christ must be conceived of as impersonal.
Church doctrine, therefore, has very
generally affirmed the impersonality (anhypostasia] of the humanity of Christ.
But the difficulty is obvious How can an impersonal humanity
be conceived of as a real or entire humanity ? Does
not the very peculiarity of man as rational lie in
his possession of self-consciousness and will ? And
is a being possessing these attributes not already
Eersonal? To avoid this difficulty, the idea was
it upon of describing the humanity of Christ not
as im-personal,' but as 'en-personal.'
series

'

'

'

—

—

'

—

—

'

'

—
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The

doctrine of enhypostasis is already met with
Leontius of Byzantium {A.D. 483-543), but is
speciaJly developed by John of Damascus (c. A.D.
It agrees with the other view in holding, in
730).
opposition to Nestorianism, that the human nature
of Christ never subsisted in a personality of its
own that it was assumed by, and subsisted only
in, the person of the Divine Logos or Son.
But it
avoids the unfortunate suggestion (which is not in
the least intended) in the word anhypostasia of
a possible independent impersonal existence of
Christ's human nature, and lays emphasis on the
idea that the humanity from the beginning subsisted in the person of the Logos.
Plainly, however, this does not remove the essential difficulty
that it is a Divine, not a human, personality that
in

;

'

'

we have in Christ. Many modem theologians
would solve this by rejecting altogether the doctrine of the two natures, and boldly affirm that
the personality lies wholly in the humanity ; but
it is very difficult to keep this view from passing
into pure humanitarianism.
If a solution is to be
found, it is probably in the line of recognizing the
essential kindredness of humanity to the Logos in
which it is grounded, and which, in the Incarnation, appropriates humanity to itself as the organ
of its own personal manifestation. The Logos is
the personal centre, but under conditions truly
and perfectly human ' The Word became flesh, and

—

dwelt among
LiTERATimE.

us.'

—A.

Hamack,

Biat. of Dogma (Eng. tr.s Lond.

1894-99), iv. 232, 264; I. A. Dorner, Person of Christ (¥.ns. tr.,
Edinb. 1861-63), div. U. vol. i. p. 210 ff. ; J. Orr, Progress of
Dogma, Lond. 1901, p. 206 f.
0&&.
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ENLIGHTENMENT, THE.— In

its

most

general sense the term 'Enlightenment' (Germ.
Aufklarung) indicates the first of the two periods
through which modern thought has passed ; or the
development of philosophy from Bacon's Novum
Organum (1620) to Kant's Kritik der reinen
Vernunft (nsi). But a more critical view of the
period, with its characteristic ideals, reveals the
fact that the beginning of the period must be dated
from Hobbes (1588-1679) rather than from Bacon,
whose freer and more cultural philosophy belongs
to the Renaissance.
As a further limitation, it
must be observed that the Enlightenment hardly
included the greater philosophic works which

appeared contemporaneously with it.
Though
Locke (1632-1704) was connected with the movement, it was not by means of the Essay concerning
Human Understanding (1690), but through his
minor works on rights and religion, that the
relation was sustained. Spinoza (1632-1677) in his
Ethica (1677), with its Cartesian foundation, was
innocent of the movement ; but in his theologicopolitical writings, inspired as they were by Hobbes,
he takes up some of its peculiar problems. In his
Treatise on Human Nature (1738), Hume was as
studious as Locke to avoid the rationalism of the

Enlightenment, whose principles he criticized in
his Dialogues concerning Natural Religion (V111).
Kant's relation to the movement is discoverable,
not in the Kritik, but in his lesser works on natural
rights.
Thus appearing in the minor writings of
the great thinkers, the philosophy of the Enlightenment was elaborated by a host of semi-phUosophical
thinkers, who ignored the fundamental problems
of logic and ethics, for the sake of settling practical
questions of Church and State. Nevertheless, the
Enlightenment possessed the spirit of the larger
philosophy, even where it was unable or unwilling
to pursue its method. This spirit was a regressive
one, according to which the age endeavoured to
return to fundamentals. With Descartes (15961650) the tendency manifested itself in the desire
to premise a first principle of all thinking, the
eogito, ergo sum {Meditation II. )
Locke was
;

equally anxious to elucidate the native principle
of cognition when he styled the mind a tabula rasa
(Essay, bk. i. ). The same radical spirit was shown
in practical philosophy, as when Herbert of
Cherbury sought the true faith in the original
religio naturalis (de Veritate, 1624), and Grotius
attempted to find the true principle of law in the
jus naturale (de Jure Belli ac Pacis, 1625). In a
manner less definite and logical, the Enlightenment insisted upon 'nature' and 'reason,' without
precisely stipulating what these ideas should
denote. The method of the movement, guided as
it was by the regressive spirit of the 17th cent.,
consisted in establishing contrasts between things
established by authority and tradition and those
erected through freedom and reason. This conflict
between reason-rights and tradition-authority thus
recalled the ancient Sophist contrast between <pia-is
and v6/ios, the exact reiteration of which may be
found in Cudworth's Treatise concerning Eternal
and Immutable Morality, 1678 (bk. i. eh. i. ). The
practical result of this method of thought was to
create an opposition to history, the source of
tradition and authority, and to instil a belief in
the eternity of 18th cent, ideals ; coupled with this
dogmatism was an attack upon positive religion
and an antipathy to the idea of progress. Emancipating itself from the past, and feeling no need
of a future, the Enlightenment was possessed of an

optimism which believed that human reason was
able to solve aU problems and cure all ills. The
leading questions of the Enlightenment had to do
with (1) Natural Eights, (2) Free-thought and
Toleration,

(3)

Rational

Natural Religion.
I. Natural rights.

Christianity,

—

and

(4)

It is with the name of Hugo
Grotius (1583-1645) that the history of Natural
Rights begins. Anticipated by Bodin's Six Livres
de la Ripublique (1575), with its insistence upon
the historical theory of rights, as also by GentUis'
de Jure Belli (1588), with its direct deduction of
rights from Nature, Grotius' great work, de Jure
Belli ac Pacis, was able to make use of the empirical
in the one and of the rational in the other. The
psychological basis upon which Grotius rears his
juristic system was found in man's natural tendency
towards the formation of society ; this is attributed
to the social instinct within him, as also to the
particular gift of language, with its social possiFrom the
bilities (op. cit.. Prolegomena, §§ 7-8).
logical standpoint Grotius argues, from both a
priori and a posteriori principles, that natural
rights are in harmony with human nature. A
priori it was urged that jus naturale was so native
to man that he could not be conceived of as existing without it, while the common consent of mankind argues, as from eft'ect to cause, that, since
the principle of rights is universal, it is also
necessary to the human race (ib. I. cap. i. xii. § 1);
In his enthusiasm over the rational principle of
rights, Grotius was led to assume a radical position
in theology, in accordance with which he asserted
that the principle of rights would hold though we
should assume that there is no God (ib. Proleg. § 1).
Natural law is thus conceived of as following from
the nature of things, while the law of God is
dependent upon His will. The blunt way in which
Grotius expressed this Thomism seems to produce
the impression of atheism, and it was to the dual
extremes of ni dieu, ni mattre that this philosophy
was destined to evolve. The Divine law was
conceived as coming to man by means of tradition
as something authoritative having thus expressed
himself, Grotius creates the dualism oijus and lex,
ratio and traditio.
It was in this way that the
Enlightenment learned to despise the historical
and to repose in the purely rationalistic.
In England, the philosophy of rights was con;

;

''
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tinued by Hobbes, wlio developed a theory alien in
character to that of Grotius. The failure of liiu;on
to participate in the discussion ia one of the striking
features of 17th century thought. Lerininier says
Ohose remarquable Bacon n'emploie pas uiie ueule fois lo mot
:

*

!

ju8 comme reprtisenfcant le droit mfime dans sa nature et dans
sa substance. Le droit, jua, n'est pour lui que la collection dea
lois positives ; U n'a done pas traits de la Justico universclle
(Ilist. du Droit, 1829, p. 113).

In the hands of Hobbes the Grotian principle of
rights underwent a double transformation ; where
Grotius was optimistic in measuring man, Hobbes
was pessimistic ; and where the one had been
inclined to the social, the other turned abruptly
to the egoistic. According to Hobbes, man is so
constituted as to seek his own private benefit,

being urged on by inexorable forces, and being
further incapacitated to appreciate the condition
The pessimistic conclusion
of another's mind.
drawn from these egoistic premisses appears when
Hobbes, adding to Grotius' idea of jus naturale
that of status naturalis, concludes that the native
condition of man was one of war of all against all
(Leviathan, 1651, ch. xiii.). Such were the principles upon which Hobbes sought to erect a pnilosophy of the State, the essence of which consisted
in the idea that the passage from the natural
condition of jus, or libertas, to the civil condition
'

of lex, or obligatio, is

by means

of contract, in

accordance with which each individual surrenders
his rights in consideration of a simUar act on the
part of others (de Give, 1642, i. § 2). In connexion
with this mechanical theory of the origin of the
State, Hobbes introduced an ethical philosophy in
which good and bad, instead of being conceived of
as intrinsic, were looked upon as relative to the
well-being of mankind a view which was opposed
by the absolutism of Cudworth and Clarke. For
the development of the philosophy of rights the
Enlightenment was indebted to Pufendorf {16321694), who sought to combine the social in Grotius
with the selfish of Hobbes.
In the preparation for the schemes of free-

—

thought and toleration, rational Christianity and
natural religion, the juristic theories of Spinoza

and Locke wereof much moment, however secondary

may have been in the theory of natural rights
In his theory of rights, Spinoza stands
as such.
closely related to Hobbes, although his own
conception of Being as an all-inclusive substance
in which all particular things participate (Ethica,
pt. i.) was influential in the deduction of a principle
of absolute rights as lodged in the Deity, to be
derived from Him by the rational creatures which
participate in His being (Tractatus Politicus, 1677,
Spinoza is quite frank in his assertion
li. § 18).
that right is equivalent to power, as this reposes
in the Deity and is further found in man. In man
appear the functions of desire and reason in the
former are found hope and also the instinct of selfpreservation ; in the latter, the wisdom that enables
man to form the State and thus free himself (ib.
As Spinoza had carried out the harsh
ii. § 18).
ideas of Hobbes, Locke advanced a theory of rights
suggestive of Grotius' mUdness. In particular, he
put forward a more temperate view of the natural
state of mankind, as well as a more rational conception of the origin of society. With Locke, the
beUum
state of nature no longer signified the
omnium contra omnes,' but indicated a condition
of things marked by the absence of external
authority. Accordingly he says
Men liviDg together accordiDg to reason and without
authorit.v to judge between them is properly the state of
nature. But force, or the declared design of force upon the
person of another ... is the state of war (Two Treatises of
Government, 1690 \Works^\ 1812, v. 348-349]).
Like Grotius and unlike Hobbes, Locke believed
that man has a natural appetite for society, so that
his natural condition is not the impossible status
they

;

'

:

'

*

naturalis.
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In this connexion, Locke attempted to
of nature had existed in human

show that the state

Roman

and thus,

in his work On tKe
(1660), he says
Romulus at the head of a numerous colony from Alba was the
first founder of the Roman State
thin colony was in the original
state of nature, free and independent of any dominion whatsoever' (Life of John Locke, by Fox Bourne, N.Y. 1876, i. 148).

history,

Commonwealth

:

*

;

This conception of man's original condition
made it possible for Locke to give a more plausible
explanation of the origin of the State in a contrast
between man and man rather than between man
and the magistrate.
The juristic element in the thought of the
Enlightenment, fated as it was to become an
important factor in the development of Deism (a. v.),
was not overlooked by the Deists themselves,
however little they had to contribute to the philosophy of rights as such. Indeed, the common
ground upon which the greater modem thinkers,
like Locke and Spinoza, and the uncultured Deists,
like Tindal and Chubb, were to meet was the
i'uristic one. Free-thought was thus a great leveller
lence Warburton, quoting Swift, said
:

No subject but religion could have advanced Toland into the
class of reputable authors ... no subject but reli^on could
have sunk his lordship [Bolingbroke] so far below it ' {DiviTie
Legation of Moses^, 1746, v. 440).
'

Among the Deists, Tindal was the first to identify
with the natural-rights movement, in
connexion mth which he shows himself to be a
follower, first of Hobbes, then of Spinoza, and
finally of Locke.
In his Essay concerning the
Laws of Nations and the Rights of Sovereigns
(1694), he urges 'egoism' as the 'source of aU
man's actions and the foundation of his duty to
God and man' (op. cit. 121). The Essay on the
Rights of Mankind (1697) discusses the status
naturalis, while the author's more complete philosophy of rights appears in The Rights of the
Christian Church (1706), a work which connects
the political philosophy of the Enlightenment with
Deism. In this work, Tindal contends against
established religion, on the ground that men are
in a religious state of nature, subject only to God
himself

'

own

consciences' (op. cit. 2).
Without
analyzing the inner nature of the principle of
rights, Toland (1670-1722) advanced principles of
practical rights and freedom. These appear in his
Life of Milton (1699), as also in Amyntor (1699),
the defence of it.
more definite relation to the
philosophy of rights was sustained by Toland in
his Paradoxes of State (1707), and The Art of

and

their

A

Governing by Parties (1707)

;

while more philo-

sophical views are expressed in his Anglia Libera
(1707), wherein he discusses questions of political
contract and the ideals of a commonwealth (op. cit.
Chubb had a very meagre relation to the
92).
movement, as appears from his Enquiry concerning Property (1717), and Some Short Reflections on
the Ground and Extent of Authority and Liberty
(1728). Insignificant as were these Deistic attempts
at elaborating a philosophy of rights, they are of
great value in showing how closely connected were
the principles of theology and politics a connexion
which will appear more convincing in relation to
the question of free-thought and toleration. The
purely political philosophy of the Enlightenment, dependent as it was upon Hobbes and Locke,

—

in France was
Kousseau
speculative.
carried out Locke's idea of government by contract,
the theory of which he projected in Le Contrat

underwent a development which
practical,

social

in

(1762).

Germany

In Germany, Kant attempted a

theoretical deduction of jus naturale in his Metaphysische Anfangsgriinde der Rechtslehre (1797), in
which he reasons from the status naturalis, not as
though it had been a real condition of mankind,
but as a hypothetical condition upon the grounds

:

:
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of which human rights might be deduced. The process is continued in Fichte's Grundlage dea Naturrechts nach den Prinzipien der Wissenschaftslehre (1796), in which the relation of ego to nonego is transformed into the relation of the individual
similar application of the Enlightento society.
ment's philosophy of rights was made by Schopenhauer, who interpreted the Hobbist 'state of
nature ' in the light of the ' will to live ' ( Welt als
Wille und Vorstellung, 1819, § 62).
2. Free-thought and toleration.
Free-thought
was the minor premiss in an argument wherein
natural rights was the major premiss and natural
religion the conclusion.
Inherent in Protestantism, the principle of freedom had further been
employed by Grotius when he elaborated his principle of rights, especially at the point where he
asserted the validity of ' jus naturale non esse
Deum. Hobbes had defined jus as Hbertas, and
had contended against the ' captivity of the understanding' {Leviathan, ch. xxxii. p. 360). Spinoza,
however, was the first to perfect an argument for
freedom as something native to the human mind.
According to the Spinozistic theory of natural
rights, right is equivalent to power, so that one
may do whatever he is able. Now thought, by its
very nature an inner and individual process, is

A

—

'

something over which no one but the individual
himself can possibly exercise power (Tractatus
Theologico-pohticus, 1670, cap. xvii.).
As with
thought, so likewise with worship ; its inner
nature is such that it can be conceived of as
undergoing no interference from an external power,
although the magistrate may with power and right
enjoin duties of i ustice and charity (ib. cap. xviii. ).
In making this distinction of the inner and outer,
Spinoza sought to free science from religion, and
to separate philosophy from faith, such a separation constituting the essential aim of his work
(ib.).
To arrive at this end, he defines one in
terms of speculation, the other in those of practice
Katio regnum veritatis et sapientiae theologia autem pietatis et obedientiae [ib. cap. xv. ).
Not only as a matter of natural rights in the
individual, but likewise as the most rational law
for the State, is the principle of toleration to be
upheld. Such was the motto of Spinoza's work.
His relation to Deism was an indirect one, for he
made little appeal to the average free-thinker,
hence the omission of his name from the list of
free-thinkers from Socrates to Locke which Collins
gave in his Discourse of Free Thinking (1713).
Nevertheless, Deism was not unaware of Spinoza,
while his logic of free-thought sometimes appears
in its literature. Evidence of Spinoza's direct connexion with natural religion as a system is found
in Kortholt's de Tribus Impostoribus (Herbert,
Hobbes, Spinoza), 1680.
Connected as was his
name with these two greater thinkers, Spinoza
was supposed to have influenced Toland and
Tindal.
Warburton called Toland the ' mimic of
Spinoza' (Divine Legation of Mose^, iv. 273), and
both the pantheism and free-thought of this Deist
may serve to indicate the nature of the imitation.
With regard to Tindal, the controversy
over natural religion brought forth the following
'

:

;

'

rhyme
*

Spinoza smiles and cries, the worls is done.
Tindal shall finish (Satan's darling son)—
Tindal shall finish what Spinoza first begun.*

Without any theoretical preliminary, Hobbes
had anticipated Spinoza in proposing principles
of toleration, the result of whose application was
destined to become momentous in the history of
Deism. The principles upon which Hobbes sought
to base toleration consisted of two articles of
Christian faith the Deity of €rod and the Mes:

siahsbip of Jesus.

Belief in the existence of

God

as an existence, with attributes of a negative,
superlative, or indefinite nature, involves the end
of all true worship.
That Jesus was the Christ
was regarded by Hobbes as the other article of
free faith, and this simple creed was in his mind
the burden of the Gospels and the testimony of
the Apostles as recorded in the Acts (de Give, cap.
xviii. ). Kational Christianity and natural religion,
with their maxims of the mere Deity of God and
the mere Messiahship of Jesus, were thus practical
political principles used in a controversy over
Church and State, rather than speculative ones
deduced in a disinterested fashion. This practical
tendency reappears in Locke, whose sensationalism would have been as ineffective as Hobbes' materialism If their authors had been called upon to
employ speculative instead of practical methods
in the controversy. Like Spinoza, Locke insists
upon the inwardness of religious belief, and thus
argues that,
although his (the magistrate's) opinion in religion be sound
and the way that he appoints truly evangelical, if 1 be not
'

thoroughly persuaded in
safety for

me

my own

in following it'

mind, then there

will

be no

iA Letter /or Toleration, 1689

lWarksi\ vi. 17-26J).
In insisting that speculative articles

and opinions

should not be imposed by law, Locke was not prepared to consent that the right of toleration
should extend to the atheist, for the reason that
with him the oaths and bonds of civil society
could be of no avail. ' The taking away of God
dissolves all,' declared Locke, who was still anxious to reduce the idea of Deity to a minimum (ib.
Having thus indicated the lower limit of
47).
religious belief, Locke furthered the formation of
the Deistic code when he contended that the
minimum of Christian belief which the State
might enjoin consisted in the death and resurrection of Christ (A Third Letter for Toleration,
173-177).
On the negative side, he insisted that
it was not necessary for the subject to believe in
the Athanasian Creed (ib. 410), so that his Deism
was a mean between the extremes of atheism and
orthodoxy. The magistrate cannot enforce a re
ligion as true, ' unless the Law of Nature deliver
into his hands the xxxix. articles of the one and
only true religion (ib. 428).
Among the Deists, who were beginning to make
an impression as free-thinkers, the work of toleration was taken up when Tindal wrote his Essay
concerning Obedience to the Supreme Powers (1694),
in which he declares himself a follower of Locke,
when he says
The author of the Letters for Toleration is the first who has
'

*

ventured to assert the justice and necessity of toleration in
due and full extent (op. cit. 130).

its

'

Tindal's more independent argument for freedom
appeared in his tract, A Discourse on the Liberty
of the Press (1698), wherein he pleads for freedom
on the ground that, since reason is the only light
that God has given man, he will be held responsible
for the proper use of his faculties ; whence the
necessity of a free press, in order that men may
perfect their faith by the free interchange of
opinion (op. cit. 294).
In his Essay concerning
the Power of the Magistrate (1691), Tindal attempts
definition
as
the ' belief of a God, and
practical
a

the sense and practice of those duties which result
from the knowledge we have of Him and ourselves ' (op. cit. 130).
But the most characteristic
work on free-thinking that Deism was to produce
appeared in 1713, when Anthony Collins (16761727) produced his Discourse of Free-Thinking, in
which toleration, instead of being derived a priori,
was based upon practical grounds. According to
Collins, free-thinking in theology is as necessary
as in other sciences, for the reason that theology
involves these in its treatment of Nature and history (op. cit. 12). As with science, so with re-

;
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since uniformity of opinion among men is
ligion
impossible, it is best for each to judge independently, so that the surest and best means of arriving at truth lies in free-thinking (ib. 33). Collins
even goes so far as to assert that the manifest design
of the gospel was to set all men free-thinking, as
the Apostles urged them to abandon an established
;

'

'

With
religion for a faith wholly new to them.
regard to his own day, Collins contends that, in
view of various alleged revelations, as the Zendavesta and the Bible, and owing to the difl'erent
views of God and the Scriptures within the Church
itself, it has become necessary to adopt freethinking as the only possible means of setting
In the
one's self right in religion {op. cit. 48-90).
hands of Collins the principles of free-thought
were separated from the juristic philosophy of the
Enlightenment and transformed into the special
pleading peculiar to Deism.
From its beginning in
3. Rational Christianity.
Hobbes, the theory of toleration had proceeded upon
the assumption that the principles of Christianity
may be stated in a manner so simple that it will
satisfy the State in its demand for law and at the
same time content the free-thinker in his claims
for the rights of toleration.
It was in this mediatorial spirit that Hobbes and Locke had sought to
base rational Christianity upon the idea of God as
mere existence, and Christ in His mere Messiahship.
Now was to follow an independent treatment of the problem. Before Locke had written
The Reasonableness of Christianity (1695), Arthur
Bury published The Naked Gospel (1690), the aim
of which was to advance the interests of natural

—

religion,

whose primary principle was

faith {op.

In the particular case of Christianity
this general religious function operates as a belief
in Christ as the Messiah (46. 39). Such was also
the view of Locke, who outlined his theology
against the background of his philosophy of toleration. Byappealingto primitive Christianity, Locke
argued that the original article of belief and the
sole test of discipleship among the Apostles consisted in the creed that Jesus was the Christ, so
that to believe in Christ meant to credit His
claims to Messiahship.
The first principle of
Christian ethics was that of repentance.
cit.

10).

These two/ says Locke, faith and repentance, i.e. believing^
Jesus to be the Messiah, and a good life, are the indispensable
conditions of the new covenant, to be performed by all who
would obtain eternal life'C^^^ Eea8(mahle7te3B qf Christianity
[Iforis", vii. 106J).
*

'

This simple gospel was in Locke's mind the

burden of St. Paul's preaching, and all that he
advanced as necessary to salvation. With regard
to the Pauline theology, as developed in the
Epistles, Locke can only plead that these writings
were intended for those who were already Christians ; hence they ' could not be designed to teach
the fundamental articles and points necessary to
salvation ' {A Vindication of the Reasonableness,
As an empiricist, Locke would
etc., 1695, p. 167).
have had no right to use the term ' reasonableness,' but his employment of the term was political rather than philosophical, his contention
practical rather than speculative.
century
later, on the decline of Deism, Kant followed a
similar course, except that, instead of passing
from rights to religion, he reversed the process
and, having written a rationalistic treatise on
Christianity, Die Religion innerhalb der Grenzen
der blossen Vernunft (1793), he followed it up with
a juristic defence of freedom, the principles of
which are found in his Rechtslehre (1797). Thus,
from Hobbes to Kant the principles of theology
were closely connected with those of natural
rights.
As the practical phase of Locke's philosophy
had been of great moment in the formulation of

A
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the Deistic creed, so the speculative part of his

system received Deistic recognition wlien 'J'oland
produced his Christianity not Mysterious (1696), a
work suggestive of Bury's Naked Gospel. Toland's
contention was that there was nothing in the
gospel contrary to or above reason, so that no
Christian doctrine could be called a mystery {op.
[For a full account of Toland's views, see
cit. 6).
art. Deism, in vol. iv. p. 534 f.]
The next step
in Deism was to attack the accounts of tlie miraculous as given in the Gospels.
Collins,

who had completed

Accordingly,

his theory of free-

thought, inaugurated the attack upon mystery

when he sought to invalidate the testimony of the
prophets. Where William Whiston, in the Boyle
Lectures of 1707, had contended for a single. Messianic sense in the interpretation of prophecy,
Collins contended that the prophecies usually cited
have in them a sense which is not Messianic at
all, and that the application to the life of Christ,
as in the case of the citations made in Mt 1 and 2,
is to be understood in a purely allegorical or mystical manner {The Grounds and Reasons of the
Christian Religion, 1724, p. 106).
The reply to
this Deistic
Chandler, in

work which was made by Edward
A Defence of Christianity from the

Prophecies (1725), so involved the question of
miracles that it formed the starting-point for
William Woolston's Discourses on Miracles (17271729), inaugurated as they were by his work, The
Moderator between an Infidel and an Apostate
With some of the miracles recorded in
(1725).
the New Testament, Woolston resorts to the allegorical method of interpretation (see Discourses
i., ii., iii., iv.) ; others, which deal with the raising
of the dead and the resurrection of Christ, are
regarded as incredible.
This negative attitude
towards miracles formed the basis of Peter Annet's
attack upon the credibility of the resurrection,
the Gospel account of which he deemed a forgery
{The Resurrection of Jesus Considered, 1744, p.
22).

This destructive treatment of Christianity was
accompanied by an attempt to construct a rational
Christianity, based upon the teaching rather than
the person of Christ. The way for this had been
prepared by Hobbes and Locke, in their plea for
toleration upon the basis of the mere Messiahship
of Jesus, while it was also an expression of the
Socinian element in Deism. Locke's Reasonableness
of Christianity had come in for some criticism as
a Socinian work when John Edwards wrote his
Socinianism Unmasked (1696), while in Warburton's mind Deism was a
modern fashionable
notion, not borrowed from, but the same with the
Socinian {The Divine Legation of Mose^, i. 56).
The most characteristic defender of this milder
'

'

form of Deism was Thomas Chubb (1679-1747), who
had made his entrance into the field of controversy
by means of his Socinian work. The Supremacy of
Chubb's chief contribution to
the Father (1715).
Deism was The True Gospel of Jesus Christ (1738),
in which materials suggestive of Hobbes' hedonism
are expressed in a form peculiar to Herbert's
natural religion. The essence of Christianity and
the person of Christ are treated in a purely utilitarian manner ; accordingly, Chubb asserts that
what fits a man for future felicity tends to make
him happy here, so that, when the gospel is found
to subserve man's present and future well-being, it
may be called true {op. cit. 4), just as the author
of it may be called the greatest benefactor of our
species' {ib. 16).
Chubb's more precise formulation
of his rationalistic Christianity involved three
articles, as follows
(1) conformity of life to the
rule of action founded upon the nature of things ;
(2) repentance and reform where one has violated
this rule ; (3) a future judgment where requital 01
'

'

'

:

:

'

'
'
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condemnation will be meted out according to conformity or non-conformity to the rule of right
action {ib. 17). In adopting these principles of
natural religion, Chubb abandoned the hedonism
of Hobbes for the rationalism of Cudworth and
Clarke. In the same spirit Thomas Morgan (t 1743)
attempted to connect the gospel with the religion
of Nature, by regarding Christ as the Teacher who
brought to light the true and genuine principles
of nature and reason' {The Moral Philosopher^,
Bolingbroke (1698-1751) attempted
1738, p. 144).
a distinction between the natural religion of Christ
and the spurious religion of St. Paul and his followers and, just as Leasing distinguished between
the religion of Christ and tne Christian religion, so
Bolingbroke declared that ' the Gospel of Christ is
one thing, the Gospel of St. Paul and all those who
have grafted after him on the same stock, another
{Philosophical Works, 1754, p. 313). Christianity
was to Bolingbroke a complete but plain system
'

;

'

of natural religion' {ib. 316).
Thus shorn of its
mysteries of prophecy and miracle, the Christianity
of Deism had become identified with the system of

natural religion.

—

As the doctrine of natural
4. Natural religion.
rights, with its corollaries of free-thought and
toleration, had led to the formulation of rational
Christianity, so natural religion employed a different logic to arrive at the same conclusion. The
movement, inaugurated by Grotius, was
practical ; the second, which sprang from Herbert,
was speculative.
Herbert's work de Veritate,
appearing one year before that of Grotius, investigated natural instinct in its logical form as Grotius
examined its ethical nature. Both thinkers attempted an a priori deduction of a natural
principle, whose existence in human nature was
then corroborated by an a posteriori investigation
of human history ; in both alike we find the appeal
to the instinctus naturalis and the consensus universalis.
[The contentions of the de Veritate will
be found in art. Deism, vol. iv. p. 533.] Herbert's
view of religion, naively conceived, and wanting in
the inexorable rationalism and secularism of the
Enlightenment, was destined to be prophetic rather
than constructive in the career of natural religion,
whose fundamental principle was that of the
'reason of things.' Hence, after the appearance
of Herbert's work, the interest of the Enlightenment pursued the juristic of Grotius rather than
the rationalistic of Herbert, the two tendencies
uniting in the first quarter of the 18th century.
This unity of natural religion and natural rights
appeared in Charles Blount (t 1693), who considered
Herbert's five articles of universal belief to be the
best ground for toleration {Beligio Laid, 1683). In
first

Blount's The Oracles of Reason (1693), the term
' Deist
is found, this being one of the earliest
instances of its occurrence.
Without any dependence upon Herbert, Samuel
Clarke exercised the same speculative freedom
manifested in the former's de Veritate, while he
enriched Deism with something like a theistic
philosophy. Written in opposition to Spinoza, as
also to Hobbes, Clarke's Demonstration of the Being
and Attributes of God (1704-1705) was so devoted
to the nature of things as a first principle that
it never freed itself from a kind of Spinozistic
pantheism a fact which did not escape the notice
'

'

'

—

of William Carroll in his Remarks upon Mr.
Clarke's Sermons {n05), while in recent years its importance has been re-considered by E. Zimmerman
{Samuel Clarke's Leben und Lehre, Vienna, 1870).
With Clarke the idea of God is thus closely connected with that of the reason of things, so that his
theism or Deism tends to uphold a noetic system,
Thomistic and Cudworthian in the extreme. With
his implicit faith in the mathematical analogy,

God must be thought of as
and necessary, just as twice two must be

Clarke asserts that
eternal

thought of as equal to four ; as a necessary Being,
God is thus the ground of His own existence
{Works, 1732-1742, iii. 5).
Identified with the
nature of things, the Deity is called upon to will in
accordance with the necessities which these things
impose. In this connexion Clarke introduces the
ethical as a determinant of the real ; thus he says,
'
To will things to be what they are not is as absurd
as to believe that twice two is not equal to four
{ib. ii. 586).
In thus arguing, Clarke was contending for a complete and self-sufficient natural religion, but the emphasis laid upon the ethical seems
to involve as its consequence the abrupt change to
revealed religion, for the reason that the will
cannot perform what the intellect recognizes as fit
and necessary. Accordingly, Clarke's metaphysical
dogmatism is pursued by a moral scepticism, which
declares that, perfect as the reason of things may
be, the fallacy of acting contrary to such a standard
is not sufficient to deter man from vice, because
its pursuit is often accompanied by pleasure and
profit, whUe pain and calamity may follow upon
virtue.
This alters the case, and destroys the practice of that which
appears so reasonable in speculation, and introduces the necesrewards and punishments (ib. 630).
*

sity of

*

This apparent lapse into hedonism was really an
appeal to the idea of future rather than present
happiness, as wUl become evident from the following plea
'It is neither possible nor reasonable that by adhering to
men should part with their lives, if thereby they deprive
themselves of all possibility of receiving advantage from that
adherence (ib. 679).

virtue

'

The doctrine of future rewards was thus the connecting link between natural and revealed religion,
for, on the side of the Deity, this idea was fundamental, since
God by express declaration of His will in Holy Scripture has
'

established

and confirmed the

original difference of things

(ib. 697),

while from the

human

standpoint the principle of

reward and punishment is necessary as a motive to
impel the will towards that which the understanding recognizes as right in itself.
Early in the field of natural religion, Shaftesbury
(1670-1713) elaborated an optimistic and sesthetical
view of the world, which had something of that
tendency towards pantheism which Deism ever
betrayed.
Shaftesbury uses the term 'Deist,'
which he considers the highest of all names {The
Moralists, 1709, pt. 2, sect. 3). He has a word of
praise also for the free-thinker, whom he characterizes as the 'noblest of characters' {Characteristics,
1711, iii. 311), but the more strenuous methods of
rights and reason were foreign to his thought.
The leading motive with Shaftesbury seems to be
that of harmony within and without ; to perceive
'

this

harmony

'

constitutes religion, to promote it is

the chief concern of morality. On the ethical side,
he pursues the idea of harmony in connexion with
his analysis of human nature, which is supposed to
evince three tendencies
natural afiections which
tend to public good ; self -affections which lead to
private benefit ; and unnatural ones which are
harmful both to self and to society. To these, conscience or the moral-sense is added {ib. ii. 98, 119).
The nature of virtue is such as to relate man to the
world as a whole ; hence, as Shaftesbury says, If
any creature be wholly and really Ul, it must be
with respect to the universal system' {ib. 20).
Furthermore, he speaks of virtue as proportionable
affection {ib. 40), while he asserts that the
:

'

'

'

* affection of a creature towards the good of the species or common nature, is as proper or natural to him as it is to any organ,
part, or member of an animal body or mere vegetable to work
in its known course and regular way of growth (ib, 78).
'

At the same time, the mind is called upon to
perceive the harmony in the world without, for

:

'

''

ENLIGHTENMENT, THE
impossible in a distracted universe (16.
is
the point where the systems of
Sliafteabury and Clarke are in conflict
for, where
Clarke sought to advance to the realm of revelation
through the cracks in the natural order, Shaftesbury postulates a perfect world-order whose inner
and outer harmony is in striking contrast to the
distracted universe of the other system, and claims
that without this the practice of virtue is in vain.
The influence of Clarke is to be observed in the
most important of Deistic works, Christianity as
Old as the Creation ; or the Gospel a Republication
of the Law of Nature (1730), written by Matthew
Tindal (1656-1733). [See art. Deism, vol. iv. p.
535 f.]
The famous reply to Tindal and to Deism in
general which Butler (1692-1752) framed in The
Analogy of Beligion, Natural and Revealed (1736),
was not so much opposed to or free from the
elements of Deism as has usually been supposed
Butler, indeed, like Clarke, contributed to a system
which he affected to attack. In his ethical philosophy, Butler defends egoism when he declares that
self-love stands in need of furtherance, while its
dignity is such as to place it upon a level with
conscience (.SeT-more ii.) both principles are based
upon the Stoical principle of harmony with Nature
(io.).
After assuming that no revelation would
have been given had the light of Nature been
sufficient, Butler
reiterates Tindal's favourite
motto
Christianity is a republication of natural
religion' {Analogy, ii. ch. i. § 1).
Here, natural
religion is the standard ; for, if in revealed religion
there are ideas whose meaning is contrary to
natural religion, such meaning cannot be the real
one (ib. § 2). In the same manner reason stands
supreme, and Butler in his determined rationalism
declares
virtue

is

70).

Here

'

'

;

;

;

:

'

* I express myself with caution, lest I stiould be mistaken to
vilify reason ; which is indeed the only faculty we have wherewith to judge concerning anything, even revelation itself (ib.
'

ch.

§ 1).

iii.

Butler's position, however, differs from that of
the Deist, in that he is pessimistic where the
exponent of perfect natural religion is ever optimistic
he thus contends that the imperfection
attending revealed religion is one which natural
religion is called upon to share, so that all that
may be said against the one is valid as a criticism
of the other.
Indeed, Butler's ethical pessimism
and his armed resistance to it are the permanent
In his ethical
results of his traditional system.
sermons, he utters an ever-memorable lament over
conscience, when he says
;

:

'

Had

it

strength, as

manifest authority,
(Serm. ii.);

and,

when

it

in the

it has right
had it power, as it has
would absolutely govern the world
;

*

upon the authenticity

of natural religion by searching for evidences of it in history.
The Hobbist
status naturalis he regarded as a condition of the
world in which man was, not irrational, but
artless
when he searches this native condition
of mankind for traces of the religion of Nature, he
can only say
'

'

infinite dis-

he is still able to postulate a theory of the
moral government of God, the actual operation of
which in the present militant condition of things
is manifest as a 'tendency' {Analogy, I. ch. iii.
[Cf. art. Butlee.]
§§ 4-5).
The decline of Deism is to be noted in Thomas
orders,'

Morgan and Bolingbroke. Morgan is of historical
value in connecting Clarke with the controversy,
for it was from Clarke that he derived his Deism.
In speaking of the famous expression, the reason
of things,' Morgan says
I mean the same thing by it that Dr. Olarke does, while he
'

:

'

grounds the whole of natural religion upon this principle' (The
ilarat Philosopher^, 1738,

iii.

314).

Morgan further reveals the influence of natural
rights, for he criticized the Mosaic law in the
light of the Grotian jtis naturale, and expressed
Jezebel's attitude towards Elijah after he had slain
the prophets of Baal by saying : ' She thought this
method contrary to the law of nature and nations
Bolingbroke began to cast suspicion
{ib. ii. 314).

;

:

cannot be proved without the help of the Old Testament,
nor very well with it, that the unity of Ood was the primitive
IJelief of Mankind
but I think it suiHoieiitly evident
that
the first and great principle of natural Iheolofc'y could not fail
to be discovered as soon as men began to contemplate themselves and all objects that surrounded thum (Wftrks, lln, iv,
A glance at the ancient Egyptian relif,'ion, the worship of
203).
the Ohineae, and the faith of King Melchizedek seems to suggest
It

'

;

.

.

.

'

the possibility of

this.

With

the application of history to the scheme of
natural religion the end of Deism begins at the
same time, the rationalistic force of the Deistic
argument began to lessen, as was shown by the
appearance of Dodwell's Christianity not Founded
upon Argument {1742). With no theory of knowledge to guide him, Dodwell assumed the standpoint of intuition, or religious consciousness, whence
he was able to offset all rationalism in religion by
saying, ' There is no medium between believing
and not believing' {op. cit. 6). With the actual
content of religion as the basis of his argument,
Dodwell turns away from a 'boasted rational faith,'
and asserts that this is mthout the least foundation to support it in either nature or revelation
{ib. 7).
Fitted for actual life in the world, the
human soul is not adapted to the unfruitful work
of speculation, whUe a rational faith could never
produce the effects attendant upon real religion
{ib. 24).
As with the content of religion, so with
revelation ; here the command is, Believe ; the
appeal is direct and compromising {ib. 37). Dodwell's work, which constantly touches the fringe
of a genuine philosophy of religion, was of great
importance as a human document, while it amounted
to little as a controversial production, for the reason
that it took a stand against both Deism and orthodoxy ; Dodwell himself seems to have possessed
something of the humanism of both Lessing and
Rousseau, while his particular mood was one of
mysticism.
The complete downfall of Deism was due to the
scepticism of Hume (1711-1776), who applied to
the rationalism of his fellow-countrymen the results of national empiricism.
He thus undid the
work of Herbert of Cherbury. [See art. Deism,
vol. iv. p. 537 f.]
Another attack upon reason in
religion was made by Rousseau, while the historical
content of human worship was emphasized by Voltaire in his Essai sur les mceurs des nations (1756).
;

'

'

'

Encyclopedists.] Deism in
S. Reimarus (1694^
1768) in his Wahrheiten der natiirlichen Beligion
Lessing (1729-1781) was involved in the
(1754).
religious controversy, and in so far assumed the
role of a Deist but his humanism and sense of
historical values saved him from being submerged
in the troubled waters of natural religion.
His
attempt at a philosophy of revelation was made in
his booklet. Die Erziehung des Menscliengeschlechts

[See,

world he discovers

'

316

further, art.

Germany was organized by H.

;

In addition to the opposition to the static
(1780).
philosophy of the Enlightenment, the late 18th
cent, began to emphasize the thought of ' progress
an idea wholly alien to the speculations and
political ideals of the period.
Bodin (1530-1597)
had attempted this problem in his philosophy of
Vico
rights;
(1668-1744) introduced it into his
Scienza nuova (1725) ; Turgot expressed it more
definitely in his Les Progris successifs de Vesprit
humain (1750). The rationalistic method of the
Enlightenment, which had accompanied this static
conception of things, was set at naught by Kant's
Kritik der reinen Vernunft. In spite of its blind

—

;
';

;
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what is called Nature,' the Enlightenment
had the advantage and performed the service of
emancipating the human spirit from authority and
faith in

'

moreover, it laid the foundation for
philosophy in things necessary in themselves and
universal in their application, as appears most convincingly in its systems of rights and religion. The
thought of the present age is at the very antipode
of the Enlightenment, which glorified the static
and rationalistic where the present upholds the
tradition

;

dynamic and

realistic.

HUMANISTS, GOETHE, Schiller,
Kenaissance, Komanticism.
See also

Literature.
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— In addition to the sources and authorities cited
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J. E. Erdmann, A HisUny of Philosophy^ tr. W. S. Hough,
London, 1897, §§ 28fi, 293: R. Eucken, Die Lebensamchau^
ungen dtr grossen Denker^, Leipzig, 1897, pp. 342-403 ; A. S.
Farrar, Critical History of Free Thotwht (£L), London, 1862 ;
J. G. Hibben, The Philosophy of the Enlightemnenty London,
1910 ; J. Hunt, Religioui Thought in England, London, 187073 ; G. V. Lechler, Oeschichte des englischen Deismus, Leipzig,
1841 ; F. C. Schlosser, Oeschichte des achtzehnten Jahrhunderts*, Heidelberg, 1861; L. Stephen, English Thought
Windelband,
in the Eighteenth Century 2, London, 1881 ;
Geschichte der neueren Philosophie, Leipzig, 1876, §§ 28-56.

W.

reached Plato by way of the Orphics,
and the reason why Proclus (ire Tim. i. 7, 27

may have

[Diehl]) applies the adjective ivBeot to the Pythagoreans as well is simply that the line of demarcation between Orphic and Pythagorean views was
for him indistinguishable (Rohde, Psyche', Tiibingen, 1903, ii. 108, 2). At aU events iveomia<ry.6i
was from the first mainly a theological conception,

while ^/coToffis, on the other hand, comes from the
domain of medical terminology, and, so far as
known, was not applied till long after Plato's day
to the rapturous state of a soul delivered from

Ecstasy {q.v.) involves the
earthly conditions.
separation of the soul from the body, since in it
the soul presses towards God, and strives to be-

come one with Him

; it is something fundamentally
from enthusiasm, though the two ideas
go hand in hand, and are often confused with each
other (A. Dieterich, Sine Mithrasliturgie, Leipzig,
Enthusiasm, as we saw above, de1903, p. 98).
notes the state of a man in whom a god dwells
but here we must, of course, make the further
reservation that, when the indwelling power is a

different

noxious or evil spirit, the result is possession
Charles Gray Shaw.
{8eia(7ii6s, daifu>i'ia/i6s), which may likewise bespoken
ENTHUSIASM.—The word ivdovataiTijMt'^ is of of
madness,' but never as ^v8ov<ria<r/i.6s.
as fiavla,
term
in
the
earlier
The only
relatively late origin.
The connotation of the latter term is thus clear
denote
that
could
be
used
to
a
Greek vocabulary
The mystic is ivBovamumKds so is
and distinct.
'

'

condition of vehement psychical excitement or inordinate exaltation was imvla, a word of very
general connotation. It is characteristic of the
Greeks that they spoke even of the ' madness of
poets, corresponding to the furor poeticus of the
Romans. Subsequently the word )i.i6-q was sometimes used in the same sense, and the term intoxication,' therefore, is not to be too literally
interpreted. Intoxication emanates from Dionysus,
the god who re-incorporates himself in wine and,
accordingly, the iiiBr) aldvios, the guerdon of Orphic
mystics in the other world (cf. A. Dieterich,
'

'

;

Nekyia, Leipzig, 1893, p. 80, note), really signifies
their final union with the deity, and is thus, as we
shall see, identical with an eternal enthusiasm.
We find mention likewise of an intoxication in

which the poet creates his work

—an

idea which

is

connected in a special way with jEschylus, the
most impassioned of the Greek tragedians ; legend
even tells us that, whUe he was still young,
Dionysus appeared to him and kindled in him the
jEschylus
fire of poetic creation (Athenseus, 22a).
is the first writer known to us who uses the verb
ivSovaiav in intimate connexion v\'ith /SnKxffei' {frag.
Edonoi,58 [Nauck]) then comes Euripides (TVoatfes,
;

1284),
rave.'
aaubs,

mth whom
The
with

virtually

dvBovinS.i/

means

'

to

earliest use of the substantive iydov<rLits

doublet

ivdovjlacris,

occurs in Plato

and the correlative idea operates largely in his
writings. But even the root from which these
various forms are derived, viz. lyffcoi, with its
corresponding verb ivBei^eir, to be enraptured,' is
not found, so far as we know, before the 5th cent.
B.C., the earliest instances of their usage being
respectively jEschylus, Septem con. Theb. 497 {(fBeos
'Apei), S'lid Herodotus, i. 63.
It can hardly be doubted that these terms came
into use with the rise of the Mysteries and the
spread of prophecy, for here the idea of a union
with deity that exalts the favoured ones above all
earthly concerns plays a prominent part when the
deity enters into a man, the resultant state is
The word tv9om, which occurs in
enthusiasm.
Proclus, in Timceum, i. 64, 14. 23, and other
eqvdvalent
to IvSeos, ' having God in
writers, is
oneself (Boisaeq, Diet. Uymol. de la langue
grecque, Heidelberg, 1907 ff. p. 254). The term
'

:

,

1 The present article is intended merely to trace the origin
and ethical usage of the (Greek) term ; cf., further, Ecstasy and

ENTuasiASTS (Religious) for the part that
played in religion.

'enthusiasm' has

;

the seer, in the frenzy of prophecy (cf e.gf. Plutarch,
de Defect. Orac. 432 D, Solon, 12, Firmicus, Math.
viii. 21), and also the poet, in whom dwell ApoUo
and the Muses (cf. Democritus ; see Zeller, Phil. d.
Griechen, i. [Leipzig, 1869], 645; Plato, Phmdr.
Antiquorum Daemonismo,
245
; Tambomino, de
Giessen, 1909, p. 6) ; seer and poet are also styled
vvficpikiiTToi (cf. Bloch, in Roscher, iii. 513 ff.).
The mode of generating that union with the
deity which produces the enthusiastic state was
represented at first in a very crude way as eating
the god or having sexual intercourse with him
.

A

—

(A. Dieterich,

Eine Mithraslit. 97

was brought about

also

ff. ).

Enthusiasm

by drinking wine,

since

Dionysus materializes himself therein (ib. 173).
Seer and poet drink inspiration with the water of
the Castalian fountain, for here the nymph dwells
The erotic union of the Delphic
in bodily form.
priestess with Apollo has been vividly portrayed
by ancient witnesses (Bethe, Rhein. Mus. Ixii.
[1907] 467 ; cf. schol. on Aristwph. Plut. 39, and
the passages in A. Dieterich, Eine Mithrasliturgie,
2nd ed. enlarged, Leipzig, 1910, p. 14). Another
act of amatory union was the dance of the
Bacchantes with Dionysus (cf. e.g. Aristoph. Frogs,
324 ff.), which likewise assumed enthusiastic forms
in explanation of this, reference may be made to
an Esthonian custom recorded by Weinhold (' Zur
W,
Geschichte des heidnischen Ritus,' in
cf. Fehrle, Kultische KeuschBerlin, 1896, p. 30
heit, Naumburg, 1908, p. 11, 1). Further, the phenomena of the dream were also brought into connexion
with enthusiasm, as the soul of the dreamer
develops higher powers of vision and anticipates
the future. According to Aristotle (frag. 10), the
first impression of the idea of God is imparted by
the ipSov(naiT/t,ol and /lavrcM of the soul in sleep, and
we know that the Stoics found warrant for oracles
and dream-reading in the Divine origin of the soul
as manifested in ivBomiaaiids (Zeller, op. cit. iv. 320).
peculiar function is assigned to enthusiasm in
the philosophy of Plato, who distinguishes several
phases of a frenzy {/iaiila) that imparts gifts of the
highest order. There is the frenzy of the seer, who
unveils the future ; that of the consecrated mystic,
who absolves men from sin ; and that of the poet,
who is possessed by the Muses these three forms
have already been noted, while a fourth is found
in the frenzy of the philosopher {Phmdr. 244 ff.).
Every human soul has in a former life beheld the

ABA

;

A

—

a
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true reality, but only a few are able to summon up
the remembrance thereof. Thoae to whom this
privilege is vouchsafed, however, hold themselves
aloof from the ordinary pursuits of life, and, uniting
themselves with God, are reviled by the multitude
as mad, while, as a matter of fact, they dwell apart
In Plato s judgment,
in the enthusiastic state.
accordingly, enthusiasm is the medium of a direct
intuition of the Divine a vision which is granted
to the philosopher alone (Phcedr. 249 C).
Platonic and Stoic views, combined with popular
ideas, reappear in Plutarch (Zeller, op. cit. v. 173 U'.,
with relevant quotations). According to Plutarch's
exposition, when the soul is in a state of enthusiasm, it receives immediate intimations from God
upon enthusiasm, indeed, rests all higher revelation.
The more effectively the soul represses its
own activities, preserves its tranquillity, and frees
itself from the sensuous, the more delicate becomes
its receptive faculty ; and consequently the best
medium of Divine revelation is sleep or an abstemious life.
The intimations of the gods are
conveyed to the soul by diemons, while material
agencies, such as the vapours of the Pythian
grotto, may also avail, witn the consent of the
gods and the aid of daemons, to induce the enthusiastic state.
Enthusiasm always comes spontaneously, and the suddenness of the illumination
it brings is the guarantee of the truth thereof.
Plutarch defines enthusiasm as an affective state
(TdSos) of the soul, but Aristotle had characterized
it more precisely as a, pathos peculisbT to the psychical ethos {Pol. viii. 55).
The special power of
inducing the enthusiastic condition is ascribed by
Aristotle to the music of Olympus {loc. cit.)
view that suggests other related phenomena. In
ancient Hellas an important factor in orgiastic
celebrations was boisterous music (cf. e.g. Eurip.
Bacch. 126 ff. ), which was regarded, no doubt, as a
means of exciting emotion, just as it forms an
accompaniment to ecstatic actions among the less
civilized races of to-day.
The Greeks could not
but feel, however, that the music of the orgies was
of a barbaric kind. Their own music was always
marked by the quality of dignified repose, and did
not naturally lend itself to the expression of joy, or
pain, or enthusiasm (Gevaert, Hist, et thiorie ae la
musique de I'antiquiti, Ghent, 1875-81, i. 37 ff.).
The power of producing enthusiasm was associated
with the Phrygian and Lydian modes and with the
music of flutes (Arist. Pol. viii. 6. 5), and here we
have the explanation of the above reference to the
music of Olympus. It would seem, moreover, that
the Aristotelian school were specially interested in
investigating the influence of music upon the

—

;

—

apart from Aristotle's own disviii., we hear of a work by
Theophrastus, ' On Enthusiasm,' in which, according to frag. 87 (Wimmer), the effects of music
were discussed. The subject was, of course, one of
special importance, as music was a leading element
in ancient education (Arist. loc. cit.).
At the close of the classical period of philosophy
stands the imposing figure of Plotinus, in whose
writings, as in those of his pupils, the terms frSeos
and ivdov<nacriJ.6s play a great part (cf. Diehl in the
Index to Proclus, in Timceum, iii. 425 ; Proclus, in
Rem Publicam, ed. Kroll, Leipzig, 1901, ii. 440).
But it is quite evident that for Plotinus the union
of the human soul with the deity properly means
its separation from the body, and thus implies the
condition of ecstasy, not of enthusiasm at all.

emotions

;

for,

quisitions in Pol.
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L. Radermacher.
(Religious). —This article
deals with certain teachers of religion, who have
believed themselves to be directly inspired by God
to impart new truth.
They may be classified
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according to their attitude to previous revelation.
Some have attached themselves closely to previous
literature, frequently concentrating on apocalyptic,
or interpreting on special lines as the Catholic
Apostolic Church. Others, in supplementing existing revelations, tend to supersede them as Muslims
and Mormons. Others believe themselves in such
close touch with God that they do not value previous
prophecy; of such are the Babls. Thus not all the
new theologies are immutable ; Muggleton, Swedenborg, and Ann Lee have had no successors, but the
Doukhobors believe inspiration to be generally diffused. All these classes of theological Enthusiasts
are treated separately ; and the Hebrew Prophets,
noblest of the type, will be dealt with in art.
PnoPHECY (Hebrew).
1. Our study may begin with Christian prophecy,
a phenomenon of great importance for some two
From the first it was avowed that the
centuries.
prophet would not be a permanent feature in Chris-

—

—

tian life (1 Co 13'), but meantime prophecy was a
gift of Christ (Eph 4") to men and women (Ac 21*),
for the benefit of the Church and occasionally of
outsiders (1 Co 14^*'''''). Like their Jewish prototypes, the Christian prophets could use symbols

(Ac 21")

but, unlike the Greeks possessed with
(Ac 16"), they had their spirits
under control (1 Co 14'^). In Greek circles there
was clearly a risk of confusion, causing hesitation
in some quarters (1 Th 5-'*), and authoritative re;

spirits of divination

A

pudiation of some false prophets (1 Jn 4').
typical product of such Enthusiastic ministry is
seen in the Apocalypse, with visions and predictions which yet, in their literary form, show manifest signs of elaborate study (cf. 1 P l'"- ").
This
book is the only one in the NT which puts forth
explicit claims to inspiration (Rev 1" 22'^) ; but
these were pitched very high, and, being accompanied with orders for public reading (1^), they at
once ensured acceptance, even outside Asia and its
seven Churches.
Another specimen of an Enthusiast's work is the
Shepherd, with its visions to Hermas, leading up
to the coming of an angel, who imparted much
information which the seer was told to commit to
writing and circulate. Some of the more striking
doctrines are the importance attached to guardian
angels (Mand. Si^) and the elaboration of the terms
of salvation ; baptism is the means of forgiveness
(Sim. 9"), and sins after baptism can be forgiven
only once more (Mand. 4?) those who died before
Christ have their opportunity by the preaching of
the apostles and teachers when they themselves
died ; but, even then, baptism in Hades is necessary (Sim. 9'^). Sins are carefully classified (9""^),
and works of supererogation are admitted (5^).
Great stress is laid on the doctrine of the Church,
and the risk arising from false prophets is frankly
recognized (Mand. 11).
This tendency became
more pronounced with Ignatius, who hoped that
God might reveal something to him (Eph. 20) ; but
he pointed emphatically to a new path when he
claimed that the preaching of the Spirit prompted
the message (Phil. 7) 'Do nothing without the
;

:

bishop.'

The

foreshadowed in 3 John came to
a head on the uplands of Asia Minor, when the
Montanists objected to the new officialism. They
claimed that for generations they had not lacked
inspired prophets ; and the revelations that came
from their leaders were akin to Biblical prophecy
and apocalyptic, in that they demanded a most
strict morality, and foretold the speedy ushering
in of a new age.
But it would appear that their
prophets wrought themselves up to receive these
revelations, and combined the old methods of
asceticism and physical exertion with the Indian
method of intense introspection. In a discussion
2.

conflict

;
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about A.D. 178, some bishops hardly appeared to
advantage ; the Montanists thereupon rallied all
the conservatives throughout the Empire, with the
combined appeal for separation from the world to
high morality, and reliance on the sure word of
prophecy. For a generation they held their place
within the general federation of churches, but at
Kome and at Carthage the prophets were obliged
to step out, leaving the officials to perfect the
machinery of the Great Church. After the days
of Zephyrinus and Tertullian, Montanism shrank
to the dimensions of a mere local sect, almost
negligible ; even in Phrygia the succession of the
prophets ceased. [Cf. art. MoNTANlSM.] Henceforward, in the West, all claims to direct inspiration were steadily discountenanced by the orderly
instinct of Rome, and until the disruption of the
16th cent, all effervescence was speedily checked.
few cases may be noted. Towards the end of
3.
the 12th cent, arose Joachim of Fiore, in Calabria,
who won the ear of four successive Popes, until a
new religious order was sanctioned, and his writings
were widely read. He taught that the age of the
Spirit would begin with A.D. 1260, and he sketched
in detail the events of the sixty years preceding.
Starting from the Apocalypse, he and nis many
The Franciscan
disciples added new revelations.
order was permeated with his views, and, when it
divided, the Spirituals clung to them ; with their
suppression, and the obvious failure of Joachim's
predictions, the school died a natural death.
Lombard enthusiast, Wilhelmina 'of Bohemia,'
claimed to be an incarnation of the Spirit to save
the Jews, Saracens, and false Christians ; her sect
was exterminated soon after her death in A.D. 1281.
In Thuringia, c. A.D. 1360, from the midst of the
Flagellants {q.v.) came Conrad Schmid, an incarnation of Enoch, who founded the Brethren of the
Cross the Inquisition prevented the unfolding of
a constructive programme. Among the Taborites,
prophets appeared who foretold the speedy end of
the age, and incited to war in order to clear the
way for the reign of Christ. This intensified the
resolve of the authorities to nipall such movements
in the bud, and they burned Hans Bohm, who in
A.D. 1476 claimed a commission from the Virgin
Mary. Savonarola's claims to angelic visions won
him great popularity, till he flinched from the demand to submit his claims to the ordeal of fire.
The Alumbrados of Spain, professedly holding
intercourse with the Lord and with the Virgin,
were equally put down ; even Teresa of Castile
was viewed askance, and her writings were severely
censured, though they deal with practical religion
more than with theology, and side with the

A

A

;

Counter-Reformation.
4. The Hussite leaven showed striking results in
At Zwickau, midway between Prague
A.D. 1521.
and Eisleben, dwelt a Silesian weaver Nicholas
Storch, who had apparently lived among the
When he was backed by Thomas
Taborites.
Miinzer, an educated Saxon sent by Luther, he
Luther having
soon blossomed into a prophet.
disappeared after the Diet of Worms, Storch went
to Wittenberg, and convinced the leaders of the

Luther hastily returned,
reality of his mission.
and adopted the old device, demanding a miracle
to substantiate Storch's claims. The latter withdrew to Silesia and Southern Germany, dying at
Munich in 1525, accepted on all hands as inspired,
though his enemies adopted Luther's addendum
that it was Satan who inspired him. Meanwhile
Miinzer went to Prague, and announced the dawn
of the new dispensation, with the redress of aU
Returning to Saxony, he initisocial grievances.
ated a communistic system, which he declared to
be Divinely ordered. Banished by Luther's influence, he spread his views in Nuremberg and Swit-

(ReUgious)

and then returned to Miihlhausen, through
where the Peasants' War was raging.
Here he convinced them of his mission, so that
their social programme was backed by the conviction that God was directing them through this
prophet.
With the massacre of Frankenhausen
in 1525, Miinzer died, and the first phase of this
prophetic movement ended, Hans Hut confining
himself to mere exposition of the Apocalypse in
his book on the Seven Seals.
Melchior
5. A leather-dresser from Swabia,
Hoffmann, was teaching east of the Baltic then
in 1526, at Stockholm, he published a short Exhortation to his Livonian Converts, containing an
application of Dn 12 and he proceeded to calculate the end of the age, which he fixed for 1533.
From Sweden he worked through Denmark and
Friesland to Strassburg, where he arrived in 1529.
Here he devoted himself further to exposition of
the Apocalypse, expanding the idea that the few
zerland,

districts

;

;

years left were the period of the Two Witnesses.
Presently he recognized inspired prophets in
Leonard and Ursula Jost, he himself becoming
Elijah, the inspired interpreter.
Driven out from
the city, he toured through the Netherlands and
Westphalia, quite transforming the northern Anabaptist movement till it was thoroughly impregnated with Millennial views. He announced that
Strassburg was the New Jerusalem, whence the
armies of the Lord would destroy His enemies
and he returned thither to get ready. In a few
weeks he was imprisoned, and lingered for ten
years, revising his calculations ; and, though he
heard of the outbreak of civil war resulting from
his teachings, he never recognized any fundamental
error.
6. Hoffmann being silenced, the second witness
appeared promptly in a Haarlem baker, Jan

Matthys ; Hofimann was Elijah, Matthys was
Enoch. Strassburg being clearly impossible, missionaries to Miinster, in Westphalia, announced that
the MOlennial Kingdom was at hand ; in eight days
1400 people pledged themselves to the new state of
things.
Matthys sent two more missionaries to
take the lead, and the quieter citizens speedily
left the place.
Matthys announced the revelation
that Miinster, and not Strassburg, was the New
Jerusalem, and he sent out messengers to direct
a general concentration of his followers thither.
Amsterdam, Liibeck, Bremen, and other cities
responded promptly ; and then, although it does
not appear that Matthys contemplated any military propaganda, any more than do Second Advent
bodies of to-day, the authorities took alarm, inaugurated a reign of terror, intercepted immigrants, and murdered many. The Miinster citizens
who remained were mostly won to the prophetic
side, and the February elections threw all authority
in the city into the hands of the Chiliastic Anabaptists.
Matthys soon came to take personal
charge, and then arose other prophets and prophetesses. When an episcopal army appeared to besiege
the city, communism was adopted, as in many other
cities under similar conditions ; it does not appear
that this was ordered by revelation. Visions came
to many ; and, when Matthys went forth as Samson
against the Philistines, and fell in the sortie, his
chief apostle, Jan of Leyden, was soon recognized
as prophet. He gave forth a revelation, whereby
the Council was superseded by the Twelve Elders.
few months later, another prophet, Johann Dusentschuer, proposed that Jan be made king ; and
this was done.
In October, Dusentschuer gave
forth a revelation that 27 apostles were to be sent
out, preaching the doctrine of the Kingdom ; and
They were
all started, mostly to martyrdom.
preachers making no pretensions to prophecy but
they breathed the same atmosphere, and nearly

A

;

—
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the last propaganda work from Munstor was Kothmann's book, A wlioUy consolatory Witness of the
Vengeance and Judgment of the Babylonian A bominations, etc.
Early in the New Year, King Jan
issued a code of law, closing with the claim, The
'

voice of the living God has instructed me that this
is a command of the All Highest.'
To the end, he
was believed in and obeyed but the city was captured, and all the inhabitants were massacred. So
closecl the most remarkable of all the medieeval
Enthusiastic movements.
7. The doctrines did not die out at once, for ten
years later Calvin published a tract Against the
fanatical and furious Sect of the Libertines who
call themselves Spiritual.
His version was that
they deemed themselves appointed to usher in the
last dispensation, that of Elijah or the Spirit,
when every Christian should have direct revelation, and the dead letter of Scripture would be discerned to have a double meaning.
Calvin also
accused them of teaching that there was no outward law and no principle of evil, for every believer
;

was

identified with God.
More lasting was the movement inaugurated
Heinrich
Niclaes of Miinster, in 1540. He had
by
hitherto been a Roman Catholic ; at Amsterdam
he had met Anabaptists and declined to associate
with them ; but he now received a revelation to
establish himself at Emden as a prophet, and
'
publish three Bivine communications
For this
purpose have I borne thee on My heart from thy
youth, for a house for Me to dwell in.' For twenty
years he carried on a quiet propaganda with three
companions supematuraJly pointed out to him,
Daniel, Elidad, and Tobias ; then he was driven
out, and worked in England and up to Cologne.
fourth revelation came in 1565, largely concerned
with the organization of his followers ; but it led
to their doubting his inspiration. Apart from a
most elaborate framework for the Family of Love,
and a decided opposition to Lutheranism, the chief
peculiar theological tenet was that ' there are some
now living which do fulfil the law in all points.'
Niclaes died in 1570, leaving no prophetic successor, but in 1606 the English adherents appealed
to King James for toleration, repudiating all
sjrmpathies with the Puritans, insisting that they
valued the Scriptures and believed in salvation
through Christ Jesus the only Saviour, on repentance and newness of life. Two years later, Henry
Ainsworth at Amsterdam felt it wise to refute the
Epistle to Two Daughters of Warwick. Yet they
held on, only disappearing after 1645, when an
outburst of new revelations attracted Englishmen
susceptible to such influences, and left the Family
of Love to wither away.
There seems to be no
more recent study than F. Lippold's, in Zeitschr.
d.
hist.
Gotha,
TheoL,
1862.
f.
9. Britain was slower than the Continent to
evolve prophets, but about 1633 Arise Evans began
his career with warnings to King Charles that he
and the kingdom were doomed. For a second
message, two years later, he was imprisoned.
When the Civil War broke out, he received a
revelation to uphold the Established Church, and
therefore attacked the General Baptists; they
challenged his inspiration, and he offered a prediction to be fulfilled in a week.
Its success eonfirmed him, and he continued to admonish the
ruling powers, but met no acceptance.
Another isolated prophetess was Anna
10.
Trapnel, who entered on her career about 1643,
and joined the AUhallows Fifth-Monarchy church
in 1650. After the dissolution of the Nominated
Parliament, three books of her prophecies were
speedily published, and for a year before the death
of Cromwell she was again active. She went into
trances, and spoke in rude rhyme so fast that she
8.

:

A
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could hardly be reported, calling herself the poor
Instrument, or the Voice. The burden of the new
teaching was the imminent return of Christ, as soon
as the 3i times were fullilled.
No organization
resulted from her work.
The most recent study
of her is in the English Historical Review for July
More successful were the Ranters, the
1911.
Muggletonians, and, a century later, the Southcottians for these see the separate articles.
11. Meantime fresh prophets arose on the ConW. Petersen, a Lutheran dignitary,
tinent.
J.
devoted himself to apocalyptic interpretation, and
then, with his wife and another lady, announced new
revelations, which seem to have contained nothing
fresh except the modification of a dogma of Hofimann, that Christ had a double human nature
one eternal, the other originating with the Virgin.
Though Petersen spent half a long life publishing,
his death in 1727 showed that no effect had been
produced ; and equally unimportant were other prophets, from the German artisan class. Two Bernese
who professed to be the Two Witnesses, and in their
teachings revived the Gnostic idea that, while the
soul was regenerate, the doings of the body did
not matter, were cut short by the law in 1754.
For all these, consult Hagenbach, Hist, of th^
Church in the 18th Century (Eng. tr., N.Y. 1869).
12. In Russia an old inheritance from the Pauli;

cians of Armenia was touched with new life.
One
sect is the Khlysti ( ' Flagellants '), followers of a man
who in 1645 proclaimed
I am the God announced
by the prophets, come down on earth the second
time for the salvation of the human race, and there
is no God but Me.'
They hold, however, that a
succession of Christs has been maintained ever
since, elevation to this rank being by perfect surrender to the influence of the Spirit, who subdues
the flesh. Their ecstatic methods of worship produce much prophesying, and, as they are expressly
forbidden to write, lest inspiration be trammelled,
they have made no permanent addition to dogma.
As a reaction from them, about 1770, arose the
Skoptsi ( Castrators '), founded by one who declared
himself God incarnate they are strongly chiliastic,
and look for the return of Christ when their
number reaches 144,000 ; the sealing into this
number consists of castration. For these and
similar sects, see Leroy-Beaulieu, Empire of the
Tsars (Eng. tr., N.Y. 1893-6, vol. iii.). The most
important of the movements in east and north
Europe are the Doukhobors and Swedenborgians,
both of whom have spread beyond the country of
origin (see separate articles).
13. The Convulsionist outgrowth of the Jansenists at Paris left no mark in theology
nor is it
otherwise with the Cevennes Prophets (see CamiSARDS).
But the latter are responsible for the
Manchester movement of the WardJeys, and Ann
Lee, ' Bride of the Lamb,' who migrated to America
and founded the Shakers (q.v.). These are not to
be confounded with an English body founded in
1864 by Mary Anne Girling, who gave herself out
as the final revelation of God. Her teachings
dealt chiefly with conduct, inculcating celibacy
and communism. The most singular dogma was
her own immortality, and her death in 1886 ruined
these second Shakers, who had styled themselves
' Children of God.'
About the same time the New
:

'

'

:

;

'

and Latter House of Israel was organized in Kent
by James White, whose revelations are published
The most remarkable point is
in the Flying Boll.
that Christ redeemed souls only to a limited extent bodies must be redeemed by acceptance of
the Mosaic Law, and at Christ's appearing, 144,000
of these will greet Him and reign with Him.
An
enormous unfinished building near Gillingham is
'

;

the chief relic of these Jezreelites.
has been the Catholic Apostolic

More

lasting

Church

(see

I

'
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IsviNGISM), springing out of a movement at Port
Glasgow in 1829 whUe the proceedings of Prince
and Smyth-Pigott have not yet destroyed the
Somerset Agapemone (g.'W.)- Far more innaential
results have followed the enthusiasm of two remarkable Americans, Joseph Smith and Mary
Baker Glover Eddy, for which see articles MORMONiSM and Christian Science, though the
latter does not emphasize the point that the

during which a number of his followers died from
insutficient food and care, Sanford was convicted,
9 Dec. 1911, of causing the death of six of these
persons, and was confined in a Government prison.
single sentence from his statement before the
court is of psychological interest in this connexion :
What next, now that we
'I said: "Father, what next?

as to which see Science
p. 109, line 20 ; p. 123,

In the latter part of 1896 yet another enthusiastic sect sprang into existence, the Church of God
and Saints of Christ (popularly known as ' Black

;

system came by

and Health,

revelation

p. 34, line 7

;

;

line 19.

[America has also been the home of other enthusiasts besides those just mentioned. The Amana
(j.u. ) is of German provenance, but the very
sect of An^el Dancers (q.v.) is purely American in origin, and, despite its evanescent character,
it is not without interest psychologically as illustrating the rise of a sect based entirely upon en-

Society

am all

curious ' American Bible
considered in a separate
Like the work of Ballon, the activity of
article.
Andrew Jackson Davis, the ' Poughkeepsie Sage,'
whose Principles of Nature, Her Divine Revelation, and a Voice to Mankind, published in 1845,
marks the foundation of Spiritualism (q.v.) as a
separate cult, must be considered as outside the
realm of Christianity, though Jackson was not,
He claimed to
like BaUou, directly hostile to it.
have received his inspiration, during a trance of
sixteen hours, from inhabitants of the other world,
and alleged communications from the departed
spirits form a leading feature in all spiritualistic
Within the sphere of Christianity menstances.
tion should first be made of Mrs. Ellen G. White,
the wife of James White already mentioned. She
was bom in Portland, Maine, in 1827. Before her
marriage, in 1846, she began to have 'visions,' at
least some of the phenomena manifested by her
clearly being attributable to hysteria. To her was
due in great part the rise of the sect of SeventhDay Adventists, who in the earlier days believed
her to possess the gift of prophecy, and who have
always maintained that she received ' messages of
instruction for the Church from time to tune by
The
the direct inspiration of the Holy Spirit.'
extent to which this sect holds this belief is sho-\vn
by the fact that in 1865 a sub-sect, the Church of
God (Adventist), was formed on the single new
tenet of rejection of acknowledgment of Mrs.
still more remarkWhite's alleged inspiration.
able phenomenon is afforded by the creation of the
Christian Catholic Church in Zion by John Alex-

thusiasm.

Oahspe

Ballou's

(q.v.)

will be

A

ander Dowie (1847-1907), a Scotsman by birth.
He was for some years a Congregational minister
in Australia ; but at Melbourne, where he had
established an ' independent church, he became a
For
believer in Divine healing through prayer.
several years he inculcated these tenets in the
United States and Canada, and finally, in 1896, he
organized his new sect, assuming the title of
'general overseer.' In the latter part of 1899 he
claimed to be the Messenger of the Covenant,'
in 1901 he was 'Elijah the Restorer,' and from
1904 until a revolt against him in 1906 he was
'
First Apostle of his sect.
To the number of American enthusiasts must be
reckoned Frank W. Sanford (b. at Bowdoin,
Maine, 1862), who was for several years a Free
Baptist minister in New England. At a convention of his denomination in 1893 he announced that
he had received Divine revelations commanding
him to preach to the whole world before the
'coming of the end.' He accordingly founded at
SWloh, Maine, the Holy Ghost and Us Society,
which holds most pronounced chUiastic views,
while Sanford himself claims to be Elijah. After
having conducted a disastrous voyage to Africa,
'

'

'

A
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have this company on board?" I received this answer and
I make this statement advisedly, knowing what I am doing
received this answer : "Continue."'

—

The founder was William S. Crowdy, a
negro who had been a railway cook until he received
a revelation as a prophet of God sent to the whole
world.' 'The new sect for a time made a profound
impression on the negroes who attended its services,
where even the local preachers were termed prophets.'
The 'bishop,' or 'prophet' (at present
Jews').

'

'

Crowdy

himself),

not elected, but holds his position by virtue of a Divine
He is believed by his followers to be in direct communication with the Deity, to utter prophecies by the will of God, and
to perform miracles. On his death the prophetic office lapses
until a new vision appears' (Special Census Report [1906] on
Religious Bodies, ii. 202, Washington, 1910).— Loms H. Gray.]
'

is

call.

14.

All the Enthusiasts yet mentioned arose in
to glance at
; it remains

a Christian atmosphere
some in the near East.

The Jews have been

peculiarly liable to ebullitions of this kind, owing
to their Messianic expectations ; Bar Cochba and
David Alroy have attracted some Christian attention, but the career of Shabbethai Sebi in the 17th
He was a Spanish Jew,
cent, is the most recent.
bom at Smyrna of a family in close commercial

touch vrith England. Since Qabbalists had calculated A.D. 1648 as the year of salvation, he then
privately announced himself as the Messiah, but
met no local acceptance. At Gaza he was acknowledged by a famous rabbi, who took up the part of
and for thirteen
Elijah, herald of the Messiah
years he quietly strengthened his position at Jeruvisit to Cairo brought him into contact
salem.
with a rich young Jewess of good famUy, who
expected to be the bride of the Messiah, and they
married. Elijah now announced the speedy restoration of Israel after a bloodless victory, and the
Messiahship was openly proclaimed. This necessitated his fleeing the land, and he returned to
Smyrna. Here the English Fifth-Monarchy movement had induced the belief that A.D. 1666 was to
The whole Jewish
usher in the Millennium.
world was disturbed, and embassies came from
all quarters, hailing him as King of the Jews.
Though miracles were reported on all hands, he
remained entirely passive. The Sultan naturally
desired to test his claims, and he preferred to
become a Muslim, afterwards stating to his
followers that thus Messiah ' was numbered among
His apostasy wrecked their
the transgressors
faith in him, and a vigorous persecution by Shah
Abbas in the same eventful year ended the movement in Persia, though for a century the European
Jews remained on the alert for a national restoration to their Holy Land.
15. Far more important to the whole world has
been the appearance of Muhammad as the Prophet of God. He began only as a teacher, but,
when his authority was challenged, he was reassured by the angel Gabriel, who Dade him recite
From that
in the name of the Lord who created.'
time till his death he had frequent revelations,
received usually in artificial darkness these were
generally written down by hearers. More than
once these communications referred with respect
to the Law and the Gospel, to Noah, Abraham,
Moses, and Jesus as true prophets but the implication was increasingly_ that former books were
superseded. His revelations were put into an
;

A
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'

;

;

'
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authorized edition within three yearn of his deatli,
and a revised Qur'un sixteen years later has proved
final for the Sunnite sect, now the uioat influential.
The transplantation of Islam to Persia, where high
views of hereditary right were common, produced
a schism soon after the Prophet's death, and the
Shi'ites are legitimists not only in politics but in
theology, holding that the hereditary successors
Three times this
of Muliammad are inspired.
has had important results, with the Sufis, the
Assassins, and the Babis {qq.v.).

—

LiTERATURB. Besides books mentioned in the text, see E. C.
Selwyn, The Christian Prophets and the Prophetic Apocalypse^
London, 1900 G. N. Bonwetsch, Gesch. des Montanismut,
Erlan^en, 1881 H. Weinel, Vie Wirkungen des Geistes und
der Geister im nachapost. Zcitalter, Freiburp, 1899 J. F. K.
Hecker, Epidemics of the Middle Ages, tr. Babington, London,
1844 C. A. Cornelius, Gesch. des rniinster. Aufruhrs, Leipzig,
1856-60; R. Heath, Anabaptisrm, London, 1896 R. Barclay,
Inner Life of the Religious Societies of the Commonwealth,
London, 1877 Rufus M. Jones, Studies in Mystical Religion,
London, 1909. Much additional material, including biographical, may be gleaned from the artt. in PRB^ on 'Joachim von
;

;

;

;

;

;

Flore' (by Deutsoh, ix. 227-232), 'GeiBselung, kirchliche, v. '(by
Haupt, vi. 440 1.), ' Bohm, Hans' (by Haupt, iii. 27H.), Alomi. 888-390), 'Hut, Hans' (by Hegler, viii.
489-491), 'Hoffmann, Melchior' (by He^'ler, viii. 222-227),
* Miinster,
WIedertaufer ' (by Kohler, xiii. 642 ff., on Rothmann), 'Familisten' (by Loofs, v. 760-755), 'Petersen, Johann
Wilheim (by Bertheau, xv. 169-175), and also from the pertiand the relative artt. in Cath.
nent biographies in the
Encyc. ; see also art. ' Verziickung (by Thieme), in PRE^ xx.
686-693, and cf. art. Amabaptism, above, vol. i. pp. 406-412. On
Mrs. White, see Life Sketches of Elder James White and his
W^e, Mrs. Ellen G. White, Battle Creek, Michigan, 1880 ; on
Dowie, R. Harlan, John Alexander Dowie and the Christian
Catholic Apostolic Church in Zion, Evansville, Wisconsin, 1906
xi. 218-226 (by Maiter).
and on Shabbethai ?ebi,
'

brados' (by Zockler,

'
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'
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W. T. Whitley.
ENVIRONMENT(Biological).i— For the bioloproblems raised by the term environment
are largely concerned with the part this factor or
collection of factors may play in the process of
To what extent can the
evolutionary change.
characters of living things be changed by changes
and, if
in the conditions under which they live
such changes occur, how far can they become
permanent ? That a definite change in the nature
of the environment temperature, moisture, food
supply, or some other factor will frequently bring
about a change in the organism is beyond dispute.
But whether the impress left on the organism can
be transmitted to the next generation whether socalled acquired characters can be inherited has
been, and still is, a subject of keen controversy.
In his theory of evolution, put forward in 1809,
Lamarck laid it down as one of his laws that the
functional changes produced by a change in the
environment during the life of the organisms are
transmitted to the offspring ; and during the next
half century, in so far as the doctrine of evolution
was accepted, it was accepted on this basis. By
the publication of his Origin of Species in 1859,
Darwin introduced another factor to account for
evolutionary change, and the acceptance of 'natural
selection released the evolutionist from the burden
of ascribing all specific difference to the direct
action of the environment on the living thing.
Darwin, however, remained to some extent a
follower of Lamarck.
Without variations upon
which to work, natural selection cannot be effective in producing evolutionary change.
As to the
origin of such variations he did not venture upon
statement,
general
holding
any
that in some cases
they might be brought about by the direct action
of a changed environment, 'while in others they
must be attributed to some innate tendency on
the part of the organism to vary, due to causes of
which we are quite ignorant. Nevertheless, he
did not hesitate in many instances to state his
the conditions of life
opinion, that a change
led to modification through the increased use or
1 For the ethical aspects, see Educatton (Moral), p. 216, and
gist the

'

;

—

—

—

'

'

'
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Ethics (Rudimentary), p.
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disuse of certain parts or organs, and that these
modifications were accentuated and gradually
rendered permanent through a continuous process
of selection.
As an example may be taken the relatively smaller size of
the wing structures, with their lesHentd powers of flight, in
domesticated fowls, ducks, and pigeons a peculiarity which
Darwin considered to have been directly initiated through
the effects of disuse consequent upon a change of environment, and ultimately exaggerated and fixed by long-continued

—

selection.

As compared with Lamarck on the one hand,
and most modem biologists on the other, Darwin
may be said to have held an intermediate position.
For Lamarck the increased use or disuse of organs
consequent upon a changed environment was the
only source of variation, and therefore the sole
factor in the transformation of species.
For
Darwin there were two classes of heritable variation variations arising through increased use or
disuse, and variations arising spontaneously in
the organism through causes not understood,
though in either case the co-operation of natural
selection was necessary to bring about a permanent
change in form. Cf. art. Evolution (Biological).
More recently the tendency among biologists
has been to deny the transmissibility of modification acquired by the individual through a change
of environment during its lifetime.
This was
largely brought about through the teaching of
Weismann, who introduced a new conception of

—

the relation of the reproductive tissues to the rest
of the body.
Hitherto this relation had been regarded as an alternating one.
The germ-cells
gave rise to the individual, and the individual in
turn produced the germ-cells.
Weismann introduced the idea of the continuity of the germ plasm
through successive generations, and regarded the
body, or soma, as an offshoot specialized for carrying and protecting the all-important germ plasm.
By its formation the body is, as it were, sidetracked off the main course of evolution.
Its
chief function is that of a trustee for the germ
plasm which it contains.
Moreover, the germ
plasm carried by a given body belongs to the
same generation as the body itself, and is of equal
age, both being the direct offspring of the germ
plasms carried in the bodies of the common parents.
It is obvious that this conception of the relation
between an individual and its contained reproductive tissue renders it difficult to conceive how
a modification brought about by an environmental
change in the former can induce such a change
in the latter that, when it comes to throw off a
somatic offshoot, it will convey to it the impress
of a modification just produced in a group of cells
in which it lived but from which it was not deWeismann, therefore, challenged the evirived.
dence for the supposed transmission of acquired
characters, and showed that when critically ex'

amined it broke down. He also brought forward
direct experimental evidence against the transmissibUity of a definite group of acquired characters, and showed, from a long series of experiments on mice, that mutilations are not in the
least degree inherited.
Nevertheless, heritable variations are continually
arising in animals and plants, and it is in the seat
of such variations that Weismann's views differed
from those earlier current. F'or Weismann, the
seat of heritable variation was in the germ plasm,
and not in the soma by which the germ plasm was
carried.
Any new variation first arises through
some abnormal occurrence in the germ plasm.
Having once arisen, its tendency is to become
permanent, and it is expressed in each of the
sequence of somatic ofishoots to which that germ
plasm gives rise. Fresh variations can, on Weismann's view, be directly due to an environmental

;
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change, but they owe their origin to the effect of question of the inheritance of modification brought
the changed conditions on the germ plasm and not about by an alteration in the environment.
on the body which carries the germ plasm (cf. art.
LlTERATURB. — In addition to the writings of Lamarcli and
Heredity). The action of a changed environ- Charles Darwin, the following will be found of interest to
English students S. Butler, Life and Habit, London, 1877,
ment on a living thing may induce a change either also Evolution, Old and New, do. 1879; E. D. Cope, The
in the soma, or in the germ plasm, or in both
Primary Factors of Organic Evolution, Chicago, 1896 T. H.
but, even if both are afl'ected, it does not neces- Morgan, Experimental Zoology, London, 1907 A. Weissarily follow that the changes are corresponding mann, The Germ Plasm (Eng. tr., do. 1902), also The Evolution Theory, do. 1904. A succinct and illustrated account of
ones.
The change in the germ plasm can, of the most recent experimental work is given in H. Przibram's
course, be appreciated only on its forming a Experinwntal-Zoologie, iii. Phylogenese,' Vienna, 1910. The
somatic offshoot, and this may present modifica- most recent discussion from the Lamarckian standpoint will be
found in R. Semon's Die Mneme, Leipzig, 1908, and in his art.
tions differing from those shown by the antecedent In the Fortschritte der naturwissenschaftl. Forschung, vol. ii.,
soma, though the modifications in each case may Vienna, 1911.
R. C. PUNNETT.
have been brought about by the same environthe
change
acts
mental change. In the one case
EMULATION. I. Envy.—
directly upon the somatoplasm, in the other it Envy is an emotion that is essentiaOy both selfish
transmits
which
the
germ
plasm
acts upon the
and malevolent. It is aimed at persons, and imeffects of the stimulus to the som/3, that subseplies dislike of one who possesses what the envious
quently arises from it.
man himself covets or desires, and a wish to harm
Discussions on the transmission of environ- him. Graspingness for self and ill-will lie at the
mental changes frequently arise out of cases in basis of it. There is in it also a consciousness of
which the developing young, as in mammals and inferiority to the person envied, and a chafing
plants, are parasitic for a time upon the maternal under this consciousness.
He who has got what I
parent. Decreased vigour in the parent, resulting envy is felt by me to have the advantage of me,
from unfavourable conditions of nutrition, often and I resent it. Consequently, I rejoice if he finds
leads to an abnormal lack of vigour in the off- that his envied possession does not give him entire
spring, and this has sometimes been held to show satisfaction much more, if it actually entails on
that the direct effect of altered conditions on the him dissatisfaction and pain that simply reduces
parent is transmitted to the next generation. For his superiority in my eyes, and ministers to my
example, two simUar plants may be taken, of feeling of self-importance. As signifying in the
which one is grown under favourable, and the envious man a want that is ungratified, and as
other under unfavourable, conditions. The seeds pointing to a sense of impotence inasmuch as he
of both are collected and grown under similar lacks the sense of power which possession of the
conditions, and it is found that those derived from desired object would give him, envy is in itself a
the latter plant give rise to less vigorous offspring painful emotion, although it is associated with
than those derived from the former. In such cases pleasure when misfortune is seen to befall the
it is apt to be overlooked that the relation of the
object of it. As Dryden puts it,
parent to the offspring is twofold. Not only does
Envy, that does with misery reside,
the parent carry the germ plasm from which the
The joy and the revenge ol ruin'd pride.'
offspring arise, but at the same time it acts as the
It is obvious that envy and jealous^/ are closely
environment of the developing young.
It is in
They have much in common, though they
allied.
the latter capacity that a modification in the
are perfectly distinct emotions. They are both
parent following upon changed conditions brings
selfish and malevolent, they are both concerned
about a modification in the offspring. The queswith persons, and both imply hatred of their object
tion is not one of the transmissibility of increased
and a desire to harm him. But there is a deeper
or decreased vigour from parent to offspring it is
malevolence in jealousy than In envy, and the
simply a question of the direct effect of altered
former is the stronger and more imperious passion.
environment on the developing young.
For this there are various reasons. In the first
Weismann's views may be said to have met with
place, it is owing to the fact that jealousy is
general acceptance among biologists, though here
grounded on some estimate of what is due to self :
and there were to be found a few supporters of a
is not a mere consciousness of inferiority, as in
somewhat modified form of Lamarckianism. Little it
envy. In the next place, there is a twofold source
further advance was made until the 20th cent,
of irritation and displeasure to the jealous man,
brought with it a fresh stimulus to experimental
arising from the circumstance that three persons are
work on living things, and within the last few
involved in the situation, so that he is dealing, not
years the question of the inheritance of acquired'
with one rival, but with two (individuals or groups
characters has been re-opened, largely through the
When I am jealous of a person,
of individuals).
researches of Przibram, Kammerer, and others.
it is because he has gained possession of the reThe experiments of the last-named were for the
This
of another whose attachment I claim.
most part made with amphibia and reptiles, and gard
means that I hate the usurping person, but also
are concerned principally with colour modificathat I am annoyed with the other who has allowed
tions or with modifications of the normal instincts
him thus to intrude. And so, also, when I say
resulting from a changed environment. In several
that I am jealous of a man's popularity with a
such cases it is claimed that the modifications
party or a section of the community, my meaning
produced re-appear in the offspring even when
I hate him for taking away a popularity
they are reared under normal conditions.
The is that
that I myself claim or aspire to, and that I resent
possibility is not precluded that the germ plasm
pliability of the section or party who have
was altered simultaneously vrith, but independ- the
allowed themselves to come under his influence.
ently of, the somatoplasm in the individuals used
It is characteristic of jealousy that it distorts
for experiment
and the results cannot be rethe nature of him who harbours it, depriving him
garded as conclusive evidence for the transmission
of the power to see things as they really are,
of acquired characters, until it can be shown that
Tendering him unjust in his judgments and overthey are reversible at will through the alteration
leading him to catch at straws and
of the environmental conditions.
Though this suspicious,
make much of trifles, and driving him on to acts
has not yet been done, the experiments are full of
of cruelty.
suggestion, and there is reasonable hope that the
Jealousy iscruelasthegrave:
work of the next decade will go far towards proThe flashes thereof are flashes of fire,
viding the answer to the old and much debated
A very flame of the Lord (Ca 86).
:

;

;

*

—

ENVY AND

—

:

'

;

'

;

'

'

—

';'

'

BPICTBTUS
Great poets, like Shakespeare, know well how to
represent this emotion in its nature, play, and
oU'ensiveness (see, e.g., Othello and Winter Night's
Tale), and they mark its outward expression also,
and elucidate it by similes. Says Chaucer, in
•The Knight's Tale"*:
'

Therewith the fyr of jealouaie up-sterte
Withinne his brest, and hente him by the hcrte
So woodly, that ho lyk was to biholde
The boxtree, or the osshen, dede and colde
'

Jealousy seems to be present to some degree in
the lower animals, as well as in men.
* A
favourite dog will be emotionally moved by the sipht of
his master fondlinp a kitten or another dog ; he will sometimes
slink away and hide himself and sulk, or he will keep pushing
himself forward to be caressed, with sidelong glances at the
kitten. Some very young children behave in a similar way,
when their mother nurses another child. And in both cases the

is

apt to exhibit anger towards the intruder

(W. McDougall, Introd.

Emulation.

2.

often taken as

—

to

Social Psychology, p. 138).

Very different from envy, though
synonymous with it, is emulation.

The latter is not, properly speaking, either selfish
or malevolent, and it is not of the essence of it to
be associated with hatred.
It is characterized
more by contrasts with envy than by similarities.
It is an exhilarating emotion, drawing forth and
strengthening our activity, and is the condition of
progress and healthy development in the individual,
as it is the result of aspiration or the pursuit of an
ideal.
It is a species of rivalry or competition,
and, therefore, presupposes antagonists or opponents. But an opponent need not be viewed as
an enemy to be hated rather, he is our friend, if
he braces our nerves and calls forth our energies
and helps us to develop ourselves. Egoistic, indeed, emulation is, and nas to be classed under the
natural desire of superiority or power, but it is not
selfish
it is compatible with generosity of character and good-will, which neither envy nor jealousy
is.
It stimulates us like play or the chase, and
inWgorates our nature and, by the fact that there
is in it an element of uncertainty (if not of hazard),
it adds to the zest of life, as pursuit and enterprise
in general do.
The emotion seems not to be confined to man,
but is shared in by the lower animals, as we see in
the competition in racing between horses and the
like ; and it is intense in children, entering into
:

:

;

many

to jostle him or to trip him up, that in emulation
degraded to envy
honourable rivalry has been
replaced by conduct that is diahonourable and
mean.
:

'Emulation,' says Butler (Serm. I. note 20), 'is merely the
desire and hope of equality with, or superiority over others, with
whom we compare ourselves.
.
To desire the attainment of
this equality or superiority by the particular means of others
Ijeing brought down to our own level, or below It, is, I think,
the distinct notion of envy. From whence it is easy to see, that
the real end, which the natural passion emulation, and which
the unlawful one envy, aim at is exactly the same : namely, that
equality or superiority and consequently, that to do mischief
is not the end of envy, but merely the means it makes use of to
attain its end.'
.

(lines 1299-1802 in vol. i. of A. W. Pollard's
ed. of the Canterbury Tales).

jealous creature
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of their games.

.

:

The lapse into envy brings its own nemesis.
The envy of the envious man reacts upon himself
it is apt to bring him more pain than pleasure
as
the common phrase has it, it gnaws nis soul.
:

—

'

'

—

Implication of society. It only remains to
add that the emotions here considered envy and
jealousy, emulation and ambition presuppose
society
i.e.
they could not exist except in a
4.

—
—

;

social environment or setting.
They are essentially egoistic, inasmuch as they centre in the self

or Ego, being concerned primarily with the individual's interest ; but they are conditioned for
their existence by the fact that there is an other
over against the individual, competing with him
and possessing different and, it may be, antagonistic
interests.
They all imply relations to other human
beings, and the conception of a pure ' individual '
of an isolated conscious unit, absolutely divorced
'

—

from every other conscious unit is an absurdity
egoism [q.v.], in that sense, there can be none.

:

—

Aristotle, Rhetoric, n. x. and xi. (tr. Jebb, Cam.
Francis Bacon, Essays, ix., xxxvi. Descartes,
The Passions of the Soul (tr. E. S. Haldane and O. R. T. Ross, in
The Philosophical Works of Descartes, vol. i., Cambridge, 1911) ;
Spinoza, Ethica, pars iii. (tr. W. H. White and Amelia Hutchison Stirling, 3rd ed., London, 1899) Leibniz, New Essays conLlTKRATTjRE.
bridge, 1909) ;

;

;

cerning Human Understanding, bk. ii. ch. 20 (Eng. tr. by Alfred
O. Langley, New York and London, 1896) Joseph Butler, Scr.
mens, ed. J. H. Bernard, London, 1900, i. David Hume, A
Treatise 0/ Human Nature, bk. ii. pt. ii. sec. viii.
Thomas
Reid, Works, ed. Hamilton, Edinburgh, 1864, p. 666 ff. James
Beattie, Elements 0/ Moral Science, Edinburgh, 1817, i. 215-218
Dugald Stewart, The Philosophy of the Active and Moral
Powers of Man, Edinburgh, 1828, i. 66-72 Thomas Brown,
Lectures on the Philosophy of the Human Mind, Edinburgh,
1820, Lect. Ixxii.
A. Bain, The Emotions and the Will^, London, 1875 Th. Ribot, The Psychology of the Emotions, London,
1897, p. 268; James Martineau, Types of Ethical Theory, Oxford,
1885, li. 170 W. James, The Principles of Psychology, London,
1891, ii. 409 David Irons, A Study in the Psychology of Ethics,
Edin. and London, 1903, p. 90 G. F. Stout, The Groundwork
of Psychology 2, Cambridge, 1903, p. 189 W. McDougall, Introd. to Social Psychology, London, 1908, pp. 136, 138.
William L. Davidson.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Emulation must not be confused with ambition
Ambition, too, reposes on the love of power,
and, when nobly directed, is a valuable and laud(q.v.).

able impulse, achieving gieat things it is simply
an eager desire (with effort to actualize it) to rise
in place or to increase in influence ; and so far it is
' To take a Soldier without Ambition,'
good.
says
Bacon, ' is to pull off his spurres (Essays, Of
Ambition '). But if, as Plato represents it in the
Republic, it be the dominance of the will over the
reason, then it is inordinate desire, and is ready to
make a wrong use of rivals or those that stand in
the way, ignoring the fact that every man is an
end in himself, and must not be treated simply as
The ambitious man, we often say, has
a tool.
no conscience at any rate, his conscience is subservient to his own purposes, and not necessarily to
rectitude. It is not well with us when our principle
:

'

'

:

becomes, ' / must rise, whoever falls, and whatever
be the means.' The evil consequences of ambition
on character have been the theme of preachers and
poets alike all down the ages
by that sinne fell
the Angels [King Henry VIII., III. ii. 440).
degenerating. Distinct though
3. Emulation
emulation and envy are, the one may readily lapse
into the other.
It is manly and proper to wish to
excel in a race, and to strain every nerve to accomplish that end ; but, when the runner, finding himself likely to be outstripped by his opponent, tries
;

'

'

—

;

;

EPICTETUS.—

Epictetusof Hierapolis (c. A.D.
50-130) was a distinguished pupU of the Roman
philosopher Musonius. Though not possessed of
the originality or daring of his teacner, he has
attained much greater fame through the fact that
the substance of a great number of his discourses
was preserved and published by his pupil Arrian.
From the date of their first publication down to
the present day these discourses of Epictetus
have enjoyed an extraordinary popularity they
have been many times translated into various
European languages
and they constitute an
authority of the first importance, both as to the
teaching of the Stoic philosophy which Epictetus
professed, and as to the social atmosphere of Kome
in the 1st cent. A.D.
Epictetus was brought up as a slave in the house
of Epaphroditus, a freedman of Nero, and presumably the same who became his secretary, remained
'

;

;

faithful to him upon his fall, assisted him in his last
hours, and was afterwards put to death by Domitian.
Epaphroditus recognized the talent of the young
slave, gave him the liberal education which was
at that time the privilege of the humblest members
of the great Roman households, and sent him as a
young man to study under Musonius. He then

—
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gave him his freedom, and Epictetus took up with
the profession of popular philosopher.
Young men from all parts of the Empire listened
to his teaching, and men of rank and position
sought his advice. In the year A.D. 89 he fell a

any work

of antiquity they reveal to us the
inner thoughts of the social circles to which the
Apostle chiefly addressed himself. See, further,
art. Stoicism.

success

LrrERATDRE. Epict. disstrtationeSy ed. H. Scbenkl, Leipzig,
1898 (here the ancient references to the life of Epictetus are
also collected) tr. of the Dissertationes, with notes, a Life of
Epictetus, and a view of his philosophy, by G. Long:, London,
1848 H. von Amim, art. in Pauly-Wissowa, 11th half-volume,
1907
R. Asmus, Qiueationes Epicteteae, Freiburg, 1888 ; A.
Bonhoffer, Epictet und die Stoa, Stuttgart, 1890, also Die
Ethik des Stoikers Epictet, do. 1894
Ivo Bruns, de Schola
Epicteti, Kiel, 1897
H. Schenkl, Die epiktet. PragmenU,
Vienna, 1888
Stuhnnann,
de
vocabuHs
notionum philoJ.
mphixarum ab Epicteto adhibitis, Jena, 1885 T. Zahn, Der
Stoiker Epiktet und sein Verhdltnis zum Christentum^, Leipzig, 1895 ;
L, Davidson, The Stoic Creed, Edinburgh, 1907,
pas^'"E. V. Arnold.

victim to the edict of Domitian against the philo-

and was exiled from Rome and Italy he
withdrew to Nicopolis, and lectured there till his
death in a ripe old age. The Emperor Trajan held
him in special honour, and the records of his teaching exercised a great influence on the youth of
Marcus Aurelius.
Epictetus was well schooled in the orthodox
teaching of the Stoic philosophy, and it has been
shown that both in his principles and in his use of
technical language he is loyal to it. It is, however,
only with difficulty and by a careful rearrangement
of the material that a philosophical system can be
deduced from his recorded utterances.
Each of
these is complete Ln itself, and has as its direct
aim the enforcement of some moral principle by
an appeal to the conscience of his hearers. Thus
the practical application of ethics outweighs all
sophers,

other parts of the philosophy ; and, whilst there
is constant repetition within this field, the rest of
the system is only hinted at by casual allusions.
The ethical principles of Epictetus are strongly
coloured by the circumstances of the time. He
urges that, although political and personal freedom
may be wanting, no man can be deprived of true
freedom, which consists in pursuing virtue, the
only good. Fortune has no power over the philosopher, because the things that she can give and
take away are indiflferent. The exercise of virtue
consists in attention to the homely duties which
result from human relationships, such as those of
master and slave, parent and child, magistrate and
citizen.
In all his troubles the good man is comforted by the nearness of God, whose will he gladly
obeys, and to whose decrees he is resigned. Epictetus holds up to our admiration the picture of the
ideal Cynic, who, disdaining home or comfort for
himself, becomes the servant of all, and enters
every family to reconcile or to console
but he
avoids the paradoxes in which the early Stoics
and Cynics alike delighted, is gentle and reasonable in his teaching, and seldom engages in sharp
controversy.
He asserts his personal convictions
;

most

;

;

definitely in an

uncompromising denial of

the doctrine (towards which his hearers were
strongly inclined) of the continuance of personality
after death.
The discourses of Epictetus are so often considered typical of Stoicism that it is necessary to
observe that he was Stoic with a difference. In
temperament he had little in common with Zeno
and Cleanthes, who were enthusiasts and revolutionaries ; and hardly more with Pansetius and

the 'middle Stoics,' who were gentlemen and
statesmen. Epictetus, even when his position was
highest, was at heart a slave
his talents lay at
the disposition of others. He accepted Stoicism at
command and in the same spirit he accepted the
religion, the politics, and the social circumstances
of his time.
No man could be more precise in
insisting upon the regular and contented performance of all actions approved by the general opinion
around these he threw the glow of a religious submissiveness which certainly forbade him to do
wrong at the bidding of any earthly master, but
at the same time predisposed him to consider as
right any burden that others might lay upon him.
Domitian was unduly anxious if ever he imagined
that political danger could arise from such a
;

;

;

philosopher.

The study of the discourses of Epictetus is an
indispensable starting-point for a true understanding of the teaching of St. Paul.
Better than

;

;

;

;

;

:

W.

EPICUREANS.—The Epicureans are properly
the adherents of the Greek philosopher Epicurus.
But the term is popularly and less correctly used
with reference to thinkers of later times who did
not belong to his school, and were not directly
influenced by his teaching.'
Thus hedonistic
ethics, the rejection of purpose in Nature, and
the denial of a moral government of the world,
were vaguely called 'Epicurean,' from whatever
quarter such views were put forward. The school
is interesting as the heir to the doctrines of the
Ionian philosophers, and as the exponent of ancient
materialism in its final form.
I. Life and writings of Epicurus.
Epicurus
(341-270 B.C.) belongs to an age when the first
speculative impulse of the Greek intellect had
already subsided. The chief facts of his life are
collected by Diog. Laert. (x. 1-28).
He was born at Samos (where his father Neocles had received
a grant of land when the Athenians occupied the island) on the
7th day of Oamelion, 341. Though he traced hia descent to

—

the famous clan of the Philaida, his family was poor, and he is
said to have assisted his father, who was a schoolmaster as well
as a farmer, and hia mother, who performed certain religious
rites of purification.
When he was twelve years old he began
to study philosophy, probably at Tecs, under Nausiphanes, a
Democritean. He also heard Pamphilus, a Platonist, at Samos.
After the death of Alexander the Great, at the time when
Epicurus was completing the military service required of every
Athenian citizen as an e0,J^os in Attica, his father, with the
other Athenian settlers, was expelled from Samos by Perdiccas,
and went to Colophon. The following years seem to have been
spent in private study, until, at the age of 32, he began to
teach, first at Mytilene, then at Lampsacus ; next, from 306
onwards, at Athens.
From Mytilene he drew Hermarchus,
afterwards his successor. The adherents won at Lampsacus
formed the kernel of hia school. Such were Idomeneus, and
Leonteus with his wife Themista, among the richest and most
influential ofthe citizens; such, too, were Metrodorus, Polyaenus,
and Oolotes, who became his ablest pupils. At Athens he
gathered a community about him in the famous garden, where
the members met as friends and pupils of a common master.
Shut off from the world around, and closely united to each
other by their fervent belief in his teaching, they resembled
a religious sect rather than a philosophic school ; and their
affection for Epicurus bordered on adoration. He accepted
such respect and veneration as a matter of course, assumed the
responsibility of a spiritual director, and by his whole behaviour
consciously imposed on them an absolute devotion to his person.
He drew up for them catechisms of his doctrines, which they
were bidden to learn by heart. By example and precept he
condemned excess and recommended a simple mc^e of life,

discouraged ambition, and counselled retirement from the
world. His whole day was taken up with study, authorship,
and correspondence. His health had always been delicate
only an invalid racked with pain could have rated painlessness
;

Having outlived Metrodorus and Polyaenus, his
so hig:h.
favourite disciples, he succumbed to a painful malady in his
72nd year (270 B.C.). A scrap of his letters shows that he bore
the agony of the last fortnight with cheerful confidence.

Of the 300 rolls which this industrious recluse
lived to complete, no fewer than 37 belonged to his
magnum opus, irepi <pv(Tca^, of which fragments of
books ii., xi., xiv., xv., and xxviii. have been recovered, though in a very imperfect state, from
Herculaneum. The work proceeded slowly ; in
300-299 it had reached book xv., and, four years
later, book xxviii. Of his other works only scanty
fragments are preserved, sufficient, however, to
'

1 It is
interesting to note that, in Rabbinical Judaism,
Epicurean (Dmp'SN) is a stock synonym for infidel,' * ma(Deutsch, in JE i. 665 f.).

terialist

'

'

'

—

;

EPICUREANS
show

Many

were scientific
(vepl irdixuv xai kcuou, Trepl

their great variety.

treatises,

some physical

T^s iv Ty drd/Mfj yoji'Lai, Trcpl atpij^, irepi tou ipa.v)f
others ethical [Trepl alp^aeuv Kal (pvyQf, irepl pluiv,
vepl diKaioauvT]S Kal tCiv &Wu}v 6.p€Tu)v, irepl ijdovTJs,
vepl 6aoi6TtjTos, irepl tAous), and one, the famous
Kai'ii;', dealt with the standards of truth in scientific inquiry.
Others treated of ligliter topics, e.g.
the dialogue Su/iTrio-tox, in which both Epicurus
and Metrodorus were interlocutors. Of those
which took their titles from the names of men and
women, some were most likely eulogies of friends
or, it may be, tributes to their memory, e.g.
'ApiaT6^ov\os, Neo/fX?)?, XaLp^dijfjLos (named after the
three brothers of Epicurus), Ei>/)i>Xoxos, 'H77;<riiiyaJ,
Oe/xlcra, MjjrpiiSwpos.
Others were certainly controversial 'AvriSwpo^, TLfji.oKpdTrf^, 'EiriTOfiij Tuiv irpbs
Tods ^vaiKods, irepl iraQQ}v 56^a(, irpiis TifiOKpdTr}v , wpbs
A7]/x6KpiTOfy irpbs OedippaaroPy irpbs TOi)s ^eyapiKoOs.
:

His correspondence was from an early time passed
round from hand to hand, and highly valued for
its didactic tone
but there are personal traits in
the letter to his mother discovered at CEnoanda, and
in another to a little girl, possibly the daughter of
Metrodorus. This mass of writing is represented
now by the three epistles (i. ) to Herodotus, an
epitome of physics (Diog. Laert. x. 35-83) ; (ii.)
to Pythocles, irepl fiereiipoii', a similar epitome
treating of atmospheric and celestial occurrences,
including earthquakes (i6. 84-121) (iii.) to Menoeceus, on religion and ethics (ib. 122-135) ; to which
may be added (iv.) Kiipiai Sd^ai, an arbitrary selection or anthology of striking sentences from the
larger works, put together on no obvious principle,
and as remarkable for repetitions as for omissions
This, though the most famous, was
{ib. 139-154).
not the only anthology of the kind
another,
;

:

;

:

Vru^oKdyeior, containing eighty-one sentences or
maxims by Epicurus, many of them new, was
recently found, and published by C. Wotke in
Wiener Studien, x. 175 ff.
The epistles to Herodotus and MenODceus are unquestionably
genuine. Usener doubted whether Epicurus himself compiled
the epistle to Pythocles, thougfh he admitted that it was drawn
from his works, citing in support of his contention Philodenms
in VoU. Here. coll. alt. i. 152.
H. von Arnim (Pauly-Wissowa,
vi.

137

ff.)

defends the authenticity of this compendium

also.

Modern

readers find the style of Epicurus diffibut this was not the judgment of antiquity.
He was so lucid a writer, says Diogenes Laertius,
that in his work on Rhetoric he makes clearness
the sole requisite. This one merit is granted him

cult

;

Cicero, who criticizes severely his neglect of
those graces of style which give to the works of
Plato, Aristotle, and Theophrastus a perennial
charm. But the truth is that, like other philosophers, notably Aristotle, Epicurus had two styles.

by

So voluminous an author was almost bound to
vary his mode of expression, according as he addressed an esoteric circle of disciples or a wider
public.
For the former, clearness and precision
sufiiced

;

but the epistle to Menoeceus, in

its

avoidance of hiatus and its fervid, if restrained,
eloquence, remains to show that upon occasion
Epicurus could write for effect.
2. The School.
Our authorities are unanimous
that there never was a more united school. The
doctrine of the founder was passed on unaltered,
and it is difficult to detect any material divergence
from orthodoxy in the expositions of succeeding
Of the immediate disciples, three, Metroages.
dorus (330-277 B.C.), Polyaenus, and Hermarchus,
were in later times joined with the master as the
four pillars or standards of orthodoxy.

—

Polyaenus had been an eminent mathematician and Metro,
dorus, who after his first introduction never left Epicurus
except once to spend six months at his old home, was the
favourite and the most gifted. We have a list of fourteen works
by him, and they were cited in later times as of all but equal
authority with the master's own. Several of them appear from
the titles to have been controversial works for even Metro;

;
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dorua found his

acientlflc activity limited by the very completeness and finality of the syHtem which he embraced. Loyalty
to the master was incompatible with free inquiry, and in all
succeeding Keneratioiis Epicureans who wrote on philosophy
at all were bound either to expound and expand hlB ori|pnal
statements, or to expose and refute those who did not accept
thuin.
Metrodorus had a brother Tiniocrates, who first embraced and then abandoned the faith—almost tbo only instance
of a renegade in the annals of the school.
It was in a polemic
against this heretic that he somewhat coarsely avowerf that a
sound digestion is the standard of all that pertains to man's
wellbeing— an avowal of which the enemies of the school were
not stow to take advantage.
From Hermarchus, who succeeded Epicurus, the headship
of the school passed to Polystratus, of whose work n-epi aX6yov
KaT(nt>poirritTtii}^

we have

fragments, deciphered by

Gomperz

898 f.); from him it passed to Dionysius ('.iOO B.C.),
to Basilides ; and then in unbroken succession for
several centuries, though our information is so scanty that
many of the scholarchs are not known to us even by name.
About 100 B.C. Zeno of Sidon, who is mentioned by Cicero,
succeeded ApoUodorus (6 KrfnoTvpavvo'i), who was the author of

{llRrm.

ii.

and next

some 400

treatises.
Zeno was followed by Pbajdrus, whose
was head from 78 until after 61 B.C. But the
most conspicuous Epicurean in the Roman society of that day
was Philodemus of Gadara, tutor and ^uest of Piso, the consul

successor, Patron,

B.C.
His poetical skill is admitted Ijy Cicero (in Pis.
f,), and over thirty of his epigrams are included in the
Anthologia Paiatina. He was also a prolific prose writer the
library of an Epicurean at Herculaneum contained works by

of 67

28

;

him

nepl evo-eSetas, Trepl fUivatKrjs, Trepi pTjropifojy, Trepl

Tojc, Trept <rr}iJ.eLuiV (cat (nj/jLeiitKreaiv, irept

—

KOKidVt

TTOirjfia-

Trepi opyrjs, Trepl

SavaTov fragments of which have been in part, but verj' imperfectly, deciphered.
He also wrote on the Philosophic
Schools, in at least ten books (Diog. Laert. x. 3). In the Ist
cent. B.C. also lived at Rome Asclepiades of Bithynia, a celebrated medical practitioner, who put forward a new theory of
the origin and classification of diseases, which he based upon
an adaptation of the Epicurean doctrine of atoms and void.

The Roman poet Lucretius (q.v.) hailed Epicurus as the deliverer of mankind from superstition and the fear of death.
The same passionate enthusiasm marks the outpourings of a
certain Diogenes, who had spent his life in propagating Epicurean doctrine in CEnoanda, an obscure Pisidian town, where,
in 1884, two French scholars, Holleaux and Paris, discovered
inscriptions on the walls of the market-place. From them we
learn that the aged teacher, knowing his end to be near, left a
sermon in stone where it was bound to catch the eye of every
resident and every casual visitor.
The inscription includes
tracts by Diogenes himself (i.) On the Nature of Things (34
columns) (ii.) On the Infinity of Worlds, addressed to Antipater (12 columns) (iii.) an ethical discourse (36 columns)
and (iv.) a fragment On Old Age, addressed to the young. 'To
these are appended maxims of Epicurus, and what is apparently
a citation from a letter to his mother.
;

;

—

As a child of
3. Philosophy and its divisions.
his age, Epicurus emphasized the importance of
'
conduct, defining philosophy as a daily business
of speech and thought to ensure a happy life.'
loss of national independence and the decay
of civic life are often alleged as causes why the
later Greek philosophy became more and more
practical, and the needs of the individual its chief
preoccupation ; but this change of direction had
set in long before, with the Sophists and the
Socratics.
The older physicists sought knowledge
for its own sake ; Epicurus and his school sought

The

as a

it

means to happiness.

If we had never been molested by alarms at celestial and
atmospheric phenomena,' he says, 'or by the misgiving that
death somehow affects us, or by neglect of the proper limits of
pains and desires, we should have had no need to study natural
science (Diog. Laert. x. 142). And again, Vain is the discourse
*
of that philosopher by whom no human suffering is healed
(Porphynus, ad Marcellam, xxxi. p. 209, 23 [Nauck], fr. 221
'

'

'

[Usener]).

By

these and similar utterances he attests the
predominance of the practical aim, and by implication prescribes limitations to the necessary task
must study Nature beof physical inquiry.
cause we ourselves are part of it, and, until we
have gained some acquaintance with the whole,
we shall not understand our relations to it, or
learn on what conditions our happiness depends.
So far from encouraging the extension of research,
Epicurus was impatient of such studies as poetry,
rhetoric, and mathematics, which had their place
in the ordinary education of the day, because
Hoist all
they did not contribute to happiness.
and give a wide
sail,' he writes to a young friend,
berth to culture {iraiSeia).' In his system there is
no great originality ; he borrowed his physics from

We

'

'

—

;
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Democritus

;

{q.v.),

to

whom

he stands in much the

same relation as do the Stoics to
him the value of the discoveries

Heraclitus.
To
of the Atomists
lies in their utility ; they free us from the errors
of popular belief and false philosophy. Thus they
are directly subservient to a happy life.
Philosophy had been divided into Logic, Physics, and
Ethics ; but the great mass of logical doctrine was
rejected by Epicurus as superfluous. Like men of
science in more recent times, he wished to concern
himself not with words but with things. However, besides Physics and Ethics, he recognized
what he called Canonic, a study of the standard,
or canon, of truth. The aim of this study was to
convince us that our knowledge of Nature is trustworthy. It was not so much an independent division of the sj^stem as what it is sometimes called
an appendix or special part of Physics {accessio
naturalis partis [Sen. Ep. 89. 11]).
(a) General principles.
4. Physics.
The two
epitomes mentioned above, the epistle to Herodotus
and that to Pythocles, are the most trustworthy
sources for Epicurean physics. Like all his Ionian
predecessors, Epicurus starts with the axiom that
matter is indestructible. Nothing can arise out
of that which is not ; nothing which actually
exists can be altogether annihilated.
Moreover,
the sum-total of things was always such as it is

—

—

—

now, and such it will ever remain. For there is
nothing into which it can change, since outside
the sum of things there is nothing that could
enter into it and bring about the change. The
whole of being, then, consists of bodies and space.
Experience through sense attests the existence of
bodies, and without space (njiros) which we also
call an intangible existence (ava<t>^s tj>iai.%), vacuum
(k(v6v), or room (xii/xi)
the motion of bodies, which

—

—

a datum of experience, is inconceivable.
Beyond bodies and space there is nothing — no
is also

—

tertium quid which can be conceived to exist, so
long, that is, as we fix our attention upon wholes
or separate things, in contradistinction to the
qualities, whether essential or accidental, which
belong to things. But a distinction must be
drawn between those bodies which are composite
and those which are simple. The former are
unions of particles unions which can be again
dissolved ; the latter, the particles of matter
themselves, must be unchangeable and indivisible
(hence their name, &to/ioi, Arofjia). All apparent
becoming and perishing of things depends upon
the alternate uniting and separating of such
ultimate indestructible particles. The All, or
sum of things, is by its very notion infinite. For,
if finite, it must be bounded by a something outside it, which is inconsistent with the notion of

—

the All. It is infinite, not only spatially, but in
respect of the number of indivisible particles or
atoms contained in it ; for, if space were infinite
and bodies finite, they would not have stayed
anywhere, but have been dispersed and lost in the
void ; whereas, if space were finite, it could not
find room for infinite matter.
The atoms resist
disintegration because they are all matter they
contain no void within them.
In Lucretian
language, they are strong in solid singleness.
They vary in shape the atoms of each shape are
absolutely infinite, but the variety of shapes,
though indefinitely great, is not absolutely infinite.
The atoms are eternally in motion, rebounding
after collision, or again oscillating when imprisoned
in a mass with other atoms which temporarily
;

;

form a composite thing. This is because every
atom is in void space, which offers no resistance
and there was no beginning to all these motions,
because both matter and space are infinite. Hence,
too, there must be an infinity of worlds
some like
this of ours, others unlike it.
A world is defined

—

(§ 88), after Leucippus, as a sort of envelope of
sky enclosing an earth and stars and all visible
things, which is cut ofi' from the infinite, and
terminates in a boundary which may revolve or be
at rest, which may be round or triangular, or of

any shape whatsoever.
After thus laying down the principles of matter

and motion, Epicurus proceeds to deal -with the
films (etBoAa) which emanate from bodies, by which
he, like Democritus, explained perceptions of external objects, and mental activity in general.
Such husks of films are incessantly streaming from
the surface of all perceptible bodies, the waste
being as constantly repaired by the accession of
fresh atoms from the infinite store of matter.
Their velocity through space is enormous, if they
encounter no resistance ; and, so long as this is the
case, they preserve the relative shape, with projections and depressions, of that object from which
thejr were parted.
This degree of resemblance
entitles them to be called images, in spite of their
lack of depth. Our sensations of seeing, hearing,
and smelling depend upon the entrance of these
films into the appropriate organs of sense.
Our
belief in the permanence of visible external objects
is due to the constant succession of images of the

same shape and colour which reach us from them.
And, as with the eyes, so with the mind. The
mental perception of shape, whether in dreams or
in intuitive thought, is due to the impact of the
etduXa upon the finer substance of the mind. But
not all the films which strike upon the senses or
the mind reach us unimpaired. In the course of
their passage the outlines may have been blurred,
distorted, or mutilated. Further, in the air atomic
structures may arise which never formed the
superficial layer of any actual body, e.g. a Centaur,
and these, coming in contact with the senses or
the mind, give rise to erroneous judgments.
At this point the purely physical
(6) Canonic.
exposition naturally passes over into Canonic. In
his treatment of the problem of truth and error,
Epicurus inflexibly adheres to one main position :
that perceptions of sense and mental intuitions
are always true, and that error creeps in with
judgment or opinion (S6^a). Judgment undertakes
to interpret sensation. If we want to test the
truth of a judgment about an external object, we
compare the sensations which we receive in
succession from it. If, then, the earlier inter-

—

{ihv iirLfrnprvp-riB^) by a
is confirmed
subsequent observation, the judgment was true
if, however, it be not so confirmed (^d>' /lii iiri/mpTvp-qSS), the judgment was false, as when the tower
which seemed round at a distance is discovered on
a nearer approach to be square. This is a case
where subsequent examination is possible (t4
irpoa-fiivov)
but many judgments deal with the
unknown {iSiiXov), about which we draw inferences
from the known. Here the &Sij\oy, which cannot
be directly perceived, must be made the subject of
an inference by connecting it with another object
which can be perceived. There are also cases,
within the region of known and knowable fact,
where, owing to circumstances, the test of sensation
cannot be directly applied a second time. Where

pretation

;

for any of these reasons further confirmation
(htLiiaprrip-qiTLs) is inapplicable, Epicurus falls back
upon a feebler test— the absence of contradictory

experience cf. o^k avTifxapTvp-qai^ 54 4(rTiv aKoKovdia
Tov viroarad^vTos Kal do^acrd^vTOS dd-riXov T(p (paivopAvip
The
(Sext. adv. Math. vii. 213, fr. 247 [Usener]).
judgment upon its trial is acquitted of error because
no fact {ivapyh) can be adduced to witness against
Thus applied, the Canon allows the strangest
it.
:

hypotheses concerning atoms, images (elSwKa), and
gods to pass unchallenged. It should be noted also
that the procedure by way of induction and analogy

:

EPICUREANS
presupposes something answering to a law of
uniformity 'as are the instances under our ob-

—

servation, 80 too are tlie instances inaccessible to
observation.' Sometimes, it is true, Epicurus does
reason in this way tlie imperceptible atoms and
their movements are construed as if, under the
microscope or some more potent aid, they could be
directly observed. At other times the Canon is
Somewhere in infinity all
difl'erently applied.
possibilities are realized, for notliing in our
experience contradicts either this general proposition, or particular cases affected, such as the
shapes of the worlds, or the alternative explanamutOated tract
tions of celestial phenomena.
by Philodemus of Gadara on signs and inferences
{repl (TTtiiduv Kal ai)ixeiiiaeuv) is a proof that, two
centuries after the death of its founder, the school
was still interested in analogical and inductive
reasoning. Again, Epicurus laid down a criterion
for the practical as well as for the theoretical
sphere.
This consisted in the peculiar sensations
of pleasure and pain, in which he recognized the
same clear evidence [ivip^eia) which belongs to
perceptions of external objects (Diog. Laert. x. 34 ;
Aristocles ap. Euseb. Prcep, evang. xiv. 21, p.
This
768rffif. ; Cic. de Fin. 1. 23, fr. 243 [Usener]).
is of the highest importance when he comes to
Ethics.
Besides immediate perception, and the feelings
of pleasure and pain, a further standard of true
judgments is to be found in preconception (xpiXij^is).
:

A

This term denotes primarily a notion based upon
and derived from perception, and therefore, like it,
valid, which has found expression in some common
term in daily use {e.g. man '). The utterance of
the term calls up in those who understand the
language a clear anddistinct mental image (irpdXij^is)
already formed from previous clear and distinct
perceptions. Sometimes, however, true judgments
so universally recognized as not to require further
testing by experience are also called preconceptions
(7rpo\i)^eis).
In any case, both their validity as
tests of truth, and the mark of clearness and
distinctness which they present, must be of a
secondary and derivative kind, as compared with
'

sensation.

—

Returning now (§ 54) to the
(c) The atoms.
unchangeableness of the atoms, Epicurus thence
deduces the distinction between primary and
secondary qualities long before announced by
Democritus {q.v.). All qualities (iroi&njTes) are
changeable ; but the atoms must be thought of as
unchangeable, for all changes must have something
permanent underlying them. Hence the atoms
possess only weight, shape, and magnitude, to
which may be added impenetrability [avTiTinria
Sext. adv. Math. x. 240, fr. 275 [Usenet]). They
have not colour, smell, taste, heat, cold, dampness,
or dryness. These changeable qualities arise, not
in the atoms but in the composite wholes {<rvyKpL(reis),
through the varying union and arrangement of
atoms [^v T-Q irolq. ffvvdiaei tuv drdfiiav raOra Simp.
Categ. 14, fr. 288 [Usener]). But, while Democritus
made the secondary qualities relative {v6/iip XP°"I<
v6/iifi y\vKi), Epicurus by his unshakable belief in
the reality of present sensation is bound to attribute
them to the composite objects or perceptible things.
The leaf is yellow, though its atoms have no colour,
:

my

sensation of yellowness upon seeing it is
objective, due to an image, of the same
colour as the leaf {6ij.oxp6ioy Diog. Laert. x. 49, p.
The whole
11 [Usener]), which enters my eye.
variety of changing qualities present in experience
can, Epicurus maintains, be derived from shape
and magnitude, the qualities which are left to the
atoms, if due account be taken of variety in atomic
arrangement and motion. Another point of differfor
real

and

:

ence from Democritus

is

that,

whereas he made
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his atoms of all sizes, Epicurus objects to the
assumption as unnecessary for the explanation of
dill'erencesof quality, and as involving the absurdity
Nor, again, can any atom be
of visible atoms.
infinitely small, for no body of finite size can
contain an infinity of constituents, nor can subdivision go on indefinitely, for then some part of
matter would be annihilated. Though the atom is
the least body separately existing, it has itself
minimal parts, which must be conceived on the
analogy of the corresponding minimal parts of
bodies of finite size. Space and time, as well as
matter, are conceived as made up of minimal parts
not further subdivisible. In infinite space all
bodies move with uniform velocity {iiroraxeis [Diog.
Laert. x. 61]), so long as they encounter no resistance, which is made to account for all variation in

velocity (^pddous yap

Kai ovk
10 [Usener]).
The free atoms move with the swiftness of thought
over the very greatest distances, and this uniform
velocity is maintained, whether the atom falls
from above downwards under the influence of
kcU rdxovs

dvTLKOTTT) bp.olwfxa.\ap.^6.vei

;

d-vriKotri}

ib. X. 46, p.

weight, or recoils from collision with another
atom, or oscillates in the entangled mass of atoms
which make up a sensible thing. The downward
motion due to weight presumes that up and down
are somehow empirically determined. Now, in
infinite space there can be no up or down in the
sense of a highest or lowest point or surface beyond
which a body cannot move. At the same time,
the opposite directions up and down, which we
distinguish in any line of finite length, remain
equally opposed when the line is prolonged to
infinity.

—

The materialism of Epicurus is
£. The soul.
prominent in his treatment of the soul. It is a
corporeal substance, a compound of atoms of four
different species, distributed throughout the frame,
but more densely massed in the breast. It most
resembles warm breath, i.e. wind mixed with heat.
Elsewhere it is said to contain air as distinct from
wind, and a fourth nameless substance which is
the seat of sensation, memory, love, hate, and
intellect in general (rb yap if Kplvei Kal /ivrifiopeuei,
Kai <pL\eT Kal fitffel, Kal ifXws rb ippbviflov Kal XoyiaTiKbf
^K Tivds tpTjffiV dKaTovofjAcTTOv TTOtirT/TOs ^irtyivetrdat :
Plut. adv. Col. 20, p. lUSd, fr. 314 [Usener]).
Portions of this subtle substance may leave the
body, as in sleep, or through the effect of a deadly

blow, and yet the patient may recover, and receive
new accessions of soul-substance from outside.
Its mobility is shown in thought, feeling, and the
bodily motions which it originates. The connexion
and mutual dependence of the two corporeal substances, soul and body, are conceived as follows.
derive sensation, sentience, feeling, mainly
from soul, partly from body for our soul would
not be sentient unless it were confined in our body.
Being so confined, it confers this quality on the
body, which it renders sentient ; but the body
does not share in the other functions of the soul,
The peculiar
such as memory and thought.
motions of the soul's substance, on which these
higher functions depend, are also conditioned by
the body which encloses and holds it together.
At death the lifeless corpse ceases to feel but the
soul, too, can no longer retain sensation when
separate from the body, but is dispersed in air.
Essential attributes and accidents. That the
soul is not an incorporeal substance is proved by
the fact that it acts and is acted upon. There is
nothing incorporeal to Epicurus except empty
Whatever else we call incorporeal is found,
space.
upon examination, to be, not an independent
thing, but an attribute or quality. And here a
distinction must be drawn between essential attributes (iri;/i/3ej37;/c6To), which are inseparable from (dei

We

;

;

—

—
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conception either of a body in
general or of a visible body, and the fortuitous
transitory states, or accidents (cru/tTrTii/iaTa), with
which this is not the case. The former, Epicurus
holds, are not independent substances, or incorporeal entities, or simply non-existent
in their
entirety they constitute the permanent nature of
the whole body, though not in the sense that they
are parts of it spatially divisible (us t4 SKov o-u/io
iK TovTujy airdfTUv t7]v ^avrov tpvaiv ^xov aWiov
I)iog.
Laert. x. 69, p. 23 [Usener]), and are never perceived apart from it.
As shape and size are
qualities of body as such, which we cannot think
away, so it is with single bodies each has its inseparable essential attributes, which we cannot
think away from it without annihilating its nature.
Of accidents (o-u/Mrrti/taTa) the most important are
motion and rest ; and, as motion and rest are
related to corporeal things, so time in its turn is
related to them. Hence time is properly defined
as an accident of accidents (crii/iffrw/xo irti/iTrTw/idruv).
6. Human progress.
The infinity of worlds
already mentioned implies that incessantly some
come into being, and others perish. The Epicurean
cosmogony, which in the main follows the lines
laid down by Democritus, is most exactly given
by Lucretius {q.v.). Neither the creation nor the
destruction of worlds is the work of Divine agency,
but both are merely a product of the eternal motion
of atoms, of natural laws working independently
of any plan or purpose.
As with our world at
large, so with human civilization.
That, too,
is a product of undesigned natural development.
Activities originally exercised instinctively came,
in course of time, to be matured and perfected by
intellect, and thus all the arts of life were successively evolved.
Intellect itself is a product of
Nature, and, in long ages, has acquired, under the
pressure of need, its whole store of knowledge and
aptitudes.
The origin of language had given rise
;

:

:

—

to fierce discussion.
Some sought it in Nature,
others in convention. Epicurus does not wholly
accept either view. He traced language back to
those instinctive cries, expressive of emotion, which
are as purely reflex as a sneeze or the bark of a

dog ; but he recognized that these cries would not
be everywhere the same, but would vary in different
tribes according to varying conditions.
Out of
these primitive words language gradually developed
and mainly by conscious eflbrt, in order that the
meaning of each term used in a local dialect should
be quite unmistakable, and intelligible throughout
the whole tribe. The last terms to be invented
would, of course, be the names of things which are
not visible and corporeal. In other words, language
is another case where the natural instinctive product was shaped under stress of necessity, and
adapted to its purpose by human intellect.
7. (icT^upa.— The epistle to Herodotus ends with

—

a brief summary of the principles regulating the
attitude of Epicurus in regard to those natural
phenomena which in all ages have excited curiosity and terror, such as eclipses, comets, tempests,
and the like. The general name for such phenomena
is fierdupa, because, with the exception of earthquakes, they occur overhead in the sky. We are
bound to believe, he says, that such events do not
occur by the command of any being who enjoys
bliss and immortality, i.e., they are not the work
of the gods.
Whether such Divine interference be
conceived as perpetual, and the cause of regularity,
or as spasmodic, and producing abnormal and irregular events, the care and anxiety implied by it is
incompatible with our notion of perfect bliss, and
the rnere belief in such an inconsistency is enough
to poison our peace of mind.
Our happiness does,
indeed, depend upon accurate knowledge of the
most important principles, and from that sphere of

physics plurality of causes or contingency must be
absolutely excluded.
But exact knowledge of
details does not contribute to happiness.
Thus in
astronomy we must learn what the heavenly bodies
really are.
On this point no uncertainty is permissible ; we must be quite clear, e.g., that the
Stoics are wrong in holding them to be orbs of fire,
endowed with life, reason, and purpose ; but, when

we come to their risings and settings, their solstices
and eclipses and the like, exact knowledge on these
points

is unnecessary to happiness, and, as a fact,
does not relieve from terror and misgivings the
experts who claim to possess it. Their curiosity
can never be quite satisfied. Some things still

remain unknown, and therefore excite no less
alarm in the experts than in the ignorant multitude. If our researches into celestial phenomena
lead us to assume, not a single definite cause, but
a plurality of possible causes, each sufficient to
account for the phenomenon in question, such a
result is accurate enough for our purpose, which is
to ensure our own peace of mind.
In such investigation we must take account of the various ways
in which analogous phenomena occur within our

When

terrestrial experience.
we know that a
given effect can be produced in several ways by
several distinct causes, while we are uncertain to
which of these causes it is to be referred in any
particular case, then, if we are sure that the question whether it should be referred to cause
or to
cause B does not affect our tranquillity, we need
not carry the investigation any further.
this
method worked is shown in detaU in the epistle to

A

How

For each phenomenon several alternadown side by side, and no

Pythocles.

tive explanations are set

given to any of these over the others.
are known to have been put forward
in all seriousness by one or other of the early
lonians Anaximander, Anaximenes, Xenophanes,
Anaxagoras, Metrodorus of Chios, and, of course,
Democritus. Thus the document, properly used,
has its value as a contribution to the history of
Greek science.
The industry with which all
previous explanations are collected is creditable,
and may be set off against the writer's indifference
as to which of them is true, so long as they dispense
with the subsidiary assumption of Divine interference. Once, indeed, the record drops its habitual
tone of impartial neutrality and takes sides with
all the ardour of personal conviction.
Heraclitus
had declared the size of the sun to be the breadth
of a man's foot (Diels, 12 B 3 [i^. 62]). Epicurus,
ignoring the wide divergence of opinion upon this
interesting problem, lays down a similar view
preference

is

Many of them

—

(Diog. Laert. x. 91) respecting sun, moon, and
stars, which are all alike stated to be, in relation
to us, just as large as they appear, though we are

with three alternatives as to the actual
which may be a little larger, a little smaller,
or precisely as large as it appears. The grounds
of this dogmatic statement, as given in irepl tfiicyews
xi. (fr. 81 [Usener]), are that, if the apparent size,
the size in relation to us, had diminished ovfing to
the distance, the colour or brightness would have
diminished stiU more and this from the supposed
analogy of fires seen at a great distance upon earth.
In this summary (for the two epistles to Herodotus
and Pythocles may be treated as a single whole)
Epicurus did not think it worth while to include
his famous hypothesis of atomic declination, or his
account of the origin of life, while there is only a
passing reference to such important topics as the
history of our world, and of mankind upon it.
8. Theology.
From the foregoing it is abundantly clear that to Epicurus the gods are not
supernatural beings controlling Nature from outside.
His denial of Divine providence and Divine
interference with the world is unqualified. That
still left

size,

:

—

—
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he should have believed in gods at all is probably due in part to the induence of DeinocriLus

who

postulated gigantic long-lived phantoms
powerful for good or ill. The Epicurean
gods ditl'er from such Balfiovei in three particulars.
(i.) They do not dwell in this or any world, but in
the interjnundia (/neroKiScr/nia), or interspaces between
world and world, where multitudes of gods and
goddesses in human form hold converse, (ii.) They
are not divided into beneficent and maleficent
beings, but are all alike utterly indifi'erent to
human interests. No benefits are to be expected
from their favour, no punishments to be dreaded
from their anger. Free from all tasks and occupations, they live solely for their own enjoyment,
(iii.)
They are not merely long-lived, but inig.v.),

{Sai/jLoves),

destructible and eternal.
The proof of their
existence is the universal belief in them, which
is declared to be no false opinion, but a genuine
preconception (irptiK-qfi^), which cannot have arisen
except through many previous impressions of gods,
all of them corresponding to an outward reality.
Thus we are bound to think of them as blessed
and eternal.
To such superhuman excellence our
reverence is due ; but neither prayers, nor vows,
nor prophecies have any part in true piety. These
theological dogmas are declared to be just as
certain, just as important in their bearing upon
human happiness, as the fundamental principles of
physics.
But they involve a difficulty which
baffles explanation.
The bodies of the gods, like
all avyKpheis, ought to be dissoluble by the separation of those atoms which united to form them.
This difficulty is treated by the Epicurean speaker
in Cic. de Nat. Deor. (I. xviii. 49, fr. 352 [Usener]),
but the passage is the despair of commentators.
According to Lachelier, Scott, and Giussani, the
Divine bodies are eternal because continually renovated by fresh matter, waste and repair being equal

and co-instantaneous

(cf.

Aet.

AjuohSttjtcs,

I. vii.

34

IDoxogr. Gr. p. 306]).
(a) Psychological prolegomena.
p. Ethics.
Before proceeding to Ethics, it is convenient to sum
up the conclusions already reached which most
affect our happiness.
Correct theology rids us of
fear of the gods, by teaching that they do not
interfere with the order of Nature ; correct psychology rids us of the fear of death, by teaching us
the true nature of the soul, which is seen to be
incompatible with immortality.
Further, the
study of Nature can alone teach us what are the
true limits of pleasure and pain. As we saw, for
action and conduct, feelings {irdBri) are the test and
touchstone, as sense-perception is for knowledge
and opinion. There are definite limits to the increase of pleasure and pain alike. For pleasure
they consist in the removal of every painful want.
When this has been attained, pleasure cannot be
heightened, it can only be varied (wotKLXXeiv). Pain
also has its limits fixed by Nature
the intensity
of pain is in inverse ratio to its duration.
The
worst pains bring themselves to a violent end by
killing the sufi'erer outright.
Further, in pleasure
it is necessary to distinguish the goal from the
path which leads to it. The former is a permanent
state of tranquillity or rest (Karao-rjj/iKiTtKT) r)Sov/i)
the latter consists in movement {iy Kix^o-ei), or
progress, or excitement.
Such movements are
fugitive states, as contrasted with the permanent
peace and serenity at which they aim, their object
being either to get rid of painful want or to
vary the pleasure which ensues upon its removal.
Similarly, there are two sorts of desires, the first
natural and necessary {^va-iKal Kal dvayKatai)y aiming
at the removal of all pain, the second natural but
not necessary {(pvcriKai Kal ouk dvayKatai) ; and these
latter may be prompted by the false opinion that
pleasure can be heightened, not merely varied,

—

—

;

;
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pain has been removed. This would expreference for luxurious over simple fare,
which Epicurus holds to be a mistake. Lastly, the
pursuit of that which allords no pleasure at all
the miser's love of gold, the conqueror's love of
glory is a third class of desires, neither natural
nor necessary, and entirely based upon false
This psychological view, that there are
opinion.
two species of pleasure, is in sharp contrast with
the doctrine of the Cyrenaics (j.u.), who held that
pleasure is always a state of motion, and hence
denied that the painless state of rest is pleasure at
all.
Another point on which Epicurus is at issue
with the Cyrenaics is the comparison of mental
with bodily pleasures. As to origin, the Cyrenaics
pointed to certain mental pleasures and pains as
not derived from the body (Diog. Laert. ii. 89, fr.
451 [Usener]).
Epicurus held that all mental
pleasure is derived from and related to the bodily
pleasures of sense, affirming, in a much cited
passage, that apart from these latter he had no
idea whatsoever of the meaning of good {ib.
X. 6, fr. 67 [Usener]).
As to relative intensity,
the Cyrenaics pronounced unhesitatingly for the
pleasures and pains of the body. Epicurus contended that mental pleasure extends to past and
future objects, while bodily pleasure is confined to
the present. Past pleasures stored in the memory
continue to be enjoyed and, reinforced by them,
even feeble present pleasure can outweigh greater
present pain. Again, an assured hope and confident anticipation of the future is a similar makeweight on tne side of pleasure. On these grounds
he reverses the decision of the Cyrenaics, and pronounces that mental pleasures, although they
merely mirror in the faculty of thought the bodily
pleasures of sense, nevertheless exceed them in
intensity as well as in range.
all

plain

—

;

—

(b) The end of action.
In his theory of life and
conduct (irepl ploiv) Epicurus starts (as did Bentham
long after him) from the principle that pleasure
and pain are the sole, the only possible, motives
for our actions.
This follows from our physical
constitution.
That pain must be avoided and
pleasure pursued is a dictum as plainly evident as
that fire is hot and ice cold.
Internal sense
guarantees the one, external perception the other,
and each in its own sphere is a valid criterion.
All experience confirms this every animal as yet
uncorrupted by false opinion naturally and instinctively pursues pleasure, and seeks to ward off
pain.
If all our striving, willing, and acting thus
:

and pain, we may call pleasure
the highest good, and pain the worst evil, where
by good we mean simply the end sought for its own
sake, which is never a means to something else.
Or, as J. S. Mill puts it, what better proof can be
adduced that a thing is desirable than the fact that
it is desired ?
Epicurean ethics is thus seen to be
a system of egoistic hedonism, in which the maximum pleasure of the agent, after due subtraction
of pains, is the supreme standard.
Thus peace of
mind and body, or the health of the entire man,
is the only true and permanent satisfaction in
which all minor and subordinate aims are embraced. Reason enables us to foresee and take
into account the consequences, pleasurable or painful, which follow from our actions, so that we
sometimes choose present pain in preference to
pleasure, because by so doing we ensure a greater
pleasure later on.
For, though, considered in
itself, every pleasure is a good, and agreeable
(oIkcIov) to human nature, yet not all are to be
chosen indiscriminately. Nor are all pains to be
avoided, although pain is always an evil, and alien
(aXKirpiov) to our constitution, for their after-effects
may be salutary. It is necessary, before acting,
to measure or weigh the consequences, pleasurable
relate to pleasure

—

;
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and

painful, one against the other.
Reason will
choose and avoid, upon a sober calculation of the
maximum pleasure attainable, after subtracting
whatever pain is involved in and consequent upon
its attainment.
(c) The virtues.
To the end thus defined, the
virtues are related as indispensable means.
No
one can live pleasantly who does not live prudently,
one
honourably, and justly and, conversely, no
who lives prudently, honourably, and justly can
fail to live pleasantly.
At the same time, apart
from this relation to the end, the virtues are worthless ; and Epicurus was not slow to ridicule the
absolute and unconditional value which the Stoics
claimed for morality {KaKbv, honestum) as an end in
itself.
If this morality has nothing to do with
pleasure, what, he asks, can it stand for, unless it
be the object of popular applause (populari fama
qloriosum: Cic. de Fin. ii. 15, 48, fr. 69 [Usener])?
It was easy for him to slxow the utility of three of
the cardinal virtues. Prudence {<l>p6v'ij<Ti.s), the root
of all the other virtues, teaches what is to be
sought and what to be avoided ; Temperance
(iyKp&Teuj.), that we must not be seduced from a
prudent choice by the bait of a pleasure known
to entail painful consequences. The function of
Courage is to keep us firm against those fears of
the gods, of death, and of pain which <ppbviicn% has
proved to be groundless. But the case is different
with the social virtue of Justice, and the duties
which by it a man owes to his neighbours. How
are we to prove that honesty is the best policy?
How can disinterested conduct be justified in a

—

;

system which makes

self-love the mother of all
For, if it is a psychological truth that
all men by instinct and reason pursue their own
pleasure and avoid their own pain, all duties must
be self-regarding.
The egoistic effort of every
individual competes with that of every other.
Again, what makes actions just, and why does
Epicurus enjoin obedience to the rules of justice 1
He holds that injustice is not in itself an evU, and
that, in the state of nature, man was predatory.
But he is no longer in the state of nature
Epicurus, like Hobbes and Hume, assumed a social

virtues?

compact, which, once made, is ever afterwards
binding. But why should the wise man observe
this compact if he find secret injustice pleasant and
profitable ? Because he can never be sure that he
will not be found out.
If he escapes detection by
his fellow-men, there remains the fear of Divine
vengeance, which, even if groundless, does more to
disturb man's peace of mind than the fruits of injustice to promote it.
That such motives do not
weigh with criminals is irrelevant ; we are dealing
now with the wise and prudent man. In his
i'udgment, compliance with the demands of justice,
lonour, and equity is a small price to pay for a
pleasant life, or rather a moderate premium to
ensure it.
As things are, through justice and
equity we gain the goodwill, love, and support of
our fellow-men, which contribute so much to make
us happy. Thus Epicurus first stated the utilitarian defence of justice.
Its rules are wisely
framed to procure for each the maximum of
pleasure, to adjust conflicting interests with the

minimum

of friction

;

but,

if all

men were shrewd

enough to see this and profit by it, laws would no
longer be needed. Their present function is rather
to protect the wise from suffering injustice than to
deter them from committing it.
(d) Friendship.
Whereas the Stoics saw in
justice and philanthropy the bonds which hold
society together, Epicurus augured the happiest
results from the voluntary association of friends.
must make friends, as we must obey the laws,
because without them we cannot live safely and
fearlessly, and therefore cannot live pleasantly.

—

We

:;

We

promote our own happiness by conferring

benefits on our friends ; it is sweeter to give than
to receive (t6 e5 iroteiv ijdidv iart toO eD Trdtrx^tv ;
Plut. 'non posse suaviter vivi secundum E.'
15,
When an admission
p. 1097a, fr. 544 [Usener]).
apparently so compromising to egoism is once
made, it is easily pushed further ; it is, therefore,
not surprising to be told that we should make
sacrifices for friends, and even undergo the greatest
hardships on their behalf. In all ages the school
was famous for the devoted friendships of which it
could boast.
10. Fate and free will.
The epistle to Menoeceus
closes with the lofty claim that the man who follows its precepts will live the life of a god upon
earth. At every moment the pleasures he enjoys
far outweigh his pains ; his future is secure ; even
on the rack he will be happy ; give him bread and
water, and he will not fall short of Zeus in enjoyment.
The Stoics made promises no less extravagant, and Epicurus could not afford to be
outdone by his rivals. But he differed from them
fundamentally in his view of the future.
The
Stoics retained the doctrine of natural necessity as
laid down by Democritus, that all events are
equally determined, and linked together in one
unendmg series of causes and effects ; that the
future is thus inevitably fixed, and could conceivably be foretold with complete accuracy at any
point in the series. Epicurus rebelled against this
doctrine.
The past, he admitted, was determined,
but not the future. So tenacious was he of this
distinction, that he would not allow the validity of
a disjunctive proposition relating to the future,
such as :
Hermarchus will either be alive or not
alive to-morrow.' He was afraid (Cic. de Fato, x.
21, fr. 376 [Usener]) that in granting this he would
:

—

'

be granting by implication that all events are
necessarily determined.
His own view is that

some things happen by chance, and some are due
to

human agency

* 5^ Tap'

{& Si d?r4 rixn^i

ii/ias

Biog. Laert. x. 133, p. 65 [Usener]), where the
context shows that dirh t^xv^ and rrap' ii/ias must
imply some sort of spontaneity and free will. This
is a direct denial of Leucippus' maxim, oi55^k x/niM"
With pointed allusion to Leucippus
lidriiy ylverm.
and Democritus, Epicurus exclaims that it would
be better to believe the tales about the gods than
to become the slaves of the inexorable Fate of the
physicists
K6\ov6eiv

fj

(^irei

xpeiTTOV ^v T<p irepl fieujc /xiiffy kotoSovKedcLv : ib, 134,

T-Q tCiv tpva-iKQv elfiapfi^v-rj

65 [Usener]). To what limitations this doctrine
of contingency was subject is not known ; but it is
very improbable that it was carried as far as
Guyau {La Morale d'Epic. ch. ii.) supposed. See
also Lucretius.
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EPIPHANY. This is the name usually given
to the Christian feast held on January 6tn. The
early history of the feast is obscure, but it certainly

;

EPIPHANY
was generally observed by

a.d.

325,

and was

probably not yet universal in 311. Tliis is shown
by the evidence of the Arians and the Donatists.
The Arians appear to have celebrated the feast,
for Greg. Naz. says that in 372 the Arian Emperor
Valens visited the church at Csesarea in Cappanocia,
and shared in the Epiphany feast.' Considering
the intensity of feeling between Arians and
Orthodox, it is extremely improbable that either
party would have accepted a least which had been
introduced by the other (cf. also Usener, Weihnaehtsfest,' p. 192 f.). Thus it is probable that the
Epiphany feast belonged to the services of the
undivided Church, and, therefore, must have been
introduced before 325. On the other hand, it can
scarcely have been universal before 311, when the
Donatists broke away from the Church ; for
Augustine in preaching about the Epiphany comflained that the Donatists did not celebrate it.''
t is not probable that the Donatists abandoned
any established Christian custom, and it seems,
therefore, to be almost certain that the Epiphany
was introduced after their schism but, of course,
the proof is stringent for Africa only and, although
it justifies the view that the feast was not generally
observed before 311, it does not exclude the possibility that it was celebrated in some churches
at an earlier period. This possibility is, indeed,
turned to certainty by a reference to the Epiphany
in the Martyrium of Philip of Heraclea (t 304),
and by the statement in Amraianus that, when
Julian was in Vienne in Gaul, he visited the church
at the Epiphany."
Some ^vriters have quoted the homily of Hippolytus, eh rb. Hyia BeoipivM, as a proof that the E^jiphany existed in Romein the middle of the 3rd cent.
but this evidence must probably be abandoned. It
is very doubtful whether this tract belongs either
to Hippolytus, to the West, or to the 3rd century.
Internal evidence shows that it was more probably
a sermon delivered at the baptism of some distinguished person in the Eastern Church, and probably
in the 4th century.
It may have been at the feast
of the Epiphany
this is probable not only on
internal evidence but also because the Epiphany
was a favourite day for baptism.*
StUl earlier is the evidence of Clem. Alex., who
states that the Basilidians observed the feast of
the Baptism on Jan. 6," but his words seem
distinctly to imply that the feast was not observed
in Catholic circles.
The evidence for the celebration of the feast among Gnostics is, therefore,
about a century earlier than that for its existence
'

;

;

;

among Catholics.
As was shown

in art.

Christmas,

it is

certain

that in the East Jan. 6 was the feast of the
Nativity as Avell as that of the Baptism, and it is
probable, though not quite so certain, that the
same is true of the West. But in the 4th and 5th
centuries Dec. 25 was gradually adopted as the
feast of the Nativity, and ultimately became
universal, except in Armenia.
The history of the feast on Jan. 6 after the
^ eis

yap Tb lephv

^v yap

el<re\6iiv ficra Tracnjs ttjs jrepl aiiTOV Sopv<j}OpitLs,
i}^tepa tiov^ 'Eiri^avitap Kal dflpoiVi^os, icai tov \aov fiepos

yevofjt.evo^

xliu. 62

[i.

OVTWS a^toatovTat
808<', ed.

rrjv

k.t.X. (Greg.

evbi<Tt.v

Naz. Or.

Bened.]).

Merito istum diem nunquam nobiscum haeretici Donatietae
celebrare voluerunt, quia nee unitatem amaiit, nee orientali
ecelesiae, qua appaniit ilia stella, eommunicant ; no8 autem
manifestationem domini et salvatoris nostri lesu Christi, qua
primitias gentium delibavit, in unitate gentium eelebremus'
(Aug. Serm. 202, 2 [v. 916=]).
3
Feriarum die quam celebrantes mense ianuario Christiani
Epiphania dictitant' (Ammianus, xxi. 2. B).
4 See H. Achelis, TU xvi. 4, p. 210 ff.
P. Batiffol, RB, 1898,
p. 119 ff. N. Bonwetseh, in PRES viii. 130
Harnack, Chronol.
2

'

'

;

;

:

u. 217f.
^ oi Se airb Baa-iAei5ou Kol ToO Pan-Ttcr^aTO? auTOU ttjv i)fj.epav
eopTa^oua-t, TTQo^tavvKTepevovTei; 6iva.yv(iirret.
. rriv jrfyTfKatSeKdrrjy
Toi) Tv)3l |UT)vo?, Tive? 5' ajt ttiv ewSeKaTTjf Tou avToO finfoi [i.e. Jan.
6 or Jan. 10] (Strom, i. 21).
.
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acceptance of Dec. 25 for the Nativity is not quitfl
the same in the East as in the West. In the East
it remained the feast of the Baptism, as may be
seen, apart from the liturgical arrangements for
the day, from the sermons of the Eastern Church
Fathers, and from the hymns. But in the West
it came to be chiefly associated with the visit of
the Magi to Bethleliem, though the connexion
with the Baptism was never entirely forgotten in
addition to this, the miracle of Cana was associated
with the feast, and later there was a tendency to
regard it as a celebration of all manifestations of
the Divine nature of Christ.
So far there is no doubt. The problems which
arise are (1) Was Jan. 6 originally a feast of two
distinct events, the Nativity and the Baptism, or ol
one only and if the latter, what was the course
of its development? (2) Why was Jan. 6 chosen
as a special feast, apart from the question as to
which event was celebrated on it ?
I. The original character of the feast of Jan. 6
and its modification.— There is no sufiBcient evidence
to justify a confident answer to this question.
What is clear is that in the 4th cent., in Constantinople, Antioch, Alexandria, and probably
elsewhere, before Dec. 25 was accepted as the date
of the Nativity, Jan. 6 was observed as the feast
both of the Nativity and of the Baptism. Jerusalem
otters a possible exception.
Here it is quite plain,
from the evidence of Silvia, that Jan. 6 was a feast
of the Nativity ; it is less certain whether it was
also a feast of the Baptism.
The researches of
F. C. Conybeare (at present unpublished) tend to
show that the Armenian rites, which combine the
Baptism and the Nativity, represent a combination
of a Jerusalem rite celebrating the Nativity, and
a Greek (Alexandrian, or Antiochene?) rite celebrating the Baptism.
Now, it is tolerably plain that in connexion
with the doctrinal controversies of the 4th and
5th centuries there was a tendency to emphasize the Nativity and distinguish it from the
Baptism, and that this was one of the reasons
which led to the establishment and exaltation of
a separate feast on Dec. 25. To go farther is
difficult.
The points which stand out are that in
the West the feast came to be connected with the
Magi, and that Jerusalem, which, if we are to
trust Macarius, had originally celebrated the
Baptism on Jan. 6, partially or completely changed
the character of the feast and connected it with
the Nativity. So far did this go that Epiphanius
not only maintains that Jan. 6 is the date of the
Nativity, but says that a different date, Nov. 8,
was that of the Baptism.' Obviously these changes
were made because the Church was contending
with some disputed doctrine concerning the Baptism
of Christ, and desired to exclude it, or the daiiger
of it, from the celebration of the Epiphany.
The
exact proof is difficult to obtain, in the absence of
any direct statement ; but there are enough indirect allusions to show that the danger was the
doctrine that Jesus became Divine at the Baptism
rather than at the Nativity, or that He obtained
regeneration through baptism in the same manner
as Christians. The evidence for this view is too
scattered to be given in full. The following must
serve as an indication of its character.
Among the correspondence of Leo (44CM81) there
is a letter to the Sicilian bishops (no. 18), and it is
clear from his protests that there was in SicUy a
tendency to regard the baptism of Jesus as having
conveyed the same grace to Him, and having borne
the same import for Him, as the baptism of believers
;

:

;

1

Kttt

avTOV

ipamiaBrj iv tw 'lopSdv^ irora^cp, Ttp Tptaxoirrto erei r^5
ivaapKov vei-rijo-ecws, ToureVrt Kara Ai-yim-Tio'vT 'AGvp
eiSd)*- Noeiiflpi'wi' (Panarimi 61, ed. Dindorf, iL

ScoSeKarn, jrpo e^

4826.)

:

—

'
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conveys to and bears for them. The vigour with
which Leo protests shows that this doctrine existed
in Sicily. It is also not improbable that a similar
feeling underlies Pope Sirieiua's letter to Himeriua
of Tarracon in 385, in which he protests against
the custom of baptism at the Epiphany. More
definite traces of this type of heresy may be found
in various homilies on the Epiphany, among the
Spuria of Augustine, Ambrose, and Maximus. In
pseudo-Augustine 136, for instance, the writer
says
Let us celebrate Christ's baptism, keeping
watch over our purity
because this is the
regeneration of Christ and a strengthening of our
faith.'
It is difficult to define its exact limits, but
there is no doubt that the view, ultimately derived
from early Adoptianist sources, lingered on for a
long time, that Jesus was in some sense regenerate,
or even that He became Christ, in the Baptism,
and that this heresy necessitated the efforts of the
Church so to handle the feast that its heretical
explanation should be excluded. Hence, especially
in the genuine homilies of Augustine, the Epiphany
:

'

;

treated as primarily the celebration of the
coming of the Magi, and not of the Baptism.
The solution
2. The original choice of Jan. 6.
of this problem is unattainable at present.
The
fact which stands out is that the earliest evidence
have
for the feast is that of the Basilidians.
every reason for believing that these Gnostics were
is

—

We

syncretistie

in

methods,

their

and

this

draws

attention to a story in Epiphanius (Panarion 51)
as to the feast which used to be held in Alexandria
in the Koreion, or Temple of Kore, on Jan. 6.
He
says that on the eve of that day it was the custom
to spend the night in singing and attending to the
images of the gods. At dawn a descent was made

and a wooden image was brought up,
which had the sign of a cross, and a star of gold,
marked on hands, knees, and head. This was
carried round in procession, and then taken back
to the crypt and it was said that this was done
because
the Maiden had given birth to
the
Aeon.' With this may be compared the statement
of Macrobius (i. 18. 9.)
to a crypt,

;

'

'

'

Sol uc parvulus videtur hiemali solstitio, qualem Aegyptii
proferunt ex adyto die certa quod tunc brevissimo die veluti
parvus et infans videatur,'
'

and the statement in Cosmas Indicopleustes (PG
xxxviii. 464)
Tavrrjv

^ov

eKTroAat

5e

Tr}v ijfiepav

iopTTjc

''EWijvtt

Koff Tjy

cTcXoOi^o Kara, to fieiTotnjKTLov ev iSuTots Titrlv viretxrepxofifvot
o6ev c^i6i*T€5 eKpa^ov • 17 jrapflcVos eTCKec, ou^ei iputs.

It is possible that

Cosmas himself

believes this to

be Dec. 25, but, as he refers to Epiphanius, it is
not improbable that it was really Jan. 6. In this
connexion the usual name for the Epiphany in
Greek, i) ijixipa rdv ipilynav, obtains a new importance
(see further F. Cumont, 'Le Natalis Invicti,' in
CAIBL, 1911). The existence of a heathen feast
of this kind would afford ample explanation of the
growth of a similar Christian feast, either by way
of syncretism or of rivalry ; and a more or less
Docetic or Adoptianist form of Christianity would
naturally regard the Baptism as the spiritual
birth of Christ.

Another line of possibility is contained in the
constant connexion of Epiphany with the rite of
Blessing the Waters.' In the earliest Syriac,
Coptic, Armenian, and Greek Epiphany rites there
is a ceremony of consecrating water, usually that
of the local river, for baptism.
There is reason to
think that this represents an originally pagan
custom. According to Epiphanius (Panarion 51),
there was in Alexandria a festival called CSpeuiris
(see F. Chabas, Le Calendrier des jours fastes et
nifastes de Vannie igyptienne, Paris, 1870, p. 69).
'

This festival was on Tybi 11 (Jan. 6), and it was
the custom to draw water and store it because of
the especial merit which it then acquired. Aristides

Rhetor in the 2nd cent, also mentions this custom,
though he does not specify the date. He also
states that the water used to be exported for use
abroad, and that unlike all other water it was
supposed to improve with age, like wine (Orat. ed.
Oxford, 1730, li. 573 [p. 341] and 612 [p. 361]).
Epiphanius goes still further, and says (loc. cit.)
that the water actually became wine
and he
connects this fact with the celebration of the
miracle of Cana at the Epiphany. It is also
probable that this custom was not confined to
Egypt or the Nile Epiphanius goes on to state

—

—

;

;

that at that season many fountains turned to wine.
There was at Cibyra in Caria a fountain of this
sort, and another at Gerasa in Arabia. Epiphanius
had actually drunk of the fountain at Cibyra. In
Rome libations were made by the priest of Isis
with Nile water ; and Plutarch tells us that the
water which used to be carried before the priests
in procession was in some sense an effluence of the
god himself (de Is. et Osir. 36 cf. also Clem. Alex.
Strom, ed. Sylburg, p. 634).
Behind all these customs there is probably
(though it is scarcely susceptible of proof) an
ancient belief to the effect that at the turn of the
year water was especially dangerous, owing to
evil spirits ; and that it became propitious once
more when the sun had begun clearly to lengthen
his day.
Even to the present day the Coptic
calendar (published in 1878 at the Feluch Printing
Office in Alexandria by A. Mourfes) issues a warning not to drink water from the river on Tybi 5
(and it is better not to do so a whole month
previously), but on Tybi 9 the blessing of Heaven
descends on the river.
Probably nothing will in the end throw so much
light on the origin of the Epiphany feast, and also
on that of Baptism, as a general study of the
primitive belief of the connexion between water,
the spirit world, and the cycle of the sun.
;

—

LlTBRATURE. H. Usencr, Religionsgeschichil. Untersuchungen, i. 'Das Weihnachtsfest,' Bonn, 1889, 21910
P. de
Lagarde, Jf ifiAeiiwngen, Gdttingen, 1884-91, iv. 241 ff. There is
a valuable article in PRE 3 v. 414-417 by Caspar! but much
more may be expected if, or when, Conybeare's collection of
;

;

material

is
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EPISCOPACY. — The

term
episcopacy is
used in the present article to denote that system
of the Church in which bishops (in the ordinary
modem sense of the word bishop ') fill the offices
on which the continued life of the Church depends.
I.
New Testament. In the NT the word
'bishop' (ixliTKoiros) is used to denote the same
officer as the word
presbyter (irpccr^vTcpos). See
Tit 1*"', where Paul, in directing "Titus to appoint
presbyters in every city, and describing those who
are fit to be presbyters, says
For one who is a
bishop must he blameless, as God's steward,' thus
using the word bishop to apply to the person who
has been called presbyter immediately before ;
Ph V, 1 Ti 3'"", where bishops and deacons are
mentioned side by side without any reference to
presbyters, and where the passages would plainly
demand some mention of the presbyters if they
were different from the bishops ; Ac 20"' ''*, where
'

'

'

—

'

'

:

'

'

'

'

those described in the narrative as the presbyters
of the church are addressed by Paul as bishops (cf.
also

1

P

5'- ^

in

TR

and

RV

text,

where

—

'

exercis-

ing the office of bishop
iTncrKoirovvTcs
is used for
those who are addressed as presbyters ; but
omit).
and
comparison of these passages
affords adequate evidence that in the NT the
terms bishop and presbyter are used interchangeably.^ The use of the word 'bishop' in
'

WH
'

A

'

'

RVm

'

1 Owing to the change of calendar, the equivalence of the
months is now different and Tybi 9 = Jan. 16, but this is, as it
were, only a modern accident.
2 Against this, see von Weizsiicker (ii. 326-331, Eng. tr.), who
distinguishes the terms and Hort (pp. 190-194), who regards
;

;
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the

then does not

denote the existence

itself

NT

times.
of episcopacy in
It remains to inquire whether there are other
indications to show that episcopacy existed.
Of
such indications there are the following: (1) the
position and work of the Apostles ; (2) the suggestions about the position of James, the Lord's
'brother,' at Jerusalem : see Ac 12", where Peter
directs that his release from prison be announced
to 'James and to the brethren'; 15'^- ", where
James appears to be represented as having presided at the Council of Jerusalem;' 21", where

unto
the statement about Paul, that he ' went in
James and all the presbyters were then present,'
shows that James was then presiding in the church
Gal 2', where Paul, referring to
at Jerusalem
Jerusalem, mentions James before Peter as well as
before John, contrary to the usual order in the NT;
(3) the rule of the Apostolic delegates Timothy
and Titus at Ephesus and Crete see the Pastoral
Epistles, passim (4) the use of the laying on of
hands as a link in the ministry by the original
Apostles and Paul and the Apostolic delegate
Timothy see Ac 6*, where the seven men of good
report were ordained by the Apostles laying their
hands on them Avith prayer ; 1 Ti 4", 2 T\ !'• ',
where Paul refers to Timothy having been ordained
with the accompaniment of the laying on of the
hands of the presbytery {fiera ^Trt^^ffew? twv Xftpwx'
Tou Tpea^uTepiov), but bt/ means of the laying on of
his hands (5i4 ttJ! i-n-iBiueoi^ tSiv x'^'-P^" j""") " 1 Ti
S'^, where Paul urges Timothy not to lay hands
hastily on any one ;° (5) the appointment of presbyters by Paul and Barnabas in the churches of
Asia Minor, whether, as analogy makes more probable, by the laying on of hands or by some other
method see Ac 14^. These indications point to
the rule and the exercise of ordaining power on
the part of officers of a higher order than the
presbyters and corresponding to the bishops of
'

'

;

;

:

;

:

;

:

later times.*

—

2. Early Church.
There is very clear evidence
that in Asia Minor the government of the Church
was episcopal, and episcopacy was regarded as
necessary from, at any rate, the beginning of the
2nd century. Ignatius of Antioch, writing about
the year 110, expresses himself in terms which imply that he did not know of recognized Christian
bodies anywhere without bishops, and that he regarded the latter as necessary to the existence of
the Church. He says that, apart from bishops,
presbyters, and deacons,
there is not even the
name of a Church (x^pis rovrwv ^KKXijcrla ov koKetrat).
He refers to the necessity of bishops, (1)
that there may be a centre of unity for discipline
and prayer, (2) that the bishop may be the representative of Christ and of God, and (3) that the
Eucharist may be securely, and Baptism and other
rites lawfully, administered.
Be careful, therefore, to observe one Eucharist
there is
'

'

'

.

.

.

one altar, as there is one bishop together with the presbytery
' Let
and the deacons my fellow-servants
that be held to be
a valid (/Se^at'a) Eucharist which is under the bishop or one to
'
whom he shall have committed it
It is not lawful apart from
'

;

' ;

the word bishop not as denoting an office, but ag simply meaning generally one who is in a position of oversight.
1 Against this, see Hort, pp. 7^-81.
2 F. H. Chase, Confirmation in the Apostolic Age, London,
1909, pp. 35-41, with less probability interprets 2 Ti 18- 7 as referring to Confirmation, not Ordination.
3 With less probability this is interpreted as alluding to Absolution, not Ordination, by O. J. Ellicott, in loco ; Hort, pp. 214,
215 Chase, op. cit, p. 65.
4 Against this it has been maintained that the existence and
work of the prophets, or prophets and teachers, and especially
the statements about them in 1 Cor. and the notice in Acts of
their laying hands on Paul and Barnabas at Antioch and sending them away on their missionary journey, show a ministry
independent of anything corresponding to episcopal rule and
ordination both in its origin and in its worlt for the prophets,
'

'

;

;

see

11^7 131 1532 196 219- 10, Ro 126, i Co 11«- 6 124-11.
9 1416. 22-39, Eph 220 36 411, 1 Th 620, 1 xi 118 414.

Ac

132. a.

28.

aS
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the bishop {oi/K i^6v itrrtv x^pic tou eirta-ic6irou) either to baptize
or to hold a love-feast
see ICph, 2, 3, 4, 6, 0, 20 ; Magn. 2, 8,
13 ; Trail. 2, 3 ; Philad. 3, 4 Smj/m. 8. i
'

:

6, 7,

;

Towards the end

2nd

of the

cent., about the year
the need of episcopal succession from the
Apostles is emphasized by Irenisus in Gaul as a
guarantee for the preservation of the truth see
adv. Hwr. III. iii. 1. There is like evidence from
Africa in a passage from Tertullian, writing about
the year 199 and referring to episcopal descent from
the Apostles as allording the proof of the life of
the Church see de Prcescr. Hccret. 32. The ordinary belief of the 3rd cent, is expressed by St.
Any one who is not with
Cyprian when he says
the bishop is not in the Church (Ep. Ixvi. 8).
rites
which
lie
behind
the Canons of HippolyThe
tus (Roman or African, 2nd or 3rd cent.), the
Liturgical Prayers of Serapion (African, 4tli cent. ),
and the Apostolic Constitutions (Syrian, 4th cent.)
contained a clear distinction between the offices of
bishop, presbyter, and deacon. (For what may be
a dift'erent element in the Canons of Hippolytus,
see below.) As to Rome, the lists of the bishops
of Rome afford weighty testimony to episcopal
government, and to the episcopal government being
that of a single bishop. The value of these lists
has often been questioned ; but Bishop Lightfoot
in his essay on the early Roman succession showed
with great conclusiveness that there was really
one (and not, as many had thought, more than
one) tradition as to the early bishops of Rome, and
that this tradition went back to the middle of the
2nd century (see his Apostolic Fathers, I. i. [1890]
201-345).
reference to Clement,' to whom is
entrusted the charge of sending to the foreign
185,

:

:

'

:

'

A

cities

'

(TT^/ii/'ets

KXT^ficvTi Kal ^v Vpairry' Tr^ixipu odv

?*»

yap imTirpairTai), in
the Shepherd of Hermas, a Roman document of
the end of the 1st cent, or of the middle of the
2nd, may allude to a bishop as chief ruler at Rome
(Vis. ii. 4 (3)).
The lists of bishops of Jerusalem,
Antioch, and Alexandria given by Eusebius may
also be mentioned.
They have much less authority than the list of the bishops of Rome, but have
some importance and the evidence of the Antiochene list is corroborated by the testimony in the
Epistles of St. Ignatius (see the lists collected
from the Ecclesiastical History and Chronicle of
Eusebius by McGiffert in his tr. of Eusebius in
Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers, p. 402).
If the evidence which has so far been mentioned
stood alone, it would hardly be possible for any
scholars to hold an opinion other than that episcopacy was the form of Church government in Rome
and throughout the West as well as in Asia Minor
from the earliest times.
difl'erent opinion, however, has been based on other evidence and linked
with the references to the prophets in the NT
already alluded to. In the Teaching of the Twelve
Apostles, a Syrian or Alexandrian document of the
1st or 2nd cent., probably composed for Christian
use on the basis of a Jewish manual, the prophets
fill an important place.
true prophet is said
to speak in the Spirit,' and to have the ways of
the Lord.' The prophets are called 'your chief
priests' in connexion with the reception of firstfruits
a phrase which suggests a comparison between the position occupied by the prophets among
Christians and that occupied by the priests among
the Jews. The local ministers are described as
'bishops' (i.e. presbyters, as in the NT) and
deacons
an indication of their dignity is that
they perform the service (Xeiroup-yoDo-i
t7)i'
\eiTovpyLav) of the prophets and teachers,' and that
they are 'your honourable men along with the
K\ri/j.i]s (Is

Tos

l^ta irdXcts, ^Kcivqi

;

A

'

'

A

'

'

—

;

'

.

.

.

1 Ignatius does not, it may be well
to notice, specify the
of which the bishop receives hia otEce.
He
says nothing about succession, and he does not mention the
laying on of hands.

method by means
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prophets and teachers.' Instruction is given that
the prophets are to be allowed to 'offer thanksgiving as much as they desire' (eixapiCTely Sera,
flAouirif)— a phrase which probably means to celebrate the Eucharist at such length and with such
forms as they wish (cf. Justin Martyr, Apol. i. 67 ;
Const. Ap. viii. 12).
There is no indication that
the local ministry of bishops and deacons was
ordained by a higher order as well as chosen by
the people ; and there is nothing to show whether
the prophets were or were not ordained. Some
writers hold that this silence is a proof that there
was no ordination in either case, but in connexion
with such matters the incomplete and fragmentary
character of the book must be borne in mind
{Teaching of the Twelve Apostles, x. 7, xi. 3-12,
'

xiii.,

XV.

1, 2,

'

The Shepherd

xvi. 3).

of

Hermas

contains instruction how to distinguish a true
from a false prophet by the observation of character ; but does not show whether the prophet was
in any way appointed to his office (Mand. xi.).
Prophets held a prominent place in the Montanist
movement which began from Phrygia in the second
and the Montanists mainhalf of the 2nd cent.
tained that the prophets and spiritual persons
possessed the powers which were wrongly claimed
by the officials of the Church. For instance, TerThe Church
tullian in his Montanist days writes
will indeed forgive sins but it will be the Church
the Spirit by means of a spiritual man, not the
Church the number of the bishops' (de Pud. 21).
It is a theory of some writers that in this respect
the Montanists preserved the original tradition of
the Church.
With the references to the prophets in the
and the later evidence from the Teaching of the
Twelve Apostles, Hermas, and the Montanists, the
privileges ascribed to the 'confessors' in some
quarters have been associated by writers who hold
that the original constitution of the Church was
A study of the Church Orders
not episcopal.
brings out the existence and alteration of a provision that a confessor might be accounted a presbyter without receiving ordination. The Canons
of Mippolytus enact that one who has been tortured
for the faith is to be regarded as a presbyter without ordination by the bishop if he is a freeman,
and that if he is a slave he must be ordained, but
the bishop is to omit the part of the prayer which
confessor who has
relates to the Holy Ghost.
not suffered torture must be ordained if he is to
become a presbyter and no one can become a
bishop without ordination even if he had been
tortured for the faith (canons 43-45 in Achelis,
Canones Hippolyti, 1891).
The later Egyptian
Church Order contains confused and inconsistent
statements, which show traces of a similar provision to that in the Canons of Hippolytus as well
as of its reversal (canons 24, 25, 54, 55 of the
Ethiopic text and canons 34, 67 of the Saidic
text in Horner, The Statutes of the Apostles, 1904).
The Apostolic Constitutions prohibit a confessor
from acting as a bishop or presbyter or deacon
unless he has been ordained (viii. 23).
similar
line of thought to that indicated by the allowance
of this privilege to the confessors may have underlain the claim made at Carthage in the 3rd cent,
that those who had sufi'ered persecution and torture and danger of death for the sake of the faith
might re-admit to communion Christians who had
apostatized (see, e.g., Cyprian, Ep. xv. xvi.).
With this group of evidence may be taken an
obscure sentence in the Canons of Hippolytus
which occurs in the description of the rite of
consecrating a bishop, a canon of the Council of
Ancyra of 314, some alleged instances of ordination
by presbyters, and statements about the Church
The sentence in the Canons of
of Alexandria.
;

:

'

;

NT

A

;

;

A

Hippolytus, 'Then, from among the bishops and
presbyters let one be chosen who is to lay his hand
on his head and pray, saying,' has been thought to
form part of the older strata incorporated in the
present text of the Canons, and to embody a
primitive custom, according to which ordination
was not restricted to bishops prior to the clear
distinction between bishops and presbyters already
mentioned, and to the regulation by which the
power of ordaining is explicitly said not to be
committed to presbyters (Canons of Hippolytus,
30-32). The thirteenth canon of Ancyra, according
to the text adopted by J. B. Lightfoot and as translated by him (Philippians, pp. 232, 233), enacts
that ' it be not allowed to country-bishops (xojpeiri(TKbTTOLi) to ordain presbyters or deacons, or even
to city-presbyters (/nijSI irpea^vripoii 7r6\eus), except
permission be given in each parish (iv iKda-TTi
irapoiKig.) by the bishop in writing
an enactment
which has been understood to mean that episcopal
ordination can in some cases be dispensed with, if
there is episcopal sanction, which on such an in'

—

terpretation would testify to episcopal government
as a fact, but would imply that no necessity for
episcopal ordination exists as a matter of principle.
To the present writer the true text and
Country
translation of the canon appear to be
bishops may not ordain presbyters or deacons,
no, nor town presbyters either (p-r/di Trpefffivr^povs
TriXeus), without the written consent of the bishop,
The alleged
in another diocese (^i' fr^pf irapoLKlg.).'
instances of ordination by presbyters of Felicissimus
in the West in the middle of the 3rd cent, by the
presbyter Novatus (Cyprian, Ep. lii. 2), of Daniel
in the East in the 4tn cent, by the abbot Paphnutius (Cassian, Conl. iv. 1), and of St. Aidan in
the 7th cent, by the abbot and monks of lona
(Bede,
iii. 5) are probably all cases in which
'

:

HE

thephrases 'appointed {constituit), 'ina,de' [fecerat)
a deacon, 'was preferred (est prcelectus) to the
office of deacon,' 'he promoted (provexit) him to
the honour of the presbyterate,' ordaining (ordinantes) him,' refer not to the act of ordination but
As
to the making of arrangements for that act.
regards Alexandria there is a series of statements
which need careful consideration. Jerome, after
speaking of the identity, according to his theory,
of bishops and presbyters, proceeds
When afterwards one was chosen to preside over the rest,
'

:

'

was done as a remedy for schism, and to prevent one individual from rending^ the Church of Christ by drawing it to
himself. For even at Alexandria, from the time of Mark the
Evangelist to the episcopates of Heraclas and Dionysius, the
this

presbyters used always to appoint as bishop one chosen out of
number, and placed on a higher grade, as if an army
should make a commander, or as if deacons should choose one
of themselves whom they know to be diligent, and call him
archdeacon. For, with the exception of ordaining, what doe?
a bishop do which a presbyter does not 1 (,Ep. cxlvi. 1).

their

'

In a letter written by Severus, the Monophysite
Patriarch of Alexandria between 518 and 538, it
is said that formerly at Alexandria the bishop
was appointed by the presbyters, and that it is by
a later custom that his solemn institution has
come to be performed by the hand of bishops (see
In
E. W. Brooks, in JThSt ii. [1901] 612, 613).
the collection Apophthegms of the Fathers, parts of
second
half
of
as
the
which are probably as old
the 4th cent., 'certain heretics' are said to have
abused the Archbishop of Alexandria as having
received his ordination from presbyters (Apophthegm. Patrum, 78, in PG Ixv. 341 ). The 10th cent,
writer Sa'id Ibn al-Batriq, the Melkite or Uniate
Patriarch of Alexandria, who took the name of
Eutychius, gives a circumstantial account that
'the Evangelist Mark appointed, together with Ananias the
'

'

'

Patriarch, twelve presbyters to be with the patriarch, so that,
patriarchate was vacant, they should choose one of
the twelve presbyters, and that the other eleven should lay

when the
1

See E. B. Rackham, in Studia Bittica et Eccles. iii. <1891)
cf. Routh. Rel. Sac.\ 1846-8, iv. 121, 144-167.

149, 187-193

;

;

';
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their hands on hin head and blesfl hhn and make him patriarch,
and afterwards should choose soiue uininunl man and make
blm presbyter with themselves in the place of him who had

been made patriarch, so that they might always thus be twelve,'

and adds tliat this custom was changed for the
later custom in the time of the Patriarch Alexander in the first half of the 4th cent. {Annals in

PG

cxi. 982 [Lat. tr.]; Arab, text of the treatise
in Pocock'.s ed., Oxf. 1658 ; and of this passage in
Selden, Eutychii jEgyptii Orig., Lond. 1642).

None

of this evidence appears to the present
writer to counterbalance tlie testimony which
indicates that episcopacy was part of the ordinary
system in the Cliurch from the first. It is easy to
exaggerate the importance of the Teaching of the

Twelve Apostles; and it is very questionable what
inferences can rightly be drawn from its silence.
Apart from a comparison with the Teaching, no
conclusions contrary to episcopacy could be derived
from the references to the prophets in the Shepherd

Hermas. The general history of the Church in
the 2nd and 3rd centuries does not support the
opinion that the Montanists retained a survival of
the original tradition. The privileges allowed to
the confessors seem to have been merely an outcome of the exaggerated value which was sometimes attached to sufferings on behalf of the faith.
If the text and translation of the canon of Ancvra
are as already suggested, the canon does not allow
of ordination by any except bishops, but is simply
a disciplinary measure desi<jned to prevent the
bishops appointed to supervise the Christians in
country districts from encroaching on the rights of
the diocesan bishops. The alleged instances of
ordination by others than bishops do not, in the
light of the consideration which has been already
urged, bear examination. The case of the Church
at Alexandria is much more important than the
others.
But here there is great doubt about the
facts.
In the midst of his statement on the equality of bishops and presbyters, Jerome, by introducing the sentence, 'With the exception of
ordaining, what does a bishop do which a presbyter does not ? appears to restrict ordination to
bishops for it is hardly an adequate interpretation of his words to suppose that they merely
indicate the practice which had come to be in his
time, and are not in any way an assertion of a
Eutychius, apart from corroboration of
Erinciple.
is statements, is not regarded by any one as a
trustworthy authority. It is not unlikely that
the whole story arose out of Arian slanders against
Athanasius, who is known to have been episcopally
ordained and it may be observed that Origen,
who had plenty of opportunity for knowing the
facts about Alexandria, does not show that he
was acquainted with any such method of appointing the patriarch as Eutychius mentions.'
The state of things at Kome and Corinth at the
end of the 1st cent, and in the first half of the 2nd
cent, needs separate consideration.
The epistle
of Clement of Kome to the Corinthians, written
about the year 95, lays strong stress on succession
from the Apostles as a part of the ordered system
of the Church.
The ministry, says Clement, is
from the Apostles, and so, through the Apostles,
from Christ, and, through Christ, from God. His
epistle does not attord any clear evidence whether he
regarded this Apostolical succession as necessarily
preserved by means of bishops. The word bishop
IS used in it, as in the NT, to denote the same persons as the presbyters. The presbyters are spoken
of as filling posts of authority at Corinth.
It is
not clear whether these were the posts of chief
authority. In two passages (3, 6) there is a doubt
as to the meaning of the words rulers {rfyoiiievoi,
of

'

;

;

'

'

'

See a note by Bishop Gore in JThSt iii. [1902] 278-282
of, C. H. Turner, in Cambridge MedinaZ BieUrry, vol. i. [1911]
p. 160 1.
1
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irporiyovixtvoi)

there

(.'i-5)

and Trpc<rj3iiTtpoi,B.nd in anotlier passage
a doubt alxjut the meaning of tfie

is

phrase 'men of account' (AX67(^oi ivdpet).
Of
these passages taken by themselves there are three
possible interpretations.
(1) The phrases 'rulers'
and 'men of account' are used in a specific sense
denote
the
holders
to
of a specific office the word
irpea-puTepoi in chs. 3, 6 denotes the presbyters and
not simply older men ; it follows that the rulers'
held an office superior to the presbyters, corresponding to that of diocesan bishops.
(2) The
pnrases rulers and men of account are not used
in a specific sense, but are simply synonyms for
the presbyters the word irpta^intpoi. in chs. 3, 6
denotes older men, not the presbyters it follows
that the presbyters held the highest rank in the
ministry at Corinth and ruled the Church there,
but there is no reason to suppose that they had
not been ordained in such a way as to receive the
episcopal powers which in Asia Minor and at a
later time in the West were limited to the diocesan
bishops.
(3) The presbyters held the highest rank
and exercised the chief rule, and there is no reason
to suppose that they were ordained in any different
method from the presbyters of later times.
like question arises about Rome in connexion with
the Shepherd of Hermas.
Alluding to a past
generation, Hermas speaks of apostles, bishops,
teachers, deacons.
In referring to the ministry of
the present, Hermas mentions deacons, presbyters,
bishops (about whom nothing shows whether they
are to be identified with the presbyters, as in the
NT and St. Clement of Kome, or to be distinguished from them), prophets apparently itinerant,
rulers of the Church [ol TrpoTjyovfievoi ttjs iKKXtjtrios), and Clement (Kis. ii 2 (6), 4 (2), (3), iii. 5 (1),
9 (7), Mand. xi. 7, Sim. ix. 25, 26 (2), 27 (1), (2)).
Apart from the reference to Clement, which has
already been mentioned, there is the same doubt
as in the epistle of Clement of Rome whether the
rulers of the Church are to be identified with
the presbyters or to be distinguished from them.
The presbyters are said to preside over the Church
{tu)v -Kpea^vT^puiv twv irpoicTTafx^viiiv ttis iKKXijaias) and
the occupants of the chief seats (tois irpwroKaBcSpiral!) are either identified with or closely associated with the rulers of the Church.' Here again
there are three possible interpretations (1) there
are three groups of officers, Clement the bishop,
the rulers as a special class under him, the
presbyters ; (2) there are two groups, Clement the
bishop, and the presbyters also called
rulers
(3) there is one group only, described as presbyters
or as rulers,' of whom Clement was in the chief
place as the presiding presbyter, but was not the
holder of any different office from the rest.
It
is probable that decisions in regard to the interpretations to be placed on the epistle of Clement
and the Shepherd of Hermas concerning this matter
will be largely influenced by views of the evidence
as a whole and that in forming this general view
the determining factor will be the importance
attached to the list of the bishops of Kome as
indicating a succession of single bishops at Rome
from the first on the one hand, or to the position
of the prophets regarded as a ministry independent
of official rule on the other hand.
It is clear that from the
3. Later times.
middle of the 2nd cent, onwards the settled system
of the Church was episcopal, and the episcopacy
that of a single bishop, everywhere (on the theory
of an exception at Alexandria, see above), and that
this was the case at Rome and in the West as well
as in Asia Minor and the East. Episcopacy and
the rule of a single bishop then remained as the
constant and universal tradition until the 16th
cent., when the need of it was challenged in some
quarters, and considerable bodies of Christiana
;

'

'

'

'

;

;

A

*

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

:

'

'

'

'

'

;

—
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who were without

episcopal government gradually
in importance.
The existing
state of afi'airs is the outcome of influences derived
from the pre-Reformation tradition and of new
influences which arose in the course of the Beformation. In the churches of the East, episcopacy
is regarded as of Divine origin, and as the Divinely
appointed means for the preservation and rule of
the Church and the transmission of sacramental
grace, and as essential in those who ordain.
In
the Church of Rome, bishops are held to be of
Divine institution and appointment, and are the
only ministers of ordination.
Their position as
rulers has been greatly modified by the claims and
practice of the Popes.
It has been much disputed
whether the episcopate is a distinct order from the
priesthood or only an extension of it. Most of
the great schoolmen, including Aquinas (Sent. IV.
xxiv. 3 ; Sum. Theol. Suppl. xi. 5), but not Duns
Scotus {Sent. IV. xxv. 1, 2 ad 3), held that it is
not a distinct order. The Council of Trent, whUe
asserting that the hierarchy is Divinely instituted
and consists of bishops, presbyters, and deacons,
and that bishops are superior to presbyters and
have the power of confirming and ordaining, and
that the power of bishops is not common to them
with the presbyters, was careful not to make any
decision on this disputed point (Sess. xxiii. can.
Of late years the prevailing opinion has
6, 7).
been that the episcopate is a distinct order. In
the Church of England great care has been taken
to prevent the ministrations of any ministers who
are not episcopally ordained, and it is declared
that 'from the Apostles' time there have been
these orders of ministers in Christ's Church,
bishops, priests, and deacons' (preface to the
ordinal) ; but the phraseology used in the twentythird Article of R.eligion, by not defining men
who have public authority given unto them in the
congregation to call and send ministers into the
Lord's vineyard,' stops short of requiring an
opinion that in the abstract episcopacy is necessary
to the maintenance of the ministry.
Anglican
divines have agreed that episcopacy is right ; they
have difiered in the degree of emphasis with which
they have asserted this ; and they have not been
agreed on the question whether episcopacy is actually necessary to a valid ministry as well as the
proper means of conferring it. The German and
Swiss Old Catholics and the Old Episcopal (popularly known as Jansenist') Church of Holland have
retained episcopacy. The German Lutherans have

grew in numbers and

'

'

abandoned it. The Danish and Norwegian Lutherans, though retaining the title bishop,' are clearly
without an episcopal succession, and bishop is
merely a name for a chief ofiicer or superintendent.
The case of the Swedish Lutherans stands on a different footing from that of the Danes and Norwegians, and there has been much discussion whether
they have really preserved the episcopal succession
which they believe that they possess. The Moravians claim an episcopal succession but in their
case also there is considerable doubt about the
facts.
Their bishops are simply an ordaining
body; the rule is in the hands of boards; they
'

'

'

;

recognize the validity of presbyterian ordination,
and do not regard bishops as necessary for the
administration of confirmation. The various Nonconformist bodies in Great Britain and Ireland
and the allied communities in America do not
possess episcopacy.'
1 The
Protestant Episcopal Church in the United States of
America (in communion with the Church of England) owes
Its orders to Bishop Seabury, who was consecrated
by three
Scottish bishops in 1784, and to Bishops White, Provoost
and
Madison, who were consecrated by EngUsh archbishops
and
bishops in 1787 and 1790. The first 'bishop 'of the
so-called
Methodist Eoiscopal Church in America was Thomas Coke
who was set apart aa > 'superintendent' by John Wesley
in
'

'

General considerations.

—

It is necessary te
some confusions of thought which are
often made, and to notice arguments of a general
character which, in one direction or the other,
have influence with many minds. (1) The principle of episcopacy is not necessarily bound up
with the rule of a single bishop, which is often
called monepiscopacy or monarchical episcopacy.
It might equally be preserved by a college of
bishops and by a single bishop, by a collegiate or
collective episcopate and by monepiscopacy.
For
instance, the principle is unaflected in regard to
the Church of Bome in the 1st and early 2nd cent.,
whether the present writer is correct in holding
that during this period one bishop bore rule, as in
later years, or whether J. Langen held rightly
that the chief government was in the hands of a
college of bishops.
Episcopal succession from the
Apostles might exist apart from that particular
form of episcopacy which has been termed monepiscopacy. (2) Further, as episcopacy does not
necessarily involve one particular form, so succession does not in the abstract necessarily involve
one particular method. As a matter of fact, the
laying on of hands is found wherever there is
evidence one way or the other. But, supposing it
were the case that what is termed tactual succession did not exist in a particular period, this
would not necessarily invalidate that succession
whereby a bishop succeeds his predecessor in the
see which he occupies.
To take an instance, even
if the precarious argument that, since the laying
on of hands is not mentioned between the
ana
the Canons of Hippolytus, therefore it was not
practised between the end of the 1st cent, and the
end of the 2nd, were sound, this would not necessarily prove that episcopal succession from the
Apostles did not exist. Indeed, the natural inference from the passages in Ireneeus and TertuUian,
in which they emphasize the succession of the
bishops (see above), is that the succession on which
they lay stress is that of the succession in the
sees.
(3) Nor, again, must the principle that the
continuity of the Church is maintained by means
of the episcopal succession be confused with the
quite different question of episcopal rule. To the
present writer the evidence for both is cogent;
but, whatever the evidence for either may be, the
preservation of the Church's life through bishops
is one thing and the government of the Church by
bishops is distinct and different. (4) The antithesis between spirit and form, which has often
been used for the purpose of minimizing the importance of any kind of outward ministry, is not
of weight in view of human conditions in the
present stage of existence, and of man's bodily
nature. (5) It is obvious that there is much in the
history of the 1st and early 2nd cent, in regard to
the ministry which is obscure. There are difficulties of interpretation, difiiculties of correlating one
part of the evidence with another, difficulties in
deciding which section of evidence is of more value
than another. On some historical matters it may
be too much to hope that agreement wUl ever be
reached. To the present writer the consideration
of the historical questions suggests the conclusion
that episcopacy was continuous in its essential
features from the time of the Apostles, and that
the ordinary method, at least, was that of a
single bishop.
But he is conscious that the really
decisive argument to his mind for episcopacy as
a practical system is derived from its continuous
and universal acceptance in the Church, from at
any rate the middle of the 2nd century to the 16th
century. Whether we speak of the witness of the
Spirit in the mystical body of Christ, or of the
1784, and received the title 'bishop' from the Amerioap
4.

set aside

NT

Methodist Conference in 1787.

;;
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sense of the Christian consciouaness, or of the voice
of the Catholic Cliurch, this universal acceptance
throughout so many centuries makes a strong
claim.
It may well be said that for the practical
Christian the operations of the Spirit in the
Church must decide how the life of the Church is
maintained
and a question on this subject receives a very emphatic answer in the long-continued unanimity with which it has been beUeved
that without the bishop there is not the Church.
<6) Yet an argument of a diflerent kind may be
drawn from the signs of spiritual life which have
been observed in non-episcopal bodies of Christians
There are those who say
since the 16th century.
that this fact weighs with them more heavily than
the unanimity of many past centuries, even when
this unanimity of the past is coupled with the
impressive spectacle of the theory and practice of
the churches of the East, of the Church of Rome,
and of the Church of England at the present time.
Those who so think do not consider that their
contention is adequately met by any considerations derived from the unquestioned truth that
'the power of God is not tied down to visible
sacraments' (Aquinas, Sum. Theol. III. Ixviii. 2;
of. Hooker, Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity, V. Ivii.
4), and that His grace may overflow the channels
of the covenant. (7) It is probable that the decision between the two conflicting lines of thought,
the one of which attaches most importance to the
vast agreement through the Christian centuries
among episcopal Christians, and the other to the
life which has oeen manifested in non-episcopalians,
really rests on pre-suppositions which run very deep
in fundamental thought, and are connected with
doctrines outside the scopeof the present article, and
in particular those concerning tne whole question
of Church authority. See Chuech, vol. iii. p. 624.
;
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EPISTEMOLOGY.—

I. Introductory.— Epistemological problems are at present the most
interesting subj ects of philosophical inquiry. Many
books have recently been written on the problem of
knowledge, many have been devoted to the history
of attempts to solve it. These attempts have been
made from various points of view, and there is
a wide difference between the solutions ofiered.
With some, Epistemology is merely a branch of

a particular problem of logical inquiry, for it is
thought that the bounds of knowledge, its method,
VOL.

V.

—22
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its validity are given when Logic has found its
proper place and i.s duly acknowledged. Hut in
their case Logic has, like Aaron's rod, swallowed
up all the other sciences, and logical processes are
the whole both of knowledge and of reality. With
others, knowledge is only a branch of psycnological
inquiry and, when Psychology has completed its
work in its description of the origin, the growth,
the nature, and the result of knowledge Epistemology is also held to find its place and its
justification.
In all these cases, and in others
which we do not mention, Epistemology is denied
to be a separate discipline, and its problems are
submerged in other inquiries. But it is not possible
for these problems to be merged in Logic, in
Psychology, or in Metaphysics, as the history of
modern philosophy abundantly shows.
It may, however, be granted that the epiatemological problem is not the first for the individual
mind or for the race. Historically we find that
philosophy begins with Metaphysics. What is the
form of^ the universe ? What is its origin ? What
is reality ?
What is the nature of the soul ? What
is the body t
And what is the relation of the soul
to the body ? These were the first questions that
men asked, and they gave such answers as were
possible.
It was the difficulty of answering them
or of resting satisfied with the answers given that
led to the further inquiry as to the nature of knowledge and its possibility. For the answers were not
only many but contracfictory, and they gave rise to
the further question. Is the human intellect able
to solve such problems ? From the historical point
of view, Epistemology is a critical reflexion on
Metaphysics. It is an endeavour to ascertain why
and now the contradictory answers which have
arisen in metaphysical inquiry have emerged, and
whether these are not due to a disregard of the
limits of the human mind, and an unwarranted
application of cognitive processes to matters beyond
its ken.
While it is true that the episteraological problem
arises out of the failure of metaphysical inquiry, it
is also true that it emerges elsewhere and otherwise
as soon as men begin to reflect on knowledge itself.
At the outset knowledge is not a problem. Its
nature and validity are taken for granted. Men
assume naively that they are in contact with
reality, that the objects which they know they
know surely and immediately, and all that is
needed is that the knowledge be verified in pracThey regard this first and immediate knowtice.
ledge as certain, and objectively true ; or rather,
since the question of objectivity and subjectivity
has not yet arisen, and their thinking and its outcome have never been questioned, they abide in the
conviction that the knowledge they possess is
adequate and true. At first, both in the individual
and in the race, knowledge is not concerned with
itself, or with its processes ; it is simple, immediate,
and direct. It is only when difficulties arise in the
practical application of knowledge that the mind
begins to reflect on knowledge itself, its origin, its
nature, and its limits. The external attitude is
men look outwards they do not question
first
the reality of common experience, or conceive of
themselves as thinking beings at all. They are
lost in the object, in tne endeavour to master the
means whereby they may subserve their ends.
The question of the self, of themselves as experiencing subjects, and of the bearing of the nature
of themselves as the subjects which make knowledge does not arise until reflexion has well begun.
Apart from the distinctions which have emerged
between Logic, Psychology, Metaphysics, and the
Theory of Knowledge, there is no doubt that at
the basis of all knowledge there is first the exFor
perience which is more or less indefinite.

and

—

:

;

—

;

—
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experience does not begin with a recognition of
the distinctions which subsequent reflexion finds
within it. At first it is vague and indefinite. The
elements within it are not distinguished. These
distinctions are the work of reflexion
we find
within experience elements which we call feeling,
thought, and volition. These we discover to be
ultimate, that is, we cannot identify thought with
feeling or with volition, though all three are
present in every experience. Similarly, we find
the sphere of knowledge that there are many
elements which can be distinguished, and processes
which can be considered in abstraction from the
others sensation, perception, imagination, conception, general laws, and so on ; so that we may
regard sensations becoming associated together,
and by the apperceptive activity of the mind
worked into perceptions ; and perceptions by the
:

m

—

same

activity

conceptions

;

becoming images images becoming
and conceptions being worked up till
;

they become ideas

Ideas in their turn
(Bcqriffe).
give rise to newer and wider judgments, till the
whole contents of consciousness are organized and
placed in sure and definite relation with reality.
Such is the kind of picture sometimes painted of
the process and outcome of knowledge on its subjective side and on the objective side objects keep
pace with the subjective evolution, being bound
together in order, so that the subjective and objective are only opposite sides of reality.
But many questions arise, such as the relation
of sensation to perception, of perception to conception, of conception to judgment and to idea, and
these questions are not yet answered. One fundamental question is. Can we consider any of these
mental activities without involving all the others ?
Does not the simplest intellectual experience involve the whole activity of the mind, and is not
the whole experience of the rational being implicitly present in the first rudimentary experience? When we concentrate attention oh, say,
perception, is not the rational activity of the
perceiving subject involved in every perception t
2. Solidarity of mental movements.
Leaving
these questions unanswered for the present, let us
look for a little at the first abstraction which we
make when we separate the cognitive activities
from the volitions and from the feeling experience
of man. Can we have a real Epistemology when
we take the cognitive activities by themselves,
and separate them from the other experiences
insepaiably bound up with them ?
In knowledge, the knower appears to himself as an active
Knd sensitive intellect. The knower feels sure of the existence
Df himself and of his object, the thing known
he is certain
of his painful or pleasurable feelings, and of those feelings we
;

—

*

;

which are in him, but which he nevertheless
attributes to the objects as their external cause. The knower
is, above all, an intelligent will.
He knows his object ; the
thing known, as he acts upon it, moves it, moulds it, makes or
destroys or modifies it ; and is himself moved, moulded, or
otherwise affected by it. Without intellect there is no knowledge ; without feeling there is no knowledge without doing
and experiencing the effects upon ourselves and our object, of
this doing, there is no knowledge. And yet these elements, or
factors, are all given together in the unity of the act or process
of cognition (Ladd, Knowledge, Life, and Reality, p. 61).

call sensations,

;

'

would seem, then, that Epistemology must be
careful lest, in dealing with its own problems, it
It

may treat them

in so abstract a fashion as to make
the solutions untrue or inadequate. It must not
proceed on the supposition that a purely cognitive
experience is possible. It must accept from Psychology the facts which it establishes regarding the
complexity of every act of cognition, and the
further fact that not cognition but conation is the
fundamental element in experience.
It cannot
investigate of itself, or inquire into the origin of
experience, or go back to the first beginning of
cognition.
No science can go back to its own
origin.
Nor is there any science of origin.

We

cannot recall the beginning of our experience, nor
can we say what experience is the simplest possible. But we can say that all experience is process.
What we can discern as we look back on our experience is just this continuous process of change
change felt and experienced and also processes in
which there is continuous interchange. There
seem to be interchanges between external happenings and subjective feelings, interchanges between
our acts and external changes in the objects ws
act on. And all along the process there is the
constant play of feeling, cognizing, acting, none
of which takes place without the others.
We note

—

and thinking take up the whole field ; the subject is so
occupied with these interests and processes, its
whole range of consciousness is so focused on the
object in view, that it is not aware of itself or its
changes, or of the interest which led it to make
selections or to form a world for itself to which it
would direct its attention. Likes and dislikes are
there, desire and aversion are present, and the
objects which are primarily attended to are those
which one longs for, or desires to avoid. In the
activity aroused by objects which excite feeling,
objects grow so as to be defined as desirable or
undesirable, and this activity is directed towards
the attaining of the one set or the destroying of
the other ; and, in order to do this, the various
objects are classified, recognized, known, so as to be
brought, as far as possible, within the moulding
influence of our action. All these processes may
go on, and, in fact, have gone on, ever since men
began to be or act ; and yet a man may not have
reflected on himself as the subject which feels,
thinks, and acts. The subject is wholly occupied
at the outset, and for long after, with the objects
of its knowledge, desire, or action ; it is so busy
with their recognition, classification, and arrangement, so as to master them for its own use, that it
scarcely ever regards its own nature, its own
Least of all has
activity, or its own aims at all.
it discriminated among its own states, or distributed its own activity into its several kinds. Feeling, thinking, willing, are there, but only in the
form of undistinguished activity. Nor ought reflective analysis ever to forget that, while it may
distinguish the several elements in thought, they
are inseparable in reality.
It may well be, then, that knowledge, will, and
feeling are indispensable aspects of consciousKnowledge always involves an act of attenness.

also that, at the outset, feeling, acting,

tion (see art. ATTENTION, vol. ii. p. 212), and
attention as mainly aroused by interest, or stimulated by feeling. While attention thus expresses
an attitude of the mind, it is equally certain that
For will invariably
it also expresses an act of will.
involves some awareness a means to be used in
order to reach an end. An act of will looks at a
present situation in order to modify it, with the

—

view of reaching a goal. This is emphatically
true when one pursues a reasoned course in order
to reach a desired end, but it is also true of the
most impulsive act of will. Even in an impulse
there is some apprehension of a situation, and some
desire to change it in order that it may better fit
our purpose. It may further be said that every
actual process of consciousness involves awareness,
and this awareness is of a purposive kind. It is
not possible to enter into a full analysis of this
purposive element in every act of consciousness,
but reference may be made to such writers as
Stout, Royce, and Ward for a full account of this
interesting analysis.
Knowledge is itself teleological, it is selective of its own content, and its
selection is determined by interest, and by a desire
Knowto control the world for its own purpose.
ledge and action are thus correlative to each other,

;
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and each must have its place in a systematic exposition of the activity of consciousness. On the
other hand, both knowledge and will must be
considered in relation to a basis of immediate
feeling which arouses attention and prompts to
endeavour, with a view to an increase of pleasurable
feeling, or an avoidance of an experience which is
painful.
Feeling is thus an inspiration to endeavour, whether in the region of thought or of action.
It is the signal to awareness, it arouses the attention, it inspires the action, it prompts towards the
According as we
realization of a fuller experience.
lay stress on knowledge, will, or feeling, we shall
have in the first place a world of truth or fact, in
the second place a world of ideals more or less
realized, and in the third place a world of appreciations, in which values and worths are the main
feature.
These three worlds ought to be one, and
the present endeavour of philosophy is to make
them one ; and thus the worlds set forth in their
exclusiveness by idealists, empiricists, and pragmatists must finally appear as aspects of that real
world to construct which is the ultimate aim of
philosophy.
While we thus caution ourselves that an abstract

Epistemology must in its very nature be one-sided,
and must ever be held in control by the other
aspects of consciousness, it is yet a legitimate aim
to consider knowledge in itself, apart from those
implications which are inseparably bound up with
as a matter of fact. It is legitimate to consider
the operations of Logic apart from Psychology, and
also to deal with problems of Metaphysics by themselves.
But each of these involves the others, and
each is constantly applying to the others for help
and guidance. So, abstract Epistemology, or the
discussion of the nature of knowledge, its limits,
and its validity, may so far be considered in separation from the other philosophical sciences
yet the conclusions to be drawn from the discussion
are themselves abstract, and are not forthwith to
be regarded as true and adequate for the descripit

tion of concrete reality.

—

Let us try then
3. Cognition as 'awareness.'
to get back to the simplest possible cognitive
position. Even this will have elements in it which
we shall be obliged to neglect, if we are to have only
a cognitive position to attend to. When we seek
the simplest possible cognitive position, we are not
seeking the origin of knowledge.
have already
said and it is a commonplace— that inquiry into
origins is beyond the business of science. But we
may ask, What is the fact about knowledge which
involves the latter in its most elementary form?
obtain knowledge in its simplest form when
we go back to the most elementary description of
consciousness which we possess. It is simply that
of awareness, or of simple apprehension.
may
neglect for the moment the fact that awareness
has in it a voluntary and a feeling element, and
concentrate our attention on the fact that it has a
cognitive element. Both Locke and Kant agree
that all knowledge begins with experience, and
from this there is no dissent on the part of any
philosopher. What then is the simplest form of
experience, or the ultimate datura from which
knowledge starts? Have we any state of mind
which may, for this piirpose, be regarded as
ultimate, which, itself unexplained, may afford
the explanation of everything else 1 The ultimate
fact seems to be, not a stimulus of any kind, or a
dependence of a state of consciousness on any sense
organ, but an immediate presence to consciousness.

We

—

We

We

What

I feel,

what

I taste,

what

I see,

need no

further evidence of their existence than the fact
that I feel, taste, or see them. I am aware of
them, and this awareness is a primary act of

knowledge.

It

depends on nothing but

itself.
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Here, if anywhere, wo have an act of knowledge
seemingly concerned with present reality, and
with that alone. It is to be remarked again, by

way of caution, that we isolate, for the purjjose of
study, the act of knowledge from the other elements
in the comidex state of consciousness which we
When we speak of knowing, of
call awareness.
willing, or of doing, wo abstract these from the
normal state of consciousness which usually involves
all three.
Pure thought, pure feeling, pure will,
are abstractions, not names of any concrete reality.
Awareness is a state of consciousness which
possesses all the elements of experience.
Here we
concentrate attention on the cognitive aspect of
awareness.
may from this point of view name
it apprehension, which is the simplest and the most
cognitive
acts.
ultimate of all
At the same time,
it is contended tnat even the simplest state of
consciousness has a cognitive aspect. The consciousness of the present is itself an act of knowledge.
If at this stage we may use language more
applicable to a subsequent stage of the argument,
a state of consciousness is the state of any conscious
subject, and it has an object. But, it may be said,
is every conscious state one which may be described
as knowledge ? Would not this be a contradiction
of the statement that knowledge, feeling, and
volition are not to be derived from one another,
that they are primary and underivable ? It may
be granted that each of these aspects of intelligence
has peculiarities inseparable from its very existence,
which must be described from attributes peculiar
to itself.
On the other hand, it may he justly
contended that every state of feeling has its cognitive
aspect, that every state of knowledge has its feeling tone, and that every volition has its emotional
and cognitive aspect. Still we may concentrate
attention on the cognitive aspect which is present

We

mental state. Awareness is mainly
even if it be also volitional and emotional.
This awareness at its simplest implies the consciousness of a content present to us, and an assurance
that we are so far in possession of a knowledge of
it.
It seems to be the simplest of all the acts of
knowledge, and cannot be derived from anything
in every
cognitive,

more simple.
We are aware that the last statement is deeply
contentious, and one which is attacked fiercely
and from different standpoints. Idealism content
that the simplest act of knowledge is constituted
by thought-relation, and we cannot have an act of
knowledge which does not involve relations constituted by thought. Empiricists, on the other
hand, tend to isolate sensations, and to make these

We

the sole foundation of possible knowledge.
have not space fully to argue the question, but it
may be said, in answer to the former, that even
Idealism must have some data from which to start.
Something must be given if thought is ever to
make a start. And the common starting-point of
all the subsequent explanations of experience is
just this position of awareness. Awareness may
136 so interpreted as to involve the whole outcome
of completed experience. It may, indeed, be truly
said of it that it is the awareness of a subject, and
this is sufficient to justify all the claims of idealism.
On the other hand, empiricism may contend
that the first thing is the sensation, and that the
awareness is second, and the effect of the sensation.
But it seems more consistent with the fact of
experience, and with the whole analysis of the
case, to take awareness as the first thing we meet
with ; it seems to be the ultimate fact beyond
which we cannot go, itself unexplained, yet the
explanation of everything else. From this primary
and underived fact we may explain all the
phenomena, whether these take the form of the
ordered world of knowledge known as science, on
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the one hand, or all the facts which are formed may not exactly measure the extent and limits of
into the ordered knowledge which we call hy the this primary disposition, or inquire how much of
name of Logic, Psychology, or Metaphysics, on the it is due to traditional lore and how much to
Awareness is the pre-condition of all the instruction on the part of parents and friends. It
other.
systems, and it is well to take it as the starting- is not possible for one to teU how much is due to
point of any theory of knowledge which can in any nature and how much to nurture. But, at all
events, for every individual bom into this world
way be adequate to the fact.
Taking, then, this a portion is assigned ; he obtains an inheritance of
4. Contents of knowledge.
attitude of awareness as the starting-point for the nature and culture which enables him to start, by
discnssion of knowledge, what do we find? The no means ill-fumished, on the work of living. No
consciousness of a here and now, with a content doubt much of this knowledge is uncritical, unmore or less defined. This is the irreducible sifted, and much of it must be cast aside as unminimum, the ultimate datum of all experience. trustworthy, but it is there, and this unsifted
Apart from all subtlety of argument and all knowledge is what an individual must start with.
Coming back, then, to awareness as the simplest
attempts at explanation, this is sure. There is a
present experience, and from immediate experience datum of a possible knowledge, let us ask what is
every theory of knowledge must start. The implied by it. Of course the two elements which
simplest form of immediate experience is just this are combined in every act of knowledge are present
awareness. No doubt the latter is a property of here in their most rudimentary form. There is
every form of life. It seems to lie at the bottom the attitude of the mind which is aware, and the
of adaptation, and may be considered as a character- object of which it is aware. What the nature of
istic of life in general, or a property of organic life,
the object may be it is premature to inquire. It
which helps an organism to adapt itself to its may be its own feeling of pleasure or of pain ; it
environment. As life becomes more organized, may be the change from one state to another ; it
awareness is there in increasing measure. Organic may be an impression from without but in every
habits and interests grow up, and in higher case there is an awareness of an object. And then
organizations they are the means by which the there is the awareness itself, considered simply as
organism adapts itself to its environment. It is a an attitude of the subject. This awareness, thus
matter of observation that every organism has a simply considered, gives us the starting-point of
working knowledge of Nature, and is so far aware knowledge. It passes through the various grades
of the hindrances and helps towards its self- of experience, until, as the outcome of growing
preservation. This is a characteristic of all life, experience and of reflexion on itself, it becomes the
and without it life would be impossible. How far full-orbed distinction which we call the distinction
adaptation to environment may be regarded as between subject and object, which is implied in all
something which flows out of intelligence on the human knowledge. The suhject has its own nature,
part of life is a question which does not admit of characteristics, modes of action, its rules, its
any definite answer but the fact of adaptation is principles, and its laws which condition all knowundoubted. Yet in a self-conscious being adapta- ledge. Objects have also their own characteristics,
tion to environment must in the long run become their own natures, and their own correspondences.
a conscious process, and intelligent foresight will So all knowledge is conditioned by the knowing
take the place of instinctive adaptation. At the subject and by the objects which are known. The
same time it must be conceded that adaptation to two are in relation to each other, and the whole
environment, even in a being implicitly self- question is as to what is the relation, or what are
conscious, consists in adjustments common to men the relations, of subject and object within the world
and the lower organisms. Men are practising of knowledge. Are we to think of subject and
science even before they recognize it. Even the object as a distinction which is ontological ? Are
tracks made by sheep up a hill-side are wonderfully we to think of this distinction as the same which we
engineered, taking the line of least resistance. name self and not-self ? Are we to place the
The people of a village who have never heard of two under the law of causality, and name the one
Euclid, in making their paths through the fields,
cause and the other effect ? Are we to look at
act on the principle that the two sides of a triangle the object as the governing element in the formation
are longer than the third side.
of knowledge ? Or, are we to look at the subject
must recognize, then, that organic habits as the maker of Nature, and to state our theory of
and instincts have a significance for knowledge, knowledge in consistency therewith ? All these
and that knowledge of a kind has made some questions confront us as we begin to wrestle with
progress before reflexion begins, or at least while tbe epistemological problem, and the history of
reflexion is in a rudimentary condition.
Instincts,
philosophy may be called the history of the attempt
beliefs, habits, are part of that original endowment
to answer them. Otherquestions also arise. There
of man in virtue of which he is able to make him- is the question of the possibility of knowledge, and
self at home in the world in which he has to live.
of the various attitudes assumed thereto on the
Those habits and beliefs develop in man in inter- Eart of the human spirit. These attitudes are, or
action with the environment, and, before reflexion
ave been, mainly three. There is the attitude
begins, he is prepared for the recurrence of day called scepticism, which denies the possibility of
and night, for the succession of the seasons, and knowledge, and which has appeared in various
can anticipate the procession of natural events in relations in the history of human thought. There
the emergencies of his daily life. Organic habits is the attitude, also common, which we call dogmatand beliefs, increased by the experience of many ism ; and, finally, there is criticism, or an examinagenerations handed down from father to son and tion of the principles which are implied in the
recorded in language, may grow to so great an possibility of knowledge both on the side of the
extent that, in virtue of them, men may learn to subject and on that of the object. All these
obtain control over the world so far as immediate attitudes must obtain recognition in a discussion
necessity requires. This must be taken into ac- of knowledge, its possibility, and its existence as
count when we seek to understand the mystery of fact. Further, there are questions as to the relation
knowledge. Analyzing this complex body of know- of knowledge to the object that is known. Is the
ledge with which an individual starts, we see that object of knowledge independent of the fact that
so much is due to the primary endowment of the it IS known ? Is knowableness an essential quality
individual, which enables him to make himself at of things? And, if the object is knowable, what
home in the world in which he is to dwell.
la
is the machinery by which it is knowable?
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knowledge

in immediate relation to its object, or
representative
It is clearly out of the question in this article to
give anything like an adequate account of the
various attitudes of the mind towards the epistemological problem, or to institute an inquiry into the
characteristic features of scepticism, dogmatism,
or criticism.
It is equally impossible within any
reasonable limits to set forth the various theories
which have appeared in history regarding the
relation of thought towardw its object, or to give
a full account of naturalism, empiricism, idealism,
or the theories of knowledge contained under these
or similar names. To deal with empiricism fully
would be to give a complete account of English
is it

't

philosophy from Hobbes down to J. S. Mill, with
a glance at the philosophy of Shadworth Hodgson.
One main characteristic of this philosophy is that
it regards the object as the determining element in
knowledge, and looks at the relation of object to
subject as one of causality. Nor can we give a full
account of idealistic constructions of experience,
whether subjective or objective, for that would
be to attempt to write the history of philosophy
since Kant, not to speak of the contribution made
to thought by the splendid achievements of Greece.
must travel by a shorter route, which will
not leave the above questions without an answer.
shall look at them first from the point of view
of mind, or of the subject, and second from that
of the content of knowledge, or of knowledge as
affected by the nature of tne object.
On the one
side, all knowledge is the product of the active
subject ; and, no less, knowledge, if it is valid,
must correspond with reality. Under the first
head all questions regarding the successive steps
by which the subject articulates its knowledge
into an ordered whole might well be discussed,
and under the second all questions as to the

We

We

validity of knowledge or its relation to its objects
might find a place. All questions regarding the
activity of the subject in organizing its knowledge
whether these are materialistic, realistic, or
idealistic would find a place in the inquiry into
the nature of intelligence and its mode of working
while those relating to validity, and the
attitude of the mind towards knowledge, whether
this is sceptical, dogmatic, or critical, would find
their fitting place under the latter heading.
StartS. Epistemology and sense-experience.
ing afresh from the concrete fact of our experience, which must be considered the primary fact
of our mental life the awareness of a content
we must seek to show how this really involves,
or contains implicitly, what is evolved into the
structures of Metaphysics, Psychology, Logic,
and Epistemology.
All the mental sciences
spring out of this fact of awareness a fact of
which the simplest analysis gives position, discrimination, and comparison. These are not independent acts or processes, nor can they be
regarded as constituting the fact of awareness.
They are simply aspects of this fact, and are not
before it in point of time. They are in themselves
abstractions, and are to be viewed as strictly subordinate to the reality out of which they spring,

—

—

;

—

—

—

and apart from which they have no meaning.

On

the other hand, the simplest facts of mind, even
sense-impressions and ideas, cannot be facts of
mind at all unless they have in them, implicitly
at least, the rudimentary forms of those features
of distinction and relation which have become
articulate in the elaborated forms which we find
in our highest thought.
To make explicit what
is involved in the simplest form of experience is
the function of philosophy.
Here we are at the parting of the ways ; and,
according as we take the one path or the other,
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we are committed

to a system or a mode of interof experience which is far-reaching.
the fact of which we are aware, and
what does it mean ? In modern language, is it a
simple 'that' or is it a 'what'?
Is the whole
duty of man, as a thinker, simply to write short-

pretation

What

is

of liis own sensations, their
organization, and their outcome ?
This is the view held in some quarters
the objective relations of these sensations are regarded
as something unknowable. To inquire into this
view would necessitate an investigation into the
nature of sensation and its meaning, into the
relation of a sensation to the mind which has it,
and into the nature of the relation to the occa-

hand descriptions
their

order,

:

sion of its being felt.
On this head we refer to
the masterly discussion by Ward in his article
'Psychology' (EBr^^ xxii. 547) and to his GifTord
lecture, Naturalism and Agnosticism (ii. 116 f.)
Sensations have form in other words, they have inalienable
'

;

quality, intensity, extensity
as people say
again nowadays, they have a "what" as well as a "that."
Again, they are not isolated ; but, as I have already urged,
they are changes in what for want of a better word— I have
been fain to call a presentational continuum. The so-called
"pure sensation" of certain psychologists is a pure abstraction as much so as the mass-point of the physicist, but without perhaps the same warrant on the score of utility. The
whole doctrine of the gradual elaboration of perception out of
purely subjective material is fast being relegated to the region
of psychological myth. ... It is physiology rather than psychology that has kept the notion of sensations as subjective
affections in vogue.
Primary or perceptual presentation is all
we mean, and such a term has the advantage of making the
objective character explicit, and of ignonng physiological
implications with which we have nothing to do.'
characteristics,

;

—

;

Taking this, then, as the view which Psychology
presents to us, we may neglect the controversy aa
to simple sensations, and take for granted that
every sensation has an objective as well as a subjective reference.
What shall we say as to the
relation of thought to sensation, perception, conception, and to all the categories in which thought
seems to sum up the contents of knowledge, and
the nature of experience in general? WUl the
analysis of thought give to us the interpretation
of experience, and will obedience to the categories
of thought ensure the validity of our thinKing?
Is thought responsible for matters of fact ?
What
is the function of thought in relation to experience? In particular, what (to use the language of
Ward) has thought to do with perceptual presentation ?
Instead, therefore, of following up in
detail the description of the elaboration of the
forms of our knowledge from perceptual presentation through perception, image-making, and conception, to the highest forms of Logic and Metaphysics, let us look at the part which thinking may
be said to play in the making of knowledge.
Before considering this question, we must have
some conception of what sense-experience means
and implies. For, on any view, there is such a
thing as sense-experience or a consciousness of
objects in a world of sense.
because in our experience there is given a broad distwo features of the contents [of consciousness]
the one hand that of extension, on the other hand the
negative thereof (the absence of extendedness) with, probably,
as its positive associate, the element of feeling that we are
first enabled to make a distinction between subjective and
objective' (Adamson, Development of Modem Philosophy, i.
*

It is

tinction between

—on

—

291).

Here Adamson found the simplest form of exmost rudimentary form of objectivity
on the one hand and of subjectivity on the other.
At this stage of experience both the objective and
the subjective are undefined, but from it the development of both subject and object proceeds, until we
come to full self-consciousness on the one hand,
and full consciousness of a defined object on the
other
and these are the complementary aspects
perience, the

;

of complete knowledge. The first aspect of senseexperiences which forces itself on the mind is their

'
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On the one side there is extension,
and on the other there is feeling or a state of consciousness
and how are these to be reconciled ?
The objects which afifect us seem to be out there,
beyond us are they really what they seem to be ?
We need not recall the story so picturesquely

opposition.

;

;

>vritten in the history of human thought, of how
the relation of the mind to its objects, as this
is set forth in sense-experience, has culminated

in Scepticism on the one hand and Solipsism on
the other.
Doubt as to the very existence of
an external world, followed by doubt as to the
existence of an internal world, has arisen from the
attempt to make sense-experience the whole experience of man. Yet sense- experience is a fact,
and has to be taken into account on any theory
of knowledge.
The characteristic quality of it is
the simple immediate existence of a conscious content. 'I see,' ' I hear,' ' I feel,' ' I taste,' and so on,
simply give, so far as sense is concerned, the present experience and nothing more. ' This,' ' that,'
'
here,' ' now,' are indications of the presence to
consciousness of a sense quality. No doubt, there
is a difference between these indications
' here
but they are only
is one thing, ' now ' is another
variations of the same kind of conscious life.
Take any object of perception, and abstract from
it all that has been evolved by conscious activity
in elaboration of it in former experience, and
what is left for pure perception is only an experience of a ' here ' and ' now.' What is perceived is
not an articulated object, say a horse, with all the
characteristic marks of a horse as it is to a scientific mind, or even to a practical mind, with all
the implications of a gathered knowledge ; it is
only a difference of colour which is presented to
sense. This is commonplace ever since Berkeley's
classic analysis of the nature of vision an analysis which is true of all our interpretations of senseexperience. When we strip sense-experience bare
of all that is added to it by interpretation, we
have only a present content of consciousness in
practical experience it is not possible to make so
drastic an abstraction.
On the other hand, it is vain to say that the
nature of things is to be perceived. The statement Esse est percipi is without meaning unless
we add to bare perception those perceptual judgments by which a mere presentation of difference
of colour and shape becomes a judgment of distance, of character, and so on.
But, when we do
so, we have come to a perception which is charged
with the meanings introduced into it by a long
experience, functioned by interpretations gathered
by a mind in contact with reality, and which has
formed judgments in accordance with its own
nature and the nature of things.
It has been
customary to refer to perception as the standard
and norm of knowledge. But, when this is done,
we have passed from perception as simple senseexperience, and have introduced into it all the
series of interpretations which have been gathered
from the action of the mind in interaction with
the objects of its experience. Perceptual presentation (to use the phrase of Ward) implies more than
can be justified from sense-experience. It is possible, indeed, on the basis of the latter to arrive
at something like a universal.
That universal
is precisely what Ward calls a ' presentational
eontinumn ' ; or, as the same thing is expressed by

—

—

—

—

Baillie,

The universal 18 just the continuity of the process which
makes up the life-history of immediate sense-experience. This
may, by selective interest or otherwise, appear in distinct
phases or parts. But each as readily becomes its opposite, and
'

this fluent interchangeableness constitutes the identity between
them. The incessant change of sense-life is due toits being
a mere variation of the same simple form of existence, is due,
m fact, to the interchangeableness of its content a "this" can
equally well become a " that," a " now " a " then," and so on.
:

This incessant
consists in.

chan^

Hence

of similar elements is all that sense-life
endless fleeting character,

its variability, its

inadequacy to satisfy the desire for a stable
ideal, or constant org^anizing universal.
Hence, so far from
being the ultimate touch-stone of reality, as some have held,
it is just what is perpetually slipping from our grasp. Its being
is change, its life the death of its moments. As for constituting
a support, which some have tried to make it, against sceptical
attack, it is bound to prove the best weapon scepticism can
use. The incessant change, which constitutes its hfe as a universal, makes it impossible for a '* this " or " that" to maintain
a substantial permanent reality external to the subject. A
" this " or " that " has no realitj- of its own at all its nature
falls into the universal process of change (Idealistic Construcits instability, its

;

*

tion of Experience, p. 152

f.).

Even in sense-experience, then, there is something at work which transcends it. In the formation of percepts, in the process of perception, there
is already an activity of the subject at work.
Nor
is it possible to isolate the process of perception,
or to consider it in abstraction from the more
elaborate processes through which mind works.
The sharp distinction so often drawn between perception and conception cannot be maintained.
For, as men now are, with their inherited culture,
with their social life in family and school, perceptions are charged through and through mth transsubjective meanings and it is not possible for us
to get face to face vvith a pure perception.
The
very fact that we have to name the various perceptions, and that names are words charged with
meanings, makes it impossible for us to regard
perception as the norm of knowledge.
Here
thought has been at work, and the very giving
of names proves that we can no longer interview
consciousness in its naked simplicity.
may
seek to isolate the process of perception, and may,
indeed, note its characteristics ; but at the best
we only succeed in proving that it is a stage in
the development of the subject on its way to complete self-consciousness, and a stage of the objects
on the way towards complete organization in a
world of knowledge. It is almost axiomatic that
the evolution of the subject towards its ideal is
also the evolution of the world of knowledge into
an organized form. The subject is growing, and,
as it evolves, so does the world of knowledge, for
these are aspects of the same reality.
If, then,
6. Thought and sense-perception.
even in sense-experience we have traces of interpretation and interpretation is the work of thought
we may formally ask. What is the function of
thinking in the growth of knowledge ? It is necessary to note here that, in the case of sense-presentations coming to us from the objective world, they
come and go without any control over them on the
part of the subject. Whatever passes within our
sphere of vision makes its own impression on the
eye, and the visual image is there, whether we
attend to it or not. Sounds are heard, and the
hearing of them is beyond the control of the ear.
Even the flow
So with all sense-presentations.
of ideas In the mind itself seems sometimes to be
unregulated, informed by no principle, and uncontrolled by any reference either to the objective
world or to the interests of the self. Both in the
;

We

—

—

—

case of sense-presentations, and of ideas associated
in a mere flow without inner connexion, and uncontrolled by reference to purpose, we have illustrations of conscious movements which seem to
have no rational connexion. This is obvious both
in sense-presentations and in the case of ideas, as
majf be shoAvn by a reference to the laws of association.
What has once come together somehow
The
in experience tends to come together again.
most unlike things which have come together tend
Illustrations of this abound.
to recur together.
Take the relation of thought to words, or of words
to the music of the song, and we find that thought
and word are inseparably united, and the words of
a song are wedded to the music. This is one order

EPISTBMOLOGT
But there is anof the contents of consciousness.
other order, in which we seek to establish not contingency but necessity, not accidental conjunction
but inner connexion. Over against the uncontrolled
flow of sense-presentations, and the unregulated
flow of ideas accidentally associated, we place the
seek
exercise of a mental activity of our own.
to place together the things which, we think, belong together.
may recognize that they belong
together, not because tney have happened to come
together in some passing phase of our experience,
but because they are fixed in changeless relations.
The properties of a circle belong together, and
cannot be separated without destroying the notion
of a circle.
Thus, science is the attempt to ascertain the things and qualities which belong together,
and to replace a contingent and accidental order
by one that is fixed and connected. Nor is the
activity of thought limited merely to the recognition of the things which belong together in the
objective order of the world whether that order
is fixed by the peculiar constitution of the actual
world to be ascertained by experiment and observation, or fixed by ideal combinations (as in pure
mathematics) constructed solely by the mind. For
mind is creative. In the normative sciences there
is not merely recognition of things which belong
together there is the power of saying that some
things shall belong together. In the one case, the
self is the discoverer and the interpreter of an order
which it has not instituted ; in the other case, it is
a law-maker, determining both the end which it
has in view and the means by which it is to be
accomplished. Here it is possible to give to airy
nothing a local habitation and a name.' In this
sphere we certainly find the activity of the subject, the expression of itself and of its ovni purpose,
where the train of thought is dominated by a purpose, and the meaiis are arranged by which a new
meaning is given to the material so arranged as
As Adamson has remarked
to fulfil a purpose.
'Taken in the mass, our thinking appears (1) as a
subjective activity (2) as the expression of some
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and therefore as

self-conscious ; (3) as reating together the materials supplied by presentations and representations {op. cit. ii. 258).
Leaving the discussion of the first two characteristics of thinking for the moment, we shall dwell
on the third, namely, that of relating together
materials supplied by presentations and reprehave already seen that the aim
sentations.
of thinking is to bring together what belongs
together.
Now, it is clear that the presentational
continuum does not bring together what belongs
together ; it presents experiences as they happen
to come. It, therefore, gives no principle of rational
connexion. Nor do the happenings which are merely
associated together supply the linkage which we
are in search of. What are the criteria of things
which belong together? How are they to be related ? In the first place, we connect them according to the rational principles of the mind which
links them together, and, in the second place,
according to the native connexions of the things
themselves. But in every product of knowledge
these are together. True, in dealing with the two
factors of knowledge, we may neglect one or other
for the sake of convenience ; but we must always
try to restore the wholeness of what we have thus
disrupted for the time.
In his
7. The conceptual and perceptual order.
latest book, unhappily unfinished, W. James says,
The intellectual
with all the emphasis of italics
life of man consists almost wholly in his substitution of a conceptual order for the perceptual order
in which his experience originally comes' (Some
Problems of Philosophy, p. 51). And on the preIf my reader can succeed in
vious page he says
f)urpose,

'
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abstracting from all conceptual interpretation and
lapse back into his immediate senHible life,
he will find it to be what some one has called a big
bloominp buzzing confusion, as free from contradiction in its " much-at-onceness " as it is all alive
and evidently there.' The phrase has all the picturesqueness which we expect from its author.
But is it true or adequate? The sensible life is,
Impressions which come
so far, an ordered life.
to us through the senses are filtered as they come.
Eye, ear, and all the other senses select out of the
big blooming buzzing confusion those waves of
sight and sound which can be transformed into
sensations and, even at the very beginning, the
eye does not see sound, or the ear appreciate light.
But the eye does have a picture of a coloured
something, which is not confused, or blooming, or
buzzing.
At the outset, therefore, there is not
confusion, but something which is already full of
order sense-impressions are definite and ordered,
and the work of science is to ascertain, define, and
describe the order.
But can it be fairly said that the order in which
our experience originally comes is the perceptual
order ? Or, if it is, can we separate thus abruptly
Can
the perceptual from the conceptual order?
we have percepts by themselves ? James evidently
all
his
books
he
recould,
for
in
thought that we
fers constantly to the perceptual order as the
norm and criterion of valid knowledge. To us, on
the other hand, a percept is as mucli the work of
Even sensation itself, in so
thought as a concept.
far as it has a meaning, is a work of thought.
It may be well to
8. Thought and reality.
guard ourselves at this stage against a possible
misunderstanding, which might arise from speaking in separate terms of thought and reality, and
do not mean by
the relation between them.
Epistemology, or the theory of cognition, an examination of the nature of knowledge as something
apart from the reality which is then taken as an
external standard. leather we regard the treatment of thought, and the analysis of reality itself,
as the attempt to reach a world of reality considered as a system of ideas, which may actually
become the world of reality. It is our interpretation of reality, and is part of the reality which
is constructea by intelligence in response to the
whole universe of experience. The environment
of thought is neither an external world nor a supposed world of action ; it is the whole world of
experience, which is to be articulated into system,
and made such as to answer to our intelligence.
Not, indeed, that we may ever hope to transfer
all reality into our system of thought, which for
the thinker is the reality he can command and
Yet our system of thought falls far short of
use.
reality.
For, while the world which each mind
constructs for itself out of its own experience is
the world of which it is the centre, there must be
a world common to all intelligences, or, in other
words, a higher experience than ours, which in its
organized state is the supreme world of reality.
AH the worlds which seem separate and unconnected, as constructed by each for himself, have
common ground and purpose in that experience
In this
which is higher and deeper than ours.
view, reality is independent of our judgment, and
is something which far transcends our experience.
Yet our judgment and its outcome must be held to
be an element in that higher experience, and the
world we construct is part of the world that is what
it is for the higher experience.
As, on the one hand, reality must be held to
transcend the final worlds which knowledge builds
out of our experience, so, on the other hand, there
is a something given before thought can begin its
constructive work. Our immediate feeling has a
.

'
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content of its own, something which is there in a
sort of unity and simplicity which we have not
made, but only experience. It is a mode of contact with a world not yet realized or resolved into
its elements.
do not confer on that immediate
experience either its immediacy or its individuality ; we experience it in its unity. The first step
of the action of thought on that immediate feeling
is to break up its formal unity, to distinguish elements within it, and to pass beyond it into another
kind of unity, namely, that which is conferred by
thought.
But to restore the lost unity is very
difficult, and the whole task of philosophy is to
restore that unity which is first given in feeling,
disrupted by thought, and made diverse by the
analysis which thought has performed upon it.
Thus, in the end, we strive to attain, by the exercise of discursive thought, to something like intuition of unity, the unity of a whole, what life started
with in that intuition of unity which is the characteristic of our feeling life.
For the mind, in its
constructive attempt to think the world, finds that
it passes its strength either to attain to intuition
which envisages the world as a whole that is only
for a higher experience than ours or to rest eontent in the simple immediacy of feeling which gives
us a sense of wholeness in our simplest experience.
It is the province of Logic {g.v.) to set forth the
categories of mind, or the machinery by which it
does its work, as it is the province of Psychology
to set forth cognition considered as a merely mental
process.
It is the part of Epistemology to accept
from the sister sciences the description of the process of knowledge considered as an internal fact,
and to accept from Logic the deduction of the
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categories, their inter-relations, and their worth
as instruments for the organization of knowledge.
need not, therefore, dwell here on the significance of space and time as the forms within which
all our intuitions take place.
Nor need we inquire
into the subjectivity or objectivity of space and
time. Sufficient for our purpose is the fact that

We

our mental life is conditioned by these forms
at least all our sense-presentations are of such a
kind as never to transcend the boundaries of space
and time. Into the origin and nature of our conceptions of these we are not called to enter. It is
sufficient to say that they are forms into which
all

mind gathers

its experiences, and that it is constrained to regard all things as things in one space,
all events as happening in one time.
In these
forms it finds the first possibility of a unity of
experience.
The notion of space, then,
9. Thought and self.
dominates all our thinking with regard to things,
and time does the same with regard to the inner
life.
It is another matter, however, when we ask
ourselves how the notion of time governs all the
phenomena of the inner life. Can we in this relation do without the supposition that the very
possibility of time depends on the fact that there
is a continuity of the thinking subject to which
the events that happen to it, or in it, are referred ?
Is not the permanence of the thinking subject the
condition of the possibility of the notion of time ?
are aware that this is a keenly contested
question.
It is a fact recogrnized explicitly or implicitly by every one,
that the manifold and constantly changing experiences that
enter into the life history of an individual mind are in some
sense owned by a self or ego which remains one and the same
throughout their vicissitudes. But, when we begin to inquire
into the precise nature of the unity and identity ascribed to the
self, and the precise sense in which its experiences belong to it,

and

—

We
'

we
On

are confronted with a fundamental divergence of views.
the one hand, it ia maintained that, just as the unity of a
triangle, or of a melody, or of an organism consists merely in
the special mode in which its parts are connected and correlated so as to form a specific kind of complex, so the unity of
what we call an individual mind consists merely in the peculiar
way in which what we call ita experiences are united with each

On this view, when we say that a desire is some one's
we merely mean that it enters as one constituent among
others into a connected totality of experiences having a certain
sort of unity and continuity which can belong to experiences
only, and not to material things. In opposition to this doctrine,
it is strenuously maintained by others that the identical subject
is not merely the unified complex of experiences, but a distinct
principle from which they derive their unity, a something
which persists through them and links them together. According to these writers, it is an inversion of the truth to say that
the manifold experiences through their union with each other
form a single self. On the contrary, it is only through their
relation to the single self as a common centre that they are
united with each other. Of these two conflicting theories, I
feel bound to accept the first and to reject the second.
The
unity of the self seems to me indistinguishable from the unity
of the total complex of its experiences (Stout,
Some Fundamental Points in the Theory of Knowledge,' p. 6 [one of the
Essays published by the University of St. Andrews in connexion
with the Five Hundredth Anniversary of its Foundation,
other.

desire,

'

*

1911]).

With his usual felicity of diction and lucidity of
argument. Stout states the grounds of his rejection
of the second view and his acceptance of the first.
Yet even his subtlety and power cannot prevent
his argument from appearing paradoxical.
The rdle which they ascribe to the subject of consciousness
ought rather to be ascribed to its object. The general principle
is that the changing complex of individual experience has the
unity and identity uniquely distinctive of what we call a single
self or ego, only in so far as objects are apprehended as one and
the same in different acts or in different stages and phases of
one and the same act. In other words, the unity of the self is
essentially a unity of intentional experience, and essentially
conditioned by unity of the object as meant or intended'
'

(». p.

We

7).

humbly suggest that

in this quotation,

and

in

the

subsequent reasoning, Stout has virtually
taken up the position of the theory which he has
formally rejected. How can the unity of the self
be a unity of intentional experience if there is no
subject to form the intention?
If objects are
apprehended as one and the same, surely there
must be a subject which apprehends them. The
present writer feels bound, therefore, to accept the
second of the above views and to reject the first.
Without arguing the question further, he would
simply say that I am not the thoughts I think,'
in other words,
I am not thought, but I think,
and I who now think am the same who thought
yesterday.' The conclusion to lay stress on the
epistemological interest is that thought exists
only in relation to a conscious and abiding subject.
But the latter is not merely an abstract identity ;
it lives, and moves, and grows, and realizes itself
just in proportion as it masters its objects, and is
able to fit them into the unity of a world of truth.
Still we may express our indebtedness to Stout for
the emphatic way in which he brings out the close
connexion between the uni*^^y of the subject and
that of the object.
For it is a characteristic of
thinking, or of thought, that, in addition to its
being a mental event, it claims to represent a truth
which is independent of the latter. It is no doubt
true that every thought as a mental event is parti'

'

—

cular

—

in fact, all the contents of consciousness as
;
but the mystery of
knowledge lies just here, that a particular mental
event, or a series of such, claims to be valid for an
order of fact or of reason which our thought does
;

mental events are particular

make but

—

discovers an order which is common
and not special to one.
10. Judgment the category of thought.
This
order, which I do not make but discover, is one
which I am able to discover because it is in itself
in relation to my intelligence, and can be construed by me in accordance with those principles
These
on which I act as an intelligent being.

not

to all

—

rational principles are implicit in every act of
judgment, and the rational principles of my judgment are found to be at worlc in the order which I

What these principles are it is the
business of Logic to set forth. For our purpose it
is necessary to refer to only one of these categories,
namely, that of Judgment, which is the form which
discover.

:

—

';
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thought uses in the apprehension of truth.

Logic

coming more and more to recognize judgment as
the one category which involves all other categories
in its operation, and in its discussion of logical
principles the doctrine of the judgment holds the
Is

foremost place.

We

refer to Sigwart's Logic in
of the judgment
may be found in treatises on Logic, and need not
be detailed here. But the fundamental conditions
of the. judgment are fundamental conditions of
thought itself.
Judgment in every form of it
involves a relation to the thinking self or to the
unity of the mental subject. This holds good even
on the hypothesis of Stout, as quoted above. It is
the self that judges, and it judges in consistency
with the totality of its rational experience, or at
In the second place its
least it ought to do so.
judgments must be consistent with each other ; in
other words, all judgments must have regard to
the law of identity and contradiction. If we are
to have a constant and consistent meaning, we
must think according to that law. Again, our
judgment must have regard to the fact of connexion
among the objects of thought. The irresistible
belief that things are connected, and that the connexion may be discovered, lies at the basis of every
illustration.

The various forms

judgment. What the connexion is the mind may
not know, and sometimes finds it hard to discover,
but that such a connexion exists is a conviction
without which there can be no judgment.
In dealing with the judgment in its various
forms and applications, we ought to remember that
there is one element common to all, which no
judgment can explicitly set forth. In all judgments, reference is explicitly or implicitly to the
subject which judges. It is the subject which supThe subject may itself be
poses, affirms, judges.
the object of reflexion. Thought itself may be the
object of thought, and it may be reflected on till
implications become explicit, and its modes
may be articulately set forth. But that
does not exhaust the meaning of the subject. Is
thought capable of exhausting in its own way all
the meanings which are implied in the function of
'self,' 'subject-self,' 'knower,' as over against the
may
objects of thought, object-self, and so on ?
think about the subject, may make it an object of
thought ; but, the more we do so, the more is the
reference to a subject a persisting relation. Exhaust the meaning of self by making it an object of
thought as much as we please, yet at the end the
self persists as the final condition under which knowledge of the self as object is possible. The meaning
of self or subject as capable of statement as object
of thought does not exhaust its subjective meaning.
The great attempts of philosophers have been, on the one
hand, to show that the self as *' subject" is nothing but the self
as *• object " and, on the other hand, to show that the self as
all its

of acting

We

*

;

"object " is only a sort of re-statement of the self as subject
yet again, to show that the self as object arises as a sort of

or,

cognitive screen or blind before the self as subject, so that the
latter is hopelessly obscured or hidden the subject disappearing in the realm of the " unknowable," or the " thing-in-itself "
(Baldwin, Thought and Things, or Genetic Logic, ii. 407).

—

In this relation
Stout (I.e. p. 8)
The

we may quote from

the essay of

the same self, inasmuch as throughout the
process of pursuit it is aware of the desired object as the same,
and inasmuch as it is aware of the object attained as identical
with the object pursued. The best example, however, is supplied by continuity of attention. Attention is continuous when
it is throughout directed to the same total object from varying
points of view, so as to distinguish successively its different
*

partial

self

is

features,

aspects,

and

relations.

For instance,

in

observing a flower with a view to its classification as a botanical
specimen, the stamens, root, and leaf arrangement may be successively distinguished. The total object is a flower as a specimen to be classified, together with the whole body of botanical
science so far as this may be relevant to the classification. The
partial features of this total object are successively discriminated, and in their turn cease to be discriminated. But there
is continuity of attention, inasmuch as the partial features successively discriminated are throughout implicitly apprehended
as being partial features of the same complex unity.'

As a
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description of the

work done by the mind

in the classification of a flower, this leaves nothing
to be desired.
But to speak of attention as con-

tinuous because

it is

throughout directed to the

same object seems a rather inadequate account of
attention considered as a mental process.
Nor
does it describe the attitude of attention as continuous ; for, as a matter of fact, the process of
attention by which the flower is classified may not
be continuous it may be distributed over many
times, and is so when we work on any subject and
resume it after an interval. But the main point is
that the process of attention as described by Stout
is attended by a consciousness of the strain of
attention.
I may be absorbed in the attempt to
classify the flower, but on reflexion I am conscious
that I was attending all the time. In fact, all the
objective meanings even those in which the subject or thought itself has been thought of are over
against a subject-self. The self is not to be merged
in its own products, and the unity of the object
seems to be inadequate to produce that unity of
the subject which is the presupposition of knowledge.
For, push the matter back as far as possible, even after all is done there will remain the
fact of a subject over against all the objects of
thought or objective meanings, as the very ground
of the possibility of knowledge.
In the last
resort it is the self that makes knowledge, it is
the self that judges, and the series of judgments
organized according to the nature of the subject
and according to objective conditions form the
kingdom of truth, which it is the aim of thought
to work out.
The first condition of the possibiSty
of knowledge is just this reference to a subject,
which becomes, in the process of working out the
kingdom of truth, a self-conscious subject, to which
all the objects of knowledge finally assume the
form of a coherent world of truth. In this ideal
goal, truth and fact become one ; and the content
of mind, articulated into system, becomes the
content of reality as well. But such a goal is
never attained by the finite mind ; it remains an
ideal, but one that influences and shapes all our
lesser and more partial systems of actual knowledge.
So, the real question becomes not how to
attain to the notion of the unity of the subject
from the object, as Stout really does, or to attain
the unity of the object world from the subject, but
how to construe both subject and object as related
unities in a wider unity which transcends and yet
contains both. Are not subject and object subsumed in the wider world of experience ? Are they
not really given in the earliest experience possible
to a subject which finally becomes a thinking subject? Are not both factors really present in the
first cognitive experience, which we have already
found to be present even in the sense-life? No
doubt in our reflective analysis we place the subject over against the object and the object over
against the subject, and make their relation to each
other one of utter opposition ; yet the relation of
opposition is a relation after all, and even in
opposition the two are really held together in the
unity of one experience.
II. Intelligibility of the objects of knowledge.
In any case, there is a conformity between cognition and its objects. What is the meaning of that
conformity ? Are we to say that cognition must
conform to objects, or are we to say that objects
must conform to cognition ? This is the experiment of Kant, who, finding that the assumption
that cognition must conform to objects had led to
scepticism, asked what would be the outcome of
the supposition that objects should conform to
cognition.
His question and the answer to it were
epoch-making in the history of thought, and every
theory of knowledge must take them into account.
:

—

—

;
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In answering his question, Kant endeavoured to
discover the nature of reality from the conditions
of its intelligibility, and in doing so he constructed
the world of objects, step by step, on the plan of
the world of knowledge. If there is such a world
intelligible to us, the conditions of its intelligiWhether
bility, Kant says, are such and such.
the actual world was of the kind which answered
which
question
to these conditions was, and is, a
Kant could not answer. For his solution had
regard only to the conditions of intelligibility, and
not to the actual world of human experience. So
his

intelligible

world

remained a phenomenal

world, purely hypothetical ; and the question of
the relation of this phenomenal world to reality
remained unanswered, or, rather, the answer was
farther removed than ever. Instead of the old
dilemmas, we find ourselves in the presence of a
new one, and one more radical than ever ; for we
have removed the older difficulties, only to be confronted with a new contrast between reality and
appearance, between phenomena and things-inthemselves, between the world of the knowable
and its relation to the world of the unknown and
the unknowable. How did the new hypothesis of
the conformity of objects to cognition, and the
consequent setting forth of the conditions of knowledge, lead to this contrariety of the world of
reality as beyond the phenomenal world ? If conformity to our cognition, as in the new question
asked by Kant, and its answer, removes reality

from our knowledge, and restricts our knowledge
to phenomena, there is time to ask another 0[uestion as to the relation of thought and things.
When and where in experience does intelligibility
begin ! Are we to regard intelligibility as something impressed on things by the action of the
mind ? Does mind constitute objects ? Of course,
if objects are to be intelligible, they must conform
to the nature of the intelligence which apprehends
them. But is the intelligibility conferred on the
object, or is it to be supposed intelligible in itself 1
Are objects really what Hume and in this Kant
seems to be at one with him calls independent
facts, and are events really disconnected which are
outwardly and contingently gathered together in
our minds by purely mental relations ? Kant did
in his philosophy show that the Nature known by
us as knowable is systematic, and finally came to
the conclusion that this systematic character is
analogous to the unity of self-consciousness. But
consistent thinking leads us back to the conception
that this systematic character of Nature is not
conferred on it by us, that, in fact, it is implicit
in the earliest experience of rational beings
and the business of our thinking is to make
explicit what is implicit there, and to articulate in detail what is inchoately present at the

—
—

beginning.

And

yet, while we regard as true the relation
thought to an intelligible world, it must not be
supposed that the world of thought and the systematic world discovered by it are identical. Nor
can we suppose that the two are so connected that
the analysis of thought and its action will give us
the real world. Whfle thinking is a real factor in
the making of the world, as we know it, it does not
follow that the real world is one thing when real
thinking begins, and another when it ends. For
us, as thinkers and actors, it is so, and the reality
for us expands with its explanation, and, through
the operations of thought in the processes of conceiving, judging, inferring, the indefinite becomes
definite, and the vague contents of first impressions
are articulated into a systematic whole, and differences are held together in a vmity which contains
and explains them, and so for us the world is made.
Yet the law of gravitation was at work before
of

Newton formulated the law of inverse squares, and
the conservation of energy was a law of things
before Joule made his experiments and expounded
meaning.
not possible, then, to identify the movements
of the world, or the succession of events, with the
dialectical movements of our thoughts.
Yet the
its

It is

may render explicit what lies before us in
the world of mere concrete experience. It is necessary for the philosophy of the present time to go
further back in its analysis than where Kant
began, and to show that the world of ideas into
which thought has gathered its experience had
relations with fact long before reflexion began, and
that the difference between sense and understanding, between fact and truth in whatever way we
put this ever-recurring contrariety is less absolute
than empiricism has supposed. The correspondence between the perceptual and the conceptual
worlds is closer than has been supposed. As we
have already said, percepts are a product of the
activity of thought, and concepts are in touch with
perceptual reality. The processes which we may
describe in our text-books as if they were separate
and in isolation are, after all, continuous, and are
put into operation as the mind in interaction with
its objects comes to self-realization.
must, then, set aside the assumption that
knowledge begins with a series of subjective states,
and from these strives to reach a world beyond
itself.
Subjective states as such are never present
without some objective reference, whatever that
reference may be. Even feeling, which has been
described as subjectively subjective, has in it a
content which cannot be explained without a
reference which leads beyond that state considered
in itself.
Pleasure and pain, though subjective
More clearly
states, have an objective reference.
is this true of the states of consciousness which we
describe as conation and cognition. These have
objects, desires, aims, purposes ; and they reach
forth towards their objects. Thus we are justified,
from the psychological point of view, in saying
that there are objective and subjective elements in
the simplest cognition. All the changing states of
consciousness have objective references, which may
be described as both subjective and objective ; and
the process of thinking is just the articulation of
these correlated elements into the fabric of our
thought, whether that thought is occupied with
the analysis of itself, or with the body of knowledge which is the full possession of mankind.
Thus we seek to advance from thought to things,
not from things to thought these are together at
the outset of cognition, and full cognition ideally
Instead of holding that
realizes them as one.
thought determines reality, it would be better to
say that reality determines our thought, and that,
when reflexion uses the apparatus of notion, judgment, and reasoning, it is guided by principles
which are true of reality as well as characteristic
of thought.
More especially it may be affirmed that the aim
of the mind in its judgments is always objective.
It seeks universality and necessity, and strives to
connect together what belongs together. But there
is a distinction in its procedure, which marks also
a distinction in the form of judgment. There are
judgments which involve the constraint of belief,
or active endorsement and acknowledgment.
There are judgments which are attended by
active belief, and with the conviction that it is
impossible not to believe. This attitude of genuine
belief, of acceptance, of control over the mind, is
Here the
characteristic of certain judgments.
mind is in an attitude of certainty ; it knows, and
can act on the assurance that this judgment is
But there are judgments which seem only
true.
latter

—

We

;

—
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probable.
Here the mind is in a state of auHpense
it questions, assumes, and comes to a conclusion
from wliich it withliolds that position of certainty
which in other situations it asserts.
It is not
possible here to enter fully into the positions of
those who have been called lately the Austrian
school, or to dwell on the suggestive work of
Meinong and others. (As. to the meaning of
assumption, see Meinong, Uber Annahmen [1910],
It is sufficient
and Baldwin, Genetic Logic.)
to say that judgment, when it coerces belief, is
always, or is always regarded as, of objective reality
and validity. It regards itself as true, and as
valid in the sphere of fact.
signi12. Connectedness of objects of thought
ficance of mathematics for Epistemology.
come now to what we stated to be the third mark of
true knowledge the assumption of connectedness
among the objects of our thought. That there is
such a connectedness, which we do not make but
discover, we regard almost as axiomatic.
What
the connectedness really is has to be discovered in
every case. The postulate of the mind is that
there is a connectedness this is its formal attitude
in relation to all the objects of its knowledge.
With regard to things, it postulates the relation of
cause and eflect, and other universal axioms which
it regards as necessary.
No doubt there has
always been a tendency to press universality and
form
to extremes, and
necessity in their abstract
to bind all experience into these unities of abstract
thinking.
As an illustration of this, we may
instance the tendency to make that necessity, of
which mathematics may be cited as the symbol, the
see this
type and norm of all experience.
tendency at work in the attempt to reduce all the
sciences to a mathematical form, and in particular
to reduce biological problems to physical and
chemical terms.
Yet, after all, the study of the history of
mathematics, especially in some of its more
recent developments, is not without interest to the
student of the theory of knowledge. In his Prolegomena to all Future Metaphysic, Kant asks the
questions,
How is pure mathematics possible ?
How is pure science possible ? and How is pure
metaphysic possible ?
He thought he had established the validity of the mathematical sciences by
showing that they are confined to phenomena, and
do not apply to things-in-themselves. In mathematical science the mind is in contact with things
which may be regarded as constructed by the mind
itself, and the knowledge of such things does not
apply to things-in-themselves. Whether this really
involves the doctrine of the relativity of knowledge
and of the unknowable we do not stay to inquire.
Our present aim is to look at mathematics and
physical science generally, in the interest of Epistemology. For in mathematics we may distinguish
between the thinker and his thought, as we do in
may look at science
other branches of science.
from the point of view of a record of the mind that
relates,
thinks,
elaborates, and as a record of the
inter-relations of the facts of Nature as these are
understood and interpreted. It has been held that
in mathematics the mind is creative, that it has
made the facts with which it deals, and that in this
sphere there is no difference between mathematical
science and mathematical thought.
make our
definitions, we state our axioms, we claim our
postulates, we have our intuitions
and, reason;

;

— We

—

;

We

'

'

We

We

;

ing from these, we have framed our geometry,
elaborated our algebra, and constructed our calculuses.
In this sphere, at all events, it is claimed
that the mind has constructed its objects, and has
not only constructed them, but has also called
them into being. But it has to be borne in mind
and here the pragmatist has something to say

—
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which

is relevant
that geometry, algebra, and all
the other branches of mathematical science have
arisen in response to the demand of practical need.
Geometry arose to meet the demands of landmeasurement, and algebra arose simply as an
extension of arithmetic. These sciences arose out
of practice, and even in its highest forms mathematics may be viewed as a measuring and calculating instrument invented by the mind in its
desire to make Nature subservient to its own
purpose. There are those who regard this as the
main interest of mathematics, and there are others
who regard mathematics as the type of true knowThe latter look at the applications of
ledge.
mathematics as of interest only in so far as they
suggest problems in pure mathematics. They are
inclined to think that all the sciences remain imperfect and crude until they have come under the
mathematical yoke and submitted themselves to
its rule and method.
But the ultimate question

in
Epistemology is. Does thought determine
reality, or does reality determine thought, or

what

is the relation between thought and reality '
Granted that mathematics is so far a mental product, in fact much more a mental product than the

more concrete

sciences are,

still

we may

ask,

What

the relation of the constructive mind to the
science which it has constructed ?
If we go back to the first beginnings of mathematical science, we find that it grew out of practical need.
It was an instrument made for the
overcoming of Nature. Man had to master his
environment, and in the struggle he came to those
constructions which we find used as a means for
measuring and counting. But, when man drew
his first circle or saw the mystery of parallel lines,
a new view burst upon him. The figures became
something in themselves and to be studied for their
own sake ; so we find various demonstrations
discovered by many thinkers, various problems
solved, until at length Euclid gathered the geometrical science of his time into that book which
still remains the foundation of geometrical science.
find men also studying the various properties
of the sections of the cone, and setting them forth,
is

We

largely for practical use, but also with a desire to
know all the possible meanings of the construction

which they themselves have made. Numbers were
useful for counting, but their characteristic features
were themselves the object of abiding interest. So
it has been through all the history of mathematical science and
mathematical
thought.
Mathematical formulae may be regarded as concepts, and they play the part in mathematical
thinking which concepts play in other thinking.
But the meaning and scope of concepts or of
mathematical formulae, and their worth and validity, are things not given when they are formed.
In both cases the intent and meaning are the objects of endless research. Thus we find, throughout
the ages, those thinkers to whom mathematical
thoughts owe their advance towards systematic
coherence occupied with examining and strengthening the foundations of mathematical reasonmg,
purifying its methods, submitting them to proofs
ever increasing in rigour, and putting to stringent
tests the scope and range of current conceptions.
Geometry by itself made progress, algebra by

became more and more comprehensive and
and, by their union in the hand of
Descartes and their cross-fertilization, a new era

itself

thorough

;

mathematical science began. Analytical geometry arose, and out of it sprang the calculus.
Here, too, men were occupied with the meaning
of the new formulae which they had invented.
For a new formula, though the work of mind,
obtains an objective value as soon as it is formulated.
Mathematicians had to study their own
in

;

;
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Mathematical formulae have an interest in themselves as products of thought a world in themselves, self-contained
and they can be exhibited

to follow out their implications, and
they were often surprised at the new and strange
worlds which opened out to their investigation.
For the new formulae not only solved old quesAnations, but opened up new problems to solve.
lytical geometry advanced ; and, were we writing
also
geometry
on mathematics, we should see how
responded on its part, and learned a method of a
breadth and generality similar to those at the
command of the analytic method. A new geo-

formulae,

—

—

as logical illustrations of consistent thinking. But
they have a deeper interest in the fact that they
represent the actual, and are interpretative of a
The mind is interreal world beyond themselves.
ested in its own work, and seeks to understand it
but it is more deeply interested in the world, and
ever desires to direct its attention to those hints
metry arose, beautiful in itself, and useful as the which Nature herself points out. With this view
test and illustration of the more abstract method Science is ever ready to modify her conceptions, to
of analysis. The significance of this growth is discard her notions which have proved inadequate,
that here we see how the product of thought be- to revise and subject to criticism every concept
comes in turn the object of thought, and also how which is found unfit to follow the intimations of
concepts may become enlarged and purified, and Nature. All mathematical formulae may be rebe made more universal and more particular by garded as concepts, and the way in which mathethe exercise of that thinking power which first matics is ever revising her concepts gives a useful
This is one feature of the lesson to thinkers on other spheres of knowledge,
constructed them.
no longer to regard their concepts as fixed, unepistemological value of mathematics.
But there is another aspect equally significant. changeable, eternally the same, hut fluid, ever
Mathematical formulae, as we saw, arose out of ready to adapt themselves to fresh problems.
practical need, and were invented in order to ob- Abundant illustrations might be given of the way
Equally every new in which mathematics is ever modifying, changing,
tain control over Nature.
departure and every extension of mathematical enlarging her concepts, but these may be taken
formulae were dictated by practical need, and their for granted here. Still more striking illustrations
validity was tested by ability to solve the problems might be derived from the history of physics and
which were presented to men by the practical diffi- chemistry in recent years. If a student of these
culties they encountered in the course of their sciences fifty years ago, familiar with the language
On the one hand, men of text-books at that period, were to open a textwidening experience.
strove to make their formulae more consistent, book written at the present day, he would find that
more logical, more flexible, and more comprehen- he had to learn a new language and furnish himself
sive and, on the other hand, they applied them with a new set of concepts. The latter we need
may not enumerate, for the fact is obvious to every
to the solution of practical problems.
note here the great advance which Newton made student. What is insisted on here, in the light of
by the conception of fluxions— a new conception, recent physics and chemistry, is the lesson they
by the use of which he passed beyond the static teach us with regard to the epistemological problem.
world of concepts, in which every concept was Here at least concepts are not regarded as of fixed,
may note also how
regarded as eternally one and the same, to a world unchangeable content.
Even change mathematics strives to recognize the ever-changing
of motion, of change, of continuity.
had iDeen regarded before him as discrete, discon- flexibility of Nature and the subtle flow of reality
tinuous, made up of steps, each step being re- and the progress of this science has been from
garded as equal to another. By the use of the the static and the fixed to the variety and the
concept of fluxions Newton enabled mathematics flexibility which in its way seeks to correSo also
to accommodate itself to the notion of continuous spond with the manifoldness of Nature.
in chemistry, and in physical chemistry a new
change.
extending
the
'All applications of mathematics consist in
science made by the cross-fertilization of physics
empirical knowledge which we possess of a limited number or
and chemistry.
region of accessible phenomena into the region of the unknown
The lesson is that concepts are not fixed, unand inaccessible and much of the progress of pure analysis
by
symbols
changeable, and static, but that they are, or ought
consists in inventing definite conceptions, marked
in ascertaining their properties as
of complicated operations
to be, as definite, yet as fluid, as the world they
independent objects of research and in extending their meanBut, if the identical meaning and fixed
deal with.
ing beyond the limits they were originally invented for, thus
opening out new and larger regions of thought. A brilliant content which have been characteristic of a conand most suggestive example of this kind of reasoning was cept persist and cannot be changed, then we let it
aflorded by a novel mode of treating a large class of physical
remain to characterize a certain meaning interestproblems by means of the introduction of a special matheing in the history of thought ; and for the new
matical function, termed by George Green, and later by Gauss,
meaning a new term is found, fit to express it.
the " Potential " or " Potential l"unction." All the problems
of Newtonian attraction were concentrated in the study of this
What we learn from the story of science and its
formula and when the experiments of Coulomb and Ampfere
our concepts ought ever to be in
showed the analogy that existed between electric and magnetic practice is that
active commerce with the widening experience of
forces on the one side, and Newtonian forces on the other
(Lord
Kelvin)
Thomson
still more when Fourier, Lam6, and
man, and must always be held in subjection to
pointed to the further analogy which existed between the disare not to pour Nature into
that experience.
tribution of temperature in the stationary flow of heat and
the mould of our concepts, and regard them as the
that of statical electricity on a conductor, and extended the
became
evihydrodynamics,
it
analogy to hydrostatics and
measure of the possible and the limit of what is
dent that Nature herself pointed here to a mathematical de- actual
rather are we to regard our concepts as
(Merz,
History
interest
and
value
of
pendence of the highest
tentative, as attempts to gather into a convenient
European Thought in the Nineteenth Century, ii. 698 f.).
might give many instances of the advance form what we have already learnt from the indimeaning.
of mathematical thought, and note how, as know- cations of Nature as to its own
ledge widened, new problems arose, and, as they learn from mathematics that it is possible to
consistency and logical
arose, new inventions or modifications of old construct a world of logical
methods were made in order to grapple with them. meaning worthy of the highest admiration for its
Our present interest is not, however, in the de- symmetry and beauty, but we learn also that this
velopment of mathematical thought, but in the mathematical world by no means gives us that
dwell, and which we
light which that development casts on Epistem- particular world in which we
mathematical world is
ology. That interest may be illustrated by the must learn to know. The
consistent with many kinds of worlds, whereas
concluding phrase of the foregoing quotation
Nature herself pointed here to a mathematical ours is a particular world, and has its own charNo doubt it is consistent
dependence of the highest interest and value.' acter and meaning.
;
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—

:

;

;

—

:
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with (he mathematical world, which is a comfort.
Yet the very triumph of mathematical science
points out its limitations.
Is there a knowledge
which is not mathematical ? In other words, are
there realities which cannot be counted, measured,
weighed ? If there are, and if these are such as
can somehow be known, clearly we are in a spliere
Even
in which mathematical reasoning is inept.
in the spheres in which mathematical reasoning
has been so triumphant, it is found, as in physics,
that the changes in Nature depend not so much
on the quantity of mass and energy as on their
distribution and arrangement. While tliere are
thus truths of reason which are valid for all objects,
whatsoever they may be, and while there are what
we call laws of Nature, valid for the physical
world in which we live, there are actual facts of
coUooation and facts of distribution and arrangement which cannot be deduced from the necessities of reason, or from the laws of Nature
these
have to be ascertained. Any fact is consistent
with the laws of Nature and with the ideas of
reason, but what the fact is must be otherwise
discerned than by deductive compulsion.
Concepts, as we say, are and must be subject to con-

matical science has its limitations as well as its
temptations. Its very success as an instrument
for the enlargement of knowledge within its own
sphere led to that abuse against which Baldwin
has protested so emphatically. It is limited, we
again say, to what can be numbered, weighed, and
measured. But there is valid knowledge of what
cannot be dealt with in these ways. Still further,
those things which lend themselves to mathematical treatment can be set forth as externally
related to each other. They act and react on each
other, and influence each other in ways that can
be measured. They attract or they resist each
other, and then behave as if all that is characteristic
of them could be summed up in a statement of
From the point of view
their external relations.
of physics the world is made up of matter, of
energy, and so on. Individuality does not appear
in the world of physics.
Rudiments of it begin to
appear in the fact that one chemical element will
combine with others only on its own terms, and
from the facts of crystallization. But mathematical
science becomes helpless when anything like true
individuality begins. Given a thing with an inner
nature of its own, with predilections, or with

stant revision but, revise them as we may, there
are many things and experiences which escape
their grasp.
Mathe13. Limits of mathematical thought.
matical science has, therefore, its limits experience
is not to be measured by them, however great and
far-reaching they may be. Dissatisfaction with
mathematics, physics, and chemistry, as the norm
and measure of experience, has been variously
expressed.
For instance, Baldwin gives energetic
expression to his dissatisfaction in the following

anything which would make it something for itself,
and then we need concepts for its description
which pass beyond mathematical formulae. Science
abundantly recognizes this but, when it does, it
ceases to be quantitative and becomes qualitative.
It is no longer a science of magnitudes, it deals
with qualities, which are quite beyond the scales
of magnitude.
For not only can science deal with

;

;

—

;

note:
The essential requirement, I t&ke it, if one would accustom
oneself to thinlcin^ in genetic terms, is that one free himself
from the compulsion of the mechanical and a-genetic concept
of causation. We have all been hypnotized by the thought of
cause of the type of impact, transfer of energy fixed in quantity,
with a formulation of effect in terms of an equation with
composition of forces issuing in a resultant as in the '* parallelogram of forces."
are told that nothing can be in the
effect that is not already in the cause.
All this is a partial and
forced interpretation of nature. If science deals only with such
causation series, then the great body of what we may in the
large sense call "conditioning," or "sequence," remains uninterpreted.
The Adaptations, Growths, Novelties, in nature
are as much in evidence to the scientific observer as are the
'

—

We

Identities, Conservations, and Effects.
Why may not the
subsequent term of a sequence have something in it not already
present in the antecedent term? It usually does. The causal
interpretation commonly gives an abstract meaning reached by
excluding certain phases or characters of the event called the

The genetic progression recognizes all the characters of
the event, allows the causal interpretation as an abstraction,
but attempts to reconstitute nature in the fullness of her
processes of change from the mode that conditions to the richer
mode—be it what it may that succeeds (op. cit. i. 25, note).
effect.

—

*

The protest is emphatic enough, but it might
have been accompanied by a recognition of what
has been accomplished by the assumptions it
criticizes.
By the use of mathematical formulae,
by the study of physics and chemistry, by the
evolution of mathematical thought, science has
penetrated far into the arcana of Nature. Assuming, as it did, that there were an order and arrangement to be found out in Nature, science, by
inventing mathematical formulae ever more comprehensive and more subtle, was able not only to
set forth the more conspicuous elements of the
natural order, but to set it forth in its continuity,
and in so doing advanced towards the conception
of unity. These mathematical formulae also raised
fresh problems, which, in being solved, led to interpretations of natural phenomena the existence of
which lay far beyond the unaided vision of man.
So the content of knowledge, the control of Nature
by knowledge, and the validity of knowledge as
illustrated

by

abundantly

have been
Yet mathe-

its practical verification

justified

by the

sciences.

;

the gieat generalizations like the laws of gravitation, conservation of energy, and the like, it can
also recognize the uniqueness of the unique, the
particularity of the particular. There is a process
of scientific thought which passes from the general
to that which appears only once, and to events
which occur only once and never again.
14. The determinant and the teleological judgment. But these particular events and singular
occurrences require to be described, description
needs language, and language is conceptual. True,
but there are conceptions and conceptions, and the
mind is flexible enough to coin new concepts to
express its new experiences. So it is when we
pass from the inorganic world to a world which
presents us with objects which cannot be fully
described from an external point of view, to those
which have a meaning within themselves and
cannot be explained as mere points in a system of
forces.
may deal competently with physical
masses when we regard the mass as concentrated
at the centre of gravity we can deal with chemistry
as a system of combining weight, and from other
abstract points of view but when we deal with
living matter we are in a world of peculiar actions
and reactions, which cannot be stated in terms of
attraction and resistance. So we have here to ask
a ditt'erent question. Kant asked, How is science
possible?, and he gave his characteristic answer,
which had regard both to mathematics and to
physical science.
have to ask. How is biology
possible? Here, too, the formal answer of Kant
function
of
as to the
the mind may be carried over
without differentiation. For the attitude of mind
is the same towards all its knowledge.
The difference between the physical and the biological
sciences is determined not by the character of the
subject but by the character of the object. So in
biological sciences we have to use not the determinant judgment but the teleological. In this
sphere we have quite a different series of reactions,
and we have to change our method and our nomen-

—

We

;

;

We

clature accordingly. For now we have something
which can be called selections, choices, adaptations
to environment, growths, changes along definite

'
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lines ; and we must construct suitable concepts for
their expression.
Yet men are unwilling to take
the trouble, or to yield up the control which the
use of quantitative concepts apparently gave them
over the world to which they were applied. Hence

between Begreifen and Verstehen is that mathematical, physical, and chemical concepts have then
limits, and have to give place to other concepts
when we pass from the physical sphere to the
sphere where quantity ceases to obtain, and quality

we have had the extension of mathematical and
physical formulae to cover the field of life. Biological

takes

phenomena were attenuated

till they were brought
under the formulae of mathematics, physics, and
chemistry. No doubt this attempt was so far a
just one, because living forms, so far as they are
quantitative, are subject to measurement, and are,
therefore, fit subjects for mathematical analysis.
What cannot be mathematically analyzed are
simply the internal states even of the protozoa.
If a thing has an inside, and its relation to other
things in space is not determined merely by its

outside, then that relation must, if it is to be
adequately described, take into account the inside
as well as the outside. But that means a new
calculus, a new set of concepts, and one does not
see why science should not set itself, without
prejudice, to make concepts fitted to express the
new relations. It is interesting to quote in this
connexion the following distinction drawn by

Paulsen

:

* It is worthy of note
that a peculiar relation exists between
our external or phenomenal knowledge and our understanding
of phenomena which rests on interpretation.
We may express
it in the form of a paradox
The better we cmiceioe tkiTigs the
lesa we understand them, and conversely.
We conceive the
inorganic processes best, that is, we can define them so accurately
as to make them calculable. The vital processes are not so
easily reduced to conceptual mathematical formulss and calculation.
Biology works with empirical laws altogether, the
complete reduction of which to ultimate elementary laws of
Nature has so far proved to be impossible. Man is the most
incalculable being in existence. Hence it is that his acts are
still regarded as absolutely indeterminate, or as the effects of
an indeterminate agent, the so-called free will, which is simply
equivalent to denying the possibility of conceiving or defining
him. The reverse is true when it comes to understanding.
Human life is the only thing that we understand perfectly.
We reach the maximum of understanding in history it is less
complete in zoology and botany, and vanishes altogether in
physics and astronomy, where we have the most perfect
mathematical conception of things' (Introd. to Fhilosovhv,
Eng. tr., 373f.).
:

:

15.

'

Begreifen

and

'

'

Verstehen.'— Paulsen's

distinction between Begreifen and Verstehen, as
thus set forth, is an interesting one, and may be
regarded as both useful and convenient, from a
popular point of view. But it is difficult to make
the distinction good from a logical, a psychological,
or an epistemological point of view. For, in the
first place, what he regards as ' understanding
and as ' conceiving are both mental processes, and
are both the work of mind ; and the distinction
between them is one not of kind but of degree. In
the second place, mathematics and physics, and
especially chemistry, are not sciences which depend
on calculation alone. Both physics and chemistry
are experimental sciences, and, so far as they are
experimental, they belong to what Paulsen calls
'understanding.' No physicist would limit his
knowledge of any substance merely to what he can
calculate about it.
He feels he knows radium in
its particularity, and is face to face with it as a
real thing. He conceives it, and he understands it
in its nature and in its behaviour.
So here the
distinction is inept.
In the third place, when he
says that man is the most incalculable being in
existence, and refers to free will, one would like to
know what is his view of free will. To be fair, he
does not say that he holds that view of free will
which he describes in the passage. But he so far
identifies himself with that indeterminate view as
to use it as, an element in the position that man
cannot possibly be conceived or defined. Is man
intelligible? Can a doctrine of freedom be iutelligibljr set forth, and used as a principle of
explanation in a description of man ? We submit
that all that can be inferred from the distinction
'

its place.
So, then, when we strive to obtain controlling
knowledge of beings which are something for
themselves and cannot he set forth merely in
relation to other things in a world in space and
time, we have to change our mode of conceiving
them in order to suit the altered circumstances.
The determinant judgment must give place to the
teleological.
have to conceive a Kingdom of
means and ends, of things inter-related with a view
towards a purpose.
new form of causation or

We

A

linkage must be found. And the new concepts are
forthcoming if only they have fair play. Final
causes may be sneered at as vestal virgins, and
may be discredited from many points of view, yet
in modem times teleology has come to its own.
The theory of evolution, and all that it implies,
has reinstated purpose as the ruling idea of modern
thought ; and in all spheres of inquiry we have
learned to value history as the key to the explanation of the world of external things.
Evolution
makes room for novelties, for something in the
effect which was not in the cause, and we have to
alter our conceptions to make them fit the facts.
The processes of the world are not repetitions of
former happenings ; they are growths, developments, evolutions and the growths are intelligible
and may be stated in terms which may be under;

stood.
16. Objects as linked together by the teleological
judgment. Our Logic, Psychology, Epistemology,
must be made flexible enough to meet the new

—

situation. Not that the situation is new in reality,
for the processes of evolution have gone on from
the beginning ; only men had changed the flowing,
growing, evolving world into a static world which
could be calculated in numbers, weights, and
that we have come to a better
measures.
understanding of the world, let us alter our formulae
seeking to do so, we may not
correspond.
In
to
cast all the blame of former failures on our conceptual modes of thought. For we have no other
means of thinking than by concepts, and our
vigilance ought to be directed towards the
endeavour to make them adequate to their task.
This can be done by the reco^ition of the differ-

Now

ences between the objects which we think about,
and by the recognition of the fact that notions
fitting and adequate in one sphere are not applicable to others with diSerent qualities and characterFor example, a little ago, we spoke of
istics.
order, continuity, and unity as notions which have
a meaning within physical science. In physics,
however, order may mean nothing more than
arrangement, but in the biological sciences, and
especially in the sciences which deal with man,
order means something more e.g. when we speak
of the social order, where the conception is bound
up with the highest social, ethical, and religious
Continuity has also to take on a larger
interests.
meaning, as the subject with which it deals becomes
more complex. For here it is not the continuity
of cause and effect, nor is it the linkage of mere
sequence ; we have to think of continuity as
constituted by a purpose which seems to gather
the contingent into something which gives it a
reasonable meaning. So also with unity and with
individuality.
In truth it is only when we come
to the action of life, only when we study things
that have an inside, that we can attach a definite
:

meaning to individuality. There is a certain
indefinite nuance of individuality attached to an
atom of matter, but then its individuality ia
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limited by the fact of

its

inertia

:

it

moves only

as

moved. It has its attractions and its repulsions,
but it moves in response to them without any
hesitation or choice. In livinj; matter the response
seems to be of a different kind
the organism
it is

;

responds according to its own nature. As we
ascend the scale of organization, individuality
receives wider and more precise meanings until it
becomes personality, of which we cannot speak
now. In living creatures we do not speak of
inertia, but of self-preservation
a very dififerent
conception.
We can speak also of reproduction,
and of heredity, and of those sentiments which
seem to lie at the basis, or to accompany the fact,
of self-preservation of love, and hunger, which
assume deeper and deeper meanings as the human
race moves onward to higher progress.
This does not mean, therefore, that, when we
pass from the sciences which are mainly occupied
with inorganic matter, we are to do without concepts ; it means only that we must form our
concepts fitly to represent the new facts. It is
essential to hold that new concepts may be formed,
or old concepts may be modified, and that new
ideas may be evolved to meet the new needs.
But with regard to these concepts, the laws of
reason and the principles of Logic still hold good
only we may regard them as outside the scope of
quantitative measurement. That is simply to say
tnat sentiments are not to be calculated in footpounds, and that we do not measure love by the
yard. It mOT be measured in intensity, if not in
extensity. There is needed a treatise to deal with
the teleological judgment, which will place it on
the same level as tlie determinant judgment. It
is not enough to regard the determinant judgment
as the type of judgment in general, and to place
it on a platform of its own, as the only form of
universal and necessary implication, and to regard
the teleological judgment as merely empirical.
This was the way of Kant.
But it may be
doubted whether the distinction between empiricism and idealism is as absolute as it has been
assumed to be. If there is an order of the world,
if that order can be understood, and if there are
principles of arrangement in the world, then it
may be postulated that the empirical order is also
rational ; and the judgments which have been
regarded as purely empirical may also have a

—

—

;

meaning

in relation to tlie ideas of reason.
That
too large a question to be discussed here. But,
the
assumption
of
idealism
that
the
real
if
is the
rational has any truth in it, then the distinction
between empiricism and rationalism tends to
disappear. What is empirically true may not be
rationally false. Mathematics has shown us that
facts and relations experimentally discovered may,
is

with proper assumptions, be expressed with the
utmost generality and necessity. Faraday's electric discoveries were mathematically explained by
Clerk-Maxwell, and his mathematical formulse
were physically verified by Hertz, and applied to
practical uses

by Marconi.

we able to impress new meanings on them,
and make them subservient to our purposes. We
investigate Nature, and transform it into our
sciences of astronomy, dynamics, physics, and
chemistry
or we measure and calculate heat,
light, electricity
and, having so far mastered
are

;

j

these,

we proceed

planation of which
sciences,

but

new

to
is

constructions, the exnot found in the abstract

in their applications.

teleology begins, and

It is here that

has a place in the theory
of knowledge, not merely on empirical but also on
The whole system of efficient
other grounds.
causes is implied in every machine, in every work
of art, and in every construction which man has
impressed on Nature. So we mould, alter, control Nature, and make her do our will
and she
lends herself to the expression of new meanings
which have been impressed on her former system
We make our harbours, build our
of working.
ships, construct our roads and railroads, invent all
the instruments of peace and war, sow and reap
and gather into bams, build our houses, and plan
cities ; beyond these, we have our arts and sciences,
our poetries and philosophies, and we seek to set
forth our relations to the unseen powers on which
we depend and in all these efforts of man the
distinguishing and guiding principle is the teleological judgment. The assumption is that Nature
makes room for us and for our efforts, does not
resent our attempts to mould her to new meanings,
or refuse to carry out our purpose, when we ask
her intelligently to do so. A machine is a new
meaning impressed on Nature, in order that man
may do his work. It is possible to explain a
steam-engine as a system of mechanical forces ; or
we may write a history of its invention, and trace
the course of its evolution from the kettle of Watt
to the engines which drive Atlantic liners across
the sea. In this history no mention need be made
of the minds which successively made those changes
which increased the complexity, efficiency, and
usefulness of the steam-engine. But every step of
the process, looked at from another point of view,
illustrates the action of the teleological judgment.
Applied science is always teleological. Machines
are constructions with a meaning which goes beyond the machine regarded only as a mechanical
construction.
The meaning is impressed on a
system of efficient causes, in order to make it
Thus in the case of any
work out a purpose.
machine we pass beyond the sequence of cause and
effect, and beyond the linkage of mechanical explanation ; we are in the presence of things of
another kind things which require new concepts
it

;

;

—

for their description and interpretation.
Here,
i8. Validity of teleological knowledge.
too, we may instance something which is of sigmay recognize that
nificance for knowledge.
there is a valid knowledge of the individual. Individuality is a valid concept, though in our logical

—

We

and psychological systems there is apparently no
room left for it. Psychology tells us formally that
and Logic tends, on
it has no place for biography
almost every scheme, to pass away from what it
But, on any theory of
calls the mere individual.
knowledge, room must be left for the idiosyncrasies
individual.
Surely
a biography may be
of the
written, and may contain true and adequate knowledge, and there may be a description of the uniqueness of the unique. Hamlet and Macbeth have
been described, and attempts have been made to
understand Julius Caesar and Napoleon nor have
Plato, Aristotle, Kant, and Hegel been set aside as
unintelligible, though all of them have risen above
the commonplace ; and we still seek to comprehend
the great poets, not by subsuming them under
general categories, but by diligently studying them
;

i^. Relation of the determinant to the teleolog^ical judgment.
This
be variously illus-

—
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may

trated.
Indeed, so copious are the sources of
illustration that we are at a loss which to select.
They are not opposed to each other. Rather the
relation is that tne teleological judgment steps in
to afiford an explanation where the determinant
judgment ceases to be intelligible. The teleological presupposes the determinant judgment.
In the case ot the latter we are occupied with the
understanding of things as they are— their nature,
their modes of action, their inter-relations, and so
on ; but when these are so far understood, we are
prepared for a new kind of action. Just in proportion to our knowledge of things as they are,

;

in the circumstances of their life.

We place such

—

A
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men under the subsumptiona of the teleological
judgment, with its categories of purpose and freedom we find room for the study of individuality
and personality as something which really appears
in the world of phenomena.
;

But it is in the biological sciences that the teleojudgment is conspicuously present. Here
the categories of unity, individuality, purpose,
come into view. An organism cannot be defined
without implicating all these at least. We cannot
describe an organism without the recognition of it
as a whole. Nor can we describe any organ in it
without the implication that the organ has a
meaning only in relation to the whole organism.
may, for descriptive purposes, reduce the
phenomena of an organism to a number of systems,
such as the circulatory, the muscular, etc. ; but,
after this description, we have to go back to the
recognition of the organism as a living system,
all the parts of which are in relation to the whole,
and the whole is realized through the inter-relations
of the parts. Still further, there is the fact that for
the understanding of the organism the principle of
unity and of action is within it. It has an inside.
It is an old observation,
Plant the skill of the
shipbuilder within the timber, and you will see
how Nature works.' The skill of the shipbuilder
is within the timber in the case of every organism.
This conclusion has been forced on us more and
more ever since the epoch-making work of Darwin.
It is not necessary to point out how, even contrary
to the tendency of Darwin himself, teleology has
been enthroned in the highest place in the sciences
which deal with life, and Epistemology recognizes
the significance of the concept, and has to make
room for it. In every organism considered in its
individuality, in every species considered as a
concept descriptive of a certain kind, in the slow
process of the evolution of living forms, we have
been taught to see, in the growth of living things,
a tendency towards a goal, a means towards an
end ; and this tendency has all the system of
efficient causes at its service.
It is not necessary
to dwell further on the story of evolution as it is
told to us at present ; the great epistemological
interest of it lies in the fact that a new set of
concepts is at the service of the theory of knowledge concepts which have the merit of recognizing a sphere of knowledge and of action, which
had been inadequately recognized in our logical
and psychological inquiries. A study of the theory
of evolution and its procedure will yield fruitful
results for Epistemology.
logical

We

'

—

—

Criticism of the teleological judgment.
critical inquiry into the teleological judgment
would necessitate, in the first place, an investigation into the psychological conditions of its exercise, and, in the second place, an inquiry into the
objective products which are the outcome of that
exercise.
Psychologically, we should need to investigate the whole field of purpose, the phenomena of 'means and ends, the fact of aim and
desire, the power of forming ideals, and the means
at our disposal in order to carry them out. For it
is indisputable, it is, indeed, a fact of common
experience, that living creatures have some power
of using Nature for their own ends.
It is a fact
that rational creatures have a certain power of
19.

self-guidance,

and

of

modifying Nature, and of

making Nature subserve

their ends.
They sow
and reap, they can use the changing of the seasons
in order to store up food for future need, they can
adapt themselves to their environment, not merely
by organic modifications as lower animals do, but
by adapting the environment to their needs. They
clothe themselves in heavier raiment when the
seasons change, they build houses, they seek their
food, and everywhere in human life we see men

moulding Nature in order to make life more easy,
more comfortable, and more successful. We need
not dwell on the fact of the teleological process ;
is manifest.
It is one element in adaptation,
and it is thus a proof of the validity of the scheme
of means and ends which is characteristic of life in

it

general.

In the second place, a critical analysis of the
teleological judgment would lead us into the objective investigation of all the works of man.
These, again, are of the most important kind for
the purpose of Epistemology.
might look at
these works of humanity from various points of
view.
might look at them as bodies of truth,
and seek to test their scientific value.
might
regard them from the point of view of description,
and set them forth in that descriptive process
which is another name for explanation. Or we
might seek to appreciate them, to estimate their
worth, and their sesthetic, logical, psychological,
and metaphysical values. But, from our present
point of view, our aim is to regard them as a set
of human ideals concretely realized in the art, the
science, the poetry, the philosophy, and the religion
of mankind.
Teleology would thus become a history of the ideals of mankind, as these are embodied in the history of literature, to use a

We
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comprehensive word which includes all the works
of man enumerated above.
Teleology studied in
this comprehensive sense would give us most valuable material for a complete view of human knowledge, and would set us free from the tyranny of
mere science, with its exclusiveness and its incompleteness.
It would enable us to set its proper
value on history as the supreme record of human
endeavour, and to realize from a new point of
view that distinction which Paulsen sought to establish in the quotation already made.
The study
of ideals, as these have been objectively realized
in the life of a people, as realized in art, in sculpture, and in painting, as realized in the great poets
of the world, as also in the philosophies of all
nations, would open out to us the objective realizations of the teleological processes of the human
mind and their several worths.
20. Teleology and ideals.
The power to frame
ideals, and to appreciate them when they are set
before us, is one of the characteristics of man. If
this be so, then there must be some way of setting
forth the procedure of the mind in the formation
of ideals, and some way by which their validity and
influence may be tested. This involves an investian investigation
gation into the whole subject
which can hardly be said to have begun. For it
would mean an investigation into the whole of
human creations, as these are embodied in institutions, constitutions, political activities, national
characteristics, and international influences.
All
these may be regarded as embodiments of characteristic ideals, and their sources and influences
would have to be considered. Again, art, science,
poetry, literature in fact, all the achievements of
man in the world he has made would have a place
in the great analysis of ideals, their nature and
influence.
Out of this investigation there would
issue a new set of concepts, to describe the experience of mankind in this relation, to supplement
and correct, or at least to modify, conclusions

—

—

—

—

drawn from the system derived from man's primary
Here,
intercourse with the world around him.
then, there may be great gain for the theory and
nature of knowledge, if one could only find a way
It is the glory of ideals to be great
to utilize it.
and broad and comprehensive, too rich and full to
be the same to all, too wide to be realized in any
single form or mode. Take the ideal in any sphere
of human aspiration architecture, for example
and we find it to be made up of certain qualities,

—
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none of which can be neglected in any building
worthy of the name qualities such as strength,
beauty, dignity, litness, durability. Each of tiicse

—

may be realized in difl'erent waA's there may be
many varieties of architecture. But each style has
:

architects have their visions, and they
have examples in which former ideals have been
realized ; and bo, out of the grandeur of their
vision, and out of the fullness of their knowledge,
they build, and the building remains an illustration
of the working out of an ideal.
So in art we may
make a study of the vision which the artist saw,
examine the way in which he realized his vision
in the concrete form of painting or of statue, and
note the limitations and restrictions laid on him by
the material in which he has worked. So also in
poetry, and in literature generally, we may trace
the sources of the ideal ; we may note how it grew,
what it fed on, and how it was realized ; and we
may be persuaded that in these investigations we
have a real illustration of the growth and law of
human knowledge. Here we are delivered so far
from the bondage of the actual.
are in a
sphere where the human mind, master of its own
experience, or so far master of it, sets itself to
embody its own meaning and its own vision in a
real objective form, so that it is no longer a private
meaning, but one that can be the common possession of all men.
This translation of a private,
individual vision into forms which become a common possession is one of the characteristic ways of
human achievement, and one of the ways of raising
men to a higher level.
may study the work
of the great masters in painting, sculpture, architecture, poetry, science, metaphysic, and in the
study of them learn a lesson in the characteristics
of what knowledge is and means, which we could
never learn from the abstract discussions by which
men have sought to delimit knowledge, and to
assign to it bounds beyond which it cannot pass.
Here, too, we may study in concrete form that
great subject of individuality and personality
which eludes the analysis of discursive thought.
may allow Psychology to occupy the place of
the abstract spectator, and to say that Psychology
is not biography ; we may allow Logic to lay down
the conditions of thought, and to elaborate the
categories under which all fruitful thinking is to
be conducted ; and we may allow Metaphysics to
deal with the ultimate problems of reality, and
need not refuse generous recognition of their validity and worth, and yet claim that in the work
of men there are revealed principles of thought
and action and fields of knowledge of which they
take but little cognizance. For there is real knowledge in this sphere, which all must recognize as
its

ideal

;

We

We

We

real.

In this sphere we are not independent of Psychology, Logic, Metaphysics, or Ethics. For these
supply the principles upon which our study of the
achievements of men must proceed.
In all our
actions we must be logical, psychological, metaphysical, and even mathematical but the sciences
mentioned do no more than prescribe the conditions under which we work ; they do not fix
the vision which the seer sees or the ideal which
he seeks to realize. In order to understand the
vision, we must postulate the man who sees, and
the mind which has been in the presence of the
ideal.
But the vision has been seen, the ideal has
been set forth, and these are as much facts as are
the facts of physical or chemical science, and as
such they may be known and set forth in practice.
Here, too, we may study the activity of man in its
creative aspects, and note the conditions under
which such activity is possible, for it works under
conditions.
In art the conditions are primarily
those set by the material in which the artist works.
VOL. V. 23
;
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The sculptor must have regard to the marble or
other material in which his creative faculty labours.
He has also to work under the mathematical,
physical, and chemical conditions to which all
human creations are subject. Mental conditions
are also present, but need not again be enumerated.
Yet, when the artist respects all these conditions and if he neglects any of them, his work
must fail within them, indeed by means of them,

—

—

he embodies his vision and realizes his ideal. The
conditions do not fix the vision, nor do they
contain the ideal ; they only say that, if the artist
is to work, these conditions must be fuliilled.
If
we are to understand the new product, the only
cause to be assumed is the artist. And to understand him, if we can, we must pass from the general conditions under which he has worked, and
study him as something which cannot be subsumed
under general rules. For the proof of this we must
refer to the critical studies of artists and poets,
which, happily, are not non-existent, though they
too often lose sight of their particular subject, and
get lost under the general rules which are applicable
to all men, and therefore are not illustrative of the
singular genius they seek to describe in his habit
as he lived. There must be some way of studying
and understanding great men, for great men have
appeared on the earth, and have oeen active in
making history ; and such a study is not without
significance for the theory of knowledge.
21. Teleolog-y and history.
The mention of history leads us to the recognition of what it is, what
it means, and how it is to be understood.
Paulsen,
as quoted above, says that this is what we all
understand but cannot conceive. This presupposes
that conceiving is only of the general, the abstract,
the universal, and necessary. But concepts may
be changed, and their range enlarged, and they
may be made such as to represent the reality with
which we have to deal.
see how, in physics
and chemistry, we have a new set of names to
represent the new understanding of Nature to
which men of science have come. Why should it
not be so in the sphere of history ? Are we to say
that our failure to conceive belongs essentially to
the very nature of conceptual knowledge ? Even
in that case, the limitation and the imperfection of
knowledge are not determined by the knower or by
the known, but by the imperfection of the instrument by which the knower seeks to express himself.
If this is so, then there is hope for knowledge.
It must revise its instruments, and make them more
elastic and more fit for their purpose.
The naked
eye must be aided by the microscope, and the language must become more precise and more fluid at
must find a way of expressing
the same time.
the particular as well as the general, nor ought we
to preach agnosticism until we have exhausted the
possibilities of expressing the knowledge which we
plainly possess, though it has escaped the meshes
of our previous formulse.
The study of the productions in which the human
spirit has objectively expressed itself ought to give
rise to the science of ideals. There is true and real

—

We

We

knowledge to be found in this line of investigation,
however great may be the difficulty of bringing it
under rules and categories.
Above all, in the
sphere of religion and ethics we are face to face
with sets of facts which have not yet been formulated.
Here, too, we are in the sphere of creative
personalities, though there are other spheres in
which these have reigned. It is curious to observe
that in the history of mathematical thought we
are ever in the presence of creative personalities.
From Pythagoras to Lord Kelvin every advance in

mathematics

is connected with a personality ; and,
get an account from the Town Council
for electric light, we are charged for so many units

when we

—
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called by personal names illustrious in the history
of electric discovery. But in the sphere of religion
and ethics personalities dominate. Ideals are cre-

ated by them, are appreciated by other men, and
become the living influence by which history is
determined and character is formed.
' Real,
deep devoutness, Buch as controls the whole life, is
certainly a power that is only to be found in a few. But it i3
on the basis of those few that the nature of an age's piety must
be determined, just as we must determine the art of a period
on the basis of the real artists. For in those devout men, as in
those artists, lives the eternal, ever-moving spirit of religion and
of art, and they compel the rest, even though slowly and gradually, to follow after them, and at least to acknowledge as form
and authority that which they cannot receive as spirit. But
many out of the throng do receive a ray of the spirit, and warm
their cold life with it. Any one, therefore, who desires to depict
the piety of the West in the fifth century must describe the
piety of Augustine ; whosoever wishes to understand the piety
of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries must study the piety of
Bernard of Clairvaux and Francis ; he who seeks to grasp the
piety of the sixteenth century must make acquaintance with
the piety of Luther, Calvin, and Knox ; and so throughout.
But these names show what a power piety has been in the
history of the world and of civilization ; these names show that
the fear of the Lord was the beginning not only of wisdom but
also of might. Ought I to add the name of Cromwell or of
Muhamed ? The greatest events and changes in the history of
the world have had their origin in religion not in the public
religion, but in the purely personal, in that secret religion which
remains hidden in tlie individual, until it suddenly jets forth as if
from a newly breaking spring (Harnack,
x. [Oct. 1911] 70 f.).

—

'

We quote this interesting

HJ

and profound passage
as an illustration of our thesis that the knowledge
of individuals and of personalities is real and valid
knowledge, even though it cannot be predicted,
and cannot be calculated.
Harnack has shown
that piety, purely personal, has been the source of
the greatest events and changes in the history of
the world ; and this is true not only of piety, but
of every characteristic of creative personalities
who have been centres of influence for their age
and generation. Rightly to understand the influence of man on man, and the receptiveness of the
average man towards the personal influence which
streams forth from the exceptional man, would be
to see the inner connectedness of history, and to
differentiate history from the mechanical action
which is the rule of the lower world.
' As there exist graded
series of special and more general laws
for the things, there are also numberless steps between the
influence of the average man, whose will is included only in the

and the will of the religious leader, or
the hero whose will tunes the will of
millions, and enters in pure identity into the minds of whole
nations. As nothing is entirely disconnected, nothing is absolutely unimportant there ; but only by this emphasizing of the
important and decisive does the system of identities become an
organized whole, in which the fate of peoples, in their leading
spirits and in their quiet masses, can be understood (Miinsterwill of his neighbours,
the artistic genius, or

'

berg,

The Eternal Values,

162).

Leaving now the study of the products of mankind in the light which they cast on the problems
of knowledge, let us look for a little at history, and
endeavour to find why the methods and assumptions of natural science are inapplicable to history.
We assume, indeed, a connectedness in history, but
we soon find that the connectedness is not that of
cause and effect, or mere temporal perseverance,
as the causal judgment finally amounts to. In the
historical world, or in the world in which men live
and work, objective things assume a new form.
They become not only a system of causes and
effects, but one of means and ends.
They are
objects of desire or aversion, objects to be attained, or somehow moulded to subserve human
purposes. The ultimate aim of natural study, in
order to know the external connectedness of things,
is to use that knowledge in order to institute a new
connectedness, the explanation of which is to fulfil
the aim of the worker. The transformation of the
actual into the ideal always follows the track of
human effort. When the actual becomes an object
of desire, it is invested at once with new properties,
and is transformed into an object which has a new
meaning
a meaning arising out of the relation

—

placed on it by the fact that it has become an
object of desire.
In history all objects are considered as objects of will, and their natural qualities are transformed accordingly.
In history, therefore, what is dealt with is no
longer objects as seen in their scientific connectedness, but objects seen in their new transformation
as interesting in their relation to the fulfilment of
human need. Thus a new science arises, with new
methods and aims, also with new categories to set
forth all that newness, which yet has a connectedness that can be understood. It will become a
science which deals with subjects, with wUls in
action and interaction with the world in order to
transform that world into a world of values and
worths. The new science will take into account
the fact of individual wills and personalities, and
endeavour to show how these wills become the
general will, or how individualities, while maintaining their distinctness and their peculiarity,
become a conscious part of an organic whole,

which will have its own reality. We shall have to
widen our conception of organism to express this
new form of it. Just as politically we have to find
a new conception for the British Empire, which is
a system of relatively independent nationalities,
bound in a unity such as the world has never seen
before, so it is with regard to the new conception
of organism.

Keal objects or objects out in the world of space
ideal when they enter into the world of

become

It is just

desire.

the fact of this transformation

which marks out the science of history from other
sciences, and it is in this sphere that we are to look
for the connectedness which obtains and must
obtain in history as in other sciences. The connectedness does not lie in the thought of the
tendency of things to persist in their present state,
but in the capacity of being transformed to meet
human desire. It is not in connexion with the
past that in history we seek explanations it is in
the unity impressed on natural objects when seen
in the light of the possibility of their transforma
tion to meet and to fulfil the purposes of man.
That there is here an actual connectedness admits
of no doubt, and to set forth this connectedness
is an important task for knowledge.
In history,
then, there exists a real world which has arisen
through human effort and, if it is to be understood, it must be regarded in the light of the
;

;

characteristic activities of
agree to act in common,

man.

How human wills

how ideals can be impressed on the average man, how men act together,
have a common purpose are questions of great
How meanings arise, how they are cominterest.
municable, and how ideals may become the common
possession of a people are questions which we

—

—

may

put but which we cannot answer here. Looking back over the past, we find that all ideals have
been traced by the peoples to their great men. All
religions trace themselves ultimately to a personal
founder all laws have been ascribed to a personal
legislator.
And, in general, every advance in
civilization has been ascribed to individual dis;

coverers, inventors, or thinkers.
In the transformation which takes place in objects when they
become objects of desire, a great function is discharged by those who are great enough to indicate
to the common mind what objects they ought to
submit to this transformation. What ought men
What ought they to avoid ? Here
to desire ?
come in all the ethics and all the religions of the

world, and the transformations which they have
common world.
may instance also the ideals which in the
history of the world have become national
Hebrew, Assyrian, Babylonian, Indian, Greek,
Boman, Teutonic, English, Scottish. Ideals are
effected on the

We
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there, with all their greatnefiH, and also with all
their limitations ; and the inlluence of a national
ideal on the members of the nation can be described.
That ideal every individual within the
nation makes his o\vn, shapes his conduct according to it, and thus makes the national will his own
will.
Again, one may arise within the nation who

transcends the national ideal, yet is within it and
so he may modify it, and, without breaking with
the past, open out new paths in which the feet of
the ordinary man can safely tread. The main thing
insisted on here is that history has to be understood from the point of view of ideals, that these
are descriptive of the varied desires of man, and
that the outcome of historical endeavour is determined by the efforts of men to realize their ideals.
For these they suffer, strive, work ; in the accomplishment of them they find themselves and their
lasting joy.
In a word, the sphere of history is the
sphere of the teleological, and history is the story
01 the strivings of men to reach the ideal which
;
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proved powerful and adequate within one range
applicable, without further inquiry, to another set
01 things, and to make one aspect of experience
dominant over all experience, just because this baa
been more manageable and useful in its endeavour
to control its objects.
23. Teleology and criticism.— Along all these
lines knowlcd;;c has to be vi^n];i,nt if it is to fulfil
purpose.
Here, too, eternal vigilance is the
price of safety ; if knowledge is to hold itself and
its products in secure possession, it must subject
its

assumptions, its categories, its processes, to
a criticism which must grow ever more stringent
as knowledge increases.
Criticism of beliefs must
ever be undertaken anew as the experience of man
widens, and his power of separating the true from
the false increases. Criticism of the mind and of
the axioms which it has held as absolutely true
must be looked at afresh in the light of increasing
knowledge, and of a fuller consciousness of the
mind itself. Logical procedure will need revision
somehow they possess.
constantly and, if criticism is ever called for with
22. The teleological judgment as a system of regard to knowledge regarded as the work of the
values. Here, again, we see how mind changes its knower, it is always in order also with regard to
methods and its language as it comes into new knowledge as it is determined by the nature of the
fields of study.
It does so in consistency with the
object.
For not all that passes under the name of
laws which regulate its own procedure, and also in knowledge, but only that which has been tested,
consistency with the nature of the objects it seeks sifted, and weighed in the balance of criticism, is
to understand.
In the fields of ethics, religion, and worthy of the name.
history it has to construct a system of values, for
Add to this that criticism is not a fixed, unthese are of essential importance in a world of changeable process of appreciation or of evaluation.
ideals.
But as a discussion of them will be found It is an evolution which goes on from more to
in art. Value, we need not deal with the subject more.
are to learn what it means. It has
here.
Nor do we find it possible to discuss the grown to considerable proportions in other spheres ;
problem of ignorance or of error. The problem of and literary, historical, and scientific criticism has
error lies alongside the problem of truth, and already performed a great work in the way of
accompanies it aU the way (see art. Error AND purging our knowledge and of purifying our conTruth). The subject need be discussed here only ceptions of what has happened in the past. Philoin so far as it bears on the task and nature of sophical criticism, or the criticism of philosophical
knowledge. Of course, all along the line of the systems, has helped to make clear the problem of
effort to complete the task of knowledge there lies
philosophy, and to define what it can wisely
the possibility of mistake.
The epistemologist attempt. The great work which Kant began is not
may make a mistake in Psychology when he con- yet completed, and there must be a criticism of the
siders knowledge as a mental process.
He may critical philosophy itself. It has been criticized,
make a mistake in his description of the process but mainly from partial points of view, and in the
through which the subject elaborates its objects, interests of a philosophy constructed on a different
classifies them, transforms them.
He may make basis. But the thing which is most needed is a
universals which are not really such and land him- criticism of the process of criticism itself. This also
self in the perplexity of those who work with inadeis, or may be, a constructive work of the highest
quate instruments. In the sphere of Logic many philosophical importance. For it would give us
mistakes may also be made, which may be found an instrument of the utmost value for the detertreated in detail in any treatise on Logic, under the mining of philosophical tendencies, and provide us
name of 'fallacies.' Mistakes also occur in the with a test of their worth, truth, and validity.
metaphysical field which may render unfruitful But the critical view of criticism itself is also subthe whole discussion of the epistemological problem. ject to growth, and evolves and, as it evolves, it
In our attitude towards the problem of knowledge helps us in the process of distinguishing the true
we may be dogmatic, or we may be sceptical.
from the false, and helps us to sift out of our
may have an attitude of belief towards that which judgments the inadequate, the unreal, and the
is essentially incredible, or we may refuse belief to
untrue.
truth which can be shown to be valid and trustMeanwhile knowledge grows, and the power of
worthy. All these things are possible, and many the mind to grasp its objects grows. Nor can we
of them have been present as matters of fact in assign any limits to this growth, for mind grows by
every age. What then ? Are we to despair of the exercise of its functions, and with this growth
knowledge, or of the possibility of coming to a there goes the evolution of knowledge, and with
right apprehension of knowledge, its worth, its the growth of both there goes the growth of critivalidity? What are we to say of those systems cism, or the examination of all that is concerned
which mark out a certain boundary and declare with knowledge. The story of later philosophy is
that beyond it there is the unknowable?
Is it
instructive in this respect.
Idealism is learning to
possible to say what are the bounds of knowledge,
appreciate worths, and to hold a high respect for
and if so, how far is it possible ? Can this be done matters of fact. Empiricism is learning to have
from the point of view of the nature of the knower, respect to rational principles, and is ceasing to
or from the nature of the known ?
have not look at mental processes as mere efi'ects wrought
found this to be the case.
have not found it on the mind by an objective world. Other signs
possible to delimit the sphere of knowledge, or to of a more hopeful tendency to look at philosophy
set it aside as a process inapplicable to anything
as able to recognize all the elements of experience
which can fall within experience.
have found are not wanting.
Most hopeful of all is the
its methods to be often inadequate
we have seen growth of criticism itself, or the earnest scrutiny
that it is apt to make conceptions which have bestowed on all its processes by philosophy itself,
all its

;

—
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and the resultant purification of our methods.
not take it that the long processes of
building up our knowledge step by step may be
hastened as man becomes master of his methods ?
Eminent mathematicians have been able to see the
outcome of lengthened demonstrations in a brilliant
their mathematical formulae
have been again turned into pictures, and they
flash of intuition

;

read them as the ordinary man reads the pages of
a book. May not intuitions be the goal of all our
discursive reasoning ?
Meanwhile, from the subject or from the object
there is no hindrance to the hope of the indefinite
Intensively it will
increase of our knowledge.
increase as we learn more of ourselves, of the
world, and of the Maker of the world extensively
it may increase until it stands over against the
world, and recognizes that through and through it
is an intelligible world, a world that may be
understood. With the increase of knowledge the
knower grows, and the mastery of the world grows
;

also.
*

I am a part of all that 1 have met
Yet all experience is an arch wherethro'
Gleams that untravell'd world, whose margin fades
For ever and for ever when I move

—

Literature. This is so vast that only a selection from the
more recent can be given here. The great systems from Plato
and Aristotle downwards have a close bearing on the subject of
Epistemology, but only a general reference to these is necessary. The same remark appHes to the Histories of Philosophy
nor do we enumerate all the recent works on the problem of
knowledge. The following selection is offered, mainly because
of the indebtedness of the present writer to the works named
R. Adamson, The Development 0/ Modem Philosophy^ 2 vols.,
London, 1903; J. B. Baillie, Idealistic Construction of Experience, Edinburgh, 1906 J. M. Baldwin, Thought and Things, or
Genetic Logic, London, vol. i. (1906), vol. ii. (1908) H. Bergson,
Time and Free Will, Eng. tr., London, 1910, also Matter and
Memory, do. 1911, and Creative Evolution, do. 1911 B. P.
B0WTJ8, Theory of Thought and Knowledge, New York, 1897
E. Cassirer, Das Erkenntnisproblem, Berlin, vol. i. (1906),
vol. il. ?1907)
T. M. Forsyth, English Philosophy, London,
1910 T. H. Green, Collected Works, 3 vols., do. 1885 ; W.
James, Some Problems of Philosophy, do. 1911 W. Jerusalem,
Introd. to Philosophy, Eng. tr.. New York, 1910
H. Jones,
The Philosophy of Lotze, Glasgow, 1896 G. T. Ladd, Knowledge, Life, and Reality, London, 1909; A. D. Lindsay, The
Philosophy of Bergson, London, 1911 J. T, Merz, Hist, of
European Thought in the Nineteenth Century, Edinburgh, vol.
i. (1896), vol. ii. (1903);
H. Munsterberg, The Eternal Values,
London, 1909
F. Paulsen, Introd. to Philosophy, Eng. tr..
New York, 1907 R. B. Perry, The Approach to Philosophy,
London, 1905
R. Reininger, Philosophie des Erkennens,
Leipzig, 1911 J. Royce, The World and the Individual, New
York, vol. i. (1900), vol. ii. (1901) C. Sigwart, Logic, Eng. cr.,
London, 1895 : J. Ward, Naturalism and Agnosticism, do.
;
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;
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James Iveeach.

EQUIPROBABILISM.— I. Definition.—Equiprobabilism is a form of probabilism {q.v.) which
stands midway between simple probabilism and
probabiliorism. The equiprobabilistic principle
be stated thus the opinio minus tuta, i. e. the
opinion quos libertati favet, may be followed, on
condition that it is as probable as the opinio tuta,
i.e. the opinio qum legi favet ; we may not, on the
contrary, follow the opinio minus t%ita if it is considerably less probable than the opinio tuta. Probabiliorism does not admit of following the opinio
m,inus tuta unless it is more probable than the
opinio tuta. Simple probabilism demands only a
strong probability in favour of the opinio minus

may

tuta.

:

—

Alfonso Maria di Liguori {q.v.) is
2. Founder.
generally regarded as the founder of the equiprobabilistic system.
This theologian was originally
a rigorist, as he tells us in his Morale Systema.
He afterwards went over to simple probabilism,
and then to equiprobabOism. There are signs of the
latter evolution
several of his writings prior to
the year 1762, but it was openly completed at that
date, for it was in 1762 that the founder of the order
of Redemptorists published his Breve dissertatione
delV un moderato dell' opinions probahile. It is

m

'

opinio quae libertati favet est aeque probabilis atque opmio ilia
quae legi favet, sine dubio et licite sequi potest.' Nevertheless
he calls attention to the fact that, in a matter of faith, one must
always follow the opinio tittior.

—

(Tennyson's Ulysses).

1899.

say whether this change of opinion was
suggested to him by the thought of the abuses to
which simple probabilism gave rise, or by the desire to avoid seeing his doctrine suffer the discredit
into which the ethics of the Jesuits had fallen at
that time. St. Alfonso, in his equiprobabilistic
system, rests on the authority of Eusebius Amort,
who published a Theologia scholastica et moralis in
Junius (t 1679), Antony Mayer the Jesuit,
1753.
author of a Theologia scholastica which appeared
in 1729, and Rasslar, author of a Norma Becti,
published in 1713, are also regarded as forerunners
of equiprobabilism, but equiprobabilism as a theory
distinct from simple probabilism makes a definite
In ch. iii,
start only with Alfonso di Liguori.
('de Conscientia ') of his Homo apostolicus ad
audiendam confessionem instructus (see the 1837
ed., Paris and Besan^on), .Alfonso formulates his
opinion as follows
Tertia igitur, quae nostra est sententia, dicit quod quum
difficult to

May we

Towards the end of the 18th
3. Controversies.
and the beginning of the 19th cent, probabiliorism
and even tutiorism became predominant, and remained so until the time when the Jesuits and
other scholars revived the doctrine of St. Alfonso.

Among his modem disciples special mention

is

due

to Father Gury, the author of a very well-known
Manuel de thiologie morale, and to Gousset, who
insists strongly upon the equiprobabilism of his
master. In 1864, Antonio Ballerini, the Jesuit,
published a Dissertatio de morali systemate S.
Alphonsi for the purpose of showing that Alfonso
di Liguori had never taught equiprobabilism, and
of claiming him absolutely for the side of the
simple probabilists. This dissertation called forth
an answer from the Liguorians, and in 1872 the

Vindiciw AlphonsiancB appeared. This great work
a special plea in favour of St. Alfonso and
equiprobabilism. It seeks to prove that this theologian was the inventor of the equiprobabilistic
system, and that this system was always his. The
authors relied chiefly on the dissertation of Liguori,
written in 1749, entitled De usu moderato opinionis
No one
probabilis in concursu probabilioris.
before Liguori, they said, had ever spoken of a
moderate use of probable opinion. In their eyes
equiprobabilism was the most correct, most sensThey
ible, and easiest rule of moral conduct.
summed up their master's doctrine as follows. (1)
In a case of doubt as to the existence of a law, the
opinio quce libertati favet must be as probable as
the opinio quce legi favet. (2) In doubt with regard to the extinction of a law which has certainly
existed, the opinio quce libertati favet must be
sufficient ground for moral certitude.
(3) In doubt
concerning a fact which involves a non-moral
danger, the surest opinion must always be
followed ; in other words, one has no right, under
pretext of probability, to endanger, in any given
case, the interests of a third person.
The Vindicias Alphonsiance led to a lengthy controversy. In 1873 a pamphlet was published in
Belgium, entitled VindicicB Balleriniance, in support of the argument of Ballerini (his dissertation
is reprinted in the pamphlet) that Liguori was
always a defender of simple probabilism. In the
same year a discussion took place in the newspaper
L'Univers (see the issues of 8 May, 25 June, 29
July, 28 Oct. 1873), in which Ballerini himself
participated.
He took his stand upon Liguori's
early writings, and recalled the fact that even
Liguori's own partisans had claimed that he never
changed. Besides, if he did change, says Ballerini,
it would be better to follow his original opinion.
The same author recurs to the subject in the 1893
is

'
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edition of Gury's Manuel, to claim the authority
one
of St. Alfonso in favour of the argument
may follow an opinion which is truly and wholly
which
is
probable, rather than a sure opinion
equally or even more probable, in the purely moral
question
of
fact
comes
into
consphere, when no
sideration.
Numerous books and articles were devoted to
this controversy.
It is both historical and theoretical.
The points at issue were; (1) What

being prior to law, has a presumption in its favour
(libertas possidet), and that it is always the existence of law that has to be demonstrated. According to him, liberty exists only by virtue of law,
the source of our rights as of our duties.
He does
not, as the Koman Catholic moralists usually do,
place liberty in opposition to law, but he aftirms
that law is in itself more probable than lihcrly,
and that, consequently, it must prevail if there is
another reason in its favour.

exactly did Alfonso di Liguori teach? and (2)
What value is to be put on equiprobabilism as a
directing principle of conscience ?
As far as the first point is concerned, it may be
remarked that this historical question is interesting
mainly to biographers of Alfonso di Liguori. The
Jesuits and their partisans maintain that St.
Alfonso never taught anything but moderate probabilism, and that he repudiated laxity only ; the
majority of Liguorians assert, contrary to the
evidence of facts, that the founder of their order
was always an equiprobabilist. Some Liguorians,
however, admit that the equiprobabilism of their
master dated only from 1762. On account of the
want of precision that characterizes St. Alfonso's
terminology, it is quite easy to find arguments in
his writings in support of all these different

Considering the general principle of probabilism,
simple probabilism is unquestionably more logical
than equiprobabilism. The latter is a timid protest against a purely legal morality, in favour of
the subjective conscience, an attempt to stay the
abuses inherent in simple probabilism which degenerates almost certainly into laxity. What
makes the controversy whicn we have just summed
up interesting is that at the present time, in the
sphere of Roman Catholic morality, equiprobabilism is the last intrenchment behind which a
small number of defenders are fighting against the
principles and morals of the Jesuits. Probabiliorism
and tutiorism have now no supporters.

:

opinions.

As regards the second point, equiprobabilism
has certainly had more opponents than supporters.
Among the former we may mention besides
Ballerini Lehmkuhl, Huppert, Le Bachelet; and
among the partisans of equiprobabilism may be
named Aertnys, Ter Haer, and Jansen.
Some of the opponents of the equiprobabilistic
system claim that it is only an attenuated form
of simple probabilism ; others acknowledge the
original character of equiprobabilism, but only to
demonstrate that this principle is illogical and inapplicable. They hold strictly by the three fundamental rules of probabilism (1) liberty is prior to
law, and cannot be dispossessed of its rights except
by an absolutely certain law ; (2) a doubtful law
is not obligatory
and (3) if a vere et solide probabilis reason exists against law and on the other
side of liberty, the law becomes doubtful.
The
substance of their reasoning is as follows it is
impossible to measure exactly the degrees of probability of different opinions, and therefore a
comparison between the reasons which militate for
and against liberty is of little value ; besides, even
if there is a more probable opinion in favour of
law, the latter remains none the less doubtful.
One may act even with a certain /ormirfo Tnalitim,
for only moral certainty, in favour either of the
law or of liberty, excludes this formido, because it
excludes every hesitation of judgment. Between
a simply probable opinion and a morally certain
opinion there are no intermediate degrees. In
most cases only the so-called reflex principles,
and in particular the principle lex dubia non
obligat, have practical certitude, which, of course,
must not be confounded vrith theoretical certitude.
To these arguments the equiprobabilists reply
that only a comparison between different opinions
can decide if one of them is vere et solide prooabilis.
Practical certitude is of a subjective kind, and
to obtain it we must consult our personal feeling.
If the law is more probable than the opinion
favourable to liberty, there is no real doubt.
Now, nothing but real doubt removes the obliga-

—

—

:

;

:

tory character of law. It is perfectly possible to
determine, in a given case, that such and such an
opinion is more or less probable than another. It
should be noted that equiprobabilists as a rule
admit the general principles of probabilism formulated above. Jansen, however, calls attention to
the fact that it is incorrect to claim that liberty.

LiTERATDBE.— Dbllinger-Reusch, Gesch. der Moratstreitigkeiten in der rom.-kathoL Kirche seit dem, sechszehnten Jahrhundert, Munich, 1889 ; the works of Liguori, esp. his
Theologia inoralU and Homo apostolicus ad audiendam confessioTiem instructXLS, and his letters: Lettere di S.A.M. di
Liguori . . . puhblicate net primo centenario delta Etia beata
tnorte, 3 vols. Rome, 1887 ; Gousset, Thiol, morale, Paris, 1844 ;
VindicioB Alphoiisian(B sen Doctoris Ecclesice S. Atphonsi de
Ligorio, episcopi, et fundatoris Congregationis St. Redemptoris
doctrina moralis vindicata a plurimis oppugnationibtis C.P.
Antonii Ballerini, Soc. Jesu in Collegio Romano professoris,
cura et studio quoru^ndam Theologorum e Congregatione St.
VinRedemptoris, ed. altera, Paris, Tournai, Brussels, 1874
dicicB Balleriniance seu gustus recognitionis Vindiciarum
AlpkonsianaruTn, Bruges, 1873 (see review by H. Dumas, in
puhliies par quelques Phres de la Compagnie de
Etudes .
Jisus, Jan. 1873) Gury, Compend. theol. moralis, ab auctore
recognitum et ab Antonio Ballerino adnotationibus locupletatum^^, Rome, 1893 Le Bachelet, La Question liguorienne,
Paris, 1899
Ter Haer, De systemate morali antiquorum
Probabilistarwm dissertatio historico-critica, Paderborn, 1394
Matigrnon, artt. in Etxides (cited above), 1866, the Mont, Feb.
1874, the Civiltd Cattolica (on the VindiciEe Alphonsianae and
the Vindiciffl BallerinianEe'), and the Revue Thomiete, July and
Sept. 1898 Jansen,!* L'Equiprobabilisme,' in Revue des sciences
eccUsiastiquAS, 1873 various artt. by Grandclaude and Didiot,
;
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.

;

;

;

;

'

'

'

;

;

1874, torn. 1 ; Desjardins, ' De rEquiprobahilisme de saint
Alphonse de Liguori,' and two articles signed A.O. entitled St.
Alphonse de Liguori et le probabilisme,' ib. 1878 ; Leboucher,
Le Probabilisme de saint Alphonse de Liguori d'apr6s le R6v.
P6re Cath.' in Der Kathohk, 1893, ii.; Huppert, 'Der Probabilismus,' ib. 1874, ii.; two series of these signed R., ib.\
ib.

'

'

Aertnys, Zur Rechtfertigung des Aequiprobabilismus,' in ZET^
Huppert, Probabilismus u. Aequiprobabilismus,' in
1895
Jahrb. /. Philosophie u. speculat. Theol. 1896, p. 37 fl. Jansen,
Der Aequiprobabilismus u. seine philos. Begriindung,' Pastor
Bonus, 1895; Lehmkuhl, 'Probabilismus u. Zweifel,' p. 161 ff.;
Jansen, 'Probabilismus u. Kritik,' p. 316 ff.; and various other
The
articles by the same authors continuing this controversy.
Theol. Quartalsckrift, 1897, contains an art. by Koch, entitled
Die Entwickelung des Moralsystems des hi. Alfons v. Liguori,
auf Grund seiner Briefe dargestellt'; Bee also artt. 'Liguori'
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'

;

;

'

'
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EQUITY. —In common

usage, ' equity denotes
right as distinct from what is according
The law represents what is enacted by
to law.
Parliament or the legislature, and, though it may
intend to embody the right, it does not always
do so, and men then judge the case according to
'Equity' thus comes to mean some
'equity.'
'law of nature,' as it did in Roman Law, or the
consensus of opinions of what is right in the circumstances. The distinction is an old one familiar
to (Jreek philosophers and Roman jurists.
Aristotle (Nic. Eth. v. 10) remarks that the
equitable and the just are sometimes identified and
sometimes distinguished. This is because justice
and equity are in common parlance regarded as
synonymous with the right, but in legal parlance
the 'just' is merely according to positive law or
legislative enactment, and the equitable is some-

what

'

is

'

'

'

'

thing in accordance with

'

some other supposed

'
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'law' or principle. This supposed 'law' is the
mind's sense of right, or some standard assumed to
In speaking of the obscurity and
represent it.
equivocation of the terms, Aristotle says
What
obscures the matter is that, though what is equitable is just, it is not identical with, but a
correction of, that which is just according to law.
The reason of this is that every law ia laid down
in general terms, while there are matters about
which it is impossible to speak correctly in general
terms. Hence, when a positive law does not strictly
apply to the special case in hand, an appeal has to
be made to equity,' wliich means some principle
of justice or right on which the legal enactment
is supposedly based or which it is intended to
serve. For instance, the law may be that a person
convicted of murder shall be hanged, but the
conviction may be wrong, and, when there is
reason to believe this,
equity may come in,
when process of law will not deal with the matter
and remit the punishment.
Sir Henry Maine {.<4?ic. Lam, p. 60 ff.) suggests
that the distinction between justice and equity
grew out of the contradictions in the positive law
which recognized class distinctions, and the growth
of a sense of equality in the application of the right.
:

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

on
had little
was an
equal administration of civil laws among the citizens, however
limited the class of citizens might be ; the last implied the
applicability of a law, which was not civil law, to a class which
did not necessarily consist of citizens. The first excluded a
despot ; the last included foreigners, and for some purposes
'It is remarkable,' he says, 'that the "equality"
which the Greek democracies prided themselves
in common with the " equity " of the Romans. The
.

.

of laws

.

first

On

the whole, I should be disposed to look in another
direction for the germ of the Roman " Equity." The Latin word
" aequus " carries with it more distinctly than the Greek lo-os the
sense of levelling. Now its levelling tendency was exactly the
characteristic of the Jus Gentium, which would be most striking
to a primitive Roman. The pure Quiritarian law recognized a
multitude of arbitrary distinctions between classes of men and
kinds of property the Jus Gentium, generalized from a comparison of various customs, neglected the Quiritarian divisions.
The old Roman law established, for example, a fundamental
difference between " Agnatic " and " Cognatic " relationship,
that is, between the Family considered as based upon common
subjection to patriarchal authoritj' and the Family considered (in
conformity with modern ideas) as united through the mere fact
of a common descent. This distinction disappears in the " law
common to all nations," as also does the difference between the
archaic forms of property, Things " Mancipi " and Things " nee
Mancipi." The neglect of demarcations and boundaries seems
to me, therefore, the feature of the Jus Gentium which was
depicted in ^uitas. I imagine that the word was at first a
mere description of that constant levelling or removal of
irregularities which went on wherever the prjetorian system
was applied to the cases of foreign litigants. Probably no colour
of ethical meaning belonged at first to the expression
nor ia
there any reason to believe that the process which it indicated
was otherwise than extremely distasteful to the primitive
Roman mind.'
slaves.

:

;

The ethical colouring which the conception obtained was probably due to the influence of Christianity, with its sense of the value of individual men
and their equality before God and so before the
law. It thus came to represent the basis upon
which positive law at least pretended to stand. It
was at first the mere correction of anomalies in
the application of the law, but the rise of the
idea that all laws had a basis higher than mere
legislative enactment, and did not rest on the arbitrary will of the lawgiver or a capricious contract,
gave it an ethical meaning superior to all others
in authority, and made it the ground on which

common law had

to rest for its justification.
Literature. Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics, bk. v.
H.
Maine, Ancient Lawi", Loud. 1907, oh. iii. T. E. Holland,

—

;

;

Jurisprudence, Oxf. 1S80.

See also

art.

'

Equity,' in

EBr".

James. H. Hyslop.
EQUIVOCATION (Logical).^—Equivocation is
one of the verbal fallacies, that is, one of those in
which a conclusion is not validly inferred, because
of the improper or ambiguous use of words in the
course of the argument. In particular, equivocation is that verbal fallacy which is due to the
1

For equivocation

LTise.

in

the

ethical

sense,

see

';:

OAsmsiRT,

employment of the same word in two senses. For
example, The holder of some shares in the lottery
'

sure to gain the prize ; and, as I am the holder
of some shares in tlie lottery, I am sure to gain
the prize ; or, again, the old illustration, ' Who
is most hungry eats most, who eats least is most
hungry, therefore who eats least eats most.' As
there are three terms in the syllogism, and as each
of these terms appears twice, there are three
possible places where equivocation may be located
on the one hand, in the middle term, or wholly in
the premisses on the other hand, in either the
major or the minor term ; and so, in part, in the
conclusion. But it is usually to be found in the
middle term. Since in equivocation we use the
words denoting one of these terms in two senses,
we really have not one term but two, and so
altogether four in our syllogism. Thus equivocation, as is true of so many other fallacies, is but a
species of the fallacy of four terms.
Jevons gives three causes which especially lead
to equivocation
(1) the accidental confusion of
diflerent words, e.g. mean (the average) and mean
{the despicable) (2) the giving of the name of one
object to another object with which that object is
associated, e.g. church, house, court ; (3) the giving
of the name of one object to a second object in
some respect similar to the first, e.g. sweetness (of
music), light (of knowledge). But behind the
equivocal use of words there is always of necessity
some ignorance regarding the things for which the
words stand and in some cases it is difficult to
decide whether to call the fallacy equivocation or
one of the material fallacies, especially accident
Hence it happens that the complete
iq.v.}.
exposure of an equivocation is often far more than
merely a matter regarding the meaning of a word,
being rather an analysis and discrimination of the
objects themselves denoted by the word. For
example, to make clear the meaning of such words
and phrases as 'identity,' 'I,' 'laws of Nature,'
the freedom of the will,' in philosophy not to
mention ambiguous words and phrases which have
played an important part in the history of theology,
has proved
ethics, economics, and other sciences
not only a difficult task for the student, but also
an important step forward in the development of
is

'

;

:

;

;

—

'

—

See, further, art. LOGIC.

his science.

—

Literature. J. S. Mill, Logic, ed. London, 1884, pt. v. ch.
vii.
A. Sidgwicfc, Fallacies, London, 1883, N.Y. 1884 W. S.
Jevons, Lessons in Logic 2, London, 1890, Lessons iv. and xx.
and other text-books in Logic.
T, MARVIN.
;

;

W.

ERASMUS.— See Humanists.
ERASTIANISM.— I.

Definition,

—The

derivation,

opening of
Figgis's brilliant essay, Erastus and Erastianism
(in JThSt ii. [1900] 66 ff.), 'Was Erastus an
Erastian ? suggests, on the one hand, the distance between the views actually propounded by
Erastus and the principles of modern Erastianism ;
and, on the other hand, the difficulty of fixing the
meaning of an elusive term in political nomenwhile the title of Bonnard's invaluable
clature
monograph, Thomas Sraste et la discipline eccUsiastique (Lausanne, 1894), fixes the attention upon
the limited area of the controversy with which
Kobert Lee, in his
Erastus was concerned.
historical Preface to The Theses of Erastus touching
Excommunication'^ (Edinburgh, 1844), labours to
exhibit the ignorant abuse of the terms ' Erastian
and Erastianism by those who, in the heat of

and delimitation of the term.

'

'

'

;

'

'

the Disruption, applied them to the Established
1 The translation published by Lee is a revision of the first
Eng. tr. of the Theses, entitled, The Nullity of Church Censures
(London, 1659), and containing an account of Erastus taken
from Adam Melchior's de Vitis Germanorum Medicorum.
Another tr., A Treatise of Excommunication, appeared in 1682
(London, printed for L. Curtis).

:

'
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Cliurch of Scotland. With tlii.s defence of the
Church of Scotland we may compare the words of
R. I. Wilberforce, Sketch of the Hist, of Erastian-

ism (London, 1851)

:

be found that PreBbyterianiam, to whatever other
been open, is at least a deadly eneuiy of Krastianiuin.
Beza was the flrst to write against Erastus, and no ecclesiastical
jody is more hostile at present to the encroachment of the civil
power than the Scottish Kirk (ch. !.)•
'

the following passage from

Figgis
•
The real object of Erastus was to give clear expression to the
denial of any right to coercive authority in the religious society
apart from the State. 1 He decided, in fact, to prevent the
Eivangelical churches becoming what one of them claimed to be
in Scotland and actually became in Geneva, a socletns perfccta,
with all its means of jurisdiction complete and independent
(pamh. Mod. Hist. ii. [1902] 743 ; cf. also Lee, Pref. p. xxix,
and W. Cunningham, Dvscusaions on Church Principlee, PopiBh^
Erastian, and Presbyterian, Edinburgh, 1863, pp. 164, 207).

'

'

not only enunciates the principle that in the first
half of the 17th cent, the perm.anence of episcopacy
was the condition of the stability of the monarchy,
but furnishes the diagnosis to the embitterment of
the struggle between the religious parties of the
following reign. Prima facie, the subserviency of
Laud to Charles I. appears as treason to the
Church, when contrasted with the independence
exhibited by Peckham towards Edward I. But,
so far as Episcopalians accept the implication of
Erastianism for Laud's contemporaries or successors, the charge is admitted only through a
certain inversion of the term (cf. Patterson, Eist. of
the Church of England, London, 1909, p. 334 f.).
We should be inclined to say that, so far as
clerical Erastianism co-exists with the maintenance of the spiritual and even the political claims
of the Church, such Erastianism can only regard
the State as being itself ultimately the minister,
not the master, of the Church ; the tributary, not
the patron. State oversight and support of the
Church are, according to this view, not only advantageous to the prestige, the welfare, and the
morality of the State they conduce to the efficiency and prosperity of the Church, which would
be imperilled by disestablishment or any form of
Nor has the operation
self-supporting autonomy.
of Erastianism proved invariably injurious, however problematic we may regard the advantage of
the State's tutelage of the Church. Often has the
secular power limited hierarchical tyranny, to the
advantage of true religion as weU as in its own
interests.
Even the decadent Byzantine Empire
furnishes, in the persons of Leo the Isaurian and
his hyper-iconoclastic son, Constantine v. instances

'

'

religion.

An attempt at even the most cursory review of
the operation of Erastianism is rendered difficult,
not only by the persistence and variety of political
intervention in ecclesiastical affairs since Christianity was licensed by Constantine, but still more
by the notorious fluidity of the terra, and by the
contradictory judgments of historians and political
philosophers as to the determining factors of the
ecclesiastical policies of the princes and statesmen
even of churchmen whose acts are called in
question. In the criticism of theorists, too, as we
have seen in the case of Erastus, the application
and justification of the epithet are often matters
of debate.
How far a monarch, for instance, was
actuated by a genuine desire to propagate Christianity and to extirpate heresy in his dominion
how far he merely subordinated the organization,
the influence, and the sanctions of the Church to
the aggrandizement of his personal power or the
prosperity of the State these are problems which
not only must frequently remain insoluble puzzles
'

—

—

;

;

—

of regal psychology and casuistry, but will always
be dift'erently treated according to difl'erent conceptions of the mutual relations of Church and
State.
The divergent verdicts recorded on the careers
of Constantine the Great, Clovis, and Charles the
Great furnish conspicuous instances of the difficulty
of estimating the quantity or the quality of the
Erastianism that has actuated the great makers of
Church history. It is necessary, too, to distinguish
between the home and the foreign policy of
monarchs like William I., Henry II., and Henry
VIII. of England ; for statesmanship that was
Erastian in its treatment of the Church of England
was not necessarily Erastian in its attitude towards

,

of monarchs whose efforts to extirpate superstitions especially the worship of images which
the Church successfully maintained against all

'

;

—

—

'

;

'

p. 67

f.

Imperial measures range them among the champions of progress and enlightenment. Bury has
shown that Constantine V. was animated by true
statesmanship in his aversion to the depopulating
practice of monachism, and much of the ecclesiastical policy of the later Byzantine Emperors was,
like that of Constantine I. at Nicaea, dictated by an
honest desire to heal the schisms made in the
State itself by the virulence of Christological conFinally, we have to observe that, once
troversy.
the Edict of Milan (313) had reversed the injunction,
Non licet esse vos,' Constantine the Great had no
option but to become episcopus episcoporum (though
he claimed to act as such only in the externals of
religion), for the care of the State religion was as
much a duty as a prerogative of the Emperor. On
the other hand, while Constantine was politic
enough to see the advantage of availing^ himself of
such an auxiliary to government as Christianity
presented an aid which heathenism in its totality
was unable to render he could no longer allow
'

'

*

—

—

"Erastianism," as a by-word, is used to denote the docsupremacy of the state in ecclesiastical causes but
the problem of the relations between church and state is one on
which Erastus nowhere enters. What is known as "Erastianism" would be better connected with the name of Grotius'
Erastus,' in EBrll).
(art.
2 Many of us
most of us, in fact are Erastians with certain
limitations Hobbes was an Erastian without limitations (W. G.
Pogson Smith, in Essay prefixed to Hobbes's Leviathan reprinted
from the Edition of 1651, Oxford, 1909, p. xxx).
3 How Machiavelli was caught up in the growing controversy
between Church and State, and identified with the party who
maintained that the political authority must outweigh the
religious,' is discussed by Burd, II Principe, Oxford, 1891,
1

trine of the

Statutes of

I.

;

Figgis's reference to the simpler definition of
Erastianism as the theory that religion is the
creature of the State (JThSt ii. 83) is hardly the
account of the matter which modern religious
Erastians like Fremantle and Gwatkin would
admit, though it expresses the tendency of mere
political Erastianism which Hobbes propounded in
the great forty-second chapter of the Leviathan,
Of Power Ecclesiastical. ^ As Machiavellianism '
subordinates morality to political exigencies, so
Erastianism, pushed to extremes, subordinates

'

anli-I'iipal

and Edward III. weru but patriotic and
enlightened etlbrts to check the disintegration of
the body politic that was increasingly threatened
by the alienation of jurisdictions and temporalities,
by the extension of judicial aud fiscal immunities,
and by the still further weakening of the sovereignty of the State through the legative system and
the intrusion of foreigners into even the metroThe problem of the Erastianism of
politan sees.
bishops need not detain us. As regards some of the
of
these, the question of the master
famous
most
they elected to serve has received difl'erent answers.
Thomas Becket changed sides on his translation
from a civil to an ecclesiastic office whereas Lanfrano, in his support of the Conqueror, furnishes
an example, not so much of Erastianism, as of the
defence of the autonomy of a national see. The
famous epigram of James I., No bishop, no king,'

Edward

It will
evilu It has

'

The

the claims of Knnic.

'

We may quote also
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the greatest of all sodalicia to operate throughout
the Empire independently of his superintendence.
2. Life and work of Erastus.
Thomas Liiber was born afc Baden, in Switzerland, on 7th
September 1524. On his matriculation at the University of
Basel in 1542 he adopted, in accordance with the fashion of the
time, the Greek equivalent (Erastus) of his family name. In
1544 he quitted Basel and proceeded to Italy, where the generosity of a rich patron enabled him to spend nine years three
at Bologna and six at Padua. First he studied philosophy, and
afterwards medicine, graduating as doctor in the latter. In
1557, while he held the appointment of physician to the court of
the Count of Henneberg, in South Germany, he received almost
simultaneouB invitations from two German princes. Declining
the offer of the Duke of Saxony, he accepted the professorship
of medicine which Otto Henry, the Elector Palatine, offered to
him at the University of Heidelberg. He was attached to the
new faculty of medicine, in the capacity of professor of therapeutics, on 3rd May 1558. At the end of the same year he was
unanimously elected to the Rectorship for the following year,
having already, as Bonnard suggests, received at Heidelberg the
degree of doctor of philosophy. He immediately exhibited
great ability and energy in the development, not only of the
study of medicine, but of culture and science generally, while
his election to the Church Council of the Palatmate drew him
forthwith into the vortex of those Confessional conflicts in which
Heidelberg, a refuge for theological eccentrics of all nations
(Figgis, p. 69), enjoyed an unenviable pre-eminence.
Erastus, who remained throughout his life attached to the
Zvringlian party, of which he was the leading layman at Heidelberg, incurred the hatred of the Lutherans at the beginning of
the year 1559 by his opposition to the intolerant action of Hesshusius, the Lutheran dean of the faculty of divinity, in attempting to refuse the doctorate to Stephen Sylvius. On 12th February the Elector Otto Henry was succeeded by Frederick ni.
The former had been a tolerant Lutheran, whereas Frederick
was strongly anti-Lutheran.
In the Colloquies of 1560 between
the Reformed theologians of the Palatinate and the Saxon
representatives of the Lutheran confession, Erastus, at the
request of the Elector, defended the Reformed doctrine of the
Supper, gaining the approbation of the Calvinist Olevianus
(1536-1587), who had been appointed director ol the College of
Wisdom at Heidelberg. In August the Reformed faith was introduced, both Lutheranism and the residual Roman CathoUcism
of the Palatinate being proscribed by edict. Two years later
Erastus supported in a synod the introduction of the Reformed
Catechism of Heidelberg, which Olevianus and Ursinus had
composed, and in the same year (1562) was printed, by the
Elector's command, the Buchlein vom Brotbrechen ('Pamphlet
on the Breaking of Bread *), of which Erastus was undoubtedly
the author. John Marbach of Strassburg issued the Lutheran
rejoinder, which evoked, in 1565, the second contribution of
Erastus to the sacramental quarrel.

—

'

An

account of the part taken by Erastus in the
theological disputes at Heidelberg before the controversy that gave his name a dubious renown is
not only indispensable for the right appreciation of
his standpoint on the question of excommunication
and discipline, but also advantageous for the study
of what may be called the normal ' Erastian
character of the Protestant States of Germany.
In April 1564, Erastus, as one of the Elector's
theological lieutenants, was prominent at the
Colloquy with the Wiirttemberg doctors at Maulbronn, and two years later he accompanied Frederick on his mission to Amberg.
The 10th of
June 1568 was the red-letter day in the disciplinecontroversy at Heidelberg, when (3eorge Withers
of Bury St. Edmunds, afterwards Archdeacon of
Colchester, but at present a refugee in consequence
of the Vestiarian controversy in England, maintained before the University his theses in defence
of the authority of the ministers, along with the
Presbytery, to perform all that related to church
discipline (including excommunication) upon all
offenders, not excepting princes.
The Heidelberg
Catechisia (Articles 81-85) had already enunciated
the principle of the excommunication of impenitents and hypocrites, and had been followed by

two successive ordinances, of which the first was
drawn up by Olevianus, who, however, was
opposed to the second, because it reserved to the
prince the right of pronouncing excommunication
in the strict sense, namely, that of exclusion from
the Lord's Supper. It was the debate begun by
Withers that fanned the long-smouldering flame.
Erastus opposed Withers on the second day, a
friend having taken his place in his absence on the
first.
In the dispute thus inaugurated, Olevianus,

on

the side of Withers, was supported by his
fellow-Calvinists, Ursinus, Zanchius, i'remellius,
and Dathenus. Chief among the allies of Erastus

were Neuser, Sylvanus, and Willing, with Simon
Grynaeus, the brother of J. J. Grynseus, who had
married the sister of the wife of Erastus. The
first two were subsequently accused of heresy and
even of infidelity. Sylvanus was executed ; and,
though no complicity with their errors can be
proved against Erastus, the odium in which these
associates involved him accelerated the defeat of
the anti-disciplinarian party, the discipline being
established by an edict dated 13th July 1570, and
the pleas of Erastus rendered nugatory.
Before the end of August 1668, Erastus had

all

but completed

— as he called in his letter to the Ziiricii
—against the proposed discipline. His

commentarium

a

it

theologian BuUinger

arguments were thrown into the form of one hundred Theses
on excommunication. Copies of the work, which he had no
intention of publishing, were circulated in manuscript. Soon
afterwards the Theses were reduced to seventy-five.
From
Ziirich he was supported, from Geneva assailed.
In the course
of the first half of the following year appeared, also in manuscript, Beza's reply, which, as printed in 1590, bore the title,
Tractatus plus et moderatus de vera excommunicatione et
Christiana presbytero.
On Christmas Eve 1669, Erastus completed his longer work in six books five in reply to Beza, and
the sixth in reply to Ursinus, Zanchius, and (probably) Boquin,
dean of the faculty of theology at Heidelberg. This manuscript
bore the title, Thesium (quce de excommunicatione positce

—

fuerant) Confirmatio.

Erastus, though again elected Rector for 1572,
later put under the ban of the
Heidelberg consistory, and in 1575, the year before
his excommunication was revoked, he was accused,
but unsuccessfully, of anti-Trinitarian tenets. On
26th October 1576, Frederick III. was succeeded by
Ludwig VI.
violent Lutheran reaction ensued ;
Luther's Catechism supplanted that of Heidelberg,
and the Reformed theologians were dislodged from
Court and Church. On 31st July 1579, the Elector,
having subscribed the Formula of Concord, commanded the University professors to adopt the new
confession or to resign. Erastus, like the majority
of his colleagues, chose the latter alternative, thus
proving that he was no Erastian in the ordinary
sense.'
In 1580 he removed to Basel, where his
brother-in-law Grynseus had been professor of
theology since 1575. At the beginning of 1581 he
was admitted into the collegium medicorum of
Basel, and in the summer began to teach ethics,
of which he was appointed professor in the following January. He died on the last day of the year
1583, two days after the first anniversary of his
election on the governing council of the University.
Though inferior in spiritual insight and moral
enthusiasm to many of the second generation of
the Reformation, his career justifies the epitaph in
St. Martin's Church at Basel, 'Acutus Philosophus,
Elegans Medicus, Sincerus Theologus, Heidelbergensis Academiae Columen, Basiliensis Lumen.'

was two years

A

'

More than five years after the death of Erastus appeared a
volume containing (1) the seventy-five Theses^ with a preface,
(2) the Confirmatio, and (3) thirteen letters relating to discipline
and the controversy at Heidelberg, addressed to Erastus by
Bullinger, Gwalther, and others. The work bore the title
:

:

* Explicatio gravissimae guaestionis,
utrum excominunicatio,
quatenus religionem intelligentes et amptexantes, a sacratn^ntorum usu, propter admissum facinus arcet, mandate nitatur
divinOy an excogitata sit ab hom^inibus.
Autore clariss. viro

Thoma

Erasto D. medico. Opus nunc recens ex ipsius autoris
in lucem, prout moriens iusserat, editum
Apud Baiocum Sultaceterum, Anno Salutis
UDLXxxix.' 'Pesclavii' (Poschiavo) was merely a pseudonym
for London, and the following name the anagram for Jacobus
Castelvetrus, who had married the widow of Erastus.

autographo erutum et
.

.

.

Pesclavii.

The two main questions

in

dispute

between

Erastus and Beza were those of Excommunication
and the Organization of Discipline. Erastus,
while recognizing the existence of exceptional
cases where excommunication may be lawfully
exercised, denies any right of withholding the
Sacrament from professors of the Christian faith
who, notwithstanding a moral lapse, are nevertheless desirous of participating, such desire being.

;
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in his opinion, sufficient proof of their repentance,
and the Sacrament being, like the Word, a means
of grace intended to benefit all, whereas it is an
abuse of it to make it an occasion or instrument of
punishment by withholding it. Nowhere, he holds,
in the Law of Moses ' or in Jewish history is excommunication the penalty for moral ofi'ences as
distinct from ceremonial disqualification, jb'urther,
by a minute exegesis (according to the hermeneutics
of the time) of
passages, Erastus eliminates
from the latter also all authority for excluding
believers from the Lord's Supper, concerning the
significance and efficacy of which sacrament his

NT

views are consistently Zwinglian.
Erastus emphatically disclaims any desire to

weaken Church

discipline.

'

Nihil desidero magis

ut severissima in Ecclesia morum disciplina
servetur (Thes. xvii.). But the question at issue
is. Who, in a Christian State, is the depositary of
disciplinary authority ? It is here that we reach
the problem of Erastianism and of Erastus' relation thereto. As men are subject to two governments the invisible, whereof God is the Head,
and the visible, whereof the magistrate is the head
(and he, ex hypothesi, a Christian) a State con-

quam

'

—

—

taining two or more distinct visible authorities is
an anomaly, as much a monstrosity as a two-headed

body

^
:

God

having; entrusted to the Christian magistrate the sumtotal of the visible government, the Church has by no means the
right to exercise (in a Christian country) a power of repression
distinct and independent of that of the State ' (Bonnard, 134).
*

Erastus holds that such is the teaching of the OT
and the NT. To claim visible power for the
Church is tantamount to robbing Csesar of what
belongs to Cjesar, and the height of usurpation is
to summon princes to the Church's tribunal and to
excommunicate them. The Christian magistrate,
though he may be admonished according to the
word of God, and may profitably choose pious laymen to assist the ministers in superintending public
morals on his behalf, is not to oe set in antithesis
to the Church as the profane power by the side of
the sacred. The Church may warn and censure
offenders, but punitive action belongs to the magistrate alone.

Without inquiring how far the objection of
Erastus to the exercise of disciplinary jurisdiction
by the Church was conditioned by nis dislike of
the Genevan tribunal of 'godly elders' at Heidelberg, we must endeavour to trace the connexion
between his views on the specific question of the
right of the Church to exercise discipline, especially
that of exclusion from the Sacrament, and the
wider question of the supremacy of the temporal
power in matters spiritual a question touched but
incidentally by Erastus, who is more interested in
Scriptural disquisitions than in the discussion of

—

Both the extent
principles in politics and history.
and the boundaries of his contention may be defined
In a State where all profess the true
as follows.
religion, all coercive authority (from which excommunication, however, is excluded ') resides in
1 The fallacy involved in the^ analogy assumed between the
Jewish and Christian dispensations is noted in the art. Erastus,'
'

in the Catholic Encycloposdia (London, 1883).
2 Contrast Keble's observations on ' Supposed Erastianism in
some Parts of Hooker real Amount of his Concessions in that
Way,' in his ed. of Hooker's Works'^, Oxford, 1888, vol. i. p. Ixxx
' All Erastian
also p. Ixxxvii
reasoning implies that co-ordinate
authorities are incompatible.'
3 The views of Erastus on the right of a citizen to communicate
are diametrically opposite to those expressed by Locke, while in
some measure like them as regards the efficacy of the Sacrament : * The whole force of excommunication consists only in
this . . . the participation of some certain things, which the
society communicates to its members, and unto which no man
has any civil right, comes also to cease. There is no civil injury
:

:
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the magistrate alone, the functions of the Church
being restricted to teaching, exhortation, and the
due performance of worship. (Only where the
magistrate is not a Christian or is unorthodox may
the Church set up her own tribunals ; but from
these, also, the power of excommunication is

withdrawn.)
Our sketch of the life and teaching of Erastus
presents him as a Zwinglian whose opposition to
the Lutheran doctrine of the Supper underlay his
antagonism to excommunication, and whose antipathy to the Calvinistic discipline was the exciting
cause of his denial, in favour of the magistrate, of
the Church's right to any coercive action. Yet his
true relation to Erastianism must be sought, not
so much in the propositions which the Explicatio
and the Confirmatio actually formulate, as in the
common orientation, of Lutherans and Zwinglians
especially, towards the rival claims of Church and
State, a theocracy being rather the Calvinistic
ideal.
It was not so much the opportune publication of the writings ( alowea
by Whitgif t's
imprimatur in 1589) as the appeals to the authority
of Erastus by the Arminians against the Calvinists
in Holland that gave Erastianism the varying eonnotation which, since the politico-ecclesiastical
debates of the Stuart period, it has possessed in
Great Britain. The opponents of Arminius and
his friends reproached them for appealing
to the
superior magistrate against the ecclesiastical
'

'

authority' (Figgis, p. 78, note). Both Grotius
(who published in 1614 his Erastian treatise de
Imperio Summarum, Potestatum circa Sacra) and
Althusius (whose view of the holiness of the State
places him, with Luther, the Anglicans, Zwingli,
and Erastus, against the Jesuits and the Presbyterians with their theory of the Church as societas
perfecta) regard a Christian commonwealth as a
State wherein the clergy form but one class of
officers.
Though it was Grotius who elaborated
what we call Erastianism, he himself does not
mention Erastus, and holds other views on excommunication. Nevertheless, the fact that Erastus
was the first to assert in a Protestant country the
principle of the subordination of the Church to the
State entitles him to what ambiguous fame attaches
to his memory in the name Erastianism.'
'

3.

Erastianism in history.

—

(I.)

FromConstan-

TINE TO THE BEFORUATION.—(a) The period of

—

the Ecumenical Councils.
Concern with the affairs
of the Church was for Constantine and his successors a political necessity. Yet it is easy to
exaggerate the actual amount of Imperial interference exercised, and to forget the extent to which
the motives of the State were in the interests of
peace.
Though it was the great African sectary, Donatus, who asked
the famous question, 'Quid Imperatori cum Ecclesia?' the
Donatists set the precedent of an appeal to the State by one
section of the Christian Church against another, thus necessitating the reference of the controversy to the Council of Aries
(314 or 315).
The Donatist schism was destined, despite
Imperial generosity and coercion, commissions and conferences,
to rend Africa untU it was conquered by the Vandals after the
death of Augustine. The Nicene Council, convened by Constantine for the purpose of allaying the strife that already
threatened the peace of Egypt, proved to be rather the beginning of a world-wide controversy that continued to harass

Church and State untU Theodosius gave Arianism its deathblow.
Arianism was put down as it had been put up, hy the
civil power (Gwatkin,
Arianism,' in Camh. Med. Hist. i. [1911]
141). The so-called Second Ecumenical Council held at Constantinople in 381 — to which only Eastern bishops had been
summoned was convened primarily for the purpose of coping
with religious disorders in the capital itself- Not the least justification for the use of the term Byzantinism (the usual synonym
for Erastianism 'on the Continent i) is found in the fact that,
'

'

'

—

'

*

'

1

For the equivalence

of the

terms

'

Erastianism

'

and

'

Byzan-

done unto the excommunicated person by the Church ministers
refusing him that bread and wine, in the celebration of the
Lord's Supper, which was not bought with his, but other men's
money' (Locke, Letter concerning ToteratioUt London, 1714,

(the latter being regarded as preferable), see Figgis,
p. 101, and Hobhouse, The Church and the World in Idea and
History, London, 1910, p. 392 ff. ' This doctrine [of the
superiority of the civil power to the ecclesiastical] is often called

iL 237).

by Continental writers Byzantinism, a name suggested by the

tinism

'

m

'
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ever aince Constantine transferred his capital from Nicomedeia
across the Bosporus to Byzantium, which henceforth bore his
name, Constantinople became not only the storm-centre of the
strife of creeds, but also, for the most part, the venue of the Emperor's negotiations with the Church in the Eastern Empire.

In the entourage of the Arian prelate Eusebius
of Nicomedeia, with their allies (including Eusebius
the historian, bishop of Csesarea), we have the
first instance of what may be called an Erastian
party, their aim being to support the form of
Christian faith guaranteed to give them most
influence at Court, and, on the other hand, to

strengthen the Imperial supremacy over the
Church. Foakes-Jackson has suggested that the
support of Arianism by Constantius, to whom the
problem of Church and State presented great difficulties, was an endeavour to secure peace by the
Emperor's endorsement of what appeared to be
the creed of the majority. Nor must we forget
that Athanasius, as Patriarch of Alexandria, was
regarded as wielding an authority that might be
detrimental to the unity of the Empire. Perhaps
even the pagan reaction under Julian (361-3) was
to some extent motived by a desire to substitute
for Christianity, which Julian had forsworn, a
non-contentious system of belief founded upon a
popularized Neo-Platonism. The orthodox valentinian (364-375), unlike his brother the Arian
Valens (364-378), endeavoured to maintain as much
neutrality as possible, neither protecting the persecuted orthodox of the East nor permitting Hilary to remain in MUan to challenge the orthodoxy
of the Arian bishop, Auxentius.
Like Hosius of
Corduba, whose influence with Constantine at
Nicsea was probably the principal factor in securing the Emperor's insistence upon the homoousian
Creed, Theodosius the Great (379-395) was an
orthodox Spaniard, the sincerity of whose religious zeal is proved less by his anti-pagan and antiheretical legislation than by his acceptance, as
penance for his responsibility for the massacre at
Thessalonica (391), of a temporary excommunicaHis proclamation
tion at the hands of Ambrose.
de Fide Catholica is one of the most important
legal documents in the annals of the Christian
Church.
It declares the Imperial will that all
nations and peoples in the Empire shall follow the
religion which the Apostle Peter introduced into
Kome, and which the Pontiff Damasus and the
Bishop of Alexandria now profess." ' Gratian
(374-383) had already broken the last official link
of the Empire with paganism by abdicating the
title of Pontifex Maximus, and Theodosius had
supported his youthful colleague (an apt disciple
of Ambrose) in refusing to replace the altar of
Victory in the Senate. Honorius (395-423) and
Arcadius (395-408), the sons of Theodosius, who
succeeded to the rule of the West and the East
respectively, differed, like the brothers Valentinian
and Valens, in the extent of their intervention with
the Church the Western Emperor, according to
the rule that prevailed, henceforth being the less
pragmatical. Nevertheless Honorius, besides convening the conferences with the Donatists (411),
whose recalcitrancy he vainly sought to repress,
by an edict of 418 banished Pelagius and his
principal followers, notwithstanding their recent
acquittal by Zosimus, the vacillating Pope who
forthwith marked his recantation by calling upon
the Italian bishops to subscribe his anti-Pelagian
Epistola Tractoria (417). But more importance,
for our inquiry, attaches to the reprimand addressed by Honorius to Arcadius after the condemnation of Chrysostom, Patriarch of Constanti'

'

'

'

—

unwarrantable control exercised by the Emperors of the East
over the Patriarchs of Constantinople and the Greek Church
during the Middle Ages, while in this country it is generally
known by the name of Erastianism (Cunningham, p. 164 see
'

Hobhouse,

(404).

'

'

government of Mary Stuart), now for the first
time, in the person of the Empress Eudoxia, becoming a force in the Eastern Empire. The importance of the letter of Honorius lies, as Bury
has pointed out, in the fact that it contains a
declaration by an Emperor of the principle which
Hosius and Hilary, in their opposition to Constantius, had first asserted, namely, that the interpretation of Divine things was the concern of
churchmen, while it was the due observance (obsequium) of religion that concerned the Emperors.
Here is anticipated the later distinction between

and ius circa sacra.
Not without reason did Nestorius, the Patriarch

ius in sacris

of Constantinople, who, soon after his transference
from Antioch to the capital, inaugurated the
bitter controversies of the succeeding centuries,
give to his autobiography the title
Tragedy.'
The vehement wrangles about the Two Natures in
Christ occasioned in the first place the Council of
'

Ephesus (431), at which Nestorius was condemned.
Seventeen years later Eutyches propounded the
opposite heresy, asserting but One Nature of
Christ after the Incarnation and this first form of
Monophysitism triumphed in the tumult of the
;

Robber Synod,' as Pope Leo (Ep. xcv. 2) designated the Council summoned by Theodosius II.
'

The change of attitude in
at first inclined to favour the
Dyoprosopic teaching of Nestorius, was probably
due to the influence which, before the Council of
431, Cyril had succeeded in exercising upon the
Imperial ladies. But the death of Theodosius in
450 brought about a speedy reversal of his policy.
The Empress Pulcheria and her consort Maroian,
supporters of the doctrine of Two Natures, decided
to summon another Ecumenical Council, and that,
too, against the wishes of Leo, who preferred that
the question at issue should be determined by the
authority of his Tome, rather than by the decision
of a Council dominated by the Emperor and Emto

Ephesus in

Theodosius,

103.

449.

who was

press.
Thus Monophysitism, in its Eutychian
form countenanced by Theodosius II., was repudiated by Pulcheria and Marcian, the Definition of
Chalcedon inclining more to the teaching of
Nestorius than to that of his successful persecutor, Cyril.
Yet the pressure which Marcian at
Chalcedon (like Constantine at Nicsea) put upon
the majority of the Eastern bishops only embittered the reaction, for the Nearer East remained
Monophysite. In 482, the Emperor Zeno issued
the Henoticon, which, though probably composed
by the Patriarch Acacius, was resented by a number of bishops for the very reason that it was
issued on the authority of the Emperor alone.
Zeno tried the autocratic short cut out of controversy by the prohibition of technical terms."-'
Nestorius and Eutyches were both anathematized
and the anathemas of Cyril against Nestorius approved, the doctrine of Chalcedon being implicitly
condemned and the symbols confirmed at Ephesus
'

(431) asserted to

be adequate.

Needless to say,

the Henoticon proved but an abortive Eirenicon,
and the next Pope, Simplicius, excommunicated
the Emperor. Seventy years after the issue of
Zeno's Henoticon to the bishops of Egypt, the Fifth
1
i.

Bury, Hist, of the later

Roman

Empire, London, 1S89,

105.

Religious Disunion in the Fifth Century,' in
Med. History, i. [1911] 618.

2 Alice

also p. 207).
1

;

Synod of the Oak, near Chalcedon
Chrysostom's deposition and tragic exile
were the result, not so much of the displeasure of
Arcadius, fomented though it was by the patriarch of the jealous see of Alexandria, as of the
ofl'ence which his fearless denunciation of frivolities
and delinquencies had given to the monstrous
regiment of women (as John Knox called the

nople, at the

Camb.

Gardner,

•

:
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Ecumenical Council (Constaiitinuple, 553) was held
at tlio bidding of Justinian, and in connexion with
the form which the Monophywite controver«y had
now taken through the liniperor'a action in conTlireo
demning, in the edict known as the
Articles' or 'Three Chapters' {'I'ria Capiiula),
to wit, the works of the three leading theologians
of the Antiochene School, Nestorius, Theodore of
Mopsuestia, and Ibas of Edessa, Pope Vigilius, who
haa for some time been practically a prisoner in
Three
the East and had refused to sign tlie
Articles,' recanted after his condemnation at the
Council, thus finally subordinating to the Imperial will the theological opinion of the West.
The basis the agenda of the P'ifth General
Council
was an edict drawn up by the Emperor it adopted theological
'

'

—

—

*

;

tenets formulated by the Emperor. This is the most charactermanifestation of Justinian's Ctesaro-papism (Bury, ii. 5).

istic

'

push his ecclesiastical absolutism that just before his death he deposed the

So

far did Justinian

Patriarch of the capital for rejecting the edict in

which the Emperor, who had lapsed into the
heresy that Christ's earthly body was incorruptible, commanded the assent of all patriarchs and
bishops to the Aphthartodocetic doctrine.
For the disattected Monophysites of the East,
Justinian had not gone far enough in the assertion
of One Nature, and Sergius sought to win them
over by the admission that the Two Natures operated by means of one theandric energy. Exactly
a hundred years from the time when Pope Vigilius
was the prisoner of Justinian, Pope Martin was
brought to Constantinople, whence he was banished
to the Crimea by the Emperor Constans II., who,
in accordance with his conservatively Roman attitude towards the doctrine of the Church, had prohibited, in his Ecthesis (638) and his Typos (648),
the employment of such technical theological terms
as engendered strife. Martin paid with his life
the penalty of condemning both Monothelitism
and the Emperor's two edicts. Constantine IV.,
on the other hand, displayed a genuine impartiality in leaving to the bishops at the Council of
680 untrammelled power to decide the issue. However great was the doctrinal importance of their
condemnation of Monothelitism, greater historical
interest attaches to their anathema of Pope Honorius, who was adjudged to have supported the
Monothelite heresy in 635.
It is unnecessary to follow the Erastian policy
of the Eastern Emperors (whose Csesaro-papism
became the inheritance of the Czars of Kussia)
after the Seventh Ecumenical Synod, held at
Nicasa in 787.
Leo the Isaurian (718-741), who
attempted to suppress the superstition of imageworship, was confronted both by a revolt under
Cosraas, and with the ban of Pope Gregory II.
his most illustrious opponent was John of
Damascus, who, himself the subject of the Khalif,
maintained in three apologies that Emperors had
no prerogative to manage the affairs of the Church.^
Constantine Copronymus, the son of Leo, continued his father's policy with an iron hand. He
was, as we have already mentioned, a hater of
monks as well as of images, and anticipated
the policy of those later Emperors in the West
who sought to overthrow the power of the Pope.

But

Constantine strove, not to enforce doctrines, but
to abolish those customs or institutions of the
Church which he regarded as detrimental to the
Twelve years after his death the Second
State.
Ecumenical Council supported by the astute and

—

—

cruel Irene, the widow of his successor established the worship of images ; and in 842, Theodora
the disloyal widow of another iconoclastic Emperor, Michael Balbus celebrated the Feast of

—

—

1

Harnaok, Dogmengeach., Eng.

tr. iv. [1898] 323, 328.
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Orthodoxy on the restoration of the worship which
her husband liad temporarily cliecked.
For the orthodox Eastern Church, because of her
cultua, her Monophy.sitism, and her dependence
upon the Emperor, it was easy to be,' as Oman
Kays, as no other Church has ever been, the State
Church, and at the same time non-political' (The.
Church and the Divine Order, London, 1911, p. 134)
words that recall the statement of Freeman (Historical Essays, Third Series, London, 1892, p. 265)
'iTo the Eastern Roman the orthodoxy of the F^aatern Church
made up for the lack of nationality in the Eastern Empire. The
'

'

—

of Christ and Ctesar went together. In the true iiviuintine
mind the two ideas could hardly be conceived asunder,
(b) The struggle of the Empire and the European
kinr/doms with the Papacy. The iconoclastic controversy forms a significant transition, from the
history of the developing Byzantinism that dominated the religious life of the later Roman Empire
in the East, to the history of the titanic conflict of
the Romano-German Empire with the Papacy. As
king of the Franks, Charles the Great had already
vindicated his headship over the Prankish Church,
nor had he hesitated to reject the decisions of the
Ecumenical Council of 787. He presided at all the
Prankish ecclesiastical councils, and even in the
Papal domain exercised all the rights of the lord of
the Land. The fact that there was at the moment
no Emperor in the East may, apart from the necessity of securing Charles's personal support, have
been a factor in determining the action of Pope
Leo III. (795-816) in crowning him Emperor on
On the death of Charles
Christmas Day, 800.
(814), we pass from the rarely challenged supremacy
of the Emperor over the Church to the Church's
assertion of her right to temporal supremacy as well
as to absolute spiritual authority over Emperors
and princes. The interests of the monarchs of the
separate countries, too, both within and without
the Empire, w ere all alike imperilled by the growing claims of the Papacy, from Nicholas I. (858867) to Innocent III. (1198-1216) ; but the question
of Erastianism itself, in any given circumstance of
domestic policy, is complicated by the phenomena
of feudalism and the rise of national Churches.
Notwithstanding the strong hand with which monarchs like William the Conqueror dealt with ecclesiastical aflaira, a very real limitation of regality
was involved in a recognition, however grudging,
of the Papal supremacy.' An obvious efl'ect of the
success of the Papal pretensions was the curtailment of Erastian statecraft throughout the West.
The brunt of the struggle fell upon the German
Emperors, because of the unique relation which
they bore to the Popes, who were regarded, by
princes outside the Empire, as foreign potentates
exercising in the separate realms a jurisdiction
more or less resented. To the Emperors the Popes
were colleagues, for neither the rivals themselves
nor the theorists who severally supported them
envisaged the struggle as a contest waged by two
But, though it would be a
difi'erent societies.
misreading of history to speak of the conflict as
between Church and State— having regard to the
prevalent theocratic conception of the Holy Roman
Empire as one society with two functions, sacerdotium and imperium, discharged by different
officers
the crux of the struggle was, nevertheless, the recurrent question of the supremacy of
the spiritual or of the temporal power in the
The representative anti-Papal theories,^
State.
1 Freeman holds that, had it not been for the Romanizing
influence of Edward the Confessor and William, the Church of
England would have become as subordinate to the State as was
the Eastern Church {The Norman Conquest, v. [Oxford, 1876]

sway

—

—

494

f .).

The magnitude of the mediaeval literature relating to the
may be inferred from the fact that Gierke enumerates no less than 160 Publicists, Legists, and Canonists from the
11th to the 16th cent. (Gierke-Maitland, Political Theories o/the
Middle Age, Cambridge, 1900, pp. Ixiii-Uxvi).
2
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which we shall briefly summarize, demonstrate the
strength of the dialectical defence of the right of
princes, and the force of public opinion allied with
them. Time after time did the temporal power at
bay display its de facto if not its de jure superiority, as is instanced by the death in exile of
vil. (HUdebrand, 1073-1085), who abased
IV. at Canossa (1077), and of Alexander III.
(1159-1181), who humbled Frederick I. (Barbarossa) at Venice (1177).
So, too, the French kings
avenged, by the Babylonian captivity of the Popes
at Avignon, the blow to regal prestige that was
involved in the fall of Frederick II., the last of the
Hohenstaufens (1212-1250). From the earlier doctrine of the Church herself, that the State was
co-ordinate with her, and from the original idea of
a pre-existent harmony between the two powers,
both policy and speculation drifted to the more
and more emphatic assertion of their distinctness
and even opposition. It will suffice for our present
purpose to review the anti-Papal theories of two
great Italians and two great Englishmen Dante
(1265-1321) and MarsUius of Padua (died after
1342) ; WUliam of Occam (died in 1347) and John
Wyclif (1324-1387).
(a) The de Monarckia of Dante is not only * the most purely
ideal of political works ever written (Echnund G. Gardner,
Bante, London, 1900, p. 66), but is at once the epilogue or epitaph
of the Empire as the earthly Kingdom of God, and a prophecy of
the modern State, and of that doctrine of the Divine Right of
kings, which formed for long its theoretical justification against

Gregory

Henry

—

'

'

From

clerical pretensions' (Figgis,
bridge, 1907, p. 28). The first

Gerson

to

Grotius,

Cam-

book shows that the temporal
monarchy whereof the Empire is the unique embodiment is
necessary for the well-being of the world ; the second, that the
Roman people, under the jurisdiction of whose Emperors Christ
deigned to be born and to suffer, succeeded by Divine Will to
the empire of the world the third, that the authority of the
Roman Monarch or Emperor depends immediately (stJW ullo
medio) upon God. The Supreme Pontiff and the Emperor are
man's two necessary guides of life, corresponding to the two
ends of life eternal life and temporal felicity. It was the conflict between John xxn. (1316-1334) and Ludwig of Bavaria (13141347), who attempted to depose each other, that made the de
Monarchia, hitherto almost unknown, an armoury of Imperialist
arguments, the supporters of Ludwig including William of Occam,
whom Pope Clement regarded as having inspired Marsilius of

—

—

;

—

Padua.

Padua (whose Defensor Pacts was, by the
command of Henry viii., published in an English translation,
The DefeTice of Peace, by William Marshall, in 1635) anticipates,
in his views on excommunication, the radical attitude of Erastus.
He maintains not only that coercive power belongs exclusively
to the State, but even that no compulsion may be exercised in
(6) Marsilius of

the matter of religious belief. Sovereignty rests with the whole
body of citizens, acting as the faithful lawgiver, and the prince
appointed by them. The civil ruler has full regulative and
judicial power over the Church. Papal decrees have no temporal effect, and all bishops are equal.
(c) William of Occam espoused the cause of Ludwig of Bavaria
against John xxn., by whom Occam and Michael of Cesena, the
General of the Franciscan Order, were banished from Avignon
during the Minorite quarrel on the subject of clerical poverty,
this being the cause of Occam's opposition to the Papal claim
to unlimited plenittldo potestatis, both temporal and spiritual.
He contends that the whole hierarchy, from the Pope downwards, is a human order, and not immediately Divine. Were
the Pope's power unhmited, he could depose princes, and
reduce Christianity to an unprecedented slavery. Occam would
even advocate a college of Popes in preference to a monarchical
Papacy. The ordinary judge of the Pope is the Emperor, but
the Church at large has jurisdiction over him. In case of
heresy he could be deposed by a General Council representing
the whole Church. Inasmuch as every society can make laws
for itself, the Church, assembled as a General Council on the
basis of parishes, could appoint a successor. Occam maintains
that Christ alone is Head of the Church, and his principles are
not only subversive of Papal domination but also assertory of
the_ fact that the true faith resides among the pious.
He
anticipates both Wychf's conception of grace as the ground of
dominion and Calvin's conception of the true Church aa
consisting of the spiritual community.
(d) Wyclif has been accounted more Erastian than Erastus.
In his de OJicio Regis and other tractates he asserts the king's
Divine right to disendow the Church.
Even the laity have
the right to withhold revenues from unworthy ecclesiastical
superiors.
Wyclif's advance upon contemporary anti-Papal
theories consists in his extension of the State's dominium.
Not content with maintaining the State's autonomy in civil
affairs, he asserts both its right and its duty to intervene in the
administration of the Church when she neglects her duty. The
spiritual office is a ministerium^ not a

ministerium the secular lords

may

dominium, but this
take away from irrehgious

The link between Wyclif and Luther is suppUed by
John Hus (1373-1415), whose treatises, de Ecclesia, de Potestate
Papce, and Determinatio de ablatione temporatium a elericis,
show how completely be had absorbed Wyclif's antl- Papal
clerics.

teaching.
(ii.)

The ReformATION.— [a) Germany.— It vfs,s

inevitable that the Keformation should be established in the various German States, as in other
countries, only by the help of the secular power.
If the German princes and nobles had not responded
in sufficient numbers to Luther's appeals in 1520,

and

if Charles v. had not honoured Luther's safeconduct to Worms, the attempts of Luther at
reform would have proved as fatally futile as did
the premature efiorts of Arnold of Brescia and
Savonarola.
Luther's Address to the Christian
Nobles of the German Nation (1520) bore immediate
fruit in the list of grievances against the Roman
see which the States drew up two years later at
the Diet of Nuremberg. On the ground of the
priesthood of all believers, Luther appealed to the
German princes to undertake the reformation of
the Church the duty which the bishops refused
to perform.' At the Diet of Speier (1526) the
principle was adopted which forms a land-mark in
the history of the Reformation -that, in the
matter of putting in force the Edict of Worms,
whereby Luther was placed under the ban, each
component part of the Empire should act as it
pleased. The principle afterwards formally ratified

—

—

at Augsburg (1555), cujus est regio, ejus est religio,'
secured the religious autonomy of each Catholic
and Lutheran State independently of the Emperor,
whilst investing the prince with absolute authority
to impose upon his subjects the religion professed

by

himself.

The German Reformation, in its
modern State, and
a new conception of the authority of

political aspect, heralded the

resulted in

the territorial prince in ecclesiastical

affairs.

Luther's opinions on the relation of the Church to the State
form one of the most debated themes connected with the
history of the Reformation. Zwingli and he were in practical
agreement as to the functions of the secular power in matters
apart from
ecclesiastical, and on this subject in general
the specific question of excommunication the views of the
Zwinglian Erastus, as we have seen, present no material divergence from those of Luther. Difficulty haa been experienced
reconciling apparently discrepant judgments of Luther at
different epochs, but these may be harmonized by taking
cognizance of the change which his earlier opinions underwent
after the Peasants' War and the outbreak of the Anabaptists.
'To Luther it always remained clear that the work of the
magistrate in the Church could never be more than a help to
the task of ruling purely by the word of God. But Luther has
no successor in this protest (Oman, 227 f.).

—

—

m

'

—

England. So closely is Erastianism interwoven with the history of the Church of England,
(6)

that the record of its operation here is to a great
extent conterminous with the ecclesiastical history
of the kingdom, the English kings having always
claimed a visitatorial authority over the Church.
Before Henry vill. the greatest assertors of the
independence of the Crown against Papal jurisdiction

from mthout

and

clerical

immunities

within were William the Conqueror, Henry II., and
Edward III.' The first two were concerned with
the problems of civil and ecclesiastical tribunals,
William being also occupied with the matter of
1 A fundamental theory of the German Reformation was that
of the transference of episcopal jurisdiction from the bishops
to the Protestant princes, or, rather, that of the recovery by
the princes of the power which, though naturally theirs, had
been usurped by the bishops. The ' Episcopal System,' ratified
by the Compact of Passau (1552), professed merely to restore
to the prince his inherent ecclesiastical rights. See Wilberforce,
op. cit., with reff. to Carpzovius, Gerhard, and Stryk.
2 * Cujus regio ejus religio is a maxim as fatal to true rehgion
as it is to freedom of conscience ; it is the creed of Erastian
despotism, the formula in which the German territorial Princes
expressed the fact that they had mastered the Church as well
as the State ' (Pollard, 'Religious War in Germany," in Cajnii.
Mod. Hist. ii. [Cambridge, 1903] 278). On the important
diplomatic consequences of the Peace of Augsburg to England,
see Lindsay, Hist. Reformation, Edin. 1906, i. 398, note 2.
3

Longman, Life and Times of Edward

92-96.

III.,

Lond. 1869
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investitures.
Hildebrand recognized the right of
lay investiture as a privilege enjoyed by English
kings, while William rejected Hildebrand's claim
to suzerainty over England. The conflict of Church

and State waged between Becket and Henry II.
centred in the question of the validity of the Canon
Law, together with the numerous claims to privileges or immunities made by the Church on the
basis thereof, especially as regards the civil impunity of criminous clerks.'
The sixth session of Henry VIII.'s Reformation
Parliament (1534-1535) witnessed tlie culmination
of the breach with Rome, the Act of Supremacy
giving the King the title of ' Supreme Head on
earth of the Church of England,' while the Treason
Act, under which Fisher and Moore were condemned, included, under the category of treason,
maliciously depriving the sovereign of any of his
royal titles or calling him a schismatic. With
Henry's ecclesiastical legislation, Erastianism in

England enters upon a new phase. Even before
the rupture with Rome had been consummated by
Clement VII. 's refusal of the divorce with Katherine,
Convocation had recognized the King as Supreme
Head,' and reluctantly acquiesced in the Submission of the Clergy' (1532). In Elizabeth's ^c< of
Supremacy (1558) her father's claim to the headShe was deship of the Church was modified.
clared to be Supreme Governor of this realm as
'

'

'

well in all spiritual or ecclesiastical things or
but section 20 of the Statute
causes as temporal
recognized the limitation of the royal prerogative
in matters of doctrine, reserving the right of the
clergy in Convocation to assent.^ While the professed purpose of the Statute was to restore to the
Crown the ancient jurisdiction over the State ecclesiastical and spiritual, and abolishing all foreign
power repugnant to the same,' it was the monarch's
personal authority, rather than that of Parliament,
that was herein enhanced, and the Acts of Supremacy, both of Henry VIII. and of Elizabeth, were important factors in Tudor absolutism. On the other
hand, the developments of Protestantism in Puritanism, Independency, Quakerism, and other move'

;

'

religious and political liberty and
equality, effected the ultimate overthrow of the
Stuart dynasty. Now were laid the foundations
both of modern Erastianism and of the manifold
Even when Hooker published
opposition to it.
his Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity (1593-94), the
fundamental assumption of his Erastianism (not
unlike the basis of Arnold's idea of a Broad Church
co-extensive with the nation) was already falsified
by the fact that the State, even viewed as ProFrom the
testant, was no longer of one religion.
beginning of Elizabeth's reign the interminable
assumes
a new
controversy of Church and State

ments towards

significance.
It no longer hinges upon the rival
claims of Pope and Emperor or King. The vindication of the spiritual autonomy of presbyters, of
congregations, and even of individuals against
the authority of Sovereign, Parliament, or Magistrate compelled inquiry into the true nature of
the Church of Christ. Yet it must not be forgotten that, as Hutton ^ says, the English Revolution was thoroughly Erastian in its treatment of
the Church question, a complete contrast to the
Scots.' The Erastianism of the Independents was
in great measure due to their anti-Presby terianism.
The House of Commons, despite its suspicion of
'

—

Roman Canon Law

in the Church of England,
ii.,
Church, State and Decretals,' and
and the Criminous Clerks.'
2 Prothero, Select Statutes and other Constitutional Documents illustrative of the Reigns of Elizabeth and James /.3,
Oxford, 1906, p. XXX fE., 'Church and State.'
3 W. H. Hutton, History of the English Church from the
Accession of Charles I. to the Death of Anne, London, 1903,
1

Maitland,

London,
Essay

189S, esp. Essay

iv.,

p. 128 fi.

'

Henry

ii.

'
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king and bishop, refused to abdicate its supremacy
circa sacra.
Scotland.
(c)
In no Protestant country has

—

greater opposition been shown to the very suggestion of Erastianism than in Scotland.
Not
only the Secession of 1733 and the Disruption of
1843 (the latter especially being, in the first
instance, a protest against lay patronage and
intrusion), but also the growing ell'ort on the
part of the Established Church to free itself from
State control, shows how deeply engrained in the
Scottish religious consciousness is that idea of the
essential autonomy of the Kirk which John Knox
acquired during his exile in Geneva. The revolt
against Erastianism in Scotland may be said to
have begun when the Scottish Estates, on 25th
Aug. 1560, abolished the Papal jurisdiction and
But it was especially in connexion
the Mass.'
with the repeated attempts of the Stuart kings of
England to establish prelacy that the term Erastianism acquired in Scotland its evil connotation.'
Resistance to successive Acts which were understood to be aimed against the Presbyterian Church
of Scotland after the Restoration inspired the
heroism of a series of movements those of the
Covenanters, tlie Protesters, the Conventiclers,
the HamUtonians, and the Cameronians.
Nor have the principles that underlie the discussion of the relation between Church and State
been in any country more learnedly, eloquently,
and judiciously handled than in Scotland. Probably no Church in Christendom is in this respect
more ecclesiastically-minded, in the true sense of
the term, than the Presbyterian Church of Scotland, whether Established or Free. The current
opinion of many modern English ecclesiologists,
that the Established Church of Scotland enjoys
almost complete autonomy, is a mistake. On the
question of State aid it has been tersely expressed
that the Established Church of Scotland was nonvoluntary, the Free Church was voluntary on
conditions, and the United Presbyterian Church
was voluntary without conditions.' Apart from
the Disruption of 1843, when resentment at the
decision of a legal tribunal was of the essence of
the movement, in more recent times similar resentment was shown on the part of the United Free
Church against the claim of a majority of the lay
tribunal of the House of Lords (1st Aug. 1904) to
control and determine the development of doctrine
in the Free Presbyterian Churches of Scotland.
Thus the religious history of Scotland exhibits
opposition to Erastianism, whether the State
control be exercised legislatively or administrat'

'

—

ively.
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ERINYES.—See Eumenides.

ERROR AND TRUTH.—

Both in its phUosophical and in its popular acceptation the word
'
'
error is applied to false opinions.
But popular
usage also gives to the term a still wider meaning,
whereby it includes not only false opinions, but
numerous forms of practical failure, and of defective conduct, whose relations to conscious beliefs
are by no means constant or easily discoverable.
The derivation of the word illustrates the naturalness of associating the conception of a false opinion
with the idea of some such act as wandering, or
straying, or missing the way.
It seems, therefore,
as if a first approach to a sharper definition of
'error' would be aided by clearly distinguishing
between the practical and the theoretical applications, and then confining the philosophical use of
the term, so far as possible, to theoretical errors.
But we shall find it impossible to define even
theoretical error without reference to some genuinely practical considerations. However much we
try to avoid popular confusions, we shall be led in
the end to a concept of error which can be stated
only in teleologioal terms, and which involves the
idea of action for an end, and of a certain defect
in the carrying out of such action.
The present article, after distinguishing, as far
as possible, the concept of theoretical errors, or of
false opinions, from the popular concept of practical
errors, and after stating some of the best kno%vn
views regarding what a false opinion is, will seek
to indicate the nature of a solution of the problem
in terms of a doctrine about the relation of the
cognitive to the volitional processes.
I. Practical errors and false opinions.— When
one emphasizes the practical aspect of an error,
one sometimes makes use of the more drastic word
' blunder.
blunder is something which involves
'
serious maladjustment, defect in conduct.
Errors
in the sense of blunders may be due to false
opinions, or may even very largely consist of such.
On the other. hand, they need not involve false
opinions, and must involve actions which do not
attain their goal. These actions may be only
partly voluntary ; but the relation of their defective aspects to the accompanying voluntary
processes is what makes us call them errors. Thus,

A

we speak of the error or blunder of the marksman
who misses his mark of the player who fails to
score, or who permits his opponent to score when
the game calls for some device for hindering the
;

opponent from scoring. We speak of the musician's
error when he sings or plays a false note. Such
errors may, but often do not, result from, or accompany, false opinions or misjudgments. Thus one

may fail as marksman, as player, or as musician,
either through misjudgments or through defects of
physical training, of temporary condition, of mood,
or of attention— defects which may involve no false
opinions whatsoever.
In the moral realm, the relations between such
practical errors on the one hand and false opinions
on the other are especially momentous and intricate.
Here, in fact, the theory of moral error involves all
the main problems about the relations between
sin is very generally
knowledge and action.
have erred and strayed from
called an error.
thy ways like lost sheep.' The error is, first of aU,
practical.
It has also some relation to knowledge.
Yet, since sin appears to depend upon some degree
of knowledge of the right, the error in question
does not merely result from a false opinion about
what one's duty is. On the other hand, that sin
involves unwisdom,' and so does in some respect depend upon false opinions, is very generally asserted.
Any careful discussion of those practical errors
'

We

A

'

'

'

which have a moral significance will, therefore,
show that it is no merely accidental confusion
which has led to our use of a word derived from
our experience of wanderings from the right path
as a term which is also to be applied to false
opinions.
Opinions certainly express themselves
in actions ; and voluntary actions are guided by
The resulting relations of cognition and
opinions.
volition, especially in the moral world, are amongst
the most complex and intimate which are known
They are relations which we can
to us anywhere.
neither ignore nor wholly disentangle. Hence the
clear separation of theoretical error and practical
error, at least in the moral world, is impossible.
For sin involves both theoretical and practical
defects.

We can, however, make some approach to such
a separation of the theoretical and practical aspects
of error if we turn for aid to a very dift'erent realm,
The distinction between
namely, formal logic.
true and false propositions involves certain wellknown general relations, such as formal lon;ic
We

may use these relaconsiders and analyzes.
tions for what they are worth in attempting to
Having thus laid a
define what a false opinion is.
basis for further analysis, we may attempt to clear
the way through some of the more complex regions
of the problem of error.
The distinction between true opinion and false
opinion obviously depends upon, but also is obviously not identical with, the formal logical
distinction between true and false propositions.
This close relation and importantdilierence between
these two distinctions appear upon a brief study of
the considerations which formal logic employs in
dealing with the concepts of truth and falsity.
True and false are, for the formal logician, predicates belonging to propositions, quite apart from
any question as to whether anybody believes or
asserts those propositions.
With regard to the
predicates true and false,' formal logic uses, upon
occasion, the following well-kno'mi principles,
which we may here provisionally accept as a basis
for further inquiry: (1) every proposition (supposing its meaning to be precise) is either true or
false, and cannot be both true and false
(2) to
every proposition there corresponds a determinate
proposition which is the contradictory of the first
proposition (3) the relation of contradictories is
'

'

'

;

;

':
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accept a false opinion as true what is this but
'Bymmetrical
(4) of two contradictory firopositions, one is true anJ the other is simply to make a mistake, or to hold a fal.se
false.
These may be here regarded, if one chooses, opinion ? This supposed definition is but a tautomerely as defininfj principles, explaining what one logy. Not thus is the nature of error to be clarified.
means by propositions, and how one proposes to Further light upon the subject can be obtained only
through (1) delining more exactly the distinction
use the logical predicates true and false.'
Granting these purely formal principles, of which between true and false propo.sitions and (2) showing upon what further distinctions the conception
all exact reasoning processes make constant use, it
Some of the best known eilbrts
is obvious that propositions taken collectively as a
of error depends.
system constitute an ideal realm wherein to every to accomplish this result most next be summarily
truth there uniquely corresponds its contradictory stated and criticized.
falsity, and to every false proposition its contra(i.
The 'correspondence theory of truth and
dictory true proposition. The realms of truth and falsity and the definitions of error based upon it
falsity are thus formally inseparable.
To know deserve to be stated, because they are familiar, and
that a given proposition is false is to know that because they have formed the starting-point for
the corresponding contradictory is true, and vice supplementary doctrines and definitions and for
versa.
Omniscience regarding the realm of truth corrections. According to the view now in queswould, therefore, equally involve knowing true tion, a proposition is true if it reports, or describes,
propositions as true and false propositions as false ; or portrays facts as they are.' The emphasis is
nor could the one sort of knowledge be delined or laid upon the 'as.'
true idea ' corresponds in
real without the other.
its structure to the thing, or reality, or fact of
But no such formal logical necessity appears to which it is a true idea ; a true proposition is one
connect true opinion and error. No one can know which asserts that an idea does thus correspond to
that 2-1-2 = 4 is true without thereby knowing that the facts, when it actually so corresponds. Or,
2 + 2jt4 (that is, the contradictory of the former again, if the account given by a proposition conassertion) is false.
But we can conceive of a forms to the structure of the facts of which it
computer who should never make any errors in attempts to furnish an ideal portrayal, the proposicomputation and such a computer might even be tion is true. Thus, a proposition may relate to the
supposed so perfect, in the possession of some number in a real.flock of sheep. In this case an
superhuman infallibility of computation, as not idea, gained by counting the sheep, is first formed,
even to know what it would be to err in his addi- and then the assertion is made that this numerical
tions.
ourselves, when we use the assertion idea represents the real number of sheep present in
2-f2=4 as an example of a peculiarly obvious the flock. The correspondence of the idea with
proposition of computation, find this bit of sum- the facts constitutes that to which the assertion
mation one about which it is rare or difficult for a is committed. If the correspondence exists, the
man in his sober senses to err. Yet for us the assertion is true.
Such being (according to the correspondence
knowledge of the truth of the proposition 2-h2 = 4
theory) the nature of truth, error takes place when,
is logically inseparable from the knowledge of the
of
contradictory
proposition.
because
of inadequate observation of the sheep, or
falsity
the
of this
In sum, then, true and false propositions are because of some other psychological defect on the
logically inseparable.
To possess a knowledge of part of the one who counts, a numerical idea which
truth is, therefore, inseparable from the possession does not correspond to the real number of the
of a knowledge of what falsity is, and of what false sheep arises in the mind that is subject to the
propositions mean. But a being can be supposed error ; while, because of these or of still other
to know truth and falsity, and their distinctions psychological motives, the false proposition, Such
and relations, without having any tendency to fall is the number of the sheep,' comes to be asserted.
a prey to error. At all events, no purely formal That the correspondence does not exist makes the
proposition false. That this non-existent correlogical reasons, such as for the moment concern us,
can be given for supposing that a being who is spondence is asserted and believed to exist concapable of knowing truth should be capable of stitutes the essence of the error.
falling into error.
In order to understand what error is, and how
The more concrete distinction
between true opinion and error must, therefore, it arises, one therefore needs, according to this
be different from the formal logical diti'erenoe be- view, to analyze the nature of belief, and the
tween truth and falsity. The latter may be viewed motives which lead the erring mind to make
as a logically necessary distinction between in- assertions. From this point onwards, the definiseparable objects. The former must be due to tion and the theory of error have always required
motives or causes, and must imply mental ten- the consideration of various associative, affective,
dencies and situations of which formal logic, taken or volitional factors of the process of making and
in its deliberate abstraction from the fullness of believing assertions factors of which pure logic,
considered in its usual abstraction, can give no
life, gives no account.
The concept of a false opinion is thus obviously account. In brief, the nature of truth and falsity
distinct from that of a false proposition, and not once having been thus defined, the nature of error
every true opinion requires that the corresponding depends upon some disposition to accept or to
false opinion should be held by somebody.
a disposition which
It is assert an untrue proposition
the purpose of advancing science, of education, of cannot be due to the merely logical nature of the
the propagation of truth, to diminish and, so far as untruth itself, but must be referred to the prejumay be, to banish error from the minds of men. dices, the feelings, the ignorance, the wilfulness,
If this purpose were somehow miraculously ator the other psychological fortunes of the erring
tained, there would be as many false propositions subject.
in the formal logician's ideal realm of truth and
What further accounts, upon this basis, have
falsity as there ever were
but human errors would been attempted as explanations of the essence of
have ceased.
error, there is here no space to set forth at length
One may assert
2. The leading definitions of error.
few points must be noted.
To define
false opinion, hereupon, as the acceptance or the (1) that error in such a case as the foregoing, or
mistaking of false propositions for true ones, or of in the more complex cases of superstitions, suptrue for false ones, is a familiar device of philo- posed theological heresies, false philosophies, errors
sophers, but it throws no light upon the real nature in scientific opinion, false political doctrines, etc.,
For, to mistake a falsity for a truth, to may be mainly due to a negative cause the mere
of error.
reciprocal or
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ignorance of the erring subject, his lack of adequate ideas,' the absence of correct and sufficient
portrayals of fact. What a man lacks he cannot
If he has no ideas that correspond with the
use.
facts in question, how can he make true assertions ? Error is then, at least in the main (according to the view now in question), due to privation.
For instance, I may not even attempt to count the
sheep in the flock. I may merely guess at random.
In such a case, error seems to be due merely, or
Such a negative
mainly, to my lack of ideas.
theory of error was worked out by Spinoza, and
applied by him, as far as possible, to decidedly
complex cases. Naturally, according to Spinoza,
'
the order and connexion of ideas ' corresponds to
'the order and connexion of things.' This, for
Spinoza, is the case with even the most worthless
But, for psychoof our human imaginations.
physical reasons, which Spinoza discusses at length,
most ideas of the ordinary man, relating to his
world, are extremely inadequate ; that is, such
deas correspond only to very fragmentary aspects
The majority of men live
of the real world.
'
ignorant of God and of themselves, and of things.'
This ignorance prevents them from possessing the
stock of ideas which could furnish the basis for
true opinions. Men fill the void mth errors. Yet
none even of their errors is without basis in fact.
They simply judge, without restraint, concerning
that of which they know not, just because they
know so little. This doctrine of error as ignorance, if accepted, would give us the most purely
and completely theoretical definition of error which
has ever been ottered.
Plainly, however, ignorance is not of itself error.
I cannot err concerning facts of which I know so
'

'

'

as to have no idea whatever about them
just as I cannot, in a speech, make grammatical
blunders of whose existence I have never heard.
Some other factor than ignorance determines the
actual acceptance and utterance of false proposi-

little

This even Spinoza himself has in the end
to recognize. In his study of the errors of human
passion, he makes the mechanical associative process, and the resulting passions themselves, factors
Thus we are inevitably
in the genesis of error.
led to further theories.
One may assert (2) that error is due to whatever
moves the will of the erring subject to make assertions even in the absence of ideas that correspond
to real objects. This volitional theory of error
played a considerable part in Scholastic doctrine
was obviously useful in giving reasons for the
moral condemnation of the errors of heretics, infidels, and schismatics and has, in fact, an obvious
and important basis in the psychology of opinion.
Descartes recognized it in connexion with his own
form of the doctrine of the freedom of the will.
Spinoza, who rejected the theory of free will, and
defined both intellect and will in terms of his
psycho-physical theory of the associative process,
still on occasion was obliged, as just pointed out,
to use his own version of the doctrine of human
bondage as an explanation of the fatal errors into
which the play of our inadequate ideas and of our
passions leads us. In other forms this theory of
error is widely accepted. From this point of view
an error is a wilful assertion of a false proposition
an assertion made possible, indeed, by the erring
subject's ignorance of the ideas that do correspond
with reality, but positively determined by his
willingness to assert.
False beliefs are thus due
to a combination of ignorance with the wUl to

tions.

:

;

;

'

'

—

believe.

One may

that the affective processes
' belief
are the
principal factors
making a false proposition,
wlien it chances to be suggested, seem plausible.
insist

:

(3)

which condition the mood called

m

'

Where

error is propagated by social contagion, or
accepted through reverence for authority, not
so much the will as the emotional life of the erring
subject seems to be the factor which makes erroi
possible.
Here, according to the previous view,
ignorance of ideas that do correspond with reality
is a condition of error, but constitutes neither its
essence nor its sufficient cause. An error, according to the present view, is a false opinion which,
because of its appeal to the sentiments, the feelings, the prejudices, of .the erring subject, because

is

harmonious with his social interests or with
his private concerns, wins the subject over to the
state of mind called belief.
One may further maintain (4) that the principal cause of error is whatever associative, perceptual, or imaginative process gives such liveliness, strength, and persistence to ideas which as
a fact do not correspond with reality, that the
erring subject is forced, in the absence of sufficient
corrective ideas, or (to use Taine's expression) for
lack of ' reductors,' to regard these ideas as representatives of reality. Theories of error founded
upon this view have played no small part in the
psychiatrical literature which deals with the
genesis of pathological forms of error, and have
been prominent in the teachings of the AssociaFrom this point of view,
tionist school generally.
an error is a false proposition whose assertion is
it is

:

forced upon the erring subject through the mechanism of association, and mainly because no other
ideas than those which this assertion declares to
correspond with the facts can win a place in the
subject's mind when he thinks of the topic in
question.
The foregoing accounts of the nature and source
of error have all been stated with explicit refertheory of truth.
ence to the ' correspondence
This theory supposes that the test of truth is the
actual conformity of a representative idea with
the object which it is required to portray. Idea
and object are viewed as distinct and separable
facts, just as a man and his portrait or photograph
are possessed of a separate existence. The representative idea is external to the object. Truth
depends upon a certain agreement between such
mutually external facts. And, just as the idea to
whose truthfulness as a representation a proposition is committed is external to its object, so, as
we have now seen, the motives which lead to error
appear, in the accounts thus far given, to be external to the meaning, and to the truth or falsity,
The falsity of a proof ideas and propositions.
position, so far as we have yet seen, gives no
reason why the error involved in believing that
proposition should be committed. The truth of a
proposition, also, in no wise explains why the true
proposition comes to be believed unless, indeed,
with Spinoza, one comes to accept, for metaphysical reasons, a theory that ideas are by nature
'

—

agreement with objects. In case, however, one
does accept the latter theory without any limitation, then error can be defined only in negative
terms as due to mere absence of ideas. Such an
account of error, as we have also seen, is incapable
of telling us what it is, and is inadequate to explain the most familiar facts about its occurrence.
If, then, the truth or the falsity of a proposition
does not of itself explain why we come to get a
true or a false belief, the existence of error, for one
who accepts the correspondence theory of truth,
has to be explained oy psychological motives
which are as external to the logical meaning of
true and false propositions as the ideas of the correspondence theory of truth are external to their
objects.
Some propositions are true. Their conSo far, we have a system
tradictories are false.
of facts and relations that seems, according to thia
in

—

—
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account, to be wholly independent of the psychological processes of anybody.
But of these
true and false propositions, some are believed by
men. If the propositions believed are true, we
have not explicitly considered in the foregoing the
psychology of the process hy which they come to
be believed. But, if the beliefs are beliefs in false
repositions, some accounts of how the errors arise
E
ave been suggested. These accounts all appeal
to motives which do not result from the falsity of
the propositions, but from the feelings, the will,
or the associative processes of the erring subject
all of them influences which are due not to the
logical distinctions between true and false, but to
the mental fortunes of the believer.
Unfortunately, however, since the true beliefs
of the subject must also have their psychology,
quite as much as the false beliefs, and since the
will, the feelings, the associative processes, the
conditions which determine lively ideas,' and the
like, must be equally effective when true propositions are believed as when false beliefs triumph
all the foregoing accounts leave us dissatisfied
should we be led to ask What are the processes
which prevent error and give us true beliefs ? For,
apart from Spinoza's assumption of the universal
agreement between ' the order and connexion of
ideas and the order and connexion of things'
an assumption which makes error in any but
a purely negative sense impossible the truth of
a proposition is a fact which in no wise explains
why we mortals should come to believe that proAnd, if we explain the true
Eosition to be true.
elief as due to the will, the feelings, the associative or other psychological processes of the subject, these factors, as the theories of error so far
stated have insisted, work as well to produce error
as to beget true opinion. The one thing of which
we have so far given no account is the way in
which the difi'erence between true opinion and
error arises the factor which is decisive in determining whether a given state of opinion, in a
given subject, shall be one which accepts true
propositions or, on the contrary, embraces errors.
Of course, the need of such an account has frequently been felt by the partisans of the corre'

:

—

—

—

'

theory of truth. Innumerable portrayals exist of the ways in which conformity of
idea and object can be furthered or attained by
psychological processes. Ideas can be made clear
and distinct,' observations of the object can be
rendered careful, prejudice can be kept in abeyance, feeling can be controlled, judgment can be
suspended until the evidence is incontestable, and
so on. By such means error can be more or less
completely avoided, and agreement with the object
can be progressively obtained. There is no doubt of
the practical importance of such advice. There is
also no doubt that the processes of control and of
clarification which are in question are psychological
processes, which the Inquiring subject can find or
produce within himself. It becomes plain, however, as one reflects, that to insist upon such
matters is more or less to modify, and in the end
to abandon, the representative theory of truth as
consisting merely in the conformity of ideas to
objects that are external to these ideas.
For how does one know, or why does one judge,
that clear ideas, careful observations, the avoidance
of prejudice, the suspension of judgment, and the
other psychological devices of the truth-seeker,
actually tend to make the subject escape from
error, and win true opinion ? Is it because, from
some point of view external both to the object and
to the ideas of the subject, one observes how the
subject gradually wins a closer conformity with
his object through using the better devices, and
through avoiding the mental sources of error ? If
VOL. V.
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then whoever has this point of view, external
both to the object and to the cognitive process, ie
already somehow acquainted with the constitution
of tlie object, and is aware what propo.sitions are
true about the object quite apart from the psychological fortunes of the poor subject, whose escape
from error is to be aided by such wise counsels.
As a fact, philosophers who give such counsels
very often behave for the moment as if they, at
least, had not to wait for a slowly acquired conformity with the nature of reality, but were
already assured of their own grasp of the object,
and were therefore able to give such good advice
No i)urely
to :the erring psychological subject.
psychological theory of the way in which a conto
an
external
object
can
be
gradually
formity
acquired through clear ideas, freedom from prejudices, and so on, can serve to explain how the
critic of human truth anc. error has himself acquired his assumed power to see things as they are,
and thus to guide the psychological subject in the
right path. That sort of attainment of truth which
this theory attributes to the philosopher who
teaches it is just what it does not explain.
In fact, a little reflexion shows that, when we
hold, as we very rightly do, that a certain wise
conduct of our ideas, feelings, will, observations,
processes of recording observations, and other such
mental enterprises helps us towards truth, and aids
us to avoid error, we are comparing, not ideas with
merely external objects, so much as less coherent
so,

with more coherent, unified, clear, and far-reaching
forms of experience, of cognition in general, of
insight.
If we once see this fact, we have to alter
our definition of truth, and herewith our definitions
both of true opinion and of error.
Truth cannot mean mere conformity of idea to
external object first, because nobody can judge
an idea merely by asking whether it a^ees with
this or with that indifferent fact, but only by asking whether it agrees with that with which the

—

:

knowing subject meant or intended it to agree
secondly, because nobody can look dovm, as from
without, upon a world of wholly external objects
on the one hand, and of his ideas upon the other,
and estimate, as an indifferent spectator, their
agi'eement
and thirdly, because the cognitive
j

;

process, as itself a part of life, is essentialljf an
eflbrt to give to life unity, self-possession, insight
into its own affairs, control of its own enterprises
Cognition does not intend
in a word, wholeness.
merely to represent its object, but to attain, to
possess, and to come into a living unity with it.
Accordingly, the theories of error which have
been founded upon the ' correspondence ' theory of
truth must be, not simply abandoned, but modified,
true
in the light of a richer theory of truth.
proposition does, indeed, express a correspondence
between idea and object, but it expresses much

A

more than this.
(ii.) Another

definition of truth, which has its
foundation far back in the history of thought, but
which has been of late revised and popularized
under the names of Pragmatism, Humanism, and
Instrumentalism, may next be mentioned.
According to this view, an idea is essentially
something that tends to guide or to plan a mode of
proposition expresses the acceptance of
action.
such a mode of action, as suited to some more or
Now, a mode of action
less sharply defined end.
inevitably leads to consequences, which arise in
the experience of the active subject. These consequences may be called the workings of that idea
which tended to guide or to plan this mode of
These workings may agree or disagree
action.
with the intent of the idea. If the idea agrees
with its expected workings, that idea is true, and
mth it the proposition which accepts that idea as

A

'

'
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suited to its own ends is true ; otherwise the idea
and the proposition are erroneous. Such is the
definition of truth which is characteristic of Prag-

matism.

The case of the right or wrong counting of the
flock of sheep will serve to illustrate the present
theory of true opinion and of error quite as readily
as to exemplify the representative theory of the
same matters.
flock of sheep is not merely an
external object to be portrayed. It is, to the one
who counts it, an interesting object of human
experience.
He counts it in order to be ready to
estimate his possessions, to sell or to buy the flock,
to know whether he needs to hunt for lost sheep,
or because of some other concrete purpose.
His
counting gives him an idea, perhaps of what he
ought to ask of a purchaser, or of a plan for the
shearing or for the market, perhaps of whether he
ought to search for missing sheep.
he accepts
and asserts that some determinate number represents the actual number of the flock, he, no doubt,
takes interest in the correspondence between the
idea and the object ; yet his real object is not the
indifferent external fact, but the flock of sheep as
related to his own plans of action and to the
practical results of these plans.
The only test of
the truth of his count, and, in fact, the only test
that, when he counts, he proposes to accept, is that
furnished by the workings of his count. Does his
idea of the number of sheep, when accepted, lead
to the expected results ? One of these results, in
many cases, is the agreement of his own count

A

When

with that made by somebody else, with whom he
wishes to agree concerning a sale or some other
enterprise.
Or, again, he expects the enumeration
which he makes at one time to agree with the result
obtained at some other time when he counts the
flock anew.
Furthermore, a habit of inaccurate
counting betrays itself, in the long run of business,
in the form of failure to get expected profits, or in
the form of a loss of sheep whose straying is at one
time not noticed because of the inaccurate counting while later experience shows, in the form of
the experience which traces the loss, the noncoiTespondence of expectations and results. Such
expectations, tests, and agreements define the
sort of truth that is sought.
What so simple and commonplace an instance
illustrates, the whole work of the natural sciences,
according to the pragmatist, everywhere exemplifies.
The Newtonian theory of gravitation is
accepted as true because its ideas lead, through
computations, to workings which agree with observation. The older corpuscular theory of light
was rejected because certain of its consequences
did not agree with experience. The same process
of testing hypotheses by a comparison of expectations with outcome can be traced throughout the
entire range of empirical investigation.
As to the cause and essence of error, upon the
basis of this theory of truth, there can be, according to the pragmatist, no very subtle difficulties to
solve.
The whole matter is, upon one side, empirical upon the other side, practical. Experience
runs its course, however it does. We, the truthseekers, are endeavouring to adjust our actions to
empirical happenings by adapting our expectations, through the definition of our ideas, and
through the forming and testing of our hypotheses,
to the observed facts as they come.
As we are
always in our practical life looking to the future,
and are seeking the guidance which we need for
our undertakings, our propositions are hypotheses
to the ettect that certain ideas will, if tested, agree
with certain expected workings. If the test shows
;

;

that we succeed, then, just when and in so far as
succeed, our propositions prove to be then and
there true. If we fail, they prove to be errors.

we

Truth and falsity, and, consequently, true opinion
and error, are not static properties or fixed
'

'

our ideas or of our hypotheses.
Both the ideas and the propositions ' come true
'
or
fail to come true
through the fluent and
dynamic process of the empirical test. Thus every
truth is true, and every falsity false, relatively to
the time when, and the purpose for which, the
individual idea or hypothesis is tested.
Absolute truth or permanent truth, and equally
classifications of

'

absolute falsity or permanent falsity, are, from
this point of view, purely abstract and ideal
predicates, useful sometimes for formal purposes,
when we choose to define our purposes in terms of
logical or of mathematical definitions.
Concrete
truth and error are of the nature of events, or series
of events, or of the long run of experience. That
many of our ideas should not ' work,' or that many
of our hypotheses should result in disappointed
expectations, is, for the pragmatist, merely an
empirical fact, requiring a special explanation no
more than do the marksman's misses or the player's
failure to score.
are not perfectly skilful
beings experience is often too fluent or too novel
for our expectations.
The wonder is rather that
this is not more frequently the case.
That man is
as skilful a player as he is of the game of ideal
expectations and anticipated consequences is a
matter for congratulation.
But failure is as
natural an event as is success.
The traditional accounts of the psychology of
error mentioned above are readily accepted by
Pragmatism, precisely in so far as they are indeed
accounts which experience justifies. No doubt,
are, in fact,
ignorance is a source of error.
ignorant of all except what experience, in one way
or another, permits us upon occasion to prove by
actual trial. This ignorance permits errors, in the
form of false expectations, to arise. Prejudice,
emotion, wilfulness, and the associative process
unite to engender expectations which may prove
to be false.
Nor is there any known cause that
uniformly ensures the attainment of truth. The
difl'erence between success and failure in our adjustment to our situation is simply an empirical
have to accept it as such. No
difl'erence.
deeper account can be given than experience
warrants.
The result of the pragmatist's definition of error
obviously forbids any sharp distinction between
theoretical and practical errors.
The presence or
absence of conscious ideas, of definite expectations,
of articulate hypotheses, remains (in case of our
always more or less practically significant maladjustments of our acts to our situation) as the
sole criterion for distinguishing between erroneous
opinions, on the one hand, and blunders that are
made, on the other hand— merely as the fumbling
player may fail to get the ball, or as the nervous
musician may strike the false note blindly, and
without knowing why one fails, or what false idea,
This reduction
if any, guided one to the failure.
of all errors to the type of practical maladjustments is a characteristic feature of Pragmatism.
theory of truth makes
If the ' correspondence
the distinction between true and false opinions
something that is quite external to the logical
distinction between true and false propositions, the
pragmatist's theory of truth and error in propositions seems, on the contrary, to go as far as is
possible to annul altogether the difl'erence between
these two sorts of distinctions. For the pragmatist
it is merely a formal device of the logician to
regard truth and error as in any sense permanent
properties, or predicates of the supposed entities
What actually occurs, what
called propositions.
empirically happens, is a series of concrete agreements and disagreements between expectations
'

'

'
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and results. These happenings, or the long run
of such happenings, constitute all that is concretely
meant by truth and error. Whether one says,
This proposition is true or false,' or, Tliis opinion
is true or false,' tlie concrete fact to which one
refers is the sequence of testings to which ideas are
submitted when their expected workings are compared with the expectations. Since logicians like
to abstract certain forms from the matter of life,
they may, if they choose, define the entities called
true and false propositions, and then leave to the
students of the concrete the study of the fortunes
of mere opinions. As a fact, however, according
to Pragmatism, propositions live only as opinions
The distinctions with
in process of being tested.
which we began this discussion have their own
provisional usefulness, but only as abstractions
that help to prepare the way for understanding
proposition becomes true in the concrete
life.
when the opinion that it is true leads to expected
workings, and becomes false when the belief in it
leads to workings which do not agree with expectations.
Such, in sum, is the pragmatist's solution of our
initial problem.
It emphasizes veiy notable facts
regarding the relations between logic and life, and
between thought and volition.
Yet it fails to
satisfy.
For it can only be stated by constantly
certain
assertions
about
experience,
presupposing
about the order, the inter-relations, the significance, and the unity of empirical facts to be true,
although their truth is never tested, in the pragmatist's sense of an empirical test, at any moment
of our experience.
Thus, it has been necessary to assume, even in
stating the view of Pragmatism about truth, that
ideas can be formed at one time, and submitted to
the test of experience at another time, and perhaps
by another person, just as Newton's hypotheses
were formed by him, but were tested, not only by
himself, through a long course of years, but by
It has been neceslater generations of observers.
sary to assume that one can form expectations today, and compare them with facts to-morrow, or
next year, or after whatever length of time the
'

'

'

'

'

A

conditions make possible.
But this assumption
requires the truth of the proposition that the
meaning, the object, the purpose, the definition of
the ideas and expectations of one moment, or
period of time, or person, not only can be but are
identical with the meaning, object, purpose, definition of the ideas and expectations of another
moment, temporal region, or person. Now such

an assertion, in any one case, may be regarded
with scepticism, since it is, for human beings,
unverifiable.
Nobody experiences, in his own
person, or at any one time, the identity of the
ideas, meanings, expectations, of yesterday and
to-day, of himself and of another person, of
Newton and of the later students of Nature who
have tested what they believe to be Newton's
ideas.
One may, in each special case, doubt,
therefore, whether the idea formed yesterday is
the same in meaning as the idea tested to-day,

whether two men mean the same by the hypotheses
which they are trying to verify together, and so
on.
But this much seems clear however doubtful, in the single case, any such proposition may
appear, unless some such propositions are true,
there is no such process as the repeated testing of
the same ideas through successive processes of ex:

perience, occurring at separate moments of time,
or in the experiences of various human observers.
But in that case it is not true that the proposition,
'
Such a testing of ideas by the course of experience as Pragmatism presupposes actually takes
If, however, this proplace,' expresses the facts.
position is not true, the whole pragmatist account
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On the otlier
true, tlieu there is a kind
of truth whose nature is inexpressible in terras of
the pragmatist's definition of truth. For there are
of truth

becomes simply meaningless.

hand,

the propositinii

if

in

human being at any moment
own experience can ever test, and which are

propositions which no
of his

nevertheless true.
Much the same may be said of the pragmati-st's
assertion regarding the 'workings' that an idea is
said to
possess,' or to which it is said to lead.'
These workings,' by hypothesis, may extend over
long periods of time, may lind a place in diverse
minds, and may involve extremely complex reasoning processes (e.g. computations, as in the case of
the Newtonian theory of gravitation) which are
'

'

'

very hard to follow, and which no human mind can
survey, in their wholeness, at any moment, or
submit to the test of any direct synthetic observation.
The proposition, however, These are the
actual, and, for the purposes of a given test, the
logically relevant workings of the idea that is to be
tested,' must itself be true, if the empirical comparison of any one of these workings with the facts
The
of experience is to be of any worth as a test.
truth of the proposition just put in quotation
marks is a truth of a type that no one man, at any
In
instant, ever personally and empirically tests.
every special case it may be, and in general must
be, regarded as doubtful.
Yet, unless some such
propositions are true. Pragmatism becomes a meaningless doctrine
whUe, if any such propositions
are true, there is a sort of truth of which Pragmatism gives no account.
What holds of truth holds here, in general, of
the conditions which make falsity possible. And
the whole theory of true and false opinion, and
consequently the definition of error, must be
modified accordingly. In brief, Pragmatism presupposes a certain unity in the meaning and coherence of experience taken as a whole a unity
which can never at any one moment be tested by
any human being. Unless the propositions which
assert the existence and describe the nature of this
Eresupposed unity are themselves true. Pragmatism
as no meaning. But, if they are true. Pragmatism
presupposes a sort of truth whereof it gives no
adequate account. To say this is not to say that
Pragmatism gives a wholly false view of the nature
of truth, but is only to insist upon its inadequacy.
It needs to be supplemented.
(iii.) Over against the theory of truth as the
correspondence between a wholly external object
and an ideal portrayal, and also in contrast with
Pragmatism, there exists a theory of truth which
defines that concept wholly in terms of a harmony
between the partial expression of a meaning which
a proposition signifies and the whole of life, of
experience, or of meaning, which, according to this
theory, ideas and propositions intend to embody so
proposition is true in so far as
far as they can.
it conforms to the meaning of the whole of experiSuch conformity can never be attained
ence.
through the mere correspondence of a portrayal
with an external object. It can exist only in the
form of the harmonious adaptation of part to
whole— an adaptation that can best be figured in
the form of the adaptation of an organ to the whole
of an organism.
If one reverts to the comparatively trivial
instance of the sheep and the counting, the present
view would insist, as Pragmatism does, upon the
fact that, in counting sheep, one is attempting to
adjust present ideas to the unity of an extended
realm of experience, in which the observed sheep
appear, now as grazing in the field, now as having
their place in the herdsman's enterprises, now as
passing from one ownership to another, and so on.
The one who counts wants to get such a present
'

;

—
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idea of the sheep as will stand in harmonious unity
with all else that can he or that is known with
regard to them. The truth involved in the process
of counting is itself of a relatively abstract and

lower sort and hence is ill adapted to show what
truth really is. For, in fact, to treat sheep merely
as numerable objects is to treat them as what, on the
whole, they are not
hence to say, ' They are so
many,' is to utter what is in some respects false.
For they are sheep, and to say this is to say that
each is a living organism, a unique individual, a
product of ages of evolution, and a being possessing values beyond those which commerce recognizes.
Hence a numerical account of them has
only partial truth, and therefore is false as well
as true.
The only wholly true account of the
sheep would express (not merely portray) their
character as facts in the universe of experience and
of reality.
One can say, at best, of the proposition about their number that it is true in so far as
it expresses a view about them which harmonizes,
to the greatest extent possible for a numerical
statement, with what experience, viewed as a
whole, determines the place and the meaning of
one's present experience of the flock of sheep
;

;

'

'

to be.

Truth, from this point of view, is an attribute
which belongs to propositions in a greater or less
degree.
For single propositions, taken by themselves, give

us abstract accounts of

facts, or rather

whole in which every fact has its place,
and from which it derives its characters. A proposition is an interpretation of the whole universe,
in terras of such a partial experience of the nature
of the whole as a limited group of ideas can suggest.
This interpretation is always one-sided,
precisely in so far as the group of ideas in question
is limited.
In so far as the partial view harmonizes
with the whole, the proposition is true. Since the
partial view, being one-sided, can never wholly
harmonize with the whole, each separate proposition, if taken in its abstraction, is partially false,
and needs to be amended by adding other proof the

positions.

This general theory of truth and falsity, while
sources nm back into ancient thought, is

its

especially characteristic of modern Idealism. That
the truth of propositions about experience is a
character determined by their relation to the ideal
and virtual whole of experience, to the ' unity of
apperception,' is a thesis which forms part of
Kant's 'Deduction of the Categories.' The later
developments of the ' Dialectical Method,' by
Fichte and Hegel, and the analogous features of
Schelling's thought, led to more explicit theories
of the relations between truth and falsity, and to
the doctrine that every proposition, considered in
its abstraction, is partially false, and needs amendment. Hegel, in the preface to his PMnomenologie,
asserted that 'Das Wahre ist das Ganze,' and
interpreted this as meaning that only what a
survey of the total process of experience signifies
enables us to know truth, while 'partial views,'
such as we get on the way towards absolutes
Wissen, are at once true and false true, as necessary stages on the way to insight, and therefore as
in harmony with the purposes of the whole ; false,
as needing supplement, and as showing this need
through the contradictions which give rise to the
dialectical process.
In Hegel's Logic this view of
truth is technically developed.
With a different
course of argument, with many original features,
and with a more empirical method of investigation,
a view of truth and error which belongs to the
same general type has in recent times been de-

—

veloped by Bradley.
If one accepts such a theory of the
degrees of
truth and falsity,' and of truth as the harmony or
'

organic unity between a partial view and the ideal
whole of experience or of reality, the essence of
error that is, of false opinion must receive a new
interpretation.
In the history of the development
of Absolute Idealism, the theory of error has taken,
on the whole, two distinct forms.
(1) According to the first of these forms, usually
emphasized by Hegel, error exists merely because
it is of the essence of a partial view to regard itself
as the total and final view, precisely in so far as
the partial view inevitably passes through the
stage of 'abstraction,' in which it defines itself to
the exclusion of all other points of view than its
own. Did it not pass through this stage, it would
not be a live or concrete view of things at all. It
simply would not exist. But (according to Hegel)
the whole, in order to be an organism at all,
requires the parts to exist. And, if the parts are
as in the case of opinions partial views of the
whole, and if the whole requires them to exist,
each in its place in the system of spiritual life, it
is the whole itself, it is the Absolute which requires
the partial view to make, as it were, the experiment
of regarding itself as true
that is, as an absolutely
whole view. If a man is merely counting, he takes
his objects simply as numerical ; and then real
things seem to him, as to the Pythagoreans, to be
merely numbers.' Such a view, as an abstraction,
is false ; but as a stage on the way to insight it
is inevitable ; and as a concrete phase of opinion
it is an error, that is, a positive belief in a falsity,
or, again, a taking of a partial view for the whole.
To be sure, this dwelling on the abstraction,' this
beharren or verweilen in the midst of falsity, is a
phase and since, for Hegel (just as much as for
the Pragmatists), the apprehension of truth is a
living process, not a static contemplation, this
phase must pass. An experience of the contra-

—

—

—

—

'

'

;

'

dictions of finitude ' must in its due time arise, and
must lead to the recognition that the partial phase
is false.
This is what happens in the course of the
history of thought, when the successive systems of
philosophy each a partial truth, required by the
necessity of the thought-process and by the life of
the Weltgeist to regard itself as absolutely true
succeed one another with a dialectical necessity
that tends to larger and truer insight. The same
sequence of necessary errors, which are all of them
partial truths taking themselves to be whole and
final, appears in the history of religion.
(2) To Bradley, and to others among the more
recent representatives of Idealism, to whom the
dialectical method of Hegel appears in various
ways unsatisfactory, this account of the way in
which error arises, and, as a phase of experience
and of life, is necessary, does not appeal. For
such thinkers, error is, indeed, defined as a partial
and (in so far) false view, which is not merely
partially false and partially true, but takes itself
The existence of such a disto be wholly true.
harmony between part and whole, in a realm of
experience where the metaphysical presuppositions
which these writers accept seem to require organic
wholeness and harmony to prevaU, and to be of
the essence of reality, is an inexplicable event,
which must be viewed as in some unknown way a
necessary 'appearance,' not a reality.
As a statement of the ideal of truth which is
alone consistent with rational demands, the Idealism thus summarized seems to be, in great measure,
successful. But its success is greatest with respect
to the conception of truth as the teleological
harmony or adjustment of a partial to a total view
of experience and of its meaning. Precisely with
regard to the problem of the possibility of error,
that is, of disharmony between the demands of
any partial interpretation of experience and that

—

which

is

revealed and fulfilled by the whole of

'
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experience, the idealistic tlicory of trutli and of
error lias proved to be, thus far, most incomplete.
3. Conditions of a solution of the problem of
error.
The foreKoing survey shows that a satisfactory theory of error must meet the following

—

requirements:

must be just to whatever interest in a
and unquestionably 'absolute' distinction
between true propositions and their contradictory
false propositions is justly urged by formal logic.
That IS, no account of truth and error in terms of
partial views and the total view of experience
must be used to render the contrast of true and false
anything but a decisive contrast, as sharp as that
between any proposition and its contradictory.
(1) It

decisive

'

'

'

'

(2) The theory of error must take account of
the actual unity of the cognitive and the volitional
processes. It has been the office of recent Pragmatism to insist, in its own way, upon this unity.
But Hegel, in his Phdnomtnologie, also insisted,
although in another fashion, upon the fact that
every insight or opinion is both theoretical and
practical, is an effort at adjustment to the purposes
of life, an efl'ort to be tested by its genuine rational

success or failure.
(3) The theory of error must recognize that truth
is a character which belongs to propositions so far
as they express the meanings which our ideas get
in their relations to experience, and not in their
relations to wholly external objects.
(4) That the rational test or the success of ideas,
hypotheses, and opinions lies in their relations not
to momentary experiences, but to the whole of life,
so far as that whole is accessible, must also be

maintained.
(5) The existence of error, as disharmony between the partial view which actively and, so to

speak, wilfully asserts itself as the expression of
the whole, must be explained as due to the same
conditions as those which make possible finite life,
evil, individuality,
(6)

and

conflict in general.

Theoretical error cannot be separated from

practical error.
revision of Hegel's dialectical method, a
(7)
synthesis of this method with the empirical
tendencies of recent Pragmatism, a combination of
both with the methods of modem Logic seem, in
their combination, to be required for a complete
treatment of the problem of error. An error is the
expression, through voluntary action, of a belief.
In case of an error, a being, whose ideas have a
limited scope, so interprets those ideas as to bring
himself into conflict with a larger life to which he
himself belongs. This life is one of experience
and of action. Its whole nature determines what
the erring subject, at his stage of experience, and
with his ideas, ought to think and to do. He errs
when he so feels, believes, acts, interprets, as to be
in positive and decisive conflict with this ought.
The conflict is at once theoretical and practical.
LiTERATDRE.— Aristotle, iUtaph. vi. 4, 10276, ix. 10, 10516.
On the Scholastic concept Thomas Aquinas, Summa c. Gent.
i. 59, Summa Theol. i, 17. 1.
In modern philosophy Descartes,
PriTic. Phil. i. 48, Med. v. 42
Spinoza, Ethica, i. prop, xxx.,
ii. prop, xxxiv., and de Emend. Intell.
Locke, Essay on the
Human Understanding, iv. cha. 5, 20 Kant, Eritik der reinen
Vemunft, Eiga, 1781, p. 81. On recent discussions: W.
James, PragmatisTn, London, 1907, The Meaning of Truth,
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;

do. 1909
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F. C. S. Schiller,

Humanism,

do. 1903, Studies in

Humanism, do. 1907, art. 'Pragmatism' in EBri>- H. H.
Joachim, The Nature of Truth, do. 1906; F. H. Bradley,
Logic, do. 18S3, Appearance and ReatUy 2, do. 1897
art.
Truth in DPhP (contains an important statement of the
;

'

'

views of C.
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diH'erent views rcgardint; the state of

the dead are discussed in the article
THIS Dkad (see also Blkst [Abode
Mk.sriah, Ke.surrection).
I.

Savage

races.

— (a)

STATE OF
of the],

Itctributive notions.

subjects
last things

this article are the
strictly so called
the idea of judgment and retrior
of
bution,
a Day of Judgment, Millennial ideas,

the catastrophic end of the world and its renewal,
and how the dead are related to that end of all

— The

question of the existence of the idea of future retributive justice among savages is not easily settled, as
certainly, in some cases where it is believed in, it
may be traced to outside influence.s Hindu, Buddhist, Muhammadan, or Christian.
Still, even
here the idea must have been latent or already
expressed in some form, else it would not so easily
have been adopted. While a mere continuance of
present earthly conditions is frequently believed
in, distinctions according to rank, wealth, or power
are commonly found. The future of the soul is
also dependent upon the nature of the funeral
oflerings, or upon burial or non-burial, or upon
the person having been tatued, circumcised, mutilated in some particular way, or provided with
certain amulets. An approach to a retributive
doctrine is found in the wide-spread view extending upwards to the ancient Teutons and Mexicans
that cowardice debars from Paradise or incurs
actual punishment courage being here a savage
virtue which is rewarded. Again, since gods and
spirits frequently punish in this life sins (not necessarily strictly moral shortcomings) against themselves tabu-breaking and the like it was easy to
extend this to the future life. Hence, neglect or
contemptof worship, ritual, tabu, etc., is frequently
punished in the Other-world, or keeps souls out of
the more blissful state.

—

—

—

;

—

—

ERE

This is a common belief in Melanesia and Africa (see
ii.
683 f.; Brown, Melanesians and Polynesians, 1910, p. 195), in
Polynesia (Ellis. Pol. Researches'^, 1S32, i. 396 f.), and in S.
America (IJaup^a, [Coudreau, La France ^quinoxiale, Paris,
1887, ii. 196 f.]).

In certain cases crimes which are detested by the
and therefore by the tribal gods, and which
are severely punished on this earth by torture or
death, are also believed to be punished beyond the
grave a natural deduction.
These crimes are
mainly murder or theft committed against fellowtribesmen, sorcery, adultery, incest, as well as
lying, and even niggardliness.
tribe,

—

For examples, see Brown, op. cit. 195 ; Codrington, Melanesians, Oxford, 1891, p. 274 ;
ii. 686a ; post, Grxmdriss der
ethn. Jurisprudenz, Oldenburg and Leipzig, 1894-5, i. 41 (Amer.
Ind.) ; Rink, Tales and Trad, of the Eskimo, 1875, p. 41 ; see also
iv. 266b, 256.
Actual retribution (apart from outside influences) is also alleged among the Andaman Islanders (Man,
xii. [1883] 158, 162), Australians (Parker, More Aust. Legendary
Tales, 1898, p. 96), Haidas, Salish, and other Amer. Indian
tribes (Harrison,
xxi. [1891-2] 17 ; Wilson,
iii. 303),
Mintiras of Malacca (Steinmetz,
xxiv. 582), Ainus (ERE i.
262»), Masai (Merker,
xxxv. [1903] 735). In most of these
instances the nature of the punishments points to native ideas.
In some cases the ' wicked ' are simply annihilated (Griunell,
Pawnee Hero Stories, 1893, p. 355).

ERE

ERE

JAI

JAI

ZE

TES

AA

A

judgment is necessarily implied where a
division on various grounds, or actual punishment
by the gods, or exclusion from Paradise is believed
to take place in the Other-world ; but it is only
sporadically that it is expressly stated to occur
(Khonds [Hopkins, Rel. of India, Boston, 1895,
p. 530], Chippewas [Dunn, Oregon, 1844, p. 104],
Guinea Negroes [Pinkerton, Voyages, xvi. 401],
Ainus {ERE i. 252]). Some of the West African
secret societies probably teach a future judgment.
Out of such primitive views the idea of judgment
in the higher religions was evolved.
The judgment may simply be an examination by some being
or animal, to discover whether the person has the necessary distinctive mark which admits to Paradise, or has done certain
things according to custom in this world (Codrington, op. cit.
256, 257, 265, 280
Pinkerton, iii. 303 [Massachusetts Indians]).
In other cases some ordeal, appointed occasionally by a divinity
or spirit, has to be undergone, which tests the man's fitness for
the blissful region (Schomburgk, Reisen in B. Guiana, Leipzig,
1848, iii. 318
Thomson, The Fijians, 1908, pp. 121, 125, 128). Or
it may consist in sending the good by one road leading to Paradise, and the bad by another leading to aplace of pain (Mooney,
'Siouan Tribes,' Bull. Si BE, 1894, p. 48 Bancroft,
iii. 524
[KarokJ
Coudreau, op. cit. ii. 196 f.). Or, again, the bridge
;

principal
'

—

things.
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which the dead must cross becomes an ordeal, the bad being
unable to cross it, or they are repelled by its guardian (Landau,

BoUe und Fegfever, Heidelberg, 1909, p. 60 ERE 493», ii. 864).
'Bad' does not always here mean the morally bad; but the
beings who examine and test the soul are primitive judges of the
i,

;

dead. Sometimes the spirits of the dead debar murderers and
other undesirable persons from the blissful region, and force
them to remain apart or in an undesirable place, or to wander
restlessly on earth, and in some cases it is the spirits of persons
injured in life by the new arrival who inflict such punishments
a natural extension of the idea of blood-revenge, survivingalso
in higher religions (Codrington, 269, 274 f., 279, 288
Brown, 444
[New Guinea] Couard,
xlii. [19001 268 [Algonquins] ; cJ.
Landau, 186 f.).

—

;

RHR

;

—

(b)
The Final Catastrophe. The Andaman
Islanders believe that spirits, apart from souls, go
to a gloomy jungle helow the earth, which is flat.
But a time will come when a great earthquake will
cause the world to turn over. The living will
perish and change places with the dead. Spirits
will be re-united with souls, and live on the renewed earth, in which sickness and death will be
unknown (Man, J"^/xii. 161 f.). Many American
tribes (north and south) expected a catastrophic
end of all things frequently by fire, as the world
had before been destroyed by water. But in such
oases it was believed that, as certain persons
escaped the flood to re-people the earth, so some
would be hid from the fire and re-people the new
world (Schoolcraft, Indian Tribes, 1853-56, i. 319, iv.
240, 420; Brinton, Myths of New World^, Philad.
In a Choctaw legend the dead
1896, p. 253 f.).
were to resume their bodies and live on the renewed
earth.
simOar re-peopling of the purified and
renewed world after its final destruction by water
was believed in by the Eskimos (Brinton, 302
Egede, Nachrichten von Gronland, 1790, p. 156
Boas, 'Central Eskimo,' 6
[1888] 588 f.).
Probably Christian teaching has here influenced existing native beliefs. The Mexican belief in a series
of world-ages or suns
each terminated by a catastrophe,from which only a few were saved for the new
age is akin to these. The Mexicans did not know
when the existing age would terminate, but only
that it would be at the end of a cycle of 52 years
nor does it appear how the dead would fare at this
consummation. This conception of the end of the
world-age seems to have been unrelated to the
myth of the return of Quetzalcoatl and the renewal
of the Golden Age (J. G. Miiller, Amer. Urrel.,
Basel, 1855, p. 511 f.
see Ages of the World
[Prim, and Amer.]). The Peruvians also believed
in a former destruction of the world by water, and
in its future destruction, signalized by an eclipse of
sun or moon, in which the sun would vanish, the
moon fall on the earth, and a conflagration or
drought would follow, in which all would perish
(Miiller, 396
Brinton, 254). It is obvious that
such myths are extensions of the observation of
actual catastrophes and unexplained natural phenomena, and of the terrors inspired by them.
2. Egyptian.
Of any Egyptian doctrine of a
final catastrophe there is no record.
The idea of
judgment of the soul after death appertained to
the Osirian faith from the time of the XVIIIth
dynasty, though it is found in connexion with the
Ka doctrine in the Book of the Gates. In this the
judgment takes place in the Hall of Osiris— the
sixth domain through which the sun passes on his
nightly journey but in the Book of the Dead the
judgment was preparatory to entering the true
paradise of Osiris the Fields of Aalu.
The soul was brought into the presence of Osiris the judge, by
Anubis. Before him stood the balance in which Thoth the scribe

—

A
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;

;

—
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—

would weigh the heart of the deceased against the feather which
eiTiibolized righteousness, or the image of Maat. Thoth was also
the scribe who registered the result with tablet and style.

Around were seated the 42 Divine assessors to whom the famous
* negative confession
was made. If the soul passed through the
ordeal of the balance, which may have been a test of the truth
of the confession, it was rewarded by Osiris
but if not, it is
possible that it was eaten by the monster Am-mit, ' Eater of the
Dead,' or shared the fate of annihilation with the enemies of
'

;

Osiris, who were hacked to pieces or thrown into pits or a lake
of fire.
far such a retribution could be overcome by * words
of power ' is uncertain. These punishments are referred to in

How

the Book of the Gates but, so far as they concerned souls, they
could not be eternal, for the soul was annihilated. How judgment on the followers of Ra was pronounced is uncertain, but
again in the Book of the Gates and the Book of That which is in
Duat we hear of the horrible punishments by which the annihilation of Ra's enemies was brought about, and these enemies
almost certainly included the wicked. This annihilation, according to Budge (Gods of the Egyptians^ 1903, p. 265), was the misinterpretation of a Nature-myth of the sun attacking with his
rays and fiery glance. See also the whole scene of the judgment
described in a story of a visit to Amenti, where annihilation,
as well aa fearful punishments of the wicked, is found (Griffith,
Stories of the High Priests of Memphis, Oxford, 1900, p. 45 f.)
;

Of., further, artt.

Eqtptian Rehsion,

Morality (Egyp.),

p. 475.

p. 243»,

and Etuios iSD

—

Though the general view of the
3. Teutonic.
division of souls at death among the Teutons is
non-moral, glimpses of a more ethical division and
of a daily judgment after death by the gods are
obtained. Crimes, such as ottences against kinsmen and gods, murders, adultery, and perjury, were
punished (see Blest, Abode of [Teutonic], vol. ii.
Much more detailed is the picture of the
p. 708).
final world-catastrophe as found in Voluspd and
Gylfaginning ; and, since it involves gods, but is

—

not produced by them, it is automatic a proof
of its originality ; while the whole picture of
the catastrophe includes various elements in the
mythology.
All the regions and beings hostile to the .^sir, or gods, prepare
for the final conflict, and those enemies whom the former had
bound break forth to take part in it the Midgard serpent, the
Fenris wolf, Hel, and Loki. The world has become wholly evil,
and this evil is especially marked by the loosening of the ties of
kindred. Signs in Nature storms, floods, and the three-fold

—

—

—

Fimbul winter precede the end. 'Those beings now unbound,
along with Surtr and his train from Muspelheira, attack the
gods and Odin, Freyr, and Thor fall before their onslaught.
The sun is darkened, the stars vanish, earth sinks into the sea,
and fire bursts forth. After this a new earth springs from the
waves, with green meadows. Its fields bring forth without
labour, evil and sorrow are unknown, and the gods renew their
youth on Idavdllr. Perhaps this new earth is the hidden paradise of ilimir's grove, in which Lif and Lifthrasir are hidden and
survive the great winter, according to one myth, or this catastrophe, so that a new and blessed race may spring from them
and re-people the earth (Vafthrudnismdl [Vigfusson-Powell,
Corpus Poet. Boreate, Oxford, 1883, i. 67] Gylfag. § 53). But
there is also added the conception of a final judgment by 'a
mighty one from above.' The righteous now dwell in Giml6, the
wicked are condemned to Nd-strand.
How far all this has been moulded by Christian infiuences is
still uncertain.
Most probably fioating eschatological myths
have been fixed in an orderly narrative by the poet of Voluspd
under such influences. There is acertain resemblance to Persian
eschatology, while a world-catastrophe is hinted at in tales which
have no connexion with Voluspd (Grimm, Teut. Myth., Eng. tr.,
;

;

1880-88, pp. 429, 815).

4.
vol.

For Celtic eschatology, see
iii.

p.

302

f.

art.

Celts,

in

—

Greek and Roman. In the earlier Greek
Homer and Hesiod, nothing is said of judgment. But such enemies of the gods as the Titans
are shut up in Tartarus (Hes. Theoq. 713 ff.
Homer, II. xiv. 279, cf. viii. 13), while Tityus,
Tantalus, and Sisyphus suffer torments (Od. xi.
576 f.). Minos in the under world gives laws to
5-

poets.

;

the dead {Sc/iurreioPTa f^Kvirtnv), but he does not
appear to act as judge {Od. xi. 567 f.). But, under
the influence of the Mysteries and of the Orphic
and Pythagorean cults, the ideas of judgment and
retribution became prevalent, and are found in
later writers.
Pythagoras taught a judgment of
souls (Iambi. Vita Pyth. 29 f.), and the Orphic
judgment is depicted on the vase on which jEacus,
Triptolemus, and Khadamanthus appear as judges
(J. E. Harrison, Prol. to Study of Greek Bel.',
Cambridge, 1908, p. 599). In the Mysteries it was
also taught that the uninitiated, the profane, and
the unjust were punished in the Other- world.
Generally the judges, who exist independently in Pluto's
kingdom, are three in number— Minos, Rhadamanthus, and

—

.^acus and they were appointed to this office because they had
acted justly on earth (cf. Plato, Gorgias, 5^3). But the Mysteries added a fourth, "Triptolemus, and Plato refers to all four
as true judges in Hades (Apol. 41). They give judgment in a
meadow at the parting of the ways, one of which leads to the

—

—
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of the blessed, the other to Tartarus J
Their sentences or
BA'rabols (trrjixela) of their deeds are bound upon bouIb (Piato,
Gorg, 523, liep. X. C14 f.). Their shadows were the accusers of
9oul8, accordingto the satire of Lucian(i/finij?putf, 10)— probably
a jjopular idea.

The ideas of the Orphics and Pythagoreans are
reproduced by Pindar (see 01. ii. 55 f.
Thren.
frag.) and Plato, but the conception of judgment
and retribution is connected with tliat of metenipsycliosis.
Ten thousand, or, in the case of pure
souls, three thousand, years elapsed before the
soul returned to its primal home. Judgment took
place at the end of life, when the soul was rewarded,
or punished in places of correction (eh ri inrb 7175
SiKaioiT-fjpia).
At the end of a thousand years the soul
chose a new body, human or animal, and was born
on earth, to undergo further probation there, and
to be rewarded or punished once more at death.
Some souls, however, were too wicked ever to
return, and remained for ever in Tartarus (Pluto,
Phmdrus, 248 f. Rep. x. 614 f. cf. Gorg. 523 and,
for a reference to similar teaching in the Mysteries,
;

;

Laws,

;

;

Such

as these were probably widely
dift'used among the Greeks, as we may gather even
from the numerous passages referring to judgment
and the fate of souls in Lucian's satires and from
the caricature of Aristophanes. The dramatists
seldom speak of a judgment of the dead (cf. JEsch.
Suppl. 218 f.. Bum. 263 f.), but it is referred to
sporadically in other authors and on grave inscriptions. The Stoics held that evU souls were punished
Punishment was, however, purgaafter death.
torial, though bad souls might become extinct.
Seneca speaks of death as a day of judgment when
sentence will be pronounced on all (jSp. xx vi. , Here,
The
fur. nil t ; see Zeller, Stoics, 1870, p. 205 f.).
Epicureans rejected all such views, and taught that
the soul died with the body (Lucr. iii. 417 f. cf.
Hippol. Refut. Hosr. i. 19). While among the
Roman people their native religion taught nothing
of judgment and future penalties, the poets accepted the Greek ideas and the names of the judges
of the dead, and frequently referred to them. Thus
in Vergil's picture of the under world, Minos judges
certain crimes, and Khadamanthus judges in Tartarus (.iEn. vi. 426 ff. 540 ff. ; see other passages
collected in Ruhl, De mortuorum judicio, Giessen,
1903, p. 76 ff.).
The conception of the end of all things was
philosophical rather than popular and mythical,
but the Stoic doctrine of the iKwvpacii became
popular.
How was the conception of the future
life related to the cyclic change ?
In Plato's theory of tlie two ages ever recurring, those who
died in the period of disorder, when the universe was left to
beliefs

;

,

—

the Golden Age— born from the
itself, were in the new age
earth as old men, and grew ever younger. The end of each
period, when the earth began to move in an opposite direction,
was marked by great convulsions of Nature. In the Stoic doctrine
of the cyclic conflagration, all souls (or those which have not
become extinct) are then resolved into the World-Soul or Primal
This world-catastrophe over, the formation of a new uniFire.
verse begins (Cicero's renovatro), and all things repeat themselves
as in the previous cycles, and every person again plays his part
in it. Did this include personal identity ? Some answered that
the persons were distinct without a difference, others regarded
them as different (see Zeller, 155 ff.). Seneca, who gives a vivid
picture of this world-conflagration (Cansol. ad Marciam), seems
to have looked forward to living again in the next cycle (£p.
xxxvi. 10). See Ages of the World (Greek and Roman).

—

Although in the Bigveda no clear
6. Hindu.
statement of judgment is found, and Yama appears
mainly as king of the region of bliss, yet he is to
some extent an object of terror, and a dark underground hell is spoken of as the fate of evil-doers
(iv. 5. 5, vii. 104. 3, ix. 73. 8).

In the AtJmrvaveda

Plato says that Khadamanthus judges souls from Asia, ^Eacus
those from Europe, while Minos, as the oldest, decides difficult
cases {Gorg. 524).
1

the torments of this

place are

al.so

referred to

The later views difler widely from this,
through the gradual introduction of the belief in
transmigration, while Yama is now the judge of the
dead.
The popular view is represented by various
passages in the Satapatha Brakmana.
The dead
pass two fires, which turn the wicked, but let the
good go by they are weighed in a balance, and
their fate is thus decided.
The good pass to bliss
the wicked sufler in hell, or are re-born as a
punishment. In the Upani.^ads re-birth in various conditions, in heaven, hell, or on earth, ajjpears
as the result of ignorance of the true end of existence, viz. release from the chain of cosmic existence
and absorption in the world-soul. Hinduism in all
its forms endorses this view.
All go to Yama over
a dreadful road, on which the pious fare better
than the wicked. Yama or Dharma judges and
allots the fate.
Through endless existences and
re-births in human, animal, or plant forms
alternated with lives in the heavens or hells, the
(v. 19).

:

;

—

pass.
The Hindu doctrine of the Four
connected with eschatology. The Four
kfta, tretd, dvdpara, and kali, each with
its dawn and twilight periods
form a mahdyuga
of 12,000 years, each of which is equivalent to 360
human years, thus resulting in a period of 4, 320,000
years.
A hundred such periods form a kaljM. At
the close of the Kali age, or more usually now at
the close of the final kali of a kalpa, there is an
apparent destruction of the world by fire and
flood.
The gods are absorbed by Brahma, along
with their heaven and all good persons in it. Then
follows the age-long sleep of Brahma (equal to the
length of a kalpa), after which he re-creates the
world. The process of transmigration begins anew,
and all are re-born in higher or lower forms, to renew their cosmic existence, save those who desire
final and absolute absorption in the Supreme
(see SBE vii. 77 f.
xxv. pp. Ixxxiv, Ixxxvii
xxxiv. 212 ; Hopkins, op. cit. 419 f.
Barth, Rel.
of India, 1882, p. 93 ; Ages OF THE WORLD

soul

ix. 870).

In the Phmdo (107, 113) the soul is led by its daemon to the
place of judgment, and is then sent to bliss, or to purgatorial
punishments followed by rewards for good deeds. Incurable
sinners never leave Tartarus.
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must
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;

;

;

[Indian]).
7.

Buddhist.

an

— In

Buddhism the idea

automatic

of

karma

judgment,
whereby the person after death entered upon an
aftbrded

principle

of

existence, higher or lower, according to his actions.
At death, the force resulting from actions combined
with clinging to existence causes creation of the five
skandhas, or constituent elements of being. This
is so swift that there is hardly any break in the
continuity of personality, which is thus re-created
in one of the six states
gods, men, asuras, animals,
plants, pretas, or inhabitants of one of the hells.
The shortest term of punishment in a hell is 500
years, but one may rise from that to life in a higher
state, while a life in heaven may be succeeded by a
life on earth or in one of the hells.
But already in
early Buddhism we find the idea taken over from
Brahmanism that the warders of hell drag the
wicked before Yama, who condemns them to one
of the hells (Monier-Williams, Buddhism, 1889,
But it is in Northern Buddhism that
p. 114 f.).
this idea is more particularly developed.
Here
there is the conception of a judgment of the soul
after death in the courts of the ten judges of the
dead, one of whom is Yenlo (Yama). He judges
with strict impartiality, and also fixes the hour of
dissolution.

—

—

—

After the deceased is clad in the black garment of sins, or in
the shining garment of good deeds, the latter are weighed
against evU in a balance. If the sins exceed, punishment follows ; if good deeds, reward.
Scenes of the judgment and of
punishments are painted on the walls of temples, depicted in
books, or formed with clay figures. The judgment-halls aic
arranged like earthly tribunals. There is also a belief in a
bridge over which souls pass ; the good cross it easily, but the
wicked fall from it to torments. Souls are subject to re-birth
after existence in heaven or hell, this also being fixed by the
judges. This conception of judgment is also found among the

;
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Taoists (Edkins, Chinese Buddhism^ 1880, passim ; As. Joum.
xxxi. [1840] 209 f. ; Legge, Bel. of China, 1880, p. 119 1. ; deGroot,
Actes du 6"»' Cong. Intern, des Orient., sect. iv. [1885] 97 f.).

The Buddhist conception of kalpas has already
been discussed (AGES OF THE World [Buddhist]).
Each great kalpa ends with the destruction of
the present universe by water, fire, or wind.
Creatures do not perish with the universe. Most
of them are re-born in higher spheres, which cannot be destroyed. Others still in hell are re-bom
in the hell of some universe, the time for the
destruction of which has not yet come.
8. Parsi. -Some of the various elements of the

—

—

All must pass through it, but to the righteous it ia
like warm milk, to the wicked like molten metal.
Ahriman and his hosts are defeated by Ahura and
his angels, and perish in the conflagration (cf.
SBE -^xiii. 306 f.). Now all come together; relations recognize each other ; men have the age of 40
years and children of 15 years. All are now immortal and clad in spiritual bodies, and awards are
apportioned according to merit.
Hell becomes
pure, and is brought back for the enlargement of
renewed
and
made imthe world.
The earth is
mortal and extends to heaven [Bund. xxx. ; Dink.
ix.
D&tistAn-t Dinik, xxxii. 14). The anticipated
joys both of heaven and of the renewed world are
of a highly spiritual character (Soderblom, La Vie
future d'apris le mazdeisme, Paris, 1901, pp.
for the Yima legend, see
i. 208).
128, 269
Muhammadan is based upon
9. Muhammadan.
Jewish and Christian (and possibly Parsi) eschatology, though there are some important differences.
After death all persons are visited in the grave by

eschatology of the BundahiS and other later documents are already found in the Avesta, but it is
quite uncertain how far all are primitive, and it
is more than likely that the earlier belief was one
in mere continuance of the soul. After death the
soul hovered near the body for three days and
nights if righteous, assisted by Sr6sh against
demons but if evil, tormented by evil angels.
Then, according to its condition, it started for the
Other-world with an escort of good or evil beings. two angels, who examine them as to their faith.
is satisfactory, the dead sleep on in
Now the Chlnvat bridge was reached. Here the If the answer
with a hammer
righteous met a beautiful virgin the sum of his peace otherwise, they are struck
upon them.
good deeds— who conducted him to Paradise, where and the earth pressed down
There is a general belief that before the judgment the faithful
he was introduced to Ahura, welcomed by Vohu- dead are in a state of repose. They are said to enter a^5armano, and given heavenly raiment and a golden zakh. They dwell in or near the grave, but the wicked are
throne (SBE iv. 373 f. )
and (according to later tormented there or in a foul dungeon {SEE vi. p. Ixix Sale,
s.v. 'Barzakh').
belief) the wicked met an ugly hag
embodying Koran, Prel. Discuss. § iv. Hughes, Dl, 1895,
Many wonderful signs precede the Last Day or
his evil deeds who led him to hell, 'the obscure
the Day of Judgment (yaum ad-din ; cf. as-Sd'a,
world' {SEE iv. 219, xviii. [Ddtistdn-i Dintk, '
the Hour'), the time of which is known only to
XXV. 5]).
weighing of the deeds of men at the
God. The Mahdi will establish a reign of rightbridge in the balance of Rashntt Razista, or a deciad-Dajjai, or Antichrist, wUl appear
eousness
sion by three judges Mithra, Rashnd, and Srush
and be slain by Jesus, who will become a Muhamis spoken of in later documents.
Those whose
.
madan ; Gog and Magog will be released.
good deeds balanced their evil deeds were kept in
Then the angel Israfll will sound the trumpet,
Ham6stak&n, a kind of intermediate state (SBE
convulsions
followed
frightful
in
which will be
by
xxiv. 18 ; Book of Ardd Virdf[ed. Haug and West,
Nature. At the second blast all creatures will die.
Bombay, 1872], v., vi. 9f.).i The bridge -extended
At
the third the resurrection wUl take place, and
over hell and led to Paradise. For the souls of the
all will rise to give an account of themselves out of
righteous it widened, but for the wicked it naiTowed
the book of their deeds. God is set on His throne
to the breadth of a thread or a razor-edge, and
with His angels. The recording angels who follow
they fell off or were cast into hell (SBE iv. 219).
men all through life witness against them, and the
Here we may glance at the Iranian theory of the
works of men are weighed in a balance. The
world-ages, each of four periods of 3000 years.
judgment lasts 1000 or 50,000 years. All must now
Towards the beginning of the final 3000 Zaracross the bridge as-Sirat, which passes over hell to
thushtra is bom. Towards the beginning of the
Paradise, and is finer than a hair and sharper than
second millennium of this period, evils increase,
the edge of a sword. The righteous cross it easily,
there are signs in heaven and earth, and now
but the wicked fall or are thrown from it to hell.
HdshStar is born. Religion is restored, and he
Earth and heaven are changed.
brings back the creatures to their proper state.
The righteous pass to the seven regions of Paradise, the
Towards the beginning of the final millennium sensual joys of which, as described in passages of the Qu'ran
curiously enough, from Muhammad's monogamous
(dating,
Hdshetar-mah is born.
In his time creatures
as would appeal to people living in a desert
become more progressive and men do not die. But period), are such often
direct transcripts of old pagan versea
region, and are
now evils again increase. The serpent Azhi-DahS,k, (Jacob, Attarab. Beduinenleben^, 1897, p. 107 f.). Theyareoften
confined in Mt. Demavend by Fretun, breaks spiritualized by Muhammadans, while in the Qu'ran itself more
forth, but is destroyed by S9.m
and at the close of spiritual joys are set forth (xiii. 20-24). Many also regarded
torments of the seven regions of hell as purgatorial, at least
the period S6shyans, the Persian Messiah, 'who the
for sinful believers and perhaps for all (Macdonald, Developmakes the evil spirit impotent and causes the ment of Muslim Theol., 1903, p. 130; Bukhari, Sal^if^, viii. 170).
resurrection and future existence,' is bom (Bahman Some hold that heaven and hell did not come into existence
until the Judgment, and Jahm ibn Safwan taught that both
YaH, iii. 1 ff. ; BundahiS, xi. 6 f. Dinkart, vii. 9 f
would finally pass away and God would remain alone (Macfor the chronology, see West, SBE, v. Introd. Iv f. ).
donald, 138). Many deny that men are judged by their works,
Now begins the new order of things. All mankind, and the corporeal resurrection is also often set aside.
beginning with GaySmart, followed by Mashya
10. Hebrew and later Jewish.— (a) Not till a
and Mashy61, are raised from the dead (cf. 1 Co comparatively late period of Hebrew history is
IS^, and Vita Adae et Evae, 42; Apoc. Mosis, 13" there any idea of a retributive judgment at any
[Adam is first raised, then his descendants]). Then period after death.^ The soul passes to Sheol, but
follows the great assembly, in which each sees his
death is itself a final judgment for it removes
good and evil deeds. The righteous are set apart man from the sphere where Jehovah's grace and
from the wicked the former are taken to heaven, judgment are known (W. R. Smith, Prophets of
and the latter cast back to hell for the punish- Israel, 1897, p. 64). Retribution is limited to this
ment of the three nights their final punishment. life, and eschatology is almost invariably connected
Fire now melts the earth and remains like a river. with the development of history ; its subject is the
;

;

—

;

—
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—

;

;

;

—

—

;

A

—

—

;

.

.

;

;

.

'

;

'

;

'

'

—

1 This state appears to have two parts, one for the not quite
righteous, and one for the not wholly sinful (Z>(2{. Dlnik, xxiv.
But souls of some sinners are often said to remain
6, xxxili. 2).
in hell * till the resurrection
perhaps implying that others are
released from it.
Or a specified time in hell is mentioned
(SB£iv. 37l.,81, 82, 135).
'

—

1 While the general Bab. view of the after-life seems to have
regarded it as unconnected with morality, it has been thought
that some traces of a retribution-doctrine and of a judgment of
the dead may be found, e.g. in the poem of the Descent of IStar
(see Jeremias, Bab. Conception of Heaven and Hell, 190a

p. 49).

"

BSCHATOLOG^
nation.
Many of the elements of later Jewish
eschatology are already found in the prophetic
books, even in the earliest, although some of the
passages in Amos, Hosea, Micah, etc., relating to
the Messianic Kingdom are later interpolations.
Jahweh appears in judgment upon Lsracl and also
the nations, though this judgment is less a process
of investigation than actual vengeance.
The time
of judgment, preluded by or including various
woes, is summed up comprehensively as the Day
of Jahweh (see below), the day of Jahweh's vindication against the sinful nation.
He punishes it
or the wicked in it with the scourge of the Gentiles
and with captivity but, as in Zephaniah and later
prophets, there is a wider retribution. The Gentiles,
sometimes conceived as His instruments in punishing Israel (Hab 1'^), are themselves punished because
'

'

;

mad pride and idolatry (cf. Is 14). Famine
and pestilence and the sword lay the people waste.
The wicked, whether of Israel or of the nations,
are objects of Jahweh's fury
they iiee before
Him and are destroyed (Am 3^ Is 8== 11* 13" 17"
24211. 3722t._ Zeph 1'''-, Nah l^).
Nature itself is convulsed at His presence sun, moon, and stars are
darkened the heavens are shaken or rolled together
mountains and hills are scattered the
earth is burned or destroyed by water, or shaken,
removed, or dissolved (Am 9", Zeph I'"- '"•, Nah P'-,
of their

;

—

;

;

;

Hag

26- 2"-,

Hab

3<";

Is

2'-'-

13»'-

34«-,

24.

Ezk

38i»).

This conception of Nature convulsed at Jahweh's appearing is
connected with the idea that, behind the great phenomena of
Nature earthquake, fire, flood, storm, lightning are His power
and presence. These are manifestations of Him (Ps IS^t'-, Hab 3,
Jg 54f-). This idea is rooted in the old N.ature religion, which
had its storm-, thunder-, and earthquake-gods, or personified

—

—

phenomena themselves.
additional historical feature in the midst
of eschatological ideas is that of the Captivity as
a punishment or part of the judgment. Jahweh's
controversy with His people is that because of
their neglect of Him they must be punished, while
through punishment, even that of captivity, lies
the way to restoration and the establishment of
His will in the hearts of a regenerate nation.
Punishment is the means of reformation for Israel,
as well as for the nations (Hos 6. 10'- 14, Jer 24'
31^'-).
Or, more generally, through all those woes
which are the expression of His judgment He is
preserving a faithful remnant who survive because
3'= 5'^ 9^'-, Is 42'of their faithfulness (Mic 7«,
613 102M- 111"- 27'^ 28"- 44=i2, Zeph 2^ 3"'-, Hab 2>}, or
who are the nucleus round which gathers the reformed and repentant nation (cf. the repentance of
the nation in Hos 2" 6"- 11"'- 13'").
They are
restored to the land, or they remain in it because
the destruction of the kingdom would not agree
with the accomplishment of the Divine purpose
(Isaiah). Now begins the reign of peace and safety
on earth. Throughout, Jahweh is regarded as the
Deliverer, and it is He or the manifestation of His
glory (Is 4^) that continues to dwell under the new
conditions among His people as Ruler and Judge,
and to be their 'everlasting light' (Is 2-'' 4-'- 40^
60'^ Zeph 3"'', Zee 2")
He reigns in Jerusalem
(Is 24** 65"'-).
But in some prophecies Jahweh sets
over the restored people an ideal warrior or priestking, semi-Divine (cf. El GibbSr, Mighty God,'
Is 9*), or endowed with the Divine spirit (Is ll''), or
of David's line, to sit on the throne of David and
Under him (or perhaps under
to execute justice.
a line of such kings) the righteous nation will
dwell in peace, and his whole delight will be in the
fear of the Lord (Is 9'- ^- » 11"- 32', Jer 23«- 33'=, Mic
5-, Zee 6"'- 9^'-;
cf. Ps 110).
This king is the
'
Messiah or anointed one of later Judaism.
In Is 42 to 53 passim^ we find the servant who suffers, not for
these

An

Am

;

—

'

'

'

but for the sins of others, who dies and is then
highly exalted.
He is the deliverer of Israel, as well as the
light and teacher of the nations. By him an ideal Israel, or the
bis

own

'

sins
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righteous remnant, or even an individual (as In 6213-63), nmy be
intended, iliit, though the pamagea have a close bearing on
Christ's Messianic work, they were not certainly regarded by
the .Jews as Messianic before the time of our IxirJ. In the
Talmud the Suffering Servant is sometimes regarded as
equivalent to Messiah suffering with His people; and Justin
(Dial, with Tryplw, (IS, Ul)^ makes big Jewish interlocutor accept
the doctrine of the .Suffering ilesHiah. Jiut this does not point
to a general Jewish belief, nor is there any trace of the latter in
the Gospels.

Zion will now be re-built and become the spiritual
metropolis of the earth, an immovable city and a
quiet habitation, established on the top of the
mountains and to it shall all nations flow (Is 2- 4'
;

Mic

33-» 40. 65'»,

4"-,

Jer

30'",

Zee

Ezk

2,

40"-).

Nature will be changed there will be new heavens
and new earth (perhaps a later conception) the
moon will shine as the sun, and the sun's light
will be increased sevenfold.
There vrill be abundance of waters and of provender for flocks and
herds.
These, as well as men, will multiply exceedingly, and there will be marvellous fertility
and increase in corn and wine. The desolate land
will become like the garden of Eden (Am 9"'-, Is
3023t. 351. 2. 7 65" 66^=,
Hos l'« 2'8'-, Zee 8'-, Ezk 34'«36"'- *»• ^).
According to Ezk 47"-, a river will flow
from the temple. It will be full of fish, and on its
banks will stand trees with unfading leaves and
;

;

—

the leaves used for medicine, the
fruit for food (cf. Ps 46", Rev 22'- 2).
Further, the
wildest animals will live at peace with each other,
and 'a little child shall lead them' ; or there will
be no more any evU beasts (Hos 2"*, Is IP'- 35" 65^,
Ezk 34^). All human ills will be done away ; the
lame will walk, the deaf hear, the dumb speak, the
blind see ; and there will be no more weeping,
sorrow, or sighing (Is 30'" 35^'-, Ezk 34'«).
The

continuous fruit

ransomed will obtain joy and gladness the members of the restored nation will be given a new
heart and spirit, they will no more do iniquity, the
law will be written in their hearts, and all will
know the Lord (Is 35'», Ezk Z&^, Zeph 3'^ Jer Sl^"the new covenant ).
;

'

'

While the picture of the happy future on earth is now more
sensuous, now more spiritual, there is no doubt that it is largely
described in terms of the mythical Eden and the past Golden
Age, according to a principle which emerges more clearly in
later Apocalyptic that of renewal, or of restoring the present
state to its former condition (cf. § 15, and Ep. Bam.
iSov,
TTottu TO. etrxttTa ojs ra irpiuTa).
(1) Peace among animals, no
ravenous beast, the child ( = Adam) leading them cf Is ll^f. 357,
Ezk 3425 with Gn 219. 20. (2) Desert and waste become beautiful
913 with Gn 29, Ezk 318-9.
and fertile; cf. Is 36"-,
(3)
Abundance without labour; cf. Gn 31^-19. (4) The waters and
the trees cf. Ezk 47if-, Ps 46"- with Gn 29'-. (5) The new state
is on a mountain, in accordance with the idea that Paradise was
on a mountain cf. Is 22 119 with Ezk 281'', Gn 210 (where the
presence of a river suggests a height), Is 1413- 14 (the north and
heaven are the same, cf. Ezk 14). This mountain is now to be
Mt. Zion (Is 3510, Ps 482).i (6) There is to be no bodily defect or
sorrow (Is 355r) or war (Is 22f- 119, Mic 4"-, Zee 99- 10, Jer 235- 6),
but everywhere happiness and contentment (Is 256 651-3), while
Jahweh will be present among men all features of the past
Golden Age. (See Gunkel, Schopfunrj und Chaos, Gbttingen,
1895 Oesterley, Evol. 0/ Mess. Idea, London, 1908, pp. 135 f.,
252 f. Volz, Jiid. Eschat., Tiibingen, 1903, p. 296 f.) These ideas
of future earthly bliss correspond also Avith the picture of Otherworld bliss as conceived in later Judaism and in Christianity.
They suggest, in effect, heaven on earth hence they could be
directly transferred to the picture of the heavenly Paradise
seen in Jewish and Christian visions.

—

&

;

.

Am

;

;

—

;

;

;

Throughout these prophecies the blessings of the
future are on this earth and for the righteous
remnant of Israel the living in whom the nation
finds its true immortality, a future rather than the
present generation. But it is obvious that, since
the state of the dead in Sheol was a dreary one,
the question must have pressed for solution Are
the righteous dead to have no share in the future
joy? Hence the gradual emergence of the belief
that they would rise to share in this earthly
This satisfied, to some extent, the growfelicity.
ing and passionate desire for communion with God
after death.
What had been already used as a
1 Cf. Bab. myth of the mountain of the gods in the north
(Hommel, Die Itisel der Sehgen in Mythus u. Sage der Vorzeit,

—

—

Munich, 1901,

p. 36

f.).
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daring metaphor to describe the

restoration of
Israel (Hos 6'^, Ezk 37) now, possibly under Persian influences (though it is not absolutely necessary to assert those), became a vital doctrine,
stated for the first time in Is 26'*. Thus, after the

judgment was accomplished, the righteous remnant,
or the purified nation along with the righteous
dead, would form the Kingdom of God in the

renewed earth, of which a renewed Jerusalem
would be the spiritual centre.
When the restoration was completed, and when
these blessings seemed as far off as ever, the
prophets still spoke of a time of judgment as
imminent, in which the nations and the wicked
would be destroyed. According to Haggai, it
would be a day of destruction for the heathen,
followed by the establishment of the Messianic
king (2*'' '"^). In Joel there is the first appearance
of an actual scene of judgment, preceded by signs
in the heavens.
The nations are assembled in the
Valley of Jehoshaphat, judged, and destroyed ; but
Israel, already purified and restored, now enjoys
peace and blessing. In Malachi (3"-), Jahweh will
come, preceded by Elijah (an idea perhaps suggested
by the story in 2
2) ^ or His messenger, to judge
and destroy the wicked, to recognize those who
had trusted in Him, and to dwell in Jerusalem.
Out of this conception of a judgment still in the
future arises the later eschatology, which, however, made use of all the elements of the earlier,

K

as detailed above.
Thus in Daniel, following the vision of the four
beasts ( = the world-powers of Babylon, Media,
Persia, and Greece), there is a judgment scene.
The Ancient of Days sits with His hosts, and the
books are opened. Dominion is taken from the
beasts, and the fourth beast is slain.
Now begins
an eternal kingdom on earth possessed by the
saints (regenerate Israel), typified by 'a Son of
Man or a human being, to whom all nations are
subject (7'^-)- But, according to another picture,
there is a period of great trouble, in which Michael
delivers Israel, or every one whose name is written
in the book. There is also a resurrection, of some
of the righteous to everlasting life, and of some of
the wicked to everlasting shame and contempt
(probably in Gehenna) the latter an entirely new
conception (12'').
'

—

Occasional references to the blessed future on earth occur in
the Apocryphal books. God will arise to judge and destroy
the heathen and unrighteous (Sir 3518 3t)8f.). Israel is delivered
and the gathering; of the dispersed follows (3611 50, cf. Bar 234
436. 3! 55.3 2 Mac 1» 218 737, cf. 1 Mac 2-"), and the kingdom
endures for ever. In Tobit 131f- the people are scourged and
then brought out of all lands. Jerusalem is restored in beauty,
and the nations bring gifts and serve God (ISHf- li^f-). The
resurrection of the just only is taught in 2 Mac, in a somewhat
material fashion (79- H- l-1.2a.23 i2« 1446). But it ia uncertain
whether they are raised up to the future kingdom on earth,
though 724 as well as the date of the book seems to support this
view.

A

doctrine of future retribution emerged
(6)
gradually in Hebrew thought. It is adumbrated
in Ps 49"- 1» 73"»-, and more clearly in Is 2421- ^
(4th cent.

?),

50"

66=* (5th cent.

?),

and

in

Dn

12^.

Besides retribution in this life, the wicked are
punished in the other world according to 2 Mac 6='
7*"In Wisdom the wicked are punished after
death (4"'-) and judged by the rigliteous dead.
These ideas appear more definitely in Apocalyptic
literature.
(c)
_

The Day of Jahweh.

Day

— In

its earliest

concep-

Jahweh must have meant a
mythical manifestation of Jahweh in the majesty
of terrible natural phenomena conquering hostile
evil powers.
The whole conception is based on
tion the

of

mythical ideas, and to the end the Day was
regarded as accompanied with dreadful convulsions
1

ii. 187 f., Mk 6I6 9" etc.
see also § 8,
shown that two prophets precede the Persian

Cf. Sir 4810, Sib. Or.

where

it

SdshyanA.

is

;

Nature out of which a new order was evolved.'
This primitive view gave place to another popular
idea.
The Day would be one in which Jahweh
would judge and destroy Israel's enemies, who
now (and also in the Prophets) take the place of
the hostile evil powers. It would be a day of
battle like the 'day of Midian' (Is 9*; for the
corresponding Arab idiom, see W. R. Smith,
Prophets, 398). There was no ethical element
here ; Israel was to be avenged because of her devotion to outward ritual. Jahweh would manifest
Himself in light (Am 5'*) ; there would be abundance in the land and festival gladness (5'^'- '*).
There would be a renewal of the conditions of the
Golden Age. To this conception Amos, followed
by other prophets, gives a direct denial. Israel
must also be judged and suffer in the Day of
Jahweh, a day of darkness, sorrow, and fear,
because she has neglected the ethical side of His
religion (5'"-).
The unrighteous nations hostUe to
Israel, and regarded often as the instruments of
Israel's punishment, would also suffer, but mainly
Israel (3^). Thus Jahweh's character as a righteous
God would be vindicated. If the passages in Amos
and Hosea referring to a restoration following
upon these judgments be later interpolations, then
they, like Micah, regard the Day as one issuing in
nothing but doom. But this idea soon gave place
to another. The nation purified, or a righteous
remnant, and in some cases the heathen nations
also, would find the Day ultimately issue in blessing.
Here the prophets in part take over the
popular view of the Golden Age issuing out of the
manifestation of Jahweh in the convulsions of
N ature, but at the same time they spiritualize it,
and limit this bliss to those who survive because of
The restoration is to be not
their righteousness.
on a natural but on a righteous foundation.
in

This is more particularly seen in Nahum and Habakkuk, in
a conception of the Day is found which somewhat
resembles the popular one in form, but differs from it in essence.
Judah is now regarded as already righteous (Nah lis, Hab l**),
and the Day of Jahweh is His terrible vengeance against her
wicked foes. Thus His righteousness and that of Judah are

whom

vindicated.

In Jeremiah and Ezekiel the relation of the

Jahweh is emphasized (Jer 9" 3P'- ^"j
Ezk 1412!- 18*- 2»'-). Hence with them the Day of
Jahweh was less a manifestation of His judgment
individual to

on the nation than on the individuals composing

and it issued in the restoration of righteous
individuals (Jer Sis'- 24' Zl^-^, Ezk 68'- 7" 11"
141''- 33'* 39™*- )•
The nations as such also share in
the judgment (Jer 25'^'- 46 ff'. ). The relation of the
nations who survive the judgment to the blissful
Kingdom is differently viewed in these Prophets,
it,

and

their differing views

were reproduced

in later

works.
According to Jeremiah, the nations participate in the King(317 4l-2 1216 1619)—a view which is followed by other
41*"-, Zee 2ii), for some of whom the idea of a
Day of Jahweh hardly exists, its place being taken by that of

dom

prophets (Mic

Israel as the means of the world's restoration (cf. Is 4514 4922f.
22-4 [post-exilic] 192if-, cf. Ps 22^^- 662 87).
In Malachi, where
the same hope is found, there is a Day of Jahweh. According
to Ezekiei, while the righteous remnant will be restored, the
nations will be utterly destroyed in the Day of Jahweh's

vengeance (212''f. 25 ff. 35 cf. 38. 39). This view has already
been found in Nahum and Habakkuk. It is found also in
other prophets, who look forward after the Return to a
destruction of the nations (Is 34, Hag 12 26f. 20f., Zee li8f.)
;

previous to the establishment of the new era. Or the nations
or such of them as survive the Day will become servants of
In Ezk 38. 39
Israel (Zee 211 820f., Dn 714, and see above).
hosts coming from the north, Gog from the land of Magog,
against restored Israel, are utterly destroyed (cf. Zee 14if-)-—
an idea destined to play an important part in later eschatology,
Jewish and Christian (see Bousset, Rcl. des JudentumSy
Berlin, 1903, p. 206 f., Antichrist, 1896, p. 123 f.).

The idea of the Day as an actual judgment-scene
or assize is found in Jl 3^-, when the heathen are
assembled in the Valley of Jehoshaphat, where
1 See Gunkel,
Zum religiansgesch. Verstandnis des Neuen
Gressmann, Der Ursprung der
Test.^, Gottingen, 1910, p. 22
;

israelitisch-jim.

EschaU, Gottingen,

1905.

;

.'
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Jahweh

sits to

who

now

judge them, after the restoration
of His people to whom tliey have been hostile and
are

A

world-judgment

12.

8.

18 38^

The nations

penitent.

ig 34_

arc destroyed.

is already suggested in Zepli
jer 25""; Hag 2=^ and it reappears

in Daniel.
VariouB names for the Day of Jahweh in the OT are *the
Day (Kzk 71»), that Day (la 30-3), the time or that thne
(Ezk 71-, Jer 311), the Great Day (Jl 2", Zeph lU), the Day of
wrath (Zeph llo, of. Ko 2') cf. tlie Ureat Day of Hia wrath
(Rev 61?). In Apocryphal and Apocalyptic literature the
phrase which refers to the time of judgment, either hefore or
after the Messianic Kingdom, varies, but it covers ideas similar
to those already found in the Prophets
the Day of Judgment
(Enoch, Seer, of En. 391, 4 Ezr 730, Apoc. Bar. 608, 'j'lst. xii.
Fair. [Levi 32], Jth 16", Jub. IQi? 22=1), 'the Day of the Great
JudBTnent' (Jub. 231', Seer. 0/ En. CO"). Other titles are the
Day of the Great Consummation,' the Day of tribulation,
darkness, or slaughter,' 'that Great Day '(see Charles, note to
En. 462, p. 126 1.); 'the Day of the Great Condemnation'
'

•

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

—

*

'

'

(Jub. 610), 'the Day of the Lord's judgment' (Ps. Sal. 1613),
'the Day of the Wrath of Judgment' (JuO. 243"), 'the Day ot
turbulence and execration and indignation and anger' (Jub.
3610), 'the Day of the Mighty One' (Apoa. Bar. 660), 'the
Consummation of the times' or 'of the ages and the beginning
of the Day ot Judgment' (^poc. Bar. 133 gos, cf. 298, also 23'
'My redemption =Day ot Judgment] has drawn nigh,' cf. Lk
2125, 1 p 47), 'the Visitation' (Ass. llos. l"), 'the Day of the
Ordinances,' or the Day of the Ordinance ot the Lord in the
righteous judgment of God' (Tesf. xii. Pair. [Levi 33]). Sometimes God, occasionally Messiah (En. 622 6927), acts as judge.
In the NT the phrase passes over to our Lord's Parousia with
which is joined the Judgment, and it appears in the forms the
Day ot the Lord Jesus (1 Co 65, 2 Co l'^), the Day ot Jesus
Christ,' 'the Day ot Christ' or 'of our Lord Jesus Christ'
(Ph 10 216, 2 Th 22, 1 Co 13), the Day ot the Lord (1 Th 62,
2 P 310), ' the Day ' or ' that Day (1 Co 313, 2 Ti II2. 18 4s, 2 Th
110), 'the Day of Judgment' (Mt IQis II22, 2 P 3', 1 Ja 4"),
'
the Great Day of God ' or ' ot his Wrath (Rev lOi"" 617) ; cf
Lk 1724 ' so shall the Son ot Man be in his Day,' and St. Paul's
pregnant phrase, 'the Day of Wrath, and revelation ot the
righteous judgment of God (Ro 25).
(d) Apocalyptic eschatology.
In approaching the
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

period of Apocalyptic literature, it must be borne
in mind that, while its roots are fixed in and

nourished by

OT

prophecy (where also Apocalyptic

ideas are not unknown, e.g. Ezk 37 ff., Zee iff'. ;
cf also Dn. ), its anticipations are of a much more
detailed character, and announce coming events in
.

a formal manner. It also occupied a difl'erent
standpoint from that of the orthodox Pharisaic
schools. This literature was of a popular character,
and did much to quicken that belief in the Messiah
and the coming of the Kingdom, as well as the
individual hope of the future, which were so
characteristic of the people's thoughts in Christ's
time.
Moreover, it can hardly be doubted that
He and those who wrote of Him were familiar, if
not with that literature, at least with the popular
views to which it had given birth. This raises a
strong presumption that the eschatology which He
taught or which was attributed to Him followed
the lines of current ideas, but, as will be seen,
with important differences.
(i.)
In Apocalyptic writings the coming of
Messiah, or the advent of the new order, often
inaugurated by God Himself, or the final judgment, is preceded by terrors and sorrows (the
Messianic woes ') and by frightful convulsions in
Nature. God or Messiah destroys the enemies of
Israel, and spiritual foes
Beliar, demons, evil
angels are also destroyed. Meanwhile, through
'

—

—

these horrors, the true Israel is concealed (cf.
Is 26=", Enoch 96^ Ass. Mos. 10).
Then follows
the eternal or temporal Kingdom on earth, the
somewhat sensuous description of which great
fruitfulness,
eating
and drinking, begetting
numerous children together with more spiritual
ideas the absence of sin, the nearness of God to
His people— reproduces the thought of the Prophets.
While in some writings Messiah has no place
(certain sections of Enoch and Apoc. Bar., Ass.
Mos., Secrets of Enoch), in others he is introduced
mechanically, but in others again he has a most
important place (Test. xii. Pair., En. 37 ft'., Ps. Sol.,
4 Ezra, sections of Apoc. Bar.), and, as in En. 37 ff.,
all

—

—

—
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The

ho acts as .Judge.

destruction of

Israel's

enemies easily passes over into the thought of a
Last Judgment of Israel and the actions already
adumbrated in the Prophets and this, in necessary
association with ideas of Resurrection, is a dominating conception of Jewish eschatology. Prominent,
too, in some writings is the thought of future and
final bli.ss or torment in the Other-world.
The Apocalyptic writings show three well-defined
;

notions of the future
conception, there is

:

(1)

continuing the prophetic

judgment followed by the

establishment of a blissful Kingdom on earth or on
a renewed earth (En. 1-36. 37-70 [new heaven and
earth], 83-90 Sib. Or. iii. 194 f. Test. xii. Patr.)
(2) the Kingdom is temporary, and at its close
Judgment begins, followed by the dawn of the
eternal world (En. 91 f., Apoc. Bar. [various sections], Secrets of Enoch, 4 Ezr., and possibly fs. Sol.,
Jub., Ass. Mos.) (3) no Kingdom on earth, but an
imminent future Kingdom in the Other-world.
;

;

;

The eternal earthly Kingdom.-— In Enoch 1-36 (c. 170 B.C.
Book of Enoch, 1893, p. 26]) there is a preliminary
Azazel and the angels who lusted after women are
in the place of darkness (lO^f) until the judgment.
Dis-

(1)

[so Charles, ed.

judgment.
set

obedient stars are confined in a waste place over an abyss ot fire.
Sinners have a place apart in Sheol till the judgment. The consummation and judgment are accompanied by shaking of the
mountains and rending of the earth. God appears with ten
thousands of His holy ones, and executes judgment on Mt.
Sinai (ch. 1). Azazel and the angels are cast into an abyss of
fire, along with all others who are condemned, including the
wicked in Sheol (106 13. 21if. 272), The righteous dead are raised
and, with the righteous who are alive, dwell in peace on earth,
which will be full of desirable trees and vines, yielding seed and
wine in abundance. The righteous will Uve till they beget a
thousand children, and will know neither sorrow, pain, nor
trouble. Labour will be a blessing. Righteousness and peace
will be established, and the earth will be cleansed.
The righteous eat of the Tree ot Life, which gives them long life. Thev
enjoy the presence of God, who will sit on a throne in a high
mountain, and they never sin again. The remaining Gentiles
become righteous and worship God.
A not dissimilar picture is found in En. 83-90, but here a
human Messiah, symbolized by a white bull (9037), is described
vaguely as dwelling in the Kingdom, though not introducing it.
Still more important, the idea of a new J erusalem— not a purified
earthly Jerusalem, but an entirely new city set up by God— is
found (90=9 see § 14). The Judgment is depicted under the
figure of God sitting on a throne.
Sealed books are opened and
set before Him. The stars and angels are judged and condemned
to an abyss of fire, along with apostate Jews (9020ff-). The risen
righteous are transformed into the likeness of Messiah and live
;

eternall}'.

In the Testament of the Twelve Patriarchs (Ifa-Wi B.C.) the
dispersed of Israel, or Israel after repentance, are restored. God
appears (Sim. 6, Asher 73) on the earth and destroys the spirits
of deceit.
But in other parts a sinless Messiah king, prophet,
and priest— appears and wars with the enemies ot Israel or with
Beliar, from whom he takes the captivity (Dan 510- U), binds him
(Levi IS), or casts him into the fire (Jud. 26-'). Sin now comes
to an end (Levi 18). The resurrection of Enoch, Noah, Shem,
Abraham, Isaac, Jacob, the twelve patriarchs, and all men (Benj.
1061-), some to glory, some to shame, follows.
All are judged,
and the judgment is accompanied by convulsions ot Nature
(Levi 4if-). There are snow, ice, and fire, and spirits ot retribution preserved in the heavens, as well as armies for vengeance on
the spirits of deceit and Beliar (Levi 3). The Gentiles share in
the Messianic Kingdom which is on this earth. The saints are
said to rest in Eden and the New Jerusalem (Dan 610. 11), or in
Paradise which Messiah opens (Levi 41''-).
In En. 37-70 (1st cent. B.C. [so Charles, p. 29]) there is a preliminary judgment on the dead (411'-).
The righteous are
oppressed and cry for help. The supernatural and pre-existent
Son of Man appears with the Head of Days. He sits on the
throne of his glory, set there by the Lord of Spirits, that he may
judge (463 4s2r. 494 618-62). The dead (Israelites ?) are raised.
Angels, good and evil, are judged before him, as well as the kings
of the earth and all who dwell in it (61. 64. 615- 8 cf. 494).
xiie
wicked are consigned to Gehenna or driven off the face of the
earth (383 412 45653. 54). (jod transforms heaven and earth as a
place for the righteous to dwell in (the first time heaven is
categorically mentioned as an abode for the righteous). The
Kingdom is here not conceived sensuously, though the righteous
' eat with that Son of
Man (62"). The Elect One dwells with the
righteous, who are clothed with garments of His glory (6215), and
live for ever.
They find righteousness with the Lord of Spirits

—

;

'

(DSir-).

In the third book ot the Sibylline Oracles God sends a king
brings all war to an end. Now the kings of the earth
assemble about Jerusalem, but are destroyed.
Israel dwells
safely under God's protection.
Earth yields boundless wheat,

who

wine, and

There

The

is

oil.
There is abundance ot "trees, cattle, and sheep.
no more drought or famine. Is 116-y is here paraphrased.
Kingdom, with Jerusalem as ita centre, extends over

eternal

;
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the whole world, for the heathen now worship God and live at
peace (vv.652ff.). The eternal Messianic Kingdom is referred

Jn 1234.
(a) Meanwhile a tem(2) The temporary earthly Kingdom.
poral Messianic Kingdom had been brought into prominence.
The eternal earthly Kingdom had its incongruous elementssensuous and earthly, spiritual and heavenly and the separation
of these was perhaps aided by the influence of Hellenistic Judaism and its eschatology the immediate entrance of souls into
their state of bliss or torment at death. The idea of a temporal
Messianic Kingdom, which ultimately issued in that of a Millennium, was a compromise between the old hope of the prophets,
which they expected to be realized in the present world, and the
transcendental hope of later Judaism (Gunkel, in Kautzsch, Die
A-pokr. und Pseudepigr. desAT, Tiib. 1900, ii. 370). The first appearance of this idea is in one of the sections of Enoch (91-104,
c. 134-94 B.C. [so Charles, p. 28]).
Here, under the influence of
to in

—

;

—

'

'

25i2, the doctrine of 10 world-weeks is found.
first 7 of these are increasingly wicked
at the end of the
7th the 'elect of righteousness' receive revelations concerning
the whole creation (933f-). Now begins the Kingdom, and in the
8th week sinners are delivered into the hands of the righteous
for destruction
the latter acquire houses, and the temple is
built in glory. The righteous judgment is revealed to the whole
world in the 9th week. Sin vanishes from the earth, which is,
however, written down for destruction. At the end of the 10th
week the great Judgment occurs. The earth is destroyed the
first heaven departs, and the new heaven appears (91i2f.).
The
righteous dead rise to it from their intermediate abode (91^0 ggs
lOS"* [? resurrection of the spirit])
they live in goodness and
righteousness, and walk in eternal light in Heaven (1042). ju
this book the wicked at d^ath are cast into Sheol (9S3), and here
they are confined for ever (1037- 8). Sheol has thus become hell.
In some other works of this period it is not clear whether the
Kingdom is temporal or not. Thus in the Book of Jubilees
(c. 135-96 B.C.), after the usual 'Messianic woes,' there is a return
to righteousness and a Messianic Kingdom, with God dwelling in
Zion in a new sanctuary (126.29 23i3f.). Heaven and earth are
gradually renewed as a conditional result of man's being transformed spiritually (426). There will be no Satan or any evil
destroyer, and men will attain to 1000 years (2327- 29), The verse
which says that God will descend and dwell with them throughout eternity (126) seems to point to the eternity of this Kingdom
but, on the other hand, it seems to terminate with the great Judgment (see Bk. of Jub., ed. Charles, 1895, p. 150, note on 2330), in
which the fallen angels and their children, Mastema or Satan, and
all sinners are to be judged (4i9- 24 510 iqs 23").
The resurrection is not definitely mentioned.
The same uncertainty characterizes the Psalms of Solomon
(c. 70-40 B.C.), with their vivid presentation of the Messianic
hope, and of a personal Messiah, Xpto-ros, who will appear and
drive out from Israel the heathen and sinners, but with spiritual
weapons, and gather together the holy people, and rule them in
holiness. The earth will be divided among them. The heathen
will serve him as vassals, and Jerusalem, purified and made
holy, will be the centre of his holy and wise rule (Pss 17. 18).
There is to be a final day of judgment (1513.14) j ^ut, as this is
never said to precede the Messianic Kingdom, and as the duration of the latter is probably contermmous vrith that of its
ruler' (Charles, Crit. Hist, of Doct. of Fut. Life, 1899, p. 223), we
may assume that it occurs at its close. It is a day of mercy for
the righteous.i who rise to life eternal (3i6 139) and inherit life
in gladness (147), but of recompense for the wicked, who receive
Hades (the abode of sinners, 162), darkness, and destruction for
ever (3i3 146).
The temporal Kingdom is probably also to be found in the
Assumption of Moses, dating from the beginning of the Christian
era.
After a time of repentance (118), God arises in wrath, and,
amid convulsions of Nature, interferes on behalf of Israel. Satan
will be no more.
'Then thou, O Israel, wilt be happy' (lOS).
Finally, Israel is exalted to the firmament, and thence looks
down upon its enemies in Gehenna (or on earth ?) (103ff-). There
is no Messiah in this book.
A clearer view of the temporal Kingdom is to be found in some
of the constituents of the Apocalypse of Baruch (a.d. 50-70). It
will be preceded by tribulations and convulsions of Nature
which do not affect Palestine (27-292). Messiah is then revealed
(293 397).
In two of the sections he slays (1) the leader of the
hostile fourth empire, Rome (395-403 the leader' is a kind of
Antichrist [see ERE, vol. i. p. 578'']) or (2) the hostile nations
which have trodden down the seed of Jacob. The others he spares
(722f.).
The Kingdom is temporal (eU tov aidva), and lasts until
* the world of corruption
is at an end (403 73I).
it is also sensuous. Behemoth and Leviathan serve as food for the righteous
remnant the Messianic banquet (cf. 4 Ezr 6-*yf-)-^ The earth
yields fruits 10,000-fold each vine has 1000 branches, each branch
1000 clusters, each cluster 1000 grapes, each grape produces a

the 70 years of Jer

The

;

;

;

;

'

'

'

'

;

;

'

—

*

'

;

The Judgment is a day of mercy for the righteous, but so
is the day when Messiah appears (186),
Does this mean that
Judgment takes place on that day ?
2 Cf. Ps 74i3f., Ezk 295 324f..
In Enoch 6072 Leviathan and
Behemoth are said to be parted.' In the Talmud (Baba bathra,
1

;

'

'

also

the

'

'

'

74a) the saints are to feast on Leviathan in the time of Messiah.
In the Targum of pseudo-Jonathan on Nu ll26f. Israel will feast
on the ox prepared for them from the beginning (see Gfrdrer,
Gesch. des Urchristent., Stuttgart, 1888 ; Weber, Lehre des
Talmud, 1880, pp. 156, 195, 370, 384). In Persian eschatology
the marrow of the ox Hadhay63h serves as food of immortality to
the righteous {Bund. xix. 13, xxx. 25 ; cf. also
viii. 38 f.).

JE

cor of wine.

dew

Winds bring aromatic perfumes, clouds distil the
and the treasury of manna again descends (29^'"-

of health,

There is joy, no weariness, disease, anxiety, or sin.
No one dies untimely ; women have no pain in childbirth. Wild
beasts minister to men. There is no toil in labour (73. 74). At

cf. Is 256-8).

the close of this period, the Consummation of the times (303),
Messiah returns to heaven (? see 30i), and the righteous rise.
Now begins the Day of Judgment (598), and the time of increased
perdition and torment for the wicked (5415. 21).
O) But with this period there arose attempts at giving the
exact duration of this temporal Kingdom, connected with the
growing view of the world-ages.l Jeremiah's prophecy of the
coming of the Kingdom after 70 years (25^2) had not been fulfilled.
At a much later time (c. 168 B.C.) the writer of Daniel
returns to the number 70, but re-interprets it as 70 weeks of years
(see Cornill, Die siebzig Jakrwochen Daniels, 1889), looking for
the establishment of the Kingdom after 3J years (92^). The
writer of Enoch 83-90 also re-interprets it, and speaks of 70
shepherds, to whose care the nation is given from the beginning
of the heathen attack until the establishment of the Kingdom
(8959f.)^ the period of their rule being subdivided into 12, 23, 23,
12 (=70) times (8972 905). A more exact method of dating is
found in En. 91-104 (early in Ist cent. B.C.). Here the world's
history is divided into 10 week-periods (933f-). At the close of
the 7th begins the Messianic Kingdom, in the 9th the revealing
of Judgment, and in the 10th the Judgment and the end, opening up a period of limitless weeks (9l2f-). The writer is living
towards the close of the 7th period (93io). In the Secrets 0/
Enoch (c. A.D. 1-60), the 3 author, perhaps basing upon the
Persian conception of the duration of the human race during 6
millenniums,^ uses an argument which was to become popular in
later times (§ 15). The world having been created in 6 days,
these days, each of 1000 years (Ps 90^), represent the course of
the world's history, followed by the Sabbath rest of 1000 years.
This rest' is the duration of the temporal Messianic Kingdom
(without a Messiah) now first regarded as a millennium. It is
followed by the Day of Judgment, which the righteous escape,
receiving a final award in Paradise (9) but the wicked are cast
into hell in the third heaven (10). There is no resurrection.
In 4 Ezra, after many signs, wonders, and evils, Enoch and
Elijah are revealed, and evil is blotted out(6i8tf.). Then Messiah,
God's Son, is revealed 'with those that be with him,' and his
Kingdom lasts for 400 years (this period was arrived at by comparing Gn 1513 with Ps 90^5 see Gfrorer, ii. 253). Those who
have escaped the woes and evils rejoice in it, as well as those
revealed with him '—-possibly the righteous dead now raised
(Charles, 286 cf. 1352, where Messiah is revealed with certain
OT saints). Messiah now dies, along with all men. There is a 7
days' silence, followed by the resurrection of all inankind, and
the last Judgment, a day in which none of the phenomena of
Nature is existent, only the splendour of the Most High. It
endures a week of years. The righteous enter Paradise and the
wicked Gehenna (5. 6. 7). Messiah is here conceived of as a semiDivine and a mortal being, and he has no part in the Judgment.
If the idea of a first resurrection is really to be found here, it is
obviously carried over from those earlier views, in which all the
righteous rose to share in the eternal Messianic Kingdom. It ia
also found in the Talmud (Weber 2, 364 f .).
(3) The Other-world Kingdom.— AMYion^h. the persistence of
the hope of the Kingdom is one of the most remarkable features
of Judaism, and one shared by no other ethnic religion, yet an
extremely pessimistic view of the world led in some quarters to
a complete abandonment of any hope of a Messianic Kingdom.
This is found in two of the sections of Apoc. Bar., written after
the fall of Jerusalem (see Charles's ed., 1896, p. Iv). The Final
Judgment is soon to take place (202 237 25). Souls will be brought
forth, of the righteous from their treasuries,' of the wicked from
their place of temporary punishment (302-5), The earth gives
back their bodies in the form in which it received them in order
that they may recognize each other. Then follows the Judgment, at which books are opened in which sins are written (241
49. 50 cf 21. 23. 241). Afterwards the bodies of the righteous are
transformed to glory, and they receive the world which does
not die,' and dwell in the heights of that world (51). The vricked
'

'

'

;

;

'

;

'

.

;

*

torment (30^ 516 523). The transitory creation is renewed there appears a world which does not die (326 4350 518),
For a similar but less detailed picture of the future, see ch.
Apoc. of Salathiel in 4 Ezr 434f., and
85, also the so-called
suffer

'

'

;

*

'

4 Maccabees.
(ii.) In later prophetic books the Resurrection
includes the righteous and also wicked Israelites.
In Apocalyptic books it generally excludes the
wicked {Test. xii. Pair,; 2 Mac, En. 83 ff, 87 f.
90^3 91 f. [resurrection of the spirit], Ps. Sol. 3"
[bodily or spiritual]). But it sometimes includes
the wicked Israelites or some of them, though
their resurrection may not be a bodily one {En.
22^^ 511- 2 J ibut cf. 61^ [righteous in a spiritual
body] 51"* 62^^- 1^). Again, in others, perhaps as a
result of Christian influences, there is taught a
resurrection of all, both JeAvs and Gentiles, righteous and wicked {Apoc. Bar. 30'"^ 50. 51, 4 Ezr 7^-'*,
1 In Apoc. Bar.2Bi f., when Adam sinned, the multitude to be
born was numbered and. until it is fulfilled, the resurrection
cannot take place. Cf. 4 Ezr 436, Rev 6II.
a Six millenniums preceded these (see § 8).
;

—

—
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Test. xii. Pair. [Benj. 10];

cf. Sib. Or. iv. 181 f.).
looks forward to a resurrection of the
occasionally
only,
thou^'h
a resurrection
righteous
of the rigliteous Gentiles, or even of all Gentiles,
Eisenis taught (Gfrorer, ii. 276 f. ; Volz, 247 ;
menger, Entdecktes Judenthum, Konigsberg, 1700,
In Jub. 23=<'- »' the spirits of the rightp. 908 f.).
eous are glorified ; cf. Ass. Mos., and the Alexandrian Jewish school Sirach, Pliilo, also the
Essenes and Sadducees. In Secrets of Enoch 22"'righteous souls are clad in the raiment of God's
II. viii. 13
glory (cf. tlie Pharisaic belief in Jos.
[good souls receive ' other bodies '] ; see Scliwally,
Leben nach dem Tode, Giessen, 1892, p. 171 f.).
Dn 12 is the first place in the OT where the Final
Judgment includes the dead.
not dissimilar
idea of a final judgment for certain of the dead,
already subjected to a preliminary judgment, ap-

The Talmud

—

'

BJ

'

A

Is 24^'-

pears in

^''.

In these Apocalyptic books,

where punishments are allotted to evil angels or
the dead before the Final Judgment, a preliminary
judgment is also implied or stated. Such a judgment is often inflicted on the living by Messiah,
or the saints, at the beginning of the temporal
Kingdom. In either case it is followed by the
Final Judgment, which allots the last and worst
condition of the wicked.
Where the Messianic
Kingdom is eternal, the Final Judgment usually
precedes it. But, where it is temporal, it occurs
at its close.'
(iii. ) The condition of the dead between death
and the Resurrection or Final Judgment may be
summarized as follows. Sheol is an intermediate
state in which the righteous are separated from
the wicked. From it the righteous rise to the
eternal Messianic Kingdom {En. 1-36 ; cf. 2 Mac).
Occasionally it becomes also the final state of
punishment for the wicked or for some of them,
though Gehenna is the more usual term for this
state [En. 22" 99", Ps. Sol. U<' 16=, Ass. Mos. 10'»,
Jub. 7^ 22", Talmud ; cf. also the fiery abyss in
En. 18"'- 21*'- for wicked angels).
similar conception of Sheol as an intermediate abode is found
in En. 91 f., 4 Ezr 4", Apoc. Bar. 11* 23» 522,
Josephus ; but here the righteous rise to a Kingdom in heaven, or to a Messianic Kingdom in a
new heaven and earth {En. 37 f.), although, as in
4 Ezra, there is a first resurrection to a temporal
Kingdom. Where Sheol is regarded as a place of
torment for the wicked at death, the righteous go
to a separate division of it as an intermediate
abode, or else to an intermediate Paradise {Jub.
7'®, En. eV, Secrets of En. 32').
The older conception of Slieol as a general place of the dead is
sporadically,
unassimilated
still found
with the
newer ideas (see Volz, Jiid. Esch. 289). The final
reward of the righteous is generally everlasting

A

'

life

10"

'

(Dn

etc.

)

12=,

En.

40^, Seer,

of En. 65*

;

cf.

Mk

—usually in heaven, or in the new heaven
That

and

of the Avicked

everlasting
(Ps. Sol. IS'^'-). They remain in Sheol
or suffer torments in Gehenna or the abyss of fire.'
Annihilation by fire which goes forth from God is
referred to in Asc. Is. 4'^ Torments, fire, and
darkness are frequently mentioned and fire, ice,
and snow, as well as spirits of retribution reserved
for the Day of Judgment, occur in Test. xii. Pair.
(Levi 3=). In later Judaism, Gehenna is the purgatory of faithless Jews, but Gentiles are eternally
earth.
destruction

is

'

'

'

;

punished in

it.

The place of the Gentiles in the earthly
Messianic Kingdom varies in Apocalyptic books.
The righteous heathen worship God {Sib. Or.
Those who have not been enemies of
iii. 710 tf.).
(iv.)

1 In the Jewish-Christian Test, of Abraham (2nd cent.) there
are 3 judgments the 1st at death, hy Abel ; the 2nd by the 12
tribes of Israel, at the Advent ; the 3rd by the Lord Himself
; see TS ii. 2. 29fl.).
(§§ 13,

—

U
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and are subject to Messiah
'J(J^, Apoc. Bar. 72='-, Ps. Sol.
21"'- 22-), or those who repent and
accept the light of Messiali are gathered in with
Israel and enlightened {En. 48*- » SO'-*-', Test. xii.
Patr. [Levi 18°, Naph. 8"-]). But in other cases
(mainly Ist cent. B.C.) the Gentiles are doomed to
Israel are spared,
or Israel {En. 10-'

iV-

cf.

;

Kev

destruction and punishment {En. 311., Ass. Mos.
10, 4 Ezr 13^"-, and also in later Judaism).
In
Jttb. 23™ (cf. 50°) they are driven out of Palestine
(cf. Sib. Or. V. 264, J'l 4").
The present state of things
(v.) The two ages.
(temporal, evil, and corrujitible) is often contrasted with the future state (blissful, eternal,
and incorruptible). Hence arose the doctrine of
the two ages this and that eeon, 6 aluv oBtos
(cf. Ro 12^ 1 Co 1™ 28- 8), nm o'^^yn
and 6 aliiv
6 juAXui' or 6 ipxS/ievos (Mk io^, Eph P\ cf. 2'),
N?ri D^Ssn (cf.
great
the
reon,' Seer, of En. 58°
61'').
'This age corresponds, on the whole, with
the transient world-ages (see above). The new
age begins either with the Messianic rejgn
eternal or temporal or (a later view) at the end
of the Messianic Kingdom which introduced a still
higher order, or the heavenly state (4 Ezr 7^' *',
Apoc. Bar. 44°^-). In Apoc. Bar. 74"- the temporary Kingdom is mediant between the two ages.
The end, completion, or consummation of the age,
or the times, or of all things, is often referred to
and is confidently awaited and these phrases are
very common in the NT (Dn T' 12", Apoc. Bar.
27'% Mt 13'^ 24» 282" i, (rwr^eM toD alSivoi cf. He
9=^ (TwriX^ia tuv aluvwv,
1 Co 10" rd t^Ktj tQv

—

—

;

'

—

;

;

alJ)i'ioy, 1

P

4"^

TrdvTWv t6 t^Xos).

A common Jewish expression, from the 1st cent,
onwards, was to take possession of the future
ason.'
For a similar idea, cf. En. 48' the Son of
Man shall preserve the portion of the righteous,'
and Col l'^. ggg Gfrorer, ii. 212 ff. Schoettgen,
Horae Hebr., Dresden, 1733, i. 1153 ff. Schiirer,
'

:

'

;

;

HJP

[1885] 133, 177.
(vi.) Parsi influences on Jewish eschatology.
Darmesteter {SBE iv. [1880], Introd. Iviiff.) and
others saw a strong Jewish influence on the Avesta.
Other scholars have maintained that there was a
considerable borrrowing from Parsiism in the formation of Jewish eschatology, just as in other
beliefs.
The question is complicated by the fact
that we do not know whether the later Parsi
beliefs also existed in earlier times.
There are
certainly profound differences between the two
eschatologies.
Moreover, though superficially
there appear to be strong resemblances between
them, e.g. the idea of world-periods, the binding
and conquest of evil powers, preliminary judgments and awards after death, the belief in
a Messiah, the destruction of the world in
connexion with resurrection and judgment, the
resurrection, the renewal of the worlds,
a detailed comparison of these general likenesses reveals many discrepancies.
Many elements of
Jewish eschatology have their roots in Semitic
II. ii.

—

—

mythology, and
fluence

it is

probable that the Parsi in-

was not generally fundamental, but merely

formative in the case of beliefs which were already
in existence or in process of being born, with occasional transmission of details.
On this subject, see Boklen, Die Verwandtscha/tsverhdltnisse
der jud..christl. mit der pars. Eschatologie, Gottingen, 1902;
Stave, Ueber den EinJHss des Parsismus auf das Judentum,
Haarlem, 1898 Cheyne, Origin of the Psalter, 1S91, p. 381 fl.;
Mills, Avesta Eschatology, Chicago, 1908
Sdderblom, op. cit.
301 fl.; Bousset, Eel. des Judentums, 473 ff.
;

;

in the Gospels.— (a) The interpretations given to our Lord's eschatology have
been many.
It has been taken with absolute
literalness ; it has been spiritualized ; it has been
regarded as subject to interpolation, greater or
less ; or its originality is admitted, but its exII.

Eschatology

—

BSCHATOLOGY
is regarded as a mistake and an
however, does not disannul Christ's
In reviewing our Lord's teaching,
we must keep before us certain important probabilities
(1) that He used the current Apocalyptic
language as the vehicle of a greater truth
(2)
that Apocalyptic language which He did not use
has been attributed to Him ; and (3) that His sayings were misunderstood and a wrong colouring
given to them. M. Arnold's maxim is here of
importance
Jesus above the heads of His re-

pected fulfilment
illusion which,
real greatness.
:

;

'

:

porters.'

Christ's teaching points to two separate ways of
regarding the Kingdom of God.
It is a present
12=8 1316.17^ Lk n^f.^^^is
spiritual reality (Mt
ii/iuv).
But it has also a future consummation
the glory of His Kingdom,' the n-aXiY/evicria. The
one condition is a preliminary to the other. Tlie
present Kingdom revealed in righteousness is to
spread until it is universal.' St. Paul's conception
of the Kingdom is similar.
It is a present and
purely spiritual state (Ro 14", Col 1'^'-), but our
full inheritance of it is in the future (1 Co 6° 15'°,
Gal 5=', Eph 5°). But in some sayings of Christ
the future Kingdom is introduced suddenly and is
catastrophic.
How are these different aspects
development and catastrophe to be reconciled ?
The eschatological theory that Christ thought that
the Kingdom would be inaugurated immediately
after a short period of Messianic woes,' He Himself being revealed as Son of Man, or Messiah, after
a supernatural removal and transformation, but
that, having seen this to be impossible. He began
to speak of a future Kingdom and brought on His
death in order that the catastrophic coming of the
Kingdom might at once follow, cannot be proved.''
Moreover, there was no Jewish precedent for such
a conception of Messiah. Nor can it be certain
that Christ looked forward to an immediate
coming of the (future) Kingdom.
In Mt 1023 a coming of the Son of Man before the disciples go

W

'

—

'

over

the cities of Israel

foretold. This completes a section
which has no parallel in the Mk. (6'f-) and Lk. (91f-)
accounts of the mission of the Twelve, these ending with the
command to shake off the dust from their feet (cf. the parallel
mission of the Seventy, Lk 101^-). This discourse in Mk. and Lk.
(=Mt 101-16) ia thus complete in itself. This is seen in the fact
that the additional section in Mt. (v.l7ff-) has parallels in the
Eschatological discourse in Mt 24=Mk 13=Lk 21. Verse 23 has
thus nothing to do with the mission of the Twelve, and is
perhaps a mistaken form of the formula found in Mt 241'*,
1310, unless it refer to Pentecost or the destruction of Jeruall

is

(vv. 17-23)

Mk

salem.

Hence

it

cannot have the meaning given to

it

by

Schweitzer (Quest, p. 357), that the Parousia will take place
before the return of the Twelve from their hasty journey.
Further, the sufferings prophesied (v.i7ff.) are thus not those
which will befall the Twelve on their mission, but refer to a
state of things after Christ's death and before the unknown
future Parousia (cf Jn 162). They are the ' Messianic woes ' of
current eschatology.
.

The two methods

of regarding the Kingdom,
present and future, correspond to the Jewish conception of a temporary, followed by an eternal
Kingdom (§ 10 (d)), but with important differences.
Christ has come and established a Kingdom of
God on earth not, however, a sensuous Kingdom, but a reign of righteousness ; and not a
reign of righteousness mechanically produced, but
the result of the gradual yielding 01 human wills
(cf. 2 Co 5").
But the consummation of the Kingdom was not on earth but in heaven. To this our

—

Lord looked forward, but He probably accepted
and taught that the consummation would have its
catastrophic beginning, here following Apocalyptic
1 Cf. Harnack, Sayings of Jesus, 1908, p. 232 : ' If any one
finds it impossible to accept the antinomy "the Kingdom is
future and yet -present," argument with him is useless.' See
also Sanday,
x. [1911] 102.
2 For these views, see Weiss, Die Predigt Jesu vom Reiche
Gottes, Gottingen, 1910 ; Schweitzer, Von Reimarua zu Wrede,
Tiibingen, 1906 (Eng. tr. The Quest of the Historical Jesus,
1910) ; Tyrrell, Christianity at the Cross Roads, 1909. Cf. also
F. C. Burkitt, ' The Parable of the Wicked Husbandmen '
Trans. Srd Intern. Cong. Hist. Rel., Oxford, 1908, ii. 3218.
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eschatology. But we do not know how far this
adoption of current thought is original, or how
far it is merely attributed to Christ.
Eschatology
has an important place in Christ's teaching as we
have if, yet there are other elements, and it is too
often forgotten that we have not a complete record
of all He taught.
The present Kingdom is not sensuous or introduced by catastrophic or other signs (save the coming of Elia6=John Baptist),
but spiritual and ' not of this world (Jn 183«). The future
Kingdom is heavenly, and thus, as far aa men are concerned,
the two aspects, present and future, are one and the same. Cf.
Mk 105, where men's method of receiving the Kingdom is the
condition of their enjoying its future consummation.
The
future Kingdom corresponds to the heavenly Kingdom of later
Apocalyptic, but is far more spiritually conceived (see Oesterley. Doctrine of the Last Things, 1908, p. 190 ff.).
'

A

prophecy of the Parousia and Judgment is
8''
already found in
the Son of Man is to
come in the glory of His Father with His holy
angels.
shall
But we
consider first the eschato-

—

Mk

logical discourse

Mk

13 = Mt

24i«'-

= Lk

21'^-.

It

opens with a prophecy of the destruction of the
Temple, followed by the question as to the time
and sign of these things,' viz. the Temple's destruction.
The discourse answers the question,
but it goes much further.
In Mk 134 and Lk 217 the question refers only to the destruc'

tion of the Temple. Therefore the eschatological form of the
question in Mt 243
the sign of thy coming and of the end of the
age
may be regarded as an interpolation. The reply must
simply have been one referring to the destruction of Jerusalem
a subject often spoken of bj' Christ as well as the doom of
unbelieving Jews. It is specifically referred to in Lk lO^l*"-, and
less clearly in 2328f., where it is near at hand. Cf. also Mt 12Wf.,

—

'

—

<

—

—

2337f.,

Mk

121,

Mk

Uj

1151 isif.

S4f..

with the prophecy of signs preceding
and accompanying the fall of Jerusalem is mingled
a prophecy of an event of much wider significance,
preceded by signs of more world-wide importance.
In

The most

13,

two prophecies
imminent (vv.9- H- 29. 30)^ the other

striking difference in these

while the one peril

unknown date

is

is

that,

is

at an

passage following on the other and
offering a stnange contradiction to it if both refer to the same
event ^f. Lk 12'Si). Hence probably v.io belongs to the second
prophecy before the end, not before the fall of Jerusalem,
must the gospel be preached among all nations. Again, v.21
.' must refer to the wars and convul'after that tribulation
sions of vv.7- 8j not to the destruction of Jerusalem, if we follow
the line of traditional Apocalyptic. Thus the mingling of two
prophecies one referring to Jerusalem, the other to the Parousia
by some one who believed in the imminent coming of the Son
of Man, confirmed or gave rise to the current view that it
would take place soon after the destruction of Jerusalem.
The composite character of this passage is also seen in the fact
that in the parallel passage in Mt 24 are inserted vv. 26-28. 37-41.
These are not found in the parallel passage in Lk., but occur
with him in a different connexion, viz. after the saying that the
Kingdom Cometh not with observation, etc. (1720-22). in Mt. they
break the continuity of the passage and occur separatelj', while
in Lk 17 they are brought together (vv.23. 24. S7. 26. 27. 31. 35) with
some additions (vv.28. 29. 32. 33), which have parallels elsewhere in
Mt 1039 1625 (cf. Mk 835). Again, Lk 1731 occurs in a different
context in Mt 2417- 18 = Mk 13"- 16. (In Lk. the sections describ.
ing an outward coming of the Kingdom are surely out of place
within you.') Mk 139-13
in a description of the Kingdom as
occurs in Mt 1017-23 in connexion with the mission of the Twelve,
where it is clearly out of place, and it is much shortened in
Mt 249. 13. 14. The passage regarding the coming of the Son of
Man and the sending forth of His angels (Mk 1326. 27) may combine words spoken separately, viz. Mk 836, Mt 1340f-, in which
the final day is differently described as a coming of the Son of
Man on clouds with angels, and a sending forth of angels
(though for a different purpose
to gather out all that offend,'
as against to gather in the elect').
(v.32), this

—

.

.

—

—

*

—

'

*

of the discourse may
thus be assumed. By many critics vv.'- *• i'''2'' (21-23 ?)
are regarded as a Christian adaptation of
a Jewish Apocalypse, written just before the fall of
Jerusalem, or a Christian Apocalypse using Jewish
materials, and containing many direct parallels
with Jewish Apocalypses (see Charles, p. 326 f.,
ed. Ass. Mos. pp. 80, 87), as well as with prophetic
eschatology. The reference to the coming of the
Son of Man shows that it is at an unknown (cf.

The composite character

24-27. so. 31

Lk
(cf.

Mt 25"-) and possibly distant time
'at even,' etc.).
Hence it is unnecessary to

12*'-s9-4s^

include vv.i'''2o in this Apocalypse, for they form a
natural sequel to the verses dealing with the signs
of the fulfilment of 'these things,' i.e. the destruc-

— —

—
;

'

BSCHATOLOGY
Temple, which is near at hand. Wliether
to tlie answer is a dillerent question, and the probability is that they are not (cf.
v." 'readeth,' not 'lieareth,' and the completely
different form in Lk 21''" compassed with armies ').
tion of tlie

they are

orif^'inal

'

TbuB the prophecy

relating to Jerusalem contaius

vv/'- '» Appearance of faJse Christa.
w.t».ii-ia Persecution of disciples.
V.12 Paniily quarrels.

w.14-20 Warnings and wops.
vv.2i"^ Appearance of false Ohriats and prophets.
vv. 23-31 Near approach of these events.
Probably this discourse has been coloured by the eschatological tlioughts of its reporter, for it is unlikely that our Lord
would give details of the event. Lk lO^^f. 212or- would then also
be so coloured or interpolated.
This leaves the purely eschatological passage
vv.7-tt Wars, earthquakes, famines ; the beginning oteorroviB,
but the end is not yet (oAA* oyn-uj to tcXos ; Lk 219
OVK eij5e'(us).
T.34 After that tribulation, further phenomena in Nature
(cf. Lk 21'-^- ""), which are not so much a sign as an
vv.26-27
vv.82-37

accompaniment of
The coming of the Son of Man.
The unknown time of the coming.

Warnings to

watch.
The inconsistency of an unknown coming being heralded by
signs is inevitable in Apocalyptic, and occurs in 1 and 2 Thess.
'^'-"•^-'•,

Thus the eschatological passage, vv.'-^gives a clear picture in prophetic and apocalyptic
style of the Parousia at an unknown and probably
distant time.' That it was spoken as it stands
need not be asserted, but it is unnecessary to suppose that it has been taken bodily from an existing
Apocalypse. Christ's references elsewhere to the
Parousia are less detailed, but their language
corresponds.
The sudden but unknown Parousia of the Son of Man is often
mentioned— Mt 24"= Lk 12''0; Lk 17M of. Mt 2427- W- The
Son of Man is to come in the glory of His Father and in His own
;

glory with His holy angels, or in the clouds of heaven, to reward

every man according to his works, or to be ashamed of those
ashamed of Him (Mk 838=Mt 1027=Lk 926 cf. Mt 2531, Mk 1462).
The Son of Man is to send His angels to gather out of the King;

dom

that offend, but the righteous will shine as the sun
(Mt 13-il-^3). The judgment is further described in the discourse
For other references to
of the Sheep and the Goats (Mt 2531-46),
the Day of Judgment, see Mt 124i-42=Lk 1131- S2 ; Mt 1122= Lk
all

1014; Mtll24.

To these passages there are parallels in Dn 718 * came with the
clouds of heaven,' and in Enoch, where the Son of Man is described as sitting on the throne of His glory to judge (453 618 62^
6927).
Angels of punishment take the wicked and execute
judgment upon them (6211). Thus these, as well as the passage
Mk 13, echo the language of Apocalyptic.
The passage, When in the regeneration,' etc. (Mt 192S), does
not occur in the parallel passage Mk 1028f- = Lk 1828f-. But it
occurs in a different connexion in Lk 2229. 30^ where it is
obviously out of place with what precedes. It may be an eschatological addition suggested by such an incident as Mt 2020f.
cf. Mt 2521.
It ig the natural result of speaking of inheriting
the Kingdom of Heaven (Mt 2533-34)^ but it is found in older
Apocalypses ; cf. -fe'n. 10812 I will seat each on the throne of his
honour'; Test, xii. Pair. [Jud. 251], at the resurrection Judah
and his brethren will be chief of the twelve tribes cf. Benj.
107 cf. also Rev 821). The idea of judgment by the righteous
is already found in Dn 244, En. 9112 9.'i7 951 9812 ; wis 38, cf 1 Co

m

*

*

;

;

.

62-3.

Christ spoke so often of the judgment on Jerusalem that we can hardly doubt that in His mind
it was a Divine judgment, and, as such, a coming
of the

Him.^

and

it

Son of

Man

to the city which had rejected

Much of the detail is obviously interpolated,
(as Wendt

was not the Final Judgment

[Teaching of Jesus, 1892, ii. 364 f.] insists), though
the horror excited by the fall of Jerusalem caused
an inevitable mingling of the two events in Synoptic
Possibly, therefore, Mt 10^ may have
tradition.
been spoken with reference to this event as a
'coming.' (One may here compare the punishments on the unfaithful churches in Rev 2'*- '^ 3',
which are regarded as a 'coming' of Christ.)
After this 'coming,' Christianity would shake
itself free of Judaism and enter on that long period
1 The time unknown to the Son is recalled in Rev 14is, where
the angel carries the message to the Son of Man announcing
that now the time has come.
2 See Durell, Self-Revelation of our Lord, 1910.
For the
different suggestions in Christ's teaching about the Kingdom
present, near future, more distant future— see Sanday,
ii. 620.
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growth which is pointed to in Mt 1.3'''- "'• *"• 25'»,
2'"- -' 42»'-.
Thus, in a sense, the present Kingdom on earth has its catastrophic coming or point
of

Mk

development, analogous to the catastrophic
of the future heavenly Kingdom.
The emphasis laid on the unknown time of the
coming, as well as the mingling of two events in
Mk 13, helps to elucidate those passages which
look forward to it within 'this generation.' In
Mk83»9i = Mt 16"-'-«, Lk 9-»-") 'some shall not
taste of death till they have seen the kingdom of
God come with power' (Lk. 'see the kingdom of
God
Mt. see the Son of Man coming in his kingdom ') immediately follows on a reference to the
Parousia and Judgment. The latter, said elsewhere
to occur at an unknown time, is here combined
with an event said to be near at hand. Two different things are spoken of, or were spoken of, at
ditt'erent times and combined by one who believed
of

coming

(

'

' ;

in the

ment

imminent catastrophic coming and establishKingdom. It is impossible to suppose

of the

(as Dobschiitz does, Eschat. of the Gospels, 1910,
116) that there is here no real contradiction
E.ecause, in putting the date at the end of His
generation, Christ gives no real date.
It should

be noted, however, that Mt. is more eschatological
than Mk., who again is more so than Luke. This
is an example of the way in which to a non-catastrophic saying regarding the Kingdom there may
be given such a colouring. The Kingdom coming,
or coming in power, was not necessarily catastrophic, like the coming of the previous verse.
Already it had come as an unseen power
the
future coming with power within this generation
might quite well refer to a spiritual outpouring,
such as Joel foretold and such as occurred on the
Day of Pentecost (cf. Jn 142« 15="- i" 16"-). This
was seen by the disciples. It was also a judgment,
marking out the Christian community, the faithful, who were rewarded ^vith a deeper spiritual life,
from those who put Christ to shame by not accepting His message.
'

'

;

'

That this is the case may be seen from the fact that the
Parousia is invariably spoken of as a coming of the Son of Man
with His angels, followed by a judgment (Mk 838, Mt 1349 i627
2531, Lk 926).
This differentiates it from the simple seeing the
Kingdom, or coming of the Kingdom with power (Mk 91, Mt 1628,
Lk 927), and suggests that these phrases do not refer to the
Parousia properly so called. Similarly, the Kingdom is already
come in the presence of Christ in the world (Lk 1720f-), and His
invisible presence might also be felt in all future spiritual,
moral, or national crises.

That the future unknown coming may also be a
distant coming is seen from the form of the saying,
\i^ at even, or at midnight, or at cock-crowing, or in the morning.' Similarly in Lk 19"'-, to
those who thought the coming of the Kingdom of
God imminent Christ spoke the parable of the
Talents, with the phrase Occupy till I come.' Cf.
the parallel passage Mt 25'^ ' after a long time the
lord of those servants cometh.' ^ Again, the words
to the high priest, dn- iSpri bipeffde (Mt 26"), or simply
6fecr8e (Mk 14^^), do not necessarily denote that he
would see the coming of the Son of Man in his lifetime, but may mean after death, at the resurrection, when the unjust as well as the just would
rise, according to a well-known opinion of Jewish
Apocalyptic. Cf. En. 5V, where at the coming of
the Son of Man all Israel rises. It should be noted
also that the parallel Lk 22^' says nothing of a
coming of the Son of Man (cf. Ac 7'*^). Thus the
exhortation to watch for the unknown coming did
not implj^ that it would be in the hearers' day,
since Christ Himself did not know when it would
It might be then, therefore they should
be.
be watchful. But the words are spoken also to
future generations of disciples.

Mk

'

'

In one of the sections of the Apoc. Bar. the fall of Jerusalem
antecedent to and preparatory for the Judgment (202).

1

is

2 Cf.

Mt

2448. 60

•

tarrieth,' 256

•

tarried.'

,';
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In its present form the Kingdom fulfils the anticipations of the past, but these are generally
spiritualized by Christ (cf. Dobschiitz, 138 f.)Why, then, does He use the current ideas and
language regarding the future catastrophic Parousia, %vithout also clearly spiritualizing it ? If He
is correctly reported. His purpose may have been
to show that the Son of Man would be the principal figure in the Kingdom, and to point to His own
future justification as well as to the necessity of an
ethical division before the establishment of the
heavenly Kingdom a division begun and ended by
Himself.
Although His disciples anticipated a
literal fulfilment of these sayings in their own
time, they also caught the spiritual sense, and
their eschatological liopes did not interfere with
their Christian life and conduct.
In their discourses in Acts, though judgment is spoken of, the
main stress is not eschatological. Indeed, though
Christ used the language of His time as well as of
past time, He did not necessarily mean that He
would actually come on clouds, or that a great
visible assize would take place.
His hearers had
no celestial language,' and perhaps to Him there
was open only the inadequate language of His

—

'

—

time metaphor and pictorial imagery. It was
the vehicle of His thought, and it expresses more
than appears. Moreover, even the thoughts which
lay in the depths of His personality, and which
came into being through His deep consciousness of
His relation to the Father, could perhaps only
shape themselves as they rose to the surface from
time to time, through the medium of His surface
thoughts, whOe yet they always indicated their
presence, or from time to time forced aside the
refracting medium.
Perhaps for this reason His
eschatological conceptions bear the appearance of
an imminent as well as of a catastrophic coming.
Intense convictions loom large on the mental
horizon and assume a nearness of fulfilment which
is illusory.
In times of intense thought we ' can
crowd eternity into an hour.' This was true of

many prophetic

utterances,' and it was much more
true of Apocalyptic convictions, which frequently
speak of the nearness of the last things, as if they
could not be otherwise conceived of (cf. En. 51^,
Apoc. Bar. 20* 23' 82^). Yet combined with this is
an uncertainty as to the time (Apoc. Bar. 24*
4 Ezr 6'*', Sib. Or. iii. 55). Still, what is emphatic is
less the thought of nearness than the absolute
certainty of the reality of the things of the end.'
For these reasons Christ's deeper knowledge and
conviction of His position as Judge of men's
thoughts and deeds took shape in His surface
thoughts, mainly, though not always (see below),
in intense eschatological convictions, which (if the
nearness of the Parousia in His teaching is insisted
on) then assumed the form of an imminent and
catastrophic Parousia.
must, therefore, search
for the rich meaning of which Christ's eschatology
is full, and which its association with the past
already connotes.
(1) Thus it is not necessary to assume that Christ taught
absolutely an imminent Parousia.
This overcomes the theory
that such a prophecy was falsified, as well as the necessity of
resorting to sophistical methods of explaining away the

We

falsification.
(2) The literal

acceptance of the Parousia teaching robs it of
much of its meaning. Is there not rather here an impulse to
moral conduct, because Christ comes as Judge not finally but
always? So the sentence, 'Enter . . . joy
.,'
depart
.
suggests what is true in the course of human life. Those whose
life is approved have a present joy, while the unrighteous
already feel the self-imposed curse' of separation from God.
Present and. future merge into one, and these conditions may be
permanent if men choose to make i;hem so. We maj' well see in
Christ's eschatological language a picture of truth, not a reference to actual future events a picture of His present and con.

.

.

.

—

1 Cf.

A. B. Davidson, Old Test. Prophecy, 1903, p. 353.
Das Selbstbevmsstsein Jesu, Stiassburg,

2 Cf. Baldensperger,
1888, p. 148.

tinuous judgment on manldnd. Before Him, not at a Last
Day,' but always, are gathered all nations and in this, as in
another sense, the saying is true, Lo, I am with you always.'
The imagery of coming on the clouds of heaven is not too much
for the splendour of this thought of a perennial and present
judgment. OT prophecy was not fulfilled literallj', but fulfilled
far more effectively in the vindication of the eternal rule of
righteousness, and its triumph over human pride and sin. This
was pictured in concrete images, in elements drawn from the
field of political, social, and cosmic life, forming one single and
vast dramatic situation. Thus it gained in force. Isaiah recasts
his details from time to time as new circumstances in history
arise, but his main contention remains unchanged.
So the
dramatic action in Christ's picture of the last things is a representation of the continuous course of the Divine judgment.
Hence, whether the language is His own or due to the additions
of His reporters, such a line of interpretation is unaffected. It
is also confirmed by the Gospel of St. John (see below), as well
as by passages in the Synoptics (cf. Mk 25, Mt Vfiii- ii2if.i!7
'

;

'

In this connexion it should be noted that, while
Christ is careful to preserve the prophetic and
Apocalyptic ideas of the Kingdom, at the same

time

He

spiritualizes

Thus the coming

them.

Kingdom is preceded by Elijah (John
Satan's (=Eeliar's) power is destroyed
(Mt 12^^^-, Lk 1018). Human ills are done away with— the blind,
lame, deaf, healed ; sinners brought to repentance. The conception of the Messianic banquet is not lost sight of : Mt 8ii
Baptist,

(=Lk

Mt

of the

ill"! 1710-'3),

1328 [Q)]),

Mk

1425,

Lk

2216- so (cf.

Mt 221"

2629).

But

it

obvious that the latter passages are not to be taken literally
they are symbols of spiritual ecstasy and union (of., for this.
Rev 320 « will sup with him '), since elsewhere the sensuous conception of the Kingdom is excluded, the relations of sex are
is

men are as the angels (io-oyyeAot) (Mk 1224.2l),l
compare the parables where the festival is used as a
type of the Kingdom (Lk 14l6f'), and also Christ's action in
sitting down with publicans and sinners (Mk 215) cf also Lk
1415, description of the Kingdom as a marriage supper, though
here it is the present Kingdom which is thus typified (v.i^. The
Kingdom is finally consummated in an entirely new order, the

abolished, and

We may

;

They
n-oAiyyefecrta (Mt 1928).
it-ao-TaffewS vloC (Lk 2035- 36),

who

.

attain that aaon are r^?

But it can hardly be doubted, as a comparison
of parallel passages in the Synoptics abundantly
suggests (cf . Dobschiitz, 91 f ), that a great deal of
eschatological colouring has been given to Christ's
words by His reporters. In this connexion it is
contains less eschatological
significant that
.

Q

Mk

8^
matter, and that coloured less highly (cf.
with Mt 10^, Lk 12») than the others,= though
still sufficient to show that Christ did speak in
Apocalyptic language Lk 2228-3o=Mt 19^^, a passage which bears evidence of a common original
somewhat freely treated by the two writers ('continued with me,' followed me ; eat and drink
.'[Mt.]). Mk. con[Lk.]; in the regeneration
tains more, Mt. most of all. There is less in Lk.
and least in Jn. (see B. H. Streeter, in Oxford
Studies in the Synoptic Problem, 1911). Perhaps
the destruction of Jerusalem deepened the colouring given to Christ's words in Mk. and Mt., if
these Gospels date c. A.D. 70 (see Harnack, Date
of the Acts and the Synoptic 6ospels,\191l). Christ's
reporters also more or less combined the idea of a
coming of the Kingdom at a near date (destruction
of Jerusalem, Pentecost) with the coming of the
Son of Man at an unknown and remote date. This
gave rise to the idea of a near Advent and Judgment, as we see it in the Epistles and in early
Christian literature.* But this idea did not hinder
the first followers from regarding the development of the Church as an historic process (cf. Inge,
:

i

'

'

'

'

.

.

May

Guardian, 13
1910, p. 680, col. 3).
As has been seen, the conception of an immediate coming did
If we eliminate His eschato
not act upon the mind of Jesus.
logical ideas, His ethics remain unchanged (Dobschiitz, 13).
There is no real evidence that the ethic of Jesus is an Interims'
ethik, as Schweitzer insists, hut it is for all time, as is also the
'

'

1

These ideas occur also
614 They
they eat

will

'

;

'

in En. 6214 ' with that Son of
will become angels in heaven '

man
;

cf.

104-1- 6.

Harnack, Sayings of Jesus, 1903, p. 250 f., The tendency
to exaggerate the apocalyptic and eschatological elements in
our Lord's message, and to subordinate to this the merely reli2 Cf.

'

gious and ethicarelements, will ever find its refutation in Q.'
3 It is obvious that men who thought, after the Resurrection,
that Christ would now restore the Kingdom to Israel (Ac 18)
might err regarding the time of the Parousia.

BSCMATOLOGY
etblc of St. Paul. The ethic of Jeaus is an othic of the Kingdom
considered as a present reality, and its cHsence and Influence
still remain in the future heavenly Kingdom.
The hopefulness
of the early Christians, their belief that they were living in a
new order, which would not be changed, but consummated, by
the Parousia, gave them confidence to live on the ethical plane
of this new state, with glad alacrity. (See F. G. Peabody, NT
Eschatology and NT Ethics,' Trana. Sri Inter. Cong. Ilitt. Ret.,
Oxford, 1008, ii. 806 fl.)
'

That the actual sayings of Christ regarding
both the destruction of Jerusalem and the Future
Coming have been highly coloured by the Apocalyptic ideas of His reporters is seen (1) in the
fact that in Jn. little allusion is anywhere made
to the impending judicial calamities of the JudseoKoman war, and the destruction of Jerusalem and
of the temple ( Wendt, ii. 273)
and (2) in the
Johannine conception of judgment.
Ohrist knew what was in men (Jn 22^)
hence there is a
'

'

;

;

present judgment, regarded as automatic and self-induced,
which has results for the future (336 524). Unbelievers are judj^^ed
already (3I8). But believers are not judged (3I8 6") the fact
of their acceptance of the Light has freed them from judgment.
Though the judgment is self-induced, and Christ in this sense
does not judge (cf. 81' 12'''i.), yet, because He is the Light, He
'reproves' the dark deeds of men (320), while those who do the
truth in presence of the Light have the Divine working in their
deeds made manifest (321). Thus He, as the Light, does judge
(cf. 622- 2^- 30 9S» 1231).
But, throughout, judgiment is a present
process no doubt with future results, but still working in the
present. The judgment is not conceived as a future, catastrophic coming. That future judgment is simply a confirming
of the continuous judgment of the present.
The passage, Jn 628- 29, is so obviously interpolated that it has
no bearing on this subject.
The formula, at the last day,'
which occurs in various connexions resurrection (639f- 4^- W),
judgment (12^8) ig perhaps also an interpolation, as its omission rather adds to than takes from the force of the passages.
(Note 12^ the word that I have spoken, the same shall judge
him,' as parallel with the ideas of 3I8-21 524, when at the last
day' is omitted.) Thus St. John gives us a closer appro,\imation than the Synoptists, not only to the meaning but also to
certain aspects of the form of Christ's Apocalyptic teaching.
No doubt he looked forward to the near end of the age, preceded by antichrists (false teachers, 1 Jn 218- 19- 22- 28 43), and to
the Parousia ; but he usually describes it differently from the
Synoptists (cf. 143 i will come again, and receive you unto
myself,' although the Parousia is also connected with judgment
;

—

'

—

—

*

'

<

(1

Jn 228 417]).
The saying

John (2122) does not necessarily show that
Christ taught a near coming such as would be involved within
the period of a human life. The words are purely conditional
rather than affirmative, and are intended to check curiosity
to St.

(cf. V.2S).

»

Mk

1328=Mt 2430 = Lk 2127; Mt 242'=. Lk ir-" ; Mt 2437.
172«, cf. 30; Mt'24" = Lk 12«; Mt2/;13-31; Lk 2130, cf. i24<.
1482 = Mt20« = Lk22'»; Mtl023;
83«-Mt 162'-28=Lk l)2e
128. s
Mt 1928 ; Lk 188.

.See

= Lk

Mk
Lk

authenticity of the Johannine conception of
judgment and its roots in Christ's actual teaching
are seen in this, that, while the Synoptics set forth
the Final Parousia and Judgment
a conception
which dominated the early Church John gives
such a different and more spiritual conception.
This did not originate with him, unless we are to
regard him as greater than Christ. On the other
hand, just as God's judgment is shown in the Synoptics to be present and continuous (Mt 6*- *• "• '' 1*
10*) as well as future (Mt lO^s 18^=), they also show
that this is true of Christ (Mt 9= 10'^- ll^o- ^), thus
proving that dramatic eschatology was not the only
aspect of Christ's teaching. The passage, Jn 5**
'He hath committed all judgment unto the Son'

—
—

(cf. En. 69" The sum of judgment was committed
unto him, the Son of Man '), shows how a simple
statement of the connexion of the Son with judgment might be expressed either by Christ or His
reporters in the form of an eschatological picture.
In the OT, Jahweh is
(6) Christ as Judge.
Judge, as also in Apocalyptic books, save En. 37-70,
where the Son of Slan judges. But in the Gospels,
while the Father is spoken of as Judge (Mt 10^
•

—

Christ's influence at the

Judgment

is

also

spoken of (Mk 8*^), and more generally He Himself is Judge, and exercises this function on all
men.
(c) The Son of Man.
It is noticeable how, in

—

nearly all directly eschatological passages, this
the title used by Christ.'

is

1 For the arguments for and against the theory that Christ
never used the title of Himself, see Drummond, JThSt ii. [1901]
645 f.

VOL. V.
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.

Mk

;

As has been seen, the plirase, 'one like unto a
son of man,' occurs in Dn 7", and there sums up
comprehensively the people of the saints of the
Most High,' who are exalted in glory, and to whom
judgment is given. There may also be a reference
to one who represents the saints, and a Messianic
meaning was given to tlie phrase Ijy the Jews.
can hardly avoid the conclusion that Christ, in
using 'the Son of Man,' refers back to Dn., and
regards Himself as typifying the saints of tlie Most
High (the people of His Kingdom), who are in Dn.
first humiliated, then exalted.
In two passages
tliere is a strong suggestion of the origin of the
26<'«
title in Dn. (cf. Mt 'i^"
with Dn 7'»'-). But,
again, in En. 37-70 the title Son of Man occurs
with imagery similar to that which our Lord uses.
This document may represent a larger literature
in which the title also occurred, and it was probably understood by many of His hearers. 1 We can
hardly avoid the conclusion that Christ deliberately
transferred this title to Himself, ^ving it a richer
and fuller meaning (cf. passages in which it suggests not glory, but humiliation, and see Charles,
Bk. of Enoch, p. 315, for the referenceof the latter to
the Isaianic conception of the Servant of Jahweh).
The argument in favour of Christ's using a title from Enoch
'

We

'

'

rests on the pre-Christian date of this section. (See Charles,
pp. 107, 113; and, against, Hilgenfeld, ZWT, 1892, p. 446 f. ;
Drummond, JThSt ii. 545.) The title may have been a popular,
not a Pharisaic, one, and its use in Christian circles would
explain the fact that it is sparsely, if at all, found in Rabbinic
writings. (See Dalman, Die Worte Jem, 1898, i. 201 ff. ; Sanday,
Exp. 4th ser. iii. [1891) 27 f.) In Ps S''- » the son of man ' is
'

crowned with glory and honour. This passage is thought by
some to have also suggested Christ's use of the phrase (Bartlet,
Exp. 4th ser. vi. [1892] 434 f. Dalman, i. 218).
The use of the phrase, 'the Son of Man,' where the first
person might be expected, is an exceedingly strange mode of
speech,' and has given rise to the question whether Christ here
;

'

meant Himself in all cases,
coming (Drummond, 566,

especially in the reference to a future
568).
But in Mt 1613, even if /xe is
omitted, the disciples' answer shows that they had identified
Christ with the Son of Man.
Again, the fact that in some
I
parallel passages
takes the place of the corresponding 'Son
of Man shows that the two were regarded as identical, and
that Christ used the phrase alternatively with L' It is obvious
that in Mt 26^4 the high priest at once believed that Christ wag
speaking of Himself, while in Mt 253if- who could be referred to
but Christ? (See v.35tf..) See, further, Jesus Christ.
The future coming of the Son of Man, as contrasted with the
passages where it is said He hag come, though it is never spoken
of as a second coming, need present no difficulty, in spite of the
fact that it has been asked, 'Can Jesus mean Himself in these
passages ? (Drummond, 567). The usage is parallel with that
which speaks of the Kingdom both as present and as future.
The parable of Dives and
{d) State of the dead.
'

'

'

*

The

18''),

38a

'

—

Lazarus points to the current popular Jewish view
of different states in Sheol after death, better or
Paradise, as used in Lk 23'"', probably
worse.
means the better part of Hades, for it is evidently
not Heaven (cf. Jn 20", Ac 23i).2 Hades, or Sheol,
is a temporary abode, for it is cast into the lake
of fire after giving up the dead (Rev 20"' " ; cf. l'*).

Meanwhile, the righteous dead enjoy communion
with God. After the Judgment, the righteous with
the Kingtheir risen bodies go into life eternal

m

dom

of the Father, and are as the angels, and
shine forth like the sun.
They will never die
(Mt 13«22S''25^«,Lk203«). Their felicity is spiritual,
though this is set forth occasionally in more or less
In Jn.,
sensuous images (Mt 8" 192« 222'- 251°).
eternal life as well as resurrection is a present
"•
6"possession of believers (5-<
" 11» IV, 1 Jn
511);

but the contradiction with the Synoptics

is

more apparent than real. The promised 'life' is
bound up with the Kingdom of God, and, in so far
as that is present, life is also a present posses1 The form of the question in Jn 1234 does not suggest ignorance of the title, but euriosity regarding a Son of Man who will
'

be

'

'
lifted up.'
2 In 2 Co 124 Paradise is in one of the heavens.
Cf. Secrete of
31 : Paradise in the third heaven is the final abode of the

Enoch

righteous.

;
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Whether Christ teaches a resurrection of the
wicked has teen questioned, but their fate is clearly
set forth (Mt 5^- ^- »» 8" 1 3«- »»).
Punishment will
be proportionate (Mt IP"-, Lk 12''"-).
This and

sion.

other passages (Mt 5^^ 12'^), as well as the general
drift of Christ's teaching regarding the love of the
Father, raise the question whether these punishments are eternal in the sense of unending, or only
in the sense of lasting tUl their work of purification
is accomplished.
It is not impossible that here, as
elsewhere, our Lord was simply using the language
and beliefs of His own time, to enforce moral truth
and probably His reporters have further coloured
His sayings with their own beliefs. The parables
of the Supper
and of
compel them to come in
the Draw-net are suggestive, and we are also forced
which
to view these problems in the light
Christianity as an ethical faith and a religion of progress supplies.
cannot limit our views of the
future by the crude and material images of older
beliefs from which Christianity has too often
borrowed.
12. Eschatology of St.
Paul. St. Paul was
imbued with ideas regarding the Apocalyptic
coming derived from his Jewish training and from
Christian tradition especially the traditional form

—

'

'

—

We

—

—

of Christ's eschatological discourses,' and he is
concerned with three main events, (1) the Parousia,
(2) the resurrection of the dead and transformation
of the living, and (3) the Judgment. The emphasis
on the first two varies in difl'erent epistles, and his
teaching on each is called forth by varying circumstances.
(1) In 1 Th., St. Paul has to do vrith Christians
who were anxious, regarding those who had died,
with respect to Christ's Parousia, which they, with
St. Paul, deemed to be close at hand. He answers
that the Day of the Lord mil come as a thief in
the night, and that Christ will come suddenly from
heaven with the voice of the archangel and with
the trumpet. The dead in Christ shall rise ; the
faithful living shall be caught up to meet the Lord
in the air (4'™- 5'^-)- The whole passage is of a
primitive character. In 2 Th. there is to be a
revelation (iiroKoKv^is) of Christ from heaven with
His mighty angels. But the Day is not so near as
the exaggerated anticipations of the Thessalonians
expected. There will be first a great falling away
(cf.

Dn

8^*^

LXX,

rdv afxapTiGiv avTCiv\
(d?roKaXu093) of the man of sin,
7'
sits in the temple of God (cf.
ir'K'qpovfx^vtav

and the revelation

who
U^,

Dn

God

as

Mk

2 Co 6">), and who is at present
hindered. But he will be destroyed by Christ at
His Parousia (2^''-). St. Paul thus still expected
the Parousia in his lifetime.
The Pauline Antichrist resembles in many pointe that of the
Apocalypse, and goes back to the opposing power in Dn V^and

13",

Mk

Apac. Bar.

But, while Antichrist in
the Apocalypse is Rome, or Rome represented in its Emperor,
the Pauline Antichrist has a much more ideal symbolism, and is
non-political and probably Jewish (a pseudo-Messiah), though it
recalls Caligula, who tried to set his statue in the temple.
The
restraining power (to waTevof), or the restrainer (6 Karexun'),
is probably the Empire and its rule.
This in itself sets the
Parousia at some distance off.
1128'-,

13

(cf.

41).

In 1 Cor. there is little difference from the above
account, save that there is no reference to Antichrist.
The time is short ; men are living at the
ends of the ages (7^ 10"). After short tribulations
(7™- ^), Christ will come with the sound of a trumpet.
MeanwhUe, during this short period before His
Parousia, Christ reigns and strives with His
enemies, the last of which. Death, shall be destroyed
at His coming, through the resurrection of believers
(cf. 2 Th 1*- '2*).
His temporal, mediatorial Kingdom will then come to an end, and God will be all
in all (15=^-)1

Cf. 1

Kennedy,

Co

62

and Mt 1928, 2 Co 510 and Mt 2631-32. See also
Conceptums of the Last Things^ 1904, pp.

St. FaxU's

While this temporal and short rule of Christ is not equivalent
to a millennial reign of Christ on earth, following on the Parousia
(coming between the en-etra of v. 23 and the etraof v.2i), as some
have maintained, probably the thought is here coloured by
the Jewish idea of the temporal Messianic Kingdom, though
the latter is enriched and spiritualized (cf. also 1525 with Mk
123«).
In later epistles, Christ is 'all in all,' and His Kingdom
is one with that of God (Eph 123 56).

In Kom. and 2 Cor. the Parousia is still regarded
as near (Ro 13"), but the idea of a general apostasy
preceding it gives place to that of the inclusion of
the Gentiles in the Kingdom (ll=*-'«). This anticipates a speedy conversion of the world. But St.
Paul is no longer confident of living to see the
Parousia (Ro 1*8, 2 Co 4"-i8 5'^'-, but see Ro 13"'-).
At first he expected to be alive at the Parousia.
But, as time went on, the stress of his teaching
lay elsewhere, and now he only hoped to be alive.
Finally, he regarded it as far better to die, though
it was needful that he should live, not to see the
Parousia, but to benefit his people (Ph l^- ", cf. 3").
Yet he could still look for the coming from heaven
(Ph 3^°). Its nearness was to him guaranteed by
the extension of the Christian faith and the great
For
spiritual awakening consequent upon that.
he follows the prophetic belief in spiritual outpouring as immediately preceding the Day of the
Lord. Contrariwise, with the Prophets and later
Apocalyptists he saw in the opposing increase of
evil another herald of the nearness of the Day.
(2) At the Parousia the dead in Christ rise, and
the living are caught up to meet the Lord in the
The
air, or transformed {aXKayrj^i/ieBa, 1 Co 15^').
dead rise with a awfia -TrpeufxariKdv bearing tt]p elKdva
the body is to be
of. Ph 3"
ToO iirovpaviov (IS""changed into the likeness of rb ffufia ttjs S6^ris airov).
Some have thought that St. Paul now came to
regard the resurrection from another point of view,
his mind in
or that the latter was already latent
This view, based mainly on 2 Co 5'^,
1 Co 15.
presupposes that he now taught that the soul at
death receives in heaven a new body or organism
;

:

m

cf. Bousset, ^i? JFiv. 144 ; so also Pfleiderer,
Holtzmann, Reuss, Charles, etc.). In accordance
with this view, not a resurrection but a manifestation of the already glorified righteous dead took
place at the Parousia (Ro 8^', Col 3*).

[1X1/^^"

;

This theory does not seem to be supported by 2 Co 41*, where
a future resurrection is in question. Nor need exo/jte»' imply
immediate entrance into possession of the ol<iav ax^LponoiTjTov.
It is for the believer a sure inheritance, but it is not necessarily
received at death. St. Paul almost certainly believed in an
intermediate state (cf. Eph 49- 10) ; but, since the Parousia was
so near at hand, the experience of that state (being found naked
It
[yvitvoC], disembodied spirits) could be but a short one.
would be better to survive to the Parousia and then not undergo
' unclothing
hut
that
of
being
(cKfiuo-atr^at),
the process of
'clothed upon* (eirei-Siio-cuTSot), SO that mortality might be
'

swallowed up of

life

—the transforming of 1 Co 16.

(3) The Judgment, with Christ as Judge, is
associated with the Parousia. In 1 Th. it is not
directly mentioned (but see l'" iK ttjs {J/jtijs '''V^
^PXOfi4v7)!, 4' 5^), as it is not involved in the
argument. In 2 Th., at the Parousia, Christ takes
vengeance in flaming fire on the wicked, who are
punished with SKiBpov aliiviov, and destroys AntiIn 1 Cor. there is a judgment on
christ (1*- " 2*).
men's works and a revelation of the counsels of the
hearts (3'^'- 4^). The saints shall judge the world,
also angels (6"- )• The universality of the Judgment
and its reference to deeds are emphasized in JRo 2"14'°,

2 Co

5'°.

There

is,

however, no condemnation

those in Christ (Ro 8'). This does
not contradict the former view, and a mediant
{KaTOLKpi/xa) of

position

is

according
taught.

found in
to

1

Co

spiritual

S^^-,

where a judgment
and results is

capacity

13. Eschatology of other epistles.— Although
the epistles of St. Peter, St. James, St. Jude, and
St. John, and that to the Hebrews, differ in detaUs,
yet, as far as the broad outlines of eschatology are
concerned, they may be grouped together. In

;

;
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general the old Jewish views prevail, but there is
of a temporal Kingdom.
Judgment and puniuhment have already befallen (1) angels
(Jude », 2 P 2i), (2) the unrighteoua (2 P 2»), though 1 P al»

no doctrine

BUggeata an intermediate atate in which progrees ia possible.
all things and the Parouaia are near at hand (1 P i^- 1,
Ja 58, He 102C). It wUl be preceded by wicltednesH (Jude ^^), or
by a flery trial (1 P 412), or by the appearance of antichriata
(unbelievera and false teachers, 1 Jn t^i'- i^). On the other
hand, the day may be distant, since one day is with the Lord
as a thouaand years (2 P B«''-), but in any caae it will be sudden
and unexpected (310). At the Parouaia the Judgment will take
place either (1) by God (He IffJi 13^), or (2) by Christ (1 P 4»),
who will come with thousands of His saints 1 (Jude i^), to
judge the living and the dead, but especiallv the ungodly, and
ii>
also the n/ngels who sinned (1 P 4^, 2 P 2»- «, Jude «
cf.,
for the angels, 1 Co 63, Mt 8™). The righteous will be rewarded
In their riaen bodiea (He 113B, cf. 1 Jn 8-) with eternal life in the
promised kingdom (Ja gf*, Jude 21), and with a crown of glory
or of life (1 P b\ Ja 112). xhis Kingdom ia in heaven (He 619- 20
1116, 1 P 1^).
The wicked will be destroyed in a consuming Are
Heaven and earth will be shaken and
(2 P 8', He 1027- 38).
removed, that those things which cannot be shaken may remain
(He 122«- 27. 28 of. 110). The world will paaa away (1 Jn 2"), or
it will be deatroyed by fire (2 P 3^- lO- ", the only reference to
this in the NT). There will be a new heaven and earth wherein
dwelletb righteouaness (2 P 313).

The end of

"

;

—

Eschatology of the Apocalypse. The earlier
chapters of this book describe in a series of visions,
which are concurrent rather than successive, the
woes which fall upon men, catastrophes on earth
and convulsions of Nature, judgments upon Jews
and Gentiles, and the preservation of the elect.
14.

The Parousia
22'-

cf.

Man

Mk

"

\vill

13^)

said to be near at hand (3" 16",
'0) ; the Messiah or one like the Son of
come -vvith the clouds (1' I41' ; cf. Dn 7'^

;

is

and the Judgment

—

is

described under

diflerent figures (1) convulsions of Nature and
terror of mankind at the approach of ' the great
day of his wrath ' (6'^'") ; (2) reaping wheat by
Christ probably the gathering of the righteous
(14""") ; (3) gathering the clusters of grapes by an
angel and treading them in the winepress of God's
wrath (14""-o, the judgment of the wicked by
Christ; cf. 19"). Judgmentof the dead ismentioned
(11").
In these the Lamb or one like the Son of Man is a prominent
6gure. But after each there are aeveral interludes, followed by
a vivid description of the Judgment upon Rome (chs. 17. 18).

—

There now follows a connected but compressed
account of the last things. The marriage of the
Lamb and the Church, and the Banquet, are
announced (IQ"''). Messiah comes from heaven as
a judge and as a warrior with armies. He is
withstood by Antichrist and his armies, who are
defeated and destroyed. Antichrist and the False
Prophet are cast into the lake of fire,^ and Satan
is bound in the abyss for a thousand years 19"-20*).
During these thousand years the martyrs and such
as had resisted Antichrist live and reign with
Christ.
This is the first resurrection, and the rest
of the dead do not live until the end of the thousand
years (20*"'). Satan is now loosed and stirs up the
nations, Gog and Magog (cf. Ezk 38'), and these
compass Jerusalem, the camp of the saints, but are
destroyed by fire from heaven. The devil is cast
(

into the lake of fire (20'-'0).
The idea of overcoming Antichrist and the binding

of Satan
goes back to mythic conceptions of the strife of Divine powera
with evil chaotic powers. Traces of this are found in Is 2421f27"-, Dn 711, Ps. Sol. 229.30.
in En. lOJa evil angels are
fettered, and finally punished at the Day of Judgment (cf. Jub.
610, Secrets of Enoch 71 18).
Death, or the angel of Death, and
Hades are brought to an end at the end of the days (Is 25^, cf.
4 Ezr 863 Apoc. Bar. 2123, Test. xii. Patr. [Levi 18], Rev 2014,
1 Co IS^Sf. 6S.3 Death and the devil are brought into connexion
(cf. 1 Co 65); the devil is the lord of death, just as the Greeks
made the Persian Ahriman = Hades. We may also compare the
idea of later Parsiism, that the dragon Azhi Dahak was overcome
and bound by Thraetaona and then loosed by Angra Mainyu to
war against Ormazd. The Jews regarded the world-powers as

under the rule

of litliur, und he, like Antichrist and the devil,
conoiiered at the eriri of tlie age(cf. Teat. xii. Patr. [ljcv\ I812
s'o-ii, Sim. B'J, Jud. 2MJ), evil spirit*) arc overcome, and
Beliar is bound and cast into the tire by McBsiah {Asa. Hot. lOi,
the devil's rule comes to an end
Jub. 10», .Maatcma (Satan),
overcome at Day of Judgment Sib. Or. ii. lt;8, Deliar cornea
before the end iii. 65 ff., ho will bo burned with a flery blast
from heaven). This conception of the strife with and deHtruction
of supernatural powers of evil, aa signifying the approach of
the Kingdom, is also found in Mt 1228 = Lk I120, cf. 413 jn 1231
1430 1011.
(For Antichrist, see
i. 578f.
Bousset, Antichrist, also Jul. dts Jud. 242 t. ; Charles, Ascension of Isaiah,
is

Dan

;

;

;

This is a citation from En. 19 He comes with ten thousands
His holy ones [=angels] to execute judgment upon them'

cf.

Dn

5

'

2 Cf.
abyss).

710.

En.

9021. 25 (stars

and shepherd angels cast into a

Death, also personified,
Ps 49".
3

is

a species of lord in Hades

flery
;

cf.

;

HUE

1000, p. 61

;

f.)

In this account the new feature is the 1000 years' reign of the
martyrs with Christ, perhaps already adumbrated in Rev 79
14if- 152r.
Thia reign is not said to be on earth, nor is the first
resurrection said to be a bodily one (cf. 20* souls), and no second
resurrection is mentioned, a general reaurrection being inferred
(2013).
If the martyrs restored to life are the saints dwelling in
Jerusalem who are attacked by Gog and Magog, it is curious
that Christ (with whom they reign) does not attack those
enemiea. Their deatruction comes from heaven (20^). Those
saints are the righteous now freed from Satan's power, and the
nations are subject to them. This, rather than the martyrs'
reign of 1000 years, is the equivalent of the temporal Messianic
Kingdom of Jewish Apocal.\'ptic (e.g. En. 91 ff.). Possibly, by
the conception of the martyrs living and reigning with Christ
for 1000 years, while the rest of the dead do not live until the
'

'

general resurrection at the close of this period, the writer
anticipates the view of TertuUian {de An. 56, de Res. Cam. 43)
and Iren%us (i. 31. 2) that martyrs at death went to Paradise, all
others to Hades. But, whether this or * the duration of the
triumph of Christianity (Swete, Apoc. 1906, p. 263) is intended,
the conception lent itself as a point d'appui to the Chiliastic
ideas brought over from Judaism into Christianity the idea of
a temporal Kingdom on earth to which some of the dead rise
(4 Ezra), and which lasts 1000 years (Secrets of Enoch).^
'

—

Now

follow the resurrection, and the Judgment
and all by God, who sits on a great white
throne (20"'-, cf. 42-'' etc.). The judgment is according to works and the record of these in the books.
The wicked, whose names are not in the Book of
Life, are cast into the lake of fire and endure the
second death (20" 21*). Hades and Death are also
cast into it.
The first heaven and earth as well as
the sea (cf. Ass. Mos. 10^; Sib. Or. v. 158 f., 447)
having passed away, there is a new heaven and
earth, which, with the New Jerusalem which
descends from heaven, becomes the abode of the
blessed (21. 22, cf. 3'^). The city is characterized by
holiness (ttiv aylav 2P).
of each

An

ideal or a re-built Jerusalem is a characteristic of OT
of some Apocalypses (Is 54. 60, Ezk 40. 48, Hag

prophecy and

iii. 290).
This gave place to the Apocalyptic idea
New Jerusalem 2 to be set up by God (En. 90'-9 cf. Jub.
or a heavenly Jerusalem revealed by Him (Apoc. Bar. 43f'
322, 4 Ezr 726 1027f- 1338) or built by the Messiah (Sib. Or. v.
420fl.).
These ideas recur in He lllo 1222 is", Gal 426, and are
the familiar theme of Rabbinic theology (Gfrbrer, ii. 246 f.

27-9

;

Sib. Or.

of a

;

129),

Weber,
15.

373, 404).

Eschatology of the Church the Millennium.

— The prevalent beliefs of

;

the early centuries

may

be summarized as follows. At death the soul was
carried by angels into the presence of God, who,
by a temporary judgment, assigned it a place in
an intermediate state according to its condition.'
In several writers these intermediate states were
different parts of

Hades (TertuUian,

another view prevaUed

— in

Irenseus).

But

part the result of the
release of souls by Christ's Descent to Hades to
the effect that now righteous souls passed to
Heaven or a heavenly region called Paradise (this
is sometimes on earth, the Paradise of Adam).*
This is already found in Ignatius and in the
Ascension of Isaiah (ix. 7f.), and Cyprian appears
to have shared it (cf. adv. Demetr. ; de Mortal,
passim), while it had many adherents, for it is
vigorously combated by Justin {Dial. 80, 93),
Irenaeus, and TertuUian.
TertuUian maintained
1 Possibly a temporary Messianic Kingdom is taught in Ac 3i9t
2 The 'New Jerusalem
is first mentioned by name in Test,

—

'

cii. Patr. [Dan 5].
3 Thia was already

Abraham,
of

387

§ 20),

but

it

a Jewish notion (Weber 2, 339; Test.
is met with mainly in popular Christian

writings (see CJonybeare, Monuments of Early Christianity,
1894, p. 311 f. ; Coptic documents in TS iv. 2 ; Visio Pauli,
§ 12f. ; cf. Justin, Dial. 105 ; Hippolytus, Discourse against the
Greeks: Horn, of S. Macarius, in Gallandius, Bib. Vet. Patr.,
Venice, 1765-81, iii. 237 ; Passio PerpetucB, 5 11 ; cf. TSii. 2. 127).
4 This would then be revealed at the millennial coming of
Ohriat and the diasolution of the earth (Apoe. Pauli, § 21).

;
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that none but martyrs passed at once to Paradise
(de An. 55; de Ees. Cam. 43)
a belief perhaps
shared by Irenaeus (iv. 38. 9) and Justin (cf. Mar.
Martyrs,
conception of
the
Holy
Besides
the
4).
of
a iire through which all pass either after death or
at the Judgment (see § 17), the idea of repentance
and of purification after death, aided by prayer or
sacrament, is found sporadically.' But anything
approaching the later doctrine of Purgatory is not
found, apart from Augustine's conjecture that
some of the faithful might have to be purified, as
by fire, from sinful affections (de Civ. Dei, xxi. 26 ;
Enchir. 69), until Pope Gregory's time (see his
Dial. iv. 30, and passim a purgatorial fire for

—

—

In the Early Church there was a general belief
in the approaching end of the world and the Parousia.
This would be preceded by great troubles
and by the revelation of Antichrist (Didache, xvi.
4 ; Ep. Barn. 15 ; Iren. v. 25 f. ; Hipp, de Christo
et Antichristo ; Lactant. vii. 17 f.).
But at Christ's
advent Antichrist and the wicked would be destroyed. The chronology adopted by most of the
writers of this, and indeed of later periods, was
that of the six periods of a thousand years ( = six
days of creation [Ep. Barn. 15, followed by Irenseus,
Hippolytus, Lactantius, etc.]). Christ had come in
the last thousand-year period, and His second
coming would be at its close ; hence calculations
were made to discover its exact time. According
to Hippolytus, the world had still 250 years to run ;
according to Lactantius, 200. Another common
idea, based on the expected duration of the Roman

— ^i^), was

that the end would come
The end of the 6000
years and the second coming would inaugurate the
seventh period of 1000, the Millennium, to enjoy
which the righteous dead would be raised (the first
Resurrection).
In spite of the fact that, save in
the Apocalypse, the NT did not speak of the
Millennium, and that Christ does not connect the
Parousia with the establishment of an earthly
Kingdom, this belief had an extraordinary hold on
the minds of Christians. Doubtless a misunderstanding of the Apocalypse gave the belief a
certain authority, but it is rather from its Je^vish
antecedents that its popularity and the elaboration
of its details are to be explained.'
The general picture of the miUennial Kingdom on earth, the
('Vibix-q

in A.D. 195 (Sib. Or. viii. 148).

*

day of the supper of 1000 years
iv. 2. 142]),

(' Bohairic Death of Joseph ' [TS
includes such features as that the earth would he
'

renewed and Jerusalem re-built and glorified. Men would he
perfectly righteous and happy, and would have numerous otEBpring.
There would be no sorrow and no labour. The earth
would produce abundantly, and a table would always be spread
with food.
passage of Papias, cited by Irenaaus {adv. Sarr. v.
33), derives a picture of this fruitfulness from Christ Himself,
though it is now known to have been copied from a document
(perhaps a midrash on Gn 272S [Harris, Eoqa., 1895, p. 448 ; AJTh,
1900, p. 499]), used also in Apoc. Bar. 295f-, and in En. 1019 (see
Charles, -4p. 0/ Baruch, 54). The moon would have the brilliance
of the sun, and the sun would be seven times brighter than the
moon. Some of the wicked would be left on earth, subjected to
perpetual slavery.

A

This sensuous aspect of the Kingdom is directly
taken over from Judaism.
Tertullian tried to
spiritualize it, but he still used many sensuous
metaphors in describing it and it is probable that
;

1

Shepherd of Hermai, Sim.

ix.

16

;

Acta Pauli

et

Thedae,

§ 28 ; Pass. Perp. § 7 ; Test. Abrah. § 14 ; Tertullian, de An,. 36,
58, de Monog. 10, de Cor. Mil. 3.
2 For the doctrine of the sleep of the soul (^vxottuvwx^o-X see

Tatian, who held that it died with the body {ad Grtso. 13) and
(Arabians) Euaebius {HE vi. 37).
s A preliminary judgment at the First Resurrection
of those

who had known God

is taught by Lactantius (vii. 20).
Those
whose evil deeds outweighed their good deeds would be condemned. A judgment by Are would burn those whose sins
exceeded in number and weight, but would not be felt by the
righteous. The former would then have their place with the
wicked who do not arise to this judgment (Ps 15). Tertullian
appears to teach that the pure would rise at once, but those who
had contracted some guilt would rise later, or perhaps not till
the Second Resurrection, when the wicked rise (see de An. 35,

66, 68

;

adv.

Marc

iil.

24).

16), Justin (Dial. 80, 81),
tullian (adv. Marcion. iii.
beck, Qucest. Hipp. 70),
Methodius (Conviv. ix. 1.

(v. 32 f.), TerHippolytus (OverLactantius (vii. 20 ff.),
5), Commodian (Carm.

Irenseus
24),

Apol.

V. 979 ff.).
was, of course, contrary to the Gnostic scheme of eschatand as such was upheld against them, e.g. by Irenjeus
(v. 33) but Cerinthus, who admitted the real humanity of Christ
and the resurrection, is alleged to have taught that, after
the latter, Christ's Kingdom would be an earthly one of an
extremely sensuous and carnal kind (Caius, ap. Eus.
It

ology,

;

HE

iii.

lighter faults).^

Empire

with most of those who taught it the more sensuous
view prevailed, since it was held that the saints
reigned in the flesh. The doctrine is found clearly
stated in Ep. Barn. (4, 15), Hermas, Didache (10,

28).

and
Montanists also cherished mUlennial views of an
With the latter, Christ was
unspiritual kind.
speedily to come and found an earthly Kingdom
of the saints in the New Jerusalem, which would
descend visibly out of heaven and be established at
Pepuza in Phrygia. This would be the sign of
Montanus wished to separate
Christ's coming.
believers from all worldly affairs, and so prepare
them for the Kingdom, by gathering them together
in the region where Christ would have His seat
(see Eus. HE v. 16; Tert. adv. Mare. iii. 24;

The Ebionites (Jerome, Com. on

Is.

66™)

Epiph. xlix. 1 ; Oracle of Prisca).
Yet there was a strong opposition to this belief
from comparatively early times Justin (Dial. 80)
says that many, otherwise orthodox, were opposed
to it ; and this statement seems to be supported by
Irenseus (v. 31. 1). The doctrine is not mentioned
in Clement, Ignatius, or Polycarp, or in many of
the Apologists ; but we can hardly argue from their
silence that they disbelieved it, while, in the case
of the Apologists, policy may have dictated silence.
The Alogi also attacked the doctrine, while denying the Johannine authorship of the Apocalypse
and attributing it to Cerinthus (Epiph. xxxii.,
The excesses of Montanism helped to
xxxiii. li. ).
discredit the doctrine in the East, and to stamp
it as Jewish rather than Christian.
:

,

Caius at Rome opposed the Montanist Proclus, and maintained that Cerinthus had invented the Millennium (Eus.
ii. 25).
For his views on Cerinthus and the Apocalypse, see Eus.
Gwynn, Hermathena, vi. 397 1.
vii. 25

HE

:

But it was largely the influence of Alexandrian
philosophical ideas, and especially those of Clement
(Strom, vii. 12. 74) and Origen (de Princ. ii. 11 f.
c. Cels. viii. 30), which gave the death-blow to
This teaching was
chiliastic views in the East.
followed up by Dionysius of Alexandria, who has
left us an interesting picture of his success in combating the chiliastic views of Egyptian Christians,
probably of the rural districts, who had been much
influenced by a writing of Nepos of Arsinoe ("BXfvxos
Tuv dXKriyopia-T&p), teaching a Millennium of bodily
schism was threatened in the
enjoyment.
Egyptian Church, but Dionysius, by wise arguments and instruction, averted this, and his
opponents, headed by Coracion, gave up their views
;

A

HE

vii. 24).
Chiliasm was still
Eus.
(A.D. 225
defended by Methodius of Tyre (Conviv. IX. i. 5)
and by ApoUinaris (Basil, Ep. cclxiii. 4, cclxv. 2
Greg. Naz. Ep. cii. 4), and accepted by Egyptian
monks (Harnack, Hist, of Dogma, ii. 300, note).
In the West, chiliastic views prevailed until the
time of Augustine, who had himself once cherished
them in a spiritual rather than a sensuous form,
but who now attacked them and formulated an
interpretation of Rev 20*'- which was accepted by
Millenarianism
the Church for many centuries.
now became a heresy.
=
Augustine holds that the 1000 years
the duration of tbe
Church on earth the reign of the Saints = the reign of the
Kingdom of Heaven the First Resurrection = the spiritual
;

;

;

share which the baptized have in Christ's Resurrection (de Civ.
Dei, XX. 6f.). Histheoryregarding the duration of the Church,
literally interpreted, gave rise to the view that the end would

come

in a.d. 1000,

—

'

BSCHATOLOQT
The comparative ease with which iiiilletiarianism disappeared shows that, generally speaking,
it had never interfered with the ethical and spiritual life of Christianity, or with the life of the
Christian as a citizen. Men were content to wait,
and thus the notion passed insensibly from their
minds, as its baselessness and the extravagance of
some who held it became apparent.' Expectations
of the Millennium were revived in the Middle
Ages by mystical sects and after the Reformation, mainly among Anabaptists. Millennial views,
varying in their expectations of a more sensuous or
more spiritual Kingdom, have been revived from
time to time since then, and owe their great modem
development to Bengel. Many distinguished theologians have held millenarian views, but it is
mainly in America that the doctrine has given
rise to separate sects (Seventh Bay Adventists,
Second Adventists, etc.). These, as well as the
millenarians of the Early Church, believe that,
at the close of the 1000 years, Satan will be unbound, and that he will make war against the
Saints, only to be destroyed.
The close of the world-drama was described in
similar terms by both Chiliasts and non-Chiliasts,
and the description probably is cherished in a literal
;

—

sense by many Christians still Roman Catholic,
Anglican, and Protestant. The main features are
the second coming of Christ in majesty as Judge of
all mankind, the resurrection of all (or of the
wicked, the Second Resurrection of the Chiliasts),
the Judgment (to take place, as some thought, in
the Valley of Jehoshaphat), the doom pronounced
eternal punishment in hell for the wicked, and
eternal bliss for the righteous in heaven or in the
new heaven and earth.^ Connected with these
views was that of the passing away of heaven and
earth, their destruction or their transformation,
and the appearance of a new universe of which the
Heavenly Jerusalem would be the centre.

—

the ovil at a distance from Uim.
The wicked are punished In
the Ore of the Demiurge.
There are only two isfluc-rt the
heaven of the good God, and the hell of the Lfemiurgc. * Kither
iMnrcion assutned with Paul thut no one can keep the law, or he
was silent about the end of the *' righteous " because he had no
Interest in it (Harnack, i. 273, note 2).
heaven and earth.
i6.
belief in the

—

'

We

dhists, Parsis, Stoics, and Muhammadans.
shall now trace this belief as it is developed among
the Jews and in Christian eschatology.
In the
Prophetic books the way is prepared for such a
doctrine by the account (1) of convulsions in Nature
accompanying the judgments of the Day of the
Lord, while the earth even returns to its former
condition of chaos (Jer 4'*) ; and (2) of the exuberant fertility and beauty of the heaven and earth
9°, Mic 1«, Is 51" 34«).
At
afterwards (Hab 3»,

Am

the same time, the stability of the earth was sometimes referred to (Ps 93' 104"). The doctrine of the
new heaven and earth the final corresponding to
the former state appears for the first time in Is
65171. 662>, cf.
but whether it is there an intrusion on the context or not is difficult to decide
similar idea is found in
(cf. 66^" with 65™).'
Ps 102"'-, which perhaps dates from Maccabaean
times.
Passing outside the limits of the OT, we
next find this doctrine in En. 45*'-, where a transformation of heaven and earth is taught. The new
earth becomes the scene of the Messianic Kingdom,
and sinners have no place in it. In 91'"-, after the
end of the earthly Kingdom the world is written
down for destruction,' and the heaven gives place
to a new heaven after the Judgment. Into this the
righteous pass (104^), but nothing is said of a new
earth.
Cf. 72' 'till the new creation is accomIn Jub.
plished, which endureth till eternity.'
(4-°) the heavens and earth are to be renewed, and
a sanctuary will be made in Jerusalem. The earth

—

6V

1889,

'

—

In the Gnostic systems the conception of the
final consummation does not include the idea of
The judgment is automatic,
Divine Judgment.
according to the inherent nature of souls a species
Those who were
of conditional immortality.
neither xxeu/xariKoI nor yj/vxiKol simply perished,
and, as the seon Christ had passed to the Pleroma,
there could be no second coming. The consummation results from the complete restoration of all the
sparks of light to that high region whence they
came. The created universe, deprived of them,
must wax old and decay, and will be destroyed by

—

fire (§ i6).

A

—an

Last Judgment and hell-pains are taught in Pistis Sophia
unusual aspect of Gnosticism. In Marcion's system the
in so far as He keeps

good God does not judge or punish, except

There were some in Syria and Pontus who, like Montanus,
thought they should cut themselves off from all ties and go
forth to meet the Lord, or sell all their goods and cease from
work because He was near at hand (see Bratke, Das neu entdeckte vierte Buck des Daniel-Comm. von mppolyt-us, Bonn,
1891, p. 15; Conybeare, op. cit. 21 f.).
2 One of the earliest descriptions is found in the Apoc. of
Peter (see the citation from Macarius Magnes in James and
1

Robinson's ed., 1892,

p. 71).

;

'

following.

'

—

A

and

;

—A

The new

catastrophic end and renewal of the world and
the universe has already been found among some
savages, the Mexicans, Norsemen, Hindus, Bud-

Olement of Alexandria taught a probation which ceased at
With Origen the
the Last Judgment (Strom, vii. 2. 12).
Judgment— of which he says nothing as to its immanence (the
Gospel prophecy is not to be taken in its literal sense [in Matt,
Com. sec. 49]) is hardly a final act rather is it a moment in
an age-long process, in which the wicked, including demons,
will be restored by a remedial process of punishment, though
there will be various degrees of blessedness, and the sinner's
soul can never again be what it was. This is the doctrine of the
airoieaTacrToa-is, in which he is followed by many Greek Fathers,
especially by Gregory of Nyssa, Theodore of Mopsuestia, and
Gregory Nazianzen. The monasteries of
less emphatically
Egypt and Palestine also supported this doctrine for long after,
and it is more or less followed by many modern theologians.
The doctrine of Conditional Immortality(?.?J.)and the annihilation (^.v.) of the wicked after the Judgment, already found in
Amobius, was stated by Hobbes and Locke, and, since the
teaching of White (Life in Christ, 1846), has obtained a large

—
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be sanctified, and

all in it will

men

will live

1000 years. Such a renewal had already occurred
twice at the Deluge (5'^), and with Jacob and his
seed (19^). In Apoc. Bar. the world returns to its
nature of aforetime (3'), is renewed at the Final

—

Judgment, and becomes everlasting, incorruptible,
and invisible (32« 44'= 48=" 51" 57=). In 4 Ezr V<"the world is turned to the old silence for seven
days, and is then raised up.
Similar teaching is found in the Rabbinic and
Talmudic writings. The new heaven and earth
are the abode of the righteous, and from them all
pain, sorrow, sin, and evil beings are banished
(Gfrijrer, ii. 273 f. ; Wunsche, Der bab. Talmud,
'

'

'

3. 194).

ii.

In the

NT

a similar conception

is

found.

There

will be a 7taKi.yy(veala (Mt 19^), or an iiroKardiTTaa is
iravTwv (Ac 3'^').^ Heaven and earth will be shaken
or removed, but what is permanent will remain
(He 12=8'-, cf. l'»). In 2 P 3"- the destruction of

the world by water in the past is referred to, and
a future destruction of heaven and earth by fire is
foretold the only reference to such a destruction
This
in the NT (cf. Jos. Ant. I. ii. 3 [water, fire]).
doctrine is already found in Bab. belief (see Ages
OF THE WOELD [Bab.], vol. i. p. 183''). Then a
new heaven and earth, in which dwelleth righteousness, will appear.

—

This resembles the Stoic doctrine of the e«7nJpt»jcris (§ s), and
there may have been a borrowing from it. But already in the
OT the idea of fire destroying the earth is found (Dt 32-2), and
that in connexion with God's judgment a fire which burns up
the wicked (Ps 97S, Zee 139, Jer 15iJ, Zeph I'e, Mai 4i cf. Ps 6(P,
Hab 36). In Dn 7ii> a fiery stream issues below the throne ; so

—

;

1 Charles (p. 123) regarded these verses as an interpolation,
because they do not agree with the context; but, in his edition
of Jubilees, p. 9, he thinks them original, because they point
not to a catastrophic, but to a gradual, change, conditioned by
man's ethical conduct, as in Jub. 129 420 23281^
2 Cf. 2 Co 6", Gal 615 ,<„^ «TiVi!.
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En.

1419 712,
of the man
'

Asc.

Is. 418.

In 4 Ezr 132f- a fiery stream issues from the mouth
from the sea,' and burns his enemies. Cf. Jub, 3610,
The idea of judgment by fire is continued in the

NT (Mt 312, He

102' 1229, 1 Co S", 2 Th 18).
Again, in the Apocalypse, at the Last Judgment
earth and heaven flee away (cf. Mk 13^')> or they
pass away along with the sea, and give place to a
new heaven and earth, the seat of the blessed (Rev
20" 211" cf. 6" and § 14). In Bo S^"'- a new creation is suggested cf. 1 Co 7*' irapiiyei yap ri <xxniM
.

;

Tov

k6<tixov Toiirov.

From these sources the idea passed over into
Patristic theology.
The present universe will be
annihilated, or its external order will be changed,
and give place to a more glorious structure.^ Following 2 P 3"-, Justin (Apol. ii. 7), Tatian (ch. 25),
and Minucius Felix (ch. 34) teach the destruction
of the world by fire.
Hippolytus describes the
river of fire which will consume the earth, while
heaven

together like a scroll. After this
a new heaven and earth {Discourse, § 37 ;
cf. Tert. de An. 55, de Sped. 30).
Origen also
refers to this (c. Cels. v. 15), but elsewhere he
speaks of a transformation and renewal of the
material world (de Princ. i. 6. 4 ; cf. ii. 1. 3). He
also speaks of the blessed passing beyond the
planetary spheres to the true heaven and earth
(ii. 3. 7, iii. 6. 8).
Methodius also speaks of a renewal of the world by fire, and Lactantius speaks
of fire burning up the world and the wicked. Meanwhile the righteous are hid in caves, and then come
forth.
The heavens will be folded together, and
the earth changed (vii. 26). These ideas occupy a
prominent place in the Sibylline Oracles. At the
Judgment, a stream or cataract of fire flows from
heaven and consumes earth, sea, and sky ; but all
things come out purified, or God takes out that
which tends to purity. This (or another) stream
issues from a pillar by God's throne, and all pass
through it after the "Resurrection (ii. 196
cf.
;
there

is rolled

ia

ft'.

79

161 S., v. 158 ff., vii. 28 f., viii. 217 £f.).
in the Sibyllines, whether
is strongly reminiscent of
Parsi eschatology (see Bousset, Der Antichrist,
163 f.).
Irenseus (v. 36. 1), in opposition to Valentinus,
does not believe in the annihilation of the world
by fire, but in its transformation.
Augustine
taught that what is perishable in the world will
be destroyed by fire; then will appear a new
world, the fit dwelling of a renewed humanity
{de Civ. Dei, xx. 16).
According to the Valentinian doctrine, fire lies
hidden in the world, and at the end will blaze
forth and destroy all matter, being extinguished
iii.

ft'.,

iv.

The whole conception

Jewish or Christian,

along with

This was probably borrowed from the Stoics.
The Simonians
taught the dissolution of the world (Iren. i. 23. 3 ;
cf. the Basilidean system [Hipp. x. 10]), and it is
also hinted at in the Peratic system
the formal
world is to perish (Hipp. v. 7). Here, of course,
there was no renewal. In Pistis Sophia occurs also
the doctrine of a Last Judgment and a worldconflagration (Schmidt, Kopt. Gnost. Schr., 1905,
In the Manichseau system, fire which enp. 48).
dures for 1468 years burns up the world— a doctrine,
doubtless, borrowed from Parsiism. The Gnostic
doctrine, on the other hand, has rather Heraclitean
itself

it (Iren.

i.

7. 1).

—

'

'

and Stoic

affinities.

The

—

final fire.
In Patristic writings, before
the doctrine of Purgatory was fully established,
various ideas regarding tire are found.
Setting
aside the conception of this fire material or symbolic, according to the writer's point of view
as
purifjdng certain persons between death and judgment (see Origen, de Princ. ii. 10. 6 ; Cyprian, Ep.
17.

—

Bam.

1 Cf., e.g., Ep.
16 ;
T. 36 f. ; Aug. Enchir. 86 f.,
Iii.

14 f., XX. 12 f.

—

Hipp, de ChrvHt a AKtUhr. Iren.
4; Oim. Dei, xxii. Ambrose, Sermo
;

;

60 ; Greg, Nyssa, Orat. Catech. 26, 35, rOp Ka06,paiov ;
Aug. Enchir. 69, de Civ. Dei, xxi. 26), 1 there are two
other prevalent conceptions of it.
(1) At death, souls pass through a river or sea of
fire.
It does not harm, but only purifies, the righteous and penitent. All others suffer in it (Coptic
documents, TS iv. 2; cf. Hist, of Joseph, Acts of
John). In Test, of Abraham (§ 12), at the preliminary judgment after death, souls are tried by fire
by the angel Puriel. If their works are consumed,
they are carried to the place of sinners ; but, if the
fire approve their works, they pass to the place of
the just.' (2) The same conception of a river of
fire is brought into connexion with the Final Judgment, as in the Parsi doctrine (§ 8). This is found
in the Sibyllines (see above).
Origen occasionally
regards the purifying fire as that which will consume the whole world. To it all must come, but
it causes no pain to the pure.
Lactantius (vii. 20)
teaches that at the pre-millennial coming of Christ
there will be a judgment by fire, which will bum
those whose sins exceed in number or weight, but
it will not be felt by the righteous.
Ambrose
{Serm. iii. 14, xx. 12 ; in Ps. xxxvi. 26) taught
that fire would prove souls at the Last Judgment,
purifying and refreshing the righteous, but eternally torturing the wicked.
purifying fire for
sinners after the Judgment is found in the teaching
of Ambrosiaster {in Ep. i. ad Cor. xv. 53 ; in Ep.

A

ad Bom.

v. 14).

The idea of the fire through which all pass is connected by
most of these writers with the fire of 1 Co 3i3, hut there are
many passages in OT and NT where the fire at Judgment is
spolcen of (see above).
Probably the classical conception of
Pyriphlegethon, the Egyptian idea of a fiery lake in Amenti
(Budge, Book of the Bead, 288 f.), and the Parsi myth of the
world-fire, which is to the righteous as warm milic, to sinners
as molten metal (§ 8) have all helped to shape this Patristic

—

notion.

—

Psychostasia. In connexion with the idea of
Judgment, that of the psychostasia, or weighing of
souls or of their deeds, is found in many esehatologies.
have already met with it in Egyptian,
Indian (cf. 6at. Brah. xi. 7 Weber, Ind. Streifen,
18.

We

;

Berlin, 1868, i. 21. 2), Persian, and Muhammadau
eschatologies.
It is also found among the Mandseans, as a loan from Parsiism (Brandt, Die mand.
Eel., Leipzig, 1889, pp. 76, 195).
Among the
Hebrews, the idea of weighing in a balance by
God is at first confined to this life (Job 31», Pr 16'
212 2412, Ps 629, Dn 527^ 4 Ezr 3", Ps. Sol. 5*), and is
generally spiritualized (cf. II. viii. 69 f., xxii. 204f.).
In Apocalyptic literature the conception is transferred to the future Judgment, when the actions of
men will be weighed in a balance by the Elect One
{En. 41' 45^ 61^ ; cf. Apoc. Bar. 41^) a conception
found in a very materialized form in the Talmud
(Weber, 269 f.). The first reference to this idea in
Christian literature is found in Test. Abr. (§ 12),
where, at the preliminary Judgment after death,
the angel Dokiel weighs souls. Their fate is in
accordance with this and other tests, but a soul
with equal sin and righteousness is set apart,* to
await the Final Judgment.
This idea of the
weighing of souls by Michael, whose function has
been suggested by that of Hermes, weigher of the
fates of men, became a popular one in early and
later mediaeval Visions of the Other-world ; and, in
iconography, frequently Satan or a demon tries
to depress the scale, and so to win the soul (see
1 This conception is found in Rabbinic theologry (cf. Gfrorer.

—

ii.

78f.).

2 Cf. Test, of Isaac [TS ii. 2. 146 f.] ; the fiery river has intelligence not to hurt tlie righteous, only sinners.
Of. the irvp
4tp6vt[jLov of Clement, PcBd. iii. 8
Origen, Strom, vii. 6 Min.
Felix, 36, 'sapiens ignis.' This idea is found is Ber«ditaa aad
the Stoics.
s The natives of Santa Crui believe that ghosts go to a cartun
volc-aco, and are there burned and renewed (Codrmgton, Selan;

;

esiani, Oxford, 1891, p. 264).
4 This idea is probably of Egyptian provenance.
It is found
in an Egyptian story of a visit to Amenti (Griffith, Stories of the
High Priests of Memphis, 1900, p. 46 f.).

—

;:
:
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Maury, EA, 1844, i., ii. Wiegand, Der Erzengel
Michael, Stuttgart, 1886, p. 38 ff. ; Landau, Holle
Fegfeuer, p. 114 f.).
A si^n or mark set on a person dlBtlng^iehes him aa doomed
;

und

to. or saved (rom, a dread Judjrment (Ezk 9«
Ps. Sol. 168- 108
'the mark of the Lord is on the righteous, to their salvation/
•the mark of destruction is upon tlieir forehead'; Gai 0i7.
Eev 78 9* 141 this may be suftgested by Ex 12", Gn 41»). In
Rabbinic literature, circumcision ie the mark which saves from
Gehenna {JE iv. 93). These ideas are reproduced in the Gnostic
conception of the ascent of the soul through the spheres, and its
free passage because it bears certain marks, or is baptized or
seated, or knows mapic formulBB.
Similar conceptions have
already been met with in savage eschatoiogy (§ i). Cf. also the
Idea of Baptism as a test or mark. Sins make marks on the
einner, and by these he is recognized in the Other-world (Plato,
Oorgias, 623 Lucian, Katapl. 23 cf. Origen, hom. in Jer. 16).
;

;

;

19.

;

Booksof Fate and Judgment.

— In Bab. belief,

Marduk had a

scribe who wrote down, at his dictation, the fate of the living, and the decrees of the
ruler of Hades were also written down by a scribe
(Jastrow, Eel. of Bab., Boston, 1898, p. 587). In
the
a Book of Life or of Remembrance contains
the names of those who belong to Jahweh's people,
and from it their names may be blotted out (Ex
32'^ PS6928, Is 4», Ezk 13», Mai 3»; cf. Ps 139",
Jer 22">, Is 481"). This, then, becomes the book of
those who are admitted to the jfuture blessedness
(Dn 12')— an Idea found fully in the
(Lk lO^",
Ph 4', He 1223, Kev 3» 13' 17' 20"- « 21»'). Books
in which good and evil deeds are recorded are also
referred to (Mai 3", Is 65=), and they are opened at
the Judgment (Dn V, Rev 20"). These ideas recur
in Apocalyptic literature. Books of the living exist
IJub. 36'° SO*'), and are opened at the Judgment
{En. 47' ; cf. 104'). There are also books wherein
the deeds of men are recorded, and these also are

OT

NT

used in the Judgment {En. 8V 90^ 98'- « 104', Jub.
30»"- 36'», 4 Ezr 6^, Apoc. Bar. 24'). Enoch is said
to be the scribe who records the deeds {Jub. 4**
10" ; cf. Secrets of Enoch, 40" 53^ 64») ; elsewhere
it is an archangel {En. 89" ; Michael, Asc. Is. 9").
In Test. Abr. (§ 12) two angels or Enoch record the
deeds and the judgment passed on souls. Similar
ideas are found in early Christian literature (Book
of Life or of Righteous [Apoc. Petri Hermas, Vis.
i. 3, Mand. viii. 6, Sim. ii. 9 ; cf. PG xxviii. 589]),
and in Visions of the Other- world, early and later
(Apoc. Petri ; Apoc. Pauli ; Bede, Eccl. Hist. v.
13), and are a matter of popular belief.
The recorders are very frequently angels a conception
already found in the Greek belief regarding demons
(Hes. Op. 251 f.) or shadows (Lucian, Menip. 13).
Similar ideas regarding books or registers which
decide the future fates of men are found in some of
the higher ethnic religions— Hindu, Buddhist, and
Muhammadan (§§ 6, 7,
cf. § 2, for the scribe
Thoth). See Scherman, Materialien zur Gesch. der
indisch. Visionslitt., Leipzig, 1892, p. 89 ; Landau,
Holle und Fegfeuer, 114 ff. ; cf. also artt. Book of
Life, and Fate.
Conclusion.— The ideas regarding the end of
the world which are found in most eschatologies
may be regarded as mythical speculations prompted
;

—

;

by knowledge of actual catastrophes in Nature and
of its phenomena.
The world, as science teaches,
and as the speculations of men suggested, must
have an end but they pictured that end in lurid
;

colours, while generally anticipating after it a new
order.
But only in a tew eschatologies is the conception of a great Final Judgment found (Parsi,
Jewish, Christian, Muhammadan) ; and this is
joined to the doctrine of the world-end, the final
catastrophe being the prelude to, or even a part of,
the action of judgment. Moral and natural events

were thus connected, because it seemed fitting to
men that the time when their final fates were
being decided should synchronize with the close
of the world-order. Christianity, and, if we accept
Christ's eschatological teaching literally (though,
as has been seen, it is not necessary to do so), Christ
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Himself, taught this view

;

but the tendency

is

now

more and more to seek the more spiritual conception of judgment, and for men to concern themselves less and less with the close of the world-order
as an event to which has been attached, more or
less mechanically, the idea of a Last Judgment.
The manifestation of God's judgment in the soul
of man is regarded as of more importance than the
lurid phenomena which have so long been believed
to accompany a Final Judgment, and which can
have no relation to the soul or the organism with
which it is clothed in a future state.
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ESKIMOS. — I.

Ethnology.

— The

Eskimos

form, with the Aleuts {^.v.}, a distinct linguistic
stock of N. Amer. aborigines, and, as far as all evidence goes, have inhabited their present territory
at least from the time when they were first visited
by the whites. This habitat extends along the
coasts and islands of Arctic America, from eastern
Greenland and the north end of Newfoundland to

;

:
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the westernmost Aleutian islands ; and a small
section, the Yuit, have even crossed, apparently
at no very distant time, to the Asiatic coast,
where they are settled about Indian Point, Cape
Chukotsky, Cape Ulakhpen, and on St. Lawrence
Of their migrations little is known, but
Island.
'it is supposed that their original home was the
the
district around Hudson's Bay (Boas) or
southern part of Alaska (Rink), and that from
these regions they migrated eastward and westward, arriving in Greenland a thousand years ago,
and in Asia barely three centuries ago (Deniker,
Races of Man, London, 1900, p. 520).
'

The evidence for the early presence of Eskimos in Greenland
is afforded by the discovery there, by Eric the Red (c. 980), of
ruins of buildings, remains of boats, and stone implements,
which the Norsemen ascribed to skrcEtlingar (' little folk,'
weaklings '), who are probably to be identified with the
Eskimos. It is even possible that in 1004 they were found by
Thorvald about Ejalarnes, which has been held to be the same
as Cape Cod (Keane, Man Past and Present, Cambridge, 1900,
'

p. 370).

It is clear,

from remains found in Smith Sound,

that Eskimo bands formerly wintered as far north
as lat. 79°, and that they had summer camps up to
82°.
They have, however, receded from their
extreme northern range, and have also abandoned,
in the south, the northern shores of the Gulf of
St. Lawrence, the northern end of Newfoundland,
James Bay, and the southern shores of Hudson's
Bay, while in Alaska one tribe, the Ugalakmiut,
has become practicaUy Tlingit through intermarriage.
The Eskimos may be divided into nine fairly
weU-marked ethnological groups, as follows (Boas,
ap.

Henshaw and Swanton,

art.

'

book of Amer. Ind. i. 435 f.)
i. The Greenland Eskimo, subdivided
*

Eskimo

'

in

Hand-

into the East Green-

—

landers, West Greenlanders, and Ita Eskimo the last transitional between the Greenland Eskimo proper and the next

group.

The Eskimo

South Baffin Land and Labrador, embracing the following divisions
Akudnirmiut, Akuliarmiut,
Itivimiut, Kaumauangmiut, Kigiktagmiut, Nugumiut, Okomiut,
Padlimiut, Sikosuilarmiut, Suhinimiut, Tahagmiut.
iii. The Eskimo of Melville Peninsula, North Devon, North
Baffin Land, and the north-west shore of Hudson's Bay,
embracing the Agomiut, Aivilirmiut, Amitormiut, Iglulirmiut,
Inuissuitmiut,
Kinipetu,
Eoungmiut, Pilingmiut, Saunii.

of

:

iktumiut.
Iv. The Sagdlirmiut of Southampton Island, now extinct.
V. The Eskimo of Boothia Felix, King William Land, and the
neighbouring mainland. These include the Netchilirmiut,

Sinimiut, Ugjulirmiut, Ukusiksalirmiut.
vi. 'The
Eskimo of Victoria Land and Coronation Gulf,
including the Kangormiut and Kidnelik, which may, perhaps,

be one
vii.

tribe.

The

Eskimo

Island, including the

they

between

mouth

may be

of

Cape Bathurst and Herschel
Mackenzie River. Provisionally

divided into the Kitegareut at Cape Bathurst and
on Anderson River, the Nageuktormiut at the mouth of
Coppermine River, and the Kopagmiut of Mackenzie River.
This group approximates the next very closely.
viii. The Alaskan Eskimo, embracing all those within the
American territory.
This group includes the Aglemiut,
Ohingigmiut, Chnagmiut, Chugachigmiut, Ikogmiut, Imaklimiut, Inguklimiut, Eaiahgmiut, Kangmaligmiut, Eaniagmiut,
Kaviagmiut, Kevalingamiut, Kiatagmiut, Kmugumiut, Kowagmiut, Kukpaurungmiut, Kunmiut, Kuskwogmiut, Magemiut,

Malemiut, Nunatogmiut, Nunivagmiut, Nuwukmiut, Nushagagmiut, Selawigmiut, Sidarumiut, Tikeramiut, Togiagmiut,
Ugalakmiut, Unaligmiut, Utukamiut, and Utkiavimiut.
IX. The Yuit of Siberia.'
(These have four linguistic groups
No6kalit of East Cape Aiwanat of Indian Point Wuteelit of
Cape Ulakhpen ; and Eiwhuelit of St. Lawrence Island [Hand-

:

;

book,

ii.

1007

f.].)

;

—

Designation.
Like so many primitive
peoples, the Eskimos name themselves Innuit,
' people,'
men.' Their usual appellation, Eskimo,
seems first to have been given them by the Jesuit
Father Biard in 1611, under the form Excomminqiiois, which appears to be taken from their
Abenaki designation, .B«^imanfeiyt(or the Chippewa
equivalent, Ashkimeq), ' eaters of raw flesh.' Two
other interesting names applied to them are the
Kutchin Ta-Kutchi, ocean people,' and the Seneca
Tci&k-ninin, 'seal people,^ while the Hudson's
Bay jargon, Husky, is sunply a corruption of their
2.

'

'

familiar designation.
(For a complete list of
appellations applied to the Eskimos, see Handbook,
i.
436 f.) The entire Eskimo population is estimated at some 27,700, of whom about 10,900 are in
Greenland, 15,600 in North America, and 1200 in
Asia.
Of the physical
3. Physical characteristics.
characteristics of the Eskimos, Deniker writes as

—

foUows(p. 520

f.):

—

Physically, the pure Eskimo that is to say, those of the
northern coast of America, and perhaps of the eastern coast of
Greenland may form a special race, allied with the American
races, but exhibiting some characteristics of the Ugrian race
(short stature, dolichocephaly, shape of the eyes, etc.). They
are above average stature (1 m. 62), whilst the Eskimo of
Labrador and Greenland are shorter, and those of southern
Alaska a little taller (1 m. 66), in consequence perhaps of inter'

—

minglings, which would also explain their cranial configuration
(ceph. ind. on the living subject, 79 in Alaska, against 76"8 in
Greenland), which is less elongated than among the northern
tribes (average cephalic index of the skull, 70 and 72). Their
complexion is yellow, their eyes straight, and black (except
among certain Greenland half-breeds); their cheek-bones are
projecting, the nose is somewhat prominent, the face round,
and the mouth rather thick-lipped.' To this may be added,

Henshaw

from

and

Swanton

(p.

434),

that the

Eskimos

'
possess uncommon strength and endurance ; their skin is
light brownish yellow with a ruddy tint on the exposed parts .
their hands and feet are small and well formed. . . . They are
characterized by very broad faces and narrow, high noses
their heads are also exceptionally high.* Their hair is straight
and black ; the beard is at best scanty, and often is entirely
lacking. "They are not long-lived, seldom living much beyond
sixty.
The most common cause of death is inflammatory
rheumatism. In this connexion it should be stated, in addition
to the theories of their origin already noted, that Chamberlain
(Internal. Encyc. vi. [New York, 1903] 868^, following Dall,
Olivier, Nordquist, Krause, and others, is inclined to think
that the Eskimo were derived directly from peoples of the
Asiatic polar regions, some of whom came to America across
'

the narrow Bering Strait. The Koriak and Chukchi, who
inhabit the extreme eastern portion of the peninsula of Siberia,
are regarded as an Asiatic branch of the Eskimo race.' The
latter statement is, however, extremely doubtful (see Eeane,
299).

—

The Eskimo language belongs to
4. Language.
the general type of American languages usuaUy,
but not very accurately, termed polysynthetic or
incorporating. Naturally, in its long history, this
language has split up into a number of dialects,
rather, it would appear, through phonetic and
semasiological changes than through the influence
of other tongues.
"The dialectic differences are important, although not so
extensive as to obscure the identity of the Eskimo languages o..
We even find dialectic deviations
Alaska and of Greenland.
from fiord to fiord. Nowadays an East Greenlander does not
understand a West Greenlander until both have become
accustomed to each other's speech ; and the Greenlander hap
to learn the peculiarities of the dialect of the Baffin-land
Eskimo to carry on conversation with him. The dialects of
western Alaska differ fundamentall}' from the Greenland
dialects, about as much as English and German or English
and French differ from each other' (Thalbitzer, Handbook of

Amer, Ind. Languages,

i.

971).

Material culture, occupations, organization.
The Eskimos have always occupied a special place
As the
in the study of American aboriginal tribes.
most northerly tribe in the world, their habitat itself
has attracted to them more than usual attention ;
yet it is not to this accidental fact that the interest
manifested in them is due, but rather to the fact
that ethnologists and sociologists saw in them what
appeared to be a classical example of the adaptation of a people to a special, unfavourable environment. They have found, corresponding to the
vast, uniform, and monotonous Nature around
them, a remarkable uniformity in the customs,
culture, and language of all the tribes scattered over
the enormous area of the Arctic archipelago and
the mainland ; they have discovered
the ingenious devices for catching their prey, in the
specialized kayak, in the snow houses, and in
the sledge witn the dogs trained for drawing it,
convincing proof that here was a perfect adaptation of man to his environment. There can, indeed, be no doubt that in the domain of material
culture the adaptation of man to his environ-

—

5.

m

:

ESKIMOS
is remarkable, especially if we regard it from
a broad point of view. But even hero, as soon as
we look at details, the adaptation does not appear
80 perfect, and the play of individual variation
and the conservative force of customs, in no way
connected with the adaptation of man to any
special environment, are apparent at every jjoint.
What relation is there between adaptation to environment and the religious custom whicli compels
a man to destroy all tliat he owns, objects whose

ment

rooms. In summer, when travelling, the Eskimos
occupy tents of deer- or seal-skins stretched across

their houses chiefly of planks covered on the outside with green turf.
Some of the far northern
divisions are obliged to use bones or stone in.stead
of wood (cf. also
i. 684'').
The normal occupations of the men are hunting
and fishing and the care and manufacture of their
hunting gear, especially the kayak
the women

winter, for instance, might mean starvation
if his father dies in the house where
What is unquestionably
they are deposited?
true is that the special climatic conditions of the
Eskimo habitat demanded, perhaps, more than a
'
working adaptation to environment ; but when
this was once secured
and it was secured long
ago it permitted the play of forces that in themselves had no relation to the problem of adaptation, but were the direct result of the individual
and social cultural potentialities of the Eskimos,
no matter what part the physical environment

may have

played

ERE

;

are busied with the usual household tasks
the
duty of skin-dressing devolves among some tribes
on the men, and among others on the women. The
;

—

shaping

in

and

clothing

upbuilding

The material culture of the Eskimos has been
described many times, so that it will here be
sufficient to quote the admirable summary of Kink,
in his introduction to his Tales and Traditions of

The standard

;

;

coverings, with a view to provide an entire shelter for the
kayaker or seal. hunter, with exception only of the face, to
protect him against the water. Only a small number of
Eskimos have kayaks fitted for more than a single man ; and
still more exceptionally, in the farthest north, some are found
who have no kayak at all, because the sea is almost continually
frozen. (3) Adaptation of a bladder filled with air to the
harpoons or javelins, in order, by retarding the animals, to
prevent them from escaping after being struck, and to prevent
the harpoon from sinking should the hunter miss hia aim (cf.
Mason, Rep. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1900 [Washington, 1902], p. 236 ft.).
(4) The ingenious way in which the points of the weapons and
of the spears with which the animals are finally killed are
fitted into the shaft, so that, having penetrated the skin of the
animal, the point is bent out of the shaft, which is either
entirely loosened while only the point with the line and the
bladder remains attached to the animal, or keeps hanging to
the point. Without this precaution, the animal in its struggle
would break the shaft or make the barb slip out of its body
again. (5) The sledge with the dogs trained for drawing it
(of. Mason, ib. 1894 [Washington, 1896), p. 652 ft.).

their sole musical instrument is a sort of little
tambourine made of membrane stretched over
an oval frame. They are also exceedingly fond of

games.
The Eskimo games are described and discussed by Oulin

RBEW

all.
The Labrador Eskimos alone have the hand game, the
object of which is to guess, like our hot and cold,' wljat
object is concealed in the hand (283) peculiar to the Central
Eskimos are ball-tossing (709), running after hoops on the ice
(783), playing sealing (783), and a sort of roulette (7SS)
and to
the Western Eskimos arrow-tossing (386 ff.), hand-and-foot ball
(706 f.), jackstraws (729 f.), quoits (723 f.), running racss (805),
'

;

;

and shinny

bows made

as

well known,

is

are masters

of realistic design on bone, one specimen, for
instance, given by Deniker (Races of Man, p. 138)
from Alaska being a series of 12 figures on an
ivory whip, recording the fact that the owner
paddled to an island with a single hut, where he
slept one night, then went to another inhabited
island and there spent two nights, and, after seal-

are acquainted with a number of forms of the trap,
including cage-, door-, and pit-traps, and dead falls
for foxes, etc., whalebone nooses for waterfowl, and
nets of sinew, rawhide, or baleen for fish (Mason,
BSI, 1901, p. 467 ff.). Nor would any account of
the material culture of the Eskimos be complete
without some allusion to their lamps, made chiefly
of soapstone (or some other sort of stone), less
usually of earthenware, clay, bone, or wood. The
Eskimos were the only Americans who possessed
the lamp, and with them it assumes the duties not
merely of illumination, but also of the cooking
stove, besides heating the igloos, melting water,
drying clothing, bending wood, and the like.
Each house-wife possesses her own lamp, and a

ing and hunting with a bow, paddled back with a

comrade to
6.

his

Religion.

own

hut.

— Until

the publication

of

Knud

Kasmussen's People of the Polar North (Lond. 1908),
Eskimo mythology occupied a peculiar place in the
religious systems of the American aborigines, in
that it was supposed to deal exclusively with
heroes and human activities. Indeed, it
might be said that the 'myth' had been almost
entirely displaced by the tale,' the latter connoting any plot that, from the Eskimo point of view,
falls within the domain of earthly happenings,
while myth stands for a plot that does not. It
was believed, previous to Kasmussen's work, that
the animal played no part whatever in Eskimo
mythology, and it assuredly does not do so in the
areas not described by him yet tliere can be no
doubt that for the northern areas, with which the
first part of his book deals, animal myths are
found and this fact lifts Eskimo mythology out

human

'

'

an Eskimo synonym for

most wretched and destitute of beings. It
even been suggested that the architecture of
Eskimo igloo has been influenced by the use of
lamp (see on the whole subject. Hough, The
Lamp of the Eskimo,' Rep. U.S. Nat. Mus., 1896
[Washington, 1898], pp. 1025-1056).
There are two general types of habitation, the
summer and the winter type, of which the latter
contains a number of subdivisions that serve a.";

(629).

The Eskimos,

and strengthened with sinew (see
Murdoch, BSI, 1883-84, ii. 307 ff.), the Eskimos

the
has
the
the

(«4

They are : baU juggling (p. 712), buzz (761 f.),
[1907]).
cat's cradle (767 f.), dice (102 fl.), football (699 ff.), hoop-and-pole
(472 ff.), ring-and-pin (544 ff.), tops (736 ff.)— these common to

of drift-wood

is

of sexual morality is low, except

where Christianity prevails but, on the other
hand, the Eskimos are peaceable, honest, truthful, and faithful
they are, moreover, generous
and hospitable, kind to the stranger, the infirm,
and the aged, cheerful and light-hearted. They are
fond of singing and of music, although, except
where they have come into contact with the whites,

:

'

of skins, with little variation for the

enforce his opinion.

Eskimo (London, 1875)
The Eskimo are entirely dependent upon seals and cetaceous
animals for food, and the peculiar hunting contrivances used in
securing them are the following
(1) kayaks, boats which
consist of a framework of wood joined together principally by
strings, and provided with a cover of skins impenetrable to the
water. (2) The adjustment of the kayak itself and the kayakthe

woman without a lamp

is

two sexes. Personal adornment is rare, although
in most tribes the women tatn their faces, and
some of the Alaskan tribes wear small labrets
under the comers of their mouths.
The social organization is extremely loose, the
village being the largest unit.
There is no real
chief, although there is in each settlement some
advisory head, who has, however, no power to

them.

It should also be noted that, besides

are varied in structure.

They are generally built of stones and turf, the
roof-spars and the pillars which support the middle
of the roof being of wood.
Only the EHkimo.s of
the middle regions have vaults of snow for their
habitations, whilst the western Eskimos build

loss, in

—

The winter houses

poles.

and death,

'
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'

'

'

;

i

;

:

;
;
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of the position which it had long occupied in
relation to the mythologies of other American
tribes.
It is

extremely

difficult

to describe even the

essentials of Eskimo religious belief in the present
state of our knowledge ; for, with the exception of

Rink, Boas, and Rasmussen, no observers have spent
enough time among any given band really to get
at the bottom of their religious system or lack of
Rink was under the disadvantage of having to
it.
rely on interpreters sill the time and of not getting
his material from texts; and this, combined with
his tendency towards over-systematization, renders
his accounts of Eskimo religious beliefs unsatisfactory in many respects. Rasmussen, on the
other hand, although he obtained everything from
texts and approached his subject with the utmost
sympathy, suffers at times from the tendency to
look at his subject too exclusively from the literary
point of view, and from his failure to differentiate
clearly between the esoteric point of view, as embodied by the shamans, and the exoteric, as
represented by the laymen.

—

Briefly put, the Eskimos believe in spirits inhabiting both animals and what we should term
inanimate objects. Their chief * deity' is called
Tornassuky and he rules over all the helping and
guardian spirits, or tomat, of all of whom he
His fig\ire and power are not,
disposes at will.
however, definitely marked. The chief deity in
connexion with the food supply is an old woman
who resides in the ocean, and is called Sedna among
the Central Eskimos, and Arnaknagsak among the
other divisions. She causes storms or withholds
seals or other marine animals, if any of her tabus
are infringed, her power over these animals arising
from the fact that they are sections of her fingers
cut off by her father at the time when she first
took up her abode in the sea. It is the chief
duty of the shaman, or angakok^ to discover who
has infringed the tabus and thus brought down
and it is
the wrath of the supernatural beings
likewise his duty to compel the offender to make
atonement by public confession to him. Among
the Central Eskimos it is believed that two spirits
reside in a man's body, one of whom stays with it
when it dies and may temporarily enter the body
of some child, who is then named after the departed while the other goes to one of the several
lands of the souls, some of which lie above, and
some below, the surface of the earth.
According to the statements of Rink, the whole
visible world is ruled by supernatural powers, each
of whom holds sway within certain limits, and is
called inua (* man,' owner ').
;

;

*

'Strictly Bpeaking-, scarcely any object existing- either in a
physical or spiritual point of view may not be conceived to
have its iniia. Generally speaking, however, the notion of an
inua is limited to a locality, or to the huraan qualities and
passions, e.g. the inua of certain mountains or lakes, of
strength, of eating,' etc.

Perhaps the best idea of Eskimo religious beliefs
can be obtained from Rasmussen's work mentioned
above.

'We do not all understand the hidden things,' one old man
We
told him, ' but we believe the people who say they do.
believe our angakok, and we believe them because we ... do not
famine
and
starvaourselves
to
the
danger
of
expose
want to
We believe, in order to make our lives and our food
tion.
secure. If we did not believe the magicians, the animals we
hunt would make themselves invisible to us ; if we did not
follow their advice, we should fall ill and die. . . . We observe
our old customs, in order to hold the world up, for the powers
must not be offended. . . We are afraid of the grreat Evil.
Men are so helpless in the face of illness. The people here do
penance, because the dead are strong in their vital sap, and
boundless in their might ' (p. 123 f.).
Here is a magician's description of how he obtained his
power : ' I wanted to become a magician, and went up to the
There I saw two hill-spirits as tall as
hills and slept up there.
.

They sang drum-songs. I kept silent. I was ashamed.
The day after I went home and I was a little of a magician but
to the many I said nothing of it, for I was still very little of a
a tent.

;

magician. Another time I started for the hill and lay down
to sleep, andj as I lay, I heard again the song of the hill-spirits.
One now began to speak to me, and asked me for a ladle of
wood. When I returned to men, I still did not speak about it,
but carved a ladle of wood for the spirit. The third time I saw
the hill-spirits it was in my own house, and a great dog was
running after them it, too, became my helping spirit. It was
only when many people fell sick that I revealed myself as a
magician. ... My helping spirits know my thoughts and my
Once I was veiy
will, and they help me when I give conamands.
My helpill, and then I lost a great deal of my magic power.
Now
I
am
again a great
despise
me.
ing spirits began to
magician. Even my wife can hear the spirits when they come
to me, and I know when people are going to fall ill, and I know
when they can recover (cf. Rasmussen, p. 147 f.).
;

'

Rasmussen himself thus sums up

their religion

:

Their religious opinions do not lead them to any sort of
worship of the supernatural, but consist if they are to be
formulated in a creed of a list of commandments and rules
of conduct controlling their relations with unknown forces
Their religion does not centre round
hostile to man ' (p. 126).
any divinity who is worshipped, but vents itself in a belief
in evil, in a dim perception of certain mystical powers who
are easily offended and whose anger is dangerous. Man would
be overwhelmed by the consideration he has to pay to the
forces of Nature and by the rules governing his relations with
these forces, were it not that he has the power, by forethought,
to be the stronger, and, despite all, to control dangers. And
this he does by himself taking the dreaded forces into hia
service.
For the magicians, who are the leaders of the people,
can, by their arts and skill, make the powers who are masters
of life and death subject to them, not by prayer but by
Every man is at his birth endowed with a
command.
certain supply of vital force which is to be used up on earth.
When this supply is exhausted, the person grows old and, by
death, passes over into another existence. In such a case no
magician endeavours to retain life in the invalid, for he is "worn
out," and it is better that he should die (p. 126 f.).
From these beliefs those of the Eskimos of
massalik Fiord, East Greenland, differ in some
'

—

—

*

.

.

.

'

Am-

noteworthy regards, as is detailed by Thalbitzer
(* The Heathen Priests of East Greenland,' in XVI.
Internat. Anierikanisten-Kongress, Vienna, 1910,
ii.
'

447^64)
The Eskimo

religion

moon, Aningihk, which

knows two supreme divinities the
regarded as a man, a hunter, who
:

la

who

has his house, bis hunting grounds,
and his implements of the chase in the sky and the old nameless woman of the sea [the Sedna or Arnaknagsak of the other
Eskimos], whose house lies far away at the bottom of the ocean,
and who rules over the marine seals, whales, and polar bears.
Finally, the people of Ammassalik speak of a third power in
the sky, an old woman of the name of Asiak, who procures
rain by shaking a skin drenched in urine down upon the earth,
so that a shower of drops is sprinkled upon it.' Besides the
angakoks, the Greenland Eskimos have an inferior and less
esteemed class of shamans, the qilalik, the most of whom are
women. The mystic language in which the angakok holds converse with the spirits is not sheer abracadabra, but obsolete
or metaphorically used Eskimo words, a kind of inherited art
language, which contributes in a high degree to the solemn and
mystical character of the spiritual gathering. The religious
forms or expressions themselves are made no secret of only
the way in which the disciple receives his training is wrapped
in mystery.' During his questioning cf the spirit, the soul of
the angakok is believed to sink below the earth (or sometimes
to go to the moon), his body being meanwhile occupied by his
taartaat (apparently 'successor'). He is aided by his spirit
monsters, or the manlike animals belonging to the sacred ritual,
which enter the hut while the angakok'ssoul is still in his body,
these being Timerseet, hving in the interior of the country
Eajudtsaat, dwelling under the ground close to men's huts
and Innertiwin, living on the beach under the rocks of the
coast. Besides these there comes from the sea the consulted
one,' Aperqitf who serves as the intermediary between the
angakok and Toomartik, a sea-monster which guides him to
the woman of the sea, and informs the Aperqit (who then tells
the angakok) as to what souls have abandoned the sick man on
whose behalf the consultation is made, and where they may be
found whereupon the attendant spirits are to search for and
For, according to Eskimo
bring back the deserting souls.
notions, all disease is nothing but loss of a soul in every part
of the huraan body (particularly in every joint, as, for instance,
in each finger-joint) there resides a little soul, and, if a part of
the man's Dody is sick, it is because the little soul has abandoned that part. In most cases the loss of the soul is regarded
as due to one of the following causes either that evilly disposed persons have driven it out by means of magic, or that
higher powers, the moon, for instance, have removed it as a
punishment for men's sins (some sacrilege, breach of tabu,
catches sea-animals,

;

'

:

*

;

*

;

:

or other).'

There can be no doubt that the native religion
of the Eskimos is gradually becoming extinct, and
in "Western Greenland (as also in East Greenland)
the Danish missionaries have practically extinguished it. The same thing is true of Labrador,

where

Moravian missionaries have

long

been

'

ESSENCE
and in Alaska the Russians have laboured
more than a century, witli good success, for
the Christianization of the Eskimos, their work
being assisted by missionaries of other communions.
Among the central groups, on the other hand, the
active

;

for

native religion has remained practically untouched
by missionary endeavour.
Taken all in all, Eskimo culture, despite a remarkable specialization in certain aspects of
material civilization, shows sufficient fundamental
similarities in all other aspects to warrant its
inclusion in the cultural areas of North America.
LiTERAxmiE. — The older records are summarized in Waitz,
Anthropol.der Haturvblktr, Leipzig, 1862, iii. 300 9.
Besides
the worliB mentioned in the text, reference should be made to
Boas, 'Central Eskimo' (6 RBEW [188S]), and 'Eslcimo ot
Baffin Land and Hudson Bay' {Bull. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist.
XT. pt. i. [1901]); Dall, 'Tribes of the Extreme Northwest'
(Contrib. to N. Amer. Ethnol. 1. [1877]) Nelson, Eskimo about
Bering Stroit' (J8 RBEW, pt. i. [1899]) Murdoch, Ethnolog.
'

;

'

;

Results ot the Point Barrow Expedition' (9

Kroeber, 'Eskimo

Smith Sound'
Turner, 'Ethnol.

RBEW

(1892));

Amer. Mtts. Nat.
Hist. xil. (1899]);
Ungava District'
(11 RBEW (18911) Holm, Ethnologisk Skizzen af Angamagsalikeme (Sleddelelser om Grimland, x. [1887]); Rink, 'Eskimo
Tribes (ib. xi. [1887]) Nansen, Eskimo Life\ London, 1894
Bolles, 'Cat. of Eskimo Collection" (Rep. tf.S. Nat. Mus..
1887) Pilling:, Bibliog. of the Eskimo Language' (i Bull. BE
of

(Bull.
of the

'

;

'

;

'

;

'

;

[1887], to

be supplemented by the

list of

Thalbitrer,

Handbook of Amtr. Ind. Lang. (iO Bull. BE
D. MacRitchie, Eskimos of Davis Straits

in

969 ff.

'

;

(Scottish Oeographical

Paul

Magazine,

Ramn

'

Eskimo,'
[1911])

i.

in 1666

xxviii. [1912] 281-294.

and Louis H. Gray.

ESSENCE. — All human

striving

seeks

the

essential. Cognitive energy, from its first instinctive stirrings to its most highly developed and

clearly conscious forms, is a process of selection
impelled by deep-lying vital necessities. The
senses are organs of selection, reacting characteristically upon the multitudinous stimuli of the
physical world. On the selected material they
present, the mind carries out a further process of
sifting and combination, in accordance with its

immanent norms and ends. The whole discriminative and elaborative activity is vital self-expression
In biological terms, cognition may
be described as a mode of the mind's vital adjustment to environment an adjustment which utters
the nature and at the same time subserves the
realization and conservation of the self.
In other
words, cognition so far satisfies the primal need of
personal life, namely, to assert and maintain itself
(cf.
art. Epistemology).
Thus, thinking and
human activity in general are purposive through
and through. Behind it all is the will to live, to
be a self. In illustration, it may be pointed out
that the very ideas of truth and reality are possible
only in relation to an interest or purpose. Apart
from an informing aim to attain the true or to
grasp the real, thinking or intellection could have
no intelligible relation to truth or reality.
of the mind.

—

As stout puts

Personal Idealism, ed. Sturt, 1902, p. 10),
* a person cannot be right or wrong without reference to some
interest or purpose.'
Similarly, Royce asserts that an idea
appears in consciousness as having the significance of an act of
will, and that the inner purpose is the primary and essential
feature of an idea (The World and the Individual, let ser.,
New York, 1900, Introd., passim).
it (in

Thus, the objective world furnishes the occasion

and material

for the progressive self-fulfilment of
put it otherwise, it is the correlate
of man's self-activity ; and the essential is what is
specially relevant to a particular interest or purpose of the mind at work on the organization of

the

Ego

;

or, to

experience.
The essence

of a thing is that one of its properties which is
80 important for my interests that in comparison with it I may
neglect the rest' (W. James, Text-Book of Psychology, 1892,
Or, 'it is merely such aspects of the whole be357).
E.aviour of the thing as are selected from among the rest, by
reason either of their relative permanence or of their importance for our purposes' (F. O. S. Schiller, Humanism, 1903,
'

p. 226).

This fairly represents our ordinary work-a-day
attitude towards things. It does not follow, how-
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ever, that the things of sense-experience are absolutely plastic material. On the contrary, they
exercise a certain control.
They may be variously

conceived, but misconception is checked by its
discovered unworkableness. In our practical intercourse with things we have to reckon with certain
invariable modes of action and reaction ; and these
constitute for us their essential characteristics or
nature (cf. G. Jacobi, Pragmnti.i7nus, 1909, p. 33).
Science represents a systematized and critical form
of the common-sense view of the world. Armed
with its weapons of precision, it stands for enhanced mastery over Nature, for enlarged human
efficiency.
It is this quality of exactitude, expressed in measurement, that distinguishes scientific
procedure most sharply from the rough and ready
methods of common sense. The constant endeavour to attain the maximum of accuracy, order, connexion, consistency, and completeness in the different
provinces of knowledge ma/kes science necessarily
critical of the looseness and incoherence of ordinary
thinking, and is apt to beget the impression that
the scientific attitude is antithetic to that of the
practical man (see, e.g., 3. Arthur Thomson, Introd.
to Science, London, 1911, p. 38 f.).
Nevertheless,
in spite of the undeniable contrast, science may
best be described as a critical development of
common sense. The further organization of experience is due to the working of the same organic
impulse of self-realization, with its inherent selective interests, which makes the synthesis of knowledge possible at all. It is very generally recognized that at all events the physical and natural
sciences aim at the description of events by the
aid of the fewest and simplest general formulae'
{ib. p. 47)
they limit themselves to descriptive
formulation in contradistinction to explanatory
'

;

interpretation.

This phenomenalism of method is self-imposed in
interests of the special disciplines and of
science as a whole. In order to deal with the facts
of experience in their immeasurable complexity,
certain aspects must be mentally isolated and
fixated, and the whole body of relative data envisaged from this point of view. Thus, the particular
sciences carry through methodically the abstraction
which is the other side of all intellectual conthe

They are methods of intellectually
attacking and mastering an othervvise unmanagecentration.

mass of experiential material. The same
group of facts may be worked over by many
sciences from their own distinctive view-points,
yielding to each its special concepts, classification,
and laws. Merz, in his monumental History of
European Thought in the Nineteenth Century
able

(1896-1903), regards the various lines of seientifio

advance as characteristic modes of viewing Nature,
and classifies them accordingly as the astronomical,
the atomic, the mechanical or kinetic, the physical,
the morphological, the genetic, the vitalistic, the
psycho-physical, and the statistical views of
Nature.
Clearly, then, it is not the business of the sciences
to determine the real essence of their subjectmatter. The very notion lies outside their purview. For that reason it is grossly fallacious to
construe this methodological ignorance as metaphysical negation. It is impossible to negate what
is not considered ; it is impossible to answer a
question which is never raised. Empirical science
is no more anti-metaphysical because it ignores
the metaphysical than geometry is anti-biological
because it does not concern itself with the phenomena of life. On the other hand, the empirical
sciences contribute valuable and indispensable
material for the solution of the strictly philosophical problems.
Science does not, in point of fact, satisfy the

:

;
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A

pure
irrepressible demand for real explanation.
Phuosophy recognizes
scientist has never lived.
that the questions regarding ultimate explanations
and meanings, final causes, and eternal values
must be faced. It recognizes, further, the inherent
limitations and instrumental character of scientific
method, and perceives that it is but a partial expression and satisfaction of the cognitive impulse,
and but one phase in the total life of the human
Philosophy represents a resolute endeavour
spirit.
It seeks to take
after completeness in thought.
cognizance of all the facts and factors that enter
into human experience, and hence does not limit
itself to facts amenable to ordinary scientific treatment, or assume as ultimate and finally valid the
working principles and underlying assumptions of
the sciences. The particular sciences and science
as a whole form part of its total datum, which
embraces the whole range of human culture, both
as result and as process. This huge aggregate
as it at first sight appears must somehow be
conceived as a whole, and to this end the facts
must be graded according to their causative efficiency and explanatory value. The result is an
ultimate synthesis, on the basis of a thoroughgoing resolution, of the phenomenal complex into
Not, of course,
its constituent factors and ends.
that the philosopher is bound to consider his view
of the world as an adequate intellectual formulation of ultimate reality ; the fact that the life
which energizes in the thinker is in continuous
movement and development should be enough to
hold hira back from the presumption of absolutist
gnosticism. Yet this admission does not carry
with it adhesion to relativism. The philosopher
cannot help believing that, though he has not
grasped and cannot grasp the whole truth, he has,
nevertheless, reached essential truth, that permanent validity attaches to the substance at least
of his central affirmations, and that his efforts will
make for a fuller apprehension of the truth by
future generations. To claim less than this would

—

—

intellectual self-renunciation tantamount
to suicide. In its metaphysical insistence philosophy expresses the outreaching in one direction
of the spiritual life a reality wider and deeper
than mere thought towards self-fulfilment. The
essential is an ideal to be realized ; it is also a
substantial reality, impelling and attractive ; or
Only that which is in
it would not be sought.
some sort our own moves us. Essence in its large
signification is the all-comprehensive problem of
humanity, alike theoretical and practical. Its
solution will not be furnished by the subtlest reflexions of the theoretical reason, but by the
forward movement of life as a whole, by the active
realization and explication of a truth of humanity

mean an

—
—

which is vastly more than any theory (see R.
Eucken, Geistige Stromungen d. Gegenwart,* 1909,
The problems are internal and vital, and
p. 36 f ).
are progressively resolved by the self-unfolding of
the vital process, which they have challenged and
.

stimulated.

tr.

ch.

1885, vol.
ii.

W.

;

Windelband,
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ESSENES. —The
Ephesus were

of Artemis at
called 'Essenes' (Pans. viii. 13. 1 :

Epulones

yivofi.hovs,
T-j ' kprriiuSi. laTidropas T-j 'E<pe(rig.
KoKovfiivov! Si inrb tSiv ttoXituv 'Effaij^as), or ' king

Tolis

bees
but the name is specially applied to a
remarkable pre-Christian order of Jewish monks,
whom Josephus calls 'Ecra-rivol or 'Ea-o-aioi. Philo
adheres to the latter name, which, as more Semitic,
was probably the original formation of their title.
Neither the Bible
I. Sources of information.
nor the Kabbinical literature mentions the Essenes,
but their mode of life is described by (a) Jewish,
'

;

—

(6)

Christian, and

(c)

pagan

writers.

Philo and Josephus devote unusual attention
to their customs ; and as the former was a contemporary, while the latter spent three years in
their neighbourhood and had other opportunities
of gaining acquaintance with individual Essenes,
the narratives of both writers, although liable to
qualifying criticism on the score of tendency,
furnish indispensable materials for an estimate of
the order.
The
(i.) Two PhUonic statements are extant.
first and longer occurs in the treatise. Quod omnis
probus liber (§§ 12-13), a youthful work, perhaps
\vritten when Philo was studying in Alexandria.
He has just been proving that the world is not
wholly destitute of virtuous people after pointing
to the Persian Magi and the Indian gymnosophiats,
he proceeds to quote a salient example from his
(a)

;

own countrymen
§12. 'Nor are Palestine andi Syria barren of moral excellence ((coXoKayofiia) countries inhabited by a large portion
There are among them
of that roost populous race, the Jews.
people called Essenes, numbering over 4000, and in my judgment so called from their piety (oo-idnfro!)— though the derivation is not strictly Greek— since they are pre-eminently wor-

—

shipping servants of God (eepaweirt-at eeov) they do not sacrifice
animals, but study to keep their minds in a saintly frame
(Upo»peirt«). In the first place, they reside in villages, shunning
town-life on account of the lawless manners of townsfolk, since
they are well aware that such associations are as able to infect their souls with incurable disorder as tainted air is to
infect their bodies with deadly disease. Some of them till the
ground. Others practise such arts and crafts as are consonant
(mii'spyiiTiJe?) with peace, and thereby benefit themselves and
their neighbours. They do not treasure up silver and gold, nor
do they acquire large tracts of land in an eager desire for income, but only make provision for the absolute necessities of
They are almost the only people who remain destitute of
life.
money and possessions, by use and wont rather than by any
yet they are esteemed wealthy, for they
lack of prosperity
consider that to be frugal and contented is, as indeed it is,
ample abundance. You would not discover among them any
maker of arrows, spears, swords, helmets, corselets,_or shields,
any maker of arms or war-engines, any one busied in the
slijihtest with military avocations or even with those which,
during peace, slip easily over into mischief they are totally
ignorant of trade and commerce and sea-faring, abhorring, as
they do, all inducements to covetous gain.2 There is not a single
slave among them all are free and exchange kind offices with
each other. "They condemn the position of master, not only as
unjust, being a breach of equality, but as impious, since it
violates the order of Mother Nature, which gives birth to all
alike and rears them as genuine brothers, not as nominal,
whereas crafty covetousness disorganizes this natural kinship
by its desire to outshine others, it engenders hostility instead of
affection, and enmity instead of friendship.
Logic is a department of philosophy which they leave to wordcatchers, as unnecessary for the acquiring oj vu-tue physical
science they regard as too lofty for human nature, and so they
;

;

;

;

See also artt. ACCIDENT, Being, Epistemology,
Ontology, Philosophy, Substance.
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1 Schiirer, omitting koi, confines the Essenes to Palestinian
Syria. They were, at any rate, local, as the Therapeutae were
not. No trace of Essenic propaganda is to be found in Asia

Minor or

Italy.

j
2 Hippolvtus (,Hcer. ix. 21) adds that some carried their
religious objection to idolatry so far that they refused to use
statues
below
passed
they
case
coins, and even to enter cities in

at the gate

(cf.

•

ERE iv.

849).
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ESSBNES
leave that to high-flying theorists.^ except as It includes the study
of Ood'e exietence and the (ormation of the universe.
It is
Ethica to which they devote all their strength, under the guidance of tlieir ancestral laws, which no human soul could have
devised apart from Divine inspiration. In these laws they are
Instructed, particularly on the seventh day, as well as at other
times. For the seventh day is held sacred ; on it they cease all
work, 3 and repair to sacred places called synagoy-uea,^ where
they sit arranged according to age the young below the older
persons— and listen with due order and attention. One reads
aloud the sacred hooka, whereupon another of their most experienced members comes forward to explain whatever Is not
clear ; for the greater part of their lore is conveyed flguratively *
(5ta irufj.p6\uiv) after their time-honoured fashion. They are

—

piety, holiness, justice, the management of aflfairs
tne knowledge of what is truly good or
indifferent, how to choose the right and how to shun the
contrary ; and in all this they employ three rules and standards,
namely, the love of God, the love of virtue, and the love of
man. Thus they furnish thousands of examples of the meaning of love to God, by a close and continuous purity maintained

taught

(oiKovoiJ.iav), citizenship,

bad or

throughout life, by abstinence from oaths and falsehood, and
by regarding the Deity as the cause of all good but of no evil.
Aa for the love of virtue, they point us to freedom from the

money

(ai^tAoxp^MaTOf),^ fame, and pleasure, to selfcontrolj to endurance, and also to contentment (bKtyo&eiav),
simplicity, good humour, modesty, regard for the laws, firmness
of character, and such-like qualities.
As for the love of man,
they give proofs of goodwill, impartiality, and an indescribable
bond of fellowship. About this last it will not be amiss to say
a few words. First of all, no one has a house of his own, which
does not belong to all ; in addition to residing together in companies, they keep open house for associates who arrive from
other quarters. Then, they have a common treasury, and share
all expenses ; they also share their clothes, and their meals are
common, as they mess together. Among no other people would
you find that community of residence, life, and food is more of
a reality. This is perhaps only natural, for they put their daily
wage into a common fund, instead of keeping it for themselves,
and thus provide for any who want help. Their sick members
are not neglected because they can contribute nothing, for their
ample funds enable them to make lavish provision for all such.
Their seniors are treated with respect and honour and attention,
as parents are by their own children ; their old age is cherished
bountifully by the toil and endless thought of the younger

love of

members.
§ 13. Such are the masters of virtue (aflAijrds apei^O turned
out by a philosophic system which has nothing to do with research into Greek terms, but which essays U> train them by
means of laudable actions as the basis of a freedom which is not
to be subdued. Here is a proof of this. From time to time
their country has been seized by many rulers, men of varied
characters and aims some of them have tried unceasingly to
outdo wild beasts in their ferocity, exhausting every form of
savagery, massacring hordes of their subjects, and even cutting
them up limb from limb when they were alive, like very
butchers, until at last they suffered the same doom at the
hands of the justice which supervises human life. Others put
their frenzy into a fresh form of malice unspeakably venomous
was their device. Their words were smooth, hut the gentle
tones they adopted only revealed their bitterness of mind they
would fawn upon men like treacherous dogs, and yet prove the
authors of fatal evils. They have left monuments of their
impiety and hatred of men
the ever-memorable disasters
suffered by their victims in the cities. Yet none of these bloodthirsty creatures, none of these treacherous and cunning tyrants,
was able to lay any charge against the company of the Essenes,
or " holy men " (^ ba-Ctai^. Their moral excellence triumphed,
and everybody treated tbem as independent and free by nature,
praising their common meals and their indescribable good*
fellowship the clearest proof of a life which is perfect and
;

;

;

m

—

exceedingly happy.'

The second
lost

Philonic passage

Apology for the Jews

is

from the author's

{vir^p^lovdatuiv d7ro\oyia)j

excerpted in Eus. Prcsp. Ev,

viii.

11 (ed. E.

H.

Gifford, 1903)
*Our Lawgiver has trained to community of living many
thousands of disciples, who are called Essenes, because of their
holiness, I believe. They dwell in many citits of Judeea and
many villages, and in large and populous societies. Their sect
is formed not on family descent, for descent is not reckoned
among matters of choice, but on zeal for virtue and philanthropy.
Accordingly, there is among the Essenes no mere
child, or even a scarce-bearded lad, or young man ; since of
such as these the moral dispositions are unstoble and apt to
change in accordance with their imperfect age ; they are all
full-grown men, already verging upon old age, as being no
longer swept away by the flood of bodily impulses, or led by
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their passions, but In the

enjoyment

of the

genuine and only

real liberty.

And

their mode of life Is an evidence of thiji liberty ; none
ventures to acquire any private property at all, no houBC, or
slave, 1 or farm, or cattle, or any of the other things which
procure or minister to wealth ; but they deposit them all in
public together, and enjoy the benefit of all in common. And
they dwell together in one place, forming clubs and meaaea In
companies (Kara. ^I'mrou?, iraupia^ Kal <rv<T<TiTia), and they pass
their whole time in managing every kind of business for the
common good. But different members have different occupations, to which they strenuously devote themselves, and toil on
with unwearied patience, making no excuses of twld or heat or
any change of weather; before the sun is up they turn to their
usual employments, and hardly give up at its setting, delighting in work no less than those who are being trained in
gymnastic contests. For, whatever occupation they follow,
they imagine that these exercises are more beneficial to life,
and more pleasant to soul and body, and more permanent than
athletics, because they do not become unseasonable as the
vigour of the body dechnes. Some of them labour in the fields,
being skilled in matters relating to sowing and tillage, and
others are herdsmen, being masters of all kinds of cattle and
some attend to swarms of bees. Others, again, are craftsmen
in various arts, who, in order to avoid any of the sufferings
which the want of the necessaries of life imposes, reject none of
the innocent ways of gaining a livelihood.
;

Of the men, then, who thus differ in occupation, every one
on receiving his wages gives them to one person who is the
appointed steward ; and he, on receiving them, immediately
purchases the necessary provisions, and supplies abundance of
food, and all other things of which man's life is in need. And
they who live together and share the same table are content
with the same things every day, being lovers of frugality, and
abhorring prodigality as a disease of soul and body. Not only
have they a common table, but also common raiment; for
there are set out in winter thick cloaks, and in summer cheap
tunics, so that any one who will may easily take whichever he
likes, since what belongs to one is considered to belong to all,
and the property of all to be, on the other hand, the property of

each one.
Moreover, if any of them should fall sick, he is medically
treated out of the common resources, and attended by the care
and concern of all. And so the old men, even if they happen to
be childless, are wont to end their life in a very happy and
bright old age, inasmuch as they are blest with sons both many
and good, being held worthy of attention and honour by so
many, who from free good will rather than from any bond of
natural birth feel it right to cherish them.
Further, then, as they saw with keen discernment the thing

which alone, or most of all, was likely to dissolve their community, they repudiated marriage and also practised continence in an eminent degree. For no Essene takes to himself
a wife, because woman is immoderately selfish and jealous, and
terribly clever in decoying a man's moral inclinations, and
bringing them into subjection by continual cajoleries.2 For
when, by practising flattering speeches and the other arts, as of
an actress on the stage, she has deluded eyes and ears, then, as
having thoroughly deceived the servants, she proceeds to cajole
the master mind. And, should she have children, she is filled
with pride and boldness of speech, and what she formerly used
to hint under the disguise of irony, all this she now speaks out
with greater audacity, and shamelessly compels him to practices, every one of which is hostile to community of life.
For
the man who is either ensnared by the charms of a wife, 3 or
induced by natural affection to make his children his first care,
is no longer the same towards others, but has unconsciously
become changed from a free man to a slave.
So enviable, then, is the life of these Essenes that not only
private persons, but also great kings, are filled with admiration
and amazement at the men, and make their venerable character
still more venerable by marks of approbation and honour.*
(ii.) The principal passage in Josephus occurs in

BJ

He opens by noting the reputaII. viii. 2 tf.
tion of the Essenes for moral earnestness (3 Si) Kal
doK€i ffcfjLvdTTjTa d(7Keiv) and brotherliness {^iXdXXijXot),
in both of which qualities * they compare favourably with the Pharisees and the Sadducees.
§ 2. 'They eschew pleasures 5 as vicious, and regard continence (eyKparetav) and mastery over the passions as virtue.
Marriage they despise ; they select other peoijle's children,
when their characters are still fresh enough to be indoctrinated,

adopt them,6 and mould them after their own tenets, since,
1 The context seems to imply that the Essenes had slaves in
common, whereas elsewhere (see above) Philo asserts that they
had no slaves at all but the phraseology is loose, and the dis;

crepancy
*

The term

(/lereupoXecrxacO

is

used in a depreciatory sense by

Plato {Rep. 489 C) and Lucian (/car. B).
2 Hippolytus {Hoer. ix. 20) adds that some stayed in bed all
the Sabbath, to avoid the temptation of work.
3 Diettrich {Die Oden Salomos, 1911, p. 9) detects a reference
to these places of worship in the fourth Ode of Solomon (w. 1-4
* No
one, O my God, changeth thy holy place
for thy
sanctuary thou hast established before thou didst make other
places the older shall not be put below the younger ').
* I.e. allegoricallv.
This feature attracted Philo.
:

.

;

B Of.

He

136

and £!RE iv.

87.

,

.

is too slight to serve as a ground for suspecting the
authenticity of either passage.
2 D. Plooij (De Bronnen voor onze kennis van de EsscTien,
1902, p. 96 f.) regards this misogymBm as Eusebian rather than

Philonic.
8 Cf. 1 Co 733, Rev Ui.
4 This comparison is upset if koI twc aXXtoy irXeov is taken
with what follows (so Lat., Holwerda), instead of with what

precedes.

6Cf. EREiii. 272a, 486 f.
6 A non-Jewish trait (see
i.
115).
No information
given as to how these children were procured.
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although they do not repudiate marriage with its function of
carrying on the race, they shun the licentiougness of women,
and are convinced that no woman keeps faith with a man.
§ 3. They despise wealth.i and their socialism is remarkable
you cannot find any of them who has more than his fellows.
The rule ia that all who enter the sect must divide their property among the common body, so that there is not a trace
among them of abject poverty or of excessive wealth ; the distribution of every one's possessions creates, as it were, a
common stock for all the brotherhood. Oil they regard as
defiling, and, if any one is involuntarily smeared, he wipes his
body clean ; to be unanointed (avxfielv),^ and always to wear
white, are highly esteemed by them. They also elecbmanagers
of their common property, whose sole business it is to look
after the wants of all and sundry.
§ 4. They have no single city, but large numbers of them
inhabit every city they freely put whatever they have at the
disposal of any fellow-members who may arrive, and the latter
enter the houses of people they have never seen before, just
as if they were on the closest terms of intimacy. Consequently,
although they travel armed in case of robbers, they never carry
anything with them on a journey. In every city a special
relieving officer is told off for strangers, to provide them with
clothing and supplies. As regards their dress and person, they
act like hoys in terror of their tutors (toU jiera ^6j8ov TraiSayaryovfievoi^ n-aio-iV). They never change their clothes or shoes
They never buy
till ihey are quite torn to pieces or worn out.
or sell amongst themselves each gives what he has to any one
who is in need (tw xpvCovti StSous).^ getting from him in return
what he himself requires they are free to take what they want
from any one they choose, apart from any question of paying
back (xupi? TTjs avTiStJcrews).
§ 5. Yet they are peculiarly scrupulous in matters of piety.
Before sunrise they never speak a word about profane affairs,
but offer some ancestral prayers, as if* they besought the sun
to rise. After this they are dismissed by the managers to the
tasks in which they are respectively proficient, working assiduously till the fifth hour, when they once more gather in one
spot, and, clothing themselves in linen veils, take a cold bath 5
after this act of purification they assemble in an apartment of
they enter
their own, from which all outsiders are excluded
the dining-room pure (KoBapoC) as they would enter a sacred
precinct, and take their seats quietly. Then the baker puts
loaves before them in order (ev Ta.$ei), while the cook sets before
each a plate containing one kind of food. 6 But no one is
allowed to taste it until the priest offers a prayer, and after
they have breakfasted [reading with Porphyry apioroTroiijcroAt the beginning and at the end of the
jiteVots] he prays again.
meal they do honour to God as the supplier of life (d»s xpPT^o^
After this they lay aside their garTrjg fuTJff, v.L Tpo^ns).''
ments as sacred, and resume their tasks till evening, when they
return home to sup in similar fashion, sitting down with any
strangers who may be present No brawling or uproar ever
they let every one speak in turn (ev ra^ei,
defiles their house
as above). To outsiders, indeed, the silence of the inmates
seems full of awe and mystery, but it is due to their unbroken
sobriety, and to the fact that food and drink are measured out
for them to satisfy their needs, and no more.8
§ 6. While in all else they act only at the bidding of the
managers, two things are left to their own initiative, namely,
They are free to help any deserving
succour and charity.
cases and to give food to the starving, but they are not allowed
to share anything with one another except by the permission of
Just in the exercise of anger, they
their superintendents.
keep a check upon all passion they are champions of trustworthiness (TriffTCdj?) and promoters of peace. A word of theirs
they shun swearing, which they
is stronger than an oath
consider worse than perjury, since, they argue, what needs a
Divine oath to accredit it is condemned already (tjStj icareyvioa-dai).^ They also take exceptional pains to select from the
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

of the ancients (to. t<ov iraXaLOiv (rvvTayfLara) what
for soul and body, which leads them to discover
medicinal roots and stones which have the property of curing
iv. 757).
ailments (cf.
§ 7. If any one is eager to join their sect, he is not admitted
at once. He is given a spud, a girdle [omitting, with Porphyry,
TO iTpoetpTjfxevov], and a white robe, and ordered to practise
their mode of life for a whole year, remaining still an outsider.

vmtings
is good

ERE

After thus giving proof of his continence, he gets closer to
their way of living, and shares their baths of purification,!
though still excluded from their common fellowship. This
evidence of endurance 2 is followed by a further period of probation, lasting two years, after which, if he seems worthy, he
But, before touching their common
is enrolled in their band.
first of aU to be pious to the
food, he takes fearful oaths
Deity then to practise justice towards men never to injure
any one either of his own accord or under compulsion ; always
to hate the wicked and to side with the just at all times to
show fidelity to all men, and particularly to those in authority,
since no one acquires power apart from God never, if he is in
power himself, to vaunt his authority or to outshine his subordinates in dress or finery ; always to love the truth and
denounce liars ; to keep his hands clean from theft and his soul
never to keep any secret from his
from unhallowed gain
fellow-members or to betray any of their secrets to other
people no, not even under threats of death. He swears, moreover, to communicate their principles precisely as he himself
has received them, to abstain from brigandage, and to preserve
with like care the sacred books of the society and the names of
the angels. Such are the oaths by which they make sure of
their adherents.
§ 8. They expel any members found guilty of heinous sins,
and the expelled person often perishes miserably for by the
bond of his oaths and habits he is prevented from receiving
food at the hands of other people, so that, reduced to eating
Hence,
herbs, he languishes under starvation and perishes.
out of compassion, they take many a man back when he is
at his last gasp, considering that he has been sufficiently
punished for his sins by being thus brought to the verge of
death.
§ 9. They are extremely strict and just in the matter of
inflicting penalties ; no sentence is passed by a court numbering
Next
less than a hundred ; but such a decision is irrevocable.
to God the name of their legislator is highly reverenced, and
the punishment for any blasphemy of him ia death. They obey
their elders (tois n-peo-^urepots) and a majority of their society
[reading, with Destinon, kolvw for KoXaJ] thus, when ten are in
session, no one would speak if the other nine objected. They
eschew spitting 3 in front of them or on the right side, and
avoid work on the seventh day more strictly than any other
Jews. Not only do they prepare their food on the previous
day, to avoid lighting fires on the seventh day, but they do not
even venture to move a vessel or to evacuate. On other days*
they dig holes a foot deep with the spud— a sort of spade given
to all who enter the society, cover themselves with a cloak,
to avoid offendin|r the rays of God, and ease themselves into
the hole, after which they put back the earth they had dug out.
Even for this they choose out-of-the-way spots and although
the voiding of excrements is a natural process, they make a
practice of washing afterwards, as if it defiled them.
§ 10. They are divided into four classes, according to the
length of their service, and the juniors are so inferior to the
seniors that, should the latter be touched by the former, they
wash themselves as if they had been sullied by contact with a
foreigner.5 They are long-lived, many of them reaching the
age of a hundred thanks, I suppose, to their simple diet and
regular habits but they despise the ills of life. Their spirit
enables them to rise superior to pain anddeath, encountered
with glory, is preferred to length of days (aOavatrCas a/jietvova).
The Roman war 6 showed what great souls they all had; for,
though racked and twisted, burnt and mutilated, and subjected
to every instrument of torture, to make them blaspheme their
legislator or eat forbidden food, they stoutly refused to do
either not for a moment would they cringe to their tormentors
or shed a tear, but, smiling through their anguish, they scornfully laughed at the torturers and cheerfully gave up their souls,
to receive them once again.
§ 11. For it ia their firm opinion that, while the body is
corruptible, and its substance transient, the soul is permanent
and immortal that the soul comes from the thinnest air by a
sort of natural spell to be imprisoned, as it were, within the
body ; and that, on being released from the fetters of the flesh,?
it joyfully soars away into freedom from the long bondage
They believe, like the sons of the Greeks,
(jLtcwpcls SouXei'as).
:

;

;

;

;

;

—

;

;

—

;

—

;

;

;

;

1 That is, from the defilement of sin, more searching (KoBathan the cold baths of § 5. Cf. Bousset, Hauptprobleme
der Gnosis, Gottingen, 1907, p. 283.
2 Cf.
ii. 228 1.
8 'Every hidden thing' in Ec 121* was interpreted by E.
(3rd
cent, a.d.) as referring to a man spitting in the
Samuel
presence of his neighbour so as to disgust him (Eagig. 5a),
4 Cf. Conybeare's ed. of the de Vita Contemplatioa, Oxford,

pioT€ptov)

Possibly this was an anticipation of the Gnostic repugnance
to money as part and parcel of the evil material principle.
2 In spite of Bousset, this aversion to oil is most naturally
taken as an ascetic trait, rather than as a note of the Essenes'
antipathy to the Jewish priesthood or to an oil -sacrament.
3 Cf. Lk 630 ; ct. the Pharisaic Pirqe Aboth v. 16.
1

*

The phrase

(wcrn-ep iKerevovres)
this, E. A. Abbott, Notes

does not

NT

mean sun-worship

Criticism^ 1907, pp.
on
invocatxo, not adoratio.
6 Cf.
6 Cf. Lk 1042.
iii. 489b.
7 It is not quite clear that these meals were sacramental in
the strict sense of the term, or equivalent to the Bvaiai^ which
the Essenes regarded as superior to the temple-sacrifices.
8 Jerome {adv. Jovin. ii. 14) misquotes Josephus, as if he
(see

on

18S-192)

;

at most

it is

ERE

declared that the Essenes abstained from fiesh and wine.
Josephus merely says they ate and drank in moderation his
point is that their glory lay in their temperance, not in total
;

abstinence.

ERE

1895, p. 198

f.

5 This is one of the practices which suggest the influence of
So an Indian Brahman is polluted
the Indian caste-system.
by the touch and even the sight of a low-caste native' (F. C.
*

Conybeare,

HDB

i.

769).

6 In this some Essenes, hke John (BJ n. xx. 4), took an active
part, although their peaceful principles forbade warfare. For
an analogous instance of patriotism overbearing such principlea,
Holtzmann (Neutest. Tkeologie, Freiburg, 1896-97, i. 109) quotes
the action of the Mennonites and some Quakers in the American

War.
7 For the conception of immortality apart from the resurrecbody in Hellenistic Judaism, see Wis 3^-^ 48-io^ 4 Mac
98f- etc.
Hippolytus {Rcer. ix. 22) erroneously attributes to the

Like some of the Pharisees, they enjoyed exemption from
the oath of loyalty, as a special mark of Herod's favour (Ant

tion of the

XV. X.

Essenes the Pharisaic doctrine of the body's resurrection.

s

4).

;

'
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that good souls dwell beyond the Ocean, in a land unvexed by
rain or snow or oppresalvo heat (/cov^atriX but refroHhed by the
gentle breath of the West wind blowioK steadily from the
cean to bad souls they allot a (f'ooray, stormy den, (ull of
punishments unending. The Greeks, in my Judpment, hold
the same view, when they assign the Isles o( the Hlest ' to their
braves, whom they call heroes and demi-gods, and consign the
souls of the wiclted to the abode of the impious in Hades, wiiere
people like Sisyphus, Tantalus, Ixion, and Tityus are being
punished, according to their mythology the idea is, in the first
place, that souls are eternal, ^ and, in the second place, that
people may be dissuaded from vice and prompted to virtue.
For the good are supposed to behave better if they can hope for
reward even after death, while the impulses of the vicious are
checked by the dread anticipation of suffering everlasting
punishment after their decease, even if they escjipe notice in
the present life. Such is the Essenes' theology of the soul, and
it exercises an irresistible fascination over those who have once
tasted their philosophy (rots an-of •yeuo-a^rfi'ois rfj^ (TOf^ta? avTa>^)

ERE

wrong (cf.
iv. 806f.).8
There is also another order of Essenes, who share the
habits, and customs of the others, but tiake a different
view of marriage. They argue that celibates excise the main
function of life,* which is to perpetuate the race, and that, if
everybody declined to marry, the race would soon cease to exist
[reading, with Destinon, ^cAAccr for juoAAof]. They take wives ;
only, they put them on probation 8 for three years, and marry
are their forecasts
§ IS.

_

life,

them when, by menstruating three times, they have attested
their power to conceive. These Essenes have no intercourse
with their wives during pregnancy, showing that they marry
for the sake of offspring

and not

women wear gowns, and
customs

the

for pleasure.

men

drawers.

In the bath the
Such are the

of this order.'

In Ant. XVIII. i. 5 also Josephus gives a brief
outline of the doctrine of the Essenes, which has
only three distinctive items (1) the remark that,
in sending their avadTuxara to the temple at Jerusalem, they do not offer the usual sacrifices, since,
in their opinion, they have superior lustrations
{Sia<pop6n}Tt ayvetav), and that this refusal excludes
tliem from the common court {toS KoivoOrefiei'lcrij.aTos)
of the Temple, as ceremonially defiled persons ^
(2) the description of their relieving officers as
'good priests';' and (3) the comparison of them
to 'the Dacse who are called Polistae' (KoWoTai,
cf. Strabo, vii. 33).
(fi) The Christian references are all later, and,
for the most part, of little independent value.
Epiphanius (Hcer. xix. 1-2, xx. 3, xxx. 3, etc.),
who appears to name them Ossenes,' describes
what he calls a surviving remnant of them in the
Sampsseans, or sun-worshippers, a sect among the
infusoria of Eastern Christianity, who occupied
the shores of the Dead Sea and honoured the book
of Elkesai. Hippolytus preserves one or two more
credible items of information (H(Br. ix. 14-23),
particularly the fact (which is, on other grounds,
probable) that some Essenes identified themselves
with the active methods of the Zealots and the
Sicarii.
But both Hippolytus and Porphyry (de
Abstin. iv. 11-13) go back, in the main, to the
former account of Josephus.
solitary notice occurs in Latin literature,
(c)
which is interesting rather than important. Pliny
(EN V. 17), after describing the Dead Sea, continues
'On the West side the Essenes avoid the baleful shoreline.
They are a race by themselves, more remarkable than any other
in the wide world they have no women, they abjure sexual
:

;

'

A
:

;

EBE

696 f.
2 The pre-existence of souls is taught in Wis 819^-, Slav. En.
23«- etc. but cf. F. C. Porter in AJTh xii. 63-116.
s Josephus himself records several oases e.g. Simon's Josephlike interpretation of the dream of Archelaus (.BJ ir. vii. 3),
Menahem's prediction to Herod {Ant. xv. x. 6), and the forecast
1

Cf.

ii.

;

;

Judas (see next col.).
The school of Shammai quoted Is 4518 to prove that the
world was created only that men might be fruitful and multiply
of

4

'

{Bagig. 2b).
5 Experimental cohabitation (cf
6 At an earlier period (cf. BJ i.

.

ERE
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iii.

32, 816»).

the regulation was not

quite so strict.

When a comma
iepeU Te may refer
7

(6ta Trot7j<rtr <riTov

the caste-system.

put after aya0ous, however, the following
to the function of preparing their meals
tc Kal ^ptonanav) another reminiscence of
is

—

among

palm-treoi.

is steadily recruited
resort to their mode of

who

of people

existence because they are wearied of life's struggle with the
waves of adversity. In this way the race has lasted (strange to
say) for thousands of ages, tliough no one is bom within it; so
fruitful forthemisthediB9atiBfactionvs'ithlifc(wt«p*ni(«n(to)l
which others feel. Below them lay the town of Engedi, once
second only to Jerusalem in fertility and palm-groves, now
simply a second sepulchre. Then comes the rock-fort of
Masada, which also is not far from the Dead Sea.'

;

ol life.

live

membership (turba convenarum)

from the large number

;

§ 12. Some of them also undertake to predict the future, by
perusing sacred books, by performing various acte of purification
(ayveiaL^X and by digesting prophetic oracles. Rarely, if ever,

their

Still

;i:j9

they have no money, and they

love,

—

2. Characteristics.
The above sources, upon
the whole, confirm and supplement one another.

Repeated attempts have been made to discredit
one or both of the Philonic passages {e.y. by Ausfeld,
Ohle, and Hilgenfeld), but their authenticity may
be considered to be established (cf. Treplin's special
essay in SK, 1900, pp. 28-91, and the argument of
Plooij, in Theol. Studien, 1905, p. 205 f.).^
When
De Quincey first read the narrative of Josephus, he
leant back in his chair and denounced the tale as
a lie, a fraudulent lie, a malicious lie Worlcs, vi.
275). Others before him and after him, with better
reason, have suspected the Essenic paragraphs of
the Jewish historian (notably Ohle, in JPTh, 1888,
pp. 221 f., 336 f.); but their suspicions have faUed
to make any serious impression.
The sources may
be accepted as coming from PhUo and Josephus.
It is another question, however, whether they are
trustworthy in every detail. Eusebius may colour
his quotation from PhUo, but Philo's predilections
probably have led him to arrange the figure of the
Essenes for his picture in the Quod omnis probus
liber, just as Josephus is likely to have read into
the beliefs and customs of the order slightly more
than was actually present. Thus it is noticeable
that Philo, for example, omits any reference to the
presence of Essenes in the cities of Palestine his
aim is to bring out their semi-monastic existence.
The ordinary impression of the Essenes is, indeed,
that they were a community of celibate recluses
'

'

(

;

Newman's
'

lines,

Now truant in

untimely

rest.

The mood of an Essene {Lyra Apostolica, clxix.),
indicate the popular estimate of these Jewish monks.
But, while the sources corroborate this general
verdict, they also attest, as we have already seen,
the existence and activity of certain Essenes outside the pale of the strict settlements.
Josephus,
who assigns their rise to the 2nd cent. B.C. (Ant.
'

XIII.

V.

8-9),*

tells

an anecdote which proves

incidentally that in the beginning of the next
century there were Essenes who did not eschew
city-life and did not reside permanently in retired,

monastic communities. It is a t^vice-told tale (BJ
I. iii. 5= Ant. Xlll.
xi. 2) of how the murder of

Antigonus was foretold by Judas the Essene,
who had never made a mistake or been deceived hitherto in
his predictions. He saw Antigonus passing through the temple
(5ia ToiJ tepov) and called out to his friends, a number of whom
were sitting beside him to receive instruction {fiavdo-vovrtov) :
" Ah I had better die now, since truth has died before me, and
a prediction of mine has proved false. Here is Antigonus alive
'

!

when he should have been dead to-day

he was fated to be
;
killed at Straton's tower, six hundred furlongs from this.
It is
now the fourth hour of the day, so the time has played havoc
with
prophecy." These were the words of the old man ; his

my

were down-cast and remained so. Shortly afterwards,
however, word came that Antigonus had perished in a subterranean place, which, like Cfesarea on the coast, was called
spirits

Straton's tower.
certed the seer.'

It

was

this identity of

names which discon-

In Jerusalem,* therefore, as well as in the other

townships of Palestine, Essenes were to be found,
no doubt preserving their close brotherhood, but
still not wholly detached from the interests of the
larger world. Another Essene, called Menahem,
exercised his prophetic gifts in a more auspicious
fashion, by saluting a schoolboy as king of the
1

Cf.

ERE

iii.

778^.

2 With Wendland's special essay on the authenticity of the
Quod omnis probus liber, in AGPh i. [18SS) 509 (.,ib. [1892] 225 f.
3

Pliny's

'

per millia saeculorum

'

is,

of course,

tion.
*

There was a Gate of the Essenes (BJ

v. iv. 2).

an exaggera-

;
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Jews, and predicting his royal career. When the
schoolboy succeeded to the throne as Herod the
Great, he remembered Menahem, and for his sake
honoured the order of the Essenes {Ant. XV. x. 3).
Later on, some Essenes helped to make history as
well as to foretell its course. The Jewish war saw
at least one Essene heading the rebels, and others
in the ardent ranks of the Sicarii and the Zealots.
Still, the independent action of individuals must
have been restrained by the disaiplina arcani and
the close socialistic union which bound an Essene
Banus, the anchorite with
for life to his fellows.
whom Josephus spent three years, lived in the
vicinity of the Essenes, but the Essenes were not
lonely anchorites. Even in the cities they hung
together.
closely knit system of mutual support prevented them from becoming exposed to the
temptations of trade, on the one hand, and of a
solitary recluse existence, on the other.
The probability is, therefore, that the Essenes
were a set of small, communistic, religious groups
on the shores of the Dead Sea. While their nucleus
was decidedly monastic in character, both beyond
and even within their membership there were
grades not simply novices and initiates, priests
and lay brothers, but even some who practised
marriage in a fashion, and others who dwelt
abroad, in cities where the agricultural life was
impossible. It is evident that some Essenes were
in the habit of travelling within certain limits, and
we can only conjecture the object of their journeys
as it could hardly be trade, it probably was connected with the business of the order possibly
with the promulgation of their tenets and propaganda in a mild way, in order to recruit their ranks.

A

—

—

It is chronologically impossible and psychologically
unnecessary to assume that Essenism passed from
a looser to a closer bond, or vice versa. Both
phases existed simultaneously, and their relative
importance depended upon the special conditions
of the age.
cannot speak either of a gradual
withdrawal from society or of a gradual expansion
of interest, on the part of some Essenes, in the
world beyond their farms and settlements.
perusal of the sources will give a more vivid
idea of the general characteristics of the Essenes
than any summary.
Through the windows of
Philo and Josephus and Pliny— for they are not
too much coloured to be fairly transparent we can
look down upon this little Jewish order of over
4000 souls, a league of virtue, with their agricultural settlements, their quaint, semi-ascetic practices, their strict novitiate, their silent meals, their
white robes, their baths, their prayers, their simple
but stringent socialism, their sacerdotal puritanism,
their soothsaying, their passion for the mystical
world of angels, their indifference to Messianic and
nationalistic hopes, their esoteric beliefs, and their
approximation to sacramental religion.
If the
modern student only knew their genesis and exodus
as well as he does their numbers, he would be
satisfied ; but they appear and disappear in a mist,
leaving barely a clue to their existence. None of
their sacred books has survived ' that is, if these
included, as they probably did, more than the
books of Moses.
do not even know whether
they were written in Greek or Aramaic. By the
time that the Rabbinic and the Christian literature
arose, the literature, and almost the very name,- of
the Essenes had vanished fi'om the Eastern world.
It is thus impossible to approach them with any
clearness through the Christian tradition.
De

We

A

—

—

We

Unless apocalyptic collections like Enoch and the Sibylline
Oracles contain fragments of them.
2 Hegesippus mentioned them (Eus.
iv. 22. 7) along with
Galileans, Hemerobaptists, etc., among the pre-Christian yi/w^at
Std4>opoL of Judaism.
The so-called Essenic traits in his
description of James, the Lord's brother, are not specifically
1

SE
*

Essemc

;

'

Quincey, indeed, once wrote an essay to prove
that the Essenes were Christians organized in a
secret society for the purpose of self-preservation
but his essay belongs to English literature, not
to historical criticism.
At one time ingenious
attempts were made to trace the afBnities of the
Essenes with the early Christians, and to discover
the influence of the former in the ascetic tendencies,
the incipient communism, the eschewing of oaths,
and the common meals of the primitive Churches.
But the day for such labours of criticism is over
it is no longer necessary to prove that Jesus was
not an Essene, and that early Christianity was not
Essenic.
Even in the errors combated in the
Epistle to the Colossians it is hardly possible (cf.
Hort, Judaistic Christianity, 1894, p. 128) to
detect any specifically Essenic features. It is only
through later and inferior traditions that we can
surmise the existence of Essenic survivors among
the medley of the sects who swarmed mthin the
pale of Eastern Christianity after the fall of Jerusalem.' They become less obscure as they are approached not from the Rabbinical literature so much
as from their sources in contemporary Judaism.
The Essenes have been called the great enigma
of Hebrew history,' and the enigma begins with
their very name.
It is not derived from the
founder, or from the locality, of the order. The
choice lies open between 'the holy ones' (Strioi [so
Philo fancifully]), 'the silent ones' (a^xon), 'the
pious ones (Syr. hasya), and ' the healers (N'D!i =
'physician').
The second, advocated by Lightfoot, C. Taylor {Sayings of the Jewish Fathers^,
1897, p. 79), and E. Mittwoch (in ZA xvii. [1903]
75 f.), is more probable than the first, just as the
third (favoured, e.g., by Lucius, Ermoni, and
Sohiirer) is more likely than the fourth (Baur,
Derenbourg, Keim, etc.), which would single out
an isolated trait as distinctive of the order. In any
case they were a riyij-a of Judaism. Even their
loose relation to the Temple-cultus does not invalidate this primary fact.
But, if they are an
enigma of Hebrew history, they are an insoluble
enigma, unless we look beyond the confines of
Judaism. The Jewish traits of the Essenes, especially their rigorous care for purity, their reverence
for the Mosaic law, and their strict Sabbatarianism,
certainly ally them with the Pharisees rather than
with the Sadducees. Their passion for an ascetic,
simple life, in contrast to tne dangerous comforts
of Greek civilization in the cities, might seem to
stamp them as descendants or revivers of a movement like that of the Rechabites (cf.
ii. eS"",
66')
but against this we must set their avoidance
of marriage, their tolerance of wine and agriculture,
and their unnomadic attitude to fixed dwellings.
It was a 7^fos, in
Essenism was not hereditary.
the sense of a gild or corporation, not in the sense
Its ranks were reof the older Rechabite clan.
cruited from without, like a monastic brotherhood,
and its ascetic practices were different from those
Although parallels with many
of the Rechabites.
separate details of Essenic belief and praxis can be
found in Rabbinic literature,^ the synthesis of
these on Jewish soil is a phenomenon by itself,
and in spite of the efforts made by Jewish and
Christian (e.g. Ritschl and Lucius) scholars— it
contains elements which point to a Palestinian
syncretism enriched from some foreign and possibly
Oriental sources.
The Essenes, as Josephus admits, were h-cp6So^oi
within Judaism they took their OAvn way of life
and worship. They were more than ultra-Phari'

'

'

ERE

;

—

;

1 Cf. Hilgenfeld, Ketzergesck. des Urchristenthums, Leipzig;
1S84, p. 87 f. ; and Lightfoot, Gatatians^, 1880, p. 322 f.
2 Cf. Lehmann, ' Les Sectes juives mentionn6es dans la
Mischna ' (REJ, 1896, pp. 187-203), and M. Simon in Jewish Rev.,
1912, p. 627 f.

;
;

;
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saie, or Ilasidaean

latter

(Kohler, Weinatein, etc.), for the
in separate communities

were not organized

(EliE ii. 98"). Their election of their own priests,
their avoidance of marriage, their turning to the
sun, their practice of adopting children, and the
distrust of matter which appears in their dualistic
anthropology ('To be set tree from matter was the
grand problem of Essenism' [Keim]), are among
the plainest indications that we have to do with
influences which were originally non-Jewish. It
was only natural that the remark of Josephus
(Ant. XV. X. 4) about the Essenes practising the
same customs of life as the Pythagoreans should
be developed by those who, like Zeller especially
(cf.

ZWT,

1899, p. 195

f.,

Zur Vorgeschichte des

'

Christenthums Essener und Orphiker'), fix attention upon their invocation of the sun, their prohi:

bition of oaths, their doctrine of the soul,

their

communism, their aversion to animal sacrifices,
and similar features, which recall Pythagorean
and Orphic traits. I5ut some of these were not
distinctively Pythagorean, and the Essenes lacked
other features (e.g. vegetarianism, and a belief in
the journey of the soul after death) which were
characteristic of the Pythagorean and Orphic faith.
The origin of Essenism cannot be wholly derived
from the infiltration of the Pythagorean and Orphic
spirit, much less from Zoroastrianism (Lightfoot,
Cheyne ; cf.
ii. 110 f.), for asceticism at any
rate does not belong to the Vendiddd, and none
of the alleged parallels is particularly striking
by itself (cf Moulton, in
iv. 992).
Hellenistic influence may be sought in other directions
(cf. Herzfeld, Friedlander, Pfleiderer, Hoennicke,

ERE

HUB

.

Conybeare) ; for, although Philo and Josephus
presented practical and speculative Essenism in
semi-Hellenistic colours, they were probably doing
no more than deepen features of an Egyptian
Hellenism which was already present in the order.
At the same time, it is not improbable that
some weight should be assigned also to the conjecture (which HUgenfeld eventually abandoned,
but which is being revived at the present day in
several quarters) that Buddhistic tendencies helped
to shape some of the Essenic characteristics as well
as some of those in 2nd cent. Gnosticism. The
discussion of this hypothesis, however, must be
reserved for art. Therapeut^.
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ETERNITY.—

JamES MOFFATT.
Meaning of

the conception.
senses in which eternity
may be understood: (1) as an unending extent of
time (2) as that which is entirely timeless (3) as
that which includes time, but somehow also tranI.

—There are three main
;

scends

The

'

'

;

it.

these is the popular meaning of the
term. In ordinary discourse, when people speak
of passing from time to eternity, they appear, in
general, to imply nothing more tnan the transition
from a state in which special objects of interest
(such as human personalities) have only a limited
duration to a state in which they may be supposed
to persist for ever.
This sense of the term is also
to oe found sometimes in philosophical writings.
The eternal process, for instance, which Kant conceives to be necessary for the realization of the
moral ideal is primarily to be thought of as a
process that is to be carried on without end.
It is generally recognized in philosophy that such
a conception has no positive significance. Kant,
for instance, acknowledges that his way of thinking
of the realization of the moral ideal contains no
real solution of the difficulties involved in the conception of that realization ; and he accordingly
supplements it by the idea of a Divine point of
view, from which the unending process appears as
a timeless attainment of the end to which it points.
But he does not show how this idea is to be reconciled with the conception of an endless process.
On the whole, however, it may be fairly stated
that the conception of eternity which has prevailed
throughout the history of philosophy is not that of
an unending process, but that of a state of existfirst of

ence which

is

completely independent of temporal

Such a conception is that to which
the mind is most naturally driven as soon as the
difficulties involved in the idea of an unending
process have been fully brought home to it and
it is a conception that is strongly supported by the
apparent timelessness of those laws and other
general statements with which science and philosophy are largely concerned. The fact (or apparent
conditions.

;

'

'

such a thing as timeless truth
leads very naturally to the view that there may
also be such a thing as timeless existence.
It soon
appears, however, that all the existences known
to us in our ordinary experience are subject to
temporal conditions and a little reflexion is enough
to convince most people that no timeless existence
is even conceivable under the ordinary conditions
of our conscious experience. Hence the conception
of timeless existence leads inevitably to some such
distinction as that of Kant between phenomena
and nouiuena, appearance and reality, the sensible
and the intelligible world, or however else the
antithesis may be expressed.
But the history of
philosophy shows quite conclusively that, if any
such antithesis is pressed, it becomes impossible to
fact) that there is

;

understand any connexion between the two modes
of being that are thus opposed ; so that, in the end,
the opposition comes to be one not simply between
the intelligible and the sensible, but between the
intelligible and the unintelligible, or rather between two terms which are in truth both alike
unintelligible.
If we are to avoid such a result as this, it seems
necessary to interpret ' eternity ' in the third of
the three senses to which we have referred, i.e.
to regard it not as the mere negation of time eon
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but as containing those conditions witiiin
though in a form in which their limitations
are transcended. It will be our object in this
article to indicate briefly how such a conception
ditions,
itself,

of eternity is possible.
But we must first give a
glance at some of the chief difficulties that have
been brought out, in connexion with this problem,
in the course of the development of philosophy.
2. Difficulties connected with the conception,
and attempts to solve them.— Kant is undoubtedly
the writer who did more than any other to make
the difficulties in connexion with the ideas of time
and eternity prominent and clear ; and it is accordingly to his views that we intend chiefly to refer.
But the significance of his work cannot be properly
understood without reference to at least a few of
his precursors, among whom Parmenides, Plato,
and Spinoza seem specially important in connexion
with this particular problem. Valuable contributions have been made to the subject by some of the
recent followers of Hegel, among whom T. H.
Green, F. H. Bradley, Josiah Koyce, and J. M. E.
MoTaggart are perhaps especially deserving of
attention.
From a different point of view, the
work of Henri Bergson contains valuable suggestions. After noticing what has been done by these
writers, it will be possible to sum up the conclusions to which the discussion of the subject
seems to point.

Of Parmenides

it is not necessary to say much.
important only as showing how the difficulties of the problem present themselves at the
beginnings of speculative inquiry. Unfortunately,

He

is

there is still the possibility of considerable dift'erence of view with regard to the exact meaning of
his most important utterances ; but there cannot
be much disagreement as to the general nature
of his influence on the development of philosophic
thought. It seems clear, at least, that he affirmed
the eternal and unchangeable reality of being, as
it is conceived by pure thought (or reached by the
' Way
of Truth '), as against the uncertain and
fluctuating appearance of that which is the subject-matter of opinion.
Zeno appears to have
further emphasized this aspect of the teaching of
Parmenides, by urging the self-contradictions into
which we fall when we try to think definitely of
change as a motion from point to point in space,
taking place from moment to moment in time.
Melissus, the other chief follower of Parmenides,
would seem to have brought out stUl more explicitly
the eternity of that which really exists, turning
the poetry of Parmenides into plain prose, but
perhaps, in so doing, approaching somewhat more
nearly to the conception of eternity as an endless
duration, rather than as that which is in its essence
timeless.
There is no evidence, however, that any
of these members of the Eleatic school made any
real attempt to explain the apparent changes in
the world of our ordinary experience, on the supposition that ultimate reality is unalterable and
tree from time conditions.
Like most of the early
Greek thinkers, they were content to set the real
in opposition to the apparent, the object of clear
thought in opposition to the deceptiveness of the
senses, without reflecting that even what only
appears to us must have some kind of reality, or
at least without adequately recognizing that it
was any part of their problem to explain the precise relation between the absolutely real and this
specious appearance.
It was Plato, as we believe, who first definitely
recognized that some account has to be given of
appearance as well as of the ultimately real. His
conception of the ultimately real, like that of
Parmenides (by whom he was undoubtedly very
greatly influenced), is the conception of that which
exists eternally.
More definitely than in the case

of Parmenides, this conception is based primarily
upon the eternity of universal truths, such as
those of geometry or ethics. But what is specially

noticeable here is the attempt that is made by
Plato to give a place in his system to the changing
as well as the eternal. He does this by the recognition of a certain reality in becoming as well as
being in short, by the recognition of the relative
truth of the view of the universe set forth by
Heraclitus, as well as that set forth by Parmenides.
It can hardly be maintained, however, that Plato
is really successful in making clear the relation
between these two sides of his philosophy. There
is too much force in the complaint of Aristotle
that it is only by a sort of poetic metaphor the
metaphor of the world-architect and his imperfect
material that Plato is able to give any kind of
plausibility to the view that he wishes to convey.
It would seem that he thought that the world
of appearance had too little reality to be really
grasped and explained by thought. ' Alles Vergangliclie ist nur em Gleichnis
it is, after all, only
a shadow of the eternal reality and it is in accordance with this conception that Plato characterizes
time itself as the moving image of eternity.'
there should be such an image at all, and why it
should move, seems in the end to be quite unexplained.
If, in accordance with the magnificent
imagery of Shelley,

—

—

—

'

;

;

Why

'

*

Life, like

a

dome

of many-coloured glass.

Stains the white radiance of Eternity ' {Adonais, stanza 52),

hard to see why the brightness of eternity
should submit to such defilement.
In the philosophy that followed Plato, and especially in the Neo-Platonic school, there are perhaps
some hints of a possible solution. But we pass
over these, as being hardly sufficiently definite for
our present purpose. Nor does there appear to be
in the writings of Aristotle and his commentators
anything sufficiently illuminating on this subject
to deserve special attention. Among more modern
writers, it is chiefly with Spinoza that the conception of eternity gams once more a position of preSpinoza's point of view,
eminent importance.
indeed, bears a very obvious resemblance to that
of Parmenides, at least as modified by Plato, of
whose general theory of knowledge that of Spinoza
Nor can it well be
is a fairly direct adaptation.
maintained that Spinoza is much more successful
than Parmenides and Plato in escaping from the
He
difficulties that are involved in this position.
thinks of eternity as meaning the essential and
permanent nature of reality, as distinguished from
All real existences, to be truly
its varying modes.
known, must be viewed sub specie quadam wtemiIt is the deceptiveness of the imagination,
tatis.
as contrasted with the clear light of thought, that
tends to separate ofi' the special modes from their
But it
intrinsic place within the infinite whole.
is in this apparent separation that the chief difficulty in Spinoza's system lies. The deceptiveness
of imagination in the theory of Spinoza seems to
require explanation quite as much as the vagaries
of opinion in that of Parmenides. We may, no
doubt, find hints in Spinoza's writings of some
possible explanation of this some suggestion of
the view that the eternal reality has to express
its completeness through changing modes ; and
that a certain deceptiveness must, from the nature
of the case, appear in these changing modes. But
there is certainly nothing more than a hint of this ;
and it is fairly clear that the development of any
such suggestion would transform the whole nature
of the Spinozistic system.
To a certain extent it may be said that Kant
The
is to Spinoza what Zeno was to Parmenides.
positive idea of eternal reality underlying the
that
there
held
can
be
system of Kant so far as it
it is

—

—

ETERNITY
is

any such positive

iiloa at all

—

is

in its essence

a reality undetermined by any of the limitations of our ordinary
experience, and hence, in particular, undetermined
by any conditions of time. But the 8trenf;tli of
Kant, like that of Zeno, lies not in the unfolding
which,
of any positive conception of such reality,
indeed, he believes to be quite impossible, but in
the thoroughness with which he brings out the
difficulties involved in the thought of any kind of
reality that is subject to change in time. In order
to realize the significance of his work, it is necesSpinozistic.

It is the idea of

—
—

sary to notice exactly the essential points in his
contention, though they must be stated here with
In stating these
the utmost possible brevity.
points, the present writer will express them in his
own language, though endeavouring to include
nothing that is not really contained in Kant's

argument.

The first point that seems essential in Kant's
is simply the
form of change, not anything that can be regarded
Kant has a somewhat
as in itself substantial.
peculiar way of expressing this, which it is not
argument is the contention that Time

necessary for us to consider here. He calls Time
the form of the inner sense, and urges that it is of
the nature of perception rather than of conception.
All this is extremely questionable, and does not
seem to affect the central part of his argument.
The essential thing is that Time is to be regarded
as a certain order an order which may be most
simply characterized as being of such a kind that
its antecedent parts pass out of being as the succeeding parts come into being.
The next important point is that such an order
as this cannot be regarded as ultimately real.
Here, again, Kant's argument is somewhat complicated by modes of statement that are open to
question.
What is essential seems to be the
contention that the order involved in time presupposes either a first member in the series of
events or an unending extent in the antecedent
members of that series. Neither of these supposifirst
tions, it is urged, is really conceivable.
member in the series of events would have nothing
before it to determine its place, and consequently
would not really have a place in the time-order
at all. It could only be thought of as being preceded by empty time, which is nothing at all. On
the other hand, a series of events that never
began would simply be a series that never existed
at all. It may be possible to think of a series as
going on without end, but not as having gone
on without beginning, since this implies that an
endless series has been completed.
The only escape from these difficulties, Kant
contends, is to be found in the recognition that
the time-series is unreal. It is only a mode of
our imperfect experience, and must not be ascribed
as a condition to the ultimate reality that underHence, as we have
lies our phenomenal world.
already noted, if immortality is found to be a
postulate of the moral consciousness, this can
only be interpreted as pointing to some kind of
eternity of existence which is independent of time
conditions. Such an existence is, however, for us
completely incomprehensible.
It is with this ultimate incomprehensibility that
the Kantian view of eternity ends. Now, in the
opinion of the present writer, the Hegelian philosophy contains the suggestion of a possible solution of the difficulties that are here raised.
The
general nature of that solution is to be found in
the conception of a real process in ultimate reality
a conception which is entirely subversive of the
Parmenidean or Spinozistic theory of an AbsoIf, however, the Absolute contains
lute at rest.
process, it would seem that this process must be

—

A

—
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There may be a real order
which is ultimately real, but it can hardly
be supposed to be an order of transient occurrences.
The view, therefore, as we understand
it, to which Hegel's theory points is that the order
of time is real, but that its apparent transience
But Hegel himself did not definitely
is unreal.
work out this conception. His own statements
seem rather to favour the view that the eternal
is to be conceived as timeless
and most of his
followers have adopted this interpretation. It may
tliought of as eternal.

in that

;

be profitable to notice briefly ttie views of some
of the most recent exponents of this position.
T. H. Green, who connects more immediately
with Kant than with Hegel, endeavours to overcome the difficulties involved in a real temporal
existence by the conception of an Eternal Being
who reproduces Himself in the form of a world in
time.
Like Plato, he is led to this conception
largely by the consideration of the timelessness
of universal truths, such as those of geometry.
But the idea of a reproduction in time is almost
as obviously metaphorical as Plato's image of a
world-architect ; and, when we try to translate it
from poetic imagery into exact science, it is very

hard to see what its precise significance would
be.
How can anything be reproduced when it has
never been produced at all, and when the whole
idea of production or reproduction is in contradiction with its timeless nature? Green himself
quite frankly admits that the existence of a finite
world is inexplicable on his theory ; but it
appears to be not only inexplicable, but even selfcontradictory. Moreover, as the reproduction of
the Eternal seems to be thought of by Green as a
real process in time, and as connecting with a
real time-development towards the goal of human
perfection, the Kantian difficulty about the possibility of any real beginning of a time-series
would appear still to stand in need of solution. It
may be doubted whether, with regard to this
particular problem. Green has really advanced
much further than Parmenides, Plato, and Spinoza.
F. H. Bradley has, on the other hand, certainly

advanced the subject a little by the emphasis
which he has laid on degrees of truth and reality.
This conception is by no means a new one in philosophy.
It is perhaps implicit in the Parmenidean
distinction between truth and opinion
it is
already explicit in Plato's antithesis between
being and becoming
it was a good deal emphasized by some of the Schoolmen, and is used
both by Descartes and by Hegel. But Bradley
has certainly done much to revive it, and has given
it a special prominence as the means whereby an
Absolute which is essentially timeless may yet be
conceived as more or less adequately expressed
in a process that appears in time.
The value of
this conception, however, as thus applied, would
depend on the extent to which the elements of
reality and unreality in a time-series could be discriminated ; and Bradley who is generally more
successful in stating difficulties than in removing
them does not appear to have contributed much
;

;

—

—

to the solution of this particular problem.
One of the most interesting attempts to carry

the matter a step further is that which has recently
been made by J. M. E. McTaggart. Few writers
have been more emphatic than he in maintaining
that absolute reality must be conceived as timeless.
Yet he is also one of those who have been
most insistent on the recognition of a certain
independence in individual personalities, which

have to be thought of

as, in some sense, differentiations of the Absolute, and as persisting, in
different phases of their development, throughout
the whole extent of time. This apparent combination of absolute reality and absolute unreality

;;
'
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in the time-process has long been a stumbling-block
to the readers of MoTaggart's extremely attractive
but an explanation has recently been
writings
offered by him in two papers in Mind—' The UnTime'
(Oct. 1908) and 'The Relation of
reality of
Time and Eternity' (July 1909). The essential
points in his contention can be very briefly stated.
The process of development in time, he urges, is to
be regarded as leading up to an end that is timeless
in such fashion that each subsequent stage in the
development is nearer to the nature of eternity
than the antecedent stage ; and so that, in fact, it
is this progressive realization of the timeless reality
that determines the position of each point in the
Thus, the intelligence which is detime-series.
veloping through a process in time does eventually
become completely timeless in its nature ; so that,
in a sense, the eternal has a place at the end of
;

the time-series.
In some respects we believe that the elements
of a true solution are contained in the theory
of McTaggart.
Its chief defect lies in the fact
that a process in time is still thought of as leading up to a result which so far at least as this
particular aspect of its being is concerned
is
simply the negation of time altogether. There
seems to be a contradiction in ascribing so much
importance to a time-process, and yet excluding
this process from the nature of ultimate reality.
This defect could, however, be readily removed by
recognizing frankly that the time-process is to be
taken as an essential aspect of the eternal reality,
which is not negated in the being of the eternal,
though, in a sense, it is transcended. In short,
while McTaggart maintains that eternity is in a
certain sense in time, the present writer would
seek to hold rather that time is in a certain
sense in eternity. What we mean by this wUl,
we hope, become more apparent in the sequel.
There are some other attempts to deal with this

—

—

problem that have very considerable importance,
especially the brilliant investigation of the general
meaning of ' Infinity ' contained in Josiah Royce's
work on The World and the Individual, and
since reproduced to some extent, though in a
somewhat popular way, in the work of R. B.
Haldane, and, with considerable modifications, in
that of A. E. Taylor. Royce's main contention is
that the world in time, regarded as a whole, is
eternal ; though, from the point of view of its
parts, it is a series that can never be completed.
This view is extremely helpful ; but the antithesis between the whole and its parts presents
difficulties that do not appear to be satisfactorily
removed. It would be impossible, however, to
discuss these difficulties without an examination
of Royce's doctrine of infinity, of which his
doctrine of eternity is a special application.'
Hence it seems best to reserve what has to be
said about this conception for the art. Infinity.
The philosophy of Henri Bergson does not at
first appear to throw any fresh light on the conception of eternity. It is a philosophy of change,
and is apt to seem like a reaffirmation of the
Heraclitean flux, against the eternal Being of
Parmenides. But the conception of ' real duration
that is emphasized by Bergson involves the view
that there is no actual transience in the timeprocess.
The present, according to him, contains
the past and anticipates the future. This certainly
comes very near to the doctrine that time is eternal
but, if this implication were brought out, his
philosophy would cease to be a philosophy of
change. It would then have to be recognized that
the whole within which change takes place does
1 For some criticisms on Royce's view, reference may be
to J. Ward, The Realm of Ends, 1911, and B. Bosanquet,
The Principle of Individuality and Value, 1912.

made

A

view of this kind, however,
not itself change.
does not seem to be directly maintained by Bergson ;
and the consideration of his general theory of time
is beyond the scope of this article.
possible solution of the problem. It may
3.
be well to state at the outset that the present
writer fully accepts the presentation of the difficulties set forth by Kant, at least in the form
in which they have already been summarized
above. But he would urge at once that one of
the difficulties is by no means so great as Kant
makes it appear.
real beginning of a timeseries is not strictly inconceivable.
Such a
beginning, no doubt, would not itself be in time
it would, in truth, be the beginning of time.
But
this is no real objection to it.
As soon as we
clearly recognize that time is simply the form
of succession in a developing process, it becomes
apparent that, if that process has a real beginning and a real end, time itself must have a real
beginning and a real end. There is no time outHence the process as a whole
side of the process.
might be said to be eternal, though every particular part in it has a place in time. The eternal,
thus conceived, woula not be the timeless, but
rather that which includes the whole of time.
Time would not be, as with Plato, ' the moving

—

A

A

:

image of eternity,' but eternity
Another way of putting this

is to say that the
but not its apparent tranOrder that does not involve transience is,

order of time
sience.

itself.

is real,

sufficiently familiar.
The colours of
the spectrum are arranged in a certain order, but
the appearance of one does not involve the dislocomotive engine
appearance of the others.
usually goes before or after the carriages to which
it is attached ; but they aU exist simultaneously
and in the same sense. But there is one kind
of order that appears inevitably to involve transience, viz. that in which what goes before is

of course,

A

Two different
identical with what comes after.
states of the same identical object cannot exist
simultaneously. The father and the child may
exist together ; but the child who is father of the
man does not exist at the same time as the man of
whom he is the father. Now, the world of our
experience may be said to maintain its identity
throughout the whole of time ; but it is continually changing its states. Hence its successive
stages are not merely in a certain order, but the
order is such that the successive stages do not
exist together. This would seem to be the general
significance of the time-process as we commonly
know it. But now we might raise the question,
whether this mutual exclusiveness of successive
stages in the time-series is a uniform and necessary
little reflexion
characteristic of that series.
might raise doubts on this point ; and perhaps the
following illustration may help us to give a more
correct answer to the question thus suggested.
Taking the case of the relation between child
and man, we may note that, while these different
stages in the life of a single personality are
mutually exclusive, they are not reciprocally
exclusive in a quite equal degree. The child contains the anticipation of the life of the man, but
contains it only implicitly it is for the man that
the anticipation is contained, rather than for the
child itself.
The man, on the other hand, contains
in himself the unfolding of the child's potentialities,
and is capable of an explicit recognition and appreThe child-life has
ciation of these potentialities.
passed away, yet it is still in a real sense present,
and is capable of being made present to an
almost indefinite extent.
The man includes the
chOd in a sense in which the chUd does not include
the man. Now, if it is right to think of the
whole universe of our experience as a developing

A

:

'

';

:
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system, proceeding from a delinite bcKi'inins to a
end, the illustration of child and man
may be regarded as furnishing us with more than
mere
analogy.
Here, also, the beginning and
a
the end are really distinct, and, in a sense,
mutually exclusive though, in another sense,
each of them contains or implies the other. But
the end contains the beginning in a sense in which
the beginning does not contain the end. The
present includes the past in a sense in which it
does not include the future. The end might be
said, as it were, to return upon the beginning like
while yet the beginning
a serpent of eternity
and the end would, as thus conceived, retain a
The process from beginning to
real distinction.
end would be a process in time, in which each
stage (with the exception of the last) excludes the
But this mutual exclusiveness of the
others.
successive parts would become progressively less
And
process
advances towards its end.
as the
as the beginning and the end would both be real,
and yet both, on their outer side, free from time
determinations, the whole process would be an
eternal one. There would be no time at which the
process is not going on. The process, as a whole,
when we thus conceive it, is not in time rather time
Time is simply the aspect of
is in the process.
successiveness which the eternal process contains.
This conception of an eternal process has not
hitherto played much part in purely philosophical
speculation, but it has long been familiar enough
in theology.
In the Christian doctrine of the
Trinity, the Son is conceived as eternally begotten
of the Father, and in the Fourth Gospel we find
Before Abraham was, I am
the declaration
And, if philosophy is to escape from
(Jn 8^).
those difficulties and self-contradictions which
have been brought out in the course of its history,
it must, we think, return to something more or
There
less akin to this doctrine of the Trinity.
remain difficulties enough, it must be confessed,
in the attempt to realize such a conception of the
universe
but we believe, at least, that those
fundamental difficulties which are summed up in the
antinomies of Kant are completely removed by it.
It enables us to think of the world as having a real
beginning and end, and yet as being truly infinite
as a progress and a struggle towards a 'far-off
Divine event,' and yet as the eternal realization of
But to pursue this
that for which it strives.
further would carry us beyond the limits of our
the
consideration
of the being of
present subject, to
God and His relation to the world.
definite

;

'

'

;

;
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'

;
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The view

of eternity set forth in the above article seems
to its author to be in its essence Hegelian ; but the particular
way in which it is conceived is one for which he is alone
responsible. The general lines of its treatment have been
previously indicated in a paper in Mind (July 1904) on ' The
Infinite and the Perfect,' and somewhat more fully developed
in a subsequent paper on ' The Problem of Time ' (July 1912)
and in the closing chapter of Lectures on Bumanism, London,
1907.
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Mackenzie.

History of the
Discipline is the English form of the
term.
Lat. disciplina the abstract noun formed from

—

discere,

'

—

'

to learn,'

'

whence

al.so

comes discipulus,

Thus 'discipline' is properly in'a disciple.'
struction,— that which belongs to the discipulus or
scholar,
and is antithetical to 'doctrine,' that
which pertains to the doctor or teacher. Hence, in
the history of the words, doctrine is more concerned with abstract theory, and discipline with
In this sense Wyclif (1382)
practice or exercise.
renders Pr 3* Thou shalt find grace and good
discipline (1388 'teching';
'understanding')
befor God and men ; and Chaucer has, Thaniie
shaltow understonde, that bodily peyne stant in
disciplyne or techinge, by word or by wrytinge, or
in ensample (The Persones Tale, Skeat's Student's
But under the influence of the
edition, p. 716).
Vulgate and the Church, discipline came also to
be used for 'chastisement,' and the term in this
more restricted sense is early found in English,
and sometimes in the same authors, in parallel use
with the term in its classical signification. Thus
Wyclif renders Pr 3" 'The discipline (AV
chastening ') of the Lord, my sone, ne caste thou

—

—

'

'

'

'

'

AV

'

'

'

'

'

'

;
and in Chaucer we find As it fareth by
children in schoole, that for learning arne beaten
when their lesson they foryeten, commonly after
a good disciplining with a yerde, they kepe right
well doctrine of their schoole' (Tlie Testament of
Love, fol. 306).
2. Theory of the idea.
(1) Ethical inquiry recognizes the need of discipline in the formation of
character, and points to self-discipline as the ideal
form. The Socratic formula Virtue is knowledge

away

'

'

—

—

'

found to be an inadequate explanation of the
moral life of man. Knowledge of what is right
is not coincident with doing it, for man, while
knowing the right course, is found deliberately
choosing the wrong one.
Desire tends to run
counter to the dictates of the reason ; and the will,
i.e. the whole personality, qua selective and active,
perplexed by the difficulty of reconciling two such
opposite demands, tends to choose the easier course
and to follow the inclination rather than to endure
is

the pain of refusing desire in obedience to the
voice of reason.
Hence mere intellectual instruction is not sufficient to ensure right doing.
There
arises the further need for chastisement,' or the
straightening of the crooked will, in order to
ensure its co-operation with reason in assenting
to what she affirms to be right, and its refusal to
give preference to desire or the irrational element
in man's nature, when such desire runs counter to
the rational principle.
This doctrine is clearly developed by Aristotle
in his division of the faculties into rational and
'

irrational
In the case of the continent and of the incontinent man
he says, we praise the reason or the rational part, for
exhorts them rightly, and urges them to do what is best but
there is plainly present in them another principle besides the
rational one, which fights and struggles against the reason.
For, just as a paralyzed limb, when you will to move it to the
right, moves on the contrary to the left, so is it with the soul
the incontinent man's impulses run counter to his reason
(Nicom. Ethics, Peters' tr., bk. i. 13 [15. 16]). Again, he speaks
of
the faculty of appetite or of desire in general, which
partakes of reason in a manner that is, in so far as it listens
reason
and submits to its sway.
Further, all advice and
to
all rebuke and exhortation test^es that the irrational part is
in some way amenable to reason (ib. bk. i. 13 [18]).
*

alike,'

'

it

;

'

—

.

.

.

*

Moral virtue, for Aristotle, is a habit of choice
or purpose, purpose being desire following upon
deliberation.
right purpose then involves both
true reasoning and right desire. Hence the final
end of moral discipline is the reform, and not the
suppression, of desire.

A

'
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Discipline ' we may provisionally define as the
training of our faculties, through
instruction and through exercise, in accordance
with some settled principle of authority. It is
with the discipline which is guided by intellectual
and moral ideals that we are here more particularly
concerned. In the early years of life the principle
which guides the moral training takes the form of
an external authority which the child obeys, at
first altogether blindly, having no understanding
of a principle qua principle, but seeing only the
authority which represents it in the person of
parent or teacher, who demands in its name and
mterest an unquestioning obedience.
*The imposition of commandg, by exercising the child in
aelf-restraint and by inducing a habit of obedience, is the great
means by which the early training of the will is effected, and
the foundation of moral habit and good character established
'

systematic

(see Cyclopcedia of

Such

Education,

discipline

a.v.

may meet

'

Discipline').

with a voluntary sub-

mission, the parent or teacher receiving the
spontaneous co-operation of the child, or it may,
on the contrary, be necessary to enforce an
obedience to the parent's commands when such
commands meet with resistance. In either case

the distinguishing mark which characterizes this
external discipline or outward conformity to rule
is the absence of all reasoned grasp, on the part
of the child or other subject undergoing it, of the
principle which inspires its application.
That
the ideal towards which the discipline is directed
should not even be conceived by the child is an
obvious limitation, and it is only when regarded
as a prelude to a higher type of moral training
that such discipline can justify its existence.
The educator, who, through fear of the dangers
besetting the yet untrodden path of personal
liberty, unduly prolongs this early stage, pays the
penalty of a dwarfed and enfeebled character in
the child he desires to train.
find a similar tendency in the history of the
race illustrated by the systems of Communism and
Casuistry (.qq.v.) notable attempts to systematize,
and thus to render permanent, this stage of external
authority. Communism, with a view to curtailing
the liberty of the individual, relieves him as far as
possible of any personal responsibility ; and, the
responsibility for his maintenance being vested in
the State, all functions are performed through
him and on his behalf, but none on his own
initiative.
In Casuistry we find 'an attempt to
work out a body of authoritative moral precepts
in detail, so as to show that every case of conduct,
actual or possible, may consistently find its place
under one or other of such precepts' (MacCuun,
Making of Character, 1900, p. 153). The Casuists,
as the moral advisers of the people, have been
called the jurists of morality, to whom they need
never turn in vain for the solution of a moral
problem, however complex, since the casuistical
teacher with his body of moral rules is always
ready to work out their application in detail, and
to show how the particular case in question falls
under his scheme of life. It is unnecessary for
our present purpose to pursue further these two
systems of morality. Suffice it to say that they
are both open to the objection of attempting to
extend the first stage of morality far beyond its

We

—

natural limits, and, by thus depriving the individual of personal responsibility, they directly
thwart the development of the individual judg-

ment.

The necessity for advancing from this early
stage of moral training to the higher stage of
sey-discipline is based on nothing less than a
fundamental demand of our nature as self-conscious beings.
*
*

it

'

In proportion as self-consciousness develops,' says Sigwart,
strives for unity of the will, for subordination of all particular

aims under one which is higher than all and embraces all, for
the determination of every practical question by one supreme
law' {Logic, Eng. tr., 1895, vol. ii. p. 13).
It is evident that such an ideal can never be

realized as long as the moral training of the
individual is enforced merely by an external
authority to which he renders a more or less
voluntary submission. It may be that in course
of time he will come to see the reasonableness of
certain duties thus imposed upon him, e.g. respect
for private property ; yet, as long as these duties
remain isolated and detached from one another,
and lack a unifying principle which may find
expression in them all, so long will the higher
needs of the moral nature remain unsatisfied, and

the character stunted and undeveloped. Then the
individual must bring these duties under an ideal
which he has made his own, and be self-governed
by the idea of the law which he thus adopts. It
is further to be noted that moral habits are not
formed by merely outward actions, and that no
habit which can truly be considered moral will
grow apart from voluntary effort, desire, and
intelligent appreciation of its character, although
the action on its physical side be repeated again

and again.

According to MacCunn,

•even faultless outward conformity to the noblest of social
would be a miserable substitute for the freely given
admiration, and the spontaneous loyalty, which are at once
root and fruit of the moral independence of the individual'
ideals

(fip. cit. p. 141).

It is, then, only in the voluntary discipline of
we find that true morality which is
inspired by an indwelling principle expressing
itself in all the details of conduct. Such discipline
alone can lead to true self-control, which we may
regard as its final end.
Self-control,' says Stout,
is control proceeding from the
Self as a whole and determining the Self as a whole. The
degree in which it exists depends upon the degree in which

the self that

'

'

this or that special tendency can be brought into relation
with the concept of the Self and the system of oonative tendencies which it includes' (Manual of Psychology", 1901, p. 626).
'
Self-control is greatest in the man whose hfe is dominated by
ideals and general principles of conduct ; but this involves a
development of conceptual consciousness which is absent in
children and savages ' (i6. p. 628). And we have seen that it
also involves a degree of moral discipline which \b likewise
absent in the earlier life of man and of the race.

(2) Psychology demands that such discipline shall
embrace the whole nature of man, in its threefold
Bearing
aspect of knowing, desiring, and willing.
in mind this ideal of moral unity, we return once
again to the Aristotelian conception of virtue,
which we found to be a habit of choice or purpose, purpose being desire following upon deliberation.'
This conception of virtue, as an expression
of the whole self in its threefold aspect of kno\ving,

—

'

desiring, and choosing, implicitly contains the idea
of the unity of man's moral life an idea rendered
explicit by modern writers in their insistence that
an adequate treatment of the moral life can be
attained only by basing ethical theory on a concrete psychology, which shall take into account
the whole nature of man.
This idea of moral unity, though implied in the teaching both
of Plato and of Aristotle, was not rendered so explicit as to influence the schools of moral philosophy which immediately suc-

—

On the contrary, we
the latent conception of moral
unity so overshadowed by their insistence on a dualism of the
moral life, answering to the rift in human nature between the
rational and irrational elements, that their immediate successors
can find no better way of unifying the life than by sacrificing
the one element to the other. The Cynics, and the Stoics after
them, make the Reason supreme, and entirely subordinate the
life of feeling. The Cyrenaics and Epicureans, on the contrary,
while exalting the sensibility, practically ignore the life of
Reason. In both schools we find an unsatisfactory conception
of the moral life of man, owing to the abstract, and consequently
Man is not a merely
inadequate, psychology which underlies it.
sentient being,' says James Seth, 'nor is he pure reason ener
gising.
He is will and his life is that activity of will in which
both reason and sensibility are, as elements, contained, and
by whose most subtle action they are inextricably interfused
(Ethical Principles'^'', 1908, p. 40).
ceeded these fathers in ethical teaching.
find, in Aristotle as in Plato,

'

;

Such a conception of the moral

life,

based on

a

:
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concrete psychology, can alone give rise to a true
conception of self-control, which we have found to
be the final end of moral discipline. Hence the
discipline which has this for its goal must be the
discipline of the whole nature of man
and, while
each element requires its specific training, the
training must in no case be such as to detach the
interests of one facultj; from those of another.
Ethics, then, recognizes the need for a discipline
of man's nature, which shall bring unity wliere
there is schism, and so harmonize the opposing
elements of his soul. Such discipline must be a
discipline of the self proceeding from the self, for
thus alone can it meet the demand of self-consciousness for its own inward unity. Moreover,
a concrete psychology, as we have seen, shows
the organic complexity of the nature, the ethical
demands of which are to be met by moral dis;

cipline.

Without losing sight of the fact that knowing,
and willing are inseparably blended m

feeling,

consciousness,

we may now proceed

briefly to exdiscipline
himself in order to acquire the self-control which
will enable him to know the Truth, to desire the
Good, and to will the Right, and thus to realize
Reality in its threefold aspect.
(a) Discipline of the intellect.
find, in the
case of the intellect, that the datum is already
given in the sensational basis of knowledge. Out
of this vague presentational continuum man must,
by his own intellectual activity, construct a world
for himself.
The complete determination of this

amine the

lines

on which

man must

—We

originally chaotic sphere, when reduced by the
mind to the cosmos of intelligence, would be the
Truth ; and herein lies the intellectual ideal which
all mental discipline must keep in view.
According
to Bosanquet,
• we must learn
to regard our separate worlds of knowledge as
something constructed by definite processes, and corresponding
to each other in consequence of the common nature of these
processes (The Essentials of Logic, 1896, p. 17).
'

Now it is in the interest of this process of
thought, by which the mind gradually constructs
for itself a world of knowledge, that a definite
training is required ; since it is in the treatment
of the fresh data constantly presented to consciousness that the difference between the disciplined and the undisciplined mind reveals itself.
To the former only belongs that control which
makes possible the reduction of these data to a
world of unity and system, or, to use a technical
expression, it is the trained mind alone which can
be trusted to fulfil its normal function of ' apperception iq.v.). This process Stout defines as that
' by
which a mental system appropriates a new
element, or otherwise receives a fresh determination' {Analytic Psychology, 1896, vol. ii. p. 112).
The apperceptive process is essentially one of selection, and the man who by mental discipline has
acquired control over his thought-activity will give
evidence of the fact by the way in which, through
processes of inhibition and attention iq.v.), he
'

selects his data.

By mental

inhibition

we mean

the suspension of judgment with regard to any
fresh fact, so as to allow time for the mind to
grasp the true nature of the fact, to perceive its
relation to an apperceptive system already at work,
and, finally, to appropriate the new element, by
allo\ving such a system to be modified by this
fresh determination. Such a pause for deliberation, though a suspension of judgment, is by no
means a suspension of mental activity. On the
contrary, it is often a time of the sharpest conflict,
arising from the apparently rival claims of the old
mental group and tne new element which confronts
it
a conflict which is continued until their true

—

relation

is

discovered.

By

attention or concentra-

tion

we mean
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the power to develop any particular

topic.

What

called sustained voluntary attention,' says James,
'
is a repetition of successive cfforU which bring baclt the topic
to the mind. ... It is not an identical ol/iyct in tile psycnological sense, but a succesHion of mutually related objccti
forming an identical topic only, upon which the attention Is
fixed' {Principles of Pnychvlo(jy, vol. i. [1907] p. 420 f.).
is

In striking contrast to this process of mental
apperception stands the readiness of the undisciplined mind to pass hasty judgment upon the facts
presented, before their import is fully understood,
being either so blinded by prejudice that further
evidence with regard to a particular topic appeals
to it in vain, or so lacking in strength and vigour
that it shirks the strenuous conflict which must
often be faced before the new element can find
its place within the system of knowledge already
acquired. Against this mental prejudice we find
scientific, ethical, and religious teachers of all ages
directing their keenest shafts, regarding it as a
deeply rooted evil which saps all mental life, and
makes impossible an honest search for truth. Thus
Bacon says
The human understanding, when any proposition has been
laid down (either from general admission or belief, or from the
'

pleasure it ailords), forces everything else to add fresh support
and confirmation ; and although most cogent and abundant
Instances may exist to the contrary, yet either does not observe, or despises them, or gets rid of and rejects them by some
destruction with violent and injurious prejudice, rather than
sacrifice the authority of its first conclusions {Nov. Org. Aph. 46).
Again, in the words of Locke *He must not be in love with
any opinion, or wish it to be true, till he knows it to be so, and
then he will not need to wish it for nothing that is false can
deserve our good wishes, nor a deeire that it should have the
place and force of truth ; and yet nothing is more frequent than
this (Conduct of the Understanding, p. 32).
Finally, to quote from a theologian of our own day : * We
must all train ourselves in the very rare quality of submission
to good evidence, when it runs contrary to our prejudices at
any point ' (Gore, The Permanent Creed and the Chriatian Idea
of Sin, 1906, p. 17).
'

:

;

'

And

yet again the mind reveals

cipline in its proneness to
of concentrating power.

its

lack of dis-

mind-wandering or lack

We may

state this in

psychological terms by saying that, while the disciplined mind is governed by noetic synthesis the
essential characteristic of tne apperceptive process
the undisciplined mind is governed by the mere
association of ideas.
In reference to the development of a train of thought. Stout remarks

—

—

:

In so far as it is determined by the special idea which has
emerged, the principle of association is operative in so far
as it is determined by the central idea of the whole topic, noetic
synthesis is operative.
It is mere association, for instance,
which would lead a man in a conversation about peace and war
to be^in to talk about Peace the murderer (Analytic Psychology,
'

last

;

.

.

.

'

vol.

ii.

p. 3).

— Turning

now to the
sphere of the will, we find, as in the case of the
intellect, that the datum of volition is already given
in the impulsive tendencies or propensities to act.
It is then the work of will, not to create fresh data,
but so to direct and control these natural impulses
as to bring unity and system into this originally
chaotic motor continuum of vague desire, of which
the complete determination and definition would
constitute the Right. Now we find that the will, in
thus organizing impulse, fulfils a function analogous
to the intellectual activity of 'apperception.'
(6)

'

Discipline of the will.

We must

apperceive," ' says James Seth, ' the contemplated
the context of our life's purposes, and, directly
more or with less explicit consciousness, corwith the master-purpose of our life' (Ethical Prin*'

act, place it in

or indirectly, with
relate it
ciples^^, p. 48).

It

is

not the natural and unformed but the

disciplined will which habitually performs this
activity of moral apperception. Here again, as in
the sphere of the intellect, moral training reveals
itself in the power to select from among various
possible lines of conduct, by means of the inhibition
of impulsive tendencies, or the pause during which
alternative activities are suspended, and by attention to the probable result of such activities in the
light of the moral end.
When a man has thus

—

:
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learned to control his actions, he is no longer at the
mercy of the dominantidea of the moment he ceases
to be the slave, and has become the master, of his
impulses. Such mastery, however, is not the result
of one dajr's effort.
He who would have the selfcontrol which will enable him to resist the ^v^ong
action to which he is most strongly impelled can
acquire this power only by a daily self-discipline,
in learning to refuse the demands of impulses, even
though these be good in themselves. It is the need
for such discipline which Westcott has in mind
when he says
;

London, 1890-1891, and Talks to Teachers on Psychology ; «md
to Students on some of Life's Ideals, do. 1899-1900
G. F.
Stout, A Manual of Psychology'^, London, 1901, and Analytic
;

Psychology, 2 vols., do. 1890-1896; C. Lloyd Morgan, An
Introduction to Comparative Psychology, London, 1894 J. F.
Herbart, The Application of Psychology to the Science of
Education, Eng. tr., London, 1898
J. S. Mackenzie, A
Manual of Ethics*, London, 1900; W. R. Boyce Gibson,
A Philosophical Introduction to Ethics, London, 1904 H.
Sidgwick, The Methods of Ethics'', London, 1907; A. E.
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and F. G. Blandford, Principles and Methods of Moral
Training, London, 1909.
;

;

:

;
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ETHICAL IDEALISM.— I.

We yield to circumstances without the ennobling consciousness of self-sacrifice, or the invigorating exercise of will. We
fail to test our powers betimes by voluntary coercion or effort,
that so we may be supreme masters of ourselves when the hour
of struggle comes (' Disciplined Life,' in Words of Faith and

Definition of the
term. The term ' ethical idealism ' has two distinct
meanings. It may signifj^ a theory of reality as a
whole, the fundamental principle of which is drawn

Hope,

from the nature

'

'

1902, p.

4).

Attention, too, plays a no less important part in

our volitional than in our intellectual life. It is
as we consider alternative ends of conduct in the
context of our life's purposes that, on account of
the appeal which it makes to the whole self, the
one which has at first the least attractive force
often becomes the stronger
while others, which
had at first much compelling power, retreat into
the background when considered in the light of
our moral ideal. See Attention.
(c) Discipline of the emotions.
On the emotional
side of man's nature we find no less necessity for
training, and no less demand for an acquirement
of such control as will give the individual power
over the passion which otherwise will master him,
thus enabling him to make a choice, in the light
of his moral ideal, from among the innumerable
channels into which his emotional life may flow.
To emphasize this point, we cannot do better than
quote the words of Ruskin
;

—

:

*
As the true knowledge is disciplined and tested knowledge,
not the first thought that comes, so the true passion is disciplined and tested passion, not the first passion that comes.
The first that come are the vain, the false, the treacherous if
you yield to them, they will lead you wildlj' and far, in vain
pursuit, in hollow enthusiasm, till you have no true purpose and

—

—

;

no true passion

left.
Not that any feeling possible to humanity
in itself wrong, but only wrong when undisciplined.
Its
is in its force and justice ; it is wrong when it is weak,
and felt for paltry cause ' (Sesame and Lilies, ed. 1S82, p. 55).

is

nobility

It is hardly necessary to add that such dissipation, and also such redemption, of passion are
possible, both through the world of fiction and in
the world of fact.
* For the noble grief we should have
borne with our fellows,'
says Ruskin, *ana the pure tears we should have wept with
them, we gloat over the pathos of the police court, and gather
the night-dew of the grave (ib. p. 89).
'

with confidence we may say that they who
have been truly moved by the sorrows of Antigone
and the grief of Andromache are not likely to be
afiected by the tragedy of a second-rate novel, or
to grieve much over the petty vexations of life.
We conclude, therefore, that, whether we regard
man's nature in its emotional, its volitional, or its
intellectual aspect, true moral discipline reveals
itself, not in the annihilation of the natural forces,
but in their subjugation to a unifying principle

And

which controls the life. The duty of self-cfiscipline
has always a positive as well as a negative side.
While, negatively, it is the refusal to permit any
single tendency of our nature to act in isolation
and to dominate the life, on the positive side we
find not merely the conquest of natural impulsive
energy, but its pressure into the service of the
total purpose of the life.
Then, the stronger the
natural impulses, the stronger will be the purpose
which they serve, when engaged in the pursuit
of an end which can utilize them all. The search
for Truth demands the force and passion of
Socrates and Newton, while nothing less than
the energy of Luther's nature can accomplish
the task of Reformation.
Literature.
1892

;

W.

—J.

Sully, The Human Mind, 2 vols., London,
The Principles of Psychology, 2 vols.,

James,

—

moral

of the

life.

Here morality

supplies the clue to the meaning of reality. In
this sense ' ethical idealism ' designates a metaphysical theory based on a prior analysis of the
moral life.
On the other hand, ' ethical idealism ' also signifies the theory of the moral life
derived from an ' idealistic ' conception of reality.
In such a ease an idealistic metaphysic is presupposed, and the metaphysical principle must be
more general than, or at any rate of a different
kind from, that obtained by an analysis of the
moral life alone. Morality is a deduction from

such a principle.

These two meanings

are, therefore,

logically

In the first, metaphysics rests on
in the second, morality rests on metaKant's metaphysical theory may be

quite distinct.

morality

;

physics.

regarded as an illustration of the first ; Aristotle's
theory of ethics may be considered as typical of
the second.
No doubt the two meanings may
approximate, as, for example, in Plato's Republic,
where the moral good leads the way to the apprehension and interpretation of the metaphysical
'idea of the good,' which is shown to transcend the
moral good and to include it as a particular
manifestation of the supreme principle. But in
general it is important to keep separate the two
meanings of the term ethical idealism ; and for
purposes of discussion it is essential to do so. In
the present article we are concerned with ethical
idealism primarily in the second of these senses,
i.e. with the moral life as interpreted in terms of
idealism, idealism being a specific metaphysical
view of reality.
To begin with, we
2. Meaning of Idealism.
have to consider the meaning of idealism. Idealism has taken different forms in the history of
speculation but there are certain features common
In the first place, idealism is
to all.
(a) Negative.
negatively described by contrast with naturalism.'
'

'

'

'

'

'

—

;

—

'

sometimes indistinguishable from
materialism, and in that case designates a theory
or point of view which seeks to explain all known
events and facts, human experience included, in
terms of the elements of physical Nature. It lays
stress on the ultimate material origin of the world,
and, again, on the mechanical necessity which
holds sway throughout the processes of the world,
however complex these processes are. Apparent
differences in kind amongst phenomena, e.g.,
inorganic and organic, chemical and conscious, are
held to be resolvable into difierences of complexity
Naturalism

is

of manifestation of the

same

identical elements,

matter and motion. Sometimes, however, naturalism is applied specifically to the reduction of all
mental processes, more particularly the higher
mental life of man, to organic elements and
conditions, nothing being affirmed about a further
reduction of the organic to inorganic material
elements. In this case, it may even be said that
such a further reduction is impossible, that organic
Nature and purely physical Nature are in reality

'
;
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heterogeneous.

When

naturalism

uned in this
terms of
origin; but here the 'original elements' of the
mental life are restricted to organic elements and
laws of the more complicated mental
processes
life are reducible to the fundamental laws of organic
life in general, but these organic laws and elements
are not reducible either to material elements and
laws or to a substratum common to the two.
In both forms of naturalism we have the same
general characteristics explanation by the reduction of the complex to ultimate elements and their
laws ; the connexion of all events by the principle
of the causal continuity of the temporal antecedent
with the temporal consequent and the absence of
the use of any conception of end as a final principle
The only ends admitted are
of interpretation.
results, not pre-conditions
they are efi'ects, not
rounds. Idealism affirms the opposite of all this,
ft seeks to interpret the simple and primordial by
reference to the more complex and later in time j
it does not explain in terms of origin but in terms
of completion ; and it does not connect by causal
sequence in time, but by controlling ends.
No doubt there is a sense in which the ' nature
of anything may be identified vrith the end rather
than with the pre-conditions ; in this case there can
be no contrast between idealism and naturalism.'
Idealism on its positive side may
(4) Positive.
in general terms be described as the theory which
regards the ultimate principle of reality as one
which operates by conscious reference to an end or
system of ends. An unconscious end could not be
the principle of idealism, even though it were
admitted that the unconscious end might be quite
distinct from a mechanical principle.
For the conception of ideal is essential to the meaning of
idealism, and an
ideal
is a conscious end of
some sort. The conception of an ideal is subordinate to that of end, which is more general
and the differentia is found by reference to a
consciousness.
An end, more particularly a
supreme end, when it as such becomes consciously sought and consciously operative, becomes
an ideal. The various applications of the term
' ideal
will be found to bear out this interpretais

we have again explanation

sense,

in

;

—

;

'

'

;

'

—

'

'

'

'

'

tion,

an

'

3.

whether these applications are figurative,

ideal rose,' or literal.

Types of Idealism.

—It

is

e.g.,

clear from the

above description that a metaphysical idealism
may take different forms, according to the way
in which the content of the end is present in
consciousness, and according to the kind of consciousness to which the end is present. If the
universe is interpreted idealistically, its principle
be a supreme consciousness
of unity must
aware of a supreme final end, and aware of this as
its own
end. Since this principle cannot be
subordinate to some further principle, in some
sense this supreme end must be one with the
supreme consciousness, not external to it. This is
sometimes expressed by saying that the ultimate
principle

is

a supreme self-consciousness, making

itself its

own

end

may

this

immanent

in

end.
In relation to the finite world,
be either transcendent of finitude, or
finitude ; and it has also been

maintained that this end can be both transcendent
and immanent. In any and every case, however,
this supreme end covers all reality, finite and
infinite alike.

Again, the supreme principle may be regarded
as realized wholly and solely in every part and
domain of reality. In this case the supreme selfconsciousness is realized in a differentiated plurality
of individual self-consciousnesses, and hence there
would be as many self-consciousnesses as there are
This is the view of idealistic pluralindividuals.
On the other hand, the supreme principle
ism.'
'
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may

be regarded as single and unique, combining
all finite individuals not
necessarily
themselves self-conscious, and making all individuals contributory to the complete realization
of its own end known only to and realized only
by its own self. This is the view of idealistic
singularisra,' to use the term applied to this
doctrine in a recent volume.'
What4. General nature of Ethical Idealism.
ever be the form of idealism adopted, the conception of the moral life derived therefrom has
the same general features and follows much the
same lines in each case. The fundamental nature
of the moral life on this view of reality is that it is
the expression, in the case of man, of the supreme
principle of the whole, and an integral indispensable moment in the realization of that principle.
This may be put in various ways, but the same idea
is involved.
Whether the idea is presented in the
vague and indefinite form that human purposes are
rooted in the nature of things,' that the soul of
the world is just ; or in the characteristically
religious expressions the righteous shall be had in
everlasting remembrance' (Ps 112^), man is 'God's
f ellow- worker
(1 Co 3') ; or, again, in the systematic attempt to show that the moral order is an
adumbration of the orderly unity of the world, and
a specific realization of the ultimate reason in
the 'matter' of man's sense-life, in all these
ways and in various ethical theories the same
thought is contained.
Whenever we find the
moral life regarded as working and leading in
man's life towards the spiritual principle unifying
all reality, or wherever the source and ground of
the moral life are derived from such a principle,
there we have an ethical idealism. The moral end,
on this view, is one expression of the supreme end,
not a means to that supreme end but a literal
manifestation of it, one way in which the supreme
spiritual principle is conscious of itself, or conscious of its oivn end.
In so far as man's moral
end is taken to be a fundamental constitutive
element of man's being, man's conscious realization
of his end is at once a consciousness of the supreme
principle in himself and a condition of making his
individuality an integral part of the supreme
principle ; and, in so far as man becomes conscious
of the supreme principle in himself, his life
becomes determined by the moral end, and set to
moral issues. The two statements reciprocally
involve each other hence we have the constant
oscillation, in this type of ethical theory, between
the position that the moral end
demands or
proves the existence of a supreme spiritual
principle and the position that a supreme spiritual
principle has made man moral or 'wUls' the
in

itself

'

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

'

:

'

'

'

'

moral end.
5.

Forms of Ethical

Idealism.

— The development

of this conception of the moral life varies in
different systems.
Perhaps one might say that the
point of divergence between different systems turns
on the interpretation of moral evU, and its place in
such a theory. Where the existence of evil is
regarded as incompatible with the content of the
supreme principle, the idealistic theory of Ethics
tends to assign only the fact of the moral law and
moral end to the operation of the supreme
principle, and to attribute the existence of moral
evil to man's imperfect working out of the moral
end ; in other words, all the good in the moral life
is placed to the account of the supreme self-consciousness, all the evil to finite self-consciousness.
On this view the idealistic treatment of morality
tends to be more or less abstract in character.
The law is regarded as an abstract, formal, universal
law of ' reason ' ; the end is one that transcends
experience in the sense of never being completely
1 J. Ward. The Realm of Ends. Cambridce, 1911.

;
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realizable in man's life ; the moral individual is an
independent, or even isolated, being who is an
'end in himself,' isolated from Nature and only
contingently related to other moral beings.
On the other hand, where evil is treated as
springing from the same source as good itself,
both having their common root in self-consciousness, the moral end grasps the human individual
concretely; law and sensibility, moral ideal and
Nature, are looked upon as forming an indissoluble

whole
the moral consciousness is inseparable
from Nature, and is essentially a social consciousness.
The spiritual principle in man subsumes
Nature into itself and is realized most fully in
society with its laws and institutions the supreme
spiritual principle takes upon itself the whole
burden of man s moral destiny
and, through
moral failure, the human spirit can pass, in unbroken imity with itself, to moraJ completeness
and reconciliation.
The first form of the idealistic treatment of
Ethics is essentially dualistic in conception and in
systematic development the second is essentially
monistic in form and substance.
With certain
qualifications in matters of detail, we might take,
as historical examples of the former. Stoicism in
ancient Ethics, and Kantianism in modern Ethics
and as examples of the latter, Plato or Aristotle
in ancient Ethics, and Hegel or Neo-Hegelianism
;

;

;

:

in

modem

Ethics.

important to note that in the treatment of
Ethics from the idealistic point of view the essential identity of finite and supreme self-consciousIt is

ness is in general all that is affirmed. The detail
of the moral life is not deduced from the supreme
principle.
Any attempt at such a deduction could
only result in the repetition of an abstract formula,
which would either leave the specific diversity of
content in the moral life unexplained or would
blot out its diversity altogether.
This is inevitable.
For the principle of self-consciousness, as
realized in man, is the only form of the principle
that is directly relevant for the interpretation of
man's moral life, and indeed is sufficient for the
purpose. Any deduction of his moral nature and
constitution from the absolute principle is, therefore, as unnecessary as it is impossible.
This
point is sometimes urged in the form that we cannot deduce the details of duty from the conception
of a Divine 'perfection.'
If by 'perfection' is
meant the complete unity of the Divine or Absolute
self-consciousness, such a statement may be admitted.
With an 'absolute perfection' in the
sense of the perfection of the Absolute we have in
morality nothing to do.
are concerned in
morality with human moral perfection only. From
this, however, it may be possible to derive our
specific duty, provided we know in what such perfection consists.
Perfection is, no doubt, an attribute of the moral ideal ; and from the moral ideal
we must be able to explain the meaning and
content of the moral life.
6. Value of Ethical Idealism.
It may be said
that, if we must analyze the operations of human
self-consciousness in order to interpret the nature
of morality idealistically, there seems little or no
value in connecting morality with an idealistic
theory of reality. But this is not the case. The
significance of the doctrine lies in the fact that,
since the principle in finite and in Absolute selfconsciousness is essentially the same, the detailed
realization of what that principle contains in the
case of man's moral life will, equally with the
general principle itself, have its warrant and justification in the ultimate meaning of reality.
Thus
every moral act has a significance for the whole of
reality as truly as the moral ideal itself.
And this

We

—

is

both practically and theoretically of profound

importance. For, on this view, not merely does
the individual's moral life as a whole have a place
in the supreme purpose of the universe, but every
moral act becomes a contribution to the attainment of the plan of the Absolute. Morality and
moral individuals have thus a supreme worth in
themselves and for the Absolute ; and the moral
life becomes a factor in the constitution of religion
a fact which all ethical religions have emphasized, whether they have regarded moral laws as
Divine commands or regarded the process of the
moral life as the working out of a Divine will.'
7. Fundamental difficulty of Ethical Idealism.—
This close identification of the moral life with the
realization of the supreme spiritual principle has
always created a difficulty for ethical idealism.
For it is obvious that, the more the identification
is emphasized, the more we tend to treat the contribution of the moral individual towards the fulfilment of the supreme purpose as the expression,
through him, of the operation of that principle
itself.
The more we assimilate the moral life and
the Divine Life, the greater the difficulty in distinguishing between what in a given act is the
If the disindividual's doing and what is God's.

—

'

'

'

'

'

tinction is denied, individual self-determination
disappears, and with that the spiritual freedom,
which is the very basis of the value of the individual to himself.
If, on the other hand, the
distinction is affirmed, it becomes difficult to
consider the supreme purpose as carrying its own
necessity -within itself for clearly a supreme pur;

pose which depends for its attainment on the
success or failure of individual finite wills is at the
mercy of contingency.
This difficulty is
8. Solutions of the difficulty.
a very real one, and is of far-reaching significance.
idealists
into two
divides
ethical
It generally
camps. There are those, e.g. Green, who seem to
treat the finite consciousness as a kind of channel
or medium through which in the moral life the

—

spiritual principle realizes or objectifies itself.
Assuming that in some sense such a princijjle is
self-contained and self-determining, the individual
is little more, if any more, than a self-conscious
instrument, a mere manifestation or emanation of
the Absolute self-consciousness. It seems impossible to deny that in everything but name such a

view is indistinguishable from Spinozism. There
no difference between Spirit and Substance if
they take the same method of realizing themselves

is

in finite self-consciousness.

A

self-consciousness

which supervenes upon the material of sensibility
and thereby makes the latter its own, may indeed
'

'

free relatively to sensibUity, in the sense that
operation implies detachment from sensibOity,
and self-direction in controlling and ordering sensibility.
But this freedom is not an ' ultimate
fact,' nor is it self-explanatory as long as it is
assumed that the finite self-consciousness is itself

be

'

'

its

a

specific

realization of a wider Absolute self-

consciousness

human

which

limitations.

is

On

expressing itself under
the contrary, it is there-

by implied that the principle on which finite selfconsciousness proceeds in asserting its freedom
relatively to sensibility derives the laws and
conditions of its procedure from, and is itself
determined by, this more comprehensive and allembracing self-consciousness. Freedom, in short,
in such a case, but the delegated power to

is,

exercise, in reference to sensibility, the functions
It is freedom
of a superior self-consciousness.
only sub specie temporis, but is necessity sub specie
asternitatis.
And, since the latter point of view
is the more ultimate and therefore the more correct, the freedom of finite self-consciousness ia
barely distinguishable from illusion— which, indeed,
Spinoza asserted it to be.

—

:

;
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A second method of dealing with tlie problem is
that which treats self-consciousness as a principle
that is not so much an actuality in man's life from
the start, but is gradually realized in the course of
his activity.
On this view, man does not begin
his finite existence with a fully active organ or
function of self-consciousness, by means of which
he assimilates a quasi-alien environment to him
self and himself to his environment, in the way
described, e.g., by Kant, and also to some extent
by Green. The whole course and aim of his
finite life consists in

becoming

self-conscious, not

in being completely so to begin with.
Thus there
are grades of self-consciousness in man's life, and
differences of degree of self-consciousness amongst
mankind. The function of self-consciousness may
be, indeed, abstractly the same in all men ; but,
actually and as a historical fact, it is realized in

very varying degrees by individual men and types
of mankind.
The mistake of the previous view
lay in confounding a formal similarity of function
purely^
logical
function in Kant's theory with
a

—

—

an actual identity of

realization in all

human

indi-

the attainment of self-consciousness is itself a matter of growth and development
in the individual life, then, while all may attain it
to a certain degree, imperfection of attainment is
not inconsistent with individual success, or with
the fulfilment of the final end of the supreme selfconsciousness. Perfection of attainment is, indeed,
a goal ; but, if degrees of attainment be admitted
to be consistent with the absolute principle, failure
to attain perfectly in any individual case cannot
imperD the security or validity of the final end.
Moreover, on this view, the defects of individuality
in one sphere are balanced or compensated in
another. Thus, the imperfections of a given individual in his society do not destroy the stability
and order of the general life of the community
his life is so supplemented by the lives of others
that unity on the whole is maintained. Similarly,
the one-sidedness of any given type of society or
form of humanity is counterbalanced by another
form of society with which it is connected in the
general history of humanity; so that, just as a
given society comes to the help of the individual's
imperfections, the history of humanity as a whole
qualifies or removes the imperfect realization of
viduals.

But,

if

human

life in any one form of society.
This view, again, modifies similarly the conception of individual freedom and the difficulties
of reconciling the free action of individuals with
an all-pervading and triumphant purpose.
For
freedom, like self-consciousness, is not a quality
with which the individual's will is endowed from
the outset ; it is a result which he achieves for
himself.
Freedom is not a pre-condition of the
moral life, but a state which he gradually attains
and, like self-consciousness, the attainment of it
is a matter of degree.
Freedom in that sense is
the goal of the moral life, not an antecedent condition of it.
The organic life of a community is
a realization of moral freedom, and the history of
humanity is the progress in attainment of its
freedom.
In this way it is sought to harmonize the operation of the principle of self-consciousness under
finite conditions with the actuality of the Absolute
self-consciousness, without destroying the validity
of the pursuit of finite ends or the finality of the
Absolute end. This view is found in the ethical
idealism of Hegel, and more recently of Bradley.
The objection to it is the opposite of the objection
to the previous view stated.
For, on the second
;

the realization of finite self-consciousness
finite fieedom is so completely identified
with the course of human history that any degree
of attainment of the principle is enough to satisfy
view,

and of
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the requirements of the supremo principle. The
supreme principle cannot, on this view, fail to
realize its end, no matter what degree of success

attends the operations of finite self-consciousness.
That being so, the attitude of tlie supreme principle is one of indilierence to the achievements
of finite individuals its end is fulfilled, no matter
what finite individuals do or fail to do. This reduces the position of the supreme self-consciousness to that of a spectator, and the position of the
finite individual to that of a player
the moral
life becomes a mere drama with tue Absolute as
witness.
Or, again, the effect on the finite individual must necessarily be to make him equally
inditl'erent to the accomplishment of his end
while the process of history taken as a whole is
indistinguishable in ethical quality from the course
of Nature.
Ethical idealism in this shape thus
closely resembles the position of pure naturalism.
'The
9. Special features of Ethical Idealism.
characteristic points on which ethical idealism lays
stress in the constructive development of the theory
are mainly three
(a) the logical priority of the
conception of value in the moral life ; (b) the
objective independent reality of social institutions ; (c) the essential unity of individual and
social mind.
(a) In virtue of the first, ethical idealism insists
that the consciousness of an ideal takes priority
over all consideration of circumstances, nature, or
history.
Relatively to the ideal, circumstances,
nature, and history provide merely the material
of morality they can never destroy the authority
of the ideal or modify its validity.
The ideal remains the same throughout all diversity of realiza^
tion. It moulds its material in different ways, and
thus the material becomes the means or condition
of the objective expression of the ideal.
Thereby
the self finds itself in Nature by making Nature
the correlate and counterpart of Spirit. Thus the
diversity of content presented is reduced to unity ;
and all the elements in individuality heredity,
historical situation, natural surroundings, etc.
become significant for the moral life, and contribute to the attainment of man's end.
Sometimes this logical priority of the ideal is expressed
in an extravagant form, as when Kant asserts that
the moral law is absolutely binding for all under
all circumstances, and duty remains duty whatever
hindrances there are in the way of its realization ;
or again when Fichte seeks to deduce Nature as
simply the sphere of human freedom. But these
are merely extreme expressions of the fundamental
position on which ethical idealism takes its stand
the position that the operative consciousness of
the moral ideal is the basis of all the moral worth
of action or personality.
(6) Not less important is the second point.
Institutions are not regarded by idealism as
incidents in the moral life, created by and dependent on the wills of separate finite individuals.
Institutions are embodiments of the social spirit,
from which individuals themselves derive their
moral sustenance and support. It is truer, on this
view, to say that individuals are incidents in the
life of institutions than that institutions are incidents in the life of individuals.
The end for
man is one, and by its very nature is common to
individuals
all
this follows from the constitution
of the supreme principle which is realizing itself
in man's life.
Individuals, therefore, because realizing, each in his own case, the same human end,
:

:

—

:

;

'

'

—

'

'

—

;

necessarily live a common life. The community
of life is just as real in this process as the variety
of ways in which all seek tneir several interests
in the one common end.
Institutions are the concrete forms in which this community of end as
such finds expression. From this point of view

—

;'
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institutions are
embodiment of

a more objectiye and permanent
the supreme principle in man's

than the actions or the life of a given individual ; and conversely we see more fully in institutions what the final end of man is.
Ethical idealism has been singularly successful
in developing this aspect of its theory of the inoral
The conception of a social will working itself
life.
out in the various forms of corporate social life,
the family, the city, or again more abstract human
institutions such as the Church the conception
of the general will as the basis of the State and
the source of its functions in framing, administering, and executing the decrees of government the
conception of property and of contract as fundamental forms of social mind, deriving their origin
and ultimate sanction from the idea of the common
good which a common will pursues all these are
direct consequences of the objectivity of social
institutions as embodiments of the common human
end.
(c) Finally, it is of the essence of ethical idealism to hold that the operations of the individual
mind in realizing its own end, and the operations
of the social mind in realizing a common end, proceed on the same plan. Whether we speak of the
social mind as the individual mind writ large or
seek to interpret the social mind in psychological
terms terms applicable to the process of the indithe same idea is involved.
The
vidual mind
similarity of operation is, indeed, very close.
Thus we have in the individual the unity of his
moral life summed up in the operations of his
conscience, which is the outcome of his social consciousness, and the guiding principle of unity in
his moral life ; in the social mind we have the
common spirit actuating a community, pervading
all parts as an operative principle of homogeneous
social action and of unity of social feeling and
sentiment in individuals.
In the individual we
have the consciousness of moral laws, some vague,
some clearly defined and steadily obeyed ; the life
of a community, again, is maintained by the vague
sense of order, and also by the explicit formulation
of, and obedience to, laws and decrees required to
ensure the maintenance of an orderly unity of
individuals.
In the individual's moral life, habit
and character are the conditions of moral security
and continuity of effort ; corresponding to this in
the social life we have custom, routine, and social
automatism. The inter-relation of ideas and purposes in the individual mind is of a piece with the
mter-communieation of personalities in the social
mind.
The sense of guilt and remorse in the
individual has its parallel in social disapproval and
punishment by the community the moral disorder
of the individual is regarded as identical in nature
with social disorder in a community.
life

;

'

'

;

—

'

—

'

—

;

It is important to notice, in conclusion, that, on
the view of ethical idealism, the moral life, while
self-contained and determined by its own conditions, is not regarded as an exhaustive expression of man's spiritual life.
On the contrary, by
its very nature it points to a wider and completer
realization of the supreme principle from which
it derives its significance.
This is put in various
forms.
It is said that morality
points beyond
itself to religion,' that 'religion transcends moralthe moral life is part of the wider life
ity,' that
of universal history,' that the contemplative life
is the crowning activity of the spiritual life.'
In
all these and similar ways the same point is
emphasized the finitude of the moral attitude
as a pliase of the realization of the one supreme
principle.
And this logically follows from regardmg the moral end of man as an integral but smgle
expression of the comprehensive end of an Absolute
'

'

'

—

seli-consciousness.

—

Literature. The literature on Ethical Idealism in the sense
above discussed is very large. Most of the chief religions have
treated Ethics from this point of view, however much they may
have differed both in their religious conceptions and in the
content they assign to the moral life. In the systematic discussion of ethical problems, which makes up the History of
Ethics strictly so called, Ethical Idealism has been stated and
The most prominent
developed in a great variety of ways.
may be said to be the following (a) Greek Ethics Xenophon,
the
Memorabilia of Socrates Plato, generally, but chieHy
Republic Aristotle, Ethics. (&) Medifflval Ethics Aquinas,
:

:

;

;

Sum-ma contra

Gentiles,

m

—

bk.

:

iii.

chs.

1-63 and 111-146.

Modern Ethics Cudworth, Eternal and Immutable MoCumberland, De legibus Naturae, 1672 Clarke,
Discourse on Natural Religion, 1706 Butler, Sermons, 1726
Paley, Principles of Sloral and Political Philosophy, 1786
Fichte, Bestimmung des Menschen, 1800, Grundlage des Naturrechts, 1796, System der Sittenlehre, 1798, Staatslehre, 1813;
Hegrel, Philosophic des Rechts, 1821, Fhilosophie der Geschichte,
1837 Vatke, Die menschliche Freiheit, 1841 Green, Prolegomena to Ethics^, 1890 Bradley, Appearance and Reality^

(c)
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rality, 1731
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;

;

J. B.

1897.

BAILLIE.

ETHICAL MOVEMENT.— I.

Origin and
founder of the Ethical Movement
was Felix Adler, afterwards Professor of Applied Ethics in Columbia University, New York.
At the urgent request of a number of persons who
had become acquainted with his point of view,
which assigned the supreme place to right conduct
and proclaimed that the good life is not necessarily
dependent on theological beliefs, he inaugurated,
in 1876, the New York Society for Ethical Culture,
which soon counted considerably over a thousand
members.
Deed, not Creed was his motto. He
soon attracted a number of able men W. M. Salter,
Stanton Coit, Burns Weston, and W. L. Sheldon
and, as a consequence, Ethical Societies were
established in Chicago, Philadelphia, and St. Louis.
In 1886 the London Ethical Society was founded.
This Society counted among its members Bernard
Bosanquet, Sophie Bryant, Edward Caird, J. S.
Mackenzie, J. H. Muirhead, J. Seeley, Leslie
Stephen, H. Sidg\vick, and G. F. Stout. Two years
later Stanton Coit came to England as ' minister
From that time
of South Place Ethical Society.
onwards the Ethical Movement in England developed, untU it counted some thirty Ethical
Societies, a considerable number of them being in
London. Most of these came to be federated in
the English Union of Ethical Societies.' In 1892
the German Society for Ethical Culture came into
being, and soon had some fifteen branches. Not
long afterwards the Austrian Ethical Society, the
history.

— The

'

'

—

—

'

Italian

'

Unione Morale,' and two Societies

in

Switzerland were founded. Kecently, a Society in
Tokyo has cast in its lot with the Ethical Move-

ment.

As early as 1893 the German Ethical Society
organized a meeting at Eisenach, with a view to
This,
starting an International Ethical Union.
however, proved only the precursor of the meeting
at Ziirich in 1896, when delegates from the various
ethical centres were present and an International
Ethical Union was founded. Ten years later the
Second International Ethical Conference met at
Eisenach, when a constitution was drawn up and
a programme of work elaborated. In 1908, on the
occasion of the very successful First International
Moral Education Congress initiated by the Union
and organized by its secretary, a further International Conference took place.
Ethical Societies. In the
2. Work of the
United States and in England the Ethical Societies
meet every Sunday, either morning or evening, or
both. In the United States there is usually some
kind of music and reading, besides the lecture,
which generally deals with some current topic, or
with some question of the inner life or of philosophy
from the ethical point of view. In England the
service is more pronounced congregational singing is universal, and other features, such as the
reading of an Ethical Declaration, or of Closing

—

'

'

:

:

—

:
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(ff) Tlie moral life invoIveH neither aooeptancc nor rc-Jtction
Words, are not uncominon. In Germany and
Austria the meeting's are held on weekdayH, and of fjtlief in any Deity, perHoiiul or impersonal, or in a lite after
dcalli.
the proceedings consist simply of an ethical lecture
(A) The acceptance of an;^ one ultimate criterion of rljht
followed by discussion. The Ethical Lecture is should not be mode a condition of ethical fellowship.
(i) Ethical
fellowships are the moat powerful meana of
one distinguishing feature of Ethical Societies, the
encouraging the knowledge and love of right principles of
other is the Ethical Classes for the Young. These conduct, and of giving the strength of character
necessary to
are to be found, highly developed, in the American realize them in action.'
centres, and, less highly developed, in English
programme. The following
4. The common
centres.
In Berlin and other places on the manifesto, drawn up at the International ConContinent such classes also exist. Moral instruction ference of 1896, will give a fair idea of the attitude
being a special concern of the Ethical Societies, it of the Movement towards the great problems of
is natural that the Movement should have done
our age
(a) Ethical Societies should declare their attitude toward*
much to promote it in schools. In America, Adler
great social problems of the time, in the solution of which
and Sheldon have written text-books on the the
the highest significance belongs to moral forces. We recognize,
subject, and the former has gradually built up his accordingly, that the effort of the masses of the people to attain
now widely famed New York Ethical Culture a human standard of existence contains in it a moral aim of the
School. In England, the Union of Ethical Societies first rank, and we declare ourselves bound to support this effort
to the utmost. But we believe there is here
question not only
founded a Moral Instruction League, which has as to the needs of the poorer classes of thea people,
but in an
induced about a hundred Local Education author- equal degree as to the moral poverty of the members of the
well-to-do classes, who are directly threatened in their moral
ities to make some provision for the teaching of
morals. In Germany also a Moral Instruction being by the outward conditions of our modern economic life.
(6) We acknowledge that resistance to injustice and oppression
League exists, which numbers about a thousand is a sacred duty, and that under the existing circumstances the
members ; and the International Ethical Union is struggle for rights is an indispensable means of clearing up
endeavouring to create such Leagues everywhere. conceptions of justice and in the attainment of better conditions
but we demand that the struggle be kept within the limits
See Moral Education League.
prescribed by humanity, and that it be conducted in the interest
The practical activities of the Ethical Societies of the community as a whole, and with continual reference to
resemble to a large extent those of the Churches. ultimate social peace.

—

*

i.

;

Innumerable charitable and

social activities are

connected with the New York Ethical Society,
and the other American Ethical Societies all
engage seriously in similar work. In England,
there is relatively little done in this direction,
chiefly because so many of the members are
individually absorbed in politics and philanthropy.
The German Society has also busied itself much
with reforms of various kinds. It was the first to
establish public libraries and reading-rooms in
Germany, and now such institutions are common
there it developed a scheme of cheap theatres, as
a result of which there exist a number of SchillerTheater^ as they are called, in Germany. The same
society has founded a Charity Organization Society
in Berlin, which is doing extremely valuable work
on an extensive scale ; and it has done much to
encourage high-class recreation evenings for the
;

people.
3. Principles of the Ethical

—

Movement. At the
International Conference at Eisenach (1906) a
constitution was adopted, expressing the following
general aim, which was unanimously agreed to by
the delegates and has been accepted by all the
national ethical centres
'To assert the supreme importance of the ethical factor in all
the relations of life personal, social, national, and international, apart from theological and metaphysical considera-

—

tions.'

The English Union of Ethical Societies in the
same year determined upon a series of principles
which conveniently sum up the distinguishing
features of the Ethical Movement generally. They
are here reproduced. Attention is specially drawn
to the second principle, in which an attempt is
made to state the basis of the ethics taught in
Ethical Societies.
'

(a) In all the relations of life— personal, social,

and

political

—the moral factor should be the supreme consideration.
The love

of goodness and the love of one's fellows are the
true motives for right conduct ; and self-reliance and cooperation are the true sources of help.
(c) Knowledge of the Right has been evolving through the
experience of the human race : therefore the moral obligations
(&)

generally accepted by the most civilized communities should be
taken as the starting-point in the advocacy of a progressive
ideal of personal and social righteousness.
id) For each individual, after due consideration of the
convictions of others, the final authority as to the right or
wrong of any opinion or action should be his own conscientious

and reasoned judgment.
(e) The well-being of society requires such economic and
other conditions as afford the largest scope for the moral
development of all its members.
(/) The scientific method should be applied in studying the
facts of the

moral

life.

(c)

We

maintain that in the solution of the so-called labour

problem the question is one not only of the material necessitiea
of the labourers, but of their social and legal status, and of
their full participation in the highest results of civilization,
science, and art.
recognize it as a task of the Ethical Union to assist in
id)
such intellectual equipment of the people as shall serve the
cause of social progress ; for example, scientific efforts which
aim at examining the conflicting theories of Individualism and
Socialism, with a view to the possibility of their bein^ harmonized
in some profounder view of life ; further, to establish inquiries
and institute research in moral statistics, which, based on wellauthenticated facts, shall bring impressively before the eye the
need of reforms in our conditions, and to help in the dissemination of the results so obtained, in order to bring the public
conscience to bear as a force making for social justice and

We

higher development.
(e) We leave it to the various Societies to apply the above
tasks according to the circumstances of their own countries,
and we call upon all the individual members of our Sooiities,
by simplicity in their manner of life and by active sympathy,

to advance the forward social movement.
ii. We regard the institution of pure monogamic marriage as
a priceless good of humanity, which is indispensable for the
moral development of the individual and for the permanent
duration of moral civilization but we insist that this institution
should stamp itself upon sentiment and conduct with a
thoroughness which as yet is absent in wide-reaching circles of
;

society.

We

iii. (a)
demand for woman the possibility of the fullest
of her mental and moral personality, and we would
strive to bring about in all departments of life an uncurtailed
expression of the equal worth of her personality with that of

development

man.
(6) Especially we regard the fate of working women in industry
(whether in the factory or at home), and also in personal
domestic service, as one of the most grievous evils of our time,
and would strive to restore, throughout the whole people, the
conditions of a healthy family life.
iv. We hold it to be a fundamental task of our age to give
again to education its unity, which in great part has been lost,
and, by establishing a universal ethical end in all education, to
confer that kind of service which denominational religion once
rendered to education in elementary and secondary schools.
V. We heartily approve efforts to establish universal peace
among nations, and we would direct our share in these efforts
towards overcoming militarism in public sentiment, towards
checking the power which it exercises upon the imagination
especially of the young— and towards bringing out in some nobler
way those morally significant elements which the life of the
soldier contains ; further, towards opposing national egoism and
national passion, which are at least to-day as dangerous enemies
to peace as are the prejudices and personal interests of rulers
and, finally, towards bringing about a reign of conscience and
calm reason in times of excitement, and when partisan spirit
fosters a blind hatred of enemies.'
FundamentaOy
5. Attitude towards religion.
;

—

Movement must be regarded as a
religious movement.
Even such titles of books as
Ethical Religion (W. M. Salter), The Religion of
Duty (Felix Adler), Die ethische Bewegung in der
the Ethical

Religion (Stanton Coit), and Faith in Man (Gustav
Spiller) are a general proof of the sympathy with
fundamental religion in the United States and in

:

;
;

;
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Sheldon, speaking of America, says
a stranger attending the lectures would at
first be a little at a loss to know whether or not he
was present at the "services" of a church' {An
Ethical Movement, p. x). This statement is more
than borne out by the following passage taken
from the Year-Book of the New York Society for
Ethical Culture for 1904-05
'

:

Many

:

'

The Society fills more and more the place of a church in the
members. The leaders act as ministers of religion

lives of its

:

consecrating marriages ; officiating at funerals consoling the
advisino; the troubled and confused
dedicating
childhood to the higher ends of life in the " name ceremony"
[which takes the place of baptism] teaching and supervising
the training of the young in Sunday School, and clubs and
classes for young men and women and seeking to create and
maintain an atmosphere of reverent attention to the high mysteries of life and to the sacredness of the obligation, imposed by
man's moral nature, to follow without swerving the dictates of
duty according to the best light that is in each individual.'
In England the Ethical Movement is almost invariably regarded by its adherents as a religious
;

sutfering

;

;

;

;

movement, and both the rather elaborate form and
the spirit of the ethical meetings bear this out.
German ethicists, as a rule, strictly separate
ethics from religion, and are averse to the Ethical
Movement being looked upon as a religious movement. Yet one of the principles of the German
Ethical Union is ' through combination to offer its
adherents support and assurance, as well as stimulus
and help for the inner life.'
Lastly, the Union pour faction morale of Paris,
in an official statement, affirms
:

' We are bound
together by a common principle to establish
a discipline of life in conformity with reason and outside all
theology
to illuminate it by free and frank discussion
to
animate it with love to render it effective and progressive by
mutual support to teach it methodically to realize it in
customs and in laws and, if justice require it, even by a revolu:

;

;

;

;

;

;

tion.'

In principle, then, the Ethical Societies all over
the world seek to do for their members what the
Christian Church, the Jewish Synagogue, and the

Muhammadan Mosque

endeavour to effect for
difference is that those religions
assume the existence of a Deity outside the universe, and that the Ethical Movement, as such, is,
in substance, non-theological ; or, rather, does not
connect the right life with theology or metaphysics
theirs.

The only

however, the above-mentioned volumes by
Adler, Salter, Coit, and Spiller). In confirmation
of the above we shall quote from a lecture on
the Aims of Ethical Societies,' by Leslie Stephen
{Ethics and Religion, 1900, p. 260 f.)
(see,

'

We believe that morality depends upon something deeper
and more permanent than any of the dogmas that have hitherto
been current in the Churches. It is a product of human nature,
not of any of these transcendental speculations or faint survivals
of traditional superstitions. Morality has grown up independently of, and often in spite of, theology. The creeds have been
good so far as they have accepted or reflected the moral conviction but it is an illusion to suppose that they have generated
They represent the dialect and the imagery by which moral
it.
truths have been conveyed to minds at certain stages of thought
but it is a complete inversion of the truth to suppose that the
morality sprang out of them. From this point of view we must
'

;

of necessity treat the great ethical questions independently.
cannot form a real alliance with thinkers radically opposed
to us. Divines tell us that we reject the one possible basis of
morality.^ To us it appears that we are strengthening it, by
severing it from a connection with doctrines arbitrary, incapable
of proof, and incapable of retaining any consistent meaning.'

We

_

Eloquent passages might be cited from

the
ethical leaders to illustrate the rejection of the
belief in supernatural help.
content ourselves
with a recent utterance by Adler (The Religion of
all

We

Duty,

p. 47 f.):
In former times, when there was drought and famine In the
land, men loaded the altars of the gods with gifts intended to
placate their anger and to induce them to send the wished-for
rain. To-day in famine-stricken India, what is it that the wisest
rulers are intent upon ? They are studying how to supply on a
stupendous scale artificial irrigation, how to increase the facilities of transportation, how to uplift the ignorant peasantry by
education, so that they may be able to employ more effective
methods of agriculture. In former times, when the plague
passed over Europe, mowing down its millions, the churches were
thronged with multitudes of worshippers who besieged the
Almighty to withdraw the fearful scourge. To-day, when an

invasion of cholera threatens a country, the Eochs and Pasteurs
are bus}' in their laboratories, seeking to discover the germs of
disease ; and rigorous sanitation is everywhere applied to deprive those germs of the congenial soil in which they flourish.
This is a commonplace of modern thinking, and I need not
enlarge upon it.
The conception of a Heavenly Father, interfering with the
operations of nature, arose when the teachings of natural science
were unknown. These teachings have been fruitful of substantial results. The progress of mankind has been kept back
for centuries by the disposition to expect, of the love and kindness of Providence, the benefits which, if obtainable atall, must
be obtained by human effort. The progress of mankind has been
incalculably advanced by the appeal to self-help, by the conviction that *' the gods help them who help themselves," which,
after all, is synonymous with saying that, if we are to be saved,
we must save one another.'

Literature.— Felix Adler, The Religion of Duty, New York,
1905 ;
M. Salter, Ethical Religion, Boston, 1891 ; Stanton
Coit, Die ethische Beweguiig in der Religion, Leipzig, 1890
Walter L. Sheldon, An Ethical Movement, St. Louis, 1903
Georg von Gizycki, Moralphilosophie, Leipzig, 1888 Gustav
Spiller, Faith
Man, London, 1908 Ethics and Religion
(Essays by John Seeley and others), London, 1900 ; Alfred
Mouvement
ithique, Paris, 1899 ; Stanton Coit, The
Moulet, Le
Message of Man, London, 1902 ; Ethical
Book, London,
1905. The following periodicals may be noted ; The Ethical
World, monthly, London; Ethical Addresses, monthly, Philadelphia ; Ethische Eultur, twice monthly, Berlin.
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ETHICS.— I. Tee Scope OF Ethics.~i.
and
two

— Everything

Fact

may

be looked at from
different points of view.
We may take it
simply as it is, seeking to discover how it came to
be the thing it is, and how it is related to other
things ; or we may compare it with some ideal of
what it ought to be. We may call a spade a
spade, and seek to discover the material of which
it is made, who was the maker of it, how it is related to other garden tools ; or we may notice that
ideal.

of the wrong size, the wrong make, in its
place.
Corresponding to these two aspects
of things, which we may call respectively fact and
ideal, we have two kinds of sciences
those which
it is

wrong

—

concern themselves with the description and
explanation of things as they are, and those which
concern themselves with our judgments upon
them. The former class have sometimes been
called 'natural,' the latter 'normative' or, as is
better,

'

critical

'

sciences.

Ethics is critical in the sense explained. Its
subject-matter is human conduct and character,
not as natural facts with a history and causal connexions with other facts, but as possessing value
"This is sufficient
in view of a standard or ideal.
to mark it out not only from natural sciences, but
universal
from other less
disciplines of the same
class as itself. It distinguishes Ethics, for example,
from law and grammar, which are concerned with
types and principles of a comparatively local and
temporary interest, and again from therapeutics
and musical harmony, which, though of universal
application, are concerned with some particular
department of life.
As contrasted with these.
Ethics, like Logic and ^Esthetics, is not only of
universal application, but refers to constant elements in human nature. This distinction, indeed,
may be said to be a vanishing one ; there are
principles of law {e.g. relating to theft or treason)
which may be said to be universal, as there are
rules of grammar but, just in proportion as law
and grammar deal with what is thus universal,
they tend to merge in Logic and Ethics.
From
2. Relation of Ethics to Psychology.
what has been said in the previous paragraph the
;

—

'

relation of Ethics to the closely allied sciences of
Psychology and Sociology ought to be clear. The
distinction between Ethics and Psychology does
not consist, as has been maintained, in the fact
that the one is a study of ' practical ' life, while the
other is a study of ' fact and theory,' aiming only
at the attainment of truth in itself, and having no
The differinterest in its practical applications.
ence does not correspond to that between theory

'

ETHICS
practice, but to that between ori{,'in and value,
the natural antecedents of a thing and the value
that belongs to it in view of the purpose which it
serves or the whole of which it is a part. Psychology deals with ideas, feelings, volitions, from the
former point of view. It seeks to analyze mental
phenomena, and to find the connexions that subsist between the elements as part of the natural
world no less than the elements of physics or
chemistry. It has nothing to do with the judgments of value which we pass upon them, except
in so far as they in turn may be described as
natural facts.' The business of the psychologist
He
is to understand, not to justify or condemn.
is concerned with appearance only. ... It is not
the world as it ought to appear, but the world as
it does appear, which is the outcome of psychological development.'" Ethics, on the other hand,
expressly concerns itself with our justifications and
condemnations, considering them not as natural
facts but as involving a criticism or standard of
reference, which is not merely a natural fact either
in the outer or in the inner world, but which, whatever its relation to natural facts, is primarily an
While Ethics is thus clearly
ideal in the mind.
distinguished from Psychology, it stands in the
The leading error of writers
closest relation to it.
who, like Spencer and Haeckel, approach the subthe
side
of
biology
has been the failure
ject from
consistently to realize that we are dealing here
with psychical entities, and that no solid basis for
the study can be laid except in a thoroughgoing
analysis of the nature of volition, and of its relation to our ideas and emotions.
The relation of Ethics
3. Ethics and Sociology.
to Sociology is more difficult to state. This is not
wholly due to the indefiniteness of the newer
For our present purpose it is sufficient to
science.
define Sociology as the science of the phenomena of
mind and will in so far as they are modified by the
social environment and exhibit themselves in changing social conditions a definition wide enough to
include Economics, the History of Societies and Institutions, Anthropology, and the Psychology of
peoples.
The individual here appears as subject
to social control through the accretions of law,

and

'

—

—

'

'

custom, tradition, and religion. The chief difficulty arises from the fact that the name itself
suggests just such an ideal as that which Ethics
claims as its subject-matter. It is, therefore, not
surprising to find the claim put forward that
Ethics is merely a subordinate department of Sociology, which for the first time has given precision
a
to its conceptions by its demonstration that
man's first and last duty is to see and do those
things which the social organism of which he is a
member calls upon him to do.'' The question
whether Ethics is 'subordinate' to Sociology or
Sociology to Ethics need not trouble us. Every
science may be said to be subordinate to that from
which it draws its data. On the other hand, a
science may be said to be of higher rank in respect
'

to another, in so far as it recognizes differences of
value in the data it receives from it, and sets itself to discover the ground on which these diflerences rest. It is this that marks off Ethics from
Sociology treats social customs and
Sociology.
institutions in the same spirit of impartiality as
Psychology treats sentiments, beliefs, and volitions.
Ethics, on the other hand, is concerned throughIt considers social forms and
out with values.
institutions from the point of view of their completeness and coherence as expressions of human
1 See recent developments on the
assumptions and feelings
of value that underlie mental processes, e.g. in W. Urban's
VaZuation, its Mature and Laws, London, 1909.
'

2 Stout,

'

Analytic Psychology, 1896, i. 12.
Essays and Addresses,

8 Sidgwick, Miscellaneous
1904.

xi.,

London,
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nature.

It

asks whether the

soi-ial life in

the

l*.st

or the only life for a human soul.
In what way
through society, and in wliut characteristics of
society, does tlie soul lay hold of its truest self, or
become, in short, the most that it has in it to be ?
How does the social life at its best compare with
the life of art, of knowledge, or of religion, and
can the same principle be shown to be active in all
of them ?
Yet, when we have realized the distinction between wb&t
may be called the causal and the teleological points of view as
the BtartiriK-points for different dJMciplines, it is no less a mistake to insibt too pedantically on their separation. The rise of
Sociolo[?y in modern times may to a large extent be traced to
an ethical dissatisfaction with exiBting forms of political and
social organization, and any attempt to exclude reference to
'

'

distinctions of value as irrelevant to it in its later developments, or to confine it to naturalisLic discussions of origin and
growth, must be detrimental to the science, depriving it of its
legitimate inspiration and hampering its usefulness. Perhaps
the attempt to do so is the reason why the abstract study of
Sociology has hitherto been in general so disappointing, and
why its most conspicuous successes have been in fields in
which, as in the study of Pauperism, Criminologj", Eugenics,
and Education, the practical interest has been dominant.
Similarly, from the side of Ethics, the barrenness of many of its
discussions and the abstractness of many of its theories are
largely due to the neglect of sociological considerations. It ia
sale to say that there can be no true understanding of the
nature and tendencies of forms of moral judgment and of social
institution apart from the study of their origin and history. If
all our ethical notions are at present on an expanding scale, if
we are reaching forward to wider and clearer ideas as to the
meaning of charity, temperance, and simplicity in life, commercial honesty, the objects and methods of punishment, the

meaning and social value of religion, it is because of the stimulation we have received from sociological investigations into
the effects of almsgiving, of luxury, of unregulated competition
and speculation, of our present system of prison discipline, of
If, on the other hand, our
the secularization of morality.
minds are still confused as to the demands of the cardinal
principle of justice some desiring to base it on desert, others
on need, others on abstract equality this is probably because
we have hitherto, in our speculations upon it, made too little
use of the idea, with which Sociology has familiarized us, of
life as consisting in the organized efforts of differently endowed
individuals towards the realization of a social ideal, and the
ultimate claim of each individual to the opportunity of contributing to it according to his ability.

—

—

—

In a time of reac4. Ethics and Metaphysics.
tion against metaphysical ideas it is not surprising
to meet with a wide-spread suspicion of anything
that would seem to make practical truth depend
on speculative. This attitude of mind seems to
arise from a mistaken view of the nature both of
Of the former we
Ethics and of Metaphysics.
have already said enough. Metaphysics has been
defined as only a particularly obstinate effort to
think clearly. But the only way to think a thing
out into clearness is to think it in its relations
to other things, more particularly to the whole to
it belongs ; and, seeing that no finite whole
stands by itself, but each leads us out into some
wider and more embracive system, till we reach the
universe of created things, there is no knowledge
completely clear except that which seeks to see
things sub specie Universi. Philosophy, since the
time of Plato, has been familiar with the conception of the universe as thus consisting of a hierarchy
of systems related to one another in an order of
greater or less comprehensiveness or concreteness,'
and of the higher form of knowledge as metaphysical in the sense just explained. But, for
common sense, which is concerned with objects of
everyday experience in their relation to human
wants, and even for science, which is concerned
with the extension and organization of the knowledge necessary for the effective exploitation of
material things, such a form of explanation may
be said to be so remote as to be of quite negligible
importance. The more particular and exclusive
an object (i.e. the nearer to ordinary sense-perception and ordinary physical needs), the remoter it is
from the all-comprehending Whole, and the less
is there occasion to raise ultimate questions of its

which

'

1

Bosanquet, Philosophical Thetyry of the State, London, 1899,

p. 60 [2nd ed. 1910].
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place within

such objects.

Mind and will are clearly not
They are high up in the scale of

it.

universality and comprehensiveness. So embracive
a universe as that which they constitute might
with some justice be itself regarded as the whole,
in reference to which such particular objects and
even such universals as art and science find their

meaning.
It was an instinctive perception of this relation that led Mill
and other philosophers of the middle of last century to use
Psychology and Metaphysics interchangeably, and that forced so
representative an experientialist as William James to admit, in

the Preface to the Italian edition of h\B Principles of Psychology,
that in the years which had passed since the publication of his
book he had become more and more convinced of the difficulty
of treating Psychology without introducing some true philo-

sophy

of his

own.

be true of the psychological treatment of
the facts of mind, it would seem to be so a fortiori
of the ethical. The very definition of Ethics as a
science of ends or ideals raises the question of the
difference of the teleological from the causal point
On
of view, and of their relation to one another.
the other hand, the claim of these ends or ideals to
be universal and absolute for human life necessarily
raises the metaphysical question of the place of
human life itself in the whole scheme of things.
This is the reason why the metaphysical basis or
(less ambiguously) the metaphysical implications
of Ethics are a matter of concern not only to philosophers, but to the community at large, wherever
it has begun to reflect on the nature and authority
of moral imperatives, and why controversies, e.g.
as to the educational value of religion, which to
modern Gallios seem to be ' questions of words
and names,' and to be disturbances of peaceful
progress, are in reality indications of alertness to
If this

'

'

important practical differences.
Whether we shall express the relation here indicated as one of dependence will again turn upon
the meaning we assign to the word. If it be meant
that Ethics is a deductive science like geometry,
consisting of a series of constructions and demonstrations syllogistieally derived from principles
resting upon metaphysical proofs, nothing could be
more foreign to modem notions. It seems doubtful
whether there ever has been any serious attempt to
treat Ethics in this way. Even Spinoza's classical
Ethica ordine geometrico demonstrata fails to con'

'

ceal the essentially inductive character of his operations, and may be said to have only preached Baconianism under the form of the syllogism. On the
other hand, if we mean that, owing to the universality of the subject-matter, ethical discussion from

the outset marches with metaphysical, and that
there are points at which it is so difficult or even
impossible to discover any scientific frontier between them that they may be said to merge in one
another, there is sufficient truth in the statement.
But it must be understood that it is meant in no
other sense than that in which Mechanics may be

—

—

said to depend on Physics, Economics on Sociology,
or any other of the more abstract sciences upon
the more comprehensive and concrete with which
'

it
it

'

stands in immediate relation. And this sense,
should be further noticed, is the opposite of that
is commonly understood by dependence.

which
II.

The special problems

—

of

modern

Ethics. The preceding abstract statement will
become clearer after a glance at the main stages in
the development of ethical theory, with a view to
indicating the special problems of modern Ethics
and the directions in which it seeks for an answer
to them.
The first sketch of a complete moral philosophy we owe to
Plato and Aristotle. What distinguished their theories and
gave them a permanent value was the perception that human
goodness

is not merely the expression by the individual will of
the essential nature of social life significant and conclusive
though their demonstration of this was. To live the good life
was not simply to be a citizen ; it also expressed the true nature

—

and purpose of the world in general, and thus united the human
to the Divine. To Plato the highest form of human life could
only be the outcome of a vision of the eternal Good to Aristotle
(herein out-Platoinp; Plato) it waa itself that vision a putting
aside of our mortality that we may ourselves live in the Eternal.!
;

—

It is true that the dualism latent in all ancient philosophy led
in the end to the separation between a human and a Divine
order of virtue. Just as Cicero (de Nat. Dear. 63) tells us that

—

the stars have two names one from the appearances by which
they are known to mortal men, another from the names of the
immortals so Plotinus (Enn. i. 2) distinguished between an
earthly and a heavenly form of Temperance, Courage, Wisdom,
and Justice. Yet the intention remained of seeking for the
ultimate justification of moral goodness in an order which,
while it includes humanity, is more than human.
With the development of the dualism between the individual
and society on the one hand, and the temporal and the spiritual
on the other, which may be said to have been the work of the
succeeding period, there came the need to find some justification other than human nature itself for requirements which
forced the claims of others in contrast to self, of the spirit in
contrast to the flesh, upon the conscience. The main feature
of mediaeval and eftrly modern Ethics may be said to have been
the removal of the centre of moral energy from the vision of a
perfected human nature, expressing the Divine upon earth, to
that of perfected happiness in heaven. Credo ui intelligam had
Only when the spirit
its ethi«d equivalent in Credo ut ogam.
of Plato revived, as in the Florentine Platonists of the 16th
cent., or in the Cambridge Idealists of the 17th, did the faith
begin to be recovered that goodness means participation in the
Divine order of Nature and human society. On the other hand,
when, with the rationalizing spirit of the 18th cent., the attempt
was made to find a natural basis for the moral life, it is not surprising that, in the spirit of the older dualism, moralists should
have been driven to seek for it in the only principle other than
revelation that seemed to be available that of self-love.
It was Kant who first clearly struck the note of modem
Ethics, in pointing to the idea of humanity, or of fully developed
human nature, as the centre of the moral world. Not only is
devotion to this the bond of all social union the condition of
but in it is to be found the
realizing a * kingdom of ends
revelation to the individual soul of the ultimate meaning of
things. This note had its most powerful echo in this country
in the course of the 19th cent, in the writings of Thomas
Carlyle, who taught that fidelity to duty is not only the one
condition of inward peace, but the preserving principle of human
society and the way of access into the Divine purpose of creation.
This doctrine at once carried Kant and his great English
interpreters beyond the naturalism of the positive and utilitarian Ethics on the one hand, and the supernaturalism of the
orthodox theology of their time on the other. Unfortunately
Kant inherited the psychology of his opponents, which reduced
all motives to forms of pleasure-seeking, and he could escape
its results only by settmg up in its place the barren end of
obedience to an abstract command of reason, while Carlyle had
too great a contempt for the systematizing spirit of his time
ever to seek a psychological foundation for truths which he
regarded as sufliciently obvious to intuition.

—

—

*

—

—

to which modem Ethics has set itself may
thus be said to be the justification of this transcendentalism in the light of what recent theory
has to say (1) on the nature of volition, (2) on the
standard of our judgments on voluntary acts, and
(3) on the grounds that we have for conceiving of
this standard as rooted in the nature of things.
condensed discussion of these three problems,
under the headings of the Psjrchology, the Logic,
and the Metaphysics of Ethics, is all that the
present article can attempt.
III. The Psychology of Ethics.— \. General
nature of volition.'' The recognition of the element
of seeking or conation as fundamental to consciousness may be said to be the starting-point
of modem Psychology. What gives unity and
continuity to conscious life, binding its elements
together as a magnetic field binds the particles of
loose metal which come within it, is a purposeful
tension, appearing under two forms according as
it is directed to change in the inner or in the outer
world. Metaphysicians have spoken of this fundamental factor as ' wUl,' but Psychology is wise in
marking the distinction between mere instinctive,
involuntary striving, and self-direction towards a
consciously conceived end, and in confining will
or volition to the latter. It thus arrives at the
definition of volition as the self-direction of a
conscious subject through the idea of a change,
whether in the contents of the mind itself or in the

The task

A

—

'

'

—

1

Ethics, X.

2

The only adequate treatment of volition in English
Mind, new ser., vols. x.-xiii.

vii. 8.

series of articles in

is

the
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external world.
In the form both of attention and
of overt action, volition is closely related to feeling
or interest, seeing that it is only on the basis of
some intrinsic or acquired attractiveness in the
object, some point of^ affinity between it and the
psychical or psycho-physical structure, that desire
can be initiated or sustained. There is no such

thing as determination by ' pure reason.' Apparent
cases, as in the preference of duty to inclination,
are cases of determination by a deeper inclination,
not of feelingless choice. At the other extreme,
actions prompted by vivid ideas or temporary
obsessions just cease to resemble volitions in proportion as the vividness comes from the accidental
circumstances of the moment, instead of being, as
it normally is, a function of a felt affinity between
the object and the souror psycho-physical organism.
Whether we shall call the movement towards the
source of this feeling in all cases desire,' or reserve
that term for cases in which, owing to obstruction
in the fulfilment of a conation, the object stands
out as something merely possible in more or less
painfully felt contrast to the present or actual, is
a question of terminology. The essential point to
notice is that objects attract, as Aristotle saw,
(^s ^pwfieva, or not at all.
The develop2. The development of volition.
ment of will is thus the development of interest.
It follows the line of growing susceptibility to
objects which are more remote from the mere
physical stimulus, and which correspond to a -wider
and deeper internal organization. The growth of
the power of attention (q.v.) is the most obvious
In its earlier stages attention
illustration of this.
is controlled by the merely mechanical pressure of
their vividness, perpresentations and ideas
or by their merely external
sistence, novelty
connexions of coexistence or sequence, and their
have the beginning
superficial resemblances.
of self-direction when the succession of presentations passes under the control of some idea of
what IS wanted, as in purposeful observation or
recall.
At a higher stage still the process is freed
from all immediate reference to an external world,
and becomes in the proper sense self-sustained, as
in imaginative constructions or trains of reasoning.
Intellectual education means the development of
the power of the free exercise of the attention in
such self-sustaining activities, under the guidance
of comparatively abstract and remote intellectual
ends. This is rendered possible by the formation,
interest
or
in the mind, of an intellectual
appercipient system which acts as a principle of
selection and organization in the objects and ideas
that come before the mind, and, asit gains strength,
extends and deepens its influence over the flow of
mental life. Such interests or dominant selective
principles are not to be regarded as possessions of
the mind, still less as forces acting from without
upon it. They are what give character and individuality to a man's intellectual life, and enable
us to speak of him in the proper sense as a mind
at all.=
Precisely parallel with these stages in the development of the 'internal will' are those which are
distinguishable in the development of the will in
the ordinary sense. Corresponding to the semiinvoluntary control of the attention by the external
world or by insistent ideas is control by impulse,
pressing appetite, or the fascination of isolated
What is characteristic of this
practical ideas.
stage is the absence of any reference to the idea of
the self as a whole. Inhibitions and hesitations
occur, but they are caused by the conflict of
impulses with one another, rather than by the
'

—

—

—

We

'

conflict of
1

an

idea,

'

with which the mind identifies

See W. Mitchell, Structure and Growth of the Mind, London,

1907.
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with any or all of them. Selection and
come with the power of identifying ourselves
with remoter objects, and bringing nearer objects
into a form which may harmonize with their
attainment. It is a further stage when these
objects in turn become subordinated to some idea
of the self as a whole, which thenceforth becomes
the subduing, organizing principle of a life. Such
dominating ideas are not something merely
possessed oy a man. They possess the man, or
rather they make him the man he is. They are
It is only when they
his will and personality.
find expression in his actions that we account him
Where they fail, we set about
fully himself.
seeking for some passing state, some accidental
circumstance, outside the man himself, which, if
excuse him, may give us the clue to
it does not
itself,

control

'

'

the situation.

We have spoken of attention and overt volition ae though
they were two species of the same genus. But the connexion
much closer. They are rather to be re;;arded as the
beginning and end of the same process. The condition of all
action is attention to that which is to be enacted. It is for
this reason that, different though ideo-motor action is from
true volition, it has been taken as giving us the clue to its
Ideo-motor action depends on the
underlying nature.
accidental occupation of attention bya passing motor suggestion
absence
of mind, though it ought not to be
owing to temporary
forgotten that even here the occupation of the attention
instinctive or acquired, which
the
interest,
depends in turn on
attaches to the object either as an end desirable in itself, or
further
end
with which the agent has
as a means to some
identified himself. Volition consists in the selective occupaan
idea
owing
to its perceived harmony
tion of the attention by
with a permanent interest, and is essentially ' presence of
mind.'
is

—

Will and character. The analysis of volition
us beyond the single act to the
The
volitional dispositions on which it depends.
3.

thus carries

totality of these dispositions in the individual is
his character, his ' will in the substantial sense,
in distinction from the volitions which go to form
To the formation of
it and are the outcome of it.
will as thus defined a variety of factors contribute
inherited instincts, temperament or emotional
disposition, circumstances both physical and social.
But by far the most important are the reactions of
the will itself to the suggestions which these
'

—

supply, and the habits which thus become impressed
upon it. Character has hence been defined as the
habit of the will. It has seemed to thinkers such
as Socrates and Rousseau that this definition is a
contradiction in terms, seeing that character in any
sense in which it is of value must involve freedom
from the tyranny of habit. The difficulty is met,
not, as by H. Bergson,^ by drawing a hard and
fast line between motor habits which are correlated
with cerebral action, and the free life of mind, but
by noting the distinction between narrower or
mechanical and the wider or, as we might call them,
adaptive habits whose office it is to control them
In this sense
in the interest of life as a whole.
Kousseau spoke of the habit of acquiring no
habit, and Aristotle defined virtue itself as the
habit of aiming at the mean. The above analysis
enables us to add that these habits are, in the last
resort, habits of attention, and to understand
how, by practice in adapting conduct to embracive
ends, the habit of being controlled by these ends
in other words, a moral character may be
acquired.^
In the older psychology,
4. The social will.
which conceived of pleasure or the avoidance of
pain as the single ultimate motive, objects of
social value could enter into the content of the
will only in so far as they could be made to appear
as a means to the furtherance of that end, or,
through the principle of association, come to be

—

—

—

for it.
It was an advance on this
individualistic psychology when it came to be seen

mistaken
1

Matter and Memory, Eng.

2 See Stout, op. cit.

i.

194.

tr.

1911, passim.
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that

the

experience

and

presupposes

pleasure

of

and the

social instincts were
admitted to a place of at least equal importance
with the self - preservative or self-assertive. It

instinct

desire,

was a further advance

still

when

it

was recog-

nized that the social instincts are merely vague
tendencies, apart from the filling and the moulding
which they receive from contact with the developed
life of the society into which the individual is born.
Just as mental development depends for stimulus
and guidance on the social medium, and, more
particularly, on the social institution of language,
so the development of wUl depends on the assimilation of the purposes represented by social institutions and customs.
There was then no longer any
difficulty in understanding how corporate ends, e.g.
family life, which satisfied deep-rooted instincts
and claimed attention from the first, should pass
into the structure of the mind and become objects
of interest in the sense explained above of at least
equal compelling power with that of the more
personal.
Moreover, it was no longer necessary
to conceive of the individual and the social as lying
outside of each other and requiring to be linked
together by any artificial apparatus of association.'
Their continuity and interdependence were a mere
matter of ascertained fact.
The individual self
and the community are not centres of different
circles j they may rather be said to be the two foci
in relation to which we may describe the course
'

'

of

human

activity. '
far the facts seemed plain.
But, on the
further questions of the precise description of the
process of assimilation and the resulting content,
' social
' psychologists were
by no means so clear.
With respect to the former question, it was probably the genius of G. Tarde which first effectively

So

directed attention to the part played by imitation.
Other psychologists, such as Baldwin, were not
slow to follow and apply the principle to explain
the appropriation of the purposes and the feelings
of others and the development of the individual into
a socius.^ With respect to the second question,
the current view of what is meant by a universal
led to the interpretation of the result as a mere
reproduction of the same content in an indefinite
number of individuals.
closer analysis of what
is meant by imitation seems to show that
except
in the case of the children's game, or the savage's
exaggerated respect for precedent, of which this is
perhaps itself an imitation imitation in the strict
sense of the word plays but a small part in social
life.
Even where the suggestion comes from the
action of another, and not from the requirements
of a situation, there is adaptation and invention
the suggestion is what Stout calls 'relative.'
Where, on the other hand, it is the situation that
works, as in reefing a sail or felling a tree (and
this is the typical social case), what we have is
co-operation and not imitation. Similarly, what
is of value in the result of imitation, even where
this is prominent, is not the seeing as another sees,
or the feeling as he feels (out of this no socius
could develop), but the formation, in the individual,
of the conception of a whole to whose life he contributes, not by doing as another does, but by
doing something which is suggested to his own inventive imagination by the situation in which he
finds himself.
In what has just been said we have kept strictly within the

A

—

—

:

'

'

limits of Psychology, but beyond the psychological problem of
the origin of the social will in the individual is the philosophical
one of the reality in society of a will which is not something
entirely outside the individual will, and yet, as something more
comprehensive, continuous and internally harmonious, is something also more substantial than it. If the doctrine of the
1

2

W. E.

Sorley, The Moral Life, Camb. Univ. Press, l911.
See esp. Mental Developrnent in the Child and the RacCt

New York and London,

1895.

reality of the social will was not exi>ressly formulated by Plato
and Aristotle, it lies very near the view they took of the State
as the individual writ large and aa ' prior to the family and the
individual.' As has recently been clearly shown by Gierke,^ it
formed the assumption of the whole mediseval theory of the
State.
It was first clearly stated in modern times, though aa
a brilliant paradox, by Rousseau, and has found its way into
modern political philosophy in divers not wholly compatible
forms, through Comte, Hegel, Lotze, and Wundt. The statement of it in the last of these writers (Ethics^ ill. 20), founded
as it is on the best available psychological analysis, is of peculiar
value at the present time. In our own country it was held in
a somewhat mystical form by J. H. Newman, but has been expounded recently as an integral part of Idealistic philosophy by

Bosanquet.
5.

The freedom

of the will.

—It

is

unlikely that

so important a transformation in psychological
theory as that sketched above should be without
bearing on the question of the freedom of the wUl.
So long as the point of view of Psychology was
identified with that of the physical sciences, we can
understand how there must have appeared to be an

impasse between Psychology and the assumption
on which all judgments of merit and demerit and

So soon,
of moral and civic responsibility rested.
on the other hand, as it was recognized that the
central fact from which any true psychology must
start is the idea of a progressively realized end, a
breach was made in the older form of determinism,
and the question was reopened whether it is possible
to harmonize the findings of science and morality.
Even from the point of view of Biology it ought
not to be difficult, except for one who sets out with
an invincible prejudice in favour of the exclusive
validity of the categories of the inorganic sciences,
to admit that to render the facts intelligible they
must be seen with other eyes than those of the
physicist or the chemist.
Life depends on the
storage of physical energy, it maintains itself in
mechanical
strains and
and through a system of

impacts ; but these are taken up into a scheme
that goes beyond them ; and, in so far as this is so,
the life of the humblest plant is free in a sense
denied to the motions of the heavens. A fortiori
all this is true of beings who not only live but can
make their life an object who to adjustment to
environment and determination from within can
add determination by the idea of the self. Selfconscious mind is stul subject to the laws of inorganic matter and of mere life. In the instincts
and appetites which it inherits, in the habits which
it acquires, it carries about with it a system of
forces which, while they stimulate and give stability
to its life, constantly threaten its own peculiar
nature. Yet, so long as it bears also about with it
a spark of human purpose, it contains a principle
that enables it to turn all these into means and to
vindicate a new form of being, which is free in the
still higher sense of having the power to set everything else, even its own freedom, over against
itself, and to convert it into an instrument of selfdevelopment. Such freedom will be more or less
complete, according as more or less of the insight
which experience has brought as to the meaning of
the life that calls for development is embodied in
the action in other words, according as a man

—

—

more habitually and consistently in his deepest
purposes and is more completely self-possessed.
lives

What modern Psychology claims is that in this conception,
which we might call that of 'degrees of freedom,' we have a
point of view from which the old controversy between libertarian and determinist may cease. As against the old determinism we must admit that reason is free. In Logic this is not
denied. In conception and inference the mind first asserts its
freedom from the pressure of what is merely external, whether
in the apparent connexions of the data or in the vividness and
persistence of their presentation to the mind. Yet (as against
any theory of mere indeterminism) we must maintain that it is
free from these only to submit itself to its own law, and to be
more completely under the constraint of logical connexion. In
1 Political Theories of the Middle Age, Cambridge, 1900.
For
an account of the various forms in which the reality of the general
will has been conceived, see M. M. Davis, Psychological Interpretations of Society, Columbia University Publications, 1909.
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saylnf^, ae he does, that he could not conclude otherwise,' the
reaBoner asserts not his bondage, but his freedom. It is only
apparently different with conduct. True, there is commonly a
wider gulf lietween seeing what is reasonable and giving effect
to it in action than between seeing a loi^ical consequence and
admitting it. But this is only because livuig is a more complicated busmess than thinlting. The principle is the same. The
will asserts its freedom (1) in resisting mere impulse, (2) in
collecting itself for rational decision, (3) in refusmg to allow
At each of these points
itself to be diverted from its resolution.
it is dependent upon forces of habit and suggestion over which
But at each point also it is more than
it has no direct control.
any of these habits, and has the power of taking this something
more as its guiding principle. Just in proportion, moreover,
as it does so does it feel at the moment of action that it could
not do other than it does. But it does not on that account
excuse itself for the result on the contrary, it is all the more
ready to accept the issue as its own. Responsibility, in a word,
grows, like freedom, with the extent to which our conduct has
been forced upon us as the only true expression of what we
desire to be. if the question is still pressea upon us whether in
actual fact it could have been different, the answer is at once
No and Yes No, if it be meant that, the agent being what he
was, his conduct could have been other Yes, if it De meant
that his character was no inevitable result of a history in which
moral purpose, individual and social, has failed to enter as a
*

;

—

;

controlling factor.
An unbiased consideration of the implications of our Judgments of moral approval and disapproval and of the principles
underlying punishment will be found to support these conclusions.
It shows that in the case most favourable for moral
judgment, viz. that of one's own actions, what ^ves remorse its
sting is not so much that I have done the action as that I was
If I could perof such a character as to be capable of doing it.
suade myself that the action expressed no permanent features
of my will, this conviction. Instead of bringing an access of contrition, as it ought to do on the libertarian theory, would bring
a feeling of relief analogous to that which I might experience if
I discovered that I had done it in my sleep, or had not done it
at all. Similarly with regard to punishment. Punishment is
the reaction of society against the offences of the individual,
and is justifiable only on the assumption, first, that there is a
real connexion between action and character, and, second, that
through reform or * example ' it makes for better character in
the offender, in the community, or in both.

—

Like the controversy as to free
that as to the relation of pleasure to desire, if
not actually an anachronism in the liglit of recent
It
analysis, is on the fair way to become so.
follows, from what has been said of the dependence
pre-existence
on
the
of
of all conscious processes
dispositions with which presented objects are in
felt harmony or discord, that without feeling there
can be no volition. In this sense we might accept
Mill's dictum,' that desiring a thing and finding
it pleasant, aversion to it and thinlciug of it as
painful, are phenomena entirely inseparable, or
rather two parts of the same phenomenon (though
for ' as painful we should have to substitute with
But, since Mill wrote these words, the
pain').
distinction between the idea of a thing and the
idea of the pleasure to be derived from it has been
frequently pointed out and, seeing that these are
clearly different phenomena, it seems obvious that
to desire a thing, and to desire the pleasure we
expect from it, are not one and the same phenomenon, but are entirely separable phenomena.
The recognition of this distinction may be said to
have rendered the older form of hedonism no longer
a tenable account of the nature of will and desire.
It can no longer be maintained that it is the
pleasure-giving quality of things that makes them
6.

Hedonism.

will,

'

'

'

'

;

objects of desire.
Of the existence of the type of character known as the
pleasure-seeking, there can, of course, be no question ; but the
gleasure-seeker gets his name not so much from his identifying
imself with pleasure in the abstract as from his habitually
identifying himself with objects which have so little claim to
human significance that the pleasures and pains connected with
them are their most striking attribute. He seeks satisfaction
in the line of least resistance, and runs his life on the cheap.
The normal man has acquired, through education, sufficient
strength of mind to be able to combat casual impulses and
desires by a reference to the concrete interests witli which he
habitually identities himself, and to face the effort of attention
involved "in banishing contradictory suggestions. The mind of
the pleasure-seeker, on the other hand, is like a sluice without
a gate. Casual suggestions sweep unresisted through it, because of his inability to face the effort required to sustain an
inhibiting idea in the centre of attention. His characteristic is,
^

UtUitarianitm^ p.
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not that he seeks or finds the greatest pleasure in the things he
chooses, but that he fails to find sufilcient pleasure in anything
else.

This conclusion is confirmed by recent criticism
of the second part of the ordinary doctrine of
pleasure-seeking, viz. that pleasure operates as a
motive in proportion to its anticipated amount,
that ' to desire anything, except in proportion as
the idea of it is pleasant, is a physical and metaphysical impossibility.' ' It is a well-known law
that feelings 'blunt themselves by repetition.'

While this is a loss for feeling, it is a gain for
practice.
Objects operate as springs of action, in
proportion not to the amount of^ emotional disturbance they cause, but to the influence they have
acquired over us through our habits of thought and
action, and the deposits of feeling that we call our
sentiments in connexion with them. This is the
reason why sense-gratifications are sought by the
pleasure-seeker himself, under a law of continually
diminishing emotional returns and yet of continually increasing motive pressure.
Recent hedonism has sought to accommodate itself to these
criticisms by maintaining that they are irrelevant to the main
contention, which is that it is their pleasure-giving quality, and
not their felt relation to the will as a system of purposes, that
gives value to things. But, while avoiding the difficulty of
identifying the object of desire with pleasure, this reading of
the doctrine comes into conflict with the recognition by recent
Psychology that pleasure is a function of need, and not need of
pleasure. The satisfaction of felt need necessarily is pleasant,
but the degree or amount of the pleasure, while it may be a
gauge of the momentary pressingness of the need, can never be
the standard of its value for life as a whole. On the contrary,
the worth of the pleasure must follow worth of the need, of
whose satisfaction it is the sign.
7.

Conscience.

— The justification of the pressure

{^.v.) exercises upon the wUl is a
question of Ethics in the stricter sense of the word.
The question of the precise nature and origin of
the feeling of constraint which the word represents
belongs to Psychology.
The will, we have seen, is identical with the disposition to be attracted by things which are in
harmony with the dominant practical interests,
and to be repelled from things which are in contradiction to them. From this it follows that these
centres of practical interest, whatever they may
be, must have the power, either separately or in
conjunction, of exercising a certain pressure upon
conduct in so far as there exists a consciousness of
its general bearing in furthering or obstructing the
purposes they represent. In reference to each of
them there is a line of conduct which approves
Wherever
itself, another which disapproves itself.
we have such a centre we have the conditions of
such a feeling, the degiee of pressure thus exercised
varying in proportion to the depth and permanence
The feeling of harmony
of the interest concerned.
or discord of conduct with a ruling interest is, in
fact, a rudimentary conscience, and by a suggestive
use of language is sometimes spoken of in this way.
In this sense we hear of the craftsman's conscience
and the student's conscience even the miser's conscience, which makes the profitless expenditure of
a sixpenny-piece a positive pain. What differentiates conscience, in the distinctly moral sense,
from these consciences is merely the depth and the
permanence of the interest in which it has its roots.
If the reader is inclined to resent such an account
as a cheapening of an element in human nature
which he has been accustomed to regard as its
highest manifestation, the reply is the same as
that already given in regard to the will in general.
In seeking to introduce intelligibility and continuity into the moral life by refusing to acknowledge any element without analogy elsewhere any
psychical Melchizedek without father or mother
in human experience we do not deny specific
character to the experience we seek thus to understand. It is, therefore, quite consistent with the

which conscience

—

—

—
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recognition of a conscience in sensu eminente to
endeavour to conceive of it as merely an extension,
to a pre-eminent interest, of the pressure exercised
upon conduct in general by any interest whatsoever.
The general nature and ground of this preeminence is, as we have seen, a question for Ethics
proper.
Psychology is concerned with the means
and order of its development. It seeks to make it
comprehensible how, appearing first as a vague
instinctive pressure from within, and finding its
counterpart in established custom without, the
tribal self comes to dominate every other, moulding the individual into a homogeneous system of
habits mores or ijdri. In its subsequent development this ' morality follows in the track of developing self-consciousness in general.
definite
stage is reached when the social spirit brings forth
heroes and 'founders,' who not only embody in
their own lives conspicuous forms of social excellence or ' virtue,' ^ but possess the insight of genius
into the significance of virtue in general, and are
able through individual prestige to give it firm
roots in national life.
These creative souls,' as
Plato ^ calls them 'parents of virtue of every
kind' become thenceforth, through the force of
suggestion, a living law or conscience to the nation
to which they belong. It is another stage when
the demand arises to have usage and inherited
authority defined and restrained by written law.
But it is not untO, owing to the growth of reflexion,
the social bearing of different types of moral character comes to be realized, and their goodness
becomes transparent in the light of the social wellbeing they serve, that we reach the highest form
of social conscience.
Virtue is thenceforth knowledge, or at least implies knowledge. Actions and
types of character at first approved because they
have the stamp of authority, law, or custom come
to be approved for their own sake.
Yet the same
principle works throughout there is no real break
anywhere. Just as Logic works obscurely in the process] by which we accept our beliefs from ordinary
sense-experience or common hearsay, so morality
works obscurely in the earlier manifestations of
'

A

—

'

—

:

Fear is the beginning of wisdom,
because there is more in it than fear. And, just
as the progress of belief is best represented as a
continuous process by which the false is separated
from the true, and casual aperqus and accidentally
received opinions become purified in the light of
organized science, so the progress of moral feeling
is to be conceived of as a continuous development
from unconscious acceptance of tribal custom to
the enlightened citizenship or humanitarianism of
the patriot or the philanthropist.
ly. The Logic of Ethics.— i. The idea of a
logic of moral value, more than once appealed to
in the preceding paragraphs, is contrary to two
widely held but opposite ethical theories. On the
one hand it is maintained that none is needed, on
the other that none is possible.
social solidarity.

(a) The development of morality, it is held, is
the result of natural selection. Once understand
how in the inter-tribal struggle for existence a form
of character in individuals has been developed which
favours survival, and you have an answer the only
answer needed to the C[uestion of the ground of its
authority.
Character is good because it survives,
it does not survive because it is good ; de facto is
de jure ; its might is its right.
After what has already been said as to the
development of will, we shall not be accused of
under-estimating the value of the history of moral
ideas.
Conscience, like everything else, stands in

—

—

relation to historical fact, but it is, in its essence,
as we have seen, a form of self-consciousness, and,
'

See Hegel's Philosophy of Law, sect. 150.

3

Symposium,

209.

as such, claims the right to test the fact by its
relation to the self.
It is for this reason that the
appeal to nature (as the name for what actually
exists) must remain unconvincing.
Unless it can
be shown, apart from the actual course of development, that there exists some essential relation
between social solidarity and the rational element
in human nature, in other words, that will obeys a
logic of its own which forbids it to find rest in anything merely individual, it is difficult to see on
what foundations our judgments of value, and the
feeling of obligation which depends on them, can
rest.

Darwin himself noticed the

difficulty of explain-

on the principles of natural evolution, the emotions that lead to philanthropic efforts to preserve
the weak. More recently W. James' has called
attention to the feeling of the inward dignity of
ing,

—

serenity, simplicity,
certain spiritual attitudes
etc.
as quite inexplicable except by an innate preference of the more ideal attitude for its own pure
sake. To this it might be added that, as a matter
of history, these attitudes seem first to have arisen
in nations which had already been absorbed by
conquest, and had long ceased to compete effectively for national existence, and to have commended themselves to the human soul not by any
perceived utility as a condition of survival, but by
their consonance with the general aspirations of
mankind after spiritual unity. Psychology, indeed,
seeks to make it comprehensible how, through the
influence of habit, association, imitation, our admirations deepen and extend. In this way means
are transformed into ends, qualities come to be
admired for their own sake, and perfections to be
sought after which have no immediate relation to
practical utility. But these considerations, however useful in explaining the origin of these and
similar sentiments, still fail to touch the main
difficulty the justification of the right they claim
to be regarded as of superior order, and, as such,
to control our conduct. Granted that they exercise that pressure on the coarser and more selfish
instincts which we call the authority of conscience,
by what right do they do so? What gave them

—

—

that authority 1
(b) An opposite line is taken by writers who,
while insisting that actual fact can establish no
right, maintain that we can have no ultimate
standard other than that of immediate feeling.
The experience of good, like that of blue or yellow,
is an ultimate datum of which no definition is
theory like this
possible,^ and none is needed.
is not, of course, to be met by denying the place of
immediate experience in moral judgment. Where
it errs is in taking immediate feeling as an ultimate
instead of merely as a starting-point. It is true
that our practical as well as our logical and aesthetic
judgments are rooted in quite definite and unique
But no one maintains, as regards
experiences.
our logical judgments, that the matter ends there.
Even in the simplest case of sensory data, such as
colour, there are the circumstances of light, distance, contrast, etc. to be taken account of before
we can tell what it is that we experience. If it is,
according to a popular way of thinking, different
with regard to tastes,' this can be seriously maintained only on condition that we are prepared to
deny all value to aesthetic criticism ultimately
all essential difference of value in forms of beauty.
And, if it be true that there are standards of truth
and beauty, it can only again be at the price of
denying all unity to human nature that we deny
a like standard in the case of moral goodness.
It is impossible, in an article like the present, to

A

,

'

—

1 See Win to Believe, 1902, p. 187 (1st ed. 1897).
2 ' Good is a simple DOtion, just as yellow is a simple notion
(G. E. Moore, Principia Ethica, p. 7).
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this fundamental analogy with anything
like the completenoas which it deyerves.
It must
suffice to take the leading points which emerge
from a consideration of the underlying structure
of our logical judgments.
1. The position to which, in the search for a criterion of truth,
philosophy is constantly brought back ia that thia cannot consist in any mere correspondence of idea with an externally
given fact (as coramon-aense theory holds), or in the mere
psychical insistence of the idea itself (as Hume believed).
The
conditiona to be fulfllled are first, that the test shall lie withworld of our experience ; second, that it shall lie somewhere beyond the fluctuating states of the individual mind.
And the solution of this problem is found, as Kant was the
first to see, in the recognition of the fact that knowledge from
the outset is the organization of our ideas, so that they may have
a consistent meaning. Where there is a question of the truth
or falsity of a belief, no other test is available than the extent
to which it is possible to estabUsh continuity and coherence
between it and the existing' system of what we believe we mean
and what we mean to believe. It is useless to appeal against
such a statement, as Pragmatism does, to the test of working.
For this must either mean working for some partial purpose,
usually described as the anticipation of experience in a special
field, or working as a universally and necessarily recognized
principle.
In the former case it simply is not true that in such
partial working we have a guarantee of truth a false idea may
work well enough for a particular purpose, as a false premiss
may be made to support a true conclusion. In the latter case
we have only another way of saying that the belief must be
consistent with experience as a whole. Cf. art. Error akd
:

in the

'

'

:

Truth.

The ethical problem is set, mutatis mutandis, by the same
conditions. The standard cannot be anything external to the
will itself ; good and bad, right and wrong, are distinctions that
spring up vrithin moral experience. On the other hand, it cannot be the mere fact of subjective satisfaction the essence of
moral judgment is distinction of value between different forms
of momentary and individual satisfaction.
And the answer is
in principle the same as in the case of knowledge the will or
the self acts from the first in the face of casual appetites as
organized experience acts amongst the data of sense-perception.
In the semi-conscious morality of everyday life we are constantly submitting impulses and desires to the criticism of our
larger purpose, as our thought submits the beliefs that come
to it in ordinary apprehension to the criticism of its larger experience. The ' working of a course of action may, again, be
accepted as the test, if by working we mean harmony with
moral experience as a whole. If, on the other hand, we mean
working to secure some casually chosen purpose, we can say
nothing of its goodness until we know the relation of this purpose itself to the organism of human purposesjas a whole. As
the criticism of beliefs becomes conscious, in the case of opposing theories of which the test is their relative power of bringing
the facta into systematic connexion with one another, so criticism of our ends becomes conscious in the case of deliberation
:

;

'

which the search is for the course which shall bring the different interests concerned into the completest harmony with
one another, and thus the will into completest harmony with
in

itself.
2. The standard of truth as defined above has two sides.
There isthe side commonly emphasized in logical text-books the
necessity of submitting our theories or interpretations of meaning to the test of their inclusiveness : their power of taking
in all the comparatively established meanings we call facts. On
the other hand, meanings claiming to be facts have to submit to
the criticism of accepted interpretations, the resistance which

—

theories already in possession offer to reputed facts that refuse
to fall into line with them.i That neither of these requirements
neither comprehension nor inner harmony can ever be complete goes without saying. So long as there are elements outside the system already established, unrelated to it through
their meanings, equilibrium is unstable. Contrariwise, wherever there is the feeling of instability, it is the sure sign that
something lies outside whose meaning menaces the established
order. In the progress of knowledge the two ideas of fullness
and harmony tend to succeed one another, an age of investigation being followed by an age of systematization. But they are
not two different standards, but different sides of the same.
Turning to practice, here, too, we have the same duality.
The good, like the true, must be inclusive. In an age of expansion, like the present, this is not likely to be overlooked.
'There is but one unconditional commandment,' writes W.
James, 2 * which is that we should seek incessantly, with fear and
trembling, so to vote and to act as to bring about the very
largest total universe of good which we can see.' But it is easy
here to go wrong. Good is no mere sum of satisfactions any
more than truth is a sum of facts. Hence the necessity of emphasizing the consistency and systematic unity of goods without which there is no true self, but merely distraction and chaos.
It is for this reason that we may prefer W. James's second
definition as containing just this addition, and therefore less
ambiguous : ' Vote always for the richer universe, for the good
which seems most organizable, most fit to enter into complex

—

—

1 Witness the hesitation we feel with regard to some of the
reputed facts of the Society for Psychical Research. They seem
well authenticated, but we have no theory to receive them.
2 Will to Believe, p. 209.
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conibinalions,
whole.'

most apt

to be a

member

more

ot a

inclueive

These two aides of the ideal of knowledge are the startingpoints for opposite forms of intellectual failure. Wo have the
typo of open-mindedness that means looseness to all unity of
principle and ends in incoherence. On the other hand, we
nave the man who stands out for consistency of principle, and
is usually wrong in detail because his principle Is too narrow.
There is the same defect in practice. We have the looseness
that comes from mere unthinking acceptance of lines of conduct suggested from without: the true 'unprinciplcdneee'
which begins anywhere and ends nowhere. On the other
hand, we have the man whose life is founded on a principle
which ignores fundamental facts. Badness, in the ordinary
sense, where it does not consist in the mere absence of all
guidance, is only a special form of this defect.
It meana sub3.

|ection to some isolated and necessarily exclusive passion, the
identification of the self with an interest which is at war with
the conditions of individual and social stability.
4. If we follow the argument one step further, we can see how
the attempt to find the source of moral judgments in the fact
of natural evolution has its analogy in the attempt to derive
knowledge from sense-impressions. It is true that the moral
ideal develops in the individual only through contact with the
society around him, as knowledge can develop only under the
stimulus of sense. But its true fountain-head, the source of
its authority, ia in the nature of the will itself.
Of morality
we might say, paraphrasing Patricius's aphorism as to knowledge, a voluntate primam oHginem, a societate exordium habet
primuTn. The social structure, so far from furnishing an explanation of the ideal as it exists in individuals, can only be
explained by it. Its origin is lost in the mists of the past, but
its historical development is the result of the growing insight
of individuals into the gaps and inconsistencies which render it
an inadequate expression of human good. No account of the
ethical ideal can therefore be adequate which ignores the soul's
presentiment of what is involved in its own nature, or seeks to
explain it in terms other than those of will and individuality
itself.
The force that gives this ideal driving power is conscience
or moral sense, which may now be defined as the feeling of unrest caused by the pressure of the ideal upon the actual will, as
logical sense is the pressure of the ideal upon the actual intelligence. It is abstractly possible to disown both of them. But,
just as to disown the logical ideal is to turn reason against itself,
and leave it a prey to stagnation or delusion, so to disown the
practical ideal is to disown what is deepest in ourselves, the
source of all that is of value in life.

Value of the idealist standard.— While there
a wide agreement among idealist writers as to
the general theoretic validity of the above analogy,
there is much hesitation as to the extent of its
application and the practical value to be attached
2,

is

to

it.

From the former point of view it has been
maintained that, while in the world of theory
science more and more approximates to the ideal
of deduction and the anticipation of new developments, it is wholly different in the world of practice.
Such apparently is the view of W. James,^ who,
while insisting on the analogy of Ethics and Science,
conceives of it as ending at the stage of inconclusive
experiment. Others, like Hoffding, admit that a
logic is discernible within the limits of particular
{a)

ideals, e.g. that of self-assertion or self-abnegation,

or that of the family or the nation,
so that a
person who recognizes it, and is sufficiently acquainted with the actual conditions under which
it holds good, could also be brought logically to
grant whatever conclusion might be deduced from
that standard.' But they deny that any inner
logic is discernible between one such standard and
another. Here, no such deduction is possible ; we
have to wait the judgment of history, the great
voting-place for standards of value.' ^ (b) From
the point of view of utility there are others, like
McTa^gart,* who, while they admit that of the
Good
the abstract no other account than the
above is possible, yet find the appeal to it of little
value
or no
in dealing with the concrete situations
of life, and are fain to invoke the discarded end of
pleasure as the best criterion or working standard
of conduct.
To the first of these criticisms it is sufficient to
point out that in reality there does not seem to be
any essential difference between the ideals of science
*

'

m

2 /&. 207.
Will to Believe, p. 210.
Hoffding, Probl£7ns of Philosophy, New York, 1905, p. 160.
Studies in Hegelian Cosmology, Cambridge, 1901, * On the
Supreme Good and the Moral Criterion.'
1

3

4
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and our moral

ideals in the respect referred to.
It
of course, true in general that we have to wait
the judgment of experience to confirm our appeal
to the ideal: 'das Weltgeschichte ist das Weltgericht.'
On the other hand, it becomes more and
more possible, as sensitiveness to moral distinctions develops and the ethical consciousness becomes clearer, to perceive what is implied in acknowledged principles. Such anticipations have
commonly been made by the great legislators and
reformers of the human race, whose efforts have
much more frequently been employed in developing
the logic of principles already accepted than in
establishing new ones.
Nor is there here any
difierence between the movement within particular ideals and that which carries us from one to the
other. Where, for instance, to take Hoffding's
own example, can any line be drawn between
progress within the family ideal and progress from
the ideal of a strong domestic to a strong political
consciousness? What holds of different levels of
the social ideal holds also of the spiritual or suprasocial.
There is no real discontinuity between the
' political
life and the life of science, art, and religion.
Closely regarded, the latter come more
and more to appear in the light of a continuation of
the work which the commonwealth begins, ' fuller
utterances of the same universal self which the
general will reveals in more precarious forms, and
in the same way implicit in the consciousness of
aU.'i
is,

'

The second criticism, in like manner, seems to
rest on a misunderstanding, of which the analogy
of Logic again suggests the correction.
The ideal
in Logic, in general, is a world of completely
coherent ideas ; yet in any particular investigation we are concerned, not with this ideal in the
abstract, but with carrying forward the mind's
work of organization in response to the summons
of a particular theoretic situation.
The particular
point on which attention is concentrated may be
wholly insignificant in itself, bearing no obvious
relation to truth as a whole, or even to the body
of accepted truth in the particular department.
Yet the concentration takes place on a general
background of conviction that the problem itself
is a rational one, and continuous with the general
presuppositions of science, by which, in the last
resort, the truth of the results must be tested.
So
in practice.
The call for moral choice comes from
particular circumstances, without obvious relation
to wider ends, and may be met without consciousness of anything in particular that depends upon
the choice. Yet what gives actual value to the
choice is that it is rooted in the moral order,
which it sustains in equilibrium, or that it carries
us perhaps unconsciously to a higher plane.
' Pleasure
could be appealed to in conduct, as
in belief, only where the issue is so insignificant
that we may ' do as we like.'
reference to one or two
3. Other definitions.
of the classical definitions of the moral standard
will serve to illustrate the somewhat abstract
statement of it to which we have been led.
(a) The mean.
Aristotle's doctrine, that virtue
or excellence is a mean, stands in express relation
to the view that life is a developing system of
harmonious activities. There is, indeed, an interpretation of the mean which suggests a compromise
between opposing elements rather than the union
of them in a harmonious whole.
But that this is
not the sense in which Aristotle intended the
doctrine is evident, not only from the emphasis he
lays on the relativity ' of the mean, but from the
analogy of the arts, which, in spite of his disclaimer, really underlies his whole discussion.
What Aristotle has in view is the limitation im'

—A

—

'

J

Bosanquet,

(fp. ci(.

p. 333.

posed on the passions and desires, not by any artificial average or working compromise, but by the
ideal form of individual life. As the artist works
at the parts with his eye upon the whole, so it is
the form of his own life as a whole that the individual must have in view in fixing the limits within
which particular impulses and desires may find a
place.
The order, however, as the latter part of
the definition indicates, can never be a merely
individual one. The standard is not to be looked
for in the broken outlines of the lives of ordinary
people, but in the best type of humanity, the ' wise
man,' who represents in tne fullest manner the unbroken continuity of individual, social, and spiritual
existence.

—

Personality. While the harmonious adjustof the elements in man's nature material
and spiritual, individual and social is the keynote of classical Greek Ethics, the manifold
obstructions to it, which to the next generation
seemed to call for a withdrawal from what is
irrelevant and for concentration on the relevant,
tended to shift the emphasis from society to the
individual, from citizenship to independent personality.
True as this conception is when rightly
interpreted, the ambiguity which surrounds it
has proved a snare to the higher ethical thought
almost to our own time. Personality (q.v.) may be
taken as the merely formal aspect of the will
that in virtue of which it is distinguished, or may
distinguish itself, not only from all that is external
in the material world, but even from the qualities
and capacities through which the will itself finds
expression
I am what I am
all else is mere
accident and limitation.' But only a formalism
such as that which was the chief snare of the
Stoics could seek for the moral standard in such
an abstraction. To be a person in this sense is
to be the least that we can be without ceasing to
be human: 'something,' as it has been cafied,
contemptible in the very expression.
reach
a more concrete, though still a partial, view of
personality when we conceive of it as the self
which, in virtue of the material separation of the
body and other forms of 'property,' has claims
against other similar selves. It is tlie prominence
assigned in modern times to the rights of personality in this (which is necessarily an exclusive)
sense that has given rise to individualistic conceptions of the standard of ethical value. Hegel's
motto, Be a person, and respect others as persons,'
limited by him to the field of abstract or legal
right, is taken by the individualist as equivalent
to the highest expression of the moral consciousness.
It IS only when we come to a third sense of
the word
wmch includes the other two while
differing from them
that we can accept this
equivalence. Giving meaning to the power we
have of separating between ourselves and our
conditions (including the various elements in our
own nature), there is in every rational being the
power of moulding them into a definite form for
the furtherance of some concrete purpose or
Giving meaning also to the capacities
interest.
of mind and body, and to the material objects
which are their mstrument, and justifying the
claim the individual puts forward to freedom in
the use of them, there is the capacity of permeating them with a life which is not merely individual
to himself, but unites him with others who have
(6)

ment

—

:

'

—

:

'

'

'

'

We

'

—

—

If we call this
personality,' we can
see how it is realized, not in proportion to the
extent to which concrete interests are excluded
and the individual atomized, but in proportion
as particular interests find their place in some

a joint interest in their

utilization.

attitude of purposefulness

'

1 See Bosanquet, The Principle of Individuality and
London, 1912, App. ii.
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universal and inclusive interest whereby the
individual enters sympathetically into the spirit
of the whole of which he is a part, and is thus
raised above himself.
'Personality,' Bays W, Wallace,! 'presupposes vrithin ub a
Dature which is one and yet many, which has from the beg:inDing a potency of unification ol interests and principles, and
which can, occasionally at least, raise that potency tu an actual
Without us, it depends upon a
symmetry and solidarity.
system of society in which each has his place appointed, and
.

.

.

therefore occupies a special restricted position ; but still, in
filling that place, bis inner and moral personality must remain
Intact He is no doubt a mere unit, but a unit which can
embrace and reproduce in himself the whole society of which
be forms a part.'

—

My

station and its duties.
In view of this
statement of the full meaning of the principle of
personality, we can understand how the latter
element in it should have come in recent Ethics
'
to be made the head of one corner.
To be moral,'
says Bradley,' ' I must will my station and its
duties.'
Though associated with a refined form
of idealism in Bradley's writings, this takes us
back to Plato's homely definition of virtue as rd
^ai/ToC TrpaTTctv.
There is, however, this difi'erence
(c)

between the ancient and the modern definition,
it is accepted by Plato only on the assumption that society has undergone a transformation
which has eliminated the element of accident that
plays so large a part in assigning their places to
individuals.
It was possible, indeed, for a former
time to conceive of a man's station as assigned
to him by a deeper Wisdom that knew man's needs.
that

But, interpreted in the modem spirit, there is
nothing to veil the element of naked accident
to which most of us owe our station and function
in life, and which makes all talk of a secret
harmony, where it is not treason to a better order,
in nine cases out of ten an obstructive form of
The difficulty can be met only by a return
cant.
to the Platonic, which is also the modem democratic, point of view, and which conceives of the
fullest life alike for individuals and society as
attainable only by assigning to each the place
which his own developed capacities best enable
him to fm.
Even so the difficulty remains for us as for Flato,^ that at its
best the idea of a station suggests fixity and exclusiveness,
and in its very terms spells external pressure and spiritual
impoverishment for the great mass, and particularly for the
industrial part of society. Although no one is likely to claim
that the practical difficulty which a period of mechanical
industry like the present causes can be overcome by reference
to abstract philosophical theory, it is yet important to realize
that in principle there is no real contradiction between the
ideal of fullness of life and concentration upon one or other
of its particular purposes.
The assumption that comprehensiveness is identical with multitude of interests and pursuits is a mistake parallel with that of assuming that fullness
ol intellectual life means universality of knowledge, and is
open to the same correction. As it is the depth with which a
man realizes the scientific spirit in a particular field, not the
variety of his intellectual interests, that is the measure at once
of his work and of his satisfaction in it, so it is the depth and
intensity with which a man realizes his particular social obligations, not the multitude of the functions he performs or the
area be covers, that gives meaning and fullness to his life.
'

'

V. The Metaphysics of Ethics.— Tempting though it is to pursue the social applications
of ethical principle suggested in the previous
sections, it is here more important to follow the
philosophy of our subject to the point where it
connects with the problems of religion.
It was with a true instinct that Kant perceived
that, however separable metaphysical problems
might be from science, they were bovmd up with
the very existence of morality. Like the corresponding problems in the theory of knowledge,
they may be condensed into two.
(1) As the
recognition of the relativity of human knowledge
raises the question of the grounds on which we
claim that tne world responds to the claims of our
intelligence, in other words, is knowable at all, so
2 Ethical Studies, p. 163.
1 Lectures and Essays, p. 286.
3

See Rep.

iv.

ad

init.
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the discovery of the relativity of ethical ideals to
social wellbeing raises the question whether they
are applicable beyond it, whether they find any
support in the actual course of the world as a
whole. (2) As behind the question of the knowledge of the world of reality there emerges that
of the kind of reality we must assign to tiie world
of knowledge, so behind the question of the goodness of the world there lies the question of the
kind of reality we must assign to the world of
goodness.
To make clear to
I. Is the universe good?
ourselves the precise form in which the first of
problems
to-day,
these
faces us
we may start from
Kant himself. In answer to the question. What is
the foundation of our faith in duty ? Kant, as is
well known, appealed to the reality of the supersensible source from which its imperatives issue.
But, when it was asked, in turn, on what our
belief in this reality rests, the only answer forthcoming was that a categorical imperative is inconceivable without it. To this it seemed sufficient
to reply that the alternative to which Kant
sought to shut up the believer in morality either
the reality of a supersensible goodness or the
unreality of the categorical imperative does not
represent the situation. There is a third possibility.
may deny Kant's identification of
morality with a system of absolute imperatives.
It is, indeed, impossible, as Kant saw, to base
morality on self-interest.
But the imperative
that overrides the maxims of self-interest carries
us, it may be urged, to no absolute Being containing in himself the conditions of the union of Nature
and human life, of happiness and virtue, but only
to the relative being of human society. Like the
world of science, which, on Kant's own showing,
has a claim to no more than hypothetical truth,
the moral world is founded on a hypothetical, not
on an absolute, imperative not Do this, though
the heavens fall,' but ' Do this, as you would have

—

—

We

:

social life

upon

'

earth.'

This may be said to be the criticism which, in
the next generation, Comte passed upon Kant,
the Positivism of France upon the Formalism of
Prussia.
Its eft'ect was to sweep away the point
of contact between the supersensible and the
sensible, which Kant thought he had discovered in
morality, and to carry into the moral sphere the
break between the reality of things and the forms
under which we know them, which he had sought
Man's life founded
to establish in logical theoiy.
on the conception of a good which realizes itself in
an organism of social activities appears as something
rounded ofi' into itself in a milieu which stands in

no

essential relation to its ideals, and contains no
pledge of their fulfilment, but, on the contrary, so
far as we can see, after engendering them dooms
them to ultimate disappointment. With Positivism
the main issue of modern Ethics came into view.
An exhaustive criticism of the theory is here out
of the question (see POSITIVISM).
The question it
raises is whether the logic which enables us to see
that the individual owes all that he is to the unconscious co-operation of society ought not also to
convince us that the being of society is rendered
possible only through the co-operation of the universe as a whole. It is quite true that the work of
civilization, or, as it is better called, of self-development, has been carried on in the face of apparently
antagonistic forces of material Nature and human
self-seeking.
But it is equally true that it is in the
conflict with outward and inward forces that all that
is of most value in human life has been achieved.

Philosophy

is

wrong when

it

seeks to minimize the

evils of earthquake and pestilence, war and social
injustice, as picturesque shading in the best of all
possible worlds.
It is within its right when it in-

—
'
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that the good which we know and value is
conceivable only in a world governed by just the
laws of matter and mind which these disturbances
So obvious is this extension of the logic
illustrate.
of Positivism, that we are not surprised to find the
opposition of cosmic forces recognized by Comte
himself as a necessary condition of human developsists

Without it, he tells us, man's feelings
would become vague, his intelligence wanton, and
his activity sterile.
If this yoke were taken away,
the problem of human life would remain insoluble,
since altruism would never conquer egoism.
But,
assisted by the supreme fatality, universal love is
ment.

'

able habitually to secure that personality shall be
subordinated to sociality.' ' The surprise is that,
having established this relation between conditioning and conditioned, external Nature and the best
in human life, Comte should still speak of the former
as mere fatality,' of the latter as something subjective.'
Whether, from the admission that there
'

'

a deeper relation than superficially appears between man's moral ideals and the course of Nature,
can advance to the conception of goodness as
not only a revelation of the meaning of the forces
actually operating in the world, but as the revelation of a conscious purpose latent in them is a
is

we

—

further question.
The contention of the older
Idealism was that, the general harmony of the
world with our ideals being admitted, there is no
logical standing-ground short of the conclusion that
the universe is in its essence self-conscious Spirit,
differing from our spirits only in that it realizes in
its completeness and harmony the good which in
our lives appears only fra|;mentarily and incoherently. But it is just this contention that has
recently been subjected to penetrating criticism,
and no account of the present state of critical
thought on the metaphjrsics of Ethics would be
complete which leaves this problem untouched.
2. Is there a higher in the universe than goodness ?— In order to establish the supremacy of the
Good, the appeal, we have seen, is to the standard
of inner coherence.
But, having established before
this court its rights against its enemies, the bad
and the imperfect, the Good has to face the tribunal
on its own merits ; and recent criticism has not been
slow to point out the flaw in its own case.^ In its
efibrts after self-expression the will seeks to include
aU the elements or life in one harmonious whole.
The life which we judge to be truly good must, on
the one hand, be all-inclusive, and to this end must
ever be going outside of itself ; on the other, it must
bring its powers and possessions into harmonious
relation with one another, and be at home with
itself.
But, however logically inseparable these

two requirements may be, they manifest themselves
in reality as two separate ideals
on the one hand,
:

the ideal of self-sacrifice (whether this be to persons,
as in altruism, or to impersonal objects, as in devotion to science or art) on the other, the ideal of
self-realization.
And these are, in the last resort,
irreconcilable, and leave life broken and distracted
between them. Moreover, the ideal of each side,
taken by itself, is again self-contradictory. Good,
as we have seen, can have no meaning outside the
world of will, and will has its being in the conflict
of the actual with the ideal.
Grant complete fulfilment of need from either side, and goodness disappears.
The conclusion seems inevitable that
Good falls in the end into the same condemnation
as bad
it is in discord with itself, and, even
although it were not so, it would be in discord with
the universe. Believe, as we may, that the universe is good, this it cannot be qua universe, for
;

:

1

See E. Caird, SodaX Pkilosopky of Comte, Glasgow, 1885,

160,
2 Sec, esp., F. H. Bradley,
1897, ch. on * Goodness.'

p.

Appearance and Reality, London,

this would Imean that it failed of inner harmony
in a word, was no universe at all. The same conclusion may be reached even more directly if we
consider will and morality from the side not of the
content of their ideal, but of the temporal form
under which they appear. Of all the elements of
our experience, time seems to have the slenderest
hold upon reality. The very thought of it involves
contradiction. It is to be, but is not yet ; it is, and
it is

no longer

;

has never been, and yet there

it

is

a

therefore, as can easily be shown, all will
depends just on the opposition between the ' now
and the ' not yet,' there seems no means of rescuing
it from the unreality that infests this relation.
It is not surprising that consequences thus uncompromisingly
deduced from idealist principles should have called forth energetic protest. Not only did they run counter to ordinary opinion as to the supremacy of morality they seemed to threaten
the very springs of action. If all we call good and bad is but a
passing shadow on the screen of time of a reality in itself timeless and self-contained, human enterprise and effort seem to be
doomed to fatuity. All aspiration after the freedom to plan
and to achieve is faced by the sphinx-like calm of a universe
already at peace with itself and secure against all innovation.
The signal for the revolt against these api>arent deductions waa
given by W. James's Will to Believe, which for the brilliance
and irresponsibility of its attack has no precise parallel in
modern philosophy, except it be Jacobi's celebrated protest in
favour of the heart against the deadening weight of Kantian
formalism. It was followed by a wave of wide-spread reaction
against the whole ideal of philosophy, which, under the names
of Humanism, Personal Idealism, Pragmatism (gg.y.), is as yet
far from exhausted.
What is common to all who adopt these
names is the attempt to restore flesh and blood to the ghostly
make-believes which the older Idealism was supposed to have
left to do duty for human purposes, and the insistence to that
endupon movement and process as constituting the life of things,
past.

If,

;

the openness of the universe to all kinds of untried interpretations, the hospitality it offers to all forms of creative enterprise.
It is not likely that so vigorous a movement springs wholly
from ambiguity of words. Yet it is clear that no agreement
is possible until the ambiguities which attach to such central
ideas as appearance,' process,' purpose,' are removed. With
regard to the first, the distinction between appearance and illusion is, of course, vital. Because a thing is not real in the full
sense of the word, it does not follow that it is an illusion. In
illusion we take something to be what it is not ; an appearance
is that which cannot be taken simply as it is.
It is an illusion
to take the sun's rising for an actual movement of the sun over
the earth's brim the rising itself is, on the other hand, an
appearance which, before it can be taken for reality, has to be
supplemented by other facts which in explaining transmute it.
Without itself representing the whole truth, one concept may
be nearer to it, i.e. include more of the facts and stand for a
more harmonious combination of them, than another. From
this it follows that to deny ultimate truth is compatible with
recognizing a high coefficient of relative validity. This is the
logical equivalent of the metaphysical doctrine sometimes known
as that of degrees of reality which might be better called degrees
It maybe summed up in the propositions
of relativity.
everything which exists at all must have attained some measure of
internal unity ; short of itself being the whole, this unity, just
for that reason, must at some [Joint show itself to reflexion to
be incomplete and break down in contradiction this point is
more remote according to the degree of inclusiveness and harmony which it represents but ultimate failure does not affect
relative validity, nor does it prove that the whole could be what
it is without the relatively invalid part.
'

*

'

;

,

:

;

;

Returning, with this distinction in mind, to the case
of willed action, it is true that wUl rests on the
distinction of an actual and an ideal, a now and a
not yet, and must partake of the unrest of that
relation.
So far as it does so, it falls short of the
highest reality. On the other hand, will represents
a high degree of concreteness and internal stability.
In it, as we saw, the elements of the inner life find
their unity.
It faces and breaks down the opposition between the self and not-self, uniting itself
with the external world in the works and institutions we caU civilization, and in the long run yielding place to nothing that does not come forward as
a deeper form of itself. As will may be said to be
the reality of blind instinct and desire, so, we have
seen, morality is the reality of the will. In morality
will comes to its own, and is at one with itself
But it does so in a world which, being in the form
of time, has no other reward for the faithful than
the opening up of a further vista which dwarfs
present achievement and dooms one to a renewal
of the conflict at a higher level.
This does not

;
;
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prove that morality is an illusion, or that it rasts
upon a make-believe. It merely proves that it is
not the hi{,'heHt form of experience. Above it stands
religion, itself born of the contradictions in which
morality ends, and seeking to heal them with the
conviction that the aspect the world presents to the
good will is not the final and only reality. Yet we
must again add that, though transformed, morality
is not suppressed.
It does not simply fade out of
religious consciousness.
It survives in religion as
it survives in fine art, giving substance and significance to what otherwise would be a vague and
meaningless mysticism, and, so far as it is the immediate basis of the form of consciousness that seems
to be the most real of our experiences, itself partaking of that reality.
With this account there seems no reason why
idealists of all types should not so far agree.
Even
pragmatic or ' personal idealism might be willing
to accept it as another way of putting its own contention that the real is that which serves a purpose.
It enables us to imderstand how any particular
form of human experience may be unsatisfactory
without therefore being valueless, and how one
may be of more value than another. On the other
'

we can understand how

hand,

it

may

still

seem

to render intelligible the relation of the
of relative reality, or, if it be preferred, relative experience, to the absolute reality
or the absolute experience. It is here that the
pragmatist sees his opportunity to press the
question,
hamper ourselves with an absolute at all, which serves only to stultify our
previous results Is the relative and the finite a
necessary element in the absolute and the infinite ?
Then into the latter itself creeps an irreconcilable
contradiction, a seed of unreality into the heart of

to

fail

whole system

'

Why

:

our all-real.

Then

is

Is it, on the other hand, unnecessary ?
the real altogether real, the whole together

complete without

it

;

movement and purpose

are,

after all, illusion.'
There is, we believe, no other way of meeting
this difficulty than by insisting on a clearer statement of what is meant by process and creation.
If it is an error to represent reality in terms of
fixed entities, like the popular conception of the
Platonic ideas, it is surely no less an error to represent it as mere change, though that be the
change of a conscious will and intelligence. What
gives value to life in general, and to the life of
mind and will in particular, is not that it initiates
change and novelty, but that in the change it
maintains or furthers a system of organic relations,
participation in which is the condition of its own

self-maintenance.

This

means that there are

differences of reality in purposes themselves, according as they embody more or less of the unity of the
whole of which they are parts. But to recognize
this is to recognize that all time-process gets its
value from relation to a whole or ideal which cannot in any intelligible sense be said to be itself a
mere series of events in time. Cf. art. Eternity.
In asking pragmatists to admit this, we are,
in fact, merely asking them to realize more fully
the meaning of their own contention for the
abandonment of the Spinozistic notion of reality
as substance, in favour of that of subject. This,
which is the true Copernican revolution in philosophy, must carry with it a far more thorough
attempt than is yet common, to substitute the idea
of mind or spirit and its manifestations for the
idea of things and their attributes. Thinkers of
both camps may reasonably be asked to apply
more courageously the notion of self-conscious life
as governed by the idea not of process but of
progress of thought and will alike as finding their
reality not in mere movement but in more fully
organized, and thus more deeply established, forms

—
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of self-expression.
So regarded, the truest conception of the Infinite may well bo that of an
ideal which represents in its completeness what
the finite seeks to be— what it incompletely already
is.
As an ideal it is more than any of the finites
or any aggregate of them, yet it depends upon the
expression of itself by the finites in so far as actual
reality is itself an element in that completeness.
If it is an error in principle to conceive of the
absolute reality as an 'already' actual, it is no less
an error to conceive of the actual moment of time
as possessing any value apart from the degree in
which it expresses the absolute reality, and so partakes of eternity. Whether this involves a further
advance a return, it may be, from the notion of
subject to an enriched notion of substance is a
question on which other articles may be expected
to throw further light.
In any case, ethical philosophy has nothing to lose but everything to gain by
allying itself with the most thoroughgoing criticism
of its ideals in the light of a sane monism.
See also artt. Ethics and Morality.
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(Rudimentary)

(Rudimentary).
The procedure
adopted in the present article is as follows. (1)
characterization
broad
is attempted of the lower
culture, as a concrete phase of life carrying with it
a specific type of ethics. (2) The main determinants of this phase of life are briefly analyzed, with
the object of showing how physical causes, on the
one hand, and spiritual motives, on the other, combine to sway the course of human life the sphere
of moral evolution being identified with that of the

A

;

spiritual activities in question.

(3)

The

particular

determinations to which these moralizing forces
give rise are rapidly surveyed, and some of the
salient features of savage conduct at its most intelligent are exhibited as the result of ethical or
quasi-ethical sanctions.
I. The general type of conduct prevailing in
rudimentary society. It has been assumed that
the lower culture is sufficiently homogeneous to
lend itself to what might almost be described as
the method of the composite photograph. Though

—

by no means so clear that the higher culture
admits of similar treatment, it is convenient here
to figure it as likewise a single phase, for the
simple purpose of bringing out the essential
features of rudimentary society by way of a contrast with developed society.
It is necessary to
conceive of two phases of society (they are in no
'
sense ages '), which may be severally distinguished
as the synnomic and the syntelic. As the etymology of these terms implies, in the one phase
customs form the bond of society ; in the other,
ends or ideals. The one is a reign of habit, the
other a reign of reflexion. The one results from
a subconscious, the other from a conscious, selecit is

tion of ethical standards.
At once the most striking and the most significant of the characteristics of the synnomic life of
savages is that it is public, in the sense that it
admits of little or no privacy. Gregariousness, it
has been said, is not association.
contiguity
with others which is too close and constant hinders
that development of personality and independent
character upon which syntelic society depends.
In synnomic society the normal individual has no
chance of withdrawing into himself. Hence he
does not reflect ; he imitates. Now, when every
one imitates every one else, it might seem that a
vicious circle must be formed, and society must
come to a standstill so far as any real progress
goes.
As a matter of fact this is not the case.
For the most part, however, the successful readjustments are of the subconscious order. Tarde's
explanation of them as due to a ' cross-fertilization
of imitations' may be cited, if only to illustrate
how obscure and hard to describe the process is.
The nearest analogy, perhaps, which civilization
provides is the progress, such as it is, that takes
place in fashions of dress. In thus generalizing
with regard to a total phase of society, one must
not, of course, be taken to ignore the fact that,
however far back human evolution is traced and
in a sense it is not very far the germs of all our
higher mental processes are to be discerned. Deliberate policy is not entirely unknown amongst
the ruder savages. Thus Spencer-Gillen' (p. 11 f.)
are quite ready to admit that ' the Australian
native is bound hand and foot by custom.
Nevertheless, they argue that powerful individuals are
not untruly credited by the native traditions with
having brought about fundamental alterations in

A

—

—

'

the marriage system, the
so on
It one or two

mode

of initiation,

and

most powerful men settled upon the
advisability of introducing some change, even an important
one, it would be quite possible for this tc be agreed upon and
'

of the

carried out.'

Or, again, at a
society,

somewhat higher

we come upon

the

level of savage

conscious and far-

sighted innovator in such a man as Chaka, the
famous head-chief of the Zulus. Yet these sporadic
manifestations of nascent individuality hardly militate against the broad principle that the savage is
a blind conservative content to play a part in life
which his ancestors have composed for him before-

hand.

What

are the ethical implications of this fact ?
of personal initiative, of the capacity for
private judgment, is equivalent to a want of moral
freedom. The moral sanction of savagery is exThis must not be misunderternal, not internal.
stood.
All experiences are in a certain sense
internal ; but they may be regarded as relatively
external so long as they consist in perceptions
rather than in conceptions. The conduct of savages
is best understood in the light of what is known as
'
the psychology of the crowd ; though what is
true of the civilized crowd as a temporary gathering merely affords a general analogy to what holds
of the savage community, which is a permanent
and organic association. In a typical crowd the

Lack

'

public opinion exercised by the individual members
on each other and, reactively, on themselves is not
properly their own, since it does not proceed from
judgment of sense,
a critical or intelligent self.
not of reflexion, directs the flow of natural approbation or resentment. Each man looks outwards,
taking his cue from his neighbours in their mass,
or at most from the slightly more self-determined
ringleader
for, given any amount of sheepthrough-the-gapishness, as Lloyd Morgan calls it,
there will always be one sheep at the head of the
rest.
He does not look inwards to principle. He
has no standard, in the form of a conception or free
idea, that he can transfer at will from the present
situation to another. Thus his conduct is merely
the expression of a mobbishly caused and received
impression. His morality, such as it is, is a customary morality, custom being defined as the aggregate of the forces of social suggestion at work at
any time in a given society.
On this primary law certain corollaries depend.
Thus (a) it follows, from the sheer want amongst
savages of the power of maintaining communications
at a distance, that the condition of social and moral
solidarity at the synnomic stage of society is the
capacity to be physically in touch with each other
to keep together in a crowd. Westermarck is
quite right in making local contiguity the allimportant bond of primitive life, even such a tie
as that of kinship being secondary thereto (MI ii.
198 f.). This may be termed the principle of
symbiosis, (b) It follows that, since within a
given society there is always a plurality of circles,
not necessarily concentric, witlmi which symbiosis
takes place in varying degree, the true centre and
radiating point of moral influence wUl always be
that particular circle within which the closest and

A

;

—

most permanent symbiosis occurs. This circle of
most eSective symbiosis may be termed the social
It will be for one type of community the
focus.
famUy, for another the kin-group, for another the
village, whilst more exceptionally and for particular classes it wUl be the men's house, the secret
Even
society, the military regiment, or what not.
if it be not always easy to answer the question, it
is at least worth asking in every case. Where, for
these savage folk, is the nearest equivalent to our
home ? For not only does charity begin at home,
when society is at the synnomic stage, but it may
almost be said to end there, (c) It follows that,
corresponding with this social symbiosis, there is
likewise what L^vy-Bruhl is justified in calling a
mental symbiosis in regard to all that concerns the
intellectual and ethical life (Les Fonctions mentales
dans les societis infirieures, 94). Or, as Durkheim'

'

Mauss put

it

('De quelques Formes primitives de

—

;
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ASoc vi. [1901-02] 70), tlie mental
fundamentally sociocentric. The actual
way in which the folk themselves are grouped together provides the notion of the way in which all
che things in the universe are grouped together.
Exactly the same scheme of sympathies and antipathies governs things in general as governs the
claasification,'

attitude

men

is

themselves.

Certain animals, certain plants,

a quarter of the heavens, certain colours, names,
and so on, belong to my group and belong together,
whereas your ^oup owns another class of things,

and the

associations thus arising constitute the
essential natures of the things themselves.
The
'confusion of categories,' with which Hobhouse
(Morals in Evolution, ii. 9) charges rudimentary
thought, is merely a confusion of such categories
as we have since obtained by a slowljy-developed
attention to the intrinsic relations holdmg between
things in themselves. The savage does not confuse
his own categories, but these are almost meaningless to us because strictly relative to the idiosyncrasies of his particular little society.
If he is a
member of the bear-totem, bear-meat is poison
(unless taken homoeopathically), whether bear-meat
in itself injuriously affects the human stomach in
itself or not ; and so on. Now, whilst this attitude
of mind severely limits his practical efficiency (for
we conquer Nature only by obeying her), it positively extends, in a way that only the more religious amongst civilized men may faintly appreciate, the sphere of his ethical interests.
His whole
universe being socialized and anthropomorphized,
it becomes for the savage a battle-ground of quasipersonal powers that are in league, or, more strictly,
in literal symbiosis, either with him and his, or

with other human beings who are more or less
against him and his. Consequently, lacking our
mechanical control over Nature, he has little or
nothing but his ethics to depend upon his ways of
dealing with friend and foe. So far is the savage
from being unmoral, as some have called him, that
morality may truly be said to be his all-in-all
though doubtless it is a morality which in general
and on the whole he does not think out, but rather
lives out, feeling his way by sheer social tact with
his human neighbours, and with that environing
universe which is for him as but human society

—

writ large.
2. The determinants of conduct in rudimentary

— The

synnomic phase of human society
having been generally characterized, it becomes
necessary in the next place to designate the general
factors or determinants that combine to produce it.
From an ethical point of view the main object must
be to show how, like every other phase of human
life, it is hung somewhere between the opposite
poles of physical necessity and moral freedom.
society.

One set of determinants may be classed a,s physical,
in

the wide

sense which includes the psychowill be dealt with under the two

They

Ehysical.

road headings of 'Heredity' and 'Environment.'

The other set of determinants may be termed
moral. They will be considered under the two
heads of

'

Social tradition

tive.'

—

'

and

'

Personal initia-

That the laws of heredity (q.v.)
admits of no doubt. The working
of those laws, on the other hand, is at present only
dimly understood. Now, it is only too easy to
suppose that what science cannot for the moment
grasp is not there at all. For another reason, too,
Ethics is apt to ignore heredity, namely, because
to admit that some men are born with a greater
capacity for morality than others is, from the
normative point of view, unedifying, at any rate
at first sight. Nevertheless, it is important to
allow fully for the congenital dispositions that form
the terminus a quo of moral evolution. The effects
(1)

Heredity.

apply to

man
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as it applies to man, are palpably
manifested in those uillerences of physical type
which are due to what is vaguely known as race, or
the race-factor. Even here science has hitherto
failed to establish criteria of a satisfactory kind
neither shape of head, type of hair, colour, nor any
other physical feature proving a sufficient mark of
descent.
The fact remains, however, that certain
outstanding varieties of physical type have been
handed on, along more or less traceable lines, from
the dawn of history, and seem likely to persist so
long as sexual selection remains what it is amongst
uncivilized and civilized peoples alike.
Less palpably, but no less certainly, there is a steady
elimination in process within any given human
society in favour of those physical types that are
relatively immune as regards certain recurrent
forms of disease. For the student of Ethics, however, the interest lies chiefly in the mental rather
than in the physical effects attributable to heredity.
But a satisfactory criterion of these is even harder
of heredity,

The modern view of instinct (the term
which best sums up the inheritable part of mind)
treats it, not as a determinate mechanism, but
rather as a disposition to which a certain measure
to find.

of plasticity essentially belongs.
Thus Hobhouse
(i. 16) notes that 'instinct throughout the animal
world is found to vary greatly in individuals, to be

quite fallible, often imperfect and capable from an
early stage of employing elementary reasoning in
Again, McDougall, in his Social Psyits service.'
chology, seems to admit that instinct, owing to its
intrinsic plasticity, passes over into intelligence
without observable transition. Nevertheless, he
makes the following reservation. Every instinct
on its physical side, he maintains, consists of three
parts an afferent, a central, and an efferent or
motor. Correspondingly, on its psychical side,
cognitive, affective, and conative activities are
manifested in the same order. The plasticity belonging to the instinct, however, shows itself mainly
at the two ends of the process. To the central
part, on the contrary, and hence corresponding
with the affective manifestations, he believes a relatively high degree of constancy to attach.
His
criterion of instinct, therefore, is the presence of
specific
emotion.
But
if
this
some
criterion be
adopted and at present no better one seems to be
forthcoming we reach a position which, from the
ethical point of view, is almost paradoxical.
On
the one hand, our emotions become closely associated with the hereditable and predetermined side
of our nature.
Yet, on the other hand, emotion is
a root-factor in morality, so much so that Westermarck's vast collection of facts (in MI) is held by
him to show that the moral judgments of mankind
have a source that is primarily and essentially
emotional. Is, then, the moral man bom, rather
than made by education ? And is morality largely
a matter of race ? If indeed it be so and science
as science must seek the truth, whether it seem at
first sight edifying or not
the fact must be faced.
If it be, as McDougall suggests, the function of intelligence simply to refine on a pre-existing fund of
sound natural tendencies, by providing these with
objects on the one hand and modes of realization
on the other, whereby they are to be most fully
satisfied, then how to breed sound natures becomes
the all-absorbing interest of ethical science. The
crux of heredity must be faced and solved, instead
of blindly trusting to education to turn moral sows'
ears into silk purses.
It remains to add that the popular view which
ascribes a greater innate susceptibility to emotion

—

—

—

—

—

to savages as compared with civilized men is in all
probability false. The tests devised by experimental psychology, so far as they carry us, tend to
show that savages are emotionally more sluggish

—
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and obtuse

(cf. the experiments on white and on
black women [F. A. Kellor, Experimental Sociology,
London, 1901, p. 77]). The source of the fallacy lies
in the prominence given to emotional manifestations
by the conditions of the social life of savages. It is
the law of life in the crowd, and, analogously, of
synnomic society, that emotions are intensified

whilst ideas are neutralized the reason being that
the emotions are transferred by imitation of the
movements that accompany and assist their outward
expression, whereas ideas are not transferred under
conditions prejudicial to reflexion. As L6vy-Bruhl
(p. 426) puts it, we should speak not so much of the
collective ideas of a savage group as of collective
;

mental states of an extreme emotional intensity,
wherein idea is as yet not difierentiated from the
movements and acts that embody it. Nevertheless,
the civilized man is not deficient in emotion because
his higher training enables him to keep cool.
He
cannot do without the physical basis, say , of courage,
any more than the savage can, but, on the contrary,
needs it all the more because an intelligent application of his impulsive tendency to the needs of the
situation calls for a repression of those mere detonations of the nerves which are the by-products rather
than the springs of intense activity.
The term environment (J'.'V.
(2) Environment.
must be taken to cover all those influences, proceeding from the circumstances wherein human experience takes place, which appear to control the course
of that experience rather than, conversely, to be
themselves controlled thereby. The line between
these opposite controls cannot be drawn exactly.
Thus the mother's body constitutes an ante-natal
environment which the child itself does not in any
way control yet the mother up to a certain point
can do so. Or, again, geographical conditions, the
distribution of land and water, climate, and so on,
might seem at first sight beyond human sway altogether
yet such a work as that of Marsh, The
World as modified by Human A ction (London, 1874),
makes it plain that intelligently, and more often
unintelligently, man can affect his physical environ-

—

'

'

;

;

ment for better, or, still more easily, for worse.
Once more, food-supply, as dependent on the local
faunaand flora, does notabsolutely condition human
life, inasmuch as this reacts selectively upon it, so
that the whole terrestrial globe is made to respond
to the requirements of the civilized breakfasttable.
Lastly, what may be termed the distribution-factor
covering both the pressure
exerted on one area of population by another,
with the resultant wars, emigrations, and so forth,
and the pressure exerted within the same area of
population by the various parts, whence arises
such a phenomenon as the rush to the towns
constitutes an objective condition with an influence of its own. Yet, on the other hand, distribution of population, and its ultimate causes, namely,
rate of fertility, mobility due to facility of communications, and the like, are within limits subject
in their turn to human policy, not to say politics.
In short, what is known as force of circumstances
must be treated as a determinant of human conduct,
even whilst the aspiration to rise above circumstances, that is, to make them rather than allow
them to make us, may legitimately figure amongst
the highest of our ethical motives.
Thus, there is considerable scope for the new
department of science which its founder, Ratzel,
names Authropo-geography,' and for the kindred
branch of study termed by Durkheim and his
school 'Social Morphology.' There is at present
a danger, however, lest this type of physical
explanation be overdone. Man may be, as Ratzel
says, a piece of the earth,' but he is not merely
that, by any means.
Indeed, it may be expected
that it IS especially at the stage of savagery, when

—

'

'

man

is far more dependent on his immediate environment, that the application of these methods
is likely to prove fruitful.
Thus, Mauss in a study
of the environing conditions of Eskimo life ( Essai
sur les variations saisonniferes des soci^t^s Eskimos,'
ASoc ix. [1904-05] 39 f.) shows it to be to no small
extent a 'function' of the physical factors of climate,
food-supply, and distribution of population taken
together. On the other hand, when civilization is
similarly treated, as in the case of the economic
materialism of Marx, there is a manifest failure
to take account of 'imponderables,' or, in other
words, of ideas and ideals. Even in regard to
savagery, however, it must not be forgotten that
man, as known to anthropology and pre-historic
archseology, is always more or less the lord of
creation,' the master of his environment
so much
so, that even during the great Ice Age in Europe,
when the environment on which they depended
proved too much for so many animal species, man,
thanks to the use of fire and other mechanical
devices, managed to hold his ground and to cultivate a high type of fine art into the bargain. Indeed, man's very mastery over the non-human
environment, as contrasted with his weakness in
coping with the human environment, namely with
rate and distribution of population, is perhaps the
main source of his need for an efifective Ethics.
Even at the stage of savagery, and conspicuously
under civilization, a leading problem of human life
is how to keep pace ethically with the changes in the
social economy that are due to material progress.
At this point it becomes
(3) Social tradition.
necessary to pass to the consideration of another set
of determinants, which are not physical, as are
heredity and environment, but moral. Social tradition, of course, may readily be represented as a sort
of environment or atmosphere whereby the individual is surrounded and conditioned ab extra. But
it is safer to attend chiefly to the psychical elements,
sentiments, ideas, and so on, with which this environment or atmosphere is, so to speak, charged.
Another way of putting the same thing is to say
that the influence exerted on a man by social tradition makes itself felt within him in a way quite
difierent from that in which environment or even
heredity makes itself felt. Social tradition makes
itself felt within a man essentially, that is, most
sanction may
characteristically, as a sanction.
be defined as a judgment of validity or invalidity
to which some degree of constraining awe is attached
{sanctio in Roman law is that clause in a legislative
enactment which invokes a curse on the offender).
Arising as it does in a more or less spontaneous and
unenforced imitation, the influence of social tradition soon ripens into a sense of ought,' representing
the win of society, or, at any rate, of some power
greater and wiser and older and more lasting than
oneself.
Such is the fact, however one may try to
explain it. Social Psychology, which is mere science
content with a limited type of explanation, unlike
Metaphysics, which seeks the ultimate explanation,
would account for the fact by postulating, as the
complement to our imitative tendency, a tendency
to stimulate and assist imitation in others, and
Thus, whilst the chick
especially in the young.
imitates the hen, as we say, instinctively,' so likewise does the hen no less instinctively encourage
the chick to imitate. In this tendency to encourage
imitation we may discern various subordinate tyjies
of activity, notably three, namely the tendencies
to impress, to punish, and to persuade. Correspondingly, the influences embodied in social tradition
may be reduced, in the interests of a broad and
drastic treatment of the subject, to three religion,
law, and education. These are the three main
types of sanctions.
(a) Religion.— The function of religion, regarded
'

'

'

'

j

—

A

'

'

—

;
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as a sanction, is to inculcate the Good by investing
with impressiveness. The religiously impressive
The evolution of the idea
is known as the sacred.
of the sacred consists especially in the gradual
differentiation of what is both sacred and good from
what is or appears to be sacred, but is, nevertheless,
at bottom bad. Amongst savages, the notion of
tabu (a Polynesian term roughly equivalent to the
Latin sacer, whence our word sacred ') extends to
all sorts of things
human beings, animals, plants,
material objects, ghosts, ceremonies, stones, words,
places, and times which have the common quality
of being mystically dangerous, or, as Codrington
puts it, 'not to be lightly approached' (The
Melanesians, p. 188). The positive reason in the
background is that they are mana (another Polynesian term, embodying, like tabu, a wide-spread
savage notion), i.e. mystically powerful. Now, to
be dangerous, because powerful, in a mystic (i.e.
mysterious or supernatural) way, is a quality that
may attach to bad things as well as to good. Hence
it

'

—
—

which is concerned with the mystically
good, has at first much in common with magic,
which only in the long run is cut ofT from religion
to become a synonym for all trafficking with the
devil,' i.e. for all use of mystically impressive means
to effect bad and anti-social ends. From the psychological point of view, sacredness corresponds with
the sense of awe, as excited by the display of supernatural power. Awe is a complex emotion, which
McDougall {op. cit. p. 131, cf. 305) plausibly resolves
into a trinity of primary emotions, namely, a fear
which drives away, a curiosity which attracts, and
a submissiveness which disarms resistance. Awe,
therefore, may vary, according as one or other ingredient prevails, from an abject and grovelling
terror to an admiring respect tempered with
numUity. Correspondingly, in certain aspects the
religion of savages, and even of more advanced
peoples, maj^ be a religion of almost pure fear. At
its most typical, however, it is in all stages of its
development so closely associated with the social
tradition that embodies the vital aims of each and
all that its appeal is sympathetic rather than minatory and purely coercive. Social tradition at the
synnomic stage of society, namely under conditions
of symbiosis, when mutual imitation of the outward expression of emotion helps to intensify men's
feelings, is capable of exciting awe in several ways
at once and, so long as the congregational forms
of religion are kept up, the same phenomena will
recur under civilization. Thus, firstly, it is mysterious, abounding in strange prescriptions, the very
oddity and uselessness of which invest the sound
remainder with the majesty of twilight. Secondly,
it is ancient, its origin being lost
the dreadful
yet glorious past, and calling upon the mythmaking faculty to consecrate it by stories about
supernatural Creators, first parents, culture-heroes,
totemic ancestors, and so forth. Thirdly, it is
always more or less secret, its repositories and
editors being a ruling and relatively educated
class, which rarely if ever feels awe towards precisely the same objects as do the less enlightened,
the women, the young, and, in a word, the uninitiated, but is nevertheless in normal conditions
subject to a similar but more refined awe as it confronts some more ultimate secret. In these ways,
then, and in others, religion consecrates the Good
so far as it is embodied in the rule of life imparted
by each generation to the next, and by rendering
it impressive helps the rising generation to imitate
and assimilate it.
The function of law, as a sanction, is
(6) Law.
to punish transgressions against the Good as embodied in the social tradition. Its remote origin
may be whatBagehot {Physics and Politics, London,
1873) calls the persecuting tendency, which visits
religion,

'

;

m

—
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common displeasure all departures from
the strict imitation of the prevailing tashioii. The
same author, however, in referring to the wild
spasms of wild justice' to which the lower savagery
is liable, implies that some sense of a social Good
to be maintained runs through these outbreaks of
passion at first sight almost purposeless and autoIndeed, when public vengeance is exacted
matic.
by the folk as a whole from the traitor, or, again,
from the breaker of tabu or the person who practises
black magic, the mere fact that all assist at the infliction of the sentence must make it an expression
of the social will, to which meaning and purpose are
felt to attach.
It may not be so obvious at first
sight how private vengeance incorporates and enforces the social tradition. Let it be noted, however,
in the first place, that the juristic maxim applies
here, What the sovereign permits he commands
which is to say that in a society lacking a centralized authority the social will must perforce manifest
itself in isolated repressions of crime carried out by
self-constituted judges. In the second place, private
law in savage society is the affair not of individuals
but of kin-groups and the communal responsibility
acknowledged by the member of a clan is a socializing force of the first importance.
So much, then, for the purely legal sanction,
which with the evolution of society becomes the
right arm, and almost the incarnation, of the State,
the legislative, judicial, and executive functions of
which are mainly concerned with the framing,
applying, or enforcing of its punitive enactments.
with the

'

'

'

;

At an

earlier stage, however. State, Church, and
Society are almost one. For instance, rudimentary
largely
concerned with the violator of tabu,
law is
who is typically the criminal at this stage, whilst,
conversely, rudimentary religion supplies law with
dreadful forms of procedure ordeals, oaths, and
so on ; with special punishments, such as costly
expiatory offerings ; and most effective sanctionary influence of all with the notion of supernatural powers at the back of the law, such as a
Divine legislator, supreme author of all precedents.
Under this last head may ba
(c) Education.summed up all those homelier and gentlec forces
ot persnasioe which, without show of coercion,
yet none the less elfectivelj" leai tne individual
member of society to submit to its traditional

—

—

—

—

injunctions.
Education is not merely a matter of
training children, but proceeds throughout a man's
life so long as he is capable of being modified by
fresh experiences.
Thus, even amongst savages it
is not uncommon to find that initiation, which is
at least as much an educational as a religious
institution, is not completed at the puberty rites,
but carried on far into manhood in a series of
fuller initiations opening up ever wider horizons
Education, amongst savages and
of social duty.
civilized men alike, is distinguishable only up to a
certain point from religion and law, being never on
the one hand wholly confined to secular subjects,
or on the other able wholly to dispense with
punitive machinery. It must not be forgotten,
however, that under this head must be included
influences so kindly and intimate that the individual is hardly aware that they are the potters
and he the clay. Language itself is the greatest
of educators ; and yet it is the primary source of
self-consciousness and self-realization.
Unconscious passes into conscious education, as language
generates literature, even savages having their
literature of folk-tales, proverbs, songs, and so
forth.
In early society, however, education comes
more by way of outer sense than of inward

thought, and synnomic life is a perpetual pageant
of dances and shows
whereas civilization is
essentially the attribute of a reading public.
If a
single differentia be sought to mark off civilization
;

;
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from savagery, no tetter one is to be found than
the invention of writing. Hereby human intelligence acquires a new dimension. The physical
symbols largely make possible those mental
symbols which we know as abstract ideas
and
;

these rule our world. Ethics itself is often identified with the theory built upon certain highly
abstract ideas, boo abstract indeed to be generally
understood, and so to exert much influence on
society at large.
From the historical and comparative point of view, however, Ethics is as wide
as the theory of the moral influences which, in the
course of man's concrete living no less than in that
of his abstract thinking, point the way to the
Good. Of these influences social tradition has now
been summarily considered in its leading aspects.
It remains to take note of another influence, too
often overlooked, namely the initiative of the free
and responsible individual.

—

When full allowance
(4) Personal initiative.
has been made for the influences of a man's
heredity, his environment, and his social tradition,
is there anything left that could possibly influence
him, or, indeed, that would be there to be influenced?
Have we accounted for the man completely ? Whatever the metaphysician may say for or against the
reality of human freedom, it is necessary at the
level of science to distinguish the efiects of personal
initiative as in their way unique.
Without enter-

in" on the question whether, apart from the individual centres of activity, human society is, or is
not, a soulless thing, we need here concern ourselves only with the individual activity that is
manifested in so marked a degree as to appear
decisively to exert a purposive control over the
course of events. History is not merely the history
of great men, but, on the other hand, the human
drama conceived as the mere product of a complex of
impersonal forces would be like the play of Hamlet
with its leading character left out. To confine
our attention to the moral genius, if Socrates, or

Buddha, or Christ be withdrawn from the reckoning, the source of the truly revolutionary movements usually associated with their names is nowhere to be found. At the same time, the type of
explanation which relies on social as contrasted
with individual forces for its clues can and must
delimit the province of personal initiative by
showing what external conditions are able to help
or hinder its exercise. Thus, the levelling influences of synnomic society prove normally, though
not invariably, fatal to individuality, as has
already been said. On the other hand, specialization of social functions encourages responsibility,
though it does not necessarily produce it. The
mere fact that the social system requires individuals to be sorted out and educated each for his
special task, gives potential initiative the chance of
maturing. For example, it is within the relatively
specialized class of medicine-men that the social
reformer is especially apt to arise ; while in a
lesser degree the specialization of sex functions and
consequent limitation of the woman to domestic
duties permits to the male as such a greater
opportunity of realizing such originality as may
be in him. It remains to add that, ethically, the
selfhood which issues in a high degree of initiative
involves a self-respect which is not inconsistent
with self-sacrifice, but, on the contrary, tends to
unite the two principles as aspects of one and the
same real Good. Even the self-respect of savages,
whilst it manifests itself in its lower forms as a
love of self-decoration, or as boastfulness, or as the
habit of retaliating on an afii'ont, leads likewise to
the self-devotion of the warrior and leader, and
foreshadows the developed individuality which rises
above individualism to the disinterested realization of the idea of Good for its own sake.

3. The determinations of conduct in rudimentary society. That which the determinants of
conduct discussed in the previous section combine
together to produce may be correspondingly
termed the determinations. Of such determinations, those that are reckoned by those concerned

—

to make for the Good are usually known as types
of virtuous conduct, or virtues.
classification
of virtues so framed as to further the study of
their historical evolution must be founded on a
consideration of those relations in which the moral
subject, the individual who seeks the Good, is
involved by the conditions of human life throughout its whole development as presented in history.
What, then, are these permanent relations? If
we regard the moral subject for the moment as
standing simply at the centre of a scheme of
relations which are social in the sense that they
are relations with other human beings, we perceive
him to be ringed round, as it were, witn thiee
concentric circles. Firstly, he is the member of a
home circle, that 'social focus' of which mention

A

has

already

member
member

made. Secondly, he is the
body politic. Thirdly, he is a

been

of a
of the

human race, and, as such, willingly
unwillingly brought into touch with men
belonging to some body politic other than his own.
At this point we might seem to have exhausted
the categories expressive of his moral relations
but, at the risk of the appearance of a crossdivision, two other categories must be added.
Fourthly, a man's moral relations extend inwards
as well as outwards.
He has a duty to himself,
and as a self-conscious being is necessarily committed to certain types of conduct that are
primarily self-regarding, though they are never
exclusively self-regarding, any more than his
conduct towards his neighbours can ever be exclusively other-regarding, or altruistic.
Fifthly
and lastly, there are certain relations in which
man seems to himself, by a sentiment which no
reflexion can wholly gainsay, to be lifted right
above the opposition between the claims of self
or

and of others. These relations, then, appear to
be with the Good itself, or, in the language of
religion, with God.'
To this general scheme of man's moral relations,
which is objective in the sense that Sociology and
Psychology alike lend support to it, there corre'

sponds a fivefold division of the virtues as follows
(1) the domestic; (2) the political; (3) the international ; (4) the personal ; (5) the transcendental.
Whereas this classification applies to the moral
development of man throughout its whole course
as known to history, there is likewise sound reason
as well as convenience to be pleaded in favour of
its use in a study confined to rudimentary society.
At heart, savage and civilized man are well-nigh
one, despite appearances to the contrary.
The
same foundation, the same raw material of
emotional tendencies, is there. Civilization, to
:

recur to those principles laid down by McDougall
in his Social Psychology, sharpens human nature
at its ends. It gives a man an infinitely better
hold on the facts of life, thus improving the
afierent channels of his experience ; and, correspondingly it affords him an infinitely better grasp
of the means of life, thus improvmg to a like
extent his efferent or motor activities. But the
central part of his nature remains relatively
unafiected by this gain in vital effectiveness. The
general orientation of life, the direction of the
quest for the real Good, does not seem to change
The best proof of this is that education,
greatly.
that is to say, the mere substitution of one social
tradition for another, can do wonders for the born
savage ; whilst, again, a whole race may shake
off the sleep of centuries, as the Japanese have
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done, and enrol themselves amongst the more
highly civilized nations.
speak with Plato
conversion,' but the term is inexact
of
and it
would be truer to say that human nature, being
polarized towards virtue, needs merely to be
relieved of its ignorance of the ways and means
by which virtue is acquired. The problem for
Eugenics is how to eliminate the unintelligent and
unplastic rather than the bad at heart to eliminate them, as noxious insects are eliminated, not
by killing individuals (for such butchery but
depraves those who kill), but, more radically and
yet mercifully, by preventing them from being
born at all.
Tylor has said: 'The
(1) The domestic virtues.
basis of society is the family {CR xxi. 711), thus
endorsing the time-honoured dictum of Aristotle.
One school of anthropologists, who favour what
may be termed the horde-theory of the origin

We

'

;

—

—

'

'

'

of society, might be inclined to retort : ' First
find your savage family.' Their hypotheses, however, concerning promiscuity, communal marriage,
or what not, frankly refer to some remote past
which, if it ever existed, lies at any rate quite
beyond the range of scientific observation. At

most they

find

amongst existing savages a few

alleged survivals of a social condition when there
was no marriage proper. Marriage, in a wide
sense that extends to certain of the lower animals
no less than to man, is defined by Westermarck
(Hist, of Hum. Marriage^, 1894, p. 537) as a more
'

or less durable connection between male and
female, lasting beyond the mere act of propagation
till after the birth of the offspring.'
Marriage
proper, on the other hand, may be defined with
Lord Avebury (Marriage, Totemism, and Religion,
London, 1911, p. 2), as 'an exclusive relation of
one or more men to one or more women, based on
custom, recognized and supported by public opinion,
and, where law exists, by law.' Now, it is a
curious fact that marriage proper occurs amongst
those savages who in most respects have the most
rudimentary culture of all, such as the Andaman
Islanders,

Veddas,

and

Bushmen.

Yet

with

societies of a slightly higher grade, notably such

as have totemism in one or another form, it is
often the case that the family is somewhat overshadowed by the kin-group ('clan' under motherright, gens under father-right).
In other words,
whereas the bond between husband and wife is
relatively feeble, inasmuch as they belong to
different kin-groups, mother and children or father
and children are in intimate communion with each
other as members of a kin-group which includes
persons whose relationship in the actual matter of
blood is distant or perhaps non-existent (though
usually blood-relationship is imputed by means of
the figment of a common ancestry). It remains
true, however, that, whether it be represented by
the family, or by some quasi-familial institution,
the kin-group, the communal household, or what
not, there is always for the savage a social focus,'
a home-circle, where the virtues pertaining to
social intercourse are fostered by mutual relations
of special intimacy.
These relations may be here
briefly considered under three broad heads
[a]
relations between the sexes, and, in particular,
between husband and wife (b) relations between
young and old, and, in particular, between parents
and children (c) relations between kinsmen in
general.
See also artt. Family.
(a) The adult savage woman is normally a wife
and mother, and it is as such that she is primarily
related to the community regarded as a moral
whole. Thus her economic duties follow directly
upon her conjugal and parental obligations. Her
function is that of directly propagating and nurturing the race, whilst the function of the male is pro'

'

'

:

;
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tective, that is to say, is indirectly race-preserving.
happiness consist in the exercise of unimpeded
function, both sexes should be happy in the normal
If

savage community, where there are no unmated
females free or anxious to have a hand in the work
Physically woman's is perhaps the
of the men.
harder lot. Child-bearing, indeed, is not so great
a strain upon the daughter of nature as ia the need
of continually suckling her child until it is well
It is a great gain for her
into its second year.
For
when life becomes relatively sedentary.
amongst hunting peoples not only must she carry
her infant, but she is also bound to be carrier in
general, that the men may be at liberty to use
When it is added that the sexual
their weapons.
life begins early, namely as soon as puberty is
reached, or occasionally before, it will not seem
surprising that the savage female tends to age
more rapidly than the male. The male, however,
is far more liable to be cut off whilst still in his
prime.

Passing on to note the influence of social tradiwe come at once to the institution which more
than any other determines the relative status of

tion,

in particular of husband and
This is the custom of
wife, for better or worse.
exogamy, or marrying outside the kin - group,
though usually inside the wider circle of the tribe.
few of the lowest peoples, mostly miserable
remnants whose endogamy or marrying-in may be
a result of degeneration, are without this practice,
but it is typical of rudimentary society as a whole.
What exogamy means for the man and woman who

male and female, and

A

marry is that one or other must exchange the home-

Now, the morality of savages
being narrow rather than lacking in intensity, the
consequence is that to break with intimates and
dwell among strangers involves a sojourn in a
moral wilderness for whichever of the two parties
Thus, when mother-right takes
is the outsider.
the form of the woman remaining amongst her
man
playing the part of a visitor
kin and the
liable to corvies, there can be no doubt that the
woman's is the happier lot. Indeed, all the forms
of mother-right, the technical differentia of which
is merely that the mother, not the father, hands
on the family name, appear normally to involve
greater consideration for the mother, if Steinmetz's
(Entwicklung der Strafe) statistical method is to
be trusted. As long as her kin-group formally
owns her and her children, the husband has to fear
their vengeance if he abuses his rights as consort.
It remains only to add in this context that the
circle for another.

There may
origin of exogamy is quite obscure.
be, as Westermarck thinks, a race - preserving
As it
instinct against in-breeding behind all.
meets us in history, however, exogamy is a fullonce
legal
and
religious
institution
at
as
fledged
See series of artt. under
regards its sanctions.

Marriage.
Another world-wide element

in the social tradi-

tion of savages that bears strongly, and on the
whole very hardly, on the moral status of the
woman and the wife, is the magico-religious notion
concerning the sacredness of women and especially
Hence the long and weakening
of woman's blood.
confinements at puberty and during pregnancy and
child-birth.
Hence the avoidance, on the part of
the male, of what a woman has touched, lest the
contagion of effeminacy be handed on. Hence, too,
probably in no small part the very forms of the
marriage ceremony, designed to neutralize the
mystic evils likely to ensue from contact with one
who is a woman and a stranger to boot. In the
other scale weigh several clear advantages.
Woman's dependence on male protection in combination with her sacro-sanctity tends to render
her an object of what eventually ripens into
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Thus, amongst the Australians she is
the ambassador between warring tribes, whose
very body is able to cement a union of souls
between them or, again, many savages, notably
such as are warriors, indulge in a strain of romantic
love, the product of a kind of awe supervening on
a basis of passion. Again, sexual purity develops
into a virtue, of far-reaching influence on the
character, out of various tabus on sexual intercourse, observed by the hunter, the warrior, the
medicine-man, and so forth.
Indeed, excessive
sexuality, together with its perversions, is not a
vice of the lower savages, despite appearances to
the contrary (cf. art. Chastity), but rather an
attribute of advanced societies, especially those
that are polygamous, or, again, those in which
marriage is deferred for many years past puberty.
The so-called orgies of savages, or, again, the wifelendings, and so on, have normally a ceremonial
character, underlying which there is the notion
of sexual intercourse as a means of mystic communion. On the other hand, what he considers
to be sexual impurity is loathed and abominated
by the savage, as when it takes the form of incest,
that is, any violation of the exogamous rule that
is not countenanced by some mystic requirement
of even more primary importance (as, e.g., occasionally in Australia).
Incest regularly excites
a 'wild spasm of wild justice,' and spells death
for the guilty parties.
On the other hand, adultery is, so to speak, a civil affair, an offence
against property, being a cause of divorce for
the most part under mother-right, though under
father -right it often entails severer penalties
on the erring wife and her lover (the settlement
of the question in any case resting less with the
individuals concerned than with their respective
chivalry.

;

kins).

Finally, as regards personal initiative, it is in
her mystic character rather than as wife and
mother that woman occasionally becomes a leader
of society, the old woman especially, with her
witch-like qualities intensified by her appearance,
exerting a sway over the popular imagination
that may be for good or for evil. Meanwhile, the
female sex as a sex is not without its share of
influence in public affairs
partly because it is
consolidated through having initiatory and other
sacred and secret rites and attributes of its own,
e.g. a sex totem in parts of Australia, and may
thus come to dominate a whole province of social
activity, as the Iroquois women did, thanks to
their agricultural lore ; partly because they possess
and know how to wield what Mill has termed the
shrewish sanction ; and partly because the desire
to shine in the eyes of the women is a male
weakness, responsible for much head-hunting and
similar manifestations incidental to the pursuit of
knightly glory.
:

'

'

(6) The relations of men and women have been
dwelt on at length, because the woman's half of

wUl

scarcely receive further mention here.
the relations between old and young,
and those between parents and children, the former
must be considered first, because primitive society
is normally divided into fairly definite age-grades,
and its customs tend to relate to these in their
wholesale capacity. Thus, religion prescribes foodtabus and other restrictions upon the young as a
class, and incidentally teaches them to control their
appetites.
Or, most conspicuous case of all, the
young are subjected as a class to initiation, and
their moral education is administered by the society
as a whole in a form that is made impressive by
solemn rites associated with the infliction of considerable pain.
Parental education, on the other
hand, tends amongst savages to be mild. They
spare the rod, doubtless chiefly because of natural
society

As regards

but in some cases, as notably amongst
the Indians of N. America, on the principle that
a future warrior should brook a blow from no one.
The mother tends to look after her daughter until
the latter marries, and to impart to her the duties
and lore of women. The son, on the other hand,
is often taken away from the mother and sisters
some time before puberty, and made to join the
company of males who tend to live more or less
segregated from the females in club-houses and so
forth.
Education, as imparted by either parent
in the case of both girls and boys, is a mixture of
technical and moral instruction, reminding us of
the Persian system as reported by Herodotus (i.
136), to ride a horse, to snoot with a bow, and to
tell the truth ; though it would seem that the
deepest moral lessons are acquired in the course of
public ceremonies such as the tribal initiation or
the rites of the kin-group or of the secret society.
The elders as a whole display the fullest concern
in the rearing of the rismg generation, and the
dramatic character of the ceremonies embodies the
intention to improve the youth in so palpable a
form that these can hardly fail to catch the spirit
of the effort made on their behalf, whilst they are
likewise induced to embody that moral purpose
in their lives by sheer faith in the efficacy of the
ritual wherein it is enshrined.
So far'the relations between old and young have
been considered from one side only.
probably
have to go back to instinct for an explanation of
the fact that the solicitude of parents and elders
for their youthful charges is perhaps reciprocated
only in a relatively feeble and limited degree.
Too much, however, must not be made of the
sporadic occurrence of senicide. This, exactly like
its converse, infanticide, is normally the direct
result of very straitened circumstances, when a
useless mouth or a drag on the mobility of the
group is a handicap in the struggle for existence
too heavy to be borne. The typical savage regards
his elders, alive or dead, as the embodiments of a
affection,

'

'
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wisdom and power with something supernormal
and ancestor-worship {q.v.), a special type
which emerges from funeral rites which
universally show awe and respect rather than mere
fear of the dead, and especially of one's own dead,
is but the consummation of a natural sentiment
which associates the imitation of their elders by
the young with the sort of love that develops into
It has been true of man,
filial piety and gratitude.
since the times of the Ice Age, that the grave itself
family
affection.
make
an
end
of
cannot
(c) With the subject of the relations between
kinsmen in general we almost insensibly pass to
that of the relations constituting the body politic
about

it,

of cult

Kin-ly feeling is kindly feeling in the
making. As has already been said, however, the
development of kin sentiment is normally restricted, under the conditions of society in which
the kin-group is paramount even as against the
family, in a way that to the civilized mind seems
extraordinary, artificial, and unnatural. The child
as a whole.

belongs either to his mother's or to his father's kin,

and as such participates in a moral system of rights
and duties from which one or other parent is cut
off by tabus as by a wall of brass, nay, from which
he has as an outsider far more to lose than to gain,
as, e.g., in case of a conflict between groups, when
parent and child may find themselves actually
On the other hand,
ranged against each other.
so far as it extends, the consciousness of kin is a
moral factor of the first importance, involving as
it does the principle of corporate responsibUity
manifested in blood-revenge and the kindred
developments of private law ; whilst in a religious
way it implicates the sense of a mystic brotherhood, as is seen notably in totemic ritual, and in

;

'
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what is probably its lineal successor, the ritual
When, however, the indiof the secret society.
vidual does not live among his kin, as, e.g., when
he inherits his kin from the mother but lives
amongst his father's people, there is a conflict
between the principles of kmship and of symbiosis,
the tendency of which is to end in some modihcation of the system of kinship that allows locality
and brotherly love to go together. Kinship of the
one-sided sort is normal in those conditions of the
social life in which the separate groups are wanderWhen the groups
ing, or at any rate scattered.
can settle down side by side, as especially
the
agricultural village, the family on the one hand
as the home circle, and the village on the other
as the wider circle of group-mates, come each into
their own, whether exogamy and kin-organization
Such generalizations,
be retained or dropped.
however, are purely provisional, as the problems
connected with the evolution of the social organization of savages are some of the most perplexing
that confront the anthropologist.
Whilst the scope of
(2) The political virtues.
political virtue, in the sense of the moral oond
that unites those who are by reason of local contiguity in constant touch with each other, is
narrow, because the area of symbiosis is necessarily a restricted one, its emotional quality on the
other hand is normally considerable, nay, such as

m

—

the civilized community, which keeps in touch over
a vast area by means of ideas, can only envy in
vain.
What corresponds with the savage to the
sentiment and idea of the body politic is something
in which he lives and moves and has his being,'
sensibly and not merely symbolically. The savage
individual is lost in the crowd, by being absorbed
heart and soul in its life and movement. Heredity,
of course, produces the coward and loafer as occasional variations ; but the conditions of a hard
life give the pervert and parasite a short shrift.
That the savage will normally answer to a call of
duty in its sterner forms, as, for instance, when
public danger impends, could be illustrated extensively from amongst the lower savages, though in
their case the body politic is less often the tribe as
a whole than some one of its constituent groups.
Nowhere, however, is this more manifest than at
that higher level of savagery at which the king
(an elastic term) appears, living personification as he
tends to be of State and Church in one. Patriotism at this point becomes almost identical with
loyalty ; and this is absolute. The Fijian criminal
stands unbound to be killed, 'for whatever the
king says must be done ; and the native of
Dahomey exclaims in a similar strain, My head
belongs to the king ; if he wishes to take it, I am
ready to give it up.' The king himself, meanwhile, is inclined to play the autocrat in proportion as he is endowed with personal initiative for
better or for worse. In most cases, however, he is
himself tied hand and foot by the custom that he
is there to enforce
witness Wallace's amusing
tale of how the Kaja of Umbok took the census
(Malay Archipelago, London, 1869, i. ch. 12).
Again, the kindlier side of political duty as
manifested in friendliness and good-fellowship is
well to the fore amongst unspoilt savages, their
dances, games, festivals, and perpetual gatherings
being possible solely on that condition. And not
only are they in general friendly amongst themselves, but they are likewise polite, doubtless in
virtue of their predilection for forms and ceremonies. There is, however, a supreme disturber
of these amicable and considerate relations, namely
inequality of property
on which, more than on
any other condition, is based inequality of social
degree, a class system.
Amongst the lower
savages there is wont to reign what is sometimes
VOL. V.
28
'

'

'

'

—

;

—
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not unfairly described as a primitive form of communism or socialism. Thus, the rules about the
distribution of the spoils of the chase are based on
the principle of a fair share for all, almost regardless of the special claims of the actual slayer of the
animals, whose meed is rather honour
and the
distribution is even State-regulated in the sense
that what custom decrees the elders enjoin and,
if necessary, enforce.
Such a practice of sharing
the produce, as distinguished from the means of
production, weapons, and so on, which tend to be
owned individually, would seem, however, in most
cases to be rigidly confined to the actual symbiotic
group of food-mates. Outside this narrow circle
there is room for generosity and hospitality, which
in their international aspect will again be glancea
at presently. It is to be noticed that with this
socialistic free-handedness there goes, not indeed a
want of industry (for the loafer is soon weeded out),
but a want of the capacity to save as against a
rainy day ; so that an alternation of feasts and
fasts is the general rule amongst the lower savages.
As there is not much scope for generosity, so neither
is there for honesty, within the symbiotic circle,
both being virtues incidental to a more or less
individualistic regime.
Thus, stealing within the
home-circle is no crime though in the wider circle
of the tribe it may produce complications between
groups; whilst contrariwise, as practised against
those who are outside that circle, namely strangers
and enemies, it is rather a virtue, at any rate
amongst peoples of a predatory type. And what
is true of honesty holds in the mam of veracity
intimates and comrades do not deceive each other
but in regard to outsiders, to lie is to be diploWith the economic development of primimatic.
tive society, however, and the growth of classes
of unequal wealth, things are somewhat changed.
Yet the old communistic spirit, assisted by the
profuseness that accompanies improvidence, and
by the love of the display of power, tends to survive in the obligation to keep more or less open
house, and to be ready with gifts, which is laid
upon chief and leading man. Indeed, the savage
king's duty of feeding his people is often so interpreted that, if the crops fail, his want of mystic
control over the powers of Nature is set down either
to inefficiency or to sheer ill-will with the result
that he is put out of the way.
Finally, the institution of slavery, which is unknown at the level of the lower savagery, introduces a class of persons without legal rights,
who may indeed be war-captives, or a subject-race
dominated by invaders, but may likewise be
broken men and pawns of the same fiesh and blood
as their owners. It would seem that, on the whole,
the slave receives a larger share of the milk of
human kindness at the hands of a savage overlord
than he would if exploited in the interests of a
developed industrialism but life, when it is not
that of the nearest and dearest, is cheap amongst
savages, and the constant association of a slaveowning system with bloody rites involving human
sacrifice tells its own tale.
Moreover, wherever a
slave-trade is established, the attendant horrors
are bound to have a demoralizing effect, Africa
being the standing instance of a continent rotted
to the core by such an institution (for the development of which civilization, however, is most to
blame). Nevertheless, it must not be forgotten
that slavery, though morally an abomination, is
possibly one of the mainsprings of human evolution.
'Here,' says Tylor, 'is one of the great
trains of causation in the history of the human
race.
War brings on slavery, slavery promotes
agriculture, agriculture of all things favours and
establishes settled institutions and peace' (C£
;

;

:

'

'

—

;

xxii. 70).
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The subject of
(3) The international virtues.
slavery paves the way for a consideration of a topic
which for the student of Rudimentary Ethics must
necessarily prove somewhat meagre. Savage morality, it has all along been maintained, is primarily
an affair of the home-circle. Within this, amity of
a high emotional quality and without it, enmity
fierce and uncompromising
such is the general
rule.
But the actual area of symbiosis is ringed
round with an intermediate circle. Mates, neighbours, and strangers are, socially and morally, as
heart, rind, and husk in some hard-shelled but
palatable fruit.
have already glanced at the
inter-gentile relations, as they might be termed,
which savagery respects, not without a great deal
of internecine struggle tempered by a tendency to
settle disputes by compromise and mutual arrangement. But inter-gentile relations pass into intertribal (or, as we have, with a view to human
evolution as a whole, ventured to name them,
inter-national) almost without a perceptible break.
Thus, notably in Australia, the kin-groups and
local groups are loosely combined in tribes, and
these again in wider combinations known to ethnologists as ' nations.' Here it seems quite impossible
to draw a line between the customs and formalities
governing the intercourse of the smaller groups
the sending of messengers and ambassadors, the
regulated combat, the lending or exchange of
trade-articles and of sacred objects, ceremonies,
and songs, the mutual understanding as to
marriage, inter-sexual prohibitions and privileges,
and so forth
and those that extend so much
further afield that a native can, it appears, travel
almost from one end of Australia to another without being treated as a complete stranger. Possibly,
too, the stranger as such tends here, as among
other savages, to be sacred, hospitality having thus
a religious sanction, since the fear of the stranger's
curse, as Westermarck has shown (MI i. 578 AT. ),
proves a not ineffective substitute for the stimulus
of generosity.
In Australia, then, where both race
and culture are largely uniform, a certain measure
of sympathy establishes itself, despite the difficulties set up by a natural suspicion of unknown
men (as exemplified by the silent trade ') or by
the want of a common tongue (necessitating such
a device as gesture-language).
It is not till a fuller control over the forces of
Nature enables population to grow relatively dense
that the struggle for room begins in a given area
of characterization, and the predatory spirit is let
War has evolved like everything else, and
loose.
the art of killing one's neighbour efficiently was
not acquired all a,t once. In protected areas a mild
type of savage flourishes to wbom war is unknown.
"Thus the Todas of the Nilgiris have literally no
man-killing weapons at all. On the other hand,
the fighting qualities would appear to go closely
with the breed, and to be the result of a struggle
for existence waged primarily within the kind,
though a fauna that includes dangerous, manslaying animals (such as are not to be found on the
Australian continent) must be an intensifying conThe accompaniments of primitive warfare
dition.
are mainly what have given savagery its evil name,
constituting precisely that aspect of the life of rudimentary society which is turned, not without good
cause, towards the so-called pioneers of civilization ; but, as regards themselves, war is often a
transitory condition, though there are some definitely predatory peoples Zulus, Masai, Apaches,
and so forth. The characteristic quality of the
savage brave is fierceness, an emotional rather than
a calm and reasoned form of valour. As such, it
sustains itself, partly by war-dances before the
event, but partly also by wanton cruelty both during
battle and afterwards in the torturing of prisoners.
;

—

We

—

'

—

as amongst the American Indians, who thereby
not merely satisfied their own feelings, but sought
at the same time to blood the young whelps, to
wit, the future warriors of the tribe.
Again, one
form of cannibalism (q.v.) is directly associated
with warfare. This revolting practice may consist
in sheer
anankophagy,' as usually amongst the
lower savages, or in an endo-cannibalism,' or ceremonial eating of blood-relations to keep the spirit
in the family, or for some simOar reason, which is
not without high moral value ; but a warrior tribe
will eat its enemies simply, as it were, to glut its
rage.
There can, moreover, be little doubt that
the institution amounts to an asset in the struggle
for existence, as the cannibalism inspires terror
amongst the neighbouring peoples ; so that a
cannibal tribe, as, e.g., the Niam-Niam of the
Bahr al-Ghazal, may rank amongst the most
vigorous and effective people of a given region. On
the other hand, such a practice as the head-hunting
of the Dayaks of Borneo or the Nagas of Assam is
to be regarded rather as a by-product of war, a sort
of collector's mania that has supervened on a legitimate love of warlike trophies. For the rest, the
moral effects of war on the group and the indi'

'

'

vidual alike

make

scarcely

at all less

if

markedly

good than they do for evil. Collectively, men
are knit together by a common purpose that demands from them at once all that Bagehot's phrase
the preliminary virtues covers, namely, courage,
loyalty, obedience, and a devotion maintained to
the point of death. For the individual, again, war
is a school of self-respect ; and, though the swagger
and boasting of the savage brave has its humorous
side, his mastery over that lower self which bids
him shun danger and live soft is reflected in a
strength of character to which there is added, on
the intellectual and ideal side, a sense of honour
and of duty. This sentiment has probably counted
for more in the history of the race than even the
religious sense of tabu, inasmuch as Do is more
fruitful than ' Do not,' and defiance of a danger
that is known more rational than the avoidance of
a danger that is unknown and taken to be a danger
for that very reason.
Something has just
(4) The personal virtues.
regard to the self-respect of the savage
been said
warrior, of whom the North American brave will
serve as a type. On the whole, however, it must
be declared that it is precisely in its reference to
self, which is almost to say in its reflective aspect,
that savage morality is especiaOy weak. The
moral subject looks outwards, not inwards, and
reads his duty in the movements of his fellows,
not in the movements of his own heart. He has
his selfish inclinations, which have to be suppressed
by social drill and education but he is incapable
of that misbegotten creation of civilized philosophy,
a reasoned selfishness. Yet, conversely, he has but
little of that moral individuality which enables a
man to stand out for the right even against the
opinions of his circle. He sees as one of the crowd,
and at most applies his crowd-consciousness to himHe can
self as to one who is viewed from without.
see himself cutting a fine or a humble figure, and
is moved accordingly to try that it shall be the
one rather than the other. But there his notion
One might say that his most
of self tends to stop.
internal of moral sanctions is pride of appearance.
His tendency to self-adornment, one that unfortunately does not always carry with it the virtue of
personal cleanliness, illustrates this type of selfAgain, a desire to cultifeeling on its lower side.
vate an honourable idleness, and to abstain from
such work as may lower his dignity, is directly due
for

'

'

'

'

—

m

;

indeed, the main reason why the
man fails to establish satisfactory relations

to pride of self
civilized

with the savage

;

is

that he forgets, or

is

incapable
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the fact that the savage is a
the mixed connotation of that
term.
On its higher side, the prido of the savage
gives him an intense sense of his riglits, and especially of his right to a jjood name so that he must
not brook an insult either to himself or to those
who are intimately his. Further, the curious
power that man alone of animals has of putting an
end to his own life is the occasion amongst some
savages of exalting suicide {q.v.) to a place amongst
the virtues, to die with dignity being, as it were,
the projection of the desire to live therewith.
It must not be supposed, however, that selfrespect is entirely responsible for the many-sided
virtue of a self- regarding type which goes by the
general name of self-control. One of the most
important spheres of the influence of tabu is the
domain of sensual appetite. Thus, in sexual
matters, together with the coyness that is but a
means of attracting a mate, there goes a shyness,
the natural accompaniment of a vitally critical act,
which gradually ripens under the sway of tabu into
genuine modesty and delicacy of feeling (cf. art.
Chastity). Similarly, eating and drinking, no less
than sexual intercourse, are normally surrounded,
in virtue of their very importance in the vital
economy, with a network of ceremonial prescriptions that reinforce the sense of crisis, and turn
a mere opportunity of carnal enjoyment into a
solemn rite. There is plenty of strong lustiness in
the background, however, which the emotional
type of savage experience is well calculated to
foster ; so that, though pent up by religion within
strict limits, it discharges itself along lawful
channels, in the shape of orgies and carnivals, with
the force of a torrent. Nay, religion may directly
minister to the stimulation of passions that seem
for the time-being to set all self-control at naught,
as, e.g., when the use of drugs and intoxicants is
encouraged as a means of obtaining inspiration, or
when the gambler is led to stake his all on his own
luck conceived more or less clearly as a supernatural power in him and behind him.
In conclusion, it must be pointed out that by
means of this same conception of a ^race that is in
him, yet somehow above him, religion affords the
inner life of the savage a great support for reflective self -development, the 'personal totem,'
spirit-helper, and similar beliefs being, as it were,
the man 8 own aspiration towards welfare in
its more spiritual aspects seen in an enlarging
mirror.
It is a common
(5) The transcendental virtues.
mistake to suppose that the savage is capable of
envisaging a material Good only. His whole
religion, it is true, may be summed up in the
formula, half spell and half prayer
Let blessings
come and evils depart.' But the blessings and
Nature and
evils alike are primarily spiritual.
matter in the modem sense have at most a very
His derestricted sense for the typical savage.
of
'

appreciating,

gentleman in
'

all

;

—

—

'

to be in sympathetic relations of a preeminently social type with an envii'onment conceived as an array of quasi-personal or personal
beings, all mystically powerful and, as such, able to
help or to hurt him and his. His universe is thus
a moral order, and the savage is a savage just because he is too ready to cope with physical necessities merely by means of moral control or suasion.
So much is he already in spirit, if not in efiect, the
lord of creation that he can imagine no part of
creation that is purely unmoral and mechanical in
For him a strong will, a
its mode of operation.
human will augmented by an indefinite plus, can

sire is

directly influence the courses of the stars or the
currents of the ocean. Thus the Good for him is
always in some sense God, a power analogous to
will-power which realizes itself within man himself
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no less than in the other beings of his environment,
and can be good as friend, evil as enemy, like man
or any other living being.
Such a belief clothes
itself in a variety of forms, some of which, e.g. the
belief in a Supreme Being who makes the tribal
laws, or, again, the cult of the dead, and in particular of ancestral heroes, can be seen to make for
righteousness more clearly than can the animism
or polydajmonism which is distracted by the deaire
to serve many and alien masters.
Whereas, however, religious beliefs vary infinitely amongst savages, their ceremonial cu.stoms,
which are far more closely and directlj related to
their practice, embody much that is common.
Thus tabu, starting as a ceremonial aversion,
becomes almost universally moralized as a purity
of heart, which is fortified by a custom of ceremonial purgation that develops into the confession
of sins.
Communion, again, is, at its lower end,
little more than the crudest kind of sympathetic
magic ; nevertheless, at the upper end of the evolutionary scale, it expresses the realization of the
Good perhaps better than any idea within the purview of religion or philosophy. Once more, sacrifice, as a ritual act, passes insensibly into selfsacrifice.
Finally, the central notion of spiritual
power or grace lends an orientation to human life
which, though since enlarged and purified by continual reinterpretation, is essentially something
that civilized men owe to their savage ancestors.
To extend the area of human brotherhood by translating the natural feelings of simple folk, who
cannot, so to speak, see far beyond the fire-circle
of their own camp, into ideas that can unify men
across the length and breadth of the world in a
mutual understanding such is the mission of

—

Savagery, however, must be allowed
to have perceived the Good even in its more transcendental aspects, though it be left to civilization
to conceive these fully ; and, in the meantime, the
real Good exists neither for perception nor for conception as such, but for the whole spiritual and
moral nature of developing mankind.
civilization.

—

Literature. The subject of Rudimentary Ethics bein^ in
certain respects as wide as that of Social Anthropology, it ii
impossible to offer the reader a complete bibliography here ; he
must be referred generally to the classical works of Tylor,
Frazer, Lang:, Hartland, Jevons, etc., not to mention Continental writers. Of works that profess to treat of Kthics in
particular, H. Spencer, Principles of Ethics, London, 1893, and
C. S. Wake, Emluticm of Morality^, London, 1878, are both
somewhat out of date as regards their anthropological data.
Though the same is to some extent true of Waitz-Gerland,
Anthropotogie dfir I^aturvolker, Leipzig, 1869-1872, the high
philosophic quality of the treatment makes it still worth con-

E. B. Tylor's papers in CR xxi. and xxii. (London,
on the other hand, of almost as much value now as at
the time when they were written. Of more recent writings in
English, E. Westermarck, III, London, 1906-08, and L. T.
HoiJhouse, Morals in Evolution, London, 1906, are easily the
best, though both treatises attempt to cover the whole field of
human morals— with the result that the one is relatively weak
on the history of civilization and the other on the anthropological side.
A. Sutherland, The Origin and G-rowth of the
Moral Instinct, London, 1898, is suggestive, but shows gaps.
For the social psychology which must form the background
for all such studies, W. McDougall, An Introd. to Social
Psychology, London, 1908, is indispensable but, when allowance
is made for the too exclusive insistence on the function of social
tradition as a moraUzing agency, L. L^vy-Bruhl, Les Fonctions
mentales dans les soci^t^s inf&rieures, Paris, 1909, brings the
reader into closer touch with the facts of Anthropology. For
the influence of religion, and again for the bearing of social
organization on the moral life of savages, the 11 volumes of
ASoc, Paris, 1896-1908, should be consulted, and especially the
contributions of E. Durkheim and his eminent collaborators
M. Mauss and H. Hubert. F. Ratzel is the best authority
for Anthropo-geography see especially his History of Mankind,
Eng. tr., London, 1896-98. On the side of law, the various works
of A. H. Post on Comparative Jurisprudence (in German),
and S. R. Steinmetz, Ethnol. Studien zur ersten Entivicklung
der Strafe, Leyden, 1894, are invaluable. W. Wundt's Ethik,
sulting.
1873) are,

;

;

Stuttgart, 1886, and Vblkerpsychologie, Leipzig, 1904 f., despite
the fact that their author is among the greatest of psychologists, do not seem to the present writer to be as sound and wellfounded on fact as they are incontestably brilliant. As regards
the bearing of the anthropological study of Ethics on general
philosophy, the present writer may refer to his own essay.

;
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the same ground as the present article, in a rather mora
popular way. For the rest, there is an all too vast bibliography
of the subject to be found at the end of Westermarck's work
already cited.
R. K. MaEETT.

* Ori8:in and Validity in Ethics,' in Personal Idealism,
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Sturt, London, 1902, from which the classification of virtues
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of
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present levels of culture as varied as their habitats.
Moral elevations and depressions are as recurrent
as changes in race and environment. It is obviously
impossible to characterize the Botocudo and the
Quichua, or the Huron and the Pueblo, in one
breath. Nevertheless, for the purposes of a concise
survey of the moral attainment of the Indian
peoples, we may confine ourselves to three broadly
distinguished levels. The lowest of these is presented by the great mass of the S. American tribes
dwelling east of the Andes, and by sparser examples
in the less favoured localities of the N. continent.
The second level is typically that of the great forest
and plains nations of N. America. Finally, following the western mountains, from Alaska to Chile,
there occur a series of culture-centres marked by
proficiencies in the arts wood-, stone-, and metalworking, weaving, pottery, agriculture and complexities in social organization which, in the culminating civilizations of Mexico and Peru, warrant
our treating them as a distinct moral level.
I. The lowest levels.
Garcilasso de la Vega

—

—

{Boyal Commentaries, Fr. ed. , Paris, 1830, or Markham's ed., Lond. 1869-71) has several passages portraying tlie moral state of some of the wild tribes
with whom the Incas came in contact. Thus (VIII.
iii. ) the peoples of Huancapampa are described as
without peace or amity, without lord or government or city
making war never for dominion, since they know not the
meaning of rule, nor yet for plunder, since they have no
possessions, and go, for the most part, quite naked their most
precious booty is the wives and daughters of the conquered
the men are captured, if possible, and inhumanly eaten as for
their religion, it is as absurd as their manners are fierce.'
In another passage (VII. xvii.) the Chirihuanas
are given a yet worse character the spies of the
Incas report that
they lead a life worse than the beasts, knowing no divinity,
no law, no rulers, without towns or houses they make war in
order to obtain prisoners whose flesh they may eat and whose
*

;

;

;

:

'

;

blood they

may

drink, and, not content with this, they eat
their own dead relatives ; they never cover their nudity, and
have intercourse indifferently with all sorts of women, even
their sisters, their daughters, their mothers.'

We

recognize in these reports an exaggeration
natural enough when the facts reported upon are
seen through hostile eyes; yet the ofi'ences are of
such a nature as to place their perpetrators among
the lowest of mankind and we have evidence
enough of the reality of the ofi'ences.
The Paumari of Brazil have a 'Song of the
Turtle' 'I wander, always wander, and when I
get where I want to go, I shall not stop, but still
go on
which, says J. B. Steere U.S. Nat. Mus.
Sep. 1901), reflects their own mode of life, passed
in roaming from sand-bar to sand-bar of the
Brazilian rivers in search of food. This lack of
orientation in the physical realm has its intellectual
counterpart, shown, e.g., in the utterly rudimentary

—

'

—
—

number-systems of many

(

S.

American

Tachibana),

p. 498.

— See Conscience (Jewish).
(J.

Teutonic

(American).—
North and South America

—

(S.

(Jewish).

p. 496.

(T. J. DE Boee), p. 501.
Parsi (E. Lehmann), p. 513.
Polynesian (L. H. Gray), p. 516.
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Jolly),

tribes (cf.

B. Carter), p. 517.

(B. S.

Phillpotts),

p. 518.

Tylor, Prim. Cult.*, London, 1903, ch. vii. Conant,
The Number Concept, 1896, p. 22 f.). It is only to
be expected that the moral level will be equally
low ; and this we find to be the fact in wide-spread
cannibalism and low sexual standards.
Nevertheless, when Dobrizhoffer, in the very
words of Garcilasso, affirms that the wild Abiponea
live like wild beasts,' we should bear in mind that
he is speaking with their ignorance of agriculture
;

'

foremost in mind. As a matter of fact, he shows
them to possess not only very respectable arts, but
some very stalwart virtues (see Account of the
Abipones, London, 1822, esp. II. xiii.). To be sure,
the equestrian tribes of the pampas have long been
superior to the tribes of the tropical forests ; but,
even with the latter, ferocity and vice are not the

dominant

characteristics.
of approach has much to do with the
impression derived ; it is significant that those who

Mode

have known the lower peoples the most intimately
most in them worthy of regard. Thus, von
den Steinen [Unter den Naturvolkern Zentralfind

Srasiliens, Berlin, 1894, p. 59) describes his solitary
stay in a village of the Bakairi near the headwaters of the Xingti, in a chapter entitled ' BakairiIdylle,' and he can say of this episode :
After accompanying the two brave fellows to the landingplace, and seeing them disappear at the first bend of the river,
I turned back to my new friends and soon felt so much at my
*

ease in their midst that I regard those idyllic days as unquestionably the happiest that I have ever experienced.'

He

found the Indians of this region docile, gay,
companionable, trustworthy mother-naked, but
paradisaically innocent of shame. It is incredible
that all the difference between such a picture and
those drawn by earlier and less unprejudiced pens
can represent merely an amelioration due to a
casual white influence.
H. H. Prichard is vigorous in his praise of the
Tehuelches {Through the Heart of Patagonia,
London, 1902, esp. ch. vi.):

—

a kind-hearted, docile, and lazy race . . . invariably courteous,'
* women
make excellent mothers, and the father is
inordinately proud of his offspring, especially of his sons.' * The
morality of the Tehuelches is, on the whole, admirable. Unfaithfulness in the wife is rare and is not often bitterly revenged.'
'
Polygamy is allowed, but not much practised.'
*

whose

It will be remembered that continence and
chastity are virtues which Dobrizhofler (II. vii.,
xix.) found especially praiseworthy among the
Abipones (q.v.), contrasting them with the licentious and degenerate neighbouring tribes; while
their over-indulgent fondness for their children
was also noted.
Prichard likens the Tehuelches to the Eskimos,
Both
at the other extremity of the Americas
races are eminently sluggish and peaceable.
testimony
said.'
The
little
evil
can
be
And of both
of a recent sojourner among the latter is in point
In many things we are the superiors of the Eskimo, in a few
we are his inferiors. ... He has developed individual equality
farther than we he is less selfish, more helpful to his fellow.
:

'

.

*

;

.

.

:

:
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kinder to hia wife, Rentier to hta child, more reticent about
the
faults of hiB neighbour, than any but the rarest and
best of our
race. As a (tuest who eould not pay for my keep,
as a itranKCr
whose purpose amonK them no one knew, I learnt these
thinirs
in a winter that, for all its darkness, was one of
the pleasantest
of my life'(VilhJ41mr Stefinsson, Harper's MrmtMy,
vol. 117,

p. 721).

Of course not all peoples on the lower levels
betray such characters. McGee {17 liBE W, pt. i.
[1898]) is only the latest among a long series of
observers who have found the Seri Indians of
Tiburon and the adjacent mainland
the most
primitive and the most bloodthirsty and treacherous
of the Indians of North America' (p. 119).
Their
highest virtue is the shedding of alien blood
their blackest crime the transmission of their own
blood into alien channels' (p. 154). In these traits
McGee finds the sources of a character vi^hich places
the Seri, in spite of physical excellence, very near
the bottom of the moral scale. Even animal
gratitude is absent
'

'

The 1894 party was fortunate in successfully treating a sick
wife of sub-chief Mashim, and subsequently spent
days in the
rancheria, distributing gifts to old and young in
a manner
unprecedented in their experience . . . yet, with a sinele
;
possible exception, they succeeded in bringing
no more human
expression to any Seri face or eye than curiosity, avidity
for
food, studied indifference, and shrouded or
snarling
Among themselves they were fairly cheerful, and the disgust
families
were unobtrusively affectionate; yet the cheerfulness
was
banished by the approach of an alien

(132)
2. Typical levels.— The presence of an obvious
moral sense, as expressed either in custom or in
conscious reflexion upon moral problems, is the fair
criterion of the beginnings of moral elevation.
Such a sense is the indubitable possession of the
great body of N. American Indians, with many of

whom it develops conduct of the highest order.
are justified, too, in regarding the morality of
the forest and plains tribes of the northern continent
as the typical Indian morality; for we find
it
already inchoate in many of the inferior peoples,
while it is the foundation for our understanding
of
the conceptions of the more civilized groups.
(1) Socml organization.—With most observers
the first impression of Indian societies is of their
lack of organization.
They love justice and hate
violence and robbery, a thing really remarkable
in
men who have neither laws nor magistrates; for
among them each man is his own master and his
own protector,' writes Pfere Biard in 1612 of the
Canadians (Jesuit Relations, ed. Thwaites Cleveland, 1896-1901, ii. 73). That the Indians have
no
law IS a characteristic judgment; and, understanding law in a constitutional or statutory sense
It IS, of course, the general truth
; yet it is safe to
aflirm that no Indian group is so primitive as
not
to possess its body of customs, to tie violated
only

We

'

on

peril of outla^vry.

rule the ostensible authority is vested in
the tribal elders, certain of whom have the prestio-e
which we denominate chieftainship. This office
may best be defined by characterization
:

'The system of authority which prevails in Indian
societies
very simple. Each family ... Is ruled over
by the
whose authority is great. As long as he lives, or at leastfather
while
he is strong and active, his wives, his daughters
and their
husbands, and his sons, untU they marry and thus
pass from
their own family under the rule of a new
house-fither, are
almost completely under his sway.
.
But the father of each,
18

.

.

while retaining his authority over his own family,
is to some
extent under the authority- that is, under the
fear and influence
—of the peaiman and, where several families live in one
place,
he IS also under the authority of the headman of the
settlement.
The authority of the peaiman
depends on the power which
the man is supposed to exercise over spirits
of all kinds, and as
aU diseases are supposed to be the work of spirits,
over diseases
and .
consequently over the bodies of his fellows
The
headman, on the other hand, is generally the
most successful
hunter, lyho, without having any formal authority,
vet because
he organizes the fishing and hunting parties,
obtains a certain
amount of deference from the other men of his village
He
settles all disputes within the settlement, and
in the not distant
days when Indians were
the habit of waging war
he used
determine on the commencement of hostilities fE
F
V
Im m,^
Ihurn, Indians of Guiana, London, 1883, p. 211 f.).
;

.

.

.

.

m

.
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Iribal headman, war-leader, 'medicine-man,'
and the group of fatliers or elders which forms the
tribal council— these are tlie authorities of
the
Indian tribe in either continent. They are not
always difteientiated, however. In the description
just cited the office of headman and war-leader is
one ; and it is, of course, the rule that a capable
war-chief should assume an important r61e in civil
atlairs.
Yet in the more advanced tribal organizations—as among the Iroquois, Sioux, CreckH, etc.
—there is not only difterentiation of military and
civil chieftaincies, but well-marked hierareliies
of
the latter, chiefs and sub-chiefs, having at once
legislative, executive, and judicial powers.

The civil chieftaincies are usually hereditary, in
the maternal line, though the selection is seldom
apart from merit, which with some peoples is
apparently the sole criterion. Unquestionably,
the ideal of merit, from the lowest to the highest
tribes, is the ideal of social service.
Stefinsson
(loc. cit. p. 725 f.) gives an illuminating
account of
a conversation with an Eskimo chieftain touching
the foundations of his office
'One day, as Ovayuak and I sat in our snow blocks with
backs to the wind, fishing, I asked him why he was not
satisfied
:

with the huge pile already stored away— more than our
family
of twenty-two could eat in two years.
He then told me that
he was a chief. And why, did I suppose, was he a chief?
Or
now that he was chief, did I suppose he would continue being
a chief If he were lazy 7 We had plenty fish tor ourselves
there
at Tuktuyaktok, but who could tell if the people
who had gone
inland after reindeer might not return any day with
empty
sleds, or possibly with no sleds—carrying
their children on
their backs because the dogs were dead of
starvation? And
how about the people west of the Mackenzie at Shingle Point!
True, they had caught plenty fish in summer, but they
catch
none in winter, and they are not sensible now as they
formerly
were, but wUl haul a big load of fish a long distance
to sell to
the traders at Herschcl Island for a little tea, which
tastes good
but does not keep a man alive. And what of the people
up the
Mackenzie ? They depend largely on rabbits. Some years
there
are plenty of these, and other years, for some reason,
there are
few or none. Might we not some day see many sleds
coming
from the southwest along the coast? And may not these
sleds
turn out to be empty because there are no rabbits in the
willows ?
Did I suppose that if all these people came we would
have too
much fish? And why was he a chief, if not for the fact that
people twenty days' journey away could always say when
thev
became hungry, "We will go to Ovayuak, he will have plenty
'^

rood

'

?

An

instance of a reverse order, yet illustratinothe same general demand that the chieftain be a
giver, is narrated by von den Steinen
(p. 285)
'The power of the chiefs was not great. In all the larger

villages there were several chiefs, who lived in
different houses
our village was always represented by only one.
Representation
was the most important duty in time of peace. The
chief was manager of the seedsmen's stores, and
he ordered the
beijus to be baked and the drinks to be prepared
on all festive
occasions and during visits of strangers. He was simply
a
householder on a larger scale ; but he dared not be stinn-y if he
wished to have the esteem of his feUow-villagers, much less
his
tribal neighbours.
In this respect the chief of the first Batovv
village was kurdpa, ' bad = greedy.' He allowed
only a few
bn}us to be baked for the guests. Greediness was looked upon
as the most offensive quality. But this method of ruling
must

•

'

'

'

As a

.

(American)

'

have been difficult. Antonio told me about a certain
Joao
Cadete m the village of Paranatinga, whose turn it was
to
become chief, but who preferred to emigrate com medo de tratar
for fear that he would have to entertain people
so Feline
r waso
^ r
appomted in his stead.'
:
,

But chieftaincy among the Indians is not always
founded upon beneficence. The career of Tchatka,
chief of the Asjsiniboins, as narrated by Father
de

Smet

{Life, Letters,

and

Travels, 1905, Vll.

x.), is

that of a medicine-man who by means of poison and
pure criminality made himself feared and powerful

among his people. And, in many other instances,
supernatural powers— frequently exercised for good
—have elevated the Indian prophet to a position of
civil or military primacy (ef. Mooney, The
GhostDance Religion,' 14 RBEW, pt. ii. [1896]). In the
cases of the Aztec Emperor and the Peruvian Inca
It IS obvious that civil, military,
and sacerdotal
functions are united in the one officer, who thus, as
it were, figures the whole sovereignty of
the nation.
The power of the chieftain thus rests primarily
upon some type of personal prestige. Pire Biard
'

:

:
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says of the Algonquian 'Sagamores': 'The Indians
follow them through the persuasion of example, or
of custom, or of ties of kindred and alliance
sometimes even through a certain authority of

fower, no doubt (Je«. iZeZ., ed. Thwaites, ii. 73).
n better organized tribes the chief's authority is
'

grounded

in more definite sanctions, especially
caste, property, and the religious sanction of his
installation (cf. ib. xxvi. 155 f.).
In every case, the real source of power lay with
the tribal council, comprising the men of quality

and character. The council determined all movements of importance, as matters of war and peace,
of the hunt, etc. Ability to speak persuasively
was hence of much moment, and the orator a man
of importance.
Police duty fell to the younger
and more vigorous warriors, men of tried and
sterling character,—not only in hunting and war
parties, but also in the camp, and tribal festivals
(cf. Eastman, Indian Boyhood, New York, 1902,
Quarrelsomeness and violence within
pp. 40, 186).
the tribe seem to be rare ; except when under the
influence of liquor, the Indians of both continents
appear to be peaceable in their domestic relations.
This fact early impressed the Jesuit missionaries in

—

Canada
Leaving out some evil-minded persons, such as one meets
almost everyvphere, they have a gentleness and affability almost
incredible for Savages. They are not easily annoyed, and, if
they have received a wrong from any one, they often conceal
the resentment they feel at least, one finds here very few who
make a public display of anger and vengeance. They maintain
themselves in this perfect harmony by frequent visits, by help
they give one another in sickness, by feasts, and by alliances
*

—

(Thwaites, x. 213).
'They are very much attached to each other, and agree
admirably. You do not see any disputes, quarrels, enmities, or
reproaches among them. Men leave the arrangement of the
household to the women, without interfering with them ; they
cut, and decide, and give away as they please, without making
the husband angry. I have never seen my host ask a giddy
young woman that he had with him what became of the provisions, although they were disappearing very fast.
I have
never heard the women complain because they were not invited
to the feasts, because the men ate the good pieces, or because
they had to work continually going in search of the wood for
the fire, making the houses, dressing the skins, and busying
themselves in other very laborious work. Each one does her
own little tasks, gently and peacefully, without any disputes
(vi. 233 £E.).

—

Crimes of violence, where they do occur, are
punished by the injured person or family. In the
more primitive societies murder is the occasion for
blood-feud (cf., e.g., Thwaites, iii. 93 f.). In more
complexly organized groups it may be atoned for
or compounded with the relatives of the slain (see
Expiation and Atonement [American]). Outlawry especially for an offence against a clansman is a normal form of punishment, and is
sometimes the prevailing punishment, as among
the Seri (17 RBEW, pt. i. p. 273).
In the last resort it is the sanction of the community as a whole at least among the typical
tribes which determines the punishment of the
offender, as it upholds the power of the chieftain.
Thus, in his chapter on The Polity of the Hurons

—
—

—

—

'

and

their Government' (Thwaites, x. 211 ff.), Pfere
Br^beuf states
They punish murderers, thieves, traitors, and sorcerers and,
In regard to murderers, although they do not preserve the
seventy of their ancestors toward them, nevertheless the little
disorder there is amon^ them in this respect makes me conclude
*

;

that their procedure

is

scarcely less efficacious than is the

punishment of death elsewhere tor the relatives of the deceased
pursue not only him who has committed the murder, but
address themselves to the whole village, which must give satisfaction for it, and furnish, as aeon as possible, for this purpose,
as many as sixty presents.
For it is not here as it is in
France and elsewhere, where the public and a whole city do not
generally espouse the quarrel of an individual. Here you cannot insult any one of them without the whole country resenting
it, and taking up the quarrel against you, and even against an
entire village. Hence arise wars and it is more than sufficient
reason for taking arms against some village if it refuse to make
satisfaction by the presents ordained.'
;

.

.

.

;

(2)

—

;:
'
'

The family and sexual morality.

divided, Indian families are of

—Broadly

two general types

(American)

that in which descent is counted in the male line,
with a relative subordination of the woman's social
status, and that in which descent is counted
through the mother, and marriage is only between
members of clearly marked exogamous clans or
gentes.
In the former case the family authority
rests directly with the father
in the latter it
devolves upon the brothers of mothers, or even, in
a sort of veritable matriarchy, upon the mothers
themselves (cf. 17 RBEW, pt. ii. pp. 269-274), and
is merged into a group responsibility.
There are
numerous degrees of intermediacy between these
extremes, as amongst the Guiana Indians, where
paternal rule is accompanied by maternal descent
;

and exogamous marriage (see Im Thum, chs. vii.
and X.). On the whole the marked exogamous
clan is characteristic of the more advanced societies,
with a tendency, in the better type of tribe, to
emphasize the power of the father (as distinguished
from that of the uncles). These units family and
clan— are the real possessors of the tribal sovereignty, so that in the majority of instances the
tribe may be viewed as a federation based on
common language, customs, and convenience
made up of such units.
But the force of the family as a unit in a larger
organism is a matter of social structure ; the troth
of husband and wife, on the other hand, is primarily
an individual affair, and it is on this individuality
of the sex relation that family morality primarily

—

—

depends.
The Indian conception of chastity represents
great variations, and is determined by many considerations.
Most of the restrictions which appear
frow directly out of the demand for purity of
escent, and hence, as with other races, apply
Yet there are numerous
chiefly to the women.
demands for continence on the part of the men,
even within the marriage relation as in the purifications preceding war excursions or during reliIn S. America the custom is
gious festivals.
wide-spread for husband and wife to abstain from
intercourse during the entire period, two or three
years, in which a child is suckled.
Dobrizhoffer
recounts the consequences of this practice among
the Abipones (II. x.)

—

:

'The mothers suckle their children for three years, during
which time they have no conjugal intercourse with their
husbands, who, tired of their long delay, often marry another
wife. The women, therefore, kill their unborn babes through
fear of repudiation, sometimes getting rid of them by violent
arts, without waiting for their birth.
Afraid of being widows
in the lifetime of their husbands, they blush not to become
more savage than tigresses.'

This is no doubt a not unusual consequence in
S. America, where divorce is frequently a matter
of the husband's whim.
Certainly the fact that white women captured
by the Indians of N America have, as a rule, been
respected in the matter of their honour is fair
evidence that the Indians are not as a race
And, north and south, conjugal fidelity
licentious.
appears to be the prevailing condition tempered,
Little
perhaps one should add, by facile divorce.
IS necessary to separate them,' says Le Jeune
(Thwaites, v. HI), 'unless they have children, for
then they do not leave each other so easily.' It is
man who loved his
worth noting that he adds '
(deceased) wife or a wife who loved her husband
and who respects her relatives, will sometimes
remain three years without remarriage, to show
.

—

'

—

—

:

A

Testimony to the mutual affection of
Indian couples is frequent, though, of course, the
reverse is to be found.
Polygamy is found among
many tribes, but seldom on any considerable scale,
plural wives falling to men of wealth or position,
or, in some cases, resulting from the decimation of
the male population in war, the survivors customarily taking to wife their wives' sisters.
his love.'

;
:

;

'
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Virginity in the bride is very dillereiitly enteenied
in particular tribes.
Tlie Huron maidens were in

(American)

43»

may not grieve If they lose them.
tore a beautiful beaver robe belonging to

of the earth, so that they

Not long ago a dog
one

of the savagen, and ho waH the flrflt one to laugh about ft.
One of the greatewt JnHuJtfl that can bo offered to thorn is to say,
"That man likes everything, ho iBBtinny." If you refuse them

had repute with the Fathers, and among the
northern tribes Eskimo and Athapascan the
virginity of tlie bride ajjpeara to be of far less anything, here is their reproach, "TIjou lovost that, love it ««
as thou wilt." Theydo not open the hand half-way when
moment than her industrial value skill in cloches- much
they give, — I mean among themselves, for they are as ungratemaking, house-tending, and the like (see Morice, ful as possible toward strangers. You will see them take care
of their kindred, the children of their friends, widows, orphans,
The Great D6n<S Race,' Anthropos, v. [1910] 979 ff.
old men, never reproaching them in the least, giving them
Parkman, Jesuits in North America, Boston, 1871, and
abundantly, sometimes whole moose. This is truly the sign of
pp. xxxiii-xxxv). On the other hand, the standard a good heart and of a generous soul (Le Jeune's Helation, 1684
(Thwaites, vi. 237 ft.)).
01 maidenly morality is often upheld by important
'The native American has been generally despised by hia
tribal sanctions.
Eastman {Indian Boyhood, pp. white
conquerors for his poverty and simplicity. They
183-187, The Soul of the Indian, pp. 95-99) describes perhaps, that his religion forbade the accumulation of forget,
wealth
the Siouan 'Feast of the Virgins,' at which each and the enjoyment of luxury. To him, as to other singleminded men in every age and rac«, from Diogenes to the
girl in turn touched a rock-altar, prepared for the
brothers of Saint Francis, from the Montanists to the Shakers,
occasion, in token of her purity.
the love of possessions has appeared a snare, and the burdens of
Any man among the spectators might approach and challenge a complex society a source of needless
peril and temptation.
any young woman whom he knew to be unworthy but if the Furthermore, it was the rule of
his life to share the fruits of his

—

—

—

'

'

'

;

accuser failed to prove his charge, the warriors were accustomed
to i>uni8h him severely.'
Furthermore, 'our maidens were
ambitious to attend a number of these feasts before marriage,
and it sometimes happened that a girl was compelled to give
one on account of gossip about her conduct.' See art. CHAflTiTy
(Introd.).

and success with his less fortunate brothers. Thus he kept
his spirit free from the clog of pride, cupidity, or envy, and
carried out, as he believed, the divine decree a matter profoundly important to him (Eastman, Soul of the Indian,
p.9f.).
skill

—

'

among Indian -women, where it
appears to be largely due to contact with
degraded whites, although perhaps in some cases
the frequency of temporary and adulterous relations constitutes an aboriginal equivalent of the

These are perhaps both idealistic representations,
yet they do represent the ideal, if not always the
attainment, of the great body of the Indian tribes.
Where, as is often the case, we find the Indians
denominated thieves, the thievery is usually a

institution.
Unnatural vice occurs, particularly
in S. America, where it roused the abhorrence of
the Inoas to such a degree that conquests were
undertaken to eradicate it, and the offenders
punished by burning (Garcilasso, VI. x., xill. xiii.
see also, Westermarck, MI, ch. xliii.).
The real clue to the Indian conception of sexual
morality and family purity is to be found in their
devotion to their children, as vehicles of the tribe's

'Indians will occasionally steal small articles from one
another but, when questioned, they will say they were in want
of them and could not get them any other way,' writes de Smet
When they rob whites, they thiiik they are doing
(p. 1073).
right.
With them all whites are interlopers, getting rich from
the labours of the Indians, and to take a portion of their good3
is nothing more than their due long since in arrears.'

Prostitution

exists,

perpetuity.

When

Lalemant rebuked a
telling him he might not

Pfere

Montagnais for looseness,
be sure of his own children, the Indian replied
You French people love only your own children

;

love all the children of our tribe'
(Thwaites, vi. 255). And in the Indian accounts
of the battle of Wounded Knee, there is nothing
more affecting, as there is no more stinging accusation of the whites, than the evidence of their dear
regard for the children
There was a woman with an infant in her arms who
was kiUed as she almost touched the flag of truce, and the
all

:

'

.

.

.

women and children,

of course, were strewn all along the circular
were dispatched. Right near the flag of truce
a mother was shot down with her infant the child not knowing
tliat its mother was dead was still nursing and that especially
was a very sad sight. The women as they were fleeing with
their babies were killed together, shot right through, and the
women who were heavy with child were killed also. ... Of
course it would have been all right if only the men were killed
we would feel almost grateful for it. But the fact of the killing
of the women, and more especially the killing of the young
boys and girls who are to go to make up the future strength of
the Indian people, is the saddest part of the whole affair, and
we feel it very sorely' ('Narrative of American Horse,*

village until they

;

;

;

RBEW,

lU

pt. U. p. 886

f.).

See artt. Children
(American).

(American),

Education

—

The Indian con(3) Property, industry, war.
ception of property rights, if not exactly loose, is
at least elastic. There is little development of the
sense for possessions in so far as this stands for
exclusive enjoyment.
An 'Indian gift,' as the
white man understands it, is a loan ; and the
Indian's communistic understanding of property,
as distinguished from the white's individualism in
such matters, is doubtless at the root of many
racial conflicts.

Indian communism perhaps explains the great
prevalence of the vice of gambling, as, in a better
intention, it explains their fine hospitality^even
the unwelcome stranger has a right to food, if he
be hungry, while the coming of a friend is the
occasion for a feast.
They are very generous among themselves, and even make a
'

show

of

;

'

In the more primitive societies property is
communal, under the control of the chief even
the game captured by the unmarried hunters is his
(see, e.g., 'Thwaites, iii. 87; von den Steinen, p.
285 f ). In more advanced groups, especially in the
North-west, where slavery is important, the sense
of personal possession becomes intensified.
Yet it

—

.

'

but we

—in

matter of inter-tribal or inter-racial conflict
the Indian conception, justified plunder.

not loving anything, of not being attached to the riches

that the peculiar Indian institution
of the ' potlatch ' a feast at which the feast-maker
gives away all his wealth finds its characteristic
development among these very tribes, remaining,
as it were, an institutional protest against the
conception of private property {e.g., among the
Tlingit; see S6
[1908], pp. 428, 434 ff.).
The custom even persists in so advanced a society
as the Aztec, in connexion with the worship of
Napatecutli. The giver of the feast, says Sahagun
{Hist, gin., Paris, 1880, I. xx.), dispenses all his
'
possessions, saying
It matters not that I remain
without resource, provided my god be satisfied
with this feast ; whether he return to me goods,
whether he leave me in poverty, let his will be
is significant

—

—

RBEW

:

done.
Industrial conditions among the Indians have
been as difficult for the white mind to comprehend
as is their conception of property. The usual first
impression is that the women are the sole burdenbearers, the men altogether lazy.
' These
jaoor women are real pack-mxiles, enduring all hard'
writes P6re Lalemant (Thwaites, iv. 205).
When
delivered of a child, they go to the woods two hours later to
replenish the fire of the cabin. In the winter, when they break
camp, the women drag the heaviest loads over the snow ; in
short, the men seem to have as their share only hunting, war,

ships,'

and

trading,'

Yet the truth

implies a very considerable
modification of the notion that this distribution
It is normally the Indian woman's
is one-sided.
duty to prepare the food and to manufacture such
articles as are needed by the household in its home
routine basketry, pottery, clothing, etc. Agriculture is viewed as a feature of the food preparation, and so becomes woman's work
although, in
tribes where it is important, the men usually do a
fair share of this work. The dangerous occupations,

—

;

—
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fall to the men, who usually
manufacture the implements of chase and weapons
and
of war, and often, also, their own clothing
;

upon the men also falls that other occupation
wnich leads abroad, barter — in primitive times
a semi-military industry, as among the
Mexicans (cf. Sahagun, bk. ix.), and one which
was thoroughly developed long before the advent
of white traders (see Anthropos, v. 643 f.).
Thus, in general, domestic and routine work
devolves upon the women, foreign and adventurous
duties upon the men. The judgment of Im Thurn
(p. 215) with respect to the Indians of Guiana, that
the work of the men ' is at least equal to, though
accomplished more fitfully than, that of the women,'
is, on the whole, true of the typical Indian society.
What gives the impression of laziness in the Indian

itself

doubtless the fitfulness of his employments
'
the life of the Indian man is made up of alternate
fits of energy and of comparative inactivity,' says
Im Thurn (p. 269) and this follows from the
nature of his work. Possibly also it is in part due
to physical and nervous structure, following upon
primitive modes of life, as McGee would explain in
the case of the Seri, characterized by extreme
alternations from the most intense functioning to
complete quiescence the periods of intensity being
relatively short, and the intervals of quiescence
notably long' (17 BBEW, pt. i. p. 156).
War with the Indian is only a more difficult
form of the chase. For both employments the
same qualities are demanded, courage, endurance,
craft,
and these may be regarded as essentially
the masculine virtues in the eyes of the aborigine.
Craft and endurance, involving the most painful
and unrelenting pursuit of an enemy fortitude,
hardened to the point of stoical endurance of the
most fiendish torments for the cultivation of these
traits the braves undergo rigorous fasts, and submit themselves to strenuous and terrible tortures,
as in the famous Sun Dance of the Plains tribes
(see Sun Dance,' Handbook of American Indians,
ii. 649-652 ; cf. de Smet, 247 f., 255 f., etc.).
The Indian conception of war has resulted in the
most varying notions of his courage. Thus even
the same observer Pfere Biard (Relations, 1616)
can pass such diverse judgments on the one
people as
is

:

;

'

—

—

—

;

—

'

—

:

Their wars are nearly always ... by deceit and treachery.
And, in truth,
They never place themselves in line of battle.
they are by nature fearful and cowardly (Thwaites' ed., p. 91)
and
These savages are passionate, and give themselves up to
'

.

.

.

;

.

.

.

'

;

'

death with desperation, if they are in hopes of
any one an injury (p. 69).

killing,

or doing

'

As a matter

of fact, Indian warfare demanded a
very high order of courage, sanctioning, as it did,
the most terrible treatment of captives. It was
waged, in fact, largely for the sake of making
prisoners thus preserving the character of a hunt
with a view to submitting them to torture.

—

—

When

they seize some of their enemies, they treat them with
the cruelty they can devise. Five or six days will sometimes
pass in assuaging their wrath, and in burning them at a slow
hre and they are not satisfied with seeing their skins entirely
roasted, they open the legs, the thighs, the arms, and the most
fleshy parts, and thrust therein glowing brands, or red-hot
hatchets. Sometimes in the midst of these torments they compel them to sing and those who have the courage do it, and
hurl forth a thousand imprecations against those who torment
them on the day of their death they must even outdo this, if
they have strength and sometimes the kettle in which they are
to be boiled will be on the tire, while these poor wretches are
still singing as loudly as they can (Thwaites, x. 227).
*

all

;

—

;

;

;

'

This

is

tions to

but one of a multitude of such descripbe found in the Jesuit Relations and

elsewhere, illustrating an ingenious cruelty which
marks the American Indians among the savages of
the world, and is probably equalled only by the
inquisitorial and judicial tortures devised by white
men. For Indian cruelty is of an intellectual, one
might say of a moral, type ; it is not a callous
incomprehension of suffering, or a brutal indiffer-

'';
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war and hunting,

man

:

(American)

ence to it, as is so often the case with savages
rather it is devilishly devised and inflicted for
understanding enjoyment.
The primary motive seems to be to test the
fortitude the supreme virtue of the sufferer,
with whom it becomes a point of honour to make
no sign of weakness, but rather to breathe defiance
Those who dread your torto the last breath
ments are cowards, they are lower than women'
(de Smet, 249).
If the prisoner dies bravely, his
flesh, and especially the heart, is eaten, as a kind
with
the belief that the courage of
of sacrament,
the deceased will pass into the spirits of the
partakers
a rite which becomes apotheosized
with the Mexicans into a huge and terrible theanthropic worship (cf. art. INCARNATION [American]).
Throughout the Americas we find this custom

—

—

:

'

—

:

breast, roast it upon the coals,
the prisoner has borne bravely the bitterness of the torture, give it, seasoned with blood, to the boys, to be greedily
eaten, that the warlike youth may imbibe the heroic strength of
the valiant man,' writes Jouvency (Thwaites, i. 268) and in
South America, in similar case, Garcilasso states that the women
lave their breasts in the blood of the sufferer, that their babes
may drink it in with the mother's milk (op. cit. i. xi.).
*

They tear the heart from the

and,

if

;

Such a practice could not

fail to lead to degradacases to cannibalism with no such
moral purport. Reaction against it is not uncommon among the Indians themselves. Yet it was
prevalent enough to be regarded as a racial trait,
as it is also the chief ground for the bitter excoriations of Indian character by observers who so
frequently have only admiration for the Red Man's

tion, in

many

domestic virtues.

—

The semi-civilizations of
3. Higher cultures.
Mexico and Peru manifest that natural complication of moral problems and accentuation of moral
consciousness which comes with advancing culture.
At the same time, the quality of originality with
which each is stamped is due to the dominance or
emphasis of purely Indian traits.
In Mexico, and particularly among the Aztecs,
warlike ferocity is elevated into a veritable religious consciousness, holding whole societies in
pitUess grasp and colouring every conception of
Indeed, Mexican religion so strongly countered the normal instincts of humanity that, in
some cases at least, its devotees gave themselves
to its practices only with tears and dolour of soul
(Sahagun, II. xx.) ; and it resulted in an attitude
toward the world consistently and patiently pessiWhen a child was bom Into the world, it
mistic.
was addressed
'Thou art come into this world where thy parents endure
troubles and fatigues, where there are burning heats, where
there are winds and cold, where there is found neither pleasure
life.

'

nor content, since it is a place of labours, of torments, and of
need.' And if a boy : ' Thy true fatherland is elsewhere ; thou
art promised to other places. Thou belongest to the shelterless
fields where fall the combats ; it is for them that thou hast been
sent ; thy profession and thy science is war ; thy duty is to give
unto the Sun the blood of thy enemies, that it may drink, and

unto the Earth the bodies
(ib. VI.

of

thy

foes, that it

may devour them

XXX., xxxi.).

Certainly the Mexicans had glimpses of a better
order, as is shown in some of the myths of Quetzalcoatl, and as is evidenced perhaps by their
deep conviction of sin and their readiness to do

penance
'

There can be no doubt that the prayers, penances, and con-

fessions described at length by Sahagun indicate a firm Mexican
belief that even these strange deities " made for righteousness,"
loved good, and, in this world and the next, punished evil'
(Lang, Mi/th, Rit, and Relfl, 1899, ii. 104).

Yet the inevitable impression

of their civilization

a fundamental conflict between brutalizing
superstition and the instinct for moral growth,
with the latter on the losing side.
Quite the reverse impression is made by the
is

of

great S. American culture. The two characters
that stand out in the Inca empire are communism, or paternalism, in the administration of
material aft'airs, achieved on an immense scale.

;
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along with a proselytizer's instinct for reform.
The latter may often have been a Bomewhat hypocritical excuse for conquest, yet tlie conquest was
not regarded as complete without the reform. The
whole moral ideal of the Inca civilization may
perhaps best be expressed in the words which
Garcifasso gives as the address of the Sun to the
parents of the Inca race
My children, when you have brought the peoples of these
:

'

lands to our obedience, you should have care to maintain them
therein by the laws of reason, of piety, of clemency, and equity
them all which a good father is accustomed to do for
the children whom he has brought into the world and tenderly
loves.
In this you will follow my example, for, as you know, I
cease not from doing good to mortals, lij^'hting them with my
light and giving them the means of following their affairs
warming them when they are cold, making fertile their fields
and their pastures, fructifying the trees, making the herds to
multiply, and bringing rain or fair weather as their needs are.
It is I who make the tour of the world once each day, in order to
see of what the earth has need, to set it in order, to the easing
of its inhabitants.
1 wish that you follow my example, as my
well-beloved children sent into the world for the good and the
instruction of those wretched men who yet live as the beasts. It
is for this that I give you the title of kings, and I wish that your
dominion extend to all peoples, that you may instruct them by
good reason and good deed, but above all by your example and
by your beneficent rule' {Royal Commentaries^ i. xv.).

;

doinpf for

The degree in which this ideal was realized is
by the most recent writer on the Peruvian

indicated

Clements R. Markham (The Incas
168 f.); and it exemplifies the
most
greatest and
complex moral achievement of
civilization, Sir

of Peru, 1910,

p.

the American Indian race

:

'The people were nourished and well cared for, and they
multiplied exceedingly. In the wildest and most inaccessible
valleys, in the lofty jmnas surrounded by snowy heights, in the
dense forests, and in the sand-girt valleys of the coast, the eye
of the central power was ever upon them, and the never-failing
brain, beneficent though inexorable, provided for all their
wants, gathered in their tribute, and selected their children for
the various occupations required by the State, according to their
several aptitudes. This was indeed socialism such as dreamers
in past ages have conceived, and unpractical theorists now talk
about. It existed once because the essential conditions were
combined in a way which is never likely to occur again. These
are an inexorable despotism, absolute exemption from outside
interference of any kind, a very peculiar and remarkable people
in an early stage of civilisation, and an extraordinary combination of skUful statesmanship.'

—

LiTBRATDRB. In addition to works cited in the text, see
bibliographical materials under artt. America, Andbans, the artt.
on Anier. Indian tribal names, Communion with Deity (American),
The moral customs and ideals of the Americans are cited in
etc.
comparative treatments in L. T. Hobhouse, Morals in Evolution^, London, 1908 ; A. Sutherland, Origin and Growth of the
Moral Instinct, do. 1898 ; E. Westermarck, Ml, 2 vols., do.
1906-8; C. S. Wake, The Evolution of Morality 3, do. 1878.
Perhaps special mention should be made of C. Eastman's The
Soul of the Indian, Boston, 1910 (an idealizing, but not unfair,
characterization). Valuable guides to literature are the ' Handbook of American Indians,' Bull. SO BE, 1907-10;
I.
Thomas, Source Book for Social Origins, London, 1909 ; and
* Ethnology
in the Jesuit Relations,' Amer.
J. D. McGuire,
Anthropol., new ser., vol. iii. a guide to the materials in
Thwaites' 73-voI. ed. of the Relations and Allied Documents,

W.

—

H. B. Alexander.
(Australian).—
According to the earlier explorers and missionaries
and the careless travellers of even recent years, the
morality of the Australian aborigines was of a very
low grade. Almost all such observers agreed in
placing them in the very lowest stages of culture.
They were described as bestial in habits, naked,
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lacking all sense of virtue the men cruel to their
children and wives. They were said to be addicted
to infanticide and cannibalism, cruel in their dis;

position, shiftless, lazy, stupid, deceitful

—in

fact,

possessed of all conceivable evil qualities, deaf to
the lessons of religion and civilization, ready at
theft, and with almost no regard for the value of
human life. They were naturally, moreover, given
up almost constantly to destructive inter-tribal
wars. The investigations of more recent students
of the natural races have thrown a somewhat
different light upon the matter.
It is now recognized that morality is not to be judged by relationship to some fixed and absolute standard, but

rather

(Australian)
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it is fundamentally related to tlie
social control wliich prevails within the
group. It must, moreover, be borne in mind that
higher race,' in its first contact with the
the

that

system of
'

lower, seldom sees it at its best.
Without doubt
the ignorance and brutality of many of the first
white settlers and explorers of Australia were constantly provocative of retaliation on the part of the
natives.
The laziness of the latter may be attributed merely to their inability to fall in with the
enterprises of the settlers, or to appreciate the
objects of their endeavour or their interests.
In
activities of their own the natives showed the most
surprising industry, e.g. in the collection of food
(Henderson,' p. 125), and in the preparation for,
and performance of, their elaborate ceremonials.
The observations which follow should not, however,
be taken as applying to the Australian race as a
whole, but only to the sections directly observed
for there is no question that there is much diversity in the customs and characteristics of diflereut
tribes and groups.
As to personal virtues, the natives of Queensland
were said to be generally honest in their dealings
with one another. Apart from murder of a member of the same tribe, they knew only one crime,
that of theft. If a native made a find of any
kind, such as a honey tree, and marked it, it was
thereafter safe for him, as far as his own tribesmen
were concerned, no matter how long he left it.
The Australian native in general was and is possessed in a marked degree of fortitude in the
endurance of suffering. There is abundant opportunity for the development of this quality of mind
in the painful ordeals of initiation
a ceremony
always accompanied by fasting and the infliction
of bodily mutilations of various kinds, differing
with the tribe and the locality. These mutilations
include the knocking out of teeth, circumcision,
sub-incision, and various scoriations of the trunk,
face, and limbs.
Among some of the tribes there
are permanent food-restrictions imposed by custom
upon different classes. There are also food-restrictions imposed upon the youth and younger men,
and all of these are faithfully complied with,
although they involve considerable personal hardship (see Howitt, p. 561
Fraser, p. 90).
The food-restrictions form such an important
phase of aboriginal morality that they warrant
further discussion. The following regulations of
the Kumai tribe are typical.
man of this tribe
must give a certain part of his catch of game,
and that the best part, to his wife's father. Each
able-bodied man is under definite obligation to
supply certain others with food. There are also
rules according to which game is divided among
those hunting together. In the Mining tribe all
those in a hunt share equally, both men and
women. In all tribes certain varieties of food
are forbidden to women, children, and uninitiated
youths ; there are also restrictions based upon the
totem to which one belongs. The rules regarding
the cutting up and cooking of food are as rigid as
those regulating that food of which the individual
may lawfully partake. Howitt says of these foodrules and other similar customs that they give us
an entirely different impression of the aboriginal
character from that usually held. Adherence to
the rules of custom was a matter on which they
were most conscientious. If forbidden food were
eaten, even by chance, the offender has been known
to pine away and shortly die.
Contact with the
whites has broken down much of this primitive
tribal morality.
The oft-repeated description of the blackfellow eating the
white man's beef or mutton and throwing a bone to his wife
;

'

'

—

;

A

'

'

'

1

Names

mentioned

of authors throughout this art.
in the literature.

stand for works
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who sits behind him, in fear of a blow from his club, is partly
the new order of thin^ resulting from our civilisation brealcing
down the old rules (Howitt, p. 777).
Under the influence of the food-rules, a certain
generosity ot character was fostered, and unquestionably it was present in the blacks to a marked
degree. They were' accustomed to share their
food and possessions, as far as they had any, with
'

their fellows.
It may be, of course, objected to this that in so doing he is
only following an old-established custom, the breaking of which
would expose hira to harsh treatment and to being looked upon
as a churlish fellow. It will, however, hardly be denied that, as
this custom expressec the idea that in this particular matter
every one is supposed to act in a kindly way towards certain
shows
individuals, the very existence of such a custom
that the native is alive to the fact that an action which benefits
some one else ia worthy of being performed (Spencer-Gillena,
'

.

.

.

*

p. 48).

The apparent absence of any excessive manifestations of appreciation or gratitude in the blackfellow has been interpreted by some adversely ; but
giving, as far as the natives were concerned, was
such a fixed habit that gratitude did not seem to
be expected. It does not necessarily follow that
they could not

feel gratitude

show any sign

of it to the

because they did not
white man when he

bestowed upon them some paltry presents for, as
Spencer-GUlen point out, they might not feel that
they had reason to be grateful to one who had
encroached upon their water and game and yet did
not concede to them a like hunting of his own
;

cattle.

(Australian)

and eloping, among the
North Central Queensland natives. According to
Spencer-Gillen, wives may have been so secured,
but such was assuredly not the customary method
They know of no
in Central Australia at least.
instances of girls being beaten and dragged away
by suitors, ft is probable that cases of exceptional
cruelty more easily came to the notice of the first
travellers, and they inferred that these were characpractice of stealing wives

The last named authors affirm that the
of securing wives among these tribes was
definitely fixed by tribal usage, and involved no
cruel practices whatsoever.
Howitt, the authority
on the South-Eastern tribes, says that cruelty was
often practised upon elopers ; but this is manifestly
because they had themselves been guilty of a breach
of tribal morality. Looseness of sexual relations
among these tribes originally met always with
teristic.

method

severe punishment.
As to treatment of wives among the Central
tribes (Spencer-Gillen", p. 50), there were undoubtedly cases of cruelty, but they were the
exception rather than the rule. The savage husband had a hasty temper, and in a passion might
act harshly, while at other times he might be quite
considerate of his wife. Among the aborigines of
the Darling River, New South Wales, quarrels
between husband and wife were said to be quite
rare (Bonney, JAI "xiii. 129); Brough Smyth says
that love is not rare in Australian families while
another observer (Palmer, JAIxin. 281) asserts that
the life of the women is hard, and that they are
;

Although, as a rule, perfectly nude, the natives
are said to have been modest before contact with
Of the North
the whites (Lumholtz, p. 345).
Australians we are told that the women were never
indecent in gesture, their attitude being rather one
of unconsciousness (Creed, p. 94).
The low regard

by some observers (e.g. Mackenzie, p. 131), may, in part, be explained by the
failure of the outsider to understand the peculiar
marriage customs, on account of which the relation
of the sexes is to be judged by different criteria
for chastity, reported

from our own.
Spencer-Gillen, the most recent and the most scientific of all
studied this race, say of the Central tribes that
is a term to be applied to the relation of one group to
another rather than to the relation of individuals. Thus, men
of one group have more or less free access to all the women of a
certain other group. Within the rules prescribed by custom,
breach of marital relations was severely punished. No one
would think of having sexual relations with one in a class forbidden to himself or to those of his own class. It would thus
appear that, within the bounds of their own customs, they were
extremely upright. When, under certain conditions, chiefly
ceremonial, wives were loaned, it was always to those belonging
to the group within which the woman might lawfully marry (see
also Cameron, JAl xiv. 363). Among the natives of North
Central Queensland a competent observer (Roth, p. 184) holds
that there was no evidence of the practice of masturbation or of
prostitution. The camp as a body punished incest and promiscuity. Howitt, \vritmg of the natives of S.E. Australia, says
that the complicated marriage restrictions expressed in a very
definite way their sense of proper tribal morality. Here also
looseness of sexual relations was punished, although at certain
times it was proper to exchange wives, and at other times there
was unrestricted licence among those who were permitted to

who have
chastity

marry.

Of the treatment of wives and children there are
conflicting reports, the more recent investigators
holding that there was less cruelty than was at
first represented.
There was, however, doubtless

much

difference in this respect in different tribes.
early observer (Earp, p. 127) affirms that wives
were always secured by force, the girl being seized
from ambush, beaten until senseless, and thus
carried off by her 'lover.' Others, in like manner,
emphasize the brutality of obtaining wives Angas,
p. 225), and Lumholtz says that stealing was and
is the most common method.
The researches of
Spencer-Gillen do not confirm these statements as
far as the natives of Central Australia are concerned
Roth refers to the commonness of the
1 As many of the accounts refer to tribes, or at least to

One

their husbands.
Dawson, who
wrote expressly to show that the Australian blacks
had been misrepresented, maintained that in Victoria, at least, there was no want of affection
between members of a family (p. 37) ; Lumholtz
(p. 161 tf.) holds that the Queensland husband felt
little responsibility for his family, and that he was
really selfish and hunted only for sport, often consuming the game as caught, and bringing nothing
home. The same author refers to one case of a
wife being terribly beaten because she refused, one
cold night, to go out and get fuel for her husband.
Over against this testimony, we have that of
Spencer-Gillen, referred to above, that the husband
was ordinarily by no means cruel. In hard seasons

much abused by

A

suffer alike.
woman suspected
of breach of marital relations was, indeed, treated
with revolting severity. It is pointed out, however, that many things which to us seem harsh
were by no means so in Australian eyes, and that
the savage woman recovers easily from wounds
that to a civilized woman would entail the greatest
suffering.
Treatment which we should naturally
think cruel was to them merely rough and in conformity with the rest of their life. Howitt (p. 738)
says that among the Kurnai tribe family duties
were shared by husband and wife, each performing
an allotted part towards the support of the family.
The man's duty was to fight and liunt, the woman's
to build the home, catch the fish and cook them,
gather vegetable foods, and make baskets, bags,
and nets.
With reference to children, much affection was
usually shown, and this in spite of the fact that
abortion and infanticide were practised in many
localities (e.g. in N. W. Central Queensland [Roth, p.
183], and among the South-Eastern tribes [Howitt,
In this connexion Howitt says
p. 748 ft'.]).

men and women

:

(

;

customs, which are practically extinct,
past tense consistently throughout.

it

seems best to use the

they [the Mining tribe] are very fond of their offspring,
and very indulgent to those they keep, rarely striking them,
and a mother would give all the food she had to her children,
going hungry herself.'
*

.

.

.

Infanticide was by no means so unrestricted, or
so indicative of cruelty of nature and lack of
parental affection, as is implied by Mackenzie,
writing in the year 1852 (see Ten Years in Aus-
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Among the North Central tribes
(SpencerGillen^ p. 608) infanticide was practised,
but only rarely except immediately after birth,
and then only when the mother thouKht she was
unable to care for the babe. The killing of the
new-born child was thus an effort at kindne.'ss it
was certainly devoid of cruelty in the eyes of the
perpetrators, since they believed that the spirit
part went back to the spot whence it came, and
was subsequently bom again to the same woman.
Twins were killed as unnatural— a practice to be
e.vplained in part by the natives' dread of everytralia, p. 130).

;

thing uncommon or rare. On infrequent occasions
a young child was killed, that an older but weaker
child might eat it, and thus get its strength.
Howitt mentions the same practice among the
South-Eastern natives (p. 749). He also says that
in some places infants were eaten in especially
hard summers. Sometimes, also, after the family
amounted to three or four, all additional children
were killed, because they would make more work
than the women could manage.
Among the
Kumai, infanticide unquestionably arose through
the difficulty of carrying a baby when there were
other young children, some of whom might be
unable to walk. Under these circumstances, newbom infants were simply left behind when the
family were on the marcn, it not being regarded
as killing to dispose of them in this way (Howitt,
p. 750).

Palmer, writing of the natives of Queensland, says that the
new-born child was lightly regarded, but not comOn the Lower Flinders River the fondness of the natives
for their children was noted (Palmer, loc. cit. p. 280).
According to Spencer-Gillena, p. 50 f., children were, with rare exceptions, kindly and considerately treated, the men and women
alike sharing the care of them on the march, and seeing that
they got their proper share of food. Howitt mentions the case
of a mother watching a sick child, refusing all food, and being
inconsolable when it died (p. 766). One woman carried about a
deformed child on her back for nineteen years (Fraser see
Henderson, p. 121). Natural affection was certainly keen, and
much grief was manifested over the loss of children.
killing of a

mon.

;

In the aborigines' treatment of the old and infirm most observers depict them in quite a favourable light. Dawson, it is true, reports that the
natives of Victoria killed them, but this is certainly not a widely prevalent custom. Lumholtz
(p. 183) says that the Queenslanders were very
considerate of all who were sick, old, or infirm,
not killing them, as did some savage peoples (ef.
Bonney, p. 135). In northern parts of Australia
there were many blind, and they were always well
cared for by the tribe, being often the best fed and
nourished (Creed, p. 94).
In the Central tribes
the old and infirm were never allowed to starve.
Each able-bodied adult was assigned certain of
the older people to be provided with food, and
the duty was in every case fulfilled cheerfully and
ungrudgingly (Spencer-Gillen'', p. 32).
In some
tribes the old and the sick were carried about on
stretchers.
In the Dalebura tribe, a woman, a cripple from birth, was
carried about by the tribes-people in turn, until her death at
the age of "ixty-six. On one occasion they rushed into a stream
to save from drowning an old woman, whose death would have
been a relief even to herself (Howitt, p. 766). Fraser emphasizes
the respect in which old age is held by the aborigines of New
South Wales, and the fact that they never desert the sick (see
also

Brough Smyth).

Cannibalism among the Australian blacks was
by no means a promiscuous and regular practice,

was

at first supposed.
Lumholtz (p. 101), it is
among those observed by him human
flesh was regarded as a great delicacy (see also
Bicknell, p. 104, who holds that it is quite common). Palmer, also, writing of Queensland, asserts
that cannibalism was practised to a certain extent,
the victims being those killed in fights, and often
children who had died. An early writer reports
that in South Australia bodies of deceased fnends
were eaten as a token of regard (Angas, p. 225), or
as

true, says that
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as either a sign of regard or in ceremonial (Fraser,
p. rm.
Spencor-Glllen found difficulty In gathering evidence of cannibalism being practised among the Central tribes. They were
often told by one tribe that it was customary among others who
lived farther on, and the latter in turn eaid the same thing of
those beyond themselves.
Sponcer-Gillcn think, In general,
that human flesh was eaten as a matter of ceremony or at leaat
for other than mere food reasons. Thoy found much more evidence of it among the Northern tribes. Howitt says that the
L>ieri tribe practised cannibalism as a part of their burial ceremonies, and that it wns a sign of sorrow for the dead. Other
tribes ate only enemies slain on their raids; the Kurnal, for
instance, would not eat one of their own tribe. Among stIU
other tribes, it a man were killed at initiation ceremonies, he
was eaten, as was also any one killed in one of the ceremonial
fights while others did not eat their enemies.
:

Howitt is positive that there is no such thing
among any of the tribes hitherto observed as propitiatory human sacrifice and he denies emphatically the statement, made current by some, that
sometimes a fat gin (woman) was killed to appease
their craving for flesh when they chanced to have
been long upon a vegetable diet. He also says
that at the tribal meetings of the Bunya, men,
women, and children, killed in fights or by accident, were eaten, but that there is no evidence
that women and children were killed for canni;

balistic purposes.

The morality of the Australian native was, in a
word, the morality of tribal custom, and, if fidelity
to duties so imposed may be taken as a criterion,
it was of no low order.
Recent investigators unite
in testifying that the blackfeUow, especially before contact with Europeans, was most scrupulous
in his obedience to the sacred duties imposed upon
him by

tribal usage.
Of the Queensland natives Roth declares (p. 139 fl.) that the
of the tribe as a whole seemed to be well regulated.
Custom,
with the old men as its exponents, was the only law. Where
there were few old men, each individual, within limits, could
do as he pleased. Howitt (p. 770) writes of the tribes studied
by him that custom regiilated the placing of huts in the camp,
and even the proper position of individuals within the huts. In
the Kaiabara tribe, single men and women lived on opposite
sides of the camp. The old women kept an ever-watchful eye
upon the young people to prevent improprieties. In another
tribe the women were not allowed to come to the camp by the
same path as the men, a violation of the rule being punishable
hy death.
life

The law of custom thus controlled almost every
phase of the life of the individual, including
many personal matters as well as conduct towards others the intercourse of the sexes is or
was most definitely limited and regulated
the
women who were eligible to each man in marriage
were also rigidly determined by custom, as well
as the proprieties of conduct towards the wife's
family. Reference has already been made to the
severe restrictions entailed by the initiation and
other ceremonies, and also to the minute regulations regarding the choice of food.
In all cases
these customs were enforced by severe penalties.
In some tribes the local group or camp united to
punish any member who was guilty of overstepping
the bounds, or of complicity in more serious crimes,
such as incest and murder, or the promiscuous use
of fighting implements within the camp.
Most
customs were, however, probably obeyed from
habit, the native being educated from infancy in
the belief that infraction of custom would produce many evils, such as premature greyness, pestilences, and even cosmic catastrophes.
In fact,
among the tribes observed by Howitt, authority
was generally impersonal, though not always, for
the headmen were often men of great personal
;

;

ability, and were greatly feared and respected by
the rest of the tribe or group (Howitt, pp. 295300).
Questions of right and wrong for the Australians

seem to have centred

chiefly in food restrictions,
secrets relating to the tribal ceremonies, the sacred
objects, and wives.
Moral precepts probably originated in association with the purely selfish idea

;
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of the older men, whereby they sought to keep all
the best things for themselves (Spencer-Gillen",
In this way at least may be explained
p. 48).
many of the regulations regarding what the
younger men might eat. So also as to marriage,
for, apart from restrictions as to totem and the
class into which a man might marry, all the
younger women were reserved by the old men, the
less desirable ones alone being available to the

young men.
of

nimy

amount

But, granting the selfish character
a certain

of the rules, there was still
of morality which transcended

anything

of this sort.
'
The old men, in their leisure time, instructed the younger
ones in the laws of the tribe, impressing on them modesty of
behaviour and propriety of conduct
and pointing out to
.
.

.

them the heinousness of incest' (Howitt, p. SOO).
The rigid duties of manhood centred especially
in the ceremonies of the tribe.
The obligations
which these involved were regarded as extremely
sacred and inviolable.
As he [the youth] grows older he takes an increasing share
'

in these [ceremonies], until finally this side of his life occupies
by far the greater part of his thoughts ' (Spencer-Gillen'', p. 33).

—

:

(Babylonian)

They undoubtedly did fear strangers, and
man from a strange tribe, unless accredited aa
a sacred messenger, would be speared at once
(Spencer-GUIen'', p. 31).
On the other hand, delegations from distant tribes were received and treated
with the utmost kindness, if they came in the recognized way. They were even permitted to take a
prominent part in the ceremonies of their hosts.
The relations subsisting between members of the
same tribe or group were, according to SpencerGillen, marked by consideration and kindness.
There were occasional acts of cruelty, but most
of them can be attributed to something else than
a harshness of character. Thus, much cruelty resulted from their belief in magic (Spencer-GUIen',
The revolting ceremonies pracp. 50, ' jjp. 31-33).
tised at initiation were all matters of ancient tribal
custom, and hence cast little light upon the real
disposition of the native.
All things considered, we are obliged to say that
the life of the Australian blacks was moral in a
high degree, when judged by their own social
standards
and not even according to our standards are they to be regarded as altogether wanting in the higher attributes of character. Dawson
holds that, apart from their low regard for human
life, they compared favourably with Europeans on
all points of morality.
Howitt (p. 639) says of the
freely.

a

;

He must continually show strength of character,
ability to endure hardship, to keep secrets, and, in
general, to break away from the frivolity of youth
and all that savoured of femininity. There were,
among the Central tribes, certain sacred things
which were only gradually revealed by the older
men, and, if a young man showed little selfrestraint and was given to foolish chattering, it
might be many years before he learned all that
was in store for him.
It is interesting to see that under the traditional
regime the Australian natives lived a harmonious
and certainly far from unhappy life. Fraser says
they were a merry race (p. 43). Howitt, who was
instrumental in gathering together the Kurnai
tribe for the revival of their initiation ceremonies
some years ago, reports that the people lived for a
week
the manner of their old lives, and that the
time passed without a single quarrel or dispute
In their wild state the Dalebura tribe
(p. 777).
were noted to have lived most peaceably e.g., a
camp of three hundred is known to have continued
for three months without a quarrel.
Their method
of settling disputes was usually by means of a fight
between the parties who were at odds. When
blood was drawn, the fighting ceased, and all were
henceforth good friends (Dawson, p. 76). They
were generous in fighting, taking no unfair advantage. They loved ease and were not quarrelsome, but were, nevertheless, ready to fight
(Brough Smyth, i. 30). Mortal wounds in such

m

:

conflicts

were rare (Lumholtz,

to Spencer-Gillen"" also,

p. 127).

among the Central

tribes,

(p. 31).

In some tribes, theft was regarded as the greatest
crime next to the murder of a fellow-tribesman ;
but, as there was so little private property, crimes
arising from this source were rare.
The stealing
of women is said to have been the most common
cause of inter-tribal trouble (Lumholtz, p. 126
Spencer-GUlen'', p. 32).
There were no fights for
superiority, no suppression of one tribe by another.
Within the tribe there was, in large measure, absolute equality.
There were no rich or poor, age
being the only quality that gave pre-eminence

The

were cersome have represented.
That they were constantly attacking and trying
to exterminate one another is not confirmed by
those who have known them best. Their fights
p. 225).

inter-tribal fights

tainly not so serious as

were probably half ceremonial, or of a sportive character, and were usually stopped when blood flowed

tribes
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whenever compensation in any form had been
made by an offending party, the matter was supposed to be ended and no ill feelings were cherished

(Semon,

South-Eastem

*
All those who have had to do with the native race in its
primitive state will agree with me that there are men in the
tribes who have tried to live up to the standard of tribal
morality, and who were faithful friends and true to their word ;
in fact, men for whom, although savages, one must feel a kindly
respect. Such men are not to be found in the later generation.'

Irving King.
(Babylonian).—

The predominating

influence of religion.
civilization of Babylonia was dominated
throughout by religion. Every aspect of national
and civic life and every phase of human intercourse were governed by a religious conception of
the universe. The question as to the connexion
between morality and religion was in Babylonia
no question at all ; for morality, like every other
manifestation of mental life, was a part of religion.
The commotions produced by political revolutions
were always of brief duration. In the annals of
I.

The

Babylonia we meet again and again with the same
the conquering peoples
historical phenomenon
:

receive the intellectual, and thus also the reli.
gious and ethical, impress of Sumero-Baby Ionian
culture.
In contemplating the ethico-religious conception
of the universe which prevailed among the Babylonians, we are amazed at its sublimity.
It comes
before us as a complete system even in the oldest
documents, whicli, while their literary form is the
work of Semitic Babylonians, yet throw light upon
Sumerian times. It is true that to a large extent

—
'

ETHICS
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AND MORALITY

We are uiialjle to
they are purely theoretical.
say whether the elevated morality presupjiuKcd by
the injunetiona of the priests was ever actually
practised by any class of the people.
The writers
of the tablets idealize their heroes.
As the august
prologue and epilogue of the Code of Hammurabi
give expression to religious and etliical ideas
which find not the slightest echo in the actual
legal provisions of the code, we may venture
to assume that even in an earlier age there existed a similar discrepancy between theory and
Still, the theory is there ; and it domipractice.
nates the ritual texts even in periods of religious
Lofty moral precepts in catechetic
decadence.
form are uttered by the very priest who will
submit to the sorriest witch and the most paltry

enchantments.
2. Morality and the cult of Ea, 'the Good.'
One of the oldest religious cities known to us is
Eridu. At no period known to history was Eridu a
not only the Code of g^mmurabi
Eolitical centre
ut even the Sumerian inscriptions speak of it as
an ancient and venerable city. It was situated at
the mouth of the rivers,' i.e. at the place where
formerly the Euphrates and the Tigris flowed
separately into the sea. Eridu enjoyed the name
of the city of the Good (Uru-dug).
The Good
is Ea, and his temple is
the house of the ocean's
or
house
depth,'
the
of wisdom.' Ea inscribes
oracles with a sacred calamus' probably beneath
the sacred tree of Eridu which is sometimes referred to in the records.
His wise counsels he
imparts, e.g., to Adapa, 'the seed of the human
race,' upon whom he desires also to confer wisdom
and immortality (the bread and the water of life).
By his wise counsels, according to the Deluge
narrative, he saves the Babylonian Noah from the
flood.
As the Deluge is taken to be a punishment of human wickedness, it would seem that the
good Deity saved the man on account of the latter's
;

'

'

'

'

—

'

acceptable behaviour.

The overwhelming majority of the texts that
refer to Ea represent him as the god whose worship
consists in the rites of ablution and incantation.
He heals all manner of disease. Behind disease,
however, stands the fact of sin. Although sin
appears in the ritual texts as ceremonial transgression, as a conscious or unconscious revolt
against ceremonial laws, yet behind this there
must certainly be the idea of sin in a deeper sense
as rebellion against the Deity.
The motive
which prompts men to resort to the ritual worship of Ea is the desire to be cleansed from their

—

sins.

—

Morality and the worship of SamaS. Besides Ea, the Good, the other Deity with whom
moral ideas are specially connected is Babbar
Samas, the god who manifests himself in the
orb of day, and whose principal sanctuaries were
Larsa in S. Babylonia, and Sippar in the northern
portion (cf. A. Jeremias, art.
Schamasch,' in
Koscher). Samas is the god of retributive justice.
All unrighteousness is brought to light by him,
just as all darkness melts away when his beams
illumine the world. His temple is called S-D-kudTcalamma, 'the house of the world's judge.' In
a description of the New Year festival (cylinder
B. 18) Gudea says
The sun caused righteousness
to shine forth ; Babbar caused righteousness to
shine forth. Babbar trampled unrighteousness
under foot the city shines like the sun-god.' Urengur, king of Ur, who presided over the worship
of the sun in that ancient city of the moon, says
that in conformity with the just laws of Babbar
he had caused righteousness to prevail. In the
3.

'

:

'

;

ritual texts the attendants of Babbar are Kettu
and Mesharu, 'justice and righteousness' (cf. Ps
972 89").
Thus moral ideas are here personified

(Babylonian)
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as Divine, just as in Egypt we find Maat as the
protectress of righteousness.
The moral activities of Samas, who rewards the
righteous judge and punishes the corru]>t one, are
set forth with jjreat fullness in a hymn of some
two hundred lines, which certainly emanated
originally from Babylonia, but comes down to us
in a transcript found in the library of As.surbanipal.
This hymn represents the cHects of the
sun's activity as a continuous mystery, by means
of which all evil powers above and below are
brought to naught.
At thy riaing the gods of the land assemble
Thy terrible radiance overwhelms the land.
'

;

From all lands together resound as many tongues
Thou knowest their designs thou beholdest their footsteps.
Upon thee [look (?)] all men together.
Thou causest the evil-doer, who
not ... to tremble
Out of the depths (?) thou bringest those who perverted
:

;

.

.

justice

.

;

(?).

O Samad by the just judgment which thou speakest [...],
Thy name is glorious,
] is not changed.
Thou standest beside the traveller whose way is toilsome
To the voyager who fears the flood thou givest [courage (?)].
On paths that were never explored thou [guldest (?)] the
1

.

[

.

.

;

hunter

'

'

—

—

;

;

He mounts

[to heights (?)] rivalling the sun-god
[thy] net [
.];
snare [escapes (?)] not . . .
He who, contrary to his oath [...);
To him who does not fear [...],

OSaraaS! from

.

.

.

.

.

From thy

Outspread

is

thy wide [net

.

.

.

].

Whoso [lifts his eyes(?)] upon the wife of his companion.
On a day not pre-ordained for him, [
takes him
away (?) ]
.

.

.

For him is appointed (?) burning, the seed (?)...[...];
If thy weapon reaches him, [there is] no deliverer.
At his trial [his] father does not appear
At the judgment of the judge, his brothers they answer not
;

—

for hira

In a brazen trap he is struck down without knowing it.
Whoso devises wickedness, his horn thou destroyest.

Whoso meditates

oppression

(?),

his dwelling is overturned.

The wicked judge thou causest to see bonds
Whoso takes a bribe, and does not judge righteously, on him
;

thou

punishment.
Whoso takes no bribe, but makes intercession for the weak.
Well-pleasing is this to SamaS— he increaseth his life.
An upright jud^e, who renders righteous judgment.
Prepares for himself (?) a palace
a prince's house is his
infiictest

;

abode.
gives money for excessive interest (?), what does he increase ?
He overreaches (?) himself for gain, empties his own purse.
Whoso gives money for just interest (?), who takes a shekel

Whoso

for

[

.

.

.

],

Well-pleasing

is

this to

Sama§

—he increaseth his own

Whoso keeps the balance (?)[...],
Whoso then changes the weights

He

overreaches (?)
Of the honest man

life.

[he] lowers . . .,
himself for gain, empties [his purse].
.

.

.

who keeps the balance, many are [...];
much ...[...].
who practises ...[...],
meadow, who lets too much be paid,

All possible things,

He who

keeps the measure,

the
the curse of the people shall seize him.
.
] his [...], demands a tax,
[
] shall not possess his inheritance.
In the [ . .
] his brothers, they shall not be surety.
The [
] who gives corn for [
], who furthers the good
Well-pleasing is this to Sama5 increaseth his life
He enlarges his family, obtains possession of riches
As waters of the deep, inexhaustible, so shall his seed be
[

.

.

.

in

]

[...],
[Whoso
.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

.

.

;

;

inex[haustible].

He who charges (?) an unwise man to give good succour.
He who oppresses (?) his inferiors (?), he is noted down

(?)

with the pen.

Those who work evil, their seed hag not continuance
Whose mouth, full of lying, avails not before thee.

Thou burnest
thou

.

.

their

rendest

utterance,

it

;

asunder,

yea,

.

Thou hearest the down-trodden,

as thou movest over

them

;

thou discoverest their right
is entrusted into thy hand.
Thou rulest over their judgments what is bound, thou dost

Each one, every one,

;

loose.

hearest, O SamaS, prayer, supplication, and homage.
Submission, kneeling, whispered praj'er, and prostration.
From his deepest breast the needy crieth unto thee.

Thou

The feeble, the weak, the afflicted, the poor
With a lament (?), a petition, he ever appeals to thee,
He whose family is far away, whose city is a gre.it way off.
The shepherd, with the fruits of the field, appeals to thee.
The [...]...(?) in rebellion, the shepherd among the
enemy,
O Samas, appeals to thee, as he walks on a way of terror.
The travelling merchant, the trader who carries the bag,
[

.

.

.

]

appeals to thee

;

the fisher of the deep.

—

—

;

;

;
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The hunter, the slaughterer, the keeper (?) of cattle,
The fowler in the ... of the reed fence, appeals to thee.
The house-breaker, the thief though an enemy of SamaS
The vagrant upon the way of the desert, appeals to thee.
The wandering dead one, the fleeting shadow,

—

O

SamaS, appealed to thee [...].

Thou hast not rejected those who appealed [to thee
]
Those who thus kneel, for them thou, loosing (them from
.

evil),

Those

.

.

restorest their purity.

who thus

render homage, their homage dost thou

receive.

they reverence thy name
Before thy greatness men continually bow down.'

But they

fear thee

;

; ;

;

4. The positive character of Bab. morality.
of the universe was permeated by the assumption that morality rests
upon the commandments of Deity, and hence,
should the excavations some day bring to light a
Bab. narrative of the Fall, it would be no matter
for surprise.
According to Bab. ideas, not only
wisdom, but also purity and happiness, existed

The Bab. conception

sin

him

let

outrage against his superior
brother ?

instruct his son

;

.

Revolted against a chief?
Was he honest with his mouth, while false in heart?
his mouth was he full of Yea, in his heart full of Nay?
Is it because of the injustice that he meditated
In order to disperse the righteous, to destroy (them),
To wrong, to rob, to cause to be robbed.
To have dealings with evil ?
Is his mouth unclean?
Are his lips froward ?
Has he taught impurity, instilled unseemly things?
Has he concerned himself with sorcery and witchcraft?

.

With

.

(Other five lines mutilated.)

The existence of tablets inscribed with Divine
commandments is presupposed by the text K 7897,
which survives

form

Texts

in three distinct transcripts {Cunei-

xiii.

J

29 f

.

;

cf .

Macmillan, Beitrdge zur

Assyriologiey v. 5, no. 2 (Leipz, 1903) ; for tablet 5,
cf. A. Jeremias, The OT in the Light of the Ancient

East, Eng.
'

tr.

1910,

i.

222 f.)—

Has he promised with heart and mouth, but not kept faith
Dishonoured the name of his god by (withholding) a gift.

Slander not, but speak kindness
evil, but show good will
Whoso slander? and speaks evil

Speak not

If

If

Dedicated something, but kept it back,
Given something ^flesh for sacrifice) .
but eaten it?
By whatsoever thmg he is bewitched let it be revealed
.

Unto him will SamaS requite it by
Open not wide thy mouth, guard thy
.

.

.

his head.

therefor
vrith silence.

most meet (for the Deity):
Before thy god shalt thou have a heart of purity (?).
It is that which is due to the deity (for continuation, see

Sacrifice, prayer, the incense

'
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f.).

The

identity of moral and ceremonial law.
The relation between men and the Deity is determined by their qualities. It is only the wise man
who is acceptable to the gods. Religion is essentially knowledge, and accordingly the intellectual
interest enters largely into piety. The ideal first
man is the * keenly sagacious Atrahasis. The will
of the;Deity has to be searched out.' Piety consists
in a submissive and unflagging performance of the
ritual.
The afflicted king inquires whether his
sufferings are the consequence of ceremonial dereliction or of actual evil-doing. Just as, in the conception of Deity, righteousness and capricious
wrath are not discriminated, so we find no distinction between real sin and ritual error.
Not only
murder and theft, but spitting at the holy place,
is regarded as a possible cause of disease, and
atonement for transgression is effected by repentance and closely associated therewith the use of
incantations. In either aspect the source of the
disease is sin.
For it is necessary that the man
who offends against the Deity by transgression
should receive evil, and that the devout man should
5.

—

.

1

(Be it revealed) whether he has eaten anything that made an
abomination for his city
Whether he has spread a calumny through his city
Whether he has brought his city into evil repute
Whether he has gone to meet an outlaw
Whether he has had intercourse with an outlaw
(Slept in his bed, sat in his chair, drunk out of his cup).'

;

iii.

—

;

lips

thou art provoked, speak not at once
thou speakest hastily, thou shalt afterwards have to atone

Soothe (rather) thy spirit
Offer daily unto thy god

hatred of his elder

Spoken wickedness.
Used an unjust balance.
Taken base money?
Has he disinherited a legitimate son, installed an illegitimate ?
Has he drawn false boundaries,
Deranged boundary, march, and precinct?
Has he intruded upon his neighbour's house.
Approached his neighbour's wife,
Shed his neighbour's blood.
Stolen his neighbour's garment?
Has he refused to let a man escape his power (?),
Driven an honest man from his family,
Broken up a well-cemented clan,

;

.

(?),

Has he despised father and mother, insulted his elder sister
By giving to the younger, and withholding from the elder?
To Nay has he said Yea ?
To Yea has he said Nay?
Has he spoken impurity.

therein.

.

:

Is it

Let him open the ears of the herdsman and the keeper (?),
That he may rejoice in Marduk, the lord of the gods
That his land may prosper, and that it may go well with him.
Steadfast is his (Marduk's) word his decree is not changed
The word of his mouth is not altered by any (other) god.
If he frowns, he turns not again his neck (to grace);
If he is angry, if he is enraged, no god sets himself against

him
The magnanimous, the sagacious
.'
Against evil and sin

(Babylonian)

Has he estranged father and son ?
Has he estranged mother and daughter?
Has he estranged mother-in-law and daughter-in-law?
Has he estranged brother and brother ?
Has he estranged friend and friend?
Has he failed to set a prisoner free,
Or not loosed one who was bound ?

'

together.
;

;

The perplexities of such a theodicy
themselves felt, but they are not, as in
Israel, brought to a solution.
The Divine moral
law is vitiated by the utilitarian principle. The
idea of love to God remains without any ethical
development.
The ritual texts composed with a view to the
cure of disease enumerate with painful solicitude
all possible forms of sin, but we can, nevertheless,
trace the ethical ideal that underlies the formulae.
The incantation tablets of the Surpu series exhibit
the particular offences that come under the head of

:

hand them down

;

make

•

shall

;;

;

receive good.

at the beginning of things. The mythological
Creation-story of the Babylonians closes with a
significant passage telling how Marduk, the victor
over Tiamat, brings the laws of Ea to men, and
how they are to be disseminated amongst men like
a revelation of doctrine
Let them be held fast, and let the *' First" teach them
Let the wise man and the learned meditate upon them
The father

;

—

the third tablet of Surpu

a person

may have

it is

assumed that

been bewitched

Because he has helped some one to justice by bribeiy,
Uprooted plants in the field.

*

Cut cane

in the thicket.

(Because) for a day he was entreated for a conduit, and refused it
For a day he was entreated for a cistern, and refused it
(Because) he obstructed his neighbour's channel
Instead of agreeing with his adversaries, he remained their

enemy
Polluted a river, or spat in a river.'

These questions involve the fundamental laws of
morality, such as are essential to the very conception of an organized State. They imply that lite
and property are protected. In the 25th ordinance
of the Code of gammurabi it is enacted that, if
one who has come to extinguish (a fire) allows
himself to covet a possession of the master of the
house, and appropriates the property of the master
of the house, he shall be cast mto the fire {HDB,
vol. V. p. 600).

Theft

is

a capital offence. Veracity-

held in high honour. False witness and evilspeaking are severely punished. Legal cases are
decided by oath. Falsehood in word or thought ia
accounted a base thing.
is

—

:
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morality of the

'

Penitential Psalms.'

conceptions are supplied by the Bo-ca,l\ed Penitential
Psa/wwof the Babylonians. IntheAssyr. bilingual
recensions in which these psalms are found, they
are arranged as ritual texts for healing incantations,
but in the ancient Bab. period they were doubtless
used for specifically religious ends, viz. as threnodies for appeasing the heart (of the Deity).
That
they are, like the ritual texts themselves, of very
remote age may be inferred from the fact that in the
one group as in the other explanatory notes have
been added to the difficult passages. In these
psalms the sufferer is the king himself, who, as the
incarnation of Deity, is the ideal man.
His sufferings, which are depicted as both physical and mental,
bear a vicarious character
he suffers for his
'

'

:

people.

A fine example of the Penitential Psalms, and
one which illustrates the points just noted, will be
found in the art. COMMUNION with Deity (Bab.),
iii.

p.

746

f.

7. The moral practice of the people.— The ritual
texts likewise throw light upon the ethics of the
middle ranks of Bab. society. Here censure is
passed upon the characteristic sins of landowners
and the commercial classes theft and encroachment upon boundaries, damaging one's neighbour
or one's competitors in connexion ^vith the irrigation system, perjury and bribery, dishonesty in
trade. But we likewise find descriptions of a
:

higher moral practice.
From the age of 5^™™^''3-t>i, but in a copy
belonging to the library of Assurbanipal, comes a
text containing the so-called family laws.' That
these laws are older than the Code of Hammurabi
is shown not only by their being Avritten in the
Sumerian language, but by their extreme severity
and the primitive character of the legal processes
involved
If a son says to his father, "Thou art not my father," he
(the father) shall set the mark upon him, make him a slave, and
sell him for money.
If a son says to hia mother, "Thou art not
mj'' mother," one shall set his mark upon him, lead him through
'

*

the city, and expel him from the house. If a father says to
his son, "Thou art not my son," he (the son) must abandon
house and home. If a mother says to her son, "Thou art not
my son," be shall abandon house and household goods. If a
married woman renounces her husband and says, "Thou art not
my husband," she shall be cast into the river. If a married man
says to his wife, " Thou art not my wife," he shall pay her half
a mina of silver. If any one hires a slave, and he (the slave)
dies, goes amissing, runs away, is imprisoned, or becomes sick,
he (the hirer) shall pay for his hire one bar of corn daily.'

From other texts likewise we learn that the
relations between parents and children were of a
patriarchal character. The mother-in-law, according to the ritual tablets, was held in high esteem.
The wife, too, occupied an honoured position. She
was capable of going to law, and was safeguarded
against marital caprice. The practice of adoption
was highly developed. Widows {Cod. Hamm.
§§ 171, 1726) and orphans (ib. § 177) were protected ;
the kings pride themselves in being called the
guardians of the weak. Drunkenness and debauchery, lust and sensuality, seem to have been
very prevalent among the men. And as the people,
so the gods. The pictures of carousing deities in
the Creation epic of deities who drink till they
fall under the table
reflect the customs of the
day. The licentious cult of Istar, the representations of sexual life given in the Gilgames epic
and in Istar's descent into the under world, as
also the fact that the place of sexual intercourse
was the public street, all point to conditions of
gross sensuality.
So far as the present writer
knows, there are no indications of the passion for
In
Babylonia,
dice-playing and similar
gambling.
games had not yet lost their original cosmic significance, and were resorted to as devices for consulting Fate.

—

—
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To the attitude of the Babylonians towards the
Deity corresponds their attitude towards their
kings. The two precepts, Fear God, honour the
kiufj,' as found in a tablet of the library of Assurbanipal {Ilu tapalali Sarru tana'ad), are really
identical
and this reverential attitude extencfs
'

;

also to the palace, for the palace, the
high gate,'
is the counterpart of the celestial abode of the
gods.
The kingly ideal accords vnth the conception of
'

A

king must be pure,

like, Ani
kind,
And,
; and just, like Samas.
as the Bab. pantheon grew stiff' and mechanical
under the influence of astrology, which saw the
sway of the gods in an inexorable Fate, and surrendered the moral government of the world to a
rigid destiny, so the idea of kingship degenerated
into that of the Oriental despot, who represents,
not the Deity, but iron Fate, and who exercises the

Deity.
like

Ea

power

;

;

wise, like Sin

of life

and death with

pitiless severity.

—

The secular character

of Bab. morality. The
morality of the Babylonians, like their religion, is
in its essential aspects directed upon the present
world. The religion of Nature which originated
in their idea of the cosmos is but loosely connected
with the cult of the dead.
The realm of the
dead forms no part of the world at all, but is a
locality in the lowest of the three divisions of the
celestial universe.
The deified spirits of the dead
thus live a life apart from earthly things. Our
available sources show so far but few traces of a
doctrine of future retribution. But the restriction
of religion to the present life involves a danger that
the foundations of morality may be sapped by
excessive self-indulgence. Thus, in a fragment
inserted in the Gilgames epic some Bab. eudaenionist, who, like the speaker in the Heb. book of
Qoheleth, had carried the pessimistic and materialistic theory of the universe to its logical issues,
gives expression to his thoughts in the following
8.

words
•

OilgameS, why dost thou wander about ?
life that thou seekest, thou sh&lt not find.

The

When the gods created men.
Upon men did they also impose death.
And retained life in their own hands.
Thou, O GilgameS, gratifj' thy flesh
;

Enjoy thyself by day and night

Make a feast of joy every day
Day and night be wanton and happy.
;

Let thy garments be unsoiled
Let thy head be clean, and wash thyself with water.
Look upon the little ones whom thy hand holds
Let thy wife rejoice upon thy bosom.
Literature. There is no literature on the subject beyond
what has been cited in the article.
A. JerEMIAS.
;

—

ETHICS AND MORALITY

(Buddhist).—
General characteristics. Starting with an
eager yearning for emancipation from worldly
sorrows and pains, the Buddha attained the solution
of his mental struggles in the enlightenment of the
Four Noble Truths. The infusion of practical
needs with theoretical knowledge, on the one hand,
and the stress laid upon the ascetic life as against
the worldly, on the other, make up the key-note
of Buddhist morality. As its religion is inseparably
connected with its philosophy, its morality is based
upon its ethical theories, which, again, are the
outcome of practical demands and training. In
the close connexion between, or identification of,
the practical and the theoretical sides, Buddhist
ethics betrays clearly its inheritance from the
ordinary Hindu mental disposition, and in its
ascetic aspects it differs little from the other
religious Orders of India. But it exhibits a fundamental contrast with Brahmanic morality in not
adhering to the social institutions and traditions,
but seeking the basis of morality immediately in
the universal truths, which are to be realized in
every one's wisdom and attainment. In both
I.

—
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*

practical morality is founded on the
dharmas, which, however, mean with Brahmans
the Divine ordinances incorporated in the legal
religions

(Buddhist)

Not to conuuit any

sin, to

And

to purify one's
(aU) the Buddhaa.'

do good.

own mind,

that

ia

the teaching of

1

The first half of the verse is the kernel of every
system of morality, which is here, in the latter
half, assisted by mental purification and consum-

codes of the nation, while the same word means to
Buddhists the truths taught by the Buddha and to
he realized in every one's wisdom. In short, the mated by the belief in the teaching of all the
fundamental feature of Buddhist morality consists Buddhas, the belief which shall finally realize the
in its autonomic and personal principle, in contrast
similar relation
communion of the enlightened.
with the legal and social principle of Brahmanism. between morality and the other attainment of
connecessary
This characteristic is, again, a
Buddhist perfection (a-sekkha) is shown in the
sequence of the starting-point of the religion, viz. group of the five branches (khandha), viz. morality
He
personality.
Buddha's
of
the
the significance
{Bla), contemplation (samadhi), wisdom (panna),
is revered not only as the founder of the religion,
deliverance (vimutti), and insight into the knowbut also as the revealer of final truths and the ledge of deliverance {vimuttinndna dassana).'
guide of all beings to the same attainment as his Herein is sho^vn again the inseparable connexion
own. He is the saviour, the ferryman who conducts of morality with wisdom and supernatural or
men to the other shore of perfection, which may mystic attainments. Thus we see that Buddhist
be attained by all who follow his instructions in morality, both in its discipline and in its perfection,
accordance with truth. His person is the pivot on forms a part of the religious ideal of complete
which all Buddhist thought turns, and the ideal at enlightenment, and it loses its value and signiwhich every believer should aim. In him personal ficance apart from these perfections. But morality
perfection is united with universal truths.^ He is is not merely a means to perfection, as is the case
the light of the world (or the eye, loka-chakkhu)
with most mystical systems ; it is an integral part
but every one should discover the same light in of the perfection, and hence one of the epithets of
revealer
being
the
Master
himself {atta-dipa), the
Buddha 'abounding in wisdom and goodness.'
of the light and not an intruder from the outside.
Mere knowledge or a solitary immersion in mystic
take
order
to
in
Buddha,
in
the
refuge
One takes
contemplation, without practical moral actions, is
has
Master
as
the
(atta-sarana),
himself
in
refuge
not perfection, and in the same way morality
done. This autonomic principle and personal basis Avithout insight into the depth of truth is baseless.
of Buddhist morality was, indeed, a new departure Morality is an integral part of religion, and so
in the history of Indian religion, and laid the ethics should never be a mere system of theoretical
foundation for the universal religion of Buddhism. discussions or speculations on ethical problems ; it
The prominence of personality is associated with must be associated with enlightenment in metaesteem for individual liberty, or at least for the physical truths and their realization in one's o^vn
The Master life. Thus the moral and intellectual perfection
spirit of toleration and liberalism.
gave many precepts, both in the theoretical and in of a personality, in spite of the doctrine of the
the practical domain, though they are not expected non-ego, is the highest aim of Buddhist morality.
to be followed in the letter but only in the spirit.
Viewing in this way the system and aim of
This comes out very clearly, for example, in the Buddhist morality, we may divide its exposition
eve
of
his
the
Buddha
on
last sermon of the
naturally into four parts: (1) basis and aim, or
entrance to the Great Decease, when he urged that metaphysics of the good ; (2) virtue and rules of
his disciples should leave ofiF minor precepts and be conduct, or practical ethics ; (3) efficacy of morality,
themselves their own light. The value of this the ecclesiastical side of ethics ; and (4) mental
admonition can never be over-estimated, when we training and spiritual attainments. The first of
note how the tradition is preserved even among these answers to paniia of the above given division
the Theravadins, the advocates of traditions and of the discipline, the second and third to ilia, and
precedents, as well as among the liberal Mahayan- the fourth to samddhi.
This liberal spirit stands, again, in close
ists.
The sources from which we have to discover the fundamental
connexion with the esteem shown for the Middle (or, one might say, primitive) forms of Buddhism are known to
the
Path, which formed, indeed, the introduction of us through the Pali Canons. These, as ia well known, are
of the orthodox Theravadina, who in many points
the Buddha's first sermon at Benares, and remained traditions
scholastic
pre-eminently
are
letter
and
the
deaden the spirit by
the leading spirit of Buddhism through the various in their trend of mind. Hence it ia quite natural that, together
forms and tendencies manifested in the history of with the kindred schools, they are called the Hinayanists, the
Little Vehicle or the Abandoned Way. On the
the religion. This liberal spirit is what distinguishes followers of thedevelopments
or amplifications, whether natural
other hand, the
Buddhism from other ascetic Orders, especially and consequent or not, are represented by the so-called
from the Jains ; and this is the reason why, while Mahayanists, whose traditions are handed down to us partly in
translations.
Jainism remained to the last a formal asceticism. Buddhist Sanskrit texts and still more in Chinese
into discussions of the perplexing
Buddhism was able to achieve its development in Here we are not to enter

A

;

—

almost inexhaustible forms adapted to the needs
of the times and peoples.
The Buddhists, as has been hinted above, never
distinguished sharply between ethical theories and
moral practice, but the practice is regarded as incomplete without the theoretical foundation and
the basis of mental training, and vice versa. Thus
the whole discipline {sikkha) is divided into the
three branches, which are to be assisted and
morality (Ula), mental
accelerated mutually
training (samddhi or chitta), and wisdom (pannd).^
The kernel of the discipline, and especially of
morality, is expressed in a very concise r6sum6 of
the whole teaching of Buddhism, which runs
:

:

sees me sees the truth,' etc. ; I>ig. 27,
the appellation of the Tathagata, his body is
Agganiia
of truth (dhaTnma-kdya) he is made up of truth (dhamvia'
bhuta),' etc. The present writer cannot at all agree with
Oldenberg's view as to the position of the Buddha in his religion
iBuddha\ Stuttgart, 1903, p. 372f.).
2 Digha, i (PTS ed. i. 124), Aftg. 3. 81-90 (ib. i. 229-239), etc.
1 Itiv,

92
:

'

:

*

One who

This

is

—

questions as to the origin of this difference and the mutual
relations between these two aspects ; but, regarding them as a
whole, we might say that the latter deduced many important
consequencea from the fundamental ideas, though sometimes
they run to extremes. Thus we find it desirable, in seeking to
discover the kernel and vital apirit of the Buddha'e teachings,
to interpret the letter of the Pali books by the light thrown
upon them by the spirit of the llahayana.8 Though these two
are never to be confused or their differences minimized, the
close relations existing between them should be kept in view
more than has been usual. Abandoning the rather misleading
nomenclature of the Lesser and the Greater Vehicles, and keeping these points in view, we shall now enter into the details
under each head, and endeavour to state the fundamental
features and to see their consequences.
1

Dkammapada,

^Sarhy.

33. 3, 4

verse 183.

(PTS

ed.

i.

Here dassana means more than

99 f.),

47. 13 (ib. v. 162), etc.

insight,

and may be rendered

'realization.'

This remark may, for instance, be illustrated by the idea of
a Tathagata or of a Bodhisattva (3. v.). Further to be noticed
are, for instance, the close connexions between the introductory
part of the Saddharmapurufanka and the Itivuttaka (also the
fourth part of the Atiguttara), 01 between the 16th chapter of
the same and the Niddna-katha of the Jataka.
3

—

:
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Basis and aim

metaphysics of the good.
;
principle of Buddhist ethics and
morality is expressly stated, in the very openin" of
the Buddha's hrst sermon, to consist in the Middle
Path, which is, again, the way to the realization
the extinction of the pains
of the ultimate end
Here the Middle Path is
arising from egoism.
recommended, not merely because it lies in the
middle between worldly pleasures and ascetic selftortures, but because therein lies the right or
perfect [sammd, Skr. samyak) way for realizing
the ideal in accordance with truth. It is the solid
(khema) way, in contrast with the crooked (kumma) ;
the holy or noble (ariya), in contrast with the false
{miccha) or base {anariya) ; and it leads to the
perfect enlightenment (sambodhigdmin, sambodhiparayana).^ Here arises the question as to what
The answer
is the content of that enlightenment.
is given mostly in a negative way, in the denial of
the phenomenal, of human weakness, illusions, and
passions in short, in the teaching of non-ego
(anatta), extinction (nirodha) of pains, and the
well-known nibbana (Skr. nirvana). There are
perplexing (juestions as to the real meaning of the
term, and its negative aspect has led not only
many European scholars, but a section of Buddhist
thinkers, to a thoroughly negative view.^ Not
entering into these discussions, we shall content
2.

The fundamental

—

—

ourselves with noting that Buddhism here faced
the same problem as Schopenhauer did as to the

ultimate nature of his nothingness (Nichts), especially in its relation with the mystic experiences of
the saints, both Buddhist and Christian.' But the
difference between Buddha and Schopenhauer
consists in this, that the former was not content
with the merely theoretical attitude of the latter,
but, having himself realized the experience of
transcending the phenomenal and of entering into
the height of mystic illumination, tried to lead his
followers to the same attainment. This ideal of
the same attainment is expressed in the term ' One
Way' or 'Sole Boad' (eka-yana),* treading in
which is the very essence of Buddhist morality,
and the basis of which is found in the stability of
truths (dhamma-tthiti).' In summarizing positively
the highest aim of Buddhist morality, we might
say that it consists in entering into the communion
of all the Buddhas and Saints, through realizing
the oneness and eternity of truths in one's own
person. Not only insight and wisdom (dassana,
vijjd), but morality and mental training are possible
on the ground of this assumption, and all virtuous
acts flow from this metaphysical source.
Thus, in the Brahma-jdla, one of the books
which show most vividly the connexions between
practical morality and philosophical speculations,

Buddha contrasts mere works, however good
and excellent, with his attainments and purposes.
Having heard his disciples talking of the others'
piaise and blame of Buddhist morjility, he teaches
them not to be anxious about these trilling
matters, the minor details, of mere morality [Hlathe

'

The reason is not because morality is
matter in itself, but because it is vain
unless founded upon profound knowledge and high

inattaka).'

a

trifling

attainments.

He says

There are other thins^, profound, difficult to realize, hard to
understand, tranquillizing, sweet, not to be grasped by mere
These things
logic, subtle, comprehensible only by the wise.
*

1 Majjh. 19 (PTS ed. i. 118), 26 (ib. i. 161-163), Sn. 38, etc.
2 The Sarvastivadins emphasize the reality of the objective
world (dharmas) and the ultimate nothingness of ego (dtman),
3 See Schopenhauer, Die Wett^, Leipzig, 1869, i. 460-464, ii.

700-703.
*

See art. Tathaqata.

AAg. 3. 134 (PTS ed. i. 286), Saihy. 12. 20 (ib. ii. 26), for which
see DocETiSM (Buddhist). This was the punctus saliens which
gave rise to the exaltation and explanation of the Buddha's educative tactinlneBsiupdya-kauiatyd) in the Saddharmapui^i}arika
(che. 2-4), and Onally to the revelation of his true personality
(chs. 16 and 21).
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the Tatlm^jata, havinj; hhiiaelf realized them and seen them face
and it is of them that they who would
to face, huth h<;\, forth
rightly praise the Tathagata in accordance with the truth should
speak.' 1
;

Here we can see very clearly the close connexion
between morality and enlightenment in Buddhism,
and at the same time the basis of its liberal and
broad spirit.
This characteristic

of

Buddhist morality

is,

again, closely related to its ideal of universal salvation, as shown in the missionary charge given to
the first disciples and manifested in missionary
works, even in the Buddha's time and afterwards
This universal
under King Anoka's patronage.
ideal is further expressed by the Mahayanists in
the oft-repeated saying that every being is a
Buddha in his essential quality, and on this
account the standard of a perfect Buddhist was
transferred from an arhat to a bodhisattva (see
below).
After all, the foundation of Buddhist
morality rests on the essential capacity of every
person for Buddhahood ; and the criterion of true
morality lies in the tendency to bodhi, as attested
by the one road (eka^yana) trodden by all the
Tathagataa of the past as well as of the present
and future. Abandon the false and base conduct
of common men (puthujjana) and adopt the methods
of a Buddha that is the cardinal maxim of BudThough this expression may
dhist morality.
sound somewhat vague and self-evident, the latter,
the good and holy life, is not to be merely talked
about, but to be tested by personal touch, and
realized in the exercise of the three methods of
discipline as well as by the group of the four ;perfections.
Suppose a traveller perishing of thirst
found a well by the wayside ; if he saw the water,
but had no rope or bucket to fetch it, could he
quench his thirst ? ' The answer is evident. The
essential aim of any discipline or exercise is to
touch the immortal region by the body {kayena
amatam dhdtum phassayitvd)," i.e. by personal
experience and actual realization. The guide to
this end is found in the person of the Buddha
hence the important r61e which faith fills in
Buddhist morality, as has been indicated above,
and as we shall see later under the head of
Virtues (§ 3, below).
Here arise naturally the questions as to the
nature and origin of sin and ills, and the opposition
Buddhist
of man's moral nature to the good.
ethics is so anxious to prevent the arising of bad
thoughts and actions that it surpasses almost all
other ethical systems in enumerating human weaknesses and vices (see below). So manifold are these
vices that they can fetter one's mind at any moment
and on every possible occasion, just as demons were
thought by mediseval Christians to do. Various
classifications insist on the dreadfulness of human
passions ; the method of the four exertions {padhdna) supplies guidance for the checking of every
germ of evil and the fostering of any good inclination ; the doctrine of the source {samudaya) of
pain tries to explain the origin and genesis of ills.
But Buddhism has no story of Adam's fall, except
a myth of man's gradual degeneration,* nor does it
teach that sin is a transgression of Divine law in
consequence of free will. The causation or genesis
of ills is traced to the one root of thirst (tanha) ;
and the source of all vices, however classified, is
sought in passion and greed {Jcdina and rdga).'
Though these may, again, be traced to, or associated with, ignorance {avijjd) or delusion {moha),
the latter are, for their part, the outcome of the
former ; and the terms express nearly the same
thing in different aspects, and, taken together,
1 Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, London, 1899, i. 26.

—

'

'

(PTS

2 Saihy. 12. 68
ed. ii. 118).
4 JXgha 27, Agganna.
8 Itiv. 61 (p. 46), 73 (p. 62).
6 Majjh. 13, Dukkha-kkhandha(P3'5ed. i. 86); 46,
Bamadana (ib. i. 309), etc.

Dhamma-
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amount

to egoism. This is the original sin, so to
speak, and the root of all evils (see, further.
Egoism [Buddhist]). In Buddhist ethics no dis-

tinction is made between sin and ills, and their
sole origin is sought not in the objective world, but
in our own mind and acts (kamma, Skr. karma).
Here again Buddhists faced the same problem as Schopenhauer as to the cause of the individuation of will. The conclusion

—

same

effect as that of the German philosopher that no
reason could he sought in this domain. Or, we might say, the
is

to the

question is left theoretically unanswered, and the more emphasis
is laid on the necessity and urgency of uprooting the present
His and actual vices.^ Here we see reflected the very practical
character of Buddhist ethics, but we note at the same time that
this point gave rise to various speculations among later Buddhist
thinkers. Afivagho^a (g.r.) tried to answer the question by the
idea of an abrupt upheaval of avidyd out of the Tathatd, nearly
on the same line as Schelling's theory of a jump {Absprung) of
the individual will out of the universal. Another solution tends,
as in Leibniz's Theodicie, or still more in the Gnostic emanation
theory, to explain ills as the imperfect reflexion of the one universal mind. The latter is the case with Vasubandbu and his
followers. Whatever might have been tried, the fundamental
trait of Buddhist ethics consisted in its practical nature, and it
had a very vivid sense of the vices of human nature in its actual
conditions, and of the ills arising from them, both of which are
the irrevocable consequences {vipdJca) of the karma without
beginning. This feature appealed to the mind of the Hindus,
yearning for emancipation ; and also impressed deeply the
peoples of the Far East, so that the change of sentiment worked
out by Buddhistic influence in Japan, perhaps more than in any
other country, is a very remarkable feature in the history of the
religion.2

may

be said that the identification of sins and
the basis of which lies in the theory of karma,'
has the effect of weakening the moral sense of
responsibility which we find so strong in the Jewish
and Christian religions ; but we should not forget
that here we have to deal with another sort of
morality, whose sole aim is the abandoning of
egoism and entering into the vast communion
of the enlightened mind.
Buddhist morality is,
in its principles, completely free from nomistic
elements; and the wide-reaching love for all
beings, as expressed in the four aspects of the infinite mind (appamana-chetovimiitti), was possible
only on this basis, ajpart from the love of and for
the only Father in Heaven.
The full realization of the holy way (ariya-magga)
and the attainment of enlightenment (bodhi) are
necessarily associated with the final uprooting of
fundamental vice. This condition is described in
the oft-repeated expression ' arhat-shvp
birth is
extinguished, purity is perfected, and all is done
that IS to be done, etc. And this, again, is what
is called the footstep of the Tathagata, the settlement of the Tathagata, the impress of the Tathagata.* Here an arhat is evidently identified with
a Tathagata, so far as the above-mentioned
attainments are concerned." At the same time,
a distinction is made between the Tathagata and a
bhikkhu who has been released by wisdom there
the point lies in the difi'erence between a pacjwhekabuddha and a fully enlightened Buddha, the former
being a self-content saint, and the latter the teacher
and benefactor of all beings.
Every Buddhist
should aim at the attainment of arahatta (saintship) ; and the most significant type, or the only
It

ills,

:

;

1 Majjh. 63, MSlunkya (PJW ed. i. 428).
See Oldenberg, 318
Warren, Buddhism, in Translatione, Cambridge,
Mass., 1900,
s

;

.

,

p. 117.

>

2 This is the feature in the moral character of the Japanese
people that is least known to the West, and, curiously enough,
the modern Japanese themselves are unconscious of it. Some
hints may be derived from the present writer's article, Le Sentiment religieux chez les Japonais,' in La Revue dumois. July.
'

1908.
3 See Rhys Davids, Hibbert Lecture, 1881, and art. Kakma.
1 Majjh. 27, Hattliipadopama (PTS ed. i. 181).
Cf. below, the
parallel in the Saddharmapuxitlarika.
5 This identification is confirmed by the description of a perfectly holy bhikkhu as a Tathagata {Majjh. 22, Alagaddupama
[PTS ed. i. 139 f.]), and also by passages where the arhats are
exalted as equal to Buddhas {Saihy. 22. 76 [PTS ed. iii. 83-84]).
Besides these, the training^ of the four jhdnas, the four appamdv-as, etc., are described in innumerable passages in the same
words, both in regard to Buddhas and to arhats.

(Buddhist)

standard, of this attainment is found in the personality of the Buddha who is one of the arhats.
In this respect we may say that the ideal of
Buddhist morality consists in the imitation of the
Buddha, and this is the reason why faith in the
Master is so strongly insisted upon, for both moral

and intellectual perfection.

The Buddhists of
times never pretended to be themselves
Buddhas ; they were content to have as their
Master the only Buddha who appeared in this
world-period, yet their moral ideal was always
directed towards the perfection of an arhat, who
was nothing but a Buddha in his moral perfection.
But this point gave rise to a division in moral
ideals and, conjointly with that, to the schism of
the Mahayana and the Hinayana.
section of conservative Buddhists adhered
more to the letter than to the spirit of the fundamental teachings, and found their satisfaction in
self-culture.
Their ideal consisted in the imitation of the Buddha, but they deemed themselves
thoroughly unqualified for that perfection, and
cherished the hope of being born in the good
resort of the heavenly worlds, and of finishing
their journey on the way of bodhi in the time of
the future Buddha Metteya (Skr. Maitreya). This
type of Buddhist ideal is prevalent among the
Buddhists of Ceylon, Burma, and Siam. It is of
very ancient origin, and exhibits a great tenacity
through the whole history of Buddhism in the
other countries as well. Against this stream of
moral scrupulosity there arose a school, more
broad-minded and daring, which emphasized the
importance of following the Buddha's footsteps
in spirit.
The division may be traced to the
schism of the Vajjian monks, ascribed to the
second century after the Buddha's death. Whatever the date may have been, the difference resulted in the division of the Hinayana and
earlier

A

Mahayana.
This division involved, inter alia, a rupturu
between the ideal of arhat and that of Bodhisattva (Pali Bodhisatta). The latter was an apof the Buddha in his former births,
preparing for his Buddhahood, and meant
a
being seeking for bodhi.' Now this was transferred to every Buddhist whose moral aim consisted in the same attainment and practice as that
of the Bodhisattva, and this ideal was distinguishetl
from that of the arhat, including the self-content
pachcheka-buddhas and the conservative preservers
of the Buddha's sermons (savaka, Skr. iravaka,
i.e. 'hearers').'
Though this changed notion of
ideal saint contained nothing radically difi'erent
from that of an arhat, it showed a departure in
favour of a freer development of Buddhist moral
ideals, and involved many important consequences
for morals.
Reserving these practical bearings for a later
section of the present article, we have here to deal
with the Mahayanist theory of the bodhi-chitta.'
It means the primordial essence of our mind, which
in itself consists in the supreme bodhi, i.e. the
very essence of Buddha's enlightenment.
This
essence is present in every mind, but lies dormant
or covered by the dust of ignorance and infatuation.
When it is awakened and developed by due
training, we may see in ourselves the eternal

pellation

'

Buddhahood in its full illumination, and, in this
way, the communion with all the Buddhas may be
realized.
Morality, associated with wisdom and
mental training, is the way to this realization,
and makes us tread the one and same way
(eka-yana) of the Buddhas.
Indeed, morality is
1

2

See SBE xxi. 35, 43, 80, and many other Mahayana texts.
There are many Mahayana treatises on the subject see,
Nanjio's Catalogue, nos. 1181, 1301, 1304, all of which are

e.g.,

ascribed to Nagarjuria.

;
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possible only on this foundation of our essential
fellowship with Buddhas and of the substantial
identity of our mind with theirs.
Morality is the
actualized bodhichitta, which is, again, the universatia ante res of morality.
In other words, the
bodhichitta is the ' stability of truths translated
to the inner heart of man ; it is the bodhi seen not
as an attainment or acquisition, but as the orif^nal
Viewed in this light,
possession of man's mind.
the contrast of good and bad, noble and base,
amounts to the contrast between the primordial
bodhi and the fundamental avidya. Thus we see
in Buddhist ethics the Jewish contrast of God and
Satan transferred to the inner heart of our own
mind, which at the same time is substantially
identical with that of all beings, including Buddhas,
Bodhisattvas, and common men, as well as animals
and spirits in the purgatories.'
3. Virtues and rules of conduct ; practical ethics.
Just as the contrast between the bodhichitta and
avidya is the ultimate point of theoretical ethics,
the contradistinction of virtues and vices forms the
fundamental subject of practical ethics. Buddhist
teachers are so fond of enumerations and classifications that nearly every topic of thought or of
doctrine is arranged in numerical groups. This
answered not only the theoretical purpose of
classification, but, at the same time
perhaps much
more than the former the practical purpose of
extracting the materials according to need. This
use is naively expressed, in the explanation of the
seven divisions of bodhi, by a simile that robes
and jewels stored in one case can be easily taken
out.''
The tables of virtues and vices are arranged
in this way, partly for the sake of classification,
and partly for the practical purpose of easily
drawing their items out at any moment, when one
of them is present whOe the associated ones are to
be enticed or guarded against.'
The fundamental classification of Buddhist discipline is, as we have seen above, the three
branches of the sikkha ; closely connected with
this is the division of actions (kamma) or organs
of works, i.e. body (kaya), speech (vacha), and
'

—

—

—

mind (manas).* Among these the mental is the
root of actions, but all the three have great influence upon one another, so that, both for repression
of the bad and for acceleration of the good, the
three are associated and help mutually.
Now we shall first consider the vices to be
guarded against. As we have seen above, the
radical vice of human nature consists in egoism,
and it manifests itself in lust (kdma), desire
(chhanda), and intention (adhippdya).
These
passions manifest themselves in greed (raga),
seeking for pleasure, hatred (dosa) of pain, stupidity (rrwha), and hopeless indifference. These
are cardinal vices, and are called the three roots of
the bad (akusala-mulani), depravities (upakkiUsa),
etc' They may further be divided into five or
1 This point was systematized by the Ohinese philosopher
631-597) of T'ien-T'ai, on the authority of the
Saddha-nnapuy;i(}a'nka, and applied to ethics, among others,
by Chi-Hsu (1599-1655) in his commentary on the Mahjiyana
Brahma-jdla. The influence of this idea was far-reaching; and
deep in China, and even more so in Japan. A popular song of
the 13th cent, says : ' The Buddha was once a common man, we
shall be once finally Buddhas ; sad and lamentable are the
walls separating us from them (who are all one in essence, in
the primordial Buddhahood).' Another popular saying, of the
ISth cent., runs : *See the puppet-player, he brings out of the
box that hangs from his neck anything he pleases, a Buddha or
Chi'i

a

(A.D.

devil.'

2 Sarhy. 46. 4 (,PTS ed. v. 71).
3 This practice of enumerating in incantation fashion may be
witnessed among the Buddhist monks throughout the East.
The tables serve not only to keep their contents in memory, but
also for mental culture.
Side by side with this advantage, its
disadvantage is shown in its mechanical routine.
iMajjh. 66, Upali (PTS ed. i. 872 f.); Afig. 3. 1-9 (*. i.

101-105), etc.
6

SaThy. 36, Vedana-samy., esp. 3,
ed. i. 134 f., 201) Iliv. 60, etc.

(PTS

;

6,

etc.

;

Aitg.

3.

33,
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seven items. The five hindrances {nivarana), or,
to express the same thing, covers (dvaratm), are
(I) sensual desire {kdnut-chch/ianda), (2J ill-will
{vydpdda), (3) stolidity and torpor {(hiTtamidd/ui),
(4) excitement or vanity {uddhachch/ia), and (5)
perplexity (vichilcichchSid).
The seven fetters
(saniiojana), or incentives (anwsaya), are (1) fawning (nnumaya) or sensual pleasure, (2) repugnance
{patigha), (3) opinion [ditlhi), (4) perplexity (vichi:

kichchhd), (5) pride (Tuiana), (6) attachment to existence (bhava-raga), and (7) ignorance (avijjd).
The fetters are again developed to 10 or 16, 108,
etc., and these groups are called depravities, attachments (updddna), streams (ogha) of passions,
fire, etc., with various nomenclatures, according
to the points of view from which these vices
fetter, afflict, or stir the human mind, and incite
to bad actions.
These classifications, as we can
easily see, are in some cases cross-divisions, and
they are not designed for a scientific purpose.
Yet, when we compare them with the vices
enumerated in the New Testament, we discover
that the Buddhist classifications had psychological
analysis more in view than the Christian, which
are thoroughly practical.
Herein, too, is seen
the close relation between Buddhist morality and
mental training. The same remark may be applied to the classifications of virtues which we now
proceed to consider.
All the virtues and virtuous practices are arranged in seven groups,' which are sometimes
called the divisions of the way (Skr. mdrgdnga),
but four of them may better be described under
the head of mental training, and the remaining
three are groups of virtues combined with the
methods of mental exercise. The virtues (bala)
are also called organs (indriya) of moral practice,
and their practice consists in the Eightfold Holy
(Ariyamagga). The virtues or organs are
(1) faith (saddlid), (2) exertion {viriya), (3) mindfulness [sati), (4) contemplation (samddhi), (5)
wisdom (pannd).^ Among these, faith, contemplation, and wisdom are the three cardinal virtues of
Buddhism, and are included in every other group
of virtues ; and, on the other hand, several others
are added to the above five, such as shame (hiri)
and fear of sinning (ottappa), or again, blamelessness or clear conscience (anavajja), sj'mpathy
or altruism (sarigaha), deliberation {sahkhd), etc.,
which, taken in various groups, make up the seven
or nine virtues. The practice of sympathy, for
instance, is divided into four
almsgiving or
charity {ddna), kind word {peyyavajja}, beneficial
act [atthachariyd), and all-identification (samanattatd).
These virtues, applied to practical life,
make up the Eightfold Way, which consists in
the perfection of (1) opinion (ditthi), (2) decision
(sahkappa), (3) speech (vacha), (4) actions (kaTnmanta), (5) livelihood {djiva), (6) efibrt (vdydma),

Way

:

(7)

mindfulness

We

(sati),

and

(8)

contemplation

how

in these classifications
mental training plays a great part.
shall not enter into the details of these
items ; suffice it to say that Buddhism lays more
emphasis on the intellectual side than is done in
Christianity, and in this respect these virtues may
(samddhi).'^

see

We

be compared with Greek or Confucian virtues!^
Nevertheless, faith plays the central part, as in
Christianity, and this point brings us to the religious or ecclesiastical side of Buddhist morality,
as we shall presently see.
Lastly, as regards Buddhist virtues, we have to
speak of the pdramitds, the virtues which bring us
1 SBE xi. 61 ; Rhys Davids, Dialogues of the Buddha, ii. 129.
2 See, further, Saihy. 64. 4 (PTS ed. v. 6), where virtues are
beautifully described by similes, which may be compared with
St. Paul's utterance in Eph 61S-I7.
3 The cardinal virtues of Confucianism are wisdom, love, and
courage.
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to perfection or to the other shore of nirvana. As
seen above, the aim of Buddhist morality
is to bring us to the attainment of arahatta (saintship) or to Buddhahood, to the final goal of perfect
enlightenment. So in this respect every virtue is
a paramita, but in the Pali books the term is
applied exclusively to the moral acts of the Buddha
in his innumerable lives in preparation for his
Buddhahood. It is told in the introduction to the

we have

Jataka^ that the Brahman Sumedha, the future
Buddha, made the promise to himself, as well
as to his teacher, to exercise the virtues leading
him to the attainment of Buddhahood (buddhakdre
dhamme). They are enumerated as follows : (1)
charity (dana), (2) morality (ilia), (3) resignation
(nekhhamma), (4) wisdom {paniid), (5) exertion
{viriya), (6) forbearance (khanti), (7) truthfulness
(sacca), (8) persistency (adhiUhdna), (9) love {mitta),
and (10) equanimity (upekkha).' Now the transition to Mahayana morality brought these within
the scope of all Buddhists, who must strive for
perfect enlightenment ; and in this ethical system
the pdramitas fill a great r61e. Six of them are
usually enumerated, viz. charity (dana), morality
(Sila), forbearance (ksdnti), exertion (vlrya), meditation (dhydna), and wisdom (prajiid). Very often
four are added to these, making ten in all, viz.
tactfulness (wpdya), earnest wish or vow (pranidhdna), strength (bala), and knowledge (jndna).'
risnmi of these virtues is given in the Lotus of
the True Law, and is regarded by the Mahayanists
as containing the three fundamental maxims of
their morality.
It runs

A

:

Any Bodhisattva, Mahasattva, who, after the parinirvd'^ of
the Tathag:ata, shall set forth this Vharma-parydya to the four
classes of hearers, should do so after having entered the ahode
of the Tathagata (Tathagata-layana), after having put on the
robe of the Tathagata {T.-ehlvara), and occupied the seat of the
Tathagata (T.-dsanaV The abode is explained to mean abiding
in love to all beings {aarna-mitva'Viaitri-vihdra) ; the robe, the
*

delight in an immense forbearance (mahdk^dnti-gauratya) ; and
the seat, the entrance to the vacuity of all laws (sarva-dharma'
^riyatd-praveSa).*
This is exactly the same idea as is expressed in the above-quoted expressions, * the footstep of the
Tathagata,' etc., by transferring the pdramitas to the imitation
of the Tathagata.

We omit further comments on these classifications
and their mutual relations, but we have to note
that in the virtues of the IBodhisattvas more consideration is paid to those virtues that have regard
to others, and that the essence of sympathy or love
is more prominent than in the virtues above given.

This was, indeed, a very important point in the
departure of the Mahayana.
The Mahayanists
are wont to call the Hinayanists egoists, in contrast with their own altruism.
Though this is not
literally true, the characteristic diflierence between
the two schools, or between the ideal arhat and
bodhisattva, consists in this, that, while the former
sees in self-culture the first requisite of morality,
the latter insists on the necessity of altruistic
actions and thoughts, even for the sake of selfculture, as in the case of the Buddha's former lives.
In other words, the Mahayanist moral ideal lays
special stress on the realization of the bodhichitta,
by entering into the communion of the saints
through the exercise of altruistic virtues. This is,
of course, an extension of the fundamental virtue
of love or sympathy, but the emphasizing of this
point gave rise to another important idea, that of
1 Jdtaka, ed. Fausbijll, vol.
in Translations, pp. 23-29;

Stories, 1880,
2

the

i.

i.

Warren, Buddhism
pp. 19-28
Rhys Davids, Buddhist Birth
;

18-26.

may be compared with the ten dharmas
para-mam gatim (highest resort), as stated

This

for attaining
in Manu, vi!

92-93.
3 See art. Bodhisattva ; also Suzuki, Outlines of Mahayana
Buddhism, London, 1907, pp. 277-330, 391-404. In the latter
book the author is, in many points, too anxious to draw sharp
distinctions between the Hinayana and Mahayana, and misses
connecting links between these" two forms of Buddhism.
4 SBE xxi. 222 Saddharmapunt}arika, ed. Kern and Nanjio,
(Kern's rendering of dsand by pulpit is right, but it
p. 234.
parts company with Oriental associations.)
;

'

'

(Buddhist)

the dedication (parindmand)^ of all merits and
for the sake of others, in order to lead them
to the same enlightenment. It makes it possible
for all beings to help each other on the way to
salvation and the realizing of the communion of

works

spiritual fellowship.
The practical results of this
ideal were momentous, and we may say that
Buddhist influence in China and Japan turned on
this pivot, although unfortunately with its abuses
as well.^
The consideration of the virtues and their values
leads us to the methods by which, and the conditions under which, they could be worked out. The
organization for the promotion of morality is established in the Order (Sahgha), including monks and
laymen, and the guidance of morality therein was
laid down by the Buddha in the rules of obedience

Vinaya), including prohibitions and commandments, and also necessary rules of discipline for
carrying them out. Leaving the details of these
rules to the special art. ViNAYA, we shall here
Though
examine their general characteristics.
the vow of taking refuge (sarana) in the Three
Five
Commandments
(verdmani)
Treasures and the
are common to all members of the Order, a clear
demarcation is drawn between the laic and the
monastic disciples in regard to the other standards
of life.
In this respect Buddhism may be said to
teach a twofold system of morality one that of
monks and nuns, which is beyond this world
(lokuttara) ; and the other that of the laity, which
detailed description of worldly
is worldly.'
morality is given in the sermon to Singalaka,* and
(

—

A

the practice of

filial

piety, respect

toward teachers,

harmony between husbands and wives, etc., are
recommended as the deeds which shall bear good
born in heavenly worlds. This,
not specially Buddhistic, but generally
human. To be perfectly moral, according to the
Buddhist ideal, all the conditions of the
should
be fulfilled, for which monastic life or homeless
It is evilife (andgdra) is a necessary condition.
dent that the Buddha recommended the life of an
ascetic (samana) as the fittest for perfect morality,
but at the same time it should be noted that the
household life (sdgdra) was not totally excluded
from salvation. The Buddhist communion (Sahgha)
monks
is made up of the four classes of members
fruit in one's being

however,

is

Ma

—

and nuns, laymen and laywomen.
These four
are always described as making up one body and
equally praiseworthy, when they are welldisciplined.' Moreover, we hear a Brahman Vachchhagotta praise the Buddha's laws for their universal application to all his followers, without
distinction of the conditions of life.^ The Buddha
is credited with having gone even so far as to say
that no difference existed between a layman and
a monk, when they had realized perfect purity.'
as

This

1

ia

stated in the Aftasdhasrikd (Calcutta, 1888), and
Suzuki expresses this by the word parivarta,

many other texts.
of

which the source is not given.
2 Anesaki,
Buddhist Influences

'
in Japan," in the Transactions of the Congress for the History of Heligion, Oxford, 1908,

ii.

165

f.

Majjh. 117, Chattarisaka,
Digha, 31, Siugalaka.
Sajhy. 65, Sotapatti-saihy. (PT3 ed. v. 342 f.).
6 Majjh. 73, Mahavachchhagotta (PTS ed. i. 491 ff.).
7 Sa7Hy. 66. 64 (PTS ed. v. 410).
Oldenberg would see in this a
later doctrine (Buddha\ 370, note 1). But his suggestion may
be controverted by adducing other texts called the Mirror of
Truth (Dhamma-dddsa, or Ginjakd-vasatka, PTSed. v. 356-360),
where several laymen and laywomen are described as having
attained arAaf-ship, and where the difference of the degrees in
their attainment is evidently not due to their respective conditions of life, but to the differences of their emancipation from
the fetters. Not a few lay disciples (updsakas) are there said
to have cut off the five fetters and to have entered perfect
parinibbdT;ia, equally with many bhikkhus. Moreover, when
we consider that such updsakas as Chitta of Machchhikasan(la,
Sura of Ambat^ha, and Mahanama the Sakyan were in no way
inferior to motiks in their attainment and moral perfection, it
cannot be denied that the Buddha allowed them the sama
3

4

i

;
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may thus safely conclude that the Buddha
did not make a fundamental distinction between
these two classes of his disciples as to the qualification of their moral and spiritual perfection. Nevertheless, it is very evident that the moral ideal of
Buddhism can be attained with less ditliculty by
many by means of the homeless life than by householders (on the same ground as St. Paul [1 Co 7]
recommended celibacy to the followers of Christ)
hence the pre-eminently monastic character of
Buddhist morality, and hence the duty of the lay
followers to pay a special respect to monks.
Similar remarks may be applied to the relations
between the sexes. In general, women are regarded
as less capable of perfect morality, because of their
natural weakness and defects, and so female
ascetics {bhikkhunis) have to pay special respect to
those of the male sex.' Buddha was never tired
of describing the defects and vices of women and
of warning the monks to guard against them.
But this should not be ascribed merely to a
despising of the weaker sex, for similar warnings
are given to women as regards the wickedness of
men.* Moreover, when we consider what an active
part in sexual immorality is taken by men, we are
justified in saying that the Buddha was so emphatic on this point for the sake of his male disciples.'
On the other hand, we see how many
excellent women filled their r61es among the
Buddha's disciples;* and here, again, Vachchhagotta's utterance is justified.
This brings us to consider the exaltation of lay
life and of the female sex among the Mahayanists
a consequence of their conception of the Bodhisattva ethics.
They take the former lives of
Sakyamuni as the models of morality, which
should be at the same time every one's preparation for Buddhahood and so they find the life of
nobles or householders in no way incompatible
with the practice of the paramitas and the attainments of boclhi. Thus, the Buddhist communion,
in the conception of the Mahayanists, consists of
all kinds of beings, both human and angelic," and
among them there are various Bodhisattvas, side
by side with monks and ascetics.
are not in
a position to determine the first origin of this
change of ideal, or to assign each Bodhisattva his
nativity but we see in the Gandhara sculpture
the Bodhisattva Maitreya represented exactly like
a prince, with garlands and other decorations, as
is found in Barhat and Sanchi.*
Parallel with
these plastic representations, literary testimonies
to these changes are so abundant in the Mahayanistic literature that we might say that nearly
every Mahayana book contains exaltations of
various Bodhisattvas and lay saints.
Most conspicuous among many books of thp kind are two
texts bearing: the names of Vimalakirti and Srimala respectively. The former is said to have lived in Vai^li, contemporary
with the Buddha, and the superiority of his moral perfection
and dialectic power forms the subject of the whole book. 7 He
honour as the monks. These are in agreement with Vachchhagotta's utterance above cited. See Rhys Davids, IHatogues o/
the Buddha, i. 83.
1 These marks of respect are called the gdravas, for which see
KiTwxya, Ohullav. 10. 1, and Afig. 8. 51.
2 AAg. 8. 17-18 (PTS ed. iv. 196-197).

—

;

We

;

This is illustrated by the simile of warriors (yodhafiva) (Ai\g.
76-76 [PTS ed. iii. 89-100]).
See Bode, ' Women Leaders of the Buddhist Reformation,'
JRAS, 1893, p. 617 f.
B This conception, taken by itself, is not specially Mahayanistic, but generally Buddhistic.
See Digha, 20, Mahasamaya,
Sn. Ratana, etc.
6 See Griinwedel-Burgess, Buddhist Art in India (London,
The Mahayanists explain this difference of dress on the
1901).
part of arhats and bodhisattvas by saying that, while the former
are concerned about themselves alone, and so are dressed in
simple dull-coloured robes, the latter embellish their bodies in
every way in order to please and attract others, and so to lead
them to conversion and companionship.
7 The Vimdlakirti-nirdeiay one tr. by Ch' Chien in the 3rd
cent. (Nanjio, no. 147), and another tr. by Kumiirajiva in a.d.
406 (Nanjio. no. 146).
3
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WHS perfect in the practice of all the pdramitdt,
the life of a ricli man, dresaed in fine robes, and
carriage, etc.
His philanthropy was well known
the country. He went about the town inatructing
morality the people

whom

but he lived
drove a flne
throughout
in Buddhist

he met and nought, whether

in

the

palaces, or on the streets, or in gambling-houses, or In infamous
places.
He also exercised his influence over the politics of the
town. Perfect practice of the pdramitdt in the worldly life woe
his aim, for which he is said to have been highly praised by the
Buddha, and on which account he is regarded as the model
updeaka among the Buddhists of the Far East, even to the

present day.
Srimala was the daughter of King Prasenajit (Pali, Pasenadi)
and his queen, MaUika, so well known in the Pali books, and
was married to the king of Ayodhya. An obt-dicnt (laughter
and faithful queen, she was imbued with the deep insight of
Buddhist wisdom, and perfect in her moral practice of the Sole
Road of the Bodhisattvas. Her great vows, stated in the
presence of the Buddha, and the dialogues between her and
the Buddha, serve to show the capacity of lay morality, when
associated with true wisdom, to take up the essence of all the
rules enjoined upon monks and nuns, and to elevate and broaden
them to the all-embracing morality of the Mahayana.

In short, for a Mahayanist, the moral ideal conthe precepts of morality, in
their essence and spirit, regardless of the circumstances and conditions of life.
His mother,' it is said, is wisdom (prajfld), his father tactsists in practising all

'

'

fulness (updj/a), his kinsmen all beings, his dwelling the vacuity
(iunyatd), his wife joy (priti), his daughter love (maitri), his son
truthfulness (satya), and yet his household life makes him not

attached to existence.'

2

These precepts should be observed both figuratively and literally
therein consists the compatibility of lay morality with the highest ideal
of a Bodhisattva.
A Mahayana text entitled
Brahma-jala^ enumerates all Buddhist virtues
and moral precepts, and explains them in higher
senses and according to the spirit of the Maha;

yana, re-interpreting the prohibitions in their respective positive counterparts, and referring every
rule and precept to the deepest basis and highest
aim of the bodhi. This has become the standard
of Buddhist Vinaya in China and Japan, and has
exercised great influence upon the morality of both
the nations.*
ecclesiastical side
4. Efficacy of moral practice
of ethics. The basis has been established, the aim
shown, and the rules and precepts given. The next
question is how these could be carried out. Here
the Sahgha plays the essential part.
The Buddhist Sahgha is neither a mere congregation nor a
society of friends or pietists ; it is a religious communion and churchly organization, furnished with
the disciplines necessary for the realization of the
ideals aimed at.
It is a church in the full sense
of the word, in spite of the dictum of certain
scholars to the contrary. The word sacramental
cannot be applied to the Buddhist Church, if it
were understood exclusively as founded on God's
grace yet the hammas (Skr. karmas), the religious and ecclesiastical acts, such as ordination
(upasampadd), the acceptance of the precepts
(Bla-samaddna), and confession {pavdrana),'' were
considered as not merely formal acts, but as furnished with religious, if not mysterious, significance.
They were thought to have perpetual
1 The ^rimdld-sHhandda, tr. by Gunabhadra in the 6th cent.

—

;

'

;

There are a great many texts of a similar
hear of Sumati, daughter of the rich Ugra
of King Ajatafetru ; Vimaladatta, daughter of
King Prasenajit, etc.
2 Quoted in the commentary of great authority on the
Brahma-jdla, below cited, by Ta-hsien, a Korean monk of the

(Nanjio, no.

tendency.
AJita,

69).

We

daughter

century. The words are taken from various Mahayana
and works of Nagarjuna, Vasubandhu, etc.
by Kumarajiva (Nanjio, no. 1087). The title is evidently
taken from the same name in the Digha, and is intended to
expand its contents, by amplifying the Buddha's profound
knowledge, as regards the foundation of morality, which has

8th

(?)

texts

3 Tr.

been cited above.
4 In China the Mahayanist morality inclined to quietism and
mysticism, having been conjoined with Taoism, especially in the
valley of the Yantsu, where Buddhism was most prevalent. In
Japan, on the contrary, it entered into union with the warrior
spirit of the nation, and exercised its influence in every department of life, down to the arts of fencing, swimming, and even

and method of the harakiri.
For these acts, see art. Vinata.

to the spirit
5

—
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for morality through the whole of the
present life, and for the future as well. This is
the reason why the moral precepts enjoyed by the
holy men (ariyalcantani Mdni) are declared to be
one of the four objects of the indefatigable faith
or repose (avechcha-ppasada), together with the
Buddha, the Dhammia, and the Sahgha. These
precepts are described, in the formula stating the
objects of faith, to be ' unbroken, intact, unspotted,
unblemished,' • and those who have become imbued
with this faith are assured that they have entered
Naturthe stream of emancipation [sotdpatta).
ally, the ceremonies alone have no such efficacy,
yet any works and merits without the performance
of the ceremony are worldly, and, therefore, not
the morality practised and enjoyed by the Buddhist
holy men. The authority to give assurance of its
efficacy is in the hands of the Sangha, instituted
by the Buddha. Thus, just as the faith in the
Sahgha and in morality does not come to stand,
so the faith in the Master is incomplete without
the faith in the efficacy of morality and the ceremony instituted for the purpose of effectuating
and assuring its practice. The Hla, together with
its inauguration act, is an indivisible whole, as the
one instituted by the perfectly Enlightened, and
observed faithfully by the whole communion of the
Sahgha. It is also untainted and unblemished, not
being defeasible by contrary powers. Therefore it
efficacy

said

is

The holy disciples, furnished with these four things, enter
into the stream, become unruinable (avinita-dhamma), and turn
to the destiny of the perfect enlightenment.'
'

four things mean the faith in the Three
Treasures and the Hla. The life of such men is,
indeed, inexhaustible (anwgham jlvitam).^ To the
Mahayanistic explanation of this source of morality
we shall return below.
Here we have arrived at the point where we
must speak of the authority of the Sahgha. Quite
naturally, the Buddha was, during his lifetime,
the sole authority and leader of morality. After
his death, a kind of apostolic succession, though
not unified as claimed by the Christian Church,
was kept up by a series of ordaining teachers
(upajjhdya, Skr. upadhydya) ; and every Buddhist
could trace the lineage of his ordination through
This practice of
the series up to the Buddha.'
receiving the precepts from an upajjhaya was observed, both by monks and by laymen, even in the
Buddha's lifetime ; and parallel with this a kind of
diocese was inaugurated, and is continued to this
day.
It is called the Simd (Skr. &imd), i.e. the
circle within which the wandering monks and
nuns, as well as resident laymen, had to attend
regular meetings and ceremonies, conducted by
the elders, during the rainy seasons. This practice was extended, in the countries outside of
India, beyond the rainy seasons, and its conception developed into that of a diocese, and at last
became that of a catholic church.*
The emphasis laid on the efficacy (if not sacramental) of the acts for the acceptance of the Hla
and the respect for the authority performing them
iSdJiiy. 66, Sotapatti-saihy. (PTS ed. v. 342 1.); also SBB

The

rise later to disputes as to whether mind
alone or body also is influenced by these acts and
thereby continues their efficacy. ' Without entering
into the details of these disputes, we here note the
close connexion of this point with the teaching of
the Bodhisattva morality. The precepts and the
religious acts of receiving them are observed, of
course with modifications, by the Mahayanists,
but they consider these acts rather vain, unless
accompanied by an eager decision for the attainment of the luU bodhi, and consequently consummated in the deep impression of tne will upon
the inner kernel of the mind. What is, therefore,
more essential for them than any act is the awakening of the radical good, the fundamental nature,
we might say the matrix, from which these acts
and moral practice derive their source. This is
called the bodhichitta.
Though the value of
morality consists in its practice, the latter should
be well founded on sound principle, which again
should be in accordance with the ultimate matri.x.
The religious acts for the entrance to moral life
awaken the manifestation of the radical good and
the continual efficacy of faith and sacraments
causes the bodhichitta to manifest itself more and
more, and leads finally to its full realization the
enlightenment. Thus, when the bodhichitta is
once awakened, its essence (prakrti) is manifested
in life, and, because the essence in itself is unmade,
is of non-action (akfti), the moral life of the initiated
needs less and less exertion, and so much the more
partakes in the communion of the saints. Morality,

gave

;

—

m this condition, consists

knowledge (dassana).
3 It is to this observance that we owe the tables of the Elders
who were heads of their respective
branches of Buddhism. Whether these tables are credible or
not is another question. Of. art. Elder (Buddhist).
4 We hear of a central seat of the i%ind at Nalanda, mentioned
In China it was for the
in a Chinese record of the 8th century.
Orst time instituted by an Indian, Guj^abhadra, in 430,_ under
the auspices of the Emperor, and after that many 6ima8 were
started, each ofthera having a certain right of jurisdiction.
In

(Thera^ Skr. Sthavira),

^ma

was established in 754, and some others after
that. Nichiren (1222-1282) prophesied the establishment of the
sole seat of the iimcL over the whole world.
Japan the

in actions

—bodily, oral,

and mental^but they are no opera operata but
inoperata, so to speak. In the descriptions of the
four jhdnas, appamana-chetovimutti, so often
repeated in the Pali Canon and not less in the
Mahayana books, we can see this sense of unexerted
in the four
morality, and the formula of the
pasddas shows this bearing, at least Implicitly.
The theory of the matrix of morality played a
great part in the Mahayana ethics and became the
source of various speculations as well as of practical
influences.
Chi-Hsu, in his commentary on the
Brahma-jdla, expresses this point as follows :

Ma

'The entity (of ^la, i.e. the ckitta) manifests itself as the
essence (bodhi), and the principles (good and bad) manifest
themselves in practice ; the realization of the essence is induced
by practice, and the perfection of practice is derived from the
essence, these two bemg in reality one.*

This is a piece of scholastic analysis of Mahayana
morality, and may sound very abstract, but it is
intended to explain the efficiency of morality on
the basis of the bodhichitta, which is identical in
all beings, and thereby to lay a foundation for the
practice of sympathetic acts in the essential quality
of the bodhichitta. This philosophy, in conjunction
with the teaching of the pdramitds and dedication,
had actual influence over the Far East converted
to Buddhism, and made its morality capable of
being applied to various conditions of life. It
broadened the people's moral ideal so as to admit
all beings to their spiritual communion, and to

extend their sympathy toward even animals and
plants.'

xi. 27.

2 Saihy. 66. 61 (,PTS ed. v. 404 1).
The same thing is told in
Saihy. 11. 2, 4 (ib. L 232), and Afig. 4. 62 (id. ii. 57), 6. 47 {ib.
iii. 54), etc.
Here the faith is described as the virtues of faith
(saddhd), morality (iila^ repose (pasdda), and insight into

(Buddhist)

5.

Mental training and

We now come to our last

spiritual attainments.

—

a peculiarity of
Buddhist morality, viz. its close connexion with
the methods of spiritual exercises. Though, as we
have seen above, morality is enumerated side by
side with wisdom and contemplation, in the three
subject

1 These are found in the Mahdvibhd^yd, ascribed to the reign
King Kaniska. A parallel may be found in the differences
between transubstantiation and consubstantiation.
2 It is in this way that Buddhist morality in China, and still
more in Japan, has become connected with poetry and plastic
^Esthetic sense among them is derived from the source
arts.
of mental training, and is manifested in their daily life. An art
for art's sake used to be an inconceivable thing among them.
See the present writer's article in the Revue du mois, cited
above, and Okakura, The Book of Tea, New York, 1908.

of
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(Celtic)

branches of discipline they form one whole, and poems ascribed to them.' The consequence is eawy
morality dissociated from the other two ends in to see. It resulted in the division of the Saiujlia
merely outward works, while these mental exercises into the conservative and liberal sections, and
are without wisdom, an empty thing and wisdom finally in the contrast between the ideals of arluttis imperfect apart from moral practice.
have ship and bodhisattva-ah\'p. Though these divisions
stated above tliat four a majority of the seven were not precisely the direct results of the difl'erent
groups of virtues (or training) are tlie methods of characters, we may roughly say that the former
contemplation, and that even the rest contain in represents the tendency to self-seclusion, while the
them what we now should call not virtues but latter is daring enough to emphasize the sanctity
rather spiritual exercises. These will be seen from of lay morality. Further, a similar difierence arose
the items that make up these groups.
do not among the Mahayanists themselves, the more
here enter into them in detaO (see art. DhySna), quietistic morality being represented by the adorers
but their general bearings upon moral training are of the Prajnd-pdramita, and the activities for the
not to be overlooked. The cardinal vice of human salvation of all fellow-beings being represented by
nature lies in egoism, which manifests itself most the followers of the Saddharmapunda'nka.^
LiTBRATDRB. —This is fully given in the footnotes.
conspicuously in the attachment to sensual pleasM. Anesaki.
ures, and in the fetters which bind our mind to
ETHICS
(Celtic).
I.
various impressions and thoughts. The fourfold
Among the classical authors there is a
fixation of mind (sati-patthdna) aims at the Gauls.
extirpation of egoism. Therefore the mind is fixed great divergence of opinion regarding the moral
on the body (kdya) and its foulness, instability, status of the Celts ; and, inasmuch as their qualities
etc., are thought of.
The next step is to think of and defects have been recorded by their enemies,
the senses (vedana) and of the pains and pleasures the Romans, whose sympathies were naturally
arising from them.
Further, the mind (chitta) alienated from them, one must be careful not to
attach too much importance to naive generalizaitself is closely examined ; and, finally, the ultimate
nature of things {dhamma). In like manner, in tions founded frequently on superficial observation.
the exercise of the right exertion or control Thus, while Caesar (de Bell. Gall. vi. xvi. 1) and
{sammdppadhdna) the aim is to prevent sinful Livy (V. xlvi. 3) regard the religious note as the
conditions arising {samvara), to put them away dominant feature of the character of the Celts,
when they have arisen (pahdna), to protect and Cicero (pro Fonteio, xii.) asserts that they lacked
cherish good conditions as they arise (anurakkha), all sentiment of piety and justice ; and, though
and, lastly, to retain and develop good conditions most authors attribute to them a simple and frank
These qualities are the nature, Polybius (ii. 7) calls them perfidious.
in existence (bhdvana).
same in substance as the seven divisions of bodhi Nevertheless, from the points in which the classical
writers concur, we can arrive at some idea of the
(bojjhahga), which are arranged as follows
(1)
mindfulness (sati) ' of all that is morally desirable, moral character of the primitive Celts. In general
the portrait is far from attractive (Dottin, Manuel
(2) discrimination of things (dhamma-vichaya) good
and bad, (3) exertion {viriya), (4) joy {piti) in what pour servir d I'itude de Vantiquiti celtique, Paris,
one has attained, (5) satisfaction {pasaddhi), (6) 1906, p. 117), and some modern authors contend
contemplation (samadhi), and (7) equanimity that this is due to their religion, which, according
(upekkha). Nearly the same thing is expressed in to them, had very little influence in regulating
the eight kinds of the great man's thoughts moral conduct (Joyce, Soc. Hist, of Anc. Ireland,
(mahapurisa-vitakka).
similar kind of medita- London, 1903, i. 220). WhUe this may be true to
tion, or release of the mind, is extended to all a certain degree, it is nevertheless a fact that their
beings, in order, firstly, to prepare in mind, and then firm belief in a hereafter had a marked influence
to practise, the virtues of love (metta), compassion on their moral nature, inspiring them to acts of
(karund), joy (mudita), and equanimity (upekkha).^ rare bravery in which their scorn for death is
The close association of these spiritual exercises manifest (Csesar, VI. xiv. 5 ; Mela, III. ii. 19).
and moral actions is shown in the personal example Coupled with this, an aptitude for work and a
of the Buddha himself. He was a mystic visionary, cleanliness exceptional among barbarous peoples
tended to elevate them above the level at which
but he lived nearly fifty years of nis ministry
constant activities. He passed sometimes whole one would naturally be inclined to place them.
few traits of the character of the Celts may
nights under forest trees, conversing with spirits
or angels, as it is told he lived often in complete be indicated by way of preface, before going into
seclusion among the woods of Ichchhanangala or detail.
Though they were easy to be convinced, and often suffered
elsewhere for weeks and months. But more signi- thereby
at the bands of ambitious individuals (Strabo, ii. iv. 2
ficant were his activities as the teacher and bene- Ojesar, vn. xxx. 8, iv. v. 3 incertis rumoribus serviant '), they
;

—
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—
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—

—
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:

factor of mankind.
Visiting of
itinerating in the regions attacked

sick people,
by pestilence,
mediation between two combatants, consolation
of mothers afflicted by loss of children these and
other things are frequently told in the Pali books.
His care for health caused him to instruct his
disciples in the number of meals to be taken, or in
the method of bathing, and even in the minutise of
using the toothpick. Though he himself did not
go outside India, some of his disciples emulated
nis missionary spirit and went to the west and
north-west, beyond the Indus. Thus, the two sides
of training^self-culture and actions found a
perfect union in the person of the Buddha, but it
was inevitable that there should exist differences
in the character and tendency among his disciples,
as described in the Ahguttara and shown in the
1 Ten kinds of mindfulness are a^ain enumerated, of religious
and moral virtues see Aiig. (PTSed. i. 42).

—

—

;

These are the appamd'i^a-cheto-vimutti see Rhys Davids,
Dialogues of the BuddTuit i. 318 K. E. Neumann, Gotamo
Buddha's Reden, Leipzig, 1896-1902, passim.
2

;

;

*

did not lack the power of reasoning, or refuse to listen to the
language of prudence (Cffisar, vn. xiv. Tac. Eist. iv. 69 Strabo,
They were eager to learn, and sought inforloc. cit. and iv. i. 5).
mation concerning other nations (Strabo, loc. cit.). Turbulent in
spirit, and having a marked aversion for order and regularity,
they loved war for its own sake, the state of war being so permanent among them that scarcely a year passed without some
injury being washed away in blood (Casar, vi. xv. 1). Inconstant, they readily abandoned their ideas, morals, customs, all
except their character, and became so thoroughly Romanized
that the emperor Claudius, in supporting their claim to be represented in the senate, was able to state that they were lam
moribus, artibus, afSnitatibus nostris mixti* (Tac. Ann. xi.
In appearance they were usually tall (Diod. v. xxviii. 1
24).
Strabo, iv. iv. 3 ; Ammian. xv. xii. 1), with soft white skin
;

;

'

1 Aiig. i. 14 (PTS ed. i. 23-26) ; Thera and Thera-gatha, tr.
K. E. Neumann, Die Lieder der Monchen und Nonnen, Berlin,
1899, tr. C. A. F. Rhys Davids, Psalms of Early Buddhvsts,
London, 1909.
2 Very noteworthy are the descriptions in this book of a Sage
(or a group of teachers), to appear in the latter days to bring
salvation, and of the persecutions he would endure it contains
also the assurance given by the Buddha as to his mission and
On the last point
its eiJect {SUE xxi. chs. xii., xiv., xix., xx.).
there are deviations from the present Skr. text in Kumarajiva'a
tr., which led to important consequences in China and Japan.
;
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loc. cit.
Ammian. loe, cit.
candidi paene omnes ') and
blond hair (Diod. loc. cit. ; Ammian. loc. cit.
rutili '), and
possessed a fierce look (Diod. V. xxxi. 1 ; Ammian. loc. cit.
'luminum torvitate terribiles '). They loved beautiful men,
which explains in part the sway that Vercingetorix exerted
over them. Even their enemies are obliged to testify to the
simplicity and frankness ol their character, free from all malice
(Strabo, IV. iv. 2 ; ds Bell. Afric. Ixxiii.). Upright and incapable
of evil, deception and trickery were repugnant to thera (Strabo,
loc. cit.).
Their superabundance of life, love of novelty, and
adventurous humour explain that continual state of agitation

(Diod.

:

;

'

:

'

and excitement in which they lived (Csesar, m. x. 3). They
disputed and fought on the slightest provocation at repasts.
In a word, theirs was a country of duels and civil wars (Diod.
y. xxviii. 5

;

Ammian.

xv. xii. 1

:

'

avidi iurgiorura et sublatius

As a natural consequence of this, they were
and dejected, and it was usually more
advantageous to arouse them by illusions than by appealing to
the sentiment of duty (Caasar, vil. xx., esp. 12 Strabo, IV. iv. 5),
although they were quick to recover from any state of demoralization into which they might have fallen (Livy, xxri. ii.).
Among the Romans they were celebrated for their love of
revolutions, rapid decisions, and continual changes (Cssar,
insolescentes

').

easily discouraged

;

III. viii. 3,
IV. v. 3, vn. xx. 1, etc. ; Strabo, rv. iv. 2).
In
addition to the art of war, according to Cato (Orig. ii.), they
cultivated with great talent the art of speaking readily, and
they had a natural gift for eloquence (Polyb. ll. xvii. ; Diod.
V. xxxi.).
Though Caesar states (vn. xxii. 1) that the Gauls
possessed to a high degree the power of imitation, they stubbornly refused to profit by the experience of their defeats.
They were proud even in defeat, and showed no inclination to
change their manner of fighting (Strabo, rv, iv. 6 ; CsBsar, I.
xiii. 3, etc., xiv. 7).
Finally, they gave special attention to the
care of the body (Ammian. iv. xii.). According to Pliny (BN
zn. xxvi. 45, xxvin. Ii.), soap made of tallow or ashes was an
invention of the Gauls ; while certain tribes, such as the Valeriana Celtica, were in the habit of using a kind of perfume.
Various classical authors call attention to the fact that the
Celto-Iberians preserved urine in reservoirs for washing their
bodies and cleansing their teeth (Diod. v. xxxiii.; Strabo ill.
iv. 16 ; Catullus, xxxix. 17-19). and Pliny (xxil. Ixxxii.) notes
also that the Celtic women used beer-foam as a cosmetic. The
men usually wore long moustaches (Diod. v. xxviii. 3), and
were fastidious in the care of the hair (Ammian. xv. xii. 2).
They were often reproached for their love of ornaments, exhibiting a particular preference for purple or golden garments,
necklaces and bracelets of bright colours (Diod. v. xxx. 1
Strabo, rv. v. 5 ; Appian, Celtica, 12 ; Propert. v. x. 40 ; Floms,
I. XX. 2) ; and Vergil (Aen. viii. 669-661) traces a portrait— very
poetical, it is unnecessary to state—of * the golden-haired Celt,

wearing a golden tunic, covered with a mantle with stripes of
a thousand colours, a necklace of gold surrounding a neck of
milky whiteness.'
With this insight into their character, we can,
with the aid of the Irish texts, arrive at some
definite idea of the condition of their morals.

—

I. Marriagfe
and immorality.
In regard to
marriage, it suffices to say that the bride was
purchased by her future husband. As women were
usually married only once, the purchase-price (Old
Ir. coibche) was received in entirety by the father
{Anc. Laws of Ireland, Rolls Series, London,
1869-73, iii. 314), and in subsequent marriages (until
the twenty-first) the coibche was divided between
the father and the daughter (ib. ii. 346). Apparently the jtis primcB noctis existed among the early
Celts, if we may infer that the right exercised by
Conchobar, king of Ulster, is an indication of the
prevalence of that custom in early times.
In the Book of Leirwter (p. 106, col. 2) we read that in
Ulster, every man who had a daughter to marry took her to
'

Eass the first night with Conchobar, in order that she might
ave that king as a husband {cech fer di Ultaib doberad ingin
macdacht a-feiss la Conchobar in-chdt aidchi, corn-bad he acHmunter)
and the despotic king does not hesitate to
exercise this right over Emer, the bride of Ciichulainn (Windisch,
Ir. Texte, Leipzig, 1880, i. 690 ; d'Arbois de Jubainville, FamiUe
celtiqtie. Pans, 1906, p. 126, etc.).
That this custom was in
vogue in Scotland, we shall see later.
;

As

:

;

'

for the marriage itself, the contract was not
binding, and later on Irish canonical law protested
in vain against the ease with which marriages were
dissolved (Wasserschleben, Die ir. Kanonensammlung^, Leipzig, 1885, p. 185 f.). That divorce was
far from being unusual among the Celts is obvious
from the fact that the Ancient Laws of Ireland
permitted divorce by mutual consent even when
the woman was a legitimate wife {citmuinter [ii.
362, line 21 f.]), for which the technical expression
is im toga scartha, or 'by choice of separation.'
Though the citmuinter was considered the selb, or
property, of her husband, this did not prevent her

(Celtic)

from having certain very important rights, such,
for example, as that of seizing the property intended to be used by her husband towards the
purchase of another woman. The Senchus Mtir is
very explicit in that respect
If he gives the purchase-price for another woman,' state the
Laws, 'even though it should be from his own property, that
purchase-price is the property of his legitimate wife, ii she
*

acquits herself of her conjugal duties

'

(ii.

382).

But, with these exceptions, adultery was otherwise unrestrained ; for, besides his legitimate wife,
the husband was permitted by law to keep in the
domicile one or several concubines, so that Diarmaid
mac Fergusa, supreme king of Ireland, had four
wives, two of whom had the rank of queens (d'Arbois
de Jubainville, Coursde lift, celt., Paris, 1883-1902,
vii. 210 IF. ). That this institution existed from early
times among the Celts is obvious from the statement of Csesar (VI. xLx. 3) that after the death of
an important personage, if his wives {uxores) were
suspected of having brought it about, they were put
to torture and finally burned. These were without
doubt his concubines, for the relatives of his legitimate wife, who was invariably of high birth, would
have avenged her death (d'Arbois de Jubainville,
Famille celt. 104).
In Ireland the concubine was the rival of the
legitimate wife, and was called adaltrach ; she
must not be confused with the citmuinter ar muin
araile ('wife on the neck of the other'), or second
legitimate wife, whom the husband was permitted
to take if it chanced that the first legitimate wife
was afflicted with an incurable disease (cr6-lige,
i.e. on her death-bed).
In that case the husband
could send his sick wife back to her relatives ; but,
if she had none, he was obliged to keep her in his
home (Anc. Laws, v. 144). However, the condition
of a legitimate wife having another legitimate wife
as a rival was naturally rare, while that of having
a concubine as a rival was most frequent. With
the latter the husband usually contracted an annual
marriage, lasting from the 1st of May to the 1st of
May (lb. iL 390). The concubine was of a stage of
society much lower in rank than that of her husband, usually a slave.
An example of such a marriage is that of Derdriu and
Conchobar, after the murder of the sons of Usnech (Windisch,
Ir. Texte, i. 81 f.).
St. Bridget was the daughter of Dubthach
his cumal, or slave, Broicsech (Stokes, Three Middle Irish

and

Homiiiea, Calcutta, 1877, p.

62).

That the legitimate wife had superior rights over
the concubine is evident from the honour-price
(enechlann or I6g eneich) assessed in case of moral
inj ury, that of the citmuinter being twice as great as
that of the adaltrach (Anc. Laws, li. 404). Furthermore, the law permitted her to strike the concubine
until blood flowed, without the latter being entitled
to demand any reparation for the injury (w. v. 142).
This explains why Mugain, the legitimate wife
of Conchobar, makes no protest against the presence of Derdriu ; while Emer, the wife of the hero
Ciichulainn, while tolerating his relations with his
concubine, Ethne Ingube, refuses to submit to the
presence of his citmuinter ar muin araile, the goddess Fand (Windisch, i. 206 f., 222 flf.). The attitude of the legitimate wife in these cases may have
been influenced somewhat by the fact that the
husband had the right of life and death over his
>vives, as well as his concubines (Dottin, 136 ; see
also

ERE iu.

SIS'-).

—

Adultery, incest, polyandry, etc. Strabo says
(IV. V. 4) that it was considered quite natural in
Ireland for men to have relations with wives of
others, with their mothers or sisters, whUe St.
Jerome goes so far as to state that in Ireland the
2.

institution of marriage was entirely unknown
Scotorum natio uxores proprias non habet ; nulla apud eos
est, sed, ut cuique libitum fuerit, pecudum more
:

'

coniux propria

7

[PL

of course,

we

lasciviunt {adv. lovin.
'

In

this,

ii.

xxiii. 309]).

see a reference to

tlie

;
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or concubinage discussed
above.
Wliile adultery on the part of the man
was very common, there are very few examples of
legitimate wives failing to observe fidelity to their
husbands.
liave, to be sure, the legend of
Medb, queen of Connaught, and the celebrated hero
Fergus an account that was known without doubt
Notwithby Strabo (Leabluir na hUidhre, 65).
standing this, the Celtic women were famed among
the ancients for their fidelity (d'Arbois de Jubainville,
La L6gende et les femmes,' etc., in BCel vii.

We

'

[1886] 129-144).
Polybius (XXII. xxi.) relates the story of Ohiomara, the wife of
the Celtic Iting Ortia^on, who brought to her husband the head
When the king
of the Roman centurion who had violated her.
said to her, ' Woman, fidelity is a beautiful thing,' she answered,
Yes, but there
there is only one
*

is

something

still

more beautiful

;

it is

that

whom

man

alive to
I have belonged.' Derdriu
of Ulster, after having passed a year
with her, wishes to give her up to the murderer of her husband.
For the beautiful story of Camma, wife of the Tetrarch Sinatos,

when the king

kills herself

see Plutarch,

As

Amor,

xxii.

we have

in Ireland the example of
Clothru, the daughter of a king, who, after having
been the wife of her three brothers, marries her
own son, Lugaid, supreme king of Ireland {Book of
Leinster, 23, col. 2).
It is permissible to conclude
from a statement of Caesar that, at an early date
in Ireland, it was not uncommon for brothers to
have wives in common
uxores habent deni duofor incest,

—

'

denique inter se communes et maxime fratres cum
fratribus (v. xiv. 4) ; and this custom existed also
in Caledonia (Dio Cass. Ixxvi. 12 cf. Ixii. 6). The
accusation of paederasty, borne against the Gauls
by several classical authors whose testimony is
worthy of very serious consideration, is apparently
without foundation (Aristotle, Pol. II. vi. JDiod. v.
'

;

;

xxxii. ; Strabo, IV. iv. 6 ; Athenseus, xiii. 80 ; cf.
also d'Arbois de Jubainville, op. cit. 187-199).
In spite of the ease with which
3. Prostitution.
the marriage vows could be violated or broken,
The name
prostitution did not fail to flourish.
given by the Senchus Mdr to the prostitute is baitseek (A71C. Laws, i. 190, 236), or merdrech (meretrix),
or ' female of grove and bush ' {Anc. Laws of Wales,
London, 1841, p. 42).
curious fact in ancient
Irish law is that the head of the family, to whom
the purchase-price of the wife was paid, had also a
right to a share in the earnings of the prostitute
{cuit in apthaib baitsaide [Anc. Laws of Ireland,
If she
iii. 314] ; cuit a n-abad baidside [iv. 62]).
had any children, she and her family were obliged
to support them {do fastad cirt ocus dligid [v.
If she attempted to force any man to as452]).
sume charge of the child through obligation of
paternity, the Senchus Mdr gave him the power
to refuse (i. 192).
If the minute distinctions made in the Ancient Laws in regard to rape are any criterion, we must conclude that this form
of seizure was not infrequently practised in ancient Ireland.
The Senchus M6r distinguishes three kinds of irregular union
between man and woman. The first is called Idnamnas foxail,
or union by elopement," an open and violent seizure done with
the consent of the woman against the wishes of the family. The

—

A

*

woman

in this case is called benfuataig, or 'woman of elopeii. 356, 400, 402).
The second, entitled Idnainnas tothla i tdide, is a secret union formed with the assent
of the woman but unknown to her family. She is then called
And,
hen tdide, or *woman of theft' (ii. 356, 404, iii. 38).
finally, a union by violence wittiout the consent of the woman
or family ia called Idna-mnas HcTie no sUithe, i.e. ' union by
force,' in which case she bears the name of bea Joreuir, or
' woman of violence ' (ii. 356, 404).

ment {Anc. Laws,
'

Status of women.

— From what we

can glean
from the different authorities, the condition of
women among the ancient Celts was quite miserSeized with the passion of
able (Dottin, 138).
war, the Gauls often abandoned the cultivation of
the soil to the women ( feminse res domesticas
agrorumque culturas administrant, ipsi armis et
4.

'

rapinis serviunt ' [Justin, xliv. 3]

;

cf also Sil. Ital.
.

Later on, however, under the domination
of the Romans, the men developed a great interest
iii.

344).

in agriculture (Strabo, IV.

i.

2).

Although there
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are instances of women governing tribes in the
British Isles (such as Cartismundua, who was
queen of the Brigantes c. A.u. 50 [Tac. Ann. xii.
36]), the statement of Aristotle (Pol. II. vi. 6), that
the Celts were free from the domination of women,
holds true for the Continent. That they were not

system of polygamy

—

(Celtic)

without influence, however, is confirmed by Plutarch
Mul. Virtut. vi.), who says that they were admitted into the councils of war as arbiters of the
diilerences between tribes
and Hannibal agreed
with his Celtic allies to let all diliiculties between
them be judged by the women of the Celts. The
women of the Gauls were beautiful and courageous
(Died. V. xxxii. 7 Athenseus, xiii. 80) they encouraged their husbands to fight, and accompanied
them on the field of battle (Polyb. v. Ixxviii. 1 ;
Tac. Agricola, xv. Ann. xiv. 34, 36); at times
they even displayed greater phj^sical strength than
their husbands (Ammian. xv. xii.) ; and, according
to Strabo, they were good mothers and could do
more work than the men (IV. i. 2, iv. 3).
The cruelty of the Gauls in war
5. Cruelty.
terrified the Greeks and Romans (Dottin, 114).
According to their national custom, they cut off
the heads of the dead and wounded on the battlefield, to ofl'er them up afterwards to the souls of
their ancestors or to the gods (Jullian, Becherches
sur la relig. gaul., Bordeaux, 1903, p. 82). Oftentimes they sacrificed captives, and they are also
accused oif having massacred old men and little
children (Diod. V. xxxii. ; Pausan. X. xxii. 3 f
Athenseus, iv. 51). The heads of dead enemies
were sometimes attached to the necks of their
horses or fastened on the end of their lances (Livy,
V. xxvi. 11 ; Diod. V. xxix., xiv. cxv.), while at
Entremont, near Aix, trophies were raised with
heads exposed on them (Reinach, Catalogue sommaire du Musie des antiquitis nationales, Paris,
They displayed with pride the heads
1889, p. 40).
(de

;

;

;

,

—

.

chiefs or

of their

other illustrious

personages,

which they preserved in a preparation of oil (Strabo,
IV. iv.

5; Diod. v. xxix.).

In battle their attacks

were characterized by a savage fury (Pausan.

x,
xxi. 3 ; Florus, II. iv. ; Dion. Hal. xiv. 10, 17).
Probably the most striking example of their savagery ia in
one of the early Irish sagas, the Scil mucci Mic Ddthd, or * History of the Pig of Mac Ddth6.'
Conall Cernach, the fosterbrother of the great hero Ci!ichulainn, replies to the opposing
hero C6t in the following manner
I swear by the oath that
my people swear since the day when I first took a javelin in
my hand, it did not often happen to me that I was without the
head of a Connaught-man under my head as a pillow when I
slept. Not a day or ni^ht passed without that I killed some
enemy (
nach jnenic ro bd cen chend Connachtaig fd-Tnchind oc cotlud, ocxcs cen guine duine cech den Id ocus cech 6en
aidchiy When C6t regreta that Anli^an is not present to fight
with (Ilonall, the latter replies
'He is here, however,' and
drawing from his girdle the head of Anll^an, he threw it upon
the bosom of C6t with such force that a stream of blood burst
upon his lips (atd imorro, ar Conall ic tabairt chind Anliiain
as-sa chriss, ocits no-s-leice do ChH ar a bruinni, corroimid a loim
:

'

:

.

.

.

:

*

fold for

a

biolv,'

[Windisch, Ir. Texte,

1.

104, lines 16-23]).

However convincing these accounts may appear,
it is, nevertheless, true that the Gauls were no
cruel or savage than other barbarous nations,
although they inspired the Greeks and Romans
with such great fear that the classical authorities
do not hesitate to attribute to them all possible
crimes and vices (Jullian, Sist. de la Gaule, Paris,
Diodorus accuses them of vio1907, i. 332, etc.).
lating tombs (XXII. xii.) Pausanias says that they
did not bury their dead, and outraged and massacred women and children (X. xxi. 1, 7)
Livy
asserts that they continually used false weights
(X. xlviii. 9) ; while Plutarch states that the only

more

;

;

known to them was that of strength and of
the sword (Camill. xvii.). Such accusations are
only what we should expect from a people in constant dread of a powerful enemy.
6. Human sacrifice.
Probably the most serious
accusation of cruelty borne against the Gauls by
classical authorities is that they practised humap
right

—

'
;
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sacrifice

(Lucan, Pharsal.

i.

443-445

;

Diod. V.

xxxii. 6; Livy, XXXVIII. xlvii.).
Caesar (VI. xvi.
2f.) states that those of the Gauls who were
afflicted with grave diseases either sacrificed
human victims or made a vow to do so, for they
believed that, if a human life were not given for
a human life, the wrath of the gods would not be
appeased. He adds that they were accustomed to
construct immense wooden statues, which they
filled with living beings and burned in honour
of their gods (' quorum contexta viminibus
membra vivis hominibus complent ; quibus succensis, circumventi flamma exanimantur homines
[VI. xvi. 4]).
Cicero, who was always very bitter
against the Gauls, exclaims in his defence of
Fonteius : ' They have preserved to this day the
barbarous custom of sacrificing human beings.
can be the good faith of a people who think

What

they can appease Divine wrath by crime and human
blood (pro Fonteio, xii. ) ? This rite was practised
mainly in war ; and before the battle, if the omens
were unfavourable, they would even kill their wives
and children in order to assure themselves of the
victory (Justin, xxvi. 2). If they were victorious,
they sacrificed their captives as a thank-oflering to
the gods (Diod. XXII. ix.
Pausan. X. xxiii. 6).
Dionysius of Halicarnassus, who finished his
Roman Antiquities (i. 38) about 8 B.C., maintained
that human sacrifice was still practised among the
Gauls, although it was prohibited by the Komans
'

;

Under Tiberius (A.D. 14-37)
was suppressed (d'Arbois de Jubainville,

as early as 97 B.C.
this rite

Cours, ii. 376-381), although it survived in certain
parts of Britain as late as A.D. 77 (Pliny,
XXX.
iv. 13).
According to Diodorus (V. xxxii.), the
Gauls kept criminEus for five years before burning
them on enormous pyres. That the belief in the
immortality of the soul was one of the prime causes
of these sacrifices is supported by the statement of
Pomponius Mela (III. ii. 19) that relatives of the
dead person often threw themselves into the funeral
pjnre, in the hope of living with him in the hereafter.
The article of the Dinnsenchus, written
about the 6th cent. A.D., contains an account of
the plain of prostrations,' showing that the bloody
practice of human sacrifice was continued in Ireland
probably at a very late date ; and the author of
this treatise states that at some period previous to
his time the people were accustomed to sacrifice

EN

'

their firstborn to an idol called Cromm criiach
(' bloody crescent') which stood on this field (Book
tyf Leinster, p. 213, col. 2).
With human sacrifice is closely allied the love
of suicide, which, according to the belief of the
Gauls, was a kind of personal and spontaneous
sacrifice to the gods.
Some of the finest examples
of self-sacrifice in antiquity occurred among the
Celts.
Brennus, believing that he was the cause
of the misfortunes of his soldiers, committed suicide in order to appease the wrath of the enemy's
fod Apollo (Diod. XXII. ix. ; Pausan. X. xxiii. 12
ullian. Hist. ii. 359).
Livy (XXXVIII. xxi. ) states
that the Gauls scorned their wounds, enlarging
them in order to make them more apparent.
Among the more important doc7. Courag^e.
trines taught by the Druids (q.v.) were the scorn
of death and the obligation of courage (Caesar,

—

xiv. 5; Mela, III. ii. 19).
In other words,
the Gauls made their theology accord with their
temperament. Their very great courage, so highly
lauded in antiquity (Polyb. II. xxx. 4, xxxiii. 2
Dio Cass. xii. 1. 2f. ; Livy, XXXVIII. xvii. 7 ; Pint.
Camill. xii.), was rather a sort of fury (rabies
Gallica) than a form of will.
They considered it
shameful to be attacked first (Plut. loc. cit.). On
the battlefield, they were filled with anger, confidence, and pride, as they cast defiance against the
enemy (Diod. v. xxix. 3) ; but the resistance of
VI.

(Celtic)

an adversary guickly dispelled their confidence
(Pausan. X. xxiii. 12), and not infrequently they
were victims of panic (ib. ; Sil. Ital. xv. 719:
patrius genti pavor ').
It was their great desire
to enjoy the esteem of posterity
'posteris prodi
pulcherrimum (Caesar, vil. Ixxvii. 13). Furthermore, the brave were recipients of many tokens
of esteem from the tribe.
For them were reserved
the finest pieces of meat at the feasts, and the
honour of carving was always left for the great
hero (cf. the Hist, of the Pig of Mac-Ddtk6, mentioned above, and the Feast of Bricriu d'Arbois

—

'

'

;

de JubainvUle, Cours, v. 71-78, 86-146, 35-47).
The Gauls were celebrated
8. Intemperance.
for their intemperance (Diod. V. xxvi. 3 ; Ammian.
XV. xii. 4 Posidon. iv. 36 Cic. pro Fonteio) ; and,
according to Pliny (xil. ii. 5), it was the love of
wine that caused them to make their incursions
into Italy.
The southern heat, combined with
their excessive activity, aroused in them an irresistible desire to drink alcoholic liquors (Polyb. II.
xix. 4 ; Livy, XXXIV. xlvii. 5 : ' minirae patientia
sitis ').
Cicero, with his usual acerbity, says that
wine mixed with water was regarded as a poison
by the Gauls (pro Fonteio, xv.). They delighted
in the invention of liquors of all kinds ('ad vini
similitudinem multiplices potus [Ammian. XV.
xii. 4]).
Although they prepared a beer called
corma, they preferred the wines of the south,
which they drank until they were insane (Ammian.
loc. cit. ; Diod. V. xxvi.) ; and it was this excessive
indulgence in alcohol that finally undermined their
vitality and rendered them weaker than women

—

;

;

'

Cpostrema minus quam feminarum' [Livy, X.
xxviii.]; Florus,

11. iv. 1).

—

The thirst of the
Avarice and cupidity.
Gauls for booty was insatiable (Plut. Pyrrhus,
9.

xxvi. ; Livy, XXI. xx. 8). They violated tombs in
order to secure gold (Diod. XXII. xii. ; Plut. loc.
cit.); they did not even hesitate to rob the most
sacred temples (Pausan. X. xxii. 6) ; they were so
venal that they would become mercenaries of any
purchaser, and were willing to engage in long
expeditions merely for the sake of pillage (Livy,
loc. cit. ; Justin, xxv. 2 ; Diod. v. xxvii. ; Polyb.
II. xxii.).
Yet, in spite of their love of gold, they
amassed great quantities of it in their own temples
as an offering to the gods, and no one dared to

touch

it

(Diod.

10. Justice.

loc. cit.).

—While

Cicero assures us that the

Gauls were entirely lacking in the sentiment of
justice (pro Fonteio, xii.), Caesar (VI. xxiv. 3), on
the contrary, states that certain tribes were renowned for justice and moderation and Strabo
;

extols their equity (IV. iv. 2). Tradition relates
that the Senones marched against Rome to avenge
the right of the people, which had been violated
by certain patricians (Livy, v. xxxvi. ; Diod. XIV.
cxiii. ; Plut. Camill. xvii.).
Though indiscreet at times,
11. Hospitality.
the Gauls practised all the laws of hospitality
(Diod. V. xxviii. ; Caesar, IV. v. 2) ; and, even in

—

dealing with the most warlike tribes, Rome had
no complaint to make of the reception accorded
her ambassadors (Livy, XXXIX. Iv., XLIII. v., etc.).
Anxious to learn about other people, their homes
were always open to bards and strangers (Diod,
loc. cit.).

—

12. Piety.
At first the conquered Greeksaccused
the Gauls of lacking piety, making of Brennus the
type par excellence of sacrilege (Pausan. X. xxi. ;
Diod. XXII. ix. 4) but later, when they began to
study their enemies, they not only admitted that
they were religious, but even declared them to be
the most pious of men (Justin, XXIV. iv. 3 Livy,
Dion. Hal. vii. 70). Caesar (VI. xvi. 1)
V. xlvi. 3
calls them a people much addicted to religious
practices, for which they are praised by classical
;

;

;

;
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authors (Livy, V. xxxvi. 3 ; Arrian, xxxiv. Dion.
Hal. vii. 70).
Keligious scrupleH, for example,
prevented Dumnorix from accompanying Cajsar to
Britain (Ccesar, v. vi. 3).
Especially before
13. Obedience and devotion.
a common enemy, the Gauls showed absolute obedience to their chiefs, whom they loved as one would
a father (Fustel de Coulanges, La Gaule romaine ^,
Paris, 1891, pp. 35-44) ; and the bonds that unite
the chief to his followers are described by Polybius
(II. xvii.) asiraipda, i.e. fellowship.
Caesar did not
fail to admire the devotion of the Soldurii to their
chief (III. xxii.).
These men share the good or
bad fortune of the one to whom they have given
themselves ; and, if he dies,
there is not an
example of one in this case who would wish to
remain alive.' It is to their generous and sympathetic nature that this sublime devotion is due.
Thus, two sons of the Galatian king Adiatorix vie
with one another as to which shall die with their
father (Strabo, Xll. iii. 35). Prompt in responding
to all appeals for help, they rush to the defence of
their neighbours (Strabo, IV. iv. 2) ; even an army
making an invasion into Italy stops at the Alps to
free a tribe besieged by another (Justin, xliii. 4),
while their haste to respond to a request which
excites their sympathy often leads them into war.
The chief, on his part, never suffered his followers
to be tormented or oppressed if he did so, he lost
his authority among his people (Csesar, VI. xi. 4).
Though the Gauls were character14. Pride.
ized by their devotion and obedience, they had
little regard for discipline, owing principally to
their excessive vanity (Diod. XXIII. xxi. ; Poly b. II.
xxi. 2-6, V. Ixxviii. 1-3 ; Arrian, Anab. I. iv. 6). It
was this pride that rendered them incapable of profiting by experience ; for, even though defeated,
they were too haughty to admit their mistake and
change their manner of fighting (Strabo, IV. iv. 5 ;
They defied the
Csesar, I. xiii. 3-7, xiv. 7).
elements, and believed themselves dishonoured if
they sought to avoid the fall of a wall (.^Elian,
Var. Hist. xii. 23 ; Stobseus, Anthol. xliv. 41).
Their vanity led them to boast (Strabo, IV. iv. 5 ;
Diod. V. xxix. ), and before battle the chiefs lauded
the exploits of their ancestors and their people,
and cast insults at the enemy (SU. Ital. iv. 279
Csesar, vil. xxix. 6, xxx. 1).
Though the Gauls were inconstant,
15. Perfidy.
changeable, and not inclined to reflexion (Caesar,
Polyb. II. xxxii. 8,
IV. V. 1 ; Strabo, rv. iv. 2
xxi. 2-5 ; Sil. Ital. iv. 49 f.), few of the classical
authors have reproached them with perfidy. This
accusation has been brought against them only in
an informal way (Polyb. 11. vii. ; Cic. pro Fonteio).
Nevertheless, as we might expect, ruse and
treachery flourished to some extent, especially in
times of war. It is true that we have such traitors
as Divitiacus and Dumnorix, while some of the
acts of Vercingetorix are certainly not above suspicion ; yet, with few exceptions, they were so
open and frank that they did not even use strategy,
a method of warfare so honoured among the
Greeks (Jullian, Hist. i. 346). Their constant
happiness and the levity of their humour seem to
have been a proof agamst those worse defects of
character (Livy XXI. xx. 3 ; Caesar, IV. v. 2 ; Diod.
v. xxviii.); and this gaiety, which so frequently
manifested itself in face of death, seems to have
been aroused in part by their firm belief in the
immortality of the soul as well as by the pique
of personal honour.
From the evidence we
16. Anthropophagy.
na^e from different authors, there is little doubt
that anthropophagy prevailed to a certain extent
among the primitive Celts. While we may have
reason to refuse to accept the statement of St. Jerome {adv. lovin. ii. 7) that the Atticoti of Britain
;

—

'

;

—

—

;

—
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relished certain parts of

the bodies of shepherds
Ixxvii. 12) makes the
formal accusation that the Gauls, at the time of
the invasion of the Cimbri and the Teutons, ate
the bodies of those amongst them whom age had
rendered useless for war. Pausanias (X. xxii. 3)
states that the Celtic invaders of Greece often ate
the flesh and drank the blood of little children
and Strabo (IV. v. 4) maintains that certain tribes
of Ireland had a special predilection for the bodies

and women, C;eaar

(Vll.

;

of their fatliers.

from lack of
17. Frugality.— It is obvious,
evidence to the contrary, that Polybius (Xll. iv.) is
correct when he states that at least the Cisalpine
Gauls were very frugal. Their principal food seems
to have been hog-meat.
18. Murder.
It is worth noting that among
the Gauls the penalty for the murder of a stranger
was greater than for that of a fellow-citizen (Stob.
Anthol. xliv. 41); in the first case, it was death
in the second, exile.
From the scanty information found in the classical authors, it is impossible
to state how frequently murder was resorted to
among the primitive Gauls (see, further, below,
II. § 13, III. § IS, IV. § 4).
Although the Greeks accused the
19. Theft.
Celtic invaders of all kinds of theft and brigandage
(Jullian, Hist. i. 337 f.), it is highly improbable
that this was a common practice in times of peace,
if we believe what the same authors say of the
frankness and simplicity of their character.
Furthermore, the punishment for theft and brigandage was extremely severe the criminals were

—

;

—

—

burned alive (Caesar, VI. xvi. 5). If a Gaul concealed a part of the booty of war, or stole some
object from those deposited in sacred places, he
was put to death after undergoing severe torture

The severity of these punishments must have tended to curb any desire of individual Gauls to appropriate to themselves the
property of others (cf. also above, §9).
20. Punishments.
It is important to note here
that, whereas in later times the iric, or compensation for murder, and the punishment of thieves
and other criminals, were definitely established by
the legal statutes, according to the rank of the
person killed, or according to the value of the
thing stolen, in earlier history it was left to the
Druids to decide in such cases and to determine
the punishment (d'Arbois de Jubainville, Cours, i.
165-189). As they were reputed to be the most
just of men, the individual was obliged to accept
their sentence if he did not, he was forbidden to
take part in the sacrifices (Dottin, 281). In order
not to receive any injury from their contact, the
society of those sutt'ering such excommunication
was carefully avoided in other words, the criminal became an outcast from his tribe, so that,
if he had any complaint to make, no justice was
(Caesar, VI. xvii. 5).

—

;

—

rendered him.
Giraldus Cambrensis, -who completed
II. Irish.
his Topography 0/ Ireland a,hout 1187, presents a
moral portrait of the Irish of that time which is

—

far from attractive (Opera, ed. Dimock, London,
He asserts, for example, that
1867, V. 19, etc.).
the Irish are ' indeed a most filthy race, a race sunk
in vice, a race more ignorant than all other nations
of the first principles of the Faith' (xix.), and
yet, when not influenced by religious prejudices,
he is a very valuable source, inasmuch as he was a
contemporary of an obscure period of Irish history.
According to this authority, the Irish are not only inconstant, but perfidious.
This race is inconstant, changeable,
wily, and cunning.
It is an unstable race, stable oniy in its
'

instability, faithful only in

its

unfaithfulness'

(v. 21, p. 166).

The following sentence is characteristic
Their arts are, therefore, more to be feared than their arms, their friendship than
:

'

their fire-brands,
. their malignity than their martial spirit,
.
their treachery than their open attacks, their specious friendship than their spiteful enmity' (ib.). Through this oratory.
.

'
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it raay be, we can readily see that, in the
main, Irish character of the 12th cent, was practically the same

however condemning

as that of the early Celt.

—

On this subject,
1. Marriage, immorality, etc.
Giraldus is as severe as St. Jerome, for he asserts
that the Irish ' do not contract marriages or shun
incestuous connexions (ib. v. 19, p. 164). ' Nay,
'

detestable,' he continues, ' in many
parts of Ireland, brothers (I will not say marry)
seduce and debauch the wives of their deceased
brothers, and have incestuous intercourse with

what

is

more

Here, without doubt, the author
(p. 164 f ).
attacking the community of women which apparently continued to exist (see above, I. § 2).
Elsewhere (v. 35, p. 181), he speaks of the Irish
as
gente adultera, gente incesta, gente illegitime nata et copulata, gente exlege.' Notwithstanding these statements, it is manifest that
marriage continued to exist in Ireland in much
the same form as in primitive times, from the
following remark in the Book of Leinster (190, col.
Mat., Dublin, 1861, p. 15): 'It
27; O'Curry,
is from this circumstance that in Erin it is the men
while it is the
that purchase the wives always
husbands that are purchased in all the rest of the
have already seen the attitude of the
world.
Senchus Mtir towards divorce. As for concubinage,
suffice it to say that it continued unrestricted,
especially among the higher classes (Joyce, ii. 12 f ).
Until the reforms effected by AdamnAn at the end
of the 7th cent., female slaves were treated with
the coarsest brutality (Stokes, Tripartite Life,
London, 1887, Introd. p. xxii). Polygamy perDermot, who was
sisted even in Christian times.
king of Ireland from 544 to 565, had two queens
and, a century later, Nuada the
(Joyce, ii. 7)
Sage, king of Leinster, also had two wives {da
banchMe [Stokes, Lives of Saints, Oxford, 1890,
Adultery, which was probably not very
p. 237]).
uncommon among the Irish at a later period (cf.
Giraldus' account of the wife of Tiernan O'Rourke,

them

'

.

is

'

MS

:

We

'

.

;

king of Breifny, A.D. 1152, in his Expugnatio
Hibernica, i. 225), was very severely punished. Cormac's Glossary (p. 59) derives drutn, prostitute,'
from dir, 'right,' and aod, 'iire,' i.e. 'as much as
to say to burn her were right.' In the story of
Core Mac Lugdach in the Book of Leinster, it is
stated that it was the custom at first to burn any
woman who committed lust {dognid bais) in violation of her compact' (RCel ii. [1873-75] 91).
In
the Fotha Catha Cnucha, Cause of the Battle of
Cnucha,' Tadg, the Druid of Cond C6tchathach
(king of Ireland from A.D. 122 to 157), wishes to
have his daughter, Mumi, burned for having eloped
with Cumall {ib. p. 86). According to the Ancient
Laws, children begotten illegitimately of a woman
who had been abducted belonged to the woman's
family, who might sell them if they chose
(d'Arbois de Jubainville, Cours, vi. 312
Anc.
Laws, iv. 231, 12, v. 357, 11, v. 439, 5). Under
Christian influence, chastity and modesty come to
be admired (Stokes, Lives of Saints, 239).
2. Cruelty.
A most ferocious act of cruelty is
found in the story of the sons of Eochaid Muigmedoin, king of Ireland from A.D. 358 to 366 {Book
of Leinster, 190, col. 3, line 1). When one of the
'

'

'

;

—

sons, Fiachra, dies of the wounds received in the
victory over the Munster-men, the fifty captives
taken in the battle are buried alive round his
grave. As this seems to be only an isolated

quite probable that the custom was
in vogue in ancient Ireland.
Decapitation, however, is so frequently mentioned in the
Irish saga that it is needless to cite examples.
Carnage in battle is often designated dr-cenn,
' slaughter
of heads ' (not ' slaughter of chiefs,' as
Stokes translates,
iii.
Heads
[1896] 207).
of dead enemies were carefully preserved by in-

account,

not

it is

much

ZCP

(Celtic)

inasmuch as they attested the fact
that the family obligation of killing the murderer
who refused to pay compensation had been fulfilled (d'Arbois de Jubainville, Cours, v. p. xxx).
Giraldus (Expug. Hib. iv. 233) states that, after
the victory of Ossory (A.D. 1169),
dividuals,

' about two hundred of the enemies' heads were collected
and
laid at the feet of Dermitius, prince of Leinster, who, turning
them over one by one, in order to rcco^ize them, thrice lifted
his hands to heaven in the excess of hts joy, and with a loud
voice returned thanks to Qod most High. Among chem was
the head of one he mortally hated above all the rest, and taking
it up by the ears and hair, he tore the nostrils and lips with his
teeth in a most savage and inhuman manner.'

Human

3.

sacrifice.

—Although

Joyce

(i.
239)
practised
attention
Slechta, or

human sacrifice was not
Ireland, we have already called

maintains that

at aU in
(above, I. § 6) to the account of the Mag
'
Plain of Prostrations,' to which there is another
reference in the account of Taillten (now Teltown,
Co. Meath) in the Dinnsenchus, where it is stated
that Patrick preached at the great fair there
' against
the burning of the firstborn progeny
(Joyce, i. 281-284). This would be in accord with
the Celtic law giving the father the right of life
and death over his children (d'Arbois de JubainvUle, Cours, vii. 244 f. ; Caesar, VI. xix. 3).
Giraldus {Top. Hib. x. 150) states
4. Courage.
that the Irish go to battle without armour, considering it a burden, and esteeming it brave and
honourable to fight without it ; and this accords
with the accounts of the bravery of the early Celts
as mentioned above. It may be noted here that
among the Irish those soldiers who lacked courage
were usually fettered in pairs, leg to leg, leaving
them free in other respects. In A.D. 250, Lugaidh
Mac Con, fearing defection among his Irish allies
in his invasion of Ireland against Art Oenfer,
supreme king of Ireland, had them fettered to the
Britons
and at the Battle of Moyrath in A.D.
637, Congal, the leader of the rebels, resorted to
the same measure (Joyce, i. 143 f ).
In spite of the fact that
5. Intemperance.
Cormac's Glossary (p. 116) indicates that mesci,
' more
implied
of reproach than
drunkenness,'
sense,' intemperance was such a common vice that
it is unnecessary to give examples here.
shall
merely mention the Mesca Ulad in the Book of
Leinster (ed. by Hennessy, Proc, Boy. Ir. Acad.
[1889]), which is an account of a drunken raid
against Munster. Giraldus (xxvii. 172) accuses even
the Irish clergy of excessive indulgence in drink.
As among the Gauls, hospitality
6. Hospitality.
was one of the principal virtues of the Irish. According to the Senchtis Mdr, chieftains were bound
to entertain guests without asking questions (iv.
and elsewhere (iv. 337) cases are specified
237)
wherein a king may be excused for deficiency of
food if an unexpected number of persons should
arrive.
The Glossary of Cormac (p. 66) gives the
word enech-ruice, face-blush,' for shame at not
being able to discharge the due rites of hospitality ;
and the Senchus Mtir mentions a blush-fine' to be
paid when one felt ashamed of the scantiness of his
food (i. 123, 11). In accordance with this admiration for hospitality, free lodging-houses were established all over the country at a later date (Joyce,

—
'

'

;

—

.

'

We

—

;

'

'

ii.

167).

—

Cupidity. According to Giraldus, the Irish
had a great love for gold, which they still coveted
in a way that showed their Spanish origin (' aurum
quod adhuc Hispanico more sitiunt'
enim
7.

.

\_Top.

.

.

Hib. X.

152]).

—

Discipline. The Irish seem to have had a
certain scorn for discipline in the field, and were
in this respect much inferior to the Anglo-Normans
(Joyce, i. 132) ; but the monks, on the contrary,
were characterized by their unquestioning obedience
8.

(Adamnin,

343).

ETHICS
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—

In tliis respect, GiraUlus is exceed9. Perfidy.
ingly severe on the Irish ot his time.
They are Riven to treachery/ he eays, more than any other
nation, and never keep the faith they pledged. Neither shame
nor fear withholds them from constantly violating the most
solemn oaths, which, when entered into with themselves, they
are above all thin^^s anxious to have observed (xx. lUO); and
he concludes
From an ancient and wicked custom they
'

*

'

:

*

always carry an axe in their hands instead of a staff, that they
may be ready promptly to execute whatever iniquity their

minds suggest'

(xxi. 165).

probably true that, because of the frequency
of its requirement, the oath fell into disrepute, with
the exception of that sworn on religious relics in
Christian times (Giraldus, ii. 52-54, iii. 33 f.) and
the one known as the crd-cotaig, or blood-covenant.' The latter consisted in drinking each other's
blood, which they shed for this purpose (ib. iii. 22),
and was absolutely binding. The kings of Ulidia
and Ireland entered into a blood-covenant in A.D.
598, when they united against Branduff, king of
Leinster, at the battle of Dunbolg (BCel xiii. [1892]
and as late as 1703 this oath was so firmly re73)
spected in the western islands of Scotland that one
It is

'

'

'

;

who

violated it utterly lost character (Martin,

Western Isles, London, 1716, p. 109). In primitive
times the oaths by the elements and by arms were
the most revered (Atlantis, i. [1858] 371 ; Joyce, i.
383 f.).
In spite of the accusation of per10. Chivalry.
fidy borne against the Irish of later times, it is
apparent from the early literature that they were
It is true that there are
little inclined to this vice.
examples of those who did not hesitate to resort to
ambush (etamaid) or other stratagems in war, but
these are rare. Thus in the battle between Aed
Mao Ainmirech, king of Ireland, and Branduff,
king of Leinster, the latter smuggled into Aed's
camp 3600 oxen carrying large hampers, in each of
which was concealed an armed man (Joyce, i. 140142). But, on the other hand, according to O'Curry
{Manners and Customs, Dublin, 1873, ii. 261), the
Irish warriors never sought to conceal intended
attacks, either letting their adversaiies know
beforehand or coming to an agreement with them.
At the first battle of Moytura, the Firbolg king
had to consent to the demands of the invaders for
battle each day with equal numbers on both sides,
although he had a much larger army (O'Curry, L
Before the battle of Moylena, about the end
238).
of the 2nd cent., Owen-More, being hard pressed by
Conn, the supreme king, sent to ask him for a
truce of three days, which was granted (O'Curry,
Moylena, p. 23) ; and in the year 1002, Brian Boru
granted King Malachi a delay of a month in which
to muster his forces (Joyce, Short Hist, of Ireland,
Dublin, 1893, p. 208). So much for history. In
literature we have the beautiful story of the two
intimate friends Ciichulainn and Ferdiad, forced
by circumstances to tight one another to death.
During their duels they show each other great
affection, and, when Ferdiad is slain, Ciichulainn
falls on his body in great grief (O'Curry, Manners
noble example of selfand Customs, ii. 415).
sacrifice is shown in the account of the death of

—

A

Ailill,

king of Connaught,

in A.D. 549, for Columof Ulster, that, in order

kille relates, in the Annals
to protect his fleeing army from pursuit and
slaughter, Ailill turned his chariot and plunged
he was slain.
amidst his foemen, by
The Irish, like the Gauls, were
11. Vengeance.
'
always quick to avenge any insult.
to

—

whom

among a barbarous

brothers
Giraldus

Woe

race

!

'

exclaims

Eib. xxiii. 167),
Woe also to
kinsmen
While alive, they pursue them to destruction
and even when dead they leave it to
others to avenge their murder.' Every tribe had
its aire-ichta, or avenger of insults,' who was not
slow in acting, as when Aengus of the Terrible
Spear, the aire-ichta of the D6ise or Desii, killed
(Top.

'

!

;

'

(Celtic)
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in open court at Tara tlie son of kin^ Coniiac Mae
Art who had insulted a woman of that tribe (Joyce,
i. 92
see, further, llLOOD-FEUD [Celtic]).

Soc. Hint.

;

—

12. Slavery.
It is evident that slavery existed
in Ireland from very early times to a comparatively late date.
There were three classes of serfs
or non-free men, called the bothach, the sencleithe,
and the fuidir. Of the fuidir, the lowest of the
three classes, there were two kinds the sder fuidir,
or ' free fuidir,' and the dder fuidir, or ' bond
fuidir,' the latter being escaped criminals, captives
taken in war, convicts respited from death, and
purchased slaves. That traffic in slavery was still
very great in the 12th cent, is evidenced by Giraldus'
account of the Synod of Armagh in 1170, which
dealt with this question.

—

According to Giraldus (Expug. Hib. i. 18, p. 268), the Irish
had long been wont to purchase natives of England as well
from traders as from robbers and pirates, and reduce them to
slavery. For it was the common practice of the Anglo-Saxon
*

people, while their kingdom was entire, to sell their children,
and they used to send their own sons and kinsmen for sale in
Ireland, at a time when they were not suffering from poverty
or famine.*

13.

Murder,

—

Murder is the principal topic
which means that it was probably

etc.

in the Irish law,

common of crimes. Capital punishment,
known and practised only outside
courts.
At this time,' says the writer of the

the most

however, was
the

'

commentary on the Senchus Mdr, no one
'

put to

is

death(byjudicialsentence)for his intentional crimes
as long as iric is obtained (Anc. Laws, i. 15). But,
if the family of the murderer wished to avoid the
iric, they were required to give up the criminal to
the family of the victim, who might then, if they
pleased, kill him, or use him, or sell him as a slave
(ib. iii. 69).
Sometimes the murderer was drowned
by being flung into the water, either tied up in a
sack or with a heavy stone attached to his neck.
It was thus that the Danish tyrant Turgesius was
executed by King Malachi in A.D. 845 (Joyce, i.
211 f. ). It should be noted that bodily harm as well
as personal injury of any kind, such as a slight on
character or an insult, was punishable by a fine
called dire a term that is very frequently used in
the Ancient Laws. Furthermore, according to the
Ancient Laws (v. 313), if a person wounded another
or injured him bodily without justification, he, his
family, or his clan was held responsible for sickmaintenance,' i.e. othrus or folach-othrusa, meaning the cost of maintenance until cure or death.
There are seven different kinds of injury enumerated by law, which, if inflicted on a wife by her
husband, gave her the right to separate from him
(Anc. Laws, ii. 357, 359, 361, 381, 383).
The respect for old age shown by
14. Old age.
the ancient Irish is praiseworthy. According to
the Ancient Laws (iv. 373), the old man is entitled
to good maintenance, and the senior is entitled to
noble election' (O'Curry, Manners and Customs,
Furthermore, if the old person
ii. 30 f., 479, etc.).
was destitute and had no chUdren, it devolved upon
his tribe to see to his wants ; it is one of the duties
of the_/?»e (tribe) to support every tribesman (Anc.
Laws, iii. 55, 2 ; 57, 9).
Giraldus (Top. Hib. x.) states that
15. Idleness.
the Irish of his time were a pastoral people, living
'
beasts.
like
Abandoning themselves to idleness,
and immersed in sloth, their greatest delight is to
be exempt from toil, their richest possession the
enjoyment of liberty ' (ib. 152) ; and elsewhere (p.
173) he states that this people are intemperate in
'

—

'

—

'

'

'

—

'

and most vehement in all their
feelings.'
Thus the bad are bad indeed there
are nowhere worse and than the good you cannot
all their actions,

—

'

;

find better.' Finally, as for jealousy, in the opinion
of Giraldus (ib. xxvi. 172), ' they are also prone to
the failing of jealousy beyond any other nation.'
Giraldus speaks of a tribe of
16. Cleanliness.

—

ETHICS AND MORALITY
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Connaught who did not wear any
'

clothes, except

sometimes the akins of Beasts, in cases of great
necessity' (xxvi. 171). This was not true in the
main, for the Irish, like the Gauls, took great pride
in their personal cleanliness.
The people bathed
daily, usually in the evening (Joyce, ii. 185). Kings
and chiefs were in the habit, even before battle, of
bathing and anointing themselves with scented

(Celtic)

Church as establishing the sanction of marriage,
requiring legitimacy in the sons, and introducing
a law of primogeniture in the succession to land
which did not exist in the Irish system (Skene,
Celtic Scotland^, Edinburgh, 1890, iii. 198).
There were three good reasons for which the wife might
separate from her husband without any loss of property
If he
be leprous, or have fetid breath, or be incapable of marital
duties (Anc. Laws, 38, sec. 10). But, on the other hand, if a
married woman committed any heinous crime, either by giving
a kiss to another man, vel praeb&ndo se palpandum vel stuprandum,* the husband could separate from her, and she forfeited all of her property rights (ib. 40, sec. 19). That this did
not operate as a complete divorce, however, is obvious from the
following passage in the Venedotian Code (ib. 40, sec. 17 f.)
If
the husband take another wife, after he shall have parted from
the first wife, the first is free but, if he part from his wife, and
she be minded to take another husband, and the first husband
should repent having parted from his wife, and overtake her
with one foot in the bed and the other outside the bed, the
prior husband is to have the woman.' But, if the wife left her
husband and slept away from home for three nights during
the first seven years of their marriage, and they separated at
the end of the seventh year, she lost all right to her dower (ib.
ii. sec. 9, p. 39).
There is an article in the Venedotian Code
(ii. sec. 70, p. 48) which shows the exceptional ease with which
divorce was obtainable as well as the very great emphasis laid
upon the dower * If a woman be given to a man, and her
property specified, and the whole of the property had, except
one penny, and that be not had, we say that the man may
separate from her on that account, and she cannot reclaim any
of her property and that is the single penny,' the Law adds,
that takes away a hundred.' Without entering into further
details concerning divorce, it ifl obvious from the articles cited
above that each party had a right of separation, exercisable
without any liability, except a loss of da (possessions), varying
with the time and circumstances of the parting (for further
details, see Anc. Laws, pp. 38-50, etc.).
;

herbs (for references to baths, see Ir. Texti, i.
RCel xiv. [1893] 417 ; Hull, CuchuUin Saga,
;
London, 1898, p. 130, 12, etc.). According to the
Ancient Laws (iv. 373), the head of a family who
had retired because of age was to have a bath at
least once every twentieth night, and his head was
to be washed every Saturday.
Long hair was much
admired, and baldness was considered a serious
blemish (O'Curry, Manners and Customs, ii. 144).
Women dyed their nails crimson (Ir. Texte, i. 79,
11) ; men and women reddened their faces (Meyer,
BCel xiii. 220) ; and oftentimes the women dyed
their eyelids black (O'Curry,
Mat., 309, 595, 6).
At table, they ate with their hands ( Vision of Mac
Conglinne, p. 64), though napkins were introduced
as early as the 8th or 9th cent. (Zeuss, Gramm. Celt.'',
Berlin, 1871, pp. 653, 45), being called lambrat, or
295, 6

MS

'

hand-cloth.'

people,

who were

further advanced in

matters of intellect than in regard to material
prosperity and higher morality. Giraldus states
further that, in his time, they were a wild and
turbulent race, dangerous neighbours, and impatient
of settled control from any quarter.
Wynne, in
his History of the Gurydir Family (Oswestry, 1878),
shows how late these disorderly habits continued.
According to Giraldus, the Welsh were a light and
active people, entirely bred up to the use of arms
(i. 8, p. 179).
The serious defect of their character
was evidently the continual litigation about land
among themselves, and their tendency to resort to
the common violence of trespassing on the lands of
others, that of relatives not excepted.
'
Hence arise suits and contentions,' says Giraldus (ib. ii. 4, p.
murders and conflagrations, and frequent fratricides,
increased, perhaps, by the ancient national custom of brothers
dividing their property amongst each other,' adding that the
habit of princes of entrusting their children to the care of the
principal men of the country was also the cause of 'frequent
disturbances amongst brothers, terminating in the most cruel

211),

:

*

;

:

;

III. Welsh.—T\i& general conclusion that can
be drawn from Giraldus {Descrip. Kanibrice, i. ch.
8, etc.) and other authorities is that in the 12th
cent, the Welsh, like the Irish, were a warlike

pastoral

'

'

'

'

and unjust murders.'

—

Marriage, divorce, etc. In regard to marit may be stated at first that even in later
times there were customs of a barbaric character
which it is surprising to find surviving in a country
where the Church had been established for many
centuries (Rhys and Brynmor- Jones, The Welsh
People, London, 1900, p. 212 f.).
According to
Giraldus (ii. 6, p. 213), the Welsh did not engage
in marriage until they had tried, by previous coI.

riage,

'

habitation, the disposition, and particularly the
fecundity, of the person ' to whom they were engaged. As in Ireland, the marriage tie was loose,
the wife having far greater freedom than was
afforded to her by the law of the Church or by the

English Common Law. Whenever the husband
and wife separated, which they were allowed to
do if one or both so desired, there was apparently no legal method by which they could be

brought together again.
The woman usually
married very early ' from her fourteenth year
unto her fortieth year she ought to bear children,'
say the Ancient Laws (100, sec. 5) and after her
marriage she enjoyed the greatest liberty— she
might go the way she willeth freely, for she is not
to be home-returning [ib. ). The Laws of Gwyned,
or North Wales, recognize the influence of the

—

;

'

'

'

Polygamy was not permissible according to law,
and the Venedotian Code states succinctly that no
man is to have two wives {Anc. Laws, li. sec, 46,
'

'

As for the jus primce noctis, suffice it to
p. 54).
say that, if it was not exercised in Wales, we have
at least an indication of it in the transmission of
the purchase-price (gobyr or amobyr) by the bride's
father into the hands of the king {brenhin) or lord
{arglwyd) (Anc. Laws, p. 258f.), this signifying that
the right was bought back by the bride through
her parent or guardian. The payment of this sum
could not be avoided, for the Laws (iv. sec. 26, p.
405) state that, if a man asserted that a woman was
pregnant by him and the woman denied it, nevertheless he should pay the amobyr of the woman to
the lord.
Provisions against adultery were
2. Adultery.
made at the time of the marriage, when the kindred
or parent of the bride gave sureties that she would
do nothing culpable against her wedded husband
(Rhys and Brynmor-Jones, 211). After that, the
restrictions were not severe, for the penalty imposed
in the case of adultery was insignificant in comparison with that imposed for other crimes. According to the Dimetian Code (ii. sec. 18, p. 257),
if a man commit adultery with the wife of another,
he is to pay the husband his saraad ("disgraceprice") once augmented, because it engenders
family animosity.' Apparently this was in the

—

'

case of violence, for later on it is stated (p. 258,
sec. 37) that a man who has committed adultery
with the wife of another with her consent is to
pay him (the husband) nothing while she is consenting ; and, if the deed be notorious, the wife is
to pay saraad to her husband, or the husband may
freely repudiate her.'
'

It is sufficient to say that the Law did not consider this
question a very serious one, for it states that, if a woman of full
age committed adultery with a man and was afterward deserted, upon complaint made by her to her kindred and to the
courts, she is to receive, for her chastity, a bull of three winters
having its tail shaven and greased, and then thrust through the
door-clate and then let the woman go into the house, the bull
being outaide, and let her plant her foot on the threshold, and
let her take his tail in her hand, and let a man come on each
side of the bull with goads to propel the bull and if she can
hold the bull, let her take it for her wynebwertk (' face-worth,'
or fine for insult) and her chastity and if not, let her take what
grease may adhere to her hands (Anc. Laws, p. 367, sec. 42).
The penalty for adultery, like that for murder, was most
'

'

'

;

;

;

'

—

:

:

'
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frequently some kind of compcnHation puid by the man comthe act to the offended huBbiinfl for, according to the
hiiHbaiidti were not to have
right from them for their adultery: 'one is a woman taken
clandestinely; if she do what she may please with another
man, she is nob to do right to the man who took her clandestinely ; the second is, a woman slept with as a concubine, and
that publicly known ; though she do what she may please, the
man she slept with is to receive no right the third is, a woman
of bush and brake ; her paramour is to receive no right from
her, though she may commit fornication by taking another
paramour (ib. sec. 54, p. 260). Finally, if a man committed
fornication with a virgin, the Law required that she be paid the
compenBation that be might have promised to give her (ib. sec.
mitting,'

;

Law, there were three women whose

;

9, 62).

—

Although Giraldus speaks of this
3- Incest.
crime as most common among the Welsh, the only
formal accusation that he brings against them is
that they were not
ashamed of intermarrying
with their relations, even in the third degree of
consanguinity,' which, he adds, was due principally
to their ' love of high descent * (Descnp. Kamb.
'

ii.

6, p. 213).

—

Concubinage. Concubinage does not seem to
have flourished to the same extent as in Ireland
possibly because of the greater freedom of the
woman in the married state. In all probability
the relations with the concubine were of short
duration ; for, if a woman lived with a man until
the end of seven years, thenceforward,' says the
Law, he is to share with her as with a betrothed
4.

'

'

(Celtic)

battle as difticult to subdue in a protracted war'
(ib.).

—

Intemperance. Though the Welsh were
inclined to drunkenness and gluttony at
home, where tliey were accustomed to fast from
morning till evening (Giraldus, i. 9, p. 182), they
were immoderate in their love of food and intoxicating drinks whenever they found themselves
surrounded with plenty (ii. 5, p. 212) 'as in times
of scarcity their abstinence and parsimony are too
severe, so, when seated at another man's table,
after a long fasting (like wolves and eagles, who,
like them, live by plunder, and are rarely satisfied),
their appetite is immoderate.' The Ancient Laws
prohibit the chaplain of the royal household, the
judge of the palace, and the royal mediciner from
ever becoming intoxicated, for they know not at
what time the king may want their assistance
(ii. sec. 19, p. 215).
The only other mention of
inebriates in the Ancient Laws is where it is stated
that they are not amenable to law, and that all
ID.

little

—

'

their acts are invalid (pp. 389, 587, 604, 656).
u. Hospitality.— Giraldus (i. 10, pp. 182, 183)

says

No one of this nation ever begs, for the houses of all are
common to all and they consider liberality and hospitality
first virtues.
When water is offered to travellers,
'

;

amongst the

they suffer their feet to be washed, they are received as
guests
for the offer of water to wash the feet is with this
people an hospitable invitation. Those who arrive in the mommg are entertained till evening, with the conversation of young
women and the music of the tiarp. In the evening, when no
more guests are expected, the meal is prepared according to
the number and dignity of the persons assembled, and according
to the wealth of the family which entertains.
While the family
is engaged in waiting on the guests, the host and hostess stand
up, paying unremitting attention to everything, and take no
food till all the company are satisfied
that, in case of any
deficiency, it may fall upon them.'
if

;

wife'

(sec. 31, p. 42).
5. Prostitution.

—An

important difference from
the Irish system with regard to the regulations
concerning prostitution is that if a female of grove
and bush
the common term for a prostitute
gave birth to a child, its father was obliged to rear
it, for the Law (sec. 33, p. 42) enacted that she
should not ' suffer loss on account of the man.'
The same was true with regard to the household
servant, with the addition that the man had to
supply her master with another to take her place
during her pregnancy {ib. ii. sec. 51, p. 45). Otherwise, the prostitute had no privilege ; and, even if
violence were committed upon her, she could not
obtain compensation (ib. ii. sec. 80, p. 49).
6. Abduction.
Abduction was not dealt with
seriously by the Law ; for, if a man abducted a
virgin, her lord and her kindred are to take her
away from him, though it may annoy him ; but,
if she were not a virgin, they couldi do nothing
without lier consent (ib. sec. 38, p. 44).
That the punishment for violence
7. Violence.
or rape was castration is evident from the article
in the Dimetian Code (ii. sec. 20, p. 255) which
states that this regulation was not enacted in the
law of Howel.
8. Cruelty.— According
to Giraldus (Descrip.
Kamb. ii. 8, p. 220), the Cymry gave no quarter in
warfare, usually beheading their captives.
The Welsh were a very patriotic
9. Courage.
and courageous people in the opinion of Giraldus
'

'

—

—

'

'

—

—

(i.

8, p. 180)

' They anxiously study the defence
of their country and their
liberty ; for these they fight, for these they undergo hardships,
and for these willingly sacrifice their lives ; they esteem it a
disgrace to die in bed, an honour to die on the field of

battle.'

They were

so bold

and ferocious

that,

when un-

armed, they did not fear to encounter an armed
force (ib.).
Baring in their first onset, they were
unable to bear a repulse, being easily thrown into
confusion and flight ; but, though defeated on one
day, they were ever ready to resume the combat
on the next, dejected neither by their loss nor by
their dishonour.
Unlike the Irish and the early
Celts, they continually harassed the enemy by
ambuscades and nightly sallies (Giraldus, xi. 3,
They were able and willing to sustain
p. 210).
hunger and cold, showing great resistance against
fatigue, and were not despondent in adversity
in
fine, they were
as easy to overcome in a single

—

'

;

wardly,

—The

Cymry were, at any rate outvery religious.
With extended arms and

12. Piety.

'

bowing heads they asked blessing of every passing
priest or monk, and they also showed
greater
respect than other nations to churches and ecclesiastical persons, and to the relics of saints which
'

'

they devoutly revere' (Giraldus, i. 18, p. 203).
According to the Ancient Laws (p. 301), religion
was one of the seven legal qualities which a judge
ought to possess.

—

Proud and obstinate, the Cymry
13. Pride.
refused to subject themselves to the dominion of
one lord and king (Giraldus, ii. 9, p. 225). They
greatly esteemed noble birth and generous descent,
so that even the common people retained their
genealogy and could readily repeat the names of
their ancestors back to the sixth and seventh
generation (i. 17, p. 200).
According to Giraldus (ii. 1, p.
14. Perjury.
206), the Cymry were constant only in acts of
inconstancy, cunning and crafty.

—

* They pay no respect to oaths, faith, or truth
and so lightly
do they esteem the covenant of faith that it is usual to sacrifice
They never scruple at taking a false oath for
it for nothing.
the sake of any temporary emolument or advantage so that in
civil and ecclesiastical causes, each party is ready to swear
whatever seems expedient to its purpose.'
This was a necessary result of a legal system
which made an oath an incident of ordinary transactions, and which multiplied the number of compurgators to an unusual degree, sometimes six
hundred being required. So the trial depended on
a complicated method of swearing and counter;

;

swearing, each party concerned not by what he
had actually seen or heard, but in standing by a
kinsman in trouble (Rhys and Brynmor-Jones
258).
ig.

Murder.

—The

principal

indictment borne

against the Welsh by Giraldus (ii. 7, p. 216) is
that of murder and fratricide, and it is obvious
from the lengthy treatment accorded to these
crimes in the Ancient Laws that they were among
the most frequent to be dealt with.
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* They revenge with vehemence
the injuries which may tend
to the disgrace of their blood,' Bays Giraldua (i. 290), ' and, being
naturally of a vindictive and passionate disposition, they are
ever ready to avenge not only the recent but ancient affronts.'
• It is also remarkable
that brothers show more affection to one
another when dead than when living,' adds the same author
elsewhere (ii. 4, p. 212), ' for they persecute the living even

unto death, but revenge the deceased with all their power.'
According to the Dimetian C!ode (Ane. Laws, p. 197), galanas,
or murder, with its nine accessaries, is one of three columns of
the law.

The important fact in regard to murder among
Cymry was whether the murderer killed a

the

kinsman or not, for the slaying of a man outside
one's community might or might not be counted
for righteousness, but was not thought of as wrong.
While no particular penalty was attached to the
killing of a member of the same tribe, the murderer
forfeited his rights of kinship, and became a carllaioedrog, or a kin- wrecked man, which meant that
he became an object of hatred and was obliged to
flee.
The cause for this was that in the tribal
system the status of individuals depended upon
the theory of blood-relationship. ' Since the living
kin,' state the Ancient Laws (i. 791), 'is not killed
for the sake of the dead kin, everybody will hate to
see him.' It is worthy of note that, if an innocent
man were accused of murder and neglected to seek
justice, 'should he be killed on account of it,
nothing is to be paid for him, though innocent'
(Anc. Laws, p. 200, sec. 33). Furthermore, if a
woman killed a man, she received the spear-penny ;
' and this is the
person who receives, but does not

pay

49, sec. 77).

(ib. p.

'

Theft.

i6.

— 'This

nation conceives

it

right,'

remarks Giraldus (ii. 2, p. 207), to commit acts of
plunder, theft, and robbery, not only against
foreigners and hostile nations, but even against
their own countrymen.' Theit (lladrad), with its
nine accessaries, is one of the three columns of the
law, according to the Dimetian Code (p. 197).
Afterwards there is supplied a collection of rules
relating to moveable property, as well as rules
for the punishment of theft and interference
with a man's right of possession. In the Ancient
Laws, theft is distinguished from surreption,
violence, and error (p. 124).
Theft, or lladrad, is
to take a thing in the owner's absence, with a
'

denial of the act. Surreption, or anghyfarch, is to
take a thing secretly, but without denial of the
act.
Violence, or trais, is to take a thing in a
man's presence and against his will. Error, or
annodeu, is everything that is taken instead of
another, i.e., taking a thing one had no right to
possess, under the belief that one was acting
legally.
For error there was no particular fine,
only a ' compensation payable to the person for
his property' (Anc. Laws, p. 124).
'By the law
of Howel,' continues the Venedotian Code (sec.
42, p. 123), for theft to the value of four pence,
the thief is saleable ; and, for a greater amount,
forfeits his life,' but not his property,
because
both reparation and punishment are not to be
'

'

exacted, only
loser

'

payment

(sec. 44, p. 123).

the property to the
seven pounds were paid

of
If

by him or on his behalf, he was let olf if not, he
was exiled and, if he remained in the country
beyond the time allowed a day to pass through
every cantref in the lord's dominions— he might
lose his life unless some one bought him.
There
was no galanas (the sum assessed for homicide)
;

;

—

a thief, nor did the Law permit a feud between
two kindreds on account of his execution {ib. sec.
To accuse one of theft legally, it was
47, p. 123).
necessary to have seen him with the thing stolen
' from
daylight to twilight,' and to swear upon a
rhaith ('verdict,' usually composed of from 5 to
300 compurgators [see Compurgation]) that the
accusation was made not
through hatred or
animosity, or for worth, or for reward, but only
for

'

(Celtic)

We

to show the truth ' {ib. sec. 21, p. 204).
can
readily see, from the severity of the punishments
administered, that theft was placed, because of its
frequency, no doubt, on an equal basis with

homicide.
17.

Miscellaneous crimes.

—The

third 'column

of the law,' according to the Venedotian Code,
which, it may be said, was written about 1050,
was arson (toji, 'fire'). The punishment for this
was death {Anc. Laws, 302). Treason was also
recognized by the Law, which states that ' no
galanas is due for traitors to a lord ' {ib. sec. 49,
The punishment was the forfeiture of the
p. 124).

patrimonial rights (Rhys and Brynmor-Jones, 239).
The third book of the Venedotian Code states with
great minuteness the worth of difl'erent limbs and
members of the human body, etc. As has been
pointed out in Crimes and Punishments (Celtic),
the distinction between civil injuries (offences
against an individual) and crimes (offences against
the State or community) is not developed, though
for many wrongful acts the lord had the right
to exact fines called dirwy or camlwrw, and for
some the criminal was sold, exiled, or put to
death.
18. Sodomy.
Giraldus accuses the Cymry of
that detestable and wicked vice of Sodom,' to
which Mailgon, king of the Britons, and many
others were addicted. And he adds that, if they
abstained from that vice ' which in their prosperity
they could not resist, it may be attributed more
justly to their poverty and state of exile than to
their sense of virtue' (ii. 6, p. 215).
find
additional evidence of the existence of this crime
in the Dimetian Code (p. 292), which states that
the testimony of 'a person guilty of unnatural
crime with man or beast' is of no effect in any
case.
It is possible that there is further reference
to it in the Gwentian Code (sec. 10, p. 380), wherein it is stated that the third shame of a kindred is
' the despoiling
of one's wife, being more pleased
to spoil her than to be connected with her.'
The husband was the
19. Paternal authority.
lord {arglwyd) of his household.
If his wife
uttered 'a harsh or disgraceful word' to him, she
was obliged to pay him ' three kine as a camlwrw,
for he is her lord.'
But, if he preferred, he could
'strike her three blows with a rod of his cubit
length, on any part he may will, excepting her
head (Anc. Laws, sec. 5, p. 252). Furthermore, he
had the right of life and death over his children,
except the son after the age of fourteen, when he
was emancipated (d'Arbois de Jubainville, Cours,
vii. 244 f., 3).
In the 6th cent. St. Telia vus saved
the lives of seven children whom the father, being
too poor to feed them, had thrown one by one into
a river (Liber Landavensis, Llandovery, 1840, p.
In the 11th cent. (Venedotian Code [Aru:.
120).
Laws, sec. 22, p. 103]), it was common for a parent
or kindred to deny a son in order to prevent him
from receiving his patrimony. Finally, there were
three things for which a wife could be beaten,
according to the Venedotian Code, (sec. 39, p. 44),
to wit, 'for giving anything which she ought not
to give ; for being detected with another man in
a covert ; and for wishing drivel upon her husband's
beard.' If he chastised her for being found with
another man, the Law did not permit him to hav*
any other satisfaction, for there ought not to be
both satisfaction and vengeance for the same
crime' (ib.).
20. Immoderation, cleanliness, etc.
At the close

—

'

We

—

'

'

—

bk. i. of his Descrip. Kamb., Giraldus, after
stating that the Cymry were a quick, impulsive
race, wanting in moderation, and indulging in
extremes of conduct, resumes their moral portrait
in the following manner ' This nation is earnest
in all its pursuits, and neither worse men than the
of

:

—
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bad, nor better than the good can be met with.'
The
He notes also their wit and pleasantry.
heads of diH'erent families,' he says (i. 14, p. 190),
' make use of great facetiousness in their conversation at one time uttering their jokes in a light,
easy manner at another time, under the disguise
of equivocation, passing the severest censures.'
They were famed for their boldness and confidence in speaking and answering, even in the presence of their princes and chieftains (i. 15, p. 192).
In rhymed songs and set speeches they were so
ornasubtle and ingenious that they produced
ments of wonderful and exquisite invention, both
in words and sentences {ib. ). They loved to boast
of their strength, and exulted in their ancient name
and privileges (ii. 7, p. 216). In regard to their
jealousy, Giraldus states (i. 10, p. 183) that, as no
nation labours more under the vice of jealousy than
the Irish, so none is more free from it than the
Welsh.'
Finally, the same authority contrasts
the Welsh with the Irish in regard to cleanliness
{Top. Sib. iii. 10). There are frequent allusions to
the bath in the Ancient Laws. Both sexes cut
their hair short close round to the ears and eyes
(Giraldus, Descrip. Kam. i. 11, p. 185).
They took
special care of their teeth, which they rendered
like ivory by constantly rubbing them with green
hazel and then wiping them with a woollen cloth.
The men shaved all their beard except the moustache (ib.). Their only garments were a thin cloak
and tunic for all seasons of the year.
Fordun, who was favourably
IV. Scottish.
disposed toward the Gaelic Highlanders, offers the
following moral portrait of them during the 13th
cent., in contrast with that of the Teutonic Lowlanders. According to him (Chron. ii. 38 ; Skene,
Celtic Scotland', Edinburgh, 1886-90, iii. 40),
are a savage
the Highlanders and people of the islands
and untamed nation, rude and independent, given to rapine,
ease-loving, of a docile and warm disposition, comely in person
'

;

;

'

'

'

'

'

—

—

'

.

.

.

but unsightly in dress, hostile to the English people and
lan^age, and, owing to diversity of speech, even to their own
nation, and exceedingly cruel. They are, however, faithful and
obedient to their king and country.'

The correspondence

of a visitor in 1726 shows
that after five centuries their character had
little changed (Skene, iii. 324 f.).
According to
this authority, they esteem it the most sublime
degree of virtue to love their chief and to pay him
a blind obedience. Next to this is the love of the
particular branch from which they sprang, and, in
a third degree, of the members of the whole clan,
whom they will assist, right or wrong, against
those of any other tribe with which they are at
variance. And, lastly, they have an adherence to
one another as Highlanders, in opposition to the
people of the Low country, whom they despise as
inferior to them in courage, and whom they believe
they have a right to plunder whenever it is in their
power. During the first half of the 18th cent., half
of the Highlanders passed an idle life, using blackmail as their main resource.
Half of the men
stole, in order that the other half might be employed in recovery (Lang, Hist, of Scotland, Edinburgh, 1902, iv. 375). If we compare this portrait
with that traced by Dio Cassius of the Caiedonii,
or Northern Picts, we can readily see that time
effected little change in their character.
According to this authority, these tribes were a pastoral
people, living principally by hunting.
Naked and
'

unshod, they had wives in common. They were
great thieves, "looted most liberally"
.
and
they were steady in combat (Lang, i. 10).
In the early period, ' the sanctions
I. Marriage.
of marriage were unknown, and a loose relation
between the sexes existed (Skene, iii. 138). Among
the tribes of Northern Scotland, community of
women was most frequent, and ten or twelve men
generally brothers or a father with his sons
VOL. V. 30
.

'

—

'

—

—

.

had wives

in

(Celtic)
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common (Lang,

i.

4).

Annual marriage,

or 'hand-fasting,' existed in the Highlands until
the 16th century. According to this custom, two
chiefs agreed that the son of one should marry the
daughter of the other. If, at the end of a year
and a day, the young wife had not yet given birth
to a child, then they could separate, and each of
the parties was permitted to marry again (Skene,
The Highlanders of Scotland, ed. Macbain, London,
1904, p. 108 f.). 'ine jus primcc noctis was exercised
in Scotland from very early times
according to
Buchanan (Rerum Scoticarum Historia, Utrecht,
1697, pp. 99, 200), it was abolished in the Uth cent.
A.D. by King Malcolm in.
Uxoris etiam precibus dedisse fertur, ut primam novae nuptae
;

:

'

nocteni, quae proceribus per gradus quosdani lege regis Eugenii
dehebatur, dimidia argenti marca redimere possent, quani pensionuni adhuc marchetos mulierum vocant' (0. J. L. Schmidt,
Jus Prima Noctia, Freiburg, 1881, p. 196).

The

merchet, or maiden-fee,' which was paid to
the superior on the marriage of the daughter of a
dependant, is the equivalent of the amobyr or
gohyr of the Welsh laws mentioned above (III. § i
cf. Skene, Celtic Scotland, iii. 219).
2. Immorality.
Bede, who wrote about A.D.
687 or later, noted the immoral condition of the
Scots (Lang, i. 72). In later times illegitimacy was
prevalent amongst the royal family, the nobles,
the clergy, and the people. Robert I., Robert n.,
Robert III., and James rv. had many natural
children, and the Crown was much weakened by
the large number of children whom Robert II. had
by his two wives, besides many sons and daughters
of illegitimate birth (J. Mackintosh, Hist, of
Civilization in Scotland, Paisley, 1892-96, i. 428).
Although, in 1528, Parliament attached a severe
penalty to the crime of rape, it was often passed
over with a very light punishment. Bigamy and
adultery were common offences ; and in 1551
Parliament enacted a measure which proposed
severe penalties against them. Divorce was also
extremely common among the upper classes (16.
'

j

—

ii.

229).

— Drinking

Intoxication, idleness, etc.
liquor was always very common in
Parliament passed numerous acts
habit, but to no avail (Mackintosh, 1.
3.

of

Scotland, and
against this
415).

During

the 15th cent, the country was overrun with
beggars and vagabonds, in spite of the efforts of
Parliament to suppress them (ib. 422 f.).
As in Ireland and Wales, there was
4. Murder.
a system of fines for homicide (Lang, i. 81 ; Skene,
iii. 152 f. ; Cosmo Innes, Scotland in the Middle
Ages, Edinburgh, 1860, p. 192). Until the Reforma-

—

tion,

murder and manslaughter were extremely

prevalent throughout the Scottish kingdom ; and,
although many Acts of Parliament were passed
for putting an end to these crimes, they seem to
have produced little effect. When criminals were
convicted, they were often pardoned, and so many
pardons were granted that in 1487 Parliament
was obliged to interfere (Mackintosh, i. 425, ii.
228).

—

GUdas, who wrote about 560, calls
5. Theft.
the Picts a set of bloody freebooters with more
hair on their thieves' faces than clothes to cover
their nakedness (Lang, i. 15). In the 12th and 13th
centuries, if we believe Fordun (Chron. iv. [ed.
1872, ii. 251]), the native population would not,
for either prayers or bribes, either treaties or
oaths, leave off their disloyal ways, or their
ravages among their fellow-countrymen. In the
15th cent, theft and cattle-raiding were the most
frequent crimes, against which Parliament acted
in vain (Mackintosh, i. 427 f., ii. 228).
See, further, the Celtic sections of Childekn,
'

'

'

'

Crimes and Punishments,
LiTBRATURB.
article.

—Thifl

etc.

has been sufficiently

indicated

in

thfl

John Lawrence Gerig.
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AND

ETHICS
MORALITY (Chinese).— If
are to write of Chinese ethics, we must have in
view only the ethics of the Confucian school ; for
China has no other system. These moral laws,
rules, and principles are found embedded in the
classical literature which for ages past has formed
the one subject studied by every scholar throughout the length and breadth of China. Not only
are they accepted without question by all Chinese,
educated and uneducated, but they have helped
to mould the social life of the people, and have

we

coloured and influenced the national legislation
and administration.
As religions, Taoism and
Buddhism have established themselves by the side
of Confucianism, doubtless because they better
satisfy that desire for something beyond the present life which is so common and so natural to the
human mind but the morality which they inculcate is entirely borrowed from the Confucian
system.
Though Confucius has given his name to a
school, he did not claim to have founded one.
He
said of himself, probably with much truth, that
he was ' a transmitter and not a maker, believing
in and loving the ancients' {Confucian Analects,
vii. 1).
Of an eminently prosaic and practical
turn of mind, he was never weary of describing
the characteristics of virtue or of drawing distinctions between right and wrong in actual life ;
but he cared little to speculate on the nature of
the moral faculty or any such questions.
know, however, that he considered virtue to be a
mean between two extremes, to which some faU to
attain, while others go beyond it ; and he held the
fault of excess to be as bad as that of deficiency
(Conf. An. vi. 27, xi. 15 ; Doctrine of the Mean,
;

We

iii., iv.).

These ideas are elaborated in the treatise called
The Doctrine of the Mean, which contains many
quotations of Confucius' words, and is believed to
have been written by his grandson. The treatise
further declares that man receives his nature from
heaven, and, when he acts in accordance with his
nature, he is following the proper path, from
which he must not wander for an instant (op. cit.
i. 1-3).
Here we find a principle disclosed, concerning which Confucius never expressed himself
with definiteness, but which for many generations
occupied the minds of his followers more than any
other question in ethics, namely, that the nature
of all

men

at their birth is perfectly good.
doctrine of the goodness of human nature

The
had

its

most powerful advocate in Mencius, the

greatest of all the learned men who owned Confucius for their master.
In his day a certain
philosopher, Kao by name, urged that man's
nature is neither good nor bad ; but any one may
be led to practise either good or evil, just as water,
when one makes a hole for it to escape by, has no
preference for east or west, but will now in either
direction indifferently.
Not so, replied Mencius,
when asked his opinion as to this though water
is indifferent to the points of the compass, its
tendency is to flow downwards, and only by force
can it be made to rise ; so the tendency of man's
nature is towards what is good, and doing evil is
unnatural to him (Mencius, vi. pt. i. 2). Then
another theory was brought to his notice— that
the nature of some men is good and that of others
bad. To this he makes answer with a more serious
argument. In saying that man's nature is good,
his meaning, he explains, is that
from the feelings proper to it, it is constituted for what is
good
and, if men do evil, it is not the fault of
their natural powers.
Every one has the feelings
of pity, of shame, of reverence, of approval and
disapproval, i.e. of appreciating right and wrong.
Thus, as he said on another occasion, every one,
:

'

'

(Chinese)

no matter who,

will feel alarmed and distressed if
he suddenly sees a child on the point of falling
into a well. And this wUl be a genuine sensation ;
it will not be merely that he desires to gain either

the friendship of the child's parents or the approbation of his own friends, nor yet that he dislikes
seeming to be callous. Hence it will be evident
that there is no man without the feeling of pity ;
and it is the same with regard to the other feelings
{ib. vi. pt. i. 6, ii. pt. i. 6).
Mencius further held
that a few sages nad existed who lived perfect
lives
and other men might be like them if they
chose, for a perfect life consisted in simple acts
which every one was physically able to perform.
It was not that men could not do these acts, but
simply that they did not do them. People were
led into evU because they allowed themselves to
be influenced by surrounding circumstances ; thus,
for instance, in years of plenty the common folk
were mostly well-behaved, but in time of dearth
they became lawless {ib. vi. pt. ii. 2, vi. pt. i. 7).
Though the doctrine of Mencius has found final
acceptance among the Chinese, it was not left unchallenged at first.
Soon after Mencius' time a
distinguished scholar, named Hsiin Ching, maintained with much force that human nature is evil.
He appealed to experience to show that men are
not good spontaneously, and that they are made
Eyes can
so only by teaching and by the laws.
see, ears can hear, naturally ; they do not need
instruction to enable them to do it ; but men
acquire righteousness only by learning and hard
effort.
Again, when a man is tired or hungry, his
natural feelings prompt him to rest or to eat if,
instead of yielding to them, he gives place to his
father or an elder, he acts rightly, but it is against
Indeed, the mere fact
his natural inclination.
that a man toishes to do right shows that righteousness is not natural to him.'
There remained one more theory to be brought
foward that our nature is partly good and partly
evU. This was upheld by the philosopher Yangf
Hsiung^, who lived about the time of the Christian
He taught that man's progress in either
era.
direction depends on the development of the good
or the bad part of his nature, according as he is
influenced by his environment.
Besides The Doctrine of the Mean, among the
recognized Chinese classics there is another ethical
work, known as The Great Learning, of which the
subjects are the practice of virtue and the art
of governing.
This treatise, which is extremely
short, is most highly praised by the Chinese for
its profound wisdom, and is perhaps admired by
them beyond all their other canonical books.
Modem authorities ascribe its opening and fundamental chapter to Confucius himself ; but for more
than fifteen hundred years, probably with greater
correctness, it was held to be by another hand. In
any case it is substantially in accord with Confucius'
views, and must have been written not long after
;

:

—

At its commencement

is a description of
said to be the process adopted by the
ancient princes for promoting virtue throughout

his time.

what was

the Empire
With this object they were

*
careful to govern well their own
In order to govern well their States, they first refStates.
In order to regulate their families,
lated their own families.
they first practised virtue in their own persons. In order to
arrive at the practice of virtue, they first rectified their hearts.
In order to rectify their hearts, they first sought for sincerity of
thought In order to obtain sincerity of thought, they first
extended to the utmost their knowledge. The extension of
knowledge lay in the investigation of things.' ^

The

;

process thus consists of a succession of
first part of which the individual
arrive at personal virtue, and by the second

steps,

may

by the

Legge, Chinese Classics, vol. ii. [1895] p. 79.
Le"ge, op. cit. vol. 1. [1893] p. 367 ; W. A. P. Martin, Lors
Cathay,
»/
p. 211.
1

-
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part, the individual being a ruler, virtue may bo
promoted througliout the land. What ia to be
understood by tlie firat step of all, the ' investigation of things'? According to the greatest of
it means 'investigating
the principles of all things with which we come in
contact' (Great Learning, Com. v. 2). This, verily,
is no small task to impose upon the seeker after
virtue.
The third step, sincerity of thought, is explained as being a sincere desire for, and instinctive
following of, the good, not a mere doing of what
But there
is right from infenor motives {ib. vi.).
seems to be little distinction between this and the
next step, rectification of the heart. In the later
portion of the chain, one notices how good government is made to spring from the personal excellence of the ruler.
This was a favourite point
with Confucius, who repeatedly insisted on the
necessity of a good example being set by those
who govern. Once, when asked by a certain ruler
how to deal with the prevalence of robbery, he
went so far as to reply ' If Your Excellency were
not covetous, your people would not rob, though
you paid them to do it' {Conf. An. xii. 19).
It was as a teacher of practical morality that
Confucius won his fame. But he left no treatise
on the subject ; nor did he ever handle it systema-

Chinese commentators,

:

We have from him merely a quantity of
disconnected utterances, which were collected and
recorded by his followers or appear as quotations
in later writers.
The Confucianists hold that
there are five virtues {tS), or that virtue consists
of five parts fin (charity), i (righteousness), li
(propriety), ehih (wisdom), hsin (sincerity).
Perhaps the best idea of the sage's teaching wiU be
a
few
given by grouping under these heads
specitically.

:

mens

of his

more important sayings.

—the

virtue of man's relation to man,
charity (in St. Paul's sense), benevolence, humanThe descriptions given by Confucius of this
ity.
quality vary according to the occasion and the
questioner. The most concise is that it is ' to love
all men
{Conf. An. xii. 22) ; the most elaborate,
that it consists in the practice, without intermission, of respectfulness, indulgence, sincerity,
earnestness, and kindness {ib. xvii. 6). To another
inquirer it was said to be found in reverence and
the observance of the Golden Bule 'not to do
unto others what you would not wish done to
yourself.'
This great rule is repeated several
times by him, and once he gave it as sufficient
alone to serve as a guide for one's whole life {ib.
xii. 2, XV. 23).
man may be pure, be loyal, be
capable, and yet not worthy of neing called jSn
Confucius disclaimed for himself any right to be
so considered {ib. v. 7, 18, vii. 33).
Charity is
founded on filial piety and fraternal submission
and, if rulers behave properly to their relatives,
the people will be roused to charity {ib. L 2,
(1)

JSn

'

—

A

viii. 2).

—

righteousness, justice, duty.
This is
(2) I
specially the virtue of public life. Thus, to refuse
to serve one's country is a failing in duty {ib.
xviii. 7).
The prince must be just in laying
burdens upon his people ; if he be so, they will
willingly submit to his rule {ib. v. 15, xiii. 4). If
righteousness be absent, courage only leads men
of high position into rebellion, and those of low
position into brigandage {ib. xvii. 23).
Without
righteousness, riches and honour are but a floating

cloud

{ib. vii. 15).

—

Li

propriety, combining with it an idea of
ceremoniousness.
It is worth nothing without
charity it must be accompanied by reverence
and it does not consist in gorgeous array {id. iii.
If it be absent, respectfulness
3, 26, xvii. 11).
will become clumsiness, carefulness become timidity, boldness become insubordination, and straight(3)

;

;

(Cninese)

forwardness

rudeness
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viii.

{ib.

Without

2).

a

knowledge

of propriety a man's character cannot
be established; and combined with study it will
one
from
erring {ib. viii. 8, xii. 15).
keep
knowledge, wisdom.
The most im(4) Chih
portant kind of knowledge ia the knowledge of
men {ib. xii. 22).
man ought to know what
heaven commands {i.e. what is right and what is
wrong); he should also know the rules of propriety ;
and, thirdly, he should know language, in order
to estimate the character of those who apeak with
him (ib. xx. 3). When one knows a thing and
recognizes that one knows it, when one does not
know a thine and recognizes that one does not,
that is real knowledge (ib. ii. 17). Attempts to
acquire virtue will fail if not accompanied by
study (ib. xvii. 8). One should learn for the sake
of one's own improvement, not to win approbation

—

A

To study without thinking is labour
thought without study is dangerous (ib. ii.
Confucius once said
I have passed the
whole day without eating and the whole night
without sleeping occupied with thinking ; it was
of no use the better plan is to study (ib. xv. 30).
But, after all, knowledge of the truth is not equal
(ib.

lost

xiv. 25).
;

15).

:

'

—

:

'

to the love of it;

acquirements

is

and the possessor

a useless

man

if

of literary

he be devoid of

practical ability (ib. vi. 18, xiii. 5).
sincerity, truthfulness, belief.
The
(5) Hsin
necessity of this virtue is inculcated in many
passages.
Faithfulness and sincerity should be
one's first principles ; without truthfulness no man
can get on (ib. i. 8, ii. 22). In intercourse with
friends, one must above everything be sincere
and it is disgraceful to pretend friendship with a
man whom one dislikes {ib. i. 4, v. 24). Sincerity
is one of the requirements of a ruler (ib. i. 5).
As we have seen above, Confucius, living in the
6th cent. B.C., inculcated the Golden Rule of our
Saviour, which has been described as ' the most
unshaken rule of morality, and foundation of all
social virtue.'
On the other hand, there is one
well-known instance where he distinctly falls short
When
of the standard of Christian benevolence.
asked what was his opinion as to the repayment
of injury with kindness, he replied, ' With what
then will you repay kindness ? Kepay injury with

—

kmdness with kindness (ib. xiv. 36). On
another occasion, also, in reply to an inquirer,
he declared that, in the case of the murder of a
parent, the son must be ready to slay the murderer
whenever and wherever he may meet him. This
conversation is no doubt authentic, though it does
not rest on such a high authority as the Analects.
Filial piety cannot be left unmeutioned by any
It is often
one dealing with Chinese ethics.
coupled by Confucius with the somewhat similar,
but less important, fraternal affection or submission which a younger brother owes to an elder.
These two duties formed the corner-stone of both
the ethical and the social system of Confucius.
For in his view, not only are they the foundation
of charity, the greatest of all the virtues, but it
is by practising them that the people learn to be
obedient to the government and the laws. Filial

justice,

'

said to consist in serving parents, when
according to propriety, and, when they are
dead, in burying them according to propriety and
in sacrificing to them according to propriety.
Reverence and willingness in service are requisite ;
mere performance of duties is not enough (ib. ii.

piety

is

alive,

5, 7-8).

The worship of

ancestors, that great offshoot

from filial piety, was, as practised by Confucius,
merely a commemorative rite. There is no sanction from his authority for its more objectionable
features at the present day, namely, the transformation of the deceased into tutelary deities,

;
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and the absurd doctrine that the fortunes of a
family are determined by the location of its
tombs.' One charge which foreign critics have
not been slow to make against ancestor-worship
is that it sanctions and encourages concubinage.
There is truth in this. In China the practice of
taking concubines is extremely common among
the wealthy ; but persons of strict morality view
it with disapprobation, except where a wife is not
likely to bear a son. In such a case the necessity of
having male descendants to continue the ancestral
sacrifices, in the opinion of all Chinese, completely
justifies concubinage, even though it is possible
to avoid the practice by the introduction into the
family of an adopted child.
Four Books' (i.) The Lun Til,
Mencius (iii.) The Ta Ssiio, or
The Chung Yung, or Doctrine of the
Mean. The best translations of these are by Legge ^Chinese
Classics, vols, i., ii., Oxford, 1893, 1895). With the translations
there areprolegomena and exegetical notes o( great value. See,
further, E. Faber, The Doctrines of Confucius, Hongkong, 1875
J. J. M. deCroot.The Belig. Systemof Chma,hey<ien,lSB2tt.
W. A. P. Martin, The Lore of Cathay, Edinburgh, 1901.
T. L. Bullock.
Literature.— The Chinese

or Analects of Coiifucius

Oreat Learning

;

;

'

(ii.)

:

;

(iv.)

;
;

ETHICS AND MORALITY

(Christian).—

History.—There is no formal science of Ethics
The presence of a life-giving Personin the NT.
ality, the Source and Norm of Christian Teaching,
I.

dominant. His teaching is not limited to His
spoken words ; it is an ever-present continuous
work. This is taken for granted by the NT
writers.
Hence we can speak of a real progress in
Christian thought concerning conduct. Because
is

the FulfiUer of

Christ

is

OT

of special,

Hebrew

revelation, the

though subordinate, value. As
Christianity spread to Grseco-Roman soil. Christians, because of their cosmic view of Jesus' Person,
appropriated from their new surroundings whatis

ever helped their spiritual life. The history of
Christian morality is thus a record of how the
Spirit of Christ has been endeavouring to redeem
all life to its own service, and the record is still
unfinished.
The Didache, the Epistle of Barnabas, and the
Apostolic Fathers show the predominance of the
religious-ethical interest, but the beginnings of
legalism and extemalism are also manifest (Pastor
of Hermas).
The dogmatic interest gradually
submerged the ethical ; and ascetic withdrawal
from the world and superiority of knowledge to
faith introduced a division of labour into morality.
Hence the distinction between honestum and
utile,

between consilia and mandata.

In Clemens Alexandrinus, and in Ambrose in
the West, the ideas and terminology of Hellenism
are influential. The organized Church became a
law-giving source (Cyprian), and legalism suppressed spiritual spontaneity. The recognition of
Christianity by the State deepened this influence.
In Justin, Clement, and the Alexandrians generally we see the rationalistic and inclusive tendency
of Christian thinking in TertuUian and the West,
its legalistic and exclusive tendency.
Notwithstanding the recognition of asceticism, virginity,
baptism, and the Eucharist as means of salvation,
there existed a vigorous new life of brotherly love
and martyr courage.
Augustine is the greatest of the early moralists.
His conversion had supreme influence on his
teaching. In him are found the germs of the
various mediaeval tendencies. His teaching on sin
and grace, on the Church and on conversion, on
God as Highest Good, and on virtue as ordo amoris,
influenced not only Gregory the Great, Isidore of
Seville, and more especially Aquinas, but also the
preachers of repentance, the Mystics and Quietists.
The Middle Ages elaborated classifications of
sins and virtues, discussed the freedom of the will
1 W. A. P. Martin, op. Ht. pp. 269, 277.
;

(Christian)

(Thomists and Scotists), and were rich in casuistic
and penitential books. Petrus Lombardus' 3rd
book of Sentences was an influential moral treatise.
Aquinas summed up mediaeval teaching. In him
the terminology and thought of Aristotle supply
the foundation for evangelical Ethics, and the
distinctiveness of Christian morality is regarded as
a revealed overplus to the Ethics of the world.
A new era began with the Reformation. Faith
became personal trust in God, the value of the
individual was recognized, and ordinary vocations
were regarded as the true sphere of moral life.
its greatest work was the placing of the
Scriptures in the hands of the common people.
Problems as to the relation of the individual to
the State, and of the State to the Church, now
arose. There was also a tendency to separate philosophical and Christian Ethics (Melanchthon and
Keckermann), though Amesius insisted on Ethics
as purely theological. The Counter-Reformation
produced Jesuistic casuistry (j.i). )— against vigorous
individual protests (Pascal). The verbal inspiration theory of Scripture developed in the postReformation perioda new dogmatism, and Christian
Ethics was a part of Dogmatic. The merit of
having separated the two is usually ascribed to
Danaeus and Calixtus.
While Rom. Cath. Ethics largely followed tradition and casuistic refinement in dealing with
'
cases,' Protestant Ethics tended to be moulded,
from this time onwards, by the current philosophies, and, within the various Churches, by the
authorized Confessions of Faith.
Rationalism and Deism (Wolf, Lessing, English
Deists) made reason supreme, and the source of
indubitable truths ; Christianity was an awkward
republication of innate moral principles.
Theories as to the origin of the moral sense,
natural rights, and sanctions exclusively interested
moralists. Biblical Ethics was neglected or confused through the equal valuation of the OT and
the NT. Butler deserves mention, because of his
insistence on conscience ; but it was Kant who
routed rationalism and individualistic utilitarianism. Hegel objectified morality in the customs and

But

institutions of the community, and may be regarded
as the father of modem socialism. His influence
tended to make the Church a part of the State and
to intellectualize and externalize morals. Schleiermacher laid stress on the distinctiveness of the
Christian consciousness, and on the value of feeling
he occupies in modem Christian Ethics the place
that Kant occupies in the philosophical. Rotne is
largely influenced by him ; Martensen occupies a
mediating position ; while I. A. Dorner is specuThe Ritschlian school aims at
lative and Biblical.
safeguarding the Christian ethical values against
the scepticism of history, the conservatism of
dogma, and the lack of finality introduced by
science.
The influence of the inductive sciences and of
evolution raised questions as to the origin of conscience, and attempts were made to explain morality
genetically and associationally. The question of
origin is, however, distinct from that of value.
'The historical study of Scripture has cleared up
difficulties in the Ethics of the OT, and has
enabled moralists to distinguish between principles
and their historical setting in the NT, while it nas
helped to reveal the distinctiveness of the Christian
Dogmatic disputes called forth protests in
life.
favour of an ethical basis for united action in
dealing wth grave social problems (Ethical Societies).
The Unitarian school emphasized the
supremacy of conduct over dogma, and can claim
many distinguished names in the ethical field.
The various revivals of religion made prominent
the power of Christianity in renewing life, and at

—

'

'
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present the stress is laid on the psychology of the
Christian moral life and the supremacy of the will,
while it is also felt that education and State
control can do not a little to develop and safeguard
morality.
Till recently there was a general tendency even
among non-Christians to regard the moral teaching
of Jesus as perfect, as far as individual life was
concerned, though defective on its social and political side.
Lately this has been denied from without and within (Nietzsche and the Interimsethik
Christian moralists
school), on diflerent grounds.
are coming to see that the Christian life is bound
up with the Christian revelation, and that the
ideas of philosophic Ethics or historical theories
must not be used so as to crush out the distinctive
Recognition
vitality of the Christian life of faith.
of spiritual facts is more valuable than systematic
completeness, and defective views of Christ's
Person are found to revenge themselves on Christian
morals.
Definition and scope.— [a) Christian
II.
Ethics, analytically defined, is the science which
deals with (1) what the Christian man (individual
and social) should desire and what he should avoid

(summum

bonum), (2) what he ought and ought
not to do (Duty), and (3) what moral power is
necessary to attain end and accomplish duty
The Christian life, however, is an
(Virtue).
organic continuum, and any analysis of its contents
must be to some extent artificial ; but, if we guard
against overlapping and repetition due to this
trichotomy, we may, for clearness of exposition,
adopt it. [Schleiermacher, Paulsen, and A. J.
Dorner adopt this analysis for philosophic Ethics ;
Rothe, Lange, Krarup, and others, for Christian
Ethics.]
iP) ClassificatorUy viewed, Christian Ethics is
defined by its place in the theological encyclopoedia,
its Ijoundaries delimited, and its organic relations
with the totality of Christian thinking determined
(Flint, art. ' Theology,' in EBr' ; cf. artt. in theocannot do more here
logical encyclopjedias).
than mention this way of looking at the science.

We

anti-dogmatic and anti-metaphysical, and the central position of Christian
Ethics, as of Ethics in general, is more and more
recognized. This tendency is against confessional
and dogmatical Ethics. Men ask rather, How
much must we believe to live the Christian life ?
(Krarup). Christian Ethics, however, presupposes
the Christian revelation the matrix alike of Doth
Ethics and Dogmatics and is organically bound
up with it (see Findlay, Femley Lectures, London,
1894, for a fine treatment of Christian Ethics from
this point of view).
(y) The science may be defined also by comparison
and contrast with other views of life. Some views
of life are inimical to Christian morality, others
are preparatory and propsedeutic. The task of the
Christian moralist is in this region wider to-day
than was that of Clement or Tertullian, Augustine
or Aquinas, Melanchthon or Calvin, because,
thanks to the vast missionary labours of modern
times, new systems of life have come before the
mind of Christendom. As a practical science,
Christian Ethics must take note of earnest ethical
speculation, both past and present, outside the
Christian Church. In this way it becomes conscious of itself and of the magnitude of its evangelThe analytic method adopted here is
istic task.
not exclusive of the others, though different from

The present age

is

'

—
—

them.

—

Christian virtue. Under this heading we
deal (1) with the objective, (2) with the subjective,
dynamic of the Christian life.
(1) The objective dynamic of the Christian life.
What is needed to initiate Christian morality
1.

—
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not ethical synthesis (Plato), or discipline
(Aristotle), or inhi^jitive control (Stoics), or culture
is

(Goethe), or development (Spencer), or the fulfilment of a capability given in human nature itself
All the others are needed
(Green), but creation.
once we get a beginning; but a beginning is imperative, otherwise man is left within the circle of
It is because ethical systems
his own impotence.
often neglect this that the Christian thinker feels
It is their main defect not
dissatisfied with them.
that they conflict with Christianity, but that they
the
problem
with which it most
fail to touch
directly deals (Wace, Boyle Lectures, v. [ser. 1],
1874-75, cited in Lux Mundi, p. 604). The same
objection applies to the Ethics of Rabbinic Judaism,
where the highest good depends on works, without
any real reference to the grace of God (Oesterley,
'Gtrace and Free will,' Expos., Nov. 1910). The
objective dynamic of Christian Ethics is the Holy
The
Spirit, or God exerting moral creative power.
Holy Spirit is not simply the immanent Spirit of
God, as that is generally viewed. Its character is
revealed and its power acts through Jesus.
great novel activity of God has been manifested in
the earthly life of Jesus, consummated in His
death, and exhibited as completed in His resurrection, which makes the beginning of specific ethical
Christian experience possible. Hence Christianity
is a gospel of God (even as an ethical system),
not the product of man's working or thinking,
but an offer of life impinging on man for acceptance.
Christian moral experience, then, takes for
granted the Holy Spirit of God uniting His help to
our weakness (Ro 8^'). Christian Ethics is thus
primarily neither individual nor social, but theoAny other
logical, and that in a specific sense.
Ethics
ethical basis is synthetically incomplete.
must either perfect themselves in religion, or disintegrate themselves into Hedonism' (Martineau,
Study of Religion =, 1889, i. 24). The Holy Spirit is
viewed here not dogmatically, but as a condition of
ethical power.
(a) Relation of the Holy Spirit to human freedom.
Christian Ethics, like Ethics in general, postulates freedom in the sense that man is not moved
simply by instinct or impulse, but can choose
between presented alternatives, that his choice
depends on himself at least, as far as to make
him responsible for it. Christian Ethics admits
freedom in this sense, but it recognizes as a fact of
historic experience the moral impotence of man
and the necessity of the gift of the Holy Spirit.
(a) This gift is a mor^ one, because its acceptance is based on a receptive response by the human
However deadened the human irvevfw. may
spirit.
be, in this region the Holy Spirit has its point of
appeal. Thus the offer is to all men irrespective of
class, disposition, temperament, or past history.
It is just the love of God attempting to gain the
human heart, and so the Spirit is not an alien
'

'

'

A

'

—

—

power, but the very substratum of the human
Before this offer the Stoic distincpersonality.
tion of the wise man and the fool, the Aristotelian
cleavage between free men and slaves, vanish the
dubiety as to whether virtue can be taught and
the bad man made good disappears. This is not
simply because the moral ideal has been realized
in Jesus, but because the Holy Spirit is offered to
;

man

as

man.

The

gift is moral also, because the offer
are to work out our own
implies a task.
salvation with fear and trembling. Things are
(^)

We

offered to our acceptance but to our acquisi(Butler, Analogy, ch. iv. [p. 75 in Bernard's
The task set before men is
ed., London, 1900]).
new a greater one than ordinary Ethics conceives.
The demands made on human responsibility are
higher than ever before. The moral life is not

not

tion

'

'
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a gift and then a task, but from beginning to
end these two moments are combined in one real
first

human

experience.

Christian Ethics, then, does

not desire to disparage man's freedom, to overlook
his natural virtues and regard them as splendida
vitia.
The question before us is the practical one
of how man can begin the attaining of Christian
perfection, and of how the race of man can start
embodying in itself the Kingdom of God. It is
the old question of dKpao-la, which Plato practically
denied, and which Aristotle found a surd in his
thinking. In this initiation men historically have
failed, and a new activity of God was necessary to
meet the bankruptcy of human effort. This is the
fospel, which is not the destruction of freedom,
ut its re-creation.
(i) The Holy Spirit and conscience,
Christian
Ethics also postulates conscience in the sense that
man distinguishes between one action as good and
another as bad, one conduct as right and another
as wrong, and that the good and right ought to be
done and the bad and wrong avoided.
What
conscience needs is the certainty that its laws are
those of the absolutely good, and that its judgments are not simply critical but constitutive of
conduct.
It needs to be freed from its own
bewildering perplexity, as freedom needs rescuing
from moral impotence. To Christian Ethics, history
is a resultant of two moments
one the Divine pur-

—

—

human free actions ; and, as far as
concerned, history is a training and a
test of conscience.
Conscience is thus historically
made aware of its own worth (Stoicism and elsewhere), and brought to an impasse when its vision
is focused on itself alone.
It may act as human
before it is discovered to be Divine (cf. Marpose, the other

the former

is

tineau, op.
discovery.
Law and of
4Trlyvuai.s

cit.

i.

but

22),

it

needs to

make

this

To

St. Paul it was one function of the
pagan experience to bring about the
ifj-aprias (Ko 3^ 7'-", Gal 3'^-^).
Through

God seen in the death of Jesus this
happened. Conscience discovered its own divinity,
its
range of sensibility was infinitely extended,
the love of
'

'

perplexity abolished, its aberrations condemned.
Its authority was placed in the bosom of God
Himself, its fear purified in the tragic tenderness
of a Redeemer crucified for sin, and its hope
rekindled in the free offer of God's saving love.
Thus the enthusiasm necessary for the generating
as well as for the safe-guarding of virtue arose,
and conscience and freedom were emotionally
reconciled, the one enlightened as to its true
function, the other set free to carry out its real
purpose. The two great questions, What must I
do to be saved ? and What ought I to do after I
am saved ? are now answered. The Holy Spirit does
not disregard conscience, but, on the contrary,
its

'

'

'

'

enthrones
(c)

the

conditions.

infinite

through both. In all such cases the Christian
moralist must search for some point of receptive
response and seek to remove all hindrances. The
appeal of Christianity should be made unreservedly.
Responsibility depends on and is proportionate
to opportunity, and it is the duty of Christians
to present opportunity to all
to heathen, to
depraved, to children
through education and
training, for the Spirit of God works through
means. Hence our Lord healed bodies for the
sake of the spirit, fed the hungry in order to reach
their souls, and east the seed of His word everywhere.
(7) The varieties of temperament are not accidental, but, proleptically viewed, fields of opportunity for the exercise of the manifold Spirit of
God, natural bases for its varied charismata.
Thus the gift of the Holy Spirit is ethically
conditioned, not generally, but specifically and
individually.
Different individuals and different
nations have thus been prepared for Christianity,
and their varied gifts find here their explanation
{TdvTitjv fxkv yhp atrioi rdv KoXiav 6 6ebs [Clem. Alex.
Strom, i. 5] ; cf. Calvin, Inst. bk. ii. ch. iv. 8).
What Christianity aims at is thus not the destruction of natural endowments, but their moral
potentiation.
Negatively viewed, the Holy Spirit

—

—

may

be resisted not simply by positive moral
repugnance, but by neglect, bjr contentment with
life without it, and by searching for the highest
along false lines hence the necessity that the
character of the Redeeming Spirit be made known
through proclamation, through holy moral living,
through the removal of stumbling-blocks in the
fabric of society, and through the consecration of
The Holy
all natural endowments and graces.
Spirit is thus the objective dynamic of the
;

individual moral life and of social life as well.
It is the condition of social progress,
(2) The subjective dynamic of the Christian life.
The subjective dynamic of the Christian life
This admits of many stages, acis faith in God.
cording to the individual concerned, ranging from
the barely reflective movement (often mingled with
gross superstition) of the needy heart towards the
offered love of God, up to the highly conscious,
volitional
intensely emotional, and pressing,
soul-grasp of the Redeemer. Through faith, ethically viewed, the soul is converted (see art.

—

it condemns its own past, abandons
motive (repentance), resists its re-assertion,
and finds itself changed in its view of life and
duty, and equipped with power to realize the
Kingdom of God. It is said that such a theory is
wrong because it breaks the law of ethical continuity.
But continuity in the moral life is permanently secured only by the presence of the power

Conversion)

;

it in

God in the character. The false character,
fashioned without the aid of the Holy Spirit, ia
Continuity must not be
brittle all along the line.
applied to chain the soul to its evil past, but to
safeguard the gains of holy living.
Hence
Christianity takes a view of the past which is
distinctive.
By the aid of God the individual
can break through his evil past and, by resistance
'
to it, rise on stepping-stones of his dead self to
higher things.' Christian faith does not energize
in vacuo it is orientated in Christ as the revelaChrist is the handle
tion of God's love to men.
by which we lay hold on God (cf. Rothe, Theol.
Ethik, iii. 359).
Faith, then, brings the soul into a world of new
values, and by it the individual values himself
There arises
and others after a new fashion.
here the sense of the value of the individual. The
This,
individual is one for whom Christ died.
personalized—' He loved me and gave Himself for
me' is now the constraining motive of action.
of

it.

The Holy Spirit and varieties of tempera-

ment and

(Christian)

— Christian

variety

of

human

Ethics recognizes
conditions and

temperaments.
(o) There is a class which cannot accept ab initio,
through a personal moral act, the saving power of
God. To the demoniacs our Lord had to apply
Pa<ravi(7fi6s before moral relations between God and
the sufferer could be established. Here we cannot
theorize so as to attribute personal responsibility
in all cases, yet we are not altogether helpless.

Intercessory prayer is open, and it is not without
power. Perhaps the name of Jesus is of greater
power than we realize (cf. Nevius, referred to by
Ramsay, Expos., Feb. 1912). Christian Ethics is
not without hope even here.
(/3) There are many, in all civilized countries
even, who have bartered much of their power of
response to the Divine through their own sin, or
through the pressure of social evil upon them, or

'

'

;

'

'
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The

will acquiesces in this love, and finds itself
Peace follows which the world
reconciled to God.
cannot give or take away. The individual is garrisoned with the peace of God and rejoices in the
Lord. It is impossible to e.xaggerate the amount
of pure joy and calm serenity that ChristiThe enthusiasm for
anity brings to a man.
virtue it generates is unique. The great danger
to the Christian is contentment with the old
world which Christ abolished, and which, by believThis is the world
ing, he himself has repudiated.
of sin.
It is alienation from the life of God

through wicked works, the consequent darkening
of the conscience and understanding, the deterioration of the will, the deadening of the spiritual
affections, and the quasi-cosmos of evil in which
men's subjective and social energies act, and which
It is the destruction of
acts through them.
freedom, the darkening of the conscience, and the
devaluation of the individual. The Cross shows
It is no longer an
sin to faith in its true light.
error of judgment merely, or a lack of harmony in
ourselves, or a crime against society, but a revolt
against holy love ; and it is all the rest because it
is this.
Sin is thus not in the actions but in the
will, and sins are graded according to this inwardview.
ness of
The Pharisees the proud, haughty,

—

—

humility-lacking
are more hopeless than the
miserable, restless in their sins.
Faith thus calls upon itself to a battle d outrance
with sin, and here begins the problem of the formaChristian character-building is
tion of character.
just the soul of man habituating itself to the
active presence of God, and transforming the
natural endowments into spiritual instruments
to carry out the will of God (sanctification).
Faith is accompanied by humility, which arises
from the sense of God's great love in Christ to us.
It is due not simply to a sense of our finiteness and
of God's infinity, but much more to a sense of
God's activity of saving love so utterly undeserved
by us. Intellectually viewed, it is adoration, as
we see God's infinite patience with men in history
and His provision for their salvation (of. Ro 11*'"'').
It is the outlook of the soul on its own sinful past,
and the recognition of God's forgiveness of it. It
is the remembrance also of our present frailty and
future difficulties, and the knowledge that we need
God every hour. Towards men, humility arises as
we realize our indebtedness to others to Greek
and Jew alike. God's varied gifts are meant for

—

blessing and common service ; hence
humility condescends to men of low estate. It is
the death of pride and vainglory. It expels indifference to the common needs of men.
It is the

common

which makes advance in knowledge
self-sacrifice in action easy, and
keeps open the windows of the soul in adoration
towards heaven. It also consecrates the meanest
service because it is done for God (cf. the widow's
mite), and fills the humblest life with sweetness
and dignity. One can hardly call it a virtue it is
rather the aroma of a life lived in the sense of
God's amazing love (so free and undeserved) to
disposition
possible,

makes

;

men

in Christ.
Closely associated with it are the
gentle graces of character regard for the needs of
others, sympathy with suffering, respect for the
lowly, an eye for the glory of the commonplace,
compassion, tenderness, pity, gentleness, obedience, lack of ostentation, thankfulness, a forgiving
When it becomes conscious of itself and
spirit.
tries to ape itself, it loses its peculiar flavour, and
thus the monastic conception of humility (doing
menial tasks, etc. ) tended towards the destruction
of this spontaneous Christian grace.
The synthetic character of faith is seen in the
fact that in it is also the germ of the manly virtues
independence, courage, endurance.
Because

—

—
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faith is sure of God's forgiveness, the character is
strengthened into fidelity to God against all odds.
Thus is generated an independence based on God,
far surpassing anything found on the heights of
Stoic airripKeia, and a courage which is not an
ebullition of natural temperament, but a habitual
mood' of the soul. Faith lifts man above the
tyranny of the customary and the accidents of
This loyalty
fortune, for it is loyalty to Christ.
finds sufficient exercise in our ordinary callings:
Luther was true to the Christian spirit when he
rescued common vocations from the stigma of inferiority implied in the meritorious life of the
The patient endurance (Citto/ioh)) of pain
cloister.
and suffering and of the flux of earthly blessings,
whether that be directly due to providence or to
the hostile opposition of society, is a result of
faith.
Hence follows contentment. It is neither
the drapajia of Epicurus nor the aTrdffeia of Stoicism.
It does not shun difficulties, but it does not create
them unnecessarily (Ro 12") ; it feels pain and injustice keenly, and, where possible, removes them.
Patience is the knowledge of what is to be endured
and what is not (Clem. Alex. Strom, ii. 18). It is
thus gentle and stem, passive and active (Rev 2^).
Patience must never fail, and hence suicide is
never allowable. Patience may lead to death, but
such a death is the gateway to life.
As the Christian has to live his life in his vocation, he is impelled to exercise discretion in trying
He is a member of society
to find out God's wUl.
with definite calls on him, involving the welfare
of others and the progress of Christ's Kingdom.
Hence knowledge is a virtue. Such a knowledge
It
is determined by the interests of the new life.
is practical, and must avoid foolish questionings.
It IS for the sake of service to men, and must not
puff up, or separate the possessor of it from his
brethren and the pathway of ordinary duties. It
is never perfect in this world, but is a growing
intensity of penetration into the active purpose of
God.
Faith is thus the personal bond which unites the
human person to the Divine redemptive Spirit and
submits itself to the dictation of that Spirit. The
Christian virtues are implicit in it.
*We may only speak of Christian "virtue" if we keep con'

stantly before us what has been said of the reception of faith
as the fountain of all Christian morality ; were that fountain
dried up, the moral life could not longer be maintained. Christ
is and remains the principle, rather the personal originator, of
holiness, as He is of that conversion which lays the foundation
of the Christian life' (Haring, Ethics of the Christian Life,
p. 247).

Hence the end of Christian virtue is to be a
perfect man in Christ, to live with a sure hold of
the world of values which Christ revealed, and to
convert these values into reality. Its great means
Prayer is
of subsistence and progress is prayer.
faith seeking and finding power from God, thankfully acknowledging its privilege, becoming conscious of its task, renewing itself to follow the
path the Spirit of God indicates. The Church as
means of grace is valuable as it helps this, for it is
a house of prayer, and all other so-called means of
grace should ever be used in holding Christ up
before the soul as the Power and the Pattern of
Holiness. Prayer is not simply negative and proIt is the
tective, but positive and constructive.
Spirit of God re-creating man in God's image, and
the work of man's spirit working out his own
salvation.
The Spirit is not merely, in St. Paul's view, an aggressive
*

force leading the human spirit against the flesh, or a defensive
power shielding it from attack. Stoicism, as interpreted by
Seneca and Epictetus, was able to go some way in that direction.
St. Paul opens another door of hope ; his indwelling
Spirit is also a constructive power which builds up a new life
within, co-operating with the spirit of man in the work of

restoring

in

New

human

life

to the image of

Test., 1909, p. 344

f.).

God' (Swete,

Hdy Spirit
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Faith issues in hope, according as it experiences
the power of Christ in the pressure of temptation

and affliction. Hope rests itself on Christ's victory
and on the promise of the victory of His kingdom.
It is cognizant of the might of sin and its energy,
it knows the trihulation that accompanies righteousness, but it has counted the cost and tasted
the worth" of the new life. Hope never fails
hence the continual optimism of the Christian
character, touched with a seriousness and gravity
unknown elsewhere. Hope can reach a hand
through time to grasp the far-oflf interest of tears
(Tennyson, In MemoriaTn, canto i.). It is, like
prayer, focused in Christ.
Christ is the atmosphere of its life and the limit of its longings. It
thus faces life with a spontaneity of assurance
which sin in all its potent resistance can neither
demoralize nor overcome.
Because faith and hope are orientated in Christ,
they energize in love, and all the virtues and graces
are thus determined as to their inner quality.
For emotion, intellect, and will are apt to become
Hence the need of love, lest the
self-centred.
emotions should rest in themselves. Thus the
gift of tongues has to be used for the benefit of
all, the intellect must become conscious of its
social task, and the great deeds of self-denial must
not become monuments of selfish display (1 Co 13).
Christ is the perfect embodiment of love, and the
aim of the Christian man is to know the love of
Christ which passes knowledge (Eph 3^'), and to
give himself no rest till all men are made participants of the same love (2 Co 5i^^-). Prayer then
becomes intercessory and social, for it knows that
'

'

'

common

blessings issue from common prayer ; and
man, in all his inner and outer
activities, feels the worthlessness of all if love be
lacking.
Christian perfection consists in the
possession of such a love as is seen in Christ.
This is eternal life.
2. The Christian ideal.
The Christian ideal is,
individually viewed, eternal life, and for all men,
organically viewed, the Kingdom of God. These

the Christian

—

two are inseparable and interchangeable, yet are
distinguishable as the individual and the common
good. What is the content of this good ? Christianity makes no attempt to give an exact definition,
but seeks to communicate it and let it reveal its
nature by its presence and possession.
(a) Eternal life is not existence infinitely prolonged.
Dives may live after death, but his
existence may be a curse. Yet, clearly, eternal
life implies immortality.
To say that the good is
good, however short its existence, admits of no
answer but produces no conviction (Hume's Works,
'

'

ed.

London, 1854, iv. 176). The tremendous reality
must be faced hy all earnest, ethical

of death
thinking.

Heartless banter, Stoical indifference,
perplexed uncercainty towards it, cannot satisfy
serious men, and any ethical ideal limited by death
stands self-condemned. Thus Plato thought extinction too good for the unrighteous.
Kant
postulated immortality in order to harmonize
virtue and happiness (see also Green's Proleg.',
1890,

p.

195).

The worth

of eternal life is not,

however, in its duration ; its duration is implied in
worth. Immortality, as bare existence after
death, may be as Sheol or the realm of Hades
both so haz.y that one day of labour on earth is
preferable to them (cf. Od. xi. 489 £F.).
(b) Eternal life does not depend on a healthy
body or pleasant surroundings, otherwise many
would in limine be cut ott' from its possibility.
Aristotle could hardly conceive it possible for
deformed persons, or slaves, or even artisans to
possess the summum bonum. The Christian ideal
IS open to all.
must not forget this truth in
our ardour for economic improvement and our
its

We

(Christian)

advocacy of a living wage. The man clothed in
purple and fine linen and faring sumptuously every
day may be unaware of what eternal life is, while
he who has not where to lay his head may have it.
Even though friends, leisure, and means were
for ever possessed, the Christian life might still be
lacking. Thus the Christian ideal conflicts with
'

all ideals

summed up

'

in earthly pleasures, pur-

and interests with no outlook beyond (cf.
Browning's Old Pictures in Florence for the difference between Greek and Christian art in this

suits,

respect).

Man
(c) Eternal life is communion with God.
was created in God's image, re-created in the
image of the Son. Hence man's aim is moral likeness to God. The great task of Christian teaching
is to awaken in man the practically lost sense of
sonship
for, when the prodigal returns to his
Father, then he who was dead is alive again.
This communion is not the absorption of mystic
contemplation or Nirvana. Such an absorption
negates moral values and personality. It is not
simply the communion of rh \oyiKbv in man with
the eternal reason, as Plato tends to make it in
the case of Socrates {Phwdo). That would leave
behind the varieties of personal temperament and
By communion,
character in its sublimation.
Christianity does not mean breaking the limits
between the Infinite and the finite. These are
They are not
not moral distinctions at all.
barriers to communion. What is aimed at is
freedom from sin, and the acquisition of holiness.
This communion is a moral life, and it aims at
perfection through moral activity. It is, ideally
viewed, a real ethical personal communion, in
which all endowments and characteristics are
morally potentiated to their highest degree. It
is a personal life of righteousness saturated in the
atmosphere of a Personal Holy Presence. The
Christian ideal is at the same time the Highest
Good. Viewed as Ideal, it waits its full realization ; as the Highest Good, it is a present possession.
Thus, while it awaits its full realization, it
must be morally operative now. It is otherworldly, but it demands all reality as its content.
{d) Eternal life is a fellowship dependent on the
possession of a righteous character, and it is mainBe ye
tained in the living of a righteous life.
holy, for I am holy.' The way to attain it is not,
as Orphism taught, to escape from matter per se,
through acts having little moral reference in themThe moral
selves and valuable only as means.
life is not a vita purgativa or scala perfectionis
Christian
moment
of
the
permanent
simply, but a
This aspect of communion and the way to
ideal.
attain it break down the false asceticism and
subjectivism that dog Mysticism. For eternal life
is a righteousness that demands all for the service
;

'

of God.

Jonathan
life demands Nature.
(i.) Eternal
Edwards declares that he saw a new beauty in
Nature at his conversion so Lacordaire and many
;

In the light of the ideal, this world is
God's world and a theophany, as it was to ancient
Psalmists. To make this universal through the
aesthetic side of our nature should be the aim of
art to make the lily and the bird bring us to our
Heavenly Father. True art should thus be a
means of righteousness, and so should true science.
Neither material needs, nor pains, nor privations
should obstruct this communion by focusing
attention solely on themselves. Their pressure
should lead us beyond themselves. Nor should
the soul attempt to satisfy itself in worldly possesThat is why Jesus
sions, to the exclusion of God.
warns against anxiety and riches, because the
aflairs of business and pleasure, exclusively pursued, turn the will into channels divergent from
besides.

—

;
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the will of God ; because ideals through these influences are truncated, and the singleness of aim
which ought to characterize conscience becomes
blinded by the false lights of the world. Experience in this, as in every age, proves that there are
no more certain ways of falling out of fellowship
with God than these. To act thus towards Nature
not to rule it, as is the
is to be ruled by it
Christian ideal. Christ's Lordship over Nature is
There
is thus truth in Rothe's
a pledge of ours.
view that morality is the gradual spiritualization
of Nature.
Every advance in science, every subjugation of natural forces, every great work of art,
should make righteous communion more easy.
When these advances are suborned into the service
of injustice, then communion is more difficult.
One of the great tasks of Christianity is to convert the material gifts of civilization into means
of righteousness, and not suffer them to be held in
the bondage of non-moral or immoral purposes.
(ii.) Eternal life demands the whole of mankind
and of every man. Just as Nature becomes a
theophany in the light of this ideal, the bodily

—

members become

SirXa Sixaioo-iicrjt t(? 8ei}.

Even

in

the future perfect communion, Christianity does
not ofi'er the abolition of the body.
of the body but its liberation was the
hope which it held forth to the world. Human nature is to be
perfected, not by the abandonment of one of its factors, but by
the emancipation of the whole man ; humanity is to be preserved in its entirety for the coming Christ ' (Swete, 355).
'

Not the destruction

Thus righteousness

includes care for the bodies of
Sickness
for their proper surroundings.
is due to sin, and our Lord's ministry of healing is
an integral part of the Kingdom. Hence Seeley
{Ecce Homo, ch. x. ) rightly points out that, on the
one hand. Christians cared for the body passionately, while showing, at the same time, a more
than Stoic apathy in regard to personal suffering.
The passion for social reform, the crusades against
disease and degeneration, the desire to regulate

men and

labour hours and conditions that would breed
weaklings and fill our hospitals, ought to find in
Christianity their warmest recruits. Every slum
is a dead weight on the Christian heart, making
communion with God more difficult. The same
applies to nations sunk in superstition and paganRighteousness,
nerve of missionary

rightly understood,

is the
the whole of
humanity, intensively and extensively viewed, is
in the Kingdom of God, there is something lacking in the fullness of the ideal.
(iii.) Eternal life demands an interpretation of
history, for righteousness is the substratum of
but,
history.
It is the highest good in history
because it has not been fully entrenched in any
society or any institution, it is an ideal to be
realized, though present from the first, and all
along moving towards realization. The truth of
history is the Kingdom of God. This culminates
in Christ, and unfolds itself under His control.
are thus given a standard to evaluate individuals, societies, and movements, and it helps us
to fill in concretely the Ideal itself and gain
guidance for the future.
inner nature of eternal life, of the
(e) The
Kingdom of God, is thus seen to be love, because
Love is not a baseless
it culminates in Christ.
psychological experience that can be made or forgotten by individuals. It is the Reality. God is
Love. Love is the inward spirit of righteousness
in man, of order and beauty in Nature.
Men may
appreciate order in Nature, purpose in history,
and righteousness in conduct before realizing the
inner nature of all as Holy Love. This is Dorner's
J'ustification for contrasting righteousness and
ove, but the contrast is one of human appreciation,
not of inward nature (see R. Law, TAe Tests of
To have the love of God shed
Life, 1909, p. 80).

ism.

effort.

Till

;

We
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abroad in our hearts, to see

it

preparing a world

for itself and realizing itself in human relationships, is to have eternal life and to be in the Kingdom. Love tries to reproduce in men a character
in which it is itself the inner principle of life and
conduct. It takes on itself men's burdens and sins
so as to abolish them. This ideal is a historical
reality in Christ.
Love is the very nature of God,
and the aim of the Divine Spirit is to reproduce it
in men, just as it is the highest task of faith to
make it a reality in the world.
the Christian ac3. Christian duty.
knowledges, through faith, the infinite worth of
the Ideal, and is in motive reconciled to it, he

—When

imposes on himself the duty of actualizing it.
The ideal is a criticism of the actual, and has its
own motives and sanctions. These are intrinsically
bound up with the ideal itself hence the charge
of hedonism is a misapprehension, though socalled Christian conduct has often justified the
charge (cf. Westermarck, MI ii. 660). To say that
virtue is its own reward, and that duty should not
be determined by consequences, is a noble truth ;
to make that mean that there is no reward and no
consequences is to make the moral life unreal.
The purity demanded by Kant is consistent with
Christian sanctions, because no false sanction can
ever be appealed to. The medicinal lie is not a
Christian sanction, although Clement and others
recognized it. But Christianity can use the fear
of punishment if the punishment is the consequence
of outraged holiness.
Even Christians themselves
are not exempt from holy law, i.e. from judgment.
Those who build with wood, hay, stubble shall
have their work destroyed in fire (1 Co 3'^''").
That our Lord denounced hypocrisy and brought
God's holiness to bear on the issues of human
conduct is not immoral. For evil is so selfconfident and often so successful in this world that
it is a duty to tear the mask off its face and let the
light of eternal holiness expose and confound it.
The brevity of life may be appealed to as emphasizing the duty of buying the opportunity.
Positively, the appeal can be made to the blessedness of the pure in heart and to the sure reward of
persecuted righteousness. In aU this, however,
we have but coloured spectral rays of the real inward motive and sanction of Christian duty, which
is the redeeming love of Christ to all men, constraining us to personal holiness and public
righteousness.
To lose this love or be faithless
to it supplies deterrents more awful than any conceivable punishments, and to have it is a motive
compared with which the uncertain promises of
the natural life are trifling. There is, thus, no
;

'

'

'

'

division of duties into commands and counsels
for duty is obligatory love, and merit is excluded.
Yet duty is coloured by the position and condition
That we abstain
of the mdividual and. society.
from things offered to idols is no duty for us, but
it is a duty to exercise our freedom with a regard
cannot thus have
to the welfare of others.
an exhaustive classification of duties. It is more
important to note that duty is single the determining of life from the side of God. Hence fidelity
'
to Christ is the primary duty.
Follow me is the
first as it is the last word of Christ to His people
(Mt 4", Jn 21^).
ourselves.
Self -regarding duties
(1) Duties to
are not prudential, as in Greek Ethics, but Christdetermined.
conflict, thus, cannot arise between
them and service for others, as A. E. Taylor {Problem of Conduct, 1901, chs. vii., viii.) supposes. For
self-regarding duties are not consciously directed
towards self, but are the reflex influence on the
person of his fidelity to Christ. The duty of selflove has to be qualified in this way, or it may
become a misnomer. The question of the ' neces-

We
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'
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sary He '

is also solved by this principle.
In actual
either the falsehood or the necessity is lacking.
self-regarding
list of
duties is impossible. One
Christian finds his vocation in science, another in
politics ; and all may labour in these spheres from
a sense of Christian duty. What is important is
fidelity to Christ in each sphere.
Because of
division of labour it is not a Christian duty to cultivate all potentialities, but rather to limit oneself to
one's vocation ; for fidelity in our vocation does not
impoverish but enriches the character and makes it
more effective for all providential calls (cf. Dewey,
Outlines of Ethics, 1891, p. 40).
Because selfregarding duties are determined by reference to
Christ, not by prudence, the body and bodily
actions have spiritual value.
The members of
the body become instruments of righteousness to
God. Hence the duties of chastity and moderation in all things.
There is also the duty of work,
for the upkeep of the body, for the support of
dependants, for the sake of a good example, and
in order to have wherewith to exercise charity.
St. Paul lays it down as an inexorable duty to
support the weak and helpless bound to us by
family ties (1 Ti 5*). To be conscientious in our
work, to keep our souls pure and our minds alert,
are duties incumbent on us because we are servants
of Christ and are here to advance His Kingdom.
lively interest in all real human questions and
an understanding of God's will in our tasks rise
before us as obligations.
(2) Thus self-regarding duties merge imperceptibly into duties to others.
In the family we learn,
by working for others, to realize Christ's claim.
The family is a nursery of discipline in self-sacrifice
and in working for a common good. Here we see
the Kingdom of God spiritualizing natural conditions, for marriage is in the Lord.
Parents appreciate the love of the Heavenly Father, the need
for the correction of natural partiality, and the
value of authority and law in dealing with their
children, while children are trained to reverence
moral values, to understand the need of obedience
and the value of common service. The family is
of extreme value in the eliciting of sympathy and
mutual co-operation. Wider than the family are
the community and the State. Through these
we learn our dependence on others the value of
division of labour and the possibility and duty of
contributing to the common good. For society
places so many gifts before us that we are bound
to be thankful and to strive for the common welfare with all our might. The gifts of society are
not to be exploited for selfish ends, but for the enrichment of Christian character, and for the advancement of the Kingdom of God. The individual
is thus constrained to contribute to its welfare.
Contribution not acquisition, emulation in service
not competition, should be the watchwords of all.
(3) Duties of institutions to the individual.
The
individual in Christianity is of infinite value

life

A

A

—

—

hence the Church, which is the specific Christian
institution, should keep this in view.
(a) The Church should be the guardian of freedom. Institutions were made for man, not man
for institutions.
The rights of conscience are inherent in Christian faith, and cannot be ignored in
the interests either of despotism or of democracy.
Thus the Church must supplement the workings
of the general laws of the State and of communities, as well as the customs of societies through the

which Aristotle saw was necessary. Christian freedom subserves itself, as St. Paul and Luther
saw, to service for all ; hence the Church must enlighten all natural institutions as to duty, and
supplement their shortcomings.
She must not
wait for the State or municipality, nor must the
real living Church wait for the Church itself as an

(Christian)

organized institution. For this reason the Early
Church recognized duties of benevolence, of hospitality, of finding work for her members. It may be
said she was by necessity a labour bureau. These,
of course, are duties for some individual Christians,
but they are corporate duties as well. Above all,
she should aim at removing stumbling-blocks from
the way of righteousness, but her weapons are love,
not physical force.
(b) The paramount duty of the Church is evangelization.
'The unrest and suspicion between classes
and between nations, the unification, through discovery and commerce, of the whole world, make
this most imperative in our time.
Lord Acton,
'
referring to Ac 16"-, says
It is not harder to believe that certain political conditions are required to
make a nation fit for conversion than that a certain
degree of intellectual development is indispensable
(History of Freedom, 1877, p. 202). The passage in
Acts may also mean that single individuals may not
:

be fitted to go to certain places evangelizing. If
both qualifications hold, yet the Christian Church
has not acted up to these limitations. She is in
arrears of duty as regards evangelization.
The State is
(4) The State And the individual.
a limited natural institution, but a Divine ordinance and a real entrenchment of the Kingdom of

—

God

as the

common

good.

Christian Ethics should

on the duty of the Christian State in administration and legislation to look after the welfare of
all classes, and to make all contribute to the common good. The means of education and an honest
livelihood should be within the reach of all ; hence
poverty and its causes should be abolished as far
insist

as possible. The weak should be protected against
aggression and exploitation possibly against themselves.
The Christian conscience is certainly coming to make greater claims on the Christian State
in the way of providing work for all, in demanding
a living wage, in looking after the aged and the
helpless young
and the science of Economics is
rapidly providing a basis for scientific legislation.
These demands carry with them the corollary that
the State has greater control over private interests
than was once recognized, whether the interests be
those of capital or labour, money or work, land or
commerce. What we need, however, both in the
State and in the various minor institutions that

—

;

compose

it,

even more than legislation,

is

the spirit

of devotion to the common good by all, and the
spirit of self-sacrifice among those who have special
need the
spiritual and material endowments.
Christianizing of the public conscience which determines the State. It is to be deplored that there
is no recognized mouthpiece to give voice to the
duties of State to State. 'Si vis pacem, para
bellum ' has converted Europe into arsenals. But
war is incompatible with Christianity, and its in-

We

compatibility with State duty should be more and

more recognized.
We have not, owing

to the limits of this article,
entered into details. Suffice it to say that the
Christian ideal of the Kingdom of God, which is
also the Supreme Good, lays on all who accept it
duties of brotherhood, service, and self-sacrifice
that, as far as natural institutions are Christianized, the same services are demanded of them and
that the hope of Christianity should make us fall
back more and more on the Eternal Spirit who
;

originates,

human

sustains,

and

endeavour, the

shall

Kingdom

perfect, through
of God.
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Egyptians, though not ethically speculative, were
in a high degree ethically minded.
2. Terminology.— Language usually provides a
rough criterion of the mental state of a people with
regard to any given topic, since thought tends to
create its own adequate expression. The Egyptian
expressions for moral concepts are neither numerous
nor precise. For 'right' the word is ma'et (Copt.
; the older Egyptologists write maat,
ma, etc. ), which seems to be derived from a verb
meaning 'to be straight,' 'to move in a direction.'
Thus ma'et signifies conformity to an ethical
norm,' though it has also, and perhaps even more
it
frequently, a purely intellectual connotation
then means 'truth.' The contradictories of ma'e.t
are 'iesfet, 'wrong,' and 'oze, 'guilt'; oor^ more
For 'good'
often means 'untruth,' 'falsehood.'
and ' bad,' nufer and bo'in are the commonest terms
they also stand for beautiful and ugly respecBote means crime ; for sin is used the
tively.
phrase bowt nuter, what God detests.
There is
duty is reno verb corresponding to ought
presented by ere-t, 'that which is reckoned as
against a man, his debt to the community.'' The
will as a psychological entity is unknown, and is
not distinguished from the agent ('I', 'me').'

M£ MH
:

I

;

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

1

2

Very often the best rendering is not 'right' but 'justice.'
The word 'ere-t is derived from the preposition er, towards,'
'
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'ieb ( = Heb. aS),
lieart,' is often found in
Egyptian texts for the intellect or reason but it
appears sometimes to mean more than the mere
instrument of cognition ; it means the faculty
which recognizes and suggests the right course of
the conscience.' So in the following
action,
passage, which is a good example of Egyptian

The word

'

;

'

modes

of expression in ethical matters :
'Thus saith he. Tliis is my character to which I have borne
witness, and there is no exaggeration therein. ... It is ray
?iearl ('ieb) tliat caused me to do it through its guidance unto
me. It was an excellent prompter unto me I did not infringe
;

commands ; I feared to transgress its guidance. 'Therefore
prosijered exceedingly, and was fortunate on account of that
which it caused me to do ; I succeeded by reason of its guidance.
Of a sooth, true is that which is said by men : " It (namely the
heart) is the voice of God that is in every body ; happy is he
whom it has led to a good course of action " ' (K. Sethe,
Urkunden des dg. Allertums, Leipzig, 1908 [hereafter cited aa
Urk.], iv. 973 f.; of. iv. 119, and W. Wreszinski, Wiener Inschnften, Leipzig, 1906, p. 160).
its
I

!

The thoughts

men

are ' that which is in the
the concerns of the heart
(khert-'ieb).
The very concrete way in which
psychological facts were expressed is here conspicuous for more complex ethical concepts, such
motive,' ' responsibility,'
as
scruple,' abstract
'

'

of

body (Hmiu-khat) or

'

;

'

'

names were wanting.
The moral predicates were represented in language
an equally concrete way, an adjective or partimetaphorically used, being combined with
such substantives as 'ieb, heart (for qualities of
mind or temperament), hor, face (for qualities
that can be detected or conjectured from a man's
look or expression), ro, 'mouth' (for qualities that
manifest themselves in speech), or 'a, 'arm' (for
qualities that manifest themselves in action). Thus
wah 'ieb, enduring of heart,' was the phrase used
to convey the notion 'kindly,' 'indulgent'; spad
hor, 'sharp of face,' for 'intelligent,' 'clever';
A.apro,'hiddenof mouth,' for 'reserved,' 'discreet'
'aw 'a, ' extended of hand,' for generous,' liberal.'
The difficulties which imagery of this kind makes
in translation into a modern language may easily
be conceived
in particular cases hieroglyphic
scholars are often at a loss to decide precisely what
qualities are meant.
3. Destiny and free will.— The Egyptians were
strong believers in
Fate ' (shay),^ which was
occasionally personified ; as a rule, however, it is
in

ciple,

'

(Egyptian).—

Introductory. The opinion of the Greeks, that
the Egyptians were a profoundly phUosophical and
reflective people, has been shown by the contemporary inscriptions and monuments to be false.
The bent of the Egyptians was essentially practical
and, if they attained some proficiency in mathematics, astronomy, and medicine, it was for the
sake of the uses to which these sciences could be
gut.
For the things of the mind, as such, they
ad little taste; hence their ethical views were
without depth, and they had no opposing schools
Nevertheless, it cannot be
of ethical thought.
denied that the Egyptians took a very keen interest
in the moral aspect of the world. They were never
tired of boasting of their virtues, and the popularity
of the Osirian worship bears witness to their strong
moral feelings. To put the matter shortly, the
I.

(Egyptian)

'our debts,' in the Coptic versions
'against'; cf.
of the Lord's Prayer, lit. * those things that are against us.
3 The elusive word ka, which is usually translated * double,'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

God

'

(nuter) in general, or

Re

some god

who

in particular

supposed to
determine the events of a man's career. The un(e.g.,

\_Urk.

iv.

943]),

is

human projects is often alluded to
What men have devised never comes to pass, it is what God
commands that comes to pass.' For instance, One man plans
certainty of

:

'

'

to plunder another he ends by giving to htm he knoweth not
{Papyrus Prisse, 6. 9-10). On this account the precept is given :
' Take no counsel for to-morrow ere it
be come {Peine Ostracon,
;

'

11

;

Prisse, 6.

8).

Luckily the Egyptians did not, as a general rule,
go on to conclude that their own actions were
unchangeably predestined the influence of Fate
seems to have been restricted to the things that
might happen to men, and did not extend to their
actions (ct. Fate [Egyptian]).
We have seen that
conscience was compared to the ' voice of God
speaking in men ; but there was no compulsion to
;

'

'

listen to the voice.
It is quite an exceptional case when Sinuhe in the tale excuses
himself for his flight to foreign parts by attributing it to the
will of the god (Sin. B, 43), who decreed this flight (16. 166).
And, when tne magician disclaims responsibility for the formulae
he pronounces by saying, It is not I who say them, it is not I
who repeat them it is Horns who says them, it is Horus who
repeats them (Pap. Turin, 136. 8), this is a statement governed
by quite special conditions.
'

'

'

'

'

;

'

"That men are free agents is a necessary assumption in everyday life ; that the opposite is true has
often appeared to men as a necessary deduction

may sometimes
lit.

* souls.'
Cf., too,

conveniently be rendered

the masculine
Greek by 'Ayadbf ^iaiiJMv.
1

p-fit,

'

will

^««, which

'

;

is

so, too, ba'u,

rendered

in

;''

:
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from the notion of causality or fate. The practicalminded Egyptians accepted the first view without
hesitation, and ignored the second.
The extent and
4. The range of responsibility.
limits of responsibility are questions on which
there is but little Egyptian evidence. It is very
probable that madness was attributed to possession
by demons a belief now universal in the Orient
we know for a fact that illness was thought to be
due to the presence of haunting spirits of the dead
Again,
(cf. art. Demons and Spirits [Egyp.]).
it may have been held that families were jointly
responsible for the acts of their individual members,
though this cannot perhaps be quite legitimately
deduced from the assurance given that a man's
children benefit by his good deeds (Urk. i. 129),
and will have to bear the consequences of his bad
ones (Petrie, Koptos, London, 1896, pi. 8, 6;
Lepsius, Denkmdler, Berlin, 1849-59, iii. 140c).

—

—

—

Egjrptian
5. The question of disinterestedness.
moralists may now and again have caught a glimpse
of the loftiest heights of ethical thought the
conception of right as its own sufficient reason,
regardless of consequences; but in general their

—

teaching was on a lower plane.
'Excellent

iB

right,' exclaims the wise Ptahhotep, 'and
upon this irreproachable sentiment
' ;

enduretb and prevaileth

there quickly follows a prudential consideration which completely spoils its elevated tone : ' Never has wickedness brought
its venture safe to port ; wron|;doing stealeth away riches
{Pap. Brit.
10509, 2, 7-9=Pmse, 6. 6-^).

—

Mw.

The Egyptians were very sensitive about their
reputation, and often boasted of having won the
approval of their fellows.
I did what all men approved,' says one noble {Urk. i. 76)
a
hackneyed phrase of the funeral stelae is, *I did what men
loved and what the gods approved (e.g. Urk. iv. 131, 484). It
was an ancient proverb that the good deeds of a man are his
monument, an evil nature oblivion {PSBA xviii. [1895-96] 196).
In the desire for a good reputation the extreme
limit of Egyptian disinterestedness is reached ; it
was deemed the highest possible virtue for a man
to raise up a good name in his city (Shipwrecked
Sailor, 159), though, of course, the desire for
approval is a self-seeking motive only a little less
crass than other selfish motives. Naturally it was
more profitable to a man that he should stand well
with the king than that he should be respected by
the people at large ; the Egyptian noble, in the
rtaiveti of his soul, esteemed himself even more for
the good opinion in which Pharaoh held him than
for his fair fame among his equals.
Blended with
protestations of his generosity, his love of justice,
and so forth, we frequently find him describing
himself as ' beloved of his master,' or as one ' with
whose excellence the lord of the two lands was
content.' In such a high degree was the Pharaoh
considered to be the patron and recompenser of
virtue that he was known as the good God,' and
*

;

'

*

ifl

'

'

'

'thelordof
Thus an

Pvight.'

official relates,

'

I

did right for the lord of Right, for

knew he is pleased at it {Urk. iv. 941). To Rameses n. it is
Thy tongue is the shrine of Eight {Euban Stele 18).
Yet, in spite of the absolute form of the government under the Pharaohs, the popular verdict was
held of high account. The speech of king Thutmosis
III. in appointing his Minister of Justice illustrates
this point in rather a remarkable way ; among
other things it is said :
If a man inspire fear overmuch, there is some injustice in
him in the opinion of men and again, As for the chief scribe
of the Vizier, Scribe of Righteousness is what he is called

I

'

said

:

'

'

'

'

' ;

(Newberry, Life of Rekhnuira, London, 1900,

p. 10)

6. Virtue rewarded
upon earth
Egyptian
pessimism.— It was very generally believed that
virtue reaps its o^vn reward upon earth. A man
:

who has favoured us with a long catalogue
mankind

of his

virtues ends with an address to

speak to you, O mortals listen and do the good deeds
that I have done, and to you shall be done the like {Urk. iv.
61, cf. 65). To a king it is said
Do the right that thou mayest
live long in the land {ZA xiv. [1876] 108).
'

I

;

'

:

'

'

The

(Egyptian)

theological expression of this idea

follows

was

as

:

God

returns evil to him
brings it {Urk. iv. 492).
'

who does

it

and right

to

him who

'

'

ful
'

fear of God (ib. 64) might also be a powerinducement to good conduct, inasmuch as

The

'

God knoweth that which

men's characters in their

is in the body . . . his eyes perceive
livers (Newberry, 8. 39).
'

Of course the Egyptians were well aware that
often it is the bad and not the good who prosper,
and a passage in a literary satire illustrates the
fact that rank and comfort were sometimes obtained without any superabundant merit (Anast. 1.
9. 4-6).
That all men are sinners is assumed as
axiomatic in a passage of the Book of the Dead
The wicked(ed. Naville, Berlin, 1886, pp. 17, 44).
ness of the world and the predominance of vice
over virtue form the theme of a whole class of
pessimistic writings, of which several specimens
have survived. Here social conditions are depicted
as topsy-turvy— the slaves have usurped the place
of the nch, murder and rapine prevail, the righteous
dwell alone and in misery. From this state of
affairs one author draws the conclusion that life is
not worth living (A. Erman, Das Gesprdch eines
Lebensmiiden mit seiner Seele, Berlin, 1896) another gives as the cause the impiety of mankind
and the callousness of their ruler (A. H. Gardiner,
The Admonitions of an Egyptian Sa^e, London,
1909) ; for a third writer, anarchy and moral
dissolution are but a stock literary theme [Brit.
Mus. 5645, in op. cit.). In all these books the
;

present calamities are either explicitly or implicitly
contrasted with a happier condition of Egypt which
is clearly regarded as normal, and it seems evident
that Egyptian pessimism was less the outcome of
philosophic meditation than the literary reflexion
of disturbed historical periods like those that
followed upon the Vlth and Xlllth dynasties. In
any case, the ethical thought underlying these
writings is that wickedness and misery are things
inseparable alike in thought and in reality.
That happiness
7. Virtue rewarded after death.
after death depended upon a life of virtue and
uprightness was a belief of gradual growth, which
ultLmately crystallized in the doctrine of the psychostasia, or weighing of the heart before Osiris.
This doctrine had at all periods to contend with a
contrary theory of a more primitive and no less
tenacious kind, namely, that funerary rites and
the knowledge of potent formulae were the sole
passports to eternal bliss. The stage of opinion
that is found in the Pyramid-texts ' (the oldest
religious books of the Egyptians) is almost exclusively of the latter type.
Certain passages
have been quoted to show that ethical considerations were already beginning to influence the
conceptions of the future life (Erman, Ag. Rel.^,
Berlin, 1909, p. 110), but they still play a very

—

unimportant part. It must, however, be remembered that the Pyramid-texts originally applied
only to the king, who in a certain sense stood
above morals, and it is not quite legitimate to
argue thence to the case of private individuals.
The stelae and the tomb-inscriptions of the Old
Kingdom display to us the elements from which
the later doctrine sprang. On such monuments
the virtues of the deceased are very often commemorated evidently in the hope of inducing

—

passers-by to recite the funerary formulae, if not
actually to bring offerings to the tomb ; it was but
a short step to the conclusion that virtue upon
earth is the necessary condition of happiness in the
after life.
Again, there was always the danger
that a tomb would be damaged or destroyed by
enemies or thieves in search of plunder against
1 Our most ancient copies date from the Vth and Vlth
;

dynasties, but the archetype of
hundreds of years older.

many

of the chapters

may

be

"
•4]

S"
<^

g «
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g
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such risks the dead man had but one weapon,
namely, the curse. An oft-repeated formula, current in the Old Kingdom, threatens the violator of
tombs with 'jud^ent through the great God in
the place where judgment is given' {e.g. Urk. i.
117, 122, 160) ; and we read of the great God, lord
of judgment' (A. Mariette, Les Mctstaha de Vancien
empire^ Paris, 1881-84, D 19). These phrases give
us the conception of a Divine being who to some
extent is the champion of the virtuous dead against
wicked enemies. Whether Osiris is here already
meant is perhaps open to some slight doubt ; but
the Osirian cult was now rapidly gaining ground,
and it was not long before a certain episode in his
historyacquired a wide-spread funerary application.
It was narrated that Osiris himself had been
accused by his wicked brother Seth before the
Divine conclave in Heliopolis, but by the aid of
Thoth had issued justified from the ordeal
(Erraan, 41, 116).^ Soon every Egyptian found
pleasure in identifying himself with Osiris, and in
regarding himself as destined to share the fortunes
of the god, and at last after death and judgment to
attain everlasting life ; hence we find the epithet
TnakhroWt justified,* appended to the names of all
deceased men from the early Middle Kingdom
onwards 2 (Maspero \_Studes de Tnythologiey Paris,
1893 ff., i. 93 ff.] takes a wrong view of the word).
In the
8. Chapter 125 of the Book of the Dead.
doctrine of the psychostasia the identity of the
judged man with Osiris is nearly, though not
quite, lost to sight ; Osiris here is the Divine
judge, the king of the dead, and the prince of
eternity.' The famous chapter of the Book of the
Dead known to Egyptologists as ch. 125 comprises
a picture of the scene of judgment (see preceding
page), and a long text giving the words supposed
to be spoken on the occasion.
*

*

'

*

—

'

In a great hall, 3 the roof of which ia crowned with flames of
alternating with the symbol of Right, sits Osiris enthroned
under a canopy. He is accompanied by his sisters Isis and
Nephthys, and the eons of Horus are also present. At the back
fire

of the hall are seated the

dread assessors of

Osiris,

forty-two in

number, corresponding, as some have supposed, to the forty-two

nomes or provinces

Egypt.

In the foreground

the great
balance, with the heart of the deceased in one of its pans and
the feather of Ma'et (Right) in the other. The dog-headed
Anubis examines the tongue of the balance, and the ibis Thoth,
the * scribe of the gods,' announces the result to Osiris. Hard by
there squats a sinister- looking animal, *a crocodile in its foreparts, in the midst a lion, and behind a hippopotamus ' ; it is
the 'devourer of the dead who fail to support the test.
of

is

'

Neither the picture just described nor the text
belonging to it has come down to us in copies
earlier than the middle of the XVIIIth dynasty.
That the text at least is far older is proved by the
corruptions it contains, as well as by the very
obvious fact of its composite origin. The kernel
consists of two Negative Confessions, or Repudiations of Sins, as they would be better called. The
older of these (A) contains simple denials of a
number of specific sins. The later version (B) has
derived a few of its details directly from A, but
shows a marked preference for denials of evil
qualities rather than for denials of evil deeds ; it
also increases the number of sins repudiated to 42,
one of the forty-two assessors of Osiris being invoked in each case. The two Confessions were, of
course, at one time independent ; in ch. 125 they
have been welded together, and are accompanied

by prayers to Osiris and to his assessors. The
variants of the MSS show that there was no una1 It was doubtless on this occasion that Osiris received the
wreath of righteousness {wol). n ma'khrow) often named in
*

'

Egyptian

texts-; hence the wreath depicted on so many Graecotombstones, and also the crown of righteousness {are'
5t«ato(Tu;Tjs) of the NT (see Oumont-Gardiner,
Ixiii.

Roman
<f)tti'05

'

RHR

[1911] 210, 214).

The posthumous pilgrimage

Abydos (see below, § 10) is
said in at least one place (Thebes, tomb of Amenemhet, no. 83) to
have had as its object the fetching of justification {ma'kkrow).
3 The vignettes vary considerably
the above description does
not adhere to any one particular example.
^

to

'

'

;

(Egyptian)

nimity in the interpretation of the

many

which are

particular

obscure to Egyptologists. The following rendering contains all the
more interesting parts of the chapter.^
{Title) : What is said on arriving at the HaU of Righteotumesi
denials,

of

still

the double Right, a common but unexplained expression],
the purging of N. from aU the evil he hath done, in the sight 0)
the gods.
* HaU
to thee, O great God, lord of Righteousness. I am
come to thee,
Lord, I have drawn nigh to see thy beauty. I
know thee, and I know the names of the forty-two gods who are
with thee in the Hall of Righteousness, who live on the Harbourers (?) of Evil, and who gulp down their blood on that day
of the reckoning up of characters before Onnophris [i.e. Osiris,
[lit.

my

the good Being ']. Behold, thy name is " the twin daughters
Merti " [i.e., perhaps, the two all-seeing eyes of God]. Behold, I
am come to thee; I have brought Right unto thee, and I hare
removed wickedness from thee.'
{Confession A): *I have done no wickedness to men. I have
not brought misery upon my fellows. I have not wrought injuries in the place of right.
I have not known what is not [sic
probably corrupt]. I have not done mischief. I have not made
the beginning of every day laborious in the sight of him who
worked for me. My name has not approached the ship of him
who is First [? i.e. men have not cried oat to Ee execrating my
name]. I have not slighted (?) God. I have not impoverished
the poor. I have not dfone what the gods abominate. I have
not traduced the slave to him who is set over him. I have not
caused hunger. I have not caused weeping. I have not slain.
I have not made every one
I have not commanded to slay.
suffer.
I have not decreased the meals in the temples.
I have
not diminished the loaves of the gods. I have not taken away
the oblations to the blessed dead. I have not committed forni*
cation or impurity in the service of the god of my city. I have
not added to or taken from the corn-measure. I have not
diminished the palm [an unit of measurement some MSS
acre ']. I have not falsified the cubit of the fields. I have
not added to the weights of the scales. I have not tampered
with the plummet of the balance.
I have not taken away
the milk from the mouth of the child.
I have not driven
the flocks from their pasture, I have not snared the birds,
bones of the gods [sic quite obscure]. I have not caught the
fish of their pools (?).
I have not diverted the water in its
season, I have not dammed running water. I have not
quenched fire in its (appointed) time. I have not neglected the
feast-days in respect of their sacrificial joints. I have not held
back cattle from the perquisites of the ^od. I have not hindered the god in his goings forth {i.e. his processions). I am
I am pure
pure! I am pure
I am pure!'
'

;

;

'

;

I

1

{Confession B): *0 Broad-of-Gait, coming forth from HelioI have not done wickedness.
O Fire-embracer, coming
forth from Kher-Ahau— I have not robbed. O Possessor-of-thenose, coming forth from Khmun I have not been grasping (?).
[From this point onwards the names of the demons are omitted.]
I have not stolen.
I have notslain men.
I have not diminished
the corn-measure, I have not done crookedness. I have not
stolen the property of the god. I have not spoken falsehood, I
have not taken away food. I have not been resentful (?). I have
not been neglectful. I have not slain any sacred animals. . . .
[obscure]. I have not robbed the ^n.6-(— loaves.
I have not
been an eavesdropper. I have not been a gossip. I have not
made mischief in matters not my own. I fe'-e not lain with a
married woman. I have not committed impurity. I have not
laid schemes. I have not been neglectful [stc],
I have not been
hot in repl^. I have not been deaf to words of truth. I have
not made disturbances. I have not made another weep, I have
not . . . the copulator who was copulating. I have not made
suppressions.^ I have not reviled. I have not been violent. I
have not been hasty. I have not neglected the nature of the
god's satisfaction. I have not multiplied words in speaking. I
have not done harm to the doer of evil. I have not railed
against the king. I have not waded over the water [sic]. I have
not been loud of voice. I have not railed against the god. I
have not been puffed up. I have not made comparisons with
myself [i.e. compared myself with others], I have not made a
show with possessions not my own. I have not slighted (?) the
polis

—

—

god in

my city.

I know you and I know your names.
Praised be ye, ye gods
not a prey to your swords. Ye shall report to this god
whom ye follow nothing evil concerning me. I have had no
fault towards you. Ye shall speak the truth concerning me
before the Universal Lord. For I have done Righteousness in
Egypt, I have not railed against the god, and I have had no
fault towards the king of my time.
Praised be ye, ye gods who live in the Hall of Righteousness,
in whose body is no lie and who live upon the truth. ... I have
done what men command and that wherewithal the gods are
pleased. I have given bread to the hungry, water to the thirsty,
clothes to the naked, a ferry-boat to the boatless. I have made
offerings to the gods, and oblations to the blessed dead. Save
me and protect me. . .'
The importance of the two lists
9, Comments.
I

I

fall

.

—

of sins contained in this chapter has often been

grossly exaggerated.

From

made

the observation that

to family duties, it has been
1 Another translation, differing considerably' from that here
given, will be found in art. Confession (Egyptian).
2 Erman is vrrong in translating, I have not felt remorse.'

no reference

is

'

'
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argued that these were not specially emphasized
and
at the time when the lists were drawn up
the prominence accorded to certain petty oflences
against religion is urged as a proof that they were
considered as heinous as calumny or murder. Far
worse than such deductions is the comparison of
the two versions in order to distinguish an earlier
from a later condition of ethical thought.' All
such arguments are based on the unproved and
wholly unwarranted assumption that the Negative
;

'

Confession is, a8 it were, a canonical repudiation
The
of all the sins that were considered heinous.
very existence of two lists difi'ering in their details
is in itself an indication that neither possessed any
high degree of authority ; moreover, both exhibit
all the signs of careless and hasty compilation.
may be sure, too, that, if great weight had
been attached to the precise text, more trouble
would have been taken to preserve it from corruption.
The truth is that the nature of the sins
denied was not the central point of interest to the
author or authors of the chapter. Their aim, so
far from being an ethical one, was essentially,
though perhaps not quite consciously, anti-ethical.
Accepting the prevalent belief that happiness in
the hereafter is conditioned by a previous life of
innocence upon earth, they proceeded to elaborate
an incantation such as might hoodwink the Divine
Judge and enable the dead man to evade the
natural consequences of his sins. Chapter 125 of
the Book of the Dead claims to impart knowledge
of the words to be spoken on entering the Hall of
Kighteousness ; the tacit assumption is that a
knowledge of the names of the judge and his
'

We

and of what sins to deny was as serviceable a means of attaining eternal felicity as the
assessors

cleanest of consciences. Whether the sins repudiated had actually been committed or not was a
matter of comparative indifference ; the main point
was that the deceased should be ready with his
denials. Nor was it necessary for him actually to
commit the chapter to memory ; he in whose tomb
it was inscribed, or with whom a papyrus containing it was buried, might feel himself perfectly safe
Chapter 125 is,
as regards the judgment to come.
in fact, just such another magical document as
that Leyden papyrus (no. 347) which contains
spells for aiding a man who had been taken before a court of justice 'to issue thence justified'

(ma'khrow).

To sum up it has been seen how a non-ethical
theory of the future life, whereby it was contingent
on the performance of certain rites and the recitation of certain formulae, gave rise to a theory in
which ethics was of paramount importance ; and
it has been seen how ch. 125 of the Book of the
Dead, while acknowledging the truth of the latter
view in principle, finds a means of subordinating
it to the earlier view in practice.
In the doctrine of the
10. The story of Osiris.
psychostasia, Osiris appeared as the perfect judge,
the arbiter of human character and ruler of the
virtuous dead. The origin and the early nature
of Osiris are shrouded in obscurity, but at a very
ancient date he became the prototype of the beneMythology told how Osiris had
ficent Pharaoh.
succumbed, after a long and prosperous reign, to
the machinations of his wicked brother Seth, who
mutilated his body and scattered his limbs. At
length Isis, the faithful wife of Osiris, succeeded
in collecting his remains, and infusing new life
into them by dint of her magical power ; but
:

—

It will be noted that the passages quoted throughout this
The reason is that it is seldom
article are of very various dates.
possible to trace any development of Egyptian ethical ideas, and
a historical treatment is therefore precluded. It is likewise
1
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henceforth Osiris was a shadowy being ruling
dead, while his son Horus, having
taken vengeance upon Seth, sat upon the throne

among the

of the living. It is, doubtless, owing to its human
interest and pathos that the stoiy of Osiris took
so firm a hold on the imagination of the Egyptians;
and, as we have seen, every Egyptian who died
claimed to be another Osiris, destined at last to
conquer the powers of evil, and to awake to a
happier and never-ending life.
Pilgrims flocked
to Abydos, which had become (though not much
before the Middle Kingdom) the traditional burialplace of the god ; and, as every one sought to
establish for himself a cenotaph in that city, it
was sometimes called the island of the Just
(Gardiner, Literary Texts, Leipzig, 1911, i. 7, note
'

1).'
In the temple-cults all the other gods were
gradually assimilated to Osiris and the Pharaoh,
whom a fiction always represented as the chief
officiant, played the part of the 'loving son' Horus
(A. Moret, Le Rituel du culte divin journalier,
Paris, 1901).
In Ptolemaic times, Osiris was
blended with a newly introduced god, Serapis,
and henceforth his importance waned ; but at the
same time the popularity of Isis increased, and it
was in her shrines that the Osirian faith was kept
alive throughout the length and breadth of the
Koman Empire.
II. The gods as guardians of morality.
As the
personification of Eul that is good, Osiris acquired
the title of Onnofre (Onnophris), 'the good being,'
besides which he was known as the great God,
the lord of Right.' Seth came to be regarded as
the essence of evil and, though his cult persisted
in certain places where the secondary antithesis to
Osiris had not been able to dislodge the primitive
cult, his image was generally held in abhorrence,
and at certain periods was obliterated from the
monuments.
The gods of the Egyptians were
collectively regarded as good, though individually
they might be bad or neutral thus, in narrating
his virtues, a noble says, I did what all the gods
loved '(.ZJ! xlv. [1908] 125).
have seen above
that 'God' the vague entity which not seldom
takes the place of more explicitly named divinities
in Egyptian texts was looked upon as the dispenser of rewards and punishments. This conception was, doubtless, a generalization due to the
importance of the local gods.
Every Egyptian
felt himself specially dependent upon and bounden
towards the god of his city ; and that deity,
;

—

'

;

:

'

We

—

—

'

'

whatever his individual name or characteristics,
was at bottom nothing but the personified feeling
of the community, and hence, as a matter of course,
also the guardian of the ethical code.
Besides
Osiris there were other specific deities, who were
thought of as judges or patrons of virtue. Amen-

Re is called the 'Vizier of the poor, who taketh
not the bribes of the guilty (Pap. Bologna, 1094,
Thoth, the scribe of the gods, is also the
2, 4).
Vizier in heaven,' and Ptah is the lord of Right
or Truth.' On-hor (Onuris) also was frequently
appealed to as arbitrator (Gardiner, Literary Texts,
That the gods were regarded as
i. 16, note 4).
righteous judges is indicated by the frequent recourse that litigants had to them ; numerous
ostraca of the New Kingdom, from the Theban
necropolis, tell how cases of petty theft, debt, and
commercial disputes were decided in the shrines of
the local deity, the deified king Amenhotep, who
nodded in answer to the questions put to him by
'

'

'

(Erman, Sitzungso. d. kon. Preuss. Akad.,
1909 ; cf. Divination [Egyp.]). This mode of obtaining justice seems to have superseded all others
in the XXIst and following dynasties ; and, since
his priest

Not seldom the pilgrimage was not performed during a man's
mummy was taken to Abydos before the final

impossible, with the evidence at our disposal, to distinguish
between the different moralities of different grades ot Egyptian

lifetime, but his

society.

burial rites.

1

—
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this is the period at

away with themselves

was paramount, we

aire de Turin, Paris, 1868).
To kill an adulterous
wife seemed to the Egyptians quite legitimate
(Pap. d'Orbiney), and a similar punishment might
justifiably be exacted from her paramour (Pap.
Westcar, p. 3f.).
That capital punishment was
not unfamiliar to the Egyptians is shown by the
phrase which describes any heinous crime as ' a
great crime of death.' No compunction was felt
in putting captured foes to death (AmMda Stele)
such an act had, indeed, a religious sanction as a
sacrifice to the god who had sent Pharaoh forth to
war. Magicians made waxen images of those whom
they wished to destroy (Pap. Lee) ; but this practice
was, of course, condemned by law.
(2) Human sacrifice was undoubtedly practised
in ancient Egypt, notwithstanding Herodotus' explicit statement to the contrary (ii. 45).
The
monumental evidence still needs collection and
sifting, but there is little doubt that it will confirm
the affirmations of the classical writers. Diodorus
(i. 88) speaks of offerings of human beings made
upon the tomb of Osiris ; and Plutarch preserves
a tradition (which is not likely to have been invented) to the effect that red-haired men were
burnt alive in Eileithyiaspolis (de Is. et Osir. 73,
hear,
with Partheys valuable note, p. 272 f.).
too, of similar sacrifices in Heliopolis, for which,
however. King Amasis caused waxen images to be

which the power of the priests
shall probably not err in interpreting the frequency of trials by oracle as due to
a deliberate policy of the priesthood, who would
naturally wisn to bring secular matters, as far as
Ma'et, 'Right'
possible, under their o\\ti control.
or ' Truth,' was from the earliest times conceived
di mitologia
Lanzone,
Diz.
of as a goddess (see
egizia, Turin, 1881-86, pp. 276-280) ; for the Egyptians, like the Romans, were by no means averse
to creating deities out of abstract concepts. Many
nobles, and especially the judges, received the title
of ' priest of Ma'et' ; and in the New Kingdom we
even hear of a 'temple of Right.' Whether this
was an actual shrine or another name for the lawcourts is not certain ; it is not unlikely that Ma'et
enjoyed a regular cult. The sole significant epithet
given to her is ' daughter of Re ; this relationship
is explained by the pleasure that the sun-god was
supposed to take in vii-tue, it being even said that
'Re lives upon (i.e. eats) right' (ma'et). In this
connexion may be mentioned a ceremony daily
practised in the temples the king (or his substitute, the high priest) offered to the god a small
image of Ma'et, seated upon a basket or basket-like
vessel, a feather on her head, and the sign of life
in her hands.
The meaning of this offering is not
established ; it is not even clear whether Ma'et, in
this case, is the goddess of Righteousness or that
of Truth, the personification of ethical or of intellectual Tightness.
'

:

—

12. Law and punishment.
A few words must
be said about Egyptian conceptions of law and
punishment. For law the word was hap, a term
also employed for
custom ' ; the etymology is
'

'

'

The Egyptians codified their laws, as
indeed everything in Egypt was committed to
Or the laws themselves we know little
beyond what the Greek writers have to tell us.
In the two central courts of justice the vizier sat
with the forty parchment rolls of the Law open
before him (Newberry, 2) still it was apparently
enjoined upon him to pay no less attention to
equity than to law (ib. 10. 4).
The Egyptian
unknown.

writing.

;

word

for 'punishment' (sboyet) literally means
teaching,' punishment probably being regarded
in the light of a lesson and example to others.
Egyptian punishments seem, on the whole, to
have been less severe than those inflicted in
'

Babylonia

making

;

but magistrates prided themselves on

proportionate to the offences.
that he inflicted hurt on
him who inflicted hurt' (Urk. iv. 969), and that
he punished the evil-doer in accordance with his
penalties

Thus, one

official states

'

'

evil-doing' (ib. 971).
now turn to
13. Specific moral concepts.
the special side of our subject the moral judgments concerning particular vices and virtues.
The field to be covered is so large that it has
been found impossible to emphasize any but the
most salient facts ; what is here given must be
supplemented by the information to be found in
special articles.
(1) Homicide -was, of course, forbidden: '1 have
not slain, I have not commanded to slay (Conf. A).
That In certain cases magistrates possessed powers

—We

'

and death is implied by the statement
of an official
There was none who died by my
over

life

'

:

RTAP

counsel' (Hannover, 11 =
xvii. 4).
Later,
in the XVIIIth dynasty, the king reserved to himself these powers; the vizier might inflict only
such punishments as did not involve the cutting
off of a limb (Newberry, 2. 13).
How absolute
was the might of Pharaoh is shown by the advice
that is given to the king in a St. Petersburg
papj'rus
Do not kill a man whose excellence
thou knowest (ZA xiv. [1876] 108). In a case of
high treason, the condemned were allowed to make
:

'

'

Le Pap. judid-

(T. Deveria,

We

substituted (Porphyry, deAbst. ii. 55). The models
of servants who were buried together with their
lords very probably exemplify the same kind of
substitution.
It has been thought that the ceremony of the tiknu, which was practised at funerals,
involved human sacrifice ; but this is by no means
certain.

—

Some of the facts that have already
(3) Criielty.
been mentioned might be thought to indicate that
the Egyptians were cniel of disposition but the
treatment of enemies, the punishment of criminals,
and religious immolations were, in all lands of
;

antiquity, equally ruthless and barbarous.

It

may

be added in this connexion that in warfare the
Egyptians were accustomed to cut off the hands
Criminals were freor the phalli of the slain.
quently deprived of their ears and noses (Decree of
Haremheb ; Inscr. of Mes). The ordinary punishment, however, was the bastinado, which was as
freely used under the Pharaohs as in the Egypt of
one hundred years ago. Not even men of rank
were exempt from chastisement of the kind an
I have never
official of the Old Kingdom asserts
been beaten before any magistrate since I was
born ( Urk. i. 75). The general irnpression gained
from the inscriptions is that the Egyptians were
too easy-going and good-tempered a people to be
The infliction of unnecessary pain was
cruel.
deprecated when a Pharaoh suggested to a magician who claimed to be able to replace a severed
head that he should try his skill on a condemned
prisoner, he was asked to rest content with an
experiment on a goose (Pap. Westcar, 8. 16).
;

:

'

'

:

—

Egyptians often
(4) Kindness and benevolence.
claim to have been 'kindly, lovers of men' (Louvre,
proverbs
of Ptahhotep
C 41 Anast. i. 2, 6). The
praise the man who is conciliatory and friendly
days
of
misfortune
his
reward
in
(Prisse,
will
find
he
'I have not oppressed (my) fellows,' 'I
11. If.).
have not caused weeping,' are assertions made in
the Negative Confession (A). The poor and afflicted
were held to be particularly in need of kindness
;

:

*
I was father to the orphan, a
shelter to the cold (Hannover, 11
'

the miserable

man from him who

(Petrie, Dendereh,

London,

husband to the widow, a

=

RTAP xvii.

saved
was more powerful than he
4)

;

'

I

1900, p. 8).

Suppliants were to be treated with exceptional
patience
If thou art a ruler, be willing to listen when a suppliant
speaks. Do not repel him until his body is rid of that which he
'

A

:
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Intended to tell thee. He who is In trouble Iovch to pour out
his heart concerning that on account of which he ih come.
When a man repels potitionu, people Bay, " Why does he dia-

them ? " (Priane, 9. 3-6).
Charity.
No virtue was more incuniliont
upon the rich than generosity to the needy
refaril

'

(5)

—

:

gave bread to the hungry, clothea to the naked ( [Trh. i.
1 caused
122), and like phrases, encounter us at every turn.
the peasant to carry home com together with his wile, and the
widow toijether with her son is the boast of a noble of Syut
(F. h. Griffith, SiM, London, 1889, pp. 16, 9-10).
An oHtracon
of the New Kingdom bitterly reproaches a rich and cliildlesa old
man with not having adopted a son (Berlin Fap. 10027).
'

1

'

'

'

Hospitality is partly covered by tlie quotaIn one passage we read
tions already given.
Do not make a funeral feast without thy neighbours, in order
(6)

:

*

that they maj' stand round thee mourning on the day of burial
{Petrie Ostracon, 11). In another passage it is said
Do not
sit at meat while another stands, but stretch forth for him thy
for one is rich and another poor,' and
hand towards the food
:

'

'

he

who was

(7)

'

'

;

a wayfarer this {Any, 7. 3-6).
age.
To succour the aged

rich last year

is

Regard for old

'

—

was regarded as highly meritorious but it would
appear that this was looked upon less as a duty
towards a highly respected class than as an act of
;

charity towards the feeble.
The disadvantages
of old age -were vividly present to the Egyptian
mind {Prisse, 4. 2-5. 3) out, on the other hand,
length of years brought with it high honour and
esteem (imakh).
The Egyptians frequently expressed the hope that they would attain the age
of 110 years. The vizier Rekhmere says of himself:
•I tended the old man, I gave to him my staff; I
caused aged women to say, "This is a happy time'"
(Newberry, 7. 23).
To bury the aged was a virtuous deed (PSBA xviii. [1895-96] 196) to scoff
at decrepit old people, a very wicked one (Petrie
Ostracon, 11).
;

'

'

;

—

Regard for parents and close relatives,
Theban high priest thus describes his behaviour
(8)

towards his father
I was a stafl-of-old-age by my father's side while he was yet
upon earth.
I went in and out at his command, and transgressed not the utterance of his mouth. 1 did not make little
of that wherewith he charged me. ... I did not pierce him
with many glances, but my face was downwards when he spoke
to me. I made not bold to do that whereof he was unaware. I
knew not the handmaid of his house 1 lay not with his servingmaid. I did not curse his butler nor did I enter in before him
violently {ZA xlvii. [1910] 92).
Another great man of the
XVIIIth dynasty quaintly remarks that he 'did not strike his
father or curse his mother {Urk. iv. 490).
Filial obedience was rigorously inculcated :
An obedient son is as a follower of Horus it fares well
with him in consequence of his obedience ; he growetb old and
attaineth reverence, and telleth the same to his children, renew,
'

;

;

'

'

*

;

ing the teaching of his father (Prtssc,
'

17. 10-12).

It was the duty of a son to take his father's place
in his office when the latter had grown old ; a son
who did this received the honorific title of ' staffof-old-age (see the first quotation above, and the
references there given).
father had the obligation to treat his son well, as being of his own flesh
and blood, but only if he showed obedience ; if he
neglected this duty, his father was bidden to ' turn
him out ; he is not thy son, he was not bom to
The god
thee' (Pap. Brit. Mus. 10509, 3, 17).
Horus, son of Isis and Osiris, was the pious son
par excellence, and hence earned the epithet ' protector of his father ' (noz hir iotef). Every son nad
the obligation to officiate in the burial ceremonies
of his father, though it appears that, in the absence
of an heir, a priest, called 'his loving son,' could
Even long after the death of
act as a substitute.
the parents, it was considered right for the children
to pour water to ' their ' father and mother who
In
rest within the Valley' (Maxims of Any, 3. 4).
return, the deceased parent would come back ' to
living,
visit his home of the
and to be a protection
to his children' (Urk. iv. 491).
Though, as has been shown, the duties towards
the father were considerable, the mother was accounted nearer of kin ; the maternal brothers
'

A

'

ranked before brothers by the same father only
and heirship, at least in the
(e.g Prisse, 10. 3)
;
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royal and princely families, was reckoned in the
line of the mother.
}5ut it was, above all, the
mother's tender care to her children that gave her
so great a claim upon their atlection
the Egyptian moralist pleads the cause of the mother id
;

eloquent words

:

Give back twofold the sustenance that thy mother gave
Support her as she supported thee. Long did she bear
the burden of thee, and forsook thee not. When thou wast
born after thy term of months, she carried thee on her
shoulder; three years long her nipple was in thy mouth.
. .
She put thee to school when thou shouldst be taught thy
letters, and waited upon thee daily, bringing food to the
hungry ones in her home. Thou becamest a stripling and
didst take to thee a wife, and art established in thy house.
Cast around thine eye for one who bath borne thee, seek the
man who hath nurtured thee as did thy mother
Let her not
find cause of complaint in thee, or lift up her hands to God,
lest he hear her cry
(Any, 6. 17-7. 3).
'

thee.

.

I

I

'

So sacred was the maternal

tie

deemed, that we

command, Do not regard a woman as
thy mother who is not' (Petrie Ostracon, 11).
A kindly, affectionate spirit in the family was
find the

'

esteemed above other virtues often in the Old
Kingdom a man claims to have been loved of his
father, praised of his mother, and beloved of all
Under certain
his brethren (e.g. Urk. i. 122).
circumstances the elder brother might take the
place of the parents, and in that case exacted
complete obedience from his juniors (d'Orbiney,
pp. 1 and 2).
(9) Wedlock, love, and the position of women.
Get thee a wife while thou art yet a youth is the
advice given by a moralist of the New Kingdom
(Any, 2. 1); the reason there given is 'in order
that she may bear thee a son,' ysho is to receive a
careful education for
happy is the man whose
household are many he is respected in proportion
to his children.' From the point of view of the
man this was the customary condition of opinion
a peasant whose wife has been drowned tells us
that he does not regret her for her own sake, but
only for the sake of the children she might have
The wife was,
borne (Erman, Lebensmiide, 79).
nevertheless, to be well treated and loved
;

'

'

—

'

'

'

;

;

;

:

thou art well-to-do, found a house, and love thy wife
studiously. Fill her stomach and clothe her back oil is the
medicine of her body. Gladden her heart thy lifetime long.
She is a i5eld that is profitable unto its lord {Prisse, 10. 6-S).
'

If

;

'

The Egyptian monuments everywhere depict husband and wife in attitudes of affection, and the
phrases his wife whom he loves and his sister
whom he loves' are amongst the commonest ex'

'

'

pressions found in the hieroglyphs. Forbearance
be shown to the woman who is wayward and
given up to amusements
Be kind to her for a
season, send her not away, give her food to eat
tender
and passionate the
(Prisse, 15. 6-7).
How
love of an Egyptian could be is shown by the love
poems that have survived (see Max MUller, Die
Liebespoesie der alten Agypter, Leipzig, 1899).
Polygamy seems to have been permitted, but to
have been unusual ; brother-and-sister marriage
was not rare. Divorce seems to have depended on
but the latter bound
the caprice of the husband
himself by contract, at least in late times, to pay
an indemnification if he exercised the right to
repudiate his wife without valid reason (see Grif-

is to

'

:

;

fith, Ry lands Papyri, London, 1909, iii. 116). The
divorced woman, like the widow, often stood in
sore need of protection (Eloquent Peasant B 1, 63)
but, since women were allowed to possess property, either position was doubtless often very
tolerable.
The lady of means, from the most
ancient times onwards, bore the title mistress of
(nebt
The position of a woman was
house
per).
a
higher than in any other land of antiquity ; not
only could she administer her own possessions,
but she had testamentary rights and the power to
go to law (see Gardiner, The Inscription of Mes,
Leipzig, 1905).
Egypt had many great queens, of
'

'

;

:
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whom

several reigned independently and with
freat prestige, e.g. Hatshepsut of the XVIIIth
ynasty.
(10) Sexual morality (for adultery, see above
under the heading Homicide ' and art. Adultery
[Egyptian]).
Pre -nuptial immorality was very
lightly regarded we find no prohibition concerning it in the Negative Confession, and a lord of
Elephantine in the Vlth dynasty even boasts of
'

—

;

having had a good time with women (ZA xlv.
130.
Loose women abounded ; and the
dancing girls who attended the feasts given by
grandees doubtless belonged to the prostitute
The moralist gives a warning against
class.
women of this type
Beware of the strange woman, who is not; known in her
'

'

[1908]

'

Approach her not .
and know her not in bodily
deep and unfathomable water is the woman who is

town.

.

.

A

wise.

apart from her husband {Any,
'

2.

1^15).

Religious prostitution is attested by Strabo (xvii.
1. 46) for the priestesses of Amon of Thebes until
the age of puberty, when they were given in marriage.
The monuments afford no direct confirmation of this statement, but certain indications
make it probable that it is no mere invention.
Amon was a sensual god, represented, like Min,
as ithyphallic numerous ' chantresses [shemayt)
constituted his harim (khenr), and the wife of
the high priest bore the title chief of the ladies
of the harim of Amon (ZA xlv. [1908] 127).
In
the New Kingdom most ladies of rank, married to
men in high stations, called themselves 'chantresses of one god or another ; even goddesses had
'

;

'

'

'

hartms (ZA xlviii. [1910] 50). The Pharaohs
had large hartms, and it is improbable that concubinage on a considerable scale was confined to the
their

but we are ill-instructed on this
of the New Kingdom give the
impression that the lower orders, as, for example,
royal house

the

;

The papyri

point.

workmen

of the

Theban Necropolis, usually

formed loose temporary connexions in lieu of legal
marriages (see Erman, Life in Ancient Egypt, tr.
Tirard, London, 1894, p. 154). An erotic papyrus
(at Turin), fuU of pictures of the coarsest liind,
shows that few of the sexual vices of the Orient
were unkno^vn to Ancient Egyot. In a magical
papyrus of the Xllth dynasty, Seth appears as a
paederast seeking to tempt his brother Horus
(Griffith, Hieratic Papyri from Kahun, 1899, p.
3 cf. Sphinx, xiv. [1910] 39-41) ; and it would
appear that this crime, like adultery, was a stock
charge in the indictments brought before the lawcourts (see Pap. Turin, 55. 4). In both versions
of the Negative Confession, impurity (masturbation ?) whUe serving as a lay priest of the god is
;

denied.
Cleanliness, both of the person
(11) Purity.
and of the clothing, was scrupulously observed
and the houses of the wealthy seldom lacked a
bath-room (Sinuhe B, 285). The washing of face
and hands was considered the necessary preliminary to a meal (Griffith, Stories of the High
Priests, Oxford, 1900, p. 44), and sexual acts of
all sorts were regarded as defiling.
Purity in the
service of the gods was strenuously insisted upon
(Herod, ii. 37)
and all grades of priests, professional and lay, shared the name of web, 'the
pure priest (see, further. Purification [Egyp.]).
The concept of ethical purity was also known,
though it did not play a very important part
we find it at the end of the earlier Repudiation
of Sins (A)
and wa'b in the metaphorical sense
means to be innocent (Pap. Mayer B, passim).
(12) Slavery.— On this subject we have strangely
little precise information.
Prisoners of war were
often presented as slaves, both to individuals (e.g.
Urk. iv. 2. 11) and to the gods (e.g. Newberry, 21).
There can be little doubt that slaves were very
numerous, but we have no early evidence as to the

—

;

'

;

'

'

:
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sources whence they were recruited, or as to the
question whether they were ever emancipated.
From the XXVIth dynasty legal deeds exist recording the sale and transfer of slaves also voluntary contracts of servitude, involving not only a
man's person but also his children (Griffith, Bylands
Papyri, iii. 50 f.).
(13) The right of property.
The official theory
in Ancient Egypt was to the effect that the
Pharaoh is the sole owner of property if his
subjects hold lands, houses, cattle, and valuables,
it is because the king has granted them leave to
do so even the tombs of the dead were the gift
of the king.' The temples of the gods, too, were
the castles which the Pharaoh, their son, had
built for them ; and each successive monarch confirmed to the gods the possessions accorded by his
ancestors (see Moret, La Royauti pharaonique,
Paris, 1903).
Similarly, the booty captured from
foreign tribes was theoretically regarded as tribute
which rebellious subjects had failed to render. In
;

—

;

'

;

practice,

tliis

theory of property

corresponded

with the reality just in the degree in which the
royal power was on the rise or on the decline.
Conquerors who (like Amenemmes I. and Amosis
I.) reduced the laud to order after a period of
anarchy rewarded their subjects with grants of
land pretty much as they chose. In periods of
prosperity the king had to content himself with
a show of confirming (smine) already existing
rights ; or the latter might, as in the first half
of the Xllth dynasty, be actually under the control of feudal families, or, as in the XXIst dynasty,
be usurped by a ruling priesthood.
The official
formula remained the same throughout Egyptian
history, and might doubtless have been used to
justify taxation, if, indeed, this question was ever
raised.
In actual fact the land was parcelled out
among a variety of proprietors, all tenacious of
their proprietorship, which was attested by titledeeds and carried with it rights of testamentary
disposition and alienation by sale.
The elaborate
care with which the land was surveyed and registered is only partly explained by the Egyptians'
inveterate love of committing things to writing ;
documentary records were an absolute necessity
in a land where the annual inundation was apt to

sweep away all boundary marks. It was a primary duty for those in authority to protect proprietary rights, and the nobles frequently recorded
the fact that they had succoured him who was
debarred from his property by one more powerful
than he ( Vrk. iv. 972), and that they had never
deprived a man of the estate of his father (ib. i.
'

'

'

'

A

great portion of the land was in the
priests, being theoretically considered the property of the gods.
To such limits
did the encroachments of the priesthood go that,
in the XXth dynasty, Amon of Thebes possessed
no less than 864,168 stat of land, 421,362 head of
cattle, 433 gardens and groves, and 86,486 serfs
and slaves (see Breasted, Anc. Records, Chicago,
123).

hands of the

1906-7, iv. 97).
The crime of robbery is frequently mentioned
* Never have I taken away the property of any man
by robbery' {[/ri. i. 75); and the subject of a well-known tale of tfcw
Middle Kingdom is a peasant who has been robbed of his ass
and its load on a trumpery pretext, and who demands justice
from the administrator of the province (Vogelsang-Gardiner,
Die Klagen des Bauem, Leipzig, 1908).

Robbery

distinguished from theft in Confession
curious that
makes no reference to
either sin.
Many ostraoa and papyri deal with
cases of petty theft, but throw no light on the
penalties imposed on account of it.
The decree of King Haremheb mentions some stringent

B

;

it

is

A

IS

the official taxreforms carried through by that Pharaoh
gatherers had Ijeen abusing their opportunities in order to rob
and oppress the peasants these offences were thenceforth to be
punished by banishment to the frontier fort of Zaru, after the
;

;

—

:
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by a hundred blows of the buatina<io indicted io oa to leave
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and making it quite c^lear on what ground.s the
is given (Newberry, 10).
(16) Demeanour in everyday life.
Good-temper
was enjoined and admired.
say,

verdict

—

and jewels buried
with the wealthy dead was an easy uooty to unscrupulous men, and tomb-robbery was committed
on a large scale.
In the XXth dynoety it was found that many royal tombs

and
hot

had been tampered with, and the lejjal invcetigations then
instituted form the subject of some of the most interestinff
documents from Ancient Effypt (see Newberry-Sniegelberj;,
£!xcavatio7i8 in the Theban Necropolis, London, 1908).
Truth(14) Regard for truth and good faith.
fulness was highly esteemed and was barely dis-

Pharaoh, indeed, might allow himself to be enraged like a leopard of the South (e.g. Urk. iv.
139), but his subjects had no such licence.
Contcniiousness was considered a fault.
One moralist gives the j)recept, Do not persist in fighting

—

tinguished

from

both

concepts being
denoted by the same word ma'et.
In Confession B the deceased says
I have not spoken
falsehood.' But Egypt would not be the Orient if
lying had not been both practised and regarded in
many cases as venial. To lie for one's own advantage without harming others was doubtless
regarded as clever
it is the root-idea of the
Negative Confession and of no small part of
magic.
Sinuhe tells us that he wilfully misinformed the Syrian prince who was showing him
hospitality (Sin. B, 61).
On the funeral steles it
is fret^uently stated that what is there inscribed
contains no falsehood and no exaggeration ; in
Confession B we find the
suppression of the
truth denied. In ordinary conversation, asseverations were reinforced by such oaths as By Ptah,
'

right,'

'

:

;

'

'

'

lord of Truth ' (Right),
in the law-courts the

'

As Month

praises

me

'

have not said

'

concerning another,' an official maintains (f/rft. iv. 120); and 'I have not traduced the servant to
his master (A) is a frequent claim.
1

lies

'

To render messages faithfully was thought a desirable habit (Prisse, 7. 3 ; Urk. iv. 120), and
reliability and obedience towards one's masters
are virtues everjrwhere praised. Honesty in commercial transactions is emphasized in those statements of Confession
which refer to the units of

A

measurement and to the balance.

The stemming

or diverting of running water (A), in a land where
irrigation played so important a part as in Egypt,
was, of course, a common way of obtaining an
unfair advantage over other persons.
The endeavour of the magistrate
(15) Justice.
was not only to cause the two parties to go away

—

'

satisfied (Newberry, 4), but to administer the laws
fairly and in accordance with the command of
Pharaoh (ih. 10).
Great stress was laid on im'

partiality
Regard him whom thou knowest like him whom thou
knowest not.' Again it is said, To put upon the one side
the metaphor seems to be from overweighting one scale of the
balance 'is the abhorrence of God' iib.). The judge must,
of course, be wholly incorruptible
I have not been deaf to
the empty-handed, I have not received the bribe of any,' says
the vizier Rekhmere (ib. 8, 24). In the only civil case of which
we have full details (XlXth c^naaty), a commissioner was sent
out to make some investigations, and came back with a false
report to the chief court of which he was a member it is clear
that he had been bribed by one of the parties (Gardiner,
:

'

'

'

—

;

'

;

Inscription of Mes).

The

'

'

'

'

with thy neighbours' (Petrie Ostracim, 11), and another advises,
Enter not into the law-court, lest thy name stink (Anj/, 2. 17).
*

'

Rancour was blamed, and men are bidden not to
store up memories of small wrongs (Petrie Ostracon,
and the words I have not done harm to the
11)
'

;

doer of evil
giveness.

'

(B)

Among

may

refer to the virtue of forthe fatalistic Egyptians of to-

day, gratitude is said to be almost unknown. There
is no exact phrase for gratitude in the old Egyptian
language, for 'to praise God' (dowe' nuter) for
some one is rather to congratulate him than to
thank him in Coptic I am grateful is rendered
by 0Y3M0T u/Hrr, 'a favour has been received.'
The forgetfulness of benefits received, however,
'

'

;

calls forth bitter comment in several old texts :
Yesterday is not remembered, and to the doer is not done
again in these times {Lebensmiidet 115).
A man has no
household on the day of troubles, ... he who ate of my food
conspired against me (3/i/;inpen, 2. 6).
On the subject of friendship the ethical writers
'

'

'

'

ordinary oath was
As
Araon liveth, and as the Prince liveth,' but often
there were added long and circumstantial selfcurses specifying the penalty to be incurred if
what is said proves to oe untrue (see W. Spiegelberg, Bechtswesen, Hanover, 1892, and Gardiner,
Inscription of Mes).
Lying became a serious
offence when it involved the interests of others
'

The chief butler, ThutI (Tomb in Ourna, no. 110), takes credit
to himself tor having been of pleasant character, sclt-rcstralned,
' I
free from passion.'
have not been hot of mouth,' i.e.
in reply, is one of the statements in Confession IJ.

insistence with which the inscriptions refer
to incorruptibility and impartiality suggests that
these virtues were less common than was claimed ;
nor does the analogy of modern Egypt discourage
this supposition.
"The ideal picture of the judge
drawn in Thutmosis III.'s charge to Rekhmere is
up to a high standard of moral enlightenment.
Besides the indispensable qualities of justice and
incorruptibility, he is required to possess patience,
tact, and discretion ; not to be over-lenient or
over-stern, allowing the litigants to have their

have much to say.
The reflexion contained in the words lost quoted should teach
the king to place no confldence in any one {Millingen, 1. 2). If a
man wishes to keep his friends, he must avoid too close familiarity with their women-folk (Prisse, 9. 8-11). If he wishes to
ascertain a friend's real feelings, he should commune with him
privately, and not seek information from others (ib. 14. 6-9).
Egyptian dignitaries often assert that they have not had evil
associates (e.g.

ZA

xlvii. [1910] 93).

gossiping, mischief-making, and
talkativeness are faults named in the
Repudiation of Sins (B). Self-ingratiation by improper means is condemned : ' Do not make straight
what is crooked in order to win love (Petrie
Ostracon, 11). Deference to superiors was a duty
imposed on all ' Bow thy back to thy superior,
thy overseer from the Palace' (Prisse, 13. 9-10).
Distinctions of rank were jealously guarded, and
etiquette prescribed a strict order of precedence.
The pictures in the tombs, as well as the inscriptions, prove
that nobles were approached in deferential attitudes. Before
Pharaoh all his subjects grovelled in the dust, touching the
and it was deemed the highest
earth with their foreheads
favour to be allowed to kiss the king's foot instead of the ground

Eavesdropping,
excessive

'

:

;

(Urk.

i.

62).

Courtesy and tact were prescribed, especially in
the company of men of position
:

If thou art seated at the board of one greater than thee,
Look straight in front of thee,
.
take what he offers thee.
Speak when he addresses
pierce him not with many glances.
thee, and laugh when he laughs it will please him greatly
Mus.
2.
lS-16).
10509,
(Pap. Brit.
'

.

.

.

.

.

;

That obedience was exacted from

inferiors goes

but even so high an official as
I was one who hearkIneni affirms Urk. iv. 62)
ened to what my superior said.' Pride is very
Do not be proud, lest
often spoken of as a failing
thou be humbled' (Prisse, 12. 1). Of intellectual
without saying

;

'

:

(

'

:

pride

it is said

:

Do not exalt thy heart on account of thy knowledge take
counsel with the ignorant as with the wise. For the limit of a
there is no perfect craftsman. A
craft is not to be reached
good saying lies hidden more than an emerald it is to be found
with slave-girls grinding at the mill (Prisse, 5. S-10).
'

;

;

;

'

The poor man

is not to be treated haughtily (Pap.
Brit. Mus. 10509, 3. 6), for he who possesses virtue
possesses riches' (Prisse, 7. 5). Nor should contempt be shown to him who has no children, for
there is many a father in misery, and many a
'

'

women are happier than she
The Negative Confession has several
I have not been
pride
and vanity
references to
mother, and other
(Prisse, 7. 6).

:

'

;
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have not compared myself with
quotations are required to illustrate
the great love of ostentation characteristic of the
Egyptians. Like their modem descendants, the
ancient people were incurable braggarts, never so
contented as when airing their virtues and displaying their o'wn cleverness.
One of the favourite books of the XlXth and XXth dynaaties
puffed up,'
others.'

'I

No

has as its subject the rivalry of two scribes, each of whom tries
to demonstrate his superiority over the otiier by boasting about
himself, and depreciating the merits of his fellow (Gardiner,
Hieratic Texts, Leipzig, 1911, i. 1).

Discretion was very highly valued of many men
we are told that they were closed of mouth concerning what their eyes saw' (Benson-Gourlay,
Temple of Mtit, London, 1899, p. 326), or ' secretive
in the business of the Palace' (Urk. iv. 47). The
utUity of silence was very well understood, and it
was prescribed as the best method of coping with
many difficulties (Prisse, 1. 1 ; 7. 5 ; 11. 9). So, too,
in B, 'I have not multiplied words in talking.'
Under
(17) Qualities and defects of character.
this heading we deal with the self -regarding virtues
and with various traits of character of which the
ethical nature is more or less clearly defined.
Drunkenness was the invariable ending of feasts,
and seems to have been looked upon as a good joke
rather than as something culpable. In the tombpaintings, men are shown being carried home drunk
on the shoulders of their companions and not
seldom M'e are allowed to see a fashionable lady
who has been overcome with nausea, while an
;

'

—

;

attendant rushes to her assistance. Drunkenness
is, however, sometimes deprecated as a bad habit,
as in the following passage
Do not corrupt thyself by drinldng beer. ... A speech
issues from thy mouth, and thou knowest not who says it.
:

'

Thou

fallest and thy limbs are broken, and no one lendeth thee
a hand. Thy companions in drinking stand and say, " Away
with this drunkard " Some one comes to seek thee to speak
with thee, and thou art found lying on the ground like a child'
^Any, 3. 6-11 see, too, Anast. ir. 11. 8-12. 6).
I

;

Gluttony is blamed only in so far as it constitutes
a breach of good manners
If thou sittest together with many others, reject the food
thou likest. It is but a little moment of self-restraint, and
:

*

gluttony is bad. ... A cup of water quencheth the thirst . .
and a little trifle does as a substitute for much (Prisse, 1. 1).

.

'

Sexual morality has already been discussed. 'The
Egyptians occasionally preached moderation and
the curbing of the appetites, as we have seen ; and
certain restrictions in diet were demanded by
religious usage and the rules of purity.
Among
the subjects of the Pharaohs, however, there is to
be discovered hardly a trace of that asceticism
which was later to become so marked a feature of
Egyptian Christianity. On the whole the quest of

pleasure was encouraged.

Ptahhotep says

:

'Follow thy desire as long aa thou livest ; do not do more than
has been enjoined so as to shorten the time of thy enjoyment
(Prisse, 7. 9)
and the well-known Song of the Harper gives
similar counsel, for lite is short and death is but decay and
annihilation (Max MiiUer, l.c). But preparation for the hereafter should be made by the building of a tomb (Anj/, 3. 14), for
no man can tell when he will die (Any, 4. 2-3).
*

;

The value

of industry

was not

ignored.

One official claims to have been * a foreman vigilant on behalf
of the king's mother, not distinguishing night from day' ([Trk.
iv. 47) ; another speaks of himself as ' not slothful concerning
the things entrusted to him (ib. 959). An ostracon that has
'

often been quoted contains the maxim : * Do not spare thy body
whilst thou art young, for food cometh by the arms and provisions by the legs ' (Petrie Ostracon, 11).

Courage in battle was always highly rewarded by the
Pharaoh, the gold of bravery and lands and other
possessions being given to the officers who so distinguished themselves (see ZA xlviii. [1910] 143).
The Pharaoh himself is described as a miracle of
valour, and is compared with the lion for prowess
and with the bull for strength. The pursuit of
wisdom is the last personal attribute that will be
mentioned under this heading ; it falls within the
province of ethics as being dependent on voluntary
effort, and as being an object of general approval.
'

'

(Egyptian)

The man who knows things {rakh ikket) was held
in high esteem by the Egyptians, and they often
'

'

speak with pride of their intellectual attainments.
Thus Eekhmere informs us that he was ' clever in all under'
takings, ardent in inquiry, and a ready listener
I was skilled,'
he says, * in the ways of the past, and the things of 3'esterday
caused me to know to-morrow (Newberry, 8. 35-36).
'

;

'

—

In view of the
(18) Duties towards the dead.
care and forethought which the Egyptians expended on the construction of their tombs and on
the continuance of their funerary cult, it is strange
that public opinion imposed on the living no
adequate obligation to fulfil the intentions of the
departed. It is an undoubted fact, and one not
untinged with tragedy, that magnificent tombs,
ornamented with exquisite skill and equipped with
the costliest furniture during the life-time of their
owners, were within a few years suffered to fall
into decay, and even to become the undisputed
prey of tomb-plunderers. Filial piety, as we have
seen, demanded that the son and heir should accomplish his parent's burial rites ; and it may be
assumed that none but a few shirked this duty.
this first perfunctory service by no means
assured the permanent welfare of the dead ; offerings had to be made at the periodical feast-days,
not for a few years only, but in perpetuity. It
seems certain that the attentions paid to the dead
seldom extended beyond a single generation ; and
in this respect Ancient Egypt stands in signal contrast to China, with its universally-recognized cult
The Pharaohs, it is true, were more
of ancestors.
assiduous in their veneration of their forefathers
than the bulk of the people ; but, with a little
qualification, it may fairly be said that in Egypt
the cult of the dead existed only in demand, not in
supply.
See, further, Ancestok-WORSHIP AND
Cult of the Dead (Egyptian).
towards the gods. In lands where,
Duties
(19)
as in Ancient Egypt, an official cult of the gods
has been established wherever, in fact, religious
observances are not dictated by mere individual
desires this cult and these observances become a
duty. The only question is whether the obligation
falls on the shoulders of the people at large or is
vicariously discharged by a specially-appointed
priesthood. The Egyptian priesthood was only in
part professional ; whence it follows that private

But

—

—

—

persons, so far as their wealth and position prescribed, took part in the public worship of the
gods.
How far the populace at large attended to,
or were supposed to attend to, the gods of the State
will be discussed in such articles as Worship
(Egyptian) ; here it will suffice to quote a precept
which enjoins on all men generally the observation
of the Divine feast days : ' Make the feast of thy
god, and repeat it in its season. God is wroth when
He is neglected ' (Any, 2. 3-4). Various religious
offences are mentioned in the Negative Confession,

including fraudulent diminution of the templeofferings, the slaying of sacred animals, and
blasphemy. There were also prohibitions as to
food, rules of purity, and much else that cannot
here be discussed. The fact that the gods rewarded
virtue (see above) proves that righteousness was
regarded in one aspect as a duty towards them
and, owing to this religious side of ethics, the relations of a man with his deity might become very
intimate. Certain votive stelse of the New Kingdom exhibit the nearest approach to penitence that
is found in Egyptian texts ; a certain Nefer-abu,
for instance, humbly confesses that he is a foolish
man,' and prays to his god not to punish him for
his 'manifold transgressions' (Erman, Ag. Rel.^
99, and in detail, Sitz. d. kon. Preuss. Akad., 1911,
'

no. xlix.).

—

In conclusion, a rough moral
14. Conclusion.
estimate of the Egyptians may be attempted.

;
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They were

gay, light-hearted, luxurious, and inostentation
prone to self-indulgence,
and not proof against sensual temptations. They
were kind, charitable, and courteous
perhaps
rather less callous to pain than other nations of
antiquity.
Honesty and incorruptibility were not
among their strong points, but in this respect they
were at least able to perceive the ideal standard,
if they did not attain to it.
Intellectually, the
Egyptians were gifted but not deep their aversion
to dull brooding, and their love of all that is
artistic and pleasurable in life, are characteristics
which have played by no means a small part in
helping to endear them to their modem votaries.
clined

to

;

;

—

Literature. Besides the authorities (juoted throughout the
books may be mentioned E. Amelineau,
Essai sur V^volution histor. et philos. des idies morales dans
I'^qypte ancieime, Paris, 1S95 ; W. M. Flinders Petrie, Jieligion and Conscience in Ancient Egypt, London, 1898.
:

Alan

H. Gardiner.

(Greek). —
— The mental attitude of the society
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Homeric age.

i.

which Homer depicts was neither introspective
nor agitated by moral doubts. It belonged to an
age of action, when bodily strength, courage, and
resolution were more highly esteemed than unswerving rectitude or pre-eminent wisdom. The
sagacity of Nestor was treated with formal respect,
but he had lost in the feebleness of age the position which he had successfully claimed in his
prime. On the other hand, the counsel of Odysseus
was the more readily welcomed in consequence of

and military skill.
The
authority wielded by the chieftains over their
feudal retainers depended on their power to enforce it in the absence of Odysseus and Achilles,
Laertes and Peleua were too old to watch effectively over their sons' interests, and Telemachus
as a mere stripling was ignored. Similarly, the
nominal over-lordship of Agamemnon failed to
coerce Achilles, who was strong enough to assert
his independence.
Thus the exercise of the
humaner virtues was restricted to the bounds of
family or clan ; but within these limits we find
evidence of a highly developed morality.
The
sanctity attached to the marriage bond may be
illustrated from the wonderful pictures of Hector
and Andromache, and of Odysseus and Penelope
and the supreme happiness of a well-assorted
union is recognized in the words of Odysseus to
'
Nausicaa
There is nothing greater or better
than a husband and wife dwelling together with
united minds' (Od. vi. 182 ff.). The position of
women recognized in the Homeric poems but
always within the limits indicated above
was
characterized by greater freedom and influence
his practical resource

:

:

—
—

than was customary at Athens in later times, as
may be seen in the several cases of Penelope,
Nausicaa, and Arete the wife of Alcinous {Od. vii.
66).
Various causes have been assigned for the change, such as
(1) the fact that the women described in Homer belonged to a
privileged class, (2) the necessary seclusion imposed by the conditions of town life, and (3) the contact with the Ionian civilization of Asia Minor (see Mahaffy, Social Life in Greece^, London,
p. 147, and T. D. Seymour, lAfe in the Homeric Age, New
York, 1907, p. 117 ff.). Seymour,
suggesting (p. 128) that the
society of Homer was iEolic rather than Ionian, refers to the
abuse directed against the .^Eolic poetesses by non-sympathetic

m

lonians.

There

is

similar

of sympathy
362, xxii. 499).

evidence

with

children (see esp. II. xv.
The
cases of Euryclea and Eumaeus show that slavery
was compatible with relations of intimate affection and devoted fidelity between the master and
Beggars and suppliants were under
his household.
the special protection of Zeus, and had an indefeasible claim to hospitality (Od. vi. 208, xiii. 213).
The same mild spirit was shown in the gentle
treatment of the lower animals, such as horses
and dogs ; and the example of the old dog Argus

(Greek)
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(Od. xvii. 29211'.), who recognized his master after
twenty yearn' absence, is familiar to every one.
The claims of morality as thus acknowledged imposed obligations which could not be broken without offending public opinion. The sense of honour
(alSui) corresponded to the feeling of resentment
(vilj.((ns, as in II. xiii. 122) with which a disregard
of propriety was visited.
Nevertheless, behind all
these manifestations of refinement and generosity
there was a dark background of hardness and

;

article the following

'

:

cruelty.
In his wrath the Homeric hero was a savage. Fatroclus slew
the son of Amphidamas in anger over a game of knuclcle-bonea
Ul- xxiii. 88), and Achilles was afraid lest his passion should
drive him to kill the defenceless Priam, who as suppliant and
guest could claim his special protection \ll. xxiv. SCy, 585).
Mutilation of an enemy is mentioned over and over again without reprobation (see II. xi. 146, xiii. 202, xiv. 488, etc.). The
punishment of the treacherous slave Melanthius is carried out
with brutal and repulsive ferocity {Od. xxii. 474 fl.). In fact,
in dealing with those who were beyond the pale, the heroic
warrior showed no pity for unprotected weakness ; when a
town was captured, the old men and children were slain, and
the women were carried off as the property of the victors (see
/;. xxii. 62; Od. viii. 628 ff.).

—

2. Hesiod.
The poems of Hesiod, whether belonging to a time somewhat later than Homer or
expressing the sentiments of a lower grade of
society not articulate in the Iliad and the Odyssey,
may be regarded as a bridge which enables us to
cross the gap dividing the heroic from the historical
age.
For in the Works and Days we find the
earliest signs of a conviction that all is not well
with the world, that the gods no longer dwell with
men, and that even honour and resentment (alSiiii
and v4/ieins) have departed, abandoning mankind
to the workings of harsh and malignant jealousy

(200

f.).

Potter is wroth against potter, carpenter against carpenter ;
even beggar is envious of beggar, and one minstrel of another
' Money is a man's soul
(26).
(686).
Morality is depressed from the heroic level to suit
'

'

the work-a-day requirements of the struggling
farmer. Life is a continual battle against poverty,
and the simple virtues which it needs leave no
room for the exercise of elevated sentiment. Industry and fair dealing, temperance and simplicity,
are enjoined
Hard work is no shame but idleness is a disgrace (311).
Take a good measure and give as much or even better in return, so that in need you may afterwards find sufficiency (360).
Among the most famous of Hesiod's sayings is his
rebuke of the unjust judges who robbed the poor
Fools they know not how much ^eater is the half than the
whole, how mighty a blessing there is in mallow and asphodel*
'

;

'

'

'

:

*

1

(40).

is plenty of shrewd and homely wisdom,
breathing the spirit merely of commercial prudence ; and we are hardly surprised to find a wife
enumerated as a part of the necessary agricultural
stock-in-trade (375), or to read the advice that she
should be chosen after much circumspection, lest
the neighbours should have cause to mock (701).
But we reach a higher level in the crowning exhortation to Perses.

There

* Vice is easy of attainment even by
the crowd ; for the road
smooth and she dwells hard by. But the Immortals have
placed Toil in front of Virtue
long and steep and rough at
first is the path that leads to her (287 ff.).

is

;

'

The age of
Wise Men. — In
3.

the

gnomic poets and the Seven

this period thought began to be
consciously directed to moral questions.
change
had taken place in the political conditions of
Greece
the old feudal monarchies had passed
away, and were succeeded by a long period of unrest.
At first the domination of an aristocratic
class and subsequently the rise of the tyrants,
nominally as the champions of the masses, but
actuaDy in the interest of absolutism, kept the
communities agitated with successive upheavals 0/
internecine strife.
Insecure of their lives, men
were brought face to face with the hard necessi
ties of a struggle for existence.
Hence in all the
literature of the time a vein of melancholy may
:

A

;

;
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be traced, to be seen in
Theognis writes

its fullest

AND MORALITY

outcrop

when

:

It ia beet of all things for the sons of earth not to be born,
or to see the bright rays of the sun or else after birth to pass
as soon as possible the gates of death, and to lie deep down
beneath a weight of earth (425 ff.).
'

;

*

Debarred by

stress of present anxiety from celebrating the glories of the past, the creative instinct
found an outlet in recording the lessons of personal
experience.
The more individual and passionate
outbursts of the lyric poets are of less direct importance to a survey of morality. But the elegiac

and especially Mimnermus, Solon, Phocylides, and Theognis, contain a mass of proverbial
wisdom to which after ages never ceased to appeal.
Trite and commonplace as much of their
writing seems to a modern reader, their immediate
writers,

audience judged very differently.
To obtain concise and abstract maxims upon the ethics of
society, poUtica, and education was to them a new and inestimable privilege. In the gnomic poets the morality which had
been merely implicit in Homer and Hesiod received separate
treatment and distinct expression. The wisdom which had
been gradually collecting for centuries in the Greek mind was
tersely and lucidly condensed into a few pregnant sentences.
These sentences formed the data for new syntheses and higher
*

the topics for enlarged investigation, the
"middle axioms " between the scattered facts of life and the
unity of philosophical system' (J. A. Symonds, Greek Poets'^,
generalizations,

London, 1877,

i.

102).

The

poets were, in fact, the educators of Greece (cf.
Isocr. ii. 43, and see K. J. Freeman, Schools of
Hellas, London, 1907, p. 247) ; and to this age
belongs the formulation of all that was most
characteristic in Greek popular morality.
The
dramatists were steeped in this literature, and
their sententious passages often prove to be adaptations from some gnomic poet
thus Sophocles in
Oed. Col. 1225 reproduced the above-quoted lines
of Theognis, just as in fr. 329 he paraphrased
Theogp. 255, and in fr. 286 Theogn. 215.
Similar considerations apply to the traditional
utterances of the Seven Wise Men. They belonged
to the latter part of this era, the age of the tyrants
indeed, one of them, Periander, was himself tyrant
of Corinth, and another, Pittacus, tyrant of Mytilene. They were happily described by Dicsearcnus
(fr. 28 [FNG ii. 243])
as 'neither adepts nor
students of philosophy, but men of intelligence
endowed with some legislative capacity.' Although Thales and Solon distinguished themselves
Independently, the others were merely convenient
eponyms to whom could be attached such scraps
of unappropriated wisdom as were handed down
from one generation to another (for the details,
see Diels, Fragmente der Vorsokratiker", Berlin,
The famous 'Nothing too much,'
1907, p. 518).
attributed to Solon and repeated by Cleobulus
as Measure is best,' comes from the innermost
kernel of Greek sentiment.
:

:

'

Phocylides (fr. 18) praised the middle rank aa the happiest
Solon (fr. 2) rebuked the insolence (iijSpis) of the popular
faction, arismg from the excess which they could not check
and Aristotle followed popular opinion when he defined Virtue
as a Mean. Closely akm is the saying of Pittacus, Kotphv yvtaQi,
which is inadequately rendered Know the right season,' since
Koipo; (as may be seen from the Lexicons) ia not limited to
time_.
Theognis (401), enlarging upon this text, gave a wider
application to the words of Hesiod, who recommended the
farmer not to overload hia waggons (Op. 694).
'

It should be observed that in recommending moderation the Greeks were impelled as much by aesthetic
and intellectual motives as by the strictly moral

consideration that the free indulgence of the
appetites is harmful. But, in fact, no such distinction was known to them.
Sappho had testified
to the identity of the beautiful with the good (fr.
and the fact that we have no word corre101)
sponding to KaX(is is no less significant than the
absence from Greek of terms capable of expressing
adequately the ideas of 'duty and 'sin.'i The
intellectual aspect of Greek morality appears still
1 It is unnecessary to show that xadfiKov (or 6e'o»') and ojuoprta
;

do not

fill

the gap.

(Greek)

more strongly

in Chilon's 7;'C9i a-eavrdv,

'

Know

thyself,' which, together with /ji.ijdiv S.yav, was inscribed on the front of the temple of Apollo at
Delphi. In its most obvious application it recalls
the advice given by Pythagoras to his pupils, that

they should always, on their return home, put
to themselves these questions: 'Whither have I
strayed ? What have I done ? Which of my duties

was unfulfilled?' (Diog. Laert. viii. 22). But it
was capable of a wider significance, and was interpreted by Plato in the Charmides (164 D) as a recommendation of (TOKppoadvq, understanding thereby
a proper examination by the observer of his own
capacity. In this sense it was adopted by the
' Know
tragic poet Ion (fr. 55)
thyself is but a
brief saying, and yet is a task so great that Zeus
:

himself alone can master it.'
An increased recognition of the importance of
justice is characteristic of an age which continued
and developed the strain of wisdom introduced by

Hesiod {Op. 320, etc.).
Solon declared (fr. 13) that unjust gains bring their own
retribution and Theognia (197) writes to the same effect, that
riches righteously acquired are a sure possession, but dishonesty, though it seems to prevail for the time, issues finally
in ruin. And Chilon said (fr. 10 [Diels]) ; ' Choose loss rather
than shameful gain, for the one will hurt for the moment,
but the other will never cease to be a curse.' Phocylidea (fr. 15
— Theogn. 147) went so far as to declare that all virtue ia
comprehended in justice ; and this view afterwards exercised
considerable influence on the ethical ayatems of Plato and
Aristotle (see Arist. Eth. Nic. V. i. 1129i>, 29).
;

The greater the value attached by men to the
observance of justice in their mutual dealings, the
keener was the disappointment with which they
viewed the apparent tardiness of the gods in visiting with retribution the transgressions of the unjust.
The poets were forced to conclude that,
while the actual sinner escaped, his crime was
expiated by the sufferings of his descendants
(Solon, fr. 4, 27-32).
Yet no protest follows
against the injustice of the gods their ways are
inscrutable and past finding out (fr. 9). Similarly
Theognis, while praying that the purpose of the
gods may yet be changed, mournfully acquiesced
in the punishment of the innocent for the sins of
the guilty (731-742). It must at the same time be
remembered that the sense of justice was so limited
as to exclude any consideration for enemies.
Beguile your enemy with fair words says Theognis (363)
but, when you have him within your grip, wreak your wrath
Would that
on him, and let no scruple stand in your way.'
:

'

'

*

'

ia another of his utterances (349),
could drink their blood
when he ia speaking of those who had robbed him. These are
Do not
not isolated sentiments. To Pittacus is ascribed
apeak ill of your friend, or well of your enemy.' Above all,
you must not give your enemies cause to exult therefore hide
your misfortunes, as Periander advised.

I

1

'

:

*

;

We can now appreciate the significance of the
apologue in Theogn. 215 :
Assume the character of the polypus, which, as it coils round
a rock, makes itself of like aspect thereto. So be thou adroit
in changing from one appearance to another for wisdom, let
me tell you, is better than an unbending front (cf Pind. Pyth.
'

;

'

ii.

.

84).

It was reserved for Plato to anticipate Christian
ethics by controverting the popular view (Rep.
Crit. 49 C), and maintaining that the good
335
;
man wUl not harm another. The justification of
deceit in the case of enemies leads us to consider
the general estimate of truth. Although it would not
be diflScult to collect passages in which the value of

B

absolute truthfulness is highly esteemed (e.g. Horn.
ix. 312 f.), it can hardly be doubted that public
opinion did not seriously disapprove of deception
It is sufficient to point
in suitable circumstances.
to the character of Odysseus (cf. Od. ix. 19), and
to the conception of the god Hermes as patron of
trickery, who had trained Autolycus as his human
representative (Od. xix. 395). Two fragments of
^sohylus (frs. 301, 302) are preserved which. In
the absence of their context, ought not to be held
God does not
to warrant a sinister inference

n.

:

'
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withhold his countenance from righteoua deception,' and 'There are times when God honours a
lie in season.'
Hut Plato {Legg. 916 D) explicitly

many are too fond of saying that
at proper times tlie practice of falsehood may be
justified.
Sophocles often follows closely the
precepts of popular morality and it may be concluded from tiie evidence which he all'ords that
falsehood was justified either in cases where it
brought final success in a momentous issue [Phil.
109 fr. 326), or even where some definite advantage
was to be expected.
Gain is sweet, even when it
(fr. 749).
No speech is
is the fruit of falsehood
evil, if fraught with gain
(El. 61 ; cf. Athen.
122 C).
affirms that the

;

;

'

'

'

'

It hoa been suggested, on the strength of the Attic evidence,
that in the period between Homer and the Persian wars,
under the influence of the Delphic religion, a higher estimate
of truthfulneea was prevalent than in the subsequent period
(L. Schmidt, ii. 413). This is a mistaken view, due partly to
neglect of the fact which has already been emphasized, that
the tragedians constantly echoed the sentiments of the gnomic
poets, adapting them to the conditions of their art, or ascribing
them to their most conventional characters.

—

It may be
4. The era of the Persian wars.
broadly affirmed as a general proposition that the
conventional morality which can be gathered from
the fragments of the early poets continued to be
the standard of the masses throughout the classical
period.
Although the fifth century of course,
our evidence applies almost exclusively to Athens
was characterized by a revolution of thought
which may be fairly described as epoch-making,
the time which elapsed before the establishment
ot the Macedonian empire was far too short for
the new radicalism of the advanced thinkers to
penetrate the prejudices of the average citizen,
even in a community so sensitive to novelty as
Athens. The conviction of Socrates is enough to
show that the majority shared the sentiments of
Strepsiadcs in the Clouds, and would willingly have
lent him a hand in setting tire to the Reflectory,'
80 soon as they perceived the danger of an inroad on
their cherished prepossessions.
Hence it would be
a mistake to deduce the bias of contemporary
opinion from the sympathies which may be aroused
by this or that play of ./Eschylus or Euripides.
Nor must this be understood as applying solely to
subjects which excited the keenest controversy.
For example, the HeracUdcB of Euripides is mainly
devoted to a panegyric of Athens as the protector
of the weak, and the advocate of generosity to a
beaten foe (see Introduction to the edition by the
present writer, p. xxvi ff. ). Yet, at almost the same
time when this play was produced, the assembly
was debating the Mytilensean decree ; and the
atrocities of Scione and Melos occurred not long
after.
It is dangerous to infer an advance in
general morality because a few enlightened
thinkers might condemn the execution of Peloponnesian envoys in retaliation for the similar
treatment of traders in contraband (Thuc. ii. 67),
or because the ruthless proceedings of a Spartan
admiral evoked a general protest from Ionia (iii.
But to assign to literary evidence its necessary
32).
limitations is not to disparage the value of its
The true spirit of an age is to be
guidance.
gathered from the aspirations of its leading minds
but, when we finally leave the era of the tyrannies
and encounter the first fresh breezes of democratic
Athens, it behoves us to remember that the individual witnesses will be less likely to conform to
a general pattern.
The effect of the Persian wars, following closely
upon the democratic reforms of Cleisthenes and
the expulsion of Hippias, was to deliver the
Athenians from the danger of political slavery, and
to open out an almost unlimited field for their

—

—

'

;

practical
I.

382

If. ).

and

intellectual energies (see Gomperz,
Athens, at the head of her maritime
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league, was the leading member of a powerful
confederacy, and was soon to aspire to an imperial
rule.
On the other hand, the combined resistance
oll'ered to a common danger had given birth to a
new sense of pan-Ilellenic unity. The best representative of pan-Hellenic sentiment is Pindar
He belonged to a State which
(q.v.) the Theban.
had taken the side of the Persians, and was said
heavily
fined by his countrymen for
to have been
his praise of Athens in the poem partly preserved
in frs. 76, 78, and 83.
As a writer of odes in
honour of victorious athletes who competed at the
great festivals from every quarter of the Greek
world, he displayed an extraordinary sympathy
with the local associations of his patrons' families,
and testified to the unity of sentiment and tradition
in the Greek race which Salamis and Platiiea had
made a living reality. He was so little a particularist that all Greece could feel proud of his
genius. So in part he continued to expound the
familiar axioms of the national ethics with a wider
outlook, a more elaborate imagery, and a more
varied application. No one perbaps so well illustrates the central Hellenic principle of cuKfipoaivr),
the need of self-control, the reduction of all excess
to the normal measure required by the interests of
society (Gomperz, i. 301).
Even the highest ambition, the desire for the fame which
song alone can give {Nem. vii, 17), must be controlled by the
fear of going too far. A mortal must shape his aims with a
sense of his own weakness let him not seek to become Zeus
{Isth. iv. 14^. The pillars of Herakles are set as a limit to
human emprise iOl. lii. 44). Strain not the eyes too far the
brazen heaven cannot be climbed (Pyth. x. 27). But there are
those who, like Tantalus and Ixion, cannot bear the stress of
great prosperity (Ot. i. 56 Pyth. ii. 28). Then Surfeit breeds
Insolence, whose child is Kuin. The germs of this thought are
to be found in Solon and Theognis, but Pindar and ^schylus
(Ag. 749) invested it with a fuller meaning.
;

;

;

Perhaps the most striking note in Pindar's poetry
proceeds from his aristocratic pride. He will have
no commerce wdth the vulgar, and cares nothing
for the jealousy of

lesser rivals.

Birth

is

the

supreme advantage, and natural powers are the
gift of heaven, the want of which no training can
replace {01. ix. 100, t5 di (pvq. KpiruTTov iirai/). So he
concludes from heroic examples
:

' A
man who hath the birth-right of nobility prevaileth
greatly ; but he whose knowledge is a lesson learned is a man
in darkness, whose thought is as a veering ^ale, and who never
Cometh to port with unerring course, but with ineffectual mind
tasteth a thousand excellencies' (Nem. ill. 40 ff., tr. Bury).

Great powers should be worthily exercised
Happy and meet to be sung in verse
of arm or excellence of speed, so

:

he who, prevailing by
directs his courage and
his strength as to win the highest prizes and who lives to see
his son in the bloom of youth crowned with Pythian wreaths as
his due (Pyth. x. 22 ff.).
'

is

might

;

'

While Pindar sang the glories of the great games,
jEschylus ig.v.) was making a more direct appeal
to the national honour of Athens.
Few poets have
left with their readers so keen an impression as
iEschylus of their deep interest in tne highest
problems of morality. In his fervour for righteousness he has often been compared to a Hebrew
prophet. With the issue of the dramatic conflict
IS involved the solution of an ethical or religious
question which permeates the atmosphere of the
play.
Thus in the Prometheus the sufferings of
the chief character and those of lo are inseparably
bound up with the justification of the ways of
It was a leading motive of .iEschylus'
Zeus.
poetic activity to find a moral lesson which could
be traced amidst the horrors and cruelties of the
old legends, and especially to discover how the
interference of the gods in human affairs could be
reconciled with the requirements of justice. It is
a mistake to regard /Eschylus as a conservative
thinker, though he came to be so classed at a later
date.
Probably to his contemporaries he appeared
as a revolutionary. But, however this may be, he
was undoubtedly a loftier moralist than any of the

:
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We

cannot conceive of him as justifor the sake of obtaining a
practical advantage : ' The mouth of Zeus knows
not how to lie, and all his words he will fulfil
{Prom. 1064). It is especially instructive to observe
how ^schylus contrives to read a new and higher
meaning into the precepts of the old morality.
That suffering is learning was an old saw which
in Hesiod {Op. 218) took the form of '
child knows
when he is hurt.' But jEschylus deduced from it
the profound truth that suffering is an education
which schools men to wisdom by awakening the
conscience.
stern is the grace and forced mercy kind
By spirits upon their awful bench assigned

earlier poets.

fying a falsehood

A

'

(Ag. 192 f., tr. Headlam).
Whom he loveth he chasteneth.'
Again, in the Eumenides (520 ff.)
There are times when terror
iB in place, and the inquisitor of hearts must bide in his seat.
It ia good to learn wisdom by duress (Verrall's tr.).
'

:

'

'

He was

especially concerned to find an answer
to the old problem respecting Divine justice, why
the sins of the fathers are visited upon the children.

In

effect jEschylus denied the doctrine that
the
fathers have eaten sour grapes, and the children's
teeth are set on edge ' as completely as the prophet
Ezekiel (IS''). Agamemnon was not punished for
the sin of Atreus. He yielded to the fatal Temptation which lured him to the sacrifice of Iphigenia,
as in the days of his triumph over Troy he forsook
'

and gave way to li^pii (W. G. Headlam
in Cambridge Prailections, 1906, p. 126).
There
is always an act of sin breaking out afresh in the
aacjipoaivri

new generation —in consequence of the inborn taint
in the blood. But how did the first sin come to
be committed t

Here jEschylus definitely rejected
the traditional view which attributed it to the
jealousy of the gods aroused by great prosperity
:

*

But

single in the world I hold

A doctrine different from

—

;'

'

the old

Not weal it is but sinful Deed
More sinners after him doth breed
Formed in his image {Ag. 754 ff.).
The name of jEschylus was permanently connected with the 'good old days of the Ma/)a9wvo/Kixoi
and old-fashioned citizens at the end of the
century stUl held him to be the greatest of poets
(Aristoph. Nuh. 1366), and attributed to his teaching the virtues of the generation which grew up
under the discipline described in the famous speech
of the Just Reason (ib. 961 ff., 986). When iEschylus and Euripides appear in the BaruB of Aristophanes as candidates for the favour of Dionysus,
they agree to base their claims upon their respective merits as teachers of morality (1009, 1055)
and Dionysus in proceeding to his final decision
proposes to examine them, in order to see which
gives the best advice in his country's need (1430).
It is important to emphasize this old view of the
poets as teachers, since we are now on the threshold of an age in which a class of professional
educators arose styling themselves 'teachers of
virtue.'
In the eyes of the ordinary man, the chief
of these Sophists, who claimed to supplant the poets,
was Socrates {Ran. 1491) ; and, as the result of his
and their labours, the teaching of morality was
henceforth to be considered as the proper function
of philosophy.
(On the subject of this section,
see the treatise of Buchholz, Die sittliche Weltanschauung des Pindaros u. Aeschylos, Leipzig,
'

;

1869.)

Influence of religion upon Greek morality.
the summary description which has been
given of the growth of Greek morality, hardly
any account has been taken of religious influences
and, before we proceed further, these must be
briefly examined.
At the present day morality
is popularly regarded as an established code of
precepts and obligations which has been framed
to regulate human action and rests ultimately upon
the authority of a religious sanction. But, inas5.

— In

;
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much

as their religion, so far at least as it related
to the cult of the Olympian deities, did not comprise any such code, the Greeks, in the earlier
period of their national development, scarcely

recognized any connexion between morality and
religion.
It is true that there existed a vague and
misty belief that wrong-doers were visited with
retribution after death ; but it was not a doctrine
which swayed the conscience of the ordinary man.
Such exceptional punishment was reserved for
exceptional transgressors like Tantalus and Ixion,
whose offences culminated in the arrogance of
their attempts to share the blessings of the immortals. Each god had his appointed sphere {ixoipa
[Eur. Bacch. 302; Headlam on jEsch. Ag. 1007])
within which he exercised control ; and, though
Zeus was supreme over all, even he was subject to
the adamantine decrees of destiny (.^Esch. Prom.
553 f.). The gods were jealous to avenge any infringement of their privileges. But the sinner
was punished not as a moral offender, but as a
trespasser and often as an ignorant trespasser
against a vindictive power. Apart from special
circumstances, the general attitude towards the
conception of a future life, as may be gathered
from the well-known utterance of Achilles, was

—

one of contemptuous indifference
Sooner would
than
I be a serf on some poor man's farm
.
lord over all the spirits of the dead ' {Od. xi. 489 ff. ).
So little concerned was the Greek to extend his
vision to the farther side of the grave.
No less unsubstantial was the belief that wickedness is punished in this life. Such a conception
is so notoriously contradicted by the facts of daily
experience, that the believer in Divine justice is
obliged, as we have already seen, to suppose that
punishment is sometimes reserved for another
generation, and the scoffer is convinced that the
gods do not regard the affairs of man. The fact
is that the investment of the gods with moral
attributes was an attempt to reconcile tradition
with the needs of an awalcening conscience. The
primitive gods were not moral agents ; they were
vindictive and inscrutable potencies, to be conciliated and appeased, if need arose, but hardly
to be securely venerated as the unswerving champions of righteousness. The natural result was
not to stimulate a desire of improvement or a
passion for righteousness, but to quell the promptings of Hope as a treacherous seductress into forbidden regions. This consideration will serve to
explain the presence of Hope as one of the evUs
in Pandora's box (Hes. Op. 96), and the disparaging language applied to Hope in very many
passages of Greek literature.
;

'

.

.

Thus Theognis (637) puts Hope on a level with Danger, and
them both 'cruel demons.' Euripides condemned the
untrustworthiness of Hope {Suppl. 479), which exalts the
passions of rivalry and brings one State into conflict with
another. And Pindar (Nem. xi. 45) spoke of the limbs of men
as fettered by importunate Hope, while the streams of foresight are far distant. (Many other illustrations are given by
L. Schmidt, ii. 70 ff.
see also Headlam, Cambridge Preeleccalls

;

tions, p. 115

f.)

The power

of hope depends upon the uncertainty
It expresses the efforts of man to
of the future.
escape from his destiny, and points at once to his
rashness and to his weakness. It is an invitation
to man to step beyond his proper limits, to disregard the rule of temperance, even to seek to be
a god. But true wisdom wiU recognize human impotence, and will counsel resignation to a lot which
is inevitable. Hence, to acquiesce in destiny {arifr/av
lioipav), as a mortal to aim no higher {dvriTo. <l>povetv),
and to bear misfortune with a stout heart (xa/ca ef
The joy(pipeiv), are inculcated again and again.
ful aspect of Greek religion was embodied in its
cults.
But the recurring cycle of the city festivals
and the greater splendour of the pan-Hellenic
gatherings hardly touch the sphere of morality.

—

:
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In relation to the individual, religious contemplation was pervaded by a spirit of melancholy which
may be traced without difficulty from Homer to
the latest writers of the Anthology (see S. H.
Butcher, Some Aspects of the Greek Genius',
London, 1893, pp. 142-176).
If this was the general effect of religion upon
the best minds, it is not surprising to find a plentiful crop of evils issuing from the superstitions of
the vulgar. Here the old savage beliefs in magic
and demons still flourished vigorously, and the
superstitious were the victims not only of their
own fears, but of all kinds of mercenary impostors.
The portrait of the superstitious man, as delineated

by Theophrastus(CAararfero,p.

Jebb, 1870),
in Greece,
as elsewhere, superstition only ministered to fear
and, when Greek civilization awakened to a consciousness of its inner development, when the
animistic conceptions of their forefathers ceased
to satisfy the men of the historic era, and when
the creative play of the imagination had hardened
the outlines and determined the personalities of
the anthropomorphic gods, the religious instinct
craving for something which would rescue man
from the terrors of supernatural malignity, and
assist him in his unceasing struggle towards the
light eagerly welcomed the professions of a purer
creed which seemed to promise relief. Such, at
least in certain of their aspects, were the tenets
of Orpheus. Orphism aimed at a purity of thought
and act higher than the common standard, and,
in order to stimulate the enthusiasm of its adherents, required of them a general asceticism of life,
and in particular the wearing of white garments,
the observance of certain tabus, and abstention
from a flesh diet. Curiously enough, this vegetarianism was combined with an initiatory ceremony in honour of Dionysus Zagreus intended
to efl'ect an identification with the Divine nature
at which raw flesh was consumed by the novice
The leading notion of the
(Eur. fr. 472, 9fif.).
Orphic creed, which cannot now be separated from
that of the Pythagoreans, was to cleanse the soul
from the original sin contracted by its earthly
imprisonment in the body. With their consciousness of sin and their systematic attempt to restore
the soul to its former purity by the mortification
of the body, the Orphics united a belief in
metempsychosis and in the purgatorial office of
the under world. (The best account of Orphism
162, ed.

will furnish copious illustration.

But

;

—

—

—

is

in

Gomperz,

i.

123

ff.)

In a similar way the claims of morality were
recognized in the Mysteries (q.v.) of Eleusis.
Although we are imperfectly informed as to the
details of these ceremonies, there is ample evidence to attest their influence on the religious
emotions, and especially the promise offered to
their votaries of happiness in the world to come

Find. fr. 137).
Yet, when every
fr. 753
allowance has been made for the influence exerted
by mysticism upon Greek society, its diffusion was
too partial to leaven the character of the community. In the Hippolytxis of Euripides, Theseus
appears to adopt the standpoint of the ordinary
citizen when he inveighs against the Orphics as selfsatisfied and pretentious hypocrites who veiled a
vicious disposition beneath a sour exterior (952 ff.).
The Eleusinia, doubtless, were much less the rallying point of a sect initiation seems to have been
the normal proceeding of an Athenian gentleman
and the privilege was so highly prized that /Eschylus and Alcibiades had to meet a storm of popular
indignation when accused of divulging its secrets.
(Soph.

;

;

;

Nevertheless, an occasional festival, however venerable and soul-stirring, was necessarily lacking in
sustained influence the celebrants might, indeed,
be moved by a transient enthusiasm, but were
:
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scarcely conscious of a new direction given to the
current of tlieir lives.
6. Beginnings of ethical inquiry.
The appearance of ethics as a subject of scientific inquiry
was directly due to the Sophistic movement,
and especially to the commanding personality of
Socrates [q.v.). Before Socrates, to adopt Hegel's
distinction, the morality of the Greeks rested
rather upon custom than upon principle.
Even
tlie moral teaching of Heraclitus (q.v.) and Deniocritus (q.v.), so far as our records go, consisted of
ex cathedra pronouncements, excelling perhaps in
subtlety and penetration, but hardly differing in
the form of their presentment from the dogmatic
utterances of the Seven Sages.

—

There are several noteworthy sayings among the fragments
such as 'Character is a god to every man' (fr.
or Insolence must be quenched sooner than a conflagration (fr. 43).
When he af&rms that opinion is the falling sickof Heraclitus,
119),

'

'

'

and that the power of sight is deceitful (fr. 46), we may
trace the working of his central doctrine concerning the supremacy of Logos.
Much greater in bulk is the amount of sententious moralizing connected with the name of Democritus.
may select the following as favourable
ness,'

We

specimens
'

Peace of soul

in pleasure

(evSu/it'ij)

and harmony

comes from moderation (^cTpionjrt)
(fr. 191), and
The crown of

of life

'

'

righteousness is a mind confident and unamazed but the end
of unrighteousness is the fear of impending calamity (fr. 215).
;

'

to these and similar utterances may be
found in the results of physical speculation, but
they do not profess to rest upon an assured basis
of ethical science, and derive such additional
weight as may accrue to their intrinsic importance
from the personal authority of the teacher who
was responsible for them.
The fact is that a moral system could not satisfactorily be
constructed until attention had been strongly directed to the
vagueness and inconsistency of the common moral opinions
of mankind until this was done, the moral counsels of the
philosopher, however supreme his contempt for the common
herd, inevitably shared these defects (H. Sidgwick in EBr^,

The key

*

;

*

viii.

676»).

Towards the middle of the 5th cent. B. C. the ontologieal inquiries of the early thinkers had issued
in such conflict of opinion that further progress
on the lines hitherto followed became impossible.
The failure of repeated attempts to read the secret
of the universe led to a fever of scepticism which
left no shred of tradition untouched.
Nor was it
surprising that the intellectual upheaval should
spread to the region of morality, and undermine
the established rules prescribed by authority.
The struggle between the opposing forces was concentrated in a discussion on the mutual limitations
of Nature and Convention, where the ambiguity of
the term ' Nature ' helped to confuse the issue.
The advocates of free thought rebelled against
settled customs as artificial restraints imposed

upon natural freedom.
'Convention,' says Hippias in Plat. Prot. 337 D, 'is the tyrant
of mankind, and often compels us to do many things which are
against nature.' Archelaus, the pupil of Anaxa^oras, declared
that all moral distinctions were due to convention and not to
nature (Diog. Laert. ii. 16). Euripides, who was pre-eminently
the poet of the new movement, is perhaps the best witness of
the extent to which the revolt against customary bonds had
spread itself in cultivated circles. ' The rebuke of bastardy ia
but a name, for nature levels all ' (fr. 168). We have travelled
far from Pindar in fr. 336 : ' I have but small praise for noble
birth : the good man is nature's nobleman, but the unrighteous,
though his father be higher than Zeus, is naught but a churl.'
There is one thing that disgraces a slave to be so called : in
all else no honest slave is inferior to the free (Ion, 854).
'

—

'

Sentiments like these appeal to the universal
sympathy which is always ready to take the part
of the weak.
But Nature could be invoked to
serve another turn. Callicles in the Gorgias argued
that Nature is on the side of the strong, that Might
is Right, that the strong man will break through
the fetters of Convention, and make himself
supreme over the weak (482 Eff.). Laws which
proclaim the equality of rights are framed in the
interest of the weak, to protect them against the
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In a similar spirit

in the Republic (338 C fl'.) says that
Justice is the advantage of the stronger, and that
only the fool willingly obeys the law, since the

Thrasymachus
wise

man knows

that he

may

disregard

he

it if

can.
The prominence of this type of argument in
Plato's dialogues, and the prejudice attaching to
Protagoras' profession of his ability to make the
weaker cause appear the stronger (Arist. Rhet. ii.
24. 1402=-, 23), have earned for the Sophists as a
class an evil reputation which they did not deserve
(see Grote's Hist, of Greece, 1869, ch. Ixvii. ; and
H. Sidgwick in JPh iv. [1872] 288). But, apart

they naturally attracted the unpopularity which is the usual portion of innovators.
The effect of Sophistic teaching upon the average
mind may be gauged by a quotation from the

from

this,

anonymous work known

as AiaX^|«s

(ii.

18 [Diels,

Vorsokr.'^ p. 639, 24])
*
I think that if one were to bid all men collect in a heap the
several customs which they consider base, and then to withdraw from it those which they hold to be good, nothing would
be left, but all would be completely distributed.'
It was in such a crisis that Socrates
7. Socrates.
came forward as the founder of Greek ethics.

—

Starting from the proposition that the errors of
men were due to a failure to comprehend the extent
of their ignorance, and that his own claim to instruct others was founded not on any greater knowledge, but only on the absence in himself of any
pretensions to know anything at all (Plat. Apol.
23 A), he represented himself as eager to examine,
in company with his fellow-learners, the possibility
of arriving at knowledge which should have a
practical result in conduct.
Holding that, for the
time at any rate, the opportunity of making further
progress in physical science was excluded by the
laBure of previous investigators to agree upon a
common basis of research, he urged that men should
clear their minds hy discovering the content of such
common terms as Piety, Justice, Temperance, and
Courage. By a searching examination (IXet^os) of
those who were willing to submit themselves to
his questions, he convinced them of holding loose
and miperfect notions and afterwards, by the comparison of homely and familiar examples, he sought
to obtain their assent to more rational definitions
The leading
(cf. Arist. Metaph. xiii. 4. 1078'', 28).
proposition upon which he sought to base the whole
of his moral teaching was the identity of Virtue
with Knowledge. He interpreted knowledge as
'practical wisdom' {(jipiv-qim), holding no other
knowledge to be attainable, and considered that
right action necessarily results from a properly
furnished understanding. No one desires evil, he
was wont to argue ; and vicious conduct, though it
may seem to be founded on deliberate choice, may
invariably be traced to ignorance. Virtue is thus
a unity, and its separate branches are distinguished
as the varying spheres of action in which knowledge is applied. At the same time it follows that
virtue can be imparted bj" teaching. If we inquire,
further, to what object our knowledge is to be related, the answer is to the Good and this in its
turn is expounded as the Useful or Expedient.
Thus the virtuous man is required to possess a
complete knowledge of the conditions of his own
well-being or advantage. However unsatisfying the
positive result of Socrates' teaching may appear.
Ids influence upon his successors was so great as to
direct the course taken by Greek thought throughout the whole of its subsequent development.
Critics, both ancient
8. Knowledge and virtue.
and modern, have not failed to remark upon the
extraordinary omission to include any account of
the will in the Socratic analysis of moral action
and it has been suggested that Socrates himself
exercised so complete a control over his own impulses that he was led to ignore the important
;

'

—

'

;

—

;
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results which flowed from the failure of will-powei
in others.
There may be some measure of truth
in this, but it is far more important to observe that
the Greeks never at any time succeeded in drawing
a clear line between the intellectual and the moral
qualities, and that with them morality was always
rather a concern of the head than of the heart.
^schylus described insensate /oZiy as causing the sin of Laius
{Theb. 742) Hermes warned the Oceanides not to be led hy folly
into disobedience to the will of Zeus {Prom. 1113) and Helen
was the itisajie cause of the bloodshed at Troy {Ag. 1456). So
in Soph. Ant. 603, Antigone, the last hope of the royal stock,
has been destroyed hy folly of speech and/renzy of the mind.
;

;

These examples, taken almost at random, might
be multiplied indefinitely ; but the tendency is
summarized in a fragment of Sophocles (839),
Folly is most nearly akin to depravity.
Lt has
left its mark on the vocabulary not merely in the
moral connotation of such words as d/iafl^s, trKaiSs,
and AiralSevTos, but in the more general use of
(ruj(ppo)v, KaKws (ppoveiv, and the rest.
It must also
be remembered that dper?) itself was not entirely a
moral (juality like our virtue,' but included the
other gifts and capacities which sustain and enrich
life (see also Gomperz, ii. 66 ff. ).
The subsequent history of moral philosophy in
Greece was so far determined by the influence of
Socrates that the various schools founded by his
immediate pupils all professed to continue the
'

'

'

teaching of the same doctrine, and those who came
afterwards followed in the current. Until Christianity set up a new ideal, Socrates continued to be
the pattern of moral perfection to the pagan world
(M. Anton, i. 16).
The founder of this school was
9. The Cynics.
Antisthenes, who is said to have attached himself
to Socrates, after a life of hardship, at a later age
than was usual (Plat. Soph. 251 B). In the school
which he established after the death of his master,
he emphasized the Socratic principle of the supreme
importance of knowledge, by a searching criticism
of the ideals of the average citizen. Thus he denounced the false notions which are implicit in the
popular estimation of riches, honour, and power.
Antisthenes even went so far as to depreciate the
patriotic ideals of his fellow-citizens, by declaring
that the national victories in the Persian wars were
of no great account, as shown by the instability of
the results obtained. But his severest condemnaMay I be mad
tion was reserved for pleasure.
sooner than glad ( Aul. Gell. ix. 5. 3). ' If I could
lay hands on Aphrodite, I would shoot her' (Clem.
Alex. Strom, ii. 20, p. 485 P). The popular judgment is an illusion (tO0os), and the wise man must
cultivate complete freedom from such illusions
(dTu0(a).
In order to reach this security he must
fix his regard entirely upon the requirements of
Nature, and distrust everything which is sanctioned
only by convention. For this purpose he must be
self-sufficient (airapK-fis), and must train himself to
acquire the Socratic strength,' the complete selfcontrol which springs from the wisdom of a master
mind. The Cynic chose Heracles as his patron
saint (Zeller, p. 306, n. 4), glorifying his labours as
victories won against cruelty and lust ; and loved
to contrast him with Prometheus, who had beguiled mankind \vith the delusive promise of an
injurious civilization (Gomperz, ii. 145, 151). It
soon became evident that the requirements of a life
• according
to Nature were inconsistent with the
habits of ordinary society. The Cynic deliberately adopted the life of a beggar. He wore his
beard long and unkempt, dressed himself in a
rough coarse cloak, and carried a wallet and a

—

'

'

'

'

staff.

The

movement of practical ascetiwho ultimately settled
whose name a number of witty

leader in this

cism was Diogenes of Sinope,

at Corinth, and to
sayings were attached by later writers.

Cynicism
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has been termed the philosophy of the Greek proletariat, and, by mixing with the masses and striving to instil their minds with saving knowledge,
the Cjynics remind us of the wandering friars of the
Middle Ages. The power of the movement is shown
by the fact that it lasted until at least A.D. 400.
Diogenes scornfully adopted as a title of honour
the nickname Dog {Kiuv, whence Cynic '), which
had been applied to him in contempt. His life was
directed especially to prove that the ordinary standWhat the
ards of value are based upon illusion.
many esteem as goods are impediments to the attainment of happiness. Only when a man has learnt
that sickness, death, and dishonour cannot impair
his peace of mind is he able to grasp the absolute
indiH'erence {aSiatpopla.) of external goods.
But the
Cynics were not content to be philosophical anarTheir writings advocated a new Utopia
chists.
founded upon the abolition of all privileges, political
social,
and of all distinctions between one nation
and
and another, even of that which to the Greek was
fundamental the distinction between Greeks and
barbarians. Diogenes proclaimed himself a citizen
of the world.
1 he extremes to which they were
prepared to go in conibatingthe prejudices of society
as when they defended incest or cannibalism as
natural— are responsible for the degradation of the
word cynic in modem usage. But the social communism which led Diogenes to advocate a community of wives and children was no more reprehensible in him than in Plato ; and the spirit of
the paradoxes by which he startled his hearers was
no doubt often misunderstood and misrepresented.
(An excellent estimate of the strength and weakness
of Cynicism is given by Gomperz, ii. 166 ff. ; see
also art. Cynics. )
10. The Megarians (q.v.), a school founded by
Euclides, are chiefly important to the student of
philosophy as the earliest of the Sceptics, who
from this time forward, under various leaders,
attacked the conclusions of the dogmatic schools
but as to their views in the department of Ethics
we have hardly any information. All that can be
said is that Euclides, starting from the Socratic
position that the good is the highest object of
knowledge, proceeded to identify it with the
Eleatic Being, and to declare that Good is a Unity,
whereof God, Mind, and Prudence are but different
names. Further, since Good comprehends all existence, Evil, the opposite of good, is non-existent
(Diog. Laert. ii. 106). In his attempt to unite
Eleaticism with Sooraticism, Euclides reminds us
of Plato, who sought to blend with his master's
teaching elements derived from Heraclitus and
Pythagoras.
Aristippus of Cyrene was
11. The Cyrenaics.
From the
the earliest apostle of hedonism.
Socratic identification of the good with the useful,
and his limitation of knowledge to the discovery
of the proper end of action, Aristippus deduced
that every virtuous action aims at pleasure. The
analogy of the irrational impulses of children and
animals, who continually strive after pleasure or
seek to avoid pain, pointed to this process as a
fundamental condition in the operation of Nature.
Further, he held that all knowledge is relative to
the subject, since we have no knowledge of things
in themselves, but only so far as they affect our
Consequently, we can only aim at profeelings.
ducing what is gratifying to ourselves. He defined
pleasure as a gentle movement, distinguishing it
from pain on the one hand, and absence of pain on
the other. The pleasure to be pursued is not to
be found in the sum of a series of pleasurable
activities, although happiness might be so called,
but rather in the particular pleasure of the present
moment {iiov6xpoi/oi tjBouti [Athen. 544 A]). The
past and the future are alike indifferent only the
'

'

'

—

'

'

—

'

'

;

—

:
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to enjoy.

Since every pleasure,

qua pleasure, is good, there is no difference between
them and there is no such thing as a disgraceful
;

pleasure.
Nevertheless, a pleasure may be accompanied by such painful consequences that it
must be rejected (Diog. Laert. ii. 87, 88). Therefore, on the balance of convenience, a wise man
will abstain from pleasures whicli are forbidden
by law or reprobated by custom. Wisdom, in fact,
is required as a means to an end
the selection of
the greatest good
for, though external circumstances press too hardly to permit the enjoyment
of unbroken happiness, the wise man's life will in
the main be passed in pleasure, that of the fool in

—

;

pain (Diog. Laert. ii. 91).
The anecdotes which are related concerning the

life

o(

his alternate subservience and indifference to
Dionysius the tyrant, his enjoyment of and contempt for
wealth, and the importance which he ascribed to intellectual
freedom and self-control (Zeller, 362 fl.), illustrate the ideal of
cautious cheerfulness and moderation to which he aspired. 'I
endeavour,' says Horace, speaking in the person of Aristippus,
to make things submit to my control, not to submit myself
to them {Epiat. i. 1. 18). And again
No form of life, no condition or situation, came amiss to Aristippus, who, for all his
lofty aims, was yet equal to every present need' {EpUt. i. 17.
23 cf. Diog. Laert. ii. 66). The well-known saying, I possess
but am not possessed' (Diog. Laert. ii. 76), referred primarily to
his connexion with Lais but it has a wider significance in relation to the general attitude of Aristippus towards the emotions.

Aristippus,

'

'

:

*

'

;

;

It is worth while to mention that one of the
developments of Cyrenaic ethics took the direction
of Pessimism.
The impossibility for the great
majority of mankind of attaining pleasure, and
the consequent worthlessness of life, were most
strongly asserted by Hegesias, who earned his
title advocate of death by his treatise on suicide
(Diog. Laert. ii. 86). He argued that the best
thing to which we can attain is freedom from pain,
and that this is most fully realized by death (ib.
94 ; cf. also art. Cykenaics).
'

'

—

Plato.
Of all the pupils of Socrates, Plato
was the most fully endowed with his master's
spirit, and must be accounted the true heir of the
12.

{q.v.)

succession to his doctrine. By way of contrast
with Plato, the philosophers previously discussed
have been called the imperfect Socratics. The influence of Plato upon subsequent generations has
been extraordinary (Cic. Tv^c. i. 79 ; ad Att. iv.
16. 3), but has been due at least as much to the
charm of his surpassing literary genius as to the
character of his pliilosophical speculations. Plato's
philosophical views were presented in a series of
dialogues, in which the professed object of investigation often appears not to have been attained,
and other questions of equal importance are introduced incidentally, only to be dismissed unsolved.
The coherence and development of his
system have in consequence given rise to protracted
discussion. Fortunately, however, these diiBculties
are less urgent in the sphere of ethics than in that
Plato started from the Socratic
of ontology.
position that virtue must be acquired through
knowledge but, in his investigation of the conditions upon wliich the acquisition of knowledge
depends, he passed far beyond the Socratic limits.
He derived from previous philosophers the conviction that sense-perception of the phenomenal
world is thoroughly untrustworthy as a basis for
the apprehension of actual existence. Socrates,
leaving all such difficulties on one side, had contented himself with affirming that whatever knowledge we have must be of the general conception
underlying individual instances, which we endeavour to express by definition ; but Plato made
the general conception a Reality, something
existing in and for itself, at once comprehending
and transcending the particulars as they appear to
our senses. Further, he was able to identify
existence with good, on the ground that each
thing exists only so far as it performs its par;

;;
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ticular good.
Tme knowledge can proceed only
from contact with the supreme entities {Id^ai
or (tdri), through participation in which the world
of appearances comes into being or seems to be.
To bridge the gap between apparent and real

the lifelong task of the philosopher
and only in so far as he is successful can he attain
Hence
to knowledge, and consequently to virtue.
Plato arrived at the important distinction corresponding to that which exists between right
opinion and knowledge between ordinary 'civU
and political' virtue and the true virtue of the
philosopher (Phmdo, 82 B ; Meno, 100 A). The
former may be acquired by the successful statesman through habituation or by some Divine dispensation (ddq. iiolpi}.) but the latter can be reached
only by the arduous path of inquiry into the true
nature of absolute virtue. The eflect of this re1'ection of the sensible world as the field for
;nowledge was to drive the philosopher to the
contemplation of the immaterial ideas. He must
turn aside from the phenomenal and seek refuge
in the Divine ; his whole life must be a preparation
for death, a purification of his soul from the
debasing influences of its association with the body
(Phcedo, 64 ff.). This element of mysticism seems
to have been derived from Pythagorean sources,
just as the sceptical attitude towards phenomena
was suggested by the conclusions of Heraclitus,
Parmenides, and Protagoras.
An important part of Plato's ethics can be
understood only in connexion with his psychology.
As the soul existed before, and will continue to
exist after, its period of incarceration in the body,
it must contain within it an element akin to the
eternal essence of the ideas, at the head of which
is placed the idea of the Good (Bep. 511 B, with
Adam's discussion, ii. 170). On the other hand, it
is clearly accessible to earthly influences, and its
deterioration must be attributed to the growth of
those tendencies which depress its higher aspirations and strengthen its material bonds (Bep. 611).
From these conditions Plato deduced his doctrine
of the tripartite soul.
The part which is akin to
real existence is known as the ruling part, and
as informed with reason (^e/ioi'i/c6v, 'KoyiariKdv)
opposite to it are the two parts which are the seats
of the emotions, the one of the nobler promptings
of anger {dv/ioei.d4s), and the other of the lower
cravings of sensual desire {iTn$v/j,riTiK6y). How
Plato was able to reconcile this triple division
with the essential unity of the soul is a question
which need not be discussed here. The exposition
of the character of virtue rests upon his psychology.
Each part of the soul has its own appropriate
excellence, or virtue, and, according to their
various dispositions, men tend to excel in this or
that direction. In this way Plato arrived at his
doctrine of the four cardinal virtues. As Wisdom
corresponds to the rational {\oyurTiK6v) part, so
does Courage to the spirited {Bv/jLoeiSis), and
Temperance to the appetitive (iiriBviJiriTiKdv). But
the exercise of the moderating power of reason
over the other two parts, compelling them to subordinate themselves to its guidance, is assigned
to the fourth virtue, Justice [SiKaioaivn).
It should
be observed that Plato is here using Justice in the
wider sense, which common opinion warranted
(Adam on Bep. 331 E), of general righteousness in
relation to others.
It comprised the whole duty
of man to his neighbour, and Avas not immediately
limited by the requirements of particular values.
But Plato would hardly have given to it such a
prominent place in the analysis of the individual
soul, if he had not been thinking at the same
time of the welfare of the body politic. For the
correspondence between the parts of the soul was
conceived as analogous to the mutual relations of
existence

is

—

—

;
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the three classes in the ideal community ; and
civic justice was the fulfilment by each separate
class of its duty to observe the limits prescribed
to its activities.

The Highest Good must be found in the complete
development of the soul in its proper function of
communion with the ideal world. Thus alone can
a soul be esteemed happy either in this phase of
existence or after death.

had moved

It is obvious that Plato

from the simple utilitarianism of
Socrates.
But it is extremely difficult to define
Plato's attitude towards Pleasure, which is varifar

ously expressed in diflerent dialogues. Whereas
the Protagoras (351 A) he seems to identify
Pleasure and Good, in the Gorgias (497 A) and the
Bepublic (509 A) he declares that the two are
entirely distinct. Finally, in the Philebus, although he denies that Pleasure is the Chief Good,
and asserts that in the scale of goods Intelligence
and Reason stand far above Pleasure, nevertheless
it is admitted that a life without pleasure (or pain)
is not to be chosen (21 D, 63 E), and the pure and
harmless pleasures of the senses are allowed to
possess a certain degree of value (66 C).
The moral philosophy of Aristotle
13. Aristotle.
(a.v.) should be regarded as the complement of
Platonic speculation. Their differences are less
important than the particulars in which they
agree, although the former are made the more
prominent by the fundamental contrast of their
method and style. Aristotle formulates and defines conclusions which are implicit in Plato's
writings, and, by correcting the relative values to
be assigned to certain views which occupy a part
of the common field of investigation, he appears
to be more in opposition than he really is. Thus,
in his treatment of the Socratic ground-work,
Aristotle definitely draws the distinction between
speculative and practical wisdom {<ro(pla and <pp6vT/uii) towards which Plato was working in contrasting civil with philosophic virtue.
But,
whereas Plato employed all the energy at his
command in urging the paramount claims of
philosophy, Aristotle admitted the supremacy of
the theoretic life {Eth. Nic. x. 7) as an end in
itself, and as an approximation to the Divine
through the activity of reason, but concluded
that the proper exercise of man is to be found
in the moral virtues which belong to a practical
in

—

life.

The Highest Good,

or ultimate aim, of all action
to be found, as every one agrees, in Happiness
(eiiSaiixovla), or
to adopt a more accurate equivalent—in well-being. Neither pleasure nor external
goods can be identified with Happiness, which can
be attained only by rational activity. This activity properly performed is Virtue (Eth. Nic. i. 6).
Happiness, however, is not to be predicated of
single acts, but is commensurate with life taken
as a whole, and requires a certain supply of external advantages. No one could call Priam happy.
Friendship, health, noble birth, and beauty are all
elements which cannot be disregarded in making
an estimate of complete happiness. In the same
way Aristotle deals with the claims of Pleasure.
While fully conscious that it cannot be weighed
in the scale against virtue, and that, if it becomes
necessary to make a choice between suffering and
the abandonment of virtue, every hardship must
be borne on behalf of the latter, he refuses to regard pleasure as something indifferent or negligible.
On the contrary, he maintains that it is the necessary concomitant of every activity (ih. x. 4), and
that the purest and best pleasures are those which
spring from the exercise of moral and intellectual
virtues.
The pursuit of pleasure is natural and
not to be condemned (ib. x. 2, vii. 13). Nevertheis

less,

—

pleasure and external goods are valuable only
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in relation to virtuous activities (ib. i. 8), wlietlier
intellectual (SiovotjtikoO or moral (»)9iKa().
Moral virtue in a permanent condition {l(it) of

the soul

{ib.

ii.

4),

as distinguished from an emotion

or a faculty {Suva/us). Virtue is not innate
but acquired by practice, not involuntary but dependent on a definite exercise of the will. Again,
a virtuous action implies a virtuous agent ; unless
it proceeds from a right motive, and is such as
a virtuous man would perform, no action can
properly be described as virtuous {ib. ii. 3, v. 13).
Virtue requires the presence of certain natural
{irdBos)

qualities,

activity

i.e.

we

are
13).

{ib. vi.

bom with

a capacity for moral

But these are not enough

in

otherwise children or animals might
Virtue is impossible without inpossess virtue.
sight {<pp6yri<ns) but knowledge and virtue are not
Socrates ignored
identical, as Socrates thought.
the irrational part of the soul, and the eflect of
Virtue implies the free
emotion upon conduct.
exercise of the will in controlling or yielding to
The repeated
impulse, and is rooted in habit.
performance of moral actions produces as its result
a moral character. But how is the will to be exercised ? Here Aristotle can only give the rule that
the proper mean between the extremes of excess
and defect must be preserved, and that it should
be determined by reason according to the judgment
of the man of practical intelligence (see the definition of Virtue in Sth. Nic. ii. 6).
After propounding the definition of Virtue in
general, Aristotle proceeds to describe the particular virtues in their character as means lying
between two extremes, but without unfolding any
principle of classification. Most of the virtues are
in the narrower
discussed briefly, but Justice
sense as the virtue which aims at equality— is examined at length in book v. Book vi. is devoted
to the treatment of Insight {tppdfricns), the virtue of
practical reason, which is carefully distinguished
from ^TTuTTTtfuTi, xoCs, (Foipla, and the rest. This is
not the place to enter into the details of the
analysis, but it should be observed that Aristotle
regards ethics less as an abstract science than as
an opportunity for recording the results of his
own oDservation in the sphere of contemporary
morality. The general principles reached by this
method of induction cannot be so exactly systematized as to fit the varying circumstances of everyday life. Just as a lawyer will refuse to refine
upon a broad generalization, by saying that each
case must be judged on its own facts, so the
philosopher leaves the reciprocal relations of insight and moral virtue to be decided by the
experienced judgment of the practical moralist.
There can be no
14. The Hellenistic age.
question that the period which closed with the
death of Aristotle was one of marked decay in
After the disastrous issue of the
public virtue.
Peloponnesian war, Athens was never again more
She was still to
shadow
than a
of her former self.
produce eminent citizens, but her political spirit
was broken. The venality of her politicians, and
the failure of her citizens to make an adequate
response to the calls of military and other public
services, were continually on the increase.
If we
make allowance for the universal tendency to
idealize the past, there was still sufficient reason
for Isocrates to complain (vii. 48) of the increasing
idleness and profligacy of the young men, of the
want of respect towards their elders, and of the
tendency to esteem wit and cleverness more highly
than the more solid civic virtues. Sparta, again,
had failed conspicuously to realize the opportuniHer rule was marked
ties afforded by her success.
by so much cruelty, stupidity, and avarice that
general
she quickly aroused a
opposition to her
ascendancy, which never recovered from the shock

themselves

:

;

_

—

—
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given to her military power at Leuctra. If Thebes
seemed for a season to have revived the ancient
Hellenic lire, it proved to be only a temporary
flash, quickly extinguished by the death of the
In fact,
heroic leader who.se efforts had kindled it.
the conditions under which the city communities
The
had flourished were rapidly passing away.
time had come for the establishment of a wider
dominion, and in the person of Philip of Macedon
the destined conqueror appeared. The task of his
successor Alexander was not so much the establishment of a universal empire as the opening out of
every part of the known world to the spread of

Greek thought and Greek civilization. Thus, in
the words of Plutarch {Mor. 329 A), was realized
the dream of Zeno the Stoic, that all men should
live as members of a single community, since Alexander, by mixing, as in a loving-cup, the lives and
characters of all men, had requirea of them that
they should consider the world as their native
country. Henceforward the distinctive characteristics of the Greek communities were merged in a
and the mode of life
general cosmopolitanism
customary at Athens was not widely different
from that of Pergamum or Alexandria. The decay
of civil interests led to the withdrawal of serious
;

and

intelligent people to the seclusion of philosophy, and so fostered the growth of the individual
conscience, which is reflected in the teaching of
the Stoics and Epicureans.
So far as the morality of the individual is concerned, it is difficult to make a comparison with
the earlier era. But the pictures of ordinary life
which are presented to us in the plays of the New
Comedy as known to us until quite recently only
through the Latin adaptations of Plautus and
Terence are not of an attractive character. The
society depicted is narrow and mean, and there is
hardly a trace of elevated feeling or generous
ambition. The tricks of a cunning slave, and the
outwitting of a straitlaced father or a rascally
pander were the common stock-in-trade of every
dramatist. ' Idleness, frivolity, luxury, self-indulgence, are the attributes of the society which went
to see its own reflection upon the stage' (Mahaffy,
Greek Life and Thought^, London, 1896, p. 137).
The extent of the decay in public spirit which had
set in since the great period of Athenian expansion
may be gauged by contrasting to take a trivial
illustration the caricature of Lamachus in the
Acharnians with the military braggadocios of the
New Comedy, or the speeches of Pericles in
Thucydides with the servile compositions which

—
—

—

—

bestowed Divine honours on Demetrius Poliorcetes
{PoetcB Lyrici Grmci, ed. Bergk *, Leipzig, 1882, iii.
Even the chief ornament of Alexandrian
674).
literature, the development of the Theocritean
has
been referred, like the case of Rousseau
idyll,
in the 18th cent., to a reactionary movement seeking to find relief, in the freshness of Nature, from
the depravity of contemporary society (see Ziegler,
But the importance of this evidence must
142).

not be exaggerated by omitting certain items on
the other side of the account which deserve conThus, if the characteristic traits of
sideration.
the period showed less vigour, they had lost much
The increase of enof the earlier harshness.
lightenment brought with it a more widely diffused
humanity. The most important sign of progress
was the growing influence of philosophy upon daily
life.
The ancient system of education, which was
sufficient for old-fashioned people at the end of the
5th cent., had ceased, after the lapse of a hundred
years, to satisfy the needs of their descendants.
To attend philosophical lectures, which was a
fashionable craze for 'up-to-date' people in the
time of the Sophists, had become the established
practice. Philosophers, instead of being prosecuted
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were considered worthy of the highest
honours which the State could confer.
Aristotle
summoned
had been
to Macedonia to superintend the
education of the young Alexander, and in the next
generation we have the honorific decree in favour
of Zeno the Stoic, the intimate friendship of Persseus with Antigonus Gonatas, and the political
missions of Xenocrates to Antipater and of Crates
to Demetrius.
Philosophy was no longer regarded merely as
an educational instrument, or even as an avenue
leading to knowledge. The schools of Plato and
for impiety,'

Aristotle became permanent institutions localized
at the Academy and the Lyceum, and organized
so as to encourage a spirit of corporate enthusiasm
among their members. For the degradation of
politics, as has already been mentioned, had driven
those who were sufficiently serious to be dissatisfied with the frivolity of ordinary life, and were
not preoccupied with commerce or military service
abroad, to take refuge in the disputations of the
schools. But, in spite of the fame of their founders
and the influence which they were destined to exercise over mediaeval and modem thought, neither
the Academy nor the Lyceum provided exactly
what the generation required. The lofty idealism
of Plato and the minute and accurate science of
Aristotle were alike unsuited to the need which
craved a sustaining principle of hope and comfort
amidst the sinister influences of a corrupt society.

In other words, philosophy was expected to supply
what religion was then incapable of affording.
Herein lay the opportunity which the new schools
of Zeno and Epicurus were not slow to seize. Both
Stoics and Epicureans made practical ethics the
ultimate end to which their physical and logical
speculations were directed
they aspired to discover truth in order to throw open the way to
;

happiness.
15.

The Stoics. — Zeno, a native of Citium in
who had studied under Xenocrates and

Cyprus,

Polemo the Academics and Crates the Cynic,
established a separate school at Athens in the
closing years of the 4th century.
Under his
successors, Cleanthes {q.v.) and Chrysippus (q.v.),
the distinctive doctrines of the Stoics, so called
from the Stoa Pcecile, where Zeno had lectured,

were developed and defined
and during the
following centuries, through which it continued to
flourish, the leaders of the school, without abandoning their main positions, succeeded better than any
of their rivals in accommodating their teaching to
the needs and aspirations of the time. Although
Zeno and his immediate successors devoted an
immense amount of labour to the study of logic
and physics, the supreme importance of ethics
was recognized at an early date {Stoic. Vet.
Fragm., ed. von Amim, iii. [Leipzig, 1905] 68),
and, as time went on, it tended more and more to
;

be the sole subject of general interest. The ultiof moral action was, according to the
Stoics, a life in agreement with Nature, whereby
they understood a conformity Avith the workings
of Keason as immanent both in the individual and
in the universe (J6. 4).
Reason, which is the Universal Law, is identified with Zeus, and happiness
is attained when the individual reason is made to
submit itself to the will of the Supreme Governor
of the universe.
Life in accordance with Nature
is identical with a perfect life, and the perfection
of anything is the same as its virtue {ib. 16).
Thus
virtue is the only thing which should be chosen

mate end

for its own sake (ib. 39), and is by itself sufficient
for happiness {ib. 54).
The Good was interpreted,
1 The last echoes of the older thunder were the decree for the
expulsion of philosophers from Athens in 316, which was re?ealed within a year
and the unsuccessful prosecution of
heophrastus by Agnonides.
;

(Greek)

as by Socrates, as equivalent to advantage {ib. 75),
and it was obvious tnat virtue alone could furnish
true profit, and that vice alone could harm {ib. 75,
It follows that everything except virtue and
76).
vice health, riches, fame, beauty, even life itself
is absolutely indifferent.
So far Zeno was in
accord with the Cynics but he refused to draw
the same inference from the premisses. Things
indifferent are capable of being used either well or
ill, and are not all indifferent to the same extent.
In other words, things indifferent may have a
certain value, positive or negative (lifia, dira^la),
as contributing towards a life in accordance with
Nature or as hindering its development {ib. 126).
But there are certain things which have so much
value that, in the absence of over-riding circumstances, they will always be chosen in preference
to their contraries.
Such things are natural
ability, life, riches, fame, and so forth, and they
are consequently described as being preferred
{wpoT)yiiiiia), whereas their opposites are to be
rejected {airoirporiyixiva \ib. 31]). Such advantages,
however, will weigh as nothing in the scale agamst
virtue ; and, if it becomes necessary to make a
choice, we must face death sooner than he guilty
of vice {ib. 168). All moral action arises from
impulse {ipiJ.ii), that is to say, the movement of the
soul directed towards the acquisition of some
external object. In man, impulse is controlled by
reason but, where reason does not exist or is not
fully developed, as in the case of children and
animals, the natural impulses are primarily
directed towards self-preservation, and not, as the
Epicureans believed, towards pleasure {ib. 178).
The objects thus sought after (t4 irpfira Kark
Kpmiv) serve as an introduction to the subsequent
action of wisdom, which is exercised in the separation of the natural from the unnatural and the
rational selection of the former {ib. 186, 190).
The impulses given by Nature are directed to
the right objects, but the reason may be distracted
by the seductions of pleasure or the urgency of
associates {ib. 228). Nevertheless, virtue can be
taught, as experience proves {ib. 223).
The
Socratic view that Virtue is Knowledge is still

—

—

;

;

maintained but the Stoics, who held that nothing
but body exists, were obliged to argue that the
virtues also were corporeal, being, in fact, a
;

particular disposition of the soul itself

—

{ib.

305).

thus both one and many one in so far
as it is inseparable from the soul, and many in
relation to the sphere of its activities.
Thus
Insight is the knowledge of what to do and what
not to do. Temperance the knowledge of what to
choose and what to avoid, Justice is that knowledge which gives every man his due, and Courage
that which can distinguish the proper objects of

Virtue

is

The

virtues are reciprocally conother, and he who has one
necessarily possesses all ; nor can he act in the
exercise of a single virtue without at the same
fear

{ib.

262).

nected with

each

time employing the others {ib. 299). Virtue, being
based upon secure convictions, was so completely
identified with a man's moral nature that some of
the Stoics considered it absolutely indefectible
The ordinary man (0aO\os), however,
{ib. 237).

He is the
to exercise his reason properly.
slave of emotion (irdSos), which may be described
either as an excess of impulse, or as an outburst
breaking away from the control of reason (ib. 379),
The
or again as perverted judgment (ib. 456).
Stoics spent much labour in distinguishing the
varieties of emotion, grouping them round the
four chief classes, two of which, Pleasure and Grief,
are concerned with the present, and the others.
Desire and Fear, with the future (ib. 391). It will
be seen that emotion is a disordered condition of
the reason itself ; we have no longer, as in Plato
fails

:
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powers striving

the mastery, but ratlier of a revolt against
the rightful authority. It follows that emotion
must be absolutely suppressed, since everything
that is contrary to right reason is sinful (so. 446,
for

448).

The Stoics drew up a classification of actions
so as to correspond with the distinction between
Virtue as the Absolute Good and things indifferent but yet valuable. Actions proceeding from
virtue are Right Actions {KaTopdu>/i.aTa), vicious
actions are Sins {i/iapn^/xaTa). These classes comprise every act of the wise man on the one hand,
and of the fool on the other. Hence the paradox that all sins are equal ; for no diflerence
in degree is conceivable {ib. 527, 528).
But, if
we look not at the agent, but at the act in relation to its object, we must distinguish between
what is fitting {KaBTjKoi') and its opposite.
perfectly fitting action {rfKaov KaBTJKOf), such as
to act justly, may be identified with Right Action.
Other^vise, fitting actions are such as may be
justified on grounds of probability (8 irpax6iv
effXoyov tax^^ dTro\oyt(rfi6v)f as
to honour one's
parents or to take care of one's health (ib. 134 f.).
The actual embodiment of the Stoic conception of
Virtue is to be seen in their picture of the Wise
Man. In the exercise of his knowledge the wise
man never makes a mistake, never opines, never
changes his mind.
He is an expert on every
subject, being endowed with every excellence.
His body may be in pain, but he never suffers
though he were as unfortunate as Priam, he would

A

still be happy.
None but the wise can lay claim
to riches, beauty, or freedom ; for no one has
possessions so valuable, no one is so deserving of
love, no one is so unfettered by prejudice.
The
wise man is the only true prophet, priest, and king.
True friendship can exist only between the wise,
for they alone can benefit each other
If a single
wise man anywhere extends his finger with a wise
purpose, all the wise men in the world are
benefited [ib. 627). The wise man bears no trace
of softness he is unmoved by passion ; he never
pardons, never pities, and is never surprised. It
IS not to be wondered at that this doctrine
involved the Stoics in controversial difficulties,
or that Chrysippus was forced to admit that the
wise man was a rarer portent than the phoenix (see
E. V. Arnold, Roman Stoicism, Cambridge, 1911,
p. 298, and cf. art. Stoicism).
i6. Epicurus.
The school of Epicurus (see art.
Epicueeans), first established at Mytilene and
:

'

'

;

—

subsequently removed to Lampsacus, was transferred to Athens in 306. The system was in all
essentials the work of the founder, and was
faithfully guarded by his successors, remaining
practically unchanged so long as the school continued to exist. Epicurus asserted emphatically
that the object of all philosophical inquiry is the
attainment of happiness by the individual, and that
neither knowledge nor virtue has any worth in
itself.
Thus, his exposition of the true nature of
the gods, as absolutely indifferent to human affairs,
was intended to remove superstitious fears, which
are among the most serious obstacles to human
happiness.
Similarly, by his inquiry into the
essence of the soul, and his demonstration that it
could not be immortal, he hoped to destroy entirely
the fear of death. He laid the ground-work of his
ethics by a psychological examination of the
varieties of Pleasure and Pain.
The highest
grade of pleasure is attained when every painful
need is removed, and every natural craving stilled.
The condition thus attained is one of complete
rest {KaTaa-T-q/iaTiKTi ^Soj-^), and must be contrasted
with the pleasure which consists in the satisfaction
of a want [ijSovi) tv Kiv^aeL).
The latter is neces-
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mingled with discomfort, unless it is merely
connected with a variation (iromA/xit) of the
higliest good.
Wants were accordingly classified
as (1) natural and necessary, (2) natural and not
necessary, (3) neither natural nor necessary. The
second class is not subject to the influence of
passion, except when men are misled by a false
opinion that the highest good is capable of
increase.
The third class are products of the
imagination, and must be totally rejected (frs.
450-453 [Usener]).
Epicurus difiered from the Cyrenaics in three
respects: (1) he declared freedom from pain,
winch the Cyrenaics did not count as a pleasure
at all, to be the greatest of all pleasures (2) he
declared that all pleasures of the mind are ultimately referable to and derived from bodily
pleasures, whereas the Cyrenaics held that the
pleasure of intercourse with friends or the
gratification arising from honour is independent
of sensation (3) pleasures of the mind refer to the
past and future as well as to the present, and, as
being more durable, are greater than immediate
bodily pleasures.
In other respects his ethical
principles are those
of
undiluted hedonism.
Experience shows that pleasure and pain are the
only motives which control our actions.
The
attainment of pleasure and the avoidance of pain
are the natural criteria by which the value of our
impulses and activities is measured. Reason is a
later accretion, which does not alter the ultimate
aim, but points out the means of attaining it.
Reason teaches us to look not to immediate enjoyment, but to the remoter consequences of our
Every pleasure is a good in itself, as
actions.
being suitable to our nature (oUeLov), but it is not
every pleasure which is an object of pursuit
(alperbv).
Conversely, certain pains are comparatively so unimportant that we must accept them,
if on the balance of the account they appear to
bring with them a larger amount of pleasure.
The value of the virtues is to be found in the
fact that without them we cannot reach the highest
good— absence of all pain and of every fear of
future disturbance. Insight (<)>pbrq<rK) is the root
of all the other virtues it sets us free from false
opinion, and puts before us the true goal of
our endeavour.
Self-control (iyKpireui) imparts
the necessary resolution to adhere to the decisions
of the judgment, so that we may receive as much
pleasure and as little pain as are possible for us ;
and courage prevents our peace of mind from being
destroyed by fear of death, superstition, or pain.
Lastly, the violation of justice is incompatible
with an agreeable life. For the unjust man, even
though his misdeeds are concealed, is continually
anxious lest they should be discovered. On the
other hand, upright conduct contributes to our
enjoyment, by earning the good-will and affection
of our fellow-men.
On the value of friendship the
Epicureans laid great stress
it was grounded
ultimately upon mutual advantage, but the happiness of the individual was conceived to reach its
highest pitch in the unselfish fellowship of the
wise and virtuous (fr. 544). In other respects,
Epicurus assigned very little value to the conditions of civil society. Laws would not be needed
in a community of the wise ; as things are, they
exist to protect the wise from injustice (fr. 530).
He recommended abstention from politics on the
ground that public life interferes with happiness
(\6.8e /Sititras [fr. 551]).
Similarly, he discounten
anced marriage as likely to lead to much trouble
(fr. 525).
The result of Epicurean hedonism is not
far removed from the Stoic ideal the happiness
of the Epicurean wise man is no less founded on
sarily

;

;

:

:

:

the secure possession of insight, and is so entirely
external circumstances that it

independent of
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suffering physical

is

601).

—

,

Seneca (q.v.), for instance, laid much stress
on the healing powers of philosophy for all who
were mentally sick. He prescribed rules for those
who were in various stages of progress {vpoKOTr-li)
towards wisdom ; for the removal of vicious habits
for the training of the impulses for the mastery of
the passions ; and for the strengthening of the will.
The restraint of civil liberty under the Empire imparted a gloomy tone to the discourse of the
tion.

;

;

philosophic preacher. The doctrine of ' a reasonable departure' (eSKoyos i^aywy-fi) by which the
earlier Stoics had countenanced suicide as an escape
from intolerable evils, thereby emphasizing the
moral indifterence of life and death was repeated

—

—

insistence.

Musonius and

Epictetus admit

into their writings even less
philosophical discussion than Seneca. Epictetus
Iq.v.) in particular was the preacher of a pure and
gentle morality which often approximates to
Christian doctrine. His famous maxim, ' Suffer
and abstain' (fr. 179), testifies to his belief in a
benevolent Providence ; and he never fails to
recommend the duty of submission to outward
events which are not within our power. The same
spirit of pious resignation appears in Marcus
Aurelius (q.v.), the last of the Stoics: the proud
independence of the sage had given way before
the human sense of helplessness ; the soul was
hampered by the prison-house of the body, and
found life to be 'a sojourn in a strange land.'
Thus in its last moments Stoicism came near to

Platonism.
Of the four post- Aristotelian schools, neither the
Epicurean nor the Peripatetic made any progress, of
sufficient importance to be recorded here, beyond
the views of their founders. But the Academy had
1 more chequered history, to which we must briefly
refer.
The New Academy under Arcesilas and
Cameades was precluded by its determined scepticism from admitting the possibility of scientific
ethics but on the basis of probability they gave a
general adherence to Platonic teaching.
Later,
Antiochus of Ascalon, Cicero's teacher, endeavoured
to effect a fusion of the doctrines of Plato with
those of Stoicism, but his influence soon exhausted
itself.
In the 1st cent. B.C. there was a notable
emergence of mystical asceticism, associated with
;

a revival of Pythagoreanism.

Its general

tendency

to recommend purity of soul, to be attained by
a special restriction of the bodily appetites, as the

was

17. The Graeco-Roman age.
In the sketch
that has already been given of Stoic ethics, little or
nothing has been said of the adaptation of Stoic
principles to the needs of daily life. But the
influence and vitality of the school were shown by
nothing more clearly than by their success in procuring the adhesion to their system of so large an
element of Roman society (for the details, see E. V.
Arnold, op. cit. 99 ff. who shows the importance of
the modifications made by Pansetius). Stoicism, as
it was opened out to the practical Romans, became
less a subject of study for the curious than a
religious creed to which every serious man might
look for support. Its success in this direction was
undoubtedly promoted by the attitude which had
been adopted towards the popular religion. By an
elaborate series of allegorical explanations the
Stoics sought to accommodate their pantheistic
belief in the universal immanence of the Divine
Reason to the existence of the separate personalities
represented in popular theology. Hephaestus was
fire, Rhea earth, Zeus aether, and so forth.
Thus,
a breach with tradition was avoided, and an
advantage gained which neither the agnosticism
of the New Academy nor the outspoken hostility
of Epicurus to the orthodox religion was able to
secure. The history of the Stoa after Pansetius
shows a continually diminishing interest in philosophy and an increasing strength in moral exhorta-

by Seneca with morbid
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only proper channel whereby the devotee could
acquire a knowledge of the Divine mysteries (see
Mahafiy, Greek World under Boman Sway, London,
1890, p. 179 ff.).
This movement reacted upon
Platonism, and the traces of its working may be
found in the moral treatises of Plutarch (q.v.).
According to him, the structure of morality is
built upon a religious foundation.
Virtue is
identified with an assimilation to the Divine, and
the Highest Good is the knowledge of God [Aristid.
Thus his attitude towards religion was con6).
servative ; he defended divination, maintained the
doctrine of metempsychosis, and believed in the
spirits to control human
their interference.
To avoid the defilements of sense, and to cultivate the reason as the
indwelling source of Divine inspiration, were the
supreme duties of man (see de gen. Socr. 20, p.
588 E ff. ). But the culmination of this mystical
tendency was realized in Neo-Platonism [q.v.) ; and
Plotinus, who was its chief representative, has been
justly regarded as the last of the great thinkers of
antiquity.
In conformity with Plato, who had
denounced the untrustworthiness of sense-impression, Plotinus identified matter with evU, and
made purification from the contaminations of sense,
withdrawal from the world, and liberation of the
soul from its enslavement to the body, the fundamental requirements of his ethical teaching. The
ordinary civU virtues are of no value, since they
tend to bind the soul to the world of matter. The

power of demons and

action

by

soul must approach God by re-absorption into the
Intelligence (vovs) from which it sprang.
This
process must be encouraged by contemplation ;
and the love of the Beautiful (the Platonic Ipas)
helps to direct us from the impressions of sense to
the ideal world. Constant association with the
ideas may lead ultimately to the condition of
supreme bliss, when the soul in a moment of ecstasy
finds itself by contact with the Divine Unity identified

with God Himself.
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A. C. Peaeson.

ETHICS AND MORALITY (Hindu).— Hindu
ethics is deeply tinged with the belief in transmigration or rebirth according to the doctrine of
karma ('action') under which every act, whether
good or bad, finds its reward, not only in heaven
or hell, but in innumerable other bomes, from a
god to an insect or plant, or even a stone. The
same gradation of rebirths which pervades the
entire creation prevails in the more limited circle
of human life, from the high-bom Brahman to the
low grovelling Chandala, all of which stations
depend on the various shades of merit and demerit
acquired in a previous existence. The hymns of
the Vedas, it is true, contain no distinct allusion to
metempsychosis they abound in glowing descriptions of the deified powers of Nature rather than
in moral sentiments, though reference is made to
the delights of paradise and to the tortures of hell.
The Upanisads, on the other hand, mention, for
;

;
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instance, the rebirth of virtuous men as Brahmans
or other persona of high caste, of wicked men as
dogs, hogs, or Chandalas, and of those who eat rice
as rice (see Chhandogya Upanisad, v. 10). The idea
of karma, or action, and karTnavipakah, or ripening
of acts in future birtlis, pervades the six systems
of philosophy, and the earliest lawbooks of the
Dharmasutra class.
It is the highest goal of
Indian philosophy to get rid of the fetters of action
and consequent rebirth by overcoming the inclinaThe question of will, whether
tion to be active.
bound or free, does not concern these philosophers ;
they rather aim at the entire extinction of individual volition by absorption into the supreme Being.
The Dharmasutras state the special duties of men,
as determined by their rebirth in a particular
caste, notably the Brahman caste ; and they discuss the obligations of Brahman ascetics who, by
keeping the live vows of abstention from injury to
living beings, of truthfulness, of abstention from
theft, of continence, and of liberality, by the
practice of various austerities, and by concentration of mind, wish to obtain full deliverance from
the bonds of karma and to reach final emancipation.

The narrowmindedness of Brahman moralists
was objected to by Buddha and his followers.
Thus Buddha is said to have been consulted by
two Brahmans as to whether a man becomes a
Brahman by birth or by his acts. His reply was
that the station of a Brahman is not due to birth,
but to abhorrence of the world and its pleasures.
The Buddhistic Dh/xmrnapada, a beautiful collection of proverbs and moral sentiments, contains an
eloquent exposition of the virtues, such as selfrestraint, patience, contentment, mildness, symgathy, which entitle a man to be rightly called a
irahman. In other respects, there is no essential
difference between Brahmanical and Buddhistic
Karma in Buddhism is the cause of the
ethics.
aggregation of the five skandhas, which include all

mental and physical phenomena, and therefore of
birth and rebirth, of the universal passage through
a succession of existences {samsara). The middle
course, which destroys the working of karma and
leads to the cessation of suffering

and to Wisdom

and Nirvana,

is the Eightfold Path, consisting of
right views, right thoughts, right speech, right
actions, right living, right exertion, right recollection, and right meditation.
The five commandments {panckaHla) of Buddhism Kill not. Steal
not, Commit not Adultery, Lie not. Drink not
Strong Drink closely resemble the above mentioned five special duties enjoined on Brahmanical
Buddha made these rules obligatory on
ascetics.
all his followers, and added five more severe commandments for his monks not to eat at forbidden hours not to attend worldly amusements,
such as dancing or singing ; not to use wreaths,
unguents, or ornaments ; not to use high mats or
thrones not to acquire or receive gold or silver.
The five first rules of this Decalogue (daia^la),

—

—

—

;

;

though binding on

all

men

alike,

were made more

stringent in the case of Buddhist monks and nuns.
Thus chastity means in the case of monks and
nuns absolute abstinence from sexual intercourse
in the case of laymen it means refraining from
adiltery. There are also secondary precepts extending beyond the rules of the dasaBla for those
who have renounced the world. This superior
morality corresponds in many particulars to the
rule of life prescribed for a I5rahmanical yati
('ascetic').
That which especially characterizes
Buddhism is the sympathy displayed towards all
beings,
earned to the extreme of avoiding
living
injury to the smallest insects, and showing kindness to the most noxious animals. It is recorded
of the Bnddha himself, in those charming tales of
VOL. V. 32
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anterior births, the Jatakas, that in former
births lie often gave himself up as a victim to
satisfy the appetites of hawks and boasts of prey
and on one occasion, meeting with a famished
tigress, sacrificed lib own body to supply the
tigress and her cubs with food.
This regard for
animal life comes out very clearly in the rock and
pillar edicts of the Buddhist king A.4oka (c.
250 B.C.), which contain ample discourses on Buddhist morality, furnishing an early and authentic
record of Buddhist teaching. Reverence to parents,
elders, and preceptors, true charity and true ceremonial, toleration for the beliefs and practices of
others, kind treatment of slaves and servants,
liberality to ascetics and Bralimans, truthfulness,
purity, gentleness, and saintliness are other virtues
extolled in the edicts of king A^oka.
Jainism, which, unlike Buddhism, continues to
flourish in India at the present day, goes even
beyond Buddhism in the regard paid to animal
life.
The oath not to hurt animals is exacted
from the Jaina ascetic on his entrance into
the Order ; it demands watchfulness over all functions of the body by which anything living might
be hurt, and for this purpose the Jaina ascetic
must carry with him a straining cloth for his
drinking water, a broom, and a veil before his
mouth, in order to avoid killing insects. In his
four other oaths the Jaina monk promises, like
the Brahman and the Buddhist, and almost in
the same words, not to speak untruth, to appropriate nothing to himself without permission, to
preserve chastity, and to practise self-sacrifice.
his

;

Asceticism,

both inward and outward,

is

made

specially prominent in this religion ; it embraces
repentance of sin, confession of the same to the
teacher (as in Buddhism), penance done for it, the
study and teaching of the holy faith, pious meditations, the renunciation of all worldly possessions,
temperance, begging, different kinds of^ self-mortification, especially Ijy fasts which may be continued to starvation, voluntary death by withdrawal of food being regarded as a sure entrance
to Nirvana.
The rules of ' the right way for the
Jaina laity are less severe, the oath of chastity,
e.g., being replaced by that of conjugal fidelity,
just as the rules for Brahman and Buddhist laymen
are less strict than those destined for the clergy.
In practical life Jainism may be said to make of
its laity earnest men who excel in an exceptional
^villingness to sacrifice anything for their religion.
The clergy in the education of worldly communities are united again to humanity and its interests, and conversions of people of low caste to the
Jaina creed are not uncommon even at the present day.
Later Brahmanism, as represented in the Code
of Manu, the ' Great Epic (Mahabharata), and
many other productions of what is called classical
SansKrit literature, reiterates the old iniquitous
law of caste, and tries to enforce the claims of the
priestly class to spiritual and social superiority.
The Hindu code as a whole is savage and antique' (Hopkins).
Thus in criminal law the jus
talionis is carried to an extreme degree (see CRIMES
AND Punishments [Hindu]). Witnesses in a court
of justice are exhorted to speak truth, with many
fine sentiments extolling veracity and denouncing
'

'

falsehood ; yet perjury is permitted where an
accused of respectable caste may be saved from
death by it (see LAW AND LAWBOOKS [Hindu]).
Long lists of offences of various degrees are given,
which do not differ essentially from the moral code
and the notions of right and wrong current among
other nations of antiquity, except perhaps in the
peculiar sanctity attributed to Branmans and all
their belongings, and to the cow, the sacred animal
of the Hindus.
But every sin may be atoned for

'
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by performing a penance (see Expiation and
Atonement [Hindu]) and these penances were
an important source of profit to the Brahmans.
Though each class has its special duties assigned
;

there are also general ooligations common to
castes, such as forbearance, veracity, selfrestraint, purity, liberality, self-control, regard
for animal life, obedience towards elders, visiting
to

it,

aU

places of pUgrimage, sympathy, straightforwardness, contentment, etc. (Visnusutra, ii. 16 f.). The
doctrine of ahimsa (non-injury to living beings)
is, however, not so much insisted on as in the
Buddhist and Jaina creeds ; for a sacrifice, cattle
may be slain, and the meat of such cattle may be
eaten, although the doctrine of karma and of the
soul's passage through all kinds of animal bodies,
accordmg to its deeds in a previous life, is fully

The merit of
asceticism, combined with religious meditation, is
highly extolled ; and the entrance into the order
of religious mendicants is supposed to form a
regular stage in the life of a Brahman, preceded
by the stage of a hermit in the woods (vanaprastha). The sacerdotal element is very strong
in the Mahabharata also, which is, like the codes,
a vast thesaurus of Hindu ethics. Thus there is an
eightfold path of religious duty, as in Buddhism,
but here it consists in sacrifice, study, liberality,
penance, truth, mercy, self-control, and lack of
The epics contain many touching pictures
greed.
of domestic and social happiness
children are
dutiful to their parents and submissive to their
superiors ; parents are fondly attached to their
children, and ready to sacrifice themselves for their
welfare ; wives are loyal and devoted to their husbands ; husbands are affectionately disposed towards their wives ; love and harmony reign through
the family circle (M. WOliams).
The didactic
and sententious note prevails in the whole range of
Sanskrit literature (Maodonell). It is particularly
strong Lo the old collections of fairy tales and fables,
which agree in putting instructive speeches and
moral sentiments into the mouths of jackals, cats,
elephants, parrots, monkeys, and other animals ;
and it also pervades Sanskrit lyrics and dramatic
recognized in the Code of Manu.

:

works, among which the Prabodhachandrodaya
furnishes an instance of an allegorical and philosophical play which may be fitly compared to some
of our old Moralities.
The keynote in Sanskrit
moral poetry is the conception of fate, but fate is
declared to be nothing else than the result of
action done in a former birth, so that every man
can by right conduct shape his future fate himself.

Passing to modem developments, we find a
general tendency on the part of religious founders
such as Basava, the founder of the Lihgayats, in
the 12th cent., Kablr, the founder of the Kabirpanthis, in the 15th, Nanak, Dadu, and Chaitanya,
in the 16th, and many others, to proclaim the
social equality of all those who enrolled themselves
in their Order. In practice, however, this levelling
down of caste distmctions met with only partiau
and temporary success. As a way of salvation,
the ' way of love and faith (bhaktimdrga) has been
gaining ground, though the ' way of works
'

(karmamarga),

:

the practice of religious rites,
and sacrifices, is held to be
equal, and the 'way of true knowledge' {jnanamarga) is held to be superior to it. The pustimarga,
or way of enjoyment,' is sometimes recognized as
a fourth way. The Reports on the Census of 1901
contain some interesting attempts at establishing
the actual standard of morality
India.
The code of morality of the ordinary Hindu is much the same
i.e.

austerities, penances,

'

m

'

as that of most civilized nations, though it is nowhere reduced
to a code. He knows that it is wrong to commit murder,
adultery, theft and perjury, or to covet, and he honours his
parents, in the case of the father, at any rate, to a degree ex-

(Japanese)

ceeding the customs of most nations, which have no ceremony
resembling that of Srdddh [funeral oblation]. The influence of
caste is, however, of the greatest importance here, and some
inquirers have expressed their opinion that the principal sanction attaching to a breach of morality is the fear of caste penalties rather than the dread of divine punishment, and there are
many facts which go to support this view. ... An e.xtreme
example of the effect of caste principles may be seen in some of
the lowest castes, where adultery is only condemned . . . when
committed with a person of different caste. In the case of perjury, the offence may be committed, without public reprobation,
on behalf of a caste-fellow, or even an inhabitant of the same
village. ... I believe that the doctrine of Karma is one of the
firmest beliefs of all classes of Hindus, and that the fear that a
man shall reap as he has sown is an appreciable element in
the avera^re morality. ... A man and his wife bathe in the
Ganges with their clothes tied together, to ensure their being
married to one another in a future existence.' As for Heaven
and Hell, they are not merely ' transitory stages of existence in
the chain of transmigration,' but 'the soul* when sufficiently
purified goes to dwell in Heaven for ever. . . . There is no idea
of absorption in the deity whose place is far above ' {Census of
India, 1901, Report, p. 363 f.).
'

The

belief in metempsychosis does not prevail
over India ; thus the ordinary Hindu peasant in
the Central Provinces has practically no belief in
the transmigration of souls, but has a vague idea
that there is a future life, in which those who are
good in this world will be happy in a heaven (sarg),
while those who are bad will be wretched in a hell
(narak)' (Central Provinces Report, p. 78). The
general effect of these two ditt'erent beliefs on the
state of morality remains the same, the idea of
retribution in a future state being common to
both of them. The influence of Christian morality
on the religious life of India becomes visible in the
teaching and practical working of _ the various
all

'

Samajes (see Arya Samaj
Samaj). Thus the Arya Samaj insists on education both of males and females, and
aims at doing good to the world by improving the
theistical sects called

Brahma

and

physical, intellectual, spiritual, moral, and social
condition of mankind.
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Ancient Japanese. The Japanese nation through
its long history has cherished several peculiar forms
of morality, which, of course, must be admitted
to have undergone modifications to some extent,
although their essential character has remained
unaltered. The characteristic ethical features of
the ancient Japanese are to be found in the morality
of Japan at the present day.
One of them is
certainly nationalism. It is recognizable in the old
mythology, which, unlike that of any other land,
centres in the Imperial family and the State. In
the course of the creation, the Divine pair, Izanagi

and Izanami

(see

Cosmogony and Cosmology

[Japanese]), first produced the country (i.e. the
earth) and, after a long interval, the Sun-goddess,
the Moon-god, and one other son. The first of the
three was made ruler of the heaven-world ; she
afterwards sent her grandson to Japan, gave him
a mirror, a sword, and a bead, to be handed
down to their posterity as the royal insignia, and
said
' This
country has to be ruled by my descendants thou
oughtest to go and reign over it. The sacred dj-nasty will be so
prosperous that it will last eternally, even as heaven and earth
;

The Sun-goddess

is sister to the country, and is
regarded as the first ancestor of the Imperial
family and of the people in general, which are to be,
as her prediction indicates, et«mally the ruler and
the ruled.
throne occupied by a single dynasty

A

1

Nihongi,

fasc. 2.

—

;;
'
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the possession of no nation in tiie world except
the Japanese. A great respect has always been
paid by the people to such a sacred throne. At
one time they regarded the Mikados as living gods,
and, even when they were deprived of ruling power,
the people never ceased to pay the respect aue to
them. This does not mean that they stood in a
slavish relation to the Imperial family, which, on
the contrary, is related to the people as the main
house to branch houses. Tlie Mikadoa are not
their conouerors, as with the majority of other
nations.
The people are often addressed by the
Mikados as Our children,' which accounts for the
special relation between the two.
Submission to
the Mikados, therefore, is not merely loyalty but
filial piety.'
In contrast witli China, filial piety
is

'

Japan comes next to loyalty, though in most
two are mentioned side by side. In the
Japanese family, parents are absolutely obeyed by
their children, and superiors by inferiors, as the
Mikados are obeyed by their subjects. Filial piety
is not so highly valued as loyalty, which is absolute,
and very often bids people sacrifice other virtues
for its sake.
Dutifulness to parents and obedience
to superiors were the chief morals in the Japanese
home in ancient days, as they are still. Honesty
and righteousness were among the principal virtues
in

cases the

Japan. Classical scholars are of opinion
that the ancient Japanese were honest and upright
themselves
of
without any teaching, and could be
governed quite easily, and that neither were detailed
laws needed to rule them, nor minute moral doctrines to regulate their daily life, because they were
simple, honest, and good, and committed neither
illegal nor immoral acts.'' They were practical
and optimistic to an extreme, thinking neither of
the future nor of the past, but only of the present.'
Death was hateful, but not fearful, to them. They
seem never to have thought of whither they would
go after death a state of things which was much
modified after Buddhism was introduced.
In
ancient chronicles, we meet with the words nigitama (a gentle spirit) and aratama (a rough spirit)
the former denotes the virtues of gentleness and
fenerosity, the latter those of bravery and chivalry,
'he old Japanese were gentle and magnanimous
on the one hand, and so were kind and indulgent
to others, and lived in harmony with the world
but, on the other hand, they had strong wills and
brave hearts, which, when duty called them, very
often made them face dangers, and, if necessary,
sacrifice their lives for the sake of the fatherin old

—

land.*

—The word shinto

is not Japanese,
the Way of the Gods
{Kami-no-michi). Some say it is a religion, some
a moral system, and others a political way. It
may be any or all of these three, for in ancient

2.

Shintoism.

but Chinese

;

it

means

'

days no distinction was made between them. It
presents no peculiar doctrines, and nothing like a
code of ethics ; but, as it is the great way of the
Empire, all the Japanese, ancient and modern, in
spite of different creeds, must be Shintoists.
The
Shinto scholars (e.^. Hirata) say that they are
acting and moving in accordance with the Shintoistic teachings when they worship national deities,
when they venerate Mikados and parents, when
they try to promote the national welfare and
happiness, or when they lead an honest and godlike life.
Shinto is a mixture of Ancestor- worship
and Nature-worship, as may be seen from the
nomenclature of the deities worshipped.
The
Japanese have combined their ancestors with
natural phenomena, have deified them, and worship
them. In dealing with them in such a manner,
they mean that the ancestors are their progenitors,
1

*

Sawayanagi, op. cit. infra.
Haga, op, cit. infra.

2

*

Motoori, yawoTwkire, 1771.
Arima, op. cit. infra.

'

(Japanese)

superiors, and benefactors ; not only the creators of
their bodies, but the furnishers of their life, professions, estates, and all other things.
They hold
their merits in great esteem, and thank them for
their perpetual favours.
Esteem for their ancestors
being common to all, the sentiments of loyalty,
patriotism, and filial piety, the love of family and
the feeling of honour are combined, and thus a
phase of morality peculiar to the Japanese has been
developed.'
In ancient times no distinction was

made between worship and administration, between
reverence for the gods and loyalty. Loyal people
only could be faitliful to the deities or their
ancestral spirits, and the Emperors in taking the
reins of government were appeasing and worshipping national deities. The very words matsuri
('worship') and matsurigoto ('worship-matter' or
administration ') signify the identity of these
two. Patriarchal monarchy was thus theocratical
monarchy as well. Various ceremonies were performed to serve the national deities, of which the
most important is the ceremony of purification,
or harai important alike from the religious, the
moral, and the legal point of view. Oharai, or
grand purification, was performed at the Court
twice a year, and is so still, though nowadays it is
a mere ceremony, to drive away the evils resulting
from the sinful, immoral, or unlawful deeds of the
whole nation during every half-year and, when
'

—

;

any serious offence was committed, a ceremony
the same purpose was performed.

washing) was another

for

Misogi (body-

which
at first consisted in washing the body when one
touched anything unclean, but afterwards became
confused with harai, so that no distinction was
made between them. Defilement, mental or physical, was hateful to the Japanese
and, according to
their simple ideas, any guilt, moral or legal, could
be as easily removed by the performance of purification as literal dirt can be removed by bathing.
See, further, art. Shintoism.
rite of purification

;

Bushido, or simply Budo or Shido,
3. Bushido.
the Chinese term forthe Jap. Mononqfu-no-Michi,
lit.
the Way of Fighting Knights or Samurai
(attendants).
It is a moral system intended for
the military class. Though its full development
belongs to later ages of the national history, say
the 12th and following
the feudal periods
centuries it may be said to be as old as the race
themselves and Yamatodamashii ( the soul of
Japan,' Yamato being a classical name for this
country) is not only the soul of the military men,
but that of the whole nation. As Shinto is the
indigenous religion of the nation, so Bushido is
their national morality, or at least its essence.'
But here we have only to deal with the Bushido
for the Bushi class, and not as national morality.
The Bushi should be, in the first place, loyal to
lords and filial to parents these, along with reverence for gods and worship of Buddhas, were considered their chief duties. Indeed, loyalty and
filial piety were the fundamental morality of the
Bushi class, as is the case with the nation in general.
Then they should be brave and fearless in fighting,
and calm and never flinching in the face of any
danger or death. Bravery, fearlessness, self-possession, and the like, were what they always
specially cultivated ; but they were not by any
means foolhardy or brutal in fighting or in their
daUy life. Their courage was restrained and softened by the feeling of benevolence and the sense of
rectitude and honour ; they were not to do anything brutal or underhand, but what was right and
manly. Benevolence was one of the chief virtues of
the Bushi ; and many pathetic stories are told of
'benevolence of warriors.' Kindness, magnanimity,
sympathy, and the like, were praised as supreme
is

'

—

—

'

;

;

1

Sawayanagi,

loc. cit.

'
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virtues for the military men, who might otherwise
be disposed to coldheartedness or even to cruelty.
They should he polite to superiors as well as to
inferiors, faithful in the fulfilment of their duties,
and simple in their life. These, with a few others
of a kindred nature, were the qualifications thought
necessary to Samtorai-ship. The Emperor Meiji
gave his soldiers five commandments, in which he
recommended loyalty, politeness, bravery, faithfulness, and simplicity ; and he concluded with
words to the eflfect that in the fulfilment of these
five precepts a sincere spirit is essential, for without
this neither good language nor good conduct will
be anything more than a mere ornament, of no
practical use. These five items are ' the public
path of heaven and earth, and the perpetual code
of

human

relations.'

—

In A.D. 284^ the Pakehian king
4. Confucianism.
sent his minister Achiki to the Japanese Court
The minister being a
to offer tributary homage.
man of letters, tne Crown Prince became his pupU
and learned from him Chinese literature. In the
following year another scholar was invited, who
brought with him ten copies of the Analects and a
copy of the Book of One Thousand Characters he
taught the prince Chinese literature and Confucian
doctrines.
The literature thus introduced influenced the nation in at least three points. (1) They
learned Chinese characters, by means of which
they could reduce their thoughts to writing. (2)
Prior to this time, things had had no distinguishing
names loyalty, filial piety, friendship, for instance,
though they were virtues inborn with the nation,
had been devoid of particular designations. Now
that Chinese wording was introduced, any notions
could be expressed in words. (3) The manners,
customs, and other things in the neighbouring
countries came to be understood among the Japanese, who by and by followed them in these matters.'
During the following centuries, Chinese moral
teaching acquired considerable popularity among
the people, especially of the higher classes but
from the 10th cent, it gradually declined, being
;

:

;

crushed out by classical studies, and then
neglected on account of successive disturbances.
At the commencement of the Tokugawa Shogunate,
i.e. early in the 17th cent., it revived under the
protection of the founder of the dynasty wellinformed Chinese scholars, though divided into
several schools, appeared one after another and
brought it back to its original glorious state. This
dynasty witnessed the best days of the history of
Confucian ethics in Japan ; and the system has
continued to flourish down to the present day,
though not free from degeneration. The morality
taught in this system, not difi'ering materially from
the ancient morals of the nation, has never encountered such vehement opposition as Buddhism ;
it deepened and elaborated the pre-existing sentifirst

;

ments of loyalty, filial piety, rectitude, truthfulness, and other virtues.
A few of the principal
points of difference between the Chinese and the
Japanese systems are as follows Chinese ethics
is founded on the worship of Heaven, whereas the
Japanese worship ancestral spirits the Chinese
pay supreme respect to men of wisdom, and hence
admit that unwise or tyrannical monarchs may be
dethroned at the people's will, whereas the Japanese
regard the Mikados as sacred and inviolable and,
:

;

;

lastly, the chief virtues of the

ence and

filial

former are benevolpiety, whereas the latter attribute

supreme value to loyalty and rectitude, loyalty
and filial piety being, according to their national
morality, identical.^
1 Shigeno and Kuaaka, Buskido in Japan
Arima, loc. cit,
2 The official date of its introduction
but tlie verified one
about A.D. 402.
3 Endo,
Confucianism' (.Encyis. <^ Philosophy, ut infra).
* Arima, loc. cit.
;

;

'

is
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Confucius taught that benevolence is the supreme
the highest ideal of man, the summum
bonum ; Mencius connected it with rectitude,
declaring that 'the greatest way in the world is
only benevolence and rectitude,' and that 'benevolence is the peaceful residence of mankind, and
rectitude is the right road of mankind.' Scholars
who appeared later on added politeness, knowledge,
and truth to these two ; and the whole pass under
the name of the five cardinal virtues, the sum-total
of human virtue.
In human society men are related to each other in five different ways, which
impose on them as many obligations. They are

virtue,

as follows rectitude between lord and subject,
familiarity between father and son, distinction
:

between husband and wife, grade between elder and
younger brother, and confidence between friend
and friend. The most important of these are the
first two, especially the second ; hence filial piety
is the root of all virtues, of all moral practices.
Generosity, respect, gratefulness, humility, faithfulness, self-control, courage, and manliness are
some of the virtues commended in the Confucian
teaching.
For thirteen centuries the Japanese
have lived under this moral teaching, and probably
there is no one of them who is wholly uninfluenced
by it ; but they have wisely adopted only the points
suitable to their special culture and national development, neglecting the elements that might be
injurious to public morals or fatal to the welfare
of the State.' See, further, Confucian Religion,

Confucius.
Buddhism was officially intro5. Buddhism.
duced into Japan in A.D. 552. Its introduction at
once gave rise to a controversy between two parties
at the Court a controversy which was not merely
religious but also political and tribal, and which
after a violent conflict resulted in victory for the
Prince Shotoku (573-621),
pro-Buddhist party.
one of the wisest and greatest personages Japan
had ever produced, did all in his power for the advancement of the newly introduced creed, and well
deserves the high respect paid by the Buddhists
to his memory.
The doctrine of Divine incarnation, according to which some Shinto deities
are the incarnations of Buddhas, Bodhisattvas,
or certain Indian Devas, was first taught by
Prince Shotoku and then by Gyoki (670-749), a
learned and virtuous high priest, and was further
broadened and deepened by two great men who
arose shortly after his death Saicho and Kukai,
who respectively founded the Tendai and the
Shingon sects in Japan. Thus Shintoism was
seemingly absorbed into Buddhism.
Strangely
enough, the two somewhat antagonistic creeds coexisted in unity for nearly a thousand years, untU
their final separation in 1871.
Prince Shotoku and

—

—

—

other great personages who appeared early in the
history of Buddhism in Japan seem to have striven
to nationalize its teachings and to bring it into as
During
close contact with the nation as possible.
those days all the work of the Buddhists was
designed in the interests of the national welfare
and peace. The Emperor Shomu (reigned 724-748),
for instance, had
in each province

a monastery and a nunnery built
throughout the Empire, as well
as the general monastery, in which the famous
daibutsu {q.v.) is set up, at Nara, then the capital.
During the Kamakura age (1190-1333) many new
sects were imported from China or sprang up in
Japan, and all of them laboured in the interests of
the Imperial family and the welfare of the State.
In return. Buddhism received great favours from
Court and Government, and certainly it is owing
to these favours that it has flourished so long in
Japan. The national morality, especially Bushido,
was reinforced and expanded by it. Its doctrines
1

Endo,

loc. cit.
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and freedom from desire being in
essential elements of Yamato-

has found a ready entrance into the
teaching of benevolence
Its
softened the otherwise harsh character of the
national spirit. It introduced the idea of another
world, which was entirely lacking in the ancient
Japanese system. The Mahayunist teachings enlarged the msular spirit. As it was long popular
among the people, high and low, no grade of society
remained uninfluenced by it, and the highest
culture is solely the work of the Buddhist teachers.
Japanese Buddhism at the present day is divided
into a dozen sects and into some fifty sub-branches,
which ditter more or less in doctrines, ritual, habits
of monastic life, and as a matter of course in their
The teachings of some of the
ethical systems.
sects appear to be quite antagonistic to each other
it

Japanese

heart.

—a

which shows how inclusive and assimilative the whole system is.
Buddhistic ethics is founded on the assumption
that all the creation is sprung from one common
Cause, and things in the universe are connected
with one another in complicated ways.' The naming and location of that Cause may differ with
different sects, but aU the Mahayanist sects agree
in regarding it as the primary source of all that
Things with and without
exists in the universe.
and perlife are all closely related to one another
sons of the same household, trade, or social rank,
and those who are the same in other respects, have
been bom thus from one and the same Cause in
other words, they did the same karma in a
Besides, we have transmiprevious existence.
grated through the six states of existence, in the
course of which we may somewhere have been
closely connected with some who are strangers to us
fact

;

;

Ought we not then to be kind to others,
whether familiar or unfamiliar to us ? Of many
moral precepts given by the Buddha, as practical
morality, the four favours, with their corresponding
to-day.

Tney are
obligations, must first be mentioned.
(i.) of parents, (ii.) of fellow-beings, (iii.) of the
king, and (iv.) of the triple treasure, i.e. the
Buddha, the Law, and the Congregation. Next to
them come the five or ten precepts and the six paramitds, or perfections. The precepts are as follows
(1) not to destroy life, (2) not to steal, (3) not to have
unlawful sexual intercourse, (4) not to tell a lie, and
Otherwise they
(5) not to drink fermented liquors.
are : (1) not to take life, (2) not to steal, (3) not to
commit adultery, (4) not to tell a lie, (5) not to
talk frivolously, (6) not to slander, (7) not to be
double-tongued, (8) not to be covetous, (9) not to
be malicious, and (10) not to be heretical. The
paramitas are : perfect exercise of (i.) charity
(ii.) morality; (iii.) patience; (iv.) fortitude; (v.)
meditation ; and (vi.) knowledge. Cf., further.
Ethics and Morality (Buddhist).
:

—

The Kqjiki, Nihongi, Kujiki; the works on
and Bushido, of Hayashi Kazan (1583-1657),
(1697-1769), Motoori (1730-1801), Hirata (1776-1843),
Kaibara (1630-1714), Yamaga (1622-1686), and other authors ;
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Shinto, Nationality,
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T. Inoue's three works on Japanese philosophy {Yang Ming

Chu Hi School, 1906) M.
Sawayanagi, Ediication in Our Country, Tokyo, 1910; Y.
Japanese
Nationality,
do.
1907
Y. Hag:a, Ten Lectures
Arima,

School, 1899, Revival School, 1902,

;

;

R. Endo, Oriental Ethics,
Encyc. of Philosophy, published by the Dobunkwan.
S. Tachibana.

on Japanese Nationality, do. 1908
do. 1909

:

;
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Muhammad and

the

Qur'an.

—As

(Muslim).-^l.

Islam in

its

genesis and development was to some extent influenced by the moral ideas of the ancient Arabs,
it will be well to make a brief preliminary reference to these. The social conditions amid which
Muhammad appeared, and which survive to this
day with but little change among the denizens of
the desert, had reached the stage of tribal organi1

Ssito, Outlines of

Buddhist Ethics,

1903.

—

'

(Muslim)
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and the life of the peoijle was regulated by
established custom, i.e. by tribal morality. Their
moral ideas, so far as we are in a position to judge,
reveal an unmistakably secular spirit, alike among
the merchants of the cities and among the Bedawin.
zation,

harmony with the
damashii,

3

'

;

The Prophet opened

propaganda among them

his

by denouncing their sins and threatening them
with the impending Day of Judgment and the
fire of Hell, out at first he encountered nothing
but mockery ; and it was only when he had in
some measure accommodated his message to the
present world that they gave heed to his words
about the world beyond.
But, while the ancient Arabs were intent upon
material advantage and enjoyment, they were not
wholly unmindful of higher things. As we may
see from the powerful impression produced among
them by satirical poems an impression due only
they had a high
in part to the dread of magic
sense of both personal and tribal honour. The
moral ideal of the Bedawin found expression in
the patient endurance of privations in a loyalty
accorded not so much to the chief of the tribe as
to co-equal fellow-members in a courage which,
in open warfare and still more in marauding
expeditions, was controlled by a wise policy of
sparing the lives of enemies ; and, finally, in hospia virtue which, it is true, is ever a native
tality

—

—

;

;

—

of regions where there is little occasion for its
As compared with the Bedawin, the
exercise.
people of the cities had, to say the least, a larger
share of worldly wisdom. The Meccans, in particular, both before and after Muhammad's day,
were astute enough to put their market under the
protection of a sanctuary, and to exploit the very
piety of those who came to trade within the sacred
The present inhabitants of the holy
precincts.
city quite frankly avow their adherence to the
ethics of the happy mean, asserting that, while
the people of Yiddah are very worldly, and those
of Medina very devout, they themselves hold an

balance

even

between

and

heavenly

earthly

interests.

In pre-Muhammadan poetry terms expressive of
moral sentiments occur only sporadically. We
arrogance and
find, indeed, warnings against
but such exthreatenings of Divine vengeance
ceptions, in which moral and religious concepts
are distinguished from law or custom, are probably
;

traceable to Jewish-Christian influence. It was
under that influence, at all events, that Muhammad
stood forth as a reformer to work, in the words
of tradition, for the improvement of morals.
Muhammad made the demand of personal belief
and personal morality.
'No burdened soul shall bear the burden of another.' 2 In
the Day of Judgment every one shall be answerable for himself
O ye people, fear your Lord, and dread the day when

—

'

:

'

the father shall not atone for the son, nor the child atone at

all

for his parent.'

—

Hence, too, the Qur'an urges though less inthan the NT the necessity of repentance,
conversion, the good heart, the changed spirit.
Good intentions are commended ; unpremeditated
lapses from virtue are leniently judged. In short,
Allah makes it no onerous task for His faithful to

—

sistently

serve Him He is forgiving, merciful.
Nevertheless, as Muhammad's earliest adherents
were but a small company, it was no child's play
for them to respond to his demand of personal
morality. Such a demand shattered the old family
at first somewhat too
ties and came into conflict
harshly, though afterwards in a milder fashion
:

—

with immemorial usage and custom. In this way
the moral fellowship of the true believers came to
mean more than the tribal relationship. In the
light of the ideal thus introduced every believer
1

Snouck Hurgronje, Mekka,

2

Qur'an,

liii.

S9.

8

ii.

72

f.,

149.

lb. xxxi. 32.
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was henceforth the neighbour or brother of every
other.
Islam was to be a universal brotherhood,
in which kindness and equity should count for
more than custom and law. Muhammad was,
nevertheless, unable to bring this ideal to its full
realization with respect to the right of hospitality
and protection and to the practice of blood-revenge.
In principle, no doubt, private revenge was superseded by legal punishment, but in practice the
former was still permitted, though in a somewhat
mitigated form. It had now to be kept within the
bounds of moderation, and must involve none but
the actual culprit. Moreover, Muhammad helped
to foster a higher regard for human life by prohibiting the heathen custom of killing female
infants ; but, on the other hand, the practice of
foeticide has all along prevailed, without censure,
in Muslim countries.
The ethics of the Qur'an might be summed up in
the trite formula : ' Believe and do right.' Belief,
of course, is the primary obligation, since without
belief all works are vain
a mere mirage in the
waste. ' But, as it does not come within the scope
of the present article to deal with belief (see FAITH
[Muslim]), or with the duties of religion in the
narrower sense, our sole concern here is with the
question. What is implied in doing right ' ?
Of human virtues the Qur'an insists most frequently and most urgently on beneficence the
bestowing of benefits upon the poor, the needy, the
orphan, the stranger, the slave, and the prisoner,
especially in the form of alms (zakdt). By almsgiving a person not only helps others, but also
manifests the true spirit of self-denial in the
expectation, it is true, of winning, not indeed the
treasures of earth, but the rewards of Heaven.
This spirit was displayed by Muhammad himself,
chiefly in the earlier years of his prophetic activity
in Mecca, when he declaimed against the rich.
Afterwards, when his followers had become a political organization in Medina, the antagonisms were
somewhat less pronounced.
similar development
appears in the practice of zakat. Originally a
voluntary expression of love, and, in the view of
Oriental Jews and Christians, almost identical
with piety or the fear of God, i.e. with virtue in
general, it gradually became a tax upon property,
and as such became one of the five pillars of Muslim
law.^ In Muslim countries the zakat came usually
to be assessed for the public treasury.
The collectors of the tax did not neglect their own interests, whUe the lawyers or priests (so far as we
may speak of a priesthood in Islam) claimed to

—

'

—

—

A

rank pre-eminently among the poor and needy
who had a right to share therein.
Besides

almsgiving,

many

other

are

virtues

spoken of in the Qur'an as acceptable to God. A
series of corresponding commandments which,
while lacking systematic form, seems to be dependent upon the Mosaic Decalogue, is given in
sura xvii. 23-40
Set not up another god with

Allah, lest thou sit down deLord hath ordained that ye shall worship
kindness to your parents, whether one or
both of them attain to old age beside thee ; and say not to
them '* Fie " neither murmur against them, but speak to them
in gracious words.
And defer humbly to them out of compassion
and say, "Lord, have compassion on them, even as
they brought me up when I was little." Your Lord well
knoweth what is in your souls, whether ye be righteous And
verily, He is forgiving towards those who return to Him with
repentance. And to thy kinsman render his due, and also to
the poor and the wayfarer yet waste not wastefuUy for the
wasteful are ever brethren of the Satans, and Satan is ever
unthankful to his Lord.
But if thou dost turn away from
them, and seekest from thy Lord boons for which thou hopest,
'

spised, forsaken.

none but

—

:

:

Thj-

Him and
;

1

;

:

;

;

1 Qur'an, xviii. 105, xxiv. 39.
2 Vija. the third, the others being (1) the creed, (2) the ritual of
prayer, (4) fasting, and (6) the pilgrimage. According to an
ancient tradition, Muhammad enjoined as a sixth primary
obligation the active love of one's neighbour, i.e. the duty of
doing to others what one would wish done to oneself.

;

(Muslim)

any wise speak to them with kindly words. And let not thy
hand be fettered to thy neck nor yet open it with all openness,
thou be made to sit down in rebuke and beggary. Verily,
thy Lord provideth plenty for whomsoever He will
and He
too giveth with measure. Verily, He ever beholdeth and
observeth His servants. Kill not your children for fear of
poverty we will provide for them and for you. Beware, for
Withhold yourselves from
killing them is a great wickedness.
adultery, for it is an abomination, and evil is the way thereof.
Neither slay any one whom God hath forbidden you to slay,
in

;

lest

;

;

except for a just cause
for, if one be slain unjustly, to his
nearest of kin have we given authority yet let not hi-m exceed
in slaying ; verily, he is ever helped. And touch not the
substance of the orphan, except in an upright way, till he
attain the years of strength and perform your covenants
And give full measure
verily, a covenant shall be inquired of.
when ye measure, and weigh with an equal balance this is the
better, and more just for settlement. And follow not that of
which thou hast no knowledge verily, the hearing and the
Bight and the heart these shall all be inquired of. And walk
not proudly upon the earth, for thou canst not cleave the earth,
and thou shalt not reach the mountains in height. AU this is
evil, hateful in the sight of your Lord.'
;

;

;

—

—

;

These precepts are intended primarily for
Muslims, and apply only in a limited degree to
Towards the
the adherents of other faiths.
heathen, towards the Jews, Christians, and other
possessors of sacred scriptures who would not submit to the secular power of Islam, and also towards
apostates from the faith, the Muslim policy was
the holy war and death. Here we have an instance
of the religious restriction of moral obligation.
The same thing is observable in the fact that the
development of a free personal moral life is seriously cramped by religious considerations. The
fundamental principle of Islam is that Allah ia
sovereign and that men are his slaves, whose virtue
The will of Allah in
consists in obedience.
reality, of course, the mind of His Prophet alone
Islam,' indeed, simply
decides as to good and evil.
means the surrender of believers to the will of
Allah.
The sanctions of morality are also of a religious
character. Reward and punishment belong mainly
to the other world. The majority of mankind
must presumably expiate their sin in the tire of
Hell. But those who believe and do right shall
enjoy the delights of Paradise, which Muhammad
depicts after a fashion suggested by the wine-shop
For all their self-denial on
of the ancient Arabs.
earth their abstinence from wine, from games of
they shall
luxury
in general
chance, and from
find compensation in the heavenly virgins and
KlvaLSoi. who serve the deathless ones with the
goblet that inebriates not.

—

—

'

—

—

—

Muhammad made
2. Muhammad and tradition.
no claim to be a saint, nor was he one, but shortly
after his death devout Muslims endeavoured to
order their lives by his example. Hence, as the
Qur'an did not furnish the requisite information
on every detail, there arose a demand for definite
traditions regarding the Prophet's manner of life,
as also that of his companions and most intimate
adherents ; and, as the pious fraud is not usually
accounted the most hemous of sins, the supply
corresponded to the demand. In Islam, accordingly, we find several collections of traditions
compounds of the authentic and the spurious
some of which are regarded as canonical, and thus
ancient tribal custom came to be superseded, in
theory at least, by the sunnah of the prophet (cf.
[Muhammadan]). The true believer felt
art.
himself obliged to follow this idealized sunnah as
loyally as possible, and, while the first sentence of
the most celebrated collection, viz. that of Bukhari,
but echoes the teaching of the Qur'an in asserting
that actions are judged by their motive, yet the
conformity of the faithful consisted largely in
externals, being ritualistic rather than etliical.
To'Umar, the second successor of the prophet, is
attributed the saying
Nowadays [i.e. when the process of revelation mediated by
Muhammad, and therefore also the possibility of discerning the

Law

•

;
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thoughts ot the heart, has ceased (or ever] wo Judge people
entirely by their outward actions we proteot him who appears
to UB to do right, for we know nothing of what is within— Allah
is the Judge thereof !— and we do not protect him who appears
to do wrong, nor do we find faith in hun oven if ho asserts that
bis motives are pure.' i
;

It is likely enough, indeed, that many who
availed themselves of this pronouncement forgot
the parenthetic clause regarding the judgment of
Allah.
It was easier, moreover, in conformity
with the sunnah, to use a toothpick, to rub oneself with water or sand, and to submit to circumcision, than to cleanse the soul from sin, and with
pure heart to serve Allah in spirit and in truth.
Thus the great bulk of the moral precepts of
Islam, as found even in the Qur'an, and more
particularly in the tradition, bear a somewhat
external and one may venture to say commerThe believer has an account with
cial character.'
One tradition has it that a convert to
Allah.
Islam has all his previous good deeds put to his

—

—

credit.'

The sunnah agrees with the Qur'an in assigning
the leading place among good works to almsgiving.
If a man is unable to give alms, let him labour
with his hands* in order, of course, to make himself able
for this is the conception of work presented by the tradition. Only by way of exception
do the hadiths the Qur'an is silent on the subject
ascribe an independent ethical value to work.
Thus the following saying was put into the mouth
'No man can have a better meal
of the Prophet
than that which he has earned by the labour of his
hands. David, the prophet of God, ate what he
had earned by the work of his hands.' But perhaps this saying, and others like it, may simply
imply that work is superior to begging, though
not to almsgiving." The practice of almsgiving,
as indeed the element of self-denial in general that
was present in Islam from the outset, was stronglyreinforced by the influence of Christianity, and,
subsequently, of Indian religions, as appears from
the fact that the sunnah is much less ciistinctively
When
Arabian in character than the Qur'an.
Islam had overspread the Christian provinces of
the Roman empire, it assimilated many elements
of Christian asceticism.
The assertion that early Islam was absolutely
destitute of the ethical spirit has been refuted,
above all, by Goldziher.' "The sunnah undoubtedly
contains ethical elements. It is true that Arabic

—

;

—

—

:

(Muslim)
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; and (3) to pay one's day-labourers
tradition of quite another cast, which
had its source among the devout, gives the following list of precepts: (1) Love thou the poor, and
be accessible to them ; (2) look always at those
who are beneath you, and gaze not at those who
are above you; (3) never solicit anything; from
any one ; (4) be loyal to thy kinsfolk, even if they
should vex you ; (5) always speak the truth, even

against her will
well.

A

when it is unpalatable ; (6) be not overawed in
the paths of Allah by the reviling of the reviler
(7) frequently cry aloud, 'There is no might or
power save by Allah,' for this comes forth from
the treasure which is hidden under God's throne.
Probably none of these pious counsels was more
fervently obeyed than the last we find it used as
a magic formula, as, e.g., in the Thousand and One
Nights. But in all likelihood the everyday life of
Islam was otherwise but little in harmony with
such ideal demands. The mass of the people paid
less attention to the Qur'an and the hadiths than
to the actual life lived by Muhammad in his
Medina period, when his love was given mainly
to women, and the objects of his hate and greed
were the unbeliever and their possessions. The
early annals of Islam, in fact, exhibit the chosen
servants of Allah as world-conquerors, who, whatever might be their hopes of heavenly reward,
were meanwhile wonderfully content with earthly
;

spoils.

the law. —To the true
3. Development of
Muslim, as to the devout Jew, religion means a
law which should control and regulate the whole
From the Oriental point of view, not
life of man.
only social, but also political life, is bound up in
the closest way with religion, and hence the Jewish
and Christian communities that secured toleration
and protection within the pale of Islam by paying
tribute always formed in a greater or less degree
an imperium in imperio. Thus, too, for the Muslim
community sacred and secular law are one, and this
universally, even under
holds good in theory
foreign domination, while the ideal is in some
measure realized under sovereigns who are of the
A knowledge of this law {Jiqh) a law with
faith.

—

—

religious sanctions

— has,

—

therefore, been all along

imperative upon every educated Muslim. Legally,
children under the age of seven, and, in practice,
women also for the most part— are exempt from
this requirement the former, because they cannot
has no single specific term for conscience,' but as yet discriminate between right and wrong, good
the thing itself is quite adequately connoted by and evil ; the latter, because, by ancient tradition,
such periphrases as unrest of heart.' According they are but fuel for the fire.
This law, then, as based upon the Qur'an and
to one highly esteemed hadith, ' virtue is [the sum
of] good qualities, iniquity is what disturbs the
the sunnah, and to some extent influenced by
soul, and what thou desirest others not to know
Roman jurisprudence, entered upon a process of
concerning thee.' The last clause certainly savours independent development. And just as some to
of conventionalism, but there are other traditions wit, six of the collections of traditions gradually
in which the requirement of inward sincerity is acquired a special prestige, so in Sunnite Islam
four schools or systems of the Jigh came to enjoy
more clearly expressed.
Shall I tell you what work stands higher
Thus, e.g. we read
canonical authority, even before the developinent
peace
almsgiving
?
is
to
make
fasting,
and
It
than all prayer,
Ever since
of the hadith had reached its term.
Of more avail [than ritual
or, again
between two enemies
that development took place in the first three
prayer] is the prayer which a man utters in his own house,
the Qur'an and the sunnah
where no one sees him but Allah, and which has no other centuries of Islam
motive than the desire to draw near unto Allah.' Another trahave become almost a dead letter except in matters
dition tells how a pious female devotee who was using insulting
of ritual, and their place in practical life has been
language towards her neighbour was consigned to hell by the
From the handbooks of its
Prophet whereas his Judgment regarding another woman, who taken by the law.
gave
the
needy
and
and
fasting,
but
to
schools and the decisions of its more distinguished
was negligent of prayer
never insulted her neighbour, was She is destined (or Paradise.'
contemporary exponents, the educated Muslim
The compassion of Allah is frequently set forth as a pattern for
learns what he must do and forbear to do. But
the faithful, and they are urged to the performance of pious
he learns likewise that the world, even the Muslim
works."'
According to a favourite and frequently quoted world, lies in wickedness, so that obedience to the
hadith, the best works are: (1) honour towards sacred law is possible only in a very limited degree,
and, at most, in the spheres of purely religious
parents
(2) not to take a niece in marriage
The tolerant Umobligation and of family life.
1 Bukharl, ed. Houdas and Mar^ais, ii. 209.
2 Cf. Charles C. Torrey, The Commercial-Theological Terms
ayyad dynasty (A.D. 661-750) is regarded by Muslim
in the Koran, Leyden, 1892.
historians as having been excessively worldly. But
< lb. i. 469.
3 Bukhari, ii. 61.
lb. ii. 11.
the Abbasids (from A.D. 750), though they adopted
6 Vorlesungen, p. Ii fl.
7 Jb. 44 fE.

—

:

'

'

—

—

,

'

:

'

;

:

'

—

;

'

;

—

—

;
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maxim that religion and government
are sisters, were not much better. In the most
numerous Muslim sect, the Shi'ites and elsewhere
the divergence between ruling governas well
ments and their subjects with regard to the law
the Persian

—

—

of making hypocrisy a virtue.
the doctrine of taqiyya ('prudence'),
according to which it is the primary duty of the
Shi'ite who sojourns in the land of the adversary
a very elastic term to disavow his convictions
by word and deed, for the sake of his personal
security and the welfare of his associates. Everywhere within the bounds of Islam, and at all
periods of its history, the discrepancy between
ideal law and actual practice has, on the one hand,
led to a policy of compromise on the part of the
majority, and, on the other, given rise to scruples

has had

tlje effect

We refer to

—

—

and

conflicts of conscience,

and

also to

numerous

attempts, under the leadership of a Mahdi, to
supersede a sinful and worldly regime by a better.
In Islam, accordingly, endeavours after moral and
religious reform are always involved with or acpolitical action.
The work of a
like General Booth, who, as leader of the Salvation Army, seeks to achieve moral and spiritual
results among Christian peoples, would be quite
impossible in Islam, unless he or his oflicers tried
at the same time to grasp the reins of political

companied by

man

power.

The historical development of Muslim jurisprudence cannot be dealt with in detail here, and it
must suffice to refer the reader to the works of
Goldziher, Snouck Hurgronje, and others (see the
Literature at end, and cf. art. LAW [Muhammadan]).
are meanwhile concerned with the Jiqh
only in so far as it bears upon ethical conceptions
and leaves room for the free expression of moral
life.
In this reference the most important point
is the classification of actions according to their
gradations of legal obligation, and here we find a
number of such arrangements more or less in agreement with one another. The most widely accepted
division has five legal categories, as follows
(1)
absolute duty (fard or wajib), embracing actions
the performance of which is rewarded and their
omission punished ; (2) commendable or meritorious
works (sunnah, mandub, or mustakabb), which are
rewarded, but their omission not punished (3) permitted actions {m^ibdh orjd'iz), which are legally indifferent (4) reprehensible actions (makruh), which
are disapproved of, but not punishable, by the law
(5) absolutely forbidden actions (karam), the doing

We

:

;

;

of

which

calls for

punishment.

As regards

the reference of each particular action
to its proper category in this arrangement, there
is, as might be expected, no imanimity among the
learned in Islam. The more easy-going moralists
among the sages of the law endeavour to make
out that certain forbidden actions are doubtful, i.e.
permissible, and certain obligatory actions merely
commendable. In general, the great regulative
principle is public opinion, i.e. the consensus of
the authoritative scholars of the day. This consensus (ijma) is binding upon the conscience not
merely in matters of faith, but also in the most
trifling details of daily life.
Yet, in spite of all,

many Muslims, whether from want

of

knowledge

or from want of will, order their lives by unauthorized 'dddt, or, what is accounted stiU worse, exercise their

own

discretion.

Further, the law is not uniformly binding upon
every one. It distinguishes between duties incumbent upon all {fard 'aid Vain) and obligations
which affect certain individuals only (fard 'alkifayah). The duty of taking part in the holy
war is an instance of the latter class.
Another distinction of importance is that between great and small sins a distinction elaborated

—

;

(Muslim)

largely in connexion with the doctrine of evidence,
which demanded that witnesses must be above reproach. Sins universally regarded as great are
murder, unchastity, misappropriation of money belonging to a ward, the taking of interest, the refusal
of zakdt, and the like.
To the class of small sins
are assigned such offences as taking part in unlawful games or listening to forbidden music.
As might be expected, the science of the law, in
dealing with such distinctions, frequently degenerates into an arid casuistry, or becomes a sophistry
which will enable one to cozen and defraud either
God or man. The letter of the law kills the spirit
An illustration of this will be found
of morality.
in the Thousand and One Nights, Night 296 ff. The
manner in which legal luminaries tone down the
prohibition of wine - drinking is set forth by
Goldziher, Vorlesungen iiber den Islam, p. 63 ff.
Islam found in
4. The development of doctrine.
the countries which it conquered not only legal and
political institutions, but also systems of doctrine
with more or less of an ethical element, as well as
a popular didactic literature. With the latter we
shall deal below (§ 6) of more immediate importance for the development of the Muslim doctrine of
faith are the speculations of Christian theologians.
factor of the utmost significance for later times
was the ethico-religious system of the Mu'tazilites
descendants of the Qadarites. This sect was
designated originally ' the people of the righteousness (of AUah), because tney held that Allah is
the Righteous One who rewards men according to
their deserts.
This was not a genuine Muslim
conception in the early days. The original conception of Allah and, somewhat spiritualized, it still
holds sway was that, as the Almighty, He is a
vengeance-breathing tyrant towards His enemies,

—

;

A

—

'

—

—

and an indulgent God
In His vengeance He

of

mercy towards His friends.

arbitrary ; in His love and
mercy, capricious. With many persons, no doubt,
this idea was a cause or a consequence of unprincipled conduct.
It was possible for a man to transgress the whole law and still remain a believer
confession to Allah in words, or even in thought
faith without works was all that was required.
Such was the teaching of the Murji'ites, who,
though they discriminated between small offences
and great sins, yet held that even the latter were
forgiven to the Muslim who but uttered the creed.
This MurjI'ite teaching was challenged by the
originally powerful sect of the Kharijites, who
have been called the puritans of Islam. They
looked upon the great sinner as an unbeliever, and
maintained that there is no true faith without
works. This view approximates to the Mu'tazilite
ethics, which might indeed be regarded as that of
the Kharijites mellowed by the influence of ChristiIt is
anity, and, subsequently, of philosophy.
certainly true that many of the early Mu'tazilites
the
importance
of
good
emphatically
on
insisted
works, and in this aspect they might be compared
with the Pelagians of the Christian Church. • They
were neither liberals in theology, nor libertines in
is

—

ethics.

Their speculations upon the Divine righteousness,
moreover, were closely connected with the question
No quite unequivocal teaching
of human freedom.
on this problem could be drawn from either the
Qur'an or the hadith ; nevertheless the devout
multitude was always inclined to believe in predestination. The idea that everything, not even
excepting evil and sin, is ordained and brought to
pass by Allah largely dominates the popular mind
The Qadarites and Mu'tazilites, on
to this day.
the other hand, affected probably by the dogmatic
controversies of the Eastern Church, preached the
1

Cf. R.

Strothmann, in Der Islam, ed. 0. H. Becker,

Straasburg, 1911, p. 60.
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doctrine of free will. In support of their position
they could appeal to certain passages of the CJur'an,
according to which Allah does not cause, but simply
allows, the sinner to go astray.
They held, accordingly, that man is the author of his own deeds, the
artificer of his own good or evil fortune, and that
Paradise or Hell lies within his own choice. Evil
and sin have their source in the human will whatsoever comes from Allah is necessarily good. Subsequently, indeed, they went as far as to say that
God can devise nothing but good, and must in all
things work for the welfare of His creatures. Here,
in effect, we have a theodicy, such as has frequently
been propounded from Plato's day, and as frequently
shattered by the monistic trend of faith or of reason.
The theodicy of theMu'taziliteswaa influenced even
in its early stages by Neo- Platonic ideas.
Their
doctrinal system resolved itself in time into a
rationalistic theology, with reason as its first principle the source, not only of knowledge, but also
of the laws of conduct.
It is reason, they held,
that distinguishes between good and evil.
The doctrine of free will became in this way a
rational determinism.
An action is good when
reason finds it good or beautiful ; an action is evil
when reason finds it evil or repulsive in short,
moral distinctions do not depend upon the will of
Allah.
Caprice thus gives place to knowledge,
authority to discernment, and obedience to reflexion.
Knowledge, discernment, reflexion it is
these, accordingly, that reveal to us what is in itself
good or evil. That which is in itself good is binding upon the will of God Himself, and thus involves
a limitation of both His omnipotence and His freedom. In order to leave room in human life for
a rational freedom and an individual sphere of
action, for self-determination and moral responsibility, Allah was represented as being conditioned
by the law of His being.
While the Mu'tazilite doctrines maintained their
position in ShI'ite literature, the orthodox party in
;

—

;

—

Sunnite Islam adopted a mediating position. They
would not cast the shadow of a doubt upon the
doctrine of God's omnipotence and unlimited freedom.
Human beings are absolutely dependent
upon Him their good purposes, their good works,
the ability to carry these into effect all flow from
Him, from His mercy and grace towards mankind.
Man, however, as was maintained by the orthodox
Ash'arite school, has power to appropriate God's
works, and it is this appropriation [kasb or iktisdb)
that constitutes the believer's sole merit. And
even his great and heinous sins do not make him
an unbeliever, so long as he does not believe, when
he commits them, that they are permitted.'
So long as the primi5. Ascetic-mystical ethics.
tive community of Islam remained comparatively
feeble, the Prophet's call to renunciation of the
world was generally complied with.
But this
state of matters did not last; the Arabs, with
their predatory instincts, soon learned to appropriate the world, and, in the succeeding generations, to enjoy it.
Caring little for supernal
rewards, they were in reality a military aristocracy, an oligarchy, in the empire.
In no long
time, however, the peoples whom they exploited
and laid under tribute began themselves to embrace Islam, thus creating a situation that demanded a new policy, even in moral and religious
matters. Here and there, moreover, a feeling of
satiety began to settle upon the luxurious classes
in both the older and the newer centres of culture,
and this in turn prepared the way for a system of
an ascetic morality which, it is true, had never
been entirely absent from Islam.
This ascetic
:

—

—

—

1

For the Mataridite theory, which

is

Ash'arites, cf. Macdonald, Development of

310 f.

akin to that of the

Muslim

Theology, p.

(Muslim)
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morality had special links of connexion with the
ideas of Christian monaMticism.

One characteristic feature of monastieisin, viz.
celibacy, was, however, alien to primitive Islam ;
nor has it ever at any time gained general recogni' There
tion.
is no monasticism in Isl^m
so the
Prophet is recorded to have said ; and in his later
years he showed by his example that woman may
De regarded merely as man s plaything.
The
asceticism preached in the earliest period, whatever its object was, actually served, however, as
a species of training for the soldiers of the faith.
It consisted in fasting and watching, and accorded
admirably with the performance of the ritual of
Erayer. But, when at a later day the ascetic spirit
ecame more widely diffused, the positive value of
the practice as a means of discipline was more and
more lost sight of in favour of a purely negative
renunciation. To mortify the flesh became the
cry.
Absolute trust in God led to quietism
in
'

—

:

God's hands man should be perinde ac cadaver.
The mystic eventually becomes a mere will-less
pauper, who accepts as a gift the alms he will not
ask or hold out his hand to take, and who fills his
feeble life with pious ceremonies.
Morality is
hardly to be looked for in such conditions. The
mendicant {faqlr) lives only for the moment and
for his God in relation to his contemporaries or to
posterity, he is as good as dead.
Yet it was but
the absolutely consistent application of his convictions that carried him to such extremes.
The ascetics, clothed in their coarse woollen
frocks (suf), sought to vindicate their manner of
life chiefly by appeal to passages in the NT.
sense of sin and a craving for penance were the
forces which largely helped to fill their ranks.
But amongst them were also a number of brooding
idlers, who began to speculate in Oriental fashion ;
and it was accordingly in Sufi' ism that the practice
of asceticism from about the 8th cent. A.D. onwards found a theoretical basis. Platonic-Pythagorean doctrines, gleaned from Hermetic and
Gnostic ^vritings, here joined hands with Indian
speculation.
Ascetic morality is always founded
upon the conviction that the human body is of little
value, if not indeed absolutely evil, or else a mere
phantasm ; while the soul, on the other hand, is
regarded as the essential element in human nature,
or at least as forming a stage of transition to the
higher life of the Spirit and of God. Thus the
;

A

—

—

supreme object of human endeavour is to free oneself from the bondage of sense, to purge the soul of
foul desire, and to become pure Spirit, or God not
merely God-like, but positively Divine. Stage by
stage does man advance on the paths of the soul.
By the use of intoxicants, by means of macerations
and of pious exercises sustained to the point of
ecstasy, the finite being dissolves in God, who is
viewed in the abstract manner of Pantheism as

—

pure light or absolute truth. The earthly life is of
value only in so far as it is animated by love to God

and aspiration after things above.
While every age in Islam has had its devout ascetics, men whose moral excellence cannot be disputed, this Sufi'ite fanaticism cannot claim any
high degree of moral approval. The Sufi'ites' fervent

God

no place for the practical love of
The aim of all their striving was,
not a moral life upon earth, but a fancied salvation
in Heaven.
Hence Sufi'ism, alike on its practical
and on its speculative side, inculcates poverty, selfhumiliation, and the surrender of personality these
were its supreme virtues, and could be best acquired
by living in a community under strict monastic discipline.
The individual members of such comlove of

left

their neighbour.

;

munities must yield unconditional submission to
their superior.
Moreover, the mystics were for the
most part at one with the dogmatists in repudiating

:
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the freedom of the will,^ and were sometimes even
more thoroughgoing in their denial. Likewise in
actual practice they went far beyond the jurists, so
that their mysticism consorted uncommonly well
with despotism of every kind.
From the beginning of the 9th cent. A.D. these
mystical and ascetic tendencies occasionally took
practical shape in coenobitisra, but not until the
11th cent, was there any extensive development of
a regular monastic system. This, while certainly
less highly elaborated than the system of Orders
in the Christian Church, had nevertheless much in
common with it. Those belonging to the Dervish
Orders have always been more highly esteemed in
Islam than the representatives of the law or the
governing classes, and many among them, both
male and female, are revered as saints. The
common people venerate them as miracle-workers
and medicine-men, as their mediators and advocates
with Allah.
The adherents of the ascetic-mystical morality
sought in various ways to adapt their views to the
official teaching of the law, or at least to reconcile
'hem with it. Of the two classes into which
numan actions were frequently divided, viz. deeds
of the bodily members and works of the heart,' the
Sufis not unnaturally gave preference to the latter.
"the extreme mystics regarded the outward act as
nothing more than a symbol of the inward sentiment, or else considered the obligations of the law
to be utterly beneath their notice, so that the extremes of abstemiousness and of sensual indulgence
might both be found in their ranks. Sects of pronounced mystical tendencies, such as the Isma'ilites, showed a special liking for the classification
'

'

'

mankind into grades. Obedience and sacrifice
were imperative only upon the common people and
brethren of low degree, while the initiated members
of the higher grades, or of the highest, were independent of every law.
Mystical sects and mystical tendencies have
always abounded in Islam. But, just as Sunnite
of

Islam had, besides its canonical collections of
and its schools of the fqh, an orthodox
system of theology, so it had also an orthodox
mysticism, the fullest exposition of which is found
in the writings of Ghazali (see § 7, below).
See
also art. Asceticism (Muslim), vol. ii. p. 99 ff.
6. Philosophical ethics.
Among the Arabs and
other Muslims a popular philosophy of morals,
at once international and interconfessional, is
found in their fables and proverbs suffice it to
refer to Luqman, the Arabian jEsop.
Luqman's
counsels to liis son, which in reality owe their
inspiration to Jewish-Christian and Hermetic
wisdom,' are often quoted in ethical and parenetic
Jjtadith

—

:

'

writings.
The literary genre, which is made up of moralistic aphorisms, and more especially of the maxims
of court politics found in the various ' Mirrors for
Magistrates,' bulked largely in Persian literature,
consisting partly of translations from Indian
originals.
Even to-day this type of literature
maintains a certain popularity, and is highly
esteemed among the cultured classes of Persia.
The earliest known representative of this Persian
school is 'Abdallah ibn al-Muqaffa' (executed c. A.D.
who translated the Paiichatantra from
757),
Pahlavi into Arabic.
His al-Durra al-yatlma,
printed in Cairo and Beirut, is a short ' Mirror
for Magistrates,' with rules for prudent behaviour
at court and jpolite intercourse among friends. In
his introduction, after circumspectly assigning the
supreme place to faith and the avoidance of great
sins, he eulogizes the following virtues
temperance, courage, liberality, and proficiency in discourse and business. It is the morality of worldly1 But see ERE i. 13.
:

(Mtisliin)

wise politicians and merchants, and

is

thoroughly

typical of this class of literature.'
much larger and more elaborately systematized contribution comes, through Syrian channels,
from the philosophical literature of Greece. Collections of biographies, with supplements of moral

A

aphorisms, testaments, letters, etc., were very
popular. Pseudepigraphic writings, especially of
the Hermetic type, were extensively circulated.
Works of Plato and Aristotle, as also compositions
falsely ascribed to them, found great favour among
philosophers in the stricter sense. Thus Plato's
Republic was translated by Uunain ibn Ishaq as the
Kitab al-siyasa, and forms the main source of the
doctrine of the soul (trichotomy) and of the four
cardinal virtues which appears in many Muslim
writers on ethics. To Plato also were ascribed a
treatise on the education of children (Adab alsibydn), and a testament (wasiya) addressed to

own writings, Arabic
from the Nicomachean
which is said to have
been translated by the afore-named ^unain or by
Extant quotations
his son Ishaq ibn Hunain.
from this work show traces of Neo-Platonic redacAristotle.
Of Aristotle's
authors refer to and quote
Ethics {Kitab al-akhlaq),

tions.

These and other translated works of the kind
helped to mould the development of Mu'tazilite
and Sufi'ite ethics. But it was only in the limited
circles of sectaries or of scholars and persons of
culture that ethical doctrine attained the more independent status of a philosophical science ('iim alakhlaq). Conformably to the scholastic Aristotelian tradition current in the East, philosophy was
defined as ' a knowledge of the essence of things
and a doing of the good.'^ The theoretical side
was invariably discussed more exhaustively than
the practical, but the latter also received attention
from those who dealt with morals and politics as
more or less independent of each other.
But it was the pseudepigraphic writings of a
spiritualistic and an ascetic and edifying character
that produced the most powerful effects in this
sphere. These writings were often supplemented
by astrological speculations, according to which the
natural temperament and even the moral constitution of human beings are conditioned by the influence of the stars. The felicity of man was
believed to consist in his being delivered from
matter and exalted to the pure spirit- world of the
higher spheres. This type of ethics, pervaded by
metaphysico-psychological speculation, has left a
characteristic deposit in the eclectic writings of
the 'Pure Ones' or 'Brethren of Purity' {Ihwdn
as-Safd).

In the system of the Brethren of Purity, the
moral nature of man is determined by the following
four causal agencies. (1) The bodily structure
the body is composed of the four elements, and a
person whose body contains, say, much earth will
be harsh and greedy, while another, with a large
proportion of water in his body, will be gentle and
gracious, and so on.
those who live
(2) Climate
in a northern climate have more courage than
those of southern lands. (3) Education. (4) The
influence of the stars
and this, indeed, is the
most powerful of all, since the other three are
dependent upon it. Even education, which superposes something upon the natural constitution, is
affected by the heavenly bodies and relative positions.
All this holds good of the first stage of
human nature, the stage of natural morality, in
which conduct is instinctively good or bad. But
the soul can raise itself above nature, and in the
second or psychical stage, where man has freedom
:

;

1 Of. also the will of a merchant in The Thousand atid Otis
Sights, Night 308 ff.
" See Mafiltilt, ed. van Vloten, Leyden, 1895, p. 132 £.
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of choice, his deeds are praised or blamed according
Should a man roach tlio third
to their quality.
/Stage
that of rational deliberation he acts either
Finally, the
(visely or foolishly, nobly or basely.
fourth or highest stage is that of the IJivine
cosmic order {ndmus) conformed to by godly

—

—

prophets and holy angels, and a man is rewarded
or punished according as he does or does not associate himself with them in the endeavour to become,
as far as in hira lies, like God.
The path by which this mystic goal of life is to
be reached, according to the Bretliren of Purity,
The supreme virtue,
is the practice of asceticism.
the yearning after things above, or the love that
presses towards God, must manifest itself upon
earth in a pious endurance of, and indulgence to,
Man thereby
all creatures, even the animals.
wins freedom from sensual passion here, and hereBut, if a
after the ascent to the eternal light.
man does not in this life purge himself of bodily
desire, and persists in ' foolish slumber and careless sleep,' he remains after death hovering in the
air, trammelled and drawn downward by his fleshly
passions.
Hell is simply this life in time, whether
on the earth or in the air ; Paradise, on the other
hand, is the eternal world of the celestial spheres

to which pure souls ascend.
All men, according to the teaching of the
Brethren, are imperfect, though in diflerent degrees.
But the sum-total of good qualities is found in the
absolutely perfect man, who has the characteristics
of the Platonic Idea and the 'wise man' of the
The Sunnite mystics find the perfect man
Stoics.
{insdn kamil) in Muhammad ; the Shi'ites in Ali
or Uusain. The Pure Ones are less definite in
their choice, and apart perhaps from the Imam
of the age,' whom they greatly honour it is rather
Socrates and Christ that win their enthusiastic
homage. In their estimation the ideal of reason
was realized in Socrates, and the law of love in
Christ
and it is these great ones, accordingly,
whom they seek to emulate. In the interests of this
imitatio they concede a relative value to the earthly
life in the flesh
the body should be guarded and
cared for, so that the soul may have time for its

—

'

—

;

;

full

development.
of the

Pure Ones

is

a mystical

intelleetualism.
It is found— in a somewhat less
fantastic form, no doubt also in the so-called
Aristotelians of Islam, from al-Kindi to Ibn Rushd.
In keeping with the character of their sources,
these thinkers set to use Aristotle's own words
the dianoetic virtues above the ethical. Thus, e.g.,
in the Apophthegmata Philosophorum of Uunain ibn
Ishaq the highest good is identified with the sound
understanding. Wit and shrewdness, talent and
sagacity, are put on a higher level than goodness
and rectitude. Such, too, is the spirit which per-

—

—

vades nearly all the adab writings ('the doctrine
of good or elegant manners ') of the Arabs often,
indeed, mere compilations of extracts, and having
hardly the slightest concern with ethics and

—

morality.
counterpoise to the extravagances of mysticism was provided by the supreme Aristotelian
principle oi the mean the doctrine of the liea&nis,
which was introduced into Islam at an early period.
The Mu'tazilite al-Jahi? (f A.D. 869) writes as
Divine religion approves the conduct of
follows
him who neither does too little, nor performs too
of
the
Good.' • Some professed to find the
much,
doctrine in the Qur'an (cf. ii. 137, Thus have we
made you an intermediate people '). The principle
of the mean came at length to permeate both the
popular conception of morality and the ethical
science of jurists and philosophers and it was also
combined especially among the latter with the
1 Goldziher, Muh. Stud., HaUe, 1889-90. u. 397 ff.

A

—

'

'

—
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Platonic doctrine of the four cardinal virtues (ao(pla,
ffutppoffui'rj, SiKatotrOi'tj).
As early as the
9th cent. A.u., in the writings of the Alu'tazilite
author Dawud ibn Marwfin al-Maqammis, we find
mention of the Platonic series of virtues, which
thereafter, with occa.sional modifications in the
order and grouping, gained general currency.'
The most notable representative of Neo-rlatonic
eclecticism in Muslim ethics is Ibn Maskawaih
(t A.D. 1030), physician, philologist, and historian,
who was the treasurer and friend of Sultan 'Adudaddaula, and ranks as an orthodox Muslim. It is
true that his ethical doctrine (Tahdlnb al-akhlaq,
the improvement of morals '), like that of the Pure
Ones, shades ofi' into mysticism, but it is free from
Its underlying psychastrological accretions.
ology, and, indeed, the structure of the system as
Platonic,
though
in matters of detail
a whole, is
the author quotes frequently from Aristotle, aa
well as from Socrates, Hippocrates, Galen, and
al-Kindi.
The work is divided into six (or seven)
parts and may he outlined as follows
1. By way of introduction we have a Platonizing doctrine ot
the soul. The soul is of a spiritual nature, and, as an indedvdpela.,

'

:

pendent and immortal entity, stands on a higher plane than
the mutable substance of the body. It finds its peculiar sphere
of action in the sciences (dianoetic virtue).
After enumerating

—

—

the parts of the soul desire, impulse, and reason the work
specifies the four principal virtues prudence or temperance,
courage, wisdom, and the combination of the three in justice.
The virtues, with their various sub-species, are then defined,
liberality being treated more elaborately in a special paragraph.
Liberality is thereafter frequently mentioned along with the
cardinal virtues, and in one passage it actually takes the place
of wisdom.
Each of these virtues is then defined on the
Aristotelian principle, i.e. as the mean between two vices,
justice itself being placed midway between doing wrong and
suflering wrong. As regards prudence, however, a defect is
said to be better than an excess, while as regards liberality the
reverse holds good.
ii. The second section treats of man's natural disposition, of
habituation, and education. Ibn Maskawaih adopts Galen's idea
that a few men are good by nature, some become good by
practice, and very many remain evil to the last.
Parts of the
chapter on the education of children recall Plato's Republic,
as, e.g., the assertion that moral education should precede instruction in mathematics and other sciences while the ancient
Arabic poetry is to be treated as having a harmful influence
on children. This section discusses also the rules of good
breeding.
ill. The third division of the work treats of the supreme good
and the supreme happiness (evSaiy^ovta). The supreme good is
interpreted absolutely or objectively it is eternal and the same
for all, and hence it is probably identical with the Deity.
Happiness, on the other hand, is defined subjectively it has
various gradations, corresponding to differences among individuals.
The supreme happiness is attained in the closest
possible approximation to the supreme good, i.e. in becoming
as like God as is possible for man. But there are innumerable
gradations of human happiness, and hence also innumerable
degrees of human virtue or efficiency. The measure of realization appropriate to each individual constitutes his virtue and
determines his happiness. It is, therefore, best for all to live
in the State.
a moral and happy life in the community
Monasticism is not virtue. So long as man remains man, i.e.
is composed of body and soul, so long does his happiness remain
incomplete without the satisfaction of his bodily wants. Nevertheless, the psychical or purely spiritual enjoyments are the
most perfect, since they are the most enduring. The doctrine
of the bodily resurrection and the sensual delights of Paradise
is treated by this theory with polite silence.
iv. This section deals specially with justice.
Aristotle likewise had devoted a whole book of his Ethics to this virtue.
Two circumv. Here the themes are love and friendship.
stances, viz. that Aristotle had allotted two books (viii. and ix.)
to the discussion of friendship, and that love occupies a leading
place in the Neo-Platonic system, have conspired to give this
part of the treatise a somewhat prolix character. A notable
feature of the section is the endeavour to invest religious duties
with moral significance. Thus the daily liturgical prayers of
the Muslims, which the sunnah ranks far above solitary prayer
in the silent closet or the monk's cell ; the meeting of dwellers
in cities with the inhabitants of the surrounding districts at the
two official festivals of the year the flocking of pilgrims each
once in his lifetime from all countries to Mecca these things,
as enjoined by the law, foster the sense of brotherhood and the
universal love of mankind.
vi. The concluding section (sometimes divided, as vi. and vii.)
discusses the health and sickness of the soul. The diseases of
the soul are the eight vices the afrfV" of the four cardinal
virtues and their sub-species. Of the four pairs of vices only
one the excess and defect of courage is handled in detail, its
:

;

;

The moral theory
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—
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;

—

:

—

—

Goldziher, Kitdb ma'dni al-nafs, Berlin, 1907, p. 18*
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extremes bein^ presumption or foolhardiness, and cowardice
or want of spirit, with their sub-species. But the actual vices
are dealt with less thoroughly than the affections from which
tbey spring^anger and grief, and their varieties.
Thtis far Ibn Maskawaih and philosophical
ethics.
The Platonic-Pythagorean features of the
theory, i.e. its dualistic psycnology and its hyperphysical morality, found special favour among the
mystics, while, on the other hand, the scholars of
the hadith and the Jiqh, as well as the dialectical
theologians (the Mutakallim) and the rationalistic
writers, gave the preference to the Aristotelian

elements.

—

The ethical system
7. The ethics of Ghazali.
of the great theologian Abu 5amid al-Ghazali
(A.D. 1059-1111) merits separate treatment, more
especially as he is the final authority for orthodox
Islam.
In his case life and doctrine are onerooted in his o^vn personality. He was delivered
from the snare of vain learning and worldly ambition by becoming convinced of the truth and moral
power of Islam. In Islam he holds single-handed a
position corresponding to that shared by Augustine
and Aquinas in the Christian Church.
Ghazali's moral philosophy is the synthesis of
the various doctrines which we have passed in review. He is also acquainted with philosophical
ethics, i.e. the doctrines of the four cardinal virtues
and of the mean. These he expounds in his Mlzdn
al-amal, probably one of his early works, and we
find traces of them also in his later mystical ^vritings.
Thus the narrow bridge which leads to
Paradise (Sirat), and the scales in which the deeds
of men are weighed (mizan), he interprets esoterically as the true mean of virtue, just as many
Mu'tazilites and speculative Sufis had done.
Ignoring the actual sequence of history, he maintains that the philosophers borrowed their ethical
theories from devout Siifis. Such might certainly
be said of his own system, as it is saturated with
and held together by the spirit of Suf i'ism, and is intelligible only in the light of the mystics' doctrine
of stages (the corporeal earthly life ; the sensuous
psychical intermediate stage ; the spiritual celestial life ; the being of God).
Ghazali's theory is,
in point of fact, a mysticism that vitalizes the law
and doctrine of Islam, as is Ladeed clearly indicated
by the title of his greatest work, Ihyaulum al-din,
i.e. 'the revivification of the religious sciences,'
dealing with living religion or the religious life.
Faith without works was in his view a dead faith.
Eeligion must be an experience of the soul, and
must manifest itself in works. 'He who knows
and acts accordingly shall be called great in the
kingdom of Heaven.'
The relation between faith and works, knowledge and action ('ilm and 'amal), had formed the
theme of much speculation before Ghazali's time.'
The philosophic school, and even the mystics, were
all more or less influenced by the intellectualism
of Greek ethics.
Correct thmking was preferred
before good conduct. Action, moreover, was restricted to the present life, i.e. it was deemed of
value only as a preparation for a higher life while
perfection or salvation in the hereafter was thought
of as a state of pure knowledge, not indeed without joy, but certainly without action.
With
Ghazali, however, as with the mystics, the relation in question is complicated by the introduction
of a third factor. Between knowledge ('ilm) and
action ('amal) he places the state of the soul (Ml),
a condition akin to emotion, and having a propensity to good or evil conduct.
AVe have thus
a sequence of three causally connected elements
knowledge gives rise to an affective volition, and
this in turn produces action.
In connexion with these explanations, the
extreme intellectualism (gnosticism) of the phUo1 C31. Goldziher, Kitdb ma'dni al-^nafSf p. 54* ff.
;

(Muslim)

who assert that knowledge without consequent action is better than action without knowledge of the grounds of action is assailed by Ghazali
sophers

as sheer folly. Nevertheless, we trace the influence
of the philosophical-dogmatic tradition in his own
predilection for knowledge, even though he thereby means knowledge of the religious sciences.
For him, too, the perfection of the pure spirit
consists in intuitive knowledge, i.e. the beatific
vision of God.
In the first book of the Ihyd he
fully discusses knowledge
the religious knowledge that is profitable for the life beyond, and is
' a work
of the heart ; and in the second book he
deals with the knowledge of religious doctrine as
man's primary obligation. Keligions knowledge,
or true doctrine, is in fact the tree whose branches
are the various states of the soul (ahwal), and
whose fruits are good deeds.
Ghazali agrees with the Ash'arite school in
teaching that the merit of man's action lies in his
appropriation or assimilation (iktisab) of Divine
action.
The life of the soul, with its activities,
stands midway between the absolute freedom of
the Divine will and the absolute necessity of bodily
and earthly existence. The moral disposition can
be improved by education and asceticism. Such
is Ghazali's theory.
But his truly religious spirit

—

'

kept him from sajdng much about human freedom,
Allah is omnipotent,

or even about human ability.
and acts as it pleases Him.

He

will assuredly lay

on any soul no burden beyond its power for so it
is written in the Qur'an (vii. 40)
but He might
without injustice demand from His servants what
they could not give. He is in no sense bound to
have regard to the welfare of His bondslaves.
These and similar statements, however, should be
;

;

interpreted as in the first instance polemical, being
directed against the Mu'tazilites, and may be regarded as so much theorizing.
shall perhaps
best succeed in doing justice to the spirit of
Ghazali's system by setting forth his view as
follows
the material world of the body is the
sphere of absolute necessity, where God's omnipotent will is all in all ; in the realm of the sensuous and psychical, a relative freedom must be
recognized; in the kingdom of pui'e spirit, there
is a return to absolute necessity
the law of love,
which is at the same time absolute freedom.
Passing, however, from these vague and in
relation to the system as a whole certainly
esoteric speculations, we shall find it of more

We

:

—

—

—

utility to make a brief examination of his
principal ethical work, the Ihya 'ulum al-din.
The work is in four parts, each comprising ten books. 1 The
first part discusses religious duties in the narrower sense
('ibdddt) ; the second, the duties of social and political life
I'dddt) and in both parts the substance and its arrangement
are taken mainly from books of the JiadUh and the Jiqh. The
third part sets forth that which perverts the soul, and its renunciation of the world the fourth, that which saves the soul,
and its return to God. This second half (the third and fourth
parts) is based upon the manuals of ascetic ^iifi'ism but to the
author alone belongs the credit of the excellent selection of
material, as also of its arrangement and synthesis. In the first
half of his work, for instance, he does not deal with the religious
duties and the social and political institutions of Islam in the
purely external and casuistical manner of most teachers of the
Jiqh, but expounds their mysteries (a^ar), i.e. their import
for the inner spiritual life, and with special regard to the hereafter.
If he begins, as books of the hadith and the jiqh usually
do, with ceremonial purity, he immediately makes reference to
the purity of the heart, the innermost recesses of which, when
it has renounced every vice, are free from all that is not God.
The same thing holds good of the ritual of prayer, to the outward forms of which inward experience alone lends plenary
;

;

;

'

He

'

—

deals with religious prayer prayer in the
with such pious practices as the recitation
full.v than with the ceremonies prescribed by the law. At the same time he never forgets to urge
that outward compliance with the law is imperative upon all
primarily, no doubt, upon the people in general, but no less upon
those who occupy a higher spiritual level. The lower stage must
significance.

—and

proper sense

of the Qur'an,

much more

1 The reader should note this enumeration, as in mystical
writings such numbers are never without significance.
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always be morped in tho hipher, and in the lij^lit of tiiia fact
Otiazali combiiiuH Uie dJHtincLion made by tho Jiqh between Jarij,
al-'ain and j'ani cU-ki/di/ah with the doctrine of stages propounded by Neo-i'Iatonic i^ufi'iara. So, e.g., in regard to faatmg,
the fourth of the religious duties in tho first stage, as obligatory
all believers it means abstinence from food, drink, and the
enjoyments of love in tho second, it signifies refraining from
(Inally,
sins
of the bodily members the eye, the ear, etc.
the
in tho third stage, attained only by the few, fasting implies the
of
all
that
is
not
God.
tlio
world
and
abnegation
of
heart's
Ghazali's ethical theory is thus, as refjards its ideal, out and
a later work (Minhdj
out ascetic. Divine service, as he says
meritorious action and
al-'dbidin), has two sides a positive
the
warfare against tho
abandonment
of
sin,
or
negative
a
the
The negaevil world, the creatures, Satan, and the sinful self.
On certain
tive side is the more excellent the higher stage.
points Ghazali baa some difficulty in narmonizing his theory
In the Iliyd, e.g., he raises the question
with tradition.
whether marriage or celibacy is the more excellent way. His
each has its advantages and disadvantages,
that
first answer is
and neither is expedient for every one. But he inclines, in condoctrine
of stages and the practice of his later
with
hia
formity
life, to hold that, while marriage is good, celibacy is better.
whether in that case Jeaus was not
then
arises
The question
superior to Muhammad. Ghazali's answer, which may at a
reconciled
with
the
theory of stages, is that, while the
pinch be
celibate life is intrinsically the better not for everybody, of
of
all,
as
in
Mu1>ammad's
case, is to be married
course the best
and at the same time to be aa the unmarried, i.e. to live always
in the presence of God and to be auaceptive of His manifestationa.
Had our moralist dealt in earnest with this idea, hia
system would have assumed a very different character. But his
ascetic temperament, while he does not put it forward as the
norm for all, dominates the entire work, alike aa regards its
structure and as regards hia selection of the Jewish, Christian,
and Muslim traditions which he so plentifully introduces for the
;

upon

;

—

—

:

—

;

m

;

—

—

—

edification of his readers.
At the end of the second part of the Ihyd, i.e. afterthe religious and the social duties have been discussed, Ghazali utters
a panegyric upon Mubammad as the standard of human virtue,
and commends him as a pattern for human conduct. The beauty
of his outward appearance and the grace of his speech are highly
extolled, as are also his marvellous deeds. Of all men, moreover, he was the most affable, the bravest, the most just, the

most temperate, and the most generous he was chaste and
modest above all others at once reserved and frank, straightlorward and without dissimulation one saw the anger in his
face simple and kindly in his whole manner of life.
The second half of the lliyd (parts three and four^ carries ua
far beyond this imitation of Muhammad as a historical person,
Man's perfection and happiness,' as Ghazali expresses
at least.
;

;

—

;

—

'

himself elsewhere,! consista in endeavouring to reproduce the
characteristics of God and in adorning himself with the true
essence of Hia attributes.' It is only the soul of man that lies
in his heart his distinctive spiritual
in the snare of sense
nature—he is the image of God. So the first book of the third
part deals with the wonders of the heart, and the second book
with the virtues of the soul. It is in this second book that philosophical ethics the doctrines of the cardinal virtues and of the
mean are discussed. Here, however, Ghazali, following Plato,
remarks that justice has but one antithesis, viz. injustice. The
chief virtue is said to be wisdom, which was not mentioned at
'

;

—

—

—

the sketch of the Prophet's character referred to above.
superficial way in which the Platonic and Aristotelian doctrines are attached to the work appears also from the fact that
they have no further influence on the contents of parts iii. and
iv.
The third part discusses, on the basis of the Platonic jisychology, the purification of the spirit from carnal and psychical
lusts ; and the fourth, its turning towards God by means of reall in

The

pentance and fear, patience and thankagiving, and absolute
truat culminating in union with Him in love. The last book of
all is a Tneditatw mortis, in which the dying experiences of
Muhammad and the four orthodox Khallfs are set forth as
examples. Parts liL and iv. have little to do with ethicsin the
modern sense, but they contain valuable observations in the
Bphere of religious psychology.

The Ihyd as a whole might be described as the
ethics of a pastor. Ghazali considers that men
Only a few, he
require such a counsellor.
remarks, are perfect by nature : such are Jesus,
prophets.
All others
John the Baptist, and other
are weak, and require prophetic guidance, which,
after the death of the prophets, is adjusted to
human nature in various ways. Consequently
Ghazali thinks it advisable that men should place
themselves under the spiritual care of a shaikh,
as was done in the religious Orders. The numerous
religious brotherhoods in Islam, which have a vast
influence among the masses especially in North
even to the present day, may find a
Africa
warrant for their existence in his words. But it
may justly be doubted whether their moral influence upon the people has realized the hopes of the
great theologian.

—

—
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Tlie principles of Ghazali are very characteriBtic
the peculiar nature of Oriental civilization.
Neither philo.sopher nor devout ray.stic has in thi.H
sphere ever been able to attain fully to the thought
Tlie Orient lacks the
of moral self-development.
vital idea of autonomy, and of a super-personal
law which, written on men's hearts, is binding
of

Although in the East an all but
upon all.
immutable law has been in operation for centuries,
changes of^ dynasties and rulers
frequent
yet the
nave ever and anon been attended with intervals
An imperative law is thus always
of anarchy.
associated in the popular mind with a particular
ruler and those who represent him in secular or
There has as yet been little scope
sacred things.
for individual freedom or personal initiative in any
sphere of life. The populace submit to the secular
power, or to the shaikh of an Order, or to the
Hidden Imam,' or to some one who claims to be
for neither in social and political
the Mahdi
affairs nor in the sphere of religion and etnics can
they do without a leader.
For centuries the
8. The period after Ghazali.
instability of Oriental life has been hedged round
by a remarkable stability of doctrine. Since the
'

;

—

13th cent. A.D. Islam has been content to study
The
of the ancients.
writings of the earlier ages are constantly being
re-issued in lithographed or printed editions not
as mere scientific curiosities, but as real steppingstones to learning ; and this is true also in the
sphere of ethics.
In Ghazali orthodox speculation reaches its
culminating point, and in the sphere of religious
But other
learning his influence is immense.
The masses still
factors continued to operate.
clung devoutly to their adat, teachers of the fiqh
did not discard their casuistry, while many philosophers and speculative Sufis ignored the law in
its outward foi-m (antinomianism).
Ethics ['ilm al-akhlaq) could make no further
advance in Islam as an independent science.
People found their moral doctrme in the compendiums of the le^al schools, or in some guidebook to the Suf I'ite life, or in the manuals of good

and expound the teachings

—

Books of the lastbreeding {aclab literature).
named class found special favour in secular circles.
In Persia there exists a marked predilection for the
teachings of the ancient poets, and, in particular,
An illustration
for the didactic verses of Sa'adl.
of the way in which ethics has been incorporated
with the adab literature is found in the Adab
al-dunya wal-din of Aba 'l-5asan al-MawardI
A.D. 1058).
This work, which was written before Ghazali's day, is still
used in the higher schools of Stambul, where it serves aa a
treasury of quotation for the young. After passing the timehonoured encomiums upon reaaon and knowledge, it givea a
profusion of aphorisms, uttered by devout scholars, poets, and
sages regarding religion, the world, and the soul. The section
that treata of the secular life beara the impress of Aristotelian
ideas, while the closing section, dealing with the morals of the
soul, shows an ascetic strain, and singlea out for special commendation such virtues as humility, meekneaa, veracity, and
contentment. Its counsels are regarded in the same light as in
the 11th cent., when Mawardi compiled them, i.e. as so many
(t

fine aayinga.

This continuity of doctrine is certainly a reEven those who have in modern
fact.
times tried to introduce reforms into Islam
appeal for support to the ancient teachings.
This is specially true of the Wahhabi movement,
which sprang up about the middle of the 18th
century ; it aimed at restoring Islam to its pristine

markable

and denounced in puritanical fashion all
innovation, the use of tobacco and similar indulgences, the luxury of cities, and the worship of
saints.
Of greater significance than this Arabian
attempt to restore the past is the Persian BabI
movement (see Bab, BSbIs), which took its rise
It was in
atiout the middle of the 19th century.

state,

—a

—
;
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associated with ancient mystical ideas,

and trafficked in all manner of magical trumpery,
speculations about numbers and letters, etc. It
has latterly assumed a more progressive aspect,
and now advocates the emancipation of women and
the brotherhood of all classes and religions. To
the present writer, however, it seems highly
questionable whether the flaccid mystical utterances of the BabI prophets are capable of effecting
anything in the face of Oriental despotism on
behalf of a free and active morality. Some look
more hopefully to the revival of Mu'tazUito teaching, more especially in British India, where its
best-known exponent is Syed Ameer 'All. This
movement, however, presents but few of the typical
features of Islam, and is scarcely to be distinguished
from a liberal form of Christianity.
Here, indeed, we have lit upon the character-

—

—

istic

feature of present-day Islam.

The

culture of

Europe and America, with Christian customs and
moral ideas in its train, is forcing its way on every
hand into Muslim countries, and by means of education and the press is asserting itself everywhere,
with the possible exception of Afghanistan and
Morocco.
The movement is meanwhile largely
confined to scientific and technical learning, which
assimilated in a somewhat superficial fashion
but whether it will prove fruitful, not only in the
economic, but also in the ethical and the social and
political spheres, the future alone can decide.
We have now dealt with the
9. Moral life.
foundations and the growth of moral conceptions
in Islam ; and, although much obscurity still rests
upon the subject, we have found it possible, with
the help of the extant literature, to trace the main
lines of ethical development.
much more difficult question, and one, indeed, that must probably
remain in great part unanswered, is that concerning the actual moral life of the people. What was
its character, and how did it compare with moral
is

—

A

doctrine ? Law and doctrine may often act as incentives to good conduct, but they are oftener
simply the conscious reflex of actual morality, and
sometimes but the drapery which hides the hypocrisy beneath.
Our main concern is the people's
actual mode of life, and our knowledge of this is

very defective.
It has already been remarked that the sacred
law, alike in its original form and in its later
expansion, has to a great extent the weight only
of an ideal canon law ; as a rule, the people
restricted their observance of it to purely religious
duties and the provisions regarding family life.
The sentiments and practices of daily life were
largely conditioned by racial character, by circumstances, by occupation in a word, by the stage of
civilization that had been attained by society or
the individual. A detailed history of the morality
of Oriental society could such a work be written
at all, and as yet there is an almost complete lack
of competent preliminary studies in this field
would have to depict a vast variety of phenomena,
such as, for instance, the various gradations by
which nomadism passed into permanent habitation,
and, in city life, the practice of confining the
inhabitants to certain quarters or streets, according
to their creed, nationality, or trade.
The fact that differences in nationality and
occupation involve differences in moral characteristics and conduct has attracted attention from
ancient times.
Thus, according to an early
Muslim tradition,
pride and haughtiness are
among the people of horses and camels, the
shouters, and the tent - dwellers, but modesty
(sakina) among keepers of cattle.' '
stUl greater
contrast, and one that pervades the whole course
of Muslim history, is that between the predatory

—

—

'

A

1
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semi-nomads and the owners and leaders of city
caravans, whose great concern is security of travelling and the undisturbed enjoyment of their gains.
The largely inartificial customs of the former are
very different from the more comfortable life of
townspeople. This more luxurious mode of life
was condemned by official Islam, which, however,
was long unable to restrain the merchants of the
Syrian cities a gay and humorous class of people
from their wine-bibbing and other self-indulgent
habits.
In Persia this restriction never proved
effective in any real sense.
The Arabs did not
succeed in assimilating the national character of
the Persians to their own, just as they faUed
afterwards with the Turks and the Mongols. In
the polemical literature evoked by the struggle
between Arabs and Persians in the 2nd and 3rd
centuries A.H., neither side failed to pass judgment
upon the qualities of the other, and, as we might
expect, each judged with all the bias of mutual
animosity. Such estimates must, of course, be
utilized with the utmost caution.
It will be well
also to be somewhat sceptical regarding the
jeremiads emanating from teachers of the law, as
the class to which they belong has been prone in
every age and among all peoples to proclaim the
utter wickedness of a world that did not tally with
their sacred ideals, or submit to their personal
rapacity.
Our best course will be to avail ourselves
of incidental observations found in poetry, in
narrative literature, in historical writings, and
books of travel; while for recent times we may
have recourse to ethnographical works. As regards
the polite literature, in particular, we must certainly
bear in mind that the poets, in their vainglory, are
wont to magnify out of all measure both their own
sybaritism and the munificence of their exalted
patrons. Muhammad himself had it revealed to
him that poets do not really do what they say
and the East has never lacked an abundant supply

—

—

of poets.

When we examine the representations of
manners given by the ancient poets in the Kitab
al-Aghdni and The Thousand and One Nights, we
see little indication of a rigorous conformity to the
law, or of a profound and vital morality.
generally find ourselves in the sprightly and
voluptuous society of princes and merchants
society whose basis is largely sordid gain, and
whose life revolves round ' wine, woman, and song.'
These people know the moral code by heart. They
also indulge in pious meditations of an ascetic and
mystical tendency, but only by way of rhetorical
embellishment. At a very early date, even in the
holy city of Mecca, then at the Umayyad court in
Damascus, and subsequently in the Abbasid city
of Baghdad in Cordova, Cairo, and other less
important centres of Muslim culture we find,
under the mask of religion, a most worldly mode
of life among the higher classes of society.
Their
morality had always much in common with the
popular ideas expressed in fables and proverbs
i.e. it was altogether mundane.
shall search
the fables of Luqman in vain for any mention of
God or the hereafter. Death, which in religious
and mystical ethics is always hailed as a deliverer,
appears, conformably to the common sentiment,
in The Thousand and One Nights, as the ' destroyer
of all delights.
The enjoyment of life is at once the
ideal of popular literature and the grand concern
of educated society. To acquire wealth in the
easiest possible way often by means of magic and
to squander it in pleasure, to go in quest of adventures as a cunning thief, a robber, or a warrior, in
most cases, however, as a travelling merchant who is
a favourite of fortune such were the visions which,
designed originally to captivate the imagination,
many endeavoured to realize in practice. Here,

We

—

—

—
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'

—
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in fact, we find a society that fostered the virtues
of worldly wisdom, polite intercourse, tolerance,
and business initiative, and at the same time
practised the old and prevalent vices in more
refined forms.
The higher ranks in Muslim
countries, even in cities of more recent foundation,
became infected under the influence, it must be
conceded, of Byzantine and Persian ideas with
the vices of the Kifaidoi, who were in great demand
as musicians and singers, as also with all the mischiefs attendant upon the practice of keeping

—

—

harims and eunuchs.
Tlie civilization of Muslim lands, in the first
three or four centuries of its development, reached
a height that it never again attained after the
irruption of the Turks and the Mongols. In the
cultivation of science and art, in the refinement of
manners, in the systematic provision for the treatment of illness and for other public services, it
was, as far down as the 12th cent. A.D., and in
part even later, in advance of Christendom and the
West. In intelligence and outward culture the
Muslim showed himself superior to the Crusader,
but whether he stood higher also in an ethical
respect it is not easy to decide. What was morally
good in him was nurtured and cultivated in secret,
and, when it was exercised with the supercilious
and ironical air of a Saladin, it was perhaps no
longer good at all. But, be this as it may, it is
certain that in a moral aspect the Muslim world,
even as it exists to-day, is rather to be compared
to leave absolute standards out of account
altogether with mediaeval Europe than with the
conditions of our modem civilization. In order to
put the matter in a clearer light, and in view of the
fact that Muslims of the present day are seeking
in considerable numbers to assimilate Western
culture, it will be well to add a few observations
on the point.
Various as are the ways in which the many
systems of religion and philosophy set forth the
essence and the religious sanction of morality,
there is one feature common to all, viz. the requirement that the individual shall, on the one hand,
permanently hold in control the moods and pleasures
of the moment, and that, on the other, by a process
of constant self-expansion towards the ideal of
humanity, he shall adjust himself to, and play a
useful part in, a smaller or larger whole.
Every
stage of civilization has its rightful measure of
stability and its appropriate sphere of operation
these being conditioned by the sway of the forces
of nature without, and of the impulses of nature
within ; and under this sway, while the West has
been making progress, the East has stood still,
yielding to its changing destinies with a species of

—

—

fatalism.

When we go a little more deeply into the popular
literature of Islam, we recognize the elementary
stage of its underlying morality. In the following
paragraph a number of particulars are combined
in a sketch which, though its dependence upon
romantic sources, such as The Thousand and One
Nights, will be obvious to all, may nevertheless
help us to form at least a relative estimate of
Muslim morality.
There ia no theme that fills so large a place in this literature
as the vicissitudes of fortune. Just as the peasant lies at the
mercj' of rain and sunshine, so does the citizen depend upon
the favour and good-will of his superiors. Human life has no
stability the beggar of to-day maj^ be a king to-morrow, and
conversely while one who to-day drinlis deep at the wells of
pleasure may to-morrow renounce the world. There is a
corresponding lack of perseverance people live for the day and
do not lay by. Then the law against takinp^ interest stands in
the way of a profitable investment of capital. The idea that
the giving of charity, especially to crazy devotees, is in itself a
meritorious work, is an encouragement to idleness. A man's
living and prosperity are supposed to be dependent, not upon
work, but upon Allah or some magical power. Many are, of
course, often reduced to want, but there are occasional festivals
:

;

:

;
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at which everything is Burrendcre<l to merry-making, and Iht
savingH of a year are squanderid in a day. The absence ol
steady aelf-control makes itHoK felt everywhere. Promises are
lightly forgotten, and secrets lightly betrayed.
Men cannot
curb their curiosity, and so bring disaster upon themselves and
it Is curiosity also that pronipts them to make adventurous
journeys. They make gifts freely, but give in order to receive
;

again.
They fall in love at first sight, and transfer their
affections easily and frequently.
I'assionate weeping and
lamentation alternate with extravagant rejoicing or helpless
dismay. It is true that many have ac(|uired the power of
controlling their looks and bearing or, rather, of hidmg their
feelings ; but, when they seem to overlook an injury, and really
defer their vengeance till a more favourable opportunity, the
ethical character of their emotion or of the eventual deed of
revenge is not thereby altered. But the man who has the
power to strike never fails to indulge the impulse of the moment
he mutilates and beheads without any serious inquiry as to the
guilt or innocence of his victims and repentance often comes
too late, and when it can no longer avail. Great aa is the
venality of Judges and officials, their credulity and caprice are
greater still. Mere arbitrariness, finding expression now in
extravagant kindness and now in atrocious cruelty, appears to
be the sole rule of a society so constituted, while patient
submission is its supreme virtue. A typical representative of
a class far from uncommon in the smaller Muslim State of
mediieval times has been limned by Ibn Ba^u^ in a single
sentence : ' From his gate was never absent the beggar who
received an alms, nor the corpse of one who had been
executed.' l The potentate referred to wasMul^ramad Tughluq,
Sultan of Delhi (a.D. 1325-61).

—

;

The wider psychological explanation of these
phenomena (which are not without signifi-

various

—

cance even for modern Islam) has been given not
perhaps without some indebtedness to Plato's
Republic by Ibn Khaldun (b. Tunis, A.D. 1332;
d. Cairo, 1406).
He points to the limitations of
psychical force within which alone the social and
political energy of Islam has hitherto had an
opportunity of asserting itself. The most telling
instance of this is seen in the soon-exhausted
vitality of the various dynasties.
dynasty
usually begins with two or three vigorous rulers,
who settle and maintain their kingdom then its
energies begin to flag, and the heritage of the
fathers is consumed in enervating luxury.
dynasty such as that of modern Morocco one
which, though now apparently approaching dissolution, has lasted since 1659 is a rare exception
in Muslim history.
In Islam no ruling house has
ever been able to maintain its position without
the slaughter of relatives and war amongst brothers.
And, while it is true that the same sinister features,
with all their significance for the state of public
morality, are found also in mediasval Christendom,
yet it is in Turkey alone that fratricide has been
legally sanctioned, as falling within the domestic
rights of the Sultan.
10. The present condition.— Islam, in its diffusion from Morocco to the Malay Archipelago, is professed by races of widely different character. In N.
Africa negroes of an easy-going and untrustworthy
temperament, though often fanatically devout, and
Berbers, in part semi-savage and difficult to subdue,
live in close proximity to mixed city populations,
with whom they have as little in common as with
the hard-working, aU-enduring Egyptian /eWaj^m.
In Western Asia the Arab brigand comes in contact
with Turkish peasants and soldiers, as also with
Persian merchants. The Muslims of India, who are
among the most loyal subjects of the British Crown,
are very different from the Afghans, a people proud
of their independence.
In the Dutch East Indies
are found the quiet and tractable Javanese as well
as the predatory and warlike Achehnese ; and many
more instances of diversity might be given. Notwithstanding the common faith of these peoples,
they do not form a homogeneous ethical whole.
The violent political disruptions which have taken
place since the shortlived glories of the Umayyad
and Abbasid khalifates have been anything but
favourable to the growth of fraternal unity throughout Islam.
Nor is there any lack of social and economic dis-

—
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Muslim countries. Slavery still exists,
more particularly in the forms of eunuchism and
concubinage. As the slaves, both male and female,
are kept from motives of luxury and pleasure, thej^
are relatively well treated. Such cruelties of capiparities in

we hear

of in the annals of
Greece and Rome, or in the more recent history
of the plantation system in the Indies and America,
are seldom or never found in Islam. The Muslim
owner frequently treats his slaves, and even his
dumb animals, more humanely than his fellow-men
Here, moreover,
of equal standing with himself.
it is accounted a good and praiseworthy work to
educate slaves and then grant them their freedom.
The further division of Muslim society into classes
It strikes the Western
is not everywhere the same.
mind as primitive, mediaeval, or, at least, as prerevolutional.
In India, for instance, Islam nas
not entirely abolished the system of caste. The
inhabitants of cities in Western Asia were still in
many cases segregated according to their various
trade-gilds.
An illustration is furnished by the
membership of the first Persian Parliament, which
by the constitution of the 5th of August 1906,
was composed of the following representatives ; (1)
those of the princes and the ruling house (the only
nobility in the proper sense) ; (2) those of learned
men and students ; (3) those of the merchant class ;
(4) those of landlords and peasants ; and (5) those of
the various industries one member for each gild
(embracing from three to nine trades).^
It is impossible in the space at our disposal, and
especially in view of our defective knowledge of
the more private life of Islam, to deal exhaustively
with the morals of all these peoples and their
various social ranks.
shall, therefore, confine
ourselves to a few general observations regarding
Muslim life as actually afiected by the moral
code.
Islam lays upon it3 followers the duty of propaganda of
active effort in spreading the faith, either by the peaceful
methods open to merchants and traders, or, where possible, by
the holy war. This demand has pronounced moral effects. For
the Muslims themselves the result is twofold
on the one
hand, sinister in so far as an impulse is given to fanaticism
and, on the other, favourable^in so far as active virtue is sustained by a manly pride and by the consciousness of belonging
to a vast and effectively expanding organization. With regard

talistic exploitation as

—
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to this propaganda, nevertheless, the present political situation
of Islam is anything but propitious. There are in all some 225
millions of Muslims ; but of these about 65 millions live under
British rule, 35 under Dutch, 30 ander Chinese, 20 under
Russian, 20 under French, and so on ; while the Turkish empire,
the last great power of Islam, and in the 16th cent, the strongest
State in Europe, is now being harassed on every side. It is
possible, however, that the diffusion of Islam among lower
races, like the less civilized tribes of Africa, may prove effective
in raising their moral conditions to a higher level.
Throughout Islam the religious law has a powerful influence
in family life. Christian writers have usually a good deal to
say about the Muslim form of married life— polygamy. The law
permits any man who has the requisite means to have four wives,
and as many concubines as he wishes. But it should be borne
in mind that this permission is circumscribed in practice by
the fact that the number of women is not unlimited, as also by
the economic conditions, which allow only tht prosperous few
to maintain more than one wife. Monogamy is all but universal
among the peasantry, and is practised by the majority of

townspeople. As a matter of fact, polygamy has nothing like
such baneful effects as the facility of divorce, also sanctioned by
the law. It is not so much the practice of having more than
one wife at a time as that of frec^uently changing the wife that
works great moral harm in Mushm society. The husband can
put away his wife at any time and for any reason, provided
only he repays her dowry or gives her a compensation. This
extreme liberty of divorce, which is certainly incompatible
with all higher culture, is very widely taken advantage of, and
the result is the derangement of domestic relations and the
neglected training of the young.
In most Muslim lands the position of women is an inferior
one. The Qur'an explicitly declares the superior status of men.
Tradition and popular proverb have it that heaven is full of
poor people, and hell of women, and that women are deficient
in understanding and religion.
But they have, of course, their
own peculiar type of intelligence, as also of religion, which the
men call superstition. Women attend the mosque much less
frequently than men, but are, on the other hand, much more
1
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addicted to the magical arts and to the practice of visiting the
graves of holy miracle-workers. The latter custom, however,
has in many cases no deeper motive than visits to the bazaar
or the baths.
The Muslim reckons the preservation of his own life as one

primary duties.
Suicide is rare in Islam,
It is prohibited by the Qur'an, as is also the killing of one's neighbour,
though the latter prohibition is not so scrupulously observed.
The moral practice of everj'day life ia regulated in Islam, as
elsewhere, more by circumstances than by religious law. The
ordinary offences are due to momentary weakness, sensualitj',
or defective memory, rather than to evil will. In some respects
the religious law, when it is not hypocritically evaded, tends to
clog the wheels of progress.
The interdict against interest,
and the fast of Ramadan the latter being in the main rigidly
observed militate against a settled commercial life ; and almsgiving, as was said above, encourages idleness. The theme of
perennial interest is either enjoyment or else abstinence therefrom, while a man's daily work is not regarded as having any
ethical value. Praying, or begging, or even being insane is
thought of by many as providing a more excellent career than
Study of the law is frequently prized
working: or trading.
more highly than obedience to it. In the greatest Muslim university, the Azhar, in Cairo, and elsewhere, many continue
their study of the sacred sciences till old age— not, however,
with a view to becoming useful members of society, but
simply in order to win a higher place in Paradise. l By way of
instructing the faithful as to the right disposal of their wealth,
a Cairo newspaper recently published the will of a pious Sayid
a genealogist and a shaikh of the Azhar— who died in 1906.
He left one-third of his property for a distribution of bread
among the poor ; a granddaughter received 3000 piastres ; his
books were bequeathed to his two sons, and his clothes to the
poor students and learned men of the Azhar.^
An example of the false analogies to which the Muslim is led
by his fatalistic trust in God may be seen in his condemnation
of the principle of insurance. A shaikh of the Azhar says in
a fatwa that life and fire insurance is to be regarded as gam*
bling, and as contrary to the spirit of the Qur'an.3
One great obstacle to the development of social morality in
the East has been from time immemorial the corruption of
official life.
Both in Persia and in Turkey, however, voices
are now being raised in favour of a purer public service. Thus
a celebrated preacher in Teheran recently uttered the following
words from his pulpit : * We have, thank God, the best law in
the world, for we have the Qur'an, and we do not desire the
laws of Europeans. But what we might well take from them is
their method of appointing and supervising officials, and of
collecting taxes in such a way that none need suffer extortion.' ^
The rapacity of governments and officials has often pernicious
results upon pious bequests the so-called wa^-endowments.
In various ways, and sometimes doubtless in the interests of
justice and morality in a higher sense, the dead hand is
compelled to move again. In the hands of devout teachers
of the law these funds have been used as a weapon against the
State, and the State accordingly encourages their secularization,
though, as we might expect, the process is seldom carried out
without fraud. Another consequence of the systematic extortion that prevails in Oriental life is that many strive to conceal
the fact of their wealth, as they would conceal heretical opinions.
The majority, however, layout their easily won gains on houses,
finery, and large retinues of servants.
The middle classes, who devote themselves by preference to
trading industry is everywhere in a backward condition have
generally a bad reputation for self-interest and avarice. This ia
possibly an exaggeration, and in any case these vices are not
confined to Islam. It cannot be denied, indeed, that in the
East the poUcy of fixed prices prevails still less than in Southern
Europe, and that many Orientals have little natural repugnance
to falsehood. But to say that commercial honour is here unknown, or that lying is not reckoned a sin among Muslims
generally, is mere slander, though it may be admitted that the
Muslim, hke the majority of mankind, judges of truth and falsehood from the standpoint of immediate advantage rather than
from that of morality.
The official moral code has less to say about the means by
which a man earns his living than about the way in which he
enjoys, or refrains from enjoying, his gains. But how does the
matter stand in actual practice f One feature that forces itself
upon the eye at once is that many morally indifferent commandments and usages are the most widely and most zealously
observed of all. The laws against luxury and intemperance are
much less strictly adhered to. As regards luxury, indeed, some
measure of dressing and finery is permitted to children, who as
yet cannot commit sin ; and to women, who are lost in any case;
while the men as a rule study to be simple in dress and digni
Many MusUms produce a favourable impressioi.
fled in bearing.
by their unaffected manner and their temperate habits. The
prohibition of wine is observed by the majority ; but it must bo
granted that with many Muslims hashish, opium, and other intoxicants take the place that alcohol has in the West. There
are many opium-smokers in Persia and Turkey, and there is
also a considerable amount of wine-drinking. In India the use
But the
of opium keeps pace with the spread of Islam itself.
Muslims of the Celestial kingdom are said to be much less
addicted to this vice than their Chinese masters.
of his

—

—
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—

—
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With these insufficient references to the morals
of contemporary life in Islam this article must
to a close.
The question as to the ethical
signiBcance of Islam for the future is one easier
asked than answered. If the sacred law continues
to be interpreted literally, then, though it may
still prove helpful to peoples at a lower stage of
civilization, it will in other circumstances act as
an obstacle to moral development. Among more
highly civilized peoples, Islam must either degenerate into' a mere sect, or else adapt itself anew to
new conditions. It must come to realize as in
many quarters, indeed, it has already realized
that the laws of Muhammad and the tradition were
given in view of the primitive conditions of an
earlier age.
Will the modern Muslim community,
in assenting to this idea, be able to raise itself
above the Qur'an and the sunnah without surdraw

—

rendering Islam

itself

?

—
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ETHICS AND MORALITY (Parsi).— i. The
place of ethics in the religious system of the
Avesta. The religion of Zarathushtra, qualified
by the Avesta and the Pahlavi books, is in the
fullest sense of the word a religion of morality.
When comparing Persian religion v/ith Indian, we
see in the former a moral interest take the place of
the sacrificial and philosophical interests of the
Brahmans. This moral interest corresponds with
the practical and political character of the Persians
themselves but the Zarathushtrian ethic has its
real foundation in the religious system of the
iLVesta.
This system we know as a dualistic one
VOL. v.— 33

—

;
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(see Dualism [Iranian]).
Already in the theology
of the Gdthds the oldest part of the Avesta, originating perhaps in the time of the Prophet himself
or in that of his nearest successors we hear of
the two opposing Spirits, the pure and good Spirit
Ahura Mazda (Ormazd [?.«.]), and the evil and

—

—

impure Angra Mainyu (Ahriman

[g.'w.]).

Of these two the wicked Spirit chose to do the most evil
things, the holy Spirit chose Righteousness and those men who
in performing acts of purity please Ahura Mazda ( Yasna xxx.
6).
And, when the two Spirits first met, they created as the
first things Life and Death, and as the final end Hell for the
wicked and Heaven for the Righteous (ib. xxx. 4).
•

'

'

'

The conception of
Death is elaborated

these principles of Life and
in the idea of two real empires,
the one being the dominion of Ormazd, the other
that of Ahriman. As these two empires are not
divided according to the natural division of material
and spiritual, they rule together in Nature, and in
bodily phenomena as well as in spiritual, as do life
and death, good and evil. The motto of Ormazd's
empire is the furthering of life (frddai-gaetha),
and the words are almost a war-cry in the combat
the angels of Ormazd, the Amesha Spentas (q.v.),
Immortal Holy Ones,' are always described as the
' furtherers
of the living,' that they may not wither
or decay while, on the other hand, the chief of the
Evil Spirits is called Powrumahrka, Full of Death.'
From a formal or moral point of view the two principles might be defined as Purity and Impurity
Purity containing all the vital forces of the world.
Impurity all the forces of death. It is the sacred
duty of man, and constitutes his moral righteousness, to uphold the forces of good
and so we see
purity, holiness, righteousness appearing as identical conceptions, and all included under the one
word aSa. This aSa is the fundamental idea of
the Zarathushtrian religion.
Personified, it is
the angel ASa VahiSta, The Best Righteousness
and, as the summum bonum, ASa VahiSta gives
its name to Paradise ( = New Pers. BahiSt).
The
final aim of religion, the regeneration of the
world, corresponds with this idea of righteousness.
It endeavours to make the world absolutely pure
and righteous, free from every defilement of evil
and death.
This dualistic idea, found already in the Gdthds,
is developed further in a mythological direction in
the Pahlavi book BundahiS, where the Evil Spirit
attempts to destroy what the Good created. He is
conquered, but is allowed to continue his evil work
in the world for a time, in order that it may be
perfectly manifest how bad the evil is, and that
good deeds and a good life constitute the only right
in the world.
This tolerance of evil is to last for
6000 years, after which period the final processes
leading to the victory of Ormazd begin. These
6000 years make up the period of the actual world,
and so this world-period is naturally a time of
struggle between the powers of Good and Evil (cf.
'

'

'

;

'

;

'

'

Ages of the World

[Zoroastrian]).
The later
describes the beginning of
that struggle as a twofold creation Ahriman
always creating something evil, in imitation of
each good thing created by Ormazd. So Nature
itself becomes twofold
good things and pure
creatures always mingling with the wicked inventions of the Evil One.
The world of spirits is divided into good and evil,
and so is it in the world of men Ahriman is the
chief not only of Evil Spirits, but of unbelieving

Avesta (Vendiddd,

i.)

—

—

:

The great problem of life is now (1) Who
shall prevail
Ormazd or Ahriman ? and (2) What
can be done to further the cause of Ormazd ? Religion solves this problem.
To believe in Ormazd is
men.

—

to believe in his cause

—to believe that he

is

right,

and that he has the power and will obtain the
victory at last.
This belief must be not only theoretical

but practical.

To belong

to the empire of

—
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Ormazd is to struggle for his cause, to work out
his ideas in the world, to realize the good and pure
in Nature, as in the life of man.
Thus the Good
One and his followers struggle together against the
powers of evil, and the final victory will depend on
this collaboration of God and man.
No other religion has made the work of man a condition of the
ultimate success of the Divinity ; and, because the
system of Zarathushtra does so, we may truly say
that in a unique sense it is the religion of morality :
duty being an inherent religious necessity, and
moral actions the inevitable consequence of the
religious principle.
Morality a struggle against the evil spirits.
morality is, however, no pure morality in
our modem sense of the word the immediate
struggle against the evil spirits forms a large
2.

— This

:

part of the duties of

man—especially

of his sacri-

For the priesthood the
ritual duties.
actions involved in the performance of the cult
are the most important, but this cult has its
meaning only as a combat against the evil spirits,
and as a system of purifications to expel the evil
ficial

:;

and

spirits found in Nature and in
the evil spirits the priests are

human life. Against

armed with a mighty
weapon, consisting of the pure elements, and
especially of the holy fire which is always kept
burning as an ever active power of purification.
In ordinary human life a great multitude of observances are needed for keeping the evil spirits at a
distance ; among these, cleansings are the most
important, for evil is always considered as a form
of impurity.
At the same time the cleansings
have the power of expelling the evil spirits and
many performances that would commend them;

to us as being practical and useful are,
according to the Persian ideas, in reality eflective

selves

because they expel the indwelling evil spirits.
Water, for example, has a real anti-demoniac
efficacy, and not merely a hygienic or sesthetic
value, as in our modern view.
Again, after an
illness all the bed-clothes must be cleansed with
the utmost care, not so much to obtain clean bedclothes as to free them from the indwelling evil
spirits.
Every sickness and the natural states of
organic life, such as menstruation, are understood
to pertain to the great realm of death and devils.
Every dead thing belongs to Ahriman, is impure,
and makes impure therefore ritual observances
of cleansing are needful when one has touched a
dead dog, a dead man, or any other dead body
only, however, if the creature, when living, belonged
to the realm of purity.
Thus the customs of mourning imply at every
step the expulsion of evil spirits, the purification
of the house, the family, and the district where
the evil spirit of Death has dwelt.
The Parsis
to-day bring the dead bodies of men and of dogs
to the 'Towers of Silence,' where they are exposed
to the birds of heaven, in order that earth, fire,
or water be not defiled by the burning or other
destruction of the bodies. But, on the other hand,
the corpses of evil men or of noxious animals convey no impurity, since by their death the demon
has left them Vend. v. 35-38 cf. DEATH AND
;

(

;

Disposal of the Dead [Parsi], § 3).
3. Morality as an art of civilization.— Besides
the actual decease of living creatures, every state
implying a poverty of life or a tendency opposed
to life, in Nature and practice, is considered as a
manifestation of death, and so, naturally, of the
action of evil spirits.
Therefore unfruitfulness,
cold, destructive heat, withering, noxious substances, blight, weeds, harmful insects, etc., all
belong to the empire of Ahriman, and are to be
striven against in the works of man.
Thus religious duties go hand in hand with the work of
civilization.
In the time of Zarathushtra this

(Parsi)

mainly to a nomadic and an
agricultural community.
The pious man ought
his
treat
cattle
well,
to nourish them, and not
to
slay them for useless sacrifices ; and this care for
the cattle led in later Parsiism to the classic symbol
of pious morality.
Besides these virtues of the
civilization referred

nomad we hear much

in the later Avesta of agricultural duties : the cultivation of the fields, cutting of canals, construction of roads and bridges,
building of houses, and manufacture of agricultural
implements are all important and necessary duties
The weeding of the fields and
of the faithful.
the destruction of noxious insects and beasts are
meritorious deeds, tending to obliterate the boundaries of Ahriman's empire.
The duties of an
agricultural life provide the religious ideals of the
Persians, and in the religious texts we continually
meet with pictures drawn from agriculture which
are used to illustrate the holy life.
To the question where the earth enjoys the best fortune,
Ahura Mazda naturally answers first, Where most sacrifices
are made, the laws obeyed, and praise given to the Gods.'
Then follows the second answer ; There it is, where a believer
builds a house, with priest and cattle, with wife and children
where cattle and holiness flourish, and food and dog, and wife
and children, and all abundance." And thirdly he says
There
it is, where the believer grows most com and grass and fruit
where he waters the dry soil and drains the damp {Vendvidd,
iii. 1-4).
For that soil is not blessed which lies long uncultivated, waiting for an husbandman, like a ripe maiden who goes
childless, longing for an husband but to him who works the
soil with both arms will she bring riches, as a beloved spouse
brings her child to her husband (i6. 24 f.).
With this desire for cultivation goes the representation of its religious meritoriousness and of its
*

:

*

;

:

*

'

'

;

'

holy power.

who sows corn sows holiness,' is a saying of the Vendiddd,
When the barley is arranged (for threshwhich also declares
when the mill is
ing), the demons begin to sweat (for fear)
arranged (for grinding the barley), the demons lose their senses
when the meal is arranged (for leavening), the demons howl
when the dough is arranged (for baking), the demons break
wind (for fear). Here let some of this leaven be ever in the
house to cast upon the demons let their mouths be burned by
'

:

*

;

;

it

;

they are seen to turn to flight

'

{ib.

31

—

f .).

Higher ideas of morality. The norm of ethics
is based upon the principle of utUity contained in
the Avesta. But that utility has in many cases
an ideal character, and leads, at its height, to a
4.

The proreal ethic even in our sense of the word.
ductive activity of man is always highly esteemed.
Nothing may be done that might curtail life in
any sense. Therefore we never find any ascetic
elements in the ethics of the Avesta (see Asceticism [Persian]) ; on the contrary, it is the duty of
man to be in health and vigour, that he may work
well for the cause of Righteousness.
He ought to
marry and become the father of strong children ;
every act that could diminish the fertility of man
is

strongly prohibited.

Chastity

is

a necessary

and every form of unnatural sexual relation is forbidden and severely punished, as being
under the power of evil spirits and leading not
duty

;

only to impurity but to the destruction of life. In
the later contest with the Manichseans in Persia,
the positive character of Zarathushtrian ethics is
always evident, and a chief point in the policy of
the Zarathushtrian priests was to conduct a polemic
against the various forms of asceticism, such as
celibacy, fasting, self-flagellation, and other forms
of mortification of the flesh.
Besides the immediate obligation to care for
oneself and for the race, we meet a series of
duties always highly esteemed in practical life
for example, industry, temperance, economy, the
keeping of early hours, assiduousness in all practiBut the principle of purity and usefulcal things.
ness in life leads to a still higher ethical plane,
where righteousness is understood not only as being
outward purity and practical deeds, but as the true
realization of ri^iht conduct in life, including truthuprightness, justice, faithfulness, and
These elements are demanded not
generosity.
fulness,

— —
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only as pointing to social instincts necessary to and very holy persons, such as priests, may somethe life of the community, but as being also times produce more than is needed for their own
personal qualities inherent in the highest type salvation. This overplus of good tliought.-i, words,
of Persian manhood, and giving to it its higliest and works is stored up in heaven as a thesaurus
value.
The truthfulness praised by Herodotus (i. opcrum supererogatorum, to be distributed among
136) as one of the elements in Persian education
the souls tliat are not sufficiently well provided for.
includes, without doubt, the duty of speaking
6. The Final Judgment.
It naturally follows
religious truth ; so at least the arS-ukhdha vdxi from this system that the Final Judgment will turn
('truth-speaking') of the Avesta is to be under- upon the question of good works. The Zarastood.
Truthfulness in the moral sense is found, thushtrian eschatology knows already in the GatKai
if not directly in the Avesta, at least in the ethics
two stages of Judgment. The one corresponds to
of the Pahlavi books and here we note also how
the judicium speciale of Christian theology, and
a city civilization in Persia leads to a higher moral is a scrutiny of individual souls the other, the
state than that of an agricultural utilitarianism. judicium generate, is a trial of mankind as a whole.
The inward qualities of man the tender emotions, The former is the trial before the tribunal of Mithra,
benevolence, thankfulness are mentioned in the on the mountain Chakat-i Daitih. There the souls
Table of Duties in the Dina-i Mainog-i Khrat, ch. will be weighed in the
Of the thirty-three duties mentioned in that 'balance of the spirits, which renders no favour on any side,
37.
chapter we choose some characteristic ones bene- neither for the righteous nor yet the wicked, neither for the
volence, truthfulness, thankfulness, contentedness, lords nor yet the raonarchs. As much as a hair's breadth it will
and him who is a lord and
not turn, and has no partiality
to further the welfare of the good and to be a friend a monarch it considers equally, in its decision, with him who

—

;

;

—
—

:

)

of all men, to marry one's sister, to adopt children,
to labour industriously, to respect the capacities
and goodwill of every one, to keep maliciousness
and untruthfulness far from one's mind, not to show
rancour, not to be libidinous, not to be quarrelsome,
not to touch the goods of travellers and the unprotected, not to give way to anger, to exercise selfcontrol, to resist laziness, to be happy oneself and
to further the happiness of others, to help the good
and to protect against the evil, to be careful not
to speak untruth, to be scrupulously careful in
keeping one's word, to open one s house to the sick,
the poor, and the traveller. This is, as we see, a
composite scheme of ethics, where a very refined
moral outlook is combined with remnants of relatively primitive social customs e.g. , the marrying
of a sister, which in the times of the Achsemenians
was regarded as a mark of the highest aristocracy.
Parsiism being in this extreme
5. Morahty.
sense of the word a religion of morality, the
commimity naturally found a special task in upholding morality and educating the people in good
works. The daily life of the priests was, of course,
much taken up with ritual matters of cleansing
and exorcism ; but these rites included many morsS
and pedagogical elements e.g., to insist that it is
the duty of men to cleanse themselves from every
defilement, as it is their duty to expel the devils
by the doing of useful works. It was the office of
the priests directly to oversee and govern these
multifarious exercises, and they had also to instruct
husbands and wives in their duties and to punish

—

them when these

the least of mankind
West, SBE xxiv. 181).

is

Even the

'

(Vind-i Mainog-i Khrat,

soul that

is

acquitted

is

ii.

120 ff.

[tr.

punished for

works by the angel Asha then it may pass
the Bridge of Judgment, Chinvat, which leads to
heaven. The guilty fall from this bridge into the
gulf of hell beneath (see, further. Bridge, ii. 2 (e)).
The Final Judgment is carried out on the Last
Day, when the bodily resurrection takes place, and
the souls, blessed and wicked together, rise again
This Judgment is an immense
to join their bodies.
ordeal, in which resurrected mankind will be
required to pass through the molten metal that
will overflow the whole earth.
Here the true
character of each will be tried for the wicked the
fire will burn very fiercely, to the good it will
appear like lukewarm milk but in all cases the
fire will destroy every remnant of
impurity,
leaving man, as well as the whole earth, in that
complete state of purity and holiness which was
its evil

;

;

;

the original state Defore Ahriman introduced his
defilements.
This Last Judgment, as we see, has much of the
character of a natural process of cleansing but in
relation to the individual the formal element in
the procedure appears ; indeed, the idea is founded
upon a principle of merciless retribution.
The
good Mithra has merely the duty of superintending
the procedure ; the supreme God Ahura Mazda
has no part to play at all, the idea of mercy being
absolutely excluded from the accomplishment of
;

human

destiny.

duties were not fulfilled.
The
name of the priest who had the latter function,
sraoia varez, 'he who works out obedience, is
very significant of the duty, and to work out
obedience he used a scourge called by the same

Nevertheless, the religious community has the
power of releasing men from the consequences of
their guilt (1) by means of the Patet, the confession
of sin made at the moment of death (see EXPIATION

name.

means,

'

'

'

The system of penalties belonging to this sacred
pedagogic is codified in the moral law of the
Avesta, the Vendiddd, whose name, given against
the demons,' hints once more at the characteristic
identification of demonology and morality in the
Avesta. The idea of sin which usually meets us
in this book is, therefore, essentially a juristic one.
The peSo-tanu, as the sinner is called, is he who
deserves corporal punishment. The conception of
sin as an inward state of mind is hardly found in
the Avesta.
The deepest guilt is not conceived of as sin, but,
from a religious point of view, as unbelief ; or, in
the extreme case, as worship of the evil spirits.
The fulfilment of all duties is contained in the
Threefold Eule of Good Thoughts, Good Words,
and Good Works (humata, hukhta, huvarSta).
Every pious man or woman may produce a great
store of these three for gaining the bliss of heaven,
'

AND Atonement

[Parsi]) ; and (2) by sacramental
putting the holy juice of haoma into
the ear of the dying. These dispensations are
possible only in virtue of the overplus of good
works at the command of the community.
viz.

Reviewing the whole field, we note the extremely
formal and rather juristic character of the Zarathushtrian ethic, while the Persian genius for
utilitarianism and things practical always enters
In
into the scheme of righteousness and justice.
the individual life, this ethic appreciates industry,

—

self-control, and veracity ; in social life
righteousThe reverse of
ness, regularity, and social accord.
this ethic is an abstract stifliiess that wUl not

accommodate

itself

to

life,

and whose

irrational

are often inimical to life.
The
monotonous opposition of good to evil and evil to
good leaves no room for the intermediate stages of
real life, for the individual and spontaneous states
in the soul of man.
The Persians cared little for

consequences
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the emotions of disinterestedness ; even in the
religious feelings we feel too often the want of
lyric elements ; on the contrary, we always feel
the heavj' burden of the juristic spirit. In accordance with this, ' religion ' in the Avesta is called
'
law ' (daena), and the Persians could not distinguish between the two ideas.
Literature.
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(Polynesian,

Melanesian, and Malayan). The character of the
Polynesians has been painted both in the brightest
and in the darkest colours. The truth seems to lie
between the two extremes, and the explanation is
to be found in the fact that the Polynesian is a child
of nature, and, like aU children, vmder the sway of
each passing emotion. It was the better side of the
Polynesian character which first impressed the early
voyagers. Their lightheartedness, their ceremonious courtesy, and their abstinence from petty quarrels led their European discoverers to fancy that
there was no darker side to the picture. Yet the
same childish superficiality which filled them with
unrestrained joy could fill them in an instant with
melancholy which might not stop even at suicide.
Nor was their lightheartedness always ingenuous ;
it often formed a cloak for falsehood and treachery.
In many of these cases the Europeans were not free
from blame, provoking, by their violence and licentiousness, such revenge as the weaker natives could
inflict.
On the other hand, perfidy was common
between the Polynesians themselves, so that wars
were conducted by ambuscade rather than by open
attack.
One of their leading characteristics was
revenge, which was often concealed for years with
deep secrecy until a fitting opportunity occurred
for its gratification.
This principle of revenge,
which, it must be borne in mind, is reckoned a
virtue rather than a vice among many peoples, frequently led to the vendetta. Thievery and robbery
were considered commendable and skilful when
practised against foreigners ; yet among themselves
or towards those who had been adopted into their
number, as well as in regular barter, the Polynesians evidenced a high code of honour. In like
manner, they possessed the primitive virtues of hospitality and generosity, though these qualities, like
their honesty, suffered from the coming of the whites.
Indolent and fitful at work, the Polynesians were,
nevertheless, devoted to war ; yet night was not
regarded as a disgxace. The Tahitians regarded

wounds

in battle as marks of awkwardness and
foolishness.
Their wars were conducted ynth the

utmost cruelty and with pitiless barbarity towards
captives, though, on the other hand, there was in
New Zealand and Tonga a noble recognition of a
prisoner's valour. Closely allied with their bravery
in war was their pride, even though this sometimes
degenerated into vanity. In the use of spirituous
liquors the Polynesians were originally extremely
temperate, but their licentiousness, especially in
Tahiti, was almost incredible. The abstract was
by no means lacking among the Polynesians. Noble
deeds were admired, and the Tongans struck the
keynote of hedonistic ethics when they said
After
a good deed one feels well, therefore we do good
deeds.' Shame for theft or other unseemly conduct
was by no means rare, and the ethical sense grew
steadily higher with ascent in the social scale.
The position of women throughout Polynesia was
:

'

(Polynesian)

comparatively high, although they were not considered equal to men.
Ill-treatment was rare, and
women were often admitted to the councils, possessing an influence which was very real. Heavy
toil was spared them
and where, as in Hawaii,
they did not eat with the men and were forbidden
the enjoyment of certain foods, this was due in
most cases to the laws of tabu. Pre-nuptial chastity
was unknown, excepting in the higher classes, and
the utmost indelicacy in conversation and jests prevailed throughout the islands, especially in Tahiti.
After marriage, chastity was more strictly preserved, and the adulterer was severely punished.
On the other hand, those who were united to a husband by the blood-covenant might regard his wife
or wives as their own. From this must be distinguished a husband's prostitution of his wife, especially to Europeans.
Unnatural and secret vices,
as well as incest, were disgracefully common, all
combining with the general licence to aid in the
decay of the Polynesian race. Parents met with
scant esteem from their children, yet, despite the
prevalence of infanticide and abortion, they were
devoted to those who were allowed to survive. The
status of slaves was toilsome, yet relatively merciful.
Punishment for crime was stem, among the
penalties being death and mutilation, while the lex
talionis was common throughout the Polynesian
Islands, and extended not only to the criminal but
to his family, although pecuniary compensation was
not unknown.
The character of the Melanesians was ethically
inferior to that of the Polynesians. Thus theft was
extremely common, especially in Fiji, where it was
punished only when committed against compatriots.
In like manner, the Melanesians were notorious for
their falsehoods, except that one's own deeds were
never denied. Proud and revengeful to the last
degree, they forgot no injury, seeking requital both
by murder and by black magic. They were cruel,
but were cowardly rather than brave. On the other
hand, the Melanesians were very susceptible to
civilizing influences, and in their courtesy and
hospitality were little inferior to the Polynesians.
;

The

women was

position of

less elevated

among

them, however, since wives were obliged to do the
heavier sorts of work and to surrender the greater
part of the adornments to the men. Their condition was particularly debased in the Fiji Islands,
where they were in the absolute power of their
husbands, and were frequently maltreated. Melanesian women were far more chaste than their Polynesian sisters, even the unmarried girls observing
strict chastity. In the Fiji Islands sexual relations
were unknown before the young men had reached
the age of eighteen or twenty a restraint which
in its time checked the shameless precocity which
prevailed in Polynesia. In Melanesia strong afi'ection prevailed, for the most part, between parents
and children, and they were carefully educated,
although they had no ethical training. The practice of infanticide was shockingly prevalent, twothirds of the children in Fiji being killed as soon
as they were born often by people who made this
their profession girls were the chief victims, because they could not he warriors. Abortion was
also extremely common yet, if an infant survived
the first day, it was safe, and was treated with all
tenderness. The immorality of infanticide and the
murder of the aged was lessened by the Melanesian
belief that human beings lived in the future life in
the age and the estate in which they were at death.
The aged, or those afflicted with long and tedious
illnesses, were put to death either by burial alive
or by abandonment. The sick and aged themselves
desired to die thus, and it was accounted a tribute
of love for sons to put them to death. Whether the
practice of cannibalism may properly be considered

—

—

;

;
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is somewhat doubtful, but
be noted that this custom was* i)revalent
throuichout both Polynesia and Melanesia.
(See

as appertaining to ethics
it

may

Cannibalism.)

The characteristics of the Polynesians and Melanesians are most clearly definetl in Tahiti and Fiji
respectively. The one people W£i3 facile, mercurial,
social, relatively cultured, kind, and chivalrous, but
marred by an all-pervading and enervating sensuality
the other was cruel, treacherous, and inferior
to its kindred race in almost every respect save that
of sexual purity.
;
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(Roman).—

Sources.
In scarcely any field of Roman life are
we BO conscious of the paucity of our sources as
in that of ethics and morality.
For the earliest
period we seem at first sight fairly well supplied,
for we have, or seem to have, a multitude of anecdotes and figures from which to draw that picture
of the virtuous early Roman in which the later
and decadent period of antiquity took such retrospective satisfaction. But, once we have caught
up with modern scientific progress in the matter of
Roman history, these figures, and even the legends
of them, lose all value as contemporary documents.
Modern theories of anthropology and primitive
psychology take their place. With the beginning
of Roman literature our situation improves ; but
this literature is to a high degree dependent upon

and, even where it reflects Roman
;
feeling, the latter is merely that of the Intellectual
classes. Nor does the advent of Greek philosophy,
with its formal teaching of ethics, succeed in any
considerable sense in enlarging our vision. But,
during the Empire at least, the multitude of inscriptions and our knowledge of Oriental cults

Greek models

diminish our darkness.
In spite of these obstacles, the following outline
seems tolerably sure ; in it an attempt has been
made to sketch the evolution of the moral attitude
of the Romans from the earliest times until the
conquest of Christian ideas. It does not attempt
to trace the development on Roman soil of ethics
as a philosophical discipline. This is not possible,
simply because no such development ever took
place.
Roman philosophy, to be sure, dealt preferably and almost exclusively with ethics but it
took its origin from Greece, not merely at the beginning, but in every individual attempt, during
It does not, therefore, represent
all its history.
so much a Roman development as the reflexion,
among Roman writers, of a development which
took place in Greece and the Greek-speaking lands.
The ethical development of any people is a continuous process but, though the process is continuous, it is, nevertheless, subject to change of
speed, and may be accelerated or retarded by circumstances. The acceleration is usually due to the
pressure of outside influence, while a lack of foreign
impact often tends to quiescence and lethargy in
the moral sphere. In Rome's history, between the
foundation of the city and the accession of Constantine, there are three such accelerations the
first (in the 6th cent. B.C.), caused by the coming
of the Etruscans ; the second (in the 3rd cent. B.C. ),
caused by the victories of the Punic wars and the
third (in the Julian-Augustan age), caused by the
influence of Greek philosophy and Oriental culture.
I. The period before the coming of the Etruscans. In the phraseology of the orthodox history
of Rome, this is the period of the Early Kingdom.
In it we are confronted with a series of pictures of
heroic virtue. The majority of those who have
discussed the morality of the early Romans have
;

;

:

;

—

'
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used these stories as evidence, thus unwittingly
s[)reading utterly false views.
Before the middle
of tlie 6th cent. B.C. the Romans had obtained, at
best, merely the rudiments of civilization.
Their
moral life was dependent upon the categorical imperative of obedience to those principles and actions
which tended to preserve and perpetuate the race
in its struggle for existence.
ITie Dasal concept of
ethics was, therefore, the fulfilment of the obligations which society laid upon the individual members.
The moral life of the individual was entirely
dissolved into that of the race. Actions were good
or bad according as they assisted or hindered the
race in its struggle for existence.
The intensity
of the struggle is reflected in the cogency which
these ethical demands possessed, and in the extension of moral feeling into regions of activity which
a higher and more civilized state regards as ethically indifferent.
This attitude of mind can best
be illustrated by those two words which together
sum up the ethical ideal of early Rome : virtus
and pietas. Virtus, which for this earlier period is
wrongly translated by 'virtue' or even by 'valour,'
has a strongly sexual implication. It is the possession of the power of reproduction, and its opposite
is neither
vice nor ' cowardice,' but physiological
'
impotence.' It is the rating of the individual in
regard to his capacity to act for the continuance of
the race. Similarly, pietas is simply the respect
and homage shown to parents in their lifetime,
and to the larger company of ' ancestors.' It is,
in a sense, the apotheosis of the continuity of the
race.
This is its pristine significance, and it is
only by extension that it comes to refer generally
to the attitude of worship towards the gods.
Thus the obligations implicit in virtus are those
of the individual to labour for the propagation of
the race ; and the obligations of pietas are the
homage of the race for its own continuity. These
seem to be the most important positive elements,
and they are accompanied by one negative condition the moral obligation of conservatism and
the immorality of innovation. This is, of course,
the respect for the mores majorum, the customs
of the ancestors, which bears its phOological testimony in the word ' morality.'
are thus enabled to understand how, owing
to misinterpretation, the half-civilized Italic folk,
just issuing from the portals of the age of magic,
can figure in the traditional history of morals as
possessed of virtue, piety, and morality.' It was
this kind of misinterpretation which assisted the
idea of the ' fall of man,' and of the ' Paradise
and the ' Golden Age in the past.
2. From the coming: of the Etruscans to the
Punic wars.
Into this primitive community,
busied with the processes of self-preservation and
propagation, there came, about the middle of the
6th cent. B.C., the race of Etruscans. The origin
of this people, and their means of reaching Italy,
do not concern us here ; it is sufficient for our purpose to realize that they were a people of advanced
culture, possessed of a developed form of government, and of a certain appreciation for art. How'

'

:

We

'

'

—

ever decadent they may have gro^vn later, they
were a strong and virile people in this 6th century.
About a century later, i.e. aoout the middle of the
5th cent., their influence began to be eliminated.
But their residence had sufficed to introduce to the
Roman people developed ideas of government, and
to call forth Rome's natural instinct for law. Rome
commenced to realize her own destiny, and patriotism began to he a vital force in the community.
In the sphere of religion it is relatively easy to
trace the etiects of this patriotic instinct.
But its
effects were also perceived in the moral sphere.
The chief end of man, the summum bonum, no
longer consisted exclusively in physical increase.

—
;

:
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accumulated power must be put to a
fulfilment of this purpose became
virtus adds to virility the idea of
valour, and the patria takes its place alongside

The mass
purpose.
a duty.

of

The
Thus

the patres as the object of pietas. Thus we step
forward into the period of the Republic, with its
series of wonderful conquests and the farmer of
the old regime becomes the soldier of the new,
while still retaining his farming instincts. This
state of affairs continued until the end of the
Second Punic War, or, in other words, until the
beginning of the 2nd cent. B.C. It is scarcely an
accident that at the opening of this 2nd cent, we
have the remarkable words of the old Cato in the
introduction to the treatise, de Agri Cultura
words which seem to sum up the whole ethical
situation.
Speaking of what their ancestors
(majores nostri) thought, he says
And when they praiaed a man and called him good, they
praised him in this fashion, that they called him a good farmer
or a good tiller of the soil. And he who was thus praised, they
;

—

'

considered to be praised indeed. For from farmers are begotten
the strongest men and the bravest soldiers.'

Thus production has had added to it conquest
and the whole ethical system gradually adjusts
Henceforward,
itself to this new valuation.
actions are good or bad, not simply as they assist
or hinder increase, but also as they further or
retard the progress of the State.
3. The last two centuries of the Republic.
The Second Punic War and the wars of the 2nd
cent. B.C. brought to Rome great material prosperity.
Riches increased with amazing rapidity,
and large private fortunes became less and less
uncommon. At first these riches were solemnly
and frugally invested in lands, but such investments served only to increase the problem by
increasing the riches themselves. Thus began the
spending of money for luxury, and, later, for mere
extravagance. But, as the rich grew richer, the
poor grew, if not correspondingly, at least considerably, poorer; and, in any case, the gulf between the two extremes of society gaped open
more widely. The efl'ect of riches and of poverty
was in so far similar that each alike begat indifference to ideals.
The simple life of the fathers
was impossible for either class for the one, because they were choked with riches ; for the other,
because they were throttled by poverty.
Thus
the old life was forgotten and it was not many
decades after Cato's death before a man was 'good'
according to the extent of his riches the essential
bona rather than because he was a good farmer
or a good citizen. That was already true which
Cicero says (de Bepublica, i. 51) 'In their ignorance of virtue, they call those the "best men"
who live in riches and plenty.' Similar phrases
are found a century and a half earlier in Plautus
(Curculio, 475
Captivi, 583) ; and, though here
they doubtless go back to Greek originals, they
could count upon an answering echo in the Roman
audience. The commercializing of ethics was the
inevitable accompaniment of the general commercializing of human life.
The older maxims of
severe frugality and patriotic zeal were not entirely
forgotten, and they lived on with considerable power
among the now despised farming classes ; but gradually, in the city at least, goodness and poverty
were incommensurable; and the favourite phrase
of Cicero, 'all good men' {o77ines boni), referred
in actual practice to respectable well-to-do citizens.
Certainly, in Cicero's informal moments, when he
would be more likely to express his real feelings,
for example, in his correspondence, it is so used
(ad Att. viii. 1, 3).
But, in spite of their apparent profitlessness, the
last two centuries of the Republic, by this very
luxury and self-indulgence, were worliing out an
ethical salvation.
By a strange psychological
:

;

—

—

:

;

;
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antinomy, through self-indulgence ethical individuality was born ; and in the reaction from the
depths of sensuous luxury we have the new and
severe ethic of individual moral responsibility,
which is characteristic of our fourth and last
period

— the

Empire

The Empire

to Constantine.

—

Constantine. The result
of the general dissolution of ideals which characterized the last centuries of the Republic was such
a condition of scepticism in the realm of theory,
and of sensuous materialism in the world of practice, that a moral revolution could not fail to
follow.
This new idea of morality was based
upon the concept of the individual, and his responsibility.
It was, doubtless, assisted in its
development by the ethical theories of Greek
philosophy, which now began to be popular in
Rome ; but it does not owe its rise entirely to
these theories.
The influence of Oriental cults
was, at least among the masses, stronger than
that of Greek philosophy. But both these influences worked side by side ; and, although they
were based on entirely contrary principles, they
seem to have lived together without jealousy or
interference.
Thus we have the two great crusades for moral regeneration : that of the philosophers, especially the Cynics, and their wandering
4.

until

preachers, proclaiming the doctrine that moral re-

generation comes from knowledge, that to know
the truth is to do it, and, conversely, that sin
is merely ignorance ; and that of the priests of
the various Oriental cults (of Magna Mater, Isis,
Mithra), proclaiming that men are saved from
sin and its consequences, not by knowledge, but
by faith. It was the latter idea especially which
alf'ected almost all classes.
The attempt to bring
philosophy to the masses was destined to faOure
but, where Stoicism failed, Mithra conquered.
The world has seldom witnessed a more strenuous
moral atmosphere than that which existed during
Perhaps
the first two centuries of the Empire.
the most powerful proof of this statement is to
be found in the fact that even the Oriental cults
themselves were purified and spiritualized by their
residence in Rome. See Mithraism.
Thus it came to pass that the Christian ethic,
:

radically different as it was in many respects from
that of the other Oriental religions which surrounded it, found many of its tenets in accord

with the accepted morality of the day ; and its
teachings, which would have been almost entirely
unintelligible to society in the time of Sulla, were
in many respects commensurable with the world
of Trajan. There were, however, even then, grave
points of disagreement
and, by an unfortunate
;

accentuation of certain Oriental interpretations of
the Christian ethic, the old Pagan ethic of patriotism engaged in conflict with the whole Christian
system. The conflict raged for centuries, through
J ulian on to Gratiau and to the altar of Victoria,
and on to Alaric's capture of Rome, until in
Augustine's City of God it received at least a
partial solution.

—W.
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ETHICS AND MORALITY (Teutonic).—The
term ethics ' can be used in this connexion only
in its general sense of ' ethical ideas ' or ' recognition of moral obligations,' for we may be very
certain that no idea of a system of ethics had ever
suggested itself to the early Teutonic mind.
I. Sources of information.
No race has left so
much literature behind it with so little of a merely
didactic or theoretical nature. All the heathen
Teutonic peoples, so far as we can judge, seem to
'

—

;
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have been intensely interested in conduct, but
mainly as revealing character, not as illustrating
abstract principles of right and wrong.
In ancient
Teutonic society there was no class set sutliciently
apart from the ordinary business of life to survey
it as a whole, like the poets of early Greece or the
Druids of Celtic heathendom. The poets, lawgivers, and saga-tellers were fighters and farmers
as much as everybody else, and even the priests
were not a caste apart except possibly in England
but only chiefs with priestly functions superadded. Perhaps it is significant that it is in early
Anglo-Saxon poetry that we find those traces of
rellexion on moral issues, as well as a facility in
the expression of ethical ideals, which are so
noticeably absent in all other early Teutonic
literature ; but it is most probable that these

—

—

characteristics are the result of the early conversion of England to Christianity.
Most of the foreigners who had any opportunity
of observing the manners and customs of the
Teutonic races were missionaries, to whom the
ethical ideas of the heathen made no appeal, so that

we can depend very little on outside judgments.
From an earlier date, however, the Germania of
Tacitus gives an admirable outline of the social
life of the Germani of the 1st cent. A.D., and
everything we know of these races in later times
goes to show that Tacitus' observations on their
code of morality were in the main correct. Still,
in the absence of all open utterance on ethical
ideals by the people themselves, we are driven
back on the more or less unconscious self-revelation
of the old hero cycles and sagas, in which the mere
choice of subject betrays where the moral interest
of the hearers lay.
It is necessary to bear in mind
that the period covered is a long one ten centuries
and that our sources usually reflect the ideas of
the ruling classes only.
2. Teutonic virtues.— Such virtues as were vital
to the continued existence of the society naturally
ranked first in public opinion, and of these (1) the
first and foremost was courage.
Lack of courage
is the one unpardonable sin.
Tacitus {Germ, vi.) tells us that a German who abandons his

—

—

shield in battle has committed the basest of crimes, and is
shut out thereafter from the sacred rites and from the council
and he adds that many, after escaping from battle, have ended
their infamy with the halter. No less emphatic is the curse
pronounced on the coward thanes in the Anjjlo-Saxon Beowulf^
Death is better for every welland it, too, ends significantly
born man than a shamed life {Beowulf, ed. Harrison andiSharp,
;

'

'

4th ed., Boston, 1901, line 2891

f.).

Many a good man doomed himself to death at
the hands of a vastly superior force of enemies
because he could not conquer his repugnance to the
idea of seeking safety in flight. Even treachery
to friends and kinsmen can be condoned or understood, but no one will listen to a justification of an
act of physical cowardice.
Many tales reveal how far courage takes precedence of all
the other virtues. The faithlessness with which Gunnar and
Hogni slay their foster-brother Sigurd, in the Volsung story, is
wiped out in the eyes of posterity by their heroic defence at the
court of Atli, and their still more heroic acceptance of defeat.

The mind unshaken by adversity is the object
of the Teuton's highest admiration. An almost
American Indian stoicism underlies that grim
humour in the acceptance of death or wounds
which strikes us so keenly in the Northern stories.
Thormod, St. Olaf's scald, dragging a death-arrow from his
breast after the battle of Stiklastad, looks at it as he dies and
Well hath the King fed us, fat am I yet at the heartobserves
;

'

{Heimskringla, Morris-Magnilsson's tr., 1893-95, ii. 442).
is sent to climb up Gunnar's hall in Iceland
to see if he is within, he returns mortally wounded to his
You can learn that,'
comrades, who ask if Gunnar is there.
he says, what I found out is that his halberd was at home,'
and falls dead (Brennu-NjcUssaga, ed. F. J6nason, 1908, ch. 77).
roots

'

When Thorgrim

'

'

Fortitude in bearing the death of friends or kinsis also admired, but the betrayal of feeling
under such circumstances is readily condoned,
especially in the aged, though we can feel the

men
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saga-writer's admiration in
Vikinfj Thorarin, who hears
son with ajjparent phlegm,
inquiry as to his defence, and
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the tale of the old
of the slaying of his

with only a casual
the while fumbles
with tlie uncertain hand of age at a dagger with
which he attempts to avenge himself {'Tljorsteinn
the Stafl'-smitten,' in Morris-Magniisson's Three
Northern Love-Stories, 1875, p. 261 f.).
(2) Endurance and tenacity of purpose were
allied virtues that ranked with courage.
Endurall

'

hunger, and cold, whenever fortune
lays it on them, says Geoffrey of Malaterra of the
Normans and every expedition in the undecked
Viking ships must have been a training ground of
such qualities. Anglo-Saxon literature, in the
poem on the battle of Maldon, supplies us with those
two lines which are a very epitome of Teutonic
ideals of courage and endurance
Our soul shall be the more steadfast, our heart the higher,
Our mettle the more, the more our might is minished.'
(3) But in modern eyes perhaps the noblest of
the early Teutonic virtues is the supreme loyalty
which inspired the followers of any chief or king.
man could choose whom he would follow, or
whether he would attach himself to any one, but,
once his choice was made and he had become the
man of some chief, nothing could wean him from
his allegiance.
Loyalty transcends all other duties,
and wUl lead men to arraign the gods, and defy
Fate itself, as they fall in the last rally by their
leader's side, like Bjarki in the story of Hrolf
Kraki, as told by Saxo. Tacitus and the Beowulf
concur in saying that it is a reproach for life to have
survived the chief in battle. Even in the 12th
cent., when the old heathen virtues were dying
out, the young Icelander An Thorgeirsson makes
ing of

toil,

'

;

:

'

A

'

'

a shield of his body for his Norwegian lord,
standing weaponless between him and his enemies.
This is self-sacrifice born of courage, but the idea
of loyalty fostered other virtues besides that of
courage virtues which otherwise would hardly
have flourished on Teutonic soil. Tacitus tells us
that the chief fights for victory, his vassals fight
for their chief ; that to ascribe one's own brave
deeds to one's chief, to increase his renown, is the
height of loyalty. The self-forgetfulness, the
abnegation involved can be gauged only by those
who realize that personal fame was the highest
earthly good of the Teuton warrior. Loyalty was
not confined, however, to the warriors by profession, but permeated the whole fabric of Teutonic
society.
Every little Icelandic farmer expects
home-men,' his farm-labourers, will
that his
cheerfully sacrifice their lives on his behalf, and
the obligation even extends to the chance guest,
so that many a Norwegian merchant in Iceland
lost his life in a quarrel that was not his.
The
call of loyalty is yet sterner in one case on record.
Ingimund the Old has been slain by a base and unworthy
hand and, on receiving the news, one of his old shipmates
declares
It is not fit for the friends of Ingimund to live,* and
His example is followed by another of
falls on his sword.
Ingimund's old companions {Vatnsdcela Saj^a, ch. 23).
suppose
that this spirit of devotion to
may
a chosen chief had its root in the ancient tribal
solidarity which made the whole kindred adopt
the cause of any member of it. Only in Northern

—

'

;

:

'

We

Germany and the Netherlands, however, do we
find this devotion to the kindred unimpaired in
historical times, and there it persisted for centuries.
A chronicler of tlie little land of Dithmarschen, writing after
the end of the 16th cent., describes the old kindreds of that
country, and how the members of it protected the weakest and
poorest against outside aggression, and would risk life and limb
for any member of their kin (Neocorus, ed. Dahlmann, Kiel,
But in Scandinavia loyalty to the chief seems to
1827, i. 206).
have been far more binding than loyalty to the kin. Treachery
to a master brings infamy, and, in fact, is hardly mentioned in
the old tales, but the slaying of kinsmen is frequently dealt
with, and, though theoretically disapproved, it does not alienate
all sympathy.
EiVik Blodbx is said to have hurnt bis half-brother Rognvald

—
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in his house, at the

bidding of their father, Harald Fairhair,
because Rognvald had become addicted to sorcery and much
was that worlc praised,' says Heimskringla (Morris-Magni^sson's

found

all

(Teutonic)

over Teutonic Europe in early times, and

'

;

tr.

i.

133).

How

far the

new idea

of loyalty transcends the
duty to the kindred is disclosed in the Egilssaga
(ch. 22 ff., F. J6nsson's ed., Copenhagen, 1886-88),
where King Harald Fairhair treacherously attacks
and slays Thorolf, one of his own men, wrongly
suspected of treachery. Thorolf has kinsmen, as
well as comrades, in the king's bodyguard ; but,
so far from attempting vengeance on the king or
the slanderers, they do not even ask for compensation (wergild) for themselves.
Hagen, in the
Waltharilied, overlooks the slaying of his nephew
by Walther, his sworn friend, but cannot refuse
to attack him when his king's honour is involved
{Ekkehard's Waltharilied, Germ, tr., H. Althof,
Leipzig, 1902, lines 1109, 1112). Eudiger, in the
Nibelungenlied, makes a similar choice between
lord and friend (line 2152 ff).
In England this loyalty to the king early developed into patriotism, finding favourable soil in
the sufferings of the country from the Danes, and
in the appeal which such a king as Alfred made to
the hearts of his subjects.
In other Teutonic
States, however, an effective patriotism was a
plant of slow growth ; and of Norway and Iceland
it may be truly said that their foes were of their

own

household.
In return for the loyalty of his subordinates
the chief was expected to be generous
mUd,' as
all the old Teutonic tongues phrase it,
and the
(4)

—
—
'

Northern praise of princes, as ' gold-scatterer,'
' bracelet-spender,'
and so forth, indicates the form
which their generosity took. According to modern
ideas, this quality was unduly glorified, and we
may guess that it could cover a considerable degree
of unscrupulousness in the method of acquiring
wealth, as well as a disregard for the general
welfare of the kingdom. But its glorification was
natural in a State where the fighting man had no
fixed wages, and where the poets were the servants
of the prince.
Even Walther von der Vogelweide
considers it reasonable to estimate kings by their
generosity towards himself. The chronicler of the
Normans already quoted tells us that ' their chief
men were especially lavish, through their desire
of good report.' His previous cryptic utterance,
that they hold a certain mean between lavishness
and greed, is perhaps to be explained by the system
of gifts and counter-gifts prevalent all through
Teutonic society. Tacitus, indeed, says that the
Germans 'expect no return for what they give'
{Germ. xxi. ), but the testimony of the most worldlywise of the old Edda poems, is perhaps more deserving of acceptance : ' I never found a man so " mUd,"
or so free with food, that he was loath to receive

reward {Sdvamdl,
'

40).

But the generosity mani-

fested itself also in less questionable forms. The
quality which makes it a ' nithing's deed ' to take
advantage of weakness, and the generous appreciation of an enemy's virtues, merge into the love of
' fair play,' so characteristic
of the Teutonic races.
Even King Eirik Blodox, guilty of the death of several of his
half-brothers, cannot kill his deadly enemy Egill, who, wrecked
on his shores, has thrown himself on Eirik's mercy because to
do so under such circumstances would be a 'nithing's act'
;

(Egilssaga, ch. 61). In a similar position, Kiri, who has killed
over a dozen of Floai's companions, is not mistaken in going to
Flosi's house and relying on bis generosity (Njdla, ch. 169).

The

opposite of a 'nithing' is a gd^r drengr, a
characteristic Northern phrase, only to be translated ' a good fellow,' ' an honourable man ' in

—

exactly what is meant by gentleman when
that word is used to denote certain moral qualities.
kindred duty to that of generosity is hospi(5)
tality, which is even more binding.
To exclude
any human being from the roof is thought impious,'
says Tacitus {Germ, xxi.); and the same idea is
fact,

'

'

A

'

in Iceland to this day.
(6) Truth was a highly esteemed virtue among
the Germanic race. Tacitus {Germ. xxii. ) calls them
a race without natural or acquired cunning
ap
estimate which may be partly inspired by the
natural attitude of a sophisticated race towards a
barbaric one ; for the mediaeval chronicler already
quoted calls the Normans gens astutissima,' and
the somewhat cynical Edda poem Hdvamdl has no
hesitation in advising its hearers to flatter a false
friend and to reward deceit with lies (Hdv. 42, 45).
But Saxo, the early historian of the Danes, says
that ' the illustrious men of old thought lying most
dishonourable ; and it may be said that the sagas
reveal a high ideal of straightforwardness in general.
It is characteristic of the Northern trend of thought
that there was no sin in a slaying openly confessed,
but an indescribable baseness in a secret or a midnight slaying, which was qualified as murder. To
lie to a friend would certainly have been thought a
'

'

—

'

'

baseness, and we meet with individuals who would
rather risk their lives than impair their self-respect
by lying. The accounts of the early Norwegian
kings and their courts reveal that flattery, at least,
was not one of the besetting sins of the Northmen.
Great sanctity attached to oaths and promises of
every sort, and nothing was held to excuse breaches
of faith, though instances, especially of truce-breaking, are found scattered up and down the sagas
oftener after than before the introduction of Christianity.
To the recognition of an obligation to
strict veracity in the recital of stories we owe much
of our knowledge of ancient Teutonic customs.
(7) Modesty, strangely enough, entered into the
ideal of the perfect warrior in Iceland, and boastfulness was regarded with more contempt than
censure. In the epics of the heroic age, however,
boasting is freely indulged in.
So far we have been dealing with qualities or
obligations which are still recognized as virtues
and duties in modern ethical systems.
(8) Vengeance, however, has not only been degraded from its paramount position among duties,
but is placed in a different category altogether.
catch glimpses of a time when it was an
absolutely binding obligation, but in all Teutonic
States the system of money compensation had been
adopted before historical times, to mitigate the
recognized evils of blood-feuds. But among a race

We

which, from the time of Tacitus onwards {Germ.
xiv.), rather scorned peaceful methods of moneygetting, it was hardly to be expected that every
one should be willing to ' put his (slain) kinsman in
his pocket,' as the saying went.
The Icelandic
sagas give such a vivid picture of the havoc wrought
by blood-feuds that the custom of vengeance in
the early history of that country is a matter of
common knowledge, but its persistence in countiy
districts in Germany is not so generally realized.
In many parts vengeance was held to be obligatory,
not only on nobles, down to the 16th century.
Thus our sources tell us that in 1577a Holstein peasant named
Oraumann, who had more or leas accidentally slain another,
was

killed by the deceased's brothers with 48 wounds. These
brothers were proceeded against in a court of law, but were
never condemned. In Frisia, as late as the 13th cent., it seem0
to have been customary for the relatives to hang up the corpse
of their slain kinsman under their roof until they had acquitted
themselves of the duty of vengeance. In England, so early
Christianized, the current ideas concerning this duty are
quaintly revealed in a verse made on King Edward's death in
979:
* Him would not avenge
his earthly kinsmen,
him has his heavenly father
greatly avenged (Saxon Chronicle, sub anno
976 [Gomme's tr. 1909)).
'

The idea that vengeance alone can wipe out an
insult was prevalent, and has persisted to this day
in the Continental attitude towards duelling [q.v.).

;:
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AND MORALITY

(9) In the matter of sexual morality the heathen
Germanic races have always had a high reputation
since the time of Tacitus, and on this point Christian priests have added their testimony to his (see
Salvian, de Gubem. Dei, bk. viii. ).
Their marrioG^e code,' sayB Tacttus, is strict, and no part of
Almost alone among
Iheir manners is more praiseworthy.
'

barbarians they are content with one wife, except a very few
among them, and these not from sensuality, but because their
noble birth procures for them many ofTers of alliance (Genn.
xviii.).
'Clandestine correspondence is equally unknown to
men and to women {ib. xix,).
'

'

This description needs little modification to fit
the customs of a much later age. It was no reproach to King Harald Fairhair to have several
wives, but it must be especially noted that this
polygamy involved no harini, for it seems that for
the most part each wife continued to live with her
own family or in the part of the country where
she was born. The Icelandic sagas indicate that
divorce was easily obtainable apparently on trifling grounds ; but the fates of Brynhild and Sigurd,
of Gudrun and Kjartan in the Laxdale Saga, of
Bjorn the Hitdale Champion, and Oddny, show
that the persons wrongly mated make no attempt
to throw off the marriage bond in order to be free
to marry another presumably because such action
was held to be base. It is surely not entirely out
of jealousy that the Icelandic Gudrun brings about
the death of the man she loves, but because only
so can she rid herself of the degradation of preferring another man to her husband, and of the continual temptation of that other's presence. She
prefers his death to dishonour.
Tacitus tells us of the punishment of a faithless
wife but later sources, Icelandic and Norwegian,
mention no penalty for the woman, though they
speak of a heavy fine to be exacted from her
lover.
The old Norwegian laws make the ecclesiastical fine for conjugal infidelity the same for

—

—

;

either sex.

Perhaps the moat remarkable feature of the
ethical ideas of the Teutons is that the ethical ideal
was the same for both sexes. Women do not fight,
but the wife, according to Tacitus, does not stand
apart from aspirations after noble deeds or from
the perils of war, but is her husband's partner in
(10)

'

toil

and danger, destined

to suffer

and to dare

with him alike in peace and war' {Germ, xviii.)
and earlier he tells us how the dauntless courage
of the women has been known to rally wavering
forces in battle {ib. viii. ). For Helen of Troy, for
the Irish Deirdre, beauty and an unhappy love
have been suflacient titles to immortality ; but
to fire the Germanic imagination women have
needed these and more the character that shapes
destiny, the courage which does not blench before
responsibility, the truth which scorns to evade consequences. Such are Brynhild, Gudrun, Hervor,
Svanhild, and the Anglo-Saxon Hildegyth of the
Waldere-fragment (C. W. M. Grein, Angelsachs.
Bibliothek, i. [1883] 7f.). It is perhaps significant
:

that Germanic hero-legend exalts no woman who
has yielded to a dishonourable love. The Icelandic
sagas not only attribute these greater virtues to
women, but expect them to urge the love of fair
play and a high sense of honour on their men-folk,
if these fail to realize their public responsibilities.
Griselda is no Teutonic conception. In one minor
detail a sharp line is drawn between the sexes
drinking to excess at feasts is no reproach to men,

but

is

unheard

of in

women.

—

Ethical moti7es and sanctions. (1) If we regard the ethical ideas of the Teutonic races as a
whole, the main point which emerges is that they
are the outcome of a sound utilitarianism, not of
cannot even call
chance tradition or custom.
this in question with regard to the ideals of generosity and vengeance, if we bear in mind the social
3.

We

'

(Teutonic)
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and economic conditions of the time. Their ideal
of generosity has struck moderns as blameable
lavishness, but it originated in an epoch when
wealth was of little use save to attach warriors to
Otherwise capital had no beneficent
one's cause.
functions to perform, no industrial enterprises to
maintain
and, where gold and chattels were
hoarded in few hands, they became dangerous to
the freedom of the rest of the community, and liable
to excite the cupidity of suspicious neighbours.
;

The same defence can obviously be made for the
duty of vengeance, which, in the absence of a powerful State executive, must be considered, with Lecky
(Hist, of European Morals^, 1897, i. 41), to have been
the one bulwark against social anarchy.' The
moral outlook was limited to the community, and
actions were judged consciously or unconsciously
from its standpoint. This is clearly exemplified
in the attitude towards human sacrifice.
Persons
outside the pale may be immolated for the good of
the community, but public opinion condemned and
ostracized any individual suspected of practising
such rites for his own personal advantage ( Vatsdcela Saga, ch. 16. 30).
The same distinction can
be traced in the similar attitude towards magic, and
also in the treatment of the aged and infirm at
moments when the life of the community was
'

—

—

threatened (see Old Age [Teutonic]). It is more
pleasant to recognize the sense of social obligation,
of duty towards the community, in the courtesy
so carefully practised between man and man, in
the acceptance of arbitration in disputes, and still
more in the conscious sacrifice of self-interest to the
claims of law and order.
must allow Snorri
to carry out the law,' says his enemy Amkell in
Eyrbiggja Saga (Morris -Magniisson, The Eredwellers, 1892, ch. 22) ; and the idea constantly recurs in all Scandinavian literatures. The political
genius of the Teutonic races was born out of the
conflict between this sense of responsibility the
recognition that man does not live to himself alone
and the intense independence and powerful will
of the individual. Perhaps the idea of duty to the
community finds its noblest expression in the lofty
conception that men are not freed from its claims
even in the other world, but must band together
in fellowship with the gods for one last vain fight
against the forces of evil and of destruction, before
the end of the world (see Doom).
(2) The Teutonic races had too strong a tendency
to look to motives, too keen an interest in the clash
of character with circumstances, for custom to become as binding a social sanction among them as
in many primitive societies. Bcligion, also, had
little force as a moral sanction, though we note
that, in the ancient formula, the
wrath of the
gods' is declared to follow truce-breaking.' And
there was probably some notion of divine sanction
in the carefully ordered duels which in Europe
seem to have been the heathen forerunners of the
'

'

We

—

—

'

'

Cf. art. Duelling.
Of external sanctions, by far the most powerwas public opinion. All the condemnation the

ecclesiastical ordeal.
(3)

ful

Icelandic sagas usually allow themselves is to say
that such and such an act was 'ill spoken of.'
And, if the condemnation of the community was
strongly felt as a deterrent to crime, far more did
From the
its praise act as an incentive to virtue.
time of their supremacy in Europe until their racial
consciousness was merged in their citizenship of
the Koman Church, the quest of glory called forth
much that was best in the Teutonic race ; and in
judging it as a motive we must remember that there
has hardly been an epoch in the world's history
when a man might gam so wide and lasting a renown a fame that extended as far as the Teutonic
race, so that the selfsame hero might be sung from
cannot
the north of Africa to Greenland.

—

We

—
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wonder that even the cynical Hdvamdl
to the noble verse
'

is

the complete and permanent fertility of unions beall races inter se.
Such crossings between
the highest and the lowest and all intervening
groups have taken place in all ages, and this
physiological test has been so universally applied
that there are no longer any pure races, except
perhaps a few isolated groups, such as the Andamanese, the Fuegians, and some African and
Oceanic negritos. Miscegenation is everywhere the
rule, and all peoples are now essentially hybrids,
representing both diverging and converging types
of the original prototypes, which must now be regarded as mainly ideal.
Already in the Stone
Ages we have intermingling of long-heads from
North Africa with short-heads from Asia, resulting in the present mixed Europeans.
In recent
times these Europeans migrating to the New
World have formed fresh amalgams with the
aborigines and the Hispauo-American and Lusitano-American Mestizos now number little short
of 50,000,000, and in many places (Mexico, Salvador, Colombia, Peru, BrazU) are steadily increasing, with little accession of fresh blood from
Europe. Even in Anglo-Saxon America the present Indians are largely mixed with whites and
negroes, and we find the rather unexpected result
that the fertility among half-breed women is considerably larger than among full-blood women

inspired

tween

:

Chattels die, kinsmen die,

One dies oneself also
But fame dies never
For him who has won

;

it

worthily (JSdv.
'

76).

But the deepest, most potent sanction of morality was an internal one the sense of personal
(4)

:

integrity, the sturdy self-respect, the fear of that
sense of degradation which was probably as near
as the heathen Teuton ever approached to the
sense of sin.

—

Literature. Tacitus, Germ,ania ; the Older Edda (B. Sijmon's
text, Halle, 1888-1901
an English tr. by O. Bray, London,
1907, and in Vigfusson-Powell's Corpus Poeticum Boreale,
Oxford, 1883) ; the Icelandic Sagas (some of which have been
translated by Morris-Magniisson, in the Saga Library, etc.);
;

Sjdlssaga and Gisla Saga have been translated by G. W. Dasent
(Edinburgh, A'j., newed. 1900, ffisto, 1866) and Laxdale Saga^
by A. 0. Press (London [2nd ed. 1906]). O. Jiriczek, Deutsche
Heldeneage, Strassburg, 1898 (Eng. tr. by M. Bentinck-Smith,
London, 1902), treats the older epics. Little attention has been
paid to the subject by modern scholars. A. Olrik's Nordisches
GeistesUben, Heidelberg, 1908, is an able and sympathetic
work and the last chapter of Chantepie de la Saussaye's
Religion of the Teutons, Boston, 1902, is valuable. See also
H. M. Chadwick, The Heroic Age, Cambridge, 1912, ch. xv. ff.
A. P. Fors, The Ethical World-Conception of the Norse People,
Chicago, 1904, should be used with great caution.
B. S. Phillpotts.
;

;

;

ETHNOLOGY.—

1.

Definition.— Ethnology

that section of Anthropology (the science of man in
general) which deals systematically with the various
branches of mankind in detail. It is not merely
descriptive (Ethnography), but aims at co-ordinating all known data bearing on the inter-relations
of the several members of the human family, regarded not as independent groups, but as mutually
related divisions of mankind. As so defined, Ethnology assumes a genetic connexion between these
divisions ; and the most important problem which
it has to solve is whether all races really constitute
not distinct species, still less genera, but only
varieties of a smgle species of a single genus.
Polygenism, which postulates a given number of
distinct groups independently originating in so
many distinct geographical areas the actual
number of these distinct groups and areas ranging from about four to sixteen or even more is
certainly not yet extinct.
But the tendency of

—

—

modern thought

is

'

is

undoubtedly towards Mono-

genism, which postulates only one such distinct
group and one such distinct area, with four main
or relatively fundamental divisions separately
evolved in four corresponding geographical areas
reached by migration from a single cradle-land.
A return is thus made after much ' storm and
stress to the sober teachings of Linn6, in whose
Order of Anthropomorpha man appears as one
genus with one species, 'cujus varietates EuropcBus
albus, Americanus rufescens, Asiaticus fuscus,
Africanus niger' (Systema Natures, ed. 1756, p. 3).
This scheme, forming the solid basis of all rightly
directed ethnological studies, is frankly accepted
by Sir William Flower, in whose Sub-Order of
Anthhopoidea the HominidcB (Linux's varietates)
constitute the fifth and highest family, coming
nearest to, but still independent of, the Simiidce,
that is, the four groups of the so-called man-apes
Gibbon, Chimpanzee, Gorilla, Orang-utan.
These Hominidce, with their numerous diverging
and converging sub-forms, are the proper study of
Ethnology, which thus seeks to determine their
origin, primeval home, antiquity, and early migrations, their distinctive physical and mental characters, social and cultural developments, and,
especially for our purpose, their religious notions,
not as separate units, but as interconnected members of the human family.
2. Specific unity of mankind.
(a) Perhaps the
most convincing proof of common descent from one
stock is afforded by what Broca calls their eugenesis,
'

:

(F. Boas). The Bovianders of British Guiana form
a vigorous half-caste community, 'descendants of
the old Dutch settlers by Indian squaws' (Henry
Kirke), and most of the present South African Hot-

tentote are also

Dutch and native

realize the full force of this

half-breeds.

To

argument, we have

only to consider how impossible such evgenesis
would be on the Polygenist assumption. Distinct
species originating in Pliocene or at least
early Pleistocene times could not now be racially
fertile, and their unions would serve only to illustrate the opposite law of kakogenesis.
(b) Specific unity is further shown in the prevailing physical and mental uniformity of all peoples.
As these points will again engage our attention,
it will suffice here to remark with E. B. Tylor
that all tribes of men, from the blackest to the
whitest, the most savage to the most cultured,
have such general likeness, in the structure of
their bodies and the working of their minds, as
is easiest and best accounted for by their being
descended from a common ancestry, however distant' (Anthropology, p. 5).
But, it is urged on linguistic grounds, languages
differ specifically and even generically, and hence
cannot be reduced to a single stock, to a common
centre of evolution. This, says Abel Hovelacque,
is for us sufficient proof of the original plurality
of the races that have been developed with them
that is, with these irreducible forms of speech.
This reasoning stOl passes current, and, although
involving a patent fallacy, is perhaps the chief
present mainstay of the Polygenist school. How
fallacious it is will at once become evident when we
reflect that the stocks in question are reckoned not
by tens or scores, but literally by the hundred, so
that quod nimis probat nihil probat. In the United
States and the Dominion of Canada alone Powell
enumerates about sixty stock languages ; and as,
on this hypothesis, each of these represents a stock
race, we should have in North America alone some
sixty specifically distinct human groups, though de
facto all are admittedly very much alike, scarcely
distinguishable physically or mentally one from
the other. The facts relied upon merely show that
race and speech are not convertible terms, that
there is no arguing from one to the other and this
may now be taken as axiomatic in Ethnology.
migratory
centre of dispersion
3. Origin :
routes.
Specific unity may thus be removed from

human

'

'

'

;

—

:

;
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the sphere of speculation, and accepted as an established fact with all its far-reaching consequences.
first consequence is that man, being one, had
but one cradle, whence he peopled the earth by
This cradle has been sought in all
migration.
4uarter8 of the globe in the Arctic regions now
covered with ice, in the Austral lands now flooded
by the Indian Ocean, in the Eastern and Western
hemispheres, in Asia the reputed officina gentium, in
Africa, and now (by Wilser and others) in Europe,
and more particularly in Scandinavia (South
But none of these lands has made
Sweden).
good its claim, and the tendency now is to
look for the centre of origin and dispersion in
South-East Asia, where it breaks away into the
insular Malaysian world.
The latter view, which for the present at least
may be said to hold the field, has acquired a certain
consistency from the discovery made in 1892 by

A

—

Eugene Dubois of some distinctly human remains
embedded in the late Pliocene deposits of the
Solo river in the Trinil district of East Java.
These highly fossilized remains of Pithecanthropus
erectus, as he has been named by the finder, include a femur, two molars, and portion of a skull,
and are regarded by Manouvrier, Deniker, Hepburn,
and most other competent judges, as undoubtedly
those of a human precursor. The great capacity of
the skull (900 to 1000 cubic centimetres) shows that
it could not have belonged to any of the allied anthropoids, none of which even now exceeds 500 c.c,
while the perfectly human femur makes it clear
that this Javanese prototype could already walk
In the accompanying diagram he is seen to
erect.
diverge, not from any of the living Simians, but
from a common anthropoid stem having its roots
far back in the Miocene ; and that is the now
commonly accepted view regarding the line of

s5
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certainly had not yet acquired any knowledge of
navigation. But such knowledge was not needed
to cross inland seas, open waters, and broad
estuaries.

At

the time of the first migratory movements,
Indo-African Continent, the existence of
which was established by the geologists of the
Indian Geological Survey, still presented almost
continuous land across the present Indian Ocean,
between the Deccan, Madagascar, and South
The shallow inland waters, even now
Africa.
nowhere exceeding fifty fathoms in depth, had
into great archipelagoes the
transformed
not yet
Sunua region (Borneo, Sumatra, Java), which is
now separated by narrow channels from the
Asiatic mainland. The Australian Continent was
connected across Torres Strait with New Guinea,
and extended much farther west than at present.
New Zealand also occupied a far wider area, while
the recent borings in the island of Funafuti in the
Ellice group (1897) leave little doubt that Polynesia
itself is to a large extent a region of comparatively
In the northern hemisphere
recent subsidence.
Africa, as proved by the range of the southern
fauna (hysena, elephant, hippopotamus, cave lion,
etc.), was still connected with Europe at least at
across the Strait of Gibraltar
three points
between Tunis, Pantellaria, Malta, Sicily, and
Italy ; and, farther east, between Cyrenaica and
Greece, across the present JEgeau waters. Lastly,
Britain still formed part of the European mainland,
while almost continuous land appears to have
extended in both directions, across Bering Strait
to Alaska, and from North-West Europe through
the Faroes and Iceland to Greenland and North
America. Here, therefore, are sufficient land connexions for early man to have gradually spread
from his Indo-Malaysian home to the uttermost
That he did so
confines of the habitable globe.
is an established fact, as will be seen ; and, if the
routes here suggested as followed by him may
seem somewhat speculative, they must still be
accepted, because there were no others avaUable
during the required late Tertiary (Pliocene and
the

—

Pleistocene) period.
4. Areas and lines of specialization from the
Pleistocene precursors. A considerable mass of
trustworthy evidence has in recent years been
brought together from all quarters to show that
the whole world had really been occupied by
primitive man during this late Tertiary period,
which is synchronous with the last recorded recurrent invasions of ice in the northern and
an exsouthern hemispheres. The 'Ice Age'
pression covering a pre-glacial, two or more interglacial, and a post-glacial epoch thus coincides
with the first migratory movements, which may
be conceived as advancing and receding with the
spread and retreat of the ice-cap, but were all completed, if not duriuCT the inter-glacial, certainly in
the post-glacial (early Pleistocene), epoch. That is
to say, the earth was first occupied by a generalized
Pleistocene prototype, which became independently
specialized mto the four fundamental varieties in
the four above-mentioned geographical areas. The
main divisions of mankind may thus be regarded
as respectively descended in their several zones
from four undifferentiated Pleistocene ancestral
groups.
This view of human origins at once removes
some of the greatest difficulties that systematists
have hitherto had to contend with, while at the
same time accounting in a reasonable way for
many phenomena which must otherwise remain
inexplicable.
Thus the four varieties, springing
independently from four generalized Pleistocene
ancestors, become each specialized in its own
domain, and need no longer be derived one from the

—

hnman

ascent.

The same diagram shows

that, as

its mental powers, as indicated by its
cranial capacity, the Javanese ' missing link ' held
a position about midway between Orang-utan and

regards

the present average European, while the present
low races (Bushman, Vaalpen, Botocudo, Aeta,
and Semang) stand about midway between these
two.
Ethnology thus seems to have at last found a
sure starting-point for the evolution and disperFor the Javanese
sion of mankind over the globe.
remains, long antedating the Neanderthal, that
is, the lowest human cranium previously described,
present the physical characters which were anticipated in Pliocene as compared with Pleistocene
man, should his remains ever be discovered. His
erect position implies a perfectly prehensile hand,
the chief instrument of human progress, while the
cranial capacity suggests vocal organs sufficiently
developed for articulate speech.
P. erectus was
thus well equipped for his long migrations round
the globe, and it is safe to conjecture that without
such equipment he never could have completed the
Physically he was far too helpless to
journey.
contend with the great Pliocene fauna that barred
the path. But, armed with stone, wooden, bone,
and other weapons that lay at hand, and endowed
with mental powers far beyond those of all opponents, he was assured of success from the first,
and eventually became the one living species whose
He
habitat coincided with the habitable world.

—

—

—

;
:;

;
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other— black from white, yellow from black, and
so on, a theory which both on physiological and
on physiographical grounds has always presented

—

but insurmountable difficulties to the anthropoIndeed, no anthropologist has yet seriously
grappled with the insoluble problem presented by
conditions which, as we now see, have no existence.
To suppose that some highly specialized group,
say, originally black, migrating from continent to
continent, became white in one region or yellow in
another is a violent assumption which can never
be verified, and should on reflexion be rejected.
Had such a group passed from its proper zone to
another essentially different environment, it would
Erobably have died out long before it had time to
The fundamental racial
ecome acclimatized.
characters are the result of slow adaptation to
all

logist.

They are what
natural selection,
and time have made them, and are of too long
standing to be effaced or blurred except by miscegenation, a process rendered possible by primsurroundings.
their
special
climate, soU, diet, heredity,

especially on the different treatment of the
material, which during the immeasurably longer
Old Stone Age was merely chipped, flaked, oi
otherwise rudely fashioned, but in the New more
Hence experts
carefully worked and polished.
assure us that they can always tell a palceolith
neolith, although a warning note has
recently been raised, amongst others, by A.
Thieullen, who, speaking from personal observatoutes les formes, mSme les
tion, declares that
plus archaiques, ont k\A fabriqu6es simultanement
avec les formes plus nouvelles, k tous les ages de
la pierre, et cela jusqu' aux derniers jours de la
(Hommage d Boucher de Perthes,
?ierre polie
Nevertheless, Sir John Evans'
'aris, 1904, p. 13).
great test of a palseolith the bulb of percussion
stUI holds good, while it is safe to say that no well
finished and polished neoliths were produced in the
early period.
Other distinguishing features of Palseolithic and
Neolithic culture are here tabulated in parallel

from a

'

'

—

columns for more convenient comparative study

ordial unity.
5. Early works of man : Old and
Ages.
By descent from common

—

New

Stone

New

Old Stone Aob.

ancestors is further readily explained the surprising resemblance, amounting to identity, which
is everywhere presented both by the earliest
skeletal remains of primitive man and by the
first rude objects of primitive culture.
Such are
the skulls found in West and Central Europe, in
Egypt, California, BrazU, and other parts of South
America the stone implements occurring in prodigious quantities in Britain, France, North and
South Africa, Somaliland, India, the United States,

Fire
later

Fire : under complete con:
at first known only,
trol ;
could
artificially
be
partly under control
kindled and preserved.

when
could
be
preserved
kindled by natural means.
Food at first mainly vegetable, then animal also mostly
obtained
perhaps eaten raw
by hunting and fishing only.
Cuitivated plants none.
:

;

;

:

;

Argentina, Fuegia

;

the social and religious insti-

tutions of primitive man in Australia, Melanesia,
Certain
Africa,
North and South America.
Australian skulls seem cast in the same mould as
the Neanderthal, the oldest yet found in Europe.

John Evans, the

first judge on this subject,
us that rude stone objects brought from the
most distant lands are so identical in form and
character that they might have been manufactured
by the same hands. On the banks of the NUe,
many hundred feet above its present level, implements of the European types have been discovered,
while in Somaliland Mr. Seton-Karr has collected
a large number of implements which
might
have been dug out of the drift deposits of the
Somme and the Seine, the Thames or the ancient
Solent' {Inaugural Address, Brit. Assoc, Toronto,
Similarly, the animistic concept is found to
1897).
be equally well illustrated in the religious notions
of the Melanesians, the West African Negroes, and

Sir

tells

'

.

.

.

the natives of British Guiana (see below).
To the Pleistocene or Post-Pliocene, answering
roughly to the Quaternary of French Avriters and
the Diluvium of the Germans, has been assigned
a duration of from 200,000 to 300,000 years, and
this may be taken as the measure of early man
and all his works. It covers two distinct periods
of cultural growth, the Palaeolithic or Old
Stone, and the Neolithic or New Stone Age,
these being so named from the material, chiefly
flint, everywhere used by primitive peoples in the

manufacture of their weapons and implements

As many are stUI in the primitive
obvious that here Old and New do
not imply time sequence absolutely, but only
relatively to those regions, mainly Europe, North
Africa, and America, where the subject has been
most thoroughly investigated.
Even in these
regions Old and New do not always follow in
chronological order, since the two stages still
of all kinds.
state,

it

Stone Age.

Pleistocene

is

flourish side by side in some places, as, for instance, amongst the North American aborigines.
The distinction between the two periods is based

Food vegetable and animal,
obtained by hunting, fishing,
stock - breeding, and tillage
mostly cooked.
Cultivated plants numerous:
:

:

cereals, vegetables, fruits.

Industries
polished stone
Industries
limited to the
making of stone and bone im- implements of diverse types
plements, the former never spinning, weaving, basketry,
ground or polished, but of pro- mining, pottery hand - made
gressively unproved types, and without the wheel and poorly
later embellished with artistic ornamented artistic sense low
carvings, chiefly of the mam- at first, later well developed.
moth, horse, and other contemporary animals.
Monuments : very numerous
Mo-numents
none in the
strict sense
no houses, graves, and varied monolithic, megamenhirs,
dolmens,
or barrows at first habitations lithic
mounds, barrows, kurgans,
chiefly caves and rock-shelters
no permanent stations except nuraghi, pile-dwellings, aquafor working stone implements. tic stations.
Speech perhaps everywhere
Speech at first perhaps ininvolved at first, later organic.
organic, later involved.
Social groups
the family,
Social groups
the family,
later the clan reckoning kin- the clan, the gens reckoning
ship through the female line. kinship through the male line,
the tribe, the phratry, the
:

:

;

:

:

;

;

;

;

:

:

:

:

civitas (city-State).

Letters none, unless certain
pebble-markings found in the
Mas d'Ajdl caves, Dordogne, be
regarded, with M. Piette, as a
kind of crude script, with ideographic if not phonetic values.
Religion generally supposed
to be non-existent.
But cave
:

Letters : very general, and
well developed beyond the pictographic to the ideographic,
the syllabic, and even alphabetic (purely phonetic) stage.

Religion : prevalent and well
:
developed everywhere, as atburials in late Palaeolithic times tested beyond doubt by solemn
suggest funeral rites.
The burials in dolmens and barrows,
painted figures also lately dis- and by crematory ceremonies,
covered by MM. Rivifere and mortuary urns, the so-called
Capitan in caves of the Made- lachrymary vessels, and other
lenian epoch (see below) seem indications of a belief in an
In Neolithic times
to afford evidence of religious after-life.
notions at that time. M. Salo- Animism and Psycholatry , lymon Reinach is inclined to ing at the root of all rehgion,
think that some, especially of were well established, in fact,
the animal figures, may have universal, so that Haberlandt
served as totemic or tribal sym- seems justified in holding that,
bols, so that such pictures may as all peoples have always been
have exercised a magic infiu- gifted with the faculty of speech,
ence. If so, this would imply so all, at least since the late
the existence of reUgious ideas Stone Ages, have been endowed
with the religious sentiment.
in still earlier times.

—

Here it is to be noticed that the ' hiatus ' the gap
or break supposed by some ethnologists to intervene
between the two early cultural eras is now generally discredited. Partial breaks of continuity may
have been of local occurrence. But the absolute
hiatus here in question is an absurdity. It would
imply that the first period of human culture was
somehow arrested and extinguished everywhere

—

:
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and that then, after a blank of unknown duration,
a fresh start was made with the sudden appearance of a new and higher culture, as if dropped
Evidence is now
ready-made from the clouds.
accumulating to show that progress was not
arrested but continuous throughout the whole of
the first cultural era, which thus tended in favourable localities (South France, the Biviera, North
Africa) to merge imperceptibly in the second, so
that it is not always possible to draw any hard
and fast line between the Old and New Stone
Ages.

The Old Stone Age is itself divided into a number of successively progressive eras, the most
generally accepted of which, at least for Europe,
The Uhellian, so called from Chelles on
are
1
the Marne, where were first found some of the
very oldest and rudest chipped flints, now often
called eoliths.
(2) The Moustierian, named from
the Cave of Moustier on the V^zfere River, Dordogne, which has yielded some improved but still
rude spear-heads, scrapers, and other flints of a
simple type. (3) The bolutrian, from the cave at
Solutr6 near Mftcon, whence come the famous
'
laurel-leaf and some other patterns, showing an
immense advance in finish and variety, still unpolished, but so delicate and dainty that they have
never since been rivalled or even imitated. Hence
an object of true Solutrian type is always genuine,
as it cannot be forged like most other 'antiques.'
Yet vast numbers have been found not only in
Europe but in the United States, where occur
whole caches { nests ') of these beautiful palaeoliths.
(4) The Madelenian, from the rock-shelter of La
Madeleine, also on the V^zfere, representing a very
long inter- or post-glacial period of steady progress,
during which was developed quite a Palseolithic
'school of art.' Here were first brought to light
some of those remarkable stone, horn, and even
harpoons,' ornaments,
ivory scrapers, gravers,
and statuettes with carvings on the round, and
skilful etchings of seals, fishes, reindeer, horses,
mammoths, snakes, and man himself, considerable
numbers of which occur also in many other stations
The remains found in
in Dordogne and elsewhere.
the Placard Cave, the Charente basin, as well as in
the Balsi Rossi caves at Mentone on the Riviera,
together with the numerous rock carvings of the
:

(

)

'

'

'

neighbouring Ventimiglia district, show distinct
interminglings of Old and New Stone Age types,
and thus the hiatus vanishes for ever.
The Palaeolithic Age gives the measure of the
antiquity of man. The Palaeolithic remains supply the proof of that antiquity. Many of the
Chellian eoliths (Gr lytis, 'dawn,' sc. of culture)
are found in situ under conditions and in associations which bespeak very great age. They occur,
for instance, in the undisturbed glacial drift (sands,
gravels, boulder - clays) of the Ouse, Thames,
Somme, Seine, Nile, and other rivers which
have since scoured their beds down to depths of
In Tunisia many have
50, 100, and even 400 feet.
been found under a thick bed of Pleistocene limestone deposited by a river which has since disappeared. The now absolutely arid and lifeless
Libyan plateau is stre^vn with innumerable worked
showing that early man inhabited this
flints,
formerly fertile and well-watered region before it
was reduced by the slowly changing climate to a
waste of sands. Many objects of human industry
have been recovered from Kent's Hole and other
caves beneath great masses of stalagmite, while
others again are found associated with the now
extinct Post-Pliocene fauna. And what changes
have taken place even in the comparatively recent
New Stone Age, which acquired its greatest development in North Africa (pre-dynastic Egypt),
in the jEgean lands (pre-Mycenaean culture), in
'

'

6SB

Italy, Central and West Europe, the British Isles,
In
Scandinavia, and South America (Tiahuanaco)
Scotland the Neolithic era lasted long enough to
witness the formation of the Carse clays, which
now stand 40 or .50 feet above sea-level, but tlien
formed the bed of a sound or estuary flowing be!

tween North and South Britain.

Hence Sir

W.

Turner's suggestion that after the separation of
Britain from the mainland, during tlie Ice Age,
another land connexion, a Neolithic land-bridge,'
may have enabled Neolithic man to reach Scotland
while the upheaved terrace was still clothed with
the great forest growths that have since disappeared.
The Neo6. Pre-Historic and Historic Ages.
lithic era, to which a duration of from 60,000 to
100,000 years has been ascribed, merges in an illdefined Pre - Historic period, when stone was
gradually superseded by the metals first copper,
then bronze, lastly iron, as correctly stated by
Lucretius (de Bct. Nat. v. 1286-7)
'

—

—

'

Poaterius ferri via eat aerisque reperta,
Et prior aeris erat quam ferri cognitua usus.'

To these Pre-Historic times may perhaps be referred most of those popular myths, demi-gods,
eponymous heroes, and traditions of real events
which even still survive and have supplied the
copious materials which were eagerly seized upon
and worked up by the early rhapsodists, the
founders of new religions, and later legislators
(Homer, Hesiod, Zoroaster, Manu, Solon, Lycurgus).
With these
7. Antiquity of the primary types.
names, shadowy though most of them be, are

—

ushered in strictly historical times throughout the
Aryan world, while in Hamitic and AkkadoSemitic lands more certain and far more ancient
records are supplied by the dated monuments, the
rock and mural inscriptions and clay tablets of the
Nile Valley, South Arabia, and Mesopotamia. With
the revelations made by archaeologists in these
earlier seats of the higher cultures the Historic
period itself is constantly receding farther into the
background, and we are now assured that the
Mesopotamian city of Nippur already possessed
a history some 8000 years ago. Thus is approached
the period of 10,000 years which may have to be
assigned to the Historic Age before the archaeological exploration of Egypt and Babylonia is
exhausted. From the pictorial and plastic remains
here brought to light, as well as from other early
sources, it is now placed beyond doubt that the
great divisions of the human family had at that
time already been fully specialized. Even in the
Neolithic era the European type had already been
established, as shown by the osseous remains of
the Croraagnon race,' so called from the cave
of that name in P6rigord where the first speciProfessor Virchow has
mens were discovered.
described a skull of the early Iron period from
WUdenroth in Bavaria, which had a cranial
capacity of no less than 1585 cubic centimetres,
and was in every respect a superb specimen of the
regular - featured, long-headed North European.
In Egypt, where Oppert finds traces of a welldeveloped social and political organization dating
back to over 13,000 years, Professor Petrie discovered in 1897 the portrait statue of Prince
Nenkhetftka of the Vth dynasty (3700 B.C.), a man
'

Still
also described as of ' European features.'
older is the portrait of Enshagsagna, who reigned

over the Babylonian Akkad about 4500 B.C., and
had quite regular features which might be either
Semitic or even Aryan.'
Thus we have documentary evidence that the
Caucasia, that is, the highest human type, had
already been not only evolved, but spread over a
wide area (Europe, North Africa, Mesopotamia),
'

:
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some millenniums before the new era. The other
chief types {Mongol, Negro, and even Negrito) are
also clearly depicted on early Egyptian monuments,
so that all the primary groups must have already
been differentiated at least in N eolithic times.
8. Nomenclature.
As these main divisions will
be dealt with separately, it will here suffice to give
a summary statement of the more salient physical
and mental characters (such as may be regarded as
true racial criteria) by which they have been distinguished throughout the strictly Historic period.
With regard to the nomenclature, much of which
is purely conventional, it should be noted that the
Ethiopic, Negro, and Black are taken as practically synonymous, answering roughly to Linux's
Afrieanus, but including also the allied Oceanic
blacks commonly called Papuasians (Papuans and
Melanesians), and Australasians, with the now extinct Tasmanians.
The Ethiopic division thus
forms two distinct sections
the African or
Western, and the Australasian or Eastern, now
separated by the intervening waters of the Indian
Ocean (see above). This remark applies also to
the Negrito subdivision, of which there are likewise two sections (African and Oceanic Negritos).
Mongolia and Yellow are similarly equivalent
terms, as are also American and Bed, where
'Yellow' and 'Eed' are to be taken in a somewhat elastic sense, as in Linn6's corresponding
expressions Asiaticus fuscus and Americanus ruLastly, Caucasic and White are the same,
fescens.
answering in a general way to Linn6's Europceus
albus.
'European,' however, can no longer be
taken in this wide sense, since the division is now
known to have also ex tended from Pre- Historic times
to a large part of Asia, as well as to North Africa,
where it most probably originated (Sergi, Keane).
The forms Eurafrican and Afro-European have
been proposed but they leave out Asia, so that
nothing better has yet been suggested for Blumenbach's somewhat equivocal Caucasic.
As here
used it does not mean a Caucasian, an inhabitant
of the Caucasus, but is the collective name of the
white division, of which some natives of the
Caucasus (Georgians, Circassians) are or were
assumed to be typical members. The three now
nearly obsolete terms, Turanian, Allophyllian,
and Alfuro, are here discarded as useless, and

—

—

;

leading to endless confusion.
As the four divisions have not remained stationary in their respective original homes, but have
been subject to great fluctuations during Historic
times, in the subjoined general Conspectus are
given their cradle-land, later expansion or retreat,
a,nd present domain, with approximate population.
Religions of primitive and later peoples
9.
evolution of the religious sentiment. In the treatment of religions, with which we are here more
nearly concerned, it is assumed, with most unbiased
observers (E. B. Tylor, E. im Thurn, A. B. Ellis,
E. S. Hartland, E. Clodd, R. H. Codrington, T.
Waitz, F. Ratzel, A. de Quatrefagea, J. B. Ambrosetti, F. Boas, P. Ehrenreich, J. W. Powell), that
all later developments spring from the first vague
notions formed by primitive man of himself and
his environment.
The absolute starting-point,
behind which it seems impossible to get, is everywhere the dream, which, as soon as the reasoning
faculty is sufficiently awakened, enforces the subtle
and apparently metaphysical distinction between
soul and body, spirit and matter.
'The dreams
which come in sleep to the Indian are to him
as reai as any of the events of his waking life. To
him dream-acts and working-acts differ only in one
respect namely, that the former are done only by
the spirit, the latter are done by the spirit in its
body. Seeing other men asleep, and afterwards
hearing from them the things which they suppose

—

.

—

.

.

themselves to have done when asleep, the Indian
has no difficulty in reconciling that which he hears
with the fact that the bodies of the sleepers were
in his sight and motionless throughout the time of
supposed action, because he never questions that
the spirits, leaving the sleepers, played their part
in dream-adventures.' And thus is explained the
at first sight strange fact that a savage should be
able to form for himself a conception of so immaterial a thing as a spirit.' The quotations are
from E. im Thurn (Among the Indians of Guiana,
Lond. 1883, p. 343 f.), one of the closest students
of the savage mind, and they have reference to the
'

British Guiana natives (Caribs, Arawaks), whose
religious system is perhaps the most primitive of
which we have any clear record.
From this starting-point the development proceeds in two directions, which lead on the one
hand to Psycholatry (Spirit-worship, Animism) in
its simplest form, on the other to Ancestor- and
Nature - worship, the two great factors in all
primitive religions. For early man, after the concept of an independent soul is thoroughly realized
in his own person, the next step is to extend the
idea to his fellow-men, and then to other animals
and to plants, that is, to all living organisms, and,
lastly, to the inorganic world, to such conspicuous
and lifelike objects as the raging torrent, the roll-

ing seas, snowy peaks, frowning crests, steep rocky
walls, gloomy gorges, dark woods, trees, crags,
clouds, storms, lightning, tornadoes, heavenly

Nature becomes animated and

bodies, until all

everything personified and endowed with a living
soul.
But this soul emanates, so to say, from his
own, and consequently resembles it in all respects,
has the same passions, feelings, affections, and
differs only in being, perhaps, a little more or a
little less powerful
and thus is established the
;

of anthropomorphism (j.«.),
religions from the lowest to
the highest. The mental qualities of the individual
soul become the norm to which everything is
referred, and, when in more advanced stages man
likens himself to his deities, he is really fashioning
his deities to his o\vn likeness.
Hence the intensely anthropomorphic character of the gods of

universal

principle

which pervades

all

the Babylonians (Anu, Ea, Marduk), the Semites
(El, Baal, Jahweh), the Greeks (Zeus, Aphrodite,
ApoUo).
So C. Hill Tout, speaking of the
British Columbian Siciatl tribe, tells us that
their anthropomorphic conceptions of the animal
and vegetable worlds coloured all their lives and
thoughts. Even to-day
there is still a strong
belief in the human or man-like side of animals,
plants, and other objects and forces' (JAI xxxiv.
And so it is everywhere.
[1904] 28).
any spirits, all being of a human nature,
should be reverenced or worshipped at all is easily
explained by the above remark that some may be
more, some less, potent than man himself. The
latter are, of course, treated with indifference,
while the former are respected and even feared,
and have often to be appeased, being for the most
part ill-disposed towards mortals, whence the saying that timor fecit deos. And, if even a human
being was more powerful in life— a tribal chief, for
instance, or any great warrior he would also be
more powerful in death, since death is only an
extended sleep from which he may and does often
return, as in dreams.
Hence his survivors naturally suppose that the spirit of the dead man, yet
living, continues to act just as does the living man
Thus are sown the
in dreams (im Thurn, p. 344).
germs of the wide-spread Ancestor-worship (q.v.),
which amongst some peoples almost seems to be the
only form of religion, and in some places gives rise
to such strange and even sanguinary rites as the
horrible 'customs,' now everywhere happily sup'

.

.

.

Why

—

'

'
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pressed, of the Gold and Slave Coast Negroes and
the curious notions of tlie Kast African Wagiryama
people, who suppose that the departed spirits appear
in clreams and ask for prnnbe to allay their tlnrst.
So, when it is a-brewing, some is poured out on the
graves of the dead, who are asked to drink, and
when drunk to fall asleep and cease to disturb the
Thus
living witli their brawls and bickerings.
iv. 707 f.), the
also Dengdit (on whom see
rain-giver, god of the Nilotic Dinka Negroes, is
endowed with Dinka propensities ; while Umvile,
god of the neighbouring Golos, is actually the
father of mankind by his wife, Barachi' (S. L.
Cummins, JAI xxxiv. 164).
These Golos distinguish things and people from
their shadows [vuvu), which enter the dreamer's
mind in sleep, and after death are spoken of as the
Thus is afi'orded a hrst
souls gone to cloudland.
clue to those otherwise inexplicable refinements
and distinctions made by primitive psychology
between the personal soul and other associated
spiritual entities, such as the classical manes which
Orcus habet,' the umbra which 'tumulum circumSuch
volat,' and the spiritus which astra petit.'
are the Egyptian ba, ' sovil,' akh, mind,' ka, existence,' being,' hhaba, shade' ; such the Greek foOs,
soul,'
fxochy Tvevtia ; and the Malagasy saina,
'
mind,' which vanishes at death, aina, life,' which
becomes air, thin air,' matoatoa, ghost,' which
Such is especially the
hovers round the grave.
kra of the Gold Coast Negroes, an indwelling soul,
which is absolutely distinct and independent of
Both lead a separate
the personal human soul.
existence, and both survive death, the disembodied
kra becoming again a sisa, or wandering spirit, still
seeking to return to a human body as a kra,
whOe the real soul becomes a srahman, or ghostman, which goes to dead-land. This dead-land is
itself a ghost -land, its mountains, forests, and
rivers being the ghosts of similar natural features
which formerly existed in the world. The trees,
as they die in the earthly forest, go and join the
ranks of the shadowy forest in dead-land (Ellis),
since all things have souls which must die, and,
like the human soul, become edsietos, departed
spirits dwelling in edsie, Hades.
It might be supposed that these teachings, implying a belief in the sublime doctrine of immortality
quite beyond the mental grasp of savage man,
cannot be genuine, but are rather the ideas read
into the mind of savage man by his civilized interpreters.
But it is not so. Life after death does
not imply everlasting life, since the edsieto and
The notion of an
the edsie itself must also die.
absolute immortality of the dead does not appear
themselves
the natives do
held.
If
left
to
to be
not inquire into such matters as how long the
dead live in dead-land but if a European asks
them if they live for ever, they nearly always
reply that nothing can live for ever, and that the
dead must also die so that the Negroes, when
thinking of dead-land, practically only think of it
as inhabited by the ghosts of men who lived in
times approaching their own (Ellis, The Ewespeaking Peoples, London, 1890, p. 108).
Stress has here been laid on the difference
between the kra and the personal soul, because
the distinction is lost sight of in most anthropoTo this neglect is due, in great
logical writings.
part, the prevalent confusion and the contradictory
statements regarding the religious notions of
clear understanding of the
primitive man.
distinction is also important in other respects.
same
train
of thought that evolved the
Thus, the
kra has likewise evolved the many strange superstitions associated with the widely-diffused belief
in
wer - animals,' that is, man - animals (Old
English wer, Goth, wair, ' man '). As the kra can
;

ERE

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

'
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become disembodied and re-enter the human body
at pleasure, so during its rauiblings in quest of
adventures it can enter any other body ; and later,
when the kra and the personal soul are merged in
Then,
one, the real human soul can do the same.
if evOly disposed, it will select the fiercest and
most dreaded wild beast to effect its purpose the
wolf in Europe (whence wer-wolfisni and lycanthropv') the tiger, bear, or crocodile in Asia the
lion, leopard, hytena, shark in Africa
the jaguar
in America ; and so round the globe. The principle

—

'

'

;

;

;

extends even to the after-life ; and Cummins {toe.
cit.) tells us that the Nilotic Dinkas believe that
the spirits of the dead sometimes take the forms of
lions, leopards, hya;nas, and such beasts. A transition is thus effected to the vampire, a nocturnal
demon, or the soul of a dead man who, the Slavs
think, leaves its buried corpse to suck the blood of
the living (Tylor, P6'», 1891, ii. 192 f.).
From these animalistic notions, themselves the
outcome of pure Animism [q.v.), directly flow
snake-, bear-, and all other kinds of animal- and
spirit-worship.
During the early phases of social
life the safety of the tribe is supposed to be largely
dependent on the due observance of the prescribed
rites.
Hence public worship becomes a matter of
general concern, and is entrusted to experts, such
as the medicine-man, the wizard, the shaman, the
priest.
These gradually assume an official as
well as a sacred character they are the pleaders
between the people and their tutelary deities, and
Church and State are inseparably one. In the
tribal council chamber the Hellenic prytaneum,
the Koman capital, the N. American kiva, the
Mangbattu assembly-hall all matters spiritual and
temporal are transacted in common. Later, with
the growth of general intercourse and increasing
trade and wealth, a slow divergence takes place,
and the agora and forum stand apart from, but
somewhat overshadowed by, the temple.
still
;

'

'

—
—

Sacrifice and ceremonial rites of all kinds now
acquire their full development, and are entirely
controlled by the sacerdotal caste, which long continues to be an imperium in imperio, even exercising a direct influence on public opinion, as witness
the death of Socrates. But, divorced from State
afl'airs, religion becomes more introspective, concerned more with liturgies, outward forms, and
dogmatic teachings than with personal conduct.
In Aralu, the Babylonian Hades, the dead are
judged by the goddess Beltis-Allat, and punished
or rewarded, not according to the good or bad lives
they may have led, but according as they may
have neglected the service of the temples, or
taken part in sacrifices and offerings made at
the shrines of the gods. Many religious systems
certainly contain immoral elements, and place low
The faithful Muslim,
ideals before their votaries.
for instance, is rewarded in the after-life with
gross sensual pleasures, while in this life such a
trivial thing as the use of knife and fork is regarded as sinful. But the general attitude of
religion towards ethics is a wide question which
cannot here be discussed. See the series of artt.

under Ethics and Morality.
Nor need we be detained with the higher forms
polytheism
of religion and their concomitants
and other forms of theism, Judaism, Brahmanism,
Buddhism, Shintoism, Christianity, metempsy-

—

chosis (avatars, incarnations), immortality, nirvana, karma, ordeals, and the like all of which
will be separately dealt with in detail.

—

Conspectus.—
Eteiopic, Negro, or Black Division.

10.

1.
Western (African) Section.
Cradle-land Africa south of the Sahara.
Later expansion : Madagascar, North Africa,
:

;;
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Southern United States, West Indies, Nicaragua, North-East Brazil, the Guianas.
Population (pure and mixed): Africa, 160,000,000;
Madagascar, 3,000,000 ; America, 20,000,000
:

total, 183,000,000.

Physical characters : head dolichocephalic, i.e.
long from glabella to occiput ; cephalic index
72, taking length at 100 ; jaws prognathous ;
nose broad at base, short, flat ; lips thick,
everted, showing the red inner skin ; cheekbones rather prominent
brow arched ; eye
large, round, black, with yellowish sclerotic
foot flat, with low instep and larkspur heel
leg slender ; calves undeveloped ; arms disproportionately long ; colour very dark brown
and blackish, rarely quite black hair short,
;

;

:

black, woolly, flat in cross section, sparse or
no beard ; height above the average, 5 ft.
8 in. to 6 ft. and 6 ft. 4 in. (Turkana).
Mental characters : temperament and culture :
sensual, unintellectual, fitful, passing readily
from tragedy to comedy ; mind arrested at
puberty, hence unprogressive, this trait being
attributed to the early closing of the cranial
sutures ; no science or letters ; few industrial
arts beyond agriculture, stock-breeding, weaving, dyeing, pottery, woodwork, and metallurgy (iron, copper) ; in Benin artistic casting
and carving in relief and on the round.
Speech : agglutinating, with both prefixes
and postfixes ; stock languages numerous in
Sudan, one only in Bantuland, besides Negrito, Hottentot, and Bushman tongues ; in
Madagascar, Malayo-Polynesian exclusively
in America, European patois exclusively.
Religion : generally at the stage of simple

Animism, Ancestor worship being on the
whole much more prevalent than Natureworship no ens supremum anywhere
chief
deities Munkulunkulu, with many variants,
along the east coast, Nzambi, also with many
-

;

;

along the west coast, both interthe interior ; witchcraft and
ordeals very prevalent ; obeah and voudoo
rites, with ceremonial cannibalism surviving
in the West Indies, especially Hayti, and in
the Guianas human sacrifices and fetishism
in its purest form in Upper Guinea.
Chief Sub-Groups : I. Sudanese (Negroes
PROPER) Wolof, Serer, Felup, Timni, Kru, Nalu,
variants,

mingled

in

;

:

West Sudan

Gurma, Mossi, Gurunga,
Niger Bend
Tshi, Ewe, Yoruba,
Gold and Slave Coasts Sonrhay, Hausa, Kanuri, Baghirmi, Mosgu, Yedina, Bassa, Michi,
Central Sudan Igarra, Ibo, Nempi, Benin, Qua,
Igbara, Borgu, Lower Niger and Oil Elvers
(Southern Nigeria)
Maba, Nuba, Dinka, Golo,
Shilluk, Bari, Fur, Nuer, Shuli, Bongo, East
Sudan and White Nile Zandeh (Niam-Niam),
Mangbattu, Momfu, A-Barmbo, A-Babua, Welle
Vei,

within

;

the

;

;

;

;

;

Basin.

Bantus

(Negroid Peoples South of
Waganda, Wanyoro, Lakes Victoria
and Albert; Akikuyu, Akamba, Wapokomo, Wanyika,
Wagiryama, Waswahili, Wanyamwezi,
Wasagara, British and German East Africa
Makua, Batonga, Banyai, Basenga, Achawa,
Magwangara, Portuguese East Africa Marotse,
Makalanga (Mashona), Wayao, Zulu-Kafir, BaII.

Sudan)

:

;

Bechuana, British South Africa ; Ovaherero,
Ovampo, Bunda, Eshi, Kongo, Bateke, Mpongwe,
Ibea, Duala,
Batanga, West Coast between
Orange and Oil Rivers A duma, Bangala, Balolo, Tushilange, Babanda, Vuaregga, Manyuema,
Kalunda, Vuarunga, Vuafiba, Baluba, Bayansi,
Congo Free State.

suto,

;

Aberrant and Doubtful Groups Fula,
West and Central Sudan Fan, Ogowe and Gabun
III.

;

;

Basins

Dume

;

Negrito (Akka, Wochua, Batwa, Obongo,
Doko [?], Wandorobbo [?]), Congo- Welle

[?],

and Ogowe Basins, Masailand Bushmen, British
South Africa ; Hottentots (NaTnagua, Griqua,
Gonaqua, Koragua, Hill Damaras), Cape Colony,
German South- West Africa Vaalpens, Limpopo
;

;

River.
2.

Eastern (Oceanic) Section.

Cradle-land Malaysia, Andamans, Philippines,
New Guinea, Western Polynesia (Melanesia),
Australia, Tasmania.
No later expansion.
Present domain : Malay Peninsula, Malaysia
east of Flores, Andamans, New Guinea, Mela:

nesia, parts of Philippines,

and Australia.

Population 2,000,000 (?), chiefly in New Guinea
and Melanesia.
Physical characters : very variable, differing
from the African section chiefly in the height,
which is about or even below the average
of 5 ft. 6 in. ; the hair, though always
black, is rather frizzly ('mop-headed' [Papunose often
asians] or shaggy [Australians])
large, straight, and even aquiline, with downward tip ; lips less thick, and never everted.
The eastern Negritos often closely resemble
the African, the chief dift'erence being the
colour, which is always darker (blackish), the
stature, which is greater, and the gnathism, which is sometimes more pronounced
(Semangs).
Mental characters : temperament and culture
Papuasians boisterous, very cruel and treacherous ; head-hunting and cannibalism common, generally more savage than the African ;
Australians better in all these respects, though
at a much lower stage of culture (no tillage
:

;

:

or navigation, and cruel puberty-rites) ; no
science or letters anywhere ; few industrial
arts
elaborate wood-carving and good boatbuilding in Papuasia.
archaic forms of the Oceanic
Speech
(Malayo-Polynesian) stock language everyagglutinating tongues
where in Alelanesia
with postfixes in Australia and most of New
;

:

:

Guinea
have no terms for the numerals
beyond 2 or 3. In the Andamans the one
stock language has developed agglutination
to a surprising degree, numerous prefixes and
Eostfixes being combined with the alliterative
armony of the Bantu tongues.
Spirit-worship very prevalent, with
Religion
tabu in Melanesia, and totemism in Australia
mana, a subtle essence or virtue like the
Augustinian grace, is a distinctive feature of
the Melanesian system, which is otherwise
essentially animistic, distingiiishing between
;

:

;

pure spirits (aupematural beings that never
were in a human body) and ghosts, i.e. men's
disembodied spirits. There are prayer, sacrifice, divination, omens, death and burial rites,
also a Hades (Lolomboetogigi), with trees and
houses, and a ghostly ruler, but no Supreme
Being. There is none of all this in Australia and
New Guinea, where the religious sentiment is so
little developed that many close observers have
The Australian Bunjil is
failed to detect it.
too grossly anthropomorphic to be regarded as
a spiritual being at all, much less a deity and
we are assured that those who credit these
natives with a belief in gods have been imgosed upon (Giles). But there are mythical
eroes, such as Nurunderi, who are already
a kind of demi-gods, and may eventually tend
Meantime, howto develop Ancestor-worship.
ever, there is nothing of the nature of wor;

'

'

'

ship, prayer, or sacrifice

'—a remark which may

also be safely applied to the natives of

New

a
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Guinea, and to all the Oceanic NegritoB. The
Australian totemistic and puberty ceremonies
must all be regarded as features of the social

and

no sense religious institutions.
Papuasians, including the Pa:
puans proper and the Melanesians. The Papuans,
most typical of all the Oceanic Negroes, occupy
most of East Malaysia as far west as Flores inclusive, with nearly the whole of New Guinea.
The Melanesians give their name ('Black Islanders') to the Melanesian world, most of which
they occupy almost exclusively. The chief groups
are New Britain, New Ireland, and the Duke of
York, now by the Germans renamed the Bismarck,
Archipelago
the Louisiades, Solomons, New
Hebrides, Banks, New Caledonia, and Loyalty,
The
with the outlying western part of Fiji.
Australians, a highly specialized branch, with
marked uniformity of type, speech, and usages,
originally scattered thinW over the whole continent, now disappearing Tasmanians of Tasmania,
somewhat intermediate between the Australians
and the Melanesians, all extinct since about
1876.
Negritos, formerly wide-spread throughout
Malaysia, now reduced to three detached groups
life,

in

Sub-Sections

;

;

:

Andamanese of the Andaman Islands Semangs
and others of the Malay Peninsula and Aetas
;

;

('Blacks') of the Philippines, where they are
extinct in several islands, but have left a distinct
Negrito strain amongst all the other inhabitants
(Malayans, Japanese, Chinese, Spaniards).

MoNGOLic OR Yellow Division.
Cradle-land : probably the Tibetan plateau.
Early expansion : Indo-China, China, North and
Central Asia, Malaysia, Mesopotamia (?).
Japan, Formosa, China,
Present domain :
Korea, Manchuria, Mongolia, Siberia, TurkTibet, parts of Irania, Armenia, and
parts of
most of Asia Minor
European Russia, Scandinavia, the Balkan
Peninsula, and Hungary ; most of Malaysia
estan,

Caucasia

;

;

and Madagascar, here intermingled with the
African aborigines.
Population: China, 380,000,000; Japan and
Korea, 57,000,000 Mongolia and Manchuria,
;

15,000,000 ; Tibet, 6,000,000 ; Turkestan and
Siberia, 8,000,000 ; Indo - China, 35,000,000 ;
Malaysia, 30,000,000; West Asia and East
Europe, 15,000,000 total, 546,000,000.
Physical characters : head brachycephalic, i.e.
short between glabella and occiput ; cephalic
index somewhat variable, but mean about 85,
ranging from 80 to 90, and even 95 ; Jaws fairly
orthognathous ; nose very short and flat, or
snub ; lips thin, never everted ; cheek-bones
very high and prominent laterally ; brow low
and moderately arched ; eye small, black,
oblique, outer angle slightly elevated, vertical
fold of skin over inner canthus (a highly
characteristic trait) ; foot normal, artificially
deformed in Chinese women ; colour dirtyyellowish and light - brown (Malays) ; hair
uniformly black, lank, coarse, lustreless,
rather long, round in transverse section, no
beard, but moustache common ; height about
or slightly under the average of 5 ft. 6 in. , but
tall in North China and Manchuria (5 ft. 8 in.
to 6 ft. 10 in.).
Note. Many grouped as Mongols originally,
:

—

and some

of

them

still

speaking

Mongolia

tongues, are now largely and even completely
assimilated to the Caucasic physical type
They
(Finns, Turks, Bulgarians, Magyars).
are the Allophyllians and Turanians of the
early writers.
Mental characters and culture : temperament
generally somewhat reserved, sullen, apathetic,
VOL. V.
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outwardly very courteous, but supercilious ;
very thrifty, frugal, and industrious in China
and Japan, elsewhere mostly indolent (Manearly all reckless gamblers ;
lays, Siamese)
science slightly, arts and letters moderately,
porcelain, bronze work, ivory
developed
;

;

and decorative painting scarcely surpassed (China, Japan, Korea formerly), but
all plastic and pictorial art defective, lacking
perspective, and the human figure mostly
carving,

caricatured.

Speech

:

three great linguistic families

:

Ural-Altaic {Mongolo-Tur/ci), ranging
with great lexical and structural diversity
from Lapland to Japan, from the Lena Basin
through Turkestan and Asia Minor to Turkey
in Europe and Hungary. Japanese and Korean stand quite apart but all the rest are
1.

;

typical members of the agglutinating order
of speech, with unchangeable roots and variable postfixes, cemented together by the principle of vowel harmony.
2. Tibeto-Indo-Chinese, from the Himalayas
to the Pacific, and from the Great Wall to the
Indian Ocean ; originally agglutinating, now
in every transition of phonetic decay towards

monosyllabism, which ig not a primitive but
a very late condition of articulate speech. In
the process of decay innumerable homophones
are developed, which have to be distinguished
by their tones ; hence the members of this
family may be called monosyllabic toned lanStructurally they are isolating, the
guages.
sentence being made up of unchangeable isolated words, the inter-relations of which are
determined not by inflexion or aflixes, but by
their position, as often in English {James hit
John ; John hit James).
Oceanic family
3. Malayo-Polynesian, the
in a pre-eminent sense, ranging from Madagascar across the Indian and Pacific Oceans
to Easter Island, and from Hawaii to New
Zealand (Maori) all are more or less agglutinating at various stages of dissolution, but
vocalism predominates, and the
untoned
vowels are more stable than the consonants
trait peculiar to this group.
Relig^ion : Psycholatry in its widest sense is the
dominant note, the worship extending both
to the disembodied human soul (Ancestorworship, which is now perhaps the most prevalent form) and to the innumerable spirits,
bad and good (feng-shui anifung-shui), which
people earth, air, water, and all natural objects of the Mongol world (pure Animism).
The practical Chinese and Annamese combine
both cults, and, while passing their lives in
terror of the malevolent circumambient genii,
keep the anniversary of 'roast pig day,' as
they call their ' All Souls' day,' by littering
the graves of the departed with pork, chicken,
This Spirit-worship
cakes, and other food.
still persists elsewhere, and lies at the base of
the later pre-historic and historic superimposed
cults. Amongst uncultured peoples (Siberians,
Yukaghirs, Kamchadales) it takes the form of
undisguised Shamanism, where the shaman
(wizard, medicine-man, not yet priest) is the
paid medium of communication between his
dupes and the surrounding good and evil
Even in Tibet the primitive shamanspirits.
istic Bonbo (Boa-ho) still survives beneath the
Nor have the Tibetans yet
official Lamaism.
forgotten their red and black demons, the
snake-devil, and especially the fiery tiger-god,
father of all the secondary members of this
In North-East
truly 'diabolical pantheon.'
Siberia the tiger is ousted by the bear, and
'

'

;

;

'

—

'

—
;
;
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here the Gilyaks, Oronches, and Ainus are all
bear-worshippers. The historical religions are
largely a question of race, aU true Mongols of
Mongolia, Manchus, Chinese, Indo-Chinese,
and Tibetans being at least nominal Buddhists
the Turks, Tatars, and most Malays Muhammadans the Finns, Lapps, and Magyars now
Christians.
Other so-called State religions
the Confucianism and Taoism of China and
Annam, the Shintoism and Bushidoism of Japan
are rather ethical codes, fostered and upheld for political purposes. The filial piety,'
everywhere inculcated, for the most part means
devotion to the reigning dynasty, while the
great weight attached to the purely civic as
distinguished from the theological virtues
self-mastery,
courage (the Roman virtus,
valour'), benevolence, and loyalty shows that
the sole aim of these systems is to nurture
;

—

'

—

'

citizens in this world without a thought
for the hereafter.
Here is no antagonism
between religion and ethics, but a complete
divorce of one from the other.

good

Chief Subdivisions

Mongolo-Turks, commonly

:

called Mongolo-Tatars.
Mongol Branch : Khalkas or Skaras, i.e. Eastern Mongols ; Kalmuks,

Western Mongols; Buriats, i.e. Siberian MonManchus, Lamuts, Oronches, Golds,
Gilyaks, East Siberia and Amur Basin.
TURKI
Branch Yakuts of Lena Basin Kirghizes, Uzbegs, Kara-Kalpaks, Turkomans, West Siberia and
i.e.

gols; Tunguses,
:

;

Turkestan ; Nogais, Tats, Anatolians, Turks, Osmanli, Caucasia, East Russia, Asia Minor, Rumelia.

Ugro-Finnic Branch

:

Soyots,

Ostiaks,

Voguls,

Permians, Siryanians, Samoyeds, Lapps, Finns,
Livonians, Vepses, Mordvins, Cheremisses, Bulgars
(now Slavonized in speech), Magyars, Altai Mts.,
West Siberia, North and East Russia, Lapland,
Bulgaria, Hungary. Tibeto - Chinese Branch
Tibetans, Burmese, Shans or Laos {Siamese Ahoms,
Khamti), Chins, Nagas, Mishmis, Annamese,
Chinese, Tibet, Himalayas, most of Indo-China and
China. Malayan Branch Malays proper. Sundanese, Javanese, Madurese, Balinese, Sassaks,
Bugis, Mankassaras, Dayaks, Tagals, Bisayans,
Formosans, Hovas, and other Malagasy, Malay:

:

Formosa, Madagascar. KOREOJapanese Branch Koreans, Japanese, Liu-Kiu
Islanders. Sub- ARCTIC Branch
Chukchi, Korsia, Philippines,

:

:

yaks, Yukaghirs, Kamchjxdales.

American or Red Division.
Cradle-land : the whole of the New World.
Present restricted domain the unsettled parts
and some reservations in the Dominion of
Canada Alaska ; numerous reservations and a
few tracts in the Western parts of the United
States
most of Mexico, Central and South
America, partly intermingled with the white
and black intruders, partly still independent
or in the tribal state.
Population: full blood, 10,000,000; Mestizos,
:

;

;

20,000,000:

30,000,000;

total,

chiefly

in

Mexico, Guatemala, Colombia, Venezuela,
Peru, Bolivia, and Brazil 250,000 only in the
United States, and 100,000 in Canada.
Physical characters
h^ad very variable, long
and short ir, many places, intermingled inextricably ; highest known brachycephaly in
South America (the extinct Calchaquis with
cephalic index 92-6) jaws slightly prognathous,
very large and square ; cheek-bones moderately
prominent nose large, bridged or aquUine
eyes small, round, straight, black, rarely with
Mongolic fold
colour normally reddish or
coppery, but variable and rather yellowish in
the South American woodlands
hair uniformly very long, coarse, lank, black (horse;

:

;

;

;

;

hair type), round in transverse section, no
height generally above
beard or moustache
the average, 5 ft. 8 in. to 6 ft. (Patagonians),
and 6 ft. 4 in. (Brazilian Bororos, almost the
tallest known race), others very short, 5 ft.
or a little over (Quechuas, Fuegians, some
Eskimos), highlanders generally undersized,
;

prairie Indians tall.

temperament
Mental characters and culture
reserved, moody, taciturn, wary, deep feelings
masked by an impassive exterior, strong nervous system with great power of enduring
physical pain
great range of culture from
:

;

almost the lowest savage state (Mexican Seres,
Brazilian Botocudos, Fuegians) to the fairly
civilized Aztecs, Mayas, Chibchas, Quechuas

Amongst these
(Peruvians), and Aymaras.
architecture, engineering, calendric systems,
pictorial writing, pottery, weaving, weU developed.
Speech almost universally of polysynthetio
structure, with a great number of irreducible
:

stock languages, some (Algonquian, Athapascan, Siouan, Shoshonean, Nahuatlan, MayaQuichean, Tupi-Guaranean, Quechuan) spread
over wide areas, but the great majority crowded
together in narrow spaces, especially along
This
the West Coast of North America.
order of speech is confined exclusively to the
New World, implying separation from the
Eastern hemisphere from very remote times,
probably the late Palaeolithic or early Neolithic Age.
Religion : Shamanism (see above) is mdely diffused amongst the North American aborigines :
totemistic systems, presenting analogies with
those of the Australians, but apparently of a
more religious cast, are highly developed
amongst Iroquoians, Algonquians, Dakotans,
and the North- West Coast tribes. AnimisTn
in its simplest form (worship of animated
Nature rather than of ancestral spirits) prevails amongst aU the uncultured peoples
that have any religion at all. With it are
associated in Mexico, Argentina, and elsewhere strange superstitions about the terrible
wer-jaguar, while in the Guianas similar
notions are held in connexion with the kenaim/is
and peaimen. The former enter the body not
of wOd beasts, but of man himself, as caterpillars or in other forms, causing sickness which
can be cured only by the aid of the peaiynan,
who exorcizes the patient with the usual makebelieve incantations.
Solar worship prevailed
in Peru, whUe the cultured peoples of Mexico
(Mayas, Zapotecs, Aztecs) had developed a
complete system of polytheism with ferocious

Quetzalcoatl, Tlaloc,
blood was insatiable
hence the hecatombs of victims
oflered to the gods on solemn occasions, and
often accompanied by unutterable horrors.
Aztec women stOl cast their infants into the
Mexican lagoons, to propitiate the rain-god
Tlaloc.
Thus the principle of sacrifice, which
pervades all advanced religious systems, acquired its highest development in the New
deities
etc.),

(Tezcatlipoca,

whose

thirst for

human

;

World, where some tribes (Seres, Fuegians,
Botocudos) have scarcely yet evolved any true
religious notions at

all.

Eskimo (Innuit),
Subdivisions : I. Northern
with Aleut and Yuit Dini or Athapascan (Chippewayan, Kutchin, Taculli, Hupa, Umpqua,
Apache, Navaho)
Algonquin (Delaware, Fox,
Sac, Mohican, Cree, Ojibwa, Sha'wnee, MassaIroquois
chusett, Illinois, Cheyenne, Blackfoot)
(Erie, Huron, Mohawk, Onondaga, Seneca, Tuscarora, Cherokee) ; Tlingit ; Haida ; Tsimshian
:

;

;

;

;

;
;;

:
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Chinook ; Siounn (Dakota, Assinalmin, Omalia,
Ponca, Kansa, Osage, Quapaw, Iowa, Oto, Missouri,
Winnebago, Mandan, Hidatsa, Crow, Tutelo,
Catawba)
Shoshone (Bannock, Comanche, Ute,
Hopi) Muskhogean (Choctaw, Chickasaw, Creek,
Alioamu, Seminole, Apalaohi) Natchez; Paiimee ;
Kiowa ; Saliih or Flathead ; Pueblo (Zuui, Tewa,
Taos, Picuri, Tusaya).
II. Central: 0;)a<a-Pt>na (Tarahumare, Yuma,
Sere ; Guai/curan ;
Cora, Papago, Tcpehuane)

unsteady, with more

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

J

.

;

;

Indie, Iranic, Hellenic, Italic, Slavic, Lettic,
Teutonic, Celtic ; 3. Dravidian, Southern
India (the Deccan) ; chief branches Telinga

;

:

(Telugu), TamU, Malayalim, Kanarese 4. Kolarian, formerly perhaps wide-spread throughout
India, now reduced to the Vindhyan uplands
;

;

between Aryan and Dravidian North and

Caucasic or White Division.

South.
Religion from the first Nature-worship seems
to have greatly predominated over Ancestorworship.
The Egyptians did not worship
but embalmed the dead, who were supposed to
remain human in the after-life.
The chief
gods of the Semites were the sun and moon,
and those of the Aryans Dyaus, Indra, Zeus,
Apollo, Jupiter, Saturn, etc. were the perThe
sonified elements of the upper regions.
eponymous heroes, such as Heracles, who
may be supposed to have had a human origin,
always remained mere demi-gods, and were
Amongst the
scarcely worshipped at all.
Aryans the gods were symbolized in stone,
wood, or bronze ; and this led to the worship
of the image itself true idolatry, which,
:

Cradle-land
probably North Africa between
the Mediterranean and the Sudan.
Early expansion all the Mediterranean lands
:

;

Britain,

Asia Minor, Syria and Palestine, Arabia,
Mesopotamia, Irania, Eurasiatic steppe between Carpathians and Pamir, India, SouthEast Asia, Malaysia, Polynesia, North-East

—

Asia.

nearly the whole of North
Present domain
Africa and Europe ; Abyssinia and Arabia
?arts of Turkestan, Caucasia, and Armenia
parts of Indo - China
rania, India, and
Malaysia and Polynesia
New Zealand
Australia
South Africa ; North and South
America.
Europe,
Asia,
Population
355,000,000
300,000,000 (chiefly India and including unlow - caste
Hindus) ;
classified
America,
:

;

;

;

115,000,000; Africa, 15,000,000; Australasia,
5,000,000 total, 790,000,000.
:

I. Homo
Physical characters : Three Types
EuropcBus : head rather long cephalic index
jaws orthognathous cheek - bones
74 to 79
generally small, not prominent ; nose large
and straight eyes blue or grey, white sclerotic,
colour florid ; hair rather long,
straight
straight or wa^'y, fair, flaxen, very light
brown or reddish ('carroty'), full beard;
height above the average, 5 ft. 8 in. to 6 ft.
2 in. II. Homo Alpinus : head siioxt; cevhalic
index 80 to 90 and even 95 eyes brown, Tiazel,
colour pale - white, in aberrant
or black
groups (East Africa and India) very dark,
and even blackish hair brown or chestnut
:

;

;

;

;

;

:

:

all

:

;

;

;

;

Tarascan ; Otomi ; Mexican or Na!man (Aztec,
Chichimec, Pipil, Niquiran) ; Maya-Quiche (Tolteo[?], Huaxtec, Maya, Lacandon, Quich6, Mam6,
Cachiquel, SutughU, Pocoman, Zendal, Choi, Zotzil, Poconchi) ; Zoque ; Mixe ; Mixtec ; Znnotec
Charotegan ; Lencan (Chontal, Wulwa, Kama,
Paya, Guatusa) Bribri ; Talamanca ; Cuna.
Chibclta ; Choco ; Chinchasuyu ;
III. Southern
Quichua (Inca, Chanca) Aymara (Colla, Calchaqui) Antisuyu ; Jivaro ; Zaparo ; Pano ; Ticuna ;
Puru ; Mojo ; Barri ; Curetu ; Caripuna ; Charrua ; Chimcho ; Cocoma ; Conibo ; Carib (Macusi,
Akawoi, Kucuyenne, Bakairi, Arecuna) Arawak
Warrau
(Atorai, Wapiana, Maypure, Parexi)
Chiquito ; Bororo ; Botocudo ; Hipurina ; TupiGuarani (Chiriguana, Caribuna, Paraguay, Tupinamba, Goajire, Tocantins, Omagua, Mundrucu,
Tupinambaze) Payagua ; Mataeo ; Toba ; Guaycuru; Gaucho ; Araucan ; Puelche ; Pampas;
Tehuelehe (Patagonian) ; Fuegian.

:

;

three liighly imaginative and intelhence science, arts, and letters fully
developed, to some extent even from early
historic times
most civilizations (Egyptian,
Babylonian,
Sab;can,
Assyrian,
I'ersian,
Indian, Mycencean, Hellenic, Italic) have had
their roots in Caucasic soil.
Speech
mainly inflexion (highest order,
witli complete fusion of root and formative
elements), but also agglutinating (Caucasia,
several stocK languages
Deccan, Polynesia)
one (Basque) in Western Pyrein Caucasia
nees apart from these the whole Caucasic
domain is covered by four great linguistic
Hamito-Semitic, North Africa,
families
1.
South-West Asia 2. Aryan (Indo-Germanic,
Indo-European), most of Europe, Armenia
and Irania, Northern India, most of America,
Australia, Tasmania, New Zealand, parts of
North and South Africa chief branches

duty

lectual

;

West and North Europe

of II. and
impulsive, quick, but
love of show than sense of

resolute, tenacious, enterprising
III. fiery, fickle, bright,

;

Central,

C.31

;

;

;

;

;

and black, rather short and straight, or wavy,
small beard
height medium, 5 ft. 5 or 6
in.
III. Homo Mediterraneus : head long
;

;

cephalic index 72 to 78 ; nose large, straight,
or aquiline ; eyes black and straight ; colour
pale-olive or swarthy ; hair black, wavy or
eurly ; height undersized, generally under 5 ft.
6 in., except in aberrant groups, which are
often tall (Gallas, Somals, Sikhs).
Mental characters and culture : temperament
of I. slow and somewhat stolid, cool, collected,

—

—

despite iconoclastic zeal, still persists amongst
the uneducated classes in many parts of Christendom. The picture of St. Anthony is not
clearly distinguished from the saint himself,
and, when it fails to protect the Italian bifolco
from accidents, is cursed and stabbed. Out of
the general polytheism various shades of monotheism were slowly evolved by a natural proThe process is now going
cess of elimination.
on amongst some of the lower races, and it is
the Semites with the
popular
error
to
credit
a
monotheistic concept from the first, as if it
were a sort of racial character, a special
privilege of those worshippers of Elu, Baal,
Molech, and innumerable other repulsive
deities.
Out of the monotheism thus
evolved arose the historic religions of the
West (Judaism, Christianity, muhammadanism), while crass polytheism still dominates
the East (Brahmanism in India, a degraded
Buddhism in Ceylon).
Between monotheism and polytheism is the dualistic doctrine
which had its home in Persia, where Ormazd
and Ahriman, the good and evil principles,
contend for supremacy in the universe. This
Zoroastrian system, which refers light and all
good things to Ormazd and his host of angels,
darkness and all evil to Ahriman and his host
of demons, was already denounced by Isaiah,
whose Jahweh is the single source of everything, 'formans lucem, et creans tenebras,

—
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malum (45'). Neverfound its way into the early Christian communities, and explains the demonology,
with all its attendant horrors, which flourished
in mediseval times, and is not yet quite extinct.
Subdivisions : Hamites
Egyptians, Bejas,
Afars (DanakU), Somals, Gallas, Masai, Turkana, Wahuma, East African seaboard from the
Mediterranean to the equator ; Mauritanians,
Berbers, Twaregs, North Africa between the
Mediterranean and Sudan ; Iberians, Picts, Lifaciens pacem, et creans

'

theless, it

:

gurians, Pelasgians,

Etruscans,

Hittites (?), the
Semites :
Britain, Syria.

Mediterranean lands,

Himyarites,
Abyssinians,
Arabs,
Assyrians,
Canaanites (Israelites, Idumceans, Philistines,
P/icenicians, Syrians), Arabia, East Africa, Mesopotamia, Syria, Palestine.
Aryans Kashmiri,
Panjabi, Gujarati, Marathi, Bengali, Assami,
Beluchi, Afghans, Persians, Kurds, Armenians,
Ossetes, India, Irania, Armenia, Caucasus
Thracians, Illyrians, Greeks, Italians, Balkan Peninsula,
Greece, Italy ;
Slavs (Russians,
Poles,
Bohemians, Wends, Croatians, Servians, Dalmatians, Montenegrins), East Europe, Balkan
Peninsula; Teutons (Goths, Scandinavians, Low
and High Germans, Dutch, Flemings, AngloSaxons, English, Lowland Scots)
Letts and
:

;

;

Celts
(Irish,
Highland Scots,
Manx, Welsh, Bretons). CAUCASIANS (Georgians,
Circassians, Lesghians).
Dravidians and KOLARIANS Telugus, Tamils, Santals, Bhils, Konds.

Lithuanians

;

:

Polynesians

Samoans, Tahitians, Tongans,
AiNUS.
Blumenbach, de Generis Hwmani Va/rie-

:

Maori, Hawaiians.

—
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;

;

;

:

'

'

;

;

;

;

ETRUSCAN
SOURCES.

—

I.

A. H. Keane.

RELIGION. — I.

Etruscan

documents.

Ancient

— Unfortun-

ately we have no original document giving such
valuable information regarding the Etruscan religion as the calendar of festivals (Mommsen, OIL
i.^ 205 ft'.) supplies for the study of the ancient
Roman religion. It is true that the Agram linenroll (§ 3) is regarded by some scholars as a ritual
calendar of festivals, but the numerals which stand
at the beginning of the several paragraphs, and
which accordingly formed the starting-point of the
theory, do not seem to serve as monthly dates.
It
must not be forgotten, however, that the Roman
calendar of festivals itself, with its arrangement of
kalends, nones, and ides (Etr. itis), and perhaps
also the actual institution of the liturgical calendar
of festivals in Italy, are traceable to the hieratic
colleges of the Etruscans.
Archives of families,
temples, and cities, the sifting of which has proved
so important for the history of the primitive Roman
religion,

must be presumed

to

have had their

counterparts also in Etruria, but none of these
survives in the original and, in particular, among
all the 8000 extant Etruscan inscriptions we do not
;

have so far failed to identify with
certainty, any specimen of such official documents
find, or at least

as statutes, minutes, formularies of prayer, or
rubrics of the priests' colleges or the religious fellowships of individual gentes the one or two gratifying exceptions from which better results may be
expected will be discussed below. Meanwhile we
:

possess definite and reliable evidence of the fact
that such documentary records, together with oral
traditions, were at an early period brought into an
orderly form probably in rhythmical language
in works ascribed to mythical authors (e.g., the
books of Tages and of Begoe, § 29), and bearing
mysterious titles ( libri fatales,' libri Acherontici,'
§ 35), and that afterwards, for antiquarian and
practical purposes, they were reduced to a learned
and complicated system in the 'libri fulgurales,'
'
libri haruspicini, and
libri rituales
(§§ 30-34),
as the Etrusca disciplina.
These books were often
2. Latin adaptations.
recast in Latin forms, or adapted to Roman conditions, and the history and contents of this derivative literature must now be laboriously gathered
from sporadic and casual references in the works
of Cicero, Livy, Seneca, and Pliny the Elder, as
also of grammarians, antiquaries, commentators on
Vergil, gromatici, and Church Fathers. More or
less prominent among those who dealt with the
subject are the following
Tarquitius Priscus
(before Vergil's time) made poetical experiments in
the field of the Etrusca disciplina, and occupied
himself with the study of ostenta ( unnatural
phenomena ') as the objects of haruspicina (§ 32).
A. Caecina, whose family came originally from the
Etruscan city of Volterra, and who was an opponent
of Csesar, wrote on the Etruscan doctrine of
lightning (§ 30). P. Nigidius P'igulus, the friend of
Cicero, wrote, among other works, books de Extis,
de Divinatione, de Animalibus, in which he can

—

'

'

'

'

—

:

'

hardly have ignored the Etrusca disciplina. The
writings of Labeo, de Diis Anhnalibtis (§ 20), are
mentioned in Servius's commentary on the jEneid,
while Julius Aquila, Umbricius Melior, Vicellius,
and Cassius are cited by Pliny, Lydus, and Arnobius
as authorities in the literature of the Etruscan
discipline.

—

linen-roll.
The Agram linen-roll
far the longest Etruscan text (some 1500
words in twelve columns) that we possess has been
regarded as an original fragment of the Etrusca
disciplina.
The remains of this liber linteus were
found in Egypt, carelessly torn into strips and
3.

—by

The Agram

—

mummy. They are now
the National Museum at Agram
(Croatia).
The writing and spelling of the fragment, and the dressing of the mummy, point to
the Grseco-Roman period. Arguing from the few
words and constructions which we understand,
scholars are variously inclined to see in this formulary text a sacrificial ritual (Krall, Lattes), a
ritual calendar of festivals (Torp), portions of the
Etruscan doctrine of the lightning-flash (Skutsch),
or a relic of Etruscan religious poetry bearing some
analogy to the Eugubine Tables (Thulin). 'To the
present writer the various items of external and
internal evidence (the circumstances of its discovery, the manuscript rolls of Etruscan sepulchral
monuments, the divine names, litanies, and certain
definite appellatives in the text itself) seem to
indicate a funerary text, and also to imply a more
than merely accidental connexion between the roll
and the mummy in so far, namely, as the funeral
liturgies and the ideas of the hereafter found in the
libri Acherontici (§§ 20, 35) may have in this particular instance been used in the same manner as
the Egyptian Book of the Dead.
4. Other sepulchral rolls and longer sepulchral
inscriptions.
With the Agram roll we may fitly
associate the manuscript rolls and diptychs held
in the hands of figures on the lids of Etruscan
sarcophagi and ash-chests, or in the hands of the
persons or the gods of the under world sculptured
on the sides of these memorials, or painted on
Etruscan vases ; and, aboveall, the so-called^M/e?ic8roll, a sepulchral inscription of nine lines upon an
wrapped about a female
preserved

in

—

—

;
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open roll which the figure on the lid (i.e. the dead
person himself) holds up before the onlooker. Nor
18 the longest Etruscan in8crii)tion, the sepulchral
tablet of Capua so far as we are able to interpret
inconsistent with the conjectural contents of
it
these funerary book-rolls while the third longest
Etruscan text, the cippus Perusinus, seems actually
In comparito furnish certain analogies to them.
son with these as yet very imperfectly interpreted
literary remains, however, the furnishings and
contents of excavated tombs, such as mural paintings, reliefs on cinerary chests and sarcophagi,
figured lids, and also the abundant accessaries of
vessels, utensUs, clothes, and ornaments warrant
much more definite conclusions regarding the
cult of the dead and the hopes and fears of the
hereafter (§§ 25, 26) that prevailed among the
Etruscans.
5. The leaden tablet of Magliano and similar
The text of this inscription introduces us
relics.
Certain
to a different sphere of religious ideas.
assonances in language have led some to compare
But the exit with the text of the Agram roll.
ternal form of the memorial seems rather to connect it with the leaden tablets of Volterra and
Campiglia Marittima, which Skutsch has identified as devotiones ; and, as a matter of fact, the
chthonic deities named in the Magliano text are
quite in keeping with the personal and nonofficial magic and imprecatory spells which we are
able, with the help of Graeco-Roraan analogies, to
recognize on these tablets. The Etruscan ABC
monuments should likewise be assigned to this
group. Finally, the simple, semi-anatomical votive
not, it is true, confined to Etruria which
gifts
the excavations have brought to light, and which
often strikingly suggest the sacred objects of
modem shrines and places of miraculous healing
(of. § 28), seem rather to fall outside the sphere of
the official religion.
singularly
6. The bronze liver of Piacenza.
important survival of Etruscan haruspicy is found
in the bronze liver of Piacenza, a fairly accurate

—

—

;

—

—

—

—A

model of a sheep's

liver,

which

is

marked

off into

regions corresponding to the Etruscan divisions of
the sky, and is inscribed all over with divine names
shall hardly err in
or abbreviations thereof.
regarding this hastily written and relatively late
document as a kind of index-catechism of Etruscan
haruspicy, or as an instrument which the officiating
haruspex employed for purposes of orientation.
Remarkable analogues have been recently unearthed in Babylonia and at Boghaz-keui.
7. Bronze mirrors, gfems, mural painting^s, reApart from
liefs, coins, and statuettes of deities.
the bronze liver, our main source for the names of
Etruscan deities is the large number of bronze
The
mirrors exhumed from Etruscan tombs.
mythological scenes which they present in such
profusion serve better than anything else to enlighten us as to what the Etruscans borrowed from
Greek mythology and adapted to their own apparently very sober views. Next in importance come
the gems, with their carved figures and names
then the mural paintings of tombs and the reliefs
of sarcophagi and cinerary chests, with their representations from the Grseco-Italian mythology of
deities and heroes, and their occasional inscriptions.
Of much less va lue in this respect are the paintings
on the so-called Etruscan vases, which have proved
to be, in the main, importations from Greece, and
tell us more of Greek than of Etruscan ideas.
Finally, coins and statuettes, though they seldom
bear inscriptions, are valuable sources of information regarding the characteristics and the various
types of the gods.
8. The difficulty of isolating- the purely Etruscan
element. One very serious difficulty in regard to

We

—

—
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both the monumental and the literary sources ia
that of clearly disengaging the specifically Etruscan
from the Greek, Roman, and Oriental factors. If,
even in investigating the earlier Greek religion,
we find it no easy task to separate the purely
Greek elements from those of Oriental origin, or
those inherited from the primitive Aryan age, and
if it is hard to disentangle the Greek and Italic
strands in the history of Roman religion, the difficulty will naturally be greatly intensified in the case
of a religion like the Etruscan, where the literary
sources in particular are much more scanty and the
linguistic memorials remain in great measure unexplained, while the ethnological, linguistic, and
religious relationships of the people have not yet
been conclusively made out. The old and the new,
the exotic and the indigenous, intermingle in the
nebulous tradition and, even where foreign influence can be clearly traced, it is often impossible
to distinguish between ideas fused together by later
syncretism and those mutually related from the
;

first.

9. The impossibility of a systematic or genetic
From the sources {the bibliography
delineation.
of which will be found at the end of this article)
we gain some impression of the various deities and
systems of deities, the worship, and certain phases
of the religious and ethical ideas of the Etruscans,
and this impression it will be the aim of the succeeding paragraphs to set forth. In view of the
defective and fortuitous transmission of the records, and owing to the impossibility of interpreting them clearly and finally, it is out of the
question to think of reducing the aggregate mass
of data to a system, or of tracing the course of their
Moreover, we lack as yet
historical development.
apart from a few excellent but stUl unfinished
compilations of particular groups of objects (see lit.
under 7) a critical or relatively exhaustive collection of the materials furnished by the various monumental sources. Such a collection, again, would
be of little service without an atlas of illustrations
not only because religious ideas are reflected in
the artistic portrayal of the various types of deities,
and in the conscientious workmanship, seen in the
Etruscan sepulchral monuments and their abundant
furnishings, but even more because, by reason of
the peculiar character of the Etruscan record, the
pictorial and glyptic sources usually speak to us
more distinctly than the linguistic sources, which
still remain largely inarticulate, and, in their GrKcoLatin form, show a considerable admixture of nonshould add, further, that
Etruscan elements.
the (in part) very imperfectly preserved readings of
the all-important Etruscan mirrors especially of
those published some decades ago require to be
collated once more with the originals ; while a persevering philological investigation, not, indeed, of
the roots for such were at present a hopeless task
but of the suffixes of the Etruscan divine names,
would even to-day be a most serviceable piece of

—

—

—

—

We

—
—

—

—

preparatory work (see
II.

§ 14).

deities. —
Ancient
—The etymology of the genuinely

Names of the

Etruscan

deities.

10.

Etruscan divine names remains for the most part
an unsolved problem ; nor do the vast majority of
these names occur in the literary tradition. Still,
the pictorial representations enable us to identify
with certainty, or, at least, with some degree of
confidence a number of them with the names of

—

—

Roman and Greek

deities.
That the spheres ot
connotation in such secondary identifications only
partially coincide, and that assimilations of this
kind actually obscure the original character of the
two deities so compared, is made perfectly clear, for
example, from the study of Roman religion. The
tin(i)a
following pairs are broadly homologous
and Juppiter, ieBlans and Vulcan, turms {trms)
:

—
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and Mercury, fufluns and Bacchus, turan and
Venus, Sesan and Aurora. More or less obscurity
still hangs over the names ca(u)8a (a sun-god ? cl.
§ li), cilens, cvlalp, ledam, mantrni (of. Mantus,
§

—

BuflSa,

25),

amind (Amor

tecum, tluscv, laran (a war-god?),
and smitaf{a, winged youth). For

?),

another series of names which cannot be interpreted individually, but are intelligible as a group,
see § 23.
11. Italic and Greek deities.— Other deities bear
Italic or Greek names, the forms of which have
been more or less adjusted to Etruscan phonology.
Thus hercle ('Hpa/cX^s), ap{u)lu(n) {'A-TrdWuiv),
Xaru(n) (Xdpw;'), aita ('AiSas), ar(e)a6a ('A/sidSpo),
and many names of heroes, seem to have been
The Italic
borrowed directly from the Greek.

pantheon contributes, or may
following
uni (Juno), -marii
(Neptune), sel(v)ans (Silvanus),
ani (Janus), satre (Saturn), mae
:

contribute, the
(Mars), neduns
vetis (Vedius),
(Mains), vesuna

deities, e.g. fufluns, Medians, 3,nd selvans,

—

below

Su)\is Skou\ovfi, OL 5^ flt\K€<f>6\l.ov^JLJ QovffKoi KOurd^[-»'] [Dioscor.
ii.
147, 1. 17]), Jierm- ('Ep/x-^s) for turms, and ani
(Janus) for culiani.
As regards the last, the
Ijronze statuette which, according to CIE 437, was
dedicated to cuUani, shows as the present writer
can attest, from a personal examination of the
object at Cortona the two faces of Janus, and we
may therefore venture, on the analogy of other
votive statues showing the image of the deity to
whom they are dedicated, to couple the ancient
Etruscan cuUard with the Etruscanized ani, who
was perhaps related to the Faliscan Janus quadrifrons (Serv. /En. vii. 608).
12. Deities mentioned in the literary tradition.
Other Etruscan deities, bearing Latin or Latinized
names, are known to us only from the literary
tradition.
Vertumnus is designated deus Etruriae
princeps by Varro (de Lino. Lat. v. 46). Voltumna
comes before us as the goddess of the federal temple
of the twelve Etruscan city-States (Livy, iv. 25. 7
consilia ad movenda bella ... in Etruria ad f anum
Voltumnae agitata. Ibi prolatae in annum res, decretoque cautum, ne quod ante concilium fieret')The temple of Nortia, the goddess of destiny, at
Volsinii was noted for the device of registering the
years by nails driven into the door (Livy, vii. 3. 7).
.

.

.

Pa;/xaiot

—

—

'

'

:

'

The Etruscan city of Mantua took its name from
(cf. §§ 10, 25), the Etruscan god of the
under world (ancient authorities in Miiller-Deecke,
Die Etrusker, i.-, note 6). A mythical monstrum
called Volta is mentioned by Pliny (HN ii. 53, 140).
The nymph Begoe and the divine youth Tages will
be referred to below (§ 29).
While we are on compara13. Oriental deities.
tively safe ground in recognizing certain Greek and
Roman deities under their Etruscan disguise, we are
?uite at a loss with regard to other foreign deities.
t is true that the only Etruscan inscription that
comes from Carthage contains the name of the

Mantus

—

Semitic melkarS.

But

of the identifications of

Etruscan and Egyptian deities which the present
writer, by inference from the records on mummy
dressings brought from Egypt (§ 3), has ventured
to suggest, not a single instance is absolutely certain.
The question whether pre-Hellenic (' PelasjEgseo- Anatolian,' ' Carian,' ' Cretan,' ' Hittite,' or the like) types underlie the ancient Etruscan
deities
a question which as regards some of these

gian,'

'

—

—

;

and female

deities.

Names of Deities.

Suffix.

[dat. sing.]).
It is true that, phonetically, these parallels do not
correspond in all respects, and in some instances
{neSims, seH,v)ans, satre) it is still an open question

instead of cctM^a (d/idpaKOp

(§§ 30-32).

Perhaps the
Suffixes of divine names.
suffixes of the Etruscan divine names may yet prove
to be the key to further progress in this field, though
some of these terminations are so slightly characteristic that they might even be Indo-Germanic, while
others may possibly indicate only the Etruscan
modifications of Italic, Greek, or Oriental names.
The forms noted below may serve at least as a
meanwhile
starting-point for further discussion
it is important to notice that in some cases the
same suffix may occur in the names of both male
14.

(Umbr. and Mars. Vesune, Uesune

whether the Romans did not rather borrow the
name and conception from the Etruscans. In some
other cases a Greek or Italic name came to be used
in place of the original Etruscan one ; thus atrpa
fArpoTTot) instead of van0 (§ 25), usil (Sab. ausel)

a numbei

of scholars answer affirmatively is not, in the pre
sent writer's opinion, yet ripe for decision. Babylonian and Etruscan affinities will be dealt with

-n$
-na

ami-nd, lei-n0, va-nfl.
fuflu-ns, neSu-ns, dedU-ns, selva-ns, cul^-nd, Qasa)

5a

ismineia-ns, cile-ns, mantr-n6 (§ 25).
eufl-Sa, area-da, tali-0a, (lasa) racune-ta, mlax(u)-ta.

-mn-

Vertu-mn-us, Voltu-mn-a, Volu-mn-us, Volu-inn-a,
Vitu-mn-us ; probably also Pilu-mn-us, Picu-mn-us,
Clitu-mn-u8.
Mant-urn-a, Iut-urn-a(?), Sat-urn-us, Volt-um-us, Larem-a, Numit-ern-us, El-ern-us.
tur-an, des-an, alp-an, ev-an, me-an, lar-an.

-rn-

-an
-1

hindia-l, recia-I, rescia-1.

-X

pwi'Xi nialavis-x, mlacu-x, munffu-x.

III.

Systems OF Deities.— 15. Triad, ennead,

—

The various deities of the
dodecad Dei involuti.
Etruscans (cesar, Hesych. s.v. alaol Sueton. Aug.
Dio Cass. Ivi. 29) were grouped in distinct
97
orders or systems. In every city that was founded
Etrusco ritu special honours were accorded to the
divine triad of Tinia, Uni, and Menrva, and a city
which had not dedicated three gates and three
temples to the triad did not find favour with the
prudentes Etntscce disciplince. To an ennead of
gods, again, there belonged the power of launch;

'

'

;

;

ing certain kinds of lightning (manubice, 'handweapons,' separate flashes) and, as Tinia grasped
three such manubice in his hand, there were in
all eleven distinct species of lightning (Plin.
in this connexion the number eleven is
ii. 138)
probably derived from Bab. ideas (Serv. on Georg. i.
The prima manubia was hurled by Tinia suo
33).
the secunda was sent with the advice of
consilio
the dodecad of gods ('hos Consentes et Complices
Etrusci aiunt, quod una oriantur et occidant una,
sex mares et totidem feminas, nominibus ignotis et
miserationis parcissimae sed eos summi Jovis consiliarios ac participes existimari [Varro, in Arnob.
ii. 40] ; the connexion of these six pairs of deities,
wlio daily rise and set together in the sky, with
the Gr. SiiSe/ca S^oL, the Grseco-Oriental 0eol /Soi/Xaioi,
the twelve months, and the Bab.-Oriental signs of
The tertia
the zodiac, is quite unmistakable).
manubia, however the most destructive of all
only
with
the
concurrence
Tinia
of the
was sent by
;

UN

;

;

:

'

—

whose names
and number were unknown, and who, mysterious
and inscrutable, sat enthroned above all (Caecina,
dei superiores, involuti, or opertanei,

in Seneca,
ii.

Nat. Qucest.

41

ii.

40).
16. Deities

—

;

Varro, in Arnob.

of lower rank. From these exalted
distinguish the groups of spirits
Here, howassociated with persons and places.
ever, it is more than usually difficult to detach the
The lares
Etruscan from the Roman element.
(O. Lat. lases), the spirits who attach themselves
to particular plots of land, and roam about at the
cross-roads (q.v.); the di penates, who dwell and
hold sway in the penus, i.e. the storeroom, beside
the kitchen and the hearth the genii of men and
the junones of women, who, as guardian spirits
{datfioves), are accorded special honours on birthdays—just as in the Rom. Cath. Church the
tutelary saint is honoured on the name-day, which

gods

we must

;

;

:
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its association with baptism became the true
birthday of the Christian
the aisna hinOu, or
dwina anima, the deified soul of the dead the
dei gentiles, who share the name of their particular
gens all these Koraan divinities reappear some
quite evanescently, others more palpably, in the
Etruscan tradition as well, though we cannot
form a clear impression of the several groups, of
their derivation from one another or from other
types (gods of the under world, ancestral spirits),
or of the way in which they were fused together at
;

;

—

:

a later stage.
17. Lares.

— But

we

are able at all events to

distinguish the prcenomens
Lat. Lar

Etr. lar
,,

Or. Aapof

„ Adpra^

Lars

„

lar$

with the long d attested by the spelling and accentuation of names like Lirtius, Laaro, Laronius,
Aopos, from the Lat. appellative Idr (from *ldrs),
gen. Idris, O. Lat. pi. Idses, with d short by nature.
But, on the other hand, it is not impossible that
the Lfira, the goddess of the nether world (Ov.
Fasti, ii. 599 ff.), whom scholars are unwilling to
detach from the Lares or Lases, may be akin, alike
in name and in function, to the Lasa (quantity of
first a unknown), seen as a winged and attired goddess of fate or death, unfolding a roll and standing
between the seer fiam<piare (' A/t^idpaos) and the aivas
(Afas), whose look is submissively bent to the
ground (Gerhard, Etr. Spiegel, iv. fig. 359). But
there is a still unexplained incongruity between
this particular lasa and the usual lasa-types of
Etruscan mirrors (§23) and the 'Lara' used by Ovid
instead of the ordinary Larunda may perhaps be
peculiar to that writer. The identification of the
Etruscan deities leSn and lasa found on the Piacenza
liver with the Lar militaris and the Lar ccelestis
mentioned by Martianus Capella is quite uncertain.
18. Penates.
Our authorities with regard to
the 'Etrusca.n penates are Nigidius and Csesius, as
quoted by Arnobius (adv. Gent. iii. 40). Both
writers speak of a tetrad of deities. Nigidius distinguishes four genera, viz. the di penates Jovis,
Neptuni, inferorum, and mortalium hominum ;
while Csesius specifies the four individual deities,
Fortuna, Ceres, Genius Jovialis, and Pales. In
the four categories of Nigidius may be discerned
the four elements sky, sea, under world, and
earth but whether, or in what manner, the four
deities of Csesius are to be brought into relation
with these, the present writer does not venture to
;

'

'

—

—

;

decide.

—

Whether the term
19. Genii and junones.
genius (' procreator') is the Lat. rendering of an
Etr. word, as has been conjectured, and whether
the Roman genii a,nd junones had their counterparts
in Etruria, it is likewise impossible to say.
genius Jovialis as one of the Etruscan penates was

A

cited above

(§ 18)

;

in Festus, 359,

Tages

(§

29) is

designated genii filius, nepos Jovis. The serpent,
the Roman symbol of the genius, is not infrequently
depicted on Etruscan monuments.
20. ' Dei animates.
The practice of deifying the
dead has left its impression in the sepulchral art
of the Etruscans, and is directly attested by the
literary tradition.
According to Servius (on Mn.
iii. 168), Labeo, in
libris qui appellantur de diis
animalibus,' had written
esse quaedam sacra
quibus animae humanae vertantur in deos, qui
appellantur animales, quod de anima fiant'; and
Arnobius (adv. Gent. ii. 62) explicitly says
Etruria libris in Acheronticis pollicetur, certorum
animalium sanguine numinibus certis dato, divinas
'

—

'

:

'

'

animas fieri et ab legibus mortalitatis educi.' Such
a divina anima or deus ammalis as indicated by
the phrase aisna hinBu (the deified soul of the dead)

—

—is repeatedly

Agram

roll.

referred to also in the text of the
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—

'Dei gentiles.' We may nafely assume, therethat ancestor-worsliip and the cult of the dead
prevailed among the Etruscans. But to determine
whether and how far the cultof mythological heroes,
which was not very fully developed, and which
borrowed most of its materials in a rather superficial way from Or. mythology (§ 11), was connected
with the cult of the dead is certainly very difficult.
are able, however, to distinguish more and
more clearly a series of clan deities, though the
relation between the deity and the gens even in
a chronological respect is not always evident.
In
these cases the name of the gens is added in adjectival form to that of a well-known deity, or else
the clan name and the divine name are simply
identical.
Thus in funerary text- rolls we can
clearly trace the cuUu leprnei, i.e. a death-goddess
of the gens ' Leprinia, and the uni ursmnei, the
juno of the gens Orsminnia. The Etr. divine
name satre is related to the Etr. clan name saterna
as the Lat.-Etr. clan name satrius to the Rom.-Etr.
divine name Saturnus. The family deity of the
21.

fore,

We

—

—

Numitorii was sometimes called Numiternus and
sometimes Mars ; the gens Numisia worshipped
Numisius Martius or Numesius Mars and, similarly, we find in Etruscan inscriptions a marii husr-na-na, and perhaps also a Hermes huz-r-na-tre
deities, that is to say, of a gens Fusia ("Husia)
these names being fitted with characteristic Etruscan suffixes and accumulations of suffixes. Nor can
it be disputed that the Etruscan or semi-Etruscan
foddesses Ancharia of Fsesulse and Asculum, and
'eronia of the F'aliscan Soracte, are connected with
the Ancharii and the Seruli ( = *Feruli
in the
;

—
—

;

Faliscan dialect fere is still = *Herus). The name
of the dictator Egerius Lcevius explains that of the
nymph Egeria and, similarly, the name of the
Etruscan nymph Begot, Vegoia, * Vegonia (inferred from the adj. Vegonicus) is quite identical
with the regular feminine form of the clan name
vecu, i.e. with veeui, *vecuia, *vecunia ; and, if we
are unable to say with certainty whether the lasa
vecu belongs to the same group, it is only because
the spelling with -u instead of -ui (which would in
this case make lasa vecu=lasa vecui=Lasa Begoe)
has been but rarely found, and because the explanation breaks down when applied to other
names with lasa (§ 23). The Roman and Etruscan
'

'

;

'

deities

'

Vitumnus,

Voltumna

Vortumnus,

and

Volumnus,

as appears from the stems and the
common suffix of their names, are connected with
Etruscan gentilicia ; while the names of the deathgoddesses Tarp-eia, Mant-ur-na (on Mantus, cf.
§25), and Lav-er-na, to judge from their structure
and their stems, may really be pure Etruscan forms
of clan names.
Ani and ' uni '—dan deities ? Even the
22.
names of the well-known Etruscan deities ani (m.)
'

(§ 12),

—

'

and uni (f. cannot be
any other hypothesis.
)

satisfactorily explained on

The
name was
an
—is in Latin
or m stem
instead of being, as we should

—

word Janus
the
noted above (§ 11)
but the Etr. form,
;
have expected, *ane
or *anu, is ani, which would yield in Latin an otherwise unknown *Janius, or would exactly correspond
to an Annius (ef. 'Awios, the Etruscan king [Alex.
Polyh. in Plut. Parall. min. 40]), and this would
imply that an Etruscan clan ( =gens) god had at a
later stage come to be identified with the Lat.Faliscan Janus, owing to the similarity of their
names. The Etr. equivalent of Juno, viz. uni, the
Faliscan prsenoraen iuna, the Faliscan patronymic
iuneo, the Roman gens Junia, and the month Junius
(not *Junonius) are all undoubtedly connected with
the Lat. name of the goddess, but the direct link
of connexion cannot be made out philologically
the name Juno, -onis, not yet satisfactorily explained as to the final constituent of its stem, would

original Etruscan

—

;
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Etruscan, the form *ii,md or *ununia
while the Etr. uni is the representative of an extinct Latin, or perhaps (in view of the FalLscan
cult of Juno in the semi-Etruscan town of Falerii)
Faliscan, name-form *Junia, unless, indeed, it really
represents the Indo-Germanic feminine form in -i
of which only fugitive traces survive in Latin
itself (Skr. yunicf. Lat. juni-x).
yield, in

;

—
'lasa.'
;

23.

Etruscan

'VV'e

numerous repre-

find

sentations of the goddesses whose function it is to
serve and adorn others. The majority of these
belong to the group of turan, and may he most
appropriately compared with the Borai and the
Charites. They are depicted as winged, and generally
as naked, but they wear trinkets and ornamental
shoes, and handle vessels for anointing, hair-pins,
and mirrors, or crown others with wreaths, fillets,
or sprays. Two of them Banr and eSauMia are
seen assisting at the birth of Athene from the
head of Jove, just as the Greek Horai likewise
sometimes act as midwives. They are designated
either by the name lasa (perhaps an appellative
name ?), or by this name joined to a personal
name, or, again, by a personal name alone. Of

—

such names, most of which remain unexplained,
we meet with the following examples lasa vecu
( = *vecui'>.) (§ 21), lasa sitmica, lasa Bimrae ( = *8imrai^.), lasa racuneta, alpan, axvizr, evan, zipanu
(zipna, zipnu), zirna, Balna, Banr, mean (meanpe),
mlacux, munBux, purix, rescial, snenaB, taliBa
while malavisx and hinBial (Psyche) also seem to
belong to the group.
Whether the
24. Fate-recording; goddesses.
term lasa was broad enough to be applied in some
cases (§ 17) to the goddesses who record or predict
fate such as vanB or mlax[u)ta must remain an
open question. It is quite possible that at a later
stage the recording Moipai, and, above all, Atropos,
took the place not only of the Roman Parcce, but
also of the Etruscan death-spirits, and, in particular,
of vanB.
Whether in any given case the goddesses
who appear on Etruscan monuments holding a
stylus and a roll or diptych represent the ancient
Etruscan vanB or the Etruscanized Atropos {atrpa),
mlax{u)ta, or a lasa, cannot always be decided.
The goddess vanB just referred to,
25. Hell.
together «'ith her companions culhi (§ 21) and leinB,
introduces us to the Etruscan views of Hell, the
horrors of which might seem to be reflected in the
demons of Michelangelo and in Dante's Inferno.
Gruesome figures (xarun, tuxulxa), with distorted
faces and animals' ears, and with hammers held as
if to strike, bear away the dead from the circle of
their loved ones.
The sad necessity of parting is
most touchingly portrayed on ash-chests and sarcophagi on foot, on horseback, by waggon, or by
ship, the dead set out on their long journey to the
under world.
In paintings on the walls of
:

;

—

—

—

—

;

chambered tombs we see aita

('AfSaj)

and

(persipnei

enthroned, and in a bronzemirror, turms aitas (' Hades-Hermes'). It is only
in the Latin tradition that Mantus is spoken of as
the Etruscan god of the under world, but he seems
to be identical with the mantmi of the monuments ; whUe our sole evidence for the Etruscan
origin of the death-goddesses Mant-ur-na (alongside of Tnant-r-ni), Lav-er-na, and Tarp-eia is the
(IIep<r£04n)) sitting

linguistic structure of their

—

names

—

—

;

baffles description.

The

—

and weapons of

shields

departed warriors hang upon the pillars ; while
beside the bodies of women are laid gold ornaments
of the finest hammered, granular, and filigree work,
together with sumptuous toilet articles, including
the artistically chased bronze mirrors with their
mythological scenes and their unveiled beauties,
in which some have vainly tried to discern a
mystical and symbolical meaning. The carved
figures of the sarcophagi like the statues of the
gods at the lectistemia recline at table as if at

—

—

some

festive meal whole sets of table services and
wine-jars stand ready for them
whUe the great
candelabra would once, no doubt, illuminate the
solemn games in honour of the dead, as well as the
splendid banquets, the huntings, the dances, and
the delights of love, portrayed in the many-coloured
frescoes upon the walls.
IV. Worship of tbe Gods and the Etrusca
DISCIPLiyA. 27. Priests.
striking contrast to
the full enjoyment of life which still, after more
than two thousand years, sparkles from the mausoleums of Etruscan magnates, is presented by the
punctilious and pedantic worship of the gods, as
made known to us, in particular, from the remains
Livy (v. 1. 6) incidentof the Etrusca disciplina.
ally alludes to the Etruscans as a gens
ante
omnes alias eo magis dedita religionibus, quod
colendi
and
exeelleret arte
eas
Clement of Alexandria {Strom, i. Z06d) writes Bvtiktiv TjKpipaa-ar
ToSa-KOi.
The statement, ' Tusei autem a frequentia
sacrificii dicti sunt, hoc est dir6 tou Bieiv (Serv. on
^m. ii. 781 Varro, in Isidore, xiv. 4, 22), is an example of the superficial etymology of the ancients,
but nevertheless gives point to a truth. When the
;

;

—

—A

'

.

'

.

.

;

:

'

;

twelve cities assembled ad fanum Voltumnce for
their common festival, they chose from among
the nobility a sacerdos for the sollemnia ludomm,
who doubtless also enjoyed great political influence
(Livy, V. 1. 5). The Etrusca disciplinayias handed
down in the families of the principes from generation to generation, and Koman youths were sent
to Etruria to study the mysterious science (Cic.
de Leg. ii. 9. 21, ad Fam. vi. 6, de Divin. i. 41. 92;
Livy, ix. 36. 3 ; Tae. Ann. xi. 15). From the
bilinguis of Pesaro {OIL xi. 6363) and other inscriptions we learn a few of the titles borne by the
priests ; the Latin terms haruspe(x) a.nd/ulguriator,
which correspond in some way to the Etr. nethris
trutnvt frontac, indicate at least two such priestly
functionaries, viz. the examiner of the liver or
entrails and the priest of the lightning, the former
of whom is depicted also in the figured cover of an
ash-chest from Volterra (Bom. Mitteil. xx. [1905]
fig. xiv.).
The fiaruspices had intimate relations
with the Roman aristocracy ; they were frequently
consulted by the Senate

(§ 21).

25. Paradise.
The ideas of the Etruscans regarding the hereafter, however, had also their
brighter side. We referred above (§ 20) to the
practice of deifying the souls of the dead perhaps
an Orphic- Pythagorean accretion which finds expression in the literary sources. It is true that, on
the whole, the Etruscans seem not to have been
very susceptible to mystical views of the life beyond. The gorgeous displays seen in the cemeteries
of Southern Etruria present, not the glorified

—

scenery of a celestial paradise, but the reminiscences rather and often, indeed, very realistic
reminiscences of earthly splendours. It may well
be that the trappings of tne sepulchre were used
originally for apotropaeic purposes, and were designed to pacify the dead or protect the living from
being disturbed by them but, in point of fact, amid
the wealth and magnificence of the tombs of aristocrats and merchants in Southern Etruria, death
and the dead must surely have lost their terrors.
The variety of objects found in these cemeteries

of commanders-in-chief

they were upon the staff
and provincial governors
;

and the Emperors Augustus, Tiberius, Claudius,
Alexander Severus, and Julian all had communicaEven the drastic measures of the
tion with them.
Emperors Constantino and Theodosius did not
avail to suppress
find the ordines

them

entirely.

The

fact that

we

haruspicum in Rome and in the
municipia seems to warrant us in assuming that
special colleges and schools of priests existed also
in Etruria.

—

;
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The oultuB consisted
28. Religious ceremonies.
in prayers and imprecations, sacrifices and sacrificial
meals. The worsliip of statues and the
lectisternia feasts (§ 26) seem to have prevailed also
in Etruria ; while games, dances, music, stately
processions, horse-races, and prize-liKhts (often
attended with bloodshed) all had a place in the
service of the gods.
We cannot fail to recognize the presence of formal
litanies in the Afrram roll
especially at the top of
column 7 and Varro (rfe Re Rust. 1. 2. 27) transraits in Latin form an Etruscan rhythmical charm
for diseased feet which he had taken from the book
of the Etruscan Sasernse.
Mention was made
above of imprecatory tablets and the Magliano
lead (§ S). The epigraphic ABC monuments seem
to have been used for the same mystical and apotropseic purposes as their Greek and Koman

—

;

counterparts.
Besides the ordinary votive gifts, which often
take the form of bronze statuettes of the deities to
be worshipped, we find in Etruria, as elsewhere on
ancient Italian soil, other offerings of a peculiar
character, such as clay models of heads, faces and
parts of faces, arms and hands, legs and feet,
entrails, and external and internal organs of generation, which may have served as expressions of the
worshipper's gratitude for restoration to health or
the blessing of children, or of his desire for such
boons.
Animal sacrifices were of two kinds, kostice
animales, and hostice consultatorice (Serv. on JEn.
iv. 56).
In the former the soul or life of the animal
was sacrificed to the gods as a propitiation and a
substitute for the soul and life of man
in the
latter the offerer solicited a revelation of the deity's
will or counsel in the entrails of the victim.
But
alike in the monumental and in the literary records
we find evidence also of such barbarities as the
massacre of prisoners and stoning to death.
29. Origin of the disciplina (Tages, Begoe), and
The Etrusca disciplina was traced
its divisions.
to a mythical origin. The wondrous child Tdges
was cast out of a clod by the plough, and those
who crowded round to hear wrote down what he
revealed and sang (Cic. de Divin. ii. 50, and other
;

—

The nymph Begoe (§ 21) taught Arruns
Veltymnua (Etr. arnB ultimne) the sacred law of
limitation (§ 33). The doctrine thus revealed falls
writers).

'

'

—

the libri fulgurates, libri haruspicini, and libri rituales.
The libri fatales and
libri Acherontici, to judge from their contents,
into three parts

seem to have belonged to the last-named category.

—

The libri fulgurates
30. The libri fulgurales.'
contained the Etruscan doctrine regarding the
regions of the heavens and the gods of the lightning
Thefulguriatores {§ 27) defined the various
(§ 15).
species of lightning according to their origin, force,
and result they interpreted the flashes according
to the objects struck places, trees, buildings,
sanctuaries, statues, or human beings.
They
propitiated the lightning by removing the traces
of its work ('burying the lightning'); they knew
how to mitigate or suspend its effects, but they
'

;

—

it also in their power to call it down by
adjurations, and to summon the deity to appear in
the flash as guest or counsellor, or to destroy an
enemy. With such adjurations the rain-charm
would doubtless often be combined.
That the object struck by lightning becomes tabu,
sacred, or retigiosum a thing in face of which man
vacillates between dread and worship seems to
be a universal human belief
but whether the
development of the Etruscan doctrine of the lightning by priestly speculations shows in its details
the influence of Roman, Greek, or Babylonian
ideas, or whether as was the case with haruspicy
it was the means of conveying Babylonian ideas

had

—

—

;

—

—
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to the Koniann,
is

and perliaps to the Greeks) a-s well,
a problem that awaits further investigation.

The

31.

'libri haruspicini.'

The librUuiruspicini

comprised the doctrines relating to the inspection
of entrails, and especially of the liver. The reeking
entrails of the slaughtered animal were believed to
be the media through which the gods spoke to men.
The bronze liver of Piacenza (§ 6), with its regions
and divine names, shows that tlie Etruscans, like
the Babylonians, assigned to their deities definite
localities both upon the liver and in the sky, and
that their doctrine of the lightning was inherently
related to their haruspicy. The account given by
Martianus Capella {de Nuptiis Merc, et Pkitol. i.
41-61) and the Piacenza model both represent the
celestial temple of the Etruscans, but each in its
own way, so that the regions and deities of the one
cannot be summarily identified with those of the
other.
In Etruscan, as in Babylonian haruspicy,
the caput iocinoris, the pars faniiliaris, and pars
hostilis (right and left?), the fssa (indentations
and crevices seen especially in the sheep's liver),
the fibrcB (tips or edges of the liver), and the gallbladder ail had their special functions. We cannot
say as yet whether the clay models of livers with
Hittite cuneiform inscriptions which have been
found in Boghaz-keui will prove, when deciphered,
to be connecting links between the Babylonian and
the Etruscan models. But we can even now make
out a certain textual connexion between the Babylonian examples and the liver of Piacenza. Thus
the two leading types of Babylonian haruspication
were as follows (1) 'If the left side of the gallbladder is thus or thus, the enemy will capture the
sovereira's country ; and (2) If [the left side of
the gall-bladder is] complete, the flattened middle
of the gall-duct is the hand of Ishtar of Babylon
and, when we compare with these the divine names
in the several regions of the Etruscan model, we
find that they are abbreviations of the second type.
Both the Etruscan and the Greek practice of
haruspicy seem to be directly related to the Babylonian ; the Koman extispicium was no doubt
strongly influenced by the Etruscan system, but
its sole object was to decide whether the victim
was acceptable to the deity or not, whereas the
Etruscans read in the liver revelations of the
future, even in minute details.
32. The ' libri rituales (' ostenta ').— The Etruscan doctrines of the lightning-flash and of haruspicy
were in certain portions closely akin to the doctrine
of ostenta, which formed a division of the libri
rituales.
Our best source of information regarding
the doctrine of ostenta is found in the responsa given
by the Etruscan haruspices to the Romans who
consulted them. With reference to any particular
prodigium, the following four points had to be
determined (1) From which deities did the sign
proceed? (2) Why had they sent it ? (3) What did
it portend ? and (4) How was it to be propitiated ?
Examples of such ostenta were earthquakes, tempests, showers of stones or blood (fire-balls) in the
sky, and comets. Ill-omened trees with black fruits,
and unlucky animals (beasts of prey and night-birds)
struck terrror into the beholder ; white horses and
rams with purple or golden spots denoted good
luck serpents might portend either good or evU.
Monstrous births, especially hybrids, and grotesque
animals stirred the imagination, and such creatures
:

'

'

'

'

:

;

— chimaeras,

winged beasts, and crosses between
and birds appear also on the monuments, but
have not as yet received special attention. These
terrifying signs were usually propitiated by removing all traces of them. Statues which had been
thrown down by tempest or lightning were set up
more securely injured temples were consecrated
anew. Monsters and hybrid children were thrown
into the sea or buried alive ; adults who changed
lions

—

;

—
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were banished to a desert island.
marriage disturbed by an earthquake or a celestial
portent was postponed. Animals that spoke were
supposed to be the mouthpieces of deities, and were
maintained at the public expense. Whether certain
other propitiatory rites, such as sacrifices, gifts,
lustrations, and choirs of virgins, are of Greek,
Koman, or Etruscan origin can hardly be decided
in particular cases ; and it is also doubtful whether
their sex

divination

by observing the

flight of birds

was

in-

digenous to Etruria. Babylonian ideas make their
influence strangely felt likewise throughout the
Etruscan doctrine of ostenta, even in points of
detail.
33. The 'librj rituales' (limitation, and cereThe
monies of consecration and foundation).

—

libri rituales

contained also directions regarding

ceremonies on particular occasions. Plots of land,
houses, temples, and cities had to be orientated and
limited Etrusco ritu pomerium and mundus seem
originally to have been Etruscan terms. The arts
of land-surveying and architecture enjoyed the sancThe books of the gromatici contion of religion.
tained an oracle of Vegoia (§§ 21, 29) regarding the
surveying and allotment of land {agrimensores,
350) the word gruma itself is most satisfactorily
explained in accordance with Etruscan analogies
as a derivative of the Gr. yviiiiav (ace. -o^o). The
Etruscan temple-design and the Etruscan ritus for
the foundation of cities were adopted by the Romans.
The excavations made, e.g., at Marzabotto confirm
the literary tradition. The investigation of Italian
place-names has yielded a surprisingly large number
of Etruscan forms ; and, as such names are nearly
always attached to high places capable of being defended, they are in all likelihood to be explained on
the theory that urban colonies of Etruscans, located
above and amidst the Italic peasant farm-houses,
were founded and named Etrusco ritu by the ruling
families of Etruscan nationality though it is not,
of course, to be supposed that these settlers, who,
being relatively few in numbers, would soon be
granted the rights of connubium and commercium
with the neighbouring peoples, were able to maintain the distinctively Etruscan character of their
;

;

—

—

;

new

locations.

—

' libri rituales '
law. In Etruria, legal
;
3;^. The
institutions likewise formed a branch of religion.
Thus we hear nothing of a separate legal code ; the
jus civile was merged in the jus sacrum of the reThe law of property seems to have
ligious books.
been connected in the closest way with the sacrosanct art of land-surveying. The saying of Vegoia,
found, as noted above, in the writings of the agrimensores, finishes with words that suggest the
phraseology of Oriental religions ' propterea neque
fallax neque bilinguis sis ; disciplinam pone in corde
tua.' The perjurer and his oflspring were doomed
The frightful
to become fugitives and outcasts.
penalties wreaked upon hermaphrodites in Etruria
(§ 32) are found attached to certain crimes also in
Roman Law. By a fortunate accident of transmission a representation of the solemn Etruscan
rite of adoption has come down to us : a sketch on
:

a mirror shows us the adult Herakles sucking the
breast of Juno in the presence of the other Olympians.
Here the act of sucking signifies the rite of
adoption, the child being admitted into Olympus
in virtue of the milk-tie
a relationship which is
quite common in the Caucasus, and which, through
the influence of Islam, has become a universal law

—

in the East.
35.

The

;

The

Cf. art.

Fosterage.
and 'libri Acherontici.'

'libri fatales'

—

fatales and libri Acherontici the books
of fate and of death were also included among the
libri rituales.
have already spoken of the
libri

—

We

and in accordance there(§ 20)
with the Acherontic books would appear to have

deification of souls

;

contained certain elements of the Orphic-Pythagorean doctrine of metempsychosis, and, in the
manner of the Orphics, they based the fact upon
certain mysterious sacrifices. These books treated
also of a certain respite of fate

:

'

.

.

.

sciendum

secundum aruspioinae libros et sacra Acheruntia,
quae Tages composuisse dicitur, fata decern annis

quadam

ratione

difl'erri

.

.

.

primo loco a Jove

dicunt posse impetrari, post a fatis (Serv. on ySn.
viii. 398).
Birthdays and other periods of life were
accounted of great, and even critical, importance.
The libri fatales assigned to human life a duration
of twelve hebdomads ; but, when life had extended
to ten hebdomads, or seventy years, man could no
longer delay the incidence of fate by propitiatory
rites.
From that stage onwards he must ask nothing more from the gods ; and, even if he should
survive for other two hebdomads, yet his soul is
really sundered from his body, and the gods vouchsafe him no further prodigia (Varro, in Censorinus,
'

xiv. 6).
36. ' Sscula

periods of

;

'

human

life

—

The doctrine of the
was adapted also to the life

cosmogony.

of the Etruscan city-State, appearing here as the
doctrine of scBcula, which we meet with again in
the sphere of Roman history. It was believed that
a respite from the menaces of fate foreboded in the
ostenta scecularia could be secured by means of
propitiatory ceremonies until the tenth sceculum,
and that thereafter fate took its inexorable course.
The 'secular' festivals were simply propitiations
Conformably to the
of the ostenta scecularia.
tradition regarding the smcula found in the sacred
books, the terminus a quo of Etruscan chronology
was laid down as 967 B.C. a date which is perhaps
not without importance in regard to the appearance
of the Etruscans in Italy.
The Etruscan cosmogony was of a very remarkAccording to the account of it
able character.
given by Suidas (s.v. Tupp-qpla), the demiurge appointed twelve millenniums for his acts of creation,
and assigned them severally to the twelve signs of
the zodiac. In the first chiliad he created heaven
and earth ; in the second, the firmament in the
in
third, the sea, and the waters upon the land
the fourth, the great lights of heaven— sun, moon,
and stars ; in the fifth, everything in air, earth,
and water that creeps and flies and runs upon four
Six thousand years
feet and in the sixth, man.
had thus elapsed before the creation of man, and
the human race should endure for six thousand
years more. The similarity of this creation story
to the Biblical account is unmistakable. Whether
the source used by Suidas, and very vaguely indicated by him, had been composed under the influence of the Biblical narrative, or whether his
account really embodies an ancient Etruscan tradition—in the sense, let us say, that Western Asiatic
conceptions underlie both the Biblical and the
Etruscan doctrine of the origin and the smcula of
the world is a problem which we are at present
unable to solve.

—

;

;

;

—
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AT

EUCHARIST

(to

G. Heebig.
end of Middle Ages).— The

title 'Eucharist,' as applied to the central rite of
the Christian Church, has its origin in the thanksgivings pronounced over the bread and cup by
Christ at the Last Supper (Mk 14«'-, Mt 26«, Lk
22"-i», 1 Co 11**).
From early times the word was
applied to the Christian ' thank-offering,' with
special reference to the bread and wine over which
the thanksgiving was pronounced (Didache, 9
Ignatius, Philad. 4, Smyrn. 6 Justin, Apol. i. 66).
On the uses of the words euxapio-rfa, eixapiaTiiv,
see note by Hort in JThSt iii. 594 f ; and on the
later history of the parallel word euXoyla, based on
the 'blessing' (eiXorhaai, Mk 14== [Mt 26=6]) pro.
nounced at theinstitution, see Brightman,ii<«r^ies
Eastern and Western, Oxford, 1896, Index. There
is no instance of these uses of the word evxapurHa
in the NT, where the terms employed to denote
the common meal of the Christians with which
the Eucharist was associated are
the breaking
of bread {ij KXdats rov d-frrov, kXcLv dfrrov, Ac 2*" ^
20'- ", 1 Co 10« in the last ' the cup of blessing is
also referred to) and supper of the Lord (KvpiaKiv
Seiwvov, 1 Co 11^ ; see below).
From the presentation in the rite of bread and wine regarded as an
offering of the fruits of the earth, along with the
prayers and thanksgivings of the worshippers, the
term 'sacrifice' (SwTa, Did. 14) or 'offering' (Iren.
;

.

'

'

'

;

'

'

adp. HcBr. IV. xviii. 1, ecclesicB ablatio ; cf. Clement
of Rome, ad Cor. 40, 44) came to be applied to the

Later expansions of this earlier language

rite.

will be illustrated in
article.

the course of the present

See, further, Drews,

PBE^,

art.

'

Euchar-

istie.'

—

I.

Tbe Eucharist in the New Testament.

—

Accounts of the Last Supper. The four
passages dealing with the Last Supper are Mt
2626-29,
1422-2=, Lk 22iii-2'', 1 Co 1123-2«.
Of these
four accounts Mt. is dependent on Mk. ; St. Paul
supplies fresh features, while Lk. exhibits important diflerences from the other three. According to the Synoptists and St. Paul, Jesus on the
evening before His arrest, during a meal with His
disciples, took bread, and pronounced over it a
blessing or thanksgiving (ei/Xoyiyo-as, Mt., Mk. ;
eirxapi<TT'/i<Tas,
Lk., Paul ; the words are nearly
synonymous see 1 Co 14'6 the blessing or
'thanksgiving' is an act of praise addressed to
God). The bread was distributed to the disciples
with the words 'This is my body.' Then Jesus
took the cup, and, having given thanks (euxapio-Tifffos, Mt., Mk.), He gave it to them and said:
This is my blood of the covenant which is shed
for many {iirip iroWuv, Mk. ; irepi toKKCih, Mt.
Paul has the new covenant in my blood ; so Lk.
ace. to the textits receptus).
After the words
'
This is my body Paul has which is for you (t6
uTT^p vfiuv), and this is expanded by the textus receptus of Lk. into ' which is given for you.' Similarly, Mt. expands the words of Mk. about 'the
blood shed for many' by the addition 'unto remission of sins.' Mt. alone has the injunctions,
after the delivery of the bread and the cup, ' Eat,'
'Drink ye all of it,' while Mk. has simply 'and
they all drank of it.' Mk. also records that it was
after they had drunk of it that the words This is
my blood,' etc., were spoken, whereas Mt. connects
both the commands to eat and to drink closely with
the statements This is my body,' This is my
blood.'
Paul and the textus receptus of Lk. add
the command, Do this for my memorial (toOto
TTOith-i els rijv ijj.riv iva/ivi^aiy) after the words
This
I.

Mk

—

;

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;'
;

my body ' ; and Paul has the same words, with
the addition 'as often as ye drink it,' after the
words about the cup (the injunction in connexion
with the cup is not found in the textus receptus of
Lk. ). Paul and the textus receptus of Lk. assert
that it was 'after they had supped' that the
thanksgiving over the cup was pronounced. In
Mt. and Mk. the account concludes with the
words, Verily I say unto you, I will no longer
drink of the fruit of the vine, until that day when
I drink it new (Mt. adds
with you ') in the
Kingdom of God' ('my Father,' Mt.). The words
are absent from Lk. in this connexion, but similar
words appear earlier in his account, in connexion
with the thanksgiving over a cup and the delivery
of it, before the blessing of the Dread.
St. Paul's
account concludes with the words, for as often as
ye eat this bread, and drink the cup, ye proclaim
the Lord's death until he come
(in which
Schweitzer sees a reminiscence of the concluding
words in the accounts of Mt. and Mk.).
is

'

'

'

'

The main problem in the NT account of the institution centres
Westcott and Hort, on the ground of the omission of
w.isb. 20 in some early Western authorities, regard these words
as a later insertion (see Sanday, in
ii, 636).
But the resultant text is full of difficulty. According to their reading, in
vv.15-18 Jesus alludes to His desire to eat this Passover with
them before He suffers, and declares that He will not eat of it,
until it be fulfilled in the Kingdom of God. Then follows a
tbanksgfiving over a cup, and its delivery to them to be divided
amongst them, with no reference to the words about His blood,
but merely with the statement that He * will not drink henceforth of the fruit of the vine, until the Kingdom of God come
(some MSS omit the words atro tou vvv). Then in v.i9a follows
the account of the thanksgiving over the bread, which is broken
and given to them with the words, ' This is my body.'
Those who adopt the reading of Westcott and Hort regard
v. 17 as taking the place of the narrative in Mt. and Mk. about
the cup, which thus precedes the blessing pronounced over the
bread (for this order, which follows the common Jewish order
of the benedictions at meals, cf. Didache, 9).
According to this
interpretation, the sacramental significance of the acts of Jesus
is indicated only in the case of the bread.
But the omission of
the words recorded by the other Synoptists with reference to
the cup is in any case difficult to explain. Moreover, the
paraUelism exhibited in vv.i5-l8 suggests that these verses are
closely connected, and form a narrative distinct from that in
v.lfla^ which thus becomes a mere isolated fragment.
Hence it
may be argued that the text of Westcott and Hort represents
a transition between two t.v'pes of text, the one containing only
vv.16-18^ the other being that represented in the received text
of Lk.
On the former supposition the whole of v. 19 would be an
interpolation from St. Paul; and Lk., like the Fourth Gospel,
would then contain no account of the institution of the rite
(Blass, Philology 0/ the Gospels, London, 1898, p. 179 f.). There
is, however, no manuscript authority for the omission of the
first part of v.l9.
On the other supposition the textus receptus
of Lk. represents the original reading, and the variations and
omissions are explained as due to the difficulty created in the
minds of scribes by the existence of two cups in Lk.'s account.
Of those who accept the textus receptus of Lk., some regard
vv. 15-18 as referring, at least in the intention of the author of
Lk., to the Paschal meal (see, however, § a), and as having no
reference to the Eucharist, the account of which follows in
w.19-20 (Resch, Holtzmann, Schweitzer). Schweitzer regards
the account in Lk. as due to editorial revision, and as possessing
no independent value. It has been suggested in this connexion
that the rearrangement of his material by Lk. has been carried
out with the object of bringing the account into accord with
the ritual of the Passover, and that the first cup is intended to
represent that which began the Paschal ritual, while the second
cup is placed, as in the Paschal ritual, at the end of the meal
(cf. Goguel, L' Eucharistie, p. 64).
Others, however, regard
vv.16-18 as a doublet, containing a distinct account of the Supper
from that found in vv.is- 20 (Batiffol, 6tudes, 2nd ser., p. 32;
Blakiston, i/TASf iv. 548f.). A further stage is represented in
the opinion which attaches exclusive importance to vv.l5-i8,
and finds in them the clue to the real interpretation of tbe
Supper (Loisy, Les Evangiles synoptiques, ii. 536 f. Andersen,
Abeiidmahl, 35 f.). But it is a purely arbitrary reconstruction
of the history which leaves out of account the tradition preserved in the other Synoptists and in St. Paul.
in Lk.

HDB

;

—

2. Significance of the Supper.
As to the significance of the words and^acts of Jesus at the Supper
there has been a wide divergence of opinion in
modem discussions of the subject (for useful
summaries, ^ee
Schweitzer, Das Abendmahl
Loisy, Les Evangiles synoptiques, ii. 535, note 1
Goguel, L' Eucharistie, p. 1 ft'.). Individual scholars

A

have emphasized severally some particular aspect
and have denied that it contained any

of the rite,

;'
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other reference. The brevity of our accounts
leaves much unexplained. Possibly Jesus intended
His acts and words to be interpreted by the experience of the disciples (cf. Kobinson, Elii, art.
'Eucharist'), in the light of the events which
followed and the new relationship with Him upon
which the disciples entered after the Resurrection.
The chief lines along which the interpretation of
the Supper has been sought are as follows.
(1) The setting of the meal points to its association with other similar Jewish religious meals, in
which there was a solemn benediction of the bread
and cup, followed at the close by a prayer of
thanksgiving spoken by the president (von der
Goltz, Tischgebete und A bendmahlsgebete, Leipzig,
The prayers of the Didache {cc. 9,
1905, p. 7f.).
10) exhibit the influence of such Jewish formulae,
and the reference to the breaking of bread not
only in the early chapters of Acts (2'"-"), but also
in Lk 24^'^, points to the possibility that the Last
Supper had links with previous meals which our
'

Lord had shared with Hia

'

disciples.

From

this

point of view it would sum up and perpetuate that
relationship with Him which had been theirs in the
days of His ministry.
second feature of the meal is its connexion
(2)
with the coming death of Christ. The breaking of
the bread and the outpouring of the wine were an
acted parable' (Julicher), by which Christ consoled
His disciples, declaring to them that His coming
death was destined to be a source of blessing to
them. This idea, which is clearly expressed in St.
Paul's interpretation of the body as that which is
for you' (t4 inr^p ifnHi', 1 Co 11^''), is implied in Mt.
and Mk. by the reference to the blood as shed for
many (Mt 26=8,
14"), and by the interpretation
given to it in Mt. as unto remission of sins.' The
separate mention of the body and the blood in this
connexion shows that it is the body as slain which
is spoken of, and rules out all interpretations such
as that, e.g., of Andersen, which regards the body'
as a Pauline phrase, equivalent to 'the Church,'
adopted and misunderstood by Mk. from St. Paul.
In this way we can explain the idea of the rite as
a commemoration of the death of Christ, which is
emphasized in the account of St. Paul (1 Co IP"')further point is emphasized in our Lord's
(3)
reference to the cup as 'my blood of the covenant' (Mt., Mk.), or, according to St. Paul (and
the textus receptiis of Lk. ), the new covenant in
my blood.' This aspect has been dwelt upon by
Holtzmann {NT Theol. Freiburg, 1 896-97, i. 296 f ),
who finds in it the clue to the meaning of Christ's
action in the Supper. The words refer to Ex 24*,
where, at the ratification of the Sinaitic covenant,
Moses sprinkles the people with the blood of the
victim, saying, ' Behold the blood of the covenant.'
According to this view, our Lord intended by His
act to declare the abrogation of the Old Covenant
and of the Law, and the inauguration of a new relationship between the disciples and God.
In this
connexion St. Paul's phrase new ((caivij) covenant
in my blood' is a natural interpretation of the
simpler words found in Mk. and Mt., with a probable allusion to Jer 31". For a fuller expansion
of the thought in the light of Christian experience,
see He 8-9, where reference is made both to Jer
3pi-34 and to Ex 24*.
Holtzmann's further contention, that the words of Christ contain no reference
to an expiatory death, is not consistent with the
language recorded by the Synoptists and St. Paul.
The latter, as we have seen, speaks of the body
which is for you' (t6 iirip vij.G>ii, expanded in the
textus receptus of Lk. into which is given for you ').
Similarly, Mt. and Mk. speak of the blood as
'poured out for many,' which Mt. further interprets as 'unto remission of sins.' Moreover, the
reference to Ex 24* points to a covenant based

A

'

'

'

'

Mk

'

'

A

'

,

.

'

'

'

upon a
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and in the parallel passage Jer
a reference to tlie forgiveness of
sins in connexion with the new covenant.
Such
language is fully in accordance with the early
Christian interpretation of the death of Christ (cf.
3)31-34

1

Co
(4)

sacrilice,

there

is

Mk

10«, Mt 202»).
Tlie delivery by Jesus to the disciples of the

15»,

bread and the cup, accompanied by the command,
'Take' (Mk., Mt.), 'Drink ye all of it' (Mt.), has
been interpreted as conveying the idea of a bestowal of spiritual food and drink, of which the
bread and wine were representative symbols. The
meal as such was to be a memorial feast of the
death of Christ, and the bread and wine, received
with thanksgiving in remembrance of Christ's
death, are designated His body and blood, which
are given for the nourishment of the soul (cf.
Harnack, 'Brod u. Wasser,'
VII. ii. 117ff.).
This idea is illustrated by St. Paul's implied comparison of the manna and water in the wilderness
with the Christian sacraments, and his reference
to them as spiritual food and spiritual drink
It also finds expression in the prayers
(1 Co lO*"*).
of the Didache (ch. 10).
It is this aspect of the
Sacrament from which the author of the Fourth
Gospel starts in the discourse of ch. 6, which contains an implied reference to the Christian Sacrament, though the author nowhere records its institution.
In that chapter we find developed the
thought of Christ as tne Bread of Life, who gives
to men His flesh to eat and His blood to drink.
The language used has points of contact with the
OT, Eabbinical teaching ( to eat the years of the
Messiah,' or 'to eat the Messiah'), and the language of Philo (the Logos the food of the soul)
while the terms used ('flesh' and 'spirit') form
the starting-point of the theology of Ignatius and
Justin, and prepare the way for the conception of
the Sacrament as the extension of the Incarnation.
The general idea is a spiritual assimilation of
Christ in the higher elements of His humanity.

TU

'

'

'

'

The conception of the Christian Sacrament as a meal following
upon a sacrifice lay near at hand in the allusion to Ex 24, where
the covenant sacrifice is followed by a sacrificial meal (Ex 241"^
they saw God, and did eat and drink '). A similar reference
has been seen in He ISiof- where, whatever be the interpretation of the word altar,' it is urged that the idea of the writer
seems to be that the superiority of the new covenant consists
in the fact that, while, in the chief sacrifice of the Day of Atonement, the priests were not allowed to partake of the flesh of
the sacrifice, the Christian sacrifice provides at once an atonement and a means of communion. But this interpretation
reads more into the passage than can legitimately be inferred
'

'

from

it.

(5)

The words with which Mk. and Mt. conclude

and in which Jesus declares, I will
no longer drink of the fruit of the vine, until that
day when I drink it new in the Kingdom of God,'
contain an allusion to the Jewish belief which represented the coming Messianic age under the
form of a banquet, and described its blessings
under the form of eating and drinking. Starting
from these words in Mk 14^, some modem scholars
have explained the words and actions of Jesus at the
Supper in an eschatological sense. The pioneer in
this interpretation was Spitta ( Urchristenthum, 1.),
who illustrates at great length from the Prophets
and Wisdom literature of the OT, as well as from
Jewish apocalyptic and later Rabbinical writings,
the idea of the Messianic feast, in whioh the
Messiah Himself is the food of the subjects of the
their account,

Kingdom (among the

'

OT

passages referred to are

Is 25«-« 55'-*, Ps 132", Pr 92-5, gjr 153 2417-21 ,
14"'- 222*-*»).
222'-,
further sees in

Mt

Lk

He

cf.

the
words of Jesus an allusion to the Davidic-Messianic
covenant (see § 4). According to this interpretation, the ideas of Jesus were wholly centred in the
future, and had no reference to His death.
He
turned away from the present, with its prospect of
suffering and death, to the future Kingdom, ir.
which, as Messiah, He would bestow on His

a
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The
disciples the blessings of the coming age.
meal was thus a foretaste of the Messianic feast.
spiritSpitta's illustrations of the thought of the
ual assimilation of the Messiah are instructive and
valuable, but his denial that the words and actions
of Jesus in regard to the meal have any connexion
with His death does great violence to the narratives of the Gospel.
The eschatological view has also been maintained by A. Schweitzer, who in his two works,
Das Abendmahl in Zusammenhang tnit dem Leben
Jesu und der Gesch. des Urchristenthums (1901),
and Von Reimarus zu Wrede (1906), has pleaded
for a fuller recognition of the eschatological character of the teaching and acts of Jesus. Starting
from St. Mark's account, which he regards as the
most authentic, he finds the key to the meaning
of the Supper in the words, ' I will no longer drink
of the fruit of the vine, until that day when I drink
But, unlike
it new in the Kingdom of God.'
Spitta, he recognizes the connexion of the words

with the thought of His coming sufferings.
The thought of suffering, however, is brought into
connexion with the eschatological expectation
Jesus spoke to the disciples, not of His death, but
of His death and speedy re-union with them in
the feast in the 'Kingdom' {Abendmahl, p. 61).
Similarly he interprets the feeding of the five
thousand as a foretaste of the Messianic meal ( Von
Reimarus zu Wrede, p. 372 f.). By distributing
bread to the multitude. He consecrates them to be
partakers of the coming Messianic feast, and gives
them a pledge that, as they had been His tablecompanions in the time of His obscurity, so should
they be also in the time of His glory (p. 373). The
feeding was more than a love-feast or communionThe
feast.
It was a sacrament of deliverance.
Last Supper at Jerusalem had the same sacramental
significance.
The action of Jesus in distributing
the bread and wine is an end in itself, and the
meaning of the feast depends upon the fact that
He personally distributes the food. The words
spoken during the distribution with reference to
the propitiatory meaning of His death do not
touch the essence of the feast, but are accessary
of Jesus

'

'

The doubtful

(p. 377).
is the

feature of this interpreta-

attempt to find the central idea of the
Supper in the words of Mk 14^' rather than in the
words spoken with reference to the bread and
wine, and connecting them with the body and blood
of Jesus and His coming death. But that there was
tion

some such eschatological reference in the Supper,
by which the disciples were pointed forward to the
coming Kingdom, and their fellowship with Jesus
as the Messiah, seems clear not only from the
language of the Synoptists, but also from the echo
of that language found in the words with which
St. Paul concludes his account in 1 Co 11*^, 'As
often as ye eat this bread, and drink the cup, ye

He come.'
eschatological interpretation enables us to
reconstruct more exactly the milieu amid which
the words of Jesus were spoken at the Supper,
even if it does not exhaust their reference. It
also throws light upon the language of St. Paul,
and the spirit in which the early Christian community, with its eager hope of the Second Coming,
continued to observe the rite.
(6) The attempt to find a sacrificial meaning in
the terms of the command, ' Do this as my
memorial,' recorded by St. Paul, and found in
the textus reccptus of Lk., has not gained the
general assent of scholars.
With the possible
exception of St. Paul's words ('ye proclaim the
Lord^s death until he come') in 1 Co 11^, the
throws no light upon the way in which the words
proclaim the Lord's death until

The

NT

and
('memorial') were interpreted in Apostolic times
and Justin Martyr

voieCv ('do')

d>'d/n>'i7irt!

;

c. Tryph. 41) stands alone among 2nd cent,
writers in interpreting noieiv in a sacrificial sense
('offer').
The conception of the Eucharist as a
sacrifice, which appears already in the Didache,
arose from more general considerations than the
interpretation of the particular words troi.eiv and
iva/ivria-is used by St. Paul.

{Dial.

In the above discussion the question of the relation of the
Eucharist to the Passover meal has been left for separate treatment. The setting of the Supper in the Synoptic accounts
implies that it was a Passover meal (see Mt 2617, Mk 1412,
Lie 227).
According to that account, Ohrist sent the disciples
to prepare the Passover on the first day of unleavened bread,'
which Mk. and Lk. identify with the day on which the Passover
lamb was killed. The Supper took place on the evening of the
same day. Again, the words of Lk 2215 ('with desire I have
desired to eat this Passover with you '), in the setting in which
they occur in the Lucan narrative (see, however, below), imply
that the meal was the Passover. Paschal references have been
seen in St. Paul's account of the institution (1 Co ll^Sf-), e.g.
the word memorial (cf Ex 1214) the proclamation ' (Kara-yyeAAere) of the death, corresponding to the Haggada the cup
of blessinp;,' corresponding to the third cup of the Passover
meal (agamst this reference, see Spitta, op. cit. p. 248 Bickell,
Messe und Pascha, Eng. tr., The L<yrci^s Supper and the
Passover Ritual, by Skene, Edinburgh, 1891, p. 163). Again,
the reference to Christ's death and its sacrificial character
undoubtedly arises more naturally out of Paschal associations
than it would do if the meal were an ordinary one. On the
otiier hand, the accounts of Mk. and Mt. exhibit no distinctively Pafichal features, but refer simply to the covenant-sacrifice
'

*

'

.

*

j

'

;

;

Ex

248 (against this argument, see Lambert, The Sacraments
NT, pp. 25S, 297 f.).
serious difficulty connected with the identification of the Last Supper with the Passover meal arises out of
the conflicting chronological notices in the Synoptists and in
St. John.
The day on which Christ sent the disciples to prepare the Passover is identified in Mk 1412 (on which Lk. and
Mt. depend) with ' the first day of unleavened bread, when
they sacrificed the Passover.' Jewish scholars are agreed that
this date contains a contradiction, as the first day of unleavened
of

in the

But the most

bread was the 15th of Nisan, while the day of the Passover was
the 14th of Nisan. It has been suggested that there is some
corruption in the source which underlies our Synoptists, and
that the original Aramaic text may have had something lilte
before the day of unleavened bread (Resch), or the day of
unleavened bread drew nigh, and the disciples drew ni^h to
Jesus' (Chwolson, Das letzte Passamahl Christi, ed. Leipzig,
on p. 178 f. a different solution is suggested).
1908, p. 11
Other facts in the Synoptic account seem to contradict the idea
that the Last Supper was the Passover. Such are the notice
of time in Mk 141- 2, 'after two days was the feast of the Passover,' and the words of the priests, not on the feast day, lest
there be a tumult of the people.' Again, the reference to the
carrying of arms (Mk 1447), the incident of the trial, and the buying of spices are all inconsistent with the idea that the Passover
feast had begun, since work of all kinds was prohibited on the
feast.
Lastly, the account in St. John plainly contradicts the
Synoptists in their representation of the Passover feast as the
day of the crucifixion ( Jn 131, the Supper was ' before the Passover
Jn 1828, the Jews would not enter the hall of Pilate,
that they might not be defiled, but might eat the Passover;
.Jn 1914, the day of the crucifixion was 'the preparation of the
Passover ' Jn 19^, the identification of Jesus with the Passover lamb, implied in the reference to Ex 1246, Nu 912). Hence
two theories have been propounded (1) The theory of an
anticipated Passover. This view is maintained by Chwolson,
op. cit. p. 31 f., who explains such anticipation by the suggestion
that in the year of the crucifixion the 14th of Nisan fell upon
a Sabbath, and that this led to the transference of the day on
which the lambs were offered, and to a divergence of custom
But this argument is
as to the time of the Passover meal.
strained and artificial. Another explanation of such a possible
anticipation is suggested by M. Power, The An(jtO'Jewish
Calendar for every Day in the Gospels (London, 1902); see
Lambert, JThSt iv. 192 f (2) A different interpretation of the
problem is supplied by the theory that the Last Supper was
the ^iddUsh, or weekly 'sanctification,' of the Sabbath—
domestic ceremony, in which a cup of wine, and bread, aie
solemnly blessed and distributed to the household before the
evening meal.
The ^iddilsh also preceded great festivals,
including the Passover. This theory explains the order in the
account of Lk., where the thanksgiving over a cup precedes
that pronounced over the bread (cf. 1 Co 1016- 21 Didache, 9).
This view was propounded by Box (JThSt iii. 367-369), and still
earlier by Spitta (Urchristenthum, i. 247); cfj^ also Drews,
PREi V. 663, art. Eucharistie,' and Batiffol {Etudes, ii. 43According to this view, Ohrist did not keep the actual
46).
Passover with His disciples, but only its preparatory l^iddUsh
(it is in this sense accordingly that Mk 1412. 14 must be understood).
In this connexion it may be noticed that the words
of Lk 2216 ('with desire I have desired to eat this Passover
with you before I suffer '), apart from their context in the
'

'

'

_;

'

' ;

;

;

.

;

'

Lucan narrative, might indicate an unfulfilled desire (cf.
ix. 669 f.). But against this view that we have a description of the ^iddush in the accounts of the Synoptists must be
set the order of Mk., Mt., and St. Paul, in which the thanksgiving over the bread precedes the thanksgiving over the cup.
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Moreover, according to Mk., H woa white they wertf eating'
that Jeaua broke lirL'ud, and St. Paul dcacribea the b!e»8iti(? of
the cup aa taking place after the svpper' (bo Lk. in textua
Our accounts are too short, and the writers probably
receptus).
too little interested in the external procedure at the Supper,
to enable us to attain any certainty as to the exact details.
The general structure of Jewish ceremonial prayers appears to
have been much the same as those of ordinary Jewish household
prayers, and the parallels adduced prove little more than that
our Lord availed Himself of the ordinary Jewish forms of
blessing employed at meals.
In any case the Last Supper took place amid the associations
of the Paschal season and, whether in the words and acts of
Jesus there is an implied reference to the Passover or not, the
association of the Eucharist with the Passover was a natural
one, though we may have to admit that the Paschal features
in the language of St. Paul represent the later reflexion of a
period when the idea of Christ as the true Passover (1 Co 5',
Jn 19^0) had influenced the conception of the institution.
*

visions

;

—

(1) In
3. The Eucharist in Apostolic times.
the early chapters of Acta mention is made of a
meal, the breaking of bread (Ac 2^- "), as one
of the characteristics of the life of the early church
at Jerusalem. In the former of the two passages
(Ac 2'''-) it occurs in close connexion with the mention of the fellowship which marked the early
the
disciples, and is followed by the mention of
prayers' (on the connexion of the clauses, see
Communion '). In the
Robinson, BDB, art.
second passage (Ac 2**) there is an implied contrast between the daily public attendance of the
disciples at the Temple-worship, by which they
showed their loyalty to the religion of their
countrymen, and the distinctive Christian act of
The main clause of
'breaking bread at home.'
the sentence in v.**, 'they took their food with
gladness and singleness of heart,' (a) may indicate that this breaking of bread formed part of
an ordinary meal, or (6) it may be a general
expression summing up the participial clauses
expressing in
/cXajcrej, and
jrpoaKapT€povvT€s
Biblical language (cf. Lv 26') the joy which pervaded the life of the early community (Batiffol).
In any case the meal was an expression of fellowship, and doubtless had a religious character (see
above, §2(1)). Spitta, who sees in Ac 2*-'- a reference to the Agape, maintains that it was inevitable
that the thoughts of those who partook of these
meals should go back to the words of Christ at
the Supper {op. cit. p. 289). Thus the meal would
naturally assume a Eucharistic character, and, we
may add, include Eucharistic acts. The next
mention of the breaking of bread is in Ac 20'"",
where, during St. Paul's stay at Troas, there was
a gathering on the first day of the week to break
The whole account indicates greater
bread.'
formality than is implied in Ac 2'^- '"'. The mention of the first day of the week (cf. 1 Co le''),
the upper room, and the
the 'many lights'
discourse of St. Paul, followed by the breaking of
bread, all point to a solemn religious gathering
for worship.
(2) St. Paul's account of the Eucharist at Corinth
(1 Co 11"-**) throws fuller light upon the fragFrom his
mentary notices contained in Acts.
account it appears that the Corinthians assembled
[Drews,
close
for a meal, including, probably at its
' v. 562, suggests that it was at the beginning
so Box, JThSt iii. 365 f.], the Eucharistic commemoration, which, as St. Paul reminds them, had
been commanded by the Lord at the Last Supper,
and which constituted a solemn memorial of His
death until he come.' The whole account implies
that the Eucharist formed part of a meal (e.^.
each one %n
when ye come together to eat
eating [iv rifi ^ayeiv] taketh beforehand his own
lastly, the form in which St. Paul resupper
cords the institution of the cup, tzs often as ye
slxall drink '), though, from its association with the
solemn Eucharistic acts, the whole meal should be
regarded as a supper of the Lord (KvpMKbv is em'
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'

this

meal each brought

his

own

pro-

but, insteud of waiting for the general
richer members ate beforehand

diKtriljution, the
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what they had brought, and by greed and selfishness and excess turned the meal into a private
supper (liiav ieiiri/ov). Thus the sense of fellowship was lost, and it became impossible to eat a
supper of the Lord.' Such unworthy participation made a man 'guilty of the body and the
blood of the Lord,' and showed a failure to discern
the body.'
With 'guilty of the body and the blood of the Lord' cf.
He 66, which refers to the sin of those who crucify the Son
of God afresh,' and He 1028 (' who hath trodden under foot
'

'

'

the Son of God, and hath counted the blood of the covenant,
wherewith he was sanctified, an unholy thing '). Spitta suggests that St. Paul may have had Judas in mind. This guilt
arises from the relationship established between the bread of
the Eucharist and the Lord's sacrificed body (rb o-w/xa to vrrjp
new covevixCjy) on the one hand, and the Lord's cup and the
nant in his blood' on the other. In the words not discerning
the body (omit tou Kvpiov with the best MSS), St. Paul is referring
primarily to the body of v. 24, but it is possible that he has in
view the more inclusive sense of body (note to aw^a, not rb
aOifi-a Kai to at^a, though tadtttv Koi irivuv precedes) referred to
By his selfish action the richer brother failed
in 1 Co 1016. 17.
to realize that the sacred meal was a fellowship of believers with
Christ and one another. It was the sacrament of their incorporation in Christ. The abuses at Corinth turned it into a
private meal.
'

'

'

'

'

In another passage of the same epistle (1 Co
St. Paul dwells upon the inconsistency of
Christians taking part in idolatrous feasts. In this
connexion he refers to the Christian sacrament of
the 'fellowship of the body and blood of Christ.'
His language is suggested by the associations of
the sacrificial feast an institution which finds a
place not only in Semitic life, but also in Greek
Acreligion, as well as in early tribal religions.
cording to this conception, the sacrifice is not
merely an offering to the Deity. The worshippers
partake of the food of the sacrifice, and in this way
a communion is established between the Deity and
His worshippers, as well as between the worshippers themselves. Thus to partake of a sacrifice
implies fellowship with the Deity who is worshipped (1 Co ia'8-2«). Similarly, St. Paul says
the cup of blessing which we bless and the
bread which we break are ' a fellowship (noivuvla)
of the blood and of the body of Christ, and
Christians cannot consistently partake of the
table of the Lord and of the table of devils.
This aspect of the Christian rite St. Paul develops
The Christian
on striking and original lines.
sacrament is at once a means of spiritual communion with Christ and of corporate fellowship.
By participation in the one bread the partakers
become one body. The ' fellowship of the body of
Christ would appear to have suggested to him the
larger conception of the body of Christ (cf. 1 Co
12i£ 13), in which Christ and the members of Christ
form one whole and are inseparably united (cf.
Robinson, loc. cit. ). In the same way, as we have
seen, he interprets the cup to mean the new covenant in my blood' (ct. Mk., Mt.), where again the
idea is of the fellowship of believers with God and
one another, effected through the death of Christ.
(For a later development of the whole conception
by St. Augustine, see below, II. 3 (2).)
(4) Thus it appears that in the period A.D. 55-57
the Eucharist formed the chief feature of a religious
meal, being celebrated probably at its close. St.
Paul traces it back to the institution of Christ,
and regards its observance as due to His command.
This fact throws light upon the earlier references
in Acts, and makes it probable that the breaking of bread' in Ac 2«-« 20'"" included the
Eucharist.
The meal with which the Eucharist was associated in Apostolic
(3)

10'*'-),

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

times has generally been identified with the Agape, which 19
first expressly mentioned by name in Jude 12 (cf. also, on the
reading in 2 P 213, Mayor's note). But St. Paul's account in
1 Co 11 suggests that the gathering there described provided
indirectly an opportunity for feeding poorer brethren (vv.sl. !2),
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and that the meal was a pledge ot brotherly love and fellowship.
But the use of the term Agape and its distinction from the
Eucharist, as applied to the conditions described in Ac. and
1 Cor., are possibly anachronisms. As yet there was no sharp
distinction between the two parts ot the meal. The whole meal
in St. Paul's thought had the character of a sacred meal. It was
a supper of the Lord.' It was only when the social side of the
meal came to be_ distinguished from the solemn liturgical acts
connected with it that the Agape came to be thought of as distinct from the Eucharist, and was finally dissociated from it see,
further, Batiffol, Etudes, Ist ser., and art. Agape.

attempt has recently been made to trace more explicitly the influence of the mystery religions of the
ancient world upon primitive Christianity, especially as seen in St. Paul's Epistles (cf. A. Dieterich,
Eine Mithrasliturgie-, Leipzig, 1910 ; R. Reitzenstein. Die hellen. Mysterienreligionen, do. 1910).
This method has been subjected to a searching
criticism by A. Schweitzer in his Geschichte der
paulinischen Forschung {Tubingen, 1911). He discusses the whole question of Hellenizing influence
in St. Paul, and repudiates it with characteristic
thoroughness. St. Paul, he urges, cannot have
been familiar with the mystery religions as known
to us, for their general spread in the Graeco-Roman
world (with the possible exception of the Serapis
mystery cult) dates only from the beginning of the
2nd century. Again he emphasizes the danger of
constructing from distinct and separate sources a
kind of universal mystery religion, possessing a definiteness of contents and ideas such as never really
existed, least of all in the time of St. Paul.
Nor
win he admit that St. Paul's attitude to heathenism was such as to allow of his borrowing from the
Nature- worships of heathenism. It is possible that
Schweitzer has carried his thesis too far, but he
has provided a much-needed caution for those who
would press the analogies between Christian and
pagan ideas ; and, before any satisfactory results
can be attained, a more careful sifting of the evidence and dating of the documents are needed. The
existence of sacrificial feasts in the pagan world

'

;

—

The two main questions
4. Critical theories.
which have been raised with regard to the early
Eucharist in modem discussions are: (1) the significance of the acts and words of Christ at the
Last Supper, and (2) the relation of the Last
Supper to the later rite, as found, e.g., in St.
Paul's account in 1 Corinthians.
(1) It has been maintained that there was no
intention on the part of Christ to institute a rite.
The meal was simply a parting meal (Andersen).
Christ's act was ' a parable ( Jiilicher), a momentary inspiration,' rather than a premeditated act
(Spitta, Holtzmann), in which there was no idea of
giving a command for the repetition of the rite. The
object of Jesus was to console the disciples by assuring them that His death would not be in vain.
The blood shed for many would be the blood of
a covenant (Jiilicher, and, more fully, Holtzmann).
Others, like Spitta and Loisy, think that the
thoughts of Jesus at the Supper were wholly
directed to the coming Messianic Kingdom. The
theory of Schweitzer (see above, § 2 (5)) emphasizes
this eschatological reference of the Supper, but does
more justice than either of the preceding writers
to the connexion of the Supper with the death of
Jesus and the mystery of His suffering (AbendmaM,
Both Spitta and Holtzmann deny that
p. 61 f.).
there was in the acts and words of Jesus any reference to the sacrificial character of His death. On
this see above, § 2 (3).
(2) Many attempts have been made to explain
the origin of the meal described in Ac. and 1 Cor.
as due to some other cause than a command of
Christ at the Last Supper. But, if the Last Supper
meant nothing more than some of the theories referred to above represent it to mean, it is difiicult
to explain how the early disciples came to repeat
it or connect their own religious meal with it.
By
some the early Christian meal has been derived
from the Jewish religious meal, adopted by the
Christian community as an expression of their
sense of fellowship and religious devotion, and enriched by the memory of the Last Supper and the
hope of the Second Coming (so Spitta, J. Hoff'

'

'

'

was plainly known to St. Paul, as the passage in
1 Co 10 shows, and provided a milieu in which the
Christian sacred meal was able to take its place in
the life of converts to Christianity. But St. Paul
in the same chapter appeals also to similar feasts
among the Jews (1 Co 10"), and it is precarious
to infer that his own teaching with regard to the
Eucharist was moulded by the influence of pagan
rather than Jewish customs, especially as the
latter formed the original setting of the Christian
meal.
At the same time it is possible to admit
that at Corinth such an influence of pagan customs
may have been at work in the case of St. Paul's

converts.

Schweitzer's own positive construction connects
the sacramental teaching of St. Paul ^vith his
eschatology. He finds an earlier parallel to sacraments in Jewish life in the baptism of John, which
he maintains was regarded not merely as a symbol
of the cleansing of repentance, but as in some way a
sacrament of deliverance. Thus the idea of eschatological sacraments would lie near at hand, and St.
Paul may have taken it over from the practice of
John the Baptist and the early Church.
The
further question whether the Supper in the view
of Jesus was already regarded as bestowing something on those who partook of it, or only first became a sacrament in the primitive Church, would
still remain undecided {op. cit. p. 189).
This attempt to re-state the problem is of importance in
two ways (1) if Schweitzer's criticism proves valid,
it sets a limit to the attempt to trace the origin of
the Eucharist to the syncretism of Jewish and pagan
ideas ; (2) it endeavours to find a place for sacraments in connexion with the ideas of the contempor'

'

mann).
Others have emphasized its affinity with the
ritual feasts of the heathen world, and have seen
in it not an original creation of Christianity, but a
particular Christian growth upon the older stock of
pre-Christian and non-Christian religious customs.
In this case the Eucharist in the form exhibited in
1 Cor. cannot have been a creation of Jesus or have
come from strict Jewish circles, but must be explained as due to the reaction upon primitive
Christianity of the syncretism of religious

:

iDeliefs

amid which it lived (of. Heitmiiller, Taufe u.
Abendmahl bei Paulus). In this connexion much
is
1

made of the parallel which St. Paul draws in
Co 10 between heathen sacrificial feasts on the

aries of Jesus.

for St. Paul's implied reference to the Christian
sacrament (1 Co 10^'-) as 'spiritual food' and
'spiritual drink' in the Eleusinian mysteries,
where the initiated became Ivdcoi. by means of a
meal in which they partook in some mysterious
way of the body of Dionysus (cf. Lake, Earlier
Epistles of St. Paul, pp. 199 f., 213 f.).
The

The absence of the command, Do this in remembrance of me,' from the narratives of Mt. and Mk.
(and according to some texts from Lk. ) leaves St.
Paul as our ultimate authority for the statement
that Jesus commanded the observance of the rite.
But it is difficult to believe that in this matter St.
Paul was innovating upon the tradition of the
Church, or that his account represents a different
belief as to the origin of the rite from that current
in the primitive Christian community. Nor does his
claim to be recording a tradition received from the
'

one hand and the Christian Eucharist on the other,
where the 'table of the Lord' is contrasted with
' the
table of devils,' whUe a parallel is sought

'

I

;;
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(1 Co 11^ iyui yd.p irapO^afiov a-rrb tov Mvplov)
necessarily imply that he is speaking of knowledge
given to hiniHelf alone, rather than knowledge derived through the medium of the tradition of the
Church, though ultimately based on the words of
Christ (cf. 1 Co 15' i Ka.1 trapiXa^oy and for this use
of dir6 to denote the ultimate source, cf. Gal 1' oi//c

Lord*

:

dir'

avBpwTToiv oiSi Si

indpiirov).

So Harnack says
n. 1)
the words

{Hist, of Dogma, Eng. tr. i. 66,
of 1 Co 11*^ are too strong for me.' On the whole,
it would seem that the tradition according to which
our Lord commanded the observance of the rite was
current in the Church in the time of St. Paul, and
:

'

was not originated by him. Though Mk. and Mt.
do not record the command, they would appear to
have interpreted the narrative which they give as
implying an institution (cf. Goguel, L'Eucliaristie,
the writer, however, regards the Synoptic
p. 190
accounts as already influenced by the custom of
the Pauline Churches).
;

Even if we admit that the tradition of the early
Church attributed to Jesus the express statement
of the command, the question still remains whether
this interpretation is the right one.
In this connexion we may consider the relation of the Last

Supper to the other meals which our Lord had
shared with His disciples. Though Schweitzer's
suggestion that the feeding of the multitude partook of a sacramental character, and was Intended
as a foretaste of the Messianic meal, is precarious
and improbable, the same objection does not apply
equally to the view that this character was first
given to the meal by Jesus in the inner circle of
the disciples and in close connexion with His coming
Passion. In view of the coming separation the
*
table-fellowship which they had shared with Him
in His ministry was at this last meal summed up
and perpetuated and invested with a new significance. Jesus points them forward to their future
reunion with Him in the Messianic feast, and at
the same time by the striking symbolism of the
Supper points to His death, by which He gives
Himself to them and for them, as a source of blessing and a new bond of fellowship between Him and
them. The meal was thus at once a sacrament of
their deliverance, a pledge of unbroken union
through death, and a consecration of them to be
'

partakers of the Messianic feast. That the act was
intended to be in some sense sacramental seems
implied by the Synoptists when they connect the
delivery of the bread and the cup with the words,
' This is my body,'
This is my blood.' Schweitzer
(Gesch. der paulinisch. Forschung, 155 ff.) points
out that by St. Paul the sacramental meal is represented as a ' fellowship (Koivuvla) of the Body and
Blood of Christ,' rather than as an 'eating of the
language which
Flesh and drinking of the Blood
he nowhere uses, and which first appears in the
Fourth Gospel. But St. Paul elsewhere has the
more general phrases spiritual food and spiritual
drink' (1 Co 10* *) and, though the Fourth Gospel
develops along lines different from St. Paul the
thought of the communion feast as a participation
in the Divine life, the accounts in the Synoptists,
St. Paul, and the Fourth Gospel alike point to the
idea of a sacramental union with Christ effected
through His death.
If the words and acts of Jesus can be interpreted,
the sense indicated above, as summing up and
perpetuating the fellowship of the disciples with
Himself, it is possible to see how the words Do this
in remembrance of me would be regarded as a
natural interpretation of His meaning. It was thus
that the waiting Church of St. Paul's day renewed
a^ain and again in the breaking of bread its
fellowship with the exalted Lord, and proclaimed
His death 'until he should come.' But, while the
primitive Church kept vividly before it this hope of
'

'

'

—

'

'

;

—

—

m

'

'

'
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the coming in connexion with the Eucharist, it wafl
inevitable that, as time wen ton, theempliasiH sliould
be laid more exclusively upon the deatli of Christ

commemorated

in it.
Thus, while in the Eucharprayers of the Didache, wliich comes from
circles, we find an echo of the
eschatological hope, with no reference to the death
of Christ, in the Gentile Christian circles represented by Justin the eschatological features have
disappeared, and the Eucharist is primarily a
memorial sacrifice. The former view seems to be
an attenuation of the conception current in the
Apostolic age the latter represents the transition
from Jewish to Gentile forms of Christianity.
It has been further contended that the account
of Mk. (on which Mt. depends) shows traces of the
influence of St. Paul, especially in the language
which describes the cup as 'my blood of the covenant
which is shed for many.' Thus Goguel (op. cit. p.
82) maintains that the relationship between v."
14 is artificial, and that the two
and v.''' in
distinct ideas associated with the cup the one
referring to the blood of the covenant, the other
pointing to the Messianic feast cannot have thus
been brought together by Jesus, as they produce an
impression inconsistent with the luminous simplicity of the thoughts and acts of Jesus which we find
But this apparent
in His other sayings and acts.
want of simplicity may be due to the compression
of the narratives of the Synoptists and the setting
and connexion in which they have recorded the
sayings at the Supper. It is insufficient to discredit
the sayings themselves. Again, it may be urged
that the connexion between the thought of the
covenant and the Messianic Kingdom was not so
remote as appearson the surface. In the OT the idea
of the covenant is associated with (1) the covenant
of Sinai (Ex 24«) ; (2) the new covenant 'of Jer Sl^S
cf. Is 42' 49'
(3) the Davidic-Messianic covenant,
connected with the promise to David of a kingdom
which should last for ever (2 S 7'=»-, Ps 892« 132"'-,
The covenant in the two types
Is 55', Ezk 34^).
of prophecy represented in (2) and (3) was in either
case associated with the new age, which was
Thus the words
identical with the Kingdom.
This is my blood of the covenant point to Christ's
death as inaugurating His Messianic work of bringing in the new covenant' or 'the Kingdom,' with
an obvious reference to the covenant-sacrifice of
Sinai (in the words of Lk 22^ I appoint [SmrWeiiai]
unto you, as my Father hath appointed unto me, a
kingdom, that ye may eat and drink at my table
in my kingdom,' we find an idea parallel with that of
the SiaBriKTj referred to in the words spoken about
the cup). Goguel's theory leads him to the further
conclusion that the identification of the cup with
the blood was made only by the primitive Church,
and he infers from the title of the meal, the breaking of bread,' that the cup formed no part of the
meal in the earliest period described in Acts. But
neither of these conclusions can be said to rest on
any adequate grounds.
istic

Jewish Christian

;

Mk

—

—

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

Literature. The extensive character of the literature makea
it impossible to do more than select a few of the more representative works. For useful summaries of the different treatments of the subject, see the works of Schweitzer, Loisy, and
Goguel, referred to below. HDB, artt. ' Communion (Robinson), ' Jesus Christ * (Sanday), ' Lord's Supper (Plummer)
'

'

EBi, art. 'Eucharist' (Robinson); PBE^, artt. 'Abendmahr
(Cremer), Eucharistie (Drews), Jesus Christus (Zbckler)
'

'

'

'

;

C. Weizsacker, Apost. Zeilalter, Freiburg, 1886 (Eng. tr., Tfte
Apostolic Age, London, 1894-95) P. Lobstein, La Doctrine de
la sainte Cine, Lausanne, 1889; A. Harnack, ' Brod und
;

TV

Wasser,' in
vil. ii. (1891), also Dogmengesch.^ i. ^Freiburg,
1894); A. Jiilicher, *Zur Gesch. der Abendmahlsfeier in der
altesten Kirche,' in Theol. AbhandL, Freiburg, 1892 ; F. Spitta,
Zur Gesch. und Lilt. d. Urchristentkums, i. (Gdttingen, 1893)
Brandt, Die evanqel. Gesch. und der Ursprung des Christenturns, Leipzig, 1893 ; P. Gardner, Origin of the Lord's Supper,
London, 1893, Exploratio Evangelica, do. 1899, Religiout
Experience of St. Paul, do. 1910 ; E. Haupt, Ueber die
urspriingliche Form u. Bedeutung der AbendmuhlstDorta,

W.

'
;
';
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Halle. 1894 ; R. A. Hoffmann, Die Ahendmahlsgedanken Jesu
Theologie,
Christi, Konigsberg, 1896 ; H. J. Holtzmann,
Freiburg, 1896-97 ; J. R^vUle, Les Origines de Veucharistie,

NT

A. Schweitzer, Das Abendmahl in ZusammenParis, 1898
hang mit dem Leben Jesu und der Gesch. des Urckristentums,
Tiibingen, 1901, Von Reimarus zu Wrede, do. 1906, Geschichte
der pautinischen Forschung, do. 1911 W. B. Frankland, The
Early Eucharist, Cambridge, 1902 J. Hoffmann, Das Abendmahl im Urchristenthum, Berlin, 1903 W. Heitmiiller, Taufe
und Abendmahl bei Paulus, Gottingen, 1903; J. C. Lambert,
The Sacraments in the NT, Edinburgh, 1903 A. Andersen, Dcu
Abendmahl in den zwei ersten Jahrhunderten, Gieasen, 1904
P. Batiffol, mudes d'histoire et de th^ologie positive, 2nd ser.,
;

;

;

;

;

'
L'Eucharistie,' Paris, 1906 ; A. Loisy, Les Evangiles synoptiques, 2 vols., Paris, 1907-08 ; M. Gogmel, L'Eucharistie, des
origines A Justin Martyr, Paris, 1909 ; R. Reitzenstein, Die
hellenistischen Mysterienreligionen, Leipzig, 1910; K. Lake,
Earlier Epistles of St. Paul, London, 1911.
Patristic
II.
in

the
The 2nd

The Eucharist

(A.D.

100-800).

—

I.

Period
century. -- The

materials for the history of the Eucharist in the
period immediately following the Apostolic age
are scanty, and much of their evidence is obscure.
Incidental references in the Epistle of Clement of
Rome to the Corinthians, the account in the Didache
or Teaching of the Twelve Apostles (A.D. 100-140),
the letter of Pliny to Trajan (Ep. x. 97 [96], A.D.
112), and the Epistles of Ignatius (A.D. 110-117)
constitute the sole materials before the time of
Justin Martyr. Of these the most important are
the Didache and Ignatius. Their evidence may be

summarized as

follows.

The name by which the

(1)

rite is

known

is

the ' Eucharist' (^ eirxapi-aTla) or ' thank-oflfering
(Hort, in JThSt iii. 594 f.), derived from the giving of thanks at the Institution (eixapiar-qtras,
14=3 [Mt 26"], Lk 22", 1 Co 11").
Side by
side with this
giving of thanks ' the Didache
'

'

Mk

'

breaking bread (/cXdo-are iprov Kal
tixapicT^craTe [c. 14]).
The Eucharist is the centre
of common worship (Ignat. and Did.), and is
celebrated on the Lord's Day {Did. 14). It appears
to be associated, as in Apostolic times, with a
common meal. 'The testimony of Ignatius, indeed,
on this point is not conclusive. Lightfoot (Apost.
Fathers, 'Ignatius,' i. 51 f.) and Loofs (PRE^ i.
Abendmaiil ') maintain the connexion on
39, art.
the ground of the passage Smyrn. 8 (' it is not
lawful apart from the bishop either to baptize or
to hold a love-feast '), where it is contended that
the 'love-feast' (or Agape) includes the Eucharist.
still

speaks of

'

'

'

But

this inference is

statement that

which
he commits

valid

'

weakened by the preceding

that Eucharist

is

to be considered

under the bishop or him to whom
it,' which renders unnecessary any

is

reference to the Eucharist in what follows. The
evidence of the Didache, however, points more
clearly to the association of the two rites.
In cc.
9-.10 the writer gives some forms of thanksgiving
to be used in connexion with the thank-ottering
'

(Trepi TTii €6xapt(7Tias oifro)

eitxapiaT^aare).

of these prayers is entitled

The

first

for the cup,' the second
toS kKcutimtos).
Both
prayers are thoroughly Jewish in character, and
resemble common Jewish forms for grace at meals
'

for the broken bread

(Drews,

There

PRW

v.

'

'

(irepl

563;

no reference in
institution, or to the body
only to the Holy Vine of
the title Vine of David

Box,

JThSt

iii.

361).

them

to the words of
and blood of Christ, but
'
David thy servant ' (on
'
'
as applied to Jesus the
Messiah, see Taylor, Teaching of the Twelve
Apostles, Cambridge, 1886, p. 70).
There is,
further, a prayer for the gathering of the Church
from the ends of the earth into the Kingdom, and
the writer sees a symbol of this in the grains of
wheat formerly scattered upon the mountains,
and now forming the loaf which is broken (this
is

again is probably Jewish rather than Pauline
see Taylor, op. cit. 71). The third prayer (c. 11),
which is to be said after ye are filled,' re-echoes
much of the language of the earlier prayers (of
which it may be a doublet; see von der Goltz,
'

'

Das Gebet
p.

in der alt. Christenheit, Leipzig, 1901,
Etudes, ii. 114 f.), and speaks,
them, of 'the knowledge and faith and

211

like

;

BatifiFol,

made known 'through Jesus thy
and of the gathering of the Church into
the Kingdom.
Hence it has been maintained that the whole of

immortality'
servant,'

the thanksgivings in cc. 9-10 refer only to the
Agape. There are not wanting, however, references
Such are the
which point to the Eucharist.
direction at the end of c. 9 that none are to eat or
drink of the thank-ofiering {airi Tjjs eixapurrlas)
except the baptized, because the Lord has said,
'
the
Give not that which is holy to the dogs
words in c. 10 (following the mention of the gift of
meat and drink), and to us thou didst vouchsafe
spiritual meat and drink and life eternal through
thy servant (cf. 1 Co lO'- *) possibly also (though
the words may refer to entry into the coming
Kingdom) the words at the end of c. 10, if any is
holy, let him come ; if any is unholy, let him
repent.' But the most probable explanation is,
as Drews suggests {PME^ v. 563 f.), that for the
author of the Didache the whole meal constituted
a unity, the elements of which are not carefully
'

'

'

;

'

'

;

'

distinguished.

On the relation of the prayers in the Didache to the prayers
used at Jewish meals, see von der Goltz, Tischgebete u. Abendmuhlsgebete in der altchr. u. in der griech. Kirche, Leipzig,
1905, p. 16 1. ; Box, JThSt iii. 366l(. The latter suggests that
they are forms of thanksgiving for the use of the recipient,
not a formula of consecration for the celebrant. Both Drews
and Box suggest that the communion precedes the Agape.
For other views, see BatiSol, op. cit. p. 109 f. ; R. A. Hoffmann,
Die Abendmahlsgedanken Jesu Christi, p. 143 f. Andersen,
Das Abendmahl, p. 67 f. Keating, The Agape and the Eucharist,
p. 63 f. ; Leclercq, art. 'Agape,' in DACL; and art. Aqapk in
the present Encyclopsedia.
;

;

That the Eucharist
which the Didache
the Lord's

Day

(ffwax^^t'Te!

is

(c.

is

included in the account

14) gives of the service

on

shown by the terms employed

KKdaare dprov Kal

eiix't/Jio'T^ffaTe),

the

mention of the confession of sins, ' that your
sacrifice may be pure,' and the injunction which
follows in c. 15, Elect therefore {oSv) for yourselves
overseers and deacons' language which could
scarcely be used of the Agape alone. These indications, in fact, accord with the evidence of Acts and
'

—

of Ignatius (Smyrn. 8).
Pliny's letter to Trajan (Ep. x. 97 [96]), written
A.D. 112, has often been adduced in proof of the
separation of the Eucharist and Agape in his
time. He mentions two gatherings ' on a fixed

day'

(stato die

;

probably Sunday)

:

(a)

a gathering

before dawn, at which the Christians sang a hymn
to Christ as God, and bound themselves by an
oath (or ' by a sacrament,' Sacramento) to abstain
from certain crimes ; (b) a later gathering on the
same day, when they partook of an ordinary and

harmless meal (cioum promiscuum tamen et
innoxium). Pliny's informants added that even
this had been given up after the Emperor's edict.
Lightfoot ('Ignatius,' i. 51) is inclined to the
view that the earlier gathering was for the
But
Eucharist, and the later for the Agape.
the inference is doubtful, and the meaning of
Sacramento uncertain (see Robinson, EBi, art.
'
Eucharist '). The ' ordinary and harmless meal
might quite well, in information given to the
heathen, refer to the Eucharist. Possibly in consequence of the Emperor's edict, the common meal
may have been given up, and the Eucharist, with
this modification, transferred to the earlier hour.
The Eucharist was undoubtedly separated from the
Agape in the time of Justin and TertuUian. See,

Agape.
The nature of the

further, art.

'thank-offering' (cuxipiffT/o)
further illustrated in the Didache by the title
It is to be
(BvaLa) applied to it.
sacrifice
of
preceded by a confession of sins, 'that your
(2)

is

'

'

';'
'
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may be pure and in this connexion the
writer refers to the words in Mai 1" about the

the words 'flesh' and
his references to the

pure ottering.' Light is thrown upon this language
by the incidental references of Clement of Konie
otterings
and gifts which it was the
to the
duty of the presbyter-bishop to otter (ad Cor.

purely symbolical interpretation of his language
When Ignatius speaks
(cf. Looiu, PJiE' i. 39 f.).
which
of the Eucharist as the flesh of Christ

sacrilice

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

the allusion doubtless being to the
thanksgivings, prayers, and gifts of bread and
40, 44

;

cf. 36),

wine wliieh were ottered in grateful acknowledgment of the bounty of God (cf. the later language
of Irenajus).
This element of praise, which was
a development of the giving of thanks at the
Last Supper, forms the starting-point of the later
liturgical development of the Eucharistic prayer
(the prayer in Clement of Rome, Ep. ad Cor. 59-61,
is possibly a reminiscence of such a liturgical thanksSimilarly, Ignatius urges the Ephesians
giving).
'
to come together frequently for thanksgiving to
God and for his glory {£ph. 13), and he applies
the term sanctuary or 'place of sacrifice' (^wiaffT^piop) to the Christian assembly (Eph. 5, Philad.
4, Trail. 7), gathered round the Eucharist.
'

'

'

blood' in a mystical sense,
Eucharist do not justify a

'

.

and which

suffered for our sins,

.

.

Father
raised up (Smyrn. 6) of the one cup unto union
with his blood (Philad. 4) and, lastly, when he
says that 'if any one be not within the sanctuary,
he lacketh the bread [of God],' it seems clear that
'

t/ie

.

.

.

'

;

'

;

him in some real sense a means of
union with Christ, and of participation in the fruita
Lastly, we may
of His Passion and Resurrection.
notice that Ignatius' language re-echoes the Johanassociates
the
flesh of Christ
which
nine teaching,
with the gift of life and immortality (Eph. 20, the
^^^
medicine of immortality' cf. Jn G"*-). ^^'^
respect it anticipates much later teaching (see,
further, von der Goltz, Ignatius v. Antiochien als
the rite was to

'

^

;

'

TU

Xll. iii. 69 f.).
Christ u. Theolog,"
About the middle of the 2nd cent. Justin Martyr,
in his first Apology, refers to the Eucharist (cc.
His narrative contains two accounts. In
65-67).
(3) The conception of the Eucharist as a means
of grace is not clearly marked in the Didache, and the first the Eucharist follows on baptism in the
From
the doubts as to the reference of the prayers in second he describes the Sunday worship.
the two accounts we can gather the main features
cc. 9-10 to the Eucharist render uncertain any
conclusions which may be drawn. The language of the service. It begins with the reading of the
of the prayers is mystical in character, and the 'memoirs of the Apostles' and the writings of
The
blessings referred to, as has been shown above, do the Prophets (cf. Tertullian, de Oral. 14).
not go beyond the ideas of life,' ' knowledge,' elements (bread and a cup of wine and water) are
otters
up
next presented to the president, who
immortality,' or, more explicitly, spiritual food
and spiritual drink.' Ignatius is more definite, prayers and thanksgiving, as far as he is able
though in his case, too, tnere is a mystical strain (iai\ dvvafus airif, cf. Did. 10, Suffer the prophets
which makes the interpretation of his language to give thanks as much as they will '), to the Father
uncertain. Still it is clear that to him the Eucharist through the Son and Holy Spirit (c. 65), for the
thank-ottering.' It is a means of creation of the world and all that is therein for
is more than a
union with Jesus Christ, a true participation in man's sake, also for deliverance from evil and for
the blessings of redemption, and an expression of redemption through the Passion (Dial. c. Tryph. 41).
To this prayer, which corresponds to the Eucharthe unity of the Church.
The chief passages on the subject are (a) Eph. 5, If any istic Preface in the liturgy of the Apostolic Constitutions, the congregation respond with the Amen.
one be nob within the sanctuary, he lacketh the bread [of God]
(&) Eph. 20, Brealcing one bread, which (o for os) ia the medicine
Then follow the reception of the elements, and
of immortality, the antidote preserving us that we should not
their conveyance by the deacons to absent mem(c) Philad. 4,
Theredie, but live for ever in Jesus Ohrist
bers. Mention is also made of the alms, which are
fore give heed to keep one Eucharist. For there is one flesh
of our Lord Jesus Christ, and one cup unto union with his
collected and laid up with the president for the
blood. There is one sanctuary, as there is one bishop, together
To this description, Justin
relief of those in need.
with the presbyter and deacons'; (d) Smyrn. 6, 'They [i.e.
adds his own comment on the meaning of the rite
the DoceteB] withhold themselves from Eucharist and prayer,
'This food is called by us Eucharist.'
because they confess not that the Eucharist is the flesh of our
(c. 66):
Saviour Jesus Christ, which flesh suffered for our sins, and
For the
Only the baptized may partake of it.
which in his lovin^-kindnesa the Father raised up.' To these
may be added, as illustrating the more mystical language of elements are not received as common bread or
common drink. He draws an analogy between
Ignatius, (e) Rmn. 7,
I desire the bread of God, which is the
and for drink I the assumption of flesh and blood by Jesus Christ
flesh of Christ, who is of the seed of David
desire iiis blood, which is love incorruptible.'
in the Incarnation and the consecration of bread
The language of Ignatius on the Eucharist can and wine, which possess the ordinary properties
be fully understood only when it is viewed in con- of nutrition (Kari iieTa^okriv refers to the assimilanexion with his whole conception of the Incarna- tion of the food by digestion), so that they become
tion and the Church.
The Incarnation is the the flesh and blood of Christ. The Incarnation was
through the Word of God ' (Justin does not clearly
reconciliation of the material and the spiritual,
the outward and the inward, 'flesh' and 'spirit.' distinguish the operations of the Word and the
All that represents or embodies the truth of the Spirit). The Eucharist becomes Christ's body and
Incarnation exhibits the same character.
Thus blood through the prayer of the word which came
from Him' (bi evxv^ Xdyov toO Trap aOrov either (1)
the Gospel is spoken of as the flesh of Jesus
(Philad. 5). The same union of flesh and spirit
a reference to the liturgical thanksgiving derived
from the svxapi.(TT-l)(jas of the institution [see Brightis exhibited practically in the life of faith and love
(Eph. 8, 14, Smyrn. 13). Hence Ignatius speaks man, JThSt i. 112] or (2) a reference to the operof faith as the flesh of Christ,' and of love as his ation of the Logos [taking XAyou in a personal
blood' (Trail. 8, Rom. 7). The fullest expression sense] ; see E. Bishop, in Connolly's Homilies of
of this ' union of flesh and spirit is the unity of the Narsai, Cambridge, 1909, p. 158 ff.). Justin then
Church (Magn. 1, 13). In this connexion, Ignatius refers to the account of the institution contained
The day on
in the 'memoirs of the Apostles.'
insists upon the 'one Eucharist,' the 'one sanctuary,' the one bishop (Philad. 4).
Hence it has which the Christians assemble for worship is the
been maintained (Andersen, Das Abendmahl, p. day of the sun, for it is the first day, on which
67 f.) that the 'flesh of Christ,' when used by God made the world, and on which Christ rose
Ignatius in connexion with the Eucharist, means from the dead. In this account we may notice
the Church (Smyrn. 6), and that even Eph. 20 (a) the Eucharist, as in the Didache and Ignatius,
has the same reference. But, apart from the un- forms a central act of Christian worship on the
natural exegesis of these passages, and even al- Sunday. It is a 'thank-offering,' and consists of
lowing for the fact that Ignatius occasionally uses a service of prayer and praise, in which the bless'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

'

'

'

' ;

'

;

'

'

'

:

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'
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ings of creation and redemption are commemflrated.
Justin's account shows how the original thanksgiving of the Last Supper has already expanded
into the Eucharistic prayer which finds a place in
the later liturgies, though this thanksgiving was
still mainly extempore in character (ifo-j; diiva/M
avTtf, c. 67).
(6) Justin marks an advance upon
the language of the Dida/ihe and Ignatius in the
greater precision of his description of the Euchar'

'

istic

gift.

The word

'

Eucharist

(eixapL<xTLa) is

'

applied to the consecrated food, which is expressly
identified with
the flesh and blood of Christ.
It is no longer common food after the thanksgiving has been pronounced over it, but has acquired
a sacred character, (c) The reference to the sending of the Eucharist to absent members is the
earliest indication of a development which received
considerable extension in the subsequent period,
when, as we learn from Tertullian (ad Uxorem,
ii. 5), Christians were allowed to keep the Sacrament in private for their own use.
Justin says nothing in the Apology of the sacrificial aspect of the rite, though he quotes the words
Do this as my memorial (toSto voieh^ els rijv i^i^v
diidiJi>>t]<Tiv), in referring to the account of the institution.
But in the Dialogue with Trypho (c. 41)
he dwells at greater length on these words, and
interprets them in a way which shows that he
regards both the words 'do' and 'memorial' as
'

'

'

'

'

'

having a sacrificial meaning.
The offering of fine
flour,' he says, referring to Lv 14'", was a type of
the bread of the Eucharist, which our Lord Jesus
Christ commanded us to offer (woitiv) for a memorial
of the Passion undergone by Him on behalf of men
who are being cleansed in soul from all evil and
he connects with this offering the giving of thanks
to God for the blessings of creation and redemption.
Lastly, he refers, like the Didache, to the prophecy
of Mai 1" (cf. Dial. 70, 116, 117).
This conception
of the Eucharist as a memorial of the Passion,
based on the words of institution as found in St.
Paul, is, however, peculiar to Justin among 2nd
'

'

'

;

cent, writers.

The 'simple

realism' (Batiffol) of Justin's
Eucharist is re-echoed by
Irenseus, the bishop of Lyons, in the last quarter
of the 2nd century.
In arguing with the Gnostics,
who disparaged the material creation as being
the work of an inferior power, he appeals to the
Eucharist as a witness to the truer view.
The
Gnostics cannot consistently take part in the
Eucharist, for (a) in their view the bread and wine
are not creatures of the Father of Jesus Christ,
and they cannot offer them to Him or call them
the body and blood of His Son {adv. Hcer. IV.
xviii. 4) ; (j3) they deny the future resurrection,
and cannot appreciate the efficacy of the Eucharist
as a principle of life for the body as well as the
soul (lb.). Christ, he maintains, confessed the cup
to be His blood, and the bread to be His body (V.
ii. 2).
The bread and the mixed cup, on receiving
the word of God (i.e. either (1) the invocation
[^irkXTjffic] of IV. xviii. 4
cf. 1 Ti 4' ;
Origen,
hom. in Matt. [PG xiii. 948] or (2) the personal
Word cf. the passage in Justin, above), become
the Eucharist, which is the body and blood of
Christ.
When consecrated, the bread is no longer
common bread, but consists of two elements, an
earthly and a heavenly.
In like manner our
bodies, by partaking of the Eucharist, are no
longer corruptible, but have the hope of the resur(a)

language about the

;

;

;

rection (rv. xviii.

4).

This treatment exhibits the same features as
that of Justin, but advances beyond it in emphasizing, more clearly than Justin had done,
the
composite character of the Eucharist' (Swete,
'

iii.
171).
By virtue of the invocation the
elements become something which they were not

JThSt

A

before.

added

'

heavenly element

'

(irpS.y/M oipivioy) is

them and operates through them

(on the
interpretations of the passage, see Loofs, PRl? i.
47 f ). Irenaeus also dwells more fully than Justin
upon the effects of the Eucharist as a means of
imparting life to the body and soul of man (cf.
Ignatius, ' the medicine of immortality '). Lastly,
IreuEeus' theory of the consecration of the elements,
and his emphasis upon the invocation (iTrUXrtaii),
mark an advance upon the treatment of Justin
(Loofs [PRP? i. 42 f ] sees in this last an approximation to Greek conceptions derived from the
mysteries).
(b) Irenseus' conception of the Eucharist as a
sacrifice differs from that of Justin.
While Justin
dwells upon its connexion with the Passion,
Irenseus emphasizes the aspect of it which has
to

.

.

already been found in the Didache. It is the
offering of the first-fruits of the earth.
He applies
to it, like the author of the Didache and Justin,
the language of Mai
It is the
new oblation
of the new covenant, which the Church, receiving
from the Apostles, offers throughout the world to
God,' not because He needs any offering, but as an
expression of gratitude, and as sanctifying the
creature (IV. xvii. 3f.). But this offering is connected with the fact that Christ, when instituting
the rite, confessed the bread to be His body, and
'Since we are
the cup to be His blood (ib.)
members of Him, and are nourished by the creature,
and He Himself provides us with the creature .
He declared the cup which is supplied by the
creature to be His own blood, and affirmed that the
bread supplied by the creature was His own body
(v. ii. 2 ; on this fusion of the oblation with the
sacramental meal, see Inge, Contentio Veritatis,
London, 1902, p. 287). Irenaeus further maintains
that the Eucharist differs from the offerings of the
Jews, as being offered by children,' in virtue of
their freedom, and not by 'servants' (IV. xviii. 1).
Lastly, he refers to the altar in heaven to which
the prayers and oblations of Christians are directed
(IV. xviii. 5 ; cf. the prayer in the Roman Canon,

f

'

.

:

.

.

'

'

and

'

see below).

Subsidiary sources of evidence for the history of the Eucharist
during the 2nd cent, are the Gnostic writings, and the epitaph
of Abercius, bishop of Hierapolis in Phrygia. The references
in Gnostic literature are collected in Struckmann, Die Gegenwart Ckristi in der hi. Euchajistia (Vienna, 1905, p. 90 f.), and
are summarized by Batiffol, Etudes d'hist. et de tMoL positive,
2nd ser., p. 168 f. Amid much that is grotesque, they re-echo
the language of which we have already found traces, and speak
of the giving of thanks {eiixo^t-ine^v) and of the * invocation
'

'

'

this language in their
magical conception of the effects of the consecration of the
elements, and so exhibit points of contact with pagan thought.
Thus, amongst the followers of Marcus we read (Irenseus, I.
xiii. 2) of thanks being given over cups in which the wine is
turned into blood, and in one fragment of Theodotus (quoted
by Clem. Alex. Exc. Theodoti, 82) the bread (of the Eucharist),
the oil (of Confirmation), and the water (of Baptism), after they
have been consecrated ' by the power of the Name,' are spoken
of as ' changed into spiritual potency,' though they retain their
outward appearances (to avra ovra. jcora to ^tuvofLtvov ola
e\-fjibBT) [omitting
oii
before Ta auTa, with Bunsen, Loofs,
Batiffol]).
On the other hand, we find the opposite tendency
towards a mystical rendering of the language of St. John, and
the ' flesh of Christ is interpreted as meaning the Church {Exc
Theodoti, 13 ; see on Ignatius, above).
The epitaph of Abercius exhibits, in language which recalls the
pictures of the catacombs, a primitive and simple conception of
the Eucharist. In his journeys from the East to royal Rome,*
faith everywhere led the way, and set before him for food ' the
fish from the fountain, mighty and stainless (whom a pure
virgin grasped), and ^ave this to friends to eat always, having
good wine, and giving the mixed cup with bread.* The
reference in the fish' is plainly to the emblem of Christ (t^^uy),
while * the fountain ' refers to Baptism, which gave admission
to the Eucharist (see Lightfoot, op. cit. 'Ignatius,' i. 496 f.).
See, too, the almost contemporary inscription of Pectorius of
Autun in Batiffol, op. cit. 166 f., and in DACL, art. ' Autun.'
(iiriK\Ti(ri.s).

But they advance beyond

'

'

'

The evidence which has been reviewed shows the
main lines on which the rite instituted at the Last
Supper was conceived of and developed during the
2nd century. It formed the central feature of the
Church's worship, and constituted a great act of

'
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thanksgiving a sacrifice of prayer and praise for (vi. 30). In the Apostolic Constitutions, written
the gifts of creation, and a memorial of redemption. a century later, and based on the above, the
Though there was no fixed liturgy, and consider- mysteries are described as 'Bymbols {ivTirvira) of
able freedom was allowed to the leaders of the His precious body and of His blood.' The 'unChurch in the way of extempore prayer (Didache, bloody sacrifice' is celebrated to commemorate the
Lord's death by virtue of the symbols (av/i^iXuv
Jvistin), the main lines of later liturgical development may already be traced in Justin. The Xdipix) of his body and blood.' In the liturgy
Eucharist was at the same time a means of spiritual thanksgivings are offered for the precious blood
refreshment, in which the faithful partook of the and for the body of which we celebrate these
symbols' (dvTiruTra see v. 14, vi. 23, vii. 25). At
flesh and blood of Christ for the nourishment of
Lastly, it was a tlie same time the formula employed at Comsoul and body unto eternal life.
pledge of the unity of the One Body. There was munion is the body of Christ,' the blood of Christ.'
as yet no attempt to analyze the exact nature of Eusebius of Cffisarea, while speaking of Christians
the gift, or to discuss the relation of the sign to as fed with the body of the Saviour (de Solemn,
the thing signified. The mystical language of the Pasch. 7), says that Christ delivered to His disDidache speaks of ' spiritual food and drink,' and ciples the symbols (ciixpoKa) of His Divine Incarnathere is a strongly mystical strain in the language tion, chargmg them to make the image (eUbva) of
But the majority of Christians prob- his own body,' and to use the bread, the symbol
of Ignatius.
ably accepted simply, without elaborating any (o-i;/i(36\v) of his own body (Dem. Evang. viii. [PG
conception of the matter, the words This is my xxii. 596]). Similarly, Eustathius of Aitioch (PG
body, 'This is my blood.' See, further, Swete, xviii. 684 f.) speaks of the bread and wine as symbols (avrlrvTra.) of the bodily members of Christ.'
JThSi iii. 176 f.
The liturgy of Serapion, bishop of Thmuis (before
2. Developments in Eucharistic teaching and
practice during the 3rd and 4th centuries. It 361), while speaking of the elements as the body
was not till many centuries had passed that the and blood,' also speaks of offering the bread as
Eucharist became a subject of controversy. But
a likeness (ifj^oia/M) of the body,' and offering the
during the earlier period considerable develop- cup' as 'a likeness (onolu/ia) of the blood' (Brightments took place, which gradually affected the man, JThSt i. 105 f.). Similarly, Gregory of
conceptions associated with the rite. During the Nazianzus (t390) speaks of offering the external
3rd and 4th centuries the simple faith of the sacrifice, 'the symbol (dpTlTvirov) of the great
early days was succeeded by a period of greater mysteries' (Or. ii. 95); of the hand 'treasuring
reflexion and analysis, the results of which appear aught of the symbols (ivTirvirav) of the precious
Lastly,
in the expressions used with reference to the body or blood (ib. viii. 18, cf xvii. 12).
Macarius the Egyptian (t 390) speaks of bread
Eucharist, and in the practices associated with it.
and wine as offered in the Church as a symbol
(1) As to the nature of the Eucharistic gift, we
Such
find that, while in popular belief and practice the of His flesh and blood' (Hom. xxvii. 17).
elements were more and more identified with the language, however, may be easily misunderstood.
sacred realities of which they were believed to be The Latin words Jigura and reprcesentare do not
the vehicle, language was used by both Eastern necessarily imply that the objects of which they
and Western writers which distinguished between are used are bare symbols and nothing more (on
the elements and that which they signified. The reprcesentare, see Swete, JThSt iii. 173, note 5 ;
former tendency may be illustrated by the use of Batiffol, op. cit. p. 222 ; Loofs, PBE^ i. 59 ; on
such language as to handle the Lord's body or Jigura, see Turner, JThSt vii. 596) in many cases
actual presence is intended (e.g. Tert. adv. Marc.
to offer violence to it (TertuUian).
It is sho^vn,
again, in the growing reverence for the consecrated iv. 22), though in others a representation to the
Again, as Harnack
species, and the care bestowed to prevent even a mind seems to be implied.
drop or crumb from falling to the ground (Tert. (Hist, of Dogma, Eng. tr. ii. 144) has said,
de Cor. 3 ; Origen, hom. in Exod. xiii. 3 cf.
what we now-a-days understand by " symbol " is a thing which
Canons of Hippolytus, 209). Lastly, it is shown ia not that which it represents; at that time "symbol" denoted a thing which, in some kind of way, really is what it
in the stories told by Cyprian of the portents which signifies but, on the other hand, according to the ideas of that
attended the abuse of the Sacrament, as in the case period, the really heavenly element lay either in or behind the
of the defaulter who found the consecrated bread visible form without being identical with it.*
turned to a cinder in his hand (de Lapsis, 25 [26]). In the case of TertuUian and Cyprian, moreover,
But, in spite of this growing reverence, and even such language must be qualified by other expressuperstition, with which the consecrated elements sions in which they speak of the elements as the
were regarded, both TertuUian and Cyprian, when body and blood of the Lord' (see, e.g., Tert. de
they set down their more deliberate conceptions of Idololatr. 7, ad Uxor. ii. 5, de Orat. 19 ; Cyprian,
the nature of the Eucharistic gift, use language Ep. XV. 1). Lastly, we may notice (Steitz, JDTh
which seems far removed from such ideas. Thus X. 402 f. Loofs, PRE^ i. 58) that in many of the
TertuUian speaks of the bread as the figure of His Eastern writers referred to above the sacramental
body (Jigura corporis see adv. Marc. lii. 19) and conception of the rite is subordinated to the
as ' representing His body
(panem quo ipsum sacrificial, and it is to the elements as offered, not
corpus suum reprcesentaf see ib. i. 14). Similarly, as received in communion, that the language in
Cyprian speaks of ' the blood of Christ ' as shown question is applied. The same statement is true
forth in the wine {Ep. Ixiii. 2, Christi sanguis of Cyprian.
It was possibly owing to the emphasis
ostenditur'; cf. 16. 11, 'aqua
quae sola Christi laid upon the commemorative character of the
sanguinem non possit exprimere
cf. ib. 13).
Eucharistic offering that the use of this symbolical
Nor is this language peculiar to the Latin Church language came to be applied to the elements even
But,
of North Africa, or to the age of TertuUian and when conceived of as the food of the faithful.
Cyprian. It forms the starting-point of the teach- as Loofs (loc. cit.) and Harnack (op. cit. iv. 289,
ing of Augustine (see below), and it appears in the note 2) have said, a purely symbolical representareferences to the Eucharist made by a series of tion, in our modern sense of the word, of the
Eastern writers during the latter part of the 3rd Eucharist is to be found practically nowhere in
and throughout the 4th century. Thus the Didas- ancient times.
calia (second half of 3rd cent.), if the text be cor(2) In certain quarters this tendency to disrect (on this see Struckmann, op. cit. p. 225),
tinguish the sign from the thing signified was
speaks of offering the acceptable Eucharist, which carried to great lengths. This applies especially
is a symbol (ivTirvirov) of the royal body of Christ
to the language of the two great Alexandrian
'
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teachers, Clement and Origen. While witnessing
to the current teaching of their day, which adopted
the more usual and literal interpretation (yodcrSoi
d^ 6 &pTos Kal t6 TTOT-fjpiov Tots nkv airXovaHpois Kara ttjv
Trepl ttjs euxo.pia'Tias ^kSox'^i', says Origen,
in Joann. xxxii. 24 [16], ed. Brooke, Cambridge,
ii.
1891,
196), they tend to refine upon the language
of Scripture about the body and blood, and interpret it, according to their own spiritualizing and
allegorical tendency, as denoting the participation in the Lord's incorruptibility (Clem. Pmd.
ii. 2. 19), 'the apprehension of the Divine power
and essence (Clem. Strom, v. 10. 67), or the teaching and words of Christ, which are life-giving, and
nourish and sustain the soul (Origen, in Matt. 85,
hom. in Num. xvi. 9 ; cf. in Joann., loc. cit.). This
teaching is repeated later on by Eusebius of
CiEsarea, who in one passage interprets the flesh
and blood of Jn 6"''- to mean the words and discourses of Christ (Eccl. Theol. iii. 12), and it finds
an echo still later in the ardent Origenist, Basil of
Caesarea (Ep. viii. 4). In using such language
these writers are conscious that they are not
speaking the current language of their day, but
refining upon it.
Elsewhere they use the common
phraseology, and speak of the bread 'becoming
the body' and as 'being holy, and sanctifying
those who use it with right purpose,' in virtue of
the prayer (or word) uttered over it (Origen, c.
Cels. viii. 33, in Matt. xi. 14) ; of
being fed with
the body of the Saviour and partaking of the
blood of the Lamb (Euseb. de Solemn. Pasch. 7)
of ' partaking of the holy body and blood of Christ
(Basil, Ep. xciii.).
Outside the immediate circle
of Origen's esoteric teaching, we find the Alexandrian writers speaking, like Dionysius in the
3rd cent., of the communicant as 'partaking of
the body and blood of Christ (Euseb.
vii. 9),
or, if they venture to dwell upon the nature of the
gift, emphasizing, as Athanasius does, the fact
that the flesh of Christ is received in a spiritual
manner {Ep. ad. Serap. iv. 19).
(3) In the Catecheses Mystagogicm of CyrU of
Jerusalem (A.D. 347 or 348) we find the first traces
of a new development.
His language embodies
many of the characteristic features of previous
teaching. The literal interpretation of the words
of institution, the use of the word figure' or ' type
(riros, avTlrvroi), and the terms
spiritual bread
and spiritual drink (cf Athanasius) are all employed. After the invocation the bread becomes
the body of Christ, and the wine His blood. But
Cyril goes further, and attempts to explain the
nature of the effect produced upon the elements
by the consecration. He uses the word ' change
or ' convert (lUca/SdXXetv) to denote this effect, and
he illustrates it from the change of water into wine
in the miracle of Cana.
This change or sanctifica-

KoivoT^pav

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

HE

'

'

'

'

'

.

'

tion (riylaarai Kal ^ra/S^^Xrjrai, v. 7) is effected by
the Holy Spirit. Cyril's treatment marks an epoch
in the history of Eucharistic teaching by introducing the conception of a mysterious change of

Taken literally, his language might
to anticipate the later mediseval doctrine.
But his illustration from the miracle of Cana must
not be taken too seriously. It is the language of
popular teaching, not that of scientific theological
statement. Lastly, it must be qualified by the expressions quoted above from the same Catecheses.
Still it is an indication of the direction in which
thought was moving ; and, in the period which
follows, the conception of a conversion of the
the elements.

seem

elements received considerable extension.
Its great apologist was Gregory of Nyssa (t 395),
who expounds the idea of the conversion in a striking and original theory. Put briefly, his view is
as follows {see Oratio Catech. c. 37). As the Word
of God Himself, when on earth, received nourish-

ment from bread and wine, so that they became,
by the process of digestion. His body and blood,
while His body also, by its union with the Word,
was raised to the dignity of the Godhead, in like
manner in the Eucharist the bread which is consecrated by the word of God is transformed (/xeroiroieiirflai
cf. ixeraaTovxeiovv in the same chapter), no
longer, as in His earthly life, by eating, but immediately, into His body by the Word. Here
again, however, the language must not be taken
;

too literally. It is of the nature of an illustration,
and presupposes a particular theory of the relation
of the form of the body to its constituent elements. The change is a change of relation. The
constituent elements (aToix^la) of the bread and
wine acquire a new form (elSos), 'the body and
'

'

'

'

blood,' and receive fresh properties.
teaches, in fact, ' a qualitative unity
'

Gregory

(Hamack)

between the bread and the body, not a complete
identity (see notes on the passage in the present
writer's edition of the Or. Cat. in Cambridge Pat-

Camb. 1903). But, while the theory
and hesitating, its connexion
with another statement of Gregory, that, while
Baptism is intended for the soul, the Eucharist is
a means by which the body of man is brought into
union with the Saviour {Or. Cat., loc. cit.), and so
is raised to incorruption, tended to emphasize the
physical character of the Eucharistic food, and so
prepared the way for a materialistic interpretation
(Gregory, however, insists on the need of faith).
There is a similar treatment to that of Gregory in
Macarius Magnes, who also repudiates the teaching of those who maintain that the Eucharist is a
figure (riiffos) of the body and blood (see Stone,
History of Doctr. of Holy Euch. i. 65, 73 f.).
ristic Texts,

in itself is halting

None

of

the

later

Patristic writers

followed

Gregory of Nyssa in his attempt to expound the
rationale of the Eucharistic mystery, but from this
time the language of conversion became common.
It is found in Theodore of Mopsuestia (t 429), who
uses the word employed by Cyril of Jerusalem
(/ieraySdWe^ai, in Mt. 26^), though side by side with
this presentation he speaks of the change as spiritual
(in 1 Cor. 10=), and, like other Eastern Fathers, calls
the elements symbols (criJ/i/SoXa) of the death of
Christ {in 1 Cor. 11**). It appears again in Chrysostom (t 407), who revels in the use of realistic phrases,
and speaks of eating the body,' of burying the
teeth in His flesh' (in Joann. bom. 47. 1, 46. 3),
and of Him who is seated above with the Father
being ' held in the hands of all (de Sacerd. iii. 4).
But the rhetorical and devotional character of such
language prevents us from taking it too seriously,
and elsewhere Chrysostom blunts its force by
speaking of the gift of the Sacrament as being
perceived only with the eyes of the mind, and not
by the senses (in Matt. hom. 82. 4). Like Gregory,
he speaks of the elements as re-fashioned and transformed (fj.erappvBp.lJi'cti', /xeraffKevil^eiii, inprodit. Jud.
hom. i. 6 ; in Matt. hom. 82. 5), but he does not
analyze, like Gregory, the nature of this transformation. He adheres to the literal realism of
the popular conception of the rite, and the imaginative fervour and eloquence with which he
sets it forth explain the influence of his teaching
'

'

'

'

'

on later Greek piety.
From the East this way of conceiving the effects
of the consecration of the Eucharistic elements
passed into the West, finding its earliest exponent
in Ambrose, bishop of Milan (t 397), who in other
respects acted as the interpreter of Greek theology
In his treatise On Faith (iv. 10. 125),
to the West.
while using language suggestive of the symbolic
sacrificial conception, which we have noted in
other writers of the East and the West (' the sacraments of the Lord's death,' 'we proclaim the Lord's
death '), he speaks of the elements as transformed'
'

'
'
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transfigured (transficjurantur on this word see
cit. p. 299) by the mystery of the
(cf. de
Bacred prayer, into the flesh and blood
Incarn. iv. 23, offerre transfigurandum corpus ').
In another treatise, rfe Mysteriis, the authenticity
of which, however, lias been doubted (see Loofs,
PME" i. 61), the doctrine of conversion is expounded at length. The ivriter emphasizes the
importance of the consecration of the elements,
which he regards as a miraculous act of God, to
which analogies may be found in the miracles of
the Old and New Testaments (e.g. the miracles
or

'

:

Batiilol, op.

'

How

Moses and

'
Elijah, the Virgin Birth).
much greater than the blessing of man is the power
of the consecration pronounced by God Himself.'
For in the Eucharist it is Christ's own word, ' This
body,' which changes the nature of the
is
material elements on which it is pronounced {de
Myst. ix. 52-54). Such language, with its repeated
insistence on a change of nature in the elements
(prceter naturam, naturam mutare, species mutare
elementorum), was new to the West ; and even in
the treatise in which it is found it is qualified by
other expressions which weaken to some extent its

of

my

"Thus the writer still uses occasionally the
older forms of expression, and speaks of the body
as being signified ' (corpus signijicatur), and of the
wine as being ' called the blood (sanguis nuncupatur). Again, he maintains that the food is
spiritual, and that the body of Christ is the body
of the Divine Spirit, because Christ is Spirit (ib.
force.

'

—

In another treatise, the de Sacramentis also
bearing the name of Ambrose, though plainly not
his work, but probably written about A.D. 400,
somewhere in North Italy (Duchesne) the iniiuence of the teaching of the de Mysteriis is plainly
shown, and the doctrine of conversion is expounded on similar lines. Though the writer does
not state the spiritual character of the Eucharistic
food, he is careful to guard against a physical conception of the Eucharistic gift, and in doing so
speaks, like earlier writers in the East, of the
sacrament as being received in a likeness (in
similitudinem accipis sacramentum), though this
'
likeness bestows the virtue of the reality (naturce
gratiam, virtutemque consequeris, vi. 3 ; see Batiffol,
His language, in fact, shows that
op. cit. p. 305).
he has not completely overcome the influence of
older
tradition.
Even if neither of these works,
the
the de Mysteriis and the de Sacramentis, may be
ascribed to Ambrose, they still remain authorities
of great importance for the history of the Eucharist,
as they were later on appealed to as containing the
teaching of the great Western Father, and they
exercised an undoubted influence on Western con58).

—

'

'

'
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by the body and blood, that the soul may be sated
with God (de licsurr. Cam. 8). Cyril of Jerusalem
says that the Eucharist makes us of one body and
one blood with Christ (avauufxoi Kal avvo.t.^ot, tou
XpuTToO). In this connexion he quotes 2 P 1*, partakers of the divine nature (C'a<ec/t. Myst. iv. 1, 3).
By passing into our frame, the Eucharistic food
helps body and soul (ib. v. 9).
But in Hilary of
Poitiers and Gregory of Nyssa we meet with a
attempt
exhibit
to
the place of the
more systematic
Eucharist in the economy of the spiritual life. Both
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

writers expound the idea that the Sacrament is the
extension of the Incarnation. Thus Hilary maintains (de Trin. viii. 13 f.) that the union of the
faithful with Christ is more than a union of will,
because Christ abides in us naturaliter, in that
He gives us His body and blood and He draws a
parallel between the union of the Word with flesh,
and our union with the Word made flesh in the
Sacrament. Gregory of Nyssa (Or. Cat. 37) says
that Christ infused himself into our perishable
nature, that by communion with the Deity mankind might at the same time be deified. As already
indicated, Gregory lays special stress upon the value
of the Eucharist for the body, and in his whole
conception of the sacraments he emphasizes the
'

'

;

'

'

gift of

immortality which they convey

The

(ib.).

starting-point of this conception, which appears
in a succession of Church writers, is thoroughly
Christian, and is based upon the language of Jn
6"'- ; but, in the more precise form in which it is
presented, it exhibits points of contact with the
ideas perpetuated in the Greek mysteries.
(5 ) The conception of the Eucharist as a sacrifice received considerable development during the
Eeriod under discussion. Hitherto the Eucharist
ad been spoken of as a ' sacrifice ' only in connexion with the Christian interpretation of OT
types, and by way of contrasting the spiritual
service of Christians with Jewish and pagan ideas
of sacrifice.
Thus Athenagoras (Suppl. pro Chr.
13) speaks of ' the bloodless sacrifice and rational
service of Christians (avai^aKTov dvcriav Kal tt}v \(yyiKrif Xarpelav ; cf. Ro 12' ; and Test, of xii. Patr.
[Levi 3], cited by Gore, Body of Christ, p. 159, note
As we have seen, Justin stands alone among
2).
2nd cent, writers in associating sacrificial ideas
with the words ' Do this as my memorial.' Origen
appears to follow him in one passage (horn, in Lev.
xiii. 3f.), though a little further on he adopts the
'

meaning remembrance (ib. c. 5).
But in the Church of North Africa, and
'

'

in the
writings of Cyprian, we find the language of sacriCyprian
fice freely applied in this connexion.
speaks of ' celebrating the Lord's sacrifice (sacriceptions.
ficium dominicum cf also hostia dominica [de Unit.
But this new train of thought did not succeed as Eccl. 17]), of ofi^ering,' not only the cup, but the
yet in imposing itself on the West. The language Lord's blood,' and once of sacrificing.' The words
priest (sacerdos) and altar (altare) are employed
of Jerome (Ep. 98. 13), of Ambrosiaster (in 1 Cor.
jl2S-26j^ and of the fragment of the Roman Canon
by him in connexion with the rite (though lertullian had already used sacrificium, sacerdos, and
of the Mass, quoted by the author of the de Sacramentis (iv. 6), still witnesses to the earlier Western ara in a Christian sense ; see Swete, op. cit. p.
Cyprian finds the justification of such
view. The bread 'shows forth' the body of the 166).
Saviour (Jerome). The Eucharist is a memorial of language in the account of the institution and in
Christ
redemption.' The eating of the flesh and drinking the words ' Do this as my memorial.
The offered to God the Father bread and wine, that
of the blood signify the new covenant.
The priest, officiating in
is, his body and blood.'
mystical cup of the blood is received in a figure
(in typum [Ambrosiaster]).
The Eucharistic obla- Christ's stead (vice Christi fungitur), ofi'ers to God
the Father in the Church a true and full sacrifice,'
tion is ' a tigui'e of the body and blood of Christ
(Roman Canon in de Sacramentis ; see BatiiJ'ol, when he imitates what Christ did, and fully carries
out His words and acts (he is reproving the custom
p. 302 f.).
In this sacrifice mention is
of using water only).
(4) During this same period the conceptions of
the benefits of communion underwent a corre- made of his Passion for the Passion is the Lord's
sponding development. The idea which had been sacrifice which we olier (Ep. Ixiii. 4, 14, 17). This
thrown out in Ignatius' phrase, ' the medicine of close association of the Eucharistic sacrifice with
immortality,' and which was taken up by Irenseua, the sacrifice of the Cross opened up a new era.
finds more definite and precise expression as time There is no idea of a repetition of tne sacrifice of
goes on. TertuUian speaks of ' our flesh being fed the Cross. For, side by side with phrases which
'

;

.

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'
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speak of offering the blood of Christ,' Cyprian
speaks of offering the cup in commemoration of
His Passion (loc. cit. 17). But the transference of
the sacrificial idea from the service as a whole to
the consecrated elements (Harnack) marks the
development of a more specific and clearly defined
'

'

'

conception of the sacrifice. It is possible that this
had already taken shape in popular thought before
Cyprian's time. Another feature, vi^hich first appears in the North African Church, is the practice
of offering the Eucharist for the departed (oblationes
pro defunctis, Tert. de Coron, 3 ; sacrificia pro
dormitione, Cyprian, Ep. i. 2).
Traces of a corresponding development appear
in the East.
Origen already employs the terms
'priest' and 'altar 'in a Christian sense (Swete,
loc. cit.), and in his Homilies on Leviticus (xiii. 3)
he uses language which prepared the way for the
association of propitiatory ideas with the Eucharist.
He draws a parallel between the shewbread, which
is a type of Christ, the true Propitiation (Ro P^),
and the permanent memorial ordained by Christ in
the words Do this as my memorial.' The shewbread was set before God as a propitiatory memo'

The memorial (commemoratio) instituted
by Christ has also great propitiatory power. As
Steitz has observed (JDTh x. 93), it was the development of this conception which gave to the
rial.

'

'

later doctrine of the sacrifice of the Eucharist its
essential meaning.
This teaching is carried on by
Eusebius of Csesarea (Dem. Evang. i. 10), who contrasts the
sacrifices with the sacrifice of Christ

OT

and the memorial
'

'

{nv-qiji-q, iirdfivriffK)

which Christ

commanded to be ofl'ered to God in place of sacrifice.
At the same time he brings this memorial
'

into close connexion with the forgiveness of sins
which the sacrifice of Christ won for heathen and
Jew alike. Another important feature in his representation is the way in which the conception of
' celebrating
or ' offering ' a ' memorial of the
sacrifice of Christ passes over into the idea of an
ofi'ering of his body (toO SH/jkitos rriv nvqinji', tt}v
ivaapKov Tov XptcrroD irapovalav, Kal rb KarapTurdh airov
cdfui irpoffevitvixSai. T(f deip SiSd^as, ib. ).
Similarly, in
the Apostolic Church Order (c. A.D. 300) we find the
phrase 'the offering (irpoir^opii) of the body and
'

'

'

blood

'

(Harnack, Eng. tr. ii. 137).
But the fullest statement of the sacrificial idea is
found in Cyril of Jerusalem. While repeating the
language of the earlier period, and speaking of
' the spiritual
sacrifice,' 'the bloodless service,' he
definitely calls it ' the holy and most awful sacri'

fice' (^avia Kal (ppiKoiSeffTiTT] Bvaia),

propitiation

'

(ii

'the sacrifice of

dvala tov IKaa-noO), over

which God

entreated for the common peace of the churches.
It is Christ sacrificed for sins who is ofl'ered {Xpicrrbv
ia(pa.yia<Tii.ivov iirip tuv rj/ier^poiv a/jULpTTifidTuv irpoiripipoii.ev), while the loving God is propitiated [iiikevblicpoi rhv ^iKdvOpunrov $e6v) on behalf of the living
and the dead. Cyril defends such prayers for the
departed on the ground of the belief that the
freatest benefit will accrue to the souls on whose
ehalf intercession is offered, while the holy and
awful sacrifice lies before us.' Allowing for its
popular and devotional character, such language
shows the increasing awe with which the sacrificial aspect of the rite was invested, and the significance of the intercessions offered immediately
after the consecration (the intercessions are found
also at this point in the liturgy of Serapion and in
that of bk. yiii. of the Apostolic Constitutions).
Later on in the 4th cent. Chrysostom carries on
the teaching of Cyril, and, like him, abounds in the
use of sacrificial terms. He speaks of the most
awful sacrifice,' of ' the Lord sacrificed and lying,
and the priest {lepia) standing over the sacrifice and
praying, and all reddened with that blood {de
Sacerd. vi. 4), and of the sUenee and quiet attendis

'

'

'

ing the moment of consecration {de Coim. et de
Cruce, 3). But in his exposition of the Epistle to
the Hebrews the realism and exuberant rhetoric
of this language receive their corrective.
There is
no repetition of the sacrifice of the Cross. There
is one body of Christ, and, therefore, one sacrifice
We do not otter a different sacrifice . . but
always the same ; or rather we celebrate a memorial of a sacrifice {Ep. ad Heb. hom. xvii. 3).
Christ ottered sacrifice once for all, and thenceforward sat down {ib. xiii. 3). The whole action
of the Eucharist lies in the heavenly and spiritual
region {ib. xiv. 1, 2). And the same thought of the
'

.

'

'

'

mystical nature of the Eucharistic sacrifice appears
language of the Western Father, Ambrose,
who contrasts the shadow ' {umbra) of the Law
with the image {imago) of the Gospel on the one
hand, and the heavenly reality {Veritas) on the
other. The rites of the Church are an ' image of
heavenly realities. The priests on earth follow,
as they can, the offering of their High Priest.
Christ Himself is offered, when the body of Christ
is offered.
Indeed, He Himself is plainly shown
{manifestatur) to offer in us, seeing that it is His
word which sanctifies the sacrifice which is ottered,
and He Himself stands by us as our Advocate with
the Father. But in the Eucharist we have only
the image.' The ' reality is to be found where
Christ intercedes for us as our Advocate with the
Father' {in Psalm, xxxviii. 25; de Officiis, bk. i.
xlviii. 238).
Ambrose, in fact, views the whole
action of the Eucharist from the standpoint of the
abiding humanity and intercession of Christ in
heaven, and the same thought is implicit, though
not so clearly expressed, in the language of Chrysostom (see, further, below, § 3 (2)).
(6) The 4th cent, marks a period of considerable
liturgical development in connexion with the
Eucharist. The writings of Cyril of Jerusalem
and Chrysostom enable us to reproduce with a
considerable degree of certainty the liturgy current in their time. To this period also belongs a
series of Church manuals, which contain liturgical
forms for the celebration of the Eucharist.
in the

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Of these the oldest are the Etkiopie Church Order, and the
Verona Latin Fragments (published by Hauler), both of which
are based on the same Greek original and may belong to the
second half of the third century.
For Egypt we have the
liturgical prayers of Serapion, bishop of Thmuis (written before
361), and for Syria the hturgy of bk viii. of the Apostolic C&n.
stitutions (c. 375). The Testament of our Lord (published by
Rahmani, Mainz, 1899, from Syriac MSS) may belong to the
same century (Zahn, Morin), or may be a century later. Lastly,
in the de Sacramentis (c. 400) we have some Western prayers,
which exhibit the earliest known form of the Roman Canon of

the Mass.

Their evidence for the conceptions of the Eucharist
may be briefly summarized, (a) The primitive
character of the rite as a service of praise and
thanksgiving for the gifts of creation and the
blessings of redemption is emphasized in the long
prayer which leads up to the central part of the
liturgy.
In this respect there is, amid many variations, a general uniformity in these liturgical forms.
The following fixed points stand out : (o) the
Sursum corda ( Lift up your hearts '), with the
response ' We lift them up unto the Lord (found
in Cyprian, de Orat. Dom. 31, and in the Canons
of Hippolytus ; cf. Eth. Ch. Ord., and Apost.
Const.), followed by the invitation ' Let us give
thanks,' and the response It is meet and right
{§) the commemoration of God's work in creation,
leading up to (7) the angelic hymn, the Sanctui
(Serapion; Apost. Const.). This leads on to (5)
the commemoration of the Incarnation, Passion,
Resurrection, and Ascension, and the narrative of
the institution {Apost. Const. ; de Sacramentis).
Then follows (e) the oblation of the elements, and in
the Eastern rites the invocation of the Holy Spirit
to consecrate them. Thus the structure of this part
'

'

'

'

;
'
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of the rite sets forth tlie auccessive staj,'e8 of God's
revelation, culminating in the work of the Holy
Spirit,

whose intervention in the mystery is invoked.

This invocation of the Holy Spirit upon the
elements is found in most of our early sources {Eth.
Ch. Ord.
Apost. Const.
Cyril Chrysostom). In
Serapion it is the Logos who is invoked in the
Testament of our Lord it is the Trinity (cf. Cyril of
Jerusalem, Cat. xix. 7). In the fragments of the
Roman Canon in the de Sacramentis we find in
place of the invocation of the Holy Spirit (1) a
prayer to God to make the oblation approved,
ratified, reasonable, acceptable, because it is a
figure of the body and blood of Christ
(2) a later
prayer that the oblation may be received up 'on
the altar on high by the hands of Thy angels.'
Duchesne suggests { (Mr. Worship, Eng. tr. London,
1904, p. 181 f.) that the latter prayer may be a
symbolical way of expressing the same request for
God's intervention in the mystery (others, however,
see the equivalent of the invocation in the former
of the two prayers [no. 1, above]).
(6)

;

;

;

;

;

,

On the question of the precise moment of consecration, see
W. C. Bishop, CQR Ixvi. 398 (. Procter and Frere, History of
;

Book of Common Prayer 3, London, 1910, p. 446 Scudamore,
Notitia Eucharistica'', London, 1872, p. 672 £f. ; and I) ACL,
art.
Ananin6se.' The Western idea, tiiat the consecration ia
effected by the recital of the words of institution, appears to be
adumbrated in Ambrose and the de Sacranwntis (Ambrose, de
Myst. ix. 52, 54 de Sacram. iv. 14-23).
;

'

:

As

to the effects of consecration, the earliest
Eastern forms are explicit in identifying the elements with the body and blood of Christ. The
words TTOieiv ('make [Cyril]), yLyreaSai ('become'
[Serapion]), aTrorjiaivei.v ('show' [Apost. Const.'],
probably a synonym of iroieiv) are used in the invocation to express the relation of the elements to
the body and blood (cf. Roman Canon [Gelasian],
where we find ut nobis corpus et sanguis fiat). In
spite of the use of symbolic language by Eastern
writers to denote the oblation, these liturgical
forms adhere to the ' simple realism ' of early times
The prayers of the Western
(cf. Justin, Irenseus).
Canon in the de Sacramentis are less explicit.
While using symbolic language of the oblation
( ' figure of the
body of Christ ), the elements are
spoken of as the holy bread and the cup of eternal
accords
with the Western tradition and
life.'
This
the language of Jerome and Augustine. But in
(c)

'

these prayers the sacramental idea is subordinated
to the sacrificial, and, in place of a reference to the
body and blood, we find a reference to the gifts of
Abel and the sacrifices of Abraham and Melchizedek.
(d) The conception of the sacrifice in these sources
combines the idea of the oblation of the gifts (cf.
Didache and Irenaeus) Avith that of the memorial
Thus we
of the Passion (cf. Justin and Cyprian).
find mention made of ' this living sacrifice,' this
bloodless oblation,' and a reference, before the invocation, to the ' bread scattered upon the mountains (Serapion ; cf. Didache) ; also a prayer for
those who have offered the offerings and thanksgivings, after the invocation (Serapion).
Similarly
the Apostolic Constitutions contains the prayer,
'
implore Thee to look graciously upon these
gifts lying before Thee,' while the Western prayers
in the de Sacramentis speak of ablatio rationabilis,
'

'

We

immaculata hostia, and compare the sacrifice with
the gifts of Abel and the sacrifices of Abraham and
Melchizedek.

Most of these sources contain a prayer of oblation
in connexion with the Anamnesis, or commemoration of the Passion and Resurrection. In Serapion
and the de Sacramentis this oblation is conceived
of as a ' type' of Christ's offering, and the elements
are offered as ' types and ' figures ' of His body and
blood.
So in the Western Canon the gifts of Abel
and the sacrifices of Abraham and Melchizedek may
be quoted as ' types ' of the offering of Christ.
'
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Serapion accords with the fuller development of
the sacrificial idea, as found in Cyril of Jerusalem,
in the prayer after the consecration
beseech
Thee, through this sacrilice, be reconciled to all of
us and be merciful (IXdcrflTjri). Lastly, in Serapion
and the Apostolic Constitutions intercessions for the
departed and others are ofl'ered after the consecration (cf. Cyril Jer. Cat. xxiii. 9, quoted above).
This development is significant, and helps to explain how the primitive communion feast passed
into the High Mass' of later times.
3. The Eucharist in the later Patristic period
(Sth-8th centuries). The two main developments
in Eucharistic teaching which have been traced
above may be summarized as follows (1) the transition from a distinction between the elements and
that which they signify (the 'dyophysite' view,
Harnack, Batifibl) to the conception of a complete
identification of the elements with the body and
blood of Christ (the ' conversion' doctrine, Batiffbl)
(2) the transformation of the idea of sacrifice,
according to which the conception of the offering of
the gifts and the memorial of the Passion passes
into an offering of the body and blood as a propitiatory memorial sacrifice.
In the period which
followed, these two tendencies were accentuated,
though they had to encounter the influence of an
earlier tradition, and in the West the authority of
Augustine's teaching long resisted the former.
:

'

We

'

'

—

:

(1) The parallel which Gregory of Nyssa had
drawn between the Eucharist and the Incarnation,
and the idea that the latter is continued, as to its
efl'ects,

in the former, concentrated attention

on the

rite as a living witness and attestation of the practical power of the Church's faith with regard to the

Person of Christ. Thus Gregory of Nyssa complains
that Eunomius (the Arian) had ' slighted the fellowship of the sacramental customs and tokens from

which the Christian profession draws its vigour,'
and that he had maintained that the sacramental
tokens do not, as we have believed, secure spiritual
blessings and avert from believers the assaults
directed against them by the wiles of the evil one
'

(c. Eunom. bk. xi. [PG xlv. 880]).
Similarly, Cyril
of Alexandria, in his Third Letter to Nestorius,
appeals to the Eucharist as teaching that the flesh
of Christ is 'life-giving' (X<^ovoi.hv).
Thus it witnesses against Nestorius' teaching, which maintains
that the flesh of Christ is not the flesh of God the
Word. In the Christological controversies of the
subsequent period we find the same appeal to the

made by the orthodox and the Monophysites alike in support of their doctrine. On the
one hand, the Monophysites contend that in the
Eucharist there is a conversion of the elements into
the body and blood of Christ, while their opponents
adhere to the ' dyophysite view, and maintain that
the elements retain their own nature, and that the
'
change effected by consecration is in the region
of grace (xard x'^P'-")Such is the argument of
Theodoret (t 457) (Eranistes, i. 56 [PG Ixxxiu. 87],
ii. 165 f. [ib. 207]).
The same argument re-appears
in the Epistle to CcBsarius (by an unknown author),
the
of
the
and at
end
5th cent, it is employed by
Pope Gelasius (t 496) in his de Duabus Naturis.
But after the 6th cent, this analogy between the
Incarnation and the Eucharist passes out of view
(Batiffol, op. cit. p. 332), and in the East the doctrine
of the conversion of the elements became more and
more the accepted teaching, until in the 8th cent.
Eucharist

'

'

of Damascus (t after 759), whose work de
Fide Orthodoxa sums up the Church tradition of his
time, sets it forth as the established doctrine of the
Church. Like Gregory of Nyssa, he illustrates the
change in the elements by the transformation of
food in our bodies, but he goes beyond Gregory in
asserting the complete identity of the consecrated
elements with the body and blood of Christ, and he

John

;
;

'
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further maintains the identity of the Eucharistic
and the historical body of Christ (though even he
shows lingering traces of the earlier view when he
speaks of the bread as ' not mere bread, but bread
united to the Divinity '). For his whole treatment,
see de Fide Orth. iv. 13.
In the West the influence of the teaching associated with the name of Ambrose (see above, § 2 (3))
must be reckoned as one of the main factors in
introducing the doctrine of conversion. But into
the opposite scale was cast the weighty authority
of Augustine's teaching, which delayed for some
centuries the complete acceptance in the West of
the Ambrosian view. Augustine starts from the
earlier Western teaching, and is in the same line
of tradition as Tertullian and Cyprian. But his
importance also consists in the fact that he attempted an analysis of the idea of sacraments,
which was epoch-making, and became authoritative
Thus his
for Western Christendom in later times.
definition of sacraments as visible signs of divine
invisible
things,' in which 'the
things themselves
are honoured' (de Cat. Bud. xxvi. 50), his statements that in them ' one thing is seen, another is
understood (Serm. cclxxii. ), and that ' what is seen
has a bodily appearance, what is understood has
spiritual profit [ib.), as also his distinction between
the sacramentum (or outward part) and the res (or
inward part cf. Tract, in Joann. xxvi. 15) on the
one hand, and between the 'sacrament' and the
' virtue' (virtus)
of the sacrament (in Joann. ib.W;
En. in Ps. Ixxvii. 2) on the other, became classical
for the later period, and form the starting-point of
mediaeval discussions upon the subject. Of importance, too, is his statement that the word is
added to the element, and a sacrament is constituted,
being itself, as it were, a visible word (in Joann.
Ixxx. 3). But, in accordance with the emphasis
which his teaching laid on the spiritual side of things,
and the importance which he attached to faith
and ' the word,' his language at times seems to pass
almost into a figurative or symbolical view of the
sacraments, and he has been claimed as teaching
such by theological controversialists, as well as by
many modern scholars (e.g. Harnack and Loofs).
Thus he speaks, like Tertullian, of Christ delivering to the disciples ' the figure (figuram) or sign
(signum) of His body and blood (En. in Ps. iii. 1 ;
c. Adimant. xii. 3).
The bread becomes the body
of Christ, because it has been sanctified by the
word of God (Serm. coxx vii. ccxxxiv. ). Augustine
uses the words consecratio, benedictio, and sanctifieare to denote this consecration, and this sanctification has the effect of making the elements a
'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

,

'

sacrament of commemoration of Christ's sacrifice
(c. Faust. XX. 21).
The sign, however, must be
carefully distinguished from that which it signifies
it is not that which is seen that feeds, but that
which is believed (Serm. cxii. 5).
Believe, and
thou hast eaten (crede et manducasti \in Joann.
XXV. 12]). The eating of the body and drinking
'

:

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

of the blood in Jn 6"" are expounded by him as
meaning ' to dwell in Christ and to have Christ
dwelling in us.' But elsewhere he shows that the
Sacrament is not for him an empty sign. The
Eucharist conveys a gift of life. This gift is a
spiritual gift, and the eating and drinking are a
spiritual process (5er?n. cxxxi. 1).
The Eucharistic
body is not the sensible flesh, for of that we could
not partake, but of this flesh we receive that which
was its essence, the Spirit which quickens it (in
Joann. xxvii. 5). The presence of Christ is, in fact,
a spiritual presence (Augustine, however, nowhere
uses this phrase of the Eucharist). Augustine does
not identify the Eucharistic body with the historical body of Christ, but seems to conceive of the
spiritual essence of Christ's humanity as receiving
'

a

new symbolical body (non

hoc corpus quod videtis

estis
sacramentum aliquod vobis
commendavi), and this spiritual essence also becomes
the spiritual essence of the Church, which is sometimes spoken of as the body of Christ, and as the
res sacramenti (see Serm. ccxxvii. in Joann. xxvi.
15, Ep. clxxxv. [_ad Bonifacium] 50 ; cf. Gore,
The latter preDissertations, p. 233, note 1).
sentation is in accord with the earlier language of
Tertullian and Cyprian (cf. Tert. de Orat. 6
Cyprian, Ep. Ixiii. 13). Again, Augustine has been
thought to teach a receptionist view of the Sacrament, and some of his language certainly accords
with such an idea. But his treatment is unsystematic, and his teaching on the subject of the recepIn some
tion by the wicked is not consistent.
passages he seems to identify the eating of the flesh
of Christ with believing on Him (see above), and
maintains that those who abide in Christ alone
eat of the body and blood (in Joann. xxvi. 18 de
Civ. Dei, xxi. 25), though elsewhere he teaches that
the inward part (or res) is given to all (see Serm.
clxxiv. 7 ['infants partake of His table, that they
may have life in themselves '], and for the reception
by the wicked, see Ep. cxl. 66 ; de Bapt. contra
Donat. V. 8. 9 ; Serm. Ixxi. 17 ; in Joann. xxvii.
11).
On the whole, Augustine must be ranked
with those Eastern and Western writers upon the
Eucharist who, during the 3rd and 4th centuries,
taught what has been called the ' dyophysite view.
The characteristic of this teaching is, as we have
seen (above, § 2), the sharp distinction which it
draws between the sign and the thing signified.
But, though Augustine emphasizes this point so
strongly, and at the same time urges the importance of faith and the spirituality of the gift, there
is no real justification for regarding him as teaching a purely symbolical view. His merit consists
in his attempt to set forth the nature of the sacramental idea, and in his endeavour to conceive of
the body of Christ, as given in the Eucharist, in a
way that accords with the highest spiritual conceptions.
In this respect his influence was wholly for
good, and the authority of his teaching resisted for
some centuries to come the inroads of a materializing tendency with regard to the sacraments.

manducaturi

.

.

.

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

For a further discussion of Augfustine's teaching, see Hamack,
3 i. 61-83
Hist, of Dogma, Bng. tr. v. 156 f. ; Loots,
The last-named criticizes
Batiffol, jStudes, 2nd ser., p. 232 f.
Loofs' symbolical interpretation, and also the view of those who
appeal to Augustine as teaching explicitly a belief in an objective presence in the elements (e.g. En. in Ps. xcviiL 9 ; ib
xxxiij. 1. 10 ; 2. 2).

PRE

These two currents of thought, the Ambrosian
and the Augustinian, are exhibited in the writers
The Africans, Fulgentius and
of the 6th century.
Facundus, and the Spaniard, Isidore of SevUle,
re-echo the language of Augustine, while Csesarius
of Aries and Pope Gregory the Great repeat
the teaching of Ambrose (Loofs, loc. cit.). The
same is true of the language of the prayers
in the Western liturgies between the 6th and the

8th century. On the one hand, there are found
such phrases as the bread changed into the flesh
the cup changed into the blood,' ' unto the
transformation of the body and blood of our Lord
God Jesus Christ,' to eat the body,' ' to drink the
blood ; on the other hand, there occur ' spiritual
food,' spiritual cup,' ' the virtue of the heavenly
In the early
food,' the image of the sacrament.'
Middle Ages the language of these prayers, as
well as the authority of Augustine and Ainbrose,
was appealed to in the controversies on the
Eucharist (Batiffol, op. cit. p. 348 f.).
(2) The transformation of the conception of the
sacrifice in the Eucharist during the 3rd and 4th
centuries, which has been indicated above, afiected
the course of the developments during the following period. In the East there was little development beyond the standpoint of Cyril of Jerusalem
'

.

.

.

'

'

'
'

;'
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John of Daiiiascus lias only a
reference to the subject, in which he recalls the type of Melchizedek and the prophecy
of Mai 1", and speaks of the pure and unbloody
eacrili(!e {de Fide Orth. iv. 13).
In the West we find, as in the treatment of the
nature of the gift, two traditions, represented by
Augustine on the one hand, and Amorose on the
and Chrysostom.

passinj,'

'

'

other.

66S

In Hebrews) of the lanifuage of sacrifice and prIcBthood
to the heavenly life of Christ ih but the lanjfuagcof Illustration,
used to ex|]rc«a the abidiut; truth o( the a«»uniption of huni:>nity
'
In the Person of Christ to the throne of Ood
His IncarnalioQ
is itself the offering of our purillcation
(Orcg. Mag. Moral.
i. 24. 32 ; cf. Euthymius, quoted below, III.
8 6). The Kucharist
sets forth that truth * In an image or In a mystery (Ambrose,
Greg.). The whole action of the rite is spiritual and heavenly
(Chrysos.). The same Idea is suggested by the earlier language
of IremoUH on the ' heavenly altar,' and in the d« Sacratnentia
and Kastern liturgies. See Gore, Bodi/ o/Chrijjt, p. 185 f.
^e.g.

:

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

(3) The conception of the propitiatory value of
Augustine's conception of the sacrilice exhibits
the sacrifice in the Euclianst, which has been
characteristics, both of which may be paraltraced in the earlier Patristic period (Origen, Cyril
leled from the earlier language current in the
West,
(a) The Eucharist is a
commemoration of Jerus.), received a considerable development
later on.
The metaphorical language used by
of the sacrifice of the Cross' {sacrificii memoria,
sacramentum memoriw [c. Faust, xx. 18. 21]). some of the Fathers suggested a renewal of the
The sacrifice of the Cross was prefigured by the sacrifice of Christ in the Eucharist (e.g. Ambrose,
Greg.
Off. i. 48 Iquasi recipiens passioTiem]
OT sacrifices. It was offered in reality on the de
Mag. Dial. iv. 58 [mortem unigeniti reparat,
It is celebrated by a sacrament of comCross.
iterum immolatur], hom. in Ev. ii. 37. 7 [iterum
memoration' in the Eucharist (ib. 21).
This
language may be paralleled from Cyprian (calicem patitur]), and, though qualified by other expressions, it came to be taken in a literal sense.
The
in commemorationem Domini et passionis ejus [_Ep.
liturgical custom of oflering intercessions for the
Ixiii. 17]), and from the prayers of the Roman
Canon in the de Sacramentis (the oblation is Jigura living and the dead immediately after the consecration led to the same result.
Lastly, the practice
corporis et sanguinis).
Again, he speaks of the
Eucharist as ' the sacrifice of the boay and blood of offering the Eucharist specially for the departed,
which appears first in Tertullian and Cyprian, led
of Christ' {de An. et de Orig. i. 11 [13]), of 'offering the body of Christ' (ib. i. 9 [10]), and of 'the gradually to the idea that each offering constituted
a distinct sacrifice for sin. The transition was made
sacrifice of our ransom' (Confess, ix. 12 [32]).
This also recalls Cyprian (see above, II. 2 (5)). slowly and almost imperceptibly. In popular religion tlie propitiatory conception doubtless received
(b) But the most distinctive feature of Augustine's
teaching is his emphasis on the union of the faith- a considerable impetus from the influx of pagan
ideas into the Church. The language of Gregory
ful in the Eucharist with the sacrifice of Christ.
The faithful themselves, by partaking of Christ's the Great shows in this respect the advance made
body and blood, are the sacrifice, and become the upon the earlier period. He dwells much upon the
body of Christ (Serm. ccxxvii. ; de Civ. Dei, x. 6. benefits resulting from the offering of the sacrifice
of the Mass for souls in purgatory ; in his Dialogues
20, xxii. 10). This conception, which is a development of Pauline teaching (1 Co 10""), had been (iv. 55) he tells how a priest is visited by the apparition of a departed soul, who offers to him bread,
anticipated by TertuUian (de Orat. 6), who conand says, Oft'er this bread to Almighty God on my
nects with the gift of
daily bread the idea of
behalf, that thou mayst intercede for my sins.'
continuance in Christ and inseparability from His
The transition from the Eucharistic to the probody (i.e. the mystical body), and by Cyprian (Ep.
pitiatory view of the Eucharist is reflected in the
Ixiii. 13), who finds in the mixture of water with
wine in the chalice a representation of the incor- Western Sacramentaries, when compared with the
earlier prayers (e.g. the de Sacramentis).
Thus in
poration of the people in Christ.
On the other hand, the teaching of Ambrose the Leonine Sacramentary (6th cent.), side by 'side
with
the
older language, which speaks of
the
(see above, II.
2
is reproduced by Gregory the

two

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

§

'

(5))

Great in the 6th century (Dial. iv. 58). (a) The
Eucharist is related to the sacrifice of the Cross,
which it is said to renew (reparat), though this
language is qualified by the words ' in a mystery,'
and by the comment that it ' imitates the Passion
of the Only - begotten Son
(cf
Ambrose, in
imagine),
(b) Like Ambrose and Chrysostom,
Gregory connects the Eucharist with the heavenly
life of Christ.
He who is immolated for us again
in the mystery of the holy oblation' is the Son
who dieth no more, but liveth in Himself immortally and incorruptibly.
In the mystery of the
Eucharist things earthly are united with things
heavenly (ib. ). The whole action is, in fact, as in
Ambrose, mystical and transcendental. Moreover,
Gregory combines with this presentation two conceptions which further qualify his language, and
relate it to that of Augustine,
(a) The sacrifice
of the Eucharist is closely associated with the
'

'

'

.

'

communion of the faithful.
consummated only in the

(;8)

The

sacrifice is

self-oblation of the
worshippers (ib. 59, For then wUl He be truly the
victim [hostia'] for us to God, when we have made
'

ourselves a victim' Ihostiani]).

we

sacrifice of praise,'

find

'

sacrifice of propitiation

and praise (sacrificium placationis et laudis).
We may compare also the following prayers from the same
'

source (o) O Lord, we beseech Thee, mercifully sanctify these
gifts, and, receiving the offering of a spiritual sacrifice, make
us to be an eternal gift unto Thee
O Lord, mercifully
(6)
look upon these gifts, which we bring for the commemoration
of Thy saints, and offer for our offences (ed. Feltoe, Cambridge,
1896, pp. 24, 19).
The Western Sacramentaries, in fact, exhibit,
'

:

*

'

;

'

in the multitude of their variable prayers, the
gradations between the earlier Eucharistic and
the later propitiatory view.
Literature. In addition to the literature quoted under I.,
reference may be made to the general Histories of Doctrine by
Harnack and Schwane, and to Loofs, Leitfaden z. Sttid. der

—

Dogvtengesch.s, Halle, 1893 ; also to the artt. in PRES,
' Eucharistic
(Drews) and 'Abendmahl II.' (Loofs). The
following special treatises or discussions deal with the Patristic
period or particular portions of it : G. E. Steitz, AbhancU.
'

'

liber die Abendmahlslehre der griech. Kirche,' in J DTK ix.-xiii.
(1864-68) ; F. S. Renz, Opfercharakter der Eucharistie, Paderborn, 1892 C. Gore, Bodp of Christ, London, 1901
B.
Frankland, Tbe Early Eucharist, Cambridge, 1902 ; H. B.
Swete, The Eucharistic Belief of the Second and Third Centuries,' in JThSt iii. 161 f. (1902); A. ScheiwUer, 'Die Elemente der Eucharistie in den ersten drei Jahrh.,' in F&rsch. zur
chr. Lit. u. Dogmengesch. iii. 4 (Mainz, 1903) A. Andersen, Das
;

;

W.

'

;

AbendmahtindenzweierstenJahrh.,Oies3en,ldOi V. Ermoni,
Li Eucharistie dans l'£glise primitive, Paris, 1903
P. Batiffol,
Etudes d'histoire et de thiologie positive, 2nd ser., Paris, 1905
K. G. Goetz, Die heutige Abendmahls/rage in ihrer gesch. EntvAcklung, Leipzig, 1907 A. Struckmann, ilM Gegenwart Christi
in der hi. Eucharistie, Vienna, 1905 D. Stone, A History of
the Doctrine of the Holy Eucharist, 2 vols., London, 1909.
;

;

Ambrose, Chrysostom, and Gregory the Great in their teaching upon the sacrifice in the Eucharist exhibit certain common
features, which re-appear in later Greek teaching, and in some
of the early mediasval writers in the West.
Behind their
language there lies the Pauline conception of the mystical body
of Christ. The Church 'offers' through Christ, the Head of
the body, and in union with Him (hence the emphasis of
Gregory and Chrysostom on the communion and self-oblation
of the worshippers
cf. Augustine).
At the same time these
Fathers appear to recognize that the Scriptural application
;

;

;

III.

(A.D.

Tbe Eucharist in the Middle Ages

800-1500).

—

I.

Introductory.

— With

the

Middle Ages we enter upon a period of reflexion
and controversy upon the Eucharist, which before

)
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the time of Paschasius had never received really
systematic treatment at the hands of theologians.
From the 9th cent, onwards, however, it continued
to occupy a prominent place in theological discussion, which gradually formulated a theory of
sacraments, their character, mode of operation,
eft'ects, and place in religion.
The period from
the 9th to the 15th cent, marks the growth of a
system of belief and practice, against which the
Reformation of the 16th cent, was a reaction and
protest.
The history, however, is limited mainly
to the West, where there was much greater move-

ment

of

thought and much

unanimity upon

less

the subject than in the East. The Greek Church,
as a whole, held by the teaching of John of
Damascus, in spite of occasional movements in the
direction of a closer accord with later Western
teaching (as at the Council of Lyons in 1274, when
Greeks and Latins met to discuss re-union, and a
statement was drawn up in which /ierovnoOv occurs
as an equivalent for transubstantiare). In the
Western Church, on the other hand, the history
of the doctrine exhibits the stages by which the
conversion theory, taught by Ambrose, and established under Greek influence, gradually asserted
itself,

and was carried to

its final

development in

the doctrine of transubstantiation. The two chief
authorities appealed to by early Western mediaeval
writers upon the Eucharist were Ambrose and
Augustine.
The teaching of the former was
appealed to by those who tended to the view of a
miraculous conversion of the elements into the
body and blood of Christ.
The teaching of
Augustine formed the starting-point of those who
distinguished sharply the sign from the thing signified, and who inclined to the view of a spiritual
presence of power and efficacy a view which
passes in its more extreme forms into a receptionist
or commemorative view of the rite. Generally,
however, an attempt was made by both parties to
harmonize the teaching of these two Fathers and
to interpret them in accordance with their own
standpoint.
There are three reasons why the
conversion doctrine finally prevailed during the
Middle Ages. (1) It gave to simple minds an easy
and literal interpretation of the words This is my
body,' 'This is my blood.' (2) It fell in with the
realism of popular thought, which viewed everything in the concrete, whereas the more vague
but spiritual language of Augustine resisted all
attempts to materialize it, and it was only by a tour
deforce that mediseval writers made Augustine
speak the language of transubstantiation. (3)
The language of conversion lent itself to the
growing love of the miraculous.
2. The Eucharistic controversies of the early
Middle Ages. The mediaeval history of the
Eucharist begins with the controversy excited by
the appearance of the treatise of Paschasius Badbertus, On the Body and Blood of the Lord, in 844.
The author was a monk, and afterwards abbot, of
Corbey. His book, which was the most complete
treatise on the Eucharist that had yet appeared,
dealt with the whole subject of the Sacrament,
and was inspired by a profoundly religious spirit.
Paschasius exhibits clear traces of Greek influence
(Cyril of Alexandria, John of Damascus), and no
less clearly is he indebted to Augustine, especially
in his emphasis on the spiritual character of the
gift which is received {e.g. ch. 10), and his repudiation of the Capemaite view (cf. Jn 6°^), which was
apparently held in uninstructed circles. He is no
metaphysician, but starts from the omnipotence of
God, the need of faith, and the words of Christ,
' This is
my body.' His treatment follows that of
Ambrose in the main. He adduces the miracles
of the OT and NT in support of the belief that
the substance of the bread and wine is changed

—

'

—

'

and blood of Christ. Yet the change
an inward one, and is not apparent to sight or
taste.
If the elements retain their outward appearance, the object is to call forth faith and to
remind believers that the gift is spiritual. He
adduces, however, instances in which a miraculous
change of the outward appearance has occurred
Yet no
to convince doubters or reward faith.
portents can enhance the value of that which the
into the flesh
is

He maintains
faithful receive in the Sacrament.
the identity of the Eucharistic and historical body of
Christ, and explains its presence in countless places
at once by a creative act of God on each occasion.
Paschasius' treatise fell in with popular tendencies
and became in the subsequent period the authoriBut the influence of
tative exposition of the rite.
Augustine was still too strong to allow such
teaching to pass unchallenged. Outside the circle
of Paschasius' admirers the language of Augustine
was still repeated (Amalarius, Florus, Rabanus
Maurus), while John Scotus Erigena appears to
have taught a purely symbolical view of the SacraBut the great opponent whom Paschasius'
book called forth was Ratramnus (also a monk of
Corbey), who, in response to a request of Charles
the Bald, wrote his treatise, On the Body and Blood
of the Lord. The two questions submitted to him
were (1) Is the Eucharist the body of Christ in a
mystery or in reality ? (2) What is the relation of
the Eucharistic to the historical body ?
He begins by defining the words figura and
1
ment.

:

(

The former denotes the setting forth of
something under a veU, as when Christ speaks of
Himself as the Bread or the Vine. The word
Veritas denotes the showing of a thing unveiled in
Veritas.

when we say that Christ
a virgin. The bread and wine show
one thing outwardly to the senses, and proclaim
aloud another inwardly to the minds of the faithful.
There is no material miracle in the Eucharist.
Outwardly the elements are the same as before.
Inwardly, to the minds of the faithful, they are in
a figure (figurate) Christ's body and blood. The
change is a spiritual one. There are not two
diflerent substances, body and spirit, but one thing
under two aspects in one aspect bread and wine,
In their
in another the body and blood of Christ.
bodily nature they are bread and wine in power
mysteries
they
are
the
of the
and spiritual efficacy
body and blood of Christ. Ratramnus throughout
its

natural character, as

was born

of

—

;

represents the older conservative tradition of the
West (Tertullian, Jerome, the de Sacramentis).
He quotes from Augustine the phrase figura
corporis Christi, to prove that the sacraments are
one thing, the thing of which they are the sacrament is another. As visible creatures the elements
feed the body ; according to their invisible substance (i.e. the power of the Divine word) they
feed and sanctify the soul.
(2) In dealing with the second question, Ratramnus
appeals to a distinction drawn by Ambrose {de
Myst, 53) between the sacrament of the flesh and
the verity of the same, and to a further statement
of Ambrose (de Myst. 58) that the body of Christ is
the body of a Divine Spirit. It is called the body
of Christ because in it the Spirit of Christ {i.e. the
power of the Divine word) feeds and cleanses the
soul.
Finally, he quotes two prayers from the
Mass to show that the elements are the pledge
and the image of the verity of Christ's body and
blood, but not the verity itself, which wUl be
'

'

'

manifested in open vision only hereafter.
Ratramnus' treatment of the subject exhibits in
an acute form the ambiguity attaching generally
to the older Western tradition as represented most
conspicuously in Augustine, and it is difficult to
decide whether Ratramnus believed that the gift
bestowed in the Eucharist was merely a mysterious
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operation of the Divine power througli the elements, ell'ecting union with Christ, or a presunce in
the elements of the body and blood of Christ. His
teaching, however, had a certain currency in the
subsequent period. Much of it reappears in the
Homilies of the English Aelfric (10th cent.). Ratramnus' book, which came to be attributed to John
Scotus Erigena (see below), also attracted considerable attention at the time of the Berengarian controversy (it was highly esteemed, and quoted by
Eidley at the time of the Reformation).
Other writers besides Ratramnus protested
against particular views expressed in the work of
Paschasius (e.g. Rabanus Maurus rejects the view
of the identity of the historical and Eucharistic
body of Christ), but circumstances favoured the
spread of Paschasius' doctrine, which received
cruder expression as time went on. The transformation of the elements was regarded as so complete that they could no longer be spoken of as
signs.'
During the 10th cent, the idea of a
physical miracle was carried so far in some quarters
that, if we may trust the statement of Berengar,
expressions were current which countenanced the
revolting idea of a portiuncula carnis received by
the faithful in the Sacrament.
'

The

art.
controversy (cf.
wide-spread acceptance of the
teaching of Paschasius and the crudities of popular
language about the Eucharist aroused a fresh
protest against the doctrine of conversion during
the 11th century. Berengar, who was head of the
school of Tours, had refused to accept the teaching
of Paschasius, and re-opened controversy on the
subject by addressing a letter to Lanfranc defending the teaching of John Scotus upon the
Sacrament of the altar, which Lanfranc had spoken
of as heretical.
3.

Berengar).

Berengarian

—The

Berengar wae condemned unheard at Rome and Vercelli in
1050. But, though public opinion was against him, he had some
powerful friends, and succeeded in 1054 in persuading Hildebrand (then Papal legate at Tours) of his orthodoxy. He
appeared before a Synod at Rome in 1059, where he was compelled to submit, and to subscribe a confession of faith put
forward by Cardinal Humbert, in which a crude and materialistic conception of the Sacrament was taught ('panem et
vinum . post consecrationem non solum sacramentum, Bed
etiam verum corpus et sanguinem domini nostri Jesu Christi
esse, et sensualiter non solum Sacramento, sed in veritate
manibus sacerdotum tractari, frangi, et fidelium dentibus
atteri ; see Lanfranc, de Euch. 2). (For a more lenient view of
this confession, see the language of Innocent in. and Alexander
of Hales, quoted by Stone, Bist. of the Doct. of the Holy
Eucharist, i. 310, 316.) Berengar retired to France, but shortly
afterwards renewed the controversy. The accession of Hildebrand to the Papacy did not save him, however, from condemnation (though the Pope showed hira much indulgence, and
endeavoured to secure for him the opportunity of making a
confession of faith couched in general terms), and in 1079 he
was required to subscribe a formula couched in milder terms
than the earlier one, but still acknowledging the conversion
.

.

'

substantialiter converti . .
doctrine ('panem et vinum .
et post consecrationem esse verum Ohristi corpus, quod Datum
non tantum per sif num et virtutem sacraest de Virgine
ment!, sed in proprietate naturae et veritate substantiae ') He
again submitted, and spent the rest of his years in retirement.
.

.

.

.

.

.

In Berengar's letter to Lanfranc he expresses his
agreement with the opinions of John Scotus. It
has been argued, however, with some show of
reason, that the work referred to is Ratramnus'
book, which was commonly ascribed to John Scotus
(Gore, Dissertations, p. 240 ff.), and Berengar's position is certainly in the main that of Ratramnus.
His more mature view of the subject is set forth in
his work, de Sacra Coena (written in 1073), which
is a reply to Lanfranc (ed. Vischer, Berlin, 1834).
He goes back to the tradition of the West before
the time of Paschasius, and appeals to the language
of Augustine, the de Sacramentis (which was ascribed to Ambrose), and the prayers of the Roman
Mass in support of his protest against the doctrine
of conversion.
In his exegesis of the Fathers he is
far superior to his opponent.
But the novel element in Berengar's treatise is his use of the dia-
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method. In this his oj)iioncnts were no
While they rest their apijcal on
for him.
faith in the omnipotence of God and on the
authority of the Fathers, Berengar puts forward
lectical

match

the appeal to reason. He attacks the idea that
the elements cease to exist, on the ground that
'accidents' cannot exist without a subject the
first appearance of the later Scholastic terminology.
By attributing the accidents of the elements to the
body and blood, Lanfranc is really teaching that
the body and blood are vi.sible (ed. Vischer, pp.
He further illustrates the use of the
127, 171).
negative in Scripture and the Fathers, in order to
prove that it is often employed not to deny the
continued existence of that to which it refers, but
to emphasize something which it has become, or
some aspect of it to vmich attention is directed.
Thus, when it is said that after consecration the
elements are not bread and wine, but the body and
blood of Christ, it is not necessarily implied that
the bread and wine cease to exist {ib. p. 177 f.).
He attacks Paschasius' idea that the body and
blood of Christ are produced by a new act of
creation {per generationem subjecti), he denies that
the wicked receive the body and blood, and, lastly,
he protests against the idea of a portiuncula carnis
In so
as that which is received in the Sacrament.
doing he states, apparently for the first time among
Augustine
mediaeval writers (though he appeals to
for the phrase), that totum corpus or totus Christus
In his positive teaching Berengar apis received.
pears to have followed Augustine and Ratramnus.
As a result of consecration there is a real, though
spiritual, presence of the body and blood, which
are received with the heart, not with the mouth,
He denies that he maintained a
of the faithful.

—

merely figurative view.

Every sacrament implies

a res sacramenti, seeing that it is, in Augustine's
phrase, a visible sign or form of an invisible grace.'
Lastly, he has a vsduable statement of the nature
of the Divine working in its use of natural means.
'Everything which is consecrated is of necessity
enhanced, but by no means destroyed.'
To Berengar's opponents such teaching seemed
to deny any real presence of Christ in the Sacrapresence, such as
purely spiritual
ment.
Berengar taught, seemed scarcely distinguishable
from a presence only in the intelligence or memory
cf. Gore, op. cit. p. 256).
(so Hugh of Langres
Hence Berengar's language seemed to lead to a
merely figurative view of the Sacrament. Others
charged him with teaching a theory of impanation,
i.e., that, as Christ took human nature into personal
union with Himself and became incarnate, so in
the Sacrament He takes bread and wine into the
same kind of union, and may be said to be impanate
and invinate (see below, § 4). Both these views
are attributed to the followers of Berengar by
writers of the 11th and 12th centuries (Witmund,
'

A

'

'

;

Alger of

Lifege,

Gregory of Bergamo).

The controversy produced a

series of replies to

Langres, Witmund of
Aversa, Durandus of Troarn), which exhibit traces
of the current conceptions (physical manducation,
reception by the wicked, incorruptibility of the
consecrated species). But Berengar's protest had
not been in vain. From this period the cruder
views tend to disappear. The rising Scholasticism
of the 12th cent, took up the task of formulating
the doctrine of conversion. The term transubstantiation had not yet appeared, though Witmund's phrase substantialiter transmutare is a
close approximation to it. In the task of formulating the Church's belief, however, the Schoolmen
learned from the controversy with Berengar to lay
aside many of the crude and untenable conceptions which had been current before.
4. The Schoolmen and the doctrine of transub

Berengar (Lanfranc,

Hugh of

'

'

'
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(to

the 12th cent, the develop-

ment of the doctrine of the Eucharist was affected
by two factors in the general history of the period.
The first of these was the religious revival which
had resulted from the reform of the Papacy and
the preaching of the Crusades. It was the age of
the Catholic mystics, St. Bernard and the Victorines
(Hugh and Richard). And this revival brought
with it a revival of the influence of St. Augustine's
teaching. The effect of this appears in the greater
spirituality of conception shown by writers upon
the Eucharist during the period, and in the recoil
from the materialism of the preceding century (cf.
e.g. Hildebert of Tours, de Sacramento Altaris
the presence of Christ is real, yet spiritual ; Christ
is in heaven, yet He is in the Sacrament ; His
presence is a presence of power and efficacy, yet it
The language of St. Bernard
IS in the elements).
{de Coena Domini) echoes the Augustinian distinction between the invisible grace and the visible
sign, while Hugh of St. Victor speaks of the
Eucharist as 'an image of the invisible and spiritual
participation of Jesus which is accomplished inwardly in the heart by faith and love {de Soar.
Christ. Fid. ii. 8. 7).
second influence was the intellectual revival,
of which Berengar and Boscellin had been pioneers.
The age of the Schoolmen had begun, and the
questions raised by the Euoharistic controversy
were transferred to the region of metaphysics.
Attempts were made to state the nature of the
Eucharistic mystery in metaphysical terms. At
the same time the whole idea of sacraments was
revised, and in this task the influence of Augustine
played an important part.
( 1 ) The great problem of the period, which divided
Nominalists and Realists, was the nature of ' universal' or 'general ideas.' This question had
come to the front through Roscellin's Nominalist
teaching on the Trinity. In refuting him Anselm
and Abelard, starting from the standpoint of Realism, and with the help of Aristotle, discussed the
In
relation of universals to corporeal existence.
this way the terms substantia and accidentia came
They are first definitely
to be used by them.
applied to the Eucharist in the 12th cent., though
Berengar had anticipated their use when he employed the distinction between subjectum and accidentia. By substantia was denoted the impalpable
universal which was held to inhere in every particular included under it,' while accidentia denoted
the sensible properties which came into existence
when the pure Form clothed itself in Matter
(Rashdall, Universities of Europe in Mid. Ages,
London, 1895, i. 46 f.). From the 12th cent, onwards the application of this metaphysical language
to the Eucharistic mystery dominated Western
teaching. (2)
second result of Scholasticism was
the revision of the whole conception of sacraments.
This was mainly the work of Hugh of St. Victor
(t 1141) and Peter Lombard (+ 1164 ; his Sentences
became the manual of the Schools in the Middle
Ages). They start from Augustine's definition of
a sacrament as a visible form or sign of an invisible grace,' and distinguish between the saj:ramenturn and the res sacramenti (Peter Lombard
further distinguished in the Eucharist the res contenia et signijicata, i.e. the body and blood, and the
res signijicata etnon contenta, i. e. the unity of the
Church).
They maintain that the sacraments
'contain' grace (Hugh of St. Victor) and are
causes of grace (Peter Lombard). Their purpose
is not only to signify, but to sanctify.
These statements became the accepted definitions, and were
completed in the 13th cent, by Thomas Aquinas,
who taught that the sacraments eff'ect that which
they signify, though they are instrumental causes,
the principal cause being God.
:

'

A

'

'

'

A

'

'

'

Both the developments which we have indicated
as due to Scholasticism marked in some ways a
considerable gain. The metaphysical distinction
of substantia and accidentia, as apprehended by
the Schoolmen, made it possible to hold a more
refined view of the mode of the Sacramental Presence.
For the substantia of the Schoolmen was in
the final resort real only to thought, and could be
apprehended only by the faith of the believer
(popular thought undoubtedly held a far diflerent
conception and clung to the cruder notions of the
earlier period).
Again, the distinction between
the outward sign and the inward grace, when
clearly defined and held, tended to minimize the
dangers of materialism. From this time onwards
the language of the Schoolmen shows a growing
emphasis upon the spiritual character of the hidden
substantice of the Sacrament, and an increasing
tendency to give more reality to the accidents.
Thus, in their discussions upon the Eucharist, Hugh
of St. Victor and Peter Lombard reject the materialistic views which in the previous century had been
associated with the fraction and reception of the
consecrated species (see Hugh of St. Victor, de
Sacr. Christ. Fid. ii. 8. 13 ; Peter Lombard, Sent.
lib. iv. dist. 13).
In dealing with such questions the
mysticism of Hugh comes to his rescue. Thus he
says {op. cit. ii. 8. 13)
:

Christ exhibits His bodily presence for a season in order to
stir us to seek His spiritual presence.
Just as in the Incarnation
He withdrew His bodily presence at the Ascension, though His
spiritual presence remained, so is it in the Sacrament. The
Sacrament is completed. The virtue remains. Christ passes
from the mouth to the heart. That food belongs to the sou],
not to the body. If, then, after this you seek the bodily presence of Christ, seek it in lieaven.'
*

Both Hugh of St. Victor and Peter Lombard start
from the language of conversion, and teach that the
elements pass into the body and blood (they teach
a change per transitionem, not by creation or addi'

tion or annihilation
the ' miraculous creation
theory of Paschasius is given up). Peter Lombard
discusses the question {Sent. lib. iv. dist. 11) whether
the change is one of form or substance or some
other kind, and inclines, with some hesitation, to
the idea of a change of substance.
The only
substance in the Sacrament is that of the body
accidents
the
bread
and blood. The
of
and wine
continue to exist without a subject. They do not
inhere in the substance of the body, which is
unaffected by them. Hence there is no fraction of
the body. He teaches (with other writers of the
period) that the whole Christ {totus Christus) is
received. At the same time he distinguishes between the sacramental and the spiritual eating,
:

quoting Augustine's words, Crede et manducasti,
and emphasizing the need of faith. The wicked
receive sacramen tally, but not spiritually.
Neither Hugh of St. Victor nor Peter Lombard
employs the term transubstantiatio, which is used,
however, by Hildebert of Tours early in the 12th
cent. while the verb transubstantiare is found in
Stephen of Autun in the first half of the same
century. But they clearly hold the teaching expressed by it, which is that, as a result of consecration, the substantice of the bread and wine pass
into the substantice of the body and blood of Christ,
the sensible properties (or accidents ') of the bread
and wine being all that remains of the original
,

'

elements.
The doctrine thus expressed became the formally
recognized teaching of the West. It fell in with
the accepted philosophy of the day, and it gave
shape and consistency to the conceptions of popular
thought. It secured the belief in a miraculous conversion which was demanded by popular religion,
and it minimized the crude materialism of the
earlier period.
On the whole it seems to have met
with little opposition after the middle of the century.

:
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Rupert of Deutz (t 1135) representH the Btandpoint of earlier
PatrUtic teachint' (Theodoret, GeliLsiiiH) in drawin^,' a piiriillel
between the two naturen in Christ and the eartlily and Divine
elements in the Sacrament. Like Berengar. lie denies that the
working of the Divine Spirit destroys the suljstancea which are
assumed for its own uses. The human nature assumed by Christ
was not changed or destroyed by the union. So, too, the
bread and wine become the body and blood of Christ, not by
being changed into the sensuous realities of flesh and blood,
but by assuming invisibly the realities of the immortal substance. Divine and human, which is in Christ (de Trinitate et
Card. Bellarmine charges Uuport
operibtis ejus : in Ex. ii. 10).
with teaching the theory of impanation (see above, 5 3), which
was also attributed to Berengar. But in both cases tne use of
the familiar Patristic analogy lends no support to the view
that they carried the parallel as far as their opponents sugIn both cases, however, the motive which inspired the
gested.
use of such language was opposition to the popular concepBut such language
tion of the conversion of the elements.
as that of Rupert is an isolated phenomenon among the Schoolmen of the 12th cent. it is the language of survival.
;

The next event

of importance in the history is
the Fourth Council of the Lateran convened by
Pope Innocent III. in 1215. At this Council the
Pope put forward a Confession of Faith directed
against the errors of the Albigenses. It deals with
the doctrine of God, the authority of the Old Testament, the Incarnation, and the sacraments. The
statement upon the Eucharist runs as follows
There is one universal Church of the faithful,
outside which no one at all is in a state of salvation.
In this Church, Jesus Christ Himself is both Priest
and Sacrifice and His body and blood are really
contained in the Sacrament of the altar under the
species of bread and wine, the bread being transubstantiated into the Body, and the wine into the
Blood by the power of God, so that, to ett'ect the
mystery of unity, we ourselves receive from His
what He Himself received from ours.'
The reserve exhibited in the language of this decree has given
'

:

rise to

the question whether the Council intended to impose

upon the Church the Scholastic definition of transubstantiation.
For, though the term transubstantiare is employed, the accompanying term accidentia ig not found in the decree, and there
IS no explicit statement to the effect that the substanticB of the
elements cease to exist, and that the accidentia alone remain.
Hence it has been maintained that transubstantiare is used in a
more general sense to denote a mysterious change (of. Palmer,
Pusey, Beat PreTreatise on the Church of Christ^, ii. 166 1.
The language of Pope
BatifEol, Etudes, ii. 383).
sence, p. 14 fl.
Innocent ill. in his treatise. On the Mystery of the Mass (iv. 7-9),
has been adduced to show that he speaks without condemnation
of the view that the elements of bread and wine continue in
their natural substances after consecration. But such a conclusion may be doubted, and the treatise appealed to contains
a most careful and explicit statement of the doctrine of transubstantiation. More to the point is Pusey's appeal (op. cit. p.
22 f.) to the language used in the 15th cent, by Peter d'Ailly,
who, after setting forth the various views upon the subject,
decides in favour of that which maintains that the substances
of the elements cease to exist, although,' he says, it does not
follow evidently from Scripture that it is so, nor, so far as I can
see, from the determination of the Church.' Card. Franzelin
{de S. S. Euch. Sacramento et Sacrijicio, p. 202 f.) adduces
against this isolated expression of opinion other language which
shows that the Mediaeval Church from Thomas Aquinas onwards
regarded as heretical any other view than transubstantiation.
So, too, the Council of Trent explains it, maintaining the
change of the whole substance of the bread and wine into the
body and blood of Christ, and denying the continuance of the
substance of the bread and wine after consecration, though at
the same time it speaks of the sacramental Presence as a mode
of existence which can scarcely be expressed in words.' See,
further, Stone, History of Doctrine of Holy Eucharist, i. 313.
;

;

'

'

*

Whatever ambiguity there

is in the language of
the scholastic doctrine of transubstantiation became the accepted teaching of the
Western Church. It found its fullest expression
in the Sutnma Theologiae of Thomas Aquinas (III.
In two respects he advanced
Ixxiii.-lxxxii. 6).
upon previous teaching, (a) He defined more exactly the nature of the Presence. (6) He dealt
more fully with the question of the accidents.
(a) Aquinas affirmed that the whole Christ (totiis
Christus) is present, being entire in each species
and every fragment of each species, the body being
present by concomitance in the species of the
wine, and the blood being present by concomitance
(This had already
in the species of the bread.
been affirmed by some opponents of the Beren-

this decree,
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In its origin the phrase lotus Christus
maintained the inijiortaiit trutli that the gift of
the whole Christ is received in the Sacrament, and
guarded against the idea of a, portiuncula carnis.
In this sense it had been used by Herengar.)
Aquinas denies that the presence of Christ is a
garianB.

local

only

presence (localiter, in
^)er

inodum

loco).

He

substantice (so also,

is

present

still earlier,

Hence Christ is not moved in
of Cambrai).
the Sacrament per se, but only per accidcns, in
relation to the movement of that in which He is.
He denies any fraction of the body, and maintains,
like Peter Lombard, that the wicked receive
Lastly, the
sacramentally, but not spiritually.
body remains till the species are corrupted. On all
these points he gathers up preceding discu.ssions,
and attempts to evade the materialistic conclusions
of earlier times by refining and spiritualizing the
conception of the Presence.
(b) In treating of the accidents, Aquinas, like the
later Schoolmen generally, allows them greater
reality than had been conceded in the earlier
period.
The problem was how to reconcile the fact
that the elements preserve many of the ordinary
effects of a substance with a literal acceptance of
the belief that they become Christ's body and
blood.
Aquinas maintains that the accidents
exist without a subject, yet they retain the power
of affecting objects and can breed life, nourish, be
Yet, according to the
broken and corrupted.
Schoolmen, the accidents have no independent
being, but simply characterize the substance in
whicn they inhere. The solution which Aquinas
offers is that they inhere in quantity (quantitas
dimensiva), as in a subject. This was the great
problem of discussion among later Schoolmen, and
under the stress of it the metaphysical theory
In
of transubstantiation tended to break down.
the following period the Schoolmen are inclined to
allow still greater reality to the accidents. Duns
Scotus denies that they require a subject in which
to inhere, while Wyclif ridiculed the prevailing
uncertainty on the question {de Eucharistia, c. 6).
The controversies upon the Eucharist tended to
intensify the devotion of the faithful to the Sacrament, which came to be regarded as the mystery
Around the miracle
of religion par excellence.
of transubstantiation there gathered a wealth of
legend intended to illustrate the mystery and do
honour to the Sacrament. Corresponding to this
sense of the miraculous character of the Sacrament, we find a growing decrease of communion.
Attention came to be concentrated upon the act of
consecration. Peter Lombard had affirmed that
the form of the Sacrament is to be found in the

Odo

institution, while Aquinas maintained
that the Eucharist is completed in the consecration,
whereas all other sacraments are completed in the
application of the matter to the sanctification of
the individual {Summa, III. Ixxx. 12, where, however, he maintains the necessity of the communion
Worship and adoraof the priest in both kinds).
This
tion formed the central feature of the rite.
in turn led to some important additions to the
ceremonial of the Mass, the chief of them being
the introduction of the ceremony of the elevation
of the consecrated Sacrament.
This ceremony must be distinguished from the earlier cere-

words of

mony found

in the Eastern liturgies

and connected with the

invitation to communion addressed to the faithful, 'the holy
things for them that are holy.' There is no rubric in the Eastern
rites prescribing the adoration of the consecrated Sacrament,
though later on in the 17th cent., under Roman influence, the
Council of Jerusalem (1672) assigned to the Sacramental
Presence the same worship (Aarpeta) as is paid to the Trinity.
In the West, some time during the 12th cent., the practice of
elevating the Host and chalice immediately after consecration,
and before the close of the canon, came into use. It was
intended, doubtless, partly as a protest against the views o(
the Berengarians, and partly in order to stimulate worship of
the mystery of Christ's presence. In earlier days the altar had
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been veiled with curtains, but the object of this new ceremony
was to make a spectacle of the central portion of the rite.
Henceforth, the gazing upon the Sacrament plays a prominent
part in popular instructions upon the Mass (e.g, the Lap
Folks' Mass Book). The canons of various English Councils
in the 13th cent, allude to the custom of elevation for the
purpose of adoration, and in the same century Durandus, bishop
of Mende, and author of the Rationale Divdnorum Ojjiciorutn,
shows acquaintance with the ceremony in a form resembling
the present Roman rubric. For the rubric in the use of Sanim,
see Frere, Use of Sarum, Cambridge, 1898-1902, i. 81, where,
however, there is no explicit mention of worshipping the
consecrated Sacrament. On the history of the subject, see
Drury, Elevation in the Eucharist, Cambridge, 1907.
'

'

This devotion connected with the Eucharistic
mystery culminated in the institution of the festival
of Corpus Christi in 1264 by Pope Urban IV. (confirmed and established in 1311).
The occasion
called forth the noble hymns of Thomas Aquinas,
in which the Eucharistic devotion of the Mediasval
Church found its loftiest expression.
5. The doctrine of transubstantiation in the
later Middle Ages.
The doctrine of transubstantiation remained throughout the later Middle
Ages the standard of faith for Western Christendom, and the attempts to challenge it met with
little success, and in some cases were visited with
severe censures. At the beginning of the 14th cent.
John of Paris and Durandus of Pourcjain declared
that it was possible to believe in the Real Presence
without accepting transubstantiation. William of
Occam, the Nominalist Schoolman of the same
century, suggested that on the grounds of reason
alone, apart from the decision of the Church, the
permanence of the substances of bread and wine
was not improbable.
But the greatest of all
mediaeval opponents of the doctrine was Wyclif.
Inspired by the practical abuses of the day, he
exposed the inconsistencies of the Scholastic teaching, repudiating the idea of accidents existing
without a subject, and charging the popular devotion with idolatry. He is also reported to have
taught that the unworthiness of the priest invalidates the Sacrament.
Such a theory was
undoubtedly held by some of his followers ; but
Wyclif himself, while holding that the disposition
of the priest affected to some extent the value of
the Mass celebrated by him, regarded the sanctity
which the Sacrament has from Christ's presence
as the same in all Eucharists {de Eucharistia, c. 4
[Wyclif Society, London, 1892]). Some of Wyclif's
language looks like an assertion of a merely symbolical presence.
He rejects transubstantiation,
identification, impanation, and maintains that the
words of institution are used in a tropical sense

—

(op. cit. c. 9, p. 291).

He

attacks the popular idea

of a sensible, visible presence of Christ (op. cit. c.
1, p. 20 f.), and maintains that the body of Christ
is ' virtually in the Host as in a sign ' (op. cit. c. 8,
The Sacrament is the form of bread and
p. 271).
wine, and not Christ or part of Him (ib. c. 1, p. 29).
But this language was directed against the materialistic conceptions of his time.
Wyclif's positive
teaching seems to indicate a belief in a real, though
sacramental, virtual, spiritual presence. The Host
is not itself the body of Christ, but the very body
of Christ is sacramen tally hidden in it (op. cit. c. 1,
p. 15; cf. Fasc. Zfe., London, 1858, pp. 115, 117).
The bread is an ' effectual figure ' of the body of
Christ, and the Sacrament has a special efficacy
beyond that of other signs of the
and
(de
Eucharistia, c. 4, p. 84 ff.). But the influence of
Wyclif's positive teaching on this subject was less
than that of other parts of his teaching. In Bohemia
his teaching on transubstantiation did not gain
many followers, and John Hus, while protesting
against practical abuses connected with the Sacrament (e.g. the denial of the cup to the laity),
appears to have accepted the doctrine of the
Cfhurch in its main features.
The great movement in the direction of spiritual

OT
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by the German mystics during
the 14th and 15th centuries, did not at first afi'ect
the Eucharistic doctrine of the Church. Though
some of the mystics, like Eckhardt, were accused
of speculative errors in the direction of pantheism,
they adopt for the most part the semi-mystical
position, which is not indifferent to sacraments,
but seeks to interpret them in a way which brings
out their spiritual value, as emphasizing the union
of the soul with Christ and its devotion to Him
(so Ruysbroek and the author of the Imitatio
Christi).
In John Wessel (t 1489), however, there
is a tendency to break loose from current teaching.
Luther regarded Wessel as a precursor of his own
teaching in several respects. WhUe emphasizing,
with earlier mystics, the spiritual character of the
participation of the body of Christ, Wessel held
that this spiritual presence was not restricted to
particular moments, but extended over the whole
life of the believer, and that there is no essential
difference between spiritual and sacramental participation.
The latter had value only in so far as it
rested upon the former.
As a sacrament, the
Lord's Supper could be celebrated only by a priest.
As a spiritual act of participation in Christ by
faith, it is possible for all without a priest (de Sacr.
Euch. passim).
Still earlier than the Mystics, the wide-spread
sects of the 12th and 13th centuries promoted a
spirit of revolt from the established doctrines.
Some, like the Waldenses, appealed to Scripture
alone.
Others, like the Albigenses, were affected
by Manichaean views. From the Franciscans in
the 13th cent, there proceeded a famous book, The
Eternal Gospel (the work of a disciple of the
Abbot Joachim of Floris), which preached the near
advent of a purely mystical religion, in which the
Church system, with its priesthood and sacraments,
should find no place.
6. The
Eucharistic sacrifice in the earlier
Middle Ages. In the Eastern Church there was
little development in the doctrine of the Eucharistic sacrifice beyond the conceptions of the earlier
Patristic period, as exhibited in Cyril of Jerusalem
and Chrysostom, and in the West by Ambrose and
Gregory the Great.
The commemorative character of the rite, as a memorial of Christ's sacrifice,
and its relation to the sacrifice of the Cross on the
one hand, and to the heavenly life of Christ on
the other, were clearly affirmed. Later on in the
Middle Ages the Greek theologians, Theophylactua
(11th cent.), Euthymius Zigabenus and Nicholas of
religion, originated

,

—

Methone (12th cent.), and CabasUas (14th cent.)
stUl emphasize these points.
The Eucharist is
really a sacrifice.
That which is offered is the
body of Christ, and the moment of the sacrifice is
when the bread and wine are changed into the body
and blood of Christ (CabasUas). In this sacrifice
Christ offers Himself through His ministers, and
unites the Church with Him in His intercession
with the Father. The very presence of Christ's
humanity before God in heaven constitutes an
intercession.
'His very manhood entreats the
Father on our behalf (Euthymius on He 7^).
The whole Eucharistic action on earth is, in fact,
conceived of as a mystical representation in time
of the ' eternal redemption ' won for man by Christ.
It proclaims aloud the death, resurrection, and
ascension of the Lord, and it avails by intercession
for the living and the dead, and by communion
benefits the faithful (Cabasilas).
Lastly, like the
mystical commentators of the West, Cabasilas sees
in the Eucharistic rite itself a drama of the life,
death, and resurrection of Christ. See, further,
D. Stone, op. cit. i. 156 ff.
The teaching of the West in the 9th and following centuries exhibits some of the main characteristics of Patristic teaching.

—
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He may

again suffer, but that to faith, to which
past tilings are present. His Passion may be
represented by way of a memory {de Trin. et op. ;
Similar language is used by Peter
in Gen. vi.).

regarded as a commemora-

of tlie Passion.
But this
representation is found in the ceremonies of the
Tlie
Mass rather than in its wider purposes.
prayers of tlie Mass are a tableau of the life and
death of Christ (Amalarius). The mixture of the

all

chalice represents the water and the blood which
flowed from the side of Christ (Paschasius). Others
find this representation in those acts of the priest
which are based upon what Christ did at the
Supper, e.g. the fraction of the Host (William of
Thierry, 12th cent.), or the double consecration
of bread and wine (Peter Lombard, Alexander
On the influence of these ideas on later
Hales).
conceptions of the sacrifice of the Mass, see below,

analytical treatment, and endeavour to define the
rationale of sacrifice. William of Auvergne, Bishop
of Paris (t 1249), discusses the chief elements of
(o) Sacrifice is an act of homage to God
sacrifice,
with a view to the sanctification of the individual.
(6) It is, in the form of the sacrificial meal, a
means of communion with God, and a source of
(c) It is an act by which
spiritual refreshment,
the worshipper is associated with the family of
In what follows he
God {de Legibus, c. 24).
maintains that the first and chief sacrifice is that
of ourselves, without the offering of which nothing
that we present to God is pleasing or acceptable to
Him. The essence of the sacrifice of Christ lay in
His sinless life of virtue (ib. c. 28). By his one
oblation on the Cross, Christ has reconciled and
The sacrifice of the Mass is
sanctified the world.
the application by the will of Christ of the benefits
which accrue from the sacrifice of the Cross. As a
sacrifice the Eucharist propitiates God and averts
His wrath. As a sacrament it sanctifies and supplies spiritual refreshment to those who receive it.
Without the manifestation of Christ in the Mass
faith and devotion would die, and the faithful
would be deprived of spiritual food. In it Christ
is present as priest and victim, as advocate and
healer (see the treatise de Sacramento EucharSimilarly Albert the Great
istifB, cc. 2, 3, 5).

tion

and representation

'

Lombard {Sent. iv. 12. 7).
The Schoolmen of the l.Sth

§7is laid upon the effects of the sacrisacrifice is, in fact, explained by, and
identified with, the effects which it produces upon

(2)

fice.

Emphasis

The

the worshippers (cf. Augustine). Thus Paschasius
(op. cit. c. 9) teaches that the consecration of the
gifts renews the Passion, because Christ reiterates
daily that which He did upon the Cross, offering
himself to the Father to deliver us from our sins.
The daily offering is due to our need of daily
cleansing. By communion we partake of the fruits
Lastly, he repeats Augustine's
of Christ's death.
saying that by participation we become Christ's
body and blood {op. cit. c. 7). The same identification of the sacrifice with its effects appears in
Alfjer of Lifege (12th cent. ; see de Sacram. Corp.
tt Sana. Dam. ii. 2f.).
(3) Paschasius and Alger of Lifege connect the
Eucharistic offering with the heavenly intercesAccording to Paschasius, the true
sion of Christ.
priest in every Eucharist is Christ Himself, now
made a priest for ever. It is He who offers the
§'fts presented on the earthly altar, and it is from
is offering of Himself that we receive them back
Thus he explains the
as His body and blood.
prayer in the Roman Canon, Jube hcec perferri.
The lifting up of the gifts is their consecration.
The whole act of offering is sacramental, mystical,
supra-local.
The altar on high, at which the gifts
are ottered, is the body of Christ, through which
and in which He offers to the Father the prayers
of the faithful and the faith of believers [op. cit.
This view
8, 12 ; cf. Alger of Lifege, op. cit. i. 14).
combines the earlier Western view of the Eucharistic offering, contained in the Roman Canon, with
the Greek view exhibited in Chrysostom, and found
also in Ambrose and Gregory the Great among the
Western Fathers. The Eucharist is no repetition
It is offered, as
of the sacrifice of the Cross.
Paschasius says, in commemoration of the Passion
{op. cit. 0. 9 ; this expression qualifies the words
passionem illius reparamus in the same chapter).
But that which connects it with the sacrifice of
the Cross is the heavenly priesthood of Christ,
who has passed through death and is ever present
wil h the Father, and presents to Him our prayers
and intercessions. (Note the identification of the
'
This
altar on high with the body of Christ.
shows the practical identity of Paschasius' teachthe
Great.
ing with that of Ambrose and Gregory
See above, IL 3(2).)
7. The Eucharistic sacrifice in the Scholastic
The early Schoolmen paid little attention
period.
to the doctrine of the Eucharistic sacrifice, their
thoughts being occupied with discussions as to the
mode of the presence of Christ in the Sacrament.
They content themselves mainly with denying that
there is any repetition of the sacrifice of the Cross,
and with the simple statement (following Augustine) that there is a representation, or commemoration, or likeness of the sacrifice of the Cross in the
Mass.
Thus Rupert of Deutz declares that the
whole Christ is present upon the altar, not that
VOL. V.
%6
'

attempt a more

(t 1280), the master of Thomas Aquinas, while
combining in an original way the conceptions of
earlier writers, and emphasizing the sanctifying
effects of the sacrifice of the Cross which are imparted in the Eucharist, regards the Mass as an act
of homage to God, and as representing the union
of the Church with the self-oblation of Christ {de
Sacram. Much. dist. v. 4; Sent. iv. 13. 23). At
the same time he prepared the way for future developments by discussing the question in what
sense the Mass is distinct from the offering of the
Cross {Sent. iv. 13. 23). See Vacant, Eist. de la
conception du sacrifice de la messe dans I'iglise

latine, Paris, 1894, p. 39

f.

Nothing shows more clearly the undeveloped

'

character of the doctrine of the Eucharistic sacrifice in the middle of the 13th cent, than the slight
treatment which it receives in the Summa TheoLike earlier Schoollogiae of Thomas Aquinas.
men, he emphasizes the effects of the sacrifice, and
maintains that it is a 'representative image' of
Elsewhere he disthe Passion (III. Ixxxiii. 1).
It has its roots
cusses the nature of sacrifice.
sacrifice is something
in the Laws of Nature.
done for the honour properly due to God, to appease Him' (III. xlviii. 3). But he goes beyond
previous Schoolmen in his further definition that
sacrifice involves the production of a change in the
object offered, as that animals were killed and
burnt, that bread is broken and eaten and blessed
The result of this defini(II". II". Ixxxv. 3 ad 3).
tion was that the sacrifice was treated independently of the effects which it produced. This opened
up a new era. In the later period the main question
was, What is the physical act accomplished in the
Victim which constitutes the essence of the sacriPeter Lombard and Alexander
fice of the Mass ?
Hales had found a representation of the Passion
in the double consecration of bread and wine, and
the latter had suggested that it represented the
separation of the body and blood in the crucifixion
Incidentally
{Univ. Theol. Summa, iv. 10. 3).
Aquinas takes up this idea (III. Ixxiv. 1), and later
Vasquez
in the 17th
on it was developed {e.g., by
'

'

'

—

'

cent,

'

'
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cent.) in discussions upon the sacrificial character
of the Mass.
In other respects the teaching of Aquinas associated the sacrifice of the Mass more closely with

the consecration, and threw into greater prominence the importance of the priest in the rite, {a)
In justifying communion in one kind, he argues
that it is sufficient for the priest to receive in both
kinds, because he receives in the person of all, and
because the perfection of the sacrifice consists not
in the use of the faithful, but in the consecration
of the matter' (III. Ixxx. 12).
This dictum, by
isolating the act of the priest, encouraged the
'

separation of the ideas of sacrifice and communion,
which had already taken place in practice, and increased the tendency to view the Mass as an opus
operatum completed in the act of consecration,
(o) In connexion with the question,
What is the
relation of the priest's action in the Mass to that
of Christ ? Aquinas maintained that the priest is
the representative of Christ and acts in His person.
The sacrifice of the Eucharist has the same value as
that of the Cross, being offered directly by Christ
Himself (III. Ixxxviii. 1 ad 3). (c) In one passage
(Sent. IV. xii. 2 [2 ad 4]), Aquinas asserts that the
sacrifice of the Mass has an efficacy, by way of
impetration, for all who have a right disposition.
Thus it blots out mortal sins, in so far as it obtains
for those on whose behalf it is offered, by way of
impetration, the grace of contrition.
Later on
this teaching was used, without the qualification
'a right disposition,' to support the mechanical
application of the sacrifice of the Mass, apart from
Communion, as a satisfaction for all for whom the
intention of the priest applied it.
8. The Eucharistic sacrifice in the later Middle
Ag;es.
The teaching indicated above fell in with
certain tendencies of popular religion, the beginnings of which may be traced in the Patristic
'

'

—

period.

tion which followed departed friends beyond the
grave, and showed its interest in them by intercession and commemoration (for a defence of it,
see Sir Thomas More's Supplication of Souls).
In
practice it led to a traffic in Masses, which degraded the conception of the Mass and excited the
cupidity of the clergy (cf. Chaucer, Canterbury
Tales, Prologue, 507-510).
There are two developments in the later Middle
Ages which affected the doctrine of the sacrifice of

the Mass.
(a) In connexion with the question of the relation of the priest's action in the Mass to that of
Christ, the disciples of Aquinas followed their
master in maintaining the direct action of Christ
Himself in the Mass through the instrumentality
of the priest.
Duns Scotus (14th cent.), however,
departs from this position in two respects, (a) He
shows a greater anxiety to defend the unique
character of the sacrifice of the Cross, and maintains that the sacrifice of the Mass has not the
same value as the Passion of Christ, and that in it
Christ does not offer immediately by an act of His
own will, though He is offered as being contained
in the sacrifice (he quotes in support He 9^'- ^).
StiU the Mass has a special worth, as being a special
commemoration of the oblation of Christ upon the
Cross, and as beseeching God by it (Qumst. Quod(jS) He emphasizes the
libet. 20. vol. xii. p. 529).
fact that the Eucharist is the act of the Church,
rather than of the individual priest, and that it is
accepted not by reason of the will of Christ acting
immediately, but by the will of the Church (iJ.).
This teaching was developed by the later Scotists
(e.g. Hiquseus and Biel).
In this later teaching upon the Eucharist the thought of the
connexion between the worship of the Church and the heavenly
intercession of Christ its Head, which had formed the background of the early Christian conceptions of life and worship (cf.
e.g. Clement of Rome, ad Cor. 35, the High priest of our offerings ; see also Origen, de Oral. 10), and which characterizes the
teaching of the later Greek Fathers, and in the West appears in
Ambrose, Gregory the Great, and the early mediaaval writers,
became obscured or even lost. Logically the later Scholastic
teaching involved consequences which affected the value not
only of the sacrifice of the Mass, but of the priesthood as well.
Hence Vacant (op. cit. p. 49) says of it that it prepared the way
for Protestantism (cf. Eidd, op. cit. p. 103 f.).
'

*

(l)The practice of offering the Eucharist with
special intention, which grew rapidly after the
4th cent., and of associating with each Mass the
idea of a distinct offering for sin (cf. above, II. 3
(3)) led to an exaggerated belief in the ex opere
operato idea of the Mass. An almost magical conception of the operation of sacraments came to be
current, which took no account of the spiritual
condition of the recipients. Thus the benefits of
the Mass were regarded as operating mechanically for the good of those on whose behalf it was
offered.

A

second feature of the popular religion was
(2)
the multiplication of Masses. This was a wide departure from primitive usage {e.g. the ' one altar,'
'one Eucharist' of Ignatius, and the practice of concelebration '). As late as the 6th cent, the Synod
of Auxerre (578) forbade the saying of two Masses
at the same altar on the same day (Vacant, p. 26).
Convenience led to the relaxation of this rule, and
the habit of offering Masses with special intention,
and of going from one Mass to another, grew from
the 9th cent, onwards. From the 11th cent, onwards various decrees were issued forbidding priests
to say at first more than three Masses a day;
later on, more than one (Vacant, p. 27).
This
popular practice encouraged a mechanical idea of
the rite, and gave ground for the belief that each
Mass was a distinct act of propitiation made for
sin or to procure some specific benefit.
(3) The system which did more than anything
else to externalize the idea of the Mass was the
chantry system. Endowments were given to procure the saying of Masses for the souls of the
founder and his family.
Some of these dated
from the 12th cent, in England, but the system
became wide-spread in the 14th and 15th centuries.
On its better side it represented a touching devo'

'

'

A

second development of later mediaeval teach(6)
ing was the idea that, while the sacrifice of the Cross
availed for original sin, that of the Mass was an
offering for daily sins both deadly and venial. This
opinion was mentioned and condemned in the Confession of Augsburg in 1530 (cf. the English Pr.
Bk. art. xxxi.). Tne Roman theologians at first
In
denied that such an opinion had been held.
reply the Reformers appealed to Aquinas. But the
sermons appealed to, though ascribed to Thomas
Aquinas, and also included in another form among
the works of Albert the Great, undoubtedly belong
The same opinion was attributed
to a later period.
to the Dominican Catherinus, who was present at
the CouncU of Trent, and it apparently gained a
certain currency, largely because of its association
with the two famous Schoolmen mentioned above.
It was denounced by Latimer and, when brought
to light in the 16th cent., it was repudiated by the
Roman theologians (for the history, see Vacant, op.
cit. p. 41, note
Kidd, p. 73 f.).
9. The place of the Eucharist in mediaeval reThe historical development which has been
ligion.
traced above represents the growth of a doctrinal
and practical system in which the influence of
popular religion played a large part.
( 1 ) In their attempt to formulate a scientific statement of the mode of Christ's presence in tlie
Eucharist the Schoolmen were hampered by the
existence of an established belief which had taken
shape in the later Patristic and early mediEeval
period, and which exhibited all the features of a
;

;

—

'
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crude and unreflective piety. They undoubtedly
made a sincere attempt to free the doctrine from
the materialistic expression which had been given
to it before their time, but their influence in this
respect, whatever their own conceptions may have
been, only very partially succeedecl in affecting the
general belief. The crude materialism of popular
belief continually re-asserted itself (see, e.g., the
statement of Archbishop Arundel in 1413, quoted
by Stone, op. cit. i. 376 f.). Again, the absorption
of the Schoolmen in the question of the mode of
the Eucharistic presence only served the purpose
of keeping the discussion on a lower plane, in which
it was continually encumbered by the intrusion of
purely physical questions, which withdrew attention from the purpose and significance of the Sacramust except, however, from
ment as a whole.
this criticism the treatment of the subject by such
writers as William of Auvergne (see above, § 7)(2) One effect of this excessive attention given to
the question of the relation of the elements to the
spiritual gift bestowed in the Sacrament was to
concentrate the thought of worshippers upon the
moment of consecration, when by tne miracle of
transubstantiation the body and blood of Christ
were present upon the altar. The elevation of the
Sacrament for the purposes of worship (see above,
§ 4) gave point and precision to this aspect of the
Thus the Lay Folks' Mass Book, which prorite.
vides no devotions for communion, directs the worshipper after the consecration to do reverence to
Jesus Christ's own presence and to kneel, holding
up both hands, and so to behold the elevation and
meditate on Christ's Passion. The manifestation
of Christ in the Mass was regarded as supplying
the greatest incentive to faith and devotion (see the
language of William of Auver^e quoted above,
§ 7), and there is little doubt that in its higher forms
this belief fostered a noble and beautiful piety (see,
e.g., the prayers in the Lay Folks' Mass Book and
the Ancren Riwle). But on its lower side this
gazing on the Sacrament tended to divert attention from the purpose of the Sacrament as a whole,
and ministered to the craving for the miraculous
and to a magical conception of religion.
(3) Corresponding to this emphasis on the moment
of consecration we find a decline in frequency of communion. Amalarius in the 9th cent, still counselled
daily communion, but later on a monthly (Langland, Piers Plowman, Pass. xix. B. 387 f ) or even
yearly communion (Chaucer, Parson's Tale) was regarded as sufficient. The Fourth Lateran Council
(1215), by prescribing a minimum of one communion
a year, had contributed unintentionally to this
growing infrequency, though local Councils from
time to time sought to secure a higher standard.
Among lay-people frequent communion was exceptional {e.g., Fisher mentions as a mark of exceptional piety that the Lady Margaret was ' houselled
Moreover, the cus•well-nigh twelve times a year).
tom had sprung up of giving communion outside
the time of Mass (see Langland, Piers Plowman,
and dude
and dyhte me derly
Pass. xxii. 4
me to churche. To huyre holliche ye masse and be
housled after'). This dislocation of the rite, by
severing the idea of communion from it, marks a
wide departure from earlier usage.
(4) Another mediaeval departure was the withdrawal of the cup from the laity. This practice
began in the 12th cent., and was justified in the
13th by Aquinas (see above, § 4), though he declares
the other use permissible. Finally, though communion in both kinds continued even at Rome on
Easter Day late in the 14th cent. the Council of
Constance in 1415 made commiinion in one kind
compulsory.
(5) The Schoolmen, as we have seen, devoted comparatively little attention to the sacrificial aspect

We

'

'
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of the Eucharist, though some writers of the 13th
cent, have valuable discussions on the rationale of
sacrifice in general {e.g., William of Auvergne and

Here again they were hampered
by the existence of a popular system of practice
which had been growing up since the time of Pope
Gregory the Great. This popular system had encouraged, by the frequency 01 Masses, an external
and mechanical conception which led to the belief
that each Mass had a distinct propitiatory value
apart from the moral condition of the worshipper.
The result was that an exaggerated importance
came to be attached to the mere hearing of Mass.
Albert the Great).

(6) Lastly, the loss of the corporate aspect of the
Eucharist as an expression of the unity of the faithful, which finds a place in the teaching of St. Paul
and St. Augustine, was another consequence of the
severance of the idea of communion from that of
worship. The Schoolmen, indeed, in their treatises
frequently refer to this aspect of the matter, and
quote Augustine's language upon the subject, but
in popular religion and practice it seems to have
found little place.
On the otner hand, the mediaeval doctrine and
practice with regard to the Eucharist rendered important services to religion by the impressive witness which they bore to particular aspects of the
rite,
(a) Worship and adoration found a striking
and noble expression in the mediaeval Mass, and in
the prayers contained in some of the popular books
of instruction. To the men of the Middle Ages the
Mass was the mystery par excellence of the Church.
Around it there gathered all the splendour which
art and music could provide. The appeal that was
made to eye and ear in the public worship of the
Church was calculated to enthral the imagination
and subdue the will. And there is little doubt that
to multitudes the Mass provided a real incentive to
devotion and to spiritual worship. (6) The mediaeval Mass kept the memory of the Passion of
Christ vividly before the minds of the worshippers.
The popular books of devotion and the mystical
commentators on the Mass alike emphasize the conception of the Mass as a sacred drama exhibiting
and rehearsing again and again the story of the
Lord's Passion 'until He come.' (c) The mystical
aspect of the Eucharist as a means by which the
union of the soul with Christ is effected finds clear
expression in the best forms of mediaeval religion,
alike in the teaching of St. Bernard, Hugh of
St. Victor, William of Auvergne, in the hymns of
Thomas Aquinas, and the devotions of the Imitatio

Christi.
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I,

GENERAL.

—The

first

Beformation

utterance concerning the nature of the Eucharist
is found in Luther's sermon of 1518, 'De digna
praeparatione cordis pro suscipiendo Sacramento
Eucharistiae.' In order to its worthy reception,
the believer must free his mind of all hatred and
dissension.
No other sins are so incompatible
with both the name and the res of this sacrament,
for its name is communion, and its res the unity
of hearts.
The elements of the Eucharist are a
picture of this, for the one bread is made up of
many grains and the wine of many grapes.
Quod et
Nomen est communio Re3 unitas cordium.
'

.

;

.

.

figuratur in speciebus sacramenti, in quibus multa grana,
amissa sinffuloruin differentia, in unum panem. Item uvae
multae, amiesa sua quoque ditf erentia, in unum vinum redactae

—

'

.

;

'

Aquinas, Sum. Theol., pt.

iii.

queest. 79, art. 7).

There had come to be, in fact, two distinct rites
the Mass and the Eucharist. The first time,
however, that the distinction was drawn ConfessionaUy was at the Council of Trent, where the
doctrines of the
sanctissimum sacramentum
Eucharistiae and the sacrificium Missae are dealt
with in two separate sections, the former being

—

'

aunt.'

has often been remarked that, instead of
union, this sacrament brought disunion into the
ranks of the Reformers ; in place of the unitas
cordium there is a bitter sacramental controversy.
But, while this is true, it ought not to blind us to
the underlying unity of the Protestant doctrine.
The Reformed Church in all its branches was and
is united in rejecting certain points of mediaeval
theory and practice. Chief among these are (1)
the doctrine of Transubstantiation (2) the idea
of any priestly miracle ; (3) the Adoration of the
Host ; (4) the ' sacrificium propitiatorium of the
Mass ; (5) the denial of the cup to the laity. If
not so united on the positive side, it has been, and
is, practically unanimous in making the following
assertions (1) that the Eucharist whatever name
for it may be in common use is a sacrament
It

'

'

:

;

'

—

:

—

instituted by Christ.
Here the Quakers dissent. They reject the idea of sacraments
altogether. The Spirit of God is the only signature and pledge
of our Gospel inheritance.
The communion of the body and
blood of Christ is inward and spiritual. ... Of which things the
breaking of bread by Christ and His disciples was a figure,
which even they who had received the substance used in the
church for a time, for the sake of the weak
yet, seeing
they are but shadows of better things, they cease in such as
'

.

.

.

have obtained the inheritance (Barclay, Apology, Prop. 13).
(2) That it is the central act of Christian worship.
(3) That it is a means of grace.
At this point a not inconsiderable number part company
with the general Protestant doctrine. Historically, they are
represented by the Socinians. To them the Lord's Supper is
not directly a means of grace. In their Confessional doctrine,
they were even loath to speak of sacraments. They called the
Eucharist a ceremony (jyroeceptum Christi ctsreTn&niaZe) which
it was becoming to retain as a venerable and beautiful custom.
It was instituted that believers might call to mind with thankfulness the Lord's death, and for no other purpose {Cat. Roc.
qu. 337). With them in this matter Winer iConfessioiis of
Christendom, Edinburgh, 1873, p. 264) has classed the Arminians
who regard the Lord's Supper as a mere ceremony of thanksgiving and profession.' But the Brotherhood of the Remon'

'

strants (the representatives of Arminius), while rejecting the
full Calvinistic doctrine, have held to a position similar to that
of Zwingli at one period of his career, and using largely his
language, e.g. 'signa repraesentantia rem,' give to the Supper a
real though comparatively insignificant place among the means
of grace.
(4)

respectively.
And, subject to certain modifica
tions, this characterization may stand.
I. The doctrine of Luther.
As the differences
in doctrine arose largely from different points of
departure, something must be said about the
mediaeval doctrine. In the pre-Ref ormation Church
the Eucharist was regarded not merely as a sacrament, but at the same time as a true sacrifice :
In quantum in hoc Sacramento repraesentatur passio Christi,
qua Christus obtulit se hostiam Deo . . habet rationem
sacriflcii
in quantum vero in hoc Sacramento traditur invisibilis
gratia sub visibili specie, habet rationem sacramenti (Thomas

That there

is

a real presence of Christ in the

Sacrament.
The phrase real presence would fail to commend itaelf to
many, as being connected with certain dogmas, but the real
presence in some sense would not be denied.
all the difl'erences, therefore, of teaching
'

'

Amid

and practice which
Churches, there

obtain

in

the

Reformed

a profound and wide-spread
agreement which must not be overlooked.
is

The main constructions of EucharisTic doctrine in tbe Churches of tee
Beformation.— The Reformation, with all its
II.

substantial unity, produced three distinct types of
doctrine in regard to the Lord's Supper. These
are associated with the names of Zwingli, Calvin,
and Luther. The main point of divergence lies in
the way in which the presence of Christ in the
Supper is conceived. H. Schultz {Zur Lehre vom
heiligen Abendmahl, Gotha,
1886) has called
them 'historisch,' 'mystisch,' and 'wunderhaft'

'

'

'

defined in 1651, the latter not until 1562.
Now, Luther's great concern was to conserve for
the believer all the invisible grace of the Eucharist
Zwingli, on the other hand, attacked the doctrine
of the Mass, and, in particular, any thought of the
repetition, renewal, or continuance of the sacrifice
of the Cross. Luther approached the subject from
the point of view of the troubled conscience desiring grace and the assurance of grace, and was
content merely to remove the superfluous miracles
from the Eucharist ; Zwingli from the point of view
of the educated layman, sick of priestly claims,
and intolerant of any such thought as the manufacture of Deity.
The teaching of Luther, however, is not all of
a piece. It has been asserted that there is an
obvious Romeward retrogression from the evangelical simplicity of his early doctrine, from the
moment he began to enter into controversy with
Carlstadt. But over against this may be set the
'

facts that in his earliest teaching he seems simply
to have accepted the doctrine of Transubstantiation as he found it, and that, while he was himself
conscious of development, he was conscious of it
In 1545 he asserted
in quite a difierent direction.

that at

with great humility, he left too many
to the Pope, which he afterwards conas abominations (cf. I. A. Dorner, History

first,

articles

demned

of Prot. Theol., Eng. tr., Edinburgh, 1871, i. 124).
But he certainly did pass through several stages
before reaching the precision of his final doctrine.
It has to be remembered that Luther came to the doctrine of
the Eucharist after he had already attained a general theory of
the Sacraments. His controversy over the Indulgences and the
Sacrament of Penance had given him such a theory ' non
sacramentum, sed fides sacramenti, justiflcat.' To the Scholastic sacramenta sunt efScacia signa gratiae,* be added si
credis, et non amplius (Serm. de Paenitentia).
With such an
evangelical theory already to hand, he proceeded to deal in
various sermons with the Eucharist. Characteristic is his outburst against the obscuring of the Word in the Sacrament.
What Devil,' he asks, suggested that the words should be
hidden from the people?' In the Sacrament everything lies in
the words that Ohnst says, which we should verily set with
gold and precious stones' (Serm. Von dem neuen Testament,
Erlangen ed. xxvii. 139 f.). This whole sermon, as A. W.
Dieckhoff remarks, reads like a song of victory over the rediscovered word (Die evangel. Abendmahlslehre im Reformationszeitalter, Gottingen, 1&54, p. 210).
There is, however, no consistent theory in these early sermons
not even consistent progress towards the later doctrine.
Throughout, Luther regards the Eucharist as a beneficium,'
not as an officium,' but the details of the exposition vary. In
1618, bread and wine are pictures of the unitas cordium (see
above). In 1519, the transformation ( Wandlung) of bread and
wine into body and blood is a picture of our transformation
into the spiritual body of Christ. In 1520, the body and blood
are present to support the trustworthiness of the word of
forgiveness, being outward signs of the death which was
necessary before the testament of Christ could have effect.
In 1521, the body and blood are present for the same purpose,
but now they are identical with the means through which the
forgiveness was won (cf. F. Graebke, Die Konstruktion der
Abendmahlslehre Luthers, Leipzig, 1908, pp. 1-42).
There is here no consistent theory. Luther throughout is
operating within Scholastic limits, and has sought to invest the
old formulae with an evangelical meaning. His great aim is to

—

'

*

'

'

'

*

—

'

'

*

'

'
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reetore the Word to its rightful place in tho Sacrament and
alonpwide tho Sacrament, and to keep the Sacrament from bGin(f
regarded aa the vehicle of a higher praco than tho Word.
Indoefl, in the de Captivitate BaOj/lomca, he ausertd that he
prefers to epeak of one Sacrament the Word and several signs
(*si usu Scripturao loqui velim, non nisi unum sacromentum
habeo, et tria signa socramentalia').

—

—

From the beginning, however, of the controversy
with Carlstadt, Lutlier's doctrine began to be
more distinctive, for it had now not only, on the
negative side, to be free from the positive errors
and superfluous miracles of Rome, but to be
developed on the positive side against a theory
which denied that the Sacrament was a means of
grace at all, and, in particular, refused to allow
any real presence of Christ in the Sacrament.
Andrew Bodenstein of Carlstadt was a professor in Wittenberg. When Luther was still in the Wartburg, and Carlstadt
'

'

was a power in the town, Wittenberg became the scene of
tumult and disorder.
Hasty reforms were introduced, most
them good but their hasty execution bred excitement, and
the excitement was fanned into uproar and riot by the appearance of the Zwickau prophets. To Luther thereafter Carlstadt
was the man responsible for this tumult, a fanatic himself and
of

;

the associate of fanatics. Carlstadt's Eucharistic teaching was,
like Luther's early teaching, not all of a piece.
In 1521 he had
put forth a small pamphlet on the Eucharist, in which he held,
not that the bread was a sign of the body of Christ, but that
the body of Christ was a sign of the grace of Qod. But by 1524,
in his treatise *Von dem wider-christlichen Missbrauch des

Herrn Brods und Kelchs,' he had come to another opinion.
true and necessary, but there ran through it all the
theory that the Lord's Supper was not a pledge and seal of the
certainty of reconciliation, but only a mere remembrance with
moral influence on the mind, thus setting the Supper on the
same plane with any picture or sermon that recalled the death
of Christ.
In the next year appeared his exposition of the
words Hoc est corpus meum.' He denied that the presence of
Christ in the Supper could be proved from Scripture. When
our Lord used the words Hoc est corpus meum,' Carlstadt,
following an interpretation attributed to the Waldenses, suggested that He pointed to His own body.
Now, of much of Carlstadt's teaching Luther might have been
expected to approve. But he never could see Carlstadt as a
thmker differmg from him in certain points of theology he
always saw him as the representative of a fundamentally different type of piety (cf. K. Jagfer, Luthera religioses Interesse
an seiner Lehre von der Realprdsenz, Giessen, 1900), or, rather,
as devoid of true evangelical religion altogether. And so, in his
various answers to Carlstadt and those associated with him,
though he always came back to the Sacrament, he attacked their
whole conception of salvation and its appropriation. Carlstadt
had no conception, he urged, of the needs of a troubled conscience, either in the Sacrament or in Christ Himself. What
was needed was comfort through assurance of the forgiving
grace of God. This comfort was not to be found in any mere
subjective remembrance some objective guarantee was wanted.
Through the necessity of finding this in the Sacrament he never
ceased to emphasize his interpretation of the words of institution, and developed rapidly his own distinctive theory (Consubstantiation). The term Consubstantiation,' it should here be
noted, is mostly used by non-Lutherans. Lutherans in general
object to it, because it seems to express the idea of the mixing
of two substances so as to form a third, but they have no objection to it when explained as the real co-existence of the two
substances {das reale Zusammensein beider Stibatamen), the
earthly and the heavenly.

Much was

'

'

;

;

'

Luther's interpretation of Hoc est corpus meum
always seemed to him the only full Christian one.
He claimed that it was literal but an absolutely
literal interpretation would imply rather the Roman
Catholic doctrine. By the hoc Luther understood
the bread not, however, as bread alone, but as
already forming a sacramental unity with the body
of Christ, which sacramental unity exists before
This sacramental unity
the words are spoken.
(and this is important) is not the result, therefore,
Having laid
of any word or act of consecration.
down this sacramental unity of bread and body,
he then explains the words as a synecdoche, in
which the wnole (bread and body) stands for a part
'

;

—

(body).
To this his fertile mind found many
analogies, e.g. sword and sheath, soul and body,
the two natures in Christ, glowing iron, etc. The
most homely, ' the child in the cradle ' (Erlangen
ed. xxix. 267), as when a mother says, ' This (cradle
child,' led his opponents to say
and child) is
that Luther by est understood continet. But he
never gave up the idea that his interpretation was
the natural one, the most literal, and therefore the
only legitimate one. In his Larger Catechism he

my
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'Though infinite myriads of Devils and
fanatics should impudently demand how bread
and wine can be the body und blood of Christ,
wrote:
all

I know that all spirits and learned men put together have not as much intelligence as Almighty
God has in His little linger.'
The explanation of the sacramental unity, the
co-existence of body and bread, he found in the

metaphysics of Scholasticism.
His theory of the mode of presence of Christ's body goes back
to certain distinctions made by William of Occam anu adopted
by Biol and d'Ailly (cf., further, art. UsiyuiTV).
It appears
first in his sermon Vimi Sakrament des Leibea (1520), and is
developed in his other controversial writings againat the Swiss
reformers. Occam had taught: (1) the este reptelive ( = omnipresence) of God, (2) the uniprcesentia of the body of Christ in
Heaven, (3) the esse di£inilive ( = 7nultiD(iHpr(jesentia) of the
body of Christ in the Eucharist. The difficulty here lies in the
It is explained b^' Luther as that which is in
esse dij/initive.
space but does not fill any portion of it, and is not circumscribed
by it. To Christ's resurrection-body belon(;ed this kind of presence. * Just as the sealed stone and the shut door remained unaltered, and yet His body was at the pl.ice where were mere
stone and wood, in the same way is He
the Sacrament where

m

the bread and wine are, and yet the bread and wine remain untransformed and unaltered' (Erl. ed. xxx. 20Sf.). The sacramental presence of Christ is not, therefore, conceived in any
local or circumscribed fashion.
His body is present not after
the mode of the esse eircumscripiive, but after that of the esse
dijflnitive.
When the bread is broken, therefore, Luther holds
that Christ's body is not broken, but remains complete in every
part, even in the smallest particle.

Luther's teaching might have rested finally on the
esse diffinitive of Occam, had it not been that he
was continually faced with the question, Christ
is seated at the right hand of God, how then can
This he met by
His body be in the Sacrament ?
denying that the right hand of God is local. It is
not a particular place like a golden chair, or the
like.'
God's right hand is everywhere.
So he
turns round on his opponents with this syllogism
that is
Christ's body is at the right hand of God
acknowledged. But the right hand of God is everywhere so assuredly it is in the bread (M''eimar
ed. xxiii. 143 ; cf. Hunzinger, PBS? xx. 187). The
esse diffinitive has thus been exalted to the esse
repletive, the Tnultivoliprcesentia to omnipresence.
To the same conclusion Luther came also from
the side of Christology, in which he taught that
the conjunction of the two natures in Christ implies
a communicatio idiomatum a transference of the
attributes of the one to the other and that, therefore, the body of Christ possessed the Divine attribute of omnipresence.
But all this proved too much, as his opponents
were not slow in pointing out. If the body of
Christ was everywhere, tlien it was received in
every common meal, and not only in the Eucharist.
'

'

'

:

—

'

—

'

—

—

This difficulty was met by a specific sacramental
presence in accordance with the promise. It is one
thing for Christ to be present, and another thing
for Him to be present for us.
He is there for
thee, when He binds Himself by His word, and
(ib. xxiii. 151).
says, "Here art thou to find me
'

The

solution is imperfect, as, indeed,

must any

attempt be to connect a theory of the ubiquity of
Christ s body with a real presence in the Sacrament. For either (1) there is the same presence
everywhere as in the Sacrament, or (2) a specific
sacramental presence must be added to the other,
and is so far distinct from the other.
Luther himself did not consider his theorizing
He had outlined an intelto be binding or final.
ligible way in which the almighty power of God
could secure the presence of the body and blood.
What he did consider as binding and final was the
fact of the real presence in, with, and under the
bread and wine.
The

characteristic Lutheran in,

eum,

et

sub pane

is

not

Luther's own. It first appears in the strife between Hessbus
and Klebitz in Heidelberg after his death. Luther himself spoke
of in et sub pane.
In whatever
it might be explained, Luther's

way

strong religious interest

made him

insist

on the

:
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presence being conserved.
Sometimes his
vehemence led him into language which went
beyond his theory e.g., in his instructions to
Melanchthon in 1534 he uses language which might
seem to imply that the body of Christ in the
Eucharist is eaten after the manner of ordinary
real

;

food:
' In brief this ia
oxa doctrine, that the body of Ohriat is truly
eaten in and with the bread, so that what the bread does and
suffers, the body of Christ does and suffers : it is distributed,
eaten, and masticated with the teeth imit den Zdhnen zerbiasen),
propter unionein sacramentalem.'

But the qualifying phrase and the heat

of contro-

versy ought to keep us from pressing these words
too far. And the Formula of Concord (Epitome,
Art. 7, neg. 21) expressly rules out any such
inference
'
We also utterly reject and condemn the Oapernaitic manducation of the body o! Christ, ... as if, forsooth, we taught
that the body of Christ is torn by the teeth' (mit Zdhrien

Supper for the Church community, and
conflict

this especially

when

io

with Luther.

Zwingli's teaching

divided into three distinct periods. In
the earliest and latest periods the same teaching is to be found ;
in the middle period, during the controversy with Luther, one
essential point of his teachmg at other times is obscured and
even denied. In this article the former is taken to be the true
Zwinglian doctrine.
is

Zwingli set out against the sacrificial aspect of
mediaeval doctrine. Over against the Mass, with
its thought of the repetition of the Sacrifice of the
Cross, he set the Supper as a memorial or remembrance of the Sacrifice offered once for all.
The thought of remembrance, therefore, is not
opposed to any thought of present participation,

but opposed simply to any thought of repetition.

The bread and wine were signs of the broken body
and the shed blood.
The primary reference of
the Eucharist, therefore, was to the death of
Christ, and not to any union with the glorified

zerrissen).

Christ.

Luther regarded the manducatio impiorum as a
decisive test of any supposed doctrine of the real

the beginning of his teaching, Zwingli felt that the
est corpus meum must be understood in some
manner. But in 1522 he came to know of Gerhard
Hoen's (Honius) de Eucharistia,' where for ast is understood
signijicat.
This interjjretation he adopted, and supported by
many passages of Scripture that seemed to him similar, e.g.
Gn 4128 The seven good kine are seven years
1 Co 10*
That rock was Christ.' But in 1525, after his last disputation
with his opponents in Ziirich, when he had sought in vain for
an absolutely conclusive parallel, he dreamt of one Ex 1211
Hoc est transitus Domini where ett manifestly stood for
symbolum est or Jigura est. This discovery further defined his

presence.
It was self-evident to him that, if the
body of Christ were really present, in the sense

that he understood the word, even the unbelieving
who partook of the bread participated also in the
body of Christ. This manducatio impiorum was
so much a part of his doctrine that he used it from
the beginnmg as an argument to overwhelm Carlstadt.
The evangelical nature of the Sacrament
he preserved by asserting that, though the unbelieving participated in the body and blood, they
had no part in the grace of which body and blood

were vehicles.
The main thoughts in Luther's reconstruction
are these
(1) that the Eucharist was instituted
for the strengthening and comfort of believers
through assurance of the forgiving grace of God
and communion with the Risen Lord ; (2) that the
objective guarantee of this assurance and the
means of this communion is the real presence of
the body and blood of Christ, in (with) and under
the elements of bread and wine ; (3) that the real
presence itself is assured by the ubiquity of Christ's
body, and made available by the words of institution ; (4) that this real presence entails that the
unbelieving participate in the body and blood of
Christ, though they have no part in the grace of
the Sacrament.
2. The doctrine of Zwinglj.— As already mentioned, the difterence between Zwingli and Luther
largely arose from the ditt'erent points of departure
the Mass and the Eucharist respectively. To this
must be added dififerences in training and religious
experience. Luther's education was monastic, his
theological studies originally and essentially Scholastic.
Zwingli's education was Humanist, his
theological studies originally Patristic.
Luther's
first Eucharistic controversy was with over-zealoua
Reformers, Zwingli's with upholders of the Mass.
Luther's general idea of a sacrament received its
evangelical shape in conflict with Rome over Indulgences and the sacrament of Penance, Zwingli's
in controversy with the Anabaptists over Baptism.
Against magical ideas of sacramental grace, Luther
was led, therefore, to emphasize personal understanding and belief ; against individualisticnotions,
Zwingli brought into prominence the social aide of
Christianity, the relation of the sacraments to the
:

—

community.
In Zwingli's Von Taaf tmd Wiiertovf (1626), Baptism is a
sign of allegiance, a 'tessera of the Christian soldier. This
expression he probably obtained from Melanchthon, who in his
Loci (1521) had already spoken of the sacraments as 'tesserae
militares.' The Eucharist was the symbol of the communion
'

'Ergo hunc panem edimus, ut unus
panis tandem flamus' (Letter to Alber).
lb proclaimed the
meniDership of the believer in the covenant of grace, and
pledged him to a life in accordance with his profession. So,
while Luther almost always thought of the individual in this
connexion, Zwingli gave prominence to the significance of the
of all believers in Christ.

From

words

'

Hoc

'

figurative

'

'

' ;

*

*

'

—

—

and more firmly convinced him of its truth.
essential to the Zwinglian teaching is
the emphasis laid on Jn 6. This chapter to him is
decisive against all ideas of receiving the body of
Christ by the mouth. Faith is the organ of appropriation.
And it was by his Johannine conception of faith that Zwingli conceived the presence
Faith, to Zwingli, inof Christ in the Eucharist.
cluded also the mystical union vrith Christ the
This life of
life of Christ in us, and ours in Him.
faith has its fluctuations (fides labascit), and so
interpretation,

Even more

—

God must continually anew increase our faith.
To that end Christ gives Himself for food, and so
the prayer of the believer in each succeeding
Eucharist is that God may renew this union with
Christ.
The Eucharist is, therefore, a definite renewal of the one continuous central union with
Christ (cf. Ebrard, passim). From one side, the
Eucharist is a memorial of the death of Jesus, and
bread and wine are signs of the broken body and
shed blood from another it is an act of renewed
union with Christ, and bread and wine are seals of
this union.
;

So had Zwingli's doctrine developed itself before the controversy with Luther; and, though in that controversy he emphathe relation to the death of Christ
yet in his utterances outside the sphere of the controversy,
during this time, his full teaching found expression (cf. his first
sermon before the Disputation at Berne, 1528). But in the controversy itself, just as Luther inclined to extremes, not only
of language but of doctrine, and used words that seemed to
imply a Capernaitic eating, so Zwingli at times would have
nothing to do with any presence of Christ save as the object of
our subjective contemplation. In so far Schultz ia justified in
speaking of Zwingli's mode of presence as ' historisch.' ' Nunquam enim aliud obtinebis, quam quod Christi corpus quum in
coena quum in mentibus piorum non aliter ait, quam sola contemplatione ' (Covering letter sent by Zwingli to Luther with
the Ainica Exegesis).
sized only the former side

—

—

Zwingli's completed doctrine
are these, and the obvious Scriptural derivation
of all the points should be noted e.jr. (2) and (3)
are founded on the words of institution, (4) on
Jn 6, (5) on 1 Co 10 (1) the Eucharist is not a
repetition of the Sacrifice of Christ, but a commemoration of that Sacrifice (2) the bread and
wine are signs or symbols of the broken body
and shed blood of Christ (3) the reference of the
Eucharist is, therefore, rather to Christ crucified
than to Clirist glorified
(4) in the Eucharist,
Christ is truly our food, and through Him our
spiritual life is nourished, but He is appropriated
by faith alone ; (5) the Eucharist, as a true com-

The main elements of

—

—

;

;

;
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innnion of tho body of Cliriat, is Bpecially significant for the life of the Church community, Ijeing
the sign and pledge of united allegiance to Christ

and membership

in

Him.

—

The

Calvin's teaching
doctrine of Calvin.
on the Eucharist is much easier to detine partly
because he appeared on the scene later, when the
problems had already been stated and discussed,
and partly because his teaching underwent scarcely
any change from the beginning to the end. The
3.

—

later

Lutheran

controversialists regarded Calvin

as a cunning Zwinglian intent on making converts
to the Zwinglian teaching by the artful use of
Lutheran phrases, while many of the Swiss at
first regarded him as a pure Lutheran, whose open
and declared purpose it was to undermine the
teaching of Zwingli.
He stands in the middle,
not because, like Bucer, he was for ever seekinjj a
via media, a form of words to which both parties
could give adherence, but by reason of his deeper
insight into the essentials of sacramental teaching.
He stands in the middle, not in virtue of any mere
deft manipulation of theological terms, but because
his mind and heart demanded an interpretation of
the Supper purified from mediceval accretions,
while conserving every real religious interest. He
had, like Zwingli, a distrust of all the refinements
and subtleties of Scholasticism therefore he could
not accept Luther's doctrine of ubiquity. He had,
like Luther, a full and rich religious interest in the
real presence of Christ ; therefore he could not
accept the elements as mere signs. By his contemporary admirers his teaching was rightly regarded both as a spiritualizing of Luther s and as
a deepening of Zwingli's. His teaching was tolerated by Luther as no other divergent teaching had
ever been it was accepted by Zwingli's successors
(cf. Consensus Tigurinus).
At one time it seemed
as if it might have united the divided ranks of the

—

—

;

;

Reformers.
Even JD the first edition of tlie Institutes, bread and wine are
to Oalvin not mere signs, but symbols ; and not mereiy Byrabols
of the death of Christ, as in Zwingli, but also, and indeed preeminently, symbols of our living union with Christ ; the action
of the Holy Supper is an act of real and true reception of
Christ (cf. Ebrard, ii. 417). So Calvin speaks habitually not of
^gna reproesentantia, but of aigna exhiHtiva, and of instrum£nta.
In this first edition there is found already fully developed
Calvin's characteristic teaching as to the mode of presence of
Christ. Zwingli and Luther had fought over the sitting at the
right hand of God. Zwingli had held that the body of Christ,

being thus ascended and localized, is not present in the elements ; Luther had taught that the right hand of God is everywhere, and that therefore Christ's body is in the elements.
Both were sure that any circumscription of the body precluded
the real presence otherwise than to faith.
But Calvin conceived the sessio ad dexteram aa participation in the omnipotence and majesty of God. What followed ?
Christus virtutem
euam, ubicunque placuerit, in coelo et in terra exserat (Inst.,
1st ed. p. 246, ed. Tholuck, Edinburgh, 1874, IV. xvil. 18).
From the glorified Christ there streams a power over and
above the ordinary influence of the Holy Spirit, of which, in
the Supper, believers are recipients. The body of Christ is not
now present on earth anywhere as substance, i.e. as material
substance, but it is present as power, as virtxis if not naturaliter, then vers et ejficaciter.
In the Eucharist, Christ is present
with <nnnia benejicia. And this, Calvin adds, is the kind of
presence that the nature of a sacrament demands. On this
account the words of institution do not speak of the body of
Christ apart from His benefits, or of the benefits apart from
the body and blood whereby they are procured. ' In affirming
of his body that it was broken, and of his blood that it was
shed for us, he shows that both were not so much hie own as
ours, because he took and laid down both, not for his own
advantage, but for our salvation' (Inst. rv. xvii. 8). Oalvin,
therefore, does not hesitate to give to the elements the name
of Christ's body and blood because they are, as it were, instruments whereby Christ distributes them to us.
Corporis veri
et sanguinis nomen eis attributum, quod sit velut instrumenta
quibus Dominua Jesus Christus nobis ea distribuit (' de Coena
Domini,' Opuscula, Geneva, 1552, p. 133).
'

'

;

*

'

The bread does not bring Christ to us we are
not to look to the bread and build ourselves upon
it, as if this
dead creature had an immanent
power to bring Christ to us ; but Christ Himself
through His spirit gives Himself to us, and the
;

'

'
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is a pledge and seal by which the assurance
this free gift is maile vict<jriou» over all the
The mode of
fluctuations of our subjective faith.
presence may, therefore, be named mystical, but it
is more accurately spoken of as dynamical.
The main distinctive thoughts of Calvin are

bread

of

(1) that the bread and wine are signs of the
body and blood of Christ, but exhibiting signs and
instrumental means of His presence
(2) that,
though the body of Christ is in Heaven, there is a

these

:

;

real presence of Christ in the Eucharist ; (3) that,
because Christ is at the right hand of God, He can
be present dynamically and efficaciously ; (4) that
the Eucharist is a real means of grace, because He
is present in power to strengthen our real living

union with Him.
In regard to doctrine, Calvin stands between
Zwingli and Luther but not so in regard to mode
of administration. There is nothing to justify the
wide-spread conception that, while Luther accepted
all the old forms except such as were inseparably
bound up with obnoxious dogmas, Zwingli removed
all the ancient customs and, having made a clean
slate, constructed thereupon a new form which was
meagre and sterile. The truth is that, in respect
of the alteration in the celebration of the Eucharist, Zwingli throughout stands on one side with
Luther, as against Calvin. Calvin, and more completely k Lasco, went behind mediaeval practices to
primitive forms. Like Luther, Zwingli removed
He took over the old
only the objectionable.
liturgy, doing away with some parts and altering
others (cf. Ebrard, ii. 60 ff., for a description of
the Zurich liturgy).
;

III. History of the controversy over tbe
Eucharist among the Meforhers.— The first

Reformed circles concerning the
Eucharist were Luther's controversy with Carlstadt, and Zwingli's with the upholders of the Mass.
But we begin at the point where the main bodies
of Reformed teaching came into conflict with each
Zwingli's teaching, as above mentioned,
other.
arose independently of Luther's and from another
point of view. That teaching might have been
tolerable to Luther but for three things.
(1) He
As
always associated Zwingli with Carlstadt.
Carlstadt's
early as 1524 he wrote to Amsdorf
Eoison is spreading in Switzerland.' (2) At first
e knew Zwingli's teaching only by inaccurate
report.
(3) Zwingli represented a different political ideal.
He breathed the free democratic air
of Switzerland, which to Luther, with his experience of the Peasants' War, was anathema.
Passing over Zwingli's letter to Alber which,
however, is noteworthy as containing his most radical •views the real controversy began with Bugenhagen's attack on Zwingli, Contra novum errorem
de Sacramento,' etc., which is mostly an echo of
Luther against Carlstadt, and seems to know no
more of Zwingli's teaching than that by est he
understood signijicat. Zwingli in his answer meets
his opponent on his own ground, and defends his
controversies in

'

:

—

—

'

interpretation.
' Which explanation of the words is tbe more violent
yours,
by which you say, " Bread is bread, but in the bread is eaten
when
we
that
words
are
Christ
"
or
ours,
say
the
the body of
;
figurative, and then explain the figure " Hoc est, nempe syramei,
vobis
avri-nmov
est
corporis
quod
pro
bolum, figura, vel
traditur " ? (Respons. ad Bugenhagenii Epistotajn).

—

'

Almost simultaneously with the Besponsio appeared
a contribution from CEcolampadius, De genuina
'

verborura Domini, etc., expositione.' This work,
unlike Zwingli, started from the words of institution, and, also unlike him, set forth no complete
theory, and no firm connexion with the death of
Christ.
To outsiders it therefore conveyed the
impression that the whole Swiss teaching was the
meagre product of a particular exegesis. This exposition, being dispatched to the S wabian preachers,
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—

produced an answer, the Swabian Syngramma
the work of Brenz. Here the terminology was
Lutheran, the thought a partial anticipation of
Calvin. It taught a dynamical presence the body
:

the bread, just as the power of healing was in
the Brazen Serpent, through the word ('Jam, ut
serpentis verbum sanationera ad serpentem attulit,
cur non ita coenae verbum corpus ad panem ferret?').
CEcolampadius answered in his Antisyngramma, taking the Syngramma sentence by
sentence, replying at length to criticisms of his
exegesis, and asserting that the analogy of the
Brazen Serpent proved no more than a presence in
the Sacrament similar to that in the Word. In
the meantime, Pirkheimer of Nuremberg had also
replied to the expositio.
This controversy is for
two reasons worthy of mention. It was here that
the Lutheran ubiquity theory first made its appearance ; and it was from Pirkheimer that Luther got
his knowledge concerning the doctrines and personand Pirkheimer's
alities of the Swiss Reformers
opinion had been coloured by Erasmus' later view
of the Swiss Eeformers as fanatics and revolutionis in

;

aries.

period)

He is seated at the right hand of
God. By Luther it was asserted (1) that in the
Eucharist Christ is not present only to faith (2)
that whoever accepts the miracle of the Incarnation
has no ground for doubting the presence of Christ
in and with the elements ; (3) that Christ is not
shut up in Heaven, quasi careers (which is hardly
what Zwingli taught) ; (4) that it is necessary for
Christ's body and blood to be in the Eucharist to
assure the believer of the forgiveness of sins.
As the controversy grew more acute, the combatants came more and more to misunderstand
each other. And as, all the time, the forces of
reaction were gathering strength, Philip of Hesse
resolved to bring the two sides together ; and, after
great difficulty, with the useful help of the usual
middleman, Bucer of Strassburg, a conference was
arranged for Marburg, and took place in the castle
there in October 1529. After private conferences
between Luther and CEcolampadius, and Zwingli
and Melanchthon, came the public conference.
Luther's first action, as eye-witnesses on both
sides assert, was to write with chalk upon the
table • Hoc est corpus meum as a sign that he
would not waver. The arguments employed in the
controversy were used over again, but with none
of the old bitterness.
To Luther's interpretation,
Zwingli opposed Jn 6 as discrediting it, and the
familiar ground of the sessio ad dexteram, and the
ubiquity was gone over again. Only on two
occasions did there seem likely to be an open
quarrel.
But no agreement as to the mode of
elements, for

:

;

'

And now, Bucer and

the other Strassburg Reformers, who had sought in vain to mediate between
Luther and Carlstadt, tried to bring about an
understanding between Luther and Zwingli. Their
envoy, Chaselius, brought back the answer from
Luther that no understanding was possible, for
either we or they must be in the wrong, one or
other of us must be the servant of Satan.' And in
his preface to the Syngramma, Luther now openly
joined in the conflict. The fanatics were wrong,
he said, because they were so divided among them'

selves.
To this CEcolampadius answered directly ;
Zwingli contented himself with his Clear Instruction concerning the Lord's Supper
the first of his
sacramental writings in German in which he developed his views in opposition to Luther, but
without naming him. It was written to justify
his position to the people.
little later he published his Arnica Exegesis, to justify his position
to the learned.
Sent to Luther, it crossed his
sermon On the Body and Blood of Christ against
the Fanatics,' which was answered by Zwingli,
immediately on its reception, in his Friindlich
Verglimpfung.
In this he says that 'Martin
Luther stands in his poor judgment as high as any
individual can, but yet God is higher.' Every
year the controversy grew more acute, with an
excess of bitterness on the side of Luther. In
1527, Luther issued his That the Words of Christ,
"This is my body," still stand firm.' Zwingli replied in his That the Words of Christ, " This is
my body," would eternally keep their ancient and
sole meaning; and Martin Luther with his last
Book has not made good his own and the Pope's
Interpretation,' upon which Luther rejoined with
his larger Bekenntniss vom Abendmahl (1528).
What were the main points at issue in this
controversy ? The interpretation of the words of
institution stands always in the foreground, but
only a minor part of the real difference appeared
there.
In part it became a Christological controversy Zwingli accusing Luther, with his communicatio idioinatum, of Docetism ; Luther charging
Zwingli with a Nestorian alloiosis. In regard to
the Eucharist itself, the whole matter hinged on
the real presence. By Zwingli it was expressly
denied: (1) that the body of Christ corporeally
eaten does or can confirm faith (2) that the body
of Christ corporeally or naturally eaten can or does
forgive sin (3) that the body of Christ is corporeally present in the Eucharist so soon as the words
This is my body are spoken over the elements
(which, as we saw, Luther never taught) (4) that
the body of Christ can be corporeally present in the
'

—
—
'

A

'

'

'

—

;

;

'

'

;

'

'

was reached.
The Marburg Conference, says Kolde (PRl?
xii. 255), served more to the true understanding of
the differences than to bridging them over. But
There was a mutual
it certainly was not fruitless.
presence

undertaking to cease from controversial writings.
parties came to an understanding on every
point save one an agreement recorded in the fourteen Articles. In regard to the Eucharist, they
came to see that one side had been misinterpreting
the other the Zwinglians in attributing to their
opponents a Capemaitic eating, and the Lutherans
in regarding their opponents as holding to a mere
memorial. After acknowledging in the Supper a
spiritual enjoyment of the body and blood of Christ,
the document closes with the noteworthy statement
But, although we have not at this time
come to an agreement as to whether the true body
and blood of Christ are corporeally in the bread
and wine, still each party ought to manifest
Christian love towards the others, as far as the
conscience of each will allow ; and both parties
ought diligently to beseech Almighty God to affirm
to us the right understanding by His Holy Spirit.'

The two

—

—

:

'

Within a few months of the Marburg Articles came the Augsburg Confession. Under what influences the tenth Article was
drawn up is a matter of debate. The under the form of wine
and bread of the German version seems designed to conciliate
the Roman Catholics, though it may be a mere protest against
communion in one kind and certainly the rest of the Article
in German and the whole in Latin seems a drawing nearer
De C(Ena Domini decent, quod corpus et santo Zwingli
'

'

;

:

'

guis Christi vere adsint, et distribuantur vescentibua in Ccena
Domini; et improbant secus docentes' (Schaff, Creeds, New
York, 1877, iii. 13). This article, drawn up by Melanchthon, had
an important history. Under tiiie influence of Calvin, as some
maintain, or by reason of an independent approximation to
Calvin's teaching, Melanchthon put forth in 1540 the Variata,
the altered edition of the Augsburg Confession. At the time
no man questioned his right to do this, as he had drawn up the
Now, in the Variata this article reads : ' De ccena
original.
Domini decent, quod cum pane et vino vere exhibeantur corpus
et sanguis Christi vescentibus in Ccena Domini.' The Variola,
therefore, leaves out the disapproval of opponents and the
'vere et substantialiter adesse.' It uses Calvin's term 'exhibiBut it is not fully Calvinistic, for Calvin for veacentibus
tion.'
would have read credentibus. Witnesses even from the Lutheran
side, e.g. Chemnitz, trace these alterations to Che influence of
Luther himself. And, at any rate, though Luther held to his
own construction and contended strongly in private letters in
its interest, he tolerated the Calvinistic construction as he had
not tolerated the Zwinglian, and never entered into the lists of

:
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and drlnku the blude of iha Lord Jcsua, that he rcinaines in
them, and they in him Zea, Ihoy are so maid (IcHh of his Heuh,
and bone of his bones that as the eternall God-htad hes given
to the flciih of CJhriHt Jesus
life and immortulitio
so doia
Christ Jesus his tlesh and blude cattin and dninkin be ua, give
unto ua the same prerogatives' (Art. 21).

public controversy against it. In 1644, In his lost Eucharietic
writing, where he attacks erroneous teaching, Zwitigli, (£colamSadiua, Schwenckfeld, and Carlstadt are all named, but not
alvin ; and no passage has been cited which can reasonably be
construed into an attack on Calvin's doctrine. The original
text and the Variata, supposed erroneously to have been disapproved by Luther, came to be a bone of contention between
the Philippists and the Onesio-Lutherans.
Alter the Marburg Conference, there followed a time of quiet.
The place of controveruial pamphlets was taken by letters of
inquiry, and a possible unifying formula as to the real presence
was sought. In Wiirttemberg, e.g., the Zwinglian Blaurer and
the Lutheran Schnepff united in thiB *that in the bread and
wine Christ's body and blood are present substantialiter et
essentialiter, non autem qiuintitative aut qualitative vel localiter.'
Bucer, active as ever in mediation, thought he had discovered one in 'Christ's body is bodily present to the soul.*
But Luther would have none of it. It used his phraseology to
destroy hia meaning. After a conference at Cassel between
Bucer and Melanchthon, and one at Wittenberg between a
larger representation on both sides, came the Wittenberg Concord. Bucer here admitted Luther's phrases, even the statement which was the crucial one, that the body and blood are
truly offered to the unworthy, who receive it to their condemnaOf course, Bucer was able to accept it only by attaching
tion.
a different meaning to 'unworthy,' by whom he understood,
not unbelievers, as Luther, but careless believers. So it was
only a seeming unity. And, strive as he would, Bucer could
not get the Swiss to accept this. They suspected his explanation o( indipni,' and on writing to Luther found they had good

:

;

.

same Calvinistic

doctrine.
The Westminster standards involved

also the disuse of Knox's
This contained not an imposed but a diacretionary
was not supplied to the people for their responses,
but supplied to the minister alone, for his guidance as to tbe
matter and manner of worship, leaving freedom of variation.
In 1620, Scrymgeour, summoned
It was widely used, however.
before the Court of High Commission for disregarding the
Articles of Perth, pleaded that he conformed to the one valid
form (Knox's Liturgy), 'according to the which, likas I have
always done, so now I minister that sacrament' (Calderwood,
History, Wodrow Soc. ed., Edinburgh, 1843-49, vii, Afl). In the
Westminster Directory this discretionary ritual was replaced by
a rubrical provision, consisting of directions without detailed
forms.

Liturgy.

ritual, i.e. it

There has never been a sacramental controversy
within the Church of Scotland or any of its
branches.
The attempt of Charles i. to impose an alien liturgy, the
'Lifters' among the Seceders who held to the necessity of the

so.

the coming of the more positive doctrine of
Calvin, hopes of unity waxed brighter. Melanchthon drew nearer to Calvin, until the differences
;

'

;

•

;

narrower.
Within the Lutheran Church there ensued a long and bitter
strife, between the Philippists (after Melanchthon*s death,
Crypto- Calvin is ts) and the Gnesio-Lutherans. The latter held
to the full Lutheran doctrine, but, by asserting it over against
Calvin in place of against Zwingli, they were led further than
Luther. Some modifications appeared, e.g. Chemnitz deserted
Luther's later esse repletive for the earlier esse diffinitive and
in place of ubiquitas asserted a species of multivoliprcesentia
Christi carnem reaJi et essentiali praesentiae mode praesentem
esse, non quidem ubique, sed ubicunque et quandocunque vult
Ohristus' {Explicatio de ditabxts Tuxturis). Brenz, now far removed from the Syngrajnina, went beyond Luther, He spoke
of a majestas of the humanity, under which all Divine properties are embraced, so that from the very moment of its origin
the humanity possessed the whole majesty and glory of the
Father. In 1677 the strict Lutherans united in the Formula of
Concord, which gave prominence to the theory of ubiquity as
the basis of the doctrme of the Supper, leaving it undefined
whether the ubiquity was absolute or relative (cf. Artt. 7 and 8).
The renewed appearance of Crypto-Oalvinism was finally suppressed by the Saxon Visitation Articles of 1592. With them
the controversy within the Lutheran Church came practically
to an end. (For the details of these later Lutheran controversies, see art. Ubiquitt.)
;

:

'

IV. Tbe Eucharist in the Reformed
Churches of Great Britain,—!. Scotland.—

The Presbyterian Church

of Scotland, like every
the Reformation except the
Lutheran, has possessed from the outset a CalvinThe Scots Confesistic doctrine of the Supper.
But in
sion of 1560 is a Calvinistic Confession.
regard to the Supper it uses strong and picturesque language such as would have delighted the
can imagine Luther better
heart of Luther.
pleased with it than with any other Confession of
the Reformation not purely Lutheran.

of

We

In the Supper richtlie used, Christ Jesus is so joined with
hee becummis very nurishment and fude of our saules.
that we confesse. and undoubtedlie beleeve, that the
faithful, in the richt use of tbe Lords Table, do so eat the bodie
'

... So

'

;

between their teaching became infinitesimal. In
a
1531 he departed from the ubiquity theory
little later he gave up the local presence of Christ
in the bread ; by 1535 he sympathized with the
figurative interpretation of the words of institution and before the end he had given up the manIn
ducatio impiorum' (cf. Loofs, PRE^ \. 66).
his controversy with Westphal, Calvin could write
Centies confirmo, non magis a me Philippum quam
a propriis visceribus in hac causa posse divelli.'
But the union did not come. Ziirich, under Buland the Consensus
linger, came over to Calvin
TigurinuSy in which they agreed, is the most elaborate Confessional document on the Eucharist.
The distinctively Lutheran doctrine was confined
to Germany, and even there its limits became

us, that

of taking bread,' and the conflict over the recent
overflow of Ritualism from England are the nearest approaches
to such a controversy. It may be mentioned that Knox in his
Liturgy suggested monthly observance that this was early departed from, for in 1711 the General Assembly recommended to
the Presbyteries a more frequent observance of the Lord's
Supper
that it be duly observed in their bounds through the
several months of the year'; that a little later the practice
came to be an annual celebration, frequented, however, also by
strangers, so that, though there was only an annual celebration
in the individual Church, the communicants observed it more
frequently, at different places that now it is, in general, celebrated twice, thrice, or four times in the year.

manual act

With

Church

;

to the Westminster Confession meant
in this regard a change simply to a more precise
and definite, if less picturesque, statement of the

*

other

.

.

The change

:

grounds for doing
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:

;

—The

Ten Articles of 1536 were
attempt to construct a doctrine
which would be tolerable alike to the medigeval
mind and to those who had imbibed the new freedom of Humanism and of Lutheran teaching. The
2.

England.

obviously an

Six Articles of 1539 restored Transubstantiation,
the Mass, communion in one kind only, under
With the reign of Edward vi.
severe penalties.
the anomalies begin. The Church was endowed
with a Zwinglian Creed the Forty -two Articles
and a Book of Cojnmon Prayer which in
(1553)
both its versions (1549 and 1552) was alternately
With the reign of
Zwinglian and mediieval.
Elizabeth these anomalies were increased mainly
owing to her precarious position politically in the
Thirty-nine Articles (1561) and the revised Book of
Common Prayer {1559}. The 29th Article, expunged by the Queen and restored in 1571, efifectually barred Lutheranism.

—

—

—
—

The doctrine of the Thirty-nine Articles has been called Zwingand the close connexion of the English Reformers with
ZurichandBullinger(ZuricAZ/eUerstParkerSociety,Camb. 1842])
has been thought to prove it. But, in regard to the Eucharist,
it is to be noted that they arose after the CoTiseTisiis Tipurinus,
in which Bullinger had accepted Calvin's doctrine and m reality
they are purely Calvinistic. Expressions in the Short Catechism
The Supper is a certain
of 1553 point to a Zwinglian origin.
thankful remembrance of the death of Christ, forasmuch as the
Faith is the mouth of the soul,
bread representeth his body.'
whereby we receive this heavenly meat' (Liturgies of King
Edward Vi. [Parker Society, Camb. 1S44], p. 517). In the 28th

lian,

;

*

'

it is laid down that the Body of Christ is given, taken, and
eaten in the Supper, only after an heavenly and spiritual manner.
And the mean, whereby the Body of Christ is received and eaten
which might be either Zwinglian or
in the Supper, is faith
In the Book of Coimrwn Prayer the order of adCalvinistic.
ministration has more mediaeval elements, but is, after all, not 80
In
far removed from the Zurich liturgy (cf. Ebrard, ii. 60 ff.).
distributing the bread the Prayer Book of 1549 had directed to
be said 'The Body of our Lord Jesus Christ, which was griven
that
for thee, preserve thy body and soul unto everlasting life
Take and eat this, in remembrance that Christ died
of 1552
for thee, and feed on Him in thy heart by faith, with thanks'The difference represented by the change in these
giving.'
words is between what might be the doctrine of transubstantiation and a sacramental theory distinctly lower than that of
Luther or Calvin, and which might be pure Zwinglianism
(Lindsay, History of the Reformation, Edinburgh, 1906-07, ii.
That of 1559 simply added the one to the other.
363).
Of some importance is the rubric added in 1552 in response t^
the demand that the Supper be received seated as at a table,

Art.

'

'

—

:

' ;

:

'

;;

:,

'
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which declares that by kneeling no adoration is intended to the
Sacramental Bread and Wine there bodily received, or unto
any corporal (in 1552, real and essential') presence of Christ's
natural flesh and blood,' and adds that * the natural Body and
Blood of our Saviour Christ are in Heaven, and not here; it
being against the truth of Christ's natural body to be at one
*iime in more places than one.' This rubric was omitted in 1559,
k-a being offensive to Lutherans, and restored in the form quoted
'

*

above, in the last revision in 1662. This last revision, says
Drury (Elevation in the Eucharisty Cambridge, 1907, p. 181),
' restored to our
Church a complete representation of what our
Lord is recorded to have said and done " in the same night that
He was betrayed. " We *' take the Bread " and " take the Cup "
as He Himself did, we say the words of Institution which we believe that He said, we break the Bread and bless the Cup as He
did, and we perform these significant actions openly in the sight
of the people and thus "proclaim the Lord's death till He

come.'"

As the result of the composite nature of the Prayer
Book there has always been a High Church party
and a Low Church or Evangelical party in the
Church of England. The former came into renewed
prominence with the Oxford movement.
In Tract 90, Newman attempted to show that the Articles.
* though the product of an un-CathoIic age,' were * patient of a
Catholic interpretation.' By the aid of a return to mediagval
ritual, attempts have been made to get behind Article 31, 'Of
the one Oblation of Christ finished upon the Cross.' The question
of ritual reached its most acute point in the Denison case (1S5658) and the MacConochie case (1867-69). High Churchmen speak
of the Eucharist as a Sacrifice. Ridley had spoken of the * unbloody sacrifice,' but ' as a representation of that bloodv sacrifice
{Works [Parker Society, Cambridge, 1841, p. 250]). The theory
advanced by Father Puller at the Oxford Conference of 1899,

propounded

earlier by Brightman {The Eucharistic Sacrifice,
1890), that the Eucharist is a sacrifice because 'our Lord's
sacrifice continues for ever and is a perpetual sacrifice,' that it
is ' the earthly counterpart of the sacrificial oblation which is
being carried on in the heavenly tabernacle,' for which a great
weight of authority has been claimed, has been shown by

Mortimer (The Eucharistic Sacrifice, London, 1901, p. 379 ff.) to
have been derived through Mede from Cassander. The controversies concerning the Eucharistic Sacrifice and its ritual
continue.

The teaching

of the majority of the Nonconformist
Churches in England and their sister-Churches in
the United States and the Colonies, despite the

ultra-Zwinglian Declaration of the Congregational
Union of England and Wales of 1833 (Schaff, Creeds,
iii. 731 tf.), that the Lord's Supper is
to be celebrated by Christian Churches as a token of faith in
the Saviour, and of brotherly love/ is Calvinistic
and in mode of administration they belong to the
*

*

Reformed type.
'

The Roman Catholic Doctrine, — The

V.

Roman

Catholic Church rests entirely on the development described in the preceding article. The
CouncU of Trent first gave Confessional embodiment to the distinction between the Eucharist and
the Mass and, though the decrees gave more space
to the sanctissimum sacramentum Eucharistiae,'
;

*

in theory

and practice the

sacrificial

aspect (the

Mass) completely overshadows the

sacramental
character (the Eucharist). The Tridentine decrees
were a blend of conflicting mediaeval theories, one
party wishing to exalt the Sacrifice of the Mass,
the other unwilling to obscure the Sacrifice on the
Cross.
It is a real propitiatory sacrifice : ' Si quis dixerit, Missae sacrineque pro vivis et defunctis pro peccatis, poenis,
.
.
satisfaction ibus et aliis necessitatibus offerri debere : anathema

ficium

.

(Sess. xxii. can. iii.).
The Mass, unless performed by the
priest, is no sacrifice.
And yet the priest is not the offerer
sit

'

Christ offered Himself once on the Cross, and He offers Himself
daily in the Mass. The sacrifice is no new suffering for Christ
the once-offered Christ is daily brought before the eyes of God,
Buch presentation (ofere) being really sacrifice (immolare).
But the Catechismus Romanus (1666) was a complete victory
for the party of the exalters of the Mass.
Here the Mass is no
representation of a sacrifice, but a repetition (qusest. 53 ff.).
Post-Tridentine teaching went far beyond medijeval limits
(Scheeben, La Dogmatiqv-e, Paris, 1882, iii. 399 ff.). Aquinas had
taught that the Sacrifice of Christ is impossible of repetition,
and the thought of repetition, though current in pre-Ref ormation
times, had little authoritative support, the theologians having
been occupied with the dogma of Tran substantiation. Now it
became customary to teach that Christ in the Sacrament Himself renews His passion, that
the Mass He is present, not
only as passtts^ but much more as patiens.
The immolation-theory of Cuesta ran
MiBsa est sacriflcium
hac ratione, quod Christus aliquo modo moritur et a sacerdote
mactaiiiir.'
Alongside it stood the destruction-theory
of

m

'

;

'

'

'

'

Bellarmine, which attained
'

Consumptio autem quae

est comestio victimae

expression in De Lugo
a sacerdote sacrificante non tarn

its fullest

fit

quam consummatio

sacrificii.'

These theories appear again and again in various modificawere dominant especially
them were theories which
did not go beyond the Tridentine decrees, and even sought to
flpiritualize them, e.g. Bossuet
Let ua not think that the victim
which we present in the Eucharist is to be there in truth anew
destroyed.
Weoughttoseek therein only a mystical death
.
tions, mainlj' in Jesuit circles, and
during the 17th cent. ; but alongside
:

.

'

.

and destruction ((Euvres, Tours,

1862, vi. 118).

'

Transubstantia-

tion remains as fixed at Trent, and its logical consequences
therein mentioned continue, e.g. the reservation, adoration
(Aarpeta), and carrying in procession of the host or consecrated

wafer, and the communio sub una.
The Old Catholics have not moved far in regard to tht
Eucharist from Roman dogma and practice. The Synod of 1877
allowed the use of the vernacular
certain parts of the Mass.
The Synod of 1883 allowed the partaking of the cup to Anglicans,
but resolved to follow among themselves meanwhile their usual
practice of communion in one kind.

m

—
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heiligen Sacramenten, Freiburg, 1893 ;
Sanday, Priesthood
and Sacrifice, London, 1900; J. Kostlin, Luthers Theologie",
Stuttgart, 1901 ; K. Thimme, ' Entwicklung und Bedeutung
der Sakramentslehre Luthers,' in Neue kirchliche Zeitschrift,
1901 ; E. F. K. Miiller, Die Bekenntnisschriften der reformierten Eirche, Leipzig, 1903 K. G. Gotz, Die Abtndmahlsfrage,
Leipzig, 1904 ; R. M. Adamson, The Christian Doctrine of the
Lord's Supper, Edinburgh, 1905 ; J.
Richard, Confessional
History of the Lutheran Church, Philadelphia, 1909 ; H. von

W.

um

W.

;

W.

Schubert, 'Das marburger Gesprach als Anfang der Abendmahlskonkordie,' in ZKG, vol. xxx., Gotha, 1909; D. Stone,
History of the Doctrine of the Holy Eucharist, London,

Hugh Watt.

1909.

EUCHITES (EiSx^rat
—A sect whose

or B^x'^rat, from ei5x^,
leading tenet was that
sin could be subdued and perfection attained by
the practice of perpetual prayer. Originating as
an outgrowth of Syrian monachism, they propagated their ideas from the second half of the 4th
cent, till the 6th, and traces of their influence are
to be found at a much later date.
They were
otherwise named, after those who at various
times were their leaders, Lampetians, Adelphians,
Eustathiana, and Marcianists ; or, from some of
their most striking peculiarities, Messalians {their
commonest designation [Aram. p^D, from kSs, * to
pray,' as in Dn 6", Ezr 6^*^]), Choreutes (xopevrai,
from their mystic dances), and Enthusiasts {^vdov(Tiao-TaL, from their claim to possession of the Holy
It is somewhat difficult to determine
Spirit).
their true character and teaching, as nearly all the
*

prayer').

information that has reached us regarding them
comes from their opponents, the heretical literature having almost completely perished.
The
chief writers
practices are

[HE

who

discuss

their

Epiphanius {Hcer.

and
Theodoret

doctrines
80),

10; Hcer. Fab. iv. 11), and Timotheus
Presb. (in J. B. Cotelerius, Ecc. Gr. Mon., Paris,
1677-86, iii. 400 f.). Their principal writing, which
bore the title AsceticuSy is often referred to, and
it furnished John of Damascus with the heads of
the impious doctrine of the Messalians taken from
XV.

'

their

own book'

(Cotelerius,

i.

302).

EUD^MONISM
It ie impossible to say whether their practice
of their theory, or tlieir theory was
squared witli their practice. Tliey taught tliat
every one is possessed from his birtli by a demon
who incites him to sin. For tlie expulsion of the
evil spirit baptism is ineffectual {t6 ayiov /SdirTicr/ia
oiSiv <rviJ.pdW(Tai [Timotli. loc. cit. 2]).
It only
shears away the former sins, leaving the root
of the evil untouched. The true remedy is intense
prayer, unremitted till the departure of the evil
spirit is sensibly perceived.
Sometimes the Holy
Spirit is seen to enter in the appearance of an
innocuous fire, and the demon to pass out of the
mouth in the form of a sow with her litter
(Augustine, Hcer. 57).
Then ensues the happy
time when the soul is as sensible of union with
its heavenly bridegroom as an earthly bride in
the embraces of her husband (Timoth. 4). The
Euchite henceforth regards himself as a partaker
of the Divine nature.
Frequently he ends in 'a
pantheistic self -deification (Neander, iii. 345). If
an angel, a patriarch, a prophet, or Christ Himself
is named to him, he will reply in each case, ' That
am I myself (Epiphauius, loc. cit.). As spiritual
men, the Euchites alleged that they had visions
such as were not granted to ordinary people.
They danced in order to trample on the demons
which appeared to them. They had also prophetic
gifts, they knew the state of departed souls, and
they had power to read the hearts of men. They
regarded all the Church's ordinary means of grace,
e.g. the Eucharist, as well as the discipline of the
monastery, with inditt'erence. Professing to give
themselves entirely to prayer, they did no work,
but lived as mendicants. Bands of Euchites of
both sexes roamed about, as persons who had
renounced the world and all its possessions. In
summer they slept promiscuously in the streets
of towns.
They were suspected of believing that
they could indulge in unbridled licentiousness
without falling from their perfection. That may
have been a calumny, but undoubtedly a nemesis
often overtakes the presumptuous self-confidence
which ignores the radical weakness of human

grew out

'

'

'
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iii.
182).
The Euchite leader in the
was Marcian, whom one of the Popes
pronounced orthodox.
Little more is heard of
the sect till the outbreak of the Bogomil heresy
in the 12th century.
The Bogomils (q.v.) had
their origin in Bulgaria, and
were withuut
doubt the connecting link between the so-called
heretical sects of the East and those of the West'
(ii'TJr" iv. 119).
They were also known as the
'Paulicians' (from Paul of Samosata), whose doctrines survive in the great Russian sects.
See,
further, art. Paulicians.

1723-24,
6th cent,

'

—

Literature. In addition to authorities cited in tiie text, see
L. S. Tillemont, Mivioires pmir servir d I'hist. eccl., Paris,
viii. 6271.;
C. W. F. Walcli, Bist. der Ketzereien,
Leipzig, 1782-85, iii. 481 ff. J. A. W. Neander, Church aist.,
ed. London, 1884, iii. 323; G. Salmon, art. 'Euchites,' in
Smith- Wace, DCB Bonwetsch, Messalianer,' in PRB'>.
1090,

;

'

;

James Strahan.

'

'

EUDiEMONISM.— Eudfemonism may

be defined as the theory that the ethical end, the ultimate
object to be achieved by action and conduct, the
standard and final criterion of what ought to be,
Welfare is not to be reis Welfare (euSai/iovla).
garded as identical with happiness, although the
latter term has been widely and even generally
employed as a rendering of the Greek word, which
' welfare' (FFoAZ/a^rt)more,truly represents.
Happiness may, of course, be so defined and understood
by a moral philosopher as to become the technical
equivalent of ' welfare (Aristotle's eiSaifiovla) ; but
this involves an unnatural divorce from the meaning
which it bears in ordinary speech and literature,
'

where happiness undoubtedly connotes pleasure
as an essential and predominant, if not as its sole,
constituent, and signifies, in fact, 'a life full of
pleasures, well selected and arranged
(ilezes,
Now, although
Ethics, London, 1901, p. 397).
'

'

'

welfare may be held to consist of pleasure, that
theory (Hedonism) imports so great a difference
that, in whichever of its several forms it be maintained, it stands apart and calls for separate
treatment (see artt. Epicueeans, Hedonism,

Utilitaeianism).

EudBemonism finds its typical exponent in Arisfamous definition of welfare {ciSai/iovla),
or man's ultimate good (t6 iyBpiairiviv dyaSdy)
totle, whose

nature.

Edessa was one of the first centres of the Euchite
Flavian, bishop of Antioch (c. 390), sent
a body of monks thither to summon the false
teachers before him. As he knew that they would,
according to their custom, deny their doctrines
and charge their accusers with slandering them,
he resorted to a stratagem. Affecting to side
with the accused, he induced their aged leader,
heresy.

Adelphius, to disclose all the secrets of the order,
and then rounded upon him with the stem words
of Baniel, ' O thou that art waxen old in wickedness, now are thy sins come home to thee'
(Susanna""). Adelphius and his comrades were
beaten, excommunicated, and condemned to exile,
without the option of recanting. They went to

Pamphylia, where they were again condemned in
a Synod held at Side, and presided over by
AmphUochius of Icouium. Proceedings were also
taken against the sect in Armenia, and they gave
trouble in Constantinople. Theodosius legislated
against them (xvi. Cod. Theod. de Hcer. vi. 187),
and Valerian and Amphilochius of Side had the
\)00^ Asceticus condemned at theCouncil of Ephesus
Lampetius, the first of the sect to obtain
(431).
the dignity of the priesthood, was summoned
before his bishop, Alypius of Ctesarea (Cappadocia),
on a double charge of undue familiarity with
women and of deriding the musical services of the
Church as a legal bondage. He was found guilty,
condemned, and degraded.
He wrote a book
called the Testament,' which is lost, but a fragment of Severus the Monophysite's answer to it is
preserved (J. C. Wolf, Anecdota Groeca, Hamburg,
'

—

powers, of soul
and that the best
has the high merit of
and most fully developed
elasticity, leaving room alike for individuality and
conception
in
the
both of psychical
for discovery
Only he is clear
activity and of moral excellence.
that well-being is founded and rooted in welldoing.
In modern philosophy Eudaemonism proper, as
distinct from Hedonistic Utilitarianism, has few
or exercise of the
according to virtue or goodness,
'

activity,

'

—

representatives. Perhaps Cumberland,' who makes
' furtherance of the common
welfare ' the ethical
end, and, after him, Hutcheson and Butler, have the
best claim to be so regarded ; and, in our own day,
Paulsen, with whom 'acts are called good, when
they tend to preserve and promote welfare ; bad,
when they tend to disturb and destroy it {System
of Ethics, Eng. tr., London, 1899, p. 222), welfare
'
consisting in the perfect exercise of all human
psychical powers' {ib. p. 224).
It is of the essence of Eudseraonism that it is
teleological : it looks forward and makes for an
end, and that end is not precisely, or mainly,
' righteousness,' which
implies a pre-existing rule
or lawgiver. Herein it is contradistinguished from
all that class of ethical theory which is retrospective
and introspective, bidding us look back to a law
once delivered, or inward to a perpetual and infallible monitor dictating duty without regard to consequences. Unlike every such ' intuitional ' theory
of morals, Eudaemonism does take account of con1 De Legibus Saturce, London, 1672, ch. 72.
'

—

'

;
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sequences, not only of those immediate consequences
which even for the intuitiouist commonly form part
of the act or thin^ to be done or eschewed, but
(which "s the crucial matter) of manifold consequences that lie, foreseen or pictured, in the far or

middle distance.
likewise teleological,
we may fairly say, with Wundt (Ethical Systems,
Eng. tr., London, 1897, p. 187), that practicaUy it
'
coincides with Eudsemonism,' though with the
formal superiority that it lays more stress on
the duty of moral self-development,' as a means,
however, not barely to self-perfection, but thereby
This identifito the welfare of our fellow-men.
cation will bring the school of Leibniz into the ranks
of the eudsemonists. At the same time it marks
the difference between ancient (or Aristotelian) and
modern Eudsemonism. The former was primarily
individualistic, notwithstanding that for Aristotle
membership of a State is indispensable to human
The latter is prewelfare, and even to manhood.
'

altruistic

is

'

'

and universal.

Now,

indi-

vidual perfection, excepting for Plato, is not
manifestly the same as individual welfare, whereas
universal perfection may reasonably be identified
with universal welfare the welfare of all human
or, as some authorities would have it, of all sentient

—

beings.
See, further, ETHICS,
cited.

and the Literature there
J. M. SCHULHOF.

EUDOXIANISM.—Eudoxianism

denotes the

more especially on the Arian controversy,
held by Eudoxius, who was bom about A.D. 300,
and became successively Bishop of Germanicia in
Commagene, of Antioch (A.D. 358), and of Conopinions,

stantinople (A.D. 360-370). The materials available
for ascertaining his views are very scanty, consisting chiefly of his 'Confession,' a fragment of
a work on the
Incarnation,' which has been
preserved in a collection made by the presbyter
Anastasius. Inferences as to his opinions have
also been drawn from his conduct at certain crises,
and from one or two sayings he is reported to have
uttered.
One of these is a scurrilous sentence from
a sermon delivered by the Bishop of Antioch and
referred to at the Council of Seleucia (HUary, e.
Constantium, 13).
But it is at least doubtful
whether Eudoxius was at the time Bishop of
Antioch (see G. Kriiger, Lucifer, Leipzig, 1886,
he was the only bishop who signed the
p. 105)
Acacian formula at Seleucia (Hahn, Bib. derSymb.^,
p. 306) without giving the name of his see (Mansi,
iii. 321 B; Loofs, PBE^ v. 579), and the
probability is that he was at the time suspended from
his diocese.
similar story related by Socrates
serves rather to convict him of execrable- taste
than to identify the school to which he belonged.
Eudoxius was an opportunist and a politician
rather than a thinker or a man of principle. During
the period of his influence as Bishop of Constantinople, he may be said to have belonged to the leftcentre, refraining from committing himself to the
Anomoean position of Eunomius, while definitely
antagonistic to the Nicene, and critical of the semiArian.
The definite breach which Eudoxius made
with Eunomius and Aetius (in the time of Jovian)
on the one hand, and on the other the permanent
hostility between him and the Homoousians, gave
the direction to his theology and Church politics
(Loofs, loc. cit.).
His Confession is notable for
its refraining from the use of the watchwords of
the moment, either the Homoean or the Anomcean ;
for its assertion that Christ was made flesh, not
made man ; and for its denial of the two natures
in Christ.
(The text of the Confession is printed
by Hamack, Hist, of Dogma, iv. 147.)
The ten years of Eudoxius' ecclesiastical domina'

'

'

:

A

'

'

'

contact between the Ostrogoths and the capital,
his influence was probably most lasting in the
type of Arian teaching which established itself in
that race.

and

See also

Of Perfectionism, which

dominantly

tion at Constantinople coincided with the close

art.

Eunomianism.

LiTERATDEE.—Athanastas, de Synodis, esp. 37, 38 (Pff xnvi.
760), Hist. Arianarum, 4 (i6. xxv. 700)
C. P. Caspari, Qvsllen
;

zur Gesch. des Taufsymbols, Christiania, 1879, pp. 176-185
A. Hahn, Bibliothek der Symbole 3, Brealau, 1897, p. 261 ; H. M.
Gwatkin, Studies of Arianism, Cambridge, 1882 A. Hamack,
Hist. 0/ Dogma, Eng. tr. iv. [1898] 76 fl., 147; F. Loofs, art.
;

PRE 3

'Eudoxius,' in
'Eudoxius,' in DCB

ii.

[1898] 677;
[1880] 266.
v.

W. M.
C.

Sinclair, art.

A. ScOTT.

EUGENICS.—See Marriage,

Sociolooy.

EUHEMERISM.— The term

Euhemerism

'

'

is

often applied in a general though quite unwarranted
sense to the rationalistic interpretation and disintegration of Greek mythology. As a matter of
fact, the romantic tale composed by Euhemerus of
Messene marks but a single phase of religioushistorical thought in the 3rd cent. B.C. and the
period following, and it is only the influence exercised by this work upon the Komans, and, through
them, upon modem rationalism, that has given the
term a significance by no means commensurate with
the actual achievement of the man from whom the
movement derives its usual name. For, when all
is said, the teaching of Euhemerus has but little
claim to be called original. Prior to his time reflexion on religious things had undergone a fairly
long process of development. The roots of Greek
rationalism lie far in the past. The Ionic historian
Hecatseus had already dealt with ancient legends
on rationalizing principles, and his example was

followed by Herodotus and Herodorus, while the
Cynics Antisthenes and Diogenes had sought to
re-interpret the myths in a sense peculiar to themselves.

Strictly systematic reflexion on the gods of Greek
mythology, however, first made its appearance in
the epoch of Alexander the Great, and it was also
in this period that romance, stimulated by the
marvellous adventures of the campaigns in the
East, gained a footing in Greek life. The first
name that meets us in this connexion is that of

Hecatseus of Teos, who lived in Egypt in the reign
of Ptolemy I. (323-285 B.C.), and whose work, entitled AlyvimaKd, was made use of by Diodorus
Siculus in the first book of his history (E. Schwartz,
in Rkein. Mus. xl. [1885] 233-262 ; Pauly-Wissowa,
V. 669 fl".).
Hecataeus attempted to explain the
general belief in the existence of divine beings by
the theory that the gods of Egypt were but the
deified benefactors of mankind and his conclusions
were all the more incisive in view of the fact that
he regards the gods of Greece, and, indeed, Greek
civilization in general, as being of Egyptian origin.
Thus, in an age when kings were being accorded
the honours of deity, the deities themselves
Helios, Kronos and Rhea, Zeus and Hera, and,
above all, Isis and Osiris were being reduced to
the level of ancient monarchs whose efforts on
behalf of progress had given men cause to look
upon them as higher beings.
Some knowledge of the work of Hecataeus seems
to be presupposed in the 'lepa a.vaypa.<jyr) of Euhemerus. In this book written perhaps c. 280 B.C.
—which purports to be the narrative of a journey,
and is composed in the spirit of the numerous
political Utopias of the 4th cent. B.C., Euhemerus
gives a description of certain Happy Isles that he
pretends to have discovered on a voyage from the
This romance of
feed Sea to the Indian Ocean.
travel, the surviving portions of which are found
in Diodorus (v. 41-46, vi. 1), as also in the fragments
of Ennius preserved by Lactantius (Div. Inst. I. xL
;

—

—

;

BUMBNIDBS, ERINYES
45-48, 63, 65,

xiii. 2, 14, xiv.

true that in Greek works of a religious cast
occasionally come upon ideas which, to say the
least, emanate from tlie Euhemeristic sphere of
thought. Thus, when certain pa^an writers, in
seeking to vindicate the practice of idolatry against
the vehement onslaughts which Greek scepticism
was already making upon it, appeal to man's instinctive craving for the visible presence of deity,
and his consequent need of an image Uio Chrysoxt.
Oral. xii. 61 Maximus Tyrus, Diss. ii. 10 [p. 28, 12
Hob.]), their argument forms in a manner the basis
of the theory by which the Book of Wisdom (14'"-)
explains the origin of idolatry, viz. that some
bereaved father had made an ima^e of the son
whom he had lost, and offered sacriiices to it, and
that this then became a general practice, till at
length the worship of images was legally instituted
by kings. In this Judseo-Hellenistic work, therefore, we have a theory of the origin of idolatry
that finds no place in extant pagan literature, and

1-12, xvii. 10, xxii. 21)

less,

— Varro perhaps being the intermediary— professes,

we

in particular, to give a sketch of the fabled island
of Fanchaia, which is here depicted, however, not
in the style of a wonder-land, but with a relatively

—

sober and persuasive colouring an artilice by
which Euhemerus hoped to facilitate his readers'
acceptance of his theology, for this was in reality
Accordingly, he proceeds to tell
his sole concern.
that he had discovered upon the island a temple of
Zeus, and therein a pillar of gold on which Zeus
had recorded in sacred script his own deeds and
those of Uranos and Kronos. Thus all that had
ranked as divine was brought down to the human
level, precisely as in the work of Hecatseus, whose
views seemed in this way to gain some sort of
documentary corroboration. In particular, Zeus
himself was now no more than a ruler who had
given a powerful impetus to civilization, who had
completed the dissemination of his cult by erecting
the sanctuary in Panchaia, and who ultimately
died and was buried in Crete.
This narrative, of which we have given only the
most essential particulars, was generally repudiated
and pronounced a fabrication by the more earnest
minds among the Greeks (cf. Callimachus, Hymn.

(

;

8f., frag.

[Polybius]

shows unmistakably the impress of Euhemerism.'
Similar ideas found their way also into Hellenistic
popular literature, as, e.g., the Oracula Sibyllina,
which form a medley of heathen, Jewish, and
Christian prophecies. In the third book of the
Sibyllines, which is known to be the oldest, occurs
a myth relating to Kronos, Titan, Japetos, Rhea,
Zeus, and Hera (v. 110 8'.) whose resemblance to
the teaching of Euhemerus found in Ennius was
rightly noted by Lactantius, and which is doubtthough hardly in a direct
less to be traced back
'

86; Eratosthenes ap. Strabo, xlvii. 104
Plutarch, de Is. et Osir. 23) ; but, as
was noted above, it had a great influence upon the
Romans, amongst whom it became naturalized in
the Lat. rendermg of Ennius. It thereby became
known to the Roman Christian writers (Minuc.
Lactantius, loc. cit.),_ who were as
Fel., Oct. 21
ignorant of Euhemerus in the original as of the
Gr. apologists (Theophilus, ad Autolycum, iii. 7,
furnishes no evidence on the point), and it was
through their influence that Euhemerus and his
work became immortal, and his theology passed
i.

573

;

—

—

—

—to

Euhemerus himself. Thus the work of
Euhemerus still serves in the hands of these unintelligent witnesses to religion, who had certainly
never read it (even Firmicus Matemus, 3, 6f., does
not imply a direct reading) — as an apologetic weapon
against the heathen and in this fact we may discern the remarkable influence of the writer whose
name has come by custom to be associated with
into a proverb.
the whole intellectual movement to which his
It is, accordingly, all the more necessary to insist
upon the fact that in Euhemerus we have but a original contribution was by no means great.
LrrBRATnBE. —This has been g^ven in the course of the article.
single though, it may be, the most notable and
line

—

;

;

—

T Gf'fkckkn
competentr— representative of the spirit of the age.
EUMENIDES, ERINYES.— It is not altoJust as unless all the evidence is fallacious he
had a forerunner in Hecatseus, so he was followed gether easy to grasp the precise character of the
by others who shared his views. Thus, while we Eumenides, or to give them their more general
cannot fix precisely the date of Leon of Pella, who and more appropriate designation the Erinyes
fabricated a letter purporting to have been written for the traditional representation of these creaby Alexander to Olympias a letter often quoted tions of Greek popular belief and poetic fancy is
by the apologists, and setting forth ideas akin to often very indefinite. They sometimes appear as
those of Hecatseus he unquestionably belongs to personifications, sometimes as ghosts, and somethis period, and must be regarded as an exponent times as really well-defined figures now the tradiof Euhemerism (cf Geffcken, Zwei griech. Apolo- tion speaks of a single 'Bpiyus, and now of a whole
Still, the scientific
geten, Leipzig, 1907, p. 223). Then, in the 2nd host of these frightful beings.
cent. B.C., Dionysios Skytobrachion, who is re- investigation of this province of religious history
extent succeeded
within
recent
decades
to
some
has
ferred to by Diodorus (iii. 56 ; 57. 2 60. 3 and 5
in discovering the original form and subsequent
71. 5 ; 72. 1, 4 ; 73. 1, 3, 6), followed on
70. 3, 7, 8
the lines of Euhemerus and his predecessor, main- development of the myth, though we must not
taining that the gods were ancient kings who as expect that every traditional detail will find a
was specially exemplified in the case of Dionysus place in the resultant delineation. For, while
had been promoted to divine honours for their many Greek deities have but little homogeneity
Finally, about the end of of character, and tend rather to coalesce in various
services to civilization.
the 1st cent. A.D., Herennius Philo of Byblus, in aspects with other divine personages, this is especihis Sanchuniathon, applied the same process of ally true of the figures generated by the obscure
transmutation to the Phoenician deities (Euseb. and primitive popular belief to which we owe
Pr(Ep. evang. i. 9, p. 29 if.). The work of Palai- also the Erinyes ; and the reader who desires to
phatos (TTtpl i.TrliTTav, ed. Festa, in the Mythogr. have some idea of the wavering forms shown by
grmci, iii. 2, Leipzig, 1902) cannot now be regarded the Erinyes in the dawning consciousness of the
ancient Greeks will do well to read von Wila(Cf.
as directly relevant to the point before us.
with reference to the views developed in the fore- mowitz's introduction to his translation of the
going, E. Schwartz, FiXnf Vortrdge iXber d. griech. Eumenides of .^schylus (Berlin, 1900, pp. 1-31).
The Erinys or group of Erinyes was an earthRoman, Berlin, 1896, p. 102 ff. ; jacoby, in PaulyWissowa, vi. 952 ; Wendland, Die hellenist. -rom. deity, who in Thelpusa was identified with De(Pausan. viii. 25. 4). Such chthonic spirits
meter
Kultur'^, Tubingen, 1912, p. 116 fi'.)
The work of Euhemerus, as already remarked, appear nearly always in a dual aspect one friendly
was generally rejected by Greek writers of the and beneficent, the other dark and sinister, just
more earnest type, and especially, of course, by as the divine pair Demeter and Persephone symsuch as had engaged in research. It is, neverthe- bolize, on the one hand, the kindly earth yielding

—

—

—

—

—

—

;

'

'

.

;

;

;

—

—

—

—

—

;
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food for man, and, on the other, the gloomy depths
find, accordingly, that in the
of Hades.
Peloponnesus well-disposed deities of the earth
were worshipped as Eumenides (Pausan. ii. 11. 4
cf. viii. 34. 1 ff., and Preller- Robert, Griech. Mythologies, Berlin, 1894, i. 837); elsewhere they are
also designated VLiavi.aj. or 'A/3Xa/3Iai, and in Athens,
on the Areopagus and at the Demos Colonus, the
Se/ivai (Paus. i. 28. 6), while this name, as also the
title UAttioi, was likewise applied in a descriptive
sense to Demeter and Kore (cf. Preller-Robert, i.
Such deities, in virtue of their chthonio
747).
character, were represented in the cultus as bearing not only flowers and fruits, but also the figure
of the snake, which is found among many peoples
as the symbolic animal of the dark and gloomy
under world. For in the earth underneath live
the souls of the dead, the haggard spirits whom
those who still live on the earth must charm and
propitiate ; while, under a different name, these
earth-deities are the avengers of murder, especially the murder of a blood-relation.
It is true that
even here the data remain somewhat obscure, for
it seems as if the 'EpiciSs was in general the angry
soul of the murdered person himself rather than
a deity who avenges the crime wreaked upon that
soul.
To all appearance Hesiod (Theog. 217 ; cf.
.zEsch. Sept. contra Theb. 1054) identifies the Erinyes
with the Keres, who must also be regarded as souls.
And, since it is thus impossible, as has just been
indicated, to attain to absolute certainty at this
point, we must be content to verify some of the
more outstanding features of the myth in its
primitive form.
Now, it is so far an advantage to have ascertained that the avenging deities who punish the
crime of slaying a blood-relation are identical with
the beneficent spirits of the under world. The
cause of a murdered man was in general taken up
by his family group but, when one individual in
such a group killed another, the deed was accounted more atrocious than an ordinary homicide ; and, as in this case the avenger could not
fittingly be supplied by the family itself, the task
of executing justice on behalf of the wailing soul
of the slain was undertaken by the deities of the
sombre depths. Thus the death-blow which Meleager had aealt the brother of his mother is, at her
request, avenged upon him by the ijepo^oms "Eptvis
(II. ix. 571)
and we are told in Od. xi. 280 that,
though (Edipus was not directly guilty of his
mother's death, yet for him Epicaste left pains
behind, ' all that the Erinyes (' Avengers [Butcher
and Lang]) of a mother brmg to pass' (Utraa re iiriTphs
'Bpiviies iKTe\4ov<riv).
Here, however, we can already
trace the genesis of the finer and more spiritual
idea that the Erinyes are the curse, or curses [ipal),
of one who has suffered any kind of injury at the
hands of a relative. Thus Telemachus is apprehensive of his mother's curses [Od. ii. 135; cf. H.
xxi. 412), while in Hesiod (Theog. 472), Rheia desires
that Kronos shall propitiate the ipivOs, i.e. in this
case— the curses of his father and, similarly, in
jEschylus {Eum. 417) the Erinyes present themselves to Athene as the 'Apal (cf. Soph. (Ed. Col.
1375, 1391 ; Blass, Einleit. zu d. Eumeniden des
Aischylos, Berlin, 1907, p. 2f.). In this way the
Erinyes came at length to be the protectresses of
family law in general when a household was bereft of parents, their place was taken by the
eldest brother, whose prerogative was now maintained by the Erinyes [11. xv. 204). Finally, when
they stop the prophetic utterance of the steed of
Achilles (xix. 418), they seem to assume the function, if we may so express it, of maintaining the
normal order of Nature. As they are thus the
handmaids of justice upon earth, they are also
the guardians of oaths and the avengers of perjury

We

;

;

'

—

;

;

(xix. 259; Hesiod, Op. 803 f.), and, accordingly, in
the court of the Areopagus at Athens the judicial
oath was taken in tne name of the Xeiival deal
(Dinarchus, i. 47). On all these details, see Rohde,
Psyche^, Freiburg, 1898, i. 268 If., ii. 231 f.
The Erinyes then came to be depicted with all
the power of artistic expression of which Hellenism

The ipi.vis travels amid a dark cloud,
one that walks in darkness (^epo^oms, see
above) ; the sombre goddesses, the arvyepai, the
Kparepal, and the SairTrXijTcs, are also figured as
huntresses ; nothing escapes their eye ; and, like
a pack of savage hounds, they pursue the criminal
whose trail of blood they have speedily discovered till they finally bring him to the ground.
Hence jEschyl us, too, refers to them as the mother's
ho-ands {Choeph. 924; cf. Eum. 131 f., 146 ffi).
It was, in fact, Greek poetry, and, above all,
Greek tragedy, that gave these creations of popular belief tnjeir final form. We cannot fix precisely the period in which the repulsive stories of
unnatural crime parricide, matricide, and incest
first took their rise, and to which, therefore, the
legends of (Edipus, Alcmseon, and the Atridse
are to be assigned. But in any case the Erinyes
filled a great r61e in this particular phase of Greek
mythology. This has already been shown in the
case of (Edipus (cf. also JEsch. Sept. 69, 857),
while, as regards the myth of the Atridas, we
read in Stesichorus, who is our chief authority
here, and is of importance also for the developwas capable.
'

is

'

—

—

'

'

—

—

of tragedy, that Orestes, who had killed
mother Clytasmnestra, was pursued by the
Erinyes, and received from Apollo a bow as a
means of defence (frag. 40). The latter detail is

ment

his

one of great interest, as

it indicates the early recognition of that conflict between the deities of
light and those of the under world which forms so
significant a factor in the Eumenides of .(Eschylus.
For there the Erinyes are the primeval goddesses
whose sole function it is to avenge the violation
of kinship ; the murder of a husband, which
Apollo sets forth before the Erinyes in all its
is of no concern to them {Eum. 212).
In Apollo and Athene, as a matter of fact, the
Erinyes are confronted with a new ethical point
of view with the Delphic law of expiation as
also with the claim of the Athenian State to deal
in its own right with such deeds as the crime of
Orestes. As we know, they lose their case, but
they are reconciled by Athene, and then, as beneficent spirits, pass into the under world beneath
the Areopagus.
The Erinyes have become the
Eumenides. Thus did jEschylus contrive to introduce ethical harmony into the primitive saga,
which, as we saw above, recognized a dual aspect
Another perpetrator of the
in the earth-deities.
crime of matricide was Alcmseon, who was likewise pursued by the Erinyes, but was at length
released from the consequences of his impiety (cf.

atrocity,

—

—

Eurip. in Nauck, Fragm. traq.'^, Leipzig, 1889, p.
379 Bethe, Theban. Heldenheder, Leipzig, 1891,
p. 138 f.).
have already noted the fact that the chthonic
character of the Erinyes is symbolized by the
snake, and on an Argive votive relief (Roscher, i.
1330) each of the three Eumenides carries a serpent in her hand. jEschylus, however, represents
them as also having snakes twining about their
heads {Choeph. 1049 f.), and plastic art sometimes
exhibits corresponding figures (Roscher, i. 1334).
They are also provided with wings (cf. Eurip. Iph.
Taur. 289), whOe their short hunting x'^'^'' is a
further indication of their function as the swift
pursuers of their prey. In their hands they hold
scourges, and also torches (ci. the vase of Canosa,
in Roscher, i. 1326), with which they torment the
guilty in the under world.
;

We

—

—

;'
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^schylus does not mention the number of the
Erinyes, but speaks of them as many {Eum. 585).
At the court of the Areopagus the accusing goddesses were three in number
or, by other accounts, two (Preller-Robert, 837, 1
The
841, 3).
Argive relief just referred to shows three, and we
find the same number in a passage of Euripides
Euripides, however, speaks of them
{Orest. 408).
in another passage {Iph. Taur. 968) as a large
number, and, strange to say, as being split up
into two parties, one of which continues to pursue
Orestes, while the other acquiesces in the judg-

—

;

ment

of Athene.
After the age of tragedy the Erinyes or Eumenidea show no further phase of development either
Subsequently,
in character or in outward form.
in order to meet the desire for a simpler form of
the myth, they were represented only in their
terrible aspects, their more beneficent functions being left out of account, tUl at length,

more

among the Romans, and even in the description
given by Vergil (^n. vii. 323 ff.) they manifest
as the Furias a relatively conventional character.

—
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into the- fine tJJHlinction between 'un[;enerate ' and uncroaU-,'
so netX'BHury to be drawn in the Cbri!<liun controverMy, Still
* ungoncTute
is the term which PIotinuH uses of the Supreme
Beln){ (Knnead, v. iii. p. ill); and Celsus (the Neo-Platonist
whom Origen answered) uses it, according to the text of the
Philocatia, of his eternal world ; while Philo, a century and a
half before, had treated it as the exact correlative of the Jahweh
of the Jews. As for its early use by the teachers of the Church,
It is enough to mention that Ignatius writes that * the hi:rctic8'
(the followers of Simon, who were precursors of the .Sabelliana)
thought that Christ was ungenerate.
'

'

It was this word 'ungenerate,' so familiar to
Greek philosophy, so consecrated in its application
to the First Person of the Trinity, that Eunomius
seized upon to destroy the consubstantiality of
Nicaea.
He saw in it the expression of a po.sitive
idea which enabled the mind to comprehend the
Deity, and which at the same time, by virtue of the
logical opposition between ungenerate and gener-

destroyed not only the equality, but also tlie
Father and the Son.
As in all
other dichotomies arising from privative terms
(e.g. 'imperishable,' 'unending,' 'uncreate,' etc.),
the Trinity stands apart from creation, so in this
last dichotomy the First Person stands apart from
the Second and the Third. It was the only distinction of this sort that Arianism could seize on
for its purpose, and so this distinctive term 'ungenerate is hypostatized and deified.
as the name of God.
I. ' The Ungenerate
Eunomius asserts God is imgenerate, absolutely
and independently of aught beside Himself,' and
shows at once what he is going to make of this by
adding of the term 'ungenerate' itself: 'This
name is His glory. It is grafted in our minds
from above.' He then constructs the following
syllogism : ' No term expressive merely of the
absence of a quality can be God's name the Ungenerate is God's }iame
therefore it does not
express a privation.' But how does he prove his
second premiss, viz. that
the Ungenerate
is
God's name? The only definite proof he seems
to offer is the somewhat curious one that long
before the creation of man God had the naming of
things, seeing that in the earliest of the sacred
records, before the creation of man, the naming of
fruit and seed is mentioned
and, if of things, how
much more would He have the naming of Himself ;
and ' Ungenerate,' which includes everything else
we predicate of Him (indestructible, unending,
in fact expresses His essence commends
etc.)
itself as the name He must have given to Himself.
Once he can establish ungeneracy as the Divine
essence above all other qualities (which he labours
to do by a constant misapplication of that which
constitutes the Person or hypostasis of the Father
to the whole essence [oicrla] of Deity), the heavenly
origin of the name follows as a matter of course in
accordance with his theory of the sacredness of
ate,

likeness, of the

'

'

'

EUNOMIANISM.— The moral force of Arianism iq.v.) was stronger than ever as its end drew
near in the East, because the Homceans (those
Arians who held the likeness of the Son to the
Father) were broken up, and there was no more
entanglement with the court and politics. Arianism was then represented by Eunomius, who had
made no compromises, and had suffered as a
martyr to the Anomoean cause (i.e. the cause of
those who held the unlikeness of the Son to the
Father). He had to leave his See of Cyzicus, was
banished by the Emperor Valens (A.D. 367), and
again, when he had returned to Constantinople,
by Theodosius the sole exception to Theodosius'
toleration.
The Anomoean teaching came to a
head, in Eunomius' hands, in the easily understood
formula that the dyevrrjffla was the essence of the
First Person of the Trinity,' whereby a gulf was
dug between the Ungenerate and the Generate
in other words, between the Father and the Son.
A passing notice of the word Ungenerate as the equivalent

—

'

*

'

a-ye'io'Tp-os, the catchword of this logician, is necessary at the
It was a term used by the orthodox also as
applicable to the Father only, though in a way very different
from that in which Eunomius handled it ; and, if it were to be
translated ' not begotten or * unbegotten,* as applicable to the
Father only, such a term would confuse the doctrine of the
Third Person, who is Himself also ' not made, nor created, nor
begotten.' Again, * ingenerate,* which might be suggested as a
substitute, is not supported by the Latin usage. ' Unoriginate,'
again, bears only one sense of unbeginning, which even with
the Arians could be said of the Son. Lastly, * not generated
does not furnish a corresponding idiomatic expression for
* Unmade,' * uncreate ' are out of the
ayevvT^ditL, * ungeneracy.'

of

commencement.

'

question for this purpose, both in themselves and because no
proper equivalent would be left for ayevrfro^, and no means of
distinguishing it from aveVvTjToy. The distinction between these
terms was always felt by the Church writers, whether before
the 3rd cent, (which Bishop Bull has doubted) or after it (as has
been conclusively shown by Lightfoot, Ignatius, vol. ii. p. 90 fl.).
Thus unmade "(aye'tTjTos) could be applied to the Son, but not
Ungenerate remains, then, as alone capable of
aYtViTjTo?.
representing the word which was put in the forefront of the
Eunomian heresy, and from which all its conclusions flowed.
As it was a word accepted also by the orthodox, Eunomius* use
of it was all the more convincing and plausible.
As to the source of the term ungenerate there can be little
doubt. Though Gregory of Nyssa, in the long and bitter controversy with Eunomius, when everything had to be said that
would make for the Nicene faith, more than once accuses him
of having invented the term (it certainly became a new thing in
his hands), we should expect to find it, and we shall not fail to
find it, ill the Alexandrian philosophy.
Gregory accuses
Eunomius of Judaizing by means of it, and of introducing
also the Greek idolatry, i.e. of the creature. This takes us at
once to Philo on the one hand, and to the Neo-Platonists on the
other. Of course the contemporary philosophy could not enter
'

'

'

'

'

:

:

'

'

;

—

—

names.

But Eunomius' most elaborate

proof, that ' UnGod's name,' is a negative and indirect
one.
He attacks the mental history which BasU
and Gregory of Nyssa give of the term.
He
denies that it is due to a human conception, and
boldly asserts instead that it is due to a perception
as instinctive, spontaneous, and direct as any perception of the senses
the Deity presented this
object, and the mind at once grasped it.
He
pours contempt not only on the orthodox party
for treating this and all other privative names of
the Deity as merely privative and the result of
conception, but also upon the faculty of conception itself. It would be dangerous, he considers, to trust the naming of the Deity to a
common operation of the mind. The faculty of
conception may, and does, play us false ; it can
create monstrosities. Besides, if the names of the
Father are conceptions, so also are the names of
the Son, e.g. the Door, the Shepherd, the Axe, the

generate

is

:

:
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Vine. But, as our Lord Himself applied these to
Himself, He would, according to the orthodox
party, be employing the faculty of conception ; and
it is blasphemous to think that He employed names
which we might have arrived at simply by conceiving of Him in these particular ways. Therefore, conception is not the source of the Divine
names but rather they come from a perception
Unimplanted in us directly from on high.
generate,' above all others, is such a name, and it
reveals to us the very substance or essence of the
Deity.
It was urged by Basil and Gregory against
Eunomius that Ungenerate,' as well as every
other name of God, is due to a conception. They
show the entire relativity of our knowledge of the
Deity. In each case of naming Him we perceive
an operation of the Deity, or an absence in Him
of what attaches to the created, or of evil ; and
then we conceive of Him as operating in the one,
as free from the other, and so name Him. But
there is no conception, because there is no perScripture,
ception, of the substance of the Deity.
which has revealed His operations, has not revealed
;

'

'

that.
Basil

and Gregory both declare the predicate
Ungenerate to be a concept Eunomius declares
it to be a thing, to be not privative, but positive.
'

;

'

We

recognize in aU this a far-off prelude of the
battle that had to be fought a thousand years
afterwards as to the nature and source of generic
names ; then, too, the Conceptualists may be conSee artt.
sidered to have left the field victorious.

CONCEPTUALISM, NOMINALISM, REALISM.
Behind this first assumption, for it is an
assumption for which Eunomius offers no better

—

—

proofs than those given above, that the true name
of God is ' Ungenerate,' there lies another assump-

namely, that God is knowable. On the one
hand, Eunomius attacks the orthodox for saying
that we know God only through the universe, and
through the Son, the author of the universe ; on
the other, he attacks the older Arians for saying
that we know God only in part. He maintains,
on the contrary, that it is unworthy of a Christian
to profess the impossibility of knowing the Divine
nature and the manner in which the Son is generated.
Rather the mind of the believer rises above
every sensible and intelligible essence, and does
not stop even at the generation of the Son, but
mounts above, aspiring to the First Cause. Is this
bold assertion so contrary to the teaching of the
Fathers, and of Scripture itself a direct borrowing
from Plato and the Neo-Platonists ? The language in which it is expressed certainly belongs to
these schools ; cf. the terms ' transcending,' beyond,' longing,' First Cause,' ' uplifted.
This
direct intuition on our part of the Ungenerate
inconsistency
manifestly creates an enormous
in
Eunomius' own system. We have to suppose that
the creatures whom the Word, the Son, by Eunomius' own showing, created, unconnected as they
are with the Ungenerate (since He has not made
them), nevertheless conceive of and see, beyond
their own Creator, a Being who cannot be anything to them
2. Eunomius' treatment of the doctrine of the
Trinity. It remains to consider the use, in detail,
which Eunomius made of this primal dichotomy of
'Ungenerate' and 'Generate as applied to the
His risumi of
whole doctrine of the Trinity.
his re-arrangement of this, as quoted by Gregory
from his Defence of my Defence, begins as
tion,

—

—

'

'

'

!

—

follows
*

There

;;

:

is

the Supreme and Absolute Being:

i

and another

Being, existing by reason of the Firet, but after It, though
before all others ; and a third Being, not ranking with either of
these, but inferior to the One as to cause, to the Other as to the

energy which produced

it.'

This last statement must mean that the Third
Person is inferior to the First, as having a cause
at all ; and to the Second, as proceeding only from
the Second and not from the First.
In this
Eunomius reveals at once the emanationism which
marks his teaching throughout. He goes on :
"There must, of course, be included in this account the
energies which follow each Being, and the names germane to
these energies. Again, as each Being is absolutely single, and
is in fact and thought one, and Its energies are bounded by Ita
works and Its works commensurate with Its energies, necessarily,
of course, the energies which follow these Beings are relatively
greater and less, some being of a higher, some of a lower order
a word, their difference amounts to that existing between
their works.'

m

We see that Eunomius in

this (and equally so in
that follows) has translated the terms of Scripof
Aristotle,
ture straight into those
and changed
the ethical-physical of Christianity into the purely
all

physical.
Spirit throughout becomes Being {oiala,
a word which, seeing that Eunomius still regards

the substance as living,

best translated as above,

is

Being '). Nothing else was to be expected after he
had so effectually banished the spiritual and moral
from his Ungenerate that it becomes as physical
'

Motionless First Mover of Aristotle.
the
The contents of the above formula amount to
nothing more or less than Gnosticism.
In fact,
as

the

'

'

earlier

and

this,

the

later,

Arianism are

simply the last attempts of Gnosticism to impose
the doctrine of emanations upon Christian theology.
For, while Arianism held the Logos to be the
highest Being after the Godhead, it regarded this
Logos as only the mediator between God and
man ; just as, before the rise of Arianism, it
had been the peculiar aim of Gnosticism to bridge
over the gulf between Creator and created by
means of intermediate beings (the emanations).

most significant, in the same direction,
Eunomius, like his master before him,
adopted that system of Greek philosophy (the
Aristotelian) which had always been the natural
It is also

that

ally of Gnosticism. Aristotle is strong in divisions
and differences, weak in ' identifications ' ; he had
marked, with a clearness never attained before,
the various stages upwards in the physical world
and this is just what Gnosticism, in its wish to
exhibit all things according to their various

ungenerate, required, and
Gregory had reason
of.
the
followers of Eunomius as
when he spoke of

from

distances

accordingly

the

made use

'these Gnostics.'
It is true that Eunomius uses also orthodox
encounter
terms in dealing with the Trinity.
such in the following creed of his, but the last
words preclude any orthodox meaning

We

'We believe in the Son of God, the Only-begotten God,
the first-born of all creation, very Son, not ungenerate, verily
begotten before the worlds, named Son not without being
begotten before He existed, coming into being before creation,
not uncreaU (quoted by Gregory of Nyssa, c. Eunom. ii. 7).
'

The

had been
had been proclaimed
Father and nothing
the Godhead of the
gulf
;

dug when once ungeneracy
to be the substance of the
more could pass it. Even
Son seems destroyed, not-

withstanding the above articles from Eunomius'
No
creed, in such a sentence as the following
man who has any regard for the truth either
calls any generated thing ungenerate, or calls
God, who is over all. Son or generate.' The Son
is ' subject,' and this subjectivity is proved by the
fact of being generated.
•The Father' and 'the Son' are terms which
Eunomius avoids as much as possible ; he was
sure to use them most sparingly in fact, only
But,
to get, and until he could get, a hearing.
once he can come back to his Ungenerate, his object
follow
system
details
of
his
is secured, and all the
by an easy process of drawing inevitable conclu:

'

—

sions.

The Son

opposition of

'

is

necessarily

ungenerate and
'

'

'subject.'

The

generate admits,
'

';'

!:
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he says, of no mean, just like that of rational
and 'irrational.' He contemplates, as existing

Eunomius' scheme, the Incarniition was a
rather tlian a condescension.

the 'generate' with reference to the 'ungenerate,' the same diflerence as there is between
As the special at'irrational' and 'rational.'
tributes of the rational and irrational are essentially
incompatible, so the nature of the generate is
one, and that of the ungenerate is another ; and
as the irrational has been created in subjection
to the rational, so the generate is, by a necessity
of its being, in a state of subjection to the ungenerate.
As to the mode and manner of the generation of
the Son, Eunomius says the Father begat Him at
that time which He chose, and quotes Philo
'
God, before all other things that are generated,
has dominion over His own power.' This power
was under dominion, and was restrained as to

The Ungenerate Light ia unapproof-'hablo, and has not the
power of stooping to experience aCfections but such a condition is germane to the generate.'

'

in

:

while the due time of the generation
of Christ was still about to come, and to set this
Sower to its natural work. What the cause of
its activity,

elay was, and what it was that intervened,
Eunomius does not specify. Not time, not space,

he says.
sensible

Let there be no questioning among
this point, why He did not do so

'

men on

That is all. With the same tool of
'ungenerate' and 'generate' God (if he really
could still give to Christ the name God), Eunomius
shatters, as with a resistless wedge, the article
Light of Light,' which
of the Nicene symbol
compares the consubstantiality of Father and Son
with the oneness of flame lit from Hame. ' As
great as is the diflerence between generate and
ungenerate, so gieat is the divergence between
This is a striking instance of
Light and Light.
how the avoidance of the Scripture terms Father
and Son,' implying real oneness of nature, made it
possible to say almost anything in this controversy.
He goes on
We know the true Light we know Him who created the
we have heard the
light after the heavens and the earth
before.'

'

'

'

:

*

;

:

and the Truth Himself, even

Christ, saying to His disciples :
light of the world " ; we have learned from the
"
blessed Paul, when he gives the title of " Light unapproachable
to the God over all, and by the addition defines and teaches
us the transcendent superiority of His Light ; and now that
we have learnt that there is so great a difference between the
one Light and the other, we shall not patiently endure so
much as the mere mention of the notion that the idea of
light in either case is one and the same.'

Life

" Ye are the

With Eunomius, that is to say, the ' true' is one
The Incarthing, the 'unapproachable' another.
nation was a still further divergence of the Light
of the Son.
This Light carried into effect the plan of mercy, while the
other remained inoperative with respect to that gracious action.'
'

It

was even a further degradation

:

he (i.e. Basil) can show that the God over all, who ia
the Light unapproachable, was incarnate, or could be incarnate, then let him say that the Light is equal to the
Light'
'If

—

—

to the Incarnation itself, the true emptying
which according to Scripture is involved
If
in it, quite disappears in Eunomius' hands.
the Son is created and man is created. He was
'
emptied (Eunomius clings to this phrase) to

As

{kenosis),

'

become Himself, and changed His

place,

not from

the transcendent to the lowly, but from similar
(save with regard to the accidental difference of
'bodied' and ' unembodied ') to similar both in
kind and dignity. The difference between the
uncreated and the created no longer constitutes
the difference between the tAvo natures in Christ
that difference is marked by dominion and slavery,
for 'all things serve God,' while 'the whole
But, that difference
creation is in bondage.'
having disappeared, or rather having never existed
between the Son and the world He came to save,
it could no longer be shown that the Master was
mingled -Nvith the Servant, but only that a servant
In fact, in
came to be amongst servants.
VOL. V.
^7

—

fall

'

;

The coming in the flesh was quite akin, with
Eunomius, to the declension of a transmigrating
soul into a lower order and manner of existence,
such as Pythagoras had taught. Eunomius represents the generate as intermediate between
heaven and earth, the Divine and the human, so
'

'

as not to preserve the Divine unsullied, but to
have an essence mixed and compounded of contraries, which at once stretched out to partake
of the good, and at the same time melted away
into a condition subject to att'ections or emotions.
So man need feel no gratitude to the Onlybegotten God for what He sutlers, since it was
by the spontaneous action of His nature that He
slipped down to the experience of such aflections.
His essence, being from the first capable of being
affected and moved as men are, was thereby
naturally dragged down ; and such a transaction
or change does not demand human gratitude
Nothing could show more clearly than this parody
of the Christian doctrine of the Incarnation how
wide the gulf is, and always must be, between
Christianity and Emanationism or any modem
It was in the very cradle of this
revival of it.
theologian par excellence
last that the Christian
had proclaimed, as the axiom of the new religion,
that God is Love.'
do not find the same fullness of statement
by Eunomius as to the Spirit as we find in his
treatment of the Son. This is little to be wondered
The doctrine of the Spirit had not yet come
at.
to the front in controversy ; with the exception of
'

'

'

We

the heresy of Macedonius, who was forming his
sect at the very time when Eunomius was teaching,
no heresy was connected directly with this, and
no Council dealt with it. That was reserved for
the next century. The final clauses of the Nicene
Creed, which affirm distinctly, amongst other
truths, the Deity and personality of the Third
Person, were, if we are to accept the entire silence
of the leading historians as evidence, not added at
the Council of Constantinople ; they were entirely
ignored even at the Council of Ephesus. The
apprehension of the HoTnoousion of the Holy Spirit
was little permeated as yet by the Christian consciousness of the unity of God. Still the faith in
The expanded form of the
it was in the Church.
Nicene Creed is found in a work written by
Epiphanius seven years before the Council of Constantinople (A.D. 381), and it is probable that the
old Creed of Jerusalem contained such clauses, and
that Cyril produced them before the Council of
Constantinople. But the times were not ripe for
Still, his system obliged Eunothis controversy.
mius to say something about the Spirit he had to
draw his conclusions and what he says savours of
the purely Greek heresies of the next century
'After him (i.e. the Son), we believe on tne
Comforter, the Spirit of truth,' says Eunomius.
The omission of Holy is to be noticed ; doubtless
it is because, being aware of the Scripture expresthe Lord our
sions, God is Spirit' (Jn 4" BVm),
God is Holy (Lv 19-), he may prepare the way, by
the omission of one at least of these glorious titles,
for the still further subjection of the Spirit.
So he
Once for all made subject,' but does
continues
Who came
not specify what this subjection is.
into being by the only (jod through the Only'
begotten.' The term the only God' for the Father
prepares for what is coming, and shows what value
The Father employs the
to attach to the whole.
Son as an instrument for the production of the
Spirit.
Neither on the same level with the Father,
;

;

'

'

'

'

'

:

'

'

'

'
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nor connumerated with the Father ; nor on an
equality with the Son, for the Son is Only-begotten,
having no brother begotten with Him.' This is, of
course, inconsistent with Eunomius' previous interpretation of the Scripture words xpurorA/tos rijs
as actually meaning ' first-bom amongst
brethren,' i.e. the whole creation, including
not only the Spirit, but Himself. ' Not yet ranked
with any other, for he has gone above all the
creatures that came into being by the instrumentality of the Son, in mode of being, and nature,
and glory, and knowledge, as the first and noblest
work of the Only-begotten, the greatest and most
glorious.' Eunomius concedes much to the glory
of the Spirit, but he is pledged by his emanationism
to His subjectivity.
must discount the value
of what follows.
Eunomius does not read any
text in Scripture about the Spirit in the light of
<£t((T£us

many

We

other texts.
* He, too, being one, and first and alone and surpassing all the
creations of the Son in essence and dignity of nature, accomplishing every operation and all teaching according to the good
pleasure of the Son, being sent by Him, and receiving from
Him, and declaring to those who are instructed, and guiding
into truth.' Again: 'accomplishing every operation and all
teaching,' ' sanctifying the saints,' * co-operating with the faithful for the understanding and contemplation of things appointed,' 'leading us to that which is expedient for us,'
'
strengthening us in godliness,' ' lightening souls with the
light of Iinowledge,* ' emboldening the faint-hearted,' 'acting as
a guide to those who approach the mystery,' ' distributing every
gift,' 'banishing devils,' 'healing the sick,* 'comforting the
afflicted,' recovering the distressed.*
'

Orthodoxy could not have a word to say against
true scripturally, only Scripture
attributes all these very operations to the Father
and to the Son as well, or implies that they must
be ascribed to both. But Eunomius, while basing
his own doctrine upon Scripture, perforce ignored
this.
His principle once laid down at the first,
'that the energies and works are commensurate
with the Beings which they follow, and are
accordingly superior or inferior as the Beings are,'
prevents any of these operations of the Holy Spirit
from being purely Divine in his eyes. The fatal
separation and subordination of the Beings lead
to a still more fatal separation and subordination
of the works. As redemption itself by the incarnation, being the Son's work and not the Father's,
was rather a symptom of weakness in Him than
an evidence of the power of Divine mercy, so the
work of the Holy Spirit, being not the Son's nor
the Father's, is no more to Eunomius than what
might be attributed to some human teacher, e.g.,
to be sent, to receive, to announce, to suggest the
truth ; it is not God Himself whispering in the
heart of man.
To this emanationism ingrained in his system we
must, of course, attribute the curious insistence of
Eunomius on the Spirit's being the production of
the Son alone: the 'energy' of the Son produced
the Spirit as the ' energy of the Father produced
the Son. Was it only reverence for the words in
Jn 15''', or was it also the spectacle of Eunomius and
many others on this downward road of emanationism, that restrained every Greek Council and
all this, for it is

'

every ancient Greek Father from mentioning the
Son in connexion with the Procession of the Holy
Spirit? Gregory of Nazianzus speaks for them
' Standing on our
all
definitions, we introduce the
Ungenerate, the Generated, and that which proceeds from the Father (1 Orat de Filio, ii.).'
As to Baptism, the views of Eunomius can be
speedily stated. He is evidently alluding to it in
the following words (as quoted by Gregory of Nyssa,
c. Eunom. xi. 5)
But we affirm that the mystery
of godliness does not consist in venerable names,
nor in the distinctive character of customs and
sacramental tokens, but in exactness of doctrine.'
He goes on to say that baptism is not into the
Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit, but 'into an
:

:

'

—

and creator' apparently excluding the
Third Person altogether. Accuracy of doctrine
and clearness of statement were to the Eunomians
salvation, and mysteries worse than nothing, for
the claims of the Sacrament of Baptism must
disappear altogether with the Divinity of the
Spirit, as the claims of the other Sacrament disappear with the Divinity of Christ.
Neither
could place us, in this system, in communion with
this ungenerate God, either in heart and spirit, as
the Church could affirm with her living faith in a
consubstantial Trinity, or in mind, which was all
that the Eunomians would have valued. But for
artificer

communion

of mind their teacher had proof his own.
If Eunomius has a title to originality, it must
rest on the use he made of this term ' ungenerate,'
and it is this peculiar use of it that makes his
heresy strange and startling. For ' ungenerate
this

vided a better

way

and generate had been the very terms which the
defenders of the Somoousion had borrowed from
'

'

philosophy, to bring home to a cultured but unbelieving world that intimacy between the Father
and the Son the mention of which was ever on the
Saviour's lips, according to the Gospel records.
They had been employed to translate the inmost
mystery of the new religion. ' Generate,' which
had previously connoted nothing but the opposite
of ungenerate,' had now been brought into closest
correlation and vmion with the Ungenerate ; and
expressed that which could not otherwise be expressed, in the current philosophical language.
But Eunomius employs the terms in order to destroy that very thing which faith had adopted
them to teach the oneness of the Only-begotten
with the God who begat but who is Himself
unbegotten. He found these terms within the
Church, doing duty, as it were, to make clear that
oneness ; he employed them, by bringing them back
to their former use, to destroy it
Then this dichotomy of his had to be met, e.g. by Gregory
of Nyssa, with the counter dichotomy of created
and uncreated,' which, unlike the other, was
founded on an essential difference, and left that
which was within the inviolable circle of the Godhead free for ever from any more dichotomies,
whatever other assaults might at any time be made
'

—

1

'

'

'

upon

it.

Uncreate, intelligible nature is far removed from such distinctions (i.e. as those of Eunomius), says Gregory (c. Eunom.
* It does not possess the good by acquisition, or
i. 22).
participate only in the goodness of some good which hes above it.
... It is simple, uniform, incomposite.
. But it has distinction within itself in keeping with the majesty of its own nature,
but not conceived of with regard to quantity, as Eunomius
*

'

.

.

supposes.'

This was the impregnable position that Athanhad taken up. To admit that the Son is
less than the Father, and the Spirit less than the
Son, is to admit, as we have seen, the law of
emanation, that is, the gradual and successive
degradation of God's substance. By this path
Oriental heretics, as well as the Neo-Platonists,
had been led to a sort of pantheistic polytheism.
Arius had, indeed, tried to resist this tendency,
but so far only as to bring back Divinity to the
Supreme Being. This was done at the expense of
the Divinity of the Son, who was with Arius as
much a created intermediate between God and
man as one of the Mona. Eunomius treated the
Holy Spirit as his master had treated the Son
only by a more complete and decisive method,
since his new weapon of ungeneracy created an
actual unlikeness between the Persons. Arianism,
whether the earlier or the later, tended alike to
Judaism, and, by making creatures adorable, to
Greek polytheism. There was only one way of
cutting short the phantasmagoria of Divine emanations, without having recourse to the contraasius also

;

—

:

'
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dictory hypotheais of Arius ; and that was to
reject altogether the law of emanatiouH as hitherto

Far from admitting that the Sunreme
always weakening and degrading Himself
emanates from Him, Athanasius

accepted.

Being

is

in that which

down tlie principle that He produces within
Himself nothing but what is perfect, and just,
and Divine all that is not perfect is a work, but
only a work, of the Divine will, which draws it
out of nothing {i.e. creates it), and not out of the
Divine substance.
With regard to the diftusion of Ennomianism,
lays

;

Sozomen says {HE
'

The heresy

of

vi.

'

CMlicia

and the

(ib. vii. 6).

At

the convention, however, of all the sects, at
Theodosius' palace in A.D. 382, Eunomius was present (Socrates,
v. 10).
His'BKfleu-is ttjs irtaTeus
(to which he added learned notes) was laid before
Theodosius in 383. In his answer to Eunomius'
Second Book, Gregory of Nyssa finds that
Eunomius has still a flock, with whom the former
thus expostulated
With what eyes will you now
gaze upon your guide? I speak to you, O flock
of perishing souls
This could not have been
written earlier than A.D. 384.
It was stated at the beginning of this article
that Eunomius had been a martyr to his cause,
and so he was destined still to be. But it was not
till 391 that the Emperor condemned him to banishment to Moesia.
The barbarians, however,
drove him from them ; and he was brought to
Caesarea, much to the annoyance of the Christians
there, who resented the presence amongst them
of the enemy of their lost Basil.
He died at his

RE

'

:

1

'

birth-place, Dacora in
was visited there.

Cappadocia

;

and

his

tomb

—

;

;

;

;

;

Hamburg,

1804, ix. 207 ff.

W. MOOER.

EUNUCH. —The operations of castrating males
and

of spaying females were probabljr practised on
animals earlier than on human beings ; and desexualization has always been far more commonly

performed on males than on females. Castration
of horses was known in Vedic India, as is shown

by the frequent occurrence of the proper name
VadhryaSva {' He who has castrated horses'), and
the repeated mention of the ox beside the bull (e.g.
Rigveda, I. xxxii. 7, X. cii. 12 cf., further, Zimmer,
Altind. Leben, Berlin, 1879, pp. 231, 226). Homeric
Greece was plainly acquainted with the castration
of animals (cf. ivopxa iiri\a, U. xxiii. 147), and the
custom of gelding horses is recorded fortheScythians
and Sarmatians by Strabo (p. 312).
Methods and purpose of castration. The most
I
primitive method of castration seems to have been
by crushingthe testicles, mentioned vaAtharvaveda,
VI. cxxxviii. 2, and implied in a long series of words
meaning castrated and connected with bases
denoting crash and the like.
;

—

.

'

'

'

'

'

is

Besides crushing, cutting was also emplo3-ed, as
shown by such words as Gr. ro/ilas, eunuch
'

Lat. castro, 'castrate' (.Skr. iat-,
'cut'); Old Ir. lun, 'wether' (Skr. lu-, 'cut');
' castrated
Skr. nira^ta,
(Skr.
airi,
edge,'
'knife').
The operation of dragging the testicles
from the scrotum seems to be implied in Gr. airiSuv,
eunuch ((TTrdw, ' drag ; cf. Skr. muskabarha,
'
castrater ' [lit. ' he who puts the testicles outside'], Atharvaveda, ni. ix. 2); and, if O.H.G.
urfur, 'castrated,' Anglo-Sax. df^ran, 'castrate,'
are connected with Gr. TrDp, 'fire,' the application
of hot iron to the testicles may likewise have been
employed (on all these terms, see Schrader, Reallex.
der indogerm. Alterlwnskunde, Strassburg, 1901, p.
919 ; Hirt, Indogermanen, do. 1905-07, pp. 291,
(W/tpw, 'cut');

'

'

'

658).

A

survey of the terms just given shows that
castration of human beings was performed in
Europe only where Oriental influences were present ; and in this case linguistic evidence is not
contradicted by any facts thus far known. The
reasons for the castration of animals were doubtless
the same in early times as they are to-day greater
docility (notably in horses and oxen) and increased
savourinesss of meat (as in capons).
Turning to the subject proper of the present art.
the castrated human male, or eunuch it may
:

—

—

be noted that the terms for eunuch give, with
perhaps a single exception, no clue as to the reason
for the institution of castration.
The sources of
Skr. vadhri and of Gr. SXi/Sias, (Bpii, rofila-s, and
(TirdSuv have already been given.
The best known
term of all, eivovxo!, is of uncertain signification.
'

'

The old etymology, found as early as the Etymologicum

Magnum — aTrb

tov

—

ev(aj»'

ttji'

«al

€;^etv

kox

CTrt^eAeto-^ai

and still advanced by Tylor (EBr n, art. Eunuch *),
by which the word means bed-warder,' merits no consideration.
Perhaps the best suggestion is that advanced by Jensen, XA i.
[1886] 20, who regards eiii'ouxoy as a loan-word from the Sem.,
comparing Heb. ^ori, Tj'jij, 'trained,' 'tried,* experienced (cf.
Syr. m^haimnd, 'eunuch' [lit. 'trustworthy,' 'trusted'], and
see Lewy, Sem. Fremdwortir im Gr., Berlin, 1895, p. 75).
<i>v\a(TiTei,v

LrrsRATDRE. The Apologeticus of Eunomius in 28 sections is
edited byH. Canisiusin Lectiones Antiques, Ingolstadt, 1601-04,
The beginning and epilogue are in Cave's Hut. Lit.,
i. 172 ff.
London, 16S8, i. 171, Lat. tr. by W. Whiston, in his Eunomianismus redivivus, London, 1711. His 'E^eeo-i? T^r n-iWews in the
Codex Theodosius is edited by Valesius, in his notes on Socrates,
Paris, 1668 by Baluze, in the Nova Collectio Conciliorum, Paris,
1683, i. 89
and by Oh. H. Eettberg in his Marceltiana, Oottingen, 1794. This is the best edition. See also F. Oehler's ed. of
Gregory's 13 Books against Eunomius, in vol. i. of the W&rks
of Gregory of Nyssa (Halle, 1S65) C. R. W. Klose, Gesch. und
Lehre des Eunomius, Kiel, 1833 ; W. KoUing:, Gesch. der arian.
Hdresie, Giitersloh, 1875-83 J. Rupp, Gregors des Bischofs von
Nyssa Leben und Meinungen, Leipzig, 1834 J. A. Fabricius,
Sibl. Orcee.,

Here belong Ijit. eapu, 'capon '(Or. Ku-mut, 'strike'); Old Ir.
iniiU, 'wether' (old Clitirch .Slav, mlaiu, 'hammer'); .Swab.
rann, 'gelding' (Kkr. n;-, 'shatter'); Alhan. lr«8. 'castrate'
(Lat. tTudo, 'thruNt'); Or. SAo^iac, eXi^i'at, 'eunuch' (Mau,
flAi'/Siu, 'crush'); ,Skr. vadhH, Or. rtpit, 'eunuch' (.Skr. vadh-,
'strike,' 'shatter'); G.H.O. (laruy, 'castrated hog,' Old Church
Slav. bravH, wether' (Lat. /erio, 'strike').
It is also evident,
from Alharvaveda, vi. cxxxviii. 2, 4-5, that, besides crushing
or splitting the testicles with stones, or with a peg, the penis
might also be split.

'

27)

Eunomius was spread from

mountains of Taurus as far as the Hellespont and Constantinople.' InA.n. SSOatBithynia, near Oonstantinople, 'multitudes
resorted to him ; some also gathered from different quarters,
a few with the design of testing his principles, and others
merely from the desire of liatenmg to his discourses.
His
reputation reached the ears of the emperor, who would gladly
have held a conference with him. But the Empress Flacilla
studiously prevented an interview from taking place between
them ; for she was the most faithful guard of the Nicene doctrines
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'

'

'

'

The Heb. term for eunuch is D"id, which is
probably to be regarded, with Jensen, ZA vii.
[1892] 174, note 1, as borrowed from Assyr. Sa reH
(rUi), ' he who is the head or chief,' particularly as
this would explain all the offices and duties performed by the onp in the OT (cf. Zimmern, ZDMG
liii. [1899] 116, note 2).
EV is, therefore, correct in rendering D'^p by 'officer' or
'

'

chamberlain

'

eunuch

'

in the majority of its occurrences, reserving
'
' for passages
in whicii this is obviously the meaning
2 K 832 2018 = Is 39' 66Sf- ; some passages, as Jer 292 3419,
are equally susceptible of either rendering ; in any case it seems
unnecessary to accept Cheyne's suggestion [EBi 1427] that two
words originally distinct have been fused in O'np). The precise
nature of the operation performed on the ancient Sem. eunuchs
is uncertain, but from the antithesis, in Dt 231, of .TS^'yia?
(e.g.

npp5' nlipl (LXX 6kahi<K, airoK€Kafj.ij.evoi) it is evident that both
crushing of the testicles and ablation of the penis must have
been among the methods employed (cf. also the Vulg. rendering
eunuchus, attritis vel amputatis testiculis et
of the passage,
'

abscisso veretro

').

2. Physical and mental effects of castration.
performed on a chUd, and if proper
precautions are taken, the operation is not, surgically speaking, a very serious one, although the
mortality is enormous among the unfortunate
children castrated by African slave-dealers for the
Oriental market. After puberty the operation becomes much more grave. In the case of boys,
castration prevents the development of the secondary sex-characteristics the growth of the beard

If castration is

—

—

—
;
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and of hair on the body, and the change of the
larynx, the eunuch voice thus approaching the
female timbre. Males castrated in adult life naturally have the same secondary sex -characteristics as
other men. Data are lacking with regard to the
castration of girls, though analogically there should
be no pubic or axillary hair, and no characteristic
development of the pelvis and breasts. Oophorectomy after puberty is commonly alleged to result
though the secondary sex-characteristics remain
in a certain approximation to the male type, as in
the quality of the voice and in the growth of hair
on the face. Castration of the male does not immediately result in loss of libido. On the contrary,
the castrate can for some time at least a year^
have sexual intercourse and emit a quasi-semen
(probably the secretion of the prostate gland).
Accordingly, in the degenerate days of the Roman
Empire, eunuchs were regularly made, soon after
reaching puberty, for the sensual gratification of
Roman dames, particularly quod abortive non
est opus' (Juvenal, Sat. vi. 365 ff.
of. Seneca,
de Matrimonio, ed. Hase, p. 429 Martial, Epigr.
vi. 2
Thousand Nights and One Night, tr. Payne,
London, 1882-84, i. 368). Later, however, erections occur much more seldom almost never after
18 months from the operation and there is no
sensation of seminal ejaculation. In the female
oophorectomy usually annihilates the sexual impulse, but there are many exceptions, for in some
females libido is increased after removal of both
uterus and ovaries.
Surgically, castration is generally performed to
relieve disease of the testicle, bladder, and prostate
gland in the male, and of the ovaries and uterus in
the female. In males it is also often done to relieve
urinary weakness (retention of urine, etc. ). Oophorectomy for ovarian disease of the female hastens
the physical changes usually ascribed to the menopause, unless, as is often done, a small portion of
ovarian tissue is left in situ, or is engrafted upon
the uterine body.
The operation of castration affects the body
chemistry (metabolism) very strongly. The phosphates in the urine and the carbonic acid in the
expired breath diminish, while the weight of the

—

'

;

;

;

—

—

guten Hoffnung, Frankfurt, 1745, p. 147). Theii
motive was to prevent the birth of twins, an event
of such ill omen to many peoples (see Twins) ; and,
Kolben adds, no woman would marry a man unless
his left testicle had been excised in childhood, the
operation being performed at intervals of eight or
nine years on all who might be of the proper age.
In Ponape, one of the Caroline Islands, the left
testicle is extirpated with a sharp bamboo at the
age of seven or eight (on Niuatabutahu, in the
Friendly Islands, the age is 12-14), the purpose
being to avoid orchitis ; and the man on whom this
has been performed isdeemed particularly handsome
by the girls (Finsch, ZE xxii. [1880] 316).
The general function of eunuchs was to serve as
a superior sort of slave, particularly in view of
their sterility as guardians of the harlm.
It
would appear that the castration of human beings
was first suggested by analogy with that of animals
(cf. Xenoph. Cyrop. vil. v. 60-65)
it was supposed
to make men more tractable as slaves, and, by depriving them of the distractions of family life, to
render them more faithful to their masters. But,
effective as this proves in the case of animals, it is
far otherwise in the case of man ; and the history
of the eunuch system is one stained by vilest intrigue
and darkened by utter corruption.

—

—

—

Birthplace and diffusion of the practice.

3.

Where castration started is an unsolved question,
but the tradition recorded by AmmianusMarcellinus
(XIV. vi. 17), that it was instituted by the legendary Semiramis, would seem to point to the Mesopotamian region as its first home. Eunuchs were
early known in Assyria, where they apparently
acted as generals and governors (Jensen, ap. Manitius, ZA xxiv. [1910] 109, note 1 ; cf. esp. Klauber,
'Assyr. Beamtentum,' LSSt v. 3 [1910], p. 117).
They were in Israel at least as early as the reign
of Jehu (2 K 9"^), and in Persia (Brisson, de Begio
Persarum Principatu,

ed. Lederlin, Strassburg,
1710, passim), in Greece by the time of the Persian
wars ( Kerod. viii. 105), in Egypt during the XXth
dynasty (1202-1102 B.C. ; Bawlinson, Hist, of Anc.
Egypt, London, 1881, ch. xxii.), in Ethiopia (Ac 8"),
in India at an early date {Mahdbharata III. cl. 46)
they exercised an evil power at the courts of

Many spayed women grow fat and

Gordianus III. Constantius, Honorius, and Arcadius

dyspeptic. Congestion to the head and thorax and
excessive perspiration appear and may continue
for years.
Melancholia is developed in a large
percentage of cases, together with loss of memory,
irritability of temper, impairment of vision, nightmare, insomnia, and skin affections.
On mentality castration appears to produce no
essential change.
It is true that eunuchs are
usually inclined to be malevolent and unscrupulous, that they are apt to be either extremely
abased or inordinately haughty. Yet this is due
not so much to the physical results of the operation
as to the fact that by the hand of their fellow-men
they have been put outside the pale of normal
humanity, and they feel a not unnatural resentment, accentuated by the aloofness usually felt by
all who are marked off, by mental or physical
peculiarities, from the ordinary mass of mankind.
Nowhere, perhaps, has the mixture of native ability
and acquired malignancy been_ more strikingly
exemplified than in the case ofAgha Muhammad,
who, castrated in early life by' Adll Shah, was able
to overtlirow the Zend dynasty in Persia and, in
1796, to found in blood the Qajar house (cf. Horn,
GIrP ii. 594-596). But that cruelty is an accident,
and that mental and spiritual powers are unabated,
is proved by the famous instances of Origen and

(Gibbon, Decline and Fall, chs. vii., xix., xxxii.,
xxxiii.)
and they were introduced into China in
the 8th cent. B.C. (cf. Stent, Chines. Eunuchen,

body

increases.

Abelard

(qq.v.).

Certain peoples are reported to have practised the
excision of one testicle only, as is recorded of the
Hottentots by Kolben (Beschreib. des Vorgebirgs der

,

;

Leipzig, 1879).

The eunuch

4.

priest.

—

—Far

more important

in

—

the present connexion and far more difficult is
the problem of the origin of the eunuch priest.
The Ephesian Artemis was served not only by
virgins, but by eunuchs, the name of the latter
having salvation
Me7d/3ufo( (i.e. *BagabuxSa,
through the Deity' [Justi, Iran. Namenbuch,
Marburg, 1895, p. 57])— betraying their Oriental
origin (Strabo, p. 641) ; and the priests of Atargatis
goddess
were also eunuchs (ERE ii. 166 f.).
called Hecate probably an amalgamation of the
great mother-goddess of Asia Minor worshipped
at Lagina (the modern Ileina, 2 hours north of
Stratonica, Caria), had among her servants eunuchs
and hierodouloi (Gruppe, Gr. Mythol. und BeUgionsgesch., Munich, 1906, p. 263) ; and the
eunuch priests of Cybele are universally known
'

A

—

(EBE iv.

—

377).

—^d»o)Xot and yoAAot—are of unknown significatioD.

and Attis
The latter

word was derived by the Greeks and Romans

Eiymolog.

The names applied to the eunuch

priests of Cybele
(e.g.

s.v. ; Ovid, Fasti, iv. 361 ff.) from the river Gallus in
Phrygia, but the stream was more probably so called in honour
some deity and the attempt to connect -yoAAos with Heb.
^73, roll,' is merely fantastic (cf. Gruppe, 1542, note 2).

Mag.,
of

;

•

It is in the cult of Cybele (q.v.) that the question
of the origin of the eunuch priest must centre.
That Attis {q.v.), her male partner, castrated him-

'
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self

was the subject

in ancient times

of very diverpent conjectures

(EEE

217; Ciruppe, 1542 f.);
yet it must be remembered that to ancient religions the problem of origins is in great measure
inditt'erent, the cliief duty being minute conformity
ii.

to traditional rites (of. Hepding, A tlis, seine Mythen
Kult, Giessen, 1903, p. 98).
The castration of a god is familiar from the Or. legends regarding Uranoa and Kronos (Gruppe, 350, 1114, note 1),
although these seem to have little in common with the story of
Attis.
The foundation of the myth of the mutilation of Uranos
and Kronoa ia probably one *of the violent separation of the
earth and sky, which some races, for example the Polynesians,

und sein

Buppoae to have originally clasped each other in a close embrace
(Frazer, Attis, Adonis, and Osiris, London, 1907, p. 237 ; Lang,
Custom and Myth, do. 1884, p. 45 ff., and Myth, Ritual, and
Religion, do. 1887, i. 299 ff. ; for a convenient summary of the
Polynesian myth, see
iv. 175'^).
Gruppe (1112) is "inclined
to explain the stories as borrowed from a Sem. source given by
Pbilo Byblius, as quoted by Eusebius, Praep. evang. i. x. 12,
but Gruppe's explanation, that the series 'Eiri'yeiot (Autox^wv) ;
El, Demarus
Uranos, Kronoa, Zeus represents three periods,
viz. unrestricted production, absolute cessation of production,
and the orderlj' and regulated production of like from like (as is
the case in the organic world), seems far less likely than the interpretation advanced by Lang and Frazer. But, if the myths
of the mutilation of Uranos and Kronos are coamogonic, it seenia
equally evident that the origin of the legend of the aelfcaatration of Attis was Estiological, so that, as Frazer declares
(p. 221), ' the atory of the self-mutilation of Attis is clearly an
attempt to account for the self-mutilation of his prieata, who
regularly castrated themselves on entering the service of the

ERE

—

—

;

But why, granting Frazer's explanation

of the
of the self-mutilation of Attis, did the galli
emasculate themselves ? First of all, the galli were
priests of Cybele, a mother-goddess.
The cult of
this divinity, especially at Rome, is fairly well
known (EBE ii. 217 f. ; and esp. Hepding, op. cit.).

myth

Here we may note particularly that the selfcastration of the galli took place probably on 24th
March the third day of the annual festival in
honour of the Great Mother the dies sanguinis,
which typified the grief of Cybele for the death of
Attis, and on which her devotees, headed by the
archigallus, gashed their bodies with potsherds or
slashed them with knives to bespatter the altar
and the sacred tree with their blood (cf. Frazer,
223, with references, to which ma^ be added the

—

—

RHLR

quotations from Ambrosiaster by Cumont,
also learn much conviii. [1903] 423, note 1).
cerning the galli from the Latin accounts of their
processions (e.g. Lucret. ii. 600 ff. ; Ovid, Fasti, iv.

We
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ff.).

Here one feature must be deemed peculiarly
even though little attention seems thus
been given it by those who have studied
the Attis-Cybele cycle the galli wear female

significant,
far to have

—

garb.
After his castration Attia wore female clothing (Lucian, de
Dea Syr. xv.J. Varro (Men. cxx. [ed. Biicheler]) describes the
gain aa partim venuata muliebri ornati atola ; Arnobius (adv.
Gentes, v. 17), as wearing 'volucra mollium velamentalanarum*;
and the pseudo-Cyprian (ad Senatorem ex Christiana religione
ad idolum servitutem conversum, 9), as clad 'tunicis muliebribua.' Most important of all in this connexion is St. Augustine
(de Civ. Dei, vii. 26), who expresses his scorn of the galli, who,
in their processions, were to be seen madidis capillis, facie
dealbata, fluentibus membris, incessu femineo.' Small wonder
that satirista and Christian apologists even charged the galli
'

'

'

with being sodomites (Martial, Epigr. ni. Ixxxi. 3-6 Justin
Martyr, Apol. i. 27) a charge that was renewed by Rosenbaum
(Gesch. d/r Lustseuche im Alterthume, Halle, 1845, p. 120),
though there seems to be no certain evidence for the accusation.

—

;

In like manner those who castrated themselves
honour of the Syrian Astarte of Hierapolis also
wore women's clothing. After performing the
mutilation upon themselves, they ran through the
city, carrying in their hands the severed parts,
which they cast into some house ; and the inmates
were required to furnish the newly castrated
with female attire and female adornments, which
were worn by the eunuchs for the remainder of
their lives (Lucian, Ii.).
Outside of Asia Minor the eunuch priest is rare,
although Frazer (p. 225, note 4) has succeeded in
collecting a few instances.
in

S81

Among

the Ba-sundi and Ila-bwende of the Congo many
in order lo more fittingly ofTer themselves
which Increaain^y
Increasingly prevails as wo
advance from the coast to the interior* (Johnston, JAI xiii.
River
and
The
Congo,
473,
London,
In the
1884, p. 409),
[1884J
western part of the Bcllary District of Madras, and in the
adjoining portions of Dharwar and Mysore, men who are horn
eunuchs or in some way deformed are sometimes dedit-attd to
a goddess named Uuliganuna. They wear female attire and
might be mistaken for women. Also men who are, or believe
themselves to be, impotent will vow to dress as women in the
hope of recovering their virility (Fawcett, JASB ii. [1890-92]
In Pegu, at a feast called the ' collock,' 'some
331, 343 f.).
Women are chosen out of the People assembled, to dance a
Dance to the Qoda of the Earth. Hermaphrodites, who are
numerous in this Country, are generally chosen, if there are
enow present to make a Set for the Dance' (tlamilton. New
Account 0/ the East Indies, Edinburgh, 1727, ii. 57 f.).

youths
juths are castrated
to

the

'

phallic worship,

What, then, ia the origin of the eunuch priest,
dedicated to a goddess of fertility and clothed in
female garb? Leaving out of account the African
usage, which is probably connected with religious
sodomy a custom also widely spread among the
ancient Semites and the American aborigines and
likewise dismissing as fantastic the Uieory reported by Hippolytus (Eeftit. omniwin hmr. v. 17),
on Naassenian authority, that by his castration
Attis was raised to the celestial essence, where,
they say, there is neither female nor male, but a
new creation, a new man, who is androgynous,' we
may note the principal explanations that have been
advanced.
Gruppe (1542-1546) supposes that the selfcastration of the galli was to secure chastity (cf.
Hepding, 162), in conformity with an ascetic desire
to renounce the joys of the world, although the
idea of the marriage of Cybele and Attis still
survived in the practice of burying the severed
parts in the earth or in subterranean chambers
sacred to Cybele.
Westermarck (MI ii. 414)
suggests that the eunuchization may have been
due to 'the idea that the deity is jealous of the
chastity of his or her servants,' his basis being a
theory of Lactantius (Div. Instil, i. 17)
Deum
mater et amavit formosum adolescentem, et eundem
cum pellice deprehensum exsectis virilibus semivirum reddidit; et ideo nunc sacra eius a gallis
sacerdotibus celebrantur ' (further references in
Gruppe, 1542, note 3). To say, with Jeremias (in
Chantepie de la Saussaye, Lehrbueh der Beligionsgesch.^, Tubingen, 1905, i. 361), that 'self-castration
is the dedication to the goddess [Astarte].
The
castrates are dedicated to the divinity like the
Vestals,' is an ambiguous platitude.
Frazer (p.
223 f.) conjectures that the self-castration of the
galli, like the self-gashing of the other devotees,
was intended to strengthen the dead Attis for his

—

—

'

:

'

resurrection.
•Wrought up to the highest pitch

of religious excitement,
they [the galli] dashed the severed portions of themselves
against the iraa^e of the cruel goddess. These broken instruments of fertility were afterwards reverently wrapt up and
buried in the earth or in subterranean chambers sacred to
Cybele, where, like the offering of blood, they may have been
deemed instrumental in recalling Attis to life and hastening the
general resurrection of nature, which was then bursting into
Some confirmation of
leaf and blossom in the vernal sunshine.
this conjecture ia furniahed by the savage story that the mother
of Attis conceived by putting in her bosom a pomegranate
sprung from the severed genitals of a man-monster named
Agdestis, a sort of double of Attis.
If there is any truth in this conjectural explanation of the
custom, we can readily understand why other Asiatic goddesses

were served in like manner by eunuch priests.
These feminine deities required to receive from their male
ministers, who personated the divine lovers, the means of discharging their beneficent functions they had themselves to be
impregnated by the life-giving energy before they could transmit
it to the world.'
of fertility

:

Hepding, who, like a number of other scholars,
the self-mutilation of Attis from the
Semites (pp. 128, 161 f., 178, 217), attributes it in

derives

part to the ansesthesia-produeing frenzy of the
general character of the orgiastic rites (pp. 129 f.,
160 f.); but this is only a partial explanation,
applicable, indeed, to the gashing with sherds and

:

;

,;
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knives, but hardly sufficient to account for the
He is, however,
great act of self-castration.
probably correct in maintaining (p. 127 f.) that
this characteristic was introduced subsequent to
the time of Herodotus, whose account of the Attis
myth (iv. 76) contains no intimation of any orgiastic gallic rites.

Yet all these theories seem inadequate, especially
as they do not account for the subsequent donning
of female dress and for the general adoption of
feminism. The only explanation which seems to
fit the facts is that of Farnell (CGS iii. 300 f.)
* Even the self-mutilation
necessary for the attainment of the
status of the eunuch-priest may have arisen from the ecstatic
craving to assimilate oneself to the goddess and to charge oneself with her power, the female dress being thereupon assumed
to coroplete the transformation.'

The assumption of women's garb by certain
classes of efleminate priests is wide-spread (see
above, p. 70, and cf Frazer, 428 ft'. ), and in the
.

case before us it may have been furthered by the
principle of impersonation often associated with
dress (see above, pp. 51'', es'). It seems probable
that the galli, as devotees of the Great Mother,
first donned the garments of her own sex
and
that later, to make the resemblance between themselves and their divinity as close as possible, they
;

removed the organs which had rendered them
conspicuously not of her sex, and whose ablation
made them approximately similar to her. Another
contributing factor may perhaps have been that
they were thus also assimilated to her virgin
attendants of true female sex.
If the explanation here favoured is correct, there would be
in the present writer's suggestion
rep:arding the origin of the Australian operation of ariltha
(hRE iii. 666*>). Moreover, just as in the case of female circumcision (lb. 669), there seems to have been a later, reverse
tendency to make the female and male types of the devotees
of Cybele more alike by amputation of the mummce (Arnobius,
adv. Nationes, v. 13 f. ; cf . also Gruppe, 1645, note 6, whose
explanation, however, seems scarcely plausible).

an interesting analogue

Even within the history of Christianity sporadic
instances of self-mutilation have occurred.
Of
these the best known is that of Origen, who later
bitterly repented his un-Christian act, to which he
had been led by his incorrect exegesis of Mt 19'^
combined with his anxiety to avoid all scandal in
his association with his pupils (Euseb.
vi. 8).
In similar fashion
'Leontius made himself an eunuch to avoid suspicion in his
converse with the virgin Eustolium but he was deposed from

EE

:

the office of presbyter for the fact, and it gave occasion to the
Council of Nice to renew the ancient canon against such
practices so that, when the Arians afterward ordained him
bishop of Antioch, the historians [Socrates,
li. 26
Theodoret,
ii.
24] tell us, the Catholics generally declaimed
against his ordination as uncanonical (Bingham, Antiquities
of the Chr. Church, ed. E. Bingham, Jr., Oxford, 1866, ii. 47 f.).
;

SE

HE

;

'

This form of mutilation is, as is well known, the
characteristic which gives its name to the fanatical
Kussian sect of Skoptzy ('castraters' the writer's
rendering, ' circumcisers,' in
iii.
mi^, is
wrong), who also, in addition to mutilation of the
female genitals, amputate one or both of the
breasts (cf. E. Pelikan, Gerichtlich-medizin. Unter-

ERE

suchungen

iiber

—

das Skopzenthum in Russland, tr.
St. Augustine (de Haer.

Iwanott; Giessen, 1876).

xxxvii.), it is true, states that 'the Valesians
castrate both themselves and their guests, thinking
that they should in this way serve God ' ; but the
existence of these Arabo-Christian heretics is too
doubtful for their practices to be considered here,
and the Council alleged to have been held in
Achsea about the middle of the 3rd cent, to condemn
them appears to be equally dubious (cf. Hefele,
Hist, des conciles, Fr. tr., Paris, 1907 ff., i. 164).

The Skoptzy have not been the only ones who
have castrated women. According to Athenseus
(xii. 11 [p. 515]), Adramytis thus mutilated women
in Lydia, ' using them instead of male eunuchs
but the most interesting instance is that declared
to exist among some Central Australian tribes.
'

On

the authority of Purcell (Verh. der Berliner Gesellsch. fUr

AnthropoL, Ethnol. und Urgesch., 1893, p. 288), which is not,
however, substantiated by Spencer-Gillen, the operation of
euriltha, or spaying, is performed on certain selected girls
from 10 to 12 years old. The older men prepare a long roll of
emu feathers with a loop of hair at the end. This is thrust into
the vagina and is left there for some days, after which the old
men pull it out, thus tearing away part of the womb. Three
days later a small stone knife is inserted, and the neck of the

womb

is cut horizontally and vertically, the down of geese or
eagle-hawks being then introduced, and lumps of fat being used
as salve. When the wound is healed, the operation of female
circumcision (described in
iii. 667 f.) is performed.
The
alleged purpose of this female castration is to prevent the
women from bearing children to foreign tribes, and to save
them from being encumbered by infants when going through
dry and barren country but, in view of the fact that the
Australians do not know that procreation is connected with the
sexual act (ERE iii. G66^), this explanation must be accepted
with reserve. Milucho-Maclay (ZE xiv. [1882] 26 f.) describes
a girl who had undergone this operation as having only slightly
developed hips, breasts, and mons Veneris, and with some hairs
growing on her chin. The purpose is said to be the furtherance
of prostitution. The same authority was told by E. P. Ramsay,
curator of the Sydney museum, that the well-known explorer
MacGillivray had seen at Cape York a woman oophorectomized
to prevent the birth of dumb children, she herself having been
horn dumb. Similarly, Roberts (cited by Bischoff in Miiller's
Archiv fur Anat., Physiol., und wissenschaftliche Medizin,
1843, p. clix f.) records having seen female eunuchs in India
here again these women, whose age was about 25, approximated
in lack of pelvic development, etc., very closely to the male

BRB

;

type.

—

Attention has
5. Castration as a i>unishment.
already been drawn in the artt. Crimes and

Punishments

(vol. iv. pp. 251", 255", 256'', 266",
also ETHICS AND MORALITY [Celtic], III.
Except in
S 7), to castration as a punishment.
Frisian law, where this was inflicted on a robber
of a temple, being preliminary to the penalty of

304"

cf.

;

death, emasculation was normally a punishment
for rape and similar crimes ; and occasionally, as
in Welsh law, it was inflicted only when the
criminal could not pay the heavy fines required.
In ECTpt, castration was the penalty for adultery
(Post, Bausteinefiir eine allgem. Rechtsvjissensch.
Oldenburg, 1880-81, i. 208), while in India a Sudra
who committed adultery with the wife of an Arya,
or who insolently made water on a high-caste man,
suffered amputation of the penis (Manu, viii. 282,
374) ; and a Brahman who dishonoured the bed of
his teacher had, as one of the three modes of death
offered him, the option of himself amputating his
penis and scrotum, and of then advancing, holding
them in his hand, to the south-west (the direction
of Nirrti, ' Destruction ') until he should fall dead
(Manu, xi. 105). Similarly, those who have sexual
relations with women of other castes than their
own (excepting, of course, lawful marriages with
women of lower castes), who cause animals to be
killed, or who violate their teacher's wife, are
punished, according to Mahabhdrata, XIII. cxlv.
52 f., in their next incarnation by being bom kliba
(which may mean either 'eunuch,' impotent,' or
even hermaphrodite '). The laws of Alfred the
Great (ii. 25) punished by emasculation a servant
who raped a female servant (Mli. 251), and all male
relatives of a Chinaman condemned for treason
were doomed to death, excepting the young boys,
who were castrated for service in the Imperial
palace (ib. i. 45, with references).
6. Social and religious status of eunuchs.
The
social status of the eunuch has always been of the
lowest.
(In the following references to Skr. texts
it should be noted that the words kliba, vadhri,
sandha, etc., are somewhat ambiguous in meaning,
denoting both 'eunuch' and 'impotent.')
The
Mahabhdrata (VIII. xlv. 25) is very explicit here
Mlechchhas [barbarians, non-Aryans] are the dirt of human'

'

—

:

'

ity ; oil-men are the dirt of Mlechchhas ; eunuchs are the dirt
of oil-men ; and they who appoint K^atriyas as priests in their
sacrifices are the dirt of eunuchs.'

A

eunuch, or
long-haired man,' is neither
nor woman (Satapatha Brdhmana, V. i. 2. 14,
iv. 1. If., XII. vii. 2. 12; cf. Atharvaveda, VI.
cxxxviii. 2
Mahdbharata, V. clx. 115 and the
'

man

;

;

—

;;

:

:
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references given by Bloomfield, SBE xlii. 538 f.),
and there is reason to believe that they ministered
to unnatural sensuality (K. Schmidt, Beitrage zur
ind. Erotik, Leipzig, .1902, p. 211).
They could
not inherit property {Apastamba D.S. II. vi. 14. 1
Gautama D.&. xxviii. 43 ; Vasi^lha D.&. xvii. 53 f.),
and were to be maintained by tlie king, vfho was
to take what would have been their inheritance
if they had been normal men (Vdsi^^ha D.&. xix.
35 f.).
They were excluded from the iraddha, or
sacrifice to the manes (Manu, iii. 165), of which they
were unworthy {ib. iii. 150), even as they were
unlit for the ordeal by sacred libation {Ndrada
D.S. i. 332). No Brahman might eat of a sacrifice
;

Eerformed by eunuchs (Manu, iv. 205 f.), nor might
e consume any food prepared by them lib. iv. 211
Vasistka. D.li. xiv. 2 ; Apastamba D.S. I. vi. 18.
27 ; 19. 15) or accept alms offered by them ( Vasi^t/uz
D.S. xiv. 19). They were forbidden to serve as
witnesses (Narada D.6. i. 179), and were deemed
incapable of keeping a secret {Milindapaflha, IV.
i. 6).
In contempt for their effeminacy, they might
not be struck in battle (Manu, vii. 19), a special
penalty being imposed for killing them {ib. xi. 134
Gautama Z*.A xxii. 23). Being sterile, and so
essentially ill-omened, the very sight of them
;

was

defiling (Manu, iii. 239 f.), and they were forbidden to be near the king during his consultations
(Mahdbharata, xil. Ixxxiii. 55), whUe the neat-herd
Ganja laments (Temple, Legends of the Panjdb,

Bombay,

1884-1900, ii. 396)
When I was in my mother's womh, eunuchs danced
door and so 1 am lame, and have no hair on my head.'
'

at the

;

A eunuch might not be converted (Milindapanha,
nor might he be ordained (Mahdvagga,
and a bhikkhu was forbidden to castrate
himself (Chullavagqa, v. 7). Eunuchs were permitted to marry (Manu, ix. 79, 204 of. Muslim'
Dancers, who are of low caste in
section below).
India, were castrated (Mahabharata, III. xlvi. 50),
and the dancing of eunuchs is already referred to
IV. viii. 53),
i.

61),

'

;

in

Atharvaveda,

human

VIII.

%-i.

11.

In the puriisamedha,

the Vedic period, a eunuch
was the victim offered to Misfortune [^Pdpman] and
in this case the victim being neither of Brahman
nor of ^udra caste to Prajapati {Vajasaneya
or

sacrifice of

—

—

Samh. XXX.

5, 22).

Among the Hebrews the eunuch was excluded
from the assembly of the Lord (Dt 23" [Heb.]),
though in the prophetic period the eunuchs that
kept the Sabbath and, holding to the covenant of
the Lord, pleased Him were to receive, in His
house and within His walls, a memorial and a
name better than of sons and of daughters ; I wUl
give them an everlasting name, that shall not be
cut off' (Is 56^'''), while from the earliest days of
the Church the eunuch has been freely admitted
as a layman (Ac 8"*). The question of the ordination of eunuchs has been more perplexing, for, as
in the Jewish ritual, only the physically perfect
should minister at the altar a rule which is firmly
observed by all Catholic communions. One born
a eunuch might be ordained, as was Dorotheus of
Antioch (Euseb. HE vii. 32), and so might one who
had been castrated by a barbarian master, as was
'

—

SE

Constantinople (Socrates,
vi. 15
viii. 24) ; but not those who emasSozomen,
culated themselves from pretence of piety or from
fear of committing fornication (Gennad. de Eccl.
First Nicene Council, can. 1
dogmat. Ixxii.
Second Aries Council, can. 7 cf. Bingham, ii. 4548 the rulings have become part of Canon Law).
The whole matter is summed up in the Apostolic
Canons, xxi.-xxiv.

Tigris of

SE

;

;

;

:

^ijvov\o^ et fLkv ef eTnjpeCai avdpi^mav iyiveri Tty, 7j ev SiuyfioJ
Ta av^ptiiv, ij oifTW? e<^v, Kai i{TTt.v afio?, yivetrdia [SC.
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Already in the Roman Empire both Domitian
and Nerva had forbidden castration (Sueton. Domit.
vii. ; Dio Cass. Ixvii. 2, Ixviii. 2), and this prohibition
'

was repeated

in the Digest (xlviii.

8.

4.

2

nemo liberum eervumve invitum sinentemve

castthe position of the

Such has also been
Church, the only exception being the practice of
castrating boys to preserve their voices, notably
The authorities cited by St.
for the papal choir.
Alfonso Liguori {Theol. mor. IV. iv. no. 374) make
the custom dependent on the question whether the
public welfare promoted by the sweet singing of
the castrati was of sufficient magnitude to render
St. Alfonso himself inlicit a grave mutilation.
clines to the negative, and the whole practice was
Benedict
XIV. (de Syn.
definitely condemned by
dioces. XI. vii. no. 4 f ). Since that time there have
been no castrati in the service of the Church, although the utterly indefensible custom of having
male sopranos on the Italian operatic stage lingered
on until late in the 19th century. Marriage of a
rare debet).'

.

eunuch was declared invalid by the Constitution
Cum frequenter of Sixtus V. (28th June 1587).

—

The ethical
7. Ethical bearing of castration.
problem of castration has recently come to the
front in the question of the sterilization of certain
classes of criminals and defectives. The operation,
called vasectomy, consists in making an incision
into the scrotum and severing the vas deferens, the
wound being closed by the contraction of the cre-

master muscle, and no further medical attention
being required.
(A similar, but more difficult,
operation on the female is oophorectomy by dividing the Fallopian tubes.) The result of vasectomy
is sterility, although libido is not impaired, and
the sexual act may be performed just as before
the operation, except that there is no emission of
semen. Besides preventing the procreation of offspring likely to inherit the defective or criminal
traits of their parents, vasectomy is said to put a
stop to such vices as onanism, and it is declared to
be absolutely without prejudice to the physical or
mental health of the patient (cf. Journ. Amer.
Med. Assoc, 4th Dec. 1909; Maryland Med.
Journ., Sept. 1910; Med. Record, 11th Feb. 1911 ;
The operation is
Pearson's Mag., Nov. 1909).
widely advocated in the United States, and laws
providing for it have been adopted by many individual States. Of these an excellent type is one
passed in New Jersey, 21 April 1911 (although up
to the date of writing [April 1912], no provision
whatever has been made for its enforcement), to
authorize and provide for the sterilization of feebleminded (including idiots, imbeciles, and morons),
epileptics, rapists, certain criminals, and other
'

defectives.'
After stating that the Board of Examiners shall consist of a
surgeon and neurologist, appointed by the Governor by and
with the advice of the Senate, and acting with the Commissioner of Charities and Corrections their duties being
to
examine into the mental and physical condition of the feebleminded, epileptic, certain criminal and other defective inmates

—

*

confined in the several reformatories, charitable and penal institutions in the counties and State
the law proceeds as follows
The criminals who shall come within the operation of this
law shall be those who have been convicted of the crime of
rape, or of such succession of offences against the criminal law
as in the opinion of this board of examiners shall be deemed to
be sufficient evidence of confirmed criminal tendencies.
Upon application of the superintendent or other administrative officer of any institution in which such inmates are or
may be confined, or upon its own motion, the said board of
examiners may call a meeting to take evidence and examine
into the mental and physical condition of such inmates confined
as aforesaid and if said board of examiners, in conjunction
with the chief physician of the institution, unanimously find
that procreation is inadvisable, and that there is no probability
that the condition of such inmate so examined will improve
to such an extent as to render procreation by such inmate advisable, it shall be lawful to perform such operation for the
'

'

;

—

:

;
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prevention of procreation as shall be decided by said board of
examiners to be most effective and thereupon it shall and may
be lawful for any surgeon qualified under the laws of this State,
under the direction of the chief physician of said institution,
to perform such operation previous to said hearing the said
board shall apply to any judge of the Court of Common Pleas,
of the county in which said person is confined, for the assignment of counsel to represent the person to be examined, said
counsel to act at said hearing and in any subsequent proceedings, and no order made by said board of examiners shall become effective until five days after it shall have been filed with
the clerk of the Court of Common Pleas, of the county in
which said examination is held, and a copy shall have been
served upon the counsel appointed to represent the person
examined, proof of service of the said copy of the order to be
filed with the clerk of the Court of Common Pleas.
All orders
made under the provisions of this act shall be subject to review
by the Supreme Court or any justice thereof, and said court
may upon appeal from any order grant a stay which shall be
effective until such appeal shall have been decided.
No surgeon performing an operation under the provisions of
this law shall be held to account therefor, but the order of the
board of examiners shall be a full warrant and authority
;

;

.

.

.

therefor.

The record taken upon the examination of every such inmate, signed by the said board of examiners, shall be preserved
in the institution where such inmate is confined, and a copy
thereof filed with the Commissioner of Charities and Corrections, and one year after the performing of the operation the
superintendent or other administrative officer of the institution
wherein such inmate is confined shall report to the board of
examiners the condition of the inmate and the effect of such
operation upon such inmate.
A copy of the report shall be
filed with the record of the examination.'

Such measures, while approving themselves very
generally to purely secular views of the State and
to such medical men and sociologists as consider
only the physical side of humanity, are not, however, such a

panacea as they appear at first sight.
Indeed, from the merely secular side it is only
too obvious how readily vasectomy lends itself, in
the unscrupulous hands that wUl, unfortunately,
be ready in multitudes, to 'race suicide' and to
the most unbridled licentiousness, which then need
fear no ' trouble in the shape of children.
The problem does not appear thus far to have
been considered by the Protestant clergy, at least
officially ; but the Roman Church has devoted considerable study to it, and a lively controversy has
been waged, pending decision from the Vatican, in
'

the Eccles. Rev. (xlii. [1910] 271-275, 346-348, 474 f.,
599-602; xliii. [1910] 70-84, 310-329, 356-358, 553558; xliv. [1911] 679-705; xlv. [1911] 71-77, 8598 cf. also ZKT, 1911). The results of this discussion may be summarized as follows
No one can licitly submit to the operation of vasectomy (1)
;

to avoid the procreation of children, (2) to avoid the procreation of degenerates (the way to avoid this is to abstain absolutely from coition, since every sexual act for mere voluptuods pleasure is mortal sin), or (3) to avoid onanism (see St.
Thomas Aquinas, Summa, Ila. Ilae. quaes. Ixv. a. 1, ad Z; cf.
also the citations from Gennadius, the Councils, and Apostolic
Canons, above, p. 583). The only cases in which vasectomy is
licit are for the cure of grave pathological conditions, such as
severe erethism arising from disease. Vasectomy is a grave
mutilation, and grave mutilations are licit only to save the
life of the patient on whom they are performed.
But, as proposed by the laws under consideration, vasectomy destroys
organs created by God for the propagation of the race, a duty
incumbent on man unless vowed to a life of chastity, even in
the married state toward (1) God, that creatures may come
into being to praise Him in this world and to enjoy Him in
eternity toward (2) nature, for the continuance of the race
and toward (3) society, for its strengthening and continuation.
The gravest diseases, e.g. leprosy, do not constitute an impediment to marriage. Vasectomy cannot, therefore, be performed
on the willing. From this it follows that no surgeon can licitly
perform vasectomy nor can the State licitly enact it, for it
has no licit right to create impediments to marriage, nor can
it mutilate the innocent (under which category the feebleminded and epileptics certainly come), while in the case of
criminals it would compel them, should they perform the
sexual act after vasectomy, to commit mortal sin, whereas
before the operation the act would not necessarily be sinful.

—
—

;

;

It

may

be suggested that what the State can and

should do is to confine degenerates and defectives
until cured, if they are curable ; or, if incurable,
for life ; that the perils which, waiving entirely
theological considerations, may arise from the
legalizing of vasectomy have not been duly recognized ; and that it is at least open to question
whether, in the case of rapists and other criminals,

(Muslim)
vasectomy does not come within the ban of the
Eighth Amendment to the Constitution of the
United States, which explicitly declares that cnie)
and unusual punishment shall not be inflicted.
'

'
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EUNUCH (Muslim). —In general every mutilamen and

tion of

was forbidden by the

beasts

Prophet [e.g. al-Bukhari, al-Dhabd'ih wal-said, 25).
Moreover, if we may trust Muslim tradition,
Muhammad expressly enjoined his followers not

make
Uthman

themselves or others eunuchs. One day
ibn Ma?'un asked permission from the
Prophet to castrate himself that he might not be

to

tempted to commit fornication. But this was
strongly disapproved by Muhammad.
He who
castrates himself or another does not belong to my
followers,' he said, 'for castration in Islam may
consist only in fasting (see Mishkat al-masablh, a
collection of the most authentic traditions, tr.
A. N. Matthews, Calcutta, 1809, i. 151). It is
also related that Muhammad said
Let him who
cannot marry betake himself to fasting this will
be for him like castration (al-Bukhari, Saum, 10).
These and other sayings of the Prophet are repeated
in various forms in the accredited collections of
'

'

:

'

;

'

Muslim

tradition.

But, although castration is thus strictly forbidden by Muhammadan law, slaves who had
undergone this operation were highly appreciated
in Muslim countries, and the value of a eunuch
was always much greater than that of another
slave.
This appreciation has caused the continuation of this evil in a great part of the Muslim
world ; for the slave-traders in the Sudan and
elsewhere, who castrated their young slaves for
exportation, could expect enormous profits in
consequence of this cruel mutilation. During the
stay of J. L. Burckhardt in Upper Egypt in the
autumn of 1813, the eunuchs who were carried
from the Sudan to Egypt had been castrated either
in Borgo (west of Darfur), or in a certain village
near Siut chiefly inhabited by Christians. The
operators in this latter place were two Coptic
monks, who received the victims (little boys
between the age of eight and twelve years) into
their house immediately after the arrival of the
caravans. Their profession was held in contempt
even by the vilest Egyptians (J. L. Burckhardt,
Travels in Nttbia", London, 1822, pp. 294-296).
In the Arabian Nights' Entertainments it is told
that slaves were also, notwithstanding the legal
prohibition, sometimes punished with castration

by their Muslim owners (e.g. The Thousand and
One Nights, ed. by W. H. Macnaghten, Calcutta,
1839, i. 324-330 cf. Burckhardt's remark on the
castration of captives by Ghalib, the Sharif oJ
Mecca [Travels in Nubia, p. 296]).
Eunuchs were employed by the Muslims either
;

as guardians of the women in the harlms of princes
and in the houses of men of high rank and great
wealth, or as guardians in sanctuaries. For the
latter purpose they were sent as presents, especially to the great mosques at Mecca and Medina.
In Cairo a holy relic, the so-caUed shirt of Muhammad, was guarded by a eunuch, who was sent for

from Constantinople (see A. von
Kremer, Aegypten, ii. 88).
Burckhardt, Lane, von Kremer, and other
travellers in Muslim countries have observed that
eunuchs, on account of the important and conthat purpose

—

'
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fidential oflices

which

employed

They were never

services, and
'master,' 'lord').

lower

for

usually ^(/Aa

were generally

tliey filled,

treated with great consideration.
(i.e.

were

called
'I used to

remark in Cairo,' says Lane {'The Thousand and
One Nights, London, 1859, i. 57), 'that few persons
saluted me with a more dignified and consequential
air than these pitiable but self -conceited beings.'
It is related by Burckhardt that many of the lower
classes at Mecca kissed tlie hands of the eunuchs
of the great mosque on approaching them ; their
chief was a great personage, entitled to sit in the

Presence of the Pasha and the Sharif (Burckhardt,
1829, i. 288-291).
'ravels in Arabia, London,
Often eunuchs at the court of Muharamadan princes
wellbecame men of great influence and power.

A

was Kafur alIkhshidi, a castrated negro, whose biography is

known example

of such statesmen

contained in Ibn Khallikan's biographical dictionary

de Slane, Paris, 1843-71,

(tr.

ii.

He

524-528).

reigned in the 10th cent. A.D. over Egypt and
Syria, and public prayers were oflered up for him
from the pulpits, not only in all the cities of his
dominion, but even at Mecca.
Extraordinary as it may appear, the grown-up
eunuchs often married, and tlie legal consequences
of such marriages {e.g. in the case of divorce) are
earnestly discussed in the Muslim law books.
By the time of Burckhardt (1813-1814) the
custom of keeping eunuchs had greatly diminished
in Egypt as well as in Syria. Undoubtedly by the
abolition of slavery the last eunuchs will soon
disappear from Muslim territory.
LiTEBATDEB.— Muradja d'Ohsson, Tableau gin. de Vampire
Paris, 1820, ili. 302-304 ; E. Quatrem&re, Hist, des
A. von
I'Bfjypte, Paris, 1837, i. 2, p. 132
Leipzig, 1863, ii. 87-89; C. Snouck
Hurgronje, Mekka, Hague, 1889, ii. 24.

othoman,

mamlouks de
Kremer, Aegypten,

sultana

;
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EUPHEMISM.

W. Juynboll.

—

Introductory.
As far as
concerns the religious aspect of the word, euphemism ' may he defined as the use of names or words
of good omen (eB, well,' </)7;/ii, ' I speak ') instead
of those of evil omen (though in practice it also
includes the use of enigmatic words), the object
being to avoid the dangers which are inherent in
the use of the latter. The being thus named is
flattered and conciliated and does not do harm, or
he does not know that he is being referred to.
Euphemism is thus in speech what propitiatory
rites towards evil or demoniac beings are in act.
In primitive thought, and surviving into much
higher culture, a name is regarded as part of the
Eersonality of the being god, spirit, or man who
or it is even identical with its owner's
ears it
soul." Hence, according to the magical view of
the universe so commonly entertained, knowledge
and use of a name are bound to affect the owner
It may bring him within the
of that name.
power, or force him to do the bidding, of him who
utters it. But, on the other hand, when carelessly
uttered, it may bring its owner unpleasantly near,
or draw his attention to, or bring him into contact
with or possession of, the utterer. Obedience by
a spirit or demon to the pronouncing of his name
was only on compulsion ; and he was always watchful for any opportunity of falling upon him who
spoke his name in vain.' Thus there was danger
for the latter in using carelessly the names of
dangerous beings. It brought them near, and they
had an objection to their names being mentioned.
In all cases the use of names is hedged about with
many restrictions. Any tabued spirit, person,
animal, or thing is apt to receive a circumlocutory
or euphemistic name. Great precautions are taken
1 Some writers, including even George Eliot and Mrs. Gaskell,
have made the curious mistake of using the word euphuism*
where euphemism was intended.
2 In many languages the same word stands for name and
'

'

'

—

—

;

'

'

'

'

*

'soul.'

'
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by savages against discloHing their personal or
names hence many of them are known by
nicknames or circumlocutions, and nothing is more
common at certain times than a change of name,
often by way of deceiving spirits, e.g. tliose which
cause sickness. In many cases a wife may not call
her husband by his name, and vice versa. Thus
the Zulu wife addresses her husband as father of
so and so,' and the Hindu wife as the man of the
secret

;

'

'

the master.' Or, again, relations who
house,'
are generally tabu to each other, e.g. a man and
his mother-in-law, must not utter each other's
Names of chiefs, kings, or priests are
name.
similarly avoided. In all such instances the freakish
names, epithets, or circumlocutions which are
actually used are euphemistic. But the proliibition
extends much further for if, as often happens,
any of these names should be the word used for
any object or should occur as part of such a word,
another word or a circumlocution must be used
for such an object a practice which gives rise to
a constant change of language in some tribes.
Further, many words used by men are tabu to
women, and vice versa ; or they may not be spoken
in women's hearing, another word, akin to a
euphemism, being used.
The beings whose names are generally avoided
'

;

—

and a euphemism
place, by way of
pitiating them,

strictly so-called used in their
flattering, conciliating, or proor of concealing the fact that they

are being mentioned, are certain gods, supernatural
beings of various kinds, the dead, and animals.
Euphemisms are also used for death, or for various
But it cannot be said
things, places, or actions.
that the practice is of universal application, since
such,
or
of equally evil beings,
the actual names of
etc., are frequently used.'
As to divinities, the adulatory
I. Divinities.
epithets by which they are characterized, and by
which attention is called to their virtues or honorific
characteristics, may be looked upon as euphemistic
or as serving the same purpose as actual euphemisms. Among the Greeks it was thought unlucky
to use the names of the divinities of the under world,

—

because of their connexion with death ; and it has
been conjectured that the designation of the god
and goddess of Hades as i 6e6s and rj Qe& may be
due to such a motive (FarneU, in Anthrop. Essays,

But much better known examples
1907, p. 91 f.).
from Greek soU are the titles given to the dreaded
Erinyes by those who feared to use their real
They were called the Eumenides (q.v.),
name.
'the well-meaning,' 'the kindly,' or 'the soothed
a name said to have been first given them
ones
after the acquittal of Orestes when their anger had
been soothed. Another title of the same group of
the venerable goddesses,' (r^iival
goddesses was
Among the Romans
Beat (Pans. i. 28. 6, ii. 11. 4).
the name of the daughter of Faunus was tabued,
and she was called Bona Dea, the good goddess
Similarly, among the
(Servius, on ^n. viii. 315).
Sioux the male water- or earth- divinities are
grandfathers,' and the female
grandcalled
'

—

'

'

'

'

mothers
Siva,

'

{11

liBEW,

the god

of

1894, p. 438)

destruction, is

;
'

and

in India,

the

gracious

one.'

The Heb. custom of substituting the vowels of Adonai, Lord,
or Elohim, 'God,' for those of m.T, the Tetragrammaton or
'

Name (JHWB), as a sign to the reader to pronounce
Adonai or Elohim instead of the mysterious Name, arose from
fear of uttering carelessly this sacred name. These substitutions are, therefore, of the nature of euphemisms, and resemble
the Bab. usages with regard to the secret names of gods
(Lenormant, La Magie chez les Chaldiens, Paris, 1874, p. 41).
The Jewish custom is connected with the Third Commandment
(Ex 207). A similar usage is found in the words which take the
Sacred

1

The opposite practice to giving euphemistic names

is

found

in the wide-spread custom of calling a child by an opprobrious
name in order to turn away the attention of dangerous spirits
from it. Cf. art. Evil Etb.

;';'

.
;
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name in expletives, exclamations, etc.,
in popular speech Eng. 'od'e Cod's bones) ; Germ, potz or kotz
(potz tausend) ; Fr. bieu, quieu isangbieu), and the like.
place of the Divine

—

—

Supernatural beings. Much more common
the use of euphemisms for the names of spirits,
demons, fairies, etc. Thus in India the spirits of
young men dying without becoming fathers are
called pitris,
fathers
a euphemistic name to
which they are least entitled by way of pro?itiating them (Monier-Williams, Bel. Life and
'hought in India, 1883, p. 243 f.). Hindus, who
believe that the ghost of some Musalmans becomes
a malignant ralcsasa, conciliate it by addressing
it as Mamduh,
the praised one (Crooke, PB ^ i.
The Arabs and Syrians address the jinn,
252).
who are in all respects like our fairies (see Fairy),
as mubarakln, ye blessed,' or ' blessed ones (LanePoole, Arabian Society in the Middle Ages, 1883,
p. 37 ; Hanauer, Folk-Lore of the Holy Land,
In modern Greece the Nereids, who
1907, p. 202).
also correspond to our fairies, are called generally
in a euphemistic manner to. i^oiriKi, a, name also
applied to Lamice and other supernal powers.
Other names, corresponding to the Eumenides
and equally conciliatory, are i KvpdSes, ' the
Ladies ; j KoKoKapdais, ' the kind-hearted ones
rd KovplT(nd fias, ' our maidens ; ^ /coXais dfixoyrta-irais,
our good Queens ; ^ KaWiKvpades, ' our
good Ladies '^a name corresponding to o! Kvoiat
vili(j>ai of classical times.
Other names are outsider women,' lucky ones,' ' friends,' or ' brothers.'
' Seizure
the
Nereids
by
is described as Spa rbv
i)6/jf,
'an [evil] hour overtook him' (FL viii.
[1897] 275; Lawson, Modern Gr. Folklore and
Anc. Gr. Beligion, Cambridge, 1910, pp. 132, 143
Dozon, Conies albanais, Paris, 1881, p. xxi
Garnett, Greek Folk Poesy, 1896, ii. 446). For
similar propitiatory reasons, and in order to secure
their good offices, the fairies, whose temper is
uncertain, are called in Lowland Scotland the
good folk,'
the good neighbours,'
the good
ladies'; in Shetland, 'guid folk or neighbours';
'
in the Highlands, daoine coire, honest people
and daoine sith, the people of peace ; in the
Isle of Man, ' good people ; in Ireland,
good
people,' 'the gentry,' 'the gentlemen,' or simply
' them
•
fair
folk
;
in Wales, Tylwyth Teg,
the
(Keightley, Fairy Mythology, 1900, pp. 164, 351,
Scott, Minstrelsy, 1839, p. 216 ; Sikes,
363, 397
British Goblins, 1880, p. 123 ; Rhys, Celtic Folklore,
Oxford, 1901, passim). These names correspond
with the title bonnes dames given to the mediasval f6es a title probably borrowed from the
adopted Roman name domince given to a group
of Celtic goddesses.
Certain Teutonic titles for
elves are of a euphemistic nature
das stille
Volk,'
die guten Holden
(holdo, a kind or
favourably disposed being) ; cf. Norse Lieblinge
Lithuanian balti z'mones, honest folk (Grimm,
Teut. Myth., 1880-88, pp. 452, 456, 1416 Simrock,
Handbuch der deutsch. Myth.', Bonn, 1887, p. 426).
Keightley also refers (p. 495) to a similar title
among the Yoloffs of Africa for a race of beings
corresponding to fairies, whom they call Bakhna
2.

is

'

'

—

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Ohimke, Wolterken, Woutera (Grimm, 603 f.). The ignit
fatuus regarded as a sprite is also called familiarly Will o
the wisp,' Jack o' lanthorn,' etc.
'

'

In most European languages the devil is commonly spoken of by a variety of euphemisms and
softened titles, which have a tendency to degener
ate into slang, but which show the fear of using

name of dread import. In Scotland ' the
good or guid man' (cf. 'the guid man's croft =
the part of a farmland left uncultivated because
dedicated to the devil) probably expresses the
devil's tenancy of hell ('guid man '= tenant).
Other names are ' Clootie,' ' Auld Hornie,' ' Sandy,'
or ' the de'il.' In the Hebrides such names as the
brindled one,' the black one,' the great fellow,'
'the nameless,' are found (FL x. [1899] 265).
English names are 'Old Nick,' 'the Old Gentleman.' In Germany we find Meister Peter, Petersuch a

'

'

'

'

chen, Meister Sieh-dichfiir, Deichel, Gott sei bei
uns, etc. ; in France, diacre ; in Italy, ceteratojo (cf
Grimm, 987, 1004, 1606; Farmer- Henley, Slang

and its Analogues,

1890

ff.

s.v.).

—

Death and the dead. For similar reasons
such ill-omened names as death, the region of the
dead, and also the personal names of the dead are
generally avoided, and replaced by euphemisms.
Death, being personified, or regarded as the work
of spirits or evil-disposed beings, would, if mentioned directly, be apt to draw dangerous attention to him who spoke it. There was probably also
3.

the idea of the dread contagion of death (which
forced all who handled the dead to be under tabu

a time), working even through the name (name
and thing named being one). And, similarly, to
refer to a dead man by name would tend to bring
Among the Ainus figurahis spirit near the living.
tive words are used for death, e.g. 'sleeping,'
for

'resting,' 'leaving the world behind' (Batcihelor,
Both in Melanesia
1892, p. 212).
and in Polynesia there is an unwillingness to speak
usual
word for death,
directly of death, and the

Ainu cf Japan,

is used only of the death of an animal or as
a term of abuse.

mate,

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

—

—

'

'

'

;

'

'

;

Bakhna,

'

good people.'

On the other hand, as many Marchen
'Tom-Tit-Tot,' 'Whuppity Stoorie," 'Eumpelstiltskin,' etc.), to know and pronounce the individual name
of a fairy brings him within one's power (see CF, 26ff,). The
common name for a Brownie, Robin Goodfellow,' which seems
' Hobto be euphemistic, is both individual and generic.
goblin
probably another instance of this conciliatory
is
attitude expressing itself in a friendly diminutive of a proper
name, if i?o& = Robert. Other examples are found in Teutonic
names for different sprites, in which occur diminutives of
Heinrich, Joachim, Walter, e.g. Heinzelman, Hinzemannchen,
These

show

titles are generic.

(e.g.

'

'

1 Cf. the Slavic custom of referring to a demon not by his
name, but as 'he' or 'himself.' It is met with elsewhere.
'He,' 'himself,' are often used in Celtic regions as titles of
respectful address instead of a superior's name.

Brown (Melanesians ajid Polynesuins, 1910, p. 404) gives the
following euphemisms for death : ua maliu, ' he has gone
ua usu Jono (of an orator), ' he has gone to the council ' ; ua
gasoloao (of a chief), 'the titles have passed away,' or ua
taapeape^'jadpd, ' the titles are scattered about.'
'

In S. Africa, to die is ' to go home,' or not to look
on the sun again,' or 'not to be here,' or 'to go
away,' 'to return to one's fathers' (Macdonald,
JAI XX. [1891] 121 ; Casalis, Les Ba,ssoutos, Paris,
Among the Baganda, when a twin
1859, p. 258).
dies (an unlucky event), it is said that the child
has flown away or gone to gather firewood,'
and the death of a king is described as ' the fire is
extinguished' (Roscoe, The Baganda, 1911, pp. 103,
When a sheep dies, lest its spirit should
125).
cause a woman to fall ill, she simply says, * I am
unable to untie such a sheep (ib. p. 289 ; cf. the
saying in the Hebrides when a cow dies, it is
lost').
In Burma, to die is 'to return' (i.e. to a
'

'

'

'

'

'

state of bliss [Forbes, British

Burma,

1878, p. 71]).

Among

the Chinese, dying is expressed by such
phrases as 'to enter the measure (i.e. the coffin),
'to leave the body,' 'to pass away,' while the
cofiin is euphemistically called boards of old age
(Friend, 'Euph. and Tabu in China,' FLB iv.
In Japan, ' recovery' is used instead
[1881] 80 f.).
of death,' and 'clod' for 'tomb' (Aston, Shinto,
Among the ancient Jews and Greeks,
1905, p. 255).
as with many modern races, ' sleep is a euphemism
3d^, LXX KoifioffOai, ' to lie down '),
death
(Heb.
for
2»°, 2 Es 1^' ;
and is constantly used 2 S V^ 1
Iliad, xi. 241
Soph. Electra, 509 (cf. Herkenrath,
Stud, zu die griech. Grabsckriften, Feldkirch, 1896).
St. Paul speaks of twv Koi/ia^Jvav and roiis kol/mt]ehras Sii. toO 'IijtroC (1 Th 4'^-) ; and these phrases
passed readily into Christian thought, so that
'

'

'

'

:

j

K

—

' '
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became almost an equivalent for death
rather than a euphemism. 'To sleep in peace,' to
•fall asleep in Jesus,' are common phrases in Christian epigraphy from early times, and receptus ad
Deum, de seculo recessit ("both also classical cf.
inter deos receptus est [recedo = to die ']), natus est
in mternurn, in pace decessit, and the like, are
found on early Christian tombs. Wliile they are
euphemistic, they express the joyful hope of the
In the everyday speech of ourselves
Christian.
'
to pass away,' he is gone,' and the like, are used
for death (cf. 'to pass out' or 'over,' used by
and in the north-east of Scotland
Spiritualists)
he vcas taken away means he died.' In Germany,
death is known as Freund Hein, and dying is exdeparting
pressed by a variety of euphemisms
(in various forms ; cf Gr. olx^lJ-coi = Baviiv), faring
Our to join the majority occurs in
out,' etc.
German, and is derived from the Gr. phrase ^s
'irKe6vwv UicrBai (cf. the Heb. euphemisms, gathered
to his fathers,' ' go to his fathers,' sleep with his
:

'

'

;

'

'

'

—

'

'

'

.

'

'

'

'

The reluctance to mention the dead individually
or collectively by name is universal among savages
and survives in folk-custom (see DEATH and DisPO.SAL OF THE DEAD [Introd.], vol. iv. p. 441'').
Thus,
Consequent euphemisms are numerous.
aborigines of Victoria a dead man was
the lost one,' ' the poor fellow that is no more
(Stranbrldge, TES i. [1861] 299) ; and among the
Abipones he is the man who does not now exist
S. African
(Dobrizhoffer, Abipones, 1822, ii. 273).
ye who are above (Macdonald, JAl
tribes say
the good or
XX. 121). The Roman Di Manes,
kindly gods' (from manus, 'good'), applied to the
is probthe
departed,
gods of the under world or to
and perhaps the Gr. ol inroably euphemistic
those below,'
x8(ivi.oi., ol Kdroi ipxi/J-foi, ol ivaytcr/iol,
those who have gone below,' are of the
or
same nature, o! v\4oves, Lat. majores, Eng. the
majority,' are all circumlocutions for the dead.
In Scots folk-speech them that's awa expresses a
similar reluctance to refer directly to the dead as
such. In Japan the old word mono applied to the
dead means 'the beings,' and is euphemistic (see
China are
Ofi'ended spirits
iv. 611').
addressed by a euphemism, e.g. sheng jSn, ' sagely
person.' Similarly the region of the dead or of the
devil is the subject of euphemistic expressions in' the bad
' the Ul place,'
stead of the word hell
place,' or even, as in the Hebrides, ' the good

among the
'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

m

ERE

'

'
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Diseases.

the blessed

'

pestilence

'
;

blessed,' whitlow
1157, 1656).

call disease ' the good,'
is ' gossip,' apoplexy the
'

unnamed

'the

(Grimm,

1154,

—

The same custom applies to using
5. Animals.
the names of animals whose ravages are feared, as
well as to other more harmless animals in the
latter case perhaps a survival of some religious
tabu in the cult of animals. In Angola, the lion
sir,' and would punish any
is spoken of as ngana,
one who did not so call him (Monteiro, Angola and
In Algeria, the
1875, ii. 116).
t/te River Congo,

—

'

same animal is called Johanben-el-Johan (Certeux
and Carnoy, L'Algirie trad., Paris and Algiers,
and the Bechuanas of S. Africa
1884, p. 172)
name it 'the boy with the beard' (Conder, JAI
;

Among various peoples of Malaysia,
the tiger is called grandfather,' the wild animal,'
lord, or ancestor,' or, as in Sunda, the whiskered
In Sunda, the
one,' 'the honourable one,' etc.
boar is the beautiful one.' The Malays also caU
the elephant grandfather,' and beg him not to
destroy them, his grandchildren. When catching
an alligator, they condole with him and call him
Raja, Datu,' and grandfather ; and in Sarawak
the Kenyahs call the crocodile 'the old grandfather' rather than refer to it by name. In all
such cases calamity or illness would follow nonobservance of these euphemisms (Marsden, Sumatra, 1811, p. 292 Mouhot, Trav. in Indo-China, 1864,
i.
263 Skeat, Malay Magic, 1900, pp. 150, 153,
157 ; St. John, i. 19; Hose-Macdougall, JAI xxxi.
186 ; Frazer, GB'' i. 462). For similar reasons, and
lest the dreaded animals should appear, snakes in
India are called by various euphemisms the cobra
is 'the good snake' or 'good lord'; and 'worm,'
rope,' ' creeping thing are other reptile
insect,
Similarly among the Cherokees,
euphemisms.
when a man is bitten by a snake, he is said to be
'scratched by a briar,' lest the feelings of the
{l^WH]
animal should be hurt (Mooney, 19
Tigers are called the dog,' the
pt. i. p. 295).
beast,' ' the jackal,' etc., especially when they
Other animals are also deare being hunted.
noted euphemistically (Crooke, PR^ i. 275, TC,
1896, iii. 249 ; FL viii. 285 ; NINQ i. 70, 104, v.
In Syria, the serpent is addressed as Thou
133).
blessed one' (Hanauer, 202). Similar respectful
titles are addressed to the bear by the Finns
forest apple,' 'golden light foot,' old man,' etc.,
while the Lapps call it the old man with the fur
Tylor, Early
coat (see the Kalevala, passim
Hist, of Mankind, 1865, p. 145).' Similar forms
are used by the Esthonians and Swedes for the
bear ; and by all these peoples and also generally
in Germany the wolf, especially at certain seasons,
grey -legs,' 'golden-tooth,' 'the vermin,'
is called
etc., while the fox is 'long-tail,' 'blue-foot,' etc.
(Thorpe, Northern Myth., 1852, ii. 83 f.; Tettau
and Temme, Die Volkssagen Ostpreussens, Berlin,
Similarly, the
1837, p. 281; Frazer, i. 454 f.).
Sioux call the beaver (or possibly water-monsters)
water person female
or
water-person
(11
xvi. [1887] 84).

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

;

—

'

'

'
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'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'
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;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—Among

savages, diseases are frequently personified or controlled by spirits, and
in either case they are sometimes referred to
euphemistically, by way of avoiding such a direct
reference as might cause them to afflict the speaker,
and also in order to flatter them. In Fiji the
word 'leprosy' must not be applied to any one
in good society who is suffering from it ; and
many ingenious shifts are resorted to in order to
express the meaning without using the word'
(Thomson, The Fijians, 1908, p. 259). Among the
Dayaks, smallpox is not referred to directly, but
or they ask,
as jungle-leaves,' ' the chief,' fruit
'
Has he left you yet ? (St. John, Forests of the
Far East, 1862, i. 6^). In India, the name of the
smallpox-goddess, Sitala, is itself a euphemism,
'
she that loves coolness ; but she is also called
queen of the world,' ' the great mother,' etc.
Similarly, the cholera-goddess is 'lady of the flux,'
ii. 485'').
Ola Bihi (Crooke, PE' i. 126 ; cf.
In the Cyclades, plague is ' the pardoned disease,'
epilepsy is yKvKi or t6 KoKb, smallpox evKlyia and
in Greece, smallpox is o-vvxapeiJ.4i>Ti, ' the indulgent
(Bent, The Cyclades, 1883, p. 74 ; Crooke, i. 126).
Among the Slavs, the demon of fever is called
'godmother,' by way of making her
'aunt,
4.

The Teutons

friendly.

'

fathers,' etc.).

place.'

087

;

'

'

'

RBEW,
6.

'

'

p. 439).

Euphemisms of occupation,

etc.

— Some of the

above examples have shown that animals while
being hunted are spoken of euphemistically, the
object being apparently to deceive them by a kind
of make-believe, so as to render their capture easy,
while at the same time it is sought to avoid falling
In many parts of the world a
into their power.
similar custom is observed while hunting, fishing,
or pursuing certain occupations in particular places
or at particular times. But here the custom is not
confined to the name of the animal or object sought
after, but extends to various beings, people, places,
3 For similar respectful terms addressed to the bear among
Ainus and North Asiatic peoples, see ERE i. 249, 603.

—
;
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or things which might be mentioned in conversation.
They are either not spoken of for the time
being, or they are referred to under some other
name, circumlocution, or euphemism.
By this
elaborate make-believe, men have thought to deceive the spirits or animals or any other being who
might be listening, and who, recognizing them or
their intentions, would attack them, or avoid and
escape them. Thus, if, while hunting, men call
themselves, or the animal hunted, or their weapons,
by other names, they reckon on deceiving the
animal and so obtaining an easy prey. Or, again,
if the animal is spoken of in a flattering euphemism,
it may be so pleased that it will allow itself to be
slain.
In other cases, where names of objects or
people, allowable at other times, are tabu at certain
times or in certain places, there is obviously a fear
of disturbing harmful agencies to whom they
might be obnoxious. Here, again, the words used
are euphemisms of pretence. The beings and
creatures swarming around man, whether spirits
or animals, are credited with intelligence and
understanding, but only up to a certain point.
They are weak enough to be open to flattering
terms, or ignorant enough not to see through man's
elaborate pretences.
Two examples may suffice. Martin [Deser. of the W. Islands 2,
London, 1716) refers to the custom of the Lewismen, when
Flannan Islands for fowling:,
and employing others in their places

visiting the sacred

certain words
for claddach,

shore

of avoiding
uaft, ' cave,'

—

cruey, ' hard,' for creg, ' rock ' ; gaire^
sharp,' for gort, 'sour,' etc., while the islands themselves
must be spoken of only as the country.' Similarly, the
camphor-gatherers of the Malay Peninsula, while engaged in
their task, must speak the oassa kapor^ or * camphor language,'
because otherwise the spirit in the trees would not be propitiated, and they would not find the object of their quest. Eice is
called ' grass-fruit ' ; gun is * far-sounding,' etc. In Borneo,
and for similar reasons, the same phenomenon is met with, and
camphor is here spoken of as ' the thing that smells ' (Skeat,
212 ff. ; Furness, Folk-lore in Borneo, Wallingford, Penn., 1899,
'

' ;

'

Among the Bangala no man is addressed by his own
while fishing, but as mwele, to hide his identity from the
spirits (J A I xxxix. [1909] 459).
For many other examples, see
also Frazer, i. 451 ff. note A, 'Taboos on Common Words.*
p. 27).

name

customary, or unusual
7. Certain religious,
actions or things are also spoken of euphemistically, and for reasons similar to those already
referred to. Thus, in Samoa, circumcision of a
peculiar kind had a recognized name, te/e, but in
ordinary speech tafao was used as a euphemism
(Brown, 382 f.). In Fiji, cannibalism, which had a

was hedged about by many tabus
and had euphemistic names. The trunk was na
vale ka nisa, the house that perishes
the feet,
religious aspect,
'

ndua-rua,

' ;

one-two

or such a desired portion of
human flesh as the breast of a virgin was sese
matairua, spear with two points ' (Thomson, 104).
'

;

'

'

Among

the Yorubas,

istically called

'

human

sacrifice is euphembasket-sacrifice,' because the victim

enclosed in a basket (Ellis, Yoruba-speaking
Peoples, 1894, p. 105).
In the Hebrides, the fire
of a kiln is called aingeal, not teine, because the

is only one example out of many customary
China (SBE xxvii. [1885] 101). Similarly, in
Samoa, words of an opposite meaning instead of
those supposed to be objectionable were used in
speaking to chiefs (for a long list of these, see
Brown, 380 AT.). For the same reason ill-omened
words are generally avoided in conversation
good
omen words,' in the Cantonese phrase, being used,
as many of the above examples have shown. Thus
Helladius says that the Athenians were careful not
to use words of ill-omen so they called the prison
'the chamber,' and the executioner 'the public

This
in

;

;

man'

(Phot. Bibl., ed. Bekker, 1825, p. 535). The
is that by mentioning ill-omened
words the action may be itself produced. Survivals
of this but now no more than a shrinking from
the use of words calling up disagreeable associa-

underlying idea

—

—

tions or unpleasant things are common in civilized
among ourselves. But the old and primitive conception of the connexion between name and thing
named, and of the power of the name to produce the
effect or to cause the presence of spirit, animal, etc.,
when the name is spoken, is seen in certain proverbs, the full meaning of which is not realized by
those who use them : e.g. Talk of the devil and
you wUl see his horns,' ' Speak of the wolf and you
will see his tail.'
Euphemistic Ian9. Slang and euphemisms.
guage may become merely poetical, and, while it
has a dift'erent origin from slang, it is also closely
connected with it and easily degenerates into it
both in English and in foreign languages. The
euphemistic names of the devil have in many instances become merely slang expressions, though
sometimes used by those who think them softer
than such a ' swear- word ' as ' devil ' ; or they have
given rise to other slang names. ' The dickens,'
the deuce,' ' deuce take it,' ' the old boy,' etc., and
some of the euphemisms already cited for ' devil, are
examples of such changes. Many people also use
slang euphemisms for oaths ' dash,' ' blow,' ' confound,' etc. ; while there are many slang expressions for death
' to kick
the bucket,' ' to take an
earth bath,' ' to go to Davy Jones' locker,' etc.
which in an earlier age would have been euphemisms
pure and simple. See Farmer-Henley, Slang and
its Analogues, 8 vols., 1890 If. ; J. C. Hotten, Slang
Dictionary, 1859 ; A. Barrere and C. G. Leland,
Diet, of Slang, Jargon, and Cant, 2 vols., 1885.
life

—

'

'

—

—

—There

is no work dealing exclusively with the
Andree, Ethnogr. Parallelen und VerE. Clodd, Tom, Tit Tot, London, 189S, p.
125 ff. ; J. G. Frazer, GB =, 1900, i. 403 ff., 451 ff. ; H. Friend,
FLR iv. [1881], Euphemism and Tabu in China ; B. Thorpe,
Northern Mythology, London, 1852, ii. 83 f.
E. B. Tylor,
Early Hist, of Mankind, London, 1865, p. 123 ff.; S. Ehrenfeld,
Euphemism,' in JE v. [1903] 267 f.
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subject, but see R.

gleiche, Leipzig, 1889

;

'

'

;

'

is

latter is

tioned

was

dangerous and

(FL

'

ill

will

come

if it is

men-

just as, in Scandinavia, fire
sometimes called hetta, not eld or ell (Thorpe,
'

X. 265)

;

Among the Baganda, when twins were
85).
born an unusual but important event, because
they were the gift of the god Mukasa— the midwife,
in announcing the birth to the father, did not use
the tabued word ' twins,' but he has given you,'
or some such phrase (Roscoe, Baganda, 1911, p. 65).
8. Euphemisms of etiquette.
Etiquette also
demands that, in speaking to a superior, particular
names or phrases should be used instead of those
ordinarily employed. Thus, in China, when a ruler
wishes to take a place at an archery meeting and
is unable to do so, he should decline on the ground
of being Ul, and say, I am suffering from carrying
firewood.' Menoius thus excused himself, and it
has been adopted from the manner in which a
peasant would speak, as a term of mock humility.
ii.

—

'

—

'

'

J.

A. MacCulloch.

EURIPIDES,

the last of the three great Greek
tragedians, is a figure of high importance in the
history of Western thought, as well as in that of
literature.
The present article mil say nothing
of his life (6. before 475, d. 406 B.C.), his artistic
technique, or his numerous plays (88, of which 18
genuine and one suspect are extant), except in so
far as they directly illustrate his ethical and religious position.
The real outlook of a dramatist, for instance, is
shown far more by his choice of subjects, and the
kind of character that he makes (to use the technical term) 'sympathetic' or 'unsympathetic,' than
by the definite sentiments he puts in the mouth of
his characters.
may, therefore, notice that
Euripides has whole plays upon such subjects as
the immorality of the traditional gods (Ion, Auge,
Melanippe, Danae, Alope) the problem of the unjust government of the world {Bellerophon, Troades)
the wickedness or insanity of the sacred duty of
revenge' (Electra, Orestes, Alcmaeon; at. Medea,

We

;

'

:

EURIPIDES
etc.).
He once treats the statesman sympathetically (Philocteies) mostly he dwells on tlie
Aulis, Hecuba,
crimes of statecraft {Iphigenia
Troades, Palamedes), which he associates with
of
suppliants at
persecution
such horrors as the
an altar (Heraclidce, Supplices, Andromache.), or,
when backed by superstition, with human sacrifice
{Heraclida;, Hecuba, Iphigenia in Aulis, etc.). His
virgin-martyrs and his champions of the oppressed
stand out against this background of statecraft.
He treats often of cruelty and injustice done to
women, especially barbarian women {Medea,
Hecuba, Andromache), and to children {Heracles,
Andromache), and sometimes of the women's fran-

Hecuba,

;

m

cf. Ion).
He has
tic revenge {Medea, Hecuba
plays on the wise woman {Melanippe), the strong
and bold woman {Meleagros), the wife faithful to
Supplices)
cf.
on
death {Protesilaus, Alcestis
women in love, innocently {Andromeda, perhaps
Iphigenia in Aulis), or with some guilt or trouble
(Hippolytus, St/ienebcea, Cressce
also jEolus and
Pasvphae) ; and on their jealousy and revenge {Ion,
Medea, Andromache). He has a great play entirely
on the evil of war {Troades) two on the beauty
and the horror of ecstatic religion {BacchcB, Cretes)
one in which the hero is a slave, though he proves
to be of princely birth {Alexandras) ; and one dealing largely with the contrast of practical and contemplative life {Antiope). This is clearly an unusual and characteristic list of subjects.
Euripides as an artist deserves a much fuller
treatment than he can receive here. In general,
his characteristic is the combination of a highly
conventionalized style with an extraordinarily free
and original intellect. His technique is as severe
as his thought is unconventional. His adherence
to the archaic traditional forms of the religious
ritual from which drama probably arose prologue,
contest-scene, messenger, epiphany of god or hero
is as marked as that of ^schylus, and forms
a strong contrast with the more 'natural' style
His extreme pursuit of aa<tirtvila,
of Sophocles.
clarity,' makes his speeches often too precise and
self-conscious, his scenes too sharply separate and
On the other hand,
articulate, for modern taste.
the persistent thoughtfulness and keenness of his
criticism of life alienate those who like poetry to
be conventionally poetical.
In his religious and philosophical ideas, though
Euripides is not an adherent of any definite school,
he can safely be called the poet of the Sophistic
;

;

;

;

;

;

—

—
'

movement.
an educator
great

eil'ort

A

(to^iitttjs is

one

who makes
'

wise,'

and the Sophistic movement is that
towards knowledge and enlightenment
;

which transformed the half-savage Greece

of the

6th cent. B.C. into the Greece of Hippocrates, Thucydides,

and Plato.

Difl'erent sophists, of course,
(Toipia; but in its

emphasized different sides of

negative aspect the movement was largely one
and indivisible. In an age saturated with superstition the first condition of real enlightenment
is

a drastic rejection of spiritual and intellectual

Criticism attacks first what is immoral
or revolting in the accepted beliefs, next what is
merely stupid or improbable.
Now, Greek religious belief was never, except in
some special communities (Orphic, Pythagorean,
etc.), organized into a definite orthodoxy.
It
rested on innumerable local rituals conforming to
a few main types, and explained by traditional
stories.
Naturally, therefore, while most of the
sophists probably agreed with Hecatseus that the
traditions of the Greeks are many and absurd,'
there was no great body of positive doctrine which
attempted to replace all the rubbish that was being
destroyed.
The Sophistic movement was, on the
whole, agnostic.
It urged men to look for evidence, to use their understanding and their moral
fetters.

'

689

Hut it must always be reniembered that
sense.
the rejection of trailitioiial theology in Greece proceeded almost as much from the craving for a more
satisfying faith a-s from purely critical or scientific
This can be seen best by the history of
causes.
Orpliism and the great growth of mystic religions
emancipated 4th century. And Euripides,
being by profession not a dogmatic pliilosoplier,
but a philosophic dramatist and student of character, sensitive to all the highest thought of his
in the

age, reflects its aspirations quite as much as its
denials.
Attempts have been made to show a special connexion between Euripides and the doctrines of particular philosophers (Anaxagoras : the sun as a
Xpm^a /3(iXos [Phaethon, 771, 783; Or. 983]; Protagoras: the dvSpuiros ixirpov [Aiolos, 19, Phcen.
499] ; Diogenes of Apollonia : the worship of Aldiip
[fr. 941, 877; Ar. liana;, 892], the soul as air
Tro. 884-86, yrjs &xW^ = '">y^ BpoTuv];
[Hel. 1013 ff.
Heraclitus, Hippocrates, Prodicus, and, in liis political theories, Antiphon ; cf. Diimmler, Proleg. zu
Platon's Stadt, 1891, pp. lOf., 20 fi'. ; the Orplaics
fr. 912, 472, and 638, 833) ; but the affiliation of
each doctrine is often doubtful, their use is almost
always dramatic, and the doctrines of no one school
can be said to preponderate. On such problems as
the existence of the gods, the moral government
of the world, the survival of the soul after death,
Euripides is full of questions and contradictions,
;

but pronounces no personal judgment.
A question that vexed the age was whether the
world is governed by Intelligence (Si/fetris), or, more
crudely, whether the gods were ^iveroi, i.e. were
they like reasonable parents knowing what is in
man's heart, or, as the traditions would have it,
incalculable creatures ready to punish savagely all
who broke their irrational tabus ? (The question
between monotheism and polytheism gives as little
trouble to Euripides as to most Greeks he uses
the singular and the plural indifl'erently rb Btlov,
in any case, was one.) Euripides at times {Hip.
1105) 'has in his secret hope the belief in some
great Understanding' {'Zivealv nva). He is represented as actually praying to Siii'eins in Ar. Ban.
893. But he sometimes finds the facts against him
cf. Iph. in Aulis, 394a
Her. 655).
{Hip. I.e.
Hecuba's often quoted lines {Tro. 884 ff.),
;

:

;

;

*

Base of the world and o'er the world enthroned,
Whoe'er thou art, unknown and bard of surmise,
Cause-chain of things (avaym] ^vo-eo;) or man's own reason,
Ood,
I give thee worship, who by noiseless paths
Of justice leadest all that breathes and dies,'

express a belief, frequently repeated and denied
elsewhere, in the rule of the world by Justice, but
in the play the belief is quickly falsified by the
event. Cf. the Bellerophon, where the righteous
hero questions Zeus on this point, and for answer
is blasted by a thunderbolt.
If one is to try to conjecture Euripides' own view,
it would perhaps be that unknown forces and influences do exist, which shape or destroy man's life,
and which may perhaps oe conceived as in some
sense personal {dovXeio/icv Beots, S n ttot elcrlv oi Oeol
[Or. 418]), but that morally they are less good than
man, who at least pities and tries to understand.
At times, indeed, he deliberately denies the ' miserif the gods do shame,
able tales of the poets
they are no gods {Seller. 292) ; God, if He be
indeed God, hath need of naught' {Her. 1345).
Yet, not only are his mere mythological gods {Ion,
Heracles, Electra) represented as very poor characters, but even the gods of the Hippolytus and
BacchcE, who clearly represent real forces, if not
quite real persons, are by human standards evil.
In the magnificent closing scene of the Troades he
seems to pierce behind all the gods of the poets,
first to the primeval worship of the dead who may
'

:

'

'

'

)

; ;
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love us, then beyond that to a great refusal
of all false comfort, an acceptance of the darkness

still

God and more than god.
About immortality, Euripides

that

is

frequently falls

Who

into surmise (fr. 638, 833, '
knoweth if this
life be verily death, and our death life to those
that are gone?' ; of. Phmnix, fr. 816, Hip. 191), and
thoughts of an impersonal immortality (Helene,
1013 : ' The mind [koCs] of the dead, though not
alive, hath consciousness [yviiiii-q] immortal, being
plunged into the immortal sether ' ; cf. the ' other
shapes of life ' in Ion, 1068, Med. 1039).
Next to the supernatural, sexual morality is the

great field for tabus and unreasoning judgments.
Euripides' treatment of all such questions is by
modem standards high and austere, but shows
both sophistic and romantic bias. He treats with
sympathy, though with condemnation, the love
of married women for men not their husbands
(Phcedra, Sthenebcea ; cf. Med. 635 if. ), but shows no
tenderness for men in the same situation. He
treats of love within the forbidden degrees (Canace
and her brother in the Molus), and even, as a case
of heaven-sent madness, of that between Pasiphae
and the Bull-god. He often treats legends of the
children born of a god and a mortal woman (Creusa,
Melanippe, Alcmene, Auge), always making the
woman sympathetic and the god hateful, or, at least,
suspect and imperfectly justified. UnlikeSophocles
and .lEschylus, he appears to have no tolerance of
pEederastia, which he attributes only to the bestial
Cyclops and, as a primeval sin, to Laius. (Gany-

medes

mentioned in lyrics.
social institutions of the 5th cent, especially
provoked the criticism of sophists— slavery, and
the subjection of women. Both had increased with
the rapid expansion of city life and commerce.
is

Two

is never expressly condemned as 'contrary to nature' in our remains of Euripides,

Slavery

though he probably shared this view
but his
interest in the question is shown by the innumer;

Two other questions which vitally interested
Euripides were (1) Is virtue teachable or purely
innate? and (2) Is the current conception of a
happy life, with its insistence on the possession of
a wife and children, correct? On the first he
speculates several times, on the whole laying much
stress on noble birth (^xriivevi), if only it is of the
true inward sort (fr. 52, 617; El. 651, etc.). He
generally exalts <ro0la, which with him not only
means wisdom or culture,' but covers such qualities
as 'gentleness' or 'mercy' (El. 294; Or. 491, etc.;
Ale., 606, etc.) ; while i/iaBla denotes brutality and
cruelty (passim
cf. the uses of yvii/ni, nacppovelv,
etc.).
Yet he believes greatly in the virtues of
' those
in the mean,' especially the free peasants
:

'

'

'

;

who keep no

slaves (airrovpyoL

:

cf.

El., first half

Suppl. 244 ; Or. 920). At times (Bac. 393, 428 ff.,
1005 ff. (?); Suppl. 218; Hec. 1192) his characters
even denounce the inadequacy or falseness of conventional (rotpla. About children, and the intense
happiness and more intense sorrow which they are
apt to bring, he writes with peculiar interest (Med,
logos'.; fr. 571, 908, etc.) ; and he makes a wonderful use of children in his most poignant scenes
ff.; Andr., first half; Med., passim, esp.
above all, Tro. 700-800).
We must always remember that Euripides was
in the first place a dramatist and poet, only in the
second a philosopher. His habitual subject-matter
was the heroic saga, which uses supernatural
machinery as a matter of course ; and, though he
cannot keep his mind from criticism, both moral
and intellectual, of this subject-matter, his main
business was not criticism it was the writing of
tragedy. Further, we must not suppose that a 5th
cent. Greek, who rejected superstition and tried to
follow <ro0ia, thereby possessed at once a scientific
view of the world. He was only one of the pioneers
who eventually made such a view possible. Euripides' habits of often opening with a prologue
spoken by a supernatural being, and closing with
the appearance of some god or hero in the air, who
founds the ritual on which the play is based and
explains its a'tnov (or legendary origin), belong
rather to his technique than to his religion. In
the development of Greek stage-craft they have

(Ale. 394

1270

ff.;

:

able references to it. The influence of slavery is
very bad, and most slaves are cowardly and untrustworthy (El. 633; fr. 86, etc.). Yet 'many
slaves are better men than their masters (fr. 511).
' Many
so-called free men are slaves at heart.'
man without fear cannot be a slave.' More im- their natural place (see note in J. E. Harrison,
portant than these abstract statements, which are Themis, 1912, pp. 341-362), and theories which exnaturally put as a rule into the mouths of slaves, plain them away should be read with caution.
is the frequent presence of 'sympathetic' slaves
There are real difficulties, and each case requires
(esp. Alexandras, see above).
The blind devotion separate treatment, but in general we ought proof a slave is shown in the Iph. Aul. and the Ion bably to realize (1) that an epiphany was an in(cf. Helene, 726 fl".).
The women of Euripides are tegral part of the old sacer ludus from which
famous ; they are more prominent in his plays than tragedy is derived, and was usual in .lEschylus.
the men, more closely studied, and treated with (This can be proved from the fragments.) Eurimore sympathy. Yet, magnificent as his heroines pides only stiflfened the convention and introare, they suggest strange conclusions about the
duced improved machinery. (2) The epiphany is
real Athenian women of the 5th century.
They often beautiful and effective even by our standards ;
are apt to be loving, courageous, clever, and often in other cases we must try to imagine what the
intellectual but very ignorant and untrained, diseffect may have been when the mechanical device
contented, and instinctively ready to unite against was new and impressive, and the figure in the
the man who injures one of them. They are the Divine mask corresponded with the ordinary man's
slaves of their emotions, and turn quickly to instinctive expectations, and was not in the fainttreachery and crime (Creusa, Phsedra, Electra, as est degree inherently ridiculous.
The thought
well as tne barbarians Medea and Hecuba). Even of Euripides is in many ways so extraordinarily
Iphigenia (Taurica) and Alcestis have their weak- advanced, not only for his own age but for any
nesses.
On the other hand, Hecuba in the Troades succeeding age, including even that of the Encyclois extraordinarily noble, and so are the various
psedists (q.v.) and the present day, that it requires
virgin-martyrs.
It is one of Euripides' chief
an effort to realize that in other respects he was
lories as a dramatist that he scarcely ever inprobably, to our ideas, quite primitive and simplef ulges in an ideally sympathetic stage character minded. He was mystic as well as rationalist
any more than in stage villains. His strong sym- and, while rejecting the Olympian mythology and
pathy with women made him understand them too the pretensions of the Delphian priests, it is surwell to draw them in the conventional man-attract- prising how often he falls back on some approach
ing poses. This enables Aristophanes to represent to the more primitive strata of religious thought.
him as a great enemy of the sex, who has disApart from his sheer force of intellect and skill
covered its secrets and betrayed them to the world as a playwright, Euripides' distinction as a poet
{Thesmophoriazusae,),
lies partly in a sincerity which often makes him
'

'

A

;

'

'

'

'

—
;

:
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work rather than bo conmake-believe, and partly in a

spoil the liarniony of his

tent with mere

lyrical gift which can tranamute into beauty liis
most grisly representations of human sufl'ering
but most of all in his unequalled emotional power.
It is doubtful if any later dramatist has been bom
to dispute his right to the tremendous title awarded
him by Aristotle, who calls him, in spite of various
faults, 'clearly the most tragic of the poets'
(Poet. 1453a, 30).

—

LlTERATURB. See esp. U. von Wilamowitz-MollendorfF,
Euripides' Hcrakles, Berlin, 1SS9, Einleitunp
K. Dioterich,
Euripidea,' in Pauly-Wiasowa W. Nestle, thiripidea, der
art.
Av/kldrung,
Dichter dcr griech.
SlultKnrt, 1901, alao Die
philosoph. Quetlen dea Euripides, Leipzig, 1902 P. Masqueray,
Paria,
Euripide et sea idf-ea,
1908
P. Decharnie, Eunpide et
I'esprit de aon thidtre, Paris, 1893
A. W. Verrall, Euripidea
;

'

;

;

;

;

the Rationalial, Cambridge, 1896, also Essava on Four Plays oj
Euripidea, do. 1905, and The Bacchantes of Euripides, do. 1910 ;
G. Norwood, The Riddle of the Dacchm, London, 1908 ; G.
Murray, Introd. essays to his Euripidea, London, 1902 ( = vol.
iii. of Athenian Drama, ed. G. 0. W. Warr), and his trr. of the
Trojan Women, Electra, etc., London, 1902-10 ; and the articles
in the Histories of Greek Literature (Bergk, Croiset, Blahaffy,
Jevons, Murray ; also in Gomperz, Greek Thinkers, Eng. tr.

Gilbert Murray.

1901).

EUROPE.—We have seen (artt. Africa, Asia,
and Ethnology,

§§ 8

and

lo)

that the Caucasic

division of mankind was evolved most probably in
North Africa, whence it ranged in remote times
eastwards into Asia and northwards into Europe.
The latter continent was first reached by now
vanished land connexions, in company with the
late large Pliocene or early Pleistocene fauna
whose remains elephant, hysena, rhinoceros, hippopotamus, cave-bear, salare-tooth lion or tiger
are found in association with those of early man
in many parts of South and West Europe.

—

We

thus get a vast antiquity (estimated by some
authorities at three or four hundred millenniums)
for the first arrivals, the men of the Palceolithic,
or Old Stone, Age, which nearly coincided with
the Ice Age, that is, with pre-, inter-, and postAll were apparently of somewhat
glacial times.
uniform long-headed type, but showed steady progressive developments, both in physical and in
mental respects, from the rude Chellian and
Moustierian to the more advanced Solutrian and
Madelenian epochs.

The Old Stone Age was followed without any
clear intermission, certainly without any marked
break or hiatus (now rejected by all leading palethnologists), by the Neolithic, or New Stone, Age,
which had also a very long duration, estimated by
Sir W. Turner for Scotland alone at perhaps a

For a long time Neolithic
same long-headed type, which
of
Dordogne reveals physiCro-Magnon
race
in the
cal characters that may be called European in
the modern sense of the term. Moreover, Quatre-
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the South (LozJjre, Lower Rhone Valley). Tlie.se
everywhere intermingled with the earlier longheaded type, and later became continually more
numerous, until, towards the close of the Neolithic Age in France, the round and medium types
became eight or ten times more numerous than the
long in certain parts' (P. Salmon, Races humaines
'

prihistoriques, p. 39).

In Britain the earlier long
barrows are occupied exclusively by long-heads,
the later round barrows chiefly by round-heads,
whence Thurnam's dictum
long barrow, long
skull
round barrow, round skull.' In France
Paul Raymond, who separates the northern shortheads from the southern long-heads by a diagonal
drawn from Cohentin to the Maritime Alps, has
recently discovered several short-heads commin{jled
with long-heads in the sepulchral cave of Lirac
:

'

;

(Depart. Gard), and infers that
fin de la p^riode n^olithique vivaient dans 1e sudest
France des populations dolichocd-phales qui priisentaient
caract6res de la race dea Baumes-Chaudea [Cro-Magnon
type], avec les variations que leur avait imprimiea le croiae-

'vera la

de

la

lea

ment de brachyc6phales immigr^s* {Revue prihistoriqm,

ini\.

1906, p. 38).

As these Southern short-heads appear to have
penetrated inland by the Rhone Valley from the
south coast, they too may have come from North
Africa, where a very ancient short-headed race,
representing the Libyans proper and ranging into
the Canary Islands, still forms the substratum in
Tunisia and Kabylia, and is declared by Collignon
to be remarkably like the short-headed brown
French type
Si Ton haoillait ces hommes de vgtements europ^ens, vous
'

ne les distingueriez pas de paysane ou de aoldats fran^aie'
(.L'Anthrop., 1897, p. 424).

It is generally admitted that the more numerous
Northern short-heads came from Asia, probably by
Danube route, in the Bronze Age some four or
five thousand years ago.
These ranged over a vast
area in East and Central Europe, and many passed
westwards through Brittany into Britain, where
they had been preceded by the Afro-Europeans of
both Stone Ages. Other Asiatics of a long-headed
type arrived, also in the Bronze Age, or perhaps
even earlier, by a northern route, and occupied
the Baltic lands and Scandinavia, where they are
now represented by the North Germans and Norsemen, of tall stature, fair or florid complexion,
and blue eyes Linne's typical Homo Europmits.
Lastly, another branch of these Asiatics, following a southern route through Asia Minor, passed
into the Balkan region, and thence into the peninsulas of Greece and Italy, where they had been
preceded by the men of the Stone Ages from North

the

—

hundred millenniums.

Africa.

man was

thus see that Europe was first settled in the
south and west by North African Hamites, who
came later to be known as Pelasgians in Greece,
Ligurians in Italy, and Iberians in Spain ; in the
east and north by Asiatics, who may now be called
Eurasians, since their original domain comprised
the whole of the Steppe-lands between the Carpathians in Europe and the Pamirs in Central

also of the

'

fages, who connects all the human remains, both
Stone Age, with the
of the Old and of the
white type,' identifies the Cro-Magnon with the
tall, long-headed, fair-skinned, and blue-eyed Berbers (Karaites) who still survive in various parts of

New

To

'

these Neolithic Afro-Europeans
are also credited the megalithic monuments dolmens, menhirs, cycloliths, triliths, barrows, galgals, nuraghi, talayots which are strewn over
Iberia, Gaul, Britain, Denmark, and Sweden, and
which in North Africa range from the Atlantic
seaboard to Tripolitana. It follows that the men
of the Stone Ages form the substratum of the
present inhabitants of South and West Europe,
and that they are, for the most part, of North
African origin.
But before the close of the New Stone Age the
uniformity of the long-headed type was disturbed
by the advent of numerous short-headed peoples,
both in the North-west (Furfuz, Belgium) and in

Mauretania.

—

—

We

They

are also commonly called
the Eurasians spoke various
diverging dialects of the long extinct Aryan stock
language. But it is obvious that, strictly speaking, ' Aryan can be only a linguistic and not an
ethnical expression, since it was seen above that
the Eurasians were not of one but of two distinct physical types short-heads and long-heads.
Hence, when we speak of 'Aryans,' we really
mean very mixed populations of a roughly uniform Caucasic type, and of uniform Aryan speech.
It is more important to note that these Eurasians,
coming in the Bronze Age, and consequently more
highly cultured, and equipped with better weapons
for warfare, everywhere conquered the ruder Afro-

Asia (Sohrader).
Aryans, because

all

'

—

European Hamites, imposed their Aryan languages

:

:
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on them, and in the process merged with them into
various mixed ethnical groups, which differed from
each other in accordance with their different constituent elements. Thus was brought about in
remote pre-historic times the Aryauization of
Europe, which was so complete that, excluding
the much later intrusion of the Finno-Tatar languages, the only non-Aryan form of speech still surviving in Europe is Basque (q.v.), which is spoken
by scarcely 600,000 natives of the Western Pyrenees, and which represents all that remains of the
old Iberian language, and is distantly related to
the Berber (Hamitic) still current nearly everywhere in North Africa (G. von der Gabelenz, M.
Gfeze, Morris Jones, and others).
Other survivals
may have been the Pictish of Britain, since Prof.
J. Rh^s thinks that ' Picts and Iberians belonged
to one and the same family which I have ventured
to call Ibero-Pictish (Academy, 26th Sept. 1891);
and the Pelasgians of Greece, whom W. Wachsmuth calls ante-Hellenic,' and of whom Herodotus

On the linguistic basis the groupings naturally
vary with the different views taken by philologists
regarding the order in which the various members
of the Aryan family branched off from the extinct
mother-tongue. On this point there is still little
accord, although, keeping to Europe, it is now generally allowed that, of the six recognized branches,
Hellenic, Slavic, and Lithu-Lettic are more closely
related one to the other than they are to the Italic,
Teutonic, and Celtic. We thus get two main divisions an eastern and a western which, with their
numerous sub-groups, may here be tabulated

—

—

Aryan

Linguistic Family Europkan Section.^
Rellenic branch
^olian, Dorian, Ionian, Attic,
Komaic, Old Illyrian, Albanian.
Lithuanic branch : Lithuanian, Lettic, Pruczi (Old
:

:

Eastern
Division

Prussian).

Slavic branch

Old Slavic, Great Russian, Little

:

Russian, Bulgarian, Slovenian,
Servo - Croatian, Czech (Bohemian),
Polish,
Polabish,
Lusatian, Slovak.
Latin, Oacan, Umbrian, Italian,
French, Spanish, Portuguese,
Romansch, Walloon, Ruma-

'

Italic

'

writes that, according to some evidence, fi(Tav ol
He\a.<Tyol ^dp^apov yXwixffav Uvres (i. 57).
For Homer
these Pelasgians were Stoi (II. x. 429 ; Od. xix.
177); for Herodotus 'barbarians' (loc. cit.), and
for Dionysius Hal. (i. 18 f.) Greeks' (rd tGjv IleXairyujv yivoi "EKKriviKbv).
Such apparently contradictory statements simply mean that, during the course
of ages, the pre- Aryan inhabitants of Europe were
gradually absorbed and assimilated by the Asiatic
intruders of Aryan speech.
This rapid outline explains and agrees with the
three great ethnical divisions proposed by Eipley,
Sergi, and other leading ethnologists for the historical European populations.
These are (1) the
tall, fair, long-headed northern type, for which de
Lapouge reserves Linn^'s Homo Europceus, and to
which Ripley applies the term ' Teutonic,' because
the whole combination of physical characters ' accords exactly with the descriptions handed down
to us by the ancients.' Thus Tacitus: 'omnibus
truces et caerulei oculi, rutilae comae, magna corpora, et tantum ad impetum valida' (Gerinania,
iv. ).
(2) The central zone of medium-sized roundheads with light brown or chestnut hair, brownish
skin, and grey or hazel eyes, the Celts or CeltoSlavs of Broca, the Ligurians or Arvernians of
Beddoe, and whom, for want of a better name,
Ripley calls Hom^ Alpimis, though also comprising the Slavs of the eastern plains. These are the
short-heads both from Africa and from Asia, who
may be supposed to have joined hands in the central
European uplands, where are met the most pronounced round skulls [hyperbrachycephalic in Tirol
and Switzerland). (3) The southern zone of undersized, pale, black-eyed, and black-haired long-heads,
who are the primitive Afro-European element in
Greece, Italy, Sicily, Sardinia, Corsica, Iberia,
West France, and Britain, and are now generally
identified with the above-mentioned Pelasgians,
Ligurians, and Iberians, who were afterwards
modified by Aryan interminglings, but are grouped
together by Sergi, Keane, and Ripley as 'Mediterraneans.
All the present Aryanized inhabitants of Europe,
that is, the vast majority, may now be conveniently tabulated in accordance with these three
anthropological divisions as follows
'

—

—

'

1.

Homo EnEOP^oa (Teftons) Swedes, Norwegians, Danes,
:

Icelanders, Frisians, North Germans, Dutch, Flemings,
most English, Scotch, and Irish, moat Normans and

Walloons.
2.

Homo

ALPlirua (Celto-Slavs) most French, Bretons, and
Welsh, South Germans, Swiss, Tirolese, Austrians, Russians, Lithuanians, Poles, Czechs (Bohemians), Croatians,
Servians, Dalmatians, Montenegrins, some Albanians,
;

Bulgarians, and Rumanians.
3.

Homo Mediterranenbis

(iBERO-Lronno-PELAsaiANa)

:

most

Iberians (Spaniards and Portuguese), Provencals, Italians,
Sards, Corsicana, Sicilians, Epirots (South Aibanians),
and Greeks.

branch

:

nian.

Low German Group:

Teutonic branch:

Gothic,

Old Norae, Icelandic, Danish,
Swedish, Frisic, Platt-Deutsch,
Dutch, Anglo-Saxon, English.

Western

High

Division
>

Celtic

branch

:

Q

German

Group

:

Old,

Middle, and New High German, Thuringian, Swabian,
Swiss, Tirolese, Austrian.
Group Old Irish, Irish, Gaelic
:

(Erse),

P Group

Manx.
:

Welsh, Cornish (ex-

Low Breton.
Besides the already mentioned Basques, the only
non-Aryans now in Europe are the Baltic and
other Finns, the Lapps, Samoyeds, and Magyars of Hungary, now assimilated to the normal
European type but still speaking a Ugro-Finnic
language, the Osmanli Turks, also largely Europeanized but not Aryanized, and lastly a few
Kirghiz (Turki) and Kalmuk (Mongol) nomads in
Astrakhan. All these arrived from Asia in relatively late historic times, and can in no sense be
regarded as European aborigines. Respecting the
Finns about the others there is no question it is
important to note that the views formerly held
regarding a western extension of the Finnic race
over the whole of Europe and the British Isles are
tinct).

—

—

now

exploded.

'Despite the fact that all the Finns are distinctly roundheaded, they were identified first with the long-headed cavemen, who retreated north with the reindeer, as was the
favourite hypothesis, and then with the early neolithic races
who were also long-headed. Elaborate but now forgotten
essays were written by learned philologists to establish a
common origin of the Basque and the Finnish tongues, which
have nothing in common, and half the myths, folklore, and
legendary heroes of the western nations were traced to FinnoUgrian sources (Keane, Man Past and Present, p. 334).
In fact, recent research has shown that the advent of the Finns in Finland itself dates only from
about the new era, and the men of the Bronze
'

Age

in this region were not Finns but Teutons
(A. Hackmann, Die Bronzezeit Finnlands, 1897,
Tacitus (Germ, xlvi.) does not know
passim).
whether his Fenni (Ptolemy's iivi/oi) were Germans
or Sarmatians (Slavs) ; but the reference to the
children's cradles suspended from the branches of
trees shows that they were the SxpiSf^ifoi of Procopius (de Bell. Goth. ii. 15), and the Scride-Finnas
of King Alfred (Orosius, i. 12), that is, the Lapps,
who are still always called Finns by the Nor-

wegians.

During the slow process of fusion between the
Afro-European indigenes and the Eurasian intruders, their religious notions also became necessarily intermingled, so that the pre-Christian forms
of belief were all of a mixed character like those
Even after the
described in art. ABORIGINES.
fusion, further interminglings took place through
1 For details, see art. Ethsoloot, § la

—

—

—
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infiltrations from Egypt and Persia, and, more
especially, from the Semitic world.
Nor were
tliese later influences confined to the contiguous
Hellenic and Mgea.n lands, but were carried by
the Phoenician seafarers westwards to Iberia and
the British Isles, where they are reflected in the
national legends and even in the very language of

the Celtic-speaking natives of Ireland, e.g. Bal
Dhia dhuit, God Baal to you
and there is a
district near Cork wliich is still called Beal-athamagh-adhoir, Field of the worship of Baal.' Elsewhere this Baal-cult was associated with phallic
'

'

;

'

as in Phoenicia.
discriminate between all these heterogeneous
elements is no longer possible, though it seems
safe to say that the higlier forms the Olympian
deities and personifications of the natural forces
came in with the more cultured Eurasians, and
were by them superimposed on the rude animism
and the chthonic gods of the Afro-Europeans,
while the mysteries and degrading rites of the
Cabiri, of Dionysus, Astarte, and the worshippers
of Mithra and Isis (these twice expelled from Rome),
Thus the
were admittedly of Oriental origin.
compound forms Dyaus-pitar, ZeS-Tirep, Dies-piter
(Jupiter), show at once that Jove was already
dominant before the Aryan dispersion, and consequently came in with the Eurasians, by whom
his supremacy was spread north, through Lithuania (Diewas) to Scandinavia {T^r), Germany {Zio),
and west to IJritain (A.S. Tiwesdceg, Eng. Tuesday
= day of Tfu ') and Ireland, where dia retains all
sky,' or heaven,' day,'
the associated meanings
and god.' On the other hand, Jove's counterpart,
the goddess Ertha (Herthus, Earth), was clearly
an Afro-European divinity, since she was worshipped with human sacrifices (not customary
with the Vedic and other proto- Aryans), and has
been identified with Rhea, Ops, Demeter, Cybele,
and other distinctly chthonic divinities. But she
was early added by the Eurasians to their pantheon, for Tacitus tells us [Germ, xl.) that the
Angli (Continental English) Herthmn (variant
rites,

To

—

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

Erthum), id est, Terram matrem, colunt.' He
adds that the rites observed in her honour on an
island in the ocean (Riigen?) concluded with the
attendant slaves, whom the lake in
her hallowed grove {castum nemus) swallowed up.'
With this should be compared the orgies practised
by the Corybantes in honour of Cybele, daughter
of Terra, or Terra herself, in Phrygia and Thrace,
whence her worship passed into Greece (Eleusinian
mysteries), and thence into Italy, where her shrine
was annually cleansed by the waters of the river
Almo, just as Ertha's chariot and raiment were
cleansed in the above-mentioned lake at the foot
of a high cliff which to this day is called Hertha's
The Italic Ertha was called Bona Dea,
rock.
and her non-Aryan origin is admitted, as is also
that of the Irish chthonic goddess Mdrrigan, the
'Great Queen,' who has been identified with
Cybele.
That human sacrifices, apparently unknown in
the Aryan cradle-land, were everywhere practised
by the Eurasians in their new western homes, that
b, were adopted from their Afro-European predecessors, is evident from Caesar's account [de Bell.
Gall. vi. 16) of the frightful holocausts in Gaul, and
from many other leas familiar indications. From
Tacitus we learn {Germ, ix.) that 'deorum maxime
Mercurium colunt, cui certis diebus humanis quoque hostiis litare fas habent,' this Mercurius being
the Wodan or Odin of the Germans and Scandinavians (as seen in the English Wednes-day), and
the Greek 'Bp/i^s, who, Herodotus tells us, was
specially worshipped by the Thracian kings (v. 7).
In Rome, sexagenarians were called senes depontani,
old bridge-castaways '; because old people, when a

sacrifice of the

'

'

'

'

'
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bridge was linislied, were thrown into the water as
a sort of bridge-toll to a]i])ease the oliended rivergod for this intrusion on his domain. The tribute
had to be paid not once only, but every year, and
it was a function of tlie Vestal Virgins to tlirow
tlie depontani into the river.
Later, for the living
victims the so-called argei rush or straw figures
were substituted as the priscorum virorum simulacra.
The statement that the 'sexagenarii de
ponte dejieiebantur occurs in Fe.stus, quoted by
Ihering in The Evolution of the Aryan, p. 356. An
echo of the practice, which appears to have been
wide-spread, survives in the
endland district of
Hanover on the Elbe, formerly inhabited by Slavs
(Wends), but now by Low Germans, who declare
that their exhortation, kruup unner, kruup unner,
de Welt is di gram ( creep under, creep under, to
thee the world is [now] grim'), 'was once used as
a prayer [encouragement] when the old people
were thrown from the bridge into the water (to.).
Bridge-building was a matter of such importance
to the community that a priest called a, pontifex,^
or bridge-maker,' was appointed to superintend
the works, and he gradually became the head of
the priestly order, the Pontifex Maximus a title
which still survives as that of the Roman Pontiff,

—

'

W

'

'

—

whence Longfellow's
'

Well has the name of Pontifex been given
Unto the Church's head, as the chief builder

And

architect of the invisible bridge

That leads from earth to heaven {Golden Legend, v.).
told by Tacitus (Germ, xxxix. ) that the
'

We are

Semnones, who occupied a vast domain between
the Elbe and the Oder, opened their national
assemblies with horrible baroaric rites at which a
human victim was immolated publice, that is,
on behalf of the people. Even sati, or widowburning, which was post- Vedic in India and unknown to the Greeks, Romans, and Celts, was
practised both by the Slavs and by the Germans.
After her husband's death the wife mounted the
pyre not, however, as an act of heroic devotion
and a voluntary immolation, as amongst the later
Hindus, but because she had, nolens volens,

—

'
to share the fate of all the other possessions which were sent
into the grave of a deceased man, perhaps under the impression
that he could make use of them in the other world ; perhaps
because the idea that they should fall into other hands was
repugnant to him. Besides his weapons, his horse, his slaves,
and his bondmen, his wife also was sent after him (Ihering, op.
'

eit. p. 31).

we hear

In Greece

little

of

human

offerings,

which seem almost excluded by Herodotus, who
If even animals, except bulls, swine,
asks (ii. 45)
calves, and geese were unlawful, kw^ hv oDt-oi (the
Hellenes) ivSpiwovs Biouv ?
It was far different in
Norseland, where the custom was universal till
the introduction of Christianity, and was even
:

'

'

observed, or at least threatened, by way of retaliaIn the
tion, by the first converts in Iceland.
year 1000, the champions of the old faith having
offered up two men to the gods, calling upon
them not to let Christianity overrun the land,
the Christians retorted that they too would make

an offering of two men.
*

"The heathens," they said, " sacrifice the worst men, and
them over rocks or cliffs but we shall choose the best

cast

;

men, and
(Craigie,

call it a gift for victory to our Lord Jesus Christ"'
The Religion of Ancient Scandinavia, p. 58 f .).

In the same spirit, but on the opposite side, the
Norwegian king Olaf Tryggvason (998) threatened
a great immolation, saying

:

'
I will not choose thralls or criminals, but will select the most
distinguished men to give to the gods ' (ib. p. 58).

So in Denmark, at the great national gathering
held every nine years, a holocaust was made of
ninety men, with as many horses and dogs. In
the Swedish chronicles it is recorded that one of
1

Walde (Etymcl. Worterb. der

lat.

Sprache 2, Heidelberg,

1910, p. 698 f .) holds that the pontifex was the ' performer of
holy things.' "The question is fully discussed in art. BaroaB.
vol. ii. p. 865.
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the early kings was made a ' bumt-oifering to
Odin in order to end a famine caused by his slackness in keeping up the sacrifices, while another
king immolated nine of his sons in succession to
Odin, to obtain long life for himself. Lastly, it
is related in the Guta Saga that the people of the

But such

island of Gotland

of antiquity.

'

sacrificed their sons

and daughters and

All the
their cattle.
land had its highest sacrifices with folk (=huinan beings), as
also had each third (of the country) by itself ' (i6. p. 57 f .).
'

For the western Celtic world reference has
already been made to Caesar's account of the inhuman Gaulish holocausts made in huge wicker-

work images on

But at

occasions.

special

all

such offerings were customary.
People
stricken with Ulness, engaged in warfare, or exposed to other risks,
offered, or promised to offer, human sacrifices, and made use
times

*

of the Druids as their agents for such sacrifices.

Their theory

was that the immortal Gods could not be appeased unless a

human

were given for a human life. In addition to these
private sacrifices, they had also similar human sacrifices of a
public character (Anwyl, Celtic Religion, p. 60 f.).
Such rites must have also prevailed in Britain,
life

'

as

may

be inferred from the incident mentioned

details

made

little difference

;

and,

when

we

find monogamy the rule amongst the early
Eurasians and later universal, we recognize in the
fact the same moral conception of the marriage
laws
'

which places them so

been a

No

far higher than all contemporary nations
In this respect the Ar3'anB are proved to have
civilized nation of the first rank (Ihering, op. dt. p. 30).
'

was the patriarchy, with descent through the male line, which everywhere
superseded the earlier and ruder matriarchy, with
descent through the female line, and for the first
less beneficial

time established the family, as now understood, on
a solid foundation, by the marriage contract. Kecently Lamprecht has proved (Deutsche Gesch. i.
[1890]) that long before the dispersal the protoAryans had reached the patriarchal state through
the matriarchal, which implied the absence of marriage, and under which the children belonged to
the mother, the father not being considered because unknown. With the introduction of marriage the maternal yielded to the paternal right,
and to the father, who now asserts nimseU, belong
the children and the mother herself. It was under
this patria potestas that the Eurasians entered
Europe, where, consequently, no trace now survives of the primitive matria potestas. The pater-

by Nennius, who tells how Vortigern, when building a fort, was much annoyed by the spirits running off with the stones, and was advised by the
Druids to kill a fatherless boy and sprinkle his
blood upon the foundations of the building. So in familias, whose antiquity
Ireland such offerings were not merely threatened,
as in Iceland, but actually practised by the early
Christians.
Some of the legendary underground
fiends that went about at night pulling down the
walls of churches erected during the day were so
troublesome that it was found necessary to revive
the old heathen methods of protection, by burying
alive a man, woman, or child under the founda-

is

shown by the archaic

foim familias for the later /ami/i(E, ruled supreme,
and in Rome enjoyed the power of life and death
over all the household over the famuli, that is,
the slaves or servants (cf. the Oscan famel=
famulus, a,nd famelo = family'). It was his interest to maintain order amongst these famuli, with
whom were included his own wife and children,
and thus was gradually organized the family
tions.
circle, as we now see it, throughout the Aryan
Tradition says that St. Oolumba, thus tormented, buried St.
world.
This could never have been under the
Oran, at his own request, under the monastery of lona (Bonmatriarchal system, which prevailed amongst the
wick, Irish Druids, p. 90).
early Eurafricans, as it still does amongst many
It matters little whether this actually occurred
primitive peoples. We see the results in the high
or not, since the mere mention of it as a possibility
shows that the early Christian writers were aware esteem in which the domestic virtues were held by
the Romans under the kings and during the Reof the pagan custom, for which there is in any
public (Lucretia, Virginia), and by Germans in the
case abundance of collateral evidence.
Thus in the Dinnsenchus it is stated that to Crom Cruach, the
time of Tacitus, although here the picture may be
chief Irish deity, his votaries offered the first-born of all offsomewhat heightened as an object lesson for the
spring and the first-born of their children — probably a Ph<Bnidecadent Romans under the Empire. Still it is a
cian practice (of. Dt 1231).
in an old poem on the Fair qf
Tailtenn, St. Patrick is described as preaching against the burnbeautiful picture applicable even to present times

—
'

*

'

*

*

ing of firstlings on the summit of Sliabh Crooabh, Hill of the
Deadly Spear,* there is a ruined altar where the victims of the
gods were immolated; and the early Christian Culdees(g.7J.),
the successors of the pagan Druids, are strongly suspected of
having offered human sacrifices.
If the proto-Aryans adopted these revolting prac'

;

from the Afro-European aborigines, which
seems scarcely open to doubt, they made ample
amends by the introduction of two social institutions—monogamy and patriarchy which in preChristian times helped more perhaps than all else
tices

—

to raise the ethical standard to a higher level in
Europe than in any other part of the world. No

doubt the Eurasians were not

all monogamists at
polygamy was lawful and practised by
their rulers.
But the great bulk of the immigrants

first,

since

were monogamists, whether on principle or because
they could not afford the luxury of many wives.
Moreover, the marriage relation received religiouB
sanction, which was even compulsory in certain
cases, and already in pre-historic times the whole
of Aryanized Eurojje appears to have been monogamous.
The business part of the transaction
varied considerably; in Home the bride brought
the dos to her husband, while the Germans and
Slavs brought the dowry, the Brautgabe, to the
bride, that is, bought her, as we see in the case of
Vladimir the Great (988), who forcibly abducted
an undowered Byzantine princess, and then paid
her relations for her
ef Tacitus
dotem non
uxormarito, sed uxori maritus offert' (Germ, xviii.).
;

.

:

'

('Numerum liberorum

finire

.

.

.

flagitium habe-

and concluding with the memorable words
'plusque ihi boni mores valent quam alibi bonae

tur'),

leges

In

(Germ. xix.).

GB^

(vol.

i.

p. viii)

Frazer writes that 'the

and practices which have been
handed down by word of mouth are generally of a
far more archaic type than the religion depicted
in the most ancient literature of the Aryan race.'
So true is this, that all folklorists now admit that
the whole of Europe was choked with such rank
undergrowths before the arrival of the Eurasians,
who, so far from eradicating them, added greatly
to their number by fresh importations from Central
Asia.
Here and there it is possible to distinguish
between the old and the new, as in the case of certain spells and spooks characteristically European,
but in most instances it would be futile to attempt
to draw any dividing line between western and
eastern popular notions, which might have sprung
up on any soil. Thus witchcraft, lycanthropy, the
evil eye, and wind-raising range from Ireland with
little interruption to Malaysia, and hence might
have been either brought with them by the protoAryans or else picked up in their new homes.
Even the strange observance of the fire-dance,
which from its very nature might be supposed to
be restricted in time and place, was already
known to the ancients and practised by the Hirpini (Sabines), as it also was by the now extinct
superstitious beliefs

—

'

EUROPE
Catawbas

of

North America, and

still

by

is

tlie

Bulgarians, the Japanese, the Hindus, the Tahitiane, and the P'ijians of the Central Pacific Ocean.
Similarly, all sorts of fire-myths are met with,
from the Promethean in Hellas to that of the extinct Tasmanians, who had no fire at all until two
natives, standing on a hill, threw it about like
stars.
After

'
thifl no more was Are lost in our land.
The two blackfellows are in the clouds ; in the clear night you see them like
These are they who brought fire to our fathers (Brough
stars.
'

Smyth, Abor. of Vict., Melbourne, 1878, ii. 461).
closer parallel is the wa.x eflBgy of a person,
by means of which he was done to death at a
distance a practice found almost everywhere in
Europe. The process as described by Ovid (Ep.

A

—

91)—

vi.

'

Devovet absentes, simulacraque cerea figit,
Eb miserum tenues in jecur urget acus'

exactly the same as that adopted by the hapless
Princess Caroline to encompass the death of the
Prince Regent.
'She made a wax figure as usual, and ^ave it an amiable

is

addition of large horns

;

then took three

pms out

of her gar-

ment and stuck them through and through, and put the figure
Lady
says the Princess
to roast and melt at the fire.
indulges in this amusement whenever there are no strangers at
.

.

.

table and she thinks her Royal Highness really has a superstitious belief that destroying this effigy of her husband will
bring to pass the destruction of his Royal person (S. Olerici,
Queen of Indiscretion, F. Chapman's English ed. 1907).
;

A

'

So

in Ross-shire the rudely

shaped image of the

person aimed at
is stuck all over with i>in8 and thornB and placed in a running
Btream. As the image is worn away by the action of the water
the victim also wastes away with some mortal disease. The
more pins that are stuck in from time to time the more excruciating agony the victim suffers.
Should, however, any
wayfarer discover the corp (effigy) in the stream, the spell is
broken and the victim duly recovers' (Haddon, Magic and
Fetishism, p. 20).
'

In the Isle of Wight the plan is to put a slug
under a £iower-pot, fix it there with a pin or a
needle, and leave it to die, when the victim also is
sure to die.
'Our early Teuton forefathers,' remarks F. York Powell (in
Religious Systems of the World, London, 1901, p. 279), were
influenced by anthropomorphism and anim.ism, and thought
that inanimate objects, as stones, stars, and the elements, and
organisms such as trees, fishes, birds and beasts, were possessed
'

of spirits akin to their own.'

From this root-idea, which belongs to all primitive systems (see art. Ethnology, § 9), sprang
those countless hosts of invisible beings, some
good, some bad, some harmless, who have throughout the ages filled the upper, the terrestrial, and
the lower regions, and whose numbers were greatly
increased by the ancestor - worship which was
highly characteristic of the proto-Aryans.
As
these immigrants failed to sweep away the lower
forms of animism (see above), so the Christian
system not only left the spirit-world untouched,
but enlarged it with Lucifer and his fallen angels,
and with those Saifi6i'ta ttoWo. and irveOfiara aKd6-

whose name was ' Legion (Mk 5'). Satan and
Beelzebub were also recognized, and, demonology
having thus received a new lease of existence, it is
not surprising that it should continue to flourish
throughout Christendom down to the present day.
apra.

'

name is still Legion,' as we read in the Li/e
and Works of Robert Burns (ed. R. Chambers,
1851, p. 10), where Betty Davidson, who lived in
Its

'

the family,
had the largest collection in the country of tales and songs
concerning devils, ghosts, fairies, brownies, witches, warlocks,
'

spunkies, kelpies, elf-candles, dead-lights, wraiths, apparitions,
cantraips, giants, enchanted towers, dragons, and other

pucks,

lienils,

rotri,

korils,

trolls,

danihu.MtK, daniavoi,
nymphs, drj'ads,

nisseiiH,

korigans,

naiads,

sylphs, wer-wolves, vampires,

and no doubt many

local and personal Gespenster and
familiar
spirits (cf. Socrates), so that some parts of Europe
are said to be more thickly peopled with these
invisible spirits than with human beings.
And
Sir Conan Doyle writes (Sir Niqel, 1908) that
in those simple times [14th cent.) the Devil raged openly upon
the earth he stalked behind the hedge. rows in the gloaming ;
he laughed loudly in the night time he clawed the dying
sinner, pounced upon the unbaptized babe, and twisted the
limbs of the epileptic. A foul flend slunk ever by a man's side
and whispered villainies In his ear.
How could one doubt
these things, when Pope and priest, scholar and kin^ were all
united in believing them, with no single voice of question in the
whole wide world ?

more

'

'

'

;

;

.

.

.

Then, as the majority of the spirits were
dangerous or ill-disposed, all kinds of devices were
naturally invented or developed to thwart their
designs and the machinations of those supposed
to be in league with them (see artt. Deiwons and
Spirits).
Thus arose those otherwise unaccountable charms (carmina), spells, incantations, divinations, reading of horoscopes, fortune-telling,
ordeals, duels, and especially that sinister belief
in witchcraft (q.v.) which broke out again and
again throughout mediaeval times, and led to the
perpetration of unspeakable horrors by religious
ana other fanatics. It is scarcely three centuries
since James I., the author of a special work on
Demonology, put two hundred wretched victims of
the craze, along with a noble and learned physician, to a horrible death on the charge of having
raised the wind against the coming of his Norwegian bride. Whoever wants to understand the
full essence of this frightful blend of foulness and
ferocity should read Cantii's official revelations of
the witchcraft mania, which did not receive its
death-blow till the judges of the ecclesiastical
courts were themselves struck at by their victims
'

'

under torture

(see

Manzoni, / Proniessi Sposi,

Turin, 1827).
Fear in high places thus removed one great
evil, but left others which still persist, and all of
which have a religious basis. Such is the duel,
which is the last surviving form of the ordeal in
Europe.
Its great antiquity is shown by its
archaic Latin form duellum, of which helium is a
much later modification (cf. Hor. Od. III. v. 38,
pacem duello miscuit '). The ordeal itself, that
orddl, the Germ. Urteil, and Lat.
is, the A.S.
judicium Dei, persisted under various forms from
the earliest times far into mediaeval Europe, as
seen in Shakespeare's Richard III. i. 2, where
allusion is made to the test of touch to which suspected murderers were subjected. At their contact
the wounds of their victims were supposed to bleed
afresh.
The close association of these ordeals
with early religious beliefs, as pointed out in art.
Australasia, is clearly illustrated in the pagan
Anglo-Saxon corsned, under which an accused
person was required to swallow a piece of bread
If he did so
or cheese execrated by the priest.
easUy, he was innocent ; if with an effort, guilty
and it may easily be supposed that, in persons of
weak nerves, the awe of the surroundings might
produce the effort, even in the case of guiltless
In Christian times the corsned, like the
persons.
fire, water, and so many other unpleasant ordeals,
was still continued, the consecrated wafer being
now substituted for the execrated bread (see, fur'

:

Duelling, Ordeal).
more striking instance of the fusion ot
the old and new systems is afforded by the mixed
or muddled religious notions prevalent amongst
the European gypsies, more especially those of
Hungary and Austria, who have for some generather, artt.

trumpery.'

Nor does
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exhaust the

which further
includes banshees, leprechauns, clurioauns, good
people (Duine Matha), tylwyth-teg or Fair Family,
tyloethod, Cyweraeth, morrigans, phookas, pixies,
this

list,

spooks, spectres, sprites, nickers or water-kelpies,
bogles or bugils, bug-bears, bug-a-bos, goblins,
hobgoblins, fays, ogres, duzes, dwarfs, lubber-

A

still

tions been nominal Christians, mostly Roman
Catholics, but also Orthodox Greeks in some dis-

—

:
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tricts.
But none of them is quite clear about the
presiding deity, though the prevalent idea is that
the dethroned ruler, the baro puro dewel, ' great
old god,' has long been dead, and that the world is
now governed by his son and successor, the dikno
tamo dewel, the 'small young god,' i.e. Jesus
Christ. Another theory is that the first still lives,
and has only abdicated in favour of the second.
Others, again, hold that the old god is really dead,
but that the younger is not his son, but the son
of a carpenter, having, like Jupiter, usurped the
throne on which he is now seated. He controls
the elements, and is not a beneficent deity, since,
like Saturn, he
devours his children,' i.e. allows
them to die. He also has fits of spite and anger,
when he sends down thunder and lightning, snow,
rain, and hail, which destroy their crops, burn
their villages, and cause many other disasters.
These gypsies can scarcely be said to have any
religion properly so called.
They do not worship
the old or the new god, they have no kind of rites
or ceremonies, and their beng, or devil, is borrowed
from the Christians. But
they believe in omens and prognostications they give credit
to the existence of ghosts and spectres, are afraid of the pernicious influence of the evil eye, and object to having their

and has been added, as was the case with so many othei
primitive institutions, after they had lost their original and
practical meaning.'

Those who reject this explanation can take
refuge only in the notion that in remote antiquity
the people believed that the deity revealed himself in the belly of an ox (' interesse deum singulis
pecorum fissis ) (Ihering, p. 370). This is, in fact,
the natural evolution of such practices, since primitive man must at first have been much more concerned with the quest of food and other material
considerations than with costly and elaborate religious ceremonies (see, further, artt. Divination).
Some of the methods of divination are of great
age, and may well have been brought by the protoAryans from their Asiatic homes. Such is that of
the early Germans which is described by Tacitus,
Germ. x. , and is exactly like one practised by the
Scythians, as in Herodotus, iv. 67. The ancient
oracles have long been silent, but their voices, the
messages from above, seem still to linger in the
thunder-cloud, in the lightning-flash, in the soughing of the winds, and especially in the church
bells, which, like the holy water, are potent, when
blessed, to dissipate foul weather and to scare the
evil spirits riding in the gale.
It is the blessing, the consecration, which endows
the bell, the Agnus Dei, the scapular, and other
such talismans with their mana, their supernatural

'

'

;

portrait taken lest they

might be bewitched

'

(Featherman,

jOravido-TuranianSt P- 604).

In these respects the eastern gypsies differ in no
way from their western kindred, or from the great
bulk of the uneducated classes in every part of
Europe. The Irish peasantry have endless magic
cures for rheumatism, jaundice, whooping-cough,
toothache, and other ailments.

Melanesia and Australasia),
and has caused Hartland to declare that 'all religion is saturated with magic'
Certainly the
belief in magic influences is still universal in
Europe, and Haddon does not hesitate to declare
that four-fifths of mankind, probably, believe in
virtue (see artt.

Edith Wheeler tells (Occult Review, iv. [Nov. 1906]) that the
jaundiced are mended by being taken three times over water
running south.
The whooping-cough is stopped by taking
the patient to a child that has never seen its father, and letting it breathe three times over the sufferer and 'the cure will
work." On a headland in Co. Clare there is an old altar, and
near it a pool of fresh water and a bed of stones
the saints'
bed— to which the pilgrims come and walk round three times ;
and, if a child of stunted growth be carried round in the same
way and then dipped in the pool, it will grow up properly, if
the little fishes come to the top of the water.
So in Co. Mayo there is a well from which no woman, though
perishing with thirst, would dare to draw water until certain
rites are performed with a new-born babe, else it would turn to
worms and blood. In the same district another well is visited
by women who come to pray for the sick.
They go round the
well seven times on their knees, while telling their beads. If
at the conclusion of their devotion any living thing is seen in
the well their prayer is answered. I have seen a poor woman
kneeling for hours over the well with hands clasped, and gazing
with agonized anxiety into the clear water '(Sir H. Blake, in
'

'

*

'

'

sympathetic magic' (op. cit. p. 2). By sympathetic
is meant what Frazer calls contagious magic, which
requires, if not actual contact, at least some
material connexion between the person and the
object operated upon.
few hairs, nail-parings,
a drop of blood, clothes, personal ornaments, anything will suffice, not only to cause death, but also
Thus in
to produce any other desired effect.

—

A

England
forsaken by her lover is advised to get a lock of his hair
whilst it is simmering in the pot he will have no
In certain parts of Germany and Transylvania the clippings of the hair or nails, as well as broken pieces of the teeth,
are buried beneath the elder tree which grows in the courtyard, or are burnt, or carefully hidden, for fear of witches (i6.
*

thumb

my

;

'

perhaps, may be due the strange obsome people have to being overshadowed
by an elder-tree, one of which the present writer
had to remove from his garden to oblige a super-

To

of

this,

jection

teeth

stitious neighbour.

All kinds of magic processes are adopted as
counter-charms against the baneful efl'ects of the
evil eye {q.v.), the dread of which is universal in
Italy.
Any reputed jettatore and Pope Pius the
Ninth himself was one causes a general stampede
should he appear in a crowded street, and, ever
since the establishment of the religious orders,
monks have had the special reputation of possessing the fatal influence' (ib. p. 34). It is perhaps
the very oldest superstition of which there is distinct record. It was known not only to the Greeks
and Romans (Plutarch), but even to the early
Egyptians, one of whose most common amulets
was the so-called ' Eye of Osiris.'

Certain observances, which later acquired a
religious character or became associated with
magical agencies, were originally of a purely practical nature.
Such were the totem and tabu (see
art. Australasia) ; so also the inspection of the
entrails of birds and cattle for divination purposes
in Greece, Rome, and Etruria had a similar utilitarian object, as already recognized by Democritus,
who thought that not the pleasure of the gods,
but the healthiness of the climate and the richness
or poverty of the soil, were indicated by the condition of the intestines of the animals living in the

—

—

'

district
pabuli genus, et earum rerum, quae terra procreet, vel ubertatem, vel tenuitatem salubritatem etiam, aut pestilentiam
extis signiflcari putat (Cicero, de Div. ii. 30).
'

* These mystic eyes were worn equally by the living and the
dead as amulets it being natural, from the associations of
homoeopathic magic, that representations of the eye itself
should have been considered potent amulets against its malign

;

'

;

This view is rejected by Cicero but adopted and
revived by Ihering {loc. cit. ), who concludes generally that all such auspices the study of the exta,
the flight and song of birds, i.e. the 'avium voces
volatusque,' as in Tacitus, Germ, x., the feeding of
poultry (tripudia), and so on

—

practical, essentially secular purposes.
in the beginning utterly foreign to them,

boil it

p. 8).

without lamentation from worms and from pangs,' again showing the blend of old pagan and Christian traditions.
The
strange keenings of professional mourners at funerals are also
very ancient, and certainly pre-Christian, if not pre-Aryan.

'owe their origin to
The religious idea was

girl

rest.

Man,

1901, no. 11).
Here is an Irish charm for the toothache : ' May the
chosen Thomas in the side of guileless Christ heal

a

and

'

influence

And

I

'

(id. p.

36

;

cf also
.

ERE

iii.

432 f.).

of Cond of the Hundred Battles,' a legendary Irish hero, it is related that he always kept
his right eye closed, because its glance was found
to be fatal to any one falling under its baneful
influence.
'

—

;;

;

EUSTATHIUS
As a rule, any one might practise magic if only
he or she knew how. But there were specialists
medicine-men, shamans, Druids, magicians, sorcerers, wizards, witches, wise women, and others

—

who

transmitted their lore to their disciples.

All

had to undergo a severe probation, in which long
fastings provocative of visions seem to have played
the chief part.
Amongst the Finns and Lapps
they were constituted in societies or colleges
which, like those of the Roman and Etruscan
augurs and haruspices, exercised considerable influence even in political matters.
But after the
suppression of the order of Druids {q.v.) by the
Emperor Claudius, such societies were never reconstituted in Aryan Europe, and their place was
later taken by tlie Christian hierarchy.
Nevertheless, C. G. Leland refers to some such associastill persists in Tuscany, which, however,
shrouded in much mystery.
Its professors,
mostly women, are said to meet in secret and, like
the Anatolian Yezidis, to observe some old-time

tion that

is

and to dispense charms and spells to their
followers {Etruscan Boman Remains in Popular
Tradition).
It may be mentioned in this connexion that the
term sacerdotes occurs more than once in Tacitus
{Germ, x., xi.), although we learn from other
sources that the Germans had no distinct order of
priests like the Celtic Druids.
Thus Caesar states
positively {de Bell. Gall. vi. 21) that the Germans
rites,

'

neque Druides habent

.

.

.

neque

sacrificiis stu-

Yet Tacitus calls his sacerdotes 'ministros
deorum,' and adds that they kept order and controlled the proceedings in the public assemblies.
On the other hand, we know from the sagas that
amongst the pagan Scandinavians there was no
distinct priestly caste, but that the priestly and
civil functions were vested in the same person
the king, earl, or district chief, spoken of as ruler
of the sanctuaries,' or go^i, from go<S, 'god,' like
the English ' divines from root divus, deus. It
appears, also, that women, to some extent, acted
as priestesses, although their precise relation to
the priestly chiefs is not clear. The office was
hereditary, and, as the go^i was both a chief and
dent.'

'

'

a

priest,

'the
.

.

.

name

did not disappear with the adoption of Christianity
it naturally lost its religious associations and

though

thenceforward denoted only the recognized leader in the
ous districts (Craigie, op. cit. p. 66).

vari-

'

About the Celtic Druids, their
tions, much diversity of opinion

status
still

and func-

prevails, the

reason being that the term itself covers three

dif-

ferent classes, at least in Gaul and Britain.
By
Coesar these are all merged in one, the Druidie as
opposed to the military order but they are carefully distinguished by Diodorus, Pliny, and especially Strabo (after Posidonius), who speak, as we
still do, of the Druids proper, the vates (seers), and
the poets (bards). The Druids were rather philosophers and theologians than priests, though they
had to be present at the sacrifices. They taught
Pythagorean doctrines, and the immortality of the
soul through transmigration, to their disciples
gathered in caves and secluded groves where treecult may have still survived, and where, in any
;

case, high

honour was paid

to the

oak and

to its

parasite the mistletoe, the emblem of love, which
still plays a part in our Yule-tide festivities.
Caesar {de Bell. Gall, vi.) says that these arcana
came to Gaul from Britain, whither the Continental Druids resorted to complete their education.
So in later times the first dawninas of the
new learning came also from Britain and Ireland
(Pelagius, John Scotus Erigena, founder of the
Scholastic philosophy). The true priests were the
vates, who performed the sacrifices which, till suppressed by the Roman Emperors, were marked by
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They

features of a peculiarly atrocious character.
practised divination

•by the slaughtt-r of a human victim, and the obBcrvation of
the attitude in which he fell, the contortions of the llmba, the
spurting of the blood, and the like,' this beinf; 'ao ancient and
establislied practice* {Anwyl, op. cit. p. 46).

Lastly, the bards {q.v.) were minstrels and poets,
often retainers of powerful chiefs, whose heroic deeds
they sang, thus stirring up fierce rivalries between
neighbouring clans ana septs. But they were also
peacemakers, and would at times step in between
hostile tribes, and, like the Sabine women, induce
volume would scarcely
them to stop the fight.
suffice to state the contradictory views held regarding the Irish Druids, bards, brehons (legislators),
oUamhs (teachers), and others, all of whom, according to the bias or ignorance of the Avriters, receive
indiscriminate praise or vituperation as priests,
phUosophers, astronomers, minstrels, poets, learned
doctors, law-givers, or physicians, or else as charlatans, impostors, astrologers, sorcerers, necromancers, magicians, and so on. Eugene O'Curry,
who knew them best, declares that

A

no ground whatever for believing the Druids to have
of any special positive worship
tells us confidently that
the Druids possessed no internal or external doctrine, either
veiled by symbols, or clouded in enigmas, or any religious tenets
but the charlatanerie of barbarian priests and the grossest gentile superstition (Antiquities of Ireland, quoted by Bonwick,
Irish bruids, p. 36).
Of. also MacOuUoch, Rel. o/ Anc. Celts,
*

there

ia

been thepriesta

'

while E. Ledwich
*

'

1911, passim.

Hence Bonwick

(p. 23) shrewdly remarks that
as easy to call a Druid a deceiver as a politician a traitor,
or a scientist a charlatan, and a saint a h>'pocrite.'
thing is clear, that Druidism was not re*

it is

One
moved by

Patrick,

who

rather

engrafted Christianity on the pagan superstition with so much
that he won the people over to the Christian religion
before they understood the exact difference between the two
*

skill

systems of beliefs; and much of this half pagan half Christian
religion will be found, not only in the Irish stories of the iUiddle
Ages, but in the superstitions of the peasantry of the present

day

'

(ib.v. 29).

The Finns and Magyars

call for no special reference, since the former have long been Lutherans,
the latter Roman Catholics. But the Lapps, although now also Christians, still cherish many old
heathen notions. At one time they were noted

shamanists and magicians, and the expression
'Lapland witches' became proverbial, although
there were no witches but only wizards in the
country. Their idea of an after-life is extremely
crude, and many still bury, instead of banking,
their money, in the belief that it will be found
useful in the next world.
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A. H. Keane.
lUS.—Eustathius, bishop of Sebaste
in Armenia, was regarded as the apostle of monasticism in the northern part of Asia Minor.
Probably he was the author of a work on the

EUSTATH

ascetic life attributed to St. Basil {Constitutiones
Asceticce, see Gamier's Introd. to the Benedict,
ed. of St. Basil's works).
For these reasons he

—
;

;
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deserves more generous treatment than he has
fenerally received at the hands of ecclesiastical
istorians.

Eustathius appears to have heen the son of
a bishop, Eulalius (Soz. iv. 24. 9; Socr. ii. 43. 1),
and was bom about A.D. 300. He was the pupil
of the heresiarch Arius in Alexandria (Basil,
Epp. 223, 224). He does not appear to have been
profoundly influenced by his master's dogmatic
teaching.
He acquired, while in Egypt, a great
admiration for the lives of the early hermit ascetics.
On his return to Asia Minor he commenced to
practise asceticism in a manner which brought
him into conflict with his father, Bishop Eulalius
ii. 43. 1), and earned him a reputation as a
dangerous man (BasU, Ep. 223).
He gathered
round him a considerable band of disciples, known
as Eustathians, who perhaps exaggerated his
ascetic practices and teaching.
They, though
apparently not Eustathius himself, came under
the censure of the Council of Gangra (341 ?). There
is no suggestion that they were regarded as dog-

(Socr.

matically unsound ; what was objected to was the
severity and uncatholic nature of some of their
forms of asceticism, and the extreme, puritanical
narrowness of their efibrts to make the clergy in
general conform to their standard.
Eustathius
himself must either have been opposed to this
exaggeration of his teaching or must have disassociated himself from his followers, for, in or about
A.D. 356, he became bishop of Sebaste.
few
years later his intimate friendship with St. Basil

A

began

(Basil,

Ep.

an able preacher,
iii. 14. 36), and a

very excellent monks (viii. 27. 4). He
founded his ievoSox^lov, a ^eat house for strangers
and hospital for the sick, in Sebaste (Epiph. Hcer.
Ixxv. 1 ), and placed it under the charge of monks.
This was the model of St. Basil's more famous
institution in Csesarea. Although he lived through
the stormy period of the Arian and semi-Arian
controversies, his interest in dogmatic questions
appears to have been small. He probably believed
that some satisfactory middle way could be discovered, and wished to be left in peace to perform
his practical work. He signed, without apparently
realizing his inconsistency, the creeds of Ancyra
(A.D. 358), Seleucia (359), Constantinople (360), and
Lampsacus (364) (see Arianism).
It was this
indifl'erence to the importance of the dogmatic
issues at stake that was the cause of his quarrel
with St. Basil. The great metropolitan was not
the man to spare an opponent, and Eustathius has
suffered in the estimation of ecclesiastical historians
by the account which is given of him by his former
friend, after the rupture.
We last hear of Eustathius, then an old man, in Basil's Ep. 263,
Nviitten A.D. 377, and we may suppose that his
death took place shortly after this date.
'

'
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in text of article.

—

an infant

with an incurable hereditary
with idiocy, might be put to death, a

afflicted

disease, or

new excuse

—

for infanticide terribly prevalent, as
in the case of illegitimate children
would at once be provided. Suicide also for the
most part a mere act of insanity, rashness, or cowardice would be likely to become more common than
it now is if, for instance, persons suffering from a
disease known or supposed to be incurable were
rather encouraged to take their life than discouris

well

known,

—

—

aged from such a procedure.

223).

He was at this time noted as
man of exemplary life (Soz.

a
leader of

cult for several reasons.
In the first place, it may
easiljr be misconstrued as a mere recommendation
of suicide or of the wholesale murder of aged or
infirm people. Secondly, the effect of such a
doctrine on weak or unbalanced minds, incapable
of weighing aright the conditions which may be
held to render death more desirable than life, is
very apt to be pernicious. Thirdly— and this is the
greatest difficulty of all there are obvious and
important obstacles in the way of any practical
application in a modern civilized community. In
order to make euthanasia in any sense a legal proceeding, one would be obliged to encounter, not
merely prejudices or even time-honoured religious
beliefs, but the healthy and moral feeling that
human life is too sacred and valuable to be taken
except under a few very definite conditions. In
other words, euthanasia would constitute a new
form of justifiable homicide, and, unless most
strictly regulated, would lead to an appalling increase in sundry forms of crime already far too
common. Thus, if it were legally recognized that

JAMES

O.

HANNAY.

EUTHANASIA.— Introductory. — Euthanasia
may be defined as the doctrine or theory that in
certain circumstances, when, owing to disease,
senility, or the like, a person's life has permanently
ceased to be either agreeable or useful, the sufierer
should be painlessly killed, either by himself or by
another.
The discussion of the subject, especially from the
standpoint of Applied Ethics, is exceedingly diffi-

On the other hand, we can hardly refuse to
recognize that an application of the doctrine of
euthanasia would provide a solution for many grave
problems which the modem State is obliged to face.
Take a single example, already incidentally mentioned.
In all communities a great number of
children are born seriously defective in body, or
mind, or both. Although a certain proportion of
these can be cured by proper medical attention,
many cannot, by all the resources of modem
surgery and medicine, be made normal ; and this
applies especially to those who are more or less
completely idiotic. Many of these unfortunates
are not so obviously abnormal as to make their
condition plain to a casual observer, and, especially
among the poorer classes, they are frequently
treated almost as fully rational beings and allowed
to mingle with the community at large and even
to propagate their kind. The only substitute for
euthanasia here is segregation and training, an
able argument for which was put forward some
years ago by an eminent worker in that field,
M. W. Barr, of the Pennsylvania School for Feebleminded Children.* This writer draws attention
to the excellent results produced, within his own
experience, in a large number of cases, by industrial training in properly-conducted institutions.
His claim is that the feeble-minded can be made
actually useful, as many of them have considerable
physical skill, and that their lives are far from
conditions.
But he freely
admits that it is only by careful segregation and
training that such results can be accomplished ; and
this obviously involves heavy expense of all sorts,
including the diverting of the abilities and energies
of a number of physicians, etc., from other fields
Whether, even in the most favourable
of activity.
cases, the result is adequate may be q^uestioned
and this leaves out of account many individuals
whose mental disabilities afford little or no hope
of any considerable improvement.
carefully
controlled system of euthanasia, on the contrary,

unhappy under such

A

would eliminate the more hopeless cases at once.
But in the very necessity of control lies the
1 IJE viii. 48L

—

—
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The Polynesians," says U. L. Stevenson, a competent and
sympathetic observer, though not a profesMcd anthroi>oloffist,
met this emergent danger (of famine) with various expedients
of activity and prevention.
Over all the Island world,
abortion and infanticide prevailed. On coral atolU, where the
danger was most plainly obviout, these were enforced by law and
mnctioned by puniahment. On Vaitipu, In the Ellices, only two
children were allowed to a couple on Nukufctau, but one.'*

great, if not the fatal, difficulty. Supposing all objection removed to the taking of life otherwise than
in battle, self-defence, or capital punishment, there
would still remain the fact that life is, so to speak,
a valuable asset, and the question as to where, in

'

•

.

any conceivable community, an authority could be
found competent to decide whetlier a given individual deserved to live or not, and to carry out the
decision in practice. Apart from all purely moral

this arose

age used to be killed with clubs by their own sons 'because
they considered it disgraceful that a man should continue to
live when exceedingly old(Attti' v7re'pyT7pa)i').'

Neither these Sardinians nor their modem parallels
are to be condemned for cruelty to infants or old
people. The proceeding, revolting enough to our
feelings, arises from a simple perception of the
fact that the necessities of life are too scarce for
those members of the tribe to be fed who cannot
supply themselves and will never, or not for a long
time, be able to do so. The methods of getting
rid of them
clubbing, leaving to starve, and the
like
are often brutal
this, however, is not deliberate cruelty, but is due partly to the inability of
the undeveloped mind to realize another's sufferings,
partly to quasi-religious beliefs. Thus, the horror
of shedding the blood of a member of the tribe
goes far to explain the seeming inhumanity of
leaving a helpless person to starve, rather than
killing him (juickly.*
Such 'social surgery' we may call the public
application of euthanasia.
With regard to its
private application, it should be noted that suicide
IS rare among uncivilized peoples as a rule, and
naturally we do not get examples of savages killing
themselves as a result of an abstract belief that
death is better than life, generally or in particular

—

—

—

We

;

cases.
To call it unknown among savages is, however, as erroneous as the opposite view that it is
more common among them than among civilized
peoples.* Some races, as the Andamanese and

—

Central Australians, seem never to have heard of
it ; others believe it will be punished in the next
world (Dakotas, Kayans), or treat it as an ofience
against the chief or king (Dahomey) while others
regard it as an indifferent, or at most a foolish,
action (Accra, Pelew Islanders, Chippewayas), or
even as conducive to future happiness (Eskimos of
Davie Strait). Some cases may be classed as genuine euthanasia. Thus, among tne Karens of Burma,
;

'
if a man has
matter-of-fact

some incurable or painful disease, he says in a
will hang himself, and he does as he

way that he

says.' 5

But, on the whole, the natural love of life is strong
in savages, although, as we have seen, the vague
sense of the importance of the community may at
times overpower it.
Passing now to ancient civilization,
2. Greece.
we have to note in the case of the Greeks a twofold
exemplification of principles which may be roughly
identified with eutnanasia first, in the practice of
certain States ; second, in the precepts, often actually followed, of not a few philosophers.
not least among them
(1) For many reasons
being the reverence of the Greeks, on the whole,
for old age we hear little of old people being put
to avoid having to hand them back to their fathe»- (JRAl xlL

within bounds ; and, if the population becomes too
large, the least necessary members are simply got
rid of.
These are generally young children or very
old people (cf. artt. Abandonment and Exposure, vol. i. p. 3). Perhaps the most striking
example of this primitive application of economic

—

:

laws, regardless of individual feelings, comes from
the South Seas, where infanticide usually a matter
for the individual or the family ' was actually
enforced by law under the native chiefs.

—

.

from no callousness on the part of
the natives is very clearly shown by the instances
he gives of their almost absurd fondness for children.
It would be quite \vrong, again, to accuse of wanton
cruelty those tribes who kill or abandon aged
people who are no longer able to get food, or to
march, if the tribe is nomadic. To give an ancient
example of an island race following this custom
MWan tells us 2 that among the Sardinians men of advanced

m

—

.

;

That

considerations, if we treat the matter as one of
mere calculation, it is obviously most difficult, if
not impossible, to judge whether a helpless cripple,
known to possess considerable intellectual powers,
is or is not more of a burden to the community by
reason of the constant attendance he will require
than of benefit to it because of his possibilities of
brain-work. And, even were this difficulty overcome, we should still have to deal with the vexed
question of the limits of the State's functions ; for
by no means all thinkers, even of those farthest
from extreme Individualism, are disposed to allow
matters of
to any State such wide authority
life and death.
Thus Sidney Ball, a writer of
rather decided Socialistic tendencies, holds that
'
the real danger of Collectivism is . . . that it
would be as ruthless as Plato in the direction of
"social surgery.'"'
When to these theoretical
difficulties are added the certainty of most emphatic opposition from all religious bodies, the
protests less worthy of respect, but still to be
reckoned with of the more sq^ueamish kind of
hnmanitarianism, and the great likelihood, already
referred to, of abuse in practice, it is obvious that
any extended application of this doctrine is, at
present at least, out of the question. This goes a
long way to account for the extreme paucity of
literature on the subject in recent times.
So far
as the present writer is aware, no important work
by any modern author deals at any length with the
topic. ' And, as a matter of historical fact, euthanasia has never been put into practice.
intend in
the remainder of this article to give a brief account
of certain approximations to it which have existed
or still exist, and of the views of those writers
mainly ancient who have upheld some form of it.
One of the most
I. Non-civilized communities.
noteworthy features of savage and barbarian, as
opposed to civilized, society is the relative unimportance of the individual as compared with the
community. This is seen, for example, in the
frequency of various forms of human sacrifice, which
apparently shock no one, and are often accepted
quite calmly by the victim himself ; in the absolute
obedience of most, if not all, savages to the elaborate
and often irksome tabus afTecting marriage, the
obtaining, preparation, and consumption of food,
and other essential acts of life ; and, most clearly
of all, in the practice of a sort of crude euthanasia.
This is generally the result of economic forces.
When the available food-supply is limited, the
numbers of the community must also be kept

—
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This apparently is done with impunity.
1 In the South Seas, 1901, pt. i. ch. v.
2 Var. Hist. iv. 1.
3 See, further, Post, Grundrisi der ethnolog. Jwrtsprudenz,

[1911] 24).

Plato's

views, see below, p. 600.
2 One or two writers have used the word ' euthanasia to mean
simply ' dying well,' i.e. in such a manner as to conduce to
happiness hereafter. This has, of course, nothing to do with the
present subject.
3 jB.p., among the Wa-Giriama of Brit. E. Africa ' women will
sometimes, after deserting their husbands, kill their children
'

Oldenburg, 1894-95, i. 174, u. 11, 43.
4 Steinmetz ap. Westermarck, MI ii. 229 Post, op. eit. ii. 344 ff.
5 Westermarck, MI ii. 231.
Many other examples are giveo
in the same chapter.
;

I

—

a;

;

;
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There

to death.
in Kos,

is,

however, a curious story ' that,

*
very old men come together garlanded as if to a banquet, and
drink hemlock (Ki^vfiov [the famoua narcotic poison ?=C07iiwm
maculatum]), when they realize that they are incapable of doing
anything useful to their fatherland.'

what ruthless application of the principles under
discussion to weakly children and also to invalids.
*
The children of inferior parents, and any maimed offspring of
the others, they (the Guardians) will secretly put out of the way
(Karoxpui/'oucrtf) as is fitting,'

;

Passing over this case of voluntary euthanasia,
which may or may not be genuine for .(Elian
clearly thinks more of edification than of historical
verity, and Strabo is doubtful about it we must
next consider that State which, more than any
other, claimed and exercised absolute power over
the lives of its citizens Sparta. Plutarch ^ gives
us the following information
The father had no authority to rear hia child, when bom, but

—

—

—

:

*

brought

it to a place called the Lesch§ ; here the elders of his
and examined the infant. If it were well-made and
strong, they bade him rear it, and apportioned to it one of the
9000 allotments of land ; but, if it were feeble and ill-shaped,
they sent it to the so-called Place of Casting-out ('AuofleTa?)
chasm near Mt. Taygetos, considering that for a child iU-suited
from birth for health and vigour to live was disadvantageous
alike for itself and for the State.'

tribe sat

—

—

—

By this

rigid elimination of weaklings, combined
with a rough kind of eugenics," Sparta endeavoured,
and for several generations successfully, to mainOther
tain a high standard of physical eflBciency.

States were less scientific ; generally speaking, the
parents of a chUd could choose whether or not they
would rear it if for any reason it was not thought
desirable to let it live, it was simply exposed, with
certain precautions, one gathers, to keep its ghost
from being troublesome.
Examples of this are
wearisomely frequent in New Comedy, and are
often found in earlier drama.'' But this is not
euthanasia ; it is a mere shirking of parental responsibility.
Also, it did not necessarily result in
the death of the infant, which might be found still
alive, and in such a case became, it would seem,
the absolute property of the finder.'
As to suicide, Plato ' appears to be in accordance
with popular feeling when he mentions as justifiable causes intolerable pain or disgrace.
We hear
very little of it among the Greeks, from Homer
down to the end of the Persian Wars. In a somewhat doubtful passage of the Odyssey (xi. 271 ff.),
Epikaste ( = Jocasta) hangs herself on learning of
her unconscious incest ; but the suicide of Ajax
seems to belong to the non-Homeric tradition.
One curious instance, which reminds us of Hindu
sati, is the self-immolation of Euadne on the pyre
of her husband Kapaneus ; ' while, among historical
examples, we may cite the suicide of Pantitas, one
of the two Spartans who survived Thermopylae, as
a result of his disgrace ^ and of Themistocles, to
avoid fighting against his fellow-countrymen.' But
in Athens at least, although the regular form of
capital punishment was enforced suicide, selfdestruction in general was looked upon with disfavour, perhaps from fear of the dead man's ghost
at any rate, the right hand of the corpse was severed
before burial,'" with which custom we may compare
the mutilation (/iotrxaXtffyutSs) of a murdered man by
;

—

—

—

on anything in the OT.

—

Christianity, however, soon
6. Christianity.
after its inception, set its face sternly against all
forms of self-destruction. The NT, indeed, does not
expressly forbid it, and several of the early Fathers
justify it in a few cases ; but from St. Augustine"

onwards the Sixth Commandment has been regarded as covering suicide as well as murder, while
St. Thomas Aquinas {Summa, II. ii. 64, 5) denounces it as (1) unnatural, being contrary to the
charity which every man bears towards himself
(3) a usurpa(2) an offence against the community
tion of God's power to kill and make alive arguments of which the second is Aristotelian, '^ and the
first derived, it would appear, ultimately from
Plato {Laws, loc. cit. " Other forms of euthanasia
are equally opposed to orthodox Christianity, at
least as heretofore stated, owing to its enormous
emphasis on the value of the individual. It is

;

;

his slayers."
(2) The philosophers, and especially the later
schools (Stoic, Epicurean, etc.), were interested
chiefly in the question of suicide ; of euthanasia in
other forms we hear little. Plato, however, whose
model State is to a great extent an idealized form
of the constitution of Sparta, is in favour of a some-

1

.Esch. Choeph. 437

;

and Coram, ad

loce.

T.

460

;

cf.

469 D, 461 B, C, and App.

iv. in vol.

i.

of

3 Stob. Flaril. Ixxv. 16 and Ixxxiv. 21.
4 Rep. iii. 405
fi.
6 Cf. Ant. and Cleop. rv. xv. 87 ; Macbeth, V. viii. 1.

C

6 E.g. the Cistellaria.
7 Juv. vi. 594 ff., and many other passages.
SSee, e.ff., Dt21i8if-.
e.g. Ahithoit was not regarded as an offence
buried in the sepulchre of his father exactly as if he
(2 S 1723).
" Arist. Eth. Nic. v. 1138a, 9.
10 De Civ. Dei, i. 17 f.
12 See, further, on the Jewish and Christian attitude towards
suicide, Kim, J»fi£3 xviiL [1906] 169 f.

9

C

;

Rep.

Adam's edition.
iPolU. 13366, 19 «f.

5 Soph. Oed. Tyr. 1022 fl. ; Men. I.e.
6 Laws, ix. 873
cf. Stallbaum, ad loe.
;
1 Eur. Su-ppl. 980 £E.
8 Herod, vii. 232.
9 Plut. Viia Themist. 31 ; Aristoph. Equit. 83.
10 .£schine8, in Ctesiph. p. 636.

El. 445

—

).

1 ^1. iii. 37 n. ; Strabo, x. 6, p. 486.
2 Vita Lycurgi, ch. xvL ; of. Grote, Hist, of Greece., pt. ii.
ch. vi.
s Pint. op. eit.' ch. xv.
* Cf. Eur. 7o7i, 19, 897 ; Menander, 'En-iTpeV. 25 (van Leeuwen)
Ter. Beaut. 629, 649, etc.

" Soph.

1

are his words on the subject and a later passage
seems also to sanction abortion (/xiXio-ra /j^v /iTjS' eLs
(puis iK(pipei.v KiTi/ia /iiid^ y' Iv [ib. 461 C]) in the case
of a woman not of the approved age-class for childbearing. Not dissimilar views were held by Aristotle,^ in whose ideal State maimed children are
not to be reared, and abortion may occasionally be
practised.
Later, however, the prevalence of exposure drew forth strong protests against the custom
from Musonios' (1st cent. A.D.). With regard to
other applications of euthanasia, Plato considers
that invalids ought not to be kept alive by an elaborate regimen, but allowed to die, as they are
quite unable to attain to the higher developments
of either mind or body.* Cf. art. SUICIDE.
With regard to the Eomans, there is
3. Rome.
Their philosophy was
almost nothing to add.
borrowed entirely from Greece, and was for the
most part either Stoic or Epicurean. The former
school inspired most of the famous suicides, such
as Cato of Utica ; hence Shakespeare's references °
are really to the results of a foreign teaching. Infanticide and abortion are also oftences of comparaNeglecting myths, mostly of
tively late date.
palpable Greek origin, one hears of the former as
early as the comedies of Plautus * but the characters in these are Greek ; and it is under the
Empire ' chiefly that we hear of wholesale avoidance of maternal responsibility. The potestas of
the father, however, was supreme, and without
his formal recognition of a child it was not reared.
It is to the credit of the Jews that
5. Judaism.
we hear nothing of such practices among them,
owing partly to their strong desire for offspring,
causing them to rear even a chUd blind or otherwise helpless from birth, partly to their regard for
human life, and partly to the fact that the patria
potestas did not, at least in the times of the later
kings, extend to life and death.* Suicide, though
not formally prohibited,' seems to have been rare ;
the denunciations of it which we find in Josephus
(BJ III. viii. 5) and in various Rabbis are not baaed

Apparently

phel

is

'

had died a natural death

I

;

'

;

:

:

:
;
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perhaps from this source that Islam borrows

its

prohibition of suicide.
The practice of modern civilized States is for the
most part in accordance with this doctrine, even
where not actually dictated by it. Thus, the
medical profession traditionally keeps a patient
alive as long as possible, although an exception has
sometimes been made in cases of hydrophobia,
where, as readers of George Macdonald will remember, smothering used formerly to be resorted
The law of murder, again, does not take any
to.'
account of the physical or mental condition of the
victim and suicide is a legal felony. Theoretical
writers are less uncompromising. Thus Sir Thomas
More represents suicide as occasionally practised
indeed he may be regarded as a
in Utopia
euthanasiast.
But yf the disease be not onelye uncurable, but also full of
continuall payne and an^uishe
then the priestes and the
magistrates exhort the man, seinge he is not hable to doo anye
dewte of lyffe, and by overlyvinge his owne deathe is noysome
and irlcesome to other, and grevous to himselfe, that he wyl
determine with himselfe no longer to cheryshe that pestilent
and peineful disease,' etc.2
Among the morbidities of the inferior type of
pessimist we may note a tendency to glorify voluntary death, as in the well-known lines of Thomson
(City of Dreadful Night, xiv.)
This little life is all we must endure
The grave's most holy peace is ever sure,*
and the following lines. But the greatest member
of that school, Schopenhauer, regards it as defeating its own ends,' since it is not a denial but an
assertion of the \vill to live, the great obstacle to
moral freedom. Hume's famous Essay was directed
against the older objections to it, and declared it
to be no dereliction of duty, human or Divine.
Despite the classical argument of Kant,* most
writers on Ethics would probably agree in substance with Paulsen" that to refrain from it in
great bodily or mental anguish may be heroic, but
is no definite duty
Heldentum ist nicht Pilicht.'
But, as has been already remarked, euthanasia in
general has received little if any discussion. See,
further, art. Suicide.
Literature.— E. Westermarck, MI, London, 1908
F.
Paulsen, System der Ethik^, Berlin, 1894 A. Schopenhauer,
;

—

'

;

*

:

'

;

;

Studies in Pessimism, Eng. tr.3 by T. Bailey Saunders, London,
1892
Kant, Metaphysik der Sitten, last vol. of Werke,
I,
Berlin, 1907
D. Hume, Essay on Suicide, vol. iv. p. 535 of
the Boston ed. of his works, 1864. For ancient views, see also
L. Schmidt, Ethik der alt. Griechen, Berlin, 1882, esp. vol. ii.
pp. 104, 137 E. Zeller, Hist. o/Gr. Philosophy, Eng. tr. (several
edd.), for views of the various schools extracts from original
texts in Ritter-PreUer, Bitt. Philos. Grcecce^ Qotha, 189S.
;

;

;

;

EUTYCHIANISM.—See

H. J. KOSE.

Monophysitism.

EVANGELICAL ALLIANCE. — This

is

an

association of Evangelical Christians of difTerent
countries and speaking different tongues, united
for the avowal and promotion of Christian union
and the advancement of religious liberty. It owed
its origin to a wide-spread and growing desire in
Protestant Christendom for closer fellowship among
true believers holding to the same essentials of
faith, and desirous of bearing visible witness to
their obedience to the Lord's prayer, ' that they all
may be one ; as thou. Father, art in me, and I in
thee ' ( Jn 17'^'). The union of Christians of different denominations in the formation of some of the
freat Foreign Mission Societies, as the London
ociety and the American Board of Commissioners
1

2

Robert Falconer, ch. 15, p. 249, Standard Library ed.
Utopia, pt. ii. ch. vii. Of Bondemen, sicke persons,' etc.
'

'

*

Cambridge ed.).
Essay on Suicide ; of. Die Welt

(p. 122,

3

Leipzig, 1844,
*

1, §

Kant regards

all Wille

und

Vorstellung 2,

69.

self-preservation as ' the first, if not the
highest, duty of man,' and says of suicide : ' The destruction of
the moral subject in oneself is tantamount to a driving out of
the world, so far as in one lies, of Morahty itself.' He adds that
it involves the despising of man in general (Aomo noumenon') as
represented in one's own person.
Ethik, ii. 101 ff.
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for Foreign Missions, and in the work of the Bible
and Tract Societies as well as in the great Conventions, had demonstrated the possibility of the

Alliance.
1.

Organization.

— The

Alliance

was organized

at an enthusiastic meeting in Freemasons' Hall,
London, August 19-23, 1846. Other meetings had
prepared tlie way, especially those held in Glasgow,
August 1845 in Liverpool, October 1845 and in
;

;

London, February
London, August 19,

1846.
1846,

The

Convention

in

adopted the name and

defined the Alliance as a 'confederation.' It was
attended by 800 delegates, representing 50 denominations. Among those who took an active part
were the following divines from Great Britain
Revs. Edward Bickersteth and Lord Wriothesley
Kussell (Anglicans) ; Dr. P. Steane and Horu
Baptist W. Noel (Baptists) Drs. Thomas Binney,
J. Angell James, LeifchUd, and John Stoughton
(Independents) Drs. Jabez and W. M. Bunting
and William Arthur (Methodists) ; Drs. Chalmers,
;

;

Candlish, Guthrie, and

Norman MacLeod

(Presby-

America was represented by Drs. Samuel
H. Cox and William Patton Germany, by Dr.
F. W. Krummacher and Professor T'holuck
France, by Kevs. Adolphe Monod and Georges
Fisch Switzerland, by Professor La Harpe and
M. Lombard.
terians).

;

;

The British branch, having its office at 7 Adam
Street, Strand, London, has been the most active,
and deferred to as the parent branch.
Other
branches were established in Germany, France,
Switzerland, Holland, Denmark, Sweden, Italy,
Hungary, Greece, the United States, Canada, and
among the Protestant missionaries of India, Japan,
and other mission lands.
2. Aims.
The primary aim was to give expression to the substantial unity existing between
Evangelical believers and to cultivate brotherly
love.
The Alliance is a voluntary association,
not intended to create a new ecclesiastical organization.
It is a union of Christian individuals, not
a union of Churches. It claims no legislative or
disciplinary authority, and disavows all thought
of interfering with the loyalty of members to their

—

respective denominations.
The secondary aim,
the spread of the principles of religious toleration,
was incorporated in the proceedings of the first
Conference, and given more full expression in
resolutions passed at the General Conference at
Paris, 1855.
The Alliance is the only association which has made this a distinct aim of its
organization.
The doctrinal basis of the Alliance is set forth
in nine articles adopted at the London meeting of
1846, which are as follows
(1) The divine inspiration, authority, and sufficiency of the
Holy Scriptures.
(2) The right and duty of private judgment in the interpretation of the Holy Scriptures.
(3) The Unity of the Godhead and the Trinity of the Persons
therein.
(4) The
Fall.

utter depravity of

human

nature in consequence of

the

The incarnation of the Son of God, His work of atonement
the sins of mankind, and His mediatorial intercession and

(6)

for
reign.

(6) The justification of the sinner by faith alone.
(7) The work of the Holy Spirit in the conversion and sanctiflcation of the sinner.
(8) The immortality of the soul, the resurrection of the body,
the judgment of the world by our Lord Jesus Christ, with the
eternal blessedness of the righteous and the eternal punishment
of the wicked.
(9) The divine institution of the Christian ministry, and the
obligation and perpetuity of the ordinances of Baptism and

the Lord's Supper.

These principles, while they were not framed to
do so, actually exclude the Unitarians (art. 3), the
Friends (art. 9), and the Roman Catholics (artt.
The motto of the Alliance expresses well
2, 6).
its spirit

:

Unum corpus sumus in

one body in Christ.

Christo

— We are

;
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—

Modes of operation. The Alliance has
3.
sought to accomplish its work mainly in three
ways through the Week of Prayer, General
Conferences, and efforts to put a stop to religious
:

persecution.

—

Annual Week of Prayer. This institution
proposed at a meeting of the Alliance
Manchester,
at
1846, in a resolution urging 'the
friends of the Alliance throughout the world to
observe the first week of January as a season for
concert in prayer on behalf of the objects contemplated by the Alliance.'
Some years later
the Alliance broadened its programmes in answer
to an appeal from English and American missionaries in India.
The British branch issues this
year (1912) its 65th programme of topics. These
topics have included Union with Christ, Thanksgiving for various benefits, and Pray^er for Home,
City, and Foreign Missions, for nations and their
Eulers, for the Y.M.C.A. and Schools, for the
Family, the Observance of the Lord's Day, and
other subjects. The Week of Prayer, observed
in cities and hamlets in all parts of the Christian
world and in missionary territory, has, without
a question, exercised a profound influence in pro(a)

/f&a first

moting the spirit of brotherly love and cordial
co-operation among ministers and laymen of the
different Protestant communions.
National or Local Conferences
(6) Conferences.
have been held every year by the British branch,
and biennially by the American branch, 1875-1893
(with several intermissions). The international or
General Conferences, ten in number, have been
held in London, 1851 Paris, 1855 ; Berlin, 1857
Geneva, 1861
Amsterdam, 1867 ; New York,
1873; Basel, 1879; Copenhagen, 1884; Florence,
1891
London, 1896.
The meetings have been
called by agreement of the branches, and the
entertainment of the delegates and the carrying
out of the programme have been left to the branch
within whose bounds the Conference met. The
topics discussed have included
reports of the
religious condition of the nations
the conflict of
Christianity with infidelity, Romanism, and superstition
the practical and humanitarian enterprises of the Church ; Christian education and
revivals.
The London Conference in 1851 probably included representatives of more Protestant
denominations than had ever sat together since
the Eeformation. The Conference in New York
was the most largely attended and widely influential religious gathering held up to that time
in the United States.
The large number of foreign
scholars and ministers who attended it was incomparably above the attendance of foreign delegates at any convention of any kind held up to
that time in the Western World. This result was
largely due to the efforts of Dr. Philip Scliaff, who
made four journeys to Europe to present invitations
to attend the meeting and to arouse interest in it.
The Alliance has received the recognition of
crowned heads and of the President of the United
States.
Frederick William IV. of Prussia authorized the invitation to meet in Berlin, was present
at one of the sessions, and accorded a reception to
the members at Potsdam. The King and Queen
of Denmark, the Crown Prince and Princess, and
the King and Queen of Greece attended some of
the meetings of the Copenhagen Conference. The
President of the United States, Mr. Grant, and
the Vice-President, Mr. Colfax, by their signatures
endorsed the objects of the Alliance and the invitation to the meeting in New York ; and President
Grant, surrounded by the members of his Cabinet,
gave the delegates to the New York Conference
a reception at the White House. The then king
of Italy sent a cordial letter of greeting to the
Conference in Florence.

—

;

;

;

:

;

;

—

(c) Opposition to persecution.
In its earliest
period an eloquent appeal was made by Merle
d'Aubign6 in behalf of the German Lutherans of
Russia, and at the same time an appeal was made
for the oppressed Armenians.
Early cases of successful intervention were the release, through an
appeal to the Grand Duke, of the Madiai family of
Tuscany (1852), imprisoned for reading the Bible
and holding religious meetings ; and the release (in
1863) of Matamoras, Carrasco, and their friends
in Spain, who were thrown into prison and condemned to the galleys for the same reason during
the reign of Isabella. The Alliance interceded for
the Methodists and Baptists in Sweden (1858), and
through a delegation (in 1871) to the Czar, then
sojourning at Friedrichshafen on the Lake of
Constance, it sought relief for the Lutherans of
the Baltic Provinces. Again in 1874 it sought
the Czar's good offices for the Baptists of Southern
Russia, and in 1879 it sent a deputation to the
Emperor of Austria in behalf of certain Christians
in Bohemia, and the request was granted.
It
helped to secure from the Sultan (1856) rights for
the missionaries in Turkey, and has made efforts
to secure relief for the Nestorians in Persia, the
Stundists in Russia, and other persecuted Chris-

tians.

The influence of the Alliance can be traced in
the formation of the Pan-Presbyterian Alliance,
the Pan-Anglican Synod, and the Pan-Wesleyan
Conference, and in the Federation of the Churches
of Christ in the United States, which held its first
meeting in

New York

in

November

1905, repre-

senting 18,000,000 communicants belonging to 35
denominations officially represented.

—

Literature. Conference on Christian Union, Narrative of
Proceedings of the Meetings held at Liverpool, Oct. 18lt5,

London, 1845 ; Annual Reports of the British Branch, London,
1846 ff., and ot the American Branch, New York, 1867 fl. The
Proceedings of the General Conferences have been issued in the
tongues spoken at the places of meeting, and for the most part
in English reproduction, viz. those of London, Paris, Berlin
(Germ. ed. by K. E. Eeineok, 1867), Geneva (French ed. by H.
Georg, 1861), Amsterdam, New York (ed. P. SchaflE and S.
Irenaeus Prime), Basel (Germ. ed. by O. J. Rig^enbach ; Eng.
ed. by J. Murray Mitchell), Copenhagen (only m Danish, ed.
Vahl, 1886), Florence (Eng. ed. by E. A. Bedford), London (the
Jubilee vol., ed. A. J. Arnold). Brief but not altogether satisfactory histories of the Alliance may be found in the AUiance vol..
New York, 1874, by James Davis, secretary of the British branch,
and in the Jubilee vol., London, 1896, by A. J. Arnold. See also
of Philip Schaff, New York, 1897, pp. 262-274, 332 f., 360 ff.
Special documents have been issued from time to time by the
British and American branches. The more notable of the latter
are Th£ Narrative of the State of Rel. in the U.S., by Henry B.
Smith, presented to the Amsterdam Conference, 1867 ; Report
on the Alliance Deputation to the Czar of Russia, 1871, and The
Reunion of Christendom, by P. Schaff, 1893, his last literary
work, which was presented to the council of the Alliance held in

Ufe

connexion with the Columbian World's Exposition in Chicago,
1893. The art. Allianz, Evangelische in PRE^ i. 376, by E. C.
Achelis, pronounces an unfavourable judgment on the Alliance
as having departed from its original aims, and carrying on * a
hostile separatistic propaganda.' It declares that the Alliance
reached the height of its history at the Berlin Conference in
1857, and that, as a religious organization, it has no longer any
significance in Germany. This is not the place to enter upon a
consideration of the conditions which call forth a judgment so
partial and unjust. The British branch issued a monthly, under
the title Evangelical ChristendoTn, 1847-1899, The Evangelical
Alliance Quarterly, 1899-1906, and again a monthly, Evangelical
ChHstendom, 1906 fl.
DAVID S. SCHAFF.
'

'

EVANGELICALISM. — The name

given, in

English-speaking lands, to a movement of revival
which has borne other names in other parts of
Christendom.
This movement is usually traced
to Holland, where it began as Cocceianism or
Federalism, being so named from its foremost
representative, Cocceius (t 1669), professor at
Leyden, whose theology was called Federal on
account of the prominence given in it to the conception of religion as a covenant (see Covenant
Theology). The next phase was Pietism (q.v.),
the principal representatives of which were Spener
(t 1705), who operated chiefly by prayer-meetings,
'

'

—

a
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1727),

OS collegia pietatis A. H. Francke (1663professor at Halle, where he founded the
;

orphanages which still flourish in that academic
centre; and J. A. Bengel (1687-1752), the Pietist
of South Germany, and author of the well-known
Gnomon, which may be taken as an index of the
devotion to Biblical studies characteristic of the
movement.
Out of Pietism rose Moravianism,
associated with the name of Count Zinzendorf
(1700-1760), the passionate lover of Christ and
inaugurator of those foreign-mission efforts for the
extent and success of which the Moravian Church
has so distinguished a name (see MORAVIANS).
Methodism, tne next phase, was evolved from
Moravianism as obviously as the latter was from
Pietism. In many respects it is the most remarkable phase of all ; and it would be a pleasure to
follow the course of its development, first in Great
Britain and then in America, where it has achieved
phenomenal success with its great leaders, the two
Wesleys and Whitefield, and their many notable
successors
with its divisions and reunions its
open-air preachings and camp-meetings its classmeetings and local preachers ; its hymnody and
its zeal for education
but all these topics will be
;

;

;

;

;

dealt with in art. Methodism.
I. In the Church of England.
The Anglican
Church might have retained Methodism within
itself, for the original leaders were most unwilling
to go out but different counsels prevailed.
After
a time, however, there arose within the State
Church a number of clergymen who imitated the
zeal and efficiency of the Methodists, and earned
the name of Evangelicals.'
Among these, in the latter part of the 18th cent.,
the most conspicuous figure was the Rev. John
Newton (1725-1807). After a wild youth, spent at
sea, he underwent as thorough a conversion as any

—

;

'

Methodist, and no Methodist could have had less
scruple in making his religious experiences public.
Though over forty before being settled in a parish
of his own, at Olney in Buckinghamshire, he immediately unfolded an earnestness and force of
character which could not fail to make him a centre
of influence and from the time when he was translated to the Church of St. Mary Woolnoth, in
Lombard Street, London, in 1779, he exercised,
without the name of bishop, a more than episcopal
sway over those within the State Church who were
coming under the influence of the revival. Before
leaving the country, he had won as a convert the
incumtient of a neighbouring parish, the Rev.
Thomas Scott (1747-1821), who was shaken out of
Socinian views and out of the habits of a careless
life by hearing Newton preach.
At first this adherent fought against his convictions but, Newton
wisely refraining from being drawn into controversy with him, be at last shut himself up with hia
Bible for three years, determined to discover what
was the religion taught in this oracle and to hold
to it alone.
From these studies he emerged with
the conviction that the Evangelical system was the
only true gospel ; and so convinced was he that a
creed obtained as his had been must be the correct
one, that he wrote an account of his experiences
under the title of The Force of Truth (1779)—
book which gained an enormous circulation, and
of which John Henry Newman said that he almost
owed to it his soul. If Scott was able to prove
the new tenets to be Scriptural, another adherent
of the school, Joseph Milner (1744-97), undertook
to prove, in his History of the Church of Christ,
that they were the doctrines of the Apostolic Age,
of the Reformation, and of the great founders and
theologians of the Church of England. The Evangelicals claimed to stand in the footsteps of the
Fathers ; it was the official Church which had
lapsed into error through worldliness and indolence.
;

;
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But the Evangelical doctrines had the good fortune to secure a means of propagation far more
rare and eflective than that of either a Biblical
expositor or an ecclesiastical historian.
Wliile
living at Olney, Newton had for a neighbour the
poet Cowper (1731-1800) and to the gentle bard
this strong man of God became a hero and Greatheart.
The literary tribe have persistently represented Newton, indeed, as a tyrant, who drove the
poet distracted but Cowper's insanity was in the
blood he had been in confinement before Newton
ever saw him ; and, although even this strong
friend could not finally rescue him from his fate,
he redeemed him from himself and furnished him
with employment, by which he was made, in the
intervals of his disease, a useful and a happy man.
Besides enjoying his collaboration in the writing
of the Olney Hymns, Newton suggested other
themes for his muse, which drew from him not a
few of his happiest efforts
and thus, for the
peculiar beliefs and sentiments of Evangelicalism,
there was secured the benefit of musical and imperishable expression for there is no more complete or accurate representation of them than is to
be found in Cowper s verse.
In prose, also, the new way of looking at Christianity was to receive brilliant expression from a
layman. This was at the hands of William Wilberforce (1759-1833), who, having been turned from
a life of frivolity during a tour in Switzerland with
Isaac Milner, brother of the ecclesiastical historian,
carried his newborn enthusiasm into the business
of Parliament, of which he was a member, and into
the upper ranks of English society, of which he
;

;

;

;

;

leader.
To this society
his statement of the Evangelical position was addressed, as was shown by its fuU title,
Practical
View of the prevailing System of professed Christians in the higher and middle Classes of this

was an acknowledged

A

Country contrasted with real Christianity and
the grace, the frankness, and the humour of its
style made it acceptable in circles into which religious literature seldom penetrated.
But Wilberforce rendered to Evangelicalism a
still more important service by leading its accumulating numbers in a crusade against the Slave
Trade. In this he enjoyed the support of a section
of the community in which the new views had
made remarkable progress the members of the
;

—

upper middle class, engaged in banking and similar
occupations. Of these there happened to be such
a concentration in the suburb of Clapham that the
whole Evangelical party was sometimes styled 'the
Clapham Sect.' Taking this nickname and converting it into a title of honour, the genial historian of Evangelicalism, Sir James Stephen, has,
under this caption, in his Essays in Ecclesiastical

Biography (London,

1907, vol.

ii.),

penned

capti-

vating sketches of such men as Henry Thornton,
Granville Sharp, Lord Teignmouth, and Zachary
Macaulay, who not only stood by Wilberforce in
his prolonged and laborious campaign against
slavery, but were distinguished in many other
walks of philanthropy. For Evangelicalism had
reached and tapped the springs of active beneficence.
To whatever it may have been due
whether to the Calvinistie doctrines, believed by
Evangelicals, or, as they might rather themselves
have said, to the work on their spirits of the Spirit
of God the adherents of the new views not only
believed, but turned their beliefs into practice.
It was a maxim with them that every one to whom
the good news had come was bound, according to

—

and opportunities, to impart it to others.
Their first efforts, accordingly, were to propagate
the gospel both by personal testimony and by corporate action. They visited the poor, they tended
the sick and dying, they instructed the ignorant,
his powers

;

,;
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they founded schools and colleges, they not only
sought out candidates for the ministry, but bought
advowsons, in order that parishes might be manned
with clergymen of the right sentiments, the force
operating behind these efibrts being the solemn

State Church, but even before it was seen in the
form of Methodism. Long before the conversion

sense of their own responsibility as well as of the
danger and the destiny of those in whose behalf
they were exerting themselves. The Church Missionary Society and the Religious Tract Society
came into existence in 1799, the British and Foreign
Bible Society in 1804.
Far, however, from the
endeavours of the Evangelicals being confined to
the souls of men, they were directed from the first
to the body also ; and soon philanthropies were
devised for prisoners, for children and women
working in mines, for the blind, the deaf and
dumb, the paralytic, and, in short, for every form
of human misery.
Wilberforce was succeeded in
the next generation by Lord Shaftesbury (180185), who, in Parliament, was the unfailing advocate of the poor and needy, and, after a life of
unwearying philanthropy, exclaimed, on his deathbed, that he was sorry to quit a world in which so
much misery still existed. Through his influence
with Lord Palmerston, this nobleman secured for
the Evangelicals a fair share of the influential
offices in the Church.
In one of the universities.
Evangelicalism fought its way to power through
the weight of the personality of Charles Simeon
(1759-1836) and the first heads of the Evangelical
divinity halls, founded at Cambridge and Oxford,
both rose to be bishops. In the latter half of the
19th cent, the party profited by throwing itself
into the revivals which passed over the entire
kingdom, coming from American sources ; and a
centre for the quickening of the spiritual life was
provided in conferences, held annually from 1875
at Keswick.
Though, for more than a hundred years, a large
and influential party in the Anglican Church,

Wesley, and have even yet lost none of theu
Philip Doddridge (1702-51) was preaching
and teaching at Northampton the views of Divine
truth embodied in his work entitled The Rise and
Progress of Religion in the Soul, which became a
handbook of experience for all, in whatever denomination, touched by the spirit of the revival
and Matthew Henry (1662-1714), in a Presbyterian manse at Chester, had penned a commentary on Holy Scripture, in which mother- wit and
common sense are combined with thorough apprehension of the gospel.
In fact, such instances
point back to a connexion of Evangelicalism with
the Puritanism of the 16th and 17th cents., which
could, in all probability, be demonstrated also to
have lain behind the Cocceianism of Holland, from
which, in accordance with the custom of Church
historians, the rise of our movement has been

;

Evangelicalism has never succeeded in permeating
that communion completely.
W. E. Gladstone,
while crediting it with the high merit of pervading the Church as a whole with the preaching
of Christ crucified, showed, in an article published
in 1879 and republished in Gleanings of Past Years
(1879-97), that it had manifested a singular incapacity for retaining its own more gifted children, these going off to the left or the right, when
they reached maturity.
The rise of the Broad
Church party in the early half of the 19th cent,
furnished evidence of aspirations and needs which
Evangelicalism was not satisfying and the same
was still more manifested by the phenomenal
development of the High Church and Ritualistic
party, which has not yet suffered any check, and
has in recent decades eclipsed all rivals.
Those
who have themselves passed from Evangelicalism
to Ritualism are wont to regard the one movement
as a preparation for the other, which is, they say,
its natural completion.
But this is a sanguine
view, in which Evangelicals will by no means
concur and a historian will be more likely to
recognize in Ritualism a recrudescence of the
Anglicanism of King Henry vill. and Queen
Elizabeth, while in Evangelicalism he sees a revival of the Puritanism which long struggled
inside the Anglican communion, before it was
driven forth into dissent. At the present time the
strength of the Evangelical party is estimated by
G. R. Balleine at fully a fourth of the entire Church
and the proportion might be reckoned higher if the
Anglican Church in the United States and the
Colonies were included.
2.
In English Nonconformity. By the Dissenting communities of England it might be contended that, in its essence, Evangelicalism was
among them not only before it appeared in the
;

;

—

of

John Wesley, hymns had been composed by

Isaac Watts (1674-1748), which became as truly
the language of the revival as those of Charles
virtue.

traced.

In the Dissenting communities, however, as a
whole, as well as in the State Church, in the beginning of the 18th cent, there prevailed a spirit of
coldness and deadness. Among the Presbyterians
the temperature had sunk so low that not a few
of their churches had become the meeting- places of
Unitarians.
Respectability and solemnity were
the attributes to which alone even the better congregations aspired, whereas enthusiasm was among
them a name of reproach. It was no wonder,
therefore, that the first manifestations of Methodism were beheld with repulsion and alarm, or that
the utterances of uncalled and uninstructed earnestness were received with suspicion. As, however,
it became manifest that, by such rude and unusual
means, the lost children of England were being
redeemed from savagery, and publicans and harlots
transmuted into saints, the opposition of good men
gave way, and the dignified friends of decency and
order began to learn the methods of their more
ardent neighbours.
Great was their reward.
Their places of worship, which had been, in
most cases, barely holding their own, were filled
to overflowing, and larger buildings had to be
erected ; tliose who were being saved were daily
added to their numbers and a new joy pervaded
the exercises of the sanctuary. From this time
onwards, both Baptists and Congregationalists
may be regarded as having been captured by
Evangelicalism ; and to this fact they owe their
rapid internal development, as well as their missionary zeal. The London Missionary Society was
founded in 1795, and enjoyed, in the century that
followed, the services of some of the most eminent
missionaries of all time ; while the two denominations fully participated in all the home missions and
philanthropies which were the new births of the age.
From generation to generation both of these
denominations were amply supplied with preachers
by whose lips the doctrines of Evangelicalism were
interpreted with learning and eloquence ; but it
may be enough to dwell for a little on the names
of two of them, one belonging to each of the
denominations, by whose ministries the Evangelical situation was beneficially influenced in the
latter half of the 19th century.
Charles Haddon
Spurgeon (1834-92) was of Congregational extraction, but he joined the Baptists in early life.
He
was soundly converted in emerging from boyhood,
and had scarcely surmounted that period of life
when he began to preach, the originality and force
of his recent experience giving direction to his
efibrts, as they never ceased to do all his days
for he said himself that he always preached with
;

—
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the expectation of conversions and, it is believed,
he was not disappointed.
Though he had not
enjoyed the advantages of academic training, he
was throughout life a keen and unwearied student
of the subjects likely to help him in preaching,
Greek included ; and he founded a tneological
college, of which he was president, delivering
lectures on preaching to his students which are
esteemed among the best ever produced on the
subject.- His capacity for business and the warmth
of nis heart enabled him to carry on a large
orphanage and he maintained, besides, an extensive system of colportage for the circulation of
Evangelical literature, and especially his own
sermons, which were published every week and
sold in thousands.
The tabernacle built for him,
in South London, held 5000, and was always full,
serving, indeed, for a whole generation as a
rallying-point for Evangelicals from all corners
of the globe.
In it was upheld the banner of
Evangelicalism, the doctrines of which were
preached with clearness, fullness, and spiritual
power.
In later life, Spurgeon came to believe
that the younger ministers of his denomination
were forsaking these truths ; and, in consequence,
he separated himself from the Baptist Union. But
the officials of that body denied his accusations, or
at least refused to endorse them.
The other leader of Evangelical Nonconformity,
E. W. Dale of Birmingham (1829-95), was more
;

;

open to new light and more inclined to learn from
others.
He used to speak with earnest conviction
of the need for a reconstruction of Protestant
theology.
At some points he was in sympathy
with the Broad Church, especially with Maurice.
With him he believed in the creation of humanity
in Christ ; like him he held strongly by the sacredness of secular life ; and, witli him, he disbelieved
that the wicked would live for ever in torment.
Yet he gloried in the peculiar doctrines of Evangelicalism, such as the death of Christ as the
ground of divine forgiveness, justification by
faith, and the supernatural work of the Holy
Spirit in redemption; and equally did he value
the Evangelical ethos, as he called it its passion
for Christ and for the souls of men.
In Scotland. It was fortunate for Evan3.
gelicalism that it was mediated for Scotland
through the big brain and big heart of Thomas

—

—

Chalmers (1780-1847). In England it has sometimes exhibited a somewhat petty aspect. It is
impossible, for example, to read of the developments at Cheltenham by which Frederick William
Robertson was driven away from his early associations into the Broad Church without recognizing
that Evangelicalism could be narrow and unlovely,
deservedly bringing down on itself the nickname
of the hard Church ' given to it by R. H. Hutton.
But Chalmers (q.v.) could not have been the founder
of a hard Church.
His humanity was broad ; he
had passed through an intellectual before experiencing a spiritual awakening ; he had a distinctly
philosophical mind, which delighted in tracing
Tacts to their causes ; and his position as an
academic teacher could not but intensify this
natural bent. Still he was profoundly practical.
Among the documents of Evangelicalism there is
not one more important than the address he sent
to his parishioners at Kilmany when quitting that
rural parish, in 1815, for the city of Glasgow.
Reviewing the years he had spent among them,
first as an opponent and then as an apostle of
Evangelicalism, he fixed on this as the essential
point tliat Evangelicalism works
it actually
realizes the righteousness and holiness which his
early preaching had utterly failed to produce.
Afterwards he was always speculating on the
reason for this, and he found it in the expulsive
'

—

;

'
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power of a new

affection.'
He did for theology, in
his academical prelections, exactly what Schleiermacher was doing for it at the same time in Ger-

many, though these two knew nothing of each
other that is to say, instead of beginning with
the mysteries of revelation and coming down from
these to human experience, he took his stand on
experience and then rose to the supernatural facts
witliout which such experience could not have been
enjoyed. His dogmatic consisted of two parts
first, the disease ; then, the remedy.
There had, indeed, been an Evangelical party in
the Church of Scotland before Chalmers appeared
upon the scene ; and, outside of the State Church,
the doctrines of the gospel had been preached to
growing numbers by the ministers of the Secession
and the Relief denominations but it was by the
mighty voice of Chalmers that the new views
secured the attention of his countrymen as a
whole. In the courts of the Church his influence
^ew apace, till the Moderates,' on the opposite
side, saw their predominance vanishing.
In their
straits they sought and obtained the assistance of
the civil courts, by which the reforming party was
so limited and thwarted that, in 1843, it quitted
the State Church and organized itself outside as
the Free Church of Scotland.
The virtue of the Evangelical principles by
which the Free Church was inspired was made
visible by the rapidity with which it not only
erected churches, manses, and schools all over the
land for its own necessities, but threw itself into
mission work of every kind, botli at home and
abroad. All the foreign missionaries had joined
the outgoing movement ; and not only were they
provided for, but the Church was ready to rise to
opportunities, as these presented themselves, to
extend its operations. Similarly, the home mission
problem was attacked with sucli vigour that even
in Glasgow, where the growth of the city has been
phenomenal, the increase of the means of grace
has kept pace with that of the population and at
the present moment measures are being organized
for meeting the wider needs disclosed by the recent
developments of labour. For these missionary and
philanthropic exertions the Church was strengthened by wide-spread revivals of religion in 1859-60,
1874, 1881, and 1890, with which the ministers and
members associated themselves sympathetically.
This also enabled the Church, under the leadership
of Principal Rainy (1826-1906), to meet and survive
;

;

'

;

not a few keen theological controversies, of wliich
the most serious was that on Biblical Criticism
introduced by Professor Robertson Smith (1846-94).
As this scholar recognized the Bible to be the word
of God, the only rule of faith and duty, and
appealed with full personal conviction to the testimonium Spiritus Sancti internum, liis views met
with a tolerant and patient hearing from his
fellow-countrymen, and were, to a large extent,
accepted without injury to Evangelical faith.
Meantime the two denominations mentioned
above outside the State Church, after uniting in
1847 to form the United Presbyterian Church, had
been pursuing a similar course, growing in the
same convictions and being educated by similar
providences. They outran the Free Church in the
development of worship, by adopting earlier the
use of hymns and the assistance of organs and
they were earlier in the adoption of a Declaratory
Act (1879 ; the Free Church Act was passed in
1894), by which the Confession of Faith was
modified in the direction of a more cordial acknowledgment of the divine love to all men and a less
gloomy view of human nature and its destiny.
But this branch of the Church excelled particularly
in enthusiasm for foreign missions and, when it
and the Free Church united in 1900, there was an
;

;
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expansion -n-ithin the united Church of this species
of Evangelical sentiment.
At the Disruption of 1S43 those who remained
in connexion with the State were the so-called
Moderates,' who had stood in opposition to the
Evangelicals in the same way as, on the Continent
of Europe, the Rationalists had faced the Pietists.
But from the first there had been left in the State
Church a considerable amount of Evangelical
sentiment and this ha^ grown with time, bein^
favoured by such spirits as Norman Macleod
'

;

and a
strongly represented among the
younger men of light and leading may be seen in
the cordiality -n-ith which these are now seeking
union with those from whom they were separated
in 1843.
There are few men of mark at the
present day in any of the ecclesiastical bodies in
Scotland who would be averse to being designated
Evangelicals.'
An additional proof of the
4. In America.
suggestion made above, that the true source of
Evangelicalism is to be sought in English Puritanism rather than in the Continental movements to
which it is tisually traced, is supplied by the faot
that in America it arose earlier than it did in
England. The date of John Wesley's conversion
is 24th May 1738, but as early as 1734 occurred the
first of those awakenings which took place at
Northampton, in New England, through the
(1812-72)
sign that

and Eobert Flint (183S-1911)
it

;

is

'

—

preaching of Jonathan Edwards (1703-58), which
spread astonishment and awe far and near, and
was heard of even in England. In fact, it is known
that John Wesley had himself read an account,
penned by Edwards, of the experiences in America
before anything of the kind had occurred under
his own preaching.
In later times, influences from
German Pietism, from Moravianism, and from
English Methodism entered into the religious life
of the United States yet in the revivals which
have, from the time of Jonathan Edwards, formed
an outstanding and frequently recurring feature of
American Christianity, the impulse has always been
a native one and America has, in this particular,
been in a position to give to Europe rather than to
receive from it.
Very remarkable awakenings
were experienced in Kentucky and the neighbouring States from 1796 onwards ; and in 1857 the
whole country was pervaded by a similar movement, which spread thence to Ireland and Great
Britain.
Not mfrequently have such movements
;

;

had their origin in schools and colleges, and so
marked has been their influence upon the young
that some psychological observers in America are
declaring conversion itself to be a manifestation of
puberty. In the early revivals there were physical
accompaniments, sometimes of a singular and
alarming character
but these have tended to
disappear with the progress of time. In the same
way, at first, the experiences were looked upon as
altogether divine but, as they became commoner,
it was recognized that human agency also had a
part to play. Thus, by the setting apart of time for
prolonged religious exercises, the mind could be
interested in spiritual things, and, by the bringing
together of large numbers for a common purpose,
social influences could be generated.
Certain persons, it was discovered, had the power of awakening appeal or of bringing the hesitating to decision.
It was found, in short, that revivals could, to a
certain extent, be manufactured and thus a new
danger had to be guarded against, that of merely
mechanical excitement passing itself off as religion,
or even of revivalism becoming a trade and falling
into unworthy hands.
The Puritan religion of New England had
originally a national or municipal character.
The
toViTiship and the congregation were identical, all
;

;

;

the inhabitants being communicants.
But, as
population mtiltiplied, it became apparent that
there was a gro'n'ing discrepancy between these
two magnitudes ; and Edwards became the protagonist of the earnest view that only those should
be admitted to the Lord's table who had undergone
a religious change, of which evidence was supplied
by a consistent life. Indeed, he became the victim
of this contention
for so much antagonism was
provoked by his severity that he was driven from
his pastorate at Northampton and had to betake
himself to a mission to Indians ; though he did not
continue tinder a cloud, being appointed in 1758
president of Princeton College (see art. Edwaeds).
But the demand for a distinct personal experience,
of which an account could be given, became more
and more general, and the frequent occurrence of
revivals, by which this was promoted, fostered a
general dependence on this mode of acquiring
religious experience, to the disparagement of the
regular work of the ministry and the influence of
the family. Against this a protest was raised by
Horace Bushnell (1802-76), one of the most original
of American thinkers, who, in 1846, in a Httle
work entitled Christian Nurture, recalled attention, with marked success, to the slower and less
exciting processes by which many are brought into
the Kingdom.
Still, in spite of drawbacks, the revivals were
gifts of infinite value to the Church in America.
One of them is said to have added to the Church
more than a million members and devout observers have noted that they seemed to be granted
when the country stood on the verge of any partieularlv trying period, in which new tasks fiad to
be faced or new hardships borne. It was by means
of the enthusiasm generated in these seasons of
special grace that the Church in America rose to
the efforts rendered necessary by the developments
of the country's history and the course of Providence ; and the Evangelicalism of the United
States was not behind that of England or Scotland
in the variety or extent of the forms of sin and
misery with which it was able to cope. America
has all the philanthropies of Europe and in some
spheres, such as the Sunday School and the Yoimg
Men's Christian Association, it has specially exBut the great task of the Christianity of
celled.
the cotmtry has been the provision of ordinances
for the ever-extending poptilation.
Failure at
this point would have been fatal. But the Church
the
the
has nobly risen to
occasion,
Methodist and
Baptist denominations distinguishing themselves
by the zeal and heroism with which they have
accompanied the pioneer and settler into the •n-ilds
of the West and the South, and helped to lay the
fotmdations of Christian ci\'ilization. In spite of
the phenomenEil growth of the population, the
provision of ordinances compares tavourably ^\•ith
that of Europe.
Jonathan Edwards was a profound metaphysician and theologian as well as a revivalist
and
in his works the seed was so'ivn of a vast theological and philosophical activity which has accompanied the more practical efforts of American
Christianity, not a few of those who succeeded
him in developing the New England Theology, as
it is called, combining, like himself, the characters
of metaphysical theologian and powerful evangelist.
Edwards' spectdations were all directed
towards the practical end of reconciling Calvinism
with the gracious invitarion to all sinners of which
he was the mouthpiece ; and the ablest of his successors moved in the same sphere.
It must, however, be confessed that, in some of the speculations
indulged in, any practical aim was difficult to discern ; but at the present time there is a return to
the best element in Edwards' theology that dealt
;

;

;

;

—

:

;
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with in his great work, A Treatise concerning
Religious Affections (1746).
While these phases of
5. On the Continent.
the lievival movement were disclosing tlieniselves
in the English-speaking countries and for a complete view the Cfolonies of Australia, South Africa,
and Canada would also require to be taken into
account other phases of what was substantially
the same movement were manifesting themselves
on the Continent of Europe. These were in part
Thus,
derived from Great Britain or America.
a visit paid by one of the brothers Haldane—
laymen, who had founded the Congregational
body in Scotland, in protest against the reigning
Moderatisra led to an outbreak of spiritual life
at Geneva in 1817, which spread to neighbouring
cantons and produced interesting and influential
personalities, such as C^sar Malan (1787-1864),
Merle d'Aubign6 (1794-1872), and A. R. Vinet
This influence penetrated to France,
(1797-1847).
and a visit of Robert Haldane to Montauban had
Free
similar results among the students there.
Church came into existence in France, as it had
done at more than one point in Switzerland and
here also striking personalities rose to take the
direction, such as Adolphe Monod (1802-56) and
E. D. de Pressens6 (1824-91).
In Germany a decided quickening of spiritual
life dates from about the commencement of the
not
19th cent. but, the name ' Evangelicalism
being available on account of its being forestalled
'
Awakenfor another purpose, this is termed the
ing (Erweckung ; so the term R^veil in France).
this
movement,
Germans
are
to
origin
of
As
the

—

—

—

—

A

;

;

'

'

not themselves very clear. Tracing so many new
beginnings to Schleiermacher, they naturally incline to derive this also from him ; but its real
sources were humbler. It was a re-filling of the
channels of Pietism ; it sprang out of the prayerquiet
meetings held by Moravians and other
ones in the land' who were in sympathy with
them. Its leader in the beginning of the 19tli
cent, was Baron von Kottwitz (1757-1843), who
flitted about Berlin, holding conferences and sucand, in the next
couring the poor and needy
'

;

his place was filled by Tholuck of
[alle (1799-1877), who brought the movement back
to science and to public life. In touch with Tholuck
were not a few of the most prominent scholars
of his own generation, and his disciples were
legion in both the pastorates and the professorial
He himself reckoned that the
chairs of Germany.
movement culminated in the forties of his century ;
but its influence was prolonged in what used to
be called the ' Mediating School ' of theologians ;
and it survives still in numerous forms, of which
perhaps the most distinctive is the Deaconess
movement, which has grown to extraordinary

feneration,

inspired mainly, though not
this type of piety.

dimensions, and

is

exclusively, by
See also art. Evangelical

Alliance.
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Jfawwah

(.Ti],

LXX

;

Zun),

ECa?

NT

;

ECo

—

;

Alia; Symm. Zuovii/os ; Vulg. Heva).
The
name in J for the first woman (for the narrative,
3'-" e.xplains
see Adam).
it by saying that she

Aq.

Gn

was

called Ifawwah, because she was the mother
of all living ('rj, hay).
Ifawwah is connected with
the same root, but probably means Life rather
than 'Living' (RVm 'Living or Life'), or 'Life'

W

giving (Symm. as above).
and Marriage^, London,

'

R. Smith (Kinship
p. 208) connects
Hawwah with hayy, 'clan,' Jfawiuah being a personification of the idea of kinship thought of as
consisting in descent from a common mother. An
ancient interpretation adopted hy Wellliausen ana
some other modern scholars gives Ifawwah the
meaning serpent,' and finds in Genesis a trace of
the primitive oelief that earthly life originated in
a serpent, as, in some forms of the Babylonian
cosmology, all things spring from Tiamat, the
primeval dragon. Zimmern (KAT", p. 438) suggests that the Eve naiTative has been influenced
by the Bab. myths of the goddess Ishtar. Skinner
(p. 85 f.) writes, with regard to the connexion
between the name Ifawwah and Semitic words for
'

.

1903,

'

'

serpent

'

Quite recently the philological equation has acquired fresh
significance from the discovery of the name nin on a leaden
Punic tahella devotionis . . . of which the first line reads "O
Lady EVT, goddess, queen . . .1" Lidzbarski sees in this
mythological personage a goddess of the under-world, and aa
such a serpent-deity
and identifies her with the biblical
Havvah.
Havvah would thus be a "depotentiated " deity,
whose prototype was a Ph<enician goddess of the under-world,
worshipped in the form of a serpent, and bearing the title of
"Mother of all living."
Cf. also the OT IJivvites.
'

:

;

'

Probably the references to Eve in Gn 3™ and 4'- "
do not belong to the most ancient form of the
Creation story, but to a later stratum of J (so C. J.
Ball, 'Genesis,' in SBOT).
In the older story (Gn

man names the first woman 'Ishshah (the
ordinary Heb. word for woman,' because she was
taken from a man, 'tsh or, better, as the LXX
and Sam., from her husband, 'tshah). But this
derivation is not accepted by modern scholars, who
derive 'ishshah from nsh, to be soft or delicate,'
and 'ish from 'ysh, ' to be strong,' unless, indeed,
'tsh is a primitive noun, independent of any verbal
root (cf. Oxf. Heb. Lex., pp. 35, 61).
P (Gn 1" 5") states that mankind was created in
two sexes, and tells us that each of the antediluvian patriarchs begat daughters (ch. 5), but
says nothing about their wives. In 7", however,
P refers to the wives of Noah and of his three sons.

2^) the

'

;

'

The

first

woman mentioned by name

in

P

(11")

is

Sarai (Sarah) ; J had already named Lamech's
wives, Adah and Zillah, and his daughter Naamah
(419. 22\

A

characteristic feature of the Eve narrative is
(4') referring to the birth of Cain,

the sentence

e'-k 'ri'Ji;.
Unfortunately these words are
very obscure, and the text may be corrupt. The
RV tr. is I have gotten a man with the help of
the Lord' (similarly LXX, Vulg., Symm.). Another tr. is I have gotten a man, even Jahweh
Luther), understood as ex(Gr. tr. in Hexapla
pressing Eve's belief that the Messiah supposed to
be promised in Gn 3" had now been born a mere

mn'-nx

'

'

;

—

curiosity of exegesis.'

Cheyne (art. Adam and Eve,' in EBi) maintains
that the authors of the Biblical narratives did not
put them forth as either purely historical or purely
allegorical, but as stating a kernel of fact in a
'

symbolic setting.

The

NT

is given
10', our
In Mt 19*,
to enforce the sanctity of
beguiling
Eve
of
by the
IP the
of the meaning of nimiK, see Konig

interpretation of the narratives

Mk

in the following passages.

Lord uses
marriage.

Gn

I'"

In 2

2"

Co

For a full discussion
(who defends the KV tr.), 'Der Evaspruch in
1

1912, pp. 22ff., 232fl.

Gn

41,'

In

ZATW,

—

'
;
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serpent is used as an illustration of the possible
seducing of the Church, the bride of Christ, from
her Divine Spouse, probably by the devD.
On
1 Co lP-16, 1 Ti 2''- ", and for the expansion of the
narratives by Jewish, Christian, and Muhammadan
legends, see
'

Adam.
of Adam and Eve,' also called The
Adam and Eve with Satan,' extant in

The Book

Conflict of

'

an Ethiopia version (Eng. tr., S. C. Malan, London,
1882), was written in Arabic or Syriac by an orthodox Christian of the 5th or 6th cent. A.D. Starting after the Fall, it expands the narrative of
Adam and Eve, and in a less degree the account of
the patriarchs down to Abraham, and summarizes
the history

down

to the Advent.

LlTERiTUEE.— J. Skinner, ' Genesis (ICC, Edinburgh, 1910),
f. ; A. Jeremias, The OT in the Light of the Ancient East
tr. 1910), i. 221, 321-333; E. G. Hirsch, in JE v. 276 1,
where the Rabbinical and Muiiammadan legends concerning Eve
are summarized.
W, H. BENNETT.
'

p. 85

CEng.

to be the product of a distinctly voluntary and
beneficent power, the word eye in these cases
being used to denote a personal surveillance. On
the ' lifting up upon of Nu 6^^^ Delitzsch (Babel u.
Bibel, 1905, p. 33 f.) says this is the opposite of the
evil eye, the same in meaning as ' mEike His face
to shine upon.' Its supposed manifestations have
given rise to many divergent ramifications, finding their expression in more or less descriptive
definitions
and these in their turn have further
'

'

'

;

branched out and acquired conventional meanings,
which at first sight seem to have no connexion
with the original idea of the 'evil eye.' Such, for
example, is our Eng. word envy,' meaning malignant or hostile feeling that may be said to arise
from natural jealousy as in 1 S 18^, where Saul
eyed David.' It is obvious how close is the connexion here between the definition and the fact
denoted. The classic invideo describes most ac'

—

'

Evil.

EVIL EYE.— r. The s^posed influence.—
Evil eye
is the common English term for an
influence the belief in which may justly be described
as both primeval and universal, and which is in
many countries as current to-day as it was in prehistoric times.
Its equivalent may be said to exist
in every written language, living or dead
Gr.
BaffKavla, whence Lat. fascinum, hence modem
English, French, Spanish, Portuguese—/cwcmation ; German
biiser
Blick ;
Neapolitan and
Sicilian jettatura, mursiana, and fascino.
Fascino applies to the act as well as to the effect, and
consequently, by development, to one of the best
known protectives against it. An idea so widespread cannot but have its more common descriptive
and colloquial alternatives, such as malocchio in
Italian, Spanish, and Portuguese, mauvais mil in
French. By Shakespeare and in English dialects
the act implied is forcibly expressed by the verb
'over-look'
'over-looking' used in a well-understood sense, wholly distinct from the literal form
meaning ' surveillance (see OED). The word ' evil
is still a household word among English peasantry,
though, except in theology, becoming obsolete
'

'

:

—

—

'

m

literature

(HDB, s.v.

'

Evil').

Many diseases of man

and beast are so called;

e.g. 'king's evil," breast evU,'
quarter evil,' and others. In some
dialects the word is habitually contracted into Ul,'
and this household word for sickness keeps alive
one of its original meanings, viz. sickness or misfortune caused by an evil eye. Bacon (Essay ix.,
' Of
Envy ') says there is a belief in a power of
working evil which is ejaculated upon any object
it beholds, that has existed in all times and in all
countries.
Not^vithstanding modern science and
education, this belief is as strong as ever it was
and, if this were the place, endless authentic stories
might be adduced to prove it.
The root conception of the very earliest ages,
and still everywhere held by superstitious people,
is that certain individuals
have the power, by
some considered demoniac, whether voluntary or
not, of casting a spell or producing some malignant effect upon every object, animate or inanimate, upon which their eye may rest, especially when
exercised upon the victims of their displeasure.
There does not appear, however, at present, or, so
far as recorded, in the past, to be any sort of belief
in the power of the eye to produce any good or
desirable influence upon the person or tiling upon
which it may rest, except that doubtful one known
as 'love.' From the earliest times the eye per se
has been supposed to work only evil, and to have a
wholly maleficent effect. In Ps SS's- " Si'^ and elsewhere, the efi'ect described is not the direct influence of the eye for good, but must be understood
'

udder

evil,'

'

'

—

to
curately what we mean to-day by over-look
gaze with evil intent' (see Trench, Syn. of NT',
1876, pp. 83-106). The Lat. invidia not only denotes
the feelings connected in our minds with envy,'
but is to-day an alternative word for the modem
'

EVIL.—See Good and

'

'

'

Italian malocchio.

The Heb. word

(nx^p)

expressing 'envy' signifies

also the evil eye, that is, the natural selfishness,
the inbred tendency of humanity, the covetous
irritation of unattainable desire. In Scripture, envy
and the evil eye are synonymous (Bacon, loc. cit.).
One of the characteristics of envy is ' to desire the
attainment of
equality or superiority by the
.
particular means of others "being brought down to
our own level, or below it' (Butler's Sermon on
'Human Nature,' i. 12, note). So rooted was the
belief in this fell influence of the malignant look
that in the earliest times every human mischance,
all sickness, and whatever was undesirable in life,
was looked upon as the certain result of the fatal
glance of some person or animal, not necessarily
inimical by intention, as will appear later. This
conviction remains to the present day among many
people, even in England, as strong as ever, while
more backward countries and among so-called
savages it is universal and undoubted. In Italy
.

.

m

and Southern Europe generally the belief is more
prevalent than in more northern countries, and
consequently more in evidence. At the present
moment, in many parts of England, there are
always one or more persons who believe themselves, and are commonly believed to be, slowly
This is parbeing ' over - looked.
ticularly the case when the disease is at all
' decline,'
as phthisis
obscure, and most of all in
is so often called.

dying from

'

Quite recently the present writer knew a respectable, wellto-do farmer who could not be persuaded that his progressive
illness was natural senile decay, but maintained to the very
last that he was the victim of malignant evil-working on the
part of an enemy. Instances of this kind are constantly being
reported in local newspapers, and might be multiplied to any
extent. A cottager's pig is ill or dies, and at once the conclusion is that it has been spitefully over-looked. A crop is
blighted, the cows lose their milk, a horse becomes lame, an
accident happens, or any unexpected adversity it is at once
set down as the result of set purpose achieved by some enemy.
The evil eye is the cause, and all the inventions of incantation
and the magic called ' black art ' are but so many reinforcements
or helps to quicken the effect of that mysterious influence.
Hawker (of Morwenstow), a devout believer, wrote (Aug, 1S64) :
'
The EvU Eye is again at work here. One of my Ewes died
3'esterday and the ram is taken ill (C. E. Byles, Life and Letters

—

'

of R. S. Hawker, London, 1905, p.

4S9).

to be alluded to later, found upon
the earliest kno^vn monuments of Babylonia, the
cradle of civilization, as well as upon those of
Egypt, proves conclusively the importance of the
belief, and not only that the dread influence was
aU-powerful over the living, but that devices many
and curious were adopted to protect the dead, and
Ptah, the father
to guard their bodies against it.
of the gods, brought forth all the other gods from

The evidence

—

EVIL EYE
his

eye, and

men from

his

mouth — a

iiractical

rendering of the ancient belief that, of all bodily
emanations, those from the eye were most potent.
The passages in Scripture referring to the evil eye,
such as Dt 28"'>«, Is 13'8, Lk ll^", Pr 23» 28--,
Mt 6=2- ^ 20'\ Ps 92", etc., prove how prevalent tlie
belief was in the ancient East.
Among Jews,
Muhammadans, Hindus, and all Orientals at the
present day it is as firm as ever (see Westermarck,
'The Magic Origin of Moorish Designs,' in JAI
xxxiv. [1904] 211). Pr 23" ('Eat thou not the bread
of him that hath an evil eye,' etc.) is a maxim
which holds to-day as firmly as when it was
written ; and even the suspicion of being the
possessor of the evil eye causes people in many
countries to avoid a person, or, if that is impracticable, to adopt some of the recognized precautions
against it. Hawker, whenever he met one whom he
suspected, placed his fingers in the position so well
known to Neapolitans (Byles, p. 65). Nowhere
not even among savages are more precautions used
than in Naples, where on the appearance of a reputed jettatore, a word or signal is passed ; and even
in a crowded street there is at once a stampede
into shops, entries, or anywhere out of sight and
so out of danger, notwithstanding the fact that
every one has about him some charm or antidote.
Even the mention of the word fascino or jettatura
is enough to cause some to decamp (for a curious
instance of this, see Elworthy, The Evil Eye, 17).
The antiquity of the belief in the power of the
evil eye, as well as its constant persistence, is
proved by abundant evidence. In the times of
ancient Greece, and in all the subsequent ages, the
earliest, the latest, the most familiar, the most
constantly portrayed in art of all the possessors
of the evil eye, has been the gorgon Medusa,
whose fatal glance turned to stone all who beheld
her awful face. She was at first depicted in a
more or less conventional manner, with staring
eyes, wide, grinning mouth, showing wolf -like
fangs, and a protruded tongue split down the
centre.
This was the typical archaic form, and to
her fearful ugliness was attributed her baneful
influence.
The story once started evidently developed rapidly, for at a very early period a
parallel version seems to have taken root, and
henceforward until comparatively recent times the
two ran on concurrently. First the face lost its
extreme hideousness, and by degrees, easily traced
in ancient art, it became at last in Roman days
just as lovely as it had been frightful, while the
story grew to match. She was said to have been
beautiful at first, and then to have been punished
by being changed into a hideousness so terrible
that whoever looked upon her was turned to stone
(see ' Solution of the Gorgon Myth in Folklore,
xiv. [1903] 212 ff.).
The belief that her baneful
influence arose from her fearful hideousness continued to hold its full force, while, at the same
time, the story had developed in the opposite
direction to such an extent that her power of fascinating, bewitching, or entrancing was held to be
the result of her matchless beauty ; yet with all
this development the belief has ever remained that
the baneful effect sprang from the eyes alone.
Thus we see the process by which these terms
applied to women in our day derive their meaning.
Many Grseco-Roman and Etruscan Medusae
are beautiful, but have a sort of horror-struck,
agonized expression (see Elworthy, Horns of

—

'

Honour, 61

fl'.).

Many

theories have been put forward respecting the Medusa
and the legend of Perseus aU more or less mythical and speculative.
The other famous exploit of Perseus, the rescue of
Andromeda, is doubtless still more mythical ; by some it is said
to be the classic form of the fight between the sun-god of
Babylon (Merodach) and Tiamat, the dragon or power of darkness (of. Job 912), Horua slaying the dragon in several forms on

—
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Kgyptian paintiiipni is but onothiT vcmion
the mylh also
a|>|jear8 in the llfht between llii.haci and the drit([On, and
again is perpetuated by bt. George on our modi-ni coinage.
The representations of Perseus and St. George in art are almost
identical, except that the former rides the winged Pegasus,
while in some loth cent, reliefs St. George i.i repreHerited in pbte
armour. The panic-stricken kidy on tlie rock, in«t<;ad of being
In the classic nudity of the figure where Perseus is the hero, 5
dressed in the hoop and farthingale of the Renaissance, in
sculptured marbles at the Louvre and Palermo Museums.
;

Domestic animals of all kinds have ever been
specially susceptible of dreaded fascination.
The
'
ornaments ' of Jg 8^' (
like the moon ') were
none other than the protective charms, some
crescent-shaped brasses, some blue glass beads or
disks, such as may be seen to-day upon the camels'
necks.
Young animals of all kinds are now, as
ever, thought to be specially liable to injury.
Virgil's shepherd (Ec. iii. 103) says, ' Nescio quis
teneros oculus mihi fascinat agnos.'
Plutarch
(Symp. V. 7) says that certain men's eyes are
destructive to infants and young animals.
Cows
and horses everywhere are to-day subject to the
malignant eye, as, indeed, are all kinds of domesticated animals. In the time of Elizabeth, eye-biting
witches were executed in Ireland for causing
diseases among cattle.
One effect of the evil eye
on cows to-day is to cause them to lose their milk ;
this is believed by practically all peasantry in all
countries.
In the Hebrides it is so well understood as to have a special word (toradh) to denote

AVm

'

If a stranger looks admiringly on a cow, the
people believe she will waste away from the evil
eye, and they offer him some of her milk so that the
spell may be broken (Maclagan, Evil Eye in the W.
Highlands, 122 f.).
Turks and Arabs have the same belief as to their
horses and camels seldom are any seen harnessed
without some protective amulet upon them. In
Morocco the havoc which the evil eye makes is
tremendous. The people say that it "owns twothirds of the burial ground " (Westermarck, loc.
cit.).
In Naples the horses, especially those of the
street carrosselli, are provided with a perfect battery
of protective charms
and even in England the apparently useless brass ornaments on horse harness
are but the unconscious survival of the self -same
idea ; each is an amulet, and niany of them preserve
it.

;

'

'

;

their

undoubted pagan

origin.

The sun and moon

together or separate are among the commonest.
In London (May 25, 1905) the present writer saw a
horse in a contractor's cart with his head ornamented with blue and red braid, and any number
of crescents, suns, and other highly polished brasses
on the harness.
The Finns, Lapps, and all Scandinavians are firm
believers in the evil eye.
In the West of England
the baneful influence of envy or ill-wishing is
evidenced in the common remark upon any tragic
occurrence, bereavement, or serious misfortune,
such as a widow being left unprovided for
'Tis a
wisht thing for her, sure enough
Of course, illivisht is what is understood, but so common is this
phrase that ' wisht is now the accepted and usual
:

!

'

'

'

word

for 'sad.'

The possessors of this power, considered as
among the chief agents of mischief-making persons,

were mostly females

;

hence the prevalence

(over wizard) of the female name of witch in
English, and its synonyms in other languages.
Their spells, incantations, and wicked performances are witchcraft (It. strega, stregoneria). Sorcerers were both male and female, but mostly the
latter.
This was so in Babylonian times as much
as at present.
In Jewish, Greek, Roman, and
Arabian literature it is clear that sorcery was
specially the work of women (on this see HDB,
s.v.

'

Magic ').

Plutarch, a devout beUever, tells us many apt stories (Symp.
and says that the voice, the odour, the breath, are emanations which may easily injure those susceptible to them, proV. 7),

a

;

: ;
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ducing a wonderful

effect, such as the influence of love by the
eyes.
He says that envy exerts an evil influence through the
eyes, and affirms that most direful results are the product
of envious looks, which pierce like poiaoned arrows. Moors
of Morocco still hold the same beliefs (Westermarck, loc. cit,\
Hindus believe that an invisible spirit is born with the child,
and that it is necessary for the mother to keep one breast
tied up for 40 days, feeding the child with the other only, by
which means the spirit is starved to death. If the child is fed
from both breasts it will grow up with the evil eye. Muhammadans are, perhaps, even more fearful of its effects than the
Hindus ; and texts from the Qur'an, as in all other countries of
Islam, are used as amulets. The legend of the elephant-headed
god is the outcome of this belief, ^ani, the Hindu Saturn, had
been left out of the invitation to the gods to rejoice at the birth
of GapeSa, son of Siva and Parvati he appeared on the scene
in a rage, and with the first glance of his eye he caused the
child's head to drop off. The other gods instantly cut off the
head of a young elephant and stuck it upon the infant's body
;

hence Gape&i is frequently thus represented.
In Calcutta it is held that a portion of all food bought in the
ro^rket should be thrown into the fire to avert nazar (the
native term). It is usual in some parts for a mother to blacken
her child's face with a burnt stick to preserve it during the day
from the evil influence. Natives of India put kajal (lamp-black)
on their eyelids, believing that they are thereby protected
against, as well as incapable of casting, the evil eye.
This
blackening of the eyelids, usual all the world over, is not
merely a piece of female vanity, but a veritable protective.
The Targum gives a wider reading to Gn 42, explaining that
all the sons of Israel went out by one door, lest the evil eye
should have sway over them as they went out to buy. Again,
Ex 30** is rendered ' and looked with the evil eye after Moses.'
Much is said on the subject by A. Goodrich-Freer {Outer
Isles, V3), Marion Crawford (Pietro Ghisleri, 1893, ii. 80),
H. Norman (The Far East, 1896), and H. G. M. Murray-Aynsley
(Symb.) ; while the whole subject is dealt with very exhaustively
by Frohmann, de Fascinatione,

—A

The

possessors.
power so baneful and so
steadfastly credited would inevitably lead to much
speculation and contention as to the personality of
those possessing it ; hence arose a multiplicity of
canons by which they might be known.
Any abnormal physical peculiarities, whether of
beauty or of ugliness, have always been sure evidence of the dread power in all ages associated
with the supernatural, with the demons and the
powers of darkness. Even the gods were believed
to possess it, and to use it when wishing to injure.
Juno was particularly so credited ; and for this
reason Mercury the messenger was provided with a
safeguard in his caducezts, lest he might be hindered
in his flights by the envious eye when on errands
2.

rival deities.
Fear of anything uncommon
seems to be part and parcel of the nature of all

for

living creatures.
All those among the ancients
who in any way surpassed conspicuously the common standard, as, for instance, in athletic or
physical strength or size, were dreaded as possessors ; and so, on the other hand, any one specially
defective, particularly a dwarf ; the latter, if hunch-

backed, was dreaded still more. Squinting or
differently coloured eyes were always certain marks
of what is now a,jettatore. In India and in Italy a
squinter (guercio) is ijpso facto considered a,jettatore.

We English unconsciously preserve

the same idea,
say 'So-and-so has a "cast" in his eye'
word purely technical in this sense, and implying
the same meaning as the It. jetare, to cast or
throw.' In Armenia very blue or green eyes are
for

—

we

'

evil.

Many animals, particularly those with remarkable eyes, e.g. the serpent and the fox, were undoubted possessors of the evil eye. The peacock,
Juno's own bird, full of eyes, the symbol of the
most envious and ill-natured of the deities, has
always been, and still is held to be, a potent
mischief-maker. Many well-educated people in
England and elsewhere are shocked if peacocks'
feathers are put up as ornaments, or even if they
are brought' into a house death or at least some
evil is believed to be the consequence.
The grasshopper's prominent eyes gave it in classic days so
evil a reputation as to lead to a certain proverb
' mantis
te vidit was the exact counterpart of our
English, 'Thou art over -looked.'
Tycho Brahe
;

'

would not proceed on his way if a hare crossed his
path. The hare is on the Grseco-Italian Vase, 2079,
Naples Museum, as an emblem of ill-luck. Very

much

superstition

still

attaches to the hare

;

doubt-

prominent eyes are the cause. The Irish
it cast the evil eye on their cattle
therefore they believed hares to be witches, and
consequently there used to be a general slaughter
of them on May Day.
The hare is stiU believed
in some parts of England, e.g. in Somerset, and
es]Decially in the Isle of Man, to be the favourite
animal into which the mtches change themselves
less its

thought

Kalmuks regard the rabbit
(see Lycantheopy).
with fear and reverence. Even to-day in Devonshire, fishermen will not pronounce the word
'rabbit,' but describe the animal by some roundabout method (Devon Assoc. Trans. 1896). Pregnant Chinese women must not look on a hare lest
its eye falling on them should cause the child to
be born with a hare-lip. Fishermen almost everywhere avoid iseutioning by name not only the hare
and rabbit, but also the ptg, salmon, trout, or dog,
and go out of their way to find asme other word.
Old gamekeepers do not speak of a fox to each
other ; it is always a thing.'
'

{HN

34) says that near the source of the Nile is
*
an animal of moderate
size . . . sluggish in the movement of its hmbs, and its head is
remarkably heavy. Were it not for this circumstance, it would
prove the destruction of the human race ; for all who behold its

Pliny

viii.

found a wild beast called the catoblepas,

eyes fall dead upon the spot.'
In £razil there is a tradition that there is a bird of evil eye
which kills with a look. A hunter once killed one of these birds
and cut off its head without the eye being turned on him. He
killed game thereafter by turning the evil eye upon it.
Hia
wife, not dreaming of ita destructive power, turned it towards
her husband and killed him, and then accidentally turned it
towards herself and died at once. The toad's bright eye has
always been held to be maleficent. At Bishopsteignton a few
years ago lived a reputed witch. Whenever she wished to injure
a neighbour she placed a toad at his door, so that when he
opened it he might find the toad looking at bim, and so receive
il^ first

glance.

Snakes have always had a reputation for having
the power to fascinate, and there are many marvellous stories of the way in which they hypnotize
frogs, birds, and other animals until they seem unconsciously to submit to being swallowed.
One
kind in particular, Bucephalus capensis, is so
noted.
At the time

of the Black Death in England it was currently
believed that even a glance from the sick man's distorted eyes
sufficient to infect those on whom it fell.
To this Shakespeare refers in :
*
Write, "' Lord have mercy on us," on those three ;
They are infected ; in their hearts it lies ;
They have the plague, and caught it of your eyes *
(Love's Labour's Lost, v. ii. 419 ff.).
Slatin Pasha describes the Khalif's dread of the evil eye.
A Syrian blind of one eye was not allowed near him a second
time. He declared nothing can resist it ; illness and misfortune
are all caused by the evil eye.' Saul was probably believed to
possess it (1 S 189). Heliodorus implies that most, if not all,
individuals have it ; he says ; * When any one looks at what ia
excellent with an envious eye, he fills the surrounding atmosphere with a pernicious quality and transmits his own
envenomed exhalations into whatever is nearest to him ' (Theag.
and Char. iii. 7). Plutarch says that the Thebans had this
faculty so powerfully that they could destroy not only infants,
but strong men. Cretans and Cypriotes have had this reputation from ancient times, and retain it even at the present day.
So also in Morocco * whole families have a bad reputation on
account of their eyes. People with deep-set eyes, and those
whose eyebrows are united over the bridge of the nose, are
particularly dangerous' (Westermarck, loc. cit,). Pliny says
that the Thibii and others ijossessing the fatal power have a
double pupil in one eye, and in the other the figure of a horse,
while some have two pupils in each eye ; and that in Africa
there are families who can cause cattle to perish, trees to wither,
and infants to die. Especially the Tribalh and Illyrii have such
a power of fascination with the eye that they can kill those on
vii. 2) also declares
whom they fix their gaze. Cicero (Plin.
that ' feminas omnes ubique visu nocere quES duplices pupillas
habeant.' Horace (Ep. i. xiv. 37) speaks of the evil power of
the 'oculus obliquus.' Bacon (loc. cit.) and Frohmann (de
Fascinatione, p. 11) repeat the same thing. Ovid mentions the
double pupils, and says that the Rhodians and Telchines injured
whatever they looked at (Met. vii. 365 f.). The Greek islanders
still in heart worship Fascinus.

was

'

HN

Some

persons are reputed

power over special persons or

to have the dreeid
objects.
In Italy

—

EVIL EYE
there are many stories of those known ti» jettatori
di bambini, vi\\o are of all the most dreaded by
mothers, and so are carefully shunned. Another
class are supposed to have tlie faculty of obstruction
such are said to have a, jettatura sospentdva.
If any such person is met on the way to an
enterprise, or on setting out on a journey, nothing
will succeed, the business will fail, there will be an
accident, one must retun; and give it up for the
day.
Pope Pius IX. was confidently affirmed to have
the evil eye, and his successor Leo XIII. was said
it will probably become part
to have it still more
It is,
of the reputation of the present Pontiff.
moreover, a well-known fact that all ecclesiastics
are more or less suspected, especially monks.
The
murder of King Humbert was confidently ascribed
The Russian peasant
to t\\e jettatura of Leo xill.
is convinced that his or her priest has the evil eye
(Norman, All the Russias, 1902, p. 44).
In Abyssinia the reputed possessors are called
budas tliey are also ma^cians, who can work evil
at will on any one whose name is known, by taking
a certain reed, which the practitioner bends into a
circle and places under a stone.
At that moment
the victim is taken ill if the reed snaps in bendAll blacksmiths are
ing he will certainly die.
looked upon as budas (Bent, Sacred City of the
Ethiopians, 1893, pp. 63, 212) cf. our legend of
Wayland Smith. These moderns are most likely
the descendants in name and reputation of the
Budini of Herodotus, who refers to them (iv. 105)
as evil-minded enchanters ; he says that one day in
every year they changed themselves into wolves
but hehimself did not believe it (see Lycanthropy).
St. Augustine believed in wer-wolves (see his de
viii. 39).
see also Pliny,
Civ. Dei, xviii. 18
Not only have the evil-disposed the fatal power,
but it is possessed by some involuntarily and much
Woyciki (Polish Folklore,
to their own sorrow.
translated by Lewenstein, p. 25) mentions an unhappy Slav who, with the most loving heart, was
afflicted with the evil eye, and in sheer desperation
blinded himself that he might not be the cause of
injury to his dear ones. Cases of involuntary fatal
power are related as existing still in England and

—

;

;

;

;

HN

;

elsewhere (Mabel Peacock, Daily News, Aug. 13,
1895), so that mothers will not venture to expose
No
their infants to the look of their own father.
longer ago than 1901 a farmer of Somerset was said
to have the evil eye so bad that if he looked on
Dt 28" is held by Frohhis own cattle they died.
mann, the most voluminous writer on the subject,
to be a distinct confirmation of the possession of
this terrible influence acting against the will of the
possessor.
Among the Bhuiya and Bhuiyar of
India, children bom on Saturday have the evil eye,
and there are special spells to obviate it (Crooke,
TCii. 84, 97).
Perhaps no phase of this superstition is more
generally wide-spread than that relating to the
danger arising from praise or admiration to the
Laudet qui invidet' was believed
object of it.
devoutly by the Romans ; it is held and acted on,
if unconsciously, among the English to-day, and
still more commonly among those belonging to
other nations. The conventional or national words
'

'

'

littered instinctively on receiving compliments seem
to reflect the notion that danger exists, and that

must be sought by appeal

to a higher
Mashallah
Grazia a Dio
Glory
Lord be wi' us
Little gratitude
is expressed, and certainly no Christianity, but
simply a desire to avert the evil expected. This
was so strongly felt by the Romans that it became
customary even for the speaker of praise or compliment to accompany his speech with the words,

protection

power, e.g.
be to God

'

'

!

!

'

'

'

'

!

'

!

'

'

prsefiscini dixerira,' freely translated,

'

Fend

evil I

CU
In Italy the custom in a like case

should say.'

in

nan ci fosse, No evil eye
take ell'ect.' In England it has always been recognized as a rule of good manners not to over-praise
to say, Hi

mal

occhio

'

;

but few reflect that it springs from the old danger
(rather than from politeness) Test the speaker should
himself fascinate the object of his admiration
for those who were highly praised by others, or
even by themselves, were liable to be blasted
(Ehvorthy, Evil Eye, 13). In the Hebrides this
Miss Goodrich-Frecr writes
belief is very strong.
of horses falling down as if dead (soon after being
admired)- the work of the eye (Outer Isles,
;

A

—

Highland minister's wife, whose child
had been much admired, said, Oh, dear, something is sure to happen to that child I hope she
(Murray-Aynsley,
has not given it the Evil Eye
Symb. 140). Narcissus was thought to have fascinated himself, hence his untimely fate so also
Eutelidas, who wasted away in consequence of
233).

'

;

!

'

;

his

own admiration of himself. From these
we learn why to-day it is not so much

legends

old
ill-

directly impious and dangerous to
boast of one's belongings, or to praise oneself.
Lane (Mod. Egyp., ed. 1895, p. 258) says a modern
Egyptian is thereby alarmed, and will reprove one
who is over-praising him ; he will say to him, ' Bless
the Prophet.' If, then, the envier obeys, saying,
'
God, favour him,' no ill effects will be feared.
In England, ' bad luck,' it is thought, is certain to
follow undue praise or boasting this is well within
the experience of all of us.
*
Only yesterday I was saying I had not broken anythingr for
years, and now I have let fall this old glass that belonged to
my grandmother As I was letting loose a favourite dog I said
to a friend, ** Of all the dogs I ever had, this is the most inHalf an hour
telligent, and he will grow up to be a treasure."

mannered as

:

1

later he picked up a poisoned rat in the road, carried
ten yards, ran half a mile farther, and died ' (1895).

it

about

!

is believed to have the
his influence has been counteracted, he is thought to be a defender against the
malign influence of others ; hence, it is said, a notable one gets his living at Monte Carlo by waiting
outside the Casino that players may touch him for
a consideration, in the belief that so doing wUl
bring luck, i.e. prevent evil influence. Luck or
good luck is but a negative result depending on
the absence of evil or malevolent opposing invery common amulet, made of motherfluence.
of-pearl, silver, lava, or other materials, is a gobbo,
or hunchback, to be found everywhere, even in
Italian
Moscow, dressed in Russian clothes.
who was wearing one under his waistcoat, having
actually received the price agreed, could scarcely
bear to part with it ; and at last declared that all
He died shortly afterhis good fortune was gone.

Just as the hunchback

evil eye, so,

when

A

An

wards.
Protectives.

3.

—A

fear so ^vide-spread

and

so

deeply rooted could not but lead to the invention
of innumerable means by which the dread influence
The direct emanations
could be counteracted.
from the eye are the most to be avoided, and the
first glance falling upon the susceptible object is
the most injurious if that can be averted or met
by some antidote, no harm will be done. It has
been shown (Ehvorthy, Evil Eye, 170 fl'.) that the
devices upon the heads and shields of warriors
were originally intended to attract, and so to
counteract, the first glance of the adversary in
battle. Thus has arisen all that is now understood
:

as heraldic blazonry.

—

The secondary effects of the evil eye or of
envy, which the term includes have been pro-

—

duced by many different methods of enchantment,
incantation, and mystic rites, under the name of
the Black Art.' These have been met by analogous acts, so that both bane and antidote fall more
properly under the subject of Magic but, inasmuch
'

;

;;
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as many of these acts are confined exclnsirely to
the counteracting of the fatal glance, it is neeiful
to refer to them here at some len«h. All authorities and all experience agree that to neutralize
the look it is essential to attract it towards something strikiug, by way of diverting it from the
object liable to injury. Hence arose the use of
bright, shining ornaments of all kinds of glittering helmets and fantastic head-dresses. Some have
BTen held that this was the origin of the wearing
of sparkling gems.
The masks of actors, it is
maintained (Boettiger, Kleine Schriften, 1S37-8,

—

402 Lobeck, Aglaoph., 1829, ii. 973), were first
adopted to prevent injury to the persons of those
who were necessarilv much exposed to the gaze of
possible enemies.
Everything that was ridiculous
and obscene was supposed to be inimical to the
malignant influence of fascination by the oddness
iii.

;

'

of the sight (Dodwell, Class. Tour, 1819, iL 34)
hence we find that the amulets that were most
potent were of this character. Nothing attracts
curiosity like obscenity, so amulets of a phallic
character have been in all ages the most common,
all the world over.
Indeed, some writers contend
that this is the basis of all protective amulets
(J. G. E. Forlong, Pavers of Life, 1SS3).
Foremost
in this class must be placed that known by classic
'

m.

writers as turpicula res (Tarro, de Ling. Lat.
V. 99).
For a full description, see Payne Knight's
Worship of Priapus, 1S66, pt. ii p. 152 ; Jahn,
' Ueber den
Abergl. ; Frohmann, p. 5. Specimens
of this amulet, both to be worn on the person and
for household suspension, are to be seen in the
British and many other Museums.
Amulets against the evil eve are of three classes
(for distinction betsveen amulets and talismsins see
Elworthy, Evil Eye, 121)
(I)
those intended
to attract upon themselves the malignant glance,
such as were worn on the outside of'the dress, or
such as were sculptured, painted, or otherwise
exposed in or upon houses or public buildings, etc.
(2) all those endless objects worn on or concealed
beneath the dress for the purpose of averting evil
(3) written texts from the Scriptures, Qur'an, or
other sacred writings ; cabalistic figures and magic
formulae, either in appropriate covering, or carved,
painted, or otherwise displayed on houses.
The turpicula res was so much in ose amon^ the Romans
that it came to be known by the name of jascinum, as in Hor.
Epod. riiL la On this Frohmann (de Faie. p. 5) remarks at
length in unquotable language. In fact, jascinum became
the popular Tjiti n name for membrum virile, and sur\ives
as /ascijw in modem Italian. Where our present day conven'

:

tions perceive nothing but

obscenity, the ancients *saw only
combat success•
fascination was
destruction, death the phallus was life * (Tuchmann, il^lusiiie,
iL [1S96] 103).
The survivor and obvioiisly less obscene part
of the T'as?inum is still to be seen in the ordinary silver charm
worn by Roman infants, and known as mano in jica (see Elworthy, Evil Eye, 152, 256). Its analogue among ourselves
survives in the coral and bells of our childhood. Most of the
objects worn by the ancients as amulets were generally emblems
or symbols (defined in Eril Eye, p. 117) of a god, to whom
the wearer tacitly appealed by the display of his or her attribute. The amulets denoting one of the 'four lascivious gods
were by far the most common. Of these Priapus, called also
Fascinus, according to Lucian, was the special patron of
laseiria, and the phallus was his special emblem.
Infinite in
number and in variety of obscenity are the emblems of Priapus,
for in all ages and coimtries his* cult seems to have held a
prom in ent position. In Babylonia, E^ypt, India, Greece,
Kome among the ancients everywhere he was in striking
evidence, outwardly- displayed on the person and in the house.
The phallus was consecrated to Osiris, the protector of E^-pt.
To-day his cult is prominently visible among all savages and
so-called >'ature-worshippers, while in symbols and cryptic
forms it is represented by more civilized people, even bv the
English. In most museums of antiquity are to be seen specimens of the grosser kind of phallic amulets. That of Naples,
containing the remains of Pompeii, shows the greatest number ;
and few are without specimens of the turpicula res before
alluded to (on this see Knight, op. cit. ; Jahn, op. eit. ;
Montfaucon, Ercolano e Pompeii ; King, Gems, 1S60 and
Gnostics, 1S64 ; and Elworthy, ErU Eye, 1S4 ff.X A singular
example of obscene Greek fancy is to be seen in a small teriBcotta (W. 7S, Bead) at the Brit. Mus., obviously intended as a

the

summum

fully the
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of everything indispensable to
terrible danger.
With them

most

It consists of two phalli personified, in the act of
Pompeii presents numerous specimens still in
mediseval times many are to be found in monastic
carvings, e.g. the Sfiela na gigs in Ireland, in Glasgow Cathedral,
and elsewhere. Publicly exhibited obscene cartings of the
Middle Ages were mostly intended as a protection against the

protective.
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Next to phallic subjects and their developments,
perhaps the commonest was a representation of the
eye itself, either alone or combined sometimes
dramaticallT with other well-known protective
symbols.
The best known ancient example is
the uza, or Eye of Osiris, on most Egyptian
cofiSns or sarcophagi.
A good example is on a
large wooden sarcophagus in the middle of the
Egyptian room at the British Museum.
great
eye was carried in Egyptian funeral processions,
and, along with the '^Tinged scarab, a blue vza was
placed over the incision made at the embalming of
the body as a protector of the dead. Blue and red
are everyn-here protective colours in Europe,
Palestine, India, and throughout the East in England and all over the world they are the favourite
colours for horse ornaments.
The eye as a defence against the evil eye is a
good instance of sympathetic magic (on this see
HDB, s.v. 'Magic'). As a protective amulet it
was certainly used by the Phcenicians, Etruscans,
Greeks, Romans, and is used to-day by Turks,
Arabs, Nubians, Italians, Russians, and many
others.
Inghirami (Pitt, di VaM Etruschi, 1852, iL
164) gives a shield having an eve proper in the centre,
as the only device ; also (ib. iv. 400) Hercules nude
has a large eye on each breast and on ea<!h thigh,
to protect him from the malignant glance of the
enemy.
striking shield on a Greek vase in
the British Museum has the club of Hercules in
the centre, with a large eye upon the appendage
beneath (see pL xix. in ilillingen. Painted Gr.

A

;

A

Vases).

In modem Italy any glass bead or stone having a
marking at all like an eye is carefully preserved
as an amulet.
Bellucci of Perugia has a great
number of such, many set in silver and much worn.
Ancient Egyptians ornamented their pottery ^vith
an eye as a special feature, often in combination
with surrounding accessaries. Maspero (Egyp.
Arch.^, 1902, p. 245) gives a notable example three
:

having one eye common to all, alternating with
three lotus flowers.
remarkable sculptured scene
with the eye as the central object is the famous
Wobum-relief, first published by Millingeu in
Arcfueologia, sis. 70, and here reproduced. In
fish

A

—

—

meaning is the same as that
Mus. Read.). Here the
eye is bein^ attacked by several hostile animals
gladiator,
and by a
while above it is a man in
this the evident

referred to above (Brit.

EVIL BYE
Phrygian cap in a well-known indecorous attitude
This attitude is still pracof mocking contempt.
tised literally and habitually by Italian sailors
against adverse winds, and within the writer's
knowledge in England both in act and in words to
match. Other curious instances of the eye being
attacked by a ring of enemies are found on many
ancient gems (see Elwortliy, Evil Eye, 130), but
perhaps tlie most curious is that (i6. 131) where the
eye is surrounded by seven symbolic fifjures, representing the seven powerful and beneficent deities
who in turn preside over the days of the week.
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only a cricket or grasshopper (a potent protector,
because /)er contra a possessor of the evil eye), but
also a caprice of fancy, said to be a claswic survival.
Idem [Antiphilus] jocosos nomine Gryllura deridiculi habitus pinxit, unde id genus picturie grylli
vocantur' (Pliny,
xxxv. x. 37).
The likenesses and statues as well as tlie symbole
and emblems of the beneficent gods all continue,
both singly and in combination, to be protective
amulets against the same danger.
The wheel,
ladder, clul), knife, hook, serpent, fish, snail, cock,
'

HN

lion, pig, dog, elephant, frog, lizard, and many
other animals, may all be seen as regular articles

for sale in

Rome,

Berlin,

Moscow,

Paris,

and

else-

where, simply as charms. In Naples and Italy
generally they are openly declared to be sold as
specifics against the evil eye.

The

Scripture tlphillim, called 'phylacteries'
the NT, are combinations of an object to be
worn conspicuously and a hidden writing enclosed
within it. Their Greek name proclaims their purpose as protectives, while the Hebrew Uphitlim
(' prayers ')
indicates more clearly their contents
{HDB, s.v. 'Phylacteries'). The Jews are still
devout believers in the evil eye, and hence preserve
many objects in their ceremonies of a prophylactic
nature ; among these is the mezHzdh, avowedly a
literal fulfilment of Dt 6*.
Strict Jews' doorposts
still exhibit this valued safeguard.
Persians as
well as Jews wear tassels, or tallith, which have a
mystic prophylactic meaning (see HDB, s.v.
Fringes ').
Luck if analyzed is really the absence of misfortune, i.e. of evil wishing, whereby desires and
natural expectations are frustrated.
Damoetas
who, according to Theocritus (Idyll, vi. 39), admired
his own beauty reflected in the water, knew of the
probable consequence, and used the well-known
remedy against fascination, spitting three times
on his breast. Spitting is a protection against
many misfortunes. In Bulgaria it is believed that
spitting protects against fascination and also
against perjury at a trial.
Many objects besides those already noted, believed
to be potent against the evil eye generally, are in
some parts held to be specific against certain effects
of it. The crescent
symbol of the moon, Istar, Isis,
Hathor, Artemis, Diana, and the Virgin Mary— is
everywhere a potent amulet. Along with the sun,
it is to be seen on great seals and coats of arms,
even episcopal. As a separate amulet, it specially
appeals to all those powerful deities for protection,
but in SicUy the horned shell called cacazzi di
tuna is worn by children and others against toothache, always considered as the result of maleficence.
There also the operculum, every^vhere a
protective amulet from the natural eye upon it, is
a certain specific against sore throat (male di gola) ;
so also a little wooden cross tied to a piece of
crystal is good against sore throat.
Small gold
earrings are worn by carbonari and others, avowedly
to ward off the malocchio ; and our own navvies
and showmen wear them for the like purpose, not
merely for ornament.
double triangle of silver,
a viper's skin in a bag, a silver ring called di S.
Biaggio,' and many other objects are specifics
against various maladies. Many special SicOian
amulets contro la jettatura were exhibited by Pitr6
at the Palermo Exhibition, 1903
in

This amulet, therefore, provides a protection for
every day. Several compound gem amulets having
the eye as the centre surrounded by inimicEU
protectors are

The

shown and

fully described in ib. 130.
accumulation or piling up of protective

is an old-world custom (see Lanciani,
Athenoeum, April 25, 1891). Examples of its pre-

agencies

exist in the numerous disci sacri of
Grseco-Roman times, 350 B.C., discovered chiefly at
Taranto. One notable specimen is to be seen at
the British Museum, and one other at Naples,
while two are in the Ashmolean. These have been
fully dealt with in the Soc. Antiq. Trs. 1898, and
more particularly in the present ^vriter's Horns of
Honour.
The same accumulation of, and unwillingness to
i^ore, protectives are still in evidence in the dedications of abbeys and churches, e.g. to St. Michael
and All Angels, to certain Apostles conjointly, to
two or more Saints, and, lastly, to AH Saints, that
none be omitted.
The Gorgoneion already described not only pre-

valence

serves the earliest evidence of the dread of the
Evil Eye, but has also been in all ages one of the
most favoured amulets against it. Especially has
it survived as one of the commonest devices upon
the door-knockers, not only of Pompeii, but of
modem Naples and all the cities of Europe ; thus
becoming, even to-day, a potent protector of the
house against every new-comer. Birmingham little
dreams now persistently she aids in maintaining an
ancient myth. One of the most potent of protectives is the horn in its various shapes and developments. In modern Italy, especially in Naples, it is
so much in use that the word 'horn' has become
generic ; every kind and description of prophylactic
chaTn ngianst jettatura is 'un como.' The phrase
non vale un corno is equivalent to our not worth
a fig.' On close analysis both phrases are found to
bear an identically phallic signification (see HORNS).
Plutarch (Symp. y. 7) declares that objects fixed up
to ward oft' fascination derive their efficacy from
the strangeness or ridiculousness of their forms,
which attract the mischief-working eye upon
themselves. The same effect is aimed at in the
numerous grotesque devices found upon ancient
gems. Grylli, a quasi-technical term, though included in corno,' is the name of all amulets of this
comic description. In modern Italian, grillo is not
'

'

'

'

'

—
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'
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A

piece of red cloth. Red everywhere is inimical to witchcraft of all kinds, and is constantly used, from Donej^l to Japan,
both alone and as a strengthener of other amulets against the
evil eye. Our plough horses and our recruits alike wear red and
white ribbons, and the Kirghiz ornament their horses with bright
colours to keep it off. The material on horses is always woollen
or worsted. Charms in Italian and Sicilian shops are always tied
with red woollen braid or painted red ; homa on butchers' shops
are always painted red and white.
2. Virticciu (Sicilian), /usajola (Ital.), the perforated whorl
used in spinning. This is but one example of perforated amulets,
1.

—

'
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which also the holed stones used everj"where as protectivea
are another (see Elworthy ' Perforated Stone Amulets,' Paper at
Brit. Assoc. 1902, pub. by Anthrop. Inst, in J/an, 1903, no. S).
3. Testa d'aggkia (Sicilian), aglio (Italian), stalk of garlic.
Alike in Italy, in Greece, and in India may be seen garlic bulbs
_tied with red worked.
In parts of Greece the mere utterance of
'the word for garlic is considered a protective, just as ' como
is in Naples (ilurray-AjTisley, 144).
of

'

'

Chiave masculina. The key everywhere, but always the
never the tube key known as/eminina.
(Sic), agane (ItaL), agate— from its likeness to

4.

to that described in Elworthy, EvU Eye, p. 55 n. (on Sympathetic Magic, see Tylor, Prim. Cult.'i i. 112 ff. ; also Cucina
della Strega,' Corriere di KapoH, Aug. 9, 1S95). To counteract t.bisi evil-working artifice, so widely practised, red braid is
'

considered a speciality.
"To prevent evil-wishers from injuring them, Sicilians wear a sachetto continente uno spago con
molti nodi, by means of which the evil-worker's schemes are
counteracted.

In Italy, Scandinavia, Judaea, China, Japan, and
over the world, every ill that flesh is heir to
the eye.
being the direct result of malignant influences or
6. Sachetto di sale.
Salt is used as a protective against the
machination, there axe specifics for each to ward
evil eye by Jews for their children (Zangwill, Children of the
them ofi' or to cure. Each trade usually has its
Ghetto-*, 1893, p. 190)
cf. putting salt on the tongue as part of
OM-n favourite amulet, used singly or in combinathe Rom. Catb. rite of baptism. Modem Jews put a bit of
coal into a child's pocket to ward off the e\"il eye(ib.). So in
tion (for details see Evil Eye).
Some, however,
Ireland, a prisoner carries a piece of coal in his pocket to prodeser^"e to be noticed here.
Rome still holds to its
tect him from the e\'il eye at his trial. On a child in Corfu was
the silver mano in
a small silk bag, containing salt, charcoal, a nail, and a clove of own proper children's amulet
garlic.
fica (see EmX Eye, p. 256) keeps alive the classic
7. Fen-o di cavallo, tied with red worsted.
The horseshoe fascinmn as truly and efiectually as do the coral
to us is perhaps the most familiar of all amulets against the evil
and silver bells or our childhood. Naples, however,
eye. It is explained as being merely the conventionalized form
of the moon emblem. The Turkish horseshoe, unlike that of
utilizes a veritable pantheon for her children's
Britain, is always shaped like the Byzantine crescent.
Power is protection, in a combination of manv symbols, each
cumulative so iron, the bane of witchcraft, is further reof which appeals to one or other or the old pagan
inforced by association with the horseshoe (cf. Elworthy, Evil
silver
deities, and all against dread fascination.
Eye, 217).
All rings are amulets, but silver
8. Anello di chiodo diferro.
ornament, plain on the side worn next the skin, is
ones, Diana's own metal, above all. In Italy the rings sold
known as the ciynaruta, or sprig of rue, represented
specially contro jettatura are all silver, and frequently
by three branches, each of which is composed of
augmented by a suspended horn, hand, or flower.
9. Graccaltwra (Sic.), gratugia 0tal.), a common tin grater.
one or more prophylactic charms (see Giinther, FL,
At Taormina in 1903 a small tin grrater, a spider crab, and a 1905, p. 132 it".).
The Herb of Grace has ever been
horseshoe, tied together with red braid, were fixed over the
held in high esteem, from the time of Pliny do^Ti to
door of a house of the better class in a main street.
the present. Pa^vnbrokers of Florence regard it
10. FUi di seta colorati, silken threads binding up nine slips
of paper on which are cabalistic writings. Threads have always
with especial favour as a protector against the
been held to be powerful, both in working enchantments and in
malocchio.
In most of their shops a pot of growing
countervailing them. The /artura della morte ^worthy. Enil
In India, rue [suddb) is used
Eye, 5S) has threads wound in and about the nails and pins to rue is to be found.
increase the power of the whole. The witch knots her cords to
in various ways as a charm against the e^'il eye,
work strangling on her victims so the Jew and the Persian as it is in Persia (Jackson, Froin Constantinople to
knot their fringes to guard against witchcraft (see Magic in
HDB). Threads of many colours, as a charm against fascina- the Rome of Omar Khayyam, New York, 1911,
tion, are mentioned by Persius {Sat. n. 31),
p. 119), while the Beriya of India employ Acacia
11. Cavaduzza Tnarina, Hippocampus tied with red braid,
arabica (Crooke, TC i. 247).
True specimens
specially protective against the jattura della Tnwte— invoice of
of the cimaruta are now scarce, and none
is
death, a much dreaded spell (Elworthy, Evil Eye, 57). The seagenuine unless of hall - marked sterling silver
horse is also known in Sicily as a protection against malarial
fever.
which applies equally to the Roman Tnano in fica
12. Nastro giallo intrecciato, plaited yellow ribbon (braid)
all amulets appealing to the moon-goddess must
shaped to represent the sea-horse. Yellow is also a protective
"Where the story of
colour.
Gubematis (Rev. di Trad., p, 202) writes: 'per non be in her 0"wn true metal.
essere colto da jettatura, si tenga un pezzo di lana gialla, visible
Ulysses remains enshrined in local topography, of
sul vestito che si indossa.' (On the efficacy of coloured threads
figuratively
course Parthenope
and literaUy plays
and ribbons, see Petronius, Sat. 131 Story, Castle St. Angela,
a conspicuous part ; consequently, as all amulets
211 Jahn, AbergL,' p. 42 Rhys, Sacred Wells in Wales." Cymr.
are como or coma in Neapolitan, so all of a
Soc, Jan. 11, 1S93 Hygiene, ^'ov. 17, 1S93, p. 393 MurrayAynsley, Symtols, p. 142.)
special class are known as s-irene.
The latter
A conspicuous amulet in the Pitr6 collection was a cow's are mostly house amulets for suspension, and are
hoof attached by a red woollen tape to a rapier marked contro
of two classes
a single figure, sometimes as a
la jettatura (on the efficacy of iron as a protective see Elworthy,
Evil Eye, 221). A curious object for the same avowed purpose'is
siren, i.e. simply a bird with human head
or
pettini de telaio, which is Imown to us as the sleigh or reeds
more commonly a cro^Tied female whose body
of a loom.
ends in a double fish-tail instead of legs, and -vNitn
13. Carta repiegata sulla quale sono scritti 2 scongiuri
Siciliani contro nemici ignoti ed favore di pers&ne cari. This
silver bells hanging beneath.
Others have the
folded paper is to be worn as both an amulet and a talisman.
same figure in combination vdth double sea-horses.
14. A boar's tusk mounted in silver with a lobster's claw
siren of this fish-tailed kind probably an imattached, described as contro le stregherie. The tusk is everywhere a protective amulet even in England it is worn by wild portation from Naples is embossed on a panel
beast showmen to protect them from their savage charges.
on an old house at Newcastle-on-Tyne. Another
Tigers' and lobsters' claws mounted with silver rings, etc., are
favourite house amulet is the sea-horse itself,
worn as charms by Sicilians, Indians, Japanese, and Greeks in
solid,
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Smyrna.

Their

efficacy comes from
in Jerusalem the

their

horn-like

Amongst the Jews

shape.

number and variety of
charms against the enl eye are equally surprising, and the same
remark apphes to Russia, Moscow in particular. Miss GoodrichFreer gives a list of the objects on a necklace from Jerusalem,
and the words of a special adjuration even more potent than
any, to be worn in a bag hung round the nech male frog, shoe,
comb, stove, lock, dog, pigeon, pestle, hanuner, axe, sabre, key,
scissors, mallet, pick-axe, camel, pistol, hen, coffee-pot, etc.
Every one of these and many more may be bought in Naples,
Palermo, and Moscow separately as well as combined (see Folk:

lore,

June

1904, p. 1S6).

Egg (shell filled with wax) stuck with pins and a nail this
the jattura della morte, or 'death charm.' On this subject
the mass of evidence is enormous, and the belief in it as a work
15.

;

is

of

Sympathetic Magic

is

universal.

To-day in Somerset and

Devon, in the Isle of Man and the Highlands, it is practised as
in Italy, as may be seen in the corp creidk at the museum at
Oxford. The same means are practised to-day as in ancient
Thebes and in the Middle Ages. Ljtton {Last of the Barons)
says that Friar Bungay was employed by Jacquetta, mother of
Elizabeth WoodvUle, to make a wax figure to imitate Ne\'ille,
earl of War\nck. into which she might stick pins so as to cause
the Earl's death. An object, evidently of charred flesh, was
recently found suspended in a chimney in Somerset, analogous

—

AH

cavallo marino.
Neapolitan house-amulets of
this kind are of silver, and ornamented with bells
precisely like our old corals, etc.
pendant
silver amulet, against the evil eye a crowned
female, ending in a fish "with bells, precisely analogous to the sirene, said to be German of the
17th cent. is pictured in the Connoisseur, Jan.
1905, p. 56.
It is doubtful at what epoch helU (see Goxgs iSD Bells) were
first used m Europe.
The shaking of metal as a means of calling is of extreme antiquity. The clashing of bronze was charShe was called 'Axoi'a
acteristic of the worship of Demeter.
(the noisy one) from the clanging of cymbals and drums at the
searching for Persephone. It is said that the famous Gong of
Dodona (see A. B. Cook, Journal of Hellenic Studies, 1902, p. 5)
consisted of a string of bells, and gave rise to a Greek proverb,
which lasted a thousand years comparing a talkative person to
the Gong of Dodona. At the Temple of Jupiter Tonans bella
hung down almost to the doors. The use of bells probably
came in pre-historic ages from the Far East, and they alwaj-g
have borne a proph\lactic character especially if they ^vere
used against the e\-ii eye.
This is imphed in Ex '2S^\
The
colours, too, alternating with the bells, had also their pro

A
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—

—
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EVOLUTION
and have it Btill, particularly red. Their form,
the slit ball, was probably that still to bo found in Neapolitan
amulets, on Russian horses, on Madeira oxen, and on the coral
and bells of our infancy, one of the oldest and most enduring of
patterns.
Bella on horses and on cattle have been used in all
On farm teams in the West of
ages always as protectives.
England quite recently a so-called 'housing,' or row of five or
six loud-jangling bells, ornamented de rigiteur with red worsted
The noise
fringe, was carried above the collar of the leader.
Tvaa often deafening ; the purpose was to drive away evil spirits,
while the red colour attracted and so absorbed the first glance
of the evil eye.
Bells in church towers are not originally
intended as calls to prayer, but rather as a preparation for it,
by driving away evil spirita, to whom the noise is a terror. The
bells of two neighbouring churches, both within sight of the
writer, are rung specially on their respective Saints'
Bresent
'ays * to drive the devil over to the other parish.'
tective value,

—

The sea-horse occurs on many early crosses in
the east of Scotland, notably at Aberlemno and
Miss
Meigle' {Eeliquary, Oct. 1895, p. 251).
In the Hebrides caoilGoodrich - Freer says
brechan, water ragwort, called "amipit" flower of
St. Columba, is placed in byres, etc., to protect
cattle from the same.
The cock is sacred to keep
off evU spirits' (on this see El worthy, Horns
of Honour, 93). In India the excrescences of the
Bombax, or cotton tree, are considered protectives
and the tree has the like reputation in Mexico,
where ^it is common. The usual shop amulet of
butchers in Naples is a pair of cow's horns, painted
red and white, over the door but, in addition, verv
many of the better class have a stag's head witn
branching horns affixed to the inner wall. Many
have other objects suspended, such as a horseshoe
with a single pendent horn tied mth red (see
HOENS). Macaroni and provision dealers frequently have several curiously combined amulets
hung up inside their shops. Laundresses usually
have a glove filled with sand, the thumb and two
middle fingers sewn in, so as to make the mano
cornuta.
The sun and moon combined are a common finial for the silver spada worn by women in
their hair some have a flower, bird, or piece of
Written texts, cabalistic signs (such as the
coral.
well-known Solomon's seal) of many descriptions are
also potent protectors against the dreaded influence.
Many are of a double character, i.e. possessing
power as visible amulets, but with special virtue
from the nature of their contents. Magic squares,
stUl worn in modern Italy in bronze, were certainly
well-known to the ancient Romans, many in terracotta having been found, with numbers arranged
precisely as they are to-day.
In Scotland, written
charms against various ills are still common
xv.
In
Tenerifte it is the
(Folklore,
[1904] 350).
custom to scatter mustard-seed through the house
after a birth to keep off witches and the evil eye.
The Dangi of India, in similar fashion, burn mustard
and pepper, the Dom garlic and pepper on a Tuesday or a Saturday, and the Khairwa salt and pepper
(Crooke, TC ii. 251, 329, iii. 224). Iron, as being a
well-kno^vn scarer of demons, is employed to avert
the evil eye among the Tharu {ib. iv. 393) ; and
the Armenians spit on a stone and turn it under,
or make cakes of dough, wet them with water,
and throw them into a fire, the evil eye being
broken as the cakes crack asunder (Abeghian,
Armeniscker Volksglaube, p. 126 f.). Elsewhere an
effort is made to ward off the evil eye by giving a
depreciative name to a child, as among the Indian
Kaji (Crooke, op. cit. iv. 214), though among the
Golapurab this is resorted to only when the first
child of a marriage has died (ib. iii. 427).
Besides all this multiplicity of concrete objects,
there is an endless multitude of incantations, of
verbal and ritualistic charms, used for the like
purpose, too numerous to be more than referred to.
Sayce (Rel. of Anc. Bab.', App. iii.) gives a long
Abra-Melin also gives a vast
list of magical texts.
number of magical squares, formed of letters, for
'

:

'

;

;

;

warding

off or

producing

all sorts of evil.
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EVOLUTION

(Biological).— In the history of
term evolution has had
more than one meaning. It has, however, been
more especially used to denote those views on the
interrelation of living things which imply the
conception of the mutability of species, now so
closely associated with the name of Charles Darwin
biological thought the

'

'

(1809-82).
I. The idea of the transformation of species, of
the origin of new forms from pre-existing ones, is
old ; it is to be found in the teachings of many of
the Greek philosophers. Aristotle devotes some
attention to it, and his writings doubtless express
in large measure the opinions generally prevalent
in learned circles during the time in which he
lived.
He taught that there had been a continuous succession of animal forms, during which
the older and less perfect had gradually given rise
to the younger and more perfect, themselves in
process of giving rise to yet more perfect forms.
Life itself arose through the direct metamorphosis
Plants came early in the
of inorganic matter.
succession
for, though endowed with powers of
nourishment and reproduction, they have neither
Later came the plant
feeling nor sensibility.
animals or zoophytes ; and still later the animals
proper, gifted with sensibility and even, to some
Highest of all is
extent, with powers of thought.
man, the one form capable of abstract thought.
The process of Nature is a struggle towards perfection, the expression of a perfecting principle
inherent in the universe. The result is a gradual
evolution from the lower to the higher, owing to
the resistance offered by matter to any change of
form from that which the perfecting principle seeks
At the back of the perfecting
to impose upon it.
principle is the Efficient Cause ; though, whether
this Efficient Cause gave the original impulse and
thenceforward remained outside the operations of
Nature, or whether it is all the time constantly at
work, is a question which Aristotle raises without
being able to resolve.
In his conception of the processes of Nature,
Aristotle had advanced as far as the existing state
Though inexact in
of knowledge would aOow.
detail, the idea of progressive change in the
organic world stands out clearly enough. But
he was unable to point to any natural agency
through which change might be brought about.
Curiously enough, he considers in one passage
;

—

'
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a crude form of the survival of the fittest which was
advanced by Empedocles, though only to reject it.
Perhaps he was too deeply impressed by the feeling of design in Nature to sift out the argument
for natural selection dimly foreshadowed in the
Moreover, the
were insufficient to force him
to pay attention to the great amount of variation
normally found among living things or to realize
writings of the earlier philosopher.
facts at his disposal

its significance.

In the teaching of Aristotle are summed up the
contributions of the Greeks to the problems of
evolution, and, as Osborn has said, they
*
left the later world face to face with the problem of causation
in three forms : first, whether Intelligent Design is constantly
operating in Nature ; second, whether Nature is under the
operation of natural causes originally implanted by Intelligent
Design ; and, third, whether Nature is under the operation of
natural causes due from the beginning to the laws of chance,
and containing no evidences of design, even in their origin
(From the Greeks to Darwin, ch. iv.).

2. The acute and speculative minds of Greece
had in large measui'e formulated the problem of
evolution, and for many centuries it rested much
where they had left it. The learning of Europe
passed into the hands of the Christian Church,
where it became a means of extolling the glory of

God
own

rather than a pursuit to be followed for its
It was in the order of things that a
firm belief in another and better world should
draw men's attention from the earthly seat of a
sinful and transitory life, and the check thus
exerted upon natural curiosity produced its inevitable result in the stagnation of natural knowledge.
It is true that some of the more liberal
minds in the Church, notably Augustine and
Thomas Aquinas, endeavoured to reconcile the
teaching of the Greeks with the Mosaic cosmogony,
but eventually the precision of the first chapter of
Genesis conspired with the inclination of the faithful to behold in the manifold variety of Nature
incontrovertible evidence of the manifold power of
the Creator. It was only after the lapse of many
years that the weakening of the authority wielded
by the Church, helped largely by the renaissance
of Greek learning, lent a fresh stimulus to curiosity, and enabled men to put aside the temptations
of a future life and to devote themselves to the
discovery of the world in which their lot was cast.
But it was long before definite progress was made
with the idea of evolution. In the early revival
of science, men were more attracted to the study of
the inorganic, where matter was more stable, and
where the phenomena encountered were less likely
to suggest the derivation of one form of matter
from another in orderly sequence. In the provinces
of zoology and botany, where these problems are
more likely to arise, the naturalists were for long
too busy with absorbing into their classifications
the facts continuously streaming in to devote much
attention to the philosophy of their subject.
3. Starting with the great miscellaneous compilations of Aldrovandus and Gesner in the 16th
cent., the process of arrangement gradually took
shape through the labours of Kay and others till it
reached a definite stage in the monumental work
of Linnaeus (1707-78). The problem of species had
been discussed before Linnseus , but it was the
sake.

Systema Naturm which by its comprehensive and
arrangement insisted upon the question of
the way in which species were related to one
another.
Linnaeus himself, though a man of
science, was a good Christian, and held to the

logical

Church's teaching of the separate creation of each
species of plant and animal. In his later work he
allowed himself a little more latitude, and admitted that in certain cases new forms might have
come into being through crosses between the
original species. But the change so brought about

(Biological)

was held to be a degenerative one, tending to
obscure the perfection of the original type as it had
issued from the mint of the Creator. It was the
classification of species that interested Linnaeus
the demonstration of criteria by which the vast
variety of animal and plant forms could be definitely separated one from another.
How these
differences might have come about was a question
in which he was not greatly interested.
Nevertheless, his notable attempt to fix the limits of
natural species inevitably forced the botanist and
the zoologist to inquire more closely into the
nature of species itself.
4. Contemporary with Linnaeus lived another
great naturalist, who, perhaps more than any one,
should be regarded as the father of modern evolutionary thought. In most respects the mind of
Buffon (1707-88) contrasted sharply with that of
Linneeus. Though no less insistent upon exact
description as a first necessity in science, he held
that the mere accumulation of facts was not an end
in itself, but that the scientific mind was fulfilling
a proper function in combining and generalizing
upon the facts which it had brought to light. For
this reason Buffon's writings abound in speculation, and were full of suggestion for many who came
after him. To determine precisely the credit due
to Buftbn in the development of the conception of
evolution is a matter of extreme difficulty, for his
own standpoint apparently underwent considerable
changes during different periods of his life. Like
Linnaeus, he started with a belief in the fixity of
species, each enjoying the attributes with which it
was immutably endowed by the Creator. With
the riper knowledge that came from his studies in
comparative anatomy, we find him questioning
the perfection of the plan upon which an animal is
built.
In his famous dissertation upon the pig he
points out that this animal cannot be regarded as
formed upon an originally perfect plan, but that
it evidently has parts which, though well formed,
are of little or no service to it. In fact, it may be
regarded as a compound of other animals. From
this position it was not a great step to a belief in
the frequent mutability of species, and to the conception that the members of a group of species
showing family resemblance may have been derived
from a common ancestor, some by becoming more
perfect, others by degeneration.
So might the
horse and the ass, so even man and the ape, be
related to one another. Yet, after forcibly advancing the claims of a common descent, Buffon
will suddenly remember the susceptibilities of his
neighbours, and protest that, after all, it cannot be
so, since there has been vouchsafed to us a direct
revelation that all animals have issued in pairs,
completely formed, from the hands of the Creator.

How

far this attitude was ironical is difficult to
say, nor need it greatly concern us here. There is
little doubt that in his inmost mind he believed in
the mutability of species, and held that changes in
animal and plant form could be directly brought
about by changes in their environment, and that
these changes could become hereditarily fixed
Buffon's great service to the progress of thought
He questioned the
lay in his suggestiveness.
orthodox notions as to the relation of species to
the
width
of his learning,
one another, and from
the acuteness of his intellect, and the charm of
his style he put his questions in such a waj
that no man thenceforward could afford to ignore

them.

The seed sown by Buffon soon began to bear
and within a few years Erasmus Darwin
(1731-1802) in England and Lamarck (1744-1829)
5.

fruit,

in Frajice

each put forward a theory of evolution.

Each accepted the doctrine of the mutability of
species, and each adopted almost the same hypo

;
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thesis to explain

how

the transformation of species

might be brought about. Buflon had expressed
the opinion that a change in the external surroundings in which animals lived miglit directly influence
their form.
Both to Erasmus Darwin and to
Lamarck a changed environment was at the
bottom of specilic change. And the reaction was
an indirect one. The changed circumstances of its
life led to an alteration in the habits of an animal
and the altered habits, by causing increased use of
some organs, together with decreased use of others,
eventually resulted in a change of form. Such
changes of form brought about by increased use or

—

acquired characters,' as they are
disuse of organs
now generally called were assumed by Erasmus
Darwin and Lamarck to be inherited. The net
result of a permanent change in the environment
was a permanent alteration in form, though this
was reached only indirectly through a change in
Unless the animal reacted to
the animal's habits.
the altered environment by an alteration in its
habits, a change in form could not take place.
Evolution was effected only through the co-operation of the animal's nervous system.
6. Though they excited much attention, the
views of Erasmus Darwin and Lamarck failed to
secure a firm hold on men's minds. At the English Universities, scientific studies were at a low
ebb, and the authority of the theologians, including the acute and gifted Paley, was directly
hostile and sufficiently powerful to prevent the new
In France the
doctrines from percolating far.
great weight of the learning of Cuvier (1769-1832)
was cast into the scale against Lamarck, and the
younger generation probably grew up to regard
him as little better than a madman. The doctrine
of the transformation of species implied a unity of
plan running through the animal kingdom. To
this idea Cuvier, who stoutly upheld the orthodox
view of the separate creation of species, was
vigorously opposed. He contended that there were
several perfectly distinct plans or types upon which
different groups of animals were built, and that
these different types could not be related to one
another. There were instances in which animals
built upon one plan might show apparent resemblances to those which were built upon another,
but careful anatomical analysis showed that in
reality the resemblance was one of analogy only.
His great knowledge of comparative anatomy enabled Cuvier to crush his opponents, for it was not
until the rise of modern embryology that the fundamental unity of plan common to the great animal
groups came to be clearly perceived.
7. Comparative anatomy, as it then existed, was
ranged on the side of special creation as opposed to
But another
the gradual evolution of species.
study was already coming into greater prominence.
The year (1830) that witnessed the victory of
Cuvier over the Lamarckians in the Academy of
Sciences at Paris witnessed also the publication of
the first volume of Lyell's Principles of Geology.
In that work was set forth what came to be known
the
as the uniformitarian doctrine in geology
principle that the past must be explained by the
present unless good cause can be shown to the
contrary.' Lyell pointed out clearly and forcibly
that the formation of the rocks in past ages could
be referred to the operation of causes similar to
those now at work, and that there was no valid
reason for assuming the interpolation of a series of
cataclysmal changes such as Cuvier had advocated.
By showing that natural causation is competent to
account for the non-living part of the globe, Lyell
strengthened the hands of those who were trying
to show that it could also account for the living.
Moreover, the uniformitarian doctrine in geology
provided another strong argument for the evolu'

—

—
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tionist.
Palajontology had arisen as a serious
study, and in the hands of Cuvier and his pupils
had already undergone considerable development.
It had been perceived that, on the whole, the different strata of the earth's crust contained dill'erent
and distinctive collections of fossil forms, and
Cuvier had sought to explain this through a series
of world catastrophes which blotted out animal
life, followed by a series of separate creations which
re-peopled the earth with new and distinctive
fauna. By abolishing the catastrophe the geologist brought the naturalist face to face with the
problem of explaining the connexion between the
fossil forms of life and those still living, and, as
the science of palaeontology developed and fresh
discoveries were made, it came to be more clearly
seen that the distribution of these various fossil
forms in time accorded well enough with the idea
that there existed a genetic continuity between
them, but that it was not easily to be reconciled
with any other hypothesis.
8. The development of the natural sciences during the earlier half of the 19th cent, was rapid, and
by the middle of it the evolutionist was able to set
forth a goodly array of arguments on his side. Ir
Germany, theories of the transformation of species
had excited considerable interest. Through the
writings of Oken, Treviranus, von Baer, and
others, scientific opinion in that country may be
said to have been not only familiar with the idea,
but also in large measure sympathetically disposed towards it. In England, on the other hand,
isolated as she had been from the solvent action of
the Napoleonic wars, scientific opinion was largely
represented by men of sincere and orthodox religion, to whom the idea of the mutability of species,
and all that it implied, was unwelcome and even
repugnant. Indeed, it was not until 1844 that the
existing arguments for evolution were actually
brought together by Robert Chambers, whose
work on the Vestiges of the Natural History of
Creation ran through many editions and excited
very considerable discussion and controversy.
brief presentation of these arguments will show
that the case for evolution was forcibly stated
before 1850, and it is not easy to understand why
scientific men in England were not more early
sensible of their weight.
(1) Argument from the general presumption of
science against 'supernatural' explanations of

A

phenomena.

—The whole

tendency of

scientific dis-

covery is to eliminate the miraculous as an element
in the causation of natural phenomena, and to
regard this causation as having from the earliest
times been operative in the same way as we see it
With the accumulation of facts in the
now.
physical sciences the principle of the continuity of
natural causation had become so firmly established,
through the discoveries of Newton and other great
natural philosophers, that it was accepted as axiomatic by those who worked at these branches of
knowledge. In deciding, therefore, between two
rival theories to account for the causation of the
organic world, it was obvious that the presumption
was in favour of the one which postulated a continuous and orderly process of natural change, as
against that which explained the phenomena by
the sporadic intervention of an alien and incalculable force.
(2)

Argument fromuniformitarianism in geology.

— The influence of the rise of modern geology, with
doctrine that the past is to be explained by the
present, has already been pointed out, and its
bearing upon the question of organic evolution as
opposed to a series of special creations is sufficiently
obvious without further remark.
(3) Argument from homologies in vertebrates.
The studies of the comparative anatomists, begun

its

—

;
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in the 18th cent, and so brilliantly developed by
Goethe, St. Hilaire, Cuvier, and others, had clearly
demonstrated that the parts of the skeleton of
vertebrates could all be reduced to a common plan.
Widely different in appearance as were the wing of
a bird, the fin of a whale, and the hand of a man,
the anatomist was nevertheless able to demonstrate that there was an intimate correspondence
between them, so that the separate parts of the
one could be clearly recognized, though greatly
modified, in the other. Nor were these homologies
confined to the vertebrates ; for even at this time

cases had been worked out among such groups as
the insects and molluscs. Such homologies were
obviously in harmony with a theory which implied
community of descent through a process of gradual
evolution.
(4) Argument from the variability of existing
species.
Though the study of variation had not
yet made much headway, there was one group of
facts which pointed clearly to the possibility of
g)ecies being capable of permanent modification.
The various domesticated races of animals offered
evidence that certain species were capable of modification, and that such modification could be transmitted. Whatever the origin of the variability,
its existence at any rate was positive proof that
species could undergo transformation.
(5) Argument from the sequence of types in
palcEontology.
As the fossUiferous strata of the
earth came to be more fully explored, it was seen
that a rough order was apparent in the succession
of the new forms brought to light. The more
recent the strata, the higher the types, and the
more nearly approximating to living species
while, conversely, the older strata were characterized by a simpler fauna and by the absence of the
higher and more specialized types. Though the
general import of the sequence of types was unmistakable, the evidence, as it existed in the
middle of last century, was for special cases imperfect and often apparently inconsistent.
Whole
groups of animals might suddenly disappear at the
close of a geologic period, and be suddenly replaced by other distinct groups of closely related

—

—

without the appearance of intermediate
forms. Such facts were naturally insisted upon
by the opponents of the evolutionary doctrine, and
its supporters could make little retort beyond
alleging the imperfection of the geological record.
It may be said that, though palaeontology gave a
general support to the idea of evolution, the
records existing in the earlier half of last century
were too scanty to afibrd that detailed evidence
without which it could hardly be admitted as a
cogent witness for the evolutionist. More recently,
of course, the position is greatly changed ; and the
palseontological discoveries of the latter part of the
19th cent, have not only gone some way towards
filling up clamant gaps in the record, but in certain
cases, notably those of the horse and the elephant,
have brought to light very beautiful and complete
series in which the evolution of an existing animal
can be clearly traced back to a geologically remote
and widely difierent ancestor.
(6) Argument from persistent types in geology.
Though the palaeontologieal record exhibits on the
whole a progressive series of animal forms through
the successive geologic strata, there are cases in
which a species has remained constant over vast
lapses of time. Crocodiles indistinguishable from
those now living occur early in Mesozoic times,
while the shells of certain primitive molluscs and
brachiopods still existing are found as far back as
the Silurian.
Though clearly not a positive argument for evolution, such facts as these are evidently
not what would be expected on the rival theory of
successive cataclysms and special creations ; and,
species,

—
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as such, they have carried weight in favour of the
former alternative.
(7) Argument from the Recapitulation Theory.

—

The study of comparative embryology was founded
by von Baer in the earlier part of the 19th cent.,
and it was clearly pointed out by him that the
early embryos of different animals belonging to
allied groups are far more alike than are the
adults. Thus the early embryos of a bird and of a
fish are to the human eye very much alike, and
during the course of its development the embryo
bird exhibits such piscine characters as gill-clefts.
With the course of development the fish-like
characters eventually disappear, until the unmistakable avian form is established. But the fact
that the animal higher in the scale tends during
its embryological development to recapitulate, as
it were, the ancestral history of the race to which
it belongs appears more natural on the theory of
evolution than on that of special creation.
Through the work of F. M. Balfour and others in
the latter part of the 19th cent., the study of comparative embryology was largely developed, and
many striking instances of recapitulation were
added to those previously known. At the same
time it must be stated that fuller knowledge has
shown that embryological development is no sure
guide to ancestral history.
Nothing is more
certain than that, on the evolution theory, the
ancestors of birds were toothed creatures. Yet in
no case hitherto investigated in birds is there an
embryonic stage in which tooth-germs are present
and numerous other examples could be given in
which, during the development of the individual,
no traces occur of structures which its ancestors,
according to the theory of evolution, must at some
time have possessed.
The
(8) Argument from rudimentary organs.
researches of the comparative anatomists had revealed in many forms the presence, in an undeveloped state, of organs which in allied forms were
obviously of use to their possessors. Small teeth
had been found in the foetus of the whalebone
whale, traces of hind limbs in certain snakes, small
and imperfect additional toes in the splint bones
of the horse all obvious imperfections in the general plan of the animal in which they were found.
Chambers made use of these imperfect structures
as an argument against the hypothesis of special
Their existence alone condemned the
creation.
idea of a special creation for each organic form,
seeing that they, on such a supposition, could be
regarded in no other light than as blemishes or
Yet, though disblunders' (Vestiges*, p. 202).
cordant with the idea of special creation, they
became intelligible and instructive on the hypothesis of a genetic connexion between the different
For, on that hypothesis,
forms of animal life.
horses must be descended from ancestors with
more than one toe, baleen whales from whales

—

—

'

with teeth, and snakes from reptilian forms with
Not only was the rudimentary organ exlimbs.
plicable on these lines, but it might even give a
clue to the past history of the forms in which it
occurred.

From

that the idea of evolucritically discussed during
half
the
19th
cent., and that the
the earlier
of
arguments for it had been gathered together and
Yet it had failed
forcibly set forth before 1850.
Nor was this altogether due to
to take root.
great obstacle in the way
religious prejudice.
of accepting the evolutionary idea was the difficulty of conceiving a natural process by which it
could come about. The suggestions of Buffon and
the theories of Erasmus Darwin and of Lamarck
all lacked compulsion, nor did the ascription of
the process to an innate perfecting principle, as
9.

tion

all this it is clear

had been fully and
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with Aristotle, succeed in investing it with more
than a purely academic interest. It was not until
Darwin and Wallace jointly formulated their views
in 1858 that a working factor was felt to have been
found. In the followmg year appeared The Origin
of Species, a work which has inlluenced human
thought more profoundly than any other book of
modem times. In that work, Darwin summed up
the existing arguments for evolution, and at the
same time clearly and convincingly demonstrated
a factor by which progressive changes would be
brought about. This factor was Natural Selec'

tion, or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the
Struggle for Life.' The idea was not entirely a
new one. It had been formulated by Wells in
1813 and by Matthew in 1831, but in both cases
it had been thrown out rather as a suggestion in
connexion with a small class of facts than as a
principle of the first importance and of general
application.
The greatness of Barwin lay in his
appreciation of the profound importance of the
principle he advocates, in his patient accumulation
of facts, and in his masterly handling of them when

brought together.

To Darwin, as later to Wallace, the first hint of
natural selection had come from the reading of
Malthus' Essay on the Principle of Population
(London, 1798). The main theme of Malthus was
the tendency of population to outrun the available
food supply, and stress was laid upon the inevitable
struggle for existence that arose unless this tendency was somewhat checked. Malthus concerned
himself solely with his own species. For him the
struggle was an unpleasant fact, a source of human
misery of which some mitigation was much to be

What was to Malthus a fact of mainly
economic significance became to the wider vision
of Darwin a phenomenon of deep philosophical
For, with a struggle for existence once
import.
granted, the logical outcome was the working
factor in evolution for which naturalists had long
been searching in vain. But to complete the argudesired.

ment two further

co-operative factors are needed,

and these were demonstrated by Darwin in the
Principle of Variation and the Principle of HereAccording to the former, no two animals or
dity.
plants are quite alike but even the ofi'spring of
the same parent or parents tend to vary, in greater
or less degree, both from them and from one anAccording to the latter, the peculiarities
other.
exhibited by parents tend to be transmitted to
their offspring, to some in greater, to others in
;

In other words, offspring are never
exactly like their parents, but nevertheless tend
to resemble them more than they resemble other
members of the same species or variety. If such
is the normal condition of a population of living
things, and if upon them is imposed a struggle for
existence induced by over-multiplication, it follows
necessarily that a progressive change will take
place in that population. For, since its members
are not all alike, some will possess variations
through which they will be better equipped than
others for survival in the competitive struggle for
existence and these wUl, therefore, tend to leave
more offspring than their less advantaged brethren.
These offspring will tend to resemble their parents
in exhibiting the favoured variation in greater intensity than their parents ; moreover, they will be
still more greatly favoured in the struggle, and
will tend to leave offspring of whom some will
possess the advantageous variation in even greater
intensity. The process is a cumulative one. Automatically, the struggle for existence leads to the
more favoured variations surviving to become the
parents of the next generation. And, as through
the principle of variation some of the offspring will
show the advantageous variation more marked than

less intensity.

;
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in the parents, it follows that this variation must
become gradually piled up by small accretions at
each generation, until a definite change of type
has been brought about. To this automatic process, by which those showing the more favourable
variations were picked out for parentage, Darwin
applied the term 'natural selection.'
In 'The Origin of Species Darwin's performance
First, he brought together once
was twofold.
more the various arguments for evolution, supplementing them with examples drawn from his own

great stores of knowledge, and making use of a
new argument in the geographical distribution of
animals. Secondly, he endeavoured to show how,
through this newly discovered factor of natural
selection, evolution might be brought about. That
he succeeded in his endeavour, in spite of the most
few
strenuous opposition, is now well known.
years had to elapse after the publication of The
Origin of Species before the new doctrine of evolution through natural selection was generally
accepted by scientific men, and much vigorous
controversy was at first engendered in the clash
between the old order and the new. Nevertheless,
the new doctrine rapidly won its way in spite of
and the
the prejudices it was bound to arouse
fact that it has already been accepted for some
years in all spheres of thought is not a little due
to the pens of Ernst Haeckel in Germany, and of

A

;

T. H. Huxley in Great Britain.
10. Though Darwin himself regarded natural
selection as the main factor in evolutionary change,
it to be the only one.
He
attributed some influence to the efl'ects of use and
disuse which he considered to be inherited, thug
following the teaching of Erasmus Darwin and of

he did not consider

Lamarck (cf. art. ENVIRONMENT). Moreover, he
was struck by a class of facts which offered great
the way of explanation in terms of
natural selection. For, to be affected by natural
selection, variation must have a utility value,
whereas this can hardly be supposed to be the
case for a large proportion of those highly ornamental characters which are confined to the male
sex, and are generally intensified during the breeding season. It is difficult to ascribe any value, in
the struggle for existence, to the tail of a peacock
or the plumes of a bird of paradise.
Indeed, it
might be fairly argued that the reverse is the case,
and that such characters as these are actually an
impediment to their possessors in the struggle.
The difficulty was appreciated by Darwin, who
eventually accounted for them on the hypothesis
that the more brilliant and attractive males would
be preferred by the females. Thus the sesthetic
sense of the latter would gradually bring about
changes in the males through a process of sexual
selection (cf. Darwin's Descent of Man).
This
theory has not met with such general acceptance
as that of natural selection, and has been definitely
rejected by some authorities.
Among these is
A. R. Wallace, who regards the brilliant ornamentation found in certain males simply as an
difficulties in

indication of superabundant vitality.
It is in
virtue of this extra vitality that such males would
be more likely than others to mate successfully
and leave numerous offspring. By associating this
apparently useless beauty with the utilitarian property of vigour, Wallace seeks to explain it upon
grounds of natural selection alone.
11. The influence of The Origin of Species resulted in the production of vast quantities of
literature on evolution during the remainder of
the 19th century. In certain branches of biology,
notably in those concerned with morphology, embryology, mimicry, geographical distribution, and
palEeontology, great numbers of new facts were
added ; and, on the whole, they may be said to

—

;
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have resulted in a strengthening of Darwin's position without contributing much of novelty to his
argument. Perhaps the most interesting additions
in this respect have been the essays of Romanes
and Gulick on the importance of isolation, whether

as to the past history of living things, it was
tacitly assumed that the necessary variations could

have occurred and could have been transmitted
but, as different workers made different assumptions, it was not unnatural that widely discrepant
views were forthcoming as to the pedigrees of the

geographical or physiological, in the formation of
incipient species ; and Pearson's suggestion of reproductive selection. Pearson pointed out that, if
any particular character were definitely associated
with greater fertility, that character would tend
to establish itself in a population without the help
of, and perhaps even in spite of, natural selection.
12. Among the controversial questions which
Darwin's work brought prominently forward, none
attracted keener interest than that dealing with
the transmission of the effects of use and disuse.
Darwin always believed that such effects could be
transmitted, and in this matter he was supported by
Spencer, Haeckel, Cope, and many others. There
were some, however, to whom Lamarckianism
made no appeal, but who considered that natural
selection in itself was sufficient to explain all
transformation of species. Of this school, sometimes termed the Neo-Darwinian, Weismann has
been the chief exponent, and he rendered considerable service to the progress of genetic science in
challenging the evidence upon which the alleged
transmission of acquired characters rested, and
in showing that it generally broke down under
'

critical

examination

for example,

the polychsete worms, to the nemerteans, to the
arthropods, and to the enteropneusts
and, as
each author usually supported his views with
much ingenuity and some little warmth of feeling,
the time and labours of most biologists were fully
occupied with these engrossing controversies. As
time went on, however, and facts accumulated,
the doctrine of evolution became firmly established
in spite of difierences of opinion as to the exact
course which it had taken. As the glamour of
pedigree-making wore off, the minds of naturalists
gradually turned to other problems.
Though the majority of naturalists at this time
were testing the theory of evolution by the facts
of embryology and comparative anatomy, there
were, nevertheless, some who attempted to test
the theory of natural selection. In this case the
study was that of Adaptation (q.v.). If the various
characters of animals have arisen through the
operation of natural selection, it is evident that
the theory demands that they should be of value
to their possessors in the struggle for existence.
If, on the other hand, it was found impossible to
ascribe to them any utilitarian importance, the
case for their formation through the operation
of natural selection was obviously weakened.
Through the observation of animals in their
naturEU surroundings, supplemented, where necessary, by carefully devised experiments, it was
hoped that light would be thrown upon this
problem. In many cases these hopes were abundantly fulfilled. Numbers of creatures, more especially insects, which at once arrested attention in
the collector's cabinet by their striking and often
bizarre appearance, were found in life to harmonize
so closely with some feature of their external surroundings as to become practically invisible
an obvious advantage, whether for avoiding overclose attention on the part of enemies or for lulling
prospective prey into a fancied sense of securit}'.
To the form and colour of the leaf insects, of the
twig-like looper caterpillars, of the spiders which
resemble bird droppings, and of a host of other
creatures, it would be difficult to deny a utilitarian value. Nor need utility be confined to those
cases where the colour leads to concealment. Conspicuously coloured insects are often endowed with
properties disagreeable to a would-be enemy. The
sting of a wasp and the unpleasant taste of the
black and yellow cinnabar-moth caterpillar are of
the nature of
warning colours,' and there is
experimental evidence to show that enemies who
have once had experience of them are careful to
avoid them subsequently. Another large group of
cases is that included under the head mimicry.'
Many insects, especially among the Lepidoptei-a,
are conspicuously coloured, and are yet lacking in
nauseous or hurtful properties. But it frequently
happens that such butterflies resemble more or less
closely other more abundant species to which there
is reason for assigning some disagreeable property.
It was first suggested by Bates in 1862 that the
conspicuously coloured innocuous insect acquired
an advantage by mimicking the conspicuousl)
coloured noxious insect, since its enemies would be
likely to confuse it with the latter, and to let it
If, therefore, the persecuted form varies
alone.
sufficiently in the direction of the nauseous form,
it would have a better chance of preservation
through the agency of natural selection. Bates'
;

PANGENESIS).

Brief mention may here be made of a theory
of evolution which regards inheritance as a form
13.

memory ; it was independently developed by
the physiologist Hering and by Samuel Butler.
14. Darwin clearly perceived that a true theory
of evolution must be based upon an accurate knowledge of the facts of heredity and variation, nor
did he less clearly perceive that such knowledge
was in his time practically non-existent. In the
6th edition of The Origin of Species, the last published in his lifetime, we find him writing that
the laws governing inheritance are for the most
part unknown ; and, again, that our ignorance
of the laws of variation is profound.'
He himself
never ceased to accumulate facts and to make
experiments bearing upon these matters, and it
was largely due to his intimate acquaintance with
the great body of facts so patiently brought
together that he owed his remarkable sanity of
judgment on doubtful questions where direct proof
was for the time impossible. But in this work
he had few followers, owing largely to the very
brilliancy of his achievement.
By suggesting in
natural selection an acceptable factor through
which the transformation of the species might
be brought about, he had placed the idea of evolution on a firm basis.
It was no longer an upsetting speculation but a definite theory which
none in future could afford to neglect. And it was
the doctrine of evolution that primarily seized
upon men's minds, rather to the momentary exclusion of natural selection
for here was a
promise of a clue to that orderly arrangement of
the vegetable and animal kingdom towards which
the students of natural history had long been
striving.
If evolution was a true story, it ought
to be possible to build up a classification of
animals and plants in such a way as to establish
the genetic connexions among them. All living
things, however aberrant they might seem, should
find a place in the single great famUy tree which
the doctrine of evolution postulated. To the construction of that family tree the labours of almost
all naturalists were directed during the first few
decades after the publication of Darwin's book,
and, whether anatomist, embryologist, or pala-ontologist, this was the central thought in the mind
of each. In the countless speculations that ensued

The origin of the vertebrates,
was traced by various authors to

various groups.

'

(cf. art.
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idea was subsequently extended by Fritz Miiller
to include the many instances in wliich several
nauseous species tend to resemble one another.
Miiller suggested that in such cases the toll taken
by young birds in educating their palate, by being
distributed over several species, would fall more
lightly on each separate one, and in this manner
all would profit by exhibiting a common warning
coloration.
15. With the ideas then current as to the nature
of variation, natural selection offered the most
plausible explanation of these remarkable cases of

A new

note was struck by Bateson
in 1894, when he pointed out that, while the
results attained by the study of embryology and
of adaptation could be brought into harmony with
the doctrine of evolution and the theory of natural
selection, they nevertheless offered no explanation
resemblance.

Each assumed
of the origin of specific differences.
a vague capacity for indefinite variation on the
part of living things a plasticity through which
natural selection was able to mould them in this
direction or in that, according as was best suited
Bateson
to the course of the author's argument.
insisted on the importance of the study of variation, if further progress was to be made with the
Naturalists had hitherto
problem of species.
given themselves unlimited credit in dealing with
variation, whereas they ought first to have inquired what variations actually did and what did
not occur. By the systematic collection of facts
Bateson was able to show that in many cases
variation is certainly of a discontinuous nature.
Definite variations are constantly found as part
of a population living and presumably breeding
together, in the absence of any intermediate forms.

—

As examples may be mentioned the normal orange
and the paler yellow form of clouded yellow butterfly (Colias edusa), the red and blue of the red
underwing moth {Catocala nupta), the blue and
the scarlet varieties of the common pimpernel
(Anagallis), or the ordinary brown and the violetgreen valesina form of the silver- washed fritillary

(Aglaia paphia)

— examples which might be almost

indefinitely multiplied.
The existence of such cases is difficult to explain
on the view of evolution usually current. In the
first place, it is not easy to account for the existence of both forms, on the theory of the survival
For, if one of the forms is better
of the fittest.
fitted to its surroundings than the other, why does
the other continue to exist ? And, if both forms

are equally fitted, how comes it that the one has
been evolved from the other? For, where the
incipient variety has no advantage over the normal
form, it is clear that its becoming established cannot
be through the agency of natural selection. Again,
if, in the course of evolutionary change, the new
variety which is to replace the old one arises
through the gradual accumulation of small differences, how is it that, when the new and the old
are bred together, there does not result either in
the first or in subsequent generations a long series
For this certainly does
of intermediate forms?
not occur in, at any rate, the great majority of
cases.
In spite of the commingling of the germplasms, the characters remain sharply differentiated
from one another. Discontinuity in variation and
in heredity was evidently not to be reconciled with
the idea of the formation of species and varieties
by the gradual accumulation of minute variations, whether through natural selection or through
some other process. The key to the understanding
of these phenomena was given by Mendel's work
on the heredity of characters in peas (see art.
Heredity). The result of these experiments, and
of many others carried out on the same lines, has
been to provide a new conception of the nature of
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variation and of the process of heredity, thus
necessitating some inouilication in our views as
to the manner in which evolutionary change is
brought about.
16. Under the stimulus of Mendel's discovery,
fresh developments are so rapid that any account
of the position to-day with rcHpect to the problems of evolution must necessarily be incomplete.
Ideas have gone once more into the melting pot,
and as yet it is too soon to forecast clearly what
Neveris to be the currency of the near future.

connexion with evolutionary problems
there are certain points which seem to stand out
more clearly, and of these one concerns the nature

theless, in

of variation.

—

Variations are of two kinds those which are
The latter
heritable, and those which are not.
are for the most part reactions of tlie organism to
its environment, and can play no direct part in the
course of evolutionary change, although indirectly
they may, by establishing traditions, exert a not
inconsiderable influence upon the trend of evolution
in the higher animals, and more especially in man.
For the moment, however, they may be left out of
account. Heritable variations are those which can
be represented in the germ-cells. Corresponding
to a transmissible character there is a definite
something in the minute germ-cells. This something is called a factor,' though what these factors
are, whether of the nature of ferments or of a
different nature, is not at present clear. Generally
speaking, however, if, in either one or both of the
germ-cells from which an individual is formed, a
given factor occurs, then the individual will exhibit
the character corresponding to that factor. Moreover, the factor may be handed on from generation
to generation, and may pass through crosses of a
complicated nature, without apparently undergoing
alteration.
If present in any individual, the character corresponding to it will, as a rule, appear. If
it is not present, the character will not appear.
There is reason to suppose that these factors with
their attendant manifestation of a given character
can pass from body to germ-cells and from germcells to body without alteration, much as a chemical
atom or radicle can pass unchanged from one
compound to another. In other words, the basis
of heritable variation is a material one, which is
subject, in transmission, to definite ascertained
laws. And, unless a variation can be represented
by one of these factors, it cannot be transmitted,
and cannot therefore play any direct part in evolution. Such, at any rate, is the view to which recent
'

experimental work has led

We

(cf. art.

HEREDITY).

have, therefore, to distinguish between two
kinds of variations, viz. those directly due to the
environment, and those which are innate, owing
their existence to something specific in the germcells from which the individual sprang. The former
have been termed fluctuations,' and the latter
and, though the terms are not free
mutations
from objection, they may conveniently be made
use of. In deciding to which of the two classes
any given variation belongs, the only test available
If it can be experimentally
is that of its heredity.
shown to follow the laws of heredity, it is of the
if, however, it cannot be
nature of a mutation
shown to follow these laws, it must he regarded as
a fluctuation. Heredity is a mode of analysis
enabling the investigator to decide between these
two kinds of variation, and it is at present the only
test that can be made use of.
Since the characters of varieties depend on the
presence of the appropriate factors in the germcells, it is clearly in the germ-cells that the origin
of these variations is to be sought.
Speaking
generally, a new variety comes suddenly into being.
This is perhaps to be seen most clearly in the case
'

'

'

;

;
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of certain plants Introduced into culture from
distant habitats. Neither of the Chinese primulas
(Primula sinensis and P. obconica) is known to
show in its native wild state the profusion of form
and colour varieties characteristic of the cultivated
forms. The historical evidence points to the
different varieties having arisen as ' sports from
'

the ^vild forms when placed under cultivation in
countries remote from their original habitat. The
sweet pea offers another instance of the same story.
The original purple form first reached England
from Sicily at the end of the 17th century. Not
long after its introduction, a red and a white variety
are recorded in addition to the purple, and by the
middle of the 19th cent, several other shades of
purple and red were in existence. But the enormous
number of varied forms, both in colour and shape,
now to be seen are of recent origin, and in some
cases, e.g. that of the dwarf Cupid,' it is certain
that they originated in California, from seed sent
out there to be grown on. Such examples as these
are typical of the experience of the horticulturist.
The new variety springs into being suddenly and
for no apparent definite reason.
Once it has
appeared, it is a matter of a few years only to fix
it so that thenceforward it breeds true to type.
Nevertheless, the tendency to sport or mutate is
evidently increased by a sharp change in the
environment, such as is to be obtained by transferring it from one country and climate to another.
Precisely why this should be is not at present
known, but there is reason to suppose that the
'

'

'

environmental change leads to abnormal divisions
the ripening germ-cells, and that these abnormal

ill

divisions are the starting-point of the new variety.
In a true breeding thing the processes of celldivision by which the germ-cells ripen are symmetrical, and the germ-cells themselves are all
alike, in that the factors contained by each are the
same, both in point of number and of quality.
Should, however, certain of the cell -divisions be
abnormal, they must result in an asymmetrical
distribution of the factors to difierent germ-cells,
so that some contain one or more factors in excess
of the normal, and others one or more factors less
than the normal. If two germ-cells each with a
factor less than the normal come together, the
resulting individual will be completely lacking in
a factor possessed by the original form and will
breed perfectly true to that state. And, indeed,
the evidence from experimental breeding points to
the majority of domestic races of animals and
plants having arisen in this way (cf. art. Heredity).
Tlie new form comes into being through the loss of
this or that character from the original wild, and
this loss must be supposed to be dependent upon
the elimination of the appropriate factor or factors
somewhere in the cell-divisions which give rise to
the germ-cells. Less commonly the new form
must be regarded as possessing one or more factors
in addition to those present in the form from which
it sprang, and it is possible that this is due to the
formation, through a process of asymmetrical
division, of certain germ-cells with more factors
than the normal, and to their subsequent iinion to
produce an individual of a new type.
When once the new variety has arisen, natural
selection decides whether it is to persist with or to

replace the form from which it sprang. Since the
difference between it and the normal depends upon
a definite and clear-cut distinction, and^ since that
distinction is respected throughout the hereditary
process, the variety, having once arisen, cannot, as
Darwin once thought, be swamped by continual
crossing with the normal form.
On the contrary,
as G. H. Hardy has shown, a population mating
at random, and containing a definite proportion of
the new form, will, in the absence of natural
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selection, retain its constitution.
Provided that
equally fertile, the new form will hold its own
even though present in very small numbers, and
the population will remain in a position of stability.
Positions of stabDity are exceedingly numerous,
and exist when the equation q-—pr is satisfied,
where p and r are the numbers of the pure breeding individuals of the type and variety respectively,
while 2 g is the number of hybrid individuals. If,
however, the variety be favoured by natural
selection, though only in a slight degree, it will
gradually supplant the original form until the
latter is eliminated.
Moreover, the process must
be a rapid one. If a population contains -001 per
cent of a new variety, and if that variety has even
a 5 per cent selection advantage over the original
form, the latter will almost completely disappear
in less than 100 generations. Cases of this sort are
not unknown to actual experience. Sixty years
ago the dark doubledayaria form of the common
peppered moth (Amphidasys betularia) was known
only as a rare variety. To-day it has almost
entirely ousted the normal form in many parts of
England and of the Continent.
17. Considerations of this nature have a bearing
upon a class of facts which at first sight are not easy
to understand. Speaking generally, a natural
species is distinguisiied by its homogeneity. Colour
varieties are numerous in the domestic rabbit ; in
the wild rabbit they are rare. On a scheme of
evolution based upon the mutational nature of
variation, it is this homogeneity that ofiers difficulties in interpretation.
But, if the wild form be
supposed to possess even a slight selection advantage
over the various other colour forms, the rarity of
the latter becomes more comprehensible. They
may arise but, with the conditions adverse,
though ever so little, they must tend to disit is

;

appear.
18. There is another aspect of species which is
not so generally taken into account. Most species
using the word in the Linnaean sense are seen,
when examined closely, to consist not of a single
form, but of a number of slightly different, though
perfectly distinct, forms. This was clearly brought
out in the middle of the 19th cent, by the French
botanist Jordan and others. Jordan showed, for
example, that the Linnaean species Draba verna,
the common whitlow grass, can be analyzed into
more than 200 forms, each of which is sharply
marked off from any other by habit, shape of
leaves, etc., and can be bred true from seed. Such
is also the case, though generally to a less extent,
with many other species. Moreover, it has been
shown by experimental breeding that in some oases
these varieties or 'elementary species,' as they
have been termed differ from one another in the
same way that domestic varieties difl'er. They
follow in heredity the Mendelian law of segiegation, and the differences between them must be
supposed to depend upon the presence or absence

—

—

—

—

in their constitution of specific factors for the
characters in which they differ from one another.
When, as often happens, many of these elementary
species are found together, it must be supposed
that no one of them has any selection advantage
over the rest. Were the conditions of life to alter
so that one form was favoured above the others,
even to a slight extent, that form would tend
rapidly to supplant all the others j and it is conceivable that this may already have happened in
many cases of species which exhibit relatively few
varieties.
19. The problem of what constitutes a species is
one that has vexed the minds of many naturalists
and philosophers but, in spite of all that has been
written upon it, the problem is yet unsolved. The
;

classification of species at present in

vogue

is

an
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extension of the Linnsean system, and is mainly
based upon external features either of structure or
of colour.
In most cases these differences are accompanied by the phenomenon of sterility between
even closely allied species, though this is not necessarily 80.
There are cases, such as those of the
horse x ass cross and the horse x zebra cross, in
which well-formed ofl'spring are produced, but in
which the latter are themselves sterile. In some
groups of animals, again, hybrids between acknowledged species have been shown to be fertile when
inbred or when crossed back with one of the parent
species.
This is the case with various forms of
oxen and buffalo, and especially with the duck
and pheasant tribes, where crosses between birds
classified as belonging to different genera have
been proved to produce fertile offspring. For the
systematist, however, whether botanist or zoologist, it is the external features that matter, for
upon them he has to base his classifications. But
instances are becoming more numerous in which
it has been shown that two species founded in
this way are fertile together.
Whether they
are to be regarded as one species or two depends
upon whether the criterion made use of is the
external features or whether it is sterility. On
the whole, it may be said that there is a general
consensus of opinion in favour of the latter. If,
then, the phenomenon of sterility lies at the root
of the problem of species, it becomes of the first
importance to form a clear conception of the causes
to which sterility is due.
There is no doubt that
in some cases it is due to mechanical causes, as,
for example, where there is great disparity in size,
or for some other reason. But the sterility that is
associated with species is of a different nature.
The germ-cells may come into intimate contact,
fusion may occur, and development may even proceed for some way yet the process stops short of
the production of offspring. There would appear
to be some incompatibility, probably of a chemical
nature, preventing two healthy germ-cells from
giving rise to a new individual. Everything seems
to point to the problem of species resolving itself
into a problem in chemistry, but the present state
of knowledge does not permit of more definite
statement.
Darwin clearly recognized that the phenomena
of sterility could not be explained in terms of
natural selection. For the gradual acquisition of
sterility on the part of certain individuals cannot
be conceived of as advantageous either to those
individuals themselves or to the rest of the species.
The most natural view of the origin of sterility is
to regard it as having arisen through some abrupt
physiological change in the organism a change
which at bottom must probably be conceived of as
chemical. Sterility is of the nature of mutation ;
and, if we look upon it as the essential characteristic of species, we must also regard mutation as
the bridge between one species and another. The
mutational change upon which the sterility depends may become associated with other characters either before or after it first arises. Such
associations of characters are not infrequently met
with as the facts of heredity are coming to be
more carefully studied. External features would
then serve to distinguish the new species from
that out of which it had arisen, but its origin
must be sought in the origin of the fundamental
sterility which it shows towards the parent species.
Beyond the fact that it is a process initiated in
the germ-cells, almost nothing is known at present
of the conditions under which a mutation arises.
Until such knowledge is forthcoming, that most
important link in any theory of evolution the
problem of the nature of species must remain
unsolved.
;
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(Ethical).— As its title implies,
concerned with ethics as explicable
only by the processes of evolution. Until the rise
of the science of biology, psychologists, in seeking
to explain the constitution of the human mind
assumed it to be different in kind from the animal
mind, and postulated certain innate entities and
faculties whose analysis would furnish the key to
character and to all mental operations. A history
of the various theories of the nature and foundation of morals lies outside our province, but, as
this article

is

indicating

difference between
in this article,
it may be stated that they are mainly resolvable
into what are known as the Utilitarian and the
Intuitional.
The Utilitarian which Hume was
the first among the 18th cent, philosophers to
formulate (the doctrine itself is as old as Socrates),
and of which Bentham and the Mills are the chief
modern exponents defines virtue as that which
is approved, and vice as that which is condemned,
the sole standard of morality being utility, whose
aim and end is ' the greatest happiness of the
greatest number.' Spencer incorporated Utilitarianism into his Principles of Ethics, but held that
it tends to become wholly altruistic, and modified
it by giving play to the egoistic also.
The Intuitional, of which Butler is the most famous expositor, and James Martineau the representative
modern upholder (see his Types of Ethical Theory ^,
Oxford, 1866), assumes that there is in each individual a faculty of innate or immediate cognition
and perception of what is good or evil, true or
false, this intuitive faculty acting without the
intervention of reason or the guidance of experience.
death-blow was dealt to methods of introspective interpretation by the publication of
briefly

points

of

them and the theory summarized

—

—

A

Herbert Spencer's Principles of Psychology (London, 1855) and Principles of Ethics (do. 1879-1892),
and of Darwin's Descent of Man (do. 1871), notably
in its chapters on 'Comparison of the Mental
Powers of Man and the Lower Animals.' Extending the comparative method, which had justified
its application in other directions, to the psychical,
biology has demonstrated fundamental identity
between the mental apparatus of the lowest and
highest organisms, and has shown, to quote Baldwin's cogent words, that 'the development of mind
in its early stages, and in certain directions of
progress, is revealed most adequately in the animals (Story of the Mind, London, 1899, p. 35).
It has abolished the ancient and artificial lines of
mental demarcation denoted by the terms reflex
action,'
instinct,' and
reason,' and shown that
in stimulus from without and in response from
'

'

'

'

;

'
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within, involving adaptation to needs, lies the
explanation of processes linking man, animal, a,nd
plant. Mental progress is the result of the activity
of fundamental and permanent instinctive impulses
(inherited tendencies of which the nervous apparatus is the vehicle) which supply the driving
power whereby all mental activities are sustained.
From these impulses the complex faculties of the
most highly developed minds have their source.
'
They are the mental forces that maintain and
shape all the life of individuals and societies, and
in them we are confronted with the central mystery of life and mind and will (W. McDougall,
Introd. to Social Psychology, London, 1908, p.
'

44).

In the behaviour of the lower organisms there is
manifest the potentially psychical faint copy of
'

consciousness in ourselves (Francis
Darwin, Presidential Address, Brit. Assoc. 1908).
The glandular leaves of the Drosera or sundew,
and the bladders of Utricularia, or bladderwort,
entrap the luckless insect which alights on them,
and assimilate it for their nourishment. The
amoeba withdraws its pseudopods when touched,
and engulfs the soft organisms on which it feeds.
And thus the instinctive impulses might be tracked
along the entire line of psychical evolution, the
instinctive yielding to the rational in such degree
that, in Ray Lankester's phrase, the animal becomes more educable {Kingdom of Man, London,
all

we know as

'

'

'

1907, p. 23),

we

neglect the psychical aspect of instinctive processes,
it is impossible to understand the part played by instincts in
the development of the human mind, and in the determination
of the conduct of individuals and societies, and it is the fundamental and all-pervading character of their influence upon the
social life of mankind which alone gives the consideration of
instincts its great practical importance' (McDougall, op. cit.
*

for

if

p. 30).

They

are the fundamental impulses of nutrition
sex, which, Wundt contends, men and animals
alike possess ' to form the inalienable foundation
'
of human society as well as of animal association
{Ethics, 'The Facts of the Moral Life,' p. 129).
The classification of instincts lies outside the
province of this article, and it suffices to refer only
to the gregarious or social instinct as the essential
factor in ethical development. Man, as a solitary
animal, is unknown to us. ' It is not good that

and

man should be alone (Gn 2'^), and Aristotle
follows the writer of the Book of Genesis when
he says that he who is unable to live in society
must be either a beast or a god he is no part of

the

'

'

:

A man not dependent
a State (Pol. i. 2. 14).
upon a race is as meaningless a phrase as an
apple that does not grow upon a tree (Leslie
Stephen, Science of Ethics, London, 1882, p. 91);
and individual and racial obligation and morality
are as interdependent as the personal and the
The unendsocial are inseparable and correlate.
and there is no discharge in
ing struggle for life
that war (Ec 8*) is a dominant factor in bringing about, on the one hand, individual dependence
at maturity in the case of solitary animals, as, e.g.,
the eagle, cat, and lion and, on the other hand,
collective dependence among social animals, as,
among invertebrates, the ant and bee, and, among
'

'

'

—

'

—

'

;

vertebrates, e.g. non-raptorial birds, sheep, horse,
dog, and man. Turning to the ant, as corresponding in position among insects to the position of
man among mammals, there is, says McCook,
no trait in emmet character more interesting
than the entire devotion of every individual, even
unto death, to the welfare of the community
'

The
(Ant Communities, London, 1909, p. 191).
maxim salus populi suprema est lex governs alike
ants and men.
Speculating on the social habits of our earliestknown ancestor. Pithecanthropus erectus (see art.

(Ethical)

in vol. i. p. 563 f.), who, in expert
opinion, represents the stage immediately antecedent to the human and yet at the same time
in advance of the simian,' we have only analogy
to guide us concerning primitive human unions.
Arguing from the strength of ' the feelings of
jealousy all through the animal kingdom, as well
as from the analogy of the lower animals, more

Anthropology

'

particularly of the anthropoid apes,' Darwin formulated the theory that aboriginal man lived in
small communities, each with a single wife or,
powerful, with several, whom he jealously
if
guarded against all other men (Descent of Man,
Without question, in one form
ch. XX. p. 901).
or another, the family is the social unit, impetus
to personal and permanent association being given
by the longer period of infancy in the human as
compared with that period among the higher
mammals |(it maybe remarked that the larvje of
'

'

the ant pass through a prolonged babyhood involving incessant parental care), because the condition of helplessness and dependence strengthens
the self-sacrificing instinct of the parent, supremely that of the mother, who, in nourishing
her offspring, gives all and receives nothing.
John Fiske, who in this matter was preceded by
Anaximander two thousand years ago, treats this
fully in his Century of Science, London, 1899,
of the
pp. 100-122.) Hence, in the satisfaction
physical needs of the child there are developed
greatest
solicitude, love, self-denial, courage, and
of all the sympathy out of which the strands of
family life are woven, strands multiplying in
number and strength until they bind together
gentes or groups of the same blood-brotherhood,
clan, or totem, these aggregating into tribes which
are the foundation of the nation, the patriotism
engendered by which is the family bond 'writ
One and all are the outcome of social
large.'
'Society is the school in which men
heredity.

—

—

learn to distinguish between right and wrong'
i. 9), and in this lies the key
(Westermarck,
to the nature and origin of the judgments which
make up the ethical codes of every age and race.
These judgments are wholly subjective, being the

MI

outcome

of

emotions whose beginning and im-

pulses are social. For Nature supplies no standard
by which to govern conduct ; from obedience or
disobedience to her laws invariable consequences
follow, but these have no element of the ethical
they are neither rewards nor punishments. The
earth may be ' filled with violence (Gn 6|M, her
dark places ' may be ' full of the habitations of
cruelty ' (Ps 74®'), but ' seedtime and harvest, and
cold and heat, summer and winter, and day and
night shall not cease' (Gn 8^-).
Moral concepts have their basis in feeling,
not in reason ; moral emotions, as Westermarck
argues, fall into the two classes of disapproval or
indignation, and approval, each belonging to a
wider class of emotions which he calls ' retributive,' disapproval being manifested in anger and
revenge, and approval in ' retributive kindly emoThis
tion,' including gratitude (op. cit. i. 21).
'

'

assumes organization within the group, which
in turn demands an altruistic, rather than an
egoistic, individual.
to
It is the extension of the application of natural selection
groups rather than its direct application to individuals that
it is
because
arisen
has
Morality
morals.
birth
to
has given
socially useful; that is the Darwinian account' (Baldwm,
Darwin and the Eumunitiea, London, 1910, p. 64).
'

As J. A. Thomson says, 'progress depends on
much more than a squabble around the platter'
(Darwinis7n and Human Life, London, 1909, p.
92)

;

and Darwinism recognizes that mutual aid

has modified the rigour of the struggle in both the
animal and the human. Stripped of a certain coat
of exaggeration, the numerous stories of help

;'

:
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rendered by one animal to another are not to be
dismissed as 'travellers' tales.' For example, in
his account of the habits of the viscacha, a S.
American rodent, Hudson says that, when one
of the burrows is destroyed and the viscachas are
buried alive, other viscachas will come from a distance to dig them out (Naturalist in La Plata,

the impulses to social order which communal life
postulates as the primal sources of moral codes.
If
society is the school,' then, as Westermarck
adds, custom is the headmaster,' and with the
ferule of tabu he has kept every race in statu
pupillari.
The idea of sin as the individual or national tranBGrression

London, 1892, p. 311).
The degree in which the social and sympathetic
impulses nave been developed is the measure of
the relative place in intelligence reached by man

of

and animal.

'

Union

is

strength,'

and the strength

made

effective by restraint and subjugation of
self-assertion to the interests of the community.
is

An

ethical code has warrant and permanence only
in the degree in which it secures the healthy
interplay of regard for self and for others, and,
wherever this is defied in wilfulness or weakness,
natural selection, extending its operation from
individuals to groups, secures the survival of the
fittest, who possess an ethical value in maintaining the health of the social organisms. The weak
and wilful, those who detach themselves from the
communal life, go under. The solitary animal
fights for its own hand ; the social animal must
be altruistic if the herd is to survive ; its tendencies towards self-regardfulness are restrained by

communal action wnose one end is the common
weal.
That which is not good for the swarm is
'

not good for the bee (Marcus Aurelius, vi. 54),
and the converse is equally true.
Morality is
the sum of the preservative instincts of a society,
and presumably of those which imply a desire for
the good of the society itself (Leslie Stephen,
op. cit. 208).
Society being possible only by the
compliance of each member with what the community sanctions as necessary to its welfare, or
'

'

abstinence from what it forbids as inimical thereto,
follows that, in the prohibition or permission of
certain acts, we have a fundamental constant, a
moral quality in acts which, however much they
vary in character, cumulative experience pronounces to be harmful or helpful to the community in plain language, right or wrong. The
means vary, but the end to be achieved is the
same, and the achievement is by co-operation.
Social acts have a quantitative, not a qualitative
value, because man everywhere is psychically, as
well as physically, fundamentally the same. His
monogenetic origin, with good evidence, is asit

—

sumed ; so is his enormous antiquitj', which supplies a sufficient period for the modifications into
varieties, and for the different degrees of civilization to which these, be they white, yellow, red, or
black, have attained. Man being, at the core,
the same everywhere, observation of what, at first
sight, seem his vagaries brings home how superficial

are the changes which time has wrought

—

since he came to express his philosophy for such
of things.
He remains, in
it was in the making
the bulk, as his intermittent outbursts of fury
and savagery everywhere evidence, a creature of
Instinctive impulses inherited from his animal
ancestry ; as an emotional being, his antiquity is
dateless ; as a reasoning being, he is a late and
somewhat rare product.
But whatever he has
evolved in thought and put into action has justified its existence, because it has responded to some
need. It has had, little as might be discerned,
some ' soul of goodness ' impelling to what, for
the time being, seemed to secure the common
weal.
Since both religion and ethics are social in origin
and, therefore, institutions subject to the law of
development, there is no state in man's history on
which we can put our finger and say : Here he
became a religious and a moral being.
It is,
therefore, necessary to recognize, as main factors,

—

VOL.

V.

—iO

'

'

*

moral law is extremely modern. In primitive times there
was no Huch individual act and no such moral law. The only
misconduct was a breach of custom, the violation of tabu
(Ames, Psychology of Religious Experience, London, 1910, p.
'Custom is one of the earliest shapes in which duty pre131).
sents itself to the consciouBnesa of the savage (F. B. Jevons,
Introd. to Hist, of Rel., London, 1896, p. 190). ' Little by
little and, as it were, by stealth, custom establishcth the fact
of her authority in us
(Montaigne, Essays, i. 1;J6, Dent's
Temple ed.). In their derivations both * ethics and 'morals*
witness to their origin. The one is from »]0t(eds, a modification
of T}eo9, custom, usage, manners : the other from mos, rrwris,
pertaining to manners, therefore to conduct.
'

'

'

Be man savage or civilized, the reluctance to defy
or to depart from the usual, the fear of being called
eccentric,' i.e.
out of the circle,' is in his bones.
Conservatism is a permanent force and it is impossible to overrate either the authority or the
value of custom as a factor in conduct. Identity
of belief and practice makes for unity and stability, and the force of tradition acts as social
cement. To what particular and local causes the
great body of customs, infinite in variety, and,
not seldom, irrational or inconsequential, is due
remains an insoluble problem, because of the remoteness of the social conditions under which
they arose.
have only to observe how, among
intelligent persons, some chance occurrence will
excite or paralyze action, to see, a fortiori, how,
among unintelligent people, some casual event,
followed by fortune or the reverse, will cause this
or that line of conduct to be made a rule of life,
and obedience thereto to become a rule of conduct,
a part of the customary law, of the community.
Imitation 'the prime condition of all collective
'

'

;

We

—

—

' (McDougall, p. 326)
whether in creeds,
codes, or clothes, has been a powerful element in
the conservation of the decrees of custom. To
both savage and civilized are applicable the lines
which Henry Sidgwick composed in his sleep :

social life

'

We
Or
Or
Or
Or

think so because all other people think so
because or because after all, we do think so
because we were told so and think we must think so :
because we once thought so and think we still think so
because, having thought so, we think we still think so.'

—

—

:

;

Closely linked with imitation is the influence
of suggestion in swaying judgment and conduct,
sometimes for good, but, perhaps, as often for
evil.
The crowd, unquestioning, will believe
what each member of it, detached from his fellow,
would reject as a fable. Hence, frequently, the
worthlessness of collective evidence and judgment
hence, too, often, the valuelessness of concurrent
testimony even from men of scientific training as
to the validity, say, of so-called spiritual phenomena
when, expecting to witness the same, they meet in
stances.
Hence the aberrations when some dominant idea takes possession of the undisciplined, with
mischievous results akin to the epidemic delusions
of the Middle Ages, or the corybantic displays of
hysterical revivalists, or the terrorism of the
Apaches of Paris and the hooligans of London and
other crowded centres.
Travelling along the line of least resistance, the
general attitude of civilized communities, in which
the primitive is persistent, towards innovations
explains the conservatism of the savage. So heavy
was the weight of the dead hand of custom that
the nameless reformer who ventured to resist it
must have been shaped in no common mould. For
to challenge was to insert the thin edge of the
wedge of disruption ; it was to assume that he
who defied was wiser than his fathers, or, committing rank blasphemy, wiser than the deified
ancestors, the traditional framers of the tribal

:;

)
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What long pre-rational ages of stereotyped
acquiescence prevailed is witnessed by the fact of
the small part that reason still plays in conduct
the emotions as, primarily, the outcome of the instinctive impulses which are the bases of mental
activities show themselves dominant and persist' The
ent.
progressive state is only a rare and an
occasional exception
and, where the wisest are
not supreme, there stagnation rules (see Bagehot's
Physics and Politics^, London, 1887, pp. 41, 211).
But an ounce of example is worth a ton of exposi-

code.

'

;

tion.

Herodotus (iii. 38) narrates how • Darius asked certain Hellenes for what price they would eat their fathers when they
died, and they answered that for no price would they do so.
After this he summoned those Indians who are called Callatians,
who eat their parents, and asked them, in presence of the
Hellenes, for what payment they would burn the hodies of their
fathers when they died ; when they cried aloud and bade him
keep silence from such words. Thus then these things were
established by usage, and I think Pindar spoke rightly in his
verse when he said, " Custom is the King of all." *
Fifteen centuries later, a traveller in High Albania tells us :
' For all their
habits, laws, and customs, the people, as a rule,
have but one explanation " It is the custom of Lek," the law
that is said to have been laid down by the chieftain Lek Dukaghin. Lek is fabled to have legislated minutely on all subjects.
:

Of himself little is known. He has left no mark on European
history— is a purely local celebrity— but that "Lek said so"
obtains more than the Ten Commandments. The teachings of
Islam and Christianity, the Sheriat and Church law, all have to
yield to the Canon of Lek
(M. E. Durham, Sigh Albania,
London, 1909, p. 25). There is an Albanian proverb which says,
' It is better that alvillage
should fall than a custom (id. p. 259)
'

'

and the priests say

;

that, in spite of all their efforts, their parish-

all regard the shooting of a man as nothing compared
with the crime of breaking a fast or eating an egg on a Saturday (i6. 104). Compare with this the story which Erasmus told
four hundred years ago
I have just heard that two poor creatures are to be murdered in France because they have eaten meat
in Lent (Fronde's Erasmus, 1894, p. 360) and a passage from
Smollett's Travels through France and Italy, 1766 (Letter xxv.)
A murderer, adulterer, or sodomite will obtain easy absolution
from the Church, and even find favour with society but a man
who eats a pigeon on a Saturday without express licence is
avoided and abhorred as a monster of reprobation.' How all
the ages meet in their assumption of moral qualities in acts
which have no bearing on character the confusion of malum
in se with malum prohibitum is further seen in comparing a
passage which Aulus Gellius (Noctes, x. 23) quotes from Cato,
that it is for the husband to condemn and punish his wife if
she has been guilty of any shameful act, such as drinking wine
or committing adultery, with W. G. Palgrave's account of the
Wahhaby moral code, in which the great sins are paying
Divine honour to a creature and smoking tobacco, while
murder, adultery, and false witness are 'merely little sins'
{Journey through Central and Eastern Arabia, London and
Cambridge, 1865, ii. 370).

ioners

:

*

'

;

'

;

—

—

The literature of the subject of the tabu is enormous, and here it must suffice briefly to refer
to that wide-spread institution as a continuous
and effective factor, even among the civilized,
often in unsuspected form, in human conduct. In
Psyche's TasA (London, 1909), Frazer has shown, in
a series of cogent examples, how by virtue of his
absurdities
man secured stability for the fundamental bases of society, government, private
property, marriage, and regard for human life.
The belief that dire results wUl follow breach of
rules as to things forbidden is the most powerful
deterrent that superstition has begotten. Curses
and charms, and all other apparatus of the sorcerer,
are more effective than the prosaic bogey, 'Trespassers will be prosecuted,' and the would-be evildoer is Icept in check by the fear that some horrible
disease will follow the stealing of his neighbour's
yams or that he may go hag-ridden for the rest of
his life, if he stealthily removes his neighbour's
boundary -mark. The belief that irregular sexual
relations wUl disastrously affect the fertility of
the crops is a check on incontinence, and therefore
an encouragement to the formation of orderly connexions.
'The belief that the ghost of a slaughtered
man will wreak vengeance on the tribe to which
the murderer belongs creates a feeling that shapes
codes embodying ideas of the sanctity of human
life.
Orestes was driven from one land to another,
not so much because he had killed his mother, as
'

'

;

'';;
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because of the peril to others brought by him who
was pursued by the Erinyes.
In their ultimate analysis the codes of every age
and people are found to deal with human relations.
'Pure religion and undefiled before God and the
Father is this, to visit the fatherless and widows
in their affliction, and to keep himself unspotted
from the world (Ja 1"). Murder, theft, lying,
'

unchastity, these are offences of man
against his fellows. Of the Ten Words,' familiarly
known as the Ten Commandments,' seven are
concerned with social duties. In a document centuries older than the Hebrew code, the Instruction
of Ptah Hotcp, the author ' devotes his work entirely to the principles of charity and duty to one's
neighbour (tr. B. G. Gunn, 1908, p. 33) and the
essence of the teaching of Confucius, 'the purest
of any in the world,' is
Act socially (Confucian
Analects (tr. Giles, 1907, p. 27).
Sociality is looked upon by the Kaffirs as the essential virtue.
The children play in great bands. To loaf about alone would
be regarded as a highly penal offence, and every child regards
slander,

'

'

;

'

—

'

'

eating in secret as a base act.
Occasionally a child seems
devoid of social tendencies, and in this case a witch-doctor is
sent for to cure the child' (Dudley Kidd, Savage Children,
London, 1906, pp. 72, 119). Among the Euahlayi tribe of
Australia the mother's crooning song is, Rind be, do not steal
do not touch what to another belongs leave all such alone
kind be* (K. Langloh Parker, The Euahlayi Tribe, London,
Papuan youths are thus admonished * You no
1905, p. 64).
steal, you no borrow without leave.
If you take dugong harpoon and break it, how you pay man ? You got no dugong
harpoon. Give food to father and mother. Spose old man ask
you for food or water, spose you not got much, you give half.
Never mind if you and your wife go without [cf. Mt 10*2].
When your brothers (i,e, clan brothers) are fighting, you stand
Bide by side. No stay behind to steal women (A. C. Haddon,
in Agnostic Annual, 1907, p. 62).
In early social stages, acts of mutual help are
•

'

;

;

'

restricted to the community.
Among existing
savage peoples, as the Comanehes, Kalmuks, and
others, the man who steals from strangers wins
admission to higher rank. Speaking of the ancient
Germans, Csesar says that ' robberies beyond the
bounds of each community have no infamy, but
are commended as a means of exercising youth and
'
lessening sloth {de Bell. Gall. vi. 23).
Ought
was originally the preterite of 'to owe,' but moral
obligations long remained intra-tribal, and the
life-struggle which at the outset compelled this,
'

among even the highest

civilized

communities, has

yielded but partially and tardily toawidersympathy
and benevolence which are the fruits of a closer intercourse between, and therefore enlarged knowledge
partially and tardily, because racial
of, peoples
differences appear to be too deeply engrained to
warrant hope that white, yellow, and black wUl
ever be linked in a world-embracing sympathy.
(For numerous examples of the distinction between
intra-tribal and extra-tribal misdeeds, see Wester-

—

marck, ii. 20-24.
There never has been, probably there never will
be, a uniform, unalterable standard of right and
wrong, applicable through all times for all men.
The moral world is as little exempt as the physical world
from the law of ceaseless change, of perpetual flux.
We
can as little arrest the process of moral evolution as we can
stay the sweep of the tides or the courses of the stars (GB 3,
London, 1911, Taboo and the Perils of the Soul,' Pref. p. vif.).
'

.

.

.

'

'

Since the migration of primitive man from a
common cradleland, the different environment has
been operative in dividing the race into permanent
Sociological differences have resulted,
and, since ethics is a branch of sociology, there
inevitably arise the contradictions, varieties, and,
often, repellent elements whose presence would
otherwise perplex the student of the astoundingly
complex codes and customs of the world.
varieties.

The study of moral advancement is no tracing out of a single
straight line, but rather the following of a very winding curve
(L. T. Hobhouse, Morals in Evolution, London, 1906, i. 37).
In ethics, as in biology, there is not continuous
'

progress, but adaptation, which sometimes involves
retrogression, and adjustment on a lower level.

—

:

;
'

EVOLUTION
The

sea-squirts, lancelets,

and

rotifers

have their

correspondences in degenerate races, in the decline
and fall of civilizations whose types of manliness
we cannot hope to excel, whose codes embody precepts which are sufficing rules of life, and whose
art we may emulate, but can never hope to surpass.
The moral standard is the measure of civilization
in the highest, and that not a commercial, sense
which a community has reached, and tliat standard
advances ^a)-i passtt with it. Hence, even in the
course of a few years, changes so momentous that
what is approved or tacitly connived at in one
feneration is condemned and punished in a later,
'or the code does not create the ethic ; it can
only embody what, after ages of sore testing, man
has felt to be best for man a result attainable
only when acts have their foundation in sympathy
disciplined by judgment.
..need not travel
outside the liistory of our own criminal code for
examples of the relativity of morals, and of their
advance along the lines of social evolution.

—

We

At the beginning of the 19th cent, there were more than two
hundred offences on the statute-booli for which death was the
penalty. Among these were the cutting-down of young trees,
shooting rabbits, and stealing five shillings worth of goods from
a shop. Men and women were hanged for sheep stealing, for
forgery, and for uttering spurious coin
but they might buy
and sell slaves and flog them to death without breaking the
law (for further examples, see Hobhouse, op. cit, i. 112 ; G. W. E.
Russell, CoUections and Recotlectums, London, 1898, pp. 85-37
and Lecky, Hist, o/ England in the 18th Cenitury, do. 1892, vii.
;

;

318).

In the later part of the 16th cent. Sir John Hawkins, captain
of a slave ship named the JesxiS (!), gave some of his profits to
the founding of Chatham Hospital. He would have made a
larger gift, but he explained that so many of these wretched
creatures, starved or suffocated, had died on the voyage, and
they that were left grew into such weakness that it was only
by God's grace we were enabled to barter them.' It was not
till
1807 that Parliament abolished trading in slaves, and
other twenty-six years passed before slavery was abolished in
British colonies, the slave-owners receiving twenty million
pounds as compensation. The collective conscience had passively acquiesced in what had gone on unquestioned for centuries only as the moral tone became loftier were such shameful things redressed.
The recency of codes that shock us bids
us nurse no extravagant hope of an ethical millennium. A
survey which embraces the habitable globe shows that there
are few that be saved.'
*

;

'

'

'

Civilization, as Lecky says (Hist, of European
Morals^, London, 1890, i. 150), has, 'on the whole,
been more successful in repressing crime than repressing vice,' and the primal passions need small
incitement to baneful activity. The race is to the
swift, the battle to the strong vast areas of the
world remain the arenas of ceaseless turmoil and
rapine by tribes whose sole business is fighting
tribes of the marauding type of the Highlanders
of two centuries ago, only less barbaric than those
of Persian Baluchistan described by a Times correspondent (12th July 1911)
;

'

'To-day the total population does not probably exceed 200,000,
in agriculture. On the other

and not 20 per cent are engaged

men carry arms of some sort, and
find in rapine and violence more congenial means of livelihood.
They are mostly of Arab extraction, with a strong admixture of
negro blood, but their language is a dialect compounded of
Baluch and Persian as well as Arabic ; and the ruling class, if
any class can be so described in a country where there is no law
but! that of the strongest, claims to be of Baluch origin, though
the real Baluch of British Baluchistan looks upon his mongrel
kinsman of Mekran with some contempt. Every district and
almost every village has its chief, of varying importance according to the number of tufenkehis, or retainers armed with rifles,
whom he can muster. These chiefs alone live in mud forts
enclosing more or less spacious dwelling-houses of sun-dried
mud. The rest abide in squalid huts built up of the ribs of the
hand, the majority of adult

date-palm branch, and covered with date-palm matting. There
are no recognized laws, and the only protection which life and
property enjoy is derived from the blood-feud system, which
has prevailed from time immemorial. Blood-feuds involve the
whole tribe or family in the individual quarrel of any member,
and are thus apt to make those responsible for originating them
light-heartedly very unpopular with their own people. To this
extent they act as a deterrent upon gratuitous violence. Hence,
probably, the relatively small amount of bloodshed that accompanies the raids upon which these people are perpetually
engaged. The life of every chief is a continuous game of petty
intrigue and treachery and predatory warfare, which he plays
against his fellows, and of which the stakes, by whomsoever
won, are invariably paid by the lesser fry,'
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But, while such social chao.i, of which the foregoing is a type, prevails, cliccking optimistic
theories of progress, be it rememliered that even
in the blood-feud
the lex talionia lie germs of

—

—

social justice.

The transfer of ethics from a social to a supernatural basis was eliected in tlie dim past, when the
administration of law became vested in the chief
or medicineman, round whom sanctity gathered,
and who was held to derive his authority from the
deified ancestors of the tribe.
What he did was
believed to he done by their aid and in their name
laws
their
and
disobedience,
the laws were
a.s sin
against them, was punished here, and in commoB
;

;

belief, hereafter.

1 hus religion

'fixed the yoke of custom thoroughly on mankind.' It 'put
upon a fixed law a sanction so fearful that no one could dream
of not conforming to it' (Bagehot, op. cit. p. 57). 'There is no
common wealth where there is not some mixture either of ceremonious vanity or of false opinion, which as a restraint serveth
to keepe the people in awe and dutie. It is therefore, that most
of them have such fabulous grounds and trifling beginnings,

and enriched with supernaturall mistyries' (Montaigne, Essays,
Of Glorie,' Tudor Translations ed., London, 1892-93, ii. 361).
But every institution has served some useful
purpose ; it has corresponded with some necessity,
else it could never have come into being, or survived ; and in rude and turbulent times, when
men's passions and emotions needed restraint to
prevent excesses, the belief that wrongs committed
against their fellows were sins against all-powerful
'

who were angry with the wicked every day
AV) arrested the course of many an evilAnd to this day, wherever the moral tone
doer.
gods

'

(Ps 7"

lower, and savage instincts are dominant, that
a necessary and, often, effective check. In
the slow evolution of man from the ape and tiger
stage, it seems probable that many ages wUl
elapse before the consciousness of what is due
to others, so that no one life shall be the worse
through the acts of another, will be the ruling
motive of conduct.
Evil is wrought not only by
want of thought, as well as want of heart,' but
ignorance,
the
mother
of so much wrong, and by
by
an accompanying lack of imagination. It is the
absence of this which prevents a man from putting
himself in the place of those whose actions he may,
without warrant, condemn, and deprives him of
is

belief is

'

'

'

'

On
that sympathy which is the social cement.
the other hand, it is by this faculty of imagination
that man has devised instruments of cruelty and
torture, and methods of crime which have made
him lower than the brute.
Viewed from the standpoint of evolution, the
assumed dependence of morals on theology (which,
as a body of dogma, is a difierent thing from religion) is injurious thereto, because the authority of
an ethical code is weakened in the degree in which
it is bound up with creeds whose truth is questioned,
and which, as knowledge advances, become obsoExamples of this mischievous connexion are
lete.
supplied by witchcraft, to give up belief in which,
John Wesley contended, was to surrender belief in
infallible Bible, wherein is commanded, ' Thou
Shalt not suffer a witch to live' (Ex 22>8, cf. Dt IS'")
and by the justification of the custom of determining guUt or innocence by ordeal given in Nu 5'"^-.

an

Moreover, the codes of both savage and civilized
copies show that the quality of actions which are
E
eld to be sins against supernatural beings is determined by the conceptions entertained regarding
those beings. On the lower plane of these sinfiil
acts are omissions of ritual, withholding of offerings, and other offences which have no relation to
conduct.
The gods

jealous ot
of the Gold Coast are jealous gods,
the adulation and offerings paid to them and there is nothing
they resent so much as any slight, whether intentional or accidental, which may be offered them (Ellis, T&hi-speaking Peoples
of tlM Gold Coast, London, 1887, p. 11 cf. Ex 20=). In Australian legend, the god Atnatu expelled man from heaven to
'

.

;

'

;

.

.

;

EXECUTION OP ANIMALS
London, 1883 W. M. Salter, Ethical Religion, London, 19051;
H. Sidgwick, The Methods of Ethics, London, 1901 Boris
Sidis, The Psychology of Suggestion, London, 1903
Adam
Smith, Theory of Moral Sentiments, London, 1759 (reprint, 1887)
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Thomson, The Bible of Nature, Edinburgh, 1908; W. Trotter,
art. The Herd Instinct,' in The Sociological Review, July 1908 ;
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earth for neglect of his ceremonies. He made no moral law, but
his ritual law as to circumcision and whirling the bull-roarer
must be obeyed. In the Iliad (xxiv. 66), Zeus says to Hera that
Hector was dearest to him of all mortals, ' because he nowise
failed in the gifts I loved.
Never did
altar lack seemly
feasts, drink-offerings, and streams of sacrifice ; even the honour
that falleth to our due.' Speaking of the modern Greek, J. C.

;

;

;

my

Lawson says

;

'

In the mental attitude of the worshipper, there
first were written the words, fiwpa B^oiii
"
(Mod. Gr. Folkl. and Anc. Gr. Rel.
Cambridge, 1910, p. 57).
With the gods, clearly, nothing goes
for nothing. Each blessing has its price. Health is to be had,
say, for a calf wealth, for a couple of yoke of oxen a kingdom,
for a hecatomb (Lucian, de Sacr. 2). Among offences against a
supernatural being is thatof mentioninghis name, or, 'per contra,
as in the list of Divine names called indigitamenta, it was of
immense importance to know the correct name (Warde Fowler,
Religious Experience of the Roman People, London, 1911, p.
119).
How the nature of the offering acceptable to the gods is
ruled by the conception of the offerer is seen in the advance
from sacrifices of 'thousands of rams' to the social acts of doing
Justly and loving mercy (Mic 671"). For the highest moral law
'"
3 'expressed in the form, "Be this," not in the form, "Do this
(Leslie Stephen, op. cit. 148).
is little

TteiQei,

'

:

change since

" Gifts win the gods

'

;

;

,

EDWARD

'

;

EXCOMMUNICATION.—See

;

'

EXECUTION OF ANIMALS.—Belief

the killing of the aged and sick, and
cannibalism, have played in social evolution, as
subserving what the community believed essential
to the welfare of the whole.
It has proved that
our moral codes, like our theological creeds, are
conditioned by the accident of birth, of heredity,
and of surroundings. To the fvmdamental doctrines of Evolution unity and continuity it has
brought its 'cloud of witnesses.'
survey of the
codes and customs of all ages and peoples shows
that they are man-made social products ; that they
are before all creeds and dogmas ; that they derive
their authority solely from their proved utility;
and that they have their origin as the outcome of
social needs, increasing their force and securing
their permanence because of their adjustment to
altered ideas and requirements.
Conscience has
followed the laws of mental and moral development, and the theory of a definite, rigid, and absolute ethic is a fiction. Montaigne puts the matter
with his usual shrewdness The lawes of conscience,
which we say to proceed from nature, rise and proceed of custome' (Essays, i. 112). It follows that,
except in the sense that sin is rebellion against,
and attempt to thwart, the universal order, the
ling, torture,

—

A

:

term

is

inapplicable.

—

'

Sin, in essence, is therefore

the anti-social.

—

LiTEHATUTtE. In his Origin and Development of the Moral
Ideas, London, 1906-8, ii. 747-824, E. Westermarck gives the
full titles and dates of about 3000 books bearing on the subject
of this article. Here, space permits reference only to the more
important which, in addition to those already cited above, should
be consulted ; S. Alexander, Moral Order and Progress, London, 1S96; J. J. Atkinson, Primal Law (in A. Lang-, Social
Origins, London, 1903) J. M. Baldwin, Social and Ethical
Interpretations in Mental Development, New York, 1897 ; B.
Bosanquet, Psychol, of the Moral Self, London, 1897 ; H. J.
Bridges and others. The Ethical Movement, London, 1911;
K. Clifford, Lectures and Essat/s, London, 1886 ; G. L.
Dickinson, The Meaning of Good, London, 1907 ; H. Ellis,
The Criminal, London, 1895; G. Gore, Scientific Ba.ns of
Morality, London, 1899 ; T. H. Huxley, Evolution and Ethics,
London, 1894 D. Hume, Inquiry concerning the Principles of
Morals, London, 1751 (many later reprints) G. Le Bon, The
Crowd, London, 1903 ; D. G. Ritchie, Philosophical Studies,
London, 1905 ; R. A. P. Rogers, Short Hist, of Ethics,
London, 1911; G. J. Romanes, Mental Evolution in Animals,

in

kinship between man and animals is universal
amongst the lower savages.
Their daily, close
association with the untamed creatures of hill and
jungle impresses upon them similitudes pointing

community of origin and character. Animals
move and breathe they certainly seem even to
to

The comparative method, to which reference was
made at the outset of this article, has justified its
application to inquiry into the evolution of the
moral sense. It has imported order into a realm
of speculation and inquiry, where hitherto confusion and chaos ruled.
It has made clear the
fundamental uniformity of human nature, showing
by what like motives the most unlike acts are
prompted. It has thrown light on the darkling
mysteries which invested what seemed the inscrutable problem of the origin of evil and of the unending and awful tale of human wrong, bloodshed,
and tyranny. It explains what part, for the time
being, institutions and customs which to the higher
moral consciousness are repellent and arresting
forces, such as slavery, infanticide, the exposure of
infants, blood-feuds, polygamy, polyandry, duel-

Cursing and

Blessing, Discipline.

'

;

(Im

Thum, Among

the Indians of Guiana,
1883, p. 351) ; they are moved by the same passions, securing food by wit and cunning, and mates

talk

'

by strength and violence
phenomena from which man

;

they manifest the

derives his conception

of spirit ; they cast shadows and reflexions ; they
appear in man's dreams, which to him are not
merely ' true while they last,' but actual happen-

ings affecting his waking life. Did space permit,
a large number of examples of this primitive
psychology could be cited, but the few that foUow
have the greater weight in being drawn from races
above the lowest plane.
One of the septs or sub-tribes of the Eacharis of Assam show
traces of their belief in animal descent by going into mourning,
fasting, and performing certain funeral rites when a tiger dies
(Endle, Kachdris, 1911, p. 28). To the Indians of Guiana all
objects, animate and inanimate, seem exactly of the same
'

nature except that they differ in the accident of bodily form,'

and have spirits which differ not at all in kind from those of
men (Im Thurn, 350). To the Blackfeet Indians the question
whether animals have mind and the reasoning faculty admits
of no doubt, .
for they believe that all animals receive their
endowment of power from the Sun, differing in degree, but the
same in kind as that received by man and all things animate and
inanimate (McClintock, Old North Trail, 1910, p. 167).
Hence logically follows belief in the responsibility
of the animal for its actions, and punishment for
its misdeeds.
The Bogos kill a bull or cow which
has caused the death of a man ; the Maoris killed
the pig that strayed into one of their sacred enclosures, as ' in Mohammedan E. Africa, a dog
was publicly scourged for having entered a mosque '
'

'

'

.

.

'

(Westermarck, MI i. 253). Among the Malaccans
the buffalo that kills a man is put to death, as
under the Hebrew code ' If an ox gore a man or
a woman, that they die, the ox shall be surely
stoned, and his flesh shall not be eaten (Ex 21^
cf. Gn 9^ ' And surely your blood of your lives wiU
I require ; at the hand of every beast will I require
The animal, being
it, and at the hand of man ').
regarded as a moral agent, is thus made subject to
penal laws whose basis rests on the same motive
as that determining all laws of the kind, namely,
the resentment of society to acts inimical to its
welfare and protection. In his Theory of Moral
Sentiments {18S1 ed.), Adam Smith remarks that
the dog that bites, the ox that gores, are both of them
:

'

;

'

punished. If they have been the cause of the death of any
person, neither the public nor the relations of the slain can be
satisfied unless they are put to death in their turn
nor is this
merely for the securitj' of the living, but, in some measure, to
revenge the injury of the dead (p. 137).
;

'

;

W.

;

;

This explanation, which Westermarck accepts in
MI (ch. X.), largely accounts for the persistence of the practice of dealing with animals as
criminals throughout mediaeval times, and even
down to the present century.^ Sufficient warrant for the punishment of animals as criminals
would be found in the Hebrew enactment quoted
1 The Echo de Paris of 4th May 1906 reported the condemnadog to death for complicitj' in a murder committed at
D^l^mont, in Switzerland.
tion of a

'

EXPEDIENCY
above, as forming an integral part of writings
long held to be plenarily inHpired
and further
support would be derived from the long prevalent belief that animals as well as men could
The period immediately
be possessed by demons.
embracing the Christian era saw a vast development of the idea of daemons or genii' [EBi, art.
'Demons,' i. 1070), chiefly due to the influence of
Chaldican on Jewish mythology, and hence the
impregnation of the Gospel narratives with that
belief, as, e.g., in the reference to Beelzebul, and
in the story of the swine of Gerasa (Mk 3'" S'"'-).
Precedent for cursing animal and plant occurs in
the sentence pronounced on the serpent in Gn 3'*,
and on the barren fig-tree, although itself blameless, since, as Mark (ll'°) adds, 'the time of figs
was not yet.'' Nor must the influence of the
belief in witchcraft and in the metamorphosis of
men into animals, as in the superstitions of vampires and werwolves, be overlooked.
In these
may be found cumulative causes accounting for
the permanence of primitive codes which add to
the manifold proofs of the survival of primitive
ideas, and of the preservation of traces of the
earlier stages in man's mental as in his physical
;

'

structure.

In a chronological list of prosecutions, with
resulting excommunications (or, perhaps, more
correctly, anathematizations) and execution of
animals, given in E. P. Evans, Criminal Prosecution and Capital Punishment of Animals (London,
1906), to which work this article is expressly
indebted, 194 instances, ranging from A.D. 824
through eleven centmies onwards, are cited ; and
these may represent only a small proportion of
Of the total
cases of which no record exists.
number thus reported, some in minute detail, 46
are prosecutions against insects ; 37 against pigs ;
24 each against horses and mares, and against
goats, dogs, and she-asses ; 16 against cows and
bulls
and the remainder against rats and other
;

vermin, snails,

etc.
Birds are absent from the

list, but there are amusing examples
commendation of a pastor, Daniel Greysaer, of Dresden,
by Augustus, Dulie and Elector (1559), for having 'put under
ban certain sparrows for their extremely vexatious chatterings
and in the
and scandalous unchastity during the sermon
anathematizing of swallows by Egbert, Bishop of Treves, for
their sacrilegious defilement of his head and vestments with their
droppings when he was officiating at the altar (Evans, pp. 28,
The larger percentage of trials of insects in Evans' list
128).
may be explained, not so much by the belief in Beelzebul, as
by the special ravages wrought by them on crops and fruits.
Wholesale destruction of these ubiquitous pests was impossible,
and the only weapon to be wielded against them, as in the case
of locusts which devastated Botzen in 1338, was excommunication by inch of candle,' and anathematization in the name of
the Blessed Trinity, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost.'
Belief in the magical power of the word and of the

in the

' ;

'

'

links together the lower and the higher
Of this the annals of mediseval criminology teem with proof. Even in the Old Testament the prophet Malachi (3^) warns the people
suffering from the plague of devouring things that
even conjuration and commination would be unavailing if the tithes to the priests were in arrear.
Sometimes the laity were admonished to see in
their troubles the anger of the Almighty for this
and more serious sins.
The method of procedure in the prosecutions
was as elaborate as in any modern criminal trial.
The machinery of magic was made eft'ective by the
process of law and its attending quirks and quidCounsel were engaged for the prosecution
dities.
and the defence.

curse

cultures.

In a 16th cent, trial of weevils, which, twice within a generahad ravaged the vineyards of St. Julien, their advocate, in
reply to the prosecuting counsel's demands for sentence of excommunication, pleaded that the weevils could not thus be
banned, because they are outside the pale of the Church ; that
tion,

1

But upon any theory the interpretation
Comm.).

difficult (see the

of this incident

is
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the Creator would not have commanded them to bo fruitful
and multiply without giving them the means of nubsistence ;
and that the complainants hy their sins had brought on themselves this wrath of God.
KejoinderB follow, till the ecclesiastical Judge pronounces the weevils guilty, and admonishes them
to depart from the vineyard and fields within six days, under
penalty of excommunication. As to how the transfer, as la
similar eases of condenmation, was effected, the records are
silent.
Forensic ingenuity comes out in a 15th cent, trial of insects, known as ijiger, which had devoured crops in the district
'

'

of Lausanne, when the culprits have partial Justillcation 08
irrational and im^jerfect creatures,' so allied because there were
none of that species in Noah's Ark. It has further example in
a trial of Spanish flies, which were acquitted with a caution
because of their small size *and the fact that they hod not yet
reached their majority.' In the trial of some cater]jillarH, whose
capture was difficult, a formal citation to appear in court was
posted on trees in the infested district a method which has
modern correspondence in the affixing of a writ upon the mast
of a ship against whose owner damages are claimed.
As shown above, pigs are prominent as hoEuicides, and as
offenders in other ways, in the archives of animal trials. The
freedom which permitted them, as scavengers, to run wild in
the streets of mediaeval towns, as, in fact, they do to this day in
many Italian towns, partly accounts for facilities in devouring
infants and children. In 1394, one was hanged at Mortaigne for
having eaten a consecrated wafer ; and in a case of infanticide
the pig was accused of eating the flesh, although it was Friday
perhaps tempted thereto by the demon that possessed it, since,
as remarked above, the belief that pigs were especially instruments of the devil was strengthened by the narrative of the
'

—

'

—

A

Gerasene swine.

may

few cases

be quoted from the records.

In 1386, the tribunal of Falaise condemned a sow to be maimed
in the head and forelegs (the lex talionis is enforced here) and
then hanged for having torn the face and arms of a child and
caused its death. It was dressed in man's clothes, and executed
in the public square.
In 1457, a sow was sentenced to be hanged
for the murder of the five-year-old son of one Jehan Martin of
Savigny, and her six sucklings were charged as accomplices. As
their owner refused to go baU for their future good conduct, they
were forfeited to the Seigneurie. The reverse occurred when,
on the sentencing of a she-ass to death (1760), the inhabitants of

commune bore written witness to her virtuous career, and
her pardon and acquittal followed.
Concerning trials and condemnation of other quadrupeds, we
find the execution on the common gallows of an ox which killed
a villager of Moisy in 1314 of a red bull which killed with
furiosity a Beauvais lad of fourteen (this was on the 16th May
1499) of the burning of a mare for homicide by decree of the
parliament of Aix (1697) while a humorous variation of the
grim records is supplied in the burning of a cock at Basel in 1474
for the heinous and unnatural crime of laying an egg.' Belief
in the impossible being the creed of the superstitious, the faille
of the (Euf coqudtre had such wide credence that a French
savant, M. Lapeyronie, read a paper before the Academy of
Science in 1710 to disprove it.
Literature. Nearly all the works treating of the subject of
this article are in French or German, and are catalogued by
Evans (op. cit. pp. 361-371). The most exhaustive is Gaspard
Bailly, Traits des moniioires, avec un plaidoyer contre les insectes, 1668
see also E. Westermarck, Origin and Development
of the Moral Ideas, London, 1906-08, i. 249-282 Countess E.
Martinengo-Cesaresco, The Place of Animals in Human
Thought, London, 1909, pp. 347-361 G. G. Coulton, A Mediceval Gamer, London, 1910, p. 678 f.; R. Chambers, Book of
Days, London, 1865, i. 127 ff. and Pausanias, Description of
Greece, tr., with a commentary, by J. G. Frazer, London, 1898,
ii. 371.
For primitive peoples, see A. H. Post, Grundriss der
ethnolog. Jurisprudenz, Oldenburg, 1894-95, ii. 231, and the
references given there.
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EXISTENCE.— See Being.
EXORCISM.

— See

Demons and

Spirits,

Magic.

EXPEDIENCY.—That character of an action
which, in its positive aspect, combines practicability with effectiveness for the end sought, and,
in its negative aspect, implies indifi'erence to other
characters, especially moral characters. Generalized, it denotes regard for the expedient as determining conduct or as a principle of action.
Expediency bears a threefold relationship to
moral values it may be indifferent to them it
may oppose them it may be identical with them.
The first relationship obtains only where there is a
range of conduct recognized as neither moral nor
immoral, as held by the Stoics and by Kant (cf.
Adiaphorism). In such ranges expediency is the
it becomes, in
only rational governing principle
fact, identical mlh reason or sound sense.
Where
the moral value of a given range of conduct is unknown there is opened a similar opportunity for
:

;

;

;
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resort to expediency.
Indeed, the principle of
probabilism is, in effect, nothing more than this.
Even tutiorism relies upon a kind of expediency,
though in this case, since the moral and not the
appetitive or personal end is sought, it is a moral
expediency that is to say, the judgment as to
moral safety amounts to a judgment that the
conduct chosen is the most practicable and effective
for the moral standard in the long run.
The antagonistic relation of expediency to
morality can occur only in systems which discriminate sharply the ethical obligation from the
ethical good that is, where the 'right' and the
'
good are not necessarily identical. For expediency in conduct only means adopting the most
direct means for the end in view.
Presumably
that end is always (subjectively at least) the good.
But, if no other obligation than the realization of
this good be recognized, then the expedient means
must necessarily be the right means. Intuitional

—

—

'

however, recognizing a moral imperative
independent of invariable benefit, and a moral value
in action apart from the end of the action, naturally distinguishes actions governed by the sense of
right from those dictated by mere practicability.
The latter may {though they need not) conflict with
the former ; and the fact that there are many ends
of human desire the attainment of which is not,
per se, immoral, yet which lend themselves readily
to attainment through actions that violate the
canons of righteousness, has given a derogatory
connotation to the term expediency as designating these means.
It is doubtless the failure on the part of the
intuitionists to recognize the twofold regulation
of conduct involved in their double reference to
a moral sense and an objective good that has
led to their reproach of single-principled systems,
such as the utilitarian, as endeavours to moralize
mere expediency.
It is, of course, a fact that
systems based only upon a recognition of the objective good as the governance of conduct do
determine the righteousness of an action by its
expediency to this end ; but it is sufficiently evident that, recognizing no conflict between the
ethics,

'

'

sense of duty and the realization of the good, right
conduct must always be expedient conduct. If the
only moral value is the end in view, any means to

attainment is justified. Even Machiavellianism
criticism if there were no lurking
incongruity in the difference of code assigned to
prince and citizen.
It is but fair to note, however, that the utilitarian is forced in practice to resort to a kind of
expediency differing from moral certainty as much
as does the general rule of tutiorism. Such an end
as the happiness of the greatest number can only
be an object of approximative judgments. Every
specific action must be gauged by a kind of calculus
of chances of benefit, and in adopting any given
estimate a problematical course is being pursued.
Granted that the course chosen be the morally
plausible one, still the lack of certainty makes its
adoption a matter of expediency moral, to be
sure, in motive, but not necessarily so in result.
It is, in other words, expedient for the individual
to pursue a course which shall justify his moral
sense even if it defeat the true moral good as a
result of his ignorance.
This is a kind of converse
to the rule of intuitional ethics that the expedient
course to the attainment of benefit is to be condemned if it run counter to the moral sense. Of
course, in ett'ect intuitionalism merely sets up an
indirect end of action
the integrity of moral
feeling,
which is made paramount over its ostensible end
the attainment of objective good.
LiTEEiTURE.—James Mackintosh, A General View of the
Progress 0/ Ethical Philosophy \ Edinb. 1837; James Mill,
its
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—
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—
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Fragment on Mackintosh, Lond. 1835
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EXPERIENCE(Religious).'—D«/m<iore.—The
word 'experience' has two meanings. It signifies
practical acquaintance gained by trial or experiment, and also the fruit of the knowledge so obtained.
It has, therefore, a twofold religious sense
indicating both the present consciousness of
communion with the spiritual and the wisdom
accumulated by verification of spiritual facts derived from the inner and outer worlds.

—

I. Religious experience in general.— Sell
analysis reveals the existence of phenomena which
the religious man explains as being due to fellowship between God and man.
To him spiritual
conflict, aspiration, intuition, and the sense of
dependence on the unseen are explicable only on
the assumption that there is 'some superhuman
Power at work within us, lifting us above the narrow limits of our private and particular existence,
renewing us and also transforming our relations to
our fellowmen (Eucken, Christianity and the New
Idealism, 1909, p. 4).
Spiritual experience and subjectivism. It
1.
must not be assumed that this method involves
a lapse into subjectivism. Experience is not the
mere reflex of psychical states, whether intellectual, emotional, or volitional.
It is grounded in
what Eucken calls the 'life-process itself.' And,
'

—

when

life-process is examined, it is found
not merely subjective, but clothed with
a trans-subjective character, inasmuch as the
psychical states of the individual are unified and
brought into relation with those of others (so that
he realizes himself to be a member of a spiritual
commonwealth), by the operation of a transcendent
The
spiritual life which is immanent within him.
question has often been asked. Do we, when we
speak of spiritual experience, mean that of the
individual or that of society ? It is possible so to
press the antithesis as to give rise to a false alternative.
The individual cannot be separated from
society, and treated as though he lived in vacuo.
On the one hand, no one can interpret the spiritual
experience of others except in the light of his own.
On the other hand, the spiritual experience of the
individual is closely linked up with that of others.
That which seems to us to be our o^vn peculiar
possession has in great part come to us along many
channels, e.g. heredity, environment, and education.
Individual experience cannot, therefore, be isolated,
or so purified of the influence of others as to become no more than the individual's own concern.
2. Reality and independence of the spiritual life.
Is the spiritual life truly the Divine life in man,
or is it simply the fruit of ordinary psychological
processes, extended, it may be, to loftier heights
and deeper depths, but still self-originated, and
wholly independent of any Power that is not ourselves? We shall endeavour to show that, while
it manifests itself through, and utilizes, all the
resources of the personality, yet its source is outside of us.
For 1 ) it is a transmuting and unifying
power. It is continually working the materials of
our human nature into higher forms, creating a
new reality out of the old, and resolving the inner

that

this

'

'

it is

—

(

antagonism of flesh and spirit. It holds forth
new ends for our endeavour,' and holds before us
a regenerated world in the light of which it passes
judgment on things as they are,' so that human
nature is continually striving to rise above its own
level, and to become a 'new creation' {Eucken,
'

'

It is difficult to see what resources
7).
tnere are in man himself for the production of this
demands from
result, the achievement of which

op. cii.

'

For experience in the general philosophical sense,
Empiricism, Hume, Kast, Locee, Fhilosoput.
1

see

:

BXPERIBNCB
us 80 much toil and sacrifice, such a complete
revolution of our being, sucli a shifting of our lifocentre, tiiat it is impossible to think that any
natural impulse towards happiness would have led
us to it' (ib. 9). To the Stoic subjugation of the
lower nature by the higher we can attain, but that
is the mutilation, not the redemption, of the per-

But

remould

all our impulses and
destroy their antagonism,
but to bring them into the service of the life of the
spirit
is a vastly dill'erent task, and one for which
the natural man is unequipped.
(2) History, prointerpreted,
is a struggle for the supremacy
perly
Underlying all the external
of the spiritual life.
events and movements of nistory are spiritual
forces which have provided men with their deepest
motives and most potent energies, and linked them
together in the fellowship of a hidden life. That
inner antagonism which is found in tlie life of the
individual is manifest also in history, and is being
resolved by the gradual fulfilment of spiritual purpose.
No merely naturalistic hypothesis is sufficient to explain this phenomenon.
The evolution
of natural forces will not yield the teleological
unity of the spiritual life. If an immanent teleology can be traced in history, it is because of the
indwelling in man of a spiritual life which has a

sonality.

passions

to

— not merely to

—

reality

and independence

of its

own.

Thus, from

the standpoint of the individual and of history, we
are led to the conclusion that spiritual experience
is not the mere outcome of subjective psychical
states, but has objective reality in fellowship with
the Divine life. It is important to notice that the
presence of the Divine life in man, as a controlling
power, is not destructive of moral freedom, but
rather emphasizes and enlarges it. The pre-condition of moral growth is voluntary self -surrender,
which brings us increasingly under the liberating
But self-surrender
influence of the spiritual life.
involves conflict and choice. Man is a personality,
not an automaton, and has to win his way through
to the freedom which chooses the good alone (Aug.
de Civ. Dei, xxii. 30). Only by struggle and discipline can he attain to willing conformity with
the Divine will, and a conscious and ever-increasing
participation in the fullness of Divine life.
The con3. Personality and the spiritual life.
ception of a transcendent spiritual life, immanent
in man, raises very important questions aft'ecting

—

both Divine and human personality. Two dangers
must be guarded against. On the one hand, the
Divine must not be so identified with the human
as to be robbed of all objective reality. On the
other hand, the action of the Divine upon man
must not be so conceived as to impair his moral
freedom.
Each of these antagonistic modes of
thought ends in the obliteration of the line of
demarcation between the Divine personality and
the human. The transition from the idea of the
Divine immanence to that of Pantheism is made
with fatal facility.
There can be no doubt that
the Hegelian philosophy has, in the hands of some
of its exponents, tended in this direction, despite
the safeguards which they have endeavoured to set
up.
These tendencies have been specially characteristic of Mysticism, which is defined by Inge as
' the attempt to realize in
thought and feeling the
immanence of the temporal in the eternal, and of
the eternal in the temjioral.'
Properly apprehended, it is neither irrational nor destructive of
the will, but history shows that it has often been
pushed to extremes, and has made for the destruction of the self by the absorption of the human personality into the Divine. Mysticism has indicated
three ways in which union with God may be
achieved (Inge, Christian Mysticism, 1899, pp.
356-368).
(1) Essentialization.
According to this
theory there is a Divine spark in every soul, which

—
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part of the essence of the Deity.
Kekburt holds
that it is so akin to God that it is one with God,
and not merely united to him (cf. Inge, 359).
is

'

'

The

man

Man

identification becomes complete in so far as
climbs the scala perfectioni.i. (2) Substitution.

utterly corrupt and needs the substitution
Divine Will, or Life, or Spirit, for the
human (ib. 364). It is clear that, unless they are
carefully qualified, both these theories may tend
to lessen the value of human personality.
The
realization of our essential nature, conceived of as
a spark of the essence of the Deity, and the substitution of the Divine will for the human, may
easily mean the absorption of our personality in
God's. The true method of Mysticism is that of
The Divine enters into us in
(3) transformation.
ever-increasing fullness, as we are fitted to receive
it, and union between God and man is not so much
a consummated act as a transforming process. At
the same time it is well to remember that, as Inge
points out, all three views represent aspects of the
truth
If we believe that we were made in the image ol God, then
in becoming like Him we are realizing our true idea, and entering upon the heritage which ia ours already by the will of God.
On the other hand, if we believe that we have fallen very far
from original righteousness, and have no power of ourselves to
help ourselves, then we must believe in a deliverance from
is

'

of the

'

'

outsitUj an acquisition of a righteousness not our own, which is
either imparted or imputed to us. And, thirdly, if we are to
hope for a real change
our relations to God, there must be a
a progressive transmutation,
real change in our personality,
which, without breach of continuity, will bring us to be something different from what we were * (p. 366).

m

—

What is the authority of mystical states ? For
the mystic himself they have absolute authority,
For
and he demands no further confirmation.
those who have not experienced them, they overthrow the pretension of non-mystical states to be
the sole and ultimate dictators of what we may
believe' (W. James, Varieties of Beligious Experi'

ence, 1902, p. 427).
4.

Psychology of religious experience.

— The

attempt to connect religious experience with some
particular faculty of the mental life has broken
down. Faith, which is regarded as the organ of
religious experience, is not a separate faculty, but
the surrender of our nature to that in which it
discerns the promise of the satisfaction of our
deepest needs. To discuss adequately the process
whereby the surrender is brought about would
carry us far afield. It must suffice to insist that
personality has the unity of an organism, not that
of a bundle of sticks, and that, if faith is to be
justified, it must spring out of the necessities of the
whole personality. To ground faith only in the
speculative reason is to impoverish the spiritual
life, and to degrade religious belief into a mere
form of intellectual knowledge. This leads to an
attempt to explain away those phenomena of religious experience which cannot be rationalistically
At the same time there are elements
interpreted.
The school of which
of knowledge in faith.
Schleiermacher is the chief representative, which
of
feeling, fails to solve
faith
the
product
makes
the problem, because, as J. Caird says, to place
the essence of religion in feeling is self-contradictory, for a religion of mere feeling would not
'

even know itself to be religion (Introd. to Phil,
of Rel., 1880, p. 170). That feeling is a vital element in spiritual experience is undeniable, for the
'

religious life finds its highest manifestation in the
emotion of love. But, however blind love may be
in its lowest forms, in its highest it must discover
a moral ground for the selection of its object, and
this cannot be done without the aid of reason.
There is another class of writers who emphasize
the place of the will in religious belief, usually
associating the will with feeling.
This is the
view of W. James, who contends that our beliefs
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are the product of our willing nature,' including
not only deliberate acts of will, but ' such factors
of belief as fear and hope, prejudice and passion,
imitation and partisanship, the circumpressure of
our caste and sect (The Will to Believe, 1897, p. 9).
He would have us take our life in our hands, and
make the great venture of faith by deliberately
willing to accept the validity of those religious
impulses and feelings which work.' From James's
standpoint, it is no objection to this theory that it
sets up an inconstant standard, for he accepts a
pluralistic interpretation of the universe.
But
an objection of another character is not so easily
evaded.
are entitled to ask, What is the
standard whereby we determine the workability
of our beliefs ? To say that a belief
works is
Co presuppose a standard of
workability
which
cannot be arrived at without the aid of reason.
The problem of faith can be solved only when
the unity of personality is kept steadily in mind.
The reason must gather its materials and sift
them, deriving them from no narrow sphere,
but from the whole range of knowledge, thought,
and feeling, including spiritual instincts and intuitions.
The judgment thus arrived at can be made
efl'ective only through the emotions and the will.
Knowledge does not pass into belief without a
decisive act of will, in which emotion is a powerful determining factor in the sphere of religion,
adoration, fear, or love. Thus the whole personality is called into activity before the transition
can be made from knowledge to belief.
Even
yot we have not fully traced the process whereby
religious faith is reached.
The belief which is the
more outcome of rational, emotional, and volitional
pi-ocesses falls short of faith.
And here we are
driven back once more upon the reality of that
Spiritual Life which, while it transcends man, is
immanent within him. To use the language of
religion rather than that of philosophy, the Spirit
of God entering into us illumines our reason,
'

'

'

We

'

'

'

'

—

'

—

and quickens our emotions and intuitions,
and strengthens our will, so that we are enabled to
make a whole-hearted and whole-minded surrender
to our beliefs, and all the consequences which come
purifies

in their train.
Faith is, therefore, of ourselves,
yet not of ourselves. It is not of ourselves in so
far as it is the product of the quickening activity
of the Spirit of God ; it is of ourselves in so far as
it is the rational, willing, and loving response of
our whole personality to the power of God.

Religious experience and the subliminal self.
psychologists lay great stress on the
self, and by some it is regarded as the
organ of religious experience. James holds that
the discovery of the subliminal self marks the
greatest advance which psychology has made.
Myers uses the term to
S.

— Modern

subliminal

cover all that takes place beneath the ordinary threshold
consciousness ;— not only those faint stimulations whose
very faintness keeps them submerged, but much else which
psychology as yet scarcely recognises; sensations, thoughts,
emotions, which may be strong, definite, and independent, but
which, by the original constitution of our being, seldom emerge
into that aupralbmnal current of consciousness which we habitually identity with ourselves. ... I conceive also that no Self
of
which we can here have cognisance is in reality more than a
fragment of a larger Self,— revealed in a fashion at once shiftmg and limited through an organism not so framed as to afford
it (uU manifestation (Human Personality, 1907 ed.,
pp. 13-16).
'

.

.

.

of

'

James has proposed

as an hypothesis

may

be on \isSarther side, the " more " with
which in religious experience we feel ourselves connected is on
its hither side the subconscious continuation of our conscious
hfe' (VarietieSt p. 612).
'

that whatever

it

Following up the line thus opened, Sanday has
laid it

down

that the proper seat or locus of all divine indwelling, or divine
action upon the human soul, is the subliminal consciousness
{phrutologies, 1910, p. 169).i
'

(Religious)

This department of psychology is as yet too undeveloped to enable us to arrive at any conclusion
approaching definiteness. It is impossible to avoid
the use of spatial terms, but such an expression as
locus of all divine indwelling must be received
with caution. If God is active in man. He must,
above all, be present in that region in which the
life of fellowship with Him is consciously lived.
His activity may, indeed, penetrate deeper, and
it will explain many of the phenomena of the religious life if we believe that the Divine Spirit is
present in the hidden depths of our personality,
seeking to order our impulses aright. But it does
not follow from this that the subliminal self is to
be regarded as the peculiar organ of the religious
life.
It would seem as though it plays as important a part in the development of the artist and
mechanic as in that of the saint
'

'

' Religion
draws its sustenance from the deep soil of accumulated social experience, and from the wide-spreading roots
of individual inheritance and impressionability.
The subtle,
powerful influences of imitation, suggestion, and subconscious
habits operate in religion, giving it stability and intensity. It
is by this means that the racial ideas possess such urgency,
objectivity, and formative power. They are the result of the
long arduous struggles of mankind. It is no wonder that they

have been proclaimed with prophetic zeal, and obeyed with
tragic devotion. But every interest of society moves forward
by the aid of similar forces. In respect, then, to the operation
of subconscious elements, religion is not unique.
It stands in
the normal relations characteristic of all other genuine social
(Ames, Psychol, of Relig. Experience, 1910, p. 295).

interests'

II.

Christian experience.— In the

For criticism of James's and Sanday's views, see

ERE iv.

63.

NT we

find ourselves in a very diflerent atmosphere from
that of philosophy.
Its dominant note is not
speculation but certainty, and its emphasis is not
on the abstract but on the concrete. Spiritual
religion is focused in a historic revelation.
God

has spoken to the world through His incarnate
Son, Jesus Christ, whose teaching, life, death,
resurrection, and ascension, with the consequent
outpouring of the Holy Spirit, are all shown to
stand in a vital relationship to spiritual experience.

This connexion is not elaborated in the Synoptic Gospels as in the other
writings. This
is what might be expected, since the Synoptists
set out to give a simple record of the earthly
ministry of Jesus, and rarely yield to the temptation of reflexion upon the events.
Nevertheless,
even tliey afibrd sufficient material to establish
the distinctive features of Christian experience.
Jesus Christ is set forth as the Mediator of a
new revelation of God to men. He reveals God
as Father, and calls on men so to live that they
may be the sons of their Father in heaven, and
thus receive the Holy Spirit. Israel had already
apprehended the Divine Fatherhood in relation to
the nation, and even to the individual Israelite
through the mediation of the nation ; but in the
Gospels it is declared to be universal, and is represented as being actually manifested in Jesus
Christ, in whom the filial relationship was perfectly realized and exemplified.
The purpose of
Christ is to reveal and to restore to men their
sonship, and to initiate them into a higher spiritual
order— the Kingdom of God, or Heaven. Of this
Kingdom He is the supreme Mediator. He bids
men come to Him, take His yoke upon them, and
learn of Him, if they would find rest for their souls

NT

(Mt

H^'-).
His blood is shed unto remission o*
sins (26^) ; and, though crucified and buried. He
is risen from the dead, and is with His people even
unto the consummation of the age (28-°), and will
be the final Judge of all. It is not possible tr
trace here the development of this teaching in the
other
writings.
It must suffice to indicate its

NT

main content and implications.
I. The Incarnation and Christian experience.

The Incarnation
1

—

:

''

which

lies

is a concrete revelation of that
at the basis of spiritual experience

—
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union between God and man. It is the revelation
an eternal atlinity between Spirit and Nature,
between God and man. Some Unitarians, no
less than Trinitarians, prefer tlie doctrine of
Athanasius to tliat of Arius, on the ground that
the former conserves the truth of a union of God
with humanity. The NT, however, does not regard the Incarnation as a mere illustration of
union between God and man, but as the ground
It is not simply the revelation
of its realization.
of an eternal aflinity between the two, but the
initiation of a new spiritual process, whereby that
a process
affinity is consciously realized by man
based not on imitation, but on fellowship in a
The
hidden life, mediated to us by Jesus Christ.
law of the Spirit of life in Christ Jesus liberates
us from the law of sin and death,' endues us with
a moral dynamic, begets in us the mind of the
life and peace,' and leads us into
spirit which is
the realization of an affinity with God, which is so
close that we are called His sons (Ro 8'"").
2. Christian experience and the death, burial,
resurrection, and ascension of Jesus Christ.
The death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus Christ
are regarded in the NT both as objective acts,
standing in a real relation to Christian experience,
and as symbolizing processes to be reproduced in
Objectively Christ's death and resurrection
us.
are related to deliverance from sin and guilt, and

abide in Christ is to be begotten of God (1 Jn 3"""),
and to be led of the Spirit is to be a son of God
(Ko 8"). We have access to the Father, in the
Spirit, through the Son (Eph 2"). The three aspects
And because ye are .sons,
are unilicd by St. Paul
God sent forth the Spirit of his Son into youi hearts,
crying, Abba, Father' (Gal 4").

The sense
the birth of the new life
of sin has always been a characteristic mark of
Christian experience. Theories of the Atonement

Methodist doctrine of the witness of the
Spirit has been expounded in art. CERTAINTY

of

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

in the soul.

outside our purview, but it is beyond dispute
sets forth the Cross as the ground of
that the
reconciliation, and as that which brings deliverance from the power of sin and the paralysis of
guilt in short, that which makes fellowship with
God possible. The Resurrection is regarded as the
pledge of the perpetual presence of Christ in the
It
world as the Mediator of the Divine life.
lie

NT

—

might, however, be contended that an ascended
Christ is transcendent, but the Resurrection and
Ascension are interpreted in the NT in the light

The Spirit is 'the Spirit of his
The Lord is the Spirit (2 Co 3").
Son (Gal 4«).
The Living Christ is not a mere synonym for
of Pentecost.

'

'

'

'

'

the posthumous influence of Jesus. He is present
by His Spirit in the hearts of those who love Him,
and the Christian hope of immortality is grounded
not in speculation, but in participation in His
immortal life. But the death, burial, and resurrection of Jesus are also taken by St. Paul as
typifying certain inner experiences of the Christian.
*
I have been crucified with Christ ; yet I live ; and yet no
longer I, but Christ liveth in me ' (Gal 2="). ' We were buried
therefore with him through baptism into death that, like as
Christ was raised from the dead through the glory of the
Father, so we also miffht walk in newness of life. For if we
have become united with him by the likeness of his death, we
shall be also by the Hkeness of his resurrection (Ro Q^-).
:

'

This is not a mere description of a mystical docThe spiritual experience has its
trine of necrosis.
basis in historic facts, by the aid of which it is
initiated. The crucifixion and burial of the old self
and the resurrection to newness of life are achieved
only by means of the spiritual energies liberated
in the death and resurrection of Jesus.
3.

The

Christ,

filial

consciousness,

fellowship

and the indwelling of the

Spirit.

with

—The

content of Christian experience may be variously
described in these three ways, each of which
emphasizes a different aspect of the truth. The
filial consciousness is marked by freedom from the
spirit of fear and bondage (Ro 8'^) ; fellowship with
and the
Christ by victory over sin (1 Jn 3^"^-)
indwelling of the Spirit by the discernment and
assimilation of Christian truth (1 Co 2). The
underlying experience is one and the same. To
;

:

'

^Tho one God, Father, Son, and Spirit reveals and communicates Himself ; the living Christ invested with the concret*
personality of the historical Jesus is the content, but since the
withdrawal from sight of the historical Jesus, the Spirit is the
nwde in which God shows and gives Himself. It depends on
religious temperament and spiritual discernment whether this
revelation and communication of the one God will be conceived
more vaguely as the operation of the Spirit or more vividly as
the presence of the liviiii,' Christ' (Garvie, Studiee in the Inner
Life 0/ Jesus, 1907, p. 464).

But the NT does not conceive of the indwelling of
the Spirit as begetting the filial consciousness, apart
from the apprehension of the historical Jesus.
'The Spirit of God, which illumines, is the Spirit of the Lord,
and the enlightenment is according to its content nothing else
than the saving knowledge of Jesus Christ, that is, not of a
principle, which He brought into the world, but of His historical
person. H, accordingly, these two moments coincide, the
perfect knowledge of Jesus Christ and the enlightenment
by the Spirit of God, then indeed they are logically related to
one another in such a way that the enlightenment springs out
of the knowledge of Jesus Christ, not in the reverse way, that
a man might have in the enlightenment of the Holy Spirit,
which might occur independently of Christ, the principle of the
knowledge of Christ' (Kaftan, quoted by Tasker, Spiritual
Religion, 1901, p. 133).

4.

The witness of the

—The

Spirit

and the inner

light.

(Religious), vol. ni. pp. 325-331.
It may be well
here to distinguish between it and the Quaker
doctrine of the inner light. The witness of the
Spirit is conceived of as operating ab extra, the
inner light ab intra. The former is a development
of Christian experience, the latter is its presupposition.
The inner light has been compared with
the Stoic (TTrepfiaTiKbs Xi57os and anima mundi.
By this Seed, Grace, and Word of God, and Light wherewith
we say everything is enlightened, and hath a measure of it,
which strives with him in order to save him , , . we understand
not the proper Essence and Nature of God, precisely taken,
but we understand a Spiritual, Heavenly, and invisible
.
Principle, in which God as Father, Son, and Spirit dwells
a
measure of which Divine and Glorious Life is in all men, as a
seed which of its own nature draws, invites, and inclines to God ;
and this some call Vehiculutn Dei' (Barclay, Apology % 1736,
'

.

.

;

p. 137

f.).

It is from this substance that the inward birth
arises (Barclay, op. cit. 139). It is not to be inferred
from this that Christ dwells in all men by way of
union and ' inhabitation ; but He is present as in
a seed, and ' He never is nor can be separate from
that holy, pure Seed and Light, which is in all
men ; therefore it may be said in a larger sense
that He is in All ' {ib. 143).
Further, this light is not to be identified with
'

any natural faculty such as reason or conscience.
Neither is it subject to man's control.
' He must wait for it
which comes upon all at certain times
and seasons, wherein it works powerfully upon the Soul,
mightily tenders it and breaks it at which time, if man resists
not, but closes with it, he comes to know salvation by it (t6.
:

;

'

141 f.).

Barclay strongly denies that this doctrine

any wa^ derogatory to the

is in
historical revelation of

it to be ' damnable unJesus (Christ. He
belief on the part of any one not to believe the
Gospel when it has been declared. The remission
of sins is obtained only on the ground of the
sacrifice of Christ, but it may extend to those who
have no knowledge of Christ s work.
Many may come to feel the influence of this Holy and Divine

holds

•

Seed and Light, and be turned from evil to good by it, though
they know nothing of Christ's coming in the flesh, through
The History
whose obedience it is purchased unto them.
then is profitable and comfortable with the Mystery, and nevel
without it but the Mystery is and may be profitable without
the exphcit and outward knowledge of the History' (ii. 1411).
.

.

.

;

—

Individual and collective experience. What
the relation of the spiritual experience of the

5.
is
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individual to that of the whole society of Christian
disciples ? The two extremes to be guarded against
are the individualism which forgets the organic
character of Christian experience, and the authority
which eliminates individuality and variety by
demanding conformity to a fixed type. Ritschl
holds that the Divine life is not a direct gift to the
individual, but is mediated to him through his
membership in the kingdom of believers. It seems
and to the facts of
to be more true to the
experience to represent the individual as coming
into Immediate fellowship with God in Jesus Christ,
and as verifying or correcting his deductions, not
merely by reference to the autlioritative dicta of
the Church, but by spiritual fellowship with those
who are partakers of a like experience.

NT

'The basal principle of individual experience 'is 'saved from
excess by the correction ^iven through the experience of others.
In an effective practical fashion the experience of the whole
church is brought to bear upon the isolated feelings of the
separate member (H. B. Worlsman, in New History of Methodism, 1909, vol. i. p. 29).
.

.

.

'

—

The
6. Christian experience and philosophy.
Ritschlians distinguish between theoretical judgvalidity
of
of
value.
The
ments and judgments
Christian experience is to be judged by pragmatic,
not by theoretic tests. Kitsch! and Herrmann
deny that theology needs the sanction of metaphysics.
They hold that religious knowledge has
no need to be brought into harmony with theoretic
knowledge. Kaftan, however, writes
'The sphere of thougjht peculiar to the Christian faith, and
:

the sphere of thought identified with the rational knowledge of
things, cannot be wholly apart from one another it must be
possible to combine them so as to make a whole (The Truth
of the Christian Religion, p. 11, quoted by Mozley, Ritschlianism, 1909, p. 27).

(Religious)

Christian experience. The facts of the historic
revelation are established independently of experience, which of itself cannot prove their reality,
but, once they are given, confirms and interprets
them. Doctrine cannot be evolved out of experience alone. The birth, life, teaching, death, resurrection, and ascension of Jesus Christ are facts
dependent upon the attestation of history, but no
adequate doctrines of the Incarnation, the Person
of Christ, the Atonement, the mediatorial work of
Christ, and immortality can be formulated unless
the facts are approached and interpreted by ChrisThe doctrine of the Trinity is
tian experience.
an outstanding instance of a dogma springing
out of the necessities of the experience which is
grounded in the facts of the Christian revelation.
The eschatological doctrines of Christianity are in a different category. They are based

not on historic facts but on revelation, and can
be neither deduced from nor confirmed by experience, except in so far as the final principles
of judgment are seen to be operating here and
now. It is in the development of the doctrines
which relate to the new life in Christ that experience exercises the most potent influence.
Conversion, regeneration, justification by faith,
sanctifioation, assurance, are phenomena of the
inner life, and, however fundamental their relation to the historic revelation, can be translated
Both
into doctrine only by the aid of experience.
the hope and the justification of theological progress lie in the advance which Christian ex-

:

'

What Ritschl means by value-judgments may
be seen from his statement that we know the
nature of God and Christ only in their worth for
us' {Justification and Beconciliation, Eng. tr.,
There can be no ultimate divorce
1900, p. 212).
between theoretical and religious knowledge.
Truth, though many-sided, must be one, and the
'

and
But it

spiritual
cide.

rational universes must finally coinis not to be assumed that Kitschl

conceived of two kinds of knowledge, mutually
exclusive and irreconcilable. His emphasis on
value-judgments was due to the fact that his
interest was practical rather than metaphysical.
It seemed to him that they offer the one method of
approach to religious truth. And as such they
undoubtedly vindicate themselves by enlarging
our vision and deepening our sense of certainty.
But it is necessary to go further than Ritschl, and
to recognize that their authority is greatly increased
if they are viewed in the light of all our knowledge, and verified or corrected thereby.
The
theory of value-judgments embodies, at any rate,

two important truths. (1) Experience is a vital
factor in the solution of the truth problem. The
higher we ascend in the scale of truth, the more
scanty does theoretical evidence become, and the
more dependent are we on practical motives. (2)
Speculation cannot yield an intimate knowledge
of the nature of God.
Such can be won only by
experience the realization of God's worth for us.
The inner meaning of the Christian revelation can

—

be apprehended only by those who have experienced

worth in their own lives (cf. 1 Co
sum up, value-judgments stand for
its

2'^''^).

To

the recognition that proof cannot mean in theology exactly
what it means in natural science, but that in theology knowledge must be a matter of personal conviction arising from
individual experience.' They are the assertion of the presence
of the personal element in all knowledge, the protest against
excessive intellectualism, the understanding that truth is
perhaps not quite so rigid and fixed as in our conceptions we
have been inclined to represent it' (Mozlej', op. cit. 110).
'

'

—

Christian experience and doctrine. Christian doctrine is the outcome of the interpretation
of the historical facts of the gospel in the light of
7.

Doctrines are
is gradually achieving.
tentative, not final, efforts to state the truth, and
cannot rise above the level of the experience which
Progress in doctrinal expresformulates them.
sion will be made in so far as the Church penetrates
more deeply into the treasures of wisdom and
knowledge that are hid in Jesus Christ (Col 2^).
As has
8. Christian experience and history.
perience

—

been shown. Christian experience is based by the
NT writers on the historical revelation of God in
Jesus Christ. The Ritschlians distrust the mystical
side of the religious life, and hold that the Christian knows God and communes with Him through
the apprehension of the inner life of the historical
This view, while it places a necessary
Jesus.
emphasis on the historical side of the revelation,
does less than justice to the mystical side of NT

The experience initiated by the apprehension of the inner life of Jesus may be developed
in fellowship with the living Christ, without any
sacrifice of objective reality, or subservience to
At the other exmerely subjective processes.
treme are those who separate the Christ of faith
from the Jesus of history. In some instances the
historicity of Jesus is denied, and it is held that
the Gospel is but a representation of a wide-spread
Christ-myth which reflects humanity's struggle
The attack on the historicity of Jesus
for God.
cannot be said to have met with any success, and
many of the parallels, so confidently advanced,
between the details of the Gospel narrative and
mythology, break down on analysis {see Carpenter,
The Historical Jesus and the Theological Christ,
teaching.

'

'

1911, ch. i., and St. Clair Tisdall, Mythic Christs
In other quarters the conthe True, 1909).
ception of the heavenly Christ is regarded as the
outcome of a process of gnosticizing which has
taken place round the form of Jesus of Nazareth,
who, as some think, was the embodiment of a
Divine humanity, or, as others believe, merely a

and

well-intentioned, but more or less misguided,
Jewish apocalyptist. But such theories are beset
Avith difficulties that are insuperable.

(1)

They

do not explain how the gnosticizing process came
to centre in the crucified Jesus of Nazareth, nor
do they help us to understand why from earliest

;
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days Christian faith ha3 sought its nonrisliment
not in a mystic gnosis, but in the knowledge of
the historical Jesus, whom it idontilies with tlie
heavenly Christ. (2) Facts of consciousness which
are the product of speculation and reflexion, however valid they may seem to the experient, cannot
claim the authority and certainty of a revelation
which centres in a great historic fact. (3) 'Whenever the Church has treated the historic record
with indifference, it has invariably fallen either
into scholasticism or mysticism.
Christianity,
.

.

.

when
it

scholastic, lacks inspiration ; when mystical,
lacks reality and balance' (Forrest, The Christ

of History and of Expenence, 1897,

p. 335).
LiTBRATuuK. In addition to the books referred to above, the
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—
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Introductory and Primitive (L. H. Gray),
American (H. B. Alexander), p. 636.
Babylonian (S. H. Langdon), p. 637.

Buddhist (T. W. Ehys Davids),
Celtic— See SACRIFICE (Celtic).
Christian (W. Adams Brown),
Egyptian (H. R. HALL), p. 650.

Greek

(A.

Fairbanks),

Hindu

p. 651.

(Intro-

;

—

—

'

'

;

;

—

;

—

offended

human

kind.

seems safe to conclude that, at its lowest level,
expiation is non-ethical, and that non-ethical ideas
remain connected with expiation, to a greater or
It

p. 659.

Margoliouth),
Parsi (M. N. Dhalla), p. 664.
Roman (G. WissowA), p. 666.
Teutonic (E. Mogk), p. 669.
Vedic— See Vedic Religion.

Muslim

p. 641,

—

R. Driver), p. 653.
Jolly), p. 659.

(S.

(J.

Jewish (H. Loewe),

ductory and Primitive).
The entire subject of
expiation and atonement is inextricably involved
with that of sin [q.v.), and with the propitiation
iq.v.) of the Divine being or beings angered by
such sin, whether the propitiation be by sacrifice,
fasting, penance (gq.v.), or any other means.
The
concepts of expiation and atonement are, however,
neither synonymous nor even necessarOy connected ; the latter involves a far higher type of
religious development than does the former. Even
on the human plane, the desire to placate an
offended fellow-man by no means implies of necessity a wish to be at one with him
the averting of
wrath is not inherently prompted by love either for
or in the offended. It is true that—-from motives
of fear as well as of love there may be a desire
not merely to appease, but also to win the favour
of, the being appeased ; but such desire is accidental, not essential, to the concept of expiation,
whereas it forms the inmost kernel of the concept
of atonement.
The broad principles motivating expiation may
be summed up in fear of Divine anger (cf. Anger
[Wrath] of God) at sin, which, in the words of
the Westminster Shorter Catechism (qu. xiv.), is
'any want of conformity unto, or transgression
of, the law of God
a definition which, mutatis
mutandis, will apply to the lowest as well as to
the highest systems of religion.
In the lower stages of religion, what we may
conveniently call sin does not necessarily imply
infringement of a moral law it may be merely a
violation of an unmoral custom (q.v.) or of a nonmoral tabu iq.v.); it may be one of omission as well
as of commission ; it may be voluntary, involuntary, or unwitting ; it may be grave, or venial, or
of any intermediate grade it may offend various
classes of worshipful beings
ghosts, godlings,
deities, and the like
it may be entirely physical
or ritual.
In all such oases of offence, some sort
of expiation becomes necessary
some penance
must be undergone to placate superhuman beings,
just as some surrender of self is needful to appease
'

Hebrew

p. 635.

p. 640.
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;;

(D. S.

less degree, in relatively

p.

664.

advanced religious sys-

— notably in Buddhism (see
Buddhist section, below) — the concept
nonexistent while in others — as in Muhammadanism
(see Muslim section, below) — expiation degenertems, while in some
'

is

'

;

'

'

ates into a crass question of debit and credit. The
non-ethical aspect seems to characterize the entire
Polynesian and Melanesian area, where expiation
appears to be simply an endeavour to placate
offended ghosts and deities.
Yet it must be remembered that, with the exception of the Australians, few of these peoples have as yet been
studied with a view to ascertaining their ethicoreligious principles a failure particularly lamentable, since with so many of them the old system of
beliefs has practically vanished for ever.
Yet it is
at least significant that even so competent an observer as Codrington makes no mention of any
ethical feeling underlying such sacrifices as are
made in Melanesia for the purpose of propitiation
(Melanesians, Oxford, 1891, p. 127), though it is
perfectly evident that the Melanesians and Polynesians had many ethical principles of a high order
(see above, p. 516 f.).
In Africa, also, the non-ethical form of expiation
is the more usual.
As a type may be taken the
Shilluk of the Egyptian Sudan. When a Shilluk
is seized with a disease as a result of some offence
that he has committed, a propitiatory sacrifice is
offered, with an appropriately sad and humble frame
of mind, to appease the angered worshipful being
and, should the sick man recover, his restoration
to health is attributed to the intercession of Nykang
(the apotheosized first king of the Shilluk) with
Cuok, the Great Spirit' (Hofmayr, Anthropos, vi.
[1911] 121).
In like manner, among the Bantu Wajagga, a sick man in-

—

'

the origin of his illness ; and, if it
this is appeased, according to the
with the sacrifice of a stieep, ox,
honey, meal, milk, and the like
Anthropos, iv. [1909] 576).

quires of his sorcerer as to
be from an offended ghost,
sorcerer's directions, either
etc., or with a libation of

(Fassmann,

A

form of expiation is the rite of conOutside Christianity (see Penance), confession has been most commonlj' known from the
Assyro-Babylonian, Egyptian, Hebrew (see these
sections of Confession ; and for a divergent rendering of the Egyptian confession more accurately repudiation
of sins, see above, p. 478''), and
distinct

fession.

'

—

—

:

:
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Parsi (see 'Parsi' section, below) religions. Yet
it occurs elsewhere, as among the Eskimos (q.v.),
the Aztecs and Peruvians (see American section,
below; cf. also Waitz, Anthropologie der Naturvolker, Leipzig, 1860-77, iv. 129 f., 462 f.), the D^n^s
(Q.V.), and the Iroquois (q.v.).
Here only the
Hebrew and the Parsi, together with the Aztec
and Peruvian, confessions are prompted by real
'

from their

—

;

;

.

him immune against sahu.*
Confession is also practised by the Mkulwe
(German East Africa), but only by adults, who
must perform the rite publicly, fully, and sincerely.
Confession is made by all assembled in case of severe
illness, or difficult delivery, or before crossing a
dangerous stream individual confession, when the
father of the household is starting on a journey.
The confession for severe illness begins
The illness is grave.
Let us see perhaps there are sins among the kin. Let him
who has sins confess them let us confess well let us not confess with double heart.
Forgive me, gracious God
I have no
this confession renders

;

:

'

;

;

;

I

»ther sins than
.
. (adultery,
breaking of vows, falsehood,
theft, etc., as the case may be).
I have no other sins at all.
I
am poor ; protect me, gracious God All my sins are gone
forth with the wind
With the last words the person confessing casts towards the west splinters of wood and bits of straw,
that his sins may be carried away by the wind even as the sun
sinks in the west, never to return. If the sick man mends,
it is attributed to the perfection of the confession
otherwise,
it becomes necessary to get a doctor to consult the spirits, in
order to discover who is concealing some of his sins, and thus
hindering the recovery of the patient (Bamberger, Anthropos,
.

I

!

'

309-312).

And

yet, non-ethical as these African forms of
expiation appear to be, it has been declared that
the African possesses a real concept of conscience.
Thus Schneider (Relig. der afrihan. Natunolker, Miinster,
1891, p. 19 f.) writes 'The negro is guided at every step by re:

ligious conscientiousness {religiose Geioissenhaftigkeit), though,
unfortunately, he is very often not led to true morality. . . . His
morality is not based upon self-made, secular, and human principles, but upon religious, erroneous though they may often be.

What bonds and binds him is not "the categorical imperative
of self-ruled reason," but another, higher will, which proclaims
to him his religion. . . The misinterpretation of evil as a power
of Nature only fetters, but does not utterly destroy, the sense
of responsibility and guilt. No impulse of conscience (Gewissen)
is alien to the negro ; he experiences heaviness and distress of
conscience, and comfort and joy of conscience. His constant
thought and endeavour is to know and to fulfil the wishes of
those invisible powers on whose interference he believes his weal
and woe to depend ; he knows no worse misfortune than to
offend the spirits or fetishes ; fear of their anger can plunge
him into irremediable dejection to make them again propitious
is the chief matter of his care and his endeavour, and to this
.

;

end he burdens himself .
with the most painful renunciations.
As he fears the anger of the spirits for his sins, so, with
a quiet conscience, he counts upon their help and heartily sub.

.

mits to the ordeal, trusting in their miraculous intervention for
the saving of innocence. His prosperity appears to him to be
the reward for his good conduct towards the Invisible Ones, and
every evil to be a punishment for offending them (cf. also the
Egyptian ' sections of Conscishcb, and Ethics ahd Moealitt).
'

'

addition to the authorities cited in the text,

appended to the following

series of articles.

Louis H. Gray.

can).

—

The conception

expiation

of

is

(Amerialready

fundamentally present in the primitive effort to
placate evil and to propitiate powers that are or

may become

unfriendly.
Sacrificial rites of all
sorts are designed to such ends, the notion being
that the worsliipper can purchase favour by his
sacrifice.
Where the sacrifice, in place of a mere
offering of goods, involves physical suffering on the
part of the donor, we may fairly regard the rite as
expiatory as an effort to make good the punishment which the propitiated power is wont to inflict.
Rites of this type are common among the American Indians. One of the most interesting examples
is that given by E. F. Im Thurn {Indians of Guiana,
London, 1883, p. 368)
Before attemptmg to shoot a cataract for the first time, on
first sight of any new place, and every time a sculptured rock
or striking mountain or stone is seen, Indians avert the ill-will
of the spirits of such places by rubbing red-peppers (Capsicum)
each in his or her own eyes. ,
The extreme pain of this
operation when performed thoroughly by the Indians I can
faintly realize from my own feelings when I have occasionally
rubbed my eyes with fingers which had recently handled redpeppers and from the fact that, though the older practitioners
inflict this self-torture with the utmost stoicism, I have again
and again seen that otherwise rare sight of Indians, children
and even young men, sobbing under the infUction.'

—

'

.

.

;

The same propitiatory notion underlies the severe
tortures which the Plains Indians of North America
were accustomed to undergo on the eve of going to
war, though doubtless here the ethical motive of
putting to test the warrior's fortitude also bears a
part.
typical description is given by de Sraet

A

{Life, Letters,

and

Travels,

New

York, 1905,

p.

255 f.):
'

Among

the Sioux, as

among the Aricaras, warriors preparing

for an expedition undergo a very rigorous fast of several daj's.
They have for this purpose a "medicine" lodge, where tbey
spread a buffalo robe and plant a red-painted post : at the top
of the lodge is tied a calf-skin containing all sorts of devices.
There, to obtain the aid of the Great Spirit, they pierce their
breasts, pass leather cords through, attach themselves to the
post, and dance thus several times around the lodge to the
sound of the drum, singing their warlike exploits and flourishing their war-clubs over their heads. Others make deep cuts
under their shoulder-blades, run cords through the gashes, and
drag two great buffalo heads to an eminence about a mile away
from the village, where they danee until they drop senseless.
A last offering before setting out consists in cutting off little
pieces of flesh from different parts of their bodies, which they
offer to the sun, the earth, and the four cardinal points, to
render the Manitous, or tutelary spirits, of the different elements
favourable.'

From

;

iv. [1909]

—In

(American)
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earliest known
history ; but the Parsi patets are of very late date,
while, in the case of the Aztec and Peruvian confessions, there is a possibility (though merely a
possibility) that they have been transmitted in too
ethical a setting.
The Assyro-Bab. confession
is, at least originally, largely devoted to ritual
offences ; and the Egyptian ' repudiation ' has no
indication of any real sense of sin and repentance
at the most, only attrition is indicated by it (see
also ' Egyptian ' section, below).
Africa also knows confession.
Among the
Kikuyu, east of Lake Victoria Nyanza, sin is the
violation of some law, custom, ceremony, rite, or
prescription, and consists of three parts : mogiro,
' prohibition
noki, ' violation ' ; and sahu, ' pun' ;
ishment.' Of this, Fr. Cayzac says {Anthropos, v.
[1910] 311)
'Sin is essentially remissible; it is enough to confess it.
Ordinarily, this is done to the *' sorcerer," who expels the sin
by a ceremony whose principal rite is a simulation of vomiting
(kotahikio, derived from tahika, "vomit").
There is also a private, non-ritual confession : a man has just
committed adultery his accomplice forbids him to speak of it.
If she had said nothing, the man would not have sinned
but,
since she has spoken, he has sinned. .
. The man, in this case,
then makes a private confession of his act to some friend, and

ethical considerations,

Literature.
see the lists

:

rites

such as these, designed to compound

an offence feared or expected, to rites meant as
compensation for an offence already given is but
the step of reason.
Possibly an intermediate case
is the acceptance of punishment not with a sense
of having offended, but merely as a means of averting a calamity already falling such as the case of
Black Coyote who, after several of his family had
died, in obedience to a dream sacrificed seventy
pieces of skin from his body to save the remainder

—

{U BBEW, pt. 2 [1896], p. 898). In this instance
we have vicarious sacrifice, with no apparent sense
of fault; yet expiation readily develops into
penance, with the penitential conviction of sin

accompanying it, and sometimes into penance
viewed as a punishment and acts of compensation viewed as atonement.
An excellent instance
of this complex sort is the penalty for murder
among the Hurons as described by Father Br^beuf
{Jesuit Relations, ed. Thwaites, Cleveland, 18961901, X. 215-223).
Not only must the murderer
and his family give compensation, in the form of
presents (as definitely determined as the Anglobaxon wergild), but he must also give satisfaction
probably conceived as a placation of the angry
dead. Br^beuf thus describes it
The dead body was stretched upon a scaffold, and the murderer was compelled to remain lymg under it and to receive
upon himself all the putrid matter which exuded from the

—
'

—

,

—

:

;
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corpse they put beside him a dish of food, wliich was Hoon
filled with the fllth and the corrupt blood which little by liUlo
and merely to get the dish puHhcd bock ever so
fell into it
little would cost hini a present of seven hundred porcelain
as for the murderer, he remained in this position
bonds
as long as the relatives of the deceased pleased, and, even after
that, to escape it he had to make a rich present.'
:

;

.

.

.

;

War among

the Indians was but an expansion

of which tlie above
ceremony represents a sort of commutation, as is
Br^beuf,
that, ' if the
proved by the fact, noted by
rehitivea of the dead man avenge tliemselves for
this injury by the death of him ^vlio gave the blow,
Much of the
all the punishment fell on them.'
difficulty in maintaining an Indian peace lay with
had not
tlie relatives of the war-slain whose
yet been appeased by the death of a foeman. Thus
of the primitive blood-feud,

mams

the Assiniooins explained to Father de Smet (p.
1128) their horrible cruelty in slaughtering a whole
encampment of unprotected women and children of
they
their Blackfeet enemies, declaring that
satiated themselves with cruelty to satisfy the
manes of their deceased parents and kindred.'
Certainly, if captives were spared or adopted, it
was usually because the losses of the captors had
been negligible in the conflict.
The conception of pollution or uncleanness, with
the corresponding need for ceremonial purification,
but the
obtains far and wide in the Indian world
fasts, purgations, and ordeals which marked the
purifying are hardly to be regarded as in a strict
sense expiatory ; they are of the nature of a cure
find, however, that
rather than of a penance.
the Indian was more than receptive when the notion
of penance, as expiation of sin, was once laid before
him. At all events, there is a general unanimity
of the Jesuit teachers to the efi'ect that their
aboriginal converts were singularly ready to confess and do penance for their faults, often outdoing
what the Fathers required of them. The statement, they accused and condemned themselves,
and pronounced their own sentence, which they
carried out' (Thwaites, xxxiii. 33), represents not a
particular case but a common attitude.
Le Jeune in the Relation of 1640 (ifc. xviii. 173-177) describes
at length one of the rather numerous instances in which a convert had espoused a pagan, and had later come repentant to the

We

'

Fathers. ' We assembled the principal Christians to ascertain
what action would be taken in this matter,' he writes. ' They
summarily decided that he should be driven away and forbidden
ever to live again with the Christians.' To this severity the
Fathers objected, the young man being merely asked publicly
to confess his sin. This he did ; but more than this, he came in
private to his confessor, saying : My Father, I have so deeply
regretted my fault that I have not dared to approach any Christian since my return ; I would not dare even to look at them.
I was told, indeed, tliat you would chide me if I returned to
Saint Joseph ; but I have come, nevertheless, to see you. I
assure you that, since I left this woman, I have fasted every day,
eating only once a day and not more, so much have I grieved
I have not dared to take shelter in the
for offending God.
cabins of the Christians ; I pass before them in silence, with
bowed head ; I shall go and see them when I have confessed.'
Le Jeune adds ' I carefully examined his behaviour ; I found
him so little guilty l3efore God that I shuddered within myself
It is true that he had taken
for some time with a holy horror.
this young girl, having already given his word to another ; it is
true 'that he lived with her as it they were married, and that
was the oflence. But it is true also that his fear of otfending
God and his respect for his baptism had prevented him from
touching her, although he was urgently solicited to do so
desiring that she should become a Christian before showing her
the evidences of his alTection. This, in my opinion, is what
passes wonder to be in the fire, and not be burned ; to do an
act almost innocent before God, and patiently to bear the
penance for it before men.'
'

—

—

:

—

The same readiness to confess and do penance is
There,
recorded by the Spanish friars in Mexico.
moreover, the idea had developed independently
illustrated
by
before the advent of Christians, as is
the explicit account given by Sahagun {Hist. gin.
Paris,

1880,

I.

xii.

;

cf.

art.

Communion with

in vol. iii. p. 741). And, indeed,
the whole temper of the Aztec religion is that of a
deep and unescapable sense of sin with which a
reader of Mexican annals can hardly fail to sympa-

Deity [American],

—

G37

Something very similar among the Peruvians
indicated by Garcilas.so (liuyal Commentaries,
ed. Paris, 1830, II. xiii. )in the spirit in which the
Inca laws were obeyed. The Inca ruler being regarded as Divine, the laws of the empire were
viewed as Divine ordinances, the violation of which
thize.

is

was

sacrilege.

Hence,' he says, 'often enouph, those who knew themselvca
culpable, condemned by conscience, went voluntarily to proclami to the judge their secret faulta for their belief that the
soul condenma itself led them to believe that their sins were the
cause of all the ills which befell the state maladies, deaths
disgraces, general or particular.
unprosperous seasons
To
f>revent, therefore, that their private faults should cause their
ord to send other ills into the world, they wished to expiate
'

;

—

;

their sin

by death.'

There was, in fact, no distinction between crime
and sin every offence was an ofience again.st the
Inca, who was himself immune from fault simply
because of his Divine origin and sanction (ef. ib.
;

xii.-xv.).

II.

'

;

(Babylonian)

'

Garcilasso (VI. xi.) records that in certain tribes
the priests were accustomed to fast for the welfare
This is a ^vide-spread custom
of the community.
among the Indians, being intimately associated
with the mystic notion that dream -revelations of
importance to the people were to be obtained by
BBEW, pt. 2 passim). The
such means (see
idea of vicarious atonement is, in fact, never very
far beneath the surface in a society whose morals
are still on the group basis, distributing responsiquaint
bility to all the relatives of the offender.
development of this notion is detailed in the Jesuit
Relations (ed. Thwaites, xxxii. 305) by Pfere Lale-

H

A

mant
'After the fathers and mothers have confessed, they make
such of their children as are fit to receive the sacrament go to
confession. But, as regards those who have not sufficient discernment, their mothers bring them to the confessors and relate
in their presence their petty acts of naughtiness, and make
them ask for a penance, which they themselves perform foj
their little ones.'

For the final development of this idea of vicarious sacrifice, in its native form, we must turn to
the mythologies of the Indians. There we find
among the Iroquois, the Algonquins, the Sioux,
the Pawnees, and many others various developments of the conception of a demiurgic being
modelling this world as a habitat for man after the
plan of the world which is above the skies and
which was before the earth was. This being is at
times (as with the Iroquois) a cosmic titan, slain in
the making of the earth, so that its body becomes
the source of the life of the vegetable and the
animal realms, and thus of man himself, who
reverences the nourisher of life. At times (as in
the legends of Hiawatha) an historical or legendary
chieftain, conceived as a benefactor who has won
for his people some such gift as the knowledge of
agriculture, is identified with the cosmic sacrificial
demiurge thus givin" a vicarious turn to the
heroic life. Possibly the dominance of the theanthropic conception throughout Mexican religion ia
but a continuation of the same fundamental conception of a god dying for mankind (see esp.
J. N. B. Hewitt, Iroquoian Cosmology^ SI
[1903], p. 133 ; D. G. Brinton, Myths of the New

—

—

—

RBEW

'

WorW, Philadelphia, 1896
[American]).
Literature.

—In
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;
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cf. art.

Incarnation
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appended to Communion with Deity (American).
H. B. Alexander.

Personal

(Baby-

gods and demons.

— To

understand the intricate system of purification
from sin in Babylonian religion, it is necessary to
start from the unique conceptions of the Sumerian
religion regarding the relation of the Individual to
the gods. The Sumer.-Bab. religion possesses a
I

The

entire structure of Bab.

Semitic,

potamia,

religion

is

essentially nonof Meso-

and borrowed from the primitive inhabitants
viz.

the Sumerians.

:
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pantheon extraordinary in
every element of Nature in

represent
hierarchy, and many

its ability to
its

abstract ideas as well. The earliest religious literature of the Sumerians represents the social aspect
of religion as distinguished from the individualistic.
The public worship, in which the entire community
joined to sing liturgies in the temples, in praise of
the great gods, is apparently older than those forms
of worship which touch more closely the individual,
which belong to the realm of magic and were excluded from the temple-worship from first to last.
But the individual who, by the socialist nature of
early worship, felt himself lost in the sight of the
gods in the great public liturgies expressed his
need of a more personal religion by adopting a
personal god, his protecting genius." Each man
lived under the protection of his personal god, a
good spirit which dwelt in his body, or whose
Divine presence permeated his being.
Proper
names in both languages often refer to this idea.^
The deity whose name figures in the proper name
of any individual is not always his protecting
genius. He felt free to choose some other. Usually
each individual adopted a god and his consort as
his personal gods, so that the Babylonians ^ spoke
more often of my god and goddess.' * So long as
the personal god dwelt in a man, he felt himself in
communion with divinity, but the evil demons
(originally ghosts) often overpowered the protecting spirits and drove them from the body.
His
god is departed from his body, his thoughtful goddess stands afar,' says the priest of one who has
fallen to the powers of evil.' Ordinarily sickness
or any trouble physical or spiritual is regarded as
a sign of possession by the demons (see Bemons
AND Spirits [Assyr.-Bab.]). It is likely that in
the first stages of this religion the demons were regarded as taking the initiative without any cause
whatsoever. Thus in the earliest known text of
this kind we have the following
'

'

'

Namtar,"

like a

god

invincible,

He brought headache upon
To
To

a

from on high entered.

man

his hand his hand he extended.
his foot his foot he extended,
man is the son of my hand, son of

This

Conceptions of

my foot is he.* 7

— But only the

primitive
stages of the religion attribute the flight of the
protecting spirits solely to the hostile attacks of
the demons. Man himself becomes a factor, and
begins to reflect upon his own conduct as a possible
cause for the flight of his gods. The first notion
of sin is here ritualistic, grossly materialistic.
'When he walked the streets, ihas he trodden upon a libation
poured out? Has he set his foot upon improper water? The
2.

water
1

of

sin.

unclean hands has he seen

Sum. dingir-nif Bab.

ili-Su.

?

A woman

of

More often a man

impure

is

called

'son of his god,' dumu dingir-ra-ni (earliest mention in Cun.
Texts from Bab. Tablets in Brit. Mus. [C.T.] iv. 4a, 28), or Bab.

mar
'

Ui-su.

Ur^den-zu, 'servant of the Moon-god'; XJr-dvjtu^
2 Sum.
servant of the Sun-god ; Lu-dba-u, man of the goddess Bau
'

'

'

G^n-dda-mu, maiden slave of Damu ; disj^anna'ama-mu, IS^anna ia my mother' Bab. il^Marduk-na^ir, Marduk protects'
il^Enzu-imguranni, ' Sin has blessed me.' See esp. Krausz,
Gottemamen in den bab. SiegelcyHnderlegenden^ Leipzig, 1911.
3 We employ the word in the sense of inhabitants of Babylonia attached to the established religion.
4 References to men who have no protecting god are found
(C.r. xvii. 14 K. 8386. 7, 23, 194), but these are seized upon by
'

'

'

;

*

disease at once.
5 SurpUy V. 11.
One passage represents the protecting god aa
a man's shepherd, whom the devils seized upon for food.
6 One of the seven demons.
' C.T. iv. 4
see Babyloniaca, iii. [1910] 16. The best example
of the idea of a soul being wilfully attacked by the demons is
the series of incantations known as Malclu, tablet 1, where the
individual attributes his afflictions to the machinations of
wizards and witches, one of the most common sources of evil,
and the so-called &tukku limnuti series, C.T. xvi. (tr. by
Thompson, Devils and Evil Spirits, London, 1903-04). For an
example of a man wilfully attacked by restless souls from hell,
see King, Bab. Magic and Sorcery, 1896, no. 63 = Langdon, Bab.
Eschatology,' in Theol. Essays in Honour of C. A. Bnggs, New
York, 1911, p. 159. See esp. Morgenstern, Doctrine ^of Sin,
;

*

5-21.

2

;

(Babylonian)

hands has he met?

A

maiden of impure hands has he seen!
of poisonous witchcraft has his hand touched ? 1

A woman

'

Ban by drinking from an unclean cup

(?) (Marduk) dissolves.' 2
'Ban by having touched a man accursed (Marduk) dissolves.'
Food (unclean) I have eaten, waters incanted (?) 1 have drunk,
refuse of ray ^od unwittingly I have eaten, rubbish of my goddesses unwittmgly I have trod upon.**
'

'

The ethical conception of sin and the moral element in religion begin to develop at an early period,

we may judge from the

religious aspect in which
of civil laws were regarded.
Yet it may be safely asserted that ethics and religion were originally independent of each other in
if

and violation

injustice

The moral transgressions which bring
about estrangement between man and his gods are
mentioned at great length in the &urpu series
Babylonia."

:

failed to deliver the captive, and the bound not set
yes in his mouth and no in his heart?' 'The
boundary of justice has he gone beyond ?
Man is inherently
prone to sin : '
has not been negligent, who has not committed frivolity ? ' 6
*

Has he

free?

Was

'

Who

—

Corresponding with
3. Condition of the sinner.
the advance made in the conception of sin,' there
are distinctly diflerent conceptions of the condition
of the sinner in the various stages of the cults of
expiation. The reader will have inferred from the
preceding paragraphs that the earliest state of sin
was regarded as one of demoniacal possession.'
Whether disease, sorrow, and calamity were conceived of as due to the attacks of the demons, the
machinations of witchcraft, the evil eye, or what
not, the actual state of man was described as one
of demoniacal possession.
Thus in a ritual against
a disease we have the curse
:

*

Evil ghost,9 evil alv,^ evil

mouth,

may

evil

utukha^

evil

man,

evil eye, evil
his god,

tongue from the body of the man, son of

they depart. i"*

technical term for a man in demoniacal possesis pap'halla = muttalliku,'^ lit. 'one tossing to
and fro. Also the ordinary word for sick, marsu,
may be used in a wider sense quite synonymous

The

sion

'

'

with

demoniacal

'

'

The man whose

possession.'

protecting gods had deserted him is 111 tu-ra = amelu
marsu.^'^ The Sum. word tur is probably connected
with the root tar, ' to curse,' and represents the
man as under the curse of the demons. The Sem.
root mardsu,^^ indicates a condition of pain and
misery, and, unlike the Sumerian, has no magical
Another Sum. word, gig, is often
significance.
employed to denote the misery of a sinner." The
fundamental idea of this root is unclean,' ' worthless.'
Sumerian, therefore, in each case employs
a term based upon the religious aspect of the case.
sinner is one cursed by the demons, made unclean
by the evil spirits so that his gods can no longer
dwell in his iDody. The sinner is often described
as one who has a curse, for which the technical
word is mamitu in Semitic. '' The root of this
word, emit, Heb. non,'' means 'to apeak with a
rumbling voice,' probably referring to the ventrilo'

A

1

rv. R. 26, no. 6

2

Surpu,

iii.

19.

;

of.

C.T. xviL 38.
' lb. 115.

R. 10a, 28-34. The • refuse of my god,' tkkib iK-ia, and
the 'rubbish of my goddess,' an zU istariia.
5 Morgenstern, 2.
Dhorme (Bel. assyr.-bab. 211 ff.) takes the
opposite view. At any rate, the references to moral sin in the
rituals of expiation and atonement are found only in the late
4 IV.

period.
6 King, Bab. Magic, no. 11, obv. 10.
7 For a detailed statement of the Bab. conceptions and
technical terms for * sin,' see SiN (Bab.).
8 Schrank, Bab. Sithnriten, 42.
18 C.T. xvi. 13a, 46-48.
9 One of the se\'en devUs.
11 V. R. 606, 3 ; C.T. xvi. 2, 38.
12 C.T. xvi. 4, 149 ; see Briinnow, Classified List, Leyden,
1887, no. 1074.
13 Prt. imrtt^, to be distinguished In Assyrian from mard^v,

prt. imras,

to be firm, strong.'
Translated into Semitic by mara^.
For curse,' Sumerian employs sag-ba or simply sag. Sag
means lit. the throwing,' from the root sig and ba means to
speak,' lit. 'to cast a spell by words.' Another Sumerian
technical term is nam-erim, the fundamental idea of which ia
14
15

'

'

*

'

;

uncertain.
16 The derivation is fixed by C.T. xvi. 33, 177, where a demon
is called mutdmH, ' one who utters a rumbling voice,' and
rendered in Sum. by nam-erim.

EXPIATION AND ATONEMENT
A demon or a witch casts the tnmnit upon
a man, or the mamit falls upon him aa the result
The individual sometimes reof any kind of sin.
presents his condition in more ethical terms in the
May the sickness of
later stages of the religion.
my body be removed, may the weariness of my
'Calling
and no answer
flesh be driven away.'^
have encompassed me.'" 'From the days of my
youth much have I been bound with torment.
Food I eat not, weeping is my nourishment.'*
Often the gods (both personal gods and others) are
said to be anfjry with the sinner and to have turned
His god and goddess are enaway from him.
raged with him ; ° The goddess has turned away
from me.'°
Since the fundamental
4. Methods of expiation.
concept of sin is essentially one of demoniacal possession or of a ban and curse, which enfold man
like a great net, the method of overcoming the
demons or the curse must be magic. It would be
not incautious to say that no religion ever existed
in which the entire scheme of atonement is so
thoroughly based upon magic. No analysis of the
ritual of atonement could possibly convey to the
reader an adequate idea of its complexity, its comprehension of all the vital elements in a natural
and cultured religion, or the extreme beauty of
some of its forms. To restore the protecting gods
to a man's body, or to restore a man to his protecting gods, is the essential object of the atonement. It follows, then, that he will be restored to
favour with all the gods. To free man from the
devils, to loosen the ban cast upon him by the
powers of evU, is the problem in the ritual of
atonement.
Power to overcome the demons and the ban is
obtained through the curse given to the priests by
Ea, god of Eridu, the ancient seat of the cult of
Inherently there is no diflerence
fresh water.
between the curse hurled upon man by the demons
and wizards and the curse of salvation uttered by
the priests in the name of the water-god. The
superiority of the latter lies in the superior mystic
power of the god himself.
The technical term for the curse
5. The curse.
of expiation is Hptu in Semitic, a word borrowed
from the Sum. root Sib, 'to cast, hurl.'' Ordinarily the rituals employ the term nam-Sub, lit. the
We do not possess material
casting, throwing.
from the primitive period to give us an insight
into the precise origin of the mystic spell revealed
by the water-god, but the act of casting a spell of
Divine power probably consisted in uttering words
attended by conventional movements of the hands.*
This supreme magical formula was known as the
curse of Eridu, and had power not only to overcome the bans of the demons, but also to consecrate
any object whatsoever." As in the Christian
Church the consecrating formula employed for
conveying mystic power to the elements of the
mass is preceded by the sacred history of its institution, so in the Bab. rituals the curse of Eridu is
employed only after the account of its legendary

quist.'

'

institution.
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Ea, the water-god,

is

said to

commis-

Marduk with his own power over the
Marduk is represented in the person of

sion his son

demons.
the magician (Asipu), whose words are, therefore,
really those of the water-god.'

The following passage is the earliest known
source for the ritual of expiation, and is employed
against headache
:

'

'

'

(Babylonian)

my son Marduk, this man the son of his god pacify.
Bread at his head place, rain-water at his foot place.
Smite the headache.
The words of the curse of Eridu utter.
Of his limbs the ache allay.
May the headache ascend to heaven like smoke.
Into the beneficent hand of his god restore the man. '2
Go,

'

—

—

'

1 Still another technical term is arrdtu,
the verb is
curse
and the
araru, Heb. nN. The Sum. for arrdtu is a5, ill-will
hurling,
casting,
ill-will.'
the
idea
of
al-bal,
hurl
the
Note
verb
the basis of all the expressions for cursing in Sumerian.
2 King, Bab, Magic, no. 1, rev. 45.
*

'

;

'

'

;

'

s lb. 11. 3.
4 Haupt, Akkad,-8U7n. Eeilschrifttexte, Leipzig, 1882, 116,
17-20.
5 IV. R. 29'* 14, zintl itti-su.
6 IV. E. 10a, 63, eliia isbusu ; cf. Craig, Religious Texts,
Leipzig, 1895, i. 13, 6 = ii. 7, 8.

So first Paul Haupt.
Morgenstern supposes that the idea of casting refers to the
sprinkling or throwing of water but this is highly improbable.
None of the terms employed has any reference to water on the
other hand, they almost universally refer to the casting of
7
8

;

;

words.
9 Thus water is consecrated with mystic power by repeating
the holy curse over it (IV. R. 226, 12).

The words of the curse of Eridu have not been
recorded on tablets. It may well be that they
constituted a sacred formula revealed only by oral
instruction in the schools. ° The word mamit
(Sum. sag-ba and nam-erim), which, as we have
seen above, often denotes the curse of the demons,
With
may also be used for the curse of the gods.
the curse of the earth-spirits* I curse thee,' says
to
the
demon.'
the priest of incantation
quasi-philosophic conception of the curse of Eridu
' Curse, Curse, conis found among the schoolmen
cept* not to be transgressed.'' The consecrating,
delivering curse belongs to the water-god only, or
to the gods connected with fresh water, as Marduk,
son of Ea, Ninahakuddu, daughter of Ea.* The
curse was then personified, and a hymn (King,
Bab. Magic, 61) refers to the curse as created with
the gods.
ritual.— Only in the later
6. Curse without
period do we find the priests of incantation depending wholly upon the curse to banish the
powers of evil and bring about reconciliation with
the gods." The process here may be described as
purely intellectual magic. The priest proclaims
himself as commissioned by Ea ; and, after describing the demons at great length (it was necessary to obtain a clear idea of the nature of the ban
before it could be cursed), finally utters the curse
of Eridu, following it by an oath that the demon
This secondary curse, Verily, thou
is cursed.'"
art named,' " may be sworn to in the name of any
number of gods or sacred objects,'' and serves only
as an assertion that the priest has really discovered
the name of the demon to be cursed.
In the ordinary ritual
7. The ritual elements.
of atonement water, bread, grain, plants, and
animal sacrifices are introduced. The reader will
note the passage cited above in § 5, where bread
and water are placed at the head and feet. In the
primitive ritual, water was undoubtedly employed
one way
as a means of purification, and applied
or another before the curse of Eridu was uttered.
drive
the
demons
into the
The priest seeks to
water, the bread, the grain, or whatsoever element
may be employed. When he utters the curse the
evil passes into the water, which is then taken
away into 'a clean place' or thrown in the byways. Such water, bread, etc., were regarded as
1 Sumerian possesses other words for Uptu, viz. tic, mH, in
sag-ba, and nam-erim. Of these the two latter may refer either
to the curse of life uttered in the name of the gods, or to the
curse of the demons (see above, § 3). Both tu and mH refer tf
'

'

'

A

:

'

—

m

a

of speaking. The original idea inherent in the wor/
obscure (see Langdon, Sum. Gram., Paris, 1911, pf..

method

^n

is

213, 268).

Babyloniaca, iii. 16.
Probably the fornmla was simply zi den-ki-ka-ge ge-pad,
the being of Ea thou art named.'
1 Anunnaki, spirits of the nether sea, who guard the waters
of life in Hades.
6 C.T. xvi. 12, ii. 8.
6 U^urtu,
outline,' the form or concept of a thing.
7 C.T. xvii. 34, 1.
8 Called lady of the curse (Haupt, Akkad.- sum. Keilsckrifttexte, 105, 32, and cf. Babyloniaca, iii. 28).
9 As in C.T. xvii. 34-6 and the Utukku limniUi series.
10 Lit. 'thou art spoken against' ((a?re(!(o; Sum. ge-pad, 'bt
thou named').
11 C.T. xvi. 13a.
2
s

'

By

'

'

'
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extremely dangerous and capable of exercising a
ban upon any one who touched them or even looked
at them. On ancient seals the sinner is often represented bringing a goat as an ofi'ering, and not
infrequently the rituals mention lambs of sacrifice,
which appear to have been divided between the
At any rate, neither the
priests and the gods.
blood of the victim nor the sacrifice itself plays
any essential rdle in the mystery of expiation.'
The technical term for putting the elements to
the body is teM (Sum. teq), and for removing them
kuppuru (Sum. gur).^ The bread, water, plants,
etc., into which the curse had driven the powers of
Kuppuru then developed
evil, are called takpirtu.
the sense of ' purge,' purify,' atoned
Expiation by means of the scape8. Scape-goat.
goat* is often met with. Ea says to Marduk
Go, my son Marduk. A man has been seized upon by a ban.
'

—

:

'

Take a scape-goat Its head to his head put. The king son of
his god atone.6 The venom (o( the ban) into its mouth (of the
scape-goat) may be cast. May the man 6 be pure, be clean.' 7
In another ritual a small pig is dismembered,
and its parts are applied to the patient, who is
washed in holy water and incensed with the censer.^
In this ritual the pig is said to be a substitute " for
the man. In anotner ritual the scape-goat is called
the image of the man (nig sag illH).^"
In certain Rituals,
magic.
9. Sympathetic
especially those of the fire-cults (Maklu and Surpu),
who have put a man
the
sorcerers
small images of
under a ban are destroyed in fire ; or tamarisk,
dates, onions, etc., are torn and thrown into the

—

attended by prayers that the ban and those
In these
it may likewise perish.
cases the prayer is said by the patient, and the
priest utters the curse of Eridu.
Gradu10. Penitential prayers and confession.
ally a more ethical element is worked into the
rituals of expiation by requiring the sinner to repeat
a psalm of adoration to one or several of the gods
while the priest performs various acts of the ritual.
These prayers are commonly known as Prayers
of the lifting of the hand,' a scene often represented
on seals of the classical period. It is precisely here
that the Babylonian religion reaches its highest
'My heart is distressed
spiritual development.
lord in the
and my soul faileth. I cry unto thee,

pure heavens.

(Buddhist)
Faithfully look upon me, hear

my

supplication,' says the penitent in a prayer to the
frivolity
sin be undone,
moon-god.' ' May
May the good genius, the good spirit
forgotten.

my

my

walk beside me. May evil mouth and tongue
stand aside. Before thee 1 wUl walk and sing thy
praise.' So run the closing lines of a prayer to the
god of the new moon.^ It is probable that sinners
read a tablet of their sins before the gods, and that
the tablet was then broken in sign that their sins
were forgiven. This form of the ritual finally freed
itself from magic, and the sinner depended entirely
upon confession and prayer in the so-called peniThe significant act of atonement
tential psalms.
in this form of the ritual is the appeal of the sinner
to various gods to intercede for him with the god
whose anger he wishes to appease. Forgiveness is
here expressed by the phrase remove my sin,' or
'turn thy face unto me,' or 'may thine anger
'

return to

its place.'
It will be seen that

Bab. religion identifies sin

and disease in all its stages, and that atonement
and reconciliation depend largely upon magic.
The atoning power of sacrifice is a negligible factor,
and in any case is not original. The ritual tended
to the production of a beautiful literature, and in
cases to symbolic acts of great spiritual
Finally, the ritual led up to penance and
prayer, in which appeal is made directly to the
gods.
LiTERATORK.— K. L. Tallqvist, Die assyr. Beschw'&rungsaerie

many

power.

fire,

who have worked

—

'

References to the use of blood as a means of expiation are
In C.T. xvii. 6, 51 the blood of a pig is applied to the side
of a bed on which a sick man lay; and in Zimmern, Ritualtafeln, no. 26, iii. 20, the blood of a kid is mentioned,
a See ExpT xxii. [1911] 320-326.
3 In addition to the special article in ExpT^ l.c.^ regarding
kimpuru, the Babylonian technical i:erm for atone,' the present
writer would make the following explanatory statement, which
must be categorical here. Students of Hebrew who naturally
look to Assyriology for a definite statement regarding the meaning of this word should remember that the Babylonians translate the Sumerian word gur by kuppuru. Now there is not the
least doubt that the technical word for 'atone' in Sumerian
means turn away, remove.' In regard to kuppuru the writer
is of the opinion that, although the Babjionians employed this
word with emphasis upon the rennoving of the objects which
had magically absorbed the curse and the uncleanliness, the
root meaning involves both the ideas of cover and remove. The
Babylonian ritual gives us, we think, the clue for fixing upon
this Semitic conception of atonement from which both Babylonian and Hebrew started. We take the root kapdru to mean
apply and zvipe
fundamentally, * wash away with a liquid
away are two concepts inherent in this root, and, although
Babylonian appears to have lost almost completely the idea of
applying or covering, yet Hebrew has apparently retained traces
1

rare.

'

'

'

o(

It,

certainly in

Gn

;

3221.

4 The technical word for scape-goat
On
is muS^uldubbu.
the entire subject of the scape-goat in Babylonian religion, see
*

ExpT

xxiv. [1912]

'

9.

U-7ne-te-gur-gur=kuppir, i.e. 'take the scape-goac away.'
' Haupt, 105.
Here the king.
In this ritual [C.T. xvii. 6], fourteen baked cakes are placed
Rt the outer gate of the house.
5

6
8

9 PullM.
10 C.T. xvii. 37, K. 4859.
There is another reference to the
scape-goat in Craig, Religimis Texts, i. 18. 8. A scape-goat is
also used to purify a sanctuary and he who carries it away to
the fields is unclean for seven days (RAssj/r viii. [Paris, 1911] 49).
Likewise in another ritual, for freeing a house from a ban, he
who carries away the water used in the handwashings is unclean seven days (IV. R. 59, no. 1, rev. 3).
;

Doctrine of Sin in the Bab. Religion, Berlin, 1906 W. Schrank,
Bab. Siihnriten, Leipzig, 1908 C. Fossey, La Magie assynenne,
Paris, 1902; M. Jastrow, Die Religion Eabyloniens und
Assyriens, Giessen, 1906 fl., chs. xvi.-xvii. L. W. King, Bab.
Magic and Sorcery, London, 1896 ; P. Dhorme, La Religion
assyr.-bab., Paris, 1910, p. 282 £E.
S. H. LANGDON.
;

;

;

AND ATONEMENT

(BudEXPIATION
dhist).— In the sense in which these terms are used
in Christian theologies, the ideas of expiation and
atonement are scarcely, if at all, existent in Indian
'This holds true especially of Buddhism,
religions.
constructed without dependence on a deity, and
profoundly influenced by the Indian theory of
karma {q.v.). According to the theory of karma,
as current, it is generally agreed, just before the
rise of Buddhism, the fate of a man's soul, in its
next birth, was determined by the man's karma
The soul was supposed,
(lit. 'doing') in this birth.
in this stage of the theory, to be a very minute
creature residing in the cavity of the heart, and
resembling in every respect (except in size and in
the absence of a soul within it) the visible man.
Like a man's, its outward form was material, consisting of the four elements and heat like a man,
it had anger, desire, quality, and other mental
This hypothesis of a soul was rejected by
traits.'
Buddhism but in other respects it adopted and
systematized the karma theory, and made it one
of the foundation-stones of its ethical theory.
Karina became for it an inexorable law, working
by its own efficacy, subject to no Divine or human
interference, and resulting in an effect following
without fail upon every deed, word, and thought.
As to what effect followed on what deed opinions
But on the main fact of
differed (see Karma).
karma all Buddhist schools are agreed. They held
that the karma and its vipaka (the act and its
result) were inextricably interwoven ; that no exception by way either of expiation or of atonement
and that the
was either possible or desirable
contrary doctrine, an explaining away or denial of
karma, was pernicious, immoral, a bar to religious
;

;

;

progress.
1

s

= It>. 31-34.
King, Bab. Magic, no. 6, 60-62.
See Rhys Davids, Theory of the Soul in the Upanishads,

JRAS,

'

1899.

m

2
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The passages in the canonical books in support
of the above doctrine are so numerous that only a
araall selection can be given.
In Sutta Nipala, 006, the Buddha Is reported as sayinif
80 also an elder 1
is never deetroyetJ, not any one's.'
made to say, at Thera Gatkd, 144 : 'The kanna a man floes,
be it lovely, be it evil, that is his iuheritiince, wliatsoever it may
have been that he has done.' At AAijutlara, i. '280, it is said
* Of all woven garments, brethren, a hair shirt is known as the
worst. In hot weather it is clammy, in cold weather chilly : it is
ugly, evil'Smellinfjf, grievous to the touch. Just so, brethren,
of all the doctrines commonly known among those of the
recluses, that of Makkhali of the Cow-pen is the worst ; for that
foolish one is of opinion that there is no karma^ no action, no
energy.'

Karrna

'

is

:

Yet, notwithstanding this uncompromising attitude as to the result of any act done, there are two
cases in early Buddhism in which, at first sight,
there seems to be some mitigation possible. The
first is where a bhikkhu is forgiven for a breach of
a by-law of the community ; the second is in the
matter of a patti-dana, or transfer of merit.
The rules as to the first case are translated in
and iii. 61-65. Stated
Vinaya Texts, ii. 339
quite shortly, they amount to this. If a breach of
the rules had been reported to the local chapter,
the chapter could, under certain conditions, suspend
the offender from certain privileges. On his submission, a motion could be brought forward, at a
subsequent meetin" of the chapter, for rehabilitation.
By leave of the chapter the offender was
brought in, and, on his acknowledging his offence,
the chapter, through the mouth of the mover of
the motion, took the offence back (as the standing
expression is). Sometimes the Buddha himself,
without the matter being laid before a chapter,
took back an offence (see, for instance, Samyutta,
But in all such cases the offence, it should
i. 128).
be noted, is purged only as regards the Order.
The law of karma is not broken. The karma of
the offence will work out its inevitable result independently of the fact that the offence, so far as the
Order is concerned, has been expiated.
The other apparent exception, ih^ patti-dana, or
fl'.

'

'

'

'

interesting as showing developbelief is not found in the
Nikayas themselves, only in the commentaries
upon them.' In the latter, however, it is taken so
transfer of merit,
ment in doctrine.

is

The

completely for granted that it must have grown up
some considerable time before they were written
in the 5th cent. A.D. ; and, if the present writer's
note in Questions of King Milinda, ii. 155, be
correct, the idea (though not the technical phrase
for it) must be as old as the Milinda, that is, probably, as old as the 2nd cent. A.D. Patti means
'attainment,' 'accomplishment.' To have done a
good deed was to have attained the good result
that would inevitably follow. By the law of karma
that result would accrue to the benefactor (to him
who has done the good act) either in this or in some
future birth. The doctrine oi patti-ddna (lit. gift
of the patti') was that the benefactor could so
direct the karma that it would accrue not to his
own benefit, but to that of some one else whom he
'

That this amounts to an Interference
by human will in the action of karma cannot, we
think, be disputed. And, if the merit of a good
action can be thus transferred, it would seem to
follow logically that the result of an evil deed
could also be transferred. All this brings us very
nearly, if not quite, to the Christian doctrine of
atonement, of the imputation of righteousness.
The Buddhist might deny this ; and would point
out, quite rightly, that such transfer of merit was
supposed possible only in the case of certain good
actions of a minor sort. In fact, the patti-ddna is
specified.

1 On
the technical meaning of this epithet, see Elder
(Buddhist).
2 Cf. the note in Rhys Davids, Dialogztes of the Buddha,

London, 1899,
?

i. '76.

Jdtaka Com.

VOL. V.

ii.

112

—41

;

Dhammapada Com.

161, 402.
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most frequently found

in the colophons to the M.S8,
the copyist giving expres-sion to the pious hope
that the merit of his having completed the copy
may redound to the advantage of all beings. And
in other cases, in the stories told in the commentaries, the act of whicli the merit is transferred is
usually the gift of a meal to a bhikkhu, the placing
of a white ffower at the foot of the monument to a
departed arahant, kindness to animals, or some
such simple act of piety.
It is noteworthy that the transfer of merit is
usually from a good Buddhist to a non-Buddhint,
and that the latter is usually a friend or relation
There is no instance of a good
of the benefactor.
Buddhist desiring or accepting any transfer of

merit to himself.

—

Literature. V. Fausboll, DhamTnapadam, excerptis ex
commentario Palico iUttstravit, Copenhagen, 1855 The Jdtaka,
together with its commentary, 7 vols., ed. V. Fausboll, London,
1877-1897; Sutta Nipata, London, 1885; Ai\guttara JUikdya,
6 vols. iPTS, 1886-1910); Samyutta Hikaya, 6 vols. (PTS,
1884-1904); T. 'W. Rhys Davids and H. Oldenberg, Vinaya
Texts, 3 vols. {SBE, 1881-1885); Rhys Davids, Questions 0/
King Milinda, 2 vols. {SBE, 1890, 1894) F. L. Woodward,
The Buddhist Doctrine of Reversible Merit, Colombo, 1911.
;

;

T.

W. Khys

Davids.

EXPIATION AND ATONEMENT

(Chris-

tian).—!. Scope of the article.— It is the purpose
of this article to trace the history of the doctrine
of the Atonement on Christian soil, to distinguish
and classify its most important forms, to show
their historical antecedents and relations, and to
estimate their significance.
The word ' atonement may be used in two
'

senses
either as a synonym of reconciliation
satisfaction or
(at-one-ment), or to denote the
reparation made for wrong or injury, either by
doing
or suffering
giving some equivalent or by
something which is received in lieu of an equivaIt is in the latter sense that
lent' (Cent. Diet.).
the term has been commonly employed in theology. By the Atonement is meant the satisfaction
made by Christ for the sins of humanity, however
that satisfaction may be conceived in detail. Since
the purpose of Christ's atoning work is to reconcile
sinners to God, it is not unnatural that some
modern theologians should have returned to the
original meaning of the word, and maintained
that in theology also the true meaning of atonement is reconciliation rather than satisfaction.
Such an identification of the process and the re:

'

sult

is,

however, a departure from the historical
in what follows we shall understand

and
the word in

usage

;

its more technical sense as signifying
the action taken by Christ to bring about reconciliation between God and man, rather than the

reconciliation itself.
In the sense in which the Atonement has been
commonly understood in later theology, both Roman
Catholic and Protestant, namely, as an objective
satisfaction made by Christ to the Father to secure
the forgiveness of man, the doctrine was first
clearly formulated by Anselm in the 12th cent,
Long before
in his famous tract Our Deus Homo.
this time, however, the death of Christ had been
made the subject of explicit reflexion by Christian
theologians ; and the answers which they gave to

the question why Christ died on Calvary form the
necessary introduction to the history of the docThese answers begin
trine of the Atonement.
within the NT itself, and the rich material which
is there contained has proved the point of departure
for later speculation.
2. The Biblical basis.— The conceptions which
the NT writers bring to the interpretation of the
death of Christ fall into five main groups.
(1) The simplest answer finds a sufficient reason
for Christ's death in the fact that it took place in
fulfilment of OT prophecy. This is the explanation given by St. Peter in Ac 3'*, where no attempt
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made

to explain wiiy the suffering was necessary.
enough to know that it was foretold in the
sacred book in which the Divine will for man is

is

It is

revealed

(cf.

Lk

24"^'-).

A

more speculative interpretation is sugfested by Jesus' own words in Mt 26''^. Here the
(2)

laster compares His death to a covenant-sacrifice
sealing the relation between the disciples and God
under the new dispensation, as the Paschal lamb
marked the union between the Israelites and God
under the old. This conception is most fully developed in the Epistle to the Hebrews, where the
deatn of Christ is regarded as at once the fulfilment and the abrogation of the OT sacrificial
^stem. As the High Priest of the New Covenant,
Jesus enters the Holy of Holies (i.e. the immediate presence of God), not with the blood of
bulls and of goats, but with the perfect sacrifice
of His own life-blood (He O"'**), and hence exhibits
a type of the true spiritual sacrifice with which
alone God is well pleased (13"'-). This sacrificial
conception underlies the Anselmic doctrine of the
Atonement, though in association with other ideas
drawn from a diflerent source.'
third interpretation, also suggested by
(3)
Jesus' own words (Mk 10"), sees in the death of
Christ a ransom or purchase price by which His
disciples are delivered from the bondage into

A

which they have been brought by sin. The comparison is suggested by the provision made in the
Law for the enfranchisement of slaves upon the
payment of certain specified sums of money, or by
the familiar custom of the ransom of prisoners
taken in war. What these money payments accomplished in delivering those in bondage from
temporal captivity, that the death of Christ is
conceived to effect in securing the deliverance of
transgressors from the deadlier bondage of sin (cf.
1 Co 6» 7^, 1 P V"-, Tit 2^\ Eph 1").
This idea
re-appears in the later history, in the Patristic
interpretation of the death of Christ as a ransom
paid by God to Satan.
different explanation again is that which
(4)
interprets Christ's death after the analogy of the
bloody expiation exacted by justice from those
2'').
who have been guilty of wilful sin {e.g. 1
The idea of expiation through suffering is a very
ancient one. Where a wrong has been done for
which the ceremonial system affords no remedy,
atonement must be made by the death of the
offender or his substitute. This conception finds
striking expression in 2 S 24 (cf. 1 Ch 21), where

A

K

David's sin in numbering the people is atoned for
by a pestilence in which seventy thousand of the
people perish.
It is the pre-supposition of the
well-known passage in Is 53, in which the stripes
of the righteous servant are the means by which
the wicked are healed. In the NT it has its most
signal illustration in the Pauline conception of the
Crucifixion as the voluntary acceptance on Christ's

a result of His self-identification with
humanity, of the conseq^uences in suffering, shame,
and death to which their own sin had made them
liable.
This conception re-appears in the later
history, in the various forms of the so-called PenaJ
Theory of the Atonement. ^
(5) In the theology of St. Paul, however, this
interpretation of the death of Christ is only one
side of his teaching.
It is not the death conceived
by itself alone which has redemptive significance
to St. Paul, but the death as a part of the entire
Erocess of the Divine self - identification with
umanity, which makes it possible for believers
here and now to become partakers of the Divine
part, as

1

Cf.

2

On

M^nigoz, Thiol, de rEp. aux Eebreux, p. 231.
the connexion between the ideas of expiation and of
illuminating discussion of G. F. Moore (art.
EBi iv. 4232 1.).

sacriflce, cf. the
' Sacriflcc,'
in

(Christian)

the Christ, and so sharers in His triumph
resurrection.
To St. Paul, Christ is not
simply the passive Sufferer ; He is the conquering
Lord, and tne benefits both of His suffering and of
His conquest are mediated to His disciples by the
mystic union with Him which is brought about by
life of

and

faith.

The connexion between the death and the incarnation of Christ is made even closer in the
Fourth Gospel.
To St. John the suffering of
Christ is but an incident in that self-identification
of the Divine Word with humanity which constitutes His true redemptive work.
It is not the
death so much as the life of Christ that has saving
power, and Calvary is important not so much for
the specific function which it fulfils of itself, as
because it is the supreme proof of the completeness of our Lord's subjection to all the conditions
of

human life.
The contrast

just suggested is of importance for
the later history. As we follow the interpretation
of Christ's death through the centuries, we find
two main types of thought predominating. According to the first, the death of Christ is an
incident in His incarnate life
according to the
second, it is the end for which incarnation takes
place.
The former is characteristic, on the whole,
of the theology of Greek Catholicism ; the latter,
of that of Roman Catholicism and of Protestant;

ism.

—

In
3. The Atonement in Greek theology.'
order to understand the interpretation of Christ's
death in Greek theology, we have to bear in mind
the general conception of redemption, of which it
forms a part. To the Greek, unlike the Latin,
the supreme evil from which man needs to be
delivered is not guilt, but corruption. Through
sin, humanity becomes subject to the law of death.
The mind is darkened through ignorance, and the
entire nature, as mortal, is destined to destruction.
What is needed for the salvation of man, therefore, is not simply forgiveness, but a new transforming power which shall enlighten the mind by
the revelation of truth, and transform that which
is corrupt and mortal into incorruption.
Such a
Divine and transforming power entered humanity
through the Incarnation.
In Christ very God
Himself became man, that by partaking of the
limitations and sufferings of His human children
He might transform them into the likeness of His
glorious and Divine life. In the well-known words

of Irenseus,
He became what we are, that He
might make us what He is {adv. Hmr. v., Preface
[' Ante-Nicene Fathers,' ix. 55]).
'

'

This conception of redemption finds its claasical expression
in Athanasius's tract on the Incarnation of the Word (Eng. tr.
in 'Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers,' 2nd ser., iv. 36 ff.).
Discussing the problem of redemption, Athanasius asks why it was
necessary for man's salvation that Ood should become man,

and answers that it was because thus only could man receive
the new Hfe which was the indispensable condition of his salvation. If it were simply a question of guilt, forgiveness might
suffice if there were adequate penitence, but forgiveness alone
could not deal with the radical corruption of nature which had
For this the Incarnation
been produced by sin (vii. 2-4).
alone was the remedy (xiii. 7). In the Incarnation, Christ
became partaker of a complete human experience. He shared
our sufferings and limitations He died the death which was
our just due, and so opened the way for us to a share in His
Divine and glorious life (viii.). As, when a great king takes
up his abode in a lowly village, all the houses share the honour
which is conferred by his presence, 80 all humanity shares the
benefits of the Incarnation, and for all a way of salvation and
hope is opened (ix. 3, 4). This way of hope is provided through
the Resurrection, in which the power of Christ over death is
made manifest, and the promise of a like immortality assured
to all who put their trust in Him (xxx.-xxxii.). The convincing
;

—

proof of this victory is found in the fact that Christians even
the weakest of them no longer fear death, but leap to meet
preferring it to life on earth (xxviii. f.).

—

'

it,'

1 The references to the Atonement in the ante-Nicene Fathers
are discussed by Oxenham (Catholic Doctrine of the At<mement,
pp. 114-140), and Scott Lidgett (Spiritual Principle of the
Atonement, p. 420 S.).

—

;

EXPIATION AND ATONEMENT
It is clear from this brief review that the death
of Christ holds a very different place in this theology from that which it does in the later teaching
of the Western world.
To Athaneusiua, as to St.
John, death is an incident in the saving work.
It is the Incarnation as such that is redemptive.
The death takes place because it is a part of the
common lot of humanity, which the Redeemer
must share. It is described in Biblical language
as the payment of a debt (xx. 2), but no theory of
its efficacy is given in detail, nor is any of the
analogies suggested in the Scripture pressed to
its legitimate conclusion.'
So far as we find explicit reflexion upon the
death of Christ in the Greek Church, it follows
the line of the third figure above referred to. In
the writings of Origen- and of Gregory of Nyasa,
as of Irenteus * before them, the death of Christ is
interpreted as a ransom paid by God to Satan in
order to secure the redemption of humanity, which
has been brought under his dominion by sin. The
theory is diflerently developed by different writers.
Sometimes the right of Satan to the possession of
his captives is admitted, and the death is interpreted as a ransom due to the devil on grounds of
justice ; * in other cases this right is denied, and

the method actually followed is explained on
grounds of fitness, or of God's graciousness in
being unwilling to take by force that which was
rightfully His."
Gregory of Nyssa regards the deliverance of man as having
been secured by deception on God'e part, Satan being deceived
by the humble appearance of the Redeemer into supposing
that he had to do with a mere man, and finding too late that
the Deity whose presence he had not perceived escaped his
clutches through the Resurrection. This deception he justifies
on the ground that it was only paying the devil his due, since
he effected his deception for the ruin of our nature but God,
* Who is
at once the just, and good, and wise one, used His
device, in which there was deception, for the salvation of him
who had perished, and thus not only conferred benefit on the
lost one, but on him, too, who had wrought our ruin {(ireat
Catechism, ch. 26, Eng. tr. Nicene and Post-Nicene Fathers,'
2nd ser. v. 495).
'

'

;

'

'

Fanciful as this theory appears to us to-day, it
exercised a great influence, and continued for many
centuries to be the prevailing interpretation of the
death of Christ. From the Greeks it passed to the
Latins, numbering among its adherents such men
as Augustine,* Gregory the Great,' Bernard of
Clairvaux,* and Peter Lombard.' Often the presentation is extremely fanciful, as when Gregory
compares our Lord's humanity to the bait placed
upon the hook of His divinity (Moralia, xxxiii. 7,
Eng. tr.. Library of Fathers, Oxford, iii. 569), or
when Peter Lombard describes the Cross as a
raouse-trap baited by our Lord's blood (Liber Sententiarum. 111. Dist. xix. 1). Yet, it would be a
mistake to regard this theory as a mere idle
speculation. To the men who held it, it expressed
a genuine conviction, and the fact that it secured
the endorsement of such teachers as Origen and
1 Athanasius speaks of the death on the cross, in Pauline
fashion, as necessary, in order that Christ might
bear the
curse laid upon us (xxv. 2) but the context shows plainly
that his interest lies along other lines. He tells us that a public
death was necessary in order that the Resurrection might be
openly established (xxiii.) that the outstretched hands on the
cross typify the bringing together of Jews and Gentiles (xxv.
that it was fitting that He die in the air, since the pur8, 4)
p()se of His death was to defeat the prince of the power of the
air (5, 6).
It is clear that the death, as such, apart from
the Resurrection in which it issues, holds no central place in
Athanasius's thought. On Atbanasius's teaching, cf. Moberl}',
Atonement and Personality, pp. 348-365.
2 On Origen's view, cf. Scott Lidgett, 432 ff. ; Oxenbam,
134 «.; Moberly, 346 fl.
3 On IrenBBUS, cf. Scott Lidgett, 430 ff. ; Oxenham, 130
Moberly, 343 ff.
4 So by Augustine, de Trinitate, bk. xiii. ch. xiv.
5 Cf. Irenaeus, adv. Boer., bk. V. ch. i.
6 de Trinitate, bk. xiii. chs. xii.-xv.
7 Moralia in Librttm Job.
8
Tractatus ad Innocentium il. Pontificem contra quaedam
capitula errorum Abaelardi (Ep. 190).
» Liber Sententiarum, ni. dist. xix.
'

;

'

;
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Augustine shows that it had its roots deep in
experience.
It is the most signal illustration of
the dualistic conception of the world which played
so great a r61e in the early history of Christianity
a conception which led in the realm of speculation
to the various mediating theories of a Demiurge or
Logos, and in the world of practice to monasticism and the ascetic life. To the early Christian
theologians, Satan and his angels were very real
existences, and a redemption wnich delivered mankind from the power of the devil was the supreme
need of man.'
Yet, important as is the place held in history by
the theory of a ransom to Satan, it would not be
true to say that it is the only point of view represented in the Greek Church. The Greek theology,
like that of the later Church, had its ditlerent
schools of thought, and no single formula can express the point of view completely.
If there had
been no other influence at work, the study of
Scripture, with its varying interpretations of our
Lord's death, would have prevented uniformity of
statement. So we find ditlerent theologians using
different figures, and even the same theologian
varying his language at different times.
The
germs of the Moral Influence Theory are found in
Irenaeus {adv. Hcer. v. i.), and of the Satisfaction
Theory in Origen (in Num. hom. xxiv. 1; cf. hom.
in Joann. xxxviii. 20). Tymms' finds in Gregory
of Nazianzus anticipations of the Governmental
Theory later developed by Grotius while Origen,
;

profounder teaching, regards even the Incarnation itself as but a sort of picture-teaching,
through which the Divine Logos prepared the way
for that higher insight into truth which constitutes man's true redemption." Thus all the points
of view which reappear in the later history are
found in germ in the Greek theology.
4. The Atonement in Latin theology.— Latin
theology took over from the Greeks the conception of salvation through incarnation
but, in
contrast to the Greeks, the Latins found the evil
from which man needed deliverance not so much
in corruption as in punishment. Where the Greeks
thought of God as the Ultimate Reality, the Latins
regarded Him as the Supreme Lawgiver or Judge.
Hence the death of Christ acquired in Roman
theology an independent significance which it did
not possess in that of the Greek Church. It was
the Divinely appointed atonement for the guilt of
man's sin, and incarnation took place primarily
in order that this atonement mignt be wrought.
While this theory first finds clear and consistent
expression in Anselm's Cur Deus Homo, it has
its antecedents in the earlier history.
Among
these may be mentioned Augustine's development
of the concept of original sin in his anti-Pelagian
writings, and the application of the concept of
satisfaction to the problem of forgiveness by Tertullian and Cyprian.
Augustine agrees with Athanasius in his concept of sin as inherited corruption. He diflers
from the Greek theologian in the emphasis which
he places upon the guUt of this sin.
It is not
mortality, as such, from which man needs to be
in his

;

;

'

'

An interesting parallel to the theory of a ransom to Satan
found in Marcion's view that the death of Jesus was a price
paid to the God of the Law by the God of grace, in order to
secure the redemption of sinners (cf. Burkitt, The Gospel
History and its Transmission, London, 1906, p. 293 ff.).
Tymma (The Christian Idea of Atonement, 1904, p. 22) finds
in Marcion the truest precursor of Anselm in the Ante-Nicene
1

is

'

period.'
2 Op. cit. p. 31.
The passage in question (wrongly cited by
Tymms as xiii. 48) occurs in Orat. xlv. 22, where Gregory, after
rejecting both the idea that the death of Christ was due to
Satan, and that it was required by the Father, accounts for it
as necessary to secure the accomplishment of the Divine plan
of salvation (olKovofxia) ; cf. Ullmann, Gregorius von Nazianz,
der Theologe, Darmstadt, 1825, p. 466 1.
3 Cf. w. Adams Brown, Essence of Christianity. 1903, p. 66 f.
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delivered so much as the separation from God,
which is the judicial consequence of his sin.
Through the fall of Adam all mankind has become
guilty in God's sight, and is justly exposed to His
wrath and curse. So great was the guilt of this
sin that it has involved all his descendants in a
common doom, and, apart from Christ's redemption, even infants dying in infancy are justly
condemned to eternal punishment.^
further preparation for Anselm is found in the
development of the theory of satisfaction by the
earlier Latin theologians, notably Tertullian and
Cyprian. According to their teaching, it is possible for man by good works to make satisfaction
to God for the sins which he has committed,
Tertullian (de Baptismo, xx. ; cf. de Oratione,
xxiii.) holds that such satisfaction should precede
baptism, while Cyprian contends that it is a

A

remedy

for

committed after baptism

sins

(de

While they did not apply the
36).
concept of satisfaction to the death of Christ,
their teaching undoubtedly prepared the way for
Anselm's theory by making men familiar with the
world of thought in which it moves,'' and, in connexion with similar ideas which had grown up
independently on German soil, provided the forms
through which his doctrine found natural exLapsis,

pression.^
is well known, is set forth
Cur Deus Homo.* 'The title exthe purpose of the book. The words Cur

Anselm's theory, as
in his treatise.

plains

Deus Homo should be

Why
Why

translated,
a Godare often rendered,
did
It is the problem of Christ's
Person that engages Anselm's thought. He wishes
to know not simply why incarnation took place,
but why Christ must unite in a single person the
two natures, Divine and human.
could not
God or man alone have answered the purpose just
as well ?
was it necessary that there should be
'

man ? not, as they
God become man ?

'

'

'

Why

Why

a God-man ? The answer, in a word,

is that it was
necessary in order to make possible the Atonement. Only thus could a person be constituted who
could render to God the satisfaction necessary for
man's sin, and so make possible the redemption

which he

desired.

The work, which takes the form of a dialogue between the
writer and his disciple Boso, begins with an examination of
objections to the doctrine of the Atonement, aa well as of
earlier theories which Anselm rejects as inadequate. Among
these is the theory of a ransom to Satan. Anselm finds no
reason in justice why God was under any obligation to Satan,
in the case of man, which prevented Him from redeeming him
by force, if that were necessary (bk. i. ch. vii.). In contrast to
this view, Anselm maintains that Christ's Atonement concerns
God and not the devil Man by his sin has violated the honour
of God and defiled His handiwork.
It is not consistent with
the Divine self-respect that He should permit His purpose to be
thwarted.
Yet this purpose requires the fulfilment by man
of the perfect law of God, which by his sin man has transgressed.
For this transgression, repentance is no remedy,
since penitence, however sincere, cannot atone for the guilt
of past sin (bk. i. ch. xx.) ; nor can any finite substitute,
whether man or angel, make reparation. Sin, being against
the infinite God, is infinitely guilty, and can be atoned for only
by an infinite satisfaction. But this no finite creature can pay
(bk.

i.

ch. xxi.).

Here, then, is the situation
either man must be punished
and so God's purpose fail or else finite man must make an
infinite satisfaction, which is impossible.
There is only one
way of escape, and that is that some one should be found who
can unite in his own person the attributes both of humanity
and of infinity. This consummation is brought about by the
;

;

1 In his treatment of the death of Christ, Augustine
follows
the lines laid down by earlier theologians.
While diflerent
points of view appear in his writings, the theory of a ransom to
Satan may be taken as his prevailing view (de TrinitaU, bk.
xn. x.-xv. cf. -Scott Lidgett, 435-441).
2 Cf. Harnack, Dogmengeschichte, iiL 341 (Eng. tr. vi. 54).
3 On the influence of the Germanic law on the doctrine of
satisfaction, cf Harnack, iii. 288 flf. (Eng. tr. v. S23 ff.).
^Eng. tr. by Deane (St. Anselm, Chicago, 1903, p. 173 fl.).
On Anselm's theory ,,cf. Harnack, iii. bk. ii. ch. vii. 4 (Eng. tr.
Ti. 64 ff.); G. Blot, Etude comparative de I'id^e de satisfaction
dans le Cur Deus Homo de St. Anselme et dans la thiol.
;

.

anUrieure

et post&rieure.
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incarnation of Christ.
In Christ we have one who is very
man, and can therefore make satisfaction to God on behalf
who is at the same time very God, and
whose person therefore gives infinite worth to the satisfaction
of humanity, but

which He makes (bk. iL ch. vii.).
But why, it may be asked, the necessity

for the death
Why could not the life alone atone? Here we
reach the most original part of Anselm's theory.
The life
of Christ, according to Anselm, however perfect, is not available for the purpose of satisfaction, because, as man, Jesus*
duty is to do right, and, when He has done all, there is no
merit to spare.
Not so with His death. This, which, in
the case of other men, is the judicial consequence of sin, is,
in the case of Christ, the sinless God-man, a work of supererogation a voluntary offering or sacrifice not due to God,
which He freely gives in exchange for the forgiveness of man.
This death voluntarily borne when it was not due is the infinite
satisfaction which secures the salvation of man (bk. ii. cha. x.

of Christ?

—

and

xiv.).

The analogy between

this theory and that of a
obvious. In each case man's
deliverance is secured by the acceptance, on the
part of the one whose rights need to be conserved,
of a substitute which he considers an equivalent in
value.
But, in the former case, it is the devil
whose rights need to be protected ; in the latter,
it is God.
In the former case, again, the satisfaction which is offered, while great in value, is not
necessarily infinite, since Satan, as creature, is
himself a limited being, whereas in the latter case
it is the essence of the theory that the satisfaction
rendered should be of infinite value. So far as the
infinity of Christ enters into the former theory, it
is as an element in the deception which is practised
upon Satan. Had he perceived our Lord's Divinity,
he would never have consented to the substitution.

ransom to Satan

is

Humanity was the bait, Divinity the hook, on
which Satan was caught. In Anselm's theory,
on the other hand, it is Divinity which gives the
atoning sacrifice of Christ the priceless worth in
God's eyes, through which alone man's redemption
is

made

possible.

There is so much in Anselm's theory which, from
our modem point of view, is fanciful and unreal
that it is easy to overlook its true significance in
the history of doctrine. This is to be found in its
clear perception of the fact that that which gives
value to the death of Christ is not its penal quality
as suflering, but its moral quality as obedience.
Christ is not punished for our sins, as in the later
Penal Theory ; His death is rather a precious gift
brought to God, having its value in the spirit of
self-sacrifice by which it is inspired.
Thus, in
spite of the later connexion between Anselm's
theory and that of the Reformers, the two belong
to distinct types.
Anselm's theory, as Menegoz'
has rightly shown, is a development of the sacrificial theory of the Epistle to the Hebrews, and
has close points of contact with the later ethical
satisfaction theories. The Reformers, on the other
hand, reject the alternative, which is the major
premiss of Anselm's argument, and deny that satisfaction can ever be admitted as a substitute for
penalty. This fundamental difi'erence has been obscured by the familiar usage which classes Anselm's
and the Reformation theories together as theories
of satisfaction.

Few treatises of equal length have exercised so great an
on the history of thought as the Cur Deus Homo.
Apart from its influence in Protestantism, of which we shall
speak presently, it provided the theoretical basis for the practice of indulgences, which in Anselm's time had already begun
to assume substantial proportions.
Through the death of
Christ, there is laid up a store of supererogatory merit which
influence

is

available for the remission of the penalties incurred for sins

committed after baptism. The administration of this deposit
entrusted to the Church, and is exercised by her through the
penitential system. The whole conception of works of supererogation, which fills so great a r61e in the theology of the
later Roman Catholicism, has its most signal illustration in the
is

death of Christ. What Christ did in voluntarily submitting to
a death which was not His due, gives an example which the
saints are to imitate, who thus by their good works increase the
store of merit which the Master has begun.

In the later

Roman
'

Ov.

cit.

Catholic theology the theory
p. 231

;

cf. p. 237.

;
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of Anaelm is mociilied at two points.
In the first
place, the conception of supererogatory merit is
extended beyond Christ's death to take in His life
In the second place, the principle of
of service.
strict equivalence, so fundamental to Anselrn, is
abandoned in favour of a theory which makes the
efficacy of the Atonement depend upon the gracious
acceptance of God rather than upon its own inherent merit. The first of these changes meets us in
the theology of Thomas Aquinas ; ' the second is
characteristic of the Scotist theology, and gives
rise to the so-called Acceptilation Theory of the
Atonement.^ Both changes have their parallels
in the theology of Protestantism.
Contrasting the theology of the Roman with that
of the Greek Church, we are struck by the greater
prominence of the legalistic element in the former.
The older realistic conception of salvation is not
denied ; it is, indeed, the assumption of the later
development, but its significance is altered. Baptism and the Eucliarist lose their central position
as the sacraments par excellence, and become part
of a complicated system in which penance and indul-

gence are the controlling elements. The Eucharist
is no longer, as in the Greek Church, a mystic rite
through which we become partakers of the incorruptible nature of the Divine Christ ; it is the
repetition of the sacrifice of Christ upon the cross,
and a means of increasing the store of merit which
is available for the remission of sins.
Yet here, again, we must beware of too hasty
generalizations.
In the Roman Church, as in the
Greek, many points of view were represented, and
no single type of thought adequately expresses the
wealth of teaching which its theologians present.
In the theory of Scotus, as in the earlier teaching
of Gregory of Nazianzus, we have a recognition
of principles which reach their full development
in the Governmental Theory of the Atonement.
Abelard, in his commentary on Romans," anticipates, with a clearness which is remarkable, the
later Moral Influence Theories ; while in the writings of the mystics, as in Origen's teaching of
old, all external media fall away, and salvation is
sought and found in the immediate vision of God.*
5. The Atonement in the older Protestant theology. Great as is the importance of the doctrine
of the Atonement in Catholic theology, its importTo tlie
ance in Protestantism is even greater.
Catholic theologian the Atonement forms the basis
of the whole system of ecclesiastical machinery
upon which man's salvation is supposed to depend.
"To the Protestant it is his warrant for rejecting
this machinery as superfluous. Through the atonement of Jesus Christ the price of man's redemption has been paid once for all, and henceforth
nothing remains but to appropriate the benefits of
this accomplished salvation through faith.
The central importance thus given to the doctrine appears in the language by which it is deIn Protestantism the Atonement and
scribed.
redemption are frequently used as synonyms.

—

Thus the Westminster Confession
of the elect
'

who have

redeemed by

it

Christ,'

'

fallen in

6)

(iii.

Adam

'

speaks

as being

whereas the context makes
Atonement.

plain that the reference is to the

* From the beginning of his conception
1 Qucest. xLVlll. art. i.
Christ merited eternal salvation for us.' Cf. the following context, where the merit of the life is contrasted with the merit of
the death.
2 i.e. the theory that Christ's death owed its efficacy, not to
any inherent value which constituted it an exact equivalent for
the punishment due from man, but to the good pleasure of God,
who was graciously pleased to accept it. On Scotus's view of
the Atonement, cf. Seeberg, Die Theol. des Johannes Buns
;

Scotns, Leipzig, 1900, p. 281 fl.
s iii. 22-26.
To Abelard the Cross is the supreme revelation
of the love of God, and the means through which a corresponding love is brought about in man.
3 On the doctrine of the Atonement in the theology of modern
Roman Catholicism, cf. Oxenham, op. cit. pp. 271-300.
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G. IJ. .Stevens' work, entitled The Christian Doctrine
of Salvation, is really, as ananalysin of its contents
shows, a treatise on the doctrine of the Atonement

and James Deuney,

in

Modern Mind (London,
ment that

'J'lie

Atonement and the
Atone-

1903), says of the

for those who recognise it at all it is Christianity In brief
it
concentrates in itself, as in a germ of inflnite potency, all that
the wisdom, power, and love of God mpan in relation to sinful
men (p. 2). So much is this the case that, when we speak of
the Atonement and the modern mind, we are really speaking of
the modern mit]d and the Christian religion (i6.).
'

;

*

'

'

No doubt

it is

true that not

all

Protestants carry

Where the my.stic conceptheir emphasis so far.
tion of Christianity is made prominent, the older
Greek thought, in which incarnation is the central
reality, lives on. Thus, to Luther, as to Athanasius
and to St. John, the death of Christ is only the culmination of that self-identification with humanity
throu"h which we are freed from our bondage into
In
the glorious liberty of the children of God.
Christ we see the revelation of the gracious Father,
and are conscious of our own adoption as sons. In
Christ we see our present Deliverer, the One who
has fought the battle against sin and death and
come oil' victor, and with whom even now we may
Important as
live and reign in heavenly places.

—

are the sufferings of Christ on our behalf and no
one knew how to paint more vividly than Luther
the pain and tears of the Redeemer they are only
a part of a work of redemption which is as varied
and many-sided as humanity's needs.'
This recognition of the wider aspect of Christ's
redeeming work has never been altogether absent
from Protestant theology. If there were no other
cause, the Bible itself would have compelled a
Yet, almost from the first, the
wider outlook.
death of Christ became the central point upon
which the thought of Protestantism was fixed,
and in which the redeeming love of God was seen
supremely manifested. This central position was
due to the fact that it was interpreted not as satisfaction, but as punishment, and hence given a
substitutionary significance even greater than that
attributed to it in the Anselmic theory.

—

We may

illustrate this changed point of view in the case of
Calvin, like Luther, takes over many of the presuppoWhile denying any absolute
Anselmic view.
necessity on God's part for the death of Christ, he holds with
Anselm that, if man is to be redeemed, it must be through the
This is necessary
Incarnation and its resulting Atonement.
because of the infinite guilt of man's sin, which has so ' utterly
alienated ' mankind from the Kingdom of Heaven that none
but a person reaching to God can be the medium of restoring
peace ' {Inst. n. xii. 1). Such an efficient Mediator is found in
the Person of Christ alone, the Incarnate Redeemer, through
whose atoning death the price of man's forgiveness is paid and
So far Calvin agrees with
a way of salvation made open.
Anselm, but in bis conception of the nature of the atoning
work he differs from him. This he interprets not as a meritorious satisfaction accepted aa a substitute for punishment, but
as the vicarious endurance by Christ of that punishment itself.
While Calvin denies ' that God was ever hostile to Christ or angry
with him,' yet in His Divine providence He suffered His Son to
go through the experience of those against whom God is thus
hostile.
In His own consciousness, Christ ' bore the weight of
the Divine anger, was smitten and afHicted, and experienced
The
all the signs of an angry and avenging God ' (ll. xvi. 11).
descent to hell is to Calvin no mere synonym for the experience
involves
a
literal
the
under
world
it
entrance
to
death
or
the
of
;
bearing in the soul of the tortures of condemned and ruined

Calvin.

sitions of the

'

'

man

'

{ib. 10).

In order to understand this change of emphasis, we have to
recall Calvin's conception of God. To Calvin, retributive justice
It is not simply a question of God's
is of the essence of Deity.
honour, which cannot be satisfied without the obedience which

He

has

commanded

;

it is

a question of His holiness, which

is

in

eternal opposition to sin. God is gracious indeed, in the sense
that He desires to forgive but this grace or mercy can be
exercised only if justice is satisfied, and justice requires, in
every case, a punishment commensnr.ate to the sin ; hence the
necessity for giving the death of Christ penal significance. In
Him, God the Father has graciously provided a substitute to
;

Luther's view of the Atonement, cf. Kostlin, Luthers
in ihrer geschichtl. Entwickl. und ihrem inneren
Stuttgart, 1883, ii. 402 fl. (Eng. tr. by Hay,
The Theology of Luther, Philadelphia, ii. 388ff.).
1

On

Theol.,

Zusammenhange 2,
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take the place of guilty men, and so make possible a forgiveness
which is at the same time consistent with justice.
It would be unjust to Oalvin's views to ignore the ethical
aspects of Christ's suffering. Like Anselm, he refers more than
once to the part which Christ's obedience had in bringing about
man's salvation nor did this obedience begin with His death.
In Ro 519 St. Paxil teaches that the ground of pardon which
exempts from the curse of the Law extends to the whole life of
Christ. From the moment when He assmned the form of a
servant, He began, in order to redeem us, to pay the price of
deliverance (n. xvi. 6).
Thus, the modem conception which
sees in the death the culmination of the life-work of Christ is
already anticipated in the Institutes.
;

In the later Calvlnistic theology the close connexion between the death and the life of Christ is
no longer maintained. The obedience of Christ is
separated from His suffering as having a distinct
significance.
It is the means through which Christ
fulfils our righteousness, and so merits for us the
reward which we are ourselves unable to earn ; even
as His death is the payment of our penalty, and so
the means of securing our forgiveness (cf. Westm.
Conf. viii. 5 ; A. A. Hodge, The Atonement,
p. 248).

But

it is

connexion

means by which the
made between the atoning work of

in its view of the

is

Christ and those for whose benefit it was accomElished that Protestantism differs most signally
:om Catholicism.
In the Calvinistic theology
this connexion is brought about by the Divine
decree.
God who, from all eternity, foreordained
the atonement of Christ, determined also those
who should receive its benefits ; and in due course,
through His Holy Spirit, creates in them the new
life which Christ has merited by His obedience.
Infinite as is the value of Christ's atoning work,
it avails for those, and for those only, for whom,
in the Divine plan, it was determined from the
first (see, further, art. Election).
With the rise of Arminianism {q.v.) this doctrine of limited atonement became a subject of
increasing protest.
Men who had no difficulty
in accepting the Calvinistic doctrine of atonement
as substitutionary punishment shrank back appalled from the conception of an arbitrary limitation of its scope.
In order to reconcile their view
of the limited effects of the Atonement with a
belief in the universal love of God, they took
refuge in a theory of the will which gave man
himself the power to accept or to reject the mercy
oflered in Christ, and hence made him the arbiter
of his own destiny.
This conception of a universal
atonement, limited in its results by man's freedom,
has become characteristic of Arminian theology,
and has not been without its influence in Calvinistic circles as well.
But the Penal Theory was subjected to even
severer criticism by the Socinians.' They attacked
the entire conception of substitutionary punishment, which was the premiss of the traditional
theory.
According to the Bacovian Catechism
(§ V. ch. 8), punishment and forgiveness are inconsistent ideas.
If a man is punished, he cannot
be forgiven, and vice versa. tJnder the theory of
distributive justice, punishment, being a matter
of the relation between individual giult and its
consequences, is strictly untransferable. But if,
for argument, it be granted that this is not the
case, then God is clearly unjust if, having received
an infinite atonement, He does not forgive all.
What kind of a God must He be, it is asked, who,
when one drop of Christ's blood would have sufficient value to atone for a world's sin, yet suffered
His own Son to endure such needless torture J^
'

The Socinian

"-iew is

most

fully set forth in the writings of

Faustus and Ltelius Socinus, collected in the Bibliotheca Fra-

trum Polonarum (6 vols., Amsterdam, 1626). Its official statement is found in the Bacovian Catechism (1605, Eng. tr. by
Rees, London, 1818).
2 It is interesting to note that a similar objection was made
by William Pynchon, a New England Puritan, in his Meritorious Price of Our Redemption (London, 1660>— a book which
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So far as their positive teaching was concerned,
the Socinians held a form of the Moral Influence
Theory, Christ's death being regarded as a declaration of God's love and an incentive to lead men to
seek salvation through Him but their great importance is historical rather than constructive.
It was as a result of their criticisms that Hugo
Grotius wrote his well-known work on the Satisfaction of Christ, in which for the first time the
;

Governmental Theory of the Atonement
found systematic expression.
This theory hag
exercised so extended an influence that it needs
so-called

careful consideration.
Qrotius himself is apparently unconscious of any departure
from the traditional view. As the title of his book implies,!
he proposes to write a defence of the orthodox view of the
satisfaction of Christ against Socinian objections ; yet it needs
only a superficial survey of his work to show how profoundly

he has been influenced by the arguments which he opposes.
He begins by denying, with Socinus, the applicability of the
category of distributive justice to the atoning work of Christ.
But he differs from Socinus in substituting therefor the category of public justice. God does not, indeed, deal with men
as a judge, who administers strict justice in the individual
sense, but He does deal with them as a governor who is obliged
to conserve the interests of the common welfare. In the course
of His rectoral justice He may relax the law if sufficient cause
appear, provided it can be done without danger to the interests
of public justice (ch. iiL [Eng. tr. p. 72 f.]). This is what actually happens in the atonement of Christ.
Christ's death is a
substitute for punishment, a suffering inflicted by God and
voluntarily accepted by Christ, which works upon men by
moral influence (cf. pp. 107-109) in order to conserve the ends
of righteousness. Such suffering on Christ's part is necessary,
since forgiveness on the basis of repentance alone might be
misinterpreted by men and lead to grave carelessness (ch. v.
It is no more inconsistent with God's justice than
[p. 102 f.]).
any other suffering on the part of the innocent for the guilty.
The Socinians themselves admit that such suffering is a part
and a consequence of our common relationship as members one
of another (ch. iv. [pp. 82, 85]).
The Governmental Theory
simply draws the conclusion which naturally follows from this
premiss.

We

have already pointed out the fact that certain features of the Governmental Theory were
anticipated in the Greek Church in the teaching
of Gregory of Nazianzus.
In the Latin Church
it has its analogies both in the Scotist theory of
the Acceptilatio and in the Moral Theory of Abelard.
It agrees with the Scotist view in its denial
that punishment is necessary to satisfy any inherent need of God's nature. It differs from it, however, in that it conceives God as governor, and as
being under a constraint, as real as, if difl'erent in
kind from, that which moved the Deity of distributive justice. The governor, unlike the judge,
may temper justice with mercy, but the motives
which lead him so to temper it are never arbitrary,
but are found in the state of society itself, of which

The Governhe is the guardian and the ruler.
mental Theory agrees with the Moral Theory in
that it conceives the nature of the Atonement as
determined by the moral effects which it is designed to promote ; but it differs from the latter
in the fact that the motive to which the Atonement appeals is conceived as fear rather than as
love.
In Christ's death, men see what will be
their fate if they do not repent, and so are moved
to repentance and faith.
In the extent and permanence of its influence
upon Protestant thought the Governmental Theory
is comparable with the Penal Theory alone. Among
thoughtful Arminians it has practicaDy supplanted
the older Penal Theory, and is declared by Professor Miley ^ to be the only theory of the AtoneFoster describes as 'the first outbreak of the independent
spirit of Congregationalism.
.
The book was first burned
of the General Court, and
to return to England, where
he died {Ge'n£tie Hist, of the New England Theology, Chicago,
.

.

and afterwards refuted by order
Mr. Pynchon found it convenient
'

1907, p. 16 f.).
2 DefeTisio jidei

Catholicce

de satisfactione Christi.

work was written in 1638, and is printed
Amsterdam ed. of 1679 (p. 293 ff.). An Eng.
appeared
in

in

Andover
2

The

in vol. iv. of the
by F. H. Foster

tr.

the Bibliotheca Sacra for 1879, and was reprinted
in 1S89.

Systematic Theology,

New

York, 1894,

ii.

189.

—
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ment logically consistent with Arniinian principles.
But its influence is by no means confined to Arminianism.
Through Jonathan Edwards {q.v.)
and his successors it lias passed over into Calvinism
and has been widely held, not only by New England Congregationalists, but also by the New
School Presbyterians, with whom they have been
closely affiliated.
Albert Barnes has left on record, in the introduction to his well-known treatise
on the Atonement (Philadelphia, 1859, p. 4), the
difficulty which he felt with the older form of the
doctrine, and the relief which was aflbrded to his
mind by the Governmental Theory. Those Calvinists, trained in the older orthodoxy, who have
shared Barnes' sense of difficulty with the legal
categories of the older theories have commonly
found their relief where he did.'
6. The Atonement in modern Protestantism.
With the growing acceptance of modern critical

methods we find an increasing disposition to
emphasize the moral and spiritual elements in the
atonement of Christ and, in particular, to relate
His death more closely to the life-work of which it
forms a part. While the older theories still live on
in Protestantism, and some of the most able expositions both of the Penal and of the Governmental
Theories have been written within the last halfcentury, the pre-suppositions upon which they rest
in their older form have been gradually undermined. The conception of God as a being with

whom

justice is necessary and mercy optional,
so characteristic of the older Calvinism, has been
largely abandoned. The notion of atonement as
satisfying some mysterious necessity in God, apart
from the realization of the redemptive purpose
nhich Christ has revealed as His supreme aim,
appears increasingly unsatisfactory. Even where
the fact of the Atonement is still heartily accepted
and the death of Christ made central in Christian
teaching, we find the effort to get a conception
of it which shall relate it more closely to the
principles and ideals that have made themselves
controlling in other departments of Christian

theology.
potent influence in bringing about this change
It was charhas been the new view of the Bible.
acteristic of the older discussions of the Atonement
that, whatever might be the particular view
advocated, whether Legal or Governmental or
Moral, it was identified without (Question with the
teaching of the Divine word.^ With the breaking
down of the older mechanical theories of inspiration, such an easy identification is no longer
possible.
It is clear that what we have in the
Bible is a series of parallel and, in part, difTering
interpretations, rather than a single consistent
dogmatic theory ; and no one of the later interpretations can claim exclusive Biblical authority

A

for itself.

The recognition of this diversity of view-point
has sometimes been made an excuse for abandoning
altogether the attempt to frame a consistent
doctrine. A distinction is drawn between the fact
of the Atonement, faith in which is essential, and
the theory, as to which men may difi'er without
loss and even theologians who along other lines
would be the first to repudiate the Roman doctrine
;

an implicit faith have, in the case of this
particular doctrine, declared themselves frankly
of

On

the later history of the Governmental Theory, cf. Miley,
F. H. Foster, Introd. to his tr. of Grotius, pp. xiiU. 168 f.
hni McLeod Campbell, The Nature of the Atonement^ p. 65 ff. ;
and esp. Park, The Atonement, Boston, 1863 a collection of
Discourses and Treatises by Edwards, Smalley, Maxey,
Emmons, Griffin, Burge, and Weeks, illustrating various
j^ases of the so-called 'Edwardean' (i.e. Governmental)
Theory of the Atonement.
2 This is especially noticeable in the discussion between
Socinus and Grotius. On either side the Biblical proof is given
a place of central importance.
1

;

;

;
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agnostic'
But such an attitude, however convenient as a temporary resting-place, is difficult to
maintain for any length of time. If the Atonement is permanently to retain in Protestantism
the strong hold which it has hitherto had upon the
faith of Christians, it must be related to the world
of thought in which modern men are living, and
shown to be as capable of explanation and defence
in the moral and spiritual terms which have become controlling for our modern thought of God
as in the legal and judicial categories so familiar
It is characteristic of recent
to the older theology.
works on the Atonement that they attempt such a
This attempt is not confined to the
re-translation.
members of any particular party or school of
thought. It is as noticeable in the case of those
who still hold the substance of the older theories
as in those who reject them. An example in point
is R. W. Dale's well-known treatise on The Atonement.'
Dale's book is interesting as the most serious
effort which has been made in recent times to
retain a penal significance in the death of Christ,
while avoiding the artificiality and legalism of the
older statements. It is not easy to give a brief
account of the author's discussion, but the essence
of it consists in the fact that he conceives the
death of Christ as the suffering justly inflicted
upon Christ as the voluntary representative and
head of the race, in order to satisfy the eternal
law of righteousness which is one in essence with
the will of God.
The only conception of punishment,' he writes (p. 383),
which satisfies our strongest and most definite moral conand which corresponds to the place it occupies both in
the organisation of society and in the moral order of the
universe, is that which represents it as pain and loss inflicted
'

'

victions,

for the violation of a law.*

the older theologians were at fault in their
it was not, says
Dale, in their insistence upon the penal element in
Christ's sufferings, but in their arbitrary limitation
of its effects, and, above all, in their failure to give
adequate expression to the moral and spiritual side
of the relationship which constitutes Him, not only
the substitute, but the head and representative of
the race (p. 433).
Even more striking, as an example of the effort
to translate an older theory into modern terms, is
Scott Lidgett's suggestive book. The Spiritual
Principle of the Atonement, as a Satisfaction made
to God for Sins of the World.' Lidgett agrees with
Dale in his conception of the nature of punishment,
but he difl'ers from him in finding the necessity for
penal satisfaction In the very nature of fatherhood
If

treatment of the Atonement,

itself.

'Of course,' writes Lidgett (p. 268), 'the magnanimity of
fatherly love raises it above the treasuring up and the exact
vindication of merely personal wrongs.
But, in the case of
true fatherhood, what is personal stands for something that is
more than personal. In dealing with a disobedient and
rebellious child, the father has to do justice to his own
character and will as an authority over the child an authority
representing the ideal of what the child should become, and
guiding him on the way to its realisation. He has to assert the
sanctity of the law which haa been broken, and to secure its
recognition. He has to bring home to the child the conscious-

—

ness of wrongdoing. All this is the work of punishment. It is
most truly in the interests of the child himself. ... The punishment which haa been inflicted by the father is made the very
means of uttering the conversion of the child.'

Both Lidgett and Dale, in common with the
older Protestant writers on the Atonement, agree
that that which gives the death of Christ its saving
power is its penal quality, or, in other words, the
suffering which Christ endured as our substitute
This principle is, however,
or representative.
1

So Horton, in Faith and Criticism,

187 fi.

;

of.

Dale,

loc. cit. 3

;

3

New

Scott Lidgett, 490

The Congregational Union Lecture
London, 1S92.
2

for

York, 1893,

p.

ff.

1876,

14th

27th Fernley Lecture, July 1897, 3rd ed., London, 1902.
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challenged by an increasing number of writers, who
deny that there is anything redemptive in suli'ering as such, and iind the essence of Christ's atoning
may
work in its moral c(uality as obedience.
illustrate this position in the case of two works
which have exercised a potent influence upon
recent English thought concerning the Atonement.
The first is McLeod Campbell's Nature
of the Atonement ;' the second, Horace Bushnell's
Vicarious Sacrifice.^
Campbell's interest, as the title of his book
implies, centres in the question of the nature of
the Atonement, or, in other words, the jjuestion,
What is the quality in Christ's sufferings and
death which gives them value for God and fits
them to promote the redemptive ends which they
are designed to serve ? The older Protestant theology, both in its Penal and in its Governmental
form, found this atoning quality in the pain of
In the
Christ's sufferings considered as pain.
Penal Theory this pain was regarded as satisfying
in the
a demand in the Divine nature itself
Governmental Theory, as necessary to provide an
Neither of these
example to influence men.

We

;

The
answers seems to Campbell satisfactory.
Penal Theory is unsatisfactory, since it interposes
between man and God an obstacle which is unreal.
The Governmental Theory is unsatisfactory, since
the motive on which it relies, being that of fear
rather than that of love, is inadequate to produce
that spiritual transformation which it is the object
of the theory to secure.
Both failures are due to
the lack of a consistent application of the Biblical
principle concerning the condition of forgiveness.
This condition, according to Campbell, is repentance, and repentance alone. The difficulty in the
way of God's forgiving sin is not that there is any
barrier on His part to be cleared away which
penitence cannot remove, but that, as a matter of
fact, men do not truly repent
and this, in turn, is
due to the fact that no motive has yet been brought
to bear upon them strong enough to overcome their
existing sinful habits and desires. In this condition of things Campbell finds the key to the true
nature of the Atonement. What is necessary, if
mankind is to be saved, is that some man shall be
found who shall estimate at its full heinousness
the significance of human sin, shall accept in filial
reverence and submission the consequences in
suffering and pain which this sin has inevitably
;

brought in its train, and so shall set in motion
those moral influences by which other men, following his example, shall be drawn to a like repentance. This is what happens in the atonement of
Christ.
In the spirit in which He met His suffering and death we have the supreme revelation of
the true attitude which man should take toward
sin.
Christ on the cross identifies Himself by
sympathy with suffering humanity. He utters in
reverent submission His Amen to God's judgment
of sin, and so, for the first time, exhibits in the

most impressive way the condition upon whose
fulfilment alone forgiveness depends

(p. 117).

Campbell's critics have objected that in substituting for the
older doctrine of vicarious punishment his newer teaching concerning vicarious repentance, he has simply replaced one diflSculty by another. They ar8:ue that the conception of vicarious
penitence is no easier to hold than that of vicarious punishment indeed, it is leas easy, since repentance as a personal act
of the individual is strictly untransferable, whereas punishment,
being inflicted by another, may conceivably be visited upon a
substitute.
Such a criticism, however, does not touch Campbell's main contention.
He is not concerned primarily with the
problem how tlie benefit of Christ's repentance can be transferred to others, but rather with the question what condition
must be fulfilled if man is to be forgiven at all. This he main;

and simple, and in this contention
he has been followed by not a few leading writers on the
doctrine who differ from him at other points.!^
To the question how the penitence of Christ avails
for others, Campbell has a very simple answer. It
is by the moral influence of His example.
There
is in every one of us the conviction that we ought
to repent if only we knew how.
In Christ we have
presented to us the ideal penitent. As He identifies Himself with our sin, so in faith and trust
tains to be repentance pure

we

identify ourselves with His repentance, and
through this self-identification there is gradually
wrought in us that moral transformation which
enables us in our turn to repeat Christ's supreme
condemnation of sin, and so to enjoy that full
forgiveness which God is ever ready to grant to
genuine repentance (p. 153).
This conception of the death of Christ, as
primarily efficacious through the moral influence
which it exerts upon those who witness it, finds
classic expression in the second of the books referred

Human

to,

Bushnell's

Vicarious

Sacrifice.

The

problem which Bushnell sets himself to solve is
that of the possibility and the nature of substitution in religion ; and the conclusion to which he
comes is that in the case of a moral and spiritual
religion, like Christianity, this is possible only in
the sphere of the moral and spiritual relationships,
of which the family rather than the law-court or

the civil government gives us the most helpful
example. In love, Bushnell discovers a vicarious
principle, involving, on the one hand, the selfidentification of the lover with the object loved,
and, on the other, a corresponding transformation
of the one loved through the response of his spirit
to the new moral influences of which he is thus
made the subject. He illustrates this principle in
the case of motherhood, of friendship, and of
patriotism, and finds in it the revelation of a
universal law which goes back, in the last analysis,
to God Himself. All good beings, he maintains,
are in the principle of vicarious sacrifice (i. 53),
and a cross is in God's perfections from eternity
(i.

73).

Upon the fact of this law of sacrifice, valid both
for God and for man, Bushnell bases his doctrine
Atonement. In the sufferings and death of
Christ the Holy God identifies Himself in sympathy
mth the sins and sufferings of His human children,
feels in His own experience the burden of the painful consequences which have been brought upon
them by their misdeeds, and through the revelation
of His self-sacrificing love calls forth on their part
that corresponding love for Him which makes
possible their forgiveness and ultimate restoration.
All the old sacrificial symbols which are so deeply
inwrought into the
language and which were
so efficacious in the older revival preaching are,
according to Bushnell, simply symbolical ways of
illustrating this profound truth (i. 449 ff.).

of the

NT

In contrast to the theory of McLeod Campbell, where emphasis is laid on the value for God of Christ's sufferings, that of
Bushnell ia sometimes described as purely subjective (so, most
recently, by Stevens in his Christian Doctrine of Salvation).
There is a certain plausibility in this description, in that in
Bushnell's case, as in that of Abelard before him, interest
centres in the manward rather than the Qodward aspect of
Christ's work ; but, if by the term * subjective * it is meant to
describe a theory which conceives it possible to express the full
significance of Christ's work in terms of human experience
alone, the characterization is plainly misleading. To Bushnell,
as well as to Campbell, the Atonement is a matter which concerns God as well as man, and that which gives Christ's sufferings their redemptive power ia the fact that in the form of a
human experience they reveal to ua what from the beginning
has been God's own attitude towards human sin.^

R. O. Moberly and W. L. Walker.
The Godward aspect of the Atonement

1 e.g.

2

Tlw Nature of

the Atonement in Relation to Remission of
SiTis and Eternal Life^^ London, 1886.
2 The Vicarious Sacrifice grounded in Principles interpreted
by
Analogies, 2 vols.. New York, 1891.
1

(Christian)

veloped in

is

more

fully de-

vol. ii. of the Vicarious Sacrifice.
Here Bushnell
propounds a theory of the Divine self-propitiation through
suffering in which the analogy of human experience ia used to
illustrate the nature of God'a attitude towards sin. The volume.
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Both Bushnell and Campbell are concerned
primarily witli the Atonement as it afl'ects the
relation between God and the individual
but,
from the first, it has been recognized that the work
of Christ has a larger meaning.
It was designed
not simply to save individuals, but to redeem
humanity, and has as its result the establishment
of the Kingdom of God among men.
One of the
most striking features of modern thought regarding the Atonement is its emphasis on this wider
social significance.
Apart from the Governmental
Theory, to which we have already alluded, this
emphasis takes two forms. The first, which is more
prominently represented among Anglican theologians, regards the Church as an institution, as
the continuation of the Incarnation, and emphasizes
the connexion between the Atonement and the
Sacraments. The second, more ethical in its conception of salvation, takes its departure from the
social nature of personality, and finds the primary
object of Christ s death in the creation of a community in which the bond of union is the accept;

ance of his principle of self-sacrificing love. We
may take Moberly's suggestive book on Atone-

ment and Personality ' as an example of the first
type, and Ritschl's Justification and Reconciliation * as an example of the second.
So far as his conception of the Atonement itself
is concerned, Moberly agrees with Campbell in
finding its essence in penitence (p. 110).
Like
Campbell, he maintains that a perfect repentance,
if it could be found, would constitute an adequate
atonement. Like Campbell, again, he denies that
such repentance is possible to man alone. But
what is not possible for man alone is possible for
the God-man. In the sinless Christ we have one
in whom God's ideal for humanity has been for the
first time realized, and in His perfect obedience
and penitence an adequate atonement for the sin
of humanity has at last been made.
But how are the benefits of the Atonement to
be imparted to others ? It is at this point that

Moberly finds Campbell's view inadequate. The
moral influence on which Campbell relies he finds
not enough. There must be a real identity, if the
atonement which Christ makes is to be really ours
This identity Moberly secures through
(p. 405).

Holy Spirit. In the Spirit,
Christ Himself enters humanity and becomes the
basis of its higher life.
The Spirit of the Incarnate Christ, [is] made, through the
his doctrine of the

*

Incarnation, the Spirit of Man (p. 203). ' He is the subjective
realization within, and as, ourselves, of the Christ who was first
manifested objectively and externally, for our contemplation
and love, in Galilee and on the Cross. He is more and more, as
the Christian consummation is approached, the Spirit within
ourselves of Righteousness and Truth, of Life and of Love. He is
more, indeed, than within us. He is the ultimate consummation of ourselves ' (p. 204). Only through this indwelling Spirit
who is ' Christ in the man ' (p. 227) is it possible to realize, what
true personality means.
'

But where and how do we actually

find this

mysterious union realized among men ? Moberly
answers in the Church. In organized Christianity with its sacramental system we find the
sphere and instrument of the Spirit's influence,
nay, more, the Spirit Himself become incarnate in

—

the lives of living men.
The Church, then, is, in fact, the Spirit of Christ, communicated to the spirits of those who recognize, and believe in. His
Person and work it is the disciples of Christ, made Christian
'

;

in very

deed by participation

in the Spirit of Christ

'

(p. 269).

Like Moberly, Ritschl emphasizes

the social
but, in place of the

significance of the Atonement ;
mystic bond of an identity of nature mediated
which was composed eight years after the first, was originally
designed to take the place of its third and fourth sections, but
the advice of friends led to the abandonment of the plan, and
the two versions stand side by side as vols. i. and ii.
1 London, 1901.
3 Die christliche Lehre von der Recktfertigun(j und Vereoknvmg, 3 vols., Bonn, 1870-74 ; 3rd ed. 1888-89 [Eng.
iii. by Mackintosh and Maoaulay, Edinburgh, 1900).

tr.

of vol.

(Christian)
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through the Sacraments, he puts the ethical conception of community of purpose. According to
Ritschl, the purpose of God is not primarily the
salvation of individuals as such, but their union in
the redeemed society of the Kingdom of God. But
this is possible only as there is revealed to men an
end at once simple enough and far-reaching enough
to transcend all legal and limited ideals, and reinforced by motive power strong enough to secure
its inner appropriation in spite of every obstacle.
Such a revelation is given to us in the life-work of
Christ.
In him we see One whose life was dominated from the beginning to theend by the principle
of trust in God and love for others, and who, in
this trust and love, found a power able to make
Him victor over obstacles othersvise insuperable.
As such a moral conqueror, He becomes to others
the pledge of the possibility of like victory in their
case, if only they in turn accept His life-purpose in
similar love and trust.
This is the meaning of Ritschl's much-discussed
teaching concerning the Church as the object of
the Divine justification (vol. iii. ch. ii. 20 [Eng. tr.
By this he means not simply that the
p. 108 ff'.]).
life of faith, upon which the Reformers based their
assurance of the forgiveness of sins, carries with it
inevitably devotion to that universal purpose of
love which Jesus has revealed as the will of the
Father ; he means that the experience of forgiveness itself is possible only as a man makes Jesus'

wider social purpose his own. The life of trust
and the life of service are not two independent
elements in the Christian life ; they are two aspects of one and the same experience. As Jesus
fulfilled His own true relation to His Father
through His willingness to suffer even death itself
for the sake of His brothers, so His disciples in
their turn realize their true relation to their Father

by following Him

in like devotion.
It is in the light of this conception that we are
to understand Ritschl's view of the Atonement.
In his chapter on the ' Person and Life-work of
Christ ' (ch. vi. ) he criticizes the older Protestant
treatment of the work of Christ on the ground that
it separates things which
belong together. It
contrasts the sufferings and death of Christ, as an
evidence of His humiliation, with His resurrection
and second advent, as the proof of His exaltation.
But, according to Ritschl, this contrast is misleadThe priestly work of Christ is not something
ing.

—

apart from His kingly work a condition which
must be fulfilled in order that that may be accomplished.
It is itself an element in that moral
victory over sin and death which evidences His
Divine power and constitutes Him the world's
Redeemer.
The sufferings of Christ have not
merely ethical value as a price paid by Christ to
God for the redemption of man. They have religious value as a revelation of God's purpose towards
man, and, above all, as an assurance of that Divine
power which is able to make man the victor over
the worst foes. As such a revelation, they are
harmonious with His whole life-work a necessary
condition of the accomplishment of His purpose,
namely, the establishment of God's Kingdom
among men.'
So we see the latest German thought about
the Atonement turning back to the point of view
of the earliest Greek theology, and trying to gain
a conception of Christ's redemption which shall
represent it less as a single act performed once for
all in the death upon the cross than as the natural
outworking and consummation of the meaning and
purpose of His entire life.
1 In his suggestive book. The Cross and the Eingdom, as
vietved by Christ Himself and in the Light of Evolution.
(Edinburgh, 1902), W. L. Walker follows Ritschl in bringing out

—

the close connexion between the Atonement and the Kjngdooi
of

God (of.

esp. p. 271

ft.).

;
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7. Summary and conclusion.— As we look back
over the history which we have thus briefly passed
in review, we are struck by the great variety of
opinion represented in our survey.' Whether we
consider the Atonement from the point of view of
its nature, its object, its necessity, or the means

by which

made

practically effective in men's
view so striking as to
make any attempt at harmony seem hopeless.
The atoning character of Christ's death is now
found in its penal quality as suffering, now in its
ethical character as obedience.
It is represented
now as a ransom to redeem men from Satan, now
as a satisfaction due to the honour of God, now as
a penalty demanded by His justice. Its necessity
is grounded now in the nature of things, and, again,
is explained as the result of an arrangement due to
God's mere good pleasure or answering His sense
of fitness.
The means by which its benefits are
mediated to men are sometimes mystically conceived, as in the Greek theology of the Sacrament
sometimes legally, as in the Protestant formula of
imputation ; and, still again, morally and spiritually, as in the more personal theories of recent
Protestantism. Surveying ditt'erenees so extreme,
one might well be tempted to ask, with some
recent critics, whether, indeed, we have here to do
with an essential element in Christian doctrine, or
simply with a survival of primitive ideas whose
presence in the Christian system constitutes a perplexity rather than an aid to faith.
Yet, such an opinion, however natural, would
be misleading. The differences which we have discussed are not greater than may be paralleled in the
case of every other Christian doctrine. When we
lives,

we

isolate

it is

find differences of

any doctrine from

its

environment,

it

is

easy to represent it as a record of inconsistencies
and contradictions ; but, when we look below the
surface and consider the underlying causes of the
changes in question, we find it necessary to revise
so superficial a judgment.
These causes have to
do with the conception of God and of His relations
in the world.
Where God is conceived, as in the
old Greek theology, in physical or metaphysical
terms, as the absolute Spirit, immutable and incorruptible, who saves man by making him partaker of his own immortal hfe, the Atonement
necessarily becomes a mere incident in the life of
the Incarnate One, and the type of thought represented by Athanasius is the result. Where, as in
the theology of Koman Catholicism and the earlier
Protestantism, God is conceived primarily as
Governor or Judge, dealing with men in terms of
justice, either private or public, legal phraseology
becomes the natural expression of religious faith,
and the various substitutionary theories, whether
in the form of satisfaction or of penalty, are the
result.
Where, on the other hand, as in modem
times, the ethical and spiritual categories are controlling, the Atonement will in like manner be
given an ethical and spiritual interpretation ; and
the various questions as to its nature, its necessity,
and its effects will be answered along the lines
followed by the later Protestant writers whom we
have passed in review. The attitude which one
will take towards any of the specific questions
under discussion will be determined in the last
analysis by his answer to the underlying question,
Which of these general ways of conceiving God is,
on the whole, most adequate to express the Christian view ?

—
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— No

(Egyp-

certain trace of any rite or ceremony
analogous to the Sem. atonement-sacrifice (kippHrim) or the Gr. piacular expiation can be found
in Egyp. religion so long as it was uninfluenced
by Sem. observances. The close connexion with
Palestine, which began in the time of the XVIIIth
tian).

and reached

its

height under the

XlXth and XXth

dynasties, resulted in the temporary introduction
of many Sem. deities into the Egyp. pantheon

and with them, no doubt, came many Sem. religions observances, among them that of the
atonement-sacrifice. But the anti-Semitic feeling,
which was brought about by the national resistance to the Assyrians in the 8th and 7th cent.
B.C., resulted in the expulsion of the Sem. deities,
at any rate from the official pantheon ; and with
them went their cult-observances. Any trace
which may be found of the kippilrim-nte in Egypt
is probably to be regarded as of this Sem. origin
(as was certainly the rite of burnt-offering), and
dating from this period of Sem. religious influence.
The Egyp. conception of sacrifice does not seem to
have included any idea of expiation for sin. The
Egyptian placed fruit, cakes, and cooked meat on
a mat before the painted and robed figure of his
deity, and burnt incense before it, in order to feed
him, please him, and ward off his wrath in case
the offerer had offended him by doing something
wrong. But this idea of wrong-doing was probably
rather that of crime than of sin. The Egyptian
does not seem to have had the same idea of sin as
the Semite, and the sin-offering was, therefore,
probably

unknown

sacrificed

from fear

to him originally. When he
of the Divine wrath, it was

;

;
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because he had committed a crime
against the
or that of the god, not because he
had sinned in the Bab. and Jewish sense, or
even in the less emphasized Greek sense. Wickedness for hira was a sin against society rather tlian
against God. But the gods would punish such
wickedness, and so were propitiated, if necessary,
oy pacifying saerilices.
H. R. Hall.
'

king's peace
'

'

'

EXPIATION AND ATONEMENT (Greek).

— The word

atonement belongs to Christian theoand inevitably suggests that conception of
sin and its remedy wliich is peculiar to Christianity.
Writers on the religion of Greece have either
omitted any distinct treatment of this topic, or
have discussed it (like Nagelsbach, Homer. Theol.
and Die nachhomer. Theologie des griech. Vol/csglaubens) from the Christian standpoint. Yet, if
sin be used as a general term for conduct which
tends to destroy the natural bond between man
and his god, and which consequently is followed
'

'

logy,

'

'

bjf manifestations of Divine anger, it is possible to
discuss the conception of sin in Greek religion
and by a similarly broad definition we may speak
of expiation for sin as that process by which the
sin is removed, the anger of tne god appeased, and
the natural relation of god and man restored. In
the present article sin is treated only in so far as
is necessary to make clear the remedy for it.
Further, the special rites for appeasing Divine anger
will be treated in the art. PROPITIATION (Greek).
Some ethical content is almost inevitably connected with our conception of sin and its expiation.
In Greece, however, defilement (^(acr/xa), which
may have nothing to do with a man's moral conduct, was frequently regarded as the cause of
Divine anger. Although we must assume that
rites of purification had originally no moral content,
yet no sharp line was ever dravm between physical,
ritual, and moral purity, and it is necessary
to consider the expiation of sin by rites of this
character. Again, any disregard of what is due to
the gods is an exhibition of man's neglect or selfassertion, which may be considered as sin against
the gods. Such acts are a lise-majesU demanding
punishment, though sometimes the latter may at
least be lessened by expiatory rites.
It will be
noted that this conception of sin goes with the
belief in the gods as Divine rulers, which is emphasized in the Homeric poems. Thirdly, the time
came when morality so far rested on a religious
basis that transgression of moral principles was
punished by the gods. To break a moral law became a sin against the gods when the sanctions of
religion were added to morality in other words,
when it became the function of the gods to punish
wrong-doing. At this point, and perhaps only at
this point, the Greeks clearly recognized the con-

—

nexion between morality and religion. The certainty of Divine punishment for sin was emphasized
in their literature from Homer to Plutarch ; and,
if the moral ideas were often different from ours,
or if religion did not enforce all the precepts of
Greek morality, the fact remains that the sinfulness of immorality was generally recognized. As
to the Divine punishment of sin there was no
doubt ; whether expiation had any utility for the
sinner was a question not so easily answered.
It appears that the expiation of sin must be
considered from these three standpoints {a) the
purification from the taint of evil, (b) the allaying
of Divine anger caused by intentional or unintentional disregard of what is due to the gods, and (c)
the restoration of a man who has transgressed
some moral law to harmony with the gods. The
emphasis on these points of view varies, but from
Homer onward they are all three present.
1. Pre-Homeric period.
For the period which
:

—

(Greek)
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precedes that in which the Homeric poems were
composed our knowledge of religion has made some
progress in recent years, but not sullicient to shed
much light on the present question. All that we
can allirm with any confidence is that the early
Greeks, like other primitive peoples, undoubtedly
practised rites to drive away evil spirits, and that
from these rites arose many later practices, the
object of which was to remove some taint of evil.
In so far as the evil was the cause of Divine anger
and separated men from communion with the gods,
it may perhaps be called
sin,' and its removal the
expiation of sin. The idea that evil itself is a
substance which can be absorbed in a specially prepared fleece {Aibs kuSio)'), or removed by some potent
'

cleansing material like blood or clay, or instilled
into a person who can bear it out of the city, is
perhaps nearer to the facts than is our thought of
evil spirits.
In a period much later than the one
under consideration, the Thargelia, a festival of
Apollo at Athens, included a peculiar rite in which
one or two men (cpipiiaKoi.) were first fed at the
public expense, then beaten with branches and
leeks, and finally put to death.
The connexion
with Apollo was not very marked it seems rather
to be an ancient rite which had to do with the
safety of the ripening crop. Nor does it presuppose
the Divine anger, though doubtless more stress was
laid on such a ceremony in time of famine or pestilence, when men felt that their gods were angry
with them. It was primarily a means of removing
any taint of evil which might bring danger to men
or destruction to their ripening crops.
Because
rites of this character were out of line with the
;

development of Greek religion from Homer onward,
it is perhaps safe to regard them as survivals from
a very early period. In themselves they shed little
light on the present question, except as they indicate that men feared the possible anger of their
gods, and possessed means to remove the cause of
such anger, if not to allay the anger itself. Still
these rites of riddance (aTorpbTraia) must be taken
into account as the source of later purificatory
and perhaps as the starting-point of propitia-

rites,

tory

sacrifice.

—

In the Homeric poems. In contrast with the
which the evidence is largely based
on inference, the picture of religion in the Homeric
poems is clear cut and reasonably complete. But,
strange as it may appear at first sight, while the
account of sin and itspunishment is definite enough,
there is no mention of rites of expiation, no word
for expiation or atonement, nor even any distinct
form of worship designed to propitiate the anger of
the gods. Any direct reference to sin as a sort of
defilement demanding purification a taint dangerous because it invites either evil spirits or the
wrath of the greater gods is avoided. It is true
that Agamemnon's army purified themselves after
the plague which Apollo sent (II. i. 313 f.), and
that, after the death of the suitors, Odysseus purified
his palace with fire and sulphur (Oc?. xxii. 481-494)
in the same spirit, Hector feared to approach the
gods with the stain of battle on his hands (II. vi.
In none of these cases, however, is it clear
266).
that the defilement was itself a possible cause of
Divine anger.
But, while the view of sin as a defilement is
avoided, the place of sin in the economy of the
world is definitely given. The gods are supreme
rulers, governing the world in accordance with
moral principles ; any slight to their dignity is sin,
and any infraction of the moral law they uphold is
sin.
And sin, i.e. such action as provokes the
anger of the gods, is all but inevitably followed by
punishment. It remains only to add that the
Divine anger may also be aroused by some injury
to a favourite of the gods, as when Odysseus
2.

earlier ages, for

'

'

'

'

—

—

;
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blinded Polyphemus the Cyclops and incurred
Poseidon's anger the apparent inconsistency between such private anger and anger at some moral
(or religious) wrong is explained at once by the
fact that the gods are rulers, with children and
;

favourites among men.
The conception of sin as an affront to Divine
rulers which provokes their anger is illustrated by
Ajax's boast that he had saved himself from the
sea against the will of the gods Od. iv. 504), whereupon Poseidon shattered the rock on which he had
found safety or by the recklessness of Odysseus'
followers in eating the cattle of Helios (Od. i. 7-9,
xii. 379)
or by the affront to Athene when the
city of Troy was sacked.
In this last instance
Agamemnon thought to allay the anger of the
goddess by sacrifices, for he did not recognize that
the purposes of the gods are not lightly changed
(Od. iii. 143 ff.). The omission of sacrifices that
were due to the gods brought down their wrath on
Calydon (II. ix. 533 ff.), and prevented the departure of Menelaus from Egypt (Oc?. iv. 469 ff.). In
such cases it was necessary to make good the
omission as promptly as possible. Menelaus must
go back and offer the sacrifices ; Agamemnon must
restore Chryseis to her father, the priest of Apollo
(Tl. i. 98 f ).
Often, however, it was impossible to
undo the evU, in which case men might seek to
propitiate the anger of the gods, but with little or
(

;

;

.

no hope of success. So the companions of Odysseus
foolishly thought to set right the slaughter of
Helios' cattle by vowing to build him a splendid
temple, and to dedicate many valuable votive offerxii. 345 ff.).
The sacrifices offered to the
gods under these circumstances did not differ from
the ordinary ones ; but, inasmuch as sacrifice always expressed man's desire to gratify the gods by
paying them their due, it might propitiate their
anger. Probably the same thought lay behind the
vow to bring votive offerings, though such costly
gifts might be regarded as the effort to expiate a
sin.
But from the Homeric point of view neither
gifts nor sacrifices had much efficacy ; the affront
to the gods was certain to bring punishment.
The result of transgressing moral law was much
the same for the gods hate wickedness, and honour
just and right deeds (Od. xiv. 83 ff., xvii. 485 ff.).
Naturally the wrong deeds which gods punished
were other than the crimes against human law.
In particular, the suppliant, i.e. the traveller outside his own country who threw himself on the
mercy of the gods, was thought to be under their

ings (Od.

;

special

protection (Od.

479,

No

213).
human law punished oath-breaking, but this was
a crime against the gods (H. iv. 235, 270 f., xix.
The suitors for the hand of Penelope broke
264).
no law of man ; so much the more the gods permitted their high-handed insolence to develop until
ix.

xiii.

(Greek)

develop seems to have been the thought of
a pollution which detnanded purification. In

first to

sin as

connexion with the spread of the worship of
Dionysus early in the 6th cent B.C., a new emphasis
was laid on purification. Undoubtedly rites of this
character originated in the effort to free men from
the taint of evil in other words, from the dangerous influence of Infecting evil spirits. It seems
that the Dionysus religion, like the more organized
Orphic religion, developed these rites to secure
relief from those evil influences which separated
man from the divinity. In the 5th cent, some of
the rites had been adopted by the State religion,
while others were branded as superstition.
The question with which we are now concerned
is whether the evil banished by purificatory rites
ever gained a moral content, which certainly it did
not have at first, or whether impurity in itself
provoked the anger of the greater gods, so that its
removal could in any sense be called expiation.
The second point is more easily answered than the

—

Although rites of purification originated
quite independently of the greater gods, a connexion was established before the 5th cent. B.C.,
so that these rites became a part of the State
first.

The murderer was banished because he
was hated by the gods (Sophocles, CEd. Tyr. 95 ff.,
236 ff., 1519 cf. Antiphon, Tetral. i. 1. 3 and 10
Thucyd. i. 126). On shipboard he was a source of
religion.

;

;

danger to his feUow-passengers and, when sacrifices were offered to the gods, his presence made
the worship unacceptable (Antiphon, Herodes, 81Purifications were performed before every
83).
religious festival, for any impurity would provoke
Divine anger. The more dreadful the cause of the
impurity, the greater the Divine curse, so that, for
example, the murder of Cylon and his companions
;

demanded peculiar and effective rites of purification.
Moreover, the rites themselves came under the
worship of Zeus Meilichios, whose statue, erected
after great bloodshed at Argos, was distinctly an
expiation for that sin (Pausan. II. xx. 1). The
ordinary practice of purification, however, was the
removal of a possible cause of Divine anger, rather
than the expiation of any sin.
It is clear that most of the rites of purification
have nothing to do with any real sin. Contact
with death, sickness, and birth demands a purificaProbably
tion which has no moral significance.
the same is true of purification for manslaughter,
though at Athens it was permitted only in case of

At the same time, aU shedjustifiable homicide.
ding of human blood must have been regarded as a
kind of wrong, for which some expiation was welcome. The restoration of the murderer to his place
in society involved two elements, viz. an adjustment
with the family of the murdered man (often a money
recompense), and a religious purification ; both

demanded punishment at their hands (Od. xv.
329, XX. 215, xxii. 39 f.). And the sin of Aegisthus
in marrying Clytsemnestra was primarUy a sin

these demands would be regarded as expiation just
Heroin so far as the murder was felt to be a sin.
dotus (vi. 139) tells how the Lemnian Pelasgians

against the gods that protect the family ; nor could
any sacrifices and votive offerings perhaps sacrifices of thanksgiving
win him the Divine favour

cruellymurdereditheir Athenian wives andchUdren
and, when a plague came upon them, they were informed by the Delphic oracle that they must pay
whatever penalty the Athenians might demand.
similar answer was made to the inhabitants of
Apollonia when they sought relief from a plague
which followed the blinding of Euenius (Herod, ix.
elsewhere, i. 167, Herodotus uses for this
93 f.
process the phrase aKicracF6a.{. rqv a/jLapraBa). Although purification for manslaughter did not originate in the religion of the Olympian gods, we must
conclude that it was brought into connexion with
that religion and the Delphic oracle encouraged
the belief that murder was a polluting sin agains*
the gods, which demanded expiation.
Further, it would seem that the ritual purity demanded, for example, by the Eleusinian mysteries

it

—

—

(0(/.

iii.

273ff.).

From

the standpoint of the Homeric poems, sin,
whether moral transgression or direct affront to
the gods, received its due punishment. It was
natural for men to seek to allay the anger of the
gods, but there were no rites specifically for this
purpose, and men had no assurance that their
efforts in this direction would meet with any
success.
The only expiation for sin, strictly speaking, lay in the effort to set right the wrong that had

been done.
3. In later Greek history.

—

While all three conceptions of sin and expiation are found in the later
and better known periods of Greek history, the

A

;

;

'
:
;

:
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field.

temper chastened and brought into harmony with

Most of the evidence for this view may be questioned,

the will of the gods, for in the results of his unwitting sin he has made his expiation for it. Morp
commonly, however, the penalty for a grave sin
was death the law was satisfied, i.e. expiation was
made, but at the expense of the man's life.
The idea of perumce finds no place in Greek religion, nor are there any practices by which some
self-inflicted penalty may take the place of the full
consequences of sin. The word expiation naturally refers to some process by which the sinner
may free himself either from some of the results of
have
sin, or from the sin itself, or from both.
seen that the idea of sin was never clearly developed
and unified in Greece. Along with other forms of
pollution to be removed by purification there was
included the pollution due to some evil deed at
times purification came to be a sort of expiation.
An affront to the gods was sin costly gifts might
expiate such sin, though here it is simpler to speak
Finally, for
of Divine anger and its propitiation.
sin as moral wrong-doing there was no expiation
other than full punishment, since the punishment
of sin was regarded as something unchanging and

was at times carried over
since

de

it

into the

ethical

comes through Christian writers

Prce.icript.

'[diabolus]

40:

ipse

.

{e.g.
.

.

Tert.
expia-

tionem delictorum de lavacro repromittit ; cf. de
Bapt. 5) yet it is probable that men did come to
the mysteries with a feeling of guilt from which
they sought relief (Diod. Sic. v. xli.x. 6 ; Schol. ad
cf. also Plato, Polit. 364 C
Aristoph. Pax, 277
Although rites of purificaaKeladai).
aSUri/w,
tion commonly had no element of expiation, some'

;

;

.

.

.

times the pollution involved a feeling of guilt for
which these rites provided relief by expiation.
That it was a sin to neglect the gods or to offer
them any direct affront was recognized in later
times as clearly as in the Homeric poems. And in
later practice, as in the epic picture of society, the
expiation of such sin consisted, first, in setting right
one's attitude toward the gods secondly, in appeasmythical example is
ing the Divine anger.
found in the legend of the Trojan war Agamemnon
pursued a hind into the sacred precinct of Artemis ;
no expression of humble repentance was sufficient
to set the matter right, but Iphigeneia must be
sacrificed to the goddess to satisfy her anger before
the Greeks could sail. It was an aflront to Apollo
for Croesus to test the truthfulness of the Delphic
;

A

:

in this case rich gifts were sufficient to
atone for the sin and appease Apollo's anger (Xeno-

oracle

;

A

plague fell on the
phon, Cyrop. VII. ii. 19).
inhabitants of Phigaleia ; the Delphic oracle explained it as the result of the neglected worship of
Demeter, and it ceased when that ancient cult was
restored (Pausan. VIII. xlii. 5). To kill Cylon and
his companions at the altar of Athene was an
affront to the goddess for which it Avas necessary
to seek an unusually potent means of atonement
(cf.

also Herod, vi. 91

;

'

We

;

;

absolute.

—
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;

'

'

'

Ordinarily, anything like an affront to the gods
was the act of some individual, while the anger of
the gods was visited on the State it was, therefore,
the business of the State to deal with the matter,
first by punishing the individual, and, secondly, by
appeasing the Divine anger. Such acts were the
mutilation of the hermce at Athens, and the profanation of the mysteries. Regular courts existed
to punish individuals who were responsible for the
profanation of religious objects. And to appease
the anger of the gods the State had recourse to
special rites of propitiation [which will be discussed in the article under that heading]. Here it
should be noted that the punishment of the individual was the only expiation (in distinction from
propitiation) which could be ofi'ered.
The third point of view from which the Greek
conception of sin may be regarded is found in the
Divine government of the world. The Homeric conception that moral law received the sanction of the
gods is found in later literature from Hesiod {Erga,
333 f.) onwards.
'That old saying, "The doer
"
(jEsch. Choeph. .306), expresses the Greek
suBers
inevitableness
view of the
of punishment (cf. Sophocles, (Ed. Tyr. 863 If., Electra, 209 ff.; Euripides, Electra, 1155).
For any expiation which
should do away with inevitable punishment, Greek
thought found no place. On the other hand, the
punishment itself was sometimes regarded as an
expiation of the guilt. So the death of Laius'
murderer was to loose,' i.e. undo, the effect of the
original deed (Sophocles, (Ed. Tyr. 100 f.); so the
chorus pray that Orestes' deed, a just manslaughter,
may loose the blood of long past murders (^Esch.
Choeph. 803 f. ; cf. Eurip. Her. Fur. 40). It is not
difficult to see how this principle works out in the
case of CEdipus. In Sophocles' (Edipus Tyrannus
the king is self-willed, quick to anger, relying on
his own great powers ; after years of suffering the
same man appears in the GEoUpus Coloneus, his
'

;

dem Alterthum,

'

f.).

'
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I.

AV

In

'

expiation

'

occurs only once,

Nu

35''

and there can be no expiation for the land
after a murder except by the blood of him that
expiate in Is
see further below), and
shed it
47" marg. in RV this tr. of Nu 35^^ is brought

marg.

('

'

'

'

;

'

:

into the text ' to make expiation for occurs also
in
in Dt 32^, and ' expiated in the marg. of
In all three passages the
1 S 3", Is 6' 22" 27'.
Heb. word used is kipper. ' Atonement occurs in
the priestly laws of the OT for kippurtm, a subst.
cognate with kipper (3.sm the 'Day oi Atonement');
and to make atonement regularly in the same
atonement
of the
laws for kipper. In
it
occurs once only (Ro 5'^), for KaraWayfi in
reconciliation
being
substidoes not occur at all,
;

'

RV

'

'

'

'

AV

NT

'

RV

;

'

'

tuted for it in Ro 5^' on account of other compounds of aWia-aa being, even in AV, rendered by
'
reconcile' and ' reconciliation.'
and RV, it should further be preIn both

AV

mised, ' atonement means always, not amends or
reparation, which is the sense the word has acquired in modern English, but at-one-ment,' or
reconciliation, which is the sense in which both
atone and ' atonement are regularly used by
Shakespeare, and other writers of the same age
e.g. Othello, IV. i. 234, 'I would do much to atone
them,' i.e. to reconcile them ; and 2 Hen. IV.,
'

'

'

'

'

i. 221, ' If we do now make our atonement (reconciliation) well, Our peace will, like a broken
limb united, Grow stronger for the breaking
Itieh. III., I. iii. 36 (see further examples in Aldis
Wright's BiSZe Word-Book, London, 1866, s.v.).
It will be apparent from this preliminary synopsis
that kipper is the Heb. word corresponding to both

IV.

'

'

make

expiation

first step,

'

therefore,

and make atonement
our
must be to examine this word,
'

'

;
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with its cognates, and try to ascertain what ideas
are associated with it.
2. The primary meaning of kipper is uncertain,
and, ^vith our present knowledge, cannot be made
tiie starting-point of an investigation.
In Arabic
the corresponding word, kafara, means to cover,
being used, for instance (Lane, Arab. Lex. 2620), of
clouds covering the sky, or of the wind covering a
trace or mark with dust
and formerly it was
customary to derive the senses of kipper from this,
as though the meaning were properly to cover sin
(so, though with reserve, and allowing it to be
uncertain, the present writer in 1902, in HDB, art.
' Propitiation
In Syriac hephar, and esp. the
').
Pael conjug. happar, means to wipe, or ivipe away
(as to loipe the mouth, to impe away tears, the stain
;

of

etc.);

sin,

and W. R. Smith (OTJC

[1881],

438 f., more briefly OTJC^ [1892], 380 f.) explained
the senses of kipper from this, supposing it to
denote properly the wiping away of sin. Recent
progress in Assyriology has, however, thrown new
light upon the word.
In its Assyr. form, kuppuru
(with a derivative, takpirtu), it is now known to
occur repeatedly in a ritual connexion in Assyr.
texts ; and, though the primary idea expressed by
the term is still disputed among experts,' it seems
clear that in actual usage it expresses the idea of
ritual purgation by certain specified ceremonial
acts a priest is directed, for instance, to ' purge or
purify a king (Sarra tukappar), a sick person, or
a house.'' The ceremonies prescribed are largely, it
should be noted, of a magical nature and their

(Hebrew)

ritual ceremony, especially a sacrifice in which
blood is shed. The effect might be thought of as
produced mechanically ; but, as religious ideas
became more spiritualized, it was seen that the
rite must depend for its efficacy upon the moral
state of the sinner, upon his penitence and desire
for pardon.
particular case was the guilt of
bloodshed, which (according to ancient ideas) had
to be avenged by the kinsmen of the murdered

A

man, and which, moreover, was regarded as both
implicating the murderer's clan and polluting the
land in which the blood was shed. For wilful
manslaughter there was no sacrificial kapparah in
Israel
but the payment of a kopher, or expiationprice for a life, though recognized by the law only
in certain exceptional cases, seems to have been a
;

well-known practice (see § 7).
Kipper, whatever its primary physical meaning
may have been, seems to have been in early use in
Israel with the idea of ritual purgation attaching
to it ; it then gradually acquired the more definite
ideas of expiation, purification from sin, propitiation, and reconciliation, just referred to.
4. Let us now examine in greater detail the use
of kipper in the OT.
may begin with the nonpriestly parts.
It is doubtful whether it occurs in

We

any passage with

presumed primary meaning
do so in Is 28''
('And your covenant with death shall be disannulled,' where the idea of annulment, or obliteration, might be derived either [see § 2] from that of
to cover or from that of to wipe out) ; but kuppar
supposed effect is to remove diseases, and especially here is very probably an error for huphar (from
to expel the demons who were regarded as the parar), the word ordinarily used of annulling a
cause of both these and other troubles in those covenant.
whom they possessed (see above, p. 638'). The
In the other non-priestly passages of the OT in
word is used in a much deeper sense in Heb. than which the word occurs the subject is sometimes a
in Assyr.
but the applications in the two lan- lay Israelite, sometimes God the object is usually
guages are sufficiently kindred to leave no doubt the guilt, but occasionally it is the offender.
In Gn 3220 Jacob, fearing (v. 7) to meet Esau, lest (v.u) he
that there must be some ultimate connexion beWhether, in the remote age in should slay both himself and his family for the wrongs he had
tween them.
formerly done him, says I will kapper his face with a present.*
which the Hebrews and the Assyrians separated Here the meaning might be either cover his face with a prefrom each other, the word had already acquired a sent, the figure being that of a person whose eyes are blinded
ritual signification, which was afterwards developed by a gift so as not to notice something (cf. Gn 20'^ and Job 924
[though the Heb. word is not the same], Ex 238), or (W.
along different lines in the two languages, or Smith, I.e.) 'vjipe clean the face,' blackened by displeasure, R.
as
whether (Zimmem) the word was borrowed by the the Arabs say similarly whiten the face but, in view of what
Hebrews from the Assyrians at a later date, and has been said above, it is more probable that the word is
:

but,

the text

if

its

;

is correct, it will

'

'

'

;

;

;

'

'

'

'

the ritual sense then attaching to it was afterwards
modified independently by the Hebrews, it is hardly
possible at present [1912] to determine ; but, in one
way or the other, the Heb. and Assyr. applications
of the word must have sprung from a common
origin.
It will

be convenient in the sequel to indicate
the action denoted by the verb either by the inf.
kapper, or by the post-Biblical subst. kapparah,
3. The following are the general ideas expressed
by kapper. Either the guilt of sin or the stain of
some ritual (non-moral) ' uncleanness rests upon a
man the appropriate kapparah expiates the guilt,
or ritual stain, clears the offender, and at the
same time appeases the Divine anger, which the
sin has aroused, and effects the
at-one-ment,' or
'

:

'

between God and man. The means
by which the kapparah operates is usually some
reconciliation,

Zimmern (Beitrdge zur Eenntnis der bob. Relig., 1896, p. 92
f.) supposes its primary meaning to be to Ttripe away
von Schmutz) and the word certainly occurs in
wiping away a tear in EB vi. 78, line 20. S. H.
Langdon {ExpT xxii. [1911] 320 ff.) contends that its primary
1

;
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abipischen
the sense of
('

'

;

*

'

O. F. Bumey {ib. p. 325 flf.) and C. J.
Ball {ib. p. 478 f.) argue, largely from "the evidence afforded by a
syllabary, that it means properly to be bright, or, in the causative conjug. kuppuru, to make bright.
The theological import
of the word, as used in the OT. is, however, unaffected by the
question of its primary, physical meaning for it is doubtful if
this was at all present to the Hebrews when they used it in a
ritual or theological sense.
2 See the collection of passages given by Langdon, ExpT xxii.
320 f. and 380 f. ; and the texts translated by Zimmern, op. cit.

meaning

is

to remove.

;

(see Index, s.v.

*

Kuppuru ').

'

;

and that the meaning is
I will appease his face with a present (LXX, e^iXoo-OMat to n-pdo-tarrov avroir
f^iKaaofiai being the word by which LXX almost

borrowed from the
'

ritual terminology,

—

'

always render kipper).
In Ex 3230 Moses, after the sin of the golden calf, when about
to go up to the mount to God, says, * Peradventure I shall make
expiation for your sin
viz. by appeasing God's wrath, either
by intercession (v. 31) or, as some think, by offering to die for the
people himself (v,32). As in Gn 3220, the term is borrowed from
the priestly terminology but evidently no priestly ceremonial
is implied by its use.
1 S Si-i, "The iniquity of Eli's house (the sins of his sons) shall
not be expiated by sacrifice or offering (minjia/i) for ever,' is a
clear allusion to expiation by sacrifice.
'

—

;

'

5. The four following passages, all dealing with
expiation for the guilt or pollution occasioned by
bloodshed, should be considered together
:

2 S 213. David, inquiring about the cause of a long and continued famine, is told by the oracle, Upon Saul and upon his
house there resteth blood [so read with LXX], because he slew
the Gibeonites,' to whom the Israelites had sworn protection
(Jos 9i6.20f.). Thereupon David asks the Gibeonites, 'What
shall I do for you ? and wherewith shall I make expiation, that
ye may bless the inheritance of Jahweh ?
They reply that it is
no matter of silver or gold between themselves and Saul or his
house, nor have they power to put any one to death in Israel.
David thereupon offers to do for them whatever they wish and
they ask for two of Saul's sons, and five of his grandsons, that
they may bang them up to Jahweh in Gibeon [so LXX].' Their
request is granted, and they do this. The Gibeonites are now
satisfied the injury done to them by Saul is expiated Jahweh's
anger also is appeased, and He is reconciled to His land. The
narrative sets before us vividly the feeling in Israel in David's
time on the subject. The guilt of the blood shed by Saul rests
upon his family and its penal consequences affect the entire
nation. The answer of the Gibeonites shows that, whatever the
law in Israel at the time might be, expiation could be made for
a murder either by a money-compensation (the blood-wit,' or
TToixTJ [see 5 7]), or by the principle of life for life (Ex 21^2), and
'

'

;

'

:

;

;

'

—

':;
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the flurvivinp kinsmen of the murdered man miKht decide which
they would accept. The Gibeonites choose the liitter.
Dt 21». A man la found murdered the murderer cannot be
traced ; and the g^uilt of his blood rests upon land and people.
The elders of the city nearest the spot on which the nmrdcred
man woe found, it is enjoined, are in such a case to perform a
eymbolical ceremony, slaying a cow (representing the murderer)
over running water, and wawhiug their hands over it, to symbolize
their own innocence. The ceremony having been duly pcrlormed, they are to pray to God in these words 'Our hands
have not ahed this blood, neither have our eyes seen it.
Expiate^ (or Declare expiated), O Jahweh, thy people Israel,
whom thou hast redeemed, and lay (=leave) not innocent blood
in the midst of thy people,' after which it is added, And the
blood(-guilt) shall be expiated for them.'
Jahweh does not
'expiate' the guilt by a priestly ceremony ; but, satisfied witli
the ceremony which the elders have performed, He regards it
as 'expiated,' and no longer treats His people with disfavour.
Dt 32'*^ (at the end of the Song attributed to Moses). Jahweh,
avenge the blood of his servants, and will render
it is said, will
vengeance to his adversaries, and expiate his land, his people'
The land of Canaan
[reiwi, with LXX, the land of his people].
has been polluted by the blood of Israelites slain by their foes
the pollution will be removed by the blood-revenge wrought
upon the enemy by Israel.
Nu 86^^ (in P's law of homicide ; a passage which, though
belonging to P, does not prescribe any priestly ceremony).
'And ye shall not pollute the land wherein ye are [viz. by
allowing the murderer to live] for blood, it polluteth the land ;
and no expiation can be made for the land tor the blood that Is
shed therein, save by the blood of him that shed it.*
6.
come to passages from the prophets.
Is 6?.
In his vision, Isaiah's ' iniquity is taken away,' and his
'
sin expiated,' by the seraph touching his lips with the hot stone
from the altar.
'

'

:

;

We now

Is 221-*.
For their untimely merriment in presence of the
(oe, the prophet pronounces sentence against the people of
Jerusalem in these words: 'Surely this miquity shall not be
expiated for you until ye die, saith the Lord, Jahweh of hosts.'
Cf. 1 S 314 above.

The ' iniquity of Jacob will be expiated
la 279 (post-exilic).
only by Israel's altogether abandoning idolatry, making the
stones of (idolatrous) altars into pounded chalk-stones, and
discarding entirely 'dsTierim and sun-images.
Is 4711 (addressing Babylon), 'Therefore shall evil come upon
thee, which thou shalt not know how to charm away [but read
probably mnt:*, to bribe off, for mnc] and mischief shall fall
upon thee, which thou shalt not be able to propitiate (fig. for
arrest, avert cf. expiare signa [Cic. Div. ii. 130]).
Jer 1823 (in a prayer against his foes), Expiate not their
iniquity, neither blot out their sin from before thee: but let
them be made to stumble before thee deal thou with them in
the time of thine anger.'
Ezk 1663 (in a promise of restoration of favour), When I
expiate thee (clear thee from guilt), in regard to all that thou
hast done.' The figure is suggested by the priestly terminology
Jahweh produces directly, and by His own free grace, an effect
which the priest produces by means of a sacrifice.
Pa 653, Iniquities are too strong for me, Aa for our transgressions do thou (emph.) expiate them.*
Pa 78^8, But he is compassionate, he expiateth iniquity, and
destroyeth not.'
Ps 79^, And deliver us, and expiate for our iniquities, for thy
;

'

'

'

;

'

;

'

'

'

'

name's sake.'
In the next two passages the term is used figuratively.
Pr 166, By kindness and faithfulness iniquity is expiated
and by the fear of Jahweh men depart from evil.'
Cf. the teaching of Ben Sira, Sir 33, 6 Tiwwf narepa e^tAatrerai
'

353 [Swete,
82 (35) 5], evSoKia. KVpiov anotrrrivaL aTrb iroinjptas, Koi cf lAaff/ibs
airoarfivat airo aStKi'a? ; also 3419 [Swete, 31 (34) "3], ovk evfioKCt 6
vi|/t(rT05 iv TTpoa^iopals atrefiutv, oufie iv TrKijOeL Bvutdv i^iKd(TK€Tat
/xapTios.
ojLLapTi'ay

30^

;

«al

e\eT]iJ.oa-vvri e^iKa-tTereu

a^apTi'ay

;

'The wrath of a king is (as) messengers of death (i.e.
but a wise man will propitiate it,' viz. by
prudent and conciliatory behaviour.
2 Ch 3018-19, 'The good Jahweh expiate (clear from guilt)
every one that aetteth hia heart to seek God, though he be not
Pr

it

lei-i,

threatens death)

;

cleansed according to the purification of the sanctuary.'
Dn 924^ Seventy weeks are determined upon thy people and
upon thy holy city, to finiah transgression, and to make an end
of sins, and to expiate iniquity, and to bring in everlasting
righteousness,' etc., i.e. to bring in an age free from all sin.
•

7.

It

kopher,

is

now

necessary to consider the subst.

Kopher (RV, except

Am

5^^,

always

the expiation-price for a life^ the
money offered for the life of a murdered man to
appease his kinsmen's wrath, the TroiviJ, or wergild,'
so common among uncivilized and semi-civUized
nations (see Blood-Feud, vol. ii. p. 720 ff.). As the
allusions to it show, the kopher must have been an
institution familiar to the Hebrews but in Hebrew
1 We now speak only of
expiating' an action but, for the
*

ransom')

is

'

:

'

\

sake of preserving the connexion,

it is

used here (and sometimes

in the sequel) in ita old sense, which it shares with the Lat.
expiate, of purifying a -person firom guilt or pollution properly
^y religious ceremonies.

—

(Hebrew)

66B

law, from the earliest period in which
the principle, in the case of murder,

;

:

:

(Ex

'He

we know it,
wan life for

smiteth a man, so that he
die, shall be put to death ')
and in P the acceptance of a money-compensation i.4 strictly prohibited
(Nu 35^'- ^^ no kopher to be accepted for the life of
a murderer v.^^ murder can be expiated only by
the death of the murderer) it was admitted only
in the case of a man being killed by a vicious ox,
in which case, if the victim s kinsmen were content,
the owner might pay such a iroivfi as they might
fix (Ex 2P**,
If there be laid on him a kopJicr^ he
shall give for the redemption of his lifewliatsoever
is laid upon him ').
The kopher is also mentioned
in the following passages
life

21'=',

tliat

;

'

;

'

;

'

:

1 S 123.
Samuel, in protesting his integrity as a Judge, aska,
'Of whose hand have I taken a kopher i' i.e. a bribe to spare
a murderer's life. Of. Am b^'^,
Ye that afflict the just, that
take a kopher (a bribe to spare a murderer's life), that turn
aside the needy in the gate (from their right).'
Is 433,
I have given Egypt as thy kopher, Ethiopia and Seba
instead of thee '(Egypt represented poetically as the 'ransom'

—

'

'

which Jahweh gives Cyrus in lieu of Israel).
Ps 407, No man can redeem [notice redemption in Ex 2130,
above] a brother from death, or give God a kopher for him,' i.e.
'

'

'

a price sufficient to save hia life.
Pr 635 (aaid of an injured husband, who will accept no price
to spare the life of an adulterer),
He will not regard any
kopher
neither will he be content though thou give many
'

;

bribes.'

Pr 138, "The kdpker of a man's soul (life) is his riches.'
Pr 2118, The wicked is a kopher for the righteous and the
treacherous (cometh) instead of the upright.' Cf. Is43S; and
Pr 118, 'The righteous is delivered out of trouble, and the
wicked cometh in his stead.'
In Job 3618 the discipline of sickness, and in 33^4 the penitence
brought about by it, are regarded poetically as the kopher, or
price, for which God will spare a man's life.
Ex 3012 (p), A half-shekel is to be paid by every one, at the
time of a census, as the kopher of his life, 'that there be no
plague among them, when thou numberest them," as might be
apprehended (cf. 2 S 24) on such an occasion. In v.iB the halfshekel is said to be given to make ecepiation for their lives, and
in v.16 it is called exjnation-Tnoney.
Cf. the two following passages, in which, though the word
kopher is not used, the idea is present, and the verb kipper ia
used exactly aa in Ex SQi^, just referred to
Nu 819. The Levites are given as a gift to Aaron and to his
sons (i.e. to the pries(s) from among the children of Israel,' to
perform for them menial duties about the sanctuary, and
to make expiation for the children of Israel that there be no
plague among the children of Israel, through the children ol
Israel coming nigh unto the sanctuary.' The lay Israelites, in
approaching the holy vessels, etc., would do so, according to
the representation of P, at the risk of their lives (Nu 1822 |6i; 53)
the Levites,' doing it in their stead, prevent Jahweh's wrath
from manifesting itself in a pla^e (cf. Ex 3012, just cited), and
are therefore said to 'make expiation* on their behalf.
Nu 3150. The army which had returned from the war against
Midian without losing a man bring as an offering to Jahweh
the jewels which they had obtained from the spoil, 'to make
expiation for their lives before Jahweh.' This may have been
either because (v.-*9) they had been numbered (cf. Ex 30i2), or
because they had all returned alive from the war in either
case, the spoil is an expiatory offering for lives which, though
they might have been forfeited, had been preserved. The
narrative, aa it stands, is not historical
but the passage
exemplifies the feeling on the subject which prevailed.
'

;

:

'

'

:

'

;

;

The kopher was thus the expiation-price of a
The word is particularly associated with
life.
kipper in Ex 30^2. ib q^j^^ -^^ 3531-33 (g ^j^ jtoj. \i\oo^
shed in murder there is, according to the law, no
'expiation,' save by the death of the murderer.
No kopher, therefore, will save his life but it
will, in certain cases, save other lives. At the same
time, the allusions appear to show that, in actual
practice, a jnoney-kopher might be both oflered and
accepted. In this connexion, 2 S 213"^^ (§ 5) should
Though the term kdpker is not
also be noticed.
used, the silver and gold with which the Gibeonitea
will have nothing to do would be properly described
as a kopher ; but the only kappdrdh which, in reply
to David's offer, the Gibeonites will accept is the
lives of Saul's sons and grandsons.
come, lastly, to consider the use of kipper
8.
in the priestly passages of the OT, i,e. in Ezk
;

We

40-48, in P, and in 1 Ch 6*^ 2 Ch 29^*, Neh W^,
In these the subject is always either the priest, or
{Lv \* 17^^ and, in passages already considered,
Ex 301"^ 1^ Nu 31W 35^) an offering of some kind ;
;

—

;;

EXPIATION AND ATONEMENT
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the object is never the guilt (as In many of the
passages cited above), and indeed, as a rule, is
unexpressed, the usual expression being to Tnake
expiation for (or on behalf of) a person or (see
§ 9(a)) thing; the means is a sacrifice, except in
the few cases in which some other act, or ofi'ering,
is regarded as having an expiatory force.
(a) Of the hlood of sacrificed animals (as containing the * soul,'
life, Dt 1223) : Lv 17" (in the • Law of Holiness '). ' I have given
to you upon the altar to iruike expiation for your souls (lives)
lor the blood, it maketh expiation by means of the soul (life),
which is in it.'
(i) Rarely of the iMrne-oftering
Lv 1* (generally : ' and it
shall be accepted for him to make expiation for him ') ; 1420 1624
(on the Day of Atonement, after the principal ceremonies are
over, when Aaron comes out of the tent of meeting, and offers
a burnt-offering to ' make expiation ' for himself and his people) ;
also sometimes when prescribed in conjunction with a sinoflering (see § S(c)). 01. Ezk IS'li-i'.
(c) Most frequently of the sm-oflering : Ex 2938- 37 (to make
expiation for the altar of burnt-offering at its consecration ; so
Lv 816, Ezk 4320- 26) ; 3010 (tor the altar of incense, on the annual
Day of Atonement) ; Lv 4-0- 26. 31. 35 610- • 13 1 (for sins consisting
in any act prohibited by Jahweh, committed in ignorance or
inadvertence by either the community or an individual); 56
(for withholding evidence in a court of law, for touching the
carcass of any unclean animal, or any uncleanness of man, and
for taking a rash oath such as would imply a lack of reverence
for Jahweh) ; 630 (on a point of ritual ; so 1017) ; 834 (for Aaron
and his sons at their consecration ; the sin-offering not expressly
mentioned) ; 97 * (when the high priest enters solemnly upon
his duties, for himself and the people) 127. * 8 (for the ' uncleanness arising out of childbirth) ; 1419- 31 * (after purification
for leprosy) ; ISio* * 30 « (after the cessation of unclean issues in
man or woman) ; 166- 10- 11- 16-18. soff. (on the Day of Atonement,
for Aaron and his house, for the goat sent to Azazel, lor the
Holy of holies [v.i6] ' because of the uncleanness of the children
of Israel, and because of their transgressions, even ol all their
sins,' for the tent ol meeting, v.l6 [here = the Holy place], ' that
dwelleth with them in the midst ol their uncleannessea,' 1 for
the altar ol burnt-offering (v.lSf.j 'to hallow it from the uncleannesses of the children of Israel,' for the other priests, and
lor the whole people) ; 2328 (on the Day of Atonement) ; Nu 6" *
(at the close ol the purification of the Nazirite, when rendered
unclean by a person dying suddenly beside him) ; 812 * (at the
dedication of the Levites) ; 1524f.» 28 (for unintentional sins ; cf.
Lv 4) ; 2822 (on each day [see v.24] of the feast of unleavened
bread) ; 30 (on the feast of weeks) ; 29' (on New Year's Day)
11 (on the Day of Atonement) ; Ezk 4620 (for the sanctuary,
on
the first day ol the 1st, and [LXX] ol the 7th month— the two
days ol annual purification and atonement, prescribed by
Ezekiel); 2 Oh 2924 (for all Israel, at the purification of the
temple by Hezekiah, as described by the Chronicler) ; Neh 1033
(the people agree to make provision, among other things, • for
the sm-ofiferings to make expiation for Israel ') : cf. 1 Ch 649.
(d) Of the 'dshdm, or guilt-oSeriDg (which was prescribed for
cases in which an injury had been done to the rights of another
person : if the injury could be estimated in money, the value
plus one-fifth was returned to the injured person, and the
'askdm was offered as an acknowledgment of the sin against
God) : Lv 616. 18 66 (for different cases of fraud and sacrilege-

or
it

:

;

'

withholding Jahweh's sacred dues, and breaking generally His
commands; perjury in the denial of betrayal of trust, robbery, exaction, misappropriation of lost property, and similar
offences) 77 (on a point of ritual) 1418. 21. 29 (in the ritual of
purification for leprosy) 1922 (for illicit intercourse with the
lemale slave of another man) Nu 68 (for wrongful possession of
;

;

;

;

lost property, etc.

Of the

ram

;

cf .

Lv

6i6- is 67).

' (D'nVd)— a
species of peaceoffering.offered at the consecration of the priests (Ex 2919-26. 31-S4),
the blood of which was sprinkled upon the priests and their garments and seemingly, also, of the cakes of bread eaten by the
priests with it (Ex 2933). Cf. Driver, Exodus, Camb. 1911, ad locc.
if) Of the blood of a bird (not offered in sacrifice), to be
sprinkled upon a house infected with leprosy, after it has been
pronounced clean by the priest, to ' un-sin ' it (Lv 1449. 62 ; gee
§ 9(f^))i and make expiation ' for it (v. 53).
(g) Kipper is also predicated generallv of the meal- and peaceoffering (together with the burnt- andisin-offering)in Ezk 4515.17.

(e)

'

of installation

—

'

(A)
altar,

Of Aaron, when, by kindling incense from the fire on the
and carrying it rapidly among the people, he appeased

Jahweh's anger, and arrested the plague (Nu
*
t

1646f.).

Together with a 6wm(.offertng.

Lv

67-13 ig

the continuation of

41-38.

With

this annual expiation of the sanctuary, cf. the noticeable parallel in the ritual for the purification of the shrine of
Nebo on the 4th and 6th days of the Bab. New Year's festival
1

published by Dhorme {RAssyr viii. [1911] 48 f.), and (in part)
translated into English by R. VV. Rogers, Cuneiform Parallels to
the OT, 1911, p. 197 (cl. Langdon, JixpT xxii. [1911] 3801.). In
this ritual (to describe it briefly), the priest of incantation first
sprinkles the shrine with water ' from a well of the Tigris and
a well of the Euphrates,' and burns incense in it then the head
ol a male sheep is cut off, and with its body he purges \ukappdr)
the house, and recites incantations to exorcize it ; after this he
carries away the body, and casts it into the river Nala (cf. Lv
1^6. 20.22\
;

(i)

'

(Hebrew)

Of Phinehas, when he slew with the sword two conspicuous
and thereby 'turned away' Jahweh's wrath from
and stayed the plague (Nu 2513).

offenders,
Israel,

See also
(see §

Ex

Nu

301'- 16,

819 3150 (cited in § 7),

and Nu

3533

5).

9. The following facts respecting the use of
r in Ezk and P ought to be noticed
(a) Though the object of kipper is usually an
:

individual or the community, it is sometimes a
material object, or an animal in particular, the
altar of burnt-offering (Ezk 43™- =*, Ex 2938- ^, Lv
816 1618- 20. S3)
the altar of incense (Ex SO'"'') ; the
sanctuary (Ezk 45™, Lv 16'«' ^'^);a. house infected
with leprosy, on the occasion of its purification (Lv
1453)1; the goat sent to Azazel (Lv 16").— (6) The
verb is a denominative,^ meaning to perform an
expiatory ceremony for (or on behalf of) a person
or thing the object follows in the accus. only in
Lv 1620-33, Ezk 43'2''- «« 45^0 (each time of a material
object).
(c) It is followed by 'and it shall be forgiven him (them),' in the case of the jfire-offering,
Lv 420. 26. 31. 36 510. 13^ Nu IS^'. 28 (gf. v.26) ^nd lu
the case of the guilt-oSeimg, Lv 5'"- '^ 6' 19^.— (c?)
It is closely associated (but only when predicated
of the *i7i-o£Fering) with to be clean (nna) or to
cleanse (nno) Ezk 4326, j^y 127. 8 1420. 62. 53 iqm. 3o_
Nu 82l^ cf. 2 Ch 3018" ; ' to sanctify Ex 29S2- 36- 37^
Lv 8" 16'', Nu 6"
to free from sin,' or un-sin
'^, Ex 29^, Lv 8'°, all of the
(Nan) : Ezk iP"altar of burnt-oifering (EVV, very inadequately,
and obliterating altogether the distinctive idea of
the Hebrew, ' cleanse or purify ') ; Ezk 45'*, of
the sanctuary (E
cleanse ') Lv U'"- ^^ [see v. 63],
of the leprous house (EVV 'cleanse'); Nu 8-'% of
the Levites (RV purified themselves from sin ').*
10. Kapporeth, 'mercy-seat' (LXX mostly i\a' propitiatory
ar-Zipiov ; Wyclif,
though it has
'),
been supposed to mean properly a cover or lid (cf.
§ 2), can hardly, when the use made of it is considered, be dissociated from kipper.
As a deriva-

—

.

:

—

.

'

'

'

'

:

'

:

'

^

'

;

W

'

'

'

;

'

tive of kipper, kapporeth would mean properly
expiation, and then (cf. parokheth, a thing that
shuts off, of the veil in front of the Holy of holies)
an expiating thing, or means of expiation.
The
blood was the actual means of expiation in the
Levitical system ; but the term may have been
applied to the ' mercy -seat,' as being the means of
bringing the blood as near as possible to Jahweh
on the Day of Atonement. Even if kapporeth did
originally signify lid, it is difficult not to think
that the associations of kipper must have been felt
to attach to it (Konig SUhndeckel).
The word
occurs in Ex 25""22, Lv 16'^' ", and elsewhere (but,
except 1 Ch 28", only in P).
11. From all that is stated, or may be inferred,
it is probable that the primitive ideas of expiation
and propitiation among the Hebrews were very
similar to those of other primitive nations (p.
635 ff.) ; but that, as was the case with other
:

primitive ideas and customs, they were developed
by the Hebrews along their own lines, made the
vehicle of important religious truths, and more
and more spiritualized. Early passages implying
the idea of appeasement are 1 S 26" (where David
If it be Jahweh who hath incited thee
says,
against me, let him accept [Heb. smell] an offering' [minhah]), 2 S 2421- 22- 26 (burnt- and peaceofferings oflered to appease Jahweh's anger [v.']
for David's census, and to stay the plague), Gn
8^' (where Jahweh 'smells' with satisfaction the
'soothing odour' of Noah's burnt-offerings, and
promises no more to curse the ground for man's
sake) ; but neither in these passages nor in 1 S 3'*
'

expiare forum (Oic. Phil. i. 30 pro Rab. 11).
But whether it is derived directly from kopker is uncertain.
Kopher is the expiation-price for bloodshed only the use of
kipper is much wider.
Perhaps, however, kopher was once
used more widely.
3 The Hebrews understood sin in a wider sense than we do,
and applied it to objeci^s and actions to which we should not
1

Cf.

'

'

;

2

;

'

attribute

it (cl. § 13).

'

EXPIATION AND ATONEMENT
(where the word kipper is used see § 4) is any
form of sacrifice adopted
the ordinary
burnt- and peace-oHering suffices.
But, tlioufjh
the special applications of Icipper found in Ezk.
and r will be of later growth, the word itself, as
a technical ritual terra, must have been in early
use in Israel]: it appears already in Isaiah anifl
Deut., if not in Gn 32^°, in senses derived to all
appearance from its ritual use. As the preceding
synojisis will have shown, in Ezk. and P kipper is
especially associated with the stji-ott'ering, of which
;

special

;

designates the most distinctive and characteroperation it is also frequently, though not
so characteristically, predicated of the 'dshdm, or
' guilt -oiSexmg,' the sacrifice
prescribed for cases in
which some right or due, whether of God or man,
had been withheld. The sin- or guilt-offerings are
not mentioned in any legislation before those of
Ezk. {W» 42'" 44^) and P but they appear to be
12" [Heb. "] and the idea
presupposed in 2
implied in the 'dsham is already clearly recognized
in 1 S &"•, where the Philistines, anxious to make
some reparation to Jahweh for their desecration of
the ark, and to appease His anger, are represented
by the Hebrew narrator as sending to Him a,n' dshdm
it

istic

;

;

K

;

—though

it is one which consists not in a sacrifice,
but in golden images symbolical of the plague-boils
which Jahweh had sent upon them. Of the burnt-

offering, ottered alone, kipper is predicated in P
only in Lv 1* 14™ Id''^, on the ground, probably,

that,

though not a proper expiatory sacrifice,

it

was

mark

sprinkled upon the priests and their garments
Among primitive and semi-primitive
2t)'-'''-').
peoples the idea that blood, as charged with latent
life, possesses a mysterious potency, was, and still
is, widely dill'used
It may form a sacramental
bond uniting men between themselves or with their
God (cf. W. R. Smith, Rel. Sem." 312-20, 336-50,
powerful, especially when shed in
it is
400)
sacrifice, to protect against disease, misfortune,
and death (Curtlss, Primitive Semitic lieligion Today, Lond. 1902, p. 181 ff.
cf. Driver, Exodus,
Camb. 1911, pp. 90, 253, 411), to remove uncleanness and the stain of sin, and to restore to holiness' (see Blood, vol. 11. pp. 715-719, especially 719;
Moore, In EBi, art. Sacrifice,' col. 4217-9). Blood,
as the seat of life, was too sacred to be used as
food (Dt 12"' '^'O, but it was so much the more
potent as a sacramental agency in Lv 17" (quoted
above, § 8 (a)) Its expiatory efficacy is expressly
ascribed to the life that is in it. And its purifying
and sanctifying efficacy was the greater, when it
was the blood of an animal consecrated as in the
cases contemplated In Lv 17" by being sacrificed
upon the altar, and especially when it was that of
the sin-offering, which was brought (symbolically)
nearer to Jahweh than that of other ott'erings.
No doubt, also, later the idea would arise that the
soul,' or life, of an Innocent animal involved In
the blood was likely to be the more suitable and
the more acceptable as an offering to God, as being
the purest and most immaterial gift that could be
is

;

;

;

'

'

;

'

Him.

usually from

accordingly,
moved Him to regard him graciously and to overlook his moral insufficiency (cf. Gn 8^' etc., cited
above and also Job 1' 42^).
Elsewhere in P,
kapper is attributed to the burnt-offering only
when it is prescribed in conjunction with the sinoffering (see the passages in § 8 (c)), for the purpose,
as it seems, of enhancing the significance of the
latter.
In Ezk 45^'- ", in an enumeration of the
principal sacrifices to be provided in the restored
Temple to 'make expiation' for the people, the
peace-offering, and even the unbloody meal-offering, are included ; but probably the expression
is intended to refer only to the sin- and burnt8.nd accepted

('1'?

lynji)

;

ofiering.

—

'

(Lv

'iJi!l^)>

'

—

offered to

1*

G57

(Ex

of the worshipper's devotion, and, being
offered 'for his favour (acceptance) before Jahweh'

a

(Hebrew)

The

the kappdrdh is a purification,
but sometimes (Lv 12. 14. 15,
Nu 6) from merely ceremonial defilement ritual
and moral defilement being not clearly distinguished by the Hebrews (of. the use of Kan, to
un-sln, of the altar, a leprous house, or other
material object [§ 9], and of a person after the
13.

'

effect of
sin,

—

'

purely physical uncleanness,' occasioned by contact with a corpse [Nu ig'^- is. is. 20]). xhe aim of the
priestly legislation Is to maintain, by a detailed
and comprehensive ceremonial, the ideal holiness
of the theocratic community ; and the kappdrdh
'

the primary means by which this Is effected.
Sometimes cleansing (moral or ceremonial) is expressly mentioned as the effect of the rite (see § 9
and note esp. Lv 16™ On this day shall expiation
be made for you to cleanse you from all your sins
is

;

'

The kappdrdh is specially the function of the
Woorfi— though not, except In Lv 14^ (§ 8 (/)), of
blood as such, but of the blood of an animal
slaughtered before Jahweh (Lv 1', etc. ), and
(In the normal ritual, the
offered upon the altar.
only exception is Lv 5'^''^ where a person who
12.

'

'

cannot attord even a couple of small birds [w.'"'"]
is allowed to offer meal as a sin-offering.)
Thus in
the sin-offering the blood was not, as in the other
sacrifices, thrown from a bowl against [not, as
EVV, sprinkled upon see Comms. on Ex 29'°,
Lv 1'] the sides of the altar of burnt-offering it
was applied to specially sacred places to the horns
(Lv 4'-^- ™- SJ 8" W), or side (5'), of the altar of
burnt-offering, or to the horns of the altar of incense, and sprinkled before the veil (4°'-"'), or, on
the Day of Atonement, before and upon the mercyNotice also the application of
seat itself (16"-'°).
the blood to various parts of the altar of burnt;

—

;

offering at its consecration in Ezk 43-°, and of the
Temple at Its two annual purifications in Ezk
45* ; In the ritual for purification from leprosy,
the blood, both of a bird (not killed sacrlficlally)
and of the guilt-offering, was applied to the person
to be cleansed (Lv li^-''- "• ^), and the blood of the
slain bird was sprinkled on the leprous house
(14^') ; the blood of the ' ram of installation ' also
- In
tue Assyr. ritual, it may be noticed, blood is rarely
mentioned in connexion with kuppuru, and no stress is laid
upon it (above, p. 640^).
VOL. V.
42

—

;

As preye shall become clean before Jahweh ').
scribed on behalf of the priests (Ex 29^^, Lv 9') and
8i-- ''i),
before entering upon their
Levites (Nu
sacred duties, it is a readily intelligible rite of
preliminary expiation. Enjoined for a material
object, the altar or the sanctuary (§§ 8, 9), its aim
is to secure, or to preserve. Its holiness
the altar
prior to Its consecration, as the work of human
regarded
affected
hands, is
as
by a natural uncleanness, which has to be removed ; the sanctuary,
frequented by a sinful and unclean people, is contaminated by them, and requires periodical purification the leprous house is conceived as tainted by
sin
and the scapegoat,' offered by the sinful
people, must be purified before it can discharge the
solemn functions assigned to It.
On the part of God, the effect of the kappdrdh is
more particularly specified at least In the sin- and
guilt-offering as forgiveness (Lv i^"- ^°- ^i- ss 510. is^
Nu 15^"- ^^- ^, Lv 51°- 1*, and, after graver offences,
6' 19^^).
In view of the constant teaching of the
prophets that there was no merit or value in
sacrifice as such, and that repentance and amendment of life are the Indispensable conditions of
God's pardon and favour, the forgiveness, we may
reasonably suppose, would be understood, at least
by the more spiritual Israelites, to be conditional
on the penitence of the offender, though this is not
stated in the laws as explicitly as might have been
:

;

'

;

—

—

;
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expected [confession is enjoined only in Lv 5° 16^',
Nu 5' on the formulae prescribed for use in later
days, see below, p. 660 f., and
i. 201'>).
What, however, are the sins expiated by the
2»- 27 gis. is
^kappclrdh ? According to Lv eNu
15>»-2« (cf. V.22 ; Ezk 45™
for him that erreth '), only
'
such as are committed in
error,' i.e. through
ignorance or inadvertence, unintentionally
sins
committed with a high hand' (Nu IS^"'-), *-e. presumptuously, in defiance of God's will, cannot be
expiated ; whoso doeth them is to bear his iniquity,' and to be
cut off from among his people.'
On the other hand, some offences, including even
grave ones, which can hardly be anything but
intentional (Lv 5'-* &-^ 19*-"), may be expiated
by a sin- or guilt-offering and, so far as the words
of Lv 16'* go, all transgressions of any kind are
expiated on the Day of Atonement. This, however, cannot be the intention of the passage : the
Day of Atonement is designed partly to clear the
nation, as a whole, from the sins of individuals
:

HDB

'

:

'

'

'

;

which were clinging to
viduals, in so far as they

it, partly to clear indiwere penitent ; but it is
inconceivable that it could be intended to clear
individuals from unrepented sins.
The Mishna
{Yoma, viii. 8-9) is careful to teach explicitly that
its ceremonies are inefi'ectual unless accompanied
by repentance (see below, p. 660). In spite of Lv
gi. 4 ^-i 1920-22^
jjig general scope of the kapparah
must have been to make expiation only for venial
and unintentional sin, or, in the case of graver sins,
after sincere and heartfelt repentance.
14. What, lastly, it may be asked, is the most
prominent idea expressed by kipper ? The ideas of
expiation, purification from sin, propitiation, and
at-one-ment,' or reconciliation, are intimately
connected one and the same rite effects them all
and all, if not included in, are at least immediately
suggested by, kipper.
'The oldest rendering of
kipper that we have is that of the LXX, who
express it all but uniformly by i^iXaaKoimi, with
'

;

and IXaffTripiov for its derivatives. 'IXdffKo/iai
a well-known Greek word, construed from Homer
onwards with an accus. of the deity (or person)
propitiated. In the LXX, however, to ' propitiate
God is never said, any more than it is said in the
iXaffftis

is

'

Hebrew

the construction of kipper is to rnake
:
expiation (or propitiation) for a person usually
absolutely, with at most the addition sometimes of

—

before God (Lv
19", Nu 31™).
The
difference marks a distinction between the heathen
and the Biblical points of view ; though the idea
of propitiating God may be involved in the phrases
used in the OT, it is much less prominent than in
heathen writers. The expiatory rite has, no doubt,
as its ultimate object the restoration of God's
favour, and the worshipper's forgiveness ; but
there is not the same thought of directly appeasing
an angry deity as would be implied if the deity
were the direct object of the verb. In the normal
sacrificial system, kipper is never spoken of as
allaying Jahweh's anger ; it is so described only in
certain exceptional cases (§ 8 {h, i) ; cf., as averting
30i»,
it. Ex
Nu S'" 31™, § 7). Hence, though the idea
of propitiation is, no doubt, involved in kipper, it
6' 14'S- '^'^ 15'"

must not be unduly pressed ; and the idea most distinctively conveyed by the word was probably that
of 'expiation.' StUl, as LXX rendered kipper by
(^DiXdtr/co/xai, and, as lKd(XKofi.ai, IXocr^is, and IXaar'^ptoii
are used in the NT, in very important passages,
of the redemptive work of Christ (He 2", 1 Jn

Ro 3^), it is to be regretted that in
the corresponding words should be rendered
atonement in the OT and propitiation in the
NT, and that thus a significant link, connecting
the NT with the OT, should be lost to English
2"

4'",

EVV
'

'

'

'

readers.'
1

;

The

'

atoning

'

work

of Christ, in the

proper oense of the

(Hebrew)

15. A few words must, in conclusion, be said
with regard to the famous prophecy, Is 52'^-53'^,
in which, though the term kipper is not used, the

idea of expiation is nevertheless clearly present.
The prophet here draws a picture of Jahweh's
Servant, ideal Israel, describing his exaltation
after an antecedent period of humiliation and persecution ending in death the heathen, who were
astonished at the spectacle of his suffering, will be
;

amazed by his new and unexpected greatness (52"- " [read startle for sprinkle]).
As the
Book of Job shows, suffering was to the Hebrews
evidence of sin and for a while those who witnessed the Servant's sutferings thought that he was
not

less

;

suffering for his own sins (53*'') ; but at last the
truth was borne in upon them that he was, in fact,
suffering for their sins, and relieving them of
the penal consequences which were their due
(53to. 6. 6. 8b. 10. II. 12b)
Ideal Israel's voluntary sufferings thus bring home to others the sense of their
own guilt, and restore them to spiritual health
(53^) ; then, after his soul (life) has been made a
'
guilt-offering ('asham, 53'°), he will rise again,
see God's 'pleasure' (i.e. his religious mission to
the world, 41'- *• ') prospering in his hand, and, as a
final reward for his voluntary submission to death,
'

be honoured with a place among the conquerors
and great ones of the earth (53'^). The use of the
word 'asham shows (see § 8 (d)) that sin is here regarded as a sacrilege, an invasion of God's honour
the 'asltdm is the expiation made for it, viz. the
innocent life of the ideal Righteous Servant. The
voluntary sufferings of the Righteous Servant are
and so the
accepted on behalf of the wicked
prophecy preaches at the same time the doctrine of
;

vicarious suffering.
16. The theological importance of the ideas which
thus had their centre in the kapparah will now be
apparent. The dim and at first confused ideas of
the nature of sin, of its antagonism to the holiness
of God, of its effect in arousing His punitive wrath,
and of the need of allaying this, first gave rise to
expiatory rites. Gradually, the ideas connected
with them became cleared: 'sin' and 'holiness,'
which were both at first intermingled and confused
with non-moral elements,' were seen to be exclusively ethical ; and so in Israel, where, in the
ancient world, spiritual illumination was greatest,

expiatory rites became a permanent witness both
to the holiness of God, and to the need of means
for annulling the penal consequences of sin, and
effecting at-one-ment,' or reconciliation, with God.
As the kappdrah-r\te% threw the stress on the
ceremonial side of religion, there was danger that
its moral and spiritual side might be overlooked
or forgotten ; but the prophets guarded against
this, by insisting strongly and repeatedly on repentance and amendment of life as the sine qua
non of the forgiveness and favour of God. The
ritual thus ' served as a great educational agency
inculcating in the hearts and minds of participants
and spectators right conceptions of the sinfulness
of man, and the holiness and mercy of the just
God (J. M. P. Smith, BW, 1908, p. 217). And so
the way was prepared for the use made in the NT
of the ideas, and terminology, and symbolism of
the kapparah-rityxaX, in the interpretation of the
highest and most perfect of atoning sacrifices, the
See Expiation and Atonedeath of Christ.
'

ment

(Christian).
LiTKRATURE.— E. C. A. Riehm, Der Begriff der Suhne im AT,
Gotha, 1877 R. Schmoller, in SE, do. 1891, pp. 208-288 W. R.
Smith, Rel. Sem.^, London, 1894, pp. 312-20, 336-52, 396-406,
419-36 ; A. B. Davidson, Expos., Aug. 1899, p. 92 fl. (on atone'
in tlie extra-ritual Literature); J. Herrmann, Die Jdee der
Sukne im AT, Leipzig, 1905 (with an account of the views of
Hofmann, RitschI, Riehm, and Schmoller, and discussion of
word (' reconciling'), is described in the NT by KaroAAay^ and
KaroAAicro-o. (Ro 5lO- ", 2 Co 618. 19. 20).
;

;

'

1
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;'

;
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;

R. Driver.
(Hindu).
EXPIATION
Atonement or expiation {prayaioliilta) forma one
of the three principal parts of the sacred law
(dhartTM) of India, judicial procedure (vyavah&ra)
and religious custom (achdra) being the other two.
It appears that the Indian system of religious
atonement for an otience was not originally devised
by the Brahmans, as it goes back to the IndoIranian epoch, the penances ordained in the book
Vendldad of the Avesta being closely analogous
On
to the penances of the Sanskrit lawDooks.
Indian soil, the Sdmavidhana-brahmana of the
earliest
in
which
seems
to
the
work
Samaveda
be
a somewhat detailed exposition of the system of
penances is given, but it is to the lawbooks that
we have to turn for a full description of the various modes of atonement prevalent in ancient India.
The penances for deadly sins are very heavy, and
extend even to death. Thus one who has committed the mortal sin of drinking intoxicating
liquor is to drink the same liquor when boUing
hot when his body has been completely scalded
by that process, he is freed from guUt (Manu, xi.
S.

AND ATONEMENT

—

;

The killer of a Brahman shall become in
battle the target of archers who know his purpose
or he may thrice throw himself headlong into a
Brahman who has stolen gold
blazing fire.
belonging to another Brahman shall go to the king
and, confessing his deed, say Lord, punish me
The king himself shall strike him once ; by his death
the thief becomes pure (Manu, xi. 74, 100 f.). In
other penances, fasting is carried to an astonishing
extent.
Thus the ' lunar penance ' (chandrdyana)
consists in eating no more than fifteen mouthfuls
on the day of the full moon, and diminishing this
quantity of food by one mouthful every day for
the waning half of the lunar month, until the
quantity is reduced to nothing at the new moon,
and then increasing it in the same way during the
fortnight of the moon's increase. This penance is
required to be performed, e.g., for stealing men and
women, and for wrongfully appropriating a field,
a house, or the water of wells and cisterns (Manu,
The cow being the sacred animal of the
xi. 164).
Hindus, everything coming from, or anyhow connected with, a cow is supposed to be a means of
purification.
The five products of a cow (panchagavya), viz. milk, sour mUk, butter, urine, and
cow-dung, have to be swallowed, as a part of various
penances, e.g. of the penance called govrata, which
consists in follomng and serving a herd of cows for
a whole month, washing oneself with cow-urine,
and subsisting on the five products of the cow during
that time. Drops of water falling from the horns
of a cow are declared to expiate all the sins of
those who bathe in them, and even scratching the
back of a cow is said to destroy all guilt ( VisnuThe Arabian traveller alsutra, xxiii. 59 f.).
Biruni (c. a.d. 1030) mentions, as an expiation
performed by Hindu slaves on their return from
captivity in a foreign country, that they were
buried in the dung, stale, and milk of cows for
a certain number of days, till they got into
a state of fermentation, and were given similar
The muttering of prayers,
dirt to eat afterwards.
and the chanting of songs from the Samaveda,
Some of
constitute a lighter sort of penance.
these prayers and songs have special names indicating their purificatory effect. Religious gifts to
the Brahmans are also greatly recommended.
rich man would give his own weight in gold or silver
to the Brahmans ; this is called tuldpurusa, ' a man's
weight,' and of this practice several instances are
91).

A

'

!

A

(Hindu)
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recorded in Indian liistory. Visiting one of the
sacred places of pilgrimage (tlrt/ia) in which India
abounds is another favourite mode of atonement.
Such pilgrimages, as an atonement for heinous sina
committed, are very common even at the present
day nor have the other old forms of expiation disappeared, though fines or dinners given to the
caste are now oy far the most common sort of
penance. Thus, e.g., when a man has been outcasted for travelling into Europe, crossing the sea
in a vessel being a heinous sin under the Hindu
law, he may be admitted into his caste again if he
fives a dinner to the entire caste. An oliender,
aving been tried and found guilty by his caste,
is still occasionally addressed with the old Sanskrit
;

formula
cliara,

:
'

Achdryam labliasva prdyaichittam samdTake a spiritual adviser and perform

In cases of difficulty, some learned
invited to send in a written declaration (vyavasthd) in which their opinion of the case
and of the particular penance to be inflicted is
The offender is re-admitted on performing
stated.
This
the penance enjoined by the Brahmans.
Brahman interference naturally was far more common in the times before British rule than it is
now, and the spiritual power thus exercised by
Brahmans acquainted with the sacred law must
have been considerable, especially as they were
consulted by Courts of Justice as well, in cases
There never was in
of civil and criminal law.
India a strict line of demarcation between re
ligious and secular law.
Offenders, after having
been duly punished, might be compelled to do
readmission into their
in
order
to
obtam
penance
The kings did not inflict worldly punishcaste.
ments only they dictated also the penances by
which religious offences were to be expiated. In
the Hindu kingdom of Kashmir the Maharaja,
as late as 1875, was in the habit of looking after
the due performance of the prdyaichittas ordained
by the five learned jurists (dharmddhikdrin) of the
country. The readiness of the people to submit to
the prescribed course of atonement for their sina
was enhanced by a superstitioua dread of the
tortures of hell and of the pangs to be suffered in
future births. Many diseases and natural infirmities were viewed as the consequence of sins committed in a previous existence, lepers, for instance,
being required to do penance in order to expiate
the crime in a former birth to which their illness
was considered to be due, and to avoid being
afflicted with the same Ulness in a future birth.
Secret penances (rahasya-prdyaichitta) are also
mentioned ; they were, and are still occasionally,
performed for offences not publicly known.

a penance.'

Brahmans are

;

—
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EXPIATION AND ATONEMENT (Jewish).

1. It is necessary, though somewhat difficult, to
draw a distinction between penitence, or repentance,
and expiation, or atonement. This differentiation

cannot be entirely rigid, for, in dealing with atonement, it is impossible to exclude all references to
penitence, and vice versa. It may be laid down as
a convenient axiom that penitence is the consciousness of sin atonement, the desire or effort to be
Penitence must precede atonement,
free from sin.
for penitence is an attitude of the mind, while
atonement is a subsequent activity of the body,
directed towards the realization of that attitude,
although sometimes, as will be seen, penitence was
The question then resolves
in itself an atonement.
itself into an examination of the process which a
Jew, guided by Rabbinic ideas and direction,
would adopt in order to free his soul from the
;
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stain of sin, it being more or less taken for granted
that the recognition of his sinfulness has already

ences from Talmud and Midrash, and finally to
consider the Liturgy and Synagogue practices.

been awakened in him.

2.

The regular word

for repentance is r\ym, ' returning' (as opposed to n:}mQ, 'backsliding' [Hos 14°]).
The term for ' atone ' is nsi, the original idea of
which was probably ' to wipe out rather than ' to
cover up' (but see Kbnig, in ExpT xxii. [1911]
232, 378), the iss, 'ransom,' 'bribe,' being the
instrument. The ransom to wipe out sin, and
purging by means of the blood of sacrifices, gradually gave way to a more spiritual idea.
It would
not be correct to regard this absolutely as progressive development. Sacrifice was but the outward form of the atonement, a concomitant of the
ideal.
In course of time it was found possible to
maintain the inward process independently of the
outward form, but this must not be taken to mean
that the idea of physical sacrifice was condemned.
In many cases sacrifices were brought without
the proper feeling of penitence on the part of the
sinner ; this abuse was sternly reprobated by the
prophets (Am S""-'^, Mai P» Mic 6«-s ; cf.
x. 616)
and Rabbis [Numb. Babba xix. §4 = line 15, outer
col., fol. 68a, ed. Warsaw, 1868; see also Tosefta
Baba Qamma, x. 18, cited by Abrahams in Camb.
Bib, Essays, London, 1909, p. 189 ; Qimhi on
Jer. V^; 'Montefiore,
xvi. 209; seeMaimonides. Guide, pt. iii. ch. xlvi. ; Friedlander's
'

JE
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cf . p. 325).
p.
;
,
tion whether sacrifice as

tr.

But

it is

an open ques-

a means of atonement for
sin is categorically repudiated, or whether these
denunciations merely refer to the misuse of the
practice.
On the other hand, the same doubt
may be traced in Kabbinic writings and in the
Liturgy.
It is true that the Prayer-book of all
the Orthodox and of some Reform Synagogues
contains abundant references to sacrifices and
prayers for their restoration as a means of atonement for sin (Singer, pp. 225, 234, but contrast
p. 267 ; see also
x. 628), and that the daily and
festival services correspond to the Temple Offices ;

JE

nevertheless it must be remembered that most of
these prayers were composed at a time when the
overwhelming calamity was still fresh in the mind
of every Jew, and that very often the return to
Zion and the rebuilding of the Temple are but
other expressions denoting the Messianic age.
The thirteen articles of the Creed, composed by
Maimonides (f 1205), contain no reference to
sacrifice (Singer, p. 89), although the tenth and
eleventh articles, which deal with God's cognizance
of sin and with reward and punishment, naturally
imply the doctrine of atonement, and the twelfth
makes obligatory the belief in the Messiah. The
substitution of prayer and penitence for sacrifice
as a means of atonement, as taught by Hosea,
Micah, Amos, and Isaiah, was the keystone of the
Rabbinic penitential theory ; but this did not
involve a condemnation of the sacrificial system of
the Temple.
The Day of Atonement itself is, of course, the
outstanding feature in the Rabbinic scheme of
repentance. The cessation of sacrifices naturally
magnified its importance, and caused many associations to gather round it. The Synagogue liturgy
contains many an echo from the Temple ritual.
The humblest Jew in a Russian Ghetto confesses
his sins in the identical formula used by kings and

high priests. Penitence and atonement occupy so
prominent a position in the life of a Jew, as conceived by the Rabbis, that their writings are full
everywhere of the necessity and means of obtaining
freedom from sin. In particular, the end of Mishna
Yoma should be studied, but on the whole it will
be convenient to examine the treatise on Atonement and Penitence of Maimonides Yad, n^zhn
™^^), and to incorporate, where necessary, refer(

(Jewish)

The Mishnaic atonement consists in a complete

repentance, coupled with affliction of the flesh
according to the prescribed requirements of the
Day of Atonement. If the sin has been against
man, restitution must precede everything else.
Avowal is also necessary. Death can atone in
certain cases.
Death-bed repentance is effective,
but it is not the highest form of atonement.
Fasting, almsgiving, the study of the Torah,
submission to stripes all these can atone ; but all
forms of atonement depend for their success on the

—

grant of Divine grace.

The Mishna and Gemara Yoma deal, in the
main, with the ceremonies of the Day, but the
concluding sections may here be cited, as referring
more particularly to the abstract idea ( Yoma viii.
8-9).
The sin-offering (nnon) and the offering
brought for certain trespasses ("ii d^n) are adequate
to atone death and the Day of Atonement are
adequate, if there is due repentance ; repentance
alone is adequate for light transgressions, whether
In
of affirmative or of negative commandments.
the case of grievous sins, pardon is suspended until
the advent of the Day of Atonement, which brings
the pardon. To one who says, ' I will sin and
thereafter repent,' the power of repentance is not
vouchsafed. If a man says, ' I will sin and rely
on the Day of Atonement to bring forgiveness,'
the Day will not bring pardon to him. The Day
brings pardon for sins between man and God, but
for sins between man and man only if the sinner
has previously appeased and made restitution to
his victim.
This R. Eleazar b. 'Azarya (fl. A.D.
From all your sins
100) deduced from Lv 16™,
before the Lord shall ye be clean,' thus taking
DD'oWisri with ' 'J9^.
;

'

R. Aqiba (t A.D. 135) said: 'Happy are ye, Israel; before
are ye purified and who is it that purifies you? It ia
your Father in Heaven, as it is said in Ezk se^o "And I will
sprinkle upon j'ou clean water and ye shall be clean, from all
your impurities and from all your abominations will I purify
you"; and the verse (Jer 1713) saith, "O thou iliqwlh of
Israel, O Lord " [miqweh having the double meaning of hope
and of ritual bath,' the root occurring in the latter sense in
On 1" Let the waters be gathered together 'J. Just as the
miqweh purifies the unclean, so the Holy One, blessed be He,
purifleth Israel." See also Yoma 88, quoted in full in art.
Atonement' in JE ii. 280 (this art. is very important).

whom

'

'

*

'

'

In the treatise on Penitence, mentioned above,
Maimonides summarizes all that is essential in
connexion with atonement. (Citations are translated from the Venice ed. of Pietro Bragadino,
1615, and will be marked by the letters H.T.=

Eilkhoth Teshubah. )

Reference has already been

The necessity
to the obligation of avowal.
of public confession is strongly maintained by
Maimonides in the opening laws of the first ^erej.
The technical term is iii (miirin, rmm), from the

made

rrv, and Widdui comes between Teshubah and
Kapparah. The duty of confession is itself a

root

positive

(Lv

26'"'),

and the

commandment,
'

And

because it is written
they shall confess ("wni) their sin

sin of their

fathers,'

and

this implies

a man, having transgressed
any single command of the Torah, be it affirmative
or prohibitive, be it in presumptuous sin or in
unwilling error, desire to repent, he is bound (njij)
verbal confession.

If

The
to confess his sin before God (E.T. i. 1).
of confession was, of course. Biblical in
origin, and the triple confession of the high priest
duty

(Lv 16«-"-''S Mishna Yottm iii. 8 and iv. 2, vi. 2) was
the model which was adopted by private persons,
and which still remains in the Atonement liturgy.
The formula may be found in any Mahzor for the
Dayof Atonement (e.iy. Davis, vol. ii. 'Atonement,'
For tha use of individuals it ran
p. 161, etc.^.
God, I have sinned, acted perversely,
thus
transgressed befort Thes, and I have done
:

'

.

.

)
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Verily I have repented and am ashamed of my
deeds, and I will never return to such an act'
(H.T. 1. 2). The last sentence is, according to
Maimonides, the integral factor of the \vnoIe
confession and every one who is profuse in con;

fession (special emphasis is laid on this point) is
accounted worthy of praise. The Divine name is,
of course, omitted ; awn, just as in the Temple

formula, representing the Tetragrammaton, which

was uttered only by the high

No

priest.

sin-

offering could procure pardon without penitence
and confession, nor could the infliction of capital
punishment suflSce to wipe away guilt without
these two adjuncts. Moreover, theft, even if
restitution had already been made, could be forgiven only if the thief had made public confession
and resolved to abandon theft for all time (H.T. i.
Confession is just as vital in the case of the
3).
community ; hence the high priest, in sending

away

the scapegoat,

made a

public avowal, laying

his hand on the head of the goat, because it was
But, although
to be an atonement for all Israel.

the scapegoat was a general national atonement
for all sins

—light and

grievous, presumptuous and

—

(Jewish)
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case of a sinner who is guilty of evil practices is
tested by time, for he must prove that he has had
the power and opportunity to relapse and has not
yielded.
The greater the sin, the longer is the
period necessary to attest repentance. Repentance
itself is also more severe and lengthy if the traces
If the element
of the crime have to be effaced.
of chastisement did not enter into the question of
pardon, it might lead to a false repentance to avoid

punishment.
The question of the reality of penitence Is discusBed by
R. Yehuda in Gemara Yoma 866 (Gold. 1024, Rodk. 1S6), and
repeated by Maimonides in H.T. ii. Iff. The decisive test is
time and complete opportunity to repeat the offence. With this
is also connected the question of validity of death-bed repentance. Maimonides is very decisive. Even if a man has been
a sinner all his days and repents in his old ajje, when all
opportunity for sin "is gone, in spite of the fact that this is not
the highest form of penitence, nevertheless his penitence is a
valid atonement. Even if he has sinned all his life and repented
only on his death-bed, his sins are all pardoned, in accordance
with Ec 122 (£r.T. ii. 2). On the other hand, see Aboth ii. 16
(Singer, p, 189)
Repent one day before thy death {i.e. at once,
since thy death may be to-morrow). The difficulty, of course,
which the Rabbis felt was how to keep the gates of repentance
open to the dying sinner, without, at the same time, making it
easy for a man to sin all his life, relying on his last hour to
:

make

*

'

his peace.

unwitting, with or without avowal yet this was
the case only if the sinner repented ; without due
repentance on the part of the individual the public
atonement of the scapegoat was of no avail except
for light' (n'lVp) transgressions.
According to the
legal definition, the difference between light and
grievous (nhiDD) transgressions lay in the penalty
in the latter category were all sins for which the
penalty was capital punishment at the hands of
the Beth Din, and excision (see Crimes and
Punishments [Jewish]) but vain swearing and
perjury, although not subject to this condition, are
yet included under the head of 'grievous' (E.T.
The destruction of the Temple has made
i. 5).
repentance itself the means of atonement. So
powerful is repentance that even on the death-bed
Further, to
of a lifelong sinner it is effective.
those who repent, the Day of Atonement is itself
the means of pardon. There are some sins which
are forgiven as soon as repentance is exercised,
while in the case of others pardon is deferred.
Four main distinctions may be traced (H.T. i. 7

It has already been pointed
is itself held by the Rabbis to

Yoma 86a [Gold.

and will involve him
which will cause him

'

;

;

;

1021,

Rodk.

Thus,

134]).

if

a

man

repents of a 'light' sin of omission, his pardon is
immediate. In the case of a man who repents of
his repentance
a
light
sin of commission,
'

'

suspends his condemnation and punishment, and
the Day of Atonement brings his pardon. If a
man has committed grievous sins of commission,
penitence and the Day of Atonement will suspend
his condemnation and punishment, and the chastisement which will be inflicted on him will complete
In no case can complete pardon be
his pardon.
obtained without penance or chastisement (|'"!!d; ;
'

'

see conclusion of art. Disease
[Jewish]).
The only exception

and Medicine

in the case of
the profanation of
the Name) more is understood than the English
equivalent implies. It almost includes deliberate
atheism (cf. the opposite DB.TnN Ei'np, suffer martyrdom '), and is the only sin to which the distinction
of presumption (jni) and ignorance (m<i) does not
apply (DBirtV?!!? Tipj nrixi jjieis nriN [A both iv. 4 Singer,
In the case of a man who has profaned
p. 196]).
the Name,' repented and remained constant in his
repentance, passed aDay of Atonement, and suffered
the chastisements, his absolute pardon is deferred
until his death
but by the effects of repentance.
Day of Atonement, and chastisement, his punishment is suspended (H.T. i. 6-9).
The principles underlying these differentiations
are clear. It is far easier to repair a sin of omission
than a sin of commission (see also the footnote in
Singer, p. 262)
the reality of repentance in the

blasphemy.

By blasphemy

is

(lit.

'

;

'

;

;

out that penitence

have been a means
of atonement
consequently a warning is uttered
against the futility of hypocritical atonement.
Since the act of repentance had taken the place
of sacrifices as the agency by which pardon could
be gained, there must be no danger of the means
once more being mistaken for the end. Any man
who confesses his sins, without the firm intention
of abandoning them, is like one who bathes while
holding in his hand an unclean insect (XT?). His
bathing will be useless until he abandons the
contaminating object (^.T. ii. 4). The act of repentance must be a real ixerAvoia, 'change of mind,'
and must involve a deep recognition of the heinousness of sin.
A penitent should be continually
praying and giving charity, according to his means.
He should flee from temptation, he should even
I am now
change his name, as mucn as to say
another person, I am not he who did so and so.'
He must change all his actions for good he should
exile himself, because exile is in itself an atonement
;

'

:

;

in humiliation and afHiction
to become humble and meek

in spirit (H.T. ii. 5).
It is also praiseworthy to

make public confession ;
too proud to reveal his transgresHere, however,
sions, his penitence is imperfect.
a distinction is drawn.
man should confess
publicly sins against his neighbour, but not those
against God (H.T. ii. 7; Yoma 866 [Gold. 1024,
Rodk. 137]). Penitence and confession, although
acceptable at all times, are especially desirable at
the period of atonement, that is to say, from the
beginning of the New Year(l8t Tishri) until the
Day of Atonement. (For an investigation of the
time and manner of confession, the formula of confession, the manner in which a man must reconcile
himself with his neighbour, and the lengths to
which he must go, see the last sections of H. T. ii.
for, if

a

man

is

A

and

iii.

5

ff.

The question of punishment can scarcely be considered here, but eternal damnation requires treatment in so far as it is affected by atonement. The
idea of everlasting doom was utterly repugnant to
the Rabbis and, when it was limited to a very
small number, great pains were taken to prove that
almost every individual or class for whom there
seemed no hope was, in fact, sure of ultimate salvation.
There was always some mitigating circumstance which had been overlooked, some Scriptural
authority to be found. In the end, there were but
few, indeed, for whom there was no hope.
Maimo;

nides, in his

Commentary on Mishna Sanhedrin,

'

;:
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gives

much

B..T.

iii.

attention to the question, and also in
; it is in the latter passage that the
famous words occur oS'iy^ ^n on^ vi D^iyn niDin n'pq
K?n, the righteous of all nations have a share in
the world to come.' It is noteworthy that, when
Maimonides proceeds to particularize those who
are eternally damned, he is careful to begin each
section with The following Israelites,' because the
beliefs which he stigmatizes are frequently held by
other religions. Having stated that those of other
creeds, holding these beliefs, who live a righteous
life have a share in the world to come, he does not
want to depart from his pragmatic position. At
the same time, there must be no excuse for any
Israelite holding these beliefs.
In such a case, a
Jew may not rely on justification by good works.
There is no atonement for the following classes,
if they die impenitent
the Epicureans ; those who
deny the Torah, the resurrection, the coming of
the Messiah ; those who cause the multitude to
sin
those who separate themselves from the ways
of the congregation those who sin publicly and
with a high hand, like Jehoiakim ; the betrayers ;
those who put the Congregation in terror, not for
the sake of heaven ; those who shed blood ; the
slanderers; and those who draw back t\i&'orlah.
Six kinds of Israelites are said to be pxyV : he
who denies the existence of a God he who says
that the world has no guiding power ; he who says
that the world has two or more guiding powers
he who admits that there is a Lord, but affirms
that it is a star or some being endowed with a
likeness he who denies that the Eternal was the
first, or the universal Creator ; he who worships a
star, in order to have an intermediary between
himself and the Lord.
The Epicurean among the Jews is he who repudiates prophecy
11

fif.

:

'

'

:

;

;

;

;

and inspiration in its widest terms (' he who says that there is
no knowledge from the Creator that reaches man's heart'): he
who denies the prophecy of Moses and the Divine knowledge of
huma.n actions. The Jew who denies the Torah is he wiio says
that it is not from God (even one veres or one word), or who
says that Moses wrote it on his own authority ; so also he who
denies the oral Law who denies its expounders, as, for example,
Zadoq and Baithos who says that the Creator changes one
demand for another, or that the present Law, though originally Divine, is now superseded.
;

;

All these sinners, as well as the others enumerated
by Maimonides {H.T. iii. 16-23), but who cannot,
through lack of space, be included here, are
definitely cut off from the life to come.
But this
clear statement is at once mitigated by Maimonides
Under what conditions are the above-mentioned sinners precluded from the hereafter? If they have died in sin. But, if a
man turn from his wickedness and die (at once), then he is a
penitent. He is one of those who shall have a part in the coming
world, for there is nothing that can withstand penitence. Even
a man who has denied the cardinal principle (ip'V? "IDS) all his
days, and repented at the end, has a share, as it is said (Is 57'9),
" Peace, peace to the far off and near, saith the Lord, and I will
heal him." So too, all the wicked, the sinners and transgressors,
when they return, be it openly or secretly, they are accepted, as
it is said, " Return ye backsliding children " (Jer 3")
although
such a man be still a backslider, since he has returned in secret
without making avowal, yet he is received by reason of his
repentance {H.T. iii. 24-26).
'

;

'

The
H.T.

obstacles to repentance are dealt with in
but in this connexion penitence is not the

iv.,

means

atonement

itself, but a necessary preconsequently the fourth and subsequent iJ'm^^OT, which deal with different subjects
also, may be neglected here.
It is important, however, to study carefully the Gemara at the end of
Yoma 856 (Gold. 1019-1033, Rodk. 132-142) and
ch. xi. of Sanhedrin, Heleq, with the commentary
of Maimonides (see Lit. at end), and also the other
Rabbinic references given in JE, art. 'Atonement.'
A fair number of Midrashic extracts are given by
Rapaport in Tales and Maxirns from the Midrash,
Loudon, 1907, p. 261.
3. It remains to consider the question of atonement from the liturgical and ceremonial point of

of

liminary to

it

;

;

(Jewish)

Day of Atonement
which special treatment is accorded (see
Festivals and Fasts [Heb.]). The keynote of the
view, apart, of course, from the

itself, to

Liturgy

is the oft-quoted trilogy : njrnp n^sni n^iern
TTi'^ IT3H.P. ' Repentance, prayer, and charity
avert the evil decree (Jer. Taanith ii. 65, fol. a,
outer col., line 5 [ed. princ.] = vol. vi. p. 153 of
'TH?ii

tr.; see M. Sehuhl, Sentences
du
Talmud, Paris, 1878, p. 91, no. 252). These words
are the climax of the additional services for the New
Year and the Day of Atonement (see Davis, p. 150
also Heidenheim, Mahzor, ed. Roedelheim, 1859,
and others, fol. 24a). They are printed in exceptionally large type, and beneath them are added ex-

Schwab's

.

planatory glosses,

viz.

jtoi?, Vip, dis.

Fasting

.

is

.

thus

associated with njie'ti S^p, corresponding to 'VftfR, may
either be an allusion to confession or, more probably, to prayer, while ]iDD explains nij'i? as = charity,
on the basis of Pr 10^ 11*, which the Rabbis translate Charity delivereth from death.' In Rabbinic
ng-i^, like Syr. zedq'tha, always has that meaning,
being reserved for 'righteousness.' Mention must
also be made of a curious example of Gematria in
this connexion.
It will be observed that the letters
of each of the words dW, Sip, (iDp are numerically
equivalent to 136, and the three words thus total
408.
This corresponds to nxi and explains Lv 16^,
a-prr'^H I'nnN ^i3; nriij, ' With nsii shall Aaron enter
the Holy of holies,' i.e. he shall make atonement
for all Israel by prayer, fasting, and charity.
This theme might be abundantly illustrated e.g., the con;

'

:

clusion of the Pethihah Seliljah for Yo^er of the Day of Atonement : ' What though our errors be many, yea theft and violence,
cause us to turn, O God of our salvation, and annul our wickedness. Repentance and good works are ever as shield and buckler,
but it is upon Thy mighty mercies that we rely * (Davis, p. 82).
(The main thought is derived from Shabbath 32a, Trnna Sla, and
Aboth iv. 13 [Smger, p. 198, foot].) See also the reference in
the Ne'ilah Service (Davis, p. 263) : ' Gates of tears that are
never closed,' the same being also said of the Gates of Prayer
and of Repentance in Pesilfla xxv. § 4, 167 ffl, ed. Buber, Lyck, 1868.

Reference has been made to the Divine grace as
every
a means of atonement, in the Liturgy
Selihah Service begins with this idea. Thus the
Pethihah always ends with D'rms? i:ij O'sin ^'nqr''!! '3,
For it is on Thy mighty mercies that we rely,' or
some similar phrase, in order to lead up to the next
Selihah, which is never varied and which begins,
' For
it is on Thy mighty mercies that we rely, on
;

'

Thy

charities that we trust ' (Davis, pp. 222, 82,
similar idea, a mystic or poetic development, is the mention of the thirteen middOth, or
Divine attributes (Ex 34'- '), as means of atonement.
As instances may be cited the two prayers r\hD Sn
3Eiv (Davis, p. 258), and the Selihah in the Shaharith
of the Day of Atonement, beginning niiD n-is'j; v'7!f
(Selihoth, ed. Proops, fol. 566, no. 105).
In the
Ne'ilah Service (Davis, p. 263) this idea has even
been pushed so far as to personify, poetically, the
middath harahdmim, or quality of mercy, and to beseech it to intercede with the Almighty for atone169).

A

This has been eliminated by some modern
Mahzorim, including Davis, by changing the reading (but see Roedelheim text, or Durlacher, Erech
Hatephiloth, Kippour 2, ed. ii., Paris, 1866, p. 324,
where the Selihah occurs in Minhah). It is, of
course, impossible to offer anything more than
typical references, since the whole of the vast
Selihah and penitential liturgies is replete with
passages that might well serve as illustrations.
This remark applies to all of the liturgical section
ment.

of this article.

Jewish theology never contained the idea

of

original sin, and thus this idea is absent in the
scheme of atonement. It has been well shown by
S. Levy (Original Virtue, London, 1906) that Judaism held the converse idea under the form of niDi
niDN, or the merits of the Patriarchs.
The germ of
1 Under this heading belongs the idea of God atoning
for his
Name's sake (cf Singer, pp. 57 and 160, near foot).
'

'

.

,
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God of Abraham, Isaac, and
this Idea is old
Jacob' occurs in the 'Aniidah (Singer, p. 44, and
Mt 223-), and in the Pentateuch (Gn 24" 31" 32»).
In the end great stress is laid on tlie merits of tlie
Patriarchs as a claim on the Divine grace and a
means of salvation and atonement. If children are
not to sutter for the sins of the fathers, it would
seem that they may not benefit by their virtues.
But in the Sefibfith the refrain, but we and our
Fathers have sinned,' occurs, altliough this is merely
Jtating a fact, not recording a feeling of helplessness
In any case it is held
at an accumulation of sin.
very strongly that, by the Divine grace, the merits
of tlie ancestors may be accounted to their descendants as atonement for sin (e.g. the Selibah njiDK -pjij
cf. the Selibah
njN [Proops, fol. 686, no. 129]
beginning with almost the same words, in the Sephthe prayer
ardic rite [Gaster, i. 39 or iii. 30]
«jj^: mn njnteci nn^ irnij dh-j^n^ njj;y 'p [Davis, Atonesimilar
prayers,
see
ment, pt! i. pp. 53-55]; for
Gaeter, iii. 28-34). This motive has, of course, no
connexion with any idea of a personal mediator or
intercessor an idea not found anywhere in the
;

'

'

;

;

—

Liturgy.

As a

corollary to the merits of the Patriarchs is
the idea of the' dqeddh, or binding of Isaac. God is
prayed to recall the 'dqedah, and pardon the sin of
Every Selihah Service conIsaac's descendants.
tains an 'etqedah (e.g. Davis, 87-89, 228, 176 ; see also
the beautiful Piyyut of Judah Samuel Abbas in the
Sephardic rite nnjn^ j^s-i n^Ei ny [Gaster, ii. 106,
and Singer, p. 8, § 2, also Gaster, i. 4ff.]). One of

the reasons for the blowing of the ram's horn is that
God may recall the 'ilqedah and grant atonement
to the seed of Isaac. Among the Sephardim, the
seventh day of Tabernacles (Hosha'ana Babba) is
more penitential in character than among the
Ashkenazira the ram's horn is sounded and Seli;

lp6th are said, for this is

an additional means

of

atonement those who did not completely repent,
or whose fate was not adjudged on the previous
Day of Atonement, may have a last chance. Seven
penitential circuits are made, referring to the three
patriarchs, Moses, Aaron, Pinehas, and David, and
their merits are urged as means of atonement
;

(Gaster,

iv.

148

If.).

The Confession was greatly elaborated in the
Liturgy (for Talmud see Yoma 876 [Gold. ii. 1030,
three chief formulae require notice.
They are all arranged in alphabetical order, to facilitate recitation by memory. The first two are congregational, and the first person plural is employed
They are, on this account, recited
throughout.
aloud. The first formula is the 'Ashamnu (Singer,
p. 258), and is elaborated at the conclusion of every
Selihah Service lixbrp «ip'i3 ,DvSjp oppx (Proops,
fol. 66, or Gaster, iii. 37). The second is the 'al-Ifet

Rodk.

vi. 140])

;

:

(Singer, p. 259). This is not recited aloud in its
The third formula cannot be quoted so
entirety.
readily ; it is the one intended for private use and
silent meditation. Several examples of this kind of
Widdui exist. There is the beautiful composition
of R. Isaac b. Israel in the Sephardic Minhah for
Kippur (Gaster, iii. 225). See also the Widdui
for Musaph by R. Shem Tob b. Ardutiel (Gaster,
iii. 181), and the great Widdui by R. Nissim of
Babylon (ib. 123). For a confession for the reader
In the long prayer ([iin 'n;) which
alone, cf. ib. 125.

concludes the Selih6th for 'Erev Rosh hash-Shanah,
a Widdui has been interwoven (fol. 24 of Proop's ed.
Amsterdam, 1711). The former of the public confessions is repeated at all the five services of the
Day of Atonement, the 'al-Hei, however, only at
the first four ; at Ne' ilah there is substituted for
it a very beautiful prayer, o'VfiB^ i; [ou n^iN (Singer,
p. 267), which should be read very carefully.
Other fasts for atonement may be briefly noticed ;
the Second and Fifth after the three festivals :
'

'

(Jewish;
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the private fast of the bride and bridegroom on the
wedding day, because they begin a new life purged
of sin (Jer. Bifc.

= vol.

ii.

p.

iii.

c, d [ed. princ.
Paria, 1873-79]) ;
in fulfilment of a vow in
finally, on the historical

65, fol. 6, cols,

386 of Schwab's

tr.,

a private fast undertaken
order to atone for a sin
fasts SelihOth are said, because the calamities which
are commemorated were due to sin, and penitence
may brin" pardon and restoration. On the ninth
of Ab, although no actual Seliljdth are recited, yet
the recognition of sin and the prayer for atonement
The doctrine of
is implied in many of the Qinhth.
vicarious atonement in the Christian sense finds
no place in Rabbinic Judaism, because the Rabbis
denied original sin. Man had his two ye-^ers, but
there was no necessity or room for a Messiah
'Happy are
suffering for the sins of his people.
you, Israel, God it is who purifies you,' said Aqiba
Although passages could be produced
(loc. cit.).
which might seem to point to the vicarious idea,
such a sense proves, on examination, to be untenable. Other means of atonement study of the
Torah, etc.,— may be found in JE ii. 280, outer
;

—

column.
Reference may also be made to punishment and
Thus poverty
death as means of atonement.
('Erubin 416 [Gold. iL 135, Rodk. 93]), exile (Sank.
376), suffering (Ber. 5a), can procure it (see Disease
AND Medicine [Jewish]). The death-bed confession
(Singer, p. 317, based on Ber. 60a) is that my death
may be accepted as an atonement for my sins.' In
the Selihah '9? nx^p (Proops, ed. cit. no. 131, fol.
696 Davis, p. 224) by Mordecai b. Sabbattai, the
poet prays
May the words of my mouth be a sweet savour before Thee,
Rock of Ages, accept my fat and my blood, diminished by fasting,
instead of the fat and blood of the sacrifices may the meditation
'

;

:

'

;

my

heart that I have laid before Thee, these ten days, be as the
of
sin-offering, the trespass-offering, and the Minhah (see Ber. 17a,
'

Gold.

i.

61).

to have been a
On the eve of
flagellation
(see J. Caro,
receiving
Kippur, after
Shulhan 'Arukh, ch. 607, § 6) it became the custom
to bathe ; but ritual bathing was associated with
rather than a means of atonement, though another
water-ceremony has been introduced. On the New
Year, after service in the place of worship, the congregation repairs to running water, and prays that
God may cast our sins into the depths of the sea.'
The last two verses of Micah, where these words
occur, are, with other passages from Scripture,
there recited ; and it is from Micah that the ceremony takes its name of Tashlih, Mayest Thou
cast (Abrahams, Festival Studies, London, 1906,
p. 91 ; and JE xii. 66).
On the eve of the Day of Atonement the ceremony of Kapporeth took place (see Oesterley and
Box, Religion and Worship of the Synagogue'',
it consisted in swinging a fowl, afterp. 445).
wards given to the poor as a symbolic atonement.
(The origin of this custom, and also the objections
raised against it, may be studied in JE ii. 282,
and vii. 435; see also Shulhan 'Arukh, ch. 605.)
Probably the original aim was charity to provide
poor Jews with a meal before the fast began.

Baptism can scarcely be said
of atonement in Judaism.

means

'

'

—

LiTEBATOKE.— C. G. Montefiore, in JQR xvi. (1904) 209 (very
important); JE, art. 'Atonement'; cf. ERE, &ii. Crimks Ai'D
Punishments (Jewish); Oesterley and Box, Religion and
Worship of the Synagogue'^, London, 1911. For Hebrew books
on the subject of Atonement, see the chapter on ethical literature in Israel Abrahams, Short Hist, of Jewish Literature,
See also Authorized Daily Prafjer-book, ed.
London, 1906.
Singer, London, 1911, and Mahzor, ed. A. Davis and H. Adler
(cited as Davis), do. 1904, also ed. David Levi, do. 1824, 1860,
etc. ; Selih6th, ed. Proops, Amsterdam, 1711 ; Sephardic ilaltzor,
ed. Gaster, Oxford Press, 1901 ff. ; do. ed. de Sola, London, 1S3638 and 1852. Talmudic references are best studied in L. Goldschmidt's ed. (cited as Gold.), with German tr. and notes, Berlin,
1901, or in Bodkinson's (cited as Rodk.) Eng. tr., New York
(vol. vi. = 1899). Mishn. Toma is edited by H. L. Strack (Schri/ten
des Inst. Jud., Berlin, no. 3), Berlin, 1888. See also Shulhan

;;

'
'
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'Arukh of Joseph Caro in any modern edition. For Maimonides
on Seleq, see J. Holzer, Zur Gesch. der Dogmenlehre in der
Religionsphilosophie des Mittelalters, Berlin, 1901 ; also
E. Pocock, Porta, Mosis, Oxford, 1655 (witli Latin tr.); see
also Strack's ed. of Sanhedrin in Schnften des Inst. Jud.,
Berlin, 1910 ; and Maimonides, Hilkhoth Teshubah.

jiid.

'

Herbert Loewe.

—

EXPIATION AND ATONEMENT (Muslim).

The formulae whereby duties and rights are
designated in Islam are identical with those used
for debts and credits.
Hence the acts prescribed
by the code are regarded as debts due from man
to God, incurred by acceptance of Islam
other
debts may be incurred by undertaking obligations
voluntarily or by violating prohibitions. In the
third case expiation is necessary ; in the second
it may be permissible ; in the first it has no place.
Man's debts to God are the five daily prayers,
fasting in Eamadan, payment of alms, and pilgrimage. If he omit to pray at the right time, all
he need do is to say an extra prayer at a later
time ; no expiation (Jcaffarah) is required. There
is some question whether one who has temporarily
apostatized and been re-converted to Islam ought
to make up for all the prayers which he has
omitted in the interval, and whether the same
obligation is incumbent on one who has been
ignorantly brought up, so as to be unaware of
the obligations.
The majority hold that this
obligation does exist (Fatdwa of Ibn Taimiyyah,
A.H. 1326, ii. 238).
Payment of prayer, i.e. saying
it at the proper time (ada'), is distinguished from
;

'

'

'

'repayment' of this sort (qadd). Similarly, one
for any reason omitted to fast should
for the omission by fasting the requisite
number of days out of season. Unpaid alms can
also be given when the year in which they should
have been paid has elapsed ; or they may be taken
out of the inheritance. An omitted pilgrimage can
be made good by deputy, i.e. by paying some one
to perform it in a dead man's stead.
What distinguishes all these cases from those which follow
is that there is no substitution of one performance
for another ; the identical act is performed, though
out of the time, or by another person.
Expiation in the case of obligations voluntarily
undertaken means the substitution of a different
act for the act originally promised. This is not
permissible in the case of a vow, but is so in the
case of an oath (Ibn Qayyim al-Jauziyyah, Works,
A.H. 1325, ii. 240). The Qur'an emphasizes the
principle that an oath uttered with full intent
may be broken on condition of some act pleasing

who has
make up

'

'

God being performed, such act being the manumission of a slave, the feeding of the poor, or, if
these be beyond the means of the perjurer, fasting
(Qur. V. 91) the substituted act is called kaffarah
(a word borrowed from the Hebrew), and the proceeding itself is called ' profaning of the oath
(tahillat al-yamin [Qur. Ixvi. 2], otherwise interpreted as 'loosening of the bond').
The theory
that it removes the guUt incurred is rejected by
some jurists, on the ground that in many cases
such perjury is approved. It does not appear that
any oath is exempted from this principle and the
discussions of the jurists are ordinarily confined to
the question of the formulas which constitute
' oaths
and the amount of compensation to be
paid by the perjurer. The Prophet is supposed
to have said
If a man swear to do something,
and afterwards find a better course, let him do
what is better and make kaffarah for the oath
(Yaqilt, Dictionary of Learned Men, vi. 116).
Where a debt has been incurred by violation of
a prohibition, the latter may take the form of a
capital offence or a mild oft'ence.
For the former
the code provides specific punishments, which
may, indeed, be regarded as expiations (kaffdrat
[Ibn Qayyim, ii. 218]), and are probably so in
to

;

;

'

:

*

(Muslim)

the sense that they redeem the Muslim criminal
from heU-fire though in the case of the wilful
murder of a Muslim some further expiation is
required for this purpose.
For certain mild
offences, e.g. the slaughter of wild beasts in the
sacred area, the Qur'an prescribes expiations
they take the form of the sacrifice in each case of
a tame animal equal in value to the wild animal
killed a camel for an ostrich, a cow for a wild
ass, etc.
Where the means of the offender are
;

—

insufficient, fasting must serve instead. For minor
offences, which are not treated in the code, accord-

ing to one theory expiation is to be found in
abstention from capital offences ; while another
doctrine is that the prescribed ordinances count
as expiation for them.
Where in a Muslim's account with God there is
a deficit, it appears that this will be expiated by
temporary punishment after death and, indeed,
the Sufi Abu falib al-Makki argues that the fire
will have the effect of cleansing on the soul of
;

believers, owing to their affinity with air and
earth, whereas it will merely attract those of unbelievers to itself, owing to their affinity with fire
{Qut al-qulub, A.U. 1310,11.150). This view, which is
based on one solution of a difficult theological problem (whether the believer will in any case remain
for ever in hell), gives the punishment subjective
value, but does not make it an objective off-set
agreement
for the offences ; and the ^vriter,
with this, makes the act of fasting itself agreeable
to God, and thereby fit to rank with those charit-

m

able deeds which otherwise serve as expiations.
As between human beings, expiation of offences
is a matter for private arrangement.
One who
has received an injury may agree to accept expiation, or may prefer to avenge it (if he have the
power), or to leave it to be settled at the Last
Ghazali gives special treatment to
Judgment.
the case where the offence committed is slander
unless the slanderer expiates and obtains forgiveness from his victim, some of his good deeds wOl
be transferred to the credit of the latter, or some
of the latter's misdeeds transferred to his account
on the Day of Judgment (Revival of the Religious
Sciences, A.H. 1306, ill. 116).
Although the cases of expiation contemplated
by the Muslim code are thus strictly limited, certain practices, involving the idea of expiation, survived from pagan times, and certain others are to
be ascribed to the natural belief that bad actions
of various sorts can be cancelled by acts of supererogation. To the former class belong the sacrifices
which the law permits rather than enjoins such
as the offering of two ewes for the birth of a male
and one for the birth of a female child, where the
number corresponds with the rule in the Law of
Inheritance that the male counts as two females.
The practice doubtless originally signifies that the
life of the animal is to serve as a substitute for
that of the child which the god may claim ; but
the jurists seem un^villing to formulate this theory.
The sacrifice which forms part of the pilgrimage
ceremony is regarded as winning favour rather
than as expiating sin but, according to a tradition, the weight of the animal is to be put into
the scale of the sacrificer's good deeds on the Day
of Judgment, and so will serve as an off-set against
evil deeds which will be found in the other scale.

—

;

—This has been given in the article.
D. S. Margoliouth.
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Expiatory prayers.
The Avestan words
and dpereti, expiation,' occur in the Vendiddd (iii. 21, vii. 52 [gloss in the Pahlavi tr.], iii.
38 f., viii. 107, xviii. 68) in connexion with the
I.

paitita

'

Neither
penalties prescribed for various crimes.
the Gathas nor the extant Avestan texts have

;
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jjreserved for us any expiatory prayer composed
Tlie frastuije prayer
in the Avestan lant,'uage.
incorporated in the Khordah Avesta from Yasna xi.
17-xii. 7 ia sometimes spoken of as a specimen of
the Avestan expiatory prayer ; but it is ratlier a
confessional prayer than an expiatory one, containing, as it does, simply a declaration on the
part of the faithful that he accepts all good

thoughts, good words, and good deeds, and reall evil thoughts, evil words, and evil
deeds.
For the expiatory prayer proper we have
to turn to the Pazand texts of tlie later period.
There is a penitential prayer called Patet-i Pashimani, composed in Pazand, the authorship of which
is attributed to Dastur Adarbad Mahraspand, the
high priest and premier of King Shapiir II. (A.D.
310-379).
In addition to this, there is an abbreviated Patet known as the Patet-i Khud.^ These
expiatory prayers enumerate all sins of commission
and omission those done knowingly or unknowingly, actually committed or merely contemplated
sins pertaining to thought, word, or deed, body or
soul, this world or the next ; those committed
against Ahura Mazda, the Araesha Spentas, or
their respective creations against parents or children, kinsmen or countrymen, friends orneighbours
in short, all sins that it is possible for human
beings to commit.
Fasting from food
2. Expiation absolves sins.
is prohibited
the only fast inculcated in the Maz-

nounces

;

;

—

—

;

dayasnian religion

is

from

sin

(Sad Dar,

Lxxxiii.

The

faithful should not commit sins voluntarily (Mainog-l Khrat, lii. 16).
Not to sin is
than
to expiate sin {Ddtistdn-l Dinik, xli.
better
if
has
sinned
through
thoughtlessBut,
one
11).
ness or otherwise, he should take the first opportunity to atone for it. A sin unatoned for increases
every year in dimension, whereas by atonement
its growth is stunted, and it withers like a tree
Owing to a man's sins, he
(Sad Dar, xlv. 5).
incurs the condemnation of Ahura Mazda ; but
sincere penance restores him again to the right
relation to his heavenly father, and he is forgiven.
The efficacy of expiation is such that, whereas the
recital of every sacred Gatha routs one demon, the
expiation of one's sins routs every fiend (Shdyast IdShdyast, xx. 11). The best time for making atonement for one's sins is during one's life (Ddtistdn-l
Dinik, xli. 10). It is said that men should make it
a habit to recite a short penitential formula every
night before going to bed (Sad Dar, Ixxxiv. 1).
For who knows but the Demon of Death may capture him while asleep, and he may not rise to
atone for his sins in the light of the day ? If an
individual dies without expiating his sins, his way
to heaven is blocked, for it is ordained in the religion of Ahura Mazda that the only means of entering
heaven or to escape heU is the making of expiation
while living (Ddtistdn-i Dinik, xli. 10). The religion of Mazda extirpates all kinds of sins by means
of atonement (Vendiddd, iii. 41, 42, viii. 29, 30).
As the sins already atoned for in this life stand
cancelled in the book of life, no account is taken
of them when the soul approaches the seat of judgment on the dawn of the fourth day after death
(Ddtistdn-i Dinik, xiii. 2, 3). We are told in another place that such a soul does receive punishment
at the Chinvat bridge, but is spared the tortures
3-5).

The Patet-iPashimdni

edited in Pazand by Edaiji Kereaspi Antia (Pazend Texts, Bombay, 1909, pp. 118-125), and
translated by Spiegel (Avesta iibersetzt, Leipzig, 1852-63, iii.
207-215) ; the Patef-i Khud is edited in Pahlavi by de Harlez
(Manuel du pehlevi, Paris, 1880, pp. 140-151), and in Pazand by
Antia (pp. 146-162), and translated by Spiegel (pp. 216-219).
Mention should also be made of the two other Parsi expiatory
prayers the Pate^-i Irdnlg, edited by Antia (pp. 134-146), and
translated by Spiegel (pp. 219-229) and bv Darmesteter (Le
Zend-Avesta, Paris, 1892-93, iii. 167-180); and the Patei-i
Vitartakdn, or ' Renunciation for the Dead,' edited by Antia
(pp. 125-134), and as yet untranslated.
1

:

is
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of hell (lb. xli. 8 ; Sad Dar, xlv. 10), and in given
a place in Hameshtagdn, a place specially reserved
for the souls whose good and evil deeds are equal

Ddrdb Bormazdyar,

(Eivdyat-i

pp. 497, 498,

Nav-

aari, 1896).
In one of his communintfn with Ahura Mazda, Zarathushtra
sees the soul of king Jamshed in the torments of hell. Janmhed
becomes penitent before the prophet, and craves forgiveness.
Zarathusbtra thereupon asks Ahura Mazda to show mercy to
the fallen king. The soul is then removed from hell and sent to

Hameshtagdn,

There it remains for a period of one thousand
years, and, after further penance and expiation, ia forgiven all
sine and sent to Garonmdna (ib, 408-600).
If a follower of Mazda who has sinned apostatizes to another religion and dies without atone-

ment, his soul goes to hell, and remains there till
the final Renovation (Ddtistdn-i Dinik, xli. 5, 6).
True repentance
3. The nature of expiation.
must bring about a change of will. The penitent
must resolve to abstain from ever repeating the
sinful act (Dinkart, tr. Sanjana, Bombay, 1874 tf.,
bk. vi. ch. 50).
Loud confession with the lips and
bathing the face with a torrent of tears are of no
avail, if the heart is not aflected. If the individual
really amends his ways and does not commit the
sin any more, his former sin is absolved for ever
(Vend. iii. 21, v. 26, ix. 50), and is swept away
from him even as the mighty wind swiftly sweeps
over the plain and carries away with it every blade
of grass (Mainog-i Khrat, lii. 18, 19)
if not, the
first sin comes back (Sad Dar, xlv. 11).
The soul
becomes pure only when the atonement is heartfelt
(Dink. vol. i. p. 9), and is accompanied by a firm
resolve on the part of the individual to redeem his
past by good deeds in the present and future.
Such an expiation washes away all sins and removes future punishment (ib. vol. ix. p. 598).
Sin is
4. Expiation before a qualified Dastur.

—

;

—

the disease of the spirit, and requires to be cured.
The Dastur, or high priest, cures sickness of the soul,
even as the physician heals bodily diseases (Dink.

one commits a sin, whether through
through ignorance, he
should penitently approach the Dastur for remedy
(Mainog-i Khrat, lii. 17), and confess the sin in his
presence (Patet-i Pashimdni, 10). But, if one lives
in a place where a Dastur is not found, he should
travel to distant lands to find a high priest at least
once a year, more particularly on the day Ram of
the month Mihr (Rivdyat, p. 500). Thus, as far as
possible, one should make expiation in the presence
of a Dastur (Sad Dar, xlv. 2).
The Dastur who
presides at the confession should himself be righteous.
If a layman who is eager to atone for his
sins has no faith in the holiness of the priest, or
knows him to be wicked, he shall approach others
for the purpose (Rivdyat, p. 501).
A Dastur is
guilty of the margarzdn sin, if he prescribes greater
penalties than the guilt of the sinner requires, or
if he reveals the secrets of the man who has convol.

i.

p. 9).

weakness

If

of the flesh or

fessed before

him

(ib. p.

500).

Other sources to which one can have recourse
for expiation.
The texts mention that, in the
absence of a Dastur to officiate at the expiatory
rites, any righteous man may take his place, and
5.

—

may atone for his sins before him
(Sad Dar, xlv. 8). One may ofl'er one's penitential
prayers even before sun, moon, and fire (Mainog-i
Khrat, liii. 8)
before haoma or baresman (see
Baesom) ; before the Amesha Spentas before
Mithra, Sraosha, and Rashnu ; or before one's
own soul (Patet-i Pashimdni, 3). But the best
of all expiations is that accomplished before Ahura
Mazda (Dink. vol. ix. p. 630 f.).
the penitent

;

;

6.

Retributive expiation.

—The

penitent sinner

has to perform other duties besides the recital of
the Patets, the confession of his sins before the
high priest, and the sincere atonement wrought
within his own spirit. When he sincerely desires

a;:

:;;

:
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pardon, he must be prepared to undergo any corporal punishment, or to pay any amount as penalty,
or to perform any other deeds of righteousness
ihat the Dastur may prescribe (Sad Dar, xlv. 6
Datistan-l Dlnlk, Ixxv. 5).
BodUy punishment
in this world saves the sinner from future punishment. But, if he does not submit to the penalty
in this world, his soul goes to the abode of the Druj
[Vend. viii. 107). The penitent is generally ordered
either to arrange a certain number of marriages
between the faithful poor, or to offer zaothra libations, or to carry certain loads of sweet-scented
wood to the fire, or to consecrate baresman twigs,
or to throw bridges over canals, or to kill noxious
creatures such as snakes, frogs, and ants, or to
practise other good works as compensation for the

wrong he has done

Vend. xiv. 1-18, xviii. 67-74
(
Datistdn-l Dinik, Ixxviii. 17, 19, Ixxix. 10, 12;
Mainog-l Khrat, liii. 9). The pulling down of the
dakhmas, wherein lie interred the dead bodies of
men, or the killing of the noxious creature Zairimyangura, which kUls the creatures of the good
spirit by thousands, is also a means of the expiation of one's sins in thought, word, and deed, and
is equivalent to the recital of a Patet ( Vend. vii.
61, xiii. 5-7).

—

The sins of burying or
7. Inexpiable sins.
burning corpses, eating dead matter, and sodomyare termed andperetha,
unatonable ( Vend. i.
11, 12, viii. 27).
The man who knowingly lets a
corpse remain interred in the earth for a period
of two years becomes guilty of andperetha (ib. iii.
36-39). Ahrimau has seduced men into the cooking
of corpses an inexpiable sin, the penalty for which
is death (ib. i. 16, viii. 73 f.
Strabo, p. 732).
8. Reciting ' Patets for the expiation of the sins
of others.
It is customary among the modem
Parsis to hire a priest to recite Patets before a
dead body as long as it remains in the house. The
recital of this expiatory prayer forms an important
part of the ceremonials performed in honour of the
dead, even after the removal of the corpse to its
'

'

—

;

(Roman)

(Cic. de Nat. Dear. i. 116
pietas est justitia
adversum deos
de Inv. Bhet. ii. 66
religionem
eam quae in metu et caerimonia deorum sit,
appellant pietatem '), and who thus lived in perfect
harmony with the higher powers (cf. Plant. Bud.
26
facilius si quis plus est a dis supplicans, quam
qui seelestust, inveniat veniam sibi
Catull. Ixx.
2
homini cum se cogitat esse pium
nee
sanctam violasse fidem, nee foedere in ullo divom
ad fallendos numine abusum homines
ii. 26

gods

:

'

'

;

:

'

'

:

;

fl".

'

:

;

'

.

.

.

reddite mi hoc pro pietate mea '). Any one
who, on the other hand, had forfeited the pax
deorum by transgressing the sacred ordinances of
the iv^ divinum was said to be impius, i. e. outside
the laws and covenants regulating legitimate intercourse between mortals and the gods, and was therefore subject to Divine punishment so far, at least,
as he failed to purge himself of his guilt by the
proper expiatory acts, and so to regain his former
legal relations to the gods.
The idea of thus
making atonement for transgression (Festus, p.
228
piamentura et exsolutio omnis contractae
religionis '), and by this means recovering the
condition of pietas, is denoted by the veih piare or
expiare (the prefix ex- is here simply an intensive,
as in exseerare), and the corresponding substantive
piaculum is applied both to the trespass itself, the
ritual dereliction (so Gell. x. 15, 10: 'eo die
verberari piaculum est'), and the act by which it
is expiated (so Macrob. Sat. i. 16. 10, ' porco
piaculum dare debere'), and in the latter sense,
therefore, corresponds exactly to the multa of the
secular penal code.
more lax (and indeed
altogether incorrect) usage of the term piaculum
is met with in writers (e.g. Gell.
xvi. 6. 10
•

o

di,

—

:

'

A

ostentum enim est et piaculis f actis procurandum
prodigia, quae neque hostiis
Tac. Hist. v. 13
neque votis piare fas habet gens,' etc.) who apply
it likewise to expiatory acts designed to assuage
the Divine anger manifested in prodigies, i.e. unnatural and terrifying occurrences in the external
world (see Prodigies and Portents), and speak,
final resting-place.
The relatives and friends of e.g., of 'piaculairae deorum' (Liv. xl. 37. 2); for
the deceased join in reciting the same prayers for piare in its original acceptation is in no sense
the expiation of the soul which is now embarking equivalent to placare, while those qui piantur are
on its journey to the next world. They generally not the gods and their wrath, but sinful men and
keep up this observance daUy for at least a month, their conduct.
or in many cases throughout the first year.
The ritual transgressions which demanded an
If one man has been requested by another to
expiation are of very diverse kinds. A large
offer penitential prayers for him after he dies, and
number of them consist of offences against the
if he has consented to do so, he should hasten to
minutely detailed provisions of the ceremonial law
'
perform his obligation as soon as he hears of the (Serv. on Aen. iv. 646
et sciendum, si quid
death of the said person, or, at the latest, on the caei'imoniis non fuerit observatum, piaculum
dawn of the fourth day after death, at the moment- admitti ), for the slightest deviation from the
ous period when the soul approaches the threshold ritual directions (the formula for such a deviation
of the celestial world. If the man sincerely recites is non rite factum est ; cf. Liv. v. 17. 2, xxii. 9.
the Patet as he has consented to do, the benefit of 9 ; Cic. de Ear. Besp. 23), or even a trifling and
it reaches the soul of the deceased at the Bridge
insignificant disturbance of a religious act
(Bivayat, p. 501), If he fails to do so, he is guilty sacrifice, or the games not only rendered the
of neglecting his sacred duty towards the dead, and whole ceremony invalid and necessitated its being
should make atonement (Patet-l Pashimanl, 11).
repeated, but also required to be atoned for by a
If a man during his lifetime is unable, for any piaculum.
'

—

'

'

cf.

:

'

:

'

'

'

—

—

reason, to recite Patets for the expiation of his
sins, he may ask the priests to do so for him on
payment. But in this case he should himself recite
at least the shortest expiatory formula three times
a day (Bivayat, p. 501).
LiTEEATimE. The Bources are indicated in tlie article. Of
modem writers on the subject, the following may be cited
A. V. W. Jackson, Persia, Past and Present, New York, 1906,
Rastamji Sanjana, Zarathushtta and ZarathiishtHanp. 387
wm, Leipzig, 1906, p. 194 D. F. Karaka, History of the Parsis,
London, 1884, L 166, 213, ii. 171 f.; V. Henry, Le Parsisme.

—

;

;

Paris, 1906.

Maneckji Nusservanji Dhalla.
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—The

attribute of pietas, according to Roman
ideas, pertained to all who faithfully and conscientiously discharged the duties they owed to the

At the feriae Latinae, for instance, if, in the distribution of
the sacrificial flesh, one of the participators was overlooked
the prayer the name of one
(Liv. xxxii. 1. 9, xxxvii. 3. 4), or if
of the interested communities was omitted (Liv. xli. 16. 1), it

m

was enough to invalidate the whole celebration ; while, as
regards the games, Cicero (de Ear. Eesp. 23 cf. Arnob. iv. 31)
;

gives quite a

list of

—which

occurrence

—manifestly

the irregularities

of frequent

necessarily entailed an instauratio of the

proceedings. Thus, if a dancer suddenly stopped dancing, if
the flutist ceased playing, if the boy who accompanied the
chariot of the gods let go the reins, if the presiding aedile made
a slip of the tongue while praying, or spilled some drops of the
libation in all such eventualities, Cicero expressly tells us, not
only had the games to be repeated from the beginning, but, in
addition, a piaculum was required ' ludi sunt non rite facti,
eaque errata expiantur et mentes deorum immortalium ludorum
instauratione placantur.'

—

:

Similarly, every breach of the rigorous injunctions against doing work during the feriae publicae
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(such offence
ii.

28. 3

was spoken

Macrob.

;

i.

of as ferias polluere [Gell.
Serv. on Geor^. i. 268])
;
penalties of religious law.

16. 9

was subject

to the
a prtetor gave judgment on a dws nefastus
(Varro, de Ling. Lat. vi. 30), if a general issued an
order calling out the efficient troops on one of the
days of the feriae publicae (Varro, ap. Macrob. i.
16. 19
viros vooare feriis non licet
si vocavit,
piaculum esto '), if the fanner chose a feast-day for
any of those agricultural operations which the
regulations regarding the period of rest did not
explicitly exclude as urgent and not to be deferred
(Colum. ii. 22. i lists of the sanctioned operations
in Cato, deAgri Cult. 2. 4, Verg. Georg. i. 268 £f.,
Colum. ii. 22, xi. 1. 20) such actions had to be
atoned for by a piaculum. There were also numerous possibilities of incurring guilt in the sphere of
the tus manium the law relating to the dead and
their tombs.

Thus,

if

'

:

;

;

—

—

The provisiona
toIlowiDi^

:

its

of this law were violated by Buch acts as the
burying the dead within the city (Lex Col. Jul.
73]), removing a corpse from

[OIL ii. Suppl. 5439, cap.
tomb (Paul. Sent. i. 21. 4

Oenet.

cf.

;

OIL

vi.

1884, x. 8269),
of the funesta

omitting to make the requisite purification
familia after a death in their house, or not performing the

rite

manner (Gell. iv. 6. 8), failing to perform the
huraatio by casting earth (iniecta gleha) upon a corpse found
dnburied (Paul. p. 223 cf. Varro.'op. Non. p. 163), or becoming
responsible for disposing of the dead in a manner forbidden by
the ritual code (Cic. de Leg, ii, 57 ; in eo, qui in nave necatus.
delude in mare proiectus esset
porcam heredi esse con^
in the prescribed

;

*

.

.

.

tractam et habendas triduum ferias et porco femina piaculum
pati si in marl mortuus esset, eadem praeter piaculum et ferias ').
;

The laws were specially stringent in regard to
acts of encroachment upon things consecrated to
the gods.
res sacra was inviolable, and to
damage it in any way, or to remove from the sacred
precincts any object that belonged to the holy place,
was a penal offence ; thus, the ancient law of the
grove at Spoleto begins with the sentence : honee
loucom ne qu(i)s violated neque exvehito neque
exferto quod louoi siet' (CIL xi. 4766).
If a
Roman magistrate or a company of Roman soldiers

A

'

desecrated the property of a temple, even the
temple of a foreign deity, then not only did the
actual perpetrators become liable to Divine punishment, out the State likewise had to purge itself,
by numerous acts of expiation, of all complicity
in the misdeeds of its officials or its soldiery.
Thus, piacula were offered on the State's behailf
after the sacking of Proserpina's temple at Locri
by the legate Q. Pleminius in 204 B.C. (Liv. xxix.
19. 9, 21. 4), after a theft committed by Roman
troops at the same sanctuary in 200 B.C. (xxxi. 12.
1.
the act of sacrilege
4, xxxii.
8), and after
perpetrated by the Censor, Q. Fulvius Flaccus, in
carrying away the marble roofing of the temple of
Juno Lacinia in 173 B.C. (Liv. xlii. 3. 10). But an
expiation was no less necessary even when the
proprietary rights of the gods were infringed
without any evil intent. Thus, the pardon of a
criminal who was under sentence of consecratio
'

capitis et

bonorum demanded a piaculum, because
'

such an act of pardon deprived the deity of something that was legally his (as when absolution was
granted to the Horatius who murdered his sister
;

Liv. i. 26. 13, also
Leipzig, 1899, p. 903),

cf.

for the soldier

Mommsen, Edm.

Strafrecht,

and the piaculum, required

who had been devoted

to the gods
but had survived the battle, as also for the loss of
the lance on which the general had stood while
pronouncing the formula of devotion (Liv. viii. 10.
12, 14), is to be explained in the same way.
Of the numerous other contingencies in which satisfaction had
to be made by acts of expiation, the following examples may be
cited: if a widow married again before the expiry of the regular
ten-montiis' period of mourning (Plut. Numa, 12) ; if a slave
who, while being conveyed to the place of punishment, met the
Flamen Dialis and threw himself at his feet, was nevertheless
punished the same day (Gell. x. 16. 10) ; if a concubine (poehx)
touched the altar of Juno (Paul. p. 222 ; Gell. iv. 3. 3) ; if a
person uttered the names of the goddesses Salus, Semonia, Seia,
Segetia, and Tutilina (Macrob. Sat. i. 16. 8), etc.

(Roman)
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In order to form a proper estimate of the Roman
practice of expiation, it is necessary to bear in
mind the fact that, for the most part, it was concerned not with actual sins against the gods sine

—

emanating

—

from an irreligious spirit but with
purely formal offences against the letter of the
religious law, which was regarded as holy and
inviolate, and was not to be altered even when its
provisions had become altogether effete and quite
irreconcilable with the exigencies of the day.
In
such cases the only available course was to transgress with open eyes the ceremonial regulations
whose observance had come to be impossible, and
then to make reparation for the unavoidable impiety
by an act of expiation. Such an expiation was not
only definitely fixed, alike as to its kind and as to
its magnitude, but was in many cases actually performed beforehand, i.e. in anticipation of the forbidden action. Thus the farmer who saw himself
compelled to undertake any such urgent and pressing work as sowing, hay-cutting, grape-gathering,
or sheep-shearing, on a feast-day, simply sacrificed
a dog as a prevenient piaculum, and thus, as he
believed, freed himself from every imputation of
guilt (Colum. ii. 22. 4
sed ne sementem quidem
administrare, nisi prius catulo feceris, nee fenum
secare aut vincire aut vehere ac ne vindemiam
quidem cogi per religiones pontificum feriis licet
nee oves tondere, nisi prius catulo feceris'). Similarly, the conveyance of a dead body from one
place of sepulture to another even when the poncould be effected
tifices had given their consent
only piaculo prius dato operis faciendi' (OIL x.
Above all,
8259; cf. vi. 1884: 'piaculo facto').
it was quite impossible, in a higher state of civilization, to observe the law against the use of iron
for sacred purposes a law which had come down
from the Bronze Age (Henzen, Acta Fratrum
Arvalium, Berlin, 1874, p. 128), and which, e.g.,
made it necessary for the Arval Brothers of the
Imperial period to offer an expiatory sacrifice on
the annual occasion when they made use of iron in
having the record of their proceedings carved on
the marble slabs of the temple-wall ('ob ferrum
inlatum in aedem scripturae [et scalpturae] causa '),
as also afterwards ('ob ferrum elatum' [Henzen,
128 ff.]).
When, in a sacred grove, the necessary
operations of thinning and pruning the branches,
or of cutting up and clearing away dead and fallen
trees, had to be performed, and when repairs were
required in the edifice of a temple, it was impossible to avoid transgressing the ordinances of the
ius divinum in two ways, i.e. both by the act of
introducing iron instruments into the sacred precincts, and by that of removing things that belonged to the holy place, viz. branches, trees, and
dilapidated portions of the building.
It is true
that later temple-regulations made express provision for such cases. The statutes of the temple
of Juppiter Liber at Furfo, in the country of the
Vestini (OIL ix. 3513), direct: 'utei tangere sarcire tegere devehere defjgere mandare ferro oeti
promovere referre fasque est'; while the ordinances
of the grove of Spoleto [OIL xi. 4766) permit the
felling of trees at least for use at the annual
:

'

—

—

'

—

—

sacrificial feast

:

'

neque cedito, nesei quo die res

eod die quod rei dinai cau(s)a
deina anua fiet.
But, wher[f]iat, sine dolo malo cedre [Ijicetod.'
ever the rigorous ancient law remained in force, all
infringement of it necessarily entailed guilt, and
this guilt could be annulled only by a piaculum.
Thus Cato the Elder (op. eit. 139) records the prayer which the
farmer coupled with the expiatory offering called for by the
operation of clearing a grove ('lucum conlucare'), and we find
here an interesting regulation to the effect that, if the work was
interrupted, or if feast-days intervened while it was in process,
the sacrifice must be repeated at its resumption. Similarly,
the Arval Brothers invariably performed piacula when they
removed trees that had fallen from age or had been overthrown

—

—
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by a tempest (Henzen, 136 ff.), though the great sacrificial rite
of the lustrum inissiim, which they performed twice in special
circumstances, and which Henzen (p. 140ff.) discusses under
the term piacula, comes under the head, not of expiation at
all, but of lustration.
The piaeulum performed by the Arval
Brothers as an atonement for pruning the trees of their grove
(' luci coinquiendi et operis faciundi '), and corresponding to the
sacrifice described by Cato, was offered annually on the second
day of their annual festival, immediately before the principal
oblation to Dea Dia (Henzen, 19 £f.). But, as the season of the
year in which the festival occurred — the month of May scarcely
seems suitable for the pruning of trees, there is much to be said
for Henzen's conjecture that, on the occasion of the annual
festival, all operations of the kind requiring to be done during
the year were atoned for by a single piaeulum (p. 22). Such
procedure would find a parallel in the sacrifice of the porca
praecidanea which originally was required piaculi gratia (Cell,
(Paul,
iv. 6. 8) only from one * qui mortuo iusta non fecerit
qui iusta defuncto non
p. 223 ; cf. Mar. Vict. p. 26 [Keil]
fecerunt aut in faciendo peccarunt '^, i.e. had in some way violated the injunctions of the ivs mamum, (cf also Varro, ap. Non.
This sacrifice was not only performed
p. 163 Gell. loc. cit.).
at the time when the offence was committed, but was also
hence the
offered annually before the beginning of harvest

—

'

:

'

.

;

;

erroneous explanation of the name as if antea quam novam
fragem praeczd^rent (Paul. p. 219), while in reality praecidanea,
as the counterpart to succndanea, was the porca quae ante
sacnficium caeditur' the idea being that every one had, consciously or unconsciously, committed an offence of the kind
during the year, and thus made satisfaction for it in a single
act. An account of this ceremony is given by Cato {op. cit. 134),
who also furnishes valuable particulars regarding the ritual of
the sacrifice.
'

'

'

—

Expiatory

sacrifices

seem to have been combined

other important religious ceremonies
i.e. a piaeulum was oflFered in consideration of all
offences that might have been committed, whether
consciously or unconsciously, but was performed
apart from any particular instance, and by way of
gaining a general absolution. There seems at least
to be hardly any other explanation of the fact that,
at the dedication of the spolia opima, not only
were sacrifices rendered to Juppiter, Mars, and
Quirinus, but a, piaculutn wns also offered (Fest. p.
while, again, the oblation of the propudi189)
also

-vvith

;

anus porcus, which was offered in sacrificio gentis
Claudiae velut piamentum et exsolutio omnis contractae religionis' (p. 238), can be explained most
naturally as an inclusive expiation of similar
'

character.

The expiatory rite of the piaeulum, in the great
majority of cases, was an act of sacrifice. Now
and again, indeed, the observance of feast-days
{ferias observare) was prescribed, either as a concomitant of (Cic. de Leg. ii. 57), or as a substitute
for (Macrob. Sat. i. 16. 8), a sacrifice.
By way of
indemnity for the soldier who had been devoted
but had not fallen, it was necessary, in addition to
the sacrifice, to present an image not less than seven
feet in height, and bury it in the earth (Liv. viii.
10. 12); and the fine 'in tem(plum) lovis d
(denarium) I. d(ato),' exacted, according to OIL xii.
2426, for polluting a stream, should also perhaps
be regarded as a piaeulum. The general practice,
however, was to offer a piacularis hostia. The recipient of the indemnity was, of course, the particular deity whose rights had been infringed
thus
the piaeulum for damaging a sanctuary, or violating its statutes, was rendered to the god to whom
the sanctuary belonged that for breaking the rest
enjoined on feast-days, to the deity to whom the
feast-day was dedicated that for violating the ius
manium, to Tellus (who, along with Ceres, is rightly
named by Varro [ap. Non. p. 163] in connexion witib
the sacrifice of the porca praeeidanea, though Ceres
alone is mentioned by our other authorities) and to
the Manes. If there was any uncertainty in the
matter, and, in particular, if the expiation was
required on behalf of the State, the pontifiees were
consulted, and had authority to decide quae piacula quibus diis quibus hostiis fieri placeret' (Liv.
xxix. 19. 8) if it was found impossible to determine exactly to which deity a, piaeulum was justly
due, a sacrihce was offered in accordance with the
formula, si deus si dea est, quorum illud sacrum
.

:

;

;

'

;

'

.

.

(Roman)

est, uti tibi ius est

.

.

.

piaeulum facere' (Cato,

The choice of a victim depended upon the particular deity to whom it was offered.
Frequently
a deity received as a piaeulum the kind of animal
139).

specially associated with his ordinary worship.
Thus Juppiter received an ox (CIL xi. 4766), Mars
suovetaunlia (Liv. viii. 10. 14), Juno a she-lamb
(Paul. p. 222; Gell. iv. 3. 3), the Manes a black
sheep (CIL x. 8259) the cow in calf offered as a
piaeulum by a widow who married again during
the recognized period of mourning (Plut. Numa,
12) would seem to have been assigned to Tellus, to
whom fordae boves were sacrificed at the Fordieidia
(Varro, deLing. Lat. vi. 15; Ovid, Fasti, iv. 629 ft.);
while the rustic practice of offering a dog as an
atonement for breaking the law enjoining rest on
feast-days (Colum. ii. 22. 4) finds a parallel in the
immolation of a dog at the agrarian festivals of the
Bobigalia (Ovid, iv. 908, 936 ff. ; Colum. x. 34. 3) and
the Augurium Canarium (Fest. p. 285 ; PhUarg. on
Verg. Georg. iv. 425). But the animal most frequently made use of in expiatory sacrifices at once
the most ancient and the least ostentatious victim
was the pig (poreus and ^orca ; among the Arval
Brothers also poreiliae), as, e.p'., in cases of pollutio
feriaruTfi (Macrob. i. 16. 10), of violating the laws
relating to the disposal of the dead (Cic. de Leg. ii.
57), of clearing a grove and removing fallen trees
(Cato, 139; cf. Henzen, 22, 135 ff.).
The abovementioned expiatory offerings, the porca praeeidanea and the propudianus poreus, derive their
names from this animal.
Not every ritual transgression, however, admitted of expiation. Some offences were beyond
atonement, and placed the oft'ender, as impius,
outside the pax deum, so that he became liable to
Divine punishment without any legal means of
escape as Cicero {de Leg. ii. 22) puts it
sacrum
commissum, quod neque expian poterit, impie
commissum esto.' But the words with which
;

—

—

:

;

'

Cicero continues,
quod expiari poterit, publici
sacerdotes expianto,' do not on a strict interpretation harmonize with the religious practice of the
Bomans ; for here expiation was not efl'ected by
the priests at all, but simply came about on the
ground of the expiatory sacrifice presented by the
offender in the name of the State and the magistrates.
The sole function of the priests in this
regard was, when consulted by the individual or
by the community, to deliver an authoritative
judgment as to the possibility of expiating a given
'
offence (t6. 37
publicus autem sacerdos impru'

:

dentiam consilio expiatam metu
.

.

.

liberet, audaciam
impiam iudicet'), and as to the
atonement required and it is possibly in

damnet

kind of

et

—

this sense that the ' expianto ' of Cicero {ib. 22)
But they had no part whatis to be understood.
ever in the performance of the expiatory sacrifice
offered in name of the community the earliest exception to this took place in the reign of the Emperor
Claudius, who (according to Tac. Ann. xii. 8) in
49 B.C. directed ' sacra ex legibus TuUi regis piaculaque apud lucum Dianae per pontifiees danda '

—

it lie with them to pronounce judgment
or inflict punishment in connexion with religious
offences (cf. Mommsen, 36 f.).
Nor could either
priest or magistrate exercise any penal procedure

nor did

against an impius who had committed an inexpiable
offence, or had failed to make atonement for an
offence that was expiable
such offender simply
remained subject to Divine punishment, which he
could not avert by any subsequent efforts towards
reparation (Cic. de Leg. ii. 22 ' impius ne audeto
placare donis iram deorum ') ; from the human
side, one guilty of perjury, and, as we may assume,
every other impius, incun"ed nothing beyond the
censor's reprobation (cf. A. Pernice, SBA W, 1885,
p. 1164 ff.).
;

:

—
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In course of time, however, the Hphere of ritual
transgression came to be encroached upon by tlie
secular element, the ceremonial penalty (piaculum)
being conjoined with, or in part superseded by, the
Every ollence
legal penalty of the line (multa).
committed wittingly and wilfully ('sciens dolo
malo ') against the ius sacrum was, in a strict sense,
accounted inexpiable; thus, e.ff., the praetor who

had knowingly administered justice on a dies
nefastus was proclaimed inexpiably guilty by the
Pontifex Maximus, Q. Mucins ScsevoTa (Varro, vi.
30 cf. Macrob. i. 16. 10) but in the law of the
honce loueom
grove of Spoleto (CIL xi. 4766
ne qu(i)s violated ... si quis violasit, love bovid
;

;

:

'

set quis scies violasit dolo malo,
piaclura dated,
lovei bovid piaclum datod et a{sses) CCC moltai
suntod. eius piacli moltaique dicator[ei] exactio
est[od] ') unconscious and conscious, or intentional,
injuries are differentiated by the circumstance that,
in addition to the piaculum incurred in all cases,
the voluntary offence demanded also a multa, and
to this extent the latter found its way even into the
sphere of religious law, while the legally actionable
character of the multa came to be assigned likewise
to the piaculu7n. The juxtaposition of multa and
piaculum, as found in Macrob. i. 16. 9f. in connexion with the violation of the feast-day repose, is
to be explained on similar grounds ; and by the
municipal law of the Colonia Julia Genetiva {CIL
ii. Suppl. 5439), cap. 73, not only were those who
interred a body within the city obliged to pay a fine
of 5000 sesterces for which any citizen might take
legal action and threatened with the removal of
the grave, but it was also ordained that, ' si adversus
ea mortuus inlatus positusve erit, expianto uti oportebit,' i.e. a piaculum was required.
On the other
hand, the law of the grove of Luceria (CIL x. 782)
enjoined that one who had polluted the grove (' in
hoce loucarid stircus ne [qu]is f undatid neve cadaver
proiecitad neve parentatid ') should be punished
either by a tine (which was recoverable at law by
any citizen) or by a multa of the magistrates (' sei
quis arvorsu hac faxit, [civ]ium quis volet pro
ioudieatod n[ummum] L manum iniect[i]o estod.
seive mao[i]steratus volet multare, [l]icetod');
while by the ordinances of the temple of Furfo
{CIL ix. 3513) one who rifled the sanctuary was
liable only to the multa of the aedile ('sei qui
heic sacrum surrupuerit, aedilis multatio esto,
quanti volet'), nothing whatever being said of an
expiation.
Since the Romans, as has been shown in the
foregoing, regarded guilt in relation to the gods,
and its remission by expiation, from the standpoint of mere legality, it is obvious that penitence,
in the sense of a repentant and contrite spirit, and
of a course of conduct directed by smh a spirit,
did not come into consideration at all. This is
seen unmistakably in the prayer accompanying
the expiatory sacrifice for the lucum conlucare
(Cato, 139), inasmuch as it contains no expression
of regret or apology for the offence against the
sacred ordinances, but simply decrees : ' uti tibi
ius est porco piaculo facere.'

—
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tonic). — Among

the ancient Teutons

(Teuexpiation

was the act by which peace was restored between
the wrong-doer on the one hand, and the wronged
or his kindred on the other.

An

act of expiation
prevented the outbreak of a feud, or put an end
to one already going on.
It was either a purely
private transaction, or else was effected with the
co-operation of the legislative community, or in
virtue of a legal judgment. In the latter case it

(Teutonic)

falls within the sphere of criminal jurisprudence.
Tliat which was rendered by the wrong-doer for
the purpose of expiating his violation of the peace
was the 'boot' (O.N. and A.S. bat, O.H.G. buoza.
Germ. Busse), 'redress,' 'indemnity,' 'atonement.'
1. Intervention of the community.
In pre-historic times expiation and atonement must have
been the concern exclusively of the families to
which the doer and the sullerer of the wrong belonged, and even in the historical period we still find
cases in which the families were reconciled without
any intervention on the part of the larger community. Thus the Icelandic sagas tell repeatedly

—

how the murderer made

unconditional surrender

to the slain man's next of kin, put his freedom
and his life unreservedly into the latter's hands,
and so made atonement for his crime. If, however, the man-slayer did not take this course,
there ensued the family feud, which formed so
important a feature of ancient Teutonic life. But,
in general, even in the early historical period, the
entire legislative community had a share in the
business of reconciliation.
For the rupture of

relations which demanded expiation
attected not the injured famOy only, but also the
community at large. It was the community, accordingly, which proscribed the wrong-doer, and
thus made him an outlaw. This implied, however, that, when the outlawry was revoked and
reconciliation effected, the community could claim
a share in the indemnity, and even had the right
to fix what the latter should be.
In this way
arose the practice of exacting fines, systematic
regulations regarding which are found in the codes
of all the Teutonic peoples.
In the earlier period
fines were paid in cattle (Tac. Germ. 12 : ' equorum
pecorumque numero convicti multantur '), or in
food, or other materials of general utility (corn,
linen, etc.).
This form was longest retained in

amicable

Scandinavia, but was subsequently superseded
first of all in Southern Germany
by metals or
monetary equivalents. Of such payments the injured party received the largest share, usually
two-thirds, while the smaller portion was assigned
to the public authority in particular, to the ruler
or to the common good. The latter portion was
the price of peace, the compositio, the recompense
f)aid to the community for its share in the re-estabishment of peaceful relations.
Expiation presupposes
2. Feud and outlawry.
a wrongful act. The party injured by such might
be either an individual or a community (sacrilege,
treason, desertion). In the former case the culprit
ruptured the peace with one of his fellows or
with the kindred of the injured person
in the
latter, with the community at large. The wronged
individual and his kindred had the right of revenge.
If the offender was caught in the act red-handed,'
summary vengeance could be executed upon him if
not, the family of the person injured had the right
of feud against the wrong-doer. The feud (O.H.G.
fehida; A.S. fceh'S) was a state of hostility be-

—

—

—

—

;

'

;

tween two families or clans

(see

Blood-Feud

[Teutonic], vol. ii. p. 735). The earliest documents
recognize the feud only in connexion with homicide ; in later sources it extends also to such
offences as the abduction of women, adultery, and
gross violation of honour. The exercise of this
right lay entirely in the hands of the injured
person and his relatives, and to them belonged
also the right of fixing the expiation and indem-

nity by which the two groups might be formally
reconciled.
If, however, the crime was perpetrated against the community, the criminal was
publicly proscribed
he was put out of the protection of the law, and, according to our northern
;

authorities, was accounted uheilagr, as vargr i vium,,
a wolf in the league,' who was at everybody's
'

;
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mercy, and whose property any one might seize.
This was also done when the cause of the wronged
individual was espoused by the legislative community a practice found among most of the Teutonic peoples as far back as the early historical
period.
Even then, however, the prosecution of
the culprit i.e. the proclamation of outlawry
against him was solely the affair of the injured
party, and was sanctioned only in the case of
wilful injury.
In cases of unintentional injury,
the doer, according to the Scandinavian codes,
had voluntarily and without delay to make
satisfaction to the injured party, or, by the laws
of the German tribes, had to maintain by an
oath, and with the aid of a compurgator, that his
act was reaUy unintentional. But even outlawry
was not usually permanent it was circumscribed
both as to time and as to locality, and could
always be reversed by indemnity and expiation
while ofi'ences not involving feud and outlawry
could also be absolved by the payment of com-

—

—
—

;

pensation.

—

The act of
3. Conditions of reconciliation.
expiation involved certain formal conditions. To
begin with, it had to take place within a given
period, the length of which varied among the
different tribes.
Then the offender had to present
himself almost as a suppliant before the person
whom he had wronged, or his legal representative
and, finally, he had to assert upon oath that, had
he been the injured party, he would have been
satisfied with the indemnity which he now offered.
The two parties then took the oath of peace, i.e.
declared the feud at an end, and sealed their reconciliation by a mutual embrace and the kiss of
;

peace.

—

While the right of
4. Compensation and fine.
private vengeance and feud, together with the
right to fix the indemnity, remained in force
among the northern Teutons till far on in the
Middle Ages, among the other Teutonic peoples
proscription gave place at an early date to a
system of fines. Outlawry was, in fact, resorted
to only when such fines were not paid, and even
then in a greatly mitigated form. In the earlier
period it lay with the wronged individual to decide
whether he would adopt the policy of vengeance and
outlawry, or accept compensation
subsequently
he was compelled to take the latter course. Thus
the system of compensation at length carried the
day, as we find it in the Leges barbarorum, and
the Frisian, Anglo-Saxon, and Scandinavian codes.
In the various nationalities the measure of the
compensation fluctuated in successive periods, but
in all cases the extent and character of the injury,
and the standing or family of the injured, were
Important considerations in its assessment. The
indemnity for injury to any part of the person
was estimated according to the utility of that part
in earning a living. The legal tender of such compensation originally consisted of cattle. In this
connexion, as was noted above, Tacitus mentions
horses and small cattle according to the Scandinavian codes, the standard of value in fixing
compensation was the cow (kugildi, k'^rlag). But
we often find reference likewise to cloth (O.N.
vdlSmdl
Fris. wede), and also to corn, butter,
;

;

;

and wax. It was only in a later age that animals
and produce were superseded by the precious
metals, and, among the southern Teutons, by
coin.
In North Scandinavia the pieces of metal
were unstamped, and were paid simply by weight,
or in the form of rings (bauqr, bavggildi). The
nature and amount of the indemnity were not, of
course, matters of public concern in every case, but
were sometimes arranged between the injurer and
the injured. The Icelandic sagas in particular
make frequent mention of such private negotia-

(Teutonic)

tions.
Thus
of a peasant

Gunnlaugr, having stunned the slave
with a blow, offered a mark as compensation to the master, who, though at first he
thought the sum inadequate, finally accepted it
[Isl. Sogur, ii. 210 f.).
But, where the compen-

was
community
sation

by the intervention

settled

—which,

the

of

as the custodian of law and
peace, was, according to Teutonic ideas, conjointly
affected by an injury to any of its members then
the community, or its representative, the ruler,
received a share of the indemnity (O.H.G. frida,
and Fris. fretho, latinized as fredus ; A.S. tirite).
Among some of the Teutonic peoples (N. Teutons
and Franks) this fredus, or 'price of peace,'
was a part of the compensation, and, together
with what was given to the injured person,
formed the compositio, while in other tribes
(Saxons, Frisians) it was rendered in addition to

—

the indemnity.
A peculiar form of expiation is
5. 'Wergild.'
found in the wergild (O.H.G. werageld
Germ.
Wergeld ; O.N. manngiold, mannboetr), the sum of
money which was paid for killing a human being,
and which came to be substituted for outlawry.
The wergild, which was recognized by nearly all
the Teutonic codes, might be doubled, or even
trebled, in cases where the victim was a man held
in special esteem. The family of the slayer and
that of the slain had each a part in the transaction.
The former was required to produce the legal
amount; a practice which was confined to this
form of indemnity while the compensation was

—

;

—

—

likewise received by the relatives of the slain
man in a body. Nor was this rule departed from
when the man-slayer had fled or was dead. This
fact suffices to show that the wergild was regarded
not as a penalty but as an indemnification. The
share which the individual relatives of the person
slain had in the compensation was also regulated by
law, but the mode of allotment was not everywhere
the same. The custom of excluding women from
participation was almost universal. The share
of the male relatives was computed according to
the principle that it must be directly in proportion
to their nearness of kin to the slain man. According to the Icelandic sagas, which in this as in
many other respects reflect older conditions, the
amount of the wergild was arranged privately
between the families of the individuals involved.
When the money had been paid, or, at least, when
payment had been legally guaranteed, the reconciliation of the two groups of relatives was
consummated in a ceremonial simUar to that
observed at the termination of a feud. In later
times the murderer or his kindred were often
required to erect a piacular cross at the scene of
the crime.
In cases other
6. Indemnity and punishment.
than the wergild, the compensation was graduated
according to the damage entailed by the oft'ence.
Loss of property had to be made up by a reparation
of equal amount, or by an equivalent in money an
imputation on a person's honour had to be made

—

;

A

amends

for by a solemn withdrawal, etc.
peculiar form of requital is found among the
Franks from the 6th cent. A.D., viz. the 'banThis originated with
forfeit,' or the king's ban.'
the Merovingian kings, and forms a contrast to
the other provisions of the Frankish tribal codes.
Here the ban was the sum of money paid to
the king by those who did not comply with his
decrees.
Thus the king's ban partakes of the
nature of penalty rather than of indemnity. The
latter, we must remember, was not originally a
penalty, but simply a payment made in order to
recover the protection of the law, and to indemnify
the injured party or the community. It was only
after the wrong-doer was no longer liable to
'

'

'

'

'

;

:

;
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proscription, and the wronged was forbidden to
avenge himself, that compensation was superseded
by punishment and the riglit to demand punishment, including not only legal penalties but also the
private vengeance of whicn the community acted
as the medium. Thereafter the injured party had
merely the right to prefer an accusation, and the
intervention of his family was disallowed. The
penalty was thus no longer a matter for the injured
Then
person to decide, but was regulated by law.
corporal and capital penalties were added to those
which consisted of monetary fines.
In the sphere of religion,
7. Human sacrifice.
expiation took a peculiar form. When a man committed an ofi'ence against the gods, he was held
guilty of a crime against the community as well,
since the vengeance of the offended deity fell upon
the community as a whole, so that some and,
in certain circumstances, as e.g. famine and storm,
even many—of its members were put in peril of
In such cases the deity could be
their lives.
propitiated only by the gift of a human life, and
the practice was to immolate the criminal himself.

2 vols., Christlania, 1880-83 ; BjBrling:.
Botetilrafet i den
snenska MedcUid-Hrdtten, Lund, IW-i K. von Amira, Daa altnorweg. VoUstreckunrinverfahren, Munich, 1874
K. Maurer,
Vorlesungen iiber altnord. Itcchtsgesch., v., Leipzig, 1910;
Merker, Das Strafrecht d. altistdnd. Grdgds, Altenburtf, 1907
K. Lehmann, Die Kvniftufriede d. Nordgcnnunen, Berlin, 1886;

Again, however, such a sacrifice was not a penalty,
but an expiatory act. The criminal was first of
all declared an outlaw, and thus excluded from the
legal union.
Thus in Iceland, shortly before the

Mk 6", but it was promulgated
any among you sick ? let him call

—

—

introduction of Christianity, we have the case of
a man who was proscribed for sacrilege (Isl. Sogur,
he was thereby numbered among those who
i. II)
were unprotected by law, and could be dealt with
as a sacrificial victim whenever such was required.
But the sentence of outlawry by the community
does not seem to have been pronounced Ib every
;

case.

One who had committed

sacrilege

was

',

;
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Purpose and

effi-

teaching both of the Roman
and of the Orthodox Greek Church the anointing
of the sick and dying is recognized as one of the
seven Sacraments. The Council of Trent in its
14th Session deals with the subject at some length.
It declares that the Redeemer of mankind, having
provided all spiritual aids for the difl'erent emergencies of human life, wished also to guard the
close of life by the Sacrament of Extreme Unction,
as with a most firm defence.' It urges the need of
such help, on the ground that at the hour of death
the assaults of the tempter are redoubled. Hence
Christ, it is stated, instituted this unction as
truly and properly a Sacrament of the New Law.'
The rite, we are told, was foreshadowed in the
anointing of the sick by the Apostles, spoken of in
cacy.

official

'

'

Is
in Ja S"'- :
for the priests
Vulg. presbyteros,
and
'

(Gr. TTpecT^vripovs ;
'elders') of the church;

'

'

and

let

AV

RV

them pray over

him, anointing him with oil in the name of the
Lord and the prayer of faith shall save him that
is sick, and the Lord shall raise him up ; and if he
have committed sins, it shall be forgiven him.'
In these words are indicated not only the matter,
the form, and the proper minister of this sacrament,' but also the effect.
:

'

'

For

'*

the thing signified " here

is 'the

grace of the Holy

excluded from the legal confederacy without any Ghost, whose anointing cleanses away sins if there be any still
act of proscription or process of law, and was then to be expiated, as also the remains of sins, and raises up and
sick person by exciting in him a
treated as a slave or outlaw, by the offering of strengthens the soul of the
great confidence in the Divine mercy, whereby the sick man
whose life alone the deity could be propitiated. being supported bears more easily the inconveniences and
It is recorded, for instance, that King Olaf Tr6telgja pains of his sickness, and more easily resists the temptation of
of Sweden was offered up by his own people during the devil who Hes in wait for his heel, and at times obtains
bodily health when expedient tor the welfare of his soul.'
a time of famine, because he had acted perfunctorily
In the Eastern Church the principal stress is
as a sacrificer, and was thus a scorner of the gods
Thus the Shorter
(Heimskringla, p. 37).
crime against the gods, laid upon bodily healing.
Catechism simply states that the Sacraespecially when their retribution manifested itself Russian
this, that the sick man is anointed
in .storm or failure of crops, could be expiated by ment consists in
nothing less than a human sacrifice. If the anger with oil, while grace is prayed for to heal him.'
But the Longer Russian Catechism and the Conof the gods broke forth at atime when thecommunity
had no sacrilegious person within its pale, or did fessio Orthodoxa of Mogilas emphasize also its
not know of any, attempts were made to assuage spiritual effects, the last-named declaring {cap. 119)
always obtained,
the Divine wrath by an oblation of slaves or that, 'though health is not
the forgiveness of sins is always most
prisoners of war. When even such victims were nevertheless
received.'
not to hand, the person to be sacrificed was dis- assuredly thereby
To the Tridentine decree four anathemas are
It thus appears that
covered by casting lots.
among the ancient Teutons human sacrifice (q.v.) appended. The first condemns those who deny
was not a punishment, but an expiation. Cf. art. the Divine institution of the Sacrament and declare
Crimes and Punishments (Teut. and Slav.), vol. it to be only of Patristic origin or a human figment.
The third and fourth anathematize those who
iv. p. 304, et passim.
maintain that the ritual of the Roman Church
LiTBRATURB.— W. E. Wllda, Strafrecht d. Germanen, i., does not fully accord with the text of St. James,
Halle, 1842 C. G. von Wfichter, Dasgerman. Pehderecht u.
as well as those who would allow others than
R. Schroder, Lehrbuch d.
d. KoTtipositionen, Leipzig, 1881
The second
priests to administer the Sacrament.
deutscken Rechtsgesch.^, Leipzig, 1907 H. Brunner, Deutsche
Jtechtsgesch.^heipzigy 2 (1906), ii. (1892); K. von Amira, in Paul's
runs as follows
Grundriss d. germ. Philol. vol. iii.2, Strassburg, 1900 F. Dabn,
that
the
sacred
unction
of
the
sick does not
If any one saith

A

'

;

;

;

i.

;

' Fehdegang u. Rechtsgang d. Germanen,' in Bausteine, 2nd ser.,
Berlin, 1880 ; P. Frauenstadt, Btutrache u. Totschlagsiihne im
deutscken Mittelalter, Leipzig, 1881 ; K. Binding, Die Entstehwng
d. offentlichen Strafe, Leimig, 1909 ; H. Siegel, Deutsche
Recktsgesch.Sj BerMn, 1895; B. vV. Leist, Altarisches jus civile,
2 vols., Jena, 1893-96; J. Kohler, Zur Lehre von d. Blutrache,
Wiirzburg, 1885 ; R. Hildebrand, Recht u. Sitte auf d. verschiedenen wirtschaftlicfien Stufen\ Jena, 1908 ; J. Grimm,
Rechtsaltertiimer*, Leipzig, 1899 ; R. His, Das
Deutsche
Strafrecht d. Friesen im Mittelalter, Leipzig, 1901 ; E. Osen-

Das Strafrecht d. Langobarden, Schaffhausen, 1863
H. M. Chadwick, Studies on Anglo-Saxon Institutions, London,

briiggen,

:
His, ' Totscblagsiihne u. Mannschaft (in Festgabe fiir K.
Gilterbock), Berlin, 1910; L. Huberti, 'Friede u. Recht,' in
Deutsche Ztschr. fur Geschichtswissensch., Freiburg, v. (1891);
H. Geffcken, Fehde u. Duell, Leipzig, 1899 ; v. Miiller, Das
Wergeld des Tdters u. des Verletzten, Bonn, 1898 ; Vinogradoff,
'Wergeld u. Stand,* in Ztschr. f. Rechtsgesch. xxiii. (Weimar,
1902); Brandt, Forelaesninger over d. norske Retshistorie,

1905

'

'

confer grace, nor remit sin, nor comfort (a^^emare) the sick, but
that it has now lost its virtue {sed jam cessasse), as though it
were a grace of working cures in bygone days, let him be

anathema.'

The view that St. James was not speaking of
any truly sacramental unction (cf. Loisy, Antour
d'un petit livre, Paris, 1903, p. 251) was condemned
in 1907 with other ' Modernist errors in the decree
Lamentahili sane, no. 48 (Denzinger-Bannwart,
Enchiridion'^'', Freiburg, 1908, no. 2048).
Speaking generally, it may be said that this
account of the purport and effects of the Sacrament
is in close accord with the teaching of Aquinas
and the mediseval scholastics. Some difference of
'

opinion there was between the Thomists and the

:
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Scotists regarding the
principalis) for which it

primary object

(effectus

was

instituted, the former
maintaining that it was the comforting of the soul,
the latter that it was rather the final remission of
venial sins (see Kern, de Sac. Extr. Unctionis, pp.
215-240), bat the dispute was a metaphysical one
and was without mucli practical bearing upon the
popular conception of the Sacrament and its effects.
2. Ritual.
In the Church of Rome at the present
day the rite of administration is brief and simple.

—

Apart from one or two short and unessential
prayers which precede and conclude the ceremony,
the rite consists in the anointing of the eyes, ears,
nostrils, lips, hands, and feet of the sick person,
the following formula being repeated at each
unction
Through this holy unction and His own
most tender mercy, may the Lord pardon thee
whatever offences thou hast committed {guidquid
deliquisti) by sight (by hearing, smell, etc.).'
Formerly, in the case of men, the loins were also
anointed, and the Bituale still retains the formula
provided, but in practice this is now always
omitted.
Only a properly ordained priest can
confer the Sacrament validly, and the oil used
must be the oleum infirmorum consecrated for this
special purpose by the bishop on Maundy Thursday.
If by some mistake a mineral oil should be used,
or if one of the two other holy oils, viz. the chrism
or the oleum catechumenorum, should be substituted for the oleum infirmorum,, the validity of the
Sacrament would be doubtful. Further, the proposition that in case of necessity, when episcopally
blest oil cannot be procured, a priest may validly
use oil blessed by himself has been censured so far
as concerns the Western Church.
On the other
hand, permission has long been accorded by the
Holy See to the Uniat Greeks to adhere to the
ancient tradition of Eastern Christendom, according to which any simple priest who administers
the Sacrament blesses the oil himself. That this
was also, at least in some localities, the earlier
practice in the West seems highly probable.'
According to both the present and the former
practice of the Western Church, the Sacrament is
administered only to those who are suffering from
serious illness, and thus at least remotely in danger
of death.
It may be reiterated, but not in the
same Ulness, or at any rate not unless some new
crisis has supervened.
Among the Greeks and
some other Orientals (it is not now recognized by
the Nestorians) the Sacrament of the Prayer-Oil
(eixO>.a.i.ov), as they call it, though a much more
elaborate ceremony, requiring when possible the
assistance of seven priests, is often administered
in maladies of no gravity, and it is received on
certain days of the year by persons in normal
health as a preparation for Holy Communion. It
is consequently very commonly administered in
the church, and the forehead, nostrils, cheeks, chin,
breast, and both sides of the hands are anointed
with a brush or twig, the ceremony being repeated
by each priest in turn. The form used begins as
follows
Holy Father, physician of souls and of
bodies, who didst send Thy only-begotten Son our
Lord Jesus Christ as the healer of every disease
and our deliverer from death, heal also Thy servant
N. from the spiritual and bodily infirmity that
holds him, and restore him to life, through the
grace of Christ,' etc. After this, a number of
saints are named, and amongst the rest the holy
and moneyless physicians Cosmas and Damian'
(see Maltzew, Sakramente, 493 ff.).
The oil used
'

:

:

'

'

1 See
Maristretti, Pontificale Ambrosianum (p. 95), who
quotes the decisive words of Bonizo of Piacenza (c. a.d. 1089)
This oleum inJirTmirum used formerly at aU seasons to be consecrated by priests during Mass after the per quern haec omnia
baiia ereas.
Nowadays, however, it is consecrated only by
Bishops, and that on Maundy Thursday, at the same point in
the Mass' (Pi 01.864).
•

'

is commonly mixed with wine, and it is blessed by
the principal priest present. In practice the Sacrament among the Greeks, as in the West, is often
deferred until the sick man is in extremis, but the
hope of a cure is always entertained.
See, for
example, Tolstoi's great novel Anna Karenina,
bk. V. chs. 19-20. In both the Eastern and the
Western Church an abbreviated form is sanctioned
for cases when the danger of death is imminent.
As the anointing of the sick with
3. History.
oil was a primitive form of medical treatment (see
Is 1« ; Jos. BJ I. xxxiii. 5 ; Lk Itf"), and, like all
other remedial measures, was peculiarly apt to be
associated with religious observances (see ANOINTING, vol. i. p. 549 ff. ), it is not altogether surprising
that the early history of sacramental unction
should be somewhat obscure. It was an observance
which would not have provoked controversy by
arousing the hostile criticism of pagans, and the
faithful had no special reason to draw attention to
it, since it was only the Christianized counterpart
of customs, medicinal or magical, which every one
recognized. Further, the existence of a nonsacramental use of consecrated oil is clearly
deducible from the epistle of Innocent I. [ad
Decentium, 8 [PL xx. 559]), from CjEsarius of Aries
(PL xxxix. 2238), and from the Vita S. Genovefm
(ed. Kiinstle, cc. 38 and 40), the oil being applied
to the sick by themselves or by a woman.
Moreover, in other cases oil seems to have been employed
in charismatic healing (Mk 6^'), under which we
may include the instance mentioned by Tertullian
(ad Scap. iv.), when Septimius Severus was cured
by the Christian Proculus. Nor can we leave out
of account the use of oU from the lamps in the

—

basUicas, or oU sanctified hy relics, etc. (see e.g.
Chrysos. horn. 32 in Matt. [PG Ivii. 384] Cassian,
Coll. vii. 26 [PL xlix. 706] ; Greg. Tur. Hist. Franc.
iv. 36 [PL Ixxi. 299]).
But, just as the healing of
Gorgonia after anointing herself with the sacred
species of the Eucharist (Greg. Naz. Orat. viii. 18,
and cf. JThSt xi. [1910] 275-279; a Western
example of the same outward application of the
Eucharistic species seems to be found in Caesarius
of Aries [PL xxxix. 2238]) could not be cited as
an argument against the sacramental character of
the Eucharist at the same period, so this domestic
use of consecrated oil does not seem to mOitate
against the existence of an authorized and official
sacramental rite of which the priests were the
recognized ministers. In this light the letter of
Innocent I. to Decentius, a.d. 416 (DenzingerBannwart", no. 99) seems quite intelligible. Decentius had doubted whether he, a bishop, was free
to anoint the sick, seeing that only priests were
;

mentioned by

St.

Most certainly you

James.

Pope replies in substance * even
the simple faithful are allowed to icse the blessed oil, and with
much greater reason the bishop, who has power to consecrate
it, has power to anoint with it and to bless the sick.
But such
unction ought not to be administered to penitents (i.e. those
undergoing penitential discipline), for it is a sacred rite (quia
genus est sacraTnenii), and, if the other sacred rites are denied
to penitents, why should this particular rite be conceded?
(Nam quibui reliqua sacram^enta negantur, guomodo unum
genus putatur posse concedi ?)
are, the

;

No doubt, this answer implies that the unction
was not then regarded as specially belonging to
those in extremis, for penitents at the point of
death would not have been refused the sacrament
of reconciliation and the Eucharist.
On the other
hand, the formula for blessing the oil which we
find in 'Serapion's Prayer-Book' (A.D. 356) is
associated by its position in the series with the
rites of interment, though its terms clearly specify
the restoration of health to both soul and body.
Send the healing power of the only begotten upon this oil.'
is asked
for a driving out of every infirmity, for good
grace and remission of sins, for a medicine of life and salvation,
for health and soundness of soul, body, spirit, for perfect
strengthening.'
•

God

'

.

.

.
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The Vita S. Genovcfce clearly shows that even
then (c. A.D. 550) it was believed in Gaul that only
a bishop had power to consecrate the oil (forte
accidit ut Genovcfa oleum nun haberet nee adesset
in tempore pontifex qui ad praesens oleo gratiam
Similarly the
sanctijicationis mfunderet [c. 40]).
Vita S. Hypatii (AS, 17 June, p. 251) tells us how
Hypatius, who was lonp; infirraarian of his monastery, used, when any illness grew serious, to send
for the abbot, since he was a priest' and Hypatius
himself was not, in order that the sick man might
This Life is assigned by
be duly anointed.
Bardenhewer to about the year 450. With the
8th cent, the evidence regarding the nature and
rite of Extreme Unction grows more abundant.
Bede speaks of it in some detail in his commentary
on St. James (PL xciii. 39), and St. Boniface (about
745) in his Canons orders priests to have the oil for
the sick constantly at hand, and to instruct the
faithful, when they feel ill, to apply for the Unction.
Similarly in the 9tn cent, many Councils, beginning
with those of Chalons (813), Aachen (836), and
Mainz (847), issue various injunctions on the subject, generally making allusion to the Epistle of
'

St.

James.

The term Extreme Unction seems to
'

'

occur for the first time in the 15th of the Canons
Extrema unctio
ascribed to Bishop Sonnatius
deferatur laboranti et petenti' (Mansi, x. 599).
These Canons may be as early as the 7th cent.,
but we have no certainty on this point. The name
'Extreme Unction' became common only at a
:

'
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considerably later epoch. It was in all probability
suggested by its being the last in order of the
unctions a man was likely to receive, but no doubt
the association of the Unction with the Viaticum
and approaching death made the term seem specially appropriate.

—

Literature. The fullest and most recent discussion of tho
subject from tiie Roman standpoint is that of J. Kern, de
Sacramento Kxtreiiue Unctwnis Tractalxm Ijagmaticus, Reeenaburg, 1007, a treatise that has been largely utilized by P. J.
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FABIAN SOCIETY.— r.

Origin and aims.—
The Fabian Society, a small but influential body
At
of English Socialists, was founded in 1884.
that time began the revival of Socialism in England which was attributable mainly to two influences.
The teaching of Karl Marx was becoming
popularized, chiefly through the exertions of French
and German refugees ; whUe the crusade of Henry
George, whose Progress and Poverty (1880) had a
remarkable circulation in England, led to the
formation of a number of small societies, some of
which carried his doctrines much further than he
had himself intended, and developed into Socialist
organizations. Within three years of one another
there were established the Social Democratic
Federation, the Socialist League, and the Fabian
Society.
The first of these was, and remains,
saturated with the spirit of Marx, and has had
practical affairs. The League
carried on a vigorous agitation for a few years,
under the inspiration of William Morris but it
belonged properly to Anarchism, and soon disappeared. The Fabian Society, from the outset,
rejected much of the economic teaching of Marx,
and very soon discarded also certain Anarchist
tendencies which were manifest in its earliest publications.
It seems to have owed more to George
than to Marx, but its leaders were young men of
exceptional capacity, like Sidney Webb and George
little influence in

;

Bernard Shaw, who combined with propagandist
zeal an originality and a lack of reverence for
authority which soon gave to the Society a distinctive position in the Socialist movement.
Professor Thomas Davidson had gathered around
him in London a little group of earnest men who
met in one another's houses, and, under the name
of the ' Fellowship of the New Life,' sought to

A

cultivate perfection of individual character.
schism in this Fellowship was the origin of the
VOL. V. 43

—

Fabian Society, when the Socialist section became
an independent group and adopted its name as
descriptive of its method of action. Accepting
the desirability of progress towards Socialism, it
concentrated attention upon the manner of achieving that end, and quickljf purged itself of the
revolutionary attitude which characterized the
other Socialist organizations. Socialism could not
be attained by a catastrophic class-war, but by
gradual adaptation and development of existing

through

legislative, constitutional,
action.
Moreover, it was unnecessary to wait until the majority of the people
placed themselves under the Socialist banner ; a
small body of zealous and enlightened men, who
had made clear to themselves the next steps
needed towards the Socialist goal, might influHence the
ence all parties in that direction.
Society did not organize a political party, but
sought to permeate the existing parties and to
work out, in a form adapted to English conditions,
the administrative changes which would lead in
open Socialist
the direction of Socialism.
campaign in politics appeared to offer little chance
of success, and individualism could not be defeated
by any single encounter ; therefore it was thought
that more could be achieved by indirect action,
by working as a leaven in existing parties, by con-

institutions

and peaceful

An

centrating upon a few changes which would command wide support outside the Socialist ranks,
but which led in the desired direction. While
thus remaining thoroughly Socialistic in its aims,
its method was of a strictly practical, and even
opportunist, kind. To its members it gave absolute freedom to choose any means they thought
fit for the permeation of all parties and schools of
thought and, though it has latterly shared in
establishing the Labour Party, it still has members
who belong to the Liberal Party both within and
;
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without the House of Commons, and its emphasis
upon permeation.
For this avoidance of a sharp encounter and the
policy of indirect and detailed activity an analogy
was found in the tactics of Fabius IViaximus (surnamed Cunctator, on account of his seeming dilatoriness), and in the earliest publications of the

is still

Society the plan of campaign was indicated by the
following motto, the latter part of which will not
bear exact historical scrutiny
For the right moment you must wait, as FahiuB did moat
patiently when warring against Hannibal, though many censured his delays but, when the time comes, you must strike
hard, as Fabius did, or your waiting will be in Tain and fruit:

*

;

less.'

The policy of delay did not, however, mean
inactivity, but preparation of plans, training of
forces, and seizing of small opportunities. Having
no belief in the efficacy of separatist communities
apart from the ordinary economic and political
Communistic Societies of America), the
Fabians turned their back on Utopianism, and
declared that Socialism must be not a withdrawal
from existing conditions, but a transformation of
Rejecting also the naive faith of the
them.
revolutionist that, after a sudden outburst in
which the proletariat were to be victorious, society
would somehow settle down into an ordered Collectivism—they undertook the more arduous task
of educating themselves and others regarding the
means by which that social transformation might
be achieved.
The standpoint of the Society was explicitly

life {cf.

—

stated in the following Basis
The Fabian Society consists of Socialists.
'

'

:

'

aims at the re-organization of Society by the
emancipation of Land and Industrial Capital from individual
and class ownership, and the vesting of them in the community for the general benefit. In this way only can the
natural and acquired advantages of the country be equitably
shared by the whole people.
The Society accordingly works for the extinction of private
property in Land and of the consequent individual appropriation, in the form of Rent, of the price paid for permission to
use the earth, as well as for the advantages of superior soils and
It therefore

sites.

The

f^cciety,

further,

works for the transfer to the com-

munity of the administration of such industrial Capital as can
conveniently be managed socially. For, owing to the monopoly
of the means of production in the past, industrial inventions
and the transformation of surplus income into Capital have
mainly enriched the proprietary class, the worker being now
dependent on that class for leave to earn a living.
If these measures be carried out, without compensation
(though not without such relief to expropriated individuals
as may seem fit to the community). Rent and Interest will be
added to the reward of labour, the idle class now living on the
labour of others will necessarily disappear, and practical equality
of opportunity will be maintained by the spontaneous action
of economic forces, with much less interference with personal
liberty than the present system entails.
For the attainment of these ends the Fabian Society looks to
the spread of Socialist opinions, and the social and political
changes consequent thereon, including the establishment of
equal citizenship for men and women. It seeks to achieve
these ends by the general dissemination of knowledge as to
the relation between the individual and Society in its economic,
ethical,

and

political aspects.'

basis, to which every member is required
to subscribe, sufficiently indicates the main objects

This

of Fabian Socialism ; but it is upon the detailed
application of these generalizations to concrete
problems of the day that the actual work of the

Society has been concentrated. Unlike some other
groups of Socialists, it has refused to take sides on
subjects which it views as outside its special province, such as religion and marriage.
It wastes
no time on futile discussions as to the precise
form of currency to be used in the future State.
But, whenever a political or social problem is
being discussed or seems ripe for treatment, it devotes to it careful study, propounds the Socialist
solution, and opposes any measure which cannot
be brought into harmony with the Socialist principles.
Thus, it has rejected peasant proprietorship as a solution of agrarian problems, and co-

operative production by self-governing groups of
workmen as an alternative to capitalism, tlie
former being simply an extension of landlordism
and the private appropriation of rent, while the
latter is merely a form of joint-stock individualism.
Both perpetuate the conditions which the Fabian
desires to extirpate, and, while granting that there
are very many questions of Socialist organization
that are as yet unsettled, he strives to set the current
of reform in a definite direction.
Opportunist in
the sense of seizing the favourable moment for
propaganda, and making the most of existing
materials, he is not opportunist in the sense of
accepting any kind of solution which comes first
to hand.
He acts on principle, by advocating
measures that appear to be consistent with the
Socialist consummation.
2. Forms of activity.
In carrying out this
method of social transformation the Society has
done an unusual amount of educational work of a
very practical nature, and may perhaps claim to
have Drought Socialism into closer relation with
present-day problems and institutions than has
any other group. Fortnightly meetings for discussion of these subjects are held in London, where
the majority of its members reside. An individual
or a group of members devotes prolonged study to
some single social question, and presents the results to the Society, by which they are again dis-

—

cussed and, when conclusions have been reached
that meet with the general approval of the members, they are printed and widely circulated in the
form of penny pamphlets. About 160 of these
Tracts
have now been published, and, being
generally well-informed and severely practical in
tone, they, along with Fabian Essays, may be
taken as the text-books of Fabian Socialism. The
educational work has also taken the forms of circulating libraries supplied to trade unions, workmen's clubs, co-operative societies, and similar
bodies of the publication of select bibliographies
and of supplying lecturers
on social subjects
to various societies and classes ; while a small
monthly News is sent to the members. In this
department of its work the Society had no small
influence in the foundation of the London School
of Economics, now a constituent college of the
University of London.
As might naturally be expected,
3. Influence.
the Society has appealed mainly to the more educated Socialists, and its members are usually of the
middle class. It has made little effort to increase
its own numbers, except by the encouragement of
branches in the IJniversities ; but since 1906, when
there were about 1000 members, there has been a
relatively rapid increase, until now (1912) there
are over 2600, besides many associates who are
not committed to the basis, but are interested in
the work and subscribe to its funds.
Yet its
power has been quite out of proportion to its numbers, chiefly because of the exceptional ability
of its leaders
and, besides spreading Socialist
opinions among the educated middle classes who
stood aloof from other Socialist bodies, tt has had
no small share in influencing the tone of the English Labour movement, and has also occasionally
;

'

'

;

;

—

;

had a marked
and measures.
4. Demands.

effect

— The

upon

political

programmes

more immediate demands

of

Fabianism, as indicated in the Tracts, are the
following: (1) nationalization or municipalization
of the larger public services, such as tramways,
railways, lighting, electric-power, liquor traffic,
and land, with the gradual extension of the principle to other industries, as it becomes administratively possible.
It is not, however, proposed that
the State should monopolize industry as against
private enterprise or individual initiative further

FABIAN SOCIETY
than may be necessary to make the livelihood of
the people and their acceas to the sources of production completely independent of both. Subject
to this condition,
'the freedom of individuala to teat the aocial value of new
inventions
to
to initiate improved methods of production
anticipate and lead public enterprise in catering for new social
wants
to practise all arts, crafts, and professions independently
in short, to complete the social organization by
adding the resources of private activity and judgment to those
of public routine, is as highly valued by the Fabian Hociety as
any other article in the charter of popular liberties {Tract
;

;

;

:

'

no. 70, p.

6).

The organization and development of a trained
Civil Service, capable of managing the industries

(2)

and functions taken over by the

State, including
the co-ordination of the medical and sanitary
services, poor-law and other hospitals, under an
enlarged public health authority which shall replace much of the private practice by a State
service.
(3) The imposition of public burdens on
the wealthy by such means as death duties and
super-taxes. (4) The expansion of public education, raising the age for leaving school, increasing
the facilities for poor children to obtain higher
education and to enter the universities. (5) Enlarged opportunities for recreation, by means of
public parks, playgrounds, and baths. (6) Extension of factory and mines regulation in such
directions as will provide not only a national

minimum of sanitation and safety, but also a
national minimum wage below which the standard
of life shall not be permitted to fall.

On

the negative side, as against some schools

of Socialists, Fabianism repudiates the doctrine
of the individual's ' right to the whole produce of
his labour,' insisting that wealth is social in its
origin and must be social in its distribution, since
it is impossible to distinguish the particular con-

tribution that each person makes to the common
product. It also rejects doctrines of equal wages,
equal hours of labour, equal official status, and
equal authority for every one. Such conditions
it declares to be not only impracticable, but incompatible with the equality of subordination to
the common interest which is fundamental in
While most of the Tracts
modern Socialism.
deal almost exclusively with economic questions,
and the
this ethical note frequently recurs;
Society has issued a few publications on moral
aspects of Socialism, besides insisting elsewhere
upon the obligation of all to personal service,
and the subordination of indiviciual aims to the
common welfare. But it does not advocate Socialism as a panacea for the ills of human society,
but only for those produced by defective organization of industry and by a radically bad distribution
of wealth (Report on Fabian Policy, 1896, p. 8).
The Fabian Society has been
5. Criticisms.
subjected to much criticism both by Socialists and
Objection has been taken to its indirect,
others.
'

'

—

and underground methods of permeation,
which, indeed, were at one time more questionable
than they now are. Mr. Shaw boasted in 1892
of the solid advantages they had gained by joining
Liberal and Conservative associations and adroitly
pulliiig all the wires they could laj^ their hands
This is denounced both by friends and by
on.
opponents of Socialism as sailing under a false
flag
but latterly the artfulness has taken the
more legitimate form of obtaining support for
Socialist measures by attempting to convince
people that the new reform is only an extension
So long as every
of long-recognized principles.
one knows that the Fabian aim is Socialism, there
can be little objection to enlisting even conservative instincts in the cause of a particular change.
Indeed, there is no little conservatism in the
Fabian conception of utilizing existing institutions ; and some of its leaders have such a dread

insidious,

;

>
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any form of destruction that they are censured
by the more revolutionary Socialists. Thette not
only condemn Fabian opportunism, but sneer at
the Society as the cult oi the Civil Service, composed of middle-class men, who may naturally be
expected to decry the class-war and to work for
a bureaucracy staffed from its own ranks.
Other criticism comes from moderate Socialists,
who are much more sympathetic towards its aims,
but are not satisfied with its methods.
While
granting that the waiting policy was defensible
in the early years of the movement, these critics
consider that the Society has retained it even
when the time has come to 'strike hard,' and
that now it should employ all its resources in
furthering an open Socialist campaign in politics.
Socialism, it is urged, will be more efl'ectively
achieved by making people Socialists than by
insidiously attempting to get Socialistic measures
adopted without the electorate knowing that they
are such. Indeed, it is pertinently asked if there
can be much real benefit in securing a few socialized industries, unless there is a wide difl'usion
of Socialist ideals.
Mere nationalization or municipalization is not an end in itself ; and, if it is
to be of much social service, it must be accompanied by an expansion of the Socialistic spirit,
which is best awakened by proselytizing. There
seems at present to be no little difference of
of

opinion within the Society itself in this respect.
Some urge it to give whole-hearted support to the
Labour party, and to exclude from its membership all who will not do so.
Others desire the
establishment of a Socialist party quite independent of the Labour party.
But the dominant
opinion remains favourable to complete liberty
of the members to act as they please in party
politics, and to the traditional policy of permeation, since it is a delusion that all reform must

be effected through a single party.
It is also alleged that the habit of limited
action has had an enervating effect, whUe hostility
to revolution and the policy of utilizing existing
machinery for new functions have tended to an
excessive reverence for the present institutions.
In particular, it has been complained by H. G.
Wells, who was once a member of the Fabian
Society, that its insistence upon continuity
developed into something like a mania for achieving
Socialism without the overt change of any existing
ruling body (New Worlds for Old, p. 268). This
led to the advocacy of public operation of industries, even in small and unsuitable areas, under
incompetent boards and councils, ^vith effects that
have sometimes tended to discredit Socialism.
Hence it is urged that the socialization of industries cannot proceed much further without a
reconstruction of administrative areas, and the
typical Fabian policy of building Socialism on the
foundation of the existing machinery of Government has almost reached its limit. The areas of
local government were not created for the opera'

'

tion of industrial enterprises, and are at present
Recently, however,
ill-adapted to many of tnem.
the Society has devoted some attention to this
phase of the Socialist reconstruction, and has
issued a number of Tracts under the New Heptarchy Series, advocating changes in administrative areas to render them more suitable to the
requirements of public trading.
LiTBRATDRE. The best known literary product of the Society
is the volume of Fabian Essays in Socialism, London, 1890.
Most of the Fabian Tracts may still be obtained from the
Secretary, 3 Clement's Inn, London, and some of them have
been grouped together and reprinted in the volumes of the
Fabian Socialist Series. G. Bernard Shaw, The Common
Sense of Municipal Trading, London, 1908
Sidney and
Beatrice Webb, Industrial Democracy, do. 1901, and Prob-

—

;

lems of Modem Industry, do. 1898, are also distinctively
Fabian works. The following contain expositions or criticisms

'
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Fabianism Sidney Webb, SocialUm in England, London,
T. Kirkup, History of Socialism, do. 1906; H. G.
New Worlds for Old, do. 1908 Brougham Villiers,
The Socialist Movement in England, do. 1908 J. E. Barker,

of

:

1890;

Wells,

;

;

British Socialism, do. 1908.

Stanley H. Turner.

—

FABLE. Fable originally meant a thing said,'
and thus a story or narration (as in Horace's
'
Mutate nomine, de te fabula narratur [Sat. I. i.
Fables of men and
70]) ; and Dryden wrote
women. But in modern English usage the word is
mainly restricted to Beast- Fables, or short narratives about animals, having a moral application
which is generally expressed in an explicit moral
'

'

'

'

'

at the end. The fable in this more restricted sense
has to be distinguished from the Beast- Anecdote,
and especially from the Beast^Satire, in which
beasts, by their antics and wiles, parody and
satirize the worst qualities of men, as in Reynard
the Fox (see MacCuUoch, CF, passim). There is
one further quality inherent in the fable which
should be emphasized at the outset for reasons
shortly to be given ; they appeal largely to the
sense of fun ; the first thing George Eliot remembered laughing at was one of jEsop's Fables {Life,
by Cross, 1885, i. 20).
German might, accordingly, on the analogy of Tendenzroman, define the
fable as a Moral-Tendency Beast-Droll.'
Taking fable in this strict sense, its independent and original production is practically restricted
to two countries Greece and India.
Sporadic
instances occur elsewhere, as in Jotham's (Jg 9*"'^)
and Jehoash's (2
14') fables in the OT, or in the
fable of The Belly and Members given in Livy
(ii. 32), and repeated by Shakespeare in Coriolanus,
though even here the 'moral' is not explicitly
given but for any large body of fables we have to
look to Greece and to India. In the former country
they are associated with the name of jEsop ; in the
latter they can, in many instances, be connected
with the Jatakas, or birth-stories of the Buddha.
The main problem suggested by the fable is the
connexion between the two. This, again, is mainly
a literary problem, though there can be no doubt
that originally fables both in Greece and in India
were current among the folk.
The fables known as Msop^s Fables, which have
spread throughout Europe, can be traced back to a
collection in Latin and German published soon
after the invention of printing by Heinrich Stainhowel, printed about 1480, and, within the next ten
years, translated into Italian, French, Dutch, English (by Caxton), and Spanish.
This consists of a
Life of jEsop (connected with the legend of Ahiqar
four
books
derived
from
a mediaeval collec[q.v.l),
tion of fables known as Romulus, a selection of the
fables of Avian, some from a previous selection
made by Ranutio, others called extravagant,' and
two collections of rather coarse anecdotes from
Poggio and Petrus Alphonsi. The Romulus has
turned out to be entirely mediaeval prose renderings of Phsedrus, a Greek freedman of Augustus,
who flourished in the early years of the 1st cent.
A.D.
It contains survivals of Phsedrine fables
which are no longer extant in verse form, such as
'The Town and the Country Mouse,' 'The Ass
and the Lap-Dog,' and 'The Lion and the Mouse.'
It may accordingly be said that our JSsop is
Phsedrus with trimmings.
Besides these prose renderings of Phsedrus, which
form the bulk of the modem European jEsop, there
exist a number of Greek prose renderings which
were, for a long time, supposed to he the original
.iEsop, but have been proved by Bentley and others
to have been derived from a metrical collection in
choriambics by one Valerius Babrius, tutor to the
son of the Emperor Severus, who flourished about
A.D. 235, and part of whose fables were discovered
on Mt. Athos by Minoides Menas in 1840. Babrius,
'

'

A

'

'

'

—

K

'

'

;

'

—

two sources ^sop for
Hellenic fable, and Kybises for Libyan fable ;
and Jacobs has suggested that the latter collection
ran to about one hundred in number, and was derived directly or indirectly from a Sinhalese embassy which came to Borne about A.D. 52. Similarly Phsedrus refers (iii., Proleg. 52) not only to
iEsop but to Anacharsis the Scythian, rs his
sources ; and some of the Indian elements which
exist in Phsedrus may be due to this source. That
there were such Indian elements in Phsedrus and
Babrius as well as in Avian (who flourished c. A.D.
375) can scarcely be doubted after a glance at
Indian fable.
In India, fables in the strict sense, i.e. humorous
Beast-Stories with 'morals,' are found not only in
the Bidpai literature, but, much earlier, in the
Jatakas. These were brought over to Ceylon in
the 3rd cent. B.C., and are probably a couple of
centuries earlier. They consist of a Story of the

in his preface, refers to

'

'

'

some adventure of Buddha is
told, which reminds the Master of a Story of the
proceeds
to relate, summing up its
Past,' which he
moral in a Gdthh in verse, and then concludes with
Present,' in which

'

the connexion of the Story of the Past with that
of the Present by pointing out that one of the
characters was a previous incarnation of either a
disciple or an enemy, whOe the chief character was
a previous incarnation of himself. Now, several of
these Stories of the Past are fables in the strict
sense of the word, and several are actually identical with some of the most familiar of iEsop's
Fables. Jacobs in his History of the ^sopic Fable
has pointed out thirteen of these, including The
Wolf and the Crane,' The Ass in the Lion's Skin,'
'The Wolf and the Lamb,' 'The Fox and the
Crow,' 'The Bald Man and the Fly,' and 'The
Goose that lays the Golden Eggs.' Other parallels
are given by the same writer between Greek fables
and Indian ones that occur in the Mahabharata
and in the earlier strata of the Bidpai literature.
These include The Oak and the Reed,' The Belly
and Members,' 'The Lion and the Mouse,' 'The
Farmer and the Serpent,' The Two Pots,' and
The Cat turned into a Maiden.' The critical
problem of the fable is to determine whether the
Indian form is derived from the Greek or vice
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

versa.

The solution to this problem is given by the
thirty fables which occur in the Talmud and MidExcept in three or four cases,
rashic literature.
all these can be paralleled either in Indian or in
Greek fable or in both. In the last instance the
Talmudic form invariably follows the Indian
wherever it differs from the Greek. Thus, in The
Two Pots the Talmudic proverb {Esther Rabba 2),
If a stone falls upon the pot, woe to the pot ; if
the pot fall upon the stone, woe to the pot,' resembles the strophe of the Bidpai, Like a stone
that breaks a pot, the mighty remain unhurt,'
rather than the fable familiar to us. So too, in
the fable of 'The Wolf and the Crane,' both
Talmud and Jataka have the lion as the animal
with the sore throat, and the Jewish form of The
Belly and Members is closer to the Indian than to
the jEsopic form. The Talmud itself mentions
{Sukka 28a) that Rabbi Johanan ben Zakkai (c.
A.D. 80) knew both the Fables of Foxes' and the
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

Fables of Kobsim,' and it has been suggested by
Jacobs that the latter is a misreading for Kubsis,'
and thus identical with the Kybises mentioned by
Babrius as one of his sources. It is practically impossible that the Greek fables should have been
translated into Hebrew and changed by the Rabbis
and then taken to India. The process must have
been in the reverse order, especially as the Jatakas
are earlier than the first collection of ^sopic fables
made by Demetrius of Phaleron, who founded the
'

'

FABLE
Library of Alexandria about 300 B.C. and there
Greek proverbs and the saying.s of the
Seven Wise Men, as well as ./E-sop's Fables all
from the mouths of the people (I)iog. Laert. v.
collected

—

80).

Quite apart, however, from the Talmudic evidence, the probabilities are in favour of India on
general grounds.
India is the home of incarnation, and it was, therefore, natural for the Indians
to imagine animals acting as men, whose predecessors they were, whereas in Greece such a belief
was at best a survival,' and was no longer living
in the thoughts of the people.
The existence of
the moral in the fable properly so called may be
traced back to the Gathds, which formed the
nucleus of the Jatakas, the two Stories of the
Present and Past being given as explanations of
these metrical morals. In earlier Greek literature
only eight complete fables are known, with a
dozen others only referred to, the latter, however,
including The Ass's Heart,' ' The Countryman
and the Snake,' The Dog and the Shadow,' The
Cat turned into a Maiden,' all of which can be
traced to India, though the occurrence of these
fables is in most instances earlier than Alexander's
invasion.
The possibility of the same fable having arisen
independently in the two countries may be at
once dismissed. Two minds in diiferent countries
may hit upon the same story to illustrate a simple
wile of woman or a natural act of revenge, but it
is in the highest degree improbable that two moral
teachers, trying to inculcate the dangers of the
lowly vying with the proud, should express it by
the imagery of two pots floating down a stream.
In one case, indeed, we have practically absolute
evidence of the direct derivation of classical fables
from India. There is a fable of The Farmer and
the Serpent,' in which the farmer receives benefits
from the serpent, but he or his son strikes it,
which brings the friendship to an end.
This
occurs both in Latin {Romulus ii. 10), derived from
Phsedrus, and in Greek (Halm, 1852, p. 96), derived
from Babrius. Both forms, however, are imperfect,
whereas the Indian, given in the Panchatantra (iii.
5), assigns the motive for every incident, and practically combines the Greek in the Latin forms, which
are thus sho^vn by Benfey {Pantschatantra, Leipzig, 1859, i. 359) to have been derived from it.
But, while the presumption is in favour of India,
where both collections of fables contain the same
stories with the same morals, it would be hazardous
to assume that aU the Greek fables came from
India.
Of those extant in Latin
running to
about 260 56, or about one quarter, have been
traced with more or less plausibility to India
the
remainder, till evidence is shown to the contrary,
may be regarded as originating in Greece and connected with the name of jEsop.
Very little is
known of the putative father of Greek fable.
Herodotus (ii. 134) reports that he was, together
with Khodopis, a slave in Samos, which would fix
his date at about 550 B.C.
he also reports that
jEsop was murdered and that his master's grandson received wergild for him by direction of the
Delphic oracle.
As all this occurred within a
century of Herodotus' period, there is no reason to
doubt its substantial accuracy. But it does not
follow that ./Esop was necessarily the author of the
Greek fables passing under his name and referred
to by Aristophanes and by Socrates, the latter of
whom occupied some of his days in prison, while
waiting for his end, in putting a few .iEsopic fables
into verse. The casual way in which references
are made to fables in classical Greek literature
would seem to imply that they passed from mouth
to mouth among the folk, and the problem connected with them in Greece is to account for their
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'
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being associated with the name of a special person.
This was probably due to their humorous colouring, since it is usual for folk-drolls to be associated
with special names of persons, as in the case of
Pasquil, Joe Miller, Punch, and the like ; the folk

mind seemingly

requires a jest to be associated
wliich has previously elicited gufl'aws.
As jEsop's period was that of the Tyrants, his connexion with the fable possibly consisted in ajjplying
it to political purposes.
The only fable directly
connected with his name by Aristotle (lihet. ii. 20)
was of this kind. The association of the name of
jEsop with what was practically a branch of Greek
(or partly Indian) folklore was thus due to its
humorous character in the first place, and then to
its political application.
Wherever we can trace
the introduction of the fable, it is almost invariably
associated with political applications. Both the
Biblical fables and that in Livy are applied politically.
Kabbi Joshua ben Hananiah applied the
fable of ' The Wolf and the Crane to prevent a
revolution of the Jews against the Romans (Gen.
Babba, Ixiv.). Kriloft' and his followers made use
of the fable in Russia to reflect upon the bureaucracy ; and, when .iEsop was first translated into
Chinese, the officials soon suppressed the edition
because they considered the fables to be directed

with a

name

'

against them.

Throughout the history of the Greek fable a
distinction was made between the jEsopic and the
'
Libyan fable ; Aristotle makes this distinction,
as well as Babrius and the Emperor Julian. Hence
'

would appear that the Greeks themselves recognized that a certain section of fables had an
exotic origin which, with our later knowledge, may
be assumed to be, in its ultimate form, Indian. As
before mentioned, the jEsopic fables current
among Greeks were collected and written down by
Demetrius Phalereus, and it was from this collection that Pheedrus derived his fables, since he
included among them an anecdote about Demetrius
himself.
His collection contains several that can
be traced back to India, so that these must have
percolated thence in the wake of Alexander's
army, or even at an earlier stage, since The Cat
Maiden' fable, ultimately derived from India,
occurs in Greece, being quoted by the dramatist
Strattis about 400 B.C. Whether the Indian forms
started the practice of attaching a moral to a
fable corresponding to the Gathds cannot be
determined.
The earlier history of the fable in India, before
it was taken up into the birth-stories of the Buddha,
cannot be definitely traced, though it is remarkable that almost all the Jatakas containing fables
begin with the formula Once on a time, when
Brahmadatta was reigning in Benares,' and the
previous incarnation of the Buddha was in the
person of Kasyapa, the son of this Brahmadatta.
It is possible, therefore, that a separate collection of
Beast- Fables existed connected with this Kasyapa,
which was incorporated in the Jatakas by assuming
him to be a pre-incorporation of the Buddha. It
was thus easy for the Buddhist authorities to
assume that these fables represented the experiences of the Master in his previous lives. Thus
the lamb in the fable of The Wolf and the Lamb,'
and the crane in the fable of The Wolf and the
Crane,' are both incarnations of the Buddha. The
stories, however, probably existed as Beast-Tales
among the folk, before they were incorporated into
the Buddhist canon.
Thus, both in Greece and in India the fable
existed first as a piece of folklore in oral tradition,
and was applied to moral purposes by the Buddhists,
it

'

'

'

'

'

'

and

to political satire

by

.iEsop

and

his followers.

In India they were written down in order to form
part of the Buddhist canon, while in Greece they

;;
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were collected by Demetrius

in his search for the
folk, whether in the
of proverbs, sayings of wise men, or fables.

wisdom current among the
form

Fables are thus an interesting and early example
of the transformation of oral into written literature.

the child remains to-day as strong as ever, and the
jEsopic fable is probably, outside of the Bible, the
only literature known to practically all Europeans.
Cf. also artt.. Fiction, Folklore and Rey-

nard THE Fox.
Literatdhe.

Very few additions were made

to the original
stock of fables current in the classical world in
Latin by Phaedrus and Avian, and in Greek by
Babrius the former being turned into poor Latin
prose {Bomulus), the latter into equally ineffective
Greek prose (collected by Neveletus, 1617). But
towards the end of the 12th cent, a couple of sets
of new fables made their appearance.
Marie de
France translated from the Middle English a set
of 103 fables, a third of which are unknown to
classical antiquity.
Many of these also occur in a
set of 107 fables with the Talmudic title Mishle
{'
Shualim Fox Fables '), written by one Berachyah
ha-Naqdan, who has been identified with an
Enrfish Jew known In the contemporary records
as Benedict le Puncteur, mentioned as living in
Oxford in 1194. Both these collections contain
Oriental elements found In Arabic literature, but
their exact provenance has not yet been traced.
Stainhowel inserted a dozen or so of them in the
fifth section of his yEsop ; other additions to the fable
were made by La Fontaine, mainly from Oriental
sources.
These include the story of Perrette, who
counted her chickens before they were hatched,
which Benfey, and after him Max Miiller, traced
all the waj from India to France.
Gellert in

—

j

Germany, Gay in England, and KrUoff in Russia
have imitated the iEsopic fable, but their additions
have not been accepted by the people, and the
European jEsop to this day is practically identical
with the collections of classical antiquity.
Fable with its explicit ' moral is thus a highly
diflferentiated form of the Beast-Tale, and it must
not be considered remarkable that it occurs in full
force only in one or two countries. Anecdotes and
tales about beasts are found everywhere in South
Africa (Bleek) and among the American negroes
(' Uncle Remus ').
An attempt has been made by
Sir Richard Burton to trace the fable, properly so
called, to Africa, and to suggest that it recalls
reminiscences by man of his animal ancestors.
The sole basis of this bizarre theory, however, is
an Egyptia,n paraphrase of the fable of The Mouse
and the Lion,' found in a late demotic papyrus,
which also contains Coptic versions of the ' Ritual
of the Dead
and it must, therefore, be summarily
rejected.
Wherever we find the fable with its
distinctive moral, it can be traced either by deriva'

—

'

'

;

tion or imitation to Greece or India.
Yet the conceptions at the root of the fable are

primitive enough

they contain almost the

first

—The

above account summarizes a somewhat

elaborate History of the jEsopic Fable, which forms the first
volume of the edition of Caxton's JSsop, edited by Joseph
Jacobs, London, 1889. This contains a full account of the
previous literature and critical investigations by Crusius on
Babrius, Hervieux on the Latin Fable, Benfey and others on
Indian Fable, Mall on Marie de France, etc., together with
connecting links suggested by the editor. His results have
generally been accepted by scholars ; see, for example, S.
Arthur Strong, Collected Essays, London, 1912. A more
popular account will be found in Jacobs, Fables of JBsop,
London, 1894. The following works may also be consulted
J. A. MacCulloch, Childhood of Fiction, London, 1905 ;
Skeat, Fables and Folk-Talcs from an Eastern Forest,
London, 1901; J. Jacobs, in
i.
22H., v. 324. Cf. the

W.

W.

JE

Bibliography in MacCulloch, op.

cit.

Joseph Jacobs.

FA-HI AN. —The first Chinese traveller in
As

India.

Record of the Buddhist Kingdom, see

to his

Yuan Chwang.

—

FAIRY. Fairies or elves may be described at
this stage as a non-human race, the belief in whom
is mainly known as it exists among the Celts and
Teutons. There is little difference in attributes,
characteristics, and actions between Celtic fairies
and Teutonic or Scandinavian elves, dwarfs, and
trolls
and much the same cycle of stories and
beliefs is common to both.
But among other
European folk, Slavic or Latin, there are similar
;

told of fairy-like beings, while Arabs,
Hindus, Chinese, and savages of aU regions believe in more or less supernatural beings of whom
many things are told which ofier a curious parallel
to the Celtic and Teutonic fairy superstition.
Thus, though the popular Idea of fairies is that of
a supernatural race existing in the fancy of the
folk of North and West Europe, a scientific explanation of the belief must take a wider sweep.
And, while the popular idea mainly regards the
fairies whose occupation it is to dance in the moonlight, our investigation must also include house
fairies and fairies of wood, stream, or other parts
of wild Nature.
From the abstract Lat. noun/atum, fate,' was derived a late
stories

'

Lat. or Italian personal noun Fata, equivalent to Paras.
Ausonius uses the word in this sense, speaking of tria Fata
and Procopius (de Bella Goth. i. 25) makes ra Tpia *aTa the
Roman equivalent of the Moipat hence in Romance languages
the words for fairy,' Ital. fata. Span, hada, Provencal /add, Fr.
f^e (see, for connexion of f^es and the Fates, § 4). From fatum
came in med. Lat. fatare, 'to enchant,' which became in Fr.
faer, with a p.p. fa^ (cf. the common phrase in romances, les
dames fais, ' enchanted ladies and a 14th cent, passage, les
f^es ce estoient deables qui disoient que lea gens estoient destinez et fads les uns & bien, les autres a mal '). The same sense
is found in Scots
fey.'
From fa6 was formed a noun faerie,
faerie, * enchantment,' * illusion,' which was adopted into English, but with different senses
(1) the region of the/^, (2) the
people of fairyland, (3)'an individual fairy, with pi. fairies.'
' Elf
comes from O.N. dlfr, A.S. ailf; cf. M.H.G. alp, genius,'
pi. elben.
It is generally connected with Skr. f &w,
artisan
sprite.' The German word * elf waa borrowed in the 18th cent,
from the same English word.
;

*

'

' ;

*

—
moral abstractions, or at least personifications of
the cruder virtues and vices in them courage is
personified by the lion, greed by the wolf, cunning
by the fox, innocence by the lamb, etc. Early
man may in this way have learnt his first lessons
1. Varieties of fairies.
In the Edda the Liosdlin moral abstraction to him cunning was foxiness, far ('light elves') dwell in Alfheim, and are
magnanimity leoninity, cruelty wolfhood. Even divided from the Dockdlfar ('dark elves') dwellto the present day we have no other way of ing underground, who, again, are separated from
referring to one of the ruling motives in a capital- the Dverqar (' dwarfs'), perhaps = the Svartdlfar,
istic society than by speaking of ' The Dog in the
who originated as maggots from Ymir's flesh, and
Manger.' Hence the appeal of fables to the now, in likeness of men, dwell in earth and stones.
primitive mind of children, which is the more But the latter can hardly be distinguished from
direct omng to the absence of any reference in Dockdlfar, and are sometimes identified with them,
them to the sex-motive. The touch of fun, which or in their proper names the word dlfar occurs. In
forms an essential element of fables, is another folk-belief the distinction between light and dark
attraction for childish minds ; on the other hand,
elves is not clear, and elves are both light and dark
the morals they inculcate are not very lofty, since by turns, while the widest class is an earth- or
they are necessarily confined to animal qualities. under-earth-dwelling race, though there are elves
Tlie higher elements of culture knowledge, love, of air or sky.
Other kinds are associated with the
beauty, consideration for others are beyond their house, with woods and fields, with waters, and
purview. But the appeal of a fable to the mind of with the mine (scarcely to be distinguished from
;

'

'

;

'

'

—

;

—
—

—

—

;
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Such a division generally holds good for
Teutonic, Scandinavian, or Anglo-Saxon lands,
and it corresponds, on the whole, to the Celtic
groups of fairies, though the chief class of the
latter in Ireland
the Daoine sidhe are not always
a small folk. The Celts have also their dwarflike fairies, as well as house, water, and (to a less
extent) woodland fairies.
But these divisions
hold good in folk-belief all over Europe, both in
ancient and modem times. It should be noted
also that the dwarfs strictly so called dvergar,
zwerge, draws, bergmdnnlein, naiiis, cluricauns
are metal-workers, but this is also true of elves in
the Edda.
Fairies are generally re2. Characteristics.
garded as of a nature between spirits and men, or
as spirit beings with the semblance of a body
whicli, to quote Kirk (Secret Commonwealth of
dwarfs).
all

—

—

—

—

Fauns, and Fairies, ed. Lang, 1893), is
'spungious, thin, and defecate.' In many aspects
they are like mankind. They have their occupations, amusements, fightings.
They marry and
bear children. But they have powers beyond those
of ordinary mortals, yet like those attributed to
medicine-men, sorcerers, and witches. They are
regarded as a separate race of superior beings, as
Elves,

many

of their titles

suggest— fair or
—while in the Edda the dlfar
still

'

folk,'

people of peace,' etc.
are a distinct class of beings. They have a king
or queen, usually the latter, and the names of
some of these are known Fionnbhar, Aine, Aoibhinn, Cliodna, Miala, Gwion, Huldra, Oberon
There are also single fairies the
( = Alberon).
Irish leprechaun, the Brownie, etc.
not living in
communities. In their dwellings, as seen occasionally by mortals, there is great splendour and
luxury.
But often all this proves to be mere
glamour when the mortal comes to himself (perhaps one source of the fairy glamour conception
is to be found in the rude awakening to the
'

—

—

grim

realities of

life

after a

—

happy dream

ex-

perience).

Separate fairy bands are sometimes at enmity
this is already found in old Celtic tales of the sid
folk (RCel XVI. [1895] 275).
Frequently fairies are
regarded as a diminutive folk, but there is much
contradiction on this subject, and many fairies (the
fies of S. Europe, the Slaric vilas, and the sid folk
of Ireland) are hardly to be distinguished in size
from mortals. In the same region some groups of
fairies may be tall, others pygmies, but the varying
size is sometimes due to their power of changing
their form.
Once fairies were regarded as small,
their smallness would tend to be exaggerated.
Usually great beauty is ascribed to female fairies,
but certain groups of fairies dwarfs, kobolds, etc.

—are ugly and misshapen.

Their clothing is often
though the Teutonic
(cf. the
elfin gray in
intensely fond of music,

of a green or red colour,
dwarfs are dressed in grey

Tamlane).

They are

all

—

'

'

singing,' and dancing (as also are witches), as well
as of feasting, and are often represented as spending the whole night in revelry, which has an
inevitable attraction for mortals, who are lured
into the dance to their own eventual discomfort
or worse.
No picture is more charming than
that drawn by folk -belief of the nightly fairy
revels on the greensward. The marks of these
form the fairy-rin^s in which it is dangerous to
tread or sleep, and which are also attributed to
the witches' ' Sabbat.' This feature may connect
fairies with actual rites of an orgiastic character
among the folk, performed for purposes of agricultural magic, or with folk-festivals in which music
and dancing figure. In part the Sabbat is also
2

Some folk-son^ and lullabies are said to have been learned
see, e.g Joum. of Folk-Song Sac. iv. S [19111. 174,

from fairies(
and passim)
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connected with these (see Grimm, 7'euC. Myth. 187,
470; Scott, Minstrelsy, 213; Delrio, Di.iq. Mag.,
1.599-1600, p. 179).
The fairies disappear from
their revels at dawn, or their power ceases then
a trait shared by other sujiernatural beings and by
witches (MacCulloch, CF, 1905, p. 105). They dislike being seen by mortals, and he who looks upon
them or their doings is usually brought within
They punish with blindness those
their power.
who possess or have gained the power of seeing
them when they are invisible to others, and again
their look is of itself sufficient to bewitch,
ft is
also dangerous to enter their domain without due
precautions (see § ii).
But it is in their magical powers that the special
characteristics of fairies appear.
They have the
power of invisibility, e.g. by wearing a magic cloak
or hat, or by means of some herb, e.g. fern-seed (see
1 Hen. IV. Act ii. Sc. 1).
This power they could
also confer on mortals.
Immortality is sometimes
ascribed to them, especially in poetry (Ariosto,
Orlando Fur. x. 47 ; Beaumont and Fletcher,
Faithful Shepherd, Act i. Sc. 2), but more usually
they are mortal, though gifted with longer life than
man (Kirk, 15 Grimm, 458). They have the
power of assuming different shapes, or of causing
others to do so, or of giving an unreal and valuable
appearance to objects of no value (fairy gold), or
of putting a spell upon mortals which holds them
bound for long periods of time. Their knowledge,
especially of the hidden powers of Nature, is often
more extensive than man's. The fairy glamour
has already been referred to, and it corresponds
with their power of making time appear long or
short to those mortals who are lured into their
company. They have also the power of seeing invisible or hidden things, or of divining where they
are.
Thus it is easy to see why powers of this
kind (divination, second-sight) should be regarded
sometimes as fairy gifts to mortals.
Yet, in spite of all their powers, fairies are
curiously dependent on men. They seek to reinforce their own race by stealing human children ;
or they steal young women or women in child-bed,
in order to unite with them or that they may nurse
their children. In such cases the place of the stolen
child or woman is often taken by a fairy (see
Changeling). They compel women to come and
assist at child-birth their females or those whom
they have stolen. They fall in love with and marry
mortals, or they steal men, usually by luring them
into the fairy dance (cf. the luring of men into the
Sabbat), or by taking them by fascination or force to
fairyland (see an early instance in O'Grady, Silva
Gadelica, 1892, ii. 204 ff. ). The purpose of these kidnappings and unions is to improve the fairy race,
to obtain human strength or beauty, or perhaps to
share in the spiritual benefits of the religion from
which fairies are supposed to be excluded (cf. de la
;

Motte Fouqu6's Undine, Eng. tr., 1875). On the
other hand, men often steal fairy brides. Cattle are
also stolen by fairies, an illusory appearance being
sometimes

left in their place.
There is no doubt that the idea of the fairy theft of mortals is
connected with the more primitive and wide-spread idea of the
anxiety of the dead to obtain the living by causing their death.
In many fairj' instances the theft is also connected with death
or a death-like state (trance). Or the fairies steal the soul, which
then sometimes returns to animate the body. The old belief that
death is unreal and accidental survives here, and death and
trance are both explained as fairy thefts of the real personality
(the soul).

To the fairy midwife motive is attached the wide-spread idea
of the fairy ointment with which the midwife has to anoint the
Accidentally it touches her eye, and gives her the power
child.
Ultimately she loses her sight, beof seeing invisible things.
cause she is able to see fairies when they wish to be invisible (see
many instances in Hartland, Science o/ Fairy Tales, p. 59 ff.).
This* is also told of dracs and water fairies (B6renger-F6raua,
Superstitions et mirvivances, Paris, 1896, ii. 2ff. ; Rhys, Celtie
Folk-lore. Oxford, 1901, i. 213 fl.).
Fairies are also tricky with men.

They carry

—
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off by night and make them travel long distances, sometimes using them as steeds ; the men
when they awake in the morning are more or less
conscious of this. The trick is also alleged sometimes as an explanation of ' falling sickness.' It is
obviously connected with the phenomena of som-

them

nambulism and nightmare, though the belief itself
might sometimes be exploited by unscrupulous
mortals to explain any mysterious absence on their
part.' In other ways they torment men (cf. the
Poltergeist and the house-fairy when insulted).
A. favourite trick is to give men gold which turns
into worthless articles (but worthless things oftered
as a reward for human services often turn to gold
[Hartland, 48 f., 184
Simrock, Handbuch dsr
deutschen Mythologie ', Bonn, 1887, p. 427]). They
are easily irritated, capricious in their character,
and given to resentment. More than this, they
are dangerous and even cruel, especially when
despised or ill-treated, causing injury, illness,
madness, or death, usually by a fairy stroke
Hence the folk seek to placate them or to
{§ 6).
good people,'
flatter them by euphemistic names
'
guid neighbours,' 'gute Holden,' 'gentry,' etc.
;

'

—

(see

Euphemism,

'

§ 2).

On

the other hand, fairies often assist mortals,
especially in return for some small service (articles
borrowed, advice given, etc. ), and are very generous.
This is especially true of the house-fairy, who is
sufficiently rewarded with a little milk or food.
gifts of great value (of. stories of magic

They give

swords, etc.). But these objects are often stolen
by mortals from fairyland. Supernatural and
magic powers are also given by them to mortals
(cf. the gift of prophecy
' the tongue that could
not lie
to Thomas the Rymer and see Scott,
Demonology, 1898, Letter 5, Minstrelsy, p. 212).
They also preside at birth, and confer talents on
the child.
Thus the relation between men and fairies is a
reciprocal one.
Each seeks help from the other.
Each harms the other. Men are now contemptuous,
now afraid of fairies. Fairies are now friendly,
now hostile to men.
may see here the survival
of older religious ideas of gods now kind, now
evil, and of benefits rendered by them to men out
of all proportion to the attention paid to them.
This is an old aspect of sacrifice do ut des.
Fairies in Christian lands are generally regarded
as pagans. Sacred names, signs, and things keep
them at a distance, and they fear sacred days (see
an early instance in Adamnan, Vita S. Columb.
cap. 9), while a demoniac character is attributed
to them.
mass was celebrated in mediaeval and
later times in the church of Poissy to preserve the
land from the anger of evil f^es, and in the procis
of Jeanne d'Arc the cur6 of Domremy is said to
have sung the Gospel annually near the Tree of
the F6es to drive them off. The fairies mourn
over their lost supremacy, as the ancient Naturespirits are held to have done after the coming of
Christianity, while in many folk-traditions the
earnest preaching of the gospel is said to have dispersed them. The Church was generally opposed
to fairies, associating them with paganism, the
devil, and witchcraft.
Nevertheless, they have a
desire to be saved, and many pathetic stories express this, or their anxiety with regard to their
position at the Day of Judgment.
In other cases
they believe themselves Christians and hope for

—

'

—

;

We

—

A

salvation.

The supernatural

lapse of time in the fairy
dance or in fairyland, while connected with the
excitement and exaltation of the orgiastic dance,
is perhaps based upon trance experiences, loss of
1

'
,;

'

The witches'

Sabbat and the aerial transportation of their victims resemble this, as does also the alleged
flight ot mediums (see MacOuUoch, CF, 222).
aerial flight to the

memory, and the

like, in

which the person, when

he comes to himself, takes up the thread of his life
where it was left otf, the intervening period being
thus short to him. Exaggeration of such experiences especially since in trance men's pre-conceived notions led them to believe they had been
in fairyland, the other world, etc.— would result
in the incident of the supernatural lapse of time
(see Hartland, 223
).
On the other hand, in many
fairy stories the opposite experience is found the
consciousness of having spent a lifetime during a
moment as a result of a fairy spell. This, combined with the fact of similar trance or dream

—

fi'.

—

experiences, points to these as its true source.
The folk-explanations
3. The origin of fairies.
of the origin of fairies are various. Sometimes they
are regarded as descendants of rebellious angels,
cast out of heaven, and doomed to remain in sea,
land, air, or underground ; or they are supposed
to have stopped on the way to hell and remained
in these places.^ This is a Celtic and Slavic belief
(Curtin, Tales of the Fairies, p. 42 ; Sikes, British
Goblins, 1880, p. 134 ; Ralston, Songs of the Russian
People, 1872, p. 106), and it may be compared with
the Arabic belief that the jinn are a pre- Adamite
race who rebelled against God and were driven to
the distant regions of earth (Lane, Arab. Society,
Other folk-beliefs regard fairies as
1883, p. 30).
souls, e.g. of Druids, of infants dying unbaptized,
of pre-historic races, or of the dead generally
(Keightley, Fairy Mythology, 1900, pp. 298, 412
Wentz, The Fairy Faith in Celtic Countries,
Oxford, 1911, pp. 147, 176). Or they are people
who refused to accept Christianity and were cursed
(Keightley, 432 ; Wentz, 169).
The learned have attempted many explanations.
Maury (F6es du moyen dge) found the f6es in old
Celtic and Teutonic Nature-goddesses, MatrcB,
MatroncB, akin to the Fates, Junos, Nymphs, etc.
and in a folk-memory of ' druidesses with magic
power, who had been their priestesses. To these
the people then gave the nanies/a<a,/&«, ' enchant-

—

'

resses,'

etc'

There

is

no evidence that such

'druidesses' were priestesses of these goddesses
(see MacCulloch, liel. of the Anc. Celts, Edin.,
Others have seen in them the ghosts
1911, p. 316).
of a small and swarthy pre-historic race transformed in popular fancy into an actual supernatural
people dwelling underground (G. Allen,
were
the Fairies?' Cornhill Magazine, xliii. [1891] 338 flF.).
Another theory is that which regards them as a
folk-memory of a pre-historic small race, dwelling
underground, with weapons of stone, and generally
hostile to their Celtic conquerors.
This was already hinted at by J. Cririe, Scottish Scenery, 1803,
by Sir W. Scott, following Dr. Leyden (see Minstrelsy, 189,
Demonology, 102 f.), and by Grimm (p. 459), as a partial explanation of the fairy belief. Its main exponent in later times
'

Who

is D. MacRitchie, with his theory of an earlier pygmy race
dwelling in what are now regarded as sepulchral mounds (see
his Testimony of Tradition, 1890, Fians, Fairies, and Picts,
1893 ; of. also A. S. Headlam, NC, Feb. 1908).

But no one cause can be alleged for the origin of
the fairy superstition ; and, taking into account
the precisely similar characteristics ascribed also
to spirits, ghosts, demons, witches, etc., in all parts
of the world, we may trace it back to animistic
beliefs modified and altered in different ways in
localities, but undoubtedly influenced
also in various ways by traditions about older
races, by beliefs in ghosts, and by the debris of
older myths and religions.
may also regard
dreams, trance experiences, and psychic phenomena
as formative andmoulding influences. W. Y. Evans
Wentz has recently sought to prove that ' fairies
difl'erent

We

1 In Ireland a trance is recognized as the presence of the
entranced person in fairyland.
2 This resembles the myth in the Edda of elves of air, and of

under-earth.
3 Cf. also L.

Shaw, Province of Moray,

1776, p. 287.

—
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all essentials they appear to be
as the intelligent forces now recognized

because in

exist,

same

by psychical researchers {op. cit. p. 490), wlietlior
these are phantasms of the dead or other orders of
beings, acting on men, seen by them, or producing
the alleged phenomena which the folk ascribe to
fairies.
But he attaches too much importance to
the evidence of modem Celtic seers, and too little
to the phenomena of hallucination.
Similar evidence, if rashly accepted, would equally prove the
'

existence of many other mythical beings. Fairies,
wherever found, are mythical beings, creations of
fancy utilizing existing beliefs, traditions, experiences, and customs. In the following sections the
connexion of fairies with earlier divinities, ghosts,
or actual races will be discussed.
Fairies, as a
4. Fairies as earlier divinities.
race of supernatural beings, have many of the
traits of earlier divinities
in some instances they
may have been originally Nature-spirits or Naturedivinities.
In Ireland this is especially true of the
Daoine sidhe, still associated in popular belief with
Tuatha
Di Danann, the ancient gods of the
the
Irish Celts.
Dispossessed by the Milesians
in
other words, defeated by the coming of Christianity
to Ireland they retired to the sid, or mounds. This
is the constant tradition of Irish story, and one
class of fairies in Ireland are tall, handsome beings,
much more divine than any other class of fairy
folk (see Celts, v. § 3). Specific earlier divinities
Fionnbhar, Aine, Cliodna, Aibell, etc. are kings
and queens of the fairy hosts of different regions.
The pagan Celts or the pre-Celtic folk of Ireland
may have believed in a race of ^cf-folk other than

—

;

—

—

—

the Tuatha D6 Danann, with whom the latter
were assimilated or became their kings and leaders
(MaoCulloch, Mel. of. Anc. Celts, 65 f ). What is certain is that earlier gods, connected with agriculture and growth, have for centuries been regarded
as fairies, while yet preserving some of their divine
traits.
Other Irish fairies are unconnected with
the gods, and others again are lineal descendants
of river-, well-, or tree-spirits (MacCulloch, op. cit.
The Celts of Gaul worshipped niskas and
43, 173).
peisgi (groups of water-divinities), some of whom
have personal names, and these are the nixes and
perhaps the piskies of later belief (ib. 185). Sirens,
mermaids, and other fairy beings haunting the
waters, the Welsh fairy- brides who emerge from
lakes, often accompanied by a venerable old man,
and to whom offerings are made are all alike
earlier divinities or spirits.
Similarly, Brythonic
divinities appear in later legend as fairy-like beings
or fairy kings. So also in Italy, some of the older
divinities are stUl remembered, and fairy-like characteristics are ascribed to them (Leland, Etruscan
BoTuan Remains, 1892, ^amm), while the domestic
Koman gods resemble the Brownie, as already
noted by Beginald Scot ; the Romans had also
.

—

their minuti dei (Plaut. Cist, ii. 1. 45) and their
dei campestri.
Offerings of food or milk are made to Celtic
fairies to appease them ; when this has not been
done, vengeance is said to have followed.
As
with sacrifices to gods, it is the invisible essence
of the food which is supposed to be taken by them

— the

—

toradh the outward appearance being left
(Campbell, Superstitions of the Highlands and
Islands of Scotland, Glasgow, 1900, p. 32).'
The northern dlfar are coupled in the Edda with
the Divine aesir (cf. the A.S. connexion of 6s and
the dark elves are allied with gods against
^Ife)
their enemies, and work for them (Simrock, 424).
have
also great magical pow^ers.
They
The general Impression which one receives from the older
sources is that of the divine character of the
;

1 Thi8
is also true of fairy thefts of cows or
stance is taken and the empty semblance is left.

com

;

the sub-
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And, as Grimm

dlfar.

(pp.

179

187, 456) has

f.,

shown, there was a connexion between the dlfar
and Donar or Thor, as well as with Holda and
he adds (p. 187) 'An intimate relation must subsist between the gods and the elves, though on the
part of the latter a subordinate one.' This is also
;

:

Been in the elf cult. Besides the homely offerings
of later folk-custom, in older custom there was
the dlfahl6t animal sacrifices to the elves and in
one instance in Kormaks-saga the elf-hill is to be
reddened with the blood of a bull, and the flesh
used as a feast for the elves (Grimm, 448, 1411
Simrock, 426 see also Meyer, Germ. Myth., Berlin,
1891, § 175 tf.).
The activity of fairies and elves at certain seasons— May-day

—

—

;

;

—

(Beltane) and November-eve (Sanihain) is sipiiiflcant. In the
early history of Celts and Teutons these were times of great
sacredness. They were festivals, in part orgiastic, and included
ritual dances.
In so far as fairies are connected with older
gods (as in Ireland), it is natural that their power should be
more
evidence at these times sacred to the older gods. But
in any case, just as ghosts of the dead were active at Samhain,
all beings of popular fancy were found to be attracted to these
seasonal occasions. And, as dancing was a feature of these
festivals, so the fairies are supposed to dance at them (cf.
Maury, 39). The striking formula in many tales that he who
has been captured by the fairies through entering into their
dances cannot be set free until a year after points of itself
to a recurring festival celebrated annually, the observance of
which has been transferred in part to the fairies by the folk
who still observed it as a survival.

m

—

—

fairies who attend at the birth of a
foretell its future or give it gifts, and to

The three
child

and

whom many

folk-traditions are attached, are well-

known in popular tales from all parts of Europe.
They are also the subject of many old tales, especially in the Romance languages, in which they are
met by a wayfarer in the forest or coming out of a
fountain, and offer him their love, or render assistance in various ways (see stories of them in T.
Wright, Celt, Eoman, and Saxon'', 1861, p. 285 ff.).
In Burchard of Worms' collection of decrees (11th

women are said to have sacrificed to them,
spreading a table with meat and drink (Grimm,
1746). In Brittany a table was spread for them at
a birth, just as the Romans then placed a couch
cent.),

for Juno liucina (Maury, 31).
They are often
called fies or fata, and are connected with the
ParciB, goddesses associated with birth.
Or they
are called Bonnes Dames, Dames Blanches, ' white

women,' B6 Find, Bonnes Pucelles ; cf. the names
BoncB ParccE and Puellw, given to the Fates and
Nymphs. They are primarily, however, descendants of the Celtic and Teutonic Matres and MatroncB goddesses generally represented as three in
number, and associated with fertility, with springs
and rivers, and also with child-bearing and love
(MacCulloch, op. cit. 45 ff., 73), though they also
continue the functions of the Scandinavian Nornm,
the Slavic Vilas, and the Roman ParccB with regard to birth, and they are sometimes called goddesses (Grimm, 1400). In modern Greece the Fates
play a similar part at the birth of children to that
which they played in ancient times (Bent, JAI

—

XV. [1886] 393), and in ancient Egypt
parallel is the seven Hathors, who
birth and played the part of fairy
(Wiedemann, Bel. of anc. Egyptians,

Maspero, Contes pop.

6g.^,

their closest
presided at

god-mothers

1897, p. 143 ;
Paris, 1905, p. 76 ff.).'

All these goddesses and fairies as associated with
birth are probably ' refractions of the human
" spae-women " (in the Scots term) who attend at
birth and derive omens of the child's future from
various signs (Lang, EBr^^ x. 1346, s.v. Fairy ').
Individual fairies, like Abonde, Viviane, Morgen
le F6e, Esterelle, Aril, etc.— so often mentioned
in mediaeval romances, and some of whom figure
as fairy queens as well as the individual white
women or banshees haunting hills, woods, or
castles, are probably connected with the Matres
or with individual Celtic or Teutonic or other
'

'

—

1

For the Slavic

fairy-like Fates, Bee

ERE iv.

626.

;
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goddesses, e.g. the Roman Nymphae as worshipped
in Gaul, just as in Romance tales and in popular
Italian belief the Roman Orcus has become a
wood-fairy or ogre (Grimm, 486 ; Leland, 75).
All these were generally helpful, but occasionally
hostile, to men.
Generally, too, it may be said
that the love of fairies for music and dancing connects them with divinities in whose cult these
were common, while the fairy moonlight dance
may be a reminiscence of the cult itself, like the
witches' Sabbat in another direction. The powers
of fairies shape-shifting, invisibility, magic, etc.
also link them on to the world of the gods.
While the fairy be5. Fairies and the dead.
lief cannot be derived merely from a belief in
ghosts, since the two exist side by side, the latter
forms one of the strands from which the former

—

—

—

It should also be observed how
Both fairies
to the two beliefs.
and ghosts can benefit or harm the living. Both
steal children (see CHANGELING), while both fairy
changelings and ancestral ghosts are always

has been woven.

much

common

is

—usually

by a
stroke,' producing a pining sickness^or warn of
sudden death. To see them often means death
Both can be
to the seer (see ERE iv. 739'>).
avoided or repulsed by the same means (broom
and iron tabu, running water, etc.). Both are
active on May-day and Hallowe'en, and both have
offerings made to them.
Both love the night for
their revels (dancing on meadows, etc. of. Grimm,
830), but both must vanish at cockcrow (as must
the witch and vampire [MacCulloch, CF, 195]).
Both possess enchanted objects of which daring
mortals try to rob them. Both dislike untidiness
and uncleanness (cf. Curtin, 178). In fairyland
and the world of the dead time passes like a dream
(see Hartland, 167 f.), while the same tabu with
Both can cause death

hungry.
'

;

regard to eating fairy food or the food of the dead
in both cases dangerous to mortals exists (see
iii. 561 f., iv.
653, and add to reff. there
Brown, Melanesians and Polynesians, 1910, p.
194 ; Seligmann, Melan. of Br. N. Guinea, 1910,
The warning not to eat the food
pp. 656 f., 734).
usually comes from a mortal imprisoned in fairyland or from the dead person whose rescue from
Hades is sought. It may also be noted that in Brittany the whole superstition regarding the dead is
exactly like that regarding fairies, both there and
elsewhere.
In folk-belief and Marchen, fairies are associated with tumuli or burial-mounds. These are

—

—

ERE

sometimes called 'Fairy-hills,' 'Elf-howes,' 'AJfenbergen,' etc.; but they are also believed to be
haunted by the ghosts of those buried in them, or
at least are associated with these.' In certain cases
fairies have succeeded the ghostly tenants of the
tumulus, forgotten by the folk a natural result,
since any mysterious structure tends to be associated with mysterious beings. In other cases they
are merged with them, and it is hardly possible to
discriminate rigidly between them, while both are
regarded with awe. The Teutonic dwarfs are unterirdische (cf. cognate names in other Northern
languages [Grimm, 454, 1415]), as are the dead,
the iTTox6l>vi.oi, ol Kara ipxi/Jtcoi or ivayuriiol of Greek
belief (see Earth, § 8).
The Haugbuie, who
haunted the tumuli and was feared by the Scandinavian howe-breakers, is at once a ghost and a

—

goblin, like the similar tenant of Brynyi'-Ellyllon,
near Mold, the hill of the goblin or fairy (Windle,
Life in Early Britain, 1897, p. 113; J. Anderson,
Scotland in Pagan Times, Edinburgh, 1886, p. 278).
Such a confusion is also found in Madagascar,
where the graves of the vazimba (at once the
aboriginal folk and a species of spirits) are re-

garded with awe
1.

(Ellis, Hist,

In many cases fairies and ghosts are one and the
This is true of much of
in popular belief.
the fairy oelief in Ireland (see Wentz, 40, 58, etc.).
The Welsh Ellyllon are sometimes regarded as
souls of the Druids (Keightley, 412) ; the Teutonic
dvergar are closely associated with the ndir, or
ghosts, and the dlfar are probably in part souls
of the dead (Grimm, 445 f., 1415; Simrock, 425,
435 f ; Vigf usson-Powell, Corpus Poet. Boreale,
Oxford, 1883, i. 418 see ERE iv. 633 ; Wright,
Purgatory of S. Patrick, 1844, p. 89). The Celtic
fairy hosts,' sluagh, though regarded in the
Hebrides in some cases as the dead (the Furious
Host of Teutonic belief [Grimm, 918 ff.]), are also
a kind of fairies hurtling through the air, and
resembling the fairy hunt or ride of other Celtic
Carmichael,
districts (Wentz, 56, 94, 104, 106, 108
Carmina Gadelica, Edinburgh, 1900, ii. 330
Keightley, 355, 384, 401, 414, 520). In Brittany
the fairy ' washer at the ford (kannerezed noz) is
now a revenant, and, like the Irish and Highland
fairy washer (also occasionally a ghost), warns of
approaching death (Le Braz, La Ligende de la

same

.

;

'

'

'

;

'

morfi, Paris, 1902,

Dawkins, Early
;

Man

Hartland, 231

in Britain, 1880,
;

Kirk, 23.

p.

433

;

FLJ

r.

i.

It is interesting to

p. xli).

note that Kirk (p. 10 i.) associates the co-walker,'
or double, seen by second-sighted persons, with
the fairies, and equates it with a fairy.' The
speech of fairies, like that of ghosts, civilized and
savage, is said to be a kind of twittering (Kirk,
14; cf. Tylor, PCi. 457).
The dead are sometimes associated with fairies
in fairyland, and are seen there by those who visit
it, and are warned by them not to eat or drink.
According to Scottish superstition in the 16th-17th
cent., witches were in league not only with Satan
but with the court and queen of fairyland, and
they saw there many persons known to be
dead (Scott, Minstrelsy, 207 ff., Demonology, 108,
124 f. ; Dalyell, Darker Superstitions of Scotland,
Glasgow, 1835, p. 536 f.). The same idea is found in
the Romance writers and in Chaucer, who make
Hades into fairyland and change Pluto and Persephone into the king and jueen of Faery. Fairyland is also in close association with the Christian
Other-world in the ballad of Thomas the Rymer.
So, already in early mediaeval Welsh belief, Gwyn
is king of Faery, and is associated with Annwfn
(Elysium) in its later aspect as hell, and hunts
the souls of the wicked (MacCulloch, Bel. 115).
Similarly the water -fairy keeps souls of the
drowned in his under water -world (Simrock,
448 f. Grimm, 496).
'

;

The demoniac spirits, with uncertain temper, in whom the
West Africans believe, and whom they localize in the air or in
natural objects, are ghosts of the dead (Nassau, Fetichib-m in
W. A/rica, 1904, p. 58), and the Arabic 'afrit, evil jinn, is a
applied also to ghosts (Lane, Modem Egyptians, 1846,

name
ii.

41).

In Marchen of the Dead Wife cycle, in which a dead mother
recovered from Hades, there is the same incident as in
In both the mother
tales of women carried off to fairyland.
re-appears to suckle her cliild, and in both she is recovered by
her husband, who avoids certain tabus. In the latter series
the wife apparently dies, but the corpse is an adult fairy
changeling or an illusory appearance. Or, again, the changeling IS in effect a double or co-walker (Curtin, 158 see also
Changeling, § 6 Descent to Hades [Ethnic], § 3). In Ireland
the idea is wide-spread that people who die young are taken by
and there is also the belief that the soul is taken, leaving
fairies
the body dead.
'

'

is

*

'

'

'

;

;

;

There is one species of fairy which is closely
connected with, if not in all cases actually derived
the
from, ancestral or other household spirits
house-fairy or Brownie,^ already mentioned as the
Portune by Gervase of Tilbury in the 13th cent.,

—

1 For the similar Norwegian belief, see Craigie, Blackwood's
Magazine, cxci. (1912) 304 ff.
2 For the various names and characteristics of the house-fairy

Germany and Scandinavia, Britain, etc., see Grimm, 500 f.
B(Srenger-F6raud, i. 33fli. ; Simrock, 460 ff. ; Keightley, passim
He is the * lubber fiend of Milton,
in

1

[1887] 333

of Madagascar, 1838,

424).

'

——

;

FAIRY
who

dwells in house or stable, and loves to do the

work of either. He dislikes disorder or laziness
and, where either is shown or the usual offering is
;

not made to him, he
responsible.

disagreeable to the person
mUk are laid out for him,

is

Food and

and he usually receives an annual gift of a new hat
or coat, though in some instances this causes him
to leave the house.

He

is

particularly associated

with the hearth, and to some extent corresponds
with, the mediaeval

worked for
TraiU sur

and

later familiar spirit

who

master and advised him (Calmet,
les apparitions, Paris, 1751, i. 245 f.,
260).
His analogues are the Koman household
Lar (see Plant. Aulularia, prologue), whose worship culminated at the hearth
the Greek Beol
iipiaTtoi ; the Italian lasio and attilio (Leland, 80 ff.,
141 f.); the Slavic dedushka domovoj, 'Grandfather of the house,' who haunts the stove ; and
the Teutonic and Celtic ancestral and household
spirits.
The close connexion of the ancestral
spirit with the house is perhaps partly to be accounted for by the wide-spread practice of houseburial, found among many savage tribes, as well
as among the ancient Semites (1 S 25', 1 K 2^*;
Jastrow, Bel. of Babylonia and Assyria, Boston,
1898, p. 599), among the early Mycensean folk,
and possibly among Greeks and Romans (Keinach,
L'Anthro^. vii. 327 ; Plato, Minos, 315 Servius,
on ^n. VI. 151), among the Celts, and possibly the
Slavs (Ralston, 326), and among the Hindus (see
DooE).
The practice may have arisen in the
Stone Age, when men lived in rock-shelters and
caves, and buried their dead there.
In any case,
the house-burial resulted in, and also guaranteed,
the presence of the ancestral spirit in the dwelling.
In Europe it is probably as the result of ecclesiastical influences that the house-spirit has taken a
more or less demoniac form. In some cases the
Brownie appears as a small animal, snake, etc.
his

;

;

a trait common to ancestral spirits elsewhere. The
main ideas of the house-fairy superstition and of
the household-ghost belief, whether savage or more
civilized, are the same
the house-haunting, the

—

offering of food, the assistance rendered to the
inmates. The relation of house-spirit and housefairy is well marked in the case of the Slavic
domovoj, the shaggy, stove-haunting being, kindly
when respected, dangerous when neglected. H!e
is closely associated with the older ancestral cult,
is honoured along with the ancestors, is called
•grandfather,' and is, when seen, believed to resemble the head of the house. In many of these
respects he corresponds to the house-spirit of the
northern Chuds and to the Lithuanian kaukas,
domestic spirits about 1 foot high, haunting the
hearth (cf. Lasicius, de Diis Samagitarum, Basel,
1615, pp. 42, 51, 55 ; and, for the domovoj,
iv. 626 f ).
The Swedish tomte or nissar, regarded
often as ghosts, who act and are treated exactly
as the Brownie, may also be compared (Thorpe,
Northern Mythology, 1852, ii. 93). Sometimes, in
fact, the Bro^vnie is regarded as the spii'it of a
former servant.'
The house-fairy becomes a malicious, noisy, tormenting sprite,
when neglected or insulted, and is thus again connected with
phenomena in which the link between ghost and fairy is seen
those of the Poltergeist, in which furniture, etc., is moved or
thrown about, fire is raised, balls of fire float about, the touch
of a tiny hand is felt, etc.
Some of these are extreme forms of

ERE

.

—

telekinesis the movement of objects without apparent cause,
in presence of a medium,
or of the noises, from rappings upwards, in connexion with coincidental phantasmal appearances.
The Poltergeist phenomena were known in ancient as well as in

mediaeval and

and

civilized

—

modern times, and they still occur among savages
men. 2 The phenomena, as yet unexplained, rest
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on sufficient evidence in certain cases to establish their authenBut phenomena, similar in many of the details, are
often attributed to fairies in Ireland, the Highlands, France
(the follets already mentioned as stone-throwers by Gervose of
Tilbury), etc. (see Clodd, Tom Tit Tot, 1898, p. 83 ; Lang, in
Kirk, p. li ; Curtin, 179 Wentz, 476), also in Germany (where
the Poltergeist is half fairy or goblin, half ghost [Grimm, 506]),
Russia (where the domovoj sometimes acts as a Poltergeist
[Ralston, 132J), Greece (where the Nereids [ = fairies] throw
stones [J. G. Hahn, Griech. und alban. Mdrcken, Leipzig, 1864,
nos. 79, 80]), and in Egypt (where the jmn [also =fairie8) act as
the Poltergeist [Lane, li. 40]). Thus phenomena, whether caused
by unseen agency or trickery, or the result of hallucination, are
uniformly ascribed to ghosts or to fairies, these being in many
respects one and the same.
That the phenomena ascribed to the house-fairy doing houseor stable-work secretly may be real in some cases, in the sense
of being done by human beings for some private end or under
the influence of somnambulism, need not be doubted (see
B6renger-F6raud, i. 114, 137 ; Lang, in Kirk, p. xxxviii, refers
to the Brownie of Bodsbeck '). The unexpiamed work would
then be ascribed to house-spirits, and the tradition would be
handed down and augmented by every fresh occurrence.
ticity.

;

'

The close connexion between fairies and ancestral spirits is obvious, and there is little doubt that
the belief in the latter and the usages regarding
them have done much to affect the fairy superstition. Nor is it impossible that the small size attributed to them in many regions may have been
suggested by the common belief in the soul as a
mannikin, not only among savages but in ancient
Greece (on vases the soul issuing from the body as
a pygmy), in Egypt (ka as a pygmy in bas-reliefs),
and in India (Mahabhdrata, III. ccxcvi. 17).' This
is in accordance with the belief in the double or
CO- walker or ka, a duplicate of the living person
(though not always a pygmy) who at his death
'goes to his own herd,' according to Kirk (p. 10 f.).
The origin of the
6. Fairies as actual people.
fairy superstition in the relationships between a
small dispossessed race and a taller conquering
race has its most convinced exponent in D. MacRitchie (cf. art. Dwarfs and Pygmies), who connects fairies with Finns, with the Irish Feinn, and
the Picts. But the Feinn {q.v.) were not dwarfs,
nor are they traditionally regarded as fairies ; it
is doubtful whether Celts ever had relations with
Finns, and the Picts may have been a Celtic group.
No argument can be based upon the fact that underground dwellings, duns, circles, etc., are ascribed
to fairies, for they are ascribed equally to giants,
the devil, Picts, and Feinn, just as in Greece the
ruins of Mycenae were ascribed to the Cyclopes. Nor
is there any evidence that tumuli were ever dwellings, though there may be a link of connexion
between them and dwellings, if they are successors
of dwellings, perhaps not unlike them, in which
their owners were buried while the living continued
to dwell there (§ 5). The existence of a pygmy race
in Europe, other and smaller than the pre-Aryan,
neolithic folk, is supported by Sergi {Mediterranean
Race, 1901, p. 233 f.), Kollmann, Dawkins, etc.,
on evidence furnished by archpeologicaJ discoveries.
'

'

—

Pygmy races are now known

they like.
2 See Burton, Anat. of Melancholy 16, 1836, p. 124 f. Calmet, i.
264 Girald. Camb. IHn. Camb. i. 12 Seligmann, 277 St. John,
Forests of Far East, 1862, i. 91 H. J. Bell, Obeah Witchcraft in
;

;

;

;

;

many parts
pygmy

to exist in

of the world, and they would give rise to a

tradition, as found, e.g., in classical writers and in
the folklore of China, Jajjan, the Ainus, the Malagasy, New Britain, India, Paraguay, and even
among the Eskimos, themselves a small people.'

BRE

the W. Indies, 1889 [W. Indies]
iii. 9» [Buriats]
Dennys,
Folk-Lore of China, 1876, p. 86 also, for mysterious stonethrowing, Liebrecht, Zur Volkskunde, Heilbronn, 1879, p. 356
[Java]
Kingsley, Trao. in W. Africa, 1897, p. 517
Leslie,
Anwng Zulus^, Edinburgh, 1875, p. 120; and, for the Poltergeist generally, Proc. Soc. for Psych. Res. xii. 46, xxv Myers,
Human Personality, 1901, ii. 66, 71 ff., 461 ff. Gurney, Phantasms of the Living, 1886, ii. 64, 129, 160, 636, and passim;
Podmore, Studies in Psych. Research, 1897, p. 142 £f.. Modem
Spiritualism, 1902, i. 25 ff.
Lang, Cock Lane and Common
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Sense, 1894,

Besides the house-haunting Brownie, fairies in general are
often represented ea doing household work for those whom
^

—

—

Making

of Religion, 1898, p. 352 fl.

See Crawley, Idea of Soul, 1909, pp. 186, 200 Frazer, GB-,
Wiedemann, Ancient Eg. Doct. of Immort., 1895, p.
i. 248 ff.
10 f. Jahn, Arch. Beitr., Berlin, 1847, p. 128 f.
2 See Tyson, A Philolog. Essay concerning the Pygmies, 1699,
ed. Windle, 1894, p. xv
L'Anthrop. xii. 371 f., xiv. 648
Eo-ji-ki, tr. Chamberlain, 1883, pp. 141, 207; Brown, 243;
1

;

;

;

;

;
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Such a pygmy race in Europe might well be connected in tradition with fairies. But this is not to
say that in all respects they gave rise to the fairy
belief.
Nevertheless, some characteristics are
ascribed to pygmy races which resemble those
ascribed to fairies.
Thua pygrmies are often feared and propitiated, and they are
Bupposed to have ma^cal powers
a trait shared by all aboriginal peoples. They barter with the taller folk (of. Grimm,

—

454, note), giving produce or animals for
cultivated food-stuffs (Ling Roth,

weapons, utensils, or

JAI

xxv. [1896-96] 266;

UAnthrop. iv. 86; Johnston, Wganda Protectorate, \ 1902, p.
They are shy of being seen, or of their dwellings being
616).
discovered or entered. Invisibility is ascribed to them prob-

—

ably as a result of their quick powers of concealment (Johnston,
They dwell in
613; L'Anthrop. iv. 86; IS
i.
480 f.).
caves or concealed structures, suggesting underground residence. The dwarf people believed in by the Ainus are said to
have hidden under large burdocks— a habit recalling that of
fairies hiding under mushrooms.
Johnston says of the Congo
dwarfs : ' Any one who has seen as much of the Central
African Pygmies as I have, and has noted their merry, impish
ways
.
unseen, spiteful vengeance ; quick gratitude and
prompt return for kindness, cannot but be struck by their singular resemblance in character to the elves and gnomes and
sprites of our nursery stories (p. 516 f.). At the same time he
warns against reckless theorizing.

RBEW

;

.

.

;

'

It cannot be denied that many stories about
fairies suggest an actual people (of., e.g., tlie
stories cited in Grimm, 451, 469).
The frequent
reference to fairies as earth- or mound-dwellers
may be reminiscent of fact in some eases,^ especially

when it is found that the Bushmen (dwellers not
only in the bush but in subterranean caves) are
also called

many

'Earth-men'

(JRAS

^\\u. pt.

i.).

In

mortals building over
their subterranean dwellings or mounds possibly
a trait derived from actual experience of incomers
being plagued by aborigines lurking in subterranean
places over which they had built.
On the other
hand, it might be derived from fear of aboriginal
ghosts haunting the mounds. In some cases, as
in
Childe Rowland,' the fairy -mound is surrounded by terraced circles the markings of an
earlier form of terrace agriculture still seen on
hills (Jacobs, English Fairy Tales, 1898, pp. 117,
242; Gomme, Village Community, 1890, p. 75 ff.).
In manjr tales it is obvious that fairies dislike the
stories, fairies resent

—

'

—

civilization of mortals,
themselves possessed of

and

from

it

(while

secret lore),

though

flee

much

they sometimes take advantage of it. These facts
suggest the dislike of an aboriginal race to the
ways of their conquerors, yet their occasional
desire to benefit by them. Similarly the incident
in many tales of fairies receiving articles left out
for them, which they replace by gifts of their own,
points to actual methods of barter. Their thefts
of produce, animals, etc., and more particularly
their kidnapping of women and children, reflect
incidents in the contact of conquered and conquering races. The occasional cannibalism attributed
to fairies is obviously derived from primitive
custom, while their shyness, their retiring before
the approach of mortals, easily suggesting invisibility, give the impression of a conquered race
avoiding its conquerors. Finally, the dislike of
fairies to metal, especially iron, by which they are
kept off, or which they cannot pass, is significant,
though this dislike is also shared by ghosts and
other spirits, witches, jinn, etc. The dislike is
primarily a human one; and, though the tabu
concerns iron, it must first have concerned
bronze.
The mystery with which the working of metal was surrounded,
and the suspicion which attached to its first use, as well as the
Bupposed result of ill-luck following upon its use, must all

have contributed to the curious feeling with which it is
regarded in folk-belief. Conservatism in religion prohibits its
use in ritual hence it easily came to be regarded as obnoxious
;

FL vi. [1895] 245 ; J4/xxxi. [1901] 289
of the Eskimo, 1875, pp. 403, 470 18
;

1

Earlier races

;

Eink, Tales and Trad,

RBEW [1899],

may have had underground

pt.

i.

p. 480.

or semi-underground dwellings (like the winter houses of the Eskimos), of
which sepulchral mounds may have been more durable copies.

to gods and to all supernatural beings. Thus, by a slight change
of thought, it became effective against the inroads of the latter.
Bronze was regarded as an apotropaeic and a warder-off of
pollutions, and this belief attached to it long after iron was
introduced (Harrison, JProleg. to Study of Gr. Rel.s, Cambridge,
1908, p. 591). Any race which did not use metal would also
be easily scared by those who did (for an instance from
Guinea, see Hoernes, Primitive Man, London, n.d., p. 86). Hence
stories in which fairies flee before the establishment of forges.

New

Thus, those who now used metal came to see its power against
both stone-using people and supernatural beings. These two,
in course of time, would be inextricably mingled in popular
thought; and thus the fairy or ghost iron-tabu doubtless
contains some reminiscence of the human fear of metal. (See,
on the whole subject, Ooldziher,
x. [1907] 41 f., 'Eisen
als Schutz gegen I)amonen'
Frazer, GiJ^ i. 344 ff. ; Hartland,
306
Bertrand, La Oaule avant les Gaulois, Paris, 1891, pp.

ARW

;

;

226f., 260f., 313.)

In so far as the fairy tradition is connected with
actual people, it probably goes back to the hostile
relations which
may have existed between
Palseolithic and Neolithic folk, these forming the
basis of traditions which may have been handed
on to metal-using races (to whom the Neolithic folk
were equally hostile) by the captives made by
them, and then adopted by them with the necessary

changes.'
Some support

is given to the theory of fairies as an actual
race by the fact that in Polynesia, where there is a belief in
fairies, the traditions concerning them are probably connected
with the relations existing between an aboriginal race driven
to the mountains and forests and immigrant conquerors. They
are fair-skinned, and have a different culture from the latter,
are merry, and fond of dancing and singing, but are shy of being
seen, and flee from the approach of daylight. Generally they
are harmless, but not always so, e.g. they steal the women of
the conquerors. Yet, many of the traits ascribed to them are
non-human their tiny size, their spirit nature, the glamour
which hides their dwellings from mortals, the parallel alleged
between them and ghosts. Other Polynesian fairies, connected
with the gods or with the sky and the waters, have no human
origin.2 Thus the Polynesian fairy-belief is also composed of
various strands.
Similarly, the Arapaho belief in a demon
mannikin who shoots invisible arrows which cause illness is
possibly connected with traditions of an actual small aboriginal
people, though here also an animistic groundwork ia clear
(Talbot, My People of the Plains, New York, 1906, p. 269).
African dwarf races also do many such things as are ascribed
to European fairies, but this again is probably a result of
animistic notions, mingling with actual experience of their
characteristics. Many of the traits of the Roman Fauni are
perhaps due to traditions of an older race which came to be
regarded as half-demoniac, half-human (Fowler, Roman
Festiaals, 1899, p. 261 ; Virgil, ^n. viii. 314 ff.).

—

Allowing for every possibility, an earlier small
race does not account for the whole fairy tradition
Similar beliefs are recorded
or for its origin.
elsewhere of other beings in Japan, foxes; in
Greece, nereids or vampires ; or, generally, ghosts,
Primitive animistic or even
spirits, witches, etc.
pre-animistic ideas are the true basis of the fairy

—

and have attached themselves inditferently
to groups of imaginary spirits, now to all
kinds of supernatural beings, now to actual men.
Yet traditions about an actual race may have
given a certain definiteness to the fairy creed.
belief,

now

In Scotland the * fairy-stroke,' which causes death or wasting
sickness in men or cattle, is ascribed to * elf-arrows,' * elf-darts,'
'
elf-bolts,' or * elf -shot,' thrown by fairies or by mortals in their
company compelled by them, or by witches. No wound is
seen. This is also a Teutonic belief (cf. the A.S. ylfagescot.
Germ, albschosse, and cognates), and it is found in Ireland.^
'This stroke often caused the real person to be carried off, when
a semblance or changeling was left in his place (see Changeling).
Popular belief has seen these elf-arrows in the flint arrowheads or axes of pre-historic times, found by the folk ; and this
belief must have atta( had to them when their true use was
forgotten. (It is also a wide-spread belief ancient, modern,
savage, and civilized that stone axes are thunderbolts ; see
Cartailhac,
Age de pierre, Paris, 1877, p. 70 ff.) These flin*
relics, when found, were worn as amulets, as a preservative
against this or other evils. This superstition, which might be
regarded as supporting the human origin of fairies, in reality
does not do so. The belief that spirite or ghosts can harass

V

—

—

1 The opposition was not necessarily between Celtic and preCeltic folk, as Celts had also a Stone Age in Europe.
2 See J. M. Brown, Maori and Polynesian, 1907, pp. 30 ff., 235 ;
CTarke, Maori Tales and Legends, 1896, pp. 20, 98, 112
Tregear,
xix. [1890] 120 ; Gill, Myths and Songs from the
S. Pacific, 1876, pp. 266 f., 265 f.; Dittmer, TeTohunga, Hamburg,
Grey, Pol. Myth., ed. 1906, pp. 209, 212.
1907, p. 74f
SFor a similar Slavic belief regarding the VUas ( = fairies),
see Grimm, 436.

JAI
.

;

—

;
;

FAIRY

ou8 to mortals. The drowned are their victims,
or they clamour for such victims a remini.scence
of human sacrifice.
They entice mortals to their

the living, or enter them, cauainp Bicknesa or death, ia very
wide-spread, and this action of tnuirs is often thouffht to be

—

weapons (Dayaks [St. John, i. 179]
Andamans [JAI xii. (1882) 100] Santa Oruz lO'Ferrall, JAJ
xxxiv. (1001) 220, 229] Amer. Indian [JiltK iii. a02]). Among
the Malays the weapon is not invisible, but, as in the fairy
produced by

invisible

;

watery element, and there destroy them. But a
milder aspect is seen in cases wliere they fall in
love with mortals and take or ravish them to their
abodes, or, again, where they are thought to guard
the souls of the drowned in their domain.
In
other cases they become wives of mortals on
earth, who lose them by not observing a certain
They often come ashore to market, or seek
tabu.
human wives or midwives or nur.ses, like the
fairies of the land (see Simrock, 445
Grimm,
487 ff.; de la Saussaye, 323; Ralston, 139 f.;
Abercromby, i. 157, 270, 309).
The beautiful and
attractive, as compared with the more fearsome,

;

belief,

is

relic (Skcat-lJtagden, Pagan
244), and this is also alleged of

Races of
Japanese
caused death by weapons, so

an old stone

Malay Pen,,

1906, i.
spirits (Cartailhao, 40).
As man
must spirits ; but, as they were generally invisible, so must
their weapons be.
For similar reasons, sorcerers could cause
death h^ invisible bolts (Gulf tribes [Palmer, JA1\\\\. (1881) 292)

Melanesia [Seligmann, 640] Araucanians [ERE iii. 048^']; Napo
Indians [Simson, JAI xii. 23]). But, when mysterious stone
objects were found, it was easy to believe that they were the
;

missiles of fairies, epirita, etc.

—

ii'.

Nature-spirits. There is little
7. Fairies as
doubt that, in some aspects, fairies are derived from
older Nature-spirits, or from the animistic beliefs
which led to the creation of the latter in popular
fancy. Their close association with fields, woods,
hills, streams, and the sea is suggestive of this,
and is significant when taken in connexion with
the Nature-worship of the Celts, Teutons, etc.

;

fountains th&t fies appeared (see also the evidence
in the procis of Jeanne d'Arc). But a consideration of actual instances of Nature-spirit beliefs
among savage or barbaric peoples is also suggestive, since such spirits, peopling every part of
Nature, so much resemble fairies. The connexion
is still more clearly seen when particular groups of
fairies are considered-— those of the woods or of
the waters.'
The Teutonic wood-spirit, Schrat, always male, and the woodor moss-folk or wood-wives whose life ia wrapped up with that
of a tree, and to whom offerings of food were made the elvea
who change into trees (Keightley, 93; Qrimm, 430 £f., 478 ff.;
Simrock, 439 ff. de la Saussaye, ReL of the Teutons, Boston,
1902, p. 322) the Celtic fairies haunting wood and forest, or

—

;

;

;

dwelling^ in or on trees (S6billot, Folk-lore de France, Paris,
1904 ff., i. 262, 270); the Roumanian tnama padura, or forestmothers, haunting forest glades (Gerard, Land beyond the
Forest, 1888, ii. 9) ; the various Slavic woodland beings (LjeSyj,
Dziwozony, Vilas, Rusalkas, etc. [ERE iv. 628 f.]); the
mediaeval JDominoE, Puellce, and Matrons, haunting forests,
and to whom a cult was paid (Grimm, 286 f.) all point to
earlier tree-, wood-, or forest-spirits or -divinities.
The latter
are known to all religions and mythologies, savage or civilized.
They are (as the Baganda believe) friendly to man if the tree is
not interfered with (Roscoe, Baganda, 1911, p. 317) a belief
corresponding to that which holds that it ia not safe to interstage midway
fere with trees aasociated with fairies.
between the purely animistic and the fairy belief is seen
in the W. Finn conception of the Tapio, a forest-divinity
with a wife and many daughters (tree-spirits), who closely

—

;

[Man,

JAI xii.

159]

;

Guiana {FLJ

—

fairy denizens, in Celtic folk-belief.
In both Teutonic and Celtic regions there are
water- beings who appear as horses or cattle, or in

more monstrous forms

—

uisge

.

the kelpie, afanc, each
(
water-horse ; cf the Australian Bunyip, a
monster said to have a house full of beautiful things
below a pool). These may be regarded as demoniac
forms of earlier water-divinities in animal form.'
8. The fairy belief as a result of psychic ex-

resemble the Teutonic wood-folk (Abercromby, Pre- and ProtoHistoric Finns, 1898, i. 285), or in the E. African sprites
residing in trees, from which they descend to torment men
(Baumann, Usambara, Berlin, 1891, p. 57) ; or in the jinn who,
according to the Gallas, haunt sacred trees (Paulitschke,
Eth. Nordostafr., Berlin, 1896, p. 34 f.); or in the demons
in human form who haunt trees in Central Celebes (Frazer,
GB 2 i. 183) or in the Australian bush demons, or the
Andamanese demons of the woods who do harm to wayfarers
Man, JAI xii. 169). But tree- or wood(Tylor, PCS ii. 222
spirits or -gods are often quite detached from these and made
anthropomorphic. This was the case with gods like Pan and
Silvanus, or the Panisci and the Fauni, or the Satyrs the three
last groups bearing a close resemblance to the woodland beings
of the North, and being generally hostile or mischievoua to
men. To all woodland elves and fairies were ascribed most of
the characteristicB of fairies in general.

'

periences.

'

— Some recent writers attribute the belief

etc., as well as myths generally, to
dream experiences, or to the dreamlike character
of waking experiences, common to savages (and
therefore to older races of men), in which conceptions not unlike those of dreams, and endowed,

in

;

;

—

fairies,

like them, with actual objectivity, are produced."
Records of actual dreams show appearances of
small figures or of figures which change their
size (Ellis, 270).
This is also true of trance experiences ; while in migraine and epileptic aura
visions of small creatures are occasionally experienced, and the diminution of objects is a
phenomenon of microptic vision. Hence L. Brunton
saw here the origin of fairies. In waking hallucinatory experiences, swarms of phantasmal shapes,

In Teutonic, Celtic, and Slavic lands, as well as
in S. Europe, there is a great variety of waterbeings of fairy nature Merimanni, Wassermann,
Strbmkarl, Nix and Nisse, Mutmnelchen, Celtic

Morgans, Rusalkas, and
the European
coasts.
often appear
singly ; the females usually in company, youthful
and beautiful. All are fond of music and dancing,
and are often associated with a gorgeous world
below the waters. Offerings are made to them,
lake-fairies,

mermen of all
The males among them

the mermaids and

often dwarfish, have been seen by modern and
ancient percipients.* Similar hallucinations have
They are to be distingiiished from the cattle possessed by
which sometimes come on land.
K. Abraham, Traum und Mythxts, Vienna, 1909
Rank,
Der Mythus von der Geburt des Helden, do. 1909 Laistner,
Das Rcitsel der Sphinx, Berlin, 1889 Ellis, World of Dreams,
1911 Wiedemann, Rel. of Anc. Egyptians, 179.
" Gurney, Phantasms of the Living, ii. 196
Proe. Soc.
1

water-fairies,

them propitious, or to procure their
good offices. They are often regarded as danger-

2

to render

;

;

;

1

The old cult

tion

of Nature-spirits

developed in another direc-

—that of the Cabalistic and Rosicrucian elementals.

Such

v. 319]).

water- worlds resemble the land under waves, with

A

and

;

aspect of water-fairies is connected by Wundt
[Volkerpsychol., Leipzig, 1907, ii. 2, 279) with the
various emotions set up by moving water. Many
of the traits of water-faines are already possessed
by the Sirens, Naiads, and Nymphs (cf. the tale
of Hylas), the Celtic Peisgi, Ntskas, and other
water-divinities
and in many cases the tales of
the water-beings show their divine or semi-divine
character.
Such beings or water-monsters are
universally believed to be hostile to those who
trespass on their domain without an offering, or
to seize all who fall into the water, or to steal
people or lure them to their destruction, or to
take those who look into the water, by means of
their reflexion ( = soul; of. Narcissus; see FLJ
V.
319 [Guiana]; Roscoe, 318 f.; Brown, 198;
Macdonald, JAI xx. [1891] 124; Theal, Kaffir
Folk-lore, 1882, p. 196).
The belief in such beings
also gave rise to a belief in a water-world that
of the Greek Nereus and the Nereids, of the
Japanese king and queen of the sea (Griffis, Jap.
Fairy World, 1887, p. 144 ; Ko-ji-ki, p. 120), of the
Slavic water -king and his daughters (Ralston,
Many savages also believe in similar water148).
worlds tenanted by supernatural beings (Africa
[MacCuIloch, CF, 112, 256, 260, 267 ; Ellis, Yoruhaspeaking Peoples, 1894, p. 70]
Andaman Islands

The forbidden cults rendered at trees, wells, etc.,
became connected with fairy-beliefs as well as
with sorcery.
Hence it was in forests or at

river-
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been experienced in hypnotic states, or in drunkenness.i Here probably we have another of the roots
of the fairy belief.
On the other hand, all such
states are fruitful of visions of beings already
believed in by the percipient.
Preconceived
notions colour dreams, just as preconceived
notions of hell or heaven have caused visions of
these regions.
Again, any belief in abnormal
creatures which is strongly held is certain to
produce mental images of them which are confused

with reality.^
The changeling belief, as far as it concerns
adults, may have been partly shaped by the phenomena of alternating personality. The person
stolen by fairies is replaced by a fairy, who resembles, but acts diflferently from, that person.
In one Irish instance, the father said of an afflicted
daughter whom he believed to be a changeling
that she had the tongue of an attorney,' the
daughter herself being a
quiet, honest girl
(Curtin, 157).
Actual adult changeling stories
often read like a transcript of this.
Those who can aee fairyland impart the vision to one who
'

'

Is in contact with them (Rhys, Celtic Folk-lore^ passiTn), just
as in Russian folk-tales a dead man will place a sod cut from
the churchyard on the head of a living person, who then sees
the under world (Ralston, Russian Folk Tales, 1873, p. 306).
The same belief is found with regard to second-sight physical
contact with the percipient enables another to share the vision ;
this is also true of clairvoyance (Gurney, ii. 189).
Modern experiments in telepathy show that contact increases the power
of communication, and cases are on record where the percipient
of a phantasm could cause another to see it by touching him
(Parish, Hallucinations, 1S97, p. 94). Thus, wliat is perhaps an
actual psychic fact, experienced by the folk, has been applied
to fairy, ghost, and other beliefs.

—

9.

;

Fairy-like beings outside Europe.

—That no

single cause peculiar to European lands has operated
in the formation of the belief in fairies may be seen
from the fact that in every part of the world there
are to be found beliefs in a variety of beings, all
more or less like the fairies of Europe, with similar
qualities, characteristics, and powers.
The Battaks of Sumatra believe in mountaindwarfs hostile to encroaching mortals, who carry
off men or women, or have amours ^vith handsome
mortals {L'Anthrop. iv. 85 f.). In Formosa, tales
are told of a mysterious little people to be seen
in the forests, with houses which change into
boulders ; as well as of goblins living in caves, and
causing famine, sickness, and death (FLJ v. 143,

The Siamese phi are spirits dwelling in
149).
forests, etc., with many fairy traits (Hardouin,
Sep. trad. pop. v. [1890] 257 S. ; for Annam, see
i. SSS'', 539b).

EBE

Turning to Africa, we find the Baganda believing
in elves or sprites called ngagive ; and the W.
African Bantu in asiki seen ait night wearing a
comb, which, if a mortal can snatch it, wOl bring
h im riches (Johnston, 677 ; Nassau, 299). Callaway
compa,red the Zulu belief in ghosts (amatongo) with
the Irish fairy creed. They call the living to join
them or produce disease or pain in men. They live
underground, where the living may visit them and
see their dead friends, as the dead are seen among
fairies.
There is also a belief in a Little Chieftainess ' with a troop of children, to see whom is
fatal (op. cit. 226 f., 253).
The Malagasy believe in
dwarfs who come to houses to get mUk, and who
have a small voice like birds. Another dwarf,
Kotely, resembles the Brownie. They also enter
houses at night and cook rice but it is dangerous
to prevent their leaving before dawn (Ferrand,
Contes pop. malgaches, Paris, 1893, p. 82 ff.).
Among American Indians, the belief in tiny
'

;

Psych. Res. iii. 77 ; Wentz, 126, 133 ; Scott, Dermmology,
24
CQR Ixiv [1907] 124 ; of. CaUaway,
Natal,
-I. Eel. ofAmazulu,
.<
.
1868, p. 246.
;

.

Gurney, ii. 206 ; Campbell, Superstiticms of the Scottish
Highlands, 1900, p. 102.
- See Gurney, i. 118
County Folk-Lore, Suffolk, 1892, p. 189
Scott, Minst. 210 Campbell, 80.
1

;

;

sprites of rocks, streams, etc., resembling fairies,
wide-spread. They dance in moonlight ; and,
when seen, vanish at once. They assist or trouble
men ; e.g., among the Shoshones they steal infants,
leaving a changeling {NR iii. 157) ; among the
is

Ojibwas they attack poultry and cattle, which
throw stones into the Indian dwellings ;
among the Algic tribes they cause sleep by striking
men with their small clubs ; among the Micmacs
they tie people when asleep. Generally their form
is that of tiny men.
The Musquakie Indians
believe in sprites produced by Meechee Manito-ah,
who cause melancholy, quarrels, Hi-health (Owen,
Folk-lore of Musq. Ind., 1902, p. 38 f.).
On the
Mosquito coast, gnomes are thought to carry off
wanderers by night, and are mischievous in other
ways. There is also a water-spirit which drowns
bathers, and another which has the form of a
horse. ^ The Eskimos believe in ingnersiut, an
underground fairy -like folk (Rink, 460).
In Polynesia the Peerless Ones,' daughters of
Miru, queen of Hades, come to the dances of
mortals and leave at dawn. There are also fairies
of sky and fountain, the latter sometimes mating
with men. Other fairies, ponatui, dwell in the sea,
appearing only by night, for the sun is fatal to
them. Others carry off mortals, and are much
dreaded (GUI, 265 f. Clarke, 98, 112, 172 ; Tregear,
JAI xix. 121). The Melanesian vuis, a race of
spirits, have many fairy characteristics, and many
of them are 'a lesser folk of dwarfs and troUs,'
\vith magic powers, yet easOy deceived.
In some
tales they assist mortals, like our fairies (Codringdie, or

'

;

ton, Melanesians, Oxford, 1891, p. 152).
In Torres
Straits a mischievous female bogey called Dorgai
seduces men, steals children, etc., but she can be
outwitted and destroyed (Haddon,
xix. 323).
The Fijians have a race of little gods of the sea, a
timid race to whom a secret cult is paid, and who
sometimes come ashore. They give immunity from
wounds, and are fond of singing. Their songs, like
those of some of our fatriea, have been recorded
(Williams, Fiji,
1858, i. 237, 240; Thomson,
Fijians, 1908, p. 189).
In
Britain an order
of tebaran is called ingal, mischievous and annoying
sprites.
Others are friendly and live around men,
or enter their bodies to teach them charms, dances,

JAI

New

by which they make a profit. There is also
a belief in mermaids, and in their unions with
mortals (Brown, 81, 200, 242). In New Guinea there
is a belief in an underground folk, not the dead,
who may unite with mortals, and from whom men
steal valuable things
as well as in other beings in
the forest or swamp, shy of being seen, and -with
other fairy habits (Seligmann, 386 f., 646 f.).
The Arunta believe in imntarinia, spirits of the
Alcheringa [q.v.) age, living in winter in underground caves where there is sunshine, and wandering on earth in summer. They have each a double,
the arumburinga, which, when the spirit is reincarnated, follows it or dwells wdth the others.
These are not visible to all. The imntarinia are
very real to the native, and are dreaded for their
power of placing pointing sticks in his body. They
are visible only to medioine-men and children born
with eyes open, and are like men, but thin and
shadowy.
They steal from men, and carry off
women and imprison them in caves, but to those
who can communicate with them they impart
sacred ceremonies (Spencer-GUlen', 515-521).
The beings which most resemble fairies, however, are the Arab jinn or jan.
They live underground, but also haunt doorsteps and other places,
and are usually invisible, though they also appear
etc.,

;

iSee 19 RBEW [1900], pt. i. 330 f., 475 f.;
Dorman, Oriain of Prim. Super., Philad. 1881, p.

NR
23

ff.

iii.
;

497;

Boyle,

Wentz, 47 ERE i. 806, iii. S62», 6C4b
Longf e]lovf,Eiawatha, canto 18. Leland thought the Algonquin
elvea were borrowed from early Norse ^-isitors.

JAI XXX.

[1900] 265

;

;

—

—

;
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in various forms.
They travel aliout in sandstorms. The yijm are arranged in clans, propagate
their species, and are subject to laws like mortals.
Many are evil and cause sickness, madness, etc.,
act like the Poltergeist, carry off beautiful women
for wives or others as midwives, or their females
force men to remain with them for years.
Some
are friendly to men and even marry them, or by
means of talismans men can obtain power over
them. Iron, Divine names, etc., are all powerful
against them
and, like the fairies, they are
euphemistically called mubarahln, blessed ones.'
Indeed, there is scarcely an article of the fairy
creed which does not equally apply to them.'
Fairies B,nd f^es of all kinds" Celtic and Teutonic, Slavic vito, Greek nereids, Arabian yinji and
peris, Hindu apsarases, and other supernatural
females, like the dorgai of Torres Straits, or the
aiviri wife of W. Africa (MacCulloch, CF, 330), or
the omangs of the Battaks {V Anthrop. iv. 85), or
the swan-maidens and mermaids of universal folkbelief carry on amours with men, or marry and
bear them children, either on earth or by luring
them into their abodes, as the Queen of Faery
lured True Thomas. Yet, on the other hand, one
of the most characteristic traits of female fairies
is their seductive power over men, and the fatal
results which follow from amours with them
'the inconvenience of their succubi' (Kirk, 25).
This, however, is a feature found even in the case
of fairy wives, whether captured by men or not,
when the mortal husband breaks a tabu, and was
;

'

—

—

already noted by Gervase of Tilbury (Otialmper.
ch. 13 ; see MacCulloch, CF, ch. xii.).
But what is important as illustrating the likeness
of various ethnic supernatural beings to our fairies
is the fact that precisely similar dangers await him
who sees and falls in love with the being who
appears in seductive form. The Celtic or Teutonic
fairy mistress is dangerous (cf. the Lorelei), but
so also is the supernatural mistress of other lands.
The unhappy mortal lover is killed, dies, goes
mad, or takes to wandering listlessly (vvii.rj>oK-fifi.a,
'
Peri-stricken ' [of. Keightley, 21]). This was the

case with

him who had amours with the nymphs

and sirens of ancient Greece, like the nereids in
modern Greece (Bent, Cyclades, 1883, p. 13
Lawson, Modern Greek Folklore, Cambridge, 1910,
p. 142), as it is the case with him who is lured by
the Hindu rdksasi or churel (Crooke, PK^, 1896, i.
EBE ii. 489"). So in Japan a youth is
253, 269
slain by the monster, who takes the form of a
lovely girl (Joly, Legend in Jap. Art, 1908, p. 45).
The Arabs have transformed the ka which haunts
the pyramids into a beautiful nude woman, whose
lovers become restless lunatics (Maspero, Etudes de
;

myth,

et arch, ig., Paris, 1893,

i.

79).

Similar beliefs are found in Melanesia regarding
sea-snakes which take female form, or the tavogivogi which appears as youth or girl to entice
mortals of the opposite sex. In mther case death
or madness is the result. Another species of
sprites, called in New Britain toltol, inflict serious
wounds on the sexual organs of their male or
female lovers (Codrington, 172, 188 f.
Brown,
197 ; Lang, in Kirk, p. xxxi ; cf. Williams, Fiji,
;

1870,

i.

239).

The same

ideas are found among the American
Indians; e.g., the Yuroks believe in a seductive
being who lures men into the forest, changes to a
panther, and kills them (FLB v. [1882] 99 f.) ; and
the Mayas have stories of the xtabai and the xhoh
chaltun of the forests, who turn into a thorn-bush
when the pursuing mortal clasps them. He then
See Westennarok, J^/ xxix. tl899)262fl. l&ne, Arab. Soc.
29 ff. Sykes, FL xii. [1901] 263; Hanauer, Folklore of the Holy
Land, 1907, p. 188 £E. ; W. E. Smiths, 119 B.
2 See Baring Qould, Curious Myths, 1888, MeluBine,' p. 471 fl.
1

;

:
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speedily succumbs to fever and delirium (FLJ i.
For the Central American belief in
[1883] 255).
the intercourse of women with naguals, see Brinton,
Proc. Amer. Philos. Soc, xxxiii. [Phil. 1894] 29.
Risks were also run by women who had intercourse with Pilosi, Panisci, Satyrs, Fauns, Silvani
the incubi and succubce of mediaival times,
demons who had amours with women or men.
They correspond to the Celtic dusii, shaggy demons
who sought the couches of women to gratify their
desires, and perhaps caused madness (MacCulloch,
Bel. of Anc. Celts, 355) ; the Hindu bhuts, who

—

abduct women, and other demons who tire out
women by their nightly amours, so that they die
of exhaustion (Dubois, Hindu Manners, Oxford,
1897, ii. 389 ; Crooke, PK' i. 264) ; the jinn, who
beget children by women (Curtiss, Prim. Semitic
Beligion, 1902, p. 115) ; the Maya ekoneil, an
imaginary snake which sucks the breasts of
mothers {FLJ i. 256) the Samoan hotua poro,
which makes women pregnant and causes nightmare (Waitz, Anthrop., Leipzig, 1860, vi. 315);
the kruijt, a spirit who begets children by women ;
and the Dayak buan, ghosts who carry off women
and beget monsters by them (Ling Koth, Natives
of Sarawak, 1896, i. 308 ; St. John, i. 174).' It
should be added that ghosts of the dead can cause
;

conception

in

women

(Brittany

[Le

Braz,

La

Ligende de la mort^, ii. 146 and pajtsini]; Syria
[Curtiss, 115] ; Borneo [Wood, Nat. Hist, of Man,
1870, V. 508 f.] ; Egypt {EBB iv. 589"] ; Ovaherero
iv.
860"]; Uganda [Roscoe, 48]; cf. Post,
Ethnol. Jurisprud., Oldenburg, 1895, ii. 11, for the
Amer. Indian and African belief in monstrous
births as products of evil spirits).
These beliefs
were connected with the erotic hallucinations of
hysteria (Ellis, Psychol, of Sex, London, 1897-1900,
ii. 152 f.), and with erotic dreams in general in
which women believed themselves abandoned to
sexual embraces, or men thought they had amours
with beautiful females. They are also connected
with the phenomena of nightmare, as the name as
well as its cognates in other languages incubus,
succuba, iipidXTrjs, etc. shows.
These are nocturnal spirits which torment men in sleep, whUe
the nightmare personified is in Teutonic belief
sometimes the fairy bride or mother.' These beliefs are also connected with the idea that the gods
could have amours with women.
Thus, when we find that in all parts of the world
there exist beliefs either in fairy-like beings or in
spirits who act like fairies, while the same precautions are taken against them, the same tabus
hold regarding them, the relations between them
and men are the same, and the same quasi-eult is
rendered to them, we see that the European fairy
belief is but a special aspect of a much more widely
spread belief in supernatural beings, to whom very
much the same characteristics are everywhere
attributed, these being probably in no case the
result of any one cause.
At the same time we are
led to discover the real origin of the fairy belief in
man's myth-making fancy and his animistic beliefs, and in his applying the conditions of his
own life to the creatures of his fancy. These
fancies sometimes, however, cluster round the facts
of life, actual races being sporadically envisaged as

[ib.

—

fairies.

—

10. Witch and fairy.
That no one source can
be considered as the origin of the fairy belief is
seen in the fact that the parallel between witch
and fairy is a very close one. The fairy -revel and
the Sabbat had much in common, and both owe
1 Cf. the Jewish idea of the fall of the angels through their
lust for mortal women.
2 Simrock, 437 ; see Tylor, PCS ii. 189 f. ; Bodin, La Dinwnomanie des sorders, Paris, 1580, p. 109 ; Grimm, 464 ; Strahl. Der
Alp : sein Wesen und seine Heilung, 1833 ; J. Franck, Praxeoa
Medicx Universce Froecepta, Leipzig, 1832, ch. L ' de Incubo.*

;

;;
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something to reminiscences of earlier sex-festivals
with music and dancing (see MacCulloch, CF, 223).
The wayfarer is attracted into both, and often
pays dear for it. He is forced to pipe or dance,
and finds himself in the morning worn out, while
that so attracted him has vanished. Both revels
and Sabbat must terminate before dawn or cockcrow (see Reuss, La Sorcellerie, Paris, 1871, pp. 39,
Similarly the beliefs
43, 54, 56, and reff. there).
in bodily or spirit transportation through the air
on the part of or by witches or fairies the objective aspect of a trance or drugged condition (see
MacCulloch, CF, 223 Wood-Martin, Elder Faiths
of Ireland, 1902, ii. 8, 21 Nassau, 223 [W. Africa]
Seligmann, 401 [New Guinea])— in child-stealing
(see Changeling), in cannibalism {CF, 223

all

—

;

;

Fran^ais, L'Eglise et la sorcellerie, Paris, 1910, pp.
68, 119, 145; S^billot, i. 229; Wentz, 128), in
gifts of money which turns to rubbish, in shapeshifting and invisibility, in taking the substance
of milk, corn, or of an animal (cf. a similar belief
in W. Africa [JAI xxix. 23], in E. Africa [Macdonald, Africana, 1882, i. 212] ; and see Scott,
Demon., 82, 223), in the power of killing cattle by
mysterious means, or horses by riding them furiously at night, in the force of similar tabus against
both all apply equally to fairies and witches. Both
the mediaeval Church and 17th cent. Presbyterians
laced fairydom and witchcraft under the same
E
an and, in their trials, witches were accused
of appealing or repairing to fairies and their
queen (Dalyell, 536 f. ; Scott, Demon., 129, 135, 266,
Witches used for their nefarious
Minst., 207).
deeds elf- arrows, which were manufactured by
fairies and the devil, and supplied to them (Pitcairn, Criminal Trials, Edinburgh, 1833, i. 191 ff.
In popular Scots tradiScott, Demon., 135, 235).
tion the elf-queen and the mother-witch, or Gyre
The three Fies who are
Carline, are identical.
present at births are sometimes three witches, and
Ijoth groups are associated with the earlier ' wise
woman.' Finally, fairies and witches were supposed to ride through the air headed by a Hecate

—

;

;

called Nic Neven (Scott, Demon., 111).'
Beliefs similar to those associated with fairies
are also elsewhere connected with the dead (§ 5), or
with other beings in Japan, foxes ; or, among
savages, spirits of all kinds ; in our own and other
lands, the devil or demons, or vampires. But the
best example is found in the belief in the 'fairy
eddy' a sudden puff of wind or whirl of dust,
leaves, etc., in which fairies or witches are supposed to be (Rhys, ii. 590 ; Ralston, Songs, 382
^ i.
Among the Arabs the jinn
Frazer,
127).
(in India shaitdn) cause, or travel in, such whirlwinds or sandstorms. In ancient Persia a demon

—

—

GB

caused the whirlwind (BundahiS, xxviii. 24). In
Brittany, the damned, who tried to carry off the
wayfarer as fairies carried off men, were seen in
such eddies (Le Braz^, ii. 239) among the Ainus,
whirlwinds are embodiments of evil spirits {ERE
i. 244)
a:nong the Baganda, a dust eddy is believed to be caused by ghosts at play (Roscoe, 282)
among the Yoruba, an eddy of wind is a manifestation of a forest-god (Ellis, 79) among the Kurnai,
it is thought that Brewin travels in a whirlwind
;

;

;

(Hovpitt,

JAI

xiii.

194)

;

or, as in Fiji

and among

caused by ghosts
(Frazer, GB^ i. 128). With all these peoples much
the same methods of avoiding the eddy or of overcoming the beings in it are found ; while, comparing these customs with that of attacking a
storm with weapons, we see that both eddy and
the Pawnees, the whirlwind

is

The medtsBval writers against witchcraft condemned also
and all traffic with them, and the fairy-ring:s where
their revels took place were assimilated to the blasted sward
of the witches' Sabbat.
This is seen in the trial of Jeanne
d'Arc, in whose prods witches and fairies are mingled. In
geveral French legends, fairies dance the Sabbat.
1

fairies

first personified and then believed to
contain hostile beings.
Thus, considering the similarity of what is
attributed equally to fairies, witches, ghosts,
demons, and spirits of all kinds, it is obvious that
certain primitive ideas easily attached themselves
to all these indifferently, and that the origin of
fairies must be sought in no one recent source,
but ultimately in very ancient beliefs of man regarding the beings of his imagination. At the
same time, we must not omit that which his poetic
fancies have lent to the whole fairy belief, for to
do so would be to omit what has always been a most

storm were

element in aU

vital

The

folk-lore.

who

figure in the earlier romances
and in the Renaissance and later poets are in part
the creatures of folk-tradition, in part the creations
of the poetic imagination, and concern us but little
here.'
Fairyland as a
II. Situation of fairyland.
separate region is variously situated. Most generally it is a subterranean region, sometimes directly
below men's dwellings, or within hUls and mountains ; and to the latter corresponds the mediaeval
tradition regarding the court of Venus in the
'
Venusberg, of which there were several (Venus
may compare
here = a fay; see Grimm, 935).
also the Irish tradition regarding the Tuatha D6
Danann and the sid, or mounds. The entrance to
fairies

—

We

fairyland was through a cavern (or fairyland was
in a cavern), crevice, pit, or wells on tops of hills
the oldest recorded example of this is found in
Gervase of Tilbury's story of the Welsh Elidurus,
who was taken by two small men through a subterranean passage to fairyland {Itin. Camhr. i. 8).
In this aspect fairyland corresponds to Hades, as
well as to Hell or Purgatory, the entrance to which
Both in
is also often through a cave or cleft.
Teutonic and in Celtic regions, fairies are also
associated with tumuli, or with old raths or forts,
which are often seen lit up at night (for an early
instance, see William of Newburgh, Historia,
:

Oxford, 1719,

i.

28).

Fairyland

is

also within the

waters, and accessible through wells or by diving
beneath river or lake or sea (in this corresponding
to one aspect of the Celtic Elysium see Blest,
;

Abode of the

This dwelling is both
that of water-fairies and of other water-beings (§ 7).
It is also on islands in lake or sea, which sometimes are seen by the gifted seer (Wentz, 147
Davies, Mythol. and Bites of Brit. Druids, 1809,
Here, again, there is a close correspondp. 155).
ence with the island Elysium of the Celts (see ERE
Faiiyland may also be all around, a
art. cited).
kind of fourth dimensional region interpenetrating
^
ours
or it may suddenly be entered in a mist
These various conor, again, it may be in the air.
ceptions are connected with the original character
of fairies, whether as Nature-spirits or ghosts
and In some instances the abode of older gods has
[Celtic]).

;

become fairyland.
It is usually dangerous to violate any sacred
as it is dangerous
fairy spot tree, dwelling, etc.
to enter the charmed fairy circle, or to cross the
night ride of fairies. These are tabus to which
many parallels from lower and higher cultures,
with respect to sacred places, abodes or haunts of
spirits, gods, or ghosts, might be adduced (see

—

—

Codrington, 177,
Culloch, CF, ch.
Literature.

218

f. ;

Seligmann, 184 ; Mac-

xi.).

—There

of the fairy belief,

is no work coTering the whole ground
but T. Keightley's Fairy Mythology, new

1 See Nutt, Fairy Myth, of Shakespeare, 1900 ; Goyau, La
Vie et la mart des fees, Paris, 1910 ; Delattre, English Fairy
Poetry, Oxford, 1912.
2 Cf. the New Britain saying regarding matana nion, the
place of the dead ' If our eyes were turned so that what is
mside the head were now outside, we would see that jnatana
ni&n was very near to us and not far away at a 1 (Brown, 192),
:

;
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ed. 1000, is generally useful.
IJcsidcfl the principal collectlona
of jWarc/tcn, aee alao
Bell, Shakwpf-ari''s Puck, and his
Folklore, 3 vols., London, 18r>2 ; J. Curtin, TaUs of the Fairies
and the Gh«Ht World, London, 1805 ; J. Grimm, TeuOmic
Mytholofjii, Kni^. tr., London, 1880-1888, ch. 17; Introduction,
' Ueber die Klfon,'
to T. C. Croker's Fairy Lt'ijcnds, Oerin. tr.,
Leipzig, Lsiiij E. S. ll3.TX\a.nA, S<-iencc of Fairy Tales, London,
1891 : R. Kirk, Secret Commfrnxvealth of Kines, Fauns, and
Fairiea, ed. Sir W. Scott, Ediuburgta, ISlu, A. Lang, mVi;

W.

;
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Maury, Les F^es dn rnoyen dge, Paris, 1843, new cd.
Uucnden du uioiit-n Htjc.Ao. 180(1 H. Schreiber,
Uie Fecn in Hurupa, Krtibur^j, 1842 Sir W. Scott, MinvlreUy
of the Scottish liordtir, Introd. to 'Tale of Tanilane,' 1839,
L. F. A.

in Crityanccs et

;

;

and Witchcraft*, IS,^^;
Wentz, The Fairy Faith in Celtic Countries,
Letters on Detnonolo(jy

curious mixture of science and credulity).
authorities cited in the article.

J.

W.

Y.

Evans

Oxford, 1911 (a
See alao the other

A. MacCulloch.

FAITH.
Hindu.— See Bhakti-Marqa.
Muslim (E. Sell), p. 695.

Buddhist.— See Bhakti-MSroa.
Christian (W. Morgan), p. 689.
Greek (I. F. Bukns), p. 694.
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Every act of religious
two sides or aspects a cognitive and
It is at once an affirmation of truth
surrender to the truth affirmed. Apart from

—

faith shows
a volitional.

and a
the

Roman

first, it

would be blind

;

apart from the second,

without practical significance. The fact that the
emphasis is sometimes placed on the one and sometimes on the other leads to two relatively distinct

When the volitional aspect is
emphasized, we have the notion commonly denoted
by the word ' trust (q.v.) ; when the cognitive,
that denoted by the word 'belief {q.v.). It is
with faith as belief that we are concerned in the
present article. The notion of trust is, indeed, vital
for religion, but it has played no part in theological
notions of faith.

'

controversy.
I. Scripture doctrine of Faith.
(1) In Jewish
canonical and extra-canonical wntings. Although
there are only two OT passages (Dt 32*0, Hab 2^) in
admits the substantive faith,' the
which the
idea is far from being infrequent. Every word of
with
God comes
a claim to be received as true
to believe it is an act of obedience to God, as unbelief is rebellion and a mark of hardness of heart
(Ex 14", Dt V\ Ps 78»2, Is 7»). At the same time,
faith is not among the cardinal conceptions of OT
religion.
What God requires of men is less that
they believe His word tlian that they fear, love,
serve, obey, and trust Him.
God's word is thought
of rather as a commandment to be obeyed than as
a message to be believed.
What first brought the notion of faith into the
foreground was the loosening of the bond between
religion and nationality, and the rise of a propaganda. When Hebrew religion entered, with a
claim to universal acceptance, into competition with
other religions and became a matter of personal
choice, the question whether a man believed in the
God of Israel and received His laws and promises
as true inevitably advanced into a position of
cardinal importance. The initial religious act became one of belief ; and persistence in belief, the
presupposition of fidelity to God.
can thus
understand why in the later Jewish literature the
notion of faith should be considerably more prominent than it is in the OT (En 46' 58°, Apoc. Bar.
545. 16. 21
philo, de Abrah. 268 ; 2 Es 5' 9"-).
Evidence for the
(2) In the tea/:hing of Jesus.
increasing importance that was being attached to
faith will hardly, however, be discovered in the
teaching of Jesus. Often as He uses the word, it
is nearly always with the meaning of trust in the

—

RV

—
'

;

We

.

—

power and goodness of God (Mt 17=°, Mk i*'). This
is the meaning even when He speaks of faith in
Himself. What He has in view is not belief in
His Messiahship or in -any doctrine, but trust in
the Divine power that works through Him (Mt
gio 92 1528)
Though He is conscious of bringing a
new message, He lays the stress not on the accept-

ance of His word, but on the doing of it.
This
do, and thou shalt live (Lk 10°*).
The message is
'

'

VOL. v.
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(I.

F.

Burns),

p. 697.

so simple and self-evidencing that the question of
believing it hardly comes into view.
It was with the
(3) In the writings of Paul.
Christian proclamation that the idea of faith really
entered on its great career. From the first the
gospel was preached, not primarily as a law to be
obeyed, but as a message to be believed (Ac 2" 4'')
and the cardinal article of belief, that which included all others, was that Jesus is Lord and
Christ.
The doctrine of salvation through believing was, therefore, not introduced by Paul ; in his
controversy with Peter at Antioch he could assume
None the less, he
it as common Christian ground.
marks a decisive stage in its development. He was
the first to establish it on a reasoned basis, and to
bring the Church to a clear consciousness of the
new significance which faith had acquired. This

—

he accomplished by demonstrating the congruence
of faith with the nature of the Christian gospel.
Since the gospel comes as a revelation of Divine
grace and of a righteousness freely offered to guilty

man, the fitting response on man's part can only be
that of humble and thankful acceptance of the gift.
Putting away the proud thought that he can stand
on his own merits, he must believe in Him who
justifies the ungodly (Gal 3, Ro 4).
It is evident
that faith as here conceived is a thing of the heart
rather than of the intellect.
It implies moral
earnestness, the sense of sin and need, submissiveness and openness towards God, and is indistinguishable from the trust of which Jesus speaks.
Doubtless the Apostle included in his notion of
faith the acceptance of what we should describe as
doctrine (Ro 10'). The grace of God had no meaning for him apart from the redemption drama in
which it presented itself to his imagination and
thought. Nevertheless, Wrede's assertion (Paulus,
Tiib. 1904, p. 67), that what Paul means by faith is
nothing more than the obedient affirmation of the
preaching of redemption, is wide of the mark. In
his doctrinal constructions, Paul has no other object
than to set forth the sin-forgiving, salvation-bringing grace of God ; and at bottom it is this grace he
asks men to believe in and to trust.
In vindicating the title of faith to be regarded as
the sole and sufficient condition of salvation, Paul
considers
tion.

it

exclusively in its relation to justifica-

What he establishes is

Does he think

justification by faith.
of faith as also the inner spring of

the new life ? In two or three passages he approaches this idea. He speaks of faith as working
lay love, and declares that whatever is not of faith
But in general the activities
is sin (Gal 5^, Ro 14^).
of the new life are traced not to faith, but to the
transcendent working of the Holy Spirit.
The
Christian virtues and graces are fruits of the Spirit
(Gal 5^^, Ro 8^). Our modern method of psychological derivation is foreign to his thought.
Much more important is the question whether
faith, as defined in Ro 4, is an adequate description
of the religious relation as Paul habitually con-

—
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Is the bond that unites the believer with
it.
Christ nothing else than trust in the Divine grace
manifested in His Cross ? The truth is that it is
only in connexion with justification that the
Apostle thinks of it in this way. In general,
the union with Christ appears as something more
intimate and close than can be described in ethical
terms.
The believer has died with Christ and
risen with Him
he is in Christ, and Christ lives
While this has for Paul a strongly ethical
in him.
meaning, to interpret it in purely ethical terms, as
signifying nothing more than a death to sin and
resurrection to righteousness, a reproduction of
Christ's mind or spirit in the believer, is to miss its
secret.
The union he has in view is a mystical
union. Like all mystics, he finds the idea of
faith inadequate to e.xpress the religious relation.
Whether he regards this mj^stical union as only a
deeper interpretation of faith, or as something
that follows on it, is not easy to decide (Gal 2^",

ceives

;

Eph
(4)

3").

In

the

Fourth Gospel.

—As

compared with

that of Paul, the conception of faith found in the
Fourth Gospel is distinctly more intellectualistic
in character.
The writer shows unmistakable
affinities with the Greek thinkers.
Faith appears
as a result of the impression made on the onlookers,
not so much by the grace and truth manifested in
Christ's words and deeds, as by His miracles. His
whole earthly career is presented in the light of a
series of Divine attestations of His claim to be the
Son of God (Jn 2" 4« 14" 20'i). Believing and
knowing are brought into the closest connexion
with each other, are, indeed, treated as identical.
Like the Greeks and Philo, the Evangelist attributes a saving significance to knowledge. At the
same time, it is far from his intention to exhibit
faith as a mere intellectual assent to the proposition, 'Jesus is the Son of God.' Everywhere the

ethical factor, perhaps in conscious opposition to
Gnostic tendencies, is strongly emphasized. Knowledge is not understood as a predominantly intellectual function ; it includes sympathy and kinship
with its object, a personal relation to Christ, and

morally conditioned (Jn 6" 5" 8^ 7").
Like Paul, the writer of the Fourth Gospel knows
of a deeper relation of the soul to Christ than that
of faith or knowledge.
Everywhere the mystical
union is in the foreground
I in them, and thou
in me, that they may be perfected into one ( Jn 17^)
is

:

'

'

—

that is the profoundest secret of his piety. It is
in virtue of this mystical union that the eternal
and Divine life which belongs to Christ as His
native possession is imparted to the believer. ' He
that abideth in me, and I in him, the same beareth
much fruit ' ( Jn 15°). The mystical vein of piety,
which passed into Christianity from the Oriental
religions, runs side by side with the Hebrew vein,
and is sufiused with the ethical spirit of the latter.
In the Epistle
(5) In the Epistle to the Hebreios.
to the Hebrews we find a conception of faith which
is modelled on that of Philo.
Faith is the vision of
the eternal realities of the unseen world God, His
righteousness, His salvation, the better country
the vision of these realities and the conviction that
they are more enduring than the things we see and
touch (Hell). As such it is the spring of all heroic
action.
Christ is related to it as its author and
perfecter.
He is the great example of faith, and
through Him the salvation which the saints of the
old time could only greet from afar has become a
realized fact (vv."-*).
Of all
conceptions of
faith, that of Hebrews is perhaps the broadest.

—

—

NT

2.

Catholic doctrine of Faith.

—We

have seen

that, from the outset of the Christian community,
faith was related to a doctrinal construction of
Christ's Person and work.
Always it implied
belief in His power and dignity as Messiah and

';

Lord, and in the reality of His redemption. If,
notwithstanding this, the NT cannot be said to
show, except in the latest books, any serious intellectualizing of the notion of faith, the explanation
is to be found in the fact that doctrine was still
sufficiently simple, ethical, and elastic to serve as a
vehicle of the gospel. It still made its appeal less
to the intellect than to the heart and conscience.
But a time speedily arrived when this in large
measure ceased to be true. The passing of the
great constructive thinkers, and the Church's experience in Gnosticism of the dangers incident to
unfettered speculation, led to the fixing of doctrine
as an authoritative norm, the fitting attitude to
which was intellectual submission. Nor was this
all.
More and more, doctrine was elaborated in a
direction that removed it from the domain of the
heart and conscience into that of the speculative
reason. In determining the inner relations of the
Trinity and the constitution of Christ's Person, the
Church doubtless sought to safeguard what seemed
to it vital religious interests. At the same time,
such determinations were far removed from the
simple truths of the gospel, and the importance
attached to them had the result of throwing the
When assent to the creeds
latter into the shade.
was made a condition of salvation, it was inevitable
that faith should come to be understood as fundamentally an act of the intellect. By Augustine it
is defined as cum assensione cogitare (de Proedest.
Sanctor. 5), and by Aquinas (Summa, II. 2, qu. 2,
art. 2) as an act of the intellect which is moved to
assent through the will.
Three elements were
distinguished in it notitia, assensus, and fiducia
purely
the first two being
intellectual, and the
third having but the slenderest claim to be regarded
as ethical. Not only was faith intellectualized ; it
was conceived in the main as an act, not of insight
and independent conviction, but of intellectual
submission. The highest mysteries of the faith,
being inaccessible to reason, could be received only
on the ground of an external authority. Early
Scholasticism, it is true, proceeded on the assumption that the doctrines of the Church were capable
of being demonstrated to the reason ; still the
doctrines were first, and reason second. Moreover,
the attempt to justify this assumption was in the
end abandoned. Faith, in the Catholic conception
of it, is authority-faith. And the authority that
guarantees the truth of the doctrines is, in the last
Evangelio non crederem,
resort, the Church
nisi me catholicae ecclesiae commoveret auctoritas
(Aug. contra Ep. Manich. 6). The Church, therefore, is the real object to which jffcfMcia, the practical
element in faith, is referred. The notion was still
further eviscerated when the Church came to recognize that an intelligent assent to its doctrines was
more than could be expected from unlettered
people, and to accept a, fides implicita, or readiness
to affirm these doctrines, though not precisely
known, as sufficient for salvation.
So emptied of all ethical and religious meaning,
faith could no longer sustain the weight of importance that had formerly been attached to it.
WhUe it continued to be regarded as indispensable
for salvation, the goods of the Christian life were
not connected with it in any organic way. The
only bond was the external one of merit. God
rewarded faith by bestowing forgiveness and
infusing love. As the principle of justification,
faith was supplanted by good works ; as the
One may say
principle of moral action, by love.
that its significance shrank to this, that it
represented submission to the Church, and was on
that account the condition of participation in the
supernatural gifts which the Church dispensed to
her children.
It is not to be denied that there were other
'

'

:

'

—
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FAITH
currents of thought in the Catholic Church.
It
would be easy to quote from Augustine and
Aquinas passages in which faith is based not on
authority, but on inner apprehension of Divine

Divine things, Augustine asserts, cannot
be understood except by the pure in heart, and
Aquinas guards against the idea that faith is an
arbitrary choice. It presupposes a certain amount
of natural trust and natural grace. Still the main
truth.

was

drift

as described.

—

—

Luther
Protestant doctrine. (1) Luther.
restored faith to the place it occupies in the
Against
theology of Paul.
the Roman doctrine of
justification by works he set the Pauline doctrine
of justification by faith only.
In the act of
believing, the sinner has full assurance of salvation his assurance is not contingent on the good
works he has done or may do, much less on any
ceremonial observance. For salvation is a Divine
promise ; and, as without a promise we have
nothing to believe, without faith the promise is
useless, since it is through faith that it is established and fulfilled' (de Captiv. Babyl. EccL).
Luther even went beyond Paul in making faith
the princij)le not of justification alone, but of the
whole Christian life. Its awakening is itself the
new birth. Love does not require to be brought
in as something additional it is included in faith.
Only believe, and you will do all good works from
your own impulse. It is, indeed, from the faith
behind them that good works derive their moral
quality
Dum bonus aut mains quisquam efBcitur,
non hoc ab operibus sed a fide vel incredulitate
3.

;

'

;

:

'

oritur ' {de Libertate).
The new significance attached to faith implies a
deepened conception of it. It is no longer conceived as primarily an affair of the intellect.
Luther defines it as a ' certa fiducia cordis et firmus

assensus quo Christus apprehenditur ( Commentary
on Gal. 1. ). It is nothing else than personal trust in
the sin-forgiving grace of God ; and it is the
product not of reason, but of the impression which
the Divine word makes on the heart and conscience.
This conception of faith sets up a new standard
for doctrine.
If doctrine is to be the object of
faith, it must embody the gospel, must exhibit
Christ in the characters that render Him our
Saviour and awaken our trust. Of this Luther
was dimly conscious. He saw that we apprehend
Christ only in our experience of His merciful will
Misereri arguit eum esse Deum et distinguit ab
aliis qui non possunt misereri, cum sint miseri
igitur qui miseretur et bonus est, Deus est.'
But, though in these words Luther criticized the
metaphysical formulse of the Greek creeds, he did
not seriously raise the question whether they fulfilled the requirement he had proposed.
They
imposed themselves upon him as something sacrosanct ; and he was content to leave them unaltered,
and to read into them as much evangelical meaning as they could carry.
(2) The Reformed Church after Luther.
Far
from working out Luther's epoch-making ideas
about faith, the Protestant Churches after the
Reformation reverted in large measure to the
Roman view. The traditional dogmas, supplemented by that of justification by faith, were
elevated to their old position. In the object of
faith the sum of the articuli fidei was included.
As a consequence, the existence of a purely
intellectual element in faith was again emphasized.
While fiducia was regarded as decisive for salvation, notitia and assensus were made to precede it
as necessary preliminary steps. More and more
the ground of assent was again sought in authority,
with this difference that for the authority of an
infallible Church there was substituted that of an
'

'

—

infallible Bible.
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Modern

discussions.
In the modern period
may be dated from the Illumination, discussions regarding
faith have turned
mainly on two points its cognitive character ;
and its relation to the historical facte, above all to
the fact of Christ.
(1) Every act of faith involves a judgment, an
affirmation of truth or of what is regarded as
truth.
Faith is thus in one aspect a cognitive
process.
What is the nature of this process ? On
what grounds do the affirmations of faith ultimately
rest? Are the grounds on which we affirm the
justice or the goodness of God the same in kind as
those on which the affirmations of science are
based ? The question is one which has far-reaching
significance for theology ; it is, one may assert, the
only epistemological question with which theology
has any deep concern.
For its theory of religious knowledge, Protestant
orthodoxy was indebted to the theologians of the
Catholic Church, above all to Aquinas. It distinguished between the knowledge of God which
comes to us through the exercise of our natural
reason, and a supplement of supernaturally
communicated knowledge resting on authority.
4.

of tlieology, wliich

—

Eighteenth-century Rationalism, while it allowed
the first, rejected the second. For Rationalism,
all religious truths were truths of reason.
But
neither Protestant orthodoxy nor Rationalism
thought of subjecting what it called reason to
critical analysis.
(a) It was Kant

who first undertook this task,
and his account of reason forms one of the great
landmarks in epistemological investigation. As
the result of his analysis, Kant distinguished a
twofold process in knowledge that of the theoretical, and that of the practical reason.
As theoretical, reason has for its domain the world of senseexperience, and for its instrument the categories
above all, the great category of causality. Within

—

domain it moves with logical certainty, rising
from effect to cause and connecting fact with fact
as parts of a single, ordered system. But there its
competency ends. When the theoretical reason
attempts to transcend the phenomenal world of
sense-experience, and to explore, by means of its
categories, the ultimate reality which lies behind
that world, its incompetence is at once demonstrated by the paralogisms in which it finds itself
involved. The transcendent objects with which
religion is concerned cannot be established in a
theoretical way. To reason as theoretical they are
inaccessible. Only through reason as practical, i.e.
as imposing itself upon us as the law of our conduct,
do we attain to any knowledge of the unconditioned.
Our religious knowledge comes to us as postulates
of our moral consciousness, and the certainty with
which we hold it is not a logical but a moral
certainty.
If our consciousness of being under
obligation to obey the categorical imperative of
our reason is not to be stultified, we must assume
that our will is free, that beyond death there lies
an opportunity for approximation to the moral
ideal, and that the ultimate power in the universe
is on the side of the good.
The Kantian account of knowledge has the great
this

merit of bringing out the fact that our religious
affirmations, unlike those of science, are morally
conditioned. In other respects, however, it is
open to grave objections. It leaves room for no
knowledge of God unless as a postulate. Communion with God is possible only in the form that
we fulfil our moral duties as God's commands. A
theory which so limits the range of religious
experience cannot be regarded as adequate.
(b) Fruitful as the Hegelian movement proved
in many ways for theology, on the side of epistemology it represented a reaction in the direction

—
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of Kationalism.
For Hegel, religion was but the
forecourt of philosophy, and religious apprehension
an
undeveloped
but
form of philosophical. Firm

ground

is

reached only when the highest truth

is

logically developed from the idea and recognized
as a necessity of thought. The distinction drawn
by Kant between the theoretical and the practical
reason completely disappears.
(c) Meanwhile the problem of knowledge was

being attacked from another side.

Herbart drew

attention to the part which feeling plays in
cognition.
Not only is it involved in all our
thinking, but in a particular class of judgments
the aesthetic and moral it is the determinative
factor.
De Wette showed that in such judgments
what we predicate of an object is not existence
but worth.
arrange the objects of our experience in a scale of values, rising from hedonistic
values to spiritual, the morally good forming the
climax of the series. The idea of value-judgments
was taken up by Lotze, and still further developed.
More definitely than De Wette he established

—

We

'

their basis in feeling and connected them with
religion.
Faith, he declared, is the feeling that is
appreciative of values [Microcosmus, Eng. tr.* i.
244 f ). Through our feeling for values we reach a
knowledge of things as authentic as that given us in
science. Nay, it is precisely such faith-knowledge
that takes us to the heart of reality ; for it is not
in the world of forms with which science deals, but
in the world of values, that the inner nature of
things comes to expression.
{d) It belongs to the epoch-making significance
of Albrecht Ritschl that he was the first to introduce the 'value-judgment' into theology, and to
explain by it the character of faith -knowledge and
faith-certainty.
According to the Kitschlian view,
all religious judgments are judgments of value, or
rest on such.
They have their ground not, as in
the case of theoretical judgments, in the compulsion
of perception and thought, but in our feeling for
values.
Our belief in the personality of God, for
example, rests on the fact that we rank ourselves
.

—

above Nature and claim dominion over it rank
the personal above the impersonal. We proceed on
the principle that the highest in rank must be the
ultimate m being. The impulse to set the good
on the throne of the universe has behind it a
feeling for the claim which the good makes on our
will.
In proportion as we seek the good, we are
convinced that our efforts cannot be in vain, but
that it is the fimdamental law of things, and must
assert its right against all resistance.
It is the
feeling for values that lies at the basis of the
affirmations which faith makes about Christ. The
assertion that in Christ God meets us has no other
ground than a valuation of the ends for which He
lived and of the spirit that breathes through His
every word and deed. His holy love authenticates
itself to us as the love of the Father for this single
reason, that it is the Divinest thing that has come
within our experience. Always faith is concerned,
not with causal explanation, but with values.
This theory of value-judgments is put forward
as an analysis of the actual process of faith-

same

knowing. It rests on the assumption that the certainty of faith is different in kind from the certainty with which we hold a scientific hypothesis.
Is this assumption justified ? Certainly the objects
of faith God, the Divinity of Christ, the immortality of the soul
do not present themselves to
the religious mind as hypotheses, the validity of
which has to be tested by the ordinary scientific
canons. The assurance with which we affirm them
is not measured by our ability to fit them into a
causal or logical scheme of things.
On all hands
it is admitted that a complete theoretical demonstration of their reality is out of the question.

—

—

From

the conservative side

we

have, indeed, ever

renewed attempts to establish Christ's Divinity in
a theoretical way, by an appeal to such facts as
His miracles. His sinlessness. His superhuman consciousness, and His bodily resurrection. But such
a demonstration does not represent the experience
in which faith is born, but is purely adventitious.
And, even were the facts on which it is built beyond question, it would still remain, when judged
by scientific canons, hopelessly inadequate. The
truth is that the certainty of faith is not a logical,
but a moral certainty.
It is rooted not in the
intellect, but in the heart and conscience, and is
morally conditioned. Its measure is the force of
our affirmation of the Good, the Fair, and the True.
Faith is the soul's everlasting yea to the Divine
realities that appeal to it.
If it sets these realities
on the throne of the universe, it is because a uni-

verse in which they were not central

and supreme

would be morally

intolerable.
In the value-judgment theory of religious apprehension the radically
moral character of faith-certainty is brought, for
the first time, to clear scientific expression.
That judgments of value have to be reckoned

with among our cognitive processes is now widely
recognized even by logicians like Sigwart as well

—

as

by theologians.

Where

the Kitschlian epis-

temology encounters the strongest opposition is
in its sceptical attitude towards the speculative
reason, and in its demand that the knowledge of
faith be kept free from all admixture of speculative elements in its demand, that is to say, for
the extrusion of speculative metaphysics from
theology.
To many this has seemed equivalent
to setting up a double truth, and to a denial of
the unity of thought. W. R. Inge, for example,

—

while recognizing the significance of value-judgments for religion, and admitting that we cannot
prove that our valuations are anything more than
subjective, maintains that there must be a unifying
principle in which the different activities of our
nature are harmonized as activities of one person,
directed towards one satisfying end, and that it is
in this unifying experience that faith for the first
time comes fully into its own.' In other words,
faith is securely established only when we have
succeeded in building our value- judgments, with
aU our other knowledge, into a single, coherent
system. That the human mind will never cease
from the attempt thus to synthesize its knowledge
may be regarded as certain. And it would be rash
to assert that the syntheses which philosophy offers
are without significance for faith. It cannot, however, be admitted that faith is dependent on the
constructions of any philosophy. In our Christian
religion it is precisely those elements which have
been imported from philosophy that have proved
themselves the least stable.
Christian faith, as
distinct from speculative theology, really moves
among a few grand, simple, and relatively constant
truths J and these truths owe little or nothing to
the speculative reason, but are the afiSrmations of
the heart and conscience. While philosophy can
render to religion, particularly in the domain of
apologetics, a service that is real and indispensable,
the idea that it wiU some day succeed, as Edward
Caird hoped, in transforming the moral certainty
of faith into logical certainty is purely fantastic.
(2) To what extent is faith dependent on historical
facts, particularly on the fact of Christ ? To state
the c[ue9tion in a more general way- What is the
medmm through which God reveals Himself to the
soul ? How is the object of faith given ?
Traditional theology has always distinguished
between a general revelation and a special. The
former it regards as given in Nature and in the
From
moral order visible in the life of man.
1 Faith and its Psychology, pp. 51, 231.

—

—
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Nature we can

(Christian)

riRe, by the exercise of our natural
powers, to the idea of an almighty and intelligent
Creator from the moral order in human life to
that of a righteous Lawgiver and Judge.
To
general faith, God thus presents Himself as an
idea which has been reached through a process of
thought. Special revelation, on the other hand,
is regarded as consisting in certain saving facts
of history, these facts being, above all, the birth
into our world of one who was the Son of God,
rhe Second Person in the Trinity, and the atonement for sin He accomplished on the cross. In
them specifically Christian faith has its object.
While, however, the Incarnation and the Atonement are thought of as facts of history, it is
evident that they are not of a kind that can be
established by purely historical evidence. They
come to us as a speculative construction or interpretation of the Person and work of the historical
Jesus, the truth of which is guaranteed in the
;

'

last resort by inspired Scripture.
The immediate
object of specifically Christian faith is thus, for
traditional theology, not the historical facts of
Jesus' life, but a doctrine or series of doctrines
and only when the doctrines have been accepted
whether on authority or as speculatively established can faith enter.
God's special historical
revelation is given in the form of doctrine.
{a) It was against a historical revelation so conceived that the Rationalism of the eighteenth
century directed its attack. Eejecting the traditional doctrines of Christianity, it put in their
place the simple and self-evident ideas of reason
as the one valid content of religious faith. These
ideas the chief of which are God, freedom, and
immortality are independent of Christ and, indeed, of all history ; they are in their nature timeless, the same for every age and every race.
For
the significance of history, whether in religion or
in any other department of human life, Kationalism
had little feeling. In this respect the Kantian
philosophy of religion marked no advance. For
Kant, too, the content of religious faith is given
in ideas that are timeless and necessary. The conception of a revelation whether in Nature or in
history was barred for him by his doctrine of
phenomenalism.
The world of our inner and
outer sense-experience, being merely phenomenal,
can yield us no knowledge of the hidden power

—

—

—

—

—

—

behind it.
(6) In the Hegelian philosophy the significance
of history seems, at first sight, fully recognized.
There is no more talk of phenomenalism or of the
contingency of historical facts.
History is exhibited as controlled by the immanent law of
reason, and as the medium of a self-revelation
of the Absolute.
Of this self-revelation, the
historical religions constitute a particular mode.

Nature, art, and philosophy forming kindred
modes. Christianity which has as its characteristic that Christ is contemplated as the God-man,
the realized unity of the Divine and the human
is established as the culmination of the series and
the sole absolute religion. But what Hegel gives
to histoij with one hand he takes away with the
other.
The religious way of envisaging the oneness of the human spirit with the Divine, the
finite with the Infinite
as realized, that is to say,
in the Person of Christ is for him but a step on
the road to the philosophical.
Firm ground is
reached only when the historical is left behind,
and the highest truth is developed from the idea
itself and recognized as a necessity of thought.
Ultimately we are left with a rational idea as the
sole adequate content of religious faith.
To make
this clear was one of the motives that led Strauss
to write his Leben Jesu.
He believed that in resolving the Gospel-narrative into a tissue of myth

—

—

—

he was doing Christianity a real service, by compelling it to advance from the hiHtory-faith of
popular religion to the higher faith which receives
In tliis epochits object from thought alone.
making book, Strauss also brought into the foreground an objection to bafiing faith on facts of
history which had frequently been raised before,
though never in so peremptory a fashion. Facts
of history are known to us only through human
testimony, and human testimony is fallible. How
can we build our faith on a foundation that criticism may any day destroy, if it has not already
destroyed it ? This objection bears with particular
force against the traditional conception of a historical revelation, since it is precisely the miraculous facts on which it relies to prove the significance of Christ that are most open to critical
attack.
(c) Orthodoxy, Rationalism, and Idealistic Philosophy, widely as they differed in many respects,
were all agreed in one fundamental assumption,
that it is through the appropriation of an idea
or doctrine that religion arises. Faith was made
dependent for its object on a process of thought.
Schleiermacher's importance for theology consists
in no small degree in this, that he was the first to
break with that tradition. Adopting the method
of psychological analysis, he sought to demonstrate
religion as a function of the Spirit, independent
alike of philosophy, ethics, and dogmatics. Keligion, he taught, is the immediate response of the
Soul in feeling to the Divine reality which besets it
behind and before. This reality is not, however,
found in Christ or in any historical fact ; it is not
even anything moral as such. It is the Infinite,
the Eternal, the Whole of things. Religion is the
inrushing sense of the Infinite in the finite, of the
Eternal in the temporal, our feeling that our timelife is a manifestation and organ of the eternal
Whole and absolutely dependent on it. Significance is attributed to Christ only as a prototype
of a new mode of such ' God-consciousness.
That
Schleiermacher gives an adequate account of the
content of Christian faith, few would now contend.
None the less his demonstration of religion as an
immediate experience of Divine reality, and as
independent of the constructions of theology and
philosophy, stands for all time.
(rf) Ritschl
learned from Schleiermacher that
faith springs up as the result of contact with Divine
reality, and that its object, therefore, is not to be
sought in any idea or doctrine. But, holding a
definitely ethical and Christian conception of God,
he could not regard the Whole of things as the field
where the soul finds Him. Not in Nature, but only
in the historical life of man, can God reveal Himself in His moral working and as the God of our
salvation. And, among the facts of history in which
He approaches us, Jesus Christ possesses a significance that is not only supreme but absolutely
unique. What gives to Christ such significance is
not the miraculous facts on which traditional theology relies to prove His Divinity, but the moral and
religious traits of His character as they manifest
themselves in word and deed. In contact with His
moral might and holy love, we feel the hand of God
laid upon us, and know that He has drawn near to
us to forgive and overcome our sin and to call us
into His fellowship and service.
The historical Jesus, and not any doctrine of His
Person and work, is for Ritschl the object of faith.
What then is doctrine ? It is a product of faith,
and intelligible only as an expression of what the
This need not be taken
soul has found in Christ.
as denying to the doctrines of the Church any direct
religious value.
know that for countless
thousands the doctrine of the Atonement has been
the one great medium through which they have
'
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'
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apprehended the forgiving and saving love of God.
That it does exhibit the holy love of God as manifested in Christ in a powerful and dramatic way,
no one with any feeling for reality will deny. This,
however, does not affect the question whether it is
not something secondary. Behind it lies the historical fact of Jesus dealing with publicans and
sinners, His ministry among the weary and the lost.
It is from the love which shines out from this
ministry that the doctrine of the Atonement derives
its living content.
The historical reality and not
the speculative construction is the primary fact,
and the latter cannot be accepted as a substitute
for the former.
The Ritsohlian view of the historical Jesus as the
one ground of Christian faith has been attacked as
involving a static conception of revelation. Is not
God, it is objected, always revealing Himself to
mankind, and in a progressive way ! Is He not as
active in the present as in the past, and is it not
precisely His activity in the present that creates
our experience of Him as the living God ? Can we
regard the Jesus of history as God's last word to
us ? In order to conserve the constancy and progressiveness of revelation and at the same time to
escape the menace of historical criticism, Loisy and
Inge, among others, have sought the ground of
Christian faith in the living Christ, as He manifests
Himself in the Church and the individual soul,
rather than in the Jesus of history. The significance of the latter they find in this, that He
introduced the movement which in its entirety will
constitute a theophany in the life of humanity. It
has to be said, however, that the problem which
such writers attempt in this way to solve is not that
which Ritschl had before him. About the progress
of Christian thought Ritschl was not concerned.
His one concern was with what he regarded as the
fundamental Christian experience, the assurance,
namely, that we have a gracious, sin-forgiving God.
How can such an experience be reached ? In attaching it exclusively to the person of Jesus, Ritschl
does certainly give ground for the charge that he
denies any other channel of revelation. It would
be difficult to deny the fact that many have reached
the experience he has in view in other ways than
through contact with the historical Jesus. The
love of Jesus meets us not only in the written
Gospels and in the preaching of the Church, but
also in men filled with His Spirit and, wherever
we are brought up before it, it authenticates itself
to us as something Divine, and has power to produce within us the assurance that the God of our
life is a God of grace.
But, whUe this must be admitted, the history of the Church has made it
abundantly clear that Christianity loses its vitality
when the Person of its founder is forgotten or
obscured. The men and women who have been the
driving forces in the Christian community have
drawn their inspiration from no secondary source,
but from Christ Himself. That in a Christian
community there is a power at work which with a
certain fitness can be described as the living Christ
an ideal of Christian life and character, as it has
shaped itself in the modern mind is not to be
denied. And such a power cannot but possess
;

'

—

—

immense

significance for religion, for this among
it God speaks to us in the
language of to-day. But can it be accepted as
a substitute for the Christ of history ? One may
assert that the Christ of history, while a child of
His time with respect to the forms of His thought,
in the essential features of His life and teaching
stands above time.
wealth of significance belongs to Him far transcending that of our richest
ideals, and a power to awaken and sustain faith in
the living God of salvation such as meets us in no
other fact of our experience.
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—In

this article we propose
(1) to give some account of religious faith as an
actual feature of Greek life, and (2) to indicate the
relation between faith and knowledge in Greek

(Greek).

philosophy.

—

—

Faith as a religious force. (1) Its nature.
religious faith we understand belief coupled
with trust in a Divine power. Both these elements
I.

By

enter into the words ir(crns and Tnffrciitv, although
the moral rather than the intellectual notion is
prominent in each, especially in the verb (W. K.
Inge, Faith and its Psychology, London, 1909,
But, to see the distinctive character of
p. 3f.).
Greek faith, we must turn to its objective aspect.

The Greek faith was

polytheistic.
Its deities were
and often sublime, conceptions. At the
same time we speak of the national religion
rather than of local cults thejr were but glorified
types of humanity, beings who inspired confidence
rather than dread, and with whom the artistic

beautiful,

—

—

imagination freely played.

—

The faith thus described was a
(2) Its history.
living force in Greece till about the middle of the
5th cent. B.C. It is true that in the lyric poetry
of the 6th and 7th centuries 'the figure of Zeus
dwarfs and obscures all the other divine personalities ' (J. Adam, Belig. Teachers of Greece,
Edinburgh, 1908, p. 83 ; cf. J. P. Mahafiy, Social
Life in Greece", London, 1875, p. 94). But there
The
is no revolt against the old national faith.
lyric poets 'never advanced even to the most
distant hint of atheism, or to a denial that the
gods could and did interfere in human affairs
(Mahaffy,

92).

Polytheism, gradually purged,

in-

deed, of its grosser elements, was the accepted
creed of the Greek poets from Homer to Sophocles.
It inspired the masterpieces of the greatest period
of Greek sculpture. It was at the heart of every
great movement in the formative period of Greek
history.
Of this, two illustrations may be given.

The first is the Apolline cult. The worship of
Apollo was, directly or indirectly, a leading factor
in the intellectual, moral, social, and political
development of the Greeks (for details, cf. L. R.
v. 145 f.).
To take but one
Famell, in
instance the Apolline cult was largely instrumental in introducing and in gradually deepening
the vital ethical conception of purification from
Our second illustration is from the Persian
sin.
war. Plato (Laws, iii. 699) expressly mentions
trust in the gods as one of the great causes of the
Greek victory. And the truth of his statement
must come home powerfully to every reader of
Herodotus. It was faith in the gods that kept
Leonidas at Thermopylae, and the fleet at Salamis
It was this that nerved the
(vii. 220,
143).
Athenians to reject the overtures of Mardonius
And accordingly, when the Athenians
(viii. 143).
appealed to Sparta for aid, they referred to this
We, reverfaith as their own supreme motive
encing Zeus Hellenius, and fearing to betray
Hellas, have not accepted the offer of the king'

—

HDB

'

:

Finally, Themistocles, addressing his
7).
captains after the battle of Salamis, emphatically declares that their deliverance was due,
not to themselves, but to the gods (viii. 109),
which he would certainly not have done unless
he had been sure that he was expressing the uppermost thought of all (E. E. G., Makers of Hellas,
London, 1903, p. 539). For the above view as to
(ix.

;;

;;
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the power of the traditional faith,

cf.

also Mahafly,

As Greek

faith rested on polytheism, it flourished
as long as the latter remained credible.
But, about
the middle of the 5th cent., rationalism, which had
arisen in the Greek colonies of Asia Minor, began
to play havoc with traditional belief, and the age
of faith was succeeded by the so-called age of
illumination (J. Adam, 270 f. j L. Campbell, lielig.
in Greek Liter., London, 1898, pp. 208, 295).
This
corresponds, roughly speaking, to the latter half
On
the
other
hand,
the
of the 5th century.
rapid
spread of new ideas provoked a reaction, the most
notable incident of which was the condemnation
and death of Socrates (399 B.C.). Did the national
Mahaify
religion ever regain its old vitality ?

argues (p. 355 ff. that Grote and others have greatly
exaggerated the scepticism of the last period of
Greek history. But even he does not maintain
that the old polytheistic creed ever again expressed
the prevailing religious attitude of thoughtful
minds. There was, indeed, much earnest religious
This is especially
life in the following centuries.
true of the Stoic and the Mystic. But their belief
does not concern us here, both because it was not
properly national, and also because, being pantheistic, it could hardly be said to embrace the
element of trust which belongs to a genuine re)

ligious faith.

Faith

and knowledge.

definition, faith is

—

According to our
an act at once intellectual and

But such a mode of conceiving man's
knowledge of God is foreign to Greek thought.
moral.

Keason alone, according to Greek philosophy, is
adequate to the knowledge of God. This view
forms an essential part of Aristotle's teaching, but
in the Republic of Plato (511, etc.) that the
superiority of knowledge to faith is most distinctly
laid down.
According to Plato, irforis is but a
stage in the pathway to knowledge, a stage in
which the visible and opinable is regarded as true.
'With Plato, Knowledge and not Faith is "the
assurance of things hoped for, the test of things
"
not seen ' (J. Adam, 407).
On the other hand, the opposition between
knowledge and faith in Greek philosophy is not so
absolute as may at first appear. For knowledge,
while ascribed to reason alone, is often brought
into closest relation with the moral nature. Thus,
Pythagoras viewed the pursuit of knowledge as a
means to spiritual emancipation (J. Adam, 193 f.)
Socrates, again, viewed knowledge as ' a certain
overmastering principle or power that lays hold
primarily, indeed, of the intellect, but through the
mtellect of the entire personality ' {ib. 329). And,
similarly, Plato taught that in the conversion
wrought by knowledge the character also is involved.
It is a revolution in which the whole
nature shares (^{n> SK-q tj 'pvxv, ib. 412 ; Plato,
Bep. 518 C). Lastly, the figure by which, in the
Symposium, Plato sets forth the knowledge of God
is that of the soul's marriage with her ideal.
It is
it is

knowledge, an amor intellectualis, with which
he professes to deal. But it is obvious how near
the conception brings us to the standpoint of

still

Christian faith.

—

LiTERATTmE. In addition to the authorities cited in the
article, cf. the artt. Greer Religion and Philosopht (Greek),
and the Literature appended to them.
I. J?, BURNS.
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Muham. term for
possesses it is called
a mu'min, or believer.' Sura xxiii. of the Qur'an,
revealed at Mecca, is called the ' Sura of the Be'

fiiith

is

'

(Muslim).—The

iman, and he

who

'

; it begins
Happy now the Believers who humble them in their prayer
and wlio keep aloof from vain words and who are doers of almsdeede and who restrain their appetites, save with their wives,

lievers

69*

they shall be free from blame, but they whose desires reach
and who thcmsclveH t«nd

further timn thin are tmnH^frcBsors

p. 358.

2.

(Muslim)

'

:

'

;

;

;

or the slaves

whom

their right bands possess, for in that case

;

well their truuts and their covenanta
to their prayers (vv.l-»).

;

and who keep

itrictly

'

In two other Meccan suras (ciii. 3, Ixxxv. 11) they
are described as those who do tilings which are
right' a form of expression which occurs very
frequently in later suras. The term O ye who
believe is found only in the Medina suras.
All
such are called upon to perform various duties and
to exhibit certain qualities.
Thus, those who
believe are to seek help with patience to retaliate
for blood -shedding ; to observe the prescribed fast;
'

—

'

'

;

to hope for God's mercy should they lose their lives
in fighting for Him ; to take care not to make their
alms useless by indulging in reproaches ; to fear
God and abandon usury (ii. 148, 173, 179, 215, 266,
They are not to fear the infidels (viii. 15)
278).

obey God and the Apostle
are not to take infidels as
their friends
they are to avoid intimacy with
persons outside the Muhammadan community
they are to be patient and fear God (iii. 27, 114,
They are not to devour one another's sub200).
stance in frivolities, or to come to prayer when
drunk (iv. 33, 46). They are to remember God
with frequent remembrance, and to praise Him
they must help God

(xlvii.

8,

;

They

35).

;

night and morning (xxxiii. 41). They must not
make friendship with foes of the Prophet, or with
those with whom God is angry (Ix. 1, 13). They
must carefully observe their engagements, the
rites of God, and the sacred month, and must
avoid wine and games of chance (v. 1, 2, 92).
It will be seen that Muhammad associated the
profession of faith with the performance of certain
duties, without giving any distinct definition of
the term faith itself ; but in a tradition it is
recorded that he said that faith is belief in God,
His Angels, His Books, His Messengers, in the
Last Day, and in the predestination of good and
evil.
This is called iman-i-mufasml, the detailed
briefer form is
confession.'
I believe in God,
His name and attributes, and accept all His
commands.' This is called imdn-i-mujrtial, ' the
shortened confession.' These definitions refer to
the assent to, and the acceptance of, certain
dogmas. Muslim theologians have, therefore, defined faith as intellectual acquiescence (iasdiq
al-qalb) in the teaching of Muhammad.
'This is
faith in its simplest form, to which can be added,
in order to make it perfect, the open confession of
this belief and the practice of good works as flowing from it. StUl, in order to be a believer, nothing
beyond the intellectual assent is needed. Let a
man have that ; then, even though he be an evildoer, he must be regarded as a believer.
An
illustration used is that a tree may have neither
leaves nor fruit and still it is a tree. Believers,
therefore, can be classified into men who believe,
confess, and do good works men who believe, con'

'

'

A

:

'

;

and do some good works and men who believe,
confess, and do no good works.
A man who openly
confesses, There is no god but God, and Muhammad is the Apostle of God,' and does not really
believe it, is at heart an infidel yet he must be
called a believer, for no one can know the secret
thoughts of another man, and open confession
must be assumed to represent inner belief.
These various views, which lay little stress on
the moral effect of faith, are not accepted by the
Mu'tazilites, the free-thinkers of Islam, who deny
that a man who has committed a great sin can
any longer be called a believer. They would not
call him an infidel, but place him mid-way between
believers and infidels.
There are some extreme
fess,

;

'

;

—

again, who hold that a believer one who
intellectually assents however wicked he may be,
will not enter hell ; but the orthodox opinion la
sects,

—

;
:
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that, as all telievers, even the most perfect, have
committed some sin or other, they must enter hell
for such shorter or longer time as each case may
require. All will finally be saved ; for no Muslim,
even the most wicked, can suffer eternal punishment, or be annihilated. Paradise is the final
goal of all believers. Thus, speaking generally,
the most important element in faith is the intellectual assent, which secures to a man the title and
position of a believer, whether the moral results of
his belief be good, bad, or indifferent.
There are other definitions of the term Iman,
framed with reference to the grounds on which it
is based, or the means by which it is formed.
Traditional faith (Imdn fi taqlid) is based on the
authority of a teacher [taqlid), without any attempt
being made to prove its correctness. This is the
faith of the unlearned, who have not the ability to
search out things for themselves. Those who have
the leisure and the necessary intelligence to investigate religious matters, and who then believe,
are said to possess faith founded on knowledge
{imdn fi 'ilm). Faith which rests on the inner
vision (iTndn fl a'yan), or intuition of the mystic,
is progressive in its nature.
The last stage is
attained only when devotion to God is so absolute
that the soul is absorbed in God, the great Reality.
Another point round which many controversies
is whether iman and Islam are the
The orthodox view is that they are
synonymous, and that a Muslim is a mu'min, a
believer.
By others, Islam is looked upon as a

have raged
same.

larger term than imdn.
It is said that Islam
signifies belief with the heart, confession with the
tongue, and good works done by the various parts
of the body. Im^n refers to the first of these, and
is, therefore, only a component part of Islam.
The
believer who confesses his belief and practises what
he believes unites Islam and imdn ; he who does
not so confess and practise possesses iman only.
On the other hand, he who confesses and acts,
without having any real belief, is not a true believer.
Those who hold that confession and action
are both essential would not consider assent to the
teaching of Muhammad made on a death-bed to be
of much value, as the opportunity for confession of
belief and action on it would be gone.
The term
Islam, however, lays great stress on such action.
The Muslim is a man who is resigned to the will
of God as regards the performance of the five
practical duties.
It is not so much resignation to
the providential dealings of God with a man as
submission to, and implicit compliance with, the
order to fulfil certain duties. So far, this seems
to support the views of those theologians who
teach that Islam and imdn must be kept quite
distinct.
They say, for instance, that works cannot be a part of faith, for a man who believes and
confesses and dies before he does good deeds is a
believer and enters Paradise, even if he dies before
he makes open confession of his faith.
Another question in dispute is whether faith can
decrease and increase. Some say that it does not
change, and is not affected by sin, or by the omission of religious duties, though such shortcoming
will be punished.
Others admit that, in the case
of the Companions of the Prophet, faith did increase, for new revelations brought fresh truths to
them ; but, now that the dogmas of Islam are fixed
and there is no further development, faith cannot
increase.
Ash-Shafi'i, however, maintained that,
if
religious duties were neglected, faith would
decrease ; to this the reply is made that, at certain
times, women do not say the stated prayers, or
give alms, yet their faith is not thereby decreased.
The view of Ash-Shafi'i seems, however, to be
supported by a verse of the Qur'an, revealed to
encourage the Muslims when an attack on them

(Muslim)
' Who,
when men said to them,
are the Meceans mustering against you
"
therefore, fear them
it only increased their
faith (iii. 167).
The following further distinctions
are made by those who agree with Ash-Shafi'i
the faith of men and of the jinn increases and
decreases ; the faith of prophets increases only
the faith of angels neither increases nor decreases.
It is usual to divide mankind into two classes
those who believe in the teaching of Muljammad,
and so have faith and are m,u'mins, or believers
those who do not so believe, and are, therefore,
kdfirs, or infidels, to which class all non-Muslims
belong.
These, if they reject the truth after
investigation, are not so blameworthy as if they
had declined to accept it through sheer obstinacy.
Muslims may have defective faith, but can never
be called infidels, though they may be called
heretics.
In this category the orthodox place all
those who have tried to bring reason to bear on
religion and have striven to put away the incubus
of traditionalism. Again, those who give prominence to the idea expressed by iman would say that
infidelity proceeds from ignorance of God and His
Apostle ; but those who lay stress on the technical
meaning of Isldm, assert that it proceeds from disobedience to the law of good works, that is, from
neglect of the five duties of Islam. Again, those
who reject the Qur'an as a revelation from God are

was imminent
"

:

Now

—

'

;

:

infidels and have no iman.
One day, Abu Sufy5,n, Abu Jahl, al-Walid, and others were in
the company of Muhammad and listened to his revelations, but
did not believe them. It is said that a veil was cast over their
hearts so that they should not understand, and that, though
they should see all kinds of signs, they will refuse all faith in
them, until, when they come to dispute with thee, the infidels
"
(vi. 26
say : " Verily, this is nothing but tables of the anciente
and Bai(Jawi'8 commentary).
*

'

who

believe in the Divinity of Jesus
Christ are infidels. ' Infidels now are they who
say God is the Messiah, Son of Mary ' (v. 76).
Muliammad called Christians the people of the book,' and
was sometimes friendly towards them, but he entirely misunderstood the Christian doctrine of the Trinity. This, and the
fact that he had now lost all hope of winning the Arabian
ChristianS;Over to his side, led him to burst forth in the latest
and most intolerant of the siiras, in strong denunciation of
Christians, who are to be shunned, and whom believers may

Again,

all

'

not take as friends

(v. 66).

At the time

of death both the believer and the
infidel see their future lot : heaven in the one case,
Should the infidel then repent,
hell in the other.
his faith is not to be considered trustworthy, because, according to some theologians, faith implies

asked whether he is a
am a believer ; he
should not say, ' If God willeth, I am a believer,'
as, according to the teaching of Abii Panifa, such
a statement would imply doubt as to the reality of
the fact of his being a believer ; but Ash-Shafi'i

good works. If a person
believer, he should say,

is
'

I

'

considers it right to say, If God willeth.'
The conclusion of the whole matter is that a
'

believer, though he may be a very wicked man,
and may even hold heretical opinions, does not

cease to be a believer, for a great sin does not
exclude the person who believes from imdn, and
does not make him an unbeliever. In order to
become an infidel, and so be classed with unbelievers, the man must either deny the existence
of God, or associate other gods with Him, or deny
the divine mission of Muhammad, or, with reference to things lawful and unlawful, decline to
accept the ruling which by 'general consent'
(ijma) of the Muslim world is current.

—
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FAITH

(Roman). In this short survey we
shall notice (1) the general character of Koman
religious faith, and (2) its comparative vitality at
difi'erent epochs.
I.

of

Its character.

Roman

— The

religious faith

most distinctive feature
was its vague and largely

impersonal character.
This is reflected in the
Divine heings worshipped. It is generally agreed
that the objects of primitive Roman worship were
spirits, numina, conceived either as inherent in
particular objects which was probably the earlier
mode or as presiding over particular actions. In
their close connexion with things or actions, of
which they were an ideal reflexion, such numina
lacked the attribute of independent personality
which belongs to gods. Yet even the acquisition
of individual names (such as Fons or Eobigus)
marked a step towards such independence. By
and by certain numina Janus, Jupiter, Mars,
Quirinus, and Vesta stood out from the crowd
of lesser Divine beings.
These, and possibly a
few others, through their importance in ritual
and consequent prominence in the minds of the
worshippers, became in a sense personal deities.
But the personality of even the chief Roman
divinities, prior to their amalgamation with the
Greek gods and goddesses, rested on little more
than a name. Now, it is prohable that the earliest
Greek conception of spirits was similar to the
Roman they were life potencies rather than
persons (cf. J. E. Harrison, Proleg. to the Study
of Greek Religion^, Cambridge, 1908, esp. ch. iv.
But, whereas these first
p. 162, and ch. v.).
shadowy conceptions of the Divine gave place to
the richly personal creations of Greek mythology
(see art. Faith [Greek]), the Roman aivinities
remained, in comparison, vague and formless.
Closely connected with this lack of personality
in the objects of worship was the largely impersonal attitude of the worshipper. Apart from
the narrow sphere of strictly family worship (for
which cf. W. Warde Fowler, The Relig. Exper. of
the Roman People, London, 1911, ch. v.), each
Roman's religion was undertaken by the State.
It was reduced to a science, and gradually incorporated in the jus divinum, which laid down the
exact and elaborate ritual required for maintaining
a right relation between the citizen and his deities.
At this ritual the private citizen was an onlooker.
It was enough for him to be ceremonially clean,
and to keep silence. ' In no other ancient State
that we know of did the citizen so entirely resign
the regulation of all his dealings with the State's
gods to the constituted authorities set over him
(ib. p. 226).
Yet it is not to be supposed that his
religion was a mere form.
With the problems,
indeed, of the pergonal religious life the typical

—

—

—

—

—

Roman had

little or no concern.
But his faith in
his country's gods was real, and it was rooted,
moreover, in a profound sense of the supernatural.
2. Its decay and the attempt to revive it.
The
faith thus described flourished until the time of
the war with Hannibal (218 B.C.). But from that
time onwards it suffered a rapid decay. This was
due in part to the longing for a more emotional
religion, which, though not unknown before, grew
to painful intensity amid the stress of the Hannibalic war, especially at moments when the national
gods seemed powerless to avert disaster. But it
was due also, and far more, to the disintegrating
influence of Greek philosophy, which was already.

—
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the 2nd cent, ii.c, eagerly studied by many
Romans. We can indicate only very briefly the
effect produced by these and other causes.
In
in

the last age of tlie Republic, while many sought
religious satisfaction in new ways in Pythagorean
mysticism, for example, or in orgiastic foreign
worships, and in many forms of allied superstition
there was no Roman religion wortliy of the

—

—

name. The ancient forms no longer expressed a
genuine belief either among the people or among
their rulers.
Even the outward fabric was fast
decaying.
Old cults and old deities fell into
partial or complete neglect.
Old priesthoods fell
into abeyance, or became mere steps in the ladder
of political ambition, while on every side the
temples were crumbling into ruins (Hor. Od.
III. vi.
Propert. ii. 6. 35 f., etc.). And, lastly, the
age was as conspicuous for immorality as for unbelief (cf., e.g., Mommsen, Hist, of Rome, tr.
;

W.

P. Dickson,

new

ed., 1894, bk. v. ch. xi.).

But the national conscience was not dead.

We

writings of the age a profound sense of
national ill-being here the sense of national guUt,
there of misery entailed by neglected duty to the
fods (Livy, Prcef. ; Hor. Od. ill. vi., Epod. xvi. ;
irg. Eel. iv.; etc.).
The superstitious extravagances above described were themselves a symptom of spiritual unrest. Now, it was to such
feelings that Virgil appealed in his great poem,
wherein he reminded the Roman people of their
high destiny, and of the way to its attainment
through a pietas like that of his hero, the service
of the State with the help of the State's deities.
And it was to this tasK that Augustus, the
original of VirgU's hero, devoted himself.
His
revival of the State religion is described by Fowler
as the most remarkable event in the history of
the Roman religion, and one almost unique in
religious history' [op. cit. p. 428 f.).
He did all
in his power to reinstate the old religion in the
faith and affections of the people, chiefly by the
revival of ancient cults, and by a vast work of
temple restoration (Mon. Ancyr. iv. 7 ; Livy, iv.
20. 7; Ovid, Fast. ii. 59, etc.), while he sought to
strengthen his own dynasty by linking it at many
points with the restored religious order (cf. esp.
Hor. Carm. Scec.). Finally, the religious policy
find in

—

'

of Augustus was continued by his successors.
If,
now, we seek to estimate the general importance
of the old Roman religion in the early Empire,
we may point, among other evidences, to the
curious fact that it was against this rather than
the philosophy of the Oriental worships of their
time that the Christian Fathers directed their
keenest ridicule. If we ask, on the other hand,
whether as a spiritual force the Roman faith had
any real renascence, the question is not so easy to
answer. Here it must suffice to add that both in
Rome and in the provinces ' the old religion continued to exist for at least three centuries in
outward form, and to some extent in popular
belief (Fowler, 429).
See, further, art. Roman Religion.
'
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FAITH-HEALING.—A

especially in

BURNS.

term used to express

a belief that in the curing of disease the faith of
the sufferer (or of others) is a contributory factor.
This faith puts its trust in the immediate action
of a super-normal being, acting ivith or without
means.
In the strictest sense, therefore, faithhealing may be said to exclude the use of visible
means of healing ; but, in the wider sense in the
sense, that is to say, in which 'faith-healing' occurs
as a historical phenomenon it admits such means
as one factor in the process of healing. The prin-

—

—

—

;

FAITH-HEALING
cipal species are named mental healing, magnetic
healing, spiritualistic healing, and spiritual healing.
In all, suggestion plays a leading part. The most
widely spread sub-species of mental healing is that
known as Christian Science {q.v.), and the strongest
form of suggestion is called hypnotism (q.v.).
Faith-healing is the oldest form
I. History.
of healing in the world, or, at any rate, it grew
up side by side with medical practice in its earliest
and crudest form, and as its predominant partner.
The earliest diagnosis gave as the cause of disease
the action of some god or spirit {cf. artt. on Disease
AND Medicine), and, therefore, prescribed a homoeopathic cathartic. Thus the 'frenzy' of the Dionysiac mysteries was cured by wild music and wilder
'
dancings.
The Bacchic women are cured of their
frenzy by the use of the dance and of music (Plato,

—

'

Laws, vii. 790). But the dance was a cosmic dance,
and the music was the melodies of Olympus taught
by Marsyas (Plato, Symp. 215) hence the disease
which was of Divine causation was cured by faith
working with the use of means which were themselves of a Divine nature.
If to music, dancing,
and incense were added prescriptions of sundry
washings, or abstinence from certain animals and
plants as food, this was done for religious, not
;

The prescription was directed to
the faith of the sufferer, bidding him use that faith
in an appeal to the deity who had sent the disease.
But it was not the itiorhus sacer, madness, or
epilepsy, alone which faith in the god could cure.
From the inscriptions of Epidaurus in Argolis we
learn that in the 4th cent. B.C. such diseases as
spots on the face, blindness, lameness, barrenness,
hernia, snake-bite, baldness, headache, suppuration, phthisis, paralysis, and gout were cured by
the power of the god joined to the faith of the
sufferer (Dittenberger, Syll. Inscr. Grwc.', Leipzig,
Fiebig, Kleine Texte, no. 79 cf. Hero1898, 1901
das, Mimes, 4). One point which recurs frequently
in the inscriptions from Epidaurus is that the sufferer was put to sleep, in this ' temple-sleep saw
a vision, and in the morning awoke cured.
In
other words, the priests were acquainted with the
power of hypnotism and of hypnotic suggestion.
Moreover, it is not hazardous to infer from some
of the inscriptions that, during the hypnotic sleep,
operations were performed and massage and other
remedies applied in one case, the sleeping patient
saw the god and his attendants seize him, cut open
his abdomen, and stitch it up
and, when he went
away on the morrow cured, the floor of the sanctuary was full of blood.' The difference between
the practice of ancient times and that of to-day is
here made clear. The priest of Asklepios based
his surgery on the religious faith of the patient.
Modern surgery has, as a rule, contented itself
with mechanical methods, and abjured or left out
of account the therapeutic power of faith.
The close connexion between faith-healing and
invisible causal agents of disease is illustrated by
the practice of exorcism.
scientific, reasons.

;

;

'

—

;

'

Josephus tells us (Ant. vm. ii. 6) that Eleazar, trusting in the
traditional lore and power of Salomon, in the presence of Vespasian and his sons and chiliarcha and a multitude of soldiers,
drew out of the nostrils of a certain man a demon who possessed
him, by using a certain root that he had placed in his signet
ring.
As proof of the departure of the demon, the latter had
been ordered in departing to overturn a vessel of water placed
handy for the purpose, which was done. On another occasion,
Vespasian, when in Alexandria, was moved, under the auspices
of Serapis, to cure a blind man by anointing with spittle, and a
man with a paralyzed hand by letting him be touched by his
foot and garment-. Both cures were effected in the presence
of a great multitude, and were testified to by them all
especially afterwards, Tacitus adds cynically, when there was no
temptation to tell lies about the matter (Tac. Hist. iv. 81 cf.
Sueton. Vespas. 7 Dio Cass. Hist. Rom. Ixvi. 8 Suetonius adds
that the sufferers were instigated by a vision seen in dreams).

—

;

;

;

heroes), as shown in divination (or prophecy), exorcism, and healing, that is, in processes in which a
god and the faith of the sufferer were joint-actors.
The title Soter was bestowed on all healing gods,
such as Apollo, Asklepios, and Zeus himself ; and,
at the beginning of our era, power of healing was
regarded as a necessary activity of every being for
whom divinity was claimed.
In the earliest documents of the Christian Church
faith-healing is frequently referred to, and is a
dominant factor in the acts of healing wrought by
Jesus Christ. The centurion's servant was healed
because of the faith of his master (Mt 8'') ; a paralyzed man was healed on account of the faith of hia
friends (9^) ; the woman with an issue was made
whole by her faith (9--) ; so were the two blind
men (9^°) ; and so was the daughter of the Canaanitish woman (15^).
On the other hand, the lunatic
boy's cure was delayed through want of faith
(17^) ; and it is significant that the sins of the
woman who was a sinner were forgiven because of
her faith (Lk 7™). Moreover, it is expressly recorded that on one occasion Jesus did not (Mt 13°^),
and could not (Mk 6'), put forth His power because
of the want of faith of the people.
The inference
is necessary that the method of healing followed
by Jesus was of the same general character as that
practised by the priests of Asklepios, that is to say,
it depended partly on a power put forth by the
healer, and partly on an active receptiveness on
the side of the sufferer. This, again, corroborates
the definition given above of faith-healing, viz.
that it consists, as a matter of historical fact, not
so much in the power of faith (or of auto-suggestion)
as in the power of faith acting in conjunction with
some external agency, visible or invisible.
In the Apostolic age the passage 1 Co 12 is
classical for its conception of faith-healing.
According to it, the power to heal was a gift of the
Spirit (v.') ; it was one among other gifts (v.'^) ; it
was given not to all (v.^) ; it was one of the greater
gifts, and as such was to be sought for (v.^') ; its
chief object was the common good (v.'), and the
royal road to its attainment was love (v.''). An
instructive comment on this passage is supplied
by Ac 3', where Peter and John are said to have
healed a lame man by calling over him the name
The healing of jEneas by Peter
of Jesus Christ.
(Ac 9") and the raising of Tabitha (v.*") both imply
the same process, while it is expressly said of the
cripple of Lystra that Paul healed him because he
saw that he had faith to be healed (14°). In Ja5",
to the invocation in the name of the Lord are added
the agency of the elders and the anointing with oil
and it is expressly added that the prayer of faith
wUl heal (save) the sick man, and that the Lord
will raise him i.e., from his bed of sickness, not
eschatologicaUy. In all the cases the implication
is that, as cases of faith-healing, they are the jointproduct of the work of an invisible agent, Jesus
Christ, and of the faith of the sufferer.
(On the
form and power attributed to the invocation 'in
the name of Jesus,' see Heitmiiller, 'Im Namen
Jesu,' in Forschungen zur Bel. u. Lit. des A. u. N.
Test. i. [1903] 2.)
As illustrating the nature of faith-healing as
practised in the early Church, the ceremony of
exorcism is instructive. It is constantly the third
with prophecy and healing, as in the case when
the activities of the pagan mantis are described
(Rohde, Psyche*, Z51 L). The exorcism of spirits
is but another name for the driving away of disease,
wherever the diagnosis in general starts from the
postulate that all disease is the work of malignant
For example, Irenseus (adv. Hcer. II. xxxii.
spirits.
4) says of his own times and of his own fellows
:

It is clear, then, that Christianity came into a
world which believed in the power of gods (or

and truly drive out devils, so that those
who have thus been cleansed from evil spirits frequently both
'

Some do

certainly

;

FAITH-HEALING
Others have (orebelieve, and join thomaelvcs to the Church.
knowledge of things to come they see visions, and utter urophetic exprcsaions. Otliers, again, heal the sick by laying their
hands upon them, and they are made whole.'
He goes on to say (§ 5) that ChrLstians work their
miracles merely hy calling on the name of Jesus
Christ in a pure, sincere, and upright spirit, or, in
other words, hy faith (cf. Just. Mart. // Apol. 6,
lApol. 30, Trypho, 39, 76; Tert. Apol. 2.3, 37, 43,
de Idol. 11, de Pud. 21 ; Origen, c. Celsum, 1. 11,
;

iii.

24).

Perhaps the most vivid description of the (aith-healing of the
Church is that given by Augustine in his de Civitate
Dei (xxii. 8. 3). He there tells, among others, the story of a
man at Carthage who had been operated on for fistula with
partial success only, but who woe cured b.v prayer, and so saved
from the necessity of a further threatened operation and also
of a leading Carthaginian lady, named Innocentia, who was
healed of an incurable cancer in the breast through the sign of
the cross being made over her. The union of divination and
healing is here again exemphfled by the fact that Innocentia was
told in a dream how her cure could be effected. Another man,
a doctor, was, at his baptism and after a dream, cured of gout
and an actor, of hernia and paralysis a paralyzed youth wag
cured when brought into contact with some earth from Jerusalem. The most graphic story of all is that of a brother and
Bister being healed of St. Vitus' dance at the tomb of the martyrs
in the church where St. Augustine was ministering the sister,
indeed, while he was preaching. He adds many other examples
of cures wrought by faith-healing and the agency of the martyrs,
and declares that what he gives is but a small sample of similar
cures wrought within the two years preceding the writing of
this volume— he Icnows, he says, seventy such cases.
Patristic

;

;

—

knows of no artibut runs on unchanged, so that
what is true of one age is found true of another.
The phenomena of pre-Christian days recur under
Christianity, whether in its earlier or in its later
forms. Thus the Middle Ages present a rich col-

The

history of faith-healing

ficial divisions,

lection of instances of faith-healing, or miracles
few
of healing, as these were then considered.
typical examples must suffice, it being understood
that they are quoted more as testimony to the
belief in faith-healing than as being in every case
beyond suspicion.

A

St. Bridget cured a blind girl named Daria (Lea Petits BoU.
184) and two lepers with the sign of the cross (Baronius,
Martyr. Jiom., Antwerp, 1589). The works of healing power of
St. Francis of Assisi are numerous, and were recited m the bull
of his canonization.
Another St. Francis (of Paula), three centuries later, was a still greater wonder-worker 'He gave eyes
to the blind, hearing to the deaf, speech to the dumb he made
the halt to walk, the cripple to have the use of his limbs, and
recalled six dead persons to life again (see Les Petits Ball. iv.
Similar marvels are told of St. Genevieve {ib. i. 100 ff.),
143).
of St. Germanus, 'the father, physician, pastor, and love of his
Seople (Fortunatus, Lives), of St. Vincent Ferrier {Les Petits
'oil. iv. 227), of St. Carlo Borromeo, of St. Cuthbert, St. Patrick, of all great saints indeed, and of numberless lesser saints.
Nor was the religious movement of the 16th cent.
able to crush out faith-healing. The saints, it is
true, fell out of favour where the Reformers' spirit
ii.

:

;

'

'

prevaUed ; but the witches remained, and Satan
remained as an ever-active power of evil. In one
striking case, at all events, faith-healing was able
English kings since the days of
to hold its own.
Edward the Confessor, and French kings apparently from Clovis onwards, had touched for scrofula,
or the king's evil.'
Queen Elizabeth touched, but omitted the sign of the cross
Charles I. invited by proclamation his subjects to come to him
'

;

Charles ii, touched 92,107 persons William iii.
touched without success; Queen Anne touched 200 persons,
including Dr. Johnson when thirteen months old George 1.
discontinued the practice.
A case of cure by faith-healing which seems well authenticated is that of Margaret P6rier, a boarder at Port Royal, in
1685, who was cured of a persistent lachrymal fistula by the
application of a spike from the Saviour's crown of thorns (see
R. H. Hutton, Essays Tkeol. and Lit."^, 1877, vol. i. pp. xxxiiixxxv).

to be touched

;

;

;

But, though faith-healing fell into disrepute in
proportion as the spirit of rationalism prevailed,
the belief underlying it found defenders continuously.
Paracelsus, Glanvill, Valentine Greatrakes, van Helmont (see his de Magnetica vulnerum curatione, 1621), the Cambridge Platonists,
and John Wesley all set forth that philosophy of
life on which faith-healing depends.
Moreover,
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Martin Luther, the Moravians, the Waldenses,
the German I'ietists, the Kngli.sh liapti-fts and
Quakers, the famous healer of the last century,
Prince Hohenlohe Waldenburg - Schilling.sf lirst.
Father John of Kronstadt, and the Peculiar
People have all practised the art. Our own days,
moreover, are witnessing its revival, under the influence of the recrudescence of Theosophic and
Animistic, Orphic, and Hermetic modes of thought.
2. The means employed.
(1) Foremost among
these, though the least important, we must place
some of the ordinary articles of the pharmacopeia.
The majority of these, it is true, such as iron and
-

—

arsenic for the blood corpuscles, strychnine for
the nerves, and pepsine or bismuth for the alimentary canal, call for little or no faith as a
co-operant. But, in many cases where the mind
reacts on the body through a depressed nervoussystem, through fancy, in epilepsy, or in some
cases of hysteria, the medical man will use drugs,
or other media, not for their own efficacy, but as a
means of calling forth that faith through which
the vis medicatrix naturce may be stimulated into
action.
Nor can the therapeutic value of confidence in the medical man be easily overrated as
affording that restfulness of the soul which is one
necessary condition for faith-healing.
(2) In Roman, Greek, and Christian times alike,
great use has been made of the hand, and especially the right hand, as an instrument of healing.
Blindness, child-birth, lameness, abdominal
troubles, snake-bites, and strokes of any sort
which were attributed to Divine or demonic influence were all treated as curable by the magic
power of the Divine or human hand ; to these
must be added the touch of the foot, or of the
dress as healing agencies, and also kissing anything which was thought to possess healing power
(Weinreich, Antike Heilungswunder, 14 ff'.). But,
to make such magic power effective, there was obviously needed a co-operant as well as a prevenient
faith.

temple-sleep
of the pagan
(3) The so-called
temple was used as a species of faith-healing. The
patient was put to sleep, and in the state of
hypnosis he was either operated on or received suggestions that he was healed, which (if the inscriptions may be trusted) were found, when the patient
Modem
awoke, to have effected their purpose.
hypnotism is aware of the part that faith plays in
its activities, and is agreed that patients of low
intelligence make bad cases, through their inability to make any continuous effort of attention,
The
i.e. through their lack of a living faith.
ancient temple-phenomena repeat themselves in
many of the miraculous healmgs performed by
'

'

Christian saints.
(4) Miscellaneous objects used in faith -healing
are blood, oil (St. Cuthbert), spittle (St. Hilarion),
hair, the sign of the cross, baptism, holy water
(St. Willibrod), or water in which a saint has
washed (St. Amandus), the bed on which a saint
has died (as in the case of St. Vincent Ferrier),
the medal of a saint (St. Francis Xavier), a tooth
(St. Maturin), a shroud, relics, indeed anything
which has in any way come into contact with a
In fact, nothing is a stronger argument for
saint.
the validity of faith-healing in some sense and to
some extent than the predominant place it took
When all
in the first 1500 years of our era.
deduction has been made for credulity, exaggeration, imposture, and the desire to edify, there still
remain a large number of healings which must be
regarded as genuine, and must be accounted for
either by the power of faith or by the power of the
saints, or by a union of both.
The probability is
That such wonderin favour of the last solution.
works began to die out from the 16th cent, is
:

—

;
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hardly to be accounted for by a supposed cessation
of activity on the part of the saints, but rather by
the want of inner and potent subconscious belief
In other words, faith-healing,
in their power.
whether in the narrower or in the wider sense,
characterized the West for 1500 years ; it became
sporadic for the next 400 years, and is now once
more raising its head. And the inference is that,
where an unquestioned faith Massen-illusionen
in invisible powers holds the field, every individual
subject to the influence of this faith is a suitable

—

subject, by virtue of it, either for faith-healing,
or, conversely, for falling a victim to any current
form of possession ' or hallucination {,1a contagion
'

mentale) (cf. W. von Bechterew, Die Bedeiitung
der Suggestion im sozialen Leben, Wiesbaden,
1905).

istic,

and

spiritual.

—

This is described by its supporters as a special case of the use of a primordial
and universal force which displays itself in a
balance between pairs of allied opposites, e.g.
attraction and repulsion. Its therapeutic use was
familiar to antiquity and is seen in the use of the
hand (Weinreich, 1-66). It appears in some of
the miracles of Jesus (Mk 5^° 8^), was practised
by His followers (Ac 5'° 9" 19'"), and meets us in
Roger Bacon, Paracelsus, van Helmont, and Robert
Fludd, long before Mesmer in 1775 gave it wide
currency. Afterwards the theory of a fluid was
discredited by the researches of Puysegur andFaria,
and, finally, Jfames Braid ; and the result has been
undeservedly to neglect the unquestionable actuality of a force of some kind known as animalmagnetism, in favour of another known as hypnotism. The mental power has ousted the physical.
In both the appeal is made to the nervous system,
whether by way of establishing or disturbmg its
(1)

Magnetic.

'

'

equilibrium ; and it is claimed for magnetism that
therapeutic results by the natural use
of a force radiating from the operator, which is
cognate to a universal force in which the nervous
system of all living beings is bathed at its periphery. The chief method of magnetic healing is
by passes, by touch, especially at neural centres,
and by the application of objects which have been
in contact with the operator. But, through the
favour shown to hypnotism, magnetic healing has
fallen comparatively into the background, though
there can be little doubt that it masks a real force
of some kind.
Mental healing is both active and
(2) Mental.
passive.
As active, it consists in the impartation
of ideas, or suggestion, by the healer to the patient.
As passive, it consists in the reception and assimilation of such suggestion.
The healing proper,
however, is sought in the consequent mental
activity of the patient himself.
has been
enjoined, for example, to fix his thoughts by an
effort of attention, continuous or repeated
on
such virtues as joy, peace, contentment, or love
and, by implication, to exclude their opposites.
The soul, it is assumed, will be put by this means
in a more favourable condition for the activity of
its inherent capacity for health. By some, indeed,
faith-healing is identified with this auto-suggesit eft'ects its

—

He

tion,

on the grovmd that thought in

—

man

—

is dis-

tinctively the Divine in him, and that all that is
required for the maintenance or restoration of
health is the free play of this inherent Divinity.
The phenomena of telepathy, moreover, have been
invoked to support the contention that ' absent
treatment by mental healing may be as effectual
as that given in the presence of the patient. The
difficulties in the way of accepting this whole
'

—

tions

is

too slight to call for

recital of the
(4)

—

The

species of faith-healing. For the sake
of clearness, the principal species of faith-healing
may be described as magnetic, mental, spiritual3.

theory of mental healing lie in the facts that suggestion has less to do with the conscious mind
than with the subconscious ; that there is no good
ground for regarding thought as pre-eminently
the Divine in man ; that the human mind in its
finiteness is too weak a power for the work thus
demanded of it ; and that such results as mental
healing secures are better assigned to spiritual
healing, as defined below.
It is claimed by spiritualists
(3) Spiritualistic.
that the spirits are the only doctors they require,
and that these spirits can both diagnose and prescribe the proper remedies because of their superior
knowledge. The evidence, however, for such asser-

more than a mere

claim thus made.

Spiritual.

— Spiritual

healing, in

its

strict

and proper denotation, may be said to be synony-

mous with

faith-healing in the stricter sense. The
object of this method is to procure for the soul of
the sufferer an influx of spiritual life, and it reposes on the assumption that physical diseases are
the result, directly or indirectly, of psychical disorders, and that, therefore, the wise healer will
strike at the causes which lie in the soul rather
than at the symptoms which are seen in the body.
The power which alone can heal the soul is God,
and the link between God and the sufferer is faith.
This faith is defined as a quality in the spirit of
the healer (and the sufferer also, though in the
former actively, in the latter passively) which
enables him to render quiescent his mortal mind,'
and so to place his spirit in a positive state of
calm, poised, at peace, and a channel for the
Divine spirit to pass through to the sufferer. This
state of openness and serenity may be otherwise
defined as the normal condition for prayer, and
spiritual healing in its turn then comes to be
defined as the product of the power of God directed, by faith through prayer, to the soul that
needs healing. And its professors maintain that
such healing activity, being kinetic, never fails of
some beneficial result, even though that result may
not show itself at once on the physical plane.
It is necessary to say a word
4. Suggestion.
on the part suggestion plays in the many theories
of faith healing. The word is used frequently as
if it were coterminous with the influence exercised
on us by our whole environment, or with any
influence exercised by any person on another.
Or
(Leffevre) it is applied to all ideas which impinge
on the mind without apparent motive and are unconsciously assimilated ; or (Forel) to a deliberate
alteration, by word or gesture, of another's nervous
system by which entrance is aflbrded to the desired
idea ; or (Wundt) as a psychical act which blocks
up all association-tracks of the nervous system
other than the one suitable for the presented
idea ; or (Binet) as a moral impression which one
person exerts on another ; or (Sidis) as the invasion
of consciousness by an idea without criticism or
'

—

opposition.
It is better, however, with Bechterew
(p. 10), to distinguish between perception-activity
in which the will takes an active part, and that in
which the will is passive. The will is passive in a
twofold manner (a) with regard to all objects
which lie beyond the centre of the field of consciousness (attention being concentrated exclusively on
the one object at the centre) ; and (6) when the
nervous system is depressed and, therefore, the
power of attention is dissipated. To the latter
condition of twofold passivity, suggestion proper
belongs, and its proper place in our classification
would be under the head of mental healing.
:

Closely connected with suggestion in general is
hypnotism, the name given to a procedure which
ensures an enhanced power to suggestion in a state
known as hypnosis. In hypnosis two factors work

—

FALL

—

jointly one physical and one psychical.
The
physical consists in a partial dissociation of the
neural dispositions or systems, in such a way that,
while some are depressed, others (or one alone)
work with increased vigour. In a state of concentration or depression the full flow of nerve
currents (ideas) in the patient is arrested, bo that
the one current which the hypnotizer desires to

with increased volume.
The
that of a co-consciousness, or
secondary stream of consciousness, which is to the

keep open

runs

psychical factor

is

waking consciousness

as the stars are to the sun.

When

one sets, the other rises (see Carl du Prel,
Philos. of Mysticism).
Mental dissociation of
tracts of ideas and physical dissociation of groups
of nerve-processes seem to be the two poles between
which all the phenomena of hypnotism swing.
Faith5. Another question must be touched on.
healing, as we have seen, obeys the same law in
its activity as thought does when it depends on
subject and object. It is the product of two factors,
not of one only. The power which actually heals
may be latent and native in the sufl'erer himself,
but it is not called forth except through some

No

stimulus.

account, therefore, of faith-healing

can be adequate which omits either the one or the
other of its two components.
*

In faith-healing the suggestion

is

that cure will be worked

by spiritual or Divine power, especially if this power be appealed
some particular place, such as a sanctuary, the foot of an

to at

idol, a fountain, or pool of water, the resting-place of some
sacred relics, such as the bones of a saint, or it may be in
presence of the Eucharistic procession, or during High Mass, or
the administration of the Holy Sacrament.
.
. This
Divine
power or energy ie supposed to act by neutralizing or overcoming: sickness, disease, and the ill consequences of accident.
The faith-healer does not doubt the reality of matter or of
diseases, but believes that he can draw upon a spiritual force
to subdue or annihilate an existing evd' (Henry Morris, in
Brit. Med. Jour., 18th June, 1910, p. 1458).
.

(BibUcal)
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The further question whether the theory of faithhealing is that man's organism is self-contained,
like a.pcr/ecta socicta-s; or that it is like an yliolian
harj) played on by outside forces
in other words,
whether as a discrete mass it contains within it all
that is necessary for health and wealth, or whether
other agents, such as animism and the doctrine of
angels postulate, supply its needs— may remain
here undetermined as being a question of philosophy
or of a Weltanschauung.
In any case, both may
be true, for they are not contradictories but contraries.
place or a thing may be sacred and
potent, not merely because we think so, but because unseen powers make it so, and the vis
medicatrix naturcB latent in us may be reinforced,
and not merely stimulated, by external agents,
whether visible or invisible.
Hence we may
conclude, with Cliflford Allbutt, that we are not
in a position to set any limits to the power of
faith-healing.
No limb, no viscus is so far a
vessel of dishonour as to be wholly outside the
renewals of the spirit (Brit. Med. Jour. ut supra,

—

A

'

'

,

p. 1483).
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A. MacCulloch),

narrative of Gn 3.—
first act of disobedience to God which is narrated, with its consequences, in Gn 3. If this chapter were in the
proper sense history, its interpretation would be
easy it would mean just what it says. But the
beginnings of human life lie far beyond the reach
there neither is nor can be anything
of history
akin to tradition or recollection in a story which
deals with the origins either of knowledge or of
conscience. Such stories are the fruit of reflexion
and imagination, which may be more naive or
more philosophical, more childish or more spiritual,
more gross or more refined, according to the minds
in which they originate, but they are never historical.
This is the case with Gn 3.
It is a
mythical explanation charged with moral and
religious lessons of the highest importance of
some phenomena in human life which especially
impressed the writer. In his eyes life was an uncertain term of penal servitude, under the shadow of

By

'

the Fall

'

is

The

meant that

;

;

—

—

capital punishment. Both for men and for women
was under a curse. It could not always have
been so. God could not have destined man to this
misery from the first. There must be some explanation of how man came to be in this condition,
and the explanation is given in the story of the
it

Fall.

This view

adopted with practical unanimity
by modern scholars, but agreement as to tlie character and purpose of the narrative does not necessarily result in agreement as to what it means.
is

Maegoliouth),

(B. S.

p. 715.

p. 705.

When we say that

the writer gives his explanation

form of a myth, the (juestion immediately
how far he was conscious of what he was

in the
rises

—

doing that is, how far the writer, who certainly
did not make the myth out of nothing, was literally
bound by its very terms, so that his work is simply
one of statement or how far he was capable of
;

rationalizing or spiritualizing the myth, or feeling
that it had significance in the rational and moral
world, even if he could not use much liberty with
what was probably a more or less sacred form.
The various answers which have been given to
these questions have issued in different readings
of the whole story.
Broadly, these may be illustrated as follows :
(1) Gunkel tries to keep strictly within the
limits of the myth.
The one false path is that
of modernizing.

abode of God.

Eden

is

a garden which

is

the

Adam and Eve

live in it on the
are in a state of childlike

fruit of the trees.
They
innocence, knowing no more than children know.
That is the state in which God intends to keep
them, and so they are forbidden to eat of the tree
of the knowledge of good and evil.
This has nothing to do with conscience. To know good from
evil, or good from bad, means in Hebrew to know

one thing from another it is to have risen from
the age of childhood to that of reason and experience (Dt 1^, 2 S 19«>, Is 7'^). The tree is quite
;

accurately described when
knowledge, and the aim of

man

is

to keep

man

it is called the tree of
God in forbidding it to
in his place.
He is not to

—
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—

like God to enter into His secrets and to
share His sovereignty. The cunning serpent (who
in a more primitive form of the myth must have
been an evil god or demon) reveals God's purpose,
and prevails on man to eat the fruit of the tree.
The result is what he predicted. The eyes of
Adam and Eve are opened. The shame which
attends on this is not a sense of sin ; it is a kind
of knowledge to which childhood could not attain.
God Himself admits that the disobedience has
achieved something.
The man is become as one
of us in v.^2 is not ironical.
Man has actually
made something his own which was once exclusively God's, and God punishes with His curse
all who have had part in the presumptuous action
the serpent, the woman, and the man. But
there is no connexion, rational or moral, between
the act and the miseries which God inflicts. They
are the revenge of a jealous God on an impious
invasion of what He had reserved to Himself ; and
this invasion and revenge are the mythical explanation of the miseries. Such an interpretation
may do justice to the myth used in Gn 3, but it
does not do justice to that use of it. The author
of the chapter was himself a modernist, compared
with the original myth - maker, and it is not
modernizing but reading in the spirit in which
the chapter was written if we lift the whole to a
higher level both of reason and of morality.
(2) It is a higher level which is reached in Wellhausen {Prolegomena*, 306 ff. ). He reads the story
in connexion with Gn 4 and 11, which tell of the
invention of the arts, the progress of civilization,
and the building of the Tower of Babel. This
whole process is a mistake from the beginning
man was fatally misled when he first tasted of the

become

'

'

—

:

tree of knowledge.

Civilization with all its triumphs is labour and sorrow ; we build Babylon
only at the cost of losing Eden. Gn 3 is thus an
early anticipation of modem moods in which men
speak of the bankruptcy of science, the strain of
civilization, the happiness of the simple life.
IJut
the tragic fact is that the mistake is irreparable.
Eden is closed against us with cherubim and a
flaming sword, and we can never get back to the
idyllic world again.
(3) It will hardly be questioned that thoughts
like these were present to the mind of the author,
but it is not easy to admit that they exhaust his
meaning. While the knowledge of good and evil
is undoubtedly in Hebrew the same thing as knowledge or intelligence simpliciter, its moral reference
is not to be denied.
It is not identical with conscience, or the knowledge of right and wrong, but
it includes conscience.
The Hebrew would not
say that a person who could not tell right from
wrong had the knowledge of good and evil. And,
when we take the story as a whole, and particularly the account of the temptation of the woman
by the serpent, and the judicial examination of
the man and the woman by God, marked as both
are by extraordinary psychological fineness in the
domain of conscience, it is very difiicult to deny
that the centre of the author's interest lay here.
Whatever may have been the original motive of
the myth, the main concern of the writer who
uses it in Gn 3 is not the beginnings of science or
the beginnings of civilization, but the beginnings
of sin.
Of all human origins the origin of the bad
conscience is for him the most fateful. It is sin
which has robbed man of his primal felicity. All
that is distressing in human experience is in some
way of a piece with it. The travail of women and
the toil of men would not be what they are but
for the judgment it involves.
It commits man to

an exhausting struggle vrith an ungenial world
without, and with creeping poisonous thoughts
within, till he returns to the dust from which he

was taken.

There is no indication in the text
that the victory will come at last to man's side.
Nothing is said but that, as long as there are men
and serpents in' existence, they will be at war with
one another. This, of course, is literally true, but
even for the writer of the chapter (it is suggested)
this literal truth did not exhaust the meaning.
With many variations in detail, this is the
line of interpretation which is followed by most
students— not from a vicious habit of modernizing,
but from a conviction that it is what the writer of
Gn 3 had in his mind. It has the corroboration of
conscience, not, of course, in the sense that conscience turns the myth into history, but in the
sense that conscience is directly appealed to in the
main matter which interests the writer, and can
only assent to his teaching that disobedience to
God is that which blights life and works death.
The chapter does not contain history or dogma,
but ethical experience expressed in a mythical
narrative. It is not the story of the first man, but
of every man
and, if the key to its form is to be
sought in comparative mythology, the key to its
contents can be found only in the soul.
It is hardly necessary to inquire into the antecedents of the myth. While we find in other
races and religions much that is analogous to
Eden (see Fall [Ethnic]), to the tree of life, and
to the streams which water the garden, nothing has
been discovered analogous to the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. There is no parallel in
Babylonian mythology to the story of the Fall as
there is to the stories of Creation and the Flood ;
the Chaldsean Genesis, so far as known, is quite
defective here.
Nor can it be doubted that, if
such a parallel were found, it would be as much
inferior as those others, in religious and moral
respects, to its counterpart in the Hebrew Scriptures.
Neither need we inquire how the writer
would have conceived the moral history of man to
take shape had Adam resisted the temptation and
refused to eat of the forbidden fruit. What he
has to do is to explain the actual world, with its
sufiering, toU, and death ; but whether or how he
;

imagined an alternative world without sin and its
curse we cannot teU. Probably a mistake is made
when we try to deduce from the narrative a conception of man's original state or nature and
ascribe it to the writer.
In a composition of this
sort, we must not make the author responsible for
more than he says. The eating of the fruit of the
tree of knowledge was forbidden under pain of
death ; but it is vain to argue from this as to what
man's relation to death would have been had he
refrained from eating.
This is a question the
author does not raise. He starts with death and
all our woe, as things that in common experience
are of one piece with the bad conscience
but,
although he avails himself of the mythical form
;

to represent the idea that disobedience to God
underlies all the tragedy of human life, the world
in which we actually live and have our tragic experiences is the only one which is real to him.
cannot buUd anything on the idea of another
world in which death did not exist except as a
child might, for whom as yet death does not exist.
To forget this is to treat the mythical element in
the story as if it were science ; and it is not doubtful that, when Gn 3 was written, such a view was
no longer possible, even if it had once been so.

We

—

2. Apocryphal
and apocalyptic literature.
Apart from Gn 3 there is no distinct reference
to the Fall in the OT.
The garden of Eden is
mentioned in Jl 2^, Ezk 36^ Eden the garden of
God in Ezk 28^^ and the trees of Eden in Ezk
^jut, though Ezk 28 has various mytho3J9. 16. 18
logical features (including the cherub) which recall
Gn 3, there is no allusion to the events of this
;

;

.

:
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is to be preferred
chapter. The margin of the
to the text in the two passafjes (Hos 6', Job 31'°)
in which the sin of Adam is directly recalled.
But, at a later period, the story of the Fall concentrated upon itself a great deal of attention.
In Sirach and Wisdom, and still more in the later
apocalypses known as 2 Esdras and liaruch, it is a
The poetry of
focus of theological speculation.
Gn 3, its psychology, its sense of the worthlessness of what civilization brings as compared with
what we have to sacrifice to it, are lost nothing
remains but the interest in sin and death, and in
their relation to each other. Sir 25-"'- is the earliest
passage. The writer is reflecting in a disparaging
tone on various evils which a bad woman may
bring into her husband's life, and on this small
air& yvvaiKb^ ^PX^ afiaprtas Kal
occasion observes
;

:

This does not mean
that woman was the cause or origin of sin, but
that it began with her and, as death is the doom
There is
of sin, we all owe our death to her.
nothing in this akin to a doctrine of original
sin, though it implies that sin only needed a
beginning to extend its fatal consequences to all
mankind. If Sir 25"^ might be regarded as merely
a passing petulance, such as a cynical person might
still indulge in who did not believe in the Fall at
all, a much more serious utterance is found in Wis
6t' ai}TT}v

AiToOvqaKoiiiv irdifTes.

;

2!B)ff.

'
;

:

.

God created man for immortality (ctt* a^Baptritf), and made
him tlie image ot His own proper nature [reading tfiioTT^o?
otiiers oi5toTi)Tos = of His own eternity]
but by the envy of the
devil death entered into the world, and those who are on his
'

;

;

Bide have experience of

it.*

Here the myth has been frankly turned into

—

7oa

It is connected with Adam certainly, but there is
no longer either a serpent or a devil in the case.
A grain of evil seed was sown in the heart of Adam from the
'

beginning, and how much wickedness hath it brought forth unto
time and how much shall it yet bring forth till the time of
threshing come
(43<»).
this

I

!

'

Who sowed

the grain of evil seed in the heart of

Adam

ab initio he does not tell but it originated
apparently one continuous self-propagating life of
sin in the world.
It is supposed to be in Adam
before he is tempted, and to be, if not the source,
the ally of temptation and the cause of the Fall.
;

For the first Adam, bearing a wicked heart, transgressed
and was overcome and not he only, but all they also that are
born of him. Thus disease was made permanent and the law
was in the heart of the people along with the wickedness of the
root so the good departed away, and that which was wicked
'

;

;

;

abode

still

'

(32"-).

—

Man, as he is, has two things

in him
the wicked
which he has inherited from Adam and the
law, which God has given him as a guide to Himself.
This does not solve the problems of theodicy
it only raises them.
How can man be responsible
for his wicked heart if he has inherited it
that is,
if it belongs to the natural, not to the moral, world ?
And how are we to understand the cor malignum,
the snrr ns;, in Adam, before he had transgressed at
all ?
What dogmatic theology calls original sin

heart,

;

—

'

the sinfulness of that estate whereinto
man fell,' but the cor malignum or malignitcia
radicis is inherent in Adam before he falls.
It is
part, apparently, of the constitution of his nature
as he came from the hand of God (ab initio, 2 Es
4^°).
It is not, however, the ultimate origin of
evil or the idea— which a Jew would not seriously
have contemplated of ascribing it to God that
really distresses the author it is the fact that all
men are involved somehow in the sin and doom of
the first
is

part of

'

—

;

science rationalized as far as the author could
rationalize it, and made to yield a doctrine of
human nature. The questions which, as we have
seen, Gn 3 does not raise are both raised and
answered here. God, as the author has said in
the previous chapter (1"), 'did not make death,
nor does He delight in the destruction of the living.'
He did not make man for death, but for immortality ; this is included in ' His own proper nature,'
in the likeness of which man was made. This is
an idea, if not of Greek origin, peculiarly congenial
to the Greek mind, even when Christianized. The
serpent has disappeared, and is replaced by the
devil : the idea of a close connexion between
the two, whether it be that the devil makes use
of the reptile, or that the reptile is regarded as an
incarnation of the devil, first emerging here, became common (cf. Rev 12' 20^). This, as Gunkel
observes, may be one of the points at which in the
last stage of the myth a return is made to the
beginning, the serpent having been originally a
demon or evil god. The author of Wisdom does
not explain what he means by the envy of the
serpent : the idea was variously expanded in later

haggadic treatment of the Fall, sometimes man,
with his Paradise and immortal prospect, being
the object of envy, soinetimes God (Bousset, Relig.
des Judeniums', 469). The main point is that the
author finds in Gn 3 an explanation of how a being
constituted for immortality lost that high destiny,

and became what we see man to be.
A deeper and more despairing kind
is found in 2 Esdras.
The writer of

of reflexion
this apocalypse, who lived through the terrible events of
A.D. 70, is a pessimist in a profounder sense than
the author of Gn 3 ; but he finds in the Fall of
Adam there recorded the explanation of all the sin
and misery of the world in his own age. These are

universal
In truth there ia no man among them that be bom but he
hath dealt wickedly and among them that have lived there is
none which hath not done amiss' (835).
'

:

But the purely mythological element disappears
from his speculations on the origin of

all this evil.

*;Thi9 is my first and last saying that it had been better that
the earth had not given thee Adam or else, when it had given
him, to have restrained him from sinning. For what profit is it
for all that are in this present time to live in heaviness, and after
death to look for punishment? O thou Adam, what hast thou
done ? for, though it was thou that sinned, the evil ia not fallen
on thee alone, but upon all of us that come of thee. For what
profit is it unto us, if there be promised us an immortal time,
whereas we have done the works that bring death ? (T-^s (116) ff.).
;

'

Further than this the writer does not go. He
is depressed by what man is, endures, and has to
expect he is tortured by his sense of the solidarity
of the race in sin and death ; but, when he tries to
connect what he sees and feels with Gn 3, as a
story of the origin of sin, he is both intellectually
and morally baffled. He is obliged to assume M>
initio the very thing he has to explain
the existence of the cor m,alignum, or yin iv;, in Adam ; and
the moral inequity of allowing Adam's act to decide
;

—

the destiny of the race is unrelieved.
The writer of the Apocalypse of Baruch represents the same circle of ideas, but probably feels
less intensely about them, and seeks moral relief by
emphasizing individual liberty as against the solidarity of mankind.
' If Adam did sin first and
bring untimely death upon all, yet
those too who were bom of him each prepared for his own soul
its future torment, and again each of them chose for himself hia
future glory.
Nan est ergo Adam causa, nisi animae suae
.
tantum ; nos vero unusquisquefuit animae suae A dam. (5416. 19).
.

.

'

The

doctrine,

'

Everyman

his own Adam,' might
direct contradiction of that

formally be taken as a
expressed in 2 Es 7"', but it is probably not meant
to be such. It rather suggests that the implication
of the race in Adam's sin and its consequences is
not so arbitrary as it can be made to appear ; it is
morally mediated, after all, by the fact that we all
somehow make Adam's act our own.
may be
hopeless and unhappy, but we are not compelled to
rebel and blaspheme.
In comparison with these apocryphal books, in
which real problems of the spiritual life are discussed in connexion with Gn 3, it is only necessary
to mention that the story of the Fall is elaborated

We
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Book of Jubilees (3"'-) and the Apoc. Mosis
but in ways that have no new interest for
thought {Bousset, 411 Couard, Die religiosen u.
sittl. Anschauungen der alttest. Apokryphen u.
Pseudepigraphen, 113) cf. also Enoch 69''.

in the
(7f.),

;

;

3.

The New Testament. —The

ideas which

we

find in the apocryphal books just examined were,
no doubt, familiar to many Jewish minds in
times ; but, apart from St. Paul, there is little
itself.
In the Synoptic
trace of them in the
Gospels Jesus nowhere alludes to Gn 3 ; and in
Jn S'", when the devil is described as a murderer
from the beginning, it is clear from the parallel in
1 Jn S^'^- that the allusion is not to Adam's forfeiting of life by sin, but to Cain's killing of Abel.
In the Apocalypse there are many references to
Gn 3, but rather to its scenery than to its incidents ;
the end of history returns to the beginning, and
Paradise is restored (2' 22^- '*• ") with the tree of
The old serpent, who is the devil or Satan,
life.
is cast down from heaven and chained (12' 20-).
But there is no speculation or reflexion on the
Fall.
The same may be said of some of the allusions even in St. Paul. Thus Ko 16™ probably
borrows its form from a recollection of Gn 3'°. In

NT

NT

2 Co 1 1^ there may be a reference not only to Gn 3,
but to an idea current in certain Jewish circles,
that the serpent seduced Eve to be unfaithful to
her husband as well as disobedient to God so in
the same chapter (v.'^), where the transformation
of Satan into an angel of light is also found in
some Jewish elaborations of the OT story (for both,
see Sclimiedel, ad loc, and Everling, Die paulin.
Angelologie u. Damonologie, Gijttingen, 1888, p.
58f.).
But there are two passages in St. Paul
where more is, or seems to be, based on the OT
story, and where we seem to be in close connexion
with the circle of ideas in which the authors of
Sirach, Wisdom, 2 Esdras, and Baruch move. The
interest of both is that St. Paul draws in them
a parallel, which is in other respects a contrast,
;

between

Adam

and Christ.

(1) In the earlier passage (1 Co IS''"-),
a^*-, death is in view rather than sin : '

as in

Wis

As by man

came death, by man comes

also the resuiTectlon of
the dead. For, as in Adam all die, so also in Christ
shall all be made alive.' Adam is the head of the
old humanity, which (whatever its original constitution or destiny may have been) is, in point of
fact, mortal ; this is what it is, and it is so in
virtue of its connexion with him. Christ is the
head of the new humanity, which (in spite of the
mortality due to Adam) is destined at last to triumph over death ; it is really immortal in virtue
of its connexion with Him. The fact that in the
two cases the connexion is quite different in nature

disregarded by the Apostle. The connexion with
involves us in death, is an aifair of
are descended from him in the ordi;
nary course of nature, and stand where we do,
liable to death, apart from any choice of our own.
But the connexion with Christ is not a matter of
heredity, but of faith ; it is only those who believe
in Christ that are in Him, and will share His
triumph over death. There is nothing in the fuller
reference in vv.""*' which enables us to say more.
In particular, there is no reference in them to sin.
What is present to St. Paul's mind is that the
creature made of the dust of the ground, the
&vB(>(inros iK 7^5 x""'''', cannot as such be immortal.
Flesh and blood cannot inherit the Kingdom of
God,' not because they are sinful, though that is
true, but because they are essentially corruptible,
and the Kingdom is incorruptible. There can be
no such thing as immortality in nature if there
is to be immortality at all, it must be in another
mode of being not that mode of being with which
we are familiar from our connexion with Adam,
is

Adam, which
heredity we

'

;

—

(BibUcal)
but that which has been revealed to us in the
resurrection of Christ.
Immortality, in other
words, is strictly supernatural.
connexion with
Christ of the kind formed by faith is needed to
ensure our participation in immortality, just as
our mortality is sure in virtue of our connexion
with Adam.
It is needed to ensure it
and it
does.
'As we have worn the image of the man
of clay, so shall we wear the image of the heavenly
man.' An elevation or transmutation of nature,
an evolution in which our being rose to a higher
level, rather than the reversal of a doom, might
seem to satisfy the terms here employed ; but,
congenial as this might be to a modern mind, it ia
improbable that it represents St. Paul's thought.
Even if we set aside v.°* as a marginal comment
which interrupts an inspired text, it is shrewdly
to the purpose, and thoroughly in keeping with
the other passage in which the Apostle treats of
the same subject.
St. Paul is
(2) The other passage is Ro 5"^-.
not dealing here, in the first instance, with immortality, but with the Si.Kai.o<rivr) $eov ; it is this
which is revealed in Christ, and, consequently,

A

;

when he again draws a parallel between the first
and the second Adam, the emphasis faUs not on
death and life, but on sin and righteousness. Death
comes, no doubt, in the train of sin, just as grace
reigns through righteousness unto eternal life, but
sin and righteousness are here the primary in'
As through one man sin entered into the
world and through sin death, and so death extended to all men, for that all sinned
so, we
might suppose the Apostle continuing, by one man
righteousness entered into the world, and through
righteousness life ; but we should find it difficult
to provide the parallel to the clause for that all
sinned.' These last words themselves ((<j> cj wdvres
ijp.apTov) have been taken very variously,
(a) Some
have ventured to identify Adam and his posterity
in such a way that his responsibility became immediately theirs that is, theirs without any action
on their part which mediated it from him to them.
As Bengel puts it, ' Omnes peccarunt Adamo peccante.
This seems to agree with the fact that the
individual is involved in the moral responsibilities
of the race, awful as these are, without his consent
being first asked and obtained ; he is bom participant in the guilt and doom of mankind. Whether
St. Paul would have shrunk from this or not, it
raises more moral difficulties than it solves.
(6)
Others would make the Tjfiaprov apply to voluntary

terests.

'

;

'

—

'

individual sins. Every man is his own Adam, and
the author of his own fate.
Within whatever
limits this may be true, to say that it is true absolutely is to ignore the solidarity of the race in sin
and its consequences, with which the Apostle is
specially concerned at this point,
(c) The interpretation which appeals for relief to the doctrine
of heredity, and assumes that man inherits from
Adam that which, when it is morally appropriated,
reveals itself in consciousness as sin, is perhaps not
unfair to the passage, but cannot directly appeal
to anything in it for support. St. Paul is conscious that men are somehow one in sin ; but,
though he knows that only the faith of the individual unites him to Christ and makes him a
partaker in righteousness and life, he never raises
the question whether there is anything analogous
to faith an individual and voluntary appropriation of the inherited cor malignum, granum mali
seminis, malignitas radicis, jnn nx;, or however it
in virtue of which we are morally
is to be called
involved in the responsibOities of the first man.
While the solidarity of the race in sin and death ia
an immediate datum of experience for him, which
he connects (without defining how) with the entrance of sin and death into the world through

—

—

;

PALL
Adam's disobedience, he gives us no moans of constructing a doctrine of man's original state, or of
the origin of evil. Adam, as the head of the old
humanity, and as a foil to Christ the Head of the
new, is just what we are before we are united to
Christ by faith a creature of clay, or of flesh,
sinful, weak, mortal
an Adam before the Fall, in
a state of ori^nal righteousness, may seem to be
logically implied in what St. Paul says of 'the
disobedience of the one,' but is a conception of

—

;

which he makes no

use.
It is quite futile to think that a Pauline doctrine
of the origin of evil can be deduced from Ro 7'*-.
There are undoubtedly allusions here to Gn 3, so
far as the expressions are concerned, but no historical doctrine can be based on this piece of

generalized and ideal autobiography. If we say
that in 1 Co IS^'"' **"• the mortality of man is
made to depend on his inheritance of Adam's
nature, and that in Ro 5^^"" the condemnation of
man, with all its fatal consequences, is conceived
as dependent upon his being involved somehow in
the transgression by Adam of God's express command, we go as far as the Apostle does. He really
does not transcend theoretically the problems presented by 2 Esdras. He makes no use of the
serpent or the devil in explaining the origin of
evil.
Man is a sinner, all men are sinners, sin is
in the stock and has been from the beginning ; it
is deep, virulent, constitutional, no hurt to be
healed slightly. But St. Paul's theodicy is not in
a doctrine of its origin, in the act of Adam or
otherwise it is in his doctrine of redemption. Sin
in its unity and universality may be taken for
granted, and it may also be overcome ; but not even
will its origin
on the basis of the Bible OT or
ever be explained.
LiTBRATDRB. The Oomm. on Genesis, especially Dillmann
(Eng.tr. 1897), Gunkel (21902), and Skinner (ICC, 1910); J.
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;
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—

—

;
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i.

James Denney.
ORIGIN OF THE belief.—

Man's curiosity regarding the things around him,
the source of numerous Nature-myths, must
early have been aroused by the condition in which
His speculative faculty had
he found himself.
caused him to ask questions regarding the origin
of the world and of mankind, and to these questions his cosmogonic and creation myths supplied answers.
Hence it is not surprising that
he should have sought an explanation of such
appeared
things as
to him evils in his lot hunger,
I.

itself

—

his battle with the forces of Nature, the difficulty
of obtaining food, the existence of disease and
death, and, so far as his moral faculty had been
awakened, the opposition of good and evU in himself, the struggle he had to follow the law he felt
to be right, or even, perhaps, the customary laws
of his tribe.
These questionings gave rise to in-

numerable myths, found among many races and at
all levels of civilization, which suggest as the
answer that in the distant past something had
occurred which reduced man to the state in which
he now found himself, or that some disaster,
perhaps anterior to his appearance on earth, had
affected his destinies, or that some being, hostile
to man, had injured him physically and morally,
or that men had gradually deteriorated from some
earlier existing state of happiness.
Such occurVOL. V.
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may

be comprehensively included under the
used in Christian tlieology, while the
stories which embody them are called F'all-myihs.
As a rule, the form and contents of such myths
have been moulded by man's experience of the
things which produced, or whicli he fancied to
produce, evil to himself. As breach of tabu, or
the breaking of divine command.s, frequently produces evil in the actual life of primitive men, so
they readily imagined that some such act originally introduced all the evils of life. Man's natural
conservatism may have made him look askance at
the introduction of the elements of culture hence
the idea that the craving for illicit knowledge on
the part of some ancestor produced the Fall. Or it
was put down to an early desire to be as the gods.
Or man's sensual cravings were believed to have
been his ruin, as seen, for example, in myths which
told how, at first, he had lived without requiring
to satisfy them.
Or woman, being at all times
regarded as a source of evil, and the subject of a
variety of sexual tabus, was sometimes held to be
the cause of man's undoing.
Occasionally, too,
beings exterior to man are blamed for his fall
but, as a rule, he takes the blame upon himself.
In a few cases, it is some act, generally regarded
as contemptible, which is supposed to have ruined
man, as in an Algonquin myth.
Goldziher has
argued (Myth, among the Eeb., Eng. tr. 1877, p. 79)
that hunters and nomadic shepherds look down
on agricultural races as being slaves to the soil
in comparison with themselves, the free wanderers ;
while, where a people is partly nomadic, partly
agricultural, there is a conviction that they have
taken a step towards what is worse, and have sunk
lower by exchanging pasture for crops.' In such
cases, myths arise which tell how the downward
step was taken, or show how man doomed himself
to labour on the soil in the sweat of his brow
and
these myths of a Fall are closely connected with
others which set forth the dignity of a shepherd
title Fall, as

:

'

;

life.

This theory, intended to explain the origin of the Fall-story
in Genesis, hardly applies to it as a whole, since man is already
in charge of a garden and is not a nomad, while his fall is
anterior to the curse of tilling the ground. The form of the
curse, however, may have been moulded by some lost Fall-myth
attributing man's ruin to agriculture to the conservative nomad
a species of illicit knowledge. For some myths which illustrate
Goldziher's theory, see ii. 2 (1).

—

2.

A

difi'erent

conception underlies the myths of

a Golden Age, especially among the Greeks, whose
poets praised agriculture yet even in them we see
a trace of the same idea, since man eats of the
fruits of the earth without labour or tillage. When
the Golden Age passes away he must eat them
in the sweat of his brow. The same idea is present
in those myths (Hindu, etc.) which tell how man
lived without food, till, having tasted the earth
or its fruits, he was forced to live upon them and
labour to produce them.
3. Some of these myths have assumed a highly
poetical form ; on the other hand, even among advanced peoples like the Persians, some are exceedingly crude, and betray their primitive origin.
In
some cases, notably among peoples of a highly
philosophic cast of mind, as well as with individual
thinkers, the causes of man's present condition
take a profounder form, especially where the doctrine of metempsychosis is made use of.
This
;

article will consider (1) myths explaining the presence of death and other evils by man's fault ; (2)

myths of a Fall (3) myths of a Golden Age of
innocence from which man deteriorated (4) myths
of a lost intercourse between gods and men through
the gT0>ving wickedness of the latter (5) myths
of a Fall in a former existence
(6) myths of a
;

;

;

;

divine Fall.
It should be observed that the idea of deterioration throuffh
a divine curse, usually on account of some act of wrong, is quite

—

;
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The existence of apes is commonly
a usual one in myths.
believed in Africa to be due to a curse which turned offending
men into that shape ; while in N. Zealand, among the Indians
of Huarochiri, and with the Namaquas, the habits of animals,
like those of the serpent in Genesis, are conferred as the result
of a curse or blessing (Shortland, Trad, of N.Z.'^, 1856, p. 67
Fables of Tncas, Hakluyt Soc, p. 127 Hahn, Tsuni Goam, 1S81,
Transformation of human beings is, in all mythologies,
p. 66).
attributed to Divine anger on account of human wrong;

doing.

Various mythical expressions of the
i. Myths of the origin of death.

ii.

Fall-belief.

—

The

existence of death was one of the clearest
indi«ations of a serious disorder in human life.
Ethnological evidence from all parts of the world
proves that man's thoughts about death had everywhere taken much the same form. To man, with
his intense love of living, death appeared unnatural ; hence his firm belief in a life beyond
the grave, or in the possibility of the renewal of
The unnaturalness of death
life on this earth.
from the savage point of view is shown by the
universality of the idea that disease and death
are due to demonic and magical influences, and
that if men were never bewitched or killed by
violence, they

would always

live on.

Death from

But, if death
is inconceivable.
unnatural, the question arises, How was it
Various mythical
first introduced into the world ?
answers were given, all tending to show that a time
had been when death did not exist, and in some
of these we see distinct traces of the idea that its
coming was due to man's disobedience or folly.
Other causes are alleged, e.g. the wrong delivery
of a divine message, or a compact between an evil
being (e.g. Death personified) and the divinities, or
the malice of an evU being, or the first man's death
establishing a precedent. Traces of such myths
may be found in some of the higher mythologies,

any natural cause
is

but they are most common among lower races.
are here concerned only with those in which
the origin of death and other evils is due to man's
own fault, as in the Hebrew account of the Fall.
In some cases the fault is man's stupidity or
( 1
carelessness, as the following myths will show. The
Dog-rib Indians say that after the Thunder-bird
had made all things, he gave the Indians a large
arrow which they were to keep with great care.
But it was lost through the stupidity of the Chippewas, and the creator was so angry that he left
the earth for ever, and now men die (Bancroft, Nat.

We

)

A

Baces, 1883, iii. 105).
Shawnee myth relates
that there was a time when men could walk on
the ocean or restore life to the dead (here death
already exists, but is vanquished), but they lost
these privileges through carelessness (Schoolcraft,
Ind. Tribes, 1857, iv. 255). In Jap. mythology, death
is introduced because, when the deity Great- Mountain-Possessor sent his ugly elder daughter as
wife to the suitor for his younger daughter's hand,
he sent her away. Had he not done so, their offspring would have been immortal ; as it is, they
are as frail as the flowers (Kojiki, xxxviii. 115).
Where the performance of religious rites according
to a prescribed ritual is all-important, myths regarding any breach of ritual are sure to arise.
Among the Maoris such a breach is the cause of
the entrance of death into the world. When the
culture-hero Maui was baptized, his father omitted
part of the karakias, or prayers to the gods. For
this reason men became mortal. As yet there was
no death, nor would there ever have been if Maui
had been able to pass through the body of Hinenui-te-po ; but because of this omission he failed
and died, and now all men must die (Grey, Polynesian Myth., 1857, p. 16). In the Admiralty Island
version, death is due to the fact that a certain
chieftain's family could not recognize that his
spirit, and not his body, which had fallen from a
tree, was the real man, so that he makes his spirit

return to the dead body, and thus perish [Anthropos, iu. [1908] 194 f.).
(2) In other cases, death results from, a quarrel (cf
the death of Abel), or from man's wickedness. An
Eskimo myth relates that two of the first human
beings quarrelled regarding human immortality.
The one who advocated men's dying gained the victory; hence arose death (Nansen, Eskimo Life, 1893,
Among the Hare-skin Indians death is
p. 272).
said to have arisen from a quarrel regarding the posAn old man flea with it,
session of a screech-owl.

but was pursued and killed a relative of his killed
the chief murderer ; he was in turn slain, and thus
death and war arose (Fetitot, Trad, ind., 1886,
The Aleutians say that formerly men, as
p. 180).
they grew old, plunged into a lake and renewed their
youth. But a woman who had a divine lover made
him angry by her peevish complaints. He kUled
her brother, and so made all men subject to deatl
(Farrer, Primitive Manners and Customs, ISli,
In Blackfoot Indian legend also the folly
p. 13).
of woman introduced death (Grinnell, Blackfcot
;

Tales, 1893).
The Caribs, Arawaks, and
others ascribe death to the fact that the creator,
finding men so wicked as to try to deprive him

Lodge

of life, took away their immortality and gave it
myth current in
to skin-casting creatures.
Polynesia relates that the early part of Rangi's
reign was a Golden Age, in which death, war, and
famine were unknown ; but through a quarrel,

A

death entered into the world, followed by disease
and famine, and thus, in spite of Kangi's interposition, the Golden Age passed away (GiU, Myths
and Songs, 1876, p. 286). In an Admiralty Island
legend an old woman strips off her skin, and thus
regains her youth but one of her sons wishes to
wed her. In consequence of this evil wish, aggravated by falsehood, the old woman re-dons her
skin, and since then death has been in the world
;

{Anthropos,

iii.

[1908] 193).

usually death is attributed to man's
disobedience, generally through a breach of tabu,
e.g. eating some forbidden food ; and myths of
this nature have very naturally arisen among
people who believe that breach of tabu, or eating
a totem animal or plant, is inevitably followed
by punishment, especially by the death of the
tabu-breaker. Wherever such a custom or belief
existed, it would be easy to fovmd a myth upon
the origin of
it as the reason for that puzzle
Some of these myths
death and other evils.
may have been influenced by the accovmt of
the Fall as told by missionaries ; on the other
hand, they are so consonant with savage customs
and methods of thought that they bear marks
Dog-rib Indian myth relates
of originality.
that the first man, Tsehapiwah, gave his children
two kinds of fruit, black and white, forbidding
them to eat the former. They were obedient
for a time while he was absent to fetch the sun,
but disobeyed him when he went away a second
time to obtain the moon. He was angry with
them, and said that henceforth the earth would
produce only bad fruit, and men should be subject
His famUy bewailed their
to sickness and death.
lot, and he then relented so far as to say that those
who dreamt certain dreams should have the power
of curing sickness (Klemm, Culturgesch. 1843-52,
The tabu is often connected with the
ii.
155).
idea that eating the fruit of any strange country
hence arise
or people makes one belong to it
myths that mortal men are immortal beings who
were condemned to earth because they ate of its
Tonga version of such a myth makes
fruits.
certain immortal gods journey from Bolotoo (Hades)
and land on Tonga, where they ate of its fruits.
(3)

More

—

A

,

;

A

Soon some

of
to live there

them died, and all were condemned
and people the world with mortals.

—

;
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Hence arose the race of men, subject to decay and
death (Mariner, Account of the Natives of the 'I'onga
Islands", 1818, ii. 115).
The same idea occurs in
Sinhalese cosmogony the immortal beings of the
fifth period of creative energy ate certain plants,
and so became subject to mortality and lost the
power of returning to the heavenly mansions. At
the same time arose the division of the sexes
(Forbes-Leslie, Early Races, 1866, i. 177). In other
cases the tabu has nothing to do with eating. The
Ningpos of Bengal say that once men were forbidden to bathe in a certain pool. Some one did
so hence men became subject to death (Dalton,
:

;

Eth. of Bengal, 1872). There is an Australian myth
to the effect that the first pair were forbidden to
go near a tree on which lived a bat, which was not
to be disturbed. Gathering firewood, the woman
approached the tree the bat flew away, and death
arrived (Brough Smyth, Abor. of Vict., 1878, i. 429).
Elsewhere the disobedience is not connected with
a tabu. Another Australian myth makes death
result from men refusing through fear to carry the
fierce dogs of Buhloo (the Moon) across a creek.
If you had done what I had asked you,' said he,
you could have died as often as I die, and have
come to life again as often as I come to life (K. L.
Parker, Aust. Legend. Tales, 1896, p. 8). In Uganda
it is thought that death was introduced because
when Kintu, the first man, was sent down from
heaven, he was told that if he forgot anything he
was not to return for it, since Warumbe (death
or disease) would assuredly go with him to earth.
He forgot millet, and, contrary to his wife's advice, returned for it, with the result predicted
(Johnston, Uganda Protectorate, 1902, ii. 704).
The Basutos say that Matoome, the first man,
came out of the earth with his sister Matoomyan,
who had a life-preserving medicine. She told him
to lead their cattle in one direction ; he disobeyed
her, and she, in a rage, went back into the earth
with her medicine. Thus death and disease came
into the world (Campbell, Travels in S. Afr., 1822,
i. 306).
The following myth was told by a native of
;

'

'

'

Tumele

(Cent. Africa).

Til

made men

deathless,

and forbade them to kill the beasts they broke
his command, and were all destroyed save one.
Til now changed a gazelle into a woman, who bore
the survivor four children, two white and two
black. These were also deathless but the frog
complained to Til that it was unfair to make
harmless animals subject to death, and guilty man
immortal. Til saw the justice of this, and made
men subject to old age, sickness, and death {Ausland, Nov. 4, 1847). In Togo, death is due to the
Eetition of a frog, who reached the Supreme Being
efore the dog, who sought that man might live
;

;

again after death (Anthropos,

ii.

[1907] 203

;

of.

and in an Admiralty Island version,
death comes from the ingratitude of a man who
sought to deceive the tree which had saved him from
iii.

[1908] 277)

;

a demon (ib. iii. 194). The Melanesians account for
death by various myths, one of which turns on an
act of disobedience on the part of a woman made
by the divine hero Qat. She was stolen by Marawa Qat urged her to return, but she refused
therefore, while the pair were sleeping, he pulled
their teeth, shaved their hair, and covered their
eyes with spiders' webs so that their sight became
dim. Thus old age and death became the lot of
men (Codrington, Melanesians, 1891, p. 266). In
New Guinea (Mowat), death came upon all men
because the mother and grandmother of the first
man who died, instead of obeying his injunction to
remain until he returned to them as before, went
in search of him (Beardmore, JAI xix. [1890] 465).
An American Indian myth reported by the Jesuit
missionaries in 1634, and apparently quite original,
has a curious resemblance to the Greek Pandora
;
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myth

(see below, 2 (3)).
After the world had been
recovered from the Deluge, the divinity McsHon gave
a Montagnais Indian the gift of immortality enclosed in a small box, subject to the condition that he
should not open it for, so long as the box remained
closed, he would be immortal.
His curious and
incredulous wife opened the box to see its contents.
And thus all Indians became subject to
death. This myth was current in other parts of
Canada [Relation de la Nouvelle France, 1636)
among the Ojibwas in 1857 (Hind, Labrador,
;

1863,

1.

61).

These myths of the origin of death and kindred
evils through a
Fall
form the most concrete
answer to man's questionings about his evil plight
death being taken as typical of evil generally
while they approach the series of the more complete Fall -myths current among many peoples,
which must now be considered.
2. Myths of a Fall.
(1) Some myths of this class
bear a striking resemblance to the story of Genesis,
and may have arisen as a result of missionary
teaching, or through the gradual diflfusion of the
Hebrew story in tne same way as Mdrchen have
been diffused over a wide area. In others, the likeness may simply be due to the colouring of an
original myth with pigments borrowed from outside sources.
Each myth of this kind must be
judged on its merits, and with a full appreciation
of the possibility of similar stories arising through
similar circumstances, surroundings, and psychic
conditions, in more places than one. Many others
are undoubtedly original even a few which might
seem at first sight to be borrowed. Especially is
this the case where, in many of the myths which
'

'

—

—

—

follow, as in some already referred to, the Fall is
due to the eating of a forbidden food. This need
not necessarily have been borrowed from Genesis,
but shows how emphatically the system of tabus,
especially with regard to foods, was connected
with punishments meted out automatically to
the tabu-breaker, and how naturally all this was
reflected in myths of the origin of evil.
Man
accounted for the latter by that which appealed
most easily to his imagination, and of the danger
of which he had seen many evidences.
His Fall
was a punishment visited on him for breaking a divine tabu.
Such a view might easily
become current among the lowest races, since it is
found that the creative beings of, e.g., the Andamanese, Australians, and Bushmen are also moral
governors, punishing men for breaches of their
commands. The Batutsi say that the Fall was due
to Nyinakigwa's breaking of the divine prohibition
to tell how, being sterile, she had three chUdren,
the gifts of the deity Imana {Anthropos, iii. [1908]
2 ff.).
Where it had become customary not to
eat of certain foods at certain seasons, it would
be easy to form a myth suggesting that men had
been told by a higher Being not to do so, and that,
when they had done so, much evil had resulted.

Thus the Andamanese, whose remarkable theology,
according to the best authorities, is independent
of Christian influence, believe that Puluga, the
creator, gave the first man, Tomo, various injunctions, especisilly concerning certain trees which
grew only at one place (Paradise) in the jungle,
and which he was not to touch at certain seasons
during the rains, when Puluga himself visits them
and partakes. Later, some of Tomo's descendants
disobeyed and were severely punished. Others,
disregarding Puluga's commands about murder,
adultery, theft, etc., and becoming more and more
wicked, were drowned in a deluge. Two men and
two women survived, and, in revenge, wished to
kill Puluga, who, telling them that their friends
had been justly punished, disappeared from the
earth.
But even now these trees are strictly

;
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tabu during the rainy season when Puluga visits
them invisibly, and it is firmly held that, if any
one dares to tamper with them, a new deluge will
result (Man, JAI xii. [1882] 164, 166f., 154). Here,
a native system of tabus has given rise accidentally
to a series of myths bearing a certain resemblance
to the Genesis story, and this may, quite conceivably, have happened elsewhere. An Australian
myth, which might easily have become a Fall-

myth, points to this conclusion. When the divine
Baiame left the earth, the flowers withered and
died.
Three trees alone were left which none
dared touch, because Baiame had put his mark
upon them.
When he saw that no one touched
them, he sent a kind of manna upon the c^ith
L. Parker, More Aust. Legend. Tales, 1898,
Fall through breaking a divine tabu
regarding food or some other divine orders will be
found in several of the myths which follow. Such
myths, involving a catastrophe to many, should be
compared with Mdrchen, in which an individual
comes to grief through disobedience, i.e. breaking
a tabu. Here, too, the incident reflects actual

(K.
p.

84).

A

customs.

A myth, current among
may possibly owe some of its

the

Maidu

Indians,

details to missionary

teaching. The good world-maker, Ko-do-yam-peh,
sent man on the earth, where all animals were

tame and the soil fruitful. He bade him take all
things freely, but always to bring his food home
and cook it, never to kindle a fire in the woods.
But the evil Hel-lo-kai-eh told man to cook his
game in the woods. He did so, with the result
that the smoke made the animals wild, as they now
are ; the ground was changed, and man had only
roots and worms to eat frost, rain, and tempests
arose ; and death was introduced into the world
{FLR V. [1882] 118 ft'.; cf. the ' Bushman myth,' §3).
In Pentecost Island (New Hebrides) a woman,
become the wife of the sun-god, is violated by the
moon-god, who enters the tabued precincts of the
happy land ; she is accordingly driven away, and
bears two children, one black (the son of the sungod) and the other white (the son of the moon-god)
they engage in conflict, and the black son, the
ancestor of the natives, expels his half-brother, the
ancestor of all white men {Anthropos, vi. [1911]
;

902-905).

A

kind of dualism runs through

all

American Indian mythology (see Dualism [American] ; here the evil being acts the part of
tempter, but the myth, even if some details have
been borrowed, is in the main original. Similarly
in a Blackfoot Indian myth, when Napi the creator
makes the first pair out of clay, death is introduced through the foUy of the woman, and all
later misfortunes arise through disobedience to the
creator's laws (Lang, Making of Religion, 1898, p.
Another myth which, according to Leland,
260).
gives the fall of man from a purely Indian standpoint traces all human evils to that idle loquacity
which is, above all other things, most contemptible
in Indian eyes.
child was born of an Indian
girl by the spirit of the mountain. She was bidden
never to tell her people of his origin. The child
fed them miraculously, and would have made of
them a mighty nation, but they never ceased to
ask his mother whence he came, and she told
them, ' It shall be to you exceeding sorrow that ye
ever inquired.'
She and the ch3d disappeared,
and thus the Indians, who should have been a
great, became a little people (Leland, Algonquin
Legends, 1884, p. 257). The dualistic idea of the
origin of evil reappears in a myth current among the
Khonds of Orissa. Boora Pennu, the god of light,
had a consort, the Earth-goddess, the source of
evil.
Her jealousy of her husband's love for his
creature man caused her to introduce physical
and moral evil into the world.
Such men as
'

'

A

;
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rejected her influence were deified ; aU others were
condemned to suSering, moral degradation, and
death (MacPherson, Mem. of Service in India, 1865,
Compare with this the old Mexican belief
p. 273).
that the Golden Age of Anahuac came to an end
through the envy of the god Tezcatlipoca, who
seduced the daughter of king Huemac, whereupon
followed a decline in moral purity and the departure of the culture-hero Quetzalcoatl (Hardwick, Christ and other Masters, 1855-59, pt. iii.
p. 151).

Certain Negro and Malagasy myths may be
to Christian or Mnhammadan influence
but
here again we cannot assert this with certainty,
and indeed a more ancient source may be appealed
to.
In some of these myths may be seen that
contrast between the nomadic and the agricultural
life already referred to.
Thus in Calabar it is
told how the first human pair were called to Abasi
(the Calabar high god) by a bell at meal-times.
Abasi had strictly forbidden to them both agriculture and the propagation of their kind. Both
these commands were broken, more especially
through the woman's being tempted, by a female
friend who had been given her, to use the im-

due

;

plements of tillage. 'Thus man fell and became
mortal, and his agricultural occupation was his
curse (Bastian, Geog. und eth. Bilder, 1872, p. 191).
This is also hinted at in a myth from Madagascar.
The first man was subject to none of the present
human evils, and was placed in a garden of all
delights, but forbidden to taste of its fruits or
drink of its limpid streams or partake of any kind
of food or drink.
His fall was brought about by
his great enemy, who painted to him the sweetness
of the apple, the lusciousness of the date, and the
succulence of the orange. At last he ate, and thus
brought about his ruin (Baring-Gould, Legends of
OT Characters, 1. 20). In the sequel a pimple appeared on his leg, and increased till it burst. From
it emerged a beautiful girl, who became through
him the mother of mankind. The Dahomans and
the Agni are credited with a belief in a first pair,
a tree and forbidden fruit, and the temptation of
the woman by a serpent (Delafosse, L'Anth. iv.
Such legends may appear to be due to
434).
Christian influence, but we must not overlook the
capacity of myths to diffiise themselves over wide
areas in long-distant ages ; hence such stories may
have long ago reached Africa from Semitic sources.
On the other hand, they may be quite original,
Others would exlike the Andamanese myth.
plain their likeness to the story in Genesis by the
early presence in Africa of a Semitic element,
now represented by such a people as the Masai
(Merker,
xxxv. 373), who possess a mythology
which is said to be in many points similar to the
narratives in Genesis, but contains no Christian
elements. Hence it has not been obtained from
Christian sources, and Merker thinks the Masai
have preserved these traditions from the time of
their separation from the Israelites. They hold
that Paradise resulted from the moistening of the
sterile earth with the blood of a huge dragon slain
by God (cf. the Babylonian combat of Tiamat and

ZE

Marduk). The first man was brought down from
heaven ; his wife came out of the earth. They
were forbidden to taste the fruit of one of the
The woman was tempted to
trees of Paradise.
she and her husband both
eat by a serpent
enjoyed the fruit ; then fear fell on them and, as a
punishment, they were expelled from Paradise.
We hear nothing of the curse of tUling the soil
the Masai are mainly a nomadic people.
F. Max Miiller has found all the elements of the Fall-stoiy in
:

Egypt, and thinks the Israelites derived their story thence.
The myth is yet unpublished, but it is possible that all these
African myths may also have been derived from it, since we
know that many Egyptian customs and beliefs filtered slowly

;
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through to the remotcat parta of Africa (HOe the Efcyptian
Qoldcn Age myth, § 3 (6).
The Modagoticar myth of the Fall producing a different sex
may be compared witn the Sinhalese myth, above, ii. i (3).

The

idea of a Fall occurs in variouB forms in
the mythologies of several higher races. Among
the Hindus, who more than any other people have
brooded over the problem of evil, various reasons
were alleged to account for man's evil plight.
Fall in a previous existence was, as we shall see,
a favourite method of accounting for it in other
cases it was regarded as the inevitable consequence
of the association of the soul with a material existence ; again, the doctrine of emanation, as in
the Gnostic view, suggested a gradual deterioration, keeping pace with the increasing distance
of souls from the divine
while, as in Greek
mythology, a series of successive world-ages, each
growing worse than its predecessor, was also
postulated.
In the earliest writings (the Vedas) there is no
Fall-myth the story of the incest of Yama and
Yami (Kigveda) afiords no real parallel to the
Genesis story, as is sometimes supposed, but is
a crude explanation of origins. In later times the
more philosophical views occasionally give place to
a concrete myth, e.g. that of Brahma, identified
with the first man Manu Svayambhuva, and Satarupa, Manu's wife, the equivalent of the creative
principle.
Siva dropped from heaven a blossom of
the sacred vata, or Indian fig the bodhidruma, or
tree of knowledge of Brahman and Buddhist alike.
Ensnared by its beauty, Brahma gathered it, thinking it would make him immortal and divine. While
stul exulting in this thought, he was punished by
being consigned to an abyss of degradation, whence
he could be freed only after a long term of sufi'ering.
His wife, adds the myth, had urged him to
take the blossom, and on their descendants was the
curse entaUed.
This myth, which has very frequently been
cited as a parallel to Gn 3''-, owes nothing to the
latter, is of late origin, and possibly is derived
from a Buddhist myth with several variants. One
form, cited by Hardy (Man. of Bud., 1864, p. 66),
tells how the Brahmas who were born into this
world were happy, and peace reigned everywhere.
peculiar scum arose on the surface of the earth ;
one of them tasted it, found it palatable, and devoured it greedily. The others followed his example, with the result that the glory of their
persons faded, and it became necessary to make
the sun and moon. Their skins grew coarse they
deteriorated morally and physically and the world
became filled with passion and evil. The Tibetan
form of the myth is similar. Men lived to 60,000
years, and were invisibly nourished and able to
rise at wUl to the heavens. But, through covetousness and the consequent eating of a honey-sweet
substance (or herb) produced by the earth, they
lost these gifts, became vicious, and were forced
to practise agriculture for the sake of food (Pallas,
iJej^e, 1771-76, i. 334).
In the Nepal version, earth
is uninhabited, but visited occasionally by
the
dwellers of the heavenly mansions {Abkasvara),
who were innocent, and androgynous. But desire
to eat arose in their minds ; they tasted the
earth, lost the power of return to Abhasvara,
and had to eat tbe fruit of the earth for sustenance (Hodgson, Buddhism, p. 63). The Sinhalese
version resembles this, but after eating earth
for 60,000 years these visitors became covetous.
Earth lost its sweet taste, and brought forth a
kind of mushroom of which they ate till it failed
them. Thus they proceeded from food to food,
(2)

A

;

;

;

—

A

;

;

/

till

was lost, and they became
with wicked ideas (Upham, Sacred

their spirit nature

men, fillecl
Books of Ceylon,

1833,

iii.

156).
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(3) However lightly the Greeks may liave estimated moral evil or veiled it under (esthetic forms,
tlioy were by no means blind to it, and myth and

philosophy alike tried to explain its existence.
early legend of Prometheus accounts for the
evils of human life by the fact that the hero, in
stealing fire from the gods, was trespii.'j.sing the
limits set to human knowledge and power by them.
Hence their resentment. It thus exhibits that
a-spect of many mythologies, seen even in the
Hebrew, of the gods' jealousy of men, of men
becoming their equals, while the idea of man's
encroaching on something forbidden is parallel with
the Semitic Tree of Knowledge and other forbidden
things.
Hesiod ( Works and Days, 52 f
brings
the story into connexion with that of Pandora,
fashioned by the gods to bring evil to Prometheus
and the whole race of men. Within her breast
were infused falsehood and guUe by Hermes, following the counsel of Zeus. She was received by
Epimetheus, in spite of the warning given him
by his brother Prometheus. And now evils came
into the world, because Pandora removed the lid
from a vessel in which they were contained, and so
dispersed them among men. In a story mentioned
by Proclus, Prometheus himself had deposited this
vessel, which he had received from the Satyrs,
with Epimetheus. Contrary to warning, Pandora
opened it, thus showing her nature. But according to Philodemus, Epimetheus himself opened it,
bringing evil and death upon his fellows. Hesiod's
intention is to teach that woman is the intermediate
cause of human ills (cf. Gn 3*). Better had it been
for man to have remained alone than to have joined
himself to this Greek Eve, the later creation of the
gods.
similar duplication of the idea of human
ills being brought about by rash desire for illicit
knowledge as well as by woman occurs in the
myth of the Sirens, who say they ^vill send men
who listen to them on their way the wiser. For
they 'know all things,' 'all that -will hereafter
be upon the fruitful earth (Odyssey, xii. 191). The
close approach of these leading ideas of the Greek
myth to those of the Semitic story is remarkable
but, in spite of possible points of contact between
early Greeks and Phoenicians on the one hand, and
Phoenicians and Hebrews on the other, we need
not suppose that the two are interdependent or
have any common source except in the similarity
of man's psychic conditions and environments leading him to formulate his conception of the world
on more or less similar lines. What alone seems
certain is that Greeks and Hebrews, in common
with some other peoples, believed that the gods

The

.

)

A

'

were jealous of human advancement in culture,
and that human ills were due to the acquisition
of such culture and also to female curiosity.
The
wide-spread belief in woman's power for evil, and
the sexual tabus resulting from it, are sufficient to
account for her place in many myths as the direct
or indirect cause of the Fall. We may here compare a Delaware legend which tells how, in the
beginning, men had tails, but for their wickedness
these were cut off and changed into women, who
would be a perpetual trouble to man (Hunter,
Memoirs of a Captivity among the Indians of N.

America,

1823).

In the Btory of Pandora later theological animus may be
detected. In earlier times she seems to have been a great
Earth-goddess, mother of all things. The tabued vessel may
have been suggested by the gra,ve-pithos from which primitive
Greek belief held that the keres of death and disease fluttered
forth.
See J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena to Greek Eel., 1903,
For a comparison of the Semitic and Greek stories, see
p. 284 f.
Symonds, Greek Poets, 2nd ser., 1S79, p. 115.
(4)

In the Persian sacred writings a

myth

occurs

which some think to have been borrowed from
Jewish sources, while others suggest its influence
on the Hebrew story. A careful examination of

,
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the

myth (which, possibly through earlier faulty
translations, seemed to have closer resemblance
to Gn 3 than it really possesses) shows that it may
have been quite independent in origin, while it
need not have exerted any exterior influence. It
occurs in the BundahiS, a work which, in its pre-

will force all thy creatures into disaffection to
thee and affection for myself (Bund. i. 14), and
Ahura Mazda says he cannot rest at ease, for he
must provide protection for his people against the
seductions of Ahriman, who 'casts this into the
thoughts of men, that this religion of Ahura Mazda

sent form, dates from the 9th cent., but doubtless enshrines material of a vastly older date.
There is no reason to suppose that the myth is not
archaic, and its contents suggest an exceedingly
primitive view of things. The BundahiS describes
the covenant made between Ahura Mazda and Ahriman (after the discovery of the former by the latter,
towards the end of the first three thousand years)
that Ahriman's power should last only nine thousand years. In the first three thousand Ahriman
in the second, he
is caused to remain in confusion
is triumphant ; in the third and last, he is gradually overcome (see Ages of the World [Zoroastrian], vol. |i. p. 205). At the beginning of his triumphant career Ahriman is said to have made a rush
at the creatures, springing, like a snake, out of the
sky down to the earth.' He first destroyed the
primeval ox, from whose body and seed various
Slants and animals proceeded. Next followed the
estruction of Gayomart, the archetypal man,
but from his seed sprang a human pair, Mashya
and Mashyoi, who existed first, apparently, as
plants growing out of the earth, and were then
changed into human form. To them Ahura Mazda
'
said
You are man, you are the ancestry of the
world, and you are created perfect in devotion by
me perform devotedly the duty of the law, think
good thoughts, speak good words, do good deeds,

is

;

'

:

;

and worship no demons
After having washed
themselves they acknowledged the power of Ahura
Mazda, but now 'antagonism rushed into their
minds,' so that they were thoroughly corrupted
and declared the evil spirit to be the creator.
'That false speech was spoken through the will
of the demons,
through it they both became
wicked, and their souls are in hell until the future
existence.' At first they drank only water and
were clad in herbage but after thirty days they
drank the milk of a goat, expressing their delight
in it, and by this second false speech enhancing
the power of the demons. Thirty days later, they
slaughtered and ate a sheep, roasting it with fire
'extracted by them out of the wood of the loteElum and box -tree, through the guidance of the
eavenly angels (and probably by friction). The
skin of the animal served them for clothes later,
they wore woven garments. They dug iron out
of the earth, hammering it with a stone, cut down
wood, and made a shelter from the sun. Their
gracelessness increased ; the demons became more
oppressive
and they fell to fighting with each
other.
At the end of fifty years they were moved
to desire of each other. A pair of offspring were
born to them, but, 'owing to tenderness for offspring,' they devoured them.
This 'tenderness'
was taken from them by Ahura Mazda, so that their
succeeding children remained alive. Here, as in
the Hebrew and other Fall-stories, advance in culture is associated with a lapse from righteousness,
but temptation is merely hinted at, and we learn
only by inference that the drinking of milk and
eating of flesh were forbidden. On the whole, the
differences are greater than the resemblances, and
we may have here an original and ancient myth,
which at a later date may have received some
colouring from Hebrew sources, but obviously is
entirely Parsi in its teaching (BundahU, chs. i.XV., in West's PahZavi Texts, pt. i. SBE v. [1880]).
In other parts of the BundahiS it is clear that
Ahriman seduces human creatures to evil, rather
than that the evil comes from within themselves.
So he announces his intention to the creator
I
!

'

.

.

.

;

'

;

;

:

'

nought, and it is not necessary to be steadfast
in it' (xxviii. 3-5).
It is not clear that a taint of
evil is inherited.
At all events, king Ylma, sixth
in descent from Mashya, appears to have lived in
righteousness ' till his glory (or reason) departed
(Bund, xxxiv. 4) ; when this happened he took a
she-demon for wife through fear of the demons,
and gave his sister Yimak to a demon as wife.
'
From them have originated the tailed ape and
bear and other species of degeneracy' (xxiii. 1).
Yima is the Yama of the Vedas, who committed
incest with his sister Yami, just as, in a later
Pahlavi text, Yimak pretended to be Yima's demonwife, and lay with him (SBE xviii. [1882] 419).
Yima appears in the earlier Iranian writings
Vendiddd, iL ) as a righteous king whose reign was
(
a time of innocence, without cold, heat, age, disease, death, or envy of the daevas, and full of
'

prosperity and productiveness (Yasna, ix. ; YaSt
XV.).
Here, too, it is said his 'glory' departed
through his lie, when he began to delight in
falsehood (YaSt xix. 34).
Firdusi, in the 10th
cent., says that the lie consisted in his pretending
to be a god. Yima is not here the first man, though
he may in an earlier myth have had that position ;
this, however, is rendered unlikely by the fact
that he is through all the sacred writings placed
in a later generation.
Disease and death, too,
were in the world before his time. He may, therefore, have simply been the ideal righteous king, who
at last fell, like all other men, through the seductions of the daevas.
In the earliest writings of all,
he also bears this righteous character, but is taken
as an example of apostasy, apparently because he
sinned through flesh-eating after having lived on
vegetable food. The interpretation of the passage
Yasna, xxxii. 8 is much disputed, and Tiele and
others do not accept this rendering. There is no
doubt, however, that the Iranians believed the
earliest state of men to have been one of innocence and prosperity, when they lived on imperishable food and were free from the ills of life,
and that all this came to an end through the
envy of the daevas, who corrupted men ( Yasna, ix.
xxxii.

5).

The idea

of man's hapless plight as a punishmyths which refer it to
choice (like the choice of Plato's pre-existent souls, see § 5) made in the beginning of things.
The Ashantis trace all their woes to the folly of their
ancestors. In the beginning there were three white
and three black men and women, who were told by
a divinity to choose either a box or a piece of sealedup paper. The blacks chose the box and found in
it gold, iron, etc. ; while the whites chose the paper,
which contained wisdom. After their choice the
blacks worshipped ' fetishes instead of their high
god (Hutton, Voy. to Africa, 1821, p. 320). So the
Navahos assert that their ancestors chose a richly
decorated jar which contained rubbish, and hence
they are now poor and miserable ; the Pueblos
chose a coarse jar full of flocks and herds, and
now enjoy plenty (Schoolcraft, Indian Tribes, iv.
The Ashanti myth probably existed before
90).
the appearance of the whites, and would then have
referred to some other race, to judge by the analogy of the Navaho story.
With both may be
compared a Tongan and Fijian myth, alleged to
be archaic, and also to have received its present
application after contact with Europeans, to the
effect that the first-born of mankind was disobedient to the Creator and grew black, while the second(5)

ment is
a wrong

also suggested in

'

'
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by virtue of a higher obedience, remained
and was the ancestor of the white race (Hale,
Exploring Exped., Philadelphia, 1846, p. 177).
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commemorated

the fabled Golden Age, while

born,

nalia,

fair,

both were a kind of harvest festival.

The choice

ol a

worae object and the

obtainlnfj^ of

many

benefits thereby, on the part of a hero or heroine, and tlie
choice of a better object which produces nothing but evil to
the malicious chooaer, is a favourite theme of Mdrchen, in

counticss forms and in

savage

all

parts of the world, civilized and

(cf. $ s).

—

Combined in some
3. Myths of a Golden Age.
cases witli the myth of a Fall, and always predicating man's earlier innocence and happiness, is
the legend of a Golden Age, or the more philosophic idea of a series of recurring world ages.
(1) Even among the lowest races, especially after
contact with a higher civilization, such a conception
not wanting. The Bushmen tell how once they
could make stone things that flew over rivers
(Lang, Myth, Bit., and Bel., 1899, i. 169), while
their myth of origins relates that once men and
animals (who could speak) lived together till men
made fire, which they had been forbidden to do,
and so startled the animals that they lost the
power of speech and fled ever afterwards from
man's presence (Stow, Races ofS. A/r., 1905, p. 130).
Cf. the Amer. Indian myth, ii. 2 (1), and the idea
(as in the Prometheus legends) that fire is illicit.
In Samoa, as elsewhere, we hear of a primitive
Golden Age when all things could talk. The idea
of a Golden Age in the past, lost through man's
fault, took shape in various ways, but it was more
immediately suggested by the almost instinctive
conviction (common to old races as to old individuals) that things must once have been better,
just as men generally hope that things will
be better in the future. In some cases a people
dwelling in comparative comfort and plenty in
some desirable part of the earth, but driven out
to a less pleasant region by a stronger race, would
easily shape to themselves a legend of a happier
state of things long ago, and with each generation
the mythic happiness of that state would be increased.
All migrations would tend to do the
same, just as in some cases the dim memory of
rivers and mountains crossed, joined with the desire to be buried in one's native place, suggested
the idea of the journey of the soul over a perilous
way to the land of the departed. Occasionally
the memory of such migrations appears to be mixed

is

'

of human origins ; men came from
below the earth or descended from the skies (see

up with myths

In the latter case the myth usually takes
§ 4).
the form that men and gods then lived together,
or that there was intercourse between heaven and
earth ; this ceased through some act of human
Finally, the
foUy (cf. the Tongan myth, ii. i (3)).
idea of the Golden Age may have been .suggested
to men by observing the happiness of the child, and
by thinking that all men were thus happy in the
childhood of the race.
(2) The most typical form of the Golden Age
myth is the Greek one given by Hesiod in his
Works and Days (following upon, but distinct
from, his myth of Pandora), where we learn that
a new race was formed in each of the series of
successive ages, gradually deteriorating. The first
age was that of the golden race of men, who were
prosperous and happy, and passed from life as in
a sleep. The second was the silver age, in which
began sorrow ; men could not refrain from injustice, and refused worship to the gods.
The third
was that of the race of bronze a race of warriors
who took away lifg with their own hands. Then
came the fourth age, that of the men who fought
at Thebes and Troy, now in the Isles of the Blest,
where Kronos reigns ; and, lastly, the iron age,
that of the present, full of toil, wretchedness, and
corruption.
The Attic Cronia, like the Satur-

—

According

Pindar {01. ii. 70), Kronos now reigns in the
fortunate isles in a species of Golden Age. Among
the Greek philosophers some trace of this tradition
is found.
Plato, in his Criiias (xvi.), teaches that
the human race started aright, hut by gradual
deterioration and loss of the divine admixture in
their nature the early promise of mankind was
broken.
It also coloured Roman philo.sophic
thought Cicero, Seneca, and Lucretius asserting
man's degeneration from a purer state, while in
Ovid the Golden Age is connected with the native
god of agriculture, Saturn, whose festival, the
Saturnalia, represented that primitive happy state,
though it is possible that the myth may have
arisen to explain the festival. Saturn was identified with the Greek Kronos, and made the culturehero and teacher of the happy people who owned
his rule. Ovid's picture, doubtless, represents current mythic conceptions it was an age without
guilt or need of punishment or war
the earth
produced its fruits without man's labour there
was eternal spring and abundant prosperity. In
the succeeding ages of silver, brass, and iron, degeneracy began untU the earth was filled with
evil and violence, sorrow and toil and pain
(Metam. bk. i.). To all this, however, there would
be an end, and the Golden Age would return.
to

—

:

;

;

Hence
'

Virgil's

Jam

prophecy

redit et Virgo, redeunt

Satumia regna

'

{Eel. iv.

6).

has been seen (ii. 2(4)) that the Iranian Yima
was king of a Golden Age of innocence, without
disease or death, though, with the usual inconsistency of myth, death is already present in the world
Yasna, ix. ), while this age is later than the time of
(3) It

(

the first man. Yima was directed by Ahura Mazda,
after the evils of winter came to his territories, to
make an ' enclosure for his people, within which
no evil things could come. Thither he was to
bring ' the seeds of men and women of the
greatest, best, and finest on this earth,' and seeds
of the finest animals and plants ; they bring forth
two of their kind every forty years, and enjoy
'

uninterrupted happiness (Vendlddd, ii.).
This
earthly Paradise somewhat resembles the kingdom
of Yama in the other world, where he rules over
the souls of the dead, as represented in the Eigveda (x. 14. 1, 2) and it is not impossible that
the Iranian legend may have been coloured by the
Indian, which is undoubtedly primitive, since the
conception of the first man as ruler of the kingdom
of the dead, whither he has first penetrated, is
certainly early.
But it is more likely that an
earlier Iranian myth which made Yima the first
to die and his people the souls of the dead who
followed him had become corrupted in course
of time into a belief in an enclosure filled with
more or less supernatural beings (see Darmesteter, SBE iv. p. Ixxv, Introduction ; for another interpretation, cf. Blest, Abode of the
;

[Persian]).
(4)

Confucianism, which holds that

man

is

made

virtuous, and might easily remain so,
has its legends of a Golden Age of virtue and the
true practice of religion, of innocence and happiness, without disease or death, which issued in the
catastrophe of a flood, because, according to the Li
Ki, men turned away from the Monarch of the universe, bent their eyes earthwards, loving sensuality, desiring knowledge, or, according to Lao-tse,
to eat, and so became the prey of all miseries and
addicted to all kinds of crime.
Or, according
to the Shi King (iii. 3. 1), men draw their being
from heaven, but time and the environment in
which they live soon produce error and sin. The
primitive lapse is thus reproduced in the life of
every man. The Shi King also describes the

by nature

—
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virtuous and happy reigns of such kings as Wan ;
while, according to the Shu King (pt. v. bk. 27. 2),
Kliih Yu was the first to produce disorder, which
spread among the people. But, as this rebel is held
to have lived about 2700 B.C., the Chinese Golden
Age is thus brought within historic times.
verse sometimes quoted from the Shi King (iii.
bk. 3, ode 10, 3, Legge's translation), as proving
that the Fall was due to a woman who overthrew
her husband's wall of virtue, does not refer to a
primitive fall, but only describes in general terms
the weakness of even the best of women.
(5) Some trace of a myth of the Golden Age appears in ancient Egyptian religion. Maspero says
'
Certain expressions used by Egyptian writers are
in themselves sufficient to show that the first
generations of men were supposed to have lived in
a state of happiness and perfection (Dawn of Civ.',
They recalled the earthly reign
1896, p. 158).
of Ea in the beginning as a Golden Age long ago
passed away. Men's wickedness had been the
cause of its ending, and of Ra's leaving the earth
and causing the death of its people at the hands of
a goddess. But with the survivors a compact was
made that they would no more be destroyed. Men
looked back to that happy time with longing, and
expressed it by the phrase ' the times of Ka,' while
of anything which was superior of its kind they
said that its like had not been seen since the days
of Ra (Maspero, op. cit.; Lenormant, Les Origines,
1880-84, i. 448).

A

:

'

Connected with the legend of a Golden Age is the myth of a
Paradise, not always, however, inhabited by the first human
pair, as in Genesis, but by gods, or supernatural being;s, or
deathless men. Among the Greeks there is the conception of
Elysium and the Islands of the Blest, as well as that of the
Garden of the Hesperides, a home of the gods, in which Hera's
golden apples grew on a tree guarded by a dragon which
Herakles slew, afterwards stealing the fruit. Some have seen
in the last an echo of Genesis (Lenormant, Origijies, i. 94). But
beyond the seductive beauty of both gardens and the mystic
tree there is no real parallel ; the dragon acts differently from
the serpent, and Herakles is unrepresented in Genesis, while
there is no temptation or * Fall.' The Hindu sacred Mount
Meru, with its gardens and four rivers, unapproachable by

man and guarded by

a dragon, has its counterpart in
the Iranian Albert (Hara-berezaiti), the seat of Mithra, where
there is no night, darkness, cold, putrefaction, or uncleanness
(Ta6t X. 50). A similar garden mountain, moistened by water
flowing from the fountain of immortality and forming four rivers,
and guarded by an animal called Kaiming, appears in Chinese
mythology, and possibly was suggested by Buddhist influence.
The fabled earthly Paradise is the counterpart in space of what
the Golden Age is in time. Both are equally remote and usually
inaccessible.
Possibly the idea that Paradise with its Golden
A^e had been lost to men in the past led to the idea that it still
existed far away, to be reached by adventurous or favoured
mortals. The idea that gods dwelt with men in the past suggested the existence of an earthly home of the gods, while it
doubtless helped to form myths of a Golden Age. That divine
earthly home perhaps became also the inaccessible Paradise.
sinful

—

Among various races cosmo(6) World-ages.
gonic speculation, in the attempt to conceive a
beginning of things, has imagmed a series of
world-ages, which in some mythologies end each
in a catastrophe, and are occasionally connected
(as in Hesiod) with the Golden-Age myth.
The
Hindu world -ages are also connected with the
theory of a Golden Age and of the gradual deterioration of mankind.
In the Krta age all was
perfect, men were innocent and happy, they had
free intercourse with the gods, who frequently
assumed human form and spoke to them of the
divine world whither they would go. But in the
next, or Treta, age, men had departed from
their primal perfection ; in the third, or Dvapara,
age, doubt and atheism flourished ; while in the
present, or Kali, age, evil of all kinds predominates
human life. These four ages are but divisions
of one in a vast series of cycles through which the
universe passes, according to Hindu philosophic
pantheism. Each cycle endures for 12,000 years,
and each year is equivalent to 360 ordinary years
[Laws of Manu, i. 68-86 ; Visnu Purana, bk. i.

m

cap. 3).
Similar beliefs are found in Buddhism,
while four ages, each terminating with a cata
strophe (but vmconnected with a Golden Age),
were mythically represented in ancient Mexico
(Clavigero, Hist, of Mexico, 1787, i. 401). With
these may be compared the Stoic world-years

(Plutarch, de Orac. Def.) and Plato's speculations.
In other cases (e.g. Scandinavian and Persian) four
great ages include the whole drama of the universe,
and involve gods rather than men ; both show,
however, how for an age the gods had peace, and
assert the coming reign of peace and right (Corpzis
late
Poeticum. Boreale, 1883 ; BundahiS, xxxiv.).

A

Persian legend tells how Ahura Mazda showed to
Zarathustra a tree with four branches, of gold,
silver, steel, and iron, representing four periods
yet to come of revelation and its acceptance of
the reigns of two succeeding kings and, lastlj^, of
the evil sovereignty of the demons. In a variant
there are seven branches and seven periods. The
whole is couched in the form of a prophecy, while
it describes past events ; its form may owe something to the Greek myth ; and the age of revelation
is dimly adumbrated as a true Golden Age (West,

—

;

;

Pahlavi Texts, i. 192, 198). It is quite distinct
from the earlier conception of the great ages of
Iranian mythology. See AGES OF THE World.
(7) While these myths of a Golden Age make
the deterioration of mankind a gradual affair,
those others, of the origin of death or of a Fall,
show how it was produced at one fell stroke,
though the myths frequently tell how the previous
condition of man was a Golden Age of peace,
innocence, and plenty. It should be noted, however, especially in connexion with the idea of a
series of world-ages, which appears also in primitive mythologies, that, in contradistinction to a
primitive Golden Age, it is sometimes held that
various races of men were created and then destroyed as being unfit for survival, and inadequate
to their surroundings. The existing race is thus a
find this in Brahmanic
survival of the fittest.
myths, in the Quiche Popol Vuh (with the further
idea that some of the earlier peoples degenerated
into apes), and among lower races (Lang, op.
cit. i. 202).
This view also resembles a widespread mythical conception of the ancestors of the
race being ignorant of the arts and given up
to various evil practices, e.g. cannibalism, until
they were taught better by a god or a divine
culture-hero.
The race thus improved instead of
deteriorating, and an ascent of man is postulated
(in line with the teaching of modem science) instead of a descent from better things. The idea
of Aristotle (Pol. ii. 8) was that men were at first
on a level of ignorance and darkness ; and that of
jEschylus, in his version of the Prometheus story,
that men lived in caves and were wretched till enlightened by Prometheus. The latter may point
to a Greek myth differing from that of the Golden
Age, just as in Egypt a myth, contrary to that
already noticed above (5), told how Osiris weaned
the first people from a condition of bestial savagery.
In Babylon, according to Berosus, Cannes taught
men, who till then had lived as beasts, while the
Babylonian epic of Gilgames makes Eabani live
with beasts as a beast till the sacred prostitute,
Ukhat, shows him a higher life (cf. Jastrow, Belig.
of Bab. and Assyr., Boston, 1898, p. 476 ff.). The

We

same people sometimes hold simultaneously the
most diverse myths products, in certain cases, of
diff'erent tribes or races which have amalgamated
%vithout any thought of their incongruity. Yet

—

even in such cases, so long as the divine culturehero remains among the people whom he has
taught, there is for them a kind of Golden Age.
Then he takes his departure, promising to return ;
but till that time men must live in toU and paia

PALL
This was a frequent myth among all branches of
the American Indian race.
Tho Greek myth of Saturn'B rel^ and the Efp^tian of Ku'b
both postulate the presence of a divine being with men during
their state of innocence.

4.

men.

Myths of a

lost intercourse

between gods and

— Analogous to the idea of the divine culture-

hero dwelling with men for a time in a kind of
Golden Age is the belief (related to that of a
Golden Age), found among many race.s, that at the
earliest period of human existence there was free
intercourse between gods and men, heaven and
earth, either by some method of reaching the sky
or by men having actually dwelt with the gods.
This is usually part of a myth explaining the
origin of man, who, as was sometimes thought,
came from that glad upper world. Various reasons
are assigned for that intercourse having ceased ;
occasionally it is human curiosity, weakness, or
error which caused this happy state of things to
end ; but it may also arise through ancestorworship, especially where the ancestors worshipped
have become gods, from whom the people or
their rulers trace their descent.
In Andamanese
mythology, the high god Puluga lived with men
till they tried to kill him.
He answered that
he was as hard as wood,' and that if they per'

him he would destroy them
and the world with them. This is the last occasion
on which he made himself visible (Man, JAI xii.
Among the Kurnai of S. Australia it is held
167).
that a great being, Mungan-ngaua, once lived on
earth and taught them all the arts they know. He
instituted the Jeraeil (mysteries), but some traitor
sisted in disobeying

once revealed the secrets of these mysteries to the

Mungan sent fire between heaven and
earth so that men went mad with fear ; then the
sea rushed over the earth, drowning all save a few,
who became ancestors of the Kurnai. Some of
these were changed into animals. Mungan then
left the earth and now remains in the sky (Howitt,
Nat. Tribes of S.E. Aust., 1904, p. 630). Among the
Negroes of Fernando Po it is held that once there
was a ladder from heaven to earth by which the
divine beings descended to men, until a cripple
started to ascend.
His mother chased him, and
the gods, horrified at the sight, and at the possible intrusion on their domain, threw down the
ladder, and have left humanity alone ever since
(M. H. Kingsley, Trav. in W. Afr., 1897, p. 507).
The Fantis have a myth which tells how the
women.

first

were

men

lived in a lofty and desirable land, but
driven from it to the lower world in order to

learn humility (Smith, Nouveau Voyage de Guinie,
The people of Guiana hold that
1744, ii. 176).
their forefathers once lived happily above the sky.
But curiosity tempted them to descend to earth
by means of a rope-ladder and to taste its food.
One of their number (in one of the variants, a
woman) stuck in the hole in the sky, thus preventing all possibility of return. There are several
variants of this myth, some of which teU of men's
longing to return to heaven, and their condemnation to remain below in spite of their pleading
(Brett, Legends of B. Guiana, 1880, p. 103 f.).
myth of the same kind, found among the Kirghiz,
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some rea.son wliioli varies in dilferent myths,
but which is occasionally said to have been disobedience or immorality, is banished from heaven
to earth, and falls on the back of the turtle, who
then sends another animal to fish up the earth,
where she becomes mother of a dualistic pair of
demi-gods and also of the human race (Brinton,
American Hero-Myths, 1882, p. 54).
This
5. Myths of a Fall in a former existence.
latter notion of a fault comraitteil in a higher state
for

—

leading to banishment to the earth is the basis of
those myths and beliefs which trace man's Fall and
his present misery to his wrong-doing in a preexistent state.
Metempsychosis, wherever it is
held in an ethical form, presupposes the idea of a
Fall.
In Hindu belief, tlie souls which departed
from the primal essence were condemned to existence
in the body within a purgatorial world, and each
life is now conditioned by its conduct in the former.
The misery of life is thus a direct penalty for the
primal Fall as well as for the sins of all succeeding existences (Manu, vi. 77, 78). This idea of
human life as a purgatory, whether borrowed from
Egypt or not, appears sporadically in Greek religious and philosophic thought. Pythagoras and his
school postulated the guilt of the soul in a higher
state as the cause of its separation from the
divine and its imprisonment in the body, through
one or several existences (Zeller, Pre-Soc. PhU.,
1881, i. 48), and Empedocles taught that mundane
existence was the doom of souls hurled earthwards
from the heaven of which they had proved unworthy.
This, too, according to Plato, was the Orphic doctrine the soul expiated in the prison of the body
the sins it had committed in a previous existence.
Plato himself, while sometimes teaching the belief
in a Golden Age, lays stress on pre-existence and
a Fall in that earlier state, due either to indolence,
weakness, and perverseness, or to a ivrong choice
of the destinies of life (cf. the Ashanti myth above,
Phcedr. 246 Eepub. x. 2. 614).
2 (5)
similar
doctrine of the Fall appears in Philo and in Origen,
and has been upheld by later Christian philosophers, e.g. Miiller in his Christian Doctrine of Sin,
Eng. tr., 1885 (see Pre-existence).
6. Myths of a divine Fall.
more profound
thought is reached in the occasional myths which
tell of the Fall of a god.
In most of those myths
concerning the Fall of the first of men they are
conceived as almost more than human the first

—

;

A

;

—A

man

—

is sometimes a creator, or, when he dies, he
becomes king of the dead. It has been seen, too,
how immortal gods lose their immortality and become the first of men through descending to earth
and eating its fruits (see ii. i (3), 2 (2)). Wherever
dualism prevails (and it runs like a coloured thread
through the stuff of most mythologies), the divini-

ties are

usually subject to the attack of evil beings

—titans, giants, wicked divinities, serpents, etc.
—and are frequently defeated by them. Though

also connected with the earlier Golden Age. On
the top of Mt. Mustagh - ata is an ancient city
built in the days of universal happiness.
Since

this defeat is not, strictly speaking, a Fall, yet it
shows a strain of weakness in the gods, such as is
also adumbrated in the thought of an immutable
fate to which the gods must be subject, e.g. the
divinities of Scandinavia could not avert the death
of Balder.
Again, that strain of weakness is seen
in the idea, so prominent in Zoroastrianism, and
which occurs even in savage mythologies, that the
works of the good creator, and especially man, are

that time ceased there has been no intercourse
between its inhabitants, who are still happy, and
the fallen race of men (Sven Hedin, Through Asia,
Instances of divine beings descend1898, i. 221).
ing to earth and thus losing their immortality
have already been referred to (ii. i (3), 2 (2), Tongan,
Hindu, Tibetan), and exemplify this conception,
which is also met with in the myths of various
tribes of the Algonquin stock.
divine woman,

subject to, and frequently overcome by, the attacks
and wiles of the mcked divinity. Where myths
of a divine Fall exist, they occasionally show how
it affected for the worse the lot of man.
In a
Hindu example, Brahma was seized with a guilty
passion for his daughter Sarasvati, which he could
not resist, and, pursued by the reproaches of his
creatures, he quitted the body which he had soiled.,
or, according to a legend in the Puranas, being

A

is

A

;
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proud of his works and wishing to make himself
equal with the supreme Being, he was sunk by him
in matter, followed by all his creatures (B. Congenuine
stant, De la Edigion, iv. 116, 117).
ancient Mexican myth relates that Quetzalcoatl,
Tezcatlipoca, and their brethren were gods in
heaven and passed their time in a rose - garden
until they began plucking roses from the great
rose-tree in the centre of the garden.
Thereupon
Tonaco-tecutli, in his anger at their action, hurled
them to earth, where they lived as mortals (Brinton, Amsr. Hero Myths, p. 95).
Two curious
Scandinavian myths in the Edda, both ancient,
and the first of them certainly dating from heathen
times, suggest a fall of the gods.
In the Voliispd

A

we

read, ' The Msir met on Ida's plain
altar-steads and temples high constructed.

:

They

Their
strength they proved. All things tried. Furnaces
established, Precious things forged Formed tongs,
and fabricated tools At tables played at home
Joyous they were ; To them was naught the want
of gold. Until there came Thurs-maidens three,
All powerful from Jotunheim.' There is here a
suggested weakening of the gods and an end of
their happy state on Ida's plain, through the seductions of these female giants, just as the seductive
Pandora brought evil upon men (Thorpe, Edda of
;

;

Smmund,

1866, 'Voluspa,' stanzas 7 and 8).
The
other myth, which occurs in 'Bragi's telling,' relates
how Loki was seized by an eagle (a giant in that
shape) who would not let him go till he took oath
to bring to him ISunn, guardian of the gods'
apples of immortality, out of Asgard. Loki agreed,
and lured ISunn into a wood under pretence of
comparing her apples with others which he had
found. There she was seized by the giant, who

with her. Loki would have been punished
by the sorrowful gods had he not agreed to go
and seek her in Jotunheim. Thence he brought
her, pursued by the giant, who was slain by the
gods (Dasent's translation of Edda, p. 86). The
fled

seduction of the goddess is involuntary on her
part, but the story resembles Loki's final revolt
against the gods, of whom he was one, as a result
of the giant nature which was in part his.
war between two classes of supernatural
beings, and the utter ruin and banishment of one
of them to a lower state, is the subject of various
myths
Greek, gods and Titans; Scandinavian,
gods and giants ; Hindu, gods and demons, etc.
(for other examples, see Baring-Gould, Legends
of OT Char., i. 5f.). Some such idea, connected
with that of a fall of higher powers, underlies the
vague statements in the Bible regarding the fall
of the angels, so much developed in Rabbinical and
Muhammadan lore (cf. Book of Enoch), while it
forms a central doctrine in various Gnostic systems
and in Manichseism.
TAe Fall and the Flood.
In some cases
peoples who have a myth of the Fall have also a

A

—

—

Deluge-myth. Sometimes this
into connexion with the Fall as

is

its

directly brought

punishment

;

in

other cases it is a separate event, usually resulting
as the punishment of further human wickedness.
Or, again, it is merely a catastrophe ending one or
more of the successive world-ages. In some mjiihs
all human beings are swept away and a new race
is formed
in others, a few survive who re-people
the earth.
Andamanese myths are examples of a
flood as a direct punishment of a Fall (see ii. 2).
The Caribs also say that men at first lived in
happiness and to a great age, until they became
;

wicked and a

flood

came and swept them away

(de la Borde, Beise zu den Caraiben, 1684,
;

—

Comparative study of Fall-myths.
With few exceptions, the surveys of Fall-

iii.

I.

380).

Deluge Baring-Gould, Legends of OT Char.
116-133; Lenormant, Les Origines, p. 382 f.

See
i.

i.
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myths have been

uncritical.
Anxiety to prove
the truth of the Biblical story of the FaD has
led several writers to find echoes of it in myths
and legends from all parts of the world. It was
enough for such apologists to discover a myth of
a tree, or a serpent, or of both together, or of a
woman and a serpent, to see in it a corruption of
the Hebrew story, which they suppose to have
once been common to all races of mankind. But
wherever tree - worship, or serpent - worship, or
totemism has prevailed, such myths are inevitable,
and it is far from unlikely that all these and
other elements were laid under contribution in
the gradual formation of the Hebrew myth. But
myths involving any or all of these elements need
not have any connexion with it. Examples of
such forcing of myths into a connexion with
Genesis are the Greek story of Eurydice bitten
to death by a serpent ; the similar Hindu story
of Pramadvara's death and her recovery by her
lover Ruru, as told in the Mahabharata; the
Mexican myth, also represented in hieroglyphic
pictures, of the mother of mankind attended by
a huge serpent ; the Babylonian myth of the conflict of Tiamat and Marduk ; the Egyptian myth
of the conflict of Typhon and Osiris the Hindu
tales of divinities, such as Krsna, striving with,
and overcoming, monstrous serpents ; or of Indra,
victor over the serpent Ahi ; the Greek legends of
Apollo and the python, or of the dragon slain by
Minerva ; Mexican stories of a huge serpent slain
by Tezcatlipoca ; the Scandinavian myth of the
Midgard serpent, offspring of Loki, overcome by
Thor. All these are held by such apologists as
Deane ( Worship of the Serpent'', 1833) and Faber
{Horce Mosaicee', 1818, i.) to be pagan versions,
derived from a distorted reminiscence of primitive
history, of the temptation of the woman by the
serpent, and of the overcoming of the tempter by
a promised Deliverer. On the other hand, Doane
;

{Bible

Myths and

Parallels*,

their

1882)

and

Higgins (Anacalypsis, 1878) throw discredit on
the Biblical narrative

by the existence

of these

Both methods are equally uncritical.
2. Again,
a Babylonian cylinder showing a
horned man and a woman sitting on either side
of a tree and plucking its fruits, while a serpent
is seen behind the woman
a bas-relief from Rome
representing two persons standing near a tree encircled by a serpent a painted vase from Cyprus,
of Phoenician provenance, with a tree from whose
branches hang bunches of fruit which a serpent
is in the act of taking
are sometimes cited as
witnessing to the existence of a myth, akin to
the Hebrew, in the lands where they have been
found, or, at least, to the dift'usion westwards of
stories.

;

;

—

a Semitic story of the Fall (see Delitzsch, Babel
und Bibel, 1905, p. 37 ; Lenormant, op. cit. i.
106).

—

It is certainly a
3. The serpent in mythology.
striking fact that the serpent or a fabled dragon
should so universally be chosen as the symbol of
evil, physical or moral.
The explanation is probably to be found not in distortions of the story
of a primitive temptation and Fall, but in the fact
that the serpent or other reptiles, and possibly
occasional survivals of extinct monsters, must
have struck early man everywhere vrith terror
or aroused his amazement. In many mythologies,
Vedic, Amer. Indian, etc., the serpent is the guardian of the waters.
may see in this a memory
of the time when such creatures pre-historic monsters or large serpents lived in or near the waters
and levied a toll on human life, especially from
those who came to draw water. Stories of their
destruction would easily attach themselves to the
mythic cycles of this or the other god, and gradually assume a more ethical form, until a mythic

We

—

—

—

—

FALL
serpent or dragon became the symbol of darkness
or evil (as in tlie myths referred to above), or elsewhere remained the enemy of man, keeping back
the most valuable treasure, water, from liim. The
mysterious, uncanny, and demoniac nature of the
serpent would easily make it the vehicle of man's
mythic fancies, sometimes his fabled enemy, but
also possessor of a higher wisdom and occasionally
man's friend
a character which the serpent of
Genesis may have had in the earlier forms of the
story (see Barton, Scm. Origins, 1902, p. 93).
On
the other hand, the myths which speak of women
overcome by a serpent are not to be confused
with the Biblical story in its present form
of
a woman tempted by a serpent to evil.
The

—

—

latter, however, may have some connexion with
a whole series of myths and Mdrchen in which
the serpent has a mysterious relation to woman
her lover, seducer, or husband.
These stories
arose from the general animistic and totemistic
idea that men and beasts had much in common,
and that there was a time when their qualities
were identical. But the persistent appearance of
the serpent rather than other animals in such
stories may have some other significance besides,
ajid, taken in connexion with a series of myths showing that menstruation originated from woman's
having been bitten by a snake, that significance
is

possibly phallic.

Ch. Schoebel, in Le Myihe de la femma et du serpent^ 1876,
seeks to show that the story of Genesis and its supposed correlates referred to above have a phallic significance.
As soon
as man, until then bi-aexual, became two, male and female, the
sexual act was committed after having been forbidden. By it,
man thought to put himself on a level with the creator and to
equal his creative power by the force of the flesh. This failed
;

hence his shame and also

his

punishment.

—

Literature. Most writers on the subject have written either
from the apologetic or from the destructive standpoint—to prove
or disprove the truth of Genesis. Their studies are unsatisfactory and forced. In the best commentaries on Genesis some
parallels are usually cited, but frequently these are exaggerated,
especially that from the Bundakih, where it is doubtful whether
the demon had the form of a serpent, as is asserted. The
reader may be referred to Kalisch's, Dillmann's, and Driver's
Comm. on Genesis \ C. Geikie, Hours with the Bible, Lond.
1881, vol. i. ch. 2 S. Baringr-Gould, Legends of OT Characters,
do. 1871, vol. i. ch. 4
F. Lenormant, Les Origines de I'histoire, Paris, 1880, vol. i. ch. 2
B. Constant, De la Jieligion, do.
1824, vol. iv.
C. Hardwick, Christ and Other Masters, Camb.
1855-1858 F. R. Tennant, Sources of the Doctrines of the Fall
and Original Sin, do. 1903, ch. 2 ; cf. also the other authorities
cited in the article.
J. A.
;

;

;

;

;

MacCuLLOCH.

FALL

Adam

(Muslim).— The Fall {hubiii) of
his wife from Paradise is repeatedly epitomized
in the Qur'an (ii. 33-36, vii. 18-24, xx. 115-121),
with slight variations. The temptation is ascribed
being mistaken for the
to Iblis ([D]iabolos, the
Syriac sign of the genitive), determined to injure
and

D

Adam,

before

whom

he had declined to prostrate

when commanded to do so. Adam, intended by God to be His deputy on earth, is told
himself

that he and his wife are to dwell in the Garden,
and eat thereof where they will, only not to approach one tree, ' lest they be wrongdoers ; they
are also warned that Satan is their enemy, who
will try to drive them out of the Garden.
Satan,
whose purpose was to reveal to them that nakedness of theirs which was concealed from them,'
offers to show them a tree of perpetuity and unending sovereignty, assures them that they have
been forbidden to eat of it only lest they might
become angels or immortal, and swears that he is
their true friend.
They eat, their nakedness appears, and they begin to stitch leaves from the
Garden to cover themselves. Upbraided by God,
they implore forgiveness, but are told to descend,
enemies of each other.
The hints which the Qur'an contains were
amjjlified by the Muslims from the Jewish and
Christian records and their own fancies. In the
'

'

'
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chronicle of Tabari (t A.H. 310 = A. D. 922) the name
of Eye (IJawwa) is introduced, and the serpent
(originally a quadruped,' not unlike a camel) is
employed to carry Iblis in its mouth and so elude
the guardians of Paradise, who would not have
admitted him. It is also Eve who first experiments with the fruit, and, finding it harmless,
persuades Adam to eat. There are thus four persons involved in the story Adam, Eve, Iblis, and
the serpent (who loses his legs in consequence of
his service to Iblis).
The four, when thrown down
from the Garden, fall in dift'erent places Adam
somewhere in India, either on a mountain called
Wasim near a valley called Bahll between Dahnai
and Mandal, or in Ceylon on a mountain called
Budh (for which most authorities [e.g. Mas'Qdi, ed.
Barbier de Meynard, 1861, i. 60 Muqaddasi, ed.
de Goeje, 1877, p. 13] substitute Rabun) ; Eve at
Jeddah ; Iblis at Maisan or Abolla ; and the snake
at Isfahan or Sijistan (Damiri, Zoological Dictionary, Cairo, 1309, s.v. 'Uayyah').
Adam's
footprint, 70 cubits long, was shown on the
mountain in Ceylon ; the other foot landed in the
sea at two or three days' distance (Ibn Khordadbeh, ed. de Goeje, 1889, p. 64). At first Adam
was so tall that, standing on the earth, he could
hear the singing of the angels in heaven, but his

—

:

;

height was afterwards reduced. He brought down
with him various leaves of the Garden, which
account for the perfumes of Ceylon and, according to Mas'udi, a sheaf of wheat and branches of
some thirty fruit-trees. He and Eve met at 'Arafat,
and this event is commemorated by some other local
names connected with the Meccan pilgrimage.
The Fall is of far less consequence in Muslim
theology than in Christian, because the former
which employs it to account for weeds, the antipathy to snakes, and the troubles of menstruation
and child-bed does not use it to account for death
indeed, it infers from the words of the Qur'an that
man had not been created immortal, whence Satan
could tempt Eve by a promise of immortality.
Besides this, Adam is invested with the character
of Prophet, whence he himself makes good the
consequences of the Fall. But a question which
gives rise to considerable discussion is the relation
of the Garden whence Adam was expelled to the
Garden which is promised to Believers. The various opinions held on this subject, with the arguments in support of them, are collected in the
Eschatology of Ibn Qayyim al-Jauziyyah (t A.H.
751 = A.D. 1350; Works, 1325, i. 43-80), who shows
that the founders of legal as well as theological
schools have expressed themselves on it. Those
who (following the example of Ibn Qutaibah [t 276])
are content to supplement the Qur'anic texts from
the OT naturally hold that the scene of the Fall is
some place on the earth ; and the name Eden
;

—

;

'

by them with 'Adan, or Aden, in
But this word is certainly used of heaven

is identified

Yemen.

Qur'an (xix. 62, etc.); and, if the Qur'anic
texts alone be considered, the result appears to be
a drawn battle ; it is certain that, according to the
suras, Adam was created on and for the earth, and
that the Garden whence he fell is the Garden
which is promised to Believers. The suggestion
that Adam, though created on earth, had been,
like the Prophet, taken up into heaven, was, indeed, made, but found few supporters for such a
miracle could scarcely pass unnoticed.
Muslim writers ordinarily assume acquaintance
with certain parts of the story which are not found
in the Qur'an, especially the name Eve (meaning
in Arabic ' black,' just as Adam means red '), and
her causing the Fall and expulsion from Paradise
in the

;

'

1 According to Jewish Midrashic literature, the serpent of the
originally had feet {Gray,
Cong, intemat. de»
orientalistes, i. [1905] 186).
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{Alf Lailah,

ed.

Macnaghten, 1839,

i.

7, tr.

Payne,

1882-84, i. 7). Familiarity with the story of the
serpent is often assumed also (e.g. Damiri, s.v.
'^Jayyah').
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I.

Rudimentary forms

—

of family life among lower animals. Traces of the
grouping, more or less permanent, of parents and
offspring usually understood by the term ' family
are found among the lower animals among birds,
:

companionship of male and female after pairing,
the sharing of labour in building the nest, of incubation, and of the care of the young while they
are unable to look after themselves, present close
analogies to the essential functions of the human
famUy. On the other hand, among some mammals,
especially the carnivora, the protection which the
family organization would demand from the male
is lacking, and the offspring sometimes become, or
would become but for the protection of the mother,
the prey of the male. The quadrumana, especially
the anthropoids, in the relation of the parents to
one another and to their young, seem to approach
more nearly to the human type. It is recorded of
the gorillas that they move about in bands consisting of females and one male, while the male buUds
a nest for the female and sleeps at the foot of the
tree to protect her and the young at night. The
chimpanzee is said to act in the same manner, and
the evidence (Wallace, Malay Archipelago, London,
1869, i. 93) points in the same direction in the case
of the orang-utan.
The essential features which make it possible to
speak of family life among the lower animals are
the provision for the needs of the female and the
protection of both the female and the young, by
which the family becomes an organization directed
towards the preservation of the species. The human
family is organized upon the same basis, the chief
difference being its greater permanence, due in the
first instance to the longer period during which the
children require the care and protection of their
parents.
2. Functions of man and woman as members of
family group. [a] Man. Subject to certain qualifications, it may be said that among primitive races
the functions of the senior members of the family
are clearly recognized. The duties of the male are
to protect the female, to supply her with a habitation, and to provide food, sometimes by agricultural
labour, more often by the chase. Instances may
be quoted of the views of primitive peoples on these

—

points.
The Patwin

of California held strongly that it was the duty of
the father to support his family (Powers, Tribes of California,*
Contributions to N. Amer. Ethnology, Washington, 1877, iii.
Among the Iroquois, during the first year of marriage,
222).
the products of a man's hunting belonged entirely to his wife,
and subsequently were shared equally with her (Heriot, Travels
through the Canadas, London, 1807, p. 338). Admiral Fitzroy
(Voyages of the Adventure arid Beagle, London, 1839, ii. 182)
records that among the Fuegians a youth who desired to marry
must show that he was capable of supporting a wife by hunting
and fishing. Among the Botocudos, girls were married at a
very early age, but after marriage remained with their father
until nubile
the husband, however, was required to support
his wife (J. von Tschudi, Reisen durch Siidamerika, Leipzig,
'

;

1866-69, ii. 283). Among the Eurnai, a man was required to
support his family with the assistance of his wife (Howitt-Fison,
Kamilaroi and Kumai, Melbourne, 1880, p. 206). In Samoa
it was considered the duty of a man to support and protect his
wife, and the duty of the wife to obey her husband and to wait
upon him and upon any visitors CBrown, Polynesians and
Melanesians, London, 1910, p. 43).
Im Thurn records that
among the Indians of British Guiana a man must show that he
could do a day's work and support a family before he was
allowed to marry (Indians of Guiana, London, 1883, p. 221).
Prowess in fighting as well as in hunting was also required.
The head-hunting Dayaks of Borneo, as well as the Nagas, make
marriage depend upon the number of heads taken by the aspirant
(Bock, Headhunters of Borneo, London, 1881, p. 216 Dalton,
Descrip. Ethnol. of Bengal, Calcutta, 1872, p. 40). Among the
Kafirs and Bechuana of S. Africa, the bridegroom elect must
have killed a rhinoceros (Livingstone, Miss. Travels and Researches in S. Africa, London, 1857, p. 147). In Burma, failure
to support constituted a ground for divorce (Fytche, Burma
Past and Present, London, 1878, ii. 73). The obligation to contribute to the support of a wife was even continued after the
marriage had been dissolved and, when the husband died, the
duty of supporting her devolved on the husband's relatives.
;

;

(b)

Woman. —The

provision towards the support

and family made by the male parent
naturally varied according to the character of the
community. Where the staple of life was obtained
by hunting and fishing, the provision of food fell
largely to the father ; and among pastoral peoples
the care of the flocks and herds was also his duty.
Agriculture originally fell to the lot of the woman,
as is still the case among the majority of the Bantu
peoples of Africa. In Melanesia, where both men
and women work in the plantations, the duties of
each sex are strictly defined. The woman was also
responsible for such domestic duties as the collecting of fuel, the cooking, the making of pots, weavThe position of
ing, and the care of the children.
the woman varied, from the almost complete subjection to her husband of the Australian gin to
the supreme authority of the woman in the long
house of the Senecas. The customs attendant on
exogamy and the tracing of descent through the
mothers tended to place restrictions upon the power
of the husband, while vesting it in the woman's
male relatives but even in the exogamous and
matrUineal societies of Melanesia the husband and
father was supreme in authority in his own household, and the >vife's authority, so far as dependent
In Africa, among the
on status, did not exist.
Bantu races, even where, as is still largely the case,
matrilineal descent prevailed, the authority of the
husband and father was paramount except in certain matters, in which traces of the authority of
the kin remained. Among the Baganda, for in
stance, the wife's kin hold the husband responsibl«
for negligence in the event of the wife's adultery.
The early care of th*
(c) Relation to children.
children naturally devolved upon the mother, but,
in the case of the boys, after infancy they passed
from her tutelage. Among the Australian tribes,
boys were under the care of their father ; but in a
matrilineal society of primitive type the claims of
the kin cause them to pass to the care of theil
of his wife

;

—

—
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who is also sometimes responsible
for their preparation for initiation.
In the Torres
Straits this claim is also to some extent recognized
in the case of girls wlien the time arrives for their
initiation, thoy are handed over to their maternal
aunts for instruction and preparation (Haddon,
Head-Hunters, London, 1901, p. 135). As a rule,
however, the children live with their parents until
their marriage or, in the case of boys and where
the institution of a men's house is recognized, until
their initiation, or attainment to the age of
maternal uncle,

;

;

puberty.

—

One of
3. The dwelling-place and the family.
the urgent needs of human existence is some form
of shelter against the inclemency of the weather.
The dwelling-place, as the centre which, through
early habit and by custom, has come to be recognized as the gathering place for those who are
closely connected by birth, has played an important part in the development of the family and of
the acknowledgment of the common obligations and
privileges it entails. In the early stages of human
society, a camp-fire, with at most a screen of boughs
or some natural hollows in the lee of the rock as a
shelter against the wind, served to give warmth
and protection to a mother, her children, and their
male protector. As the group increased in numbers by the birth of children and the accession of
husbands for the daughters, omng to the desire
for companionship and the protection of contiguity,
the tendency would at first be to enlarge the shelter
rather than for the group to split into a number of
smaller groups, each with a shelter of its own.
The Rock Veddas of Ceylon, who live in cavcB and rockand in this respect present a parallel to the Palroolithic
inhabitants of the Madelenian epoch of Europe, are an example
of a people at an early stage in the development of the communal
house inhabited by the members of one family or kin. The
Veddas reckon descent through the mother, and the husband
on marriage joins his wife's family group, of which the head is
his maternal uncle, his wife being his cousin. Each group, consisting of husband, wife, daughters, and daughters' husbands, is
recognized as the owner of a cave. Within the cave, however,
each of the smaller groups within the kin group, i.e. the families,
has a fire of its own, around which the members sit at night.
No family ever usurps the place of another (Seligmann, The
Veddas, Camb. 1911, p. 626 ff.). This represents the beginnings
of the large communal houses which have been found in various
parts of the world, the best known examples, perhaps, being the
long houses of the N. American Indians, which sheltered not
merely one but several kin. Among the Orang Mamaq of Sumatra, each suku, or clan, lived under one roof (Wilken, quoted
by Hartland, Primitive Paternity, London, 1910, L 264). The
communal house has reached its most elaborate form in Borneo
in the Lelak village, where as many as 200 families may live
under one roof, each in separate apartments, with doors opening out on to a common verandah (Haddon, 331). The raised
communal houses of the clan found in Kiwai Island in the
Torres Straits resemble the Vedda cave-dwelling in internal
arrangement, each family having its own hearth (Haddon, 99).
The men's house or club house of Melanesia found wherever
Melanesian influence has penetrated, as, for example, in Fiji
in which all unmarried men live between the time when they
leave their own family on attaining puberty and their marriage,
is a relic of the communal house.
The separate hearth for each
member is a record of the distribution of the occupants in
families in the earlier stage. A reminiscence of the communal
house also exists among the Bontoc Igorot of the Philippines,
but in this case the club house belongs to the girls of the village.
When it is realized that the secret society to which the club
bouse belongs has in Melanesia taken the place of the social
^roup of the tribe into which young men were introduced by
mitiation ceremonies which conferred upon them the status of
manhood and made them members of the tribe, their relation
to the communal house and their position in relation to the development of the family and family life become clear.
The
custom in Fiji, by which a man leaves his wife and family and
returns to the club house for a lengthy period after the birth of
a child, is not merely a matter of convenience but a ceremonial
reversion to an earlier stage.
shelters,

—

The extension of the dwelling, if local circumstances are favourable, is an obvious method of accommodating an increase in numbers, as well as
the most likely to impress forcibly upon the outsider the importance of the kin. 'The Pueblo value
daughters more than sons, for the reason that they
add to the power and importance of their family
by the introduction of their husbands into the
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group inHtead of the newly married pair seekinK
a home of their own, ijiore iipartinentH are added
;

to the already elalioiatc clill'-ilwel lings characteristic of this people (Mindeleli; 131iBEiy[lHm)]im).

The communal house, however, is not the only or,
indeed, the more usual result of the expan.sion of
the family or the kin.
Its construction presents
dilliculties which can be overcome only in peculiarly
favourable conditions, and it is only in localities
presenting such conditions that it would be feasible
that all the daughters' husbands and families should
be permanently accommodated in the parents'
dwellings. The normal course of development has
rather been in an opposite direction, and it is here
that the house has played a more important part
in the development of family life.
Sometimes only temporary residence with the
wife's family was demanded, the married children
subsequently building dwellings for themselves
around or near the parents' abode, as among the
Arawak. After the death of the parents, the group
which had formed around the original home split
up, each going its own way to form the nucleus of a
new settlement (Im Thurn, 186, 221). The growth
of a settlement by the grouping of the dwellings
of married children near the parents' house finds
a parallel in Florida Island in Melanesia (Codrington. The Melanesians, Oxford, 1891, p. 61),
where, however, the land appropriated for the
dwelling belongs to the husband's kin.
Many
primitive peoples make the provision of a house
a condition of the recognition, partial or complete,
of a husband's position and rights over his wife
and children. Among the Yaos and Anyanja,
when the intending bridegroom has obtained permission to marry from the relatives of his bride
and afterwards from his own people, he returns
to the bride's village ' tobuUd the house,' the ceremony taking place when it is nearing completion
(Werner, Natives of British Central Africa, London, 1906, p. 131). The further step, when the
husband, usually after the claims of the kin or
the bride's parents have been recognized by payment of the bride price, is allowed to take his
wife to his own village, involves a more or less
complete recognition of the independence of the
husband as against the claim of the kin. In the
case of the Melanesian custom mentioned above,
the distinction between the kin and the family is
recognized on both sides ; on the female side by
residence with the husband's kin, on the male side
by the appropriation of communal land, subject to
rights of inheritance, to the needs of an individual
and his family.
The polygamous
4. Polygamy and the family.
marriage presents points of interest in this connexion. The earliest form of this type of marriage
is probably the pirauru custom found in Australia,
whereby a native, when sojourning with a tribe
other than his own, is provided with a temporary
consort from the class with which marriage would
be permissible. Among the Yakuts, a man who
travelled a great deal used to marry a woman in
each of the villages to which he usually resorted,
and in W. Africa the same custom was followed
by native traders. In New Guinea, as the different
classes lived in separate villages, no wife would live
with the husband, and, if all the wives belonged to
distinct classes, each would live in a different village (Brown, p. 119).
trace of this form of localized polygamy was preserved, when the bride followed her husband, in the practice of assigning a
separate hut to each wife and her children, as, for
instance, in the Kafir kraal and the enclosures of
the other Bantu races of Africa. The same custom
existed in the case of the chiefs in Samoa, where
the wife did not enter the family of her husband
(Brown, p. 43). Among the Anyanja of Central

—

A

;
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Africa, the free wife stayed in her own village
her husband did not necessarily remain with her,
as the men, especially the Angoni, spent much time
If
in travelling, usually on trading expeditions.
he had more than one free wife, he divided his
time between their dififerent villages. The men
also had slave wives, who either followed the husband or lived in his village.
If he took up his
residence permanently with his chief wife in her
village, his slave wives followed him, lived in his
wife's hut, and acted as her servants (Werner,
133).

—

Widely divergent
5. Early form of the family.
views have been held as to the origin of the family.

One

school of anthropologists, of

McClellan, and Bachofen

whom Morgan,

may

be taken as the representatives, have maintained that in the earliest
stages of the development of human society the
family as such did not exist. They hold that
within the group individual marriage was nonexistent, and that the widely spread custom of
tracing descent through the mother, the close connexion existing between the mother's brother and
her children, and the nomenclature of primitive
relationship point to a state of society in which
promiscuity and uncertainty of paternity were the
rule, and the children were regarded as belonging
to the group and not to a particular family.
The
family, it is maintained, is a comparatively late
development which has slowly evolved within the
larger group. On the other hand, it has been held

(Atkinson-Lang, The Primal Law, London, 1903)
that the primitive horde was a single family, from
which the young males were driven by the jealousy
of the male parent as soon as they had attained
maturity. Westermarck {Hist, of Hum. Marriage,
London, 1891, p. 40 ff'.), arguing that man was not
originally gregarious, largely on the ground of the
difficulty of obtaining an adequate food supply,
quotes a number of instances in support of his
view that the family and not the group is the
original basis of society, and that, even where a
group of a few families are found in association,
they tend to separate in times of stress.
The wild Veddas of Ceylon, one of the lowest races in the
scale of social organization ever described, were said by Pridham {Account of Ceylon, London, 1849, i. 454) to live in single
pairs, building their huts in trees, while the Wild, or Nilgala,
Veddas were said by Bailey {Trans. Ethnol. Soc, new ser., ii.
[1863J 281) to live in paira or families in caves. Seligmann (p. 62)
says that the social group among these Veddas usually consists
of the father, mother, daughters, and daughters' husbands. The
Fuegians recognized no relationship outside the family (StirAmer. Miss. Magazine, iv. [1870] 11). The Yahgans of
Fuegialive in families, seldom in clans (T. Bridges, quoted by
Westermarck, 46). The Bushmen lived
hordes consisting of
the members of one family (Fritsch, Die Singeborensn SudAfrikas, Breslau, 1873). According to von Tschudi (ii. 283),
the Botocudos of Brazil recognized the family as the only tie,
while the same thing is stated of other Indian tribes of Brazil.
Among the Caishanas, for instance, each family is said to dwell
in its own solitary hut (H. W. Bates, The Naturalist on
the River Amazons, London, 1863, ii. 376). Petroflf records
of the Eskimos of Alaska that they live in families or
groups of families without cohesion, and that a young
man will wander away from his family on a hunting expedition, marry, and settle, without regard to his native
place of origin, or his original group {Population, Industries,
and Resources of Alaska, Washington, 1884, p. 136). The Australian tribes of Victoria used, in times of scarcity, to break up
into their constituent families, the head of each betaking himself to the land which had been frequented by his father
(Brough Smyth, Abarigirxcs of Victoria, London, 1878, i. 146).
Schoolcraft, in his account of the Indians of North America,
speaks of families becoming widely separated in times of
ling, S.

m

_

scarcity.

It would be possible to extend the number of
quotations from the observations of travellers to
show that the family is widely recognized among
primitive peoples as the social unit, whether the

group consists of one or more families. When,
however, the composition of that unit and its
relation to its social environment are examined,
it must be conceded that the evidence, even if it
does not go to uphold the group theory of primi-
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tive society in its entirety, does

demonstrate in
cases a transition from one fundamental
basis of social organization to another. The group,
which may in a loose sense be termed the family
in the earlier form of social organization, has
undergone a change of composition. It is only
in the later stages that the family, in the strict
sense of a group consisting of father, mother, and
children, has become the social unit.
But the
importance of the kin in the early stages does not
involve a negation of the existence of a rudimentary family in the strict sense. At this stage,
however, certain privileges and duties connected
with the disposal of property and the right to
control the lives of its members, which later are
recognized as essential features in the organization
of the family, are vested in the blood relatives or
kin.
The substitution of patrilineal for matrilineal descent, which would seem at one time or
another to have existed among almost every people,
has been accompanied or preceded by a re-adjustment of the organization of the social unit and
from this re-adjustment has evolved the family of
civilized type, of parents and offspring, with full
recognition of relationship on both sides of the

many

;

house.
6. Relative importance of father and mother, in
the early stages of development. The prevalence
of mother-right and the organization of society
on a basis which recognizes blood relationship to
the kin through the mother, while ignoring the
father and his connexion with his children, whether
it existed in its logical entirety, as has been inferred
from the evidence, or not, necessarily renders the
origin of the family obscure. The marriage customs
and social organization which accompany matrilineal descent, as well as the use of primitive
terms of relationship, have led some writers to
deny that the father in the earliest stages of
primitive civilization had any place in the family
group at all. There is ground for maintaining that
the physiological facts of paternity were not fully
recognized, even if in the earliest stages of human
progress they were recognized at all. The beliefs
as to conception and pregnancy current among the
Arunta of Australia, as reported by Spencer-Gillen,
appear incompatible with any such recognition.
Apart from this, the importance of the mother's
brother, upon whom devolved the duties which at
a later stage fall upon the father, shows that it
was he, and not the father, who was regarded as
head of the group. But the position of the father
begins to be recognized at a very early stage,
although he does not attain his full share of family
authority, rights, and duties until the patrOineal
stage of social development is reached. At the
same time, in the stage prior to paternal authority,
the existence of a small group of persons, closely
related, living more or less in close association,
and recognized as forming a unit within the kin to
which the term ' family might be applied loosely is
not only highly probable, but is clearly indicated by
the fact that the functions which at first fall to
the kin are gradually assigned to the mother's
brother, and not to the kin as a whole. Upon the
mother's brother fall all the rights and duties
which under fully recognized father-right fall
upon the father.
He is the nearest relative of
his sister's children, he is responsible for their
well-being, he provides for them, and most important of all in a primitive society they inherit
his property.
The preponderating importance of the mother in
primitive social organization is shown by the fact
that in the earliest stages the children belong to
the mother's kin and not to that of the father. In
a society in which mother-right is the rule, status
depends upon the mother ; the status of the father

—

'

,

—

—
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of no consequence. In tlie Con^^'o, even luptiniacy
of no consequence ; the fact of birth givca the
child status as a member of his mother b family
(Dennett, Journ. Afr. Soc. i. [1901] 265). Among
the Fantis of the Gold Coast, it is stated, the father
is

is

hardly known or is disregarded. Altliough it ia
not probable that among many peoi>le8 at the
resent day the father is absolutely unknown to
E
is
children, numerous instances are recorded
where he does not live regularly with the mother.
In the Torres Straits Islands men of one island
frequently marry women of another ; these women
Btay in theii" own island, and the husband returns
penodically to his village to cultivate his own
land (Haddon, 160 f. ). In early forms of polygamous
union a man may have wives in several villages,
the custom being that the wife should not dwell in
the husband's village. At this stage the family,
as an association of both parents and their offspring, can hardly be said to exist, and, as already
suggested, its place is taken by the unit consisting
is

of mother and offspring more or less closely
associated with a male head the mother's brother
within the kin.
Position of the husband and father as a
7.
further
resident with the wife's kin or family.
stage in the development of the family is reached
when the father, instead of being a temporary
visitor, lives with his wife's kin.

—

—

—A

The Orang Mamaq of Sumatra are organized in suku, or
which are exogamous. The members of the suku live
together, and, as no members of the same 8^lku can marry,
husband and wife do not, as a rule, live under the same roof;
but, when they do, the man goes to the woman's clan. Hia
position, however, as regards authority is not affected ; the
children belong to the mother's clan, and the father has no
rights over them. These rights are exercised by the mother's
brother OVilken, quoted by Hartland, op. cit.). Arab matrimonial customs furnish instructive instances of the position of
the father. Robertson Smith, on the authority of Ibn BaJ^u'fa,
states that in the 14th cent, the women of Zebid were perfectly
willing to marry strangers, but never followed their husbands,
on whose departure they themselves took charge of the children.
The women of Jaiiillya had the right to dismiss their husbands
at will. In reference to Saracen marriages he also quotes
Ammianus Marcellinus (xiT. 4), who says that the wife gives her
husband a tent and spear as dowry. Robertson Smith interprets
this as meaning that she provided her husband with a home, and
that he was under an obligation to fight for her kin (Kinship
and Marriage^^ Lond. 1903, p. 79 ff.). If this interpretation be
correct, it is a step in advance of the practice of some primitive
races, among whom in case of tribal combat the husband leaves
his wife's kin and fights on the side of his own a custom held
to be the origin of the numerous legends of which Suhrab and
Rustam is the type, in which a combat between father and son,
who are unknown to one another, results in the death of the
former (for an examination of the father and son legend, see
Potter, Sohrdb and Rustem, London, 1902).
Among the Syntengs of Assam, although the husband only
visits his wife at her mother's house and himself lives with his
clans,

—

own mother,

yet,

if

he

dies, his

widow keeps

his

bones after his

death, on condition that she does not re-marry. If she marries
again, the man's children hand over his bones to his clan, to
be placed in a building which the wife may never enter. Among
the neighbouring Khasis, however, the husband goes to live
with his wife in her mother's house, and may after the birth of
one or two children remove her (Gurdon, The Khas^is, London,
1907, p. 82). A similar juxtaposition is found in Sumatra among
the Menangkabau Malays the husband is only a visitor, and
each party lives in his or her birthplace but among the Tiga
Loeroeng the husband goes to live with the wife, or may build
her a house in the settlement of her clan (Wilken, quoted by
Hartland, ii. 10 fE.). Here the children belong to the mother's
clan.
A further development is also found. Lower down the
river-valley, where one of the two clans is much the stronger,
the residence is with the stronger, whether it be the clan of
father or of the mother and descent follows residence.
It is not infrequently the case that the wife does not reside
with the husband until a child has been bom. This apparently
happened in Formosa, where Labanism
the practice by which
a son-in-law resided with his bride's family for a terra of ser\ice
also existed. Sometimes this term of service was extended or
became a permanency, and the husband eventually, on the death
of the parents, succeeded as head of the family (Davidson, The
Island of Formosa^ London, 1903, passim). In Japan also the
husband appears originally not to have been a member of th»
family. In Samoa, the husband resided with the wife's family
and acted as a drudge until the birth of the firstchild (Brown,
p. 43). Among the Yakuts, although the bride price was paid at
once, the bride was retained at home, often for as long as four or
five years, and at eachlvisit the bridegroom brought a present
for her parents (Sumner, JAI xxxi. [1901] 84).
variant of this
:

;

;

'

'

—

—
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custoiii of regarding the husband on a more or leis temporary
viuilor of his wife is found among the Otuictcs.
Although the
bride Is taken to her huHband's home, he himself goes to live
with friends. The bride visit* her parenta for the Unit time at
the end of a year, and her first child is born in her parent*'
home. It ia suid that no man takes notice of his children
in the presence of other people (Darinsky, quoted by Hartland,
ii.

17).

It will be noted that a number of the cases
cited belong to a stage of transition.
The existence of the family is recognized, but claims are
made on its behalf which could be enforced in
their logical entirety only on a kinship basis.

8. The blood-feud. — The blood-feud [q.v.) throws
much light upon the early stages of the evolution

of the family, particularly at the point at

which

it

passes from an organization based upon kinship
to one founded upon the marriage tie.
The supreme influence of the relationship traced through the
mother is shown in the custom of the Kumeka, a people of the
Caucasus, whereby, if a man murdered a brother by a different
mother, the blood-feud arose between himself and the surviving
brothers born of the same mother as the murdered man. In
Dagestan the murderer of a wife paid blood-money to his own
children as well as to his wife's relatives (Darinsky, quoted by
Hartland, i, 272). A number of customs among various tribes
of Africa are peculiarly significant in this connexion. A husband
among the Kunama did not avenge his wife unless she were
murdered in his presence this duty fell primarily on his wife's
Nor were a man's children
brothers or her sister's son.
responsible in case of his own violent death, while the duty of
avenging his children's death, should he slay them, fell upon
;

his wife's brothers (Munzinger,

Ostafr. Studien, Basel, 1883,
Among the Herero, though they are patrilineal in
ff.).
other matters, the blood-feud is left to maternal relatives
while, in the case of the death of wife or child through no
fault of his, a man pays compensation to his wife's relatives
(Dannert, Zum Rechte der Herero, Berlin, 1906, p. lOX
Analogous customs are found in the Marshall Islands, among
the aboriginal tribes of Manipur, in Fiji, among the Maoris, and
among the Indians of British Columbia.
p. 488

In all these cases the blood-feud follows the blood,
the duty of vengeance falls first upon those
who belong to the mother's kin, and not upon
those whose connexion has been brought into
existence by marriage.
9. The power to pledgee the members of the
similar conception of family ties and
family.
rights is shown in the custom, which is common in
Africa, of pledging children in payment of debt.
Among the BavUi the mother may pledge her child, but the
father must be given the option of pledging his goods in its
place, and he may ransom the child (Dennett, Journ. Afr. Soc.
The father cannot pledge the child, but a brother may
i. 266).
i.e.

—A

pledge the sister, or the uncle the niece on the same condition,
On the Ivory Coast the kin may pledge
if the mother is dead.
children, though, if the pledge is a married niece, the husband
must have the option of offering goods in her place (ib. i. 411).
A woman cannot pledge children for her debts without the
authority of her brother and the mother, not the father, is
responsible for the children's debts.
;

—

The institution of a family
10. The bride price.
independent of the bride's parents is not infrequently made to depend upon payment of the
bride price, and in these cases the line of descent
of the children is changed when the conditions of
the marriage bargain have been fulfilled. In the
Luang Sermata group of the Moluccas, the payment
of the bride price gives the right to reside with the
wife, but does not entitle the husband to carry her
But on the islands of the Ambon and Uliase,
off.
on the payment of the bride price, the bride is
handed over to the bridegroom, and she is conducted
Side by side with this custom
to his dwelling.
there exists another form of union. Proposals of
marriage having been made by the man's relations,
if he is accepted, he establishes himself in the
bride's dwelling and becomes practically the slave
of his wife's parents, acting the part of the secret
lover.
All children belong to the mother's family.
In Wetar, in the same group, although the married
pair live at the wife's home until they get a separate
dwelling, payment of a bride price secures hia
On the island of Serang,
children to the husband.
when the wife enters her husband*s family, payment
is
followed
by constant gifts to
of the bride price

FAMILY
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the wife's parents, to keep alive his right in his
wife and children (Riedel, quoted by Hartland, ii.
27 flf. ). In the Torres Straits Islands, the birth of
each successive child involves payment to the wife's
parents.
On the other hand, in the islands of Mabuiag and Badu, although the husband took up his
residence with his wife's people, payment of the
bride price annulled the rights over her of her
father or her family, except that in the case of the
re-marriage of a divorced woman part of the compensation given to her former husband was handed
oyer to her father (Haddon, 159, 161). The two
different systems exist side by side on the Wallubela Islands. Here, in the case of the man who
lives with his mother's family, payment of the bride
price gives the man equal rignts over his children
as if their mother had formally been handed over
to him in the first instance.
Marsden (Hist, of
Sumatra, London, 1811, p. 225 ff.) states that, in
Kejang in Sumatra, on payment of the bride price,
the woman became the slave of her husband ; but,
except in case of a quarrel, a small part of the
bride price was never paid, in order to keep up
the relationship and the family interest. The
alternative method of the husband becoming a
member of the bride's family was also found. In
this case he and his wife might emancipate themselves

by payment, but

this

was made

difficult if

there were daughters, as their value belonged to
the family. The Achehnese have an interesting
custom by which, for every twenty-five dollars in
the bride price, the parents have to support the
bride for one year, the husband giving her only a
small monthly present (Hurgronje, The Achehnese,
Leyden, 1906, i. 295).
right would here seem to
have been transformed into a duty. The Belunese
of Timor have a double system the home and the
children follow the marriage price, but this is payable by either the man or the woman, the descent
being determined accordingly (WUken, quoted by

A

:

Hartland, ii. 57).
11.
Residence.
Throughout Africa, among
various tribes, residence with the wife's family is
common, whether for a shorter or a longer period.
Among the Dinkas the period of residence ended
with the birth of the first child {JAI xxxiv. [1904]
Among the Bambala a man will be required
151).
to fight for his father-in-law's village against his
own (Torday, ib. xxxv. [1905] 399, 410). Both
Bushmen and Hottentots required the husband to
reside with the wife's parents ; among the former
it was his duty to provide them with game.
In
S. America, among the Bakairi (Fritsch, 445), the
husband worked in the father's clearing, and on
the death of his wife he was bound to marry his
wife's sister.
This custom was common elsewhere.
The Lengua of the Paraguayan Chaco sometimes
compromised in the matter of residence, the man
and wife spending half their time in the homes of
the parents of each (Grubb, Indians of the Paraguayan Chaco, London, 1904, p. 61). The husband
among the Arawak worked for his bride's father
(Im Thurn, 186, 221); when the family became
too large to be accommodated in the father's hut,
the younger man built a hut for himself near by.
When the head dies, the several fathers separate
and build houses for themselves, thus each forming the nucleus of a new settlement.
Settlements of the same kind are found in Melanesia.
12. Authority of the father.
Reference has
already been made to the absence of influence of
the father in the primitive family, and the vesting
of parental rights over children in the mother's kin,
and especially in the mother's brother. 'The gradual recognition of the father as the person responsible for the well-being of his children, and as the
holder of the rights to dispose of them and to exact
obedience from them, has only very slowly ousted

—

—

(Primitive)
the older conception

—by

stages which are fairly

clear.

The customs

of the people of the Lower Congo
tjfpical of an early, if not of the
earliest, stage.
'There the uncle, who is addressed
by the children as ' father, ' exercises paternal
authority over the children of his sister ; the father

may

be taken as

is without power
and, if the husband and wife
separate, the children go with her as belonging
to her brother.
The children, as they grow up,
go to live with their uncle (Bentley, Pioneering ox
the Congo, London, 1900, ii. 333
M. H. Kingsley,
Travels in W. Africa, London, 1897, p. 224 f.).
Among the Bambala the family is beginning to
develop its form there are two types of marriage.
In the case of child-marriage, or, more properly,
child-betrothal, the boy lives with his chosen
bride's parents until he is of marriageable age,
and any children of the marriage belong ito the
maternal uncle. In the case of marriage of adults,
a bride price is paid to the father or maternal uncle,
and any children then belong to the father. But
a father has little authority, and any property he
himself has is inherited by his sister's eldest son
;

;

;

(Torday, JAI xxxv. 410 f.). Kinship is reckoned
on the mother's side, but also on the father's, for
one or two generations father-right is beginning to
override mother-right. Among the Bangala a man
may sell his nephews to pay his debts (Livingstone,
Although the father may
434) so also in Angola.
have no power over nis children, the case is different
when the mother is a slave among the Kimbunda
they are reckoned his children, and can inherit
from him. The customs of some negro tribes ex;

;

;

hibit instructive peculiarities. Among the Ewe
of Anglo in Upper Guinea, the nephew accompanies
the uncle on trading journeys and acts for him,
accounts to his uncle for all that he takes, and
receives a share of the profits.
But it is the uncle
and the father together who negotiate for his
father
also
consulted
as to the
marriage ; and the
is
marriage of his daughter, and receives a share of
the price (Ellis, Ewe-speaking Peoples, London,
1890, p. 207 ff.).
Among the Fantis a further step in the organization of the family has been taken. The Fantis are
matrUineal ; the head of the family is usually the
eldest male in the line of descent, and in his compound dwell not only the younger members of his
line of descent, but also his own wives and children.
His power is limited, however, by the fact that he
cannot pawn his children without their mother's
consent, and any members who have left to live
with their maternal uncle are out of his power
(Sarbah, Fanti Customary Laws, London, 1897,
passim). Among the Kunama of Abyssinia the
right of the father has been extended to cover the
son's earnings, but not his life and liberty, which
remain in the power of the maternal uncle (Munzinger, 477 ff. ).
The position of the mother's brother and his
relation to his nephew are of great importance in
Melanesia, and especially in Fiji. But even in this
region it has begun to give way to a recognition of
the father as head of his family. On the island of
Muralug, Torres Straits, patrilineal descent is
recognized, but the bride's brother still arranges
the details of a girl's marriage, although the father
receives the bride price, and his consent to the
marriage is required. The bridegroom exchanges a
sister for his promised wife ; and, if he has no sister,
he gives a daughter of his maternal uncle (Rep.
Camb. Exped. Torres Straits, v. 145, Camb. 1910).
Among the Australian tribes the authority over
the children is very slight, but it rests with the
father, so far as boys are concerned, until the time
of initiation, when it is vested vaguely in the
elders of the tribe.
In the case of girls, the

—
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authority

is concerned chiefly with the right of
betrothal, while after marriage the power of the
husband is practically absolute. Sucli control as
exists is vested mainly in the girl's or her mother's
brother.
Among the Dieri (Howitt, Native Tribes

of S.E. Australia, London, 1904, pp. 177, 167, 195,
217) the right of betrothal rests with the mother,
who acts with the concurrence of her brothers.
The Wallaroi exchange their sisters without the
intervention of their mother.
13. The inheritance of power and property.
Tlie gradual growth of the feeling of solidarity in
the family as opposed to the kin, i.e. in the unit in
which the relation of father to ofl'spring is more

potent than the connexion which is traced through
mother, can be seen in the customs connected with the disposal of power or property.
Where the feeling of kinship is predominant, at a
man's death his property would oe divided among
the members of his kin, with whom he was connected through his mother. The potlatch of the
Haida of Charlotte Island in N. America, to which
the whole kin contributed or in which they shared,
is an instance of an analogous character, which
shows the solidarity of the kin in relation to perparallel instance may be quoted
sonal property.
from Samoa, where all the relatives contribute to
the dower of the taupou, or village maid. As the
conception of a relationship within the kin increases, it becomes generally recognized that the
direct heir is the sister's son rather than the kin as
a whole. At this stage of development it is usual
for the chieftainship to be elective, and the
tendency is for the honour to fall to the wealthiest
or to the one who is possessed of the greatest
amount of traditional knowledge. A further stage
is reached when a man's afl'ection for his own
children is strong enough for him to endeavour to
break through this restriction. The evidence from
Melanesia is of importance in connexion with the
evolution of the family, as it oflers numerous
sister or

'

'

A

examples of a transition from one set of customs

The peoples in the various islands are
to another.
divided into exogamous clans, and for the most
part trace descent through the mother husband
and wife belong to different sides of the house,'
and neither at marriage passes over to the side of
the other. It is clear that at one time the heir
In Bogotu the chief
in all cases was the nephew.
is the head of the predominant kema, or clan.
But, it is stated, no kema is continuously predominant, because a chief, in order to secure the
chieftainship to his children, transfers what he can
of his own property to his sons, who are not of his
own kin (Codrington, 32 if.). Property is frequently transferred to the son, or used to secure
the son's advancement in the club house during
the father's lifetime. In the New Hebrides, the
chieftainship tended to become hereditary, as the
chief handed on his traditional knowledge to his
son. At Motu the headship had become hereditary.
In the case of land a distinction was recognized.
Land in long occupation, which, it would be
assumed, had originally been cleared by the kin,
would descend to the sister's son, but land cleared
by a man himself a task in which the sons would
would descend to the children. Further,
assist
this land would continue to descend from father to
son
but, should the fact of its clearing by an
individual, and not by the kin, be forgotten or overlooked, it would descend to the nephew. Trees,
in which property was recognized as apart from
the land, whether planted on land belonging to the
planter or on that of another, also descended to
the sons. Strictly speaking, personal property was
inherited by the nephew, but might be secured
Frequently it
to the children in various ways.
was hidden in the owner's lifetime for the benefit
VOL. V. 46
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of the children ; in Florida a canoe might l«j given
to the son by the father's direction
or the direct
heirs mi^jht be bought oil'.
In IJanks Inland, l>oth
land and personal property might be inherited by
;

method.
Conclusion. A general review of the evidence relating to the primitive family a subject
around which in its various aspects much controversy has arisen would suggest that many of
the theories which have been put forward nave
been based upon superficial observations and imperfect evidence.
Early travellers have read into
what they have seen much that belonged to the
civilized conditions with which they were familiar,
while by the use of ill-defined terms of relationship,
which did not correspond with the native connotation, they have misled those who relied upon their
evidence.
If the precise meaning of a group consisting of father, mother, and ofi'spring is to be
attached to the terra family,' it must be recogthis

—

14.

—

—

'

nized that in the early stages of civilization the
family as a group, though not necessarily nonexistent, as has been maintained, is not so closelyknit an organization as it becomes at a later stage.
The economic value of the woman, as an important
factor in the production of material comforts and
utilities, as a source of the accession of strength
from outside, and as the mother of future members
of the tribe, was recognized at an early stage ; and
this accounts largely for the fact that many of the
functions of the family of which the father was
recognized as the head in a later development were
vested in those related to the woman by blood at
first the kin as a whole, later the smaller group
within the kin consisting of her immediate male
relatives, or, using family in a looser sense, the
family connected by blood ties.
It is only by
gradual stages through the bride price, the comEensation, whether it be the husband's service for
is life or a term of years, the exchange of another
woman (a sister) for the bride, the loss of all or
some of his children, or a payment in goods or
money, or through forcible abduction that the
husband has been able gradually to secure independence of the unit of which he becomes the
head, in location, in the disposal of property, and
in the ordering of the lives of its members.

—

'

'

—

—

Cf. also artt.

CHILDREN, INHERITANCE, KINSHIP,

Marriage.

—This given in the article.
E. N. Fallaize.
FAMILY (Assyro Babylonian). — The three

Lrr&RATimE.

is

-

meanings usually given to

this

word were

also

the head of the household, with his wife, children, and other relatives ;
(2) a group of people connected by blood or by marriage ; (3) the same, including the tribe or clan.
The commonest word for family is, perhaps,
qinnu, from qananu, to build a nest,' though this
may not have been its original meaning. The
word occurs in the Assyr. historical inscriptions ;
'
his brothers, his family (qinnu-Su), the seed of
his father's house (Assurb. iii. 10)
his wife, his
sons, and all his family (qinnaSSu gabbi [letter
K. 13, 1. 8])
300 families (qinnate) of the criminals (implicated in the rebellion)' (Tigl. vi. 31).
synonym of this word is kimtu, which explains
(WAI ii. 29, 72-74/5r) the cognate forms ktmu,
kimatu, and also Itmu, all meaning, probably,
something collected a group, or the like. Kimtu is
the Bab. rendering of hammu in the name Hainmurabi, which the Babylonians translated as KimtarapaStW^, ' my family is wide-spread,' or the like
and of ammi in Ammi-saduga (-saduqa), rendered
as Kimtu^-Mttu"^,
to all
the righteous family
appearance they did not recognize in hammu or
ammi the Arab, divinity '.(4»i7». These examples
show that Mmtu was regarded as the equivalent
present in Assyro-Bab.

:

(1)

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

;
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(Assyro-Babylonian)

hamm, or hammat, and, though it
could be used in the restricted sense of qinnu, a
kimti
wider meaning was sometimes present
may I
lurappiS, salati lupahhir, pir'i luSamdil,
spread abroad my family, may I gather together
my relatives, may I extend my offspring' (Meissner
and Rost, Beit. z. Assyr., Leipzig, 1893, pp. 254,
Bitu, house,' also became a synonym of
255).
the above words, with the addition of servants
and dependents {Cun. Texts, xviii. pll. 16, 26).

of the Arab,

:
'

'

All these expressions naturally belong to the period following
that of the early nomadic tiroes of the Sem. tent-dwellers. The
word for town, dlu, is probably the same as the Heb. ohH, tent,'
Arab, ahl^ family,' with transferred meaning, implying that
the inhabitants of the early centres of population were as one
large family. The character expressing dlu, however, seems to
be rather a large house than a tent.i
*

'

The members of a Bab. family were the husband
(mutu, ha'iru), the wife (diSatu, htrtu) or wives,
and their children.^ More than two wives seem
to have been unusual, and, in the case of a double
family of this kind, both were expected to interest
wife
themselves in their common otl'spring.
might give her maid-servant to her husband (Code
of Hammurabi, % 146 Gn 16'^' )> bit in that case
he could not himself take a concubine. The maidservant thus honoured was not equal with her
mistress, and presumption on her part might result in her being relegated to her old position,
even though she had borne children. If the wife
were childless, the husband might take a concubine
and, if a malady had stricken the wife,
(§ 145)
the husband might marry again, but the sick Avife
could not be divorced (§ 148). That there may
have been transgressions of these laws is not improbable, but they seem to indicate the composition of the families of the well-to-do.
second
wife appears to have been taken sometimes to
provide a servant for the first (Pinches, OT in the
Light^, p. 175).
An ill-treated wife could claim
her freedom (Cod. ffam. § 142).
Descent was always traced through the father,
and the Sumer. custom of mentioning the female
sex first in certain cases may have had merely a
mythological origin, due to the teaching which
made Tiamat, or Mother Hubur,' the first creator.
Her offspring, who overcame her, however, were
all gods, not goddesses.
Even in the purely
Sumer. pantheon, it is nearly always the divine
husband who is the more powerful. It was the
husband, therefore, who was the more important
as a progenitor, and, in the so-called family-laws
of the Sumerians, the clause dealing with the
denial of a foster-father not only takes precedence
of that of the mother, but is also punished more

A

;

;

A

'

'

OT in Light^, p. 190 f.). The
descendants of a man were called his
seed
(Sumer. (n)umun, Assyr.-Bab. zeru) or progeny
(Assyr. -Bab. nannabu).
To indicate his parentage, and thus identify him legally, his father's
name was given, and generally, in later times, the
founder of his tribe, e.g. Marduk-nasir-^bli, son
of (dbli-Su Sa) Itti-Nabd-balatu, descendant of
i&bil) figibi
Balatu, son of (dbli-Su Sa) Ina-6si6tir, descendant of (dbil) BSl'u.'
The number of
Bab. families thus indicated is considerable, but
the Assyrians generally omit these genealogical
severely (Pinches,

'

'

'

'

'

;

indications.

The

father

he who gave

was supreme

in his house.
his daughters in marriage,

It

was

whether

^ This, however, would merely imply that the Sumerians
were house-dwellers at the time when they came into contact

with the Semitic Babylonians.
2 Synonyms of J^a'iru are gri£u, i%u, and nafeSu, those of
dSsaiu or f^irtu being tnarjiitu and iHhi.
Other forms are
iayaru, husband,' and itratu, wife {WAI ii. 36, 39-46c(f).
The spouse of the sun-god is called hirtum I5tar is the f}tratu
of Tammuz the wife of Ut-napiStim, the Babylonian Noah, is
'

'

'

;

adoptive or otherwise (Meissner, Beitrdge z. altbab.
Privatrecht, p. 92 JBAS, 1897, pp. 603-606). He
gave his adopted children a share of his property,
and his sons seem to have had no legal right to
complain either of the adoption or of being thus
deprived of patrimony (Pinches, 176 f.).
The
obedience required (by contract) from an adopted
son apparently only reflected that expected of a
man's own child.
man could disown his son,
but the judges had to inquire into the matter
Cod. Ham. § 168), and it needed a repetition of a
grave fault to justify cutting off from sonship
The denial of a father or mother by
(§ 169).
adoption, however, might apparently be followed
by immediate expulsion {Cod. ffam. § 186
Pinches, 177).
In Sumerian times the penalty
;

A

of denying a foster-father was slavery (Pinches,
190 f.; cf. also p. 176, where, however, there is the
same penalty for denying a foster-mother). The
frequency of adoption was very likely due to the
desire to carry on the family traditions and name,
though the scarcity of slaves (Meissner, 16) may
have had something to do with it.
If adoption took place during infancy, a nurse
was hired, and maintained for three years
ii. pi. 9, 45-50crf).
At the age of reason mutual
liking seems to have been taken into considera'
tion (ib. 40-436 :
If he dislike [be hostile to] his
father, he shaU go forth into [the famOy of?]
whoever has caused him to enter '). Instruction
was not neglected.
He caused him to know the
writing ' (concerning himself [?]) (ib. &Qcd). Women
might adopt as well as men, and could give their
foster-daughters in marriage.
The latter were
expected to help their adoptive mothers, should
they afterwards be in want (JBAS, 1899, p. 106).
For the legal aspects of adoption, see
i. 114.
Apparently the father married off his sons in
the order of seniority, and any of the younger
sons who remained unmarried at his death were
provided with a bride-gift by their elder or married
brethren (Cod. ffam. § 166). "When the time for

(WAI

'

EBE

the wedding came, the bridegroom conveyed the
bride-gift to the father of the woman decided
upon, the latter having probably been offered
beforehand by one of her parents. As a father
could give his sons property without prejudice to
their sharing after nis death (Cod. I}am,. § 165),
in like manner the parents gave them the wherewithal for the bride-gift (Meissner, 14). •
In
return for this, the woman brought a dowry,
generally in the form of house-furniture.
Ceremonies attended all these transactions, and
there was a fixed ritual for the wedding itself
(see

Marriage

[Semitic]).

Absolute

fidelity

—

—

most important thing in family life was expected, and probably generally obtained. In the
case of long absence from home on the part of the
-

husband, however, he could expect this only if
there were food in the house
otherwise the
woman was allowed to become another man's mistress, resuming her former place in the household
on her husband's return. Children bom in conse?uence of this custom were credited to the real
ather (Cod. fjam. §§ 133, 135). In all probability
this was a law of which advantage was seldom
taken, being a remnant of a loose state of familymorals. Wilful desertion acted like divorce (§ 136).
Unfaithfulness on the part of a wife, except in the
above circumstances, was at first punished by
drowning (Family Laws), or death by being
thrown down from a tower (Ungnad, Hammurabi's Gesetz, iv. 86). Later (in the time of Samsulluna), she was marked as a slave, and sold (ib. 86).
Though the wife could not divorce her husband,
;

;

called ginniatu, * woman,' and marl^itu, 'wife.'
apparently a distinction between a divine and

spouse.

There waa
an earthly

1 This is naturally a remnant of the old days of wife-purchase. For dowries provided by selling the comeliest maidens
by auction, see Herod, i. 196.

'
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the husband could divorce the wife, upon paying
her divorce-money. She retained lier dowry.
Whether women were looked upon with more
respect in earlier (Sumerian) times than in later is
uncertain, but it is to be noted that the ideograph
for 'mother,' ama (also, probably, aga), is written
with the sign for ' divinity within that used for
house or 'dwelling-place.' This has led to the suggestion that the Sumerians thought of her as the
divinity within the house.' It seems more likely,
however, that a mother was herself regarded as
the dwelling-place of some divinity— probably one
of the manifestations of Zerpanitu"", who, as Aruru,
created the seed of mankind with Merodach, and
was possibly conceived as acting within her (see
'

'

'

'

[Assyr.-Bab.], vol. ii. p. 643'').' The mother
occupied a high place with regard to the children
if she said to her son (or fosterin the family,
son), Thou art not my son,' he had to forsake the
house and the furniture ; and if, on the other
hand, he denied his (adoptive) mother, he was first
marked by having his temple shaved, and then,
having been led around the town, was expelled from
the house. Wives were at liberty (no doubt with
the consent of their husbands) to carry on business,
and also to appear as witnesses to contracts.
In the absence of the father, the (eldest) son, if
old enough, took his place, and administered his
property. Otherwise the mother became head of
the family, and administered the property for her
On the death
sons' benefit (Cod. gam. §§ 28, 29).
of the father, his children divided the property
according to the usual custom, and engaged not
to bring actions at law against each other with
regard to the sharing (Pinches, 178 ff.).
The respect due to parents was apparently willingly given by their children. In a letter from
Elmesu"" to his father, qf about the time of Ham-

BinTH

'

murabi, he prays that Samas and Merodach may
grant his father enduring days, that he may have
health and life, and that his father's protecting
god may preserve him. He hopes that his father
will have lasting well-being.
In the body of the
letter, he seems to have regarded the direct pronouns thou and thee as too stiff, so he substimy father wherever he can,
tutes the words
sometimes along with the pronoun required.
'

'

'

'

and Christian)

(Biblical

'

'

The best family-picture of later date is that given in the
history of Bunanitum and her lawsuit with her dead husband's
She had married Abil-Addu-natbanu, bringing with
her a dowry of 3^ mana of silver, and the pair had one
daughter. They traded with the money of her dowry, and
bought a bouse at Borsippa, with grounds, borrowing a sum of
money to complete the purchase. In the 4th year of Nabonidus
she made an arrangement with her husband, and he willed all
the property to her, in consideration of her dowry and the
fact that they had always acted together. The next year they
adopted a son, Abil-Addu-imara, and made known that their
daughter's dowry was two nrnna of silver and the furniture of a
relatives.

house.
After her husband's death, her brother-in-law laid
claim to all her property, including a slave whom they had
bought. The judges decided in her favour, and decreed that,
according to their tablets, Bunanituni and Abil- Addu-^mara, her
adopted son, were the rightful heirs.^ The lender was to receive the money which he had advanced, Bunanitum was to
have her dowry back, and her share of the property besidea.
The daughter was to receive the slave (Pinches, 459 ff., 462 ff.).
The private letters belonging to the period of

the later Bab. empire show the same courteous
between members of the same family as of

spirit

Noteworthy is the letter of a father to his apparently more
successful son, in which he tells him that there is no grain in
the house, and asks him to send some. He prays to B61 and
Nebo for the preservation of hia son's life, and tells him that
his mother greets him (ib. 453).
Affectionate letters between
the brothers and the sisters of families are also found, as well
as others showing that brothers were not always on good
1 The Sumer. saying
Salla-mu al^a^a, kalammaene tilbab(b)ene5e= (Jri-mi da[iniqf] itia niH-ia gummuranni,
My
womb being fortunate, among my people they hold me perfect,' if rightly translated, shows in what high honour the
mother of a family was held.
2 Property given to a wife in due form could not be taken
from her after her husband's death (Cod. ^am. § 150).
;

*
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terms. Among the last may be mentioned the letter of
Marduk-zijr-ibni to Sula his brother, protesting against the
latLor'H rapacity (ib. 463 f.).
A noteworthy communication la
that of Nftbii-zer-ibni to his four brothers, protesting agaiojic
the slandering of their brother B01-6pu6 (ib. iO'i t.).
Of the few lists of families extant, those of cer-

tain slaves may be quoted to show in what
the enumerations in such cases were made

manner
:

Ubara, NabO-bani, his brother, 1 Hucklinjr (lit. 'child of
milk'), 2 women— total 5; Palit)-ka-liblut, NabO-&ha-6red, bifl
'

1 child of 4 (years), 2 women— total 5
Zaz4, 1 child
1 woman, 2 daughters— total 5
^arranu (the Haranit*),
Amat-b61i-usur, a child of 5, 3 women— total 5 (S. A. Smith,
KciUchri/tlexte Asurbanipala, Leipzig, 18H7-80, pt. iii. p. 63(1.
[and pi. 20]). For the family of the slave Usi a (Hoshea), see
Johns, Assyr. Deeds and Doeumeiil9, Cambridge, ISOS-lDOl, iiL

brother,

;

of 4,

;

'

447.

noted that the word wife (AiSatu)
not used in these cases, but simply woman
(sinnUtu), implying either that slaves were not
regarded, at least sometimes, as regularly married,
or that their wives were not held worthy of the
more honourable term.
It is to be

'

'

is

'

'

From life-long association and intercourse, slaves
or vassals were probably often enough treated as
members of a man's family and, when the women
of that class were favoured with the attention of
the master of the house, this quasi-membership became a reality. The children of a free man and
a slave, however, were not regarded as his legitimate children unless he acknowledged them during
The best
his lifetime (Cod. Ham. §§ 170, 171).
way to ensure their freedom and inheritance of
his property was apparently by emancipating the
;

mother.

—

LiTERATDRE. For further details, see the Code of Hammurabi, in C. H. W. Johns, Oldest Code of Laws. Edinb.

A. Ungnad, Hammurabi's Gesetz, Leipzig, 1904-1910
T. G. Pinches, The OT in the Light of the Reeords of Assyria
and Babylonia^, London, 1908, pp. 4S7-526, also 169 ff., 430ff.,
553, 554
B. Meissner, Beitrdge zur altbab. Privatrecht^
Leipzig, 1893
H. de Genouiilac, La SocUti sumArienne, Paris,
1903

;

;

;

;

T. G. Pinches.

1909, p. xxiff.

FAMILY (Biblical

and Christian).— Here is a
group which, in its present form, is by no
means an original and outright gift to the human
race, but is the product of a vast world-process of
social evolution, through which various types of
domestic unity have been in turn selected and, as it
'

social

were, tested, until at last the fittest has survived
(Peabody, Jesus Christ and the Social Question,

New
I.

York, 1901,

p. 134).

In the Old Testament.— There

are not

wanting indications that the Hebrews, like all the
other Semites, passed through the stages of exogamy, totemism, and reckoning descent in the
female line. But in the earliest historical times
the matriarchate is a superseded and forgotten
system the patriarchate is in secure and unquestioned possession. The family is constituted under
the headship of the father the woman passes over
kinship,
to the clan and tribe of her husband
tribal connexion, and inheritance are all deter;

;

;

mined by the man.

The Hebrew

historians assume

that through the expansion of the family all the
wider groups are evolved, and the genealogists
attempt to derive the tribes of Israel, and ultimately all the races of mankind, by male descent

The Hebrews were
from a common ancestor.
always remarkable for the intensity of their family
feeling; the strength of their nation lay in the
depth, variety, and richness of the characters
which were created in their homes ; and their
moral and spiritual progress is largely the evolution of their domestic life.
In their Scriptures the
imperfect relations of husband and wife, parent
and child, brother and sister, master and servant,
host and stranger, were displayed with a fine
healthy realism and under each head there is
slowly but surely developed an ethical ideal
which is the preparation for the perfect Christian
type of the family.
;

—

—
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— The

reverence paid to the head
to his superior
wisdom and strength as to hia position as priest of
the household. His unlimited authority rested on
a spiritual basis. The family was a society bound
together by common religious observances. Every
one born into it recognized, as a matter of course,
its special cult, in which the worship of ancestors
seems to have been originally the distinctive
feature.
The t'raphim (Gn 31"- »"•, 1 S IQ'^- '« et
al. ) are usually understood to have been images or
symbols of ancestors. The family burying-place
was holy ground, and many of the famous old sanctuaries probably owed their sacredness to their
being regarded as the graves of heroes. Ancestorworship was, of course, family worship. The father
was the guardian of the traditional cult, which he
passed on to his eldest son, thus securing the continued prosperity of the family. According to the
earliest documents, the patriarchs erected altars
1. The father.
of the family was

due not so much

offered sacrifice [e.g. Gn 12"- IS'^ 22^ [Abraham]
The father presided at
[Isaac] 35' [Jacob]).
the passover, which was a family rite, observed in
the home (Ex 12). In the days of Saul, when the
tribes had long been united in the worship of
Jahweh, each family, or clan {mishpdhah), still
had its sacra gentilica, and every member was
bound to attend the annual festivals (1 S 20*- '*).
Any one who cut himself loose from the authority
of the father debarred himself from the protection
and favour of the ancestral numina. As the strength
of the family was thus rooted in spiritual causes,
it became a matter of sacred duty to secure its
continuance. The cult must be handed down from
father to son, from generation to generation. Celibacy was at once an impiety and a misfortune, for
it threatened the existence of a social unity of
worship. When a family became extinct, it was
a cult that died.
The position of woman
2. Husband and wife.
In ancient
is the touchstone of civilized society.
Israel the husband had a proprietary right over his
or
master
(ba'al),
wife. He was the owner
she the
owned or mastered {b''uldh). In the Decalogue she
is mentioned as part of his wealth, along with his
house, slave, ox, and ass (Ex 20"). To betroth a
woman was simply to acquire possession of her
by paying the mohar, or purchase - money.
'betrothed' was a girl for whom the mohar had
been paid.
Her own consent to the transaction
was unnecessary, all the arrangements as to the
marriage, and especially as to the purchase-price,
being carried through by her father or guardian.
So long as this commercial idea of marriage prevailed, certain blemishes marred the beauty of

and
2&^

—

A

family

life.

{a)

Polygyny was common.

If

a

husband regarded his wife simply as a valuable
asset, his power of multiplying wives was limited
merely by his purse. It was the ambition of most
men of rank and wealth to possess a large hartm.
In addition, any of the female slaves of the family
was at his disposal aa a concubine. Sometimes the
legal wife took the initiative in suggesting this
arrangement, as in the cases of Sarah (Gn 16^),
Rachel (Gn 30^), and Leah (Gn 30'). Of course,
the approximately equal numbers of the two
sexes placed limits to polygyny. In the middle
classes, of which Elkanah may be taken as a repre-

sentative (1 S 1'), it was probably the ordinary
practice to have two wives.
Rival (n-jv) was the
technical term for one of the two (1 S 1'), and
Dt 21''''- deals with the case where one wife is
beloved and the other hated. In the nature of
things, a large proportion of the poorer classes must
'

—

'

have been monogamous.
(6) The woman being
the man's property, he had the right to divorce
her at his pleasure (Dt 24').
He could at any
time send her back to her own kin, provided he

and

Christian)

to return the mohar with her.
No
moral stigma of any kind attached to her from the
mere fact that she had been divorced. (c) While
the husband was allowed a wide sexual liberty,
law and custom dealt very strictly with the wife.
Adultery on her part was a crime punishable by
stoning (Dt 22^), and the same sentence might be
passed on the wife who at her marriage was found
not to have been a virgin (22°'). {d) Being herself

was willing

—

part of her husband's estate, the wife was incapable
Her right of ownership
of inheriting property.
was confined to presents. She was the mistress
of the servants whom she received as personal
attendants on leaving her home. But even these
were ultimately the property of her husband and
his heir, since they could not revert to her own
kindred.
(e) The husband's authority over the
wife easily degenerated into tyranny, and in the
lower ranks of society her lot was, doubtless, often
hard, since she had not only to fulfil the arduous
menial tasks of the household, but might be required to engage in field labour or tend the flocks

—

and herds.
Various causes, however, conspired to improve
the position of women, and so to elevate family life.
(1) Marriage was not always an affair of the market.
Sometimes the heart obtained its rights. In
all ranks of society there was a considerable freedom
of intercourse between the sexes, and the spirit of
romance was not to be quenched. In a simple
pastoral society, men and maids naturally met at
wells, and love-matches were sometimes the result

(Gn 29'*- ^"j. The Song of Songs celebrates a rustic
love that is strong as death ; and in kings' courts,
marriages were not always conventional (1 S 18**).
(2) The mohar tended to lose its original meaning
of purchase-money, and came to be a gift to the
bride herself. Laban's daughters complained that
he had sold them as slaves and wasted their mohar
(Gn SI'"). (3) WhUe an injured wife could not
divorce her husband, she was not without redress.
She always had claims on the protection and aid
of her blood-relations, who were ready to defend
her if she had any just cause of complaint. The
women of the family were its most sacred trust,
and any insult offered to them was sure to be
avenged. The aim of legislation was also to reBy requiring
strict the man's freedom of divorce.
him to give his wife a bill of divorce, it enabled her
to resist any attempt on his part to re-assert his
rights over her (Dt 24'). If a man falsely charged
his wife with unchastity before marriage (22'^'*),
or if he had seduced her and been consequently
obliged to marry her (vv.^- '®), he was deprived of
the right of divorce. (4) The typical mother in
Israel was far from being the morally and intellectually stunted creature who is often met with
in Eastern lands. If she was a person of rank, she
was too powerful and independent to be treated as
a mere chattel. If she was a woman of character
and abOity (Pr 31'°), she knew how to increase her
husband's affection and to improve her own condition.
Once and again the interest of Hebrew history centres in the action of some brave and noble
woman. (5) The whole prophetic movement was
towards monogamy. Gn 2""" makes woman the
helpmeet of man, and the love of one man for one
woman the normal relation of the sexes. When
the prophets regard marriage as the symbol of
Jahweh s covenant with Israel, and adultery as
that of idolatry, they think of monogamy as the
ideal. Hosea strikes the keynote of a new doctrine
when he tells the story of a love which does not
loathe and repudiate a prodigal wife, but cherishes
and seeks to redeem her. Malachi (2'^"'") proclaims
the Divine detestation of divorce. The Hebrew
Wisdom reinforced prophecy in the endeavour to
purify the family life of the nation, and there is
'

'

—
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abundant evidence that Israel ultimately began to
realize the folly and iniquity of sexual licence on
man's part as well as on woman's. Yet the law of
monogamy was never placed on the Jewish statutebook and Justin Martyr (Dial. c. Trynh, 134)
;

that, even in his time, the Talmudisls
allowed every common man to have four or live
wives, while kings might still have as many as
eighteen. But by that time humanity had heard
the voice of the linal Lawgiver. See, further.

states

Marriage

(Semitic).

—

Parents and children. (a) To have a numerous progeny was the universal desire in ancient
Israel.
Children were a heritage of Jahweh, and
happy was the man who had his quiver full of
them (Ps 127'"''). The honour paid to the wife was
dependent on her having a son. If she was childfor barrenness was
less, she endured a reproach
regarded not only as a misfortune, but as a Divine
iudgment. ' Give me children, or else I die,' was
Rachel's heart-cry (Gn 30» ; cf. 1 S 1"). The husband who had no son dreaded the extinction of his
house.
His fear was probably rooted in ancestorworship. If he died childless, he would have no
one to pay the needful dues to his manes.
If,
therefore, his first wife had no son, it was his
take
second
or
concubine
sacred duty to
a
a
and,
if he died without an heir, it was an act of piety
on his brother's part to marry his widow and raise
up children in his stead (Dt 25'>-'').— (6) The first
3.

;

;

was for sons, the defenders of the
hearth and the main support of the home. It was
the first-born son who was dedicated to Jahweh
(Ex 22^'). But daughters were also welcome, and

desire of parents

that not merely because they were required for the
labour of the household, or because a mohar could
be demanded for them, but because their beauty
was desired and their chastity honoured alike in
kings' courts and shepherds' tents (Ps 45, Canticles,
passim).
There was none of that contempt for
girls which has always marked many Eastern races.

Female

infanticide,

which was practised among

the Arabs, was apparently unknown among the
Hebrews. (c) The patria potestas was, however,
almost absolute. Abraham's readiness to sacrifice
Isaac (Gn 22), Jephthah's sacrifice of his daughter
(Jg ll**""), and the practice of offering children to
Molech (2 23"', Jer Z2^) rest upon this authority.
The father had power to cast out a bond-woman
with the child she had borne him (Gn 16°). He
could sell his daughter into bond-service (with
concubinage), though not to foreigners (Ex 21'"'').
He could not, on any account, sell her into prostitution (Lv IQ'®). He might cause a prodigal son to
be stoned to death (Dt21''"^'), or a prodigal daughter to be burned alive (Gn 38").
Children were
required to render the utmost respect and obedi20'^,
ence to both their parents (Ex
Lv 19*). Any
one cursing his father or his mother was put to
death (Lv 20*).
(rf) The early education of the
children was mostly in the hands of the mother.
The sayings of Lemuel were taught him by his
mother (Pr 3P). Proverbs contains many references to the instruction {musar) of the fatner and
the teaching (torah) of the mother. Schools are
never mentioned in the OT.
(e) The solidarity
of the Hebrew family was so complete that grave
injustice was often done to the children.
The
sin of Achan was expiated by the destruction
of his whole household (Jos 7"" ^).
It was the
task of the prophets to preach the doctrine of
individual responsibility, separating the soul of
the son from ' the soul of the father' (Ezk 18*).
(/) The stress which the OT lays upon the family
is indicated by its closing words, which contain a
promise to 'turn the heart of the fathers to the
children, and the heajt of the children to their
fathers.'
strong and pure domestic life is to

—

K

—

—

'

'

A

—

'

and Christian)
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save the earth from a curKC (Mai 4"). See, further,
and ICducation.
4. Brothers and sisters.— (a) Polygyny divided
a man's family into sub-families, each presided
over by a mother, whose personal jealousies were
apt to be shared by her children. 'I'he full brother
was the natural guardian of his sister.
Laban
takes precedence of Bethuel in the arrangements
for Rebekah's betrothal (Gn 24"*). The sub-Tamilie.s
were so distinct that in early times brothers were
permitted to marry half-sisters (20'-).
Tamar,
Absalom's daughter, thinks that David will certainly allow her to marry her half-brother Amnon
Ultimately, however, such unions were
(2 S 13").
forbidden by law (Lv 18'). (b) There was no diflerence of legitimacy, in the Grjeco-Roman sense,
between the sons of wives and those of concubines.
Even Jephthah, though a prostitute's son, is brought
up in his father's house, and rightly complains of
his expulsion as an act of violence (Jg 11'- ').
The
claim not unnaturally made by the wife, that the
son of the bond-woman should not share the inheritance with her son (Gn 21'°), was never sustained by law. Four of the tribes of Israel were
descended from the sons of Jacob's concubines.
man's acknowledged children were all legitimate,
irrespective of the status of their mother.
The
bastard (Ttmmzer) was not one bom out of wedlock,
but the offspring of an incestuous union (Dt 23^^).
(c) The domestic word 'brother' had a wider
application to the clan, the tribe, and the nation.
artt. Cllli,DRKN

A

—

and Judah

S 19*'), Israel and Ishmael
and Edom (Nu 20'*), were
brethren. But those who were kin were not always
kind. The Prophets have to ethicize the ideal of
Israel

(Gn

16'= 25'8),

(2

Israel

'a covenant of brethren' (Am 1*), the Psalmists
sing the praise of brotherly unity (Ps 133'), and
ultimately Christianity sets itself the task of
making humanity a family.
The Hebrew slave was
5. Master and servant.
a true member of the family. He was part of his
master's wealth, but he was not regarded as an
inferior being.
He was circumcised, and kept the
passover. He was admitted to the family cult. He
prayed to the God of his master (Gn 24'^). In
the Deuteronomic law his humane treatment is
rooted in his master's remembrance that the
Hebrews themselves were once slaves in Egypt (Dt
15'^ 16'^ etc.).
It was a still higher consideration
that the same Divine creative power made both
master and slave (Job 31"'). The Hebrew religion,
perfected in Christianity, enunciated principles
which slowly undermined and ultimately abolished
slavery.
It created a spiritual climate in which
bond-service dies a natural death. See Slavery.
The Hebrew family was
6. Host and guest.
scarcely complete without the ' stranger or guest
(ger, yu^ToiKos), who, separated for some reason from
his own kindred, put himself under Israelite protection, and then was included in the sacred bloodbond. As Jahweh was the protector of strangers
(Ps 146^* ; cf. Zeus Xenios), hospitality rested on
religious sanctions.
There are many exhortations
to deal justly and generously with the ger (Ex 22^'
etc. ), who worshipped the God of the land in which
he sojourned, shared the privilege of the sabbath,
and was perhaps admitted to the sacra of his patron.
This family tie between host and guest was also to
be perfected in Christianity.

—

—

'

'

*
The Christians looked upon themselves as a body of men
scattered throughout the world, living as aliens amongst
strange people, and therefore bound together as the members
of a body, as the brethren of one family.
The practical realization of this idea would demand that whenever a Christian went
from one place to another he should find a home among the
Christians in each town he visited (Sanday-Headlam, RoTtian^,
'

Edinburgh, 1902,
II.

p. 363.

The Christian family.—Sesus had

per-

sonal experience of the privilege and obligation of
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life.
He spent many quiet years in the Holy
Family at Nazareth, which was to Him a shrine of
moral culture, a temple of Divine communion.
His whole tliinking was influenced and inspired by

home

the experience. He came to regard the sacred relation of the family as mirroring the rightful relation between God and man.
He had an intuition
of the essential oneness of these relations. He saw
that of all the immeasurable forms of love none is
so beautiful, so lasting, so Divine as the love of
husband and wife, parent and child, biother and
He grasped this force as the key of all
sister.
future moral and spiritual progress. By consecrat-

ing marriage, by emancipating womanhood, by
sanctifying childhood, by expanding brotherhood,
and making the domestic group the type of the
Divine social order which is to be, He created what
may distinctively be called the Christian family.
Both in the
I. The consecration of marriage.
lower and in the higher aspect, the union of two
personalities is the beginning of family life. Jesus
recognizes its physicsJ aspect (Mk 10^), which He
never regards as in any way sinful or ignoble.
It is scarcely possible to overestimate the importance of the change which He effected by His law
of marriage.
On many of the burning questions
of His age He refused to commit Himself, but in
regard to the institution of the family He repeatedly expressed His mind with the utmost
emphasis. To the laxity of the time He opposed
an austere purity, which startled even His own
disciples, and probably seemed to the ordinary
intelligence fanatical.
It is true that, in spite of
the technical lawfulness of polygamy, the Jews
had become to a great extent monogamists. But
divorce was scandalously common, and the discussions on the subject had fallen to an extremely
low level.
Between the two great Rabbinical
schools of the period there was a standing dispute
(based on Dt 24^), not whether divorce was permis-

—

but for what reasons. The school of Shammai
wished to restrict them to acts of unchastity, but the
school of Hillelinferredthat a divorce was warranted
when a wife burned her husband's food in cooking,
while Rabbi Alciba thought that a man might
lawfully dismiss his wife if he found another more
sible,

attractive (Mishna, Gittin, ix. 10).
In opposition
to this licentious trifling, Jesus categorically denies
the Tightness of divorce (Mt 19',
10", Lk 16").
In His view marriage is not a creation of law, which
can merely recognize and protect it, but an institution based on a Divine creative act. Its true significance is to be sought, not in human customs, but
in the human constitution. Moses, indeed, allowed
divorce (Mk 10'), but only as an expedient, as the

Mk

lesser of

two

evils,

regulating what he could not pre-

vent, reducing anarchy to law, while by a legislative compromise he violated human nature. From
temporary ethics Jesus passes to absolute morality.
He sees that marriage
its true nature is not a
legal status, a social contract, a licensed partnership for mutual help and support, but a real union
of complementing personalities, a forming of one
flesh (10^'*). In His view the question is not. May a
man divorce his wife ? but, Can he ? and the em-

m

phatic answer

is.

He

cannot.

and Christian)

(Biblical

The sacred bond

is

essentially indissoluble.
It is not to be violated
even by a look or a thought (Mt 5^), and, except
as a formal recognition of an already broken union,
divorce is impossible. Jesus discerned the Divine
ideal of the institution, and made that the law of
His Church. He directed His legislation to the
perfecting of the home in the interest of the
Kingdom. It was not so much that He ' changed

the family (which till then had only a civil importance) into a religious institution' (Schmidt,
The Social Results of Early Christianity, Eng. tr.,
London, 1885, p. 203) as that He discovered its

Divine principle, which

is

inherently and eternally

religious.
To dishonour this first of human relationships is to loosen
the bonds of society, to lower present social ideals, to do injury
to the essential nature of both the man and the woman. It
was, therefore, not in the spirit of a purist or a fanatic that
Jesus thus put checks upon divorce, but in that of the ethical
and social philosopher (Shailer Mathews, The Social Teaching
of Jesus, New York, 1910, p. 90).
'

'

2.

The

elevation of

womanhood.

—Jesus'

lofty

conception of the family involves the emancipation
of woman.
Astonishingly free from Eastern prejudices. He abolishes the idea of a husband's property rights in his wife, and liberates her spirit
from the last trace of servility and abjectness. He
never commands her to be in subjection to her
husband (contrast Eph 5^), and never traces the
transgression of mankind to her weakness (1 Ti 2^^).
He simply treats woman as an equal equal in
the matter of marriage and divorce, equal as a

—

'

companion' (Shailer Mathews, op. cit. 97).
St.
Paul's teaching on this head is not quite self-consistent, but he clearly has the mind of Christ when
he enunciates the principle that in Him there can
be no male and female (Gal S^) and Augustine,
while he gives celibacy and virginity the exaggerated importance of a more perfect virtue, teaches
that the natures of man and woman are equally
honourable, and that the Saviour gives abundant
proof of this in being born of a woman {Sermo
All the Fathers teach that husband and
190, § 2).
wife must equally honour the sanctity of the
home. Errors which are condemned in the one
cannot be condoned in the other.
'

'

;

'

'

In consequence of Christian respect for reinstated woman,
no longer she alone who is thought capable of committing
adultery. The doctors of the Church vigorously attack the
pagan pride which accused woman alone, whilst man claimed
to be free. Henceforth the unfaithful husband was held to be
as guilty as the wife who violated her duty (Schmidt, op. dt,
'

it is

'

200).

—

The family exists
3. The dignity of childhood.
especially for the child. Jesus was Himself the
Holy Child, reared in the shelter of an earthly
home, meeting parental authority with filial submission, growing in favour with God and man.
His profoundest teaching was coloured by thoughts
of family life, and He has left words which have
for ever hallowed childhood.
He made the spirit
of a little child the type of Christian character
(Mk 9^*), and gave children a share in His kingdom
(10").
He did not prescribe minute details for the
conduct of parents and children.
In general it
was His part not to legislate but to inspire. He
entrusted to others the task of incarnating His
principles in the midst of imperfect human conditions. Under the influence of His spirit paternal
authority ceases to be an arbitrary tyranny, and
the servUe dependence of children is replaced by
the truer and gentler dependence of love and gratitude (cf. Eph 6i-«, Col 3»-22). Christianity vitalizes
the fine Roman saying, ' Maxima debetur puero

reverentia ( Juv. xiv. 47), and gives it the sanction
of a far higher faith.
In the
4. The expansion of brotherhood.
original condition of mankind, blood was the
single tie which bound men together, the family
was the sole basis of rights and duties. Every one
who was not a brother was counted an enemy.
Only the life and property of a kinsman were safe.
have seen how the idea of brotherhood was
fradually extended to the tribe and the nation,
was
reserved for Jesus to place all men in the
t
In His name
relation of brethren to each other.
Paul exhorts Philemon to receive back
St.
Onesimus ' no longer as a servant, but as a brother
beloved (Philem "). The thought of the brother
... for whom Christ died' (1 Co 8") has been the
inspiration of the noblest service of the human race.
The Saviour's hope for the world is to be fulfilled
through the expansion of those affections which
'

—

We

'

'

;
;
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are naturally born and nurtured in the sanctuary
of the home.
The family is His microcosmic kingdom. He makes the first social unit also the last.
His entire theology may be described as a transfiguration of the family' (Peabody, op. cit. 147).
'
Paternal love is His representation of the love of
His type of that divine
God, and the family.
society towards which humanity with a Christ
within it must move' (Shailer Mathews, op. cit. 104).
The
subordination of the family.
5. The
dearest relationships may, however, conceal the
subtlest temptations, and Jesus was alive to the
dangers whicn lurk in the affections of the home.
Love may narrow as well as widen the heart. Domestic selfishness is as disastrous as any other form
of selfishness. Just because the devotion of kindred
When Jesus
is so intense, it is apt to be exclusive.
entered on the work of His vocation, and, again,
when He began to call men to be disciples. He
came into collision with the claims of the family.
Then and only then did He seem to depreciate it.
'
He that loveth father or mother more than me is
'

.

.

.

—

not worthy of

me (Mt
'

10^).

Whosoever

'

shall

God, the same is my brother, and
sister, and mother (Mk 3^). The family exists for
the sake of ends beyond itself it is the preparation and equipment of personalities for the service
of God and man.
It was part of the tragedy of
Jesus' life that He was not understood by His own
brethren, and that He had to assert, in unequivocal language. His independence of the interests
and obligations of His former home. The pain of
separation from His kindred, and especially from
His mother, was proportionate to the tenderness
of His love.
By example as well as by precept He
taught that, when the call of duty comes into conflict with the claims of affection, the former must
It was not that He loved the family less,
prevail.
but that He loved the Kingdom more. As Bengel
notes on Mt 12", non spernit matrem, sed ante-

do the

will of

'

;

'

ponit Patrera.'
Though
6. The ultimate social aggregate.
the best institutions may easily become the most
mischievous when they are perverted and mismanaged, that does not affect their intrinsic value.
The character of the teaching of Jesus on the
family has never been so adequately appreciated
as to-day, when science and politics are concentrating the attention of the educated world on the
Many
crucial problem of the ultimate social unit.
anti-Christian attacks are being directed against
the domestic group, but it is clear that monogamy
has long been growing innate in civilized man,'
and this relationship is manifestly the ultimate
form' (Spencer, Principles of Sociology, London,
1876-96, i. 673, 752). The Christian family is the
germ of the yet higher civilization of the future.
It enfolds in itself the promise and potency of all
social progress and pure human happiness.
It is the mature opinion of every one who has thought upon

—

'

'

'

the history of the world, that the thing of highest importance
for all times and to all nations is Family Life. . . . Not for
centuries but for millenniums the Family has survived. Time
has not tarnished it ; no later art has improved upon it ; nor
genius discovered anything more lovely ; nor religion anything
more divine (H. Drummond, The Ascent of Man, Ijondon, 1894,
'

pp. 378, 407).

(Buddhist)
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(Buddhist).— In the 6th cent. B.C.,
aro.so in the valley of the Ganges,
the family had already been long constituted, and
its every detail settled, in accordance with the
tribal customs of the Aryan, Dravidian, Kolarian,
and other inhabitants. Neither at the beginning,
in the precepts put into the mouth of the Buddha
in our earliest documents, was any attempt made
to interfere in any way with those customs ; nor
afterwards, as the influence of the new teaching
spread, do we find any decree of a Buddhist Council,
or any ordinance of a Buddhist king, prescribing
a change there in family relations. When Buddhism was subsequently introduced and more or less
widely or completely adopted in other countries,
the Buddhists evinced no desire, and probably had
no power, to reconstitute the famiW according
It is
to any views of their owti on the subject.
possible, therefore, to speak of the family as Budobservation
sense
an
dhist only in a very modified

when Buddhism

—

equally true of all religions so late as, or later than,
the Buddhist. But the general tone of the Buddhist
teaching, and the adoption by a proportion of the
inhabitants of any country of the system of selfculture and self-control we now call Buddhism (the
Buddhists called it the Dharma), could not fail to
exercise a certain influence on the degree in which
previously existing customs were modified to suit
the new environment. And in our oldest documents, in those portions addressed to beginners In
the system, and amounting to little more than milk
for babes, we find allusions, not indeed to the readjustment of any point of detail, but to the general
principles which should guide a good Buddhist in
his family relations.
Thus in the edifying story of the partridge,' the
Buddha is represented as laying especial stress on
the importance of reverence being paid to the
aged, and as concluding his discourse tnus
:

So, since even animals can live together in mutual reverence,
confidence, and courtesy, so much more should you so let your
light shine forth that you, who have left the world to follow so
well taught a doctrine and discipline, may be seen to dwell in
liite manner together.'
'

This

here addressed to the bhikkhus.

is

After-

wards the same story was included in the popular
collection of Jatakas (Fausboll, Lond. 1877-97, i.
217-220) and it was well known to the Chinese pilgrim, Yiian Chwang (Watters, On Yuan Chwang's
;

A

similar sentiTravels in India, do. 1905, ii. 54).
in the popular anthology of favourite
stanzas, the Dhammapada (verse 109, a celebrated
verse found also in other Buddhist anthologies, and
repeated, in almost identical words, by later Sans-

ment is found

krit writers). 2

Buddha sees a
six quarters. North,
the nadir, and the zenith, and
excellent way of guarding the

In the Sigalovdda Suttanta the

young man worshipping the
South, East, West,

shows him a more

six quarters by right conduct towards parents
wife and children, and teachers and friends

and
and

dependents.
*In five ways the son should minister to his mother and
father, who are the East quarter. He should say : " I will
sustain in their old age those who supported me in my youth ;
I will take upon myself what they would otherwise have to do
I will keep up the
(in relation to the State and the family)
lineage of their house ; I will guard their property ; and when
will
make
the customary
dead
and
gone
I
duly
they are
;

Cf. also artt.

Children, Marriage, Woman.

—

LriEn^rTmB. In addition to the authorities cited in the
the following may be consulted
J. Fenton, Early
Hetyrew Life, London, 1880; W. R. Smith, Kinship and
Marriage^, London and Edin. 1907; I. Benzinger, Heb.
Arch., Freiburg i. B. 1904 ; W. Nowack, Lehrb. der heb.
.4rcA., do. 1904; H. L. Martensen, Chr. EfA. (Social), Eng. tr.,
Edin. 1884 J. Clark Murray, A Eandb. of Chr. Eth., do.
Newman Smyth, Chr. Eih., do. 1892, p. 406 f.
1908, p. 253 f.
W. S. Bruce, Soc. Aspects of Chr. Morality, London, 1905,
p. 48 f.; T. B. Kilpatrick, Chr. Character, Edin. 1899, p.
143 f. ; J. Stalker, The Eth. of Jesus, London, 1909, p. 331 f.
T. V. Hiring, Eth. of the Chr. Life, do. 1909, p. 337 f. Helen
Bosanquet, The Family, do. 1906 art. Familie,' in

article,

:

;

;

gifts."

Thus ministered unto, the father and mother in five ways
show their affection to their son. They restrain him from evil,
and train him to follow that which is seemly, they have him
taught a craft, they marry him to a suitable wife, and in due
season they give him his portion of the inheritance.
In five ways the husband should minister to his wife, who is
the West quarter. He should treat her with reverence not
.

.

.

;

her never he false to her acknowledge her authority ;
and provide her with things of beauty. Thus ministered unto,
the wife should in five ways show her affection for her husband.
belittle

;

;

;

'

;

PREh

James, Strahan.

1

Vinaya,

2

Manu,

ii.

ii.

Vinaya Texts, iii. 194 {SBB xx.
Mahabhdrata, v. 1621.

161, tr. in

121

;

).

—

a

;
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She should manage her household well; carry out all due
never be false to him
courtesies to relatives on both sides
take care of his property and be able and active in all she has
;

(Celtic)

we may

to do.'

conjecture that the influence of

early

Buddhist teaching was not without weight.

;

Ltterattjrb.

1

—The authorities are given in the article.
T.

Passages of similar tendency are found in other
beginners or
Earts of the Nikdyas addressed to
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family

wrapped

W. Rhys Davids.

The

evolution of the
in considerable obscurity,

(Celtic).— I.

Celtic
ouseholders. The principles set forth in them may and it is by no means easy, from the evidence that
been
certainly be called Buddhist, since they have
has come down to us, from both Christian and
adopted into the Dhamma. But it is probable that pre-Christian times, to conjecture through what

they are a selection from the views as to family and
sexual relations already current among the Aryan
clans to which the Buddha himself and most of
his early disciples to whom we owe the record
belonged. What is Buddhist about it is the selecFor instance, we know from the later lawtion.
books that the pre-Buddhistic Aryans performed, at
a marriage, magical and religious ceremonies which
bore a striking resemblance in important details
to ceremonies enacted at a si mil ar date by other
Aryan races in Europe. Other religious ceremonies
were performed at tiie name-giving, the initiation,
and other important periods in the history of the
All these are, of course, ignored and
family.
omitted in the exhortation. Buddhists could not
countenance practices which they held to be connected with superstition. And they put nothing
There are no Buddhist ceremonies
in their place.
of marriage, initiation, baptism, or the like.
Marriage is regarded as a purely civil rite, and
the Buddhist clergy, as such, take no part in it.
This is probably the reason why Asoka, in his
He conedicts on religion, does not mention it.
siders marriage, and the observance of family
customs, a civil affair.^
In pre-Buddhistic times, divorce, but without any
formal decree, was allowed. So Isidasi, for instance, explains how she had had to return tmce
to her father's house, having been sent^ back by
successive husbands owing to incompatibility of
temper (the result of her evil deeds in a former
birth).'
No instance is recorded of similar action
taken against the husband. In countries under the
influence of the Thera-vada (the older Buddhism)
there is divorce on eqnal terms for husband or
wife on the ground of infidelity, desertion, or incomThis is, however, infrequent.
patibility of temper.
Fielding estimates it, for village commimities in
Burma, at two to five per cent of the marriages ;*
and the present writer, whUe not able to estimate
any percentage, for which there are no statistics
available, is able to testify to the very low number

—

of divorces in Ceylon.
The wife, after marriage, retains her own name,
and the full control of all her property, whether it
be dower or inheritance. Property acquired by
the partnership (of husband and wife) is joint

property.

There

monogamous

is

(that

no harim system
is,

marriage is
kings
women go about

among the

;

people

;

often follow the Hindu customs)
unveiled, engage in business, can sign deeds, give
evidence, join in social intercourse, and have just
such liberty as they and their men-folk think exFielding, who has given the facts for
pedient.
Burma in considerable detail (chs. 13-17), does not
discuss the question how far this state of things is
due to the influence of Buddhism, and how far to
the inherited customs and good sense of the people.
But, when we call to mind that the same or closely
related races have, under other influences, much
less advanced customs, and that in early Buddhism
a remarkably high position was allowed to women,
;

1 Tr. from Digha, iii. 189 ff. ; also tr. by S. Gogerly, Ceylon
(ed. Bishop, Colombo, 190S), p. 529 £E., and by R. C.
ChUders, CR, 1876.
2 There is a reference to docility towards parents in the 3rd
Rock Edict. See T. W. Rhys Davids, Buddhist Itidia, London,

Buddhism

1903, p. 295.
3 ThiTi-gdtha, 416, 425, tr. bv C. A. F. Rhys Davids, in
of the Sistert, PTS, 1900, p. 160.
4 Soul 0/ a People, London, 1898, p. 246.

Psalms

is

phases it had passed before the dawn of history.
In the case of Celtic countries, too, it has always
to be remembered that the Celtic-speaking inhabitants were comparatively late comers, and
that the previous inhabitants had for ages their
own social institutions, which may or may not have
undergone a similar evolution to those of the
invaders of Indo-European speech. Nor can it be
supposed that the institutions of the invaders
would necessarily supplant those of the earlier
inhabitants, especially in the remoter districts,
where the indigenous population would be most
Further, it is not imposlikely to hold its own.
sible that, in some cases, the institution which
survived was neither that of the invaders nor that
of the previous inhabitants in its entirety, but a
working compromise consisting of elements from
both sources, the development of which it is now
by no means easy to follow. It may well be, for
example, that the curious system of fosterage,
which played so large a part in Celtic famUy life
(see

artt.

Children

[Celtic],

and Fosterage),

origin to some such fusion of Celtic and preCeltic institutions, but it is now, at this distance of
time, a fruitless task to speculate upon the matter.
Further, it must be borne in mind that, in the
documents which describe the social life of the
Celts, our information relates almost entirely to
the higher circles of the population that is, to the
free members of tribes (doubtless in the main
sprung from men of Indo-European speech) who at
the earliest did not reach the British Isles before
about 1800 B.C. and the West of Europe some
centuries before. What the institutions of the
unfree ' tenants of Celtic countries may have been
is involved in great uncertainty, and their social

owed

its

—

'

organization

may

well have developed on lines dis-

tinctly different from those that were characteristic
of the Indo-European conquerors of Gaul and the
British Isles, and of the kinsmen of these conquerors in other countries of cognate speech.
study of the various treatises which embody
2.
the ancient law of Ireland, together with the documents which describe the social system of ancient
Wales, and, similarly, an investigation into the clan
organization of the Scottish Highlands, make it
abundantly clear that the family basis was patriarchal, and, at any rate in Christian times,
essentially monogamic. In Gaul, too, as Ctesar
{de Bell. Gall. vi. 15) tells us, the family structure
was of the same type, and the family groups had
attached to them groups of ambacti ('clients')
word of Celtic origin, which is the exact phonetic
equivalent of the Welsh atnaeth, ('farmer'). Nor
is this development of Celtic institutions to be
wondered at, because the type of family in question is the natural correlative of the kind of

A

—

military and semi-nomadic life which ultimately
brought the Celts into a dominant position (until
Home conquered them) in Celtic lands. At the
same time, there are indications that there were,
at any rate in some parts of these lands, certaiii
unusual features of family life, which impressed
some of the observers of the ancient world. For
example, Caesar (vi. 18) acquaints us with the
curious fact that, in Gaul, it was thought to be a
shameful thing for a boy to be present before the
face of his father in public, until he was of age to
bear arms. He also tells us (v. 14. 4) that in

:

'
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Britain ten or a dozen men liad wives common to
the group, and that in this matter brothers mostly
Strabo (iv. 5. 4), following
i'oined with brothers.
'osidonius, speaks of a rumour that the Irish had
no definite system of matrimony, but he could not
vouch for the truth of this view. Dio Cassius
(Ixxvi. 12. 2) says that the Caledonii had wives in
common (rais yvvai^li' iiriKoLvoi.^ xp^/"-^""^) and, in
his description of Thule (derived from Pytheas),
Solinus (Polyhistor. ch. 22) says that the king of
that island had no wife of his own. These statements regarding the inhabitants of Britain appear
to have gained a wide currency in antiquity, and
we find Bardesanes in Eusebius (Praep. Evang.
vi. 10) repeating the story that several persons
jointly had one wife in Britain ; while Jerome (adv.
Jovin. ii. 7, p. 335) says of the Scoti
'•

* Scotorum natio uxores proprias non habet
et quasi Platonis
politiam legerit et Catonis eectetur exemplum, nulla apud eoa
coniux propria eat, sed, ut cuique libitum fuerit, pecudum more
lasciviunt' (eee, further, above, pp. 456 f., 460^, 462 f., 465).
:

It has been thought that the absence in

any word

Welsh

of

son as distinguished from boy
(mab),
daughter as distinguished from
girl (merch), points to an analogous situation in
remote times in that country ; but this absence of
separate terms may easily be one of the accidents
of language. Again, the so-called Pictish succession, whereby the Pictish crown descended from
the reigning king to his sister's son, has been
thought to have had its roots in a remote matriarchal system but the criticism of this view by
d'Arbois de Jubainville, in La Familh celtique
Nor would
(p. 88) makes it hazardous to accept it.
it be safe to attach undue importance to certain
legendary
nomenclature,
such
as Concases of
chobar mac Nessa ( Conchobar, son of Ness ') and
Gwydion fab Don (' Gwydion, son of Don '), where
the hero is called after his mother's name. The
prominence given also to the grouped goddesses
for
or for

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'
and ' Matronae ' (on whom see
280) in certain regions cannot, in view of
the scantiness of the general evidence, be regarded
as of any significance in this connexion.
3. Still, notwithstanding the rumoursof antiquity,
which it would he rash to say were entirely devoid
of foundation, at any rate in the more backward
districts,
the evidence of Ctesar as to Gaul and the
abundant testimony of the Irish and Welsh laws
alike reveal, both in Gaul and in Britain, communities where the male head of each social group is in

called

ERE

'

Matres

iii.

—

—

unmistakable prominence. Of the patria potestas
enjoyed by the husbands in Gaul, Csesar says
Viri in uxores, sicuti in liberos, vitae
19)
necisque habent potestatem,' and both the Irish
and the Welsh laws show us that women could not
be members of the recognized tribes. The organization of the Celts was everywhere based on the
in Gaul the tribe, in Ireland the clan
tie of blood
under its chief, and in Wales the cenedl (' kindred ')
under its pencenedl (' head of the kindred '), were
all governed by the idea of a common ancestry.
The family proper was the smallest subdivision of
the social organism, and was founded on the prinThe organization
ciple of monogamic marriage.
of the family nad at one time a very important
practical significance, since it was closely connected
with the tenure of land and the occupation of
the dwelling-houses built upon the land in other
words, with succession, and also with responsibility
for the payment of compensation for wrongs committed by a kinsman (see Crimes and Punish(vi.

:

'

:

—

ments

[Celtic], vol. iv. p. 261,
[Celtic], vol. ii. p. 725).
There

and Blood-Feud
were thus reasons

for the evolution of the family-group in the direction of greater compactness and definiteness.
4. The Irish legal documents, such as the Senchus

M6r, with

its

commentary, the Book of Aicill, and

(Celtic)
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other treatises, unfortunately do not present us
with a very clear account of the structure of the
Irish family, and the descriptions therein contained
have given rise to much discussion see d'ArboiB
de Jubainville, op. cit. ; also the Introduction to
the Book of Aicill,' in Amiient Laws of Inland,
vol. iii. p. cxxxix, and especially the Introduction
(by Alexander George Richey) to the Brehon Law
Tracts, ib. vol. iv. p. xlix. The latter Introduction, which deals with this complicated subject
most thoroughly, may be supplemented with advantage by a study of R. Atkinson's Glossary to
the Ancient Laws of Ireland (vol. vi. in the Rolls
Series).
Both the Introduction in question and
the Glossary show how little can be gleaned with
certainty from the Irish laws as to the precise significance of their fourfold classification of the Irish
family into the gelfine, the derbfne, the iarfine,
and the innfine. Of these family-groups it is
evident, from the account given by Atkinson in
his Glossary, that the gelfine was the most living
and vigorous form of the family in the times to
which the Irish Law Treatises refer, though this
form may, even then, owing to the settlement of a
large part of the land of Ireland, have lost something of its earlier raison d'Hre in the occupation
of new territory.
According to Atkinson, it can be
stated with certainty that the gelfine included two
varieties: (1) the gelfine iarmbdaib('ixo\itvia.T6.s'),
and (2) the gelfine lar culaib ('backwards'), the
former denoting five men of the direct line father,
son, grandson, great-grandson, and great-greatgrandson the latter denoting the similar descendants in the direct line from the father's brother.
Of these two varieties it would appear that the
former was the more important aspect of the
gelfine, and Richey in his Introduction has ingeniously suggested that it began with the occupation
of new lands, when the father would hold the
original dwelling, and, if he had five sons, four of
;

'

—

;

them would during

their father's lifetime occupy
each a homestead on the land, while the fifth son
would in time succeed to his father's homestead.
The view held by Whitley Stokes and by d'Arbois
de Jubainville, that gel in gelfine means a hand,'
and that it is cognate with tne Greek xelp, is improbable
and, consequently, there appears no
warrant for the view that the gelfine was essen' familia
tially a
in manu.' Of the other names for
family-divisions the term derbfine (' true- family ')
suggests that it may have denoted what was for a
time a rival classification with some of the other
divisions, and the present writer is inclined to
hazard the opinion that these terms, which have
given rise to so much ingenious discussion, are in
reality surviving traces of different family arrangements, which prevailed at different periods, and
that the Irish, instead of discarding the old classifications completely when the gelfine came into
favour, allowed them to remain as names, and
regarded them as being forms of family arrange'

;

in reserve in case of need.
The
process of evolution has doubtless operated hers,
and has left some of its traces, as in the case of

ments which were

other social institutions.
5. The Scots who carried with them the Gaelic
tongue into Scotland brought also their tribal
organization, but, as Skene (Celtic Scotland, iii.
320) points out, the original clan-organization of
the Gaelic-speaking invaders from Ireland appears
to have been broken up, and new septs or clans
came to appear as a distinct and prominent feature
The
in the organization of the Gaelic population.
basis of the clan-system was, however, essentially
the same as in Ireland ; and, just as there were in
Ireland certain dependent septs, so, too, in Scotland
there were, side by side with the clans of kinsmen
corresponding to the Irish 'free' tenants, other

—
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clans corresponding to the fuidhir tenants

'

(For an account of the development of
the clan and family system of the Highlands, the
reader should consult Skene, iii.)
6. In Wales, the family organization within the
tribe (cenedl) was only of one type, namely, that
corresponding in the main to the gelfine of Ireland.
It consisted of the ancestor, his sons, his grandsons,
and great-grandsons. So far as the occupation of
land was concerned, the corresponding territorial
division was the gwely, upon which a body of
members of the same family were settled, occupying the original mansion of the family, and the
supplementary tyddynod ('homesteads') which
were buUt upon the land to accommodate the sons
as they married. This family organization among
the Welsh was responsible for the payment of the
galanas (' blood-fee ') in the case of the commission
of homicide by a member of the family (see Crimes
AND Punishments [Celtic]). It wUl thus be seen
that in Wales, as in Ireland, it was the practical
questions of land-tenure and responsibility for the
actions of kinsmen that made the family as such
so important a factor in social life, with the result
that pedigrees were kept with remarkable care.
With the introduction, however, of the English
manorial system and English law, the pressure of
practical necessity upon family organization became
less urgent ; but, nevertheless, the sense of kinship,
even to the recognition of distant relatives, has
remained far stronger in Wales than in corresponding circles in England at the present day, and this
recognition of kinship shows itself in a marked
way in the sense of obligation which most Welshmen feel to attend the funerals even of distant
kinsmen a feature of Welsh life which generally
appears strange to Englishmen who come to reside
of Ireland.

—

in Wales.

The various terms which express family

7.

relationship, in spite of their common IndoEuropean origin, are somewhat different in the
two great branches (the Goidelic and the Brythonic)
For example, the term for
of the Celtic tongue.
*
father ' in Irish is athair, the phonetic equivalent
(with the regular loss of Indo-European ' p ') of the
Latin pater, while, in the Brythonic group, the
corresponding Indo-European term of endearment,
tdta, nas entirely supplanted the more formal
Celtic term for 'father,' giving the Welsh and
Breton tad, and the Cornish tas. Similarly, in
Welsh, Breton, and Cornish, the place of modr
(the equivalent of Lat. mater, Irish mathair) has
been taken by the analogous term of endearment
from mamma. Likewise in Brythonic (cf.
Welsh taid, 'grandfather,' nam, 'grandmother')
we have survivals of Indo-European terms of endearment. In Ireland, too, the terms for fosterfather" (aite) and 'foster-mother' (muime) are, in
origin, both survivals of terms of endearment also.
The Irish word mac, like the Welsh inab, can mean
both boy ' and ' son ' ; and the Irish term ingen

mam

'

'

—

('daughter') a word meaning literally 'one born
into the family (for eni-gcTia) has the same dual
meaning. In both branches of Celtic speech, too,
the words which originally meant grandson and

—

'

'

'

'

granddaughter have come to mean ' nephew and
'

'

'niece.'
8. In modern Welsh the term in regular use for
family is teulu, but the reader should be on his
guard against assuming that in Welsh mediseval
documents this word had the same meaning as it
now has. Its meaning then, in accordance with
its derivation (from ty, 'house,' and llu, 'host'),
was the retinue or bodyguard of the head of the
household
and, in the case of the king, this
retinue had a special head, the pen teulu, and a
special bard, bardd teulu, of its own.
The earlier
meaning of the word now survives only in a South
•

'

'

'

;

(Chinese)
Wales term

for a 'phantom funeral procession'
(pronounced toili = teulu).
9. The treatment of children among the Celts,
as well as the interesting practice of fosterage, is
discussed in the artt. Children (Celtic) and
Fosterage, and the place of the wife in the
family, together with the conditions of marriage
(including the question of marriage gifts) will be
considered in connexion with the subject of

Marriage

(Celtic).

LiTBRATCRE.— Rhys and Brynmor- Jones, The Welsh. People *,
London, 1906 H. d Arbois de Jubainville, La Faraille eeltiqMe,
Pari3, 1905 Ancient Laws and Institutes of Wales, ed. Aneurin
Owen (RoUs Series, London, 1841); Wade-Evans, Welsh
Medieval Law, Oxford, 1909 The Ancient Laws of Ireland
(Rolls Series, London, 1865-1901); R. Atkinson, Glossary to
Ancient Laws of Ireland (Roils Series, London, 1901) W. F.
Skene, Celtic Scotland ', Edinburgh, 1890.
E. Anwyl.
(Chinese).
Introductory. The analysis of a Chinese character is not always a reliable
guide to its primitive meaning. The usual form
of the character for 'family,' i.e. those under the
roof of one paterfamilias, is a pig under a roof, and
the Shuo Win (e. A.D. 100) says that, origin.ally
meaning a pig-sty, it was afterwards metaphorically used for a human home.
It is just as likely,
however, that originally the part of the character
which stands for ' pig ' had merely a phonetic
value ; and in any case the Liu Shu
(between
A.D. 1250 and 1319) sets aside this derivation, and
analyzes another form of the character into three
;

;

;

;

—
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persons under a roof.
The institution of the family is ascribed to FuhBefore his time the people
hsi (2852-2736 B.C.).
were like beasts, knowing their mothers but not
their fathers, and pairing without decency.
Fuhhsi established the laws of marriage, organized
clans, and introduced family surnames.
Society in China is predominantly patriarchal.
The family is the social unit and the norm of social
organization (Williams, Middle Kingdom, New
mandarin is the parent of
York, 1876, i. 296).
his children people.
'The Empire is one family.'
To the Son of Heaven there is no stranger he
regards the empire as his family.' In accordance
with this idea, hsiao, filial piety, the duty of a
child, and t'i, the duty of a younger brother, are
Esteem most
the fundamental social virtues.
highly filial piety and brotherly submission, in
order to give due prominence to the social relations (^^ocr. Edict [A.D. 1670], i.).
A typical Chinese family might consist of father,
mother, sons, daughters-in-law, and grandchildren.
To have four generations alive in one household is
marked felicity ; if five are alive at the same time,
many are the congratulations, and special announcement of the fact is made in the temple of
the City-Guardian.
I. Husband and wife.— Marriages are arranged
by the parents of the bridegroom and bride through
the agency of a go-between.' ' In taking a wife,
how do you proceed? Without a go-between, it
cannot be done' (Shi-King, xv. 6). Betrothal is
considered binding, and often takes place at a very
early age.
In some cases the future daughter-inlaw is brought as an infant into her future husfamily,
band's
and grows up as a member of it.
The custom, however, is not of high repute, and is
particularly objectionable where, as in at least one
district, the future husband and wife cohabit
from their earliest years, and there is no formal
marriage. Early marriage is usual.
boy is of
age at 15. Prohibition of inter-marriage extends
to all persons of the same surname, even though
they should belong to widely separated parts of
the Empire ; and, if a man would marry a near
relative on his mother's side, the contracting
parties must be of the same generation ; e.g., a

A

'

:

'

'

'

A
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man may marry

his cousin but not his aunt.
Otherwise there is no restriction.
In practice,
of course, regard is paid to equality of social
status
'Eight ounces is a match for half a

—

pound

and the horoscopes of the parties are
often taken into consideration. The bride brings
her trousseau but the husband's family have to
pay a dowry for her, although among the wealthy
this is somewhat of a formality.
Marriage ar'

;

;

in this way is not of affection, and in many
cases, at least in the humbler ranks of life, is as
much providing a help for the mother-in-law as a
wife for the son. But it is evident from popular
tales that romance is not unknown in Chinese life,
through love stirred by favourable report or accidental glimpse. Doubtless, too, in many cases,
however affection may be lacking to begin with,
it springs up in the course of years.
The virtue
of a husband is to be 'a just person,' and of a
wife to be obedient. Conjugal harmony is recognized as the foundation of successful family life,
and finds its emblem in mandarin ducks types
of conjugal modesty and fidelity (cf. Shi-King, i. 1).
Owing to the low status of women and the excessive desire for offspring, the wife is too often regarded merely as the possible mother of sons. In
the lower ranks of life, where it is her function to
boil rice as well as to ' bear children,' it is desired also that she be a capable housewife.
Theoretically she is a keeper at home.
Her husband
refers to her as ' the person within,' with the addition of various depreciatory epithets.
Whatever the origin of foot- binding, it is popularly
regarded as a salutary check on woman's proclivity
to gadding about and to worse evils.
Foot-binding, however, is by no means universal ; and among
the lower classes, especially in certain districts,

ranged

—

'

'

women

are allowed great freedom, and take even
too large a share in heavy outdoor work.
Owing
to the lack of female education, a wife can seldom
be a companion to her husband. Nor is this looked
for and a household is apt to fall into two sections, male and female, the women and girls taking
their meals apart from and after the men-folk.
Besides the normal form of marriage, in which
the bride goes to live in the home of her
husband's parents, there are other forms, in which
the husband joins his wife's family. This may
;

happen when the wife's parents have no sons,
and, instead of marrying their daughter out, bring
in a son-in-law to marry her.
In this case the
husband does not take his wife's surname but
some arrangement is come to, such as that the
first son of the marriage shall take the surname
of his mother's parents, and ca«ry on the succes;

sion for them.

A

second class of such marriages
is where a husband is called in to marry a widowed
daughter-in-law.
In such cases the wife retains
the surname and even the name of her deceased
husband, and the children of her second marriage
carry on his succession and not that of their own
father.
In this case the second husband leaves
his own clan and is merged in that of his wife,
and is regarded with a certain measure of
contempt.
Ke-marriage of a widower is usual ; and remarriage of a widow is not infrequent, though to
remain faithful to the memory of her husband is
considered more estimable, and a second marriage
is celebrated with 'maimed rites.'
The arrangements for the re-marriage of a widow are made
by her parents-in-law ; but more regard is paid to
her will in the matter than would be paid to the
wishes of a daughter. There is no fixed rule with
regard to the disposal of a widow's children ; but
It may be taken for granted that not all her sons
at least would be allowed to accompany their
mother to her new home.

(Chinese)
Concubinage.
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—

Chinese law recognizes only one
but concubinage is legal, 'i'he practice dates
from ancient times. Of Yao (23.'56 D.c.) it is recorded that he gave his two daughters in marriage
to his successor Shun, though tliis is a ca.se rather
of polygamy than of concubinage.
It may be
noted that the marriage of two sisters, as in this
case, is now unknown, though marriage of a deceased wife's sister is not forbidden. Concubinage
is common among the wealthy classes.
Among
the poorer it is less common, and usually only for
the purpose of securing a male succession. There
is no legal limit to the number of concubines that
wife,

may

be taken.
Divorce.
According to law there are seven
reasons for which a husband may divorce his wife
but the law recognizes no right of the wife to
divorce her husband. The seven legal reasons for
divorce are unfilial conduct (towards the husband's
parents), adultery, jealousy, loquacity, theft, grievous disease {e.g. leprosy), barrenness ; but some of
these, e.g. barrenness, are not recognized by custom.
To these legal reasons must be added poverty,
which is the commonest cause of all. It is difficult
to estimate the percentage of divorces, but divorce

—

;

is

not supposed to be frequent (Dyer Ball, Things

Chinese, ed. Shanghai, 1903, p. 212 ; Doolittle,
Social Life, i. 107). No legal process is necessary,
though a writing of divorcement should be given,
and is usually demanded by the second husband of
the repudiated woman as a precaution. The repudiated wife is married by the aid of a ' gobetween.'
This is not so difficult as it might
seem j for the desire for children is strong, and
matrimony is largely a mercantile transaction, in

which a woman whose reputation is damaged may
be had at a cheaper rate. The husband's somewhat despotic power over his wife is limited in
practice, not so much by legal restraints as by
Eublic opinion, and in particular by the fear of
is wife's relatives, especially if they are of a
powerful clan. Short of divorce a man may, if
his wife offends, send her back to her parents, as
a hint that their family discipline has been defective.
This is regarded as a disgrace to them and
it is for them, if the wife has been in the wrong,
to placate her husband and persuade him to take
her back. In practice, though not in law, a concubine has little protection against her husband,
and can be sold at his pleasure.
2. Parents and children.
In the family the
father is the supreme authority a general rule
with many qualifications according to the ability
and force of character of other members of the
family group.
woman is not supposed to rule
as a girl she should obey her father, as a wife her
husband, as a widow her grown-up son.
But,
while it is true that the status of women is low,
it would be a great mistake to infer that they can
have no influence. Of the twenty-four examples
of filial piety, more than half are instances of piety
towards mother or stepmother an aged mother
is usually treated with much deference.
The duty
of a son to his parents takes precedence of his duty
to wife or children. The eleventh of the examples
of filial piety is a man who, because his means are
insufficient to maintain his mother and his child,
says to his wife ' One may get another child, but
it is impossible to get another mother,' and proposes to economize by burying his child alive. As
he is digging the grave, he is rewarded by finding
a pot of gold. According to the same principle,
to put away a wife because she is displeasing to
her mother-in-law is laudable ; and it is considered
right to subordinate the wife's interests to the
mother's. The object of having children is broadly
stated to be that parents may in old age enjoy
their ministrations ; and hsiao has been defined
;

—

—

A

;

;

:
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as to serve parents with propriety, to bury them
with propriety, and to sacrifice to them with
parent's
propriety (Analects, bk. ii. ch. v.).
birthdays are times of congratulation, particularly

A

from the

fiftieth

year onwards,

men

observing

their fifty-first, sixty-first birthday, and so on,
while women observe their fiftieth, sixtieth, etc.
coffin is considered to be an appropriate gift
from a filial son to his parents ; and to provide a
seemly funeral is an important part of his duty,

A

though extravagance is not favoured by classical
precept.
The great importance attached to hsiao
underlies the practice of rewarding a man's merit
by granting honours to his deceased parents and
ancestors on the other hand, to say to a child
that he lacks family training is, by its reflexion
on his parents, felt to be a severe rebuke. Parental
If
authority is not less wide than filial duty.
filial piety suggests the sacrifice of a child to a
mother's comfort, paternal authority is warrant
;

In practice,

for the deed.

if

not in law,

it lies

with the parents to decide whether a new-born
child shall be brought up or not.
The question,
'
One
of course, concerns female children only
may kill a girl though she might have become a
queen ; no one kills a boy though he may become
only a beggar.' The extent of infanticide varies
in different times and places ; in some it is lamentably common. It may seem a paradox to say that
a nation in which infanticide is practised, not
indeed without protest (cf. Chinese tracts against
it), but without grave social reprobation, is also
distinguished by love of young children but the
fact is so.
Among the poorer classes very young
children take their share in the family work, attending to still younger children, herding cattle or
geese, and gathering fuel.
But, in spite of all that
can be fairly urged, it is easy to do less than justice
to the happiness of Chinese children.
Where footbinding is practised it is, of course, both crippling
and painful.
Corresponding to filial piety the parental virtue
:

;

is

tz'-ii,

'tenderness.'

mother who

More

generally

it

is

the

spoken of as the Family Tenderness, while the father is the Family Gravity {yen).
'A grave father makes filial sons,' and paternal
severity is recommended by the example of Confucius, who maintained towards his son an attitude
is

of distant reserve(y4reaZ.,bk. xvi. ch. xiii.). Manuals
of family discipline are not lacking which exhibit
an ideal of family life. Of these a well-known
example is Chu Fu Tztt's Family Instructor, with
its precepts on cleanliness, moderation, economy,
and education, and its hinted darker side in its
warnings against the beauty of maids and concubines or the good looks of young serving-lads.

Family training

on the whole, not well carried
Excessive indulgence and weak retreat beout.
fore childish obstinacy are apt to alternate with
passionate anger and unreasonable harshness. In
the case of children who are guilty of extreme disis,

regard for their parents, appeal may be made to
a magistrate or, in spite of legal restrictions, a
;

may

exercise his own disciplinary powers
question, even in those very
rare cases in which he may arrange to have his
son removed by death, though, in the case of a
son adopted from beyond the family, questions
might be raised by his relatives. Crimes against
parents are particularly heinous.
The guilt of
parricide is such as to involve not only the whole
family of the parricide, but also his neighbours
and his teacher.
Adoption. Where children are lacking, or an
adult son has died unmarried or childless, the
family succession is provided for by adoption.
The most usual course is to adopt a son. Sometimes perhaps as a cheaper expedient a daughter

father

with

little fear of

—

—

—

(Chinese)
is adopted, and a son-in-law brought in for her.
is often a nephew, or is one belonging to the family of a near relative, or at least
is of the same surname.
In one case known to the
present writer, adoption from another surname is
forbidden under an ancestor's malediction. There
is, however, no absolute rule on this point.
An
adopted son is, as to his rights and his duties
towards his adoptive parents, in the position of a
son by birth.
Property. The father's discretion in the division
of the family property is strictly limited, and any
departure from use and wont would be checked
by the collective opinion of the family expressed
through the nearer relatives. Daughters do not
inherit.
The eldest son usually receives a larger
share than any of his brothers, in view of his
greater responsibility for the carrying out of the
rites of filial piety (' Incense lamp fields ') ; but in
this, as in other matters, custom seems to vary
(cf. A. H. Smith, Village Life, 327).
Sons of concubines take a smaller share than sons of the wife.
If the family property has not been divided by the
father among his sons before his death, they may
continue to hold it in common, and to do so is a
laudable evidence of fraternal harmony ; or they
may proceed to a division by mutual agreement.
In this case, their mother's brother is considered a
proper person to act as ' divider.'
part of the
family property may be set aside to provide for the
family's ancestral worship. Such property is held
in annual rotation by the sons or their representatives, the holder for the year having to provide
what is needed for the ancestral worship, while
the remainder of the income falls to himself. In

The adopted son

—

A

some wealthy families an endowment

also pro-

is

vided for the scholars of the family. Before alienating any family property, the seller is supposed
to give his near relatives the option of buying.
All families
3. The family and larger groups.
descended from a common ancestor recognize in
that a bond of union, and a special kinship is
recognized between persons who derive from a
common ancestor not more than five generations
removed.
Among such kinsfolk, mourning is
regulated according to the degree of propinquity.
Theoretically, all persons of the same surname,
however widely separated their native places may
be, form one great clan. This clan system, though
naturally of little influence except where members
of the clan are in geographical proximity, is a very
f)rominent feature of Chinese life. There are vilages with hundreds or thousands of inhabitants,
all of one surname, and tracing their descent from
a common ancestor whose sons were the founders
of the ' fathers' houses, to some one of which each
villager belongs.
These fathers' houses are dis-

—

'

'

'

tinct entities, and may be friendly or hostile to
each other. It is, therefore, a matter of no small
moment not only to belong to a powerful clan, but
in it to belong to a ' father's house which is powerful, the degree of its power being determined not
by seniority, but by its numbers, wealth, or the
official persons who belong to it.
The bond of
'

common ancestry is recognized, even though the
descendants are not congregated in one village.
A centre of union is found in the common ancestral
temple or grave, although worship of the common
ancestor is apt to decay unless there is common
property the tenure of which depends on it.
family register is also kept
and to have his
name erased from it is one of the greatest disgraces
to which a Chinaman can be subjected.
In connexion with the register there is an ingenious
plan by which the generation to which a man belongs may be known from his family name. In
mnemonic verses, chosen characters are arranged
in a certain order, and each of these chosen char-

A

;
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often married their own sisters.
In Eoman times
is appropriated to a certain generation, and
forms part of the name of all the maleH belonging we find this practice common among ordinary
thereto. Mutual responsibility is a marked feature people.
The most important person in the family was,
of Chinese life; senior relatives for their juniors,
then, not the father, as among the Semites, but
and the elders of a clan for its members.
In the lower ranks, the mother. She was the house-ruler, the nebt4. Servants and slaves.
servants or hired workers are treated very much per, the focus of the family. Nevertheless, she
as being of the family, and take their meals with was the inferior of the man, her husband, in that
its members.
In the higher ranks this is not so. she was always mentioned after him on the tombThere, on the one hand, servants show to their stones she is always the wife {/lemet) of the man,
masters a ceremonious deference on the other, he is never the husband (zai) of the woman. After
they often exercise a freedom of intervention in all, she could not become nebt-per unless she were
their master's affairs, both of which are strange to first kernel, and that, when all was said and done,
Western manners. Slavery is by no means a pro- depended on the pleasure of the man. So far the
minent feature of Chinese life tho\igh, even where man dominated, but never as the Semitic man did,
who was the ba'al, 'lord' of his wife, his b'ri'ah,
it Is unknown as such, there may be those who
chattel,' or as did the Greek man, who, like Hesiod
through stress of poverty have been sold, or have
A much more usual {Wor/cs and Days, 403), regarded a wife simply
sold themselves, into service.
type of slavery is seen in the slave girls of well-to-do as a necessary possession on a level with his ox
families.
They are the property of their owners, and his plough ; at Athens only the hetairai
and dependent for their happiness on the goodwill had any freedom or influence. But, on the other
of their mistresses.
They are distinguished from hand, the Semite preserved far greater privacy and
daughters of the house by not having their feet holiness of the sexual relations. This agrees perbound, and by some differences of attire. When haps with the Egyptian character, which was and
they have grown to womanhood, they may remain is naturally more open and frank than that of the
in the family as female attendants, though this is Semite. Actual marriage with sisters was more or
less confined to the royal house (with disastrous
rare, or be taken as concubines, or (more reputably)
be disposed of in marriage, or as concubines to results to the Pharaohs), but the indefiniteness of
others.
Eunuchs employed as slaves are unknown the relations of the women of the family to the
outside court circles.
men is shown in the fact that the word senet,
China is in a state of transisister,' was used not only for the real sisters of a
5. Social changes.
man, but also for his concubines, and even for his
tion, and the family also is sure to undergo change.
Among the influences which may modify her social hemet, or wife. Similarly brother might mean
system are education, increased knowledge of other
husband.' The woman who sits at the side of
social systems, female education, changes in ina man in some funerary sculptured group may
dustrial conditions with the rise of manufactures,
be described as
his sister, whom his heart
greater facilities for travel, the general shock of loveth,' or as ' his beloved wife.'
He might
the recent revolution, and last, though not least, have many of these ' sisters together with one
the spread of Christianity.
wife (rarely two), or no wife at all ; in that case
Literature. — A. H. Smith, Village Life in Ckina, Edin.
there was no properly constituted nebt-per, for this
and Lond. 1900 J. Doolittle, Social Life of the Chinese, New only a wife could be.
If there were two wives, one
York, 1866
E. H. Parker, Comparative Chinese Family
was the nebt-per ; if two nebut-per are mentioned
Law,' China Rev. viii. [1879-80] 67-107 E. Faber, The Status
on a man's tombstone, it means either that the one
of Woman in China, Shanghai, 1889.
P. J. Maclagan.
succeeded the other in the dignity of houseFAMILY (Egyptian).—The Egyptian family mother, or that the man had maintained two
presents many points of contrast both with the separate establishments, which had no link save
Semitic and wiui the Greek. Its most interest- the fact that the same man maintained and
ing characteristics are a distinct preservation of fathered both. This a noble might do, and bematriarchy, the prominent position of women, and sides the regular houses of his ' wives he might
a comparative promiscuity of sexual relations. also possess a hartm of concubines. But these had
We may, therefore, regard it as in some ways more nothing to do with his family or families proper,
primitive than the family in other countries of the however much he might favour his natural chilancient world.
The prominent position of the dren. The father could, if he wished, make his
women in the family led generally to a prominence son his heir, but this was somewhat opposed to
of women in Egypt much greater than that allowed usual custom, which, in accordance with the matrito them either among the Semites or in later archal theory, preferred that property should deGreece, and analogous to that apparently enjoyed scend in the female line. Thus, ordinarily, it was
in a greater degree by the women in early (Myceto the eldest son of the man's eldest daughter that
nsean) Greece. There also, among a people probably his goods went, and a man's maternal grandfather
racially connected with the Egyptians, a matri- was considered more closely related to him than
archal idea of the family may be assumed to have his own father.
Naturally this elaboration of
brought about a feminine prominence even more primitive custom was at war with all parental
pronounced than in Egypt. It was no idea of the affection, and so the men constantly broke through
equal intelligence of women and men that in Egypt it those in high station, and, above all, the kings,
placed the two sexes almost on the same level, consistently did so. It was rarely that a dead
and in Minoan Crete perhaps made the women monarch was not succeeded by his own son.
quite as important as the men.
This equality
The maternal line of descent had the effect of
arose simply from the matriarchal idea that descent confusing families, so that the Egyptians had
is absolutely certain through the mother, but not
little idea of family history, of genealogies and
through the father, so that the family centres in pedigrees, and never developed the surname or
the house-mother rather than in the house-father
'patronymic'
Even tribal surnames were unand the woman, instead of being the man's slave, known. The ordinary man was the son born of
as among the Semites, is in many respects his his mother So-and-so. Only the man of better
equal or even superior. But this view of family class is such-and-such a man's son, the son of him
life makes at the same time for what we should
who begat him. Until quite late times the Egyptian
regard as sexual immorality. Thus, at any rate in traced no genealogy further back than three or four
the royal family, the Egyptians, in order to secure generations, even in the case of a noble house. It
the succession of the mothers in the same family, is only in the decadence, when Egypt was con-
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sciouB of her great age, that she became interested
in her past, and her children reckoned back the
generations of men.
Marriage was effected by means of a properly
drawn up legal contract, but of these we have none
There may have been, as in
till the Greek period.
later times, a probationary year, after which, by a
certain payment, the marriage might be annulled.
The concubine, if free, no doubt was taken by force
or came of her own accord ; if a slave, she had no
voice in the matter, and was sold to her master.
Whether a slave-woman could legally be made a
fuU wife we do not know. The king was subject
to the same laws and customs in this regard as his
subjects.
In contrast to Assyria, where only one
queen appears on the monuments, and only two or
three are even mentioned during the whole course
of the empire's history, the queen of Egypt is

always mentioned, and always appears with her
consort, who not infrequently derived his sole right
to the crown from her, as in the case of Thutmosis
She is called the 'king's wife'
(Thothmes) I.
simply, or the 'great king's wife,' to distinguish
her from other and inferior wives ; often she is
both ' great king's wife ' and ' king's mother
{hemet-nsi ueret, and met-nsi). The ' king's son
(si-nsi) might, were he the son of an inferior wife,
conceivably have in his veins not a drop of the
blood of his father's predecessors on the throne. In
this case, his succession could only be assured by
force if necessary. Thutmosis III. was related to

Amonhatpe (Amenhetep)

I.

through

only

the

of an inferior
This last fact rendered
wife, if not of a concubine.
his right to the crown so weak that, in order to
give him a good claim, it was necessary to marry
him to his aunt Hatshepsut, who was wholly of
the blood-royal as the eldest daughter of a ' great
king's wife {but whose father, Thutmosis I. was
not of royal blood at all). She kept her nephew in
the background, herself assuming the royal dignity,
not as queen merely but as actual ' king.' In spite
of the pre-eminence of the nebt-per in the family,
there was no precedent for Egypt being directly

female

and was actually the son

line,

'

,

woman

would have
kingdom, she was obliged
to assume, officially, the dress and status of a man.
The husband-nephew considered himself wrongfully kept from his rights, for, though the son of a
concubine or inferior queen, his marriage with his
aunt had at once legitimized his claim to the
throne.
By herself assuming the crown, Hatshepsut undoubtedly became in law and custom an
usurper, and Thutmosis was legally justified in the
punishment which he meted out to her adherents
ruled by a

so,

;

no lord and master

as Hatshepsut

in the

after her death.
Difficulties of a similar kind
themselves indefinitely in the

and yet Egyptian family
very affectionate.

immediate

relatives,

surviving him, are

life

must have repeated
homes of subjects,
was very close and

On

his

all

represented

tombstone a man's
whether gone before him or
bearing the

offerings to him and praying that the gods of the
dead will give him the kingly funeral meats. The

words love and beloved recur more frequently
in Egyptian mouths than in those of any other
ancient nation, for none, whether father, mother,
brother, sister, son, or daughter, seems to have
been unbeloved by the rest of his family, judging
from the inscriptions of the tombstones.
This
must at times have been an artificial convention,
of course (we may be sure that Thutmosis III. did
not love his aunt Hatshepsut), but at the same
time the convention would not have grown up had
not the reality been there, and we obtain the imf)ression in old Egypt of a very close and very
'

'

'

'

oving family life.
It is so stUl
the modern
Egyptian is usually a fond father, though Islam
:

(Egyptian)
has turned his relation to his wife into a tyranny
(albeit often a kind one) which his forefathers did
not know. The ancient Egyptian knew no other
object in marriage than the possession of children
by both man and wife in common ; children came
normally to all, whether prince or peasant, as one
of the best of the good gifts of the gods, and,
though not necessary to his soul's health after
death, it was at least desirable that a man should
have sons to make the funerary offerings and pray
for the safety of their father's spirit in the under
world. We have not, even in the funerary stelse
of ancient Greece, such constant insistence on
family solidarity and affection as we see in the
Egyptian gravestones, especially those of the
Middle Kingdom ; and in later times the same
spirit is revealed in the repeated bas-reliefs in
the tombs of el-Amama, which show the heretical
king, Akhenaten, with his sister-queen Nefert-iti
and their little daughters, always together and
represented as exhibiting the closest mutual affection. From Babylonia and Assyria we have nothing
of the same kind ; king Asshurbanipal is shown
once feasting with his queen (with the head of his
enemy, the king of Elam, hanging in a bush close
by), but no sign of marital affection appears, and
the king's children are never represented. The
greater harshness of the Semitic nature and the
more human character of the Egyptians are very
apparent when we compare their family life.'
Families were usually large, especially under the
Middle Kingdom. No pressure of economic conditions existed, as in modern times, to act as a
check upon the increase of offspring there was
subsistence for all, within reason. Only a king
could, if he desired, bring an enormous number of
children into the world, but we may be sure that
not many cared to emulate Rameses II. who is said
one hundred
to have had two hundred children
and three of his sons and fifty-nine of his daughters
are actually known to us. The descendants of
these people formed an important body of princely
parasites for centuries ; reasons of policy would
forbid such reckless conduct on the part of later
monarchs. As in all societies in a similar stage of
development {e.g. India and China to-day), pestilence and war served as the natural checks on a too
Death took early toU
prolific increase of the race.
then, as it does now, of the Egyptians and, though
we have many instances of very aged persons, yet
the funerary stelae show how enormous a proportion of the population died young. The age of the
deceased is never given, but we see from their
representations that they were commonly young
children with the side-lock (see below) constantly
appear in rows, one after the other, each with the
epithet ma' at-kheru {' a^cquitted,' sc. of sin in the
Hall of Osiris) or uhem-'ankh ('repeating life '), the
usual equivalents of our deceased,' after its name.
These representations of children, one often a head
taller than the next, and so on, remind us of the
rows of sons and daughters shown on the brasses
Of
of the 15th to 17th centuries in our churches.
course, as in these modem brasses, all the children
or other persons shown on an Egyptian stele are
not dead ; the whole family is shown, dead and
living together, bringing offerings to the tomb of
the owner of the stele.
The large number of children often caused confusion in family nomenclature. After the death of
a child bearing a certain name, another might be
bom to whom the same name might be given, and
both appear on the same stelae of their parents.
But very often two, sometimes many more, children living at the same time might bear the same
appellation a fact which makes the ancient genealogies often very difficult to unravel.
Children in ancient Egypt were differentiated
'

'

'

;

,

;

;

:

'

—
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from their elders by a special mark the manner
of dressing their hair.
Whereas, with the exception of the soldiers and often the peasants, the

Egyptian men always shaved the whole head and
wore wigs, the boys either shaved or close-cropped
only part of it, leaving on one side a long lock,
which was always carefully plaited in a pigtail
hanging to the shoulder or below it. Sometimes
the whole hair seems to have been worn gathered
into this single thick pigtail over the ear.

Rarely,

and only under the Old and Middle Kingdoms,
does the tail ajjpear to have been worn at the back
of the head. It was usually retained till manhood
sometimes we find portrait-figures of young men
who wear both the natural pigtail and a wig, the
In later
former coming out of a hole in the latter
times the princes seem all their lives to have worn
royal
this lock, which marked their position as
children (in tlieir case it seems sometimes to have
been a representation of the lock rather than
natural hair). The girls wore the same lock, but
;

!

'

'

often in a

number

of small braids or not plaited at

whereas that of the boy was always a single
plait.
And very often the girls did not shave the
rest of the head, but wore the rest of their hair
hanging down, the lock of youth being simply
all,

'

'

On

reaching womanhood a great wig was often worn on the top of the
natural hair, though sometimes the women seem to
have shaved their heads or cropped their hair short
like the men, always, of course, wearing their long
wig over it.
Children of both sexes usually wore no clothing
whatever till the age of puberty, and even then the
girls often wore nothing but a slight girdle.
The
mother was assisted in their care by the nurse
{men at), who was an important person in the family,
and is commonly represented on the tombstones as
a member of it. The ideograph of her name shows
that she was primarily a wet-nurse or foster-mother.
The name was transferred to male nurses (like
our ' nurse '), and we find the great nobles who
acted as tutors or governors of royal princes bearing it as their official title ('royal nurse').
thus see that the love of the Egyptians for
their children, the important position of their
tied separately at the side.
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with the men in council, as was Arete in the council
of the I'lueacians [Ud. xi. :j:i.'j).
The princes of
these poems have each one wife, though they may
also have concubines, and the wife shares her
husband's position before the world.
While in the Sparta of later days women shared
the respect paid to men, since in "bearing children
they also performed a great duty to the State, the
condition of affairs in Athens was decidedly different.
Normally a woman could not appear before
the courts, but must be represented by her husband
or her guardian in fact, her position legally was
almost comparable with that of a slave. Unfair as
it would be to accept the estimate of comedy or of
such a poet as Euripides, still the whole trend of
literature, history, and philosophy, as well as
poetry, points to the subordinate place of woman
in Athenian life.
Her sphere is the home and,
although she is not locked up in an Oriental
hartm, her life is compared with that of a tortoise
in that it is restricted to the home(Plut. Mor. 142 B).
Silence becomes her, even in her husband's presence ; she does not meet his guests
nor is she
in any sense his intellectual or social companion.
Even in time of war the woman of position is not
expected to leave the house without ner husband's
knowledge or without proper attendants. Under
these restrictions she might visit women friends
near by, she was expected to attend certain religi;

;

;

ous festivals, mainly festivals of women, and sTie
performed rites in honour of the dead.
In the
home the entire administration of the household
fell to her
the care of the stores, the arrangement
of the meals, and, in particular, the direction of
spinning and weaving to provide garments for the
:

family.
Her special duty was to care for the
children, boys up to the age of eight or ten, and
girls till they were married.
It was this preoccupation with simple tasks and the seclusion in
the house which prevented any real development
of intellectual life among women, and consequently
any ability to share the husband's intellectual life.
Moreover, the education of girls before marriage

dependants enable us to give a very full idea of
the ancient Egyptian family and its life.
See also Children (Egyptian) and Marriage

was extremely limited (see EDUCATION [Greek]).
It was primarily of a practical nature
training in
morals and manners, in spinning, in weaving, and
in the direction of the household.
The intercourse
even with other girls was limited, and it was only
on the occasion of some religious festival that a
girl had any opportunity to see men other than

(Egyptian).

her father and the slaves of the household.

We

wives, and their interest in their families

—Good

general account in A.

and

Erman,

Life in
Ancient Egypt, tr. Tirard, London, 1894, p. 160 ff. For the
funerary stelEB, see Lan^e and Schafer, Grab- und Denksteine
des mittleren ReichSy Cairo Catalogue, Berlin, 1902 and Hall
and Scott-MoncriefF, Hieroglyphic Texts from Egyptian Steles
in the British Mtiseumy pt. 2, London, 1912. The present
writer has in this article used his general knowledge of the
steljB in the British Museum.
For the reliefs of Akhenaten
and his family, see N. de G. Davies, Hock Tombs of El Amarna,
1903
ff.,
and
London,
A. E. P. Wei^all, Akhnaton, Pharaoh of
Egypt, London, 1910. On the relationship of Thutmosis in. to
Hatshepsut, the present writer's position is midway between
that of Naville and that of Sethe and Breasted (see the long
controversy in ZA, passim the matter ia not yet settled satisfactorily). On marriage with sisters at Arsinoe in Roman times,
see U. Wilcken, in AbhandZ. k. preuss. Akad., 1883, -p. 903.
LrrERATTTRB.
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;
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(Greek).
i. Position of women in
society. The position of women in Athens in the
5th cent. B.C. and afterwards differs strikingly from
their position in Doric States like Sparta, or in the
earlier period pictured by the Homeric poems.
The Odyssey presents Penelope as the honoured

—

wife and queen ; Arete is almost on the same
plane as her husband Alcinous and, when Telemachus is entertained by Menelaus in the Spartan
court, Helen takes precedence over her husband in
caring for the guests, she corrects his mistakes, and
her advice is followed in the questions under discussion.
In II. xxiv. 200 ff. we find Hecuba present
;

—

further,
2.

Woman (Greek).

The

reasons for marriage.

— Such

See,

being the

position of women at Athens as daughters and
wives, it is not strange that some brUliant women,
of whom Aspasia is a typical example, should not
have conformed to the standards of Athenian
family life. It is not so strange at first sight that
Athenian society gave great freedom to men,
both unmarried and married, in matters of social
morality, as it is that the family thus strictly
defined should have existed at all. The reason
for the existence of the family and for the strictness with which daughters and wives were guarded
is the same, namely, the importance of securing
sons to continue the activities of the father in
service to the State and to the gods.
It is true
that occasionally the need of a housekeeper is emphasized (Eur. Ale. 946 f. ; Arist. Eth. Nw. viii. 14,

but the house might have been managed,
was managed, through a competent
slave.
The Athenian married that he might have
sons who would be recognized by law and religion.
To them he might safely look for care in his old
age, and in their activities he could see with satisfaction the continuation of the work to which he
had devoted his life (Plato, Symp. 207). In rearing
them he performed his best service to the State,
p. 1162),

as a business
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was limited to men of legitimate
and the preservation of the reputation of
the family in the State was a very strong incentive
In Sparta the fines for men
to good citizenship.

for citizenship

birth

;

did not marry (Stob. Flor. Ixvii. 16), in
Athens the demand that statesmen and generals
be married {Dein. in Dem. § 71), and the disgrace
of daughters who did not find a husband (Soph.

who

(Greek)
cerned, the religious rites attending it resembled
in principle the religious rites attending any important undertaking. They consisted in sacrifices
to the patron gods of marriage on the day before
the wedding, and again in connexion with the
wedding banquet. The choice of the gods to whom
these sacrifices were ottered, rather than the character of the sacrifices, was significant.
Zeus and

Hera, who, with local deities, were honoured in
the preliminary sacrifices, were not only the patrons
of marriage as a human institution, but also the
gods whose relations represented the type of the
human family in the Olympian circle. Similarly,
the gods of the household and Aphrodite, who
were honoured at the marriage feast itself, were
the gods who watched over the relations of the
new famUy. Just as the religious character of any
Greek institution finds expression in the gods with
whom it is associated, so the religious character of
the family is seen in the nature of the gods invoked
in the marriage ceremony.
Further, Greek religion was a matter of social
groups like the family or the tribe or the State,
before it was a matter of the individual. The
were necessary to perform this important service.
worship of the family centred in Hestia (Vesta),
3. The choice of a wife depends on this concepthe personified hearth-flame. At her round altar,
tion of marriage as a duty to the State, to the gods,
and to one's self. A man's wife is ordinarily chosen hung with fillets, in the main room of the house,
by his father, who deals with the father of the pro- libations were offered at each meal, and she was
posed bride, and there is little or no opportunity recognized in connexion with every sacrifice that
Other gods also were
tor romance or individual choice, since ordinarily took place in the home.
the girl has had no opportunity of seeing her future worshipped Apollo the Guardian, whose symbol
husband before betrothal, and hardly any oppor- or altar stood outside the door ; the patron gods of
tunity before marriage. Even the consent of the their race, whose shrine might be in a room off the
parties themselves need not be asked, for the girl main hall Zeus Herkeios, whose altar stood in
has no occasion to object, and the youth can have the court and the gods of property like Zeus
The Ktesios even gods from different shrines in the
his income cut off if he does not agree.
picture of Hsemon and Antigone in Sophocles' city might be represented by small images in the
Antigone is evidently an exception to the rule, home. At all the events of family life, such as
even in literature. That marriage was conceived as the birth of a child, the coming of age of a son, or
a duty and arranged by the parents does not, of in cases of sickness or death, the gods of the home
On home anniversaries such as
course, mean that in ancient Athens (any more were worshipped.
than in modem countries where marriage is birthdays, and often on the occasion of public
arranged by parents) the husband did not often worship in the city, sacrifices were offered in the
home. In a word, the Greek family was a religious
come to have real regard and love for his wife.
The woman chosen for a wife must, of course, be institution, because every social institution in
the daughter of an Athenian citizen, for only the Greece was essentially religious.
The
children of such a marriage would be legitimate.
5. The relation of members of the family.
She might be, and often was, a near relative of her eftbrt to ascertain from Greek literature the
future husband. Usually the bride would be a meaning of the family as an ethical institution is
complicated by various difficulties. Pictures of
girl between fifteen and twenty, unless, indeed,
and her husband would be private life are not found in the earlier literature,
she were a widow
between twenty and thirty years of age. Her and we are left to deduce the facts from occasional
beauty would count for something, her skill in the allusions in philosophical writings and speeches, or
feminme arts, such as spinning and weaving, for from the exaggerations of comedy, or from the high
more but the important thing was rather that ideal plane of tragedy. Xenophon's account of the
her social position and her dowry should be com- training he proposed to give his young wife on
arable with the position and wealth of her future marriage (in the (Economicus) is a welcome excepE
usband. The reason for this is simple, in that a tion, even if Xenophon can hardly be regarded as
woman with small dowry would often fail to win the type of an Athenian citizen.
If we go back to the Homeric poems, we find
her husband's respect, while a wife with a very
large dowry might make her husband very uncom- charming pictures of the intimate relations of
fortable by interfering with his financial manage- husband and wife, in particular of Hector and
ment of the property, if not with other sides of his Andromache(//. vi.), of Alcinous and Arete (Od. vi.viii. ), of Odysseus and Penelope.
In the words of
life (cf. Plato, Leg. vi. 774 D
Plut. de Educ.
Puer. 13 F Arist. Eth. Nic. viii. 10. 5, p. 1161a). Odysseus to Nausicaa [Od. vi. 180 f. ; cf. Hesiod,
There
nothing
mightier
and nobler
Erga, 702),
is
See, further. Marriage (Greek).
While than when man and wife are of one heart and mind
4. The family a religious institution.
marriage and the family were definitely legal in a house, a grief to their foes, and to their friends
institutions, the religious side must be clearljr regreat joy, but their own hearts know it best (tr.
cognized. Like every other human institution, Butcher and Lang).
In later literature the references to this subject
the family needed the divine blessing, and religious
are few but striking. It is Euripides who describes
rites to obtain this blessing were not neglected even
the chaste wife who makes the home life happy, so
in times when belief in the gods became vague or
that the husband rejoices when he enters, and calls
insincere. Indeed, they could not well be neglected,
himself fortunate as he goes out (Iph. Aul. 1158 fF.).
for, in so far as the family was recognized by the
State, it was a duty to the State to follow the Euripides also speaks of the sweet deceit of a wife
customary rites in invoking the blessing of the who softens the trouble and cheers the illness of
gods.
So far as the marriage ceremony was con- her husband (frag. 819). In her husband's absence

(Ed. Tyr. 1500), illustrate the importance attached
to this duty, which naturally is emphasized in
Religion also
Plato's philosophy of the State.
demanded that a man marry and raise up sons to
continue his line. The worship of the State-gods
was carried on by legitimate citizens, and on this
ground also Plato reststhe duty of marriage {Leg. vi.
773 E). Further, certain forms of religious service
were the duty and privilege of particular families,
which must be kept up in order that this service
may be performed. Finally, the wellbeing of the
dead (of a man's ancestors, and his own wellbeing after death) depended on ofierings by his
descendants (Isocr. xiv. 60 ; Plato, Hipp. Maj.
291 E), so that actual or adopted sons (Isaeus, vii. 30)

—

;

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

'

—
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her lot to sutler (jlisch. Agam. 861 f.) in his
presence there is such complete trust and understanding that burdens are lightened (Soph. CEd.
Tyr. 769 f., a,nA passim). By the time of Aristotle
the entire community of life between husband and
wife is emphasized (Arist. Elh. Nir.. viii. 14, p.
1162a, 19-29; cf. Isocr. iii. 40)
and Plutarch (Mor.
59 F) names honour to the wife as one of the essentials of family life.
While these references in literature can hardly
be regarded as pure imagination of poets and
theories of philosophers, we must not fail to
lecognize the conditions which limited the development of such relations. In general it is clear that
the possibilities of intellectual companionship were
limited by the very restricted opportunities of the
wife for any intellectual development.
Where
books hardly existed in the home, and where women
never came in contact with any one but slaves,
even if the latter were sometimes educated persons,
they could not be expected to meet their husbands
on common ground intellectually. Certain pleasures belonged to husband and wife in common
pleasure in the comfortable, well-regulated home
and in the growing children perhaps sometimes
the pleasures of music. Common purposes and
ideals they certainly shared so far as the sons and
daughters were concerned. Of affection between
husband and wife one can say but little. It seems
hardly possible, however, that the pictures of
affectionate husbands and wives in Greek tragedy
could have been appreciated by the Athenian
audience, or even conceived at all, if they had no
counterpart in the actual life of the day.
The relation of parents to children is frequently
referred to in literature.
Three similes in the
Iliad (iv. 130, xv. 362, xvi. 7) express the tender
sympathy of the mother for her child. The joy
of .^Eson in his son Jason and of Telamon in his
son Ajax is described by Pindar (Pyth. iv. 120 f.,
Isthm. V.) the love of Creon for Hsemon, temporarily blinded by passion, in Sophocles' Antigone,
the mother's joy in Cleobis and Biton (Herod, i.
31), and the pain Medea inflicted on Jason by killing their children (Eur. Medea), are examples that
might be multiplied indefinitely. The reverse of
the same thought is found in the pain when
children turn out badly (Isseus, v. 39
Theog.
271 ff.); and, when this feeling of tenderness to
children seems to be lacking, as in the case of
Demosthenes, who placed the prosperity of the
State above his personal loss in his daughter's
death, it is a fit subject for public reproach
(iEschin. in Ctes. 77).
The visible record of parental affection is preserved to us in the representations of mother and
child on Attic vases, and in various representations
of the family on Attic grave-reliefs.
The duty of
parents to bring up their children in right ways,
and in particular to develop honour to the State
and respect for parents, is ordinarily presupposed
rather than stated explicitly (cf. Demosth. Coron.
22-23 Eurip. Antiope, fr. 219). This training in
earlier years was supervised by the mother ; and,
as girls never passed out from the mother's immediate care till they were married, the relation
developed between mother and daughter must have
been an intimate one. The son early passed from
his mother's hands to the schoolmaster, the training slave (iraiSayiayds), and, in less degree, to the
father.
As to any intimate relation of father and
son, we know little except from the evidence of
tragedy. It is clear, however, that both sons and
daughters were trained strictly in the feeling for
the unity of the family, with the duties and the
privileges which this imposed.
The relation between brothers, and between a
brother and a sister, is not infrequently mentioned
VOL. V. 47
it 18

;

;

—

;

;

;

;

—
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from the Homeric poems onwards.

Tlje account of
in the Iliad (iv. 148 fl".,
vii. 107) only serves to illustrate the general principle (Od. viii. 546).
The affection of a brotlier
and sister is best illustrated by the story of Electra

Apamemnon and Menelaus

and Orestes as

it

was developed

in literature

and

in art.

The duty

of children toward their parents is first
a materia! one, namely, to care for them in tlieir
old age (Lysias, xiii. 45 ; Isoeus, vii. 30).
More
broadly it is described as honour towards parents
(Lycurg. Leocr. 94 ; and esp. Pindar, Pyth. vi.
23 B".). Plato goes so far as to say that piety
towards parents is the best worship of the gods
(Leg. xi. 930 Eff.), and the absence of such piety
was at Athens a legal bar from public office Uein.
ii.
For the Athenians the most repulsive
17).
phase of the Sophistic attack on moral ideals
concerned this point (Aristoph. Clouds, 994 f. ; Xen.
Mem. iii. 5. 15), and the problems which arose for
sons, when one parent was turned against another,
as in the story of Eriphyle or of Clytsemnestra,
proved extremely interesting to the Greeks.
Judged by the only data at our disposal those
of myth and literature and art the unity of the
family was the fundamental conception of Greek
society and Greek morals. When the hold of
other social and political institutions had begun to
weaken, the family still retained its solidarity, and
duties to the family were observed with care.
Cf. also the ' Greek ' section of artt. Children,
(

—

—

Education, Marriage.

—

LiTERATDBE. F. H. MiiUer, Ueber das Familienteben der
homerischen Zeit, Zeitz, 1868 J. P. Mahafly, Social Life in
Greece, London, 1874 (new ed. 1898) G. Glotz, La SolidariU
de la famille dans le droit criininel en Grice, Paris, 1904
W. H. S. Jones, Greek Morality, London, 1906, p. 83 C. A.
Savage, The Athenian Family, Baltimore, 1907 T. D.
Seymour, Life in the Ho^neric Age, New York, 1907, p. 117.
;

;

;

;

Arthur Fairbanks.
(Hindu).— I. The family in India is
of the joint-family type, and it is chiefly for this
reason that the Indian family law differs so much
from that of Europe. Its main principles were
early reduced to writing in the well-known legal
Sanskrit treatises called Dharma^dstras or Smj-tis,
all the more important of which have been published in English.
This so-called Hindu law is
still applied, throughout British India, in all questions relating to the inheritance, succession, and
marriage of Hindus, to raste, and to Hindu reli-
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gious usages or institutions.
2. The state of a family living in union implies
a common habitation as well as community of
property, of meals, and of cultus. It may be described, with H. Maine, as a group of natural or
adoptive descendants held together by subjection
to the eldest living ascendant, father, grandfather,
or great-grandfather. The head of such a group
is always in practice despotic' {Early History of
Institutions, London, 1875, p. 116
cf. Ancient
Law ">, do. 1907, p. 133). It should be added that,
if the family chose to continue united after the
father's death, the eldest son would generally become its head, as stated in the lawbook of Narada
Let the eldest brother, by consent, support the
rest like a father.' The position of such an eldest
son managing the family estate is also a very influential one, though not equal in dignity to that of
a father, whose power resembles the patria potestas
of the paterfamilias in ancient Koman law.
'

;

'

Thus a wife, a son, and a slave, these three are declared to
have no property the wealth which they earn is (acquired) for
him to whom they belong ^Manu, viii. 416).
That is declared
a valid transaction which I3 done by the senior or head of a
family. That is not vahd which has been transacted by one
who does not enjoy independence (Narada, 1. 42).
*

;

'

'

'

Even nowadays the manager

(kartd) does not
confine himself to the financial part of the household ; there is not a single domestic affair of any

;
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importance which may be undertaken without his
consent or knowledge and he is even expected to
watch over the spiritual needs of all the members,
and to check irregularities of all kinds by his sound
discipline. The extent of his sway may be gathered
from the facts that married sons in India, with
their wives and children, generally choose to remain under the paternal roof, as they marry very
early, and avoid the responsibility and expense of
a separate establishment that adopted and illegitimate sons may have to be added to the legitimate sons that polygamy and concubinage are
not forbidden, whereas the re-marriage of widows
is objected to
and that a respectable Hindu is
often obliged to support indigent relatives together
with their families, as well as a hereditary familypriest and other hangers-on.
It should be remarked, however, that the general body of an
undivided family extends further than the coparoenary, which consists of the three generations
next to the owner of certain property in unbroken
male descent, and possesses a right of survivorship
for all the descendants included in it.
3. The eldest son is not infrequently allowed by
the father to manage the affairs of the family
under his direction, and he may even himself become the karta during the lifetime of the father,
if the latter is advanced in years and unable or
unwilling to continue to concern himself with
matters of a secular nature.
After the father's
death, the eldest son, as mentioned before, will
generally succeed him, though this is no invariable
;

;

;

;

The precept

of Narada is still occasionally
that even the youngest brother may
govern the family if specially capable, because
the prosperity of the whole family depends on
ability.
It is seldom, if ever, that more than one
member of a family takes part in the management,
though there is nothing to prevent such democratic
methods of family government.
The karta is,
however, liable to render an account it has been
so held by a full bench of the Calcutta High Court.
4. The wife of the manager, called ghinni, also
occupies a responsible position, as she has to look
after the inner department of the household, to
see that every one is duly fed, to regulate her
expenses according to the means of the family, to
exercise a mild and prudent sway over her daughters and daughters-in-law and over the domestic
servants, to get her daughters married at an early
age, and have their nuptials properly celebrated.
As for the task of educating her children, it would
be a mistake to expect too much from a mother
who herself is in most oases unacquainted with the
barest elements of knowledge, entirely governed
by religious notions of the crudest kind, and given
rule.

followed,

;

to superstitious practices.
5. The daughters and daughters-in-law, whose
attitude towards one another is not always that of
strict harmony and peace, are not only subject to
the control of the female head of the house, shut
up as they are in the family zenana they also
labour under all the disadvantages and hardships
incidental to the difficult position of females in an
Eastern country. Thus a young daughter-in-law
in a genteel family is regarded as immodest and
unmannerly, if she should happen accidentally to
enter the outer or male compartment of the house.
No married female is permitted to leave the house,
without having first obtained the sanction of the
male or female head of the family, or otherwise
than in a closed conveyance, either a palki or a
carriage.
Women take their meals after the men,
and the choicest part of the food is first offered to
the males, and the residue kept for the females.
6. Most women in India are strictly religious
the ghinni in particular hardly ever fails, after
breakfast, to go through her morning service in
;

(Hindu)
the domestic place of worship, at the close of which
she invokes the blessing of her guardian deity. All
the inmates of the house, both male and female, are
expected to be present at the daily pwja performed
by the hereditary priest of the family, and to make
their obeisance to the stone or metal image of the
tutelary god of the house. In rich families, a sufficient endowment in inalienable landed property
is set apart for the permanent support of the idol.
7. From a legal point of view, the subject of
maintenance is important, especially as this includes defraying the expense incurred for the nuptials and other religious ceremonies, or samskdras,
of the younger male members of the family. Those
who, owing to some bodily or mental defect, are
disqualified from inheriting under the Hindu law
have a claim to maintenance against the head of
the house. Illegitimate sons and concubines are
also entitled to be maintained.
Ac8. Partition is another important subject.
cording to the 11th cent. Mitdksard (a well-known
authoritative Sanskrit commentary), partition is
the adjustment into specific portions of divers rights
of the several members of a joint-family, i.e. the
ascertaining of individual rights which during the
joint condition where the members share in food,
worship, and estate— are not thought of. Partition, according to the same authority, may take
place at the desire of a single male member, who
is therefore at liberty, as far as he is concerned, to
terminate the joint-tenancy, the other coparceners
having to submit to it whether they like it or not.
In Bengal, however, real partition may take place
only after the father's death, when any co-sharer
Such is the law as laid
is at liberty to demand it.
down in the 15th cent. Dayabhaga, the author of
prevent the growth of
order
to
which is supposed, in
disobedience by sons, to have deprived the latter of
the right of enforcing partition against the father's
wish.
It appears probable that throughout India
partition against the father's will was, down to
very recent times, considered very much contra
bonos mores, even where it was not forbidden.
9. The early Sanskrit lawbooks contain long
lists of secondary sons who may be used to supply
the place of a legitimate son, if the latter should
happen to be wanting. This topic of the secondary
sons (gaunaputra) is also treated in the learned
Sanskrit commentaries of later times, though all
the various ancient modes of filiation had gradually
become obsolete except the device of adoption, which
has remained a highly important and vigorous institution down to the present day (see ADOPTION
[Hindu]).
Of the other subsidiary sons, the ksetraja, or son of the wife, was the son begotten of
one man's wife by another, after express authorization, the legitimate husband being childless and
impotent, disordered in mind, incurably diseased,
or dead.

—

Thus, in the Sanskrit Epics, King Saudasa is reported to have
induced the sage Vasi^fha to beget for him a son by his queen
;

and the two brothers Dhptara^tra and Pa^tju. the ancestors of
the chief heroes of the Mahabhdrata, are said to have been
begotten by the sage Vyaaa for King Vichitravirya. This custom
corresponds in p&rtto the Uvirate of the Israelites, and has been
found to prevail among many nations of antiquity and recent
times in

all

parts of the glol>e.

A

son secretly born (gudhaja) from adulterous
intercourse is also said to become the son of his
mother's husband if a pregnant young woman marries, her son belongs to the husband, and is called
a son received with the bride (sahodha) ; and the
son of a girl (kdnlna), if she marries, becomes her
husband's son ; whereas, should she remain unmarried, he is reckoned as the son of her father.
The latter principle is equally applicable in the
case of the putrikdputra, or son of an appointed
daughter, whose son became the son of her father,
Somewhat peculiar
if the latter had no male issue.
:

;
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the ctise of the paunarbhava, or son of a woman
twice married, who appears amonf; the secondary
women, under the Brahman law of
marriage, are not permitted to marry more tlian
once a prohibition which has only been removed
by the English legislation of the last century.
10. The hankering after sons, which is evidenced
by the recognition of these various substitutes for
a real legitimate son, seems to have originated in
the exigencies of a primitive state of society when
male issue was greatW prized, because the prosperity of a family used to depend on the number
of hands able to cultivate the family property and
the very existence of a tribe surrounded by enemies depended on the number of its male members
capable of bearing arms. The happiness of a man
even in the next world was connected with the
existence of a continuous line of male descendants
capable of making the customary offerings to deceased ancestors. Procreation by the father does
not appear to have been a necessary element in the
conception of sonship, and the chastity of women
was not valued very highly.
11. It is not necessary, on the other hand, to
explain these anomalies in the early family law of
the Brahmans from a supposed universal practice
of polyandry in ancient India, and to connect them
with the pofyandrous practices which are no doubt
widely prevalent among the non -Aryan races of
India.
The well-known tale of Draupadi in the
MahdbMrata, who became the joint- wife of all the
five Pandava brothers, is the only instance of an
Aryan woman said to have been the legal wife of
several men, and the Mahdbharata itself represents
the match of Draupadi as unusual and shocking.
is

sons, because

—

;

As

for

polyandry among non-Aryans,

it

exists,

according to Eisley and Gait's Census Report,
both in the matriarchal form, where a woman
forms alliances with a plurality of men not necessarily related to each other, and succession is therefore traced through the female, and in the fraternal,
where she becomes the wife of several brothers.
Thus, among the Kannuvans of Madura, a woman may legally
marry any number of men in succession, and may bestow
favours on paramours without hindrance. Among the carpenter and blacksmith classes in Malabar, the four or five
chosen husbands are said to be in the habit of celebrating their
polyandrous marriage openly with much pomp. In the Malabar
and Canarese tarwads generally, a woman may freely associate
with men unrelated to each other, so that the only family
group is that of the mother with her children. The family is
perpetuated by the female members only, and the person occupying the position of son to a man is the son of his sister. This
is the Tnarumakathayam law, lit. descent inthelineofa nephew
or sister's son, which is nowadays confined to the Nayars or
Nairs and other castes on the Malabar coast and in Travancore,
but even there is falling into disrepute, and gradually passing
into the fraternal form of polyandry or into monandry. The
great facilities for divorce which exist in some parts of the
Madras Presidency may also be viewed perhaps as a relic of, or
akin to, matriarchal polyandry. The frateruEd system is still
widely spread along the whole of the Himalayan range, including Kashmir, as well as in some parts of S. India, e.g.
among the Todas in the Nilgiris. In Kashmir the woman is
regarded as the wife of all the brothers, as in the case of
Draupadi, and the children call them all father.

In the Aryan marriage system of India, what
European observer most is the well-nigh
universal prevalence of the married state, which
is brought about by the custom of infant marriage
(see Child Marriage [in India]).
This custom,
the gradual growth of which may be traced in the
Sanskrit lawbooks, has gone on spreading from
the higher castes to the Tower till it has become
almost universal. There is no greater opprobrium,
at least in a genteel family, than to have a daughter
unmarried at the age of puberty ; hence no father
dares run the risk of deferring his daughter's marriage tUl she is grown up.
It may be supposed
that the patriarchal power of the kartd was adverse, from the outset, to the female members of
the family exercising the right of choosing their
husbands for themselvea. It may be honed that
12.

strikes a

(Hindu)
the
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movement against

infant marriage will graduIndia, though hitherto it has
made but little progress.
13. The prohibition of loidow re-marriage, which
is said to be the social complement of infant marriage, is also a custom of ancient standing which
has been spreading from the higher castes to the
lower.
Among the latter, however, it often meets
with strenuous resistance, women being more of a
power than in the higher castes, and naturally prone
to set their influence against the obstacles placed
in the v/a,yoi their re-marriage. Among the upper
classes, also, social reformers have been constantly
ally gain

ground

in

advocating the propriety and necessity of widow
marriage.
14. Polygamy, though permitted in the Sanskrit
lawbooks, is rarely practised nowadays, the excess
of wives over husbands not amounting to more
than 8 and 7 in the thousand respectively among
Hindus and Buddhists. It is quite unusual to take
a second wife, unless the first wife should be barren
or afflicted with some incurable disease and, even
then, a man has often to obtain the consent of his
first wife, or of his caste panchayat, or of both.
15. The ^astras contain many curious rules
regarding prohibited degrees in marriage, the principal rule being that bride and bridegroom should
never belong to the same gotra, or clan (see Caste,
These exogamous rules are crossed by an
§ ll).
endogamous principle, under which intermarriage
between persons differing in caste is strictly forbidden (see Marriage [Hindu]). In practice, any
marriage may be said to be valid which has been
celebrated in the presence, and with the presumed
assent, of the relatives and leading members of
the caste.
16. It should be observed, perhaps, that the
otherwise strict rule against intermarriage between different castes is relaxed in the case of
what has been called hypergamy, or marrying
up,' i.e. the custom forbidding a woman to marry
a man of a group lower than her own, and compelling her to marry into a group equal or superior
rank.
This custom is both wide-spread and
ancient, the Code of Manu styling marriages between men of a higher class and women of a
lower class as according to the order of nature,
while marriages of the converse type are unnatural.
Social reformers have endeavoured to
check the operation of the general rule against
intermarriages by a proposed fusion of the existing sub-castes.
;

'

m

17.

The

universally prevailing custom of cele-

brating the nuptials with great pomp, and often
lavish expense, may be cited as a proof of the importance and sanctity of marriage in the eyes of
the people. Some of the ceremonies customary at
a wedding are extremely ancient, and seem to have
come down from Aryan times. It is true that
concubinage is tolerated, both the concubine or
female slave and the illegitimate son being mentioned in the Sanskrit Commentaries as members
of a joint-family.
Since the abolition of slavery,
however, public opinion on this head has greatly
changed and it is only in the case of holders of
rajyds, or large estates, or among very low-caste
people, that concubines living as members of the
family of the man keeping them may now sometimes be found. See also Adultery (Hindu).
;
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;
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in

'

'

'

;

heen used exclusively in the sense of 'name,'
especially the name of a clan.
Uji existed from
the most ancient times, and constituted the first
units of Japanese society.
The organization of the uji was quite complex.
It was not a matter of blood relationship alone,
but of social, economic, and political interests as
well.
Originally but a few noble families possessed names and received recognition as uji.
These uji included all the members of the given
family, and were named after the favour of the
Koyal uji, the occupation of the family members,
or the place of residence. As the numbers within
the family increased, the branches were made
subdivisions, called ko uji, or lesser families,
under the authority of the central uji, o-uji,
which in turn was governed by its kami, or
superiors.
Each central uji, with its various
branches, formed a social body, for the most part
sufficient unto itself ; and its chief interest became
that of self-preservation and self - perpetuation
along clear and distinct lines.

As

early as the reign of Suinin (29 B.C.), there
;
and the
court carefully looked after their preservation, not
allowing names once fixed to be changed except
by special arrangement; and, later, establishing
such historic uji as the Fujiwara, the Minamoto,
and the Taira. As the offshoots of the various uji
still further multiplied, they took various family
names, often from the locality, such as Hojo,

were laws governing the names of uji

Ashikaga, Tokugawa,

known

These names were
a descendant), as
but the use of even the mioji

as mioji (the

etc.

name

of

from uji
was not aUowed to the common people
distinct

;

archal system its organization became more clearly
defined and efficient.
The patriarchal system
reached its most complete development during the
period of the buk(, or warrior
and it remained
practically unchanged for centuries, until the
Restoration of 1868. The chief characteristic of
the famUy under this system was the absolute
authority of its head.
house,' consisting of
relatives to the third or fourth generation, was
governed by one head, who, of necessity a male
but not necessarily the father or senior, exercised
almost unlimited power over the property, personal
conduct, and lives of his subordinates, the only
check upon his actions being a council of relatives
who held in sacred regard that which was deemed
for the honour and best interests of the family.
Both legislative and executive power belonged to
the head of a family. He controlled the education
of the children, the marriage of the young, the
occupation of all. Ceremonies of all kinds were
under his direction ; and punishment even up to
the extreme penalty of death was at his bidding.
But this great authority was combined with great
obligations upon the head of a family devolved
the duty of ite support, and the maintenance of
its honour under all circumstances.
Thus far we have considered the position mainly
of the male members of the family.
In the family
of early Japan, the wife and daughter held by
nature a place of greater influence and importance
than was allowed after the coming of Confucian
and Buddhist teachings, which won the allegiance
Woman's duty
of practically the entire country.
became that of obedience to her father, her husband, and her son.
She was literally given in
marriage by her family ; and, when married, she
had to render absolute obedience to her husband's
Whatever property she brought became
parents.
the possession of her new family ; and there were
seven reasons recognized by the law for any one
of which she could be sent back divorced to her
father's household barrenness, adultery, disrespect towards father - in - law or mother - in - law,
loquacity, theft, jealousy, and foul disease.
Furthermore, in the family of the strong and
wealthy, the wife, whatever her condition and
character, was doomed to association with many
concubines in proportion to her husband's prosperity
;

earliest family sys-

Japan was that known as uji. This word
is of the same origin as uchi, signifying
interior
or household
but from the earliest times it has

tem

(Japanese)

until after

the opening of the Meiji era in 1868.
As economic groups the uji were important.
Occupations, trades, and professions were considered hereditary ; and, whUe caste system in
the strict sense never existed in Japan, very real
bonds held a man to the calling of his father,
whether that was the making of swords or the
teaching of mathematics at the Government University of the time.
As political factors, the uji constituted the very
material and machinery of government.
Theoretically, the people of Japan were all included in
the various branch uji of the central uji, of which
the Emperor was the head ; and the national
administration, such as it was in those early days,
was carried on for the most part through the uji.
In course of time the large uji became very powerful, holding many in a kind of serfdom, and
defying the central authority of the Court. Such
a state of affairs led to the Taikwa reformation in
A.D. 645, which sought to strengthen the Imperial
authority by the overthrow of certain powerful
uji, and the organization of provinces and prefectures as political units in their place.
This
system, copied from China, was not adapted to
conditions in Japan at the time, and soon gave
way before the influence of other rising families
but during those years the uji underwent modification, which led, by the latter part of the 12th
cent., to a more complete development of what
may be termed the patriarchal system.
In the uji the family, as including the members
of one household merely, was merged to a great
extent in the larger body of the clan, and possessed no real social influence ; but in the patri-

A

'

;

—

and

position.
Filial duty was the chief obligation, including
the head of a family, or a
that of revenge.
grandfather or grandmother, or a relative was
injured or slain by one of another family, the
duty of private revenge rested upon his sub-

When

ordinates, upon
This obligation

the children or

grandchildren.

was publicly recognized

;

and in

performance all conceivable obstacles were
overcome and dangers met, even women feeling
the necessity of obedience to this duty. Private
revenge may be considered natural in an age and
society where laws are not formulated or firmly
enforced by organized government, especially in
the country where the military ideal has commanded the respect and adoration of the people.
sacred meaning was attached to the conception of family under this system. The individual
was swallowed up in the common family life, not
temporarily but permanently. The family, from its
first ancestor to the latest generation, was a unit
and its unbroken continuance was all-important.
The departed were regarded as still interested in
the condition of the family, affected by its doings,
and able to aid its undertakings. In a very real
sense the past lived in the present, and was to be
Ancestor-worship, while not
honoured by it.
peculiar to Japan but shared by all clan-peoples,
attained among the Japanese a remarkable hold
through this sense of family unity ; and Shinto,
its

A

—
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the most essentially Japanese of the faiths, developed at a time when the worship) of ancestors
was strong and vital. The deihed spirits of
ancestors, uji-gami, protected the home and made
it a holv place sanctified by their presence.
Loyalty to the family of the past required that
the family of the present should take tnought for
the family of the future. This perpetuity of the
family was attained through the perpetuity of the
family head. The eldest son and his eldest son
preserved the family name, and so preserved the
lamUy.
Thus the heir to the family headship
was obliged to marry and for him to die without
a male descendant to continue the family and
pay due respect to the spirits of the departed
was a grave offence against the most sacred law
Divorce of the barren and the
of filial piety.
taking of^ concubines were honourable if intended
for this purpose.
Heirship
the family was not so much a matter
of property as of birthright to the position of family
head.
From this fact grew the system of adoption, when no son was born to succeed to the family
name. The adoption was preferably of a relative ;
but, if circumstances required, it might be of a
stranger. The obligation which rested upon the head
of the family, as representing the hallowed past,
and as responsible for the present and the future,
was great ; and hence it was most important that
he should be a man of real character and ability.
From this consideration arose the custom of retirement, inhyo, by which one resigned his position
as the head of a family to his son or another
who should succeed him. This was very common,
and, in the case of
for various family reasons
influential or royal families, it took place, for
political reasons, at the age of fifty, or even much
;

m

;

earlier.

With the entrance of Western influence at the
dawn of the Meiji era (1868) great changes began
in the social

and family, as well as business and

political, life of Japan. Social changes, to be made
safely, have to be made slowly ; and many elements

of the old patriarchal system are strongly operative
to-day ; but gradually the principle of individualism
The present Civil Code was
is gaining ground.
compiled, after years of careful study in comparative legislation, by scholars and lawyers.
It is
modelled in many particulars upon German law,
taking ancient customs into due consideration. It
became operative on 16th July 1898. In the section concerning the famUy the old calculation of
relationship is abolished ; and relatives by blood to
the sixth degree, husband and wife, and relatives
by affinity to the third degree are recognized as
forming a family. An adopted son is recognized
as related to the other members of the family as a
house ' is declared to
natural son would be.
be the sphere of its headship without regard to
personality ; and, with a view to putting an end
to the objectionable custom of early retirement
from active life, it is provided that the headship
of a family shall not be resigned before the age
Furthermore, marriage is recognized as
of sixty.
an act requiring formality, and is legalized upon
report to the proper Government registrar. Mutual
consent and judicial decision are recognized as
conditions, one of which must obtain, in securing
legal agreement may be made condivorce.
cerning the property of husband and wife ; but
the ofhcial head of a family may manage the property of a wife or of a husband if the head be a
woman unless a special arrangement be made.
The wife is regarded as the representative of her
husband in the ordinary domestic affairs of the

A

'

A

—

—

home.
In spite of the spirit of the

new laws and

changes which are taking place,

it

must be

the
said

(Jewish)
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that the country people and farmers still follow,
in large measure, the old system in all matters of
personal family influence, the young being fettered
by the family authority of generations living and
Among the educated and in the great cendead.
tres, on the other hand, the individualistic family
of the English and American type, consisting of
husband, wife, and children, is becoming the rule.
There is everywhere a growing recognition of the
individual ; but beneath the apparent calm a bitter
struggle is going on. Two principles are contending for supremacy : the principle of communism
within the family personal absorption in its interests ; and the principle of personal freedom
the
right of personal initiative and realization. The

—

—

young men and women who have received a modern
education are at present the greatest sufferers from
the strife if, as often happens, they are forced by
old customs into an uncongenial marriage, or, on
the other hand, if they break too thoughtlessly into
Nevertheless, the old order changeth,
rebellion.
yielding place to new.'
Japan
LiTBRATURB. — EBr n, art.
Kazuo Hatoy ama,
'

'

'

;

Japanese Peraonal Relations in ch. x. of Fifty Years of
ed. Shigenobu Okoraa, Tokyo, 1907-08 (Eng. ed.
London, 1909); L. Hearn, Japan, London, 1904.
'

'

New Japan,

Tasuku Hakada.

—Though
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(Jewish).'
the legal side

fected on

considerably af-

by non-Jewish environ-

ments, Jewish family life has retained, throughout
the centuries, a distinct character to which Bible
and Talmud contributed. The influence of the
family relations has been one of the strongest
religious and social forces, making for sobriety and
purity, and forming an intimate bond between
the individual and the community. Family solidarity, in its aspects of piety and altruism, led to
the establishment at once of a private code of
morality and a communal linking of the generations.
On the one hand, the individual was
merged in the family ; and, on the other, the
Every
family was merged in the community.
Jew found his joy and his sorrow in all Jews' joys
in
He
took
a
personal
interest
the
and sorrows.
domestic life of the community, for the community was in a very real sense one united family.
marriage, a funeral, each was a congregational
event. And, more generally, the social outlook
of the whole was based on the virtue of the parts.
The serenity and purity of the home worked out-

A

wards, and made the communal life pure and
serene amid even the most sordid of external con-

Family chastity,

ditions.

aflfection,

piety,

for-

bearance, and joyousness formed the base of the
pyramid on which the communal life was securely
erected.
Hence the life of Jewry, in the Ghetto
period, was independent of, and rose superior to,
restrictions which must otherwise have proved
demoralizing.
The whole of the family life was pervaded by
the home ceremonial in general and
religion
the special Sabbath and festival rites combined
The commonest acts
to make the table an altar.
The Sabbath
of the daily round were sanctified.
The legalistic obin particular had this effect.
servance of its many restrictions was associated
with a spirit of joy and beatitude. On the Sabbath
eve the children were blessed a custom which still
;

—

widely prevails in Jewish homes.
Before the children can walk, they should be carried on
Sabbaths and holidays to the father and mother to be blessed
after they are able to walk, they should go of their own accord,
with bowed body, and should 'incline their heads and receive
the blessing' (Moses Henochs, Brandspiegel, tr. Heilprin, Basel,
*

;

1602,

xliii.).

Jewish family life was based on this mutual
reverence between parents and children. It was
The parent
naturally founded also on law.
especially the father
'

See also

'

— exercised

authority over

Jewish sections of Birth, Education, Marriaob.
'

:'
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children during

their minority (which, in important aspects, ended with the boy at the beginning of the fourteenth and with the girl at
the beginning of the thirteenth year).
Up to
this date the father had power to give his daughter
in marriage, though she had certain rights of
repudiating {mi'un) such marriage. The general
tendency has, however, been to postpone marriage until the girl has reached her majority,
and the parental authority within the family thus
becomes moral rather than legal.
first-century
saying shows aptly the combination of the legal
with the moral side of the father's influence
Our masters have taught, He who loves his wife as himself,
and honours her more than himself who leads his sons and

A

:

'

(Muslim)
their
attire of

off'

garb of shame and resumed the royal

freemen.
The home was the place
where the Jew was at his best. In the marketplace he was perhaps hard and sometimes ignoble ; in the world he helped his judges to misunderstand him
in the home he was himself
(I. Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle Ages,
London, 1896, p. 113 see whole of ch. vii.).
;

;

—

LiTERATURB. P. Buchholz, Die Familie
.
nachmosaischtalmud. Lehre, Breslau, 1867 L. Low, Die Lebensalter in der
.

Literatur, Szegedin, 1876

;

M. Giidemann,

'

626).

The child, in accordance with Biblical precept,
was bound to honour his parents. This duty was
far-reaching — the son was not to occupy the father's
seat
he was not to contradict him, or call him
by his name. The reader of David Qimhi's com;

mentaries will recall the regularity with which
this author cites his father as '
lord,
father.'
The son could be compelled to maintain his parents.
The daughter was bound to honour her father and
mother, but, as after her marriage she came under

my

my

her husband's authority, she was not amenable to
the obligations which fell on the son. On his
part the father was expected to teach his children,
to have his sons apprenticed to a trade, and to
avoid putting unnecessary strains on their respect.
Thus the text, Lv 19", 'Thou shalt not
put a stumbling-block before the blind,' was taken
as a caution against striking a grown-up child
(Mo'ed Qaton, 17a) the chUd might be tempted to
retaliate with a passionate blow.
The confined quarters occupied by the Jews in
the Middle Ages, as well as the survival of patriarchal sentiments, often led to the dwelling of the
whole family, of several generations, under the
same roof. After marriage, the bride's parents
would frequently provide accommodation for the
son-in-law.
In the Orient the system sometimes
leads to very complicated legal (juestions of ownership in the large houses occupied in common by
many distinct coteries of the family. This system
prevailed more extensively while marriages were
contracted at an early age. But, though it was
the father who mostly remained head of the
family, the mother filled a high place in the
esteem of her children and more remote descendants.
have a striking instance of this
in the Memoirs of Gliickel of Hamelin (17th cent.).
After her husband's death (1689) she not only
brought up her eight children, but carried on her
husband's business.
She travelled to the great
fairs, and spent her days usually in the warehouse.
Her influence over her children was extraordinarily
complete, her piety no less than her capacity
winning their love and veneration. No greater
blow was dealt to the Jewish theory of life
than was inflicted by such interferences as the
Familianten-Gesetz which prevailed in Bohemia,
Moravia, and Silesia in the 18th century.
In
those States no Jew could marry without a special
permit from the Government. The avowed object
was to prevent any increase of the Jewish population.
The law was repealed in 1849, hut in many
5 arts of the world the problem of harmonizing
ewish with modem legal requirements has much
modified the old famUy relations which, as Heine
has made the modem world understand, turned
the Jewish home into 'a haven of rest from the
storms that raged round the very gates of the
ghettos, nay, a fairy palace in which the bespattered objects of the mob's derision threw
all

;

We

Gesch.

de»

Brziehungswesens und der Cultur der Juden, Vienna, 1880-88 ;
D. Kaufmann, Die Uemoiren der Gliickel von Hameln, Frankfort, 1896
S. Schechter, Studies in Judaism, London,
1896, Philadelphia, 1908; S. Krauss, Talmud. Archaologie,
;

IL, Ijeipzig, 1911

;

I.

Abrahams,

op.

cit.

supra.

;

daughters in the straight path, and marries them near their
time of maturity ;— to his house the words of Job apply (b'^j,
" Thou Shalt know that thy tent is in peace " (Bab. Yebamoth,

.

;

jiid.

I.
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(Muslim).—The constitution of the
Muslim family is very different from that of the
Christian family it is more indefinite, involved, and
complicated. Marriage has not the same binding
force the ceremony is far less solemn in fact, it is
scarcely a public ceremony at all. A first marriage
does not debar a man from a subsequent union,
polygamy being quite legal and, outside the
maiTied state, the husband is allowed to cohabit
with an unlimited number of slaves. The status
;

—

;

;

of the children of these concubines is identical
with that of the children of the wedded wives,
so that even marriage does not precisely decide

the question as to the legitimacy of a child.
Furthermore, a Muslim marriage is precarious
divorce is more easily obtained than in any Christian
sect.
Properly speaking, it is not really divorce
that is admittea by Islam it is the husband's
right of repudiation, which he may exercise almost
as he pleases. Muslim custom does not give the
same social importance to marriage as we do the
wife, always secluded in her apartments, or veiled,
does not appear in society at all.
guest or a
host must never speak to a Muslim about his \vives,
or ask any news of them. The education of the
children, which is the great family duty in Christianity, is reduced almost to vanishing-point in
Islam, and is hardly a subject of interest at aU to
the parents. Finally, the family makes no effort,
such as is made among Christian races, to perpetuate
or increase its prosperity and glory from generation
to generation ; it is, especially in despotic countries,
at the mercy of the prince's whims, and may pass
in a day from wealth to poverty.
The rules controUing the constitution of the
Muslim family are supposed to be laid down by
the Qur'an; but they are not found explicitly
stated there, and accretions have been formed by
custom. Muhammadformallysanctioned polygamy
for himself in particular, since he had several
wives (nine, according to some traditions fourteen,
according to others), all of whom he regarded as
legitimate
and he always had a revelation to
justify these various marriages. But he did not
approve of this large number of wives for the
general mass of his followers. It is generally said
that he forbade them to have more than four
legitimate wives
the verse containing this rule,
however, is not quite precise

—

:

A

—

;

;

;

:

ye

says the Prophet (Qur'dn, iv. 3), that ye cannot
do justice between orphans, then marry what seems good to
you of women, by twos, or threes, or fours,' that is, do not
marry too many wives if you are not sure of being able to bring
up the children.
'

If

fear,'

'

Tradition has set this limit of four wives for
ordinary believers, and has authorized the Khalifs
and Sultans, as successors of the Prophet, to have
nine.
Muslims are also allowed, according to the
most generally accepted tradition, to have as many
slaves as they choose, to use as concubines at a
moderate fee these slaves are often the women in
the service of their legal wives, and hence arises a
situation somewhat painful for the latter. This
custom of unlimited concubinage does not appear
;

—

—

;;
;
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to be formally sanctioned anywhere in the Qur'dn
certain Muslims, indeed, do not think it conformable to the pure teaching of their religion. It is,
nevertheless, a custom that has always had wide
vogue in Islam, and is, no doubt, of ancient Persian
origin.
large number of wives is one of the
luxuries almost forced upon a personage of high
estate by his position.
By legitimate wives are meant women of free
or comfortable estate e.g., among the Turks, the
daughter or wife of a Turk. Slaves would include
the Circassians, Georgians, and at one time even
the Hungarians, Poles, and Muscovites, bought as
a rule through the medium of the Jews and also
prisoners of war.
The husband has the right to
free a slave and take her as his legitimate wife.
Marriage with a woman of free status, which is
marriage properly so-called, takes place by means
of intermediaries ; the husband and wife do not
see each other until their union is consummated.
Friends of the two families meet together, a matron
visits the girl and gives the young man as exact a
description of her as possible, and, if the description
pleases, the dowry is fixed.
The latter is paid by

;

A

;

the man
law.

;

this is not only a custom, but a Qur'anic

•Give women their dowries freely,' says the Qur'dn (iv. 8),
'and, if they are good enough to remit any ol it to you of
themselves, then enjoy it at your ease.'

The dowry really represents a purchase it is
the price paid by the man for his wife, and is
handed over to the parents of the girl, who give
her up. The wife has full control of the dowry
at least after the necessary furniture has been
bought. There is a great contrast in this respect between the Muslim custom and what takes
place in Europe, where it is difficult for a girl to
get married without a dowry, and the husband
ordinarily controls the wife's possessions.
The marriage contract is arranged before the
qadi. The woman is not present at it, but is
represented by her father, brother, or nearest
relative, who accepts in her name the dowry which
the fianc6 undertakes to pay. It is this contract
that legally constitutes the marriage ; as may be
seen, it is scarcely more than a simple declaration.
After the contract, the parties go to the mosque,
with the bride (veUed, of course) and a few relatives
and friends, and the imam blesses the marriage.
The woman is then taken to her husband's house ;
the wedding is celebrated by two feasts one for
the men and another in the women's apartments
and, at the end of the feast, the husband enters
the nuptial chamber and sees his bride for the
:

—

;

first

time.

—

Muslim

girls are married very early
usually at
the age of from twelve to fourteen
sometimes
are
betrothed
they
when they are only three or
four years old. Their parents are very anxious to
have them married, and also re-married as soon
as possible after being widowed or divorced. The
;

state of celibacy, either for man or for woman, is
scarcely a possibility in the Muslim world.
The Quran (iv. 26 f.) indicates what classes of
women it is unlawful to marry
Unlawful for you are your mothers, and your daughters, and
your sisters, and your paternal aunta and maternal aunts, and
your brother's daughters, and your sister's daughters, and your
foster mothers, and your foster sisters, and your wives' mothers,
and your step-daughters who are your wards, born of your
wives to whom ye have gone in
and that ye form a
connexion between two sisters
and do not marry women
:

'

.

.

.

.

.

.

your fathers married.'
It wUl be noticed here that foster mothers are
regarded as real mothers ; as to the prohibition

against marrying mothers, daughters, and sisters,
may have been necessary in consideration of the
teaching of the Mazdsean religion, which allows
incest.
Mixed marriages, i.e. marriages with nonMuslims, are practically forbidden by the Qur'an
it

(Muslim)
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(ii. 220)
it is better to marry a believing slave,
according to Muslim opinion, than an unbelieving
free woman
the same holds good of a husband.
The rite of Abu 5anifa, however, permits marriage
with Christians and Jews.
The woman must obey and submit to her husband.
Muhammad distinctly regards her as the inferior
of man, and gives as one of the reasons of her
inferiority that man uses his wealth to dower her
{Qur'dn, iv. 38) he also holds that the masculine
qualities are superior. He grants the husband the
right to admonish a disobedient wife, put her into
a separate bed-chamber, and even beat her ; but
he forbids a husband to seek a quarrel with his
wife.
If a wife commits adultery, the husband is
allowed by custom to put her to death. According to a fatwS, ('judicial decision') of Abdallah
Efendi, a husband who takes his wife in adultery
and kills both offenders is not liable to any punishment whatever he even falls heir to the woman's
Among the Turks, the husband may
possessions.
also drown an erring wife. Custom is more severe
in this connexion than the Qur'an ; for Muhammad
does not decree the death penalty for adultery, nor
does he allow the injured husband to execute justice
for himself.
The husband, or any other person
accusing a woman, must produce four witnesses
and the accuser who fails to do so is liable to
receive eighty stripes (Qur'an, iv. 19, xxiv. 2, 4).
If the charge is proved by the agreement of the
four witnesses, the oflenders are both to be punished
with a hundred stripes administered in the presence
of a certain number of people or the husband may
imprison his wife for an unlimited period. Of
course he may also divorce her. Cf. art. Adttltery
(Muslim).
man wishing to divorce one of his wives for
any reason must wait for four months, keeping the
woman at his house but not cohabiting with her
(Qur'an, ii. 226) ; then he dismisses her, giving her
:

;

;

;

;

A

a document called a certificate of divorce.' The
woman retains her dowry. The divorced wife
must wait three months before marrying again
if she has just had a child at the time of being
divorced, the father may demand that she nurse
the child for two years, and in such a case he must
provide for the mother's maintenance during this
period. A husband may take a divorced wife back
again twice but, if he divorce her a third time,
he may not take her back unless she has been
married to another man and divorced also by
him.
A woman may not leave her husband at will
but she may seek divorce through the judge, and is
granted it freely in various circumstances e.g., if
the husband is prodigal or debauched, if he is not
a good Muslim, or if he has not the means of
supplying all household necessities. It is the
husband's first duty to support the household
another and scarcely less important duty is to
maintain his wife, children, and domestics in the
practice of the Muslim religion. The husband,
further, must rest content with the love of the
wives and concubines he has in his house, and
must never seek for objects of aflfection outside of
'

;

:

He is bound also to give satisfaction to his
Muhammad says so expressly,
legitimate wives
and the commentary upon his words says that he
must cohabit with them at least once a week.
Polygamy is a very costly luxury. The four
legitimate wives cannot be forced to live together
each one has her house, or at least her apartment,
table, and domestics.
Economical reasons are a
check upon polygamy, and it is only the rich who
Men of moderate means and peasants
Eractise it.
ave usually only one wife there are even men
who prefer not to marry at all, and are content
with the commerce of their slaves, the latter being
it.

;

;

;
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regarded as legitimate wives once they have borne
a son. This method of procedure is in agreement
with the spirit of Qur'dn, iv. 3
:

ye fear that ye caanot be equitable [i.e. that you will not
be able to do your duty to the children], then marry only one
'

If

wife or one slave.'

The Muslim woman's life appears to us a very
pitiable condition. She takes no part in the society
of men ; she seldom goes out, and is always veiled
when she does go. The wearing of the veil and a
certain amount of seclusion are forced upon her by
the Qur'dn. The custom of veiling is also found
in ancient Greece it existed likewise among various
Arabian tribes before the time of Muhammad ; it
was meant to protect the dignity of free-born
women, and scarcely applied to any others. It
was only the women of high social rank that
Muhammad had in view when he imposed the rule
of covering the face with a veil ; his words did not
apply to slaves or women of low station. The
precept, however, has been put in practice by all
;

Muslims, and peasants and even nomads wear
veils
the latter, it is true, do not have them so
well fixed on as the town-ladies they hang loose
around the face, and are lowered only when passing
a stranger. In Constantinople, after the revolution
(A.D. 1909) which dethroned the Sultan Abdul
5amid II., Muslim women began to go out unveiled ; and the shaikh al-isldm had to make a,fatwa
commanding them, on pain of imprisonment, to
return to the observance of the law.
Women of high position go out very little ; they
pay visits to each other, and sometimes visit the
shops, but rarely the mosque.
Their chief amusement is going to the baths ; but in the larger harims
there are very elegantly built bathrooms, and so the
women are deprived of this motive for going out.
The Turkish lady passes her day on a sofa, smoking,
;

;

singing, spinning, embroidering, or sleeping. Many
of them have had keen intellects in their youth,
and have received instruction and even learned a
little foreign literature ; but their intelligence is
apt to become dull in their seclusion, and their
occupations are of necessity childish. Their chief
concern is to please their husband ; and they become
expert in the arts of dressing and voluptuousness.
In the larger harims the musical and dancing slaves
have to give festivals from time to time.

Neither the Turks nor the Arabs are a prolific
race and the multiplicity of wives does not increase
the number of children. The secluded life must
he unfavourable to fecundity, and the desire for
luxury gets the better of that of producing children.

(Persian)
is the occasion of great rejoicings.
The boys
after circumcision may be seen walking in the
streets of Muslim towns, dressed in rich clothes,
and wearing turbans embroidered in gold and
silver and surmounted by plumes, and their families
also give gifts to the poor at this time (see, further,

time,

Circumcision [Muhammadan],

Many young women,

slighted

by

their lord, pass

youth in enforced sterility in the women's
workshop and the keeping of these, besides, entails
the sacrifice of a certain amount of virile force, for
it is necessary to make a great number of eunuchs
to keep in the paths of chastity a multitude of
pretty slaves who are tormented by their sensual
appetites and the ennui of the harim.
Children are brought up, to the age of seven, by
the women, in the father's house they are swaddled
for eight or ten months, and are usually nursed by
;

;

who suckles them for twelve or fourteen
(the Qur'dn [xlvi. 14] says thirty months).
If a nurse has to be requisitioned, she is treated
with the greatest respect ; she is called ' the foster
mother,' and is generally a young slave who becomes
free and is then regarded as a member of the
family. The child is laid in a fine cradle and, in
rich families, rocked by slaves.
fgte is held to
celebrate the day when it is put into short clothes
or has its hair cut for the first time, and another
when it begins to walk. At about seven years of
age, boys are circumcised and pass out of the
women's care. This ceremony, which they like to
perform for a fairly large number of children at a
the mother,

months

A

iii.

p.

677).

the boys horses. Boys from the age of seven upwards go to school they are taught reading, writing, arithmetic, and a little of the Qur'dn. In towns
where there are Christian missionary schools the
young Muslims sometimes attend them even the
little Muslim girls go to the schools managed by
Christian nuns. Sometimes the richer parents
employ governesses to come to their houses, and
they may be Europeans. All the girls learn to
sew and embroider they do not take the veil until
puberty. See, further, EDUCATION (Muslim).
Muslim children have the greatest respect for
their father and mother.
This veneration is enjoined in several verses of the Qur'dn (xlvi. 14-16,
xvii. 24 f ).
Tatar boy never sits down in presence
of his father ; and a Turkish boy always comes for
his father's blessing at the festivals and chief events
in his life. In important Arab families the father
is a veritable king.
The chief of a rich family
settles his sons when they reach the age of eighteen
or twenty ; he gives them houses of their own and
;

;

;

A

.

them wives this first marriage is arranged
by the parents, whom the young man cannot but

finds

;

obey.

The Qur'dn

lays

down some

regulations as to

but they are not quite clear. The disposable
portion is not stated in figures. It is said that
men should have a portion of what their parents and kindred
leave, and women should have a portion of what their parents
wills

;

'

and kindred
portion'

(iv.

leave,
8);

whether

it

be

little

or much, a determined

A

it is not stated what portion.
son has a
right to twice the portion of a daughter.
husband gets one-half of what his wife leaves if
there are no children, a quarter if there are
children.
widow gets a quarter of her husband's
possessions if there are no children, an eighth if
there are children. Thus we see that testamentary
legislation is ruled by the idea of the woman's
inferiority an idea which dominates the whole
system of Muslim family life. See, further, Law

but

A

A

—

(Muhammadan).

;

their

vol.

Among the Arabs, this is also the occasion for giving

—

LiTERATTTRE. It is impossible to select a bibliography on this
subject. All books on Muslim religion and all accounts of
travels in Muslim countries contain some reference to it.
Besides the Qur'dn itself, it may be useful to consult d'Ohsson's
Tableau giniral de I'empire othoman, Paris, 1787-1820, which
gives an account of Turkish customs at the end of the 18th
cent.
that is, at a time when the Turks had not yet been
influenced by European thought ; the general works or manuals
recently published on Muhammadanism, e.g. by O. Houdas
(L'Islamisme, Paris, 1904) or M. Hartmann (Der islam.
Orient, Berlin, 1899 ff.), and the present writer's La Doctrine
de Vislam, Paris, 1909. There are numerous interesting details
regarding life in the Sultans' harims in J. A. Guer, Mceurs et
usages dis Tura, Paris, 1746 (a very fine work) and a charming
description of family life in the castle of an Arab nobleman is
found in Emily Ruete's Mimoires d'une princesse arabe, Paris,

—

;

BON Cakea de Vaux.

1906.
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(Persian).
Pride in an honoured
lineage has always been aa characteristic of the
Iranians as of other peoples.
Thus Darius I.
traces his descent to Achsemenes (Behist. i. 4-6),
and from the O. Pers. inscriptions we learn the
Iranian term for ' family,' taumd {ib. i. 8, 28, 45,
seed.' ' There are, however, only meagre
data on the various degrees of relationship, except
for those of husband and wife and of parent and
1 The doubts of Tolman (.Ann. Pers. Lex., New York, 1908,
etc.), lit.

'

the connexion of O. Pers. tauiTKi with Av. taoxman,
'
seed,' seem exaggerated in view of the Bab. rendering of
tauTnd. by zSru, * seed, family ' (cf. Heb. jnj, ' seed, offspring '
and the plural of Av. taoxman, in the sense of ' kindred,' in
p. 91) as to

Vend.

xii. 21).

:
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child, and for this reason we must especially regret
the loss of those portions of the Avesta Huspdram
Nask which treated of
the ^ardianship of a family; likewise the varieties of it, and
the fitness of a man for it. About one's own family, and whatever is on the same subject. About the income of wife and
child.
About adoption likewise the varieties of it, and
'

.

.

.

;

the violation of adoption, the sin of the son who
About
is accepted, and whatever is on the same subject.
property that comes to next of kin through relationship, and
About where and in whom, after
that through adoption.
the father, is the prerogative as to a daughter being piven
away to a husband (Dink. viil. xxxvi. 7-17). Similar discussions probably more elaborate were contained in the lost
Sakdtum Nask of the Avesta {ib. xliii. 10-20).
fitness for

it

—

:
;

'

;

.

.

.

.

.

.

—

closeness of bonds between relatives as determined by the godling Mithra, according to YaSt
X. 116 f., has been quoted above (p. 208''), and in

The

Vend. xii. the duration of mourning for various
kinsfolk is given in a form which may be summarized as follows
For a father ipitar) or mother (mdtar) 30 days ; for a son
(puthra) or daughter (dughdJiar) 30 days for a brother (brdtar)
for a husband (nmdno - paiii,
or sister (xvanhar) 30 days
* house-master ')
house-mistress ') 6
or wife {nrndno-pathm,
months for a grandfather (nydka) or grandmother {nydkd) 26
(napti) 25 days
or
granddaughter
days for a grandson inapdt)
for a brother's son {brdtruya) or brother's daughter (brdtruyd)
((utrya)
or
father's
sister (tuiryd)
20 days for a father's brother
for a son of a father's brother (tuiryo-puthra) or
IB days
(tuirya-dughdhar)
for a
10 days
daughter of a father's sister
son of a son of a father's brother or the daughter of a daughter
existof a father's sister (on these two terms, corrupted in the
ing manuscripts, see Bartholomae, Attiran. IFdrferfc., Strassburg, 1904, col. 748) 6 days. These periods are for those who
have died in full religious fellowship ; for those who die while
under the ban the time of mourning must be doubled.
It should also be noted that each sex mourns for its own
dead
then when a father dies or a mother dies, how long do
they mourn for them, the son for the father, the daughter for
the mother ? (similarly the father for the son, the granddaughter for the grandjmother). But brothers may mourn for
sisters, and sisters for brothers ; and nothing is directly specified regarding sex distinctions in mourning for nephews, nieces,
uncles, aunts, and first or second cousins. Besides these relations, honour is shown to the fravashis {q.v.) of those next of
kin {nabdnazdUta [ Yasna i. 18, iii. 22, iv. 24, vii. 22, xxii. 27,
xxiii. 4, xxiv. 8, xxvi. 7, Ixvi. 19, Ixiii. 7f.; Fait xiii. 166;
;

;

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

—

'

'

A/ringan ii. 2]).
The only terms for relatives in the Avesta besides those just
quoted are for husband of one's daughter {zdmdtar)^ and for
father of one's husband (xvasura both in Ya5t x. 116), while
;

for great-great-grandfather the O. Pers. (Art. Sits, a, 3) has
apandyaka. The dual pitare (' two fathers ') denotes ' parents
(Ya6t x. 116), and the plural pterebyo ('to the fathers ') is employed in Vend. xv. 13 to denote the father and the oldest
members of his family (cf. O. Icelandic fethgar, ' father and
Bon(s),' nuxthgur, 'mother and daughter(s)' [Delbriick, Fe&tgrass an Roth, Stuttgart, 1893, pp. 15-17 ; Brugmann, Vergl.
Qramm. der indogerm. Sprachen\ Strassburg, 1897 fl., n. ii.
<6S, 4471).

who

parents,

give her in return one-third of their property.

A satar (' adoptf^d ') wife is one dowered by the relatives of a
man dying ctiiklleus and unmarried half her children belong
;

to her living husband, and half to the dead one, who also haa
her in the other world. A £dkar (' serving ') wife is a re-married
widow, if she has no children by her first husband, who in any
case has her in the future world she is also a eatar wife. A
xud.6ardi (' self-disposing ') wife is one marrying without the
consent of her parents, from whom she inherits no property
until her eldest son gives her to his father as a pddkdh wife
(Pers. rivdyats summarized by West, SBE v. 142, note 10 cf.
also Dink, v, 17, tr. Sanjana, p. 637 Anquetil du Perron, 11.
;

;

;

660

f.).

Polygamy was common, at

'

—

7«

(Persian)

least

among the Persians (Herod, i.
733 Ammian. Marcel, xxiii. 76

rich,
p.

;

;

among the
135

;

.Strabo,

Agathias,

ii.

and Medians (Strabo, p. 526) and it also apfears to have flourished among the Zoroastrian
30)

;

ranians.
As Geiger points out {Ostirdn. Kultur,
pp. 244, 247), there are Avesta passages, such as
Vend. iii. 3 (in the house of the righteous, women
and children are present in rich abundance

frapithwo ndirika frapithwo aperendyuko), wliich
imply this, while in Yasna xxxviii. 1 there is
plainly a reference to the women (doubtless the
wives) of Ahura Mazda himself {ydscd toi gena
'

ahurd mazdd), and Zoroaster

'

is

represented by

tradition as having three wives, two of whom were
'
privileged and the third a ' serving ' wife {BundahiSn, xxxii. 5-7 ; cf. also Jackson, Zoroaster,
New York, 1899, p. 20 f.). In the later period,
when the Mdtigdn-i-Razdr Ddtistdn was written,
polygamy was expressly recognized (West, GIrP
'

it was permitted only when
wife was barren, and then only if she
gave consent (Anquetil du Perron, ii. 561).
In regard to concubinage, it would seem that
there was a sharp distinction between Zoroastrian
and non-Zoroastriau Iranians. The Avesta contains no allusion to the concubine, and the, chief
references in Pahlavi literature seem to be Sdyast
Id-Sdyast x. 21, xii. 14, the latter passage reading
It is well if any one of those who have their handmaid
ii.

117),

the

but in India

first

'

(iakar) in cohabitation (zanih), and offspring is born of her,
shall accept all those who are male as sons ; but those who are
female are no advantage, because an adopted son is requisite,
and there are many who do not appoint an adopted son
.
with this idea, that : " The child of a handmaid may be accepted
by us as a son."
.

.

'

Among

the non-Zoroastrians, on the contrary,
concubinage was very common, at least among the
wealthier Aaszes{ERE iii. 812 f.). There was in
the Sasanian period, as there is to-day, a strong
disapproval of marriage outside the Zoroastrian
community {Dink. iii. 80, tr. Sanjana, pp. 90-102
the particular case under consideration is the marriage of a Zoroastrian to a Jewess), the reasons
being largely those of lack of racial and religions
sympathy. On the other hand, the marriage of
princesses from foreign lands was very frequent
throughout Persian history, even in the Sasanian
period (Spiegel, Erdn. Alterthumskunde, iii. 679 f.).
When Zoroastrianism was still a proselytizing religion, a non-Zoroastrian might be wedded after
having embraced the Zoroastrian faith ; but the
modern Parsis have not merely abandoned proselytizing, but object strenuously to receiving converts,
so that the problem of intermarriage has become

Marriage was to the Iranians a sacred duty (see
[Iranian]) ; a good marriage was a boon
to be mentioned along with honourable lineage
{Vlsp. ii. 7); good husbands, to whom the father
gave away the bride' (Yasna 11. 17 ; Dink. Vlll.
XX. 89, xxxvi. 17, xliii. 10 f.), were the gift of
Haoma {Yasna ix. 23), and maidens also prayed
for spouses to Ardvi Sura Anahita {YaSt v. 87),
Vayu (ib. xv. 39-41), and Asi Vanuhi {ib. xvii. 10).
Family discords were viewed with horror {Yasna
Ixv. 7), and a good wife was to be easy to guide,
obedient to her spiritual head, and pious, while her
husband should be fully acquainted with the faith,
free from the kayadha sin (contempt of religion ?),
and diligent ( Visp. iii. 4 ; Gdh iv. 9 ; cf Dink. VIII. more difficult than it was centuries ago.
xxxi. 5 f ). Terrible punishment awaited the disThe dowrry of a widow who marries a second
obedient wife in the world to come {Arta-Virdf time is less than that of a virgin bride {Dink. v.
Asa,
Namak, ed. and tr.
Haug, and West, Bom- 17, tr. Sanjana,
637), and, as already noted,

Celibacy

.

.

bay, 1872, xxvi.,

p.

Ixiii., Ixx., Ixxxii. f.).

'

The

best of all marriages was the next-of-kin
{x'°aetvadatha [ Visp. iii. 3 ; Gdh i v. 8 ; YaSt xxiv.
17]), on which see Marriage (Iranian) ; and the
wife might be of any one of five classes.
A pddidh ('ruling or privileged') wife is an unbetrothed
maiden, wedded with her parents' consent, her children all
belonging to her husband. A yukan or ayuk (' only child ')
wife

is

'

similar,

except that her

first

child

belongs to

bar

half of her children by her second husband really
belong to her first husband, as does she herself in
the future world.
There was, besides the forms of marriage already
mentioned, a quasi - levirate. According to af
Biruni {India, tr. Sachau, London, 1888, i. 109 f.),

quoting Tansar,
if a man dies without

leaving male offspring, people are to
case.
If he leaves a wife, they marry her to his
nearest relative. If he does not leave a wife, they marry his
daughter or the nearest related woman to the nearest related
'

examine the
Apparently an orphan girl without uncles on either aide
was unmarriageable (Dink. vm. xliii. 11).
1

a

'
;

:
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male of the family. If there ia no woman of his family left, they
woo, by means of the money of the deceased, a woman for his
family, and marry her to some male relative. The child of such
a marriage is considered as the offspring of the deceased. Whoever neglects this duty and does not fulfil it, kills innumerable
souls, since he cuts off the progeny and the name of the deceased
to all eternity.'

The desire of the Iranians for children and their
provision for their education have been considered
elsewhere (ERE iii. 544, v. 207 f.).
As supplementary to Children (Iranian), it may be noted
that not only w.ere children a blessing ( Vend. iv.
Datistan-i
47 ; Sdyast Id-Sdyast, x. 22, xii. 15
Dinlk, xxxvii. 43 ; Dink. v. 19 [tr. Sanjana, p.
639], VIII. XX. 139) and childlessness a curse ( YdSt
xvii. 57), but special respect was paid to mothers
of heroic sons ( Yasna i. 6, etc.
Visp. i. 5
Gdh
iv. 2
Siroz i. 7, ii. 7
YaSt ii. 5, 10), and the
birth of some of the legendary heroes of Iran was
a direct reward for the religious devotion of their
fathers {Yasna ix. 4 [YLma], 7 [Thraetaona], 10
[Urvaxsaya and Keresaspa], 13 [Zarathustra]).
The principle of filial obedience was implanted
by Ahura Mazda himself ( Yasna xliv. 7), and the
Dinkart declares (IX. Iv. 5) that
;

;

;

;

;

* whoever teaches to a son
reverence unto his father has also
appropriated the reward for reverence unto the creator for
teaching that person even for this reason, because express
reverence unto parents and service to them are connected with
reverence unto the Creator and service to him.'
;

Even

after the death of one's parents and other
one is to celebrate the sacred feast
the consecration of the sacred cakes
(dron), and the benedictions [dfringdn) for the
souls of the dead, who will then avert misfortunes
from the living (Sad Dar, xiii. ; cf. vi. 2, xlv. 9).
Naturally, the father had certain duties toward
his chUd (Dink. VIII. xxxi. 21, xxxiv. 4f.) ; but, if
relatives,

{myazd),

the proper filial obedience was not shown, those
who 'in the world distressed their father and
mother, and asked no absolution and forgiveness
from their father and mother in the world,' had,
their chests plunged in mud and stench,
sickle ever went among their legs and
other limbs, and they ever called for a father and

in hell,

'

and a sharp

mother' (Artd-Virdf Namak, Ixv.).
In the Pahlavi Ddtistdn-i Dinik, elaborate rules
are given for inheritance, adoption, and guardianship.

The regulations

for inheritance are as follows

3

(Ixii.

f.,

6)

• When there is nothing otherwise
in the will and private, property goes to a wife or daughter who is privileged if one gives
her anj-thing by will, then she does not obtain the share pertaining to her. Whenever a share for a son is not provided by it,
every one has so much, and the wife who may be a privileged
one has twice as much and the share of that one of the sons,
or even the wife of a son, who is blind in both eyes, or crippled
in both feet, or maimed in both his bands, is twice as much as
that of one who is sound. ... If there be no son of that man,
but there be a daughter or wife of his, and if some of the affairs
of the_ man are such as render a woman not suitable for the
guardianship, it is necessary to appoint a family guardian if
there be, moreover, no wife or daughter of his, it is necessary to
appoint an adopted son.' The adopted-sonship and guardianship referred to in these sections are thus defined in the same
treatise (Ivi. 2-4)
It is requisite, whenever a man of the good
religion is passing away, while he is a complete ruler of a
numerous household, who has no wife and child that may be
Erivileged and acknowledged, nor associating brother, nor son
y adoption, and his property is sixty stirs [about 84 rupees]
of income. The controlling of the property is to be publicly
provided out of the kindred of the deceased, and is called
the adopted-sonship and he is to be appointed to it who is
the nearest of the same lineage, who wHl manage and keep the
property united in its entirety. The guardianship of a family
IS that when a guardian has to be appointed in that manner over
the family of a man whose wife, or daughter, or infant son is
not fit for their own guardianship, so it is necessary to appoint some one.' Those who are suitable for such adoption
are 'a grown-up man of the good religion who is intelligent, a
complete ruler of a numerous household, expecting offspring,
and not having sins worthy of death,' such a man being eligible
'even when be has accepted either one adoption, or many adoptions.
And a grown-up woman, or even a child, ia suitable for
one adoption, but when adopted in one family she is not suitable
for another adoption.
A woman requiring a husband though
a complete worshipper or a foreigner, or an infidel, or one
having sins worthy of death, is unfit tor adoption so also those
who are demon-worshippers, she who is a concubine (5ii5ar
niiman) or courtezan, and she who is menstruous are unfit'
;

;

;

:

'

;

'

'

—

—

;

(Roman)
Ivii. 2-4
cf. also Ivi. 6 f.).
Maladministration of the
adopted-sonship is a deadly sin (ib. Ix.). This adoption is of
three kinds existent, provided, and appointed.
An adopted
son who is existent is such as a wife who may be privileged, or
an only daughter is a kind of adopted son owing to confidence
in herself, such as happens when there is no wife, and a daughter
for whom there is no husband.
An adopted son who is
provided is such as a son that is acknowledged, who is accepted
by oneself, and free from being appointed, or from necessity.
And an adopted son who is appointed is he who is to be ap.
pointed among the relations who are suitable for adoption-*
and are nearest to him who is to be appointed as adopted son—
and the ministers of religion, and he performs the duty of family
guardianship he who is the appointed one is he who is appointed by the men who are the nearest relations on account of
proximity (ib. IviiL 3-5).

(ib.

;

—

'

.

.

.

;

'

From this fictitious adoption we must distinguish the real adoption of a son, to be appointed,
in the case of a man dying with neither an own
nor an adopted son, by the priests and the relations
of the deceased, in order that the soul of the dead
man might escape the tortures of hell, especially as
every duty and good work that he [the adopted
son] performs shall he just like that which is perevery time that
formed by one's own hand
they appoint an adopted son for any one, it is just
as though they have made the deceased alive
(Sad Dar, xviii. 12, 19).
'

.

.

.

—

B. Delbriiclc, Die indogerm. Verwandtschaftsxi. 6), Leipzig, 1889, pp. 41, 76, 86, 96, 100, 107,
140 ; H. Hirt, Die Indogermanen, Strassburg, 1906-07,
pp. 704-707 ; O. Schrader, Sprachvergleichung und Urgesch.^,
Jena, 1907, ii. 305-318 F. Spiegel, Erdn. Alterthumsku-nde,
Geiger, Ostiran. Eultwr
Leipzig, 1871-78, iii. 676-684;
im Altertum, Erlangen, 1882, pp. 234-249; A. Christensen,
L'Empire des Sassanides, Copenhagen, 1907, pp. 49-64
Anquetil du Perron, Zend-Avesta, Paris, 1771, li. 561-664
D. F. Karaka, Hist, of the Parsis, London, 1884, i. ch. iv.
E. West, Pahlavi Texts, i.-iv. (SBE v., xviii., xxiv., xxxvii.);
xx. (1866)
Sanjana, Dinkart, Bombay, 1874 fl.; Rapp,
107-114.
Louis H. Gray.
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(Roman). With characteristic fondness for legal distinction and analysis, the Romans
distinguished four relationships in which each
individual found himself (1) the relationship to
himself as an individual ; (2) that to his family ;
(3) that to the group of families which formed his
clan (gens) ; (4) that to the union of clans (gentes)
which composed the State. The most elementary
of these four relationships, and the one upon which
the others were based, was not, as we would suppose, judging by our own day, the individual, but
rather the family. The growth of the concept of
individuality on Roman soil was retarded by the
excessive degree to which the social idea waa
developed. 'The individual existed merely for the
sake of the family and its derivatives, the clan and
the State. At death he passed over into the majority,' and lost whatever little of individuality he
had gained in life, by being absorbed into the
mass of departed spirits he was mortal and the
family was immortal. On the other hand, the
family had created the clan, and the clan the State,
with the result that the clan soon fell into insignificance and lost its life on behalf of the creature
Finally, in its
of its own making, the State.
turn the State, at least in the earlier phases of its
history, was nothing but the magnified reflexion
of family life, with its king as the father of the
From this brief sketch it will be seen
people, etc.
that the family occupied a unique place in the
make-up of early Roman society. Centuries were
destined to pass before individualism attempted to
make good any claims of the individual over
against the dominating superiority of the family
and, on the other hand, the decline of the clan-idea
left the State as the only rival of the family
rivalry which was chiefly theoretical rather than
:

'

;

;

—

real.

It

was a

human
gods

basic principle of

Roman

religion that

was everywhere surrounded by the
what the faith of the Romans lacked in

life

for
;
spiritual intensity was, in part at least,

compensated

FAMILY
its extenaiveness, and the very superficiality of
their belief brouglit it into contact with the whole
Thus the gods were interested
surface of their life.
in the fulfilment of the duties which attached to
each of these four above-mentioned relationships.
The divine duties of a man as a citizen of the State
formed a part of the ' public worsliip,' or sacra

by

publica the divine duties connected with the other
three relationships were included under the term
private worship,' or sacra privata. Of these three
relationships, that of a man towards his clan or
gens sank so soon into insignificance that our knowledge of the sacra gentilicia is extremely scanty,
and the subject need not trouble us here. The
divine duties of the family form the theme of this
article, but the individual was so involved with
the family that we cannot eliminate him from our
discussion.
As a matter of fact, those elements
which later assumed the characteristics of individualism were in their original state merely phases
of family worship, expressing the relations of each
individual to the family.
Our sources for a knowledge of the history of the
family and of family worship in Rome are relatively
scarce when compared with our sources for the history of the State and of the State religion. Official
documents, calendars, etc., which are so valuable
for the history of the State religion, are of almost
no value here. Inscriptions, indeed, are exceedingly numerous, but they are almost all sepulchral,
and are therefore valuable only for our study of
the cult of the dead. The very homeliness and
familiarity of the subject from the standpoint of
contemporaries is the cause of our ignorance very
few people take the trouble to speak about what
everybody knows ; hence our sources are largely
incidental, e.g. among the poets, especially Plautus,
Horace {Satires), Tibullus, besides a few late antiquarian writers, and the scholiasts and commentamight well despair of ever
tors on the poets.
obtaining an adequate picture, were it not for one
psychological fact, namely, that, though all religion tends to conservatism, there is no part of it
which is more conservative and less subject to
change than the religion of the family. Hence,
though our sources are fragmentary and widely
separated chronologically, they can be placed side
;

'

;

We

side to form a mosaic picture.
The deities worshipped by the family may be
divided for convenience of treatment into two
classes those regularly connected with the family,
and those who were occasionally interested in
shall deal first with those regufamily life.
larly connected with the family, second with those
occasionally interested in family life, and we shall
then add as a third section a brief discussion of the
relationship of family worship to Christianity.
I. Deities regularly connected with the family.
The deities regularly connected with the family
were either not included in the State cult at all, or,

by

:

We

—
if

included, were worshipped there as an imitation

of the cult of the family, a symbolic representation
Chief
of the State as merely an enlarged family.
among these deities are the Genius (and the Juno),
the Lar, the goddess Vesta, and two groups of

the Di Manes and the Di Penates.
The most important element in the worship

deities,
(1)

and the supreme duty of the individual was the worship of the deified ancestors,
or Di Mnnes (literally,
good gods '). At death
each individual was conceived of as losing his
individuality and becoming immortal merely as a
part of the great mass of the Di Manes. The
prime duty of the head of the family was the
regular and scrupulous fulfilment of the ancestral
sacrifices
and it was also his paramount duty to
provide a successor in the person of a real or an
adopted son who could take up the burden of the
of the family

'

;

(Roman)
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he had laid

sacrifices after

it

down

at death.

For

Ance.stor-woRSHIP
AND Cult ok the Dead (Koman).
further particulars,

see art.

Quite distinct from this worship of the
dead en masse was the cult of the protecting deity of the living, the guardian of each
This guardian was called in the case
individual.
of a man the Genius, in the case of a woman the
Juno. The connexion of the individual with the
family is shown very clearly in the original meaning of the Genius and the Juno, for at first they
were thought of in a purely materialistic way, as
the physical force employed in the maintenance of
the family, the Genius (cf. gignere, and Censorinus,
iii. 1) as the procreative power, and the Juno as
the conceptive power.
By degrees these ideas
became more and more spiritual, until during the
empire the Genius and the Juno stood for a sort of
guardian angel. The Genius (we use the word
here and onwards to express both Genius and Juno)
was thought of as co-existent with the individual,
born with him, passing through life with him, and
finally dying with him.
Hence the birthday of
the individual was the chief festival of his Genius.
On this day he was worshipped as the Genius
natalis or simply as Natalis (cf Tibullus, ii. 2,
iv. 5
Censorinus, ii. 1 ; similarly 'Juno natalis,'
Tibullus, iv. 6. 1) ; and sacrifice of wine and milk
and cake was made to him. The most important
of these birthday celebrations was naturally that
of the master of the house, the paterfamilias.
Slaves and freedmen often erected dedicatory inscriptions in honour of this event (cf. OIL vi.
257-259, ii. 1980, v. 1868, x. 860, 861, ii. 356;
and, for the Juno, ii. 1324). From the time of
Augustus the cult of the Genius received an additional emphasis from the fact that the Genius of
the living Emperor was an object of worship at
first for the State at large, and afterwards for each
family. The use of the Genius as a protecting
(2)

deified

'

'

'

'

.

;

deity of corporations, cities, buildings, etc., lies
outside of our present discussion.
(3) But the religion of the family did not content
itself with the cult of the deified dead and the worship of the Genius of the living
it paid homage,
in addition, to the deities who protected those material things with which the family had to do
the
house itself, the store-closet, and the hearth viz.
the Lar Familiaris, the Di Penates, and Vesta.
(a) The origin of the Lar Familiaris, or protecting deity of the house, is one of the most disputed
points in the field of Roman religion ; but the most
likely view is that the cult of the household Lar
(in the singular) is merely a branch of the general
cult of the Lares (in the plural) at the cross-roads,
the so-called
Lares Compitales (for a different
view, cf Samter, Familierifeste der Gr. und Rom.
iv. 336").
Berlin, 1901 ; cf. also
The Lar
Familiaris was thus the protector of the house and
its inhabitants, especially the slaves {fhafamilia in
the technical sense). The venerable farm-almanac
of Cato directs that the baUifl's wife, the villica,
should place a wreath on the hearth on the Kalends,
Ides, and Nones, and should on those same days
pray to the Lar Familiaris for plenty (de Agric.
The Lar Familiaris formed the sentimental
143).
centre for all phases of family life, and ofierings
of wreaths, incense, and wine were made to him on
all family anniversaries.
Thus the Lar represented the primitive concept of home, and was the
ideal figure about which the associations of the
household clung. Before undertaking a journey,
the Roman offered up a sacrifice to the Lar (cf.
Plautus, Merc. 843 ff.), and also on the occasion of a safe return home.
When a member
of the family, who had been lost, was found (cf.
Plautus, Rud. 1206 S. and OIL ix. 925), or when
one of the family recovered from an illness, a
;

—
—

'

'

.

ERE

;

,

—

;
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wreath was put on the Lar ; and, when a member
of the household died, the ceremony of purification
which followed included the sacrifice of sheep to
the Lar (Cic. de Leg. ii. 55). When a ison put on
the toga virilis, the Lar Familiaris was crowned,
and the amulet, the bulla, which the boy had
worn up to that time, was hung about the neck of
the Lar (ef. Pers. v. 31 ; Petron. 60; Prop. iv. 1,
131 ff.).
When the bride entered the house of her
husband, she placed one copper coin on the hearth
as an offering to the Lar Familiaris, gave a second
to her husband, and placed a third on the altar at
the nearest cross-roads in honour of the Lares
Finally,
Compitales (Varro, in Non. p. 531).
various votive offerings were hung on the wall
near the hearth in honour of the Lar, e.g. the
weapons of the veteran soldier (cf. Ovid, Trist.
iv. 8. 22; Prop. iii. 30. 21 ff. ; Hor. Sat. i. 5. 65 ff.).
(h) One of the most important rooms in the old
Roman house was the cella penaria, or store-closet,
corresponding to the room which in modern Italian
houses is called the dispensa, containing the reserve
supplies of food products, and to be carefully distinguished from the pantry, where the day's supply
of food was kept after it had been taken out of the
store-closet.
It is characteristic at once of the
simplicity and the practical nature of early Roman
religion that a group of gods who were supposed to
be in charge of this store-room, and who received
their names from it, formed one of the most important elements in the cult of the family. These
gods were known as the Di Penates {penus = storecloset '), where Penates is not a proper name like
Lar, Lares, but merely an adjective in agreement
with Di hence it was frequently a theme of discussion among the antiquarians of Rome as to who
the Di Penates were, and whether any particular
deity, e.g. Vesta, belonged to them or not.
The
real state of affairs seems to have been as follows.
The Di Penates originally were a group of otherwise nameless gods, and Veata was not included in
their number, though she was very closely associated with them, since the hearth, Vesta's altar,
'

;

was the place where sacrifice was made to them
When Vesta was worshipped by the State
in the forum, this relationship was recognized,
and the Penates of the State, the Di Penates
P.R.Q. ,' were worshipped at the same altar. Later
also.

'

the Penates received their own State temple,
and were thus in public worship separated from
Vesta, so that both they and Vesta preserved their
independence. In private worship the reverse process took place, and the original association of
Vesta and the Penates was never broken, but,
instead, Vesta gradually lost her independent
position, and was included under the title of the
Penates. This explains the apparent neglect of
Vesta in private worship. But, apart from Vesta,
there was a constant tendency to abandon the
group of nameless deities, and to include certain
well-known gods among the Di Penates.
The
choice in such cases was governed by the particular
circumstances and interests of the individual
hence we have many varying combinations, as
may be seen in the frescoes on the kitchen walls
of many of the houses of Pompeii (cf. Helbig,
Wandgemdlde der von Vesuv verschiitteten Stddte

Campaniens, Leipzig, 1869,

H Culto privato,

p.

19

ff. ;

de Marchi,

79 ff.).
2. Deities occasionally interested in the family.
Apart from those deities whom we have already
mentioned, and who were constantly protecting
the individual himself and his permanent surroundings, his house, his hearth, his store-closet, etc.,
many others of the gods of Rome were occasionally
concerned in family life, so that it is literally true
that human life was hedged about by them from
the cradle to the grave. Practically every one of

—

1896,

i.

(Roman)
the gods of the State came into contact with the
family at some time during the life of the individual, and we shall speak here only of the more
important of these temporary associations.
(1) The famous sentence of TertuUian {de Anvma,
Ita omnes idololatria obstetrice nascuntur,'
39),
was from his standpoint a fair enough expression
of the part which a host of minor deities was
thought to take in the conception and birth of each
human being. The exact names of these deities,
however, and the part which each took, are by no
means certain (for further details, cf. the article
Indigitamenta,' by Peter, in Roscher'e Lexikon ;
and de Marchi, 11 Culto privato, i. 165, note 3) ;
but the chief of these deities was Juno, who, under
the cult name of Lucina, was invoked as the goddess of childbirth (cf.
ii. 649).
Another long
list of deities cared for the child in his cradle,
taught him to walk, protected him from the evil
eye, and developed him to young manhood (for these
deities, who also are uncertain, cf. Peter, i. 1, and
de Marchi, i. 168 f. and notes). Certainty attaches,
however, to the celebration of the dies lustricus
(the ninth day after birth in the case of a boy, and
the eighth day in the case of a girl [cf. Marquardt,
Privatleben der Homer, Leipzig, 1888, p. 83]), when
the chOd was given a name, to the accompaniment
of a sacrifice, and probably a banquet. One of the
greatest proofs of the essential difference between
Roman religion and Christianity, and of the absolute foreignness of Roman religion to our habits of
thought, is found in the matter of the training of
the child.
miss any act resembling in meaning
either baptism or confirmation ; religion and the
State are so identical that the child as a citizen
necessarily partakes of the religious life of the State
without any formal act of inclusion. Further, since
'

'

ERE

We

religion consists so entirely in ritual acts and is
so barren of theology, no formal religious instruction is necessary, but the child grows up learning
by imitation when and how the ritualistic acts

should be performed. The myths he learns partly
from his nurse, partly in the schools, but principally by being surrounded by them in wall-decora-

The transition from boyhood
manhood was marked by the putting on of the
toga virilis, and the offering of a sacrifice. The
tion, literature, etc.

to

youth, accompanied by his family, ascended the
Capitol, sacrificed to Juppiter, and put a coin into
The
the money-box of the goddess Juventas.
usual day for the performance of this rite was the
Liberalia (March 17), the festival of Liber.
(2) From the standpoint of the preservation of
the family, the most important act in the life of
the individual is marriage ; hence it is not surprising that it, too, was under the protection of the
gods. But, while we see traces of religious observances surrounding all forms of Roman marriage,
it is difficult to state exactly in what these ceremonies consisted. Of the three forms of marriage
in Rome confarreatio, usus, and coemptio only
the first was attended by any special religious act,
while the last two were affected by religion only as
much as were all the acts of life. Common to
both confarreatio and coemptio was the avoidance,
on religious grounds, of certain days for marriage.
Usiis, being merely the legalization of cohabitation
(
at the end of a year, did not permit of the choice
of a special day.) The days thus avoided were
the Parentalia, or the feast of the dead, Feb.
13-21 ; the month of March, because of the festivals
the month of May, beof the Salii and of Mars
cause of the Lemuria May 9, 11, 13 and because
of the procession of the Argei on the 15th ; June
7-15, because the temple of Vesta was being
the three days in the year when the
cleaned
lower world was thought to be open {mundus
in general the
patet) Aug. 24, Oct. 5, Nov. 8

—

:

—

;

—

;

—

;

'
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diespostridiani, i.e. the days following tlie Kalends,
the Nones, and the Ides ; the dies atri, or days
unlucky because of some great disaster [e.g. July 18,
the day of the battle of the Allia). In addition to
all these days, the day immediately preceding each
of them was generally avoided, so that, even if the
day of marriage itself was lucky, the first full
day of married life might not be unlucky ; and,
finally, all holidays were avoided, so that there
might be no rival attraction to interfere with
attendance at the wedding. Further, in connexion
with both forms of marriage the auspices were
consulted, in early times by the genuine auspicia,
the observation oi the flight of birds, later by the
more convenient form of the consultation of the
entrails (haruspicina).
The predominatingly religious form of marriage was, however, the con^
ifarreatio, which as early as the end of the Republic
was more or less of an old-fashioned curiosity. It
was undoubtedly originally the only form of
marriage for patricians. The marriage took place
in the presence of ten witnesses, and the Pontifex
Maximus and the Flamen Dialis, or priest of
Juppiter. Its chief act, from which it derived its
name, was the offering of a cake (panis farreus]
to Juppiter.
(3) We have seen the gods active at birth and at
marriage and we might expect their presence at
the death-bed, but such is not the case.
The
individual has done his work so far as the family
is concerned, he has contributed his share ; let him
pass now into the mass of nameless Di Manes. He
can have no comfort at death, for there is no
individual future for him ; his only satisfaction is
the contemplation of what he has done for the
family, and the prospect that the ancestral sacrifices, for which he has provided, will now benefit
him along with the rest of the Manes.
3. Family religion and Christianity.
In the
minds of a people who loved the customs of their
ancestors {mos majorum) as much as the Romans
did, the simple rites of the family, descending from
an indefinite past, had a far greater sanctity than
the more gorgeous, but more modem, ceremonies
of the official State religion.
The preachers of
Christianity, therefore, found the pagan far more
ready to give up Juppiter and Mars than the Genius
and the Lar. On the other hand, the rites of
family worship were so often connected with some
perfectly innocent famUy event that the spiritual
directors of the Christians thought it improper
altogether to forbid the participation of Christians
in the family festivals of their pagan friends.
Tertullian, who wrote about A.D. 200, has an
interesting passage on this {de Idololatria, 16), in
which he authorizes attendance at the festivals
connected with the putting on of the toga virilis,
betrothals, marriages, and the naming of children,
:

—

even though sacrifices were connected with them.
This reverence on the part of the pagans, and this
indulgence on the part of the Christians, caused
the sacra privata to decline much more slowly
than the sacra publica. Almost three generations
after Constantine had given Christianity an official
right of existence, it was necessary for Theodosius
(A.D. 392) to issue the famous edict (Cod. Theodos.
nullus omnino secretiore piaculo
mero Genium, Penates odore veneratus
accendat lumina, imponat tura, serta suspendat.'
But, in spite of this edict, some of the rites of
family-worship seem to have existed in the country
xvi.

10.
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FAMILY

(Teutonic and Balto-Slavic).— When
the Aryan peoples, including, of course, the progenitors of the Teutons and Balto-Slavs, spread
over Europe in pre-historic times, they found,
among many of the aboriginal tribes of our continent, certain forms of family life quite difl'erent
from their own. Of these the most notable waa
the so-called matriarchy, i.e. that family organiza-

—

tion still surviving, as ethnologists tell us, in
certain parts of the world which, while it recognizes a marital relationship of longer or shorter
duration, does not recognize the paternal relationship, as the children belong, not to the father, bat
to the mother, and inherit property, not from the
father or paternal uncle, but from the mother, and
especially the maternal uncle or grand-uncle.
In

—

connexion with the matriarchal family we frequently find, on the one hand, that women are
held in high honour and even possess supreme
power, and, on the other, that sexual life is
marked by an astounding laxity we hear also of
polyandry, of the marriage of blood-relations, and
even of complete sexual promiscuity.
A signal contrast to such conditions of family
life is presented by what we know of the Aryan
or Indo-Germanic stock, in which the existence of
the so-called patriarchal or agnatic family is
attested by the fact that the words expressive of
family relationships are essentially the same in
the various cognate languages.
;

Thus, for example, Goth, fadar corresponds to Lat. pater, Gr.
Skr. pitdr; O.H.G. m.uoter, O. Slav. Tnati, to Lat. mater,
Gr. fiT)TT7p, Skr. mdtdr ; Goth. sU7itts, Lith. sunus, O. Slav, st/nu,
to Skr. suniL ; Goth, daij-htar, Lith. dukti, O. Slav, diuitl, to Gr.
Bvya-nip, Skr. duhitdr; Goth, brdpar, O. Pruss. brote, O. Slav.
bratrUy to Lat. /rater, Skr. bhrdtar ; Goth, svistar, Lith. sesU,
O. Slav, sestra, to Lat. soror, Skr. svdsar ; O.H.G. fatureo,
uncle,' to Lat. patruus, Gr. irorpto?, Skr. pUrvya ; Goth. 000,
'grandmother,' to Lat. ami3; A.S. 7k!/a, ' grandchild,' Lith.
nepotis, to Lat. nepos, Skr. rtapdt ; O.H.G. snura, * daughterin-law,' O. Slav. &nucha, to Lat. nurus, Gr. w6^, Skr. sntt^d
O.H.G. Btcehur, ' father-in-law,' Lith. szesziuras, O. Slav. svehrU,
to Lat. socer, Gr. eKvoog, Skr. ^vd^ra ; Goth, svaihrd, ' motherin-law,' O. Slav, svekry, to Lat. socrus, Skr. ^va^ru; O.H.G.
zeihhur, ' husband's brother,' Lith. deweris, O. Slav, deveru, to
Lat. levir, Gr. SaTjp, Skr. d^vdr ; O. Slav, zluva, ' husband's
sister," to Lat. gl6s, Gr. ytiAo)! ; O. Slav, jetry, 'husband's
brother's wife,' Lith. inte, to Lat. janitrices, Gr. etvdrepe^, Skr.
iTttT^p,

'

ydtaras, etc.

These examnles of the terms applied to famUy
relationships show incontrovertibly that thefoundations of the modem family were already laid in
primitive Aryan times, and it is the object of the
present article to treat of this institution in fuller
detail, more especially as found among the Teutons
and Balto-Slavs.
do not propose to deal
separately with these two ethnological groups, as
it will be seen that in many cases the bearings of
the subject in one group become fully intelligible
only by reference to the other.
'The subjectmatter will be arranged under the three headings
of (1) marriage, (2) husband and wife, and (3) the
other inmates of the household.

We

—

I. Marriage.
From the earliest times we find
either group two forms of marriage, viz.
marriage by purchase and marriage by capture.
As regards the ancient Lithuanians, we have the
following item of information in Michalonis Lituani
de moribus Tartarorum Lituanorum et Moschorum
fragmina, ed. Crasser (Basel, 1615), p. 28
Quemadmodum et in nostra olim gente solvebatur parentibus pro sponsis pretium, quod krieno ('purchasemoney
Skr. krinami,
I
buy ') a Samagitis
vocatur.' Of the ancient Prussians, Peter of Duisburg (in Script, rer. Pruss., Leipzig, 1861, i. 54)
writes
Secundum antiquam consuetudinem hoc

in

'

:

—

Literature. G. Wissowa, Religion und Kultus der Riym^r,
Munich, 1902, pp. 141-159, artt. Lar and Penatea," in Reseller,

and

*

Preller
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habent Prutheni adhuo in usu, quod uxores suas
eraunt pro certa summa pecuniae. With reference
to the ancient Slavs, see below.
In Old Russian a
marriageable girl was called a kunka, from kuna,
marten,' because her parents might exchange her
for marten-skins, the usual medium of payment in
ancient Russia, just as Homer speaks of a maiden
as iX<pc<ripoia, cattle-winning,' signifying that she
brought her parents a bride-price in the form of
cattle.
To this day among the Russian peasantry,
the first act of the nuptials is the suit or proposal
(svdtanie), which is a purely commercial transaction.
The father of the suitor, usually accompanied by a relative, visits the girl's parents and
says,
have a purchaser you a commodity
will you sell your ware?'
Then follows the bargaining, which, as our informants state, differs in
no respect from a negotiation about the sale of a
cow.
The well-known reference of Tacitus to the
marriage customs of the ancient Germans (Germ.
18
Dotem non uxor marito, sed uxori maritus
offert.
Intersunt parentes et propinqui ao munera
probant [i.e. marriage was an afi'air of the whole
family-group], non ad delicias muliebres quaesita
nee quibus nova nupta comatur, sed boves [cf.
'

'

We

'

:

;

'

et frenatum equum et scutum cum
framea gladioque. In haec munera uxor accipitur ')
can hardly refer to anything else than a commercial transaction of similar character. For the
fact that marriage by purchase continued to prevail among the Teutons till a much later period is
shown by numerous passages in the vernacular
dX0e(j-I/3oia]

records.
Of. e.g. • 6r thea magath babda giboht im te brudiu * (O. Sax.),
Bceal mit c6ape cw§ne gebicgan, bCnum and
bfiagum (A.S.). The Teutonic term for the bride-price appears
in O.H.G. widumo and A.S. weotuma, words which in course of
time to some extent changed their meaning (cf. N.H.G. wittum,
widow's estate ')i but which, alilce in form and signification,
were originally equivalent to the Homeric eSvov (^^^FeSvov),
' gift
to the bride's parents.' If we assign to this word a root
with a double termination (*ved, vedh), we can trace the A.S.
weotuma and Qr. 'iSvov to the oldest term for marriage in the
Aryan tongues Lith. uedic, O. Russ. voditi, lit. to lead
(vodimaja, wife '), Skr. vadhu,
young wife,' Avest. vadhu,
woman,' vadhrya, marriageable
so that A.S. weotuma and
Gr. e&fov mean literally the price for taking home the bride.'

and 'Oyning
'

'

*

:

*

'

*

*

'

;

'

Side by side with marriage by purchase is found
marriage by capture. The co-existence of the two
forms is seen most clearly in eastern Europe.
Thus, according to the Chronicle of Nestor (ed.
Miklosich, Vienna, 1860), cap. x.,
' they
[the ancient Slavs] had their customs and the law of
their fathers and their traditions ; each tribe had its own usages.
The Poljans (i.e. the Poles in the neighbourhood of Kiev) had the
quiet and gentle manners of their fathers, were modest before
their daughters-in-law and their sisters, their mothers and
parents, and showed great respect for their mothers-in-law and
brothers-in-law. They had a marriage (brainy) system. . . . But
the Drevljans (' forest-folk ') lived in brutish fashion ; they lived
like wild beasts ; they killed one another, ate unclean things,
and had no marriage (brahu), but abducted (umykachu uvody)
the young women. And the Radimices (' sons of Radim,' on the
Soz), the Viatices (' sons of Viatko,' on the Oka), and the
Severes (people of the North), had all identical customs : they
lived in the woods like wild beasts, and ate all manner of unclean things ; they carried on lewd conversations before their
parents and daughters-in-law. They had no marriages (braku),
but had places for play between the villages, and assembled at
these games, dances, and all kinds of devihsh sportings, and

then each one carried off the woman with whom he had come
to terms. Each of them, moreover, had two or three wives.'

—

Among the Baltic tribes like\vise the Lithuani,
Livonienses, and Curetes as also among the Muscovitae and Rutheni, as we learn from the Historia
de qentibus septentrionalihus (Rome, 1555) of Archbishop Olaus Magnus, marriage by capture was
quite common.
Of the Lithuanians in particular,
Lasicius (de Diis Samagitarum, cap. 56) writes as
follows ' Nee ducuntur (puellae), sed rapiuntur in
matrimonium, veteri Lacedaemoniorum more a
Lycur^o instituto. Rapiuntur autem non ab ipso
gponso, sed a duobus ejus cognatis.' Cf. also M.

—

:

Prsetorius, Deliciw Prussicm, ed.
W. Pierson
(Berlin, 1871), p. 69:
* Erasmus Franciscus, in hia Mirror
of Ethics, lib. 3, c. 3, p.

thus of the Prussians " In many localities their
marriageable daughters wore little bells or cymbals, which were
fastened to the girdle by a ribbon and hung down to the knees,
so as to give a sign to suitors that the fruit was ripe. Nevertheless, they did not offer themselves directly, but allowed
themselves to be seized and dragged into the married state.
They were carried off, however, not by the bridegroom himself,
but by his two nearest friends."
958, speaks

:

*

Among

the Russian peasantry the two forma of
marriage referred to, viz. marriage in the recognized sense (brakU) which, as we saw, was simply
marriage by purchase and predatory marriage
(vordvskaja svddiba), marriage by capture (umykdnie), or whatever else it may be called, still exist
side by side, though the latter has receded farther
and farther into the wooded country to the east
of the Volga.
For a fuller discussion of predatory
marriage in Russia, see Schrader, Sprachvergl. u.
Urgesch. ii.^ 326 ff.
In the Teutonic area, marriage by purchase was

—

much

—

'

vogue than marriage by capture, but
prevailed there not merely in isolated cases
but as a general practice is rendered probable
by its existence among related peoples, such as
Indians, Greeks, and Romans (Schrader, p. 321).
Further, with reference to the Teutons of primitive
times, we have the witness of Tacitus (Ann. i. 55)
to the predatory marriage of Arminius and the
daughter of Segestea, who had been betrothed to
another a proceeding that led to a deadly warfare
between the two family groups, just as, according
to Olaus Magnus (see above), family feuds were
rife among the peoples of the North-east ' propter
raptas virgines et arripiendas.'
2. Husband and wife.
By purchase or by capture, then, the young woman passed under her
husband's authority a state which the RomanoTeutonic legal documents speak of as mundium
(O.H.G. munt, hand ') ; in other words, the woman
liecame the man's property. The idea that in the
married state the man and the woman enjoyed
equal rights in relation to each other is, as regards
the Teutonic and Slavic peoples in primitive times,
absolutely baseless.
specific confirmation of
this is found in the fact that originally the man's
act of marriage had quite a different terminology
that

less in

it

—

—

—

'

A

This phenomenon has been
from the woman's.
preserved most faithfully in the Slavic dialects.
Thuswehave, e.g., O. Russ. ^n^sja ('to provide oneself with
a wife '), as predicated of the husband (Lat. in matrimonium
ducere), and vyti zdmuz(' to walk behind the man,' t.e. when the

woman

is

taken home), as predicated of the wife (Lat. nubere).
marier and Ger. heiraten (O.H.G. hirdt, * mar'house-management'), as used of either the man or

Terms

like Fr.

riage,'

lit.

the woman, are of relatively late origin.
In the original Aryan language the man to whose authority
the woman was thus subpect was styled *poti-8 (Skr. pdti-s,
patitvd, 'domestic swa}',' t.e. ' married life '), ' lord and master.'
This term may still be traced in the Goth. briX])-fa])s, 'bridegroom,' lit. ' maiden's-lord,' and appears also in the Slavic
compound *gosti-poti, Russ. gospodl, ' master,' lit. master of
the strangers who come into the family (O. Slav, gosti, cf. Lat.
hospes, from *hosti-pets). At a still earlier stage of Aryan speech
the word *po(t-s meant simply himself (cf Lith. pdts, and
Avest. xvaA-pati, 'himself '), and it is a singular fact that over
wide tracts of the Slavic and Teutonic area the master of the
house is to this day habitually referred to as himself.' Thus,
among the Russian commercial class, which maintains the
ancient Russian usages with remarkable fidelity, sam, himself (in relation to the wife and the household generally), and
samd, herself (in relation to the children and the home), are
the usual designations of husband and wife respectively. Ostrovskij, the brilliant delineator of this old Russian commercial
class, has in his comedies given numerous illustrations of the
samodiirfi(uo ('autonyraity," self-naming' cf. Russ. sam, 'self,'
durak, fool ') of the ancient Muscovite merchant, whose wife
and children tremble in his presence. But among the White Russians, Ozeclis, and Poles, as also throughout the Scandinavian
Peninsula, corresponding designations are applied to the
peasant and his wife (Norweg. han sjolv, ho itjolv), while in many
parts of Britain himself and herself are popularly used in
the same way.
'

'

'

'

.

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

We proceed to a more detailed account of the relations

between husband and wife in the

earliest

:

:

:
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It is beyond question that as reRarda the
Teutons and Balto-Slavs we must start from the
stage of polygamy.
It was not until A.D. 1249
that the ancient rrussians formally bound themselves to abandon the custom of having three or
four wives, as heretofore, and to be content with
one (cf. Hartknoch, Das alte u. neue Preussen,
Frankfort and Leipzig, 1684, p. 117). Polygamy,

guests wore present. The separation of the sexes
at meal-times was still a common practice in the
Middle Ages, and there is direct historical evidence
of the fact that in the Roman Catholic formula of
divorce, separatio quoad thorum et mensam,' the
mensa (' board ') was a later addition.
On the whole, while we must admit that what
Tacitus (Germ. 18) says of marriage among the

according to the (jlironicle of Nestor, was pracmust likewise
tised also by the ancient Slavs.
assume that the same condition of things originally
prevailed in the case of the Teutons, among whom,
and especially among the Norsemen, a wide-spread
practice of polygamy was long maintained (cf.

Germans is somewhat idealized, we shall hardly
find a more adequate representation of the relations
between husband and wife than that given by him

times.

We

Adam

21); here, indeed, we find
as many as nine wives.
Among the Germans, however, as referred to by
Tacitus in Germ. 18 ('nam prope soli barbarorum
singulis uxoribus content! sunt, exceptis admodum
paucis, qui non libidine, sed ob nobUitatem plurirais
nuptiis ambiuntur'), there seems to have been a
of

Bremen,

iv.

man might have

that a

marked leaning towards monogamy.

But the
concurrent existence of an extensive system of
concubinage is proved by the fact that the term
kebisa ('concubine') is found in all the Teutonic
dialects.

The strongest

possible contrast to this sexual
is seen in the position
The fearful penalties wreaked upon

freedom on the husband's part
of the wife.

the unfaithful wife among Teutons and Slavs are
indicated in art. Chastity (Teut. and Balto-Slav. ),
vol. iii. p. 499 ff. That article emphasizes the fact
that the erring wife was punished not so much for
unchastity in the proper sense as for yielding her
person to another without the knowledge and consent of her husband and owner. This may be
safely inferred from extant traces of two institutions discussed in the article referred to, viz. vicarious procreation and lending a wife to a guest,
both of which are found in the Teutonic, and the
former also in the Slavic domain. And in another
respect the patriarchal family system was everywhere associated with the depreciation and servitude of women. The idea that woman is in some
way a creature of inferior rank prevails to the present day among the rural population of Eastern
and South-eastern Europe. The wife of the Eussian peasant could not well conceive of a mode of
life without the uHt (' discipline '), i.e. flogging by
the husband. If, when she did wrong, her husband
did not have recourse to the silken whip,' which
in Russian folk-song is a standing household article,
she would think that he no longer loved her. Nor,
except by reference to similar practices, or, at
least, to the vestiges of such practices, among the
Teutons, is it possible to explain what, according
to the writer of the German Nibelungenlied, Queen
Kriemhild, after her wrathful insults to Brunhild,
says of her husband (xv. 894)
'•
Daz h&t mich sit gerouwen " sprach daz edel wip
" ouch h&t er sfi zerblouwen dar umbe minen lip
'

'

—

*

daz ich ie besw^rte ir mit rede den muot,
daz h&t vil wol errochen der belt kiiene unde guot."

*

Of no less significance for the position of women
was the universal custom which forbade them to
eat with the men, and compelled them to take
their meals by themselves.
'Thus, when the Nibelungs came to Bechelflren, they were met by the
Margrave Riiediggr and his wife, and then, as we
ai8 told (xxvii. 1671)
*

N^ch gewonbeite dd schieden si sich da
unde frouwen die giengen anderswa.*

Fitter

In many districts, as, e.g., in the island of Sjselland,
the men sat, while the women stood, at table, the
wife taking her position next to her husband, and
then the daughters and maids to her left. In Servia, as recently as the reign of Milosh Obrenovitch,
the wife and daughters stood at meals, even when

'

in ch. 15

:

'QuotienB bella non ineunt, non multum venatibus, plus per
otium transigunt, dediti somno ciboque. FortiitsimUB quisque
ac bcllicosissimus nihil agens, delegata domus et penatium et
agrorum cura feminis senibusque et inflrmissimo cuique ex
mira diversitate naturae, cum iidem
familia, Ipai bebent
homines sic ament inertiam et oderint quietem.'
;

All property belonged to the husband. By the oldest Russian code (cf. L. K. Goetz, Das russische
Recht, vol. i., Stuttgart, 1910, §§ 118, 120), married
daughters inherited nothing, and the unmarried
though the sons
only when there were no sons
were required to give a dowry to their sisters. The
present law of use and wont operates in similar
fashion to this day in the larger family of the patThe ancient Norse code conriarchal household.
the man
tained an ordinance to the same effect
goes to the inheritance ; the woman from it.' It is
impossible to imagine a more decided contrast to
the practice of the non-Aryan peoples of ancient
Europe (see above) the practice, that is to say, by
which in many cases the daughters inherited every
thing, and provided for the sons.
Among the Teutons and Slavs, moreover, the
wife overworked, exposed to all manner of illusage, and all but incapable of inheriting was, so
to speak, bound hand and foot to her husband.
The Lex Burgundiana, xxxiv. 1, ordains
Si qua
mulier maritum suum, cui legitime iuncta est,
dimiserit, necetur in luto'; i.e., she was to suft'er
the most degrading form of capital punishment
that commonly inflicted upon cowards and perpetrators of unnatural crime (cf. Tac. Germ. 12).
Unenviable as was the wife's position during her
husband's lifetime, however, it was still preferable
Here philology reveals
to her lot after his death.
the suggestive fact that, while not only the original Aryan language, but also the earliest Teutonic and Slavic dialects, had a special term for
widow (Goth. viduvO O. Slav, vidova ; cf. Lat.
vidua, Skr. vidhdva), they had none for 'widower.'
The explanation of this is that a material, as apart
from a merely formal, import attached only to the
The widower could
position of the bereaved wife.
take another mate whenever he chose, but the
;

:

'

—

—

—
:

'

'

'

;

widow had no such liberty of action. Not only in
ancient India, and among Scythians and Thracians,
but among Teutons and Slavs as well, it was the
rule that, when a husband died, his wife, or one of
put to death at his pyre or
grave, and be burned or buried with him, the idea
being that she would thus continue to serve him in
the life beyond as she had done here. Our earliest
information regarding this practice on Teutonic
soil comes from Procopius {ae Bell. Goth. ii. 14).
He tells us that the widow who did not wish to
become the object of undying scorn and of her
kindred's hate hanged herself beside her husband's
grave and Bonifacius (Jaff6, Monumenta MogunUna, Berlin, 1866, p. 172) writes of the Slavs to
his wives, should be

;

the same effect
'

Winedi, quod est foedissimum et deterrimum genus hominum,

zelo matrimonii amorem mutuum observant, ut
Et laudibilis
mulier, viro proprio mortuo, vivere recuaet.
mulier inter illos esse iudicatur, quia propria manu sibi mortem
intulit, et in una strue pariter ardeat cum viro suo' (cf. art.
Aryan Rkliqion, vol. ii. p. 22'>).

tam magno

It must nevertheless be admitted that the somewhat sombre picture of women's position among

—

'
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the Teutons and Slavs of archaic times is here and
there relieved by brighter touches. Women were
inesse
regarded as prophetesses (Tac. Germ. 8
quin etiam sanctum aliquid et providum putant,
nee aut consilia earum aspernantur aut responsa
:

neglegunt

'

;

for their horrible

modes

'

of divination,

see art.

Aryan Eeligion,

nation

[Teut.], vol. iv. p. 827), as physicians (Tac.

ib.

7

illae

vol.

ii.

p. 54'>,

and Divi-

ad matres, ad coniuges vulnera ferunt nee
numerare aut exigere plagas pavent '), and as
:

'

;

cibosque et hortahelpers in war (Tac. loc. cit.
mina pugnantibus gestant '). These various traits
are found also among the Slavs, and especially the
:

'

southern Slavs, as, e.g., in Montenegro. Over all
the Slavic area, moreover, as upon Teutonic soil,
women were regarded as specially conversant with
the occult powers of Nature, with medicinal roots
and plants, and with the most potent charms and
incantations.
As we
3. The other members of the household.
saw above, the primitive Aryan terms for family
relationships included a number of words applied
to relations by marriage. Thus we noted terms
for ' daughter-in-law,' for ' father-in-law ' and
' mother-in-law,'
as also for ' husband's brother,'
'
husband's sister,' and • husband's brother's wife.'
It will be observed that the names indicated in the
latter portion of this list applied only to the husband's kindred in relation to his wife, but a closer
examination of the Aryan terms for ' father-in-law
(O.H.G. suehur, O. Slav, svehru, Lith. szesziuras,
Lat. socer, Gr. ^ku/xSs, Skr. ivdhira) and ' motherin-law' (O.H.G. suigar, O. Slav, svekry, Lat. socrus,
Gr. iKvpi., Skr. ivaSru) shows that those words
likewise originally denoted the father and mother
of the husband only. Thus, not only in Greek,
but in the Lithuanian and Slavic dialects as well,
this is the archaic and proper idiom, and we need
therefore have no hesitation in affirming that the
application of the O.H.G. terms suehur (Get.
Schwdher) and suigar (Ger. Schvneger), as also of
the Lat. socer and socrus, to the father and mother
of the wife likewise was a later usage.
Hence,
too, it is impossible to translate the words ' father'
'
in-law and mother-in-law ' into a Slavic tongue,
such as Russian, unless it be known first of all
whether the persons referred to are the parents of
the husband or of the wife. Only in the former
case does Russian use the words sveku and svekrdv',
corresponding to O.H.G. suehur and suigar, while
for the wife's father and mother idiom demands the

—

palpably more modern terms testi and teica, which
are peculiar to the Slavic languages. It follows,
therefore, that the Aryan terms for affinities took
shape only as applied to the young wife's relation
to the kindred of the man into whose home she had
come.
Now, the substratum of reality which underlies
these linguistic phenomena can be nothing else
than what in contradistinction to the separate
family as we now have it is variously called
the ' house - community,'
hearth - circle,' Herdgemeinschaft (Germ.), or 'undivided family,' i.e.
that family organization in which parents and sons
and the wives and children of the latter lived together in a single household. It is no merely
accidental circumstance that the Slavs, who have
retained not only like the Teutons the verbal
forms, but also the original usage, of the Aryan
terms denoting marriage affinities, should have
likewise maintained the institution of the housecommunity from the earliest times to the present
day. Russian writers who essay to depict the life
of the common people of their country frequently
bring before us such undivided households. Thus,
e.g., Turgeniev, in the first sketch in \i.\s Annals of
a Sportsman {I8i6 ; Eng. tr., New York, 1885), describes the family life of a peasant who lives in a

—

—

'

—

—

joint-household with a large group of sons and
their wives.
The original Slavic
in the Russ. semijd.

word

for

'

family

'

appears

The young woman who

joined such family by marriage was called
the
alien side (Russ. cuzdja storond), while the bridegroom, to whom and to whose kindred she was
nevesta (probably the unknown '}, was similarly
called cuzeninU,
the stranger
a further evideuce of the fact that the family of the husband
and that of the wife were originally quite distinct.
To the Slavic semijd corresponds in meaning and
probably also in etymology the archaic Teutonic
root *hiwa (cf. Goth, heiva-frauja, master of the
house '), the specific term for the Teutonic housecommunity (cf., most recently, F. Kauffmann,
Worter und Sachen, Heidelberg, 1911, ii. 26 ff.).
The epoch in which the separate family, i.e. the
system according to which a son left his father's
house at his marriage and founded a home of his
own, superseded the house-community on Teutonic
sou (where the change occurred earlier than among
the Slavs) is a problem that awaits further investigation.
But it is beyond question that at one time
the same conditions existed among the Teutons as
we saw above to have prevailed among the Slavs.
must now turn to speak of the persons who
thus lived together in the undivided household,
which is the earliest traceable form of the family
among the Aryan and, derivatively, the Teutonic
and Slavic peoples.
(a) Parents and children.
Possibly the term
that comes nearest the primitive conception assoformer
ciated with the
word is the Goth, fadrein,
lit. ' fatherhood,' which Ulfilas uses for ' parents,'
and which, in its derivation from the word for
'father,'
tacitly includes the designation of
'mother' as well. The absolute authority of the
father over his children began from the moment
of birth, as it lay within his option either to
recognize the newly-born infant by the symbolic
rite of ' lifting
it, or to doom it to exposure.
With the former act was associated a kind of
baptismal initiation, the child being immersed,
immediately after its birth, in the waters of the
Rhine, qui spurios infantes undis abripit, tamquam impuri lecti vindex (cf. Cluver, Germania
antique, 1663, p. 155). The primitive Teutonic
and therefore pre-Christian ceremony denoted by
the Goth, verb daupjan, to baptize,' would thus
seem to have served as a test of legitimacy, and it
is worthy of note that an ablutionary ceremony of
similar import is found also among the Babylonians
(cf.
xxiii. [1909] 434 ff.).
The right of exposing infants, which, notwithstanding the averment of Tacitus (Germ. 19: numerum liberorum
finire flagitium habetur'), was frequently exercised
among the Teutons, doubtless bore most heavily
upon females, the birth of whom was in ancient
times so frequently regarded as a calamity. Even
to-day, indeed, if a Lithuanian, whose family
numbers five, three sons and two daughters, is
asked how many children he has, he will answer
Three, as he leaves the females out of account.
What Caesar (de Bell. Gall. vi. 19) says of the Gauls
(' Viri in uxores, sicuti in llberos, vitae necisque
habent potestatem ') holds good without qualification also of the Teutons, Letts, and Slavs.
Of the
Frisians, Tacitus (Ann. iv. 72) writes
'Ac primo
boves ipsos, mox agros, postremo corpora coniugum
aut liberorum servitio tradebant ; whUe the Russian peasant, as depicted in folk-song and village
tale, could exercise, even down to modem times,
the same unlimited authority (patria potestas)
over his family as was enjoyed by the paterfamilias of ancient Rome.
(b) The aged.
The family circle of the housecommunity would, of course, include grandfathers
'

'

'

'

'

—

—

—

'

We

—

'

'

'

—

'
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and grandmothers, grand-uncles and grand-aunts,
and even great-grandparents, living in the old
people's quarters.' Their lot would scarcely be a
happy one, for the temperament of primitive
peoples, as of the peasantry of to-day, was hard
and unsentimental. In point of fact, we know that
among the Teutonic ana Baltic tribes, as in Europe
and Asia generally, it was a common practice to
abandon the aged, with or without their consent
'

with reference to the Teutonic Heruli, Procop.
de Bell. Goth, ii. 14 iiruSiv ns ainCiv ti y^pg. fl vlxofi
of.

:

aXi^-q iirAvayK^^ ol

^Ivcto, rods

(rirjryei'ets

a/rctcr^ai

firt

T&xK^ra i^ iivdpuiTrtav airriiv dtpavi^eiv ; and, with reference to the ancient Prussians, Hartknoch, op. cit.
At the order of the waidewuti (i.e. priest)
p. 181
they smothered their own parents when they became old or fell into a severe illness, so that they
should incur no unnecessary expense in their re'

:

gard.'

—

Brother and sister. Of the relationships
the younger members of the house-community, that of brother and sister merits special
(c)

among

Among Teutons and Slavs, as among
peoples, the brother might be desigthe
moral sponsor of his sister, and, after
nated
their father's death, her guardian in general.
It
was the custom in White Russia, when a bride was
found on the marriage night not to be a maid, to
hang a halter round the neck of her brother, and
to compel him to wear it throughout the marriage
feast.
In Russian folk-song the brother is represented as taking a prominent part also in the
transactions regarding the bride-price.
find
an indication of the Teutonic practice in a verse of
the Nibelungenlied (i. 4)
notice.

other

Aryan

We

*

:

;

Ir (Eriemhild) pfl&gen dr! kiinege edel unde rich .
.
dlu frouwe was ir sweater die helde hgtens in ir pflegen.
.

:

Among the Letto-Lithuanians the strong bond of
affection between brother and sister forms at once
a special feature of common life and a favourite
theme of popular poetry.
(d) Uncle and nephew.
It was noted above that
the Aryan term for father's brother can be traced
in the O.H.G. fatureo, Lat. patrmis, Gr. wirpat,
Skr. pitfvya.
find no corresponding Aryan
term for ' mother's brother,' who, of course, was
not a member of the agnatically constituted housecommunity ; but it is worthy of note that the
Teutonic (O.H.G. dheim), Lithuanian (avn/nas),
Old Prussian (aids), and Slavic (uji) forms for
' ancle
are aU derived, though in quite different
'
ways, from the Aryan root for ' grandfather ' and
'
grandmother (Lat. avus, Goth. av6). This fact
has not as yet been satisfactorily explained. It is
beyond question, however, that in several of the
Teutonic dialects, as in the Celtic group throughout, the Aryan word for ' grandchild (Skr. ndpat,
Lat. nepos, etc. ) has by a corresponding linguistic
process come to mean ' nephew in the sense of
sister's son.
Now, these two more recently formed
correlatives, uncleand nephew (i.e. mother's brother

—

'

'

We

'

'

'
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rather a position of honour than a strictly legal
status.

—

(e) Mother-in-law and daughter-in-law.
As we
have seen, the son brought his bride (O.H.G. br&t,

Russ. nevesta) into liis father's house, and lived
with her in the circle of his own kindred. The
converse case, i.e. where the bridegroom joined the
wife's household and became an adopted one,' or
incomer (Russ.), a house-son-in-law (Serb), or
a re-heater' (Lith. for one who marries a widow),
is also, as these terms indicate, to be met with in
all parts, but was certainly of sporadic occurrence,
and must not be postulated as a characteristic
feature of the earliest times. The young wife's
residence with her husband's parents was at first
no pleasant experience for her. As the Russian
folk-songs indicate, with abundance of concrete
detail, she was an object of mockery, and the
hardest drudgery was laid upon her. She sufiered
most, however, at the hands of her mother-in-law,
who often resorted to the knout and, indeed, as
the house-community was the nursery of patria
potestas, and of the tutelage of women, so was it
the source of the old popular notion of the wicked
mother-in-law.' That expression applied in ancient
times to the husband's mother only, not to the
wife's mother (Russ. teiia)
or, at least, not to the
latter in relation to the son-in-law (O.H.G. eidam,
one bound by oath,' Russ. zjati) for, as is evident
from what has been said above, no proper relationship was supposed to subsist between mother-in-law
and son-in-law at all and, when this type of
affinity came at length to be recognized among the
various peoples, it was rather the son-in-law that
by his effrontery and avarice was accounted the
more
wicked
party, as is the case to-day
throughout the East, North-east, and South-east of
Europe. The mischievous mother-in-law (as the
'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

—

—

'

;

'

'

'

'

a product of modem times, and
comes into recognition in connexion with the separThe
ate household of the young married pair.
wicked mother-in-law in this sense is first heard
of c. A.D. 1430, in a piece by the German poet
Muskatblut.
wife's

mother)

is

'

'

Further, the frequent existence of licentious
relations between daughter-in-law and father-inlaw a state of things known as snochacestvo, and
notoriously characteristic of the Russian peasantry
at the present day should be noted as a typical
feature of the house-community (cf. art. Chastity
[Teut. and Balto-Slav. ], vol. iii. p. 501").
(/) The widow. The melancholy fate of the
widow in the dawn of the Aryan period has already

—

—

—

been touched upon. Even when she was not forced
to follow her husband in death, she would doubtless be prevented from marrying again (cf. Tac.
Germ. 19
melius quidem adhuc eae civitates in
quibus tantum virgines nubunt et cum spe votoque
uxoris semel transigitur '). It seems to have been
the ancient practice that the son, after his father's
death, should take possession of his stepmother or
stepmothers
cf. Procop. de Bell. Goth. iv. 20
:

'

sister's son), acquired great importance among
the Teutonic peoples, as appears not only from the ^VaBiyep 6 irais ^vvoLKL^iado} r-g fitjrpvL^ rd XoiTdv rp
remarks of Tacitus (Germ. 20 ' Sororum filiis idem ftUToO, Ka.B6.Trep 6 Trdrptos i^^itv icpl-qai. vopLos.
apud avunculum qui apud patrem honor. Quidam
(g) The bachelor.— The house-community was
sanctiorem artioremque nunc nexum sanguinis characterized by the rarity rather than by the
arbitrantur '), but also from the fact that in Old frequency of bachelorhood. It cannot be doubted
English and Old Danish poetry uncle and nephew that the primitive Aryan race regarded marriage
on the female side are represented as being most as an obligation from which there was no discharge
intimately associated alike in peace and in war. (for the grounds of this idea, see art. Akyan
This is not to be explained by a reference to a Religion, vol. ii. p. 29").
This view still prevails
matriarchal system among the primitive Teutons, throughout Eastern and South-eastern Europe.
as the ancient law of succession there was of the Thus, P. A. Rovinskij, an eminent authority on
agnatic form (Germ. 20). But it is a possible con- the social life of these regions, writes as follows of
jecture that the Teutons were influenced in this the Russian and Montenegrin points of view
Witii U8 [i.e. in Russia] the people look upon an unmarried
respect by non -Aryan peoples who reckoned by
jrouth as imperfect and incomplete
and Co live without a wife
female descent, and that among the former the IS regarded
as unlawful. In Montenegro this unalterahle obligamother's brother thus came to enjoy what was tion of marriage is insisted upon still more emphatically a man
VOL. V. 48

and

;

:

:

•

;

—

:

'

:
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can be designated as a human being (doek) only when he ia
married.
Otherwise he will always be spoken of as but a
"youth," lit. "child" (djete). In Servia and Bulgaria likewise
marriage is held to be a duty absolutely binding upon all.'

493 B)

Similar views prevail in certain rural districts of

principal forms obtain.

fan,
I.

may point

to a time

when the

sieve, like the

was not perforated.
Shapes of fan and methods of

A

use.

—Two

They cremate their dead, laying their weapons, their beasts
of burden, and their ornaments upon the same funeral pyre.
When a man dies, his wife is burned alive with him but when
the wife dies, the husband does not submit to the like fate.
When a man dies unmarried, however, they provide him with a

long-handled instrument, which may be a fork, a toothed spade,
or a shovel.
It is used like the modern hayfork.
After the grain is threshed, the mixture of broken
straw, chaff, and com is turned and tossed up, so
that the wind may blow away the lighter material.
The fan and shovel of Is 30" are instruments of
this kind, such as are stiU in use in modem Palestine (see HDB, art.
Agriculture [cf. also ib.
art.
Shovel '], where specimens are figured), and,
indeed, all over the world. Such instruments lent

wife after his death.*

their

Traces of this practice of 'death-marriage' are
found both on Slavic and on Teutonic soil (cf.,
further,
ii. 22 f.).
It is in full accordance with these data that the
terms used for
bachelor in the languages of
Eastern Europe are of recent formation, and are
either loan-words {e.g. Turk. heVAr) or derived
from epithets applied to the lowest ranks of the
people {e.g. Russ. bobyli, lit. ' proletarian,' ' landless peasant,' ' sponge ').
Traces of bachelorhood
can be followed further back in the West, among
the Teutons.
One such trace appears in the
modern Germ, term for old bachelor,' Hagestolz

fan

Germany.

A

man who had died unmarried
object of the survivors' solicitude.
who

traveller Mas'udi,

was still an
The Arabic

visited Russia in his

com-

mercial journeys, writes thus of the people as he

saw them

'

:

*

;

ERE

'

'

'

(A.S. hcegesteald).
The word means literally
'
enclosure-owner,' and was originally the technical
term for the peasant who had no allotment in the
communal land of the Teutonic settlements, but
was restricted to a small fenced-in portion of the
soU, quite insufficient for the support of a family.
The Danish word for ' bachelor,' ungkarl, in contradistinction to karl, ' free land-owner,' ' yeoman,'
points to similar conditions.
{h) Slaves.
In the lower stages of civilization
there is never any marked outward distinction
between bond and free. What Tacitus records of

—

the Germans in this regard {Germ. 20
Dominum
ac servum nuUis educationis deliciis dignoscas
inter eadem pecora, in eadem humo degunt, donee
aetas separet ingenuos, virtus agnoscat ') is proved
by the evidence of language to have been true of
the Slavs no less than of the Teutons, as the
Teutonic and Slavic designations of male and
female slaves {e.g. A.S. hiwan [pi.] 'domestics';
O. Slav, semija, mancipia ; Lith. szeimyna, retainers ') are in many cases derived from the
already noted terms for ' house-community,' *hiwa
and semijd, thus showing that the slaves likewise
were reckoned among the inmates of the house.
:

'

'

'

'

—

(1)

'

'

'

'

symbolism to religion, e.g. Lk 3" whose
in his hand, and he will thoroughly purge
his floor
but, so far as we know, they were not
employed in Palestine in actual ritual. But on
the steatite vase of Hagia Triada in Crete {JHS
'

is

'

;

xxiv. [1904] 249, fig. 7 ; see Literature, infra)
pronged forks are carried in what seems to be a
ritual harvest procession.
On an Egyptian sculptured slab of the XVIIIth dynasty, now
Bologna,
a winnowing-spade is seen erected on a heap of
com offered to the serpent-goddess of the granary,
About it are grouped two pairs of handscoops, a pair of sweepers, and a three-pronged
fork {JHS, loc. cit., fig. 1). The custom still prevails in Teneriffe of erecting the winnowing-spade
when the work is over. But it seems to have no
ritual association.
Among the Greeks the winnowing-spade (irriov) was set up In honour of
Demeter. Theocritus at the end of his Harvest
Idyll (vii. 155) prays :
*
once again may it be mine to plant
The great fan on her com heap, while she stands
Smiling, with sheaves and poppies in her hands.'
(2) It is the second form of winnower, the winnowing-basket, that is of cardinal importance in
ancient ritual and mysticism, and this for a reason
that will appear immediately. Much confusion
has been caused bj^ the fact that our word ' fan
has been used indiscriminately to translate alike

m

RNWT.

the Latin ventilabrum and vannus, and the Greek
Bpiva^, &Briprj\oi-/6^, itriov, and \Ikvov.
The confusion is now inevitable, since the beautiful word
' fan
has passed into English literature as the
rendering of two quite distinct implements, which
have only this in common, that they are both used
for cleaning com.
The use of the winnowingspade or fork {ventilabrum, 6pwa^ [poet. aB-qpT)\oi76s], irriov) has been already explained ; the
vannus, 'XIkvov, and winnowing-basket, or corb, of
modem times remains.
'

Literature. In addition to the literature given throughout
the art., cf. O. Schrader, Reallex. d. indogerm. Altertumskundet Strassburg, 1901 (2nd ed. in preparation). Die Sehnriegermutter u. der Hagegtolz, Brunswick, 1904, Totenhochzeit, Jena,
1904, Sprachvergl. u. Urgesch.', Jena, 1907 (esp.
Die IndogemuiTien, Leipzig, 1911 (esp. p. 74 ff.).
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369 ff.), and

Schrader.
from Lat. vannus
O.

FAN

(Anglo - Sax. ' fann,'
An instrument for purifying grain
by thro^ving it into the air. Cognates of vanntis
are ventus, ' wind,'
winnow (see Walde, Lat.
etymol. Worterbuch?, Heidelberg, 1910, s.v. VanFor variant English forms of the word and
nus').
historical steps in meaning, see OED and the English Dialect Dictionary {s.v.).
The Gr. equivalent
of vannus, XUyov, and its by-form, neiKXov, go back
to a root *neiqd, to clean (cf. ylfu, ' to wash ')
the I form specialized in Greek into the sense of
cleaning
grain
(see J. Schmidt, Kritik der
[*uet-no-s']).

—

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

Sonantentheorie, Weimar, 1895, p. 107 f.).
The
Gr. word for the fork or shovel form of fan, irriov,
is probably from an onomatopoetic root pte, meaning ' to spit out.' The Gr. and Lat. words for
sieve,' k6itkivov and cribrum, mean simply ' separators.'
Normally they are used for perforated instruments, but Plato's KdcTKivop Terpij/i^voi' (Gorgias,
'

Fig.

1.

Fan from France.

shape is seen in fig. 1, a modern winnowingbasket (or fan) from France, now in the EthnoThe method of
graphical Museum, Cambridge.
its use, now rapidly becoming a lost art, is seen
in fig. 2 ; the essential feature in the winnowIts

and brevity we shall call
shovel shape, one side being left open.
The distinguishing point in its use is that, in
the winnowing by tne corb, as contrasted with
the fork, though the mixture of grain and chafl
corb, as for clearness

it,

is its

;

:

:

FAN
in a sense ventilated, the wind plays no part in
the process. By a particular knack of jerking and
working the basket a knack difficult to acquire
and almost impossible to describe the chaff is
gradually propelled forward and out of the basket
is

—

—
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we can elucidate vannus from Greek usage.
Harpocration (s.v. Xkvov) has left us this remarkable statement
Xki'oi',

The tikn&n
every sacrifice.'
'

We

is

serviceable for every rite of initiation,

begin with

sacrifice.

The liknon was

and
ser-

viceable for sacrifice, simply because it was a convenient basket in which to pile up firstfruits. It
was not made to be a carrier that is clear from
the open end, which could only serve the purpose
of winnowing but it could and did serve to hold
fruit or grain.
In a fragment of Sophocles (760 [Nauck]) the
Athenians are addressed as
Ye who pray
To Ergane, your bright-eyed child of Zeus,
With service of your winnow-corbg set up.'
In a Hellenistic relief (fig. 3), now in Munich
(Glyptothek, no. 601 T. Schreiber, Hellen. Reliefbilder, Leipzig, 1899, Taf. 80a), we see such a service a little circular shrine, past which a peasant
in the middle of the shrine
is going to market
an ornamental pillar surmounted by the shovelshaped wicker-basket from which hang bells to
scare away evil influences ; in the basket are
fruits, leaves, and the phallos, the sign of fertility.
Servius is confirmed by this and many other monu-

—

—

'

;

:

;

ments.
Fio.

and the grain

2.

Fan

left clean.

in use.

Columella

(1st cent. B.C.)

knew

that the wind played no part in the use of
If the wind be low
the vannus. He says (ii. 21)
in all quarters, let the grain be cleaned by fans
{vannis expurgentur). Broadly speaking, the fork
or spade was used for rough preliminary work, the
basket for finer cleaning. Some further confusion
in terminology was caused by the fact that not
only were winnowing-fork and winnowing-basket
confused, but winnowing-basket was by later
writers identified with winnowing - sieve (cribrum, k6(tkwov). All had, of course, in common
this factor only, that they were grain-cleaners
identity in function led to confusion as to form.
That the winnowing-6a«ie< was called a fan or
'
van in England, and was of substantially the
same shape and use as that in fig. 2, is happily
certain from a 14th cent, brass in the Church of
Chartham (C. Boutell, Monumental Brasses of
England, London, 1849, p. 35). On the surcoat,
ailettes, and shield of Sir Robert de Setvans are
emblazoned the family arms, the seven ' fans or
baskets.
2. Ritual use and mysticism of the winnowcorb {vannus, liknon) among; the Greeks and
Romans. The locus classicus as to the sanctity
of the winnow-corb is, of course, the passage in
the Georgics of Vergil (i. 165)
:

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

Virgea praeterea Celei viligque aupellex,

'

Arbuteae crates, et tnystica. vannus lacchi*
It is clear that to Vergil the vannus is a light
agricultural implement made of wicker-work.
He

assumes

its

mysticism as known

;

but Servius

in his commentary, though very confused as to
forms, (1) makes clear that the vannus is our
winnow-corb, and (2) gives some cause for the
epithet mystica.
portion of this long note must

A

be quoted

:

'
The mystic fan of lacclius, that is, the sieve of the threshing-floor.
He calls it the mystic vannus of lacchus because
the rites of Father Liber had reference to the purification of
the soul, and men are purified in his mysteries as grain is
purified by fans. . . . Some add that Father Liber waa called

by the Greeks Liknites. Moreover, the vannus is called by
them liknon, in which he is currently said to have been placed
after he was born from his mother's womb. Others explain its
being called " mystic " by saying that the vannus is a large
wicker vessel, in which peasants, because it was of large size,
used to heap their firstfruits and consecrate it to Liber and
Libera.
Hence it is called " mystic".'
The Latin vannus being the same as the Greek

Fia.

The
For

3.

Hellenistic relief

:

liknon holding

firstfruits.

was used as a cradle.
basket was obviously
the cradles of to-day are of similar

liknon, Servius tells us,

this the shoe-shaped

convenient

;

shape. Dionysus as a child was called Liknites,
He of the Cradle.' On the Pashley sarcophagus,
now in the Fitzwilliam Museum at Cambridge
carried by two
(fig. 4), we see ' Him of the Cradle
men bearing torches. The liknon as cradle is
closed in at the end, lest the child fall out. About
this simple and convenient use of the liknon as
cradle, a primitive mysticism of the ' sympathetic
magic ' kind speedily grew up.
The scholiast on Callimachus {Hymn. i. 48), in
telling of the liknon-cTa,d.\e of Zeus, says
In old times they used to put babies to sleep in winnowcorbs as an omen for wealth and fruits.'
The child was put in the winnow-corb for what
we should call 'luck.' Another scholiast (ap.
Aratus, Phcen. 268) says that this was done immediately after birth [to. yap ^piipri rd irpwrov yev'

'

:

*

vtjifxeva,

kt\.).

The same magical intent, dwindling giadually
into mere symbolism, explains the use of the
liknon in marriage rites. The pseudo-Plutarch
(Prov. Alex, xvi.) says
It was the custom in Athens at weddings that a boy, both
whose parents were alive (d^(|)i5aATJ ffaiSa), should carry a
liknon full of loaves, and thereon pronounce the words, '* Bad
:

'

of

have

The

I fied,

better have I found " (ei^uyof ko.k6v, tvpov

au.fi.vov).*

loaves of bread (iproi, fermented bread) have

PAN
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taken the place of more primitive offerings ; but
symbolism, or rather magic, is the same. At
a marriage every precaution is taken to suggest
and induce fertility. On a black-figured vase now
tlie

liknon. Duly purified and fertilized, he will be
able to pronounce the words, ' Bad have I fled,
better have I found.'

in the British Museum (Cat. B. 174) we see (fig. 5)
a marriage procession. Two of the figures, the

Fio. 6. Cinerary

urn

:

liknon at Eleusinian Mysteries.

Briefly to resume
in the mysticism of the
fan' two elements are distinguishable (1) purification, and (2) magical promotion of fertility.
Any form of winnower, be it fork or basket,
might have served as the symbol and vehicle of
purification ; but, as a matter of actual fact, mysticism gathered only round the basket, not the
fork.
Hence it is probable that the main element
of the symbolism focused in the notion of fertility,
and that the idea of purification was at first subsidiary.
Later, when the idea of sin and release
from it became prominent, the fan as purifier was
:

'

:

Pashley Sarcophagus

:

Dionysus Liknites,

and third, carry winnow-corbs on their heads.
of the figures stands close to the veiled bride.
handle and the wicker-work of the corb are very
clearly seen.
first

One

A

more and more emphasized and its symbolism
was still further developed in relation to its per;

forated successor, the sieve.

It must, however,

always be remembered that, alien though

it is

to

modern thinking, to the primitive mind purification and fertility charms are never far asunder.
Fertility is largely induced by purification, i.e.
by the purging away of all evil mfluences hostile
to birth and growth. The other element in its
FiQ.

Black-Sgured vase

6.

:

liknon in marriage procession.

Marriage is • an excellent mystery.' The Greek
conceived of it as a rite of initiation. The plural
word TiX-ri covered all mysteries and initiation
rites, while the singular form tAoj was specially
used of marriage. All rites of birth, of puberty,
of marriage, and of death were and are to the
primitive mind rites de passage, i.e. rites of transition from one social state to another.
The name
rfKos, which we translate ' accomplishment,' meant
' growing
up,' becoming a man ; avr]p
a full-grown man. When a boy was fullgrown, he was made a tribesman, and initiated
into tribal customs, tribal dances, and the like.
The various and complex ceremonies that attend
this and other initiation have primarily but two
ends, which are really one and contain the gist of
all magic.
They are purification, and the promotion of fertility. This double end was excellently symbolized by the liknon. It was a purifier
because it was a winnower ; it was a fertilityvehicle because it was a basket for firstfruits.
Hence, in the rare scenes where initiation-ceremonies are represented, the liknon is always
figured, usually on the head of the veiled initiate.
A good instance is given in fig. 6 from a cinerary
urn in the Museo delle Terme at Rome (Helbig
Cat. 1168). The mysteries are Eleusinian in kind
judging from the fact that on the other side of the
urn Demeter and her snake are figured. In fig. 6

originally

riXcios is

—

induction is the bringing of things into contact
with the source of growth or other living things,
plants, fruits, running water, or whatever is
supposed to be charged with life and grace, or, as
the Polynesians call it, mana.
The liknon was
the vehicle of both procedures, and its use shows
very clearly how the highest spiritual mysticism
of New Birth and Regeneration may have its
source in a rudimentary magic. You lay a child
in a winnow-corb, you put a corb of fruits on a
boy's head at a puberty rite, you carry a corb of
grain and fruits in a marriage procession, and the
winnow-corb becomes at once the symbol and the
sacrament of the whole physical, moral, and
spiritual field covered by the formulary (<pvyov

—

KaKdv, cvpov
[3.

in

India.

— The

Indian equivalent of the fan, the winnowing-basket
(Surpa), also merits attention in this connexion.
It is one of the concomitants of the wedding
ceremony in the period of the sutras, and on
that occasion the furpa, containing four handfuls
of roasted grain mixed with iaml leaves, is placed
behind the wedding fire (Hillebrandt, Rituallit.
Among
[ = GIAP iii. 2], Strassburg, 1897, p. 65 f. ).
the modern Baiswar, after the clothes of the
newly- wedded pair have been knotted together,
* they do
the usual five revolutions round the cotton tree,
while the bridegroom holds a winnowing-fan (sup) into which
the bride's brother pours a little parched rice each time as they
go round. The bride sprinkles this ^rain on the ground out of
the fan, and both retire into the retiring room (Crooke, TO i.
'

129).

we

see the pig sacrificed for purification. The
veiled candidate is seated with his right foot on
a ram's skull. Over his head a priestess holds a

d/j.etvov,

The winnowing - basket

also used among the K0I3
in selecting a new village priest, since

The winnowing-fan

is

and Oraons
by its magical power
'

it

drags the person

who

PARABI
holds it towards the individual on whom the sacred
mantle has fallen (Crooke, Pli ii. 189).
But, if the winnowing - basket, through its
association with grain, is often associated with
rites for prosperity and increase, it is also employed to separate the evil from the good, so that
Matahgi Sakti, a form of Durga (q.v.), carries a
broom and winnowing-fan with which she sifts
mankind (PB i. 133) and the essential difl'erence
between the winnowing-basket and the sieve is
neatly given by a Sanskrit proverb (Bohtlingk,
Ind. Spriiche ^ St. Petersburg, 1870-73, no. 6235)
which says that good men, like a winnowingbut
basket, cast out faults and retain virtues
evil folk, like a sieve {chdlani), retain faults and
let virtues go.'— Louis H. Gray.]
'

'

'

;

'

;

—

LiTBRATDRB. J. E. HaiTison, 'Mystica Vannua lacchi,' in
xxiii. [1903] 292-824 and xxiv. [1904] 241-264 ; also
X. [190S-1904] ; ct. Proteg. to the Stvdy of Gr. licligion^, Cambridge, 1907, pp. 519-536. To these three articles reference
may be made for full details and illustrations of the various
forms of fan in use in Egypt, and especially Greece, and for
modern forms of fan so far as they illustrate these. For the
final clearing up of the peculiar form and use of the winnow-

JBS

BSA

corb the present writer is entirely indebted to Dr. Francis
Darwin, who procured for her from France the specimen figured
in fig. 1, and whose old gardener, as shown in fig. 2, is one of
the few surviving exponents in England of an almost lost art.
It is impossible to discuss or even enumerate the slightly
variant forms of fan in use all over the world and for the
purposes of religious symbolism nothing would be gained by it,
as they are all modifications of either fork, spade, basket, or
sieve.
It may be noted that in Finland, and, so far as the
writer is aware, only there, all three forms appear in use
together see Grotenfelt, Det primitiva Yordbrukets Metoder
The three Finnish forms are
i Finland, Helsingfora, 1899.
*

'

;

;

reproduced from his book in JBS, 1903, p. 309, fig. 10, and
show very well the phases of transition from one to the other.
Reference may, finally, be made to O. Schrader, Reallex, der
indogerm. Altertumskunde, Strassburg, 1901, pp. 764, 966 f.
J. E. Harrison.

FANCY.—See Illusion,
FAQiR.— See

Imagination.

Dervish.

FARABI.— 1. Life and writings.—Al-Far5bi,
one of Islam's leadiBg philosophers, was of Turkish
origin.
His full name was Muhammad, son of
Muhammad,

son of Tarkhan

Abu Nasr

al-Farabi.

He was

born at Farab, situated on the Jaxartes
Coming to
(Syr Darya), the modern Otrar.
Baghdad, he studied under the Christian doctor
Johanna, son of Hilan. Another of his teachers
was Abu Bishr Matta, known as a translator
He next proceeded to Aleppo,
of Greek works.
to the court of Saif ad-Daulah, son of Hamdan, and
led a somewhat retired life under his protection,
assuming the garb of a Sufi. When this prince
captured Damascus, he took the philosopher with
him, and there Farabi died in a.h. 339 (=a.d.
950).

FarSbi's literary production

was

considerable,

but a great number of his works were lost very
early ; they were neglected in favour of the works of
Avicenna (q.v.), which were written in a more lucid
and methodical style. They were chiefly commentaries or explanations of the Greek philosophers,
especially Aristotle.
He wrote an Introduction
to Logic, a Concise Logic, a series of commentaries
on the Isagoge of Porphyry, the Categories, the
Hermeneia, the First and Second Analytics, the
Topics, Sophistic, Rhetoric, and Poetics.
The
whole formed an Organon divided into nine parts.
In the sphere of Moral Philosophy he wrote a
commentary on the Nicomachean Ethics in that
of Political Philosophy, he made a summary of
Plato's Laws, and composed a short treatise on
the Ideal City, which has been published. To
Psychology and Metaphysics he contributed numerous works, with such titles as Intelligence and the
Intelligible, The Soul, The Faculties of the Soul,
The One and Unity, Substance, Time, The Void,
and Space and Measure. He also commented on
;

767

Alexander

of Aphrodi.sias' book de Anivia.
Believing (according to the view of the Musiilnian
phiioBophers' properly so called, i.e. those who
gave themselves out a.s disciples of the Greeks, and
for whom the Arabs reserve the title faildsuf,
'
philosopher ') that Greek philosophy was a unity,
he laboured to reconcile Plato and Aristotle, and
with this idea wrote treatises on The Aims of Plato
and Aristotle, and The Agreement between Plato
and Aristotle works which are known to us. He
also discussed certain interpretations of Aristotle
'

—

proposed by Galen and John Philoponus, and composed B,Q Intervention between Aristotle and Galen.
In the sphere of science, Farabi wrote commentaries on Aristotle's Physics, Meteorology, The
Heavens, and The Universe, besides commenting
on the Almagest of Ptolemy. To him also is due
an essay explaining some difficult propositions from
the Elements of Euclid. The occult sciences interested him, and he left writings on Alchemy,
Geomancy, Genii, and Dreams.
This great philosopher was also a talented
musician
a somewhat exceptional combination.
In this sphere he was at the same time composer,
virtuoso, and theorist.
Some songs attributed to
him still exist among the Maulavi dervishes
(dancing dervishes), and it is to him that we owe
the most explicit work on the theory of Oriental
music.
His musical talent excited the admiration
of Saif ad-Daulah.
Farabi's style is somewhat peculiar. It generally
takes the form of aphorisms, short sentences which
always appear condensed and profound, but sometimes become obscure by failing to maintain a
methodical sequence. Farabi is indeed a difficult
author, and it is not safe to be dogmatic when
attempting to interpret the details of his system.
In the main body of his teaching he belongs to
the so-called 'school of Philosophers,' i.e. to the
school which represented the Neo-Platonic tradition
in his time ; his position in this school is between
al-Kindi (older than Farabi, though not so well
known) and Avicenna (a younger philosopher, who
is very lucid and easy to study).
Following Kindi,
he prepares the way for the theory that we find
explicitly formulated in Avicenna.
His system, or
at least his style of thought, is, however, more
mystical than that of Avicenna. Mystical ideas
and terms appear nearly all through his writings,
and seem to colour his whole doctrine, whereas
Avicenna treats mysticism as a sort of supplementary chapter or a climax, quite distinct and separate
from the rest of his system. The Orientals called
Farabi the second master,' Aristotle being the
In giving this title to the Muslim thinker,
first.'
it was especially his importance as a logician that
they had in view.
2. Doctrines.
It is possible, by making a methodical arrangement of his sentences, to disentangle
the principal theses of Farabi's doctrine and present
them in a coherent form. This has been done by
M. Horten in an important work (see Lit. below)
devoted to this philosopher and his commentator
Isma'il al-Farani (pp. 486-491).
It is easier to recognize, under his arrangement, the teaching of
Oriental scholasticism. The chief subjects of discussion are as follows,
(a) In Logic
cognition,
conceived as a resemblance of objects ; perception,
a means of cognition ; representation, the first
stage of cognition the concept, assimilation and
union with the object
abstraction ; the predicates ; substance and being the qualities of bodies
and the accidents ; causality and the relations
in the physical world.
the
(6) In Psychology
principle of life, breath ; the faculties and their
objects ; vegetative force animal force or animal
soul, capable of desire, fear, anger
the external
senses the internal senses ; common sense (in the

—

'

'

—

:

;

;

;

:

;

;

;

;;
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meaning of the term) and memory
human intelliimagination, cogitation, instinct
gence, with its logical faculties, the passive intellect
and the active intellect which receives illumination
from God. (c) In Metaphysics being, the source
of being, non-being the proofs of God's existence
the necessary and the contingent the possible
potentiality and action ; species and individual
substance and accident, causality ; God, the origin
of causes ; the chain of causes the principle of
causality
that every effect produced upon an
object otherwise than by its nature comes from a
cause exterior to it. (rf) In Theology God existing
by His very nature, proved by the causal series,
and by the consideration of multiplicity and unity ;
comprising all creatures being at the same time
unity, truth, love, and light (as in Plotinua), pure
being and the source of being, endowed with an
interior activity and a personal life knowing Himself and knowing the world, but always maintaining
His unity the cause in a certain way of free actions

scholastic

;

:

;

;

;

;

—

:

;

;

;

man
man as

both visible and invisible ; knowable by
and through ecstasy or revelation,
the first being sprung from God,
(e) In Cosmology
Divine knowledge and power, the world of Ideas,
of knowledge, of abstraction ; the second being
sprung from God, the Commandment or Word
(\6yot, Arab, amr) ; the celestial spheres and the
sublunary world. (/) In Ethics happiness, the
end of life, attained by union with God, the return
of all things to God.
The following passages are taken from the
treatise Gems of Wisdom, and will give an idea
This work, consisting
of the philosopher's style.
of 58 articles in very brief form, was much admired
and extensively used in the schools; it has been
edited by Dieterici and translated by Horten.
There are two worlds : the world of created
things our world and the world of unseen, invisible things, which is the celestial kingdom and the
region of Ideas. The latter is also called the world
of the ' Commandment ; the 'Commandment' is
the eternal will in relation to created things with
Farabi further distinguishes the
their perfections.
'
Commandment {amr) from the Spirit (rfih) ; we
may take amr as corresponding to the Logos, or
Word, of the Neo-Platonists, while the Spirit corresponds to the Psyche.
How does the multiplicity that is in evidence in
the world arise from a God who is Unity ? By a
sort of intermediary hypostasis between the absolute One and the world
You regard Unity, and it is Power you regard Power, and
in

;

cause,

:

'

'

:

—

—

'

'

:

'

;

becomes second knowledge, whicli includes within itself
knowledge of God can know nothing
There is the horizon of the world of Sovereignty
but the One.
the purely Divine world which is followed by the world of
the Commandment where the reed-pen runs along the tablet.'
This refers to the tablet on which, according to Qur'anic eschaUnity becomes multitology, the* deeds of men are inscribed.
plicity at the point where the shadow of the heavenly Lotus
and
falls,' the Lotus which shades the Muslim Paradises,
it

multiplicity,' for the first
*

—

—

'

'

Spirit and the Word are projected,' the eternal Word
inspired by the Spirit and preserved in the Qur'an.
'There is the horizon of the world of the Commandment,
followed by the Tabernacle and the Throne,' the seat of God
and envelope of the world, * then the heavens and all that
they contam. Every creature sings the praises of God ; the
heavens revolve according to the principle,' according to the
impulse given by the creator, 'and there is the world of the
Creation, whence one comes back to the world of the Command-

where the

God

of

;

:

ment, by which all onoe more become one.'
When you regard the world of the Creation, you perceive
the nature of what is created when you regard the world of
Sure Being, you know that there must be something existing
If you know truth first, you also know ite
y his essence.'
but if you regard error first,' i.e. the contingent
opposite
world, you know error, but you know not truth, inasmuch as
Turn your eyes then
it is the reality beyond the contingent.
to the true Essence ; and so you will not love the stars which
suffer ecHpse
this is an allusion to a passage of the Qur'an (vi.
but will turn your eyes towards the face of Him whose
76),
face, and none other, is eternal.'
God, conceived as supreme Unity, is also thought
of as necessary Being, existing by itself.
'

;

'

;

'

'

'

;

'Necessary Being has neither form nor kind nor difference
it is the principle whence all else flows.'
God is at the
same time interior and exterior, manifest and hidden this
manner of speech is usual in ^ufiism
God is exterior by His
essence, and in virtue of being exterior He is interior
i.e. the
brightness when He appears is so great that it blinds, and the
.

.

.

;

:

'

'

Divine unity

is

thus invisible.

'

Everything that

by means

of Him,' t.e. everything is visible in
in the light of the sun.

is

;

seen

is

seen

Him, as objects

God has a two-fold manifestation first, the
manifestation of unity He shows Himself as unity
either to the human intelligence, which seeks after
the absolute, or to the heart by means of mystical
illumination. His second manifestation takes place
by means of signs, which are the wonderful creations scattered throughout the world. ' This second
manifestation is connected with multiplicity, and
proceeds from the first manifestation, which is that
:

;

of unity.'

Does God know the world ? According to ArisGod can have only an abstract knowledge of

totle,

Farabi does not agree with this view.
According to him, God knows things in their causes,
and this kind of knowledge does not lead to any
change in His being, because the causes, vi2. Ideas,
are eternal. Moreover, His knowledge is active,
and becomes confused with His power to create ; it
does not, as with us, result in the impression made
upon Him by the objects
things.

We cannot say that the First Truth comprehends the things
that spring from His decree from the fact of these things
themselves, as things of sense are perceived by the fact of their
. . It comprepresence and the impression they make on us.
hends things t)y its essence for, when it regards its essence, it
power
it
sees what is
and
in
the
sees the lofty power therein,
decreed it sees all, then, and the knowledge it has of its
things.'
has
of
all
other
essence is the cause of the knowledge it
'

.

;

;

This theory

God knows

all

is

dangerous for free will

;

for, if

the details of the world's

life as
His decree, there is

consequences of His power and
not much room left for liberty.
The creation is not conceived as an action analogous to human actions, which would be accompanied by desire and effort ; it is merely the immediate expression of the Divine thought. As
soon as God imagines a thing to Himself, the existence of that thing follows. According to this conception of the act of creation, it seems absolutely
for
necessary to admit that creation is eternal
God's thought of the world must have been eternal,
and He did not require to wait until a need or a
desire brought it to realization ; the world must
then have flowed from His thought at all times.
This conclusion, however, is not so inevitable as
one might think the Oriental scholastics, like all
the ancients, did not have quite the same concepFor them time began
tion of time as we have.
when the world was set in motion, and was
measured by the number of revolutions performed
by the heavenly spheres. Before the movement of
the spheres there was no time, but only a sort of
fixed duration not susceptible of measurement.
The Creator is therefore placed outside of time
and produces it all at once along with the world.
Similarly, according to the Oriental conception of
the Middle Ages, mensurable space did not extend
beyond the limited sphere of the world.
On the idea of substance, Farabi expresses
He applies
interesting but contradictory views.
the term to both individuals and species. Species
;

:

and genera, though

real substance, require individuals to actualize them. They become actualized
and individualized gradually with the passage from
the general to the particular. Material substance
is the cause of bodies; bodies are the cause of
plants plants, of animals animals, of man and
man in general is the cause of the human individual.
In a short treatise called Epistle of the Second
Master in Reply to Questions put to him, Farabi
explains his view as follows
How, it is asked, are we to conceive the order of substances
which are supported by one another? The first substances are
;

;

;

:

'

—
;
,

:
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nothinp else ia neccBaary to tlieir exietenco.
;
Biibstancea are speciee and ponera, wliicli in order
to be (in action) must have individuals. Individuals, in tills
sense, are therefore anterior in substantiaiity, and have more
right to the name of substance than have species.
But, from
another point of view, univeraals, as beinp fixed, permanent,
subsisting', have more riffbt to the name substance than perishabie individuals.'
Universaia,' Farabi says again, *do not
exist in action ; they exist only by individuais, and their existence is then accidental which does not mean that universais
are accidents, but that their existence in action can take place
only by accident.'
the Individuals

The second

'

—

Munk,

on Farabi in the Did, des
says that the philosopher Ibn
Tufail tried to accuse Farabi of denying the immortality of the soul. But this accusation lacks
support. Farabi's doctrine on this point is the
same as that of the philosophic school the soul,
on accomplishing the end of its destiny, must enter
into communication with the intellect at work (the
philosophical form of the doctrine) ; or it returns
But the fact that the
to God (the mystic form).
soul is destined to become united with God does
not necessitate, according to Farabi, the annihilation of its personality ; nor does it follow, from the
fact that the human intellect must receive illumination from the world of Ideas, that the human
person must lose all idea of particular things.
Farabi's conception of happiness and the other
world is similar to that found in the mystic part of
Avicenna's works.
There is a curious passage in which Farabi speaks
of bliss in the other world ; it is in The Ideal City,
the work in which he explains that the end of
government on earth ought to be to make souls
nappy in the other world. The souls of the inhabitants of the city assemble, generation after
generation, and their happiness increases as they
sciences

in

his art.

philos.,

:

become more numerous
The joy of those long dead increases at the arrival of the
for each soul then comprehends its essence and the
essence of the other souls similar to itself thus the intensity
of its feeling grows Just as the skill of the scribe grows with the
number of times he practises writing. The addition of souls to
souls corresponds, as regards the progress of each soul's happiness, to the scribe's repetition of his work, by means of which
be progresses in facility and skilL'
This passage assumes that each soul is endowed
'

newly dead,

;

—

with individual feeling and perception in the other
world.

—
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;

;

;

;
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;

;

;

of these,

and

it is

—

'

'

Fasting may be complete or partial, and in either
case for a longer or shorter period. Sometimes,
generally upon magical grounds, though often
upon grounds of health, only certain foods are
abstained from on particular occasions, but these
foods occasionally cover many which are liked by
or necessary to the savage at other times. Again,
in many instances certain foods are forbidden or
tabu to women, or to youths and children but,
while this may be invested with some supernatural
sanction, it is probably due to selfish causes.
;

Among

the Ba-Yaka, almost every form of flesh as well as
tabu to women, and any breach of the tabu would be
by supernatural punishment {JAI xxxvi. [1906] 41, 51).
Among the Wagogo of E. Africa, certain parts of meat liver,
kidneys, heart, etc. are prohibited in childhood (Cole, JAI
xxxii. [1902] 317).
In New Guinea, young people may not eat
certain foods, under pain of certain undesirable things happening to them (Seligmann, Melanesians qf Brit. N.G., Cambridge,
fish is

visited

—

—

1910, pp. 189, 352, 680).

Generally speaking, this
savage tribes with respect to

is true among most
women and to youths

;
and, though it does not necessarily amount to fasting, it points to abstinence
from certain desirable foods, this abstinence being
generally enforced by tribal customary law or by
the power of fear. Thus, fasting or abstinence,
more or less complete, may be regarded as a wellnigh universal practice among lower races at certain times.
To this there are exceptions ; thus
Beardmore asserts of the natives of Mowat, New
Guinea, that they never fast {JAI xix. [1889-90]
462), but these exceptions are very occasional.
The attitude of higher races and religions to fasting will be considered later.
Probably no single cause can be alleged as the
origin of the practice of fasting.
W. R. Smith explains it as primarily nothing more than a

before initiation

'

preparation for the sacramental eating of holy flesh {Rel. Sein.\
1894, p. 434); Tylor, as a 'means of producing ecstasy and
other morbid exaltation for religious ends (PCS ii. 410 of.
'

;

Wundt,

I. Purposes and origin. —The purposes of fasting
as a religious, magical, or social custom are various.
It may be an act of penitence or of propitiation
a preparatory rite before some act of sacramental
eating or an initiation
a mourning ceremony
one of a series of purificatory rites a means of
inducing dreams and visions ; a method of adding
Its origin has been sought
force to magical rites.

some

—

'
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in

nected with such dream oxpcriencr-s would suggest recourae
to fasting in the iiope of obtaining them.
Again, when men
began to believe that any painful state would be pleasing to,
or would propitiate, higher powers, the unpleasant experience
of enforced fasting would also point to it as a satisfactory form
of suiforing.
Once more, aa a rite of mourning, fasting might
originate Doth from man's incapacity for eating food when
seriously distressed this then tending to become a conventional si^n of mourning and from a real desire to suffer pain
on occasions of bereavement. The custom of avoiding certain
foods, sometimes because these are regarded as tiarmful, on
certain occasions might readily be extended into a disciplinary
practice; or men might resort to extensive arid prolonged
fasting by way of showing their powers and gaining repute,
e.g., amonp the Algonquin Indians
to be alilo to fast long is an
enviable distinction (Tylor, PC'i ii. 411). Finally, as suggested
in another article, abstinence niiglit be resorted to in order to
lessen the inroads upon the food supply, and this might then
come to be regarded as a magical way of increasing the latter,
the fasting being now more strictly observed (see Acbtbritibs,
In the lower stages of culture all these various origins
§ 6).
and methods may be taken for granted, but it is mainly at
higher stages that fasting becomes a strictly ascetic practice
of self-mortification and discipline or of propitiation.

not improbable that,

as a rite, it may have originated differently in
But behind all there was first
different quarters.
man's frequent periods of enforced fasting through
scarcity of or difficulty in obtaining food.
His experience of this, as well as of its results, whether
on body or on mind, would come in course of time
to be used as suggesting the value of voluntary
fasting.
Thus, when men wished to obtain vivid dreams, the recollection of the fact that enforced abstinence from food was con-

Volkerpsychol., Leipzig, 1904 f., ii. 3, 163 f.). Herbert
Spencer suggests that the sacrifice of food to the dead causes
a lack of food and so produces hunger, and that fasting arises
as a necessary result of such sacrifice {Principles of Sociology,
1876,

i.

285).

The complex nature of its origin is amply
vindicated when the various occasions of fasting,
among both savage and higher races, are considered.
But in no case should it be thought that fasting
as a strictly penitential discipline is of early
occurrence. That belongs to a later stage of

thought, and it is by no means accepted among
all higher religions.
2. Fasting or abstinence at certain stages of
As a result of the idea that food has a direct
life.
influence upon existence, each kind having its own
peculiar effect, it is a wide-spread practice for
the mother, and sometimes also the father (who is
also in a magico-sympathetic relation with his
unborn offspring), to abstain from certain foods
before or after the birth of a child. This aspect of

—

—
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fasting is a purely magical one, and was probably
not of early or immediate occurrence in the history
Still, it has been so common that it
of mankind.
is of importance in any discussion of the principle
It helps to show how, for certain
of fasting.
definite purposes, man is willing to renounce foods
which are pleasant and agreeable to him at all
ordinary times, in order that he may prevent
certain contingent results following upon his

indulgence in them.
AmoDg the Melanesians,

this method of abetinence is of
general occurrence. Thus, among the Koita of New Guinea,
a woman during pregnancy must not eat bandicoot, echidna,
and the husband must observe the
certain fish, and iguana
same food tabus. Among the southern Massim, the mother
is restricted for about a month after a birth to a mixture of
boiled taro and the fruit of the akioki; while the father has
also to abstain from many favourite foods. In other districts,
every mother observes certain
similar tabus hold good, and
complicated customs of fasting after the birth of each child,
especially after the birth of the first-born (Seligmann, 84, 86,
In New Britain, ' no pregnant woman can cat
487, 680 f.).
shark,
anything which is tabanot, i.e. which is complete
;

'

'

'

—or again,

—

which is said to walk backward,
lest the child should become a coward (Brown Melanesians and
Polynesians, 1910, p. 33). Similarly, Codrington says of other
islanders that both father and mother retrain from certain foods
before and after a birth (Melanesians, Oxford, 1891, p. 228).
Pregnant women among the Andaman Islanders must abstain
from pork, turtle, honey, iguana, and parodoxurus while the
husband abstains from the two last (Man_, JAI xii. tl883J 364).
Among the Arunta, as among most Australian tribes, a numerous
list of forbidden foods applies to the expectant mother, fewer
to the husband, the reasons alleged being those of danger to
the unborn child, or occasionally to the parents (SpencerGillenb, 614). The husband and wife among the Coroados of
S. America must refrain from all flesh foods before a birth

arum,

etc.

cuttle-fish,

,

;

(Spix-MartiuB, Travels in Brazil, 1824, ii. 247). The father,
among the Xingu and other Indian tribes, must avoid fish
flesh, and fruit; and among the Boror6 both parents eat
nothing for two days after the birth, while among the Paressi
the father may taste only water and beijic for five days (von den
Steinen, Unter den Naturvolkem Zentral-Brasiliens, Berlin,
1894, pp. 334 ff., 434, 603). The Carib father must fast for 40
days after a birth, and at the end of that time has to undergo
other austerities (Tylor, Early Hist, of Mankind, 1866, p. 294).
Among the Baganda, there were many food restrictions for the
expectant mother, transgression of which resulted, according
to popular belief, in injury to the child (Roscoe, The Baganda,
1911, pp. 49, 101). As a final example we may take the tribes
of Assam, among whom one of the many food gennas, or tabus,
is that a woman is denied many articles of food lest she should
hurt her unborn child (Hodson, JAI xxxvi. [1906] 97).

Similar restrictions are generally observed by
savage girls at the time of the first menstrual
period. Thus, among the tribes of British Columbia,
a girl must fast for four days ; and also throughout
the whole lengthy period of her seclusion she must
abstain from fresh meat, because this would harm
her, or because the animals which furnish it might
take ofience (Hill Tout, JAI xxxv. [1905] 136).
Among the southern Massim, girls were secluded

and had to abstain from all flesh food
For fasting before marriage, see
Austerities, vol. ii. p. 230\ The same custom
was ordained in ancient China in the Li Ki, along
at this period

(Seligmann, 498).

>vith various purifications {SEE xxvii. [1885] 78).
Food-tabus are also observed during sickness, as

the Wagogo of E. Africa, with whom the
medicine-man forbade certain foods (Cole, JAI
xxxii. [1902] 317), and among the Ten'a of Alaska,
where, after a cure, certain forms of abstinence
from hot food and drink, or from certain kinds
of food were imposed temporarily or for life

among

—

JBAI

xxxvii. [1907] 172).
tabus are placed upon certain foods
for a shorter or longer time, generally for practical
purposes, the tabu having really the intention of
a close season.' This may be done by the chief,
or by some society, or by general consent (see
But sometimes a
Brown, 126 ; Seligmann, 299).
religious sanction is given to this tabu, as among
the Andaman Islanders, who abstain from certain
fruits, edible roots, etc., at certain seasons, because
the god Puluga then requires them, and would send
(Jett6,

In

many cases,

'

a deluge
154,

if

353).

the tabu were broken (Man, JAI xii.
These prohibitions correspond to the

magical food-tabus which are observed by various
to prevent the qualities of the animal
eaten from entering into the eater.
The origin
3. Fasting as an act of mourning.
of this rite has been explained on various grounds
as propitiatory of the ghost, as a practice contrary to ordinary actions and so resembling the
actions of the land of ghosts which differ from
xii. [1909]), as a prethose of this earth (see
vention of the ghost of the dead man from entering
the body with food (Frazer, JAIny. [1886] 92), and
as a conventional practice arising out of the actual
starvation consequent upon the destruction or
sacrifice of food-stufi's at a death (H. Spencer, i. 285).
Westermarck suggests that the origin may be found
in the fear of swallowing food polluted with the
contagion of death the custom of not preparing or
eating food in a house where there is a dead body
pointing to this (FL xviii. [1907] 403). But, while
these or other reasons have doubtless assisted the
growth of the custom, it is not unlikely that
actual grief, making mourners inditJerent to the
pangs of hunger, may have given rise to fasting
as a conventional sign of mourning, other reasons
being later assigned to it. The time during which
the fast endures varies considerably, and in some
places the fast is absolute, while elsewhere only
certain foods are abstained from.
In the Andaman Islands, mourners abstain from pork, turtle,

peoples,

—

—

ARW

—

142).
Among the tribes of New Guinea,
various foods are abstained from, and in some instances a man
voluntarily gives up a favourite food for a time. A ong the
southern Massim, the widow may not eat the kinds of food eateo
by her husband in his last illness until after the funeral feasts
with the result that she is often reduced to a state of inanition
In Fiji, fasting is observed
(Seligmann, 617, and fassinCj.
during the day from ten to twenty days (Williams, Fiji, 1870,
i. 169); and, in Aurora, many foods are abstained from, and
what is eaten is usually what grows wild in the bush (Codrington,
281), just as in the Solomon Islands the mourners live on coconuts and a few bananas \JAI xvii. (1887-8] 96). In Samoa,
mourners fasted entirely during the day (Turner, Nirutten
Years in Polynesia, 1861, p. 228, Samoa, 1884, p. 146 ; Brown,
Many African tribes also fast at a death. Among the
64).
Toruba, widows and daughters are shut up and must refuse all
food for at least 24 hours (Ellis, Yoruba-speaking Peoples, 1894,
p. 166). Tribes on the (Sold Coast fast with great severity, and
tor a long period after a death (Waltz, Anthrop., Leipzig, 1872,
Among South African tribes, fasting is observed after
ii. 194).
the death of a relative or of a chief, in the latter case by the
whole tribe for a day or longer (Macdonald, JAI xix. 11889-90]
The American Indian tribes varied in the extent of their
280).
fasting as a mourning custom, but the practice was general
among them. Thus, in British Columbia, the Stlatlumh (LiUooet)
spent four days after the funeral feast in fasting, lamentations,
and ceremonial ablutions (Hill Tout, JAI xxxv. [1905] 138). In
China, fasting was more rigorous in proportion to the nearness
of the relationship, and the foods reframed from were mainly
those offered in sacrifice to the dead. The Li Ki orders the
custom and shows many examples of extreme devotion of this
kind. The present ritual prescribes blows with a bamboo for
any participation in festive meals during the period of mourning
(de Groot, Rel. 0/ Chinese, New York, 1910, p. 70, Bel. System,
The worship of ancestors
Leyden, ii. [1894] 474 fl., 646 fl.).
was also preceded by fasting and vigil tor seven days according
to the prescription of the sacred books (Li Ki [SBE xxvii. 87,
In Korea, no food is
xxviii. 292] ; Shi King [ib. iii. 800, S04]).
eaten for one day by the family, and for three days by sons and
grandsons (Ross, Hist. 0/ Corea, Paisley. 1879, p. 322). While
fasting was uncommon in ancient Persia, a fast of three nights
after a death is ordered in Shayast Id-Shayast (xii. 6), and,
according to the Sad Dar BundahiSn, no fresh meat is to be
cooked or eaten (SBE v. [1880] 341). In ancient Japan, a vegetable diet of the sparest kind was partaken of by mourners,
children observing this for 60 days on the death of a parent
(JAI xii. 226). In ancient Egypt, fasting was observed by his
subjects at the death of a king, no meat, wheaten bread, wine,
or any luxury being allowed, nor baths, anointing, or soft beds
(Wilkinson, iii. 443). Among the Greeks, the custom was also
observed, and Lucian describes the efforts of relatives to induce
parents to take food after their two or three days' fast (de Luctu,
Fasting for the dead was practised by the Hebrews. The
24).
men of .Jabesh-Gilead fasted for Saul seven days (1 S 311^,
1 CJh 10^3) David and his friends fasted until evening on hearing
of the death of Saul and Jonathan (2 S l^^), and he also fasted
until sundown for Abner (2 S 335). In 2 S 12-1 the astonishment
of the courtiers that David should fast before, not after, his
child's death shows that the custom was a general one.

and luxuries (Man,

m

—

;

It should be noticed that as a wide-spread custom
a funeral feast follows or, less usually, precedes
the fasting at a death (see Feasting).

'
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In connexion with faating after a death, it is
intereBting to notice as showing tliat a fear of
the contagion of death or of swallowing a revengethat in many
ful ghost Tias influenced the practice
instances those who have slain a man must fast,
besides undergoing other rites of a purificatory
order.
In New Guinea (southern Massim), the killer or c&ptor of a
man who was to be eaten would go at once to his house and
remain there for a month, living on roast taro and hot coco-nut
mUlc be did not join in the cannibal feast because he was afraid
Among the Mekeo tribes,
of the blood of the dead man.
the warriors are secluded and must eat but little. Among

—

—

;

'

'

the Roro-speaking tribes, homicides during their puritlcation
must eat little and must not handle their food (Seligmann,
297, 883, 667 ; cf. also, for the Fijian practice, Thomson, Fijians,
1908, p. 98). In the Pelew Islands, young warriors after returning
from a fight must eat only coco-nuts and syrup, other food
being tabu (Kubary, Vie soziaten Einrichtungen der J^etauer^
Berlm, 1885, p. 131). Similar rules prevailed among many
American Indian tribes. Thus, among the Pima, the slayer of
an Apache had to fast for sixteen days and to live alone and
among the Natchez young warriors after taking their first scalp
had to abstain during six months from all flesh food. If they
broke the tabu, the soul of the slain man would kill them (NR
1. 663
9 RBEW, 1892, p. 476 t. Charlevoix, Bisi. de la Nouvelle
France, Paris, 1744, vi. 186 f.). Similarly, among the Thompson
Eiver Indians, those who bandied a dead body were secluded,
and fasted until it was buried (Teit, Mem. Amer. Mus. Nat. Hist.
;

;

;

i.

[1900] 331).

ficatory act.
Thus, before slaying the eagle, a sacred bird, the professional
eagle-killer among the Gherokees had to undergo a long vigil of
prayer and fasting (Mooney, 19 BUEW, pt. 1., 1900, p. 282).
Among the Tlingits, with whom there exists a belief in reincarnation, after a death a girl fasted for eight days, unless she
were delicate, when half as many sufficed. In the former case
she fasted steadily for four days, rested two days, and then
fasted for the remaining four,' as a preparation for the spirit
incarnating itself through her (Swanton, 16 RBEW, 1908, p.
For similar reasons the Egyptian fasted and performed
429).
ablutions before entering a temple (Wiedemann, Rel. 0/ Ancient
Eg., 1897, p. 206); and, for the purpose of purity, fasting was
resorted to before sacrifice in the cult of Isis (Herod, ii. 40), just
as the sorcerer among the Lapps prepares himself by fasting for
the offering of a sacrifice (G. von Diiben, Om Lappland och Lappame, Stockholm, 1873, p. 266). Hence, before eating new
food, the firstfruits of the harvest, etc., fasting is commonly
practised, the food possessing a kind of sacramental virtue.
Before the yam feast in New Guinea the chief was kept without
food for several daj s (Brown, 413). Among the Gherokees, at
the dance at which the new corn was eaten, only those could
eat who had prepared for it by fasting, prayer, and purifications
(Mooney, 242 ff.) and among the Creeks, at the festival of the
firstfruits, those who had not violated the law of marriage or
that of the firstfruit offerings during the year were summoned
to enter the holy square and observe a strict fast for two nights
and a day, purging themselves also with a bitter decoction
(Frazer, OB' ii. 330). Similarly among the Natchez, at the
festival of new fire a harvest-festival the people fasted for
three days and took an emetic, after which the festival began
(Chateaubriand, Voyage en Am4rigue, Paris, 1867, p. 130 f.).
Thus, before receiving food which is to all intents and purposes
sacred, the body must be purified this being also seen in the
use of emetics in connexion with fasting, found among the
Masai (Thomson, Through Masai Land^, 1887, p. 480). Among
the Baganda the person who drank milk fasted for several
hours before eating certain foods tabued in connexion with it,
and vice versa (Roscoe, 418). The Mexicans, before eating the
sacrament of Huitzilopochtli, ate no food for a day, just as
modern Jews fast from 10 a.m. before eating the Passover.
Among the southern Massim, before the Walaga Feast, certain
men of the community who are set apart as holy must fast
from boiled food, mango fruit, etc., and a number of women
are also subject to the same tabus (Seligmann, 590).
*

;

—

—

—

'

'

In these cases there is clearly seen the aspect of
fasting as ' a preparation for the sacramental eating of holy flesh,' whether we regard this as its
Anorigin, as does W. E. Smith (p. 434), or not.
other excellent example of this is found in the
Greek Eleusinia. According to the myth, Demeter
had been persuaded by Baubo to take food after
her nine days' fast. This fast was imitated by the
mystw at Eleusis, and it was succeeded by the
eating and drinking of sacramental food sacred
cakes of sesame and the cyceon. Clement of Alex-

—

andria has preserved the formula spoken by the
initiated
I have fasted, I have drunk the cyceon

—

'

(Protrep.

ii. 18).
So also in tlie Mithraic ritual the
sacramental repast was preceded by many severe
trials, which included prolonged abstinence and
other austerities. And generally in the Mithraic
religion 'abstinence from certain foods and absolute continence were regarded as praiseworthy
(Cumont, Mysteries of Mithra, Chicago, 1903, pp.
In other instances fasting is a prepara141, 160).
'

tion for festival rejoicing.
The third day of the
Thesmophoria, called nftarela, was observed by
fasting and mourning.
'At Athens the women
fast, seated on the ground (Pint, de Is. et Osir. 69).
This also was explained as an imitation of Demeter's
mourning. In the Roman cult of Ceres, the ritual
of which was very largely Greek, there was introduced in 191 B.C. afast, the Jejunium Cereris, which
'

corresponds to the Attic v-qarela. Similarly in the
ritual of the Mater Magna, the 24th of March,
Dies Sanguinis, was a day of fasting and mourning,
recalling the grief of the Mother for Attis, and was
succeeded next day by the Hilaria, a great day of
festival

rejoicing.

The tauroboHum sometimes

took place on the Dies Sanguinis. Though these
fastings are connected with mythic events, they
are in origin

—

Fasting as a rite of preparation. As food
may convey evil influences into the body, according to savage belief, and as fasting would, in any
case, render the body void of impurities, it is often
resorted to as a ritual preparation and as a puri4.
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preparatory, purificatory acts for
festal rejoicing.
may compare with them the
three days' fast which preceded the great Peruvian
festival of Raymi, at the summer solstice (Prescott,

We

Hist, of Conquest of Peru, 1890, p. 50).
This, along with the
5. Fasting at initiation.
whole complex ritual of initiation to manhood and
its privileges, may also be regarded as a preparation for the latter and for the reception either of
foods hitherto tabued to the boy or of knowledge

—

untU now withheld from him.
Among the tribes of N.S. Wales, boys
are kept for

two days without

water{Palmer,

food,

at the hora ceremonies

and receive only a

little

JAI xiii.

(1884] 296). The list of foods forbidden
to the novices until initiation is complete is a very large one in
many of the Australian tribes (Howitt, ib. 455, xiv. [1885] 316 ;
Spencer-GUlenb, p. 612 f.). In these instances the object of the
restrictions appears to be that ' of confining the best food to the

older men and at the same time inculcating upon the youths
the habit of strict obedience.' Such food restrictions are also
found in the Andaman Islands, where, as a test of self-denial,
until the tabus are removed at initiations (or, in the case of
girls, at marriage), young people must not touch certain
favourite articles of food for months or years turtle, pork, fish,
honey, etc. (Man, 94, 129). In the Banks Island, at initiation
to the secret societies or clubs, a period of fasting has to be
undergone. In the New Hebrides the novices at initiation are
kept in an enclosed place and given very little food or water,
sometimes for 30 days.
Great suffering is often involved
(Codrington, 80, 87, 93, 107). Among the western tribes of
Torres Straits, lads had to abstain from all animal food at the
period of initiation (Haddon, JAI xix. 309). In New Guinea
similar customs are found. Among the Koro-speaking tribes
many foods are forbidden to boys at puberty while they are
making their ceremonial drums in the forest. Fasting for a
day at the end of the seclusion period was usual among some of
these tribes. Among the southern Massim, many foods are
forbidden to the novices, the abstinence being of a ceremonial
character (Seligmann, 258, 261, 496 f.).

—

Corresponding to these initiatory forms of abthe prolonged fastings and other
austerities which the American Indian youth
undergoes in seclusion at puberty, in order that by
means of a vision he may see the guardian spirit
which will be his for the remainder of his life.
Here also fasting is a preparatory act, and is
generally combined with the purificatory use of
strong emetics, and of ablutions, although there is
a physiological connexion between the fasting and
the visions which are induced in the brain of the
youth weakened by hunger and worked up to a
pitch of excitement. This connexion has probably
been discovered for himself by the savage. This
form of fasting is found among all the American
Indian tribes, whether of higher or of lower culture,
and, in many of the instances recorded, the discipline, whether self-imposed or not, is of a most
rigorous kind.
few examples will show this.
Boys among the Musquakie Indians undergo a nine years'
stinence are

A

' The fasts that
training, which becomes steadily more severe.
at first were deprivation from one meal lengthen, til^ they

a
)
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stretch over days and Dig;htB of abstinence from both food and
water.* Finally comes the nine days* fast, during which the
lad wanders in the woods, and has feverish dreams, in one of
which he learns what his ' medicine * is to be (Owen, Folk-lore
of the Musqitakie iTidians, 1904, p. 67 f .) Charlevoix (vi. 67 f.
describes the privations of the young tribesmen among the
Algonquins and others : * They begin by blackening the boj-'s
lace, then they cause him to fast for eight days without giving
him anything to eat.* This induces dreams which are carefully
inquired mU>. ' Nevertheless the fast often ends before the
proper time, as few lads can keep it up so long.' Jones, the
Ojibwa Indian, describes his own experience of fasting : ' I
well remember, in my early days when I used to blacken my
face and fast, in order to obtain the favour of some familiar
god, that one day, being thirsty, I took a sip of water. The
moment I had done so I remembered I was fasting. The
thoughtless act filled me with sorrow, and I wept the greater

Eart of the night.' He never was favoured with a vision, and
ence never obtained a vfianitou (Hist, of the Ojibway Indians,
1861, p. 87 ft.). The fasting, sometimes for a fortnight, would
ordinarily kill a man, but the natives believe that he is kept
alive by the tamanous or manitou (Eells, IS RSI, pt. i. 1889,
For many other instances, see the works of Lafitau,
p. 674).
Bancroft, Schoolcraft, etc., and those cited by Frazer, Totemism

and Exogamy,

1910,

Deity (American),

ill.

370 ff.

;

also

art.

Communion with

§ 3.

In certain mystery cults of the ancient world,
fasting was one of the conditions of initiation.
Apuleius describes the thrice -repeated ten days'
abstinence from luxurious food, the avoidance of the
reverential abstinflesh of animals and of wine
ence '—which the candidates had to observe before
being fully initiated into the mysteries of Isis
(Metam. xi. 23, 28, 30). See also § 4 above.
Similar fastings, with the use of strong emetics,
narcotics, flagellations, etc., are undergone in many
regions by those who wish to become medicine-men.
Here too the act is preparatory to the reception of
higher knowledge, but it also tends to induce
dreams, which are regarded as a necessary part of
the medicine-man's means of obtaining revelations.
The Eskimo youth who wishes to become an angekok must
retire and fast for some time until he obtains visions, in which
the spirits are supposed to visit him (Cranz, Hist, of Greenland,

—

*

Among the Lapps, those who wished to be wizards
i. 210).
fast strictly (Klemm, Culturgesch., Leipzig, 1843-62, iii.
In Brazil, the youth who desires to be a paj4 dwells alone
and fasts over a period of two years, after which he is admitted
as a paj^ (Martins, Von dem Rechtszustande unter d. ur. Bras,,
1820,

had to
86).

Amon^

the Abipones, the postulant for
p. 30).
the position of keebit had to sit on a tree overhanging a lake for
some days, fasting, until he began to see into futurity (DobrizSimilar methods obtained among
hoffer, Abipones, 1822, ii. 68).
the N. American tribes for becoming a medicine-man. These
included very severe and prolonged fastings, followed by vivid
(b'eams. So also, among the Zulus, diviners become qualified
for their work and for intercourse with spirits by a severe dis-

Munich, 1832,

which extends over a protracted period and includes
a very rigorous fasting. Thus the youth becomes a house of
dreams (Callaway, Rel. System of the Amazulu, 1884, p. 387).

cipline

'

*

This connexion between fasting and other disciplinary methods, and dreams, visions, or revelaHence also,
tions, is well established everywhere.
in order to induce such dreams or to receive communications from supernatural or higher powers,
fasting has been very commonly resorted to both
among savages and among more advanced peoples,
as wefi as in higher forms of religion. Among the
American Indians, with whom fasting as a preparation for the acquiring of a guardian spirit and for
becoming a medicine-man occupied so important a
place, it is very commonly resorted to as an ordinary means of acquiring hidden knowledge or

messages from the spirits in dreams. The hunter
fasts until he dreams whether his hunt will be successful or not ; the husband fasts until he dreams
whether his hopes of becoming a parent will or will
not be gratified. The greater the power of fasting,
and the more vivid and numerous the consequent
dreams, the more was the seer held in reverence and
the greater power did he acquire. Even the Great
Spirit might appear as a handsome youth to him
wno had undergone almost superhuman fasts
vision believed to be of peculiar efficacy.
And as

—

a preparation for the state of ecstasy in which the
speak through the medicine-man, he fasts
much and often and undergoes other austerities
(see Schoolcraft, Indian Tribes, Philadelphia, 1852,
spirits

;

passim
Relation des JSsuites, 1672, p. 38
Matthews, Ethnog, and Philol. of Hidatsa Ind.,
Washington, 1877, p. 51 Warren, Mist, of the
Ojibway Nation, St. Paul, Minn. 1885, p. 64 Dunn,
;

;

;

Hist, of the Oregon Territory , 1844, p. 253 ff.).
The Zulu diviners also make use of fastings lasting over
several days, in order to have visions. For, fas their proverb
runs, *The continually stuffed body cannot see secret things,"
which agrees with Galen's saying that dreams produced by fasting are clearer than others (Callaway, 387 Grout, Zulu-land^
1864, p. 158). The Santal priest also fasts for several days the
result is a wild ecstatic state in which he utters oracles by the
power of the god possessing him (H. Spencer, i. 257). The
Chinese custom of fasting before a sacrifice to the ancestral
spirits may have had the intention of causing communion with
them through visions, as the person had at the same time to
;

;

fill

his

mind with thoughts

of

them {SEE

iii.

304, xxviii. 292).

In one of the texts of Taoism a mechanic is described as fasting
in order to become of concentrated mind, and after several days
he has forgotten all about himself in other words, he is now
fit for Divme revelations {SEE xl. [1891] 209).
Such fastings
were not unknown in the mystic aspects of Greek religion. At
the grotto of Acharaca, the vapours of which had a medical
virtue, and which was therefore the seat of an oracle, the sick
remained several days without food, and the fast was used to
aid visions in this place of inspiration (Strabo, xiv. p. 650).
Those who consulted the oracle of Amphiaraus abstained from
wine for three days and from food on the day of sleeping in the
temple (Philostr. Vita Apol. Tyan. i, 37). The Pythia, in addition to chewing laurel, drinking the sacred water, and inhaling the vapours of the chasm, fasted as a preparation for her
;

inspiration.

This purpose of fasting was also recognized by
the Hebrews, to judge by certain references to it
in connexion with revelations, or visions, or communications from God. For these there was preparation by fasting as well as by other methods.
Thus, while Moses was with Jahweh on the Mount
and received the Law, he fasted forty days and forty
nights (Ex 34^^, cf. Bt 9^}. Daniel, also, before his
communion with God and the visions which he experiences, fasts, in one case eating *no pleasant
bread,' flesh, or wine for three months (Dn 9^ 10^- ^).
It is also noticeable that Elijah's revelation on Mt.
Horeb comes after he has gone in the strength of
the food provided by the angel forty days and forty
19^^').
nights (1
Later Jewish ^vriters define a
necromancer as one who fasts and lodges among
tombs in order that the evil spirit may come upon
him (H. Spencer, i. 261). This purpose of fasting
also passed over to Christian custom (see Fasting
[Christian], and cf. Tertullian's opinion that fasting
gives rise to dreams \de Anima, 38], and Chrysostom's saying that it makes the soiil brighter and
provides it with wings to mount and soar [in cap.
I. Gen., hom. 10]).
Here also the
6. Fasting in magical ritual.
power of fasting as a preparation for sacred or
ritual actions may be seen. The man who fasts
makes his magical act more likely to succeed by
his being in a purer state of body for it.

K

—

In Banks Island, fasting adds power to the charms used for
causing the death of an enemy, and so long would a man fast
that, when the day arrived on which he was to use the charm,
he was too weak to walk(Codrington, 205 1.). Among the Rorospeaking tribes of New Guinea, a sorcerer who wishes to obtain
a magical snake-stone fasts for two weeks, eating merely a few
roasted bananas. Then he dreams of the locality of the snake
and sets off in pursuit. Before a bunt, the hunt is ritually
imitated, and this is itself preceded by abstinence from many
customary foods (Seligmann, 282, 292). Among the Motumotu
tribe, those who remain at home must abstain from eating certain foods, else the expedition might fail (Chalmers, JAl xxvii.
[1898] 333). Maori sorcerers, using magic with a victim's hair
to cause his death, remained fasting for three days. During
war all those at home bad to fast strictly while the warriors
were in the field, the magical eflEects acting through the sympathetic connexion of the two. Before setting out on an expedition no food was cooked on the previous day until the
priest had gone through his divinatory rites {Old New Zealand^
by a Pakeha Maori, 1884, p. 114 Tregear, JAI xix. 108). In
Java, the rain-doctor observes a fast as part of the ritual for
the prevention of rain (Batten, Glimpses of the E. Archip.^
Singapore, 1894, p. 68 f.). Among the Santals, on the other
hand, those who visit a sacred hill to beseech the god for rain
must go there fasting (Dalton, TES, new series, vi. [1868]
Among the Natchez, also, wizards fasted and danced,
35).
vrith pipes of water in their mouths, when rain was wanted
;

(Lettres idifiantes et curieuses, Paris, 1780-87, vii. 29 f.).
Similarly the body of rain-priests among the Zunis have the
special duty of fasting and praying for rain (Stevenson, SS
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The Ilaida Indian tasla In order to obtain a fnir
indeed, of tiiene and otlier triben it in true tliat, whetlicr

1904, pafifriTn).

wind

'

;

a man were a Hiianian or not, lie could increase his pliysical
power, or obtain property, euccess in hunting, llHhinK, war,
etc., by rigid abstinence from food and drlnlt, by remaining
away from tiis wife, bathing in the sea, taking swcat-batha, etc.
He would drink warmed salt water often, and take fresh water
afterwards, when all the contents of his stomach were ejected,
"
(Swanton, Contrib. to the
leaving him so much the ** cleaner
Ethnol. oj the Haidae, 1905, p. 40). In Alaska the wife must remain at home fasting, while her liusband is out fishing, in order
that he may have a good catch (Holmberg, Acta Soc, Scientiarum
Fennic(€, iv. (18661 392). Amon^ the ancient Celts, magical
herbs were gathered with a due ritual and after fasting (Pliny,
xxiv. 11).
For the Celtio cuBtom ol Masting against a
'

SN

'

person, see

ERE

ii.

281".

—

While some
J. Fasting; as an act of penitence.
of the methods of fasting discussed above may
have had a penitential aspect, especially those
connected with initiation to mysteries, they were
not penitential in origin. Bather does fasting as
an act of penitence form a development from them.
The person who fasts sufters inconvenience or pain,
and he may well have come to think that by so
suffering he would humiliate himself before higher
powers whom he believed to be angry with him,
and would thus gain their pity. At the same
time, his suffering was a self-inflicted punishment
for sin, which might have the effect of warding off
other or further punishments inflicted ab extra.
As a penitential act, fasting is invariably combined with prayer. The relation between fasting
as a penitential act and fasting as a more or less
magical method of forcing the hand of the gods is
perhaps to be seen at lower levels of culture.
The Tsimshians think they can force the deity
Hence
to perform their wishes by strict fasting.
they lie in bed for seven days without food, obFrazer,
Totemism,
serving also continence (Boas, in
When the Indians of Colombia wished
iii. 317).
to obtain the help of their divinities, thw fasted
and observed continence for several days (TernauxCompans, Essai sur Vane. Cundinamar(;a, Paris,
Here there is no penitence, but it
1842, p. 44 f.).
is easy to see how such fastings might become
penitential if it were the forgiveness of the deity
which was sought. Among the ancient Mexicans,
fasting as a penitential act existed, and was intended to assist in purifying the conscience. These
from one day to
fasts varied much in extent,
several years, and they were observed either by
individuals or by the whole nation on particular
occasions, and were usually imposed by the priests
after due confession of sins or for specific oniences.
The high priest fasted and prayed, practising also
severe austerities in seclusion, for months at a
time, on occasions of public calamity (Clavigero,
Torquemada, MonHist, of Mexico, 1780, i. 397 ff.

—

—

;

archia Indiana, Madrid, 1723, ii. 212 f.).
In Egypt, fasting as a method of expiation for
sin, either occasional or at fixed times, was recognized.
All luxuries had to be abstained from, as
well as every form of gratification ef the passions.
It has been thought that fasting is alluded to in
the 'negative confession' (Wilkinson, iii. 396).
As many of the Babylonian penitential psalms
show, fasting had become a regular ritual act of
penance, accompanying these mournful expressions
The penitent describes how he
of wrongdoing.
has neither eaten food nor drunk clear water. But
there were also days of fasting appointed in periods
of distress and calamity when the people gave
themselves up to strenuous fasting and other acts
of penitence (Zimmem, Bab. Bus^salmen, Leipzig,
1885, p. 34; Maspero, Dawn of Civ., London, 1894,
Jastrow, Bel. of Bab., Boston, 1898, pp.
p. 682
The latter practice is well exemplified
320, 688).
by the Assyrian fasting described in the Book
of Jonah, when the whole people (as weU as the
animals) were covered with sackcloth, wept and
fasted, and prayed to God for forgiveness (3''*-).
;

768

Among

the Hebrews, fasting as a form of peniwas well known from comparatively early
Originating as a means of exciting the
Divine compassion, it came to have a more ethical
colouring, and was the outward expression of a real
inward penitence. At the same time there was a
tence
times.

contrary tendency for the practice to be resorted
to in a conventional manner whenever calamity
threatened, and as a mere means of keeping it off
—a view against which the prophets vainly proIndividuals fasted on account of their sins
tested.
or for some special object (1
21", Ezr 10").
On
various occasions a general fast was proclaimed as
a recognition of sin the occasion of any public
calamity being a proof that the people liad sinned
(1 S 14^^, 2 Ch 203, 1 K 2P'-, Jer 36», Jl l'^'-).
Or
it may have been resorted to spontaneously (Jg
20°°, Neh 9').
Fasting, if the accompaniment of
a due penitential state of heart and the token of
humility, was certainly approved by the prophets
and regarded as agreeable to God, the reverse
being abhorrent to Him and them ( Jl 2'^ Is 58'"°,
Zee 7' cf. Jer 14'-). Days of public fasting might
take place on the occasion of any calamity, e.g. the
lack of autumn rains but fixed times of fasting
are also found.
Of these the most significant is
that of the Day of Atonement (Lv 16'^'-), whether
its origin is to be sought before or after the Exile.
On the 10th day of the 7th month the people were
to 'afilict their souls.' This may be the fast referred to in Neh 9' as taking place on the 24th day
of the month.
Four yearly fasts, in the 4th, 5th,
7th, and 10th months, are mentioned in Zee 8" (cf.
7").
These had reference to events in the Chaldsean
conquest of Jerusalem. Another fast-day of later
origin was that of the 13th of Adar, supposed to
commemorate the fast of Esther and her maidens
and the fast of the people commanded by her (Est
4'°).
It immediately preceded the Feast of Purim,
and may have been of Bab. origin (see Frazer,
GB^ iii. 176; Zimmern,
xi. [1891] 157 ft'.).
Private fasting was also much multiplied during
and after the ExUe, strict Jews fasting on the 2nd
and 5th days of each week in the year (cf. Lk 18'^ ;
Didache, 8 ; Ta'anith, 12a).
These were also the

K

—

;

;

ZATW

days adopted for special public fastings.
Such
fasting was done as openly as possible, a sign of
its non-spiritual nature,
and this was rebuked
by our Lord (Mt 6'*''-)- At such times it varied
in intensity, according as food was taken at the
end of 12 or of 24 hours, and according to the omisPrivate persons no
sion of various usual actions.
doubt added to these occasions of fasting, taking
no wine or flesh or pleasant food for many days or
even over a period of years, as a sign of mourning
for sin or as a help to living chastely.
This is reflected in the Apocryphal and other writings (Jth

—

8«-

—

[Reub. 1", Sim. Z*, Jud. 15*,
Indeed, so characteristic
Jewish custom become that
Augustus boasted that he had fasted more earnestly
than a Jew (Tac. Hist. v. 4).
In Muhammadanism, the principle of penitential
fasting is recognized and highly commended by
Muhammad himself. The Qur'an recommends fasting as a penance, for three days on a pilgrimage,
and for seven on returning (ii. 193). The believer
who kills another believer and cannot find the
blood-money must fast for two months as a penance
(iv. 94), and the oath-breaker who cannot as a
penance feed ten poor men must fast for three days
Fasting is often referred to as a good work,
(v. 91).
and it is one of the recognized duties of the Muslim.
Hence there are many stated times of fasting, some
of which are obligatory, and others may be regarded as works of supererogation undertaken
by the devout. Chief amongst the former class is
the fast of the 30 days of Ramadan, rigorous and
;

Test. xii. Pair.

Issach. 7', Jos. 3*
did fasting as a

9"]).

—
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which no water is allowed between dawn and sunset, and from which only
the sick and infirm, travellers, idiots, and young
children are exempt (ii. 180 If.). Devout Muslims
seclude themselves in the mosques, and those who
observe this fast receive pardon of all past venial
sins (Mishkat, vii. 7. pt. 1).
It is followed by a
great festival of rejoicing, to which it may be regarded as in some sense preparatory. The 13th,
14th, and 16th days of each month are also generally
observed as fasting days, also the day Ashura, the
strictly observed, in

10th of the month Muharram, because Muhammad
said he hoped it would cover the sins of the coming
year. Strict Muslims fast also on the Monday and
Thursday of each week. While Muhammadanism
is not an ascetic religion, the value of fasting as a
discipline or a good work is clearly recognized, and
it is said that the very smell of the mouth of a
keeper of a fast is more agreeable to God than the
smell of musk' (Hughes, DP, 125).
'

While the idea of the Bamac^an

fast

may have been derived from

the Christian fast of Lent, it is perhaps more olosely connected
with the Harranian SO days' fast, in which all food and drink
were avoided between dawn and sunset. This fast was in
honour of the moon, but the Harranians also observed a 7 days'
fast for the sun, and a 9 days* fast in honour of
the Lord of
good luck,' in the former abstaining from fat and wine (ChwolBohn, Die Ssabier, St. Petersburg, 1856, ii. 71 f., 226; Jacob,
VJ- Jahresber. der geogr. Gesell. zu Qreifswaldt i. [1893-6] 5 fl.).
'

—

Most of the
8. Fasting as an ascetic practice.
examples of fasting already cited are non-ascetic,
that is to say, for whatever purpose they are undergone, they occur in religions in which a dualism
between body and soul the former evil, the latter
pure is not recognized, although, in some of the
religions referred to, this dualistic view came to
prevail amongst individuals or sects. But, whereever asceticism, based on this view, is fovmd, fasting is a more or less recognized ascetic practice,
since by observing it the evil body is not pampered
by excess in food or drink. Fasting as a penitential practice would easily pass over into an ascetic
practice.
It is true that, even where the strictly
dualistic view does not prevail, fasting may be

—

—

practised in order to combat the grosser desires of
the body, or by way of preparing it for some sacred
occasion.
This view has already been found in
considering fasting as a preparatory act, and in
certain instances it very closely approaches strictly
ascetic fasting.
This is also true of cases where
certain foods are avoided as too luxurious a conception perhaps originally based upon earlier foodtabus.
Thus Plutarch says that the Egyptian priests (of Isis) committed no excess in eating or drinking, and that, while on the
iBt day of the 9th month the people feasted on fish, the priests
abstained from it, one reason being that it was an unnecessary

—

'

and;over-luxurious article of diet.' For a similar reason they abstained from garhc idt Is, et Osir. 5 ff.). Abstinence from luxurious food, flesh, and wine was necessary for him who was initiated
into the mysteries of Isis (Apuleius, Metam. xi.). The Orphic
prohibition of animal food was based on the fact that it was
used in sacrifice to the dead, though it became an ascetio practice
(on this aspect of abstinence generally, see Porphyry, ae Abst.

ab Esu AniTnalium).

In Greece, where the native religion was opposed
to the idea of the acceptableness to the gods of a
maceration of the body, this dualistic view leading
to a true asceticism is found in Orphism, and here,
accordingly, fasting had its place (Diels, 'Einorphischer Demeterhymnus,' in Festschr. fur Th. Gomperz, Vienna, 1902, p. 6 f. ). Pythagoras also recommended frugality in diet, and commended fasting.
Those who went to the temples to pray for some

—

days should not take food all that time perhaps
an example of preparation for Divine revelations
rather than of ascetic fasting (Porph. Vita Pytk.
34 Iambi. Vita Pyth. 27 Diog. Laert. viii. 19).
The teaching as to abstinence from all excessive
bodily desires, gluttony, drunkenness, etc., is also
;

;

continued by Plato {PhcBdo, 69-71).
Reference has already been made to the ab-

stemiousness of the Egyptian priests. In the
Maxims of Any (XlXth dynasty) the same principle
is recognized
' Be not greedy to fill thy stomach,
for one knows no reason why he should do so'
(Petrie, Rel. and Conscience in Anc. Eg., 1898, p.
113).
This, however, is not ascetic fasting, laut
self-control, and generally abundance of good things
was an other-world ideal, abnegation in this life
not being thought of. Ascetic groups, however,
arose in Egypt towards the 4th cent. B.C., perhaps
under Indian influences, and at a still later date
the Therapeutse (j.u.) are found in large numbers
in Egypt.
They ate nothing before sunset, and
many of them broke their fast once only in three
days, or even in six days (Petrie, Personal Bel. in
Egypt, 1909, pp. 61 f., 70).
Among the later Jews, while fasting was regarded
as a meritorious rather than as an ascetic practice,

—

individuals occasionally led strictly ascetic lives,
eating as little food as possible.
reach a consistent ascetic view only among the Alexandrian
Jews, who held that bodily desires hindered spiritu
ality, and that only through a strict asceticism
could the soul be released from their power. Yet
PhUo did not teach that ascetic practices such as
fasting had any value in themselves, though he
would have his disciples avoid luxurious excesses.
In Muhammadanism, asceticism was contrary to
the Prophet's outlook, but it soon took hold in
Islam, and abstinence from various kinds of food,
as well as the strict observance of the fasts, was regarded as bringing a man nearer to God. This view
was greatly developed in Siifiism (see
ii.
101 f., 104).
While Buddhism is an ascetic religion and regards the body as evil, Buddha was opposed to excessive ascetic practices of any kind, mainly because
excess was evil. Hence, though food was to be
taken in moderation as a method of guarding the
gateways of the senses, he never advised excessive
fasting.
One of the ten abstinences is that of eating at forbidden times. Monks must eat but one
meal, at mid-day, and nothing after it ; they must
fast on the days of the new and full moon (a derivative from Brahmanism), giving themselves also
to public confession and hearing of the law.
fast
with confession of sins four times a month is now
more usual the Uposatha days, which the laity are
invited to observe. Koppen says that the Lamaists,
on the 14th and 15th, the 29th and 30th days of
the month, take nothing but farinaceous food and
tea, but the devout refrain from all food until sunset {Lamaische Hier., quoted in Waddell, Budd. of

We

SEE

A

—

Tibet, 1895, p. 501).

Another Tibetan ceremony,

The Continued Fast {Nungnas), lasts for 4 days,
of which the first two are preparatory, with confes'

'

sion, prayer,

at night.

and devout reading, continued till late
the third day there is a strict fast,

On

no one being allowed even to swallow his saliva.
Prayer and confession of sins are made in complete
silence, and the fast continues till sunrise on the
fourth day (Schlagintweit, Buddhismin Tibet, 1881,
The anniversary of Buddha's death on the
p. 240).
15th day of the 4th month is preceded by a five
days' abstinence in which even the laity abstain
from flesh. This is an example of a preparatory
fast, and another example is found in the fast of
24 hours by the priest who conducts the so-called
' Eucharist' of Lamaism (Waddell,
445, 507 ; cf. p.
501, and see also Monier- Williams, Buddhism,
1889, pp. 79, 82, 84, 335; Copleston, Buddhism^,
The Mahayana Buddhists fast as a
1908, p. 127).
means of being re-born into higher grades (SBE

xlix. pt.

2[1894] 192 f.).

Fasting discredited as a religious rite.
Examples of this, or rather of a mechanical and
formal method of fasting, are familiar from the
prophetic books (Is 58*, Jer 14", Zee 7' etc. ). It has
g.

;
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been seen that Buddha taught moderation
rather than excessive fasting. In tlie Dkammapada tlie fasts of the Brahmans are discredited as
against the moderate Buddhist discipline (SBE x.
[1881] 21, note), and in another passage fasting and
other ascetic practices are said to have no eii'ect in
purifying a mortal who has not overcome desire.
Of themselves they cannot purify the passions
{SBE X. 38). The ancient Parsi religion, although
fasting occurred sporadically (cf. § 3), despised it.
In the Vendidad (iv. 48, SBE iv. [1880] 47) it is
said that he who tills himself with meat is filled
with the good spirit more than he who does not do
And the Sad Dar (83, SBE xxiv. [1885] 348)
so."
says

trace the growth of fasting in the Christian Church,
and, in doing so, we must bear in mind the caution
that customs varied much, and therefore we must
be careful to pay attention to the ijarticular age
and country of which our authorities speak, without assuming that, because we find a custom mentioned in one of the older Fathers, it must have
been characteristic of the whole Church from the
beginning.
broad generalization of Hooker
may, however, in the main be accepted. He says
'
that fasts were set as ushers of festival days,' and
have as their object ' to temper the mind, lest contrary aB'ections coming in place should make it
too profuse and dissolute' {Eccles. Pol. v. 72, last
par. ) ; and the former dictum is true of all but the

abstain from the keeping of fasts. For, in
not proper that they should not eat every day
With us
it would be a am not to do so.
the keeping of fast is this, that we keep fast from committing sin
That
with our eyes and tongue and ears and hands and feet.'
which, in other religions, is fasting owing to not eating is, in
our reli^on, fasting owing to not committing sin.'
While this expresses a valuable truth of spiritual
religion, it is perhaps aimed at the excessive fasts
of the Manichseans.
So, too, in one of the writings

weekly

also

'

:

'

It is requisite to

our

religion,

it is

or anything:, hecause

*

of the Taoist

Kwang-tze, the question

is

asked

*

accompanied by other acts of abstinence, e.g. continence, by numerous austerities, and generally, in
the higher religions, by prayer.

Cf. the
fasting.'

common

—

Literature. This is referred to throughout the article. See
also E. B. Tyler, PCS, London, 18M, ii. 410 1.
E. Wester;

marck, The Principles
'

of Fasting,'

PL
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891 ff.

A. MacCulloch.

The first two
New Testament. — Two sayings

(Christian).— I.

—

CENTURIES. I.
of our Lord moulded the ideas of early Christianity
about fasting (a) that, though His disciples did
:

not fast as the Baptist's disciples did ('often,' Lk
5^), because the Bridegroom was with them, yet
the days would come when the Bridegroom should
be taken away, and then they should fast in that
day (Mk 2'''- RV) a saying which was interpreted
literally and led to a particular rule as to the duration of the Paschal fast and (6) that fasting must
Although He Himbe unostentatious (Mt 6'*"-).
self fasted for 40 days before beginning His ministry, and probably, as a devout Jew, kept the one
fast-day tnat was obligatory at the time, the Day
'

—

'

fasts (below (c)).
When we review the
century and a half that followed the death of St.
Paul, we are at once struck by the want of regulations as to fasting ; as far as we can gather from
the scanty literature before the age of Irenaeus,
Clement of Alexandria, and Tertullian (end of 2n(i
cent.), and from the writings of those Fathers,

much was

left to individual piety.

The

following

however, emerge from tne study of this

facts,

:

Can the fact that we have drunk no spirituous liquor and
eaten none of the proscribed foods, be regarded as a fast?' and
the reply runs: 'It is the fasting appropriate to sacrificing,
but it is not the fasting of the mind,' explained as a purely
spiritual process (SBE xxxix. [1891] 208 f.).
10. It should be observed that fasting is usually

Jewish phrase 'prayer and

A

period.

There was a general sense of the duty of
and frequent warnings against making it
a merely external act. Barnabas (§ 3 c. A.D. 100)
and Justin Martyr {Dial. 15; c. A.D. 150) quote
Is 58 in this sense
the same warning is given by
Clement of Alexandria (Peed. iii. 12, Strom, vi. 12).
Clement also wrote a separate treatise on fasting
{a)

fasting,

;

;

(Jerome, de Vir. Ulustr. 38). Earlier in the century, Polycarp (§ 7 ; c. A.D. 110) urges fasting and
prayer as a means of meeting temptation. Hermas
{Sim. V. 1 ; written before A.D. 140 [?]) says that
he was fasting and keeping a station (a weekly
fast) when he saw the Shepherd, who spoke to him
of fasting, warning him against the mere external
observance to do no evil in your life and to serve
the Lord with a pure heart is the true fast fasting is very good if the commandments of the Lord
be observed.
hear of this first from
(6) Paschal fast.
'

'

'

:

'

;

—We

He

mentions it in his letter to Pope
Victor on the Paschal controversy (written c. A.D.
v. 24), and says
195, and quoted by Eusebius,
Irenseus.

HE

rules for carrying them out. This explains why the
Church was so slow in developing a system of fasts
and festivals. No rules on the subject could claim
It is
to come directly from the Master Himself.
hardly probable that the first disciples imitated the
voluntarily
adding
the
Day
to
of
stricter Jews in
Atonement the two weekly fasts (cf. Lk 18'^) of

that there was great variety in its observance,
some fasting for one day, others for two or for
several days, others for forty hours of night and
day,' and that this variety was of long standing ; it
existed 'long before, in the time of our ancestors.'
This shows that the Paschal fast was known early
in the 2nd century.
The fast of one day and that
of forty hours would doubtless be absolute
the
latter period would correspond to the time during
which our Lord lay in the grave. Tertullian {de
Orat. 18) says that the day of Pascha' (by which
he means Good Friday, though the term Pascfia
has other meanings) ' was a general and, as it were,
public fast, on which the kiss of peace was not

Monday and Thursday

given.

;

—

—

Atonement, He left no regulations for fasting
He gave the principles, and left His Church to make

of

(days which were chosen
because Moses was believed to have gone up to the
Mount on the latter and to have come down on the
former), for there is no trace of these as Christian
fasts in NT.
But many Jews increased these fasts
voluntarily, as did Anna (Lk 2^), and even the
heathen Cornelius, according to some MSS (Ac
10S») ; and so we read of St. Paul fasting (2 Co 6'
11": 'fastings often' the mark of the Christian
minister), and of the first Christians fasting before ordinations or solemn appointments (Ac 14^
The Jewish Christians, doubtless, conIS**-).
tinued to keep the Day of Atonement, and St. Luke
mentions it as an epoch (Ac 27' ' the Fast '), but the
GentUes were almost certainly not pressed to observe it.
may now proceed to
2. Second century.

—We

'

;

'

See also below

—

(e).

(c) Weekly fasts.
It was a common custom in
the 2nd cent., at least in some countries, to fast
on Wednesdays and Fridays ; see FESTIVALS AND

Fasts

[Christian], i

(6).

—

This is mentioned in the
Didache (§ 7 f ) it was for a day or two days, and
was observed by the candidate, the baptizer, and
others.
It is also mentioned in Justin {Apol. i.
61) and in Tertullian {de Bapt. 20, and perhaps de
Jejun. 8). As baptism was ordinarily administered
at Pascha (Tertull. de Bapt. 19, and later writers
passim), though it might be deferred to ' Pente{d)

Pre-baptismal fast.
.

;

^ In christian literature, Pascha means Easter Day, or Good
Friday, or Maundy Thursday, or Holy Week, or even the forty
days before Easter; and similarly PenUcost means either the
festival itself or the fifty days before it.

'
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cost,' i.e.

the 50 days after Easter

{ib.

:

'

latissimum

spatiiira '), there was a very close connexion between this fast and that before Pascha ; and the
arise that the former is the real
suspicion
rationale of the latter.

may

The

feeling of the non-Montanist Christians
2nd cent, with regard to fasting is clearly exhibited by Tertullian's abusive treatise, de Jejuniis,
written c. A.D. 210, after he had become a disciple
and it is curious that the great deof Montanus
velopment in fasting which took place later was
largely due to the rivalry of this sect. The Montanists kept two weeks of 'xerophagy,' i.e. partial
fasts, in the year
but of these weeks the Saturdays and Sundays were excepted {de Jejun. 15). It
is not said at what time of the year they were kept.
Both the name and the thing were opposed by the
Psychics (the ordinary Christians) as a novelty
Xerophagies consisted in not eating flesh or
(§ 2).
anything juicy, not even succulent fruit, or anything with the flavour of wine, and in abstaining
from the bath (§ 1). The 'Psychics' objected to
(e)

in the

;

;

'

'

the definite enjoining of stations,' as these should
be voluntary (§ 10) ; yet (Tertullian says) they were
inconsistent, as they sometimes lived on bread and
'

water

(§ 13)

and had

definite fast-days, especially

when the Bridegroom was taken away [the Paschal fast, see above, I. l], and Wednesday and Fri'

'

day up to the ninth hour, or 3 p.m. (§§ 2, 10) they
often fasted even on Saturday, which Tertullian
;

says should never be observed as a fast-day except
at Pascha (§ 14) ; their bishops ordained fasts for
their own dioceses, and there were fasts before
Councils were held (§ 13). The Montanists kept on
the bi-weekly fasts to a later hour (§ 10). With
this we may compare Hippolytus' accusation against
the Montanists, of novelties of fasts, and feasts,
and meals of parched food and repasts of radishes
{H(Er. viii. 12 [c. A.D. 220] ; cf. x. 21, novel and
strange [read wapa.di^ovs'] fasts'). Thus the difference between the Montanists and the Orthodox
seems to have been that the latter were less strict
in the custom of fasting, and left more to voluntary
observance, while the former made a settled practice of compulsory xerophagies and half-fasts in
addition to the complete fast of the Paraskeue
(Good Friday), or of Paraskeue and the following
'

'

Sabbath. Tertullian's treatise shows how bitter
was the feeling excited by a mere difference of observance.
II.

Period of development

(a.d.

—

200-500).—

Development after Tertullian. From the 3rd
cent, onwards manuals of instruction and worship,
now conveniently called Church Orders,' became
common, basing their injunctions in most cases on
supposed Apostolic authority. What before was
a matter of voluntary or customary observance
now came under rule. Fasting accordingly was
more exactly regulated, and the Orthodox became
stricter than the Montanists, who retained the
fasting customs mentioned by Tertullian till the
5th cent. (Sozomen, HE vii. 19). The growth of
1.

'

strictness in fasting is especially observable in the
4th cent., the age of Councils and organization
made possible by the cessation of persecution.
2. The Paschal fast was of slow development,
and even well on in the 4th cent, we find only the
two days before Easter named as fasts in some
authorities (Egyp. Ch. Order, 55 ; Ethiopic Ch.
Ord. 41 ; Verona Fragments, ed. Hauler, Leipzig,
1900, p. 116,; Test, of our Lord, ii. 18, 20 [all
probably to be dated A.D. 300-350]) ; the fast ends
at midnight (Test. ii. 12). No other Paschal fast
is mentioned in these works, and sick people who
cannot fast on both days are allowed to fast on the
Saturday only (so also Apost. Const, v. 18 [c. A.D.
In the above-named
375], for which see below).
Church Orders, or at least in their sources, the

,'
;

(Christian)
Crucifixion and Resurrection were commemorated
on the same day.
Epiphanius says that tin
Quartodecimans fasted only one day (Hasr. 1. 1-3
Exp. Fid. 22). But a greater development is found
;

in the Older Didascalia (v. 14. 18 [probably 3rd
cent.]) ; a partial fast with bread, salt, and water
is enjoined from Monday to Thursday of Holy
Week, and an absolute fast on Friday and Saturday.
Dionysius of Alexandria (Ep. ad Basilidem, can. 1
[early 3rd cent.]) mentions a Holy Week fast,
during the six days of which some even ate nothing
at all ; but he testifies to a diversity of usage, some
fasting two, some three, some four days, others
not even one day. There was also a diversity (he
says) as to the time of ending the fast before
Pascha \v.l. ' Pentecost' ; but this seems to be an
error] ; in Rome they ended it at cockcrow, elsewhere at nightfall. He mentions the Friday and

Sabbath (Saturday) as rigorous

fasts.

A forty-days' fast is

not found till the 4th cent.
and made its way only gradually ; a supposed
reference in Origen (hom. in Lev. x. 2) is due to
Rufinus'
translation.'
In some countries the
'
forty days ' were observed as a solemn season for
prayer, without being a fast, as Advent was
observed in later times in the West ; at Nicaea
they are merely mentioned as a well-known space
of time, before which Synods were held (can. 5)
and in the Test, of our Lord (c. A.D. 350) the people
are told to keep vigil and to pray in the church
then, but there is no word of fasting (ii. 8). The
name of the season was Teo-ffopa/coirTi), Quadragesima ; at first this means the ' fortieth day
before Easter, on which the competentes, or selected
candidates for baptism, were enrolled (Cyr. Jerus.
Cat. Led., Introd. 4) ; but soon the name was given
to the whole season. An exact parallel is to be
seen in the name 'Pentecost' (see above, I, 2 (6)).
The next stage was that the partial fast before
Pascha, of varying duration, was called reo-a-apaSome
irrespective of its exact length.
KOGT-fi,
moderns suppose that the name first arose from the
forty hours' fast others think that it has nothing
to do with the fast, but only with the period of
probation of the competentes, though it is not quite
clear why this was forty days.
For less probable
reasons, see below.
The 'Festal Letters' o( Athanasius show that'the forty-days'
'

'

'

;

fast did not develop so soon in Egypt as in Rome (cf also Egyp.
Ch. Order above). In the first (A.D. 329) he speaks of the fast
beginning on Monday of Holy Week, and implies that the fasia
of Moses, Elijah, and Daniel were longer than those of Christians.
So in the letters for A.D. 332, 333, Holy Week only is mentioned.
In the intervening years, however, he refers to Tetro-apoKoirr^,
but only tentatively ; Holy Week is the fast, and so in the letter
tor A.D. 334 ft. In the year 340 (Ep. xii.), writing to SerapioQ
of Thmuis from Rome instead of sending a festal letter, ha
persuades the people to fast all the forty days, as they did in
Rome. In 347 {Ep. xix.) he says that any one who neglects to
observe the fast of forty days cannot celebrate Easter. Two
points appear from these Letters (a) Saturday and Sunday
were not fast-days (vi. 13 ; so a.d. 389 at Milan [Ambrose, de
Elia et Jejunio, 10] and at Antioch [Chrysostom, hom. xi. in
Gen. 2]) (6) the Holy Week fast ended in Egypt late on the
evening of Saturday, as in the days of Dionysius (see above).
Like so many earlier and later writers, Athanasius warns his
people against making the fast an external matter only (i. 4 f.).
.

:

;

The forty-days' fast is also mentioned by Eusebius {de Pasch. 5), and in the Canons of Hippolytus
as we now have them (c. A.D. 320 [?] can. xx. [154]).
The latter prescribe bread and salt and water in
Holy Week (can. xxii. [195-8]) ; sick persons and
those who neglect the fast by ignorance of the time
should fast after Pentecost. The Edessene Canons
can. 7) are the first to give as the
(c. A.D. 350 [?]
reason for the forty-days' fast that our Lord and
Moses and Elijah fasted for that period at Edessa
the forty days included all or most of Holy Week
[so Test, of our Lord, which does not make the
forty days a fast], and the Passion and Resurrection were apparently commemorated on the same
Another development is tlie
day (see above).
;

;

;

'

'

;
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prefixing of the forty-days' fast to Holy Week, as
in the Apost. Const, (v. 13, 18, ed. Funk, Didascalia
et Const. Apost., Paderborn, 1905)
in Holy Week,
bread, salt, herbs, and water only are allowed, and
the last two days are an absolute fast if possible,
or, at any rate, the Saturday (see above ; the saving
clause is an adaptation of the parallel Didascalia
passage).
Holy Week is pre-eminently the week
Pseudo-Ignatius (Philipp. 13),
of the fast' (v. 20).
who is perhaps the authorof Apost. Const., likewise
makes Holy Week separate from the rcaaapaKoar-fi,
as does Chrysostom (hom. xxx. in Gen. 1). The
Apostolic Canons, which at any rate are from the
same school, do not mention this point, but make
the forty days a fast for all, under penalties (can.
69 [c. A.D. 400]). The 'Pilgrimage of Silvia' (or
'
of Etheria ') describes an eight-weeks' Lent at
Jerusalem, with forty-one actual days of fasting
(c. A.D. 385[?]).
In the 5th cent. Socrates (HE v. 22) says that
the Paschal fast varied greatly. At Kome three
successive weeks before Easter were kept, except
;

'

Saturdays and Sundays ; but the accuracy of his
statement that Saturdays were excepted has been
doubted. In lUyria and Greece and Alexandria
they fasted six weeks, which were called reo-aapa/coo-tt).
Others began the fast in the 7th week
before Pascha, and fasted only for three periods

and that at intervals, and yet called
a fact which greatly surprised the
historian.
The mode of fasting also varied some
abstained from things that had life, others ate fish
only, others both fisn and fowl some did not eat
eggs and fruit some ate dry bread only, some not
even this others fasted till the 9th hour and then
took any kind of food (this applies to the weekly
fasts
see below, 3)
there was no written comof five days,

it Tfo-ffopaicoa-Ti)

—

;

;

;

;

;

;

mand on

the subject.

Sozomen (BE vii. 19) givea like evidence. In some Churches
the fast was 6 weeks, as in Illyria, the West, Libya, Egypt,
Palestine ; but 7 weeks in Constantinople and the neighbourhood as far as Phcenicia. In some Churches people fasted 3
alternate weeks during the space of 6 or 7 weeks in others
they fasted continuously for 3 weeks just before Pascha
Montanists fasted only for 2 weeks. Earlier in the 6th cent.
John Cassian remarks on the variety of custom with regard to
the Lent fast (CoUat. xxi. 24-30, written c. A.D. 420) he says
that, though some kept it for 6 weeks and others for 7 weeks,
both made only 36 days of fasting [this would depend on
whether the Saturdays were fast-days or not] and the number
36 was a tithe of the year. The 36-days' fast was for all, but
some devout persons exceeded the number the observance of
Quadragesima was not primitive, and was not originally enjoined by canonical rule, but was a matter of gradual growth
The name was adopted because our Lord, Moses, and Elijah
fasted for 40 days (cf. Edessene Canons, above), and for other
reasons. The reference of the name to our Lord's fast is also
given by Augustine (dfl Doct. Christ, ii. 16 [25]), Ambrose
;

;

;

;

lEom.

21),

Gregory of Nazianzus (Oral.

xl.

30),

and Jerome

in Jon. 3). Socrates (HE ii. 43) says that
Eustathius, the heretical bishop of Sebaste in Armenia, who
was condemned by the Synod of Gangra (c. a.d. 380), allowed
the prescribed fasts to be neglected, and recommended fasting
on Sunday (see also the Synodal letter of Gangra, summarized
by Hefele, Councils, ii. 327, Eng. tr., Edinb. 1871-96).

(in la. xvi. 68

;

During Lent, entertainments, horse-racing, and
similar shows were forbidden (see
ii. 975).
The Council of Laodicaea (can. 51 [c. A.D. 380])
prohibited the keeping of the festivals of martyrs
in Lent except on Saturday and Sunday so (A.D.
692) the second Trullan Council (can. 52).
Among
those who wrote on fasting during this period of
development were James of Nisibis (f c. 350) and
Maximus of Turin (t c. 470), both mentioned by
Gennadius {de Vir. Illustr. i. 41); Maximus wrote
on the Qui.!iragesimal Fast, and also on fasting in
general, and that there should be no jesting on a
fast day.'
Many sermons on fasting are extant,
by Augustine, Leo the Great, Basil, and others.

DCA

;

'

3.

Weekly

fasts.

—We

find the

Wednesday and

Friday fasts in the 3rd and following centuries,
but not as a universal custom till the end of the
4th.
In the 3rd cent, they are mentioned by
Origen (hom. in Lev. x. 2 but in c. Cels. viii. 22,
;

(ChriBtian)
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Paraskeue must mean Good Friday and not
every Friday, for otherwise Wednesday would be
mentioned with it) and in the Older Didascalia (v.
omni tempore seems to mean all
14, ed. F'unk
the year round '), which hints at the rea-son for the
fasts on these days, which is explicitly given at
the beginning of the 4th cent, by Peter I. of Alexandria (Ep. can. 15, really a fragment de Pascha)
that Wednesday was the day of the conspiracy
of the Jews, and F riday of the Crucilixion. Augustine (Ep. xxxvi., Benedictine ed. [aliter l.xxxvi.] 30
ad Casulanum) at a later day gives the same
reason (for another explanation, see Clem. Alex.
Strom, vii. 22). Eusebius ( Vit. Constant, iv. 18)
tells us that Constantine enjoined on all his subjects
the observance of Sunday and Friday he does not
'

'

:

'

'

'

—

;

mention Wednesday. But these set weekly fasts
were not universal. In the Test, of our Lord no
fixed fast-days are prescribed in the week,' though
the possibility of a fast-day falling in the week is
allowed for, in which case the Eucharist is to be
celebrated then (i. 22) ; for in some countries a
fast-day was chosen for the Eucharist (Tert. de
Orat. 19 Wednesday and Friday). The Edessene
Canons prescribe service on Wednesday and Friday,
which may imply a fast. Etheria at the end of
the 4th cent, speaks of the observance of these
days as fasts, and seems to say that the Eucharist
was celebrated on them at 3 p.m., except in Lent.
The Hippolytean Canons mention them as fasts,
and say that the more devout added other fastThese fasts are
days as well (can. xx. [154]).
strictly enjoined in Cyprus towards the end of
the 4th cent, by Epiphanius (Hwr. Ixv. 6 Exp.
Fid. 22), who says that they were universal, and
that the fasts of the stations ended at the hour of
the Lord's death, the 9th hour also by the Apost.
Const, (v. 14, 20 incorporating the Didascalia, and
vii. 23 incorporating the Didache), with the same
reasons for the choice of the days as we find in
Peter of Alexandria
and by pseudo-Ignatius
(Philipp. 13) and the Apost. Canons (can. 69).
In some cases the fast was prolonged to Saturday the phrase was superponere (iTspTieardai),
or, in TertuUian, 'continuare jejunium.'
The
Council of Elvira in Spain (c. A.D. 305) ordered
superpositions once a month, except in
these
July and August, and not every week (can. 23,
though
Saturday is not mentioned, that day
26) ;
is probably meant, but Hefele (Councils, i. 146)
takes the phrase to mean an extension of the fast
Saturday was often kept as a fast
till evening.
in the West, especially at Rome (so expressly
Augustine, loc. cit., though his words do not involve every Saturday in the year). But, in the
East, Saturday was regarded from the 4th cent, as
a festival commemorating Creation ; and fasting
on it, except on Easter Even, was strongly condemned (cf. Tertulliau above, I. 2 (e) ; so Apost.
Const. V. 14, 20, vii. 23, viii. 33 ; Apost. Canons, 64
and, later, the second Trullan Council, A.D. 692,

—

;

'

'

;

;

'

;

'

'

'

;

which forbids fasting, as was practised at Rome,
on Saturdays in Lent, can. 55). For this reason
Saturday as well as Sunday was thenceforward
regardea as specially suitable for a synaxis, with
a Eucharist, as in the Test, of our Lord (i. 22, corrected text), the Arabic Didascalia (§ 38), the
Apost. Const, (ii. 59 by implication), and at the
Council of Laodicaea (can. 49, 51 [in Lent]) and
in Socrates' time this custom was universal, except
at Alexandria and Rome (HE v. 22 cf. Sozomen,
;

;

HE vii.

who

obtained at Constantinople see art. Agape in vol. i. p. 172). That the
Saturday fast, however, was known in Rome as
early as the beginning of the 3rd cent, appears
from a remark of Jerome (Ep. Ixxi. 6 ad Lucin. ),
19,

says that

it

;

1 But in the derived Arabic Didascalia
Wednesday and Friday are fast-days.

(§ 38 [c. a.d. 400])

;
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who

says that Hippolytus discussed the question
Saturday fast and of a daily reception of
the Eucharist.
These are twice pre4. Pre-baptismal fasts.
scribed in the Canons of Hippolytus for the candiothers.
In
one
place
dates and
the length of them
is not mentioned ; in the other the candidates fast
on the Friday before Pascha (can. xix. [106, 150-2]).
With the last provision the corresponding passages
of the Egyp. Ch. Ord. (§ 45) and the Ethiopic (§ 34)
agree the Test, of our Lord (ii. 6) says Friday
and Saturday. In the Apost. Const, (vii. 22) the
candidate is enjoined to fast beforehand, because
our Lord fasted after His baptism. The canons of
the 4th Council of Carthage of A.D. 398 (probably
a later compilation [Hefele, Councils, ii. 410]) seem
to speak of a longer fast, but of a partial nature
the candidates must be proved by abstinence from
wine and flesh (can. 85) ; and so Greg. Naz. {Orat.
xl. 31) advocates fasting, vigils, and other exercises
Cyril of Jerusalem
as part of the preparation.
of the

—

;

'

(Cat. Lect.

'

iii. 7,

xviii.

17 [A.D. 348]) refers to pre-

baptismal fasting, and says that the competentes
took part in the Paschal fast, the prolonged fast
In the Clementine Recognitions
of the Paraskeue.
(vii. 34, 36, now thought to be of the 4th cent. ) a
fast of at least one day is mentioned, and this must
be observed expressly with a view to baptism.
Socrates (HE vii. 17) speaks of a Jew who for purEoses of his own desired baptism from a Novatian
ishop, being made to fast for many days.'
There is some trace
5. The Pentecostal fast.
of a fast either before or after Pentecost ; for ten
days before the festival, in Philastrius (.ff(Er. 119)
and Isidore (de Off. i. 38) ; for a week beginning
eight days after it, in Apost. Const, v. 20 cf. Can.
Hipp, for sick persons (above, 2), but this shows
that at the time when that manual was compiled
the Pentecostal fast was not an ordinary observance. Athanasius alludes to a short fast (of a
day or two [?]) after Pentecost in Apol. de fug.
It probably began only in the 4th
6, c. A.D. 358.
'

'

'

—

;

century.
6. Special and voluntary fasts.— Corresponding
to the fast before ordination in
is a special
fast for bishops after their consecration in the
Test, of our Lord (i. 22) and the Arabic Didascalia
In several of the Church Orders volun(23, 38).
tary fasts are recommended to widows and, indeed,
to all Christians (Test. i. 42; Egyp. Ch. Ord. 47;
Ethiop. Ch. Ord. 36 ; Can. Hipp. xx. [155]). The
bishop, however, according to the second of these,
ought not to fast except when all the people fast.
In some places Jan. 1 was in the 4th cent, observed
as a fast with a view to counteracting the influence of heathen New Year's orgies (Ambrose, Serm.
11.
'de Kal. Jan.'; Aug. Serm. cxcviii. 2, Benedictine ed. , ' de Kal. Jan. ') ; but Augustine says
that, if people cannot fast on that day, at least
they should dine with sobriety. As monastic communities grew, from the middle of the 4th cent,
onwards, special fasts became common in them.
For monasticism and its discipline, see artt. ASCETI-

NT

CISM (Christian), Monasticism (Christian).
The
7. Fasting before and after Communion.
fast before Communion corresponds in some measure
to that before Baptism, but is not mentioned at so
early a date.
It is clear that, if the Agape was
connected with and preceded the Eucharist (see
the diflerent views given in art. Agape), the
latter could not have been received fasting yet
the feeling of reverence which dictated fasting
before Communion would not be oflended by the
previous partaking of a sacred meal like the Agape
in the same way as it would be offended by the
Sartaking of ordinary food. But there is no evience of the custom at the time when the Agape
and the Eucharist were united.

—

:

;

(Christian)
first writer who alludea to the custom is TertulUan (ad
ii. 5 : ' quod secreto ante cibum gustes
the reference
' ;
to private reservation of the Eucharist by the Christian wife
of a heathen husband ; cf. also de Orat, 19) ; but there is no
hint that it was a novelty in his day. The next certain reference to the custom is in the 4th cent., when we find the rule
laid down in the Canons 0/ Eippolytits (can. xix. [150-2], xxviiL
(206]), in the Test, of our Lord (ii. 20, 26), in the Verona Fragments (Hauler, p. 117), in the Egyp. Ch. Ord. (68), and in the
Ethiopic Ch. Ord. (44). In some of these passages, but not in
all, the rule is inverted : the faithful are to receive the Eucharist before they eat other food.
The Can. of Hippol. say that
no one is to taste anything before receiving the myateriea,
especially on the days of the sacred fast ; the last words show
that the rule was not absolutely rigorous.

The

Uxor.

is

Though

these passages are (probably) of the 4th
wording shows that they are derived
from the common source of these manuals, and
therefore the rule goes back to the 3rd century.
Of writers of the 4th cent, who insist on the rule
may be mentioned Basil (hom. de Jejun. i.), Chrysostom (hom. 27 in 1 Cor. etc.), and Greg. Naz.
(Orat. xl. 30). The last treats the custom as universal, though (he remarks) Jesus gave the sacrament of the Passover' after supper. Augustine
makes it a Divinely established rule ('it seemed
good to the Holy Ghost' a common formula at
one time for canonical legislation, from Ac 15^),
and says that for the honour of so great a sacrament the body of the Lord should enter into the
mouth of a Christian before other foods, for so is
this custom kept throughout the world,' even
although the disciples at the Last Supper did not
receive fasting (Ep. liv. 8, Ben. ad Januar. [aliter
cxviii. 6]).
It is clear that in this matter an additional reason for fasting besides that of self-discipline presented itself to the Christian mind, namely,
reverence for the heavenly gift.
Later, both in East and West, and among the Separated Orientals as well aa among the Orthodox, the rule became very rigid
cent., their

'

—

'

(see, e.g.. Councils of Bracara, can. 10 [A.D. 572], Auxerre, can. 19
[c. A.D. 580], Toledo [A.D. 646]) ; but even in Augustine's time the
rule was not absolute, for the 3rd Council of Carthage (A.D. 397

can. 29) excuses the fast before Communion on Maundy Thursday (perhaps the officiating clergy are meant), while saying that

on other days the Sacraments of the Altar ' must be celebrated
by none but those who are tasting. This exception is attested
by Augustine (toe. cit.), but was afterwards taken away by the
2nd Trullan Council (a.d. 692 can. 29). Socrates (HE v. 22)
says that in the 5th cent, the Egyptians near Alexandria and the
inhabitants of the Thebaid celebrated the Eucharist on Saturdays
perhaps an Agape is meant.
in the evening after having eaten
On the other hand, Augustine says that on Maundy Thursday
there were two Eucharists one early for those who did not fast
on that day, and one late (or those who did (Ep, liv. 9, Ben.)On fast-days the Eucharist was often celebrated at a late hour,
that the people might remain fasting till then. It is sometimes
said that there is a trace of this in TertuUian (de Orat, 19). But
he seems to say the contrary that the Eucharist on station
days was not deferred till the afternoon, but that scrupulous
persons, who thought that by Communion they would break
their fast, might carry away the holy gift and consume it after
the fast was over. At the end of the 4th cent. Etheria implies
that on Wednesday and Friday (the station days) the Eucharist
was celebrated at 3 p. m. except in Lent. At a later date an exception was made to the rule of fasting Communion in the case
of the sick and of the Viaticum (see Scudamore, Notitia Euchar.
It will be
istica'', London, 1876, p. 1036; and DCA i. 4186).
remembered that fasting Communion was made easier by the
common practice of private reservation of the Sacrament (see
Scudamore, p. 903, and Maclean, Ancient Church Orders, p. 56,
The practice is referred to at Cffisarfor the authorities).
augusta (Saragossa) in Spain c. a.d. 380 (can. 3, which forbids
the communicant to keep the Eucharist by him without consuming it, or perhaps forbids the practice altogether).
'

;

;

—

—

'

'

'

'

,

Of a fast after Communion there are some
slight traces, but not as early as the period now
under consideration, the first certain reference
being a law of Charlemagne (A.D. 809), which enjoined two or three hours^ fasting after reception.
This custom was observed by some till the later

Middle Ages (Scudamore, p. 808 DCA i. 664 f.).
Fasting was enjoined
8. Fasting of penitents.
on those under discipline, as appropriate to their

—

penitence

(e.g.

;

Cyr. Jerus. Cat. Lect.

HE

ii.

9

;

Basil,

v. 19).
But it was not
Ep. xlv. 1 ; Socrates,
during this period inflicted as a special penance,
the first certain instance being the 29th canon of

the Council of Epaon in Burgundy (A.D. 517),

in-
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among

South Gaul

the canons of Agde or Agatha lu
506 Hefele, Councils, Iv. 76, 85).

(A. D.

;

practice was common.
fasting was forbidden. On Sundays
9.
and in the season of I'entecost' (i.e. Eastertide, 50
days after Easter) fasting and kneeling were not
allowed, both being considered unsuitable to a
time of joy. The prohibition is found lirst in a
fragment of Irenaeus quoted by pseudo - Justin,
QiKEst. et R. ad Orthod. 115 (kneeling) ; then in
TertuUian, de Cor. 3 (fasting and kneeling) and de
Oral. 23 (kneeling) ; in the latter passage TertuUian says that some also abstained from kneeling on Saturdays, and that on fast-days prayer
find the
should always be offered kneeling.
same prohibition in Peter I. of Ale.xandria {JEp. can.
15, kneeling), in the canons of Nic£ea (can. 20,
kneeling), in the Test, of our Lord (ii. 12, fasting
and kneeling in Pentecost), in the Apost. Const.
V. 20 (fasting ; the prohibition is not in the parallel
Didascalia), and in the canons of Saragossa (can.
Pseudo-Ignatius (Philipp. 13)
2, Sunday fasting).
says that one who fasts on these days is a Cfhristslayer.'
The Council of Gangra anathematizes
those who fast on Sunday from pretended asceti-

Thereafter

tlie

—

When

'

We

'

cism (can.
fasting on
18,

Augustine is equally strong on not
Sundays and in Pentecost {Ep. xxxvi.

18).

Ben. [aliter Ixxxvi.] ad Casulan.).

DCA

i.

See also

72508.

III. Medieval and modern pbr/ods.— (A)
Lent." Saturdays in Lent were
expressly ordered to be kept as fast-days at the
beginning of the 6th cent, in South Gaul, by the
Council of Agde (can. 12). Yet, even so, Quadragesima consisted of only 36 fasting days, since
Sunday was not a fast. At Rome, Gregory the
Great (t 604) speaks of the fast being six weeks,
i.e. 36 fasting days (hom. 16 in Evang.).
So in 653
the 8th Council of Toledo in Spain repeats Cassian's
language (above, II. 2) about Lent being a tithe of
the year (can. 9). But in the 7th cent., before the
Gelasian Saeramentary was drawn up, four days
were prefixed to Lent, which thus began on Ash
Wednesday, and consisted of 40 fasting days. At
Milan the older custom survived and, according
to the Ambrosian rite, the Lenten fast still begins
on the 6th Monday before Easter. In Scotland the
four extra days were introduced by St. Margaret
in the 11th cent. (Vita S. Mara. ii. 18); the
Mozarabic rite adopted them only c. A.D. 1500
(Dowden, Ch. Year and KaUndar, p. 83). Gregory
the Great recognizes sickness as a reason for not
fasting (Epp. xxxii. xl.).
This season, instituted in prepara2. Advent.
tion for Christmas, is not heard of as a fast till just
before the 6th century. Hence, from the fact of its
once lasting six weeks no argument can be drawn
as to the original date of the Western Christmas,
as has lately been done by Kirsopp Lake (Guardian,
29 Dec. 1911). But the Council of Csesaraugusta
(Saragossa) in Spain (c. A.D. 380 ; can. 4) appointed
the days from Dec. 17 to Jan. 6 as a solemn season
for prayer and daily church-going, when no one
may go with bare feet.' It was not, however, a
This may indicate that Jan. 6 was then obfast.
served in Spain, as in the East at that time, as the

The West. — i.

—

'

'

;

—

'

Nativity festival. The fast of Advent is first found
in the Calendar of Perpetuus, bishop of Tours, A.D.
491 (PL Ixxi. 566).
It lasted from Nov. 11 (Martinmas) to Dec. 25, and was for three days a week.
The Council of M^con (A.D. 581 ; can. 9) appointed
for all a fast on Mondays, Wednesdays, and Fridays
For this reason Advent came
for the same period.
to be known as St. Martin's Quadragesima.' The
Council of Tours (A.D. 567) appointed a daily fast
from Dec. 1 to 25 for monks (can. 17). At Kome,
'

1 The English name
Lent
*the spring.'
VOL. V. 49
'

—

*

is

derived from Ang.-Sax. lencten,

(Christian)
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lusted for more than five Sundays (so
even in the GeluKian Saeramentary [7th cent.])
and usually only for four (so Gregory the Great).
Advent fasting soon died out in the West, and the
season became merely a solemn time for prayer, as
at the present day. But Bede (HE iii. 27, iv. 30)
mentions a 40-day8' fast before Christma-s and after
Pentecost as being observed by some devout persons
in the 7th and 8th centuries.
The Council of Tours, A.D.
3. Pentecostal fast.
567, mentions a week's fast after Pentecost for
monks (can. 17). In the 8th, 9th, and 10th centuries
we find a 40-days' fast after Pentecost, sometimes
called 'the Quadragesima before St. John the
This is said by Theodore, Abp. of
Baptist.'
Canterbury (t 690), in his Pcenitentiale, to be for
We find the same in Ireland c. A.D. 700,
all men.
in Charlemagne's Capitula, and in the canons
collected by Burchard, bishop of Worms, A.D. 1006
(Dowden, 85). For Bede, see above, III. 2. But
this fast soon disappeared in the West.
4. Rogation Days are a Western institution
only.
Tney are the three days before Ascension
Day (Holy Thursday), a fast preparatory to that
festival.
They are thought to have been instituted
by Mamertus, bishop of Vienne on the Rhone,
c. A.D. 470, at a time of earthquakes in Auvergne.
He introduced penitential rogations or processions for supplication. The Rogation fast was
enjoined by the first Council of Orleans, A.D.
511, indirectly by that of Tours, (can. 17), and
perhaps by that of Mainz, A.D. 813 (can. 32 f. ; the
fast not explicitly mentioned) ; in England by the
Council of Clovesho, A.D. 747. It was enjoined by

Advent never

;

—

'

'

III. at Rome, c. A.D. 800, as an intercession for
the fruits of the earth. It is found in the Missale
Gothicum (perhaps of Autun in France), c. A.D. 700.
The procession still survives, especially in the form
of beating parochial bounds ; hence the names
'gang days,' 'gang week,' found in the AngloSaxon Chronicle and in the laws of Athelstan

Leo

(Dowden,
5.

87).

Ember Days

They are the

also are found only in the West.
fasts of the four seasons ( quatuor
'

tempora,' Germ. Qwateinber, whence perhaps the
English name, though it is more plausibly derived
from A. S. ymbren, recurring'), being (since the 1 1th
cent.) the Wednesday, Friday, and Saturday after
the First Sunday in Lent, Pentecost, Holy Cross
Day (Sept. 14), and St. Lucy's Day (Dec. 13). They
are particularly interesting as being the relics of
the full weekly fasts of the West (above, II. 3),
which thus have survived in only four weeks of the
year ; other^vise, the Friday fast is the sole survival
of the weekly observance, though, in and after the
Middle Ages, Wednesday and Saturday were sometimes observed as fast-days (see Procter-Frere,
Sist. ofBk. of Com. Pr., London, 1901, p. 331 and
below, 8). Leo the Great (c. A. d. 440) refers to these
fasts of the four seasons at Rome, held in Lent
(Serm. 39-50), Pentecost (Serm. 78-80), the 7th
(Serm. 86-94), and 10th (Serm. 12-20) months, i.e.
and from Rome they spread over
Sept. and Dec.
the West. But at one time they were held in some
three
seasons, the sowing, reaping,
places only at
and vintage afterwards the winter Ember fast was
added. The exact weeks, however, have varied.
The Gelasian Saeramentary mentions the 1st, 4th,
At the Council of Mainz
7th, and 10th month.
(A.D. 813, can. 34) they fall in the first week of
March, the second week of June, the third week of
Sept. and the last full week before Christmas Even.
In the Leofric Missal they are in the first week of
Lent, the week of Pentecost, and in the full weeks
before the autumn equinox and Christmas. PseudoCallistus (Ep. i. 1, part of the False Decretals of
pseudo-Isidorus [Ante-Nic. Chr. Lib. ix. B, p. 203])
advocates their being held quarterly, with reference
'

;

;

;

,

——

;
'
;
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to the four seasons

and the

The Council of Clovesho

fruits of the earth.
(A.D. 747) enjoins the fasts

of the 4th, 7th, and 10th months, hut does not
mention that of the spring, probably because it
was absorbed in the great Lenten fast.
The original Ember Days had no reference to
ordination, but, as seen in the 7th cent. Gelasian
Sacramentary and in later authorities (though the
custom may be earlier [Duchesne, Chr. Wor.
p. 353]), it became the rule for bishops to ordain
at these seasons, the fasting thus taking the form
of a pre-ordination exercise ; and this is the present
aspect of the Ember Days. Minor orders, however, were conferred at any time.
The present
rule in the Roman Catholic and Anglican Churches
is for ordination to the presbyterate and diaconate
to be normally confined to these seasons, though
the bishop has a discretion (see, e.g., the preface to
the English Ordinal in the Bk. of Com. Pr. and

the English Canon

—

31).

6. Vigils.
These are single fasting days before
certain saints' days and other festivals ; but as
fasts they are purely Western.
Originally a
' VigU
was a night spent in prayer, as often in
'
the earlier periods (e.g. Etheria, Peregrinatio
Pontius, Life of Cyprian, § 15 ; Chrysos., horn, de
Mart. ii. 668 ; Socrates,
vi. 8).
The substitution of a fast-day for this ' pernoctatio

HE

D

only from the end of the 9th
century. As Sunday cannot be a fast-day, if the
day before a festival which has a Vigil be the
Lord's day, the fast is kept on the Saturday.
abstinence.'— The Roman
7. 'Fasting' and
Catholics at the present day make a distinction
between these. On a day of abstinence, meat is
forbidden, but there is no restriction on the
quantity of food taken on a fast-day the quantity
is also restricted.
The distinction as regards
England is modern ; in the Anglican Bk. of Com.
Pr. the two terms are used synonymously.
The
distinction was introduced among the English
Roman Catholics in 1761, Fridays and Rogation
Days being days of abstinence.
8. Fasts at the present day in the West.— The

probably dates

'

;

Church of England and the Church of Rome
enumerate as fasts the 40 days of Lent, Ember
Days, Rogation Days, all Fridays except Christmas Day if it fall on that day of the week, and
Vigils before certain festivals. Roman Catholics
in some countries relax the Vigils in favour of a
stricter observance of Wednesdays and Fridays in

Lent and Advent.
Since the Reformation the
Church of England, while fixing the fasting days,
has made no rule as to how they are to be observed,
leaving this to the individual conscience
but
Acts of Parliament of Edward VI. and James I.
and Proclamations of Elizabeth, vigorously enforced, ordered abstinence from flesh-meat on
fast-days, and gave the curious reason for the
injunction that the fish and shipping trades might
be benefited also, curiously enough, Saturdays
are there mentioned as fast-days (see remarkable
;

;

instances of the enforcement of these injunctions
in Hierurgia Anglicana^, London, 1902-4, iii. 106 ff.,
cf.

i.

248).

The Anglican Homily of Fasting

defines fasting as a

(pt. i.)

withholding of meat, drink,
and all natural food from the body,' and (pt. ii.)
a restraint from some kinds of meats and drink
it permits two meals on a fast-day (Hier. Ang.' iii.
A relic of the pre-baptismal fast is seen in
108).
the service for the baptism of such as are of riper
years in the Bk. of Com. Pr. where the candidates
are to be exhorted to prepare themselves with prayer
and fasting (1st rubric). Fasting was markedly
retained by the Protestant Reformers in Continental Europe
and the Fast Day (generally
Thursday) before the Communion is a well-known
feature of Scottish Presbyterian custom, observed
'

'

'

,

;

'
;

(Christian)
with much rigour by the devout up to recent times.
See also art. Asceticism (Christian) in vol. ii.
In Roman Catholic countries the days
79.
E.efore Ash Wednesday, called 'Carnival' (?from
Lat. carnem levare, to put away meat,' or carne
levamen, solace in the flesh ') are given to relaxa'

'

A

tion and entertainments.
certain relaxation
also is permitted in Mid-Lent ; the fourth Sunday
in Lent, when the Gospel for the day narrates the
Feeding of the Five Thousand, has long been called
Dominica Befectionis, or Refreshment Sunday
(but in French Mi-Cargme).
(B) The East.
i. The Orthodox Eastern
Church. {a) Lent, the ' Fast of the holy and great
'

—

language aapaKoarl], begins
following Quinquagesima, which
is called
the Sunday of cheese fare (17 /cupia/cj)
T^s Tvpi.vT)%) ; but meat is not eaten in the preceding
week of cheese fare ' (^ i^do/j.hs Trjs Tvpivijs or
During this week cheese and eggs
Tvpo(t)ayoS).
are permitted on Wednesday and Friday as well
as on other days. The Sunday corresponding to
the Western Sexagesima (that preceding the above
mentioned cheese fare ') is called the Sunday of
meat fare [i) Kvpiaidi Trjs iiroKpiu, the Carnival
being AiroKpia or al iiroKpidi [often a! airdHpeui] or,
according to Dowden [p. 84], Apocreos).
The
Tiaaa,pa.KO(sri],'

on the

in popular

Monday
'

'

'

'

'

'

Greeks do not fast on Saturdays and Sundays in
Lent, except on Easter Even (Dowden, 84
see
Sbann, Euchology, Kidderminster, 1891,
also
;

pp. 261-3).

—

(6)

The

fast corresponding to that of

Pentecost in old times (above II. 5, III. (A) 3) is
called the Fast of the Apostles [Peter and Paul],
and lasts either a week from the morrow of the
Sunday of All Saints (the octave of Pentecost),
or till June 29, St. Peter and St. Paul's Day
(Shann, 416). (c) From Aug. 1 to 14 incl. is the
'Fast of the Mother of God,' before the festival
it perhaps
of the Repose of the Virgin (Aug. 15)
once lasted for 40 days (DCA i. 662).— (rf) The
'Fast of the Nativity of our Lord' (Advent)
begins on Nov. 15, and lasts for 40 days up to
This dates from not
Christmas (Shann, 498).
before the 9th cent. (DCA i. 32i), and even then
monks.
for
Theodore
of Balsamon (A.D.
was only
1200) says that there was in his time only one
Teffa-apaKojT^, that before Paseha ; the other fasts
were of 7 days only (ib.). But now Advent is a
The Greeks sometimes
fast of 40 days for all.
call it the ' Fast of St. Philip," because St. Philip's
Day falls on Nov. 14. The name reairaptiKocrT-fi is
loosely applied to all the above fasts ; ef. II. 2
above. (e) Curiously enough, two festivals are
observed as strict fasts the Decollation of John
Baptist (Aug. 29), and Holy Cross Day (Sept. 14)
see Dowden, p. 91.
(/) Wednesdays and Fridays
throughout the year are fasting days ; but on the
day before Ascension Day, oU, wine, and fish are
allowed (Dowden, 87).
Of these fasts. Lent, Wednesday, and Friday
are most obligatory Nicolas Bulgaris (CatechisrK,
§ 119, ed. Bromage, London, 1893, p. 280) says that
their observance is one of the five commandments
of the Church, while he does not so characterize
the keeping of the other fasts. In the Orthodox
Confession (ib. note), another commandment of the
Church is the observance of any fast expressly
enjoined by the bishop of the diocese. The Orthodox Churcn combines with its injunctions to fast
at certain times many warnings of the importance
of fasting not being only external ; it should
lead to prayer and penitence (see, e.g.. Duty of
Parish Priests, iv. 40-47 [Blackmore, Doctrine of
Russian Ch., Aberdeen, 1845, p. 262 fi;]). These
warnings are also frequently found in the books of
the other Eastern Churches, and need not be
referred to again. (All dates given in this and the
following sections are according to Old Style.)
'

'

—

;

:

—

;

PATE
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2. The Armenians.— See Festivals and Fasts
(Armenian).
3. The Monophysites.
(a) The customs of the
West Syrians or Jacobites are less known to us
than those of any other Eastern Church.
Their
Advent, or Subdra {SUboro = eiayyeXurfiM), lasts for
six weeks, as compared with 24 days of the Nestorians (below, ^).
(6) Copts and Abyssinians.
The fasts as enjoined in Filothaus' datechism of
the Coptic Church (Eng. tr. ed. Bromage, London,
1892, p. 42 f.) are
'The holy 40 days followed by
the week of the Passion [they thus exclude Holy
Week see above, II. 2], Wednesday and Friday,
the fast of Christmas, the iaat folloioinq the day
of Pentecost, the days relating specially to our
Lady,' and the three-days' Nineveh fast. [For the
three-days' fast {sic) of the Ninevites in OT, see
Apost. Const. V. 20 but it is not there mentioned
as a Christian fast.] In the fast, meat and butter
are forbidden.
Fasts are binding on all except

—

—

—

:

'

;

'

;

'

infants, invalids,

women

in child-bearing, those

and the like.' We
also learn tnat ordination among the Copts is followed by a 40-days' fast, and that between a death
and burial all the near relatives fast (Fowler,
Christian Egypt, London, 1901, pp. 208, 212). The
Abyssinian fasts are still stricter.
4. The Nestorians (known also as East Syrians,
Assyrians, or Chaldwans) are remarkable as fasting
more strictly than their own Book of Canon Law,
or SunhddhUs, requires. They abstain on Sundays
in the fasting season, though the SunhddhUs forbids
it because of the Manichajans.
In some copies a
saying clause says that a man may fast on Sunday
if it is not from an evil and Manichaean intention.'
The fasts observed by all are (a) Advent, called
Subdra, also 'The Little Fast,' Dec. 1-24 incl.,
though the SUnhddhus makes this a voluntary fast
except for monks. (6) Lent, called The Fast or
The Great Fast,' lasting 50 days, including Sundays.
The SunhddhUs mentions 40 days, but the
Service-book called KhUdhra, or Cycle,' allows for
50 days (with the Sundays included). Mid-Lent is
often marked by some entertainment, but the fast is

worn out by captivity or

exile,

'

:

'

'

'

'

(c) The 'Rogation' {bd'utha, or 'supplication') of the Ninevites, the three days following
the 5th Sunday after Epiphany, (d) Every Wed-

not broken,

nesday and Friday, not excluding Christmas Day.
Other fasts, not now universal, are the 15 days
before Mart. Mariam ' (St. Mary, Aug. 15), observed by many the two 'Rogations' of Mar Zaia
and of the Virgins, respectively the three days following the 2nd Sunday after Christmas and the
1st Sunday after Epiphany ; the shdim'a (or period
of seven weeks) of the Apostles (beginning Whit
Monday ; this is the Pentecostal fast, ending with
the festival of the Twelve Apostles, or Nausardll,
50 days after Pentecost thus the Nestorians, by
the Apostles in this connexion, do not mean St.
Peter and St. Paul) ; the shawH'a of Elijah (beginning 99 days after Pentecost). These two axe

mentioned by the Sunhdflhus as voluntary faHts,
but are now almost, if not quite, obsolete, and
the Rogations of Mar Zaia and of the VirKins are
nearly so. In the fast, meat, butter, milk, fish,
eggs, etc., are prohibited
and the stricter Nestorians, especially those in the Kurdish mountains,
will not eat, drink, or smoke in Lent till mid-day,
except on Sundays. In other fasting seasons they
may eat when they please, as long as they do not
partake of the forbidden foods. In practice, the
Wednesday and Friday fasts in most parts of the
E. Syrian country only begin in the morning, and
end at evensong, so that nesh-meat may be eaten
thereafter (for the day begins and ends at sunset,
and there is some inconsistency in not fasting after
sunset on what we should call the day before) and
usually from Easter to Pentecost, butter, milk, and
eggs may be taken on these days. The usual food
in the fast consists of bread, beans, rice cooked
with walnut or other vegetable oil vine leaves
stuffed ^vith rice and raisins and cooked in vinegar ;
treacle, fruit, raisins, and walnuts.
curious rule
about the end of the fast reflects the difference
of custom in the 4th cent, (see above, II. 2).
The
Advent and Lenten fasts end at evensong on Christmas Even or Easter Even, if one has communi;

;

;

A

cated at the Eucharist of the Even ; otherwise
it does not end tUl the Eucharist of the festival
(the rule is not of universal application).
On fastdays the Eucharist is celebrated late often as late
that all may remain fasting
as 1 p.m. or 2 p.m.
till then (see above, II. 7).
Another rule (perhaps
now obsolete) is that, if a person does not communicate at or about Easter, he is not to eat meat
for a month if he has communicated on Maundy
Thursday, but not on Easter Even or Easter Day,
then for a fortnight. (For the information in this
section, see Maclean-Browne, The Catholicos of the
East, London, 1892, p. 340 ff.) In this Church, as
now among the Greeks (see above. III. (B) i), there
is no difficulty about a festival and a fast falling
on the same day ; as a matter of fact, most of the
holy days fall on a Friday, but that day is, nevertheless, a fasting day.
All the Eastern Churches are strict about the
fast before Communion.
In some cases (e.g. the
East Syrian Sunhadhus [Maclean-Browne, p. 343]),
the clergy who take any part in the Eucharist or
baptism or ordination must be fasting.

—

'

'

—

—

;

'

;
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;

;

;

;

FATALISM,—See Fate,

Necessitarianism.

FATE.
Introductory (A. Dorner), p. 771.
Babylonian (L. W. King), p. 778.

Buddhist (A. S. Geden), p. 780.
Celtic (E. Hull), p. 782.
Chinese (W. G. Walshe), p. 783.
Egyptian (H. R. Hall), p. 785.
Greek and Roman (St. George Stock),

FATE.— I.

Definition.— The

Hindu (J. Jolly), p. 790.
Iranian (L. H. Gray), p. 792.
Jewish (A. E. Suffkin), p. 793.

Muslim (Carra de Vaux), p. 794.
Roman. See 'Greek and Roman.'
Slavic.
p. 786.

idea of Fate

is

found only in conditions where some attempt has
been made to trace all phenomena, and more particularly the phenomena of human life, to an ultimate unity. Fate, indeed, is precisely this unity

—
— See Demons and Spirits (Slavic).

Teutonic—See Doom, Doom Myths.
apprehended as an inevitable necessity controlling
all things ; it is the absolutely inscrutable power
to which all men are subject, and may be either
personified or represented as impersonal.
It is a
conception which prevails wherever the mind of

;

FATE
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(Introductory)

man is unable to frame the idea of rational necessity or of a supreme purposive will, and it survives so long as either of these, though within
the field of consciousness, is imperfectly realized.
Further, men tend to fall back on the idea of Fate
when, at a higher level of intellectual development,
they begin to doubt of a rational order, or a rational
end, in the universe.
If any distinction is to be
drawn between Fate and Destiny,

it is

simply that

the latter is but the former regarded as operative
in particular cases. The idea of Destiny, however,
does not necessarily preclude the rationality of the
thing destined ; it merely implies that this rationality is not perceived.
Destiny, in fact, being a
somewhat indefinite conception, may even connote
an ethical vocation, and may in that case be applied
to the end which a higher will sets before a moral
personality as an ideal to be realized in moral en-

deavour.

—

i. Non - Christian
the course of history, Fate has assumed various forms. (1) In polydcemonistic religions thought is as yet too incoherent to give
definite shape to the idea.
Crude anticipations
thereof emerge when men begin to reflect upon their
lot, as, e.g., in the 'Life-Dream' of the American
Indians, amongst whom, however, the prevailing
idea is that of dependence upon particular spirits,
these not being supposed to form a unity. An important place is certainly assigned to the Deathgod, the All-Father, or Great Spirit, but he is not
figured as Fate, for the simple reason that the conception of necessity, or even of the necessary order
of Nature, has not yet da^vned upon the mind.
closer approximation to the idea of Fate is
(2)

II.

Historical Survey.

religions.

— In

A

found in religions which recognize the uniformity
of Nature, more especially as seen in the courses of
the heavenly bodies, and which develop an astrology.
This stage was reached by the Quichuas and
the Aztecs, who, having various astrological beliefs,
began to entertain surmises regarding the operation of Fate in human life, and, interpreting this
as the will of the gods, sought to get into right relations therewith, and with its actual decrees, by
means of magic, oracles, dreams, and haruspication.
Among the Aztecs, in fact, there was a
special school of astrology, while full credence was
given to the manifold evil omens which pointed to
the downfall of their kingdom.
(3) We meet with the idea of Fate also in religions in which the process of Nature forms the
dominant factor, such as the Egyptian, in which
the leading motive is the antithesis of life and
death ; or the Babylonian, which is permeated by
the thought of the uniformity of Nature, more particularly as exemplified in the movement of the
stars.
Yet we must not forget that these religions
likewise show a high ethical development, however
incongruous with their naturalistic tendencies this

may

appear.
In the religion of Egypt, magic papyri are
regarded as equally effective with good works in
obviating the penalties of the final judgment.
The Egyptians speak of Nuter, the Power or
Deity ; they personify law in the goddess Ma'et,
who in reality stands for natural order, but has
also moral attributes ; they find a place for Destiny
in the Hathors, Shai, and Rennenet ; and, in fact,
as the system in its entirety, notwithstanding its
ethical aspects, is dominated by the process of
Nature, it exemplifies a stage of development in
which Fate takes the form of natural necessity, as
may be inferred likewise from the magical arts by
which souls are to be delivered at the day of judg(a)

Fate (Egyptian) and Ethics
(Egyptian).
{b) The Babylonians had a profound sense of the
august wOl of the gods, as that which maintained
ment.

See, further,

AND Morality

not only the order of Nature but also the ordinances of the State, and in their penitential psalms
the devout make sorrowful confession of their
offences against both.
Yet we find among them
so much in the way of exorcism, magic, and astrology as to make it appear that in their view the
order of Nature was simply an all-controlling
Destiny the stars decide the lot of men. The
Chaldee astrology, we should note, was still a power
:

Rome. See, further. Fate (Babylonian).
SimUar conditions meet us in China.

in

(c)

The

worship of spirits is there associated with reverence for natural law, of which, again, civil law is
simply a particular phase. In the religion of
ancient China, systematic knowledge of the order
of Nature an order believed to emanate from
Heaven, from the Sovereign Deity was obstructed
by the belief in spirits, as appears from the respect
accorded to soothsaying and astrology. Here
morality really consisted in the due observance of

—

—

class-precedence, i.e. in the recognition of that
domestic and civU order which is at the same time
the order of Nature. To this impersonal Fate

mankind was fettered. The reform inaugurated
by Confucius was so far ethical that he laid the
supreme emphasis upon practical obedience to the
law, and supported his demands by examples culled
from the history of the ancient empire. But, while
he is convinced that obedience to the moral law is
attended with the happiness which is organic to the
order of Nature, he does not develop this view to

The man who does

its logical issues.

right should

have no anxiety regarding the result.
If the wise man achieve something, it ia well
'

man

;

he recognizes Destiny."
it is also well
sees danger, and yet hows to Destiny.'

nothing,

:

if
'

he achieve

The perfect

Although Confucius sought to limit the sphere
and the belief in spirits, he did not

of sorcery

identify Destiny with Providence ; and, while he
yields a certain recognition to Providence, he is,
nevertheless, content to ascertain what the order of
Nature prescribes ; for him Destiny still remains
the necessity to which he adjusts himself, though
he does not directly assert that it possesses moral
attributes.
The natural order was recognized still
more distinctly by Lao-tse, who actually idealized
Tao
it as the metaphysical force that he calls Tao.
is the source of that economy which is manifested
both in Nature and in the State. It shows no
partiality.
To it man must yield himself without
desire, and in it, renouncing all passion, he must
find peace.
Lao-tse takes his stand upon the
necessity of this self-adjustment. But Tao, notwithstanding all its ethical accretions, still remains

a merely natural power, like Heaven itself. As a
matter of fact, the ever-growing practice of soothsaying the feng-shui, or geomancy shows how
firmly-rooted was the belief in Fate, in a country
where men had an inkling, but no concrete knowledge, of the order of Nature, and tried to fathom

—

—

mysteries by fantastic expedients of all sorts.
In reality China is at that stage of development
where order is felt to be morally determinative
but, as this order is essentially a natural order, it
is neither more nor less than Fate. See, further.
its

Fate

(Chinese)

and Feng-Shui.

The conception of Fate is found also in the
Teutonic religion. Though the process of Nature
{d)

here combined vrith the ethical process which
terminates in the Gotterddmmerung, the twilight
to which
of the gods,' yet guilt and impermanence
the gods themselves are subject operate as a tragic
doom hanging over the world. The destructive
elements, viz. the Fenris Wolf, the goddess Hela,
and the Midgard Serpent, at length gain the upper
hand, while Odin himself falls swooning from the
world-ash. The cosmic process, in short, comes to
From
its consummation as something destined.
is

'

—

—

—

PATE

(Introductory)

the beginning the worms are gnawing at tlie tree
Yggdrasil.
In the waters of Urd dwell the three
Norns, daughters of Hela, goddesses of time ps.at,
present, and future ^who spin the threads of fortune goddesses of Destiny, wlio are older than
Odin. Thus the idea of Fate, especially in its
The
tragic form, plays a part in this religion also.
moral element is certainly not absent, but the moral
It is a moot
process is mainly one of dissolution.
point whether the anticipation of a new world
under Vali and Vidar belongs to the original
Teutonic tradition. In any case this religion
looks upon the transitoriness of Nature and human
See DOOM, Doom
life as the decree of Fate.

—

;

Myths

(Teutonic).

The Indo-Germanic peoples of India combined
Fate and ethics in a somewhat different way.
Brahmanism and Buddhism are both dominated
(e)

—

by the doctrine of re-birth the evil cycle from
which no one can extricate himself. The JRta of
the Vedas may be regarded as an analogue of the
Greek Motpa, since the ordered process it denotes
In
is by no means thought of as purely ethical.

Brahmanism,

it is

true, the

Atman (j.'y.

)

or

Brahma

seems to be something more than Fate.
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eliminate the evil, and that man's part in the
campaign is to espouse the cause of Ahura Mazda
by ooeying the laws of Zarathushtra meanwhile,
however, man is entangled in an evil world, beset
upon every side by demons, from whose wiles he
must guard himself and even the Supreme Deity
himself, though sure of ultimate victory, is not as
yet wholly free, but physically and spiritually
circumscrioed by the evil spirit.
Now, as this
evil spirit acts without reflexion, and under the
influence of a blind impulse of nature, and as he
is supported by a whole host of demons, who shed
abroad darkness and sorrow, tempt to robbery and
tyranny, stir up hatred and revenge, and disseminate evils of all kinds, including even the
unsavouriness of food men are clearly subject to
an alien necessity, from which they may, indeed,
with the help of the law gradually free themselves
by a struggle, but by which their earthly existence
shall hardly err, thereis heavily trammelled.
fore, in saying that in Parsiism the conception of
Fate has not been fully transcended, thougli it has
certainly fallen into the background. The dependence of the Supreme Deity upon Angra Mainyu,
as represented in the later Avesta even though
bears an
that dependence be but temporai-y
ominous resemblance to the idea that the gods
That Angra
themselves are subject to Fate.
Mainyu appears as personal cannot hide from us
the fact that he and his demonic hosts alike are
under the control of a blind will, thus resembling
a natural force which acts in ojiposition to the
The
highest god and compels him to struggle.
naturalistic limitations of Parsiism are also shown
in its fire-worship, and the partial worship accorded
to natural deities. Furthermore, Asha, the Persian
analogue of the Indian J}ta, does not symbolize
a purely ethical order. The potent influence of
the conception of Fate an all-controlling factor
;

;

—

We

—

But, on
the other hand, later Brahmanism possesses an
emanational doctrine, representing in the Trimurti
the cycle of generation and dissolution in Nature
while, again, it shows a wide diffusion of the belief
Even the caste system is simply
in blind destiny.
the malign reflex of the theory of natural necessity,
as a force which holds all men in its sway, and
from which none can deliver himself, the fate of
the individual having been fixed by his birth.
The system of caste is fostered also by the doctrine
of re-birth.
It is true that this doctrine contains
the element of retribution, but the exhaustless
cycle and the interminable suffering of life which
it involves are, after all, a necessity of Nature, a
decree of Fate. To wrench oneself free from the in human life in this system of dualism may
chain of re-birth is possible only for those who be- probably be traced in the later theological idea of
come absorbed in mystic contemplation and live as Zrvan Akarana, or Infinite Time, which forms the
ascetics, i.e. those who belong to the two higher
apex of the system, and furnishes the startingAgain, in the
castes.
In other words, the conception of Fate point of the dualistic process.
forms the substructure of Brahmanism in its exo- fravashi {q.v.), the guardian angel of the good man,
teric form.
See, further, FATE (Hindu).
we recognize the belief that human beings are surThe same holds good of Buddhism, the basis of rounded by friendly and beneficent spirits, as well
which is the doctrine of universal suffering in an as by assailants of evil intent while the belief
In this religion, too, that the latter can be effectively counteracted by
infinite cycle of re-births.
the necessary continuity of Nature is represented oft-repeated prayers opens the door to exorcism
to that mechanical debasement of
as moral retribution ; nevertheless, it is predomi- and magic
nantly regarded as an inherent Fate, in which man religion, in fact, which corresponds to a naturalism
finds himself enmeshed against his will.
Deliver- not yet transcended.
ance is, indeed, possible for those who renounce all
Finally, the various systems of Gnosticism inlife, all desire, all finitude, in order that they may
fluenced by this religion, as also Manichaeism, are
enter Nirvana and the way is open to all. But largely pervaded by the conception of Fate thus,
Buddhism in its original form is so closely identified they regard mankind as divided by nature into
with a fatalistic view of the continuity of Nature pneumatic, psychic, and hylic groups, the lot of
that the deliverance which it proffers involves the the individual being determined by the extent to
destruction of personality, the conception of Spirit which the evil principle intermingles with his
as something which transcends Nature not having being. See, further. Fate (Iranian).
as yet been attained. The latter feature is reflected
[g) Nor had the religions of Greece and Rome
As regards
also in the various magical expedients by which quite outgrown the belief in Fate.
popular Buddhism seeks to dominate Nature, as Greece, it is true that Homer places Zeus on the
also by the mechanical formality of the popular throne of Olympus ; but, as the gods are still to
worship.
Exoteric Buddhism, in short, is de- some extent liable to envy and caprice, they are
shadowed by Moipa, or Necessity and, although
stitute of any positive spiritual content.
See,
further, for a somewhat different view, FATE Destiny is spoken of as the ' decree of Zeus (AiAs
(Buddhist).
alcra), yet it 13 Moipa who, acting independently of
In the
Zeus, assigns the term of human life.
(/) Fate plays a considerably less important part
in the dualistic religion of Persia, but it has not tragic poets the idea of Fate was superseded by
been altogether eliminated. Though in this re- that of a just and beneficent world-order controlled
Molpa gives place to AIkti. They warn
ligion Spirit has won a positive significance, and by Zeus
Ahura Mazda ranks as the Supreme Power, yet men against vppis, the temper which transgresses
the latter is opposed by Angra Mainyu, and the the limits of human power. The jealousy of the
created world is an amalgam of good and evil, gods was repudiated by Pindar in favour of the
benefit and bane.
It is believed, indeed, that the
idea of retribution. In the hands of the tragedians,
conflict between the two powers will eventually
Fate acquires an ethical significance the Moipo
;

—

—

—

;

—

:

;

;

'

:

:

—
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combines with the

Erinyes,

who punish

(Introductory)

C/S/jis.

between Fate
and guilt is frequently obscured, and guilt may
sometimes fasten upon the innocent, yet he also
expresses the conviction that presumption will be
visited with stern retribution, and that hardship
and sorrow may lead to glory. In Greek philosophy likewise, the trend of which was towards
monotheism, the Deity is extolled as the supreme
Idea of the Good, as the supreme Keason, as
Providence, though we still hear of 'AvdyKT] (Necessity) and Elfiap/i^yri (Fate).
In point of fact,
natural necessity and Providence are not as yet
sharply distinguished, and, accordingly, the moral

While

in Sophocles the distinction

personality has not attained to complete emancipation from Nature. Nature, indeed, save where
it was interpreted by reason from the aesthetic
standpoint, was always a mystery ; and, though
the Stoics regarded the gods themselves as organs
of Providence (not altogether free from natural
necessity), we need hardly wonder that even
amongst them the occult arts had a place. Nor
were the Neo-Platonists, not^vithstanding their
inrepdvTws 6v (super-existent Being), quite free from
a natural dualism in their view of matter ; and,
consequently, they too fell back upon magic and
theurgy. In a word, Greek thought did not succeed in fully harmonizing moral reason and natural
necessity ; it either identified the two, or admitted
a residuum of dualism, and, whUe the conception of
cosmic unity became more and more clearly formulated, all the more persistently did some remnant
of fatalism maintam its ground, asserting itself
alike in ritual and in moral life. See, further,

EUMENIDES.
The belief in Fate survived also in Rome, where
it assumed a largely practical form, being associated with the Fata, or destinies of individuals,
and with the practice of augury connected therewith and developed mainly from Etrascan sources.
The Fata were primarily concerned with birth and
death. The later period of Roman history was remarkable for its syncretistic tendencies, the city
becoming a rendezvous for sorcery of all kinds,
Chaldsean astrology, Greek oracles, etc. Fortuna
(Tvxn) was worshipped as the goddess of Destiny,
as were also the Parcss. The fatum, or lot, of
the individual or the State was doubtless traced
back to the gods ; but along with this flourished a
belief in Fate as an independent power, manifesting itself in various prognostica, the interpretation
of which was a craft by itself.
Thus there was
ever the Dira Necessitas hovering above the life of
man. See, further, Fate (Greek and Roman).
(4) One might naturally suppose that the idea
of Fate would be absent from religions which
adhere to a supranatural theism, such, e.g. as the
leading faiths of the Semitic world. This, however, is by no means the case.
must not forget
that in those religions the Divine will, being regarded as absolute sovereignty, really takes the
form of inevitable necessity. In the last resort
chance and necessity signify the same thing, viz.
a necessary force determining human life and not
as yet fully illuminated by reason.
(a) So far, therefore, as Judaism holds by the
absolute prerogative of God, it fails to exclude
fatalism.
Certainly the God of Judaism is supranatural Nature lies within His power He assigns
reward and punishment according to His righteousness, not according to a necessary law of Nature
He guides His people to a goal fixed by Himself,
and disciplines them by dealings adjusted to their
conduct towards Him.
But, as this righteous
regime does not always vindicate itself in the
actual lot of the people or the individual, there
emerges a kind of scepticism which, as in the book
of Ecclesiastes, takes the form of a threnody upon
,

We

;

—

;

;

the vanity of earthly things.
While the book
certainly declares that God will bring every work
into judgment (Ec 12"), it also says that the sons
of men are snared in an evil time when it falleth
suddenly upon them (9i^^), and that there is no
work, or device, or knowledge, or wisdom in the
grave (9"). The destiny of man, ending as it does
in Sheol, is vanity. Here we discern traces of
fatalism, of resignation to an inevitable necessity.
Moreover, bearing in mind the Israelite idea of
God's peculiar relation to His chosen people, and
the relentless spirit of the imprecatory Psalms,
we see that the Israelite view of election implies
a certain caprice and arbitrariness in the Divine
nature. The God of Judaism manifests love and
righteousness to His own people, while He leaves
the heathen to themselves.
Such an arbitrary
choice lies upon the Gentiles like an evil doom,
which they can do nothing to avert. The idea,
promulgated by some of tne prophets, that the
Gentiles should come to pay homage to Jahweh
at Jerusalem, is little more than a religious
parallel to that of the political supremacy of Rome
and Juppiter Capitolinus.
See, further. Fate
(Jewish).
(b) In Muhammadanism, the supremacy of omnipotent Will is still more strongly asserted ; for,

though God

is

represented as compassionate and

just, yet, in face of every attempt to maintain a
place for free will, the most rigorously fatalistic

doctrine of the Divine omnipotence at length won
the day through the advocacy of the Mutaqallim.
God being the Creator of all, and indeed, as the
Mutaqallim hold, creating the world anew every
moment, all freedom is excluded from the world,
and man's only course is submission to the will of

Allah Kismet. Kismet differs from Fate only in
its being referred to an all-powerful Will ; all
human appeal against either is in vain. Man may
follow the law of Allah, but must, none the less,
submit to his own destiny ; an absolute determinism blights all spontaneity of action, leaving room
at best for fanaticism a phenomenon observed
also in the ecstatic dancing of the dervishes, whose
frenzies are attributed to Divine possession. Moreover, in view of the fact that the new authoritative
doctrine of the non-created character of the Qur'an,
the depository of God's will, proscribes all criticism
and clogs all freedom, it is easy to see how in Islam
mankind becomes subject to an absolute necessity
even though such necessity is figured as omnipotent Will and how, in short, the belief in Destiny
may still cohere with ethical ideas. The arbitrary
will of omnipotence and the blind necessity of
Nature thus come eventually to the same thing
the non-moral subjection of mankind to an inevit-

—

—

—

able necessity.

See, further.

Fate and Christianity.

Fate

(Muslim).

— Belief

in Fate is
transcended only when men come to regard themselves as free, as called by the Deity to a responsible moral life, and when the Deity is regarded as
ordaining all things in His wisdom and providence,
to the end that man may enjoy the liberty of the
children of God in a Kingdom of God, so realizing
not merely his essential independence of Nature,
but his actual lordship over it. Fate, in fact, is
transcended whenever dependence upon God becomes the spring of free action, all things being
then regarded as necessarily subservient to man's
highest interests, and man himself as capable of so
utilizing them.
Such is, ideally at least, the view
held by Christianity, and, accordingly, Christianity
repudiates on principle all belief in Fate. The
Christian religion regards the Supreme Power of
the world as a rational Will by which all things
are made to promote the ends of the Kingdom.
Here omnipotence is not arbitrary, but is one with
the all-wise Will
nor is necessity blind, but
2.

;

;
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/ational, and likewiHO identical with tlie all-wise
Will the Will which always acts as a moral
stimulus to the freedom of man. Only when freedom and necessity are recognized as Being one in
the Deity is it possible for Destiny to give place to
Providence ; only when man realizes iiis freedom
as that which lays upon him the obligation of selfdetermination in the sphere of conduct does he
cease to resort to the occult arts ; and only as he
knows that all things can be utilized for the
highest ends does he hnally break with the idea of
Fate. These beliefs, however, constitute in essence
the Christian point of view.
Nevertheless, it cannot be said that Christianity
is even yet entirely free from the belief in Fate.
For one thing, vestiges of the idea have worked
their way into Christian doctrine ; and, again,
traces of it are actually found in Christian practice ; while, finally, the Christian world shows a
recrudescence of certain theories of the universe
which, avowedly opposed to the Christian view,
have rehabilitated the belief in Fate in one or
other of its forms.
As exemplifying the first of these tendencies we
shall speak of Origen and Augustine, the two
freatest thinkers of the Patristic period ; from the
lediceval period we shall cite Aquinas and Duns

—
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in the last resort, indeed, God is an arbitrary Will,
who, precisely as in the Jewish doctrine, electa
some out of His mere grace and rejects others.

Moreover, God works irresistibly in the elect as an
impersonal gratia and, just as these can do nothing to procure their election, bo the reprobate likewise are under an absolute decree, shadowed as if
by a necessity of Fate, and even children who die
unbaptized are consigned to perdition. Such views
present us with unmistakable vestiges of the belief
in Fate.
Further, in Augustine's difl'erentiation
of the world from God in virtue of its containing
an element of negation which did not originate in
Him, we recognize a remnant of the belief in a
power antagonistic to God ; God is the suminum
Esse, the world the minus esse.
(a) According to Aquinas, God
(2) Mediaeval.
is punis actus (pure action) and rational substance,
and the world is the stage upon which this rationality is revealed.
The world stands in a substantial relation to God, and the Divine reason displajys
itself in the order, the necessary uniformity, of the
world, which forms a whole just because it contains
every grade of being, evil itself not excepted.
Aquinas, indeed, even maintains that God gives
the world a share in His own goodness, His rational
existence, though not all in the same degree. Such
and from Protestantism, Calvin and a view seems to leave no room whatever for Fate,
Scotus
but, in point of fact, Aquinas traverses it by another
Schleiermacher.
in, Christian doctrine.
conception. He holds that the world is difierentii. Fate
(1) Patristic.
ated from God by its element of negation, which
(a) In so far as Origen regards the world as originHence, of
ating in a condition where all spiritual beings were involves a decrement of substance.
course, a real union between the human reason
of the same sort, and believes that, when the faU
of spirits has reached its term, the world will be and God is possible only by a suspension of this
restored to its primal state, his doctrine is still negation. In order, therefore, that man may becapable of a Christian interpretation, since, in fact, come one with God, Aquinas introduces a supermankind is being raised, under Divine tuition, natural communication, by which the finite, the
from its present sinful condition towards perfec- natural, the negative, the spontaneous are all antion.
But, as Origen also conceives of this world- nulled in order to make way for the Divine action,
Erocess as eternally recurrent, he does not get as is seen more particularly in the special powers
the channels of
eyond the idea of an endless cycle, and thus still attributed to the sacraments
retains something of the ancient conception of Divine grace.
Here we recognize an element of
Fate. Again, while he holds that man may be- dualistic fatalism. As was to be expected, Aquinaa
come one with the Divine Logos in virtue of his makes no mention of Fate, but in this inherent
freedom and his rational nature, thus making imperfection of things an imperfection capable of
Christianity the rational and ethical religion, yet being removed, though only in part, by a superhis view of the Father, as supremely exalted above natural intervention annulling the natural we
the Logos, and of man's incapacity for perfect one- may discern traces of a negative anti-Divine power,
ness with the Father, practically makes God a which, as it is not rational, has something in common
super-ethical and metaphysical Being.
Nor is with blind necessity, or Fate.
Origen always consistent in his theory of the rela(b) On the other hand, Duns Scotus premises that
subject to no necessity
tion between the Logos and the Father, the Logos God is sovereign and free,
being sometimes spoken of as a natural and neces- whatever, and that the concrete world does not
sary efflux from God, and sometimes as a product rest upon negation. The perfections of the conof the Divine will ; and, similarly, God is now the crete, in fact, are comprised in God's essence, in
rational Will which reveals itself in the Logos as the Divine mind and the Divine thoughts, and in
According to
Love, and now a simple metaphysical Monad, these the world can participate.
which creates the Logos by natural necessity. Duns, God is a self-knowing, self -affirming, indeThis inconsistency repeats itself in Origen's view pendent, and blessed Will, creating the world volof the world now he accepts iiroKariffTaffis, man's untarily, and admitting it to a share in His perfecIt is the Divine
final unity with God, while, again, this unity is
tions by His voluntary decree.
ceaselessly ruptured by finite free will the irra- Will alone which determines what kind of perfectional factor in the world. Finally, in Origen's tions the world is to receive, and whether it is to
theory it is mere metaphysical caprice which ex- receive them at all ; or, in other words, the very
that of the world,
cludes the creature from perfect unity with God existence of the world, the
and casts him again into the endless cycle of fall depends upon the volition of God. As this Will,
and restoration a process which holds him in its however, acts by free choice, the existence of the
grasp like inevitable Fate itself. The relapse into world is contingent and this is the real cause of
sacramental magic with which the early Greek its imperfection. Now, though Duns proceeds to
Church is sometimes charged is, so far as the say that God loves the world, and mankind in
charge is valid, attributable to the fact that that particular, he traces this love to God's self-love,
Church had not yet fully attained to an ethical mankind being, as has been indicated, a sharer in
God's own perfection. But in Himself God is allconception of God.
similar inconsistency appears in Augustine. suificient, and the very existence of the world re(6)
He interprets God, on the one hand, as a Trinity mains for Him quite as contingent as the particular
In His inof conscious loving Will, manifesting itself in the character of its structure and order.
gratia of the Holy Spirit, but again, on the other, trinsic essence, therefore, God remains alien to the
as a self-identical, metaphysically simple Being
world, as that which is in its nature contingent.
;

—

;

—

—
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It also follows from this that man can apprehend
the will of God only by revelation through the
Church, and must, accordingly, obey the Church's
behests.
In this contingency of the world we trace
once more some residual idea of Fate, for the Divine
decree, while emanating from the free sovereignty
of God, is, so far as the world is concerned, simply
a destiny which it must fulfil. That which for
Aquinas is supernatural necessity and negation is
for Duns Scotus the arbitrary determination of
God, and, consequently, the idea of Fate is not

fully

surmounted by

—

either.

as subject to natural law as Nature itself.
In
short, neither the metaphysical conception of God
as an absolutely simple Being, and of a natural
uniformity to which all things are subject, nor the
idea that the world's imperfections rest upon its
opposites, is calculated to dispel the suspicion of a
fatalistic ingredient.
Since good and evil, alike in
a physical and in a moral sense, have both a necessary place in the world-order, and since the world,
on account of its difference from God, is doomed
to permanent imperfection by God Himself, its
absolute sovereign, the lingering trace of the conception of Fate in Schleiermacher's theory is quite

{a) The same thing may be said
(3) Protestant.
in regard to Calvin nor, indeed, does either Luther
or Zwingli differ from him in the matter under discussion.
It was Calvin, however, who most consistently developed the fundamental idea, and we
may therefore take him as representative, more
especially as his view is shared by some theologians
at the present day, of whom we may instance
Kuyper. It is true that, if we fix our attention
upon Calvin's teachings regarding the elect
namely, that God has chosen them in order that
they may do His will, that He assures them by His
Holy Spirit of their election, that the general grace
of God is at work throughout the world, and that,
accordingly, secular callings have their rightful
place in the Kingdom of God, while the State, as
also science and art, may likewise subserve His
glory it may well seem that everything in the
nature of Chance or Fate is excluded. But if, on
the other hand, we bear in mind that, according to
Calvin, everything is subject to the omnipotent
Will, and that a certain number of the human race
are rejected from the outset, simply because God
willed that they should be sinful and should persist in their sin, it is plain that the ethical purpose
of God is subordinate to His arbitrary decree.
God's horribile decretum is thus, so far as the reprobate are concerned, neither more nor less than
a Fate from which there is no escape. As, in fact,
the Divine decree, once fixed, is carried out with
absolute necessity, and as no man can do aught to
procure his own salvation unless he is empowered
thereto by God, it is clear that Calvin has so far
failed to free himself from fatalism.
(b) Schleiermacher attempts to make good this
defect in the doctrine of election by limiting the
Divine decree exclusively to the particular time at
which an individual shall come to participate in
the Christian salvation. He seeks to show that the
Divine plan of the world is a unity, and that the
communion mth God which accords with the nature
of man is so realized in Christianity as to become
the spring of moral conduct. From this it would
appear that his belief in Providence embraces the
whole world, and that the entire world-order is
illumined by the Divine reason. On the other hand,
Schleiermacher's idea of God as the absolute undifferentiated unity of all opposites, and of the
world as the sphere in which these opposites fall
apart, implies that the world is not only different
from God, but permanently imperfect as well. As
Schleiermacher has given no definite expression to
his view of the world's final purpose, we may fail
to observe this lacuna in his thought, but, in point
of fact, his philosophy is still burdened with the
ancient theory that the world is the realm of negation.
The more perfect the world becomes, the
more completely must its opposites disappear, and
the more nearly must it approximate to the undifferentiated vmity of God, i.e. cease to be a world
at all. Further, the order of Nature, as a product
of Divine omnipotence, stands at the centre of

at no loss for situations in which a blind destiny, a
dira necessitas, seems to rule. He sees a human
being held in bondage by ignorance, and that
through no fault of his own ; or immured from
childhood in a narrow or uncongenial sphere, so
that the wing of spiritual aspiration is lamed from
the outset. In the drama, again, decisions of the
gravest import are often brought about by events
that seem purely accidental, so that the individual
comes to feel that he is but the plaything of an inexorable power. His very ignorance of the larger
concatenation of things prompts the thought that
he is in the grasp of a blind destiny. But, even
when he is aware of this larger concatenation, he
may still feel compelled to bow before an all-ruling
necessity, as something actually experienced, and
it is this iron sway which the dramatic poet often
makes it his task to bring to light. Such an imminent and inexorable necessity, whose causal relations we may so far recognize, though their deeper
significance remains inscrutable, must likewise fall
under the conception of Fate.

Schleiermacher's system, and it is very doubtful
whether, on his view, the moral order takes precedence over the natural order and assimilates
it, or, on the other hand, the ethical life is not

recrudescence of the conception shows itself
(3)
Thus,
also in certain recent philosophical ideas.
those who find the sole regulative principle of
things in the mechanism of Nature do not seem

;

—

unmistakable.
ii. Fate in common

—

It is also obvious that
life.
vestiges of fatalism are present in the everyday
life of mankind, as, e.g., (1) in the manifold superstitions handed down from earlier stages of religion
observance of days, exorcism, astrology, oracles,
drawing lots, etc. as also in the use of amulets,
scapulars, images, and miraculous preventives, to
all of which magic virtues are ascribed.
The same
tendency appears in the idea of 'luck ' as the condition of success, the underlying thought being that
one man is a favourite, and another a victim, of
fortune, whether in play or in more serious matters.
Such notions are frequently associated with a
pleasure-seeking and immoral spirit, as in those
who look for success not to their own efforts but to
extraneous influences, and are disposed to take
what comes with resignation. Similarly, many
decline the moral task of deciding questions for
themselves, and have recourse to something of the
nature of an oracle, which will give a decision by
mere chance and without any rational connexion
with the matter in hand ; or, again, they help themselves out of a practical dUerama by referring to some
contingent natural phenomenon which is believed
to exert a magical influence, but which has no
ethical import at all.
The power thus supposed to
help or hinder is represented as working, not by
rational or moral means, but through the blind
mechanism of Nature ; while, again, the belief in
Providence as applied to ordinary life and practice
frequently exhibits traits that really belong to
fatalism.
(2) As another instance of the still surviving influence of the belief in Fate we may refer to poetry,
and in particular to the drama, though it is by no
means only the dramas of Fate strictly so called
which exhibit the feature in question. The drama-

—

tist

—

who would

A

portray the tangled skein of

life is

—
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Spencer, for instance, if we may judge from the
elucidation of his system, sees the necessary causal
energy of the Unknowable everywhere in operation, and, while he recognizes a progressive movement in the world as it now is, yet ne looks for an
eventual disintegration, thus reading, as it were,
the inherent destiny of the universe in the merely
mechanical cycle of becoming and dissolution.
Mention may also be made of the Darwinian theory,
in so far as it traces biological phenomena ^progress as well as degeneration to merely mechanical
causes, though the actual progress ought to be
something more than blind necessity.
may
also instance J. S. Mill, who discards the idea of a
God at once almighty and morally good, and regards it as most probable that there exists a Superior Being whose purposes of good are constantly
thwarted by a hostile necessity a theory analogous to thatof Parsiism.thoughMill'srepresentation
of the antagonistic power remains quite indefinite.
Parallels to these views likewise appear in Germany, e.g. in the Evangelium der armen Seele.'
Again, as a result of the present bias of philosophy
towards psychology, with its consequent repudiation of the Ego and the Ego's independent
action, and its tendency to explain everything by
a psychical mechanism, this mechanism itself has
become a kind of Fate, a necessity brooding over all.
Finally, if we take as our starting-point the manifold misery of the world, and survey, from the eudsemonistio standpoint, the various forms of evil
the transitoriness of all things and the sufferings
associated therewith we can hardly wonder at the
ri.se of a philosophy which emphasizes the irrationality of existence, traces it to the impulse of a blind
Will, and regards the extinction of this Will as
the final task of the race. True as it may be that
there is, as von Hartmann admits, a relative rationality and purpose in the world, yet, according to
the general theory, the world owes its existence to
the persistent action of an unconscious volition,
i.e.
Chance, or to blind necessary impulse, the
limits of whose action have not been clearly defined by von Hartmann, as there is nothing to
show that the extinguished Will may not re-assert
itself.
In any case it is obvious that this Unconscious Will, as the source of all things, is simply a
Fate, a Destiny which cannot be evaded till the
Will is brought to extinction. Such is the latest
prevalent theory of the universe.

—

—

We

—

'

—

III. Analysis,
Investigation, and Conclusion.
From the above outline we see the
wide diffusion of the belief in Fate among mankind, and the manifold forms it assumes we see
likewise that vestiges of the belief persist even
where a radically different view of the universe

—

;

prevails, and, further, that the idea is again in
various shapes gaining a footing as a kind of reaction to the Christian view. Our survey, however,
also indicates that fatalism takes root wherever
men regard themselves as subject to an irresistible
power thought of as incapable of rational or purposive action. Whether the all-controlling force is
figured as immanent or as transcendent, whether it
is regarded as a mechanical, physical, unconscious
necessity, or is credited with a volition which,
though conscious, is absolute and arbitrary in its
working in every case it is to be recognized as
inevitable Fate. Fatalism cannot be overcome by
the assumption of an omnipotent arbitrary Will
represented as supramundane, any more than by a
physical pantheism or pan-cosmism nor is an antidote to it found in the ability to grasp the law of
Causality or the order of Nature, so long, at all
events, as these are reduced to a mere mechanical
necessity enclasping us. Many an absurd superstition may doubtless be dissipated by a knowledge

—

;
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of tlie uniformity of Nature; but, if in the last
resort this uniformity be construed as an aimless
necessity enfolding all things, the cramping belief
in Fate is not eliminated.
As a matter of fact, the belief can be finally
extirpated only by the recognition of a rational

Good Will determining the natural order with
reference to an end, and harmonizing therewith
the law of necessary physical causality. It is, of
course, impossible to trace the purposive relations
of every plienomenon in the world, and it might
therefore appear as if, after all, there were a
place for Fate in one or other of its forms. But
our inability to trace such a universal purpose in
detail does not justify us in denying its existence
so long as we have adequate grounds for admitting the presence of an order in the world as a whole.
Moreover, the assumption of such a world-order
can be made good only in so far as we abandon the
empirical view of things, and recognize that the
world is designed to move from one stage of progress to another, and that, in particular, the moral
world is intended to consummate the process by
means of individual effort upon a basis of Divine
action.
Considered in this light, every known imperfection in the world will but provide a motive
for its own removal, whOe the knowledge of the
contrast between the ideal and the actual, and the
consequent perception of defect, furnish an opportunity for ameliorative action. The belief in Fate
will, in fact, disappear only as men become convinced that the world has been rationally designed
by a rational Will, and that it is their task, as
morally endowed beings as organs of the Divine
Will conforming to the plan of Providence to
realize that design.
This brings us, however, face to face with the
subjective conditions in which the belief in Fate
subsists, and in which, again, its elimination is
possible.
So long as man feels himself simply impotent in relation to Nature, and thinks of himself
as a mere atom in the universal order, he remains
subject to Fate, to necessity. So long as he regards
his position and his lot as something given, to which
he must adapt himself, he cannot rise above the
notion of Fate nor is any deliverance possible, in
spite of all attempts to improve his position, so long
as he is disposed to eudtemonism, and, consequently,
dependent upon circumstances or upon Nature.
Eudaemonism, making pleasure the end of life,
strikes at the springs of moral energy ; it makes
man the thrall of the things which promise enjoyment, and which Fate is supposed to bestow or deny.
The man who, on the other hand, regards it as his
task to realize a Divinely -ordained moral ideal will
judge of all things in reference to their possible
For such an one there
utility for that purpose.
exists no blind destiny, no arbitrary will, to paralyze his energy ; for him all things are ordered by
God with a view to their subserving his Divinely
ordained ethical task ; and, just because it is God
who so orders the world, all thought of an aimless
destiny or an arbitrary will is done away. For him
no actual state of affairs is unalterably ordained,
but every fresh situation is a call to a higher
realization of the world's ethical purpose, for
which, indeed, the mechanical uniformity of
Nature provides the most effective means. For
him, too, history acquires a new meaning, its
larger canvas showing the progress of man to consist in the fulfilment of his peculiar function, and
manifesting the sway, not of a blind destiny, but
of Providence.
Nor can the existence of evil falsify
such a conviction, as the very fact that certain
things are reckoned evil evinces the potency of the
religious and moral reason which recognizes the
ideal, this recognition being, in fact, the first step
towards its practical realization. Evil is, there-

—

—

;

—
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no millstone, no incubus of Fate, weighing
on the contrary, in the very act
of its being overcome it provides a motive for renewed effort and further progi-ess. Of all religions
fore,

down the mind

;

it is Christianity alone which, when rightly interpreted, rings the knell of the belief in Fate.

—
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FATE

(Babylonian). By the Babylonians and
Assyrians the abstract conception of Fate or
Destiny was never personified as a separate deity,
whose nature and attributes might be cited as
evidence in this connexion. But they possessed a
special word for ' Fate {Hmtu), and it is desirable
to establish as accurately as possible the senses
in which the word was used.
Apart from such
direct evidence it is clear that in Bab. thought a
conception of Fate or Destiny may have existed
which was not peculiarly associated with the word
Simtu, or at any rate may not have left its traces
on the context of extant passages in which the word
haj)pens to occur. Our inquiry thus falls into two
main sections. In the first we shall examine the use
and precise meaning of the word Hmtu, ' fate ; in
the second it will be necessary to inquire whether
at any period we may legitimately recognize traces
of a fatalistic conception in Bab. popular beliefs
or philosophical speculation. The latter inquiry
wUl be the longer of the two, as it touches some
points around which a considerable amount of controvergr has gathered during recent years.
I. The word Stmtu, pi. Simdti, derived from the
verb SAmu, 'to establish,' 'to determine,' is the
feminine of the participle Simu.^ It properly has
a passive meaning, ' established,' 'determined,' but
in a few passages referring to the Stmtu of some
of the greater gods it is clearly used with an active
meaning, in the sense of ' the act of determining
the fate or lot.' ' From the fact that in its passive
sense the word is sometimes used as a synonym for
'death,' it might seem at first sight that death,
and, consequently, the length of life were events
which were decreed from the beginning. That
caie should be taken before drawing such a con'

'

1 For references to the principal passages in which
the word
occurs, see F. Delitzsch, Assyr. EWB, Leipzig, 1896, p. 653 fl.
and Muss. Arnolt, Concise Diet, of the Assyr. Language,. Berlin,
» "»
1905, pp. 1052 f., 1066 f.
2 Such an expression, (or instance, as Hmatka la landn
seiarka Anum, ' Thy Hmtu is without rival, thy word is (that of)
Anu ' (Creation-series, Tabl. IV. line 4 ; cf. L. W. King, Seven
Tablets of Creation, London, 1901, i. 68 f.), where Hmtu is
paralleled by sekru (' word," ' command '), proves that the former
could be used with an active meaning.
!

;'

:

elusion is suggested by a very interesting passage
in the Cylinder-Inscription of Sennacherib, in which

the premature death of Kudur-Nankhundi, king
of Elam, is said to have taken place by the command of Ashur on a day which was not his Hmtu,
or pre-ordained fate.' From this passage it is clear
that Simtu was not an irrevocable destiny, since, at
any rate in Kudur-Nankhundi's case, it could be
overridden by the special decree of Ashur, the
national god of Assyria. By whom then was the
Simtu, or fate,' determined, which could apparently
be altered at will by the head of the pantheon !
study of the Bab. mythology enables us to answer
the question with some degree of confidence.
In the legends the power of controlling the fates
or destinies of all the gods, in other words, the
various departments and sections of the universe,
was symbolized by the possession of certain magical
tablets, known as the dupSimdti, or
Tablets of
Fate.' In the Bab. Creation -legend, when the
monster Tiftmat, after the defeat of her consort
Apsft, appointed Kingu the leader of her host, she
gave him the Tablets of Fate and laid them on
his breast the Tablets were not merely the symbol
of authority, but in themselves conferred the power
to rule. So, too, the first act of Marduk, after the
conquest of Ti^mat and her host, was to take from
Kingu the Fate-Tablets, seal them, and place them
on his own breast.* It is clear that he did this in
order to acquire the power inherent in the Tablets
which Kingu had hitherto enjoyed. The magical
character of the Tablets and the manner in which
their mere possession conferred supreme power
upon the holder are well illustrated by the legend
of the storm-god Z(i, which recounts how he stole
them from their rightful owner, Enlil, the god of
Nippur.' The privileges their possession conferred
may be gathered from Zll's soliloquy when contemplating the theft
'

A

'

:

I will take the Fate-Tablets of the gods, and the oracles of
the gods will 1 direct ; I will estabhsh my throne and dispense commands ; I will rule every one of the Spirits of Heaven
•

all

I

relates how Z(i waited for the dawn
at the entrance of the hall where Enlil dwelt. And,
while EnlU was pouring out the clear water for his
morning ablution, Zft swooped down and seized the
Fate-Tablets which Enlil had laid aside with his

The legend

diadem and other insignia on the throne beside him.

made off with the Tablets to his inaccessible
mountain, where he enjoyed the power they conferred until the Sun-god caught him in his net and
Zft

recovered them for Enlil.
From these passages in the mythology it is clear
that the ultimate arbiter of the fates of gods and
men was the chief of the gods, and that he enjoyed
his power by virtue of the Fate-Tablets which he
possessed. But it is not to be inferred that the
Fate-Tablets had any independent existence or any
power apart from their possessor. It is also clear
that they did not in any sense resemble a Book of
Fate, for the whole future was not recorded unchangeably upon them nor have we any evidence
that the Divine holder of the Tablets recorded his
decrees upon them from time to time. They appear
to have been merely magical insignia, which enabled
the god who held them actively to control and
mould the course of events. The legends which
have been recovered concerning them arose at a
period when the Bab. pantheon was already in existence, and the owner of the Tablets, and hence
the ultimate arbiter of Fate, was the head of the
pantheon. Originally this god was Enlil of Nippur,
who retains his early privilege in the legend of Z(i
with the rise of Babylon to power Marduk usurps
:

WAI

1 The phrase is ina Urn Id SlmtiSu ; cf. Bawlinson,
i.
(1861) pi. 41, col. V. line 2.
2 Cf. King, op. cit. i. 20 (. and 74 (.
3 Cf. E. J.
irper, Beitrdge zur Assyriologie, il. (Leipzig, 1894)
409ff.,467fl.
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the attributes of Enlil, and in tlie Creation-seriea
in its present form we are told how he became
possessed of the Fate-Tablets. In Assyria, on the
other hand, Ashur, the national god, inherited in
turn the attributes of the supreme Bab. deity
imong them the most important being the power
to decree fate.
2. From an examination of the uses of the word
Hmtu, and of the legends which refer to the FateTablets, it would seem that, at any rate in popular
belief, the fates, both of the universe and of individual gods and men, were not believed to have
been fixed from the beginning, but were pictured
as in hourly process of development under the
personal supervision of the supreme deity. It
remains to Inquire whether, apart from these
legends and beliefs, we may trace evidence that
the Babylonians of any period conceived of Fate
as an impersonal and inexorable law. To answer
this question it will be necessary to refer briefly
to one aspect, the so-called Astral Theory,' of the
Bab. religion, which was elaborated in Germany
a few years ago and still retains a considerable
following in that country. For upholders of the
theory claim that belief in a fixed Fate or Destiny,
both of the universe and of the individual, did
enter largely into Bab. thought of all periods, including even the pre-historic age.
'

Perhaps the most characteristic feature of the theory is that,
according to the Bab. conception of the universe, everything
on earth was a copy of a heavenly prototype. lb is well established that the Babylonians, like the Hebrews, conceived the
universe as consisting of three parts the heaven above, the
earth beneath, and the waters under the earth. Winckler, the

—

chief exponent of the astral theory, and his followers elaborate
this conception of the universe, and would trace in the threefold division of the heavens a parallel to the earth. Thus they
would divide the universe, according to their view of Bab.
beliefs, into a heavenly and an earthly world, the latter's three
divisions (the heaven being confined to the air or atmosphere

immediately above the earth) corresponding to the northern
heaven, the zodiac, and the southern heaven. The important
point to note is that in these threefold subdivisions the zodiac
and the earth occupy the second place and correspond to one
another. Thus the movements of the sun, the moon, and the
five great planets (which are visible to the nailed eye) through
the ecliptic constellations were held to have a peculiar connexion
with events on earth. It is a fact that in the later Bab. period
the greater gods were identified with the planets and the lesser
gods with the fixed stars, each god having his special house or
star in heaven in addition to liis temple on earth. By analogy
the astral theory assumes that everything on earth had its
equivalent in heaven, lands and cities in addition to temples all
having their cosmic counterparts. The movements of the stars
were, according to the theory, related to events on earth much
as a moving object seen in a mirror is related to its reflexion.
Their movements were the cause of events on earth ; but the
movements themselves were not the arbitrary acts of indef>endent deities. They took place in accordance with a cosmic
aw of harmony, inherent in the universe, and:ordained from the
beginning of creation. For a further mystical conception is
ascribed by the astral mythologists to the Babylonians that,
as the part may be held to correspond In essence to the whole,
:

so any single phenomenon of the universe was believed to reflect
the whole in miniature. The course of the world-cycle, for
example, was reflected in the struggle of the dual powers of
Nature, in light and darkness, in summer and winter, in cold
and heat. Moreover, as the succession of day and night may
be held to correspond to the changes of the seasons, so the
year itself corresponded to greater cycles of time, consisting, on
the one hand, in ages of the world during the historic period,
and, on the other, in aeons of the world-cycle. Thus, according
to these mystical doctrines, which are ascribed by the upholders
of tlTB kstral theory to Babylonians of ajl periods, every occurrence .n both the heavenly and the earthly halves of the universe
may be said to have taken place in obedience to the symmetrical
hat inexorable laws of Fate or Destiny.

It would be out of place in the present article to
do more than indicate briefly the false assumptions
on which this theory rests. Most theories of interpretation have some historical basis to rest upon,

in making generalizations of this magnitude it
usual to support them by reference to texts of
ascertained date. It is characteristic of the representatives of the astral school to do without such
aids.
Since the inscriptions which have actually
been recovered do not in themselves furnish the
necessary support for their thesis, they plant the
roots of their theory in a purely imaginary age

and
is

where evidence

77&
for or against it

Thus the

lacking.

oldest

is

ex hypotheai

monuments that have

been recovered upon Bab. sites are not regarded
by them as relics of the early stages of Bab. culture.
It is assumed that in the periods behind them there
existed a most elaborate and highly developed civilization, described as pre-historic and lying back in
the darkness beyond the earliest existing records.
In the total absence of material evidence it is no
difficult task to paint this age in colours which are
shared by no other early or primitive race in the
world's history. It is assumed that war and violence had no existence in this pre-historic time.
Intellect dominated and controlled the passions of
this primeval but highly gifted people, and, in particular, one form of intellectual conception, based
on a scientific knowledge of astronomy.
It is
postulated that a purely astronomical theory or
conception of the universe lay at the root of their
civilization and governed their whole thought and
conduct; and this was no secret teaching of a
priesthood, but a universally held belief which permeated every branch of the national and individual
life.
These doctrines in their perfect state perished
with the other relics of their supposed pre-historic

But they were inherited by the Semitic
immigrants into Babylonia ; and, though employed
by them in altered and corrupted forms, have, it
is said, left their traces in the cuneiform inscriptions. In this way the astral my thologist attempts
inventors.

to explain the unsatisfactory character of his evidence, from which he claims to be able to reconstruct the original beliefs in their entirety. So involved are they in the conception of an inexorable
Fate or Destiny of the universe that, according
to the upholders of the astral theory, the earliest
Babylonians claimed to be in a position to foretell
the future in its broader aspects. For it is asserted
that they believed themselves able, by a mystical
application of a remarkably accurate knowledge
of astronomy, not only to disclose the origin of the
world from its birth, but also to foretell its renewal
in future seons.
To find evidence for their theory the astral mythologists are naturally obliged to rely on texts
which have come down to us from the historic
Assuming the close correspondence beperiod.
tween the zodiac and the earth in early Bab.
thought (an assumption to which reference has

already been made), it is argued that the Babylonians divided the course of the world's history
into Ages according to the particular sign of the
zodiac in which the sun stood each year at the
vernal equinox. This is a most vital point of the
theory, and it postulates on the part of the early
Babylonians a highly accurate knowledge of astronomy it assumes a knowledge on their part of
the precession of the eciuinoxes, which could be
based only on a very rigid system of astronomical
observation and record. The course of Bab. history,
from the pre-historic period onwards, was thus
divided, according to the theory, into three Ages
those of the Twins, the Bull, and the Ram according to the sign of the zodiac in which the sun
stood at the vernal equinox. Certain myths are
supposed to have characterized each of these Ages,
not only afiecting religious beliefs, but so impregnating Bab. thought that they even influenced historical writings.
As the sun at the vernal equinox
gradually progressed through the great ecliptic
constellations, so, according to the theory, the history of the world was believed to be evolved in
harmony with its course, and the pre-ordained Fate
of the universe was slowly unrolled.
It will be unnecessary to point out in detail the
arbitrary and fanciful system of interpretation
which the astral mythologist is forced to apply to
his texts in order to make them fit his theory.
It
;

—

—
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(Buddhist)

will suffice to

summarize the damaging criticism
which the theory has sustained at the hands of an
astronomer,' by which its supposed astronomical

Winckler's assumptions with regard to the astronomical knowledge of the Babylonians, the theory
is found not to stand investigation
his astronomy

basis has been completely demolished. In the first
place, it may be noted that there is no evidence
that even the later Babylonians had a sufficiently
accurate system of measuring the heavens to enable
them to arrive at a knowledge of the precession of
the equinoxes. But in complete independence of
this fact, and assuming such a knowledge on the
part of the Babylonians of all ages, Kugler has
shown that the inferences elaborated from the
assumption by Winckler and his school do not
follow. It is well known that the difierent ecliptic
constellations which make up the signs of the
zodiac do not each occupy thirty degrees of the
ecliptic, but that some are longer and some shorter.
Also the constellations of the Bab. astronomers
during the late periods do not completely coincide
with ours. For instance, the most eastern star of
our constellation Virgo was counted by the Babylonians of the Arsacid era as belonging to the next
ecliptic constellation, Leo, since it was kno^vn as
'
the hind foot of the lion.
But, fortunately for
our purpose, not much doubt can exist as to the
eastern limit of the Twins and the western limit of
the Ram, which mark the beginning and end of
the three World- Ages of the astral nrythologists ;
for the two bright stars, Castor and Pollux, from
which the Twins receive their name, were undoubtedly reckoned in that constellation by the
Babylonians, and the easternmost star of our constellation of the Fishes (a Piscium) was probably
well beyond the Bab. constellation of the Ram.
Working on this assumption, and assigning thirty
degrees to each of tlie three intervening constellations, Kugler has calculated the years in which the
sun entered these signs of the zodiac at the vernal
equinox. He is consequently able to state accurately the years in which Winckler's World- Ages
would have begun and ended, and his figures
entirely dispose of all Winckler's claims to an
astronomical basis for his astral system. The Age
of the Twins, instead of ending, as Winckler and
his followers hold, about 2800 B.C., really ended in
the year 4383 B. C. Thus the Age of the Bull began
fifteen hundred years before the birth of Sargon I.,
who is supposed to have inaugurated its beginning,
and it ended considerably before the birth of Qam-

is

'

murabi, under whom, we are told, the Bull-Age
motifs were principally developed. Moreover, from
the time of the 1st dynasty of Babylon onwards,
down to the year 81 B.C., that is to say, during the
whole course of her history, Babylon was really
living in the Age of the Ram, not in that of the
Bull.
In short, all the motifs and myths which
have been so confidently and vidth such ingenuity
connected by the astral my thologists with the Bull
sign of the zodiac, ought really to have been connected with the Ram. But even the astral niythologists admit that there is not a trace of a Ram
Granting all
motif in the Bab. mythology.^
See P. X. Kugler,

Im Bannkreis

Babels, Miinster, 1910. Ct.
also C. Bezold, * Astronomie Himmelsschau und Astrallehre bei
den Babyloniem ' {Sitzungsherichte der JSeidelberger Akademie
der Wissensckaften, 1911, Abh. 2). For a scientific survey of
the astronomical knowledge of the Babylonians, see especially Kugler's Stemkunde und Sterndienst in Babel, Miinster,
1907-1912 ; and of. also his Die babylcnische Mondrechnung,
Freiburg im Br. 1900, and Ernst Weidner, Beitrdge zur babylonischen Astrono7nie( = Beitrdgezur Assyriologie,vui.i,'Leip^g,
1

Jastrow's Die Religion Babyloniens und Assyriens, li.
415-748 (Giessen, 1909-1911), contains a detailed description of
much of the astrological material.
2 According to Winckler's system, the Age of the Ram did
not start till about the 8th cent. B.C., being inaugurated by a
fresh revision of the calendar under Nabonassar.
But no
amount of ingenuity can discover material for a Ram 7Twtifa.t
Babylon. The nearest approach to one is found in the Libyan
desert Jupiter Ammon is represented with the head of a ram,
and he is assumed to have been identical in his nature with
Marduk. Thus the new reckoning is supposed to have passed
1911).

:

:

at fault, and his three astrological World-Ages
do not really correspond with his periods of history.
It follows that the Babylonians did not divide the
history of the world into astral Ages, and all
grounds for the further assumption as to their conception at an early period of a world-cycle, evolved
through a succession of aeons, in accordance with
an inexorable Fate or Destiny, are thus removed.
It remains to inquire whether in the later periods
of Babylonian history we may not recognize a fatalistic conception in priestly, as opposed to popular,
belief.
The evidence of Diodorus, PhUo of Alexandria, and other writers may certainly be cited in
favour of ascribing to the later Chaldaean priesthood the teaching of a religious and cosmic system
closely associated with the idea of an impersonal
Fate or Destiny. But their evidence is certainly not
applicable to any period earlier than the Seleucid
era, where it is impossible to separate the nucleus
of native tradition from the essentially different
form it assumed under Hellenic influence. It is
certain that the gradual advance in the Babylonian

knowledge of astronomy from the 8th cent. B.C.
onwards prepared the way, in the Achaemenian
period, for the recognition of law in the heavens as
opposed to the earlier conception of a universe
under the arbitrary rule of personal deities swayed
by human passions. But it is doubtful whether
the Babylonian astrologers themselves ever evolved
a conception of Destiny, as existing apart from the
gods, except under the direct influence of Greek
speculation.

To sum up the results of our inquiry it is probable that at no period much earlier than the
Seleucid era had the Babylonians any conception
of Fate or Destiny as a blind, impersonal, and inexorable law, whether as applied to the universe
In their belief the fate,
or to the individual.
whether of a man or of a country (which was usually the limit of their speculation), was not irrevocably fixed, but was in continual process of
development, under the supervision of the most
powerful deity known to them at the time. In the
earliest period the city -god was for his worshippers
the unchallenged arbiter of fate ; but, with the
growth of a federation of cities and the accompanying development of a pantheon, his place was
naturally taken by the head of the pantheon at
first Enlil of Nippur, but afterwards Marduk of
Babylon ; and in Assyria, Ashur, the national god.
Before the Hellenistic period. Fate was never dissociated in Babylonian belief from the personal
direction of the gods, and, when once it had been
decreed, it was still capable, in extreme and exceptional cases, of modification.
:

—

—

LrrERATURE. For collections of passages from the inscriptions in which the Bab. word for ' Fate occurs, see the references cited on p. 778^, n. 1 ; and for passages bearing on the subject in the Bab. mji^hology, see p. 778^, notes 2 and 3. The best
and most detailed criticism of the so-called ' astral theory of
the Babylonian religion is Kugler's Im Bannkreis Babels ; and
for scientific information on Bab. knowledge of astronomy, see
the other works cited on p. 780*, n. 1.
'

'

Leonard W. King.

FATE

(Buddhist).— To

Oriental thought in
and more especially to a mind trained in
Buddhist doctrine and possessed by the teaching
and preconceptions of Buddhist ethics, the idea of
Destiny or Fate presents itself in an entirely
different aspect from that to which Greek mythology or philosophy has given currency in the West,
general,

over to Egypt, while Babylon remained unaffected and continued to enjoy Bull motifs.' The only explanation put forward is that the Age of the Ram began at a time when the
power of Babylon was on the decline. This example of constructive theorizing is quite typical of the ease with which the
astral mythologist is capable of clearing the most stupendous
'

obstacles.

FATE

(Buddhist)

Fate,' in the sense of an external compelling
power, with universal sway and irresistible decrees,
IS a conception entirely alien to the fundamental
principles of either of the great schools of Buddhist
thought, and is opposed to the exhortations to personal efi'ort and strife in order to win salvation
which in the sacred books the Master is constantly
represented as uttering. The disciple of the Hinayana works out his own deliverance by his own
unaided toil and self-discipline ; and, as none can
help, so none can hinder in the great task.
The
kindlier and more liberal creed of the Mahayana
puts at the disposal of the seeker after truth and
rest supernatural and effective aid, whereby his
feeble endeavours may be seconded and supported,
and brounjht to certain fruition. In either case the
issue of life depends ultimately upon the individual,
the determining factor being his own will and moral
purpose, and neither is the result foreordained nor
18 he himself the plaything or helpless victim of an
omnipotent force wnich he can neither influence
nor resist.
The place which Fate or Destiny occupies in the
systems of Greek and European philosophy and
theology is in the East taken by karma [q.v.).
Karma, however, implying action with all its
results or fruits,' so far from being an extraneous
and all-compelling force which exercises over the
course of human life an irresponsible control that
cannot be gainsaid or resisted, is the self-caused
and internal constraint of the deeds of the in'

'

dividual in his transient existences upon earth.
He is himself his own fate, in that he receives now

the due and deserved recompense for what he has
himself done, be it good or evil. And his life
proceeds, not on lines determined for him from
above or from without, but on lines which he has
himself marked out and continues to mark out
with irrevocable certainty and exactness, as long
as a life of fruitful activity is prolonged.
Only
when his actions cease to bear fruit is the control broken, the power of karma rendered ineffective, and he himself set free.
Between the
conception of Fate,' therefore, as defined in the
teaching of Greece and the West, and its Buddhist
and Eastern counterpart, there is a profound difference as well as a substantial likeness. In both
the power is absolute, dominant, and irresistible
its movement can neither be stayed nor turned
aside.
In the former, however, man has nothing
to say to it
he can only bow his head and submit.
Fate regulates the course and issue of all, and man
can only make the best of his own hard case.
According to the scheme of thought of the East,
man orders his own destiny. Once determined, it
is in each part and at each moment as rigorous and
unbending as the most absolute pronouncement of
the Fates. What is done cannot be undone ; the
effect remains, and must be realized in the form of
reward or suffering in his own personal experience
and life. He may, however, or rather he must, by
his own actions and conduct determine what his
future shall be. Its course and conditions are
entirely laid down by himself. When these have
been, as it were, prescribed, they have passed beyond his control and are unalterable and irrevocable.
But the future is in his own hands. At
each moment by his deeds he is shaping his own
destiny. The moulding thereof for good or for evil
rests entirely with himself.
He ordains and directs
his own fate, which is then inexorable and selfoperative.
All his life long he is under the
dominion of karma, and cannot escape from its
'

'

'

;

;

effects.

In a wider cosmical sense it may be said that
the conception of Fate prevailed in Buddhism,
inasmuch as Buddhist doctrine took over from
Hinduism the conception of world-cycles, succeed-
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ing one another as tlie acts of an itidefinitely prolonged drama of birth, florescence, decay, and

death

(cf.

Ages of thk World

[Buddhist]).

From

the Buddliist point of view, each cycle was
characterized by the renewed preaching of the true
doctrine, which was more or less widely accepted
amongst men, ran its course, and then fell into
neglect witli the increasing prevalence of unbelief
and wickedness, and finally disappeared. In each
cycle a Buddha is born, who gains for himself
illumination and perfect knowledge of the trutli,
which he then proclaims to the world. But the
truth prevails only for a limited period, and is
succeeded again by times of ignorance and darkness, dispelled in their turn by a fresh revelation.
Thus Gautama, the Buddha of this age, has been
preceded bjjr an indefinite number of earlier
Buddhas, who in succession taught the Law.' He
himself prophesied of the end of the present cycle,
which would be accompanied by the total disappearance of aU knowledge of the truth thereafter
Maitreya, the Buddha of the coming age, would
appear upon the earth, would attain to perfect
insight and wisdom, and in due time would restore
the true doctrine to mankind.'
The series of world-cycles, therefore, is independent of human will and endeavour, and so
far corresponds to a conception of Fate, relentless
and almost mechanical, witn supreme and absolute
control of the destinies of all, moving forward
resistlessly to a predetermined end.
The doctrine,
however, is purely cosmical, and does not concern
itself with the career or fate of the individual,
except in so far as the latter may chance to have
been bom at an age propitious or otherwise for
attending to the preaching of a Buddha. This last
event, of course, the time and place of his birth
within the cycle, like all the other circumstances
and conditions of his life, is controlled by karma.
His existence is comprised, as it were, within the
world-scheme, as an item or element in its progress.
But it contributes nothing to its determination,
and cannot affect its course. The revolution of the
ages, the rise and fall of the true teaching, the
destruction and resuscitation of the universe, repeat
themselves within assigned and unalterable limits,
without cessation, and apparently without conceived or conceivable beginning or end.
It would appear, therefore, that from the Buddhist point of view Destiny or Fate, as it aft'ects
the individual, is practically equivalent to a theory
of Jtrict and determinate causation, the merit or
demerit of his own actions resulting in a proportionate increase of freedom and happiness, or
involving him in renewed tribulation and punishment. Moreover, both of the great schools, the
Mahayana and the Hinayana, taught the possibility of deliverance or redemption from the power
of karma, in the attainment of nirvana, the state
in which actions are performed without desire or
clinging,' and therefore do not entail any resultant consequences which must be worked out in a
renewed existence. In practice, especially in the
Mahayana, nirvana came to be equivalent to paradise or heaven ; but it was originally attainable
and attained here upon earth during the mundane
And the broad difference between the doclife.
trines of the two schools consisted in this, that in
the endeavour to reach the goal, and to secure
final release, the adherent of the Hinayana found
himself dependent upon his own unaided exertions ;
;

'

1 Eighty-one of these, for example, are enumerated in the
Sukhdvati-vyuha 3, beg^ning with Dlpaiikara, long ago in the
past, in an innumerable and more than innumerable, enormous,
immeasurable, and incomprehensible kalpa before now.' Elsewhere predecessors of Dipankara are named {Jdtaka, i. 43).
Gautama is said to have * received recognition from twenty-four
*

'

of these.
~

See art. Buddha, vol.

ii.

p. 885

:
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no external aid was either available or possible, and
in the most absolute sense of the term he must
work out his own salvation. The Mahayana, on
the contrary, conceived of a hierarchy of supernatural beings, the Bodhisattvas {q.v.), who were
ever willing and able to bring help in the strife ; by
whose aid man might rise, when his own strength
would fail. The entire cycle, however, of human
existence, thus regulated in each individual instance by karma, was carried out and completed
within the larger cosmical cycle, in which karma
had no meaning or place. The latter proceeded in
a fixed and determined order, through seons upon
seons of time.
It represented, upon the broadest
possible scale, the Buddhist or rather Indian conception of a mechanical and all-controlling Destiny,
to which the entire universe was subject, alike in
its origin, its progress, and its dissolution.
LiTERATDRH. For the general literature, see art. Karma. Cf.
Dhamma-SaAgaifi, iii. 1, tr. O. A. F. Rhys Davids, in Buddhist
PsychoUtgy, London, 1900, pp. 123-155 ; AbhidhammatthaSanfjaka, v. 8, tr. Shwe Zan Aung, Compendium of Philosophy,
London, 1910, p. 143 fl. H. C. Warren, Buddhism in Trans-

—

;

Cambridge, Mass., 1896, pp. 215-221, 22&-233, 481-486
D. T. Suzuki, Outlines of Mahayana Buddhism, London, 1907,

lations,

P-196ff.

A.

Geden.

S.

FATE (Celtic). — As among

aU imaginative and
superstitious peoples, the belief in Destiny was
strong among the Gaels. The whole of life was
regarded by them as encompassed and ruled by
an over-mastering Fate, from which there was
no possibility of escape.

we

In the older literature
nnd constant expression given to this belief.

If it be here that I am fated to die, I have no power to
shun it,' says Diarmaid in the tale of the Pursuit of Diarmaid
and Grdinne.'
It is profitless to fly from death
and, though
I should avoid the battle, flight never yet saved a wretch,'
says Congal before the fatal battle of Magh Rath (ed.
O'Donovan, Irish Arch. Soc., Dublin, 1842).
There are three
periods of time that cannot be avoided— the hour of death,
the hour of birth, and the hour of conception (ib.). In an old
poem attributed to St. Columba we get the same idea of the
'

'

'

;

'

'

fixity of

Fate
'

When

once the fixed period of death arrives.

There

is no fortress which can resist it
But the fortunate in life are protected
Even in the fore-front of a battle
Whatever God has destined for a man
He leaves not the world until he meet it
;

.

(ed.

.

.

:

;

'

.

Again, Ol^chulaiun was bound to be
he took arms on a particular day (ib. 64b) and a
not born before a certain day foretold by the Druids,
would become a great king (S. H. O'Grady, SUva Gadelica,
London, 1892, ii. 354). Lucky and unlucky days have great
prominence given to them in the CoUgny Calendar (J. Rhys,
' Celtje
and Galli,' in Proc. of the British Academy, London,
Leinster [LL], 101a).

famous
child,

if

;

if

1905).

were drawn at critical
a chief's career (Battle of Magh
Lena, ed. O'Curry for the Celtic Soc, 1855).
Omens were obtained by means of various Druidical rites.
Chief of these was imbas forosnai, or
the knowledge which illumines,' which was gained
through a magic sleep, and was associated with
offerings to idols.
The means of inducing this
Regular

moments

horoscopes

in

'

sleep of incantation

.

The

(ed.

prophetess Fedelm,

who

declares that she has

of this art, is asked by Queen Medb to
'
look for her ' what will be the fate of her expedition.
Then the maiden ' looked for it,' apparently
into a ball or crystal (LU 55b). Another heathen
method of divination was known as teinm Imghda,

knowledge

which enabled an inquirer to discover such matters
as to whom the body of a headless corpse belonged
(Cormac's Glossary, p. 130). Both these methods
of divination are said to have been suppressed by
St. Patrick, on account of the idol observances with
which they were accompanied {ib. p. 94 f. Senchus
Mdr, vol. 1. [Dublin, 1868] pp. 24, 44), but he permitted the use of a means of foresight known as
dicetal dochennaib, which was gained from some
incantations made with the finger-tips, and was
not accompanied by offerings to idols. Instruction in these arts formed part of the regular course
of the fully-equipped file, or Druid of the higher
ranks (cf. art. COMMUNION with Deity [Celtic]).
At times the decision as to who was to be elected
king was reached by Druidical revelation gained
in sleep, after a bull-feast {Bruighen dd Derga,
The stone on which
ed. Stokes, 1902, pp. 14, 15).
the kings of Ireland were crowned at Tara was
called the Lia Fdil, or Stone of Destiny,' because
;

'

'

was believed to cry aloud when the rightful
In the before-mentioned
heir stepped upon it.
poem, or Lorica,' attributed to St. Columba,
several means of divination are mentioned as
practised by Druids
it

1848).

In like manner, the Gaulish tribe of the Caduroi, when reduced to extremity by Csesar, thought that what was happening
was not by the act of man, but by the will of the gods (ae Bell.
GaU. viii. 43. 5).

Though this sense of fatality is as old as pagan
times, it is probable that it has rather developed
than been checked by Christian teaching. 'The
passivity of mind and the inertia which mark the
life of the Gaelic and Breton peasant arise largely
out of this feeling that both the good and ill of
entirely outside of his control; his stoic
acceptance of evil and death rests upon the same
idea.
The legends and folk-tales both of Brittany
and of the Gaelic-speaking peoples are filled with
the same overpowering sense of fatality.
Connected with this are the omens of death or ill-luck
which we find penetrating all Celtic literature,
and which are universally believed in at the
present day ; and, again, the belief in lucky and
unlucky days and hours.
In the old medical
treatises, the cross or unlucky days are set down
in order, and in Christian times Biblical events
were made to coincide with the days or hours
of pagan observance.
It was customary to consult a Druid or soothsayer as to the lucky
moments for beginning a journey, battle, or other
life lie

'

'

Our destiny is not with the sreod.
Nor with the bird on the top of the twig.
Nor with the trunk of the gnarled tree.
Nor with a sordan, hand on hand

King Dathi requires his Druid to let him know his destiny
and that of his country,' for a twelvemonth from that day
(O'Curry, MS Mat., Dublin, 1861, p. 284). Before the campaign of the TAin b6 CiSalnge, the host were kept waiting a
fortnight until a good omen was obtained (Leabhar na hUidhre
[LIT], 55a), and at the muster of the Hill of Slane or Slemain
of Meath in this same story the onset is held back until the
luckj mo-aaent of sunrise (Leabhar Laignech, or Book of

.

.

.

adore not the voice of birds,
sreod, nor a destiny, nor this earthly world,
son, nor chance, nor woman
My Druid is Christ, the Son of God.'
In an old historical poem relating to the settlements of the Cruithne, or Irish Picts, in Alba
1

Nor a
Nor a

;

among the kinds of divination taught
Druids and necromancers were

(Scotland),

by

evil

:

'

of sredhs and omens.
Choice of weather, lucky times,
The watching the voices of birds.
They practised without disguise . .'
(Irish Nennius, ed. J. H. Todd, Irish Arch. Soc,

The honouring

.

1848, p. 146).

The exact significance of some of these terms of
divination is not known, but the word sreod is
equated with s6n or sion, good omen or luck,'
in various passages and in MS Laud, 615, p. 7,
we read ni h-dg sreoid aid mo chuid, not for me
Siona-saobha means
is the luck of the sreod.'
augury,' or sorcery
and in LL 101a we read
of the 'power of the sion and of the solud,' nert
don t- sion agus don solud evidently omens of
lucky moment is called sion in
food-fortune.
iU 55a, and s^n in LL 64a. It is possible that
the sredh or sreod may be connected with sraod
or sraoth,
sneezing
a form of augury kno^vn
in early times, and frequently condemned by
'

'

;

'

:

'

'

'

undertaking.
'

elaborately described in

is

Whitley Stokes, London,
Sometimes this knowledge seems to
1862, p. 94).
have been obtained by looking into a crystal.
Cormac's Glossary

'

.

O'Donovan, Uiscel. Celtic Soc, Dublin,

(Celtic)

;

—

A

'

'

—

'
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and

(Celtic), vol. iv. p. 787.

He"ll

Tlie sense of Destiny surrounding
eacK person of
importance is expressed in the old tales by means
ot tabus (called
Irish pessa or geasa), usually
laid on him at birth, and which,
when his doom
IS about to overtake him,
are broken through by
him one by one, against his own will, foreshadowing evil. Many of the Irish gessa
were,
no doubt, real tabus actually imposed upon

m

"XL'fXVTi"'",'*^','".-^

"eld ne'^rt'ho?ort
I

A

J°'"

*"••'

»">»"« 'he tribe, of

otCrf "" "°" "" '"'" '"^ ""^ "P"" ""

similar superstition is that of
the 'death's
coach, with headless driver and
black or headless
horses which, If it passes by a
house or through
a village, must not be stopped on its
way. If it
meets with any impediment or draws
up at a
door, some one 18 sure to die next
day within the
house. These beliefs are firmly
held in all parta
ot Ireland, and many apparently
authenticated
cases are recorded of such events
actually happening within recent times (FL iv. ri8931
Sib v

kings
chiefs.
We possess a complete tract giving
the restrictions which had to be observed
by the
provincial kings of ancient Ireland {Leabhar
na
g-ceart, ed. O'Donovan for the Celtic Soc,
Dublin
London 1870, p. 250).
1847, pp. 1-25); but they are used in the
In Brittany"^ the ^same
old
romantic tales, with the definite poetic purpose superstition exists; the 'Coach of the Ankou'
IS
driven by a figure who is the
of representing the uneacapable decrees of
personification
Destiny
They have all the Greek sense of over-mastering ot death, imagined as taU and lean with long
white
hair,
liate.
or as a skeleton whose head turns
They are usually, especially the birthabout every way inspecting the country.
tabus, laid on the hero at birth ;
His
but any one
coach
resembles
seems to have had the power of inflicting
.„_.™ „
a .„„„<*.
funeral tmu
cart with
wiui lianaemtandemthem, horses,
and he is escorted by two companions
and they appear to have been equally
binding,
walking beside the cart, who open the
however they were imposed.
gates of
fields or the doors of houses and
**>?, story called 'The Tragical
pile the dead upon
Fate ot the Sona of
tt'"
the
vehicle.
The
Ankou
is the last person who
^"^'^ 'S'"'' a feast resultelr the
Of tt't?"" S'
has died
each parish during the year, and is
''8 death ot the hero was due to hia
neglect ot his
replaced
tl^, ?
at
the
end
of
twelve
tabu
'never to hunt a boar"; the breakinir
months by a sucot the aessa M^
cessor (A. le Braz, La Ligende de la
nwrt, new
omjiuK oi
the son by his own father.
ed.. Pans, 1902, i. 95-99).
Elaborate gessa were laid on each of
^^"'
article<*«
Cf. also the
the chief literature
'"
lif »S,^l^""'^•~Pi^''*° t^??
appended to art. Dkmohb and Spieits (Celtic).
heroes of tiie older, or Cdchulainn, cycle
of tales
(see ClJcHULAiNN Cycle), and it
Eleanor Hull.
is in the gradual
ira-T-c /nu(Chinese).— I. Definition of tiie term.—
and mevitable breaking doivn of these gessa
that rru
Ihe Chinese equivalent for fate,' viz. minq,
the tragedy of their doom consists.
like
The approach- the original of our
English word, means primarily
mg end of each and especially of the central figure

and

dS

'

'

m

'

^^

,

'

of Odchulainn himself, is surrounded
by omens (cf
Celts, in vol. iii. p. 300, § 6). In the
Ossianic
tales, especially the more recent
of them, less
stress IS laid upon the breaking
of tabus,
art.

but

great prominence is given to the omens
of sickness or death such as the howling
of dogs, clouds
red like blood, and foreboding dreams
(Trans, of
the Ossianic Soc). These signs are
still regarded
as sure forewarnings of a fatal catastrophe.
^°°^ i"/!?"!^"."^ a verv ancient superstition
!
IS the belief
that banshees,"^ or female fairies
(see
Demons and Spirits [Celtic]), foretold by their
wailings near a house the death of an
iimate.
'

of the district which she haunts, but
she appears
a weepmg woman, mournfully bewailing
the
expected death.
Many families have their own
special banshees who always appear
before a death
in the family.
Sometimes, instead of the presiding genius of the country, some
woman who
has met an accidental death acts the
part of the
banshee, and is heard crying and moaning.
There
°\ ,*^® appearances of banshees in
fu^
T/^^}^^the old
historical literature
a-s

r

^°''''>'''

Craig Liath,

o'
the presiding goddess ot Clare
.„^ banshee of the
and
Dalcassian racef appeare to Kin° Brian
Boromhe before the Battle of Clontart to forewarn
hfm of his
death (Warof the GaedhU with the Gaill,
London 1867, p. 201. The same goddess ed J H Todd
has been seen in

something spoken or decreed.' It is composed
of
the radical for ' mouth and the
symbol for law
or commandment,' the latter supplying
the place
ot phonetic as well as supplementing
the force of
the radical. As fatum in philosophical
langua<re
represents the eternal, immutable law
of the gods
so
is interpreted as the
appointment of
Heaven, the unalterable decree which
determines
man s lot ; it is often used as synonymous
with
iile —regarded as the span
of existence, whose
limits are irrevocably fixed, so that
a long miru, is
but another name for long life. To '
calculate
ming 13 to forecast one's fortune. Owing to the
the
fact that the term is sometimes
applied in connexions which seem to admit of a variety
of interpretations some difference of opinion
exists as to
whether the Chmese should be described as
fatalists, but It may be said without
hesitation that the
weight of evidence is in favour of such a description.
It may be sufficient to note, with
regard to
the contrary view, that there are
circumstances
under which it may be possible, according
to
Chinese theories, to escape one's destiny,
which
might seem to imply that ming was not consider.sd
as invariable ; but it will be found, on
investigation, that in such cases apparent
failure of the
decree was of the nature of a deprivation
of the
'

'

'

mmg

gfts which Heaven had in store, in consequence
of
the unwillingness or unworthiness of the
intended
recipient to receive or retain them,
rather than
malfeasance on the part of Heaven. From
this
point of view it might seem that man
is regarded
as the potential master of his destiny,
weeping maiden or of a gruesome and
but, on the
monstrous
hag who IS found
the path of a host going to other hand, It must be borne in mind that, thouo-h
he may faU to realize, or deliberately
battle, or of a chief who is
reject, the
doomed to death,
high position marked out for him by fate,
stooping over a stream, washing
he may
and wringing by no
means attain to a higher station than that
bloody garments and weapons. She is
called thi
which IS destined for him.
washer of the Ford," and she informs the
doomed
man or host that it is their own bloody garments
2. Classical references.— In the Confucian
classics
the term mmg frequently occurs, though, as
that she is wringing out.
we are
informed,
it was one of the subjects
Kiohard de Clare and his Norman troops
on which the
met Master was
thf, hideous
WH»n°' figure,
fi^^^'
this
'washing armour and rich robes tiU the
characteristically reticent.
The word
red
gore churned and splashed through her
is sometimes qualified by the
hands,' when they were
addition of Heaven '
on their way to plunder the O'Deas of Dysert.
She Lus R[chard I.e. Heaven s decree ; and
sometimes Heaven
°"'" ^^ei-.s^cia;:
re?i?e' jsirpeir/^^t^r-'^-'™
In many of the ancient tales this
forerunner of
death takes the form either of a
beautiful but

m

'

'

'

:'
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alone stands for the decree of Heaven. The two
terms are often found in apposition, as in the statement, Death and life have their determined appointment (ming), riches and honour depend upon
'

Heaven.'

When a disciple named Po Niu was visited by Confucius, and
found to be hopelessly ill, the Master said
It is the appointment {miflg) of Heaven, alas
The expression is frequently
used with regard to the ancient rulers
Heaven decreed him
the throne.' Again, we read of the superior man,' the Con:

'

'

I

:

'

'

waiting, quietly and calmly, for the appointHeaven,' i.e. his destiny, in contrast with the 'inferior
man who walks in dangerous paths looking for luck.' In
another passage Confucius says
Without recognizing the
decree it is impossible to be a " superior man."
He frequently

fucian ideal, as

ment

'

of

'

'

:

'

'

own

refers to destiny as influencing his

life, e.g.

:

Heaven pro-

'

duced the virtue that is in me
At 50 I knew the decree of
Heaven
While Heaven does not let the cause of truth perish,
*
what can the people of Kw'ang do to me ?
If my principles are
'

*

;

;

*

'

'

to advance, it is so ordered
is

so ordered (ming) '

'

;

;

if

;

they are to fall to the ground,
is destroying me.*

it

Heaven

as these it may be argued
of the Sage, ming meant very
much what we mean by destiny or fate something
which he recognized as actively operating in the
determination of man's lot, but which he refused
to discuss or analyze, regarding it, in common with
spiritual beings and other extra-mundane phenomena, as beyond the pale of controversy.

From statements such
that, to the

mind

:

—

The philosopher Mencius agrees
3. Mencius.
with Confucius in regarding ming as Heaven's
decree, in his references to the ancient 'Emperors
Yao and Shun and quotes passages from the Odes
to the effect that God, having passed the decree,
caused the descendants of Shang to submit to the
new dynasty of Chow.' When the prospect of
obtaining preferment was suggested to him, he
replied, in the words of Confucius
That shall be
as Heaven directs.' He speaks of Heaven's gift of
the kingdom to Shun, though he does not describe
it as resulting from destiny, but rather as the
demonstration of Heaven's wUl by Shun's personal
character and achievements. His pronouncements
on the subject are much looser than tliose of Confucius, since he speaks in one place of calamity and
happiness as being in all cases of man's own seeking, and endeavours to illustrate his theory by a
quotation from the Odes ' Study always to be in
harmony with the ordinances {ming), so you will
;

'

'

:

:

certainly get for yourself much happiness ' ; and
again, in a passage from the Canon of History
' When
Heaven sends down calamities, it is still
possible to escape from them ; when we occasion
the calamities ourselves, it is not possible any
longer to live.' There is a further explanation in
a later phrase of his : ' That which is done without

man's doing is from Heaven, that which happens
without man's causing it to happen is from the
ordinance {ming).' There is, therefore, a destiny
decreed for every man, ' there is an appointment
(ming) for everything,' and it is possible for each
man to ' establish his destiny,' or fail to realize the
favours which Heaven wills to bestow on him.
An early and apparently untimely death may be
ascribed to destiny, if encountered in the honourable discharge of one's duty ; but a disgraceful
death cannot be so attributed. Men should calmly
await the fate which is decreed for them but,
should they place themselves in needless danger,
they may entail upon themselves a fate which is
not of Heaven's appointment.
Destiny and Nature are closely associated in
some passages of Mencius, and seem to reflect
what is said in ch. i. of the Doctrine of the Mean
What Heaven has conferred {ming) is called
Nature,' the idea being that Heaven has decreed
an ideal destiny for man, and his success or failure
in realizing that destiny represents the extent to
which his nature is in harmony with the ideal.
He may attain to the highest honours, if such are
indicated to him by the understood will of Heaven,
;

'

'

:

'

(Chinese)
as in the case of the ancient rulers ; or he may, like
some of them, be condemned, by his own moral
delinquency, to surrender the powers and dignities
to which, hiunanly speaking, his former virtues
entitled him.
His ideal destiny may assign him a
potential longevity, which he may reject by voluntary suicide. It is only when his nature is cultivated so as to correspond with the ideal that he
can fulfil his ideal destiny.
He discovers his
destiny by performance of the eternal law of

Right, and thus Mencius, when asked 'Did Heaven
confer its appointment on Shun with specific injunctions ? replied ' No, Heaven does not speak,
it simply showed its will by his personal actions
and conduct of aflTairs.' By this means Shun was
declared to be 'the man after God's o^vn heart,'
by the conferring of the Imperial dignity upon
him.
The ideal destiny is limited or determined, in
the sense that none can reach a higher standard
than that appointed for him. In the case of some,
that appointed limit may not permit him to rise
above the lowest levels of human attainment ; in
other cases it may allow the happy recipient to
secure the position of assessor with the Deity.'
recent pronouncement by a Confucian writer states
that ' Confucius emphatically denies that all men
may be made good (Lim Boon Keng, in China, Jan.
Man may represent an early stage
1912, p. 515).
in the evolutionary process which, in course of
time, may produce a sage but, in his own person,
he can have no hope of reaching that proud position, though he may rejoice in the privilege of
advancing the process by strict attention to the
limited sphere of his own responsibilities. He may,
on the other hand, inherit a noble destiny, and not
only fail to attain it, but by his failure retard the
evolutionary process, and bring about a condition
of atavism.
The reticence of Con4. The Chucian school.
fucius with reference to ming gave his later
expositors the opportunity of elaborating theories
of their own ; and their materializing tendencies
are reflected in the Doctrine of the Mean, attributed
to Tsze-sze, a grandson of Confucius, wbo was also,
to a great extent, the inspirer of Mencius.
further development is observable in the writings
of Chu-hsi (Chucius) (A.D. 1130-1200), who depraves
Destiny by explaining it as meaning simply Nature,
and Nature as equivalent to Principle, whether
existing in the natures of men or beasts. In other
words, men and beasts inherit their individual
natures, which constitute each of them a law unto
himself but, since Nature, or Principle, may become deflected, an outside standard is necessary for
correction of morals, viz. Tao, or the Way ; and
Kiao, or ' instruction,' which is furnished by sages
and teachers. It should be borne in mind that
Chucius was largely influenced by Buddhistic
opinions, and that the doctrine of karma, no
doubt, afiected his treatment of the subject ; and,
since Chucius is admitted to be the most popular
exponent of the Confucian school at the present
time, it is not surprising that the Chinese should
be represented as thorough believers in fatalism.
To the latter fact has been credited the universal
'

A

'

'

;

—

A

;

'

'

traffic

in astrology, fortune-telling, clairvoyance,

mesmerism, necromancy, palmistry, physiognomy,
the planchette, and the use of nostrums and charms,
all with a view to discovering and influencing one's
destiny.
For, though the Chinese may sometimes
appear to disclaim belief in a predestined and
irrevocable fate, and express contempt for the
methods by which an equivocal decree is supposed
to be adjusted or evaded, it is evident, from many
expressions in common use, that they are obsessed
with the idea that an unalterable fate attends certain courses of action, and that the only way to

:

'
:

PATE

(Egyptian)

obviate that destiny is to refrain from entering
upon such courses and thus the ignorant masses,
who cannot attain to that state of enlij'litonment
where individual destiny is understood, flock to the
charlatans who profess to lift the veil which hides
the future, so that the inquirer may learn the fate
whicli tlireatens him, and take steps to escape it.
Chinese history,
5. Historical illustrations.
;

—

especially in its earlier periods, abounds in references to the Decree by which kings reigned, and
which was unalterable so long as individuals and

dynasties exhibited that congruity with the will
of Heaven which justified their appointment
established their fortunes.

and

An

early instance is supplied in connexion with the tripods of
Yii (2205-2197 B.C.), of which it is said ; * Their weight depended
upon the virtue of the man who endeavoured to lift them. If
't was slight, they were heavy and immovable ; but if great, they
were as light as a feather.' These tripods were given, it was
believed, * by the direct interference of Heaven
.
.
and none
could possess them except bv its will.' Fu-kien, king of the
State of Ts'in (4th cent. A.D.), said, with reference to the methods
suggested for the repression of a suspected rebel, * To whomsoever Heaven has decreed to give the kingdom, tliat man shall
.

have
it.'

it, and not all the wisdom or might of this world can prevent
In the following century Siau-tau, a military commander

under Ming-ti, was generally regarded as a man whom Heaven
seemed to nave destined for a throne
and the chronicles of the
time show that, in spite of the machinations of the court against
him, he ultimately succeeded in founding the dynasty of Ts'i,
over which he ruled with the title of Kau ti. During an outbreak of plague in Shensi, at the end of the 6th cent., so great
a condition of panic was created that the sick were utterly
ab.indoned by their relatives through fear of infection, and confidence was not restored until Sin-kung, the local governor,
having cared for the afBicted in his own residence, gave them
back to their relatives when convalescent, with the words, Life
and death are in the hands of Heaven. Why are you afraid of
infection ?
When the consort of Ta'i-tsung was about to die
(a.d. 637), she heard that steps were being taken to secure the
prolongation of her life by an appeal to Heaven, and, calling her
eon, the prime mover in the matter, to her bedside, said
Our
life is in the hands of Heaven
and, when it decides that we
shall die, there is no mortal power that can prolong it.' The
Emperor Ta'i-tsung himself, at a later period (a.d. 645), in view
of the disasters which menaced his throne, proposed a general
massacre of the ladies of his harim, because it was prophesied
that from amongst them a queen should arise who would exterminate the royal house of T'ang but he was dissuaded from
adopting such a course by Li-fung, who assured him that the
coming evente were ordained by Heaven, and that, though he
might destroy every individual in the palace. It would raise up
another to carry out Its sovereign will. When Chang Shih-kieh,
a faithful general of the Sung dynasty (A.D. 1280), was threatened
with shipwreck, he refused to save himself by attempting to
beach his ship, saying, When one Emperor perished, I set up
another he also has disappeared and now to-day I meet this
great storm surely it must be the will of Heaven that the Sung
dynastyshould perish.' Noorhachu, the founder of the Manchu
dynasty (a.d. 1616), assumed the name of Ti'en Ming= By decree
of Heaven,' as his royal title on the establishment of the new
'

'

;

'

'

:

*

;

;

'

;

;

;

'

dynasty.

—

Proverbial references. The Chinese view
with regard to the interposition of Destiny, as
illustrated in the preceding, is confirmed by the
everyday language of the people. ' All is Destiny
is a phrase which is constantly heard.
'Turn,
turn, turn, life is fixed,' is a proverb which represents the strumming of the fortune-teller's
guitar, and expresses the futUity of man's efforts
to change his lot.
Nothing proceeds from the
machinations of man, one's whole life is planned
by Destiny,' conveys a similar lesson. Other common phrases thus express it
6.

'

your fate to gain wealth, you will at last possess it
if it is your fate not to have wealth, do not use violence to get
it.'
If fated to have sons, what matters it early or late?'
*A
man's disease can be cured, but not his fate.'
Ill-gotten gains
will not enrich those whose fate it is to be poor.'
Planning
matters pertains to man, completing matters pertains to
*

If it is
'

'

'

Heaven.' ' Man contrives. Heaven decrees,' i.e. ' Man proposes.
Heaven disposes.* ' Heaven decrees happy unions,' i.e. ' Marriages are made in Heaven.' * Everything depends on Heaven
and Fate, and not on man.' ' All the plans of man are unequal
to the one fixed determination of Heaven.'

—

The doctrine of Fate in
7. Popular literature.
works of fiction is well illustrated in such selections
from Chinese literature as Strange Stories from a
Chinese Studio (see Lit. below) and the Book of
Fate is frequently referred to as being consulted
;

'

'

in order to discover
VOL. V. 50

—

the terms of one's lease of

life.
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The inevitablenosH of Fate is tacitly accepted by
the Cliinese people, and finds constant illuHtration
in their otherwise inexplicable carelessness in the
controlof fire, which sometimesdevastatesenornioos
areas the neglect of proper precautions against
;

flood,

which

been known to inundate whole

lias

counties ; and similar remissness in connexion with
the outbreak of plague, pestilence, and famine,'
or even personal afflictions, such as abnormal
growths or deformities. The whole tendency of
Taoism, which, though sadly depraved by its
niodern representatives, is, nevertheless, a powerful
influence among the thinking classes, may well lie
described as fatalistic, inculcating, as it does, that
absolute compliance with the Tao, or Course of
Nature,' which precludes the stirrings of ambition,
and deprecates all restless striving in the direction
of self-advancement, whether by virtue of one's
individual merits, or by sedulous attention to the
desires of the higher or even the highest powers,
including the gods themselves.
In conclusion, it may be said that, on this subject, as in the case of many others, the Chinese
appear to be able to harmonize what might seem to
Westerners to be conflicting and contradictory
opinions.
They express belief in an unalterable
destiny, and yet speak of the possibility of evading
that destiny, of a fate which is unaffected by
outside agencies, whilst at the same time they
seek by every means to anticipate the decree by
recourse to horoscopes, fortune-tellers, etc. The
explanation is supplied by the theory that the
debased may surrender the good fortune in store
for them, for Heaven has the right to annul a
destiny which proves to be too good for its intended
recipient.
The ignorant may be unaware of the
destiny which Heaven intends for them, and thus
neglect to qualify for their predestined lot. Only
complete sincerity can attain to the foreknowledge
of Heaven's appointment
only he who fashions
his life in accordance with the Way can hope to
gain the highest places which beneficent Heaven
has to bestow. Death is unalterably fixed in the
case of all men, and this belief gives rise to that
extraordinary resignation with which the Chinese
accept the death penalty but one's lot in life is,
to a large extent, in one's own hands happiness
may be secured, and calamity averted, by living in
accordance with Tao, as set forth in the Confucian
classics ; for, as the proverb says,
If Heaven
'

'

:

'

'

;

;

'

should weary my body,
my heart at ease.'

I

must

set it off

by putting

Literature. —J. Legge, Chinese Classics, London, 1861 J.
MacGowan, Hist, of China, do. 1897 H. A. Giles, Strange
Stories from a Chinese Studio, do. 1909 J. Doolittle, Social
Life of the Chinese, New York, 1867 A. H. Smith, Proverbs
and Common Sayings of the Chinese, Shanghai, 1888, also
Chinese Characteristics, New York, 1900.
;

;

;

;
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—

(Egyptian). The Egyptians had a very
definite notion of Fate or Destiny, which was personified as the deity Shai. The word for destiny,'
Sau, later Sai (shai), is derived from the verb Sa,
'

' decide,'
' define,'
the German bestimmen ; Sai,
therefore, = ' was bestimmt ist,' as in the verse,
' Es
ist bestimmt in Gottes Rath, Dass man vora
Besten was man hat, Muss scheiden, ja scheiden ;
Sai = ' y/hat must be,' unavoidable Fate.
find
it in this sense always : even the heresy of
'

We

Akhenaten did not deny Fate, and the word
occurs in the inscriptions of his high priest Merir'a
at el-Amarna (1370 B.C.).
prominent example
of its use is in the inscription of Amasis describing the overthrow of Apries at Momemphis

A

(560 B.C.):
'The land was traversed as by the blast of a tempest, destroying their ships [i.e. those of the Greek allies of Apries],
abandoned by the crews. The [Egyptian] people aocomplished
their fate [that of the Greeks] killing their prince [Apries] on
his couch, when he had come to repose in his cabin.'
;

;

:
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(Greek and Roman)

Naturally, unavoidable fate was regarded

as

Sai can mean this without qualification.
In the ' Israel-Stela ' of Merenptah (1230
B.C.), which records the ravaging of Palestine by
the Egyptians and the destruction of Israel, the
word is ' determined ' by the ideograph of a
devouring dog an evil animal was destiny
Death was the destiny of all, whether the rich
man who built himself a pyramid of granite, or the
poor fellah meskln who died of heat and labour

evil fate,

and

:

!

on the canal-dyke or

gisr,

with none but the

fish

was an evil destiny, death, and,
when one thought upon it, one was disturbed, and
tears came to the eyes the very thought of death
was pain and grief never would one come back
from the tomb to see the sun. So said his soul to
to see

him

It

die.

;

;

in the curious dialogue translated
by Erman ; but the man himself, seeking rest from
the wickedness of the world, saw in death no evil
fate, but rather a glorious one, since, when dead,
he would become a ' living God,' who would accompany R'a in his sun-ship through the sky, allseeing and all-knowing, and able to punish evildoers.
So ' Tired-of-Life ' rebuked his soul, and
so the common fate of man appeared to the religious, then as now, rather a good than an evil
destiny, and ' That-which-must-be ' (Sai) was deprived of his terrors. He ceased to be the Devourer, and became, instead, the Benefactor.
Shai now appears, in late times, as a popular
deity in the form of a serpent, the animal which
had become the emblem or image of any and every
'

Tired-of-Life

preserving rather the altered and later agathodsemouic signification of the word.
Literature. — On the derivation of the word 6ai, see H.
Brugsch, Sierogl. Worterb. Leipzig, 1867-82, Suppl. p. 1219
on the divinity, Book of the Dead, ch. cxxv. Book of Traversing
Eternity (ed. E. v. Bergmann, Vienna, 1877, 1. 73, 46, n. 69)
G. Steindorff, Zl, 1890, p. 61; and H. R. HaU, PSBA
xxvii. (1905) 87-89, where references to inscriptions quoted are
given, except that of Amaais (Daressy, RT xnii. 1£E., tr. Hall
from Daressy's Egyp. text in Oldest Civilization of Greece, 1901,
appendix, p. 323 f. J. H. Breasted, Anc. Records, Chicago,
1906-07, iv. 996 fli.) and the 'Dialogue of the Man Tired of
Life with his Soul,' for which see A. Hrman, Gesprach eines
Lebensmiiden mit seiner See\e,' ABAW, Tiibingen, 1896. For
Shai in the magical papyri, see F. LI. GrifiGth, Stories of the
High Priests of Memphis, Oxford, 1900, p. 54 Griffith and
Thompson, Magical Papyrus of London, London, 1909, p. 185.
On the Hathors, see A. Erman, Dia Udrchen des Papyrus
;

;

;

'

;

deity otherwise unprovided with an animal-form.
religious reasons connected with the idea of
death, as mentioned above, and for euonymous
reasons too, no doubt, Bestiny gradually comes to
be regarded as a beneficent rather than a maleficent demon, and eventually in Roman times develops into the good angel of mankind and is
translated into Greek as 'AyaBoSal/j-tiiy. When the
priests wanted to call the Emperor Antoninus Pius
'
the good genius of Egypt, they wrote p-iai n
Kemet, which to their predecessors of a thousand
years earlier could have meant nothing but the
evil destiny of Egypt
At Dendur in Nubia the
local god Petisis is similarly called p-Sai Enthur,
'the AyaSoSal/iav (not the Jiotpa) of Dendur.' It
is in his capacity of protecting daemon that we
find the serpent Shai, wearing the crowns of a
Pharaoh and bearing the caduceus of Hermes and
the thyrsus of Dionysos (a true type of the Mischkunst of the time), represented on either side of
the inner doorway of the great family catacomb
at Kom esh-Shu^afa at Alexandria, which dates
from the 2nd cent. A.D. In the 3rd cent, magical
papyri we find Shai as the agathodcemon, the
spirit of good rather than of bad luck
in a
the great Shai
love - charm he is invoked as
who makes magic for the great (goddess) Triphis,
Triphis (t-ripe{t)), 'the
the lady of Koou.'
princess,' was a form of Hathor, the goddess of
love, who also from the earliest times had been
connected with the idea of Fate : ' the seven
Hathors' foretell the destiny of a child at its
birth as early as the Vth dynasty.
The name of
compound personal
Shai was now very popular
appellations: thus we find Senpsais ('Daughter
of Shai'), Tapsais ('She who belongs to Shai'),
Petepsais (' He whom Shai hath given '), and so
forth.
As the Good Spirit, he was now regarded
as watching over the safety of the crops, and
appears as a male counterpart of the corn-goddess
Ernute (Thermuthis). Such is the history of an
Egyptian godling. By this time the word Sai had
probably lost entirely its original signification of
what is determined,' ' destiny unavoidable.' It
does not occur in this sense in Coptic, in which
u;&Y (i<^") means 'good,' 'pleasant,' 'proper,' thus

For

'

'

!

'

:

'

FATE (Greek and Roman). —Fate is the counterpart of Fortune (q.v.). They are two ways of looking at life ; both are essentially connected with
man. From the point of view of Fortune all is
indeterminate ; from the point of view of Fate all
is determined.
T^d Fate, like Fortune, attains to
deity before our eyes during the course of Greek
literature.
From the first the idea of a predetermined order of destiny in the affairs of man was
present to the mind of Hellas, and was fostered by
the belief in oracles.
Fatum a fando, says Augustine (de Civ. Dei, v. 9).
Fate is by derivation that
which has been spoken,' with the implication that
it shall be fulfilled.
The nearest verbal equivalent
to this in Greek is rh xpeiix, since that is connected
with the appropriate word for the answer of an
oracle ; cf. Eur. Hipp. 1256
'

'

'

oiiS' e<rTt

r arroAAay^.l

fioCpa^ tov xpeiav

a great variety of ways in which the
idea of Fate may be expressed in Greek e.g. aTa-a,

But there

is

:

rb
&lMp,

atai/j,ov, atffifiov ^/tap, fioipa, fj.6pos, fxbpffi^ov,

^/lap, aliiiv /idpffi/ios, ixoipi&iov

fj-ov, ii6p(Xi.iiov

Tat, etfiapTo, elfiapfiivov,

i)

Saifiojv.

Homer.

fj.6p<ri'

et/xap-

elfiappi^vT], ir^-trpojraij iriTrporro,

TTCTpiOfi^voVf TreTrpwfjUvTj iiolpa,

ij

TretrpojfjL^VTj, Ki^p, Krjpes,

— The

idea of Fortune (rixv), sis
has pointed out, is unknown
The latter
to Homer, but not so the idea of Fate.
is everywhere present both in the Hiad and in the
Odyssey, though the three Fates as mythological
persons are not yet to be found. Motpa in Homer
is always singular, except in Jl. xxiv. 49
I.

Macrobius

{Sat. v. 16)

:

rXttrhv

yap Motpat 6vfiov 64(Tav

av9punroL(TLV.

MoTpa is the abstract noun from p.dpea-8ai, so that
the idea underlying it is that of some Power which
may conjecture
apportions to man his destiny.
that the same meaning attaches also to Ala-a, which
is used convertibly with Moipa

We

:

ov yip Tt9 ft' iirrep auirav avrjp 'A'iSt wpoiiif/ef
5* ouTtfa <^Tj^t ne^vyp-evov ep.p.evat. avSpup.
Od. V. 113-115 : ou yap oi rfjS' alo-a ^iK<av aiTOVoa-^LV oXeirOai,
aX\' 6TC 01 fJiolp' ecTTi i^iXous T iSeetv Kal tKeadai
oIkov es v>p6po^ov Kal erjV €5 irarpCSa yaxay.
487 (.

II. vi.

:

p-oipav

Ahifiov occurs in
ui ov Tot

and

II.

iroTap.tZ

at<Tip.ov fjiiap

xxi. 291

:

ye BafLrfp-evat aitritt6v etrriv,

in II. viii. 72, xxi. 100."

MApo! stands to Moipo in the relation of effect to
cause, and is therefore less liable to personification :
11. xil.

An

m

'

H. R. HaLL.

Westcar, Berlin, 1891.

'

421

:

ev vv roi otfia Kal avrby, a pjai

example of

p.6p(niJ.ov is 11. v.

p.6po<;

674 f

.

svdaS' oXeVdtu.
:

ovS' ap' 'OSutreriir firyoA^Topi pi6p<Tip.ov ^ec
l<fj9tp.ov Atby vloy anOKTa^Lev ofet xoAkw,

of ii6p(Tiixov fniap, H. xv. 613 ; Od. x. 175. vw Si
\€vya\^(p dav6.Ttp etputpro oKuvai occurs in II. xxi,
281 and in Od. v. 312.

and
fi€

and its cognates come from the root
which means provide,' and so convey the
same idea as ptdpos of something predetermined.
HixpitiTai

'

TTop-,

329 : a^0u> yap ireirpoiToi ojLtoiTjX' yalar epevtrat.
308 f. : Zeiy /xey irov rriye oT5e Koi aSavarot. 0eol oAAoi,
oinroTepw BavaTOto T«Ao5 irejrpw/teVov eoTtl'.

II. xviii.

n.

lii.

1 Cf. Here. Fur. 311 ; Elect. 1301 ; Iph.
3 Cf. oracle of Bacis, in Herod, ix. 43.

Taur. 1486

;

Bac. 618.

—

;

PATE
In II. xvi. 441 f. ( = xxii. 179 f.) n-nrpuij.ivoi'
of the victim of fate, meaning foredoomed
'

dv6pa 6tnYrbv iovra, TroAat

;

(Greek and Roman)
is

used

'

on its sinister side,
with death.

in

—

TTuis

:

:

SffB

H. XX. 127

with both Fortune and Fate.

vtrrtpov auTff xi irtitrtrtu Surtra oi AT^a
cTTc'injo-f AiVy, ore fxiv Wxe p^TTjp,

ytiVOfUvtii

and in

derive it from BaUiv in the sense of ' divide,'
'distribute,' brings it into line with the conceptions already treated of.
In the Miad there are a number of expressions,
such as inrip fioipav (xx. 336), irnkp /idpov (xx. 30,
xxi. 517), iw^piiopa (ii. 155), vTip at<rav (vi. 487,
xvi. 780), Kal i-rrip Ai&s a!a-at> (xvii. 321), Kal inrip
6e6v (xvii. 327), which seem to imply that man
could on occasions overpass Fate. But except in
xvi. 780—

—

we

are never told that he does overpass it. The
rest of the passages are conditional, and some god always steps in in time to save the credit of Fate. The
one passage, then, which runs counter to the rest
may either be set down as hyperbolical or referred
to the same range of thought as displays itself in
the Odyssey (i. 32-36), where a sort of compromise
is effected between Fate and free will.
Some evUs,
we are led to suppose, come from the gods, whereas
there are others which men bring upon themselves
by their own infatuation for instance, the death
of iEgisthus. This is a sound judgment, to which
common sense responds. There are sorrows against
which no wisdom or virtue can guard, while there
are others which are clearly traceable to one's own
fault.
But even in the Iliad the fatalism of the
poet is not rigid, but admits of alternatives. Had
Patroclus heeded the warning of Achilles, he
would have escaped the evil fate (KTJpa) of black
death (xvi. 685 ff.); and Achilles himself has an
alternative destiny death and immortal glory at
Troy or an inglorious old age at home (ix, 410-

—

—

416).

As men in the Iliad are often on the verge of
transgressing Fate, so Zeus now and again entertains thoughts of setting it aside, but never actually
does so. He sheds tears of blood over his own
son Sarpedon (xvi. 431-461), but leaves him to his
fate he pities Hector, but does not save him (xxii.
168-185). The public opinion of the skies is against
;

such an example. Fate is after all AiAs oliro, and
Zeus is true to himself. Even when he has been
entrapped into an oath by Hera, he keeps it, though

own

to his

cost (xix. 95-133).

The general

atti-

tude of Zeus is shown by the impartial way in
which he holds the scales of battle (viii. 69-74,
xxii. 209-213), leaving the fates {ainfiov

ij/tap)

of the

combatants to decide the matter by their own
weight, the heavier to go down to Hades. Vergil
has caught the Homeric spirit when he says {./En. x.
112

f.):

* rex Juppiter omnibus idem.
Fata viam invenient.'
It was the metaphor of spinning the web of destiny
to men at their birth which brought into being the
mythological persons called the Motpoi. But the
gods in Homer do the work of Fate themselves.

Zeus does the spinning in Od.

iv.

207

f.

w re Kpoviuv
oA)3oF cttikAuIctt) yape'oVTi re "yetvopeVw

II.

xxiv. 209

f.

by Moipa

:

Tff.

6' oit TToOt

AcVw, ore

:

Moipa

p.tv

KpaTotrj

tckov aurij-

We have only
Moipai,

and

to pluralize this in order to get the
towards this we are helped by Od. vii.

196 f.:
tv6a

To

p vTrep alaav 'A\atoi t^eprepoi f/aav

f.

:

cir/KAwrrv t4 yt 8eUiu»¥,
by Alcro :
oi

-yetyopeVtii ijTevTj(Te

^A6e5, 'OSuo-ev; ti9 toi xoxbr cxpae 5aiu.tov
^e Saifiofoi alati KaKT} Kal afleVipaTOS olfoy.

*cai TiiTe Srj

yap

Ttjj

II. xviii. 535 :
*Epi9, iv 55 Kv£oi^2>$ opt'Xeoi', iv 6' oAotj K^p.l

Od. X. 64
Od. xi. 61

Pporolaiv

in Od. i. 17, iii. 208, viii. 579, xi. 139, xx. 196.
In Od. xvi. 64, however, the gods are relieved of
Cti

sometimes used simply in the sense
ii. 352, iii. 32
a sense in

of death, as in II. i. 228,
which it is personified in
Aalfiuy has affinities

fl#ol SftXotirt

and

the task by Sal/xuv

oAA' ifii fxiv Krjp
f. :
attiiitxave irTvyepTJ, ^irep Xa^e yeiv6^et'6v irep.
II. xvi. 687 ; KTipo. Koicnv fj.t\avoi 6ava.TO\.o.
II. ii. 884 : *c^pes -yap ayov uMayot flamroio.
Od. xi. 171 : n'r vv ue lojp <2a/xcu7<r« TainjXry^os flai/aroto ;

iv 6"

;

&s ydp intKAutrayro

II. xxiii. 78

is

often it is done by the gods generally, as in
xxiv. 525 f.

e$ava\vaai

Kijp and KTjpes represent Fate
and so are generally associated

/ci)p

More
II.

irflirptu/xcVof aZ<rp

aip c'de'Xeic Oai'aTOio &vtrfixeoi

Hence

787

eireiTa

S'

TreitrtTcu. acrtra ot attra Korot «Aai0e's
yet;/o/tc'l'a)

re ^opeloi

tnjtravTO AiVcgj, 5t« fltv riKt pLrJTnp.

So far then Homer has brought us. There are
stern spinning- women who spin to men their destiny
at birth.
2. Hesiod, etc.
By the time of Hesiod these
stern spinsters have been supplied with the apEropriate names of KXw^tu, Aaxfcrt?, and "ArpoTroj,
avmg reference severally to the thread of liie, to
allotment, and to inevitability. It is now definitely their function to dispense good and ill to
mortals at their birth ; cf. Theog. 218 f.

—

:

aire Pporoltri
yeivofiivoitri

fitfioCffti'

ex*'** iyafltJi' re

koxov re.

Thus Zeus is relieved of the great responsibility
which we find imposed upon him in II. xxiv. 527532.

As the Fates have now become persons, we expect
to hear of their genealogy.

But the accounts are

When they are first introduced to us
in the Theogony (211-219), we are told that they
are the daughters of Night without a father. But
on a second mention (901-906) we learn that they
are the daughters of Zeus and Themis, and held
in the highest honour by their wise-counselled sire.
Plato, who is a prose-poet, makes them daughters
of Necessity (Rep. 617 C). Cicero (de Nat. Dear. iii.
§ 44), following ' the old genealogists,' makes Night
the mother of the Parcce, but supplies them with
a father in Erebus. According to the Orphic
theogony, as represented in Atnenagoras (18 B),
Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos were daughters
of Heaven and Earth, and sisters of the hundredhanded giants and of the Cyclopes.
Hesiod (Theog. '2,\Si-'2Z2) mentions the Moipoi in
such close connexion with the K^pes that what is
said of one may be intended to apply to the other.
what is said of the K^pes woidd serve for a
description of the Furies :
<u r* av^pSiv re QeSiv re TrapoL^axria^ i^irowtu
conflicting.

Now

oufiejroTe AiJ-yovcrt 6ea). fieifoio x<^Aoio,
irpiv y aTTO Tt3 Suuo-t koktiv ottiv, os tis afidprp.

In this way a connexion might seem to be set up
at starting between the Fates and the Furies
and it is worth noting that Pausanias (ii. 11. § 4)
mentions incidentally how at Sicyon the same rites
were paid to the Fates as to the Furies. There
was a one day's festival every year with a sacrifice
of sheep with young, a libation of mead, and
flowers, but not garlands.
The fact that the Fates are essentially concerned
with human life, and are naturally most prominent
in connexion with its two great terms of birth
and death, has led a modem writer (L. Schmidt)
to the conjecture that there were at one time two
Fates, not three that Fate, in fact, passed through
the numbers of singular, dual, and plural. But
the passages from late authors by which this
conjecture is supported do not seem to justify
it.
Thus Pausanias (x. 24. § 4) mentions that
in the shrine at Delphi there stood two statues
'
of Moipai, but he immediately adds
and instead
of the third of them there stood by them Zeus
;

—

:

J

The

line occurs also in Hes. Sc. 156

with eOvv^ov for

op-CKtov.

:

:

FATE
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.

.

'

;

(Paus.

viii. 21. § 2).

And

again in the Eutnenides (962) the Moipai
are addressed as ixTp-poKajiyvriTai. of the Furies
doubtless with reference to the account in Hesiod
of both triplets being the unfathered oifspring of
Night.
The metaphor from spinning, which is
rare in the Tragedians, occurs in Eumen. 335 in

connexion with Moipa.

The
though

belief in oracles is assailed by Euripides,
in such a way as to 'save the face' of

Loxias.
El. 399

f.

Aof tov yap

:

;

'

'

;

(Pyth. iv. 454), p.6piij.os vl6s (01. ii. 70, of
CEdipus), and lays down broadly t6 ye ii6p(n.p.ov ai
TrapipvKTov (Pyth. xii. 52).
This gnome
3. The Greek tragedians,
etc.
might be taken as the key-note of Greek Tragedy.
Quite apart from the curse of inherited sin, as in
the house of Pelops, man is represented in the
Tragedians as the victim of some awful, unseen
Eower, which foredooms him to disaster. It has
een said that there is less of this in Euripides
than in jEschylus or Sophocles. But it is from the
Orestes of Euripides (976-981) that we take the
following lines
Te tear-drown'd, toiling tribes,
Whose life is but a span,
Hfiap

—

'

Behold how Fate, or soon or late,
Upsets the hopes of man
In sorrow still your changing state
Must end as it began.'
' Pray
not at all,' says the chorus in Sophocles'
Antigone (1337 f.) to Creon, 'since there is no release for mortals from predestined calamity.' Greek
!

Tragedy

is believed by many to culminate in the
(Edipiis Tyrannus, and there, too, the idea of
Fate attains its zenith. CEdipus is like a fly in a
spider's web ; the more he struggles to escape, the
'
faster does Fate entangle him.
Awful, says

Sophocles (Ant. 951), 'is the mysterious power of
Fate.' It is perhaps a sense of this awfulness that
makes the Tragedians, though they speak sometimes of ' Fates in the plural, refrain from using
the proper names of the goddesses. The thing \vith
them is too serious for mythology. They were
studying life as they found it, in tne same spirit
as that in which we study the laws of Nature.^
In the Prometheus Vinctus it is darkly hinted
that Zeus himself is subject to Destiny, and that
'

secret of

Fate which

^vill

eventually effect his deliverance (511-525).
In
iEschylus the connexion between the Fates and the
Furies comes out strongly.
Who then,' asks the
chorus, turns the rudder of Necessity ? to which
the answer is (ib. 516)
'

'

'

logical tendency of this would be to upset
the belief in Fate, which is so intimately connected
with prediction. But, as a matter of fact, Euripides,
like the other tragedians, is permeated through
and through with a belief in Fate.
Take, for

instance.
Rhesus 634 f

.

:

ovk av fiwoto toO Trtirptup-ivov ir\eoy.
TOVTOV fie TTOos <rij^ ^eipoy ou fie'jtiis 9av€tv.

Herac. 615 /idptri/ia 6' ourt (fmyeiv Gepj.^,
Here. Fur. 311
XPT yap oiiSets jutj xp^^" ^tret ttotc.
Ipk. Taur. 1486 to yap XP^"*!/ ct-oO re leal 9€uiv Kparel.
:

;

In .iEschylus (Prom. Vine. 936) and in the Rhesus,
which the present writer believes to be the work
of Euripides, a new power, bearing a close resemblance to Fate, makes its appearance upon the
scene.
This power is ASpiareia. She is by some
identified with Nemesis, in agreement with which
it is the custom to propitiate her before dangerous
utterances (Plato, Bep. 451
Eur. Eh. 342, 468),
while others regard Adrasteia as another name for
Atropos (Schol. ad Plato, Eep. 451 A), and the philosophers frankly identify her with Fate in general
(Plato, Phmdr. 248 C Ar. Mund. vii. 5 Stob. Eel.
i.
According to CaUisthenes (Strabo, xiii.
188).
588), the name is due to the accident that the first
statue of Nemesis was set up by Adrastus ; but
the more usual derivation is perhaps the true one,
which takes the name to indicate the impossibility
of escape from the goddess (SriTep ovk dv ns avrT)p
airoSpdaeiev, Schol. on Eep. 451 A).
Nemesis, herself a goddess of distribution (i-e^-),
is akin to Moipa (p.ep-), and has at the same time
affinities with Fortune, who has managed to appropriate her wheel (see FORTUNE [Gr.]). Herodotus,
with his notion of a jealous god (iii. 40), is full of
the idea of some power which brings disaster upon
men, not because they are wicked, but simply because they are fortunate, like Polycrates, or because,
like Croesus, they think themselves so (i. 34).
In
Herodotus (i. 91) we find a strong assertion of the
omnipotence of Fate, where the Pythia declares
to Croesus that it is impossible even for a god to
escape destiny (t^v TreirpojfievTjv fioipav dbvvara itrrt
airoifivyieiv Kal Se(J).
Yet, even so, there is a certain
amount of elasticity allowed to Fate, for Loxias
claims that he had induced the Moipat to postpone
the faU of Sardis for three years. How difierent
is this theologian's acquaintance with the hand of
God in history from the cahn positivism of Thucydides
And now strongly does his ready belief in
oracles (viii. 77, 96) stand contrasted with the sceptical remarks of the later historian (Thuc. ii. 54) as
to the way in which predictions get accommodated
to current events
The phrase used by Demosthenes in a famous
passage of the de Corona (p. 296, § 205) rbv rfji
elp.apfj^vT]s Kal rbv airrbp-aTov Bavarov
indicates the
same mental attitude as that of the author of the
Odyssey, in distinguishing between things which
are due to Destiny and those which come about
through man's free agency
He who regards himself as born only for his parents,' says the orator,
'awaits his appointed and natural end,' whereas
he who thinks that he is bom also for his country
will die rather than see her enslaved.
Cicero, in
an equally famous utterance (Phil. i. § 10), has an
echo of this, or of the iwkp p.6pov of the Odyssey
'

A

1 On this title of Zeus, see Paus. v. 16.
§ 4, viii. 37. § 1.
At
Megara there was a statue, made partly by Phidias, with the
Moipat above the head of Zeus, on which Pausanias (i. 40. § 3)
remarks 6ii\o 5e iratrt ttjv ireirptufjifVjjv fx6v<ii oi TreiOetrOat.
2 For this remark the writer is indebtecl to Professor E. A.
:

;

;

;

'

'

'

'

!

—

:

Mot/iot rpifLopii}oi fj-v^iiovei t 'Epii'uej,

Sonnenschein.

e/xn-eSot

XfnftTimi, PpOTW*' 5e /iai/Tt#n)V X'Wpeti' ew.

The

:

Pindar has Moipa in the singular (Nem. vii. 84)
and in the plural (01. xi. 65, Pyth. iv. 259, Isth.
V. 25) ;
also Seou Moipa (01. ii. 37)
he has two
mentions of Clotho (01. i. 40, Isth. v. 25), one of
Lachesis (01. vii. 118), but none of Atropos, though
he speaks of 'K.\w6<b and her sister Moipoi
he also
enriches the vocabulary of Fate with some new
expressions, such as ai'uy /idpji/ios (01. ii. 20), fiotpiSiop

Prometheus knows a

—

(Greek and Roman)

Muiragetes^ and Apollo Moiragetes.' Again, in
Plutarch (Mor. 474 B, Tranq. An. 15), where SiTTal
/loTpai nal Salfioves are spoken of, the
Tiv€!
context shows that the reference is not to the
Fates proper at all, but to the Good and Evil
Daemon. The same author says (Mor. 385 C, de
ei apud Delph. 2) that the two Fates at Delphi
were intended to awake inquiry, since three were
everywhere usual {iravraxoO TpiCjv vo/j.L^ofUvojv). That
the Fates should figure among birth-goddesses is
only what might be expected. Pindar {,01. vi. 71)
couples the Moipai. with Eleutho ( = EiXeWwa) at the
birth of lamus, and addresses El\el8via as assessor
of the deep-minded Jiolpai' (Nem. vii. 1), while
Euripides bestows upon the Moipai the epithet of
Xiix<ai (Iph. Taur. 206), and Plato in his poetical
way speaks of Motpa and ^IKeldma in the same breath
{Symp. 206 D) an early poet of Delos, too, gave to
ElXeWvia the epithet of eiWiivos, indicating thereby
her identity with Fate {5ti\ov us tS U.eirpoi/j.ii'Tj rqv
airr-qv), and declared that she was older than Kronos
.

—

!

'

:

:

:

: :

;

PATE

(Greek and Roman)

34 f.), where he says
Multa aiitem inipendere
videntur praeter naturam etiam praeterque fatum.'
Vergil, too, has the same idea when lie speaks of
Dido's death {^n. iv. 696)
(i.

'Nam

quia ncc fato nierita nee tnorte peribat/

In the view of

three writers there

all

is

a course

of destiny, which may yet be infringed by man,
either in the way of glorious self-sacrifice or of
murder or suicide.
The Romans add but little to
4. Roman writers.
the mythology of Fate. Their own birth-goddesses,
of whom one was Parca, were identified under the
generic name of ParccB with the three liiotpai. of
the Greeks. Varro seems to be right for once in
deriving Parca (Parica) from pario.
The name
Morta used by Livius Andronicua in his Odyssey

—

must surely be connected with mors, which makes
look as though Ctesellius Vindex were right, as
against his critic, Anlus Gellius, in taking Morta
it

as the proper name of one Fate, not the generic
of all. Varro, however, gives the Roman
names as Parca, Nona, and Decima, in which
the allusion to birth is obvious (Aul. Gell. iii. 16,
The threeness of the Roman goddesses
§§ 9-11).
may be due merely to their assimilation to the

name

Mo?pai.

The symbolism

of spinning

is

used by TibuUus

KaXet,

(pall)

Hunc

ceclnere diem Parcae fatalia nentes
Stamina, non ulli diesoluenda deo,'
Propertius (IV. vii. 51)
luro ego Fatorum nuUi revolubile stamen,*
*

by

flc

Tragedy— ^/ii

'

said.
Zeno
identified Fate (dimpiUvrj) with Providence (irpbvoM)
and Nature ((piai^y Chrysippus said that 'the
essence of Fate is a spiritual power (S6vap.i.v irvevfiaTiK-fiv) arranging the whole in order.'
He declared
also that Fate is the reason of the universe.'

The unwary reader must not be deceived by Chrysippus*
speaking of Fate as a 'spiritual' power. We mean by spirit
something that is not matter; the Stoics meant by it something that is matter. Augustine uses spiritus vitm to express
spirit' in our senses— that something, itself increate, which
'

creates

all

things.

Posidonius made Fate third from Zeus, Nature
being intermediate between them (Stob. Ed. i.
178).
Antipater said simply that Fate was God.
With regard to this last view, Augustine, who dislikes the

word Fate because of the connexion that had been established
by his time between it and astrology, says, if any one means by
Fate the will or power of God, 'sententiam teneat, linguam
*

corrigat

'

(de Civ. Dei, v.

1).

Pope's 'Universal Prayer'
'

Quondam ego

tentavi Clothoque, duasque sorores,
PoUice quae certo pensa severa trahunt.'

was reserved

(Met. XV. 808-814)
Intrea licet ipsa
molimine vasto

*

Tecta trium, ceraes

Ex aere,

illic

Sororum

rerum tabularia ferro
Quae neque concursum coeli, neque (ulminis tram.
Nee metuunt ullas tuta atque aeterna ruinas.
Invenies illic incisa adamante perenni
Fata

et solido

tui generis.*

—

We turn now to the
5. The philosophers.
treatment of Fate by the philosophers, with whom
the great name for it is ^ diiapiUvri.
Modem
grammarians treat
of

fielpo/j-ai

(

efyapiiai as

= aiaixapiiai)

;

an irregular perfect

but to the ancient philo-

sophers the word was suggestive rather of rip/ids
(= 'series'), as appears from their definitions.
Heraclitus, whose floruit is put at about 503 B.C.,
is reputed to have been the first to employ the term
(limpiiivq.
All things, we are told, took place,
according to that philosopher, Ka8' €lii.apii.irr)v.^ It
was further explained by him, if we may trust
Stobseus (Ed. i. 178), that the essence of Fate
was Reason (XAyos), which pervaded the substance
of the universe.
Here we have the subsequent
doctrine of the Stoics complete already, if it has
not been read into the earlier thinker.
It is in his character of poet rather than as a
philosopher that Plato speaks of Fate. Into the
symbolism of the Vision of Er we need not enter
further than to note that Lachesis is treated as
the eldest of the Fates, since Lachesis stands for
the past, Clotho for the present, and Atropos for
the future (Rep. 617 C
cf. Laws, 960 C ; in the
Peripatetic de Mundo, Atropos stands for the past,
and Lachesis for the future). Everywhere Plato
takes for granted that there is a predetermined
order of destiny, especially in relation to human
afi'airs, without specifying by whom or what it has
been determined. ^ In Phmdo (115 A), Plato makes
Socrates in his last moments allude playfully to
;

1 Dio^. Laert. ix. § 7 ; ttovto. tc yivea&iv. Koff ^HLapii.ivr\v.
See
(rag, Ixiii. in Bywater.
2 The following are some of the passages in which the idea of

Fate comes in
666

A

;

:

Phmdo, 113 A Phxedr. 266 B

Menex. 243

:

E.

spirit of Stoicism
Yet gave

is

instinct with the

:

for the abundant genius of the
last-named poet to contribute to poetic thought
the following fine picture of the archives of Fate
It

Ijiri

and we do not know exactly what he

'

and by Ovid (ad Liv. 239 f.)

ii viu

avTjp rpaytKdt,

i) eltiap/jLivt).
In Gora.
(512 E) his language leads us to think that submission to Fate was a sentiment peculiarly prevalent among women— Triffrei/ffai/ra raU yvfai^h, Sri
TTji- eluapixivTiv oiiS' hi> tU iK<)>ir,oi.
In the bold myth
of the Foliticus he identifies dfiapiih-n with the
'connatural desire' of the universe, when left by
God to its own devices. This is a new light upon
the subject altogether.
It is with the Stoics that the interest in Fate
really begins.
Heraclitus was before his time,

'

viii. 1)

(I.

789

the prominence of Fate in

'

:

:

;

;

Prot. 320 D

;

Rep.

me

dark estate
To see the good from ill
And binding Nature fast in Fate,
in this

Left free the human will.'
the position on which Epictetus is always
insisting.
God's will is certain to come about,
whether we wish it or not. What is in our power
is to make ourselves happy by a cheerful assent to
it, or miserable by a futile resistance.
There is
no doubt that the Stoics held this position. How
they made it good by argument it is not very easy
to see.
But Chrysippus, who was the brain of
Stoicism, seems to have reasoned in this way.
Everything has its antecedent causes ; but we
must distinguish between two kinds of causes
(1) those which are complete and primary, or, in
one word, efficient and (2) those which are adjuvant a,nd proximate. If all causes were of the
first kind, there would be no room anywhere for
freedom but, as some are of the second, there is.
Sense cannot be stirred except by an object striking it but the causes here are of the latter kind,
and do not aSect freedom. Assent lies with ourselves.
If a man gives a kick to a cylindrical
stone, he sets it rolling; but it goes on rolling
because of its own nature. Bad minds, according
to Chrysippus, rush into errors voluntarily
and
it is part of the order of Fate that they should
do so, as being a natural consequence of their badness (Cic. de Fato, §§ 41-43; Aul. Gell. vii. 2).
This does not sound very satisfactory as a vindication of the freedom of the wUl.
Cicero, who had
the works of Chrysippus before him, and who was
a good judge, did not think that he had made
out his case. Neither did he think Epicurus successful, who, in order to leave room in the universe
for free will, had recourse to the hypothesis of a
slight deviation from the perpendicular on the part
of single atoms.
Cicero himself, in his fragmentary de Fato, follows Caineades and the New Academy in denying
Fate altogether. If there were no such thing as
Fate, things would still happen as they do. Nature
and Chance are enough to account for them. The
1 Stob. Ed. i. 178.

That

is

;

;

;

;

2 tl^lap^L4v^li1TTtv o ToO Koo-jitov Aoyo? (Stob. Eel. i. 180).
3 de Civ. Dei, v. 9 : '
et aer iste seu ventus, dicitut
spiritus sed quoniam cornus est, non est soiritus vitae.'

Nam

:

;

FATE
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stone which fell in a cavern on the leg of a brigand
Icadius (the reference is to a story told by Posidonius) would have fallen whether Icadius was
there or not. But in this case, says Cicero, there
is no Fate, because there is no prediction (de Fato,
a remark which brings us to the heart of the
% 5)
matter. For prediction is the stronghold of Fate.
Free will is destroyed, says Cicero, if there be such
a thing as divination (§ 11). This is an argument
which has great power over many minds, but is
nevertheless, fallacious.
For present knowledge
by another of a man's actions is no interference
with his freedom. If, then, it be possible for a
human being to transcend the conditions of time,
and to project himself, or be projected, into the
future, he may see what one is freely doing then,
just as we see what others are freely doing now.
Of course, it may be denied that this is possible
but it cannot be denied that, if it is possible, it
renders prediction compatible with free will.
The Stoic belief in Fate as a continuous chain of
causation is Determinism, not Fatalism. Fatalism
is the belief that a definite event will take j)lace,
whatever happens which is as much a denial of
causation as is a theory of pure chance.
See also the 'Greek' and 'Roman' artt. on

—

;

—

Fortune.
LiTERATORB.

—Cicero,

Aulus Gellius,

viii.

Smith's Diet, of Or.

i.

ie Fato\ Stobasus, Ed. i. 162-192;
ii.
L. Schmidt, art *Moira,' in
Biog. and Mythol., Land. 1864-67.

and

;

and Rom.

—

FATE

St. George Stock.
Skr. language has various

(Hindu). The
equivalents for what we call fate, such as, e.g.,
kala, lit. time,' as leading to events the causes of
which are imperceptible to the mind of man vidhi,
celestial,'
divine,'
ordinance,' ' rule ; daiva,
'divine power or will,' 'destiny,' 'fate,' chance'
adfsta, what is not seen,' i.e. that which is beyond
the reach of observation or consciousness, the acts
done by each soul in former bodies, which acts
exert upon that soul an irresistible power called
adrsta, because felt and not seen ; karman {karma),
work done in a former existence and leading to
inevitable results, fate. Kala, 'time,' is perhaps
the earliest of these terms, occurring, as it does,
in hymns of the Atharvaveda (xix. 63) on the
'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

power and Divine nature of Time, which

is akin to
It is he who drew
Destiny or Divine Ordinance.
Being
forth the worlds and encompassed them.
There is no
their father, he became their son.
other power superior to him.' In a subsequent
period, Kala was sometimes identified with Yama,
the judge of the dead, or represented, together with
Mrtyu, ' Death,' as a follower of Yama, or invoked
as one of the forms of the god Siva. The Maha'

bhdrata, the great epic of India, contains various
tales tending to illustrate the relative importance
of the various agencies of which Fate may be said
to be composed, none perhaps finer than the apologue of the snake (xiii. 1), relating how a boy
was killed by a snake, and the snake, after having
been caught by a hunter, was released by the
boy's mother on the ground of her loss being due
to

Fate alone.

First, the snalie declares its innocence of the boy's death,
Mftyu, the god of death, having used the snake as an instru-

his appearance and
exonerates himself, asserting that Eala, 'Time, has in reality
killed the boy. ' Guided by Kala, I, O serpent, sent thee on this
errand. All creatures, mobile or immobile, in heaven or earth,
are pervaded by this same inspiration of Kala. The whole universe is imbued with the same influence of Eala.'
But Eala
in his turn explains that neither Mj-tyu, nor the serpent, nor he
himself is guilty of the death of any creature. ' The child has
met with death as the result of its karma in the past. We all
are subject to the influence of our respective karma. As men
make from a lump of clay whatever they wish to make, even so
do men attain to various results determined by karm^. As
light and shadow are related to each other, so are men related
to karma through their own actions. Therefore, neither art
thou, nor am I, nor is Mftyu, nor the serpent, nor this old
Brahman lady, the cause of the child's death. He himself is the

ment.

Thereupon M|*tyu himself makes

;

On Eala expounding the matter in this way, the
mother became consoled, and asked the fowler to release

cause here.'
child's

the snake.

The conception of karma is closely connected
with the celebrated Indian theory of transmigration or metempsychosis, which pervades aU post
Vedic religious and philosophical systems of India,
and has continued down to the present day to
exercise a powerful sway over the popular mind.
As observed by Bum (in General Report of the
Census of India, Calcutta, 1903, p. 364), it is a
mistake to suppose that the ordinary Hindu peasant
has practically no belief in the doctrine of transmigration.
The doctrine of Karma is one of the
firmest beliefs of all classes of Hindus, and the fear
that a man shall reap as he has sown is an appreciable element in the average morality.' It is only
in S. India, according to Stuart (ib. p. 264), that
'

Animism is prevalent, the villager's
real worship being ' paid to Mdriamman, the dread
goddess of smallpox and cholera, and to the special
goddess of the village ; and misfortunes are regarded as the work of evil spirits or devils who
must be propitiated. In the same way, a native
observer, G. Sarkar, in his well-known work,
Hindu Law, points out that the doctrine of adrsta,
the mysterious but irresistible power of the acts
done in previous lives, is universally held by the
Hindus as a fundamental article of faith.
the influence of

'

*

Adrsta, or the invisible dual force,

is

the resultant of

all

good and bad deeds, of all meritorious and demeritorious acts
and omissions, done by a person in all past forms of existence
and also in the present life, and it is this odT^ta which determines the condition of every soul, i.e. is the cause of his happiness or misery the state of a living being depends on his own
;

Hindu Law^, Calcutta, 1903, p. 2S0J.
stated by Deussen in his History of
Philosophy that the doctrine of metempsychosis has
governed the Indian mind from the epoch of the
Upanisads down to the present time, and is still
of eminent practical importance, as affording a
popular explanation of the cause of human suffering and operating as a spur to moral conduct. He
quotes a blind Indian Pandit, whom he met in his
travels through India, as replying to a question
put to him concerning the cause of his deficiency
in vision, that it must be due to some fault committed by himself during a previous existence
(Deussen, Allgemeine Geschichte der Philosophie,
past conduct' (G. Sarkar,

And

vol.

so it

i.

pt.

is

ii.

p. 282).

Historically speaking, the belief in metempsychosis and the lasting effects of karma, or action,
as determining the fate of man, makes its first
appearance in one of the Brahmanas, and, in a
more developed form, in the Upanisads. These
philosophical treatises preach a strict determinism,
except in so far aa a man, by recognizing his identity with the eternally free Atman, may be released from the bondage of karma. The germs
of this theory, as supposed by Oldenberg, may be
much older ; and it has been shown by Schrader,
in his suggestive little book, Die Indogermanen
(Leipzig, 1911, p. 148), that the earliest Indo-

European conception of Fate is that of a share
inherited from the mother at the time of birth
the Koman ParccB (from pario), equally with the
Greek W\eWmai and the Slav. Rozdanicy, being Fate
Mothers {Schicksalsmiitter) assisting at every birth.

From Brahmanism the theory
into Buddhism,
tenets.

of

karma passed

and became one of Buddha's leading

'
When a man dies, the khandhas [elements] of which he is
constituted perish, but by the force of his Eamma [Karma] a
new set of khandhas instantly starts into existence, and a new
being appears in another world, who, though possessing different
khandhas and a different form, is in reality identical with the
man just passed away, because his Kamma is the same. Kamma,
then, is the link that preserves the identity of a being through
all the countless changes which it undergoes in its progress
through Samsara' (Childers, Diet, of the Pali Lang., London,

1875, p. 198).

Jainism, the rival religion of Buddhism, agrees

;;

PATE
In this respect with the hitter.
There existed in
ancient times a large number of philosophical
systems, belonging to two principal classes one
asserting the existence of free will, moral responsibility, and transmigration
and the other negativing the same.
Both Jina and Buddha belonged
to the former class.
They believed in transmigration, the annihilation of which was the final aim

—

;

which they had in view (Piachel). According to
the Jaina doctrine, the deeds performed in the
bodies by the souls are karma, merit, and sin.
This drives them, when one body has passed away,
into another whose quality depends on the character of the karma.
Virtue leads to the heavens of
the gods, or to birth among men in pure and noble
Sin consigns the souls to the lower regions,
sends them into the bodies of animals or plants, or
even into masses of lifeless matter. The addition
of new karma can be prevented by right faith,
Itrict control of the senses, and austerities on which
the Jainas lay special stress (Biihler).
Of modern Hindu sects, the Sikhs may perhaps
be said to be the most fatalistic of all. They agree
with the adherents of other systems in explaining
the glaring difference between riches and poverty,
honour and dishonour, by the acts in a former
life determining the present condition and circumstances of a person. But they go very far in denying the liberty of human action, everything being
subject to the decree of Fate, and the future lot of
a person written on his forehead.
These ideas
have struck root very generally among the Sikhs,
who, therefore, are far more rigid fatalists than
even the Muhammadans.
The karma theory
occupies the same place in the Sikh religion as
elsewhere, and the highest goal of the Sikh is not
paradise, but the cessation of re-birth and existence
races.

(Trumpp, Macauliffe).
To return to Brahmanism, it should be observed
that the rigid determinism of its view of karma
is frequently mitigated by admitting the modifying and controlling influence exercised on Fate by
human exertion. Thus the Anusasana Parvan of the
Mahdbharata contains the fine discourse on human
effort (purusakara), in which the relative importance of fate (daiva) and human acts is discussed.
*

As,

unsown with

seed, the

soil,

though

tilled,

becomes

fruit-

without individual exertion, Destiny is of no avail.
One's own acts are like the soil, and Destiny (or the sum of one's
acts in previous births) is compared to the seed.
From the
union of the soil and the seed doth the harvest grow. It is
observed every day in the world that the doer reaps the fruit of
his good and evil deeds.
Happiness results from good deeds,
and pain from evil ones. Acts, when done, always fructify, but,
if not done, no fruit arises.
By devoted application (or by austerity) one acquires beauty, fortune, and riciies of various kinds.
Everything can be secured by exertion, but nothing can be
gained through Destiny (daijia) alone, by a man wanting in
personal exertion (Mahabh&rata, ini. vi. 7-12).
less,

so,

'

And

so it is stated in the Vana Parvan that
those persons in the world who believe in Destiny, and those
again who believe in Chance, are both the worst among men.
Those only that believe in the efficacy of acts are laudable. He
'

that lies at ease, believing in Destiny alone, is soon destroyed
like an unburnt earthen pot in water.
So also he that belleveth
in Chance, i.e. sitteth inactive though capable of activity, liveth
not long, for his life is one of weakness and helplessness ' (ib.
xxxii. 13-16).

It is also declared in the Mahabhdrata that only
eunuchs worship Fate (daiva). In other places, the
paramount power of Destiny is upheld, and it is
clear that the comparative weight of free will and
fate must have furnished a fruitful theme for discussion to these Brahman theorists.
The part played by Fate in the ordinary relations
of human life, according to Hindu notions, may best

be gathered perhaps from the view which the
Indian jurists take of Fate or Chance (daiva).
Thus, it is a well-known rule in Indian law that a
depositary is not responsible for such damage as
may have occurred to a chattel deposited with him
by the act of Fate (daiva) or of the king, Fate being

(Hindu)

J'Jl

explained to include ravages caused by lire or water,
the fallinfj down of a wall, decay through the
lapse of time, an attack by robbers or by inimical forces, and other events of a similar nature
corresponding exactly to what is called via maior
in Roman law.
If, therefore, a deposit should
have been destroyed by the act of Fate or of the
king, together with the depositary's own goods,
he shall not be compelled to restore it. The same
rule recurs in the recently discovered ArthMiaslra,
in the Chapter on Deposits,' where it is ordained
that a deposit shall not be reclaimed whenever
forts or country parts are destroyed by enemies or
hill tribes, or villages, caravans, or herds of cattle
are attacked, or the whole kingdom destroyed
whenever extensive fires or floods bring about
entire destruction of a village or partly destroy
immoveable or even moveable properties, owing to
the sudden spread of fire or rush of floods and
whenever a ship (laden with commodities) is either
sunk or plundered by pirates.
loss caused by
Fate is also not chargeable to a carrier transporting
certain goods and losing part of them ; or to a
herdsman neglecting his cattle, after having been
struck by lightning, bitten or killed by a snake,
alligator, tiger, or other noxious animal, seized
with disease, or the victim of an accident ; or to
one particular partner, when the property of the
partnership has been injured through Fate or a
'

;

A

gang

of robbers, etc.
It is interesting also to

examine the references to
Fate in medical Sanskrit literature. Thus in Susystem of medicine a certain class of diseases
is attributed to the act of Fate (daivabala), as
having been caused by Divine wrath, or by the
mystic potencies of charms or spells, or by contagion.
Sudden paroxysms of fever and sudden
death or paralysis caused by lightning are quoted
as instances of such diseases. There was, besides,
a popular belief, originating in the doctrine of
karmapaka, or ripening of acts, according to which
certain aggravating diseases and infirmities were
supposed to be due to some offence committed in a
previous existence, leprosy, e.g., being regarded as
the result of a heinous crime perpetrated in a
former life blindness, dumbness, and lameness as
being the consequence, respectively, of killing a
cow, cursing a Brahman, and stealing a horse
stinking breath as being caused by uttering
calumnies ; an incurable illness as due to injuring a
^ruta's

;

person epilepsy as the result of usurious practices,
etc.
This popular superstition was sanctioned by
the medical writers of India, who seriously register
crimes committed in a former existence among the
regular causes of leprosy, and prescribe certain
religious ceremonies among the remedies to be used
for curing this disease.
It is also believed that,
when a person dies of leprosy, he will be affected
with it in the next life, unless he performs a certain
penance, consisting of abstinence for a day, shaving
the whole hair of the head, and presenting a
certain number of cowries and other articles to
;

Brahmans, who

offer certain prayers,

and to

whom

the person confesses his sins. This ceremony is
performed before entering on the treatment of
any supposed dangerous disease (T. A. Wise,
Commentary on the Hindu System of Medicine,

London, 1860,

p. 258).

The notions

of Sanskrit writers regarding the
nature and working of Fate may be further illustrated by some miscellaneous sayings collected
from their compositions.

The accomplishment of an object

is divided between Fate and
Of these, the Fate is the manifestation of one's acts
life.
Some expect success from Fate, some from
accident, some from the lapse of time, and some from effort.
Men of genius believe in the efficacy of the combination of all
these.
As a chariot cannot be put into motion with a single
wheel, so does Fate not succeed without exertion (Ydjfiavatkyo'
*

exertion.
in

former

'

'

FATE
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tmrti,

i.

348-350,

tr,

Mandlik).

'

(Iranian)

Success in every enterprise

depends on Destiny and human acts the acts of Destiny are
out of man's control. Think not on Destiny, but act thyself
{ManusmTti, vii. 205, tr. M. Williams).
Fate I consider paramount, human effort is futile. _ Everything is governed by Fate
Fate is the final resort' (iZamaj/fl^ia, i. viii. 22). 'Fate binds a
man with adamantine cords, and drags him upwards to the
highest rank, or downward to the depths of misery' (t6. vil.
xxxvii. 3, tr. M. Williams).
'Banish all thought of Destiny,
and act with manly vigour, straining all thy nerve. When
thou hast put forth all thy energy, the blame of failure will not
rest with thee {Hitopadeia, Introd. 31, tr. M. Williams).
• What though we climb
to Meru's peak, soar bird-like through
:

'

;

'

the sky.

lile, wife, and child, authority and wealth
are through destiny, and the righteousness and wickedness of
priesthood, warfare, and husbandry are through action. And
this, too, is thus said by them, that that which is not destined
for a man in the world does not happen
and that which is
destined, be it owing to exertion, will come forward, be it
through sinfulness or slothfulness, he is injured by it. That
which will come forward owing to exertion is such as his who
goes to a meeting of happiness, or the sickness of a mortal who,
owing to sickness, dies early ; and he who through sinfulness
and slothfulness is thereby injured is such as he who would
wed no wife, and is certain that no child of his is born, or such
as he who gives his body unto slaughter, and life is injured by

high priestsj that

;

his living.'

Grow rich by trade,
Or vanquish all our

or till the ground, or art and science ply,
earthly foes, we yield to Fate's decree,
Whate'er she nills can ne'er take place, whate'er she wills must
be ' (Bhartrhari, tr. Tawney, Calcutta, 1877, p. 40).
'
As a man puts on new clothes in this world, throwing away
those which he formerly wore, even so the self of man puts on
new bodies, which are in accordance with his acts in a former
life' (Fi^^usTnr*!, xx. 60, tr. Jolly).
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—

FATE

World

Foreordination, however, scarcely
iq.v.).
developed in Zoroastrian thought, except in a minor
infralapsarian sense, until a comparatively late
period. Practically the only Avesta passage which
is directly fatalistic in its teaching is Vend. v. 8,
which states that a man apparently drowned is
really carried away by demons, and that 'there,
then. Fate is fulfilled, there it is completed ' (athra
adhat frajasaiti baxta adhat nijasaiti).
In genuine Zoroastrianism fatalism has no place,
for the entire spirit generated by the long struggle
which each man must help Ahura Mazda to wage
against Ahriman and every other power of evil
militates against a concept which whatever its
alleged justification has, as a matter of history,
sapped the energy of every people that has held it.
And yet fatalism came to be an important doctrine
of later Zoroastrianism. What was the source of
this new factor
philosophical speculation, the
malign influence of Babylonian astrology, the crushing of the national spirit by the foreign dominion
under which the Zoroastrians passed, or a combination of all three it is not easy to tell ; yet there
is at least a curious and suggestive analogy between
the rise of fatalism in Iran and that of karma (q.v.)
in India, which seems to have been evolved from
a combination of philosophical speculation with
the religious beliefs of the aborigines of India.
The DmArari (iii. 77, tr. Sanjana, Bombay, 1874ff.,
p. 85) teaches a qualified free will when it says

—

—

—

:

* It
is through the power and the assistance of the Ijads
(angels) that man knows the Holy Self-existent (Ahura Mazda),
fights with the Darujs (demons) and delivers his body and soul
from them, and possesses the power of managing the other
creation of this world. Under the design of the Creator, man
is born, and has the power to direct himself, under the superintendence of the Ija(Js. The abode (in man) of the evil
qualities of the evil passions is for the purpose of obstructing
heavenly wisdom and for contriving to plunge man into sin.'

Within the sphere of orthodox Zoroastrianism,
fatalism comes to the front chiefly in two Pahlavi
works the 9th cent. Ddtistan-i Dinlk {DD), and
the Dlna-i Mainog-i Xrat (MX) of uncertain date,
but probably before the Arab conquest, and possibly
in the reign of Chosroes I. (531-579 [MX, ed. Sanjana, Bombay, 1895, p. viif.]). According to Z)D

—

Ixxi. 3-5,
'there are some things through destiny, and there are some
through action and it ia thus fully decided by them [the
;

of Mithra,

tr.

McCormack,

MX

viii.

like

Cumont

17 to the view
(Mysteries
Chicago, 1903, p. 124 f.),

inclined to favour, that Zoroastrian fatalism is
borrowed, in the main, from Babylonian astrology,
when it declares that every good and the reverse
which happen to mankind, and also the other
creatures, happen through the seven planets and
the twelve constellations.' It is useless to strive
against fate, for, according to
xxiii. 5-9,
when predestination as to virtue, or as to the reverse, comes
forth, the wise becomes wanting in duty, and the astute in
evil becomes intelligent
the faint-hearted becomes braver, and
the braver becomes faint-hearted the diligent becomes lazy,
and the lazy acts diligently. Just as is predestined as to the
matter, the cause enters into it, and thrusts out everything
is

'

MX

'

;

;

In short, destiny (baxi) is predominant over every one
else.'
xlvii. 7 ; cf. also the polemic of Eznik,
Against the Sects, tr. Schraid, Vienna, 1900, p. 121 ff.). There
is, however, a
sharp distinction in
xxiv. 6-7 between
destiny (baxt) and Divine providence (bdk-baxt)
destiny is
that which is ordained from the beginning, and Divine providence is that which they also ^rant otherwise,' and according
'

and everything (3fX
*

(Iranian).
The Gathas attribute foreknowledge to Ahura Mazda {Yasna xxix. 4, xliv.
2, 6, 9-11, 13-19, xlviii. 2), which is also implied
in the whole Iranian scheme of the Ages of the

—

Some colour is lent by
which the present writer,

MX

;

to Visp.

3 there is special Divine intervention (bagho-baxta)
of Iranian warriors.

vii.

on behalf

Yet

'

must be questioned whether the

it

MX

is,

strictly speaking, orthodox, for in xxvii. 10 occur

the significant words,
The affairs of the world of every kind proceed through destiny
and time (damdnah) and the supreme decree of the self,
existent eternity (zOrvdn), the king and long-continuing lord.'
This is strongly suggestive of the Zarvanite
heresy (on which see Sects [Zoroastrian]), according
to which both Ahura Mazda and Ahriman are
sprung from Zrvan Akarana ('Boundless Time'),
who is mentioned as a Divinity in the Avesta itself
(Yasnalxxii. 10 NydiS, i. 8 ; Vend. xix. 13). That
this belief existed long before the composition of
the Pahlavi texts quoted above is shown by a citation from Theodore of Mopsuestia (apud Photius,
Bihl. Ixxxi.), on the authority of an Armenian
chorepiscopus Mastubius, who regarded Zrvan as
the author of all, and who called him Fate (Tiapov6.ii.,
'

(breh)

;

tv dpxvy^'^ iravTwv eCffdyei 5c Kal t6x71V KoKei),

while

both the 5th cent. Armenian polemist Eznik (tr.
Schmid, p. 119 fl'.) and the Syraic writers (cf. Nol-

an Moth, Stuttgart, 1893, pp. 34-38)
main attacks on the Zoroastrian
turn upon the fatalism of Zarvanism.'

deke, Festgruss

make one

of their

religion
In similar fashion the Parsi Ulamd-i Islam (tr.
Vullers, Fragments iiber die Belig. des Zoroasters,
Bonn, 1831, pp. 44 f., 46) aflBrms that Time created
Ahura Mazda, who created all good things, this
being in direct opposition to the statement of Zatsparam (i. 24, tr. West,
v. 160) that Ahura
Mazda was the creator of Time. The latter view
is confirmed by a statement of a Persian rivdyat
(ed. and tr. Spiegel, Trad. Lit. der Parsen, Vienna,
1860, p. 161 fl:), according to which Ahura Mazda
also created Zrvan daregho-x'adhata ('long, selfordained Time/), who differs in many regards from
Zrvan Akarana (Spiegel, Erdn. Alterthumskunde,
'

SBE

4fl-.).

ii.

The

fatalism of the Zoroastrians also appears in
the numerous prophecies of future events (cf for
example, Yatkdr-i Zarirdn, tr. Modi, Bombay,
1899, pp. 21 f., 29 f., where Jamasp prophesies to
King Vistaspa the outcome of battle) and in the
.

1

On

op.

cit.

,

the adoption of Zarvanism by Mithraism, see Cumont,
pp. 107, 148, and also his Oriental Religions in Roman
tr., Chicago, 1911, p. 150 f., where the cooperation of Bab. influence is again emphasized.

Paganism, Eng.

'
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Man, then, remains njunter of his religious and
moral destiny.
Everything is in God's hands,
except the fear of God (Her. 33 Meg. 25a). Good
and evil are the issues of man's actions (Deh. R.
iv.).
He possesses the power to defile himself and
to keep himself clean ( Yoma, 39a). In Mak. 106 it
is proved from the Law, the Propliets, and the
Writings that one is guided on the way he dc'ires
to walk.
But, when God's Providence is spoken of, we
meet in Jewish literature with sentiments expressive of determinism.
It is possible that the Stoic
ilbersetzt, do. 18621871-18V8, ii. 7, 11, 14, note 2, Avesta
philosophy lent a colouring to Jewish speculations
Mazdayaenian
1803,
Casartelli,
Phil,
the
219
L. C.
of
on Divine Providence. We know that the ethics
Relig. under the Saseanids, tr. Asa, Bombay, 1889, pp. 9, 31-33,
of Stoicism agree in many points with those of the
86, H4, 148 f.; E. West, Fahlavi Teztt, ii., iii. (S£i' xviii.
[18821, xxiv. [1885)).
Haggada, betraying some acquaintance, on the
LOUIS H. GRAY.
part of the Rabbis, with the tenets of that school.
FATE (Jewish).— Based on the OT, which on Strabo identifies Judaism with Stoicism (Reinach,
the whole acknowledges freedom of choice, Judaism Textes d'auteurs grecs et romains relatifs au
does n ot, and consistently cannot, hold the pagan Judaisms, Paris, 1895, pp. 11, 16, 99, 242). Ben
doctrine of Fate. The subject never entered
Sira (17' 15"'") asserts the freedom of human will
Jewish consciousness, and therefore there is not in the manner of one attacking a contrary opinion.
even a Heb. word in the OT corresponding to inoipa Josephus (BJ VI. i. 8, iv. 8) uses the word elfiapp^vri
ph is an engraved statute and hence a
or fatum.
as if he were a real fatalist. The repeated empliasis
law of Nature, but not applied to human affairs. laid on Divine foreknowledge is a step in the
When, therefore, Josephus makes his countrymen direction of fatalism. Thus, in the above mentioned
state their theological differences in philosophical
Mtisaph prayers for the New Year, God is spoken
language and ascribes to the Pharisees a belief in of as looking (nsW) and beholding to the end of all
a dixapijiivti (Ant. XVIII. i. 3), he does not mean by generations.'
dictum of R. 'Akiba's was (Ab.
it an inflexible power to which gods and men must
iii. 19)
Everything is foreseen ('isjt, equivalent
bow, but has in his mind the late Heb. word .tiij to Josephus' i(t>opS.y=providere [BJ II. viii. 14]),'
(from 113, ' to divide
cf. /idpoiiai from
idpos),
although it is added
free will is given.' Man in
iiJ, a decree of a judge or king, or
generally
his nature and environment is a product of a
Divine decision. Not fatalism but foreordination predetermined will.
He is fashioned, born, lives,
was the belief of Pharisaism.
dies, and is brought to judgment against his will
The new term for God's foreordination was [Ab. iv. 29). In his ante-natal state his sex,
grafted on OT notions evolved from new ideas of constitution, size, shape, appearance, social position,
God's Providence. The Bab. god Marduk held a livelihood, and all that may befall him, are presolemn assembly of the gods on New Year's Day, ordained (Tanh. on Ex 38^'). Marriages are made
when the lot was cast, the year's destiny settled, in Heaven. Forty days before the birth of a child
and Marduk seized anew the reins of government its future spouse is proclaimed by a herald (Sip ns),
(A. Jeremias, OT in the Light of the Ancient
and no prayers can alter it (Mo'ed ^. 186 Sanh.
East, Eng. tr. 1910, i. 59). It is probable that 22a). Throughout his life his feet guide him
this largely influenced the Jewish observance of
whither he is destined to go (Srik. 55). The very
the autumnal New Year, and gave rise to the wounding of a finger is previously proclaimed in
Pharisaic belief in a el/mp/JAvi:]. For on the first of heaven (A 6. Zara, 54). No one dies prematurely,
Tishri, the agricultural New Year and Feast of
although the plague may rage for seven years
Trumpets, the sole sovereignty of God is emphasized (Sanh. 29). His mental endowments are likewise
in the liturgy in a special manner.
On that day prescribed. One has an aptitude for studying
God holds a court of justice in heaven, before which Haggada, another for Mishna, another for Gemara,
all mankind are arraigned.
Satan is the accuser, and another for all three. Even the prophetic gift
and prayers and the sound of the trumpet ascend- was bestowed in measure. One prophet was the
ing as a memorial (Lv 23''^) are the special pleaders.
author of two books, another of a chapter, and
Three books are opened, wherein is inscribed the another of only one verse (Yalkut on Job 9'*).
fate of each individual one for the perfectly
By thine own name, says Ben 'Azai, will they
righteous, one for the perfectly wicked, and one call thee, in thy place will they seat thee, of thine
for the mediocre
the first two are respectively own wiU tliey give thee. No one can touch anything
sealed on that day for life and for death, the third that is destined for another. No kingdom can
is left open for forensic proceedings, merits and
extend a hairbreadth against another ( Yoma, 38a).
demerits being balanced during the penitential
History is shaped in accordance with a predays, and is sealed on the Day of Atonement ordained plan.
Suffering, death, the Deluge,
{Bosh Hash. 166 ff.). The usual salutation on New Israel's servitude in Egypt and persecution by
Year's Day is
May you be inscribed (on the Day Haman, were prescribed before creation (Tanh. on
of Atonement, ' May you be sealed ') for a good
Ex 3'). God revealed to Adam before he was
year
The Musaph prayers for the New Year completely formed his righteous descendants (ib.).
say:
To Moses He showed a list of every generation,
'On this day sentence is passed upon countries —which of its kings, guides, and prophets from the creation
them is to be destined to the sword and which to peace, which
until the final resurrection of the dead (Midr. E.
to famine and which to plenty and every creature is visited
on Ex 31). The leaders were to appear on the
therein, and recorded for life or for death. Who is not visited
on such a day as this?'
stage of time as they were wanted
Uno avulso
Even the extent of man's sustenance is decreed non deficit alter. Thus, 'before Moses' sun set,
in this session (Besa, 16a).
The sentences, how- Joshua's rose.' Similar was the case with Eli
ever, of this annual assize are not irrevocable.
and Samuel. On the day R. Akiba was slain,
Repentance, Prayer, and Almsgiving rescind the Judah the Prince was born, and on the latter's
evil decree (Liturgy, and Bosh Hash. 166). Hence
death day Rab Ada bar Ahaba was born,' etc.
a converted sinner can be said to annul the Divine (Midr. B. on Gn 23'). Israel's election was decreed
q'zar din (Mo'ed Kat. 166), in so far that it is no from all eternity, and is irrevocable. Their final
longer applicable to him since he became another.
redemption must be preceded by repentance.
entire system of Persjan divination (ij.ik).
In the
Persian e[)ic of the Hdh-Ndmah (tr. Mohl, Paris,
1876-1878) tlie power of Fate is also emphasized.
Thus the Emperor of China declares (iii. 112) that
no one will escape the rotation of lieaven (gardiS-i
dsmdn), even though he were able to overthrow an
elephant,' and the poet makes a similar reflexion
on the violent death of Yazdagird I. (v. 419) but
here, as de Harlez observes (Avesta . . . trad.,
Paris, 1881, p. Ixxxvii), we no longer move in a
Zoroastrian sphere.
Literature.— F, Spiegel, Erdn. Altertkumikutids, Leipzig,
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(Muslim)

to repent at the appointed time,
by raising up for them another
tyrant like Haman (Sank. 97o, 98a). The interference of miracles with the course of Nature, such
as the dividing of the Red Sea at the Exodus, the
solstice at Gibeon, the Jonah miracle, etc., was
in accordance with a Divine ' stipulation ' before
creation (Midr. B. on Gn 1").
How far foreordination was compatible with the
doctrine of rewards and punishments was a frequent
subject of discussion in the Talmudic period. But
the Rabbis advanced no solution of the problem
beyond the categorical statement that, notwithstanding, man possessed freedom of will. At most

Should they

God wUl

it

fall

force it

was added that compliance with the law merited

reward for the righteous and severer
punishment for transgressors (Shab. 32a). The
problem wrecked the faith of Elisha ben Abuyah.
It was left to the Jewish philosophers of the
Middle Ages to reconcile the doctrine of Divine
foreknowledge with freedom of will. It being
beyond the scope of this article to reproduce their
arguments, we conclude that all, with perhaps the
exception of Qasdai Crescas, rejected fatalism,
pointing out that foreknowledge was not identical
with causation.
Literature. —JE, artt. 'Fate,* 'Predestination'; Hamgreater

burger,

art.

'

F. Weber, Jiidische TheoUgie,
bei den
L. Stein, Die Willens/reiheit

BeBtimmung

'

;

.
.
Leipzig, 1897, Index ;
.
Pkilosophen des Mittelalters, Berlin, 1882 ; D. Kaufmann,
Gesoh. der Attributenlehre, Ootba, 1877 ; S. Bernfeld, Da'ath

fiid.

Etohim, Warsaw, 1897; M. Joseph, Jjtdaiem as Creed and
Life, London, 1910, ch. vi.
A. E. SUFFRIN.

—

—

FATE (Muslim). i. General. Islam has often
been charged with being a fatalistic religion, but
For a proper
this reproach is not quite merited.
analysis of fatalism in Islam, it is important, in
the iirst place, to distinguish between the popular
point of view and the philosophical or theological.
Eastern peoples have a psychological tendency to
fatalism ; but this species of popular fatalism,
numerous traces of which are found in their folkIt is,
lore, is a sentiment rather than a doctrine.
moreover, limited to the outstanding accidents of
human life, and especially to death, which it
represents as happening of necessity at such and
such a time and in such and such circumstances, no

matter what one may do to avoid it ; it is, we may
say, a physical fatalism. The fatalism of the
scholars is rather a moral fatalism ; it does not
apply specially to death, but refers to all human
actions, holding these to be decreed by God.
It is true that there have been scholars who
taught fatalism in Islam, and that the books of
Muslim theologians and the Qur'an itself contain
propositions apparently inculcating fatalism. At
the same time, it must be remembered that the
doctrine of fatalism has always been expressly
repudiated by orthodox Islam, which believes in
the free will of man, although it encounters serious
difficulty in reconciling jthis with the all-powerful
We now proceed to indicate briefly
will of God.

how the questions of predestination and free wOl
are treated in the Qur'an, among various philosophical sects, and among the people.
Muhammad speaks of books,
2. In the Qur'an.
kept in heaven, in which the deeds of men are
written down, and which will be used as the basis
One of these books is
of the Last Judgment.
The book of the righteous is in
called Illiyun
[SBE ix. 324]);
'Illiyun' (Qur'an, Ixxxiii. 18
The book of the wicked
another is called Sijjln
Tradition
is in Sijjln
(Ixxxiii. 7 [SBE, loc. cit.']).
has it that these books are eternal, though this is
not indicated in the text of the Qur'an probably
Muhammad thought the lists were written day by
day as the deeds took place. There are also books
relating to each individual

—

:

'

'

:

;
:

:

'

'

;

'
As for him who is given his boolc in his right hand [at the
Last Judgment], he shall be reckoned with by an easy reckonBut as for him who is given his book behind his
back, he shall call out for destruction, but he shall broil in a

ing.

.

blaze

.

1

.

*

(Ixxxiv. 7-12).

Muhammad's idea seems to be that human actions
are noted down in the books at the time they are
performed. There is still another book, called the
perspicuous Book,' relating to the whole world
Nor shall there escape from it the weight of an atom, in the
'

:

'

heavens or in the earth, or even
in the perspicuous

less

than that, or greater, save

Book (xxxiv. 3 {SBE
'

ix. 160]).

According to tradition, this book

is

eternal

;

but

the Qur'an does not say so. In short, the relevant
passages do not justify the popular expression It
was written (with ' from all eternity understood).
While there is no text in the Qur'an affirming
that men's actions are decreed in advance by God,
we find passages, on the other hand, which seem
to signify that God forces certain men to do evU,
that He predestines a certain number to hell
e.g. the following verses
'Had we pleased we would have given to everything itt
gmdance but the sentence was due from me — I will surely
fill hell with the jinn and with men all together' (xxxii. 13).
We have created for hell many of the jinn and of mankind
'

'

'

:

:

;

•

they have hearts and they discern not therewith they have
eyes and they see not therewith ; they have ears and they
hear not therewith they are like cattle, nay, they go more
astray these it is who care not (vii. 178). 'God leads astray
whom He pleases, and guides whom He pleases' (xxxv. 9, etc.).
;

;

'

1

These passages are probably not to be taken
quite literally. Muhammad in the Qur'an does
not speak with the precision of a teacher, but
rather expresses himself as an orator, almost as a
His very emphatic terms were occasioned
Eoet.
y the persistent stubbornness of his audience, and

may mean
of the

only that

God

wicked who have

hardens the hearts
scorned His favours.

finally
first

is more clearly stated in ii. 17 (SBE vi. 3)
*
Deafness, dumbness, blindness, and they shall not return
It will be noticed that the above passages are
reminiscent of the Bible ; Muhammad applies to
the wicked what the Bible says of idols (Ps US"''

This
'

I

135i«'-).

—

It was not until
3. With the theologians.
philosophical studies began to flourish that the
question of fatalism was thoroughly investigated
in Islam.
The attributes of God are enumerated ;
amongst them are specified knowledge, will, power.
These Divine attributes must be sibsolute ; what
room is left then for the will and power of man ?
The philosophers knew God as universal agent and
creator of all things. If God was the agent of
agent also
everything, how could man be the
(and, so to speak, over and above) of his own
In God also they saw the supreme
actions?
'
how then could they
cause,' the cause of causes
admit that man was capable of performing deeds
of which God was not the 'first cause'? Such
were the philosophical forms in which the question
was clothed.
God's will and knowledge, according to Muslim
theologians, produce from all eternity a sort of
decree which is realized by His power. This decree
is called the qadd ; its continual realization is the
qadar (cf. JurjanI, in the book of the Ta'rifdt).
'

'

'

'

;

this Divine decree, must be left
enough liberty to give his life a moral significance
at the same time, the morally bad actions of wicked
men must not be attributed to God. This was the
problem which Muslim theology tried to solve, but
we cannot say that it has given a clear solution.
There is a short treatise by an interesting though

Now, man, under

;

Abd ar-Razzaq» (q.v.), the Sflfi (t A. D.
1330 at Kashan), which well represents the point

late author,

of view of orthodox Muhammadanism on this
question.
The work is called Tract on Predestination and Free Will [Bisdlat/i 'l-Qadd wa 'l-qadar).
Amidst many subtleties, we see how the authoi
conceives the r61e and function of the will in human
action, and the part he means to leave to it in

:

FATE
Knowledge, says'Abdar-

relation to God'a will.

the impression of the form of a known
perception is the
object on the mind of man
feeling of the object given by the external senses,
such as sight, or by the internal senses, such as
intelligence or imagination.
Power is that faculty
of the soul which makes it able to accomplish or
leave unaccomplished any action
will is the
decision which encourages or forbids its accomplishing.
The distinction between the power and the
will of man plays an important part in these

Razzaq,

is

;

;

'

'

'

'

discussions.

When we
we know

it,

we know it when
we judge whether it is agreeable or

perceive a thing,

;

repugnant to us and it produces in us a certain
inclination which makes us pursue it or reject
;

and it is will that
acts upon the power which moves the members
according to the choice of the will. In cases where
we are not compelled to admit the absolute agreeit

:

this inclination

will

is

;

ableness or non-agreeableness of the object, our
intelligence employs the faculty of reflexion and
imagination to find out to which side the balance
leans and the will of the intelligence gives free
scope to its opinions in this investigation. It may
happen that a thing is agreeable under certain
aspects and repugnant under others ; e.g., it may
please some of our senses and not the others, it
may be good for certain members and harmful
for others, it may please the senses and repel the
mind, or inversely or, again, it may be of advantage
for the present but not for the future, or inversely.
Every agreeable motive produces an attraction,
every other a repulsion if the attractions prevail,
the result is a free decision in favour of the action.
To this decision should be attributed praise or
blame, according as the action is good or bad ; it
is this decision that deserves either reward or
punishment. Nevertheless, "Abd ar-Eazzaq continues, there is no doubt that perception, knowledge, power, will, reflexion, imagination, and the
other faculties exist by the agency of God and
not bj; ours. He concludes that we must refer
all actions to God as the agent who makes them
exist, without, however, entirely withdrawing them
from their human authors.
Ghazali has a fairly thorough investigation of
the (juestion in his Epistle to Jerusalem, a section
of his great treatise on the Ihya.
The principle
is that everything produced in the world is the
act and creation of God
God has created you,
and what ye make (Qur'an, xxxvii. 94). No single
movement escapesthe power of God, but the decision
lies none the less with man to a certain extent.
Every free act is, in a way, decided twice once by
;

;

;

—

'

'

God and once by man

—

depends upon God for its
production, and upon man for the merit or demerit
resulting from it ; or even, outside of the moral
sphere, for the advantages or disadvantages following upon it, since for God there is no advantage or
disadvantage. This quality in actions of being
advantageous or disadvantageous, which does not
exist except from the human point of view, is
called kasb, 'gain' (cf. Jurjani, Tdnfat).
The
choice, therefore, lies with man, the accomplishing
of the action with God ; the movement is man's,
but created by God. God is the creator of the
;

it

action decided by the human will.
Even before Ghazali, this doctrine had been very
clearly formulated in the work of the theologian
Ash'ari.
Human power, according to this imam,
can have no influence upon the production of
actions, for everything that exists is produced by
a unique decree which is superior to the distinction
between substance and accident ; and, if man's
decision could influence this creative decree, it
could also influence the production of natural
objects, and almost create the heavens and the

(Muslim)
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We must, therefore, believe that God has
arranged man's actions beforehand in such a way
that things will happen at their proper time in
conformity with the decisions of the human will.
Man produces an action in appearance only it is
really created by God
but, from the moral point
of view, the action is 'attributed' to man because
he decided it. Here we have a veritable system of
earth.

;

;

pre-established harmony.
4. With the School of Philosophers.
The question of providence and evil was thoroughly discussed
in the philosophic school. Avicenna (y.t).) in particular has some very fine passages on it in his Najdt
(p. 78, section on Providence, and how evil enters
into the Divine judgment), and in a treatise
specially devoted to the subject the Risdlat alQadr {Treatise on Destiny, tr. by Mehren). In
these we meet with ideas, expressed in very
eloquent terms, that might be compared witn
those of Leibniz.

—

—

Providence, for Avicenna,

is

the knowledge o( God enveloping everything.
The knowledge Qod has of the kind of beneficence applicable to the univereal order of things is the source whence good flows over
everything.'
'

.

How

is evil

possible in this world

.

.

which

is

en-

veloped by the thought of the absolutely good
Avicenna answers the question by a
theory of optimism.
He recognizes three kinds
of evU metaphysical, moral, and physical.
To
moral evil he pays little attention metaphysical
evil does not exist except in potential beings, not
yet completely realized, i.e. in the corruptible
world, which is inferior to the sphere of the
Moon it depends on matter ; but in the sphere
of the Intelligibles there is no metaphysical evil,
since everything there exists in a state of complete
perfection. As for physical evil, it is less widely
spread than physical good ; it is frequent, indeed,
but not so frequent as good ; not illness, but
health, is the normal state.
Further, every evil
is a good in some sense
the weaker animal torn
by the wild beast, and the sparrow carried ofi' by
the bird of prey, suffer but their suffering is for
the advantage of the stronger animal. Physical
good and evil cannot be the same in the eyes of
God as they are to us His point of view and the
motives of His judgment are hidden in a mystery
which ought to forbid our condemning His work.
K. With certain theological sects.
The doctrine
of Abd ar-Razzaq is that of the orthodox theologians of Islam ; it strikes a happy mean ; on either
side there is a sect famous in the history of Islam
the Qadarites, who credit man with full power in
the production of his actions, and the Jabarites,
who credit him with none.
The Qadarites (from qudrah, human power,'
not from qadar, the Divine decree ') hold that man
has the power to create his own actions, and do not
allow that his evil actions are produced by God.
Ash'ari and 'Abd ar-Razzaq reproach them with
positing two principles, one for good deeds God
and one for bad Satan. The prophet, writes
'Abd ar-Razzaq, said

Being?

—

;

;

:

;

;

—

:

'

'

—

—

—

'The Qadarites are the Magi of this generation, since they
acknowledge two powerful, independent principles, just as the
Magi, who looked upon Yezdan and Ahriman as independent
principles, the one of good, the other of evil.'

The Mu'tazilites, who were not exactly, as they
have been called, free-thinkers, but theologians
with a rationalistic tendency, in the 3rd and 4th
centuries of Islam, were interested in the question
of human freedom ; they treated the subject, with
a very few differences, in the Qadarite sense.
The Jabarites are the opposite
They utterly deny the freedom

of the Qadarites.
of man ; they do

not believe that an action really comes from man,
but attribute everything entirely to God. Man,
they hold, does not even have the jiower of choice

';
;
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God

creates the choice and the action along with
the sanctions they involve. The name 'Jabarite'
comes from jabr, 'constraint,' because in this
system man is constrained in his every action by
the decree of God good and evil are necessary in
him just as are their consequences.
The best known Jabarite teacher is Jahm, son of Safwan.
;

He began to teaoh at Tirmiz and was put to death by Salim,
eon of Ahwaz al-Mazini, at Merv at the end ol the reig^n of the
Umayyads (Sth cent. A.D., according to Shahrastani, text, p. 59).
This teacher held that God creates actions in man as He creates
them in things, and that actions are attributed to man only
metaphorically, as they are to things, when it is said, e.g., that
the tree produces fruits, the water runs, etc. Rewards and
punishments are compulsory like the actions themselves.

The

name

Jabarite with the qualification
mitigated ') has, according to
Shahrastani, sometimes been given to those who
accord a certain role in the production of an action
to the power of man, whOe not allowing him freedom of choice. Jurjani's definition in the Ta'rifdt,
that the moderate Jabarites are those who accord
man a certain merit or demerit in the action, like
the Ash'arites,' is not exact for this last position
is confused with the orthodox view.
It should be observed that those ancient Muslim
teachers who deny human freedom always deny it
on the ground of the omnipotence of God, and not
of a purely natural determinism ; they still cling
to religion even in the very act of annihilating
freedom, the condition of moral life.
'Abd ar-Razzaq criticized both sects Qadarites
and Jabarites in these terms
'

moderate

'

(or

'

'

;

—

—

Both are blind

:

one eye ; the Qadarites in the right eye,
the stronger, the eye that perceives essential realities the
Jabarites in the left eye, the weaker, the eye that perceives
exterior objects. But the man whose sight is sound enjoys two
eyes he sees the Divine essence with his right eye and refers
human actions to it, both good and bad he sees created things
with his left eye, and holds that man influences his own actions,
not in an independent fashion, but by God. He thus recognizes
the truth of the word [attributed to the] Prophet not absolute
constraint or absolute independence, but something between
'

in

;

;

;

—

the two.'
6.

In popular belief.

of fatalism, as

—The

we have

popular conception

said, applies only to the

outstanding accidents of life and to death. Man
is in the power of certain superior, obscure forces,
and, however he may struggle against them, he
cannot alter the destiny in store for him. This is
exactly the ancient Greek idea of destiny human
freedom is not denied, but it is represented as vain
in practice, in face of the all-powerful forces that
preside over our lives.
For example, if it is
decided by the power above that a man shall die
under certain circumstances, nothing can ever prevent the fulfilling of this decree.
:

was prophesied to Khalif Ma'miin, the famous promoter of
philosophic studies in Islam, that he would die at Raqqa be
accordingly always avoided the well-known town of that name
but one day, when returning from an expedition, he encamped
in a little place, where he was seized with a violent fever ; he
asked the name of the village, and was told that it was Raqqa
then he understood that this was the place, unknown to him,
to which destiny had brought him, and had no doubt that his
death would follow soon as it did, in fact, within a few hours.
It

;

—

This willingness to believe that death cannot
come except at a fixed time and place is a source
of great courage in battle ; for where is the danger
in recklessness ? If it is not written that one is to
die, he will suffer no harm ; and, if it is written,
then nothing can save him. Orthodox theology,
however, does not altogether approve of this sentiment. Khalif Omar uttered a very wise saying
on this subject, which well represents the point of
view of sound theology
He who is in the fire
should resign himself to the will of God ; but he
who is not yet in the fire need not throw himself
into it.'
Resignation or, rather, abandonment
to God is the form of fatalism admitted by the teaching of Islam.
It is the idea of Christian mysticism
the believer should abandon himself to the will
of God.
The very name of Islam expresses this
:

'

—

'

'

'

'

islam means

the action of giving up
to God).
Guyard, TraiU du dicret et de
Varr&t divinSy par le dr. soufi Abd er-Razzaq, tr. in J A, 1873,
ed. Paris, 1879, new tr., Nogent-le-Rotrou, 1876 A. F. Mehren,
Memoir on at-Ash'arx (from Travavix de la S^me session du

sentiment

:

oneself, of surrendering'
Literature.

— Stanislas

'

(i.e.

;

congris intemat. des orientalistes), n.d. vol. ii. p. 46 f., also
Trait6s mystiques d'Avicenne, Leyden, 1889-94, fasc. iv. ; Carra
de Vaux, Avieenne, Paris, 1900, Gazali, do. 1902, La Doctrine
de VIslam, do. 1909.
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CAREA

FATEHPUR-SlKRi

(Arab, fath,

'victory,'

and Sikri, the original name
of the site).
A famous deserted city, situated in
the Agra District of the United Provinces of
Agra and Oudh lat. 27° 5' N. long. 77° 40' E.
Hindi pur,

'

city,'

—

;

;

;

23 miles W.S.W. of the city of Agra.
Akbar
selected the rocky ridge which passes through the
old Hindu village of Sikri as the site of his new
capital.

The native

historian,

Ni^mu-d-din Ahmad,

in his Tabakdt-i-

Akbari (H. M. ElUot, Hist, of India, 1873, v. 332 f.), records
that the Emperor had several sons bom to him, but none of
them had lived. Shaikh Salim Chishti, who resided in the
town of Sikri, 12 kos from Agra, had gladdened him with the
promise of a son. The Emperor went to visit the Shaikh several
times, and remained there ten or twenty days on each occasion.
He commenced a fine building there on the top of a hill, near
the Shaikh's monastery. The Shaikh also commenced a new
monastery and a Gne mosque, which at the present day has
no equal in the world, near the royal mansion.' This noted
saint of Sikri, a descendant of another great saint. Shaikh
Farid Shakkarganj, was born at Delhi in a.d. 1478, and spent
the greater part of his life at Sikri, where he died in 1572.
The son promised to Akbar was bom in the house of the saint,
was named Sultan Salim after him, and became Emperor under
the title of Jahangir (born 1569, ascended the throne 1605, died
*

1627).

The new palace was founded by Akbar in 1569,
after his return from a victorious campaign at
Eanthambhor, and the name ' city of victory
commemorates this success and the conquest of
Gujarat which immediately followed. His design
in selecting this site for his capital and palace was
to secure for himself, his family, and people the
benefits of the intercession of the holy man referred to above. It continued to be the principal
residence of Akbar until 1584, and was also occupied by his son and successor, Jahangir ; but it
was abandoned by Shahjahan in favour of Delhi,
partly because the position of the latter was
superior, and partly because the site of FatehpurSikri was found to be unhealthy and the water
supply unsatisfactory. Many of the buildings are
now
ruins, but careful restoration has been
effected by the Indian Government, and a complete survey of the site was carried out by E. W.
Smith. Here it is necessary to describe only two
of the most important religious buildings
the
tomb of the saint Salim Chishti, and the Great
Mosque, both situated within the same enclosure,
the state entrance to which is by a splendid gateway, the Buland or Baland Darwaza, ' great gate.'
FerguBson describes this gate as 'noble beyond any portal
attached to any mosque in India, perhaps in the world,' and
points out the skill of its architect. The inscription, cut in

m

—

bold Arabic characters, records its erection in a.d. 1602 tc
commemorate the conquest of Ehandesh. Coming from a
great builder, it has a pathos of its own
Said Jesus, on whom
" The world is a bridge ; pass over it, but build no
be peace
house there. He who hopethi for an hour, may hope for an
eternity. The world is but an hour ; spend it in devotion the
rest is unseen. He that standeth up to pray, while his heart is
not in his duty, exalteth not himself, remaining far from God.
Thy best possession is that which thou hast given in alms thy
best traffic is selling this world for the next"' (E. W. Smith,
Th£ Moghul Architecture of Fathpur-Sikri, pt. iv. p. 17).
;

'

!

;

;

The

(Sreat Mosque is called by Fergusson 'the
of the place, and is hardly surpassed by
'
in India.
Bishop Heber (Journal, ch. xxi.)
characteristically contrasts it with the Oxford and

glory

any

Cambridge quadrangles. A chronogram on the
main arch records its erection in A.D. 1571. The
tomb of the saint, with its lovely carved arcade
enclosing the cenotaph, the body being interred
in a vault below, is one of the most beautiful
buildings in India.

It has been fully illustrated

;;

;

FEAR
and described by E. W. Smith.
The tomb is
largely frequented by pilgrims from all parts of
N. India, the great fair commencing on tlio 20th
day of the month Ramadan, when the chief
guardian, known as Imam, or Sajjadanashin, he
who sits on the carpet of prayer,' a lineal descendant of the saint, is enthroned. Women, as well
as men, come to pray and, though the former are
not allowed within the cenotaph chamber, they
wander timidly and silently round the peram'

;

bulatory.
Many, particularly brides and childless
women, attach scraps of cloth or pieces of thread
to the delicate tracery of the marble screen, not,
as Smith supposes, as 'votive offerings,' but as a
means of bringing themselves into sacred communion with the spirit of the saint, who is implored
to act as their intermediary with the Almighty to
secure the boon they crave. The same belief in
another form is shown in the silver horse-shoe
placed, according to tradition, by Akbar himself
upon the outer gate, and carried ofi' by the Jats
when they attacked Agra in 1764 and in the
333 horse- and ox-shoes, some beautifully chased,
;

ornamenting the Buland Darwaza, where they
have been placed by people who trusted that the
saint would intercede for the recovery of their
sick animals.

—

LrrERATtjRB. The article is based on the personal knowledge
by the writer and on the monograph by E. W,
Smith, The Moghul Architecture of Fathpur-Sihri, 4 parts,
Allahabad, 1894-98 see also J. Fergusson, Hist, of Indian
Architecture, London, 1910, ii. 293
E. B. Havell, Handbook
to A(jra and the Taj, London, 1904
A. Fiihrer, Monumental
Antimcities of the iV. W. Provinces and Oudh, Allahabad, 1891
W. H. Sleeman, Rambles and Recollections, ed. V. A. Smith,
London, 1893 L. Rousselet, India and its Native Princes,
London, 1882 70/ xii. [1908] 84 flf. There are numerous references to the place in the Ain-i-Akbariy ed. and tr. Blochmann
and Jarrett, Calcutta, 1873-94. For frescoes and other works
of art, see V. A. Smith, A History of Fine Art in India and
of the place

;

fif.

;

;

;

;

Ceylon, 1911, pp. 282, 408fl., 425, 430, 435, 437, 441, 469 ft., 496.
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Crooke.
FATHER.—See Children, Family.

FATHERHOOD OF GOD.— See God.
FEAR.' — Definition. — i^ear in its most general
I.

sense means the anticipation or expectation of evil
or pain, as hope is the anticipation of good.
In its
incidence and kind it may be momentary, transitory, and occasional, or a permanent, persistent,
all-pervading influence poisoning the whole mind
and character ; it may be a natural, healthy resistance to a passing physical danger, or a morbid enslavement, a paralysis of will and effort in the
anticipation of some remote and improbable contingency. Surprise may be regarded as a mild form
of fear the query as to whether an evil is present
or not ; astonishment is a slightly stronger form of
the same emotion
embarrassment and shyness
are social forms
anxiety is a more diffuse, indefinite kind ; terror is usually employed for more
extreme and sudden onsets of fear, /right for a
momentary case, and horror for the deepest degree
to which the emotion attains (C. Darwin, Expression of the Emotions, ed. London, 1892, ch. 12).
Timidity, again, is the general character or temperament from which fear is likely to spring.
Physical concomitants.
2.
In its more pronounced form, fear has correlated with it a distinctive group of physical changes in the organism,
which, together with their outward effects, form
its expression.'
These are (1) changes in the circulation the blood-vessels contract, with resulting
pallor and lowered temperature in the skin of the
body ; the heart beats more rapidly and more
violently, as if against a greater resistance.
(2)
Changes in the respiration the breathing becomes
laboured
it is shallower and more rapid, with

—

;

;

—

'

:

:

:

;

1 For aspects of fear not discussed in the present art., see
RsLieiON, Reverence.
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occasional deep inspirations, while in extreme cases
the mouth is o|)enud wide as if for ea.sier breath.
(3) In t/te fflands also action takes place
the skin
perspires freely {a cold sweat ')
the mouth Ls dry
because of the failure of the salivary glands the
voice is hoarse and whispering. (4) In the viscera
the digestive processes are checked extreme feai
:

'

;

;

;

may produce nausea and

sickness.

(5)

The muscles

are variously affected
the skin trembles all over
the body ('shivering with fear'); the voice is
tremulous as well as hoarse, and may fail to act
('the tongue cleaving to the roof of the mouth ')
the eyes are opened widely ('staring'), the eyebrows arched, the forehead wrinkled, the lower
jaw dropped ; the arms are swung upwards, as if
warding off an approaching enemy the body, at
first motionless and rigid, may become flaccid, the
individual shrinking, crouching, perhaps falling
limp to the ground.
In children, and in most
primitive races, these phenomena are exaggerated ;
civilization, they are modified by training and
other causes, but some never fail to present themselves wherever fear is.
Similar expressions are
found in animals in the rabbit the ears turn pale
at any sudden change in the environment, as the
barking of a dog, or the flight of a passing bird
so with other animals, where the presence, in any
Eart of the surface of the body, of a rich supply of
lood makes changes from redness to pallor visible.
Trembling from fear also occurs in most animals,
while the motionless crouching and the shamming
dead of various species correspond to the paralysis
of muscles found in man. The more intense the
emotion, the greater is the number of muscles
affected, and the greater the amplitude of the
movements made, according to Pfluger's law (A.
Mosso, La Peur, Fr. tr. of 3rd Ital. ed., Paris,
:

;

m

;

'

'

1886, p. 34).
Herbert Spencer suggested that the nervous current follows
the line of least resistance those muscles which are most frequently used, and also those which are nearest the nervecentres, and which are small and unattached to any resisting
weight, will present the most permeable paths. Hence the
facility with which the muscles of the face are plaj'ed upon by
fear, as by every other emotion (Essays, 2nd ser., 1863, pp. 109,
111).
Mosso (p. 113) explains the influence of fear upon the
capillary blood-vessels, their contraction and the resulting paleness of the skin, on similar principles. It is known that the
centres of all such emotional expressions, including the palpitations of the heart, the trembling of the skin-muscles, etc., he in
the brain below the cerebral mantle (in the optic thalami, etc.),
and that they still take place in animals from which the greater
part of the fore-brain has been removed. It is only associative fear that is no longer shown a dog, for example, does not
show fear, in such a condition, at the sight of the whip, but
does so at its crack ; the former is an acquired, the latter an
instinctive fear-reaction (Mosso, 40). Mosso, therefore, rejects
Darwin's theory as to the origin of such reactions, viz. that
they have been voluntarily adopted in some previous generation, and then transmitted as 'acquired habits,' the effect
accumulating from generation to generation, until the structure
of the animal has been so modified that the action is compulsory
and invariable. The wide-open eyes and raised eyebrows, for
example, are referred to the effort to see better the object of
fear the wide-open mouth of horror is explained partly by the
effort to hear better, mouth-breathing being less noisy than
nose-breathing, partly by the needs of a rapid inspiration the
muscular actions as preparation for flight or for attack the
erection of the hair as a relic of the tendency, found in many
species of animals, to make the appearance more terrifying to
an opponent, as dogs raise the hair of the back, cats fluff out
their hair and rise on tip-toe, reptiles and amphibians swell the
body or neck, etc. (Darwin, pp. 100, 110).
Darwin had also considered that the focusing of attention on
the object of fear might have the effect of withdrawing nervous
energy from the general musculature of the body hence, perhaps, the hanging jaw, the trembling of the skin, the shrinking
of the body in fear.
It is to a more general principle such as
this that Mosso and Lan^e prefer to appeal the tendency of
the organism towards equilibrium, when subjected to stimuli of
different kinds
circulation and respiration are the processes
which are most rapidly modified in different situations cold
and heat (whether local or general), light, sound, taste, etc.
The immediate effect of any great mental disturbance, arising
from a strong stimulus, is to send blood to the brain, withdrawing it from the skin and muscles and the internal organs. The
organism, as it were, draws its forces towards the centre, in
order to be able to direct them effectively to the right point of
attack. For the same reason the heart beats more rapidly, to
;

'

'

:

;

;

;

;

—

;

—

;

'
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keep the centres supplied with fresh materials. The withtetwjng of the blood £fom the scalp may be a direct cause of &e
erection of the hair, and, even when the latter does not occur,

terror Is prolonged, the trophic disturbance may
caose the hair to turn grey or fall out soon afterwards. The
circulation of the blood is dependent In its turn on a 3ufBden;b
supply of air to provide it with oxygen the panting breath of
a great fear is RiTriliftr in its nature and its origin to the panting
There is a
after an exertion, or during a cold shower-bath.
great drain on Uie cerebral energy, and all the vital proceaaee
The
are set in action to counteract it or make it good.
trembling of the body, shrinking of the skin, pallor, and the
tendency
rest, are, as it were, by-products of this general reflex
they are not adaptive, and serve no end for the advantage of

and when the

;

either individual or species.

So obviously is the 'expression of fear in ordinary cases unadapted to assist the organism that Darwin, after suggesting
the explanation by relics of useful habits, no longer useful in
present circumstances, admitted the insuificiency of his explanation. It has even been thought tliat the fear-reactiona were
determined by natural selection, not for the good of the terrified
species
the victim but for that of the terrifying species the
beast of prey. This would, indeed, be a bizarre product of
evolution. Mosso showed that they have simply no reference
to evolution the trembling of the body, for example, in fear,
is similar to the trembling which occurs when lifting a heavy
weight, or when exhausted by illness the nervous excitement
prevents us from co-ordinating the movements of the many
muscles involved in every even the simplest action, as standing, walking, speaking, etc. A man who is afraid does not see
better, however widely he opens his eyes ; he does not hear
better he is the less prepared for action the greater his terror
and therefore, presumably, his danger. Actions which are so
injurious to the organism should have been discarded in the
course of evolution, but in fear the reaction becomes more ill*

'

—

'

—

—

—

—

:

;

—

—

;

adapted, more hurtful to the individual, the greater the actual
danger is (Mosso, 122 f.); they are not, therefore, products of
evolution, but symptoms of disease, pathological forms taken by
normal processes under abnormal conditions.
The principle of adaptation can be applied only when we are
dealing with very mild forms of fear— little more than expectation or surprise : the expression in such cases involves several
of the attention reflexes the wide-open eyes, the raised eyebrows, and the frown, which Darwin interpreted as a nascent
crying, but Mosso showed to be part of the action of adapting
the sxght to a near object. Any mental effort tends to set in
play the muscles used in external attention, just as all higher
mental processes tend to have as their ' expression ' the same
reactions as occur in the corresponding sensory processes.

—

—

In its type form, fear is
3. The objects of fear.
a perceptual emotion, felt on awareness of an object
or recognition of a situation of some definite kind.
In other words, the object in the fear-consciousness is complex and indirect, containing elements
which are added to the immediate efiect of the
stimulus, either from memories of past experience
or in some other way. Small and defenceless birds

object of fear. In the former ease, simple and
comparatively familiar forms of association account
for the result
a cat hears the bark of a dog for
the first time, then sees the dog, which springs
upon it and shakes it ; the painful experience leads
to protective reactions of clawing, spitting, etc ;
one or more experiences of this kind are sufficient
to drive home the association, so that the sound or
sight of the dog calls up directly (1) a memory of
the sensations of being seized, etc., (2) the feeling
of pain, and (3) the impulse to attack or to escape
(G. H. Schneider, Der thierische Wille, Leipzig,
It is not a memory of the original feel1880, § 4).
ing, but a new and actual feeling, that is caused
by the remembered sensations ; but, since the
cerebral processes involved in sensation and its
' memory
are probably the same, in part at least,
the feelings will also tend to be similar. Thus
fear, as a feeling, is a form of pain, and its
reactions are similar to those of pain.
With
repetition of this process, the sensations of being
seized fail to be remembered consciously, and the
feeling and impulse attach directly to the sight or
sound of the feared object.
:

There is ample evidence in human life of this dropping out of
for example, the frequent cases in which a person or a
kind of food is disliked, because of some forgotten experience
in the past, perhaps in early childhood. The emotion may in
such a case be utterly out of proportion to its immediate object.
The cerebral processes, corresponding to the original experience, may really be excited, but not sufficiently to give separate
and distinct consciousness of the past. Cases are frequent
where one wakes from a light sleep with a vague feeling of depression, dread, or terror, without any object being consciously
before the mind
but a search or some chance association
through the day may recall a dream in which some situation of
terror was actually presented.
The emotion caused by the
dream persisted after the consciousness of the latter had itself
ceased.
Such subconscious states have been found to be a
links

—

;

condition in many cases of pathological fear (see
below), and the fear has been cured or removed by bringing
the cause to full consciousness, so that its irrationality is
appreciated.

common

Similar to the above process, but less direct, is
that in which fear is caused in a social animal by
the sight of the suffering or death of one of its own
kind.
It is from these and the former experiences
that G. H. Schneider supposes instinctive and congenital fears to have been evolved. The reactions
to such percepts become habitual in the individual,
modification of the cerebral or other central nerveelements takes place, and these modifications become congenital in the descendants either by way
of natural or organic selection, or through direct
inheritance, if such is possible (Der thierische Wille,
108 £f., and Der TnenschXiche Wille, Berlin, 1882,
In either case what is congenital is
pt. i. ch. 4).
not the perception or the emotion as such, but the
conditions on which their formation depends there
is no inherent difficulty in the conception of connate ideas of this kind ; the perception of a

fear of the hawk and other birds of prey, and
of snakes or serpents ; horses show fear of the
wolf, its appearance, its howl, and even its
'
'
odour ; kittens show fear of dogs ; dogs of tigers
and lions ; cattle of strange dogs, etc. The gnat
' instinctive
fear of
'
is said by Hudson to have an
the dragon-fly ; the cockroach, according to Belt,
of the larger spiders the chUd has fear in insecure
;
positions (fear of falling), fear of the dark, of wild
'
animals, etc. It seems, then, as if there were
'
definite classes of objects, corresponding to the
most dangerous features in the natural life of every particular object, as of a lion, with differentiaj
animal, with the perception of which fear is asso- reactions towards it, may be as easUy congenital,
Healthy dogs are said to avoid ' instinc- and may be accounted for in the same way, as the
ciated.
tively ' a dog which has rabies ; they will not sensation of a colour, e.g. red, or green, the power
attack it, nor do they retaliate when themselves to differentiate which has been undoubtedly
bitten by it. The question arises as to how this is ' evolved from a primitive colourless light-sense.
possible.
natural explanation refers the forma- Hence a young animal, as is suggested, might
tion of the percept, and its association with the easily have an untaught ' recognition ' of a dangerbird,
fear impulse, to the experience of the individual, ous foe, with the corresponding emotions.
either in memory of actual experience, as a dog even before leaving the shell, ceases chirping at the
'learns' to reject food seasoned with mustard, or warning cry of the mother-bird ; vrithin a day after
in some sort of inference from past experience, as hatching it will crouch motionless under the same
a child, having fallen from a table to the gromid, conditions, or, if it is a young water-bird, it will
may feel insecure at any high level afterwards. dive in the water ; later, it will of its own accord
But, as this explanation is obviously inadequate shrink and stand quietly still when a hawk appears
to account for fear in infants and in yoimg animals, in the air.
Conversely, young cuckoos, it is said,
which is exhibited apart from any experience of the pay no heed to the shrOl warnings of their fosterinjurious influence of the objects feaxed, the argu- mother. Belt [Naturalist in Nicaragua", London,
ment has been extended to include the ancestors of 1888, p. 109 f.) describes a tribe of butterflies,
the individual.
It is their experience and not his ' naturally ' fearless because distasteful to most
that conditions his special behaviour towards the animals, but showing immediate fear of a con-

show

—

;

'

A

A

;;
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Bpicuous wasp which preyed upon them.
But
experiments show, whatever be the case with insects, that birds and hi^jher animals have no such
instinctive dread of particular objects. Thus there
is no congenital fear of man (Hudson, Naturalist
in La Plata', London, 1892, p. 83 fl'.) ; birds crouch
with fear not merely at a bawk, but at any large
object flying over them
in Aberdeenshire, when
grouse are very wild, and are being shot over dogs,
a practice of keepers is to fly a paper kite ; this has
the effect of making the birds lie quiet till the dog
is almost upon them.
The cry of a hawk frightens,
but so does any harsh, shrill, or grating cry blind
kittens show fear, hiss, and bristle at the smell of
a dog, but they do the same at any strong odour
such as ammonia (Lloyd Morgan, Animal Behaviour, London, 1900, p. 48).
E. L. Thomdike describes experiments on the fears of chicks,

fear in nearly all children, although these feelings
are not developed until the child is several months
old.
Many children are afraid of being alone even
by day. But in this, and in respect of every other
'fear,
children differ so enormously from each
other, so much depends on experience, on the suggestions of adults, that the idea of an hereditary
or atavistic element in child fear seems unnecessary
and even absurd. As in the case of animals, fear
of the novel, sudden, startling, or disconcerting,
along with fear of what actually causes pain to the
child, gives a sufficient basis for experience to work
upon. Fears of the imagination, probably because
of the very vagueness of the imagery underlying
them such fears as the incautious nurse excites
by her tales of 'black man,' 'bogey,' ghost and
goblin, ogre and dwarf, robbers and murderers in
the dark places, etc. are of the most intense
corroborating Morgan's decision that no well-defined specific description,
and often seriously weaken a child's
fears are present that the fears of young chicks are of strange
moving objects in general, shock in general, strange sounds in character for life (see Mosso, ch. 14).
Is it true, then, that the child in these cases is
general.' No specific reaction occurred, e.g., to the presence of
man or to the presence of a cat, unless the cat sprang upon suffering in a rudimentary form the actual fears,
them, when they showed the same sort of terror as when 'a
sprung from experience, of its remote ancestors?
basket or lootball was thrown among them. The general fear
Mosso holds that it is so
of a novel object in motion is not present from the beginning,
but develops during the first month this is also true of the
Destiny gives as a legacy to each of us a fatal inheritance.
fear of man. Among the interesting observations made is that
Abandoned in the forest, confined in a tower, without guide,
;

;

—

—

—

'

;

'

:

'

;

of the great individual differences between chicks, both in the
immediate reaction, and in the process of acquiring definiteness
of perception. The mew of a cat, for example, caused a great
show of terror in one or two chicks, but none at all in others
(Thomdike, Animal Intelligence, N.Y. 1911, p. 162).
Thus,
inheritance, as Lloyd Morgan expresses it, only ' provides the
raw material for effective consciousness to deal with, in accordance with the results which are its data ' {op. cit. p. 51).

However simple

or however complex the fearconsciousness may be, the reactions, and, therefore,
probably the feelings themselves, are essentially
the same as those of the sensory experience for
example, the feeling and reaction on being clawed,
bitten, mauled, or otherwise injured (Schneider,
Der menschliche Wille, ch. 12). The differences between actual pain and its reaction on the one side,
and the mental anticipation of pain in fear and its
reaction on the other, are differences only in the
extent of the muscles and organs affected, the
number of movements made, etc.
In no case is
will concerned with the origin of the fear-reactions
they are neither distinctly intentional, nor the
'traces,' 'relics,' or 'rudiments' of ancestrally
willed and supposedly useful actions. Experience
may modify them, lead to a selection of their
objects, and to the control or even the exaggeration of their movements, but it has had no part in
their formation (cf. also Lloyd Morgan, 110).
In the child the first real expression of fear is
towards sudden, sharp, and unfamiliar sounds, also
to loud, voluminous sounds, and, in some cases,
even to musical sounds when first heard (J. Sully,
Studies of Childhood, London, 1896, p. 194). Occasionally such fears do not show themselves in the
early months, until the child is a year old or more
according to SuUy, they are not to be explained
entirely by the disturbance to the nervous sensibility, but by a sort of ' vague alarm at the unex-

—

pected and unknown ' ; when the sounds have been
frequently repeated, the fear disappears. The fear
of falling, shown by all children of a few months
old, when being awkwardly carried, or later, when
first trying to walk, may be referred to the same
general cause the situations are unfamiliar, therefore mentally disturbing. No doubt also the experience of actual falls is a contributory influence.
In the case of visual impressions, again, it is mainly
the new and strange a new room, a strange person,
a change of dress in a familiar person, any new or
distorted form of a familiar object, a grimace, an
awkward movement, the play of shadows. Feathers
and fur, animals of all kinds when first seen, more
especially black animals, and the dark, especially
being alone in the dark, are familiar occasions of
:

—

without example, without light, the experience of our parents
is revealed in us as a sort of
mysterious dream. What we call instinct is the voice of extinct
generations, resounding as a distant echo in the ceils of the
nervous system. We have in us the inspiration, the advice,
the experience of all men, from those who perished naked in the

and our most remote ancestors

forests striving against furious wild beasts, and who fed upon
acorns, down to our fathers and mothers who transmit to us
their virtues, their courage, their anxieties, and their tenderness (p. 168).
'

As

indicated in art.

Development

(Mental),

Stanley Hall ('A Study of Fears,' AJPs viii.
[1897] ; see also A. F. Chamberlain, The Child',
London, 1906, p. 265) has greatly extended this
view fear of wind and water, of fire and darkness,
of solitude, of strangers, of animals, of fur, of teeth,
etc., are all alike referred to various ancestral
stages in the life of the human race. But, apart
altogether from the extreme unlikelihood of such
'acquired' characters being hereditarily transmitted, the above simple conditions seem sufficient
to account for the facts. The varieties observed in
children may be explained by an inherited timidity
in some, or nervous weakness, with consequent excitability the same cause which makes women
more easUy terrified than men, and the victim of
alcoholic or other form of nervous disease more
easily terrified than his fellows. A peculiarly intense shock of fear in childhood, and especially in
early youth, may permanently weaken the system,
so that a slighter cause may produce fear or terror
than with the normal individual.
As is well known, these
4. Theory of fear.
views have led C. Lange' and WiUiam James' to
regard the feeling of fear as succeeding, not preceding, the reactions ; it is the consciousness of
these changes and movements as they are occurring and after they have occurred a consciousness
conditioned by sensory nerves leading from the
various muscles and joints of the body, from the
skin, and from the various internal organs, to the
brain.
In this 'back-stroke' hypothesis, expression precedes feeling or emotion ; the reaction (the
'expression') is connected directly with the perception of the object, or with the sensory elements
integrated in the perception
further, feeling
itself ceases to be a different kind of mental element from sensation in the last resort fear can
be analyzed, it is claimed, into the awareness of
the coldness and shivering of the skin, the perspiration, the trembling muscles, the ineffectual
efforts, the dryness of the mouth, the sinking of
the stomach, the inability to see clearly, to attend
:

—

—

—

'

'

;

;

Uebtr Oemilthsbewegungen (tr. from Danish), Leipzig, 1887.
"Principles of Psychology, London, 1891, vol. ii. ch. 26.
1

—

;

:
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or to think steadily, etc. each of these phenomena
has its reflex in consciousness, and these in their
sum make up the emotion of fear. Thus, according to Lange (p. 40), fear has its characteristic
colour from these three processes the weakening
of voluntary innervation (this by itself characterizes disappointment), the contraction of the bloodvessels (these two combined represent sorrow), and
Its
the spasm of the organic visceral muscles.
diametrical opposite, from this point of view, is
anger (heightening of the voluntary innervation,
dilatation of blood-vessels, but with inco-ordination
of action added).
In these various manifestations
the primary are the vasomotor changes ; the muscular weakness, e.g., comes from the fact that the
nervous system, like the skin and other organs,
receives too little blood (p. 41), owing to the narrowing of the fine arteries. Fear, then, is simply
the perception (or other consciousness) of certain
changes in the person's body (p. 51)
;

—

'
Take away the bodily symptoms, let the pulse beat quietly,
the eye be steadfast, the colour healthy, the movements rapid
and certain, the speech strong, the thoughts clear what is there
left of the fear? '(p. 63).

—

The chief evidence appealed to by both Lange and
James is (i. the cases of fear and similar emotions
existing without any adequate or conscious cause
:

)

;

these, however, the ordinary theory is quite competent to explain, as above suggested, (ii.) The
admitted eifect of such drugs as alcohol : fear can
be removed by alcohol, and by its abuse fear in the
most extreme form (as in delirium tremens, or in
neurasthenic anxieties, etc. ) may be produced without, in either case, the external situation offering
any cause. This is because alcohol, at first and in
moderate doses, excites the vasomotor apparatus,
increases the frequency and strength of the heartbeat, dilates the capulary vessels, heightens the

voluntary innervation, etc. while alcohol-poisoning
has precisely the opposite effects. In the former
case, speech and movement are easy, the subject
feels warm and active, the thoughts flow freely
in the latter, speech, action, sensation, thougnt
are all alike paralyzed the resulting state in the
one case is courage, in the other fear, and the
emotions suggest objects, imaginary if no real
ones can be fixed upon. The process is therefore
(a) physical state, (b) emotion (its conscious reflex),
(c) object, in that order of time, whereas, on the
ordinary theory, the procession is from object (perception) to emotion, and from emotion to physical
,

:

state (expression).
It does not belong to this article to discuss the
general theory ; there can be no question, however, (1) that in our own case, and in that of animals, the fear-reaction is instinctive, and attaches
directly to the perception of its object ; (2) that
the emotion itself, of fear, is in us largely constituted by sensory and perceptual elements arising
from our changed organic and muscular state
(3) there are also many associative ideas present,
memories and imaginations of evU, from our own
direct experience, from tradition, from analogy,
etc. ; but these factors alone do not account for
the emotion ; in itself it is (4) a mental attitude,
depending in each case partly on the sensations
and their feelings (pain), partly on the bodily disposition as a whole, health, fatigue, etc. , partly on
the cerebral disposition in particular, as modified
and determined by past experience. (5) What is
now innate, both in the expression and in the discrimination of the objects of fear, had its origin
in previous generations in the simple feelings and
reactions directly correlated with sensations. The
gradual dulling, with growing civilization, of such
emotions as fear is explained partly by man's increasing intellectuality the blood is drained more
habitually towards other cerebral centres than the

—

—

and partly by training in control,
the inhibition of these, as of other reflex-actions,
through the discipline of family and school life,
From both these causes the lower liability to
physical fear in ourselves as compared with more
primitive peoples, or with our own ancestors of a
generation or two back, can be explained. But
what the modern fear has lost in intensity and in
materiality it has gained in extensity, in persistWorry is the most
ence, in refinement of torture.
common form, and its influence Olustrates the two
fundamental characters of intellectual and spiritual
fear on the one side, the attention is held only by
those sensations or percepts, those passing memories, images, and thoughts which harmonize with or
corroborate the emotion ; the latter forms a morbid
apperceptive system by which the whole outlook
upon life, the colour and trend of the thoughts, is
modified on the other side, action is paralyzed,
dangers, difiiculties, evil consequences, uncertainties are constantly before the mind, so that the
individual either does not act at all, or acts on any
blind impulse that happens at a given moment to
vasomotor

:

;

have some strength.
In disease of the brain or of the general nervous
system, whether organic or functional, the deficient
energy with which the various nervous processes
are carried out, the ineffective muscular action,
the poorer 'tone' of the whole body, imperfect
digestion, shallower breathing, defective circulation, have as their mental correlate a state of nervous anxiety or dread, with confusion of thought,

and inability to will or to act. Frequently this
vague anxiety becomes fixed upon some special
object the melancholy table given by Fere (The
Pathology of Emotions, Eng. tr., London, 1899)
;

illustrates the variety of forms in this torturing
malady—fear of open spaces, of precipices and of
heights, of closed places, of water or of liquids in
general, of cold, of draughts, of thunder, of tire, of
solitude, of crowds, of animals, of poisoning, of
infection, of death, of ruin, etc.
In many cases
there is some event in the individual's life, the
memory of which is revived under the stress of
the emotional state, so that it is raised to the
intensity and associative force of a dominant idea ;
in other cases such a real experience has occurred,
perhaps in early childhood, but has been forgotten ;

yet

may

it

be subconsciously revived by the emo-

tion, and so draw to itself the control of thought
and of action, without rising into distinct consciousness, except under the analysis of the physician.

Superstitious fears are largely of this subconscious
the intensity of the fear is quite disproportionate to the ideas actually in consciousness. To
see the baneful influence of such fears in full force,
one must go to the African or Australian native.
Thus, K. H. Nassau (Fetichism in West Africa,
London, 1904) represents fetishism as a monstrous

type

;

outgrowth from natural beliefs it is crushing the
natives out of existence even more effectively than
the white man's competition, destroying independence of mind and freedom of thought among individuals ; trust, even in one's nearest relatives, has
ceased to exist there is universal fear and insecurity as every act has to be carefully deliberated,
and all possible measures taken against evil influences, the result is an appalling waste of human
effort, waste of human life, and the decay of all
hope of progress or even of escape. On the other
;

—

;

hand, fear, especially fear of the inexplicable, of
the unknown, has formed an almost universal
stimulant to religious custom and belief. In the
individual, as in the race, the coming of religion
conversion is, in a very large number of cases, as
Starbuck's analysis shows, the sequel of a longer
or shorter period of intense anxiety and fear (Psychology of Religion^, London, 1901, ch. 4).

—

—

FEARLESSNESS— FEASTING
LiTERATiirtK. — Tlie workH of Darwin, Spencer, Mosso, Sully,
William James, and C. Lange, as red-rrud to in tiic text; also
W. McOoueall, SocUU Psychology^, London, 1911.

J. L.
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forms of
courarjB (q.v.), fear {q.v.) still persists as an element ; there is at least the consciousness and,
Many of
therefore, the anticiiiation of danger.
the bravest soldiers have gone with trembling
limbs and palpitating heart through their earlier
engagements, and many a moral or religious act
of devotion or of self-sacritice has been carried out
'
in fear and trembling,' yet is all the more highly
valued on that account. Fearlessness, on the other
hand, is Insensibility to danger, where the natural
or normal individual would be keenly conscious of
it, as in a situation involving almost certain death,
or loss of fortune or social reputation. It may arise
from inexperience or ignorance, as in the case of
an infant's attitude to hre, or that of the Antarctic
penguins to man when first approached by him or,
again, fi'om the absorption of a strong, instinctive
impulse, as when a mother-animal turns to defend
her wounded j'oung, regardless of her own danger,
or as in the case of the sheep-dogs in S. America,
the

liigliest

;

—
—

described by Darwin, which showed extreme
timidity when away from their flock, but turned
with the utmost ferocity and fearlessness when
back among the sheep with which they had been

brought up, and which they probably regarded as
their 'pack.'^ So in man, the consciousness of
numbers, as in the crowd,' gives a suggestion of
'

strength to the individual, and inhibits in his
mind the thought of difficulty, of danger, of possible evil consequences
a naturally timid man
may under such conditions become absolutely
;

fearless.

In such cases, fearlessness springs from a temporary absorption or concentration of the attention
on one group of facts, with correlative anaesthesia
for others, especially those inconsistent with the

The intensity of absorption in its turn is
explained by some primary instinct, social or individual, which is stimulated.
Such a state may also
be natural and permanent, as in those fortunate
beings who, with a capacity for finding happiness
in almost any conditions, never experience evil in
their own lives, and fail to appreciate the extent of
W. James gives
its presence in those of others
Walt Whitman as an instance (op. cit. infra, p.
moral, religious,
84). So in all great enthusiasms
even the most ordinary risks, doubts,
artistic
drawbacks, consequences, do not enter the mind
at all or, rather, they are thought of only as one
notes and avoids obstacles in walking across a
room, as conditions requiring some adjustment of
our action, but not in the slightest degree affecting its successful issue. Such an attitude tends
confidence is increased
of itself to compel success
energy, both physical and mental, is economized
the highest possible co-ordination between thought
and action is obtained, without any of the irresolution, uncertainty, weakness, which fear connotes.
Civilization has not removed the bodily weakness
and mental incapacity of animal fear, whUe it has
enormously extended the number of fear-objects,
just as it has widened the conception of the self,
to include the family, the nation, and the race.
In its modern form of worry,' as in older animal
forms, fear is destructive to the individual, paralyzes activity, and debases the quality of thought.
former.

:

—

;

:

;

;

'

A

which gives the sense of an Infinite
finite individual, and of infinite
goodness, tends of itself to remove all fear, to
religion

Power behind the

produce fearlessness, so far as the religion is really
believed. Christian Science {q.v. and other mindcure philosophies make this their conscious aim
)

'

1

Naturalist's Voyage, ch. 8 (ed. 1901, p. 149).
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'

to ])roducu in tlic individual, wliether by persuasion
or by suggestion, a sense of jierlect security and
trust.
AH strain, all ellurt, doubt, hesitation,
worry, mental and, to some extent, even phy.nical
fatigue, fall away, when the thought of self has
The result that is claimed is a
been banished.
great increase not only in the happiness, but also
in the efficiency, courage, and confidence of the
individual (see the chapters on The Religion of
llealthy-Mindedness,' in W. James, Varieties of
Ilr.ligious Experience, London, 1902, p. 78 S. ; the
and the
characteristics of Saintliness, ih. p. 272 ff.
striking instance of George Miiller, ib. p. 468 fi'.).
J. L. McIntyke.
FRhSTltiG.—Introductory.—Jh.e custom of
feasting together is a direct development of the
meal partaken in common. The allaying of the
pangs of hunger by food taken at more or less
regular intervals has had for man very important
and unexpected results. Perhaps as a result of
food being prepared at the hearth the seat of anthe gods came
cestral spirits or, ultimately, of gods
to be recognized at the common meal by being presented with some of the food. Eating thus assumed
a religious aspect. But, by the very fact that the
meal was partaken of in common, it was in itself
a bond of union between the eaters ; and, since it
was shared with gods, it thus obtained a sacramental character. Hence there was no more usual
way of admitting a stranger to kinship than by
permitting him to share the common meal. Again,
since the partaking of food gave rise to pleasurable
sensations, man's social instincts suggested the
sharing of these sensations with others when abundance of food or some luxurious form of food was
available.
In all these ways the common meal
easily passes over into the feast, in which there is
a religious, a social, and a sensuous aspect, as far
as savage and barbaric life is concerned, and frequently at higher levels also.' In savage and
barbaric life, feasting occupies a considerable place
and is indulged in upon every possible occasion.
The mere fact that food is abundant frequently
leads to a feast in which large quantities are consumed or wasted, with the usual savage lack of
forethought. The mere desire for good fellowship
and for jollification may lead to a feast at which
there are guests from far and near.
Such gatherings are found in the Nicobar Islands, when,
'

;

—
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invitations having been duly sent out, the guests arrive bringing contributions for the feast of pork, yams, plantains, toddy,
Among the Eskimos
etc. (Solomon, JAI xxxii. [1902] 203 f.).
there are festal dances during the winter in the cosine, or townindulge freely in fish
and
all
present
house, when the performers
Among the Mosquitos there
i. 67).
and berries (Bancroft,
days, whenever
feasts
lasting
for
many
are frequent drinking
liquor is plentiful (id. i. 735).

NR

Such gatherings may have a collective importance
if they are of a tribal character.
Among the Andaman Islanders a chief will organize a tribal
sending invitations to all within easy reach. Food isprepared in abundance, and feasting and dancing go on all night.
Next morning the guests exchange presents with their friends
(Man, JAI xii. [1883] 388 f.). At a higher stage, as in China,
the same is found. The lA Ki describes the festive meetings in
each territorial district for drinking and feasting. These had
also a religious aspect, since sacrifice was offered at them (SBE
feast,

xxvii. [1S85] 66, xiviii. [1886] 435 ff.).

In civilized society the same social instinct leads
to frequent gatherings, private or public, at which
the guests eat and drink and enjoy each other's
company. While the motive for these on the part
of the giver of the feast may he mere display, none
the less the idea of fellowship is there, and the
pleasurable sensations aroused also stimulate that
fellowship.
In this article we shall consider feasting as it
occurs at different periods : birth and name-giving,
initiation, marriage, funerals ; in connexion with
sacrifice ; and at various seasonal festivals, includ-

ing harvest.
1

Cf. the

remarks

of

Wundt,

Ethics, London, 1897,

L 171 ff.

;
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I. Feasts in connexion with birth.— Children
being generally regarded as a valuable asset
among savages and barbaric peoples, rejoicings
usually take place either before or soon after birth,
often in connexion v^^ith the ceremony of namegiving.
Thus among the Northern Massim a feast
is given when it is certain that the wife is pregnant
(Seligmann, Melanesians of Brit. New Guinea,
Cambridge, 1910, p. 704). Among both Hindus
and Muhammadans in the Panjab, feasting takes
place during the 8th and 9th, or the 7th month of
pregnancy (Rose, JAI xxxv. [1905] 277, 279). In
E. Africa, when a young wife is pregnant for the
first time, a great feast is held in which only women
who have borne children take part (Macdonald,
Africana, 1882, i. 128 f.). Among the Southern
Alassira the umbilical cord of a first-born child is
placed in the sheath of one of the leaves growing
near the base of a banana.
When it bears fruit,
the first of a series of feasts termed sipupu is given
to the child's maternal uncles, and the produce of
the tree forms a part of the feast.' Four or five
feasts are given at intervals of a month (Seligmann,
At Uvea a feast is held soon after the birth
487).
of a child, in connexion with a ceremonial lustration (Ploss, Das Kind^, Leipzig, 1884, i. 258).
Among the Baganda, at the name-giving ceremony,
a feast was made for all the relatives present
'

(Roscoe, The Baganda, 1911, p. 62). The birth of
twins was celebrated with much feasting, as this
was regarded as a very lucky event, dancing and
promiscuous intercourse being part of the proceedings (ib. pp. 68-72). At the baptism of the child
among the Muhammadan Swahili the ceremony is
ended with a feast {ZE xxxi. [1899] 67). Among
the Mayas a birth was celebrated with especial
rejoicings, and feasts were held when the umbilical
cord was cut (Bancroft,
ii. 679).
Similarly the
Nahuas held a feast a few days after birth, while
during the baptism of the child the festivities
lasted 20 days, and open house was kept by the
parents (ib. 270, 276). American Indian tribes
usually celebrate name-giving with festivities.
Thus the Pottawatomies make a great feast, inviting numerous guests by sending a leaf of tobacco
or a small ring (de Smet, Voyages, Brussels, 1873,
On the occasion of' the birth of a chUd
p. 393).
among the Puna Musalmans, friends are invited to
feast on the goat offered as a sacrifice, the parents,
however, abstaining from the food (Campbell,
Notes on the Spirit Basis of Belief and Custom,
Bombay, 1885, p. 410). Among the Chinese, when
the ceremonial of shaving the child's hair takes
place at the end of the 1st month, a feast is held
to which neighbours and relatives are invited (see
ii. 646").
At the amphidromia celebrated by
the Greeks on the fifth day after birth, banquets
were held for the assembled friends and relatives
(Ephippos, in Athen. 370 D), and on the tenth day,
at the name-giving ceremony, festival-banquets
were also held (Aristoph. Birds, 494, 922 f. Eurip.
Elect. 1126, fr. 2).
In Burma, a fortnight after
birth, a fortunate day and hour are fixed by an
astrologer for the name rite, and a feast is prepared
for all the friends and relatives (Monier-AVilliams,
Buddhism, London, 1889, p. 353). Among the
Tibetan Buddhists the name-giving ceremony concludes with a feast (Koppen, Mel. des Buddha,
Berlin, 1857-59, ii. 320).
Muhammadans celebrate
a birth with great f eastings and rejoicings, the
father entertaining his friends, usually on the
seventh day or on seven successive days after a
birth (Lane, Arabian Society, 1883, p. 187, Modern
Egyptians, 1846, iii. 142 f.). In modern times
and in Christian countries the festal gathering of
relatives after a baptism is analogous to and continues these feasts of ethnic races.
2. Initiation feasts.
Initiation being an import-

NE

ERE

;

—

ant period in the life of the savage youth, it is a
time when many ceremonies are performed, and
among these a feast has usually a prominent place,
since the admission of the youth to full tribal
privileges is naturally an occasion of rejoicing.
In the Andaman Islands, when a lad breaks his
'

turtle fast (see
'

a feast

Fasting [Introd. ]) for the first time,

arranged by his friends, consisting mainly
of turtle (Man, JAI xii. [1883] 130).
Among the
tribes to the north of the Papuan Gulf, the feast
takes place, not at initiation, but when the boy is
five years old.
The father gives a dedicatory feast
in order to declare that the boy wUl be fully initiated at the proper time (Holmes, Jj4/xxxii. [1902]
419).
In Fiji, at the annual initiation to the
Mbaki mysteries, a feast was held each night, and
on the fifth day a great feast took place at which
all kinds of food previously under tabu were prepared. The youths received food sacramentally,
after which feasting took place, and was continued
for several days (Thomson, Fijians, 1908, p. 152 f.).
is

New

Britain, when lads are initiated to the
mysteries, local feasts, followed by a
general feasting, terminate the rites (Brown, Mela-

In

Dukduk

and Polynesians, 1910, p. 66 f.
Similarly,
Banks Islands, admission to the suqe, or
demands a costly feast, at which much eating

nesians
in the
club,

).

takes place and licence is general (Codrington, The
Melanesians, Oxford, 1891, pp. 53, 103, 106). The
initiation of youths among the Basutos was accompanied by a feast and dances (Casalis, Les
Bassoutos, Paris, 1859, p. 277).
Among the
American Indians such feasts are wide-spread.
Thus, among the Salish, at the initiation of a
youth to the secret society, his father feasted the
society for five days, masked dances being performed (Boas, Report of the U.S. Nat. Mus. for
1895, Washington, 1897, p. 644 f.). Among the
Tsimshian, initiation to the secret society is associated with a feast and dancing (ib. 659 f.). Circumcision, which is often a species of initiation, is
accompanied by festivities. In Fiji it was followed
by a great feast and indescribable revelry (Thomson,
157).
Among the Bageshu of Mt. Elgon the chief
kills an ox to furnish a feast for the boys (Roscoe
JRAI xxxix. [1909] 185). The Naivashai Masai
have a circumcision feast at which bullocks, sheep,
and milk are contributed by the elders. The feast
lasts for three months, and is accompanied by da,ncing, singing, and drinking— the 'warriors' feast.'
Before their circumcision the boys themselves have
a feast lasting two days (Bagge, JAI xxxiv. [1904]
Similar feasts often take place when girls
167).
attain the age of puberty, and frequently in connexion with their being tatued (see Seligmann,
As an example of feasting at initiation in
265).
higher religions, the rites of Isis-worship may
be cited.
After the fasting and baptism of the
candidate, he was exposed to the gaze of the multitudes.
Then followed a joyous banquet and
merrymaking.
religious feast was also held on
the tliird day (Apuleius, Metam. xi.).
3. Marriage feasts.— Here the feast has a definitely ritual aspect, since, by eating together, bride
and bridegroom, as well as their respective relatives
and friends (or in some cases these alone), are bound
together, or the feast is an outward expression of
this union.'
In some instances the feast is almost
the chief or the only rite of marriage but in any
case it has a ritual aspect, though this tends to
disappear in more advanced societies, where the
feast is little more than an occasion of merrymaking, expressing, however, mutual friendliness.
Among the Roro-speaking tribes of New Guinea,

A

;

I The Roman
rite of canfarreatio and similar rites elsewhere,
though not of the nature of a feast, express even more clearly
the same idea of union (see Crawley, Mystic Rose, 1902, p. 379 fl.

Hartland, Li", 1895,

ii.

343 f.).

;

FEASTING
part of the elaborate ceremonial of marriage consists in the Ijriilugrooiii's kin lirinninj; many iiif,'n to
the bride's folk, who supjily a hirj^'e f|»antity of
fish and bananas, uijon which a feast is made.
With the Southern Massira the kin of the bride
and bridegroom exchange presents of food, upon
which they feast, the young couole, however, not
partaking. This constitutes a binding marriage
(Seligmann, 271, 5U4). In Fiji the feast, provided
by the bridegroom, was an indispensable part of the
ceremony, and was followed by the bridegroom
taking the bride to his house (Thomson, 2u2j. In
New Britain, three days after the bride was taken to
the man's house, a feast called Wawainim, giving
to drink,' was held, the friends of the pair exchanging pigs and coco-nuts. Three days later a
more elaborate feast was held.
'

mainly of a large dish of taro and coco-nut milk,
of baskets of puddings, almond nuts, chestnuts, bananas,
These were arranged in a line, with bundles of food brought
by separate individuals. The guests marched round these, and
the chief broke a coco-nut over the heads of the pair. Food was
then interchanged, the large dish of taro being kept for the
second day (Brown, 115 ff.).
It coneiated

and
etc.

In Florida (Melanesia), after the bride has rein the house of her
father-in-law, her parents bring presents of pigs
and other food there, and a feast is made upon this.
Neither bride nor bridegroom partakes, but after
the feast the young man takes his wife, for now he
is married (Codrington, 238).
Among the Yoruba,
a marriage feast is held at the house of the bridegroom'sparents, the bride's parents taking no part
in it.
There is much merrymaking, and the feast
is continued on the next day (Ellis, Yoruba-speaking
Peoples, 1894, p. 154).
Among the Baganda, after
the consummation of marriage, the bride visited
her own people, who gave her presents of food.
Next day she cooked a feast for her husband, who
called together his friends to share in it, the first
meal prepared for hira by his wife (Roscoe, 91).
With various S. African tribes, marriage is the
occasion of a great feast and dance for the friends,
neighbours, and retainers.
One head of cattle
must be killed, or the marriage would be disputed.
Beer and milk also form part of the feast (Macdonald, J"^ Jxix. [1889-90] 271). Among the Stlatlumh (Lillooet) of British Columbia, when the bridegroom is conducted by the elders of the bride's
family to sit by her, a feast follows at the house of
her people.
few days later, the parents of the
bride pay a return visit to the parents of the bridegroom, when another feast takes place (Tout, JAI
XXXV. [1905] 131 f.). With other American tribes,
feasts and dances had a prominent place at
marriages (Bancroft,
i.
350, 515, and passim).
The Araucanos held a feast three days after the
bride was taken home, to which the relatives of
both the young people came (Latcham, JBAI
xxxix. 359). In higher civilizations the marriage
feast still plays an important part.
With the
Aztecs a banquet shared by all the relatives and
friends, but in which the wedded pair took no part,
concluded the ceremonies and among the Mayas
a great feast, with lavish quantities of food and
wine, was an essential part of the proceedings
(Bancroft, ii. 258, 668). In ancient Babylon, the
marriage day ended with a feast in which the
families of bride and bridegroom and numerous
guests participated (Maspero, Dawn of Civilization*, 1901, p. 735).
Feasting and merriment on
a most extensive scale are a necessary part of all
Hindu weddings ; and among the aboriginal tribes,
e.g. the Gonds, the wedding feast is equally important, and is characterized by much drunkenness
and licence (Monier- Williams, Rel. Thought and
Life in India, 1883, p. 380 ff. ; Hopkins, Rel. of
India, Boston, 1895, p. 528). Among Buddhists,
the principal ceremony of marriage is a feast which

mained two or three months
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given by the bridegroom or the parents. To thiB
relatives, jirie.sts, and neighUjurs arc invited.
There is no religious service (Monier-Williams,
llnddhiiiii, 359).
Auionj^ Muhamiiiadans in Kgypt,
the bridegroom feasts his friends, once or oftener,
before the wedding.
Feasts also take place on the
night before the nujitials and on the wedding night
and, according to Muhammad, 'the lir.st day's
feast is an incumbent duty, the second day's a
suntiah ordinance, and the third day's for ostentaFeasting also takes |ilace on
tion and notoriety.'
the seventh and fortieth days after marriage (Lane,
Modem Egyptians, i. 20811'., iii. 141 f., Arah. Soc.
232 f.). Among Indian Muliammadans al.so the
festivities precede and follow man-iage (Hughes,
DI', 318). Among the Greeks the wedding feast
{yd/j.os) took place after the procession to the bridegroom's house, and it formed one of the most important parts of the proceedings, as there was no
is

all

ceremony. Women as well as men
though the women sat at a separate
table. The bride was then conducted to the nuptial
chamber. Among the Romans, after the bride
arrived at the bridegroom's house, he gave a feast
to the guests, the ccena nuptialis, and sometimes a
second feast, the repotia, on the following day.
A meal or feast partaken in
4. Funeral feasts.
civil or religious

took part in

it,

—

common before,
among the lower

after burial is universal
Such feasts are often of
a most elaborate and prolonged character, artbrding an opportunity for display and for gluttony.
It is also customary to renew them at intervals
after a death, or on the anniversary, or there may
be a yearly feast of the dead (for many examples,
see liRE iv. 434 ff. ; Seligmann, passim; Brown,
201 Roscoe, 120 f. ; Seligmann, The Veddas, Cambridge, 1911, p. 130).
Wundt (£«/ucs, i. 141) has shown that the reason sometimes
alleged as the origin of these feasts viz. the custom of giving
at, or

races.

;

—

food to all who attended the funeral as a compensation for their
trouble in coming, this passing over into a duty and often becoming a means of ostentatious display does not really explain
their origin. There is no doubt that the feasts originated out
of a desire at once of propitiating and of holding communion
with the dead by means of the food which they were now supposed to share with the living. Hartland has argued that the
feasts in which the mourners eat with the dead kinsman are a
natural transformation of the cannibal feast upon the dead
{LP ii. 278). Although this is not unlikely, yet, where food was
offered to the dead and shared by the living, the practice would
originate and e.xist independently of the cannibal meal.

—

Among higher races the funeral repast is also
found.
In Eoypt, during the long interval which
often elapsed between death and burial, feasts were
held in honour of the dead (Wilkinson, Ma.nners
and Customs, ed. 1878, iii. 432). In Babylon the
monthly oft'erings to the dead formed also the
material of a meal by which the living had comiv. 445).
Among the
munion with them (see
Greeks a funeral repast (veplouTvov) took place in
connexion with the rites of burial, those who took
part in it regarding themselves as guests of the dead
(Lucian, de Luctit, § 24 ; Artemidor. Oneirocr. v. 82 ;

ERE

II. xxiii.

52 f.).

The anniversary

of

a death was

celebrated by a repast or feast (yeviaia, veicwta) as
The Romans ate a funeral
well as in other ways.
repast at the tomb, the silicernium, and a banquet
in nonour of the deceased was held at the house, the
ccenafuneris. Memorial feasts were also celebrated
during the Parentalia', the family festival of the
cara cognatio (Ovid, Fasti, ii. 117 f.), at the actual
anniversary of a death, and at other times. In
China the food placed before the dead man is eaten
by the family, and after the funeral the food which
has been placed on the tomb forms part of the
funeral feast. Subsequently, memorial feasts are
also held (de Groot, Rel. System of China, Leyden,
189211'., i. 118, and passim).
The ancient Teutons
celebrated great funeral banquets (erfiol, or heir
beer ') in which the soul of the deceased was supposed to participate, and at which the heir entered
'

'
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his inheritance (de la Saussaye, Rel. of the
Tetitons, Boston, 1902, p. 301). Among the Burmese,
great feasting goes on in the house for the benefit
of the crowds who come to otfer condolence (MonierWilliams, Buddhism, 369). In Tibet the relatives
and friends are entertained during the funeral rites
with much food, beer, and tea a species of ' wake
at which the dead man is also ofiered a share.

Among the Eomans, when the exta of the victims
had been burned on the altar, the remainder was
eaten in a feast with bread and wine by the worshippers, or, in the case of official sacrifices, by the
magistrates and senators (Wissowa, Bel. und
Kultus der Romer, Munich, 1902, p. 353 f.). In
the cult of Mithra the sacrificial repast had also
a prominent place (see Cumont, Myst. of Mithra,

year after a memorial feast is held (Waddell, Buddhism of Tibet, 1895, pp. 491-98). In modern Europe,
memorial feasts for the dead occur sporadically
among the folk (Tylor, PC^ ii. 37), and a meal is
often partaken of by the relatives after a funeral,
this, however, having now little ritual significance.
See also Ancestor-woeship, Communion with
THE Dead, Death and Disposal of the Dead.

Chicago, 1903, p. 160).
The ancient Teutons in sacrificing animals
ofiered only the exwvice to the gods, and a great
feast on the flesh followed.
On great occasions
much cattle was slaughtered, and many people
assembled to take part in the ceremony, bringing
food with them, and feasting and drinking together,
toasting the gods and each other.
Here, also,
the gods were conceived as sharing the feast with
the worshippers (Vigfusson-Powell, Corpus Poet.
Boreale, Oxford, 1883, i. 404 Grimm, Teut. Myth.
1882-88, p. 46 ff. ; de la Saussaye, Rel. of the
Teutons, 369 f.). In India in Vedic times, while
the gods were offered a share of food at festive
gatherings, the worshippers partook with them of
the flesh of victims sacrificed ; and god, priests, and
men held feast together (Monier- Williams, Rel.
Thought and Life in India, 12 f.). The drinking
of the soma at soma-sacrifices had also a solemn
festive aspect, and rendered the recipients immortal {Rigv. viii. 48. 3).
Animals are seldom
offered in sacrifice now, but, when they are, the
flesh is partaken of at a solemn feast, e.g. in
the cult of Sitala (Risley, TC, Calcutta, 1891, i.
In general the offerings at most sacrifices
179).
are partaken of more or less sacramentally by the
worshippers. In Tibet the common service of the
' sacrifice
to the whole assembly of Rare Ones,' i.e.
to all the gods, concludes with the eating of the
offerings by the Lamas, the gods having partaken
of the essence of the food and so consecrated it
(Waddell, 431). Sacrifices of animals are made on
mountain passes, and those present dine off the
flesh with much singing and dancing (Landor, In
the Forbidden Land, 1898, ii. 38).
In many of
these instances the feast upon sacred food is prepared for by propitiatory and other ritual customs,

on

—

A

5. Sacrificial feasts.— Whatever be the origin of
sacrifice, the custom of the worshippers feasting

upon part of the offering is wide-spread. The feast
has a religious aspect, whether we regard it as an
actual eating of slain divine victims, or as eating,
together with a spirit or divinity, of food which has
acquired a sacrosanct character. ^ The Veddas of
Ceylon make offerings of food to the spirits of the
recently dead, and then eat the offerings as an act
In
of communion with them (Seligmann, 130).
Florida (Melanesia) at a public sacrifice some of
the food was presented to the tindalo, and the
remainder was eaten by the sacrificer and the assistIn Fiji the gods were
ants (Codrington, 131).
supposed to eat the soul of the offering, the worshipper consuming the substance of it (Williams,
In Samoa, men partook of the
Fiji, 1858, i. 231).
offerings to Tangaloa, god of the heavens, women
and children being excluded. Of another sacrificial
feast in the cult of Taisumalie, for which all kinds
of food were prepared, only the famUy of the priest
partook (Turner, Samoa, 1884, pp. 53, 57). Among
the Tshis, after a human sacrifice to the river-gods,
a bullock was killed and divided among the inhabitants of the village (Ellis, Tshi-speaking Peoples,
Among the Baganda the owner of a
1887, p. 66).
fetish often sacrificed a fowl to it, dropping the
blood upon it. The bird was then cooked and eaten
by him and his friends in presence of the fetish
(Roscoe, 329). The Zulus feasted on the black cattle
sacrificed to the sky -god when rain was required
(Callaway, Rel. System of Amazulu, 1884, p. 59).
The Pataris sacrifice a goat, fowl, and cakes to the
Earth-goddess, the males and unmarried girls eating
the flesh (Crooke, PB^, 1896, i. 32). The ancient
Peruvians at the great festival of the solstice feasted
on the sacred llamas which were slaughtered sacrificially.
Much wine was also consumed, and the
feast was closed with music and dancing (Prescott,
Herodotus
Hist, of Conquest of Peru, 1890, p. 51).
describes a sacrifice of a pig to the moon in Egypt.
Part of it was consumed by fire and the remainder
eaten by the worshippers (ii. 48). At the festival
of Isis an ox was sacrificed, and the parts which
were not burned were eaten by all present (Wilkinson, iii. 378).
Among the Greeks the sacrificial
feast was well known.
Indeed, every meal had a
sacrificial aspect, and there, as elsewhere, feast and
'

'

were almost synonymous terms (cf. Athen.
Part of the victim was burned on the altar,
the remainder was cooked and formed part of the
sacred feast, the flaXeia Salt. These feasts were
sacrifice
V. 19).

often occasions of great indulgence (Diog. Laert.
vi. ; L^e of Diog. § 4), and the gods were believed
One of the
to take part in them {Od. vii. 201 f.).
main objects of the religious associations (fliacroi,
Ipayoi.) was the celebration in common of sacrifices
and feasts in which the flesh of the victim was the
staple along with cups of wine (Foucart, Des Assoc,
rel. chez les Grecs, Paris, 1873, pp. 2, 154, 238).
1 Cf. the excellent remarks of
ence, Boston, 1910, p. 122 f.

Ames, Psych, of Rel. Experi-

;

e.g.

by fasting

(q.v.).

—

Seasonal feasting. Among the lower races,
with whom, as with higher races, the regulation of
6.

the food supply is of the highest importance, the
periods connected with sowing, ingathering, the
opening of the hunting season, etc., are times of
rejoicing, in which after hard work it is natural
for them to feast and, as these seasons are associated with divine influences, feasting has a prominent place.
Man feasts with his gods. But,
besides these, other seasonal occasions are also
celebrated with feasting, e.g. the appearance of the
new moon, the recurring festivals of divinities, etc.
The Abipones celebrated the reappearance of the
Pleiades with great rejoicings, ceremonial dancing,
and feasting (Dobrizhoffer, The Abipones, 1822, ii.
234). The people of the Shortlands group (Solomon
Islands) held a festival called Viloto when the
Pleiades appeared at the nutting season (Brown,
Among the ancient Mexicans, at the end of
210).
each cycle of 52 years, the passing of the Pleiades
across the zenith the sign of the endurance of
the world for another period of 52 years was the
occasion of great rejoicing, eating, and drinking
(Bancroft,
iii. 394 f.).
Among the Southern
Massim a great feast was held during the southeast monsoon.
For this enormous quantities of
food were prepared and distributed among all
present (Seligmann, 584). In Mysore the appearance of the new moon was the signal for a great
feast in honour of deceased parents (TES, new
;

—

—
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The Yoruba also feast when
new moon appears (Ellis, 82). The Baganda

ser. viii. [1869] 96).

the

'

'
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In the higher religions the many recurrent
celebrate a feast lasting 7 days, at eaeli new moon,
festivals of divinities are usually the occasion of
in honour of the python i^oj, the people feasting
Men honour the gods and, feeling
and dancing by day and niglit (Koscoe, :V2'2). .Simi- feasting.
themselves on good terms with them, the}' rejoice
larly many American Indian tribes held a feast
with sacrilices at the beginning of the hunting before them the rejoicing being both testified to
season, at which all the victims must be eaten and stimulated by the consumjjtion of food and
(Tanner, Narrative ofCaptinity, New York, 1830, drink. See artt. on Festival.s and Fast.s.
Thus in most religions, from the lowest upSchoolcraft, Indian Tribes, Philapp. 195, 287
But most general is the wards, festival occasions are signalized by the condelphia, 1S53-6, iii. 61).
festival at harvest time, when the lirstfruits are sumption of good cheer, which lightens men's
either ofl'ered to sjurits or divinities, or solemnly hearts and is at once a symbol of their joy in comUntil this is memorating their gods and a further cause of that
eaten by priest, chief, or people.
done no one may eat of them, but then follows joy, piissing over frequently into orgiastic excesses.
few
examples In some instances, however, religions or cults in
much feasting and merriment.
The tribes of the Niger cele- which even a moderate asceticism is considered
of this will suffice.
brate the yam harvest by a feast to whicli every right tend to disparage excessive indulgence in
one contributes a fowl (Parkinson, JAI xxxvi. food or feasting, e.g. Buddhism and also certain
The Yoruba at the yam harvest cele- aspects of Egyptian religion. Thus in the Maxims
[1906] 319).
That which is detestable in the
brate a festival in honour of the god of agriculture. of Any it is said
All partake of the new yams, ami quantities of sanctuary of God are noisy feasts' (Petrie, Rel.
vegetable foods are cooked and set out for general and Conscience in Ancient Egypt, 1898, p. 160).
use (Ellis, 78). In Fiji great feasts take place at Christianity, though it does not forbid festal rethe time of the presentation of the hrstfruits of joicing, and, though many of its festivals were
the yams to the ancestral spirits (Fison, JAI xiv. celebrated with good cheer even a common meal
Among the Jakun of the Malay being associated with the Eucharist (see Agape)^
[1884-85] 27).
Peninsula there is an annual feast at harvest when, teaches that all excessive indulgence, gluttony,
Moderation in feastbesides dancing and singing, much eating and and drunkenness are wrong.
drinking takes place (Skeat, J^/xxxii. [1902] 133). ing is, however, hardly to be found in the bulk of
lower
stages.
Indeed,
The Dayaks hold a festival when the paddy is the ethnic religions and at
ripe.
They place the firstfruits on an altar, dance these feasts are often the occasion not only of exand feast for two days, and then get in their crops cessive eating, but of drunkenness and sexual
abominations (see Debauchery).
(St. io\m, Forests of the Far East"; 1865, i. 191, and
See also the following article and cf. throughS. B. Scott, Harvest Festivals of the Land Dyaks
JAOS xxix. [1908] 236-280). In Celebes at the out FE.STIVALS and FAST.S.
time of the new rice, fowls and pigs are killed,
Literature. This is cited throughout the article.
.J. A. MacCulloch.
and some of the flesh with rice and palm-wine is
(Hebrew and Jewish).— i. Religigiven to the gods. Then the people eat and drink
together (Graafland, Die 3Iinahassa, Rotterdam, ous joy characteristic of Judaism. The underlying
Turning to American Indian tribes, higher motive for feasting among the ancient
1869, i. 165).
we find that the Seminoles at the Green Corn Hebrews and pious Jews of the Diaspora down to
Dance,' having prepared themselves by fasting, the present day is religious joy of one degree or
ate sacramentally of the new corn, and then enjoyed another. The occasions of rejoicing may range
from celebrations of universal import, such as the
a great feast (MacCauley, 6
[1887] 522 f.).
The Natchez at their harvest festival, which was ingathering of the harvest, to more or less private
solemnly observed with fasting and offering of the family reunions, as at a wedding or the weaning of
a child but the motive of religious joy is to the
first sheaves of the maize, concluded their rites
with a great feast (Chateaubriand, Voyage en pious Jew the golden thread that runs through all
Amirique, Paris, 1870, p. 136). In India the Hos his seasons of cheer and gladness. It is possible
hold a Saturnalia when the granaries are full. for this high motive to rest on a perverted principle,
as was, for instance, the case at the making of the
Sacrifice is ofl'ered, the dead are commemorated,
and feasting and drinking follow (Dalton, Descr. golden calf, when the people sat down to eat and
Ethnol., Calcutta, 1872, p. 196 f.).
The hill tribes drink, and rose up to play,' or perhaps to make
;

—

;
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thanksgiving festival,
when the new gi-ain is ceremonially eaten and
sacrifice made.
The ceremony concludes with
drinking and festivity for several days (Shaw,
Asiatic Res. iv. [1795] 56 f.).
Similarly, the
•lapanese held a festival of firstfruits of the rice,
followed by feasting in holiday dress, songs, and
dances (Aston, Shinto, 1S05, p. 277).
Among the lower races, festivals of the gods are
sporadically found, of which one great incident is
The Elema tribes of the Papuan Gulf
feasting.
held tribal feasts for eating, drinking, and merrymaking, associating with these one or more tribal
gods (Holmes, J-K^/xxxix. 427). In Samoa, annual
feasts were held in honour of the gods (Brown,
229). The Yoruba held many such annual festivals,
e.g. one in honour of Oro lasting for 3 months, at
which the men feasted on dogs and fowls (Ellis,
The Gonds held an annual festival in honour
111).
of the snake, and another in honour of the sun,
both of a licentious and bacchanalian character
(Hopkins, 527 f.).
Many such annual festivals
were held in Mexico, aU of them being occasions
for great feasts in which much food and drink
were consumed, and much licence occurred (Bannear

croft,

iii.

hold

341, 347, 360,

a

and passim).

merry' (Ex 32^). But even so a religious element
would remain for aU worship, be it ever so perverted, is capable of inspiring its devotees with its
own special kind of joy. There is, however, this
important difl'erence between idolatrous occasions
of rejoicing and those sanctioned and regulated by
the pure Jahweh-cult that, whereas pagan festivities were, generally speaking, only too likely
to lead to practices which the higher conscience regards as immoral, the close union of all joy with
the lofty dictates of Mosaic piety was calculated
to restrain the Israelite from indulging in excesses
for which there would naturally be much stimulus
during seasons of public or private feasting.
The great prominence given in the OT to the idea
;

of religious joy is attested, not only by the stress
frequently laid on it in the sacred texts, but also
by the series of Hebrew words (pt;'?, ii'ib'^, ^m'-y, nh'i,
nj-1, ny"i, .inn, besides the verb ibj; and its cognates
and derivatives) employed to express the various
gradations of rejoicing. For it is clear that, where

is a full appreciation of the different degrees
any given sensation, there must first of all be
The few exceptions to this wholesome restraint, e.g., the

there
of
1

habit of copious drinliint? at the Feast of Purini (see, e.g.,
Abrahams, Jewish Life in the Middle Ages, Lond., 1S96, pp. 103,
382), do not. as a rule, involve more than venial shortcominffS.
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a strong and fully realized sense of its presence.
A mere glance at the rows of passages given in the
Hebrew Concordances under the respective roots
of the words named will be sufficient to impress the
mind with the prevalence of the idea of religious
joy in the Hebrew Canon, but it will be useful to
refer here especially to such typical passages as the
following
Ye shall rejoice before the Lord your God seven days (Lv
:

*

'

Feast of Tabernacles) ; ' Serve the Lord with rejoicing:,
before his presence with singing (Ps 1002) ; To keep the
dedication with gladness, both with thanksgiving, and with
singing, with cymbals, psalteries, and with harps' (Neh 1227).
23'*0

:

come

'

'

Mosaism, it will be remembered, set itself to discourage all gloomy brooding on a shadowy hereafter in Sheol, and all the uncanny and disquieting
practices that were connected ndth such brooding,
and placed before the people instead the ideal of a
life of brightness, plenty, and holy rej'oicing.
Some
special Olustrations of the continuance of the same
cherished ideal among the Jews of later times will
be found in § 2, and the reader will do well to consult, e.g., the article ' Freude,' in Hamburger (where
a number of Talmudieal references bearing on this
topic will be found), besides the various articles in
the
to be referred to later. The marked development of the idea of the hereafter among the Jews of
post-Biblical times had, indeed, its share in fostering a strong ascetic tendency in some members of
the race, but the bulk of the nation and the
majority of its leaders remained faithful to the old
ideal of sacred joy ; and, as the later Jewish
doctrine of the future life was to persons of a
cheerful disposition, at any rate not centred in
the thought of torment or of a shadowy Hades, but
rather in a life of bliss for the good under the wing
of Jahweh, they found no contradiction between
the newly developed idea of the life to come (o'^iyn
unn) and the ancient Divine command to rejoice in
the present (nin aSyn). They, indeed, gave themselves earnestly to fasting and mourning on the
days specially set aside for that purpose, but the
dominant tendency of their mind remained one of
hope, and of the readiness to rejoice which accompanies hope.^ It is even correct to say that one
effect of the many sufferings and persecutions which
the Jews had to undergo was to heigliten the relish
of religious joy on every possible occasion.
The
Ghetto is generally thought of only as a place of
depression and gloom, a kind of mediaeval Jewish
purgatory, but it had its bright side as well. In
their secluded homes, their synagogues, their convivial gatherings, their Sabbaths (when capacity
for the pleasures of the table was enhanced by the
bestowal of a m-n' natrn, i.e. additional soul), and
more particularly their festival rejoicings, they

JE

—
—

found a welcome refuge from the many ills that
beset them in the world around. The inwardness
of the hopes and joys that were left to them, as
well as their love of ease and good cheer, had a
tendency to grow with the dangers, the contumely,
and the suspicions that fastened on them so readily
from the outside.
2. Occasions of feasting-.—
brief survey of the
chief occasions of feasting, additional to those of
festivals proper, may be fitly grouped under [a)
special celebrations that were in vogue during the
second Temple and partly dated from pre-Exilic
times ; and (b) seasons of rejoicing largely observed
down to the present day, partly celebrated in continuation of customs prevalent in OT times, and
partly dating from later times. The feasting that

A

1 As one of the best illustrations of the prominence given
by
the Jews to the idea of life's joy, even in seasons of highest
seriousness, may be cited the custom of Jewish maidens in
Mishnaic times, and possibly earlier, who went out in white apparel to dance in the vineyards on the Day of Atonement (besides the 15th day of Ab) tor the purpose of directing the minds
of Jewish young men to thoughts of matrimonyfso Bab. Ta'am'tA.
264 ; Baba bathra, 121a).

Jewish^

was customary at the reunion or parting

of friends

(e.g. Gn 26^°), at a time of sheep-shearing (1 S 25^,
2 S 13^^-), or on an occasion like that of the homebringing of the T^k (2 S S"^-, 1 Ch IS'-^f-), when
David danced before the Lord with all his might,'
need not be included in the list chosen for special
treatment.'
{a) First to be noted under this head are the
processions from the provinces connected with the
conveyance and presentation of the firstfruits to the
Temple priests at Jerusalem, in accordance with the
ordinance contained in Dt 26'"" (v." Thou shalt
rejoice in all the good,' etc.).
This semi-festive
religious observance no doubt goes back to very
early times, and has its parallels in the customs of
other nations (see HDB, art. Firstfruits '). The
time during which the presentations could be made
extended from the Feast of Weeks or Pentucost to
the Hasmonaean Feast of Dedication (in the month
Kislev [December]) (see Bikkurlm, and cf. Philo,
de Festo Cophini, and Jos. Ant. IV. viii. 22).
much greater degree of rejoicing characterized
what is commonly known as the Water-Feast,
which was celebrated during the nights of the Feast
of Tabernacles. According to Sukkah, v. (w here an
account of these additional festivities will befound),
a person who has not been present at these celebrations 'has never seen joy.' The real character of
the festivities is stiU a matter of dispute. Geiger
(Lehrbuch der Mischnah, Breslau, 1845, s.v. n^NiE*,
which he translates by Fachel, torch ') and others
consider the torchlight procession to have been its
principal feature.
Herzfeld and Venetianer (see
Lit. at the end of the article) have respectively
advocated a connexion with celebrations in honour
of Dionysus and with the Eleusinian Mysteries.
The extraordinary effort of a chief like Simeon
b. Gamaliel I. to amuse the people on these occasions by personally engaging in a grotesque dance
with eight lighted torches in his hands (Bab. SukIcah, 53a) would seem to favour the idea that he
had a particular reason for diverting the attention
of the populace from the undesirable associations
of such festivities.
The purpose of giving a higher
sanction to an originally pagan celebration may also
be discerned in Midrash Kabba on Gn 29^ (ch. Ixx.
§ 8), where the water-drawing is made to signify
the bestowal of the Holy Spirit (cf. ExpT xxiii.
[1912] 180, and where also the well-known suggestion of a connexion with the
rivers of living
'

'

'

A

'

'

water of Jn 7^' ^^ is referred to).
Special mention must also be made of the thirtyfive days enumerated in Megillath Ta'anith (original text begun in the 1st cent. A.D. and completed
in the 2nd), on none of which public fasting was
allowed, whilst on the most important of them
'

public mourning was also prohibited. The first of
these days was the 8th of Nisan, on which certain
Pharisaic statutes were carried in opposition to
the Saddueees
and the last date was the 28th of
Adar, when news of the close of the persecutions
instituted by Hadrian arrived. There is a distinct
religious flavour about these half-festive occasions
and the entire tone ol Megillath Taanith.
(b) The second part of this survey may appropriately begin with the question of birthday celebrations among the Jews.
Tliere is no clear reference
to such celebrations among the ancient Hebrews in
the OT. The mention of the day of our king in
Hos
may quite naturally be taken to refer to
the anniversary of the king's accession to thethrone,
and the other passages quoted in JE iii. 221 are
still less decisive.^
The only clear reference to a
birthday festivity in the OT is found in Gn 40™,
;

'

'

V

1 The occasion of the feasting referred to in Job
is not clear.
As the seven days appear to have been consecutive, they could
I'*''-

hardly have been birthdays.
2 On Job 1^- 5 see the precedin? note.

;
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and relates to the Ef,'yptian Pharaoh. Tlie hirtliday celebrations in the Herodian family (Mce Jos.
Ant. XIX. vii. 1 Mt 14") were, no doubt, an imitaAll
tion of GriEco-Koman customs of the time.
one can say of Jewish feeling about it in mediajval
;

times is that the birthday celebration of a private
person among jja^ans lay under a minur kind
of ban, its connexion with idolatrous wor.ship not
being considered pronounced enough to warrant
the cessation of all business connexion witli the
pagan concerned for three days preceding the festivity, so that the ban lay only on the day itself (see

Maimonides, Mishneh Torah (D'-i:n nipni i"ji mn'jn, ch.
ix. ).'
In modern times, however, Jews vei-y largely
adopt the custom of birthday celebrations from
their neighbours.

The

circumcision feast, which

was celebrated by

Talmudic times (see JE ii. 496), had,
but
of course, a profoundly religious signilicance
the attempt of the Rabbis to refer the institution
of such feasting to Abraham (see JE, loc. cit. rests
on a mere quibble. There is no mention of banqueting on the occasion of a circumcision in the OT.
The weaning of an infant, on the other hand,
which apparently took place at the end of the 2nd
or 3rd year of the child's life, was made the occasion of feasting or of sacrifice in very early times
1 S l--"-, weaning of
(see Gn 21^ weaning of Isaac
Samuel). The reason for the celebration was, no
doubt, the entrance of the child on a more independent and more vigorous existence, but under the
religion of Jahweh all such thoughts were permeated by a strain of genuine religious joy.
An occasion of festivity, the mere title of which
suggests its religious character, is that of bar-misloahi'son of commandment'), a term denoting a
youth who has completed his thirteenth year, and
thus enters on a life of religious responsibility.
On the first Sabbath in his fourteenth year the
youth is for the first time in his life called up to
read a portion of the Torah, and sometimes also the
prophetic section entitled tbe Haftarah. A family
feast, to which the teachers of the youth as well as
banqueting

in

;

)

;

friends are invited, and at which religious addresses
are delivered by the bar-miswah himself and others,
is the natural accompaniment of this institution.
The oldest Rabbinical reference to the idea underlying the initiation is found in Pirke Aboth, v.
(near the end), where a youth is declared liable to
observe the commandment at the age of thirteen

although the name bar-miswah
appears to be of much later origin (see JE ii.
The account of our Lord's disputing with
509).
the doctors of the Law, when only twelve years of
age (Lk 2^^"^), has been brought into relation with
the same idea. In Morocco a boy becomes, in fact,
bar-miswah when he has passed the age of twelve
years (jE, loc. cit.).
On the subject of festivities connected with betrothal (in the old Jewish sense of a ceremony of so
binding a character that only divorce could dissolve it) and marriage (i.e. the home- taking of the
Albride), only one remark need here be made.
though the Jewish contract of marriage is a purely
civil one, in the sense that the presence of a Rabbi
and its ratification in a synagogue are unessential,
yet the occasion is one of profoundly religious imMarriage being a Divine ordinance, and the
port.
procreation of children a sacred duty, wedding
festivities must in the nature of things also bear a
decidedly religious character.
A minor occasion of sacred holiday-making in
(msD'7 r\-x>\)-a^a p),

itself

1 The birthday celebration of a king, on the other hand,
which was a pat^an national festivity, lay under the greater ban
(see 'Aboda zara, i. 3, and Excursus 2, p. 19 ff., in W. A. L.
Elmslie's edition of the tractate [TS, vol. viii. no. 2], who, however, defends an unacceptable construction of the Hebrew text
instead of taking N'D13J Dr to signify the day of the Csesar's

apotheosis).
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old-fashioned Jewish circles, and more particularly
among young students of the Talmud (hence called
'Scholans' Festival'), is Lag biVOmer, i.e. tlie
thirty-third day counted from the second day of
the Passover Feast, when a sheaf of tlie (irstfruits
was brought as a heave-otl'ering (Lv 23""-). Tlie
exact reason for the festivity is loxt in obscurity
(for .some Rabbinical guesses, see JE ix. 400)
but
some kind of connexion with the progress of agricultural operations appears to follow from its
dating after the heave-oU'ering at Pa,s.sover time
for, as has already been intimated, religious joy has
in the Jewish mode of thought been associated
with such occasions from early times.
Worthy of mention are also the various local
Piiriin festivals, celebrated in imitation of the
Biblical Purim, or Feast of Esther, on anniversaries
of deliverance from gi-eat calamities.
One of the
best-known of these is the Purim of Cairo, annually
held in that city on the 28th of Adar, in commemoration of tbeir escape from the dangers that
threatened the Cairene Jews in 1.524 at the hands
of Ahmad Shaitan Pasha (see JQR viii. [1895-96]
274-288, 511 f. ). The reading of a Mcgillah, wTitten
in close imitation of the Book of Esther, forms the
central part of this religious observance.
For a
list of similar celebrations (including as late an
occasion as that of the Purim of Padua, which is
held in commemoration of the extinguishing of a
great fire in 1795), seeJE, art. Purims.'
'

'

;

;

'

See also

artt.

Festivals and Fasts (Hebrew)

and (Jewish).

—

Literature. In addition to tbe original texts and the variouB
works already named, the reader should consult J. Hociiman,
Jerxtsalem Temple Festivities, London, 1908 (i. Presentation of
the Firstfruits
ii. 'The Water-Feast'), L. Herzfeld, Gesch.
des Volkes Israel, Leipzig, 1871, ii. 125, and L. Venetianer,
Die eleusin. Mysterien ira jerus. Tempel,' in EriiU's Popiddrwissenschaftliche Monatsbldtter, 1897, pp. 121-125, 169-181, for
theories on the Water-Feast. Among the editions of Megillatk
Ta'anith is that of Neubauer in Mediceval Je\insh Chronicles,
ii. (Aiiecdota Oxoniensia, Semitic Series, vol. i.
pt. iv.), and a
full account of the work is given in Hamburger, Healencyc. des
'

'

;

'

Judenthums^, Leipzig, 1896, Supplementband, i. 104-107.
other topics, see JE, artt. on Banquets,' Betrothal,' etc.
'

On

'

Margoliouth.
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FEBRONIANISM.— The

system of Church
defended by Hontheim, auxiliary
Bishop of Trier in the 18th cent, under the pseu-

government

donym

'Justinus Febronius.'

It

is

the

German

form of Gallicanism with an Erastian colouring
it had a great vogue at the time, lasted as a tendency during the early 19th cent., and was not
finally expelled from the Roman Catholic Church
till the Vatican CouncU in 1870.

—

1. Life of Hontheim.
Johann Nicholas von Hontheim was
born of a distinguished family at Trier on 27th Jan. 1701. His
father and most of his relatives were officials in the service of
the Bishop-Electors.
He began his studies at the Jesuit college at Trier, and continued them at the universities of Trier,
Louvain, and Leyden. When he was 12 years old, he was tonsured and received a canon's stall at the collegiate church of
At Louvain he came under the
St. Simeon in his native city.
influence of Van Espen. He took his degree in law in 1724,
travelled in Belgium, Holland, Germany, and Itjily, was three
years at the German College at Rome, was ordained priest at
Trier in 1728, and taught Canon Law in the university from
1732 to 1738. From 17S8 to 1747 he was OtBzial (agent) of the
Elector at Cohlenz, and Director of the Seminary there. In 1747,
already overburdened with literary work, he retired to his
canonry at Trier. But the Elector (Franz Georg) appointed
him auxiliary Bishop in place of the one who had just died. He
was ordained at Mainz on 13th May 1748, with the title Bishop
of Myriophytus in pari, injidelium, and he remained auxiliary
and Vicar General in spiritualibus under the Electors Johann
Philipp (von Waldendorf) and Clemens Wenzeslaus (von Sachsen)
'

'

life.
'The Electors lived at their castle on the
Rhine, and were more princes than bishops, so that Hontheim
was practically bishop of the diocese. He enjoyed a great reputation for learning and piety. On several occasions he succeeded in composing strife, and in every way he showed himself
a zealous and edifj'ing bishop. No one disputes the correctness
of his morals, the excellent work he did for the diocese, or the
value of his historical writings. From the year 1746 he was
Vice-Chancellor of the university of Trier, and in that capacity
came into frequent conflict with the Jesuits. Towards the end
of his life he was known throughout Europe as the author of
the Febronius, and was much troubled by the controversy

to the end of his

;

'; '

;
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which arose from his book. He had a Schloss at Montquintin
on the Rhine. He died here on 2nd Sept. 1790, and was buried
In 1S03
in the crypt of the Church of St. Simeon at Trier.
that church was desecrated, and his bod}' was removed to St.
Gervasius in the Neustrasse, where it now lies. He left a

number
2.

of foundations for various charities in Trier.

Writings and system.

— Hontheira

was the
said to have

author of a number of works. He is
written the lessons of the local Trier breviary
(since abolished).
F. X. Kraus doubts this, as
they do not at all represent his ideas (Allgemeine

deutsche Biographie, xiii. 83).
He deserves well
of German historians for his Historia Trevirensis
diplomatica et pragmatica (3 vols., Augsburg and
Wiirzburg, 1750) and Prodromus Historim Trevirensis (2 vols., do. 1757). But the work to which he
owes his fame is the Febronius, published in 1763.
It is said that the interference of the Papal Legate
Doria at the election of the Emperor Charles vil.
(1742-1745) first gave him the idea of writing a
work which should distinguish the political from
He chose
the ecclesiastical power of the Pope.
from the
Justinus Febronius
the pseudonym
name of his niece, a nun at Juvigny, in religion
Justina Febronia. The MS was taken by his friend
von Krufi't to a bookseller, EsslLnger, at Frankfurt
am Main, who promised the strictest secrecy as to
the real authoi-, and did not pay any fee for it.
In order to keep the secret, an imaginary publisher
The
and place were printed on the title-page.
work appeared as Justini Febronii Jcti ( = iurispotestate
consulti) de Statu Ecclesice et legitima
Homani Pontificis liber singularis ad reuniendos
dissidentes in religione Chrisfianos compositus
The
Bullioni apud Guillielmum Eviardi, 1763.
main idea of the work ia that the power of the
Pope should be reduced and that of the bishops
increased tie Christian princes should see to this.
There is nothing new in it. The ideas are those
of du Pin, Richer, Van Espen, and the Galilean
school.
It puts these clearly, forcibly, and in a
moderate compass. The author declares that, so
far from opposing the Papacy, he wishes only to
Thus he
strengthen it by fixing its just limits.
hopes to reconcile Protestants and bring them back
He dedicates his work to
to union with the Pope.
the Pope Clement XIII. (1758-1769), summo Pontifici, prime in terris Christ! vicario,' to Christian
kings and princes, the bishops and doctors of theology and Canon law.
There are nine chapters. Oh. L (' De exteriore forma regiminis quam in sua ecclesia Christus Dominus instituit') begins by
interpreting Mt 161**, jn 20-'-f-, as not applying to the Papacy.
The form of the Church is not monarchic, the keys' are given
by Christ to the whole Church all Apostles were equal, though
Peter was primate; the Council of Trent did not declare the
Church a monarchy the infallibility of the Pope (* ultramontanorum doctrina ') is not recognized by the Church. Ch. ii.
(' De Primatu in ecclesia et genuinis eius iuribus ') establishes
'

'

:

:

'

'

;

;

a primacy by Divine right, for the sake of unity.
The Pope is the guardian of the Canons for the whole Church.
He can make laws in the name of the universal Church,' and
has 3. principatus, not of jurisdiction but of order and consociatio.
Ch. iii. is entitled
De incrementis iurium Primatus
Romani, illorumque ausis turn fortuitis et innocuig, turn sontiMany Papal rights have been acquired by devolution
bus.'
these are no part of the ius wdinarmnt. The False Decretals
totally modified the external government of the Church. "The
Roman Curia must be distinguished from the see. Ch. iv. (' De
causis quae vulgo maiores vocantur') describes how these came
to be reserved to the Pope. Questions of faith are not reserved
any bishop may condemn heresies.
Local synods may reexamine doctrines condemned by Rome. The confirmation
that there

is

'

*

;

of bishops, erection of new sees, and so on, are
rights of the Metropolitan. Cardinal Orsi is quoted against the
claims
of the Pope.
Ch. v. discusses the right of
monarchic
making laws for the universal Church and the question of appellations to Rome. Lk 22^ does not apply to the successors
of Peter.
Papal laws are not binding till they are promul-

and deposition

g;ated in each province by the Metropolitan. Gratian and other
'
collections of canons have only the sanction of custom.
wide authority,' but not jurisdiction in the strict sense, over all
Churches belongs to the Roman Pontiff. Ch. vi. (' De Conciliig
generalibus ') declares that no Divine or ecclesiastical law reserves the summoning of General Councils to the Pope ; the

A

eight were convened by the Emperor. A General Council
is above the Pope.
He may not re-examine its decrees ; but
many Councils have re-examined decrees of Popes. It is lawful
first

and often expedient to appeal from the Pope's decision to a
future General Council. A General Council should be sumas soon as possible, to reform abuses.
Ch. vii.
establishes that bishops have their jurisdiction not from the

moned now,

Pope, but directly from God. The Pope has no real jurisdiction
over other bishops. The immunity of regulars from episcopal
jurisdiction is a grave abuse, a hard and undeserved wound
to the rights of the ordinaries. Ch. viii. (* De libertate ecclesiae,
eiusque restaurandae iure et causis ') is about the False Decretals.
These destroyed the Uberty of provincial Churches, and are the
source of the Pope's excessive power and the main impediment
to the reunion of Christendom. Ch, ix. declares that Roman
Catholics must carefully watch every step of the Roman Curia
which may be hurtful to right law. The best remedy would be
to summon without delay a free General Council. An agreement of all Roman Catholic princes and a common constitution
promulgated by them would be the best way of securing this.
Nor need any one fear the censures of the Pope there is no
danger of a schism. The princes should arouse popular feeling
against the False Decretals. The end of the book sums up its
whole purpose thus
It is the interest of the Church certainly
to maintain the primacy, but to keep it within proper bounds.'
'

;

:

An obvious

*

famous work is that,
like many reformers, its author is carried by his
principles too far to have any chance of being heard
criticism of this

by authority, perhaps further than he himself foresaw. Certainly it was not difficult for his opponents to quote from his book passages which were
scandalous to Roman Catholic readers, as coming
from a Catholic bishop. F. X. Kraus, who is sympathetic to Hontheim, admits that the Febronius
contains things which must seem highly suspicious
'

even to a very liberal Roman Catholic, if he remains
a Catholic at all' (op. cit. xiii. 89).
3. The controversy.— The book at once excited
second
enormous interest throughout Europe.

A

was

1765 and translations
appeared immediately in German, French, Italian,
Spanish, Portuguese. The effect of Hontheim's
In 1768, Venice declared
principles was soon seen.
that the bishops have jurisdiction over all regulars
throughout its territory ; the Neapolitan Government abolished the rules of the Roman Cancellaria
Maria Teresa allowed similar
in that kingdom
laws for the Duchy of Milan. In Portugal the
Bishop of Coimbra, who had forbidden the book in
his diocese, was forced by Government to withdraw
Especially throughout Germany was
his order.
the effect of the Febronius long felt, in spite of its
repeated condemnation by the Pope and German
bishops.
The complaints against the Curia made
by the legates of the three episcopal Electors at
Coblenz on 13th Dec. 1769, the 'Eraser Punktat'
in 1786, and much of Joseph ll.'s (1780-1790) legislaIn Italy the Synod of
tion are influenced by it.
Pistoia (1786), and Leopold of Tuscany (1765-1790)
follow the same principles so that most of the
later so-called Galilean movement throughout
Europe found in Febronius a guide, or an expression
edition

called

for

in

;

:

of its principles.

Meanwhile the book was condemned at Rome
and attacked by a great number of opponents. As
soon as it appeared, it was denounced by the
Nuncio (Cardinal Borromeo) at Vienna on 27th
Feb. 1764 it was put on the Index by Clement XIII.,
who on 21st May wrote an encyclical to the German
bishops telling them to suppress the book in their
dioceses (these are reprinted in Roskovany, Romanus Pontifex, iii. 234-240). Nine obeyed, including Clemens Wenzeslaus of Trier; sixteen
took no step either way (letters of Germaij bishops
condemning the book [i6.]). In July the Archbishop of Vienna had heard that the book was
being read with approval by the princes at court
he ordered it to be destroyed wherever found (ib.
Clemens Wenzeslaus still did not know, or
238).
He conaffected not to know, who was the author.
demned it as a poisonous book which has appeared
under the unknown name of Justinus Febronius
;

'

(i6.

242f.).

Among the many writers who entered the lists against
Febronius, the most noticeable are F. A. Zaccaria, S.J. {Antisia apologia polemico-storica del primato del
Febbronw ...
Papa, Pesaro, 1767, and Antifebronius viTuiicatits, do. 1772),

;

:

PEELING
Summontm

p. Ballerini (de Potcstate ecclesiastica
Potitificum,
Verona, 1768), and the archmologist T. M. Mamochi (fipistaad Jnstinuni Febroniuia . iibri Ires, 3 voia., Uonic,
1776-177H). Ilontheim answered hificriticHin four more volumes
under the Hanio title (Kninkfurt and Leipzig;, 177(J, 1772, 1773,
1774); in 1777 ho pulilishcd a Fcbroniu^ aol/rcviatus.
laruiii

At

.

.

the Becret of the authorship was well
in 17()4 it began to leak out, apparently
through Hontheim's friend Garampi. Pius VI.
(1775-1799) insisted on a retractation, and Clemens
Wenzeslaus in 1778 began to urge Hontheim to
withdraw. Apparently he threatened, in case of a
refusal, to dismiss not only Hontheim himself, but
all his relatives as well, from his service.
On 14th
June 1778, Hontheim sent an incomplete retractation to the Elector, although he still defended 16
propositions which the Elector's theologians had
declared heretical. Neither the Elector nor the
first

kept.

But

Pope was satisfied with this, and a formula of
entire retractation was presented for Hontheim's
signature. After much discussion he signed it,
with one modihcation, the erasing of the sentence
'Wherefore rightly the government of the Church
is called monarchic by Catholic doctors.'
The
Nuncio accepted this. On 2nd Jan. 1779, Pius VI.
published a Brief announcing the retractation.
:

Hontheim was much annoyed by the public, announcement (though it always follows, and he had
received no guarantee to the contrary), and in
letters to his friends began to complain of the way
he had been treated. So the idea spread that he
had not really meant to retract at all. On 7th
April 1780, he published in the Coblcnzer Intclligenzblatt a statement that he had retracted freely
and was about to publish a defence of his retractation.
This appeared at Frankfurt in 1781 under
the title Jiistini Febronii Jcti Commentarius in
suam retractationem Pio VII. Pont. Max. Kal. nov.
an. 177S submissam. In this work he so explained
his action that it was plain that he still held the
ideas condemned. So the Koman Curia declared
itself not satisfied, and the dispute began again.
From now to the end of his life Hontheim showed
a curious vacillation. In 1781 he wrote to the
:

Hamburge.r Zeitung
The world has

*

my

read, tested, and approved the statements of
retractation will no more persuade thoughtful
statements than will the many refutations
pseudo-theologians, monks, and flatterers of the

My

book.

men to reject these
written by
Pope.'

On

the other hand, in 1786 he wrote against the

Emser Punktat,' which onlj' echoed the ideas of
the Febroniiis. Towards the end of his life he
'

seems inconsistent and perhaps wilfully ambiguous.
He did not actually incur any censure, and died
The eft'ect of the Febin union with the Church.
roniiis lasted intermittently in Germany into the
19th century. J. V. Eybel took up its ideas to
fortify the policy of Joseph II. ( Was ist der Papst ?
Vienna, 1782). The final blow to Febronianism
was given by the Vatican Council in 1870.
Literature. Krufft, Hist, de la vie de J. N. de Hontheim,' in
Otto Mejer, Febronius, Freiburg, 18S5 F. X. Kraus, Hontheim,' in the Allgemeine deutsche Biographic, Leipzig, ISSl, xiii.
83-94 Briefwechsel zto. weiland Ihrer Durchlaucht dcin Hcrt-n
Churfiirsten van Trier, Clemens Wenzeslans, u. dem HerniWeikbisckof, yiklos v. Hontheim., iiber das Buck Justintis Febronius,
U.S.W., Frankfurt am Main, 1S13
A. de RoskovAny, Romunus
Pontifex tamquam Priinas eeclesite et Princeps civilis e monumentis omnmtn soecutorum demoustratus, Nitriae et Comaromii,

—

'

;

'

;

;

1867, torn.

iii.

pp. 234-240.

ADRIAN FOKTESCUE.

FEELING. — I.

—

Definition and scope. The
equivocal term ' feeling ' is now the accepted
designation of states of consciousness viewed as
agreeable or disagreeable.
have sensations,
and they are pleasant or unpleasant ; we have
ideas, and their presence in the mind creates
pleasure or pain ; we carry on activities, and
along with them goes a glow of delight or a
mental disturbance or aversion. The experiences
through which we pass create melody or discord.

We
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and we are aware

of it.
Abstracting the hedonic
sensational, intellectual, or volitional accompaniment, as we readily do whenever
it preponderates, we call the state of consciousness
one of feeling. The characteristic marks, then, of
the feelings are these two pleasure and pain (in
a somewhat broader and more technical sense than
p(jpular use attaches to the words), and pure subjectivity, as being simply states of the self, and
wanting the objective reference implied in knowing
and in willing. Among the feelings, we generally
mark off the emotions (att'ections, passions, sentiments) as at once the most extensive and the most

aspect from

its

:

important

class.

It was long customary to regard the distinction
of intellect and will the contemplative and the
active powers as exhaustive, feeling being regarded as merged in impulse, desire, and volition,
and the emotions as complex products in which
cognition and appetency blend ; and to this view-

—

—

some still adhere. But, wliether we consider the
dual or the triple division of mind as psychologically
the more exact, it must be admitted that feeling
is so unique a fact, and that the feelings are so
impressive, bulk so large in consciousness, and are
so important for human life, that it has become
imperative to give the exposition of feeling a place
of co-ordinate rank with that of knowing and of
willing.
In daj's past, when the struggle of life
was more arduous than it is now, and when men
had to gather all their energies for a swift and
vigorous reaction on circumstances, feeling was
readily lost in impulse and volition, and men had
little inclination to view it in abstraction from
activity, or to give it an independent value.
It
is otherwise now, as, among other symptoms, the
modern novel proclaims although even now, in
circles where life is hard and stern, feeling is apt
to be viewed as an intruder.
The importance of feeling may be realized by a
moment's consideration of the consequences of its
;

withdrawal

from consciousness.

Were we

in-

capable of pleasure and pain, of joy and sorrow,
were nothing good in our eyes and nothing evil,
we should be as stones, nothing could have any
value for us, no event any interest, and life would
be bereft of all significance.
familiarly speak
of an apathetic man as dead.
It is only because
we are capable of feeling that we are interested in
ourselves, or interested in each other, or have any
questions to put about life and the universe, or
have any reason for desiring any one event to come
to pass rather than another. It is feeling that stirs
Yet we are
to action the whole animated world.
not thus laying a basis for hedonistic ethics for
behind this fact of pleasure and pain lies the
impulse of self-conservation and self-development,
which, setting us in movement, conducts us to
the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, the
eating of whose fruit starts the tale of man's life.
In the case of animals, pleasures and pains receive
simply a quantitative valuation, and, as such,
absolutely rule their doings
but in the case of
a self-conscious being, who can make objective all
the contents of his reason, and look before and
after, pleasures and pains are valued relatively
to his whole complex nature both individual and
social, and to that ideal end which gives law to
Self-conscious desire is a different
all conduct.
thing from appetite. Pleasure and pain remain
mighty factors in our life, although not sovereign
masters prescribing even tlie moral law of conduct
they are the condition of life having value, but
not themselves the standard of value.
The feelings naturally fall
2. Classification.
into two classes, according to the nature of their
that is, the nature of that to which they
base
attach, and from which they rise. (1) There are

We

;

;

—

;

—
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that have sensations for their base
sensuous, or sensation-feelings, e.g. tlie pleasureable feelings arising from the taste of food, from
the odour of flowers, from the light of day or the
blue sky, or from the healthy functioning of the
or the painful feelings arising from
organism
gloom or -weariness, or jarring sounds. (2) There
are feelings that have ideas for their base such
as may arise from presentation of an object to
sense (such as the sea or the rising sun) when it
also conveys a rush of ideas or such as may arise
in the activity of memory, and the constructive
imagination.
Examples are hope, fear, melancholy, jealousy, moral approbation, the sublime.
This class of feelings is commonly distinguished
as the emotions.

feelings

;

—

;

This distinction between the feelings that have sensations
for their base and those that are based upon ideas seems
clear, and it is certainly serviceable ; but it cannot be
pressed too absolutely.
In some cases there seems to be
a certain representative element present where we might
imagine there was only sensation for example, in the feeling
of disgust which is generated bj' seeing or touching some
natural objects, and which is due in all likelihood to association and teaching. Again, a sensation-factor seems to attach
even to the highest emotions, as in the sense of warmth suffusing us in the presence of the beautiful, or in the thrill we

—

It must .also be noted that
feel in the presence of the sublime.
the feelings of joy and sorrow, hope and fear, elation and
depression, and others, are generated by stimulants and drugs,
or even by the secretions of the body, as surely as by ideas—
with the qualification that the result in the former case is
rather an emotional mood or frame than a definite emotion.
Nevertheless, we hold by the useful distinction between feelings
that adhere to sensational experiences purely as such, and
feelings that, even if they involve sensation, arise in connexion
with some further activity of ideation. The presence or absence
of an ideational factor furnishes, if not a quite exact, yet a
serviceable, principle of arrangement.

(1)

;

)

Before passing to the emotions, as

much

the

more important, we devote a short space to the
sensation-feelings. They are our earliest feelings,
and belong even to our pre-natal life and who can
They
tell with what important consequences ?
are universal, or common to all men. They are
habitual.
They sum themselves up into an important aggregate of happiness or misery. The

—

feelings arising from the organic sensibility alone
will suffice to bathe the consciousness in sunshine
or smother it in gloom ; they mainly determine
the mood or temperament, and thus tell upon the
formation of character.
scarcely realize all
we owe of life's joy to the senses to the song of
birds, to the rippling of water, to the common light,
to the colours of the earth and sky, to pleasant
Nor do we realize
odours, and the taste of food.
as we ought how ugliness and gloom, a blackened
sky, blasted vegetation, a poisoned atmosphere,
and all agencies that create sensuous pains, not
only make life an oppression, but also degrade and
tend to crush the soul into pessimism and atheism

We

—

(for good statements on the subject of sensuous
feelings, see Hbliding, Psychology, Eng. tr., 1892,

New

York,
pp. 221-233 ; also Dewey, Psychology,
1887, ch. xi. pp. 250-261).
(2) On proceeding now to the emotions, it would
serve no purpose to enter on the question of

about

many emotional states, which makes them
name as the sensations of the

as difficult to grasp or

It is curious that in certain languages emotions have received names that are untranslatable
other
tongues for example, we have no equivainto
lent for the German Gemiithlichkeit ; and it is
said that no other language has an equivalent for

viscera.

;

the Scotch word 'eeriness.' Further, each one of
the more familiar emotions runs through a gamut
of modifications or subdivides into several species.
Thus, in the aesthetic emotions, we have the
pretty, the graceful, the elegant, the lovely, the
picturesque in the emotions of the ludicrous, we
have the witty, the humorous, the funny, the
Thus, fear becomes alarm, terror,
grotesque.
despair ; anger becomes resentment, indignation,
rage, fury
joy becomes brightness, gladness,
Probably
cheerfulness, delight, rapture, ecstasy.
every modification of consciousness has its own
modification of feeling. Language is too scanty
to express them all, and is also too rough and
coarse
we require to have recourse to music.
The human soul is as subtle in its responses of
feeling as the thermo-electric pile in relation to
degrees of temperature.
may next observe the manner in which
(h)
the emotions ramify in the mental life. As an
example, we may take the familiar emotion of
fear.
can trace its presence in the religious
It
feelings of reverence, awe, and adoration.
enters into the composition of the emotion of the
sublime. According to Kant at least, it belongs
In timidity, anxiety,
to the sense of duty.
diffidence, suspiciousness, caution, prudence, bashfulness, it requires but little insight to detect
its colouring.
It acts as a check on conceit and
Superstition, bigotry, and intolerarrogance.
ance would more readily slacken their hold, but
for fear.
The emotion of fear, like all other
simple feelings, is in itself neither good nor bad
but it may enter as an element into the very
worst and very best qualifications and activities.
Similarly we might trace the ramifications of hope,
pride, or anger.
(c) It is more than doubtful whether there is
any fact in mind that can be properly expressed as
psychical chemistry ; but the nearest approaches
The
to it seem to be found in the emotional life.
emotions compound themselves and there emerge
new products, which have all the aspect of ultimate
simplicity, until, turning an analytic gaze upon
them, we force them to disclose their elements.
One of the simplest examples is foundin melancholy,
in which the pain of regret for loss so fuses with
the pleasure of recollection of possession, or the
pain of self-commiseration so fuses with the
pleasure of self-congratulation, that there emerges
a new type of feeling unpleasant, and yet so
pleasant that men will even nurse it with tender;

;

;

We

We

'

'

;

—

A

no agreement among

somewhat more complex example is found
ness.
in jealousy, in whicli the joy and pride of possession,
the fear of loss, anger, indignation, rivalry, all
blend to create a remarkable new form of emotion

nor need any be expected.
The
emotional life grows and expands like a tree
and can we logically classify its branches ? (Any
one interested in the question will find a good

more notable example is
of tragic potency.
found in the passion of love. The analysis of its
components, as given by Spencer (Psychology^,
1870-72, i. § 215), will be found a marvel of acumen.

methods of classilication in Appendix B
Emotions and the Will also in Sully,
The Human Mind, 1892, Appendix I. vol. ii.
It will be found more instructive to enter on a
consideration of the more prominent characteristics

(rf) The emotions, however, do not always fuse.
They sometimes even conflict. They influence
each other in the most various ways. The question

classification.

There

is

psychologists,

;

resume

of
of Bain's

of the

emotional

;

life.

The first point arresting attention is the
number of the emotions. It would not be difficult
to enumerate scores for which we have names
and we give names only to the more common and
more prominent. There is a fleeting vagueness
(a)

;

A

where two or more emotions press
on consciousness simultaneously merits examinaemotions combine easily and
tion,
(a) Like
enhance each other. Thus, there is apt to be an
as to the result

easy fusion of disappointment, vexation, anger,
envy, and malice ; or of success, generosity, kindOne hardly expects a
ness, courage, and pride.
generous donation from an angry and disappointed

FEELING
man

but one may readily obtain it when he is
;
elated with the joy of success.
Homogeneous
•amotions not only fuse easily, Imt in doin;; so

—

enhance and

inllanie each otiior
although this is
observable in the case of the asthenic than of

more

the sthenic emotions. When a man is already
down, a slight addition of sorrow may readily
prove the last straw and in the presence of some
;

new

in itself not insupportable, he will cry
All his waves and billows have gone over
me.' (/3) Some emotions are contradictory, and
related like salt and sweet, wliich never blend.
Love and hate, arrogance and humility, laughter
and devotion, ludicrous contempt and reverence,
exclude each other, and do so in proportion to
Yet they will sometimes press
their intensity.
simultaneously on consciousness. King Arthur
loves the fallen wife at his feet, while, at the same
time, he is inspired with anger and indignation.
friend will sometimes provoke at once our

out,

trial,
'

A

admiration and our contempt. A merchant will
be in giief over business losses and in joy over the
birth of an heir.
An ass has been known to bray
at the church door while the congregation was
engaged in prayer. What happens? If we could
suppose the conflicting emotions to be of equal
strength {which is probably never the case), they
would simply neutralize each other. It commonly
happens that the one supplants the other, as when
a ludicrous idea makes devotion impossible or,
if it cannot quite supplant the other, there takes
place a trial of strength and a rapid and distracting alternation of moods. We try to end the
turmoO by going in search of reinforcements of
the emotion we desire to prevail. (7) There is a
third case. Emotions may be simply difierent,
although not contradictory, related like bitter and
sweet for example, joy and the ludicrous, humility
and hope. In this case, the result is various and
uncertain.
If the one feeling is weaker than the
other, the predominant emotion absorbs the other,
and converts it into itself, while yet receiving from
it some modifications.
Thus, the self-confident
courage with which a speaker advances to an
audience is sometimes met by the ditierent feeling
of alarm when facing it and the ordinary result
is that his coui'age is toned down, and the speaking
improved. A man does not speak the better for
over much confidence and excessive coolness. (On
this interesting section of the emotional life, the
reader may consult with advantage Hume on the
;

:

;

Passions, pt. iii. § ix., also his Dissertation on
the Passions, especially in §§ ii. and vi.
Hottding,
Psychology p. 238
various sections in Bain,
;

;

,

Emotions and the Will).
(e) The method of the spread of the emotions
seems next to demand attention. The main
instruments are the laws of contiguity and
similarity.
Let
stand for an emotion, and C
for its cognitive base.
But C is connected by
contiguity with D, E, F, fuses therewith, and

M

M

forms the unit CDEF.
now spreads over that
larger complex unit.
Thus, if a man loves a
woman, he is apt also to love everything connected

with her, even her very raiment, and the ground
on which she stands. A similar expansion takes
place by similarity.
We are here in presence of a
weighty factor in human life, and one of extensive
application.
Thus, Palestine became the Holy
Land by virtue of our reverence for Him who lived
and died there, extending itself to the very soil
with which He was contiguous. Thus, such an
emotion as patriotism is created
the colonist,
after long years, still turns with longing heart to
the hUls and rivers associated with parents, friends,
and the happy days of youth. Sometimes there
result tragic consequences. A man with a bad
conscience hates himself and, as he can never be
;

;
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parted from the self he hates, the odious thing
becomes contiguous with all things he sees or
handles, with all places he visits, with all associates
and all occupations a dark sliadow falls everywhere, he becomes a cynic and mi-iantlirope, and
conies to hate existence and curse the universe.
Another tragic example may be found in the
irrational hostility of renegades and apostates
to the creed they have cast away for the hostility
is not proportioned to the logical grounds of the
rejection, but to the misery associated with a
former belief. Thus do our own emotions, by
their tendency to did'use themselves, colour the
universe, making it, perchance, a temple of God
or a pit of blackness.
(/) Turning our eyes in a somewhat different
direction, let us next note the conspicuous fact
that the emotions of the soul are always correlated
with commotions of the body, although in smaller
degree in the case of the higher or more intellectual
emotions. There is no doubt a correlation between
every form of mental life and the physical organism but it does not obtrude itself as it does in
the quickened or impeded pulsation and breathing,
the stir in the abdominal viscera, that attend
anger and fear, joy and sorrow. This 'somatic
resonance' of the emotions is marked in their
popular location in the heart, and was more
reflected in Oriental speech, which located them
in the liver, bowels, and kidneys.
paradoxical
doctrine has even found some acceptance in recent
years, to the efl'ect that the bodily commotion
reported in consciousness constitutes the emotion
that we do not tremble because we are afraid, but
are afraid because we tremble, and similarly that
we are sad because we weep. Nothing, however,
has been adduced at all likely to upset the
judgment of common sense that the bodily movement follows as the efl'ect of the mental disturbance. Some bearings of the physical reverberations
of the emotional life are important.
The undisciplined make no ettbrt to guide or control these
movements ; like children, they have no stillness
;

;

;

A

:

and cannot veil their feelings. But we have
means, direct and indirect, of determining the
direction and measure of the physical excitement.

The possession of this skill is part of the selfcontrol so requisite in social intercourse and in the
management of att'airs. Courtiers and actors show
to what perfection it can be brought, and how it
gives autliority to a man's bearing, and grace and
dignity to manners. It is also part of the discipline
by which the explosive and impulsive will is
converted into the rational and deliberate will of
the moralized man. Let us note, further, that the
somatic resonance of the emotions exjilains their
bearing on health and life. There are authentic
records of sudden death through the abrupt
irruption of glad or of evil tidings.
There are
also those that are pining away into early graves
through the starving of the emotions, and to whom
love and hope would come as the verj' breath of
life, restoring health and youth.
Faith-healings
'

'

and kindred phenomena show what wonders can
be wrought wlien the emotional thrill discharges
itself into all parts of the body through the nervous
mechanism.
(g) We have next to note the fact that the
various emotions are correlated with definite bodily
movements, and that each has its delinite and
characteristic expression.
From the aspect of the
face and attitude we can tell that a man is deep in

thought or

what

is

tixed in purpose

;

but we cannot teU

the thought or resolution. In the case of
the emotions, however, we can tell at once the fact
of feeling and the definite nature of the feeling.
have familiar examples in the blush of shame,
the pallor of fear, the clenched fist and dilated

We
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nostrils of rage, the drooped eyes and downward
curved muscles of sadness.
So close is this
correlation that, by assuming
artificially the
physical attitude or the expression of an emotion,
we can in some measure induce the emotion, and
by suppression of its expression to some extent
destroy the feeling, as when we half conquer a
man's anger by persuading him to be seated.
Since Darwin's time and the publication of his Expression of
the Emotions (1872) there has been much interesting discussion
on the genesis of the various emotional expressions. There is
force and truth in many explanations adduced, .along with not
a little that is fanciful or even grotesque (for Ulustrative
examples, see Spencer, Psychology,

The function

(h)

ii.

§§ 494-501).

of the emotions is to serve as

the connecting link between the intellect and the
will, and to furnish us with springs of action.
Aristotle (Ethics, vi. 2, § 5) uttered a weighty truth

when he

said, 'Intellect

moves nothing.'

Ideas,

simply as such, have no more power to touch the
Truths that have no
will than our percepts have.
inherent fitness to create feeling never become
springs of action no man ever did anything simply
;

knowledge of algebra. Doctrines,
howsoever great and important, never have the
smallest real influence on life, unless they become
incandescent, and kindle a fire in the heart the
world has seen immoral philosophers, and undevout
theologians. It is always emotion that mediates,
and translates thoughts into deeds. Victory will
always be on the side of the principles that can
commend the strongest and most persistent enthusiasm.
Nothing great was ever yet accomplished
by a man incapable of intense feeling. The pracWe
tical bearings of this principle are numerous.
(a) we do violence to our
single out these two
nature, and demoralize ourselves, if we do not use
in virtue of his

;

:

Emotion is the slow conservative side of human
nature, the custodian of old ideas, old customs, and
old institutions.
Emotional natures, with strong
loves and hates and ardent attachments, are apt to
be most conservative thus, women, as a rule, are
more conservative than men.
Cold intellectual
natures, whose principles are not saturated with
feeling, have no difficulty in following out a doctrine to its applications and hearkening to the
bidding of logic they therefore change easily, and
are apt to wonder that the world is so slow and
irrational.
But ours would be a worse world, and
not a better, were there no such thing as the inertia
;

;

emotional attachment. The inertia of feeling
to explain the persistency of character
compared with the instability of opinion also the
inevitable relapses and reactions following on too
many and too violent changes of habit or thought,
whether in the case of individuals or in that of
communities and also, the perpetual bribing and
corrupting of the intellect by emotional prejudice.
The doctrine just inculcated may seem to be inconsistent
of

may be used

;

:

with the undoubted fact that emotional natures are also most
impulsive and headlong the very reverse of conservative. But
there is no inconsistency.
Emotional natures, having the
warmest attachments, are, no doubt, on this ver3' account, with
greatest difficulty loosed from their moorings but mice set in
movement they are apt to go farthest. We may find a good
example in the 'perfervidum ingenium Scotorum.' The Scottish people are wedded with intense passion to their own traditions, and move from them with deep reluctance but what
people lias gone so far in its reactions and reformations? Nor
can Scotland abide compromise in Church and State, after the
manner of the English people, on whom that habit sits so lightly,
and who find it so useful. The story of the French Revolution
might furnish other examples.

—

;

;

The ethical importance
when we consider their

of the emotions aprelation to character.
It is patent that the springs of conduct lie among
the emotions, in emotional dispositions, and in
complex emotional formations. Men act from hope
and fear, love and hate ; from love of money,
power, knowledge, distinction ; from kindness, sympathy, or perchance from malignity and misanthropy. When we describe the character of men,
we, for the most part, do so in terms taken from
the emotions we speak of them as timid, gentle,
irascible, sanguine, affectionate, cold-hearted, sentimental. No doubt, we also speak of moral character in terms of intelligence, as when we praise a
man for prudence, discretion, and considerateness ;
but even in such cases we have in view types of
intelligence created by a habitual preference for
certain forms of emotion.
Thus, the prudent and
cautious man has had his habit of judgment formed
by the emotions that have reference to evil and
pain.
also speak of moral character in terms
of will, as when we praise a man for being patient,
resolute, manly.
But here also we have virtues
formed by prevalent emotions ; for example, the
morally resolute man is possessed by a feeling of
self-respect, honour, sense of duty, and hatred of
meanness and cravenness.
man's moral character is the resultant of his controlling emotional
habits and proclivities, and of the ways in which
Commonly there
they combine and co-operate.
are a few emotions of one type indeed, not infrequently one emotion, potent above all others in a
man's soul, gives colour to his whole life and character.
Thus the miser is made thus the recluse ;
thus the philanthropist.
do nothing to determine a man's life and character unless we can
touch his heart. The most potent weapon in a
man's hands is power to send an emotional thrill
tlirough the soul and kindle the glow of enthusiasm. Eros is King ; and the enthusiasms of youth,
the most fervent kindlings of emotion, make men
(/)

pears

emotions as the impetus to conduct, or if we permit
ourselves to cultivate them simply for the luxury
of having them ; (/3) we need not in any case expect too much from mere teaching and preaching.
If a man is already under the power of any emotion or passion, we shall not rescue him unless we
succeed in creating a yet stronger emotion or paspotential is the
sion ; and the creation of this
supreme difficulty in all attempts at moral refor(cf.
Chalmers'
Sermon
on
The Expulsive
mation
Power of a New Affection).
(i)
The inertia of feeling is a fact of far-reaching consequence. 'The imagination,' says Hume,
is extremely quick and agile, but the passions
(emotions) in comparison, slow and restive (Dissertation, § 3).
We can pass with ease and
rapidity from one object of thought to another,
We
and from one kind of mental activity to another
and, when we cannot do so, some harassing feelingbut, as every one knows, we cannot
is the cause
thus rapidly and easily pass from melancholy to
gladness, from ill-temper to serenity, from despondency to hopeful courage, from the comic opera
A
Our emotions detain us thej'
to the church.
drag they move heavily. Hume has happily compared emotions to a stringed instrument tliat continues to vibrate for a while even after the impulse
has ceased, while cognition is like a wind instrument. It follows that emotion is in some respects a
liindrance and in other respects advantageous to the
movement of thought. The emotion that cleaves
We
to a thought will not move and yield so readily as
the thought, and may, therefore, cause a memory
to haunt us, from which we desire to be free, and
drag a belief back on our mind long after its logical
hold has been loosened or destroyed but we have
the compensation that, once a new conviction has
been lodged in us, and has been well saturated with
emotion, it becomes thereby a possession of which what tliey become.
we cannot be easily deprived. Intellect is apt to
(k) The relation in which emotion stands to rebe a disintegrating force in human affairs emo- ligion cannot be neglected and, clearly, it is an
intimate one. It is the heart that pants for the
tion alone welds strongly, and perpetuates securely.
'

'

'

;

'

'

'

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;
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possession of religious life, even when the aearcli
takes tlie ostensible form of a longing to penetrate
the mystery f;inlini,' us, and to comprehend tlie use
and meaning; of our existence for liow could any
such desire awaUe in us except for a longing to be
rid of the feeling of dreariness and worthlessuess,
and to be able to rejoice in tlie conviction that life
has value? The possession of religion comes to a
man as a new emotional experience as a deepening, expansion, and puritication of his feeling ; as
a power to rejoice in his conscious existence as an
inestimable gift of the Creator as freedom to look
abroad over the world with peaceful eyes made
glad with love and hope; as a consciousness of inward nobility raising him above the world's vanity ;
as a new self-consciousness springing from a heart
purged from the foulness of a bad conscience ; as a
revelation of a new capacity for praise and adoraThe religion portrayed in the Psalms and
tion.
Epistles is a life glowing with emotion ; and nowhere else in literature have we any such record of
emotional experience. If we compare such Psalms
as the 88th and the 103rd, we see how this emotional life has an incomparable depth, and passes
from deepest sadness to highest rapture.
religion of this sort requires no evidences.
It is like
salt, or light, or the aroma of an ointment.
It
fascinates like a charm, and spreads itself like a
contagious enthusiasm. Of this sort was Christianity meant to be : such it was in the beginning ;
and such will it be again some future day. But
emotion cannot feed itself, nor can it support itself.
The summum bonum revealed in immediate feeling
demands reconciliation with the summum verum
and here all our difficulties in dealing with religion
begin. The experience of the heart enwraps ideas
that we have great difficulty in making clear and
stable, and in bringing into harmony with the
facts of life and the world.
The correlated creed
has never yet been able to make itself more than
just a reasoiuible faith, and in its details has never
risen above the fogs of controversy. Nevertheless, no one who has truly experienced the religion
of emotion can doubt that it is the greatest
and best that can ever enter into the life of man,
and that its necessary implications must needs be
:

;

;

A

:

true.

moral and religious questions. That the heart has
a logic of its own is a sentiment preached in many
a discourse. Tennyson tells us, in well known lines,
that, in virtue of having felt, a man may justly
rise in wrath against the freezing reason, that is,
the critical understanding, and with superior
authority silence it (In Menioriam, cxxiv.). In a
similar vein Jacobi says,
There is light in my
'

'

'

when

seek to bring it into the understanding, it is extinguished
and pronounces the
verdict on himself,
a heathen with the understanding, but a Christian with the spirit' (quoted
in tfberweg's Hist, of Pliilosophy, Eng. tr.-, 1875,
ii. 200).
The heart, then, has a co-ordinate title
with the judgment to say Yes or No, on a question
of truth
nay, a superior title.
A writer on
Browning says of him that in his poems he assumes
that love, even in its illusions, may be accepted as
a messenger of truth' (Orr, Handbook, 1885, p.
337).
Right through all the forms of Mysticism
there runs a doctrine of this sort.
have before
us an example of the fact that, for popular literary
purposes, forms of speech may be allowed which are
psychologically incorrect. It cannot be correct to
speak of emotion as judging of truth and error.
might as well speak of the eye hearing music,
or set ourselves to measure feelings with a foot
rule.
Nothing can judge of truth and error but
the logical understanding. Nevertheless, there is
truth and meaning in such words as
The heart
has a logic of its own,' and in Tennyson's lines.
It is true that there come trying hours when our
heart moves us to aflSrm what our head urges us to
deny, or in which arguments point to a conclusion
that is repugnant ; and occasionally it may well be
the case that the instinct of our emotion is found
in the end wiser than our logic.
The mind is often
guided by an implicit logic, vaguely conscious of
the i^ressure of arguments which it is unable to
formulate, but which it will readily recognize
when expressed by a clearer and more vigorous
understanding ; and, in such cases, the first appearance is as if emotion alone judged. When emotion
seems to judge in moral and religious matters, it is
found that the process is one of deductive reasoning assuming as true some such major premiss
as No doctrine can be true which robs existence
of worth and meaning,' or
The Universe is at
bottom wise and good and rational ; and every
proposition is straightway rejected that is or involves the contradictory. Further, it is true that
all men are not in a position to sit in judgment on
certain matters.
man with no vivid religious
experience will show his wisdom by declining to
heart, but,

I

'

;

'

;

'

We

We

'

'

Our

attention is arrested by the fact that there
is to be found a fervent emotional religion without
moral purity and without stable religious character.
This was so often brought under his notice in connexion with revivals that Jonathan Edwards (q.v.)
wrote his memorable book on The Religious Affections in order to set forth the marks by which to
discriminate between genuine and spurious religious emotion.
But no empirical tests are available ; and the outcome of his eiibrt is simply to
show that religion must enwrap intelligence and
volition as well as emotion
must root itself in enlightened conceptions, and take form in a holy
walk and conversation must grasp consciousness
in the unity of reason.
It is so
but it deserves,
nevertheless, to be made emphatic that religion is
centrally an em.otional experience.
Otherwise it
is formalism.
thus reduce Dogma, Ritual, and
Church to their rightful position of subordina-

—

—

;

We

tion.
(I)

S18

We

are naturally conducted to the question

whether emotion can ever be accepted as a ground
of judgment, a basis of belief, and a test of truth.
Emotion is, without doubt, a cause of belief but
a cause of belief is not necessarily a ground or
There are cases in which all would admit
reason.
that emotion must be peremptorily excluded, as,
for example, in a judicial trial, and generally in all
;

purely scientific work. It has, however, been held
that there are certain cases in which emotion may
sit in judgment on truth and error, especially in

'

'

A

pronounce any judgment on religious subjects for
he wants at once the materials for judging and the
;

capacity for appreciation of the factors

;

and the

demand

for a decision in morals and religion is
addressed to the Ego in the undivided unity of its
powers. The majority of men wiU never be guided
in their belief on the highest matter by learned

apparatus, by deliberate critical inquiry, and by
explicit logic.
They will be determined by
emotional proclivities and emotional experiences
'feeling doing the work of thought' and the
simple honest soul is not thus necessarily guided
amiss. Indeed, are there any matters in which
the groping of unclear emotion does not pioneer
the way that logic follows?
feel the presence
of a new thought before it becomes quite luminous
to thought ; and the inventor or discoverer feels
the approach of success before his intellect has
quite grasped the desired issue.
feel the
presence of fallacious reasoning before we can
state explicitly wherein lies the fallacy.
(?n) The proper wealth of reason consists in its
emotional experiences.
We disparage neither
thought nor volition in saying that we have lived

—

—

We

We

;

;
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only as we have felt.
hear Thekla singing
'

In Schiller's WaUenstein

we

Ich habe genossen das irdische Gliick,
Ich habe gelebt und geliebt.'

may generalize the sentiment we have lived
and the
only as we have glowed with emotion
hours of intense feeling stand forth in memory as
the shining peaks that catch the eye. It was then
we learned into how goodly an inheritance God
summoned us when He gave us being. It is to be
feared, however, that such hours are few, and that
the emotional experiences of most men are meagre
and within a narrow compass. The more simple
emotions, such as love and hate, hope and fear, are
known by all men but the higher emotions seem
to remain an unrealized possibility.
"We

:

;

;

'

One may

that these higher forms are
the great majority of men. Perhaps scarcely
hundred thousand or a million reaches them
them not, or only suspect them approximately
They are a promised land only entered by a
(Psychology of the Emotions^ 17).

assert,' says Ribot,

unattainable by
one person in a
the others know
and by hearsay.
few of the elect
'

supremacy, and in numerous other such experiences
of his weakness and want but the fire is apt to die
down again, and a man's religion to become only a
pitiful remembrance that once he had a few pious
days or hours, and that a rift in the clouds gave
him a glimpse of untrodden realms. Truly, there
are worlds of possible emotional experience yet to
be made our own. We have not half lived out the
possibilities of our own souls.
3. It is no part of the plan of this article to enter
on the analysis of the emotions in detaU. We
content ourselves with Indicating the most important principles of explanation (1) the fundamental
impulse of self-conservation and self-realization,
;

:

'

:

moving us to make real the ideal possibilities of
our nature ; (2) pleasure and pain, joy and sorrow,
attaching to the successful or thwarted efforts,
with desire for and aversion to all objects according as they aid or hinder us our conception of
good and evil being purely anthropocentric ; (3)
the Laws of Association (4) the activity of the
constructive imagination
(5) the Law of Relativity
that is, every fresh experience has its
nature and efl'ect in consciousness determined by
the antecedent and contemporaneous circumstances
into the midst of which it enters.
These doctrines
seem to furnish an adequate explanation of the
development of the emotional life throughout, and
up to its highest reaches. It seems vain to ask, as
is done by Hodgson (Theory of Practice, i. 137),
why there are such feelings as pleasure and pain
at all, and why, if there are, they should be
attached respectively to successful and unsuccessful effort.'
We might as reasonably ask an explanation of the combining power of the ultimate
chemical atoms. At some point we have to come
to a pause and say, We are so made, and our
wisdom was not consulted.
When we try to
imagine any other arrangement, it seems like
setting a suicidal self-contradiction at the heart of
things, or as if we were asked to combine the bloom
of youth with the decrepitude of age.
See also artt. EMOTIONS, Mind.

—

;

There Is much to justify this strong impeachment
and probably not too severe disparagement.
(«)

The

intellectual (or logical) emotions, such as

arise in connexion with cognitive activity and
gather round the idea of truth, seem to be unknown
to most men, for only a few lead an intellectual

They are not pained by inconsistencies and
contradictions, are easily tolerant of the absence
of order and of logic ; nor do they know the joy of
the entrance of a new thought, of emancipation
from error and ignorance, or of grasping unifying
principles.
All men laugh, and desire to be made
to laugh, yet it does not appear that the higher
reaches of the emotion of the ludicrous are very
common. The sense of humour, with its subtle
combination of quick perceptiveness and genial
kindness, is not a universal possession ; and the
want amounts to a fearful impoverishment of
Those who want it neither see nor feel.
reason.
Their souls become like leather. In rudimentary
form all men have some sense of the beautiful ; and
the ornamentation of their bodies, their furniture,
and their weapons, on the part of the humblest
races, shows us from how deep a root in reason the
It is no superfluous
•esthetic emotion springs.
flourish, but deep as the demand for truth and
goodness.
Yet a true artistic sense is not yet
common ; nor can heaven and earth reveal their
beauty except to one who can suft'use it all with
the inner wealth of his own soul. Probably, the
emotion of the sublime is among the rarest of all
experiences the incipient movement towards it
seldom going beyond a vague sense of the imposing,
unless to give way to the feeling of awe and terror.
life.

—

Being important for life and conduct, and incessantly demanded, the ethical sentiment exists in
considerable vigour. No normal human being is
lacking in the emotion of moral approbation and
disapprobation attendant on the judgment of conscience, or perhaps an integral part of it ; and
every man is thus constrained to a recognition of a
sacred moral order, of a high worth in human
existence, and of a sublime End giving law to conAnd yet the immorality of the world
duct.
proclaims the feebleness of the moral emotions.
Probably, no man is without the germs of the
religious emotion. In a sense, all men are religious
cannot extirpate
and they are also irreligious.
the religious sentiment nor can all agencies make
it strong and fruitful excepting in elect souls, who
serve as an offering of the firstfruits of humanity
unto God. Religion flares up in a man's spirit in
the
hours when he realizes his nothingness
immeasurable universe, his weakness in face of its
immensity, his vileness in contrast with some
radiant form of purity, his bondage under evil in
sharp antithesis to the demand of his reason for
;

We

;

m

;

:

'

—

Literature. In the older Psychologies, feeling and emotion
are handled in a perfunctory manner ; in more recent times,
fully and instructively by Sully, Hoffding, Baldwin, and
Dewey the sections in Spencer being significant on their
own lines. In addition, the student may read with advantage
Nature,
Spinoza, Ethics, bk. iii. ; Hume, Treatise on
ed. Green and Grose, London, 1909, vol. ii., also his Dissertation
on the Passions, vol. ii. of Essays, ed. Green and Grose, 1907
A. Bain, The Emotions and the Will, London, 1859 ; T. Ribot,
Psychology of the Emotions, Contemporary Science Series,
London, 1897 ; S. H. Hodgson, Theory of Practice, London,
1870, vol. i.
The best known German works are J.
Nahlowsky, Das Gefiihlsleben^, Leipzig, 1884 ; C. Lange,
Ueber die Gemilthshewegungen, Leipzig, 1887.
See also the
literature appended to art. Emotions.

most

;

:

Human

W.

William Salmond.

FEET-WASHING.—

Ceremonial cleansing
Jewish. The defilement
before worship.
(1)
attaching to feet imperfectly protected from the
dirt of the highway required to be ceremonially
washed away before the priests could worthily
approach God Ex 3018-21 i(fi«-^^, cf 2 Ch 4*). Brazen
vessels were placed between the Tabernacle and
the altar of burnt-offering, and ablutions therein
were absolutely necessary before approach to the
service of the sanctuary was permitted.
According
to Tosefta, Men. i., to ensure a thorough cleansing,
it was the practice of the priests to wash their
hands and feet tivice in the basin. On Sabbaths
and on the Day of Atonement (as well as on 9th Ab)
the custom was not so rigorously followed, except
in the case of one arriving from a journey (see
Lampronti, Pahad Yizhak, Venice, 1750-1887, s.v.
ns'm).
The Jewish ceremonial law of feet- washing
as regards laymen is no longer extant. The Temple
ritual for the priests is referred to in Philo ( Vita
Mosis, iii. 15 TrciSas ^d'KitTTa Kal X^^P°^^ airovi.TrT6fji.evoL),
and in Mishn. Tamid. i. 4, ii. 1 (see Surenhusius,

—

(

:

I.

—
.

;
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stoocl a fountain
In this it was deemed
necessary that worshippers should wash their feet

The practice wa.s general throughout most
the ancient world. At Egyptian banquets,
guests had their feet washed by slaves, who sonieliiues used golden basins (Wilkinson [ed. 1837], ii.
210; Ilcrod. ii. 172). Kor illustrations of the practice
among the Greeks and Itonians, cf. Horn. II. x. 577,
0(1. iv. 49, XV. 135
Martial, Epi(/. iii. 50. 3
Petron. Sat. xxxi.
I'lato, Syynp. 175, 213.
In
some reliefs, guests are de|)icted standing, instead
of sitting on couches, while their feet are being
washed {Marbles of the Brit. Mus. ii. 4). Wine ana
perfumed essences were sometimes used, instead
of water, by rich and extravagant hosts (Plutarch,
Phocion, 20). This has all along been the practice
in the East down to modern times, in monasteries
and in private houses (cf. Rulinus, in Kosweyde,
Vital Patrum, 1628, p. 348 f. Niebuhr, Rei.Hcn, 1837,
i. 54
Shaw, Travels, 1861, p. 202 Kobinson, Bib.
Res., 1856, ii. 229 f.; Jowett, Researched, 1824,
Doughty, Arab. Des., 1887-88, ii. 136;
p. 78 f.
Butler, i. 291).
In India honour is accorded a guest
by the women of the village anointing his feet and
wiping them with the hairs of their heads Women's
Miss. Mag. U.F. Ch. of Scot., Feb. 1905).
Not to
wash one's feet was reckoned a sign of deep

and hands before entering the church.

mourning

In his panegyric reg^arding the church erected by Paulinus in
Tyre, Eusebius {HE x. 4) says
On entering within the gates,
he has not permitted you to enter immediately, with impure
and unwashed feet, within the sanctuary but, leaving an
extensive space between the temple and tfie vestibule, he has
decorated and enclosed it with four inclined porticoes around.
Here he has placed the symbols of the sacred purifications,
by providing fountains(Kprji^as) built opposite the temple, which,
by the abundant effusion of their waters, afford the means of
cleansing to those that proceed to the inner parts of the

instances.
These are three in
denial of water to a guest was a
distinct mark of discourtesy and unfriendliness.
Jesus reproached Simon the Pharisee for this
neglect, while He commended the loving action of
the woman who was a sinner, who washed His feet
with her tears, wiped them with the hairs of her
head, kissed His feet, and anointed them with the

Mischnn, Ainsterdani, 1608-1703, v. 284-310 Ufiolinus, Thesaurus, Venioe, IV'll-Oil, xix. 1407-1502;
Schiirer, JIJP II. i. 278
.//;; v. 357, wliicli gives
;

;

other iiistiinces of cerenioni.al cleanliness). It mn.'st
be reniemljereil that tlie priests always walked
about tlie Teniple with hare feet. The ground
was sacred, and would have been profaned had the
ministrants worn their sandals (cf! Ex 3°).
Ablution of the feet was enjoined
(2) Roman.
as a preliminary to worship of the gods under the
Roman and Greek cultus (Jos. Lauren tins, Varia
Sacra Gentilium, in Gronovius, Thes. Gr. Ant.,
Lyons, 1697-1702, vii. 215).
u/iamniadan. The practice of feet- washing
(3)
before engaging in any religious service is still
maintained by Muslims, who have carried over the
ceremony from the Mosaic regulations (cf., e.g.,
W. M. Thomson, The Land and the Book, Lond.

—

M

—

1881-86, p. 122).
Churches of the early
(4) Early Christian.
Christian centuries were provided with an atrium
or area or court,' surrounded with porticoes or

—

'

middle of
called cantharus or phiala.
cloisters, in the

:

which

'

;

.

.

.

Further references to this practice are found in Paulinus of
Ep. xii. ad Severum, where the word cantharus is
employed. TertuUian (de Oral, xi.) inveighs against those who
go \n to worship, having cleansed the outer person, while they
retain a filthy spirit and a polluted soul. Socrates (ii. 3S) calls
the laver <i>pia.p, 'the spring,' when speaking of the bloody
conflict between the Catholics and the Macedonian heretics in
the church of Acacius at Constantinople, whereby the 'court'
with its <t>peap and its porticoes was overflowed with blood.
Ohrysostom makes frequent reference to those fountains (horn.
Hi. in Matt., Ixxii. inJohan., iii. in Ephes., in Psalm, cxl. etc.)
60 also Synesius, Ep. cxxi. Paulus Silentiarius, in his description
of S. Sophia (Script, hist. Byzant., Venice, 1722-33, xiv. 204),
calls the fountain i^loAtj, the basin.' From its being frequently
adorned with lions, some modern Greek writers call it the
leontarium (cf. the fountain in the courtyard of St. Mark's,
Venice). Other names are nymphcaum, e/i^arij?, and Ko^vfi^eiov
(cf. Bingham, Orig. Eccles. ii. viii. 6. 3).
;

'

— It

would seem from the Canons of
Christodulus (11th cent.) that men were required
to come barefoot to worship in the ancient Coptic
churches in Egj^pt. A tank was, therefore, placed
Coptic.

the floor, in order to afford facilities for
worshippers to cleanse their feet and wipe off the
dust of travel before entering on their sacred
devotions. The present-day use of shoes in modern
Coptic churches has rendered the strict observance
of this practice no longer necessary ; but the tanks
are still employed (as will be pointed out later on)
in the services of Maundy Thursday (see A. J.
Butler, Ancient Coptic Churches of Egypt, i. 23).
The Jewish, Muhammadan, Early Christian, and Coptic
in

ceremonial ablutions of the feet are apparently all of a piece
with a ritual of a still earlier era. Flinders Petrie has discovered
similar tanks at the entrance to the ancient temple of Serabit
el-Khadem in Sinai, parts of which date as far back as Sneferu
of the Illrd Egyptian dynasty (c. 4760 B.C.). The tanks, which,
however, are probably of a much later date, perhaps of the
XVIIIth dynasty, are four in number, and are so situated that
it was evidently intended that the worshipper should perform
his ablutions over and over again, as he gradually approached
the most sacred shrine of all (\V. M. Flinders Petrie, Researches
in Sinai, London, 1906, pp. 106-107).
2.

As an

act of hospitalitjr.

— Providing water for

wherewith they might wash their feet,
immediately on their arrival at tent or house, was
invariable
an
mark of Oriental courtesy (cf. Gn 18*
19= 24S2 43=^ Jg 19=1).
Hospitality was emphasized
when tlie host personally performed the act (cf. 1 S
guests,

of

;

;

;

;

;

;

(

(2

number.

S 19^).

—

NT

The

3.

(1)

The

ointment (Lk 7^"™).

Banctuarj'.'

Nola,

(5)

25'").

The

classical

13'"''.

Certain

example

is that recorded in
misconceptions arising from
ambiguous translation need to be guarded against.
The renderings supper being ended (AV) and
during supper (R v ) are both open to criticism.
Guests did not require to have their feet washed
either at the end or in the middle of a feast, but
Eastern etiquette made it necessary before they
sat down to a meal. May we not, however, translate
Selirvov yivo^ivov at supper-time, or supper being
served,' or when supper was about to begin ? If

(2)

Jn

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

made

plain.
secured, the disciples
so, all is

spread.

But the

wash the

The upper room had been
had

servants,

was
was to

arrived, the feast

whose duty

it

feet of the guests on arrival, were absent.
All the utensils the basin, the water, the towels,
etc.
had been left in readiness. Yet none of the
disciples showed a willingness to take upon himself
this task of humility.
Luke (22") states ' there
was also a strife among them, which of them
should be accounted the greatest.' It may well
be that this quarrel really took place at the commencement of the feast, and that its true position
should be earlier in the evening's events. It would
then furnish a reason why Christ taught them this
undying lesson of humility. To quell that ' strife,'
Jesus Himself rose from the table, laid aside His

—

—

:

upper garments, girded Himself with a towel,
poured water into a basin, washed the disciples'
feet, and wiped them with the towel.
The well-marked distinction between those who, on the one
hand, having already 'been in the bath ( 6 AeXou/ieVos), now
require to have merely the dust wiped off their feet (i-ii/xurfai),
and those who, on the other hand, with feet clean, have nevertheless foul bodies, and especially foul hearts, is admirably drawn
out by Cox (Almoni Peloni) (Expos., 2nd ser., iv. 146) and Walter
Smith (ib., 4th ser., vii. 800), who illustrate the rich inner
spiritual teaching underlying the whole of this symbolic act of
'

Christ.

(3) The tradition of Oriental courtesy, involving,
as it did, humility and gracious consideration for
others, was carried over into the Christian Church,
and made one of the qualifications entitling a widow
to be received into the number.' Such an applicant
must have washed the saints' feet {el aylay irddas
'

'

'

'
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—

—

5'°)
a phrase which, as Bengel says,
a synecdoche of the part for every kind
humble
office,'
but 'which certainly embraces
of
also the literal sense,
4. The feet-washing by Clirist illustrated in art. —Pictorial

Ti

hiitpai, 1

may

be

'

represemations of this scene in Christ's life are comparatively
One on a sarcophagus in the Catacombs is reproduced in
rare.
A. Jameson's The SUt. of our Lord as exemplijUd in Worhs of
Art, 1S64, il 12- For other examples, bringing out different
features of the incident, cL an Anglo-Saxon interlined folio
Psalter (c. a-D. 1000 Brit Mus. Cotton Tiber, c. tL) Waagen,
Treasures of Art in Gt. Britain^ Lond. 1S54, L 144 ; Giotto, in
the Arena Chapel at Padua (Rustin, Giotto and ?iis work in
Paduti) the B^-zantine Guidetc Painting, in Didron's Christian
Icono-jraphy, 1S51, il 314. Fra Angelico iias a fine treatment of
Che subject there is another erroneously ascribed to Perino del
Vaga in the Ambrosian Library at ^iiian Gaudenzio Ferrari
in St.
(t 1549) has depicted the scene in a fresco at Varallo
Nicholas Cathedral in ;^^ewcastle-on-Tyne there is a painting of
it by Tintoretto (t 1594), while Ford Mados Brown's picture of
tile feet-washing is in the Tate Gallery, London (reproduced in
Pre-Raphaelites [Bell's Series of Art Handbooks] and tn The
Gospels'in Art, ed. Shaw Sparrow, 11>J4).
;

;

;

;

;

;

5. The washing of the feet of catechrunens at
baptism. The feet- washing by our Lord came, in
the early Christian centtiries, to hare a definite
Hence arose
religious significance attached to it.
the ceremony of the PedUaviinn, or the washing of
the feet of the newly -baptized. This rite did not
obtain very wide observance throughout the Church,
yet traces of it are to be met 'with in several
ancient liturgies.
The so(1) The Gothic and Galliean Churches.
called Jlissaie Gothicum gives perhaps the earliest
rubric as to the baptismal serv-ice, and its sway
extended over the major part of the Visigothie
Church. The seventh item in this service is the
washing of feet,' and the rubric is Dum pedes
ejus lavas, dieis "Ego tibi lavo pedes; sicut
Dominus noster Jesus Christus fecit discipulis suis,
tu facias hospitibus et peregrinis, ut habeas 'vitam
aet«mam."'
different order is observed in two
other Galliean saeramentaries, but indications are
abundant that in the Go tho- Galliean Church it
was the practice for the bishop to wash the feet of
the neophvtes (cf. Martene, de Ant. Eccles. Bit. L
63, 84 Mabillon, JtTus. Ital. i. Marriott, in Smith,
DCA i 164; Xeale-Forbes, Anc. Liturgies of the
Galliean Church, 1855, pts. ii., iiL pp. 97, 191, 270 ;
Darwell Stone, Holy Baptism, 1899, pp. 169, 2SS
Ceillier, Sist. gen. des auteurs sacres, 1S5S-69, iiL
670 ; Herbst, in Tubinger Quartalschr., ISSl, p. 40 ;
Duchesne, Chr. Worship, its Origin and Evoluiion,

—

—

'

'

A

;

;

;

1904, p. 326).

—

It has been asserted, on the supposed
(2) Milan.
authority of St, Ambrose, that the rite was oteerved
in Milan ; but the treatises in which the references
to the custom are fotmd {de Saerarn. ui. 1-7 [ed.
Bened., Paris, 1S6S-90, ii. 362] and de JIuster. 6)
are very doubtfully ascribed to that great Latin
Father. In the de Sacram. the unknown author
speaks of the bishop washing the feet of the baptized ( suecinctus summus sacerdos pedes tibi 1 avit ').
The rite, however, was never formally eslablisbed
as part of the Koman service, and the utmost the
Koman Church would admit was that the
Pcdilaviuin might be observed as an incitement to
the Christian grace of htmiOity, similar to the
ctistom of washing the feet of strangers, but that
no stress must be laid on it as if it taught a mystery
comparable with that of baptism or regeneration.
To this the Church of Milan replied that, besides
teaching humility, the rite did proclaim a deep
mystery, and revealed a method of sanctification,
for Chnst had said,
If I wash thee not, thou hast
no part 'with me.
Xo traces of the rite can now
be found in the Ambrosian ritual.
That the feet-washing of the
(3) IrelaTid.
newly-baptized was observed in Ireland is sho^^-n
in the Stoice Missal (ed. "Warren, p. 217), and by
Warren, Liturgy and EituaZ of the Celtic Church,
Oxford, ISSl, pp. 66, 217 f.
'

'

'

—

An unsuccessful attempt has
(4) Xorth Afrim.
been made to make Augustine responsible for the
prevaleneeof theceremony in the X. African Church
(J. Vicecomes, di Antiquis baptismi ritibus, 1618,
m. XX. 912). The belief in the Augustinian
authorship, however, of the work in which references to the Pedilamum in the X. African Church
occur has now been given up. The treatise in
question (de Tempore, 160) is really a sermon by
C^sarius, archb. of Ajles (t A.D. 540). Caesarius
quotes the words of a GaUican missal still extant
(Martene, i. 64) •Secundum quod ipsis in baptismo
dictum est, Hospitum pedes larent," etc. But this,
of course, has nothing to do with the Church in X.
Africa (see Caesar. Arl. Serm. clxviii. 3, celvii, 2,
in App. to Augustine, t. vL col. 291 f.). It is undoubtedly true that Augustine t'wice refers to the
practice.
In his Ep. ad .Januar. cxviii., he speaks
of the catechumens bathing their whole body and
not only their feet before Easter, that they might
be free from bodily filth. This, he says, however,
was not a ceremonial washing, but in order that
the bodies of the catechumens might not be offensive
to others.
In the other epistle (cxix. IS) he
specially refers to the practice of washing the feet
of catechumens after baptism ' on the day when
the Lord first gave this lesson on humility.' But
he adds that, lest their Pedilaaium (which was
usually held towards the end of Lent) should be
regarded as essential to the proper observance of
baptism, it never received general recognition (cf.
:

Casalius, de Veter. sacr. Christ,
(5)

Spain.

—That

there

rit.,

1681, p. 49).

were many attempts

to introduce the rite into Spain as part of the
GaUo-Gothie service is generally admitted. Apparently, however, there was a growing feeling
against its celebration, not only in Spain, but in
neighbouring territories. Many Churches, indeed,
refused to allow it as part of the baptismal service,
and relegated its observance to a day further on in
the ecclesiastical calendar either ' the third day
of the octave,' or ' the octave after baptism itself.
Others absolutely declined to admit the observance
of it at all.
Falling thus into general disfavour,
the practice was formally abolished by the Spanish

—

'

Church.
The 4Sth canon of the Synod of Elvira (Illiberis), A.D. 306, forbids the celebration of the rite in these words : ' Xeque pedes
eorum [qui baptizantur] lavandi sunt a sacerdotibus vel derids
(ifansi, iL 14X The prohi'oition passed into the Corpus Juris
Canonici (c 104, causa L qu. 1 ; see Bingham, xn. iv. 10 ; F. A.
Gonzalez, CoUeet. Canon. Eccles. Sispan., Madrid, ISOS [reproduced bv Brans, Biblioth. Eccles. .1 iL 1 ff.] ; Hardouin,
Concilia, IHS, L 225 ; Heiele, L 157 ; Smith,
L 164, art.
'
Baptism,' §§34, 67, 16. iL 1160, art. ' Maundy Thursday').

DCA

Xo

traces of the practice can be discerned in the
East ; and, as it was never followed at Rome, it is
plain that the feet- washing of baptized persons was
a purely local peculiarity, introduced at an early
date into some parts of the Catholic Church, but
never tmiversal. At the present day no trace of

the rite can be found anywhere in connexion
'with the sacrament of baptism.
6. The monastic, imperial, and royal washing
of the feet of the poor.
Though the practice of
the Pedilai-ium (or Lai-ipedium, as it is sometimes
called) was forbidden as regards the reception into
the Church of catechumens, the rite was nevertheless encouraged in connexion ^ith the poor.
As the practice is iivide-spread through both
Western and Eastern sections of Christendom, and
has secured a place in certain divisions of Protestantism, it 'will be most convenient to treat of
its gro'wth under the headings of the different
countries in which it has been practised, in order
that local variations mav be observed.
i The WESTERy (EoiiAy) Church. (1) PMme.
The earliest reference to the monastic feet- washing of the poor seems to be in Ordo Bomanus X. of
the 11th cent. (Mabillon, ii. 101 : Pontifex vero

—

—

—

'

.

';

FEET-WASHING
ingreditur basilicam S. Laurontii, et sine plaiieta
re.sidens in sede, facit Mandatuni dnuilocim 8ubdiaconorum.
Interim cantores cantaiit vusporas
ante eum, ut inos est '). The ollice is in the Ahssaie

Bomanum

from tlie (irst ed. (1474) onwards, niidor
'feria quinta in Coena Domini (see ed. lialthaThrouglisarius Moreti, Antwerp, 1690, p. 178).
out the Middle Ages the practice was commonly
every
monastery
and
court
observed in nearly
and the feet of subordinate priests, of the poor, or
of inferiors, were washed by priests, bishops,
The frenobles, and sometimes by sovereigns.
'

quency of the rite varied. In some places it was
performed every Lord's Day. But one day in
particular in the ecclesiastical calendar was decreed
as being eminently suitable, viz. Holy Thursday,
the day before Good Friday. The rubric for that
conveniunt clerici ad faciendum manday runs

—

'

:

being the name given to
the ceremony from the words of the first antiphon
sung during the performance of the service
'
Mandatum novum do vobis ut diligatis invicem
(Jn 13^'' hence Maundy [see below under Eng-

datum

'

'

mandatum

'

:

'

'

;

'

'

land;

p. 818"]).
A description of the rite as it was practised until 1870 hy the
Popes is given in Picart, Cerem. and Relig. Customs of the
World, 1733, ii. 21 ; Tulter-Malleson, Handtiook to Christian
wnd Eccles. iiojne, pt. ii. p. 294 M. H. Seymour, A Pilgrimage
Chambers, Book of Days, 1863, i. 413
to Rome, 1851, p. 242 t.
Walsh, Curiosities of Popular Customs, 1898, p. 676.
;

;

;

This ceremony of feet- washing, associated with
Holy Thursday, is widely practised still in the
churches of Italy. In Florence, for example, the
archbishop on this day annually washes the feet of
twelve poor old men ; while in many castles and
mansion-houses it is considered to be the correct
thing for the nobleman or his private chaplain to
Holy Thurssee that the mandatum is observed.
day was also the day on which there took place
the restoration of those penitents who had been
expelled since Ash Wednesday, their re-admission
and reconciliation being gone through with according to the ritual given in the Pontificate, and with
the chanting of the prescribed Penitential Psalms
(EBr' xviii. 487, art. 'Penance'). A full account
of the conditions of restoration is given by H. J.
Feasey, Anc. Eng. Holy Week Ceremonial, 1897,
'

96

p.

A

f

further ceremony

known

as the

Lavanda was maintained

until recently in Rome during Holy Week. The Great Hospital
of the Holy Trinity was thrown open to the thousands of pilgrims
who stream across the Alps from all parts of Europe. A corps
of Roman ladies and gentlemen, wearing a distinctive form of
dress, superintended the arrangements for the reception of these
Only those newly arrived were cared for ; and, as the
guests.
pilgrims were mostly very poor, and had tramped for several
hundreds of miles without boots and with their feet enswathed
in 20 or 30 yards of linen, they were very grateful to have the
blood-stained coils removed, and their sores attended to. They
were guided to basement rooms with a low wooden seat round
the wall. Here the corps of ministrants, men serving men, and
women attending on women, in separate rooms, with warm

water and coarse soap washed away the dust and the blood from
feet, and dried them with strong towels.
The foul,
steamy atmosphere was very trying and disgusting. Relay after
relay were thereafter led to a long refectory, where they had set
before them abundance of bread and meat, served at deal tables
covered with a coarse white tablecloth. They were then guided
to St. Peter's, where they participated in the august ceremonies
Pilgrimage '). Since the
of the Holy Week (Walsh, 809, art.
Italian Government dismantled the specially fitted rooms the

the pilgrims'

'

Lavanda has ceased (Tuker-Malleson, ii. 251, 294).
The earliest reference to the practice
(2) Milan.
of feet-washing in the Milanese Church is probably
that given by Beroldus in the 12th cent, (see Magis-

—

tretti, op.

cit.

infra, p.

Hal. Medii Aevi, vol. iv.
thus explains the rite

105).
col. 893,

Muratori {Antig.
de Feria quinta ')

'

:

Interea vero archiepiscopus lavat presbyteris et diaconis
et magistro scholarum et primicerio lectorum cum magna
reverentia singulis singulos pedes, hisce canentibus banc antiphonam *' Postquam surrexit Dominus a coena." Oratio post
mandatum " Adesto, Domine, officio servitutis nostrae, qui
pedes lavare diojnatus es tuis discipulis . . . et sicut heic ex'

:

teriora abluuntur inquinamenta ita

VOL. v.

— 52

omnium nostrorum interiora

81'/

laventur peccata," etc, His (Initis, pro caritatc bibit cum eiB
archiepiscopuij, etprcHbyteris ct diaconis ut magiutroBCholarum,
ct primicerio lectorum duudcnos denarios tribuit.'

may

be surmised that this practically was the
which the service was carried out in
most of the churches of Northern Italy.
The earliest reference for Prankish
(3) Gaul.
monastic feet-washing is the 24th Canon of the
Council of Aachen (Aquisgranense), A.D. 814. It
It

manner

in

—

Statutum ut in Coena Domini i)ede8
runs thus
fratrum abbas lavet et osculetur, et deraum proi)ria
manu potum eis porrigat' (can. 24, Cap. lieg. Fr. i.
The obligation of kissing the feet already
583).
met with is here most explicitly laid down. The
rite was in force in every monastery within the
Prankish monarchy, and was observed in substantially the same form, though slight local variations
The fullest descripin the ritual are noticeable.
tion of these variations is given by Mart<ine (vol.
:

'

The mnndatum
col. 280, and vol. iv. p. 372).
was performed in some convents not by the abbot
inmate,
and
not merely on
alone, but by every
iii.

twelve poor persons, but on as many paupers as
there were monks in the cloister. The practice
of feet-washing, already so wide-spread in the
Roman Church, was still further extended and
encouraged by the enthusiasm with which the renowned Bernard of Clairvaux (A.D. 1091-1153)
urged its observance. So highly did he regard the
rite that he sought to have it placed alongside of
Baptism and the Lord's Supper as an eighth sacraNam ut de remissione
ment. His words are
quotidianorum minime dubitemus, habemus ejus
Aliquid
sacramentum pedum ablutionem.
igitur labet quod necessarium est ad salutem
quando sine eo nee ipse Petrus partem haberet in
regno Christi et Dei {Opera, i., Serm. de Coena
Dom,' col. 1950). Though the Papal Court refused
to agree to Bernard's plea, such was the greatness
of his character and the weight of his example that
the ceremony was fixed more securely than ever in
the service of the Church. There are references
from time to time in history to the royal Maundy
Helgaldus ( Vita Roberti
of the kings of France.
regis, in Duchesne, Hist. Francor. Scriptor. 163649, vol. iv.) states that King Robert II. (A.D. 9711031) daily gathered to his table 300 poor guests,
and, after feeding them, was accustomed to lay
aside his royal vestments, and, clad in a rough
:

'

.

.

.

'

garment of goats' hair, to wash the feet of 160 of
them, and to wipe them with the locks of his head.
To each he then made a present of two pieces of
Picart (ii.
silver ('duobus solidis remunerans ').
21) records that in his time the chief physician of
the king (Louis XV. [1715-1775]) annua'lly made
choice of twelve children whose feet the king
washed on Maundy Thursday, and who were afterwards served by his Majesty with dishes of food.
To Spain belongs the distinction of
(4) Spain.
being the first country in Europe to give a synodal
imprimatur to the rite of feet-washing. Canon 3
of the 17th Council of Toledo (A.D. 694), while
affirming that the ceremony ought to take place on
the anniversary of the day when Christ first per-

—

formed

it,

viz.

Thursday, the 14th Nisan, goes on

'
to decree
Si quisquam sacerdotum hoc nostrum
distulerit ad implere decretum, duorum mensium
spatiis sese noverit a sanctae communionis perceptione frustratum' (Cone. Tolet., Dec. xvii. c. 3) (see
Martfene, vol. iii. col. 280). The office is in Liber
Ordinum (ed. Ferotin), col. 192, or Ximenes,
:

Missale

Mixtum

Regulam

[Litnrgia Mozara.bica secundum

PL

Ixxxv. col.
beati Isidori, pars i. in
420, 'ad lavandos pedes').
It is here stated that
the rubric as to feet-washing did not exist in the

Missale Toletanum, but that it had been an ancient
custom, kept up on the fifth day of Holy Week, in
certain churches of Spain and Gaul, and allowed to

'

'

FEET-WASHING-
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lapse in others. In consequence of this, the Council
of Toledo ordered the bishops throughout the whole
of Spain and Gaul on this day to follow the example set by Jesus Christ, and to practise the
mandatum, under the penalty of excommunication

—

two months for non-performance whence, it is
added, there arose the ceremony of the washing of
the feet of poor persons, which everywhere was
performed even by Christian princes century after
century. At the beginning of the 18th cent, the
royal Maundy as observed in Spain was described
by Picart (op. cit. ii. 23). At the present time,
besides being observed in almost every convent and
palace in Spain, the rite is still continued by the
King, twelve old men and twelve old women having
their feet touched with a sponge and a towel by the
monarch, who afterwards waits on them at a feast.
Hone (The Every -Day Book, ii. 405) gives a full
account of the ceremony as performed in Seville.
In Madrid at the present time all vehicular traffic
is forbidden on
Holy Thursday.
foolhardy
cabman in 1870 nearly lost his life while attempting to defy public opinion on the subject (see
for

A

"Walsh, 677).

Portugal.

— Feet-washing

as a part of the
either
the ex-king (Manuel) of Portugal or his father.
The function as a royal act ceased with the demise
of Dom Pedro V. (1861). After the institution of the
Republic the ceremony was no longer maintained
in the Royal Chapel, but only in a few of the
churches of the country. Twelve poor persons
had their feet washed amid much pomp and
splendour and a great profusion of lights. Those
operated upon in the Royal Chapel used each to
receive Rs. 6000 (worth to-day 26 shillings). This
was done every year.
The ceremony of the feet- washing
(6) Bavaria.
(5)

services of

Holy Week was not observed by

—

annually observed in Munich on Holy
Thursday. It is performed in the Hercules-Saal
of the Royal Palace by the King (at present by the
Prince Regent) in presence of the members of the
Royal Family and the dignitaries of the Church.
After the usual religious service, the feet of twelve
old men, above 90 years of age, selected from every
is

still

'

part of Bavaria, are washed by the sovereign and
afterwards kissed by the senior priest of the Royal
Chapel. After the ceremony, the King (or Prince
Regent) hangs a little blue and white bag containing money over the shoulder of each of these 12
'apostles.
Every 10 years, the rite is also celebrated at Oberammergau, 45 miles S. VV. of Munich,
in connexion with the famous Passion Play.
Every Holy Thursday it has for
(7) Austria.
centuries been the custom for the Emperor of
Austria to wash the feet of the 12 oldest poor
men in Vienna. In one of the halls of the Hofburg,
amid a throng of brilliantly uniformed nobles and
aristocrats, the scene takes place.
First comes a
' feast
given to the old men, who are all dressed
in a quaint old German costume, and seated on a
row of chairs at a table. The Emperor stands at
the end of the table, making the number 13. From
a side room emerge 12 nobles, each carrying a tray
laden with eatables. The Emperor places the
plates in turn before each old man.
They remain
motionless, not touching a morsel. No sooner are
the plates on the table than they are quickly lifted
again and carried oil' by 13 men, who form a bodyguard. Four courses are thus served, and all dislies
and food are later sent to the houses of the poor
guests.
Relatives, who have meanwhile been
standing behind the chairs, now remove the shoes
and hose of the old persons, and spread a roll of
linen over their knees.
high church dignitary
next reads the Gospel for the day, and at the words
' et coepit lavare
pedes discipulorum the Emperor
dips a towel into a basin, and hastily \vipes the

—

'

—

—

A

'

men

feet of the old

The actual washing

in turn.

very perfunctory, and the whole ceremony is
over in a few minutes. Lastly, the Emperor hangs
round the neck of each guest a silken bag containing silver pieces, and the old men are sent home in
Royal carriages. The late Empress Elizabeth had
discontinued the practice of performing a similar
rite on old women in Vienna for some years before
her assassination. The custom of the Pedilavium
is still widely practised in the cloisters and churches
of Austria (cf. P. H. Ditchfield, Old English Customs extant at the present Time, 1896, p. 258).
In England, Holy Thursday has
(8) England.
received the name of
Maundy Thursday.' A.
is

—

'

Nares (Glossary, 1822,

following Spelmau and
Skinner, derives the word from the Saxon maund,
a basket (in which the provisions were given
away). Cf. Shakespeare, A Lover's Complaint,
thousand favours from a maund she drew.'
Maund has also been derived from Fr. maundier=
to beg ( ' mendicant = a beggar) hence Maundy
Thursday = ' the poor people's Thursday (Gentleman's Magazine, July, 1779, p. 354). But Skeat
(Concise Etymol. Dici.^, 1901, s.v.) emphatically
maintains that the true derivation is through the
Mid. Eng. maundee from Old Fr. m/xndi, and that
again from Lat. mandatum, a command (Jn 13**),
and that the etymology from maund= a basket
is
as false as it is readily believed.
The day is
also known as Shere Thursday (also Sheer, Chare,
from Mid. Eng. shere or sheere=' pure,' unalloyed,'
clear
still seen in the use of
sheer to express physical purity).' The £i6er Festivalis (fol.
xxxii. b) of 1511 explains the name because in old
faders dayes the people wolde that day shere theyr
hedes, and clypp theyr berdes,
and so make
them honest agenst Easter-day' (see also Brand,
'

'

s.v.),

'

A

'

'

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

.

Popular Antiquities,

1813,

i.

.

.

and Words-

142,

worth, Eccles. Biog. i. 297).
Hone (Every-Day
In the miraculous legend of
Book, i. 402) says
St. Brendan (t A.D. 578) it is related that he sailed
with his monks to the island of sheep, " and on
shere-thursdaye, after souper, he wesshe theyr feet
and kyssed them lyke as our lorde dyd to his
dyscyplea {Golden Legend]"' (cf. Early SouthEnglish Legendary [Early Eng. Text Soc, 1887]).
The Anglo - Saxon Church differed from the
national Churches of France, Spain, and other
countries in this respect, that it had no distinctive
type of liturgy of its own. Roman in origin, owing
its existence to Augustine of Canterbury, the A.S.
Church was Roman all through. The various
missals in use in the A.S. Church were practically
the Roman missal with variations, additions, and
other modifications which serve to distinguish them
from the Continental missals of the same date.
Of these A.S. missals, written before the Norman
Conquest in 1066, three have survived. Two of
them have references to the ceremony of feetwasliing (a) The Missal of Bobert of Jumiiges (ed.
H. A. Wilson, Henry Bradshaw Soc. xi. [1896] 275),
once the property of Robert, prior of the Benedictine
:

'

:

monastery of St. Ouen at Rouen, who became
abbot of Jumifeges in 1037, bishop of London under
Edward the Confessor in 1044, and archb. of
Canterbury in 1051. The MS is of the end of the
10th cent, and the beginning of the 11th, and was
preserved at Rouen. It goes under several titles, e.g.
'The Benedictional of Archb. Robert' (Archceologia,
xxiv. 119) ;and, wrongly, The Book of St. Guthlac'
Bibliog. Tour,
(for which Dibdin is responsible
Here the collect is given without
ed. 1821, i. 165).
rubrics under tlie heading Benedictio (or Oratio)
It runs thus
ad mandatum ipso die.
'

;

'

:

'

On the alleged connexion between 'Chare Thursday and
the German 'Charwoche' or Karwoche,' cf. NQ, 3rd ser., viii.
1

'

'

and

for the derivation of ' Charfreitag,' of. Graff,
Worterbuth, Berlin, 1834-46, iv. 464, and Wackemagel, Wort zu
sein&m Lesebuch, 1838, p. 319.

[1866] 389

;

'

FEET-WASHING
'Adeeto, Dorainc, oflloio noetrae Bervitulio, quia tu pedes
lavaro dipfnatua en di«nipulorum. ne diHpicfaa opcru iiiunuum
tuarum qucauiiiUH iioblH rulinenda nmndiuiti. queaiimuH ut
Bicut hie exteriora abluuiitur inquimiinenttt. eic a to omnium
nostrorum interiora laventur peccata, qui cum Patrc,' etc. (cf.
the *Oratio postmandaluui,' in the Milaneae Church).

Missal (ed. F. E. Warren, 1883),
bequeathed to Exeter Cathedral by Leo/ric, first
bisnop of that see (1050-1072), is a complex volume
with three main divisions (a) a Grej^orian sacramentary, written in Lotharingia early in the lOtli
cent.
{§) an A.S. calendar, written in English
about A.D. 970; and {7) a number of masses, etc.,
written in English, from the lOth-Uth cent, (see
CQR xiv. [18S'2] -278). In it (p. 256) we iind tiie
following rubric for
Feria Quinta in Coena
Domini': 'Ante missam vero faciant mandatum
(6)

T/ie Leofric

:

;

'

cum

peregrinis et hospitibus.'
addition to these surviving pre-Norman
service-books, we have scattered historical references to the observance of the rite in the A.S.
Church. Wluothus, abbot of St. Albans, ordained
a daily celebration of the mandatum, St. Oswald,
archb. of York, washed the feet of 12 poor men
and fed them every day. In other religious houses
it was the practice to wash the feet of as many
poor persons as there were monks in the convent,
not only on Maundy Thursday, but on the Saturday
before Falm Sunday, which therefore received the
name of Mandatum pauperum to distinguish it
from the regular Mandati Dies (T. F. ThiseltonDyer, Brit. Pop, Customs, 1876, p. 139). Aelfric,
archb. of Canterbury (A.D. 996-1006), ordered the

In

Saxon

Imple mandata Domini in coena
ipsius,'
Do on Thursday as our Lord commands
you, wash the feet of the poor, feed and clothe
them, and with humility wash your feet among
yourselves as Christ himself did and commanded
us so to do.* Rock [Church of our Fathers, iv. 85,
95) describes in full detail the ceremony as observed
in the A.S. Church. The rubric for the mandatum
is given by St. Dunstan as it was carried out in
every large church throughout Anglo-Saxondom
priests

:

'

'

[Beg. Cone. 87).
Rupert of Deutz (Tuitensis)
(t 1135) erroneously ascribed the origin of the rite
to the woman who anointed Christ's feet.
It was
sometimes performed in monasteries for the purpose of comforting the souls of friends and families
of deceased persons, and was regularly practised
by the A.S. kings [Bihlioth. Pair. 951, referred
to in Fosbrooke, Encyc. of Ant., Lond. 1840, art.

Maundy,' p. 827). The Clugniac monks merely
touched with wetted fingers the feet of these poor
men the Benedictines and Cistercians scrupulously
washed the feet of the brethren, the abbot himself
not being excused.
*

:

Further references to the early English practice will be found
in the Cistercian Consuetudines (ed. Guignard, p. 110 [1878]);
in H. J. Feasey, op. cit. p. 95. References to the observance
of the rite in later times are found in several of the missals,
Bervice-books, and 'uses.' The Westminster Missal (Missale
ad usum Eccles. WeRtmon. (ed. J. Wickham Leg:g, Henry
Bradshaw See, ii. [1893] 673) has 'ad mandatum pauperum in
die cene, Antiphona " Dominus Ihesus" (see also note in vol.
iii.
p. 1510 as to the identity of this anthem with that in

and

'

iAnfranc's rule). The York Missal (Missale ad ^isum insignia
Eccles. Ebor. [Surtees Soc] i. 101, ed. Henderson, 1874), a MS
of the 12th cent., gives the rubric first for the mandatum for
the poor, and then that for the brethren (see Maskell, Anc.
Liturg. of the Ch. of England, 1882). The Book of Evesham
(Officium eccles. Abbatum secundum usum Evesham. Monast.
[ed. H. A. Wilson, Henry Bradshaw Soc, Lond. 1893]), a MS of
A.D. 1300, gives a full guide to the abbot as to the performance
of the mandatum (pp. 83-87).
The Concordia Regvlaris places
the abbot's Maundy (col. 85, line 10) immedial^ely after the
mixtum (the 'refreshment'), and makes no mention of a
mandatum pauperum performed by the convent generally.
Lanfranc'8 Statuta agree with the Evesham Book in placing here
the mandatum pauperum, but differ from it in making no
mention of the abbot's Maundy (Reyner, Apost. Bened. in A nglia,
1626, App. 87, 220).
The Rites of Durham (1593 [Surtees Soc.
1903], pp. 66-77) gives us a clear statement of the two services—
the mandatum pauperum and the mandatum fratrum in that
cathedral. Recent excavations in Durham have revealed fireplaces for heating the water used in these rites. In some form
or other the ceremonies of the Maundy existed here from very

—

early times.

ftl9

The constitutionu

German, and

of priors Abvolon,

Ili-rlrum in the 12th cent, provide for the Maundv at Durham
(llut(;liinHon, Durham, 17Hri-91, Ii. 69 n., 70 n.).
Similarly of
Ihf Horvice at llipon (Jiithtdral wo TfiQ,(\ {M emoriaU of Jtipon,
208, 211,216,221 (SurtcoH Hoc.])

iii.

:

'EtJn

iij

buBcelliB frument!

empt. tain pro niandato in Coena Domini quam Eukaristia pro
communionc omnium paroohianorum contra festum Poschoe 4 8.
preciuin buscell, lUJ.' There are also references to the
in tlie Use of Saruin (The Sarum Customs as ut
the. Consuetudinary and Customary, ed. W. H. Frere,
2 vols., 1808 (Henry BradHhow Soc.]), which from the ISth
century b((gan to predominate over the other service-books,
e.g. The Use of Bangor (a.d. 1208), The Use of Lincoln, and The
Use of St. A»aph(y)o\jh of the middle of the 15th cent.). See
also Swete, Church Services and Service Books before the Reformation, 1896. Many of tlie English cathedrals still retain
indications of the identical spots where the feet-washing was
performed. Thus 'at York Minster, the Maundy seats are
probably those in the N. choir aisle : at Worcester in the E.
alley of the cloisters is a bench table anciently used at the
Maundy at Westminster on a stone bench in the E. cloister
sat the 12 beggars whose feet the abbot washed, and under the
nosing of the bench still remain the copper eyes from which
hung the carpet on which he knelt during the performance of
the ceremony. At Lichfield, and probably other cathedrals
destitute of cloisters, the Maundy ceremony took place in
choirs' (Feasey, 107, and Hom^ Counties Magazine, Nov. 1909).
O"!

;

ceremony

forth in

;

The monastic and the royal Maundy were observed in England under the Norman, Plantagenet,
and Tudor reigns, as many references in history
reveal.

Matthew Paris

(a.d. 1200-1269), in his Chronica Majora, and
(t 1385), in his Chronica geniis Scotorum,
how Matilda, Queen of England (1109), 'nee
lavare morbidorum, ulcera sanie distillantia

Johannes de Fordun
lib.

V.

c.

29, tell

horrebat pedes
contrectare manibus, longa postremo protelare oscula et
meiisam apponere, et in seivitio Dei audiendo voluptas unica.'
Henry n.'s reign. The devotion with which Roger, archb.
of York (1154-1181), always went about this ceremony of feetwashing, and his habit of paying the expenses, are specially
recorded by old writers (Stubbs, Actus Pontif. Ebor., in
Twysden, Hist. Angl. Script., 1652, ii. 1723).
Edward i.'s reign.— The accounts of the wardrobe expenses
of Edward i. (1272-1307) record the giving of money on Easter
Eve to 13 poor persons whose feet the Queen had washed
(Thorns, Book of the Court, 1844, p. 311).
Edward n.'s rej't/n.— The king fed 200 poor in honour of
Pentecost 'according to ancient custom '(iVQ, 7th ser., xii. 53).
Ed/ward iii.'s reign. William de Wykeham records of Robert
Betun, bishop of Hereford, that such was his piety that he

—

—

—

performed this humble office on Maundy Thursday
(Anglia Sacra, ii. 310). Langland, in his Vision concerning
Piers the Ploioman (ed. Skeat, ii. 488, ch. xvi. line 140), shows
the custom at the end of the same reign
'Til it bifel on a Fryday a litel bifore Paske
The Thorsday byfore there he made his maundee
twice

:

{ih. [note] ii. 239).
March 21,
The close Roll 34 of Edward ni. has this entry
at Kenilworth the king washed the feet of 50 poor men ; the
previous day there had been an order for slippers, cloth, etc.
{Wardrobe Roll, 19 Edw. in.). It was in Edward 111. 's reign
(in 1363) that the practice of granting doles was formally
:

'

'

inaugurated (John Brady, Clavis Calendaria, i. [1815] 2S5). The
of all religious houses and good Catholics of bringing
out their broken food in maunds to distribute to the poor gave

custom

'

rise to a veritable fair in

'

many

places, e.g.

Tombland Fair at

Norwich, held on the plain before the cathedral close (Brewer,
Diet, of Phrase and Fable, new ed., 1895, p. 821).
Edward iv.'s reifjn.— Elizabeth of York, daughter of Edward
IV., and future wife of Henry vii., used to bestow 'on xxxvij
pore women every woman iijs. jd., for hir maundy upon Shire
Thursday' (Privy Purse Expenses, i.).
He7iry vill.'s reign.~The king himself on Maundy Thursday
washed the feet of as many poor men as he himself was years
old, and thereafter distributed to them meat, clothes, and
money (a.d. 1509-1547), as Sir Thomas More testified (Works,
In the Household Book (1770, p. 354 f.) of the Earl of
1319).
Northumberland, begun in a.d. 1512 (new ed. 1906), there is an
inventory of 'Al-maner of things yerly yeven by my lorde of
his Maundy, ande my laidis, and his lordshippi's childeren.' At
Peterborough Abbey in 1530, Cardinal Wolsey washed and
kissed the feet of 59 poor men. After wiping them, he granted
to each individual 12 pennies, 3 ells of good canvas to make
shirts, a pair of new shoes, a cart of red herrings, and 3 white
herrings (Cavendish, Life of Wolsey"^, 1827 Holinshed,iii. 914).
In this reign also Catherine of Airagon, while Queen, was
wont to observe the day with feet-washing of old women but,
after her divorce, Henry forbade her to do so (1633) except
under the title of Princess Dowager.
Mary's rci'i/n.— Mary in 1556 gave a dazzling exhibition of her
love for pageantry by a celebration of this rite on the grandest
The account of it is given in a letter of
scale imaginable.
Marco Antonio Faitta, Secretary to Cardinal Pole, the Pope's
Legate, to a correspondent in Venice of date 3rd April 1556
(Calendar of State Papers [Venetian], vi. 428).
Elizabeth's reign.— The royal Maundy was continued when
Elizabeth in 1579 very
England was no longer Roman.
elaborately performed the rite at Greenwich Palace on 89 poor
in
Brit. Mus.
Nichols,
MSS
Add.
no.
6183,
persons (see
;

;

;

—

;
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Progresses of Queen Elizateth^, 1823, i. 326 Hone, Svery-Day
Book, i. 401).
On Thursday last His
Charles II.'s reign (1660-16S5).
Majesty washed poor men's feet in the Banqueting House, an
predecessors
to as many poor men
used
his
by
humility
act of
as he had lived years. The Queen did the same to several
(Raiudon Papers,
James'
the
clock
at
St.
one
of
about
women
1810, p. 175). Pepys (Diary, ed. "Wheatley, 1S96, vi. 257) states
'April 4th, 1667.—My wife had been ... to the Maundy, it
but the King did not wash the poor
beinft Maundy Thursday
people's feet himself, but the Bishop of London did it for him.'
It was in this reign that 'Maundy pennies' were first coined,
coming fresh from the mint to the recipients.
James II.'s reign.—the last English sovereign to perform the
In Colsoni's Ckiide de
rite in full was James n. (1685-1701).
Le Jeudy
Londres pour les Strangers, 1693, p. S3, it is said
Saint, le Roy, selon un fort anoienne coutume, lave les pieds i
tout autant de vieillards qu'il a d'anni5es.' But in the 3rd ed.
of the same work (p. 43) there is a reference to the fact that the
act was no longer performed by royalty in Britain: 'Mais le
EoyG. III. ( = William iii.) a laissiS I'intendence de cette c4r6mo'nie k son grand Aumonier ou un Eveque du Royaume.'
possess an elaborate
George II.'s reirjn (1727-1760).
account of how the archb. of York, as Lord High Almoner (on
15th April 1731), performed the annual ceremony of washing the
»eet of a certain number of poor in the Royal Chapel, WhiteGrub
hall, in Ueu of the monarch (see Hone, op. cit. i. 402
Street Journal, Friday, 2Srd April 1736; and Old and New
London, iii. 36S f .).
;

—

'

'

:

;

:

'

—We

;

Since 1754 the rite of feet-washing has been
wholly obsolete in the Church of England and in
place of the former gifts of provisions and clothing
a fixed sum of money is granted. The ceremony in
1814 is described by Hone [op. cit. i. 401). In 1818,
owing to the advanced age of George III., the num;

ber of recipients amounted to 160. During Queen
Victoria's reign it was the custom to present Maundy
pennies to twice as many aged men and women as
the Queen had lived years. King Edward vil.
continued the ceremony through the Lord High
Almoner, and the practice is kept up similarly by

King George v.
The Roman Catholic Church

in

England

still

preserves the rite in its entirety, at least in certain
The Cardinal-Archbishoj), clothed in episplaces.
copal robes, washes, and wipes with a linen cloth,
the feet of 13 choir boys arrayed in cassock and cotta,
in the Cathedral at Westminster, each boy afterwards receiving a gift-book (Walsh, op. cit. p. 675).
The references to the practice are
(9) Scotland.
scanty.
St. Kentigern is recorded to have washed
the feet of lepers on the Saturday before Palm
Sunday (R. Craig Maclagan, Scottish Myths, 188'2,
St. Cnthbert, who may be reckoned as
p. 139).
Scottish (A.D. 676), is recorded by St. Bede {Life of
St. Cuthbert, tr. Stevenson, 1887, p. 33) to^ have
found one day at Ripon a young man sitting in the
guest chamber in time of snow. He welcomed him
with the customary forms of kindness. He bathed
his feet for him, wiped them with a towel, placed
them in his bosom, himself chafing them with his
hands. During his residence in Lindisfarne,
'he would devoutly wash the feet of his brother monks with
warm water, and he in his turn was forced at times by them
to take off his shoes, and to suffer them to wash his feet
for so entirely had he put off all care as to the body, and
BO had given" himself up to the care of the soul alone, that

—

he had put on his long hose, which were made of
Yea,
hide, he used to wear them for several months together.
exception
of once at Easter, it may be said that he
with the
never took them off again for a year until the return of the
Pasch, when he was unshod for the ceremony of the washing of
the feet which is wont to take place on Maundy Thursday' {ih.
cf. Mavtfene, De Ant. Eccl. Discip. o. x.xii. pp. 277, 346
p. 84
[ed. 1706], and De Ant. Monach. Rit. iii. 13. 60 f .).

when once

;

In Turgot's Life of St. Margaret, Queen of Scotland,
p. 61 (tr. from the Latin by W. Forbes-Leith,
1884), as also in Johannes de Fordun's Chronica
gintis Scotorum, lib. v. ('The Historians of Scotland') p. 216, it is stated that, 'when the office of
matins was finished, she (Margaret), returning to
her chamber, along with the king (Malcolm Canmore), washed the feet of six poor persons, and used
to give them something wherewith to relieve their
poverty.' Her son. Alexander I. the Fierce, copied
the example of his mother {ih. ch. 28, p. 227).
After the Reformation the practice was viewed
,

with great abhorrence (Calderwood, Hist. 1678,

iii

703, referring to reign of James VI.).
Traces of the monastic celebration
(10) Ireland.
of this rite are recorded in the Missale Vetus
Hibernicum (ed. F. E. Warren, 1879, p. 119, in the
service for Maundy Thursday) ; in the legends of
St. Bridgit (HuU, Early Christian Ireland, 1905,
p. 144 ; see also Lives of the Saints from, the Book

—

Carmichael,
of Lismore [ed. W. Stokes, 1890]
Garmina Gadelica, 1900 cf also what is said about
818'').
St. Brendan, above, p.
The Latin observance of the
(11) Palestine.
mandatum takes place in Jerusalem in front of
the entrance to the Holy Sepulchre, between the
Chapel of the Angel and the Greek church. The
rite is described by Mantell, in PEFSt, 1882,
;

.

;

—

p. 160.
ii.
Tee Eastern Churches.— {1) Greek Orthodox Chitrch. The ceremony of the Lavipedinm
was observed with a scrupulosity in the Eastern
Church rivalling that of the Western communion.

—

—

—

The

lepoO virvrfipo;
office
7; dKoXovSla tov Belov Kal
Older
in the ordinary BTXOAOrXON TO MEPA.
forms are noted in Gear, ETXOAOriON= (p. 591).
by
Goar,
The variants from Cod. Basiliensis, noted
are the oldest extant, viz. c. A.D. 795. (See also
Dmitrijewski, Eucholoqia, for further details regarding tlie ancient office. ) The Greek office prescribes a full service of chants and prayers and the
acting out in every detail of what our Lord said or

is

did

e.g.,

at the words

'

He

poureth water into a

basin,' the brother both repeats the sentence and
imitates the action. Goar (p. 596) refers to Jerome's
practice of washing the feet of the multitudes of
pilgrims to Bethlehem, and to that of Laurentius
of performing the same office for Christian con-

At the present time the monastic
Lavipedium, being regarded as an ordinance by the
Greek Church, is performed on Maundy Thursday
throughout the area over which the Orthodox
Church holds sway (cf. Wheeler, Voyages, 1689, ii.
414, and Tournefort, Voyage into the Levant, 1'718,
fessors in prison.

The more zealous among the
Letter iii. p. 85
bishops wasli the feet of 12 Papas the exhortation
they now excuse themselves from').
:

'

;

—

The feet of the 'apostles' are washed in all
(a) Russia.
Russian convents, and especially in St. Petersburg and Moscow.
Twelve monks arranged in a semicircle are thus treated by the
The archb., performing
archbishop in the crowded cathedral.
all and much more than is related of our Saviour in the 13th
'

ch. of John, takes off his robes, girds up his loins with a towel,
and proceeds to wash the feet of them all until he comes to the
representative of St. Peter, who rises, and says, "Lord, doat

thou wash my feet?" and the same interlocution takes place
as between our Saviour and that apostle (Clarke, Trai). in
Russia [1810], i. 55 see also Leo Allatius, de dom. et hebd.
Grtec, 1646, p. 21). The Czar of Russia, as the head of the
Greek Orthodox Church, continues to this day at St. Petersburg the practice of the Imperial mandatum, which was observed in the Court of the Byzantine Emperors at Constantinople. The fullest account of the ancient Byzantine ritual ia
given by Codinus, de Officiis Marinas Ecelesice (ed. Bekker, Bonn,
and, for the
iS39, p. 70, and notes, p. 318 see also PG clvii.
date of Codinus, to whom the de Officiis is erroneously attributed [end of 14th and beg. of 15th cent.], see Gibbon, Decline
and Fall [ed. Bury, 1896-1900], vi. 617, note). The repetition of
the Trisagion the pouring out of the water into the basin by the
Czar; the entrance of the 12 poor men, each carrying a burning
taper the washing and kissing of the right foot of each by the
Emperor and the giving to each pauper of three pieces of gold,
are all slight variants in practice from the ritual as observed
'

;

;

;

;

;

;

elsewhere.
(fi)

Turkey.

—The monastic mandatum

is

carried out yearly on

Maundy Thursday by the Greek Metropolitan in Constantinople.
(y) Palestine. — On Maundy Thursday the Greek Patriarch
feet of 12 of his bishops in a court in front of the
of the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem. In the centre of the
courtyard is an oval rostrum, about 4 ft. above the pavement, protected by an iron railing, and enclosing a space about 8 ft. by 12 ft.
Inside and around the railing are seats for the bishops, and at
the back a gold and white arm-chair cushioned with red satin
A priest carries in and places before the
for the Patriarch.
Patriarch a large golden pitcher in a basin of gold as large as a
foot-bath. Then all rise while prayer is offered. The Patriarch
removes his grand gown, and stands in a white silk robe with a
gold and white girdle. He twists a long Turkish bath-towel
round his loins, and pours water into the basin, while the twelve

washes the

Church

"
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twelve, but those of everybody we should wash. People would
be much more benelltcd if a general bath were at once ordered,
and the whole body washed.
If
you wish to v,-Ah\\ your
neighbour's feet, see that your heart is really humble, and

bishops get tlieir feet out or their waiters, ant] pull off their
wliilu cotton Boclts.
Each then exlenri.s one burc foot to the
Patriarch, who sprinkles, dries, and kisses each. The last is
St. Peter,' who olijects, violently (jeatiuulates, and rises.
But
the I'm.riarch opens the Itihle, reads the words of Christ, shakes
hiH !i:ind at I'l-trr, and the unruly 'apoHlle' submits.
At this
nionicrit tlie lietls of the (Ireek churciies all over Jerusalem
brealt into music.
The Patriarch descends the steps and, followed by the bishops in double file, marches away. A priest
lift^ the vase containin(.j the remains of the holy water, dips a
hiT^o bouquet of roses into it, and therewith sprinkles the
upturned faces of the eagerly expectant crowd, who rush forward, wipe up the drops on the floor with their handkerchiefs,
and rub their faces with them (Walsh, 672 a very full account
is given by Lieut. Mantell, PEFSt, 1882, p. 158).
'

!

—

(Rituale

Armcnorum,

p.

212):

For to-day our Lord, the Giver of life, humbled himself for
our salvation, to waah the feet of his disciples. And the Maker
of heaven and earth in the f^uise of a servant, in all humility
fulfilling; the tremendous economy, went down on the knees of
dust-created beings, and with the raiment wherewith he was
girt, wiped away and cleansed the feet of his apostles, giving
them power and authority to trample on asps and vipers and all
the hosts of the enemy ... so then it was the compassionate
God Christ, Son of God, who to-day stooped to the feet of the
disciples, washing away the scandal from them' (the text is
from A, an uncial codex in San Lazaro Monast., Venice, not
dated, but probably of 9th cent., not later than 10th).
'

In the Armenian rite a vessel of water is placed in
the choir, and chrism is poured crosswise upon it at
the benediction. When the bishop has washed the
feet of clergy and people, he also anoints them.
Then, resuming his cope, which was laid aside for
the feet-washing, he is lifted up on high, and dispenses the people from fasting during Easter-tide
(Butler, op. cit. ii. 350).
The Armenian services of Holy Week, in the form they have
assumed in the later Middle Ages, and retain till to-day, have
been published by Amy Apcar of Calcutta {itelodies of pie Offices
in Holy Week, according totlieHol!/ Apostolic Churchof Armenia,
Leipzig, 1902). In this work the hymns sung by the congregation are printed with modern musical notation (note by Conybeare,

loc. cit. p. 219).

EixoXdjiov, pp.

TT-T/fs'

of the Office is in Tuki,
(170-226).
The present Coptic

usage

is described by A. J. Butler, ii. 350
'On Maundy Thursday, called "The Thursday of the Covenant," tierce, sext, and nones are duly recited
after which, if
there be no consecration of the holy oils to come first, a procession is formed to a small tank in the nave, where the Patriarch
blesses the water with ceremonies similar to those ordained for
Epiphany, but the gospels and hymns on this occasion dwell
upon the subject of the Lord's washing the feet of the disciples.
At the end of the prayers, the Patriarch gives his benison to the
assembled priests and people, sprinkling them with water from
the tank then also he washes the feet of sundry persons, both
clerical and lay, and dries them with a towel.
On this day,
immediately after the washing of feet, the door of the " haikal
is opened for the celebration of the Holy Communion, after
which it is closed again but in this Mass the kiss of peace and
the commemoration of the dead are omitted.' In the Systatical Letter,* or decree of the Synod read by the Deacon from
the amion or pulpit, setting forth the duties of the Patriarch, it
is expressly mentioned that he is to perform the ofBce of feetwashing on Maundy Thursday (ib. ii. 145). Hence Butler thinks
the cTTixepi mentioned in the ancient rubric must mean a towel,
doubtless of fine embroidery, gorgeously woven with silver and
gold.
It was laid on the patriarch's shoulder at his ordination,
wit^ special reference to his performance of this ceremony, to
which the Coptic Church attached great importance (see Butler,
ii. 122, for the special fanon used instead of a mitre on this
:

;

;

;

'

occasion).

The tank used

for feet- washing is a conspicuous
feature in Egyptian churches.
It is usually a
shallow rectangular basin about two feet long and
one foot broad, sunk in the floor, and edged generally with costly marbles.
The ordinary position
for it is in the westward part of the nave, but in

many

desert churches

{ib.

23).

7.

i.

Feet-washing

Lutheran.

it lies

rather more eastward

in Protestant

Churches.— (1)

— At the Reformation, Luther denounced

the practice of feet-washing with characteristic
plainness of speech. To him the ceremony was one
'in which the superior washes the feet of his inferior, who, the
ceremony over, will have to act all the more humbly towards
him, while Christ had made it an emblem of true humility and
abnegation, and raised thereby the position of those whose feet
" We have nothing to do," said he, " with feethe washed.
washing with water otherwise it is not only the feet of the
;

xiii.

(Magdeburg,

(5d77ifitc/ie 5c/tn/(t;7*, pt.

174;!], col. 080).

Similarly the Lutlicran J. A. Bengel (1687-1751)
foUoweil his master in condemnation of the rite
\n our day, popes and princes imitate the feet-washing to the
:

'

letter ; but a greater subject for admiration would be, for instance, a pope, in unaffected humility, washing the feet of one
king, tiian the feet of twelve paupers' {Gnomon [Eng. tr.3,
18:!5-3G, ii. 420] ; Bengel recommends the study of Ittigius, de

Pedilamo,

1703).

the Lutheran Upper Consistory of
Dresden condemned twelve Lutheran citizens of
Weida to public penance for having permitted
Duke Moritz Wilhelm to wash their feet (PRE''
vi. 325, art.
Fusswaschung ').
Amongst the other ancient prac(2) Moravian.
tices revived by the Moravian Brethren was that
of the Pedilavium, though they did not strictly
enforce it. It used to be performed not onlj' by
leaders towards their followers, but also by the
Brethren among themselves, while thej' sang a
hymn in which the significance of the rite (called
'the lesser Baptism ') was explained.
In 1818, at
a Synod of the Church held at Herrnhut, the
In

1718

'

—

practice

was abolished.

—

Mennonites. Menno Simons (1492-1559) in
his work, The Fundamental Book of the True
Christian Faith (1539), laid stress on feel- washing
in addition to Baptism and the Lord's Supper, as a
necessary ordinance (Mosheim, Eccl. Bis/.-, 1868,
iii. 545;
Kurtz, Church History, ii. 405 [Eng. tr.^
His followers were styled Podoniptoe.
1891]).
The Confession of the United Brethren or Mennonites (1660) acknowledges the standing obligation of the rite as instituted by Christ.
The
(3)

Mennonite Church

Coptic— The Text

(3)

help everyone in becoming better "'

;

A translation of the office for
(2) Armenian.
Maundy Thursday is given by F. C. Conybeare
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Holland was

in

in 1554 split

into
Flemings and Waterlanders,' the former
holding the binding necessity of feet-washing, the
latter being not so strict.
The Waterlanders now
call themselves Doopsgezinden.
The literal practice of feet- washing led to a split in the American
Mennonite Church in 1811 (McClintock- Strong,
'

vi. 95, art.
Mennonites ').
Tunkers or Dunkards. However divided on

Cyclop,
(4)

'

'

'

—

other points, the members of this sect are all
agreed on the binding obligation to observe the
feet- washing.
The ceremony takes place twice a
year in each congregation before the celebration of
the love-feast. But as to the correct mode of feetwashing, i.e. whether the person who washes the
feet must also wipe them, or whether another
person should perform the latter operation, there
have been grave disputes. The 'single mode' is
insisted on by the oldest churches as being more in
line with Christ's example, but the Annual Meeting has prescribed the double mode as the recognized rubric for the general brotherhood (SchafifHerzog, iv. 24, art. Dunkers ').
(5) Winebrennerians, or The Church of God.
The 11th article of their creed says: This Church
believes that the ordinance of Feet-washing, that
is, the literal washing of the saints' feet according
to the words and example of Christ, is obligatory
upon all Christians, and ought to be observed by
all the Church of God.'
In every congregation
Feet- washing, with Baptism and the Lord's Supper,
are 'positive ordinances of perpetual standing in
the Church (see H. K. Carroll, The Religious
Forces of the United States, i. 102; Schaff-Herzog,
iii. 91
'PRE^ ii. 389 McClintock-Strong, ii. 338,
'

'

'

—

'

'

;

art.

'

;

Church

The

of

God ').

Amana

Society, or
Community of
(6)
true Inspiration.
One of their most sacred religious ser\ices is the Liebesmahl, or love-feast,
celebrated now but once in two years. At this
Lord's Supper, the ceremony of feet-washing is

—
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observed by the higher spiritual orders. The parThe
ticipants are arranged into three classes
number of those who were to serve had to be determined in proportion to the great membership.
Thus there were appointed for the foot-washing at
the first Love-feast 13 brothers and 12 sisters.
For the second Love-feast likewise 13 brothers and
14 sisters from the first class (see Amana Society,
vol. i. p. 365 f.).
Among this Amer[(7) Seventh-Day Adventists.
ican denomination the rite of feet-washing 'is
observed at the quarterly meetings, the men and
:

'

.

.

.

'

—

women meeting

separately for this purpose,
previous to the celebration of the Lord's Supper,
during which they meet together (Special Census
Report [1906] on Meligious Bodies, ii. 23, Washing'

ton, 1910).

—

sub-sects.
The Freewill Baptists
believe
this rite (ib. 124), as do some General
(Arminian) Baptists {ib. 128), and it is also per-

Baptist

(8)

m

formed by the Two-Seed-in-the-Spirit Predestinarian Baptists {ib. 156) and by more than half of the
Primitive Baptists {ib. 139). Both the Separate
Baptists and the Duck River Baptists (Baptist
Church of Christ) hold that there are three ordinances
baptism, the Lord's Supper, and feetwashing {ib. pp. 132, 136) ; while the Coloured
Primitive Baptists observe the rite 'not " as a
Jewish tradition or custom, but as a matter of
faith in Christ, and in obedience to the example
given by Him " the sacramental service is not
considered complete untU this rite is performed'

—

;

{ib. 151).

—

—

—

dries

(i6.

(10)

173).

Miscellaneous Americansects.

— The Christian

Union occasionally, though rarely, practise feetwashing {ib. 189), but it is a distinctive tenet of the
Church of the Living God, or Christian Workers
for Friendship (to be distinguished from its offshoot, the Apostolic Church, which is also called
Church of the Living God) {ib. 208), and in the
Negro Church of God and Saints of Christ the
ceremony is performed by an elder {ib. 202). One
of the reasons for the formation of the New Congregational Methodist Church in 1881 was its wish
to grant to those who desired it permission to
observe the rite of feet-washing in connexion with
the administration of the Lord's Supper {ib. 477).
It is also permitted by the United Brethren in
Christ, who hold that the practice of feet-washing
should be left to the judgment of each individual

646).— Louis H. Gray.]
remains only to be observed that some of the
purest and noblest souls in modern times who have
lived for the welfare of their fellow-men have felt
so attracted by this rite that they have desired to
have it recognized as a sacrament (see A. B. Bruce,
Life of William Denny, 1888, p. 256).
8. Feet-washing in connexion with marriage.
In many countries, both in ancient times and at
the present day, bathing of the whole body, and,
more particularly, washing of the feet, have been
reckoned essential features to the proper celebra(ib.

It

—

tion of marriage.
Thus Roman brides had their
feet washed by the pronubce when they approached
their husbands on the wedding day (Festus Pompeius, ii. 6 Macrob. Sat. iii. ; cf. Matt. Brouerius,
de Pop. Veter. ac Becent. Adorationibus, 1713, col.
978). In many parts of rural England and Scotland,
relics of tliis custom still survive.
On the evening
;

;

;

;

His feet were thus washed by his friends, and the
bride would have been similarly treated had not
her health prevented it (W. C. Hazlitt, National
Faiths and Popular Customs, 1905, ii. 454).
It
was sometimes customary for the ring to be dropped
into the water during the washing of the feet of
the bride whoever recovered it first was deemed
to have the best chance of being the next to be
married (John Grant, The Penny Wedding, Edin.
;

1836).

In the

warm

Orient, the practice enters largely

ceremony of the marriage day. In some
Java the bride, as a sign of her subjection,
kneels and washes the feet of the bridegroom as he
enters the house and in other places, for the same
reason, he treads on a raw egg, and she wipes his
into the
parts of

;

Among the

peoples inhabiting the Teng'gar
washes the feet of
the bridegroom, while she is still actually bending
in lowly reverence before the priest during the
foot.

River Brethren. Both the Brethren in Christ
and the United Zion's ChUdren two sub-sects of
this denomination, which is ultimately derived
from the Mennonites observe this rite, although
the United Zion's Children differ from the Brethren
in Christ in that among the former the same person
both washes and dries the feet, while among the
Brethren in Christ one person washes and another
(9)

before the marriage takes place, a few of the bridegroom's friends assemble at his house, when a large
tub nearly filled with water is brought forward.
The bridegroom is stripped of shoes and stockings,
and his feet and legs are plunged into the water.
While one friend with a besom rubs his feet vigorously, another besmears them with shoe-blacking
or soot, while a third practises some other vagary
(cf. the practice of the ancient Greeks in daubing
their naked bodies with clay and dirt in the Dionysiac Mysteries see G. L. Gomme, Folklore Relies
of Early Village Life, 1883, p. 219 Gregor, Folklore of JSr.E. Scotland, 1881, p. 89
and de Gubernatis, Storia comparata degli usi nuziali in Italia,
Milan, 1869, p. 121). In 1903 a case occurred where
the bridegroom was a son of the Provost of Huntly.

Mountains

in Java, the bride

marriage service (E. J. Wood, The Wedding

and

Day

[1869] 156, 157). As it
is by means of the hands and feet that bhuts (evil
spirits) enter the body, it is held necessary in India
for feet- washing to form part of the marriage ceremony (Crooke, Popular Relig. and Folklore of N.
India, 1896, i. 241). Thus, at a Santal wedding,
women come forth and wash the feet of the guests
who arrive with the bridegroom at the vLUage
(E. T. Dalton, Descr. Ethnol. of Bengal, Calcutta,
So among the Mudsi, at certain
1872, p. 216).
times in the marriage service, the two fathers wash
the feet of the bride and the bridegroom respectively
{ib. 234).
If this washing were omitted, some

in all Ages

Countries,

i.

foreign and presumably dangerous spirit might
slip into the company, just as (according to the
favourite example of the result of neglect of thb
rule) Aditi's failure to do this allowed Indra to
form the Maruts out of her embryo (Crooke, i. 242).
Amongst the Marathas in India, feet-washing is
repeatedly observed in connexion with a marriage.
When the bridegroom's father sends a relative
along with the priest to the girl's father to propose
the match, they are welcomed, and water is given
them to wash their hands and feet. On the marriage day a married woman of the bride's house
pours a dish full of water mixed with lime and
turmeric on the bridegroom's feet as he enters the
As soon as the pair are husband
bride's home.
and wife, the bride's father and mother sit on two
low stools in front of the bridegroom face to face,
and the father washes the feet of the husband,
while the mother pours water on them {Ethnographic Append, to the Census of India, 1901, p.
96 f.). Similarly among the Deshasth Brahmans,
on the marriage eve the women of the girl's house,
especially the girl's mother, wash the boy's mother's
On the
feet, and mark her brow with vermOion.
morning of the marriage the bridegroom dismounts
at the door of the bride, and his feet are washed
by one of the women servants of the house. On
the marriage-feast day all wash their hands and

a

:::
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feet at a place prepared for the purpose.

Tlie

stands at the door with an earthen pot full of
water empties it at the feet of the pair, who enter
the house, followed by friends and relatives. At a
later stage the girl again washes her hands and
feet, and takes her seat as before, to the right of
her husband. At night the girl washes her husband's feet in warm water, with the aid of her
elder sister or some friend, and on his feet paints
vermilion and turmeric shoes (ib. pp. 115, 117,
feature of the Bengal Brahman wedding
119).
ceremony is the Jdmatci-baran, or the bridegroom's
welcome by the bride's father. The latter ofters
his prospective son-in-law water for washing his
feet (pddya-arghya), which the bridegroom touches
On the Malain token of acceptance (ib. p. 190).
bar coast early in the 19th cent, the bridegroom's
feet were washed with milk by a young relative
who also put a silver ring upon his toe (Wood, op.
cit. ii. 141).
The Indian theory of the duty of the
wife to wash her husband's feet has even been
exalted into a means of salvation for the woman.
Just as it is taught in the Tantras that the water
of a guru's (religious teacher's) feet purifies from
all sin' (Morrison, New Ideas in India, 1907), so
in the Skanda Purdna (iv. 35) it is laid down
'
Let a wife who wishes to perform sacred oblations
wash the feet of her lord, and drink the water ; for
a husband is to a wife greater than Siva or Visnu.
The husband is her god, her priest, her religion
wherefore, abandoning everything else, she ought
chiefly to worship her husband.' Even amongst
the ancient Poles, the bride on being led to church
was made to walk three times round a fire, then to
sit down and wash her husband's feet (Wood, i. 219).
In Rabb. literature it is made abundantly plain
that feet- washing was a service which a wife was
expected to render to her husband (Jerus. Ket. v.
30a).
According to R. Huna, it was one of the
personal attentions to which a Jewish husband was
entitled, however many maids the wife may have
had.
similar duty is laid down in the Bab.
Talmud [Ket. 61a), where washing the husband's
feet is part of a wife's necessary service to her lord
(cf. Maimonides,
Yad,' Ishut, xxi. 3 JE v. 357).

A

'

;

A

'

;

—

Literature. For the Jewish ceremonial washing of the feet
Surenhusius, Mischna, Amsterdam, 1698-1703, vol. v., and
Schurer, GJV^, Leipzig, 1898-1901 {SJP, Eng. tr. of 2nd ed.,
Edin. 1885-90], Index, s.v. Waschungen." The most important
references for the baptismal feet-washing are the Missale
Gotkicum Martina, de Ant. Bcctes. Ritibus, Antwerp, 1738
Smith's i5C^, art. Baptism Bingham, Orig. Eccles., London,
1708-22
Hefele, Hist, of the Christian Councils (Eng. tr.S),
Edinburgh, 1872.
For the monastic and imperial feet-washing the chief authorii.
for the Western (Roman) Church (1) Rome
ties are
Mabillon and Germain, Miis. ItaL, Paris, 1687-89; the Mis'

;

'

' ;

;

—

:

Venice, 1491, 1574 ; Tuker-MaUeson, Handbook to Christian and Ecclesiastical Roine, London, 1897, 1900.
—(2) Milan Magistretti, Beroldtts sive Eccl. Ambros, Medioand Muratori,
lan. Ealendarium et ordines, Milan, 1894
Antiq. Hal. Medii Aewi, Milan, 1738-42.—(3) Gaul : the fullest
account of the variations in the rite is given by Martene, op. cit. ;
cv. 1011.
cf. also Amalarius, de Oj^cio Ecclesiastico, in
Liber ordinum (ed. F^rotin), or
—(4) Spain ; the Office is
Ixxxv. Much information is
Ximenes' Missale Mixtum, in
given in Isidorus Hispalensis (ed. Arevalo), 5. Isidori Hispal.
Episc. Opera Omnia, 7 vols., Rome, 1797-1803, reprinted in
lxxxi.-lxxxiv., esp. Ixxxiii. 764. The Spanish royal Maundy
is described in Picart, C^rilmonies et coutuines relig. de tous
les peuples du mrnide, Amsterdam, 1723-37 (Eng. tr., London,
1733-37), and more recently in Hone, Every-Day Book, London,
1838-41. (5) Portugal the facts relating to the rite have been
furnished by the Rev. R. M. Lithgow, of Lisbon, from information obtained by him from the Court Chaplain under the last
r6gime. (6) Bavaria information obtained from Dr. von Laubmann. Chief Librarian of the Royal Library at Munich. (7)
Austria the scene in the Royal Palace is as witnessed by the
writer in 1896.-^8) England : for pre-Norman use, see pseudoci. 1203 ; 3Iissal of Robert
Alcuin, de Divinis Officiis, in
of Jumilges (ed. H. A. Wilson [Henry Bradshaw Soc. ], 1896) ; the
Leofric Missal (ed. F. E. Warren, 1883); and, for later use, see
the other Missals, Services, and Uses of the Early English
Church. D. Rock, Church of our Fathers, London, 1905, gives a
highly coloured picture of the rite as celebrated in the AngloSaxon Church.—(9) Scotland : J. de Fordun, Chronica Gentis
Scoterum, Edinburgh, 1871-72, lib. v.—(10) Ireland: Missale
sale

Eomanum,
:

;

m

PL

PL

PL

—

—

:

:

—

:

PL

Hibernicum (ed. K. E. Warren, Oxford, 1879).—(11)
Mantell, in PEFSt, 1882.
For the rite as observed in the Eastern Churches, theprincipal authorities are
(1) for the Greek Orthodox Churcli, Goar,
EYXOAOnON^, Venice, 1730; and Dmitrijewski, EuchoThe fullest account of the ancient Byzantine
logia, 1901.
service is given in Codinus, de Ojltcii^ Marjnce Ecclesicn (ed.
The Greek Palestinian
Beklier), Bonn, 1S39, and in PG civii.
ceremonj' is very amply described by Mantell, loc. cit. (2) The
Armenian service is given most fully in Conybeare, Rituale
Anntn., Oxford, 1906.—(3) For the Coptic rite, see Tuki,
UvXo\6-^i.ov', and for the present Coptic use, with an
account of the feet-washing tanks, see esp. A. J. Butler,
Ancient Coptic Churches of Egypt, Oxford, 1884, and F. E.
Brightman, Liturgies, Eastern and Western, Oxford, 1896
perfect mine of information (only vol. i., Eastern Liturgies,' ia
Vetus

maid

who

;
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Palestine

:

ii.

;

—

—

'

yet published).
For feet-washing in Protestant Churches

PRE^, McClintock-Strong's

Cyclop., 1881,

the

articles

in

SchalT-Herzog's

Encycl. of Religious Knowledge (art. Dunkers '), and H. K.
Carroll, The Religious Forces of the United States, N.Y., 1893,
are of importance.
For feet-washing in connexion with Indian marriage customs,
the most numerous references are perhaps to he found in the
Ethnographic Appendix to the Census of India, 1901, and E.
Thurston, Castes and Tribes of S. India, Madras, 1909.
'

G. A.

Frank Knight.

FEINN CYCLE.— I.

This is the third of the
three great Celtic mythological cycles. (For the
other two, see artt. Celts, V. i, and CtrCHULAlNN
Cycle. ) The story of Fionn and the Feinn is indelibly graven in Gaelic thought. Poems, tales,
romances, proverbs, and history all abound in
allusions to the wonderful, if somewhat mythical,
heroes. 'Their names, qualities, and exploits have
been as familiar to the generations of Gaelicspeaking Celts as the Biblical names and narratives to the Jews. Fionn, son of CumhaU, son of
Trenmor, was the ideal chief of the band, full of
mighty deeds and highest virtues. With him were
associated Oisin, his son (Macpherson's Ossian), renowned in later ages as the so-called Homer of
the Celtic people ; Oscar, son of Oisin, handsome
and kind-hearted, one of the bravest of the Feinn ;
Diarmad O'Duibhne, with the hall-seirc, or beautyspot, which induced every woman who beheld him
to fall in love with him Caoilte MacRonan, nephew
of Fionn, the swiftest of them aU Fergus Fmnebheoil, Oisin's brother, on account of his wisdom
and eloquence famous as poet, diplomatist, and
ambassador ; GoU MacMorna, blind of an eye, once
the enemy of Fionn, whose father he kUled, but
afterwards his follower ; and Conan Maol, the
comic character and Thersites of the party.
These were the outstanding figures among the
braves who were banded together for the defence
of their country, and who warred and hunted on a
scale that has raised them to such pre-eminence
that they are sometimes confused with the gods of
the Gaelic Olympus.
;

;

2. The theatre of their operations was Leinster
and Munster in Ireland. That country is therefore
regarded by most authorities as the original home
of the Feinn or Ossianio romance, which in time
extended itself to the west of Scotland, the HebriThe greater number of
des, and the Isle of Man.
the incidents are represented as having taken place
during the reign of Cormac MacArt, MacConn of
the hundred battles, and that of his son CaLrbre
of the Liffey. The former reigned from A.D. 227 to
268 (Annals of the Four Masters), but it was during

the reign of the latter in the year A.D. 284 that the
battle of Gabhra was fought, which for ever put an
end to the Feinn power. That power, said to have
been due mainly to the knowledge of Fionn, the
swiftness of Caoilte, and the combativeness of
Conan, had become so unbearable to the Irish,
through the strictness with which the Feinn
guarded their privileges, that the High-King determined at length to try conclusions with it, and
succeeded, though Oscar and he perished in fighting each other. Fionn was not present in this
battle, either having met his death shortly before,

;
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and less authentic accounts would have
us believe, being absent in Rome.
There are no contemporary records now extant of the Feinn

or, as later

any more than there are of Abraham, of Moses, or of Homer.
The earliest references to Fionn (orij,dnally Finn) occur in a
poem of Gilla Caemhain [d. 1072], and in the A7inals of Tighernach [d. lOSSJ.^* Both of these allude to the manner and date of
the hero's death, and may have derived their information from

poem of C^'naeth O'Hartagfain, who died in a.d. 985. Translated, this poet's remark runs thus ; ' By the Fiann of Luagne
was the death of Finn at Ath Brea upon the Boyne (Book of
As it was the bards and professional storyLeinster, fol. 316).
tellers who in those early days handed down by oral tradition
the memory of gfreat men and great incidents, it is possible that
no tales of the heroes were written, except perhaps in ogham,
The oldest existing IISS in which we
till the 7th century.
have mention of Fionn and the Feinn are the Leabhar na
h'Uidhre, compiled from earlier documents towards the close
of the 11th cent., and the Book of Leinster, similarly produced
a

'

about fifty years later. In the former there is a poem ascribed
to Fionn
a remark of his wife's containing Gaelic words so old
that they required to be glossed in the 11th cent. an account
of the cause of the battle in which his father was killed and
the story of Mongan, an Ulster king of the 7th cent., who was
regarded as Fionn come to life again. In the later MS the
references are more numerous. Besides poems ascribed to the
Feinn chief, to Oisin, Caoilte, and others, there are passages
from the lost Dinnsenchus, a topographical tract regarding
Fionn; an account of a battle in which he fought his genealogy
as well as that of his famous officer Diarmad O'Duibhne besides a list of no fewer than 187 historical tales. There are other
Finns besides Fionn mentioned in the Book of Leinster, but, if
the Ust of tales was really drawn up in the 7th or beginning
of the 8th cent., as Hyde thinks d'Arbois de Jubainville has
proved (Literary History of Ireland, p. 3S'2), then it is evident
that Fionn and his heroes were subjects of historical storyAnd in what Whitley Stokes
telling as early as that period.
believes to be the oldest portion of the Glossary of Cormac,
;

;

;

;

;

king-bishop of Cashel (a.d. 837-903), there are two further very
definite allusions to the wonderful head of the Feinn, who is
therein also mentioned by name.

These earliest written hints and impressions
represent Fionn as a real historical personage.
The story of his life which they unfold is certainly

that the latter ousted his father from the preeminence in this respect [RCel v. 70 ff.).
Fionn
learned the art of poetry from Finn Eges or
Finu^ces, a bard who lived on the banks of the
Boyne (for poem attributed to him at this period,
see Kuno Meyer's Four Songs of Summer and
Winter, London, 1903). In a tract written upon a
fraguient of the 9th cent. Psalter of Cashel, and
preserved in a 15th cent. MS in the Bodleian
Library, Oxford, it is related how he was sent to
this old man to complete his education.
There
had been a prophecy that, if one of the name of
Finn ate a salmon caught in Fiacc's pool, he would
no longer be ignorant of anything he might wish
to know.
The aged poet for seven years fished for
the coveted prize, but in vain, till his youthful
pupil arrived.
When the salmon was landed, the
delighted Finneces sent the lad to cook it, at the
same time giving him injunctions that he was on
no account to taste it. As destiny would have it,
Fionn, while turning the fish, burnt his thumb and
thrust it into his mouth to ease the pain. Thereupon he was immediately endowed with the gift of
knowledge, and every time he sucked his thumb
he saw into the future. On reporting this wonderful experience to his master, the poet asked him
his name.
Demni,' said the youth. ' No,' replied
the disappointed Finneces,
your name is Finn,
and it is you who were destined to eat of the salmon
of knowledge. You are the real Finn.' (For translation of tract, see vol. iv. of the Transactions of
'

'

the Ossianic Society. )
The story of Or dag mhor an eolais ('the great
thumb of knowledge ') is differently told in a vellum
in Trinity College, Dublin. There the injured

MS

member

is represented as having been not burnt,
but squeezed by a door which opened in a hill to
meagre, but it is perfectly intelligible.
admit a strange woman, apparently of the fairy
3. Of the various versions of his birth, that in
the Leabhar na h'Uidhre is probably the most order, whom Fionn's curiosity led him to follow.
substantial.
According to it, Tadg, chief Druid
4. Though mythic elements have entered largely
of King Conn, had a beautiful daughter, called into these stories, there are three other outstanding
Cumhail, son of Trenmor, at that time events of the hero's career which have an air of
Muirne.
historicity.
They are mentioned and taken for
leader of the Feinn, wished to wed this young lady.
On coming to know this, her father stoutly op- granted as real from earliest times. These were
Fionn's
marriage
with Grdinne, King Cormac's
because
he
knew
by his
posed their alliance,
daughter her elopement with Diarmad O'Duibhne
JDruidical foresight that, if Cumhail married her,
he himself would lose his ancestral seat at Almhain and Fionn's subsequent revenge on this offending
It is in the
Pursuit of Diarmad and
(present Allen) in Leinster. But the great military officer.
champion was not thus to be balked. So he took Grdinne,' one of the most persistent of the Feinn
the beautiful Muirne and married her against her sagas, that the fullest account of these events is
The result was that the old man given (translated by O'Grady, Trans. Oss. Soc.
father's wishes.
appealed to the king for redress, and the royal vol. iii. ). At a feast in honour of Fionn's betrothal
forces were despatched to deal with the arbitrary at Tara, Grdinne drugged the wine, sending the
hero. This army encountered Cumhail and his Feinn guests asleep till she got an opportunity to put
at Cnueha, where a deadly struggle took place, Diarmad, of whom she made an exception, under
during which Cumhail was slain by AedhMacMoma, geasa (bonds which no hero could refuse to redeem)
who, because he lost an eye in this battle, was to flee with her. After the banquet, Diarmad,
ever afterwards known as Goll, that is, the blind,' who was most unwUling to injure his chief, conMacMorna. Hearing of the fate of her husband, sulted his comrades as to what he should do. He
Muirne fled to his sister and gave birth to a son, even asked Fionn, concealing the lady's name, and
who was at first called Demni, but subsequently they all answered that no hero could break a gea^
Finn, on account, it is said, of his white head put upon him by a woman. That night the pair
[Finn means fair
Fiann, gen. Feinne, band or eloped, and, when the jilted chief discovered their
flight, his wrath knew no bounds.
pursuit was
'troop,' pi. Fianna, 'troops' or 'soldiers' [Transactions of the Gaelic Sac. of Inverness, 1886 and organized, and they were followed aU over Ireland.
When the boy grew up he demanded iric Though at length overtaken, they were permitted
1898]).
from his grandfather Tadg for the death of his to return in peace for the Feinn would not allow
Fionn to punish their popular comrade. But Fionn
father, and thus came into possession of Almhain,
as his grandparent had anticipated. He also made never really forgave Diarmad, and soon after, ^vith
peace with Goll, whom he enlisted as one of his sinister intention, he invited him to the chase of
band of warriors, and who usually figures in the the wild boar on Ben Gulban. This animal DiarLike his father mad killed without getting any hurt. Then it was
stories as a kind of Ajax.
Cumhail, Fionn got the command of the Feinn that Fionn ordered him to measure the animal's
and acquired a great reputation as a poet. In length against the bristles. While Diarmad was
doing this, one of the bristles pierced his heel
fact, in the oldest setting of the so-called Ossianic
tales, the poets of the Feinn were Fergus and
his only vulnerable part and he died of the
poisoned wound. Even then his chief might have
he, not Oisin.
It was only in later and comparatively recent times, as E. Windisch has shown
saved him by administering the antidote of which
;

'

'

'

'

;

'

'

A

;

—

—

;

;
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And so to
secret, but he did not.
posterity there is this smircli the only one
recorded on the character of the truest, wisest,
he held the
all

—

—

and kindest of the Feinn, one who, if he could
help it, would never let any one be in poverty or
trouble.
He himself met his death, it is said,
at the hands of a fisherman, probably a Fian of
Luagne who sought the notoriety to be obtained
from slaying so famous a warrior. The event was
followed by the fateful battle of Gabhra, and from
this time the curtain falls on the career of the
Feinn as an organized body, who henceforth enter
the region of myth and fable.
5. For one reason or another these heroes presented ideals of existence that appealed most profoundly to the Gaelic-speaking race, and continued
to appeal, in spite of all change, down to the
period when science began definitely to cast men's
thoughts into other moulds. After the Feinn
dibAcle, the story of their exploits passed into oral
tradition. The common people, the bards, the professional story-tellers, the annalists, and the churchmen were all more or less familiar with the details,
and interpreted, rehearsed, and amplified them,
each class in its own way with the result that in
course of time a great variety of versions arose
and entirely new elements entered into the history.
First of all, the Feinn began to be associated
with the supernatural and with personages and
incidents belonging to the popular Celtic mythology.
As 'distance lends enchantment to the
view,' so the old heroes were gradually elevated
and idealized in the popular imagination. Qualities that originally belonged to the gods were
ascribed to them, and they figured in scenes and
incidents similar to those rehearsed in the earlier
mythical stories. In fact, the opponents of Fionn
and his men were no longer the men of Connaught
and Ulster, but underworld deities, and the strife
between the two seems like a variant of that between the Tuatha D6 Danann and the Fomorians.
Sometimes the former are represented as helping
Fionn against his powerful foes. That this deifying process had been carried far before the 11th
cent, is evident from the story of the Mongan who,
the annalists averred, was a reincarnation of the
famous head of the Feinn, and son of the god

—

Manannan MacLir.

By and by

the Norsemen began to appear and
and then another new element
entered into the warp and woof of the Feinn saga.
Fionn in this later r61e is neither the tribal Leinster
chief fighting against the northern clans, nor is he
the demigod in conflict vai'h. underground deities
he is the leader of all Gaeldom warring against
According to
oversea invaders from Lochlann.
some of the sagas, he was born in Lochlann, and,
after his voyage to the giant's land, was put ashore
in Ireland, which he then trod for the first time.
settle in Ireland,

According to others, he walked from Lochlann to
Erinn on a road.
The introduction of the Norse element, like that
of the supernatural, has rendered the story of the
Feinn exceedingly complicated and contradictory,
so that the authorities find it hard to reconcile the
various versions mth the known facts of history.
Commenting on the matter from this point of view,
Henderson (CeR i. 366) says
The only reasonaUe explanation is that Lochlann meant
Norse settlements in Ireland. That fits all versions, and makes
this story consistent.
Stripped of the mythology, which is
partly Scandinavian in character, the framework thus far may
be historical. The military leader, Cumal, sets up for himself
in Scotland. The Norsemen and the Irishmen tempt him to
Ireland, where he is slain on the Irish king's territory. His son
is born in Ireland, on one or other of the territories in question.
When he grows up he seeks vengeance, like an Icelander in a
saga, takes a ship, escapes abroad, comes back to the place
where his father set up for himself, tells tales to account for his
riches, and then follows his father's example, and fights chiefly
in Ireland with Norsemen and Irishmen, turn about, till his
:

'
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Then he becomes
is broken and his men are scattered.
mythical, and is like Arthur and other worthies who have disappeared from the world.'
power

But such a view

is

surely inconsistent with the

earliest impressions of Fionn's origin and history
as given in the Leabhar na h'Uiclhrc and elsewhere.

Khys's conjecture (Origin and Growth, p. 355)
seems to oft'er a more likely solution when he says
that Lochlann, like the Welsh Llychlyn, before it
came to mean the home of the Norsemen, denoted
a mysterious counti-y in the lochs and seas. The
Lochlanners might, in that case, be originally the
submarine mythical people or underworld deities
corresponding to the Fomorians, with whom the
Feinn were represented as fighting when they
began to be confused with the personages of the
mythological cycle.
A third remarkable element in the saga is the
It is introduced in the
religious or ecclesiastic.
following peculiar way. After the overthrow of
the Feinn, Oisin and Caoilte agreed to separate.
The former went, as tradition says, to Tir-nan-Og,
the land of the ever young ; the latter passed
over Magh Breagh, southwards, and ultimately
J.

'

'

joined St. Patrick. When 150 years had passed
away, Oisin returned on a white steed to seek his
From this horse
old friend and comrade Caoilte.
he was cautioned not to dismount lest he should
On the way he found
lose his immortal youth.
everything changed. Among other things, instead
of the old temples of the gods he observed Christian churches, and the Feinn, alas were now but a
memory. One day, unfortunately, as he attempted
to assist some men in raising a stone, he slipped
from his magic steed, and as soon as he touched
the earth he became a blind and withered old man.
His horse rushed off to Tir-nan-Og, after which
Oisin was brought to St. Patrick and Caoilte, -with
whom he lived the rest of his days. Both were
the saint's constant companions in his missionary
journeys through Ireland, and were useful in giving
him the history, legends, and topography of all
the places they visited, and many oesides. These
were written down by Brogan, St. Patrick's scribe,
for the benefit of posterity. Oisin loved to recount
the exploits of the Feinn and to debate with the
apostle of Ireland regarding the new religion, against
which he was prejudiced in favour of the etliics of
Between the saint and the aged
his younger days.
pagan there occurred various heated and passionate
disagreements, the settlement of which is the sub{Scottish Bevicw, viii.
Oschin's Prayer
ject of
The conversations are given in the
[18S6] 350 S.).
two, the one reprebetween
the
form of dialogues
senting paganism, the other Christianity. Doubtless they were the work of monks or ecclesiastical
scribes in the 12th cent, or earlier, and they appear
in their pristine form in 'The Colloquy of the
Ancients,' which is the longest of all the Feinn
saga. It is preserved in MSS dating from the 15th
cent., but chiefly in the Book of Lismore (tr. in
O'Grady's Silva Gadelica Whitley Stokes, Irische
!

'

'

;

Texte, vol.

iv.).

A fourth element that entered largely into the
popular tales and ballads of later times was the
wizardry of the Middle Ages. In these, giants,
palfreys,
dwarfs, enchanted castles, dragons,
witches, and magicians figure. When they were
though
James
introduced it is impossible to say,
Macpherson fancied they were imposed on the
Feinn saga in the 15th century. There is evidence
that, even earlier than this, Fionn and his heroes
were represented as giants and Scottish authors
such as Hector Boece, Bishop Leslie, and Gavin
;

Douglas refer to them as such.
As the centuries passed, the volume of detail increased, each
age contributing its own impressions and its own imaginative
Betting.
In Scotland we have evidence of this extraordinary
activity in the Book of the Dean of Lismore in the 16th cent.

)

:
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the poems of Stone, Macpheraon, Smith, Olark, Maccallum, and
others in the 18th and 19th cents. ; and much more impressively
in the various collections such as J. F. Campbell's Popular Tales
ofthe Wast Hightands,W62,a.ndhi3 Leabharna Feinne,187% The
latter alone contains 64,000 lines of Gaelic verse, and Cameron's
Religuice Celticce 10,000. (For a detailed account of all the other
Scottish collections see Stern's r6sum6 in TransactioTis of the
Gaelic Society of Inverness, vol. xxii. pp. 288-292.) In Ireland
the same development has been continuously taking place, as
witnessed by such representative works as Stokes' Irische Texte ;
O'Grady's Silva Gadelica ; Proc. Ossianic Society ; Hyde's
Sgialiiidhe Gaedhealach ; and Larminie's and Ourtin's Tales.
So numerous indeed are the Ossianic poems and stories that
O'Curry estimated that, if printed at length in the same form as
the text of O'Donovan's edition of T/ie Four Masters, they would
That computation
fUl as many as 3000 pages of such volumes.
he made before the publication of Campbell's Leahhar na Feinne.
poetry alone in
the
that
is
believed
tales,
it
Apart from the
Scotland and Ireland combined amounts to a number somebelongmg
to the
all
lines,
and
100,000
80,000
where between
Feinn cycle. And this brings us now to the crux of the whole
subject.

It is a question of the
6. Who were the Feinn ?
deepest interest, in view of the varied opinions
that have been expressed, (a) Irish authors have
always regarded them as an actual martial caste
or militia maintained during several reigns by the
kings of Erin for national defence. Tighernach,
Keating, the Four Masters, Eugene O'Curry, and
Douglas Hji^de are representative of the common
native opinion which has prevailed from early times.
Keating, writing about A.D. 1630, gives the traditional account as he gleaned it from ancient books
now lost and Eugene O'Curry, holding the same
view last century, wrote the following as his own
conviction in the matter
;

'

I

may

take occasion to assure you that

to suppose Finn Mac
mythical character.

quite a mistake

it is

CumhaU to have been a merely imaginary or
Much that has been narrated of his exploits

no doubt, apocryphal enough, but Finn himself is an undoubtedly historical personage and that he existed about the time
at which his appearance ia recorded in the Annals is as certain
as that Julius Oiesar lived and ruled at the time stated on the
Materials,
authority of the Roman historians' (O'Curry,
ie,

;

MS

Lect, xiv. p. 303).

The band of Feinn were divided into three, or
more usually seven, regiments, and had officers
over every nine, fifty, and a hundred men. Before
a soldier could be admitted he was subjected to
rigid tests, some of them of the most extraordinary
kind.
His relatives had to renounce their right of

—

He himself required to promise { 1
never to receive a portion with a wife, but to choose
her for her good manners and virtues (2) never to
offer violence to any woman
(3) never to refuse
charity to the weak and poor in the matter of anything he might possess ; (4) never to flee before nine
Along \\dth these obligations went
champions.
loyalty to the High-King and sworn fidelity to the
commander - in - chief. More difficult accomplishHe must have the gift
ments were the following
of poetry, and be versed in the twelve books of
the Muse according to the rules of the chief bard.
With only a hazel stick of a forearm's length and
a shield, and standing in a hole up to his belt in
the earth, he had to defend himself against a simultaneous attack by nine warriors armed with spears,
and separated from him only by a distance of nine
If he were hurt, he was not received as
field rigs.
one of the Feinn. Not a man was taken until,
with his hair braided and a start of only a tree's
breadth, he was pursued by a war- troop through
Ireland's woods, and succeeded in eluding them
without letting his hair fall. If even the weapon
in his hand trembled, or a withered twig broke
under him, he could not be accepted. The candidate had further to leap over a branch the height
of his forehead, and bend under another no higher
than his knee to hold a spear horizontally with
steady arm and, without slackening his pace while
running, to pull out a thorn from his foot with his
6ric in his case.

;

;

:

—

;

;

nail (1.5th cent. Vellum in British Museum, marked
'Egerton, 1782').
The duties and privileges of the Feinn were
equally well defined. In time of peace they acted

as the custodians of the public security, maintaining the right of the ruler and guarding the coasts
against strangers.
In winter from Samhain to
Beltane (1st Nov. to 1st May) they were quartered

on the people and under shelter. In summer they
lived in the open air, hunting and fishing, and eating but one meal a day, always in the evening.
Their bed consisted of branches, moss, and rushes.
Even to this day the peasantry of Ireland profess
to find the traces of their fires (fualachtan na
bh'Fiann) in deep layers of the ground (Stokes,
Book of Lismore, p. xl O'Grady, Silva Gadelica,
;

pp. 92, 258 ;
pp. 345-350 ;

O'Mahony's tr. of Keating's History,
and O'Curry, Manners and Customs

ofthe Ancient Irish, pp. 2, 379).
(b) W. F. Skene and D. MacRitchie believed that
the Feinn were a race distinct from the Gaels
and probably allied to, or even identical with, the
Picts.
The latter writer went further, suggesting
the possibility of their being the fairies of Gaelic
tradition.
But the theory that the Picts were a
non-Celtic race is not now accepted. Duncan
Campbell put forward the -view that Fionn figures
as a Gaelic gueledig, the leader, like Arthur, of a
mUitia modelled upon the Roman legions {Trans,
of the Gaelic Society of Inverness, 1887). Zimmer
thinks that he was reaUy the Viking robber,
Caittil Find, who commanded the Gall GaidhU or
apostate Irish in the 9th century. The names
Oisin and Oscar are, in his opinion, the old Norse
Asvin and Asgeirr.
Kuno Meyer is equally
convinced that all the names of the Feinn are
Gaelic, not Norse, and, like Windisch, he holds
that in all probability there were real historical
characters round whose memory the tales and
myths and folk-lore grew.
(c) While in the main the Irish and German
scholars thus favour the view that primeval heroes
corresponding to Fionn and the Feinn actually
existed, some recent British authorities, prominent
among whom have been Alfred Nutt, John Rhys,
and Alexander MacBain, are disposed to uphold
the opposite opinion, and look upon the Feinn as
simply the gods of Celtic mythology humanized,
or regarded as men. This way of construing the
history may be gathered from the words of

MacBain
Finn

:

evidently the incarnation of the chief deity of the
Gaels the Jupiter spoken of by Cfflsar and the Dagda of Irish
myth. His qualities are king-like and majestic, not sun-like as
those of Cuchulain. He is surrounded by a band of heroes that
make a terrestrial Olympus, composed of counterparts to the
chief deities. There is the fiery Oscar {ud-scar, utter-cutter?), a
sort of war-god ; Ossian, the poet and warrior corresponding to
Hercules Ogmius ; Diarmat, of the shining face, a reflexion of
the sun-god ; Caelte, the swift runner ; and so on.
.
The
stories are racial and general, and can be tied down to neither
time nor place {Celtic Mythology p. 108 f.).
*

—

is

.

.

'

,

But
facts.

this theory does not readily square with the
In a review of history we find that it is not

much the gods who are degraded as it is the
who are exalted. Popular idols, who in
their own day were human enough, in course of
time were clad with divinity. By a curious working
of the human imagination they are credited with
so

heroes

attributes and deeds beyond the range of man's
experience.
It is thus no doubt that, the tales of
Fionn and the Feinn becoming mixed up in popular

fancy with the earlier mythical accounts of gods and
heroes, the incidents of the latter were transferred
to the former, until the heroes were at length
deified.
Indeed, Windisch, impressed with the
likelihood of some such transference, looked on
the mythic incidents of the Feinn cycle as derived
from tne previous Ciichulainn cycle, which in turn
drew upon Christian legend.
7. If then it be asked, as it is natural to ask,
how far the Feinn are historical and how far
mythological, the answer may very well be given
in the words of D. Hyde, who hits off exactly the

—

a

;'

'
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impression one gets wiio is familiar with the varied
literature of the Keinn, the actvial mythology of
to-day, and its history in the past.
'While believing

in tlie real objective exiHteneeof the Fenians
aa a body of Janisaariea who actually lived, ruled, and hunted in
Kinp Corniac'a time, I think it equally certain that hundreds of
stories, traitH, and lepends, far older and more primitive than

any to which they thcmaelvea could have given rise, have
clustered about them. There is prolmbly as large a bulk of
]>rimitive m}'thology to bo found in the Finn legend ae in that
of the Red Branch itself. The story of the Fenians was a kind
of nucleus to wliich a vast amount of the flotsam and Jetsam of
a far older period attached itself, and has thus been preserved
(Notes to Ijady Gregory's Gods and Fighting Men, p. 407).

was the publication of the so-called transof Ossian by James Macpherson in 1760-

8. It

lations

1763 that principally led to the re-discovery oi the
great body of Feinn saga in modern times, as
well as to the recrudescence of its production. The
controversy that raged round the name of the
Badenoch uard for upwards of a hundred years has
now happily been laid to rest, Celtic scholarship
having no difliculty in establishing the fact that,
though Macpherson drew upon the names and
legends of the past, the poems were his own (Maclean, Lit. oftheEighlands,G\s,sgo\i, 1904, pp. 69-90).
His initiative and genius, however, have been most
powerful in inaugurating the new era of research
into this whole cycle of poetry and romance
research which has gone on unabated and indeed
\vith growing ardour to this day, and which is
proving so fertile in the publication of texts, translations, and all kinds of literature bearing on the
subject.
The following are among the representative books and papers which may be consulted
with advantage

—

:

Literature.

—Windisch-Stolres, /mcAe Tixte, Leipzig, 1S80-

1900 S. H. O'Grady, Sitva Gadelica, Lond. 1892; G. Keating',
History of Ireland, tr. O'Mahony, N.Y. 1857 Annuls of the
Four Masters, tr. O'Donovan, Lond. 1848-1851 E. O'Curry,
;

;

;

MS Materials,

Dublin, 1861, and Manners and Customs of the
Ancient Irish, 1873; James Macpherson, Ossian, Lond. 17601763, 1773 Whitley Stokes, Dinnsenehus, do. 1892, and Book
of Lismore, O.xf. 1890 Waifs and Strays of Celtic Tradition,
Argyleshire Series, Lond. 1889-91, esp. vols, ii., iii., and iv., containing Alfred Nutt's Essay and J. Q. Campbell's The Fia-ns,
1891 ; A. Nutt, Ossian and the Ossianic Literature, Lond. 1899
W. F. Skene, Celtic Scotland, vol. i., Edinb. 18V6 J. F.
Campbell, Popular Tales of the West Highlands, do. 1862, and
Leabhar na Feinne, Lond. 1872 T. Maclauchlan, The Book of
the Dean of Li&m^re, do. 1862 A. Cameron, Keltquioe Celticce,
Inverness, 1892-1894
Proc. of Ossian. Sac. Transac. of Gaelic
Soc. of Inverness O'Beirne Crowe, Kilkenny Arch. Journal
RCel, 1870-1906; ZDA H.d'Arboisde Jubainville, Z-o LifWra'ure ancienne de I'Irlande et I'Ossian de Macpherson, Paris,
1883; Ludwig C. Stern, Die Ossian. Heldenlieder, tr. by J. L.
Robertson, 1898 J. Rhys, Lectures on the Origin and Growth
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

of Religion as illustrated by Celtic Heathendom (Hibbert Lectures, 1886), Lond. 1888
C. Brooke, Reliques of Irish Poetry,

vation of some of the facts on which the conceptions are based.
I.

Female

deities.

— Amongst

many

primitive

peoples, and at the present time in a large number
of less developed cults, goddesses occupy important
places in the pantheon.
In early Babylonia there
were as many goddesses as gods ; for each male
deity, we may as.sume, had his female companion.
There was at least one goddess as patron of each of
the cities, sharing with her lord the devotion of its
worshippers.
Instances are Nana, patroness of
Uruk; good lady Bau, 'mother' of Lagash ; Ninlil of Nippur,
mistress of the lower world and
lady of the great mountain ; and the glorious
and supreme' Ninni of Gishgalla, mistress of the
world.
These city-goddesses had a precarious and
extremely varied liistory. Some of them sank out
of sight as consorts of the gods whose majesty and
power they could not equal. They became mere
shadowy reflections of the gods, with but little independent power, and in some cases none at all
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

(Jastrow,

and

of Bab.

liel.

Assyria,

New

York,

1898, p. 104). This twilight extinction is especially
true in early Babylonia, in Syria, and among other

nations that entered upon a heroic programme of
world-conquest. As if to complete the logic of this
type of subjection, goddesses were changed into
male deities.
In various parts of the Semitic field
we find deities originally female changing their sex
and becoming gods {W. R. Smith, Mel. Sem.',
'

'

London, 1894, p. 52). Some of them were eclipsed
by other more powerful and more beloved goddesses, as villages were fused into cities and cities

A marked instance of this subjection
and absorption is found in the rise of Ishtar of
later Babylonia and Assyria to the position of
mother of the gods (and of goddesses as well),
who sometimes absorbs the titles and qualities of
all.
In the event of an eclipse by a male consort
or by a greater representative of her own sex, a
goddess did not always forfeit her existence, but
was deflected into the performance of some special
into States.

'

'

function of lesser importance.

An instance in point is Gula, 'princely mistress' of Minid.
This solar deity, Minid, mighty one of the gods,' remains even
to the days of Nebuchadnezzar I. as king of heaven and earth,'
and in Assyria also is honoured with every conceivable epithet
as god of war and the chase whilst Gula is only occasionally
invoked by the rulers, and assumes a more modest rOle of healer
of diseases.
In like manner, Juno came to be called by the
Romans Juno Lucina, the special goddess of child-birth (C. M.
Galey, Classic Myths, Boston, 1904, p. 204). No less a goddess
than the beloved Ishtar (Astarte of Phoenicia) often suffers the
humiliation, when brought into competition with other deities,
of serving as the patroness of sensuality.
'

'

;

'

'

;

Douglas Hyde, Sgialuidhe Gaedhealach, Lond.
and his Literary History of Ireland, do. 1S99
M.
Maclean, Literature of the Celts, do. 1902 Lady Gregrory,
(?ods and Fighting Men, 1904
C. Squire, Mythology of the
British Islands, Lond. 1905 P. W. Joyce, Old Celtic Rornances^,
do. 1S94
Kuno
J. Curtin, Hero Tales of Ireland, do. 1894
Meyer, Anecdota Oxoniensia, do. 1905 J. Rhys, Celtic Folk1789 and 1816;
n.d.,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

papers in Archceol. Review, 1888-1889
Celtic Magazine, 1876-1888 ; Celtic Review, 1905-1912.
lore, Oxf. 1901, vol.

ii.

;

;

Magnus Maclean.

FEMALE PRINCIPLE.— That

there is a relationship between femininity and religion is indicated by at least three classes of facts the existence of female deities, the use of phallic symbols
in worship and ritual, and the supposed kinship between love in religion and love of mates. How close
the relationship is between these two aspects of life
is a matter of much contention. The opinions range
from that which regards the connexion as accidental
and superficial to the notion that religion is essentially a refinement of and abstraction from a feeling
for mates. Between these extremes are many shades
of judgment which acknowledge that the two facts
have more or less vital connexion. The determination of the nature and extent of this relation is a
question of psychological and sociological analysis.
This can be made only in connexion ^^-ith an obser:

Another line of differentiation from the multitude of early municipal goddesses was the borrowing or transportation of favourite deities by other
peoples, or the amalgamation of their qualities and
names with those of native goddesses of the places

which they came. Nana of Erech was one of
the first of the important goddesses of the early Siuuerian period of Babylonia.
Her name appears in
many forms and places during early Semitic times
Nansea, Nani, Nanya, Anitis, Antea, Tanath, etc.,
through a considerable list. In like manner she
won a place in the worship of other countries.
The worship of the Sumerian goddess Nana of Erech is traced
into

:

'

with probability

in

India, Asia Minor,

Elam, with certainty in Syria, BactriaoShe had affiliations with Ishtar

and Greece.

in Assyria-Babylonia, with Anahita in Persia, Armenia, and
possibly in Baotria, with Ashtoreth (Astarte) in Phoenicia, and
went to the making of Artemis or Diana, of Aphrodite or Venus,
and of Athena in the Greek world' (G. W. Gilmore, in

New

Schaff-Herzog,

viii. 80).

possible, however, that the goddesses of
Greece and Rome are instances of the law of fusion
rather than cases of borrowing. It would seem
It is

that Greece and Rome worshipped goddesses of
love in very early times, and that their importance
was enhanced through association with foreign

female

deities.

—

—

'
;
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The native Greek deity of love would appear to have been
.; Venus was
Dione, goddess of the moist and productive soil.
a deity of extreme antiquity among the Romans, but not of
of the
attributes
acquired
certain
had
until
she
importance
great
Eastern Aphrodite (Galey, 424).
have
Goddesses
2. Personality of female deities.
'

.

'

—

exercised in some place or time essentially every
conceivable office as deity, with mental qualities to
There is, however, a law of ditt'erenfit the part.
tiation of function as between male and female
deities that sets the gods apart to exercise the
sterner qualities as ruler, law-giver, judge, protector, or conqueror, whilst goddesses symbolize
the gentler and more heartful qualities of Nature
Illustrations are the Greek Aurora,
and mind.
goddess of the dawn, analogue of Usas in India
Venus, the spirit of love cad beauty ; and the
Scandinavian Freya, goddess of the atmosphere and
clouds, of marriage, and patroness of the tender
affection of married lovers, and of parental devotion.
This specialization of function often produces a compassionate goddess whose prevailing presence can
breathe solace in times of grief and pain, and iiispire
hope to the weary and heavy-hearted. Such is the
holy Mary in Christian worship, with her almost
exact counterpart among the Iroquois, Aztecs, and
Mayas of America and elsewhere (D. G. Brinton,
The Religious Sentiment, New York, 1876, p. 68).
While it is not true, as Max Miiller has pointed
out (Contributions to the Science of Mythology,
London, 1897, ii. 818), that female deities are purely
abstract principles, it is safe to say that they are
The
generally more spiritual than the gods.
;

name Minerva, goddess of wisdom and contemplation, is from the Latin, Greek, and Sanskrit words
for mind.' Among the Tzentals of Mexico was and
'

stUl is worshipped the highest of goddesses, Alag-

hom Naom, lit. she who brings forth mind.' To
her was due the mental and immaterial part of
Nature hence another of her names was Iztal Ix,
the mother of wisdom (Brinton, Myths of the New
World, Philadelphia, 1896, p. 179). This pervasive
quality of goddesses causes them to burrow in the
deeps of things, whence they fix destinies, like the
Fates Clotho, Lachesis, and Atropos, daughters of
Night. Of the members of the Egyptian triad
the last was par excelOsiris, Horus, and Isis
lence the skUled magician. Whilst many goddesses
are resplendent with light, others are, since they
dwell in the deeps of things, of a sinister character.
Others combine both qualities, as is true of Durga,
Kali, Chandika, and Chamunda of India. These are
so tender as to receive the innocent prayers of little
children, and at the same time are gloomy and
'

'

;

'

—

—

foreboding. Female deities have often, thanks to
their spiritual qualities, acted as intermediaries

between gods and men.
fested through his wife

'

The Hindu Siva is manithe Great Goddess, Maha'

She with a thousand names and a thousand
forms is able to suffuse the day by her elusive presence (A. Barth, Religions of India, London, 1891,

devi.

'

'

It should not be supposed that, because goddesses are the more spiritual and pervasive presences,
they lack integrity and stability. On the contrary,
they often represent permanency in the midst of
change. The soil in which such a feeling springs
is found in a myth rather wide-spread, that the
original creative principle is female, and another
belief that woman alone is endowed with immorp. 199).

tality.

In making

generalizations

upon the gentler

spiritual traits of goddesses, one should not forget
the warlike proclivities of the Assyrian Ishtar, and
that Minerva was also ' Pallas ' Athene who hurled
the thunderbolt (see also Ashtart, BENGAL, §§ 13,
31, DtTKGA, Earth, etc.).
Female deities have
3. Supreme goddesses.
often enjoyed the highest place among the gods.
This depends upon the nature of the social organ-

—

ization and the respect in which women are held.
Clan-life in which the mother is the head of the
group is likely to lift the ' mother-goddess into
a supreme position, provided the nation has risen
above the stage of magic. The early Semites, who
before their dispersion had a polyandrous social
G. A. Barton
organization, are an illustration.
says of them
We only see more clearly [than did even W. Robertson Smith
'

:

'

in his Religion of the Semites] that the chief deity of the claa
was at this primitive time a goddess, and that, in so far as a

male deitv played any considerable part, he was her son and
reflex (Semitic Origins, London, 1902, p. 106).
During Bab. history her later equivalent, Ishtar,
rose to a position 'independent of association
with any male deity ' and ' becomes the vehicle for
the expression of the highest religious and ethical
'

thought attained by the Babylonians' (Jastrow,
82 f.). Many other illustrations are found among
the natives of America (E. J. Payne, History of
the New World called America, Oxford, 1892-99,
462, ii. 480).
The goddess Tonantzin, Our Dear Mother, was the most
widely loved of Nahuatl divinities, and it is because her mantle
fell upon Our Lady Guadalupe that the latter now can boast
of the most popular shrine in Mexico (Brinton, Myths, 179).
It seems inevitable that, as the quieter agricultural pursuits in naturally protected valleys favourable to the worship of goddesses have fallen into
the background, through the fusion of clans and
cities into warring nations in which chivalry and
virility are at a premium, male deities have
weaker sex
risen supreme, while those of the
have been degraded to lesser functions, attached
as consorts, superseded and forgotten, or, to save
themselves, have changed their sex to fit the new
demands (cf. Barton, esp. pp. 178-180).
India is unique in having the opposite history
of higher appreciation of goddesses, along with its
It illustrates, however, the
later development.
same principle in a negative way. The Vedas

i.

*

'

'

were written before and during the period when the
Aryans were conquering the aborigines of India
and were engaged in feuds among their own tribes.
Under such conditions there are no goddesses, although the literature is richly polytheistic. Since
the nation has settled

down

into a relatively peace-

ful life of agricultural pursuits, the worship of
female deities has risen to a place of supreme importance
Durga, spirit of Nature and spring
Kali, soul of infinity and eternity ; Sarasvati,
supreme wisdom ; and ^akti, mother of all pheno:

mena. This is not so strange in a land in which
from the earliest times one's daughter is the
highest object of tenderness' (Manu, iv. 185) and
'the mother is a thousand times more than the
father' (ii. 145), and in which there is the present
phenomenon, as in the province of Malabar, of
women holding a higher social and political position than men (Sister Nivedita, The Web of Indian
Hence it is that
Life, New York, 1904, p. 76 f.).
the Hindu worshipper utters daily the prayer
O Mother Divine, Thou art beyond the reach of our praises
'

:

'

;

Thou pervadest every particle of the universe all knowledge
Thou dwellproceeds from Thee, O Infinite Source of Wisdom
est in every female form, and all women are Thy living representatives upon earth (Svami Abhedananda, India and Her
People, New York, 1906, p. 286).
The term 'love,' as
4. Goddesses of 'love.'
;

!

'

—

shown

a fusion of three or four
separate meanings. In this connexion it is used
in the sense of love of mates and the tender
There can be no doubt that certain godpassion.
desses of various countries have been patrons of
courtship, marriage, and fecundity, and even of
in the sequel,

sensuality.

is

The function

of

Venus

in

Rome,

Aphrodite in Greece, Freya in Scandinavia, Ishtar
in Babylonia, and Tlazolteotl of the Aztecs witnesses to this fact. The behaviour of many of these
consorts of the gods is evidence that their wifely
attributes were much in the thought of the wor-

;
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The ),'ods have often conducted themshippers.
selves toward their mates in a wanton and sensuous
manner. In addition to the worship of the deities
of love, both male and female, nmch use has also
been made of other deities suppo.sed to be wholly
free from those characteristics in the e.\pression of
the tender passion. Ideal marriages to the Mother
of God have been not uncommon in Christendom
and the spiritual unions of Christian mystics with
Christ have been of a passionate sort.
;

In the main, according to \V. James, the rcli^fion of St, Teresa
'seems to have been that of an etidlesa amatory flirtation~i(
one may say so without irreverence between the devotee and
yarieties 0/ Religious Experience, New York, 1902,
the deity
p. 347 1.).

—

'

{'

The full extent of feminine attraction in religion
cannot well be appreciated, however, without an
adequate recognition of the retention of the appropriate symbols of sex even after the goddesses
themselves have lapsed into oblivion. Tlie persistence of the symbols betrays how the concept and
the accompanying impulse have been fixed, then
abstracted, and finally blended into the central
Among the commonest of
stream of religion.
these symbols and the least mistakable in their
meaning are representations

of the reproductive

Phallic symbols have been and still are
organs.
used in the under currents of Shintoism in Japan
(E. Buckley, Phallicism in Japan, Chicago, 1898
GrifBs, The Religions of Japan, New York, 1895,
The liriga in India is
pp. 29, 49, 88, 380-384).
'
the symbol under which Siva is universally worshipped (J. Dowson, Diet, of Hindu Mythology,
London, 1891, p. 177). The 'sign of the Mother
Goddess,' the symbol of the female organ of reproduction, ramified through many of the Semitic
cults (Whatbam, AJBPE, July 1911, pp. 252-309).
Many writers regard certain pillars and posts of
houses and altars, and signs carved upon these,
as representations of the threshold of life of the
mother-goddess (H. C. Trumbull, The Threshold
Covenant, 1896, pp. 109-164, 228 ft'. Barton, 101 f.,
There are wide-spread serpent251, 253, etc.).
stories and serpent-symbolism in religion {H. Ellis,
Psychology of Sex Auto-erotism, Philadelphia, 1905,
p. 206) which are supposed to typify sex (G. W.
'

;

Cox, Myth, of Aryan Nations, London, 1887, p.
Fruit-bearing trees, their boughs, their
353).
fruit, bunches of grapes, and even the gum that
exudes from the tree, have been regarded as sacred
symbols of the reproductive principle of Nature,
and perhaps contain a strain of se.xual obsession
Fire-sticks and fire-drills
(W. R. Smith, 133).
used in worship in many parts of the world have
the same significance (G£^ London, 1911, pt. i. vol.
In Egypt and amongst the
ji. pp. 207-226, 250).
Saivites in India, the lotus is a symbol of the reproductive act (Creuzer, Symbolik und Mythologie,
Leipzig, 1836-43, I. i. 412). The Buddhists of the
north countries still repeat, without suspecting
The jewel in the
the origin of the phrase, Om
Amen (Brinton, The Religious Sentiment,
lotus.
214).
In the West, too, these symbols persist,
even when, as also among the Buddhists, they
contradict the central doctrine of the religion in
which they appear. In later Rome, women carried
phallic emblems in the processions, and this was
prohibited by the Council of Mans in 1247, and
again by the Council of Tours in 1396 (Encyc.
Am., art. Phallus' on the survivals of old cults.
Barton, 233-268). See, further, Phallicism.
When one combines the presence of these phallic
rites and emblems with the fact that religion has
amongst most peoples to a greater or less extent
broken out in Bacchanalian, Dionysian, Saturnalian, and other orgiastic revels, and often has
with seeming purpose ended in the most unbridled
passion, it cannot be doubted that there is something in common between love and the religious
'

!

'

'

;

'

'
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This is so evident
(cf. art. Chastity).
that many students have gone to the extent of
affirming their com])lete identity.
Wc And that all
The judgment of Fotliertrill is typical
sentiment

:

'

have enjjaged and concerned themselves with the
sexual passion from the times of Phallic worship through
relit'ions

;

Romish celibacy down to Mormonism, theology has linked it«elf
with man's reproductive instinct (Journ. Med. Science, 1874,
Even so careful a student as Barton thinks thot the
p. 193).
bcKinningrs of the Semitic relitrion eo back to the sexual
(.S'em. Or. 107), and
that the reliL'ious and moral
relation
development of the race has been closely bound up with father'

'

'

'

hood and motherhood'

(p. 307).

Since other writers hold the opposite view of
much debated question, and minimize the
sexual content of religion or even deny the
connexion altogether, the re.strictions and limitations of its unqualified acceptance should be pointed
out.
An enthusiasm, it is claimed, incited by the
pur.suit of a new theory, has blinded students to
the multitude of facts pointing in the contrary
direction.
Some of them are as follows. The
greater number of female deities have little or no
connexion whatever with sex. Such, for example,
are Ceres and Minerva of Kome, and Sarasvati
and Laksmi of India. Even those of love have
often subserved primarily other functions. The
Assyrian Ishtar had so departed from the motherly
function of her original prototype that, while a
chaste love entered into her relationship with her
subjects, she was essentially a goddess of war, of
battles, of protection, and was oftentimes a violent
destroyer {Jastrow, 204 f.). So much does tradition
distort her true picture that she has been handed
down essentially in her connexion with the tender
There is a curious trait in human nature
passion.
by virtue of which scandal travels farther and faster
than sober fact. It must be reckoned with in judging the character of those deities and their worship.
The lively imagination of the supporters of the
phallic theory of the nature of religion, it would
seem, has led to a confusion and distortion in
seeing sexual significance in symbols where none
exists.
The serpent has clearly been an emblem
of lightning, of graceful curves, of sinister presences,
Its place in religious
and many other things.
symbolism cannot justly be called invariably a
sign of sex (cf. W. K. Smith, 158, and esp. Brinton,
The Religious Sentiment, 206-209). The lotus is a
token of beauty, of spirituality, and, since it springs
forth miraculously from its impure surroundings,
of resurrection (Wiedemann, Rel. of the Anc.
this

'

'

Pillars and
Egyptians, London, 1897, p. 138).
columns have been loaded down with phallic
significance by students from Herodotus to the
present day. Others are much more cautious in
tlieir generalization (cf. W. R. Smith, 456 f. et al. ;
Moore, Ashtoreth and Massebah,' in EBi). The
'

'

'

in which doorposts, columns of many kinds,
obelisks, towers, and steeples have been seized upon
as phallic signs illustrates more clearly perhaps the
law of apperception in mental behaviour than the
sexual content of religion.
It should be borne in mind, too, that religion
has tried to suppress or regulate or even to eliminate
It has practised and
every type of eroticism.
preached celibacy in India, Egypt, Europe, Mexico ;

way

and elsewhere it has fostered convents, monasteries,
and nunneries with the utmost rigour of discipline
(A. K^ville, Native Religions of Mexico and Peru,
London, 1895, pp. 109-111). It has often gone the
length of violent sacrifice of virility and femininity
in the interest of a life of si^irituality (GB^ ii. 144 f.).
As if to purge its highest concepts from too great a
strain of amorousness, it has formed doctrines of
immaculate conception and virgin birth notions
which are very wide-spread (Brinton, Myths of the
New World, 172). It has pictured gods as produced
full-formed independently of sex, as in the case of
Minerva, the virgin goddess, who sprang from the

—
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brain of Jove. It has created goddeBses who have seems to he a function of life as a whole, and is in
ignored and transcended any connexion with love.' terms of adjustment and fulfilment. It has, like
Because Vesta, the guardian of the home and life in all its relations, an autotelic or telescompanion of the hearth, rejected all suitors, thetic quality that feels after ideal situations. It
Jupiter gave her the place of honour in his palace ; has also its axiopathic or cosmothetic aspect,
and in the sacred temples of men on earth she by which it seeks delicately to adjust life to the
was blessed with a position of highest reverence. immediate situations around it. The worshipper
Vestal virgins (as also in Mexico and Peru), whose consequently responds to the present and future in
chastity was forfeited at the cost of life, attended terms of what the need is, and symbolizes those
her sacred altar. Those who would magnify the needs with whatever is at hand in the accidents of
Among the needs are protection
his surroundings.
erotic element in religion have been wont to think
that the presence of priestesses and their attendants and safety. Gods have been especially useful in
Another need is the increase of
While this relation.
in temples is evidence of sensual practices.
there is much evidence for it, there are equally crops, herds, and children. Goddesses have been
convenient
symbols oi fertility and
convincing proofs that religion has succeeded in the natural and
preserving the chastity of its worshippers (cf. increase. Many of them have fiUed the r61e simply
Jastrow, 350). The large r61e that priestesses have and solely of ensuring the increase of crops and
herds except in so far as, by an easy and natural
filled in ritual and worship is sufficiently explained
on the ground of the finer nervous organization process of association, the life of sex has been
of women and their capability of more delicate caught up as an incident in their worship.
Diana was a personification of the teeming life of nature (ff B3,
emotional response, and hence their special fitEven the marriages of gods and godpt. i. vol. ii. p. 124).
ness to act as oracle-givers, witches, sorceresses, desses performed in her cult were charms to promote the growth
mediums, and diviners of the will of the god of crops (ib. p. 121). In Palestine, during drought, the maidens
(Jastrow, 432, 485, 659). It is fair to judge and women clothed a winnowing-fork in the garments of a
woman, called it the bride of God,' and performed ritual with
religions, like individuals, at their average best
There is no evidence of any sentiment
it to bring rain.
rather than at their worst.
connected with the ceremony except that of exercising a magical
Such considerations as the above would indicate influence over the weather. In seeking to compel increase and
that between eroticism and religion there is at induce prosperity, mankind has used not only human motherTheir hood as a symbol, but the cow, the bull, the grape, and anymost a kinship rather than an identity.
thing that the imagination could conveniently hit upon.
inter-relation comes about for two reasons first,
Continence has proved even more effective in bringing good
the similarities of the psychoses involved, and crops than a positive observance of erotic customs (ib. pp
were endsecond, the almost uncontrollable intensity of the 104-112). In the rich literature of the Rigveda there
less reiterations of petitions for abundance of crops, herds, and
reproductive instincts which religion is trying to children, and for protection and success yet all the deities are
On the first point the law is stated male, and there is essentially no evidence of amatory religious
regulate.
sentiments among the gods or men.
correctly by Brinton
Another great problem of religion has been the
Stimulate the religious sentiment and you arouse the passion
ot love, which will be directed as the temperament and indiquestion of the origin of things. Femininity has
vidual culture prompt. Develop very prominently any form of
again proved a natural and convenient symbol of
love, and by a native affinity it will seize upon and consecrate
creation
but so has the egg, which may, for
to its own use whatever religious aspirations the individual
example, split, one part becoming the heavens and
has. This is the general law of their relation (The Religious
Sentiment, 73).
the other the earth.
Half of the Qivaite religions are, in fact, characterised by the
The other aspect of the law is that religion acts
has
cultus of an androgynous or female divinity. The pakti
as a control or a regulative function of all phases its roots ... in a sexual dualism, placed at the beginning of
of life. That sensuality breaks out in it is evidence things (in a Brahmaija of the Yajur-Veda, for instance, Prajapati
simply that the strength of the sexual life, due to is androgvnous), or of a common womb in which beings are
formed, which is also their common tomb' (Barth, 200).
its utility in conserving biological ends, constantly
Femininity is thus clearly one factor only in the
threatens personal well-being and social symmetry,
and that religion has had, therefore, an especially larger business of religion as adjustment and fulfilThis regula- ment.
difiicult task to keep it in control.
It is suggestive of the limita6. Sexless deities.
by repression,
tion it accomplishes in two ways
The tion of the place of femininity in religion that,
as we have seen, and also by refinement.
refining process consists in the suppression on the along with growth, religion has progressively
one hand of the coarser form of the love impulse, not only emphasized virgins, continent priestesses,
and on the other in carrying it up into the higher virgin mothers, and celibate goddesses, but has
conceived as well sexless and hermaphroditic
levels of consciousness, or spiritualizing it, and
there blending it completely with all the other deities and angels, and also gods and goddesses
who transcend considerations of sex entirely.
instincts and impulses that subserve life's needs.
Phallicisms at their best have in this way been Centring, as the religious impulse does, in feeling
the sentiment of consoftened and dignified and also weakened by being after the larger life or
relatively lost in the rich fusion with other strains tinuance,' it has thus sought to express the unity
purely
human. It has,
and
life
in
the
of Nature
Griffis, for example, in describing
of mental life.
therefore, been fond of combining both sexes in
I have
the phallic observances in Japan, says
never had reason to look upon the implements or one personality, or of fusing, in a deity who
the system as anything else than the endeavour of happens to be "by name of a certain sex (due, let
man to solve the mystery of Being and Power' us say, to the limitations of language), the qualities
of the opposite sex.
It is the failure to
(Religions of Japan, p. 51).
In the Vatican Apollo we see masculine strength united with
appreciate this law of the suppression of the lower
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

:

;

:

'

—

'

'

.

.

.

—

:

'

'

'

:

'

'

and over-intense forms of the love impulse, and at
the same time the effort to spiritualize and
harmonize it with the rest of the complex, that has
led to much needless debate and false interpretation
of its place in religion.
5. The female element in terras of the meaning
The older emphasis of the
of religion as a vyhole.
role of love in religion is thus due to the supposition
that religion exists to subserve some special function
of life.
It does not seek to gratify any taste or
It
appetite, but is for the sake of getting on.

—

in the traditional face and figure of Christ
more striking example of how the devout mind combines
the traits of both sexes to express the highest possibility of the
species (Brinton, The Religious Senti-ment, 67).

maidenly softness
a

:

still

'

Were

it not for the fact that gods, irrespective
of sex, subserve the higher functions of protector,
helper, and unifier, how could one explain the fact
that Ishtar sometimes appears as female among

the Semites and as male among the others ?
In the highest monotheisms the Deity has risen
superior to sex. The God of Muhammad, while
calling forth a holv prophet from a virgin mother,

;'

'
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begetteth no children'; to impute sucli to Ilim
wouitl be 80 gross an impiety as to threaten the
cleaving of tlie heavens asunder and the destruction
of the earth.
God
'It is nob meet for God that He should have a son
"
'

;

forbid

and

it

When He

I

is'

begotten

'

decreeth a thintf He only Hnith unto It " Be
'Ho begetteth not, neither ifl He

(Qur'an, xix.).
(exit).

Such likewise are Brahma and Jahweh.
In Christianity, and already in the spiritual reiigion of the
Hebrews, the idea of divine fatherhood is entirely dissociated
from the physicai basis of natural fatherhood. Man was created
'

but he was not begotten God-sonshin is
but a thing of grace (W. R. Smith, 41).
More barbaric religions, not being able to think
in terms of seathetic or moral values or general
concepts, have been compelled to picture things in
of God,
not a thing of nature
in the

image

;

'_

more concrete terms. Deities have sometimes been,
therefore, progenitors, just as at other times they
are potters who shape men from clay.
Particularly among uncultured people it has been
a convenience to represent 'Keality,' the higher
self, and the present and possible relationship of
the two in the imagery of human relationships
and it is, therefore, natural that the tender passion
should have been seized upon as a convenient
Along with increased enlightenment,
analogy.
however, every aspect of the love-life is either
taken up into the higher world of religious values
in a softened, refined, or almost imperceptible form,
Both these things
or transcended and left behind.
are likely to happen, each in its own way.
The
7. Summary of psychological theories.
interpretations of our problem from the standpoint
of psychological discussion have been extremely
Although somewhat antagonistic among
diverse.
themselves, there is doubtless some truth in each
and all of them. Characteristic theories are here
described, arranged as far as possible in a series
from the least to the most satisfactory.
popular conception has
(a) Degeneration.
been that there is little or no conne.xion between
the female sentiment and religion. Whenever they
have mingled, it is because the reproductive passion
has broken through its proper bounds. This notion
of their antithesis has arisen out of the law of contrast, by which the high and the low, the good and
the bad, are sharply set off against each other.
This inevitable tendency has gradually produced
the two incompatible worlds of 'grace' and 'nature,'
a contrast unknown
the sacred and secular
confined to
to the primitive mind with religion
the one sphere, and the biological function of
and it has ended in
reproduction to the other
many countries in a radical asceticism. Modern
developmental conceptions have undermined such
The truth of this notion
artificial distinctions.
rests upon the vast difference, through developlower
and the
higher
ment, between the
which is the refined, intellectualized, and controlled
tender
passion
;
and
upon
the
expression of the
fact of the strength and persistence of sex, with
its consequent dangers from the crasser forms of
Its falsity centres in the resultant
its expression.
divided and incoherent personality, the sensualizing of the biological function by freeing it from the
control of the higher sentiments, and in limiting
religion to a relatively narrow field of highly
abstracted values.
Many students take exactly the
(6) Identity.
opposite view, and regard the religious impulse as
primarily, if not solely, the refinement of reproduction. Love in religion is a spiritualized form of
love for mates.
In the development of individuals
the curve of frequency for conversions and other
religious awakenings is essentially coincident with
that of the maturing of the reproductive functions
(Starbuck, The Psychology of Religion, London,
1899, ch. iii.). The phenomena attending the stress
of conviction for sin are similar to the disturbances
'

'

—

—A

'

'

'

'

—

—
'

'

;

'

—

'

'
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KiH, 2W).
There are marked likenesses
love at its highest and mystical states
of religion (Uall, Adolescence, New York, 1904, ii.
295-301).
genetic series of love-states,' from ita
physiological setting to its highest spiritualized and
mystical qualities, identical with those of religion,
is easily describable (ib. ii. 126-143).
The patho-

of sex

(16.

between

'

'

A

'

logy of the two shows remarkable similarities.
In the female especially the erotic delusion, unknown to the
'

patient herself, often assumes the color of the religious (J. T.
Dickson, The Science and Practice of Mfdicine in Halation to
Mind, New York, 1874, p. 383 ; cf. Ellis, 231 ff.). Murisier remarks ' The passion of the religious ecstatic lacks nothing of
what goes to make up sexual love, not even jealousy ' (JiPh,
'

:

Nov.

1K98).

The evolutionary background of love is traceable,
from reproduction, to sex and the family, and on
through the larger tribal self until it includes
attachment to humanity and to God (Drumniond,
The Ascent of Man, New York, 1894, pp. 215Added to these psychological and biological
318).
evidences are those of a sociological character considered above.
Whilst these massed evidences are on the surface
extremely convincing, a more careful analysis will
show that, although they are true within limits, the
supposition that religion and spiritualized love
are identical is a hasty one, with rather more error
than accuracy in it when applied to developed religions.
The reasons for thinking so are that,
looked at empirically, the highest religions of the
present, barring exceptions and distortions, look
as if they had other than erotic significance, no
matter how spiritualized the phallic content a
comparative and genetic study of the facts seems
to show that phallic symbols and rites, in so far as
they are found at present, are relics, or rudimentary
marks, of an earlier attempt to regulate promiscuity the biographical and autobiographical evidence would indicate that more frequently than
otherwise the effect of getting religion is either
the control of the passions or their uprooting and
the substitution of a set of values which cannot, except by the liveliest play of the imagination,
be called irradiations of sex love in religion has
psychologically at least two other sources besides
the reproductive impulse ; and, finally, religion is
the fusion of all the instincts and emotions, and
not the one alone.
Religion
man's sentiment of
(c) Regulation.
continuance and feeling after perfection, or, as theologians prefer to call it, God's revelation to the
mind and guidance in the heart— has been trying
Among other things it
to control life as a whole.
has tried to incorporate the reproductive instinct
its
intensity
and to eliminate
in order to regulate
promiscuity (Marshall, Instinct and Reason, New
York, 1898, pp. 309-315). In earlier times, biologically, in the absence of the care of children, the
perpetuity of the species depended upon multi'

;

;

'

'

;

—

—

Under such circumstances
plicity of ofi'spring.
there must have been a utility in an uncontrolled
passion for reproduction. The laws of heredity
and recapitulation have brought up this old strain
into human life. The conditions later changed.
With the increased advantage to the species of
having the family as the basis of social organization, the condition of advancement was the
establishment of monogamous marriages, and the
consequent weakening of the sexual impulse. Religion is in part the crystallization of this feeling
It has, therefore,
of the need of such regulation.
taken over into itself the function of sex and
marriage, and has used every conceivable means
It has hedged
of exercising control over them.
them about with

social

sanctions, under priests

frequently celibates or eunuchs, with
ritual and ceremony too solemn to be disregarded,
and with gods and goddesses whose will could not

who

are

)
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be withstood. It has made marriage difficult to
enter, has tested the fitness of mates by periods of
long delay, and has sealed their union by forbidding divorce. It has uttered its admonitions, proand in every way lias
hibitions, and punishments
attempted to restrain the passions, and direct the
mind into a sense of the dignity and sacredness of
this phase of life, when limited to the channels of
;

social
(d)

and

spiritual well-being.
But religion has at times asthe positive attitude of stimulating the re-

Adaptation.

sumed

—

productive impulse under its controlled form. The
reason for this is to be found in the social sense of
the need of increasing the number of individuals in
the tribe or nation, combined with the individual
recognition of special fulfilment through progeny.
Primitive warring tribes have shown much concern
over the birth of the greatest possible number of
male children. It is natural that this need should
be taken up and made part of the business of reNo warrior could enter Valhalla in early
ligion.
Germanic times who had not begotten a son.
Among the Mormons one's condition and position
in heaven depends upon the number of offspring
brought forth under the regulation of the family.'
Modern governments have taken seriously the
problem of encouraging marriages and the producSince, now, the regulation
tion of large families.
and stimulation of such matters has come over,
'

through specialization, into a body of social customs and also under State control, it has inevitably
come about that religion has progressively busied
itself, to a greater extent relatively, with ideal
adjustments irrespective of the relation of mates.
So much is this the case that in the empirical study
of the religious confessions of normal persons at
the present time there is ample evidence that the
instinct in question is a hindrance to the spiritual
life and must be curbed (Starbuck, 402).
Religion is a compound of all
(e) Composition.
the instincts and emotions, while the female sentiment is but one of these, and, as we have seen, one
that has tended in the higher forms of religion to
lapse into relative insignificance. The laws of the
refinement of the instincts and of their fusion,
already referred to, have carried up into religion
a rich blending of fear, self-regard, hunger, self-

—

expression, love, euriosifiy, and many others. Each
of these can be traced from its simple, crude form
to its spiritualized expression, where it mingles in
some measure with every phase of the mental life.
It has been a fascinating theme of students to trace
Fear, for example, betrays
out these relations.
itself by the presence in religion of demons, hell,

and the

like, and also, with a
other instincts, as the sense of

sacrifice, priestcraft,

from
majesty and reverence, which characterizes religion
Self-regard, likewise, develops from
at its best.
the seeking for mere benefits upwards to the craving for perpetuity through immortality, and at
last becomes the aesthetic demand for ideal perfecThe temptation of such procedure, since a
tion.
certain instinct permeates entirely the higher reslight blend

ligious life, is to give way to the fascination of the
description, and conclude, therefore, that religion
is nothing else than, the single instinct in question.
It is analogous to the procedure of an amateur
chemist who sliould be entirely satisfied with discovering a single element in a compound, because
he is sure that it permeates every part of the solution.
There- is perliaps not an instinct that does
not, and with much accuracy of description, seem
to be the all-filling source and content of the religious life.
The enthusiasm of the sex psychologists in particular, during recent years, has resulted
in a strange confusion.
Many of the facts that
seem to them to prove the identity of the female
sentiment with religion only want more careful

scrutiny to betray their insufficiency. Much has
been made of the coincidence and concomitance
during adolescence of reproductive and religious
awakenings. (On the similarity of these curves of
frequency, see Starbuck, ch. ii. ; on the value of
this kind of reasoning, consult W. James, 11 f.
There is no evidence, however, of a causal relationOn the contrary, it is clear that for the
ship.
most part on the mental side they are contradictory
and antithetical. The coincidence seems to be due
to the prevalence of initiation ceremonies practised
among all primitive peoples. The modern equivalent is a custom of confirmation. These ceremonies
celebrate the entrance of young men and women
into the social, political, and religious ways of the
clan, and mark at the same time the fitness for
process of long social selection in conmarriage.
nexion with these ceremonies, through weeding
out the mentally and physically unfit, has called
out and accentuated the eventful period of early
adolescence, with its marked readjustment in the
complex strains of character, and the sudden calling out of latent powers. Since the mental and
physical characteristics are the same essentially
as are necessary to good citizenship on the one
hand, and the responsibility of family life on the
other, and, since the social group has sought through
these ceremonies to prepare young men and women
for both the civic and the marital relationship, it is
but a matter of course that the awakenings of sex

A

and religion should be synchronous. Keeping in
mind the distinction between the cause and the
condition of a mental happening, one may safely
say simply that frequently in adolescence the explosive quality of the love instinct touches off a
'

'

large stock of activities, insights, and interests
which are not of sexual origin, and among these
touched
the religious impulse. But religion is
off' also by a score of other adolescent nascencies,
such as scientific insight, logical acumen, and the
joy of conquest, and much more frequently so than
by the sexual impulse. So markedly is this true
that it is not safe to conclude that the reproductive
instinct furnishes to any considerable degree the
raw material out of which religion is constructed.
The reasoning from the pathology of sex and
religion is equally at variance with the facts. That
the pathologies of eroticism are likely to take on
This is the
a religious cast none will doubt.
correct clue to the psychoses of many religious
Swedenborg,
for
example,
the
case
of
fanatics.
In
the evidences from his journal and from his writings
are conclusive that his divine love and angelic
wisdom are not wholly, but in large part the
effluvia from an unstable and over-excitable erotic
temperament. Other instances can be found, parThey are the
ticularly among the radical mystics.
exceptions, however, from which alienists have derived too sweeping generalizations.
Religious and sexual insanities are both extremely
complex psychoses. Each draws from many sources.
There are on the one hand many religious insanities
that have no sexual setting (D. H. Tuke, Diet, of
Psychol. Medicine, Philadelphia, 1892, p. 1091 f.),
and on the other many kinds of sexual insanity
that do not take a religious turn. The small part
that either sex or religion occupies in the whole
range of insanities is indicated by statistical studies.
Out of 66,918 male inmates in the asylums of England and Wales during the years 1878-1887 there
were but 2'5 % whose disturbances took the form
of religious excitement, and only 4 '9 % traceable
to sexual or reproductive causes (II. Ellis, in Tuke,
It is from these two small and relatively
]). 1154).
incompatible fields that the facts have been found
from which wholesale conclusions have been obtained.
Not only does the sphere of insanity draw
from many other sources than sex, but religion is
'

'

'

—

'

'

—

;

PENG-SHUI
an indetinitely bigger thing than mysticism, which
itself only occasionally shows exaggerated eroticism.
That there is more in religion than irradiations of sex is suggested by the fact that alienists
often recommend it in the treatment of insanity
for its humanizing, restraining, steadying, and
stimulating influence (cf. Gasquet, in Tuke, 1088Nor can this be suspected as an instance of
91).
similia similibus curantur.
The occurrence, it
should be said, of the interplay of erotic mysticism
and sexual insanity is due to the law of association
which operates amongst the emotions no less than
Religion is the wholein the cognitive processes.
hearted response of the devotee to his sense of
psychoses
tend to be comabsolute values. Its
pletely obsessive and voluminous.
This is the
character, too, of all the instincts, particularly of
the sexual emotion. It is to be expected, therefore,

that in the exaggerated form mysticism and eroticism should blend, even if, as is true, they draw for
the most part from different sources and have a
somewhat independent history.

The gravest oversight of the identity theory of
the female sentiment and religion is the supposition
that love, which is the central fact of religion, has
had its sole origin in sex (cf. Mercier, Sanity and
Insanity, London, 1890, p. 22011'.). I5ut love is a
compound. It has at least three somewhat independent sources sex, gregariousness, and Nature
appreciation. The evolution of the first has brought
into religion the tender affection for kind, while its
exaggeration results in phallicism and eroticisms
of many sorts.
The refinements of gregariousness
have created the sentiments of fellowship, sympathy, and loyalty to kind, regardless of sex, and
when excessive have produced clannishness on the
one hand, and unreflecting missionary zeal on the
other.
Nature appreciation, the sheer enjoyment
of things in and for themselves, has ripened into
a sense of presences within objects, and at last
into Nature-gods and Nature-religions.
Gregari-

from sex. The empirical evidences, as we have
seen, emphatically support this view.
In this connexion it is suggestive that sex is but a specialized
form of reproduction, the latter having been performed originally by cell-division, and that both reproduction and sex are functions of the will to live.
The reproductive system, for example, is a specialization, embryologically, of the nutritive organs.
These considerations would seem to fortify the
point of view that religion exists fundamentally in
the interest of the adjustment and fullilnient of the
developing higher life, and not for the sake of any
special sentiment.
The root of the difficulty, then, with the identity
theory of sex and religion is, in the first place, the
failure to appreciate that love in religion is a
compound of the tender emotion, the gregarious
instinct, and Nature attachments, the first suffusing the other two with an aesthetic quality, and
furnishing them with a basis for external reference
secondly, the failure to see that religion is a compound of all the instincts. The female sentiment
is, therefore, but one of the ingredients
more important formerly than now in a rich compound of
sentiments called by the single name 'religion,'
whose function is ideal adjustment.
Cf. also artt. Phallicism, Religion, Sex.

'

Ribot {Psychology of the Emotions, London, 1897,
pp. 276-303) points out that gregariousness is
founded upon nutrition, the will to live, and the
attraction of like for like, irrespective of sex, while
the tender emotion is founded upon sex and motherlove.
These two, although having an element in
common, have remained, in the course of evolution,
'distinct and mutually independent' (p. 280).
It
is, furthermore, in connexion with the gregarious
life, irrespective of sex, that the true social and
moral feelings are developed, whereas the sentiments that arise in connexion with 'domestic
aggregates based upon the tender emotion are restricted to a closed group, without expansive force
or elasticity (p. 281). Societies formed within the
same sex, or even among members of different
species, or among animals like bees and ants in
which reproduction is but a brief incident for perpetuating the species and limited to a few all
such societies, because of their common interests
'

'

'

—

and contacts, show loyalties, fellowships, and
loves of the most saving kind. The co-operation is
based upon the instinct of conservation, and the
attraction is derived from the interplay of personalities which becomes part of the mental and
spiritual furnishing of each individual, in the absence of which there is distress, and in its presence
enrichment and enlargement.
If this dualistic
theory of the separate origin of the family group
and the social group is correct, as seems highly
probable, the evidence of comparative and genetic
psychology would be that morality and religion,
which are primarily in terms of fellowship, have
drawn far more from the gregarious instinct than
VOL. V.
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—

ousness, or sociality,' as M. J. Guyau calls it
{Non- Religion of the Future, London, 1897, p. 44),
can exist independently of sex. In his fine analysis,
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—This has been indicated in the article.
Edwin

D. Starbuck.
give no
to be understood by Feng-

FENG-SHUI. — Chinese
definition of

Shui.
tific

is

what

is

dictionaries

No

native treatises expound it upon scienlines. i^e??,g' is wind,' s^jii is 'water.' Wind
'

what cannot be

seen,

and water what cannot be

Wind and water is the term, therethe occult powers which are always bearing do^vn upon human life. Professors of FengShui prefer that it should remain a mystery, and
those who pay them for their services accept the
position, declaring that it is not to be expected that
common people should understand the unfathomable. Eitel (Feng-Shui, or the Rudiments of Natural Science in China) calls it a conglomeration of
rough guesses at Nature.' It undoubtedly grew
out of naturalistic beliefs, though it has oecome
distorted and degraded into a gross superstition.
Practically there is little religion in China but
such as springs out of Feng-Shui. The worship of
ancestors, the most popular of all religious observances, is indissolubly connected with it.
It
enters into every important arrangement of daily
life.
Every proposed change must be brought to
the test of its prmciples. All events which happen,
favourable or adverse, are explained by it. It is
spoken of Avith reverence and awe. The common
people are its slaves. Confucianist gentry laugh
at the Feng-Shui doctor, but are careful to fall in
with his theories and commands.
Chinese law
does not discuss it, but the courts always act on
the presumption that its principles are not fictitigrasped.

'

'

fore, for

'

ous.
The Government, though not acknowledging it, publishes every year an Imperial almanac
giving all the lists, figures, and diagrams which
are required by its professors and their victims.
When a rebellion breaks out, the first act of the
authorities is not to raise troops, but to send messengers to spoil the Feng-Shui of the rebel leaders
by despoiling their ancestral tombs. And, when
selling land to foreigners, the mandarins are careful to assign them only what is believed to have
bad Feng-Shui.
S. Wells Williams {The Middle Kingdom, ii. 246)
remarks that this geomantic and spiritualistic
faith became systematized in the times of Chu Hi,
who lived under the Sung dynasty (A.D. 1126Chu Hi's commentaries on the Chinese
1278).
and his mode of
Classics are read in every school
thinking has been adopted by modem Confucian;

:
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ism. His theory is that the soul has a dual nature,
consisting of the animus and anima sometimes
called the breath of Heaven and the breath of
Earth. The animus is the male or spiritual element in the soul ; the anima, the female or maSo long as a man lives, these two
terial element.
principles co-exist in combination, but at death the
union is dissolved. The animus returns to heaven,
Neither of them wanders at
the anima to earth.
large in space.
The animus enjoys freedom of
movement, but chooses to limit its peregrinations
to the vicinity of its former habitat, and to the
company of the people with whom it was formerly
associated.
The anima lies quiet in the tomb,

—

provided that the tomb has good Feng-Shui. The
Chiaese believe themselves to be compassed about
by a great cloud of witnesses in the persons of
their ancestors and forbears generally, and they
hold that the spirits of these deceased relatives
are omnipresent in the elements of Nature.
Here we arrive at the practical point which is of
such extreme interest to believers in Feng-Shui.
The selection of a grave is the most vitally important matter in a man's life. The quiet repose
of the animM in its tomb is essential to the wellbeing of its mortal relations. The tomb must be
in such a position that the anima will he undisturbed and quiescent in which case it will be
disposed favourably towards those members of its
family who survive. If otherwise, so low is its
ethical character in this disembodied state that it
;

make havoc of their fortunes.
The Feng Shui Sien - Sang, or doctors of the
geomantic art, know how to profit by these delusions.
They are ridiculed and satirized, but uniwill

-

versally feared.

a

Nothing affecting the welfare

famUy can be decided without

their help.

of

They

are called in for consultation on a great variety
of occasions.
Guided by a curious compass with
cabalistic signs, they solemnly profess to be able
to judge whether a grave is in the proper position, whether it is safe to build a house on a particular spot, or whether a business is likely to
prosper where the shop or office stands. If the
client is rich, it takes a long while, so the Chinese
say, for the learned doctor to arrive at a decision.
coffined corpse may have to remain for years on
a shelf in a temple, or to lodge under a shed, tDl
all appears secure.
Or, disasters may befall the
family after the burial of their relative ; whereupon the Sien-Sang declares that the bones must
be unearthed and stored in a jar until better FengShui has been discovered. In some districts vast
sheds are filled with coffins awaiting burial. Elsewhere tens of thousands of gi'eat jars with human
remains find shelter at the foot of rocks facing the
south, all of which are owned by the survivors and
respected by the populace.
Any one disturbing
them would do so at the risk of his life.
temporary pagoda is sometimes erected as a regulative
influence in order to test the quality of the FengShui.
If the crops are good, and no pestilence
breaks out, and some talented youths in the district win honours at the local examinations, the
Feng-Shui is proved to be good.
permanent
pagoda then takes the place of the temporary one.
These pagodas, as regulating the streams of spirit
influence in warding off the evil or attracting the
good, are supposed to exercise a remarkable power
in producing talent in students.
For this reason
they are shaped with high pointed roofs in imitation of a pencil or writing brush ; and they are
often spoken of as towers of literature,' the topmost storey being furnished with an image and
shrine of the god of literature.
As it is necessary sometimes to build a pagoda
to attract or to divert streams of lucky influence,
so it is sheer madness to buUd tall chimneys, to

A

A

A

'

place chimneys on houses, to erect telegraph polea
and semaphore signals, to cast up a railway embankment, or even to dig for coal. There is no
knovidng what mischief may be done by such rash
adventures.
Some German missionaries near Hong Kong built two littla
watch-towers on a house. One of these was visible at a tomb
a mile away. Its enraged owners threatened to burn down the
The missionaries argued that the
whole mission premises.
deceased could see the Uttle watch-tower only if
he stood up, but not if he was lying down quietly in his grave.
No discussion was of any avail untU the disturbance to the
dead was compromised by a substantial money payment to tha
Uving
spirit of the

!

Much

of the violence of the people in Canton,
Tientsin, and Peking against foreigners and Christianity is due to the erection by Roman Catholics
of lofty cathedral buOdings, which upset the FengShui of the whole district. The objection to railways, with their cuttings, tunnels, embankments,
and signal-posts, is of the same nature. The first
railway in China, from Shanghai to the port of

Wu

- sung, nine
mUes away, was purchased and
destroyed by the Chinese, on the plea that the
speed of the train destroyed the Feng-Shui of tens
of thousands of people on both sides of the line.

With a view to warding off evil influences which
are presumed to exist, the custom prevails of building brick walls as shields or screens. On these are
painted lucky symbols, or words of defiance, or the
rampant

figures of savage beasts.
the Feng-Shui is bad, it can be improved.
may be raised, or a rugged hUl-top may
straight road or watercourse may
be lowered.
pond may be laid out on
be made serpentine.
the south side of a cemetery, or a tree which
obstructs the favourable spirit-breezes may be cut

When

A

low hUl

A

A

down.

The Chinese believe that the British have
mastered the whole science and art of Feng-Shui.
To quote Eitel's reference to the evidences of this
in

Hong Kong

*Hong Kong, with

its

'abundance of rocks and boulders

scattered about on the hUIside, abounds in malign breath, and
the Chinese think our Government very wise in endeavouring
to plant trees everywhere on the hill to screen these harbingers
of evU.
But the most malicious influence under which Hong
Kong suffers is caused by that curious rock on the edge of the
It is distinctly seen from Queen's Road
hill near Wanchai.
East, and foreigners generally see in it Cain and Abel, Cain
Chinese take the rock to represent a
brother.
The
slaying his
female figure, which they call the bad woman ; and they firmly
believe that all the immorality of Hong Kong, all the recklessness and vice of Tai-ping-shan, are caused by that wicked rock.
So firmly is this belief impressed upon the lowest classes in Hong
Kong that those who profit by immoral practices actually go and
worship that rock, spreading out offerings and burning incense
at its foot. None dares to injure it and I have been told by
many otherwise sensible people that several stone-cutters who
attempted to quarry at the base of the rock died a sudden death
immediately after the attempt.'
;

From all this it will be perceived that FengShui is not strictly a religious doctrine. It is held
by no sect. It has no temple, no priesthood, no
ritual.
It founds no college, nor has it even an
authorized professorship. Yet its occult influences
It might
pervade the whole of Chinese society.
be called a materialistic fatalism, by which not
merely happiness and misery, but virtue and vice
Its origin is the current of
are generated.
Nature's breath over the surface of the earth, the
configuration of the landscape deciding the limits
It is a mode of thought characterof its powers.
It views heaven and
istic of primitive times.
earth as one great fetish, animated (as Eitel points
blind, unintelligent, but omnipotent
Its similarity to astrology is obvious.
Rivers and
Instead of stars it speaks of hills.
lakes take the place of the Milky Way.

out)

by a

vitality.

Philosophically, it maintains that the primordial
Absolute
all existence was that the
Nothing' evolved out of itself the Great Absolute.'
When it began to move, the great male principle
came into being ; and when it rested, the female

cause of

'

'

—

;
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principle was produced.
The whole universe is a
living organism, in which these two principles are
at work.
When they are happily combined,
favourable influences bear down on human life
and when inharmonious, the malign breath of
Nature exhales disasters upon mankind.
How to avert these calamities is the aim and
purpose of Feng-Shui.
The coniiguration and
character of the soil determine the weal and woe
Sloping hillsides,
of those who live upon it.
groups of trees, pools of water, and especially
winding roads, when properly situated and combined, secure the largest measure of peace and
happiness, of health and wealth. By means of his
almanac and his compass the Feng-Sliui doctor can
detect and describe what will happen to the
relatives of the friend whom they are about to
place in his grave.
Buddhism and Taoism have been degraded into
the position of the handmaids, or rather the slaves,
of this superstition, which holds hundreds of
millions of the human race in its grip.
The
degradation of Taoism, in particular, has been due
to its alliance with Feng-Shui. The human heart

—

(Armenian)

;
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out for fellowship with the powers of Nature.
Neither Confucianism (with its materialism) noi
Buddhism (with its transcendentalism) ever satisfied the Chinese mind.
The craving for communion
with Nature found its expression in the curious
geomantic system of Feng-Shui, which commands
the secret sympathy, if not the distinct approval,
of every Chinaman, high and low.
Thi.s blind
groping of the Chinese mind after a system of
natural science in which it can rest has been called
the very audacity of superstition
but it will
not be able, any more than the folklore of Christian nations, to withstand the impact of sound
education, of genuine science, of engineering progress, and especially of the enlightenment that
comes with Christian faith.
cries

'

'

;

—

Literature. Ernest J. Eitel, Feng-Shui^ or the RudimenU
Science in China, London, 1873
S. Wells
Williams, The Middle Kingdom, New York, 1883, i. 828, ii. 246
J. Edkins, Chinese liecorder, vol. iv. 1871-1872; Storrs Turner,
Cornhill Magazine, March 1874 Notes and Queries on China
and Japan, vol. ii. p. 69 E. J. Dukes, £Ben/rfaj/ Li/ein China,
London, 1886, ch. on *The Bigpest of all Bugbears.'
of Natural

;

;

;

Edwin Joshua Dukes.
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(Armenian).'— In
the ancient Armenian calendar there are two kinds
of abstinence absolute and relative.
Absolute
abstinence (fasting) is practised on the first 5 days
of Aradjavorkh (three weeks before Carnival Sunday), and for the 6 weeks of Lent, beginning with
Ash- Wednesday and continuing till the Saturday
before Palm-Sunday (but see below).
Relative
abstinence prevails every Wednesday and Friday
in the year, and also during (a) the week of
Pentecost (the abstinence of the prophet Elijah),
5 days
(b) the week preceding the Feast of
Gregory the Illuminator (the 3rd week after Pentecost), 5 days ; (c) the Transfiguration (the 6th
week after Pentecost), 5 days ; {d) the week preceding the Sunday of the Assumption of the Holy
Virgin, 5 days (e) the week preceding the Sunday
of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross, 5 days (/) the
week preceding the Feast of St. George, or the
Feast of the Cross of Varag ; {g) the week preceding the Feasts of Archangels and Angels (h) the
week of JubUee (i) the week preceding the Feast
of St. James of Nisibis ; (j) the 7 days preceding
the Christmas Epiphany-Feast.
During Lent there is no fasting on Saturdays
and Sundays, and the same holds for all Holy
Week, but abstinence is practised. In none of the
above-mentioned cases is abstinence practised on
Saturdays, except on the eve of the Transfiguration, of the Assumption, of the Exaltation of the
Cross, of Christmas, and of Easter ; on these days

—

;

;

;

;

;

mUk-food, eggs, and

fish are eaten.
During a
only vegetables, fruits, and sweetened things
are eaten ; olives are admitted as fruits, and olive
oil is not forbidden.
On abstinence days, vegetables, fruits, sweet things, dishes with olive oil,

fast,

etc.,

—

:

1.

Christmas-Epiphany.

2.
3.

Easter.
Transfiguration.

4.

Assumption.

6.

Exaltation of the Cross.

All these are preceded by a week of abstinence, and
on the eve of them milk-food, eggs, and fish are
eaten.
These feasts, except Christmas- Epiphany,
always fall on a Sunday. The second day of all
five is also a holiday devoted to the commemoration of the dead, when the people march to the
cemetery in procession, after High Mass.
2. Feasts
held in common with the other

branches of Christianity.
1.

Purification of the

2.
3.

The Annunciation.
The Ascension.

4.

Pentecost.

5.

Trinity.

Holy Virgin,

Nativity of the Holy Virgin.
Presentation of the Holy Virgin.
Conception of the Holy Virgin.
The Sunday preceding the weekly abstinences discussed above
is called by the Armenians the Carnival of the Feast.
6.
7.

8.

3.
1.

2.
1 See also art. Calendar (Armenian) and the Literature there
cited ; also Ormanian, Church of Armenia, Eng. tr., London,
1912, p. 176 ff.

are eaten.

Great Feasts (tog'Aauar=' tent,' 'tabernacle').
There are five Great Feasts
I.

Feasts peculiar to the Armenians.
The 8th day of Epiphany, the baptism of Christ.
The Great Carnival of Aradjavorkh this is a fixed Sun;

day, the 10th before Easter. On this d&y the conversion
of the Armenians to Christianity is commemorated (see
F. Macler, Mosaique orientale, 1907, p. 34, n. 1).

'
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S.

Every Sunday

of

Great Lent commemorates a parable of

was fixed for the 15th August, the Feast of the
Assumption of the Virgin (cf. Alishan, Souvenirs
of Native Armenia, Venice, 1869, passim [in

the Gospel.
4.

For forty days after Easter there is the Feast of the
Resurrection there is no other feast during this period
except the first Saturday after Easter, which is the
day for commemorating the beheading of John the
;

Armenian]).

6.

—

9.

The third Sunday after Easter is called Red, Sunday.
The fifth Sunday after Easter is the Feast of the Apparition
of the Holy Cross.
The seventh Sunday after Easter is called the 2nd Sunday
of Palms it is the commemoration of the appearance
;

Gregory the Illuminator in

of the angel to

prison

his well-

ivirap').

10.

The second Sunday after Pentecost is the Feast of the
Church of Etchmiadzin. It commemorates the appear-

11.

The 2nd

ance of Christ to Gregory the Illuminator in the church
of Etchmiadzin.
of July is the Feast of the Bier of the Holy

teaching in public. At such times the people
gathered together, and the different sects found
their opportunity of increasing their numbers and
influence.
The Buddhists adopted the custom of

Virgin.
12. The 31st of August is the Feast of the Ungirding of the
Holy Virgin.
13. The second day after the Exaltation of the Cross is the
Feast of the Cross of Mount Varag.
14. The Sunday six weeks before Christmas (bisnagats bare-

kendan)

is

gatherings, but confined themmeeting twice in each month.* In later
times the intermediate quarter-moon days were
also held sacred, and so the number of Uposatha
days was increased to four in every month.'' The
words of the canon are
I prescribe that you
assemble on the fourteenth, fifteenth, and eighth
day of each month. " In the Dharamika Sutta the
wording is
Moreover, being of a pious mind,
one should observe Uposatha on the fourteenth,
fifteenth, and eighth day of the lunar fortnight.
The fourteenth and fifteenth days must be taken
to mean the fourteenth day from the new moon in
short months and the fifteenth in long.'

these periodical
selves to

Jubilee Sunday.

—

Feasts of the Saints. As Feasts of the Saints
are not allowed on Sunday in the Armenian Church,
the important ones are always held on a Saturday,
Gregory, St. George, St.
e.ff. the Feasts of St.
Sargis, St. Nicolas of Smyrna, the Archangels and
Angels, etc. while the national Armenian saints
have their feasts, as a rule, either between AradjavorJch and the Great Carnival, or between Trinity
4.

'

'

Though the idea of four monthly fast-days was
borrowed from Brahmanism and other non-Buddhistic sources, the manner in which they were kept
was entirely original. It was not proper to trade
or do any business ; hunting and fishing were forbidden ; schools and courts of justice were closed.
They were also, from ancient times, fasting-days.
The laity were to celebrate the days with clean
garments and clean minds.^ Special observance of
the moral precepts was inculcated on these days.

—

'

;

EBE

—

'

;

;

'

:

week and

—

'

:

;

the Transfiguration. The list of feasts
given by Conybeare(iJiYMaZej4?-meKorMm, Oxf. 1905,
p. 527 ff.) is based on the Armenian months, to be
used in the reading in the churches after vespers.
5. Traces of paganism in the Armenian feasts.
The last five days of the year
(1) Vardavar.
(awelikh) were sacred to the goddess Astlik (vardadzri= she who makes the rose grow '). Gregory
the Illuminator, in order to preserve this pagan
commemoration and to sanctify this feast, transferred it to the Feast of Transfiguration. Further,
the Beluge was commemorated on the first day of
the Armenian year Gregory now fused these two
feasts into one.
Down to the present day it is
customary for the people, on the day of Transfiguration, to asperge one another in the church, in
commemoration of the Flood (cf.
i. 796
for an
interesting pagan survival in the celebration of
Ascension Day by a water and flower festival, see
Abeghian, Armen. Volksgl., Leipz. 1899, pp. 61-66).
This feast was
(2) Victory of Haik over Bel.
celebrated on the 11th of August. According to
tradition, Haik began the year on 11th August,
the day of his victory over Bel. This day, then,
was called Haik's day,' and was a national
festival.
Gregory the Illuminator wished to retain this feast and so, on his return from Cssarea,
he brought the relics of St. John the Baptist and
St. Athanagenius to Taron, where he built the
monastery of Surp Garabed (Karapet), which still
stands and is known under the name of Sultan of
Mush. Gregory arranged that the Feast of St.
John the Baptist should be celebrated on the same
date as the pagan feast. After tlie fall of the
Arsacid dynasty, this arrangement was abandoned,
and the Feast of St. John the Baptist passed over
into the ranks of the simple Feasts of the Saints.
(3) Feast of Diana {Anahit).—A fortnight after
the beginning of the year, on the 15th of Nawasard,
came the Feast of the goddess Anahit (on whom
see EliE i. 797).
Gregory the Illuminator transformed this into the Feast of the Image of the
Holy Virgin, brought to Armenia by St. Bartholomew. In place of the statue of Anahit he
put the picture of the Virgin, and the celebration

—

—

Chapel of the Native Land, or Green Sunday.
7.

Maclee.

FESTIVALS
FASTS (Buddhist).—The
Buddhist canon prescribes the following festivals
and fasts.
I.
Uposatha.
The Uposatha days
owed their existence to the ancient Vedic custom
of holding sacred two periods in each month the
times of the new moon (Daria) and the full moon
(Purnamasa). These feast, or sacred, days were
called Upavasatha, and offerings of intoxicating
soma were made in connexion with the worship of
the moon.' According to Buddhist tradition,'' the
monks of non-Buddhistic sects were accustomed
to meet together at the middle and at the close of
every half-month in order to proclaim their new

The first Sunday after Easter is called New Sunday, and
commemorates the doubt of St. Thomas.
The second Sunday after Easter is the Feast of the Church,
instituted by Gregory the Illuminator, in commemoration of the pagan feasts it is called the Sunday of the
;

8.

F.

AND

Baptist.
5.

(Buddhist)

In the DhamTnika Sutta the eight precepts are
detailed, and it is added
Such, they say, is the
eight-fold fast [Uposatha) declared by Buddha,
who came among us to put an end to sorrow.'
The eight precepts were (1) not to destroy life
(2) not to take what is not given ; (3) not to tell
lies
(4) not to become drinkers of intoxicating
liquors (5) to refrain from unlawful sexual intercourse an ignoble thing ; (6) not to eat unseasonable fruits at night (7) not to wear garlands or
use perfumes and (8) not to sleep on a mat spread
on the ground.' Furthermore, the brethren and
sisters were to make use of the gatherings to
confess to the assembled Order the sins and faults
which each had committed, and to take upon
themselves the penance which the transgression
'

:

:

;

;

;

—

;

;

had incurred.'"
At this Uposatha ceremony the Pdtim,okkha,
which forms the second Khandhaka of the Mahdvagga, had to be recited.
This (Patimokkha) will
be their Uposatha service.' " Explicit directions
are given in regard to the ceremony an Uposatha
was to be held in a clearly defined district '^ at
'

:

;

SEE

Introd. p. x ; Monier - Williams, Bicddhism^
London, 1SS9, pp. 84 and 336; Rhys Davids, Buddhism, do.
1

xiii.

1899, p. 139.
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;
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a given number of bhik/chu.i were to be
present
sick ones mi^litbe excused attendance ;'
certain oll'ences precluded attendance ' directions
are given for the preparation of a hall in wliich the
ceremony was to be held ' tlie Patimokklia had to
be recited in full at each Uposatlia, except in
certain cases of danger, etc.,' and ofi'ences were to
be confessed."
In addition to the regular fast-days it is laid
down that the Pdti-harika palckha should also be
duly observed.' This name, meaning extra fortnight,' applies to three distinct periods
(1) the
three months of Vassa, or rain ; (2) the month
called
Chivara
succeeding Vassa,
Masa, or robe
month,' because it was customary to provide mendicants, who needed them, with new robes
and
robe month,' to which
(3) the first half of the
period the term more particularly applies. During
these periods the observance of the eight precepts
is more common than at other times.*
An occasional holiday, only for monks, is the
least

;

'

;

;

'

:

'

;

'

'

'

Samagqi-Uposatha, 'reconciliation holiday,' which

was held when a quarrel among the
made up.'
Vassa.

fraternity

was

dhaghosa says
*The bhikkhus are to look after their Vihara (it it ia in a
proper state), to provide food and water for themselves, to
due ceremonies, such as paying reverence to sacred
shrines, etc., and to say loudly, once, or twice, or thrice, at the
beginning of the retreat, " I enter upon Fossa in this Vihara for
fulfil all

these three months."

The

'

'2

periods fixed by

Buddha

for entering

upon

Vassa were two ' the earlier and the later. The
earlier time for entering (upon Vassa) is the day
after the full moon of Asalha (June-July) the
later, a month after the full moon of Asalha. '''
The double period was probably due to a similar
double period prescribed in the Brahmanas and
Sutras for most of the Vedic festivals. Thus the
sacrifice of Vamnapraghasa,
with which the
Brahmans began the rainy season, was to be held
either on the full moon day of Asadha, or on the
full-moon day of the following month, Sravana,
in complete accordance with Buddhistical rules
about the Vassupandyikd. The Brahmana texts
begin the year with the full-moon day of the
(Uttara) Phalguna the Sutras mention another
New Year's day, the Chaitri purndmdsl, which
falls one month later.
It was in connexion with
this dislocation of the year that the annual
festivals might be postponed accordingly."
The rules for the celebration of Vassa are contained in the third Khandhaka of the Mahdvagga.^^
No bhikkhu was to go on his travels till he had
kept the Vassa during the earlier or later three
months.'^ By the order of a king the retreat might
:

;

;

SBE

2 /j. p. 268.
xiii. 280 ff.
•l
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be commenced at the later period.' A bhikkhu
might leave his Vihara, if sent for, but not for a

A

longer period than seven days.'
number of
such as a visit to a ai ck man
or father, mother, or relation, where leave of
otlier cases are given,

absence was perniissible, but was restricted to
seven days.' The place of retreat could be changed
for such reasons as danger from beasts of prey,
snakes, robbers, demons, want of food, fire, no
proper medicine, etc.* For those who entered upon
Vassa in the later period, the end of the retreat
fell on Komudi day, i.e. the fullnioon day in the
month Karttika, frequently called Kaumuda day
'

in epic literature.

—

This solemn termination of the
3. Pavarana.
Vassa is inaugurated by an act of the Sahgha in
an assembly of the Chapter of at least five monks.'
The fourteenth and fifteenth days of the halfmonth were appointed as Pavarana days." The
ritual for the ceremony forms the fourth Khan-

dhaka

of the Mahdvagga.'' Gautama says
'I prescribe that the bhikkhus, when they have finished their
Vansa residence, hold Pavdraxid with each other in these three
ways by what has been seen, or by what has been heard, or
by what is suspected. Hence it will result that you live in accord with each other, that you atone for the offences (j'ou have
committed), and that you keep the rules of discipline before
your eyes.'S
:

:

— Throughout

his whole career Gautama was in the habit of travelling about during
most of the fine part of the year, teaching and
preaching to the people, but during the four rainy
months, from June to October, he remained in one
place, devoting himself more particularly to the
instruction of his followers.'" Vassa was ordained
because the people complained to Gautama that
the Buddhist priests were going on travels alike
during winter, summer, and the rainy season, so
crushing the green herbs in the field, hurting
vegetable life, and destroying the life of many
small living things. ' The institution of Vassa was
Gautama's answer to these complaints. It is a
retreat prescribed for the rainy season. Bud2.

'

The form for the ceremony is
I pronounce my
Pavdrand, friends, before you, by what has been
seen, or by what has been heard, or by what has
been suspected may you speak to me, sirs, out of
compassion towards me if I see (an offence), I wUl
'

:

;

:

atone f or it.
Immediately after the Pavdrand
4. Kathina.
there followed a distribution of robes, which
believers offered to the fraternity, to the bhikkhus
composing the Saiigha. The ceremonies are detailed in the seventh Khandhaka of the Mahdvagga.'^"
The distribution commences with the
Kathinatthdra ; atthdra, 'spreading out,' not being
here used literally, for spreading out on the ground
or otherwise, but in a secondary, juristic sense.
The term is translated according to context, sometimes by ' spreading out,' sometimes by ' ceremony,'
'

—

and sometimes by 'dedication.'"

—

At the time of his ordination
5. The seasons.
each priest received from the master of the ceremonies, kammachdri, five ordinances, the second
being 'the seasons.' In ancient India the ritual
year was divided into three four-monthly periods,
the three terms being celebrated with sacrifices, on
the full moon day of Phalguna, of Asadha, and of
Karttika ; or, in each case, one month later, as
These three sacrificial festivals
inaugurated summer, the rainy season, and winter.
The Buddhists retained this division of the year,
and celebrated the terms, but, of course, not with
described above.

sacrificial rites.
During the first period the priests
were directed to reside at the roots of trees, to have
the advantage of silent and profound meditation ;
during the second to keep Vassa and during the
third to occupy pannasdlds (huts of leaves and
branches) ,for mutual instruction and for reading
the bhdna to the people. '^
6. Sangitas.
Convocations of priests were
directed to be held frequently. The Pali word is
from a root which signifies to sing,' or to sound,'
as Indians do when they read sacred books.
From
;

—

'

'

this it appears that the object of these assemblies was to read the bhdna to each other, but
particularly to read and expound the Vinaya

books.
1
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See also the

'

Chinese,'

'

Nepalese,'

'

Siamese,'

and Tibetan sections of Festivals and Fasts.
'

'

—This has been cited in the article.
J. H. Bateson.
FESTIVALS AND FASTS (Celtic). —i.

Literature.

—

The division of
division of the Celtic year.
the Celtic year and the position of its festivals
were originally governed by agricultural processes.
Probably at first the year vvas divided into two unequal parts, summer and winter. Later came the
astronomical cycles at first lunar (Plin. xvi. 95),
then, as a result of the influence of the Roman
calendar, solar. Two important facts must be
borne in mind
(1) that, in Celtic belief, night
preceded day, and that, in early Celtic literature,
' night
usually means a night and a day, with the
result that every festival began on the previous
night (Caesar, de Bell. Gall. vi. 18 ; Loth, RCel
XXV. 116) (2) that the year began with winter
probably about mid-November, though later the
winter festival began on November eve. When
we first become acquainted with the Celtic calendar
from Irish texts, we find a two-fold division each
half being again subdivided. The winter half
(geimhredli) began with November on Samhain eve,
i.e. Oct. 31, and was subdivided into two parts,
the second beginning on Feb. 1 ; the summer half
(samhradh) began with May and the Beltane feast,
and also had its subdivision, its second portion
beginning with Lugnasad on Aug. 1 (O'Donovan,
Book of Eights, Dublin, 1847, p. lii f.). There were
thus four quarters, but these do not correspond to
those beginning with the solstices and equinoxes.
They begin each with a feast, three of which
Samhain, Beltane, and Lugnasad can easily be
The February feast is now replaced by
traced.
St. Bridget's day (Feb. 1)
its pagan predecessor
has left scant traces. It is unlikely that this
definite subdivision existed in earlier times, as,
indeed, the shifting of Samhain from mid- to 1st
November suggests in the Isle of Man it is still
held on Nov.'12 {FL ii. [1891] 308)—and the arrangement is doubtless due to the analogy of the Roman
calendar. But the influence of this calendar had
the further ett'ect of displacing some of the festivals.
Thus, in Gaul, much of the ritual of Samhain was
transferred to the calends of January, while there
was a tendency to celebrate Midsummer day instead of Beltane as the summer feast, both being
found with similar ritual over the Celtic area, and
they are evidently twin halves of one festival.
The influence of the Christian calendar, with its

The

—

:

'

;

—

—

:

—

lists of feasts

into account,

and saints' days, must also be taken
some of the ritual of the earlier pagan

now occurring as survivals on holy days
within the range of the pa^an festival periods.
All these festivals being mainly connected with
festivals

agriculture, magic as well as religion had its place
in the ritual, the object of the magical acts being
to promote fertility and to aid the power of the
divinities or spirits of fertility.
2. Samhain (perhaps from sam, 'summer,' and
fuin, sunset or end [Windisoh-Stokes, Ir. Texte,
Leipzig, 1880 ff., i. 757], though Stokes \TJrhdt.
Sprachschatz, Gottingen, 1894, p. 293] gives to
'samani- the meaning of assembly '}, as a festival
of the beginning of -winter when blight and death
were assuming their reign, naturally took account
of that fact, and its ritual was intended to assist
the powers of growth in their conflict with winter's
death. But it had other aspects also, and a complete understanding of the festival can be arrived
at only by studying early descriptions of the ritual
or actual folk-survivals. With the growth of Celtic
religion this feast seems to have gathered up into
itself the ritual of certain lesser festivals.
It is a
festival of beginnings, like the New Year festivals
of all primitive folk.
Its ritual suggests also the
'

'

'

'

'

(Celtic)

festival of earlier pastoral times,

when the

flocks

and herds were regarded as themselves divine
animals. It is also a harvest festival, as is Lugnasad in August and, though harvest would be
over before mid-November, some of the ritual may
have been transferred to that date, especially if it
had been associated with threshing rather than
with the harvest-field. With the coming of Christianity and the adoption of the Roman calendar, the
ritual of the festival was once more scattered over
the other sacred days in winter.
(1) As a festival of beginnings, some of the ritual
had reference to that fact. All fires having been
extinguished, new fire was brought from the sacred
;

bonfire (Keating, Hist., Lond. 1866, pp. 125, 300),

kindled probably by friction. Possibly the
blazing Yule-log brought to the hearth at Christmas was originally derived from the Samhain rites,
by being dislocated from them as Christmas

itself

became more prominent. Merriment
and feasting characterize the festival in Ireland
(Windisoh-Stokes, i. 205; d'Arbois, ii. 5), and this
festivities

may also

be traced in the Scots Hallowe'en customs.
In other words, it was an orgiastic feast ; this
is clearly seen from the licentious customs of the
calends in Gaul, denounced by the Church over
a long period. Such licence always characterizes
a festival of beginnings, when the evOs of the past
year are being ritually got rid of by various
means. Rites of divination, forecasting the lives
of the inquirers during the coming year, were also
The most common rite was for each
in evidence.
person to throw a stone into the bonfire which was
kindled at Samhain. Its position next morning
indicated the fate of its owner (Brand, Pop. Ant.,
London, 1899, i. 390 Stat. Ace. xi. 621). Perhaps
in earlier times this rite was a casting of lots to
obtain a human victim, while the memory of the
slaying was long after transformed into a presage
Other
of death or misfortune within the year.
rites of divination, such as those described in
Burns' Hallowe'en, had an erotic character (Hazlitt,
Diet, of Faiths and Folklore, London, 1905, pp.
297 f., 340).
(2) The lack of fodder led to the slaughter ol
cattle at this time, or rather at a date corresponding with Martinmas, which points to the earlier
This
date of the festival in mid-November.
slaughter, like that of the Scandinavian 'B16tand
was
m6nath,' was sacrificial in character,
followed by a feast on some of the animals. Within recent times in Ireland it was customary to offer
one of the animals to St. Martin, the successor of
some pagan animal-divinity in anthropomorphic
form, and ill-luck followed the neglect of this rite
(Curtin, Tales of the Fairies, Dublin, 1895, p. 72).
This semi-religious slaughter dates back to the age
when the animals were themselves divine. In this
pastoral stage, perhaps associated with totemism,
the annual slaying would be limited to one animal
in each group ; and, the animal being divine, the
feast on its flesh was sacramental. If the slaughter
had been more general from the flrst (as it certainly
became in later times), it would be accompanied
with rites intended to propitiate the divine
animals, as in analogous cases elsewhere ; but the
The sacrafestival would still be sacramental.
mental eating, the divinity of the animal, the
giadual anthropomorphic tendency to give the
animal-god a human form, and the transference of
his personality to a later Christian saint, may he
seen in the Irish legend of St. Martin (already
associated with the slaying), which tells how he
was cut up and eaten in the form of an ox (RCel
vi. [1884] 254).
Possibly the representation of the
corn-spirit in animal form may have blended with
the divinity of the animals slain at Samhain.
Again, in Gaul, at the calends, as formerly at
;

;
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men wore the heads and skins of
Bla,ughtered animals in processions, doubtless in
order to assimilate themselves further to the
animal divinities by contact, as they had already
done by eating. This custom was vigorously
attacked by Church Councils and by individual
preachers (see catena of passages in Chambers,
Mediceval Stage, Oxford, 1903, App.
xxxix.
;
2001).
In certain recent survivals in the Hebrides
a youth dressed in a cow's hide paraded the village
and brought a blessing to each house where a
person or animal inhaled the fumes of a piece of
burning hide carried by him (Chambers, Pop.
Rhymes, Edin. 1847, p. 297). This custom, which
may have taken the place of tlie carrying of the
slain animal in procession, resembles the rite of
hunting the wren (see art. ANIMALS, in vol. i. p.
532''), which occurred at
Christmas. But this,
like the animal masquerades, may have been
associated with Samhain in earlier times. MasSamhain,

N PL

querading

is still

common among young

people on

Samhain

in the Highlands, and in
Britain dressing in animal disguise

some parts of
was associated
with an autumn date (Hutchinson, View of Northumberland, Newcastle, 1778, ii. 45 Thomas, BHB
;

xxxviii. [1898] 334).
(3) The agricultural aspect of the feast is seen
first of all in the bonfire which was (and still is in
Celtic and rural districts) lit on Samhain eve.
The analogy of the Beltane and Midsummer fires
shows that it was intended as a fire-charm to aid
the power of the sun by virtue of mimetic magic,
while, at the same time, this symbol was virtually

the thing symbolized and conveyed its benefits.
Hence the new fire was lit from the divine fire,
blazing faggots were carried through the village, and
the people jumped through the fire in order to be
purified and strengthened by contact with the
divinity.
Numerous references show that various
evil powers (perhaps blight and death), represented
cfemoniac
as
beings or witches, were especially
rampant on Samhain eve (BCel x. [1889] 214, 225,
xxiv. [1903] 172 Joyce, Soc. Hist, of Ana. Ireland,
1903, ii. 556 ; O'Grady, Silva Gadelica, London,
1892, ii. 374 ; Cymmrodor. vi. 176), and one of
these references snows that they were particularly
hostile to the crops and animals.
They may have
been conceived as combating the powers of light
and growth, which were thus assisted by the bonfire.
There are also traces of a traditional belief
that sacrifice was ofi'ered to them. In Welsh folklore the people rushed off as soon as the fire was
extinguished, to escape from the ' black sow who
captured the hindmost perhaps a reminiscence of
sacrifice (Rhys, Celtic Folklore, Oxford, 1901, i.
225), and early Irish literature refers to the tax of
the year's corn and milk, and of two-thirds of the
children born within the year, to the evil Fomorians
on Samhain eve. Keating (Hist. 300) also speaks
of a sacrifice to the gods, burned in the fire on
Samhain eve. But, though the powers of blight
may have been propitiated, it is not unlikely that
the primitive slaying of a human representative of
the corn-spirit or of some divinity of growth was
later conceived as such a propitiatory sacrifice. The
process of thought is difficult to follow, but it may
have seemed natural that, since the divine fire
acted magically upon the life of the sun, it would
act also upon the power of the god or spirit who
was consumed in it in human form. By dying, the
divine life was renewed and strengthened (see
Frazer, Adonis, 1906, p. 100). At the same time
we must not overlook the fact that the powers of
growth may themselves have come to be regarded
as evil in Christian times, just as the corn-spirit
was sometimes given a formidable aspect. The
black sow in the Welsh instance may have been
an earlier animal embodiment of the corn-spirit.
;

'

—

'

'
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had come

upon as more or less
events, the slaying of a human
representative of the corn-spirit can h:irdly be kept
apart from the victim slain at Samhain, more
especially as harvest is late in several Celtic regions
while, to judge by folk-custom, tlie slaying was
frequently connected with the threshing of the
gram, rather than with the harvcsf-field (Mannhardt. Myth. Forseh., Strassburg, 1884, p. 333tf.).
The slaying of the corn-spirit was probabfy derived
from the similar slaying of the tree-spirit at the
summer feast. The corn-spirit, like the latter, had
also various embodiments thelast sheaf, an animal,
or a human being ; and all of these had powers
whicli

demoniac.

At

to be looked

all

—

both of quickening and of strengthening the fruits
of the earth, cattle, and women, whUe there can be
little doubt that part of the flesh was also eaten
sacramentally (Mannhardt, 317 f ; Frazer, GB ^ ii.
288).
Possibly, too, as the representative of the
tree-spirit had once been a priest-king, so he who
represented the corn-spirit may have been called a
king also. This would account for the choosing of
a mock-king, e.g. the king of the bean, at winter
festivals (Hazlitt, 35 ; Chambers, Book of Days,
Edin. 1863, i. 62). This and the presence of
.

which were carried in procession,
their clothes distributed, and then finally burned
(Chambers, ii. 492 ; Hazlitt, 131), form survivals,
though somewhat apart from the date of Samhain,
which are doubtless derived from the ritual of the
corn-spirit, or perhaps that of the divine animal
associated in earlier times with it. But, since the
last sheaf representing the corn-spirit is usually
called by some female name,
the Maiden,' ' the
Mother,' etc., this shows that the corn-spirit had
originally been conceived as female doubtless as
a result of the fact that agricultural rites were first
in the hands of women ; while in survivals ultieffigies of saints,

'

—

mately derived from Samhain

rites

a 'queen' or

in evidence (Hazlitt, 97 ; Davies,
Mun. Records of York, London, 1834, p. 270). With
this we may also connect the fact that men disguised themselves as women at the calends. The
increased power of the fairies in Ireland the successors of gods of growth and fertility on Samhain
eve is easily explicable by the nature of the festivals,
'

Yule's wife

'

is

—

—

though they may have been sometimes confused
with the demoniac powers. The vaguer corn-spirits
doubtless became greater and more anthropomorphic divinities, and the slaying of one representative may have been changed to the slaughter
of several victims, where death was also considered

A

beneficial to vegetation.
similar evolution occurred in connexion with the vegetation spirit, while
a holocaust of ^detinis took the place of his representative. Doubtless among the rural people themselves the vaguer spirits and the older ritual still
prevailed with little change. This substitution of
several victims for one would account for the socalled sacrifice to the Fomorians, if they were aboriginal gods of fertility, and for the sacrificial cult
of Cromm Cruaich, connected in one place with
Samhain (see Celts, V. 2). The gods of growth,

evolved from these vaguer spirits, may well have
been conceived as in conflict with powers of blight
and death at this time, and this may have been
ritually represented by a combat.
"The story of
the battle of Magtured might then be regarded as
based on a myth which told of this conflict, and
which showed that, in spite of the apparent blight
in Nature, the powers of growth could not be
finally vanquished, but were victorious, like the

Tuatha De Danann, at
(4)

A yearly festival

this battle.
of the dead took place

on

Samhain eve at the beginning of winter, when the
powers of growth were at their weakest, and when
possibly a representative of the corn-spirit was
slain.
Hence this festival, like that of Lugna-

—
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sad, may have been associated with the spirits
of such victims.
Or a festival associated with
dying powers would easily become a feast of the
dead generally, while the dead themselves were
connected with the under- world god of fertility. In
Scandinavia the dead liave female spirit-guardians,
fylgjur, identified with the disir, also females,
living in the hollow hills and apparently earth-goddesses. The Celtic analogy is found in the Matres,
also earth-goddesses.
Christmas Eve was called

Mtidraniht, or Mothers' Night (Bede, de Temp.
Rat. 15) ; and, as many aspects of the winter festival
were dislocated and transferred to Christmas and
at the same time christianized, it is possible that
Samhain eve had, in pagan times, been the Mothers'
Night. Earth-goddesses probably preceded an earthgod, and hence they received the dead into their
keeping before the Celtic Dispater did so. Thus
the season of earth's decay was also the time at
which her children, the dead, were commemorated
(see Eaeth).
Samhain eve would thus correspond
to the Scandinavian Disabldt held about this time
a festival of the dead and the disir (VigfussonPowell, Corp. Poet. Bor., Oxford, 1883, i. 419). This
Celtic festival has left survivals in modern folkcustom. In Ireland all the dead come out of their
graves and visit the houses, where a good fire is
'

left

'

them (Curtin, Tales, 157 FL iv. [1893]
The same belief and custom obtain in

for

359).

;

La Ligende de la mort -, Paris,
1902, ii. 115).
Thus the festival of the dead brings
us back to the hearth, and it is not unlikely that
the Yule-log was originally associated ^\'ith Samhain, when new fire was kindled on the hearth, and
that the libations poured on it were intended for
the dead. The place of the two Christian feasts
of All Saints and All Souls on Nov. 1 and 2 (the
time of Samhain) remains to be explained. The
first, of earlier origin, was doubtless intended to
supplant the pagan festival of the dead. As it
failed to do so, a Christian feast of all the dead was
then originated to neutralize existing pagan rites
(Frazer, Adonis, 253 ff.).
In this it only partially
succeeded, but it is perhaps due to Christian influences that the more friendly aspect of the dead
has been largely forgotten, and that they are
associated in popular belief with demons, witches,
etc., whose power is great on Samhain eve, and
who are perhaps the representatives of the old
Brittany (Le Braz,

power

and death.

of blight

—

Beltane and Midsummer. These two festivals being twin halves of one early summer festival,
the object of which was to promote fertility in
field, fold, and house, the ritual acts of both may
be considered together.
3.

The word

Beliatie

was already a puzzle to early Irish philomeaning (1) hil tens, a goodly fire, or
newly-bom cattle (dine) were offered

logists, who explain it as
(2) bel diiie, because the

to a god Bel

(Cormac, in Stokes, Three Irish Glossaries,
p. 9, s.v. 'Bel, Beltaine'; Arch. Rev. i. [1888]
Joyce, Irish Names of Places -i, Dublin, 1901, i. 278 ;
RCel XXV. [1904] 86). The latter derivation is followed by those
who connect a Celtic god Bel or Belus with a borrowed Semitic
Baal. No such god is known, however, unless Belenos, Belisaraa,
be connected with Beltane, as some suppose. D'Arbois (ii. 243)
postulates a god of death, Beltene, deriving the word from
*beltu, 'to die,' and makes the festival his day.
But no such
god is known, and the feast was one of life and growth, not of
death. Stokes (Three Irish Glossaries, xxxv.) divides the word
into 'Belt -aine, while its root is perhaps the same as that of
the Lith. bdltas, white,' and the -aine is a termination as in
secMmaine, 'week.' In his Urkelt. Sprachschatz, 125, 164, he
shows, however, that its primitive form was the composite
*beto-te<p>nia., from *helo-s, 'clear' or 'shining,' the root of
the divine name Belenos, and te<j>>nos, 'Are' (O. Ir. ten).
Hence Beltane would have some such meaning as 'bright fire.'

London, 1862,
232

;

;

cf.

'

As at Samhain, the chief ritual act was the kindling of a bonfire by a spark from flint, or by friction
from a rotating wheel

(need-fire), frequently after
the fires of the district had been extinguished.
Cattle were driven through the fire or between two
fires lit,

as

Cormac

says,

by Druids with incanta-

(Celtic)

By this means, viz. contact with the divine
they were preserved from disease. Survivals
show that the festival was communal, since all the
inhabitants contributed to the fire, while its religious side is seen in the fact that, within recent times,
there was a service in church and a procession, and
mayor and priest attended the fire. They represented the earlier local chief and pagan priest.
The fire was sometimes lit round a tree, representing the vegetation spirit, or round a pole covered
with greenery (the Maypole of later survivals) or
a tree was cut and thrown into the fire (Hone, EveryDay Book, London, 1838, i. 849, ii. 595 ; Joyce, i.
216 RCel iv. [1879] 193). The people, probably
clad in leaves in order to assimilate themselves to
the vegetation spirit, danced sunwise round the
The
fire to the accompaniment of songs or chants.
dance, imitating the course of the sun, probably
was intended to assist it, for the livelier the dance
the better would be the harvest. The fire being
divine, the people crept through it to avoid disease
and ill-luck, to ensure prosperity, or to remove
They ran through the fields with
barrenness.
burning brands, or rolled blazing wheels over them,
or sprinkled ashes from the fire upon them, or preserved charred brands tiU the following year. The
tree itself was borne through the fields before being
burned. The houses of the folk were decked with
green boughs. All these rites had one end, viz.
to ensure fertility through contact with the divine
As in the Samhain
fire or the spirit of vegetation.
ceremonies, the fire represented and aided the sun ;
and, consequently, contact with the fire was
equivalent to contact with the divine sun. Animals were sacrificed, probably as representatives
of the spirit of vegetation or fertility. Among these
tions.
fire,

;

;

was the

horse, as

is

seen by Irish folk-survivals in

which a horse's skull and bones were placed in the
fire (Hone, ii. 595), or a man wearing a horse's
head and representing all cattle rushed through
the fire (Granger, Worship of Romans, London,
1895, p. 113f. ; for a legend of a speaking horse
coming out of a mound at Midsummer eve and
giving oracles, see Kennedy, Legendary Fictions
of the Irish Celts, 1866, p. 135). Some of the flesh
may have been eaten sacramentally, and some of
In French
it placed on the fields to fertilize them.
Midsummer survivals, animals were burned, sometimes being enclosed in osier baskets (Bertrand,
Gaidoz,
Rel. des Gaulois, Paris, 1897, p. 407
Esquisse de mythol. gauloise, Paris, 1879, p. 21).
Human victims seem also to have been burned in
the tire, or otherwise slain. Thus, in a Perthshire
survival, he who received a blackened portion of a
cake, the pieces of which were drawn by lot, was
the Beltane carline or ' devoted,' and a
called
pretence was made of throwing him into the fire,
and he was spoken of as dead (Stat. Ace. xi. 620)
while in France he who stumbled in leaping through
the fire was considered unlucky and devoted to the
fadets, or spirits (Bertrand, 119). In earlier times
such persons would be sacrificed. In other places
gigantic effigies made of osier were carried in pro;

'

'

cession or burned (Mannhardt,
1875, pp. 514, 523).

Baumkultus, Berlin,

Can the sacrifices to which these survivals bear witness be
connected with the periodic Celtic sacrifices for fertiHty referred
to by Caesar, Strabo, and Diodorus, all perhaps borrowing from
(p. 632), followed by Frazer (GB^ ui.
victims or animals were enclosed
a quinquennial or yearly festival and
consumed by fire. The victims were criminals or prisoners of
war, the former usually guilty of murder and Strabo (iv. 4. 4)
says that the greater the number of murders the greater was the
fertility of the land, probably meaning that where there were
many murders there would be a larger available number of
criminal victims for the sacrifice. In the osier images and in
the animal \ictims of late survivals, we may trace a connexion
with these rites, while the enclosing of the victims in osier cages
may be connected with the custom of decking a person in
greenery at the summer festival. In this case the person is a

Posi'donius, as

Mannhardt

Human

319), has suggested ?
in large osier images at

;

;
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representative of the Bpirit o( vcRetation.

were in
custom

The

Celtic holocaudtn

orii;in more llian fiacriflcial
they had originated in the
of slayinf; annuullj' one man wlio was an incarnation of
tlae veijetation-spirit.
On^rinally this man had been a priest;

(Celtic)

841

ary. The vegetation-spirit, slain a« tree, animal, or mon, died
that he might live, and his llesh quickened the encririca of earth
and man. So, too, the blazing lire assisted the life of the powera
of light and growth embodied in the sun, and in doing no aided
both man and beast and the earth and vegetation. All these
rites survived with little change into Christian times and were
vigorously combated by the Church (d'AchlSry, Sjnnl., Paris,
1U55-67, V. 210). Again, by associating the pagan Midsummer
feast with the festival of St. .lohn Baptist, or the pagan
rites
with the services and ritual of the Church, an attempt was made
to modify their sheer paganism.
But in neither case was it

king who had all the powers of the ve(,'etatlon spirit, hut in later
times a surrogate toolt hlH i>Iace and waa slain, though regarded
for the time as a god.
Gradually this slaying was looked upon
as a sacrince
hence it would naturally he thought that the
benefits of the rite would lie greater if the number of victims
was increased. This would account for those great periodic
holocausts, though elsewhere, as modern survivals show, the
older rite must have continued as it was. The victim was burned
effectually stifled.
in the fire a sun-charm
and thus vegetation received beneIt was usual to roll 'Beltane cakes' do'wn a
ficial effects from the victim himself and also from the fire in
again in evident imitation of the sun's
which he was consumed.
At first the vegetation-spirit had slope
been a tree-spirit which had power over growth, fertility, and
action ; but in some cases the luck of the owner
fruitfulness (GB- i. 188 ff.).
Hence a tree had a conspicuous of the cake was denoted by its remaining
whole
place in the summer festival, and it had all the virtues of the
or breaking— if it broke he would die within the
spirit which it embodied.
It was carried in procession, impartyear.
Perhaps we
ing these virtues to fields and houses branches were placed over
trace here an earlier
houses to obtain them by contact, the tree was burned as a
selection of a victim by lot, as in the case of the
method of slaying the spirit, or it was set up in the village for a lot by
the blackened fragment of cake. In anyear, so that its presence might bestow blessing, and was then
other survival, pieces of such a cake were given
burned at the ne.\t festival (Mannhardt, 177 GH'- i. 203 Brand,
Pop. Ant. i. 222 and passim Hone, ii. 695). Among the Celts,
to unnamed friendly powers and to animals hostUe
with whom the oak was specially sacred, that tree may have been
to the flocks (Pennant, Tour in Scotland, London,
used in the ritual, since it, above all, represented the spirit of
1774, i. 97).
If this was done in tlie primitive
growth and vegetation Here it is natural to connect the Druids'
pagan rite, there was a propitiation of beneficent
rite of culling the mistletoe with the burning of the sacred tree.
Pliny (HN xvi. 249 fl.) says that it was cut on the si.\th day of
and hostile powers— an example of the double outthe moon, though be does not specify the time of the year but
look of all primitive religion.
But probably in
magical plants, including mistletoe, are frequently gathered on
Midsummer eve in order to be effective, and it is far from their earliest use the cakes were sacramental in
certain that he is reporting all that the rite betokened. It may
character, and eaten by the folk, as in similar
well have been that the mistletoe (called in Gaelic svgk an
Teutonic instances (Grimm, Teut. Myth., 1880-88,
daraick, sap of the oak ') was culled because it was held to reiii.
As moisture was necessary for the
1239).
present the life of the tree, which could not be cut down and
burned till its life was secured, in accordance with a wide-spread growth of the crops, magical methods of obtaining
belief that the soul or life of man or god can be placed outside
it were in use at both the festivals.
Sacred wells
himself for safety and that he will die if any one secures it
were visited, and rain charms performed with
(MacOulloch, CF, London, 1905, ch. 6). But, as survivals, in
Hence such wells were deemed to
which a human effigy and a tree are burned together, show, a their waters.
human representative of the vegetation-spirit was brouglit into be specially efficacious in other ways at these
close connexion with the tree and was also slain (Mannhardt,
times, and
;

—

—

—

may

;

;

;

;

.

;

'
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ff.).

The

vegetation-spirit was given,

now an anthropomorphic form— hence

now a

therioinorphic,

could be represented
by beast or man, but in either case the tree itself remained as a
constant factor in the ritual. Hence the doubling of the treespirit's incarnation. Thus the gathering of the mistletoe secured
at once the life of the tree and that of the beast or man who
was also slain. Possibly the oxen slain at the mistletoe rite
may have been theriomorphic embodiments of the vegetationspirit, though, as a rule, a human embodiment was found
but
at this time human sacrifice had been prohibited in Gaul.
Frazer has, therefore, suggested that the mvth of Balder slain
by the mistletoe was derived from actual ritual in which the
mistletoe was plucked before the human incarnation of the
vegetation-spirit could be slain (GjS2 iii. 345). Thus in the
primitive Celtic summer ritual, the spirit or god of vegetation,
the tree, and the animal or human victim were one their life
was in the mistletoe they could not be slain until it was plucked.
This done, they were burned in the fire which represented the
Bun, the visible power of life and growth. Hence both fire and
Blam god had a fertilizing power. Flames, smoke, burning
brand, ashes, and pieces of the victim aided whatever they
touched, purifying, strengthening, fertihzing. Hence people
leapt through the Are, or passed their cattle through it, or believed that the tire or smoke fertilized their fields, or carried
brands through them, or sprinkled them with ashes, or buried
part of the victim in them, or preserved the brands in their
houses. Probably part of the victim was eaten sacramentally—
a rite to which Pliny may refer when he speaks of the Celtic belief
that to eat human flesh was considered most wholesome (BX
XXX. 1). The virtue of fire and victim was magico-sacramental.
Through them, men, animals, and vegetation were brought into
touch with the divine spirit. And in like manner fire and slain
victim reacted beneficially upon the gods or spirits whom they
represented, the fire upon the sun, the dying god upon the god
who lived again. From such vegetation-spirits the greater
Celtic gods of growth were probably evolved.
"The blazing wheel, rolled down a slope or through the fields,
imitated the progress of the sun, assisting it and also benefiting
the crops. Such an imitation of the sun's motion is found in
other rites, e.g. circumambulating house, cattle, or crops with
fire
the direction of the sun (deiseit), with the same intention
of benefit to them.
Here, too, we see the origin of the common
Celtic practice of walking de.iseil round some object on any
important occasion. Origmating in the idea that to imitate the
acton of the sun is beneficial, it was held that to do so brought
good luck and repelled evil influences. Thus in the Ciichulainn
cycle, when Medb is setting out for the war, her charioteer
makes her chariot describe a right-hand turn (deiseil) to repel
evil omens (Leabhar na hUidhre, 65).
In late survivals the
deiseil action occurs in manifold forms.
By a further process of
thought. It was believed that the blazing wheel in its course
earned off evils from the community, just as, in all probability,
evils were laid on the slain divine representative (Hone, i.
846 Hazlitt, ii. 346), whether animal or human (see CiEcnMAMBULATION, PRATER WHEELS).
Thus the two chief rites of the Beltane and Midsummer
festivals, as also those of Samhain, were mutually complementit

;

;

;

m

;

people visited them for healing and
other purposes (Hazlitt, i. 38, ii. 340; New Stat.

Ace, Wigtown, 1834-44, p. 208). The customs of
bathing in May dew and bathing in a river at

Midsummer were originally connected with the
magical methods of producing moisture. There
was also a dramatic representation of the conflict
between the powers of growth and those of blight,
or between summer and winter, with the victory
of the former at this period.
Traces of this ritual
combat are found all over Europe, and notably so
in the

combat

of the forces of the

Queen

of

May

with those of the Queen of Winter on Laa-Boaldyn
(Beltane) in the Isle of Man ((?£= ii. 99; Grimm,
ii. 765 ; Moore, Folk-lore
of Isle of Man, London,
1891, p. 112).
These combats had doubtless the
intention of aiding the actual powers of growth
and certain myths, e.g. that of the Tuatha D6
Danann vanquishing the Firbolgs on May-day,
and, in Wales, that of the fight of Gwythur with
Gwyn for the possession of Creidylad, probably
were based upon the ritual. The presence of the
May- king and May-queen in popular survivals,
and the fact that their pagan predecessors were
incarnations of male and female spirits of fertility
or vegetation, suggest that the sacred marriage
was also part of the summer ritual. In worldwide agricultural rites the symbols or actual
human representatives of these spirits or divinities
were vmited temporarily, the object of the union
being to promote the fertility of the soil through
mimetic magic (GB- ii. 205).
Probably a considerable amount of general sexual licence for the
same magical end occurred at the same time.
4. Female cults of fertility.— At the winter and
summer festivals a divine victim— the king-priest
or his surrogate— was slain, in order to aid the
processes of growth and fertility. But, as Celtic
divinities and spirits were once mainly female, and
as the processes of agriculture were once in the
hands of women, the rites out of which these
elaborate festivals sprang were doubtless also at
one time confined to them.
The divine victim
would then be a female
the priestess or her
surrogate
representing a female divine being.
'

—

—

;
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The
Certain survivals point in this direction.
slaying of a female representative of the spirit is
suggested in the name cailleach bealtine, Beltane
carline' or 'old woman,' applied to the devoted
person in the Highland survivals (see above, 840').
Though this person vpas a male, the name shows
that in earlier times the victim was a woman. In
winter festivals derived from Samhain, men
'

masqueraded as women (Chambers, Med. Stage,
in local observances of St. Catherine's
ii. App. N)
Day, Nov. 25, a qneen was chosen by girls
Yule's wife as well as Yule had her place at
;

'

'

'

'

'

'

the Christmas pageants (Hazlitt, i. 97 ; Davies,
Mun. Bee. of York, 270). Again, at the summer
festival, the May-queen had frequently in survivals a more prominent place than the Mayking.
In both cases such 'queens' were the
incarnations of a female spirit of fertility, an
earth-goddess or vegetation-spirit, and were slain
by the women who practised the cult. And if, as
is probable, the witch orgies are remains of primitive female cults, the special activity of witches
on Beltane eve, especially on hills which were
formerly the site of worship (Grimm, iii. 1051),
may also point in this direction. Later, gods
took the place of goddesses, priests of priestesses,
But
and male victims were accordingly slain.
sporadically the female cults probably still held
their ground.
This may explain some classical
notices of female worship on Celtic ground.
Strabo (iv. 4. 6) mentions sacrifices paid to native
goddesses, whom he calls Demeter and Kore,' on
an island near Britain. The cult resembled that
of the chthonian goddess at Samothrace, i.e. it
was a cult of fertOity in which female divinities
were worshipped. These divinities may stUl be
represented in the sheaves of corn called the Old
Woman and the Maiden, the corn-spirits of the
past and the future year. The seed of the latter
was mixed with next year's seed-corn, that the
life of the goddess might pass into the seed sown
(Frazer, GB^ ii. 171 tt'.). Probably the goddesses
were once represented by actual personages, whose
blood was used to fertilize the seed-corn. Such a
rite may underlie Strabo's account of the Namnite
'

women who worshipped Dionysus on an

island at

the mouth of the Loire, which no man might visit
(iv. 4. 6).
Yearly they unroofed the temple and
the same day re-roofed it, each woman bearing a
supply of materials ; but she who dropped her load
(and this always happened) was torn in pieces and
her remains carried round the temple with wild
Dionysius Periegetes (v. 570) says the
cries.
mysteries took place at night in honour of earthgoddesses, with a great clamour, and that the women
were crowned with ivy. The whole reference is
obscure, but it might be possible to connect it
with rites of fertility, if the flesh of the victim
was carried to the mainland and there used to
fertilize the soil or the seed-corn.
This assumes
that she was slain as the incarnation of divinity.
Perhaps Strabo was mistaken in saying that a god
was worshipped the cult may have been that of a
goddess, as Dionysius reports. Another cult is reported by Pliny (xxii. 1) as occurring among the
Britons.
In it nude women stained with woad
took part. This ritual, which may be connected
with that of which the Lady Godiva procession is
a survival (Hartland, Science of Fairy Tales,
London, 1891, p. 84 ft".), is again suggestive of
agricultural magic, in which nudity is essential to
fertility.
The same purpose is ett'ected by dressing
in foliage, thus effectively personating the spirit
of vegetation, and this may explain why the
Namnite women were crowned with ivy, and also
whjr, as Diodorus reports (xxxi. 13 [ed. Dindorf,
Paris,
1S42, ii. 499]), sacrificial victims were
The latter custom might
crowned with leaves.
;

(Celtic)

be an extension of the more primitive one. Just
sporadically the cults of women held their
ground, so earlier goddesses of fertility sometimes
remained even after the divinities or spirits of
fertility and growth, of corn and vegetation, had
been conceived as male. The image of a goddess,
called by St.
Gregory of Tours Berecyntia
(probably a native goddess [? Brigindu] assimilated
to Cybele under this name), was borne through
the fields and vineyards, on her festival and in
time of scarcity, while the worshippers sang and
danced before it (PG v. 1463 ; Greg. Tours, de
Glor. Conf. 77
Sul. Sev. Vita S. Mart. 9).
Such
a lustration of the fields with an image in order
to fertilize them is found in many regions (cf. the
procession of the Germanic Nerthus [Tac. Germ.
40]), and we have already seen that the tree representing the vegetation-spirit was similarly borne
through the fields, and probably the image has here
replaced such a divine tree. The practice continued
even among Celtic religious communities, either
with the image of a saint or with his relics
(Adamnan, Vita Columb. ii. 45). The washing of
the image after the lustration probably as a raincharm is not referred to in the local Gaulish instance, but was commonly used elsewhere ; hence
it may be assumed that it occurred, since on Celtic
ground the washing of images of saints for that
purpose frequently took place.
as

;

—

—

—

The first day of August, or
5. Lugnasad.
more probably in earlier times some day in midAugust, occurring midway between Beltane and
Samhain, was observed as a festival. It began
the autumn or harvest-season, and was probably
a harvest festival associated with the ofiering
though it is doubtful whether, in
Britain and Ireland at least, the harvest would he
ingathered by August 1.
This points to midAugust as the earlier date of the festival, whUe,
as we have seen, part of the ritual of the harvest
festival passed to the Samhain feast.
One name
of the day, Br6n Trogain, is explained as
the
earth is afflicted or under fruit,' Trogan being a
name for the earth (' Wooing of Emer,' Arch. Bev.
i.
232 ; O'Donovan, liii. ). The day was dedicated
among the Celts, as the corresponding Lammas
among the Anglo-Saxons, to a sacrifice of the
fruits of the soil (Vallancey, quoted by Hone, i.
1063).
But the day was associated ^vith the god
Lug hence its Irish name, Lugnasad, in Scots
Gaelic Lunasdal, in Manx Laa-Lhuanys. Cormac
a festival or game
(p. 99) explains Lugnasad as
of Lug mac Eithlenu, which was celebrated by him
in the beginning of autumn.'
But the Rennes
Dindsenchas {BCel xvi. [1895] 51) says that Lug's
foster-mother Tailtiu was buried on that day, and
that Lug directed an assembly and games to be
convened then as a yearly memorial of her at her
grave-mound. This may be a later explanation of
the slaying of the corn-spirit in a human representative.
In primitive times, when agriculture
was in the hands of women, the victim would be a
female, later euhemerized as Tailtiu, perhaps herself at one time regarded as the corn-goddess
evolved from an earlier corn-spirit. In other parts
of Ireland, as at Carman in Leinster, the festival
was associated with the death of a woman Carman
who had evil designs upon the com of the Tuatha
D6 Danann, but a variant made it commemorative
of the death of a king. Carman {BCel xv. [1894]
313 f.). This may suggest different conceptions of
the personality of the corn-divinity, now a goddess,
now a god, the one having female, the other male
representatives whUe, in the case of the god, the
male victim may have been regarded as a king, on
the analogy of the representative of the spirit of
vegetation. When the festival, as at Tailtiu, was
further associated with Lug, it would be easy to
itself

of firstfruits,

'

;

'

;

;
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connect

tlie goddess Tailtiu with the god, in the
relation of foster-mother, as the euhenierized myth
sets fortli.
The association of Lug, probably a
Bun-god, with the festival is also suggestive of the
victory of the powers of light and growth over
those of blight, as evidenced by a plentiful harvest.
The people rejoiced in presence of the victorious
god. Bonfires may have been lit in honour or in
aid of the sun-god, and the magical cult of the
waters was also in evidence. Cattle were swum
through a pool or river so that they might live
through the year, and in recent times in the Isle
of Man bottles were filled with the water of sacred
wells (Vallancey, quoted by Hazlitt, ii. 340 ; Rhys,
Celtic Heathendom, London, 1888, p. 422). Besides
this agricultural aspect, the local assemblies at
Lugnasad had also their social side.
These
assemblies were fairs at which horse-races took
place -Lug being the introducer of such races

—

(Leabhar Laignech,

— while

marriages were
have been more inclined
to enter upon wedlock when their garners promised
to be full.
But it is also possible that behind this
lies an earlier promiscuous love-making as a result
of the frenzied festival gladness, or with the object
also arranged.

10, 2)

Men may

of magically assisting the fruitfulness of the soil.
Possibly, too, the rite of the divine marriage was
also a part of the festival proceedings. At all
events tliere are hints that it was connected with
Lug's marriage, though the texts explain this as
his ' wedding the kingship on the occasion of his
being made king after the battle of Magtured
(Rhys, 414) a phrase which may be an allegorical
method of stating what was ritually enacted, viz.
the wedding of the divine king, the incarnation
of Lug, who received the kingdom by virtue of
his marriage with a daughter of the royal house,
in accordance with the laws of female succession
or the matriarchate.
In another text this allegorical interpretation is more plainly seen, for
here the kingdom or sovereignty of Erin belongs
to an actual though mysterious queen who is found
in a magic palace with Lug (O'Curry,
Mat.,
Dublin, 1861, p. 618). For this reason Rhys explains
nasad, not as Cormac = 'festival, 'butas 'awedding,'
the word perhaps having the same origin as Lat.
nexus (op. cit. 415).
The proper observance of
Lugnasad, like that of the festival at Carman
held on the same day, though not apparently in
connexion with Lug, produced plenty of milk,
grain, and fruit, as well as general prosperity and
fi'eedom from disease ; but evil certainly followed
any neglect of it.
cannot doubt that the seed
of the last sheaf, representative of the corn-spirit,
preserved
was
to mix with the next year's gTain,
in order to increase its fertility by contact with
the divine cereal, while the cattle were made to
eat straw for the same purpose ; or that the human
incarnation of the corn-spirit was slain, and his
blood or flesh mixed with the grain for the same
purpose, or eaten by the worshippers. To neglect
this rite would cause a less bountiful harvest, and
from this thought may have sprung the wider ideas
about observance or neglect of the festival itself.
Though Tailtiu is mentioned as the place where
'all Ireland' met to celebrate the feast, this is
certainly an exaggerated way of describing many
such central gatherings, since we know of others
held, e.g., at Carman and Cruachan. Probably the
gathering of 'all Gaul' at Lugudunum, 'town of
Lugus' (Lyons), may be similarly explained. In
this case the gathering on August 1, originally in
honour of Lugus and of the same nature as the
insular Celtic Lugnasad, was held in honour of
Augustus, and was called, after his name, the
Peast of Augustus. This still survives in Welsh
'

—

MS

We

Gwyl Awst, the August,
Augustus

festival,

or,

more probably, the

proving that the romanizing of

(Chinese)
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the native feast had spread to Britain.
Similarly
the cliristianizing of the pagan ollering .if firstfruits has issued in the Lammas customs.
But
relics of the earlier pagan rites still mark the

modern ob-servance

of the day.

These greater periodic Celtic festivals may be
regarded as the final development of village rituals
for fertility at certain times throughout the year,
which were more or less liable to variation. The
6.

festivals concerned the antliropomorphic divinities
of growth, and were apparently lield as central
gatherings. But side by side with them the older
village rituals may have continued.
How far the
folk associated the latter with such anthropomorphic divinities is unknown, but they may

simply have concerned themselves with the cult
of the older spirits of fertility, of vegetation, of
the corn. In any case, no strict line can be drawn
between the festivals and the village rituals. Their
central purpose was the same, though the festivals
may have extended their scope and what we know
of the ritual of the festivals constantly recalls that
of popular survivals of the village cults.
The ruder
aspects of such rituals have been held to be preCeltio in origin (Gomme, Ethnology in Folklore,
London, 1892, p. 30 ff.).
That the pre-Celtic
peoples had such cults cannot be doubted, but
everything goes to show that Celtic institutions
had emerged out of a savage past, that much in
the ritual of the Celts was rude and cruel, and
that, if they accepted aboriginal cults, it was only
because such cults were already familiar to
;

themselves.
See also artt.

CALENDAR (Celtic), CELTS.
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Chinese work Ts'ing-Kwei,

'

(Chinese).— The
Regulations of the

Priesthood,' contains instructions for the observall festivals and fasts throughout the year.
They are [Jan. 1912] as follows
1. National.
(1) The Emperor's birthday.
The
festival commences three days before and continues for three days after. It is called Sheng-tsie,
' sacred
festival.
The Empress's birthday.
(2)
(3) The day of receiving an Imperial message at a
monastery. (4) Four monthly feasts at the new,
and full moon, the 8th, and the 23rd days of the
month. They are called Kin-ming si-chai, ' the four
feasts illustriously decreed.'
(5) Anniversaries of
Emperors' deaths, of the present dynasty only.
2. Celestial beings.
(1) Day of worshipping

ance of

:

—

'

—

—

Devas. The authority for the observances rests on
Kin-Kwang-ming-king, the bright sutra of golden
light.'
(2) Eclipses of sun and moon, the celestial
'

bodies being addressed, in the services, as Bodhisattvas (g.v.), and the power of Buddha evoked to
deliver them.
(3) Sacrifice to the moon on the 15th
day of the 8th month, this being the moon's birthday.
various
(4) Prayer for fine weather, to
Buddhas. (5) Prayer to Wei-to, protector of the
Buddhist religion. If supplies at the monasteries
fail, Wei-to is appealed to to replenish them.
(6)
Birthday of Wei-to, on the 3rd (or 13th) day of the
6th month. (7) Birthdays of the divine protectors
of monasteries
(a) Ewa-kwang, on the 28th day
of the 9th month ; (6) Lung-wang, dragon-king
(c) Kwan-ti,
god of war,' on the 13th day of the
5th month, though the 24th day of the 6th month
is the date in the national annals.
(8) Birthdays
of the kitchen-god, on the 24th day of the 6th
month, the 3rd of the 8th, and the 24th of the 12th.
:

'

'

'

—

';
;
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Buddhas and Bodhisattvas.— (1) Birthday

3.

of Mi-liFo (Maitreya Buddha), 1st day of 1st month.
entrance into
(2) Anniversary of Sakyamuni's
Nirvana, 15th day of 2nd month. (3) Birthday of
'Kwan-shi yin p'u-sa,' or Avalokitesvara {g.v.),
19th day of 2nd month. (4) Birthday of ' P'u-hien
p'u-sa,' or Samantabhadra, a fictitious Buddha of

northern Buddhism, 21st day of 2nd month. (5)
Birthday of the female Buddha, Chun-ti, 6th day
Wenshu p'u
(6) Birthday of
of the 3rd month.
4th
sa,' or Manjusri Bodhisattva, 4th day of the
month. (7) Birthday of Sakyamuni, 8th day of
the 4th month. (8) Birthday of Ta-shi-chi p'u-sa,'
This Bodhisattva, with
1st day of the 7th month.
Kwan-yin and Amitabha, are 'the tliree sages
of the West.'
(9) Birthday of Ti-tsang p'u-sa,
30th day of the 7th month. (10) Birthday of Yo-

(Christian)

We keep the eighth day for rejoicwhich also Jesus rose from the dead.' The
Didache (early in 2nd cent.) contains the passage
On the Lord's own day (Kara KvpiaKriP
(ch. 14)
dk Kvpiov) gather yourselves together and break
bread and give thanks.' Ignatius in his Ep. to the
Magnesians (same period) speaks (oh. ix.) of those
who had been converted from Judaism as no
occur (oh. 15)

'

:

ing, in

'

:

'

longer observing Sabbaths, but fashioning their
lives after the Lord's Day, on which our life (he
says) also rose through Him.' The latter passages
seem to fix the meaning of the Lord's day (^ KvpiaKT\
Justin Martyr's description of
Tjliipa.) in Rev P°.
the worship of Christians on the day of the sun
is well known {Apol. i. 67).
Wednesdays and
(b) From very early times
Fridays were observed by Christians as half-fasts
semijejunia (Tert. de Jejun. 13), so called because
sh'i Fo (the Buddha who instructs in healing),
they were not prolonged beyond the ninth hour,
or Bhaisajyaguru Buddha, 30th day of the 9th
month. (11) Birthday of 0-mi-to Fo, or Amida, i.e. the middle of the afternoon. They are menLet not your fasts
Amitabha Buddha, 17th day of the 11th month. tioned in the Didache (ch. 8)
be with the hypocrites, for they fast on the second
(12) Anniversary of elevation of Sakyamuni to the
and fifth day of the week, but ye shall fast on the
rank of Buddha, 8th day of 12th month.
fourth day and on the Preparation (irapair/cewj, see
4. Characters in Chinese Buddhist history.— (1)
15''^).
The allusion is to the Jewish weekly fasts
Death of Pochang, 19fch day of 1st month. (2)
Death of Hwei-yuen, a founder of the Tsing-tu referred to in Lk 18"^. In the Shepherd of Hermas
(1st half of 2nd cent.) (Simil. v. 1) the author
school, 6th day of 8th month.
(3) Death of Taufasting and holding a station.'
siuen, a founder of the discipline school, 3rd day speaks of himself as
This word, which is explained by TertulUan (de
of 10th month.
(4) Anniversary of death of Bodhidharma (Ta-mo), the first of the six patriarchs, Orat. 19) as a military term implying that Christians
5th day of 10th month. (5) Death of Hien-shen, were then specially on guard, is his name for the
founder of the school bearing his name, 14th day of two weekly fasts (de Jejun. 2 and 14). Clem. Alex.
11th month. (6) Death of Chi-k'ai, founder of the (Strom, vii. [PG ix. 504]) also mentions these fasts,
but without using the word 'station.' The fasts
T'ien-t'ai School, 24th day of 11th month.
of Wednesday and Friday are still continued in
(1) First day of
5. Supplemental anniversaries.
the year, special worship. (2) End of winter, the East in the West, Friday alone, as a rule, is
These days were also marked by
so observed.
Kia,i-tung, 15th day of 1st month.
(3) Birthday
assemblies for worship (synaxes). In Africa at
of 6akra, 9th day of 1st month.
(4) Birthday of
Yo-wang p'u-sa, medical king and Bodhisattva, the end of the 2nd cent, the Eucharist was cele15th day of the 4th month. (5) Commencement brated as on Sundays (Tert. de Orat. 19) and this
was also the case in Jerusalem, except during
of summer, 16th day of 4th month. (6) Yu-lan-p'en,
ceremony for feeding hungry ghosts, 15th day of Lent, in the 4th cent. (Etheria, Peregrin, iv. 3)
v. 22) and at Rome
7th month. (7) End of summer, 16th day of 7th but at Alexandria (Socrates,
month. (8) Birthday of the Bodhisattva Lung- (Innocent I., Ep. ad Decent. 4 [PL xx. 556]) at
this latter date the service was non-liturgical.
shu, or Dragon-tree,' 25th day of the 7th month.
(c) There was a tendency at first, as might be
(9) Birthday of the ancient Buddha Jan-teng,
'Light Lamp (Dipaiiikara Buddha), whose disciple, expected, among Christians of Jewish race to conin a former kalpa, Sakyamuni was, 22nd day of 8th tinue the observance of Saturday (the Sabbath)
month. (10) Commencement of winter (Li-tung), hut this practice came to be regarded as a mark of
2'^
Ignat. ad Magn. ix., Ep. to
15th day of 10th month. (11) Birthday of the Judaizing (Col
do not hear again of any
Bodhisattva Hwa-yen, 29th day of the 12th month. Diognetus, 4 [c. 150]).
observance of Saturday until the 4th century. It
(12) Winter solstice ; special worship.
In this popular calendar, the Ts'ing-Kwei, no then in the East had become a day of worship,
mention is made of anything astronomical. The generally eucharistic, and bore a festal character,
Buddhists have arranged their calendar of festivals fasting being forbidden on it, except on Easter
and fasts to suit the Chinese months ' (see Even (Counc. of Laod. 16 and 49 [Mansi, ii. 567, 571]
Apost. Const. V. 14, 20, vii. 23 [ed. Funk] ; Basil,
Calendar [Chinese]).
In the West, on the
Literature. — E. J. Eitel, Handbook for the Student of Ep. 93 {PG xxxii. 483]).
Chinese Buddhism, London, 1870 C. F. Neumann, Catechism
contrary, except at Milan, Saturday became a day
S. Beal, Catena of of fasting and was non-liturgical (Aug. Ep. xxxvi.,
of the Shamans, Eng. tr., do. 1831
Buddhist Scriptures from the Chinese, do. 1S71 M. Anesaki,
Probably the Saturday
liv. [PL xxxiii. 137, 201]).
Chinese Agamas and Pali Nikayas,' JRAS, 1901 S. Beal,
Buddhism in China, London, 1884 J. W. Young, Feestdagen fast originated in the custom, which arose as
der ChineezendoorTshoa-tse-koan,' in Tijdschr. vor ind. Taal-,
time
of
TertuUian,
of occasionally proearly as the
Land' en Volkenkunde, xxxii. [1889] F. K. Ginzel, Bandlonging the Friday fast to the following day. This
buch der mathemalischen und technischen Chronologic, Leipzig,
practice is called by him 'continuare jejunium'
19068., i. 483-86.
J. H. BATESON.
(de Jejun. 14) subsequently the word superponere,
FESTIVALS
(Christian).—!. regarded as a literal tr. of inreprWeaBai, was applied
Days of weekly observance. The week of seven to it (Victorinus, de Fab. Mundi [end of 3rd cent. ;
days was taken over by Christians from the Jewish PL v. 304, 306] Counc. of Elvira [324], canons 23
Church with a change in the sacred day the first, and 26 [Mansi, ii. 9, 10]).
Our Lord's death and resur2. Lent and Easter.
the day hallowed by Christ's resurrection, occupying
rection took place about the time of the Passover.
the place of the seventh.
It was inevitable, therefore, that the Apostles, who
(a) The observance of the first day of the week,
as the day when Christians met together specially were Hebrews, and their converts, who at the first
for
the breaking of the bread,' is already noted were of the same race, shoiild attach a new
in the NT Jn 20"- =«, Ac 20', 1 Co 16-).
In the Christian significance to the ancient festival.
Epistle of Barnabas (end of 1st cent.) the words There seems to be an intimation of this in 1 Co.
J. Edkins, Chinese Buddhism, London, 1880, pp. 205, 212.
The letter was written after a winter, yet before
'

'

'

'

'

'

:

'

'

Mk

'

—

;

;

HE

'

'

;

We

;

;

;

'

;

'

;

;

;
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—

'
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Pentecost (16^-'), therefore about the Passover
season and in it (5') St. Paul speaks of Clirist as
our Pascha [here = Paschal viutim] which hath
been sacrificed.' It is on the occasion of the early
dispute about the time of its celebration that we
have the first historical notice of the Christian
Pascha. Polycrates, Bishop of Ephesus, and Irensens, Bishop of Lyons, in their letters to Victor of
Rome (last decade of 2nd cent.) trace the Quartodeciman custom of proconsular Asia back to Polyoarp (t 155), who claimed for it the authority of
St. John.
The custom of Rome is traced by
Irenajus up to Bishop Xystus (c. 120), further than
whom apparently the tradition did not go (Euseb.
;

'

HE V.

24).

(a) Easter never stood alone
it came
as a day of rejoicing after a fast which commemorated the death and burial of Christ. The word
Pascha for the first three centuries signified not
Easter, but Good Friday (Tert. adv. Jud. 10 ; de
3.

Lent.

'

j

'

Bapt. 19)

and

;

this

meaning was supported by a
it was derived from iriaxui

singular notion that
(Iren. iv.

10

The

531]).

[PG

vii.

fast, to

1000]

;

which at

Lact.

iv.

26

[PL

vi.

more importance
the festival which followed,
first

was attached than to
was not of long duration.

Irenseus, in his letter
to Victor (mentioned above, 2), alludes to difl'erent
usages as prevailing in his time, and long before
(ttoXi) irp&repov).
'Some think,' he writes, 'they
ought to fast one day, others two, others even
more others reckon the period as 40 hours day
and night.' The 40 hours may be illustrated by
passages from Tertullian (de Jejun. 2, 13 [PL
ii. 1006, 1023]), in which he speaks of the custom
of fasting during the days ' when the bridegroom is
:

taken away' (Mt 9'°), i.e. the period from Good
Friday evening to Easter morning. In Alexandria,
in the middle of the 3rd cent., we are informed
that some fasted during the whole week before
Easter Day, others for shorter periods, and that
the fasting varied in degree of rigour (Dion. Alex.
Letter to Basilides, in Feltoe, Dionysius of Alexandria, Cambridge, 1904, p. 101 f.).
(6) The mention of a Lent of forty days (Quadragesima, TEaaapaKonTTf) first occurs in the fifth
canon of the Council of Nicsea (325) (Mansi, ii.
669) ; and, the reference being only a note of time
(irpb T^5 TeuaapaKosTTii), a well-established [custom
is implied.
The period from henceforth is frequently mentioned as a time of preparation of catechumens for baptism, for the discipline of penitents,
and generally of spiritual retreat for Christians.
Such exercises naturally involved fasting but the
practice varied in different countries. See, further,
;

Fasting (Christian), II. 2.
4. Holy Week (Major or sancta Hebdomas, i]
i^So/ias fi€yd\7i or ayia).
(a) Palm Sunday (Dominica
in Palmis, i] KvpiaK-rj twv ^atav).
The procession

—

—

of palm-bearers in memory of Christ's triumphal
entry into Jerusalem six days before His passion,
from which the title of this Sunday is derived,
took its origin in Jerusalem. Etheria (Peregrinatio)^ relates how the whole Christian community
there went on the evening of this day to the Mount
of Olives, where a religious service was held, and
thence returned home in procession carrying
branches of palm or olive and singing, ' Blessed is
he that cometh in the name of the Lord.'
The
ceremony was not introduced into the West until
much later. Isidore of SeviUe (early in 7th cent.)
is

acquainted with the

name Dies palmarum,' but
'

1 The Peregrinatio Etkeriae is a MS discovered by I.
F.
Gamurrini at Arezzo, and published by him in 1887. It is an
account of a pilgrimage to J erusalem, addressed by a Spanish
nun to her sisters in religion. Her name was at first wrongly
supposed to be Silvia (see Duchesne, Christian Worship^, p.
An ed. of the Peregrinatio, with an Eng. tr. by Bishop
490).
Bernard, is published in the Palestine Pilgrims' Text Society
London, 1891. The portions relating to the order of church
ofScea at Jerusalem with a tr. are given in Duchesne, Eng. ed.

(Christian)

84fi

not with the procession (dc OJfic. Eccl. i. 28 [PL
Ixxxiii. 763]).
The Grtasian and Grc'iorian Sacra,m,enlaries also have the name
but no service for
the blessing of palms or for the jirocession is mentioned until the second half of the 9th cent. (Amalarius, de Off. i. 10 [PL cv. 1008]).
At an earlier period a rite of general observance
on Palm Sunday was the traditio symboli,' the
imparting to the catechumens who had been under
instruction during Lent of the words of the Creed
for the first time. This ceremony formed the chief
characteristic of the Sunday next before Easter in
service-books in which the name Palm Sunday is
unknown. Thus in the Sacramentarium Gallicanum and the Missale Gothicum (ed. Muratori) the
service for the day is called Missa in Symboli
;

'

'

Traditione.'

Maundy Thursday

in ccena Domini,
Lord's institution
of the Eucharist on the day before He suttered is
commemorated in the liturgical epistle taken from
1 Co 11, in all the Western Service-books and
in the Greek rite.' In Africa on this day the
Eucharist was partaken of after the evening meal,
contrary to the usual requirement of fasting communion, in order to reproduce the circumstances of
the institution. The 3rd Council of Carthage (397),
can. 29, exempts even the celebrant on this one
occasion from the rule of fasting
Ut sacramenta
altaris non nisi a jejunis hominibus celebrentur, excepto uno die anniversario quo coena Domini celebratur (Mansi, iii. 885). St. Augustine {Ep. liv. 7
ad Januar. [PL xxxiii. 204]) refers to the practice,
and gives as an additional reason for it the custom
of bathing on this day in preparation for Easter,
which he deemed incompatible with fasting
quia
jejunia simul et lavacra tolerare non possunt.' The
Trullan Council (680), can. 29, expressly cancelled
the exception allowed by the Council of Carthage,
and made the rule of fasting communion absolute
(Mansi, xi. 956).
Other features of this day were the reconciliation
of penitents (Innocent I., Ep. ad Decent. 7 [PL xx.
559]), and the consecration of the holy oils for
baptism, confirmation, and the unction of the sick
(Isidore of Seville, de Off. i. 29 [PL Ixxxiii. 764]).
The latter rite is still retained in the Latin
Church. The feet-washing of inferiors by superiors
which, being known as the 'mandatum,' gave its
(b)

i)

ayia Kal /leyiXr)

(Feria

irefiirTri).

v.

— Our

:

'

'

:

'

to
Maundy Thursday, seems to be first
mentioned in a canon of the 17th Council of Toledo
(694) (Mansi, xii. 98), which complains that it was
neglected in some places, and for the future enforces
the observance on all bishops and priests. The
name is taken from the anthem sung during the
ceremony, Novum mandatum do vobis ( Jn 13**).
See Feet-washing.
(c) Good Friday (Feria vi. in Parasceues, ii ayia

name

'

'

'

'

or ij i]fi4pa rou aravpov or i]
anniversary of our Lord's death is
the only day in the year when by general custom the
Eucharist is not celebrated a custom which was
formerly extended to Easter Eve (Innocent I., Ep.
ad. Decent. 4 [PL xx. 556]), as it is still in the
Eastern Church. The first part of the service for
Good Friday in the Roman Missal consisting of
lessons from Holy Scripture and Collects, followed
by a series of intercessory prayers probably preserves the type of worship originally used in the
West on non-liturgical days (Duchesne, Christian
Worship, 172, 248). At a later date (7th or 8th
1 In the calendar of Polemius Silvius (448) (Pi xiii. 676)
Kal fieydXr] irapaiTKevri
aojTTipia).

—The

—

—

—

the 24th March is marked as Natalis calicis,' the birthday of
the chalice. This is in accordance with an early belief that the
25th March was the day of Christ's death, and the 27th of His
resurrection. The festival seems to have been generally observed in Gaul, as we have fragments of sermons preached on
the occasion by Avitus of Vienne (c. 518) (PL lix. 302, 306, 308,
321), and it is mentioned by Eligius of Noyon (c. 640-659^
*

(hom. 10 [PL Ixxxvii.

628]).

;
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) this service was elaborated by the introduction of the ceremonies of the Adoration of the
The
Cross and the Mass of the Presanctified.

cent.

former appears in the Gelasian Sacramentary and
in the Oraines Bomani dating from the 9th cent,
(ed. Mabillon in Museum Italicum, reprinted PL
It is omitted in the Gregorian Sacram.,
Ixxviii.).
probably because this book gives only the prayers
said by the Pope (Duchesne, 248 n.). It came to
the West from Jerusalem, where on this day, in
the 4th cent., the true cross, discovered, as alleged,
by the Empress Helena, was brought out to be
kissed by the faithful (Etheria, Peregrinatio). The
Mass of the Presanctified is the communion of the
priest, and formerly of the people also, with the
Sacrament consecrated on the previous day. The
rite was borrowed from the East, where, on days
on which the Eucharist was not permitted to be
celebrated, the Liturgy of the Presanctified, ij tS>v
irpm)yia.iTijAvwv 'Ketrovpyla,

The

rule in relation to

was appointed in its place.
Lent is laid down by the

Trullan Council (692), can. 52 (Mansi, xi. 968)
(see Neale, Gen. Introd. 714 ff. ; AUatius, 1531 fi'.).
The Devotion of the Three Hours, so popular in
modern times in the Eoman and Anglican Communions, dates only from 1687, when it was introduced in Peru by the Jesuit Alonso Messia (Thurston, The Devotion of the Three Hours Agony,
translated from the Spanish Original, London,
The name 'Good Friday' is peculiar to the
1899).
Church of England. Elsewhere in the West the
popularly
known as Holy Friday.'
day is
(d) Easter Even {Sabbatum sanctum, t6 fUja or
This is the only Saturday in
t6 (£710;' ad^^arov).
the year which is kept as a fast in the Eastern
Church. For this day no services were appointed
The office of the VigU of Easter,
in the Latin rite.
held before the dawn of Easter Day, was in the
7th cent, (see Gelasian Sacram. transferi'ed to the
afternoon of Saturday, and later on to the morning.
Thus the English name is in accord with the
The vigil service proper
ritual aspect of the day.
consisting of a long series of lessons, chants, and
prayers was followed by the blessing of the font,
and the baptism and confirmation of the catechumens.
The function was concluded by the
Mass, which originally was celebrated at the first
Two other ceremonies were presigns of dawn.
fixed later on to the vigil service the blessing of
the new fire and of the Paschal candle. The new
fire probably took rise from a pagan custom to
which, when adopted by Christians, a gospel symbolism was attached. The first notice we have of
Ireland in the legendary
it is connected with
history of St. Patrick (Stokes, Tripartite Life of
'

—

)

—

—

—

(Christian)

Ravennati civitate diei solent (Ep. xi. 33 [PL
The 4th Council of Toledo (633)
Ixxvii. 1146]).
refers (can. 9) to the observance of the ceremony
in Spain and in many other parts of the world, and
directs that it shall be maintained in the churches
of Gaul (Mansi, x. 620). It has a place in the three
Gallican Sacramentaries (ed. Muratori), and in
Alcuin's supplement to the Gregorian. It is also
'

the Gelasian, but obviously inserted there
(Wilson, xxvii.). Although not adopted at Rome
until much later, the Liber Pontificalis (ed.
Duchesne, i. 225) states that it was permitted in
the churches of the suburbicarian diocese as early
The service
as the time of Pope Zosimus (t 418).
was read from rolls exquisitely written and illuminated, many of which, dating from the 10th to
the 12th centuries, are still preserved. They are
Exultet
called
exultets,' from the first words,
At the blessing of
iam angelica turba cselorum
the font, the Paschal candle is plunged into the
water during a prayer for the descent of the Holy
It is lighted at every service from Easter
Spirit.
to Pentecost.
(a) Easter Day (Dominica Besurrec5. Easter.
in

'

'

!

'

—

"^^ Trd^xct,
or ij fieydX-q
chief festival of the Christian
by
any special
Church, was not at first distinguished
rite from other Sundays. So late as the 6th cent, it
was ordained by Pope Vigilius (537-555) that the

tionis,

eopTi]

7]

KvpiaK-fi).

Tracrx^^^^^j

— This, the

Mass on Easter Day should differ from that on other
days only by the addition of suitable Scripture
lessons (Ep. ad Euther. 5 [Mansi, ix. 32]). At
Rome on this day the custom of communion in
both kinds was retained until near the end of the
14th century (Ordo Bom. xv. [of Amelius, c. 1378Mus. Ital. ii. 505 f.).
mediaeval rite, which lasted up to the
12th cent., was the blessing of the flesh of a Paschal lamb (Ordo Bom. xi. [1143], Mabillon, p. 142
form
Bona, Berum Lit., Rome, 1671, iii. 185 if.).
of blessing is given in the Missal of Robert of
Jumifeges, 11th cent., p. 103 (H. Bradshaw Soc).
Another rite, still finding place in the Latin
Service-book, formed a conclusion to the ritual of
Good Friday. On that day, after the Adoration
of the Cross, the cross itself with the reserved
Sacrament was placed in the sepulchre,' a recess
generally situated on the north side of the sanctuary.
Before Matins on Easter Day the Host was
ceremonially taken from the sepulchre and laid
upon the altar, while the antiphon, Christ, rising
from the dead, dieth no more,' with its response,
This was the source of the special
was sung.
anthems prefixed to the proper Psalms for the day
The English name
in the Eng. Prayer Book.
Easter
is probably derived from Eostre, an
Anglo-Saxon goddess, to whom special sacrifices
were offered at the beginning of spring (Bede,
de Temp. Bat. xv., Op., ed. Giles, London, 1843,
1398] ch. 85, ed. Mabillon,

A Western

A

'

'

The custom seems to have
been carried to the Continent by Irish missionaries.
The mode of lighting it was unkno^vn at Rome in
the 8th century (Pope Zacharias [741-752], Ep. 13
ad Bonifacium [PL Ixxxix. 951]). The fire, which, vi. 179).
according to the rubric, must be produced from
(6) The Sunday after Easter, with which the
Paschal season ends, was formerly called simply
flint and steel, is used to kindle the lights throughbut later
out the church. In the East, the holy fire is Octava Paschce, or Pascha clausum
peculiar to the Holy Sepulchre at Jerusalem, it received the name Dominica in albis (sc. deand cannot be traced farther back than the 9th ponendis), because on this day the newly-baptized
In the
century. It has been conjectured that it was in- laid aside their white baptismal robes.
troduced by the Latin monks stationed there by Greek Church it is styled K. toO dp7-i7rairx<i or K.
Charlemagne, 799-801 (Wordsworth, Ministry of eM/ia, the latter title referring to the Gospel for the
Grace ^ London, 1903, p. 384 f and App. E, p. 462tf. ). day. In England it is traditionally called 'Low
The blessing of the Paschal candle was an ancient Sunday,' for which name suggested derivations are
custom in the countries of the Gallican rite, and
Laudes,' the first word in the sequence, or Close
perhaps in Africa. It seems to be mentioned by Sunday' (Procter-Frere, New Hist, of the Book of
St. Augustine (t 430), who quotes verses which he
Common Prayer^, London, 1905, p. 543 n. ).
had composed 'in laude quadam Cerei' (de Civ.
6. Ascension Day (Ascensio Domini, 17 a.v6.\7i\pi.^
Dei, XV. 22 [PL xli. 467]).
Two forms of blessing roC Kvplov). The day of our Lord's ascension was
are found in the Opuscula (9, 10) of Ennodius of commemorated at Jerusalem in the time of Etheria,
Pavia (521) {PL Ixiii. 258, 262). Pope Gregory I. 380 (Peregrin.). It is called by her 'the 40th day
after Easter, that is, the fifth feria (Thursday).'
(+ 604) writes of the preces quae super Cereum in
St. Patrick, 1887, p. 278).

'

'

;

.

,

'

'

—

'

—
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In Apost. Const,

v.

20

375) it

(c.

We

is

directed to be

have sermons ijreached on
kejpt as a festival.
this day by Gregory of Nyssa (t 395) (PG xlvi.
690), Epiphanius (f 403 ; ii. 285, ed. Petavius, Paris,
1622), and Chrysostom (c. 405) (PG 1. 441-452),
who speaks of it as an ancient and universal feast.
There is Western testimony of about the same
Five Ascension sermons of St. Augustine
date.
(t 430) (PL xxxviii. 1202 ff.) have come down to us.
This day is celebrated
In the second he says
throughout the whole world.'
7. The Transfiguration of our Lord (Transfiguratio Domini nostri Jcsu Christi, ij ayia MeTa/*6p0oj(ris), Aug. 6.
This immovable feast may most
fitly be mentioned here among other festivals of
our Lord. It was first observed in the East, being
noted in the Coptic Calendar (ed. Selden, de Synedriis, iii. cap. 15, p. 409) and in the Menology of
Constantinople (8th cent. i. 102, ed. Morcelli). |In
the West the Transfiguration formed the subject of
the Gospel for the Lent Ember Saturday (St. Leo,
Serm. 51 [PL liv. 308]), but for long was not otherwise commemorated. Probably the Greek festival
on Aug. 6 was introduced by the Crusaders but
it did not come into general observance until 1457,
when, in thankfulness for a victory on that day
over the Turks at Belgrade, it was appointed for
the Church by Pope Calixtus III. (Baillet, ii. 84).
It is only a Black-letter day in the Eng. Prayer
Book but in 1892 the Church in the United States
assigned to it a Collect, Epistle and Gospel, and
proper lessons.
8. Rogation Days.
See Fasting (Christian),
'

:

—

;

;

;

—

III. 4.

—By

early Christian writers the
in
Latin authors) was generally given to the whole
space of fifty days after Easter. The period was
regarded as a continuous festival during which no
fast was permitted, and prayer was said standing
(Tert. de Idol. 14, de Bapt. 19, de Cor. 3 ; Basil, de
Spir. Sane. 27 [PG xxxii. 192]).
There is a survival of this use of the word in the Greek Officebooks, where the name Mesopentecoste is given
to a festival of eight days which begins on the
Wednesday before the 5th Sunday after Easter.
But even so early as Origen (c. Cels. viii. 22 \_PG
xi. 1549]) and Tertullian {de Cor. 3) we find the
word applied also in the restricted sense to the
day which closed the period.
The Council of
Elvira (305) insists upon the duty of celebrating
the day of Pentecost (can. 43 [Mansi, ii. 13]), and
subsequently this use of the word prevailed.
Etheria {Peregrin.) gives this name to the festival,
and describes the ceremonial observed at Jerusalem
(end of 4th cent.). The Eng. term 'Whitsunday,'
according to the most probable derivation, is
White Sunday,' so termed from the white robes
worn by those lately baptized (Procter-Frere, p.
546, n. 4, quoting Skeat), the eve of Pentecost
being in the West one of the chief seasons for
baptism (Bingham, Origines, XI. vi. 7).
10. Trinity Sunday.
The Sunday after Whitsunday was at first known simply as the Sunday
of the octave of Pentecost (see Gelasian Sacram.
and appendix to Gregorian). Its observance as the
festival of the Trinity was of late and gradual
introduction. As the day was a dominica vacans,
without any distinctive office of its own, the custom
arose in some places of using on it the Mass of the
Trinity drawn up by Stephen, Bishop of Li^ge (903920). This practice was discouraged by Pope Alex9.

Pentecost.

name Pentecost (sometimes Quinquagesima
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

ander II. (t 1073), on the ground that any special
festival of the Trinity was superfluous, as everyday in the year was consecrated to the honour of
the Trinity in Unity {Micrologus, 59 and 60 [PL
cli. 1019]).
But the observance of the day grew in
popularity in England, Germany, and France, and

;:
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(Christian)

was sanctioned by several diocesan synods,

as, e.g.,

that of Aries (1260) (Mansi, xxiii. 1006).
Finally,
the festival was appointed to be observed generJohn
iv.
by
Pope
XXII.
154il'.).
ally
in 1334 (Baillet,
According to tlie Koinan use, the succeeding Sundays until Advent still continued to be reckoned

The usage of numbering them
from Trinity was adopted in England and for a
It is now peculiar to the
time in Germany.
English Church. In the Greek calendar the day
is called 'All Saints' Sunday,' K. tiSi" ayloiv trivTuv.
This festival, the latest in
11. Corpus Christi.
the year of the movable feasts of pre-Reformation
date, is held on the Thursday after Trinity Sunday.
The commemoration of the Eucharist on Maunay
Thursday, the day of its institution, was necessarily
It also
tinged with the sadness of Holy Week.
became overshadowed by the consecration of the
other
which
ceremonies
had
sacred oils and the
subsequently been appointed for the same day.
the
Middle
desire
in
Ages
a
for
a
Thus there arose
festival in honour of the Eucharist at another time.
Corpus Christi was first kept in 1247, in the diocese
of Li^ge, by direction of Bishop Robert de Thorote,
who was influenced, it is said, by a vision which
as after Penteco.st.

—

was seen by a nun named Juliana. It was instituted by a bull of Pope Urban IV. in 1264, which
was confirmed by Clement V. in 1311, and by John
XXII. in 1316 (Baillet, iv. 167 ff.). The observance
of Corpus Christi was discontinued in the Church
of England at the Reformation.
12. Advent.— See Fasting (Christian), III. 2.

—

See sep. art. under that title.
festivals after Christmas.^With the
festival of the Nativity of Christ were associated,
at least from the 4th cent., commemorations of
eminent saints of the NT. Gregory of Nyssa, in
his oration at the funeral of his brother BasU,
states that after Christmas and before 1st Jan.,
the date of Basil's death (379), the Church kept
the festivals of Stephen,^ Peter, James, John, and
Paul {PG xlvi. 789) ; and in an earlier panegyric
on St. Stephen he explains the principle on which
these names were selected, namely, that it seemed
fitting that the praise of the proto-martyr should
be followed by a commemoration of Apostles {ib.
This statement of Gregory is confirmed
xlvi. 725).
by the Syrian Calendar of the same date and
country, which contains the following festivals
Dec. 26, St. Stephen ; Dec. 27, SS. John and
The
James; Dec. 28, SS. Paul and Peter.
13.

Christmas.

14.

The

Armenians do not observe Christmas,^ yet on Dec.
26, 27, 28 they honour the same saints, with the
difference that in their order the feast of SS. Peter
and Paul precedes that of SS. James and John
The Nestorians in their
(Nilles, i. 373, ii. 629).
calendar follow the same general principle. Their
custom is to commemorate saints on a Friday ; and

on the Fridays following Christmas they observe
the feasts of St. James the Lord's brother, St.
Mary, St. John Baptist, SS. Peter and Paul, the
four Evangelists, and St. Stephen (Maclean, East
Syrian Daily Offices, p. 265 f.). A similar series of
holy days following Christmas is found in the West,
with the substitution of the Holy Innocents (Rome)
or Holy Infants (Africa and Gaul) on Dec. 28 for
SS. Peter and Paul, who in these countries were
already commemorated on June 29. The festivals
are thus recorded in the Calendar of Carthage
'
Dec. 26, S. Stefani primi martyris
(c.
505)
Dec. 27, S. Johannis Baptistae ^ et Jacobi Apostoli ;
:

J In Apost CoTist. (c. 375) viii. 33, among: other festivals and
times on which slaves are to rest from work, St. Stephen's day
is mentioned, but the date is not given.
2 On Dec. 25 they commemorate SS. David and James aa
relatives of our Lord deoTydToip and a6€\rf,6deoi respectively.
3
Baptistae is doubtless a transcriber's error for evangelistae,' as St. John Baptist is commemorated in the same
calendar on June 24.
'

'

'

—

.

;
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The Galilean liturgies
Dec. 28, SS. Infantium."
agree with the African and Syrian calendars in
celebrating both the sons of Zebedee on Dec. 27
but in the Koman books St. John's name alone
was retained, and St. James was subsequently comAt Constantinople the
memorated on July 25.
date, June 29, for SS. Peter and Paul was
observed in the 5th cent, (see below, 22 (a)) ; Holy
Innocents' day also, under the title of Holy Infants
{rdp a-ylwn v-qirluiv), was adopted later on, but on the
29th instead of the 28th December.
The earliest notices of
15. The Circumcision.
the Christian observance of Jan. 1 represent it as a
fast kept with the object of counteracting a riotous
pagan festival held at this time of the year (St.
Augustine, Serm. 198 {PL xxxviii. 1025]). The
second Council of Tours (567) (Mansi, ix. 796) enjoins (can. 17) that three days at the beginning of
January shall be an exception to the rule that all
the days between Christmas and Epiphany shall be

Roman

—

treated as festivals. In the Gelasian and Gregorian
Sacramentaries the day is simply called the Octave
of Christmas (Octavas Domini), and the service
bears the character of that festival, with a special
reference in the proper Preface to the Virgin
Mother. The name Circumcision as given to the
day is iirst found in the canon of the Council of
Tours mentioned above. It appears also in the
Hieron. Martyr, (c. 595) and in the Galilean liturgical books of the 7th and 8th centuries, which treat
Byzantine calendars of
the day as a festival.
the 8th and 9th centuries connect Jan. 1 with the
Circumcision (Menology of Constantinople, i. 83,
ed. Morcelli, and Calendar of Naples [Mai, Nova
'

'

The
Collect. Script. Vet., Rome, 1821, v. 58]).
Armenian Church, which celebrates the Nativity
on Jan. 6 (the Epiphany), naturally observes the
Circumcision on Jan. 13 (Nilles, i. 374).
See separate article.
16. Epiphany.
(a) It has
17. Festivals of the Blessed Virgin.
been noted above (14) that the Nestorians hold a
festival of St. Mary on the second Friday after
Christmas. A similar feast is found in the Coptic
Calendar on Jan. 16 (Selden, iii. cap. 15, p. 390).
(b) In the West the holding of a festival in honour
of the Virgin Mother was at first peculiar to
countries of tlie Galilean rite. Gregory of Tours

—

(6th cent.) states that her festival was held in
Gaul in the middle of January (de Glor. Mart. 9
[PL Ixxi. 713]). In the Hieron. Martyr, (c. 595)
the date Jan. 18, the same as that of the Galilean
St. Peter's Chair (see 22 (ft), below), is assigned to
In the
it (see Mabillon, de Lit. Gall. ii. 118 n.).
Galilean books the precise date is not given, but
In Spain the 10th
it is placed early in the year.
Council of Toledo (656), ch. i., fixed Dec. 18 as the
day of the festival, with the note ' that it could not
fittingly be celebrated on the most suitable day,'
viz. that of the Incarnation, because it sometimes
occurred during Lent or the Paschal season, when,
according to ancient rule, festivals of saints might

not be held (Mansi, xi. 34). At Rome the only
commemoration of the B.V.M. was that which was
superadded to the service of Jan. 1 (see above, 15)
until the 7th cent., when four festivals in her
honour were introduced from Constantinople. All
are mentioned in the Liber Pontif. 1. 376 {Life of
Sergius, 687-701), and find place in the Gelasian
Sacratnentary
(c)

The Purification {Purificatio B.V.M.,

i/

—

uTra-

The
ravTT) Tov Kvpiov TuxSiv, 'Itjo-oD Xpii7Tou), Feb. 2.
earliest of these four festivals was the ' Hypapante
'

name, which always continued in the East
and was long retained in the West sometimes in
Occursus Domini nostri
the translated form
J.
refers to the meeting between the infant
Saviour and Simeon and Anna. Its later name of
this

—

'

C—

'

Purificatio

'

appears

first in

the Gelasian Sacra-

(Christian)

mentary (7th
took
(Lv

The events commemorated

cent.).

40 days

place

Lk

122-8,

after the

The

222-2*).

birth of Christ
therefore,

festival,

would be celebrated either on Feb. 2 or on Feb.
14, according as the interval is reckoned from
Christmas or Epiphany and the Armenians still
observe it on the latter date. The first notice we
have of it is by Etheria (Peregrin.), who calls it
Quadragesimae de Epiphania. Her account of the
sermons preached on the occasion as dwelling upon
the episode in the Temple leads us to conclude tliat
originally it was a festival of our Lord rather than
The first title of the day in the
of the B.V.M.
;

'

'

Eng. Pr. Bk. ' The Presentation of Christ in the
Temple,' therefore sets forth its ancient signifi,

In the Roman Missal the preface for the
that for Christmas, and the Collect speaks
only of the Presentation. In 542 the festival
began to be observed in Constantinople (Theophanes, Chronograph, i. 345, ed. Bonn) (see
cance.

day

is

Candlemas).
(d)

Annunciation

The

ye\i(Tfi.6s),

March

25.

fixed as being nine

{Annunciatio,

—The date of

6

Eiay-

this festival

was

As

months before Christmas.

marking the time of the Incarnation, it, like the
Purification, is more properly a festival of our
Lord. It must have been widely known in the
East in the early part of the 7th cent., as the
Paschal Chronicle states that in 624 (Olymp. 351),
Heraclius and his army started for the East on the
feast of the Annunciation (i. 713, ed. Bonn).
difficulty about observing the festival on its natural
date arose owing to a canon [51st] of the Council
of Laodicea (4th cent. ) wliich forbade the keeping
of holy days in Lent except on Saturdays and
Sundays (Mansi, ii. 572). The Trullan Council
(692), while generally endorsing the rule, made a
further exception in favour of the Annunciation,
i.e. it enacts that on all other days in Lent than
these the Holy Liturgy of the Presanctified (see
4 (c) above) shall take place (ib. xi. 968). As regards
the West, when the festival was adopted in Spain,
the earlier commemoration of the B.V.M. on 18th
Dec. (see (b) above) was treated as a subsidiary
In the Mozarabic
feast to the Annunciation.
Missal both festivals appear with the same Mass
(PL Ixxxv. 170, 734 Ferotin, 491, 492). At a much

A

'

'

;

in the Roman
In 1725 the feast of the Expectatio Partiis
B.V.M. was placed by Benedict XIII. on Dec. 18,
with the collects and lections of the Annunciation.
(e) The two other festivals of the B.V.M. which
came from the East to Rome refer to her more
directly.
They are the Assumption (Assumptio,
Nativity (Nativitas,
T) KoifiTiffLs), Aug. 15, and the
later date this

example was followed

Church.

'

'

'

'

rb TevidXiov), Sept.

8.

Nicephorus Callistus

The Assumption

is said by
28) to have been inMaurice (582-602). It was

(HE xvii.

stituted by the Emperor
originally styled the ' Falling asleep ' (17 Ko£/iT;<ris,
Dormitio) as it still is in the East of the B.V.M.,
and commemorated her death. The later title,
'
Assumptio,' appears first in the canons of Bishop
Sonnatius of Rheims (c. 630) (PL Ixxx. 446). This
is its name in the Gelasian Sacramentary, though
the service for the day contains no allusion to
the legend which assigned a special meaning to
the word. This is more definitely expressed in the
Gregorian Sacramentary. It may be noticed that
the Assumption, understood as the translation into
heaven after death of the body of the B.V.M., is
not an article of faith in the Roman Church.
This festival of the
(/) The Conception, Dec. 8.
B.V.M., which is of later origin than the foregoing,
gained importance through doctrinal developments.
It arose in the East, where it is dated Dec. 9,' and

—

—

—

1 When the feast was introduced into the West and the
Roman Calendar followed, the Nativity being commemorated

vi.

Idus Sept., the Conception naturally was dated

vi.

Idua Dec

—

—
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known

as

17

^uW-qif/i^ rijs ayias Kal OeoTrpofi-rp-opos

— the word

'conception' in its Greek equivalent beinf; understood in the Eiist in an active

'Avfris

sense.
It is first mentioned in a sermon of Jolm
of Eubcea (middle of 8th cent.) {PG xcvi. U99), and
finds place in the Menology of Constantinople (ed.
Morcelli, p. 80). Through the Greek settlements in
lower Italy its name in the Calendar of Naples (9th
cent., ed. Mai, v. 65) is ' Conceptio S. Anne Marie
vir.'
it passed into the Western Church, where
it appears first in English Calendars and Servicebooks of the end of the 10th and beginning of the
11th centuries (Leofric Missal, Calendars of Winchester and Canterbury). The festival was suppressed after the Norman conquest, but was reintroduced, at first into Benedictine monasteries, early
in the 12th century (Gasquet-Bishop, The Bosworth
Psalter, p.43 ft'. ). About the same time we read of
the festival in Normandy, where it became so popular
that in the Middle Ages it was known as ' Festura
nationis Normannicae' (Kellner, Heortol. 253).
The feast gradually made its way through Europe,
but was not received into the Roman Calendar,
Missal, and Breviary until 1477 (by Sixtus IV. ).
In

—

—

1854 it was re-named by Pius IX. the ' Immaculate
Conception,' and made a day of general obligation.
In the Anglican Calendar all these feasts are found,
with the exception of the Assumption, which was
omitted at the Reformation ; but the Annunciation
and Purification are alone ranked as Red-letter
days.
18. Festivals in honour of St. John the Baptist.
(a) Nativity [Nativitas S. Joannis Baptistae, rb
T(v4d\tov ToO Ilpo5p6ij.ov), June 24.
The date of this
festival, suggested by Lk 1^", was placed exactly
six months before Christmas ; or, according to the
Roman Calendar, on viii. Kal. Jul. as corresponding with viii. Kal. Jan., i.e. on the 24th instead of
the 25th June. The Festival is of Roman origin,
as the Latin date intimates. It is first mentioned
by St. Augustine (Serm. 287, PL xxxviii. 1301),
who remarks that the Church celebrates two birthdays only that of Christ and that of the Baptist.
It appears in the ancient Calendar of Carthage
(c. 505).
The festival was accepted in the East at
an early date. Notwithstanding the appropriateness of June 24 for this festival, we have evidence
that in earlier times St. John's nativity was celebrated in the East and in Gaul shortly after Christmas-tide. The Armenians placed it on the first
day lawful for a festival (i.e. not Wednesday or
Friday) after the octave of the Theophany (Nilles,
ii. 565).
The Nestorian festival of the Baptist,
probably his nativity, on the 3rd Friday after
Christmas, has been noticed above (14), and in the
Calendar of Tours (490) the Natale appears between the Epiphany and St. Peter's Chair, i.e. at
the same time of the year. This Calendar has
also the festival of June, but strangely calls it the
• Passio
of the saint.
(i) Beheading (Decollatio or Passio S. Joan Bapt.

—

—

'

'

'

,

Tj

roD IIpoSpij/xou), Aug. 29.
adopted in Constantinopre be-

^Airoro/xT] ttjs rifiias KefpaXijs

—This

festival was
fore it reached Rome {Menology of Constantinople,
ed. Morcelli, ii. 222).
It is found also in the Coptic
Calendar, but with the date Aug. 30 (Selden, iii.
cap. 15, p. 376).
In the West it appears first in
the Galilean liturgical books, where it is undated,
but follows at a longer or shorter distance after
the Nativity of the Baptist. It is absent from the

Leonine and Gregorian Sacramentaries, and its
presence in the Gelasian is probably due to a
Galilean interpolation.
(a) Holy Cross Day
19. Festivals of the Cross.
(Exaltatio crucis, 7)"Ti/'w(ris tov crravpov), Sept. 14, is
a Palestinian festival of the 4th century. It is the
anniversary of the dedication in 335 of the two
churches built by Constantine at Jerusalem the
VOL. v.
54

—

—

(Christian)

84U

Martyrium on Golgotha, and the Ana-sto-sis over
the Holy Sepulchre. The day chosen for the dedication was, according to Etheria
on which the true cross had been
by the Empress Helena. Thus
regarded as commemorating both

(Peregrin.), that
discovered in 320
the festival wa.i
events.
Etheria
(end of 4th cent. ) notes that the festival was continued for eight days and was attended bj' a large
concourse of pilgrims. From Jerusalem the festival
passed to Constantinople, and thence to Rome,

where

it is mentioned first in connexion with Pope
Sergius (687-701) (Lib. Pont., ed. Duchesne, i. 374,
It appears in the Gelasian and Gregorian
378).
Saeranientaries.
With the earlier events celebrated on this day another was subsequently associated, which added much to the renown of the
feast, namely, the restoration of the true cross to
Jerusalem in 629 by the Emperor Heraclius, after
his recovery of it from the Persian king Chosroes
II.,

who had

carried

it

away

in 614.

Invention of the Cross (Inventio crucis), May 3.
In the churches of the Galilean rite, where the
festival of Sept. 14 was unknown, the discovery of
the cross was commemorated on May 3.
The
festival appears in the lectionary of Silos (650) undei
the name Dies sanctae crucis (G. Morin, Liber
Comicus, Bruges, 1893, p. 241), and in the Mozarabic Missal and Breviary (PL Ixxxv. 739, Ixxxvi.
1119). In the Codex of Laws of the Wisigoiks (Pa.vis,
1579), lib. xii. tit. iii. 6, it is included among the
feasts on which Jews are forbidden to work. In the
Missale Gothicuni it is placed between the octave of
Easter and the Rogation days, but the precise date
is not given. It was subsequently adopted at Rome,
but was never known in the East. Both festivals
are Black-letter days in the Anglican Calendar.
20. St. Michael (Dedicatio S. Michaelis Archangeli), Sept. 29.
'This, the most ancient Angelfestival, is noted in i\\e Leonine Saeramentary (6th
cent.), but on Sept. 30, as the day of the dedication
of a church of the archangel in the Via Salaria,
six miles from Rome (Natale Basilicse Angeli in
Salaria).
later festival of St. Michael is that of
May 8, and is connected with a church on Mount
Garganus in Apulia. The feast of St. Michael in
the Greek Church is kept on Nov. 8, and is relative
to a church in the baths of Arcadius built by Constantine (Sozomen,
ii.
Martinov, Ann.
3
Eccl. p. 273).
Legends of apparitions of the archangel are connected with all three sites. At the
last revision of the Pr. Bk. (1662), and all angels
was added to St. Michael in the title of the festival of Sept. 29 an addition which had appeared
already in the Calendar prefixed to Bp. Cosin's
Private Devotions (1627). The longer description
is also not unknown in the Roman Church.
In
Baillet, iii. 371, the festival is named 'S. Michel et
tous ies SS. Anges
the same title occurs in AS,
Sept. viii. 4 fi'., Antwerp, 1762. The festival of the
Guardian Angels' (Angelorum Custodum), March
1, was first observed in Spain in the 16th cent.
and
was admitted to the Roman Calendar by Paul v \n
1608. The date was subsequently changed, except
in Germany and a part of Switzerland, to Oct. 2,
by Clement X., in 1670. For a general account of
the Angel -festivals in West and East, see AS, Sept.,

—

(b)

'

'

—

A

HE

;

'

'

'

'

—

'

;

'

;

and Baillet (loc. cit.).
21. The Maccabees, Aug. 1.
This, which is the
only commemoration of OT worthies in the West,
was observed almost universally as early as the

—

5th century. It is found in the early Calendars of
Filocalus, Carthage, Polemius Silvius, and SjTia.
It is the subject of Sermons by St. Gregory
Nazianzen (PG xxxv. 912), St. Chrysostom (PG
617), St. Augustine (PL xlvi. 874), and othersIn the Roman Calendar, it now yields precedence
to the feast of St. Peter ad Vincula (see below
22 (c)), which is observed on the same day.

1.
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22. Festivals

Paul, June 29.

apostles.— (a)

of

SS.

Peter

and

— The early Eastern commemoration

of these Apostles,

which closely followed Christ-

mas, has already been mentioned (see above, 14).
The Roman date of the festival has always been
June 29. In the Calendar of Filoealus (336), where
it first appears, this date is connected with the
translation of their relics to a place called Catacumbae,' in the consulship of Tuscus and Bassus
The Calendar of Carthage is defective here,
(258).
but there are clear indications that it originally
contained the entry and sermons by St. Augustine
(295, 296) on the Festival show that this must
have been the case {PL xxxviii. 1348, 1352). The
festival occurs, but without date, in the Calendar
of Tours (490) (Greg, of Tours. Hist. Franc, x. 31),
and from thenceforward in all Western Calendars
and Martyrologies. The observance of the Western
date in Constantinople is first mentioned by TheoHis
doras Lector (HJ<: ii. 16 [PG Ixxxvi. 192]).
statement is that through the influence of Festus,
a Roman senator who had been sent on a political
mission to the Emperor Anastasius in 491, the
festival was celebrated with greater splendour
It afterwards came into general
than before.
In the
observance in the East as in the West.
Gregorian Sacramentary in addition to the Mass
for June 29, a Mass in honour of St. Paul is ap'

;

,

and this commemoration is
Missal and Calendar.
This ancillary festival is accounted for by the
difficulty which the bishop found in celebrating
Mass at the tombs of both Apostles on the same
day, and the consequent postponement of one of
pointed for June 30
marked in the

;

Roman

still

until the morrow (KeUner, Heortologie, 285).
the Reformation the Church of England made
June 29 a festival of St. Peter only, thus confining
the commemoration of St. Paul to his Conversion

them

At

(Jan. 25).
(b) St.

Peter's Chair (Cathedra S. Petri).— Xn-

other festival of St. Peter appears in the Calendar
Natale
of Filoealus on Feb. 22 with the title
Petri de Cathedra.' From early times this has
been regarded as meaning the beginning of St.
in the Calendar of Tours (490)
Peter's episcopate
Natale S. Petri Episcopatus ; but
it is styled
recently a view has been put forward that it refers
to the actual wooden chair used, as was supposed,
by St. Peter, which is mentioned in a document
of the time of Gregory the Great (de Rossi, Bull,
Whatdi archeol. Crist., Rome, 1867, p. 37 ft'.).
ever may have been the origin of the festival, the
choice of the day on which it was held was apparently prompted by a desire to offer Christians a
counter-attraction to a popular pagan festival, the
Cara Cognatio or Caristia,' observed on Feb. 22
The festival of
in memory of deceased relatives.
It is found in
St. Peter's chair soon reached Gaul.
Polemius
Silvius
the Calendar of
(448), but under
the incorrect designation ' Depositio SS. Petri et
It also appears, as we have seen, in the
Pauli.'
Calendar of Tours. The second Council of Tours
(567) complains that Christians sometimes relapsed
In
into pagan rites on this day (Mansi, ix. 803).
Gaul, however, later on, probably in order to prevent the festival taking place in Lent an occurrence forbidden by the Council of Toledo (see 18 (b)
above) it was transferred to an earlier day, which,
after some variation, witnessed to by the liturgical
books, was fixed at Jan. 18. The two dates appear
in the Hieron. Martyr., where the Gallican editor
noted Jan. 18, the date familiar to him, as the
Chair of St. Peter at Rome ,and, finding another
Cathedra S. Petri on Feb. 22, he explained the
co-existence of the two commemorations by attributing the latter to the episcopate which tradition assigned to the Apostle at Antioch. This
diversity of use as to the date of the feast con'

;

'

'

'

'

'

—

—

;

'

'

(Christian)

tinued until 1558, when, at the instance of Paul IV.,
both festivals were appointed to be observed with
the Hieronymian distinction (Cherubini, Bullarium
Bom., Lyons, 1655, i. 822). The feast of St. Peter's
Chair has never been introduced into the East.
(c) St. Peter's Chains {S. Petri ad Vincula), Aug.
1.
This festival, which coincides in date with that
of the Maccabees (see above, 21), commemorates
the dedication of the Church of St. Peter on the
Esquiline, after its restoration in the time of
Sixtus III. (432-440). In this church the chains of
the Apostle were believed to be preserved, both
those mentioned in Ac 12^ and those of his Roman
imprisonment. The feast appears first in the 8th
cent. having place in the Gregorian Sacram. and in
the Martyrology of Bede. The Eastern Church has
a festival of St. Peter's Chains on Jan. 16 (Nilles,
i.
In the English Calendar the festival is
71).
termed Lammas Day,' which, according to the
most probable derivation, = Loaf -mass, and refers

—

,

'

'

'

to an Anglo-Saxon custom of oft'ering on this day
bread made from the new corn in thanksgiving for
the harvest. Lammas is one of the legal quarterdays in Scotland.
(d) Conversion of St. Paul {Conversio S. Pauli),
Jan. 25. This festival in the Hieron. Martyr.,
where it is first mentioned, is entitled Romae,
Translatio B. Pauli Apostoli ; the reference
doubtless being to some translation of his relics.
In the Missale Gothicum it appears bearing the
name with which it has come down to us. It is
not mentioned in the ancient Roman Sacramentaries. The need for it was not felt at Rome,
because there a special commemoration of St. Paul

—

'

'

was connected with Sexagesima Sunday. The
station for that day was held in the basilica of
St.

Paul on the Ostian

Way

;

the Collect in the

Mass invoked the protection of the Apostle, and
the Epistle (2 Co IV^'^-) narrated his sulierings.
The festival is peculiar to the Western Chujch.
See 14
(e) St. John Apostle and Evangelist.

—

above.
(/) St. John before the Latin gate (S. Joannis ante
portam Latinam), May 6. This festival probably
marks the anniversary of the dedication of the
church at this place in the time of Pope Adrian
(772-795) (Lib. Pont. i. 508). It is first mentioned in
the Sacramentary (the Gregorian) which has come
down to us through this Pope. See COLLECT, 2 (1).
The legend of the Apostle being thrown into a
cauldron of boiling oil and escaping unhurt came
subsequently to be connected with it. A Greek
festival of St. John on May 8 commemorates a

—

miracle said to have been performed on his tomb
another on Sept. 26 celebrates his
at Ephesus
legendary assumption (ixeriaTaais) into heaven after
death (Nilles, i. 154 f., 285).
These Apostles
(g) SS. Philip and James, May 1.
are commemorated on the anniversary of the
dedication of a church at Rome in their honour
about 561. The day was selected for the purpose
because it was already connected with the memory
As only
of St. Philip (Lib. Pont. i. 306, see n. 2).
two St. James's are in the Calendar of the West,
and St. James the son of Zebedee Is celebrated on
July 25, it follows that the saint here associated
with St. Philip is St. James the son of Alphaeua,
who is identified with our Lord's brother of the
In the Greek Church, St. James
same name.
the son of Alphseus is commemorated on Oct. 9,
St. James, the brother of God,' on Oct. 23, and St.
Philip, one of the first company of the twelve,' on
;

—

'

'

Nov.

14.

(h) St.

Andrew, Nov. 30.— This

festival is of

importance as fixing the date of
Advent Sunday. It occurs in the Calendar of
Carthago (c. 505), in which no other Apostles are
mentionen by name except St. James the Great
exceptional

—

;,
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and (probably) SS. Peter and Paul. It appears
and Roman liturgical books.
In the Leonine Sacramentary four jjropers for
Masses on this festival are appointed. Tlie date,
Nov. 30, is not connected witli the dedication of
any known church. According to the apocryphal
Acta Andreae {Anal. Boll. xiii. 349, 372, 378),
it was the day of his martyrdom at Patras.
It is
thus the only festival of an Apostle which makes
a claim to being observed on tlie actual anniversary
of his death. The day is held in high honour
'

'

'

to the roll of saints belonged originally to the
Bishop of each diocese.
The first canonization
{q.v.) in its later sense," by a Pope, was that of
Udalric, Bishop of Augsburg, by John XV. in 995
(Mabillon, Actt. SS. Ben. Saec. v., Paris, 1698-1701,
Pref. Ixviii ; Gibbings, The Diptychs, Dublin, 1864,

among

the Russians, who reckon St. Andrew as the
Apostle and patron of their Church (Martinov,
p. 293).
(t) The dates of the feasts of other Apostles and
Evangelists as celebrated in the West and East
are as follows
St. Matthias
in West, Feb. 24,
in East, Aug. 9 ; St. Mark, Apr. 25 St. Barnabas,
June 11 (in East, St. Barnabas and St. Bartholomew are commemorated together) St. James the
son of Zebedee in "West, July 25, in East, Apr.
30 ; St. Bartholomew in West, Aug. 25, in East,
June 11 (see above) St. Matthew in West, Sept.
21, in East, Nov. 16
St. Luke, Oct. 18 ; SS. Simon
and Jude in West, Oct. 28, in East, St. Simon
Zelotes, May 10 ; St. Judas (Thaddaeus), June 19
St. Thomas
in West, Deo. 21, in East, July 3.
have no evidence for the reason of the assignment of these dates. Probably they mark the
anniversaries of the dedication of churches or of
the translation of relics.

—

:

p. 33).

Among local festivals which in early times came
to be observed should be mentioned the anniversaries
of the dedication of churches, the burial days
(depositiones) of bishops, and their consecration
days {natales), which were kept during their
episcopate.

;

;

—

—

—

;

We

25. All Saints' lia.y

;

—
—

Nov.

Mary Magdalene, July 22.—This festival
noted in the Martyrology of Bede. As regards
Service-books, it appears first in a Missal of Verona
of the 10th cent, and then in some 11th cent.
Missals. It was notlreceived into the official Roman
books until the 13th cent. (Kellner, Heortologie,
In the West, St. Mary Magdalene is
p. 313).
identified by the Gospel for the day (Lk 7S«-™) with
the woman who was a sinner. In the Greek Servicebooks she is described as
the holy ointmentbearer and equal of the Apostles.' In the English
Pr. Bk. of 1549 this festival was retained as a Redletter day, with Collect, Epistle, and Gospel, the
latter being the same as that in the Latin missal.
Since 1552 the day has merely been noted in the
Calendar.
24. Days of the Martyrs and Confessors.
The earliest martyr festival on record is that of
St. Polycarp, Jan. 26.
The letter of the Church
of Smyrna to that of Philomelium giving an
account of his martyrdom (c. 155) states that it
had been thought well to celebrate the birthday
of Polycarp at his grave as a memorial of those
who had finished their course (Martyr. Polyc. 18
]_PG V. 1044])^words which imply that earlier
martyrs had not hitherto been commemorated. In
this letter we find for the first time the death of a
martyr described as his birthday,' i.e. into a better
world the name by which it came generally to be
23. St.

Eat., cap. 66, ed. Giles, vi. 323). But the festival
of May 13 corresponds better in title witli the
dedication of the Pantheon, and it is apparently
older than the festival of Nov. 1, as it is found in
the Gregorian Sacrainentary, a document of somewhat earlier date, in which the Feast of All Saints
does not appear. Adon, who worked upon and
supplemented Florus, observed this incongruity ;
and in his Martyrology he attributed the origin of
both festivals to the dedication mentioned in the

Liber

'

'

—

yeviBXios, natale, or dies natalis, or

Commemokation of the Dead,

718 f. ). We find no trace of the commemoration of other individual martyrs until the 3rd cent.
to which belong the earliest noted in the Calendar
vol.

iii.

p.

therefore, more likelihood of the days of martyrs
being real anniversaries of their deaths than those
of Apostles.
By degrees these local festivals, or
some of them, were adopted by the central or
mother-church of the country. St. Cyprian (t 258)
not only directs that the death-days of martyrs
shall be noted, in order that they may be locally
commemorated, but also promises that, where he is
(i.e. at Carthage), oblations shall be celebrated in
their memory {Ep. 33 [PL iv. 328]).
Before long
the practice arose of one Church adopting com-

He

also

supplemented the

—

At first martyr festivals were entirely
each Chui'ch honouring its own saints. There

of Filocalus.
local,

Pontificalis.

notice of Nov. 1 with the statement that Louis the
Pious (778-840), at the instance of Gregory IV.,
ordained that the festival of All Saints should be
perpetually observed on that day in the Gallic
territories.
As this event would have occurred in
Adon's time, we may believe that we are here, at
any rate, on solid ground of history (Quentin, Les
Martyrologes historiques, p. 636 ft'. ). In the Eastern
Church the Festival of All Saints is kept ou the
1st Sunday after Pentecost (see 10, above).
It was
already observed in Antioch in the 4th cent., as
sermons preached on that day by St. Chrysostom
have come down to us (PG 1. 706-712).
26. All Souls' Day (Comniemoratio
omnium
fidelium Defunctorum), Nov. 2. The first distinct
notice of the observance of this day is its appointment in 998 by Odilo, Abbot of Clugny, for the
monasteries of his order (Statutum de Defunctis
[PL cxlii. 1038]). The first diocese to adopt it seems
to have been Li^ge, where it was introduced by

'

also

'

'

'

(cf.

{Festum omnium Sanctorum),

May 13, Natale Sanctae Mariae ad
martyres' and, on Nov. 1,
Festivitas omnium
Sanctorum.' The origin of the latter festival is
assigned in both works to the consecration of the
Pantheon by Boniface IV., the passage from the
Liber Pont, being quoted in the form in which it
passed through the chronicle of Bede (de Temp.

'

(-qfiipa

1.

appear, on

'

known

— The

origin of this festival is obscure.
The Liber Pont. (i. 317) relates that Boniface IV.
(608-615), having received the pagan temple known
as the Pantheon as a gift from the emperor Phocas,
transformed it into a church of the Blessed Ever
Virgin Mary and all Martyrs, no date of the
dedication being given.
In the Martyrologies of
Rabanus Maurus and Florus (8th cent.) there

is first

natalitia)
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memorations from the Calendar of another, so that
eminent saints came to be honoured not only in
their own country, but elsewhere.
Already in the
Roman Calendar of Filocalus appear the Carthaginian martyrs Perpetua and Felicitas (March 7)
and Cyprian (Sept. 14). Some, like the la.st named,
passed into the common Calendar of the Church.
At first martyrs alone were commemorated, but
later on saints otherwise eminent were admitted
to share their honours.
The authority to admit

also in all the Gallican

'

(Christian)

is,

Bishop Notker (c. 1008). In the Greek Church
the commemoration of the departed is kept on the
Saturday before the Sunday called Apocreos,'
which corresponds to the Western Septuagesima.
The Armenians keep it on Easter Monday. The
'

1

The word

'

canonization

'

recalls the primitive

custom

oJ

during the canon of the Mass, the names of deceased
martyrs and samts which had been inserted in the Diptychs.
reciting,

I
'

'

'

;

FESTIVALS AND FASTS
to be observed in the Anglican Church
at the Keformation.
The word 'octave' signifies the
27. Octaves.
eighth day, or the period of eight days after a festival, treated as a repetition or a continuation of
The usage may have been suggested
the feast.
by the rule laid down for the prolongation of the
^*<r-).
The first octave
chief OT festivals (Lv 23«of which we read is that of Easter, during which
the newly-baptized continued to wear their white
garments. Etheria (Peregrin. ) notices the custom
at Jerusalem in connexion with Epiphany, Easter,
and the Dedication days of the churches called
the Martyi-ium and the Anastasis. She speaks of
the eight Paschal days as kept everywhere. At
firstoctaves were generally attached only to festivals
of our Lord, but in the 8th and 9th centuries a
few of the greater saints were similarly honoured
(Amalarius, de Eccl. Off. iv. 36 [PL cv. 1228]). In
mediaeval times, octaves became more numerous,
chiefly owing to the liturgical influence of the
Franciscans (Kellner, Heortol. 15). In the Eastern
Chui-ch a similar custom is known by the name
Apodosis,' but the period observed is not always
a week ; it may be longer or shorter (Neale, EasternChurch, Gen. Introd. 764 Daniel, Codex Liturg. iv.
230 n.).
28. Vigils and Ember Days.— See Fasting
(Christian), III. 6 and 5.
The Latin and
29. The days of the week.
Greek names in liturgical use are dies dominica,
feria secunda, f. tertia, f. quarta, f. quinta, f. sixta,

day ceased

—

'

;

—

'

sabbatum
niinrr-q,

'

;

{rifx^pa)

irapaaKevi),

KvpiaKT},

aa^^arov.

devr^pa,

Why

Tplrrj,

Terapr-q,

'feria,'

which

in classical use means a holy day, should be employed for an ordinary week-day is unknown. The
most reasonable explanation is that, as the Jews
numbered the days of the week from the Sabbath,
saying the 'second of the Sabbath,' the ' third of
the Sabbath,' etc., so Christians, adopting the same
method, substituted, for 'Sabbath,' 'feria' as an
equivalent for 'Lord's day,' the holy day from
which they counted (Valesius, Annotationes in
H. E. Eusebii, Paris, 1678, p. 155 f.). The names
for the days of the week which the early Christians
found in general use as, in Latin countries, ' dies
solis, lunae,' etc.

—
—were deemed by them inappropri-

from pagan gods. At the Reformation in England, when the vernacular was again
used in the Services of the Church, the popular
names, which had long lost their pagan associations,
were naturally admitted into the Prayer Book.
[a) Lanfranc
30. Classification of festivals.
(t 1089), in his Statuta pro ordine S. Benedicti (ed.
Giles, i. 126 f.), distributes festivals according to
their importance into first, second, and third classes.
These came to be known as Doubles, Semi-doubles,
double festival probably derived its
and Simples.
name from the usage which before the 9th cent, prevailed in Rome and elsewhere on greater feasts, of
reciting two offices, one of the feria and the other
of the festival. In process of time the classification
of festivals became more elaborate until it reached
the system in force at the present day, according
to which there are six grades in the Roman Calendar, viz. Doubles of the 1st class, Doubles of the 2nd
ate, as derived

—

A

class.

Greater Doubles, Doubles, Lesser Doubles,

Simples.
(6)

The

known

In England the
but no uniform rule prevails.
settlement made by Pope Pius VI. in 1777 has
been but slightly modified since. At present, in
addition to Sundays, the following holy days are
observed Christmas, the Circumcision, Epiphany,
the Ascension, Corpus Christi, SS. Peter and
Paul, the Assumption, and All Saints. To these
:

Andrew's Day is added for Scotland, and St.
Day and the Annunciation for Ireland.
In the United States, by Papal decree of 1866, six
days only, besides Sundays, are of obligation, viz.
St.

Patrick's

Christmas, the Circumcision, the Ascension, the
Assumption, All Saints', and the Immaculate ConIn France, the observance of holy days
ception.
The settlement
is reduced to the lowest point.
there dates from the reinstating of the Church after
the Revolution. By concordat of the Pope with
Napoleon, four days only besides Sundays were
made obligatory, viz. Christmas, the Ascension,
the Assumption (selected because 15 Aug. was
Napoleon's name-day), and All Saints. All other
festivals, when they fell on a week-day, were transferred to the following Sunday.
(c) In the Church of England, all the feasts for
which a special Collect, Epistle, and Gospel are
provided (Red-letter days) are appointed to be observed
all others (Black-letter days) are simply
noted in the Calendar (see Table of Feasts and
Calendar in Pr. Bk. ).
(d) In the Greek Calendar the festivals are distributed into three classes Greater, Intermediate,
and Lesser corresponding respectively to the Latin
Doubles, Semi-doubles, and Simples. The Greater
class is subdivided into three sections I. t Easter,
which stands alone ; II. t Christmas, t Epiphany,
tHypapante, t Annunciation, Palm Sunday, t Ascension, t Pentecost, t Transfiguration, t Repose of
B.V.M., Nativity of B.V.M., t Exaltation of the
Cross, t Presentation of B.V.M. ; III. t Circumcision, Nativity of St. John Baptist, SS. Peter and
Paul, Beheading of St. John Baptist. The Intermediate class includes the 12 Apostles (except those
noted above) and certain Greek saints, such as
St. Basil, St. Gregory Nazianzen, St. Chrysostom,
with St. Elias the Prophet, St. Michael the Archangel, etc. The Lesser class contains all the other
In
saints whose names appear in the Calendar.
the above lists the festivals marked t are days of
general obligation, known as reXefus dirpaKToi, i.e.
when work is abstained from all the rest are de;

—

—

:

;

scribed as iv n^pei
(Nilles, i. 34).
31. {a) In the

flip dirpaKTOi, iv fiipei Bi lii.irpaKTOL

Eastern Calendars,

OT

—

prophets

a feature
and Saints are freely commemorated
which is in marked contrast with the omission of
all such from the Western Calendar, with the excepThus, to take for example
tion of the Maccabees.
the first and last months of the year, in January
the prophets Malachi, Elijah, and Isaiah have days
assigned to them in December, Nahum, Habakkuk, Zephaniah, and Haggai. Among other commemorations which have no parallel in the West
May
are Jan. 22, The 6th Oecumenical Council
7, 'The Sign of the Cross which appeared in heaven'
May U, 'The Birthday of Constantinople'; Aug.
The Icon of our Lord not made with hands.'
16,
(b) Among the Greeks and Armenians, Saturday
;

'

'

;

'

as in early times (see above, I (c)), treated
as a festal day, almost as a second Sunday. It is
marked by a celebration of the Eucharist even at
seasons when no other week-days are so honoured.
Among the Nestorians, Friday holds a similar
is still,

festivals of the Latin

—

Church are

also

as Festa chori i.e. those obligatory on the
clergy only, and confined to the celebration of Church
offices and Festa chori etfori
i.e. those which lay
people are bound to observe by attendance at Mass
and rest from labour. In modern times there has
been a large transference from the latter class to
the former, chiefly owing to the pressure of civil
authorities.
Thus the festivals of general obligation have been considerably reduced in number.
;

(Christian)

—

position.

name and

Throughout the year it has its own
office like Sunday, and upon it the

festivals of the greatest saints are fixed in regular
course (see above, 14).

See also
tian).

Calendar

(Christian),

Fasting

(Chris-

—

;

;
:;
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LlTKRATURK.— H. Lietzmann, The Three Oldest Marti/rologieSy
Enp. tr., Ouinbridf^e, 1904 [pivca in a convenient form tlic ancient
Calendars of Rome (Filocalufl), Cartlmjre, and Syria] de Rossi*
;

Duchesne, MartiiroUxjiurn Uicrunyinianwn, prelixed

to ^.S",

i., Iirub3el8, 1894 ; L. Ducliesne, Le Liber Ponti1S80 L. A. Muratorl, Liturgia Romana vctua,
Venice, 174S [contains the tliree Uonian Kucraraentiiries and
Gallican Liturgieg]
H. Qucntin, LeJi Martyrologes hintoriques
du moyen tif/s, Paris, 1908 M. F^rotin, Le Liber Ordininn en
itsage dana if'glitie wisiijothique et muzarabe d'Espatjue, Paris,
1904 N, Nilles, Kalendarium manuale utriusque eccl. orient, et
occide7it.f Innsbrucii, 1896; L. Allatius, * Dissert, de dominicis
graecorum,' in De eccl, occid. et <rrient. consensione, Cologne,
1648 H. A. Daniel, Codex Liturgicus, Leipzig, 1847-63, t. iv.
[treats of festivals of Eastern Church] ; J. M. iSleale, Hist, of
the Uolif Eastern Churchy Gen. Introd., London, 1850; S. A.
Morcelli, Kalendarium Eecles. Constantinopotitanae, Rome,
1788 • ; J. Martinov, Ann^ts eccl. groBco-slavicuti, prefixed Ui AS,
Oct., t. xi., Brussels, 1864 ; J. Selden, De Synedriis . .
vet.
Ebraeorum, London, 1650 [gives ancient Coptic Calendars];
A. J. Maclean, East Syrian Daily OJ}icen, London, 1894 ; M.
Ormanian, Church of Armenia, Eiig. tr., London, 1912, pp. 180198 ; A. Baillet, Les Vies des saints, Paris, 1724 A. J. Binterim,
Die Denkumrdigkeiten der christlich-kathol. Kirche, vol. v.,
Mainz, 1829; J. Bingham, Origines eccl., bke. xx., xxi, ed.
Oxford, 1856, vol. vii. p. 221 £f. ; J. D. Mansi, Saerorum Conciliorum Collectio, Florence, 1759 ; L. Duchesne, Origines du
culte chritien^, Paris, 1909 (Eng. tr., Christian Worship*, London, 1912); K. A. H. Ke\laer, Heortologie-, Bonn, 1906 (Eng. tr.,
London, 1908) ; J. Wordsworth, 3'Ae Ministry of Grace, London,

Nov., t. ii. pt.
flcaliSf Paria,

;

;

;

;

:

.

;

Dowden, The Church Year and Kalendar, Cambridge,
Gasquet-Bishop, The Bosioorth Psalter, London, 1908
DCA, DACL, DCG. Cath. Encycl., Prayer Book Dietionary^ etc. Other authorities are referred to in the article.
1901; J.

1910

;

;

artt. in

James G. Carleton.

FESTIVALS AND FASTS
I.

Sources.

— Egypt

is

(Egyptian).—

extremely rich in this

respect.

We

1.
have first of all the tables enumerating the
festivals in regular series, or in the form of chronological annals of a religious sanctuary.
The ordinary form of the first-named is that of the temple

(cf. Calendar [Egyp.], VII. 3).
The
specimens most worthy of mention, in order of

calendars

Karnak (XVIIIth dynasty),
Medinet-Habu (XXth dynasty), Edfu (Ptolemaic),
Dendereh and Esneh (Roman period). The famous
Stone of Palermo ( Vth dynasty) is a good example

date,

are those of

'

'

of the second type.

Individual mention of a long series of festivals
(sometimes augmented by brief descriptions or
explanations as to their value or aim) is made from
time to time in the corpus of the Egyptian texts.
As principal types we may mention (a) historical
mural inscriptions or official atelse of the temples
(J) numerous extracts of temple inscriptions of a
non-historical character (c) allusions to orenumerations of private stelae or inscriptions engraved upon
private statues ; so-called funerary literature adds
a long list in (d) the festivals quoted in the collections known as 'Books of the Dead' (cf., e.g., chs.
xviii.-xxi.) ; (e) funerary calendars, more or less
complete, written on the sides of sarcophagi (the
best specimen is the coffin of Babe in the Museum
of Cairo, containing a list of a hundred local
festivals [Vlllth dynasty]) ; and, finally, (/) the
festivals mentioned (and sometimes described) on
the walls of mastabas or hypogea (cf for the Theban
series, the tombs of Einna, Monna, and Nofirhatep,
all belonging to the XVIIIth dynasty).
2. The representations,
properly so called, of
festivals of all kinds are sufficiently numerous to
permit of reconstituting in the greatest detaU the
:

;

.

aspect and material order of these ceremonies.
The two sources of information are the bas-reliefs
of the temples, and the frescoes or reliefs of private
tombs. From the immense list of the former, a
good chronological series of types may be derived
(a) the representations in the royal chapels of the
Pyramids of Abusir (Vth djmasty) (b) the temple
remains recently found by Petrie in Memphis
(Xllth dynasty) ; (c) the famous representations of
the procession of the grand colonnade of Luxor
(XVIIIth dynasty) ; those of the festival haU of
:

;

'

Referred to as Menology of Constantinople.

'

Thothmes

(Egyptian)
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in. at Kniii.ik

the inauguration of

tlie

(XVIIIth dynasty); of
Nubian temple of Soleb

(XVIIIth dynasty); of the triumphal procession
of Deir el-Baliri (XVIIIth dynasty) {d) the ceremonies represented at Gurneli (XJXtli dynasty)
tlie great festivals of Mtn represented in the Itamesseum (XlXtli dynasty), and at Medinet-Habu
(XXth dynasty) (e) the lubilee festivals celebrated
by Oaorkon at Bubastis (XXIInd dynasty) (/) the
festivals or processions engraved on the walls or
ascending passages of the Great Temple of Edfu
(Ptolemaic period) {g) the representations of processions on the famous staircases of tlie sanctuary
of Dendereh (Roman period).
The representations
on the tombs, principally under the Theban Empire,
add a considerable wealth of episode and detaU.
must confine ourselves to mentioning here
(i.) the wonderful series of royal or sacerdotal
festivals reproduced in the private tombs of Amarna
(of special value for the very individual life of
Egyptian society under the heretic Amenhotep IV. )
(ii.) the representations dispersed throughout the
necropolises of Thebes (XVIIIth-XXIst dynasty).
The frescoes of the high priest lumaduait may be
regarded as the most beautiful example descriptive
of the great festivals of the Theban cult under the
later Ramessids.
3. The combination of these two sources of information gives the dates, the places, and the
material form of the Egyptian festivals. Their
nature, their aim, their significance, and a great
number of details of every kind, are furnished by
the descriptive texts. Some of these belong to the
inscriptions in the temples {e.g. the long descriptions of the festivals of Edfu, or the famous series
of the Mysteries of Osiris at Dendereh) ; others
come from a combination of the information
furnished by the private stelae {e.g., in regard to
everything connected with the feasts of the battles
and death of Osiris at Abydos) ; the ex-votos of
cures or oracles (cf. DrviNATiON and Disease and
Medicine [Egyp.]) add a great number; finally,
the papyri of administrative or private correspondence (principally for the last centuries) serve
to complete our knowledge down to the minutest
detail (cf., e.g., the papyri of the Ptolemaic period
for the 5id/3affis of the Theban Ammon).
To these properly Egyptian documents, the
classical Graeco-Roman world adds the wealth of
its knowledge (sometimes, however, to be received
with caution, especially as regards the interpretation of origins or the esoteric meaning of festivals).
The long series of texts from Herodotus, Strabo,
and Plutarch, or Diodorus, down to Latin literature,
was collected last century by Wilkinson with a
care which leaves very little to be added by
modern bibliography.
;

;

;

;

We

'

'

The total actually known of Egyptian festivals of all kinds
general, local, exceptional, royal, funerary, commemorative,
exceeds, in round numbers, 1500. Of course, this figure
etc.
must not deceive us as to the real number of festivals taken part
in by the national life of Egyptian society (cf below). It is none
the less certain, however, that a classification is necessary- for

—

.

the understanding of this enormous series. The most satisfactory method seems to be a division of the festivals according
to their chief character, without taking account of chronological
details or geographical divisions. Such a procedure is artificial,
but it places the information most quickly at the command of
the reader.
II. Classes of festivals.— i. Local festivals
having reference to the life of local gods. It has
been pointed out in a former article (Calendae
[Egyp.] VI.) that the repetition or commemoration

—

of the acts of the legendary life of thegods, celebrated

at times which were foreseen and fixed, marked a
decisive advance in the religious civilization of
nations.
The study of uncivilized peoples makes
it possible to follow the series of attempts culminating in the point at which the history of Egypt
has already arrived.
may summarize the

We

:
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of the local gods under the following
heads
{a) Anniversary of the birth of the god (specimsns
Stone of Palermo, Sarcophagus of Babe). Practically speaking, the date of these festivals seems to
have been based upon the astronomical determination of the heliacal rising of a star, or upon the
reappearance in the firmament of a constellation
supposed to be the habitation, or one of the souls,'
of the divinity (an exception is made, naturally,
for the gods of 'Nilotic' character or those of
solar character, for whom the system is much more
festivals

:

—

'

complicated).
{b) Festivals having the character of 'seasons of
the year, associated with a local god (not including the feasts of the Inundation '). These are more
first day of the
especially the festivals of the
year,' coinciding with the reappearance of the
star Sotliis (Sirius), and the beginning of the rising
of the Nile (end of June). The festivals of the
New Year at Dendereh, where the statue of the
goddess is brought on to the terrace of the temple
and there receives the first rays of the rising sun,
are a good example.
The commemorations of cosmogonic events of
the historical period were at first, before theology
had made itself felt, simply naturist festivals.
Such were, e.g., the festivals of the 'rising of the
heaven (i.e. its separation from the primordial
earth and water), the anniversary of which was
celebrated in a number of Egyptian towns, e.g. the
great festival celebrated at Heracleopolis on the
1st of the month of Phamenoth.
(c) The legendary episodes of the life of the gods
constitute probably the most ancient festivals.
Most of these commemorations consist principally
in sham battles, and seem to be reminiscences of
fights attributed by local history to the war between
the friendly divinities and the monsters who were
'

—

'

'

'

'

'

enemies of man (cf. Dualism [Egyp.]). The myths
of Osiris and of Set disguised them, in the historical
period, as the anniversaries of the principal dates

The
of the war between Horus and Set-Typhon.
traces of the pre-historic period may still be found
in many typical details (magical dances, disguises,
masks, etc.), and suggest instructive connexions
between them and the mimetic ceremonies of uncivilized peoples. Some, still more ancient, seem to
have been linked, before any attempt at cosmogonic
religion had been made, to the magic festivals in
connexion with hunting or fishing, such as are still
celebrated by races of a lower degree of culture.
(d) The local life of Divine idols.— JAVe the local

and princes, who were their heritors, the
Egyptian gods lived in effigy the life of lords of
the manor in their sanctuaries. The walks which
they took for pleasure or inspection, their excursion
lords

into their

'

during the fine season,
'
series of festivals which the

houses of rest

form the schema of a

calendar spreads over the whole length of the year.
It is of these outings (khau) and journeys that the
Theban collection, thanks to the exceptional wealth
of its contents, gives us an abundant list, illustrated
'

'

and commented upon by hundreds of

texts.

Amon, those

of Maut his wife, and of their
divine son, Khonsu, represent for us the visit paid by Amon to
Maut and Khonsu in their sanctuaries ; the Mother-goddess
or the Son-god paying a visit to the head of the family in the
great temple of Karnak represents the joyful excursion of the
statues of the three divinities to the Thebes of the south
on the west side of the
The Sia^ao-t? of
( = Luxor).
capital, and the festival of the valley, the ' great festivals of

The

;
'

'

festivals of

Amon

'

Amon-Minu at Medinet-Habu and at the Ramesseum, * the
beautiful festival of Amon in Thebes,' and the small festivals,
such as that of the 6th day of the month, are not peculiar to the
What we know of Edfu,
civilization or the province of Thebes.
Dendereh, and Memphis shows us a calendar quite as full of
rejoicings.
Memphis could enumerate an equally long list for
the ' outings ' or the * manifestations of its god Ptah, in great
or in ' small ' festivals. The only difference in favour of Thebes
arises from its position as capital, for the time being, of Egypt,
and from the number of monuments which it has left us by
'

'

(Egyptian)

reason of this privileged position. Everywhere, in the same
way. the dividing up of the divinity into idols having a special
epithet and a particular cult has brought about festivals in
keeping with this special aspect of the divinity. Khonsu,
Lord of Joy (in Thebes, Beautiful Rest '), and Khonsu, of the
magnificent union, 'had distinct anniversaries for their rejoicings
or processions, just as Ptah, the modeller of the world,' and
Ptah, of the districts of the South,' had theirs.
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

A

series of local festivals of a more essentially
(e)
naturist character is connected ^vith the cycles
of rejoicings proper to each region of Ancient Egypt.
The gods naturally take part in them, but the
connexion with their r61e or their legend is here
The festival of the 'reception of
less evident.
the river' (Beni-Hassan, Kahun, etc.), and the
arrival of the Nile (Silsileh), of
festivals of the
the beginning of the rising or the opening of the
canals (passim), are the most conspicuous. The
popular character of these rej'oicings, as revealed in
our sources and in the classical authors, shows a
strong resemblance to what, during last century,
was still the character of festivals such as that
Similariof the opening of the Ichalig at Cairo.
ties are equally evident in festivals such as those
of the 85pei«7is mentioned by the contemporaries
of the Alexandrian civilization, and all those
popular 'assemblies' where the people went into
the country or to the neighbouring necropolises or
into the valley' (Thebes, Dendereh, etc.), to make
bouquets of honit or tekhui flowers, to eat lentils,
or to taste the sweetness of new honey, while
repeating the saying yXvKi i} dXrjBeia as Plutarch
The description of
tells us (de Is. et Osir. 68).
rejoicings of this kind gives the impression of
something quiteanalogous to the festival of onions
in modern Greece, or to the shamm an-nasim so dear
to the hearts of the lower-class people of modem
Egypt (see below, p. 884!>).
The statues of the
2. Inter-provincial festivals.
chief divinities of the nomes came out once or
twice a year to pay visits of great pomp to their
neighbours. Information in the form of accounts
of these journeys abounds in the principal temples.
Harsliafitu of Heracleopolis went to see Hathor of
the Fayyum, and the latter came to visit him in
her turn. Edfu saw Hathor of Dendereh arriving
with an immense suite of priests and followers
and Horus of Edfu afterwards went with as long
a train to the festivals of Dendereh. The whole
of Egypt was continually being crossed and recrossed by these Divine processions. The rejoicings lasted several days, and sometimes several
weeks. Picturesque descriptions of them are not
wanting, and show that the whole population took
part, augmented by thousands of pilgrims from
outside, not to mention, of course, the presence of
the princes of the respective provinces of the visiting gods, their officers, and the whole of their
clergy.
The episodes of sham wars and massacres,
of great popular afirays, and certain strange scenes
where troops of animals (oxen, goats, etc.) were
hunted, whipped, or put to death, connect these
ceremonies with the highest antiquity. Over and
above the legendary wars of the Osirian myth,
we catch glimpses of magical feasts, with propitiatory rites in connexion with hunting or tnbal
wars, similar to those which are found among
modem uncivilized peoples.
The
Festivals of a national character.
3.
mechanism which set these festivals in motion is
easy to re-construct. To begin with, part of them
took their rise simply in the successive political
preponderance of the large towns of Egypt. The
festivals of the local gods of Memphis, Thebes, and
the Delta became those of the whole of Egypt as
each town in turn was the first city of the valley
The nation adopted in each case the
of the NUe.
local dates of the festivals or anniversaries, and
Their
established them as general feast-days.
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

—

:

'

—

—

'
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splendour tended to pale with the decline of the
town to which the god really belonged it diminiehed in favour of new-comers. Thus it comes
about that at the time of Herodotus the great
festivals of the gods of Upper Egypt had given
place to those of the divinities of the Delta,
because it was in Lower Egypt that the dynasties
of the Bubastites, the Tanites, and the Saites had
established the political centre of the Empire. The
great pilgrimages, which drew the faithful by
hundreds of thousands, are held henceforth in
connexion with the festival of the divinities of
Bubastis, Sais, and Buto. But side by side with
this first changing group, a certain number of
festivals, throughout almost the entire course of
Egyptian history, are celebrated all over Egypt at
one time. They are almost all connected, as is
only logical, with those gods who, with the chief
god Ka, were accepted as the universally adored
gods, by the side of the local gods (with whom they
are frequently confused). These are, then, festivals
in connexion with Ptah-Sokar and with Osiris.
As well as having in all the large towns special
sanctuaries, where the festivals of their particular
calendars were celebrated, their great anniversaries
;

always drew to Memphis, Mendes, or, more especially, to the mysteries of Abydos huge crowds which
came from all parts of Egypt.
The famous Osirian

festivals

of

month

the

of

Ohoiak at

Dendereh seem to have acquired a more gradual popularity,
and to have become famous only when the festivals of Abydos
declined. As to the Heliopolitan festivals, which are as ancient
as the very history of Efrypt, they seem to have retained a
high sacerdotal initiation, which
separates them absolutely from the great pilgrimage festivals
of the other famous sanctuaries.
The national festivals are
connected more especially with the funerary life of Ptah-Sokar,
Osiris, and their devotees (e.g. the festival of the Round of the
Walls'), and ought, rationally speaking, to be taken rather in
connexion with the festivals of the dead (cf below).

monarchical character of

'

.

4.

Anniversaries of

historical

character.

a

historical

—Although

still

pseudohaving a

or

connexion with the divine life, the festivals in
question have reference rather to acts done by

human

chiefs

and to their commemoration.

The

Thinite monuments and the Stone of Palermo
represent for us, as regards the most ancient
period, the
festival of beating Anu
or that
of constructing the defences of Dewazefa,' which
may be connected with memories of the real great
wars of primitive Egypt (but with reserve as
regards the mythological share). More definite
anniversaries were instituted by the Pharaohs of
the first Theban Empire, and celebrated the conquests of the monarchy. The festival of repelling
the troglodytes' and that of 'taking captive the
'

'

'

'

Nubians' were still commemorated, after having
been instituted by Usirtesen III. (Xllth dynasty),
under Thothmes III., in the middle of the New
Empire.
At the same time, we ought not to be deceived by these
At certain times, some Pharaoh might renew
them out of devotion to one of his ancestors, or to show that
he was repeating his exploits. But in the interval they had
anniversaries.

fallen into disuse, and everything tends to
of this type rarely survived their founder.

prove that festivals

—

Foundation of sanctuaries. The great decorative compositions and the connected texts in
the temples of Deir el-Bahri or Soleb, as well
as the frescoes of Amarna, give us, with much
wealth of detail, the festivals which took place
J.

at the foundation of new temples. The arrival of
the royal procession, the ritual of foundation, the
laying of the first stone (Edfu), the ceremonies
of inauguration, of the first sacrifice, and the
rejoicings accompanying all may be followed step
by step. As regards Amarna in particular, the
biographical pictures left by the principal dignitaries on the walls of their tombs add very valuable
information to the official descriptions given by
other documents, in that they show in a life-like

way

the

(Egyptian)
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popular gaiety and joyous excitement

of the crowd.

—

6. Coronations and royal jubilees.
The cat&
gories of annivernary festivalu in relation to the
life of sons of god.s are not numerous in tlie hihtory
of Egypt.
The festival of the birth of the Pharaoh
does not seem to have been celebrated in a regular
way ; the festival of giving the name was necessarily confui3ed, through the mechanism guiding
the making of royal names, with the festivals of
the great gods. The coronation and the jubilee
[.mdu] are the two great ceremonies.
The first
divides itself naturally into a series of distinct
festivals, ranging from the solemn recognition of
the king by the chief of the gods, the presentation
to the people in the court of the temple, and the
adoption of the 'sacred name,' to the consecration
properly so called. This last ceremony was fixed
from the very beginning to be held at Heliopolis ;
the few remaining Memphite monuments represent
it as being attached to that town, and it is seen
from historical inscriptions that the rule of the
Pharaoh was not considered valid till after the
traditional solemnities had been accomplished at
the Heliopolitan sanctuaries. Piankhi himself, the
conqueror of Egypt, was not considered the legitimate king of Egypt until he had undergone, in

the ancient capital, all the long ceremonies fixed
by the custom of thousands of years. Without
discussing here the difficult question of the exact
nature of the sadu, it is evident that its jubilee
nature makes it a repetition of the festivals of the
coronation.
Through it we obtain part of the
material details which are lacking with regard to
certain points of the coronation, for the festivals
of sadu have everywhere been represented on
Egyptian monuments either in a shortened form
or at full length.
The texts of the Pyramids show that the episodes represented
on the monuments commemorative of the sadu (e.<j. at Memphis [Xllth dynasty]) existed as early as the proto-historical
period. They are found almost unaltered down to the time of
the Ptolemys. In this latter period Heliopolis lost the privilege,
which Memphis gained, of seeing the Pharaoh crowned. The
most detailed and curious scenes representing the magnificent
pomp of these festivals and the concourse of all the dignitaries
of Egypt are represented in the bas-reliefs of the festival hall
of Osorkon 11., found and re-constructed in 1S92 by Naville at
Bubastis.
'

—

Besides the partici7. Royal episodic festivals.
pation of the Pharaoh in the great festivals of the
cult or in the commemorations of his own reign,
two distinct series of festivals have been left us by
the monuments.
(a) Those having reference to expeditions of war
and celebrating the victories of the Pharaoh or his
triumphal return. The royal procession with its
booty and its captives, the solemn arrival of ambassadors or tributes from foreign lands, and sacrifices and ofi'erings presented in thanks to the Divine
Lords are the subject of immense decorative compositions on bas-relief and frescoes, either in the
temples themselves (Karnak, the tower of Luxor,
Ramesseum, etc.) or on the walls of private tombs

—

Thebes and Amarna).
accompanying the different acts of

(necropolises of
(b)

Those

royal life (birth of princes, marriages, journeys,
inauguration of palaces, etc.). The sources, which
are still rather incomplete, are furnished especially
by the paintings of Amarna, which constitute in
this respect a series of historical pages of the
highest interest.
must make special mention
of the arrival of the famous queen-mother Tyaa at
her new palace, and the manifestations of all sorts
which marked her arrival from Thebes (banquets,
popular rejoicings, midnight banquets, processions
of musicians and of torch-bearers, military parades,

—

We

official processions, etc.).

—

8.
Festivals of a funerary character.
The
enumerations or calendars of the Memphite mas-
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tabas (IVth-VIth dynasties), of Dendereh (Vllth
dynasty), of Syut (Xth dynasty), of Bersheli,

Gebrawi, and Beni-Hassan (Xlth-XIIth dynasties),
of the Theban necropolises (XVIIIth - XXVIth
The characdynasties), give us the complete lists.
ter of these festivals has been shoAvn in art. Calendar (Egyp.). The form of procedure is the
same as for the festivals of the gods. The cults of
local gods of the dead and the festivals of these
funerary gods became, at least in regard to some
of the gods, national anniversaries, which were
little by little all fused into the great cycle of the

The placing of the god
cult of Ptah-Sokar-Osiris.
in the coffin and then in the tomb, the planting of
sacred trees or mystic insignia (ancient fetishes [?]),
the mourning of the divine family, the apparent
death of the god and his subsequent resurrection,
form so many episodes giving rise to distinct festivals, with which are connected the festivals of
ordinary dead persons. The participation of the
living in the principal anniversaries (see the frescoes of the Theban tomb of Nofirhatep) gradually
modifies their character. The agapes, the so-called
funeral banquets,' the general mourning on the
days consecrated to the dead, the annual pilgrimages to the necropolises, the days of magic ' navigation of the souls towards Abydos (festival of
boats, the prow of which is turned towards Abydos
'

'

in the night 'when the officiating priest awakes
in tears'), the festival in which the processions go
by the light of torches to seek the statues of the
dead in the necropolises, and the festival in which
'
the round of the walls of the Temple is made praying for the venerated dead,' the festival of new fire,
are only excerpta which may be quoted in passing.
Herodotus (ii. 62) has given a picturesque description of the episode of the ' festival of the Lamps.'
III. Material characteristics and general CHARACTER. —The description of the pomp
of these great Egyptian festivals cannot be made

the object of even the briefest description in a
summary so condensed as this. The Theban pictures show their gaiety and magnificence (see
Lit. )
troojis of dancers and singers, companies of
soldiers, trcops of negroes, orchestras, officers and
priests, processions of bearers of offerings or sacred
have, in a
objects, emblems, banners, etc.
word, along with the local modifications of Egyptian civilization, the signs of rejoicing which are
present in festivals all the world over. The three
more particularly Egyptian characteristics of these
immense processions are [a) the sacred boats,
carried on litters, on which are placed the tabernacles of the images of the gods (b) the carrying
:

We

:

;

of insignia and emblems, in which may sometimes
be recogTiized the survival of very curious archaic
fetishisms (the 'box' of Min, vases, didu, thrones
with the emblem khaibet, etc.); (c) the participation in the festivals of smaU portable statues of
deceased kings or of the reigning king. This participation of the royal ' souls ' is made clear by
numerous inscriptions and by the bas-reliefs of
Medinet-Habu, Deir el-Bahri, Karnak, Kames-

seum, Gurneh, and Luxor.
Certain traditional and especially venerated statues {e.g.
those of Ahmes i. and Nofritarit), which were continually being
embellished or re-made in precious material, seem to have
plaved a part similar to that of the most famous images of
certain of our Christian sanctuaries. The participation of high
dignitaries and the local nobility in these festivals would require a long article for itself alone. It is to be regretted that
the magnificent representations on the staircases of Dendereh,
and more especially of Edfu, have never been popularized as
they should be by modern reproductions.

The frescoes of Amarna and the notes made by
Herodotus during his travels illustrate briefly the
part played by the populace in all these ceremonies
the noisy and sometimes licentious gaiety of the
crowds which flocked to the pilgrimage, the thousands of devotees encamped in the approaches to
:

(Egyptian)

the sanctuary, give the impression that a festival
modern Egypt, like the famous fair of Tantah,
must still present an accurate picture of what a
great festival of Egypt at the time of the Pharaoha
of

was

like.

The

religious ceremonies which were there gone
through consisted essentially in the following
:

A

representation of celestial navigation by
small sacred boats on the sacred lake of the temples.
This is probably the most ancient source of the
theme of the procession ; it is connected with the
organization of mimetic magic in its civilized form.
(b) Journeys (by land and sea) taken by the statues
of gods, visiting their various provincial sanctuaries.
(a)

As

if they were real living guests, they receive gifts
on their arrival, and are entertained at solemn
feasts ; they are washed, anointed, perfumed, and
robed. Sometimes they rest for the night ' on a
bed of flowers.' During their journey they halt at
stations of rest,' analogous to the reposoirs of
Roman Catholic state processions. A solemn sacrifice marks the culminating point of the ceremony.
(c) Visits of the gods to the tombs of deceased kings
or princes in the necropolis, on the great days of
'

commemoration

of the dead,
(d) The presence of
divine statues at the solemn acts symbolizing
the great events of agricultural life (the rising of
the Nile, the cutting of the first sheaf at the harvest),
(e) Sacred dramas, consisting particularly
in representations of wars, battles, and brawls,
interspersed with songs and incantations.
The
'mysteries' of the type of Mendes, Abydos, and
Dendereh are of a more complicated kind in them
was given a representation, lasting for some days
and taking place at various points of the sacred
territory, of the wars of the god, his death, the
battles of his supporters, his entombment, and his
resurrection. The making of symbolical images of
the god, which had been broken in pieces, associating his death and resurrection with the processes
of the death and resurrection of the substances of
Nature (corn and vine), is the most salient feature
of the famous Osirian festivals of the month of
Choiak. Ceremonies like those of the great pilgrimages naturally lasted several days, and in certain cases even several weeks.
Festivals of even a
local character, like the
great outing of Amon,'
were extended for a whole month throughout the
;

'

Theban

territory.

What

has been said in the articles CALENDAR
(Egyp.) and Dualism (Egyp.) explains clearly
enough the essential meaning and aim of the elementary acts constituting the framework of the
festivals as well as the character of pilgrimages or
processions in connexion with the cult of the gods.
The very nature of the festivals of foundation or
the royal festivals shows us their value and their
intention. What must be more strongly emphasized, as belonging specially to Egypt, is the importance which the participation in ceremonies had
for an Egyptian.
The festival of an Egyptian god
was not only a magic reproduction, which became
later a symbolical commemoration
the living and
the dead really participated in the virtue and the
favourable influences which flowed from the accomplishment of these outings of the gods. Men contributed, along with their divinities, towards the
maintaining of 'order' their enthusiastic gratitude for the work accomplished by the gods in the
past, combined with their confidence in them for
future struggles, led them to consider participation
in tlie sacred dramas as a real religious duty, the
performance of which acquired merit and a sure
outlook for the future life.
In many respects a
pilgrimage to the festivals of Abydos must have
con.stituted for the Egyptian a meritorious act
analogous to that of a Musalman's pilgrimage to
;

'

'

;

Mecca.

—
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—

(Greek).^
writer on this subject lias abundance embarrassing abundance almost of material for the first
part of the title, but very little for the second,
unless it be made to include all religious rites not
of a wholly joyous nature
and, even then, the
festivals are still greatly in the majority.
Greek
religion was, on the whole, a very cheerful affair,
and, among a people whose ordinary diet was
Lenten enough, actual days of abstinence [vrja-Teiai]

—

—

;

were not common.

Throughout

this

article

we

propose to use festival as a general term, corresponding to ioprri, for any kind of a periodical
observance, whether joyous or sad. We can hope
only to give a bare outline description, with a few
illustrations, of the general nature of Greek
festivals in the classical period, with some slight
account of what we believe to have been their
origin.
They may be classed thus
'

'

:

—

Under this head fall an immense number
(1) AgriouUural.
of festivals in honour of deities who, in origin at least, are gods
of ploughing and sowing, harvest and vintage.
In this connexion, therefore, it may be well to understand clearly, once
for all, at what times in the year various agricultural operations
were, and are, carried on in Greece.
Ploughing comes (a) in
October, (6) in spring. Sowing is at the end of October (ei'wpTJs,
• early,' as
it is called nowadays) and in November (6i//e, ' late ').
Harvest, beginning with bariey, is from the end of April to the
middle of June. Hence the modern peasant calls June ©epto-r^?,
-^

Threshing

'harvest-month.'

talies

place in July ('AKtuvap-qq,

threshing-month '). The vintage is in September (Tpvyi)7-i)s,
vintage-month ').
Under this head we in(2) National and commemurative.
clude such festivals as the Panathenaia, and the anniversaries
of victories. Of course, they were often dedicated to 'agricultural deities but their intent was to commemorate, not the
god's power in Nature, but his dealings with a particular
people, or his help on a particular occasion. The Great Games
might be brought under this head for convenience' e&ke, though
their origin is not beyond dispute.
(3) Feasts of heroes and under-world powers generally.
This
is closely connected with (1), but again
the view-point is
different the earth-power is worshipped, not so much as making the soil bring forth fruits, but rather as influencing the fate
of the dead. The few mournful rites which are recorded are
mostly included here.
Most, if not all, of these are foreign.
(4) Orgiastic ceremonies.
The most important are the Bacchic rites, which come from
Thrace. The Orphic worship, which springs from them, cannot
be considered here.
'

'

—

'

;

—

;

—

—

I. Agricultural
festivals.
The earliest and
simplest form of these festivals is nothing more
than vegetation-magic, originally without reference to a god at all. Athens celebrated, side by
side with festivals of a more civilized type, two
curiously archaic ceremonies, the Thesmophoria and
the Skirophoria. In classical times they were taken
under the protection of State-deities ' but we can
still see the old magic preserved where it would be
risking too much to let any ancient ceremony go,
1 The works to which an asterisk is prefixed are of primary
;

importance.
2 Abbreviations
States, 1896

:

Farn.=L. R. Farnell, Cults of

Mom. = A. Mommsen,

the

Greek

Feste der Stadt Athen,
Griechische Feste von reliqioser
Bedeutung, 1906; Harr.=J. E. Harrison, Prolegomena to the
Study of Greek Religion, 1903 ('- 1908).
3 The writer is indebted for much of his information here to
Dr. Simos Menardos, Lecturer in Byzantine and Modern Greek
at Oxford.
4 See Aristopb. Thesm. 295.

1898;

Nils.

ff.

;

=M.

P.

Nilsson,
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and preserved also by the conservatism of the
women, the natural tillers of the soil and worki^rs
of earth-magic
for, as they know how to bear
children, they can induce the earth to do likewise.
yaia i^iXi), riKi Kal cri/' real 6' lioTvfs ^\a(j>pai ' is in eliect
what the women of all primitive peoples have
always said since before Kliea bare Zeus.
The Thesmophoria was in Pyanopsion (October),
and was celebrated by the women alone, and in
secret,^ on the Pnyx.
Our accounts, the chief of
which is a scholiast on Lucian, Dial. Meret., are
vague, and overlaid with mythological interpretations; but this much can be gathered.
Into certain chasms (/liyapa) pigs were thrown,^ and left to
rot and be devoured by the snakes who lived there ;
and the remains of last year's pigs, apparently
were taken up by women who had been purified for
three days and were called avrXiipiai, ' drawers-up.'
;

—

—

They were then placed upon an
believe,' says the scholiast,

altar,

'

and they

that whoever takes
some, and mixes it with the seed he sows, wiU have
a good crop.' Here we have a wide-spread form
of vegetation-ritual
the preparation of a kind of
manure, intended to act, not as ordinary manure
does, as the anlpa, or white earth, was perhaps
supposed to do later on in the Skirophoria, but by
virtue of its mana, due partly to the prolific
nature of the pig, partly, it may be, to the influence
of the serpents, the regular avatar of chthonian
powers. The festival lasted three days, which
'

—

seem to have been
and tcaWiy^veLa.

called &voBos Kal KaffoBos, vrjareia,

In connexion with the corresponding summer
the Skirophoria, we get the strange rite
of the Arrhephoria, a word of somewhat doubtful
meaning, but probably implying the carrying of
male things.' In this, little gins so young that
their chastity was absolutely indubitable— prepared by a year's residence on the Acropolis, were
given, at night, certain sacred objects, which they
carried by a natural underground descent to the
temple of Aphrodite in the Gardens and thence
they returned, with certain other covered objects
which the priestess gave them.
These objects
were, no doubt, fertility charms of some sort,
probably phallic, and their covering, together with
the virginity of their bearers, acted as a sort of nonconductor, and prevented their virtue from being
wasted. Here we get all the elements of agricultural ritual, the use of objects having great and
mysterious mana, and the importance attached to
virginity, a state whose magical potency is matched
only by pregnancy.
Equally primitive, in part at least of their rites,
are two festivals of the god whose name we
naturally associate with advanced Hellenic culture
Apollo. These are the Spartan Karneia and the
Athenian Thargelia. In the former we have clear
indications of a vintage festival ' of a sort practised
all over Europe, and still surviving in places.
festival,

'

—

;

—

A certain functionary was decked with garlands, and, after
praying for blessings on the city, started off running, pursued
by certain young men who must be unmarried and who were
called 0-Ta0vAoSpd/ioi or grape-cluster-runners
if they caught
him, it was a good omen for the State, but bad if they failed.' 5
'

'

'

;

The Thargelia, in the month Thargelion = May,
furnishes us with an example of a still more primitive form of the same rite.
The functionary in
the Karneia no doubt an embodiment of the

—

Callimachus, ad lovem, 29.
Cf. Aristoph. Thesm., passim.
For numerous examples of
non-Attic Thesmophoria, and an account of their ritual, see
Nils. 313 ff.
It is one of the few feasts with distinctly mournful
acts occurring in them fasting, sitting on the ground, etc.
These are probably vegetation-magic (Nils. 318).
1

2

—

SHarr. 120 ff.
4

The Karneia was

in the

month Karneios = Metageitnion =

August, roughly.
259 f. For numerous examples of this sort oi
ritual, see Frazer, GB^, pt. v. ; and, for the dressed-up functionary, cf. the English Jack-in-the-Green.
5

Farn.
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—

vegetation-spirit was merely pursued and caught,
to get his fructifying power for tlie Spartan vineyards. The pharinakoi in the Tliargelia were,
some authorities inform us, actually put to death.
Our chief authority, Tsetzes [Hist. 23, 726-756),
assures us that a man selected for his ugliness was
led out to sacrifice {tCjv ttclvtwv dfiopcpioTarov rjyov ws
irphs Bvalav), and
after several rites, intended,
obviously, to indicate his connexion with a fertilizing vegetation-power,' was burned and his ashes
'
scattered to the sea and the winds as a purification
of the tainted city.' Harpocration adds that this
was done at the Thargelia, and not merely, as
Tsetzes says, ' if disaster, by the wrath of heaven,
overtook a city.' The intention is obvious : the
pharmakoi are at one and the same time incarnate vegetation -deities and scapegoats. On both
counts, of course, they are liable to he put to
death in the one case, to prevent their powers
from waning and give them an opportunity to be
re-incarnated, and, in the other, to get utterly rid
of them and of the sins with which they are laden.
But they were certainly not actually put to
death in civilized Athens. On human sacrifice the
Greeks of historical times looked with loathing
and abhorrence even keener than ours, because
they were nearer to it
just as the N. Amer.
Indians, some of whom at least were once ritual
cannibals, regard as permanently infamous any of
their number whom hunger has driven to such a
terrible resource.^ Yet no enemy of Athens ever
accuses her of so awful a practice ; Athenians, and
notably the author of the Minos, are as emphatic
as any one in denouncing it ; and our authorities
for the practice are late and doubtful.' Finally,
the Thargelia was a festival of Apollo, and there is
good reason to believe that not even the righteous
execution of a condemned criminal was allowed to
sully its purity.
The killing of the pharmakoi
can have been only a form ; but no doubt, in
earlier times or among more backward sections of

—

—

the Greek world, it was real. At any rate, it was
part of a great ceremony of purification, preparatory to getting in the harvest, of the same culturestratum as the fertilizing rites of the Thesmophoria
and Arrhephoria. Apollo's connexion with it is
not very clear probably in his character of a god
of harvest'' he took over an older ceremonial.
Of especial interest to us, particularly from a
literary point of view, are those mimetic vegetation-rites connected with the name of Dionysos
the dances and mummings of the
goat - men,'
which ultimately led up to Tragedy ° and Comedy.
In these and many other ceremonies it is not primarily Dionysos the wine-god who is worshipped
(a wine-deity pure and simple would hardly exclude
wine from some of his offerings, as Dionysos did),
but rather Dionysos the god of fertility in general,
and especially the fertility of the fields.
In
Thrace there survives to this day* a curious ritual
in which we get both phalloi, reminding us of the
phallic choruses out of which, says Aristotle,
Comedy sprang, and a masque of men dressed in
goat-skins, which provides at last the needed link
;

—

'

between

away

masque
one of

and

and helps to sweep
etymologies.'
For this
is
tragic,' and turns on the death of
the characters no doubt in old times
rpd-yo^

various

rpayipSla

absurd

'

—

Tvpov T€ Sorres rn x^^p'^ k^^'^ fJid^av Kal i<TxdSa^,
ejTTaKis ovv paTTt'^oi'Te? cKeZvov eis to ireos,
CTKtAAat? tjvKai^ aypiai<; re kol aAAoi5 rail' aypiiav.
2 See A. D. Cameron, The New North, Appieton, 1910, p. 362 f.
3 There is better evidence for some other places, as Abdera
and Rhodes. See Farn. iv. 267 ff., on the whole question.
1 It may be necessary to remind some readers that Apollo's
connexion with the sun is a mere fancy of late mytholog^istsand
^

syncretizers.

Dionysos himself.
is

JHS xxvi.

Dionysos, Balder,

good god who

ii.

another theory, see

ERE iv.

870.

known that nothing
;

Adonis, Osiris,

—

come under this head the
by Winter or the Storm, and

generally returns again in the spring. No festival
of Dionysos comes in the summer ; he is worshipped
in spring and autumn.
His three Attic feasts
were in Poseideon = December (Rural Dionysia),
Gamelion= January (Lenaia), and Elaphebolion
= March (Greater or City Dionysia), and he is also
connected with the ' Feast of All Souls ( 'AvffeaT-fjpia) in Anthesterion = February.
Counting the
'

Rural Dionysia and Lenaia as merely two forms
of the

same

festival,

we

get the three feasts just

about where we should expect them in the case of
an agricultural deity one at the time of new
wine (Anthesteria), one in full spring (Great
Dionysia), and one (Lenaia) to arouse the sleeping vegetation-power in winter.
He has no Attic
festival, however, in Pyanopsion (October), its
place being taken by the older ceremonies already
described. Roughly, then, we get ancient agrarian
festivals answering in date to Easter, St. Demetrius' day,' and Christmas in Modem Greece,
while the Anthesteria contains elements of something like Lenten observances.^
It is a fresh
example of the Church's marvellous and farsighted power of adaptation in making her great
feasts come at times of the year already consecrated, in the minds of the common people, by the
:

existence of similar pagan festivals.
But we must pass to a brief discussion of the
nature of the two great Athenian feasts, the
Lenaia and the Greater Dionysia. In these little
is left of the simple and primitive Nature-cult,
either on its quasi-magical or on its orgiastic side
(to be considered later).
The former festival consisted (1) of a procession, managed by the kingarchon and certain assistants (iirt/i.eXijTa.l) chosen
from the sacred gentes of the Eumolpidai and
Kerykes ; (2) of a contest of lyric and dramatic
poetry, managed by the king-archon alone.' Only
the contest (ayiiiv) is important, for it was at this
that many of the great dramatic works were produced. In this connexion, it cannot be too carefully kept in mind that the plays were all religious,
at least in theory, and that going to see them was
an act of worship.
devout Greek did not go to
the theatre to see a play of Sophocles or Aristophanes merely because he found it amusing or
moving, any more than a devout Florentine goes

A

to Santissima Annunziata on Easter morning
merely because the singing is good.
Of course,
sesthetic enjoyment played its part, as it generally does the people who built the Parthenon or
Cologne Cathedral were moved by a love of beauty

—

—

as well as religious zeal,
but, in its essence, the
State's action in appointing choregoi, the choregos'
fitting out and training his chorus, the dramatist's
composition of the tragedy or comedy, and the
spectator's presence in the theatre were all parts
of the public and private religious duty of Athens
and her citizens. It is so long since we have had

any such union between Church and State that we
are apt to forget that there was a time when the
miracle-play was almost as much a part of the
service, at some times of the year, as the Kyrie or
the Te Deum. The tragedies, as has already been
indicated, are the glorified form of old peasant
miracle-plays, very like our own May-day and
Christmas mummings in general appearance, representing the contest between the two champions
and the death of one of them.* Rather harder to

*

(1906).

all

is slain

October

2

26.

S[Arist.J'A9. HoX.
pt.

It is well

more common than the death, followed by the

resurrection, of a vegetation-god

1

Farn. v. 210 fl.
6 E. M. Dawkins, in
' E.g. Harr. 421 f . ; for
6
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view.
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Ridgeway, Origin

o

Tragedy, Camb. 1910, takes a different

—

—
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explain

is

the Old

satire, its wild

Comedy,

witli

its rail

fun and buHoonery, and

its

'

'

'

acteristic of these was still carefully preserved
The phallos, as has
their deliberate coarseness.
already been mentioned, was used in these primitive rites as a symbol of fertility.
It had its
designedly coarse and foul
verbal equivalent

—

These were no mere wantonness

—we

;

much of his humour is topical and local.
The most discussed of all these agricultural and

hear

of respectable women ceremonially using them
but part of the fertility-charm. As to the continual raUing against individuals, that may be
serious enough sometimes in Aristophanes, but in
its ultimate origin it was as often £is not a mere
method of averting the evil eye ; just as a streetboy spits on a new-found coin ' for luck
really
to show, or pretend to show, his contempt for it,
and so avoid nemesis.
can now understand
why Aristophanes dares to rail against Dionysos
'

two held yearly
honour of Demeter and Kore, the
Lesser and Greater Mysteries. A good deal is
quasi-agricultural festivals are the
in Attica in

known
monies

pt.

place in Anthesterion,
probably about the 20th,^ at Agra, or Agrai, on
the Ilissus. Here, as in the Greater Mysteries, a
truce of God was proclaimed throughout Greece,
to allow would-be initiates to come to Athens unmolested. We know, imfortunately, next to nothing
about the rites, except that they must have been
simple, as there was no temple of Demeter, so far
as we know, at Agrai, and consequently no place
for elaborate Spii/iej-a to take place.^ The important
thing is that the candidate who had been initiated
in these mysteries became a iMiar-qs, and was entitled
to admission to the Greater Mysteries the next
year but one.
The Greater Mysteries were held in Boedromion,^
the truce lasting from the full moon of Metageitnion
to Pyanopsion 10.
They began, it would seem, on
the 13th, with a procession of the Athenian epheboi

—

'

extreme reverence for the beings he worshipped
was not a characteristic of the Greek.^ Of. artt.
Drama and Drama (Greek).
So much for the spirit of the plays. The details
of their production are fully discussed in wellknown books, such as Haigh's Attic Theatre, Oxford, 1889, and need not be entered into here, any
more than the vexed question of stage or no stage.
These points have absolutely no bearing on the
religious side of the question. It should, however,

—

be noted what Dbrpfeldt has overlooked that
whether his discovery of the precinct iv Ai/civais
and of the wine-press be all he claims for it or not,
the name K-qvalos has notliing to do with Xjjk!!,
a wine- vat,' which would give Ai/i-ctoj, but must
come from A^i-at, an old word for Maenads,' and
signify ' god of the Bacchantes. ' The feast itself,
however, has nothing of the orgiastic character
'

which the name might imply.

The

chief occasion for the production of plays
in Elaphebolion.
This began, on the 8th, with a irfioayuv, including
lyric performances no doubt, as in the Lenaia,
dithyrambs, the form from which Tragedy is said
to have been evolved and offerings to Asklepios.
The feast proper began, as we gather from Pausanias (I. xxix. 2 and otlier passages), with a
solemn procession, in which the sacred cult-statue
of Dionysos of Eleutherai was carried to the precinct of Artemis ' Best and Fairest
near the
Academy. In this kanepkoroi, or girls carrying
baskets containing sacred emblems probably of
a similar nature to those borne by the arrhephoroi

all who had been deprived of
and other disqualified persons, were
warned away. What this speech was like one
can gather from Aristophanes' parody of it (Ran.

understand Greek,

—

civic rights,

—

354

Let every one stand aside
an intellect muddled with sins, or in arts like these
untried
If the mystic rites of the Muses true he has never seen or sung.
If he never the magical music knew of Cratinus the Bull-eater's
tongue.
'

;

—

Behold, I give word and again give word
the third, last time
;

for

efTaCS* e^eis ttJV Kap8{a.v ;
of the Initiated in the Kants,
So Bhagavati is
elaborately insulted at her great spring-festival at Cranganore

likely date.

who

aptly compares XTjca-yerTj?.
support the contrary view.

CIA

i. 31.
See Mom. 435 fl., for a detailed account.
Aristoph. Ach. 503 ff. This indicates that The Acharnians
at the Lenaia, but The BabyUynians at the Greater
Dionysia.
3 Mom., chapter on ' Kleine Mysterien.' Themonth is furnished
by Plutarch, Demetrius, 26 ; the duration of the truce (fuUmoon of Gamelion-Elaphebolion 10) indicates the 20th as a

1

was produced

!

from the songa

Mommsen

and give word

t"

2

Filz est mort, et tu dors comme ung ivrogne
This is quite as far removed from the Dies IrcB as Xanthias'

pt. i. vol. i. p. 280).
v. 208 ; Nils. 276,
and Aliss Harrison

all such.'

lines

:

GBS,

;

;

Make room,

1

Farn.

ff.).

Who owns

'

2

certain sacred objects of

iepd,

guilty of certain ritual impurities (such as the
eating of forbidden foods), all who were unable to

was the Great or City Dionysia,

(see

to.

which we know little, but which probably included
ancient and peculiarly holy cult-statues of the two
goddesses.
They returned the next day. Then on
the 15th came the ayvp/ids, or assemblage of the
candidates, who on the next day were solemnly
addressed by the king-archon, the hierophant, and
daduchoi, at the Stoa Poikile. All who were

'

Ton

'

to Eleusis to get

'

;

i.).

The Lesser Mysteries took

himself, painting him as fool, coward, effeminate,
and incontinent.
It is really (though whether
Aristophanes fully realized this is doubtful) a
pious mode of address an averting from the god
of any possible <j>$6vo^.
Dionysos, though he could
be very terrible, was a friendly god who came
close to his worshippers in their feastings ; and

1 Nor always of mediaTal Europe
cf. the foUowing
from a French mystery-play on the Crucifixion
* P6re 6ternel, Ifeve-tol
n'as-tu pas vergogne ?

of the external ritual of these great cere(ret ipavepQi dpdixeva), but exactly what was

taught, or whether anything at all was taught,
has been a much -disputed point, ever since Lobeck's
learning and common sense cleared away the absurd theories of earlier speculators (Aglaophamus,

—

We

—

—

pernaps on the 10th and following days came the
dramatic contests in the great theatre of Diony.sos
on the slope of the Akropolis. Here there assembled, not only the Athenians them.selves, as
at the Lenaia,^ but also representatives from all
over the Empire, and from foreign States. This
was the occasion on which most of the new
tragedies were produced ; indeed,
at the new
tragedies {KaiuaU Tpay<i>5lais) is sometimes used to
mean at the City Dionysia.' We hear, nevertheless, of new tragedies being produced even at the
minor Peiraic Dionysia and Aristophanes' " frequent references to the Lenaia show that he often
produced a new play then, as was natural, since so

—

with fertility, magic, and good-luck charms. We
have countless examples, many of them Greek,
of peasant merry-makings, with their attendant
broad fun at the expense of all and sundry, the
ancient 'jests from the waggon'; and we shall
have occasion to see, later on, that in the highlydeveloped worship of Demeter and Kore one char-

jests.

as also did dancing and Hinging boys.
phallic procession is also iiientioiicd.'
Next

A

frequent

coarseness.
Yet this is explicable enou^b as a
survival, and not merely a survival
for the ideas
were still alive in Greece of old notions connected

—

869

— took part,

and

in;,'

(Greek)
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169 for the few facts that are known.
Camill. 19 ; Phokion, 6 ; of. CIA i.
;

^

Farn.

iii.

5

Plut.

1. 1

6

Murray's translation.
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Next followed tlie rite which gave the day its
The
name, SAaSe fiiarai, To the sea, ye mystai
whole body of the initiate went down to Phaleron,
washed themselves in the sea, and also washed
their pigs. For in this, as in all rites of a chthonian
nature, the pig was a recognized means of purification, generally by means of its blood. Exactly how
the animals were used on this occasion we do not
know Ran. 338 strongly suggests that they formed
the material for some kind of sacrificial feast.
Then followedcertain rites of whichlittle is known.
On the 17th we hear of a sacrifice of a sucking-pig
to Demeter and Kore.' On the 18th (?) there was a
!

'

'

;

processioninhonour of Asklepios, probably identical
with the Epidauria which Philostratos mentions
On the 19th, late in
(Vit. Apoll. Tyan. iv. 18).^
the day, so as to last well into the night, and therefore, by Greek reckoning, into the 20th, came the
great lakchos-procession to Eleusis, visiting various
holy places en route, and stopping at a certain
bridge'' over the Cephissos for the rough jesting
which, we have already seen, is associated with
agricultural rites.'' Here we have to notice the
presence of lakchos-Dionysos in this festival of
Demeter and her daughter. Our earliest document,
the Homeric Hymn to Demeter (? 7th cent.), knows
nothing of him. Probably, after the Dionysiac
cult was imported from Thrace, with the Delphic
oracle acting as its vigorous missionary and supporter, Dionysos was simply added to the Eleusinian
deities, whom he resembled in many ways.
Arrived at Eleusis, no doubt after a rest for the
journey of some 15 miles, made fasting, with incidental dancing and singing, must have been extraordinarily fatiguing the mystai proceeded to
the rites of initiation, perhaps on the nights of
the 20th and 21st. Concerning these we know,
Firstly, they were
briefly, the following facts.
connected with the legend of the rape of Persephone, the grief-stricken search of Demeter, her
arrival at Eleusis, the gift of corn, and the recovery
Secondly, we gather that some
of her daughter.
part at least of all this was enacted in a sort of
mystery-play at the telesterion, or Hall of Initiation.° That there was also a iep6s yd/xos, or mystic
marriage ceremony ; that at a certain point in the
rites the hierophant cried aloud, Our Lady Brimo
hath borne a holy child Brimos ; that there was
some sort of representation of the terrors of the
under world are the vague statements of late
authors and, though quite possibly true for some
ritual or other, have not necessarily anything at
One fact, however,
all to do, really, with Eleusis.
we do know, that at the climax of the rites certain
holy things were shown. Here again we are in
ignorance of what they were.
We know a little about what was said a less
important matter than what was done. We hear
of a sacred formula, Sc Kiie, ' Kain (O Sky), conceive
(O Earth),' used by the hierophant a rain-charm,
apparently, belonging to the oldest stratum of the
of the mystic formulae (passwords [?]) emrites
ployed by the initiate but exactly what it all

—

—

'

'

—

;

'

'

—

—

;

;

meant

is

unknown.

The

secret

was well kept.

—

Perhaps the fact is that there was no secret at
The glow of ecstasy vnth
least no secret doctrine.
which many writers, especially Neo-Platonists,
1 CIG 623
Berliner Elassikertexte, pt. 6, 1st half, p. 10, pro;

vides us with an interesting, though very fragmentary, mythological explanation of the connexion between pigs and Kore.
2 Farn. iii. 171 ff.
3

The modern Kolokythou, approximately

;

about half an

hour from the Dipylon Gate.
4 The procession probably started from the Agora (Ran. 320,
reading Si' oyopas for Aiayopas). For jesting (ye^vpto-^os), of.
Ran. 420 fl.
5 The small extent of this hall, whose foundations are now completely laid bare at Eleusis, proves that there can have been no
very elaborate spectacular performance, and indeed makes it
hard to understand how the numerous /iiiarat can have got in
&taU.

—

(Greek)

speak of the experiences of the mystai does not,
even if taken literally, compel us to suppose any
notable increase in knowledge. It is rather a
heightening of religious emotion, and a feeling of
Bad have
having joined the ranks of the elect.
I fled, better have I found,' says one of the formulfe.
Something in the rites perhaps a sort of communion-service ' may have induced a feeling of
unity with Demeter and Kore, and with the male
objects of the worship, Hades-Pluton, Eubuleus,
Triptolemos, lakchos. More than this we cannot
say.
If there had been any tangible doctrine, it is
unthinkable that nothing should have leaked out,
when practically any one could be initiated and
the ofhcial initiators, hierophant, daduchos hierokeryx, etc. were not men of any special training,
but simply members of certain old priestly famOies
who possessed traditional knowledge of the rites.
We do not hear, in Greece, of a priestly caste
claiming vast superiority in religious knowledge
over the laity. There were, of course, certain
things about the gods which only their priests and
but no mysterious powers or
priestesses knew
wisdom resulted from them to the priests themselves.
They were simply things which must not
be noised abroad, for fear some hostile person should
make a bad use of them. Euthyphron might try
to impress Socrates by claiming to be able to tell
him many very extraordinary things about the
gods but neither Socrates nor any one else seems
to have been much impressed by these claims.
National and commemorative festivals.
2.
These were very numerous. They were held with
a definite purpose, usually to honour a national
deity, or to return thanks for a particular service.
Being frequently rather elaborate and expensive,
they were often pentaeteric or quadrennial. We
may sub-divide them thus (a) festivals simply in
honour of the god or goddess of a State ; (b) international or pan-Hellenic festivals of a similar
kind ; (c) festivals of purification, associated with
a ritual legend and purporting to be a representation of the deity's experiences ; (d) feasts of thanks'

—

—

;

,

;

;

:

giving for victories, etc.

Of (a) a good example is furnished by the great
pentaeteric festival at Athens, the Panatkenaia.^
This occurred towards the end of Hekatombaion,
in the height of summer, the chief day being the
28th of the month Tplr-Q rjiSlvovroi, 3 being Athene's
number. The orientation of the Parthenon is so
calculated as to allow the rising sun to shine full
in through the door on this day, in the year of
the temple's completion, 458 B.C. This feast was
the celebration of the might of Athens and her
power over lesser States for all the allies were
expected to send contributions to it and of the
might of her patron-goddess. It consisted of a
series of contests such as a goddess of the arts and
First came
of war might be expected to delight in.
an ayiiv fiova-iKris, or contest of singing, instrumental
music, and, at least in the days of Peisistratos,
recitations from Homer. Next came a gymnastic
contest (lasting 2 days), originally held near the
Pirseus, but later (4th cent.) in the present Stadion.
The prizes for this consisted of jars of oil, originally
at least the product of the fiopiai., or sacred olives
There were two prizes for each
of the goddess.
contest, the second being ^ of the first; e.^. the
winner in the boys' pankration received 40 jars of
runner-up 8. The contests were of the
oil, the
usual nature foot-racing, boxing, wrestling, etc.
Next came the ayuiv linnKds horse-racing of various
kinds; then certain minor contests a pyiThic
dance, an euandria, or parade of crack troops, and
all competitive, each
a torch-light procession

—

'

—

'

—

—

—

—

1

2

Farn. iii. 186 £E.
See E. Gardner, Or. AthUtic Fest., p. 227

details,

JES xxxii.

pt.

i.

p. 179

f.

f.,

and, for mora

—
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tribe entering. There was also an all-night festival
(pannychis), mentioned by Euripides (Ilerakl. 777783) and other authorities ; and, on the principal
day of the feast, an elaborate procession, loringing
the city's tribute to the goddess the richly
embroidered robe (tt^jtXos) on which was represented

ceremony,
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plain enough.
rid of
palace,' which

by the incarnate god, get

may

have, in the

The

boys, headed

any miasma they

her triumph over the giants. Here, in the midst
of this civilized ritual, we get a touch of primitive
feeling the statue of the goddess needs clothing,
just as at another period of the year it needed to
be taken down to the sea and washed, while the

then disinfected
possibly bearing
the sins of the people with them, and, instead of
negatively purging only, they come back after
their purification, radiating purity from themselves and their crowns.
This example will suffice
to show, in an interesting case, the way in which
rites really 'agricultural, purificatory, or the like,
came to be interpreted, via aetiology, as purely or

temple was undergoing a house-cleaning process
{Ph/nteria and Kallynteria). The festival ended
with a regatta in the harbour.'

chiefly commemorative.'
{d) The feasts of thanksgiving for victories, etc.,
form a fairly numerous class, but of no special

(b) The great games at Oli/mpia and elsewhere
were not very different from the gymnastic part of
the Panathenaia, which they no doubt suggested.
Existing nominally to do honour to Zeus, Poseidon,
etc. it is at least possible that they originated from

importance.

—

;

,

the funeral "ames of buried heroes. However this
be, and whatever be the origin of the games
(Olympian chronology is very uncertain, the list
of victors compiled by Hippias of Elis being
criticized as early as Plutarch's time), in the 5th
and 4th centuries their importance can hardly be
exaggerated. They were pan-Hellenic ; a truce
similar to that proclaimed by Athens before the
Mysteries protected all visitors and all Greece
was ready to punish those who dared to violate it.
Any one who could satisfy the board of judges
that he was of pure Greek blood, and not of a city
under a curse, that he was free from crime and
impiety, and that he had trained for the past 10
months was entitled to enter. This meant that

may

;

all

Greece proper, Ionia,

Sicily,

Magna

Grseoia,

and the colonies scattered over the Mediterranean
sent representatives to Olympia at least, if not to

—

the other great games. The programme originally
1 day only
lasted 3 days in later times, and consisted of long and short distance foot-races, races
in armour, boxing, wrestling, the pankration, and
an all-round contest, the pentathlon jumping,
running, discus-throwing, javelin-throwing, wrestling besides the great chariot- and horseback-

—

'

—

'

—

races.

It

was

to celebrate victories of athletes

that the greatest lyric poets wrote, and the victor
received almost divine honours from his city.
Moreover, no place was so good as one of these
great athletic meetings to hear all the latest news,
see every one worth seeing, and listen to the latest
poets, sophists, or historians.
Thus, even where
no actual musical contests existed the games
fostered art and literature, as well as the panHellenic spirit, indirectly at least. ^
(c) The best example, perhaps, of this is the great
Apolline festival of the Stepteria. This was held
at Delphi every ninth year (i.e. once in each
ohtaeteris), and was supposed to commemorate
Apollo's slaying of Python, his flight and exile, and
his purification and return.'
boy of good family
obviously representing the god was escorted,
along with certain other boys, by torch-bearing
women (oleiai) to a wooden hut built to represent
a palace (the abode of Python '). This was set fire
to, and the table in it was overturned.
Then the
boy pretended to go into exile ; finally all went
not in mimicry but in actual fact— to tempe, were
purified with laurel, crowned themselves with it,
and returned by the sacred Pythian way,^ entering
Delphi in triumph. Here we have a good example
of a rite giving rise to an setiological myth.
For,
assuming the Apollo- Python story as a basis, why
should we have a palace which serpents do not
usually inhabit and why isit elaborately destroyed,
furniture and all? Wlfiereas, starting from the
'

'

,

A

—

—

'

—

—

1 See Mom. for full particulars as to dates, etc.
2 For details, see Gardner, p. 31 f.
i lb. 103 ff.
3 Farn. iv. 293 ff.

'

ia

They then go away,

by burning.'

'

The

best

-

known

instance

is

the

Marathonia at Athens, with its annual sacrifice
of 500 goats to Artemis Agrotera, in composition
for the rash vow to give her a goat for every slain
Persian.
It occurred in Boedromion, on the 6th
according to Plutarch (de Glor. Ath. 7). The date

no doubt determined, not by the actual day on
which the battle was fought this was nearer the
middle of the month but by the fact that it is
is

—

—

Artemis' day.
3. Feasts of heroes and

under-world powers

generally.

as these are generally

— Chthonian

rites,

may be distinguished from Olympian worship by the following characteristics, (a) Their
object is not so much to please the power addressed,
and secure its favour, as to induce it to go away or
to remain quiescent
the cult is dTroTpoiri], not
ffipairela.^
(b) Sacrifices {ii>ayl<jfj.ara, not lepd) are
given entirely, not shared are burned, poured
into holes in the ground, thrown into the sea, etc.
The altar is not called ^a/xdj but iux^-pc-y a sort of
hearth such as was often placed above or before a
tomb for funeral oft'erings. (c) Night rather than
day is the time chosen for the ritual, (d) The
powers invoked, though often called by divine
names, are generally seen on examination to be
heroic rather than divine.
(e) When combined
with Olympian ritual, these powers are honoured
with a subordinate, but quite distinct, ceremonial.
Of course, one must except from these general
rules a few figures which, though chthonian, are
in some sense Olympian.
Hermes X^ocios, for instance, is invoked by the returning Orestes to
help and save ' Hades- Pluton is no ordinary
under-world power, but the great death-god of an
advanced race and Zeus Xddvio! is regarded as in
some way the same as Zeus 'OXi^xios or "T^J'urTos.
But of the great mass of chthonians aU or most of
these rules hold good. It should be added that
most of them are nameless, and described by adjectives only.
Thus we hear of the Kindly Goddesses (Eifj-eMes), 'the Reverend Ones' {'^e/ival),
the Easy-to-be-entreated (MeiXfx'os) ; and, over
and over again, simply of 'the hero.' Even the
name 'AtStjs or "AiSt/s is adjectival = 'the Invisible
One,' while Pluton= the Rich One.'
The explanation which the present writer considers the most likely is that most of these beings
called,

;

—

;

;

'

'

'

'

'

Mycerinus' deities, 'not gods but ghosts.'
This is obvious in the case of heroes they are
simply the buried men living in some vague way
underground or in their graves a notion as widespread as it is primitive. It is less certain in the
case of many others. For instance, the Erinyes
may be variously explained. Are they embodied
curses, or the angry ghosts of murdered and unavenged men? Again, who are the Eumenides,
with whom the Erinyes are commonly but wrongly
are, like

;

—

1 It should be remembered that the primitive mind looks upon
moral evil of all sorts much as we regard the bacilli of a disease,
as sometliing contagious, and to be got rid of by the action of
fire and of certain medicinal substances, and "that this idea
persists into quite late times, in a more or less unconscious
form.
2 Harr. oh. 1.
S .fisch. Choeph. 1-3.

—

;
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Though powers to be feared, their
identified?
functions are kindly enough ; they give fertility
and general good fortune. (See Eumenides. ) Did
Demeter and Kore develop out of some such figures ? Are the winds ghosts or elemental powers ?
These are questions easy to ask and hard to
think, however, that the close reanswer.
semblance between the worship of heroes and the
worship of other chthonian powers makes the ghosttheory a likely one. But this is not the place to
discuss so wide a subject, and we shall merely
notice a few typical pieces of ritual in which these
powers receive honour.
par(1) Actual offerings to the dead, or to some
find a good example of
ticular dead persons.
this at Platsea, where, under the title of oi ijpaes,
those who fell in the great battle received oflerings

We

— We

—

— a black

•
every
steer, wine, milk, oil, unguents
year on the 6th of Alalkomenios = Maimakterion.
(2) Worship of heroes in conjunction with Olympians. Here a good example is afforded by the
This fesritual of the Hyakinthia at Amyklai.
tival, held in the month corresponding to Hekatombaion, divides sharply into two parts the one
mournful, involving abstinence from cereal food,
banqueters ungarlanded, etc. ; and the other joyous, with music and other rites such as one associates with Apollo, whose feast it is." The reason is
Apollo's ritual has been superimposed upon
clear.
that of an old chthonian power Hyakinthos, who,
being dead (permanently, as a hero, or temporarily,
as a vegetation-god), is naturally mourned for his
festival, as he has something to do with harvest,
contains the not uncommon tabu on cereals before
the harvest begins.
(3) Heroes and other chthonians with the names
This does not include genuine
of Olympians.
Olympians such as Hermes ; but it does, on the
one hand, include the purely heroic Zeus-Agamemnon, where 'Zeus 'is almost an adjective, and,
on the other, the Zeus worshipped at the Diasia
Zeus Meilichios.^ Here the ritual is chthonian
the object of worship is often represented as a
snake a regular chthonian form yet he is called
Zeus the Easy-to-be-entreated.' To the present
writer this proves, with some approach to conclusiveness, that the powerful Olympian has been
superimposed upon a local chthonian god or ghost,
to such an extent as to
it makes little difference
blot out his personality, such as it was, and leave
merely the gloomy, chthonian nature of certain of
the rites just as a little later in the same month
(Anthesterion) Dionysos' vigorous personality all
but eflaces the ancient All-Souls' festival of Xdes,
which still betrays itself, however, in certain

—

—

;

—

—

—

'

—

—

;

points of the ritual.
(4) Finally, we must not omit an important class
Every Greek
of chthonian rites, namely, cursing.
city had its Commination Service, and the powers
who fulfilled the curse would naturally be chthonian
One of the bestthe Erinyes, for example.
known of these solemn curses is the so-called
refrain of
litany-like
'Dirae of Teos,''' with its
May he perish, both himself and his kin (Keivov

—
'

'

aTToWv^rdai Kal y^i'os rb Kcifov), whOe we know, from
the parody in Aristoph. Thesm. 335 ff. , the nature
of the curse uttered by every Athenian archon and
by the herald at the beginning of each eeclesia.^

—

These, though foreign
4. Orgiastic ceremonies.
and never germane to Greece, deserve a word of
mention, because they are associated with the
3 Harr. 12 a.
1 Kils. 466.
2 Farn. iv. 264.
4 CIG 3044
Hicks and Hill, Greek Sistor. Itiscriptions,
Oxford, 1901, p. 23.
5 We have here omitted the greatest chthonians
Demeter
and Persephone because they are most important in their
apjicultural functions, especially in the Mysteries (see above).
;

—

—

'

ff.

of their

origin,

see

GB^

v.

pt.

i.

(Greek)

great name of Dionysos. This is not the place for
a detailed account of them ; but it may be said
that they rest on a basis quite different from the
calm ritual of ordinary Greek worship. Instead
of a simple sacrificial meal shared with the god,
the key-note of an ordinary Olympian ceremony,
or even a quasi-magic rite, such as we have seen
surviving in the Thesmophoria, orgiastic religions
seek for a mystical union of the worshipper mth
the object of his worship either by means of a
kind of religious mania or self-hypnotism, induced
by wild dancing and the like, or by a sacramental
devouring of some animal believed to be the incarnation of the god. This, in the case of Dionysos,
was generally a bull or a calf. He himself is
hailed as a noble bull in the Elean song preserved
in Plut. Qucest. Grmc. 299 B, and often represented
But this was really a
as horned or tauromorphic.
Thraco-Phrygian worship, and in Greece proper
Dionysos was usually the recipient of a more sober
and ordinary cult.^ Of his share in the Mysteries
we have already written.
In connexion with orgiastic and enthusiastic
worship in general, the frenzy of prophets, and
especially of the Pythia at Delphi, may be noticed.
Here we have a curious bit of savagery, for it is
simply the temporary ' possession of the shaman
by his god, surviving in the most orderly and most
thoroughly Hellenic of all cults. The explanation
perhaps lies in the fact that Delphi had been a
mantic shrine before the coming of Apollo and
that certain traces of an older and cruder worship
were not to be eradicated. At any rate, the actual
interpreters
givers of oracles were the official
of the priestess's inspired ravings, and not she
herself, as she was in all probability totally un-

—

'

'

'

;

'

intelligible.'

Summary.

—The variety of cults mentioned in this

may

perhaps give a wrong impression of the
general nature of Greek worship. We close, therefore, by insisting on the fact that the average
Greek ceremony, the sort performed by the ordinary worshipper nine times out of ten, was neither
orgiastic, chthonian, nor magical, but consisted
simply in a sacrifice, partly sublimated by burning,
so as to reach the celestial abode of the gods,
partly eaten by the sacrificer and his fellowworshippers. This, from Homeric times onward,
was the normal expression of Greek piety. In the
following ecclesiastical calendar, so to call it, of
Athens, the preponderance of such feasts may be
O.' indicating a festival of a,ny
seen at a glance
sort in honour of an Olympian, Ch.' a chthonian
or a hero-feast, 'O.-Ch.' one combining both
art.

—

'

'

elements.
THE Ecclesiastical year at Athens (the dates ot the
festivals are from Mommsen, to whom the reader is referred).
Hekato.mbaion.
12 Kronia(0.).
16 Synoikia (in commemoration of the <rvvoiKnrti.6'; under
Theseus) (? Ch.).
"\
20-23 Musical ag6n.
24-25 Gymnastic agOn.
Panathenaia (O.)
26 Equestrian ai]6rL.
Lesser
pentaeteric.
27 Pyrrhic and euandria.
Pan. (yearly) at same
28 Torchlight procession, ^avwxi^,
date.
,

procession, sacrifice,

and

feast.

29 Regatta.
Metageitnion.
Herakleia in Kvnosarges ( ? O.).
Panhellenia (O").
(Dates uncertain.)
BOEDROMION.
3 Anniversary of Platsea ( ? O.).
? Genesia (? = Nemeseia)(Ch.).
6 Marathonia (O.).
12 Charisteria (thanksgiving for the overthrow of the Thirty
Tyrants; O.).
O.).
? Eleusinia (gymnastic ag6n
.

;

For a
and 5.
2Farn.
1

'

For a plausible account
p. 36

';

4

full
iv.

discussion of Dionysos worship, see Farn. v. chs.

193 flE.

;
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18 Procession ol ephebui to EleueiH.
15 AgymioB.
16 aXabe iMvarai,
17 8ucrincc (to Asklepios?).
? 18 lipidiiuria.
19 Ittkchos-procession to Elcuaie.
20-2t2

?

AND PASTS

\.

Greater Mysteriee
mostly Ch.).

)'

71 Pyanepsia.
7 UacQ ot oschephoroi, Komoa, etc.,
ofFerinffs to the dead.
8 ProcesBion, sacrifice, and feast,
libations to Theseus.

?

Theseia (Ch.).
I

:

for

soldiers

killed

in

battle

during the year.
12 Anodos.
]

/

>
Thesmophoria (Ch.).
18 Nesteia.
14 Kalligeneia. J
f 19-21 Apaturia, or ceremony of receiving children into their
fathers' clans (O.)
? Promethia, Hephaiatia, Chalkeia,
;

Athenaia (O.).
(Dates uncertain.)
POSEIDEON.
? about 19th Rural Dionysia (0.).
?

Haloa

?

Prochaireteria (? Ch.).
Dionyaia iv Ueipatei (O.).

?

Gamklion.
? Lenaia
?

(Ch.).

;

procession

;

and dramatic contests
Zeus and Hera O.).

lyric

Theogamia (marriage

of

Anthesterion.
13 Pithoigia. "\
14 Choes.
j-Anthesteria (O.-Ch.).
16 Ohytroi.
j
? 20 Lesser Mysteries (Ch.).
? 23 Diasia ( ? O.).

Elaphebolion.
8 Proa(j6n offerings to Asklepios.
:

|_

tical benefit to
14'"'', Jn &"').

City Dionysia
(mostly 0.).

I

MUNTCHION.
6 Hiket«ria, or suppliant procession to

Delphinios
?
?

16
16
18
19

shrine of Apollo

(O.).

Munychia and Brauroneia (0. to Artemis).
Aianteia. Commemorating Salamia (Y Oh.).
;

?
Sacred embassy to Delos
?
Olympeia (O. to Zeus).
Tharqelion.
7 Thargelia (0.
? Ch.).
;

17 Bei,dideia(0.).
19 Kallynteria (O.).
21 Plynteria (0.).

(O.).
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;
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(Hebrew).

—

I.

Periodical Festivals.— i. Weekly.—The Sabbath.
From probably an early period every 7th

—

day was observed

as the holy day of rest. Since the
described in the cuneiform inscriptions
a day of rest for the soul,' ^ Sayce {Higher Crit.

Sabattu
as

'

is

and Mon.\ London,

1894, p. 74) argues for a Bab.
origin, and compares it with the observance of the
7th, 14th, 21st, 28th days, as days on which it was
unlawful to do certain kinds of work. But the
Jewish observance of the Sabbath was of a very
different kind from that of the ancient Babylonians.
The earliest historical reference to the Sabbath
4^-- ^, but the language used
in the Bible is 2
suggests that its observance was a long established custom.
The fact that at different times
different explanations of it are given points in the
1 Evening of the 6th by our reckoning.
2 Night of the 11th.
3 The real meaning of the phrase Urn nu^ libbi (II Rawl. 32,
1. 16) appears to be a day when the gods rested from their anger
(aeeHi>£iT. 319").

K

man Mk 2=3-28 31-6, l^

gi-s. 6-11 1310-17

(

When

synagogues were established,
the Sabbath services became an important feature
of Judaism.
Many of the discourses and acts of
healing of Christ took place in connexion with them
(Mk 12i"28 3i-« 6i"«, Lk 43i"S7 13'""" etc.). St. Paul
also frequently made use of the synagogue service
'''"'" 14'"^
etc. ).
in his missionary journeys (Ac 13""'''Parts of the service notably the lections and discourse which followed (cf. Lk 4^'"") became the
model for early Christian worship, and profoundly

—

(O.).

;

Skirophorion.
12 Skirophoria (O.).
? Dipolia or Eouphonia

;

and evening sacrifices (Nu 28*"'°).
The extreme minutise of detail, the difficulties to
which they gave rise, and the ingenious methods
of evading them are fully discussed in the MishThey frequently formed the
nic tract Skabbath.
ground of conflict between the Pharisees and Christ,
who taught that the Sabbath should be regarded not
as a fetish, but as an institution designed for prac-

(O.).

;

? 9 Procession.
10 and following days.
Theatrical
contests.
? Galaxia.
To Kybele (? O.).

direction.
In Ex 2,3"'' (E), Dt 5"'' (probably
derived from JE), the purpose is that all may rest,
incliiiling the slaves, the stranger, and the animals,
In Dt 5"
as well as the master and the family.
the reason assigned by
is that it is a memorial
of the Exodus, wliioli it seems to assume took place
on that day. In Gn 2''', Ex 20", the rea.son assigned is the Sabbath rest of God on the 7th day,
In theorj', at
after the 6 days' work of creation.
any rate, the prohibition of work, even in the earliest laws on the subject (Ex 20'" 23'-), was absolute.
But the only evidence of the extremely literal and
rigid observance of this rule belongs to the age of
the Priestly Code, in which the reason which had
come to be assigned for its observance gave it a
Thus the
more sacred and binding character.
manna might not, and indeed could not, be gathered
on the Sabbath (Ex IG-"'"") a man is stoned to
death for collecting sticks on that day (Nu 15'^"^).
Nehemiah makes very stringent provision against
violating the Sabbath by trading, etc., on it (Neh
13'^"22).
On the Sabbath two lambs, with the customary meal- and drink-oiierings, were sacrificed as
a burnt-offering in addition to the daily morning

D

Initiution.

;
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same

PYANoraioN or Pyanepsion.

9-11 Ag&n, etc.
122 Torchlight procession.
ceremonial in
12 Race of epheboi
Kerameikos
funeral oration

(Hebrew)

—

influenced the history of the Christian liturgies.
It seems likely that the original purpose of the
Sabbath was to consecrate every phase of the moon.
It may have been derived in the first instance from
If so, the purpose
some form of moon-worship.
was lost sight of when, if not before, a conventional
week of 7 days was substituted for the lunar phase
(see Calendar [Hebrew], § i).
Monthly. The New Moon. This is freii.
quently mentioned with the Sabbath, as being both
festivals of ordinary occurrence (2 K 422-23, ^j,-, gs^
Hos 2", Is 1"), such as, e.g., a devout woman might
be expected to attend at some not very distant
sanctuary, even though her husband stayed at
home (2 K 42^). In early times the New Moon was
marked by a sacrificial feast, at which all the household were expected to be present, unless j^revented
by some ceremonial unoleanness or other religious
cause (1 S 20^- ^- =''). In the Priestly Code a special
offering was made of two young bullocks, one ram,
seven lambs, and a goat for a sin-offering (Nu
28""'^).
Just as the Sabbath was probably the
dedication of each phase, so the New Moon was
undoubtedly the consecration of the whole moon or
month (see Calendar [Hebrew], § i).
iii. Annual.— These we shall divide into (a) those
that were certainly pre-exilic, and (b) those that
were possibly or certainly post-exilic in origin.
(a) Pre-exilic.
It is not improbable, when every
important town had its separate sanctuary, that
customs with regard to the festivals, their number
and their character, may have varied in different
localities.
But there is evidence to show that at
some sanctuaries, such as Shiloh probably the
most important temple of the early days of Samuel

—

—

—

—

;'
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—there

was a great annual festival which, if not
the only one, was so important as to be regarded
as the great yearly sacrifice (1 S 1'"-' 2'^), and which
all within the district attended, unless hindered
These chapters, if not
for a sufficient reason {!--).
contemporary evidence of the state of things in
Samuel's time, may at least he regarded as evidence
of what was customary at a typical local sanctuary
With this we
in the time of the early monarchy.
may compare the custom of an annual family feast,
of which we have evidence in 1 S 20^- -', at which
the scattered members of the family assembled.
The annual sacrificial feast at Shiloh has been frequently identiwith the Feast of Booths at the end of the year. It would
probably be more correct to say that the latter was a later
development of the annual festival. Jg 2119-23 (post-exilic but
evidently based on earlier documents) certainly supports the
view that this annual feast was originally a vintao^e celebration.
In the earliest legal codes, we find three annual
fied

festivals: (1)

Unleavened Bread (Massdth), includ-

ing perhaps Passover (Pesah); (2) Weeks [ShfbA' 6th);
and (3) Ingathering ('Aslph\ (Ex 231" [E], 34is- 22-23

That these were agricultural in origin is
evident in the case of the last two, and probable in
that of the first.
[J]).

— The

meaning of this feast is not
given in the early documents (its association with
the Exodus being probably an afterthought see
below). In later times it included three rites which
appear to have been originally distinct: (1) the
I.

MassSth.

;

Paschal meal, or Passover proper, (2) the seven days'
Festival of Unleavened Bread, (3) the wave-ofiering
of the first sheaf {'omer).
(1) The essential feature of the Passover proper
was the sacrificial feast of the Paschal lamb. There
was a very ancient religious tradition that the firstlings and firstfruits belonged by right to Jahweh
(Ex 13"-i3 22=8-3» 231s 34i'>--» [JE]). The tradition
that in the last plague the first-bom of Egypt had
been involuntarily sacrificed to Jahweh (Ex 13'*),
and that the tribe of Levi was consecrated to
Him as a tribe to whom the rights of the first-born
had been transferred (Nu Si'-'-iS)^ 3,3 well as the
offering of all firstfruits and firstlings, including
the redemption of men and unclean animals by the
substitution of a lamb (Ex 132-12-13 etc.), belongs to
the same cycle of ideas. What more natural than
that the first lambs of the season should be offered
to Jahweh ? But, as it came to be a matter of importance, with the consolidation of the tribes, that
the festival should be observed by all at the same
time, the lambs would in due course have ceased
to be necessarily the first-born, and the original intention of the feast have been lost sight of, or over-

shadowed by its connexion with the Exodus. This
view of the origin of the Passover is borne out by
the analogy of the Feast of Booths which, originally an agricultural feast, came to have an exclusively historical meaning (see below).
(2) The origin of the Festival of Mass6th is more
nncertain.
It appears to have originated from an
old religious custom that all bi'ead offered to Jahweh
was to be without leaven (Ex 23'^; cf. 34^^ [J], where
the same prohibition appears to be confined to the
Paschal meal). In later times this law was not so
rigidly observed. At any rate a distinction seems to
be made between unleavened cakes actually offered
on the altar (Lv 7'-) and those which were merely
presented, as the wave-offering of loaves at Weeks
(see

below),

and the thank-offering (Lv

Whether the shewbread was made

7'^'-).

of leavened or

unleavened bread is not clear. It is probable that
in early times a distinction was made between
what constituted the essential part of the feast, as
usually the animal sacrifice, and what was merely
eaten with it, as the bread. In the case of Massuth,
the unleavened bread was the essential part of the
sacrificial meal.
It is probable that originally the
unleavened cakes were the first prepared out of the

(Hebrew)

barley harvest, analogous to the first two loaves
wheaten harvest at Weeks (Lv 23"). There
is no reason to suppose that the festival in early
times lasted more than a day, or was even more
than a single meal. The use of leaven has sometimes been explained, as by Wellhausen, as arising
from the unwillingness to mix the firstfruits of the
new season with what belonged to the old, the
leaven being a piece of old fermented dough. Even
in the earliest account of the festival (Ex 13*'^'' [J])
it is explained, however, as a memorial of the
hurried night from Egypt when the people had no
time to prepare leaven.
In the Priestly Code the Feast of Massdth foUowa
immediately after the Passover, and they practiof the

cally

form one

festival,

now regarded

as

commemo-

rating in various ways the sudden flight from
Egypt and the events connected therewith. In
addition to the use of unleavened bread, the chief
provisions were (a) the selection of a lamb or kid
on the 10th day of Abib (Nisan) (Ex 122-") ; (;3) the
slaying of the lamb on the 14th, between the two
evenings,' i.e. probably just before the evening
with which the loth of Abib began (v.*") (7) the
sprinkling of the blood on the doorposts and the
lintel of the house in which it was to be eaten (v.')
It was
(5) the roasting of the lamb whole (vv.'- ^).
to be eaten (e) with unleavened bread (vv.*- '*• '^"2"),
and (f) bitter herbs (v.*), and (ri) in haste with loins
girded, shoes on feet, and staff in hand (v.").
(6)
Nothing was to be left to be eaten the next day,
but all remains were to be burnt with fire (v.^").
Of these (0 was to signify the hardship of their bondag;e in
EsJT^i On) their sudden flight; (7) commemorated, of course,
:

'

;

the sprinkling of blood which caused the angel to 'pass over'
their houses, when he slew the Egyptian first-born. It is doubtful whether (?]) was ever actually practised.
There is certainly
no reference to it in the Mishnic tract Pesaliini, in which it is
expressly declared that even the meanest in Israel shall not eat
until they have arranged themselves in proper order at ease
round the table.' It is not easy to explain (5) and (0). Probably the latter was enjoined because, according to the traditional view, the Paschal feast commemorated that one night only
of Israel's flight, and therefore everything over was burnt lest it
should be desecrated by other use. (6) has been thought to
symbolize the unity of the family, the Passover being originally
a purely domestic festival, a bond of union between the participants and Jahweh. But perhaps the idea was that the whole
was to be offered to Jahweh, as was the case with the burntoffering, the eating being regarded as a sacrificial act, continued
by the burning of all that was not consumed. It is hardlj' conceivable that anything analogous to the symbolical explanation
given by St John (193+36) was originally conceived of.
'

In the Priestly Code all the 7 days of the festival
were marked by special additional sacrifices two
young bullocks, one ram, seven lambs as burntand a
offerings, with meal- and drink-offerings
goat for a sin-offering and the 1st and 7th days
were holy convocations (Nu28i*"^). In later times
several additional customs grew up in connexion
with the combined Feast of Passover and MassOth,
such as the singing of Psalms (Hallel), and the
passing round of cups with words of benediction,
The latter custom is of great importance from
etc.
the Christian point of view, as being one of the
symbols chosen by Christ, together with the un-

—

;

;

leavened bread, in instituting the new rite of the
Eucharist (cf. Mishn. Pesahim). There is also an
allusion to the singing of a Psalm in Mt 26'", Mk
142S.

{'omer, Lv 23""" [H]).—
everybody offered independently
his own first-cut barley sheaf, which would have
naturally happened on different days. Afterwards
a special time was fixed, and one offering was made
for all.
Dt 16' already speaks of the time thou
(3)

The

slieaf-offering

Probably at

first

'

beginnest to put the sickle to the standing corn
as of one which is common to the whole community, and could therefore be made the basis for
computing the Feast of Weeks. That it should
afterwards have become absolutely fixed was the
natural result of the centralization of worship by

'
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to be
It does not, however, appear in
Josiah.
necessarily connected with tlie festival of MaijsOth
correct,
it
and, if the view taken of the latter be
would naturally have preceded it by a few days.
According to H, the wavin<; of the sheaf took place
on the morrow after the Sabbath in that festival
(Lv 23"- "). This has generally been explained as
the day following the first day of the feast, i.e. the
16th of Abib (see Jos. Ant. iii. x. 5), but the
Sabbath is obviously used in its ordinary sense in
the immediate context in vv."-'", and probably
should be so understood here (see Driver, PB,
The reason for fixing this day
Leviticus,' p. 94).
was probably that the cutting of the corn was
unlawful on the Sabbath itself. At a later time,
when the Sabbath was understood to mean the
first day of the Feast, it became a burning question whether the cutting of the sheaf was lawful
if the day after happened to fall on an ordinary
;

'

weekly Sabbath (Edersheim, Temple : Its Ministry
and Services, p. 222 fl'.). The waving of the sheaf
was followed by an offering of a lamb with a mealand-drink-offering, and only thereafter might the
new corn, whether parched or in loaves, be eaten
(Lv 23").

The Feast of Weeks.—The second festival
described in Ex 23'* as 'the feast of harvest,
the firstfruits of thy labours,' in 34'^" as 'the
feast of weeks, the firstfruits of wheat harvest.'
The name feast of weeks is explained by the
fact, stated in Dt le'-'", that it took place 7 weeks
after the beginning of the harvest (i.e. the barley
harvest) ; hence the Gr. TrevTTjKoffT-^, the 50th day.
But the name and the relative date which gave
rise to it are both very artificial, and are hardly
likely to be original. Though they may not have
originated with D, they probably illustrate a
custom in vogue at the Temple of Jerusalem, and
exemplify the natural tendency, especially in a
city, to substitute, for the sake of general convenience, fixed dates for the chances of the natural
seasons.
It seems likely that the festival was
originally known either as the day of the harvest
or as 'the day of the firstfruits' a name which
survived even in P (Nu 28™). But the phrase, the
firstfruits of the harvest,' raises a further question, whether originally the rite may not have
consisted in the offering of a sheaf of wheat
analogous to the sheaf-offering of barley at the
commencement of the barley harvest (see above).
If this were so, the festival must originally have
been only a few weeks after the Passover. At a
later time, at any rate, the firstfruits consisted of
the first two loaves made out of the new wheat
(Lv 23" [H]), analogous perhaps to the original
intention of the Feast of Unleavened Bread. In
the Priestly Code the sacrifices were the same as
on the 7 days of Mas§6th.
Just as the Passover became the Easter Feast
of the Christian Church, so did Weeks (Pentecost)
become the Whitsun Feast, commemorating the
outpouring of the Holy Spirit on that day (Ac 2).
3. The Feast of Ingathering (Ex 23'« [E] 34^2
[J]) is described in these ancient codes as taking
place at the end of the year, i.e. about the
autumnal equinox, but otherwise does not appear
It is implied in
to have been definitely fixed.
(Dt 16'3-i») that it is a thanksgiving for the
produce of the threshing-floor and the winepress.
No exIt is to be kept with joy for 7 days.
planation is given of the booths in D, and it is
evidently spoken of as a well-known and recog(Lv iz^.i^s^ii-'^) it is
nized custom.
In
ordered that it should begin on the 15th day, and
that it should last 7 days (vv.^''•''^ which speak
of an 8th day, are evidently a much later interpolation). On the first day they were to take the
fruit of goodly trees, branches of palm-trees, and
VOL. V. ss
2.

is

'

'

'

—

'

D

H

'

—
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boughs of thick

trees, and willows of the brook.'
phrase suggests the inquiry whether the
boughs may not originally have been designed as
oH'erings.
If so, the festival must in the earliest
times have taken place somewhat earlier in the
season, when the fruit was on the trees. Others
explain booths as commemorating those used by
Possibly we
the gatherers of the vintage, etc.
should draw a distinction between branches of

The

first

fruit-trees oB'ered and the boughs of thick trees
in the construction of the booths.
The explanation given, however, in v." is a historical one to commemorate the dwelling of the
The
Israelites in booths, when they left Egypt.
custom, if it had been restored in the Second
the
time
of
Temple, had fallen into abeyance in
Nehemiah, and no recollection of it survived (Neh

and willows used

—

8i3-i8j_

'pijg statement that it had not been observed since the days of Joshua is probably an
irmiment of the Chronicler e silentio. It is noticeable, however, that, among the trees mentioned
when it was revived, we find not only palms but
olives
another fruit-tree (v.''>).
In P (Nu 29'=-^) the days of Ingathering were
marked by special sacrifices, the principal feature
being the gieat burnt-ofl'erings of bullocks, diminishing daily, from thirteen on the 1st day to seven
on the 7th. On the 8th there was only one bullock.
Besides, there were two rams and fourteen lambs on
each of the 7 days, one ram and seven lambs only
on the 8th, and a goat for a sin-offering on each of
the 8 days. The diminished offerings on the last
day point to its being a sort of supplementary day
added to the feast. Yet both it and the first were
now appointed as days of 'holy convocation,' on
which no servile work might be done (cf Lv 23'*'').
(b) Post-exilic.
I.
In the legislation of the
Priestly Code an additional festival was added, the
This appears to have originFeast of Trumpets.
ated from pre-exilic custom. It was appointed to
take place on the 1st day of the 7th month (Tishri).
This was the New Year's Day of the pre-exilic
calendar (see Calendar [Hebrew], z
(1)), and it
is probable that the blowing of trumpets on that
day is comparable with the English custom of
ringing in the New Year. It came to be a festival
of considerable importance when what appears to

—

.

—

A

have been its original meaning was lost. It was
a day of holy convocation, and was marked by a
burnt-offering of a young bullock and a ram, seven
lambs, and a sin-oftering of a goat (Nu 29''*).
2. The Wood-offering.— The 15th of the 5th
month (Ab) was the last of the times appointed for
bringing in the wood-offerings for the Temple (Neh
10" 13*')- It was observed as 'a popular and
joyous festival' (Edersheim, 295 f. ; Jos. BJ II.
xvii. 6).
3.

The

8 days,

Dedication Festival (Eanuhha) lasted for
from the 25th of the 9th month (Kislev),

and commemorated the re-dedication of the Temple
and the new altar of burnt-offering, after their defilement by the idolatrous worship introduced by
It is called
Antiochus Epiphanes (1 Mac 4*«-'").
by Josephus (Ant. XII. vii. 7) Lights,' for which
he suggests a symbolical interpretation. It seems
more natural to refer the name to the practice of
lighting candles ceremoniously in the Temple and
in houses during the feast a custom which was
'

—

perhaps intended to commemorate the re-lighting

lamp in the Temple after its reintroduction (I Mac 4**-*'; but for traditional
beliefs concerning its origin, see Edersheim, 293 f.).

of the sacred

According to

St.

John

(10^-'^), this festival

was

the occasion on which an attempt was made to
stone Jesus, on the charge of blasphemy, for assertIt has been thought
ing His Divine Sonship.
that the date of the feast suggested the date of
Christmas Day ; and there is certainly a remark-

;

;
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name and ritual between
and Epiphany, which was also called in ancient
times the Day of Lights' (see Bingham, Ant. XX.

able resemblance in the
this

'

iv. 6, 7).

Purim

4.

15^).

(called also

'

Mordecai's

Day

'

in 2

Mac

—This festival was kept on the 14th and 15th

month (Adar). It commemorated the
vengeance taken by Mordecai and the Jews on
their enemies as recorded in the Book of Esther
(916-32)
The name is explained as the plural of

of the 12th

pur,

a lot.' and as having reference to the lots
by their enemies to destroy them (v.**). The
Book of Esther is, however, certainly not historical, and appears to be a religious romance
written to explain the meaning of the Feast.
'

cast

Purim may have been

originally a Persian or a
Babylonian institution adopted as a secular feast
by the Jews, and afterwards invested with a religious character.
Even in later times the only
religious ritual for many centuries appears to have
been the solemn reading of the Roll [megillah) of
Esther. See, further, art.
Purim,' in HDB and
'

EBi; and

cf.

Frazer,

p. 872", note.

GB^

iii.

153

ff.;

also below,

—

This was appointed to be
5. Feast of Nicanor.
kept on the 13th of the 12th month (Adar), in the
time of Judas MaecabEeus, to commemorate his
victory over Nicanor (1 Mac 7^", 2 Mac 15*^).
But
it never appears to have been considered of great
importance.
Josephus says of it
The Jews
thereon (i.e. the 13th of Adar) celebrate this
victory every year, and esteem it as a festival
day (Ant. xil. x. 5). From the first it was overshadowed by the Feast of Purim, and came to be
kept as a fast in commemoration of the fasting of
the Jews connected with the object of that feast
:

'

'

(Est
iv.

4).

Sacred years.— 1. The Sabbatical year.—

An ancient

law provided that the term of service
slave should be 6 years, and that in
the 7th year he should at least have the option of
going free (Ex 2P-6 [E], Dt IS^^-'S). Another law
required that the land should not be sown, or any
work done in the vineyard or oliveyard every 7th
year, but the self-grown crops were to be for the
poor and the beasts of the land (Ex 23" [E]). In
D there is no provision for the land lying fallow
but, in addition to the law of slave-release every
7th year, there is another requiring the release
from all debts in each 7th year, which in this case
was to be proclaimed as 'Jahweh's release' (Dt
15'"').
In this year they were required to read the
Deuteronomic Code at the Feast of Booths (Dt
3110-13)
There is no reason to suppose that, in the
earlier code, at any rate, the fallow law implied
one common year for all the land, for every kind
of crop, or even necessarily for every field or farm.
Such a law would have caused the most dire confusion amongst a people chiefly agricultural.
It
was different with the condition of the Jews after
the Exile, and to some extent in the later history
of the Southern Kingdom before it.
We find a
provision for one common year first in the Law of
Holiness, which provides for a definite Sabbatical
year (Lv 25'-'- ^^-^). It is also implied in Ezk 46"
for a

Hebrew

We

unless that indeed refers to theJubile.'
are
told also in Lv 2&*<- (cf. 2 Ch 36=1) that the ancient
law had fallen into disuse, and that the Exile was
(or would be) a recompense to the land for its

No mention

neglect.

is

made, in connexion with

the Sabbatical year of Lv 25, of the release either
from debts or from slavery, but the first is clearly
implied in Neh IC, where it is evidently referred
to as an ancient custom.
find several references to the Sabbatical year in later times.
In
t all warlike operations ceased (Jos. Ant. Xlll.
fiii. 1, BJ I. ii. 4).
In it they held it as unlawful,

We

1

The

spelling 'Jubilee' should be avoided.

(Hebrew)

or perhaps only as impracticable, to pay tribute
at any rate they requested Alexander that they
might be excused (Ant. XI. viii. 5). Tacitus complains that the 7th year was given by the Jews to
idleness (Hist. v. 4).
2. The year of Jubile.
The laws regulating this
year are given in Lv 25«-"- ^-*>- ""»• 27'°-".
As,
however, the first and principal passage breaks the
context (vv.'-'"'"' '^-^ dealing with the Sabbatical
year), it is probable that it is a later interpolation
into the original law of H, and should be regarded
as belonging to the Priestly Code (Driver, on the
other hand, in his Leviticus,' PB, regards vv.** •*•
loa. 13-16^
requiring the restoration of the land, as a
genuine part of H). According to the text as it
stands at present, every 50th year (or probably
every 49th year; see below) (1) all land is to be
restored to its original owners (vv.'"''- ''"'' '*-'^)
(2) all slaves, whether HebreAv or foreign, receive
their liberty, and no choice of continual bondage
is contemplated (v." etc.); (3) the land is to lie
fallow, as in the Sabbatical year (v."'-)
(4) the
year itself is to be proclaimed by the sounding of a
loud horn on the 10th day of the 7th month (v.°).
(1) The first of these regulations made all possession of real property practically a sort of lease,
and calculations were made as to the length of
tenure in buying and selling land. Originally it
was contrary to the usage of common law to alienate property, which descended from father to son
(see 1
21*).
But the custom had long fallen into
abeyance (cf. Is 5*), and the regulation of P was
probably an attempt in post-exilic times to enforce
a modification of the old custom.
(2) The same
tendency is shown with reference to slave release.
The law in this respect was probably an attempt
to enforce, every jubile, what should have been
observed every 7 years, but had been neglected.
(3) Perhaps the same was intended with reference
to the fallow law but in this case the 7th year's rest
was in fact revived and enforced. (4) It has been
suggested that the year originally began on what
was afterwards not the 1st but the 10th day of the
7th month. This would account for the Atone-

—

'

—

;

K

;

ment being afterwards connected with

it.

The

atonement of the sacred things on probably the
1st day of the 1st and 7th month, proposed by
Ezekiel, may be a continuation of a pre-exilic
practice (Ezk 45="
below, III. 2). The
; see
absence of any reference to debts is singular if it
was intended that the jubile should take the place
of the Sabbatical year, but it is partly explained
by the law which forbade usury altogether to a

LXX

Hebrew (Lv

25^-»e).

has been argued that the law of jubile was merely tentaand was never really enforced, on the G^rounds that (1) it
was impracticable to have a second year of fallow immediately
following the last, viz. the 49th year (2) there is no certain
reference to it in history, and in fact the only Sabbatical years
of which the date is actually known, viz. 164-163, 38-37 e.g., and
A.D. 68-69, do not give room for an intercalated year. But these
objections depend largely on the assumption that the year of
jubile was intercalated after the 49th, and that the next Sabbatical year was reckoned not from the last, but from the year
of jubile.
But this is nowhere stated. On the contrary, it is
quite possible that the jubile was intended to fall every 49th
year. 'Then shalt thou send abroad the loud trumpet' (Lv 259)
might as well refer to the 49th as to the 50th year of the cycle.
The 10th day of the 7th month is equally difficult to explain in
either case, but the ditliculty disappears if it was a custom
originally belonging to the beginning of the year. So understood, there is no question of two fallow years in succession,
and every jubile year was necessarily a Sabbatical one. The
analogy of the Feast of Weeks is strongly in favour of this
interpretation. It would appear that the chief intention was
to mark very specially every 7th Sabbatical year, and require
its obligations to be strictly enforced.
It was probably part of
the system of religious observances introduced by Nehemiah.
It
tive

;

—

II.
Occasional Festivals.
Festivals not
followed up by a yearly commemoration were
appointed to celebrate some important religious
or secular event, such as the bringing of the Ark
from Kiriath-jearim (2 S 6'^""), the coronation of

;

;
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K
K S'"-"),

t'le dedication of Solomon's
the victory of Jehoshn.|ihat
over the Ammonites and Moabitcs(2 Cli 20-'"''*'), the
laying of the foundation of Zerubbabel'a Temple
(Ezr 3'"'"), the dedication of the city walls by
Nehemiah (Neh 12=""^).
If the details of the
Chronicler cannot always be trusted in his descriptions of such events, there is abundant evidence of the custom itself. Some of the Psalms,
esp. the 118th, suggest by their contents that they
were written for such occasions.

Temple

III.

(1

(1

l'- *')i

Periodical Fasts.— i. The

earliest ap-

pointed fasts were those instituted during the
Exile to commemorate events connected with the
siege and capture of Jerusalem (Zee 7. 8""'"). The
fast of the 4th month (17th of Taramtiz) commemorated the capture of Jerusalem (Jer 39",
2 K 25'"* give the 9th as the day that the breach
was made by which the king, etc., escaped, but
do not make it clear that the city was at once
captured). The fast of the 5th month (9th of Ab)
commemorated the destruction of the Temple
(according to Jer 52'-"'^ it was the 10th day, in
The fast of the 7th month
2 K 25«s' the 7th).
(the 2nd of Tishri) was said to commemorate tlie
murder of Gedaliah and his companions at Mizpah
25=").
(Jer 41'-", 2
The fast of the 10th month
was on the 10th of Tebeth, on which day the siege
25').
of the city began (Jer 52\ 2
After the
Return, the question arose whether these fasts
still
observed.
Zechariah
answered
should be
it
by saying that the observance of them had been,
strictly speaking, after all, a purely selfish thing ;
that what Jahweh really cared for was justice and
mercy (8""'^ ; cf. the similar teaching of Is 58^-"')
and that the time was coming when these fasts
would be 'joy and gladness, and cheerful feasts.'
They still, however, continued, and new traditions
arose to account for their origin.
Thus the first
was said to be the anniversary of Moses' breaking
the tables of the Law ; the second was held to
commemorate also the destruction of the Second
Temple by Titus, etc.
2. The Day of Atonement (ydm. hakldpp'Arim,
'
Day of Coverings,' which came to be known as,
par excellence, ' the Day ') was observed as a complete day of rest and fasting, from the evening
of the 9th to the evening of the 10th of the 7th

K

K

;

month

was evidently unknown in the
Zechariah (see above) and even in the
Nehemiah (ch. 9) it was not made use of

(Tishri).

time of
time of

for the special purpose of a national humiliation,
but a day for the purpose was appointed just
a fortnight later, though the Feast of Trumpets
was duly celebrated on the 1st, and that of Booths
on the 15th-22nd days of the same month. It was
probably a very late institution, belonging to the
period of a late recension of the Priestly Code, the
laws regarding it in Lv 23=*"'^ being a later insertion in the Law of Holiness. Curiously enough, in
Ezekiel's Temple (Ezk 45""™) the atonement for
the Temple takes place on the 1st day of the 1st
month and on the 1st day of the 7th month (so,
probably correctly, LXX) ; but there is no mention
of any atonement for sins.
This raises the question whether the atonement was not originally
intended as a sort of annual consecration or purification of the Holy Places, the 10th day of the 7th
month having been originally, so it has been suggested, the beginning of the year (see above). This
purification of the Holy Places continued to be a
very prominent feature of the ceremonies of the
Day. Of these, as the rite existed in later times
(Lv 16), the most important were the offering of a
young bullock by the high priest, as a sin-ottering
for himself and his house, and the selection of two
goats by lot one for Jahweh, which was sacrificed
the other for Azazel, which was sent into the wil-

—
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derness after the high priest had confcKsed over it
the sins of the jieople.
It is probable that Azazel
(q.v.) was originally some popular deity, ])erhapfl
connected with the goat-gods, ^'irhn (Lv 17', 2 Ch
11", Is 13" 34"), which were believed to inhabit
desolate places (cf. Mt 12").
It came afterwards
to be regarded as an evil spirit, just as the P^kronite god liaalzebub (2 K l'^) came to be taken as the
name of the prince of devils (Mk 3-- etc. cf. 1 Co
10-").
The meaning would tlien be that the sins
were consigned to destruction. According to the
Mishnic tract YOrna, the goat was led out and
thrown over a rock. The nigh priest entered at
least thrice into the Most Holy Place, purifying it
by sprinkling the blood of the bullock and the goat
about the mercy-seat, or the stone which afterwards
represented it, and cen.sing them with incense. The
Holy Place was afterwards purified in the same
way. This was the only day on which even the
high priest, and then he only, was permitted to
enter the Most Holy Place. For a symbolical explanation given by an unknown Christian writer,
;

see

He 9«-'*.
Weekly

fasts on Mondays and Thursdays
were practised by the stricter Jews between the
Feasts of Massdth and Weeks, and between those
of Booths and Dedication (cf. Lk 18'-)
the latter
week-day being, according to tradition, the day
on which Moses went up Mount Sinai to receive
the two tables of the Law, the former that on
which he descended (see Lightfoot, Hor. Heb. on
3.

—

Mt

g'-i).

—

IV. Occasional Fasts.
In pre-exilic times
there were no regularly recurring fasts, but fasts
were proclaimed as acts of humiliation and penitence on the occasion of any great national disaster.
Thus we read of the fast at Mizpah in consequence
of the oppression of the Philistines, followed by
their overthrow (1 8 7"; cf. 2 Ch 20'); that appointed by Jezebel when she got Naboth accused
of blasphemy (1
21°); that appointed in the
reign of Jehoiakim, probably with a view to
warding off the threatened attack of the Chaldeeans (Jer 36"- °).
find the practice of special
fasts continuing in post-exilic times, and such a
fast was appointed by Nehemiah on the 24th day
of the 7th month as a national act of penitence

K

We

(Neh

9

;

cf.

It

;

(Hindu)

also

—J.

Jon

3=^-°,

Jl V*

2'-).

et Talmud., London,
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tr. D. A. de Sola and M. J. Raphall, London, 1843; DriverWhite, 'Leviticua,' in PB, London, 1898; S. R. Driver,
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(Hindu).— As

described in ancient literature, all Hindu festivals
were religious and this is not due solely to the
Either
fact that the literature itself is religious.
inherently, as in connexion with sacrifice to a god,
or artificially, as when a coronation was accompanied by rites which made the whole ceremony a
religious festival, all celebrations of a public nature
consisted partly in feasting and partly in religious
;

exercises.
i.

Ancient Festivals. — i. Among the seasonal

moon-feast always held a high rank,
important not only on account of its antiquity, but also on account of its prevalence, since
even the Buddhists preserved a memory of it in the
festivals the

and

is

;
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Uposatha festival, though reduced in that sober
organization to a Sabbath-day observance. In the
sacrifice at the new moon, and the full moon, the
Hindus themselves recognize the prototype of all
sacrifices of similar character, and they are probably
right in doing so. The moon-festival lasts two days
at the new and one day at the full moon, but neither
form has so well preserved the festival character
as has the four month celebration (see § 2).
2. The seasonal ' four-month celebration, as the
name implies, occurs at the end of the seasons of
four months each, so that there are three in every
year.
At the close of winter or the beginning of
spring the celebration is ostensibly in honour of the
All-gods ; at the beginning of the rainy season, in
June, it is in honour of the water-god, Varuna
and in autumn it becomes the sacrifice of firstfruits.
Especially in these seasonal festivals is the old
popular participation in the religious rites predominant. The goat and ram which are sacrificed
are decorated with phallus-emblems, and the wife
of the sacrificer has to confess in public how
many lovers she has had and wish them all ill.
She and the sacrificer take a bath of purification
analogous to the bath taken by savages on like
occasions, in which the man and woman wash each
other's backs.
3. There is also a special ceremony of firstfruits,
in which the eating of the firstfruits is regulated
'

'

'

religiously.
4. In the soma-sacrifice the dramatic element
enters in the purchase of the intoxicant. The
Vajapeya, an autumnal «o??ia-festival and sacrifice,
has a number of such popular elements.
The
chief participants were garlanded (with 'golden
garlands '), and at a fixed time there was a horserace over a measured course (seventeen bow-shots),
in which three horses were harnessed to one car,
and sixteen other four-horse cars took part in the
race.
This festival was marked by the drinking
of sura (brandy) as well as soma.
The crowning of
the sacrificial post and the special prominence of
agricultural elements point to the fact that it was
at first a farmers' festival, though it has become
a weak priestly affair, from which the popular
character has disappeared.
See, further, art.

Abhiseka,

vol.

i.

p.

24.

5. Either in autumn or in spring occurred the
consecration-ceremony, which, as occasion demanded, was celebrated as a sacrifice but it also
contains much of popular usage, such as magical
rites, symbolic war, games of chance with dice,
and a special ceremony to cure the drunkenness
due to debauch. The king is soundly beaten, and
the reminiscence of human sacrifice still lingers in
the formal ritual of the great occasion. The inhabitants of the realm may not cut their hair for a
year after this ceremony a tabu met with in
other parts of the world.
;

—

6. Like a public festival is the horse-sacrifice,
later associated with the assumption of the dignity
of emperor, but originally not peculiar to this
function. It is one of the oldest of Hindu sacrifices,
and must have been originally a carouse of the
grossest sort probably a spring-festival.
It is
marked by ribald dialogue, obscenity of act as
well as of word, and appears to have been from the

—

first

associated with reproductive ritual.

In the

later form it is characterized by the number of
priests feasted and presented with valuable gifts ;
by the attendance of the king and his four wives ;
by the escort, consisting of hundreds of princesses
and daughters of the nobility ; by the recitation of
old tales ; and by the freeing of the horse which is
to roam about herded by princes for a year, at the
expiration of which period it is brought back and
the sacrifice takes place, together with that of a
large number of other animals.
The rich adorn-

(Hindu)

ment

of the steed, and the music and obscenity of
the rite, are given in the ritual but the impression
of the popular character of the festival is more
truly conveyed by the description of the horsesacrifice in popular literature (see, further, art.
;

Asvamedha,

vol.

ii.

p. 160).

in the Hindu year was
the celebration of the solstice-feast. Many popular traits connect the old ritual with the modern
New Year's festival music, lute-playing, the
dramatic appearance of loose women, and the
turn of the sun dramatized by discus-play and by
mounting the swing. Each of the two solsticefestivities had its proper divinity and melody, and
the melody of the summer solstice was accompanied by arums, to imitate thunder, while that of
the shortest day was accompanied by the rattle of
war-cars, representing an attack on the evil spirits
of winter.
The dancing of girls round fire, with
full water-jugs, and their singing (' a joyous song')
were additional popular elements.
8.
twelve nights' celebration occurred after
the winter solstice, though little remains in this
of festival character, except the recognition of a
period which, from remote antiquity, had been
considered sacred, when the Bbhus, the three personified seasonal deities who divided up the year,
slept.
The weather of this season was taken as a
prognostic of the year to come one of the main
reasons to-day for celebrating the similar feast in
South India. The eighth day after the full moon
of the new year was the exact type of the year,'
which determined whether the year was to be
lucky or not.
9. Apart from these celebrations, the beginning
of the great modern festivals which terminate
annual pilgrimages may be seen in the early
mention of pilgrimages and sacrifices at certain
particularly holy spots, such as those to the Sarasvatl and Drsadvati rivers.
The tlrtha, or ghat,
where a stream is fordable, became, in the case of
a holy river, the meeting-place of pilgrims. Such
pilgrimages are recognized but not approved by
the early writers, who admit only the efficacy of
but such orthodox obsacrifice at a holy place
jections were set aside after the visits at Buddha's
shrines became popular, and already, in the first
centuries before our era, hundreds of holy places
were known and visited by the devotees of various
7.

Another great event

—

A

—

'

;

Brahmanized gods.
These stand to those
ii. Modern Festivals.
of ancient days somewhat in the same relation as
private and public festivals stand to each other.
They cannot be entirely separated from the old,

—

new in their character as to be
The old occasion is preserved,
virtually distinct.
or rather it forces itself upon the notice of the
public ; but that public is so different, and the
ceremony of celebration is so diverse in details,
that it is new in effect, though old in general
character. The chief local festivities to-day are
associated with places and deities unknown to the
ancient world of India ; but the seasons remain
the same, and the celebration of the advent of
spring, for example, does not differ in reality from
the old spring-festival. To whom the honour is
paid is of less importance than that the festivity
The rites in honour of
should be celebrated.
one god have passed over to another without
materially altering the celebration, and sometimes
even to-day the same celebration is held in honour
Thus the very pleasing ' lampof different gods.
festival,' in which, in autumn, lamps are lighted
in every direction, floating lamps are set off down
rivers, etc., is celebrated by some as a festival in
honour of Visnu's wife, and by others in honour of
Durga {q.v.), the wife of 6iva. One thing is to be
remarked in regard to the modem festivals, as
yet they are so
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old, namely, that whereas the
old seasonal festivals, such as those of the New
Year, spring, and autumn, were degraded into
ritualistic observances, so that in many cases it is
hard to recognize the original intent, the modern
festivals have thrown oil' Brahinanism as far as
possible, and are more clearly celebrations of
seasons, devoid of priestly ritual and self-sutticient.
In other words, in liie modern festival we have a
reversion to the real meaning of the feast, which,
even in the oldest literature, was already so buried
Most of the
in ritual as to be virtually lost.
modern festivals celebrate seasonal changes, or are
held in connexion with pilgrimages to some holy
place, the shrine, or the river tlrtha.
In Northern India the most famous of these
types are respectively the spring-festival, the pilgrimage and celebration at the shrine of Jagannath
(originally Buddha, now Visnu), and the pilgrimage
and fair at the junction of the Ganges and Jumna
The seasonal festival is
rivers (Allahabad [ci.v.l).
celebrated by all that at Puri, in Orissa, in honour
of Jagannath is supposed to be celebrated by worshippers of Visrm, but is actually celebrated by
worshippers of Siva and Durga as well while any
religious person may be found making a pilgrimage
to Allahabad, to wash away his sins and enjoy
himself at the fair. In South India the springfestival is celebrated much as in the North, and
tlrtha pilgrimages and fairs are also held, though
with rather more pronounced sectarian feeling.
There is, however, a great difference in the characThe cleanest
ter of the different modern festivals.
This is really a moral as
is the tlrtha celebration.
well as a religious performance and, though men
and women bathe together almost naked, there is

compared with the

;

;

;

no wantonness, and no advantage is taken of the
It is a festivity by
situation by evil-minded men.
accident, due to the immense concourse of people
and the resultant fair. It is kept, as it is intended

On the other hand, the
to be, as a purification.
temple and shrine pilgrimages in honour of an
erotic deity are naturally more or less erotic in
character, and at the spring-festival indecency is
part of the recognized programme.
Finally, before passing to a closer consideration
ot the modern festival, it should be said that between the old and the new there must have been a
large number of special festivities now lost sight
of, or only faintly reflected in the intermediate
not to speak of the many special
literature
festivities in honour of gods and goddesses described in the mediieval Puranic and Tantric
Some of these appear to have been
literature.
popular as well as sectarian ; but we know very
little about those not described in religious books,
and the latter, as described, consist in childish

—

ritual.

Some of the modern festivals are both sectarian
and seasonal. Thus the spring-festival in the South
is often a Krsna festival and love-feast, and the
autumn-festival in the North (Bengal) is indiffer-

now

ently a seasonal or Durga feast, as
As in the devil-frightening festival
ferred to as the lamp-festival,' the original intent
of the celebration is merged in the worship of
some modern deity. The same sort of a celebration as that in honour of Durga is held in other
parts of India in honour of Sita, the wife of Rama.
Both were originally a kind of All-Fools' Day in
both the chief observances are buffooneries, pantomimes, processions, music, and the casting of the
image into water. Such an All-Fools celebration was
known under different auspices in ancient India,
and it survives to-day in practically the same form
whether as a feast to Durga or to Sita. A characteristic feature of all these festivities is mimetic
exhibition, which on the stage assumes serious proit is

called.
already re-

'

;
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portions, but
vulgarity.

on

the street
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is

simply licensed

The iluli (spring -festival) is, as in other
countries, the occasion when this sort of thing is
most pronounced. The or^es of obscenity which
welcome the return of spring are scarcely veiled.
The very cars of the gods are decorated with
carvings comparable only with those Pom|)eiaii
scenes now kept from view, but which in India
form the delight of men and women. The law
pr.actically permits of any excess, the god encourages it, and the nature of the people, which made
the law and the god, revels in its own unbridled
enjoyment of indecency. Street dances, bonhres,
and the throwing of red and yellow powder upon
the passers-by remind the Occidental visitor of
a Western carnival but no Western carnival at
its worst is so frankly sensual as is the springfestival of India.
This festival appears under
various names and disguises. It is identified with
the Dola-yatra, or swing -festival, at Puri (in
Orissa), where the idols are swung, and is celebrated for three (sometimes ten) days before the
full moon of Phalguna, which corresponds with
that of February-March. When celebrated for
Krsna, games take place in his honour.
Sometimes, however, the swing-festival is kept distinct
from the Holi.
;

The

chief seasonal festivities are the

sahkranti,
to our

New

Makara-

when the sun turns

north, answering
Year's Day, which is the time for the

great pilgrimage to Allahabad and the annual
bath of purification in the sacred rivers of the
North, while in the South it is the season for the
festival called Pongol, at which the boiling of the
new rice is watched and regarded as an augury
for the New Year, and cattle are led about decorated with garlands and treated with veneration.
Presents are given to friends at this time, and
general rejoicing takes place. The festival lasts
for three days, and is officially a celebration of the
Vedic gods Indra and Agni, with the addition of
the (later) god Ganesa. The cooking of the rice
is in the South the main event ol the Pongol,
which has given the name to the festival. Anxious bands await the verdict of the official cooks
and, when the rice boils, a glad cry resounds, It
boils, it boils,' and all with intense excitement
repeat the acclamation. In Bengal the New Year
in spring, and here the main
is inaugurated
features are the worship of the Ganges and the
cult of the dhenJd, or husking-bean ; while, at the
date of the southern Pongol, the bathing-festival,
which brings together 100,000 people, absorbs
popular interest.
Between the New Year's and the Holi festival a
special day is devoted to the worship of the goddess of eloquence and arts, Sarasvati, at which
time books are worshipped and fasting is enjoined
but the occasion is also a festival, more especially
and boys play games to celebrate
for children
the day. Another day is devoted in early spring
to Siva, whose phallic image is worshipped, with
The birthdays
fasting and prayer, by pilgrims.
of the two popular gods, Rama and Krsna, are
also observed by adherents of these sects, one of
them coming on the ninth of Chaitra (MarchApril) and the other in July-August, just before
which there is a celebration in honour of the fabulous Nagas, although the birthday of Krsna is
sometimes celebrated as an autumn-festival, in
August-September (the eighth and ninth of the
month Bhadraj). On the fourth of Bhadra, Ganesa,
the
son of Siva,' is especially worshipped, and
The Durga
his image is thro\vn into the water.
festival of Bengal occurs in the month Aivina, on
moon,
the
light
half
of
the
about
the tenth day of
the time of the autumnal equinox. After this
;

'

;

;

'
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there is the lamp-festival in October (see above),
and at the full moon of October-November (in the
native month Karttika) a celebration especially
devoted to Siva. The great goddesses, wives of
the great gods, have their special days, but besides
these there is a great festival in honour of women
and children, or the goddess supposed to be theirs,
mother of sons,' who is revered
namely, the
under the form of a banyan tree. This celebration (in Bengal) consists chiefly in processions and
'

'

'

music in honour of the mother-goddess. The procession goes to the banyan tree, and the participants worship and pray to her there. On this
occasion fathers-in-law are expected to give presents to their sons-in-law, and the time is said to
be ' one of the happiest days of the year.' The
festival of firstfruits, to which reference has
already been made, is not one in honour of a
special god.
It is held at the season when new
grain is ripe ; and oflerings are made to gods,
manes, cattle, crows, and jackals. The rites to
the manes are celebrated with especial unction in
February at Gaya (q.v.), the old seat of Buddhistic

(Hindu)

and court held a sort of royal picnic while the
same work shows that court-festivals, where the
royal family bathed and picnicked, were not with;

out sensual elements.

The

erotic character of the

Krsna cult was at this time beginning to have effect
in the popular shows and festivals, if indeed, as is
probable, this element was not already at home.
Another grand festival, as depicted in the epic,
is the election of a princess, at which she is supposed to elect her future husband in accordance
with his prowess and skill as shown in knightly
tournament. The scene at such an election resembled more than anything else a similar tournament in the Middle Ages in Europe, and the crowd
of spectators, the feasting, and the incidental
entertainment made the event one of the greatest
of the
past.

non-religious festivals of India's storied
contests, especially reprehended by
the Buddhists, also formed part of the festivities
of the seasonal fairs, especially fights between
tigers and elephants, and cock-fights.
Many of these Hindu festivals have a counterpart in those of other races. One of these is the
worship some say because the Buddhists were Dola-ydtrd (swing-festival), or rather the swingregarded as most opposed to this cult. It is at ing itself, which represents the sun-course, and
was very likely borrowed from the aborigines.
present a stronghold of Vaisnavism.
The expense of festive celebrations, which is Even at the present day the grosser and more cruel
often considerable, is easily met at places where form of this ceremony is practised by the wild tribes
there is a huge concourse of visitors, as at Puri or as well as by civilized Hindus. It consists in inat Pandharpur, in the Bombay Presidency, where serting hooks in the muscles of the back of the
but in devotee or victim and then making him revolve
as many as 50,000 pilgrims gather in a day
small communities the cost is met by public con- when suspended by the hooks. This is again a
tributions, and several villages will often combine perfect parallel to the swinging practised by the
to have a festival in common building a pavilion, American Indians as described by Catlin (N. Amsr.
honouring the god, and providing the feast. The Indians, 1903, i. 193). Another rite, now practised
idol that is made use of on such occasions is a and also perhaps borrowed from the same source,
temporary effigy, made of clay and sticks, and is is the ploughing-festival, often connected with rain'
animated by the priest, who, at the end of the making magical or religious in intent, but advencelebration, flings the image into the water.
At titiously of a festival character. The numerous
the small village celebrations the prayers and pro- spring-festivals now in vogue appear to be the
cessions are, of course, in honour of the local disjecta membra of a continuous spring-festival,
deity thus represented, but the entertainment is which originally lasted a much longer time. The
catholic, and often consists in an evening recitalicence allowed at the Holi and other spring- festivals
tion by professional story-tellers (or miracle-plays reverts to a time when sensuality was thought to
by professional actors) in honour of any god. corroborate Nature's vernal productive powers,
Such entertainments sometimes include a nautch though no such explanation is needed for the exdance, theatrical representation of some mytho- istence of the feeling thus brought by magic into
logical story, etc., and are not infrequently lewd.
relation with the process of Nature.
In larger towns one of the chief events is the
iii. The calendar.
The Hindu calendar is so
Katha-ydtrd, or car-journey, of tlie god, at which closely connected with the subject of festivals that
thousands assist, and in the confusion and tumult it may be said to have been an outgrowth of the
the worshippers sometimes lose their lives. The seasonal character of feast and sacrifice. The priest
cars are lofty structures, unwieldy wooden build- himself was called the ' seasonal sacrificer {rtw-ij),
ings on wheels, embellished with obscene sculpture, and it was his business to know when the festival
and dragged through the streets by a frantic mob to the gods took place, or, in other words, when
of devotees.
Such a yatra at Puri in honour of the seasons began. It was not till later that starVisnu, or at Bhuvanesvara in honour of Siva, man became the title of a special professional
forms the chief public glorification of the god. character.
Like many other traits of modem Hinduism, it
I. Modern and mediaeval eras.— Before speaking
was probably boiTowed from Buddhism. At Puri of the earlier calendar, however, it may be well to
there are three yatrds, the first being followed by distinguish at once the modern eras and explain
the fair, and being the beginning of the celebra- their origin. Not only are they, but the idea undertion.
It is called Snana-yatrd, and celebrates the lying them is, if not exactly modem, at least only
bathing of Visnu's image.
mediaeval ; that is, it reverts at most to an age subThat there were many festivals not included sequent to that of the Vedas. There are five such
under the screen of religious rites in ancient times eras in common use two political, two sectarian,
may be taken for granted, and this is supported and one popular and universal. The first political
by external evidence. Only an echo has come era is that of Vikrama, in India regarded as equivadown to us of the fairs and theatrical exhibitions lent to the year 57 B.C. This is designated at times
of semi-religious character, which used to be held simply by the word Samvat,
year,' which leads
in honour of different gods, and were occasions of to confusion, since the second political era is regupublic festivity. Wrestlers and boxers gave enter- larly designated in the same way. The latter era
tainments to the people and to the court, and the is the 'era of the Scythians' (^dka), popularly
priests among themselves had contests of wit, in identified with A.D. 78.
The two religious eras are
which the defeated debater was apt to lose his life. those of the Buddhists, in Burma and Ceylon, and
The great epic of India also reveals glimpses of of the Jains, in North India. Buddha was born
festivals not formally recognized, such as that of (probably) 500 years before the Vikrama era, so
the annual branding of cattle, at which the king that his death (at the age of eighty) would have

Animal

—

;

—

—

'

—

'

'

'

—

'
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taken place in 477 B.C., tliouyh native tradition
prefers tlio year 544.
Similarly, the Jains' loader,
Mahilvira, probably died in 66i!, at which time his
era should begin ; but it may have been later, as
native tradition says that Mahavira's death (entrance into Nirvana) occurred 470 years or 605
years before Vikrama.'
Not essentially diH'erent in popular consciousness
from the idea leading to these religious eras is that
underlying the people's universal era, dating from
the death of the man-god Krijna at the end of the
great war and beginning of the last of the four ages,
whence, from the name of this evil age, it is called
the Kali-calendar, the first year of which is 3101 B.C.
This, it is important to notice, was the era from
which years were generally reckoned in India till
the Saka era in the 1st cent. A.D. It implies the
calendar of the ages (yugas), or the theory that
every emanation from the supreme being (i.e. human
existence) is divided into four stages, each with a
length shorter than the preceding.^
For dates within a year the popular method has
always been to give the day by the asterism (moonstation) in which an event occurred, which designated the month, and by the fortnight ; also, to be
more exact, by the muhurta, or hour of the day,
sometimes by the night-watch (each night having
three watches). Thus
on such a muhurta of the
tenth day of the dark fortnight of the month called
after such an asterism.' This mode of reckoning
brings us to a discussion of the earlier Vedic
:

calendar.

'

— We

notice first that the
2. The Vedic calendar.
intercalated month necessary to make uniform the
solar and lunar year is already known as the ' laterborn month in the earliest literature of India, the
Rigveda ; and, since the same work speaks of
twelve months and 360 days as year-divisions, it is
evident that the five-year cycle of later periods was
already recognized. According to this cycle, the
solar year and the shorter lunar year were adjusted
to each other by the insertion of an extra month
'

(Hindu)
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question of the date of Vedic literature.' Besides
the lunar month the Hindus u.sed the fortnight
in their reckuniiigs, but do not seem to have subdivided further, though the week, a seven-days,'
is a period frequently alluded to in later literature.
The lunar fortnight division attracted the attention
of the Romans, and Quinlus Curtius, in his Life
of Alexander (viii. 9), speaks of it as a noteworthy
'

fact.

As

the five-year cycle was divided into years,
its special name and divinity
Sam vatSara, Parivatsara, Idavatsara, Anuvatsara, Udavatsara (the divinities being respectively Fire, Sun,
Moon, Creator, Rudra) so the greater cj'cles afterwards employed by the astronomers were divided
in the same way.
3. Apart from these cycles, two popular methods
of reckoning are known, one of which is the Kalicycle, already alluded to.
Another, confused with
it, is called the cycle of the
Seven Seers (i.e. the
stars of the Great Bear), which are supposed to
change their position once in a century, according
to the asterism in which the Seers are situated.
Thus, as there are twenty-seven asterisms, this
cycle consists of 2700 years. Mediaeval historians
equated this cycle, which was a popular one, with
their more learned reckoning.
So Kalhana says
that the 24th year of the people's era is identi-

—

each having

—

'

'

'

'

with Saka year 1070.
The popular belief
vas that the Seven Seers had been for seventyfive years in the asterism Magha when the Kaliage began.
The cycle of the Seven Seers is
carried back to a date corresponding with the
year 4077 B.C.
The astronomical cycles known as eras of
Jupiter (the planet Brhaspati) are two, one of one
revolution of the planet, that is, of twelve years,
in which each year is called after the asterism in
which Jupiter heliacally rises, and one of five
cal

'

'

revolutions, that

of sixty years, in

is,

year corresponds with the

first

initial

which the

year of the
regarded as

Kali-cycle.
In the South this era is
There are locally
identical with the solar year.
on the second and fifth year of the cycle.
The sacrifices and festivals depended upon the known other cycles of less importance, such as the
moon far more than upon the sun in India, and this 1000-year cycle of Parasu-Rama, recognized in the
also is recognized in the Rigveda, which speaks of South, but known in the North, even to astronomers,
the moon as determining the seasons
whether of only by name. The only one of these cycles which
sacrifice or of the year is not stated
but, from the can claim a respectable antiquity is the sixtycontext, the latter is less probable, and in fact the year Jupiter cycle, which perhaps reverts to a
moon had nothing to do with the annual seasons, time antecedent to the beginning of the Christian
era.
of which at this time only three were recognized
Cf also Indo-Chinese and Siamese sections
Heat, Rains, and Cold (later five and six seasons
of
art. Calendar.
were known, but these also were named without
Moreover, the names of
reference to the moon).
LrrERATDRB, — H. H. Wilson, Select Works, ii., London, 1862,
the months refer only to lunar months. The path ch. iv. Religious Festivals of the Hindus
Natesa Sastri,
of the moon through the heavens was laid out Hindu Feasts, Fasts, and Ceremonies, Madras, 1903 W. J,
according to the stars or constellations through Wilkins, Modern Hinduism^, Calcutta, 1900; MonierWilliams, Hi^iduism, London, 1877 F. K. Ginzel, Bandbuch
which it passed in the course of its round. These der mathematischen und technischen Chronologie, Leipzig,
made 27, later 28, stations of the moon, and 1906 fl.,
310-402; E. W. Hopkins, Religions of India,
formed altogether a sort of lunar zodiac, like that Boston, 1895 (pre\iou3 literature cited on pp. 448 and 592);
Braknuins, Theists, and Mtisliins of India, London,
Oman,
J. C.
of the Chinese and Arabs.'
241 ff., 'The Holi Festival'); and for special
1907 (esp.
'

'

—

;

:

'

.

'

'

'

'

'

;

:

;

i.

The fact that the moon-stations called naksatras
were already utilized to make the calendar of the
Vedic age has had an important bearing upon the

1 A sectarian distinction.
Tliis is not the place to discuss the
probability of anj' of these dates being: correct historically.
Another common political era is that of the Guptas, probably
identical with the Vallabhi era, A.D. 319.
2 For details, see art. Ages of tue
World (Indian), in
vol. i. p. 200.
After the Hindus came in contact with foreign
teachers, from whom they were ever prone to learn, they
acquired the knowledge of the precession and then developed
the monstrous system of seons, kalpas, and manvantaras,
known to the Puraijas, according to which even one age includes 4,320,000 years.
3 The relations between the Hindu * moon-stations' and the
Chinese Sieu are not yet determined. The Arabs probably
borrowed their Mandzil from the Hindus, who, however, could
not have borrowed their (lunt^r) zodiac from the Babylonian
solar zodiac.
Strictly speaking, only a few of the constellations
represent zoa. The first, corresponding to stars in Aries, is
called 'Horse (head)'; the third is (Pleiades) 'six nymphs';

p.

festivals,

A. Hillebrandt,

'

Die Sonnwendfeste in Alt-Indien,'

Roman. Farschungen, v. [1889] 299-340, and Vedisclie
Opfer mid Zauber, Strassburg, 1897 ( = GIAP iii. 2); B.
Lindner, Das ind. Ernteopfer,' in Festgrass an Bohtlingk,
Stuttijart, 1888, pp. 79-81
J. Jolly, Recht und Sitte, Strassin

'

burg," 1896

(

= GIAP

;

ii.

8).

E.

Washburn Hopkins.

Rohiiji's wain
the fifth
the fourth (al-Debaran) is called
(three stars in the head of Orion) is the antelope's head,' etc.
For the difficult problem in regard to the origin of the moonstations in India, see Burgess, Surya-Siddhanta, 1860
Colebrooke, Essays (ed. Cowell, 1873), ii. 281 and Miiller, India,
What can it teach us 1883.
1 See
Jacobi, Ueber das Alter des Rig-Vedas, 1893; Tilak,
Orion, 1893. "The conclusion of these scholars was that the
Vedic literature must be at least as early as the third millennium
before our era, and the data of the Rigveda itself point to the
fifth millennium, so that Vedic literature in general would lie
between 4500 and 2500 B.C.
This conclusion, however, has not
been generally accepted.
'

'

;

'

;

;

.',

;;

'
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FASTS (Iranian).— The
extant Avesta contains no specific information
regarding festivals, and Pahlavi literature is
almost equally silent. Nevertheless, the Dinkart
states

(VIII.

vii.

3,

1,

8,

xxix.

8,

Memorial Volume, Bombay, 1908, pp. 201which also describes the customs connected
with Tiragan and Abanajan, as well as with
Bahmanjanah, the 2nd day of the 11th month.
For the modern Indian Parsi celebration of the
chief jaSns, see Karaka, Hist, of the Parsis, i.
{Spiegel

210),

10, xlv. 4, tr.

West, SB.Bxxxvii. [1892] 15 ff., 95, 167) that the
lost Avesta Pajag, Husparam, and Hadhoxt Nasks

among

discussedj

(Iranian)

150-152.

other matters,

There is reason to believe that at least some of the jai-ns were
originally far more important than any of the extant texts imply,
for they have given names to several months in Iranian systems
outside the Zoroastrian series. Thus Tiragan (the 13th day of
the 4th month) serves to designate the 4th month of the
Seistanians, Tirlcayan-va (Marquart, Untersvchwngen zur Gesch.
von Bran, Gottingen and Leipzig, 1896-1905, ii. 199), particularly
as this was the month of the summer solstice (cf. "Tir, ' Sirius ') ;
the great feast of Mihrajan (on which see below) gives its name
to the 7th month of the Sogdians, Baghkanj (Marquart, i. 64, ii,

whatever is about a season-festival where the appointed place
is, when one celebrates it, and when it has fullj' elapsed
the
assembly of the season-festival, and the donation for the feast
where and when the celebration is possible, in what proportion
the provisions are to be given out, and when to be prepared
and divided where its advantage is, and what benefit there is
from it to the good creations both spiritually and materially.'
;

I

;

;

The sinfulness of a

failure to celebrate the season-festival is also
considered in the Dlnhar^, and there are a number of minor
allusions to the festival in Pahlavi, such as Dind-l Mainog-i
Xrat, iv. 6, Ivii. 13, Sayast la-Sdyast, xii. 19, xiii. 29, xviii. 3 i.,
xix. 4.

(i.e.

Besides the season-festivals, we find allusions
to the days of the guardian spirits in Bahman
Yait, ii. 45, Sdyast Id-Sdyast, x. 2, xii. 31, SadDar,

of the Seistanians, Argayan-va (so reading, with Marquart, i. 64,
ii. 199, instead of the Arkabaz-va or Arkayaz-va of al-Biruni, 63,
82), and of the Armenians, Ahekan (Hiibschmann, Arrmn.
Grammatik, Leipzig, 1897, i. 96).

vi. 2.

The

'season-festivals' here mentioned are the
gahanbdrs (the 'yearly'
ydirya
divinities of
Yasna i. 9, ii. 9, Visp. i. 2, ii. 2), which have been
considered in art. Calendar (Persian) ; and the
' days
of the guardian spirits constitute the festival
of Fravardigan (on which se^ERE i. 455, iii. 717''
also art. Fravashis).' There is also some reason
to believe that there were four lunar festivals in
each month. In Yasna i. 8 (so also ii. 8, YaU vii.

—

—

'

occur the words, nivaedhayenii hankdrayemi
mdhyaeibyo aSahe ratuhyo antare-manhai
4)

.

pereno-manhdi mSaptathdi'ca,

'

I

.

.

dedicate, I perform

(the sacrifice) for the month (gods), the timedivisions of Asa, for the between-moon [i.e. the
new moon], ... for the full moon, and for the
intervening seventh(s)' in other words, for the
first, eighth,
fifteenth, and twenty-third days,
which, as has been seen in Calendar (Persian),
were all dedicated to Ahura Mazda (of. also

—

Bartholoraae, 1472).

SWA W,

129, 198 ; Miiller,
[1907]_338),i and of the

*5dharagan,

th_e

Gray, JAOS xxviu.
1907, p. 465
Armenians, Mehekan and Adhar-caSn
;

;

9th day of the 9th month) to the 9th

month

The two great festivals of the Zoroastrians are
the New Year (Nauruz) and the Feast of Mithra
(Mihrajan), both of which last six days, the number
perhaps being based on the six gdhanbdrs. The
first day of the New Year was called Nauruz-i
'Amma('of the people') or Ku6ak ('little'), and
the sixth was Nauruz-i Ilasa ('noble') or Buzurg
('great').
The general scheme of celebration,
according to al-Biruni (203 f.), was as follows
:

'
In these five daj's it was the custom of the Kisras [Persian
kings] that the king opened the Nauriiz and then proclaimed to
all that he would hold a session for them, and bestow benefits
upon them. On the second day the session was for men of high
rank, and for the members of the great families. On the third
day the session was for his warriors, and for the highest Maubadha
[priesta].
On the fourth day it was for his family, his relations
and domestics, and on the fifth day it was for his children and
clients. . . . When the sixth day came and he had done justice
to all of them, he celebrated Nauriiz for himself and conversed
only with his special friends and those who were admitted into
his privacy.' For various legends connected with Nauriiz, see
ib. 199-204 ; Hyde, Hist, religionis veternm Persarum, pp.
236-238
Unvala, 203-206 : for the modern usages, Karaka, i.
144-146 Jackson, Persia Past and Present, New York, 1906,
for the special importance of the concluding day and
p. 99 f.
for the legends connected with it, see the Pahlavi Mdtigdn-i
;

;

Our chief knowledge of the Zoroastrian feasts is
derived, not from Avesta or Pahlavi texts, but
from Perso- Arabic authors, the most important of
whom, in the present connexion, is al-Blriini

;

Mdh

Fravartin roj Xurdaf,

Bombay,
146

1900, pp. 122-129

tr.
;

Asana,

Camu MemGrial

for the third day, see

Volume,
Karaka, i.

f.

In each month an especially sacred day was the
one now called jaSn ( Av. yasna, praise '), on which
the month-name coincides with the day-name, as

The second great festival was Mihrajan, the
celebration of which, according to the ideal Avesta
calendar, should begin 7th Sept. The near approach
of Mihrajan to Nauruz in honour is well illustrated
by a saying of Salman al-Farisi, cited by al-

the day Fravartin of the month Fravartin.

Biruni (208)

(Chronology

London,

of Ancient

Nations,

tr.

Sachau,

1879).
'

The ja5ns are, accordingly, the 19th day of the 1st month,
the 3rd of the 2nd, the 6th of the 3rd, the 13th of the 4th, the
7th of the 6th, the 4th of the 6th (also called Idhar-laSn, feast
of flre ' [al-Biruni, 207 ; ct. also next paragraph]), the 16th of the
7th, the 10th of the 8th, the 9th of the 9th, the Ist, 8th, 16th,
and 23rd of the 10th (cf the lunar feasts noted above), the 2nd
of the nth, and the 6th of the 12th.
'

.

Various legends and popular usages are connected
with a number of the jaSns, among which al-Blruni
includes the following Tiragan, 13th day of the
4th month (205 f.); Mihrajan, 16th day of the
7th month (207-209) Abanajan, 10th day of the
8th month (210) Adhar-6asn, 9th day of the 9th
month (211 ; according to Zadawailii, as quoted by
%1-Biruni, 207, this name was also applied to
Sahrivaragan, the 4th day of the 6th month [see
preceding paragraph], this statement, if correct,
probably being due to the retrogression of the
calendar) Xurram-ruz, 1st day of the 10th month
(211 f.); and Isfandarmadh-riiz, 5th day of the
12th month (216 f. ). This list may be supplemented
by a Parsi-Persian text made accessible by Unvala
1 The view of Lagarde (Purim, Gottingen, 1887) that FraTaidigan was the origin of Purim has long been discarded and
equally suspicious is the theory of Scheftelowitz {Arisckes im
:

;

;

;

;

AT, Berlin, 1901-03, i. 49 f., ii. 44-48) that lis is borrowed from
O. Pers. *frava= AvestA fravi, 'luck' (?), particularly as the
Avesta word probably means * thriving, growth, prosperity
(Bartbabmae, Altiran. Worterb., Strassburg, 1904, col. 991),

'

:

we used to say that God has created an
His slaves, of rubies on Nauriiz, of emeralds on
Therefore these two days excel all other days in the
as these two jewels excel all other jewels.'

In Persian times

ornament

for

Mihrajan.

same way

that of Nauruz, lasted six
being Mihrajan-i 'Amma and the
last Mihrajan-i Hasa, while, again, like Nauruz,
the celebration was at one period spread over thirty
days, the first five being, according to al-Biruni
feast days for the princes, the second for
(203),
the nobility, the third for the servants of the
princes, the fourth for their clients, the fifth for
the people, and the sixth for the herdsmen.' Thus,
instead of each of the six gdhanbdrs being represented by only one day of the festival, it was at
one time honoured both at Nauruz and at Mihrajan
by a period of five days.
While we may disregard the numerous legends
connected with Mihrajan (al-Birilni, 207-209 Hyde,
245-248 Unvala, 207 Mas'udi, Prairies d'or, ed.
and tr. Barbier de Meyuard, Paris, 1861-77, iii.
404 Nuwairi, quoted by Golius, Notes in Alferganum, Amsterdam, 1669, p. 23), the problem of
The
its origin cannot so summarily be dismissed.
festival has given its name to the seventh Armenian
1 On bagha,
Marquart,
L
god,' as a synonym for Mithra, see

This

festival, like

days, the

first

'

;

;

;

;

'

64.

ii.

129. 132-134.

=

;

;
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month, Meliekan {Hiibscliinann,

i.

95),'

and

it

ass),

;

;

Here the

.

'

conform with the regular Bab. year, thus commencing about the vernal equinox.
The remaining festivals of the Avesta year may
be discussed more briefly. On 17th Fravartin was
the festival of Zamzamah (' muttering'), on which
Sraosa was held to have revealed the murmuring

'

'

;

A

calls it Bahar-£asn ('spring- festival').
This festival is described, with trifling variations, as follows
(Hyde, 249-261 Unvala, 208 al-Birini, 211 ; Masudi, iii. 413 f.
Anquetil du Perron, Zend Avesta, ii. 580 f.). A thin-bearded (or
toothless) man rode (naked, in some accounts) on a horse (or
;

;

1 There is, however, no reason to suppose that the name of this
feast appears in the Persian ref^ion of Mihrjan-qadhaq (Armen.
Mihrakan - k'atak, Syr. Rlihragan-qadaq), which was the see
city of an East Syrian diocese in a.d. 577 (cf. Marquart,
Erdn5ahr, Berlin, 1901, p. 20 Justi, Iran. Namenb., Marburg-,
;

1895, p. 214).

As supplementary to art. Calendar (Persian), it should be
noted that Marquart derives the Zoroastrian and Armenian
cnstom of naming each day instead of numbering it a practice
'also found in Polynesia (ERE iii. 132f.)— from Egypt, where
the days also had names, though these designations merely
meant the celebration of so-and-so,' and have no real analogy
2

—

'

with the Iranian system (Brugsch, Thesaurutt, Leipzig, 1SS3,

i.

45-54, Agyptol., Leipzig, 1891, p. 332 ff. ; cf. al-Biruni, 5S) and
it is now certain that the order of O. Pers. months given by
PriJek (Klio, i. [1902] 26-60) and King and Thompson (Inscrip.
0/ Darius the Greats London, 1907, p. xxxviii), whereby Garmapada comes after Th.aigarci (ERE iii. 128), is correct ; for
Tolman (Amer. Joum. of PhUol. xxxii. [1911] 44-! f.) has shown,
by a comparison with the fragments of the Aramaic version of
the Behistun inscription (Sachau, Aram. Papyrtis und Ostraka,
Berlin, 1911, no. 62), that Garmapada can correspond only to
Tammiiz. The attempt of Weissbach (ZDMG Ixii. [1908] 633 f.)
to prove Garmapada the first month must be regarded as
erroneous, while his equation of Margazana with the eighth
month (637) is nullified by the Armenian name of the eleventh
month, Margac, which is borrowed from the O. Pers. name
;

(Marquart,

i.

64,

ii.

182).

'

Winekler (Altorient. Forschunqen, II. ii. [1900]
Brockelmann (ZA xvi. [190i2]391), and Frazer
(Dying God, London, 1911, pp. 115-117), that the
Sacaea was connected with the Bab. New Year,
Zagmuk and it is of particular interest to note
that at Zela, in Pontus, where the Sacaea was
still celebrated in Strabo's time (p. 512), the ruler
had formerly been a priest-king (p. 559, Ka.1 ijv 6
345),

;

'

'

;

1218)^

required in reciting the liturgy, as well as in
speaking, in case words became absolutely necessary, during eating (al-Biruni, 204
Hyde, 241).
The 6th Tir was the Ca§n-i Nilufar ('feast of the
water lily'), a festival considered by al-Blruni
(205) to be of recent date (Hyde, 243, puts it on
17th Amerodat).
The 8th, (more probably the
18th ; cf. Unvala, 208) Satvairo was Hazan
('autumn'), an autumn feast (Hyde, 244), which
also gave its name to the eighth month of the shortlived calendar of Yazdagird III. (ib. 197).
The 1st
Mitro was gazan-i digar ('second autumn'), a
feast for the common people, because on that day
the work of sowing seeds and cultivation was completed (Unvala, 208 al-Biruni, 207).
feast of special interest as being, in all probability, a survival of an ancient Bab. custom was
celebrated on the 1st Ataro, the Rukub al-Kausaj
or Kusah barnisin ('the ride of the thin-bearded'),
which was apparently observed also as a popular
feast of rejoicing at the departure of winter and
the coming of spring, so that al-Biruni (p. 211)

facts that (a) the chief figure in the

ride of the thin-bearded was escorted by the
servants of the king or of the governor; that (b)
between the first and second prayers he could
exact tribute from every shopkeeper, and, if refused, could seize all in the shops of the recusants
and could inflict punishment upon them and tha'
(c) his authority was shortlived, since he could be
roundly flogged after his brief tenure of power, all
point to his original identity with the condemned
criminal who enjoyed a brief reign during the Bab.
Sacaea.
Anquetil du Perron (ii. 581) had already
suggested that the ride of the thin-bearded had
perhaps taken the place of the Sacaea, and the
two celebrations have also been connected by
Lagarde (51 fi'.), and especially by Frazer (GB^ iii.
181-184).
It seems, on the whole, most probable
to hold, with Meissner (ZDMG I. [1896] 296 fl'.),

and Marquart has argued (ii.
206-212) with good reason that the Avesta year
originally began about the time of the autumnal
equinox, and that during the closing years of the
reign of Darius I. (522-486) it was changed to
34=2

•23"'
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holding a fan in his hand and complaining of the heat.
Escorted by the servants of the king or governor, he rode
through the city, the target for snow and ice, but the recipient
of hot foods.
In his other hand he held a crow or, according
to other accounts, an earthen pot full of reddened water, with
which, as also with mud and filth, he bespattered those who
refused him the dirham which was his due from each shopkeeper. If he was delayed an instant in receiving his tribute,
he had the right to seize everything in the shop. The dirhams
which he received between the time of his starting out and the
first prayers (7 a.m.) he must give to the king or governor
those which he received between the first and second prayers
(11 a.m.) were his own property
after the second prayers he
might be beaten with impunity.

was

evidently known to the Persian kings, as is clear
from the statement of Strabo (p. 530) that the
satrap of Armenia sent the Persian monarch 20,000
Mihrajan and
colts annually at the MiffpiKava.
Nauruz were the two times at which the earlier
Sasanian kings gave public audiences (Christensen,
L' Empire des Sassanuies, Copenhagen, 1907, pp. 58,
73 f., 9S) and it should also be noted that, according to Ctesias and Duris of Samos (apud Athenfeus,
X. 45), the Mihrajan was the one occasion on which
it was permissible for the Persian king to become
intoxicated and to dance the national Persian dance.
The remarkable parallelism between Nauruz and
Mihrajan finds its very simple explanation in the
fact that both were New Year festivals. Similar
double beginnings of the year existed among the
Babyloni.ms (ERE iii. 74", 76") and the Hebrews

(Ex

(Iranian)

;

Upeus

Kijpios tGiv irAvTiav).

This interpretation of the SacBea seems to^the present writer
to be preferable to the theory of Gelzer (ZX xiii. [1875] 14 ff.),
Justi (GIrP ii. 412), PrAsek (Gesch. der Meder und Perser,
Gotha, 1906-10, ii. 218), Zimmern (KAT^ 384, note 4, 427, 616),
and Jeremias (PRE^ xii, 644), that the feast (on which see
Berosus, apud Athenseus, xiv. 44 ; Dio Chrysostom, Orat. iv.,
ed. Dindorf, 76, and the euhemerized account of Strabo, p. 512)
was an Igtar-Anaitis festival. This hj-pothesis leaves the most
characteristic features of the Sacsa unexplained, although in
its favour may be urged the fact that the great festival of IStar
was celebrated in Ab, which is usually regarded as corresponding to the month of Loos, and the statements of Strabo, which
also connect the feast with Anaitis.
On the other hand,
calendrical retrogression may explain some of the chronological
difficulties connected with the date of the celebration of the
Sacsea (we know, for example, that in 229 B.C. Loos fell, not in
Ab, but in Tammuz [Robertson Smith, apud Frazer, GB^ ii.

and, even if Loos be equated with July-August,
;
are told that both the Sogdian and the Chorasmian year
in July (al-Biruni, 220, 223), as did the Armenian (ERE
iii. 70b).
It seems, on the whole, safe to conclude that the
Persian * ride of the thin-bearded is the vernal counterpart of
the (originally) autumnal Babylonian Sacsa, and that it represents a direct descendant of the Bab. festival of the Zagmuk.
254, note 1])

we

began

'

The 11th Din is regarded as the anniversary of
the death of Zarathushtra (Karaka, i. 149). The
14th Din (according to Hyde, 254, the 24th) was
Sir-sava ('garlic feast'), when garlic was eaten as
an apotropteic (al-Biruni, 212). The 5th Vohuman
was Bai;,sadhaq (' above or new Sadhaq '), five days
before Sab sadhaq (Canon Masudicus, quoted by
Sachau, Chronol. 424).
The latter feast ('night of the bonfire') was
falsely understood to be the 'hundredth night'
(Pers. sadah, from which the Arab, sadhaq is
borrowed, being taken as equivalent to sad,
hundred '). Sab sadhaq was originally the feast
'

of fire par excellence (Sdh-ndmah., tr. Mohl, Paris,
1876-78, i. 26 f.), and its great importance at one
period is shown by its frequent mention side by
side with the feast of Nauruz (ib. v. 73, 284, 448,
551, vi. 109, 506, vii. 27, 327, 374 ; for other legends,
etc., see al-BirunI, 213 f. ; Hyde, 254-257 [where it is
wrongly identified with the winter solstice] ; Unvala, 209 f ; Golius, 37-39).
On this night blazing
.

;
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were lighted, and cattle and birds were driven
into the flames, fettered with dry herbs and the like,
io that they might speedily escape.
The festival
falls five days before the middle of winter, and the
fires may have been kindled to hasten, by sympathetic magic, the slowly increasing length of the
sun's warm activity, as well as to purify the
creatures that passed through them.
The 22nd Vohuman was Badh-ruz ('wind day'),
fires

and was probably connected with the Sogdian Badhagham, which was celebrated on the 24th of the
corresponding month (al-Biruni, 222). The feast
also called Badh-i barrah ('lamb's wind'), because of a tradition that on this day a wind blew,
after seven years of windlessness, with sufficient
force to move the wool on a lamb (Unvala, 210).
The 30th Vohilman was celebrated at Isfahan
as the Afrijagan ('outpouring of water'), a rainfestival which, according to some authorities, coincided with Tiragan (Hyde, 243 Unvala, 206), or,
according to others, fell on 20th or 30th Horvadat
(Hyde, 242) probably, as Hyde remarks, the day
of celebration varied in different localities.
The
5th Spendarmat was the Jasn-i Barzgaran ('feast
of cultivators '), on which charms are prepared for
the extermination of hurtful creatures (for specimens, see Modi, JASB v. [1901] 398-405 = ^«<A?-opolog. Papers, Bombay, 1912, pp. 122-130).
This
feast Anquetil du Perron (ii. 576-578, where, however, it is wrongly set on the 15th) connects with
the festival which Agathias (ii. 59) calls ^ twv KaKuiv
dvalpe<Tis, when as many snakes and other noxious
creatures as possible were killed and brought to
the priests (rois fidyoit) as a proof of hatred of
Ahriman.
The day following is a celebration
called Misk-i tazah ('fresh musk'
al-Blriini, 217).
On the 19th Spendarmat fell Nauruz anhar u
miyah jari ('new year of rivers and running
waters'), when rose-water, perfumes, etc., were
cast into the streams (al-Biruni, 217 Hyde, 260)
and on the 25th-30th (according to others, only on
the 30th) came the Mard-glran ('man-seizure'),
when the women could lord it over the men and
take from them what they would (Hyde, 259).

was

;

;

;

;

This festival bears considerable resemblance to the later form
of the celebration of the Sacaea, when, according^ to Berosus,
masters were ruled for five days by their servants, one of

whom

wore a quasi-royal robe {ittoKtiv ofjioiav rjj )3ao-iAiKp),
word held by Meissner, 298, note 2, to represent
AsByr. 6aknu, Heb. |3D, 'prefect, ruler'), and was in control of
the house (aL4>-rjyela6aL re ttjs oiicias). Since, however, the celebration of Mard-t?iran was separated from that of Rukub alEausaj, which we have seen to be a New Year festival connected
with the Saciea, by three instead of by six months, any association of the _' man-seizure with the Sacsea seems improbable.
If the Rukub al-Kausaj was a spring-festival, the Mard-giran
must have been a celebration of the summer solstice. The
month of celebration is curiously identical with the Jewish
Purim on 14th Adar, but the identity of month is doubtless
merely fortuitous, and no connexion can safely be alleged between the two feasts.
called ^luydvT] (a

'

The Gemara to Misna III.

of the Talmudic treatof Babli, 39° of Yerusalmi)
mentions four feasts of the Persians which are of
interest as showing what ones were at that period
regarded as of most importance. The list given
in Yerusalmi is the more accurate : mo':, 'pd"td,
.iipTnD, and nino (for the variants, see Jastrow, Diet,
of ike Targumini, etc., London, 1886-1903, pp. 741,
The first and the third name clearly
534, 739).
stand for Nauruz and Mihrajan ; the second
doubtless represents Tiragan (on the probable early
importance of this feast as that of the summer
solstice, see above, p. 872'')
and the fourth may
be conjectured to stand for Xurram. These would
then represent the four seasonal festivals as celebrated at the time of the composition of the
ise '^6oc?a zara,

i.

(11''

;

Aboda zara.
Our information concerning specifically Persian
feasts is scanty.
We know that each Persian
"elebrated his own birthday with a feast (Herod-

(Iranian)

133), and that the king also gave on his birthday a banquet called tvkt6, (connected with Av.
taoxman., 'seed'; O. Pers. taumd, 'family'; Skr.

i.

tuc,

tuj,

toka,

[1899] 57),

'

posterity

'

;

Jackson,

J A OS

xx.

on which he was bound to grant every

request (Herod, ix. 110), while other festivals celebrated the king's marriage (Est 2^* ; Josephus, Ant.
XI. vi. 2) and the birth of his first son (Plato,
Alcibiades I., 121 C).
Persian festival of much importance was the
Magophonia. According to the usual view (Herod,
iii.
Ctesias, apud Photius, Bibl. xxxviii. ;
79
Agathias, ii. 25), this was a celebration of the slaying of the Magian Gaumata, the pseudo-Smerdis,
by Darius (cf. Behist. i. 35-71), and then 'no
Magian may appear in the light, but the Magiana
keep themselves in their houses that day.' This
view, maintained by Spiegel (Erdn. Alterthum.^kunde, ii. 310, iii. 586-708), Christensen (15 f.), and
Meyer (EBr^^ xxv. 253), is attacked by Marquart
(i. 64, ii.
132, 135
so also Prdsek, ii. 140), who
liolds that Mayo<j>bvi.a is a corruption of O. Pers.
* Bagakdna,^ and that it is identical with the feast
of Mihrajan, considered above, especially as the
uproar (dbpv^os) lasted five days (Herod, iii. 80)
alter the death of Gaumata, who was killed on
10th Bagayadi (Behist. i. 55-57), the month which
corresponds to the Zoroastrian month Mitro.
Despite the cleverness of this suggestion, it seems

A

;

;

Marquart is certainly right in
identifying the Magophonia with the old New Year
feast of Mihrajan, and it is almost certain that the
O. Pers. year originally began with Bagayadi
('[month] of the honouring of the god [Mithra]'),
just as the Avesta year at first commenced with the
corresponding month Mitro ; though later the O.
Pers.
Year was changed to a month of unknown
name* corresponding to the Avesta Fravartin and
the Bab. Nisan. It seems most plausible to hold,
therefore, that it was under the cover of an old festival of uproarious character * that they were enabled to kill the usurper, their fury both leading
them and inciting the other Persians to slay every
Magian they could find (Herod, iii. 79) ; so that
the later celebration to commemorate the slaying
of the pseudo-Smerdis came to obscure the real
origin of the festival in the popular consciousness.
the Magi, so universally honoured in Iran,
were obliged to keep within doors during the Magophonia has been a hard problem on the basis of the
current explanation ; but if, as Marquart holds,
it was originally a New Year celebration, to be
connected with the Mihrajan, which was also a
open to objection.

New

Why

New Year

feast, it

may

probably be connected

further with the Sacaea, which, from the statements of Dio Chrysostom and Berosus, was almost
certainly a New Year festival, the prominent
feature of which was the killing of a criminal who
had for five days been permitted to wear royal robes,
to sit on the royal throne, and empowered not only
to issue whatsoever mandates he would, but even
to consort with the royal concubines, and who,
after his brief tenure of office, was scourged and
hanged, so that the Sacsea probably represents,
in attenuated form, the wide-spread practice (found
also in Babylonia) of killing the priest-king (cf.
against this theory
Frazer, Dying God, 113-117
see Lang, Magic and Religion, London, 1901, p.
118 ff.).
It would then follow that the origin of
the Magophonia was the actual killing of a Magus
;

1 On Gr. Meya as the representative of Pers. Baga in proper
names, see Justi, 56 f., 69 cf. also the Turfan name, Baghkdnj,
month corresponding to the O. Pers. month Bagayadi.
2 It may be conjectured, from various names of the first month
Chorasmian Nausarji, Sogdian Nusard, Armenian Navasard,
Albanian Navasardus, and the gloss of Johannes Lydus, xx,xix.
that the Opening month of the O.
13, viov o-apSiK TO veov ero?
Pers. year was *Navathard(a) (' new year ').
3 The writer is informed by Prof. A. V. W. Jackson that he
has lons^ held a similar opinion.
;

for the

—

—

:

V

:
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who was at the same time botli priest and king.
This explains wliy the Magians were both reverenced and also liable to be killed, although long
before the historical period the actual killing had
been abandoned, and the festival survived merel}^
in a season of merriment, during which the Magi
were perhaps the butt of practical jokes and prudently remained indoors. The success of the attack
of Darius and his comrades on the pseudo-Snierdis
was very likely due in great part to the fact that
Gaumata was himself a Magian and later, as
already noted, the Magophonia was rationalized
;

to commemorate this event, just as in Strabo's day
the SacEBa itself had come to be reinterpreted as
commemorating a victory over the Scythians (SaxaO
which may, indeed, have been won at the time of
the celebration of the ancient festival of the Sacaja,
aiter it had long since lost its primal signification.
The meaning of the word 'il!.ayoip6via, is, therefore,
probably Magus-slaying,' representing an O. Pers.
and the festival was originally a
* Magujaniya
New Vear celebration during which the priest'

;

king was

The

slain.

four season festivals may, accordingly, be

summarized as follows
Autumnal equinox
Winter

eoletice

Summer

:

:

(Sacsea),

:

feasts of the Sogdians and Chorasmians are
listed by al-Biruni (221-226), the principal festivals
so far as either their names or their celebrations

are

known —being the

New

forbidden bjf Zoroastrianism. According to Sad
Dar, Ixxxiii., 'it is requisite to abstain from the
keeping of fasts (ruzah-ddUan), for
'

our religion. It Is not proper that thoy should not eat evcr>
day or anything, because it uoulrl bo a sin not to do so. With
us the keeping of fast is this, Ihut wo keep fast from committing
sin with our eyes and tongue and cars and hands and feet.
That which, in other religions, is fasting owing to not eating is,
in our religion, fasting owing to not committing sin.'
To this al-Biruni (217) adds that ' he who fasts
'in

.

.

.

commits a sin, and must, by way of expiation, give
food to a number of poor people.' "The reason for
the prohibition of fasting lies, not merely in the
entire Zoroastrian outlooK upon the univer.se, but
the idea that it is as ^VTong to torture oneself
as any other being of the good creation (cf., further.
Modi, Catechism of the Zoroast. Religion, Bombay,
1911, p. 35 f.).
The Mandaeans understand fasting
in a very similar sense, and polemize against
Christian fasts (Brandt, Manddische Religion,
Leipzig, 1889, pp. 93, 143 f.; K. Kessler, PRE' xii.
173 f.) so also the Yezidis (Brockelmann,
Iv. [1901] 388 f.); while, on the contrary, fasting
formed part of the Sogdian religion (al-BirunI,
221
cf. also above, pp. 760\ 765').
LiTEEATDBE.— F. Spiegel, Erdn. Alterthurmhunde, Leipzig,
in

ZDMG

;

;

iii. 706-708, Avesia uliersetzt, Leipzig, 1862-63, ii.
pp.
F. K. Ginzel, Handbtich der inathcTnat. und techn.
ChronologU, Leipzig, 1906 £f., i. 288-290; al-EIrOnJ, Chronolony
of Ancient Nations, tr. Sachau, London, 1879, pp. 199-226; T.
Hyde, Bist. rclig. veterum Fersarum, Oxford, 1700, ch. xix.
Anquetil du Perron, Zend-Avesta, Paris, 1771, ii. 674-681 B.
Brisson, de regio Persarum principatu, ed. Lederlin, Strassburg, 1710, pp. 398-401, 53, 136 168; Inostrancev, 'Sasanidskii prazdniku vesnv,' in Sasanidskipe Yetyudy, St. Petersburg,
1909, pp. 82-109 D. F. Karaka, Hist, of the Parsis, London,
1884, i. 144-152 A. Rapp, ZDMG xx. [1866J 91-93 J. J. Modi,
Led. and Sermons on Zoroast. Subjects [Gujarati], Bombay,

xcix-cv

:

The

—
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1871-78,

Magophonia, Mihrajan.

Xurram.

(Zaijmuk), Rulrub al-Kausaj, Nauruz.
solstice Tiragan, Mard-giran.l

Vernal equinox

(Jain)

following

;

;

;

;

28th day of the Ist month, local Sogdian
Bukhara Magians at the village of RamuS 1st day of
the 3rd month. Chorasmian beginning of summer 7th day of
the 4th month, local Sogdian feast at IBaikand 15th day of the
4th month, Sogdian eating of leavened bread after a fast (read
Tear's day

;

feast of the

;

;

;

1907,

iii.

;

121-145.

Louis H. Gray.

;

^^X

instead of

ijm,AS.

[?1)

;

among

the Chorasmians

day was A.ighar (' firewood and flame '), since in former times
18th day of the 5th
it had marked the approach of autumn
month, Sogdian Baha (or Biimi) X*ara, marked by drinking
good, pure must; Ist day of the 6th month, Chorasmian Faghrubah, when the kint; went into winter quarters 3rd and 16th
days of the 6th month, Sogdian fairs, the latter lasting seven
days 1st day of the 7th month, Sogdian NTmsarda (' half of the
year') and Chorasmian Azda Kand X^ar, or 'eating of bread
prepared with fat (as a protection against the cold) 2nd day
of the 7th month, Sogdian feast of eating cakes of millet-flour,
butter, and sugar 13th day of the 7th month, Chorasmian Ciriroj (* day of Tir '), venerated by the Chorasmians just as was
Mihrajan by the Persians 21st day of the 7th month, Chorasmian Ram-roj (' day of Riim ') ; 5th-15th days of the 10th month,
a Sogdian feast of which neither name nor particulars are given
11th day of the 10th month, Chorasmian Nim^ab, which, if it
this

;

;

;

;

'

;

;

;

may

be read NimSab

f

^ ..^.^^jj

t

instead of

i

i

J^

.^

i

'.

'half-night,' probably refers to the vernal equinox (according
to al-BIruni, 223, 220, ' the beginning of their summer was the
1st of Nausarji') ; 24th day of the 11th month, Sogdian Badhagham (see above, p. 874i) 10th day of the 12th month, Chorasmian WaxS-angam, in honour of the angel [Waxs] who has to
watch over the water, and especially over the river Oxus ; 30th
day of the 12th month, beginning of the Sogdian and Chorasmian feast for the dead.
;

'

'

Some special feasts introduced in the Muhammadan period (al-Biruni, 217), as well as the mythical festivals recorded for the

'

Sipaslan

'

Dabistan (tr. Shea and Troyer, Paris, 1843,
may be disregarded here.

by the
i.

63),

The

antithesis of feasting, fasting', is absolutely
1 The difference of 8 months between the celebration of Naurijz
(Ist Fravartm) and Rukub al-Kausaj (let Afaro), and of S months
17 days between the celebration of Tiragan (13th Tir) and Mardgiran (30th Spendarmat), although the two pairs seem to mark
the vernal equinox and the summer solstice respectively, is probably due to the fact that Naurijz and Tiragan were incorporated
in the Zoroastrian calendar at its beginning, when they would
coincide with the actual periods of the year which they were
to celebrate. At a later period, when the calendar had retrogressed 8 months, the popular festivals of RukOb al-Kausaj and
Mard-giran, which had been observed at the vernal equinox and
the summersolstice without regard to the theoretical calendar,
were inserted on the months and days of the calendar in question
on which they happened to fall at the timeof their incorporation.
Hyde, 254, had already noted the possibility of such insertion of
feasts, although his special instance, the festival of Sab sadhaq
(on which see p. 873 f.), is incorrect.

FESTIVALS AND FASTS (Jain).—There is,
perhaps, no shorter road to the understanding of a
than to study its festivals and fasts, the
occasions on which it rejoices, and the things over
which it mourns. This is certainly the case with
Jainism a religion which lays special stress on
outward observance.
I. Pajjusana.
Amongst all their holy seasons
none is regarded by the Jains as more sacred than
the closing days of their religious year, when the
ascetics and laity of all three sects observe the
solemn fast of Pajjusana. At this time they
confess the year's misdeeds, and especially those
against ahimsd (non-killing), one of the main tenets
of the Jain creed.
Mahavira, their great religious
leader, decreed that Pajjusana should begin when
a month and twenty nights of the rainy season had
elapsed,' ' his reason apparently being that the lay
people would by that time have prepared their
houses to "brave the elements ; and business, too,
being less brisk, they would be at liberty to attend
to their religious duties.
It is a convenient season
for the ascetics also, who during the rains give up
for a time their peregrinations, lest they should
injure any of the abundant life, animal or vegetable,
then springing into being.
The fast nowadays includes the last four days
of the month of Sravana as well as the first four of
Bhadrapada, i.e. it falls usually in August. The
Jains say that formerly, instead of eight days, it
lasted for one day only, the fifth of Bhadrapada.
The Digambara Jains (the sky-clad or naked sect)
usually observe seven additional days for worship
at the close of these eight fast-days.
The Jains observe the fast with varying strictness some fast for the whole eight days from all
food and water, others only every other day, eating
specially dainty food on the alternate days, whilst
others, again, fast for thirty days before Pajjusana
begins and for its eight days as well, eating nothing,
and drinking only hot water or whey.
1 Kalpa Sutra (SBE xxii. (1884] 296).
religion

—

—

'

:

:
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During Pajjusana special services are held in the
%ipdsard (monasteries) of the various sects. In
those of the Svetambara Jains (the white-clad sect)
a well-known monk usually reads from the Kalpa
Sutra (one of their famous sacred books) and in
those of the Sthanakavasi (the non-idolatrous sect)
readings are given from various books which they
consider specially sacred, such as the Antagada or
some Life of Mahavira. Only the sddhus (ascetics)
are given raised seats ; but, on agreeing to sit on
the floor and to remove leather shoes, the present
writer wasonce courteously admitted to the services.
The exposition from the sacred books was of a
colloquial character, questions being freely asked
and answered, and the preaching sddhu generally
intoning each paragraph before he expounded it.
Noticeable amongst the audience were some laymen
wearing only the loin-cloth and scarf which form
the scanty dress of the J ain ascetic, their unshaven
heads marking them off from the monks present.
;

They were doing posaha, i.e. they had become
monks for the time being, and for twenty-four
hours they would not leave the updsara, but would
spend their time in meditation and fasting. Posaha
may be observed every fortnight indeed, the
Uttarddhyayana lays down that the faithful householder should never neglect the posaha fast in
both fortnights, not even for a single night ' but
there is a special obligation to observe it during
the season of Pajjusana. Posaha was, according
to the Sutrakrtdhga, specially instituted for those
who said that 'we cannot, submitting to the
tonsure, renounce the life of a householder and
enter the monastic state, but we shall strictly
observe the posaha on the fourteenth and the
eighth days of each fortnight (on the new moon,
and) full-moon days,'^ and who further undertook
to keep the five monastic vows of non-killing,
truth-speaking,
honesty, chastity,
and noncovetousness, so far as the exigencies of lay life
permitted. Posaha well illustrates the special
genius the Jain religion has for making the laity
feel themselves intimately connected with the
monastic order, which largely accounts for its
survival in India to-day.'
Some Jains, however, find even during the sacred
season of Pajjusana that the twenty-four hours' fast
from all food and water entailed by posaha is too
much for them for these the less exacting fast of
daya or samvara affords a welcome alternative.
Those who observe this fast sit in the upasara
and listen and meditate for any period they like to
choose, from ten to twenty-four hours, but they
may take food and water at will, provided that the
water be hot* and the food not spec if. ly prepared
for them.
Samvatsari, the last day of Pajjusana and the
last day of the Jain religious year, is the most
solemn day of all. Every adult Jain must fast
throughout the day, abstaining even from water
the updsara are more than filled, and gatherings
of devout Jains are also arranged in secular buildings, such as the verandahs of schools or the dininghalls of various castes.
On the afternoon of this
day no ascetics are present at the lay gatherings,
but they may be seen in the smaller rooms attached
to the updsard, making their own confessions
privately one notices that the hair has been newly
plucked from their heads, for this austerity (peculiar
to Jain ascetics) has to be performed before
Pajjusana ends.
;

'

;

'

;

;

;

It is most interesting to visit the various updsards on this day.
Those of the Svetambara sect adjoin their temples, the men
and women being; in different buildinifs. The women, bedecked
1

2

Uttaradhyayana (SBE

xlv. [1895] 23).

SiLtrakrtimga, 17 {SBE xlv. 428).
Hoernle, Anmial Address As. Soc. Bengal, 1898, p. 45.
On boiled water, see M. Stevenson, Notes on Modem

3 Of.
4

Jainism,

p. 27.

(Jain)

with jewels and arrayed in their brightest clothes, are seated in
silence on the floor, with the exception of one woman who may
have paid for the privilege of reciting the prescribed mantras
any thmg from one rupee upwards. In front of her on a wooden
stool is a little tripod from which hangs a rosary of one hundred
and eight beads, the number of the quahties of the Panckapara7iu',^ti (the Five Great Ones).
On the opposite side of the
courtyard adjoining the temple is the men's updsard, where
the laymen are seated, clothed only in their loin-cloths, listening to one of their number reciting mantras. In the Sthanakavasi women's updsard there was no tripod, but first one
woman and then another got up from wherever she might be
sitting on the floor and recited mantras a privilege which in
this community went hy seniority.
The Sthanakavasi men,
having been crowded out of their updsard, were on the verandah
of the town school when the present writer saw the ceremony.
One of their number was preaching, not merely, as in the other
gatherings, reciting mantras he was giving an instruction on
the twelve vows of a layman, which corresponded very much to
an instruction that might be given on the ethical aspect of the
Ten Commandments. In preaching, for instance, on the vow
against dishonesty, he showed how this vow would be broken
by a shopkeeper over-praising his goods. At the close of the
instruction on each vow, the whole audience rose, and in a set
form of Magadhi words confessed their breach of it and asked
forgiveness. Although the meetings went on till eight or nine
o'clock, no light was permitted. At the close all asked each
other's forgiveness for any slights or injuries committed during
the year in the following words
Twelve months, twenty-four
half months, forty-eight and four weeks— if during this time
*
I may have said or done anything annoying to you, pardon me

—

:

:

'

I

No

may

be carried beyond
Samvatsari, and letters must be written to friends
at a distance asking their forgiveness also. The
postal authorities can testify how faithfully this is
carried out, for the mail of the Jain community
increases extraordinarily at this season of the year.
Kalpa Sutra procession. In many towns, on the
third day of Pajjusana, the Svetambara community
organize a procession in honour of the Kalpa Sutra,
a Scripture which they hold in peculiar reverence.
Some wealthy Jain, who has outbidden the others
when the privilege was up for auction, takes the
temple copy of that Sutra (which is preferably
written, not printed, and should be illustrated) to
his house in the evening.
It is placed on a little
table and covered with a rich cloth, and all night
long the inmates of the house and their friends
continue what an English-speaking Jain called
Harmony-Barmony,' singing songs in its honour
and playing on as many instruments as they can
get.
Next morning the procession is formed to
return the book to the temple in state. The details
would, of course, vary in different places, but when
the writer saw it, it was arranged as follows
The procession was headed by a drummer on horseback, lent
private

quarrel

—

'

for the occasion by the Kaja, followed by other drummers on
foot, who preceded the indrddhvaja, a painted wooden trolley
surmounted by a gaudy wooden elephant bearing on its back tier
upon tier of red and blue flags ornamented with gold brocade.
pujari (officiant), who is generally of the Brahman caste,
followed, bearing a silver mace, and four boys walked behind
him carrying smaller silver sticks, their parents having paid
heavily for this privilege and the spiritual advantages accruing
from it.
portion of the crowd wedged themselves in at this
point before the main figure of the procession, the carrier of
the Kalpa Sutra, appeared. The proud distinction of being
the carrier is accorded to some child connected with the house
in which the Kalpa Sutra has been kept.
The child, in this
case a little girl of seven or eight, arrayed in her gayest silken
garment, was seated on a horse ; in her hands she held the
Kalpa Sutra wrapped in silk, and on the book lay a coco-

A

A

nut marked in red with the auspicious Svdstika sign

^

She was followed by more of the crowd playing on musical
instruments, and by bo.vs who had paid for the honour of carrying the drati lamps which they held in their hands. The last
places in the procession were given to groups of women singing
songs in honour of the Kalpa Sutra.

—

Mahdvira's birthday. The birthday of Mahavira,
the founder of Jainism, has been conventionally
fixed for the fourth day of Pajjusana {i.e. the first
of Bhadrapada), though the Svetambaras believe
Mahavira to have been born on the bright thirteenth
of Chaitra.
The Sthanakavasi Jains would like to
keep this festival, but their gurus discourage them,
fearing that it might lead to idolatry. It is
observed with great pomp and rejoicing by the other
Jains, and the temples dedicated to MahayJra are

—
;;

'
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decorated with (lags. The Svetambaras arrange a
cradle procession in honour of the day. This
procession very much resembles tliat of tlie Kalpa
Sutra. The drums, the boys with silver staves
and arati lamps, the singing crowds, and the small
elephant- trolley are again in evidence ; but, instead
of the book, the child on horseback carries in the
centre of the procession a little wooden cradle
covered with gold brocade.
The conventional birthdays of several other
Tlrthahkara are celebrated on various days, when
the temples specially dedicated to them are
decorated with flags, and the imprints of hands
dipped in a red mixture are made on the walls. (The
hand, the Jains say, is the special symbol of favour,
since it is always used when blessing. ) Not only
the birthdays but also the days when the various
Tlrthahkara attained haivalya and moksa are
celebrated, the pomp, of course, being all the
greater at the actual place where the event is
supposed to have happened.
Next to Pajjusana the greatest of
2. Diwali.
If the former
all the Jain sacred seasons is Diwali.
owes its importance to the emphasis which Jains
lay on the sin of killing, Diwali derives its position
from the importance of wealth to a mercantile
community. The Jains assign a special reason for

—

their participation in what is really a Hindu
festival in honour of Laksmi, the goddess of wealth.
They say it originated when Mahavira passed to

waves a

little
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(Jain)

lamp

filled

with burning camphor

before the book, on which he has placed rice, pan,
betel-nut, turmeric, and various kinds of fruit.
The ceremony ends by sprinkling the book with
red powder, after whicn the Brahman and the Jain

The account-book is left
feast on sweetmeats.
open for several hours, and before closing it they
Laksa labha, Lalcsa Idbha, i.e. a hundred
say
thousand profits
'

:

!

The various Jain conferences are trying to introduce a new
^dradd pu}d of their own in which the Brahman will play a lees
important part, and the Jain himself do the eightfold pujd to
the rupee but most Jains are content with the old rite. Some
;

have anything to do with
either the old or the new rite, regarding both as idolatrous. The
Svetambaras light up their temples at Oiwali with little earthenware saucers containing lighted wicks floating in coco-nut oil
but so many insects perish in these unprotected lights that the
conferences now object to the custom.
of the stricter Sthanakavasis refuse to

The fourth and last day of Diwali, New Year's
Day, is the first day of the month Karttika and of
the commercial year and Jains then go and greet
all their friends, much as we might on our New
Year's Day, and send cards to those who are
;

absent.

—

In every Svetambara
3. Saint-wheel worship.
temple there is a saint- wheel, or siddha chakra
a little eight-sided plate made of either brass or
silver with five tiny figures. These figures represent
The Five Great Ones' (Panchaparamesti), whom
the Jains daily salute as they tell their beads.
First comes the sadhw, or ascetic, to whom alone
the path to heaven is open without re-birth ; then
the upadhydya, or preceptor, representing the
next stage in the ascetic's onward course, from
which he may rise to be an dchdrya, or head of a
body of ascetics and, lastly, the siddJia, or being
without caste, birth, death, joy, sorrow, or love,
whose personality is completely nullified, and who
has thus attained the goal of Jain asceticism. In
the centre of the plate is a tiny figure of Arihanta
(the venerable one) which represents the Tlrthahkara, the chief objects of Jain reverence. Between

—

'

moksa, and the eighteen confederate kmgs and
others who were present at his passing instituted
Since the light; of intellian illumination, saying
gence is gone, let us make an illumination of
material matter.'' The festival continues for four
days the last days of A^vina which close the
Hindu year and the first of Karttika— falling usually within the months of October or November.
Amongst the ^vetambara Jains, the first day
(Dhanaterasa) of the festival is devoted to polishing jewellery and ornaments in honour of Laksmi
on the second day (Kalichaudasa) the women try the figures are written the names of the three
to propitiate evil spirits by giving them some of jewels of the Jain faith Jhdna, Right Knowledge ;
the sweetmeats they prepare and cook on this day. Dariana, Right Faith ; and Vhdritrya, Right
These they place in a circle at cross-roads (q.v.), Conduct ; and also the word tapa, 'austerity,' on
in order to protect their children from evil influences which the Jains lay such overwhelming emphasis
during the year. The third (Amasa) is the great in their system. This plate, which thus bears
day of the feast. It was on this day that Mahavira on its surface a complete summary of Jainism,
went to moksa, and Gautama Indrabhuti attained is regarded as of such importance that no SvetamThis is the day on which Jains bara temple is ever without it. Twice in the year,
to kaivalya.
worship their account-books and decorate and once in Asvina (September or October) and once
illuminate their houses. In the mornin", Jains of in Chaitra (April or May), it is worshipped for eight
all three sects go to their monasteries and convents
days by offering the eightfold pujd ' to it. Once
and do reverence to the chief monk or nun present, during each of these eight days the saint- wheel is
who preaches to them on the life of Mahavira and taken outside the town to some spot, probably near
The more devout lay- a tank or lake, where, before doing the eightfold
sings appropriate songs.
geople stay and do posaha, but the generality go pujd, they bathe it with water, and this is called
ome and make up their accounts for the year. Jalajdtrd, water pilgrimage. This little pilgrimIn the evening they summon a Brahman to direct age is accompanied with much rejoicing, and the
the Sdrada pujd, or worship of the account-books, pilgrims usually celebrate their return home by
for Brahmans are still the domestic chaplains of a feast.
The phases of the moon
the Jains. The Jain having arranged his account4. Full-moon fasts.
book on a stool, the Brahman enters and paints a are watched with the keenest interest by the Jains
ahandalo (auspicious mark) on the Jain's forehead, (as they are, indeed, by all the inhabitants of an
He agricultural country like India) and four of the
his pen, and one page of the account-book.
then writes the word &rl (i.e. Laksmi) on the full-moon days, or punema, are observed as special
account-book, either five, seven, lOr nine times, in fasts. On two of these, Karttika Punema (October
such a way as to form a pyramid. A rupee (the or November) and Chaitri Punema (April or May),
this
oldest possible) is now placed on the book
they go, if possible, on pilgrimage. The favourite
rupee for the time being is considered to be Laksmi places of Jain pilgrimage are the hills of batruiijaya
herself, and the placing of it is called Laksmi puja.
(in the State of Palitana), Sametasikhara (Bengal),
All the year the owner will carefully guard this Girnar (Junagadh), and Mount Abu (Rajputana)
particular coin, as it is considered luck-bringing,
but at these full-moon fasts the place they are
and will use it again next Diwali, so that in some most eager to visit is SatruSjaya. It was on
Jain families the coin used is of great rarity and Satrunjaya, they say, that at Karttika Punema
antiquity. Besides the coin, the leaf of a creeper the two sons of Krsna Dravida and Vallibilla
is also placed on the account-book, and the Jain
1 For the eightfold puja, see
Stevenson, Notes on Modtm
Jainism, p. 103 ff.
1 KcUpa Sutra {SEE xxii. 266).
:

'

;

—

;

:

'

'

—

;

;

—
'.

—
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moksa along with about a hundred
monks, and at Chaitri Punema that
Pundarika Ganadhara, the chief disciple of R?abhaIf
deva, obtained moksa with fifty million monks.
it proves impossible to visit not merely Satruiijaya
but any of the other places, Jains still manage to
acquire some special pilgrimage merit by taking
a map or photograph of Satrunjaya into the fields
outside their town in the direction of that mountain
and worshipping it there.
On the two other full-moon fasts, Phalguna
Punema (in February or March) and Asildhi Punema
(in June or July), Jains of either the ovetambara

obtained
million

Digambara sect fast, decorate their temples
with lamps, and are specially diligent in attendance
at the temple-worship, whilst Sthanakavasi Jains
go to their upasara to hear sermons. Asadhi is
specially important to the ascetics, for in Avhatever
town monks or nuns may be for that fast, there
they must remain till the monsoon is over and
Karttika Punema comes round.
Svetambara and Sthanaka5. Jnanapanchami.
vasi Jains observe the 5th day of the bright half of
Karttika, which they call jilanapanchami, since
special knowledge is gained by those who worship
The institution
their sacred books on this day.
of this fast has been of incalculable use in preserving Jain literature, for not only are the books
worshipped and sandal-wood sprinkled over them,
but all the volumes in Jain treasure-houses ^ are
supposed to be dusted, freed from insects, and
rearranged on this day.
Once a year the very strict
6. Maunagyarasa
ascetics commemorate by a solemn fast the five
stages through which a mortal must pass before
he can become a siddlia. Sthanakavasi laymen do
not generally keep this day, though some of the
During the whole day
Svetambara laity do.
absolute silence is observed, together with abstention from both food and water. The Jain, as he
tells his beads, meditates on each of the five stages
{sadhu, or ascetic ; upddhyaya, or preceptor achd-

or the

—

;

rya, or ruler of monks tirthahkara, or ford-finder
siddka, or perfected one) which lie before him.
This fast, as its name shows, must be kept on
the eleventh day of a month. If possible, it should
be observed on the eleventh day of the bright half
but, if
of Margasirsa (November and December)
that particular date is inconvenient, the eleventh
On the
of any other month may be substituted.
day following, isvetamharas celebrate the breaking
They
of this eleventh-day fast in a curious way.
choose eleven kinds of things connected with the
pursuit of knowledge, and put eleven of each kind,
such as eleven pens, eleven books, eleven pieces of
paper, eleven inkpots, etc., in front of them, and
;

;

;

worship these^ 121

articles.

—

Oli or Ambela. Eight days before Chaitri
Punema great fairs are held at the chief places of
pilgrimage, which are attended by Jains from all
over India. At this time men and women take
special vows as to what they will eat, promising,
for instance, to eat only one kind of grain throughout_the day and to drmk only boiled water. Oli
or Ambela is the fast par excellence of women, for
at this season a royal princess, Mayana Sundari,
by worshipping the saint-wheel, won health and
restoration to his kingdom for her husband, Sripala,
who had been a leper. Ever since the days of this
7.

women who want

a happy married life
have been speciallj' diligent in observing this fast,
giving up for the time any food they particularly
like, such as melted butter or molasses, and eating
only one sort of dish.
8. Days of abstinence.
In addition to special
days like the above, many careful Jains observe as
princess,

^

—

1 i.e. of books and MSS.
The most famous of these treaaurebouseH are at Patan, Cambay, and Jf^-aaJt^iir.

(Jain)

fasts, with more or less strictness, twelve days in
every month. These days are the two second, the
two fifth, the two eighth, the two eleventh, the
two fourteenth, and the bright and dark fifteenth
of each month.
(In India a month consists of two
sets of fifteen days, the bright fifteen and the dark
fifteen of the moon.)
Less devout Jains observe
only five days of abstinence (the two eighth, the
two fourteenth, and the fifteenth of the bright
half of the month), whOst others keep only two
Svetarabaras observing the eighth (Athama) and
the fifteenth (Punema), and Digambaras the eighth
and the fourteenth days of the month.
9. The bathing of GomateSvara.
Three or four
times during every century the Digambara Jains
hold a great festival at Sravana Belgola (Hassan
District, Mysore State) to lave the gigantic statue
of Gomatesvara.
This statue, which is one of the
wonders of India, was cut some 900 years ago from
a solid block of stone sixty feet high.

—

The last festival 1 was held in March 1910, when Jain devotees
gave gratis the materials and the labour to erect the immense
scaffold which encircled the image on its three sides. On the
day of the bathing Indrabhiiti was closed to all but Jains, but
it was possible to see from a distance the figures on the platform over the head of the image. The actual laving took place
in the afternoon, and the gradual darkening of the image, as
the mingled stream of curds, milk, melted butter, etc., flowed
over it, was noticeable even from afar. The privilege of laving
the figure had been previously put up to auction, Jains bidding
what price they would pay for every separate cupful of mixture
they poured over it.
During the festival the question was
raised of erecting a glass shelter over the sixty-foot figure, but
it was decided that to build this would be to appear wiser than
their ancestors, and, furthermore, the laving of the image was
considered to have proved a valuable means of protecting it
from the elements. It was suggested that the festival should
be held more frequently, and the image bathed every three or
every seven years.

ID.

The

consecration

of an

idol.

— Perhaps

amongst

festivals should be inchiAeA Anjanaialdkd,
the consecration of a new idol, for it is celebrated

with the greatest pomp and magnificence. Mantras
are recited, and in the case of Svetambara Jains
the metal eyes are inserted in the head of the idol,'

which

is then anointed with saffron ; until this
takes place, the idol is not regarded as sacred.
The ceremony is rare nowadays, owing to the
enormous expense it entails on the donor of the
idol, who has to pay for great processions and
feasts in addition to the cost of the image.
H. Hindu festivals and fasts observed by Jains.'
In addition to their own fasts and festivals, Jain
laymen observe most of the great festivals of the
Hindus for example, Holi, the shameless festival
of spring (which, however, is not observed by Jain
ascetics or by laymen who have taken the twelve
vows) ; ^Italascdama, the festival of the goddess
of smallpox, when most of the Jain women and
children (despite the eflbrts of their religious leaders
and the conferences) go to her temple and offer
drawings of eyes to the goddess and money to the
temple Brahmans to obtain immunity from smallpox for the year. On this day, as the women refuse to cook on the ordinary hearths (believing the
goddess of smallpox to be sleeping there for the
day), the household has usually to eat stale food,
or to cook on some other hearth. Jains also observe VirapasalL which falls on some Sunday in
the month of Sravana (August), when brothers
give presents to their sisters, and sisters bless their
brothers
and the corresponding feast of Bhai
bija, when sisters invite their brothers to their
houses.
Dahrd, the great Ksatriya festival, is
kept by Jains only to the extent of eating specially
dainty food on that day. Another Hindu festival
the Jains observe is Makarasahkrdnti, which faUa

—

:

;

1 See H, Spencer, art. in Harvest Field, 1910 ; for a picture
of this famous statue, see Moor, Hindu Pantheon, London,
ISIO, plate 73.

2

Digambara images are always represented with closed
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eyes,

)

;
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January.

tluH

day they

—

fuKil

one of their

—

Four l''unclamenLal Duties' that of cliarity by
giving away food and clothing to tlie poor and
fodder to cattle.
Many Jain women, even of the non-idolatrous
sect, observe the Hindu fast of Bolachotha, by
abstaining from food till evening, when tliey worship the goddess Gauri, wife of Siva, and then
cows and calves, which they mark with red on
Jain girls very frequently keep
their foreheads.
tlie Hindu fast of Molakala, abstaining for a whole
day from all food containing salt, in order to obMany of the Jains so far
tain a kind husband.
observe the ^raddha, or death-ceremonies of the
Hindus, as to eat specially good food on that day.
(The ceremony of throwing food to the crows at
this time has, however, in most cases been discontinued by the Jains.
In fine, so many festivals do the Jains observe,
and such rich food do they eat in celebration of
them, that a proverb has sprung up 'To turn
Sravaka for Siro
which accuses folK of turning
Jain for the sake of a favourite festal dainty.
LiTEEATTTRE. — The information contained in the above article
has been derived directly from Jain informants. The reader

—

'

—

consult also EG ix. (1901) pt. i. pp. 113-115, and the
present writer's Notes on Modem Jainism, London, 1910.

may

Margaret Stevenson.
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(Jewish).—

—

Modifications of the ancient feasts. Altliou^h
the post-Biblical period of Judaism witnessed the
institution of several semi-festivals and other
memorial days, it was marked by the rise of no
new festivals invested with the solemnities of the
ancient feasts. As an offset to this, however, the
feasts prescribed in the OT underwent manifold
changes, and the character of not a few was fundamentally modified. More particularly after the
destruction of the Second Temple, and the consequent cessation of sacrificial worship, the Jews
sought to find a substitute for the latter, partly in
the development and institution of an ordered
liturgy the germs of which, it is true, go back to
the time when the Temple was still standing and
partly in the establishment of new observances for
family devotion, as, e.g., the Kidd4sh(\\t. hallowing'), i.e. the ceremony of hailing the dawning
Sabbath or feast-day by speaking a benediction
over a cup of wine, the Seder (see below) designed
for the evening of the Passover, and the like.
Other modifications were brought about by the
altered conditions of life ; thus, e.g., the pilgrim
festivals almost entirely lost their agricultural
character, and became purely historical celebraI.

—

—

'

tions.

One particular modification which affected all
the Biblical festivals except the Day of Atoneof a second feast-day
for the Diaspora, i.e. for countries outside Palestine.
Among the Jews in the time of the Second
Temple, and for centuries afterwards, the beginning
of the month was determined, not by calculation,
but by observation of the new moon, as it was
decreed by the supreme spiritual authorities that
the month should begin with the first sight thereof
(see art. Calendar [Jewish], vol. iii. p. 117 ff.).
At first the authorities caused the event to be
announced to the various communities by beaconfires on the hills (cf. Wensinek, in Becker's Islam,
i. [1910] 101), and afterwards by express messengers
(Mishna, Bosh Hashshana, 1. 3-4, ii. 2-4), telling
them at the same time whether the foregoing
month was defective,' i.e. one of 29 days, so that
the new month began on the thirtieth, or full,'
i.e.
one of 30 days, the new month thus commencing on the thirty-first. But, as the Diaspora
became more widely spread, it was found impossible for messengers to reach the communities in
ment was the introduction

'

'

1

These are

;

charity, virtue, austerity, devotion.

(Jewish)
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due time, and accordingly,

in order to avoid all
possibility of error, these outlying communities
observed not only the computed feast-day, but also
the day following, which, if the closing month had
been a full one of 30 days, would, of course, be
the proper date. Thus, e.g., the Diaspora kept
the Feast of the Passover from the 15th to the
22nd (instead of to the 2l8t) of Nisan, and held a
solenm celebration on the 15th and 16th and on
the 21st and 22nd (instead of the 15th and the 2l8t
only), etc.
An exception was made in the case of
the Day of Atonement alone, as being a fast, for it
was considered dangerous to fast for two days in
'

'

succession (Jerus. Ifalla,

i.

57c,

fol.

1.

14

;

ISab.

Rosh Hashshana, 21a). The New Year festival,
again, which fell on the 1st of Tishri on the first
day of a month was often celebrated on two
days, even in Palestine, on the ground that it was

—

—

never possible to determine whether the previous
month, Elul, would be defective' or full.' Once
the fixed calendar was introduced, all uncertainty
in the matter was at an end
nevertheless, a
second New Year's day was observed in Palestine
as elsewhere from the 12th cent. A.D. (cf.
Responses of the Geonim,' ed. Lyck, 1864, no. 1
Zerahia Gerundi's Ma'or on tr. Bern, at tbe beginning). In the Diaspora likewise, the observation of
the second day was rendered unnecessary by the
introduction of the fixed calendar, but it was
allowed to continue for tradition's sake (cf. Bab.
'

'

;

'

The first to reject it were the Karaites,
46).
reinstated the observation of the moon, and
many modern Jewish communities follow their
Besa,

who

example.

The

several festivals were modified as follows
Pesah (The Passover). Of the three characsymbols of this feast the sacrificial lamb,
the unleavened bread, and the bitter herbs— the
:

—
—

(1)

teristic

was discarded, while the others survived in
family devotion under the name Seder. In Palestine the Seder is observed on the first, and in the
Diaspora on the first and the second, evening of
the festival, and the ritual for its observance is
contained in a book called Haggddd ('story,'
narrative ').
faint vestige of the originally
agricultural character of this festival appears in
the prayer for dew (tal), which is recited on the
first

A

'

day

(see below).
Sh'bu'dth (The Feast of Weeks).— According
to Scripture, this feast was to be celebrated seven
The seven weeks
full weeks after the Passover.
were reckoned from the n^cn mnoD, wAmohorath
23'^),
hash-shabbath (Lv
and the interpretation of
these words was a subject of controversy between
the Pharisees and the BoethusEeans. The Pharisees, as also the LXX, Philo, and Josepbus, understood them as meaning on the next day after the
so that
feast,' and counted from the 16th of Nisan
the Feast of Weeks fell (when Nisan and lyyar were
both 'full') onthe 5th of Sivan, or (when Nisan
was full and lyyar defective,' or conversely) on
the 6th, or again (if both were ' defective') on the
7th (Jer. Bosh Hashshana, i. fol. 576, 1. 18 from
Hence, after the introduction of the fixed
foot).
calendar, according to which Nisan was always
full and lyyar always defective, the festival fell
on the 6th, or (in the Diaspora) on the 6th and 7th,
The Boethusseans, on the other hand,
of Sivan.
interpreting the Biblical phrase as on the next
after
the
Sabbath,' began the commemoration
day
with the first Sunday of the Passover festival, and
celebrated the Feast of Weeks always on a Sunday.
The Boethusjeans were followed in this by all the
schismatic communities, down to the Samaritans
and Karaites of the present day (cf. Poznaiiski,
in Kaufmann-Gedenkbuch, Breslau, 1900, p. 173,
note 4).
But there were others who took the:
words to mean on the next day after the las<
first

(2)

'

;

'

'

'

'

'

'
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' (so, e.g., the Syriac Peshitta), and therefore counted from the 22nd of Nisan, celebrating
the Feast of Weeks on the 12th of Sivan (as, e.g.,

feast-day

—

the Abyssinian Falashas), or where the reckoning
was by months of four weeks or twenty-eight days
on the 15th (so, e.g., the apocryphal Book of
Jubilees; cf. Epstein, Eldad ha-Dani, Vienna,
The Feast of Weeks likewise lost
1891, p. 154 ff.).
its agricultural character, and became the festival
of the Sinaitic legislation, which was delivered in
the third month, i.e. Sivan (Ex 19 ; cf. Bab.
Shabbath, 866). The festival bears this character
also among the Samaritans (cf. Cowley, The
Samaritan Liturgy, Oxford, 1909, i. 335 tf.) and
the Karaites.
Festival).
In
(3) Rosh Hashshana (New Year
cf. Lv 23^^) this feast,
the Pentateuch (Nu 29^
which falls on the 1st of Tishri, is referred to as
Y6m T'rua ('day of blowing the trumpet'), but
not as the beginning of the year (the year began
with Nisan [Ex 12^]), though the Feast of Tabernacles, which was likewise celebrated in Tishri, is
spoken of as taking place at the turn of the year
(Ex 24=^). Ezekiel (40^) speaks of the 10th of the
month probably Tishri is meant (cf. Lv 25*) as
the beginning of the year. Ezra read the Book of
the Law before the assembled people on the 1st of
Tishri, and calls the day holy to the Lord (Neh
8'-'°), but not New Year s day.
The latter designation was first given to the festival in the Talmud
(Rosh Hashshana, i. 1), where it ranks also as a

—

—

;

'

—

—

'

'

day of Divine judgment.

We may

cern here traces of Bab. influence

perhaps

(cf.

dis-

Zimmem-

Winckler, KAT^, p. 515). The days from the 1st
to the 10th of Tishri came simply to be days
of penitence and heart-searching {'Asereth Yeme
T'shuba cf. Rosh Hashshana, 18a).
Here,
(4) Yom Kippur (The Day of Atonement).
too, a substitute for the abandoned sacrifice was
found in a solemn festival in the synagogues, and
this day is regarded as the most important of the
;

—

T^iTiTiQn T PR si's

(5) Sukkoth (The Feast of Tabernacles).— This
festival likewise entirely lost its originally agricultural character as a vintage feast. According to a
i. 1), God is to be
praised as the sender of rain, in a prayer beginning
on the 8th day of the Feast of Tabernacles and
ending with the 1st day of the Passover. In keeping therewith, a special prayer for rain {geshem)
was ofl'ered on the former day as also one for dew
and various hymns
(tal ; see above) on the latter
were composed for the geshem from the 7th or 8th
The 9th and last day of the Feast of
centuries.
Tabernacles in the Diaspora only, of course was
called Simhat Torah, ' delight in the Law,' because, according to a very ancient custom, the
reading of the Pentateuch in public worship was
completed, and a fresh beginning made, on that
day this designation, however, is first met with
in the 11th or 12th cent. (cf. Zunz, Ritus, Berlin,
The 21st of Tishri, the last of the
1859, p. 86).
semi-festival days, is styled Hosha'na Rabba, the
great Hosanna,' or Yom 'Araba, 'the day of
At this festival it was
willows {Stikka, 45a).
customary to set up willows about the altar, and
march round it once but on the 21st of Tishri the
altar was compassed about seven times, and in
commemoration thereof it is still the practice to
hold a sheaf of willows during the prayer on that
day. In the Middle Ages, mysticism gained a
powerful hold upon the day, and converted it into
a statutory judging day supplementary to tlie
preceding New Year's day and the Day of Atonement (cf. Berliner, Ranabemerkungen zum hebr.
Gebetbttche, ii. [1912] 25 fi'.).
2.
Minor festivals of later origin. Of semifestivals, besides the Biblical Feast of Purim and

Talmudic ordinance (Ta'anith,

—
—

—

—

;

'

'

;

—

(Jewish)

—

the Feast of the Maccabees (Hanukka) not found
in the Bible
both of which have been referred to
in the
Hebrew section, the following, together
with other memorial days, some of wliich have
been given up and some fallen into decay, may be

—

'

noted

'

:

owing to Levitical uncleanness, or from
any other cause, a man was unable to present his
(1) If,

Paschal offering on the 14th of Nisan, he could,
provided he observed certain regulations, make
good his omission on the 14th of lyyar (cf. Nu
gio-i2)
Traces of this practice still survive, and the
day is known as Pesah Sheni ( Second Passover ').
(2) The 15th of Ah was the day on which wood
was supplied for the altar of burnt-offering, and
was, as such, a day of rejoicing (references in
'

GJV

Schiirer,
ii.* 316).
The recollection of this
fact was subsequently lost, and the Talmud (Jer.
Ta'anith, 69c ; Bab. 306) seeks in various ways to
explain the significance attached to the day.
(3) Nicanor's Day was the 13th of Adar, and
commemorated the victory of Judas Maccabseus
over the Syrian general Nicanor at Adasa in

161 B.C. (1 Mac 7^'-'", 2 Mac 15i-s»; Jos. Ant. XII.
P. Haupt ('Purim,' Beitr. zur Assyr. vi. 2,
p. 3 ff. ) seeks to derive the Feast of Purim from
Nicanor's Day, but, as it would seem, without any
good reason. Nowadays, as we shall see presently,
the 13th of Adar is observed as a fast.
X. 5).

(4) and (5) The Alexandrian Jews celebrated
several other festivals of a special character. One
of these was designed to commemorate the translation of the Torah into Greek (Philo, Vita Mosis,
ii. 7)
another was a memorial of their marvellous
deliverance at the time when Ptolemy iv. (1 Mac
6^*) or Ptolemy vil. (Josephus, c. Apion. ii. 2)
attempted to destroy them by means of elephants.
The dates of these festivals, however, are quite
;

unknown.

A

little work bearing the title MegUlath
(6)
Ta'anith ('Roll of Fasts'), and redacted in Aramaic in the 1st or 2nd cent. A.D., contains a list
of days on which, as commemorative of some
joyful event, it was not permissible to fast (Lit. in
Of such days there
Schiirer, i. 157, and JE, s.v.).
are no fewer than sixty-two, including, besides the
Ifanukka, those mentioned in 1-3 above.
(7) The 15th of Shebat is spoken of in the Mishna
{Rosh Hashshana, i. 1) as the New Year for trees ;
that is to say, the Biblical ordinances relating to

trees and their fruits (as, e.g., in Lv 19^'^) come
This
into operation for the year on that day.
date still retains its associations, and is regarded
as a day of rejoicing.

The

forty-nine days between the Passover
called the Omer days,
because the beginning of their enumeration was
signalized by presenting a sheaf ('omer) of barley
as an offering. These days were also accounted a
time of mourning, as it was said that 12,000 pupils
of A^iba had perished during the period Yebamoth,
626) and perhaps we have here a reminiscence of
Bar Cochba's revolt under Hadrian, in which Akiba
took a very active part. Further, it is regarded
as improper to marry during this season but the
earliest mention of this restriction is found in postTalmudic sources (cf. the list of relevant passages
in Geiger's Jiid. Ztschr. vii. [1869] 83), and many
scholars find in it simply an echo of the Boman
practice of having no marriages in May, as the
spirits of the dead were propitiated by special
ceremonies, and the so-called Lemuria celebrated,
An exception was made of the
in that month.
thirty-third 'Omer day (iag' be-omer; lag = j"V=33),
which coincides with the i8th of lyyar, and is regarded as a semi-festival. The reason for excludA
ing this particular day is far from clear.
felicitous conjecture has been made by Derenbourg
(8)

and the Feast of Weeks are

'

(

;

;

:
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xxix. [1894] 149), viz. that the actual period

mourning lasted only thirty -four days (tlie
twenty-nine of lyyar and the first five of Sivan),
and that these were divided into two equal portions
with a festive day inserted between them. The
18th of lyyar would tlius be a kind of Mi-Carhne.
Of fasts falling on stated dates, the
3. Fasts.
of

—

Pentateuch prescribes only one, viz. the Day of
Atonement on the 10th of Tishri (Lv le^"*' " 23"- =»).
Then we read in Zee 8" that the fasts of the 4th

month (Tamrauz), the 6th

(Ab), the 7th (Tishri),

and the 10th (Tebeth), which, as appears from
Zee 7°, were observed during the Exile in Babylon,
were henceforth to be days of rejoicing. According to the explanation given in the Talmud (Rosh
HasJishdna, 186), and accepted by the maiority of
modem commentators (as, e.g., among the most
recent, Marti and Hoonacker, ad loc. ), these were
four fast-days which had been appointed as memorials of calamitous occurrences connected with the
overthrow of the Jewish State and the destruction
of the Second Temple by the Babylonians, thus
(1) the fast of the 4tn month, to commemorate the
taking of Jerusalem on the 9th of Tammuz ( Jer 39^
52')
(2) that of the 5th month, in memory of the
destruction of the Temple, which took place, according to one account (2
25'), on the 7th of Ab,
and, according to another (Jer 52'-), on the 10th;
(3) that of the 7th month, in memory of the slaying
25'"',
of Gedaliah here, however, the sources (2
Jer 41^) mention the month only, not the day and
(4) that of the 10th month, to commemorate the
investment of Jerusalem, which began on the 10th
25', Jer 52*, Ezk 24').
of Tebeth (2
As might be expected, these fasts were discontinued in the time of the Second Temple, but they
were resumed after its destruction, though with
several changes of date. The fast of the 4th month
was transferred to the 17th of Tammuz, the day
on which, in A.D. 70, the daily morning and evening sacrifice had to be abandoned (Jos. BJ VI. ii.
1), and to which various other national disasters
were assigned (Mishna, Ta'anith, iv. 6). The fast
of the 5th month was appointed for the 9th of Ab,
and began, in fact, on the evening before, i.e. the
8th of Ab. This was the day (8th Loos) on which
the gates of the Temple were set fire to by command
of Titus, though the Temple itself was not burned
down till the 10th of the month (see Schiirer, i.
631, where the statement of Johanan in Ta'anith,
29a, might have been added to the references); perhaps the 9th was decided upon because Betar, the
residence of Bar Cochba, was also taken by storm
The fast of the 7th month was
on that day.
assigned to the 3rd of Tishri, as the first two days
of the month were dedicated to the New Year
Finally,
festival, and could not be spent as fasts.
the fast of the 10th month still continued to be
observed on the 10th of Tebeth.
The Karaites keep strictly to the Biblical dates,
fasting on the 9th of Tammuz, the 7th and 10th of
Ab, and the 10th of Tebeth. On the authority of
Neh 9^, they hold the fast of the 7th month on the
24 th of Tishri, and they too connect it with the
as.sassination of Gedaliah, though with other events
as well. It should be borne in mind, further, that,
in the Roll of Fasts above referred to, the 3rd of
Tishri is reckoned among festive days, so that this
fast must have been instituted at a later date than
the others.
To these four fasts was subsequently added a
fifth, observed on the 13th of Adar in commemoration of the three days' fast of Queen Esther (Est
J

K

—

K

;

K

and therefore
(Ta'anith Esther).
4'^),

known also as Esther's Fast
The earliest reference to it

found in two post-Talmudic works, viz. the
Sheeltoth, dating from the 8th cent. A.D., and the
Midrash TanhuTna {Bereshith, no. 3), probably of
is
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(Miislim)

still later origin
and in France, even as far down
as the 11th cent., the fast was regarded not as an
ordinance, but simply as a cu8t<jm (cf. Isr. Liivi,
xlvii. [1003] 170).
It should also be noted
in this connexion that, while the Second Temple
was still in existence, the 13th of Adar was a tfay
of rejoicing, and was called Nicanor's Day (see
above). The fast itself may possibly go back to
an earlier time, when the people actually fasted
In
for three days, precisely as Esther had done.
the extra -canonical lalmudic tractate Soferim
(xvii. 4, xxi. 1) it is stated that the three fast-days
of Purim were not consecutive, but were held on
Monday, Thursday, and Monday. In Palestine,
however, they were observed after Purim, because
the 13th of Adar, as Nicanor's Day, and the 12th,
as Trajan's Day, were festive days, and could not
be spent as fasts even at that period, accordingly,
the observance of Nicanor's Day must have been
;

REJ

;

in force (cf.

Neuvnrth,

Jiid. Presse, 1912, no. 11).
this fast, though

The Karaites do not recognize

'Anan b. David, enjoined that the
connected with Purim should be commemorated by a fast of seventy days, lasting, conformably
to Est 3'5 8', from the 13th of Nisan to the 23rd of
Sivan (cf. Harkavy, Stud. u. Mitt. viii. [1903] 40,
But this injunction was, in aU like130, 133, 149).
lihood, never put into practice.
Besides the fast-days already specified and associated with stated dates, it was customary to appoint fasts in connexion with various evils of a
more general kind, as, e.g., with the preparations
for a battle (1 Mac 3", 2 Mac 13'=^), drought (Mishna,
Ta'anith, i. 5), and the like nor has this practice
even yet been wholly abandoned. Moreover, devoutly-minded people fast as a seal of penitence,
Such fasts usuor from a craving for self-denial.
ally take place on Mondays or Thursdays, which
have from ancient times been accounted specially suitable for fasting, probably because it was
on these days that the people of the surrounding
districts came into the cities for the purpose of
hearing the lesson from the Torah, or of attending
the law-courts (cf. Joel Miiller, Masechet Soferim,
But we find that fasting
Leipzig, 1878, p. 235 if.).
was practised on other days as well, though never
on Sabbaths, or on feast-days, or their preparatory
their founder,

crisis

;

days (cf. Jth S^).
There are also local fast-days, designed to commemorate particular local calamities, and thus
obligatory only upon the Jews resident in the
countries concerned (cf. Zunz, Bitus, 127 ff.)- Of
such fasts the best known is the 20th of Sivan,
observed as a memorial of the slaughter of Polish

Jews by Cossacks
Literature.
ol the article.

in 1648-49.

—This has been sutBciently indicated in the course
SAMUEL
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(Muslim).— Properly speaking, Muslims know only two festivals
['id, more rarely mausim), which, however, are
not mentioned m the Qur'an, though they are
Further, they have introduced, in
based on it.
the course of time, a multitude of commemoration days for holy men and sacred events ; and,
finally, in countries which were arabicized later,
they have appropriated the pre-Islamic holidays
Thus we can distinguish
to a certain extent.
festivals and holidays, properly speaking, from
observances purely Islamic and half Islamic,
universal and local.
I. The greatest festival is the festival of sacrifices
connected with the Great Pilgrimage (yaum aladhd ; yaum an-nahr ; al-'id al-kabir or al-akbar ;
Turk, qurbdn bairami), which is celebrated from
the 10th to the 13th of Dhu-1-hijja by pilgrims in
the Valley of Mina (now Muna), east of Mecca, and
by non-pilgrims at home. Although the festival

;

:
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on

rests

a heathen basis

(Muslim), vol.

art.

(cf.

Calendar

the Islamic legends
associate it with and explain it by the sacrifice of
Ishmael at the hand of Abraham.
In the Sura
al-Hajj (xxii.) of the Qur'an there is, besides the
explicit recognition of the Ka'ba cult, also a mention of the sacrifice of animals (v.'^)
And proclaim amongst men the Pilgrimage let them come to
you
(29) for the stated days over what God has provided
them with of brute beasts, then eat thereof and feed the badly
iii.

126''),

p.

'

;

;'

:

(Muslim)

—

(os) Bismillah !
in the name of God
Qur. xxii. 37)
(6) Alldhu akbar, 'God is very
great' (cf. Qur. xxii. 41); (c) Allahummal hadha
minka wa-ilaika (laka)
O God this from Thee
and unto Thee,' which probably means, 'From
Thee, the angry God, we take refuge in Thee, the
gracious God
(cf. I. Goldziher,
Ueber eine rituelle Formel der Muhammedaner,'
xlviii.

pronounced

:

'

(cf.

!

;

!

'

I

'

!

ZDMG

[1894] 95 ff. ). The ethical side of sacrifice is emphasized in Qur. xxii. 38 as well as in tradition (iL 7. 9).
off, the poor
(31) Cattle are lawful for you, except what is
It is a means of securing moral jpurification and
recited to you
(33) That— and he who makes grand the
symbols (ska'd'ir) of God, they come from piety of heart. (34) blessing, and of coming near to God (ace. to the
Therein have ye advantages for an appointed time, then the
interpretation of qurbCin, ' sacrifice '). The puriplace for sacrificing them la at the old House [the Ka'ba]
.
tanic Abu Bakr wished therefore to hold in re(37) The bulky (camels) we have made for you one of the symbols
of God, therein have ye good
so mention the name of God over
straint as far as possible the joyful disposition that
them as they stand in a row, and when they fall down (dead) such a festival naturally brought with it, and to
eat of them, and feed the easily contented and him who begs.
But the more tolerant
Thus have we subjected them to you haply, ye may give exclude female singers.
Prophet allowed them (ii. 2 f. ). Also in the matter
thanks
(38) Their meat will never reach to God, nor yet their
blood, but the piety from you will reach to Him.'
of luxury in clothing, there existed side by side a
Further, it is customary to interpret the words stricter and a laxer practice. Whoever had neglected
' So pray to thy Lord and slaughter
(victims) (Qur.
the celebration of the sacrifice, or could not be
cviii. 2) of the festival of sacrifices.
According to present, had to substitute for it a prayer consisting
the oldest tradition (hadith, quoted according to the of two bows (rak'a) (ii. 10. 15 fi'.). In course of
Sah.li' of al-Bukhari, Bulaq, 1296 [vocalized], in 8
time both festivals have become familiar celebraparts), the following is the fixed order, partly in
tions, during which the faithful make calls and
common with the other festival (see below), which give presents, put on new clothes, and seek amusethis festival has.
First (Bukhari, ii. 3. 8, 3. 18, ments ; yet they also visit graves, and hold de4. 2, 5. 16, 6. 10, 7. 20, 8. 4 ; vi. 223. 2, 226. 6, 7)
votional exercises.
comes the general prayer {salat) accompanied by
2. The month of fasting and the festival that
an edifying address (hutba) by the leader in prayer follows it are closely connected.
{a) The fast
(iTfulm).
Only thereafter can the sacrificing of the {saum, siyam) (opp. iftar). According to the Arabic
animals take place.
Some wished to make the tradition, Muhammad commanded first that the
address precede the prayer, because after it the faithful should fast on the Day of 'Ashurd, the
crowd could not be nela in restraint. But this 10th of Muharram, after the fashion of the Jews,
practice is criticized.
It is lawful to eat dates
who fast on the 10th of Tishri, the Day of Atonebefore the prayer, but not to slaughter or taste ment (ii. 208. 8, 223. 8, 231. 6, 14; iv. 250 f.).
flesh (ii. 3. 15 f., 5. 18, 6. 11, 10. 5, 9).
Later this regulation was abrogated, and, instead,
If any one
did so, it was not reckoned to him as a sacrifice
the whole month of Ramadan was devoted to fasthe had to repeat the slaughtering after the address. ing (cf. Calendar [Muslim]). The regulation for
When the imam addressed women, they used, in this is in Qur. iL 179 ff.
the times of the Prophet, to cast their ornaments as
O ye who beUeve There is prescribed for you the fast as
alms (mdaqa) into the garment of the mu'adhdhin, it was prescribed for those before you haply ye may fear.
(180) A certain number of days, but he amongst you who is ill or
Bilal, held out to them. During the prayer (ii. 5. 4,
on a journey, then (let him fast) another number of days. And
7. 20, 8. 12) an antique weapon ( anaza, snort spear,
those who are fit to fast (but do not) may redeem it by feeding
or harba, dart, javelin) used to be planted in the a poor man but be who follows an impulse to a good work it is
better for him and if ye fast it is better for you, if ye did but
earth before the imam (ii. 7. 10 ff. ). (This explains know.
(181) The month of Ramadan wherein was revealed the
also the name Harba for Friday.) It was forbidden Qur'an, for a guidance to men, and for manifestations of guidance,
and for a discrimination. And he amongst you who beholds
to carry arms on festival days (ii. 5f.).
It is told
that the Prophet consummated the sacrifice in the this month then let him fast it ; but he who is sick or on a
journey, then another number of days ; God desires for
following fashion (vi. 224 f.).
He took two rams what is easy, and desires not for you what is difficult thatyou
ye
{kabsh,ci. Gn 22"), placed them in the direction of may complete the number, and say "Great is God," for that He
(183) Lawful
the Ka'ba, pronounced some pious formulae (see has guided you haply ye may give thanks
below), and slaughtered the animals. The follow- for you on the night of the fast is commerce with your wives
they are a garment unto you, and ye a garment unto them
ing predicates are applied to the victims : (i. ) am- [or, better for touching, to be touched]. God knows that ye
did defraud yourselves, wherefore He has turned towards you
lah, of mixed colours,' black and white (Tweedie,
Arabian Horse, 1894, p. 263, translates this rare and forgiven you so now go in unto them and crave what God
has prescribed for you, and eat and drink until a white thread
expression ' silver grey ') ; (ii.) aqran, ' with grown can be distinguished by you from a black one at the dawn.
horns ' ; (iii. ) in some texts but not all, mauju', Then fulfil the fast until the night, and go not in unto them, and
mauji, muja', i.e. 'with testicles crushed' between ye at your devotions in the mosques the while. These are the
bounds that God has set, so draw not near thereto. Thus does
two stones or boards, because a sacrificial animal God
make manifest His signs to men, that haply they may fear.'
must have no sensuality. The last regulation seems
The words ' may redeem it by feeding a poor
to be pagan ; for we may infer from Lv 22" (nws)
man were soon abrogated {mansiih), because they
and Dt 23^ (ns^-Siiss) that this practice was also were misused by the wealthy (Qur. ii. 180'" Bukhari,
present in the Canaanite cult, and was suppressed ii. 219). The custom of determining the daybreak
.
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only by the Jahweh-religion.
The heathen custom, also, of adorning the victim with a necktie
(qilada) is mentioned even in Islam (vi. 227. 7f.).
The victim is called dahlya, udhlya, dhabllju (cf.
nni), nasika, and nusk (cf. iioi) ; in the
Maghrib
'aydda. The flesh was eaten by the owner of the
sacrifice, and also often distributed among the poor
(vi. 223. 8; Baidawi, i. 632. 6ff.).
The second and
the third days, on which the inferior parts were
consumed, were called on this account yaum arru'us, 'day of the heads'; yaumal-qarr, 'day of the
remnants ; yaum al-akari' , day of the legs.' Besides sheep, oxen and camels were allowed as victims.
At the slaughtering the following words are
'

by the

test of distinguishing a white thread from
is of Jewish origin.
The ethical nature
of the fast was strongly emphasized in the earliest
tradition (ii. 208. 18, 210. 19, 211. 4f.), just as it
was in the Qur'an. It is called, on the one hand,
'an atonement' (ka^dra), on the other 'a protection against sensuality. ' It is of no benefit what-

a black

ever as a mere opus operatum, but it must take
place (1) in faith {ima7ian), (2) intentionally {niyatan), (3) in expectation of a reward and compensa-

from God (ii. 210. 4, 232. 7, 233, 17).
Whoever does not give up untruth and deceit will
not profit by fasting (ii. 210. 15). Boisterous merrymakmg is not allowed (ii. 210. 19). The faithful
tion (ihtisdban)

;
:
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are exhorted not to insult each otlier during the
fast.
Whoever is insulted or attacked while fastI am
ing must not resist, but brieily answer,
fasting' (ii. 208. 15, 210. 20, 220. 2). Tradition savs
The
of one who keeps the fast in tliis manner
perfume of the mouth of the faster is more pleasant
before God than the odour of musk' (ii. 2U8. 16,
210. 20).
The month may not be shortened, but
there must not be any overdoing either (ii. 223 f.).
The Qur'an itself excludes all rigorous practice
Similarly, tradition says that the fasting
(ii. 181).
must be regulated according to the power and
ability of each individual (Baidawi, i. 102. 6).
Some overzealous people wished to continue (wi^dl,
muwdsala, sard) tne fast after sunset through the
whole night until the next morning this met with
disapproval, and was even threatened with punishment (ii. 223 f.). To meet different conditions and
circumstances of everyday life there are special
regulations which partly border on casuistry. The
Qur'an itself makes an exception in favour of the
Likewise a Bedawi
sick and of travellers (ii. 180).
'

:

'

;

duced

'

hard month of fasting.
(6) When Ramadan ends, the first three days of
the following Shauwal are celebrated as festival
days.
It is the festival of fast-breaking ('id althe little festival [al-'id a? .jaghlr
in
fitr) or
Turkish, Ramazan Bairdmi, or Kiychyk Bairdm).
With the excejition of the sacrifice, the oldest
order of the festival is the same as in the 'id alkabir (see above), viz. prayer, edifying address,
and feasting. The private and public amusements
are also of the same nature as those of the great
festival.
Graves are frequently visited. In Egypt
it is customary to lay on the tombs palm-boughs,
or basils (rihdn), or myrtle-leaves (marsrin), or rose'

'

mary
3.

qadr

he

kdfir,
is

;

;

'

'

;

;

Ramadan, which had no

special significance in

pre - Islamic Arabia, as far as we know, by the
tradition that it was the month of revelations.

The

'leaves of Abraham' (Qur. Ixxxvii. 19, cf.
the Torah, the Gospel, and the Qur'an
(ii. 181) are said to have been successively 'sent
down' in Ramadan (Baidawi, i. 102. 19 f.). Owing
to the fast and the Lailat al-qadr (see below), the
month of Ramadan is surrounded by a greater halo
than any other Islamic month. The mere sighting
of the new moon (hilal, cf. Calendar [Muslim])
which inaugurates Ramadan causes a joyful excitement in all circles. All that one forgoes in
the daytime by fasting is compensated by material
and spiritual gratification in the night. Beggars,
Qur'an-readers, d/jt^r-reciters, story-tellers fill the
liii.

37),

atmosphere with
in the

hot

life.

summer

And, when Ramadan falls
becomes

of the East, the season

to

asceticism and mysticism celebrate hero real triumphs. In addition to all this, there is the expectation of the little festival' which follows the

must

-

infidel,' i.e.
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The activity of the State olliciais is rea minimum by the government. Pious

nights.

'The traveller

Al musafir

sajfs,

an

(Muslim)

one of the highest enjoyment through the pleasant

not bound by ritual
Sexual intercourse or the kissing of
precepts.
a woman is allowed (although restricted by the
ethical conception of the fast, ii. 215), just as the
swallowing of one's saliva (ii. 215. 20) and the use
of a toothpick {siwdk).
Further, it is allowed to
snuff up medicine {sa'ut) and to dye the eyes with
eye-paint (kuhl) (ii. 216. 7). In view of the question
whether vomiting or bleeding breaks the fast, the
following principle has been established (ii. 218)
the fast concerns that which goes into the body
and not that which comes out (contrast the position in Mk V^"-).
Others condemn even the drawing of blood. The pious do not permit smoking,
which is a more recent custom. One who is dying
in Ramadan must appoint a substitute {wall) to
fast the rest of the month in his place (ii. 221. 11).
In time of menstruation, a woman may neither fast
nor pray (ii. 221. 4).
Some people fast voluntarily at certain times
outside of the month of Ramadan, e.g. on the Day
of Ashura (ii. 231) (see above) ; in Sha'ban (ii. 225)
on the 13th-15th of each month during the days
of pilgrimage at Mount 'Arafa and in the valley of
Mina (Muna) (ii. 229) or three days in each month
(i. 101. 18 f.).
If a person alternately fasts one
day and not the next, that is called the fast of the
Prophet David (ii. 226 f.).
More than once fasting is given in the Qur'an as
a penalty, e.g. iv. 94, where two months' fast is
commanded for a ease of murder; Iviii. 5, two
months' fast for one who wishes to have intercourse with hia wife after having once pronounced
the formula of divorce v. 91, three days' fast for
breach of faith all this when the culprit is not
able to pay the prescribed material penalty.
The oldest Islamic legend explains the choice of

proverb
IS (like)

'

'

'

;

(hasalbdn).
the other holidays of the Muslims we
mention (1) 'the Night of Power' (Lailat al-

Among

Turk. Qadr

;

gijesi),

because

it is

based on

the Qur'an.
In Sura xcvjL

we read

:
'

(1) Verily,

we sent it down on the Night

shall make thee know what the Night
The Night of Power is better than a thousand
(4) The angels and the Spirit descend therein, by the
permission of their Lord with every bidding. (5) Peace it is

Power
Power
months
of
of

!

(2)

is ?

And what

(3)

!

dawn
In xliv. 2 mention is made of the blessed night
of the revelation.
But even the oldest tradition
cannot tell which night it is (ii. 233 ff.).
The only
sure fact is that it falls in Ramadan. "The following
words are put in the mouth of the Prophet (ii.
'
238. 4)
Behold, it was granted me to know the
Night, then I forgot it again. Seek ye (believers),
therefore, in the last ten nights of Ramadan and
especially among the odd numbers
In this
matter, however, the believers have not got beyond the seeking some have accepted the 25th
night (Baidawi, i. 102. 20) ; the Egyptians and the
Ottomans officially observe the 27th night, i.e.
the night from the 26th to the 27th of Ramadan.
Legend and superstition add a good deal to that
which the Qur'an says in regard to the blessing
of this night.
It is celebrated by illuminating
the mosques (at Cairo especially the Mosque of
the Citadel), by prayers, devotional exercises,
dhikrs, and hopes of mystical experiences.
(2) 'The first ten days of Munarram, the old
'Ashura days (see above), are held to be sacred,
and are observed by the pious with superstitious
until the rising of the

I

'

:

I

'

;

usages.

The

last

day

in this series is especially

consecrated by the pre-eminently Shi'ite commemmoration of the death, at Kerbela in A.H. 61, of
9usain, the son of the Khalifa 'Ali.
Just as in
mediseval Christendom and in antiquity, so also
here, the religious imagination, seizing upon this
event, worked it into a rich dramatic literature in
Persia. For the Sunnites also the 10th of Muharram
has its significance, for on that day Noah left the
ark, and Adam and Eve came together for the first
time after their expulsion from Paradise. With
the exception of these first ten days of the Islamic
year, the beginning of the new year (ra's as-sana)
IS not observed in the same manner as among us
and among the majority of the peoples in antiquity.
(3) The remaining holidays are in part productions of legends, and in part connected with the
Great Pilgrimage, while a few stand in close relation with the wide-spread worship of saints. The
month of Safar is held to be unlucky (cf. Calendar
[Muslim]). On the 28th of Safar the anniversary
of the death of Hasan, brotlier of IJusain, is observed in India. Two memorial days of the Prophet fall in Rabi' I. his birth on the 12th, and his
death on the 13th. In India, however, they re-

—

;
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commemorate his death on the
12th. The anniversary of the birth {maulid, mulid)
of the 5asanain, i. e. of ^Iasan and ^usain together,
falls in Rabl' II. Many other great and small saints
also have their maulids.
In Jumada I. come the
commemoration days of 'All, his birth on the 8th,
and his death on the 15th. On the 20th of Jumada I.
the Ottomans celebrate the capture of ConstanRajab
tinople in A.H. 857 (27th May A.D. 1453).
verse the order, and

has Deen regarded as a specially holy month ever
since heathen times.
On the 12th of this month
is the Lailat ar-ragha'ib,
the night of the fulfilled
desires,' because the Prophet is said to have been
conceived in that night. The night of the 26th of
Rajab is the Lailat al-mi'rdj, the night of the
ascension' of the Prophet.
This observance is
based on the narrative, found in Qur. xvii. I, of
the 'journey by night' {isra, masrd) which the
Prophet made on a marvellous animal (Buraq)
from Mecca to Jerusalem and back. This event
has been treated both in prose and in poetry in
the literatures of all Muslim peoples. The 3rd of
Sha'ban is considered by some as the birthday of
5usain. The night of the 15th of Sha'ban is very
important as the 'night of privilege' {Lailat albard'a) in it the heavenly tree, Sidrat al-muntahd
(Qur. liii. 14), is shaken to decide who shall die in
the following year. Something similar to this is
told also of the Lailat al-qadr (see above), so that
one can apply to both nights what Meissner says
about the latter, that it must be regarded as a
reminiscence of the Babylonian festival of the New
Year {Zagmuk) {AMWv. [1902] 227 ; KAT^, p. 515).
On the 21st of Ramadan the Muslims of India
commemorate the death of 'All. In the month of
Shauwal, soon after the 'little festival,' the Egyptians begin the preparations for the sending of the
kiswa to Mecca. But the pilgrims, who used to start
on foot or riding about this time, have now come to
use extensively European steamers from the Maghrib, Egypt, Syria, and the Ottoman countries. Consequently the celebration of the departure and of the
return of the pilgrim caravans is now more and
more confined to the sending of the kiswa and
'

'

;

The

mahmil.

Lake

of

'id al-ghadlr, the

festival of the
is said to have
'All as his successor, is purely Shi'ite,

gumm,

where the Prophet

nominated
and kept on the 18th Dhu-1-hijja.
4. Just as in the worship of Saints, so also in

the observance of certain festivals, a syncretism
crops out which is otherwise quite unknown in
Islam.
It is true that the Arabs, though numerically far inferior in the great countries which they
had conquered, thanks to some other factors spread
their language there more or less successfully.
But, on the other hand, they naturally adopted
some customs, among which was the observance
of certain days, closely bound up with the nature
or the history of the subjected peoples. Thus in
Egj^pt the following days are celebrated as general
festivals
the second day of the Coptic Easter
{Shamm an-naslm, smelling the mild west wind ')
the Lailat an-nuqta, 'night of the dropping,' i.e.
the wonderful drop which causes the rise of the
Nile, which night falls in June (Ba'una) with this
is connected the custom according to which the
Munadi an-Nll, 'Proclaimer of the Nile,' announces the rise and height of its waters also the
celebration of the Jabr al-Halij, 'cutting of the
canal,' when the water used to break into the old
now filled up canal of Cairo. In Persia the old
Persian New Year's Day (Naurilz), which falls on
the vernal equinox, is one of the greatest festivals,
and deeply affects all the social relations of the
country. In the Spain of the Arabs, the Muslims
observed St. Jolm's Day with the Christians, under
the name of al-' Angara, which elsewhere designates
the Day of Pentecost.
This Day of 'Ansara is
:

'

;

;

—

—

(Nepalese)

observed in Morocco about the beginning of
others combine it wth the Day of 'Ashura.
The negroes of the Maghrib celebrate in May the
still

July

;

'id al-ful,

Year's

Day

'festival
is still

of

beans.'

Old style

New

observed for three days in the

Maghrib (formerly also in Egypt) as Yennair or
Enndyer. Similarly in Turkey, Christian festivals,
and, in India, Brahmanic festivals are observed
equally by the Muslims.
5. Besides the above yearly festivals, the Muslims
have also a weekly holiday, Friday, Jum'a, Jumu'a
(cf. Calendar [Muslim] and Bukhari, i. 194 f.).
Work is not forbidden on Friday ; but every good
believer is expected, even if he thinks that he has
an excuse for other days, to take part on that day in
the common prayer in the mosque (jami ,7nas]id),
and to hear the address (hutba) of the imam or Katib,
which follows the prajrer. The observance of the
rest of the day is private, or taken up with the
dhikr exercises of the dervishes.

—
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(Nepalese).—

Buddhism and Hinduism are

so closely connected
that the festivals of Nepal are of as mixed a character as are the religions. With the mass of the
people the religious character of the festivals is
scarcely recognized. They are occasions of festivity and feasting rather than of prayer and worship.
All the national, or Niwar, festivals have
lost a great deal of their importance under Gurkha
rule.
The share which individual Niwars take in
the different festivals is not optional, but depends
upon a curious custom. Under the Niwar kings,
from the earliest known times, the acting, on
festival occasions, was the duty or privilege of
so also were the danccertain families or castes
ing, the construction of the cars, the making of
In each inmasks, and the necessary painting.
stance the privilege was hereditary, and passed
from father to son. The custom continues to the
present day. The important Niwar festivals are
given below.
They are arranged in the order in
which they are celebrated, commencing with the
month of Baisakh, the first month of the Niwar
year.
Biskati,' in th^ month
or
1. ' Bhairabjatra
Baisakh. Bhairava is an incarnation of Siva, the
most popular deity of Nepal, and regarded as the
The deity is
guardian - angel of the country.
essentially Hindu, but has been admitted into
the Buddhist pantheon. Dancing and the sacrifiee of buffaloes characterize the festival, which
is always celebrated at night, except every twelfth
year, when it takes place in the daytime.
This is a
2.
Gaijatra,' in the month Sawan.
It commences on
festival in honour of the cow.
the first day after the full moon of Sawan. The
;

'

'

—

'

—

Hindu festival, where the cow is worshipped, is
confined to one day. The Buddhist part of the
The Buddhist
festival lasts for half a month.
viharas and temples are visited, little wax trees
(probably commemorative of the sacred Bo-tree at
Gaya) are carried, and offerings are made to variImages and pictures are exposed
ous Buddhas.
to view in the viharas for fifteen days from the
fifth day before till the tenth day after full moon
(Dassami), when the festival closes, and the pictures are taken down and carefully put away in
the vihd,ra.t.

—

—
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Banhrajatra,' in the month Sawan.— The
3.
name applies to feasts wliich are given from time
to time to the fraternity of brmhms.
They occur
quarterly, in the months Baisakh, Sawan, Kartikh,
and Margh. They are celebrated by the giving
of alms to the banhras on the part of any patron
or any one who wishes to acquire merit, and of
the people generally. On this occasion the coronet
'

of Amitabha Buddha is taken from his image in
his temple and exposed to public view.
This festi4. Indrajatra,' in the month Bhadu.
val, held in Khatmandu, is peculiar to Nepal.
It
is held in the beginning of September.
It commences four days before the full moon of the
month Bhadu, and lasts until the fourth day
after.
5. ' Swayambhuraala,' in the month Assin.
This is the birthday of Swayambhu. It is a great
Buddhist holiday, on the day of the full moon,

—

and there is general Buddhist worship throughout
the country.
6. 'Sheoratri,' in the month Phagan.
It is
held on the first day of the month, and is a fast,
not a feast. It is a purely Hindu festival, but
most Buddhists observe it.
Machendrajatra,'in the month Chait.
7. Small
8. ' Neta Devi Rajatra,' in the same month.
Machendrajatra.'— This is the most
9. Great
important Buddhist festival in Nepal. It consists
of three distinct portions: (1) the bathing of the
image of Machendra ; (2) the dragging of the image
in a triumphal car ; (3) unrobing the image and
exhibiting his shirt to the people.
10. Festival of
Narayan.' Narayan is a form
of Visnu, and Buddhists to some extent enter into
the worship of the day.'

—

'

'

'

—

LiTBiiATDRE.— H. A. Oldfield, SiefcAcs /rom JVepdZ, London,
1880; Monier- Williams, Buddhism, do. 1889.
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FESTIVALS AND FASTS (Siamese).—/m<ro-

—

ductory.
Siamese festivals, fasts, and observances
are, as a rule, traceable to either Brahmanism or
Buddhism. These two creeds, introduced at a
very early date into the country, have ever since
existed side by side as rivals for the supremacy,
but without any violent struggle, in so far at least
as extant records go. The former (in its varied
developments, especially Saivism) was, with few
exceptions, patronized by the Court till about 150
years ago, while Buddhism found most support
among the masses. This naturally led the rulers
of Siam, even when deeply attached to Hinduistic
tenets, to assume the r61e of defenders of Buddhism
as a matter of policy. Thus in every Siamese
capital of the past (as even in the present one,
Bangkok), and in the chief provincial towns, especially in the south (Malay Peninsula), Brahmanic
temples with a body of officiating Brahmans, who
acted at the same time as State and Court priests,

were

found along with numerous Buddhist
and monasteries erected, some by pious
but mostly by the people. Of these temples

to be

shrines
rulers,

there were at least three in each town, facing the
east, and dedicated respectively to 6iva (that on
the south), Ganesa (the middle one), and Visnu
(that on the north side). The result of all this was,
if not an actual blending of the two religions, the
gradual introduction into most of the national festivals and ceremonies of both Brahmanic and Buddhist rites.
This process was further intensified
during the reigns of staunch Buddhist sovereigns
like Song-thara (1618-28) and Mongkut (1851-68),
who both ascended the throne after having spent a
considerable part of their life in a cloister. It was
especially through the endeavours of the latter
ruler that the introduction of Buddhist rites into
State and Court ceremonies, which had long re1 H. A. Oldfleld, Sketches /Tom Nepal, vol. il.
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mained strictly 6aivitic, reached its climax.
It
thus comes to pass that nowadays in well-nigh all
festivals and ceremonies, even those of unquestionable Hindu ori^jin, we lind Buddhist rites associated
with Brahmanic practices. Nor is this all, for the
prestige of Brahmanism, especially during llie present dynasty (founded in 1782), having oven more
considerably dwindled, it may be said that in a
good many festivals and domestic ceremonies the
presence of the so-called liralimans (now a somewhat
degenerate body) is solicited chiefly out of homage
to a time-honoured tradition which renders them
indispensable.
Their task consists mainly in calculating auspicious dates, making oHerings to the
gods and goblins, performing lustrations, blowing
sahkha shells, or striking the 'gong of victory,'
and waving their Saivite hour-glass-shaped drum
[damaru).
The private observances and ceremonies of the
Siamese will be discussed in art. Siam (Buddhism
in).
In this art. only festivals of a public nature
are treated.
For the sake of easier comparison and identification
of Siamese festivals introduced from
Brahmanic or Buddhist India with those of their
land of origin, the Siamese solemnities are here
mentioned in the serial order of the months in which
they occur, beginning with Chaitra, the Siamese
fifth month.
It is with this that the Siamese new
year now commences, whereas at an uncertain remote period it began with Margaslrsa (as in North
India till about the end of the 10th cent., according
to al-BirunI), the present Siamese first month.
Along with public festivals, some solemnities now
held only at Court, or abolished of late, but which
were formerly more or less public, will also be mentioned.
It seems fit, moreover, that the principal
state ceremonies periodically performed at appointed seasons should not be passed unnoticed,
owing to their intimate connexion with most public
festivals, of which they often constitute the predominant feature. The national periodically recurring holiday is the Moon-feast, or Buddhist
Uposat/ia festival, which till recently was regularly observed on the 8th and 15th days of the waxing and on the 8th and 14th or 15th days of the
waning, but is now superseded to a large extent
(since the adoption of the solar calendar in 1889)
for civil purposes by Sundays.
i. Chaitra (5th month).
The greater part of this
month is occupied with the
Year festivals,
which are actually three, intended to solemnize
respectively the commencement of the luni-solar,
civil (modern solar), and astrological (old solar)
years.
Leaving out civil
Year's Day fixed,
since the introduction of the modem calendar in
1889, to fall invariably on the first of April, and
which is an empty observance it remains to consider the other two, owing to their being essentially
religious, connected with the ojd calendar adopted
from India on the basis of the Saka era reckoning,
and celebrated with as much pomp as ever, despite
the introduction of the new calendar.

—

New

New

—

—

I.

'Trut,' or popular

New Year.—The

festivi-

the 15th waning of Phalguna
(4th month) the 1st waxing of Chaitra (5th month),
or New Year's Day and the day following. These
holidays are an occasion for the people to perform
meritorious work and enjoy themselves, after having duly freed the premises from ghosts through
exorcistic recitations by Buddhist monks, who are
presented with food and requisites. The task is
accomplished on a much larger scale in the capital,
where recitations of the Atandtiya sutta (an uncanonical compilation) are field all round the royal
palace and the city walls, and guns are fired off
from them at regular intervals during the night to
frighten the goblins.
The people carry protective
ties last three

days

:

;

;

—

'
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(Siamese)

rings of

unspun cotton cord on the head, and threads
same material across the shoulders for the
same purpose, so as to be freed from evil influence

monks and

of the

building

New Year's Day. On this date (1st of Chaitra),
oblations to the gods are made and ancestral worship is performed. At court, after this and a homa
sacrifice offered on the sacred fire by the Brahmans,
name of the year is changed. This cerethe
mony, termed Saiiivachchhara-chinda, consists in
changing the name of the animal denoting the place
of the year (samvatsara) in the duodenary cycle (of
the twelve animals see Calendar [Siamese]) after
which the year is designated, but not the figure
or serial number of the year in the era, the altering
of which is to he eflected later, on Mesa-sahkranti,
i.e. at the completion of the astrological (solar) year.
The people are allowed free gambling an extraordinary concession of which full advantage is taken.

food, and
statues of the

on

'

'

;

'

—

In connexion with this popular New Year festival
the following other important ceremonies are performed.
2. 'Snana,' or
Gajendraiva-snanaih ('sprinkling of the lordly elephants and horses,' a later reduced form of it). This has been but recently
abolished. It was originally a lustration of arms,
a general purification of the army, like the Hindu
Nirajana, which was restricted later to a formal
sprinkling of the elephants and horses from the
royal stables, effected from stands with lustral
water as they filed past in a stately procession. On
the same occasion the Vrddhi-pdia Brahmans (i.e.
those in charge of auspicious rites in connexion
with elephants) uncoiled, in the royal elephant
warehouses, the ropes and nooses stored therein
for elephant-catching, and performed a hook and
noose dance in honour of Visnu, simulating the
capture of elephants. This took place on the third
day of the waning. Next morning the ropes and
nooses were coiled up again and stored away.
Both these ceremonies were repeated on the 4th
new-moon day of the 11th month (A^vayuja) in
connexion with the half-year festival. The purport was a general review of the army, so that all
its equipment might be kept in proper order and
'

'

—

efficiency.

Thli-Nam,' or drinking of the water of alleThis is a ceremony performed with the
utmost splendour in the royal Buddhist temple of
the capital (and in the chief temple of every provincial town) with the concourse of all officials.
It takes place on the third day of the waxing, and
is repeated in connexion with the half-year festival
on the 13th day of the waning of the 10th month
(Bhadrapada). Water is loyally drunk, in which
royal weapons (symbols of the sovereign power) are
dipped, adjurations being pronounced the while,
3.

'

—

giance.

so as to
is

make

it

fatal to traitors.

In essence this

tantamount to a water-ordeal, of the kind that

formerly obtained in the Hindu Courts
pati, in

SBE xxxiii.

(cf.

Brhas-

[1889] 318).

New

Songkran,' or astrological (solar)
4.
Year.
either the 12tli or the 13th
of April, the date of the assumed entrance of the
sun into Aries, according to the traditional local
'

—This falls nowadays on

(Hindu-imported) reckoning. The day is termed
Mahd Songkran day (Maka-sahkranti being substantially the same as Mem-saiikranti), and with
it commences a three days' festival, the year's serial
number in the era being changed with much ceremony on the third day, which is actually regarded
as New Year's Day (solar). On this occasion the king
Eerforms with much splendour a kind of showerath with lustral water, termed murdhdbhiseka,
and afterwards he sprinkles the sacred images.
"The people,

amid much rejoicing and

free

gamb-

on the popular New Year's Day, perform a
good deal of meritorious work by washing the
juddha images in the temples, sprinkling the

ling, as

their relatives as an act of respect, and
in the temple-grounds.
of rice gruel, and offer pindas of
lighted incense-sticks and tapers, to the

sand - hillocks

They partake

ii.

ival.

Buddha.

Vai^akha

(6th

month).—5. Ploughing

fest-

—This important state ceremony, traceable to

the remotest antiquity in India, is performed up
to the present day in Siam in order to usher in
auspiciously the tilling of paddy fields. The people
dare not, in fact, commence cultivation till this
festival has been held, in which prognostics are
also drawn concerning the prospects of the crop.
It takes place on a lucky day designated by the
astrologers in the waxing part of Vaisakha (usually
in the early days of May).
high official, formerly
holding the title of baladeva, and representing the
king (now the task falls ex officio to the Minister
of Agriculture), performs the ploughing in a
Crown field, attended by the Brahmans, a large
retinue, and crowds of people who naturally take
a keen interest in the ceremony. After having
cut three concentric furrows with a gilt plough
drawn by richly caparisoned bulls (the sacred bulls
were formerly employed), he scatters over them
seeds which have previously been hallowed by
mantras (Brahmanic, and now also Buddhist,
recitations).
The bulls are next fed with seven
different sorts of seeds in order to draw prognostics
those they most relish will be plentiful during the
year.
In ancient times the king presided in person,
but later he delegated authority to the Minister of
Agriculture (who held, accordmg to the ancient
statutes, the title of baladeva in allusion to Baladeva or Balarama, Krsna's brother who accomplished so many wonders with his ploughshare).
This dignitary was on such an occasion, till half
a century ago, regarded as a mock-king, not only
from his appearing in princely attire, surrounded
by a retinue carrying princely insignia, but also
from his being entitled, during the three days that
the festival lasted, to collect all tolls and ship-dues
in the capital and its suburbs, while the real king
kept retired in his palace without transacting any
state business. The present king of Siam, however, did away with this absurd custom by attending on 21st April 1912 the ploughing festival, to
which he drove in his motor car, his presence
being greatly appreciated by all as a token of the
sovereign's interest in promoting the welfare of
the national agriculture.
This is a strictly Buddhist
6. 'Vi^akha-pGja.'
festival, occurring at the full moon of Vaisakha,
which is held to be the anniversary of the birth, enlightenment, and death of the Buddha. For three
days tlie people bedeck their dwellings festively,
suspending flower wreaths, garlands, and lanterns
which they light at night. They assemble at the
temples to worship the sacred images with flowers,
scents, and lamps, and to hear religious addresses.
They adorn the holy spires with flags and streamers,
present offerings of food, etc., to the monks, distribute alms to the poor, and purchase living

A

:

—

animals (especially birds and fish), which they
release in homage to the Buddhist precept of
showing kindness to all creatures. It goes without
saying that the royal temples on the evening
of such days are gorgeously illuminated, with the
additional attraction of fireworks. None the less
the festival is not so intensely popular as the NewYear and Mid- Year ones.

—

7. Top-spinning.
iii. Jyestha (7th month).
This state ceremony, which was discontinued
several centuries ago, used to be attended by crowds
of people, to whom it afforded the opportunity
Three large tops made of
of drawing prognostics.
the nine metals (corresponding to the planets that
are supposed to rule human destinies), symbolizing

—
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the three gods, were carried out in^ procession by
the Brahmans from the temple of Siva and set in
motion on a board by means of a silken string of
From the duration of tlieir spin and
five colours.
the kind of noise they emitted, omens were drawn.
It is
iv. A.sSdha (8th month).— 8. Visnu's sleep.
well known that Vi§nu is supposed to commence his
four months' sleep on the Milk Seaon the Uth waxing of A^adha, a date which is to this day solemnized in India by a festival. This was certainly
the case formerly also in Siam, as is evidenced by
the state ceremony recorded to have regularly taken
place, in the past, at such a season. It consisted
in a lustration (murdhabhi^eka) administered to the
king by the household Brahmans on a dais rising in
the centre of a pond (representing the one the sea and
the other the serpent Se?a, Visnu's mythical couch).
Besides the above Vaisnava festival (or in connexion with it), the A§adha, or Midsummer, festival
(7th to 14th day of waxing) was likewise celebrated
in Siam in bygone days, and at the end of it the
Brahmans began their retreat and fasts. But the
festival became in the course of time entirely
absorbed in the following Buddhist one.
9. Beginning of ' Vassa,' or Buddhist retreat.—
This is solemnized by a festival lasting three days
(14th, 15th of waxing, and 1st of waning), durin<?
the first of which elaborate vassa tapers are carried
in procession to the temples, where they are to be
lighted and kept burnmg for the whole year.
Ofl'erings of robes and requisites for the incipient
retreat-season are liberally made to the monks ;
and the days preceding it are widely taken advantage of by the youths who seek to gain admission to the holy Order whether as novices or as
monks. There is accordingly much animation at
On the 15th
this period in and about the temples.
the magnificent vassa tapers (a sort of Paschal
candles) are formally lighted by means of celestial
fire' (which is obtained from the sunbeams through

—

'

a burning-glass, or, in default, produced with
a flint and steel). Those in the royal temples are
lighted from candles sent by the king, which have
Kehearsals
been kindled from the celestial fire.
of the Vessantara Jataka are held in the Uposatha
devotees
other
temples
by
lay
royal
and
hall of
engaged for the purpose ; Buddha images in the
shrines are sprinkled with scented water, and their
attire is changed, a scarf being put on their
shoulders as befits the rainy season. Among the
'

made to the monks are large quantities
of bees' wax formed into tapers, artificial flowers,
trees with gilt or sUvered branches, and tiny figures
of birds perched on them, sometimes even entire
landscapes to recreate the recluses ; or modelled
into pineapple-like cakes gorgeously ornamented
with ribbons and flowers all in order to provide
light to the monks during their retreat, as they
are not allowed to use oil lamps.
V. ^HAVANA (9th month).— 10. 'Tulabhara.'This state ceremony (well known in India as Tulapuncsa or Tulad), consisting in being weighed
against gold, silver, etc., and distributing this in
charity, was in the past invariably practised by
Siamese kings, and at times also by the queen,
at this season ; but after the middle of the 18th
cent, it fell into disuse.
presents

—

II.
Varuna-sattram,' or ' Maha-megha Ptija.'
This propitiation of Varuna and of the clouds was
essentially a rain-making ceremony, performed of
old in Siam in order to promote the germination
of seeds in the fields.
It has been since celebrated
only in times of great drought, but with the addition of Buddhist rites, whereas it was originally
a purely Hindnistic rite, and in it only Brahmans
took part. These, clad in a rudimentary bathinggarb, with streaming hair, read twice a day, for
three days in succession, addresses to the rain-gods
'
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before a pit, while waving cloud-coloured
images of the gods being exposed to the
of the sun all the time.

Bhadrapada

vi.

month).— A

(10th

the
heat

(lays,

full

festival

termed B/iddrapada took place at this season, not
explained in the old records, which possibly corresponded either to the Sa/cra uisava (Indra's festival,
r2th of the waxing) or to the Ananta chaturdaU
(festival of the serpent-god Ananta, 14th). Now
the only solemnities observed are the following.
12. Semi-annual renewal of the oath of allegiThe adjured water is drunk a second time
ance.
by all officials on the 13th waning, as at New Year
(see no. 3 above).
13. 'Sat' (Sarada).— This is the Half- Year or
Autumnal Festival, termed isat {ISdrada) from the
autumn season which now begins. The celebration
lasts three days (i.e. the last one of Bhadrapada
and the first two of A^vina). Originally it was
mainly a Saiva solemnity, connected with the
descent of the sun (Siva) to the realm of the departed (the south), which suggested worship to the

—

manes.

Of

this

some traces

still

survive, although

the festival has long assumed a Buddhist character.
It is an occasion for merit-making oblations are
made to the gods and goblins, offerings to the
monks and novices, especially to such as have
joined the Order two months before, and presents
;

sweetmeats to relatives and friends. Every one
partakes of rice cooked with coco-nut milk and
sweetened with either honey or sugar.
of

vii.

A^vina, or ASvayuja (Uth month).— 14.

—

Lustration of arms. It being now the half-year
season, the sprinkling of elephants and horses, as
well as the uncoUing, distending, and re-coiling of
the elephant nooses was, till recently, performed
with similar ceremonies as at New Year (see no.
2 above).
Until the downfall of the
15. Royal regatta.
former capital, Ayuddhya, in 1767, a regatta used
to take place at this time of the year between the
king and the queen in their respective state barges,
in which a number of officials also joined, racing
between them. Prognostics were drawn if the
king's barge lost, it betokened prosperity to the

—

:

; but, if it won, it was a sign of impending
calamities and famine. This state ceremony was
discontinued, but a possible survival of it in a
modified form may be the annual regatta that
takes place on the 8th waning, in honour of the
Pak-nam Pagoda (a spire rising in the middle of

realm

Me-nam near its mouth), though this is
Buddhist festival.
16 and 17. Termination of the Vassa,' or Buddhist retreat floating of lamps at night. These
are two festivals occurring contemporaneously on
the 14th and 15th of the waxing and on the 1st of
the waning. Although now believed to be both
connected with Buddhism, there can be little
doubt that the second one is merely the traditional

the river
strictly a

'

—

;

continuation of the Hindu Dyuta or Kojdgara
festival, held at full moon in honour of Indra and
Laksmi, when lamps are also lighted. In Siam
little rafts with lamps are floated on the streams
these three nights, with the object of thus worshipping the footprint which the Buddha is said to
have left on the sandy bank of the Narmada, at
the instance of the Nagas. Pound fish-pies, some
of large size, are made and partaken of. The
Buddhist festival ending the Vassa is celebrated
these three days by worshipping the sacred images,
offering flowers to the monks wherewith to adorn
the uposatha hall in which Pavarana is to be held,
and the halls reserved for recitations of the Maha.
Jdti.
18.

'Kathin' processions.

month, and even

for

— From

the termina-

on till the end of the
some days later, presents of

tion of the Buddhist Vassa

—
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robes and requisites for the monks to use during
the coming dry season of outdoor errands are conveyed to the temples in solemn processions, either
by water or by land. Such pageants are termed
Kaihin processions, from the kathina robes presented on such occasions to the monks, which, according to old custom, should be made from raw
cotton, spun, woven, cut, and stitched together in
the course of a single day and night, such a feat
being considered highly meritorious. The Royal
processions taking place for the same purpose at
this season are famed for their magnificence, which
makes them well worth seeing. Before A.D. 1630
or so they were held only by water, but since then
King Prasad Thong instituted also the land Kathin
or Kathin Bok, of which Tachard in 1685, Kaempfer
in 1690, and nearly every other traveller in Siam,
have spoken in glowing terms.
P'ha-pa serenades. Robes and re19. The
quisites are also presented to the monks in a somewhat stealthy manner which enhances the fun of
the donation. This is accomplished at night by a
surprise party, which proceeds by land or boat in
silent procession to the precincts of the monastery
singled out for the purpose, and lays the robes and
other gifts in and about the bush (whence the name
P'ha-pa, meaning 'jungle cloths,' i.e. robes abandoned in the woods). When everything is ready
displayed, the party suddenly bursts into a lively
serenade, with musical instruments and singing,
thus awaking the monks, who, as soon as daylight sets in, come out to gather the presents.
viii. Karttika (12th month). —20. Feast of
'

'

—

—

Lamps. This embraces two distinct festivals (1)
the hoisting of lamps on poles on new-moon day
and the lighting of them at night, till the second
day of the waning, when they are lowered (2) the
floating of lamps in the streams at night on the 14th,
15th, and 16th days of the moon, with the eventual
addition of fireworks. This second form of illumination seems, however, to be connected more especially with the festival hereafter explained (no. 21).
On the other hand, the aerial lanterns hoisted on
poles, as aforesaid, are kept burning to scare away
goblins as in time of epidemics (cf. the raksapradipas), and, it is believed, also to retain the
water from draining off the paddy fields, for the
ears of rice would not attain maturity if the yearly
inundation were to abate so early. Hence the
festival is a very popular one, like its counterpart,
the Dlivdli or Dipawali, in India. They closely
correspond, although the akdia-pradipas (lamps
raised on poles in the air) are in India lighted in
honour of Laksml. We have here to do essenti:

;

ally with a festival in honour of Visnu and his
consort, for it is known that on the llth day of
the new moon of Karttika the god awakes from
his four months' sleep, and that his victory over

king Bali
season.

(Vamana avatara) took

place at this

21. ' Karttikeya ' festival.— The main feature
of this in Siam, besides the popular one of lampfloating, was a state ceremony, recently abolished,
held in honour both of Karttikeya (or Skanda,
the Hindu Mars, son of Siva) and of the Pleiades
who fostered him. It took place at the time of the
moon's conjunction with this star cluster, i.e.
shortly before full moon.
It was a fire-festival,
in agreement with Karttikeya's legendary birth
from fire. Three stands were set up in front of
the temples, respectively, of 6iva, Ganesa, and
Visnu ; and by the four sides of each stand, facing
the four points of the compass, hillocks were
erected, formed of earth mixed with cow-dung.

Three earthen pots containing paddy, beans, and
tilseed, and provided with a wick dipped in oil in
the centre, were placed on the top of poles, one by
each stand ; and, the wicks having been lighted,

(Siamese)

was kept burning in the pots for three days.
Prognostics were then drawn by means of twelve
staves, having rags dipped in oil tied at one end.
After the setting of fire to these the staves were
hurled, four at a time, in the direction of the four
From the side
hillocks rising round each stand.
on which they fell it was argued that prosperity
would grace either the king, the clergy, the ofhcials,
or the people. The ceremony ended with oblations
of parched rice to the earthen pots, and addresses
to the three gods. Similarly in Southern India,
on full-moon day, rice-meal buns are made, with
a cavity in the centre filled in with ghi and provided with a wick which is lit ; and bonfires are
kindled on the mountain-tops in honour of Karttikeya. This is practically a Saivite festival held
as a counterpart to the Vaisnavite one mentioned
above, which in India is bjr some celebrated in
honour of Durga, the wife of Siva. So are eventually the lamps set out afloat on the streams.
In
Siam this lamp-floating is accomplished more generally and with far more splendour than in the month
of Asvina (see nos. 16 and 17), because the rains
are now at an end and fine weather has set in.
Many of the lamps are quite elaborate creations,
carved out of squUl stalks, some being in the form
of rafts and others of barges, with daintily carved
figures in them, or neatly arrayed with lanterns,
tapers, and fireworks, which are lit when they are
fire

set adrift.
ix. Marga^Iesa {1st month).—22.
Feast of
speeding the outflow. This ceremony, literally
driving away the water,' of high importance in
connexion with agriculture, was not performed
regularly every year, but only in years of great
floods.
The last time it took place was on the
occasion of the memorable flood of 1831. It has
The purpose was to drive
since fallen into disuse.

—

'

away

the flood-demon, or, in plain language, to
cause the water in the river to abate rapidly, so that
the paddy fields might be drained and the harvest
accelerated. To this end the king proceeded down
the river in his state barge, escorted by a pompous
water-procession, and repeatedly waved tne royal
flabellura in the direction of down-stream, as a
magic intimation to the water to flow off rapidly.
Kaempfer and other contemporary writers mistook
the royal flabellum for a sword, and thus put on
record that the king cuts the water with a knife
in order to make it fall,' which is, of course,
absurd (see Kaempfer, History of Japan, Glasgow,
1906, i. 73, where he confounds this ceremony with
that of Kathin-nam, ' Water Kathin,' for which
see no. 18 above).
This was a state cere23. Kite-flying- festival.
mony as well as a public festivity. Large paper
kites were flown with the object of calling up the
seasonal wind by the fluttering noise they made.
The festival was obviously connected with husbandry, as the wind prevailing at this season is the
north-east monsoon, which, when beginning to blow,
sweeps the rain-clouds away, so that fine weather
sets in and the yearly flood quickly abates, the
This festival was disconfields drying up rapidly.
tinued after the downfall of the former capital,
Ayuddhya. La Loubfere, who was in Siam during
the last quarter of 1687, mentions that the kite
of the king of Siam is in the air every night for
the two winter months, and some mandarins are
nominated to ease one another in holding the
(Historical Melation of the Kingdom, of
string
'

—

'

'

Siam, London, 1693,

p. 49).

From

this it follows

that the kite-flying was continued for many days
in succession, till the desired result (the setting
in of the north-east monsoon) had been attained.
X. Pau$a (2nd month).— 24. ' Pusyabhiseka.
This state ceremony, discontinued after the do^vnfaU of the former capital, Ayuddhya, consisted in
'

'
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the king aRcending a dais bedecked with seven
varieties of flowers, upon which he bathed and
changed his attire, wliile the eight household
Brahmans who attended upon him performed a
sort of angel dance.
The rite corresponds to tlie
Hindu Puiiyabhi.icka Snana, or ceremonial bathing of a king when the moon stands in the asterism
Pusya (nebula in Cancer).
This festival,
25. Worship of the sacred bull.
which has dropped out of use for several centuries,
consisted in leading the sacred bull (Nandi, the
milk-white vehicle of fcjiva and the guardian of
all quadrupeds) out of the royal stables on to a

—

dais two cubits high, on which it was made to
stand facing the North, a sacred fire being kindled
Its horns and hoofs were decked
in front of it.
with golden ornaments studded with the nine
gems golden medallions and tassels hung from
its ears ; a silken cord was passed through its
nostrils the post to which it was tied was richly
ornamented. Gold, silver, and silken cloths were
heaped underneath the belly of the sacred animal,
which was fed and watered from golden vessels,
the king's children themselves helping in handing
it grass and dainties.
The four chief Brahmans
stood at the four corners of the dais sacrificing to
the fire, from evening till next morning, when the
king arrived in state preceded by the baladeva,
or Minister of Agriculture, carrying a tray full of
parched rice. The royal pageant circumambulated
the bull nine times then a state banquet followed
which ended the ceremony.
This festival may
have originated from the ancient Hindu one of
letting loose the sacred bull (Vfsotsarga), which
was, however, performed on full-moon day of
Karttika, or even in Asvayuja (see Paraskara
Grhyasutra, iii. 9). It was somehow connected
with agriculture, or, at any rate, with the welfare
;

;

;

or multiplication of cattle.

Swing festival. —This
held with much pomp for

very popular festivity
is
the reception of Siva,
is
followed
by
quieter
and
a
one to welcome Visnu.
It has been celebrated from the remotest period in
26.

Siamese capitals and chief cities, and in some
of the latter (e.9. Ligor) swing- pillars exist to this
day and a semblance of the ceremony is still performed. But it is in Bangkok, the present capital,
that it survives in all its splendour. As it falls
about the vernal solstice, its original purpose was
undoubtedly that of a solstitial festival, in which
the swinging and the circular dances that follow
it symbolize the revolution and, perhaps, the birth
of the sun typified in its return to the northern
hemisphere. But the celebration is at the same
time connected with agriculture, it being presided
over by the Minister, the baladeva, the mock-king
who also performs the ceremonial ploughing (see
no. 5 above).
It is only within the last sixty years
or so that other dignitaries have been appointed in
succession to relieve him of the task. The descent
of Siva on earth occurs on the 7th waxing, when
the rites begin ; his departure takes place on the
first day of the waning. The swinging in his honour
is performed on the Tth day of tne waxing in the
forenoon, and on the 9th day in the afternoon.
The presiding dignitary proceeds on both these
dates in great state, escorted by a magnificent procession, to the esplanade opening in front of the
three temples of the gods, where the swing-pillars
rise.
These are a substantial permanent wooden
structure, some sixty feet in height ; the swinging
all old

by four Brahmans who carry on
and it is
repeated twice over again by two other parties of
is

performed

their heads a sort of snake-like hood,

them, changing the swing-board at every turn.
While swinging, each party must snatch away
with their teeth a money-bag suspended at some
distance from the top of a pole. When the contest

(Siamese)
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IB over, the twelve swingers, wielding buffalo lioms,
perform, in front of a wtand, where tin; mock-king
sits, a circular dance in three rounds of three
circuits each, during which the dancers dip their
horns in a basin full of water and sprinkle it upon
one another (cf. tlie rSJia, or sportive dance, performed by Krsna's cowherds and cowherdesses).
The mock-king must witness all this seated, with
his left foot resting on the ground, but with his
right foot uplifted and resting upon his left knee.
He must retain this posture all the time the performance lasts.
Wlien it is over, he leaves,
escorted by the procession. Evidently the origin
of all this 13 the Hindu Dola or Dola-yrltra festival
(which is, however, a spring solemnity held on the
full-moon day of Plialguna), with which it has some
features in common, while others may have become
lost in its native land.
But the swing pillars are
said to represent Mount Meru ; the ropes sustaining the swing-board, the serpent ^esa
and
the three boards or seats employed successively in
turns, the three gods Aditya (the Sun), Chandra
(the Moon), and Dharani (the Earth) and thus the
festival may after all be held in commemoration
of the mythical churning of the Ocean of Milk
effected by the gods.
The legend in connexion
with this is, in fact, that the gods made use of
Sesa (or Ananta, or Vasuki) as a great rope, which
they twisted round the mountain Mandara, made
to do duty as a churning-stafi' resting on Visnu in
tortoise form, both ends of the rope being held by
the gods in their hands to pull to and fro alternateljr.
The description of so peculiar a sort of
churning device closely suggests the image of the
swing used in this Siamese festival. The swinging,
it should be noticed, is effected from east to west,
and, therefore, in the direction of the course of the
sun.
The Vaisnavite fest27. The reception of Vi?nu.
ival immediately following the Saivite one just described is performed quietly in the temple of Visnu.
It begins on the first day of the waning, and ends
on the sixth, the date of the god's departure from
the world of men. The statues of Visnu, Laksmi,
and Mahesvari are carried about the town in procession before moonrise, as befits the god of darkness (the night-sun). In former times the king of
Siam, mounted on an elephant, used to escort the
gods Siva and Visnu in procession in and out of
the temple.
;

;

—

Magha (3rd month). —28. Dhanya-daha
Dahanatn '), Festival of burning of the ears of
paddy.
This was another popular agricultural
ceremony, associated with the harvest, as a form
of thanksgiving for the same
it has since been
abolished. It must somehow have originated from
the old Brahmanic rite of partaking of the firstfruits of the harvest (Agrayana sacrifice, for which
ef. the Grhyasutras).
A canopied dais was set up
in the Crown paddy fields, to which the usueS
mock-king proceeded in state as on the occasion of
xi.

(or

'

'

—

;

the Ploughing Festival (see no. 5 above). Befoie
the dais a large chhattra (state conical umbrella)
was erected, having three storeys, made respectively of a different variety of paddy ears entwined
To this structure the mock-king set
together.
fire
then his followers, divided into four parties
differently attired and representing the gods of
the four quarters and their retinue, rushed in to
contend for the umbrella. Prognostics were drawn
according to which of the parties succeeded in obtaining possession of the spoils.
Conveying the paddy home. The ceremony just
described was followed by that of conveying home
the harvest.
When the threshing of the new
paddy had been completed on the Crown fields,
the l^ing proceeded thither in state, loaded some
of the grain on his paddy sled, and had this
;

—

—

—

;;
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drawn by members of the royal family to the
palace, by means of a rope made of twisted paddy

(Slavic)

people, as a rule, personified Koleda and made a
mythical character of her (cf. Ital. Befania=epi-

straws with the ears still on. Upon reaching the fania ; Eng. Father Christmas,' etc.).
At the coming of spring among the Czechs, the
palace he caused a large conical umbrella to be
made with this rope, while from the fresh ears Serbs of Lusatia, and the Poles, a figure called
gathered he had the juice expressed. This was Marena, Marzana, was thrown into the water
then made into gruel by the addition of coco-nut this probably symbolized death, that is to say, the
milk and sugar, and sent as an offering to the head numbing of the earth by the cold of winter.
In the month of May there was a festival ol
monks of the royal monasteries. It goes without
saying that such ceremonies were followed by the roses [JRusalia).
At the summer solstice fell the festival of kupalo
people in and about the capital with the keenest
(festival of the bath) among the ancient Russians,
interest, while in the country the harvest operapeasantry
coinciding
were,
and
still
are,
celebrated
by
the
later with the Christian festival of St.
tions
with oblations to the gods and rites similar to those John (June 24). This name seems to have been
already described, though on a less pompous scale, derived from the verb kupati, to bathe,' perhaps
but amid lively pastimes and intense rejoicing, because river-bathing begins in the month of June,
of which harvest songs (especially threshing and perhaps and this designation would be produced
reaping ditties), joined in alternately by men and under a Christian influence because John was
baptized by immersion.
women, form the chief and most pleasant feature.
This
The chronicle of Thietmar (bk. vi.) supplies a
Siva-ratri,' Festival of 6iva's night.
29.
very detailed description of the annual festival
is, as the name implies, strictly Saivite, and has
been celebrated from the remotest period in Siam celebrated at Arcona in the island of Riigen in
The description
on full-moon day of Magha, it being derived from honour of the god Svantovit.
the similar Hindu festival more correctly termed is too minute to be reproduced here. The festival
Maha ^iva-rdtri (which is, however, held on the ended in a great feast, in which it was a religious
14th day of the waning). An earthen pot full of duty to violate every rule of temperance.
Acwater, but with a hole in the bottom, is suspended cording to Helmold (i. 52), the sacrifices of the
strings
four
poles,
Baltic
Slavs
were
accompanied
by means of
to
and beneath the
by feasts and
pot a linaa is placed, which rests on a basement of orgies. The guests kept a cup passing round and
the usual symbolical form, provided with a spout. round, pronouncing over it meanwhile formulae
At night the water is let drop upon the lihga, and not of consecration but of execration (Helmold
collected from under the spout into vessels. Shortly was evidently thinking of the consecration of
before dawn, rice is cooked in the temple of the Mass).
god, with the addition of honey, palm-sugar, and
According to the Czech chronicler Cosmas, prince
other condiments, and when ready it is distributed Bretislav in 1092 suppressed the festivals celeall round in small portions to the bystanders, to
brated by the Czechs about the season of Easter
'

'

—

—

—

'

be partaken of.
At daybreak all go down to
bathe in the river or creeks, and wash their heads
with some of the water collected from underneath

festivals during which offerings were carried to
the springs, and victims were sacrificed to the

It is believed that all impurities and
sinful taints are thereby removed and carried

One of the biographers of Otto of Bamberg
(Ebbo, ii. 12, 13) speaks of annual festivals of a
very rustic and warlike character, which were
held at Pyritz and Volyn by the Baltic Slavs. For
festivals in honour of the dead, see artt. ARYAN
Religion, in vol. ii. p. 25 ff., and Death and

the lihga.

away by

the hallowed water.
Magha-pQja.'— This is a purely Buddhist
30.
ceremony, revived only some sixty years ago by
King Mongkut. It is held on full-moon day, to
commemorate the exposition of the PatiTnokkha
made on that date by the Buddha to his 1250
disciples of the four congregations.
The celebration takes place in the royal temple, where, after
feasting the chief monks in the forenoon, a recitation of the Pdtimokkha and of the Buddha's dis'

courses relating thereto is held in the evening,
after which 1250 tapers are lit round the temple in
honour of the saintly company referred to above.
The full-moon period of this month is also largely
taken advantage of by the people for making religious pilgrimages to various sacred spots and
shrines in the country, such as, e.g., the models of
Buddha's footprint (P'hrah-bat) and shadow (P'hrah
Chdi), two stone benches on which the Blessed

One

is

reputed to have rested,

etc.

Phalguna

(4th month).— There occurs no
special observance or celebration, except the prexii.

liminary ones connected with the popular

Year

New

festival (see no. i above).

LlTERATCRE. —There

is

no reliable account of Siamese

festivals

and fasts, in works that have hitherto appeared on Siam.
For the literature of Siamese Buddiiism generally see Siam
(Buddhism in).
(J. E. GeeINI.

FESTIVALS

—

(Slavic).
Beginning with the
the festivals of the pagan Slavs,
attested in historic texts, folklore, and popular
vocabulary, seem to have been as follows
Kracun or korocun was the festival of the
shortest day.
The popular word for the solstice
itself is koleda, koliada, which is simply a transcription of the classical calendce, xaMrdai.
The

winter

solstice,

:

demon.

Disposal of the Dead
Literature.
1901, passim.

— Louis

(Slavic), vol. iv. p. 509.

Leger,

La

Mythologie slave,
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the

Paris,

L. LeGEK.

(Teutonic).—

Germanic

races, religious festivals
seem to have afforded the earliest occasions for
intertribal intercourse.
Tacitus relates of the
Germans that ' at a certain period all the tribes
of the same race assemble by their representatives
in a grove consecrated by the auguries of their
forefathers and by immemorial associations of
terror' {Germania, 39).
Some seven centuries
later a religious festival at Skirrngsal, in Southern
Norway, seems to have united persons who certainly had no political organization in common
and this was probably the case with the great
religious festivals held every nine years at Upsala
of Bremen states that it
for the 11th cent.
was the custom in all Swedish lands that a common
festival should be held at Upsala (Mon. Germ.
vii. 380).
have Thietmar of Merseburg's authority for a similar nine-yearly festival at Lejre in
Denmark (ib. iii. 739), but all the other public
festivals of which we have any knowledge appear
to have been annual. Of these the most important
all over Germanic territory were three in number :
one in the autumn, one at midwinter (Yule), and

Adam

We

one at midsummer. But, though the Germanic
peoples were thus more or less agreed as to
times and seasons, the religious significance attributed to these festivals varied in different countries.
Thus, among the Scandinavians we are repeatedly

'

''
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that the autumn festival (at the
winter
aights ') was ' for plenty,' and it was a favourite
time for weddings, whereas among the Saxons

told

'

seems to have been closely connected
with the cult of the dead and that this was the

this feast

;

more usual

the

significance of

autumn

festival

seems clear from the fact that the Church found
it advisable, in the 9th cent., to alter the date of
the Feast of All Saints from spring to autumn.
In England, we know that the autumn festivities
gave the name to the month known as Bl6tmdnath (cf. Swedish dialectic Blotmanad), because,
as Bede informs us, it was during this month that
the people sacrificed to their gods the cattle slaughtered during the autumn. The importance of this
festival doubtless originated in the necessity of
killing ofi' a large number of cattle on the approach

The

old heathen midwinter festival
about Christmas Dajr till Twelfth
Night, and the high esteem in which it was held
by the Teutons is recorded by writers of all nationalities, from Constantinus Porphyrogenitus, who
describes the Yule-tide observances of the VarThe
angian guard at Constantinople, to Bede.
latter tells of the wearing of animal masks at the
'
Anglo-Saxon festival on Mddranicht, the night of
the mothers
which, he declares, fell on the same
date as Christmas Eve. Procopius tells of a festival
celebrated by the people of Thule (Norway [?])
to greet the sun on its reappearance presumably
early in January. It was, moreover, at this season
about the date of the Epiphany, says Thietmar
of winter.
lasted from

'

—

'

'

—

—
—that the

great nine-yearly festival at Lejre was

held.

The Scandinavians, and possibly also the AngloSaxons, seem to have had a festival in spring.
According to later writers, this was for victory
no doubt with a view to the Viking expeditions
of the summer
but an agricultural festival in
spring seems to have been common all over Teutonic Europe.
The midsummer festival may be said to survive
to this day in rustic observance, especially in the
Scandinavian countries, where bonfires are still
lighted on St. John's Eve (June 23). But this festival is rarely mentioned in early times ; and the
conclusion seems inevitable that it had already sunk
into a popular observance, of magical rather than
'

—

;

religious significance.
The originally agricultural
importance of some of these heathen festivals is
seldom indicated by the earlier sources, and popular
customs of later times afford almost the only evidence for the close connexion of heathen festivals
with agricultural operations. Of these rustic observances certain rites, such as ploughing round
the fields at Yule-tide, and leaping the fire at Midsummer, are so common in all Teutonic countries
as to make it almost certain that they formed
part of the original heathen festivals. The older
sources, however, lay chief stress on the actual

feasting and ale-drinking which was no doubt
characteristic of all festivals.
Icelandic sources show that the blood of the
sacrificial victims was offered to the gods, while
the flesh was cooked and eaten. Horses were
much valued as sacrifices, so that horseflesh was
identified by Christian converts with heathendom,
but excavations of Icelandic temples show that
other domestic animals were more common victims.
The other integral part of the festival was the
ale, which seems to have been brewed in vats so
large that Saxo Grammaticus declares that a
Danish prince, Hunding, was accidentally drowned
in one (i. 36).
missionary on the Continent relates how he came across a party of men sitting

A

round an enormous vat of ale, and that they described themselves as worshipping Wodan. Early
Norwegian laws enjoin the brewing of ale before

all

(Teutonic)

Christian festivals, and

891
its

consumption

in the

company of neighbours, under penalty of a fine.
The Swedish laws of the 13th cent, also speak of a
legally ordained ale-festival on the Sunday fol'

'

lowing

Day

(Nov. 11). In heathen
times, toasts were drunk to the gods and to the
memory of departed ancestors. Drunkenness seems
to have been an inevitable concomitant of a feast.
Tacitus tells us {Ann. i. 50) that the Romans surprised the Germans at a festival, and were able to
massacre an intoxicated foe. It is Saxo, centuries
later, who relates that, while Athisl
was honouring the funeral rites of Rolf with a feast, he drank
too ^eedily, and paid for his filthy intemperance
by his sudden end (iii. 75). Most of the private
festivals in the North were actually described as
For instance, the erfi-ol, or funeral
61, 'ale.'
feast, which was very important in Scandinavia
and in Northern England, survived in the latter
country as arvd till twenty years ago.
After the Reformation, lyke-wake drinking
formed the subject of many restrictive ordinances
for Denmark and Norway.
Already in 1576 the
great excess of meat and drink at funerals was
prohibited, and Christian IV., in 1624, finally suppressed all feasting on the occasion of a funeral.
Before that date it is usual in the regulations of
Danish gilds that on the death of one of their
members the heirs of the deceased shall give the
gild-brothers a barrel of ale for the erffue-oll. On
the Continent, memorial (anniversary) feasts were
popular, and Christian priests were strictly forbidden to drink wine for love of the dead,' or to join
in the festivities connected with such observances.
Drinking seems also to have been characteristic
of wedding-feasts.
In the North the ale of departure and the
greeting-ale were additional
occasions for festivities. A feature of all these
feasts was the vows taken by the chiefs, pledging
themselves to some deed of valour, such as a
Viking expedition, vengeance on a powerful neighbour, and the like. 'This custom persisted into
Christian times, and the attempt of the J6msvikings to conquer Norway in the latter half of
the 10th cent, is attributed to such a vow, made at
a funeral feast.
From the hints our sources afford us, it seems
as if the actual feasting took place at night,
Tacitus and the Icelandic sagas concurring in
the mention of games during the day. That the
festivals actually took place in the temples is
indicated by the use of churches for this purpose
in Icelandic and Scandinavian custom.
postReformation bishop complains of the carousing
and drinking and dancing with fife and drum
which took place within the church-doors on the
Monday and Tuesday of a wedding-week,' and
elsewhere he finds it necessary to assure his flock
that eating, drinking, and dancing in church are
only tit for the children of the devil (Danske
Magazin, iii. [Copenhagen, 1747] 60).
If we may judge from the silence of our sources
on the subject, fasting for religious purposes seems
to have been unknown among the Teutonic races
It was
until the introduction of Christianity.
certainly unknown in Scandinavia, for the Icelandic Laxdaela Saga expressly mentions the extreme interest aroused in a neighbourhood by a
Christian convert's Lenten fast.
St. Martin's

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

A

'

'

—
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AND

FESTIVALS
FASTS (Tibetan).— The
popular festivals of Tibet are essentially religious
in character, and almost all of them are assimilated to a Buddhist type.
Even those which
manifestly belong to the pre-Buddhist religion,
the indigenous Bon, are taken part in by the
Buddhist lamas as priests.
The word for festival in Tibetan means feasttime (dus-ston), which aptly denotes the popular
conception of the event, with its cessation from
routine work and the preponderance of enjoyment
over the religious acts of worship and ceremonial.
The term here used for feast (ston) is from the
same root as harvest-season and autumn,' implying plenteous store of food and fruit for feasting
upon. It also suggests that originally the great
festival was probably in the autumn, after the crops
'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

'

were garnered. The great festivals are called by
both lamas and laity Great Feast-time {dus-ston
ch'en-po), or shortly, Great Time {dus-ch'en).
'

'

'

'

Another term which is less commonly used, and more especially applicable to the Bonist feasts, is mgron, or ' banquet,'
which in its reli^ous sense denotes a propitiatory feast to the
four great classes of beings, namely (1) the Holy Ones, interpreted by Buddhists as the Triratna (Buddha, the Law, and
the Church), the spiritual teacher of the worshipper and his
peraonal tutelary (2) the * Lord '-fiends, she-devils (^afri'ni),
and tutelary fiends (3) the six classes of beings (the five
unhappy existences [cf.
iv. 133], and the gods [ib. 134])
(4) the aboriginal devils called gdon and bgegs.
;

;

ERE

—

General characteristics. The Tibetan festivals may be broadly classed as (1) indigenous, or
Bonist, and (2) Buddhist.
(1) The indigenous festivals appear to be for
the most part Nature-feasts, in the revolutions
of the seasons of the year.
They are obviously
1.

related to the solstices and equinoxes, and display
what seems manifestly to be worship of the powers
of Nature, conceived mythologioally as benign
spirits and malignant demons of darkness, drought,
and ill-luck, to be appeased or expelled from the
land. In addition to this Nature-cult there is an
element of ancestral worship to be seen in the
festivals given to the dead and malignant ghosts.
The survival of the cult of ancestors (in itself
opposed to the principles of Buddhism, which
teaches that ancestors do not remain in the tomb,
but return to life in new forms) is seen in the
elaborate ceremonial to secure repose of the spirit
of the dead and the lighting up of the funeral
monuments (ch'orten [j.«.]) wherein are deposited
the cremated remains of the more wealthy classes
and the actual bodies of the higher lamas amongst
whom the Dalai lamas claim to have as their
direct lineal ancestors the early kings of the
country, whose tombs and those of their nobles
studded the country in the pre-Buddhist period

—

(cf.

ERE iv.

509).

(2) The Buddhist festivals commemorate semihistorical and legendary events in the life of
Buddha (his birth, attainment of Buddhahood,
death, etc.), and in the life of the two great
canonized monks of Tibet, namely, the Indian
teacher Padmasambhava (c. A.D. 748), the founder

Lamaism, and the Tibetan reformer Tsongkhapa (A.D. 1356-1417), the founder of the modern
dominant sect of lamas, the yellow-cap sect (Gelug-pa), to which the Dalai and other Grand Lama

of

hierarchs belong. Some of these Buddhist festivals
appear to have been grafted on to pre-Buddhist
feast-days, as is evidenced bj" the aboriginal rites
which they embody and the discrepancy between

some of the dates and those current in other Buddhist countries.
2. Ritual.
During the festivals, some of which
extend over several days, the laity generally
cease from their ordinary work or business and,
whilst spending their time mainly in festivities,
also devote more time than usual to pious deeds
to avoid the five great sins, muttering their mystic

—

;

(Tibetan)

plying their prayer-wheels, circumambulating the sacred buildings, and visiting the temple
to bow before the chief images.
For the clergy
these events entail a large amount of additional
celebrations, reading of the sacred texts, and
austere vigils and fastings. The ritual exhibits
spells,

generally both indigenous and Buddhistic elements
the latter being most conspicuous Ln the celebrations of the yellow-cap sect. The indigenous
rites of both private and public worship generally include expiatory and sacrificial ceremonies,
though the latter do not usually involve the taking
of life, and there are satumal revels and even

—

orgies.

—

The general feasts, annual and
3. Occasions.
monthly, are held mainly at fixed periodical times.
One, the Water-Festival, is movable according to
the appearance of a particular star, and occasionally there are special festivals, at irregular times,
for passing events, such as the installation or death
of a Grand Lama, or war, or pestilence.
The dates for the general festivals are at stated
times definitely fixed in the lunar calendar of
Tibet (cf.
iii. 63).
But, owing to the disparity between the lunar and the solar year {ib. ),
and the rough adjustment of the same by intercalating a month every few years, the relation-

ERE

ship between the dates and the natural seasons
has become seriously displaced.
Further confusion also has been introduced by the date of the
ancient Tibetan New Year, which obviously coincided with the winter solstice, having been transferred by the yellow - cap sect to a lunar date
corresponding to January-February.
This was
manifestly done with the object of making it coincide with the Chinese New Year, which, however,
it does not do exactly.
Hence the seasonal incidence of the festivals seldom coincides precisely
with the actual equinoxes and solstices, rainy
season, or harvest, as the case may be. As a
result we get, among other anachronisms, ' flowerfestivals in icy January-February.
The monthly festivals are the usual ones as prescribed for meditation and fasting in all Buddhist
countries, following the Brahmanical rule, namely,
the auspicious days of the new and full moon (cf.
iii.
To these were added later the
78).
other two lunar quarter days, so that this holy
day, recurring four times a month, came to be
called the Buddhist Sabbath.' In 'Tibet it is the
Sth and 15th day of each month which are mostly
observed, and these are holy days rather than
festivals.
On these days the lamas fast more or
less, partaking of nothing except farinaceovis food
and tea and many of the laity do likewise, and on
'

ERE

'

'

'

;

no account take animal
these days in reading the

life.

The lamas spend
make formal

scriptures,

confession of sins {pratimoksa), and perform the
rite of

washing away

sin ' {tui-sol).
festivals, which include all the
festivals properly so-called, are not enumerated or
'

The annual

In comdescribed in any known Tibetan work.
piling the following list from his own observations
and those of others, the present writer has arranged
the events in the order of the Tibetan calendar, and
has sho^vn within brackets the corresponding approximate month in the European calendar.
1st month, Ist-Srd day ( = February), Carnival of
New Year {Logsar) in new style. The festival of
the New Year is held on this date in Lhasa and
the other centres where the yellow-cap sect of lamas
Elsewhere it is observed on the old
is dominant.
date in the 11th month, about the winter solstice.
The popular festivities are generally similar to
those of Christmas in Europe. It is a season for
cessation from work and for general rejoicing,
singing, dancing, feasting, and visiting of friends.
Even the younger monks have their restrictions

—

—
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relaxed, and are perniittcd to partii^ipale for two
I'or the event
or three days in tlie iiiirtli-makinf;.
the roadH are swept, the houses whitewashed, and
the doorways decorated. There is also a pudding,
resembling the Christmas pudding of the West, to
the eating of which the head of the family invites
to his house all the other members and relatives.
The pudding is made with raisins, dried apricots,
etc., and is brought into the room often with a red
flag stuck into it ; at other times, when this is
absent, a hole is made in its centre, into which
melted butter is poured which, as the fuel of
lamps, is said to symbolize light and life. Thus it
may emblemize the advent of the New Year's light
The flag is
dispelling the demons of darkness.
admittedly a demon-driving device in Lam.aism.
The head of the house first partakes of the pudding,
next his wife, and then his guests and the rest of
the family. During the festivities the people indulge in more food delicacies than usual ; and
charitable gifts are freely dispensed.
custom of
'
first-footing ' also prevails.

—

A

E. R. Hue describes how at midnight, when the noise of the
lestivities commenced, 'we had a good mind to get up to witness
the happiness of the inhabitants of Lhasa, but the cold was so
cutting that after reflection we decided to remain under our
woollen coverlets. Unhappily for our comfort, violent knocks on
our door, threatening to smash it into splinters, warned us that

We

therefore donned our
we must renounce our project.
clothes, and, the door being opened, some friendly Tibetans
rushed into our room, inviting us to the New Year's banquet.

Baying, "

Eat "
I

'

New Year

(ii.

has come with plenty.

Rejoice, Take,

216).

Amongst

the festivities at Lhasa

is

the spectacle

Flying Spirits,' by performers who glide down
a rope stretched from the summit of Potala palace
of

'

to its base.
1st month, /fth^lSth day ( = February), Supplication [sMon-lam).
This appears to be prayers and
expiatory sacrifice for new growth and prosperity
during the new year. It is conducted chiefly at
Lhasa and Tashilhunpo, and is the greatest ceremony of the year in the Laraaist church, when
yellow-cap monks to the number of 30,000 congregate in Lhasa alone, as described in the present
writer's Buddhism of Tibet (p. 505 fF.).
At this
festival largess is distributed to the assembled
monks (amounting to about ten shillings per
ordinary monk, and several hundreds to the higher
lamaa) from the treasury of the Dalai Lama's
Government, as well as from the emperor of China,
who is specially prayed for and officially represented by the Aniban on the occasion.
The
prayers continue till the 15th day of the month,
which is the anniversary of Buddha's conception,
and on this date the great temple of Buddha (the
Jokang) is illuminated with lanterns. Thereafter
the demons are propitiated, and on the 30th day
the celebration of ' Deliverance
(grol-ston), a
festival of relaxation, concludes the feast.
notable feature of this festival is that the civil
government lapses or changes hands during the
currency of the New Year's ceremonies, which

—

'

A

continue throughout the month.

The temporal

government of Lhasa is removed from its usual
custodians, and for the month is placed in the
hands of the chief proctor of Dre-pung monastery
(to which the Dalai Lama is affiliated), and that
monk becomes for the time a rex sacrorum, as
with the Romans. It probably represents a period
during which the administration of justice was
suspended to allow of unrestrained carnival or
mirth-making, as in the Upoij.-qvlai of the ancient
Greeks and the dies nefasti of the Romans. In
Tibet, however, it is made the occasion of excessive
extortion of taxes, to escape which many of the
residents leave Lhasa during this period.
The
practice appears to have been wide-spread over
Tibet.
In Ladak, at the present day, during the
New Year festivities the Tibetan ex-ruler is per-
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by the Kashmir State to a.ssume royal
and to occupy the old palace.
1st month, 15th day = February), Anniversary
of Buddha's Conception.
1st month, fi7lh day, Procession of the Holy
Dagger (PImrba or Vajra), This is obviously a
Bonist celebration for expelling evil influences from
the country. About a thousand Buddhist priests,
half of whom are dressed in Chinese costume,
emerge from the great temple at Lhasa with
drums, etc., and, accompanied by about a thousand
mounted Tibetan soldiery, and the high priest of
the State Oracle of Nechung, whose attendants
carry in state a famous miraculous thunderboltdagger (phurba) from Sera monastery, file past a
throne in the open on which is seated the Dalai
Lama. After dancing movements to the beat of
the drums, there is raised a series of howls like
the roar of a tiger,' which may possibly be intended
to rouse the sleeping god from his winter slumbers,
and would be appropriate in connexion with the
old-style festival which occurred at the winter
solstice.
Last of all follows the foremost Lama of
Tibet, the successor and representative of Tsongkhapa, the Ti-Rinpoche,' who is usually ex officio
regent of Tibet (and was so during the British
mission of 1904), and a Buddhist priest of the most
orthodox Mahayana type. His duty is to hurl the
dagger against the evil spirit, who is called The
King of the Serpents and Lord-fiends (Lu-gon
rygal-po).
This concludes the ceremony amidst
mitted

dignities

(

—

'

'

'

'

great rejoicing.
Snd month, 29th day ( = March), Chase and Expulsion of the 'Scapegoat' Demon of Ill-luck.
This ceremony as practised in Central Tibet is
described in the present writer's Buddhism of Tibet
512f.). In Ladak it is termed iN^agrArawf/. Two
called hlooiar are stripped and their bodies
painted black, on which ground a devil's face is
Other
f)ainted in red on the chest and back.
amas surround the two figures and recite prayers
(p.

Lamas

and incantations, whilst others beat drums and
blow trumpets. After an interval the hlooiars
appear to become possessed with devils, and begin
to shout and leap about and rush over the roofs of
the houses, chased by the people. Whilst in this
exalted state they are consulted as oracles, and
eventually they fall down exhausted in a swoon.
Srd month, 15th day ( = April), Anniversary of
' Revelation
of the Demonist Tantrik-cult (Kalachakra), with sacred masked plays.
4th month, Sth day = April-May), Anniversary
of Buddha's Renunciation of the World.
4th month, 15th day. Anniversary of Buddha's
Attainment of Buddhahood, and of his Death
(parinirvana). Feast of the Dead, or All Souls'
Day. This corresponds to the first lunar month
'

(

—

month Vaiiakha, when
near the Southern scale, and is
deemed by the Brahmans a most auspicious time,
to which Indian tradition ascribes the above great
events in Buddha's life.
Sthinonth, 5th day ( = May-June), 'Buddha as
the Physician,' or The Medical Buddhas,' and
the beginning of the Buddhist Lent (or Rainy
of the Indian calendar, the

the

moon

is full

'

Season).

Sth month, 10th day. Anniversary of Birth of
This is a festival chiefly of the
old sects, and is accompanied by masked plays and

Padmasambhava.
devil-dances.

—

That

at Hemis, in Ladak, is a cele-

brated fair.
Sth month, 4th day ( = July), Anniversary of
Buddha's Birth and First Preaching of tlie Law.
This is the occasion for the display of great
pictures of Buddha, or of Maitreya, the Buddhist
Messiah.
7th month, 10th day ( = August), Birth of Padmasambhava (according to Sikldm style).

—

:

,
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8th month, 8th day (= September-October),
Water-festival and Harvest-festival. End of Buddhist Lent or Rainy Season with much bathing in
the rivers.
9th month, SSnd cfay ( = Oet.-Nov.), Anniversary

—

Buddha's miraculous Descent from Heaven.
10th month, SSthday ( = December), Anniversary
of Tsongkhapa's death, usually termed his Ascension or Transfiguration, Feast of Lamps.
11th month, lst-5th day ( = December), New Year
of

Carnival, old style.
the winter solstice.

— It obviously corresponded

to

12th month, S9th-30th day (=Jan.-Feb.), ExpulOld Year with its ill-luck. This Is now
regarded as a sort of New Year's Eve ceremony
preparatory to the new-style date for the annual
carnival.
It is probably, however, the festival of
the Holy Dagger now held on the 27th of the 1st
month (see above). The Lamas invoke the gods to
drive away the evil spirits.
4. Fasting {sm,yung, or bsnen-gnas) is generally
practised by Tibetan Buddhist monks, and also by
the uncelibate priests of all sects, on the periodical
monthly fasts (upavasatha) prescribed by the common code. It IS also generally observed on the
festival days, and as a preparatory sacrificial rite
The fasting ordinarily consists in
or penance.

—

sion of the

'

'

:

';

(Introductory)
abstention from food or from drink or from both,
from sunrise to sunset, and total abstention from
animal food or spirituous liquor. So intimately is
fasting associated with the conception of holiness
virtue
in the popular mind that the word for
(dge-ba) is used as a synonym for fasting.' Many
partial
fast
of the laity also observe a more or less
during these holy days and feasts, as above noted.
strictness
by
with
exceptional
practised
Fasting is
the more ascetic Lamas, who are selected to perform not merely expiatory sacrifices to the gods,
In this
but also the exorcizing of evil spirits.
latter regard it is noteworthy that even the low
'

'

unorthodox priests of a shamanist type, who practise for purposes of sorcery and exorcism the animistic rites of the Bonist cult, also require, as an
indispensable condition, to undergo ceremonial
purification and be spiritualized by preparatory
periods of fasting.
Literature.
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FETISHISM.
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(L. Spence), p. 898.

p. 903.

American

FETISHISM.— I. Definition.— Few words have
been used with so bewildering a variety of applica'Fetish' is
tions as 'fetish' and 'fetishism.'
derived, through the French, from the Portuguese
feitif^o, which, in its turn, comes from the Lat.
Portuguese-French Dictionary defines
factitius.
it as ' sortilege, mal^flce, enehantement, charme.'
As an adjective, it means ' made by art,' ' skilfully
contrived.' Miss Kingsley observes (West African
Studies, p. 44) that

A

'the Portuguese navigators who re-discovered West Africa,
noticing the veneration paid by Africans to certain objects
and so on very fairly compared these objects
with the amulets, talismans, charms, and little images of saints
trees, fish, idols,

—

they themselves used.'

The above etymology suggests that fetishism
was at first regarded as a branch of magic, which,
as J. G. Frazer has pointed out, may be either
religious or non-religious.
The fetish may be a
god, or the abode of a god or spirit, helpful to its
possessor or devotee or it may be only a sort of
clever device or instrument for attaining ends not
;

otherwise to be accomplished.
The first to draw attention to fetishism as a
branch of the study of religion was the French
writer, de Brosses, whose interesting and, for the
time, remarkable book, Du Culte des dieux fHiches
was brought out in 1760. He understands by fetishism 'le culte de certains objets terrestres et
mat^riels,' but includes the religious practices of
certain tribes with whom those objects are not so
much gods as things endowed with a Divine virtue,
such as oracles, amulets, and preservative talismans. He excludes the worship of the Sun.
Auguste Comte, on the other hand, gave prominence to the Sun, Moon, and Earth as 'giands
fetiches.'
In his Positivist calendar he devoted

a whole month to fetishism, instituting festivals
to Animals, Fire, the Sun, and the Moon. To him
and to his followers fetishism is practically Natureworship. They apply the term to the first stage
in the development of religion, in which the natural

phenomenon is a direct object of worship,
not a more or less anthropomorphic deity who has

object or

his abode in it, or controls it. It seems undesirable,
however, to use fetishism iu a sense so far
removed from its ordinary acceptation and conveying an undeserved stigma. Nature-worship,
though not the highest form of religion, is pure
and noble, compared with the cult of something
to use a phrase borrowed
irrationally reverenced
from the definition in the OED. Other scientific
writers have not followed Comte's example.
Herbert Spencer's view of fetishism is radically
In his Sociology
different from that of Comte.
(i. 313) he says
'

'

'

'

—

'
The unusualness which makes an object a fetish, is supposed
to imply an indwelling ghost an asrent without which deviation
from the ordinary would be inexplicable. . . . Only when there
is an unfamiliar appearance, or motion or sound or change, in
a thing, does there arise this idea of a possessing spirit. The
Chibchas worshipped lakes, rivulets, rocks, hills, and other
places of striking or unusual aspect. Indirect evidences from
all sides converge to the conclusion that the fetish-worship^ is
the worship of a special soul supposed to have taken up ita

—

in the fetish, which soul, in common with supernatural
agents .at large, is originally the double of a dead man.'l

abode

It will be seen that the fetishism of Comte and
that of Herbert Spencer are mutually exclusive.
It is, therefore, not surprising to find that, while

makes

the primary stage of all
a more recent
development. Herbert Spencer's attempt to bring
Nature- worship within the scope of his ghost-theory
of the origin of religion is a veritable tour de force

former

the

it

religion, the latter regards it as

Goblet d'Alviella, who
Nature-worship 'primary fetishism,' is nearer
the truth when he says, in his Hibbert Lectures

of sophistical ratiocination.
calls
(p.

82)

'Man, having been led by different routes to personify the
souls of the dead on the one hand, and natural objects and
phenomena on the other, subsequently attributed to both alike
the character of mysterious superhuman beings. Let us add
that this must have taken place everywhere, for there is not a
people on earth in which we do not come upon these two forms
of belief side by side and intermingled.'
1 Lippert's definition of fetishism as 'a belief in the souls of
the departed coming to dwell in any thing that is tangible or
visible in heaven or earth (Die Religimien der europdiscken
Culturvolker, Berlin, 1881), seems little more than an echo of
'

Herbert Spencer's.

!

'

FETISHISM
No writer

(Introductory)

has done more to elucidate this subject
in liis Primitive Culture* (u. 144),

appeal to the Nature-deities to witness the injuKtice

done him by the later generation of anlliropomorphic
gods
O Sky divine,
Winds of pinions awirt,
O fountain-heads of Rivers, and O thou

than Tylor, who,

defines fetishism as
•the doctrine of Bpirita embodied

:

in, or attached to, or conveying Influence throuf^h, certain material obJc-tB' 'vesselB or
To class an object
vehicIcH or inBtrunients of spiritual beings.
as a fetiHh,' he adds (p. 145), 'demands explicit stiitement that
a spirit is considered as embodied in it or octin^,' Liirout^'h it or
connnunicutinp by it, or at leust that the people it belont^s to
do habitually think this of such objects or it must be shown
that the object is treated as having personal consciousness and
power, is talked with, worshipped, prayed to, sacrificed to,
getted or ill-treated with reference to its past or present
ehaviour to its votaries.'

—

'

Illimitable laui,'hter of the Sea,

*

O

;

'

;

the material object itself (Comte's fetishism) considered as alive. The Sun, the Sea, the
Mountain, as there is abundant evidence to show,
is in this early stage the god.
There is no suggestion of an indweHing spirit in jEschylus's invocaThe de6s par excellence of the
tion quoted above.
Greek dramatists is simply the Sun. Horace's
Fans BandusicB (Carm. III. xiii. 1), to which he
promises the offering of a kid, is not a nymph of
the well, but the water itself, as the epithet
splendidior vitro
shows.
Of course, nymphs,
dryads, and fauns are plentiful enough in pagan

all is of

—

'

'

—

The variety of definition and
2. Classification.
opinion indicated above is not due to mere wanton
caprice.
It is the reflexion of a very great and
real complexity in the subject-matter.
The
evidence on which anthropologists have based their
views is enormous in amount, and of a very heterogeneous kind. It comes to us from all parts of the
world, though its chief source is West Africa.
There are at least five distinct classes of objects to
which it relates, all of which fall under the general
description of material objects worshipped, honoured, or esteemed for something more than their
physical properties or commercial value.
(1)

(as

of progress similar to that of the lowest savages
of our own time, it will be plain, on reflexion, that
the ordinary primitive man, like the lower classes

a source of

food) almost universally hold a leading position
among personified things of this class. jEschylus's
Prometheus extends uie list in his magnificent

'

myth. But this is a secondary development with
which fetishism is not concerned. The two stages
of belief, however, merge into one another.
The worship of Nature-deities is sometimes
referred to the principle that primitive man, like
the savage and the child, conceives of everything
as animated by human feelings. This view requires
some qualification. Strictly speaking, there is no
such thing as a primitive man. Man, at any given
period, has ancestors and a long history behind
him. But, allowing the term as marking a stage

—Natural objects and phenomena. —

The Sun, the Sky, and the Earth

tr.).

worshipped because he is remarkable, abnormal,
or extraordinary, but in gratitude for his daily
light and warmth
the Sea and Rivers, because
they supply fish for food, or will drown one if he is
not careful
the Earth, as the gieat provider of
human wants.
It is not always recognized by anthropologist&
that Nature-worship in its primary stage is not
the worship of a deity or spirit immanent in the
material object, or of an anthropomorphic being
separate from it but controlling its activities. This
would involve a dichotomy of soul and body, mind
and matter, which is foreign to the ideas of the
primitive man or savage. It is not found in the
lowest races, though no doubt, as readers of Tyler's
Primitive Culture are aware, it plays an important
part in the philosophy of tribes of no great enlightenment or cultivation. The earliest cult of

'

Class!.

Morahead's

'

—

—

!

ff.,

follow easily, as the moon, trees, rivers, wells,
mountains, rocks, and thunder. Nor does the
Having personified the most
process stop here.
splendid, benignant, and awful objects of Nature,
the active, though by no means powerful, imagine^
tion of the savage runs riot and deifies indiscriminately all manner of objects of no intrinsic
importance or significance, as curious pebbles,
leaves, etc.
Japanese myth speaks of a time
when trees, rocks, leaves, and foam had the power
of speech, and evil deities buzzed like flies in the
5th month. It is on these lower and more frivolous
levels of Nature-worship that
teratism,' or the
love of the curious and extraordinary, to which
Herbert Spencer {Sociology, i. 313) attached an
exaggerated importance, finds its chief sphere of
action.
As a matter of fact, the great Nature
divinities are not of this class.
The Sun is not

without, using them as implements, and the fetish,
when the spirits are embodied in a concrete object
a distinction which, he says, is already recognized
by the greater number of savage races. Max
Buchner, on the other hand, thinks that fetishism
belongs more to the realm of art than of religion,
and that, instead of fetish or idol,' we should
say 'amulet' or 'medicine.' Others call a fetish
a magical appliance, or an object conceived of
anthropopathically.' Waitz (quoted in Schultze,
Fetishism, p. 241) says that 'a fetish is an object
of religious veneration, wherein the material thing
and the spirit within it are regarded as one, the
two being inseparable.' Travellers have added
their quota to the confusion.
Miss Kingsley, for
example, means by fetishism the whole system of
West African religion, of which, as she points out,
the worship of spirits embodied in material objects
forms only a part. Other travellers have applied
the term to the material symbols of the great
Nature-deities.
Lexicographers naturally reflect
the views of anthropologists and travellers.
Perhaps Webster's definition represents as accurately as any the most general use of the word,
viz. ' a material thing, living or dead, which is
made the object of brutish or superstitious worship,
as among certain African tribes.' Littr^ says:
Fetiche objet naturel, animal divinis6, bois,
pierre, idole grossifere, qu'adorent les nfegres des
c6tes occidentales de I'Afrique et m6me de I'int^rieur des terres jusqu' en Nubie.' No wonder that
Max Miiller exclaimed fetishism, whatever that
'

all

Vinctuti, 68

once the personification, followed by the
worship, of a few of the most striking and most
powerful objects (distinguished by the negroes as
'grand fetishes') has been accomplished, others

Goblet d'Alviella's definition of fetishism is
He calls it ' the
closely akin to that of Tylor.
belief that the appropriation of a thing may secure
the services of the spirit lodged within it.' He
distinguishes between the talisman or the amulet,
in which the spirits act on inanimate things from

may mean

surveyeth

When

and disfigured by indiscriminate use that it is
unserviceable and misleading. There is much
temptation to do so.

'

li^rht

{Prometheus

This is very clear and convenient. It covers a
very large proportion of what ia usually understood
by 'fetish, and applies with special force to the
It deserves
ideas prevalent in West Africa.
general acceptance, if we are not to consign the
word to the terminological scrap-heap as so blurred

'

Earth, the Mighty Mother, and thou Sun,

Whose orb6d

;

'
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everywhere,

I

troubles himself little about the
sentient aspect of the universe. To him, as to
the lower animals, the animate is animate, and the
inanimate inanimate. It is at all times only a few
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more imaginative individuals of a race to
their fellows are indebted for religious
personification and myth.
Religious progress is
everywhere the work of the genius, not of the
Children
are
vulgar.
sometimes said to treat inanimate objects as alive. But this is exceptional,
and usually stops short at make-believe. The child
does not attempt to eat his own mud-pies. The
boy knows quite well that his father's walkingstick is not a real horse, and, in spite of de Brosses,
Schultze, and others, the girl does not really believe
that her doll is a living being.
mother of the
writer's acquaintance, having remonstrated with
her little daughter for her rough treatment of
'
'
poor dolly,' received the reply
Poor dolly it
is only a bag of sawdust.'
Nor does even the
primitive or savage genius dLscem life in all
creation.
He does so only in a desultory, fragmentary fashion, singling out such objects or
phenomena as stir in him the feelings of gratitude,
fear, or wonder.
The worship of deified living
men and of animals for their beneficent (as the
cow) or formidable (as the tiger, crocodile, etc.)
character, belongs to this class. But they are not
usually called fetishes.

of the

whom

A

:

(2)

Class

II.

— Some

writers

!

apply

the term

fetish to a material object when worshipped, not
for itself, but as the representative or symbol of a
Nature-deity or deified man. Among the latter
'

'

we may

include the ancestor, though here a distinction is to be made between ancestor-worship
proper in which the dead man is credited with
imaginary powers, and the more rational honours
paid to him by ourselves in common with more
uncivilized nations.
Fetishes of this class are sometimes a direct representation of the true object of
worship, as in the case of the ancient Peruvians,
who worshipped a golden disk for the Sun, and a
silver one for the Moon.
The selection of a snake
or serpent in many countries as the representative
of a river-god or of water is probably due to the
direct resemblance of its sinuous, gliding motion
In other oases, the fetish was
to that of a stream.
originally an ofi'ering to the god whom by a long
association it had come to represent. Most of the
shintai ( ' god-body ') of Japan had this origin. The
Sun-goddess is represented in the temple of Ise by
a mirror ofl'ered to her, according to the myth,
in order to induce her to leave the ' rock-cave of
Heaven,' wliere she had hidden in disgust at the
rude behaviour of her younger brother, the Rain-

When the Sun-goddess sent down her
grandson to rule the world, she gave him this
mirror, saying
My child, when thou lookest upon this mirror, let it be as

storm.

•

'

if

thou wert looking on me. Let it be with thee on thy couch
in thy hall, and let it be to thee a sacred mirror.'
Another
says
This is the Great God of Ise.'

and

myth

:

'

We see

here the transition from the offering to
the symbol, and from the symbol to the actual deity.
Of course, the last development is the work of the
most ignorant and dull-minded worshipper. But
it is not without parallel.
The inao of the Ainus
of Yezo (see art. AiNUS, vol. i. p. 245 ff.), which
consist of willow wands whittled into a mass of
adherent shavings at one end, are properly mere
offerings, but occasionally receive direct worship as
'genuine fetishes,' to use the expression of John
Batchelor, a missionary who lived amongst them
for many years.
In Greece, as Lucian (Imag. 14)
tells us, the visitors to the temple of Olympia
believed that Phidias's statue was Jupiter in person.
Plutarch and Seneca rebuked similar superstitious
ideas about the gods.
In West Africa, the dead
ancestor is represented by his skull, or by a mass
of chalk saturated with drippings from the putrefying head which is hung up over it.
'The conception,' says Tylor {Prim. Cult.* ii. 151), 'of such
relics becoming fetishes, inhabited or at least acted

human

(Introductory)
through by the souls which formerly belonged to them, will
give a rational explanation of much relic-worship otherwise
obscure.'

With the Damaras of South Africa, the ancestors
are represented by stakes cut from trees or bushes
consecrated to them, to which stakes the meat is
first offered.

From

fetishes of this second class the transition

idol.
In Ancient Greece the primitive
memorial erected to a god did not even pretend to
be an image, but was often nothing more than a
pillar, a board, a shapeless stone, or a post.
At
the present day in Korea we see these pillar-gods,
consisting of upright logs of wood, which have so
far approached becoming idols as to have their tops
is

easy to the

very rudely fashioned into human form. In the
Indian Museum at Calcutta is a lihga with a
face carved on one side of the top an incipient

—

idol.

The totem, regarded as the animal, vegetable,
or mineral which represents the personified national
or tribal unity, belongs to this class of fetish (see
TOTEMISM). In other cases, however, the animal
may be worshipped as representing a Naturedeity, or as the incarnation of one.
It is sometimes
difficult to say to which of these categories the
animal gods of ancient Egypt belonged.
(.S) Class III.
In this class the fetish is a material object which is supposed to be the permanent or
temporary abode of a spirit, and is worshipped or
honoured accordingly. This is the most general use
of the word, and is especially appropriate to the
type of fetishism prevalent in West Africa, the chief
home of this institution. It is the fetishism of Tylor
and of Goblet d'Alviella, though the latter somewhat
narrows its application by introducing the proviso
that the spirit s services belong to the person who
appropriates the fetish, as in the case of Aladdin
and his lamp. Some of the spirits thus attached
to material objects may be Nature-spirits, while
others are the souls of dead men. In Japan, the
spirit of a Nature-deity will descend into the
sacred wand with paper scallops attached, which is
called gohei, and answer questions by the mouth
of the hypnotized medium who holds it in his hand.
The soul of a dead Carib might be thought to abide
in one of his bones, taken from the grave and carefully wrapped in cotton, in which state it could
answer questions and even bewitch an enemy.
But most fetishes of this class are tenanted by
spirits of an indeterminate kind, no doubt originally
suggested by the former two, but having lost all
The objects selected by the
specific character.
West African negro to serve as the abode of his
guardian spirit are such things as animals, snails,
shells, tiger's teeth, antelope hoofs, monkey's paws,
horns, snake-skins, bits of metal or ivory, teeth,
much valued
bones, beads, stones, rags, etc.
fetish, which was the subject of a lawsuit, consisted
of a brass pan containing a lump of clay adorned
with parrot's feathers. Another was a mixture of
clay and various roots in an earthen pot. Many are
compounds of a number of strange and disgusting
things which remind us of the contents of the
witches' cauldron in Macbeth. Some of these may
have originally belonged to the second class of
fetishes, and have been at first symbols rather than
spirit may be lodged in the object
receptacles.
selected as fetish by simple exposure in the open
Frequently the intervention
air, or by invitation.
of a fetish-priest is necessary, with his ceremonial
and hocus-pocus formula of consecration. Again,

—

A

A

some chance circumstance may cause an otherwise
indifferent object to be made a fetish.
a negro, hastening from his hut in order to escape from an
enemy, knocked against a stone and hurt himself. He subsequently took up this stone and constituted it as his fetish. A
Kafir broke off a piece of the anchor of a stranded ship. As ha
died soon after, the people of the neighbourhood attributed hii
death to the power of the anchor, and honoured it accordingly

:
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A fetish is more fully trusted when experience
has proved its value by success in trade, war,
hunting, or fishing, or as a protection against
disease and danger. The owner talks to it, asks
its advice, lays his complaints before it, and calls
upon it on every urgent occasion. It is rubbed
with palm-oil, has palm-wine, beer, rum, or milk
poured over it, and is sprinkled with blood of animals
or even of man. To swear by the fetish is the most
binding of oaths. On the other hand, if it fails,
after warnings and reproaches, to perform what is
expected of it, it may be punished, thro^vn away,
Every fetish has
buried, given away, or sold.
One prevents
its special province of efficiency.
sickness, another heals it, others grant long life,
children, wisdom, courage, safety in travelling or
in war, protection against thunder, success in trade,
In short, they are supposed
fair winds, rain, etc.
to procure every imaginable blessing and avert
every conceivable misfortune. They are to be found
everywhere at the entrance to towns, in the huts
and over the doors, by every road, at the foot of
rocks and trees, or hung on men's necks. Some
fetishes are private, belonging to individuals or
families
others are public, and protect villages or
tribes from misfortune by war or pestilence.
The
latter sometimes have priests and temples dedicated to them. The chief's house is the liome of
numerous fetishes ; in fact, he himself may be a
fetish endowed with supernatural power, such as
that of making rain. The priests of the fetishdeity are naturally assimilated to him, and are
credited with the possession of similar powers. In
the case of the ordinary fetish, as well as of the
idol, there are two currents of opinion.
Many
fetish-worshippers declare positively that, for example,

—

;

'the tree is not the fetish. The fetish is the invisible spirit
its abode in the tree.
It cannot consume
the offerings of food which are made to it, but it enjoys the
spiritual part of them, and leaves the visible bodily element.'

which has taken up

On the other hand, there is undoubtedly a lower
conception by which the material fetish itself is
the object of worship, the spirit which inhabits it
being forgotten or neglected. Tylor says that the
negro usually combines the two as forming a whole,
and this whole is (as the Europeans call it) the
fetish, the object of his religious worship. Turner,
in his Nineteen Years in Polynesia, 1861 (p. 527),
says:
On the isle of Nukunono Fakaafo worship used to be paid to
'

the Tui Tokelau, or Lord of Tokelau ; and this was a stone
wrapped up in matting, and held so sacred that only the king
durst view it, and even he only once a year, when it assumed a
fresh suit of matting. As this stone was considered so sacred,
it was natural for the people to identify it with the deity.
Whatever offerings were made to the stone were made to the
god whatever petitions they had to address to the god were
addressed to the stone. Which is here the god, the stone or
the deity?'
;

As
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This class of so-called fetishes
fully in art.

is

dealt with more

Magic.

Cla.ss V. — Material things are sometimes

the
(5)
objects of a make-believe worship. The Devon.shire
farmer, who at Christinas salutes his apple-trees
with much ceremony, ollering them a bowl of cider
and a toast, does not think of them as tenanted by
a tree-god. When a Japanese housewife gives her
needle one day's rest in the year, and sets before it
a tiny oliering of cake, it is not necessary to suppose that the needle is taken for a sentient thing,
or is believed to be the abode of a spirit.
She does
not call it kami, or 'god.' Both of these practices
are due to the pleasure which men take in dramatic
make-believe.
The writer is not aware how far
this applies to the annual honours paid in India
by the artisan to his tools, which Herbert Spencer
would include under the term fetishism.' Underlying all such cases there is, no doubt, a vague sense
of gratitude, whether to the inventor or to Nature,
which may eventually result in real worship. The
kitchen-furnace in Japan is a recognized kami, or
'god,' and tree- worship had probably its origin
in some such practices as that described above,
which are known all over the world as well as in
'

Devonshire.

The above classes of fetish often merge into one
another in the most perplexing way. An object
which by one person is worshipped for its intrinsic
qualities (Class I.) may be regarded by another
as the abode of a spirit (Class III.), or as a mere
symbol (Class II.). Tylor (ii. 205) points out that
'the negro can say, "In this river, or tree, or
amulet there is a wong [fetish-deity]." But he
more usually says, " This river, or tree, or amulet
is a wong."
Again, the same writer says (ii. 176)
So close is the connexion conceived between spirit
and image, that the idol is itself called "wong."'
The medicine or magical appliance which in one
case is purely non-religious may in others be forThe practice of
tified by a prayer or incantation.
prefixing the sign of Jupiter to medical prescriptions is perhaps not wholly obsolete with ourselves.
On the other hand, an ostensibly religious fetish
may be found to owe its efficacy to some physical
property of the material object in question.
Fetishism is,
3. Relig'ious value of fetishism.
no doubt, an undeveloped or a degraded form of
religion ; yet it rests on a principle which the
higher religions are unable to dispense with altogether. In the nature of things, the spiritual must
be represented by the physical. Christianity has
its Cross, its Eucharist, its Baptismal water.
Unfortunately, the evidence relating to fetish-worship,
though plentiful enough, seldom enables us satisfactorily to trace the history of the ideas which
'

:

'

—

Missionaries are hampered by their
travellers seldom have the
necessary previous training for that thorough
underlie

it.

in the case of Class II., the transition of fetishes
of Class III. to the idol is easy.
few dabs of
paint or scratches with a knife are sufficient to

religious prejudices

convert a shapeless stone or post into an anthropo-

impossible.
Supposing that a Timbuctoo savant, visiting this country, saw an educated English gentleman prostrate himself before
a wafer of bread, how wholly false and inadequate
an impression he would receive of an institution
whose history is traceable back for thousands of

A

morphic

figure.
Idols are rare amongst most of
the coast tribes of West Africa, but are common
among all the interior tribes.
(4) Class IV.— The term 'fetish' is frequently
used, though more in general literature than by
scientific writers, of non-religious magical appliances, charms, or amulets, which have a virtue quite
independent of any gods or spirits. Such are the
piece of the rope with which a man has been hanged
carried by the superstitious gambler, and the
divining-rod used for the discovery of springs of
water. To this class belong such fetishes as the
kite's foot hung round the neck of a Basuto child,
so that he may escape misfortune with the swiftness of the kite in its flight. Another child wears
the claw of a lion, in order that his life may be as
firmly secured against all danger as that of a lion.
VOL. V.
57

—

knowledge
precision

of

;

savage

languages without which

is

years through many varying forms of ritual and beNot that the traveller is much to blame. But,
under the most favourable circumstances, it would
be difficult to learn from the fetish-worshipper, or
even from the priest, the reasons for practices which
they pursue in imitation of their predecessors.
They themselves, in fact, seldom know much about
them. Yet all fetishes nmst have a history of some
sort. It is not enough to say with de Brosses (op. cit.
lief

!

p. 182)
'

On

n'est pas oblig6 de rendre raison d'une chose oii
; et ce seroit, je pense, assez inutilement qu'on

a point

il

n')'

en

en cher-
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cheroit d'autre que la crainte et la folie dont TeHprit humain
est susceptible, et que la facilit6 qu'il a dans de telles dispositions ^ enfanter des superstitions de toute esp6ce. Le F6tichisme
est du genre de ces choses si absurdes qu'on peut dire qu'elles
ne laissent prise au raisonnement qui voudroit les combattre.'

Fear and folly do, no doubt, play a great part,
but Herbert Spencer is nearer the truth when he
says (Study of Sociology'^ 1880, p. 305)
The >vrong
beliefs are superficial, and there is a right belief
hidden by them.' There would be no spurious
coins if there were not a genuine gold or silver currency.
are sometimes able to catch a glimpse
of a striving after, or a lapse from, something higher,
associated with what might at first sight appear a
,

'

:

We

gross form of fetishistic superstition.
In 644 a prophet arose in Eastern Japan who persuaded

his

neighbours to worship a grass-green caterpillar with black spots,
promising them that, if they did so, they would enjoy long life
and riches. The movement spread so far and so rapidly that
the authorities intervened
the prophet was executed, and
his religion suppressed.
This might seem pure fetishism of a
low type. Yet, when we are told that the god was called the
God of the Eternal World and the God of Gods, it seems probable that the caterpillar was merely a symbol, and that the
movement, recorded by no friendly observer, was, in reality, a
protest against the prevailing polytheism of the time.
The
circumstance that the devotees of the new god threw their
property into the highways indicates a degree of religious
exaltation hardly to be produced by the mere worship of a
caterpillar. Pausanias Informs us (ix. 40) that in his time
the Greeks worshipped the sword of Agamemnon. Surely it was
nob 8im{)ly a bit of metal to which they paid their devotions.
Its association with the heroic virtues of the men of the Homeric
age must have counted for much in the motives for their reverence. The material object worshipped at the shrine of Ise in
Japan is a metal mirror enclosed in a box, and never seen by
anybody. Doubtless, some dull-witted devotees take this fetish
(Glass II.) for the actual deity others know that, historically,
it represents the Sun or, rather, the Sun-goddess
but the
majority have reached the higher, though less correct, conception of the god as a great Divine ancestor, who from heaven
exercises a providential guardianship over Japan. The animalworship of the Ancient Egyptians was something more than
the mere adoration of bulls and cats.
Fetishism taking the word in its most comprehensive signification rests on two principles. The
first is what, in modern phrase, we call the immanence of Deity ; the second is the necessity which
there is for the spiritual to be expressed in terms
;

;

;

—

—

But the savage's conceptions of
them are crude and inadequate, and his unintelligent application of them has resulted in a profuse

of the physical.

outgrowth of gross superstition.
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(American).

—Among

the native

tribes of the two Americas, fetishism is rife.
They
regard the fetish as intrinsically possessing that
magic power known to some of the N. Amer.
Indians as orenda, the essential essence which
enables the object to achieve supernatural results.
But the ability to perform these, and the sphere
of action of the fetish, depend greatly upon the
nature of the object containing the magic power.
The possession of a fetish presumes possession of
its magical properties.
It must be borne in mind that to the untutored
Indian intelligence all things animals, water, the
earth, trees, stones, the heavenly bodies, even

—

night and day, and such properties as light and
darkness are regarded as possessing animation
and the power of volition.
It is, however, the

—

(American)
general Indian belief that many of these are under
the power of some speU or potent enchantment.
The rocks and trees are the living tombs of imprisoned spirits, resembling the Dryads of folklore,
so that it is not at all strange to the Indian mind
to perceive an imprisoned intelligence, more or less
powerful, in any object, no matter how uncommon
the vehicle indeed, the more uncommon, the more
probable it would appear as the place of detention
of some powerful intelligence imprisoned therein,
for revenge or some similar motive, by the spell of
some mighty enchanter.
Nearly all the belongings of a shaman or medicine-man are classed as fetishes by the N. Amer.
Indians.
These usually consist of the skins of
beasts, birds, and serpents roots, bark, powders,
But the fetish
and numberless other objects.
must be altogether divorced from the idea of
religion proper, with which it has little or no connexion, being found side by side with religious
phases of many types.
The fetish may be a bone, a feather, an arrowhead, a stick carved or painted, a fossil, a tuft of
hair, a necklace of fingers, a stuffed skin, the hand
of an enemy, or anything which might be suggested
to the original maker in a dream or a flight of
imagination.
It is sometimes fastened to the
scalp-lock, the dress, the bridle, concealed between
the layers of a shield, or specially deposited in a
shrine in the wigwam. The idea in the mind of
the original maker is usually symbolic, and is revealed only to one formally chosen as heir to the
magical possession and pledged in his turn to a

—

;

similar secrecy.

Notwithstanding that it has been stated that
the cult of fetishism is not, strictly speaking, a
department of religious activity, a jjoint exists at
which the fetish begins to evolve into the god.
This happens when fetishes survive the test of
experience, and achieve a more than personal or
tribal popularity, as among the Zuni Indians,
examples of which will be adduced in the course
Nevertheless, the fetish partakes
of the article.
more of the nature of those spirits which are subservient to man (as, for example, the Arabian
jinn) than of gods proper ; and, if they are prayed
and sacrificed to on occasion, the 'prayers' are
more of the nature of a magical invocation, and
the sacrifices no more than would be accorded to
any other assisting agent. Thus sharply must we
differentiate between a fetish, or captive spirit,
and a god. But it must further be borne in mind
that a fetish is not necessarily a piece of personal
property. It may belong collectively to an entire
community, and, as will be remarked later, it is
not necessarily a small article, but may possess all
An idol,
the appearance of a full-blo-\vn idol.
however, is the abode of a god the image into
fetish, on the
which a deity may materialize.
other hand, is the place of imprisonment of a subservient spirit which cannot escape, and which, if
it would gain the rank of godhead, must do so by
a long series of luck-bringing, or, at least, by the
performance of a number of marvels of a protective
or fortune-making nature.
It is not unlikely that a belief exists in the
Indian mind that there are many wandering spirits
who, in return for food and other comforts, are
willing to materialize in the shape that the savage
provides for them, and to assist him in the chase
and other spheres of life.
Among the Eskimos, fetishism
I. The Eskimos.
presents itself in an almost perfect form, and with
them is found one of the few instances of making
a fetish of the human body. Nelson (18 BBEW,
1899, pt. 1, p. 429) states that along the coast of
Norton Sound and the Lower Yukon a new-bom
child is sometimes put to death for the purpose
'

'

—

A

—

—
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havinK the services of

success in

hunting.

its

The

child
stolen, so

secretly, and its body
know of the occurrence.

shade

to

must be
l.liat

The Imdy

is

secure
killeii

no one may
then drie<!,

placed in a bag, and worn on the person or carried
By carrying; the body the
in the kayak at sea.
hunter believes that he compels its shade, which is
clairvoyant, to assist in linding game, and so to
direct the lliglit of his spear tliat the animals he
hunts cannot escape. The Eskimos also employ
masks to assist them in the chase. These are
carved to represent supernatural beings, the tunghat, or wandering genii, and are believed to possess
the qualities of the animals they depict, the spiritual essence of which enters into the wearers.
They are supposed to watch for game, and, by
some clairvoyant power, to see it at a great distance and the hunter is then guided by the influence of the masks to find it. They are also supposed
to guide the spears in flight.
Among the people
of the Kaviak Peninsula and Kotzebue Sound, the
possession of the dried body of a weasel, worn in a
pouch or belt, is supposed to endow the owner
with agility and prowess as a hunter. In all cases
it follows that the owner of any mummiiied animal
carries with it power over its shade, which becomes the servant of the possessor.
The Eskimos naturally attach great importance
to those fetishes which they believe bring them
success in whale-hunting. To this end they employ images of fabulous and other animals. These
are of practically the same class as the mask fetishes
alluded to above.
whaling umiak always carries
a number of fetishes, such as a wolf's skull, a dried
raven, the axis vertebra of a seal, feathers, the
skin of a golden eagle, or the tip of a red fox's
tail.
Little stone and crystal images of whales are
also worn.
The Unalit of Bering Strait believe
that their arrows and other weapons, when marked
with the sign of the wolf or other totem, become
invested with some of the qualities of the animal
represented, and are endowed with some special
fatality.
The women of the wolf gens braid strips
;

A

and boys wear a wolf's
In these customs we
may trace a curious blending of fetishism and

of wolf -skin in their hair,
tail behind in their belts.

totemism, in the use of the totem animal or its
parts as fetishes or amulets.
After an animal is killed, the hunter carefully
removes and preserves the bladder. These bladders
are used in the Bladder Festival,' a feast to the
dead, and are supposed to contain the shades of
the slain animals. When in some ceremonies
the bladders are burst in the water, it is believed
that they release the imprisoned shade, and that
t swims out to sea and enters the body of an unborn animal of its own species. If the shade is
well pleased with the treatment given it by the
hunter, they say it will not be afraid to meet him
in its new form, and will permit him to approach
and kill it again without trouble. On the Alaskan
mainland, the shamans place a small ivory carving
'

—

i

of a whale in a male child's mouth directly after
birth, so as to feed him upon something that will
make him grow up a fine hunter. It is believed
that a pair of gloves having the feet of a sea-parrot
sewn to them will bring success in salmon-fishing,
as the bird is a clever fisher an instance of what
might be called ' sympathetic fetishism.
What would seem to be a species of ancestorworship mingles with the fetishism of the Hudson
Bay Eskimos, according to Turner {11
1889-90, p. 201), for he states that certain fetishes
are worn ' as remembrances of deceased relatives.
These have the form of a headless doll depending
from some portion of the garment worn on the
upper part of the body,' and, of course, are fetishes
into which they hope the spirit of the ancestor

—
'
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may be coaxed to reside, bo that by means of it«
clairvoyant gift it will be of great a.saistance to
the wearer.
Besides those enumerated above, the Eskimos
possess many other varieties of fetish.
I'Vequently
a shaman is employed to coax a wandering spirit
into a fetish body, and it is interesting to note
that Nelson (op. cit. i'M) states that 'an heirloom
ipaituk) may become a fetich by reason of its extreme age and long possession in one family. Such
objects are treasured, and are handed down from
father to son. They are supposed to be endowed
with reason and to be gifted with supernatural
powers to aid and protect their owners.'
Eskimo women wear belts made of the incisors
of reindeer, taken out with a small fragment of
the alveolus adhering to them, and attached scalelike to a rawhide strap.
When one of these has
been in the family for a long time, it is believed to
acquire a certain virtue for curing disease
the
affected part must be struck smartly a number of
times with the end of the belt.
man'ied woman
who desires a son procures a small doll-like image
from a shaman, who, after performing certain
secret rites over it, advises her to sleep with it
under her pillow.
When selling skins they cut ofi' a small fragment,
and place it in a pouch or, if selling an entire
seal, they cut off and swallow the tip of its tongue
in order to retain the essential essence or spirit of
the animal.
In several of their folk-tales it is
mentioned that certain persons took small pieces
from skins, and that afterwards these again became full-sized skins, to the benefit of the owner,
thus indicating the meaning of this custom.
They place implicit faith in such fetishes, which
they believe to have been in contact with supernatural beings and objects which by their general
appearance recall the effect expected from the
fetish
a well-known phase of sympathetic magic.
Other fetishistic objects enumerated by Murdoch
('Point Barrow Expedition,' 9 RBEW, 1892, pp.
436-441) are bunches of the claws of the bear or
wolverine, the metacarpal bones of the wolf, the
head or beak of the gull or raven, a small dried
flounder, the young unbranched antler of a reindeer, the last three joints of a reindeer fawn's
foot, the sub-fossil incisor tooth of some ruminant,
the tusk of a young walrus, and the stuffed skin
of a black-bellied plover.
charm of great value
to the mother wlio has a young babe is the canine
tooth of a polar bear, as she is under the impression that, while she wears it, her milk supply can:

A

;

—

A

not

fail.

An

instance of tribal fetishism is noticeable in
the Ai-yd-g'4k, or Asking festival,' when a wand
known by the same name is made, having three
hollow globe-like attachments hanging to it. It is
used by a man, chosen for the purpose, to obtain
the wishes of all the various members of the tribe,
who in turn ask for something which he obtains
for them from the other members.
This wand is
much respected, and it is considered wrong to
refuse any request made with it. In some parts
of the Lower Yukon, instead of stating their
wishes, they make small images and hang them
on to the wand held by the man, who conveys it
from one to another.
2. Athapascan family.
The Apaches, both male
and female, wear fetishes which they call tzi-daltai,
manufactured from lightning-riven wood, generally
pine or cedar or fir from the mountains (Bourke,
9 RBEW, p. 587).
These are highly valued, and
are never sold. They are shaven very thin, rudely
carved in the semblance of the human form, and
decorated with incised lines, representing the
lightning.
They are small in size, and few of them
are painted.
'

—
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Bourke describes one which an Apache chief carried aljout
with him, marie of a piece of lath, unpairited, having drawn
it a lig:ure in yellow with a narrow blaclt band, and three
snake-heads with white eyes. It was further decorated with
pearl buttons and small eagle-down feathers. The reverse and
obverse were identical.
upon

Many of the Apaches fixed a small piece of
malachite to their guns and bows to make them
shoot accurately. Bourke (op. cit.) mentions a
class of fetish which he terms 'phylacteries.'
These are pieces of buckskin, or other material,
upon which are inscribed certain characters or
symbols of a religious or medicine nature, and
they are worn attached to the person seeking to be
benefited.
They ditt'er from the ordinary fetish in
that they are concealed fi-om the public gaze.
Such a phylactery, says Bourke, itself "medicine," may be
'

'

*

employed to enwrap other

'*

medicine " and thus augment

its

potentiality (op. ci(. 591). He describes several of those
objects. One worn by an Indian named Ta-ul-tzu-je ' was tightly
saddlers' silk,' and when
rolled in at least half a mile of . .
brouglit to light was found to consist of a small piece of buckskin
two inches square, upon which were drawn red and yellow
crooked lines which represented the red and yellow snake. Inside were a piece of malachite, a small cross of hghtning-riven
pine, and two very small perforated shells. The cross they designated 'the black wind.' Another 'phylactery' consisted of a
i. 602^), holding a
tiny bag of hoddentin (on which see
small quartz crystal and four feathers of eagle-down. This
phylactery, it was explained, contained not merely the * medicine of the crystal and the eagle, but also that of the black
bear, the white bear, the yellow bear, and the yellow snake.

own

'

.

ERE

'

—

Most
3. Iroquoian family.
all unnatural are accepted by

things that seem at
the Hurons as oky,

and therefore it is accounted lucky
In hunting, if they find a stone or
other object in the entrails of an animal, they at
once make a fetish of it. Any object of a peculiar
shape they treasure, for the same reason. They
greatly fear that demons or wicked spirits will
purloin these fetishes, which they esteem so highly
as to propitiate them in feasts and invoke them in
The highest type of fetish obtainable by a
song.
Huron was a piece of the onniont, or great armoured
serpent, a mythical animal revered by many N.
Amer. tribes. The medicinal virtue of some fetishes is regarded as very great, one old woman of
the Lower (janada Hurons preserving the mummied
embryo of a deer, which, she said, the manitou had
given her during a severe illness of which it had
cured her.
or supernatural,
to find

them.

4. Algonquian family. —-Hoffman states ('The
Menomini Indians,' I4 BBEW, 1896, pt. 1, p. 74)

that at the medicine lodges of the tribe there are preserved fetishes or amulets, worn above the elbows,
which consist of strands of beaded work, metal
bands or skunk skins, while bracelets of shells, buckskin, or metal also are worn.' A great tribal fetish
of the Cheyenne was their medicine arrow, which
was taken from them by the Pawnees in battle.
The head of this arrow projects from the bag which
contains it, and is covered with delicate waved or
It
spiral lines which denote its sacred character.
was, indeed, the palladium of the tribe. A peculiar
type of fetish consisted of a mantle made from the
skin of a deer, and covered with feathers mixed
with headings. It was made and used by them as
a mantle of invisibility, or charmed covering, to
enable spies to traverse an enemy's country with
impunity. In this instance the fetishistic power
depended upon the devices drawn.
'

—

The principal fetishes among
5. Siouan family.
the Hidatsa tribe of the Sioux are the skins of
foxes and wolves, the favourite war-fetish being
the strip off the back of a wolf-skin, with the tail
hanging down the shoulders. They make a slit in
the skin, through which the warrior puts his head,
so that the skin of the wolf's head hangs down upon
his breast.
These, of course, are totemic fetishes.
The most common

tribal fetishes with the Siouan
tribes are (or were) buffalo heads, the neck-bones
of which they preserve with a view to preventing
the butt'alo herds from removing to too great a

(American)
At certain periods they perform a ceremony with these bones, which consists
in taking a potsherd with live coals, throwing
sweet-smelling grease upon it, and fumigating the
bones with the smoke. There are certain trees and
stones which are regarded as fetishes beside them
the Siouans make ofi'erings of red cloth, red paint,
and other articles. But all have their personal
fetishes, and in all hunting and warlike excursions
distance from them.

;

the ' medicine,' or fetish, is carried. It usually
consists of a head, claws, stufied skin, or other
representative of the fetish animal. Even their
horses are provided with fetishes in the shape of a
The rodent
deer's horn, to ensure their swiftness.
teeth of the beaver are regarded as potent charms,
and are worn by little girls on their necks to make
them industrious.
At Sikyatki in Arizona, a
6. Shoshonean stock.
territorial nucleus of the Hopi, Fewkes (17
opportunities
of inspecting many
729
f
)
had
pt. 2, p.
number of these disinteresting fetish forms.
covered in native graves were pebbles of botryoidal
shape, with a polished surface, or with a fancied
resemblance to some animal or other form.
A good example of a fetish which has almost attained godhead
is that at the Antelope rock at Walpi, 'around which the Snake
dancers biennially carry reptiles in their mouths. There is in
one side a niche in which is placed a much larger mass of that
material [hematite], to which prayers are addressed on certain
ceremonial occasions, and upon which sacred meal and prayer
emblems are placed.'
Many of the personal fetishes of this people
consist of cephalopod fossils, some of which are

—

.

wrapped up
venerated,

BBEW,
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in sacred
latter,

the

bundles which are highly
of course, being tribal

fetishes.
In one grave was found a single large fetish of a mountain
lion, made of sandstone, in which legs, ears, tail, and eyes are
represented, the mouth still retaining the red pigment with
which it was coloured. It is almost identical with those used
by the Hopi at the present day.
7.

Zuni family.— Gushing

(S

BBEW,

1883) seems

among

the Zuiiis arose from
the supposition they entertained that they were
kin with animals, or, in other words, that their
It is in this stage that
fetishes were totemistic.
totemism and fetishism meet, and the two are by
though
they very often
no means incompatible,
Fetishism of this description
flourish side by side.
is, indeed, the natural concomitant of a totemistic
system. Zuni fetish objects are usually natural
concretions, or objects in which a natural resemblance to animals has been heightened by artificial
means. Ancient fetishes are much valued by the
Zunis, and are often found by them in the vicinity
of pueblos inhabited by their ancestors, and as
tribal possessions are handed down from one
generation to another. The shamans believe them
to be the actual petrifactions of the animals they
represent. The Zuiii philosophy of the fetish is
given in the Tale of the Two Sun Children, instanced by Cushing (op. cit. 14 f.)
to think that fetishism

:

that the surface of the earth was hardened, even the
animals of prey, powerful and like the fathers (gods) themselves,
would have devoured the children of men and the Two thought
" for,"
it was not well that they should all be permitted to live,
said they, " alike will the children of men and the children of
the animals of prey multiply themselves. The animals of prey
men are but poor, the
are provided with talons and teeth
finished beings of earth, therefore the weaker."
Whenever they came across the pathway of one of these
animals, were he great mountain lion or but a mere mole, they
struck him with the fire of lightning which they carried in their
*

Now

;

;

magic shield. Thlu I and instantly he was shrivelled and burnt
into stone.
Then said they to the animals that they had thus changed to
stone, " That ye may not be evil unto men, but that ye may be a
great good unto them, have we changed you into rock everlastBy the magic breath of prey, by the heart that shall
ing.
endure forever within you, shaU ye be made to serve instead of
to devour mankind."
Thus was the surface of the earth hardened and scorched
and many of all kinds of beings changed to stone. Thus, too, it
happens that we find, here and there throughout the world,
their forms, sometimes large like the beings themselves, sometimes shrivelled and distorted. And we often see among the

'
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forms of many beinf^'Hltmt live no longer, which shows
us that ull was differL-nt in the " (lays of the new."
Of these petrifantions, which arc, of course, mere concretions
or stranf^ely eroded rock-forms, tfie Zutiis say, " Whomsoever of
us may bo met with the li^ht of such great good fortune may
see ^discover, Qnd) tliem and should treasure them for the sake
of tne sacred (magic) power which was given them in the days
of the new.'"
rockfl the

This

tradition furnishes additional evidence
relative to the preceding statements, and shows
the motive wherein lies the power of fetishes. It
is supposed that the hearts of the great animals of
prey are infused with a spirit or ' medicine ' of
magic influence over the hearts of the animals

they prey upon, and that they overcome them
with tneir breath, piercing their hearts and quite
Moreover, their roar is fatal to
the senses of the lower beasts. The mountain lion
absorbs the blood of the game animals therefore
he possesses their acute senses.
Again, those
powers, as derivsd from his heart, are preserved in
his fetish, since his heart still lives, even although
his body be changed to stone.
It happens, therefore, that the use of these fetishes is chiefly
connected with the chase. But there are exceptions.
The great animals of the chase, although
fetishistic, are also regarded
as supernatural
beings, whose mythological position is absolutely

numbing them.

;

deflned.
In the City of the Mists lives Po-shai-an-k'ia, father of the
societies, a culture-hero deity, whose abode is guarded
six beings known as the 'prey-gods,' and it ia their counterfeit presentments that are used as fetishes.
To the north of
the City of the Mists dwells the Mountain Lion prey-god to
the west, the Bear ; to the south, the Badger ; to the east, the
Wolf ; above, the Eagle ; below, the Mole. These animals possess not only the guardianship of the six regions, but also the
mastership, not merely geographic, but of the medicine powers
which emanate from them. They are the mediators between
Po-shai-an-k'ia and man. The prey-gods, as 'Makers of the
Paths of Life,' are given high rank among the gods, but, notwithstanding this, their fetishes are ' held as in captivity by
the priests of the various medicine orders, and greatly venerated
by them as mediators between themselves and the animals they
represent. In this character they are exhorted with elaborate
pra^^ers, rituals, and ceremonials, and sometimes placated with
sacrifices.
Of the prey-gods of the hunt (we-ma-d-hd-i) the
special priests are the members of the Great Coyote People, the
chosen members of the Eagle and Coyote gentes, and of the
Prey Brother priesthood. These prey-gods appear to be almost
unique, and may be indicated as an instance where fetishism has
become allied with reli^ous belief. They depict, with two exceptions, the same species of prey-animals as those supposed to
guard the six regions, the exceptions being the Coyote and the
Wild Cat. Each one of the six species of prey-animals is subdivided into six varieties. They are, strictly speaking, the property of the priests, and members and priests of the sacred
societies are required to deposit their fetishes, when not in
use, with the Keeper of the Medicine of the Deer.
These
* medicines,'
or memberships, alone can perfect the shape of
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nostrils of the fetish.
He then dips the fetish in the heart's
blood of the slain quarry, sips the blood himself, and devours
a part of the liver. The fetish is placed in the sun to dry, and
replaced in the buckskin pouch with a blessing, afterwards being
duly returned to the Keeper of the Deer Medicine.

The Zufii priesthood of the How ban three
fetishes
the Mountain Lion, the White Hear, and
the Knife-feathered Monster. The last is probably
a tutelar deity, and was perhaps the Zuni god of
war an instance of the reversion of a full-fledged
deity to the status of a fetish, probably occasioned
by the popularity and wide-spread nature of
fetishism among this people. Tliey have also an
equine fetish borrowed from the Navahos, and
known as The Pony
and from the same people
they have adopted a sheep fetish, the purpose of
which is to ensure fecundity.

—

—

'

'

;

8.

Mexico and Central America. — Although

traces of fetishistic belief undoubtedly make their
appearance in the religious systems of both Mexico
and the ancient civilizations of Central America,
concrete examples of them are rare, owing to the
fact that these religions had reached a stage far beyond the fetishistic radius. Nevertheless we cannot
point to any particular reaction against fetishism,
as we can in the case of Peru in the reign of Manco
Ccapac, unless it be the alleged policy of Nezahualcoyotl towards the elimination of the swarming
deities of the Mexican provinces, many of which

Medicine

probably were merely overgrown fetishes.

by

the heresies of the Tlatoani of Tezcuco are possibly
fabulous.
The only Mexican idol now in existence was
most probably of fetishistic origin. This is the
uncouth basalt figure of the so-called Teoyaominqui in reality Centeotl the Corn-mother.'
The image shows signs of having been evolved, in
its design, from the bundles of maize carried on
the backs of women at her festival, and provided
with a face back and front. This figure appears
to reproduce the primitive fetish which it superseded, and we seem to have confirmation here of
the process noted among the Zufii Indians. The
first missionary of Acliiotlan, Fray Benito, cited
by Burgoa {Hist, de la Prov. de Predicatores de
Guascaca, Mexico, 1674, ch. xxviii. ), destroyed at
Mictlan, or Yoopaa, an idol cut from an emerald
of great value, of the size of a thick capsicum pod,
on which was skilfully engraved a small bird and
a serpent coiled ready to strike. This the present
writer suspected to be a fetish, and he was glad to
see that Eduard Seler confirmed his suspicions in his
Deities and Relig. Conceptions of the Zapotecs,'
and further identified it, from the hieroglyphs on
its surface, with the Mexican god Quetzalcoatl, or
Feathered Serpent.' But the latter circumstance
would seem to make it an amulet bearing the
god's name, and not a fetish.^ There are, however, instances where amulets, especially jewels
of great value, have been worshipped owing to
their connexion with some great deity, as among
the Hindus, and this may be a case in point.
The tepitoton, or small household idols of Mexico,

;

'

—

—

'

But

'

'

'

the fetishes and worship them.

The Day

of the Council of the Fetishes ' takes
place a little before or after the winter solstice or
national New Year. The fetishes are taken from
their place of deposit, and arranged according to
species and colour, in front of a symbolic slat altar,
quadrupeds being placed upright, and birds suspended from the rafters. The fetishes are prayed
to, and prayer-meal is scattered over them.
Chants
are intoned, and a dance performed in which the
cries of the fetish beasts are imitated.
prayer
with responses follows.
Finally, all assemble
round the altar, and repeat the great invocation.
The use of the fetishes in hunting among the
Zuni is extremely curious and involved.
The hunter ^oes to the House of the Deer Medicine, where the
vessel containing the fetishes is brought out and placed before
him. He sprinkles sacred meal over the vessel in the direction
he Intends to hunt, chooses a fetish from it, and presses it to
his lips with an inhalation. He then places the fetish in a
buckskin bag over his heart. Proceeding to the hunt, he deposits a spider-knot of yucca leaves where an animal has rested,
imitates its cry, and is thus supposed to confine it within a
narrow circle. He then breathes deeply from the nostrils of
the fetish, as though inhaling the magic breath of the God of
Prey, and puflfs the breath long and loudly in the direction
'

A

whither the beast's tracks tend, in the belief that the breath
he has borrowed from the prey-god will stiffen the limbs of
the animal he hunts. When the beast is caught and killed, he
inhales its suspiring breath. Then he again breathes into the

'

were perhaps of fetishistic origin. We know very
little about them save that they were broken by
the people at the end of every sheaf of fifty-two
years, when it was considered that the world
might possibly come to an end. The ceremony then
held was for the purpose of renewing the sacred
fire throughout Mexico, and, if these small figures
'

'

J« Buil. BE, 1904, p. 284 ft. cf. p. 668.
Dorsey (' Siouan Cults,' 11 RBEW, 1894) calls the amulet a
It does not appear to the present writer to be
so.
An amulet is considered to be directly ttyiiibolic of a deity,
power, faith, or idea a fetish is rarely symbolic, but is merely
an acceptable or suitable (or temptingly grotesque [?]) abode for
a spirit, imprisoned therein voluntarily or otherwise. It might,
however, be brought against this view that symbols are fetishistic, inasmuch as the wearers believe them to be imbued oi
surcharged with the spirit or essence of the deity, power, faithor idea they t.vpify.
1

;

2

•

personal fetish.'

;

—

;
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represented hearth and home,' as in some aspects
did the Roman lares and penates, they would
hardly have been destroyed. It is more probable
that they were fetishistic, like the household
huacas of Peru.
Here it may be proper to mention some instances,
in a religion so advanced as was that of the Mexicans, of the survival of strictly fetishistic ideas.
These are found in close connexion with the comand rain-spirit worship. Fetishism has an intiThe
mate association with early agriculture.
spirits imprisoned or dwelling voluntarily in the
fetishes which protect the fields assist the growth
foodof the crops, and subsequently develop into
gods.
But their natural forces become abated by
reason of striving after too much fertility of soil,
and they require a rest. Such a rest the Mexicans
gave to their rain- and maize - gods every eight
years, at the festival of the Atamalquahztli, or
feast of porridge - balls and water,' when the
usual staples of existence were for a space abandoned by the people, so that the productive gods
'

'

'

'

might have repose.

—

Some interesting phases are
9. California.
noticeable among the Seri Indians of the Californian Gulf.
McGee (17
1898, pt. 1, p.
185*) instances among them the use of pottery
fetishes or small figurines used in the manufacture
of fictile ware, to ensure that the vessels being
fired will not crack.
The fetish is moulded at the
same time and from the same material as the
vessel, and then fired with it
theoretically as
an invocation against cracking or other injury,
but practically as a " draw-piece " for testing the
progress of the firing.'
In their observances prior to warfare the Seri
make use of many fetishistic objects, and in battle
strive to obtain those of the enemy, which they
treasure as fetishes. Their hereditary enemies,
the Papago, reciprocate these customs, a case
occurring where an aged warrior long wore an
Apache arrow-point as a protective against Apache
arrows.
Papago shaman also wore a Seri arrowhead for a similar purpose. The Seri are never
without imitations of what they believe to be the
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A

fetishes of

an enemy.

McGee {op. cit. p. 259* f.) says that the day before the 1S95
expedition entered their stronghold, a band of warriors and
women were frightened from a freshly slaughtered cow by a
party of vaqueros so suddenly that thefr arms were left behind
and these included a heavy Springfield "remodelled" rifle,
lacking not only ammunition but breechblock and firing-pin
while Don Andr6s Noriega, of Costa Rica, and L. K. Thompson,
of Hermosillo, described a rifle of modern make captured similarly two years before, which was in good working order and
charged with a counterfeit cartridge ingeniously fashioned
from raw buckskin in imitation of a centre-fire brass shell and
loaded with a polished stone bullet.' These weapons are, of
course, regarded as symbols of mystical potencies, as were
several pseudo-machetes made from rust-pitted cask hoops.
Another mock machete was actually carved from paloblanco
wood and coloured in imitation of iron blade and mahogany
handle by means of face - paints, and even furnished with
"eyes" replacing the handle-rivets, in the form of embedded
iron scales.'
'

—

;

'

The

chief use of the

the Seri

is

weapons of the whites by
shamanistic and symbolic. As regards

their own weapons, the rude appearance and
rarity of their stone arrow-heads would seem to
point to their being originally manufactured in
fetishistic mimicry of alien devices, and it is

that they are still made only by the
of the tribe.
Most of the Seri shields or
bucklers are fetishistic, as is proved by the circumstance that they are usually made from pelican or
other skins much too thin to turn aside a blow,
their magical properties being considered sufficient to deflect an enemy's strokes.
10. Peru.
Garcilasso el Inca de la Vega states '
that in the earliest times in Peru each district,
each nation, each family, each row of houses, even

notable

shamans

—

1

Commentario^ Reales, Lisbon,

1609, lib.

i.
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each dwelling, had its own god, each different
from those of all others, such as herbs, plants,
flowers, stones, pebbles, pieces of jade and jasper.
That many of these were fetishes cannot be
doubted. He also mentions that many of these

were animals, which would seem to
imply a totemio system. But animals are used as
fetishes as well as totems, as in Dahomey ' and on
In Peru the population was
the Slave Coast.^
divided into tribes, or ayllus, supposed to be consanguineous, each of which had its own paccausually a fabulous one
risca, or place of origin
which was generally a group of rocks rendered
conspicuous by their shape and isolation. These
were often treated as fetishistic, and were regarded,
in some instances, as the abodes of spirits imprisoned by the gods, or else as folk who had been
Such
turned into stone by the same agency.
stones or monoliths were to be seen at Tiahuanaco,
Pucara, Xauxa, Pachacamac, and Caxamarca.
But, most important perhaps of all fetishistic
examples to be found on the American hemisphere were the huacas. The word now signifies
'treasure-house,' or 'ruins of a treasure-house.'
In Incan times it implied that the object was one
to which worship should be given, and it denoted
objects of worship of all descriptions. We have
to do for the most part with portable huacas,
although some immovable ones were fetishes, such
as those mentioned at Tiahuanaca and elsewhere.
These portable huacas included the conopas, which
were in reality household gods, and as such are of
no more interest here than are the huacanqui, or
amulets proper.
Many of the movable huacas
were stones or pebbles of unusual shape or colour,
unshared by hand but often they were carved to
resemble fruits, animals, or persons.
One of the most important of the fetishistic
huacas was the ccompa which guarded the irrigation channels from leakage and destruction. Other
fetishes, called chichic or huanca, were set up at
the boundaries of the fields. They represented a
gigantic stalk of maize, carved in stone, and their
supposed oflRce was to induce the maize-spirit to
make the plant grow to the greatest possible size.
A form of fetishism which marks the transition
between primitive agricultural fetishes and deities
was that of the mother spirits whose function
it was to cause the various plants to take root and
grow. Such are the acsumama, or potato-mother
the quinuamarrut, or quinua - mother ; and the
saramama, or maize-mother. These were usually
embodied in hard stones, laboriously wrought into
the shape of the ear of maize and the other
plants of which they were the guardians. Abnormal plants themselves were occasionally used
as fetishes, as, for example, when the rows of
grains were twisted spirally round the core of the
Such a plant, or
ear, instead of being straight.
pirlina-sara, was placed as a protective fetish on
the top of the pirlina, or corn-crib, where the
maize was stored. The saramama was also placed
It was made of the finest
in one of the pirlinas.
new maize-stalks, and was richly clothed. On
being asked by a spirit-interpreter whether it could
live until next year, if it replied in the affirmative,
but, if it
it remained until the following harvest
announced its inability to survive until that
period, it was burnt, and another figure was sublesser deities

—

;

'

'

;

stituted for

it.

evidence that fetishism in Peru lingered
until long after the destruction of the national
mythology. Bollaert states ^ that in the Pass or
Abra of Pichuta he noticed a pile of stones with

There

is

Skertchly, Dahomey as it is, London, 1874.
Bosman, Description 0/ Guinea, London, 1S14, Letter xix.
Antiquarian, Ethnological and other Researches in Sew
Granada, Ecuador, Peru and Chili, etc., London, 1860.
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FETISHISM
quids of coca on it. The stones, called apachitos,
according to tho Mercurio Peruyano for 1794, were
adored as deities.'
Tliey are found in all the
mountain passes, and doubtless originated in Incan
times, when those who were laden with baggage,
when they had to face a dangerous track, laid
down their load, and as a sign of gratitude offered
the first thing they could find or lay hands on to
the local spirit, saying .^^acAec/ia, which means
'
to him who has given me strength.'
Idols,' says Prince Maximilian in
11. Brazil.
his Travels in the Brazils (London, 1820, p. 67),
' are nowhere seen
among the Tapuyas, and it is
only on the River Amazon that certain images
have been found which seem to have a connection
with the religious creed of the inhabitants.' This
would seem to be borne out by the evidence of
Christoval de Acuiaa,' who says that the Amazon
River tribes had gods who rendered them active
assistance in hunting, fishing, and war.
On an
expedition of war one of the war-gods was placed
in the prow of the boat
on a fishing expedition
this place was occupied by a
god holding a fish.
When not in use these fetishes were kept in
baskets ; and, should the expedition prove unsuccessful, the images were thro\vn aside, and replaced by others. Thus we learn how the savage
carefully experiments with a chosen spirit before
he raises it to the level of a god.
The Uapes River tribes possess divine stones
of quartz, jasper, or jade, to the piercing of which
they devote several years of labour.
On the
Upper Jamunda is to be found a lake formerly
'
consecrated to the
Mother Moon,' into which
the fabled Amazons threw their muirdkitim, or
sacred stones, representing animals, fishes, and
other symbolic objects. The
Ipurinas make
fetishes of the bones of their ancestors, as do
other S. Amer. tribes, and the ancient Caribs were
punctilious in preserving the bones of their forefathers, which, after they had been cleaned,
bleached, and painted, they kept in a wicker
basket full of spices suspended from the doors of
'

'

—

'

;

'

'

'

their dwellings.
12. Colombia.
Muysca-Chibcha

— The
race,

ancient
semi - civilized
inhabited a portion

who

of this Republic, manufactured many fetish-like
articles of gold, both in the shape of human beings
and in that of frogs and fantastic animals. These
they deposited in the tombs of their dead, and in
their dwellings.
The Goajiras, who inhabit the
Colombian peninsula of the same name, keep a
number of large golden dolls,' called guaras,
which are veritable fetishes, and are supposed to
bring good luck to all who see them. But in order
to see them an offering must be made a heifer at
the least or the loss of sight is risked. These
figures have often served as the supreme arbiters
of peace and war among the tribes. Any chief
who possessed one and sent it to an enemy at once
brought about a cessation of hostilities.
The
gimra is carefully enclosed in a case wrapped in
'

—

—

wadding, from which it is drawn only once a year
to be bathed.
The day is marked by festivities
and the sacrifice of oxen. The origin of the guaras
is unknown to the Goajiras, who say that they
have possessed them from time immemorial, and
inherit them from father to son.
There are two
which are widely celebrated
one at Samenta,
and that of the Cacique luipara, at Ischamana.
Smaller fetishes called keisesia are owned by
numerous Indians, and partake of the general
nature of personal fetishes.^
:
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FETISHISM

LkWIS SPENCE.
(Indian).— I.

Universal prevala phenomenon of
the Animism universally inherent in the religious
practices of the population of India.
It is a very
common superstition of the educated, and part of
the actual religion of the uneducated masses, and,
of course, of the savages in their daily life.
It ia
thus ubiquitous under the surface of all the formal
religious beliefs prevalent in the country, and is
present everywhere in the domestic and similar
customs and in the folklore of the people. The main
cause of its universality is to be sought in the
eclecticism of that agglomerate of heterogeneous
beliefs, aboriginal and imported, which goes by
the generic name of Hinduism,' and is the prevailing recognized religion of the people, largely
colouring every other form, and in the capacity of
that religion for absorbing and assimilating parts
of all the ancient faiths that happen to survive
among its extremely varied adherents. A secondary but important cause lies in the fact that the
popular Muhammadanism of India is, in reality, a
graft of that faith on the indigenous Hinduism,
retaining practically all the superstitions handed
down by Hindu ancestors to converts, who, for the
most part, do not count many generations.
But, while fetishism is thus in evidence all over
India, it exists there fundamentally in the same
sense as it is to be found concurrently with the
various forms of religion which obtain in the
Western world: discredited by the philosopher
and man of education, and unrecognized by the exponents of the official creeds, occupying largely the

ence and nature.

— Fctihlusm

is

'

position of magic and witchcraft and their survivals
among Christians. The natives of India, in fact,
in adopting the ideas giving rise to the practice
of fetishism, have much in common with the inhabitants of nearly every other religion of the
civilized world.

—

2. Definition.
In India
fetish is spirit-possession.

the

The

root-idea of the
an object

fetish is

containing an in-dwelling spirit, and thus proper
for worship as being capable of influencing the
lives of those connected with it.
And in pursuance
of this idea it may safely be said that the Indian
villager adopts as a fetish any conceivable kind
of object, especially if it presents an unusual appearance.
(a) Spirit -possession.
Under the influence of the
idea of spirit-possession local fetishes are continually being created. Anything which can be

—

imagined to possess a spirit is sufficient for this
purpose a hollow tree, a heap of stones, rags left
on a bush, a ruin by the wayside or in the jungle,
an isolated grave or hummock that can be conceived to be a possible grave, even a milestone of
the British Government. Any kind of cairn, grave,
tomb, or monument will serve as a fetish, those of
English men and women being not uncommonly
brought into requisition. Once a story of sanctity
is started by an honest or casual devotee, or by a
wary would-be priest in search of a living, its mere
currency is sufficient for all the neighbourhood to
believe, for the tale to be embroidered with accretions, and for the place to be provided with a holy
legend, a special ritual, and a list of miracles.
In
a Hindu neighbourhood all the virtues of the fetish
:

are attributed to a godling, hero, or demon in a
Muhammadan neighbourhood, to a saint among
savages, to the spirits. But the sense is every;

;

;;
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where the same

it is held to be wisdom to worship
because of the power of the spirit within
for good or evil.
These notions are occasionally
carried very far indeed, as in the case of the Nukalsaini or Nikarsinghi/ayirs (Nicholson's devotees '),
who worshipped the well-known General John
Nicholson, of Panjab Frontier and Delhi fame,
during his lifetime, despite repeated severe punishments at the hands of their fetish for so doing.
This worship is nowadays transferred to his monument in the Margalla Pass.
Attribution of a mystical
(6) The sacred fire.
power to a common object in this way has largely
Drought about the vogue of the sacred fire fetish
in India among all sorts and classes of the population, alike at the shrines of the Hindus and Muhammadans and at the holy places of the Dravidian
and other non-Aryan savages. Such fire must be
ceremonially produced and tended, and it and the
ashes it causes will then become worshipful as containing a guardian spirit and curer of disease.
But the volcanic fires, meteoric lights, and ignes
fatui observed in various parts of the country
appear to be venerated as manifestations of the
powers of evil, and hardly as fetishes proper, though
the border line here is not always easy to define.

the

:

fetisli,

'

—

—

Families, especi3. Family and tribal fetishes.
ally when of considerable social position, are
peculiarly exposed to fetish worship, and instances
are innumera/ble throughout India of some object
possessed by the guardian spirit of the family
being held in veneration thereby. Any handy
domestic object serves for the abode of such spirits :
a stone in the courtyard, an old pestle and mortar,
a doorpost, a flower-jar, a specially planted tree
or shrub, and so on.
On the same principle the
Santals keep sets of prophylactic symbols beside
their houses, which represent the abodes of the
powers of Nature : pieces of wood, white stones,
arrow-heads, and iron tridents. Among the more
civilized tribes, but still low down in the social
scale, such symbols become rough wooden
set up together in groups, or rude clay

images
models
grouped on platforms, which are regularly worshipped as the tribal protectors.

Trade and

—

industrial fetishea.
Closely connected with the notion of the family and tribal
fetishes are those revered by trades and occupations.
The followers of practically every calling
among Hindus worship their tools or means of
livelihood, actually or symbolically.
The object
everywhere is the protection of craft interests and,
incidentally, cures in general.
Instances are as
numerous as the occupations. Thus, in various
parts of the country, and usually at fixed periods
and feasts, sailors will worship their boats ; soldiers
their swords and other weapons, and, in some
Native States, their colours ; merchants and bankers
their books ; clerks their books, pens, and inkstands ; grain-merchants their weights daily
farmers their oxen and ploughs ; shepherds their
sheep ; market-gardeners their scales j artisans
their tools daily ; working- jewellers their pincers
and blowpipes ; carpenters their yard-measures and
also their adzes, chisels, and saws ; shoemakers
their lasts ; tailors their scissors ; potters and many
other ' low castes the potter's wheel and mouldingclay for luck ; tanners their scrapers ; curriers their
axes ; navvies their mattocks ; oilmakers their
presses barbers their razors, scissors, and mirrors ;
religious mendicants their begging-bowls and bags
dancing girls their musical instruments.
(a) The fhags.
The most striking instance of
a fetish of this description is the pickaxe of the
4.

'

;

—

Thags, a criminal brotherhood now suppressed, who
gained their livelihood by professional murder by
strangling. The pickaxe was the tool used for
burying the victims it was forged with great cere;

(Indian)

mony, and was especially venerated

as the fetish
of the association.
(6) The corn-sieve, house-broom, plough, and ricepounder. In India, as elsewhere in the world, the
corn-sieve, the house-broom, and the plough are
common fetishes connected with marriages and
births, as spirit-scarers and symbols of prosperity.
To these in India must be added the rice-pounder.
The commonest kind of fetish
5. Fetish stones.
in India to come under general observation consists
of a stone or stones regarded as representing the
vUlage spirit-guardians.
These are to be found
practically in every village in the country, and are
looked upon, according to the degree of civilization
of the inhabitants, either as the natural abodes of
the guardians themselves or as their symbols, or as
representatives of the godlings, who,
their turn,
are symbolical of the various powers of Nature.
In any case it is considered right and wise to worship them and to treat them with ceremonial re-

—

—

m

verence.
Curious or eccentric form, such as is
exhibited by stalactites in caves, is the usual
visible sign of spirit-possessed stones, and for this
reason many of them are the remains or fragments
of ancient and forgotten Buddhist and Hindu carvings, or even pre-historic implements.
So also any
stone that lends itself by form to phallic worship
village
fetish.
In
this way,
is sure to be used as a
too, meteoric stones, and, in mountain regions,
striking rocks, or boulders that glitter or are in
any way remarkable by peculiar cleavage or otherwise, become abodes of the gods which attract
special worship.

—

Miracle - working
(a) Footprints : visnupada.
and worshipful footprints are very common in India,
with both ancient and modem attribution of sanctity
among Muhammadans to saints and to
Muhammad himself, and among Hindus to all sorts
Elaborately carved visof heroes and godlings.
nupada, or footprints of Visnu, which are true
fetishes, are to be found in several places, and are
probably copies of similar footprints of Buddha,
common stUI in all Buddhist countries.

—

stones,
(b) Phallic stones (lihga): perforated
kSlagrama, grindstones: 'rain' stones. The assumption of spirit-possession leads in the ordinary
course to that of magical powers available for
securing the desire of devotees, and hence of fetishea

—

Hence phallic stones (lihga) in parin general.
But the
ticular are venerated as disease-curers.
form of stone which is specially associated with
the cure of aUments and defects in the human body
that which is naturally or artificially perforated.
In addition to the perforated, split, fissured, and
tunnelled stones and rocks at shnnes and places of
pilgrimage, both the ialagrdma, a species of ammonite with reputed prophylactic and curative
qualities, which is ubiquitous in a religious sense,
and the family grindstone must be placed in this
The same line of reasoning has procategory.
duced rain-getting stones in parts of the country.
Fetish trees are
6. Fetish trees and plants.
almost as common as fetish stones, and the forms
that most usually strike the observer are the lotus
and the tulsl (sweet basil) plant, to be found in or
near almost all Hindu dwelling-places. The latter
is frequently also gro^vn in conjunction with the
nlm tree (Margosa). The pipal or sacred fig, the
bel or wood apple, the am (mango), the sal, and the
betel-nut (areca) palm in S. India are samples of
other trees treated as the natural haunts of spirits
So, of course, are
and therefore worshipped.
hollow and unusually large trees, or those that
grow in burial and cremation grounds, and the like.
Specially dark or ghostly' groves are further considered to be the abodes of spirits, and are feared
is

—

'

and propitiated accordingly.
7. Fetish myths.— Myths,

stories,

and legends

;:; ;
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about fotislies are, of course, legion, mid it is hardly
an exagyemtion to say tliat tliey aru as numerous in
India as the villages themselves. Tlioy are cliiefly
strictly local folk-tales of a religious cast, usually

made up

of the traditional incidents peculiar to

their class, but occasionally throwing a valuable
light on the notions of the people in this connexion.
For instance, the great mass of religious legend
which attaclies to the soil of the Govardhan Hill
near Mathura has led to the belief that all its
stones are endowed with life.
Sometimes such
stories acquire a certain general importance, as in
the case of the legend of Lorik, a tribal fetish

among

the widely spread and numerous Ahir (q.v.),
brought into vogue to account for the tribe's worship of a particular rock at Benares and of a tissured
boulder and an elephant stone near the Markundi
Pass. Of the same nature and social importance
are the very numerous and popular stories to account for the beneficial miracles to be secured at
real or reputed shrines and tombs of the more
'

'

widely known Muhammadan saints, indigenous
and imported, such as Sakhi Sarwar, Badru'd-din
Aulia, Khwaja Kliizar, Salar Ghazi (Zinda Shah
Madar), Ghausu' 1- Azam ( Abdu'l - Qadir), Salim
Chishti, Shaikh Farld, Shah Daula, etc.
or of
Hindu godlings, heroes, or holy men, whether of
classical antiquity or of comparatively modern or
even recent date, such as Bhairon, Bhimsen, Vetal,
Guru Gorakhnath, Guru Gugga, Lai Beg, Jumadi,
;

or of eclectic medijeval and modern religious
reformers, like Kabir and Ramanand. Such shrines,
tombs, monuments, or abodes contain and constitute real wonder-working fetishes for the whole
population, Hindu and Muhammadan alike.
etc.

;

'

Human

'

connexion with fetishone point in regard to the ritual
connected with fetishism in India that cannot be
overlooked in a discussion on the subject.
It is
the universal practice to smear any and every kind
of fetish that can be conveniently so treated with
8.

ism.

— There

sacrifices in

is

ruddle, or red ochre, or red paint.
The bright red
stain thus produced represents the blood of sacrifices made to the fetish, which, it is not difficult to
show, were originally human.
The sacrifice of
human beings has been prevalent in India, sub rosa
at any rate, throughout all historical times to the
present day, and there is hardly an important
building or architectural structure in the country
that has not a story of such a sacrifice connected
with its foundation, for the purpose of providing
it with a ghostly guardian.
Under the influence
of civilization and the pressure of governing authorof
various
kinds
ities
culminating in the fear of
British law, actual human sacrifice has taken on
modified forms of many sorts until the artificial
reddening of the fetish to procure for it the desired
power of guardian and curer is all that remains
of the original sacrificial ceremony.
Momidi.
Human sacrifice has given rise to
a special fetish known as inomial, still actively
believed in and used under the necessary prosaic
modifications demanded by British law. But the
veritable momidi should consist of the ceremonially
distilled fat or essence of a murdered boy, and is
believed to be of inestimable value as a cure and
prophylactic.
At the present day this unfortunate
superstition gives rise to an unreasoning political
fear in many parts of the country, as its successful
concoction is attributed to Europeans. Surgeons
with a taste for anatomy, freemasons (always
regarded by the ignorant masses as a kind of
sorcerers), and anatomical collectors for museums
are especially exposed to suspicion in this connexion.
Literature. There is no book devoted to the subject, but

—

—

there are very many that may be usefully consulted, among
which the following may be specially mentioned W. Crooke,
PR^, 2 vols., London, 1896, and TC, 4 vols., Calcutta, 1896;
J. M. Campbell, Spirit Basis of Belief and Custom, Priv. Print,
:
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Bombay, 1886 , E. T. Dalton, feso. Klhnol. of Bennal.
Calcutta, 1872; A. C. Lyall, Aaialic .Sludict-, i vols., Ixjndon,
18UU; Monier-Williams, IlrahtuaniKm and llindvigm*, do. 1891
E. Moor, Hindu J'anlJtrim, do, 1810
W. Ward, Jlimary,
Lit. and Itel. i<f the Uimloos^, Modnw, 1803
H. H. Wilson,
Works, 12 vols., London, 18112-77, and Cis/mu J'urana, do. 164n
A. Barth, Itetiqionsof Jndia, do. 1882; F. S. Growse. Kamayana of TuLii IJaa,'' 3 vols., Cawiiiiorc, 18B1 R. C. Dutt, IJisl.
of Civilization in Ancient India, 2 vols., London, 1893; C.
Manning;, Ancient and Mcdi<eml India, 2. vols., do. 1869;
F. H. Buchanan, Eastern India (cd. R. Montgomery Martin)
3 vols., do. 1838; Rajendralala Mitra, Indo-Aryans, 2 vols.,
London and Calcutta, 1881; H. H. Risley, TC, 2 vols.,
Calcutta, 1891 ; E. Thurston, Castes and Tribes of S. India,
7 vols., Madras, 1909 ; M. A. Sherring, Hindu Tribes and
Castes in Benares, 3 vols., Cali-ulta, 187'.; 81
J. Wilson,
Indian Caste, 2 vols., Bomba.v, 1877 Meer Hassan AM, Obs.
on the Mvssulmauns of India, 2 vols., London, 1832;
Chevers, Med. J urisprudcnce for India, Calcutta, 1870 ; H. S.
Colebrooke, Miscell. Essays'^, London, 1872 ; J. Forbes,
Oriental Memoirs, 2 vols., do. 1813; J. Fergusson, llist. o)
;

;

;

;

;

;

N

Indian and Eastern

1910, Tree

Architect., ed. Burgess and Spiers, do.
do. 1873;
E. Hearn,
H. B. Rowney, Wild Tribe's

W.

and Serpent Worship",

The Aryan Household, do. 1879
of India, do.
Calcutta, 1882.

1882

W.

;

;

Wilkins,

J.

Uindu

Mythology,

An immense

quantity of evidence is to be found scattered
about in all sorts of books and pamphlets descriptive of the
people of India as a whole or in part, esp. the Gazetteers (from
1870 onwards) and Census Reports (for 1881, 1891, 1901, 1911)
of Provinces and Native States
local Government Reports,
Settlement Reports, and official Handbooks of Districts and
Native States, Arehaeol. Survey Reports, Madras Manual of
Administration (3 vols.), Bulletin of the Madras Museum';
JASBe, JRAS, JRASBo, JliAI, and publications of the Hakluyt Soc. for early European Travels As. Quart. Rev., As.
Researches (early), I A (Bombay), Calcutta Review (Calcutta),
NISQ,
(both Allahabad, 1883-1891); the old travellers
not yet edited by the Hakluyt Soc, e.(j. F. Bernier, Travels in
the Moghul Umpire, ed. A. Constable, London, 1891
J. B.
Tavernier, Travels in India, ed. V. Ball, do. 1889 J. A. Mandelslo. Travels from Persia into the East Indies, do. 1662
R. Fitch, Voyage, ed. J. H. Kylev, do. 1899
T. Herbert,
Travels into Asia and Afrique, do. i638 J. Ovington, Voyage
to Surratt, 1689, do. 1696
E. Terry, Voyage to East India,
do. 1777 W. Schouten, Voiage aux Indes Orientates, Amsterdam, 1707; J. de Thevenot, 'Travels, London, 1687; F.
Valentyn, Oud en Nieuw Cost Indien, 5 vols., Amsterdam.
;

;

PNQ

;

;

;

;

;

;

1724.

Of more modern travellers the following are examples
Bholanauth Chunder, Travels of a Hindoo, 2 vols., London,
J. P. Ferrier, Caravan Journeys, do. 1856
G. T.
Vigne, Travels in Kashmir, etc., 2 vols., do. 1842; K. von
1869

;

;

Hiigel,
aschmir und das Reich der Siek, 6 vols., Stuttgart,
1840-48 (Eng. tr. 1846) W. Lloyd and A. Gerard, Caunpoor
to the Boorendo Pass, 2 vols., London, 1840; R. Heber, Journey
through the. Upper Prov.", 2 vols., do. 1828 W. H. Sleeman,
Journey through Oude, 2 vols., do. 1858, Rambles and Recollections, ed. V. A. Smith, do. 1893 V. Ball, Jungle Life in India,
do. ISSO J. Forsyth, Highlands of Central India 2, do. 1872.
There are many local descriptive books, e.g. D. C. J. Ibbetson,
Panjab Ethnography, Calcutta, 1883 G. A. Grierson, Bihar
Peasant Life, do. 1885 R. C. Temple, Legends of the Panjab,
3 vols., Bombay, 1883-1900, Proper Xames of Panjabis, do. 1883
M. A. Sherring, The Sacred City of the Hindus, London, 1868
W. R. Lawrence, The Valley of Kashmir, do. 1895 J. Campbell, Thirteen Years among the Wild Tribes of Khmidistan, do.
1864
P. Carnegy, Races, etc., of Oudh, Lucknow, 1868 S. C.
Macpherson, Report upon the Khonds, Calcutta, 1842 F.
Buchanan, Journey through Mysore, Canara, and Malabar,
3 vols., London, 1807; J. Tod, Annals of Rajast'han, 2 vols.,
do. 1829-32 J. Malcolm, Memoir of Central India, 2 vols., do.
1823; S. Hislop, Aboriginal Tribes of Central Prov., Nagpur,
1866 F. S. Growse, Mathura, a District Memoir^, Allahabad,
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

H. A. Oldfield, Sketches from Mpal, 2 vols., London,
E. J. Gunthorpe, Criminal Tribes of Bojnbay, etc.,
Bombay, 1882 G. D. Upreti, Proverbs and Folklore of Kumaun
and Garhwal, Lodiana, 1894.
1883
1880

;
;

;

Of definitely historical books the following may be noted
H. M. Elliot, Hist, of India as told by its own Historians,
8 vols., London, 1867-77; J. Brigrgs, ed. of Ferishta's Rise of
the Mahomedan Power in India till 1613, 4 vols., do. 1829;
D. Wright, Hist, of Nepal, Cambridge, 1877.
See also translations of vernacular works on the people
D. Shea and A. Troyer, ed. of the Ddbistdn, 3 vols., Paris,
1843 G. A. Herklots, Qanoon-e-Islam, London, 1832
Bloch:

:

;

;

mann and

Jarrett, ed. of Ain-i-Akbari, 3 vols., Calcutta. 18731894 E. Sachau, tr. of al-Biruni, London, 1888. Cf. also the
following dictionaries, glossaries, etc. : S.
Fallon, Diet, of
Hindustani Proverbs, ed. R. C. Temple, Benares, 1884, etc.
J. Dowson, Class. Diet, of Hindu Muthol., London, 1879;
H. H. Wilson, Gloss, of Indian Terms, do. 1856 ; H. M. Elliot,
Suppl. Gloss, of Indian Terms, ed. J. Beanies, 2 vols., do. 1869
T. P. Hughes, DI, do. 1886; E. O'Brien, Gloss, of Multam
Language, Lahore, 1881 H. A. Rose, Diet, of Ethnog. Panjab,
;

W.

;

;

;

1911.

Of books devoted to (oik-tales, see esp. F. A. Steel and R. C.
Stories, Bombay, 1884
C. H. "Tawney,
Kathd-sarit-sdgara, Calcutta, 1880; M. Frere, Old Deecan
Days, London, 1868 L. B. Day, Folk-tales of Bengal, do. 18S3,
Govinda Sdmanta, 2 vols, do. 1874 J. H. Knowles, Folk-talel

Temple, Wideaxvake

;

;

;

;
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0/ Kashmir^ do. 1888 M. Stokes, Indian Fairy Tales, Calcutta, 1879
J. Jacobs, Indian Fairy Tatefi, London, 1892
C. Swynnerton, lidjd Rasahi, Calcutta, 1884 and Homantie
Tales from the Fanjdb, London, 1903.
R. C. TEMPLE.

berg, and laid before him
alter Offenbarung, and by

;

;

,

FICHTE. — The
falls into

phUosophical work of Fichte
divisions, corresponding

two well-defined

closely with his periods of residence in Jena and
Berlin respectively. The work of the first period
is that which has had the greatest influence on subsequent philosophical speculation, for it gave direction to the advance which was made on Kant's
position by post- Kantian idealists, while his teaching during the second period was more popular in
form and closely bound up with current political
events.
In the first period we have the Wissenschaftslehre (quite inadequately translated as
Theory of Knotvledge), the practical philosophy of
the Theory of Natural Right (Naturrecht) and of
the Ethics [Sittenlehre), and the religious philosophy of the essay On the Ground of our Belief in
the Divine Government of the Universe.
In the
second period we find Fichte's final synthesis of
Knowledge (shown in the Wissenschaftslehre to be
purely formal). Will (established as the ground of

and the Divine Moral Order (in which the
vocation of each individual is grounded).
From this point onwards the inquiry centres in that divine
reality),
*

idea of the world which appears as the guiding principle in the
popular works, and which at first sight appears to have no immediate connection with the Wissenschaftslehre in its earlier
form. In certain minor doctrines, the new expositions differ
from the Wissenschaftslehre
but on the whole we find
nothing in them to contradict or supersede the Wissenschaftslehre.
They contain a wider, more concrete view, to which
Wissensehaftslehre may be regarded as an introduction' (Adam.

.

.

Bon, Fichte, p. 190).

Before describing the salient features of Fichte's
contribution to speculation, we must briefly sketch
his life and indicate his chief writings.
Johann Gottlieb Fichte (b. 1762) was
I. Life.
the eldest son of a humble handicraftsman at
Eammenau in Upper Lusatia, who had married
the daughter of a well-to-do manufacturer.
The boy was meditative and earnest, endowed with a remarkable memory, and verj' fond of reading. These characteristics,

—

along with a certain obstinacy, were to have far-reaching
effects upon his life.
An accident brought his talents to the
notice of a nobleman, who sent him first to a tutor, and then to
a monastery-like and antiquated foxmdation-school at Schulpforta,

near Naumberg.

At

eighteen years of age he entered the theological faculty at Jena, being transferred, however,
to Leipzig in the following year. Theological difficulties, especially those arising out of the relation
of Providence to the voluntary action of man, led
him to take an ea^er interest in philosophy, and
he frankly adopted the determinist position, in
which the reading of Spinoza's Ethics only served
to confirm him.
He was thrown on his own resources even before his University course was completed, and after three years at Leipzig he spent
some years as a tutor in various families, first in
Saxony, and then in Ziirich ; it was in Ziirich that
he met his future wife, a niece of Klopstock. In
1790 he had a hard struggle against poverty in
Leipzig, but the autumn of that year brought him
more pupils, among them one who desired to study
the philosophy of Kant. This was a turning-point
in his life.
A circumstance,' he writes to his betrothed, which seemed
the result of mere chance, led me to give myself up entirely to
the study of the Kantian philosophy a philosophy which restrains the imagination, always too powerful in me, which ^ivea
understanding the sway, and which raises the whole spirit to
an indescribable elevation above all earthly considerations.
It is difficult beyond all conception, and stands greatly in need
of simplification. The principles, it is true, are hard speculations, with no direct bearing upon human life, but their consequences are of the utmost importance for an age whose
'

'

—

.

.

.

morality is corrupted at the fountain-head ; and to set these
conset^uences before the world in a clear light would, I believe,
be domg it a good service. ... I am now thoroughly convinced that the human will is free, and that to be happy is not
khe purpose of our being, but to deserve happiness.'

—

In 1791, Fichte paid a visit to Kant at Konigs-

an essay entitled Kritik
some accident this was

published anonymously. The philosophical world,
already expecting a work on religion by Kant,
assumed that the Konigsberg philosopher was the
author, with the result that Fichte, once again a
private tutor, found his book immediately famous.
tour in Switzerland, after his marriage in 1793,
brought him into contact with Pestalozzi and other
men of wide reputation. The writing of political
pamphlets, and deep reflexion upon the difficulties
of the Kantian philosophy, occupied him untU, in
the spring of 1794, he accepted the post of Extraordinary Professor of Philosophy at Jena, then distinguished as the centre of progressive philosophi-

A

cal

and literary movements in Germany.

His work

at Jena, where his influence among the students
was remarkable, was cut short by an unfortunate
attack upon him on the ground of his supposed
atheism an attack which he met without much
tact.
The result was that he resigned the chair,
and before long he was compelled to make his way
quietly to Berlin. There he at first moved in the
circle of Schlegel, Schleiermacher, and others of
the Romantic school, but it was not long before he
found a more congenial and officially more influential circle of friends.
Obtaining permission

—

to lecture in Berlin, he gathered round him an
audience containing most disting-uished scholars
and statesmen. At Erlangen in 1805 he delivered
a number of lectures, including the famous course
on The Nature of the Scholar.
In 1807, at the conclusion of the war with France, which had
interrupted his residence in Berlin, Fichte was chosen to frame
for the proposed University of Berlin a constitution which
should ensure its efficiency and success a task peculiarly congenial to him. Unfortunately, a change in the management of
the scheme led to the rejection of his remarkable and far-

—

sighted proposals.

With patriotic disregard of the risks he was
running, he delivered his Addresses to the German
People during the winter of 1807-8, while Berlin
was occupied by the French, and his services towards the regeneration of Prussia were recognized
by his election as first Rector of the University of
Berlin in 1810. While in the strenuous service of
his Fatherland, he was stricken down by a fever
contracted from his wife, who had laboured in the
overflowing hospitals for five months, and he died
on 27th January 1814.
The Kritik alter Offenbarung ap2. Writings.
peared in 1792 ; it was an attempt to carry the
principles of Kant's critical method into the investigation of the possibility of revealed religion.
Its interest lies in the emphasis which Fichte thus
early laid upon the practical reason as the clue to
In 1794 it was followed
speculative problems.
by Uber den Begriff der Wissenschaftslehre, a tract
containing a purely formal sketch of his first Jena
lectures, which has unfortunately been frequently
used as the most adequate source for a knowledge
While at Jena, Fichte deof Fichte's system.
veloped his speculative principle (described below)
works
dealing
with its theoretical
series
of
in a
and practical grounds and implications, including
Grundlage dergesammten Wissenschaftslehre(n9i),
Grundlage des Naturrechts (1796), Erste und zweite
Einleitungin die Wissenschaftslehre {1191), Versuch
einer neuen Darstellung der Wissenschaftslehre
(1797) which expounds the philosophical system as
a whole, and System der Sittenlehre (1798). After
leaving Jena, Fichte came under influences which
resulted in a more popular exposition and a less
the keen dialectic of the
intellectual idealism
Wissenschaftslehre made way for the ethical idealDie
Bestimmung
des Menschen (1800), the
ism of

—

;

theoretical socialism of Der geschlossene Handelsstaat (1801), the elevated spiritual insight of tjber
das Wesen des Gelehrten (1805), the acute analysis

;

'
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of current culture and thought of Grundziige des
gegenivartigen Zeitalters (1806), and for the bold
reconciliation of life and thought in religion which

Anweisung zum seligen Lcben (1806).
When Prussia was invaded in 1805 by Napoleon,
Fichte's patriotism, which had led him to malce the
unsuccessful appeal to be allowed to accompany the
Prussian troops as a preacher of fire and sword,'
found expression in tne Reden an die Deutschen
addresses which survey the characteristics of the
found in

is

tire

'

—

people out of wliich the new State may be
built up, and expound the steps to be taken in
order to utilize the freedom and vitality of the
nation.

German

Tbb Jena Period.

(1)

— Fichte's

—

(a)

Wissenschafts-

problem was set for him by the
unresolved difficulties of Kant's system. By an
analysis of knowledge and an investigation of the
result, for knowledge, of the existence of the unity
of self-consciousness, Kant attempted to explain
experience. But the result of his method seemed
to be that two elements, each of which has meanlehre.

ing only as related to the other, are equally necessary for experience, though the relation is a purely
negative one.
What Kant, however, does not perceive, is that
these
'

.

.

.

two worlds are essentially relative to each other, so that either,
taken apart from the other, becomes an empty abstraction.
He has, indeed, proved that existence unrelated to a conscious
But it is clear that the pure self,
life is such an abstraction.
in its universality as opposed to all the matter of the desires

—

—

equally abstract. To will the self, and only the self, is to
nothing at all. Self-consciousness always implies conaciousness of something else than self, and could not exist without
it.
Self-determination, therefore, though it may be relatively
opposed to determination by the not-self, cannot be absolutely
opposed to it, for with the not-self the self also would disappear
(E. Caird, Begel, Edinburgh, 1896, p. 124 f.).
is

will

Fichte refused to start with any abstract notion.
Certainty to him rested on intuition, though he
meant by intuition neither the Kantian mode of
knowing things-in-themselves nor the consciousness of the Absolute (of Schelling), but what he
called in his later writings the free activity of the
Ego.
The best-known expression of this starting-point is found in
the Grundlage der Wissenschaftslekre, where it is reached by
a highly artificial method, which cannot be reproduced in brief.
The procedure is to assume that any one who considers what
happens when he calls himself I will find that he is at the
same time both object and subject. But this primitive activity
of consciousness (its self-aflElrmation) is known to the Ego only
through reflexion, that is, through limitation. In other words,
the Ego determines and the Ego is determine /.' The only
solution of this contradiction is found in the pr^iposition 'the
Ego partly determines itself and is partly deternmed." From
this position the theoretical Wissenschaftslehie analyzes the
necessary modes of intelligence which are involved in the
opposition between non-Ego and Ego. Fichte was quite aware,
and held, that this has only formal worth. The practical
Wissenschajtslehre (Sittenlehre) makes an advance. If the Ego
is to unite the pure activity of self-affirmation and the limited,
determined activity, it must be an activity which is at the
same time, though not in the same sense, finite it must be an
infinite striving.
Striving implies opposition.
Thus the
practical activity of the Ego is the ground of the Anstoss
[opposition], which renders intelligence possible' (Adamson,
*

'

'

*

'

'

;

.

.

.

177).

—

(b) Practical philosophy.
The Theory of Natural
Right and the Moral Phil, are deductions from the
first principles of the WissenscJmftslehre, and lay
,down a series of stages marking the realization of
the practical Ego. Tlie Ego, on the principles of
the earlier investigation, must affirm itself, be
aware of its own activity. It can be so aware
'
only in so far as it is practical, willing.
The
practical Ego is the Ego of original self-consciousness a rational being immediately perceives itself
only in willing ; and, were it not practical, would
perceive neither itself nor the world would not
be an intelligence at all. Will is in a special sense
the essence of reason ( Werke, iii. 20 f
and see
Adamson, 181). This striving is a feature of consciousness only to the extent that consciousness
is limited, and the Ego is really a system of im;

—

'

.

;
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pulses, or strivings partially but not absolutely

opposed.
Fichte examines the implications of the principle that the
Ego, to be self-conaciousness, must affirm itself as acting freely
;

and

his results are his theory of right or rights.
Freedom of
action involves the existence of a sphere of action, a world
against which the activity is to be directed. Fichte further
deduces the existence of a plurality of individuals, and the
external world is the means of communication laetween such
free intelligences.
Still further, the co-existence of such free
persons is possible only if they stand in a relation of right and
law (Recht) to each other. The theory of right establishes
(1) primitive right, the right to be not a mere means but a
cause (involving personal freedom and property). To assure this
right, there must also be (2) right of coercion, the agreement
in a commonweal by mutual contract that violations of the
former shall be annulled by its contrary. Hence (3) the political
rights of free contract, of legislative and of executive authority.
Socialist principles regarding State-control of trade, labour, and
money are deduced (cf. the Geschlossene Handelsstaat). The
system of rights arises from the conflict of the freedom of one
subject with that of others ; similarly, the conflict of motives
in any one person gives rise to the system of duties of Fichte's
Theory of Morals or Duties (Sittenlehre). The pure spring of
action, the tendency to freedom for the sake of freedom, finds
beside it the instinct of self-preservation, the aim of which is
enjoyment, not freedom. Fichte points out that these are not
really contradictory ; transcendentally, they are both expressions of the fundamental activity of the Ego. Their union is
effected when an act materially (by obedience to the natural
principle) regards the world of sense, and formally (obeying the
pure principle) affirms freedom from the world of sense. But
the Ego, so long as it remains a self-conscious Ego, cannot be
completely free from limitation, so that the moral end lies in
Moral action is, therefore, a series of acts, no one of
infinity.
which is indifferent ; the moral vocation of man is not one
definite thing, but a series of vocations, and the moral law is,
'
Continually fulfil your vocation.' Conscience is the feeling of
harmony in a given case between the empirical and the pure
Ego, an assurance immediately given.

—

(c) Philosophy of religion.
In his first Essay in
the critical style, the Critique of all Revelation,
Fichte attempted to apply the critical principles
to the question of the possibility, the form, and
the content of any revelation, thus filling a gap
in the Kantian system.
The importance of this
Essay lies in the stress which he already lays
upon the practical side of that system. Within
the earlier system of Fichte there was no place
for the conception of God as creative, or as personal.
Kant had shown the possibility of the existence of
Natural Religion, as involved in the necessity of
the practical postulates of God and immortality
Revealed Religion, Fichte tried to show, rests upon
the morally imperfect condition of those to whom
the revelation is made, and any revelation must be
in harmony with the moral law. It is of the Divine
moral law, not of God, that we read in the treatise
which led to Fichte's removal from Jena. Belief
in the moral order of the universe is belief in God,
and there is no other ; only by reason of the necessities of intelligence do we regard this order as
substance or person.
(2) The Berlin Period.— {a) The Nature of
Man. The harmony which Fichte had tried to
establish between cognition and will, by means of
the conception of the moral order, received during
the Berlin period more elaborate treatment ; the
Wissenschaftslehre, so often taken as Fichte's last
word, is merely introductory to the whole of what
The clearest
is contained in the Popular Works.
exposition of the later synthesis is found in Die
Bestimmung des Menschen of 1800 (Pop. Works, i.
The three sections of this work Doubt,
321 flf.).
Knowledge, and Faith
state the positions of
Naturalism, Theoretical Idealism, and Practical
Naturalism leaves us with
(or Ethical) Idealism.
the conflict of natural necessity and freedom.

—

—

—

Knowledge is shown to be purely formal but in
the third book the end of existence is declared to
be not knowledge, but action.
;

In the section entitled Faith,' Fichte shows that the attempt
to analyze the feeling of free activity by reason only, revives
the sceptical doubts described in the section entitled Doubt.'
We must simply accept the impulse to independence, and realize
that thought is not supreme, but founded on our striving ener'The true dienity of my understanding fills me with
gies.'
'

'

'

—
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no longer the deceptive mirror which reflects
a series of empty pictures, proceeding from nothing and tending
to notliing it is bestowed upon me for a great purpose. Its cul-

reverence.

It is

;

is entrusted to me
it is placed in my
hands, and at my hands it will be required.' *We do not act
because we know, but we know because we are called upon to
act.
The practical reason is the root of all reason.'

tivation for this purpose

The moral
are clear.

'

results

;

which follow from this position
to know, but according to

Not merely

cealed behind the former, bursts forth into new development.
Death and Birth are but the struggle of Life with itself to
assume a more glorious and congenial form.'
(6) The
of the Blessed Life (tr. under that
title in the Popular Works).
This deals with the
ultimate question of the relation of finite spirits to
the universe of which they are parts. In the second
part of that work, Fichte offers a history of the different stages (distinguishing five) of that reflexion
by which the relation is apprehended. The first
three stages are those described in The Nature of
Man, where it is shown that the life of Faith ia

Way

—

thy knowledge to do, is thy vocation.'
Fichte
would, however, have us remember that others
also are busy doing.
Assume it as already known
that they can give a purpose to their own being
the acceptance of, and self-sacrifice for, the ideas
wholly by themselves, and independently of thee
never interrupt the accomplishment of this pur- on which rest art, science, and political life. But
pose, but rather further it to the utmost of thy man can rise yet higher, for his failure to realize
power.
The vocation of the race is to form itself the Divine Will in his own action forces him in upon
into one single body, each part of which shall be himself, so that he may comprehend what that ia
in intimate contact with every other.
All has which he loves and after which he strives. Man
tended to this end, and much of the way is already so lives that 'in the conduct of each individual
passed over. Man has attained to a more compre- there may be manifested purely that form which
hensive, more energetic freedom.
When once the Divine nature has assumed in this particular
that each individual may recognize
every useful discovery made at one end of the individual
earth is at once communicated to all other parts, God as He is outwardly manifested in the conduct
that all others may recognize
then, without further interruption, with united of all other men
strength and equal step, humanity shall move God as He is manifested in the conduct of this
onward to a higher culture, of which we can at particular individual and that thus God alone
present form no conception.
But an even greater may be ever manifested in all outward appearance.'
Order appears the Eternal World, in which we The fifth and last stage is that in which the finite
are and live even now, the world in which Will spirit apprehends in thought the intimate relations
in which he and all other finite spirits are bound
is the first link in a chain of consequences that
stretches through the whole invisible realms of together in one community of free intelligences,
spirit, rises before us.
God, the Divine WUl, is moved and upheld by one purpose.
LlTERATURK.
Werke, the collected works, 11 vols., edited and
the bond of union between finite wills within that
by Fichte'a son, I. H. Fichte (vols, i.-viii., Bonn,
world, and our true life is a life of active endeavour arranged
184.5-46, and vols, ix.-xi., 1834-38)
The Popular Works of J. 0.
to co-operate with other willing persons, fulfilling Fiehte*, tr. W. Smith, 2 vols., London, 1889, with a memoir of
the
author
prepared
derived from J, G. Fichte'a
respective
from
materials
OUT
vocations while respecting their
freedom, guided by conscience, which is the felt Leben und titerarischer Briefwechsel'^, by I. H. Fichte, 2 vols.,
Leipzig, 1862 The Scieiice of Rights and The Science of Knowharmony between the natural tendency and the ledge, tr. A. E. Kroeger, with introd. by W. T. Harris, London,
tendency to freedom.
1889 On the Nature of the Scholar and The Characteristics of
'

;

'

'

;

;

;

'

;

;

;

;

Creative life reveals itself in a different shape in each corner
of the universe as the power by which we ourselves were formed.
Here it streams as self -creating and self-forming matter through
human veins and muscles, and pours out its abundance into the
tree, the plant, and the grass.
There it leaps and dances as
spontaneous activity in the animal, and appears in ever-new
forms.
Everything that lives and moves follows this universal
impulse.' Through that which to others seemed a mere dead
mass, Fichte saw this life rising in ever-increasing growth, no
longer the ever-recurring circle, or the eternally repeated play.
'
It ia not Death that kills, but the more living Life which, con'

the Present Age, tr, W. Smith, both contained in the Popular
Works already mentioned C. C. Everett, Fichte's Science of
Knowledge, Chicago, 1884 R. Adamson, Fichte, London, 1881
(see also his Development of Modem Philosophy, Edinb. and
Lond. 1908); F. C. A. Schwegler, Hist, of Phil., tr. with a
note by J. H. Stirling, Edinburgh, 1867 (see also other Histories
of Philosophy, notably those of K. Fischer, Erdmann, and
Windelband) T. Carlyle, On Heroes, Lect. vi. A. Lasson,
J. G. Fichte im Verhdltniss zu Kirche und Staat, Berlin, 1863
F. dimmer, J. G. Fichte's Religiojisphilosryphie, Berlin, 1878.
;

;

;

;
.
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